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THE DE KEATING-HART METHOD OF FUL-
GURATION.*

By WILLIAM SEAMAN BAINBRIDGE, Sc.D., yi.W,

NEW YORK.

One of the world's greatest philosophers has said

:

"There is a principle which is a bar against all

information, and which cannot fail to keep a man
in everlasting ignorance ; this principle is contempt
prior to examination." It is the desire of every
seeker after truth to avoid this deadly principle, to

examine first, and then to accept with approval, or

to reject with contempt. If examination is impos-
sible, suspended judgment is in order.

The Committee on Scientific Research of the

by the de Keating-Hart method of "fulguration,"
or "sideration," as it was then called, it was decided
to investigate the theory upon which the method
was based, as well as the technic of its application,
and, if results warranted it, to give the method a
scientific trial in a series of cases.

As the representative of the New York Skin and
Cancer Hospital, and as a surgeon greatly inter-
ested in the cancer problem, the author, on various
trips to Europe, visited de Keating-Hart, who dem-
onstrated his apparatus and explained his method
in detail. I saw him employ fulguration in num-
bers of cases, and examined many of the patients
previous to operation, as well as upon successive
visits afterward. Dr. de Keating-Hart has been
kind enough to furnish us with photographs and
lantern-slide pictures of a number of patients treat-

Fic. \. Fig.

Case I.—Epithelioma of the right side of the nose, which had invaded the subjacent bone. The first fulguration
in 1907. the second in January, 1908, and the third in December, 1908. This patient having refused to submit to
an anesthetic, it was impossible to treat him thoroughly at a single sitting. Cured for three years. (See Figs.
I and 2.)

New York Skin and Cancer Hospital has borne this

principle in mind in its study of the cancer prob-
lem, being willing at all times to investigate the

claims of any method for the palliation or cure of

malignant neoplasms, providing, of course, that

such investigation present no element of danger to

the well-being of the patients concerned.
Accordingly, when, about five years ago, our at-

tention was first directed to the treatment of cancer

*Read in part before the New England Association of
Physical Therapeutics. Boston, April 12, 1912. Illustrated
with lantern slides. Delivered in part, with the presenta-
tion of patients, at the Eighth Annual Clinical Lecture on
Cancer, New York Skin and Cancer Hospital, April 24,

1912.

ed by him from time to time, many of whom I have
examined at his clinic in Paris. A few of these

photographs will serve to convince the reader, as

the actual cases did nie, that the method is worthy
of careful trial.

In some of the cases the cure of the cancer does
not offer in itself any special interest, since this

might have been obtained, as de Keating-Hart has

pointed out, by a number of well-known means in

at least the first group. The cases are of real

significance only when considered from a triple

point of view, which should be borne in mind as

the pictures and the case histories are studied:

(i) The strictly limited eradication of tissue
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around the lesions, thus saving or lessening sub Each has undergone careful histological exaniina-
sequent deformity. tion, and in the published works of de Keating-

(2) The non-recurrence obtained for a number Hart may be found the names of phvsicians and
of years, although in certain cases the disease had surgeons by whom the patients were treated, as well

%i

Fig. 3. Fic. (.

Case II.—Epithelioma of the squamous celled type involving the inner canthus of the rigtit eye and the nasal process
of the superior maxilla. Fulguration December 31, 1907.

not been checked by other means ; or. in primary
cases, the lessened likelihood of recurrence.

(3) The relatively slight disfigurement produced
by the method in the cases presented.

These cases are all a matter of record, and are

reproduced here merely for purposes of interest and

Was seen again tliree years later. Cured.

as the names of the laboratories where microscopic
examinations were made.
The cases herein described or pictured have been

selected for this paper by Dr. de Keating-Hart as

best illustrating his methods.

Superficial Cancers of Ciitoiwoiis Origin (Cases

Fig. Fig. 6.

Case III.—Epithelioma of the skin of the superior maxilla and of the bones of the nose. Treated without success
by arsenical cauterization. Fulguration February 14, 1908. Seen again a year and a half later. Cured. (See Figs.

5 and 6.) I have heard since that she had a recurrence. This is possible. The case was very severe and the re-
moval without doubt insufficient, but I cite the case especially because of the cosmetic result, (de Keating-Hart.]

emphasis. It may be said, in justice to de Keating-
Hart and his method, that these cases represent pa-
tients of sufficiently various age and disease of suf-
ficient severitv to give to them an undeniable value.

I to VT).—The first .group represents superficial

cancers of cutaneous origin, which are interesting

in that they show what excellent cosmetic results

fulguration mav give.
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Deep Cancers of Cutaneous Origin (Cases VII The following cases of cancer of the breast are

to XI).—The next group represents deep cancers presented, not only because ot their severity, but

of cutaneous origin, which have acquired a greater because of the limited removal of diseased tissue,

severitv from the fact of their extent and their i" spite of which permanent results were obtained.

FtG. Fig. 8.

Case IV.—Epithelioma of the face. Treated previously by surgery and :r-rays with immediate and severe recurrence.

Fulguration carried out August 29, 1907. Was followed in twenty days by a beautiful cicatrization, as shown in the

figure. The patient has glands in the neck which were not fulgurated (unfortunately) which naturally have increased

in size, but the local healing is still present. (See Figs. 7 and 8.)

penetration into the subjacent osseous tissue. Here It is to be emphasized, in this connection, that this

the cosmetic eltect is less than the therapeutic limited removal of tissue is not advocated by de

effect, but is nevertheless not entirely wanting. It Keating-Hart and others who have employed the

Fig, Fig. lU.

Cask V.—Flat epithelioma of the face extending to the mucous membrane of the upper lip and to the nose. Rapid

growth. Fulguration June 6, 1908, preceded by very limited removal of the growth. (Lost to sight a short time after-

ward.')

is well to note that most of these cases were con-

sidered inoperable and that some had been unsuc-

cessfully treated by other methods.
Cancers of the Breast (Cases XII to XV).

—

method, except in cases where more extensive re-

moval is not feasible.

Cancer of the Cervical Rei^ion (Case XVI).
Cancers of the Mucosa (Cases XVII to XX).
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—^De Keating-Hart claims to have obtained a num- "Fulguration," he said, "permits surgery to inter-

ber of permanent results in cases of cancer of the vene where intervention was no longer posible,

lip in which there was limited removal of the lesion, and may offer a chance of non-recurrence to those

without removal of the diseased glands. These cases which surgery alone cannot relieve."

Fig. 11. Fig, 12.

C.'^SE VI.— Ulcerating and proliferating epitheliunia at the inner angle of the right eye and on the nose. Fulguration
June 3, 1907, with simple curettage. Very neat healing in twenty days, continuing perfectly well for three years.

(See Figs. 11 and 12.) Lost from sight since then.

cases demonstrate the favorable results of fulgura-

tion even with incomplete removal of the disease.

Cancer of the Rectum, in severe cases, has given
less favorable and less permanent results than has
cancer in other parts of the body.

Cancer of the Uterus has not given good results

with fulguration, according to de Keating-Hart. It

is one of the localized forms of cancer where ful-

guration is least indicated, because of the possibil-

ity of the complete surgical removal of the disease.

If the condition is inoperable fulguration may re-

lieve and produce superficial cicatrization, but it

will not cure.

Sarcomatous Tumors often show "splendid heal-

ing" from fulguration, according to de Keating-
Hart.

As the months passed and de Keating-Hart's re-

ports contiiuied favorable, as did likewise those of

a number of other European investigators, our in-

terest was still further aroused in the method.
Desplat, appointed by the French Association for

the Advancement of Science, to report upon "the

remote results of fulguration in the treatment of

cancer" (Congress at Toulouse, .\ugust, 1910), cited

a number of interesting cases published by Dubois-

Crepagne and himself. He concludes his report

with the following: "After three years' experience,

I conclude, as I concluded after the first year, that

fulguration has enlarged considerably the field of

surgery in giving it marked chance of success in

those cases where it previously dared no longer in-

tervene, and I now reply to the question which I

had left under judgment for two years, that ful-

guration gives to the patient chances of prolonged

non-recurrence superior to those chances which
surgery gives when left to itself alone."

Segond, who declared himself, at the Interna-

tional Conference on Cancer, in Paris, in October,

1910, as being against the method, said of it, fuj-

guration "has increased their resistance and pro-

longed their lives, transformed or cicatrized, in

praiseworthy fashion, horrible, bleeding areas which
tortured" patients whose pains nothing would cahn.

Such statements, reinforced by our own observa-

tions, encouraged us, despite the unfavorable re-

ports which from time to time appeared, to install

a de Keating-Hart fulguration apparatus at the

New York Skin and Cancer Hospital, and to ex-

tend to Dr. de Keating-Hart an invitation to visit

New York and personally demonstrate the appa-
ratus and explain the theories upon which his

method of fulguration is based.

The apparatus, which had been constructed under
de Keating-Hart's persona! direction, was installed

in the hospital in November, 191 1, and in Deceinber
he visited America, giving a series of demonstra-
tions at the New York Skin and Cancer Hospital,

and delivering a number of lectures in other cities.

Invitations were extended to many of the leading

surgeons in this country and Canada to attend these

demonstrations, and the operating room was taxed
to its utmost capacity each day by members of the

medical profession who seemed eager to witness tfie

fulguration "seances," as the originator of the

method is wont to call the applications of fulgura-

tion.

Many cases of cancer, in various stages of oper-

ability, were treated during the nineteen days of

Dr. de Keating-Hart's visit. The surgical opera-

tions were performed by myself, with the assistance

of Dr. Franz Torek, Dr. E. M. Foote, and other

members of the hospital staiT. Dr. de Keating-Hart
was assisted in the instrumentation by Dr. Worth-
ington S. Russell, in charge of the electrotherapeutic

department of the hospital.

On behalf of the New York Skin and Cancer
Hospital, of the Committee on Scientific Research,

and of myself personally, a fonnal expression of

thanks is tendered Dr. de Keating-Hart for his will-

ingness to leave his own work and to give such un-

tiring energy to the demonstrations at the Skin and
Cancer Hospital.

It is our intention to continue to employ the

method in all suitable cases, as we have been doing

since his visit. Careful records of each case are

kept. Notes were made of the treatment to be fol-
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lowed in each of the cases treated by de Keating-

Hart, and his directions have been carried out in

detail. At the end of a period of time sufficiently

Ions: to warrant forniincr a conclusion as to the mer-

conhned absolutely to fulguration as employed at

the present time by de Keating-Hart, and that we
shall in no wise enter into a discussion of the

Riviere-de-Keating-Hart controversv. mentioned by

Fig. 13.

Case VII.—Large flat epithelioma of the antero-superior
the diploe. There were two metastases in the pericranium
The first fulguration with curettage was done on Januar
trization perfect. Recurrence at the end of one year. T
dition at time of report, about three years later. ( See Fig

its of the procedure, a full account of our experi-

ence with fulguration will be published.

Other Electrotherapeutic Me.^slres Ofte.x
Confounded with Fulguration.

Before taking up the further discussion of ful-

guration and the theory upon which its application

is based, attention will be called verv briefly to soiue

^~
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tion of the effect and not the method ; the method

being a hot effleme discharge and the effect one

which simulates burning.''

"The process of effleuvation," he continues, "may

process by applying the current with sufficient

strength to produce a drying out of the tissues

with the induction of coagulation-necrosis. M'hen
the thermic application is made in the tissues,

Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

Case VIII.—Epithelioma of the nose; rapid growth with marked involvement of the bones. Curettage and fulgura-
tion December 3. 1907. The patient had been previously treated without success by the actual cauterv. Very excellent
healing ; well three years later.

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

Case IX.—Deep epithelioma of the orbital region. Considered by all surgeons consulted as absolutely inoperable.
Destruction of the eye and invasion of the ethmoid bone, Fulguration in December, 190;, No recurrence for nearly
three years. Perfect return of the general health, which had been undermined by the terrible pain and the use of mor-
phine. (See Figs. 18 and 19.)

be applied for a cauterant effect or as a desic-

cating agent as described by Clark; the discharges
in the one case destroying the tissue by actual
chemical decomposition of heat, and the other

above 73° C, coagulation-necrosis is induced."

After witnessing a number of de Keating-Hart's

demonstrations at the New York Skin and Cancer
Hospital, the author above quoted said, in an article
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in the Journal of Advanced Tlicral^cutics for Janu- pletes or exhausts the tissue to such a degree that

ary, 1912, "The principle employed by hini 1 de the reparative process is considerably deferred, the

Keatint,^-Hart ) is to remove entirely the can;erous effect from the application of the electrical sparks

growth, and then to appply to the surfacf;s and lowering the vitality of the normal cells, and de-

Fic. 20. Fic, 21.

Case X.—Epithelioma with invasion and destruction of the left eye. the malar bone, and a portion of the superior

maxilla. Fulguration June 29, 1908. Cured for three and one-half years. .\ fistula communicating with the nose

still persists. (See Figs. 20 and 21.)

tissues from which the cancer has been removed stroying by depletion the diseased cells that may
long, high potential resonator sparks, in quality have been left in the tissues."

Fig. 22. Fig. 23.

Case XI.—Orbital epithelioma. Invasion of the left eye, the superior maxilla, and the bones of the nose. The
patient was sent by Prof. Lapersonne to Prof. J. L. Faure, who operated before using fulguration on February 4, igog.

Cured for nearly three years. Patient was presented by Dr. J. L. Faure before the Surgical Society. (See Figs.

22 and 23.')

very similar to the sparks from a static machine. .\nother distinguished writer on electrothera-

This administration gives no burning or destruction peutics,* in 1910, said of the method under dis-

of tissues, but an effect of over-stimulation which, *Tousev. Sinclair: "Medical Electricitv and Rontgen
according to the theory of de Keating-Hart, de- Rays."
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cussion : "This method consists in the apphcation

of long and powerful sparks for the destruction of

morbid tissue. The apparatus may be any of the

resonators giving high-frequency currents, and may

a mistaken conception of the action of the spark
upon the neoplasm.
The fulguration of de Keating-Hart, the "de-

structive fulguration" obtained with short sparks.

Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

Case XII.—Epithelioma of the nipple of rapid growth. Examination showed an indurated mass of the size of a
walnut. Fulguration May 12, 1908, with excision passing exactly around the lesion, thus forming a cone shaped
area in the breast. Still cured after three and one-half years. (See Figs. 24 and 25.)

be either monopolar or bipolar, the latter being
preferable."

From the above it will be seen how easily the ful-

guration of de Keating-Hart may be confused with
the "destructive fulguration" to which various writ-

ers allude.

desiccation, electrocauterizatiou, electrocoagula-

tion (Doyen), "diathermy" (Nagelschmidt), all

signify the application of currents of high fre-

quency. The current, however, may be unipolar

or bipolar, and the spark may be long or short, or

suppressed, and herein is the difference between the

Fig. 26. Fig. 27,

Case XIII.—Epithelioma of the right breast, occupying the superior external quadrant. Rapid growth of the tumor
to the size of a pear. No glands were felt. Fulguration July 9, 1908. Removal of the lesion only and conservation
of the greater part of the breast. No recurrence after two years. Disappeared from observation. (See Figs. 26
and 27.)

The term "fulguration" (lightning) was suggest-

ed by Pozzi, and soon supplanted the term "sidera-

tion" (a sort of stunning of cancer cells), which
de Keating-Hart at first applied to his method under

de Keating-Hart fulguration and the various meth-
ods of electrothermic penetration.

In fulguration the unipolar current, with long,

high-frequency, high-tension sparks, is employed.
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In the other methods named, the bipolar current which its application is carried, giving the respective

is generally employed, though in some the unipo- designations to the different methods. Fulguration,

lar current may be used. In the former the amper- on the other hand, is in no sense a destroyer of tis-

age is comparatively low and the voltage high, sue, but a modifier of trophic nerz'e centers. It is

Fir,. :s. Fu.. 29

Case XlV.^Conservative intervention. Cicatrization of cancerous breast after limited removal. Cancer following

Paget's disease. The left mammary gland deeply invaded. Enlargement of glands in tlie a.xilla. In view of the great

age of the patient, seventy-six years, and her feebleness, decided to remove only the diseased part of the breast. Opera-
tion performed in the service of Prof. Tuflier 01 Paris. Still cured after three and one-half years. (See Figs.

28 and 29.)

Fic. 30. Fi.. .51.

C.\SE XV.—Epithelioma of the left breast. Operated twice, with recurrence on the ribs, in the axilla, and in the skm
of the flank and shoulder. Patient had received radium treatment which ameliorated her condition somewhat. At the

time of fulguration there was cachexia, swollen arm. and intense pain. Fulguration in March, 1906, and in February,

1907. Incomplete excision of the nodules and of the axillary mass by Prof. Maurras of the Colonial Infantry. Re-

mained in perfect health for more than three years. I do not know if this will coritinue, as one must expect a re-

currence, since there was still some diseased tissue left in place which it was impossible to remove, but it is extraor-

dinary to have been able to obtain such a result in .such a case [de Keating-Hart]. (See Figs. 30 and 31.)

understood, of course, that these are de Keating-while in the latter the reverse is usually the case.

Desiccation, "diathermy,'' electrocoagulation, etc.,

are all methods of electrothermic destruction of tis-

sue, the strength of the spark and the extent to

Hart's opinions.

It is not necessary for the purpose of this com-
munication to go into further details concerning
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the various methods named. It may be said, how- ods will be thoroughly tested in suitable cases, the

ever, that apparatus for employing these have been results being reported in due time,

installed in the New York Skin and Cancer Hos- Jnshiimcntation and Technique.—The production

pital, and the relative merits of the ditt'erent meth- of fulguration sparks may be accomplished by

Fig. 32.

Cancer of the Cervical Region.—C.\se XVI.—This was a
of which is uncertain, since it was not seen by de Keating-
it was impossible to determine the primary focus of the disc
deep structures of the neck in the carotid region, and declar
The location, appearance, and consistency of the tumor p
tion showed that the clinical diagnosis was incorrect, the tu

2, 1908, after removal of the entire macroscopic mass.
that a small metastasis situated in the posterior cervical re
prolong the operation, since the patient was already in a con
later. Perfect result. Complete cicatrization in a few we
3.^ and 34.)

Fig. 34.

F.G. 33.

case of epithelioma of the left cer\ical region, tlie origin

Hart until the patient had had two recurrences, and wlien
ase. The tiuuor was large, of rapid growth, lixed to the

ed by several surgeons to be inoperable. Extensive operation,

ointed to a diagnosis of sarcoma, but microscopical examina-
mor proving to be an epithelioma. Fulguration November
During the fulguration of the surgical site it was found
eion was left behind, but it was considered inadvisable to

dition of shock. This mass was fulgurated some months
eks. Seemingly cured after tl'.ree years. (See Figs. 32,

meauj of very differently adjusted apparatus.

Static electricity and the city ctirrent may be util-

ized, according to the case. The following list

comprises the equipment to which de Keating-Hart
gives preference

:

(i) Electric source: city current, dynamos, or ac-

cumulators, etc.

(2) A table holding the rheostats, amperemeters,
etc.

(3) A transformer coil with rapid interrupter, or

transformer in the closed magnetic circuit (alternat-

ing current).

(4) A condenser furnished with a spark gap.

(5) Oudin's resonator.

(6) A bellows furnished, according to the case,

with a foot-pedal, or with a tube of carbonic acid,

or an electric bellows with disinfected air.

(7) Special electrodes of de Keating-Hart. ( Fig.

45-)

(8) An operating table of wood or metal. '=

A few details to be emphasized

:

(i) The source of the current must be powerful.

(2) The amperage at the primary may vary enor-

*The Bainbridge table (Fig. 46) was used for many of
the fulguration operations during de Keating-Hart's visit.

It is especially advantageous for this purpose, the metal
of the table serving as the conductor. It is only necessary
to expose a small area of the patient's naked body to

the uncovered metal top of the table.
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mously (from two to eight or ten amperes, accord- livering the spark to the patient, is in the form of

ing to the vohage of the current, and the manner a sound. It is made of a smooth, metaUic mandrel,

in which it is utiHzed by the internal construction or obturator, working snugly within an insulated

of the coil. etc.).

'

tube of hard rubber. (Fig. 45.)

Fig. 35.

Case XVII.—Flat epithelioma of the angle of the mouth
giiration September 18, 1907. Removal limited to the macr
healthy tissue or of the glands, which were not perceptible t

(3) The strength of the coil cannot be measured

in terms of the length of the spark, as formerly,

because of important modifications which have been

introduced in the internal adjustment of the new
apparatus. In the old models one was able to esti-

mate a minimum of forty to forty-five centimeters

of spark as the limit of the secondary. But the

ensemble of the apparatus ought to be able to pro-

FiG. 37.

duce at the extremity of the solenoid, of the reso-

nator, crackling white sparks of a minimum length

of from seven to eight centimeters.

(4) The electrode, the special instrument for de-

Fic, 36.

and lower lip. of recent beginning and rapid growth. Ful-

oscopic lesion alone, without removal of a margin of

o the touch. Cured for more than four years.

(5) The bellows produces during the operation

a constant circulation within the hard rubber tube

of a current of carbon dioxid, or, preferably, of

air, the purpose of which is twofold: i, to prevent

a rise in temperature of the column of air within

the electrode where the sjiarks are produced ; 2, to

remove the coagulable liquids which may obstruct

the free end of the sound at points of contact of

the latter with the operative field.

(6) This gaseous circulation first strikes the up-

per end of the sound and escapes at the tip. An elec-

tric contact is then established between the electric

source and the metallic mandrel. The mandrel is

then withdrawn from ten to twelve centimeters out-

side of its hard rubber casing, in such way that the

point of the conductor is situated at an equal dis-

tance from the tip of the insulated sound. Conse-

c|uently, in order to reach the fulgurated zone, the

spark must pass through the non-conducting aerial

column in the sound, which will permit the ful-

gurator to deliver sparks to those points only

which it is intended to reach. For a large flat sur-

face such an instrument may not be necessary. In

all hollow places, or in all empty organs, a spark

which is not thus surrounded by insulation spends

itself upon the edges or upon certain points and
cannot penetrate in its entire length to the bottom

of the place in question.

(7) Even with this instrument perfected, as it

is, one is not free from all error of technique, unless

it be utilized according to certain principles and

with precaution. The first precaution to take is the

surveillance of the proper function of the apparatus.

If the interior wall of the hard rubber tube is still

moist after being sterilized, it may change com-
pletely the properties of the spark, and especially its
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length, by prolonging the metal conductor through cidents which may take place in the course of ful-

a conducting liquid as far as the inferior extrem- guration, and, by changing the entire conditions,

ity of the instrument. Likewise, it may happen vitiate the results. From the foregoing it may be

that in spite of the bellows, or, at least through readily inferred that precision of technique is quite

Fig. 39.

Case XVIII.—Epithelioma of tlie lower lip of the size of a small walnut, situated at the angle of the mouth.

Enlargement of the submaxillary glands on the right side. Fulguration April 10. 1909. Removal of the tumor, incision

of skin to right submaxillary region, ablation of the enlarged glands, and the degenerated submaxillary gland. "Spark-

ing" of the entire wound. Cured for more than three years. (See FiR* ,1.'^ and 39.")

Fig. 40. Fig. 41.

Case XIX.—Cancer of the left half of the tongue, with leucoplakia and bilateral cervical adenopathy. Removal in

•two sittings of the cervical and buccal lesions. The small glands on the right side were left in place (unfortunately).

Fulguration March 21, 1909. Cured for nearly three years. (See Figs. 40 and 41.)

its insufficiency, a coagulum may fill up the interior

of the electrode, altering the force and the quantity

of the current.

It would take too long to discuss here all the in-

as essential in the application of the electrical cur-

rent as it is in the preceding surgical operation.

Surgical Technique.—The first step of fulgura-

tion is purely surgical. This depends entirely upon
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the exigencies of the case,

detailed consideration here
tially a method of treatment for operable cancers.

The more complete the removal of diseased tissue.

and need not be given
Fulguration is essen-

powerful sparks of high frequency and high
tension, applying them to the area from which
every macroscopic trace of cancer has been re-

moved. It is, then, under the cancer, and not

f >G. 42. Fig. 43.

Case XX.—Very large cancer of the cheek on the left side, developed primarily on the mucosa of the mouth from
a spot of leukoplakia. The tumor invaded successively the superior maxilla, which it destroyed, and the skin of the
cheek from the malar region to the ear and as far as the angle of the mouth. A part of the inferior maxilla was also
mvolved. The tumor was treated for some time at Lyons with a high-frequencv current, without operation. The tumor
grew larger and larger. The patient was seen by Prof. Jaboulay in Lyons. Fulguration April 9, 1909, with the sur-
gical assistance of Dr. Juge. Ablation of the macroscopic masses by means of the curette, the scissors, and the knife.
The greater part of the left superior maxilla was seen to be completely cancerous. A sharp primary sparking was
then done and repeated some days later upon some new nodules which had appeared at certain points of the wound.
Has remamed in perfect condition, without recurrence, for more than three years. (See Figs. 42. 43, and 44.)

the more certain, according to de Keating-Hart, is

the freedom from recurrence. The possibility of
complete cure and absolute prevention of recurrence
is commensurate with the extent to which eradica-
tion may be carried. Where only partial removal
of diseased tissue is possible the method of fulgura-
tion is palliative rather than curative. In these cases
de Keating-Hart advocates another method—^ther-

mo-radiotherapy—which will be considered later.

Fig, 44—Actual condition (cicatrized). The tongue is seen at the
bottom of the opening.

_
Electrical Technique.—The electrical technique is

simple in its description and delicate in its applica-
tion. The general rule laid down by de Keating-
Hart is as follows : Spark for a long time, using

upon it, that the electrical discharge is applied.

The spark should be white, producing the sensa-
tion of a violent shock, its mean length to be from
ten to twelve centimeters. An important detail is

to utilize the spark at its maximum length. The
electrode should be kept in constant motion, and
should be regularly passed over the surface being
treated. The reason for this is twofold: (i) In
order to avoid carbonization of the points at which
the spark strikes the tissues; (2) in order to equal-
ize the dosage, save at suspected points where one
must W'Ork energetically.

The dosage, or the duration of the appHcation of
the spark upon a given point, it is impossible to es-

tablish in other than an empirical manner. It is not
difficult to comprehend the reason for this, when
one realizes that no two apparatus are exactly alike,

and that in the same apparatus there may be great
variations in the primary current, the distance of
the sparkgap, and the conductibility of the air which
surrounds it, all of which bear an influence, as does
likewise the insulation of the patient. Under such
conditions the electrical properties of the spark are
subject to enormous variation. As a general rule,

however, one may advise "ten minutes of fulgura-
tion for an area of ten square centimeters." This
is near enough for ordinary purposes, in the ma-
jority of cases, and with the usual apparatus.
Another guide in the matter of duration is the

change in the color of the tissues being fulgurated.
All tisues take on a slightly darker tinge, not
from destruction, but from the deposit of small
blood clots produced at the surface through contact
with the spark. This change of color varies with
the tissue mvolved. While the muscles take on the
tinge of smoked meat the bones become slightly yel-
low. In reality these appearances are apt to be de-
ceptive, depending upon the manner in which the
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sparking is carried out, and upon the thickness of

the sanguinolent fluid through which it passes. As
a rule, bones should not be fulgurated as long as

the muscles, or the vessels as long as the tendons.

The two main points to be emphasized are : ( i

)

Sufficient removal of diseased tissue; (2) powerful

sparking of the underlying tissues.

The method should not be condemned unless

these two essential features are practised. De Keat-

ing-Hart calls attention to the fact that most of the

German authors, with the notable exception of

^^^B>

Fig. 45.—De Keating-Hart's Fulguration Electrode.

Czerny, have published only failures. This is ac-

counted for by him by the fact that almost every-

where in Germany he has seen very defective elec-

trodes employed. The apparatus in these instances

permits of the use of a spark only about three cen-

timeters long. Furthermore, this spark fails to af-

fect the parts concerned when one is working at

the bottom of a cavity.

Bad instrumentation and bad technique, combined
with insufficient surgical intervention, are the chief

causes of failure. In addition to these, an im-

proper understanding of the indications for ful-

guration may lead to failure. Some tumors, be-

cause of their location (as in the intestine, uterus,

brain, lung), escape the action of the spark. In

such cases fulguration alone is not indicated, but a
combination of fulguration and "thermo-radio-
therapy," another method suggested by de Keating-
Hart, of which we will speak presently.

Theoretical Basis of Fulguration.—During the

visit of de Keating-Hart to this country full notes

were taken of his lectures and demonstrations, in

order that our test of his method might be in abso-
lute accord with his views. In addition to this, he
was asked to formulate for us a full exposition of

the theory upon which he bases his claims concern-
ing fulguration. What is said on the subject, there-

fore, is an abstract of his own statements. We wish
to emphasize the fact that we are neither accepting

nor rejecting his views, but that, as stated in the

beginning, we are merely examining the evidence

by clinical tests.

The premise upon which the de Keating-Hart
fulguration method has been developed is that the

unipolar long spark of high frequency and high
tension acts not upon the neoplasm, but upon the

soil on which the neoplasm lias developed.

Three groups of facts are relied upon to estab-

lish the premise

:

( 1 ) That sparking, even when used with inade-

quate surgical operation, gives undeniable results,

insufficient doubtless, but already very definite.

(2) That the tumor is in no way modified in its

appearance or in its vitality, from which one may

Fig. 46.—Bainbridge's operating table, the metal top of which serrea as the direct connection with the electrical apparatu*
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reasonabl}' conclude that it is not the tumor itself,

but the condition of its nutrition—^that is to say, the

environment in which it develops—that is trans-

formed.

(3) That laboratory experiments and clinical ob-

servations furnish plausible explanations of the

foregoing.

The Action of the Current without Excision
"SiDERATION."

In his earlier attempts de Keating-Hart based his

work upon a principle which he afterward found
false, viz., he sought to produce, by means of the

electric discharge, not an immediate and direct de-

struction of the tumor, as many thought, but what
he called its "sideration," by which he meant a sort

of stunning of the cancer cell, in consequence of

which the cell became partially devitalized and re-

trograded little by little, so that from a condition of

anarchy there was a return to a condition of or-

ganized and orderly control.

By way of parenthesis, it may be emphasized here,

that by ''cancer cell" de Keating-Hart does not sug-

gest a parasitic or microbic origin of cancer. He
does not accept this theory of the etiology of the

disease, but considers it rather the expression of the

hypernutrition of abnormal cells. The object of his

treatment, therefore, is to bring about a lessening

of the nutrition of these abnormal, or cancer cells,

and their death in consequence of this lowered nu-
trition.

His early results seemed to prove the correctness

of this theory. The first case which he treated in

this manner was one of cancer of the breast, "en
cuirasse," in which division of the nerves had
caused anesthesia of the cutaneous surface, permit-

ting the application of violent sparkings many times

a week to the affected area without anesthetizing the

patient, and without giving rise to intolerable pain.

Under this treatment the general condition im-

proved very quickly. The tumor was adherent to

the thorax, but was nevertheless quite superficial.

It retrograded under one's eyes.

De Keating-Hart has since published a series of

observations of the same kind, in which, despite the

persistence of cancerous nodules in fulguration

wounds, he obtained, after the application of his

method, excellent and durable retrogressions, more
or less complete, notwithstanding that previously

the lesions were developing with rapidity, and that

surgical intervention had aggravated rather than

diminished them.
From these experiences he was convinced that the

current, even when employed alone, or accompanied
by inadequate surgical intervention, gives rise to

remarkable results in cancer. He concluded, there-

fore, that the current is the active element in his

method, but he could not at first determine upon
what tissues the current acted, whether upon the

unhealthy tissue, by destroying it, or upon the

healthy tissue adjacent to the abnormal tissue, modi-
fying the former. In time he reached the conclusion

that the current caused the "sideration" of the ab-

normal tissue cells.

The Modification, by Sparking, of the Area Un-
derlying the Tumor.—A previously determined fact

helped to shake his faith in the hypothesis of the

direct "sideration" of the cancer cell. He had seen

cutaneous neoplastic nodules retrograde around a

fulgurated region without themselves being touched

by the discharge. A very simple experiment over-

threw his first theory. He found that mice cancers,

when fulgurated, removed, and reimplanted in

healthy mice, developed afresh under conditions

identical with those of grafts that had not been ex-

posed to the spark. The neoplastic cell, not de-

stroyed directly by the electric discharge, was in no
way attacked in its vitality by the discharge.

It was necessary then to completely reject the

"sideration" hypothesis, or that the high-tension

current caused any notable modification of the neo-

plasm, whether physiological or histological. The
evolution of the cancer, however, being indisputably

diminished by the current, in his experience, he con-

cluded that it could only be that the soil sustaining

the lesion had been rendered less fit for its growth.

His observations, then, led de Keating-Hart to

the theory that sparking modified the local trophism

in such way that the tumor, being badly nourished,

tended to retrograde. He announced this view at

the Congress of Physiotherapy at Paris, in 1909,

and afterward at the Congress for the Advancement
of Science, at Lille, in the same year.

The observations and experiments which verified,

in his opinion, the hypothesis thus modified, may
best be given in de Keating-Hart's own words. We
quote, therefore, directly from his statements, as

published, and as forwarded to the author in a per-

sonal communication since the former's return to

Paris

:

"Facts and Experiments which Confirm the Hy-
pothesis of an Action on the Subjacent Healthy Tis-

sue.—^The employment of the high frequency short

spark (from one to four centimeters), that is to

say, at a relatively low tension, produces the effect

of cellular stimulation ; it provokes a rapid cicatriza-

tion of wounds, and its remarkable action of the

closure of torpid ulcers is too well known to require

any insistence upon it.*

"On the other hand, the high-tension spark prop-

erly so-called, of a minimum length of seven centi-

meters, applied for a time sufficiently long in pro-

portion to the surface fulgurated, so far from ac-

tivating cicatrization, retards it and transforms a

given area into a torpid ivound. The wound fills

up, but the surrounding healthy tissue contracts.

The surface becomes hardly at all covered with

epithelium. There is, in other words, a natural au-

toplasty, not cicatrization, and if the surrounding

skin is but slightly elastic, the closing of the wound,

far from being hastened, becomes extremely slow.

By analogy, then, and considering the difficulty of

the reformation of healthy epidermis after fulgura-

tion, I had to admit that the same trophic phenom-

enon that prevented such reformation retarded or

suppressed the propagation (repullulation) of can-

cer in situ. New and very interesting experiments,

previously unknown to me, have come to support,

by histological examinations, my somewhat unsup-

ported hypothesis. I refer to the researches of

Professor Ghilarducci of Rome.
"On June 30, 1909, Ghilarducci presented to the

Royal Academy of Medicine of Rome a communi-

cation in which he made known his researches on

the 'biological and curative action of fulguration.'

He says: 'the curative value of fulguration in ma-

lignant tumors is still the subject of much discus-

sion. The method of Keating-Hart has both ar-

dent partisans and strong opponents. I have treat-

ed by fulguration eleven almost inoperable cases

;

namely, three epitheliomas of the breast, two of the

neck, one of the nose and the antrum of Highmore,

Zimmern : "La Valeur Therapeutique de la Fulguration,"

Paris, 1909.
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one of the concha of the ear extending to the mas-
toid process, two carcinomas of the cervix uteri, and
one carcinoma of the nasal septum. . . . The
patients belonged to the services of Professors Al-
lesandri, Ferreri, and Ferreti. The immediate re-

sults have been good in those cases in which surgical
excision could be practised in snch a ivay as to com-
prise the macroscopic limits of the tumor. I cannot
express an opinion of the definite results, my experi-

ence being yet too recent.'

"But having observed the constancy of all the

trophic reactions of the current published up to

that time, and rightly admitting that all trophism
is normally regulated by the nervous centers, he
(Ghilarducci) has sought the causes of these phe-
nomena in the modifications of the nerves and of

the spinal cord consequent on fulguration. With
this point in view he has made a series of experi-

ments on rabbits. Exposing the animal's sciatic

nerve, he subjected it to the current for from a sec-

ond to half a minute. Then from day to day he ex-
amined macroscopically the histological results of

these fulgurations. His work in extenso gives his

observations in detail, which are too long to be re-

counted here. I shall content myself with a resume
of the principal conclusions, as follows

:

'(i) The action of the current varies as tlie in-

tensity and duration of the fulguration.

"(2) It manifests itself at a considerable distance

from the point fulgurated. In his experiments,
Ghilarducci has discovered in the sacral and cen'ical

segments of the cord even ivhen not itself fulgu-
rated, lesions corresponding to those that he had
produced on the sciatic nerve subjected to the cur-
rent, and that ivithout modification of the interme-
diary nerve trunks or of the spinal ganglions, as

though the nerves transmitted the electric shock to

the medullary cells without themselves suffering

any consequences therefrom.

"(3) Finally, the distant medullary lesions may
vary from a simple chromatolytic reaction to a cel-

lular necrosis, according to the intensity and the

duration of the application of the current to the

sciatic.

"We know what profound troubles of nutrition

may be brought about by the destruction of certain

medullary segments, witness the retardation of
growth that the limb of a child undergoes after an
attack of anterior poliomyelitis. Is it not easily ad-
missible that the modifications transmitted to the
spinal cord by all the nerve terminals of a wound
subjected to fulguration, should determine in it re-

actions that manifest themselves by a certain cellu-

lar destruction followed by a more or less complete
repair? And would not that explain and justify, to

use Ghilarducci's words, 'the analgesias and trophic-

troubles clinically displayed?'

"To sum up, I believe that I have shown that the
reaction of the high-tension current employed in a
fulguration dose in no way resembles that of other
physical agents.*

"The retardation it causes to the epithelial cov-

*"It is especially differentiated from 'diathermia' studied
in Austria and Germany by von Berndt. Zeyneck, Preeps,
and Nagelschmidt, and lately introduced into France under
the name of 'electrocoagulation.' This is indeed only a
thermic means of destruction, not a modifier of trophic
centers. I do not discuss, but merely call attention to this
method, so interesting from other viewpoints, whicli up
to now has not given any result that has been seriously
Studied in cancer; and the work of the authors themselves
of the method (Berndt, Nagelschmidt") have proved that
the cancer cells not destroyed by diathermia acquired on
the contrary a heightened vitality."

ering of wounds, the retrogression that it provokes
even in cancer nodules situated around the fulgu-

rated zones, and, finally, the distant histological ac-

tions that it determines in the medullary centers

corresponding to these zones, all suggest a seduc-
tive, even if yet incomplete, explanation of its suc-

cess in the treatment of cancer. The ignorance in

which we find ourselves regarding the e.xact patho-

geny of these neoplasms, does not permit us to de-

mand more from any theory. Certain experiments,
however, now proceeding, will soon, I hope, permit
me to support it with sufficiently forcible proofs.

But the difficulty in the matter of dosage explains

how it is that results can be so different with dif-

ferent experiments and cases."

34 Gramercy Park.

RELATIONS OF CALCIUM TO PRETUBER-
CULOUS STATES, ARTERIOSCLERO-

SIS, AND INSANITY.
By CHAS. F. DISEN, M.D.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

FORMERLY P.XTHOI.OGIST AND CHIEF OF THE TUBERCULOSIS DIVISION,
CITY HOSPITAL. DEMONSTRATOR OF ANATOMY MINNESOTA

STATE UNIVERSITY.

Wic are sometimes told that it is the doctor's

business to disagree, but it may even happen that

the doctor disagrees with himself and then a

reconciliation becomes necessary.

While listening to a masterful and most inspir-

ing lecture, delivered before the Hennepin County
Medical Society by Dr. Tomlinson of St. Peter,

who had been requested to tell about insanity,

certain strings were set vibrating in my mind.
We were told that insanity had a long prodrome
and frequently was connected with a progressive
arteriosclerosis that had begun at the time of

puberty in offsprings froin tuberculous ancestry.

Is there any relation between arteriosclerosis

and pretuberculous states or tuberculosis? In

practice we are interested in early arteriosclerosis,

mainly of the gouty type, which again is found in

the heavy meat-eater, the sedentary, or in the

hard laboring man : he appears as the opposite
of the pretuberculous, enjoys a good appetite for

fat as well as for other foods, and usually gives

the idea of a robust farm-bred or overfed person.

The pretuberculous, on the other hand, with an
innate disgust for fat, gives us the picture of a

city-bred, delicate, or neuropathic individual. The
physician at a glance recognizes each class. So,

at least a prima tnsta. we have two distinct types
among humanity, viz. : the antituberculous and
the pretuberculous; denoting respectively the

gouty and those descending from tuberculous an-

cestry or otherwise being predisposed to tuber-

culosis.

Arteriosclerosis is considered to consist prim-
arily in a degeneration of the tunica media, ef-

fected by high tension. This, again, is caused by
overwork and strain, bodily or mental, or by
anything constricting the arterioles, as nitrogenous

materials in excess of needs or with deficient ex-

cretion. Omitting the numerous other causes of

early arteritis as tobacco and other vasoconstricting

poisons, exogenous and endogenous, it seems that

in the gouty type the difficulty is principally due
to mechanical strains or nitrogenous excess. As
we all know, arteriosclerosis does attack the tu-

berculous after some time, but the rationale of

the pathogenesis is of a different nature. \A'e
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here have, besides denutrition, vasodilatation,

giving diminished tension, and although agreed
that arteriosclerosis- depends on mechanical
strain on the media, possibly interfering with the

vasa vasorum, we would take exception in the

case of tuberculosis. As arteriosclerosis first at-

tacks the part of the media with no vasa vasorum,
and this part as well as the intima is nourished by
imbibition from the main blood stream, it must
be plausible that in tuberculosis with vasodilata-

tion the arteriosclerotic changes must be oper-
ated by direct imbibition of toxin, independently
of either tension or interference with the vasa
vasorum. Also in the pretuberculous arterio-

sclerosis develops under circumstances very dif-

ferent from those connected with the gouty type.

Occurring more frequently in concealed parts of

the anatomy, it usually evades the clinician, even
the pathologist, and we must step down to the

cell arrangement for elucidation. The all-im-

portant reticular nucleus that directs and con-
trols the activity of the cytoplasm contains chro-
matin, plastin, nucleoproteins, calcium, iron, etc.

The cytoplasmic reticulum fibers, continuous with

those of the nucleus, are also composed of plastin

and calcium. In the reticulum spaces we have
(i) ordinary proteins, (2) nucleoproteins with
phosphoric acid, (3) calcium combinations, and

(4) proteins in combination with fatty acids, fat

according to some, and phosphoric acid, thus in-

cluding lecithins and the much discussed lipo-

somes. I shall beg for the sake of convenience,
also avoiding some hair-splitting contention, to

designate all of the fourth class as lipoproteins.

It may be convenient for an easy understanding
to touch on the fat and calcium metabolism.

The fatty elements attract calcium salts and fur-

ther their suspension or solution by the high in-

crease of carbonic oxide, as occurs during cata-

bolism of lipoproteins. This enables the retic-

ulum fibers and nucleus to assimilate calcium for

the maintenance of the resisting power of the

cell. Several researchers already agree that fatty

derangements as myelin formations are the im-

mediate forerunners of nuclear degeneration. Be-
sides acting as a mechanical support the calcium
content of the cell must also be reckoned as the

important factor in inhibition of catabolism, and
at times as a neutralizer of certain poisons. We
must, as one of the important premises on which
this article is based experimentally and chemical-

ly, admit that there exists a mutual attraction be-

tween fatty substances and phosphoric radicles

on one side and calcium on the other. Intracel-

lular deficiency of one determines intracellular

deficiency of the other. Given a small calcium

content of the cell, we shall e.xpect the conse-

quent increased catabolism to result in an undue
loss of protein from the lipoproteins, and, at least

occasionally, as in states of denutrition, to occur

too quickly for the latter to be restored in due
time by protein assimilation. Under such cir-

cumstances the setting free of the fatty materials

from the lipoproteins mav result in myelin for-

mation, fatty degeneration, and, if the deranged
fatty matters unite with calcium ions, we may
get calcium soaps and calcareous degeneration.

This may be the modus operandi in the pretuber-

culous of acquiring arteriosclerosis. Occurring
as a phase of denutrition it must be fundamen-
tally different from arteriosclerosis in the gouty
who as often suffer from hypernutrition and nat-

urally require treatment of an opposite nature in

spite of similarity in microscopic appearance. As
for inhibition becoming diminished by a loss of

calcium, we have evidence in the tetany following

removal of the parathyroids, since this event has

been found to be accompanied by a loss of that

element from the cerebral cells. Even, if, as some
may aver, the operation results in an intravascu-

lar accumulation of monovalent cations or am-
monium combinations that may antagonize cal-

cium, it is 3^et the calcium that inhibits. Loss of

calcium by lactation is said to have caused spas-

modic conditions. Again, in spasmophilia, cal-

cium has proved beneficial. In this condition an

interesting clinical proof is evinced of the inter-

relation between fatty matter, phosphorus, and
calcium. For if in such a patient an increase of

extracellular fat be allowed the spasmophilic con-

dition becomes accentuated, because the extra-

cellular fat takes up some calcium that otherwise

would have entered lime-wanting cells. Give

less fat, more lime, and the patient improves. If

instead of calcium we give phosphorus, relief

similarly occurs, as phosphorus enhances resorp-

tion of calcium. In the antiperistaltic action of

calcium we have another proof of inhibition, and,

with such several evidences at hand the catabol-

ism-inhibiting virtue of calcium can hardly be

doubted.
What do we know about deficiency of calcium

as determining a pretuberculous state or predis-

position to tuberculosis? Pregnancy and lacta-

tion are said to favor tuberculosis, and we cannot

doubt that much of calcium is being lost under

both circumstances. Workers in lime-kilns are

reported immune. Diseases of the heart afford

immunity by loading the system with carbonic

oxide wliich^ we know, favors calcium anabolism.

The immunity of the gouty may be explained by

his abundant assimilation of calcium, since his

appetite for meat serves well to maintain the in-

tracellular lime-attracting lipoproteins, while a

perambulation of the abundant acid radicles, obli-

gated by a high nitrogenous intake, necessarily

enhances resorption of calcium. Again, consider-

ing that the poison of the tubercle bacillus is a

nucleic acid, a sufficiency of intracellular calcium

would afford a mode of neutralization. Lastly,

it may not be an absurd idea that the mechanical

or biochemical cell-strength, insured by calcium,

would of itself offer protection against the tu-

bercle bacillus. Anyone can verify that the leuco-

cytes of the pretuberculous are very frail as com-

pared with those of the gouty. If a pretubercu-

lous state be inherited, we may consider that the

chromosomes of the nucleus of the ovum as well

as the reticulum fibers, resulting from the pulling

apart of the former during the anaphase to form

the daughter cells, may contain too little cal-

cium to begin with.* The resulting delicate

framework would expectedly exist in all of the

cells of the embryo, and we get our pretubercu-

lous individual with poor affinity and inborn dis-

gust for fat.

Having already established how the pretubercu-

lous can acquire arteriosclerosis, where do we ex-

pect it to occur? .\s Dr. Tomlinson has said, the

brain as the last organ, and more especially the

arrangements of inhibition, as underlying the very

last and highest functions evolved, would be the

*An inherited defective adrenal system, involving the

parathyroids, would be a competing factor.
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favorable seat of arteriosclerotic changes in the

pretuberculous; and following the spirit of this

paper, such indeed would be inferable. For if

we grant deficiency of calcium, a consequent poor

affinity for fat, and consider that the brain needs

much phosphorized fat with proportionately more
calcium, then if it does not get a sufficiency we
shall in the brain pre-eminently obtain those con-

ditions already given as favorable to the develop-

ment of arteriosclerosis. For a deficiency in fat-

content again implies less resorption of lime, di-

minished inhibition, and increased cata,bolism

with occasional setting loose of fatty matter and

degeneration in consequence. As the grey matter

is known to need more calcium than the rest of

the brain, degeneration of the neurones may
supervene on the same principle. As for the pro-

gressiveness of the arteriosclerosis we again must
seek explanation on the inhibition basis. Sup-

pose we visit the association spheres, the seat of

unconscious and associative memory, and ask

ourselves what defective inhibition in this terri-

tory would promise. We should have a dimin-

ished impediment to mental impressions, a rapid,

more or less direct transmission of thought-ele-

ments from cell to cell, not stopping or switching

ofif for deliberation. Or we may have the im-

pulses overflowing to sociologically foreign asso-

ciation groups. Thus we get magnification or

distortion of impressions, pleasant or unpleasant,

and although the brilliant thinker who soon wears
himself out, and the deteriorating genius with his

grotesque associations may thus be evolved as

likely as the criminal, yet, in most instances, the

person suffers at bottom from a dominant, natur-

ally resulting lack or difficulty of mental con-

trol that makes the highly self-conscious even

shun society. We simply in all this have differ-

ent phases of a frequently harassing heightened

catabolism : If we now imagine effects of the

constant strain involved in the adjusting of an
unsteady mind to the requirements of advancing

civilization, not forgetting an eventual magnifica-

tion of the worries and axieties to which most
people become subjected when they must provide

for themselves, then it might be no myth that a

progressive arteriosclerosis would be favored

after the time of puberty. A sudden or severe

mentral strain on such a subject may precipitate

insanity if other psychobiological antecedents al-

low. The fact that the grey matter needs more
calcium than the white speaks for the views

adduced.
While writing these very lines a tangible illus-

tration was afforded by a case just brought to

my office, viz., a seventeen-year-old girl of tuber-

culous family. Her father complained that she

would talk incessantly during the time of

menstruation, indulging so much at her last pe-

riod that exhaustion resulted and medical advice

was deemed necessary. As admittedly large

quantities of calcium are lost during menstrua-
tion, the logic of the case is self-evident if we
accept the theories promulgated, and a clue to

management is directly at hand.
As for treatment, while the gouty needs less

of meat and nuclear material, the pretuberculous
certainly needs a good share of both in order to

maintain lipoproteins and to furnish acid radicles.

By a short-cut reasoning from this paper we
should simply shovel into him lime, but it prob-

ably as often devolves upon us to make him as-

similate that which he already may be receiving

in his food. For such purpose I recommend, be-

sides underdone beef, phosphoric acid. Probably

HCl in milk, as recommended by Dr. Russell for

the tuberculous, but in smaller doses, may do

well. If the urine exhibits normal or high acidity

I give calcium. Country sojourn, as aft'ording

fewer irritating impulses or any life or work giv-

ing little worry and anxiety is highly commend-
able since a sense of security is the great key-

note acting as a psychic damper on mental cata-

bolism. I believe that insanity can thus be fre-

quently prevented.
704 Donaldson Building.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF
PLASTER-OF-PARIS AS A FIXATIVE

APPARATUS.
By RGL.AND HAMMOND, M.D..

PROVIDENCE, R. 1.

For many years plaster-of-Paris has been a sine qua

non in orthopedic and surgical work. Its firmness,

durability, and the ease with which it can be applied,

have combined to render it almost indispensable in

the treatment of tuberculosis of the various joints,

in scoliosis, in fractures of the lower extremity, and

after operations for the correction of congenital dis-

location of the hip, bow legs, knock knees and club

feet. The cumulative experience of the past points

to a long record of successful treatment of these

deformities, but of late years there has been a ten-

dency with many surgeons to substitute surgical

operations and mechanical appliances for the time-

honored plaster-of-Paris.

Feiss^ has called attention to the advantages of

braces over plaster jackets in Pott's disease. He
claims that the jacket does not correct the deformity

nor even hold what correction has been gained ;
that

it does not even fix the spine. By reason of the

expansion of the plaster, and the matting down of

the padding, the jacket soon becomes loose and al-

lows so much motion that the requisite fixation is not

obtained. Furthermore the jacket cannot be re-

moved for a long period of time, and is therefore

not cleanly. Respiration is impeded—an important

factor in the growing child. The function of the

cutaneous nerves is interfered with, and circulation

is disturbed. Desquamation does not take place

normally, and when the plaster is removed, a rough,

scaly skin is observed. We have recently been treat-

ing cases of tuberculosis of the spine on the curved

Bradford frame, and are pleased to observe that not

only is the kyphos prevented from increasing in

size, but the child's condition is much better than

when wearing apparatus. The disadvantages at-

tending the use of braces and plaster-of-Paris are

avoided.

In treating fractures of the leg with plaster-of-

Paris it is impossible to get at the limb and apply

massage and early passive motions to the joints,

which is such an important part of the modern treat-

ment of most fractures. This can be accomplished,

in a way, by bivalving the plaster and removing the

upper shell. The massage and passive motions can

be used, and the upper shell reapplied and held in

place by adhesive plaster straps and bandages. But

the plaster is still open to the objections of unclean-

liness, interference with circulation and nerve sup-

ply, and atrophy of bone and soft parts. We have

given it up in fractures of the upper extremity be-
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cause splints and lighter dressings serve the purpose
better.

In fixed rotary lateral curvature of the spine, on
the other hand, no apparatus seems to give such
good results, in the hands of most orthopedic sur-

geons as plaster-of-Paris. A few men, among whom
are Adams- and Feiss, have the mechanical ability

to use braces with success, but the majority of sur-

geons obtain their best results with plaster jackets.

Plaster has been the accepted treatment in club

foot for many years. Of late, certain operations
have been devised which are expected to hold the

foot in correction without plaster or brace. More
experience with these operations is necessary be-

fore passing judgment, but the use of plaster fol-

lowing manipulations and tenotomies will no doubt
occupy an important place in the treatment of this

deformity for many years to come.
In the treatment of congenital dislocation of the

hip, a few orthopedic surgeons have used success-

fully a brace instead of plaster for holding the

femur in its new position after the operation. Most
surgeons have found plaster just as effective and
more convenient to employ.
The recent work of some Italian and German

surgeons seems to indicate that in using plaster-of-

Paris we are dealing with a two-edged weapon.
Anzoletti^ and Roepke,* and later Hohmeier,' have
shown that by applying plaster in the rhachitic de-

formities of the legs, a softening of the bones takes

place, so that at the end of four to six weeks, the

leg can be easily moulded into a corrected position.

This is accomplished without giving an anesthetic

and without performing an operation. It is rather

startling to be made to realize that a plaster ban-
dage, which we have applied in the firm belief that

it aided in producing solid union and calcification,

should really cause the bones to soften and the

lime salts to disappear.

When we consider the evidence, however, the

truth of the assertion is convincing. It is well

known that in taking a Rontgen plate of a limb
which has been in plaster for several weeks, the

bone shows much increase in radiability throughout
its textures, due to disappearance of lime salts.

This occurs in a healthy as well as a diseased or
fractured bone. It has been observed for many
years in our hospital wards that if children were
allowed to walk after the legs had been in plaster

for a few weeks, the bones bent, showing that

softening had occurred.

At the Rhode Island Hospital we have recently

treated cases of bowlegs, especially those of the

anterior type or saber deformity, by the use of

plaster to obtain softening of the bones. At first

we followed Anzoletti's method, and applied the

plaster before attempting to correct the deformity.

More recently we have given ether first, and cor-

rected the deformity manually as much as possible.

The correction gained at the first sitting may be
only slight, but by changing the plaster at intervals

of two weeks, the ultimate correction is obtained
just as well and in a shorter space of time. This
method is of course more applicable in young chil-

dren with pliable bones. Osteomy and osteoclasis

are preferable in older children and in cases where
the bone is sclerotic.
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INDICANURIA AND THE PROTEINS.
By JOHN C. WARBRICK, M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

If indican is present in the urine in health and if

normally there is always a little present without
causing any serious trouble it might be supposed that

on a certain diet, especially one consisting mostly
of protein articles of food, it would increase a good
deal more. This is particularly the case if this form
of diet is followed out for a number of consecu-
tive days. In order to determine the relation of
indicanuria to a diet consisting principally of pro-
teins taken regularly for a number of consecutive
days, and mostly of the same articles of food, a

good many examinations of the urine were care-

fully made after each meal. Sometimes three ex-
aminations were made after a single meal, but at

intervals, to find if there was any diminution or
increase in the amount of indican. Then the amount
of chlorides, phosphates and sulphates, and also the

degree of indican present, were all noted from time
to time and the results were compared. The pro-
tein diet followed was mostly one of eggs, but some
meat was also taken, together with other articles.

For instance, at one meal three light boiled eggs
were taken along with three pieces of toast, coffee

and a glass of water. Then the urine was examined
and records were made in each instance of the
amount of indican, chlorides, phosphates, and sul-

phates and also the color of the urine and its spe-
cific gravity. Then again the first day it was ex-
amined after a few hours' interval to see what
changes, if any, had occurred without the taking
of any more liquid or solid food. Once more on
the same day it was examined to find out if there

were any changes from the previous examinations.
After the first meal in the morning the amount of
indican was above normal as indicated by the figure

6 according to the method used by A. Robin. This
consists of Obermeier's reagent, which is chem-
ically pure hydrochloric acid looo cubic centimeters,
ferric chloride 2 grams, a 25 per cent, solution of
lead acetate and a solution of potassium chlorate,

34.6 grams to water 1000 cubic centimeters; also 2
cubic centimeters of chloroform. To 10 cubic centi-

meters of urine add i cubic centimeter of lead solu-

tion and filter. Put 5 cubic centimeters of the fil-

trate in the test-tube and add 5 cubic centimeters of
Obermeier's reagent ; then add 2 cubic centimeters
of chloroform and shake the mixture a number of
times. The chloroform will be colored a light or
a dark blue if indican is present. Add drop by drop
some of the potassium chlorate solution until the
blue color disappears, shaking the mixture all the
time. Some may find this method rather tedious

to do every time in estimating the amount of in-

dican, but it is a reliable and a correct method to

use and need not take any longer than a minute to

perform. When the index figure of indican was at

6 at the first examination the specific gravity of the

urine was not high nor was the amount of chlorides

present very great. At the next examination a few
hours later in the same day the amount of indican
was the same as at the first test, as indicated by the

figure 6, while the specific gravity was low at 1016
and the chlorides were not very high, being much
the same, 25-387.
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At the next examination about two hours later

the same day the amount of indican diminished to

the figure 4, while the amount of chlorides was much
the same. Still later the same day something was
taken to eat and the urine was examined for indican

and was found to be the same as indicated by 4. This

was all in the same day. The next day there was a

rise in the specific gravity to 1026 while the amount
of chlorides increased to 45-697, but the amount of

indican was the same, at the index 4. After break-

fast on much the same diet the specific gravity in-

creased to 1028, while the chlorides remained the

same at the high figure of 45-697.5. Also the

amount of indican was the same at 4 and a dark

blue. This was at 8 a. m. At 9 a. m. on the

same day the specific gravity fell to 1022, the chlo-

rides diminished to 35-542, while the amount of

indican was reduced a point to the figure 3, being

pale blue. At 10 a. m. the specific gravity was the

same, while the amount of chlorides diminished to

30-465 and the amount of indican to 2. At 11.30

nearly sixty ounces of water were taken during the

course of a short time, abotit half an hour, or less.

At 12 1'. M. an examination of the urine was made
when the specific gravity was found to be reduced

a good deal to loio, but the amount of indican

remained the same at the figure 2, while the chlorides

increased to the amount of 35-542. At i p. m. a

heavier meal was taken, including fish and meat,

while at 2 p. m. the specific gravity of the urine

was reduced to the low figure of 1004. The chlorides

were also reduced to 20-310, while not a trace of

indican in the minutest amount could be found.

When the amount of indican in the urine was at 6

at the beginning it was at the end of twenty-four

hours completely removed from the system. The
amount of indican seemed to gradually diminish at

each examination made and was present every time

until the last instance of the ten examinations.

The amount of chlorides gradually increased from
20-310 to the high figure of 45-697.5, found at

two examinations ; then from this time it gradually

decreased until the last result showed it to be at

the figure of the first examination, 20-310.

From a gradual increase in the amount of

chlorides until the high tide was reached at

45-697.5 we might naturally look for an increase

in the amount of indican also and much more so

when protein food was the chief article of diet.

Especially was this to be expected at the last meal,

including coffee, from which combination we should

expect to find some increase at least in the indican

from the last analysis of the urine. However, this

was not the case, for with an increase in the amount
of chlorides there was a steady decrease in the

amount of indican under these circumstances. The
amount of sulphates being stationary at point i

during three examinations increased to 3 and re-

mained at this figure for only two examinations.

The amount of sulphates did not gradually increase

with the amount of chlorides as it might be ex-

pected to do until the high chloride tide of 45-697
was reached, when the sulphates increased to 3.

Now, in spite of the fact that the chlorides were in-

creased and that the sulphates increased also, al-

though not for any length of time, there was no in-

crease in the amount of indican at all, but otherwise

a decrease. The phosphates, as will be seen, remained

much the same from the beginning to the end.

They were at 3 during the first report and only in-

creased once a single point to i during all the re-

maining examinations. Where the amount of

chlorides was high the specific gravity of the urine
increased and also the color which deepened some.
From all that has been written about the presence

of indican in the urine and the causes that tend to
produce its formation, it might be supposed that on
a certain diet, especially one consisting chiefiy of
proteins, an increase of indican would occur, but
under these circumstances the increase did not take
place. On the other hand, the indican disappeared
in a short time, without much trouble and also with-
out any medication whatever. It might be sup-
posed, and reasonably so, that indican may form,
more readily in the urine of some persons than in

that of others, while it may be more difficult to re-

move it from the system of some individuals than
from that of others.

April 7—2 p. M., dinner, 3 soft boiled eggs, 3
pieces toast, 2 cups coffee and a glass of water.
Urine examination: Specific gravity, 1016; yellow;
indican, 6; chlorides, 20; phosphorus, 3; sulphur, i.

7 p. M., specific gravity, 1016; yellow; indican, 6;
chlorides, 25 ;

phosphorus, i ; sulphur, i. 9 p. m.,
specific gravity, 1016; light yellow; indican, 4;
chlorides, 25 ;

phosphorus, i ; sulphur, i. 11 p. m.,

2 cups of coffee, corned beef, bread. Urine exam-
ination, specific gravity, 1016; light yellow; in-

dican, 4.

April 8—7 A. M., specific gravity, 1026; yellow;
indican, 4 ; chlorides, 45 ;

phosphorus, i ; sulphur, 3.

8 A. M., 3 boiled eggs, 3 pieces of toast, 2 cups of
coffee. Urine, specific gravity, 1028

;
yellow red

;

indican, 4, dark blue ; chlorides, 45 ;
phosphorus, 2 ;

sulphur, 3. 9 A. M., specific gravity, 1022; reddish

yellow; indican, 3, pale blue; chlorides, 35; phos-
phorus I ; sul])hur, I. 10 A. m., specific gravity,

1022 ; reddish yellow ; indican, 2 ; chlorides, 30

;

phosphorus, i; sulphur, I. 11.30 P. M., water, 60
ounces. 12 noon, urine, specific gravity, lOiO;
bright yellow ; indican, 2 ; chlorides, 35 ;

phosphorus,
I ; sulphur, i. i p. m., dinner, soup, fish, meat,
bread, 2 cups of coffee and potatoes. 2 p. m.,

urine, specific gravity, 1004 ;
pale yellow ; indican,

none; chlorides, 20; phosphorus, i ; sulphur, i.

306 East Forty-third Street.

INNOCENT COLON BACILLI IN URINES.*
By ANTHONY BASSLER, M. D.,

NEW YORK.

In the ardent search for the cardinal signs of a dis-

ease, and in the still present tendency in medicine

of binding ourselves by an obsolescent system of

classification and by an inadequate terminology,

difficulty is encountered in seeing things of worth
in other fields than our own, even when these per-

tain to conditions in which we are the most inter-

ested. The time-honored classifications, based upon
clinical observation aided by morbid anatomy, are

breaking ground for those which have their founda-

tions in bacteriology and ampler pathology. This

broadening and unifying tendency will not make
for the destruction of the specialties, as some be-

lieve, but for better specialists, and it is possible

that a new type of medical men known as diagnos-

titians will be necessary to help them.

Of late years the medical literature of the country

has so thoroughly presented the importance of B.

coli communis in connection with inflammatory and
infectious conditions in the urinary tract, that one

is inclined to assume that a urine containing many

*Read before the New York .\cademy of Aledicine, May
15. I9I-2-
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of them has a stern pathological importance of
genitourinary interest. That such a urine com-
monly does have this pathological importance there

is no question, but to show that it does not always
have it is the purpose of this paper. It is stated

that there are three modes of infection by which
bacteria can gain the urinary canal : (

i ) ascending
infection by the path of the urethra

; (2) descending
or hematogenous infection where the organisms are
conveyed from a primary focus to the urinary tract

and excreted by the kidney; and (3) transparietal

infection through the lymphatics from the intestine

to the urinary tract and bladder mostly. Since
Bacillus coli communis is a common denizen of the

intestinal tract of all mammals, it is probable that

most of the coli infections of the urinray tract take

place in the hematogenous way in the kidney cases

and the transparietal in the cystitis. \\ hether a

lesion in the intestine is necessary for its liberation

from the gut I do not know, but there is substance

for this belief in the pyelitis, septic nephritis, or

cystitis occurring in the convalescence of typhoid,

dysentery, or acute diarrhea ; in the transitory coli

hematuria that follows operations for appendicitis

and other surgery upon the intestines, even to hemor-
rhoids, (granted that this is so, there is also good
reason for the belief that bacteria under certain

unknown conditions can pass through the walls of

the gut and gain the body in that way. This has
been proven and that it is more common than ordi-

narily believed the following would seem to sug-
gest.

The largest proportion of cases that I have to deal

with are those of states of chronic excessive putre-

faction in the intestines. To make these diagnoses
properly, detail work in the examination of the feces

and urine is essential. Several months ago while

examining a urine sediment with the low power
and split illumination (which gives a fair degree of

dark field effect) I noticed that in certain areas of

the field particles on the slide were in motion. At
first I thought this to be due to coursing of small

amounts of urine carrying particles with them dis-

turbing others on their way. Further observation

proved that all of the specimen on the slide was
stationary and that this movement was localized in

certain areas. At one place I noticed a small

urinary cell to be raised on one side edge up, and
then drop back, perhaps being carried a short dis-

tance before it rested on the fiat again. In andtlier

area amorphous matter was being pushed about in a

fibrillary movement. Evidently there were present

bacteria of an actively motile form doing this which
the low power did not magnify enough to discern.

The medium power showed the presence of many
active bacilli, which were more plainly seen with the

high power lens and dark field substage and arc

light. With the latter instrument and an amplifica-

tion of about 1,200 there were seen in this urine

from four to twenty of these organisms in each

field, which grown in culture and differential stain-

ing proved to be organisms of the B. coli class.

This urine was from a female patient, so I thought
that perhaps it had become infected as it was being
voided from the urethra by contamination from the

close-by anus, or from a chamber in which the

twenty-four-hour collection of urine was being
saved and in which feces had been deposited at

some time before. A few days following this I ex-

amined a specimen from a male patient who col-

lected his urine in a sterile jar and noticed the same
phenomena in the sedimentary fields. Here we

could exclude a close anatomical connection between
the urethra and the anus, so evidently the organisms
(which proved to be B. coli again) must have been
voided in the urine. On examination of the his-

tories, of the stool findings, and other points in the

urine to confirm them, I noted that both of these

urines were from cases in which a high B. coli con-

tent in the intestine was a definite clinical condition

—that is, cases of chronic excessive intestinal putre-

faction due to the B. coli communis as the pre-

dominant organism.

My interest being awakened in the matter, I ob-
served sediments of each urine since then, and when
I noted motile bacteria in them (providing the
urine was from a male patient and had not come
in contact with a bedroom chamber), I inoculated
sugar tubes with a small portion of the sediment to

test for B. coli. Altogether since then 191 fresh
urines have been examined for the first time, and
in these the colon bacilli in large numbers have
been encountered eight times, and in smaller
amounts ten times ; thus the colon bacilli were pres-

ent in over 9 per cent, of all urines from persons
having no genitourinary symptoms. As most of
these were cases of intestinal putrefaction in which
one might expect this phenomenon, it is significant

to observe that seven of them were not. It seems,
tlierefore, that B. coli in considerable amount in

urines is not uncommon in the nonputre faction

cases, although somewhat more commonly met
with in them. None of these patients had any symp-
toms suggestive of kidney or bladder disturbance,

and there were no pus cells in the urines indicating

inflammation or concomitants of infection. What
makes me feel that perhaps some catarrhal condition

of the bladder existed in most of them was the

rather high content of mucus found, but I have ob-
served just as high contents of mucus in urines in

which no infecting agents could be ascribed as

probable causes, and not all of my cases showed
this. It is reported that in mild B. coli infections

of the bladder, little change can be noted in the ap-

pearance of the interior of the organ, of which the

most notable lesions are congestion and swelling

around the neck of the bladder and in the area of

the trigone, and a possible general anemia of mu-
cous membrane with here and there areas of conges-
tion. But in these cases certain urinary symptoms
are present to warrant the employment of a cysto-

scope, whereas in mine these were absent and thus

its use was unnecessary and even not to be advised.

All of these urines were more or less foggy look-

ing, suggesting a bacteriuria, and very highly acid

—no doubt, from products of these bacilli, which
are energetic acid-makers.

We know that in systemic states supplying them,

the pyogenic organisms, notably the coccal forms,

and the tubercle, typhoid, and colon bacilli are

found in urines. In a general way, however, it is

understood that urines of normal persons are prac-

tically sterile of pathogenic organisms. The colon

bacilli are not as pathogenic as the other forms
mentioned, but when present in large numbers in

the body outside of the intestinal tract they are con-

sidered pathogenic. While this is very possible in

a general way, I feel that in so far as the bladder is

concerned it is not always so, and it seems that pus

must be present with them to consider it as such.

There are apparently normal individuals whose
bladders are incubators, and whose urines are the

media for the proliferation of B. coli which does

not seem to do any harm to them, and the presence
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of which need not concern us very much. In the

constituents of normal urines there are carbon, ni-

trogen, hydrogen, and salts in solution for their

growth and proliferation, and, not requiring oxy-

gen, they grow, utilizing these products to sustain

themselves. Wliile urine is far from a perfect cul-

ture medium to grow B. coli in, this organism can

utilize it if needs be and get along well with it

when there is nothing else to have and the urine is

within the body. Experiments that I have made on
the average normal urine inoculated with B. coli is

that the microorganism cannot proliferate to any
considerable degree. But it does to some extent,

and is not destroyed by any normal urine I have

yet experimented with. It is a fact that there are

not a few apparently normal individuals whose daily

output of urine contains not much fewer coli bacilli

than their feces do, and that many more have them
in lesser amounts. It is probable that the gases that

these organisms must generate go into solution in

the urine in the bladder. This can be further proven

by placing such coli urin'es in fermentation tubes,

when, after standing for days, although the coli

bacilli are actively proliferating in them, very little

gas formation is present.

126 Kast Sixtieth Strept.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF PUL-
MONARY TUBERCULOSIS

:

A STUDY BASED UPON 519 NON-TUBERCULOUS CASES

ADMITTED TO GOUVERNEUR TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC

FROM NOVEMBER I, I9O3, TO NOVEMBER, I9IO.*

! By I. P. STARR, M. D.,

HIW YOIK

ASSISTANT ATTENDING PltYSICIAN GOUVERNEUR TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC,

A STUDY of differential diagnosis is of peculiar im-

portance in pulmonary tuberculosis because of the

acknowledged difficulty in recognizing cases in their

incipiency, and the great importance both to patient

and to the community of this early recognition.

It is generally admitted that the physical signs of

an incipient case may be so slight as to escape even

the trained observer, and on the other hand the

symptoms with which such a patient presents him-

self may simulate a variety of other diseases. In

the great number of cases presenting themselves

at the tuberculosis clinic of a city hospital, such as

Gouvemeur, a certain number of puzzling incipient

cases are seen, and a large percentage of patients

wrongly diagnosticated as tuberculous and suffering

from other conditions.

A study of these non-tuberculous cases seems to

us of interest and importance for the following rea-

sons: (i) These cases were referred to our clinic

on the suspicion, or with a positive diagnosis, of

consumption. They may therefore be considered

as fairly representing the types of cases usually

confused with pulmonary tuberculosis and most
often mistaken for it. (2) In the majority of these

cases, the history and symptoms correspond so

closely with those of the positive cases that a com-
parison of the two groups is not without value.

(3) So many of these cases were directly exposed
to tuberculosis that they demanded careful and
prolonged observation on that account if for no
other. Finally, the ultimate decision recorded af-

fords the best practical study of differential diag-

nosis at our disposal.

Out of the total of 2,151 cases included in this

*Submitted at Staff Meeting in February. 191 1.

review, 519 were grouped as non-tuberculous.*

Doubtless, in some of these, our decision was at

fault or based upon insufficient observation; but
all cases discharged at any time from the clinic as

non-tuberculous, and later readmitted with positive

signs (either acquired in the interval or originally

overlooked), are excluded from this group.!
Of these 519 non-tuberculous cases there were

276 males and 243 females. The ages represent all

decades, the greatest number, as with the positive

cases, falling between twenty and forty years.

Thus, there were 38 under ten years; 116 between
ten and twenty years ; 132 between twenty and
thirty years; 120 between thirty and forty years; 81

between forty and fifty; 19 between fifty and sixty,

and 13 over sixty years of age.

The family history in these cases is as frequently

positive or suspicious as in the tuberculous cases,

99 giving a history of tuberculosis in one or both
parents, 74 with a suspicious family history, and
346 without any history of tuberculosis. That is,

there were 19.2 per cent, with positive histories

;

14.2 per cent, with suspicious histories, and 66 d

per cent, with negative histories, as compared with

22.9 per cent, positive, 2 per cent, suspicious, and

73.5 per cent, negative histories in the tuberculou.s

cases.

Naturally, the commonest symptom in all these

cases was cough, 224 of this group coming to us
with that complaint alone. Other suspicious symp-
toms—as hemoptysis, fever, loss of weight or

strength—were also presented, as the following

summary of the complaints on admission will show

:

Complaints on Admission

Cough
Cough and pain inchest
Cough and dyspnea. .

Cough and hemoptysis
Pain in the chest
Hemoptysis
Weakness
Chills, fever and sweats
Loss of weight
Digestive disturbances
Symptoms referable to the throat.

No. of
Patients

224
42
24
17
66
16
20
6
3

20
15

Percentage
in Non-

Tuberculous
Cases

.2

.1

.6

.2

,7

,08
,9

,15

.57
,9

,8

Correspond
ing

_
Percent-

age in Tuber-
culous Cases

1,0
0,4
4.1
4,7

Twenty-seven presented no symptoms whatever (5,2 per cent,); and
in 39 cases (7.1 per cent.) the symptoms were not suggestive of tuber-
culosis.

The duration of these symptoms previous to ad-

mission to the clinic was as follows:

Duration of Symptoms

Under one month.
1 to 3 months . . ,

,

3 to 6 months. . .

.

6 to 12 months. .

.

1 to 2 years
2 to 3 years
3 to 5 years
Oier 5 years
Not stated

Number
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direct exposure to tuberculosis was seventy-seven,

i.e. 14.8 per cent., as compared with 21. i per cent,

of those with a history of exposure in the positive

cases. That is to say, they came, in part at least,

from that portion of the community in which tu-

berculosis is to be expected and sought, i.e. among
those living with the tuberculous.

The final diagnosis reached in these cases is,

after all, the point of great interest, medically, in

our review of the non-tuberculous charts, since it

summarizes the commonest errors which may be

made in favor of tuberculosis, as well as grouping

together the diseases most often confused with it.

In a number of our non-tuberculous cases, no diag-

nosis was possible, on the data charted, except for

the single term "negative," for at the time of dis-

charge all symptoms had disappeared and in these

cases there were no significant physical signs.

Doubtless many of them came in with tracheitis,

subacute bronchitis, or nose and throat conditions

giving rise to cough, but we have no positive evi-

dence in support of this supposition. There were

284 such cases dismissed as negative. Of the re-

maining 235 there were 53 cases of chronic bron-

chitis and emphysema
; 48 cases of simple bronchitis ;

49 cases of chronic endocarditis; nasal obstruction

(adenoids and hypertrophied tonsils), 15; anemia,

6; leucemia, 2; lobar pneumonia, 4; asthma (bron-

chial and cardiac), 6; tuberculous osteomyelitis

(with pulmonary involvement), 4; pleurisy (non-

tuberculous), 5; acute laryngitis, 2; cervical rib, 2,

and 55 miscellaneous diagnoses, including such

diverse conditions as cirrhosis of the liver and

exophthalmic goiter. Six charts bore the diag-

nosis of "healed lesion," the physical signs being

suggestive only of the old tuberculous process en-

tirely inactive.

The difficulties involved in the differential diag-

nosis of such cases, presenting histories and symp-
toms so similar to those of our positive charts, are

well illustrated in this list of the conditions which

were suspected of, or mistaken for, pulmonary
tuberculosis. Any illness accompanied by cough,

loss of weight or color, pain in the chest or dyspnea,

weakness and rapid pulse may be suspected of

tuberculous infection, and such a suspicion is often

confirmed or refuted only after repeated examina-

tions and a considerable period of observation.

From our figures it would seem that the commonest
condition to be mistaken for pulmonary tubercu-

losis is chronic bronchitis associated with emphy-
sema. Our experience, however, leads us to believe

that the association of these two conditions is much
more frequent than its recognition. Thus, while

there were 53 cases of chronic bronchitis and em-
physema discharged as not tuberculous, there were

24 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis complicated by

•chronic bronchitis and emphysema, separately or in

combination. The difficulty in excluding tubercu-

losis in these cases is due to the variety rather than

the deficiency of physical signs. In a chest full of

rales and presenting the emphysematous type of

resonance and breath sounds it is sometimes diffi-

cult or impossible either to detect or to exclude

tuberculosis, however suspicious the symptoms or

history. Often only a positive sputum after a

number of negative examinations decides the ques-

tion. Contrary to the older teaching, the two con-

ditions seem to occur together with comparative

frequency.

That these 519 non-tuberculous cases were not

•easy of recognition or differential diagnosis can be

attested by the fact that the majority were sent

through other clinics and from competent observ-

ers. A certain number, of course, were referred

from the various philanthropic societies and other

lay organizations, from whom we also derive many
of our positive cases. To be exact, 148 of these

negative cases were sent to us from the Board of

Health; no from the medical clinic of our own
dispensary ; from private physicians, 16 ; from other

tuberculosis clinics, 23 ; from Board of Health

nurse, schools, and school inspectors, 5 ; from
churches, settlements, and social workers, 23 ; from
the United Hebrew Charities, 34; and the Charity

Organization Society, 25 ; from sanatoria and con-

valescent homes, 3; and from other patients, 31.

Twenty-four applied for examination or treatment

on their own initiative. The source of 69 of these

cases was not given on the charts.

The only conclusion to which a study of these

cases has brought us is the familiar and often re-

peated caution not to make a diagnosis hastily upon
insufficient data or too brief a period of observa-

tion. The number of apparently negative cases

with positive sputum, as well as those in whom a

positive sputum or definite signs were only detected

after repeated examinations, would alone justify

this caution. Furthermore, the difficulty of recog-

nizing incipient tuberculosis, either alone or in com-
bination with other conditions, makes our con-

clusion too obvious for further emphasis.

I wish to make acknowledgment to Drs. N. G.

Seymour and Max Fladen for assistance rendered

in collecting the data used in this report.

22 Montgomery Street.

Primary Tuberculous Cystitis.—Gli Virghi states that

although in many cases tuberculosis of the bladder is sec-

ondary to tuberculosis of the kidney or prostate, still in

a considerable number of cases it may be shown to be

primary in the bladder. These cases are quite curable by

local applications to the bladder combined with attention

to hygiene and diet such as is given in tuberculosis else-

where. The bacilli carried in the circulation directly to

the bladder cannot determine a specific affection unless

they find a susceptible soil for their action produced by

a catarrhal lesion. The principal clinical forms of tuber-

culosis of the bladder are that depending on renal or

prostatic disease, the primary vesical form, and that pro-

duced by contiguity, or ascension of the bacilli from the

genital organs. The principal symptoms are hematuria,

never very prolonged, and due to congestion of the blad-

der, pain, which is often extreme, preventing cystoscopy

and catheterization, and urinary symptoms. There is pus

in the urine, but in less amount than is found in abscess

of the kidney. Frequent micturition, nocturnal enuresis,

and in the early stages an increased amount of urine,

with incomplete retention, may be found. The urine re-

mains acid in reaction, the bacteriological e.xamination is

interesting, while the chemical examination is of little

value. There is present an increased number of leuco-

cytes, which are polyhedral, dentated, or prolonged. Cys-

toscopy shows in primary cases congestion about the

mouth of the bladder, while in renal tuberculosis the

congestion is around the mouth of the ureters, and the

tubercles are placed there. The author's treatment is local

and although it lasts some time it results in a cure. He
also attends carefully to the general health. Locally he

evacuates the bladder completely, and then injects analgesic

and antiseptic solutions, using corrosive sublimate with

cocaine once daily. This lessens the pain and cleanses

the bladder.

—

Giornale Internazionale delle Scienze Me-
diche.
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EFFECT OF DRUGS ON THE OPSONIC
INDEX.

When the opsonic doctrine \vas first made public

it was freely prophesied that drug therapeutics

would have to be completely rewritten. We be-

lieve that Wright went so far as to state that no

remedy could be shown to act either favorably or

unfavorably in disease unless it raised or lowered

the opsonic index. Prominent homeopathists saw
here a long-wished-for opportunity to employ an

external checking system for their system of thera-

peutics. It is evident that no widespread concerted

or systematic effort is likely to be made in this field,

for the technical difficulties are very great and the

proverbial "two thousand" positive results believed

to be necessary to overantagonize the combined

sources of fallacy in observation require a long time

for their accumulation and digestion. It is almost

certain that this vast problem will only be attacked

piecemeal, when particularly favorable conditions

are at hand, and when the immediate problem to be

solved is one unusually well suited for a demonstra-

tion at will.

Professor Strubel of the Opsonic Laboratory of

the Royal Veterinary High School at Dresden

(Berliner klinischc Wochenschrift, June 3) ap-

pears to have made some peculiarly happy discov-

eries in this field. Starting with the knowledge that

bromides and iodides cause acne in a large pro-

portion of cases, and assuming that this acne must

come about because the resistance to the action

of pyogenic cocci is diminished by the drugs, he

was able to show that a single large dose of

sodium bromide or iodide was able to depress the

opsonic index within one hour's time. The index

rose to its normal height somewhere from 6 to 52
hours later. The depressing effects of continuous

administration of these substances on the index may
readily be imagined. StrubcU now made the im-

portant discovery that a staphylococcus vaccine ex-

hibited at the same time to a subject sensitive to

iodine and bromine would antagonize the develop-

ment of the acne. He then inquires whether this

depressing action is due to chemical or physical

causes. Sodium chloride, even in very large doses,

did not affect notably the opsonic index to staphy-

lococci, while large doses of urea depressed it tem-

porarily. It is evident that large doses of salts have

per sc some influence, however slight and transitorv,

on the opsonic index, but in order to explain iodic

and bromic (he might have added chloric) acne
some special causal moment is present, dependent
on the halogen component.
The known bactericidal properties of arsenic and

the fact that Fowler's solution can to some extent

antagonize bromic and iodic acne led Professor
Strubell to test it in regard to its action on the op-

sonic index. Experiments by the author and his

staff on their own persons appeared to show that

Fowler's solution raised the opsonic index not only

against the staphylococcus but against the tubercle

bacillus as well. A few tests of salvarsan seemed to

show that its marvelous activity in certain directions

cannot be due to any general property' of improving
the opsonic defence. As far as tlie author has
gone he sees no clean-cut evidence of specific activ-

ities. Certain substances depress, others elevate the

opsonic index. This fact will have to be added to

what we already know of the action of a drug. If

a medicament lowers the opsonic index for a given

germ, an antagonist should be given. If we have

to give potassium iodide we may have to exhibit

staphylococcus vaccine (or Fowler's solution as of

yore).

SELENIUM IN AN OLD ROLE.

The demonstration by Fournier d'Albe at the

Optical Conference Exhibition in London, June 25,

1912, of the remarkable properties of the "opto-

phone," an instrument by means of which the blind

can be made to become aware of the proximity of

light or darkness through the agency of sonorous

vibrations, directs attention to a property of selen-

ium that has been known for many years and that

has already been utilized for similar purposes. The
optophone appears to be an adaptation of the photo-

]5hone which was invented by Alexander Grahain
Bell in conjunction with Sumner Tainter. One of

the properties of the crystalline variety of selenium

is its electrical conductivity which increases consid-

erably on exposure to light, especially to the red

rays. Professor Bell used the telephone receiver as.

a means of translating into sounds the electrical

variations occurring in selenium in response to-

successive flashes of light. Sounds could be trans-

mitted without wires over considerable distances,

by means of the sunbeam reflected from an oscillat-

ing diaphragmatic mirror attached to the telephone

mouthpiece ; the oscillating ray, impinging upon the

bit of sensitive selenium in a telephone receiver,

caused electrical changes which were in turn trans-

lated into sonorous vibrations. It was subsequently

shown that other substances, such as lampblack,,

could be substituted for the selenium. Later

RIercardier found that different parts of the spec-

trum produced different sonorous effects. Bell, in

amplifying these experiments, showed that the in-

tensity of the sound increased as the telephone re-

ceiver was moved from the violet into the ultra-

red portion of the spectrum, corresponding to the

increase in the heat waves and showing that these

are responsible for the sonorous effects. These

observations were utilized in the invention of the

spectrophone, by means of which bands of sound"

and of silence are produced to correspond to the

colors and absorption bands nf the spectrum and'
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by means of which even the invisible portion of the

spectrum can be analyzed.

The press dispatches from London state that the

optophone is contained in an oblong box twenty-

six inches long and eight inches deep. A blind man
held this in one hand and in the other held a card-

board cylinder which was moved slowly before him
wljile being pointed toward the window. By means
of the sudden changes of sound in the telephone

receiver he could count the number of persons that

were standing between him and the window. It is

suggested that future developments of this instru-

ment may enable the blind to distinguish by means
of audition the shapes of objects and even large

print.

Whether the optophone will ever be of any real

practical value to the blind is extremely doubtful.

The idea is preposterous that this instrument

"makes light audible." By translating radiant

energy into sonorous effects it may enable the blind,

by means of the association of ideas, to recognize

changes in the external world which he is already

able to appreciate by means of the unaided ear and

a well-developed sense of touch. He does not need

the optophone to apprise him that he is near an

open window, for his acute hearing will enable him

to distinguish its proximity by means of the sounds

transmitted from the street, and his skin will feel

the coolness of the outer air or the warnUh of the

sunshine. It does not take him long to detect the

presence of other individuals in the room. The

optophone provides the blind with a roundabout

means of distinguishing light from darkness, for

which faculty he is abundantly equipped by means

of his intact senses and his power of association

of ideas. It is to be hoped that human ingenuity

will eventually find some use for the optophone

other than that of a curiositv.

GRADUATED LABOR IN THE TREATMENT
OF THE CONSUMPTIVE.

Although statistics regarding tuberculosis are oc-

casionally somewhat confusing, and it is difficult to

say exactly how great progress is being made

toward the control and eradication of the disease,

it w-ould seem to be a sound statement to make that

pulmonary tuberculosis generally is showing a

slight decrease in almost all parts of the civilized

world. Methods of treatment now appear to have

been evolved which meet the exigencies of the sit-

uation in a satisfactory manner. A combination,

or rather a cooperation of the dispensary, the san-

atorium, and the hospital treat and care for those

afflicted with pulmonary tuberculosis in the way
best adapted to the individual and so that the dis-

ease shall spread as little as possible. There is,

however, not much new to be said concerning tu-

berculosis, as Adami pointed out in his presiden-

tial address a short time ago before the annual

meeting of the Canadian Association for the Pre-

vention of Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Toronto.

But there is one feature of the situation which is

especially worthy of earnest attention, the need for

sending patients out of sanatoriums able to earn

their living and not to be a drag upon their family

and relatives and a menace to the community. This

is one of the hardest problems to solve success-

fully, so far as the tuberculous are concerned. It

is a notorious fact that sanatoriums are frequently

compelled to discharge their patients before they
are in a condition to bear well the buft'ets of the

world. According to C. D. Parfitt it has been es-

timated that 75 per cent, of tuberculous patients

leave sanatoria or health resorts before the disease

is arrested and that 98 per cent, of all patients have
to be treated at home.

Oliver Bruce of London, England, wdio read a

paper at the same meeting, holds that much can
be done at the sanatorium itself in fitting the con-
sumptive to take his part in the world of work,
and he demonstrated the manner in which he be-
lieves this result can be brought about. He is a
follower of Wright, and has brought Wright's
discovery of opsonin into the service of the tuber-

culous. Opsonin is a protective substance and
makes for health and thus it is obviously de-
sirable to raise the quantity present in the se-

rum of all infected people. Rest first and grad-
uated labor afterwards, according to Bruce, have
this effect. It is found in the case of a person
with tuberculosis that when the temperature is

high his opsonic index is low and vice versa. The
opsonic index varies inversely with the tempera-
ture, and as in regulating the amount of exercise
to be prescribed in graduated labor, some guide is

necessary to show the amount of protective sub-
stances which are being elaborated as the result

of the exercise, and as it would be too tedious to

take the opsonic index as a guide, the knowledge as

to how the opsonic index varies with the temper-
ature permits the substitution of the temperature
chart for the index. There are now two main facts

to work on, Bruce said, (i) that the amount of

opsonin or antibody in the blood can be raised by
exercise and (2) that the temperature chart and
feelings of the patient are a sufficient guide to an
experienced observer as to whether the amount
of exercise prescribed is too great or too little.

Paterson of England, it is claimed, w^as the first

to find out and to put the discovery into practice

that graduated -exercise is an excellent mode of

controlling tuberculosis and of rendering certain

of its subjects selected for the treatment able to

take their places in the working world after a pre-

scribed course. Bruce and others have put the

treatment on a scientific basis which Paterson had
not done. Indeed, Bruce claims that the graduated

labor system of treatment is an advance in the

scientific care of the consumptive. It aims at rais-

ing the amount of antibacterial substance in his

blood to as high a degree as possible and keeping
it there by gradually increasing doses of tuberculin.

Emphasis is laid on the fact that the supervision of

consumptives being treated by means of graduated

labor must be left in the hands of a person experi-

enced in knowledge of the opsonic index. Bruce

stated that results from the treatment of consump-
tives by graduated labor have been remarkably en-

couraging. Some patients, indeed, when on the

final grade of labor and ready to be discharged, had
indices which never varied from the normal, how-
ever hard the work, and in the last grade the work
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is of the very hardest kind. The reason for this is

that when the final grade is reached the lesion is

so shut off from the blood stream by fibrous tissue

that no toxin can be poured into the circulation

and consequently there is no need for the formation

of antibodies above the normal amount. Bruce

thinks that such patients are, in the true sense of

the word, cured—that he obtains a true clinical cure

and not a temporary improvement or even an eco-

nomical cure.

Cancer in Scotland.

Scotland is a small country, but nowhere in the

world, not even in Germany, which has recently been
so extravagantly lauded by a Carnegie Foundation
investigator for its thoroughness and achievements

in scientific research, is medical education at a

higher standard or are medical men more able and
progressive. Consequently the paper read recently

before the Royal Society of Edinburgh by Sir

George Beatson on the cancer statistics of Scotland

from the year 1861 to 1900 is worthy of careful

consideration. In the last decade considered, 1891-

1900, cancer accounted for 30,908 deaths, or 3.95
per cent, of the total. The mortality from cancer

between the decades 1861-1870 and 1891-1900 in-

creased from 3.964 to 7.274 per 10,000 people liv-

ing, the rate of increase being accelerated from
decade to decade. Dealing with the distribution of

cancer Beatson stated that no general conclusion

could be drawn as to the incidence of cancer in

districts. The principal towns compare unfavor-

ably with other districts, and among them Edin-
burgh stands above and Glasgow below the others.

In conclusion, he confessed that the statistics did

not tend to any definite results, apart from the fact

that an increase in the disease, especially as affect-

ing males, was proven. It also seemed clear that

cancer was not alTecting young people more fre-

quently than formerly, in spite of the assertions of

Mitchell Banks and others. The fatal incidence

period in women is from 35 to 45, and in men
from 45 to 55, corresponding with the different site

of the disease in the two sexes. Cancer as a dis-

ease occurs not in the decline of life but on the ces-

sation of reproductive life. Climate and geological

conditions do not aiTect the question. Whether so-

called "cancer homes" are instances of coincidence

or not is not settled. The only preventive measure
which suggests itself to Beatson as of any value

is notification which would give more accurate in-

formation as to where the disease arises. One
other thing is needed in Scotland, and that is re-

search work on the disease, special laboratories,

clinical research in cancer hospitals, and systematic

investigation generally into the causes, prevention,

and treatment of malignant growth. The condi-

tions in Scotland as regards cancer appear to be

similar to those in most civilized lands. Statistics

tend to show that the disease is increasing, although
the very fact of keeping statistics is in itself a

means of magnifying the menace of cancer. As for

researches into the origin of cancer, the best that

can be said is that the mystery gives promise of solu-

tion at no very distant day. With regard to treat-

ment, too, the surgeons are probably quite correct

when they contend that operation when such is

possible is the only method at present known for

curing cancer, but even then a return is far from
unlikely.

Spreading the Upper Jaw for Mouth Breathing.

That a high palatal arch is naturally associated

with a deflected nasal septum is well known and
this associated deformity is one of the commonest
causes of mouth breathing. In the high, narrow
palate it is also common to find the teeth imper-
fectly aligned, so that when the upper teeth are

spread by wearing the brace employed by the den-
tist, it is easy to understand that in the child the

spreading of the upper jaw would have a tendency
to flatten the high palate and correct the septal de-

formity and incidentally to facilitate normal nasal

respiration. Landsberger has made a study of the

entire subject of the influence of the teeth on the

development of the nose. He has noted among
other data that defective development of the teeth

tends to cause hypertrophy of the turbinal bones.

Again, if the aiilage of the teeth is seated too far

inward, there results a deviated septum and nar-

rowing of the respiratory fissure, with formation of

a high palate. Several years ago the author began
to employ a special apparatus for the relief of this

condition. At a recent meeting of the Berlin

Laryngological Society (Berliner klmisclie Woch-
ciischrift, June 10) Sturmann announced that he

had recently employed the resource in the case of a

youth who had marked septal deformity and un-

usually high narrow palate. After the patient had
worn the brace for two and a half months Stur-

mann was surprised to find that the palate and sep-

tum were practically normal. There was none of

the recession of the front teeth which might occur

in theory. This resource seems worthy of more ex-

tensive trial.

The Riddle of Trypsin.

The behavior of trypsin is a never failing source

of interest to the physiologist and clinician, and
the more we learn of it the more incomprehensible

it appears. Inert when first secreted it becomes
activated by various agencies, notably the intestinal

secretions, into a powerful enzyme, attacking all

the types of nutriment but unable to attack the in-

testinal mucosa, and apparently powerless against

intestinal parasites. Nevertheless it quickly attacks

various living tissues with which it accidentally

comes in contact, as the unprotected integument in

pancreatic fistulse, and the omental fat in pancreas

disease (causing fat necrosis). As a rule it is un-

able to exist in the blood, an antisubstance being
produced (antitryptic reaction) ; but it often ap-

pears in the urine. Thrown directly into the circu-

lation it has been accused of setting up a toxic syn-

drome. At the recent session of the German Con-
gress for Internal Medicine {Muenchener medisin-

ische Wochenschrift, May 23), Kirchheim an-

nounced that trypsin cannot attack the urinary

mucosae, but that if it is injected beneath the epi-

thelial layer the entire thickness of the wall of the

passage becomes necrotic. The mucus secreted is

the substance which confers the immunity, and not

the epithelium, as he shows by crucial tests. No
doubt it is also the mtestinal mucus which binds

the trypsin and prevents it from attacking the mu-
cosa. In discussion which followed Kirchheim's
announcement Schittenhelm stated that absolutely

pure trypsin may be thrown into the blood stream

in large amounts with impunity, for all the toxic

action of this substance, he said, was wholly due to

various adherent impurities.
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Typhoid Carrier.—The State Hygienic Labora-
tory of the University of Cahfornia has discovered

in a sailor on the ship Acme a typhoid carrier who
is thought to be responsible for twenty-seven cases

of typhoid fever which have occurred on the ship

in the last three years and a half. The sailor in

question suffered from the disease four years ago
and was discharged from the hospital as cured.

As he had had nothing at all to do with the pro-

visions or cooking on the ship it is thought that the

infection was transmitted by means of a common
drinking cup used at a water cask on the deck
of the ship. Of the twenty-seven cases thought
to be traceable to this source of infection four were
fatal.

Death Rate Low.—For the week ending June
22, 1912, the death rate in New York was 12.16

per thousand, and the total number of deaths 1,206,

a considerable decrease as compared with the same
week of last year when the total number was 1,273
and the rate I3-33- For the first twenty-five weeks
of this year the rate was 15.17 per thousand, as

compared with 16.34 during the same period of

191 1. Of the total number of deaths during the

week 215 were of children under i year, and 343
under 5 years, and 200 of persons 65 years of

age and over. Heart disease caused 168 deaths,

an increase of 10; pulmonary tuberculosis 155, a

decrease of S; kidney diseases iii, an increase of

28, and lobar pneumonia 72, an increase of 20.

In most of the other important causes of death

there were considerable decreases.

Free Milk Station.—The first free milk station

in Jersey City, N. J., where modified milk will be

supplied to mothers unable to pay for it, will be

open in the Whittier House on Grand street after

July I.

Psychopathic Hospital.—The new Psycho-
pathic Hospital in Boston was opened for inspec-

tion on June 19. The building is four stories high,

of brick with terra cotta trimmings, and includes

every possible convenience for the treatment of

patients, as well as accommodations for a large

medical library and laboratories for chemical

analyses, etc. The staff of the hospital includes

Dr. E. E. Southard, professor of neuropathology

in the Harvard Medical School ; Dr. H. M. Adler,

chief of stafif, a graduate of the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, New York ; Dr. E. S. Vos-
burgh, executive assistant, a graduate of the Jef-

ferson Medical College, Philadelphia, and Dr. A. W.
Stearns, a graduate of Tufts Medical College, Bos-

ton.

A Mission Boat.—The schooner yacht Fleur

de Lys has been presented to the Dr. Wilfred

Grenfell Missionary Association by Dr. Lewis A.

Stimson of New York, to be used in connection

with the work of the Labrador missions.

Connecticut Health Board.—The report of the

Connecticut State Board of Health shows that

during the month of May there occurred 1,356

deaths, this being a little above the average for

the month for five years. The death rate per thou-

sand was 14.8 for the large towns, 14.5 for the

small towns, and 14.7 for the whole State.

Hookworm in Alabama.—The director of the

hookworm commission in Alabama, Dr. W. W.
Densmore, reports that since January i hookworm
infections have been reported in 3,588 cases. He
believes that had it been possible to secure accurate

returns from all the physicians in the State this

number would have risen to nearly 12,000.

Dr. Carrel in France.—The report made to

the French Academy of Medicine in Paris by Pro-

fessor Pozzi on the results of Dr. Alexis Carrel's

experiments in tissue cultivation has created a pro-

found impression in France, and has been received

with about equal enthusiasm and scepticism, judg-

ing from the newspaper reports. It has been sug-

gested by some of the leading biologists that as

these results, if authentic, form the greatest scien-

tific advance of the generation and so cannot be

accepted without the fullest proof, a deputation of

French biologists be appointed to visit the Rocke-

feller Institute and determine for themselves that

Dr. Carrel's claims are well founded. This pro-

posal has been warmly received and is very likely

to be carried out in the near future.

Yale Medical School.—In his annual report

President Hadley of Yale University announces

that a tentative agreement has been entered into

with the New Haven Hospital by which the Yale

Medical School will have all the rights of nomina-

tion of attending physicians in the hospital and

the right to use the hospital for teaching purposes,

provided the University agrees before July i, 1914,

to set aside a fund of $600,000, of which $100,000

shall be used to build a clinical and pathological

laboratory in connection with the hospital, and the

other $500,000 be used to endow it. This ar-

rangement is considered highly advantageous to

both parties, and it is to be hoped that it may soon

be carried into efifect.

Syracuse University.— The Dean of the College

of Medicine of Syracuse University reports the

following additions to the corps of instructors : As
assistant professor of bacteriology. Dr. Leverett

Dale Bristol, Johns Hopkins Medical School, 1907;

as instructor in the department of histology. Dr.

Earl V. Sweet, Cornell University Medical Col-

lege, 1910; as instructor in surgery. Dr. Albert G.

Swift, Syracuse, 1902 ; as instructor in pathology.

Dr. John W. Cox, Syracuse. At the suggestion

of the dean, Colgate University has signified its

intention of permittting students to take the senior

year in a registered medical college in absentia,

such students to receive the bachelor's degree upon
the presentation of a certificate from the college

of medicine attended to the effect that his work
has been done satisfactorily.

Charitable Gifts.—By the will of the late Mrs.

Caroline Butterfield the Children's Aid Society of

New York receives a bequest of $25,000 for a

"health home" to be named in memory of her son,

Frederick F. Butterfield. The New York Ortho-

pedic Dispensary and Hospital also receives a be-

quest of $5,000 for the endowment of a free bed

in memory of her son.

Through a decision recently handed down by

the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital of Boston will receive

the sum of $60,000, the amount of a bequest made
to the hospital in the will of the late Mrs. Sarah

Cazenove, who died thirty years ago. The will has

been contested by relatives of the testator.

The Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids has

received gifts amounting to $200,000 to be used

in the erection of a private pavilion in connection

with the new home now under course of construc-

tion at 2ioth street and Gun Hill Road, New
York. This will be the first private hospital for

chronic invalids in the city.
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The Kenosha Hospital of Kenosha, Wis., has re-

ceived from Mrs. Ella F. Allen a gift of $10,000
to be used for the maintenance of a room in the

hospital to be known as the Charles W. Allen

room.
By the will of the late Mary E. Irwin of Phila-

delphia, the sum of $3,000 is bequeathed to the
Children's Seashore Home at Atlantic City for the

establishment of tw-o beds as a memorial to her
parents.

Col. Gorgas Honored.—The trustees of the
American Medicine Gold Medal Award have con-
ferred the medal for 1912 upon Dr. William C.

Gorgas, Ancon, Panama, as the American physician

who, in their judgment, has performed the most
conspicuous and noteworthy service in the domain
of medicine during the past year.

Dr. David F. Atvi^ater of Springfield, Mass.,
is the oldest living graduate of Yale University.

He is now in his ninety-fifth year and was grad-
uated from the University in 1839 and from the

Yale Medical School in 1842.

Dr. E. F. Bashford, director of the Imperial
Cancer Research Fund of London, has accepted an
invitation to deliver the Middleton-Goldsmith Lec-
tures of the New York Pathological Society in this

city next October. The exact dates and the title

of the lectures will be announced later.

Dr. Eugene L. Opie, professor of pathology in

Washington University, St. Louis, has been ap-
pointed dean of the Medical School to succeed Dr.
George Dock, who resigned recently in order to
devote his entire time to his professorship of medi-
cine and to research work.

Dr. Charles Baskerville, professor of chemistry
in the College of the City of New York, has been
awarded the Edward Longstreth Medal of Merit
by the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia for his

investigations in the chemistry of anesthetics.

Dr. Duncan W. Blake, jr., has been elected
medical inspector of the public schools of Glouces-
ter City, N. J.

Dr. William Kelly Simpson, professor of
laryngologv' at Columbia University, has recently
been appointed consulting laryngologist to the Pres-
byterian Hospital, New York City.

Medical Society of the State of North Caro-
lina.—The annual meeting held in Henderson-
ville during the third week of June was brought to a
close with the election of the officers for the ensuing
year, as follows: President. Dr. John P. Munroe,
Charlotte : Vice-Presidents. Dr. Fletcher R. Harris,
Henderson ; Dr. E. S. Bullock, Wilmington, and
Dr. L. B. Morse, Hendersonville : Treasurer, Dr.
Herbert D. Walker, Elizabeth City. ATorehead
City was chosen for the next meeting place.

North Carolina Health Officers' Association.—
The second annual session, held in Hendersonville
on June iq, closed with the election of officers,

which resulted as follows: President. Dr. Lucius
N. Glenn, Gastonia; Vice-President, Dr. George
M. Cooper, Clinton : Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. Wat-
son S. Rankin, Raleigh.

Chicago Medical Society.—The following offi-

cers were elected at the annual meeting on June
10 : President. Dr. Tacob Frank; Secretary and
Editor. Dr. Patrick

J." H. Farrell.

American Institute of Homeopathy.—hi the
convention held recently in Pittsburg, the annual
election of officers resulted as follows: President.
Dr. Wilbert B. Hinsdale, Ann Arbor. Mich. : Vice-
Presidents, Dr. B. Stout, Jacksonville, Fla., and

Dr. Mary E. Banks, Chicago ; Treasurer, Dr. T.
Franklin Smith, New York ; Secretary, Dr. J.
Richey Homer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Glynn County (Ga.) Medical Society.—At the
annual meeting held in Brunswick on June 17 offi-

cers were elected as follows: President, Dr. Rob-
ert E. L. Burford ; Vice-President, Dr. George W.
Blanton ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. John W. Sim-
mons.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Henry B. De.ale of

Washington, District of Columbia, a graduate of

the George Washington University, Department of

Medicine, in 1887, and a member of the Medical
Society of the District of Columbia and of the So-
ciety of Nervous and Mental Diseases of Wash-
ington, died suddenly at his home of neuralgia of

the heart on June 19, aged 50 years.

Dr. Albert F. McVetv of Toledo, Ohio, a grad-
uate of Queen's LIniversity, Medical Faculty, King-
ston. Ontario, in 1887, a member of the American
Medical Association, the Ohio State and Lucas
County Medical Societies, and the Royal College of

Surgeons, London, died at his home suddenly of

acute indigestion on Jime 9, aged 58 years.

Dr. R. Bruce Burns of Philadelphia died at At-
lantic City on June 15, after an illness of three

years, at the age of 62 years. He was graduated
from the Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania in the class of 1871. He was one of

the founders of the Frankford Hospital as well as

one of its visiting physicians.

Dr. Harry H. Harrison of Jackson, Miss., a

graduate of the Kentucky School of Medicine,

Louisville, in 1891, and a member of the Kentucky
State and Hinds County Medical Societies, died

at his home after a long illness on June 14, aged
51 years.

Dr. Manuel R. Morena of Tampa, Fla., a

graduate of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina, Charleston, in 1878, and an expert

on yellow fever, died at his home on June 17, aged
66 years.

Dr. Homer V. Reynolds of Marietta, Ga., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, in 1869, and a member of the American
Medical Association and the Georgia State and
Cobb County Medical Societies, died on June 18 in

a sanatorium in Atlanta, aged 64 years.

Dr. W. F. Mueller of Denison, la., a graduate

of the LIniversity of Marburg, Germany, in 1869,

died at his home recently.

Dr. George P. Hanawalt of Des Moines, la.,

a graduate of the Georgetown University, School

of Aledicine, Washington, in 1864, a member of

the American Medical Association, of the Iowa
State Medical Society, in which he served as secre-

tary in 1871, and as president in 1880, and of the

Polk County Medical Society, a veteran of the

Civil War and a former surgeon in the National

Guard of Iowa, retiring some years ago with the

rank of brigadier-general, died at his home on

June 19, aged 76 years.

Dr. Willlmm Wilson Walter of Leavenworth,
Kan., a graduate of the University of Pennsyl-

vania, Department of Medicine, in 1883, and a

member of the Kansas State and Leavenworth
Countv Medical Societies, died at his home after a

long illness on June 12, aged 51 years.

Dr. William E. Gordon of Pocahontas, 111., a

graduate of the Washington LIniversity Medical

Department, St. Louis, in 1890, died at his home
on June 19, after a long illness.
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Dr. George F. Lucas of Currie, N. C, a grad-
uate of New York University Medical College in

1870, and a member of the North Carolina State

and Pender County Medical Societies, died at his

home suddenly on June 17.

Dr. Henry J. C. Sieving of St. Louis, Mo., a

graduate of the Beaumont Hospital Medical Col-

lege, St. Louis, in 1897, and a member of the

American Medical Association and the Missouri
State and St. Louis City Medical Associations, died

suddenly at his home on June 21, aged 53 years.

Dr. Robert J. Devlin of New York, a graduate
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, in 1881, a member of the American Medical
Association, the New York State and County Medi-
cal Societies, the New York Academy of Medicine,
the Society of the Alumni of St. Luke's Hospital,

and the Medico-Surgical Society, dennatologist

to the Northern Dispensary, and consulting phys-
ician to the French Hospital, died at his home on

June 26, aged 52 years.

Dr. Ju.-^N Garcia Puron, who died in his native

town, Llanes, Asturias, Spain, on June 9, aged 58
years, was for many years at the head of the

Spanish Department of D. Appleton & Company,
New York. Dr. Puron took his medical degree in

Spain and when quite a young man went to Mexico
to practise medicine and advance the cause of edu-

cation. While there he became interested in poli-

tics and was one of the leaders in a revolution

against the Government of Diaz, for which he was
banished from the countr}'. Coming to the United
States he practised his profession for a time and
then took up literary work. .A. few years ago he

returned to Spain.

THE CARE OF TUBERCULOUS CATTLE

To the Editor of the Medic.vl Record:

Sir :—It is astonishing to consider how differently

the disease known as bovine tuberculosis is being
handled in this country compared with the methods
of handling infectious' diseases in human beings,

particularly those which are known to be readily

transmissible. In suppressing smallpox, scarlet

fever, or diphtheria among human beings one would
not dream of making an appropriation of money
and offering to pay this to such persons as volun-
tarily submit themselves' to a test for these diseases,

leaving all others afflicted with the disease to roam
at large unrestrained. If there is any one thing

which bacteriologists, health officers, and physicians

know is positively common to infectious diseases it

is' that they are transmitted from persons already

infected to new persons who have not yet been in-

fected. The bacteria of infectious diseases are car-

ried about on the bodies of men and of animals, and
in this way are distributed as the man or animal
moves from place to place. In taking measures for

the suppression of smallpox, diphtheria, or scarlet

fever, it is fully recognized that this wandering of

the infected person must positively be checked or

the disease will spread. Therefore a strict quaran-
tine is maintained over the persons known to be
sick and they are prevented from coming in con-
tact with those who are well until the disease has
run its course and they cease to be a menace to

others. In the case of tuberculosis in human be-

ings, while it is well known that this disease also is

transmitted from those who are sick to tho.s'e who

are well, yet, becaue it is so widespread and be-

cause it has not been looked upon as so serious a

disease as the others above mentioned, no attempts

have been made to maintain a strict quarantine

over infected persons. Sanitary precautions can

be exercised by the majority of human beings which

will prevent the transmission of this disease with-

out quarantine.

In considering tuberculosis among cattle, how-

ever, we have to face a different state of affairs.

Here it is obvious that the individual has not suf-

ficient intelligence to carry out any sanitary pre-

cautions' for herself. An infected dairy cow is cer-

tain to carry her infection and to transmit the dis-

ease to other animals if allowed to mingle with

them. While this fact is well known, the action

taken by our State authorities entirely ignores its

existence. State laws in general have taken only

two precautions. The first has been the establish-

ment of quarantine against cattle imported from

other States; the second has been to offer to pay

part of the value of such animals as are destroyed

after having been proven tuberculous by the ap-

plication of the tuberculin test. The State laws,

however, have made the tuberculin test optional.

This has left the dairy cattle in the State at entire

liberty to be transferred from farm to farm, from

countv to county, and from one part of the State

to another, with no restrictions whatever. Conse-

quently we find States some of which have made
large appropriations of money amounting to sev-

eral hundred thousands of dollars, spending the

same in paying for the slaughter of dairy cattle,

while the number of animals suffering from bovine

tuberculosis is constantly recruited by the wander-

ings of infected cattle from herd to herd and from

county to county throughout the State. This is a

foolish waste of money. We cannot dodge the is'-

sue. Either bovine tuberculosis is a disease which

should be suppressed by the proper application of

State laws, or it is one which State laws cannot con-

trol. If it is to be brought under control it cer-

tainly must be treated as other infectious diseases

are treated, namely, by quarantine. If those ani-

mals which suffer from tuberculosis are not per-

mitted to leave the premises on which they are sta-

tioned, then the disease will cease to be transmitted

from one place to another. There are few dairy

farmers even among those opposed to the applica-

tion of the tuberculin test who would buy an ani-

mal afflicted with tuberculosis if they had knowledge

that such was the case. I doubt if there is a buyer

in existence who would voluntarily accept an ani-

mal to be used for dairy purposes knowing the same
to be suffering from tuberculosis. The majority of

buyers accept animals on the assumption that they

are free from this disease, even though the test has

not been applied. It would therefore be no injustice

to the buyer of cattle if the law should prohibit

the transfer or the sale of an animal which had not

•been proven free from tuberculosis by the tuberculin

test. The owner of tuberculous cattle might object

to the enforced quarantine on the ground that he

is prevented from selling his tuberculous cows. He
is not likely, however, to receive much sympathy
either from the buyer or from any one else on this'

point. If cows are tuberculous they certainly should

not be placed upon the market without being labeled

as such.

The slaughter of animals found to be tuberculous

is an immense economic loss to the State. It seems
probable that a large percentage of tuberculous
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cattle under proper conditions would recover from
the disease in the same manner that a large per-

centage of human beings recover. Any one who
has attended the slaughter of large herds cannot

help being impressed with the fact that many times

a large percentage of healthy looking animals in

whom but slight evidences of localized disease are

found are killed, and their slaughter seems unnec-

essary. These animals' if placed amid proper sur-

roundings and treated by the Bang system would
undoubtedly show a large percentage of recoveries.

New York State spends several hundred thou-

sand dollars yearly in paying for slaughtered ani-

mals and yet those who have studied bovine tuber-

culosis believe that it is on the increase at the pres-

ent time in that State. Either the campaign should

be carried on more intelligently or it should be en-

tirely abandoned. As an improvement over pres-

ent laws I would make the following tentative sug-

gestions :

1. That each dairy farm be quarantined to the

extent that dairy cattle are prohibited from cross-

ing the farm boundary just as they are now prohib-

ited from crossing the State line until they have been
proven free from tuberculosis by the tuberculin test.

2. That animals offered at public or private sale

cannot be so offered until they have successfully

passed the tuberculin test.

3. That in the event of the tuberculin test being
applied and reacting animals being found, only
those shall be slaughtered which are obviously dis-

eased as' shown by physical examination.

4. That animals which are obviously diseased as

shown by physical examination by a competent
veterinarian shall be slaughtered and paid for as

under State appropriations provided by State laws
in the past.

5. That reacting animals which show no obvious
signs' of disease by physical examination shall

either be kept separate on the farms where they
reside from healthy animals, or that the State set

aside certain farms as sanatoriums for the treatment
of these cases, with a view to securing the recoverv
from the disease of a large percentage of the ani-

mals. Charles E. North, M.D.

The Survival of the Premature Infant.—L. Tissier

presents a study of the viability of premature in-

fants with reference to their legal status in various

countries. In Germany the state of maturity of the fetus

in order that it may inherit is not defined, but proofs that

the child had lived must be given ; in Spain it must have
lived for 24 hours completely separated from its mother;
in England it must have given some signs of life after

birth; in France 140 days of intrauterine life must have
elapsed in order for the child to have been viable. Theo-
retically it is generally accepted that the child is not viable

until the sixth month and cannot inherit. The author de-
scribes a case under his observation in which the child was
born on January 4, in the Charite Hospital, the weight be-
ing 990 grams, and length 31 centimeters; the eyes were
closed, the nails were incompletely formed, the body was
red, and the movements were hardly perceptible. The infant
was at first fed with a stomach tube, and later began to

swallow and suck. The last menses occurred about the end
of June. The patient thought conception occurred about
July 14. Thus the child, still alive at the time of writing,

and 36 days old, had had five months and twenty days of
intrauterine life. The law does not provide for such a

contingency.

—

Gazette des Hopitaux.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

HOSPITAL SUNDAY KING's BIRTHDAY HONOR LIST—

'

QUEEN AT EXHIBITION OF MISSIONS TO ABORI-
GINES—RESEARCHES AUTHORIZED BY GOVERN-
MENT BOARD DEMENTIA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ON PREVENTION OF CONSUMPTION GENERAL
MEDICAL COUNCIL OBITUARY.

London, June 15, 1912.

Hospital Sunday was the opening day of the week.

The King and Queen attended the morning service

of St. Paul's, their presence being without cere-

mony. Dean Inge was the preacher and founded
his sermon on the parable of the Good Samaritan.

He paid willing tribute to the work of the hospitals,

which, he declared, were judiciously and economic-
ally managed. The doctors and nurses, he said,

"whether they professed themselves His disciples

or not, were doing our Lord's work. No more de-

voted work was being done anywhere."
In the afternoon our medical Lord Mayor and

corporation attended St. Paul's in state, together

with the Judges. The Lord Mayor with the Sher-
iffs had attended the morning service at Westmin-
ster Abbey, where Canon Pearce urged that recent

legislation should, not be pleaded as an excuse tCr

omitting this work of charity.

The Bishop of London, preaching at Kensington,

described the hospitals as "the air shafts of heavenly

charity and sympathy for the purification of our
lives, the most complete centers of unselfish activ-

ity in this great city, schools of moral discipline,

and homes of rest."

To-day the King's birthday is officially celebrated,

though not the actual anniversary. A list of hon-
ors conferred is accordingly issued—four new
peerages, a number of privy councillors, 9 baronet-

cies and a long list of knights. Among the last are

the following members of the profession: B. G. A.
Movnihan, F.R.C.S. ; J. Bland-Sutton, F.R.C.S.

;

A. G. Thomas, M.D.;" St. Clair Thomson, M.D.;
Lieutenant-Colonel Professor Prain, F.R.S. Among
Companions of St. Michael and St. George is An-
drew Balfour, M.D., director of the research labo-

ratories, London College, Khartoum. Companion-
ship of the Star of India is conferred on Surgeon-
General H. R. Stevenson, and the same rank in the

Order of the Indian Empire on Lieutenant-Colonel

C. H. James of the Indian Medical Service and ad-

viser of the Patiala State. The Kaisar-i-Hind
medal for public service in India goes to Dr.

Avergal of Madras. Appointments and promo-
tions in the Order of the Bath include Surgeon-
Major-General A. F. Bradshaw and Surgeon-Gen-
eral William Babtie. In the Royal Victorian Order
Professor Ogston becomes a knight and Mr. Cheatle
commander, as does Inspector-General Ninnis M.D.,
and Mr. Barron a member. Rickman Godlee,

president R.C.S., receives a baronetcy.

The Queen opened on Wednesday an exhibition

illustrating the work of missions among aborigines

who are subjects of the British Crown. There is a
court devoted to medical missions in which may be
seen complete equipments of dispensaries and hos-

pitals, in contrast with the barbaric implements of
witch doctors and the remedies employed in China,
India, and other places. There are also exempli-
fications of the life and habits of different peoples.

The Local Government Board has authorized

some medical researches, to be paid for out of the

Parliamentary fund for scientific investigations
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concerning disease, viz. ; (
i
) As to the distribu-

tion of tubercle bacilli in children of two to ten, and
the incidence of tuberculosis of different forms in

various parts of the country according to age, sex,

and other conditions. (2) Continuation of re-

search into arterial degeneration in man by Dr.

Andrewes. (3) Joint in\estigation by him and Dr.

H. H. Gordon. (4J Continuance of researcch as

to nonlactose ferments in the alimentary canal of

infants by Drs. C. J. Lewis, D. M. Alexander, and
Graham-Smith. (5) Continuance of Professor
Nuttall's investigations on fleas and on the range
of flight of domestic and allied flies.

\\'hat does the word dementia mean ? Dr. Rob-
ert Jones tried to elicit opinions on this at the

Medico-psychological Association. He himself

held there was only one form—primary, its chief

characteristic being unemotionalism, though will

power and conductivity might be present. Sir

Thomas Clouston wrote that the term should be

used for incurable, noncongenial states of mind,
and new names found for the acute form and the

precox. The dominating form was the secondary
or sequential, which covered five-sixths of the in-

curably insane and was the type of all hereditary

mental diseases. Adolescent insanity and dementia
precox were merely preliminary to it. Dr. Aler-

cier, who also wrote, said he means by the word
any degree of mental deterioration, temporary or

permanent, whether or not with active manifesta-
tions such as delusions or disorderly conduct. A
demented person was "unminded" or deprived of

some portion of his mind, especially his judgment
and intelligence, or of moral rectitude. The term
"precocious dementia" implied that in advanced
life there was naturally weakening or decay, which
might set in earlier than usual. The term partial

might imply a degree of failure in all faculties, or

to some only, the others being unaffected. In the

first sense the term "completely demented" has
been used, but if all his mind were lost the patient

must be quite unconscious, as one in coma is. In

every case of insanity both a negative and positive

factor existed. The delusion is not important, but

the loss of judgment which would prevent it being
entertained ; not the outrageous conduct, but the

loss of inhibition of conduct which permits that

conduct to occur. These losses he calls the un-
minding or deprivation of mind dementia in the

literal sense which he understands by the word.
The fourth annual conference of the Association

for the Prevention of Consumption has been held

at Alanchester. One of the chief discussions was
on tuberculosis in childhood. Dr. Raw dilated on
the damage of expectoration and also condemned
kissing by consumptives. The work done by the

Edinburgh School Board in establishing country
schools for consumptive children, and improved
types of city schools, was illustrated by a lady mem-
ber of the board. Dr. J. E. Squire said there was
little evidence that infection occurred to an appre-

ciable extent in school, but on the other hand there

was abundant evidence of the opportunities for in-

fection in the homes of many of the children attend-

ing the elementary schools. The presence of a

consumptive teacher must be admitted to be a risk,

and school teachers suffered from phthisis above
the average of the population. Medical inspection

should include the teachers.

Dr. Philip said tubercle existed in the majority
of school children, and Dr. Priestley estimated that

most children became tuberculized bv their fifteenth

year, but in 22 per cent, its development was indefi-

nitely postponed. Dr. Last, from experience of

800 children, said it was an error to class tubercu-
losis as acute and fatal in them. It was often very
insidious in its approach, and treatment was more
hopeful than in adults. These opinions were elici-

tefl by a paper contributed by Professor Dela-
pine, who gave the results of his researches during
al>out si.xteen years, and exhibited elaborate statis-

tics. Modern teaching, he said, was that tubercle

could be conveyed from cattle, contrary to Koch's
view. Milk is the most important danger from bo-
vine tubercle. His statistics showed 20 per cent, of
fatal cases in children were infected through the

alimentary canal, and in 22 jier cent, of deaths at all

ages infection had been of bovine origin. He esti-

mated 25 per cent, of all children under five had
bovine tuberculosis in some form. The relation of

the insurance scheme to the disease was discussed
at later sittings. The tuberculosis exhibit made a
stay at Salford during the sitting of the conference,
after which it passed on to ^lanchester.

The Countess of Aberdeen presided at the con-
cluding meeting and gave an account of the work
of the Women's Association for Preventing Tuber-
culosis in Ireland. She said the deaths from all

forms in 1901 numbered 1.1,679 and in 191 1 the
number was 9,623, equal to 40 fewer every week.
Special courses for studying the Insurance Act
were being arranged in the hope it would bring
together all the agencies at work in the anti-tuber-

culosis crusade. Dr. C. Templeton. Medical Health
Officer of Health for Dundee, said the act would
make it possible for local authorities to carry out a
comprehensive scheme for dealing with tuberculo-
sis without unduly taxing their financial resources.

Another member thought the work would be less

efficiently done when left to State officials. There
was some difference of opinion expressed on this

point and as to whether the campaign could be con-
tinued without imposing an excessive burden on
local funds.

The General Medical Council concluded its serv-

ices on Saturday. In addition to what I reported
of its doings in my last, it exercised its disciplinary

powers on several other cases brought before it.

They were all carefully considered. It was agreed
to recognize teaching of preliminary science to a

certain extent in institutions duly approved, subse-
quent to the student passing the preliminary exam-
ination in general education. The words pharma-
cology and therapeutics were substituted for thera-

peutics, and anesthetics added in the lists of sub-
jects for study and examination. The report of
the Educational Committee was received and in-

serted in the minutes, as were several other reports.

Other committees were reappointed, formal busi-

ness transacted, and a vote of thanks to the presi-

dent carried with applause.

Liverpool laments the loss of her senior physician,
Dr. A. T. H. Waters, who died on Saturday last,

aged 86. He had served for a long period in the

Northern Hospital and the Royal Infirmary, in

which his skill as a physician and clinical teacher
were both much admired. He was one of the

most influential advocates of establishing the Uni-
versity, and in due course was its Professor of
Medicine. His contributions to societies and jour-
nals were always worth careful study. He had
practically retired from practice for a lotig time,

but in age and impaired health was able to indulge
his literary tastes and enjoy the society of his
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numerous friends, who regarded him as the highest

type of a physician and gentleman.

Dr. Robert N. Hartley, formerly surgeon and
ophthalmologist at the Leeds Infirmary, has died at

the age of 58. He had suiifered from ill health for

many years and some fifteen years ago was obliged

to retire. He had been prominent among those of

the Leeds School who desired to have it made into

a faculty of the University, and when that took

place accepted the Professorship of Public Health.

He suffered from a form of epilepsy which he

thought originated in an injury to the head which

was inflicted on him in an attempt at robbery. After

retirement he devoted himself to every good work
open to him.

Prflgrwa of Mehuui Bmmt,
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

June 30, 1912.

1. The Annual Discourse: The Burden o£ Feeble-Mindedness. W.
E. Fernald.

2. Efficiency Tests of Out- Patient Work. Michael M. Davis, Jr.

3. Is the Early Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis Being Carried
Too Far? J. B. Hawes, 2d.

4. A "Library-Museum" in Medicine. T. Ordway.
5. Dickens' Doctors. R. M. Green.
6. Two New Instruments for Nose and Throat. L. M. Frcedman.
7. A Report of Two Cases Reinfected with Syphilis Following

Treatment by Salvarsan. J. H. Cunningham, Jr.

1. The Burden of Feeblemindedness.—VV. E. Fernald

states that compulsory surgical sterilization of all defec-

tives is proposed as a radical method for preventing the

hereditary transmission of feeblemindedness. At least

six States have passed laws authorizing or requiring this

operation. In no State, however, has this remedy been

.applied on a large scale. There are many objections to this

plan. The friends of the patients are not willing to have

the operation performed. The normal "carriers" of de-

fect would not be affected. The presence of these sterile

people in the community, with unimpaired se-xual desire

and capacity, would be a direct encouragement of vice and

a prolific source of venereal disease. Sterlization would

not be a safe and effective substitute for permanent segre-

gation and control. It is probable that education in the

hroadest sense will be the most effective method in a

rational movement for the diminution of feeblemindedness.

The public generally should be intelligently informed as

to its extent, causation, and significance by means of suit-

able literature, popular lectures, and other means. There

is now a great demand for such information from women's

clubs, church societies, charitable organizations, etc. Gen-

eral knowledge of this subject in a community will insure

the rational protection and control of the feebleminded

persons in that community.

2. Efficiency Tests of Out-Patient Work.—\V. E.

Fernald states that the work of out-patient departments

is of great public importance, but despite the large sums

devoted to it annually, no systematic tests of its efficiency

have been devised. The ordinary method of judging out-

patient and similar medical work is by the "method of

adventitious memory," e.g. telling about cases the re-

sults of which happen to be known. The proper method

of applying an efficiency test is the statistical method, by

which a number of cases selected at random are studied as

a whole in order to ascertain the different results achieved

and the relative proportion of each type. Out-patient de-

partments must determine, first, the results attained with

relation to disease, and second, those secured in im-

proving the human beings who come for care. An ef-

ficiency test based on these principles leads to the study

of a group of patients selected at random, conducted

partly by persons trained in social investigation and partly

by examination of the medical data secured during visits

fo the clinic. A study of this type conducted at the Boston

Dispensary, upon a group of 116 patients, reveals the social

and economic classes to which they belong, their previous

medical resources, their present medical and social prob-

lems and the medical results achieved. The discussion of

so-called dispensary "abuse" has suffered because of lack

of social facts secured in this way; and because of con-

sequent absence of recognized standards. In determining

the eligibility of patients for treatment, the character of

the disease from which the patient is suft'ering and the

provision of medical service in the community for that

particular disorder must be considered as well as financial

condition. The study of the 116 patients of the Boston

Dispensary indicates that in one-third of the cases no

result was reached because of the failure of the patients

to return for the treatment which the first visit had shown
to be required. This is a minimum figure for the medical

waste in this group. An increase of efficiency (including

the reduction of the percentage of medical waste) de-

pends on various factors, particularly on clinical organi-

zation and on an organized follow-up system. Follow-up

work, to be most efficient and economical, must be based

upon social diagnosis and classification of the patients,

and this must be done chiefly by specially trained social

workers assigned to service in the clinics under the direc-

tion of the physicians. Only by systematic efficiency tests,

based on medical and social studies of groups of patients

selected at random, is it possible for an out-patient de-

partment to organize its work on a basis of ma.ximum
efficiency and economy.

3. Early Diagnosis of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—

J. B. Hawes, Jd, finds that the evidence from the best

sources available is strongly against any proposition that

the early diagnosis of tuberculosis is being carried too far.

Very few non-tuberculous patients are admitted to sana-

toria ; there is no evidence that any harm is done, or

anything but good accomplished by admitting such patients

;

the "stigma of tuberculosis" is more a fiction than a fact;

homes are not wrecked by sending away the breadwinner

who has suspicious symptoms, but, on the other hand,

tragedies of the most pathetic nature are daily being en-

acted on account of hyperconservatism and unwillingness

on the part of the physician to make a definite diagnosij

and to institute efficient treatment. Finally, while the

diagnosis of "tuberculosis suspected" is a perfectly proper

and right one to make in many instances, it should be

regarded as only a temporary or provisional one, and
the patient should he followed up until'the diagnosis of his

condition can be made definite one way or the other, while

in the meantime he is given proper treatment and has the

exact situation clearly explained to him.

New York Medical Journal.

June 22, 1912.

1. Indications for Arthrodesis and Arthrolysis. A Lorenz.
2. Comments on Se.x Issues from the Freudian Standpoint. J. J.

Putnam.
3. The Causes and Results of Constipation in Relation to Pelvic

Disorders of Women. G. G. Ward, Jr.
4. Dementia Paralytica. W. W. Richardson.
5. The Dietetic Treatment of Cardiovascular Disease. E. E. Corn-

wall.

6. Pneumonia as a Complication. M. Girsdansky.
7. The Rapidly Fatal Institutional Form of Acute Poliomyelitis. J.

Van V. Manning.
8. Some Facts Suggested by the Examination of tlic Children of

Tuberculous Patients. C. Blum.

1. Arthrodesis and Arthrolysis.— .\. Lorenz con-

cludes that if it be admitted that a healthy and painless,

though paralytic joint, outvalues a stiff joint (especially in

patients condemned to a sitting life), then arthrodesis is

justified only at the paralytic shoulder and eventually at

the contracted paralytic wrist; the static joints had better

be left to mechanical fixation. If an ankylosed joint in

favorable position is preferable to a mobile but sensitive

and even painful joint without sufficient stability, then it

must be admitted that for the moment being, arthrolysis

is justified only in the elbow joint and in the jaw. In
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judging these difficult questions, one must always be aware

that in orthopedic surgery one has no vital indications.

One should have faith in his asepsis in operations of vital

indications, but should not boast of its infallibility to

justify an unnecessary operation.

2. Sex Issues from the Freudian Standpoint.—By
J. J. Putnam. (See Medical Recgru, May 11, 1912, page

918.)

5. Dietetic Treatment of Cardiovascular Disease.—
E. E. Cornwall concludes that the most important thing in

the treatment of cardiovascular disease is the regulation of

the diet. The diet should be regulated so as to supply

the maximum of nutrition with the minimum of work for

the crippled cardiovascular system. Such regulation means

the restriction of the quantity 0/ food to the minimum
health ration or less, and the selection of articles which

meet the indications presented by the kidneys, the liver,

the heart, the gastrointestinal tract, and the general con-

dition and habits of the patient. The diet in cardiovas-

cular disease should be antiputrefactive, it should be to a

large extent purin free, from it should be excluded the

more fermentable carbohydrates, particularly cane sugar,

it should be easily digestible, and it should be sufficiently

laxative. The evening meal should always be a light one,

and no food or drink should be taken near the time of

sleeping. A prophylactic treatment of cardiovascular dis-

ease is possible, and consists largely in the regulation,

according to the principles above laid down, of the diet

of those whose family history or ways of life point to

premature cardiovascular degeneration.

6. Pneumonia as a Complication.—M. Girsdansky

states that it is held by many authorities that primary

uncomplicated pneumonia is a self-limited disease, tend-

ing to end in recovery; others have stated that in such

cases the mortality should be nil. But for pneumonia com-
plicating other pre-existing diseases, no such prognosis is

given. The author believes that even in the latter cases

when fatalities result, these are due not to the pneu-

monia, which, when properly treated should always end

in recovery, but solely to the underlying conditions. For
example, in cases treated for pneumonia complicating cir-

rhosis of the liver or kidney, Hodgkin's disease, hemi-

plegia, grave myocarditis, diabetes, carcinoma, advanced
senile arteriosclerosis, or extensive pulmonary tuberculosi';.

when resulting in death, the fatal issue, it seems^ is al-

ways due, not to the pneumonia, but to the pre-existing

conditions. But when pneumonia occurs in the course

of an otherwise nonfatal, acute, or chronic malady, the

pneumonia in itself does not render the prognosis un-

favorable and such cases always terminate in recovery.

7. Rapidly Fatal Institutional Form of Poliomyelitis.

—J. Van V. -Manning states that it was in England that

there was first recognized the rapidly fatal institu-

tional type, in which poliomyelitis appears in the form

•of sudden and deadly asphyxia. Hospitals and institu-

tions were affected seriously with epidemics of this dis-

•order, and an official blue book on the subject was pub-

lished. The cases tended to occur in small epidemics,

in which, after a few hours' illness, death occurred sud-

denly with the signs of acute asphyxia. The cases were

supposed to be occasioned by an inflammation of the

cord and brain, as the result of which the vital centers

were first attacked. As this form of the disease has

not yet been confirmed or negatixed by autopsy and

pathological examination, it must be considered hypo-

thetical. This should not interfere with prophylaxis of

these outbreaks, and the same methods should be advo-

cated and made use of that would be used were the path-

ological relations established. Obscure knowledge con-

•cerning these outbreaks has led to guesswork that would

tend to nullify any reasonable method of checking the

^spread of the disease.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

June 22, 1912.

1. The Sliortconiings of Dermatology. C. J. White.
2. The Treatment of Syphilitic Diseases of the Nervous System

by Salvarsan. J. Collins and R. G. Armour.
3. Simple Methods of Infant-Feeding. D. J. Levy.
*. .\dhesions of the Colun. M. L. Harris.
5. Uterovaginal Prolapse in Elderly Women. Technique of Oper-

ation. G. B. Somers.
6. Incomplete Abdominal Surgery. H. G, Wetherill.
7. The Nature of the Filteral)le Agent Causing a Sarcoma of the

Fowl. P. Kous and J. B. Murphy.
S. A Method of Continuous Sterilization of Instruments, Together

with Aseptic Hypodermic Medication. W. J. Manning.
9. A Cheap and Portable Apparatus for Forming Carbon IJioxide

Pencils. G. H. Boyer.
10. A Catheter Knotted in the Bladder. W. J. Anderson.
11. Ten Pellagrins in One Family. J. E. Knight.
12. A Simple and Precise Method of Differential Leucocyte Count-

ing Where the White Cells .^re Greatly Increased. P. .Atiee
Sheaff.

2. Salvarsan in Syphilis of the Nervous System.—
J. Collins and R. G. Armour present the results of their

investigations on this subject. The diseases studied were

tabes, paresis, certain forms of myelitis, myelomalacia, en-

cephalomalacia, meningitis, endarteritis, and gummatous
formation. Assuming that salvarsan destroys the spiro-

chete when brought in contact with it, the authors state that

what they have already learned is that one dose rarely

cures the disease, that the intravenous method is prefer-

able for certain reasons, but not so potent as the in-

tramuscular, and that in cases of long-standing syphilis

salvarsan must be given repeatedly in many instances

in full doses, and sometimes other agencies, such as

mercury, must be invoked. The average dose of salvarsan

in nervous syphilis, when vitality is not greatly impaired

and the blood-pressure is not high, is 0.6 gram. Not
more than half of this dose should be given, however, in

cases with cardiovascular degeneration and high blood-

pressure. It is not the author's experience that organic

nervous diseases are best treated by repeated small doses,

but that full doses are better with patients that have a

fair amount of vitality. Nine cases of paresis were sys-

tematically treated with salvarsan and in three great im-

provement took place though one of these patients died

later in convulsions occurring while the patient was ap-

parently in perfect health. While mercury has been for

a long time a trusted weapon and practically the only

one, salvarsan is far more satisfactory in the treatment

of syphilis, though it has not replaced mercury alto-

gether.

4. Adhesions of the Colon.—By M. L. Harris. (See

MedicaL Record, June 29, 1912, page 1248.)

5. Uterovsiginal Prolapse in Elderly Women.—G. B.

Somers believes that a careful consideration of the con-

ditions involved in the operation for prolapse of the

uterus will lead to an acceptance of the following prop-

ositions : It is better to preserve the uterus than to re-

move it. The cystocele complicating prolapse of the uterus

is most effectively treated by re-inforcing the anterior

vaginal wall. Interposition or vaginofixation best answers

the requirements of the operation. In regard to the

technique of interposition the author believes that where
the operation is applied to severe cases of prolapse, suc-

cess depends largely on the following points : Amputa-
tion of the. portio vaginalis, transposition of the cervical

stump high in the vault, support of the stump by short-

ened sacrouterine ligaments, and functional restoration of

the perineum.

6. Incomplete Abdominal Surgery.—H. G. Wetherill

makes a plea for larger incisions and more thorough

examinations in abdominal surgery. In operations for ap-

pendicitis through a small "gridiron" incision, serious

pelvic lesions, gallstones, gastric and intestinal lesions,

etc., have been often overlooked and the patient is hardly

l)etter after the operation although the diagnosed lesion

has been removed. Every one who proposes to under-

take abdominal operations of any kind should feel it his

duty to be prepared to meet any conditions which may
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be found in the abdomen and should not close it up,

except in an emergency, until he has ruled out any pos-

sible coincident or corresponding pathological condition.

Certain noted exceptions to this rule may be admitted,

as in operations for intestinal perforation, appendicitis

or salpingitis, in which infection would be diffused, or in

ectopic pregnancy with rupture, or cesarean section. In

such cases a definite diagnosis is usually possible and the

emergency is such that the particular trouble diagnosed

is alone to be considered. One should remember the

frequency of gallbladder disease in women when per-

forming gynecological operations, and that certain pelvic

conditions may give rise to profound stomach disorders.

Tuberculosis, cancer, enteroptoses, stomach or intesinal

perforations, intestinal obstruction, rupture of the uterus,

diverticula, gallstones, pancreatitis, etc., may accompany

any other condition and complicate any abdominal opera-

tion one undertakes. Exact and complete preoperative

diagnosis in certain areas of the abdominal cavity can

never be made with exactness and this is particularly so

in the upper right quadrant of the abdomen.

The Lancet.

June 15. 1912.

1. Some Moot Points in the Pathology and Clinical History of
Pneumonia. P. Kidd.

2. The Pathology of Immunity, as Illustrated by the Behavior of

Fluid Exudates from the Tissues and Various Body Cavities,

in Acute and Chronic Bacterial Infecfions, more Especially
with Regard to the Problem of Aggressins. L. S. Dungeon,

3. The Presence and Intensity of Syphilis in the Past and at the
Present Day. N. Moore.

4. Abdominal Drainage in the Treatment of Peritonitis. C. Wal-
lace.

5. Syphilis d'Emblee. J. E. Lane.
6. Relief following Bilateral Nephrotomy and Drainage for Acute

Nephritis Attended by Suppression of Urine and Uremic
Convulsions. VV. G. Spencer.

7. Tetanic Spasms Occurring in a Case of Chronic Ulceration of

the Leg. M. Dew Roberts.
8. An Accessory Uterus Distended with Menstrual Fluid Enucle-

ated from the Substance of the Right Broad Ligament. J.

Oliver.

I. Moot Points in the Pathology and Clinical His-

tory of Pneumonia.—P. Kidd states that whether pneu-

monia is excited by the entrance into the body of dried

sputum containing diplococci from without, or whether

it is to be attributed to autoinfection with germs con-

stantly present in the throat, is still uncertain. It seems

somewhat difflcult to believe that the continued presence

of diplococci in the throat would not lead to the estab-

lishment of a certain degree of immunity against infec-

tion with the particular strain, whereas the entrance of

a different and perhaps more virulent strain of pneu-

mococcus from external sources might, under certain con-

ditions, be able to cause infection. It seems from the

early date at which diplococci may be found in the blood

and from the clinical evidence that pneumonia so often

appears for some days under the guise of a general in-

fection without local manifestations that a septicemic

origin supplies the best explanation. But the exact route

by which infection of the blood takes place has yet to

be demonstrated. Neufeld and Haendel have published

the results of their investigations on the origin of the

crisis in pneumonia and on the immunizing action of pneu-

mococcal serum. In opposition to Seligmann. and KIop-

stock, they believe that the crisis not only depends on

the formation of antibodies, but that these antibodies

can be recognized experimentally with certainty, and may
even be estimated quantitatively. The antibodies found

in the blood of convalescents from pneumonia behave in

exactly the same way as those artificially produced in

animals. The practical application of pneumococcal

serum for therapeutic purposes depends on the prepara-

tion of a sufficiently powerful serum and on the rapid

introduction of the same into the body in sufficient quan-

tities. For this purpose they recommend as indispensable

the intravenous injection of large quantities of serum,

which, according to recent experience, is free from danger.

2. Fluid Exudates and Immunity.—L. S. Dudgeon
presents the results of his investigation of the blood

and body fluids in 150 cases of acute and chronic in-

fective diseases occurring in the human subject. It was
thought necessary to ascertain the comparative value of

the exudates formed during the course of bacterial in-

fections in man, and whether these exudates contained

active substances similar to those found in blood serumi

and possessing the same degree of activity. On the other

hand are substances of an inhibitory nature present in

these exudates and in blood serum, and, if so, is the

action specific or otherwise? If an inhibitory action oc-

curs, is it directly on the leucocytes or on the serum or

both? It was also considered necessary to ascertain, as

far as possible, the reaction of the exudates, and whether

the reaction was directly related to the phagocytic activity

of the fluids. In the majority of instances the author

found that the body fluids obtained from the infective

focus are devoid of opsonin and complement. In one
instance there was abundance of opsonin and complement,

but the activity of the exudate was much less than that

of the autogenous blood serum. The loss of opsonin

appears to be complete and cannot in any way be re-

garded as a specific defect, as in these experiments and
in the vast majority which have been made the body

fluids were tested with the organism giving rise to the

infection from which the patient was suffering, and an-

other organism in no way related to the disease. In some
acute infections of very short duration and in certain

bacterial conditions affecting the serous cavities the body-

fluids are found to be as potent as blood serum. The
author's experiments clearly demonstrate the activity of

the body fluids in many acute infective processes. In

three cases of acute arthritis it was found that the serum
from the joint cavity in each case contained a large amount
of opsonin and complement. The experiments are suf-

ficient to show that the body fluids which contain com-
plement also contain opsonin, and the opsonin is present

for bacteria other than those which give rise to the dis-

ease from which the patient is known to be suffering.

3. The Presence and Intensity of Syphilis in the Past.

—N.Moore states that the poem of Hieronynuis Fracastorius

which was published at Verona in 1530, furnishes evidence

that at the time the poem was written there was prev-

alent an hypothesis that syphilis was then of recent

origin. There is no evidence that syphilis was imported

from America following the discovery by Columbus. No.

certain references to syphilis are to be found in the gen-

eral Greek or Latin literature. No undoubted syphilitic

lesions have been discovered in the vast collection of

human remains belonging to several thousand years of

Egj'ptian history. In the numerous writings of Galen

there is no reference to any of the nervous diseases,

that are caused by syphilis. There is reason tri believe

that syphilis first made its appearance in Europe at the-

end of the fifteenth century.

5- Syphilis d'Emblee.—J. E. Lane states tliat this

term connotes an infection that may occur directly into the

blood stream without the formation of a chancre. A far

better term is cryptogenic syphilis, signifying syphilis of

hidden origin. This form of the disease is found especial-

ly in members of the medical profession. In two cases

reported by Jullien of Paris, this observer calls atten-

tion to the early date at which the blood of syphilitic

subjects becomes infectious, before the appearance of

any secondary eruption, and even before that of the initial

lesion. More than two years ago Waelsch made a com-

munication on this subject in the Miinchener viediainischc

Wochenschrift, and related several cases in which medical

men had contracted the disease in this manner. Strictly -

speaking, the term cryptogenic syphilis can hardly be:

applied either to Tul'ien's nr to all of Waelsch's cases,

.
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for the point of entrance of the poison into the system

was known in the majority of instances, though the initial

lesion did not manifest itself at the seat of inoculation;

these are rather cases of syphilis without chancre than of

cryptogenic syphilis. But there is another class of case in

which the victim of the disease is unaware of the occur-

rence of any breach of surface on the skin, or even of

contact with anyone sutfering from syphilis, and in which

the method of entrance of the poison remains a mystery;

to such cases the term cryptogenic syphilis may justly be

applied. The author notes that the cases of cryptogenic

syphilis, wliich came under his observation, were char-

acterized by unusually severe sequelze, and were usually

unamenable to the ordinary methods of treatment. It is

an axiom that the earlier the treatment of syphilis is

commenced the better is the prognosis of the case, if

efficiently and sufficiently treated; if the sore is capable

of early detection and diagnosis, and especially if it ad-

mits of excision, the subsequent evolution of the disease

is considerably modified. But in the class of case now
under consideration the patients suffer from the disad-

vantage that an early diagnosis is impossible, and the

treatment cannot be commenced until the symptoms are

obvious, until the system is thoroughly impregnated with

the poison. Induration of the dorsal lympathic of the

penis and of the inguinal group of lymphatic glands is an

indication that the poison has been introduced by means
of se.\ual intercourse. In urethral chancre a urethral dis-

charge may lead to the diagnosis of gonorrhea, and may
be treated "as such by injections and balsamic remedies,

and the author encountered several such cases in which an

obvious secondary sphilide had been attributed to the

use of antigonorrheal remedies such as copaiba and
cubebs.

British Medical Journal.

June 15, 1912.

1. The Evolution of Obstetric Medicine; with Illustrations from
Some Old Midwifery Books. Sir John Byers.

2. \\'ertheim's Operation for Cancer of the Cervix Uteri. J. D.
Malcolm.

3. Fracture of the Lower End of the Humerus in a Child Treated
by Immediate Wiring. L. .\. Parry.

4. Endothelioma of the Pituitary Gland with Infantilism. G. E.
Rennie.

5. The .\ppendicitis Dilemma, and the Preoperative Diagnosis. \V.
Ewart.

6. i^ew Methods for the Culture of Bacteria. G. Mann.
7. The Bactericidal Action of the Cresols and Allied Bodies and

the Best Means of Employing Them. E. A. Cooper.

I. Wertheim's Operation for Cancer of the Cervix

Uteri.— T. D. Malcolm states that the most efficient

factors favoring good results, immediate and remote, in

cancer of the uterine cervix are an early diagnosis and a

prompt operation. The tendency to irregular hemorrhages

accompanying the disease favors an early diagnosis, and

it is of the utmost urgency that the possible significance

of irregular hemorrhages and the need for investigating

their causes should be known as widely as possible among
women. The results of early operations are very good,

both as regards recovery from the operation and a per-

manent relief. In the later stages of the disease the

immediate and the remote results are very bad, and the

operation should not be recommended unless the death-

rate can be kept at least moderately low. Wertheim's
method of operating is a very great advance on any

other.

5. The Appendicitis Dilemma and the Preoperative

Diagnosis.—W. Ewart contrasts the situations present-

ing themselves with reference to appendicitis "of physical

signs" and appendicitis "of symptoms." Physical signs

are at a discount with the surgeon. Present when they

are "superfluous" for his decision, they are generally

"absent" in a majority of his cases where he would be

the first to welcome them. That is the chief gravamen
from the side of the patients; they might fairly object

if they knew that their operation was being undertaken

without any objective evidence. In the second and larger

group we have no physical signs so far : the symptoms or

our dread of them decide the operation. The weakness

of this broad classification, convenient so far as it goes

for the present discussion, is that it contains no reference

to the gravity of the case. The most awkward of our

facts is that some of the worst lesions must inevitably

remain truly latent by reason of the occasional slightness

of any inflammatory reaction. But, with that exception,

taking the bulk of cases, the only "absolute latency" has

been in reality that of any adequately efficient method of

diagnosis. The author believes that it would be desirable

to reduce Group 2, now almost all-absorbing, to its legiti-

mate limits, which are much narrower than is generally sus-

pected ; and to assign to Group i its due proportion, which

uill probably be found to be increasingly considerable.

7. The Cresols and Allied Bodies.—E. A. Cooper
recommends for disinfection of hands, instruments, pus. etc.,

the following preparations : Crude carbolic acid (cresols)

emulsified with soft soap, and a crude mixture of tar;

acids from creosote oil, emulsified with castor-oil soap.

The directions for preparing the former are as follows

:

Take equal weights of crude carbolic acid and soft soap:

heat them together at 80° C. until all the soap is dis-

solved and filter the product. The preparation is a dark

colored homogeneous fluid readily miscible with tap water,

forming a slightly turbid liquid. The dilution recom-

mended for hands and instruments is 2 per cent. The
dilution recommended for disinfection of stools, pus, and
other particulate organic matter, on the assumption that

for one volume of stools, etc., at least two volumes of the

diluted disinfectant be added is 3 per cent. This prepara-

tion is identical with the liquor creosoli saponatiis, of-

ficial in the German, Japanese, and Swedish Pharma-
copoeias, and with the Cresoluni saponatum of the Belgic

and Swiss Pharmacopoeias. The "crude mixture of tar

acids" contains cresols and their higher homologues, to-

gether with some carbolic acid, and is obtained by the

extraction of cresote oil with soda and acidification of

the extract. Take 50 parts by weight of this mixture of

tar acids and 20 parts of castor oil (bleached and filtered

oil of commerce), mix well and heat to 90° C, add a

solution of 5 parts of potash in 5 parts of water, and
heat and stir until a drop of the mixture gives a pink

emulsion with tap water with no fatty scum. The product

is a dark-colored fluid, miscible with water, giving a stable

pink emulsion. The dilution recommended for hands and

instruments is I per cent. The dilution recommended for

disinfection of stools, pus. and other particulate organic

matter, on the assumption that for one volume of stools,

etc., at least two volumes of the diluted disinfectant be

added is 1.5 per cent.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift

Jum 10, 1912.

The Supposed Specific Biological Effects of Mineral
Salts.—Schloss refers to the demonstrated facts of the

necessity of mineral salts for the integrity of tissues

and performance of functions. To show the rationale of

their action is naturally a very difficult proposition, which

can only be solved piecemeal if at all. Thus one may
investigate the possible role of salts in water metabolism,

on fluctuations in weight, on thermogenesis, etc., etc.

These lines of research have been cultivated for some
years past and many peculiar data have been obtained.

If for example animals receive equimolecular amounts of

calcium lactate, acetate and chloride respectively, the first

is followed by gain in weight, the third by loss in weight,

while in the second results are negative. Since the ration

is the same for each salt, the inference is that the dif-

ferences in result are due to the anions, which appear
able to affect specifically the water metabolism. A study
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of this subject at the bedside, however, tends to upset the

ionic theory, for it shows that calcium chloride increases

the water excretion of both skin and kidneys, while cal-

cium lactate diminishes both, and calcium acetate dimin-

ishes the urine but increases the perspiration. Gain in

weight as a result of ingesting a particular salt comes

about through the fact that less urine is passed while

there is no compensatory activity of the skin. There is

thus retention of the salt with water retention and weight

gain. The halogen sodium compounds all cause this wa-
ter retention, as does also calcium lactate. The phenomena
of salt fever and dropsical edema are likewise dependent

on the same kind of retention.

The Tissue Sites of Reduction and Oxidation.—
Golodetz and Unna, junior, refer to the recent demonstra-

tion by P. G. Unna that cell nuclei are pre-eminently

oxidative. This was effected by color reactions supposed

to be caused by the presence of an oxidase in the nuclear

and absent in the cell protoplasm. The latter is believed

to contain a reducing enzyme. In order to demonstrate

the truth or error of these assumptions, the authors chose

fowls' blood as best adapted for isolation of cell nuclei.

Various means were used to free the nuclei from the

cell protoplasm, including digestive fluids. The nuclei

were then tested for the presence of both catalase and

peroxidase. Numerous other cells were similarly investi-

gated, and it was found that aside from nuclei in gen-

eral, certain tissues, as cartilage, were also free from
catalase, and that wherever one of these enzymes was
found, the other w-as practically absent.

Aschofi's Doctrine of Cholelithiasis.—Hans Kehr dis-

cusses the effect of Asclioff's doctrine on the therapeutic

indications in this affection. The pathologist in question

asserts that gallstones have two quite different modes
of origin, to wit, stagnation and infection, in the former

case the stones being sterile, and formed by precipitation

of cholesterin from the bile. Hence we have a very

plain indication to prevent this stagnation by drainage or

extirpation. The author has now performed nearly 1900

laparotomies for gallstones, during a period of 22 years.

For the first decennium he was indebted to the studies

of Courvoisier, Riedel and Naunyn for placing his in-

dications. Since that time he has been similarly influenced

by the pathologist Aschoff and the surgeons von Bergmann
and Langenbach. He pays a warm tribute to the supreme
and final authority of the pathologist above either the

physician or the surgeon. While the two eminent surgeons

mentioned with Aschoff fixed the operative indications

in accordance with the latter's views, this was done on
empirical grounds only. Thirty years elapsed before

.A.schoff gave the true rationale for the complete extirpa-

tion of the diseased bladder, which if allowed to remain
would still be exposed to the dangers of stagnation.

Miinchener medizinisc'he Wochenschrift.

June 13. 1912.

Diagnosis of Pregnancy by the Optical Method and
Dialysis Procedure.—Abderhaldcn announces that preg-

nancy has been diagnosticated by these tests, and the

rationale underlying the operation of the latter should be

of the greatest significance for other subjects, notably the

nature of the gestation toxicoses. The blood changes

which make the diagnosis possible are due to the entrance

into the maternal circulation of chorionic cells. The blood

of the mother reacts to the heterologous albumin by pro-

ducing enzymes which tend to homologize the latter. The
optical method was developed as follows : Blood plasma
was mixed with a solution of cane sugar and placed in

a polarizing apparatus, which is left in an incubator at

37° C. and readings taken from time to time. If the

animal has previously been immunized to cane sugar the

original dextrorotatory action becomes levorotatory from

clearage of the cane sugar. The blood has formed a

sugar splitting enzyme, and it is able to produce enzymes

in the same manner when peptones, fats, etc., are sub-

stituted for sugar. By immunizing with placenta peptone,

a similar clearage reaction is present in a pregnant woman.
The dialysis test consists in dialyzing the blood against

distilled water. If the animal was pregnant the dialysate

gave the biuret reaction, otherwise not. The exact tech-

nique is not published in full and doubtless will not be

submitted until the method has been more fully elaborated.

The first practical application will be in the abattoirs, as

despite precautions pregnant animals are often slaughtered.

Treatment of Sexual Impotence.—According to. Liss-

mann progress in clinical medicine tends to cloud and com-

plicate this subject. The urologist and neurologist each

claim the latter as their own, so that it has become a

borderline study, developing in two opposite directions to

its own detriment. The author is a neurologist, but is

favorably impressed with Cathelin's epidural injection

treatment in which the erection and ejaculation centers

in the cord are directly stimulated or irrigated. Cathelin,

who used only indifferent fluids, ascribed the favorable

result to a vertebral trauma. The author added yohimbin

to the ordinary saline fluid injected and has used the

method with marked success in a number of cases of

prolonged impotence in otherwise healthy men, after hav-

ing first satisfied himself that there was actual exhaustion

of the erection center. Ordinarily psychic impotence could

readily be excluded by the total absence of morning erec-

tions. The benefit derived persists for some weeks. The
treatment seems to be contraindicated in precocious

ejaculation cases. If a middle-aged man is able to copu-

late successfully once or twice a week, he should be satis-

fied, as no treatment can be expected to give the potency

of youth. Yohimbin has proved to be of great value to

the breeder and veterinarian, but its action in man when

given by the mouth or even subcutaneously is likely to

disappoint. Naturally in the author's method we caimot

decide as to how much of the benefit is due to yohimbin,

for the Cathelin injection alone has given good results,

although inconstant. With the combination the author

has thus far had but one actual failure.

Diabetes After Whooping Cough.—Von Starck writes

a very brief monographic article on this subject. Diabetes

in the child is essentially a more puzzling condition than

in the adult, for few causal moments under our old no-

tions of diabetes are then apparent. The more modern view

would accuse a pancreatic lesion, and perhaos that only.

Such lesion might result exceptionally after the acute in-

fectious diseases and such sequences are reported now and

then. For example, parotitis is known to inculpate the pan-

creas. In a number of cases on record the pertussis fol-

lowed by diabetes the reporters have not been slow in ac-

cusing a pancreatic complication, but there appears to have

been none in which a complete autopsy was made. The au-

thor's patient has been improving under treatment and

the disease is arrested at least If a pancreatitis is pres-

ent the patient can hardly be pronounced cured.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

Jun- 6 and 13. 1912.

Treatment of Chronic Nephritis.—Von Romberg
calls attention to the two trains of symptoms which char-

acterize this affection. One consists of alterations in the

urinary functions and the other of the systemic reactions

to the renal lesion. The appearance in the urine of

albumin, blood, cylinders and renal epithelia. however im-

portant it may be, does not furnish us with therapeutic in-

dications nor does it enable us to measure the severity of

the affection. Of more significance from this viewpoint is

the total amount of water and sodium chloride eliminated.

Oliguria implies that the renal blood vessels and especially
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the glomeruli are seriously compromised. Polyuria sig-

nifies the converse and that the vessels are oversensitive to

diuretic stimuli. The excertion of sodium chloride fur-

nishes a measure of the integrity of the canaliculi. The
phenomenon of uremia is now known to occur in kidneys

which are able to excrete normally the water and chlorides,

and the same is true in a less degree of the phenomenon of

edema. Increase of blood pressure is not a phenomenon
which furnishes therapeutic indications, but if cardiac

weakness develops the reverse obtains. In renal insuffi-

ciency we should limit the ingesta. notably the fluids, nilr(j-

gen, and all condiments and drugs which may directly irri-

tate the kidney. The salt must also be cut down as much
as the patient can well tolerate. The patient, if he has
been very active, must cut down his daily output of energy
and give himself special rest periods. The day of the

eliminative treatment appears to have passed in simple
renal insufficiency. This applies to Turkish baths and
mineral water cures, both of which are now regarded as

urgently contraindicated. The same proscription even ap-

plies to the customary sojourn in warm climates. Whether
in renal insufficiency the organs may be roused to greater

activity without prejudice is a disputed question. This
would be efifected by drugs which dilate the renal arterioles,

such as the xanthin synthetics. Digitalis is naturally con-

fined to cases in which weak heart is a complication. Calo-
mel is no longer used because of the possibility of setting

up mercurial nephritis. Uremia is an affection to be treated

directly of itself as a toxemia, not indirectly by influenc-

ing the renal function. For convulsions the patient should
be bled freely and the future may accept lumbar puncture
as a remedy. Sweats and purgation, the author has aban-
doned. The individual manifestations of uremia may be
met symptomatically—dionin and codein for the asthma,
laudanum for the nausea and vomiting, and bromides and
veronal for the nervous excitation. Naturally the treat-

ment of the renal insufficiency is maintained in the pres-

ence of uremia, just as in its absence.

Prophylaxis of Scarlet Fever.—Von Drigalski has de-
voted himself at Halle for nearly five years past to thip

line of effort and no report has as yet been published. Of
the first rank of importance here is naturally the question
of the relationship of desquamation to contagiousness.

Over i.roo school children have been followed up to de-

termine this relationshii). and in not a single case was
there evidence of contagion after the return to school of
the patients. When in mild cases the latter are free from
scales by the twelfth or fourteenth day it is manifestly a

hardship to isolate them for the full six weeks. Cases too

mild for treatment have sometimes returned to school
while desquamating, but no contagion appears to have
resulted. Naturally they were sent home as soon as the
peeling was observed. In the author's opinion no good can
come from taking a greater degree of pains. Naturally, in

liome life the danger from exposure is much greater. The
school physician should assume some responsibility in con-
nection with late nephritis following scarlet fever.

Improvement in Bier's Technique for the Stagnation
Treatment of Surgical Tuberculosis.—Bier has now
added to his mechanical plan of treatment the internal

adniinistration of iodides in doses of about three grams
daily, children in proportion. The great diffusibility of
this salt must always be borne in mind in connection
with its therapeutic efficacy. There can be no doubt that

iodine has a specific action against tuberculosis, but this

cannot always be made manifest, for example, whenever
it is possible for the drug to leave the blood rapidly

in the urine. When the drug is given to patients with
crippled kidneys, a severe idiosyncrasy so called may de-

velop. When artificial stagnation has been produced me-
chanically the focus of tuberculosis may be suddenly
saturated with the iodides given internally or as the

author states with iodized blood. The author reports-

three cases. He admits that the stagnation treatment
alone might be responsible for setting up three distinct

complications, to wit, pain and swelling with tendency to
formation of cold abscesses, overgrowth of granulation

tissue, and severe acute infection. The internal admin-
istration of iodides, he believes, will antagonize all of
these complications. One of his patients was a young
woman with tuberculosis of both feet, in one of which'

a resection was required. The other foot was injected

with iodoform glycerin. The lesions, treated with im-

mobilization became much worse. The details of treat-

ment are not given, but the patient was presented at the

clinic greatly improved, as were both the other patients.

The Blood State in Graves' Disease.—Lampe an-

nounces that in the light of modern research our knowl-
edge of the constant blood finds of this affection is be-

coming more and more confirmed. The white blood pic-

ture shows a constant lymphocytosis. Otiicr phenomena
sometimes alleged, as leucopcnia, eosinophilia, and mono-
nucleosis are not characteristic. The lymphocytosis of
Graves' disease is not dependent on the thyroid but

the thymus. In all well-developed cases the thymus is

coinvolved. Graves' disease is a dysthyroidism plus

a dysthymism. There is no further characteristic mor-
phological alteration, but there are chemical peculiarities

comprising delayed coagulation and a lowering of the

freezing point.- Adrenalinemia and glycemia are fre-

quently found—the former perhaps constantly.

Cohabitation Cystitis and Pyelitis.—Sippel describes

what might be termed a new occupational disease—the

ascending cystopyelitis of newly married women. The
discovery was made very recently by Wildbolz, who
stated that the condition supervenes promptly upon de-

floration, is always unilateral, and is caused by Bacillus

coli. He proposed to term the condition defloration

pyelitis. Sippel states that the existence of a nongon-
orrheal cystitis in newly married women has long been
known. A coli infection of the female bladder occurs

under various conditions. The ascent of the process to

the renal pelvis, however, is not commonly seen and
forms a characteristic of the alleged new disease. Sippel

does not believe it depends in any way on defloration,

i.e. on hymenal lacerations, but very likely occurs by
preference in women with rigid perineum and narrow in-

troitus, in whom the urethral orifice is directly exposed
to injury by the penis. Coitus becomes painful and the

patients even shrink from the digital exploration. At-
tempts at coitus doubtless are responsible for the acci-

dental introduction of the bacilli in the urethra. Aside
from infection it is very common for newly married
women to complain of urinary disorders which are doubt-

less hastily set down as chiefly reflex in origin. In these

cases there is always a suspicion of infection of some
sort. In any case in which there is a recent history of

dyspareunia there is also a possibility of an infection. The
prevention of this affection belongs in the domain of the

hygiene of marriage.

Pneumococcus Infections.—V. Hutinel states that

pneumonia in the child is far from being a benign affec-

tion in all cases, and one should give a reserved prognosis
until the child is well on toward recovery, since even after

the fever is going down one may have the localization of
the pneumococcus in some one or more of the other or-

gans. Some of the serious lesions thus caused are endo-
carditis, pericarditis, purulent pleurisy, and peritonitis of
a very grave and septic form. There may result purulent
otitis, causing purulent meningitis or encephalitis. Herpes,
purpura, and cutaneous gangrene occur in connection with
the skin. Lumbar puncture clears up the diagnosis when
the brain is affected.—Le Bulletin Medical.
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Medical Section of the American Life Conven-
tion.—The annual meeting of this society will

be held in Chicago on Tuesday, September J,

1912, under the chairmanship of Dr. Ambrose Fal-

bot of Kansas City, Mo. Papers will be read on
"The Wassermann Reaction and Its Value in the

Detection of Syphilis," by Dr. Amand Ravold of

St. Louis ; "The Appendix as an Influencing Fac-

tor," by Dr. C. M. Rosser of Dallas, Texas; "The
Selecting and Training of the Medical Examiner,"
by Dr. E. A. Babler of St. Louis; "Methods of

Uranalysis Applicable to Insurance Examination,"
by Dr. S. H. Baxter, Minneapolis ; "Prognostic Sig-

nificance of Albuminuria and Casts," by Dr. C.

Naumann McCloud, St. Paul. The secretary of the

Section is Dr. F. L. B. Jenney, medical director of

the Federal Life, Chicago, 111.

American Association of Medical Examiners.

—

At the annual meeting held at Atlantic City on
June 3 and 4, 1912, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. Frank
W. Foxworthy, Majestic Life Assurance Com-
pany, Indianapolis. Ind. ; Vice-Presidents, Dr.
Charles Theodore Cutting, Empire Life Insurance
Company, Seattle, Wash. ; Dr. Paul Fitzgerald,

Prudential Life Insurance Company, Newark,
N. J. ; Dr. James W. Guest, Commonwealth Life
Insurance Company, Louisville, Ky., and Dr.

A. T. Gaillard, Traveler's Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. G.
Strohbach, Cincinnati, Ohio. The next meeting
will be held in Minneapolis in June, 19 12, on the

two days preceding the meeting of the .American
Medical Association.

The Relations of State and Private Insurance
to Each Other.—Alfred Manes says that the ques-

tion of limitation of State insurance and of private

insurance to their respective fields is being widely
discussed. It must be decided in the near future

what can be properly expected from these two dif-

ferent forms of insurance, what persons should be
considered fit for one form and not for the other,

what character of protection should State insurance
give, etc., etc. Some nations have already intro-

duced various limitations to State insurance, thus
Germany insures officials whose salaries range un-
der 5000 marks. On the other hand, Austria has a

pension law which does not consider the amount of
salary of officials, all being eligible. The German
workingmen's insurance has been gradually ex-
tended until it includes many more classes than
those contemplated by Bismarck in the original de-

sign of State insurance.

The first question to decide is the proper field for
State insurance as differentiated from the field of
private insurance. It has been fairly well agreed
that in three contingencies the State should pro-
vide proper protection, namely:

1. During a temporary interference with the
working and earning powers of workingmen. Such
interference may be due to

(a) Disease, provided for by sickness insurance.

(b) Accident, provided for by accident insurance.

(c) Pregnancy, provided for by motherhood in-

surance.

(d) Lack of work, provided for by insurance
against lo^s of employment.

2. During a constant interference with earning
capacitx'. which may be caused by

(a) Consequences of disease, provided for by in-

surance of invalids.

(b) Old age, provided for by uld-age insurance.

3. In case of death, which may result in three

kinds of claims

:

(o) Funeral expenses.

(b) SunDort of the widow.

(c) Support of the children.

Manes thinks that it is a grave mistake to think

that State insurance and private insurance neces-

sarily compete with each other. The opposite is

more true, for State insurance simply popularizes

all insurance and urges certain classes of the popu-
lation that enjoy such insurance to seek farther pro-

tection by going to the private insurance companies.

State insurance can only provide the minimum
amount of protection, and experience in Austria and
Germany has shown that government officials en-

joying such protection are among the most frequent

applicants for private life insurance. Moreover, the

establishment of State insurance has shown private

insurance companies that they, too, may rightly

strive for a certain portion of the work delegated

to the State : the establishment of conservation de-

partments, of sanatoria for tuberculous policyhold-

ers, of preventoria, etc., show how private life in-

surance interests are beginning to understand the

social possibilities of their work.
There is one marked difference between State and

private insurance. In the former, the aim is to ex-

tend protection to all individuals without caring how
good or how bad risks they may be. Private insur-

ance, on the other hand, considers only standard

risks, for the most part, rating up any substandard
individuals. Standard risks, therefore, get less for

their outlay with the State, for they must bear the

burden of the substandard death rate. Such risks

obtained best returns, on the average, with private

insurance interests. State insurance, however, is

aimed at prevention of economic dependence and
poverty, from whatever cause, and cannot, there-

fore, exclude any individuals or, indeed, rate any
of them higher than others.

\'ery important questions are presented to law-
givers by the possible effect of State insurance upon
employers and employees. It must not be forgotten

that too much .State interference may cause diminu-

tion in the investment of capital in any one country
with consequent damage to that country's welfare.

On the other hand, the effect of the feeling of se-

curity against need and poverty may be very good
on a certain portion of the laboring class. It may,
however, result in shiftless and unambitious work
among a great many individuals who are not driven

to do adequate work because of fear of poverty of

old age.

There has been a great deal said in Germany
about false claims for annuities and indemnities

among the laboring classes since the introduc-

tion of State insurance, and much that has been said

is, indeed, true. It must not be forgotten, however,
that such behavior is common to all classes ; witness

the number of false claims and simulations that an-
nually confront private insurance interests. The
fact remains, however, that the insurance of work-
ingmen against accident, has led to increase in

the time of convalescence in such common acci-

dents as fractures, for instance. Manes thinks that

the present is the best time for careful scientific

study of such social phenomena in order that ex-

perience may guide any changes or innovations in

State or private insurance in the future.

—

Zeit-

schrift ftir die gesammte J'erischerungs-Wissen-

scliaft, May, 1912.
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A Text-Book of Practical Gynecology. For Practitioners

and Students. By D. Tod Gilliam, M.D., Emeritus Pro-

fessor of Gynecology, Starling .Medical College; Gyne-
cologist to St. Anthony and St. Francis Hospitals ; Con-
sulting Gynecologist to Park View Sanitarium, Colum-
bus, Ohio ; Fellow of the American Association of Ob-
stetricians and Gynecologists ; Member of the American
Medical Association, of the Ninth International Medical

Congress, etc. Fourth Revised Edition. Illustrated with

352 Engravings, a Colored Frontispiece and 13 Full-

Page Half-Tone Plates. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis

Company, 191 1.

The present edition is an endeavor to bring this well-

known book up to date and in doing this a part of its con-

tents has been supplemented by necessary additions, the

most notable of which are contained in the chapters on

abdominal and pelvic lesions other than gynecological. In

this, as in previous editions, it has been the author's policy

to present a plain, connected narrative of the subjects un-

der discussion, rather than to follow strictly scientific

methods in classification and arrangement. In the new
chapter the writer presents a brief account of cesarean

section and operations on the stomach, duodenum, liver,

gall-bladder, pancreas, and intestines, which is believed

to afford a general resume of these subjects sufficient for

the gynecologist. But if, as the author claims, the tech-

nique of cesarean section is as nearly allied to the domain
of gynecology as to that of obstetrics, it appears illogical

to discuss such an important subject in a single page of

text. In fact, the very essential operation of vaginal

cesarean is described in four and a half lines. The au-

thor's name is most closely associated with the ventral

suspension operation of the uterus which he has devised

and one looks for rather a more complete presentation of

the subject than is contained in the chapter allotted to the

discussion of the same. The operation has been found to

be a very serviceable one in a large class of cases, but the

description and particularly the accompanying illustra-

tions, are characterized by a lamentable lack of detail for

one who may be led to consult Dr. Gilliam's book on this

procedure for information at first hand. It is to be hoped
that in future editions of the book the author will present

the detailed facts in a more complete form. On the other

hand the description of injuries to the pelvic floor and
their practical repair is deserving of commendation, as

the author calls particular attention to the necessity of
recognizing the true causes of the lesions in this region

and bases his descriptions of the operative treatment on
a thorough and proper knowledge of the same. An up-to-

date work which submits technical descriptions of opera-
tive procedures should be furnished, moreover, with a

more satisfactory set of illustrations than are here pre-

sented. Most of them are too small and too intricate to

aid the understanding of the descriptive te.xt, as for ex-
ample, the various steps in the performance of an abdom-
minal hysterectomy, an important operation which could
be much more clearly expressed by a series of satisfac-

tory illustrative diagrams than by many pages of de-

scriptive matter. The book, moreover, is written in a style

that is frequently characterized by effusions of language
that seem somewhat out of place in a text-book intended,

as the author states, for students and practitioners, and
it is questionable if such a manner of presentation serves
the real purpose of a serious work.

Handbuch der Speziellen Chirurgie des Ohres und der
OBEREN Luftwege. Herausgegcben von Dr. L. Katz,
Spezialarzt fiir Ohren. Nasen und Halskrankheiten in

Kaiserslautern; Dr. H. Preysing, Prof, der Ohren-,
Nasen-. Kehlkopf-Heilkunde, Ord. Mitglied der Akad.
fiir prakt, Medizin zu Coin a. Rh., und Dr. F. Blumen-
FELD, Spezialarzt fiir Nasen-, Hals- und Lungen-Krank-
heiten in Wiesbaden. I. Bd.. 2. Halfte, Lief. 2. 3; preis,

Mk. g. I. Bd.. 2. Hiilfte, Lief. 4, 5; preis Mk. 8.50.

IV. Bd., Lief. I, 2; preis Mk. 12. Wurzburg: Verlag von
Curt Kabitzsch, 191 1. 1912.

The three parts of this monumental work on the special
surgery of the ear and of the upper air passages, which
parts have been issued since the last reviews of this work
appeared in these columns, maintain the high standard
both in the text and in the profusion of illustration which
has been set in the former parts. The first of the install-

ments now under review represents one of the most in-

teresting chapers in modern surgery, namely, that of plastic

and corrective surgery of the nose and ear, both very im-
portant from the cosmetic viewpoint. The subject of
nasal and aural prothesis. or that of providing artificial

noses and ears, is discussed ably by Professor Port of

Heidelberg. The plastic surgery of the nose and ear is

treated most comprehensively by Jacques Joseph of Berlin.

To" note the extent to which this field of surgery has been
carried, it suffices only to enumerate the various deform-
ities of the nose that may be corrected, with little or no
visible scarring, by the masterly methods perfected in most
cases by the author. These deformities are classified as
follows. A. Hypertrophy of the nose (rhinomegaly) : I.

Hypertrophy of the bony nose, either an abnormally con-
vex profile or an abnormal breadth of the bony portion.

2. Hypertrophy of the cartilaginous nose: a. abnormal
arching of the triangular cartilage; b. abnormal length of
the nose due either to a hanging septum or to* excessive
length of the entire nose; c. various deformities of the
wings of the nose; d. deformities of the tip of the nose.

B. The crooked or oblique nose. C. Nasal defects. The
technique of the operative procedures devised for the cor-
rection of these deformities is described in detail and
with the aid of illustrations showing the condition both
before and after operation. These operations are mostly
performed by the intranasal route and constitute a ver-
itable wonderland of cosmetic surgery. The surgery of
deformities of the ear is similarly described in great detail.

Albert E. Stein of Wiesbaden writes on the therapeutic
employment of paraffin, and the plastic operations about
the face are discussed by Professor Bockenheimer of Ber-
lin. This subject is continued at greater length in the

next installment. The various operations for harelip and
cleft palate are elaborately detailed. The illustrations in

this section are numerous and admirably supplement the
text. The same installment contains the beginning of the
article on the .r-ray diagnosis of diseases of the nasal ac-

cessory sinuses, the hypophysis, the teeth, and the ears.

The first and second parts of the fourth volume contain
the following articles: The resection and extirpation of
the larj'nx, pharynx and esophagus, by Professor Gluck
and Dr. Soerensen, who also write on the surgery of the
mandible and of the tongue, the ligation of the common
carotid, and the surgery of the thyroid. In this synoptic
review of the contents of the portions of this work just

issued it is impossible to convey any adequate idea of the

character of the text, and of the artistic illustrations.

The book must be seen to be appreciated .

.Manu.^l of Operative Surgery. By John Fairbairn Bin-
NiE, A.M., CM. (Aberdeen). Surgeon to the General
Hospital, Kansas City, Mo. ; Fellow of the American
Surgical Association; Membre de la Societe Inter-

nationale de Chirurgie. Fifth Edition, Revised and En-
larged. With 1365 Illustrations, a Number of Which
are Printed in Colors. Price, $7.00. Philadelphia : P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., 191 1.

The present edition is a more elaborate exposition of the
author's popular original work, which has now been in-

corporated in one volume instead of being issued in two
volumes as previously. The book has been brought up to

date, and presents the various known and accepted methods
for doing all the operations included under general sur-

gery. The book is extensively illstrated by selected pic-

tures from reliable sources. The writer has wisely omitted
from his book any consideration of gynecological pro-
cedures, for when these are included in general works of
this kind the result is usually unsatisfactory.

Immunity. Methods of Diagnosis and Ther.\py and
Their Practical Application. By Dr. Julius Citron,
Assistant at the University Clinic of Berlin, II Medical
Division. Translated from the German and edited by
A. L. Garbat, M.D., .\ssistant Pathologist German Hos-
pital, New York. Price $3.00 net. Philadelphia: P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., 1912.

While it is probably true that the traditional "busy prac-
titioner" will come in the future to rely more and more
upon the laboratory worker for the technical part of im-
munity reactions, nevertheless the application of results

both for diagnosis and treatment must always remain in

the hands of the clinician. To make the best use of the
information furnished by the immunologist the practitioner
must keep himself informed of the progress made in that

branch of science, and for that purpose this book is de-
signed. The details of the various reactions used in the
clinic for diagnostic, therapeutic or prophylactic purposes
are taken up and in addition are included certain funda-
mental considerations of questions which still are largely
theoretical but which at any moment may attain practical

importance. The various methods are critically reviewed
and the technical details are carefully described. While
because of its brevity the volume will not be in demand
by the immunologist, because of this very characteristic
it is especially adapted for the use of the physician and
the student. It should be highly recommended.
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A Contribution to the Symptomatology and Early
Diagnosis of Thrombophlebitis.—Dr. Lewis A. Con-
ner of New York read this paper. He said that evidence
had been presented to show that thrombophlebitis played
a much more important part in the symptomatology of the
latter weeks of typhoid fever than was commonly sup-
posed. Phlebitis might, and usually did, exist in the small
veins of the legs and feet long before the usual symptoms
of phlebitis of the large veins appeared. Many of the
cases of pleurisy and pneumonia occurring in the course
of typhoid were embolic in origin, and these emboli were
especially apt to be produced at the beginning of such a
phlebitis, often many days before frank signs of the trouble
were noticel. Evidence was presented to indicate further
that the obscure "posttyphoid septic chills" and most of
the irregular febrile movements of the later weeks of
typhoid fever were manifestations of a latent phlebitis.

The relation of the "tender toes" of typhoid to phlebitis

was discussed and an explanation of that condition offered.
Thrombophlebitis was a condition that was more common
in cases of typhoid fever than was supposed, and it began
earlier, usually on the tenth or the fifteenth day. The
disease tended to run a latent course before the larger

veins were involved. At the New York Hospital, between
the years of 1898 and 1912 there were 1,540 cases. Among
these there were 78 (5 plus per cent.) of frank thrombo-
phlebitis; probable embolism without signs of thrombo-
phlebitis, 26; and "tender toes" without signs of thrombo-
phlebitis, 10. Among the cases reported, multiple chills

occurred in 22 cases ; occurring in those patients with evi-

dent phlebitis, 17 cases; chills occurring before any signs
of phlebitis, 6 cases; chills occurring before and during
phlebitis, 7 cases ; cases without any signs of phlebitis, 5
cases ; "tender toes," 22 cases ; occurring in patients with
evident phlebitis, 12 cases ; "tender toes" before any evi-

dent phlebitis, 7 cases; "tender toes" after signs of phle-
bitis, 5 cases ; "tender toes" without any signs of phlebitis,

10 cases; cases associated with unexplained fever, 7 cases;
associated with symptoms of embolism, i case.

Dr. E. LiBMAX said that they had made a limited number
of studies as to the value of transfusion in these cases,
and thus far all he could say was that the transfusion
strengthened the patient and gave him a longer time to
fight, but he had hitherto seen no direct curative result.

Dr. Libman said that the paper of Dr. Conner seemed to

him an unusually valuable one. For some years back he
had suspected that the sharp temperature rises and chills

seen in cases of typhoid fever, particularly toward the
latter part of their course, might be due to thrombosis ; in

such cases blood cultures were often negative. He asked
Dr. Conner whether he had been able to determine by
blood examination in cases of thrombosis in general
whether they were purulent or not. He found that in

some cases of nonsuppurative thrombosis that while the
total leucocyte count and the polymorphonuclear count
were as high at the onset as in the purulent cases, the
polymorphonuclear count did not remain as high later in

the course of the disease.

Dr. William S. Thayer of Baltimore called attention
to the many cases of thrombophlebitis that occurred in

typhoid fever, and especially in the pulmonary vessel. In
the cases he reported pulmonary embolism occurred before
signs of phlebitis in 19 cases; during the active signs, in

ID cases. This was a total of 29 cases and 33 per cent,

of all he had under observation. Phlebitis with pulmonary
symptoms of doubtful nature, 8 cases; probable embolism
without evident phlebitis. 26 cases ; pulmonary disease not
embolic. 25 cases. There were, in his opinion, three types
of embolism which should be considered, the transient dry
pleurisy, the pneumonia with small areas, and the extensive
plastic pleurisy. Among the cases he reported were 12

with bloody snutum.
A Note on Fatal Cases of Postoperative Embolism.

—

Dr. Louis B. Wilson of Rochester, Minn., said that be-
tween the years 1889 and 1899 there had occurred no fatal

cases resulting from embolism, and during this time there
had been performed about 3,000 major operations. On
September 13 the first death occurred, and without any

change in operators, no change in the nurses, no change
in the anesthetic, and no change in the treatment. Among
the possible reasons for this might be that during the ten
years the operative cases were drawn from private prac-
tice, cases selected by members of the staff, and they were
operated upon earlier than the usual run of cases. Another
reason might be that there had been an enormous in-

crease in the number of patients operated upon for stomach,
gall-bladder, and other disorders. In many of these cases

n was interesting to note the high percentage in which
cachexia was marked. While there had been performed
over 1,300 breast operations there had not occurred a
single case of embolism. Eleven of these patients died
on the fourth day; 21 died before the eighth day. Out
of 43 cases autopsy was allowed in 31, and in most it was
found that the emboli originated in the heart chambers.
One case reported was a male, forty-three years of age,
with a clinical diagnosis of asthma, paralysis of the vocal
cords, and a tentative diagnosis of aneurysm of the arch
of the aorta. The specific gravity of the urine was 1,028.

He complained of difficult breathing, night sweats, and a
fear of impending death. There were a dilatation of the

arch of the aorta, asphy.xia, and symptoms that pointed
to death, probably from pressure. This patient died at his

office. The autopsy findings showed that the asphyxia
was probably due to pressure of the aortic dilatation upon
the trachea. Dr. Wilson reported another case of a woman,
fifty-one years old, who came in with a diagnosis of car-

cinoma of the sigmoid. She had diarrhea, blood in her
stools, and had lost weight. She suddenly died. Sum-
mary.—From September 30, 1S89, to September 15, 1899,

there had been 6,000 operations, and with no deaths from
emboli. From September 13, 1899. to December 31, 191 1,

they had had 57,000 operations, and 47 deaths from emboli.

There had been no change in the operation, in the anes-
thetists, in the nurses, in the surgical procedure, in the

anesthetic, in the treatment of the convalescence. The
probable reasons given were: (i) During the first ten

years the patients were drawn from the surgeons' pri-

vate practice. Forty-two of these patients had suf-

fered for from 2 to 35 years from severe chronic debili-

tating diseases, 4 had strangulated hernia, and one ap-
pendicitis. All were extremely sick when operated upon.
Fifteen had a very low hemoglobin percentage; 12

out of 15 had a delayed coagulation time. (2) Cer-
tain changes in the regions that were attacked sur-
gically. There was no fatality following operations
upon the breasts in 1,346 cases ; no fatalities followed
operations on the uterus (449 vaginal hysterectomies).
There had occurred no case of fat embolism. Eleven
patients died on or before the fourth day before sitting

up; 32 patients died on or before the eighth day and
after getting out of bed. The general policy was now
to get these patients up and about as soon as possible.

At autopsy there were found 36 cases of pulmonary em-
bolism, 10 cases of cerebral embolism, and i case of
coronary embolism, a total of 47 cases. There was a large

percentage of cases in which the emboli apparently orig-

inated in the heart.

On Secretory Processes in the Kidney.—Dr. T. G.
Brodie of Toronto presented this communication. After
an active diuresis the convoluted tubules were found to

possess a wide lumen. Comparative measurements of the

active and resting tubules proved that this effect was due
to a forcible distention of the tubule by the watery secre-

tion from the glomerular surface, for this secretion was
driven down the tubule under a considerable pressure.

In the process of secretion by the tubule a number of
granules were discharged by the cells into the lumen, and
these were contained within thin membranes which, as

microchemical tests showed, contained fat. The contents

of these little spherules were apparently concentrated solu-

tions of waste products, for on reaching the lumen they
rapidly swelled to spheres of considerable size. This was
probably due to the passage of water osmotically from the

dilute glomerular secretion through the wall of the mem-
brane into the spheres, an osmotic exchange which con-

tinued until either the sphere burst, or its contents reached
the same osmotic pressure as that of the glomerular fluid.

.^ further examination of the behavior of these spherules

under conditions in which the glomerular secretion was
prevented, confirmed the explanation given above. The
spherules then remained of small size. This condition was
attained by experimenting upon animals in which the spinal

cord was divided in the lower cervical region. Such ex-
periments had also given a means by which it could be
determined whether any given diuretic acted upon the

secretory cells lining the convoluted tubules. Typical

secretory granules were found in the lumen of the con-
voluted tubules after such diuretics as caffeine, urea, or
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sodium sulphate. There was also evidence to indicate that

the fatty envelopes of these granules were absorbed in

the lower portion of the tubules.

Glomerular Lesions of Subacute Bacterial Endocar-
ditis.—Dr. George B.\ehr of New York presented this

paper, which was read by Dr. E. Libman. He said that

the characteristic kidney lesions of subacute bacterial

endocarditis were originally described by Loehlein in 1910.

The description of the lesions as studied by him and later

by the author was as follows : • Usually a small part, some-
times a large part, or the whole of the glomerulus was
involved, and in the capillaries usually in the affected part,

one could under proper conditions find plugs of cocci. The
epithelium of the part of the glomerulus invohed first

swelled up and then underwent necrosis. The epithelium

of the visceral layer of Bowman's capsule over the in-

volved part proliferated and there was some desquama-
tion. The involved part then became adherent to the

parietal layer of the capsule, and meanwhile organization

of the affected area occurred, the resultant being a fibrous

mass which became clothed by epithelium which grew
over it, from the epithelium of the parietal layer of Bow-
man's capsule. When the whole glomerulus was involved
there was found the outer part fibrous tissue ; the central

part might remain as a homogeneous mass. Occasionally
a hyaline ball was produced. Twenty-five cases of infec-

tion of the endocardium by the endocarditis coccus were
studied, and of these 23 showed the lesions in the kid-

neys. In the few subacute cases they have had due to

other organisms and in cases of acute endocarditis due
to the ordinary streptococcus, staphylococcus, and gono-
coccus, such lesions were never found. In 10 out of
II cases which Dr. Libman believed to be instances of
bacteria-free, healing or healed stages of subacute bac-

terial endocarditis, the lesions were found. In these cases

all the lesions of the kidney were in the healed stage.

The percentage of glomeruli involved in the cases varied

from 2 to 75 per cent. ; most of them had over 10 per cent,

of the glomeruli involved. The number of early lesions,

as compared with the number of healed lesions, varied in

the different cases, this variation being due to different

factors, chief among which was probably the period of

duration of disease before death occurred. The lesions

seemed to be less frequent in the cases which had become
bacteria free.

On the Principles of Treatment in Nephritis.—Dr.
Martin H. Fischer of Cincinnati read this paper. He
said that all tlie changes that characterized nephritis were
colloid-chemical in nature, and were due to a common
cause, namely, to an abnormal production or accumulation
of acid (and substances that acted like acid) in the kidney.

To this were due the albuminuria, the morphological
changes in the kidney, the associated formation of casts,

and the changes in the quantitative output of water and
dissolved substances by the kidney. .'Ml nephritides were
parenchymatous nephritides and differed only in that the

changes in some were general (parenchymatous nephritis),

while in others they were local (chronic interstitial

nephritis). The fact that healthy kidney tissue existed

between the patches of parenchymatous nephritis in the

latter cases accounted for the scarcity of urinary signs in

the latter disease. The relief of nephritis depended upon
a removal of as many as possible of the conditions that

were responsible for the abnormal production or accumu-
lation of acid in the kidney, and a direct combating of

the acid condition and its effects upon the kidney. To this

end there were indicated alkali to neutralize the acid, salts,

including NaCI, to reduce the effects of the acid on the

kidney, and water that this might be present in a "free"
state for the urine.

Stenosis of the Duodeum: a Statistical Study with
the Report of a New Case.—Dr. John M. Anders of

Philadelphia read this paper. He said that congenital
stenosis was not considered in this discussion. The ac-

quired form was most probably more common than
had been supposed by internists, and it invariably de-
veloped secondarily upon morbid processes either in the

duodenum itself or adjacent organs. An interesting re-

lationship existed between duodenal stenosis and such
leading causative affections as duodenal ulcer and carci-

noma, as well as disease of the head of the pancreas. A
new case was here placed on record, since it embraced
certain details of interest and diagnostic importance. The
stenosis in this instance was due partly to the constricting

cicatrix of an old ulcer and partly to the kinking occa-
sioned by the adhesions. The subject was further con-
sidered in three aspects; (a) The incidence of the con-
dition, including a collective investigation into the cases

recorded in medical literature; (fc) the etiological and path-

ological causes, and (c) the diagnosis. A totality of up-

ward of 200 collected cases were presented in tabular form.

Xo cases of duodenal disease, which were found recorded

in the literature, in which any doubt of actual stenosis

existed, and of which there were many, was embraced in

the series. The accompanying table, which was largely self-

explanatory, set forth tlie names of the reporters and the

references, pathological causes, whether mtra- or extra-

duodenal, and also whether benign or malignant. Again
the presence or absence of kinking was noted, and any
points of unusual interest. The causal conditions were
divisible into two groups—benign and malignant. About
20 per cent, of the aggregate number of cases were de-

pendent on malignant diseases of the duodenum, pancreas,

and other adjacent structures. Of the benign forms, the

greater number were occasioned by duodenal ulcer. In

29 instances constriction of the duodenum was the result

of compression by the root of the mesentery. Ochsner
reported 15 cases in which spasm of the hypertrophied

muscular layer of the duodenum operated as a cause of the

condition. Among other factors in the production of

duodenal stenosis of benign character were peritoneal ad-

hesions and bands, gallstones (eight cases), cysts of the

pancreas, kinking, hematoma of the pancreas, and ovarian

cyst. A point of interest was that about 65 per cent, of

the cases were of intraduodenal origin. The diagnosis

of stenosis of the duodenum might be impossible, or

practically free from difficulty, according to the seat of

obstruction. For example, if the stenosis was located above
the ampulla of Yater, it excited a symptom complex, which
could not be distinguished from that of pyloric con-

striction. On the other hand, in the more usual chronic

type of infrapapillary stenosis, a fairly characteristic

grouping of features were presented, of which the chief

were paroxysms of pain in most cases referable to the

right epigastric region, occurring from three to five hours
after the ingestion of food, vomiting, the vomitus contain-

ing both biliary and pancreatic secretions, but no fecal

matter, acholic stools, constipation, and epigastric dis-

tention relieved by emesis. Dilatation of the stomach was
present in the majority of instances, but not so constantly

as in suprapapillary stenosis. Cases in which the obstruc-

tion was opposite to Vater's ampulla presented char-

acteristic symptoms, which differed in certain particulars

from those of infrapapillary stenosis. Stenosis of the

jejunum could not be distinguished from infrapapillary

constriction with any degree of certainty. Other diagnostic

features were discussed.

A Clinical Study of a Thousand Cases of Ulcer of the
Stomach and Duodenum.—Dr. Julius Priedenwald of

Baltimore read this paper. He said that the thousand
cases occurred in 12,598 patients affected with various gas-

tric disturbances (7 per cent.). The largest proportion
occurred between the twentieth and fiftieth years, and the

greatest number between the twentieth and thirtieth years.

There were 676 females and 324 males. As to occupation,

31 were cooks, 18 were workers in metal, 12 in porcelain,

8 were miners, 28 were tailors, \S shoemakers, 19 black-

smiths; a definite history of trauma was elicited in 23
cases. Anemia was present in at least 65 per cent, of all

cases. Of the entire number 774 were treated medi-
cally, 91 were operated on ; 20 of the 91 operated
upon had been first treated medically. Of the 774
cases treated medically 511 were given the rest cure
treatment, while 263 were treated as ambulatory patients.

Of the 511 treated by the rest cure 394 underwent the

Leube treatment and 107 the Lenhartz. or a slicht modifi-
cation of the same. Of the 394 treated by the Lenbe cure

287 (or 72 per cent.) were cured, and 92 (or 23 per cent.)

were not cured, and 15 died (4 per cent.). Of the T07

treated by the Lenhartz treatment 73 (or 68 per cent.)

were cured, 29 (or 27 per cent.) were not cured, and S

(or 5 per cent.) died. Of the 263 cases treated as am-
bulatory patients, 147 were treated with nitrate of silver,

106 with subnitrate of bismuth, and 10 by the olive oil

method. Of the 147 treated with nitrate of silver 66
(or 45 per cent.) were cured, while 81 (or 55 per cent.)

were not cured. Of the 106 treated with subnitrate of bis-

muth 56 (or 53 per cent.) were cured, and 50 (or 47
per cent.) were not cured. Of the TO treated by the

olive oil method 4 (or 40 per cent.) were cured and 6 (or

60 per cent.) were not cured. End results: Of the 287
cases treated by the Leube method and cured 77 could
be followed for a period of five years or longer after

treatment. Of these 58 (or 75 per cent.) remained per-
manently well, while 19 (or 25 per cent.) had relapses.

Of the 73 treated by the Lenhartz method and cured 35
could be followed for a period of five years or longer after

treatment. Of these 27 (or 78 per cent.) remained per-

manently well, while 8 (or 22 per cent.) had relapses.
Of the 91 cases operated on 64 (or 71 per cent.) were
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cured and 20 (or 22 per cent.) were not cured, and 7

(or 7 per cent.) died. Of these 10 had perforations, of

which 6 (or 60 per cent.) recovered, and 4 (or 40 per cent.)

died. End resuhs ; Of the 64 cases operated on and

cured 45 could be followed for a period of 5 years or

longer; of these 41 (or 91 per cent.) remained well, and

4 (or 9 per cent.) had relapses.

Defective Development from Arthritis in Early Life.

—Dr. George Dock of St. Louis referred to the occasional

references to impaired development following arthritis

which were found in medical literature. Considering the

relation of joint inflanimations to the growing centers of

adjacent bones it was remarkable not to find more actual

examples. The case he reported seemed to illustrate the

relations. Rontgenographs were shown.
Weight Curves in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Warren

Coleman of New York said that loss of weight had

usually been considered as an essential symptom of typhoid

fever. Previous investigations of the subject failed for the

most part to state the amount of food taken by the patients,

thus making comparisons of the results difficult. There
was a general agreement, however, upon the following

conclusions; (I) The majority of the patients lost weight.

(2) The extent of the loss depended upon the severity

of the infection and the duration of the disease. (3) The
maximum loss was reached in the third week, more rarely

in the second. (4) Complications increased the loss of

weight, (s) The loss usually ceased with the return of

the temperature to the normal, but might extend to the

third week of convalescence. (6) The majority of the

patients gained in weight during convalescence, sometimes
rapidly. (7) The loss of weight was usually ascribed to

(a) the fever, (b) the so-called toxic destruction of pro-

tein, and (c) to partial starvation. (8) The loss due to

each of these causes might be reduced to a minimum, or pre-

vented by a liberal diet containing an abundant supply of

carbohydrates. (9) Dr. Coleman exhibited a number of

charts showing the weight curves of patients on low

and high caloric diets.

Antityphoid Inoculation: Three Years' Experience
with Its Use in Training Schools for Nurses.—Dr.

Lesley H. Spooner of Boston reported that this work,

stimulated by the results of antityphoid inoculation in the

British Army, aimed to establish an immunity among
nurses and physicians in hospitals, who under the best

conditions suffered a high morbidity from typhoid. Its

success depended upon its safety and the ease with which
it could be accomplished. These ends were secured by the

use of a low virulence vaccine administered at frequent

intervals in small doses. The results, from point of view
of (i) blood changes and (2) incidence of the disease,

seemed to justify the procedure. The use of the same
prophylaxis during epidemics was safe, sane, and most
desirable.

A Case of Meningococcus Endocarditis and Septi-

cemia with Late Appearance of Meningitis.—Dr. F. G.

Finley and Dr. J. L. Rhea of Montreal reported the case

of a male, forty-seven years old, who was admitted to

the hospital after being ill for three weeks vvith

chilly sensations, sweats, and articular pains, palpitation,

dyspnea, and precordial pain. The physical examination
showed a moderate cardiac enlargement, an apical sys-

tolic murmur, and a hemorrhagic nephritis, a somewhat
enlarged and tender liver and slight ascites. The tempera-
ture was slightly elevated and continued for two weeks
with a maximum of 101.3° F.. and usually under 101° F.

He then became dull, had a rigor on two successive days,

a copious hemorrhagic eruption on the skin with rigidity

of the neck and arm, and pathological reflexes; there was
a leucocytosis of 29,000 to 31,000. Coma set in with death

in four days after the appearance of the symptoms of
meningitis. The blood culture and lumbar puncture gave
a pure culture of the meningococci. The autopsy showed
malignant endocarditis of aortic and mitral valves, acute

hemorrhagic nephritis, and purulent meningitis. Smears
from the cardiac valves and meninges revealed great num-
bers of meningococci, and pure cultures of this organism
were obtained from these structures. The chief interest in

this case lay in the localization of the lesion on the endo-
cardium and the late development, so far as clinical evi-

dence went, of the meningitis.

Metabolism of Scurvy in an Adult.—Dr. Louis Bau-
MAN and Dr. C. P. Howard of Iowa City believed that

conclusions could not be drawn from this, the first ac-

curate study of metabolism in scurvy of the adult. Never-
theless, in their experience, loss of various food constitu-

ents through the feces was less when fruit juice was added
to the diet. The total sulphur metabolism was abnormal
throughout. Chlorine and sodium were retained during the

fruit juice period, but excreted in excess of intake during

the preliminary period. More potassium, calcium, and
magnesium were retained during the fruit juice period.

Demonstrations of Lesions of Nitrogen Tetroxide Poi-
soning.—Dr. F'rancis Carter Wood of New York re-

ported a case of poisoning due to nitrogen tetroxide, and
also presented photographs showing the results of experi-

mental work in connection with the study of the pathologi-
cal lesions incident to the action of the gas. He stated

that the chief lesion in the human case was a lobular
pneumonia accompanied by extensive emphysema. The
chief characteristic of the exudate was its large content

of cells from the walls of the alveoli. Evidence^ of 3

reparative process were very abundant, manj' of the

alveoli being covered with large epithelial cells. In some
cases ingrowth of connective tissue in the bronchi and
alveoli had occurred. There was an acute bronchitis with
desquamation of the epithelium and also thrombosis of the

smaller capillaries. Exactly similar changes could be in-

duced in animals by inhalation of very small quantities

of nitrogen tetroxide diluted with large volumes of air.

The first lesion was an acute edema with hemorrhage in

the alveoli of the lung. If the animal survived this con-
dition it went into a stage of desquamative pneumonia
with filling of the alveoli with exudate and cells derived
from the lining walls. After four or five days reparative
processes began and the lung could regain practically its

normal condition if the etching of the tissue by the acid

fumes had not been too extensive. He also cited a number
of illustrative examples from the literature of the subject,

some 250 cases having been reported with about sixty

deaths.
Election of Officers.

—

President, Dr. Lewellys F.

Barker of Baltimore; I'ice-President, Dr. Simon Flexner
of New York ; Secretary. Dr. George M. Kober of Wash-
ington ; Recorder, Dr. S. SoHs-Cohen of Philadelphia;
Treasurer, Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia ; Coun-
cillor, A. McPhedran; Reprcsentatiz'e on the Executive
Committee of the Congress of American Physicians and
Surgeons, Dr. William S. Thayer of Baltimore ; Alternate
Representative. Dr. Theodore C. Janeway of New York.

CONNECTICUT STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

One Hundred and Twentieth Annual Meeting Held at New
Haven, May 22 and 23, 1912.

The Nervous Manifestations of Pneumonia.—Dr. John
C. Lynch of Bridgeport said that the nervous manifesta-
tions were encountered in almost every case of acute in-

fectious pneumonia. These manifestations might be divided
into two types: Those which occurred in association
with the disease, and terminated with the crisis ; and cer-
tain manifestations that occurred during or after the
attack, and did not terminate with the crisis. Of the
former, some might be due to the sudden perverted physio-
logical condition that the organism underwent as the result

of the abrupt onset of the disease; others might be due to

the high temperature; while others, and possibly all of
them, might be dependent upon the toxins. The toxins
were many and various. Some might be developed in the
invading organism, while others might be de\ eloped from
the tissues of the body by the destructive action of the

pneumococci upon them. Of the toxins thus produced,
some might have an aflinity for the heart ; others, for the
liver, kidneys, or the central nervous system. A certain

relationship was observed between; and under certain con-
ditions, one or the other might predominate and give rise

to special pathological effects. The nervous manifestations

included chill, depression, pain, and delirium. The author
further remarked that cerebral pneumonia occurred most
frequently in children and young adults ; but that it might
occur in the aged, and that in them it was always a serious

condition. He also said that another nervous symptom
was the development of herpes on or about the lips, which
might be regarded as a favorable sign ; and that where
transient palsies had occurred, they were probably toxic.

Dr. Lynch asserted that pneumonia might be followed

by exhaustion phychosis.

Dr. Harold S. Arnold of New Haven asked if some of

the symptoms, which were commonly ascribed to the action

of the toxins upon the central nervous system in pneu-

monia, particularly in fatal cases, were not the actual in-

vasion of the meninges by the pneumococcus, which in-

vasion produced inflammatory reaction. He also wanted to

know whether pnenmococcus meningitis was not more
common than many observers thought. He said that the

fact which Dr. Lynch had mentioned, and to which Lieb-

ermeister had recently called attention, namely, the fre-

quency with which he had found suppurative inflammation
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of the meninges at autopsies upon pneumonia patients, in

whom, during life, no meningitic symptoms had been ob-
served, was suggestive.
The Responsibility of the Insane.—Dr. Henry S.

Noble of Middletown observed that it was of more than
passing interest to note the frequency with which insanity

was pleaded as a defense for crime, and that this frequency
rendered it a medicolegal study. He remarked that un-
derlying the whole matter of irresponsibility for crime, by
reason of insanity, was a misunderstanding between the
legal and medical professions. The attitude of those who
wished to vindicate the majesty of the law was that no in-

sane person was responsible for his acts. He stated that

there was an attitude somewhat in advance of that which
for years had been maintained by the courts, which was
shown in a recent charge of an eminent jurist, to the ef-

fect that the most reliable and efficient test of responsibility

where insanity was pleaded as a defense would be the

question of whether the crime charged was the product and
direct result of the insanity alleged. That insanity implied
certain immunity from punishment, he said all would
agree; but that every alienist of wide experience recog-
nized that there were degrees of responsibility associated
with insanity, and that the majority of the insane should
be held responsible for many of their misdeeds. Dr. Noble
thought that every medical officer, in charge of an institu-

tion for the care of the insane recognized that many of
his patients often committed misdemeanors deliberately

and with malice aforethought; and although knowing right

from wrong, and with full understanding of the nature,
character, and even consequences of their misdeeds, they
continued to transgress. He said that the insane were
sometimes subjected to mild forms of punishment, accord-
ing to the nature of their offenses; and he referred to

the fact that Dr. Mercier had said that to those patients

whom he allowed "pocket-money," the prospect of having
it stopped had restrained them from practices of mis-
chievousness, and other destructive habits. Although the

principle had been loudly maintained that no insane per-

son was responsible, and should therefore, never be
punished, yet in actual practice it had been found that a

large percentage were responsible ; and that they acted
from the same motives and were influenced by the same
considerations as those who were supposed to be in full

possession of their faculties. Dr. Noble further said that

all would agree that some of the insane were wholly irre-

sponsible, and were justly entitled to complete immunity
for their misdeeds : but that it could not be denied that

a very large number, to some extent at least, were respon-
sible for their misconduct. He felt that an endeavor
should be made to determine just what mental conditions
should exonerate the insane offender from some or all

punishment. It was his idea that the insane should be
divided into two classes—those dominated by desire and
those dominated by diseased judgment. He felt that the

former constituted the vicious insane, and the latter the

conscientious; one was responsible, the other, irresponsible.

He thought that each case should be considered by itself

and an endeavor made to decide whether the act complained
of was the direct effect and consequences of disease or
not. It would be a step in advance when graduated re-

sponsibility of the insane was recognized in law as it was
in medicine, and penalties regulated in accordance with
such principles.

Dr. Whitefield X. Thompson of Hartford said that

obedience to tradition, conservatism and a more or less

general belief that a large percentage of offenders against

the law were in some way abnormal, stood as stumbling
blocks in the way of due consideration of the xarying de-

grees of responsibility of those suffering from some mental
disorder. That there seemed to be no valid argument
against partial responsibility in certain classes of the insane,

and in others mentally defective; but that the rub came in

obtaining recognition of the fact when victims of such

states came into conflict with the law. He remarked that

.gradual mental deterioration was marked by partial, though
not full, los? of responsibility. He felt, as Dr. Xoble had.

that it was important to take into consideration the in-

dividual's normal tendency; and whether he had yielded to

the dictates of desire, or had acted in good faith, in obedi-

ence to the directions of a diseased judgment.
Dr. James M. Keniston of Middletown observed that it

doctors and lawyers could get together they might solve

the whole problem in a common-sense, practical way. The
lawyer should be taught that an insane man is a sick man

—

just as much as if he had diphtheria or cancer; and should
be treated as such. Further, in criminal or civil suits, the

•doctor—the expert—should be allowed to examine the

;person undergoing trial, and then tell the jury exactly what

he had found. Dr. Keniston was in favor of abolishing
the word "insanity," just as had been done with the word
"consumption." He felt that different forms of mental
disease were now recognized; and that with every one of
those there was some bodily affection, mind and body suf-
fering together, though in different degrees. He said that
the experienced doctor should, by virtue of his skill and
experience, be the best man to decide that question ; laws,
customs, and precedents, notwithstanding.

Dr. Noble remarked that he wished to emphasize the
point that insane persons were not necessarily irresponsible
for the acts which they committed.
Experimental Nephritis and Its Clinical Significance.
—Dr. Max R. Smirnovv of New Haven said that nephritis
might be produced by a variety of substances that reached
the kidneys for excretion. Substances like mercury, lead,

bacteria, other heavy metals or their toxins, drugs, etc.,

had been used experimentally with success with parenchy-
matous nephritis, glomerulo-nephritis or interstitial ne-
phritis. Many writers had suggested intestinal absorption
as a possible etiological factor for nephritis, he said i and it

had also been suggested that disturbed metabolism, particu-
larly that derived from disturbances of liver function,
might induce nephritis. Experiments showed that rabbit
feces extract and rabbit bile produced in the rabbit both a
parenchymatous and an intestinal nephritis, depending on
the length of time the experiments were carried on. In
those experiments, a secondary anemia was found to

frequently accompany clinical manifestations. It was his

belief that absolute proof of similar action of bile and other
substances absorbed from the intestine in man was still

wanting; but that its inference was justifiable from the
experiments made.

Dr. George Blumer of New Haven said that so far as
clinical manifestations of autointoxication were concerned,
he wished to enter a protest ; that he had not been able

to satisfy himself that there were any clinical manifesta-
tions of so-called autointoxication ; and that the great
weakness of experiments of that kind had been pointed out
by Dr. Smirnow, when he attempted to produce kidney
lesions by the interperitoneal injection into rabbits of an
extract of rabbit feces. His idea was that even if you pro-
duced a lesion, you did not know by what it was caused

;

that is by what particular thing in the mixture it was pro-
duced ; and in order to reach a conclusion it would be
necessary to test each different constituent in the bile. Even
though it were proved that there were certain substances
in the intestinal canal that, under normal or pathological
conditions, were capable of setting up nephritis experi-
mentally, yet it would not have been pro\ ed that those
conditions were applicable to the human being. Apparently
the intestinal epithelium had a certain amount of selective

action on the substances which it took up; and if there
was a substance which passed through them without being
absorbed, it was unlikely to cause nephritis.

Dr. Chas. J. Bartlett of New Haven said that aside
from the rather rare cases in which the chronic condition
liad followed acute nephritis, the arteriosclerotic type of
the disease, and the occasional cases in which a definite

chronic poisoning, like lead, was the cause, it must be ad-
mitted that the etiology of chronic nephritis was doubt-
ful. In adopting the method which had been outlined by
Dr. Smirnow, his aim was to get a bacteria-free extract
of the feces. He thought the injection of this extract into

the peritoneal cavity of the animals experimented on
might not give a condition entirely similar to that ob-
tained in constipation ; but that it had the advantage of
definitely introducmg into the animal, in solution, a quan-
tity of material that had been obtained from another
animal of the same species. The results were encourag-
ing. A considerable percentage of the animals showed
definite interstitial lesions of the kidneys. The most sur-

prising result was the obtaining of equally marked lesions

when bile alone was injected ; although in that case the
number of animals tested was small. He also said that

so far they had worked chiefly with one kind of animal,
rabbits ; and their kidneys had seemed to be very suscep-
tible to the injurious action of the various substances. It

was Dr. Bartlett's idea that the results of such experi-

ments as he had made, could not be directly transferred
to a discussion of the disease as it occurred in man.

Dr. Smirnow later remarked that they had worked on
some bile, but not on the bile of the rabbit, and they had
found that it produced an acute change in the kidneys.

He said that human bile and bile taken from cattle would
not give rise to interstitial nephritis: but to an acute
process. As to the absorbability of those substances,
there were some experiments that would prove, as Dr.
Bartlett had said, that they might be absorbed.
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The Present Status of fne Vaccine Treatment of

Diseases of the Ear, Nose, and Throat.—Dr. Frederick

N Spfrry of New Haven said that vaccines were avail-

able for the treatment of infections where antibodies were

produced in insufficient quantities, and most available

where comparatively small amounts of to.xm were being

absorbed, and consequently the formation ot antibodies

was likewise small. He said that the mtroduction of

vaccine stimulated the general production of antibodies

and the production was usually in excess of the amount

necessarv to neutralise the vaccine. With excess of .anti-

bodies there would be an increase of the bactericidal

power of the blood. In diseases of the ear, nose and

throat, he observed that the conditions were good tor

vaccine treatment, and that such troubles were usually a

localized infection, often in an area of lowered resistance.

It was stated that there was a minimum of toxin ab-

sorption, and a consequent insufficiency of antibodies in

such cases the whole body should be called upon to help

manufacture a resistance. The author considered the re-

ports of the use of vaccines unreasonably variable, more

than could be accounted for by scepticism and enthusiasm

It seemed fair to assume that some fault in the technique

was to blame for the lack of good results^
. ''ileH to

difiference between the method of those who had failed to

obtain good results and that of those who had succeeded

was the longer intervals between treatments (such as a

week or more, as compared with three days), and the

using of stock vaccines as compared with autogenous

Dr Sperry's cases numbered 17, and included a variety ot

conditions. While most of his cases showed marked im-

provement, vet he had a few instances of failures He

also said that tuberculin was a potent agent for the treat-

ment of tuberculosis, inasmuch as it stirred the sys em to

combat when judiciously administered. His idea was that

while in vaccine there might be had an efficient helper

which at times might do the work of the chief, yet the

best results were to be had by following out the regukr

lines of medical and surgical treatment, and using vaccine

as^an |djunct^^
^^^^^ ^^ Hartford said that during the

past few years he had used vaccines in the treatment of a

number o^f conditions and considered them of value in

those cases which had inflammatory conditions, in fur-

unculosis, in some cases of actual otitis media, and in

exanthematous diseases. He also felt that tuberculin might

be given with brilliant results by a man who was thor-

oughly competent and appreciated all the attendant

'^^of George Blumer of New Haven said that.when one

considered the number of strains of gonococci in the dif-

ferent infections, it would not be hard t°,^aPP;,f;^;^. '^l
necessity for using autogenous vaccines He felt that the

gfving of vaccines was of little use, unless something was

done^locally to change the circulatory condrtions

Dr Spekry thought that stock vaccines might be used

with 'some value in cases of staphylococcous infection.

The Open Air Schools.-Dr. Henry M. Steele of

New Haven was heartily in favor of open air schools, and

mentioned the fact that they were attracting attention, not

onlv in our country but in England and Germany as well

He^aid that there had been open air schools estabhshed

at Hartford, and at South Manchester, and that he had

been appointed by the Civic Federation of New Haven to

establish such a school. He said he had done this by se-

curing individual subscriptions with what assistance the

Board of Education had given in the way of furnishing

the teacher and the regular school equipment. The Man-

acement of the New Haven Orphan Asylum had fur-

nfshT he morning and afternoon lunch. For clothing the

children wore the same as those of the Orphan Asylum,

except when in the tents, at which time they had been ad-

ditionally protected by very warni, heavy outer-garments

and had sat in felt-lined canvas bags. He observed that

the children had shown marked improvement >" '
ealth

from the first, and said that it was their hope that this

small school might emphasize the fact that fresh air would

not cause children to take cold; as those who had had

colds when they came, soon lost them. He felt that the

regular public school rooms should be more freely and

constantly ventilated.
. , , ,

Dr He^^nry F. Stoll of Hartford said that the open air

school in that city was at the end of its third winter. In

that school they had children from parents who had died

of tuberculosis, and in addition those who were nervous

or had bad headaches. He mentioned one case of chorea

which thev had had, and which was particularly severe^

The child 'could hardlv walk when she came to them, but

when she left she had been P"ffctly cured. The cases of

headache had been cured promptly. Dr. Stoll said that the
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Hartford school had taken no open cases of tuberculosis,

because they felt it would have been unfair to the other

children, who were so delicate, and who might become in-

fected. He said that the roof to the tents should be made

of wood; that the sides should be walled up about six feet

and ought to have two feet of sand under the floor; and

that the building should face the south. He remarked that

the expense had been about fifteen cents a day per child;

this had included the salary paid the cook, the food, and

paper-napkins. He remarked that the discipline had been

splendid, and that many boys who had been known as "bad

boys" before entering the school had materially changed

after being there a short time.

Dr. Thomas G. Sloan of South Manchester said that

the school there had been running sixteen months; and

that upon comparing his figures with those of Dr. Steele,

he found that they had not done so badly as he had pre-

viously thought. He said that they had found an average

gain of four pounds a child, and one thing that had been

fnsisted on at the South Manchester school was that each

cliild brush his teeth every day.
,,,, , r.

Treatment of Tumors of the Mammary Gland.—Dr.

Philip W. Bill of Bridgeport declared that every growth

of the breast in a woman over forty should be operated

on- for even if harmless, no one could say how long it

would remain so. He felt, however, that it was not always

necessary to do the radical operation, but that it was bet-

ter to operate on ten breasts that might never become any

worse, than to allow one patient to die from the tumor s.

having become malignant. He said that in benign turnor

the operation might be done in such a way as to cause but

slight disfigurement ; and he hoped that in this era of early

operations there might be a diminution in the amount of

tissue it had been necessary to remove.
, , , ,

Dr George N. Bell of Hartford said that he felt there

was no class of cases that carried so great a responsibility

in their final decisions as neoplasms of the breast; he

could not understand why men that would have been the

first to advocate operation in abdominal conditions, would

advise their patients to wait. He said they must knovv

the large percentage of v.'omen over thirty-five years ot

age that have died with cancer, and that of that number,

50 per cent, could have been successfully operated upon, if

they had been taken in time.
, ,, , u^

Dr D Chester Brown of Danbury declared that eight

out of every ten cases of cancer of the breast were posi-

tively malignant ; and that all a man in general practice

had to do was to call every case that came to him a malig-

nant one. and he would be right nine cases out of ten.

It seemed to him that it was a criminal act to cut into-

what might seem to be a benign growth, in order to make

sure; and if good results were to be obtained, the entire

gland and growth should be removed.
, . ,, ,

Dr Daniel F. Sullivan of Hartford remarked that so

far he had not known of the State of Connecticut s having

made any appropriation for the investigation and cure ot

tumors ; "whereas it had appropriated almost a million ot

dollars for the investigation of tuberculosis It was his

opinion that the very extensive operation that had been em-

ployed by most surgeons in the past was being graduajy

receded from. For the last fifteen years he had had but

few returns of the disease in cases where he had done

radical operations; but he wondered whether the radical

operation was not too much of a disfigurement for the

patient, and felt that something should be done along that

line for improvement.
Dr Bill said that if it ever became possible to remove

the breast before malignancy had become established, the

chance of doing away with the mutilating operation would

"Tome "Reminders on Fractures.-Dr. Augustin A.

Crane of Waterbury recommended the use of the .r-ray in

fractures for the benefit of the patient and the protection

of the phvsician; and said that if only one exposure was

made, it should be after reduction; and that it required

more skill to interpret an x-ray plate than it did to make

it Without the use of the x-v&y. it had been impossible to

understand and diagnose accurately fractures of the carpus

metacarpus, tarsus, metatarsus, and the -"ticidar surfaces

of the long bones. For general purposes, he considered

plaster-of-Paris the best material for fixations, a"d thought

it a pity that it was not more generally used The author

remarked that Lane's plates should be C"\Pl?y«/ par icu-

larlv in open fractures and non-unions and that a power-

ful bone-clamp should be used to replace the fragments,

etain them, aSd hold the plate; also that Lane's technique

should be followed closely. It was his opinion that the

poor results reported by American surgeons were due

largely to their having failed to observe all the require-

ments.
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Dr. Ansel G. Cook of Hartford said that he felt there
was a tendency to rely too much on the ;r-ray, to the ex-
clusion of other means of diagnosis, and that it should
not be accepted as the sole means.

Dr. WiLLi.vM H. Carmalt of New Haven remarked that

it was very important to observe frequently the splints in

case of fractures, as they got misplaced without either the

physician or patient knowing it. As the .r-ray was only
a shadow, and not a picture, he advised careful judgment
in interpreting it. He emphasized the idea that it was a

very difficult matter to put a fracture in place and keep it

there, unless one watched it all the time. He advised the

use of plaster-of-Paris, and thought that it should include

the whole limb. It was his idea that bone-sprains were
fractures, nine times out of ten ; and that what was sup-
posed to be CoUes' fracture of the radius was almost al-

ways a complicated fracture of something else besides. .A,

sprain which was put up and treated as a fracture would
get well much quicker than one put up and treated as a

sprain. If the distal portion could not be got down, he
said to bring the proximal portion up, and place the parts

in apposition.

Dr. Patrick J. Cassidy of Norwich said that he con-
sidered Dr. Crane's paper an educational one. It was
instructive, because it advocated the use of the :r-ray diag-
nosis and the necessity of fixation, while acknowledging
the difficulty of the latter. He remarked that in his part

of the State they had suffered from a "natural bone-set-

ter," vi'ho had in several cases produced impaired vitality,

and even death to the patients, who had disregarded the

advice of the regular practitioner and gone to him. He
said he wished that Dr. Crane's paper might get into the
hands of the laity in his county.

Dr. Ernest H. Arnold of New Haven advanced the

opinion that the .r'-ray should not be used at first, but a

diagnosis be made without its use and then verified by the

x-T3.y. He said that he always used the x-TAy in treating

fractures and that its use had done away with the con-
ception of green-stick fractures. Most of his cases had been
those of complete fracture and he also used plaster-of-

Paris for fixation and advocated splints being put over at

least two joints.

Dr. D. Chester Brown of Danbury said if Rosse's state-

ment was true, that every dislocation was a fracture-sprain,
then it would be good treatment to bring back the frag-

ment and fix it, as had been done in the case of Lane's
plates. He stated that he had seen Rosse's original plates

:

they were small fractures, but that it was easy to handle a

big bone, as the fragment was brought into apposition and
fixed there with some metallic pin, after which you got a

relaxed ligament and loose joint.

Dr. D. F. Sullivan of Hartford maintained that the

wound could not be made too clean, and gave for his rea-

son the many cases of tetanus which followed compound
fractures. In that belief he differed with Dr. Murphy who
has advised against any interference with nature doing her
work, by too constant cleansing.

Dr. Crane said that he sympathized with Dr. Cassidy's
difficulties in having fractures referred to a specialist, so
called, and averred that if he had been practising in Nor-
wich he would have put fractures up in reinforced con-
crete, instead of plaster-of-Paris. the first visit. He re-

marked that none of the fractures he had seen had enough
body to get hold of with a pin or clasp; they could be re-

tained by pressure and immobilization. He quoted a cau-
tion from Dr. Beck, of Chicago, which was as follows:
"The surgical busy-body, with soap and drug, has killed

more fracture patients than all the dirt carried into them
at the time of the injury."

(To be continued.)

MthicaitQtxi 'NoUb.

Suprarenal Insufficiency in Acute Infectious Dis-
eases.—Castaigne describes a syndrome occurring in

acute infectious diseases of various kinds which he con-

siders to be due to insufficiency of the suprarenal capsules.

It consists of asthenia, arterial hypotension, abdominal and
renal pains, vomiting, and in some cases sudden death.
In general this train of symptoms has been ascribed to

myocarditis or to unexpected effects of the use of serum.
It is now recognized as due to the absence of the internal
secretion of the suprarenal capsules. This condition has
been seen in diphtheria, scarlet fever, typhoid fever, and
erysipelas. A typical case in an adult is described, in

which during convalescence from diphtheria, the patient
was threatened with death as the result of this train of
symptoms. The pulse became slow and there was threat-
ened syncope. These symptoms were relieved by the use
of suprarenal extract.—Z.^ Bulletin Medical.

Testifying as to Cause of Condition.—A physician
may testify that from facts stated in his opinion, in answer
to a question whether or not an accident, such as a fall,

could have caused the condition in which he found the
person injured, whether such condition coul(Uor would
result from such facts.—Galveston, etc., Ry. Co. v. Greenig,
Texas Court of Civil Appeals, 142 S. W., 135.
Expert Qualification as to Effect of Blow.—In a

prosecution for assault with intent to murder a regular
practising physician was held to be qualified to testify as
an expert upon a hypothetical question as to what would
be the effect of a blow on the head with a given instru-
ment, with which it was shown the assault was made.—
Lacoume v. State, Texas Court of Criminal Appeals,
143 S. W., 626.

Chiropractitioner Does Not Require License in
Arkansas.—The Kansas statute, sections 5241 and 5243
of Kirby's Digest, provides that every person practising
medicine in any of its branches or performing any surgi-
cal cperation within the State without complying with the
provisions of the act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
a.id tli.it any pc'ion shall be regarded as pra-tisir;.- Medi-
cine in any of its departments, within the meaning of the
act who shall append "M.D" or "M.B." to his name; or
repeatedly prescribe or direct for the use of any person or
persons, any drug or medicine or other agency for the
treatment, cure, or relief of any bodily injury, deformity,
or disease. The Arkansas Supreme Court holds that the
term "agency" in the act must be construed with reference
to the terms of the statute preceding it, and therefore
limited to the prescription of drugs and medicine. An
indictment, therefore, for the unlawful practice of medi-
cine by prescribing an agency commonly known as "chiro-
practics" without a license to practise medicine was held
not to charge an offence within the definition of the "prac-
ticeof medicine." The court relied upon the definition of
"chiropractics" as a system of healing that treats disease by
manipulation of the spinal column. Hart, J., dissented, on
the ground that "other agency" is a very broad term, in-
cluding the use of the hands. He pointed out that the
practice of medicine in all its branches includes surgery,
and surgery is practised by manual operation as well as by
instrumental appliances.—State vs. Gallagher, Arkansas
Supreme Court, 143 S. W. 98.

Insiirance Company Bound by Acts of Its Medical
Examiner.—An applicant for life insurance stated, in
reply to a question in his medical examination, as to
whether he had ever before applied and been rejected by
any other company, that he had made such an application,
but had not, as yet, heard the result. The medical exam-
iner wrote in the space reserved for his answer the word
"no." The applicant did not read the report when he
signed it. It was held that the applicant was not bound by
the answer, the medical examiner being the agent of the
company and not of the applicant ; the company was
estopped by the action of its agent, which was the act of
the company, to assert the falsity of the answer, as written,
as a defence.—Supreme Lodge vs. Jones, Texas Court of
Civil -Appeals, 143 S. W. 247.

Physician May Testify, Though His Fees Depend
Upon Result of Case.—In an accident case it was con-
tended that the evidence of a physician as to the nature
and probable effect of the plaintiff's injuries must be dis-
regarded by the jury because it was shown that the physi-
cian looked to a recovery in the case for his fee. The
contention was not sustained. The court said that, in the
first place, it would be a serious and unwarrantable reflec-
tion upon the integrity of a physician to say as a matter
of law that his testimony was warped or influenced by the
fact that, unless a recovery was had, he would not be paid
for his services in examining or treating the patient. In
the second place, if such a rule obtained, it would have a
tendency to deprive those in need of the services of skilled
physicians of such services, or at least put them to the
necessity of paying for such services as had been rend-
ered before the physician could testify. It is competent,
when a physician has testified as to the character, nature,
and extent of an injury, to ask him the amount of his
bill and whether or not it has been paid for the pur-
pose of showing bias and affecting his credibilitv upon
this point. But when a jury, with these facts before
them, has returned a verdict for the plaintiff, evidently
based, or at least in part, upon the opinion of such physi-
cian, the court would not be warranted in disregarding that
evidence and setting aside the verdict.—Lack Malleable
Iron Co. vs. Graham, Kentucky Court of .Appeals 143
S. W. 1016.
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The Medical Record m- pleased to reeeke all new

publications u'hich ma\ be sent to it. and an acknoivledg-

ment ivill firomplly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be zvith the distinct understanding that

it is under.no obligation to notice or review any publica-

tion received by it which in the judgment of its editor imtl

not be of interest to its readers.

Schmidt's Jahrbucher der in und Auslandischen
Gesammten Medizin. By H. Dippe. Vol. 313- 1912—

No. 3. 146 pages; paper. A. Marcus & E. Weber, Pub-

lishers, Bonn.
Proceedings of the Forty-second Annual Meeting of

the American Medical Editors' Association Held in

Los Angeles, California, June Twenty-sixth and
Twenty-seventh. Nineteen Hundred and Eleven. 99

pages ;
paper. Published by The Secretary, New York.

A Manual of Surgical Treatment. By Sir W. Wat-
son Cheyne, Bart., C.B., and F. F. Burghard, M.S.,

F.R.C.S. Vol. H—New Edition. 570 pages; illustrated;

cloth Lea & Febiger, Publishers, Philadelphia and New
York. ^ ^ ^
Compendium of Diseases of the Skin. By L. Duncan

Bulkley. A.m., M.D. Sth Edition. 286 pages; cloth;

price $2.00 net. Paul B. Hoeber, Publisher, New York.

The Ocular Muscles. By Howard F. Hansell, A.M.,

M.D., and Wendell Reber, M.D. 223 pages; illustrated;

cloth
;

price $2.50 net. Second Edition. P. Blakiston's

Son & Company, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Infantile Paralysis in Massachusetts During 1910.

154 pages; paper. Published by Massachusetts State

Board of Health.

ZwEi Jahre Salvarsantherapie. By P. Ehrlich, _F.

Kbaus. a. V. Wassermann. 195 pages; paper; price

6.30 M. Georg Thieme, Publisher, Leipzig.

'Klinik fur Psvchische und nervose Krankheiten.

By Robert Sommer. Vol. VH, No. i. 96 pages; illus-

trated ;
paper

;
price 3 M. Vol. 12. M. Carl Marhold, Pub-

lisher, Halle.
Hydrologie Elementaire a l'usage des Medecines. By

Allyre Chassevant. 208 pages; illustrated; paper; price

4 Fr. Vigot Freres, Publishers. Paris.

Therapeutique Usuelle du Praticien: Traitement pe

LA TuBERCULOSE. By Albert Robin. Vol. i. No. 3. 650

pages ;
paper

;
price 6 f r. Vigot Freres, Publishers, Paris.

Paris.

Studies from the Rockefeller Institute for Medical

Research. Vol. XIV. 356 pages ; illustrated ; paper. The
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, Publishers,

New York.
The Technique and Results of Radium-therapy in

Malignant Disease. By M. Dominci. M.D.. and A. A.

Warden, M.D. 27 pages ; illustrated ;
paper ;

price 75c.

net. J. & A. Churchill, Publishers, London.

A Manual of Clinical Chemistry. Microscopy and
Bacteriology. By Dr. M. Klopstock and Dr. A. Kowar-
SKY. 371 pages: illustrated with 43 Textual Figures and

16 Colored Plates ; cloth ;
price $3.00. Rebman Company,

Publishers,.New York.
Diseases of the Eye. By J. Herbert Paksons. D.Sc,

M.B.. B.S., F.R.C.S. Second Edition. 684 pages; illus-

trated : cloth : price $4.00 net. P. Blakiston's Son & Com-
pany. Publishers, Philadelphia.

Eighteenth Annual Report of the >'anagers and
Officers of the Craig Colony for Epileptics at Sonyea.

Livingston County. N. Y. 259 pages; illustrated; paper.

Zeitschrift fur Chemotherapie und verwandte
Geriete. By Fr. Keysser. First Year, No. 2. 294 pages

;

paper; price 40 M. for 12 copies. Georg Thieme, Pub-

lisher, Leipzig.

The Thirteenth .\nnual Report of the Indiana

State Board of Medical Registration and Examination.

For the Period Beginning January i, 1910; Ending Sep-

tember 30, 191 1. 372 pages; cloth.

Das Subaquale Innenbad. By Dr. ,\nton Brosch.

114 pages; illustrated; paper. Franz Deuticke, Publisher.

Leipzig and Wien.
Mtlk and the Public Health. By William G. Sav-

.\GE. B.Sc, M D. 459 pages; illustrated; cloth; price $3.25

net. The Macniillan Company. Publishers, New York.

Fifth .Annual Report, Novemi-.er, 191 1, Hospital for

Deformities and Joint Diseases. 91 pages; illustrated;

paper.

Der Infantilismus. die Asthenie und deren Beziehun-
GFN ZUM Nervensystem. By Prof. Dr. Paul Mathes.
188 pages: illustrated; paper: price 6 M. S. Karger, Pub-

lisher. Berlin.

Postoperative Ileus.—Luigi Vaccari believes that the

cause of postoperative ileus is not the presence of the

drainage tube, but the presence of a septic focus and cir-

culatory disturbances; the drainage tube, the fragments

of silk ligatures, and the immobility of the intestine are

only contributing factors. This complication is the ex-

pression of infection only. The true factors in causation

are sepsis, foreign bodies, and disorders of circulation and

nutrition of the tissues. As to the desirability of drain-

age, whenever there is any cause for hesitation as to its

necessity, one should use drainage. Hemostasis should

be complete and the bleeding vessels should be covered

by peritoneum, and the duration of operation should b«

made as short as possible.—// PolicVuMo.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have

been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health and
^larine Hospital Service, during the week ended June
28, 19 1 2.

CHOLERA
Places Date Cases Deaths

India: Bassein Apr. 29-May 4 . . . 12 12

Bombay May 12-18 73 61
Tune 19, still present.
Calcutta Apr, 29-May 4.. . .. 84
Moulmine Apr. 29-.May 4 . . 6 6

Indo-China: Saigon Apr. 30-May 1,! . . 83 63
Turkey in .^sia and Europe

Total Feb. 29-May 18: Cases 249, deaths 96.

Adana ...Apr. 17-29 53 23
Employees in railway construction.
Adana Apr. 30-May 13-

.

72 25
Biredjik Jan. 6-Feb. 5 17 18
Bilan May 6 2 2
Dijan Feb. 5-May !3 . . . 11 5

Janina Feb. .^-Mar. 13. . . 3

Jeanne d'Arc Jan. 1-6 7 6
Loros Feb. S-Mar. 13 16 7

Tarsus Feb. S-Apr. IS. . . 7 5

YELLOW FEVER
Brazil : Manaos May 26-June 1 . . . . . 5

Chile: Tocopilla May 25 Still present
Mexico: San Juan Bautista June 22 4

PLAGUE
Chile

'Year 1911: Cases, 262; deaths, 85.

'From the Veroffentlichungen des Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsanites,
Junes, 1912.

Iquique May 5-11 1

China
May 18, present in the majestries of Fungshun, Kayung and Puning.
Amoy May 20 . . Present
Ampo May 1 8 . . Present
Hongkong May5-ll !38 118

Dutch East Indies
Total, Mar. 3-30, cases 35, deaths 34.

Provinces—Kediri Mar. 3-30 2 1

Madiven Mar. 3-30 14 15

Surabaya Mar. 13 1 1

Egypt: Alexandria May 1 1-14 4 3

Port Said May 23-28 3

Pro\'inces—Assiout May 15-24 7 2
Beni Souet May 15-29 12 4

Fayoum Mayl7-27 26 17

Garbieh Apr. 25 1

Girgeh May 14-25 4 2

Menouf Apr. 24-May 26. . 13 1

Minieh May 16-26 46 11

India: Bombay May 12-18 88 80
Calcutta Apr. 28-May 4. . . 94
Karachi May 12-18 70 65

Indo-China: Saigon Apr. 30-May 13 . . 21 10

Java: Pasoeroean Residency May 5-11 10 9

Persia: Bushir .Apr. 14-May 1 1 . . 513 394
Russian Empire: Ural territory Apr. 21-May 5 . , . 7 6

South Africa.: Durban May 25 1 1

SMALLPOX
BrazU; Para May 19-25 1

British East Africa: Mombasa Apr. 1-30 1

Canada: Femie June 11-17 1

Hamilton June 9-15 1

Quebec June 9-15 5

Toronto May 26-June 8. - 2

Windsor June 9-15 2

Chile: Coquimbo -May 19-25 7 6

China: Hongkong May 5-1 1 6 4

Seoul May 1-25 12

France: Paris May 19-June 1 . . 9 1

Germany—Total May 26-June 1 ; Cases. 24.

Chemnitz May 19-25 1

Great Britain: Bristol May 26-Junc 1
. . . 1

India: Bombay May 12-18 55 36
May 5-11: Cases 18. deaths 8.

Calcutta Apr. 28-May 4 . . . 3

Karachi May 12-18 1 1

Indo-China: Saigon Apr. 30-.May 13 . . 4 2

Italy: Leghorn June 2-8 4

Naples May 19-June 1.. . 7 1

Palermo May 19-June 1 . . . 7

Java: Batavia May 5-11

Mexico: Aguascalientes June 3-9
(Juarez June 2-1 5

Mazatlan June 5-11

.Mexico Apr. 28-May 18 . .

Portugal: Lisbon May 26-June 1. . .

Russia: Moscow May S-18
St. Petersburg May 12-25
Warsaw Apr. 14-20

Spain: .Malaga Mar. 1-31

Straits Settlements: Singapore Apr. 28-May 4. .
.

Turkey in Asii: Beirut May 19-25

3
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INDICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS IN DIS-

EASES OF THE DIGESTRE TRACT.*

Rv .MAX EI.N'HOR.X, .\I.D.,

NEW YORK.

PROtESSOR OF MEDICINE AT THE N. Y. POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL 5CII001..

In selecting a topic for to-night's meeting I

thought it would be timely to broach the subject of

indications for surgery along the digestive tract, and

the reason for this is not that 1 can tell you any

thing especially new, but because of late years a

great many surgeons have operated in instances

in which, at least according to the opinion of other

surgeons and physicians, such operative interven-

tion does not appear exactly right.

Another reason is that almost weekly, if not

daily, I meet with patients who come to me after

having undergone one or two operations with un-

••^atisfactory result, practically complaining of the

same conditions the)- previously had. and these are

just the cases in which the operations had not been

done, as it were, of necessity, but of choice. And
the choice was not exactly right. Now, gentlemen,

before I speak on the indications for surgical inter-

vention, you will perhaps permit me to say a few
words with regard to the reasons why these un-

necessary operations have been done and what
should not be done, and then I will go over to the

real subject.

So far as I can see tliere are two points which

play a great part in these so-called not absolutely

necessary operations. One is that a great many
surgeons maintain that, while it is good to make a

diagnosis, it is not always necessary to do so. They
say you should not lose time in trying to arrive at

a good diagnosis. They open up the abdomen and

say, make the diagnosis right there, and do what
is necessary. Then there is a theory which has

perhaps been taken up before it is ripe, that can-

cers develop upon the basis of ulcers, especially in

the stomach. This has led also to the expression

of a precancerous stage and to the opinion that

the precancerous stage must be taken away before

that cancer arrives. Accordingly ulcers of the

stomach must be excised out of choice in order to

prevent the occurrence of cancer.

I shall now take up the first point with regard to

the diagnosis. I need not tell you that it is of im-

portance in each case to arrive at a diagnosis, no
matter whether the case is under the care of a

surgeon or of a clinician. Everybodv knows that

before we start on treatment we want to have the

diagnosis, that sometimes it is not so easy to estab-

lish a correct diagnosis, and that for quite a while,

no matter how much science will advance there will

*Read before the Newark Medical League on April 15.

1012, at Newark. N. J.

be cases in which the diagnosis cannot be clearly

made at once. Now, if it is necessary and important
for the clinician (I speak of the clinician in contra-
distinction to the surgeon, although both of them
are physicians, and there is really no difference be-
tween the two, except regarding treatment) in a
medical case to make the diagnosis, it is, according
to my opinion, much more so for the surgeon be-
fore he undertakes the operation. Take a physi-
cian who has not been able to make a diagnosis.
He will be able to do something for his patient, ar-
range his diet, look after him, give him some wise
rules of precaution. No harm will be done to that
patient. He will watch him, study the patient
from day to day. After a while he may arrive at
the right diagnosis. The main thing is to have the
wish and the desire to study the case and to follow
up the patient and to watch him. Later on some
symptoms may come which make it probable that
such and such will be the case, and after a while
the physician really arrives at the right diagnosis.
Now we will take the surgeon—not much harm is

done in waiting until something unusual occurs.
But if we take a case in which an operative pro-
cedure should take place and the surgeon has not
made a clear diagnosis and says, notwithstanding,
"I will operate." I think that in a great many in-

stances harm can be done to the patient. In some
instances perhaps not, but in others decided harm
will be done to the patient ; he will undergo much
suffering, lose a great deal of blood, and receive
some scars and wounds that should not have been
made. I have read lately two papers by renowned
surgeons, saying that no time should be lost by
methods of examination. They cut open and see.

This is their principle. But even if the abdomen is

open and the disease is there—I will not say that

the disease lies perhaps in another apart which is

not accessible— it is often overlooked, and even if

it is not overlooked, a correct diagnosis by inspec-

tion cannot at all times be made with regard to af-

fections which are exactly in the abdomen. But
sometimes the disease lies somewhere else, not at

all in the abdomen. I refer, for instance, to condi-
tions as hemorrhage of the bowels. In such an
instance there may be vencctases and ulceration

within the esophagus. I have had cases in which
the hemorrhage was manifested only through
melena. nothing else. Here a gastroenterostomy
will be of little use. The diagnosis by opening the

abdomen will not be made in some instances. So I

think that the surgeons should be the first to try

hard with the physicians to make the clinical diag-

nosis. I will not say that there are no exceptional
cases in which an operation is justifiable without a

correct diagnosis, but I have in mind a clear con-
ception of what the operation can accomplish, and
if we know something definite that can be found
out. then it is a dift'erent thing.

The second point is that which regards the theory
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of the development of cancers from ulcers of the

stomach. This theory was promulgated by Pro-

fessor Hauser, I think, about thirty or thirty-five

years ago. He is a pathologist living in Germany,
and found, upon studying in a fraction of cases of

cancer of the stomach that some of them developed
upon the basis of an ulcer. But the figure was ex-

ceedingly small. When the clinicians took it up
at that time and studied this question correctly in

autopsies, especially Rosenheim, a clinician living

in Berlin, they came to the conclusion that about

one in fifteen cases of ulcer of the stomach really

gives rise to the development of a cancer. Some,
especially the pathologists, who have looked after

the autopsies very thoroughly, found even a smaller

figure, one in twenty, but no one who has some
experience has found that this is a frequent occur-

rence ; that is, that cancer frequently affects pa-

tients with ulcers. My own experience would also

be one in twenty, and this coincidence is so small,

cancer being such a frequent malady, that it is

doubtful whether ulcer plays a part at all in the

development of cancer.

The question is, how is it that here in this coun-

try, physicians have arrived at an entirely diflferent

conclusion? A great many- nowadays say that

half of the cancers of the stomach develop from
ulcers. This does not tally at all with my own
experience and that of a great many others, but

how is it that such a theory could have been estab-

lished ? I think it will probably be found that there

was a mixing up of these two affections, cancer and
ulcer, by the circumstance that all cancers have a

tendency to necrose and to form ulcers on their

surface. This is a known fact, but some of the

gentlemen who advance this theory, that cancers

arise from ulcers, may have taken the ulcers which
are found on top of these cancers as a result of

the cancerous development and necrotizing, turned

the fact around and said that cancer comes from
ulcer. This question will have to be thoroughly

studied by the pathologists, and I doubt not that

in a few years they will arrive at the conclusion

that ulcers as such do not give rise to the forma-

tion of cancers, that ulcers are an entirely different

process, and that they do not constitute a precan-

cerous stage. That theory of a precancerous stage

has caused a great many operations which, accord-

ing to my experience, have not been necessary.

There is another reason why this theory cannot

be sustained. It has been found that in some cases

where the ulcers have been entirely excised, ex-

amined under the microscope, and found distinctly

benign, still, as in two such cases of my own, cancer

has developed later on in the course of half a year or

a year ; while in a great many cases where ulcers had
not been excised, a simple gastroenterostomy hav-

ing been performed at the operation, no cancer

has developed. Professor Kuemmel' of the Ham-
burg Hospital has recently written a paper on his

experience as a surgeon during the last ten years
in that large hospital. He speaks of this condition

and mentions two of these cases : one of excised

ulcer in which cancer has developed later on, while
in a great number of other cases of ulcers of the

stomach that have not been excised, nothing has
developed. This also speaks against the theory of
ulcer constituting a precancerous stage. Every one
of you has seen patients afflicted with ulcer of the

stomach for years. They go on living and no can-

'Prof. Kuemmel : Deutsche medizinische H'ocheiischrift,
No. 10, 1912,

cers develop. In cancer, on the contrary, we find a

short history of digestive symptoms lasting for half

a year or so. Among fourteen or fifteen cases of
ulcer of the stomach we find a case ultimately giving
the signs of a cancerous growth.
There is one more point on which I will speak

right now. It regards the early diagnosis in cancer
of the stomach, and how to get at it. I fully agree
with the surgeons that nowadays it is often impos-
sible to arrive at a strict diagnosis, to say whether
there is a cancer or not. Now the question is

whether these patients should be operated upon in

order that the surgeon may see, and to attack the

cancer. This is one of the most difficult questions
to answer. I must say that, while in a small frac-

tion of cases such a procedure is justifiable, on the

other hand, in the great majority of cases this is

not indicated. Of course, the question is how to

make the diagnosis, and we cannot make the diag-

nosis if there are not sufficient real signs that there

is a development of the cancer. You can see that

five or six patients will have to be cut open before
you find one where that is really so. And that

would not do. \\'e have no right to open five or
six individuals in order to find in one a beginning
cancer, even if it should result in benefit to that

fifth patient. The other four have received no
benefit from it and we have done some harm, and
we are not entitled to do so. I have said before
that the diagnosis cannot be so easily made. If you
open up an abdomen and feel the stomach with
your hands and think there is no cancer you may be
surprised three months later that there is a cancer.

We cannot make these operations every three or
four months. You see that principle would not
work. If we are in doubt we should not cut open.

We would have to do it over and over again. The
patient is all right for a year, then he comes again

;

you think there is no cancer, and then the cancer de-

velops.

But it is a different thing if we have sufficient

reasons; if there are symptoms which indicate that

there is a cancer. And that is just the difficulty of

the problem, to select just these cases and to say:

"Here we are justified in operating." I think that

after a while surgeons will have to work in harmony
with the clinicians in such instances. The clin-

ician will have to study these cases, and the clin-

icians will be the first ones to recognize the condi-

tions in which an operation is justifiable, and then

we shall work in harmony and be able to do some
good in a number of instances. The methods of

diagnosis will be developed more and more, and
in a great number of cases, if not in all cases, it will

be possible to diagnose early cancer of the stomach.

Now we will go over to the indications for oper-

ative intervention. About thirteen years ago I read

a paper- on a similar subject before the Medical
Association of the State of New York, and there I

made two statements which I think still hold good
today: First, operations on the stomach for malig-
nant diseases should be performed as early as pos-

sible as soon as the diagnosis is made, if it is fea-

sible ; second, in all benign affections of the di-

gestive tract just the contrary principle should pre-

vail : first all medical means and measures should

be exhausted, and if they fail to produce relief and
we know that surgery can accomplish something,
then it is time for surgical intervention. I think

that these two principles also hold good now.
'Einhorn, Max : "A Brief Summary of the Indications

for Operations on the Stomach," Medical News, Novem-
ber 25, 1899.
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And now, if you will permit me, I will go over

the indications for surgical intervention so far as I

can see them. As to the indication for operation in

malignant affections, everyone agrees that, so long

as there is no specific remedy for cancer and as a

cancerous growth can be checked wherever it is

accessible to the knife, it should be removed as soon

and as radically as possible. But as you have seen

before, the diagnosis is not always made at a stage

when a radical operation can be performed. It is

not the surgeon's ; it is not the physician's fault.

Nowadays the diagnosis is further advanced, and
in many instances a malignant disease of the di-

gestive tract can be earlier recognized. But before

a radical operation is performed we should ascer-

tain whether there is no general infection, because

it is no use to cut out a growth anywhere if there

is a secondary metastasis in the liver, glands, and
other organs. The operation would not contribute to

lengthening the life of the patient, but if radical

operations are not possible, then sometimes pallia-

tive operations are feasible and advisable. You all

know that in case of cancer of the esophagus or of

the carclia, if developed to such a degree that the pa-

tient loses in flesh, one can make a palliative opera-

tion for a gastric fistula in order to give the patient

nourishment. In cancer of the pylorus or cancer of

the stomach interfering with the motility, with a

great deal of vomiting, a gastroenterostomy can be

done, and this is also a palliative operation to pro-

long life. Such operations should be done when
they are necessary, when the patients are in a condi-

tion to stand them. If a patient is very old, above

seventy, and in a weak condition, I think these

operations are not of much use. The patients often

die quickly. We must judge by what a patient can

stand, and see that he derives some benefit from the

operation.

In speaking of these malignant affections I would
like to say a few words which do not strictly belong

to the subject of to-night, but you will pardon me
for mentioning them. A number of physicians con-

sider it necessary to tell a patient that he has a

malignant disease, and I think that the reason for

this is that they think the patient will agree more
quickly to an operative intervention. According to

my experience and my feelings, I must say that I

do not consider it right in any case to tell a patient

that he has a malignant disease or a fatal malady,

no matter who the patient is. We physicians try

to study nature in a great many ways and learn

from it, and we usually find that what nature has

arranged is for the best of the organism. Those
laws that have been arranged by nature cannot be

improved upon. Now nature has arranged that

people, when they are sick, should rather have

hope that they will still recover; and if they die

they pass away not knowing what happens ; they

are not conscious of it. We must imitate this and
try and help nature in overcoming the difficulty of

the disease. Our main object in life is to remove
suffering, if possible, remove sickness ; but if we
cannot do so, to give as much comfort to the

patients as we can. This principle stands first.

There is nothing to upset it. Now I certainly am
not in favor of deceiving. The physician should

be truthful, but on the other hand he should care

for the welfare of the patients. We must tell the

persons near them, but not the patients themselves.

If we tell the patient he has a cancer we upset him,

make him sicker than he is, bring suffering upon
himself and the whole family, and when they see

him grow weaker and complain, and they cannot
give him any encouragement, a great deal of suf-

fering is brought not only to the patient but to the

entire environment by this mismanagement. Every-
thing the physician has to do can be arranged with-

out telling the patient that there is a fatal disease.

If we know that an operation will be beneficial, we
arrange it so that the family knows the exact

truth, and the patient is told that a minor operation

is necessary, not for a fatal disease but for some-
thing that can be overcome. We simply tell him
that it is better for him that he should be operated

upon. I so often see the great misfortune that such

words have brought about, that I thought it well

to speak about it.

Coming back again to the indications, I will now
take the benign cases and the indications for opera-

tions in benign affections. Here we can subdivide

the entire group into two large classes. One, in

which we have to deal with acute conditions. I will

first speak of one condition, also emergency cases, in

which an operation is nowadays not done ; that is,

acute hemorrhage along the digestive tract. Up to

about ten years ago surgeons and physicians were
divided in opinion on this point. Physicians treated

these cases medically ; surgeons operated. Nowa-
days the consensus of opinion is that it is better to

treat medically these acute hemorrhages which come
on suddenly, and for the reason that the mortality

in operative cases is very great. If I am not mis-

taken, some surgeons mention 50 per cent, mor-

tality, some 40 per cent., others 60 per cent. It is,

on the other hand, proven that the mortality in

these cases of severe hemorrhages, if they are not

much interfered with, is exceptionally small ; if

treated by rest, medical treatment, and abstention

from food, the hemorrage, as a rule, stops after a

while.

In my own large experience I think I have had
only two deaths from hemorrhage. That is very

little because I have seen many during my practice.

The same Dr. Kuemmel whom I mentioned before

and who has had a large experience—he mentions

about one thousand operations—is of exactly the

same opinion. He also collected the material of

other people and arrived at the conclusion that

these cases of hemorrhage should not be operated

upon immediately. I am speaking now of these

emergency cases. So it has been agreed that all

these cases of acute severe hemorrhages should be

treated medically.

Now, just the opposite is the case if we have to

deal with perforations. Here everybody agrees

that the surgeon should operate as early as possible,

as soon as the diagnosis of perforation along the

digestive tract, stomach, duodenum, or lower intes-

tines is made. We know that these cases usually

succumb and that the operation is the more bene-

ficial the quicker it is done, because if you wait

long, only twentv-four hours after the perforation,

the outlook is already very bad. More than half

of the patients die, while the earlier the operation

the less is the mortality. The main thing is to

think of that and make the diagnosis, and I think

in most of these cases of perforation the diagnosis

can be made, provided the physician thinks of the

possibility of such an occurrence. So all cases of

perforation should be operated upon at once. Now
the case is very similar in affections of the gall-

bladder, pancreas, and appendix. If there is a

very severe process, an acute infection, perfora-

tion, or a process which leads to perforation, then
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surgery should step in. The same holds good with

acute intestinal obstruction, provided the diagnosis

is made. Here the diagnosis is not so easily made
as in real perforation. But if we have sufficient

reason to assume that there is such a process pres-

ent, then the operation is the best thing. Here
there is harmony. All physicians and surgeons

agree in these acute stages.

Going over to the affections of a chronic nature,

these are the cases in which it is sometimes not so

easy to mark out the lines where medical treatment

and where surgical treatment is indicated. We
shall begin again with ulcer of the stomach, chronic

ulcer of the stomach. Most physicians think, and
this is also my opinion, that ulcer as such should be

treated medically, and I think that in a great many
cases even cures can be established. Now, in

which instances should we make an exception and
say that an operation should be performed? In this

regard I would make the following suggestions

:

Hemorrhages which have appeared not only once,

but twice, or three times, endangering the life of

the patient, due to ulcerations which can be shown
not to be at the cardia, and not due to conditions in

the esophagus or along the cardia—for these I

usually recommend an operation. This operation is

gastroenterostomy, provided the ulcer is situated

near the pylorus or in the duodenum. Of course,

with that operation, gastroenterostomy, you estab-

lish a new canal and take av\'ay much of the irrita-

tion to which the ulcerated surface is subjected by
the food, but if the ulcerated area is situated in

the cardia, a gastroenterostomy does not bring any
change, and you cannot get in there, as a rule, by
operations and remove the ulcer. So we have to

wait and see what else we can do. But these

prophylactic operations in order to prevent a re-

currence of the hemorrhages are very beneficial. I

have seen a number of such cases where life has
been saved and made comfortable just by such a

prophylactic operation. The patient feels entirely

well. But if not operated upon, we know that in a

year or two he may have another hemorrhage and
die.

Now we come to another group of chronic con-
ditions in the line of ulcer; that is, where the ulcer

leads either to a stricture of the pylorus or to a

severe spasm, so that the food cannot pass from the
stomach. In former years we could not very well

recognize these cases, we could not make a distinct

differential diagnosis between a spasm and a benign
stricture. Four years ago I would have ascribed a
condition in which we found a great deal of food in

the morning to a stricture of the pylorus, but I have
learned since that a spasm due to an ulcer in the
neighborhood leads to exactly the same state with-
out there being anything like a stricture of the
pylorus. Nowadays we can differentiate and can
make such a diagnosis, and that is a very important
point which has come out in recent years. The test

which helps most in these cases is the one with the
duodenal bucket. If size 2^ French passes through
the pylorus into the duodenum and the bucket is

pulled out in the morning, you will find that that
part of the thread which has been in the stomach
is white, but the other part, which was in the duo-
denum, is stained yellow if the pylorus is permeable.
Then you know we have been through the pylorus,
and if food is still present in the morning you know
it is a spasm, not a real stricture. That is one of
the most important points of diagnosis. With re-

gard to the cases in which there is stagnation of

food in the morning, I formerly thought that in

such patients—especially if no improvement could

be accomplished by strict diet—^an operation should
be performed, a gastroenterostomy. But within

recent years I have found that by stretching the

pylorus, especially if there is no ulcer in the pylorus

itself, you can accomplish results which are as good
as those brought about by surgery, and I have also

found that beginning strictures can be treated in a

similar way by stretching. But if we have tried

that method without success, it has been done with-

out danger to the patient. Otherv^'ise I would not

do it at all. In no case have I seen bad results.

But if we see that we cannot get through the

pylorus, and the patients lose, then these cases

should be operated upon. We should not wait until

they are too weak, until they have become skeletons.

This is a good plan : We should try to keep the

patients in good condition, and if we see that the

treatment fails and the diagnosis is correct, and we
cannot accomplish anything by stretching, then sur-

gery comes in and helps. We try to make a new
opening between the stomach and intestines. That
is the group in which there are benign obstructions.

If there is no obstruction and the stomach is

empty in the fasting condition, and there is still an
ulcer and such severe pains that the life of the

patient becomes unbearable, due to that continuous
suft'ering, we try milk diet and rest for the stomach.
Then if everything fails, and we wait one or two
months and still the same pains continue, then an
operation should be performed. Here we cannot
promise a definite cure, but we can tell the patient

that we will try and operate ; the suft'ering is so

great that it justifies the operation. Possibly there

is an adhesion. The plan of the operation cannot
be decided upon beforehand, only when opening the

abdomen can we .see what is best to do. But we
know what we are about ; we operate here to relieve

the suffering.

Now we get a little further down, to ulcer of the

duodenum. Many physicians think that ulcer of

the duodenmn slinid 1 he operated upon at once. I

myself am not of that opinion. I think that ulcer

of the duodenum offers as good a prognosis as

ulcer of the stomach, provided it is treated in a

rational way and is treated in time ; that means, be-

fore complications have developed. I have seen a

great number of these ulcers of the duodenum in

which I have been able to make a distinct diag-

nosis, and I think most of them get along all right.

The reason for the dift'erence of opinion here is

that ulcer of the duodenum gives rise to perfora-

tions more frequently than ulcers of the stomach.
But, on the other hand, I do not think that an un-
complicated case of ulcer of the duodenum is apt

to do that. Only in those cases where the ulcers

have advanced very far, and have already led to

some complicated symptoms, dilatation of the stom-
ach with continuous hypersecretion, even if there

is no ischochymia. always gastric juice in large

quantities being present, and pains—these also are

cases in which operation should be recommended.
We come now to the gall-bladder and to the

chronic affections due to gallstones. Formerly gall-

stones were treated medically. There are a few se-

lected cases in which operations have been recom-
mended and are still recommended, but recently

some surgeons have stated that any gallstones, as

soon as the diagnosis is made, should be removed.
It is true, a gallstone is a foreign body and does
not belong there, and if you could take it out like
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a coin from the pocket, it would be all right, but

it you have to open up and know that there are

patients who cannot stand the operation, you must
consider whether it is worth while. I would gi\e

the following indications for removing gallstones.

I think gallstones which do not molest the patient

very much should not be taken out. I know Dr.

Ill is of the same opinion. But if there are attacks

of severe pains accompanied by fever, indicatmg
some inflamed condition of the gall-bladder, and
perhaps some beginning infection, these are cases

which should be operated upon. If one or two at-

tacks of a severe nature have taken place with fever,

then, I say, an operation is indicated. I recently

saw a patient with Dr. Ill, where we both agreed
just on that account. There were several attacks

with fever, no jaundice, and the patient felt pretty

well, but we were of the opinion that an operation

should be done in order to prevent a recurrence 01

these attacks. Now we certainly must leave n to

the patients, we cannot force them, but where the

attacks are mild, with not much fever or no fever

at all, occurring at intervals of a year or two, I do
not think that such cases are urgent, or that in every
case an operation should be performed.
As to appendicitis—we are going a little further

down—this is a condition in which operations in re-

cent years are done much more frequently than
formerly. I think correctly so, because if a patient

has had one or two attacks, he is liable to have
more. We know that some of these attacks may
become quite serious, some may lead to perfora-
tion, so, on the whole, the operation, even in chronic
cases, should be recommended. But we must be

sure that there is something there. But this side

of the question has also been overdone. A patient

who has some disagreeable sensation on the right

side, but has never had an attack, comes to the

physician. The physician examines him, pressing
hard there—the patient goes to another one. lb-

has pains and is now suffering all the time, not

so much from his own appendix as on account of

fear and anxiety, and ultimately there is nothing
left except to operate and take the appendix out.

The appendix may be entirely sound, as is very
often the case. Again, reflex conditions have been
ascribed to the appendix, and there is no doubt that

a diseased appendi.x can cause some reflex disturb-

ance all over the stomach, the intestines, sometimes
producing vomiting. But if this is overdone, if the

patient complains of such nervous symptoms as

nausea, belching, and you operate, and take the ap-

pendix out, I think that is a mistake. I know a

number of such cases in which there was only a

fmictional gastric disturbance present. The ap-

pendi.x was taken out, but the operation did not

help. Every surgeon will know similar cases. That
is the reason why we should be careful in making
the right diagnosis. When we know that the ap-

pendix is really diseased, it should be taken out.

There have been a great many operations done
for ptosis of one or the other of the ab-

dominal organs, I think that in recent years

these operations have become less frequent.

We all know of movable kidneys. Years
ago every movable kidney was attached and stitched

up. Nowadays it is very rare that a kidney that

is prolapsed is treated that way. The same holds

good with ptosis of the other organs. I have never

been in favor of stitching up these prolapsed or-

gans. The reason for this is that ptosis as such

does not give any trouble and the second reason is

that if we find an organ prolapsed, kidney, liver,

or stomach, it is not one organ alone, but a number
of them ; there is a weakness of the body. Some
enteroptotic conditions are described as congenital.

I myself think they can be acquired. Probably more
than half the cases are acquired. We can prove
that by treating the system, in a number of cases

there is a return of the organs to the normal. The
patient picks up, gains ten to fifteen pounds, the

ptosis disappears. I have watched such cases and
described them. If it were a congenital condition,

there would not be any possibility of such a change
by just putting on flesh. According to my opinion,

all of these ptoses should not be operated upon. It

is the same with the colon. The .r-rays have been

very helpful in making the diagnosis of these con-

ditions, but, if every little deviation from the normal
should be changed, I do not think much good would
result. I do not deny it in some cases of enter-

optosis complicated with other conditions ref|uirng

surgical aid.

The ptosis as such does not require surgical in-

tervention, only some other complicating conditions.

A patient with enteroptosis may have something else,

a condition which requires operation, but the ptosis

of such a prolapsed stomach never requires oper-

ative intervention.

I am very grateful to you for letting me speak

so long, and I am very glad that surgeons and
clinicians have in the last twenty years advanced
the field of digestive diseases to such an extent

that a great deal of benefit has been brought to the

patient, either by medical treatment or by surgical

intervention. I think that a great boon to humanity
will result if the physicians and surgeons act to-

gether in harmony, and try to accomplish the best for

the patient, first by medical means ; but if this is not

sufficient, and an operation seems to be right and
good, then it should be performed.

20 East Sixty-ticird Street.

THE IMMIGRATION OF THE TUBERCU-
LOUS INTO THE UNITED STATES.

.\ PRODLEil FOR EVERY NATION.*

By S. .\DOLrHUS KNOPF, M.n.,

NEW YORK.

PROFESSUk OF MEDICINE, DEPARTMENT OF PHTHISIOTHERAPV OF THE
NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL.

In the early part of 1902, when the Treasury De-
partment of the L'nited States, upon the recom-
mendation of the Surgeon-General of the Marine-
Hospital Service, decided to classify pulmonary
tuberculosis with dangerous contagious diseases, I

submitted the following resolutions to the New
York Academy of Medicine

:

Whereas, The Treasury Department of the United
States, upon recommendation of the Surgeon-Gen-
eral of the Marine-Hospital Service, has recently

decided to classify pulmonary tuberculosis with dan-

gerous contagious diseases, be it

Resolved, That the New York Academy of Medi-
cine deeply deplores this decison, which is not based
either on clinical experience or on scientific experi-

ments.

*Read before the American Academy of Medicine as
a part of the symposium, "The Medical Problem of
Immigration," at the annual meeting in Atlantic City,

June I, 1912. The paper was intended to be delivered
before the Tuberculosis Congress in Rome, April, 1912.
Owing to the inability of the author to be present, it

was read only by title, but will appear in the transac-
tions of the congress.
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Resoh'ed, That the Academy considers the exchi-

sion of non-pauper tuberculous immigrants and
consumptive aliens visiting our shores, unwise, in-

humane, and contrary to the dictates of justice.

Be it further

Resolved, That while the Academy is convinced
of the communicabilty of tuberculosis and urges all

possible precautions against the spread of the dis-

ease occasioned by sputum and tuberculous food,

the Academy is opposed to all measures by which
needless hardship is imposed upon the consumptive
individual, his family, and his physician.

These resolutions were seconded by my beloved

and much regretted teacher, the late Prof. Edward
G. Janeway, and unanimously adopted at the Acad-
emy's regular meeting on February 6, 1902. Copies
were sent to the Treasury Department, to the Sur-

geon-General of the Marine-Hospital Service, and
to the medical press. A number of other medical

societies passed similar resolutions.

The attitude which I expressed in these resolu-

tions ten years ago toward the immigration of the

tuberculous into the United States, I still maintain.

I am to-day as strongly opposed as ever to allowing

foreign governments to unload their poor and de-

pendent consumptives on these shores. But I am
also to-day as then convinced of the injustice, the

inhumanity, yes, even the cruelty, of not admitting
a well-to-do patient no matter in what stage of the

disease, whether he comes as a mere visitor, with
the desire to enter a sanatorium, or with the view
of settling in some of our salubrious climates.

What would the United States government say

if a well-to-do American citizen, whom his physi-

cians had sent to Davos Platz, the Riviera, or the

Black Forest, for the purpose of regaining his

health, should be returned by the Swiss, French, or

German government as an undesirable alien? That
none of these governments have retaliated is a won-
der. Recently a wealthy Englishman was detained

on Ellis Island because of tuberculosis and it re-

quired considerable diplomatic cabling between
London and Washington to have this refined, cul-

tured, and well-to-do gentleman released and per-

mitted to visit his friends in this country.

I mention this case merely to show you the un-
fairness of the Treasury Department's decison re-

garding tuberculosis. This decision is not only
unfair but thoroughly unscientific ; there is no basis

for classing tuberculosis among the dangerous con-
tagious diseases, such as smallpox, for example.
What modern sanitarian, philanthropist, or gen-

eral practitioner would dare to make such a classi-

fication! Phthisiophobia, that is to say the exag-
gerated fear of the presence of a consumptive, has
never received such an impetus as it secured from
the Surgeon-General's recommendation. The word
"contagion" comes from the Latin contingere, to

touch, and surely, to the best knowledge of cli-

nicians and experimenters, the mere touch of the
consumptive has never yet given rise to tuberculosis
in another.

It is possible that among my hearers there may
be some one who has read the statement recently
made by Poncet of Paris to the effect that the per-
spiration of the consumptive, that is to say the
liquid matter secreted by the sweat glands, contains
the tubercle bacilli. Thus far it has been impos-
sible even to find the tubercle bacilli in the cir-

culatory system, and Rosenberger's experiments,
tending to show that bacilli can be found in

the circulating blood of the tuberculous could not

be corroborated by our most careful bacteriologists.

The same must be said of Poncet's experiments.

There is thus far no absolute bacteriological

or clinical evidence of the presence of bacilli in the

perspiration of phthisical patients. But even grant-

ing that Poncet's statement should be true, an in-

fection from the cutaneous surface of the tubercu-

lous patient by the mere touch is somewhat difficult

to conceive of. A considerable quantity of the per-

spired fluid would have to find entrance into the

digestive tract or enter the system by the inocula-

tion process. The inoculation method could only

be conceivable in the case that the supposedly in-

fectious perspiration came in contact with an open
wound. However, as everybody knows, the ordi-

nary hygiene of the skin and the proper disposal

of the soiled personal and bed linen of the patient

would suffice to do away with even this possible

source of infection. Sufh statements as that of

Poncet, which after its announcement in Paris was
cabled to our daily papers and printed broadcast,

have invariably the unfortunate tendency to in-

crease the, alas, already so widespread phthisio-

phobia. The lot of the average consumptive is hard
enough as it is without increasing the unjustified

prejudice against him.

We are preaching every day that to associate

with a careful, clean, and conscientious consump-
tive is perfectly safe ; that it requires prolonged ex-

posure, absolute inhalation, ingestion, or inoculation

of tubercle bacilli in order to produce the disease.

Surely, no one can deny that the New York Health
Department, under the leadership of Dr. Hermann
M. Biggs, has done most efficacious work in the

municipal control of tuberculosis. Yet, from the

very beginning of our antituberculosis crusade, tu-

berculosis has been classed with communicable and
not with contagious diseases.

In defending a more scientific and less oppres-

sive attitude toward the tuberculous, poor or rich,

as stated in the resolutions above referred to, I

nevertheless maintain that it is absolutely just for

any governfnent to refuse to be burdened with the

tuberculous poor of another country. Instead of

returning the tuberculous immigrant we should pre-

vent him from coming and so save him hardships
and disappointments. Although a large number of
tuberculous immigrants are returned, very many
of them pass unnoticed. It is no reflection on the

ability of the medical men at Ellis Island when I

say they do not by any means detect all the tuber-

culous invalids, and that they diagnose only those

who show very strong outward signs of tubercu-

losis. How should the men stationed at Ellis Isl-

and be able to detect at a glance a tuberculous in-

valid in a first or second stage, when it often takes

an expert a half or three-quarters of an hour be-

fore he can arrive at a definite conclusion, and that

after a careful examination in the quiet of his office?

The examining physicians on Ellis Island, be-

cause there are only a small number of them, can
devote but very few minutes to each of the thou-

sands of immigrants which pass before them week-
ly for inspection. The excellent appearance of some
tuberculous immigrants, because of a ten days" voy-
age, invigorating sea air, good food and rest, has
been to my mind in many instances the reason of

the non-discovery of invalids in quite advanced
stages. When they have been admitted to this coun-
try, a few weeks of hard work in the ditches or in

the sweatshops, with nights spent in overcrowded
tenements or unclean or crowded lodging houses.
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usually suffice to bring about an exacerbation of the

disease. The strain, the struggle for life, the new-

environments, the unaccustomed food, and perhaps

also some nostalgia and disappointment, likewise

help to turn, in a very short time, an incipient case

into an invalid with open tuberculosis, and thus a

new center of infection is formed. All this ac-

counts for the great prevalence of tuberculosis

among the laboring classes who have come to us

from foreign shores only relatively recently. A
goodly number of them return to their native land,

particularly the Italians, when they realize that

their disease does not permit them to struggle as

they must if they wish to remain here. I have been
told that there are villages in Italy where tubercu-

losis has become most prevalent because of the re-

turn of those emgirants and because their methods
of life result in infection of others.

Some return voluntarily to their native homes,
but you perhaps are not aware that we have a de-

portation law* which, as a good American, I am
sorry to admit, seems unnecessarily harsh and un-

justified, founded as it is on an unscientific basis.

It is to the efifect that any immigrant who has be-

come a public charge in a hospital or other institu-

tion and is found to be tuberculous, can be deported
even after a residence of three years if in the opin-

ion of the examining physician he had contracted

the disease prior to his landing on these shores.

During the ye^ir of 1911, about 1,500 of such tu-

berculous aliens were referred to the State Board
of Charities for deportation. On the strength of

this law the deportation is done at State expense.

With all due respect to the framcrs of this law,

I believe it absolutely imposible for the most skilled

diagnostician, upon examination of a tuberculous

chest, to state the duration of the disease with even
approximate certainty. A declaration that an in-

dividual had tuberculosis for a definite period of

time, based on a physical examination or even on
the history given by the patient, must necessarily be
guesswork. I know of a case of deportation which
was declared legal upon the statement of a young
physican to whom a tuberculous patient had admit-
ted that he remembered having had a cough a little

less than three years ago, prior to his coming to this

country.

How many thousands of us have a latent tuber-

culosis which has never been discovered and which
may never cause us any trouble if we continue to

live carefully and hygienically ! Should we, how-
ever, be submitted suddenly to a life of hard
physical struggle, be transported into unhygienic
environments, be underfed and badly housed, the

development of the tuberculous trouble would be
almost certain to take place, and in a much shorter

time than three years. One must have witnessed
such a deportation in order to comprehend its

meaning, particularly when one is not at all certain

that the case might not be one which developed
right here beer use of hard work and privation.

And now, to the most important question of all

:

What can be done to prevent tuberculous invalids,

likely to become a burden to the community, from
entering the United States, only, perhaps, to be de-

ported after a sojourn of one, two, or three years?
Tuberculosis must be considered a world problem,
a problem for every civilized nation. Let European
governments understand that they must take care

of their own tuberculous people as we take care of

ours, and that in the end, by united eftorts, it may
*Immigration Act of February 20, 1907.

be possible to conquer the white plague in all coun-
tries.

Every prospective emigrant should be examined
to ascertain his freedom from tuberculosis by two
competent medical men, one appointed by his home
government and one by the steamship company
which is to transport him to this country. A cer-

tificate showing freedom from tuberculosis, signed
by these two medical men, should be in the posses-
sion of every emigrant wishing to come to these
shores. An individual discovered to be afflicted

with this disease should be returned to the care of
the authorities of the city or village from which he
came with the diagnosis and recommendation for
treatment. Exceptions can and should be made in

the case of an individual with ample means who is

simply visiting, or seeking to recuperate his health

by a change of climate, or desirous to enter an
American sanatorium for treatment. To avoid
misuse or fraudulent use of the physician's certifi-

cate, a photograph should be taken at the time
of the examination in the home port, and attached
to the certificate. Or, since a photograph could
be removed and another one substituted on the cer-

tificate, I even go so far as to suggest that it would
be well to have the finger print taken for identifica-

tion. This is the most accurate and scientific

method known for such purposes.

The laws relating to deportation should be
changed to the efifect that if the holder of any such
certificate, or any immigrant develops tuber-

culosis within six months to one year from the

date of his arrival here and becomes a charge to

the community, he shall be deported to the port

whence he came. The expenses for this deporta-

tion should be borne by the steamship company
who brought the immigrant to our shores, and not

by the State Board of Charities. Whether, to avoid
possible mistakes in diagnosis, European govern-
ments, in cooperation with the steamship companies,
should desire to keep doubtful cases under observa-
tion a few weeks or increase the examining boards
by one or two more experienced diagnosticians, is

a matter for the foreign governments to decide.

There is no question but that the more careful

these examinations are at foreign ports, the fewer
the cases of deportation that will ensue.

The suggestion has been made that physicians of

the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service be

stationed at the important points of departure in

Europe so that each emigrant can be thoroughly ex-

amined, and those entitled to a clean bill of health

be allowed to take passage. I question whether
the international law would sanction such pro-

cedure. Secondly, there are too many minor
points from which emigrants could take passage
and escape the United States Government physi-

cian's examination. Of greater value would it be

for foreign governments and steamship companies
to make it known that if a man expects to stay in

the United States he must not become a public

charge ; that he must be physically, morally, and
mentally sound. W'ith such publicity and the addi-

tional examination in the manner above outlined,

the United States Government will be less bur-

dened with the care of tuberculous aliens who, un-

cared for, are a constant menace to the community.
An interesting suggestion in relation to this sub-

ject was made at the recent International Tuber-
culosis Congress in Rome by Dr. Antonio Stella of

New York. It was to the efTect that every emi-

grant should be insured against tuberculosis, the
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cost of insurance to be added to the price of tlie

steamship ticket, the policy entitling the bearer to

return transportation and free treatment in a sana-

torium, in the event of his contracting tuberculosis

within a specified time. This suggestion was pre-

sented in the form of a resolution, which was unani-

mously adopted, but whether or not it results in

any immediate or definite action, no country should

continue to have uncared for tuberculous patients.

For the uncared for, the untrained, and un-

treated tuberculous are sure to propagate the

disease among their kin and neighbors, and pro-

create a tuberculously predisposed race. The ef-

forts of the medical profession and authorities in

some of our States are in the right direction when
they enact and enforce laws which forbid the con-

sumptive from contracting marriage and when they

declare that no tuberculous patient who is careless

either knowingly or unknowingly, or is unable to

take care of himself, should be allowed at liberty.

It would be well for some of the foreign govern-
ments to establish similar laws and regulations. I

go so far even as to recommend sterilization

(vasectomy for the male and ligation of the Fal-

lopian tubes for the female) if these individuals in-

sist upon marrying while ill with a directly or indi-

rectly transmissible disease such as tuberculosis. I

believe in using the most humane means possible in

all our efforts to suppress tuberculosis, but we
should enforce them not merely in self-defense but

in the interest of foreign governments themselves.
I ])lead that they should take care of their tuber-

culous poor, educate, train, and treat them and
heal those who can be healed. The hopelessly ill

should be segregated to prevent them from infect-

ing others and from procreating. This should be
not merely an American or a national, but the in-

ternational policy of every civilized nation. If any
government will cure its curable patients and make
of them strong, vigorous, self-supporting citizens,

as we have been fortunate enough to do with many
of our tuberculous invalids, then will we welcome
these sane and sound people to our shores and trv

to make good Americans of them.
16 West Ninety-fifth Street.

ANESTHESIA IN SUBMUCOUS RESECTION
OF THE SEPTUM NASI.

By JOHN ALL.^N, M.D.. E.Ch.. D.P.H.,

LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Within recent years the operation of submucous
resection of the nasal septum has been widely prac-
tised for a variety of conditions. In discussing the
question of operation not the least important point
is the consideration of what form of anesthesia
should be employed. The operation may be done
under local anesthesia, or combined local and gen-
eral anesthesia may be used. The exhibition of a
general anesthesia only is seldom practised. At the
outset I may say that I consider that the great
majority of cases can be operated on under local

anesthesia. Of various methods of inducing local

anesthesia three may be mentioned : ( i ) Packing
the nasal fosste with gauze which has been soaked
in a solution of the anesthetic: (2) injection under
the mucous membrane or mucoperiosteum covering
the septum nasi of a weak solution of the anes-
thetic ; and (3) Freer's method.
The first is the method I invariably employ, and

up to the present it has given me entire satisfac-

tion. About half an hour before the operation

the nasal fossae are packed with gauze which has

been soaked in a 20 per cent, solution of cocaine

hydrochloride and a i in 4,000 solution of adrenalin

chloride. When the nose is being thus packed it is

convenient to have the patient seated in a chair,

but as soon as this has been done, he or she ought

to lie down on a couch and rest quietly until the

time of operation. This simple precaution will

serve to prevent symptoms of faintness or collapse.

On the one or two occasions in which I have seen

symptoms of faintness supervene the patients had
foolishly tried to maintain the erect posture. An-
other small point, attention to which may also help

to prevent untoward symptoms, may be mentioned,
and that is the gauze should not be too wet—if one
might say so, the gauze should not be oversaturated.

The gauze is allowed to soak up as much of the

cocaine-adrenalin solution as it conveniently can,

then any superfluous quantity is got rid of either

by gentle pressure or by shaking. The packing is

now proceeded with. If the gauze is so wet that

the solution drips from it, when the patient assumes
the recumbent attitude some of the solution is

sure to trickle down the back of the throat and
be swallowed. It is not improbable that in some
cases untoward symptoms may arise from this

cause which is quite an avoidable one. About half

an hour after the nose has been packed in this

manner one ought to be able to proceed with the

operation, the two essential points accruing to the

cocaine-adrenalin combination having been obtained,

namely, anesthesia of the part and a bloodless field

for operation. The method just described ade-

quately fulfills these conditions.

With regard to the first, adequate anesthesia can

in my opinion be obtained. I have carefully cross-

examined several patients subsequent to the oper-

ation and I have found that any who do make com-
plaints complain more of the uncomfortable feeling

of having something done than of actual pain.

They are generally quite quiet until one reaches

the stage when" bits of the septum (cartilaginous

or bony) are being removed with cutting forceps.

I am certain that at this stage the sense of hearing

has much to do with the upsetting of the patient's

equilibriimi. It is probably just a little alarming to

hear the chipping off of pieces of cartilage or bone

from the septum of the nose, and the excellent con-

ducting power of bone tends to give an exaggerated
idea of any sounds thus made. A little persuasion

will generally suffice to calm the patient.

As to the second point, namely, a bloodless field

for operation, the cocaine-adrenalin combination
applied in the manner indicated is quite effective.

Seldom do we find that operation is interfered with

by much bleeding. There are, however, one or two
practical hints that should be noted if one desires

to get the fullest benefit from this solution. In the

first place too long a time should not elapse after

the packing of the nose before the operation is

done. In my opinon about half an hour's applica-

tion of the cocaine-adrenalin gauze is the best. If

there is a longer interval, say an hour or so, there

will almost certainly be some trouble with the

bleeding. If the delay is still longer the tendency

to bleed will be much greater and the operation

is considerably interfered with. Another important

point is that the nose must really be packed. It is

not enough to take a strip of gauze soaked in the

solution and push it into the nose with a probe. It

is absolutely necessary (if one desires to obtain the

maximum anesthetic and hemostatic effect of the
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solution) to see that the gauze is actually applied

to and in contact with the mucoperiosteum of the

septum and that the nasal fossrc are firmly packed.

When one remembers that the septum may present

all kinds of deviations it can readily be inferred that

the accurate application of the gauze plug may not

be an easy matter. The ideal method is to pack with

the aid of vision, the nasal fossae being well illu-

minated by light reflected from a forehead mirror.

As a rule the person who packs the nose trusts to

the sense of touch, and with a little care the septal

bends and crooks can be fairly accurately followed.

In the cases which have come under my notice it

has^nly been necessary to put ofif the operation be-

cause of hemorrhage in one case, and here both the

above points of technique had played a part.

Through unforeseen circumstances the operation

could not be started until quite two hours after the

gauze pack had been inserted, and the so-called pack-

ing had been done by a novice, with the result that it

had not been efficiently performed. As soon as the

incision was made into the septal mucous membrane
hemorrhage began, and there was a continuous ooze

which rendered impossible any clear view of the site

of operation. The application of adrenalin chloride

solution (I in 1,000) had no efifect on this oozing.

The operation was therefore postponed, but a few
days later it was carried out without the slightest

hitch or difficulty, care, of course, being taken to

avoid faulty technique.

In the case just recorded it was also evident on
the first occasion that the anesthetic effect was pass-

ing ofif, for the patient complained of pain directly

the incision through the mucous membrane was
made. This leads me to point out that the anes-

thetic efifect of the cocaine does not last indefinitely,

and it therefore behooves one to operate after a

reasonaljle interval, and not to delay too long, other-

wise the operation will not be painless. Remarks
of a similar nature hold good as regards starting

the operation too soon. The success of local anes-

thesia depends on sufficient time being allowed for

the action of the drug to take place. Here patience

is a virtue which leads to success. If the sub-

mucous resection operation be proceeded with too

soon it will be found that anesthesia is imperfect

and also that hemorrhage is fairly brisk. With the

packing method of local anesthesia the operation

should not be begun for at least twenty minutes

after packing, and, as has been stated above, a half

hour interval between packing and operation is the

best in the great majority of cases. It is almost

superfluous to mention that the best results are ob-

tained with freshly made solutions. Old solutions,

especially if they have been exposed to light, un-

dergo decomposition, and they are inefficient for

local anesthetic purposes.

In addition to the method just described in some
detail there are two other methods for local anes-

thetization of the nasal cavity which find favor in

certain quarters. One is the infiltration method,
by which cocaine-adrenalin solution is injected into

and under the mucoperiosteum of the nasal septum.

This method has recently been enthusiastically

praised by Seymour Jones (British Medical Jour-

nal, 1912. vol. I, page 421). The technique adopted
by him is rather elaborate. Both nasal passages

are sprayed with a 20 per cent, solution of cocaine

hydrochloride to which an equal quantity of i in

1,000 adrenalin chloride has been added. Next
both sides of the septum are thoroughly rubbed
with cotton wool mounted on wool carriers soaked

in cocaine-hydrochloride 20 per cent, and adrenalin-

chloride I in 1,000, eijual parts. After, the injec-

tion is made. A solution of 0.40 cocaine-hydro-

chloride, 0.60 common salt, 200 distilled water
(equal to 1/5 per cent, of cocaine hypochloride in

normal saline), to which are added two drops ad-

renalin-chloride (i in 1,000) to the cubic centi-

meter, is the solution used for injection. The
author then details the exact technique of injection.

Certain symptoms of circulatory disturbance usually

supervene. "The patient becomes blanched, beads

of perspiration exude, the heart thumps excessively,

and occasionally, in fatty subjects and persons ad-

dicted to much smoking, it beats quite irregularly,

intermitting one now and again. Others complain
of intense pain in the lower part of the back and
abdomen. I am inclined to believe this is due to

great and tense pulsation of the abdominal aorta.

A good many have headaches which last during the

operation or supervene some hours after." These
symptoms are, in the author's opinion, due to the

action of the adrenalin, which causes a rise of peri-

pheral pressure and stimulates the heart. Later

there may be a fall of blood pressure and the

patient partially collapses, due possibly to the

late absorption of cocaine. In view of these

symptoms it seems to me that the position taken

up by this writer is not a very sound one. In

the method which was first described untoward
symptoms are conspicuous by their absence, and
any symptoms which I have noticed have been

extremely mild in comparison with the above. At-

tention to the points noted above does much to

eliminate any ill effects during anesthetization by
packing. In addition, the only bad effect which has

occurred in cases observed by me has been slight

headache, which is of short duration, and this was
only complained of in a few cases.

Besides these symptoms, which appear to occur

in almost every case anesthetized by the infiltration

method. Tones reports three cases in which, during

combined general and local anesthesia, alarming

syncopal symptoms arose. The cases are as follows

:

"Case I.—A pale and anemic woman with a feeble

circulation was fairly deeply anesthetized before

the submucous injection was thrown in. About a

minute after this the patient suddenly became in-

tensely pallid, respiration ceased, and the pupils sud-

denly dilated. She was promptly inverted, and
after about twenty or thirty seconds of anxious
waiting she gave a sighing respiration, then a sec-

ond, and finally recommenced breathing. Artificial

respiration was not resorted to. Case II—This

case occurred in a woman about a month ,
later

almost in the same way, except that the untoward
symptoms appeared earlier. Inversion restored her

breathing and the operation was completed. Case
III—This was a case of endonasal operation for

antral suppuration. The patient was rather deeply

anesthetized, and I injected y^ c.c. of normal saline

with a few drops of adrenalin (i in 1,000) added
into the anterior end of the inferior turbinate with

the object of resecting this bloodlessly. Within ten

seconds respiration ceased, the pulse was sup-

pressed, and the pupils widely dilated. She was in-

verted immediately, and respiration gradually re-

stored, the pulse becoming stronger by slow de-

grees." For my part, I have never made use of

the injection method in the submucous operation,

but a short time ago I had a rather alarming experi-

ence with a case in which some adrenalin solution

was injected into the anterior ends of the inferior
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turbinates. I have elsewhere {The Prescriber,

April, 1912), placed the case on record, but as the

subject is one of importance a short account may
be here given. The case was that of a pale, anemic
youth who came under observation for nasal ob-
struction for which turbinectomy and adenectomy
were done. Combined local and general anesthesia

was employed. Just before starting the operation

a few minims of adrenalin solution (i in 1,000)

were injected into each inferior turbinate. The
boy suddenly collapsed and exhibited all the

signs of a severe syncopal attack which, at

first glance, appeared fatal. Respiration was
suspended, but the pulse (very rapid and small)

could be felt at the wrist and, on auscultation, the

heart sounds were easily heard. With artificial

respiration and judicious stimulation gradual re-

covery took place, but it was almost five minutes
before the danger stage was considered past. There
were no further developments, and next day the

boy was up and about as if nothing had happened.
After this experience I have not cared to repeat the

experiment. What causes the syncope one can
only surmise. Jones suggests three possible ex-

planations, anemia of the bulb, toxic action on the

respiratory center, and spasm of the coronary
arteries. It seems to me that the first aflfords quite

a feasible explanation. At the German Congress
of Internal Medicine last year Hirsch of Berlin

pointed out that by injecting adrenalin into various

organs in animals a rapid fall of temperature was
produced {Lancet, June 10, 1911). Now this

marked fall of body temperature can hardly be
adequately explained by simple constriction of the

peripheral vessels. Is it not likely that there is

produced anemia of the bulb? If that is so, it is

probable that the heat regulating center, which lies

in the medulla oblongata, is interfered with. If

that hypothesis be correct, one might further argue
that other centers situated in that region, to wit, the
respiratory and circulatory centers, would also be
affected, resulting in the alarming train of symp-
toms already noted. Be the explanation what it

may, there seems little doubt that such symptoms
are directly attributable to the injection of adrena-
lin, and it is but right that a word of warning should
be given in this connection.

Some workers who favor local anesthesia by in-

jection substitute novocaine for cocaine. Bourgeois
advocates this method {Medical Press and Circular,

February 8, 191 1), which is described as follows:
"He first introduces gauze steeped in a solution of
cocaine ( i in 30) and leaves it in contact five

minutes. Then he injects a solution of novocaine
(i in 100) to which a few drops of a solution of
adrenalin are added. This injection is limited to

the zone of operation and begins at the furthest
end of the nasal fossa. Immediately after the injec-

tion the fossa is plugged once more with the cocaine
solution (i in 30) and at the end of ten minutes
insensibility is complete. The slight toxicity of
novocaine renders secondary accidents almost im-
possible, while vasodilatation being much reduced,
secondary hemorrhage is exceedingly rare."

Another method of local anesthetization in nasal
cases is that associated with the name of Freer.
Here cr)'stals of cocaine-hydrochloride are directly

rubbed up the mucous membrane of the nasal sep-
tum. This method is strongly recommended by

J. Walker Wood {British Medical Journal, 1911,
II. p. 1059), who proceeds as follows: "A few
crystals of cocaine-hydrochlorate are picked up with

a small cotton-wool mop saturated with adrenalin-

chloride (i in 1000), and gently rubbed into the

mucous membrane of the septum on both sides.

Three or four applications, extending over a period

of about ten minutes, are usually sufficient to pro-

duce a perfect anesthesia." Adam of Hamilton,
Scotland, has recently in a short note testified to

the value of Freer's method {British Medical Jour-
nal, 1912, I, page 607). I fail to see that this has

any special advantages over the method of packing,

with the possible exception that one can control the

dosage of the drug given. But does it not really

amount to the application of a concentrated solu-

tion? The effect of the friction will be to stimulate

secretion and the cocaine will undoubtedly be dis-

solved. Apparently in this method the mucous
membrane of the septum is only anesthesized. The
mucous lining of the alas nasi is left untouched,
and though there is no cutting in these parts it is

surely hardly of advantage to allow them to remain
sensitive.

It has already been pointed out that local anes-

thesia is the method of choice for the operation of

submucous resection of the nasal septum, but in

certain cases a combination of general and local

anesthesia is necessary. The administration of the

general anesthetic is carried out in the usual way.
The preparation of the patient, the actual exhibi-

tion of the anesthetic, and the after-effects in no
way markedly differ from what hold good in any
general anesthetic case, and it is unnecessary to

give details of such. The anesthetic used by me is

either chloroform or a mixture of chloroform and
ether. The anesthesia produced need not be deep
surgical anesthesia. All that is required is sufficient

anesthesia to dull the senses and abolish as far as

posible refle.x action. When the patient has been
adequately anesthesized, an attempt may be made
to keep up anesthesia by pumping the anesthetic

through a Junker's tube placed in the mouth, but
my experience has been that in many cases this does

not act well.

There are several disadvantages in employing
general anesthesia in this operation, and perhaps
the greatest disadvantage is the bleeding. I have
invariably found that when a general anesthetic is

given hemorrhage is always more marked, and con-

sequently operative measures are interfered with
and the operation takes longer. Then there may
of course be nausea and vomiting during the opera-

tion, whilst post-anesthetic vomiting frequently

occurs. Other after symptoms such as headaches
are more severe and more often met with when a

general anesthetic has been employed. When the

patient is under the influence of chloroform he is

naturally unable to afford the surgeon any active

assistance or cooperation, a valuable asset which
can be realized when local anesthesia has been
utilized. It has also to be remembered that this

operation is sometimes not one of actual necessity,

but is frequently undertaken to relieve some minor
symptom. To subject any patient to the dangers
of general anesthesia under such circumstances

does not seem to me to be justifiable if local anes-

thesia could possibly suffice, and that there is a

certain risk with a general anesthetic in every case

must be admitted. However, in some a general

anesthetic has to be given, for example, in the case

of children and extremely nervous individuals. It

is to a large extent a matter of temperament, and
a child will often submit to the operation when an
adult would make a a;reat fuss. In lookinsr over
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some of my notes I find that of the last 84 cases

which have claimed my attention 68 were done
under local anesthesia, while in 16 combined local

and general anesthesia was employed. Of these 16

cases 5 were children, and in several of the others

further operative measures were being performed,
such as adenectomy, turbinectomy, etc., so that

there was greater need of general anesthesia. In

only one case have I found it necessary to resort

to general anesthesia after the operation has been
partly done under local anesthesia, and in this case

I believe the operation could have been concluded

without the exhibition of chloroform by the exercise

of a little persuasive exhortation. The case was
rather a difficult one and necessitated much chis-

eling and punching of bone in the region of the

maxillary crest and vomer. It was of traumatic

origin resulting from a broken nose some years

previously. As the case in question was that of a

boy of 15 it was thought that the manipulations
necessary for the removal of the bone would put

too great a strain on the patient. The earlier pro-

cedures in this case had been carried out without

the slightest difficulty. The youngest patient in this

series in whom the operation was done under local

anesthesia was a boy of 13—while in several boys
and girls 14 and 15 years of age this form of anes-

thesia sufficed.

From the above considerations I am convinced
that in the majority of cases no general anesthetic

is required and that cocaine-adrenatin solution ap-

plied locally affords the necessary anesthesia. As
to the mode of application I think the method first

described is the best, and if properly carried out
with every precaution to points of technique it

should not fail. The advantages pertaining to it

may be summed up as follows : ( i ) Efficient anes-

thesia and eflfective control of hemorrhage; (2)
ease of application; and (3) freedom from ill-

effects during or after operation.

VISUAL ACUITY AND THE MONTESSORI
METHOD OF INSTRUCTING CHILDREN.

By S.VMUEL HORTON BROWN, M. D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Among the several recently devised methods of

kindergarten instruction that have been brought to

the notice of educators, none seems to have at-

tracted the attention of the general public to the ex-

tent as has that employed by Dottoressa Maria
Montessori in the several special schools in Rome,
which bear her name. The system has been written

about extensively in the technical journals and in

the lay press, and discussed at great length. The
reason of this attention is that Dottoressa Mon-
tessori claims to have devised a process whereby the

pupils spontaneously break forth into reading and
writing, "an explosion into writing," as she herself

expresses it. Whether this is accomplished or not

is a subject for the educators to determine, but

since the method bids fair to be adopted in many
of the lower schools and kindergartens, it is our

duty as physicians to determine in how far it is in-

fluenced by physical and pathological factors.

It is therefore necessary to review briefly some
of the prominent features of this system. In the

first place it is stated that no coercion or even per-

suasion is employed ; the child expresses himself

only when he feels able to do so, and the means of

expression is mastered through a series of toys and

games, especially devised to develop the physical

faculties in such a way that they respond quickly

and accurately to the demands of the mind. This
is similar in principle to other forms of kinder-
garten work, but ditTerent in technique, if the word
may be so employed.

Madame Montessori began her life work as a
physician, being said to be the first woman to re-

ceive a medical degree from the University of
Rome. She occupied several positions in connec-
tion with the Italian Department of Education, hav-
ing to do with the instruction of feeble-minded and
defective children. It was while working along
these lines that she evolved this system for edu-
cating normal as well as deficient children.

In Rome, Houses of Childhood, as they are
called, have been built to accommodate this system
and the children are oftentimes in the "Case dei

Bambini" for quite a long period before any real

lessons are assigned them. They are allowed to

take part in any games they may elect, and to

familiarize themselves gradually with their sur-

roundings. The regulations insist that the child be
neat and clean in person and in dress. When the
children present themselves at school they are
quietly inspected and their attention is gently called

to any untidiness, the idea being to encourage the

children to observe the tidiness of one another, but
without deprecatory remarks, and by this means
they acquire a habit of observing themselves. The
Italian temperament doubtless permits this feature

of the system to be absorbed and successfully car-

ried out, but it is questionable whether American
children having acquired the faculty of criticism

could use it without the deprecatory remarks so

much deplored by Madame Montessori.
The children are permitted to dabble in the water,

but in such a way that washing of the hands and
face are accomplished before the child is aware of
the serious nature of the pastime. They are made
to aid each other in buttoning their aprons. Light
graduated exercises are employed to develop co-

ordination. The free rhythm work as used in the

American system is elaborated upon in this method.
In addition to the songs, marches, and games the
children learn to greet one another politely, and to
sit properly and composedly in their chairs. They
are taught to rise and reseat themselves gracefully
and to move about the room with security and
ease. The tables and chairs are not fastened to the
floor in order to teach the children that it is necessary
to move carefully among the furniture. Wherever
possible, Madame favors the serving of school lun-

cheons and takes advantage of such service to in-

struct the youngsters in the setting of the table,

the serving of the meal, the washing of the dishes,

and other similar duties, which the children soon
learn to perform with considerable enjoyment.
Each morning the names of the qualified wait-

resses, dishwashers, etc., are placed upon a tablet

and those who have learned to read announce these

names to the others. When a child is able to carry
safely a glass or a plate, this child is eligible for

the position of waitress. As waiter or waitress the

child develops gross coordination, which is further

developed by the proper use of knives, forks, spoons
and brooms.

Anthropological measurements are taken of the

children in all these Case dei Bambini at regular

intervals, and records are kept for comparison un-
der the supervision of a physician. The birthday

of the child is selected for this purpose. The sta-

ture is taken once a month on the date correspond-
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ing to the birthday. The weight is taken once a

week on the corresponding day, and once a year

other details are recorded on the birthday. In this

way the child is certain to become familiar with

its birthday.

When the child has begun to feel perfectly at

home amidst the surroundings and routine described

the so-called Exercises of Practical Life are added
to the course. Perhaps the introduction to these

will consist of a number of light wooden embroid-

ery frames which have pieces of fabric and other

material fastened along their sides. These pieces

are sometimes of leather, again of linen or dress

material, and they may be hooked, laced, buttoned,

or tied together, according to the arrangement of

the particular squares. This aids in developing co-

ordination and affords great interest to the young-
ster. This also enables the child to tie his own
shoestrings and to button his own frock.

Following the use of the squares, the cylinders,

the graduated rectangular blocks called the "Big

Stair," the series of rods called the ''Long Stair,"

and the graduated cubes called the "Tower," are

employed. Madame Alontessori refers to these as

"a first Hoor in the education of the senses."

The cylinders are ten in number, and are fitted

into a case such as is used for holding weights.

These usually come in sets of three, although occa-

sionally in sets of four. In the first set the pieces

are all of equal length, but graduated in diameter

;

in the second, they are all of the same diameter, but

graduated in length ; in the third, both length and

diameter vary, the cylindrical form alone remain-

ing constant, .-\lthough the cylinders are of solid

wood, each armed with a little brass button at the

top for taking them out and putting them back into

the holes of the case, the entire apparatus may be

carried by the youngest child in the school.

The object of this series of cylinders is to culti-

vate the instinct that children have for arranging

small objects in rows. In the practical application

of the cylinders they are taken out of their case

by the child and mixed up, after which he endeavors

to replace them in their respective places.

The succeeding lesson is that having to do with

the construction of the "Big Stair" out of the grad-

uated rectangular blocks, which are made compara-

tively large, as the child depends upon its visual per-

ception in this exercise to guide it. Here the form
sense is brought into use, and if the child is the

subject of any refraction errors it will be shown
by the slow manner in which the child perfects itself

in the exercise.

The next lesson in which the series of rods is

used is called the "Long Stair." The children at

first regard it as a game of blocks, but soon it

forms the basis for lessons in counting, and through

them elementary arithmetic is taught. The object

of these exercises is that the child may learn to

distinguish difference s of form and dimension

through the touch as well as by sight.

In her original work among defective children,

Madame Montessori was greatly impressed by the

acuity and delicacy of the sense of touch in chil-

dren under seven years of age. After this age it

undergoes a natural decline and is not so amenable
to education as formerly. It is upon this fact that

the larger part of the Montessori method depends

;

consequently the first exercises have to do with

gross tactile impressions.

After the children pass through the hand-wash-
:tng and bowl-washing stage, they are given a se-

ries of exercises in order to lead them to discrimi-

nate quickly and accurately between rough and
smooth surfaces. The apparatus consists of a set of

tablets and cards on which are mounted strips of
rough and smooth paper. The teacher passes the

fingers of the child over the rough and the smooth
strips, indicating each by name as the fingers are
drawn across it. The teacher then requests that

either the rough or the smooth be given her by the

pupil, in order to determine if the child has been
able to appreciate and remember the difference.

This e.xercise is also performed with the child

blindfolded.

This simple exercise is elaborated upon until the
child is able to distinguish, blindfolded, velvet, sev-

eral qualities of silk, several grades of woolen
goods, linen, cotton, and other fabrics. These ex-
ercises begin with two squares of strongly con-

trasting fabrics; the child is directed to feel each
and then to match the test squares with the squares

of similar fabric taken from a pile of assorted

squares of fabric. The quality is first learned by the

child and the names are learned later. According to

all reports the children seem to enjoy this exercise

immensely.
Exercises devised to teach the children to distin-

guish differences in weight are also a part of the

system. The pupil first takes in each hand tablets

of different weights and balances them upon his

palms until he appreciates the difference.' He is

then blindfolded and allowed to select from a pile

of weights those that appear to him to be of the

same weight.

Following close upon the exercise to determine
the values of rough and smooth surfaces, the sys-

tem prescribes that the letters of the alphabet be

cut out of metal or out of sandpaper. In the first

instance the geometrical form of the letter may be

cut out of the metal and the child directed to fill

it in with crayon until familiar with the shape and
with the name of the letter. In the case of the sand-

paper letters, the letter is cut out of the rough pa-

per and mounted on a glazed cardboard. The letter

is shown to the child and named : then the child is

made to trace the rough letter with the fingers, as

in writing, the sound of the letter being given to

the child at the same time. The movable alphabet,

having the vowels in pink and the consonants in

blue, is next used to educate the sense of sight as to

the geometrical form of the letters.

Owing to the phonetic character of the spelling

in the Italian language, these children eventually

assemble these letters of their own accord and
spontaneously break into writing words. Reading
is brought about in the same way : a word is placed

upon the board and the child analyzes it. calling the

pronunciation of each letter as it appears to him,

and the pupil is made to assemble these sounds so

that a spoken word is formed.
The instruction in elementary colors is similar

to that of Sequin, used for defective children ; first

the teacher shows the child the object and speaks

the name of its color distinctly. Secondly, the name
of the color is announced and the child is requested

to give the object having that color to the teacher.

Thirdly, the teacher points to the object and then

requires the child to pronounce the name of its

color.

Having briefly reviewed some of the more promi-

nent features of Madame Montessori's method of

instructing children, it is pertinent to inquire as to

what extent a svstem of this character would in-
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terest ophthalmologists, physicians, and those ha\-
ing to do with child culture institutions. Those of
us who have had to do with school children of the
larger cities are impressed with the great number
of cases of defective vision in the children, due to

errors of refraction and faulty development, and
cannot but feel that the present system of elemen-
tary education (and also the advanced) demands
too much from the ocular structures. In other
words, it requires that the entire visual and psycho-
visual apparatus be absolutely normal before it is

possible that any progress can be made in the child's

education.

In accordance with this, kindergartners are in-

structed at great length in psychology, most of
which has to do with physiological optics and ocu-
lar physiology. The e.xercises for the children nec-

essarily have to do to a large extent with visual per-

ceptions, and in so far as the vision is defective, in

just so far is the child's education affected. The
educators' responsibility is shifted to the ophthal-

mologist, who does his best to restore or rather

develop normal vision in these children. Despite
our very best efforts, and even in favorable cases,

it may be a year or more before the visual units of

the retina and visual tract are properly developed,
during which time, of course, the presence of the

tactile sense is ignored and the child's education

is necessaril}' at a standstill. If, however, the

child be so unfortunate as to be deaf, dumb,
and blind, he or she will then become the inmate
of an institution where this tactile sense will be de-

veloped, and his or her education will surpass that

of many of these children who have only compara-
tively slight visual defects.

It would seem that if the wonderful results of

Madame Montessori were accomplished in the chil-

dred of the slums in Rome, where certainly it was
impossible to prescribe glasses by the wholesale for

the children, there would be some field for the ap-

plication of the system here. While there can be

no objection raised as to the caring for the sight

of the school children as we are now doing in this

country, it would appear to be along the line of ra-

tional progress to supplement our system of educa-

tion by any innovations that would remove the strain

from the eyes and that would enlist the activity of

other special senses which are now allowed to re-

main latent. We are all familiar with the current

hypercritical advice concerning the height of the

desk, the type, the paper, the books, etc., and we
have failed to note any material improvement in

conditions, or even in the books which are giving

the advice.

In making the comments and criticisms it is un-

derstood that the Montessori method does not stand

alone in the character of its exercises or the results

obtained. There are numerous American method--

employed in different sections of the United States

which are producing as wonderful benefits, but the

bulk of the lay public, as well as the educators, have

not appreciated the fact that it is possible to edu-

cate normal, as well as abnormal children, by means
of the tactile sense as well as the visual sense. Sys-

tems such as Madame Montessori has devised, how-
ever, do not e.xact any very great strain upon the

eyes, and thereby such systems enable us properly

to develop the visual acuity in children who may
be suffering from errors of refraction and undevel-

oped retinas.

1901 Mt. Vernon' Street.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF
FOLIE A DEUX,

WITH REPORT OF A C.^SE.

By WILLIAM A, BOYD, B,S., M.D„
WESTPORT. CONN.

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT, THE WESTPORT SANITARIUM.

Definition.—There is no good corresponding Eng-
lish term for folic a deux. It might be termed a
mental disorder occurring in two or more predis-

posed individuals, who have been intimately asso-
ciated with each other. It is characterized by delu-
sional ideas, particularly of a persecutory type,

which may be transferred from one individual to

another.

Synonyms.—"Communicated insanity" and "dou-
ble insanity" are terms which have been used.
The former does not cover all cases, as the French
and English classifications are somewhat different

;

the latter term is inconvenient when, as not infre-

quently occurs, more than two persons are affected.

Types.—^Three principal types have been men-
tioned and described in literature, namely: (i) im-
posed insanity, (2) simultaneous insanity, (3) com-
municated insanity.

Historical Sketcli."-—This disorder was first men-
tioned by Kaillarger but it was first accurately de-
scribed by Laseque and Falret-" in 1877.

1. In describing the type known as imposed in-

sanity or folic imposcc. Laseque and Falret stated

that delusional ideas of one person might be trans-
ferred to another sane individual, but it was neces-
sary that the two should have been intimately asso-
ciated and free from counterbalancing influences,

and that the delusional ideas should present some
degree of probability in order that they might be
accepted. They also noticed that the psychosis in

the second individual did not run a typical course,
but tended to disappear as soon as the two were
separated.

2. Simultaneous insanity, or folie simultane, was
first described by Regis" in 1881, who stated that

this form of folie a deux consisted, not in the com-
munication of a delusion from one person to
another, but in its simultaneous appearance, and by
reciprocal influence, in the predisposed individuals
who are together. Regis stated that imitation may
have a certain eft'ect on weak mental organizations
always ready for any occasional cause. This action
might aff'ect at the same time a large number, and as

an illustration he mentions the famous epidemics
of insanity in the Middle .^ges. The most familiar
illustration of this class in modern times, is the
effect produced by the Revivalist. This form
has not been accepted by some alienists as
a true type of folie a deux, on account of
the absence of evidence of mental contagion in the

transmission of the psychosis from one person to
the other. Diefendorf states that there is no form
of phychosis characteristic of simultaneous insanity.

Several published cases have presented the clinical

picture of manic-depressive insanity, some of ex-
haustion psychosis, and many of dementia preco.x.

In his own experience, forms of dementia precox
have predominated. Folie gemellaire (the insanity

of twins) is one form of simultaneous insanity and
was described by Ball* in 1884. Instances were cited

in which two or more brothers or sisters, together
or separated, have been affected simultaneously, and
in an identical manner.

3. Communicated insanity, or folie communiquee.
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was first described by Marandon de MontyeP" in

1881. In this form the second individual accepts

the delusional ideas of the first only after prolonged
resistance, and the psychosis persists in the second

even after the two have been separated. He states

that it is not absolutely essential that both cases

should present the same psychosis.

In addition to the three types already mentioned,

another has been described by Lehmann^'' which he

calls folie indiiife or induced insanity. It consists

of the addition of new delusions of the original

insanity of the patient, under the influence of his

association with other patients.

Tuke"* classified the disorder as follows : (
i ) cases

in which an insane patient distinctly infects another

person with the same mental disorder. (2) Cases

in which a person becomes insane from companion-
ship, not in consequence of direct transference of

morbid ideas, but in consequence of the shock aris-

ing out of the painful impressions caused by wit-

nessing the attack, or by the strain of nursing a

patient. (3) Cases in which two or more persons

become insane simultaneously from the same cause.

(4) Cases in which one lunatic infects another luna-

tic with its special delusion. At the conclusion of

an article on folie a deux, among other conclusions,

Tuke arrived at the following: (i) In the majority

of cases, those who become insane in consequence

of association with the insane are neurotic or some-

what feeble-minded. (2) Females are more com-
monly affected than males. (3) The most common
form which cases of communicated mental disorder

assume is that of delusion, or of being entitled to

property of which they are defrauded by their

enemies. (4) A young person is more likely to

adopt the delusions of an older person than vice

versa, especially if the latter be a relative. (5) It

is often difficult to determine to what extent the per-

son who is the second to become insane affects in

his turn the mental condition of the primary agent.

In reporting cases of communicated insanity most
writers divide or classify those affected with this

disorder into the active or parasite and the passive.

In the case which I report, I regard the daughter

as the active agent or parasite, and the mother as

the passive agent or person infected, which is rather

an exception to the rule. At the conclusion of this

article is appended a somewhat complete bibliog-

raphy of books and periodical literature upon this

subject. I am indebted to the Librarian of the Sur-

geon General's office and to the Librarian of the

New York Academy of Medicine for access to valu-

able material, and to Dr. A. R. Diefendorf for help-

ful suggestions in the preparation of this paper.

Report of Case : A mother and daughter came
under my observation on the same day, August 3,

191 1. The family and personal histories of each

will be considered separately : the psychosis of both,

of course, together.

Miss R. Age 2'4. Maternal aunt and mother in-

sane. Had the usual diseases of childhood. Was edu-

cated at high school and at business college. As a girl

she took little interest in reading, study, or music.

By far the greater part of her time was taken up in

assisting her mother with the household work. Her
disposition was quiet. During her girlhood she

would have mixed with young people in a normal
way, but her mother objected to their coming to her

home, saying that they were too much trouble and
that entertaining required too much extra work.

Soon after graduation she secured a position as

stenographer, but her business career was very un-

stable. Within a period of five years she had
worked for ten different firms. Some of these were
temporary positions, but in the majority of cases

she quit of her own accord for reasons which will

be mentioned in the section of this paper pertaining

to her psychosis. Her work had always been satis-

factory and she had in her possession excellent let-

ters of reference. The excuses which she gave her

parents for leaving these positions were that her

salary was too small, that she was substituting for

another, and that the positions were temporary
ones.

Mrs. R. Age 49. Maternal aunt insane. Mother
very nervous. Daughter insane. Nothing un-

usual occurred during childhood or young
womanhood. She received a common school

education, marrying at 19 ; one child was the

result of this union. An attack of pneumo-
nia at 23 was followed by "kidney trouble." Her
disposition before marriage was a cheerful and
happy one, but she was very "nervous." Her do-

mestic life was fairly happy, but she was "cranky"
and irritable. Si.x years ago she stopped visiting

her friends and neighbors and worried much be-

cause her hair began to fall out. Her menopause
occurred about one year ago; since then her health

has been poor and she has frequently complained of

headaches.

The attack of the daughter was characterized

by a gradual, insidious onset of about four years'

duration. It was first noticed that she talked

and acted strangely at times, was suspicious of

others, and had ideas of reference. On several occa-

sions she quit her position as stenographer, saying
that the people with whom she worked had made
slighting remarks about her work, laughed at her

dress, and at Sunday school, on the street cars, and
at the homes of relatives others made remarks about
her. About the middle of June, 191 1, there was a
marked change in her condition, and I fi.x the acute

onset as beginning about that date. She seemed
more "nervous," her appetite was poor, and she

could not sleep. She complained of "bad feelings"

in her head, and declared that she was "much mixed
up." She frequently became lacrymose because her
father did not believe in her hallucinations and ideas

of reference. These auditory hallucinations were
prominent. She would close the door, talk in whis-
pers, saying that some one was listening. She
claimed to hear the voices of men outside the win-
dow, who, when she appeared at the door, said

"there she is now." She feared that she would be
arrested, taken away, locked up, and killed. She
was suspicious of her food, and had hallucinations

of touch. She had never been seen talking to her-

self, her conversation was always coherent and rele-

vant, she displayed no suicidal or homicidal tend-

encies, and was never violent. No visual hallucina-

tions were noted.

A word about the home life of these people may
not seem out of place just here. The family con-

sisted of father, mother, and daughter. They lived

upon a farm, the father, a huckster, was away dur-

ing the day, and often until late at night. As the

mother discouraged the visits of her friends and
neighbors, mother and daughter were thrown con-

tinually into each other's society, and consequently

depended much upon each other for advice and sym-
pathy. When the acute onset of the daughter took

place, her mother was attacked with similar symp-
toms. Although she had been nervous for many
years, and during her married life had been "cranky"
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and irritable, she had shown no marked mental
symptoms until that date. She would not eat, feared
that something was going to happen—that she was
going to be punished. She believed that her daugh-
ter had a "spell" over her which she could not
break, and wanted the daughter sent away for fear
that this influence might make her mad. She was
self-willed, and would threaten to kill herself if her
husband did not allow her to do as she pleased. She
w'ould often mutter to herself in a low tone of voice,

and there was some retardation in speech and move-
ment, and her emotional field was very unstable.

Marked ideas of reference were present ; she thought
people were trying to injure herself and her daugh-
ter. She was suspicious of the conversation and
actions of every one e.xcept her daughter. Auditory
hallucinations were frequent. She heard voices

under the window talking to her and about her.

She also heard voices of people in the shrubbery
about the house, who were eavesdropping, and
whom she thought were planning to rob the house.
Mother and daughter spent much of the time read-

ing the Bible together ; this was unusual. They
would sit beside each other all day and often until

after midnight, talking to each other of their imag-
inary troubles in whispers, fearing that thev

might be overheard. They believed that everyone
was talking about them. The mother said that the

neighbors called her daughter a bad character and
that she would have to share the disgrace. They
were superstitious, wanting the dog and cat killed

and their blood sprinkled upon the doorsteps. Thev
both firmly believed that their own presence about
the house brought bad luck. They expressed the

delusion that the farm was going to be taken away
from them, and one very rainy day, without pro-

tection of umbrella or raincoat, they started to the

house of their pastor to ask his intercession in this

matter. Each patient seemed to wield a great in-

fluence over the other; the mother obeyed her
daughter implicitly ; the daughter in turn would
not obey her father unless she first asked her

mother's consent. By the fifth week after the acute

onset, neither of the patients would do any house-
work, and the husband found it necessary to pre-

pare his own meals.

On admission six weeks after the acute onset, a

physical examination of the daughter was made.
She was noted as a slender, poorly nourished young
woman weighing only eighty-eight and one-half

pounds. Her gait was steady, but she swayed
slightly in the Romberg position ; this, however, was
probably due to weakness. There were slight tre-

mors of extended fingers, tongue, and closed eyelids.

A history of constipation. Mentally, on admission.

she was noted as taking little interest in her sur-

roundings ; sat with eyes fixed upon the floor, reply-

ing to questions in monosyllables, in a slow, hesi-

tating manner. Her answers were at times suspi-

cious and evasive, and she would frequently ask,

"What do you want to know that for?" She said

that it was difficult for her to think at times and that

her head "seemed to be in a whirl." Her memory
was somewhat impaired both for recent and remote
past. No hallucinations or delusions could be elic-

ited. Orientation poor. Speech coherent.

Six weeks after the beginning of her attack the

mother was examined, w^ith the following findings

:

physicallv, a medium-sized, middle-aged, ponrlv

nourished woman showing no physical abnormali-

ties. Urine normal. Mentally: she could not an-

swer questions, but sat seemingly absorbed in her

own thoughts, gazing absently in front of her.

She seemed confused, and it was impossible to elicit

hallucinations or delusions. Her orientation was
poor, and memory impaired.

At first the mother and daughter were allowed to

remain together in the ward parlor. During this

time they would sit side by side, quite abstracted,

rarely, if ever, speaking to each other, but seem-
ingly looking to each other for protection. At the

end of a few days it was thought best to separate

them. The daughter was allowed to remain with the

other patients in the ward parlors, while the mother
was put to bed in her room, where she could receive

special nursing which her weakened and poorly

nourished physical condition seemed to require.

-Seven weeks after the acute onset the daughter
showed slight signs of improvement. Although she

still ate sparingly she took more interest in her sur-

roundings, and was more accessible in conversation,

seemed to take some interest in the music, and took

walks in the grounds w'ith other patients. When
examined mentally it was found that she was only

partially oriented. She admitted that she had audit-

ory hallucinations at home, but had not been
troubled with voices talking about her since her ar-

rival here. She said to the physician, "I do not feel

just right, there is a peculiar feeling in my head;
the whole of me feels peculiar; I am not strong and
get tired easily ; my head does not feel just right,

heavy ; my memory is not so awful clear ; I am not

perfectly well." There seemed to be some impair-

ment of memory, her judgment was poor, and she

had no insight into her condition. At this time the

mother seemed to improve slightly also. When ex-

amined by the physician, she resisted gently, saying,

"What does it all mean?" Her attention was hard

to focus, her memory was defective, she was only

partially oriented, and her apprehensions were in-

tense. No auditory hallucinations could be elicited,

but she expressed some vague delusion about the

window curtains being changed, and other things

being dififerent in the room. It was necessary to

urge her to eat, and although she had been taking a

tonic she did not increase in weight and at this time

weighed only eighty-seven and one-half pounds.

Ten w^eeks after the acute onset the daughter was
allowed, at the request of her father, to leave to visit

relatives for a few weeks. At this time she was
very quiet, conversed in a relevant manner, but with

a slight hesitation as if there was some retardation

of thought or a slight memory defect. She slept

well, her appetite was good, and she had gained

slightly in weight. At this time the mother spent

part of her time in bed, but was allowed to sit up
part of the afternoon. She was evasive in her

answers, was suspicious at times, there was some
retardation in speech and action, and some memory
defect was still present. The daughter was read-

mitted two and one-half months after the acute

onset. After a pleasant visit with relatives she had
returned home, where instead of improving she

seemed to take less interest in herself and her sur-

roundings and as her father could not remain at

home with her he thought it best to return her

to the hospital. When questioned by the physician

she admitted having heard voices talking to her, and
thought there was some beneficent influence growing
nut of her auditorv hallucinations. She had no true

insight into her couf'ition, but said there was some-
thing she did not understand. She expressed many
somatic complaints and her memory for recent and
past events seemed to be impaired.
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During this time the mother's mental condition

had improved a little. She would occasionally be-

come lacrymose because she was not allowed to go
home. She seemed somewhat brighter^ but did not

care to enter into conversation with any one. Of
course, during all this time, the mother and daugh-
ter were kept apart. In the fifth month after the

beginning of the attack, against the advice of her

physicians the mother was removed to her home'

by her husband. She had gained slightly in weight.

Her mental condition was somewhat improved, in

that she seemed to take more interest in her per-

sonal appearance and in her surroundings, her mem-
ory seemed clearer, she was not so lacrymose as

formerly, conversed more freely, her appetite was
improved, her sleep was more refreshing, and she

denied her former hallucinations, but I did not con-

sider her as being quite normal at this time. Two
weeks after returning home, a message was re-

ceived that she had improved very much after re-

turning home and appeared to be practically normal.

She was in a rather weak physical condition, how-
ever.

During the six weeks of the daughter's readmis-

sion. there was practically no improvement in her

mental condition. She still presented apathy,

faulty memory for recent and remote events, and
limited content of thought. Her hallucinations and
delusions could not be elicited. She continued seclu-

sive and suspicious, refused to go to the dining

room, had to be assisted in dressing and undressing,

and was careless and untidy. She would sit or stand

about the wards taking no interest in her surround-

ings. She would not talk unless addressed, and her

replies were in monosyllables. Her memory and
jiKlgment were poor, and she had no insight into

her condition. Nineteen weeks after her acute on-

set, at the request of her father, she was again re-

moved to visit relatives. Several weeks after leav-

ing here, a report from her relatives stated that the

daughter had not improved at home, and that she

had been sent to one of the State hospitals.

In this case, as in the majority of cases reported,

there is the active agent, who in this case is the

daughter, who had suffered from dementia precox

of the hebephrenic type of some years' duration. It

was not, however, until an acute exacerbation, that

the mother, thrown in very close and dependent
relationship, accepts the "crazy" symptoms of her

daughter: that is, the delusions, hallucinations, and
fear. It is worthy of note that the mother's case,

during its development and course, was far more
acute and profound and accompanied by more
physical disturbance than that of the daughter.
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WH.AT PART SHOULD THE GENERAL
PRACTITIONER TAKE IN THE CA^l-

PAIGN FOR THE CONSERVA-
TION OF VISION?*

By perry B. hough, B.S., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

I THINK we are all agreed that preventive medicine

is being developed on all sides at the present time,

and that any study of the preservation of the health

of the human body should include that of the organs

of vision. For unless the vision is normal the rest

of the body must work under a handicap, which,

however small, is an item of expense to the public

at large. I shall endeavor to take up the more
common factors that cause loss of vision and show
how they can be avoided or decreased.

Ophthalmia neonatorum is one of the most pro-

lific causes of loss of vision. Up to 1882, when
Crede made the statement that ophthalmia neona-

torum could be prevented by the instillation of a

drop of a 2- per cent, solution of nitrate of silver

*Read before the Society of the Alumni of the City
(Charity) Hospital.

into the eyes at birth, statistics showed that from
10 to 30 per cent, of the inmates of blind asylums
had lost their eyes from this cause. Since then, as

this method of procedure has been followed more
and more, we hnd a marked decrease until at the

present time in New York ophthalmia neonatorum
is a rare disease. It has been made a reportable

disease by the New York Health Department, and
all midwives are required to use the Crede method.
The result is that in 32,201 births reported by them
in six months and investigated by department
nurses only twenty-three cases were found. Dur-
ing 1910, 129,080 births took place in New York
and at the several eye hospitals and lying-in hos-

pitals only 178 cases were reported. As to how
many cases occurred in private practice we do not
know, but we can be certain that if all men recog-

nized the fact that a purulent conjunctivitis could
be caused by other organisms than the gonococcus
and would use this method at every birth the num-
ber of cases would be almost nil. If the infection

occurs at birth the disease will occur before the

fifth day, but if it occurs after that date the infec-

tion took place after birth. The severity of the in-

fection varies with the infecting organism and its

virulence. It may manifest itself as simply a mild
infection with scanty secretion and very little swell-

ing of the conjunctiva and lids, or it may go on to

a marked edema of the conjunctiva, swelling of the

lids and a profuse purulent secretion. The treat-

ment is cleanliness—irrigating the eyes every half

hour if necessary to keep them free from secre-

tion. As to whether a solution of boric acid, bichlo-

ride, or normal saline is used I do not believe it

makes much difference. .Silver nitrate, 2 per cent,

solution, should be used once a day. Cold com-
presses for half an hour two or three times a day
will hasten recovery. In the severe cases the cold

compresses should be applied for a half hour every
two hours day and night and may occasionally have
to be applied almost constantly. If the cornea be-

comes involved heat should be used instead of the

cold. Personally I have great faith in the efficacy

of argyrol, using a 30 per cent, solution in the be-

ginning every two hours and decreasing the

strength and frequency as the condition improves.
If the treatment is begun early, as it should be, I

do not think an eye should be lost ; but when it is

lost this is because of improper care.

Ne.xt to ophthalmia of the newborn is ophthal-

mia in adults. Here the prognosis is more grave
and consequently one should strive harder to pre-

vent infection. For this reason every patient with

gonorrhea should be warned of the danger of in-

fection not only to himself but to others, and of the

absolute necessity of cleanliness at all times. When
the infection has occurred the same line of treat-

ment should apply, but here the cornea must be
watched much more carefully and if the pressure of

the lids is very great, as is shown by a tendency of

the cornea to become steamy or hazy, the pressure

must be relieved at once by incising the outer can-

thus. In this way many a cornea will be saved that

would otherwise be lost.

Next in importance in many places is trachoma.
In New York the problem is being worked out
through the medium of school inspection, which
tends to reach the cases before they have reached a

chronic stage. All suspicious conjunctival cases are

advised to consult an oculist and in this way early

treatment is started. The success of the plan is

shown bv the small number of advanced cases in
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adults that are applying for treatment at the various

eye hospitals. Of course the examination of immi-

grants has been of great importance in preventing

new cases entering, so that it is now a question of

curing the cases we have in our midst. This one

can help to do if when they present themselves for

treatment instead of simply giving them a solution

of boric acid with which to bathe the eyes one will

give a little more careful examination, and if in

doubt send the patients to someone else to decide

as to the proper treatment. In the hard follicular

type an application of copper sulphate in the form
of bluestone or a solution of bichloride (i in 500)
works very well, but operative treatment is more
satisfactory. At home the best results seem to be

obtained by using a solution of tannin in glycerin

(15 grains to the ounce) ; or a solution of bichlo-

ride (i in 5000) if there is no secretion; but if

there is secretion argyrol 15 per cent, or another

preparation of silver gives the best results. In the

papillary type the ordinary operation of expression

I believe does very little good and sometimes leaves

the lids in a much thicker condition than before the

operation. The medicinal treatment as outlined

above gives much better results in the acute stage,

while in the chronic stage the excision of the car-

tilage is often indicated. Cleanliness and the neces-

sity of separate towels and handkerchiefs should

be impressed on all suffering from this condition.

Another source of corneal trouble is among those

who work at the emery wheel or in quarries or who
use steel instruments. The necessity of cleanliness

in the removal of foreign bodies from the cornea
should be impressed on every one in these trades.

Very often the chips are hot when they enter the

cornea and are sterile, but if they are removed with

a sharp nail or knife which is not clean, the cornea

will be abraded and infected, and if not properly
treated from the beginning the eye may be lost or

the vision greatly impaired by the resulting scar.

Happily this happens in only a small minority of

cases, but there is a loss of vision in all, for if one
examines these cases one will find that the cornea is

studded with small opaque facets, the density de-

pending upon the amount of damage done in the

removal of the numerous chips of steel. The result

is a loss in contour and transparency, leaving a cor-

nea with irregular astigmatism which cannot be
corrected with glasses. Hence the necessity of urg-
ing these men to wear shields. The worst cases are
those caused by chips of stone or marble, because
in these cases an unclean object enters the cornea
and consequently the percentage of infections is

large. I believe great care should be taken in the
removal of all foreign bodies, and that the ordinary
foreign body spud should not be used in every case.

A set of different sizes should be kept and in se-

lecting one we should use one whose point is smaller
than the object to be removed. In this way the
point can be inserted under it and one can lift it out
without causing a large abrasion. After it has
been removed the wound should be cauterized bv
using a solution of bichloride ( i to 500") applied
with cotton wound on a toothpick. In addition I

prescribe a solution of argyrol 10 per cent, to be
used at home three times a day for a few days to

render the conjunctival sac as free from pathogenic
organisms as possible. This should be used until

the wound is healed. Following this line of treat-

ment I have observed no infections following their

removal and have been able to cleanse infected
wounds verv readilv.

Another disease that is very prone to attack the

cornea is phlyctenular conjunctivitis and keratitis.

This very often follows measles and the exanthe-

mata and used to be spoken of as a scrofulous con-

dition. It usually manifests itself by the presence

of small yellowish-white blebs at the corneoscleral

margin or small grayish spots of infiltration in the

cornea. The eye is red, but the redness is around
the cornea and not over the whole conjunctival sur-

face as in pink eye. There is seldom any secretion,

but there is a profuse lacrymation which is irritat-

ing to the nasal mucous membrane and sets up an

eczema of the nares and lip. There is usually

marked photophobia and pain. The course of the

disease is obstinate. It may clear up in a few days
only to break out again and run the same course

a number of times, or the attacks may last for

weeks. The cornea is often left very much scarred

and irregular. The treatment is both local and con-

stitutional.

Atropine will often relieve the photophobia and
decrease the lacrymation. Calomel dusted into the

eye has always been a standby, although for the

past few years we have met with excellent results

by using argyrol 15 per cent, three times a day.

Internally the diet should be restricted to good
wholesome food, milk, eggs, etc., and all sweets

should be prohibited. Cod liver oil and the syrup of

the iodide of iron seem to give the best results.

Many believe there is a tuberculotis taint in these

cases ; evidence of the presence of this disease in

other parts of the body in these cases has been

found many times.

Tuberculosis and hereditary syphilis may set up
an inflammator)' condition of the iris and cornea in

children which runs a slow course, but under appro-

priate constitutional treatment ' this condition

usually clears up. Locally hot applications and
atropine are required until the acute symptoms sub-

side. In adults there may occur an iritis as a re-

sult of traumatism, or as a complication of syphilis,

rheumatism, or gonorrhea. Its importance lies in

the necessity for proper diagnosis and early treat-

ment. It must not be mistaken for glaucoma, as

the treatment of the two are exactly opposite. In

iritis there is a small pupil with usually some ex-

udate into it, giving it a grayish appearance, while

in glaucoma the pupil is dilated. In iritis the an-

terior chamber is normal in depth or may be deeper
than normal, while in glaucoma it is very shallow

or may be almost obliterated, the iris being crowded
up against the cornea. In iritis the tension is nor-

mal or may be slightlv increased, while in glaucoma
the tension is markedly increased and the eye may
be almost stony hard. In iritis the cornea is clear

and sensitive, while in glaucoma it is steamy and
insensitive.

The injection in iritis is circumcorneal and bright

pink in color, while in glaucoma it may in addition

be scleral and conjunctival and is more dusky. The
pain in iritis radiates to the temple and forehead
and is often worse at night, while in glaucoma the

pain is more neuralgic and may extend over the

whole side of the face or be referred to the teeth.

Glaucoma is very often ushered in with an attack of

vomiting.

The treatment of iritis is to try to break up the

adhesions between the iris and the anterior capsule

of the lens. For this purpose we use a strong so-

lution of atropine (4 per cent.) once or twice a day
and have the patient use a i per cent, solution at

home everv three hours at first. At the same time
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that we are striving to dilate the pupil we apply hot
compresses to favor the absorption of the exudate
that is binding the iris to the lens. Appropriate
constitutional treatment should be pushed at the

same time. It is very important that the treatment
should be begun early, otherwise the adhesions may
become so strong that it is impossible to break
them. We may have a pupil blocked with ex-
udate and the vision will be destroyed. An iris

tied down to the lens is very apt to have frequent
relapses of inflammation and go on to degenera-
tion. Iridectomy often gives relief, but is not al-

ways easily accomplished, as it is very easy to

wound the lens and produce a traumatic cataract,

or the iris tears easily and a clear pupil is not al-

ways secured.

In glaucoma the treatment is to contract the

pupil, pulling it away from the cornea in order to

open up the filtration angle at the corneoscleral

junction and allow the passage of fluids out of the

eye. Pilocarpine or eserin is used for this purpose.

Leeches and hot compresses are applied to the tem-
ple. If thes'e do not relieve the condition within a

few hours an iridectomy is necessary to relieve the

tension or the pressure on the optic nerve will pro-

duce a permanent loss of vision. If atropine is

used in one of these eyes the only thing left is an
immediate operation, as there is nothing that will

counteract its action.

Another group of cases that we are seeing now
are those of poisoning from wood alcohol. A num-
ber of cases of blindness and even death have been
reported as the result of the action of this poison.

Some of these cases were accidental, others were
caused by the substitution of wood alcohol in cheap
drinks, and a number resulted from the inhalation

of fumes while the patient was at work with mix-
tures in which methyl alcohol was the principal in-

gredient, as in shellac. There is no excuse for the

manufacture of wood alcohol now that denatured
or grain alcohol may be brought into this country

free of duty for use in the arts. We should warn
our patients against its use and strive for the day
when its manufacture will be forbidden. Unrec-
ognized errors of refraction are often a serious

menace not only to the health of the individual but

also to the Vvfelfare of the community. The exam-
ination of the vision of school children is doing a

great deal to check these errors, but there is still

a large number of people who are in need of glasses

and do not recognize it. Styes, chalazia, and
blepharitis are usually due to uncorrected errors

of refraction. A mild conjunctivitis that refuses

to yield to treatment will often get well after proper

glasses are worn. If one would test for both far

and near the degree of vision of patients who are

suffering from headache a great many of these

patients would be relieved without loss of time of

so-called bilious headaches and upset stomach and
of the depressed heart, resulting from headache
powders. It has been conclusively shown that a

great many men and women have been driven to

crime and vice because they have been unable to

continue to use their eyes in school or follow the

work they had been in the habit of doing. These re-

sults can and should be avoided if the general prac-

titioner would observe his patients a little more
closely and suggest a little sooner to the parents of

the backward student that it would be well to have

the eyes properly examined.
Another class of patients in which there is often

serious loss of vision is in children with strabis-

mus. The family physician has an important part

to play here in destroying the prevalent idea that

strabismus is caused by fright, habit, or one of the

exanthemata, and that if let alone the child will

outgrow it. In diphtheria or whooping-cough there
may be a paralytic squint (and even these cases are
rare), but the occurrence in these diseases of stra-

bismus is usually a coincidence or the squint may
have been slight or periodic and probably not no-
ticed by the parents up to this time, after which it

becomes constant. There is almost invariably an
error of refraction with unequal vision and un-
equal refraction in the two eyes. The strain of
trying to get clear vision in each eye results in a
disturbance of the relation between accommodation
and convergence, which usually go hand in hand,
and as a result there is a squint. It is the rare

exception for these cases to outgrow the condition.

It is necessary to put the eyes in a condition as
nearly normal as possible and then to reestablish

normal relations between accommodation and con-
vergence. If these cases are allowed to go untreated
there results a continued contraction of the affected

muscle in the squinting eye, a contracture takes
place, and then operation is the only way the eyes
can be made straight. But what happens to the

vision in these cases? With one eye turning in, if

both eyes were used at the same time, the patients

will have double vision ; but to avoid this nature ig-

nores the image in the squinting eye and gradually
from non-use the vision in this eye deteriorates.

This goes on until finally nothing can be done to re-

store the vision.

In the great majority of these cases if they had
been properly treated when the condition first be-

gan the eyes could have been straightened without
an operation and with the use of glasses and proper
exercise the vision often would have been greatly

improved and sometimes made nearly normal. Even
if the vision is not improved the eyes are straight

and they are not the subject of ridicule and deri-

sion as we often see; but what is more important
the patients are not discriminated against when
they apply for a position and are not forced to ac-

cept labor much below what they would otherwise
be qualified to do. Closely allied to these are the

cases of muscle weakness, in which the eyes are still

straight to outward appearance, yet often cause in-

tense suffering. These cases are the ones that suf-

fer from various nervous troubles, even bordering
on insanit}'. In these cases there is always almost
a history of difficulty in reading. Some of the pa-

tients complain of being unable to read. for more
than a few minutes before the eyes begin to ache
and they are forced to stop; others complain of

neuralgic pains, and still others of nausea and head-
ache. My latest case complained of severe vertigo.

If the patients are at all nervous, as they usually
are, they soon begin to worry and imagine they are

going to lose their sight and experience all the hor-
rors following this dreadful thing. They consult

opticians, and sometimes, I am sorry to say, oculists,

without getting relief, until someone finally dis-

covers the trouble and relieves them or if not re-

lieved they become nervous wrecks. Examination
shows very often that they are wearing their proper
correction so far as their astigmatism and hypero-
pia or myopia are concerned, but further examina-
tion will very often show a difference in the ver-

tical level of the two eyes requiring a prism to cor-

rect it and in addition a marked weakness of the

muscles of convergence. Stereoscopic exercise
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combined with the exercise of the convergence with

prisms or pencil and the internal administration of

increasing doses of the tincture of nux vomica up

to the point of tolerance or the use of bromides

have given me excellent results. Only this past

summer a college girl was referred to me. She
had broken down in her school work, and was ex-

tremely nervous, alternating between attacks of

hysterical crying and melancholy until her friends

feared she might attempt to take her life. Appro-
priate treatment combined with general tonics and
outdoor life has worked so well that this fall she

reentered college and is doing as well as any of her

classmates. I have had so many of these cases in

the past few years that I believe with Dr. Gould
that a careful examination of the eyes, including

the muscles, should be made in every case of nerv-

ous trouble and that appropriate treatment in con-

junction with the nerve specialist or family physi-

cian will go a long way toward a cure.

In conclusion : I believe the man in general prac-

tice has an important role to play, as it is he who
comes in contact with the great mass of the people.

He ought to be able to diagnose the more common
complaints and treat them. If too busy to give

them the care they need he should take the time to

advise the patients of the necessity of proper treat-

ment and to refer them to some one who is qualified.

Many times a patient is advised to have his eyes

examined, but as to whether an oculist or an opti-

cian should be consulted is left to his own discre-

tion, and we are often surprised at the amount of

ignorance as to the difference between the two even

among the well-to-do. The physician ought also to

aid in educating his patients as to the care of the

eyes and the necessity of proper treatment of the

different conditions that may arise.

123 East Seventy-sixth Street.

AN UNUSUAL CASE OF TABES WITH
TOXIC COMPLICATIONS IN THE

ETIOLOGY.
By TOM A. WILLI.^MS. M.I!., CM., Edin.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CORRESPONDENCE MEMBER OF THE SOCIETY OF NEUROLOGY AND PSY'-

CHOLOGY OF PARIS, NEUROLOGIST TO EPIPHANY FREE
DISPENSARY.

A MAN of 56, seen with Drs. Fillebrown and
Abbe, felt five years ago numbness in the toes

and a dimness of .sight. The numbness gradually

became worse, ascending the legs. Two years ago,

catheter life followed difficult urination and im-
potency. * Since a year he has found it hard to

rise from his hands and knees. Since a month,
deafness is noticeable.

He has attributed his sickness to inhalation

for the past ten years of wood alcohol in his work
of testing thermometers. This ceased five years

ago and amyl alcohol had to be inhaled for ten

minutes daily. Breaking of ribs twice and of nose
severely are thought of importance. Previous his-

tory is' insignificant.

Examination.—Reflexes: Patellar exaggerated,
Achilles diminished. Abdominal, left lower absent,

others moderate. Cremaster diminished. Bulbo-
cavernosus present and brisk, though hard to elicit.

Motility.-—Standing on both feet slight swaying,
cannot stand on right alone. Romberg on left.

Walk ataxic when eyes are closed. Diadocokinesia
normal.

Sensibility.—Temperature, attitudes', localization.

and diapason intact. Pin prick lost in the feet,

becoming less and less diminished in the legs, and
normal in upper part of thigh. Light touch lost in

an area an inch square over right internal condyle
of femur. Deep pain diminished.

Special Senses.—Slight deafness, which has re-

cently increased. Sight dimness of vision. Slight

pallor of optic discs, especially of the left, and
temporal side of the right.

Pupils.—The right hardly contracts, and is oblate

above. The left contracts faintly, quickly recoiling.

The seroreaction of Wassermann is negative.

The cerebrospinal fluid was not examined for the

lymphocytosis to be expected.

The psychic state is slightly exalted.

Diagnosis.—The impairment of the pupil reac-

tions and the reflexes, the difficulty of micturition,

the disturbances of the sensibility of the lower
limbs with ataxia are not consistent with any toxic

symptom complex, which would not spare homo-
logous neuronal systems' in other parts of the body.

True tabes is the cause of the condition. That is

to say, it is the result of an ingravescent radiculitis

of leptomeningeal source leading to secondary de-

generation of the spinal roots and their derivatives

within the spinal cord. (See Naglotte's writings

and the author's "Pathogenesis of Tabes Dorsalis,"'

.•\mer. Jour. Med. Sciences, August, 1908.)

Trcatnicnt*—The success of intensive antiluetic

treatment is demonstrated in many cases. It should

always be tried in those which do not undergo a

spontaneous arrest. Mouth medication is harmful,

as the nutrition of such patients is already impaired.

Salvarsan in some cases has been rapidly efficacious.

1758 K Street, N. W.

*Sce articles by the author in American Journal of
Dermatology, 1912 ; Virginia Semi-Monthly, 1912 ; Mepi-
c.\L Record, 1910; International Clinics. IQ09

Syphilis and Pregnancy.—L. Mangiagalli believes that

the birth of a macerated fetus is not always evidence of

parental syphilis, but is generally presumptive evidence of

infection of the mother. Maceration is only a physio-

logical phenomenon due to the presence of the fetus in

the amniotic fluid, with a certain temperature and without

air. Examination of the tissues of the fetus may show

the spirochetes; or changes in the internal organs of the

nature of sclerosis may equally show the presence of

syphilis. The syphilitic placenta is also very large, ede-

matous, yellowish-gray and sclerotic ; and the cord shows

similar changes. It is a question whether syphilitic in-

fection of the ovule or spermatozoon may occur. But it

has been shown that the fetus may be infected through

the placenta, with the production of congenital syphilis,

for the spirochetes have been found in the placenta and

in the cord. These organisms have been demonstrated in

the testicle and spermatic passages, but not as yet in the

spermatozoon. Hereditary dystrophy may also result

from transmission of the poisons without the spirochetes.

'When the father is healthy, but the mother infected, in-

fection reaches the fetus by way of the placenta. If both

parents are healthy at conception, and infected later than

the si.xth month, the fetus may still be healthy. It may
be safely nursed by its mother since it possesses a sort of

immunity conferred by the mother. The transmissibility

of the disease lessens with time, especially in the male.

The female may continue to abort long after the father

seems to be healthy. As to treatment of the fetus, this

should be carried out directly by means of mercurial in-

unction and not through the milk of the mother, since

this method is too slow.

—

La Riforma Medico.
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THE FATE OF SYPHILITIC PATIENT.'^.

Every physician has probably at some time or

other wondered what happens to the numerous

patients infected with syphilis that he sees in the

dispensary classes and in the hospital wards. For

most of us are fairly certain that the disease is not

eradicated in the greater number of these patients

by the treatment they usually obtain ; external cir-

cumstances often prevent the adoption of most

radical methods of cure, such as intramuscular in-

jections of mercury, or the administration of sal-

varsan. while the patients themselves are very apt

to drop treatment as soon as the external manifes-

tations of the disease have disappeared. Of course,

hospital men see numerous cases of cardiac and

arterial disease, of degenerations of the nervous

system, of psychoses, for which syphilis is primarily

responsible. But these patients are rarely the same

that have been treated in the hospital or dispensary

in the earlier stages of their disease. Our shifting

po{)ulation, and the curious tendency of the classes

that form the great majority of hospital patients

to patronize now one now another institution, pre-

vent any extended observations.

Conditions are quite different in the small uni-

versity towns of Germany, where the whole patho-

logical material of the town and environs fre-

quently passes through one clinic, and thanks to the

more paternal forms of government patients can

be traced and observed for many years. These
favorable circumstances have prompted Dr. Marie
Kaufmann-Wolf to trace the fate of syphilitic pa-

tients observed by Fleiner in the Heidelberg Clinic

in 1 891, her results appearing in a paper in a

recent issue of the Zeitschrift fiir kliuischc Mcdiziii

(\'olume 75, Nos". 3 and 4).

Fleiner described at the time twenty-one cases

of "occult" syphilis in women, that is, the tertiary

stage of the disease without any history of the pri-

mary or secondary evidences of it. Of these

twenty-one, nineteen were traced by Dr. Kaufmann-
Wolf twenty years later; as many of these women
were married at the time or married later the fate

of forty-five persons altogether, most of them sure-

ly and a few possibly infected with syphilis, was
studied.

Five of the women died, the causes of death

being bronchiectasis with syphilitic tracheitis, "drop-

sy," syphilitic cerebrospinal meningitis, pneumo-
nia, and tabes dorsalis. These causes, of course,

show what intimate connection syphilis had with

the death of these patients. Ten of the men died,

the causes of death being apoplexy in three cases,

pneumonia in two, cardiorenal disease in one, tabes

dorsalis in one, "dropsy" in one, and accident in the

remaining two. The striking thing in this mortal-

ity is the frequency of disease of the circulatory

system (apoplexy) as compared with the late syph-

ilitic manifestations in women. Many of these

deaths occurred under circumstances in which au-

topsy could be had, so that the diagnoses represent

much more exactly the true state of things than is

usually the case.

It was also shown that though quite thoroughly
treated, according to the general hospital and dis-

pensary standards, these patients were later capable

of infecting their husbands or wives, gave birth to

children in whom the mortality was much above
the average, and also showed much higher than
the average number of abortions and still births.

Sterility, too, was very common among them.
The results of this study are not very gratifying.

They show how little our old methods of treatment
were really curative of the disease when carried

out among the dispensary and hospital patients,

and this fact is quite in keeping with the laboratory

evidence given by the frequent presence of a strong-

ly positive W'assermann reaction in patients pre-

sumably well treated.

Salvarsan, of course, is the new factor which
may change the state of affairs. It may be that

repeated injections of this remedy, which certainly

can be made within a much shorter period of time
than the treatment with mercury requires, will give
better results in the future. The chief heed is care-
ful observation and registration of results, which
heed, we fear, was quite generally neglected in the
first enthusiastic use of the remedy. One hundred
cases of syphilis, treated with salvarsan, and care-
fully observed for a long time are better subjects
for publication than the tliousands in which one or
two injections produced regression of symptoms
and which have been talked of ad nauseam in the

recent medical literature.

POISOXINt; P.Y TEA.

It is only in comjiaralively recent times that tea

drinking has been at all prevalent in this country.

Coffee is the national drink and is more largely

consumed by far than any other beverage. But tea

drinking is making great strides, the reason for

which is not hard to find. The advantages of tea

over coffee as a stimulating and cheering drink do
not consist in a superiority of its component parts

but in the fact that a good tea can be more easily

produced than a good coffee and that it is more
easily made than coffee. A very great deal of the

virtue of coffee consists in the manner in which
it is converted into a beverage, and seldom is the

art carried out efficiently. Many of the concoctions

which are sold as coffee in restaurants and con-

sumed in private houses are not worthy of the

name. On the other hand, tea is easily made, the

chief point being that the water used for the in-

fusion boils, and that the infusion is drunk when
fresh and not allowed to stand.
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However, there are occasions and these not in-

frequent, when tea drinking is harmful. Tea pois-

oning is a more or less common condition in those

countries in which the habit of drinking tea is prev-

alent, as in England for instance. Among the

working classes the women often become addicted

to the tea habit and not only drink to excess, sip-

ping tea throughout the day, but drink it in such

a state that the poisonous properties are most evi-

dent. The tea is in a stewed condition, the pot

being kept on the stove the whole day. Men, too,

who work at indoor trades and at trades which

from their nature tend to create thirst, often be-

come excessive tea drinkers.

It is probable that in most cases of chronic tea

poisoning the symptoms come on very gradually,

but in the later stages increase rapidly. Discolora-

tion of the skin is a not uncommon symptom, com-

bined with dilatation of the colon and constipation.

According to Weild {Medical Press and Circu-

lar, May 15, 1912), this discoloration is due to some

toxin arising from disturbances of digestion, and

not to the direct action of any absorbed constituent

of the tea, although doubtless the frequent flushing

due to the tea greatly assists the action upon the

skin. The pigment is not a deposit in the skin, but

a product of the skin. Occasionally a patient will

complain of polyuria, but there is only one pathog-

nomonic sign of tea excess and this is not present

in all cases: this sign is the odor of the breath.

The smell is something like that of old books,

musty. The cardiac symptoms are more akin to

tobacco poisoning than to those of alcoholism, the

symptoms of nervous derangement predominating

over the signs of muscular degeneration. Inju-

dicious indulgence of badly prepared tea is also the

cause of much nervous atonic dyspepsia. Accord-

ing to Weild, for the majority of people, tea, prop-

erly prepared and taken in moderate quantities, is

not only harmless but useful. Yet a glance at the

pharmacology of two of the active ingredients of

tea, caffeine and tannin, will show that excess of

either may be expected to produce a serious dis-

turbance in health. The disturbance, although

varying greatly in degree, is so consistent in form

that tea poisoning should rarely be overlooked. As
is the case with all foods and beverages, but to a

greater extent than with many, care in preparation

and moderation in consumption are essential in

averting the evil effects of indulgence in tea.

COLOR-BLINDNESS AND DISASTERS AT
SEA AND ON LAND.

Carelessness and incompetence continue their ap-

palling toll of human victims. The uncanny echoes

of the Titanic wreck have not yet entirely abated.

The congressional committee has completed its in-

vestigation and has made a report, partly placing

the responsibility and suggesting many excellent

recommendations for the prevention of similar

calamities in the future. The English Board of

Trade has also ended a patient though painful in-

quiry and its verdict and recommendations are

awaited with interest on both sides of the Atlantic.

In connection with governmental responsibility in

the physical examination of those placed in charge
of merchant vessels, the remarks made by F. W.
Edridge-Green {Lancet, June 22, 1912) in report-

ing a case of color-blindness merit close attention.

This observer, who is probably to-day the greatest

authority on color-blindness, has invented a lantern

with which by the use of various colors and aper-

tures of different sizes, the defect of color-blind-

ness can be easily discovered under conditions

such as those that naturally prevail on the rail-

way and at sea. The official test of the Board
of Trade is an improved Holmgren wool test.

Of eminent significance with reference to the

fallibility of this test is the fact that an individual

who, when examined with the largest aperture of the

Edridge-Green lantern, mistook red for green, and
vice versa, was able nevertheless to pick out and
match correctly all the five test colors of the Holm-
gren method, in which color names are not used.

This was a very dangerous case of color-blindness,

in which the test used officially by the Board of
Trade failed completely. It is pointed out that while
many color-blind people are able to match colors

with accuracy, they are unable to name the colors

correctly, particularly if they are examined under
conditions that naturally prevail, such as the pres-

ence of mist or imperfect illumination, and the vary-
ing effects of distance, and size of the colored ob-
ject.

Of greater significance is the fact emphasizetl by
Edridge-Green, that "not a single medical man
either on the first examination or on appeal is em-
ployed by the Board of Trade." There can be little

wonder that accidents occur at sea if this is an ex-
ample of the supervision over the personnel of the

merchant marine which has been exercised by our
English cousins and in which respect we are proba-
bly no less culpable. One of the first reforms that

should grow out of the recent dire sacrifice to neg-
lect and folly should be the institution of rigid

methods of examination of those to whom the care
of thousands of lives are entrusted at sea and on
land. The Edridge-Green lantern has been adopted
by the British admiralty, but the Board of Trade
still clings to the Holmgren test, which, "in addi-
tion to rejecting many normal-sighted persons, al-

lows half or more than half of those who are dan-
gerously color-blind to pass."

THE BEST WAY TO GET RID OF THE FLY.

Something like a billion flies were killed in the

campaign of 191 1, seven million in Washington,
D. C, alone. This certainly is prodigious slaugh-
ter, and the figures are impressive—until we con-
sider the number that escaped the executioners. Dr.
Howard of the Bureau of Entomology has taken
his pencil in hand : In the luxuriant climate of

the national capital twelve generations of flies are

hatched in a single summer. A single over-win-
tering mother will start, say about April 15, with
an average brood of 120. If all these eggs should

hatch and in their turn reproduce in the like ratio

the end of the fly season would see the progeny of

that one mother fly making up a tidy genealogical

tree of some 1,096,181,249,311,720,000,000,000,000
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branches, twigs and budlets. And as each female

usually lays four batches of eggs, their unchecked

development through twelve generations would

make a mass of flies measuring 268,778,165,861

cubic miles, or considerable more than the total

size of the earth. Fortunately there are many
things destructive to eggs, larvae, and adult flies, so

the number of the latter is kept down to a possible

figure.

\'arious communities are paying for dead flies

—so much for a quart measure of them, so much
for a gill (1,600 to the gill). If one could conceive

all of the flies in existence being caught and paid for

(and the hunters given a living wage) every treas-

ury on earth would go insolvent. One must con-

clude, then, that the only way to get rid of flies

is to get rid of the filth and the refuse which are

their natural environment and pabulum. Your fly

is the ideal mixer ; filth and food are alike congenial

to him. Not himself a disease-breeder, he is,

nevertheless, the possible carrier of the specific

causes of tuberculosis, typhoid fever, the summer
diarrheas of infants, diphtheria, and in fact any or

all germ diseases. So flies must, beyond all else,

be kept from the sick room.

The fly is a natural scavenger; and scavengers

have a reason for existence. Let her be killed by

all means, but before relying on this alone we
should follow her up to her breeding place (which

is seldom beyond 300 to 500 feet away), and then

make that place decent and sanitary. One should

not rest content with killing the fly but should get

rid of the places where she lays her eggs—the un-

sanitary closets, the manure heap, the uncovered

garbage can, the putrescent dead dog and horse on

the public highway. All refuse and decaying mate-

rial and all vegetable and table waste should be

removed and be burned or covered with lime or

kerosene oil. All garbage cans must be covered

or screened, or their contents sprinkled with kerosene

or lime. The sewage system must be in good order,

up-to-date, not leaking, not exposed ; kerosene should

be poured into drains. Manure should be put into

tight pits or vaults, with an outer door from which
it can be shoveled away ; a barrel of chloride of

lime is to be constantly at hand, from which each

deposit of manure should be sprinkled. Shallow
dishes should be placed about the house, one in each

room, containing each two teaspoonfuls of formal-

dehyde to a pint (two tumblers) of water; or a

teaspoonful of bichromate of potassium in a quar-

ter tumblerful of water and sweetened with plenty

of sugar. Pyrethrum powder burned in a room
stupifies the flies so that they fall to the floor, whence
they can be gathered up and burned, or sold if the
market rates make it worth the while. All food
and drink must be screened or covered in some
way ; all windows in dining-room and kitchen doors
must be screened. Groceries, fruit stores, meat
and fish stores must have their wares screened,
and above all things else flies must not get near the
milk. The American people are much impressed
by slogans: "Swat the fly" is disgusting and
suggestive of cruelty in the mind of the boy already
so predisposed

; a better one is "No filth, no flies"';
.and no disease.

Chondroituria.

When urine is tested for albumin with a few drops
of acetic acid, the opalescence which forms in posi-

tive cases is due to an insoluble combination of

albumin with chondroitin sulphuric acid, as may be
shown by the fact that when these urines are first

treated with chloroform, which extracts the albu-

.Tiin, no opalescence results. In orthostatic albu-

minuria the nocturnal urine is usually free

from albumin, so that no precipitate results

from adding acetic acid. But if a little se-

rum albumin is added the reaction is very marked,
showing that chondroituria is a phenomenon asso-

ciated with orthostatic albuminuria. At a recent
session of the K. K. Gessellschaft der Aerzte of
Vienna {Milnchener medisinische Wochenschrift,
June 11) Politzer announced that he had found
chondroituria in five cases of orthostatic albu-
minuria. He had also noted a frequent clinical

association of the latter with a tendency to an-
gina, and had also found chondroituria Associated
with this tendency, thus showing a sort of symp-
tomatic triad. In severe anginae, in endocarditis,
etc., he had found chondroituria, albuminuria, or
both conjoined. In actual nephritis we find chon-
droituria, but the acid substance is not precipitated
with acetic acid until a certain quantity of albumin
has first been taken out of solution. This behavior
is associated somehow with the fact that the de-
generated renal epithelia form chondroitin sulphuric
acid, some of which enters the blood. This is never
the case when mere functional albuminuria exists.
The same substance occurs in pleuritic exudate, but
pleurisy is not accompanied with either albuminuria
or chondroituria.

5^fws at t\]t "Bnk,
Plague in Cuba.—The existence of bubonic

plague in Havana was definitely determined on
July 6 when a patient who had been under obser-
vation a Las Animas Hospital for three days was
declared to be suffering from the true disease.
Three other patients had previously died in the
hospital with practically the same symptoms. The
Secretary of Sanitation has ordered extensive fumi-
gation which, if necessary, will be extended over
the entire city, and the rat-killing squad of the
Health Department has been largely reinforced.
In Porto Rico also a few deaths have occurred from
the disease, and there the situation has been taken
in hand by the Public Health and Marine Hospital
Service, Passed Assistant Surgeon R. H. Creel be-
ing in command.

Enforcing the Food and Drugs Act.—The Sec-
retary of Agriculture calls attention to the fact that
during the months of April, Alay, and June, 19 12,
more than five hundred cases were reported by his
department to the Attorney General for prosecu-
tion under the Pure Food and Drugs Act. This is

one-eighth of the total number reported since Jan-
uary I, 1907, when the act became efTective, double
the number reported during the same period last
year, and 25 per cent, greater than the number re-
ported during the first quarter of 1912.
The Two Platforms.—The subject of the pub-

lic health and its safeguarding is touched upon in
the platforms adopted at Chicago and at Baltimore.
The latter contains the following plank: "Pure
Food and Public Health.—We reaffirm our pre-
vious declarations advocating the union and
strengthening of the various Governmental agen-
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cies relating to pure foods, quarantine, vital

statistics, and human health. Thus united and ad-

ministered without partiality to or discrimination

against any school of medicine or system of heal-

ing, they would constitute a single health service,

not subordinated to any commercial or financial

interests, but devoted exclusively to the conservation

of human life and efficiency. IMoreover. this health

service should cooperate with the health agencies

of our various States and cities, without interfer-

ence with their prerogatives or with the freedom of

individuals to emplo)' such medical or hygienic aid

as they may see fit."

The Republican declaration reads as follows

:

"The Public Health.—The Republican party is now,
as always, a party of advanced and constructive

statesmanship. It is prepared to go forward with

the solution of those new questions which social,

economic, and political development have brought

into the forefront of the nation's interest. It will

strive not only in the nation but in the several

States to enact the necessary legislation to safe-

guard the public health, to limit efTectively the

labor of women and children and to protect wage
earners engaged in dangerous occupations ; to en-

act comprehensive and generous workmen's com-
pensation laws in place of the present wasteful and
unjust system of employers' liability, and in all pos-

sible ways to satisfy the just demands of the people

for the study and solution of the complex and con-

stantlv changing problems of social welfare."

The Milk Commission to Work with the De-
partment of Health.—The New York Board of

Health has accepted an offer from the New York
Milk Committee for extensive cooperation in the

visiting of municipal milk stations by the doctors

who are serving on the sub-committee for the re-

duction of infant mortality. The medical mem-
bers of this committee will visit the city's milk

stations at regular intervals and will submit de-

tailed reports in writing of their observations. The
committee has also appointed persons skilled in sta-

tistical work to assist in the supervision and check-

ing up of milk station reports and in the collection

of data for reports and public statements. In

addition, the committee has appointed an executive

secretary to act as an intermediary between the De-
partment of Health and the recently organized

Babies' Welfare Association, in the endeavor to

bring about the best sort of cooperation between
the city and the private agencies in the work of re-

ducing infant mortality. This association reports

that there are eighty-eight milk stations now in

operation in the city, and that more than twice as

many infants are being cared for as a year ago.

Of the 150 organizations in the city engaged in

work of one kind or another in behalf of infants,

over thirty have already joined the Welfare Asso-
ciation, and it is expected that this number will be
much increased during the summer and that

through this extensive cooperation a new record

of infant mortalitv will be established.

New Hospital Buildings.—The Metropolitan
Hospital on Blackwell's Island. New York, is to

be enlarged by the erection of a three-story and
attic kitchen and dining hall on the west side of

the Island. The building will be of stone and will

be fireproof with a frontage of 50 feet and a depth
of 128 feet. The cost is estimated at about
$1 21;,000.

The New York Dispensarv has taken title to

the plot numbered 34 and ;<,<S Spring street, now

used as a coal yard, which it will improve by the

erection of a two-story building. The dispensary
will occupy the new quarters as soon as they are

completed, its removal from the present site on
Worth street being made necessary because of the

acquirement of the plot by the city as a part of the

proposed court house site and civic center.

Gifts to Charity.—By the will of Mr. Charles
Henr)' Marshall of New York, who died in Paris

recently, the Darrach Home for Crippled Children
of New York receives a bequest of -'^S.ooo for the

endowment of a bed in memory of the testator's

daughter, Evelyn Isabella Itlarshall.

Floating Hospital.—The nineteenth season of

Boston's Floating Hospital trips down the bay
was successfully inaugurated on June 29, when
fifty-five babies with their mothers were given a

day on the water.

To Borrow Gorgas.—The Covernment of

Ecuador has decided to clean up the port of Guay-
aquil, where yellow fever has existed for some time,

and to that end has asked the United States to as-

sign Col. William C. Gorgas, sanitary officer of the

Canal Zone, with some of his assistants, to make a
survey of the port and advise a plan to be followed.

The request is under advisement and will probably
be granted by special act of Congress.

Civil Service.—The New York State Civil

Service Commission announces an examination to

be held on July 27 for the purpose of filling the

position of medical interne at a salary of $i,ocx)

per annum and maintenance. Details may be ob-

tained by application to the Commission at Albanv,
N. Y.
New Cattle Serum.—Prof. ^Vilhelm Grugel of

the University of Rostock, Germany, has announced
that he has succeeded in identifying the bacillus,

which is the cause of foot and mouth disease in

cattle and also in preparing a serum rendering

cattle immune. The serum is not curative but has

been used as a preventive with good results.

Sex Hygiene.—The American Federation of

Se.x Hygiene was incorporated in New York .State

on July I to operate throughout the country. The
purpose of the corporation is the voluntary educa-

tion of the public in the physiology' and hygiene of

sex. including the study and application of every

means, educational, sanitary, moral, and legisla-

tive, for the prevention of vice and its diseases.

The directors include many well known physicians

and social workers. The federation will have its

chief office in New York City.

City Death Rate.—During the ^\eek ending
June 29 there occurred in New York City 1,233

deaths, as against 1,212 during the same week of

1912. In spite of this absolute increase, however,
the allowance made for the increase of population

is sufficient to make a reduction of 26 points in

the death rate per thousand. .\ comparison of the

totals for the principal causes of death in the two
weeks cited in the report shows only slight varia-

tions except in the case of Bright's disease and
nephritis, which caused 63 deaths during this pe-

riod in 191 1 and 102 in 1912.

Ward's Island Fire.—The Psychiatric Depart-
ment of the Manhattan State Hospital on Ward's
Island. New York, was destroyed by a fire of un-

certain origin on the evening of July 3. The build-

ing was used entirelv for research work under Dr.

.\. P. Hoch. and the ward buildings were not dam-
asjed by the flames, though as a matter of precau-

tion some 400 women patients in the ^''erplanck
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Pavilion adjoining the burning building were mar-
shalled under guard to other quarters. Squads of
police were sent from the city to the island to be
in readiness in case of serious emergency, but for-

tunately their services were not required. The chief

loss lies in the destruction of the library of some
3,000 or 4,000 volumes on psychiatry and of in-

valuable [lathological preparations.

Medical School of Maine.—A number of

changes in the faculty of the Medical School of
Maine at Brunswick have been announced, among
them the appointments of Dr. Alfred King as pro-
fessor of surgery; of Dr. Alfred Mitchell, Jr., as
professor of genitourinary surgery ; of Dr. G. A.
Pudor as professor of dermatology ; of Dr. Gil-

man Davis as professor of diseases of the nose and
throat ; of Dr. F. P. Webster as professor of dis-

eases of children; of Dr. Franklin Conant Payson
as lecturer on medical jurisprudence, and of Dr.
Nathaniel E. Loomis as assistant professor of
chemistry. The school conferred the degree of
AI.D. upon eleven graduates at the annual com-
mencement exercises on June 26.

The Rockefeller Institute.—The resignation of

Mr. Jerome D. Green as general manager of the
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research has been
announced. Mr. Green will be succeeded by Mr.
Henry James, 2d, a son of the late Prof. William
James, and a graduate of Harvard College in 1809
and of the Harvard Law School in 1904.

Dr. Jay F. Schamberg has resigned as assistant
diagnostician to the Philadelphia Board of Health,
owing to the press of private work. It is proposed
to distribute the work hitherto performed by Dr.
Schamberg among four associate diagnosticians, to

be promoted from assistant medical inspectorships^
Dr. Wm. M. Welch is chief diagnostician to the
Board of Health.

Dr. William Pepper has been appointed dean
of the Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania in succession to Dr. Allen J. Smith
resigned. He is a son of the late Dr. Wm. Pepper,
for many years provost of the university. He
was graduated from the medical department of the
university in the class of 1897 and he has for several

years been professor of clinical pathology in the

university.

Dr. Knopf's Tuberculosis Manual.—The new
("seventh) edition of Dr. S. A. Knopf's Interna-
tional Prize Essay, "Tuberculosis as a Disease of
the Masses and How to Combat It," has just been
translated into French by Dr. Eugene Grenier of
the Bruchesi Tuberculosis Institute of Montreal.
The proceeds of the sale of this book will be for

the benefit of the institute. The first translation of

a former edition into French appeared some years
ago in Paris. Dr. Grenier's new French-Canadian
translation represents the twenty-eighth foreign
edition which, with the seven American ones, makes
35 editions in 24 diflFerent languages, which have
appeared within the last ten years. They are: The
American (7), Arabic, Bohemian. Brazilian, Bul-
garian. Canadian, Chinese (2). Dutch. English, Fin-
nish, French. German, Hebrew. Hindu, Hungarian.
Icelandic, Italian (2). Japanese, Mexican, Norweg-
ian. Polish, Russian (2). Serbian, Spanish, Swed-
ish, and Turkish. Since the book was written,

mainly for the education of the laity, this unusually
large circulation speaks well for the world-wide in-

terest of the masses in tuberculosis, in whose inter-

est the Berlin International Tuberculosis Congress
offered and awarded the prize.

Illinois State Board Examinations.—At a meet-
ing of the Illinois State Board of Health, held June
29, the following resolution was adopted : "After
this date the Illinois State Board of Health will re-

quire candidates from other States, seeking license

through reciprocity, to pass an examination in the
subject of materia medica or practice, or both, when
an examination in such subject or subjects has not
been exacted of the candidate by the board of the
State from which he comes."
Cost of Insane Aliens.—In the investigation of

this subject, which has received much attention
lately, it has been stated that of the patients in

the Alanhattan State Hospital, New York, over 1900
are aliens, and that the cost of their maintenance is

about $341,000 a year or a per capita cost of about
.$184. The general average throughout the State
hospitals is said to be $200 per capita. The Man-
hattan Hospital at present houses 4,720 patients^

although its capacity is supposed to be only 3,596.
These facts were brought forward by Dr. Mabon at

a meeting of the State Insanity Commission held
at the hospital on July i. It has also been esti-

mated that in New York State more than 50 per
cent, of native born insane patients are the children
of foreign-born parents.

Chattahoochee Valley Medical and Surgical
Association.—The twelfth semi-annual session of
this society will be held at Atlanta, Ga., on July 16
and 17, 1912, under the presidency of Dr. George
M. Niles of Atlanta. Dr. W. J. Love of Opelika,
Ala., is the secretary and treasurer of the society.

Des Moines Valley Medical Association.—At
the forty-ninth annual meeting of this society held
in Ottumwa, la., on June 20, the following officers

were elected : President, Dr. James W. Osborn,
Des Moines ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Clyde A. Henry,
Farson, and Dr. Elias B. Howell, Ottumwa ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Dr. Fred W. Bowles, Ottumwa.
Bridgewater Medical Club.—At a meeting held

in East Bridgewater, Mass., on June 27, the Bridge-
water Medical Club was organized with the fol-

lowing officers: President, Dr. Charles S. Millet,

Brockton; Vice-President, Dr. W. C. Whiting;
Secretary, Dr. Arthur W. Carr, Bridgewater;
Treasurer, Dr. Allen L. Shirley, East Bridgewater.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. Ellis V,\nderslice Ivey,

who was killed in a railroad accident at Corning.
N. Y., on July 4, was an interne at Bellevue Hos-
pital, New York, having been appointed to take
charge of the school for midwives after finishing

a three months' service as assistant resident ob-
stetrician at the Sloane Hospital for Women. Dr.
Ivey was born in .Suffolk, Va., twenty-seven years
ago, and was graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania, Department of Medicine, in 1910.
Dr. George W..\shington Tobl\s of New York,

a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College
in 1877, died at his home on July 4, aged 71 years.

Dr. William Hailes of Albany, N. Y., a grad-
uate of the Albany Medical College in 1870, at-

tending surgeon to the Albany and St. Peter's Hos-
pitals, and emeritus professor of pathological anat-
omy and histology' in the .Mbany Medical College,
died at his home after a short illness on July 6, aged
62 years.

Dr. John Augustus Logan of Canton, 111., a
graduate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago,
in 1878. and a member of the Illinois State and
Fulton County Medical Societies, died suddenly
while in consultation in his office on June 26, aged
(^ vears.
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A PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE EPIDEMIC
OF BUBONIC PLAGUE AT

SAN JUAN.
Bv I. GONZALEZ MARTINEZ, M.D.,

DIRECTOR OF THE BACTERIOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF THE SERVICE OF
SANITATION OF PORTO RICO.

On the afternoon of June 15 Dr. Frias com-
municated contidentially to our Laboratory Assist-

ant Mr. Loubriel that he had seen two cases that

showed symptoms that made him suspect bu-

bonic plague. Mr. Loubriel immediately advised

Dr. Watson, the acting director of sanitation, as to

the confidential information he had received, and
this latter made an examination of the patients and
ordered the necessary quarantine measures.

On the morning of the i6th the director and
chiefs of divisions' of the department got together

and, realizing the seriousness of the sanitary prob-

lem to be solved, decided on the importance and
necessity of a correct bacteriological diagnosis. To
proceed with more rapidity we divided the work,

commissioning Dr. Hernandez, assistant bacteriolo-

gist of the laboratory, to perform the autopsy of

Pedro Colon, one of the cases, who died in less than

60 hours, apparently of a grave septicemia. We
took to our charge the delicate work of collecting

specimens and making the bacteriological examina-
tions in the case of Miguel Llanos, a patient who
had been already isolated in the Quarantine Hos-
pital.

When we began the work, two hours after the

meeting, we found Llanos, adynamic, with high

fever, and an enormous bubo in the left inguinal

region. There was' no erosion whatever in the cor-

responding extremity, nor the least lesion on the

scrotum or penis. The patient stated that on pre-

vious occasions he had had similar attacks with

swelling of that group of lymphatic glands, and this

made some of the physicians who examined him
think that we might be dealing with a filarial

adenolymphangitis.

We, who had had the opportunity of seeing sev-

eral cases of plague in Oporto during the first half

of the year 1900, held him as suspicious, and taking

all the precautions necessary to avoid disseminating

the bacillus hidden in the ganglia, after painting the

part with tincture of iodine, we punctured asep-

tically the ganglion, and aspirated several drops of

the ganglionar and periganglionar juices, with

which we prepared several smears, inoculated

glycerin agar and simple agar test tubes, and in-

jected a guinea-pig.

The post-mortem examination of Colon, per-

formed by Dr. Hernandez and by Dr. Belaval. health

officer of San Juan, revealed, according to their re-

port, the characteristic lesions of a grave pneumonia.
They prepared smears from the lungs, spleen, and
liver, also made cultures in simple agar and gly-

cerine-agar test-tubes and inoculated two guinea-

pigs. The microscopical examination of the smears
did not throw sufficient light to clear the diagnosis,

as the autopsy was made nearly 24 hours after the

death of the subject and the bacteria of the cadav-

eric flora covered almost entirely the microscopic

fields. Under such circumstances it w'as difficult

to form a definite opinion, and the case was re-

garded as negative. However, when on the fol-

lowing day we examined with more care the same
smears, we found, mixed with the putrefactive bac-

teria, and scattered among them, a short thick bacil-

lus, with rounded ends, which was Gram negative

and had the polar staining characteristics of Bacillus

pest is.

In this case the cultures were negative because of

the reasons above mentioned, and the experimental
inoculation was also unsuccessful, the guinea-pig
dying of a rapid septicemia.

But if this case, even though suspicious, had lost,

because of the above-mentioned reasons, its diag-

nostic importance from the bacteriological point of

view, in its relations to an official declaration of an
epidemic disease, the case of Miguel Llanos offered

the best guarantee for a correct solution of the bac-

teriological diagnosis and the subsequent sanitary

problem. The microscopic examination of the

smears showed the exclusive presence of a cocco-

bacillus with the following morphological character-

istics : a short, thick bacillus, i ^4 microns in length

^y 0-75 to I in width, w'ith rounded ends, more
deeply stained toward the poles than at the center

when subjected to the action of the aniline dyes and
specially to the diluted carbol-thionine and carbol-

methylene-blue of Kfihne. Their mode of taking the

stains gives them a "dumbbell" appearance and one
is likely to confound them with a diplococcus. Said
bacillus grew slowly in tiie cultures of simple agar
and glycerin-agar, the characteristic colonies not

being visible to the naked eye until after being ex-

posed to the temperature of the room for 36 hours.

With the object in view of hastening the diag-

nosis, now that the examination of the smears' had
made us suspect that the bacterium we were trying to

isolate was the Bacillus pcstis of Yersin, we did not

wait for the spontaneous death of the guinea-pig,

which already exhibited symptoms of a grave dis-

order, but killed it and made our examination at

once. The anatomopathological lesions of the

guinea-pig were those characteristic of the plague

:

a large sized bubo in the lymphatic gland corre-

sponding to the leg in which it was inoculated

;

notable infarcts of the spleen and liver, pneumonic
foci, very much enlarged suprarenal capsules, con-

siderable increase in volume of both kidneys, a peri-

toneal exudate, and capillary hemorrhages in the

infarcted ganglia and the viscera. We found both

in the ganglionar juices, the sanguinolent s'erosity

of the peritoneum, and in the juice from the spleen

and liver, the same germ that we had found in

Miguel Llanos, in the subcutaneous gelatiniform

edema of the guinea-pig, and in the pathological

sections of a human bubo. Doubt was now im-

possible, and we therefore sent to the director of

health without further delay a preliminary report

of our work.
The official declaration of the existence of such

an epidemic, which is one of the three great plagues
of humanity and the most fatal of all pestilential

diseases, could not and should not be made without
having for a base the results of a careful bac-

teriological examination. Now, this being a work
whose technical direction we had assumed wholly,

it can be understood that we had to bear the

weight of all the responsibility which came with it.

We knew that after our report, and using it as a

support, sanitary measures would be taken which
would cause mental uneasiness in the homes of

the city, would greatly interfere with the Island and
foreign trade, and would spread a panic all over

the island. This would be a serious state of affairs,

and it is not strange, therefore, that we felt it

necessary to proceed with much caution. There
could, however, be no doubt that the bacillus which
we had found in our case and later in similar cases.
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was none other than the Bacillus pestis of Yersin.

Among the bacteria pathogenic for man, this is the

only one that possesses all the characteristics al-

ready described ; it is true that the chancroid bacillus

(bacillus of Ducrey) simulates it in shape and stain-

ing properties and is sometimes found in venereal

buboes, but it is, nevertheless, true that said microbe
cannot be cultivated in ordinary culture media, nor
is it pathogenic to laboratory animals.

The origin of this outbreak is still obscure. We
suppose that the plague was introduced from Vene-
zuela, not directly but in an indirect manner, by
means of a port which is not in quarantine, without
any human epidemic, and the ships from there

would not therefore be subjected to "deratisation"

in the port of origin or while unloading at San
Juan. It is true that the investigations made to

determine if there had been any increase in the

death rate of rats previous to the explosion of the

epidemic have shown that two or three months be-

fore any human cases were noted there had been
an abnormal death rate among these rodents in

several warehouses of the "Marina," ]5ossibly be-

cause from that date the epizootic had been making
ravages among them.

Perhaps the first human cases were unnoticed or

were confused with other grave and fatal diseases,

due to a lack of careful examination of the patients.

This is almost positively so, though not proven.

With regard to the epizootic of plague among the

rats, we have proven beyond doubt its existence in

the AIus decumaniis and the Mus rattus, and the

bacteriological examinations which are now being

made in the special Plague Laboratory which has

been established, will show to what extent the epi-

demic has invaded them.

It has been said that the cases of plague which
have so far occurred have been of a benign type,

but this is erroneous, as' among the 26 positive cases

there were, up to June 29, 17 deaths, which shows
a mortality of 65.3 per cent. Of these 17 deaths, 14

occurred at San J"an, one in Arroyo, one in Caro-
lina, and one in Loiza. Of the 14 at San Juan, one

was of pneumonic type and another of the septi-

cemic variety.

In a civilized community the gravity of an epi-

demic cannot be judged by the number of cases.

The sanitary organization and the intellectual ca-

pacity of tlie people must be borne in mind : and in

this respect the Department of Health of the Island

and the inhabitants' of San Juan, united by the same
idea of defense of the community, have worked
with extraordinary activity, heroic energy, and ad-

mirable skill. That is the reason why we shall not

see repeated in Porto Rico the frightful mortality

of India.

Sam .TVAN, l^kro Rich. Tune 29. l')I2.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

CANCER LIBEL CASE ASYLUMS BOARD INSURANCE
ACT SLEEPING SICKNESS HOSPITAL STAFFS

PLEDGE R. A. M. C.'s DINNER.

London, June 21, 1912.

After a trial extending over four days before the

Lord Chief Justice and a special jury, an action for

libel against Dr. Bashford and the British Medical

Association has resulted in damages of £2.000. The
suit was brought by Dr. Robert Bell, formerly of

Glasgow, who has written a good deal about cancer.

which he declares is curable and preventable. His

treatment is largely dietary, but he has used thyroid

extract, cocaine, salicylate of soda, A'-rays, hot air,

etc., but places most reliance on atoxyl. He pro-

fesses to be able to diagnose cancer by examining

the blood, and from its indications to eradicate the

disease. As a consequence of these views he con-

demns operations ; although he for some years per-

formed them, he said they never cured. He ad-

mitted that his statements were in direct contradic-

tion to the teaching of the entire profession. But

of course that would not make him a quack. Heter-

odoxy in medicine is not punishable, but there are

methods of appealing to the public practised by
quacks, and the profession regards with suspicion

the least approach to them.

The libel complained of was written by Dr. Bash-

ford and commented on by an even more caustic

remark by the editor of the Journal. The publica-

tion was in a special cancer number, in May, 191 1.

That the words applied to Dr. Bell are libelous has

been affirmed by the jury. The defence was that

the allegations of facts were true and the expres-

sions of opinion fair comment. In his summing up
the judge assumed that the jury would find that the

article called plaintiff a quack, but he warned them
that that would not necessarily mean he had been

libeled. He reminded them that the court was not

a scientific theater, and what they had to decide

was whether there had been a libel or not. If they

disbelieved a substantial part of the plaintiff's evi-

dence they should not decide for him. If they be-

lieved he told a true story "they should ask them-

selves whether it was right to describe him, a com-
petent medical man, as a quack because of what he

has done or preached. If he exploited the timid

or credulous for his own advantage, of course he

would be a quack."

Obviously a court of law is not the place to dis-

cuss medical theories, and, as the judge pointed out,

the one question to decide was whether the severe

criticism amounted to a libel. This was urged by

plaintiff's counsel because the condemnation of the

critics applied the words to Dr. Bell by name. It

was admitted that plaintiff's language was quite as

strong. He had spoken in a lecture of "serum
quackery," and in one of his books said: "Quacks
with their serum have been enabled to prey upon
the country." When reminded of this, he said he

had not libeled an individual. It was the system he

spoke of. His own counsel said no one understood

cancer, but he contradicted that and said he com-
prehended it. He had written that surgical opera-

tions almost amounted to a crime. He had given

them up, as they were always unsuccessful. His

teaching contradicted the whole profession. He ad-

hered to the statement he made in the Daily Mail

that cancer was not only curable but easily pre-

ventable. Among the curious incidents of this four-

day trial was the challenge about blood examina-

tions. Dr. Bell declared he could diagnose cancer

by them. Defendant produced specimens. He pro-

nounced one to be cancerous which had been taken

from a healthy man standing near him, and, in fact,

failed with all.

When asked about the cases of operations that

did not recur, he said they were tumors, not can-

cerous, apparently not realizing that the same ex-

planation might be applied to his own cases. Many
strictly medical points were brought forward at this

trial, although the judge had distinctly stated that

the only question for the jury was whether the

criticism amounted to libgl. The jury found that
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it did, and gave heavy damages, but tiiere will prob-
ably be an appeal.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board employs 5,300
persons who come under the Insurance Act. About
1,800 are nurses who "contract out" under the Poor
Law Acts. The Board will, therefore, apply for the

certificate of exemption for such employees. With
reference to the requirements of the act for sana-
torium treatment the General Purposes Committee
has been requested to report whether the Board is

in a position to undertake the provision of the sana-
torium accommodation for the county of London.
The Commission on Sleeping Sickness, which

went to Africa about a year ago to inquire into the

origin of the disease in regions where the Glossina
palpalis was not known, is now at work in Rhodesia.
Reports have come to hand which declare that the
Glossina morsitans is the carrier. Not only so, but

Drs. May and Kinghorn assert that the Glossina
morsitans has been proved to convey the disease
both in the ordinary conditions of the country and
experimentally. Further, it is said that some ani-

mals may convey the Glossina without themselves
sufifering from it. If this should be fully estab-

lished it will certainly explain many outbreaks which
have heretofore been inexplicable. It is of real sig-

nificance that the Glossina palpalis and the Glossina
morsitans are both carriers because, while the for-

mer is only met with in clearly defined, nari-ow lim-

its by the watersides of Africa, the latter is found
throughout the continent. Northern Rhodesia
seems more free from the flies than many parts.

No cases of sleeping sickness have been reported
there among the whites for a long time.

Many unexpected occurrences result from the In-

surance Act. The Prudential Assurance Company
arranged a scheme to relieve employers of all

trouble and expense in regard to the stamping and
custody of cards, but the Commission considers no
approved society or other body should enter into

such arrangement. So the offer is withdrawn and
the Commissioners are not complimented by em-
ployers or others.

The medical and surgical staffs of the hospitals

met at the Royal Society of Medicine, and by a

great majority decided to support the pledge of the

British Medical Association.

Dr. Fordyce of Cambridge, who was elected by
the County Council as medical representative under
the act, has declined acceptance until the six pomts
are agreed to.

The Commission has issued a circular conceding
to large employers the privilege of stamping quar-
terly instead of weekly, but the permission is hedged
by so many conditions that it looks as if the annoy-
ance and burden of this stamping would be in no
way diminished.

It seems early to be speculating on what may be
the proceedings of the British Association next
September. Yet the officials of this organization
for promoting science have made considerable prog-
ress with the program. The meeting is to be at

Dundee, and Professor Schiifer is to preside. It

is whispered that his address will probably trace the
progress of microscopic anatomy during the past
generation. Professor Keeble's address in the
Botany Section will deal with genetics and physio-
logical research. A joint discussion of this section

and that of zoology on the origin of life is to be
opened by Professor Minchin. The Physiological
Section, president Dr. Leonard Hill, is expected to

be unusually attractive. A discussion on mind and
body is arranged in which Sir T. S. Clouston and

Drs. Haldane and Watt have already agreed to

take part. Among papers to be read are those by
Drs. Dawson, Mayo, A. Waller, and Rentoul.

In the Chemistry Section Professor Senier will

preside and in his address review the foundation
and progress of the organic branch. Joint meet-
ings are also expected with the sections of physics

and botany. The University of St. Andrews will

be represented as to the research on sugars, in

which its chemical department has long been en-

gaged.
Surgeon-General Sir W. L. Gubbins, Director-

General, took the chair at the annual dinner of the

R. A. M. C. on Monday, at which 228 past and
present officers attended.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

W.\TER-SUPPLIES LOWERED DEATH R.ATE DUE TO
PURER WATER—LARGE HYDROCELE SALVARSAN
AS A PACIFIER—SANITATION AMONG THE SAV-
AGES CHOLERA THREATENED PL.AGUE PER-
SON.\L.

Manila, May 17, 1912.

The campaign for better water supplies in the

Philippines, which has been so persistently waged
since i\merican occupation, is now beginning to

bear fruit at a rapid rate. When Spain relinquished
authority over the Philippines, with the exception
of the water system in the city of Manila there

was practically no water supply installation in the
entire archipelago. Water was obtained either from
shallow surface wells, or simply dipped from the
rivers as they flowed past the various towns. The
question as to whether the water was really safe
and potable, or of the convenience of having it

delivered by a system of pipes, seems never to have
been seriously gone into. For a number of years
after .A.merican occupation the apathy of the Fil-

ipino people toward better water seemed almost
impossible to overcome, but by a campaign of edu-
cation persistently carried on, Filipino officials were
gradually interested in the project, and through
them, the masses of the Filipino people, with the

result that at present a good water for domestic
purposes is one of the leading public questions
of the day in the islands, and fonns one of the
planks in the platforms of the candidates of almost
all Filipinos for public office.

In 1906 the first artesian well was bored in the

islands, and now they may be numbered by the

hundreds, and a decreasing mortality curve has fol-

lowed in their wake wherever they have been in-

stalled and the water extensively used. As ex-

perience was gained with artesian wells, it was
found that the conformation of many sections of

the islands was not favorable for artesian wells

;

therefore, the plan of collecting water from unin-

haljited water-sheds, damming it up, and distribut-

ing it, through reservoirs and pipes, had to be
considered. There are at least 50 towns in the

islands, now, that are considering the installation

of a water system of the latter kind. The health

officials have been very reluctant to encourage the

use of surface waters, even though the water came
from an uninhabited water-shed, because the ques-

tion as to whether the amebic which are found in

all surface waters that are not thermal or strictly

chemical, are pathogenic or non-pathogenic has
not yet been satisfactorily determined. But, as the

studies in this matter proceed, it seems more and
more likely that amebse are of two kinds : First,
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the harmless variety, which is tound in all surface

waters, and second, the pathogenic variety, which
are only found in water, on vegetaljles, or other

substances when they have been directly or in-

directly placed there through the means of stools

from cases of dysentery. This accords very closely

with the experience which has been had during the

past few years, in Panama, as a result of which,
water supplies on the Isthmus are now being every-

where installed without regard to the ordinary sur-

face amebse.

The installation of water supplies has lateh- re-

ceived considerable additional impetus by the

drought which has occurred in the Philippines dur-
ing the past seven months. According to the rec-

ords of the Weather Bureau, this drought has been
the most severe in thirty years. In many places, all

other sources of water supply with the exception of

artesian wells, were completely exhausted, and this

has served as a practical demonstration to the peo-
ple of the desirability and necessity for artesian

wells.

The extraordinary development in coimection
with the installation of better water supplies in the

Philippines is an excellent concrete example of

what may be accomplished when officials of all

classes work harmoniously together for the pur-

pose of attaining an object. Everyone, from the

Governor-General to the lowest paid official, took

occasion, when opportunity offered, to encourage
the use of better water, and the constantly de-

creasing death rate is the monument to their ef-

forts.

At the small emergenc}' hospital which exists at

Surigao, in the province of that name in Mindanao,
an unusually large hydrocele came to notice a short

time ago in the person of Servando Acle, age 35.

a resident of Surigao, who had suffered from hy-
drocele for the past seven years. Upon the sacs

being punctured, 4 liters of fluid were extracted,

three coming from the right sac, and one liter from
the left sac.

The progress which has been made in sanitation

among the wild tribes in the Philippines has indeed

been most noteworthy. Where, a few years ago,

wild, head-hunting savages roamed at will and in-

dulged in their murderous practices on every hand.

there now exist modern hospitals where many of

these same savages of a few years ago now ajiply

for treatment, and the doctor and the nurse go
about the country in security and safety adminis-
tering to their various physical ailments. Recentlw
rapid progress has been made in promoting friendly

relations with the Igorrotes, largely through the

use of salvarsan. The Igorrotes suffer very fre-

quently from yaws, and as one intravenous injec-

tion of this drug usually cures them and without

undergoing a prolonged stay in the hospital, the

remedy has been very popular and they have at-

tributed marvelous powers to the treatment of the

white man, and through this are coming very rapid-

ly under his control.

In many of the towns that are now occupied by

Filipinos and wild men, much better sanitation pre-

vails than is the case in the average Christian town
in the Philippines. In towns like Bontoc ami

Cervantes, for instance, the pail system is used, and
there is a daily collection of garbage as well as of

pails. Streets are swept daily, modern market
buildings have been provided, yards have a neat and
tidy appearance, etc. Owing to the friendly rela-

tions which have been established it has been pos-

sible to send groups of vaccinators among these

people, and during the past six months over 65,000

of them have been vaccinated against smallpox. In

the mountain province there has been opened at

Bontoc a modern hospital with thirty beds capacity,

and a dispensary and emergency hospital has been

opened in Quiangan, Banaue, Cervantes, Tuao, and
Tagudin, which are five of the capitals of the sub-

provinces which make up the Mountain Province,

at Bontoc and Baquit, the two remaining capitals

of sub-provinces, there are modern hospitals. The
-Mountain Province now has two doctors assigned

to it and each sub-province has a sanitary inspector

in addition to the aid which is rendered by the medi-

cal department of the constabulary.

Cholera has been reported from time to time dur-

ing the past month in various provinces of the

Philippines, but investigations of this matter have,

so far, always resulted in finding that the reports

were false. Bacillary dysentery, however, does ex-

ist in many portions of the Philippines and has

been the cause of consideraljlc mortality during the

present year.

The quarantine restrictions which were imposed

against Hongkong on account of the cases of pneu-

monic plague which were recently encountered on

ships from that port have, so far, apparently been

successful in preventing additional cases being

brought to Manila.

Dr. P. Elkington of Bri.sbane, Australia, the chief

medical officer for .Australia, is due to arrive in

Manila on May 27 for an extended stay in the

Philippines for the purpose of study and observa-

tion.

progrfBB of Mfiilral ^rtPture.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

June 27, 1912.

1. E.xperiences of a Medical Teacher. W. T. Councilman.
2. The Technique of Transfusion. E. H. Risley and F. C. Irving.

3. The Operability of Cerebral Endothelioma, with the Report of a

Successful Case. G. L. Walton and J. Honians.
4. A Study of Erythrocythemia and Report of a Case, with .^utopsy.

A. L. Hamilton and M. E. Morse.
5. \ New Mastoid Retractor. P. Hammond.

2. The Technique of Transfusion.—E. H. Risley and

F. C. Irving believe that among the various mechanical

metal devices for effecting transfusion the Elsberg cannula

is the best. Among the other devices that have been in-

vented for this purpose are the following; (i) The modi-

fied Crile cannulae of Buerger or Burnheim, with the long

handle for convenience in handling and the three equi-

distant prongs over which the vessel walls can be hooked

and held; (2) the dog's carotid proposed by Frank, which

gives great length of connecting surface and room in

which to work, and which is entirely feasible but not pos-

sible to have on hand at a minute's notice without con-

siderable previous preparations; (3) the modified Crile

cannula of Hepburn, which has a perforated plate attached

to the cannula, through which the stay sutures are

threaded and securely tied and adjusted; {4) the male

and female hemicylinders with spring arms and fixation

posts of Janeway, which insure the proper apposition of

intima to intima and should be easy of application; (5)

the similar but less easily applied cannute of Soresi. All

these devices have several definite objections: They are

sterilized with' difficulty and require special skill in manipu-

lation. They must be made by skilled instrument workers

at considerable cost and cannot be quickly and easily

adjusted. The authors believe that the safest, simplest,

and most reliable method of transfusion is that effected

with the aid of glass tubes. A nest of tubes can be blown

in a very short time and can ibe easily lined and coated
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with a mixture consisting of paraffine 2 parts, petrolatum

2 parts, and stearin I part. The use of these tubes was
first advocated by Brewer and Leggett, and later by Vin-
cent. The glass bulb of David and Curtis is also ex-

tremely simple and safe and affords accurate measure-
ment of the blood transfused. It is possible to do trans-

fusion without cannuls or clamps or any other mechanical
aids, provided enough length of artery and vein is dis-

sected out.

3. Operability of Cerebral Endothelioma.—G. L.

Walton and J. Homans state that the form of a new growth
of the brain offering the best chance for successful removal
and perfect recovery is the endothelioma. Unfortunately,

however, the very factors that contribute to this result

render this form of tumor the most elusive from a diag-

nostic point of view; these factors are lack of pressure

symptoms and lack of symptoms pointing to disintegration

of brain tissue. It is particularly important, then, that the

general practitioner as well as the surgeon and the neurol-

ogist become familiar with this tumor and bear it in mind
in case of continuous and increasing cerebral symptoms,
such as epileptiform attacks, even though the eyegrounds
and intellect be clear, the sight and other functions of the

brain unimpaired, headache and vomiting slight or absent.

and the general condition good. These tumors spring

from the endothelioma of the dura and gradually impinge
upon and displace brain substance without destroying it,

excepting very superficially in certain cases, after con-

siderable growth, the brain being in such cases softened

and sometimes adherent to the tumor at the periphery.

These growths are not malignant and have no tendency
to local recurrence, or metastasis. They spring from the

dura, to which they are closely but not extensively adher-

ent, and gradually increase as solid growths, sometimes
with projecting knuckles, finally reaching a diameter of

several inches, being then still well defined but not encap-

sulated.

4. Erythrocythemia.—A. L. Hamilton states that

Weber defines this as "a disease, or at least symptom-
group, cliaracterized by persistent and absolute poly-

cythemia (increase in the number of red corpuscles) due
to excessive erythroblastic activity of the bone marrow
without the presence of any recognized, or at all events

sufficient, exciting cause; it is also characterized by per-

sistent increase in the viscosity and total volume of the

blood, and usually by a cyanotic appearance of the patient

and by enlargement of the spleen." Some of the cases

reported have not been cyanotic. The patients complain
of weakness, pain in various parts of the body (especially

in the head), vertigo, and constipation. Hemorrhage is

not uncommon, especially cerebral hemorrhage. Chronic
cyanosis is. of course, a common condition, occurring in

vaiious diseases, such as organic disease of the heart,

especially of the congenital type; diseases of the lungs,

notably emphysema, and occasionally after the long-con-
tinued use of coal-tar products (antipyrin or acetanilid),

owing to the presence of methemoglobin. The count of red
cells in the peripheral blood is increased in cardiac and pul-

monary diseases causing cyanosis, because the cells are
crowded at the surface of the body, but there is no total

increase of cells, merely a change of distribution. Such
cases are distinguished from polycythemia by the presence
of a clear cause for peripheral stasis. The points of spe-
cial interest in a case of polycythemia reported by the
author are: (i) The very marked apparent improvement
under treatment by exposure to' the .r-rays

; (2) the de-

crease of the liver from very great size to about normal,
apparently due to improvement, but really due to degener-
ation; (3) the varicosities of the esophageal veins, common
in alcoholic cirrhosis of the liver; and (4) the extra-

ordinary and fatal hemorrhage, due to rupture of the

esophageal vein.

New York Medical Journal.

June 29, 1912

1. Primary Sources of Tuberculous Infection, their Relation to
Eugenics, and the Cost of Tuberculosis. S. A. Knopf.

2. The EtTects of Salvarsan on the Eye. R. G. Reese.
3. Neosalvarsan. A. G. Rytina.
4. The Use of Olive Oil to Prevent or Relieve Postanesthetic

Vomiting. R, H. Ferguson.
5. Alopecia Areata; Its Causative Factors and Therapy. P. E.

Bechet.
6. A Simple and an Improved Quantitative Test for Indican. F. C.

Asl<enstedt.
7. The Care of the Health during the Menstrual Period and the

Menopause. A. Parry.
8. A Theory of the Origin of Disease. C. O. Linder.

1. Tuberculous infection, Eugenics and the Cost of

Tuberculosis.—S. A. Knopf notes that about two mil-

lion dollars are spent annually in the city of New York
in the fight against tuberculosis. Besides pleading for the

extension of the various medical and sociological measures

that have been suggested as means of combating this dis-

ease, the author advocates the performance of vasectomy
for all tuberculous male patients who will voluntarily sub-

mit to this operation, and if the patient is acutely tuber-

culous and if he insists upon marrying, the author would
make this operation obligatory. In females similarly sit-

uated the operation of ligation of the Fallopian tubes is

advised.

2. Salvarsan and t'he Eye.—R. G. Reese concludes

that salvarsan is a powerful symptomatic remedy for the

treatment of luetic eye lesions. It merits attention, espe-

cially in combination with mercury and iodine. Its action

is more rapid than that of mercury, but it should not re-

place that valuable remedy, except in selected cases. It

should be given intravenously for quick action and for

the comfort of the patient. It should not be given in

simple, spinal, noninflammatory atrophy of the optic nerve.

3. Neosalvarsan.

—

A. G. Rytina states that the ad-

vantages which Ehrlich claims for this drug over salvarsan

arc the following properties : High solubility, neutral re-

action, low toxicity, equal if not greater effectivity than

salvarsan, and the fact that reaction symptoms such as

diarrhea and vomiting do not occur even after the admin-
istration of large doses. The preparation which bears

the name of neosalvarsan is a true derivative of salvarsan.

It has the- laboratory number Qi-t, which indicates the

labor expended upon it. -According to Ehrlich, it arises

through a condensation of sodium formaldehydesulphoxy-

late [CH, (OH) O— SO— Na] with salvarsan. From
his study and brief experience the author feels justified in

drawing the following conclusions: (i) Neosalvarsan is

a highly soluble and absolutely neutral compound; (2)

the clinical results are just as effective, if not more so,

than those of salvarsan; (3) injections are free from the

severe constitutional and local reactive phenomena that

often follow injections of salvarsan; (4) on account of

the neutral reaction, the preparation lends itself well to

intramuscular injection, thereby allowing a more pro-

longed and protracted action.

5. Alopecia Areata.—P. E. Bechet believes that the

so-called contagious variety of this disease is not a true

alopecia areata, but a separate disease due to a specific

bacillus. True alopecia areata is a trophoneurosis and is

not contagious. For instance, the returning hair in alo-

pecia areata is almost always white, thin, and slender.

The returning hair from any parasitic affection of the

scalp is always normal as to color and consistence. Alo-

pecia areata is sometimes associated with other conditions,

neurotic in character, such as leucoderma. Eddowes,

quoted by Stelwagon, reports a case of alopecia areata

occurring on an area of leucoderma. Kingsbury reported

three cases of total alopecia areata which showed errors

of refraction coexisting with ocular muscular insufficiency.

Kingsbury thought that total alopecia areata was due to a

neurosis and that eye strain might be an etiological factor.

There are reported in the literature many cases in which
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this dermatosis occurred after sudden nervous shock, from

grief, fright, accidents, etc.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Jvine 29, 1912.

1. An Aseptic Surgical Access to the Pituit,lry Body and Its

Neighborhood. L. L. Mc^rthur.
2. Symptoms of Colonic Intoxication. J. F. Binnie.

3. Diffuse Dilatation of the Esophagus without Anatomic Stenosis
(Cardiospasm); A Report of Ninety-One Cases. H, S.

Plummer.
4. Nervous Symptoms Following Sunstroke. T. H. Weisenburg.
5. Intestinal Implantation of the Bacillus Lactis Bulgaricus in

Certain Intestinal Conditions of Infants, with Report of Cases,
R. O. Clock.

6. The Procreative Regulation of Defectives and Delinfluents. G.

L. Orton.
7. Some Health Problems of Changing China. W. W. Peter.

8. Some Uncommon and Often Unrecognized Forms of Toxic Der-
matitis. J. Zeislcr.

9. Reconstruction of the Bile-Ducts. A. G. Sullivan.

10. Beriberi Caufed by Fine White Flour. J. M. Little.

1 1. Therapeutic Literature. E. J. Brown.
12. The Use of Hexametliylenamint- in .Nffections of the Upper Res-

piratory Tract. \. -A. Eisenherg.

1. Aseptic Access to the Pituitary Body.—By L. L.

McArthur. (See Medical Record, June 29, igi2, page

1245-

)

2. Symptoms of Colonic Intoxication.—By J. F.

Binnie. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page 1248.)

3. Diffuse Dilatation of the Esophagus and Cardio-

spasm.—By H. S. Plummer. (See Medical Record,

June 29, 1912, page 1246.)

4. Nervous Symptoms Following Sunstroke.—T. H.

Weisenburg states that during the summer of 191 1, be-

cause of the excessive heat there were more than the

usual number of cases of heat exhaustion in the city of

Philadelphia. Two of the large number of cases seen by

him are reported because of their unusual character. The

first was that of a patient in whom a severe sunstroke was

followed by multiple nervous lesions producing acute cere-

bellar ataxia, loss of speech, and spastic symptoms, an

unusual combination. The second was that of a cook in

whom, because of overheating, there occurred muscular

spasms. These spasms are the commonest manifestation

of heat intoxication. The interesting feature was that he

had an old poliomyelitis of one leg. In spite of this the

muscular spasms were just as marked in the palsied limb

as elsewhere, this being an interesting contribution to the

theory that the spasms are produced by a degenerative

process in the muscles and not by a lesion of the nervous

system. Although the literature of nervous symptoms

following heat intoxication or exhaustion is not very

large, yet a great variety of symptoms have been described.

Besides the usual rise of temperature, headache, and some-

times coma, there have been quite a number of cases of

motor lesions which have been either hemiplegic or para-

plegic, and rarely of acute ataxia and disturbance of speech.

Curiously enough the author has not found a single in-

stance of such lesions producing sensory disturbances, al-

though there is no reason why these should not occur.

5. Intestinal Implantation of Bacillus Lactis Bul-

garicus.—By R. O. Clock. (See Medical Record, Vol.

81, page 737.)

6. Sterilization of Defectives.—G. L. Orton states

that a bill was passed at the session of 1910-11 of the

New Jersey Legislature, and signed by the Governor, em-

powering the latter to appoint a commission whose duty

it should be to sit and act on all cases recommended by

the heads of the various institutions, the persons having

the right to appeal to the court to show why the operation

should not be performed. The law permits and in fact

specifies the operation to be performed ; namely, orchec-

tomy in cases of rapists, and vasectomy in case of all

other defectives. The operation of vasectomy is a very

valuable one in these cases and is performed by simply

ligating the vas deferens and incising the same. It can

he done under local or general anesthesia. It has been

performed on several hundred cases in the Indiana State

Reformatory with avowed success, and while it absolutely

prevents procreation it does not destroy sexual desire or

ability for coition. '

8. Uncommon Forms of Toxic Dermatitis.—J. Zeis-

ler refers to the occasional irritating effect on the skin

of veronal. He reports the case of an individual in whom
twelve to eighteen hours after taking five to eight grains

of veronal there would be noticed a marked itching on

the glans and prepuce. On local inspection a number of

round reddish patches would be observed which in tlie

course of a day or two would become bright red, tense,

somewhat swollen, and gradually show even a serous

exudation. This highly inflammatory state, accompanied

by almost unbearable itching, would persist for a number

of days before superficial crusting and final desquamation

would terminate the process, about eight or ten days after

its onset. Another unusual form of dermatitis is that

known as primrose dermatitis. During the past two years

a number of cases of this affection, probably not less than

twenty-five, occurred in the author's practice. In all, the

history of severe itching and a localized dermatitis, affect-

ing mainly the hands and the face, formed the striking

feature. With few exceptions all were women belonging

to the better class. \ few were engaged in floral estab-

lishments. The local features consisted in the well-known

phenomena of ordinary dermatitis, ranging from mild

erythema and occasional vesiculation to crusting, fissur-

ing and swelling, associated with itching and burning. In

the last few years quite a number of observations of per-

sistent dermatitis have come to the author's notice which

he could easily trace to their peculiar causation. Most

of the sufferers were women above middle age. One only

was a man of about sixty. These people complained of

considerable itching and burning of the face, which showed

more or less sharply circumscribed redness, with super-

ficial crusting, often involving the ears, but marginated

against the hair line and only occasionally involving the

hands in the form of a few patches. The eyelids suffer

particularly, are usually swollen somewhat, and show su-

perficial transverse rhagades. The patients are otherwise

in perfect health and know of their own knowledge no

cause for their disfiguring dermatosis. These cases have

usually been treated for long periods as chronic eczemas.

A close observer will quickly notice the unnatural dead

color of the hair, which contrasts markedly with the gray-

ness of the hair close to the skull. These patients do not

deny the use of hair dyes.

12. Hexamethylenamine in Affection of the Upper
Respiratory Tract.—A. A. Eisenherg concludes that

hexamethylenamine is a valuable remedy in the treatment

of the inflammatory conditions of the upper respiratory

tract. It must be given in doses large enough to secure

its full physiological effects. No untoward symptoms were

observed while given in fairly large doses (up to 30 grains

daily). It seems to prevent possible complications of

acute rhinitis, such as bronchitis and sinusitis.

The Lancet.

June 22, 1912.

1. Some Moot Points in the Pathology and Clinical History of
Pneumonia. P. Kidd.

2. The Pathology of Immunity, as Illustrated by the Behavior of
Fluid Exudates from the Tissues and Various Body Cavities,
in .Acute and Chronic Bacterial Infections, .More Especially
with Regard to the Problem of Aggressins. L. S. Dudgeon.

3. Case of Ganglion Neuroma of the Mesentery, Partly Embryonic
in Structure. H. Macnaughton Jones.

4. Some Remarks on Dilatation of the Heart. H. Davy.
5. A Case of Color Blindness. F. W. Edridge-Green.
6. Two Cases of Pneumococcal Vulvovaginitis in Children. H.

Chappie.

I. Moot Points in the Pathology and Clinical History

of Pneumonia.—P. Kidd states that Sutherland, as the

result of observations made in children suffering from

pneumonia, has referred the respiratory and cardiac symp-

toms of uncomplicated early •pneumonia to toxemic dis-
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turbances of the respiratory and cardiac centers in the

medulla. The examination of sputum is an unsatisfactory

method of detecting organisms present in the lungs.

Pneumococci may be absent in cases of pneumonia and

may be present in cases of bronchitis. As regards physical

signs, it is noted that a localized deficiency of the breath

sounds is a commoner and more valuable sign of com-

mencing pneumonia than the crepitant rale of Laennec or

the fine hair crepitation. The latter may be confounded

with the fine crepitation of edema, and is often not heard

at all in cases carefully watched from the first appearance

of physical signs. According to Gibson, a blood pressure

appreciably below the normal in pneumonia is invariably

of evil omen, and any considerable fall bodes disaster.

It is common to find edema of the lungs and mediastinal

tissues in fatal cases of pneumonia, both probably in many

instances of inflammatory origin. But cutaneous gener-

alized edema can hardly be regarded in the same light,

and may be a toxic effect of the pneumococcus. The

records of necropsies at the London Hospital show that

obsolete tuberculous nodules are often found in the lungs

in cases of lobar pneumonia. But lobar pneumonia com-

plicating declared and progressive tuberculosis of the

lungs is exceedingly rare. Acute lobar pneumonia com-

plicating rheumatic fever is very uncommon. It seems to

be the fact that the pneumonia of influenza is of two

kinds: (l) True influenzal pneumonia, the result of the

influenza bacillus, which is always bronchopneumonic ; (2

)

lobar pneumonia, which is probably always pneumococcal.

The first may arise at any stage ; the latter generally ap-

pears ratner as a sequel than as a substantive part of the

influenza, and is to be regarded as a secondary infection.

Pneumonia terminating in organization seems to fall into

two -groups : ( i ) Progressive febrile cases, with or with-

out a temporary remission of fever, ending fatally in a

few weeks or months. Pulmonary abscesses, gangrene,

and other complications may arise. (2) Cases in which

the fever declines by lysis, delayed resolution being suc-

ceeded by gradual hbrc^sis and recovery.

3. Ganglion Neuroma of the Mesentery.—H. Mac-

naughton Jones reports a case of this rare condition in a

girl aged eighteen years, in whom the growth was first

discovered at the age of five years. The mass appeared

to be of the size of a large orange, situated below the

umbilicus at the left side and covered by the rectus muscle.

The only symptoms were nausea and constipation. By a

double oblique incision, which included a portion of the

rectus, the capsule of the tumor was exposed. It was'

covered by omentum and partly by bowel. There were

some adhesions of the omentum and the bowel which were

easily separated, but then it was found that the mass was

embedded in the mesentery, between the layers of which

it lay. Its firm mesenteric attachment to the left side of

the vertebral column was hidden from view and extended

for some nine inches. -\ profuse hemorrhage attended the

removal of the tumor. The greater part of the mass con-

sisted of a firm tissue, which was composed of bundles

of nerve fibers. The fibers were almost all myelinated.

They had a sheath of Henle which varied in thickness,

but which was usually delicate. This tissue also contained

groups of encapsulated ganglion cells ; the nerve fibres

surrounding these cells had a very delicate sheath. The

ganglion cells were almost all degenerate; some were

necrosed and impregnated by calcium. The capsule of

the tumor was formed by similar bundles of nerves in

which the collagenous sheath was thickened ; it was not

formed by indifferent fibrous tissue. This firm portion

of the mass had the structure of a simple "neuroma

ganglionare" or "gangliocellulare."

4. Dilatation of the Heart.—H. Davy states that the

heart may be invaded by the specific organisms in rheu-

matic fever, pneumonia, typhoid fever, diphtheria, erysipe-

las, influenza, and the various septic infections, and that

the results of such invasion are shown in the occurrence

of endocarditis, myocarditis, and pericarditis. In these

cases the tonicity of the poisoned heart muscle fails and

thus dilatation takes place. There are many other condi-

tions in which the heart is poisoned by toxins generated

in the patient's body. The author has published a series

of cases showing that toxins generated from microorgan-

isms in decayed teeth act in this way. In one of these a

vaccine made from the bacillus pyocyaneus found in a de-

cayed tooth was actually discovered to benefit greatly the

condition of the patient's heart, which had on several

occasions been found to be dilated ; and in several other

cases various mircroorganisms found in decayed teeth had

been associated with heart weakness and probably degen-

eration of the heart muscle. This poisoning of heart

muscle by toxins formed within the patient's body opens

up a large field for investigation. The action of toxins

in cases of chronic constipation and intestinal stasis is

already being recognized, and their action on the heart

and other organs of the body is beginning to be known
It is possible that it may be found that other organs of the

body may be invaded by microorganisms which produce

toxins that affect the heart muscle, but at present this has

not been proved.

5. Color Blindness.—See page 68.

6. Pneumococcal Vulvovaginitis in Children.—H.

Chappie reports two cases of this condition, which were

clinically indistinguishable from other cases of vulvo-

vaginitis. Their exact nature was to be recognized only

by bacteriological examination. The following treat-

ment was employed : For tl;e first few days the child was

kept at rest and the parts were bathed at frequent inter-

vals with a warm lotion. An autogenous vaccine of

5,000,000 pneumococci was given. The acute nature of

the inflammatory process rapidly subsided, and then warm
vaginal douches of zinc permanganate were given under

low pressure. Had the patient been an adult it would

have been wiser first to plug carefully the orifice of the

external os with a suitable tampon in order to prevent the

possible ascent of organisms during the douching process.

This was not feasible in this child. The inflammatory

process did not spread further than the vagina, and in ten

days the discharge was almost gone, but pneumococci

were still present in the vagina. Consequently another

vaccine of 5,000,000 was given, and the local treatment

was continued. The condition rapidly cleared up, requir-

ing only four vaccines in all, and the patient got quite

well, the vaginal swab showing no pneumococci present.

Recent methods have shown that pneumococcal peritonitis

is not an uncommon affection in girls. To those who hold

that the path of infection may be an ascending one by the

Fallopian tubes these cases will be of interest. The pneu-

mococcus is present in the vagina more frequently than is

supposed. The possibility of such an ascent affords an

additional reason for being anxious to detect the exact

nature of a discharge at the earliest possible moment, and

to rid the patient of her infection by the most rapid pos-

sible means.

British Medical Journal.

June 22. 1912.

1. Colic. G. Rankin.
2. Enterospasm and Colic from the Surgical Point of View. J.

Swain.
3. The Salvarsan Treatment of Pernicious Anemia. B. Bramwell.
4. On the Treatment of Syphilis. D'Arcy Power.
5. Electrocardiography and Its Importance in the Clinical Ex-

amination of Heart Affections. T. Lewis.
6. The Rapid Cure of .Amebic Dysentery and Hepatitis by Hypo-

dermic Injection of oluble alts of Emetine. L. Rogers.

I. Colic.—G. Rankin states that the word "colic"

was originally meant to be descriptive of a sudden, acute,

paroxysmal pain produced by some abnormal condition of

the colon. A wider significance is now attached to the

term, which has come popularly to connote pain of this
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description occurring anywhere throughout the body,

when it is dependent upon either irregular active contrac-

tion or excessive passive dilatation of involuntary muscu-

lar fibre. The most homely example of colic is that due

to muscular spasm of the intestinal walls resulting from

the presence of irritating food. Another striking variety

is that produced by gallstones impacted in the cystic or

in the conmion duct. Comparable with biliary colic and

announced by the same sudden series of symptoms

—

rigors, pain, and vomiting—is ureteral colic. The author

enumerates and describes the other following forms of

colic: that due to lead poisoning; the pain caused by

neurotic dyspepsia; colic due to impaction of a pan-

creatic calculus in Wirsung's duct; appendicular colic;

the colic associated with mucous colitis ; the pain caused

by iniivablc kidney; the colicky pain caused by etnbolism

or thrombosis of the mesenteric vessels; "angina abdomi-

nis." comparable with the spasm of the vessels seen in

ordinary migraine; the colic frequently occurring in the

terminal stage of diabetes; and the pain due to aneurysm

of the abdominal aorta, malignant disease of one of the

abdominal organs or of the retroperitoneal glands, hys-

teria, and the visceral crises of locomotor ata.xia. In

women, colic may result from disorders of the bladder,

uterus, tubes, and ovaries.

2. Surgical Significance of Enterospasm.—J. Swain

states that pain, vomiting, and collapse constitute tlie car-

dinal symptoms of most acute abdominal crises. Every

surgeon of experience occasionally meets with cases in

which the severity of these symptoms is strongly sug-

gestive of intestinal obstruction or some other important

abdominal lesion; but on opening the abdomen nothing

abnormal is found, the symptoms cease, and the patient

soon recovers. Some of these cases are of purely

functional origin, tliose of an acute type being probably

due to painful contraction of the small intestines—entero-

spasm—and those of a chronic type being associated with

pain of the nature of "colic" in the large gut. That
enterospasm is capable of simulating an acute abdominal

crisis is suggested by the fact that recovery follows opera-

tion when the pain and vomiting are sufficiently severe to

necessitate a celiotomy, which is performed in some cases

because of the impossibility of being certain that the

symptoms are merely due to a functional intestinal dis-

turbance. Moreover, in some cases the intestines are

actually to be seen markedly contracted at the time of

opening the abdomen. The seat of the greatest intensity

of the pain generally appears to be referred to the neigh-

borhood of the umbilicus, there is often a history of ir-

regular action of the bowels, and the abdomen is fre-

quently retracted. In this last respect the condition re-

sembles the early stage of most acute abdominal lesions.

and when associated with considerable superficial ten-

derness it is extremely difficult to exclude some forms of

peritonitis. Nevertheless, in many of these cases the gen-

eral condition of the patient does not suggest a serious

mischief, and it is not uncommon to find that the

diaphragm acts freely, so that a deep breath may be drawn
without adding to the patient's suffering. In doubtful

•cases of severe intestinal trouble a gradually increasing dis-

tention in association with pain and vomiting may be re-

garded as a clear indication for operation ; but it is not

often desirable to wait for this as a means of diagnosis,

and it is far wiser to run the risk of operating unneces-

sarily in a case of enterospasm than to neglect to inter-

fere in an obscure case of acute intestinal obstruction

or other morbid abdominal condition which may be

amenable to surgical procedures. The exclusion of a

-malignant neoplasm is of the greatest importance.

3. Salvarsan in Pernicious Anemia.—B. Bramwell
states that in March, 1911, he reported two cases of

pernicious anemia in which great improvement resulted

from the administration of salvarsan. He now records the

further progress of these cases—they have remained well

without any further treatment—and the results in five

other cases treated in the same way. Since the author

commenced to treat cases of pernicious anemia with

arsenic in the year 1875 he has had a large experience with

the disease ; the impression which has been made upon

his mind by the results of tlie salvarsan treatment in the

seven cases is, on the whole, very favorable. He believes

that salvarsan will probably be found to be a more effi-

cient remedy than arsenic given by the mouth, and indeed

than any form of treatment which has as yet been em-

ployed in this very grave and intractable disease.

6. Emetine in Treatment oi Amebic Dysentery.—
L. Rogers states that the principal cause of the vicissitudes

of ipecacuanha is the production of very disagreeable

and exhausting nausea and vomiting by the large doses

which are essential to obtaining its full curative effects.

This serious drawback is only partially overcome by the

present methods of giving the drug in salol or keratin

coated pills, and the use of opium, chloral hydrate, or tan-

nic acid to check vomiting. Last year Vedder showed
that emetine, the principal alkaloid of ipecacuanha, has the

power in high dilutions of destroying amebs in broth cul-

tures, although it is not clear that this was a pathogenic

form, which most recent authorities believe has not yet

been cultivated. The author has, therefore, tested the

effect of the soluble emetine hydrochloride on Aiiieba

histolytica in dysenteric stools. He has found that, on

placing a piece of mucus containing numerous active

amebas in normal saline solutions of this salt, the patho-

genic organism is immediately killed and materially

altered in its microscopical appearances by a I in 10,000

solution, while after a few minutes they are rendered

inactive, and apparently killed by as weak a solution as

I in 100.000. He has therefore decided to try if this

powerful alkaloid can be safely administered hypo-

dermically in the treatment of amebic disease, and has

obtained striking results in a few patients.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

Jioie 17. 1912.

Etiological Significance of Psychic Insults in Affec-

tions of the Blood Glands.—Miinzer first refers to dia-

betes. Graves' dsease, myxedema, and acromegaly as a

disease group due to disorders of the blood glands. To
go no further than this grouping, however, means nothing

at all in connection with the intimate nature of these af-

fections. What factors bring about these disturbances?

Are they common for the entire group? This is hardly

probable. All possess a notable hereditary element, but

this refers only to the individual diseases. We do not

find group heredity. The great causative factors of

chronic disease in general may be noted in most of these

affections, and the general factor in etiology stands out

with prominence. This is psychic insult which may be

brought into relationship with all or nearly all of the blood

gland diseases. These insults naturally comprise fear and

worry, fright, grief, vexation, despair, or from a more ob-

jective viewpoint domestic and business troubles. A fac-

tor like psychic insult may readily be understood as hav-

ing the power to affect several blood glands at once, al-

though such is the interdependence of these structures that

a serious affection of one gland might involve others.

Again the psychic trauma would not manifest itself

on the blood glands alone, but could affect other functions,

not omitting of course the brain itself. Hence despite the

somatic character of the affection the germ of the latter

may be in the brain, as in any other psychogenous malady.

The author is more dubious about the hypophysis than any

of the other blood glands, in regard to a psychogenous

factor. The latter can readily be established in connection
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with affections of the thyroid, pancreas and adrenals. The

anatomical relations of the hypophysis associate its

physical anomalies with central nervous symptoms, but a

set of phenomena due purely to disturbed innervation of an

anatomically intact structure is not yet known to exist al-

though Pel has reported cases of acromegaly due appar-

ently to psychic trauma.

Early Diagnosis of Primary Lung Tumors and the

Possibility of Operative Removal.—Ephraim states that

radiography has not added anything to our diagnostic re-

sources in this field, for the growth must often be quite

far advanced before its presence can be detected in this

manner. Bronchoscopy also has a limited field, and it is

sometimes possible to excise a bit of tumor for diagnostic

purposes when one projects into a brochus. On account

of the tendency of primary tumors to appear in or near

the bronchi a combination of resources sometimes en-

ables us to make the correct diagnosis when the first sub-

jective symptoms cause the patient to seek medical aid.

These symptoms comprise dyspnea and hemoptysis, cough

and stridor; and auscultation and percussion can be de-

pended on to furnish data, aided of course with the sputum

investigation. The author reports a number of cases of

malignant disease in which a correct diagnosis was prompt-

ly made. Naturally for such cases not much can be done

as a rule. The author, however, succeeded in extirpating

one broncliial cancer by the natural route and cauterizing

the base and the patient is still free from disease after two

and a half years. It is also worth while to x-ray these

growths with the hope at least of prolonging life.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

June IS, 1912.

Duodenal Ulcer.—Hans Kehr asks why it is that

Mayo and Moynihan diagnosticate and operate on so

many cases of duodenal ulcer, while in Germany the con-

verse is the case. Does this contrast redound in any way

against German surgery? The author has been in the

United States and as far as diagnosis is concerned found

no superiority there over German colleagues. The latter,

however, are more conservative when it comes to laying

down operative indications ; while the American public

appear to be far better disposed to trust themselves to

the knife than are the Germans. There is also perhaps a

disposition on the part of some American and English

surgeons to operate for a record or as a cure-all. They

do not adhere to the maxim that it is better to be a physi-

cian first and an exciser of ulcers or appendices after-

wards. The author regards it as a higher art to forego

operation in select cases than to operate broadcast.

Despite the author's record as a gallstone operator he

rather prides himself more on what he forbore to do

than on his record. Full credit is given to the Mayos for

their immense activities and low mortality. The gospel

of early intervention is preached and practised by them

to the full. But the great reputation, the strong per-

sonality, the belief in operating, on the part of the sur-

geons, and the willingness of the patients to submit to

operation, are all powerful factors in determining the

amount and character of the work. Perhaps the same
aggregate of good could be attained with far less surgery.

Endothelioma of the Nasal Septum.—Trautmann be-

lieves these growths to be much more common that sta-

tistics show, because a correct microscopic diagnosis of so

little known a tumor can seldom be made, the material

being buried in the literature of carcinoma and sarcoma
in this as in other localities. The author can find but

four published cases under this head and adds a fifth.

Clincally the growth was a fibrous polyp with nothing to

suggest mahgnancy. The diagnosis of the university

pathologist was endothelioma undergoing myxomatous
degeneration. Without special care in diagnosis such a

growth would doubtless impose itself as a myxosarcoma.

The growth was excised with a part of the septum and

the prognosis for recurrence guarded.

De Quervain's Disease.—Florcken, while not exactly

naming a recently described affection for its reporter,

described a case under the designation "stenotic tendo-

vaginitis of the processus styloideus radii (de Quervain)."

It is not quite six months since this affection was ap-

parently first described by de Quervain under that desig-

nation. It is quite different from a condition secondary

to habitual subluxation, also recently described and for

the first time by Eurk. In one of the author's cases the

patient was a young woman who could not account for the

lesion unless it could be attributed to cycling. The thumb
of the affected side was crippled, extensions being very

painful. The radiograms showed no bone lesions. There
was tenderness over the affected tendons. Diagnosis

was confirmed by operative incision into the sheaths of the

abductor longus pollicis and extensor brevis poUicis, the

tendons being then freed from the sheath.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift

June 20, igi2.

Treatment of Climacteric Disturbances with X-Rays.
—Runge states tliat the use of radiography is constantly

broadening in gynecology. It is now used in myomata,

climacteric hemorrhages, dj'smenorrhea, pruritis, and
kraurosis vulvae. At the present time no less than 137

patients are receiving the .r-ray treatment for these affec-

tions in the gynecological clinic of Charite Hospital, Berlin.

For profuse menstruation at the menopause the older

treatment comprised ergot and irrigations, with curettage

as a reserve resource and hysterectomy as a last resort.

To-day the treatment consists mainly in destroying the

ovaries functionally with radiography. It must be con-

fessed, however, that this resource is by no means always

free from danger. A correct diagnosis must, of course,

be made, for to proceed too hastily to radiography might

cause the operator to overlook a beginning cancer or a

small submucous myoma—in the latter case the error

would only be technical as the rays could be the treatment

of choice under such circumstances, although many would
doubtless prefer extirpation. If a high degree of acute

anemia is associated with the hemorrhage hysterectomy

might be the indication of necessity. The older the pa-

tient the more prompt should be the cure. Naturally

everything depends upon selection of material and aptness

of technique, both as regards outlook or recovery, and the

prevention of accidents due to the treatment.

A New Method for Examination of Lumbar Punc-
tates.—Braun and Husler isolate five groups of punc-

tates. The first is characteristic of tuberculous menin-

gitis or perhaps of meningitis in general, although the au-

thors' test may be made especially valuable for the latter.

The test is simple, consisting in the addition of a very

dilute hydrochloric acid to a certain quantity of punctate.

The acid, tenth-normal, is diluted with 299 parts of dis-

tilled water, and one c.c. of punctate is added to 5 c.c.

of dilute acid. In meningitis the mi.xture becomes turbid

perhaps in a few moments or perhaps not until a half hour.

This reaction never occurs in a normal punctate. The
second group of punctates is that of acute purulent menin-

gitis, but the reaction while positive in these cases is for

obvious reasons of no special diagnostic value. Other

groups of punctates are respectively those of paralysis,

cases of any sort which simulate meningitis, and miscel-

laneous unclassified cases. The only actual claims made
are two. Tuberculous meningitis may be diagnosticated

outright, since it would not be confused clinically with

acute purulent meningitis, while meningitis of any sort

may be excluded by negative reaction.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE PHYSICAL F.X.\MINATIOX.

Cough and Hoarseness.—An occasional cough
will usually be too trivial to report if a careful

search has failed to reveal a serious cause. It may
arise from a slight congestion of the fauces or

pharnyx, a few granulations at the back of the

throat, or a long uvula, or it may be due purely

to nervousness, all these conditions being inconse-

quential. When the cough is habitual or constant,

however, the examiner should report it in any event

as well as making a rigid examination.

Respirations.—Deviations from a normal rate

of respiration are seldom met with in life insurance

examining. Nevertheless the rate should always be

taken, and if it varies much from 18 to 20 a minute
the cause should be looked for. Labored respiration

is encountered occasionally in applicants who are

subject to chronic bronchitis, emphysema or

asthma. Chronic hoarseness or huskiness should

always be reported with the cause.

Expansion of the Chest.—Examiners often

refer to a large chest capacity as a valuable indica-

tion of the manner in which the lungs perform tlieir

functions. In an ordinary healthy man of average
height and build the difference between inspiration

and expiration is about two to three inches, whereas
in abnormal conditions there may not be an inch in

difference.

Great expansion of the chest is often the result

of practice. On the other hand, deficient expan-
sion may be encountered in individuals who, though
robust and healthy, are stout or sedentary in their

habits, and, through lack of practice, do not know
how to expand their chest, especially when they are

asked to do so. The examiner will have to give

some instruction I0 such applicants before he can

get them to show their normal capacity.

In incipient or even in the more advanced but
still early ages of pulmonary disease the move-
ments of the chest may be so unrestricted that the

expansion will afford no evidence of trouble.

The Lungs.—Every examination of the lungs

should be made with the chest bared in accordance
with the suggestions and illustrations previously

given in the section under "General Methods in

Examination." If those precautions are observed
the examiner will be in a position to discover any
lesion from the apex to the base.

It must always be kept in mind by the examiner
that he is apt to meet cases of pulmonary tubercu-

losis in the very earliest stages when the signs are

easily overlooked. Most of these applicants will

not have any history of previous cough, hemoptysis,
loss of weight, night sweats, or a bad family his-

tory to put him on his guard, so that in these cases

more than any other, probably, grave errors are

avoided only by the exercise of the utmost care and
thoroughness in every examination. Unless the

examination is made in a quiet place where there

are no distractions and the chest is properly bared,

the signs of incipient disease in the chest will often

escape detection. While these remarks apply to all

applicants, they are particularly fitting to light

, weights with poor family histories and personal

histories of dyspepsia or indigestion.

Examiners should remember that every deviation

in the chest from the rule does not necessarily indi-

cate a diseased condition. The physiological differ-

ences in the percussion note or in the respiratory

sounds between the two sides of the chest may be

considerably exaggerated in healthy individuals and,

with a few, similar conditions, should not be record-

ed after an extendeed examination has eliminated all

possible diseased conditions. A slight jirolonga-

tion of the expiratory sound, if uniform on both

sides and not caused by emphysema, a few crackles

bilateral at the base and no dullness showing the

presence of some old adhesions without thickening

of the pleura, or the slightly harsh respiratory mur-
mur in elderly as compared to that in younger
people are a few of the conditions not worthy of

reporting, always provided that extra care has been

taken to discover more serious causes.

Applicants who have had pleurisy are acceptable

after a reasonable length of time has elapsed, pro-

vided there was no suspicion of tuberculosis and
that no thickening of the pleura remains ; in these

cases a few friction sounds may be expected. A
full history as to the date, duration, complications,

if any, whether it was dry, with effusion or purulent,

and whether there was any suspicion of tuberculo-

sis will be required, and the only one who can in-

telligently supply these data is the attending physi-

cian. The applicant is expected to furnish this

statement from his physician. In addition to this

the examiner must give a definite, explicit descrip-

tion of the physical signs remaining.

Acute Colds.—Applicants frequently present

themselves for examination while subject to acute

colds. The ailment may seem too trivial to report.

It must not be forgotten, however, that an ordinary

cold is often the precursor to pneumonia or bron-

chitis, especially if the applicant is indiscreet while

under the influence of the cold. It is the duty of

the examiner, therefore, to mention ordinary colds

in the report and make a re-examination later, in-

forming the home office when full and complete
recovery has talcen place.

Pulmonary Emphysema.—Keller tells of exam-
ining in 1878 a country messenger 33 years old, and
advising special rates' because of moderate em-
physema and the fact that the applicant had to do a

good deal of hill climbing in his occupation. The
insurance company refused the application alto-

gether. The applicant continued at his work, and
in the year 19 12 Keller was called to treat him for

trouble in walking, weakness, etc. Keller found a

high degree of arteriosclerosis, which may have
been due to the constant and excessive use of al-

cohol ; singularly enough the patient, now 67 years

old, showed almost the same degree of emphysema
as on the first examination for insurance. This case

has taught Keller not to be too fearful of recom-
mending applicants with emphysema for life insur-

ance ; while numerous minor symptoms and com-
plaints may be due to this affection, severe grades
of it threatening life or shortening life expectation

are rarely met with. An additional premium may be

justifiable in cases of emphysema, but refusing in-

surance is' bad business as well as unfair to tha

applicant.

—

Bliittcr fi'ir ]^ertraucnsdrzte dcr Lebcns-
versicherung, March and April, 1912.

American Association of Medical Examiners.

—

The next annual meeting of this association will be
held at Minneapolis, June 2 and 3, 1912, under the

presidency of Dr. Frank W. Foxworthy of Indian-

apolis. The secretary is Dr. G. Strohbach, Miami
Building, Cincinnati.
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Urology. The Diseases of the Urinary Tract in Men and
Women. A Book for Practitioners and Students. By
Ramon Guiter.\s, M.D. (Harv.), Professor of Genito-

urinary Surgery, New York Post-Graduate Medical
School ; Visiting Surgeon to the Columbus and Post-

Graduate Hospitals ; Consulting Surgeon to the City and
French Hospitals; Formerly Professor of Anatomy,
Operative Surgery and Gynecology, Post-Graduate Med-
ical School, and Visiting Surgeon to the Department of
Genitourinary Diseases and Gynecology, New York City

Hospital; Member of the .American Medical Association,

the American Urological Association, the French Uro-
logical Association, the American Public Health Asso-
ciation, the American Association of Genitourinary Sur-
geons, the American Association of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists, the Association of Military Surgeons of

the United States, the American Society of Tropical

Medicine, tlic New York Academy of Medicine, and the

Harvard Medical Society. With Nine Hundred and
Forty-three Illustrations in Te.Kt and Seven Plates. \'ol-

unies I and H. Price $10.00. New York and London:
D. Appleton & Company, igi2.

The two volumes before us comprise a complete treatise

on the diseases of the urinary tract in both sexes by a

man whose long activity as a practical surgeon in this

field and as a teacher to post-graduate students have made
him peculiarly fitted to be the author of such a book.

Because of such experience Dr. Guiteras has succeeded in

presenting his subject in such a manner as to leave nothing
to lie desired in clearness of exposition and directness of
instructions. The wealth of illustrations, almost a thou-
sand, add greatly to the teaching value of his work.
Perhaps the best way of acquainting the reader with the

scope of the work is to quote some of the chapter Iiead-

ings which follow : History and Diseases of the Urinary
Tract, the Anatomy of the Genitourinary Tract, the Urine,
Discharges, the Blood in Relation to Urology, Urological
Equipment, Sterilization of Instruments and Apparatus,
Technique of Instrumentation, Urethroscopy, Cystoscopy,
Special Urinary Symptoms. Urinary Fever, Urinary Infec-
tion, the History of the Case, General Symptoms, Exam-
ination of Patients, Urological Therapeutics, Anesthesia in

Urology, Diseases of Metabolism, Methods of Examining
the Kidney, Kidney Injuries. Movable Kidney, Nonsuppu-
rative Neophritis, Nephrolithiasis, etc., etc. The second
volume is devoted mainly to the diseases of the bladder,
of the prostate, of the urethra, of the testicles and scrotum,
and the various chapters are just as detailed in contents as
those mentioned above.
The book must become a necessary equipment to every

specialist in genitourinary disease. On the other hand, no
better treatise can be recommended to a non-specialist who
desires to possess one authoritative work on the subject
for purposes of reference.

Spondvlothekapv. Physiotherapy of the Spine Based on
a Studv of Clinical Phvsiologv. By Albert Abrams,
.A.M., iVI.D., F.R.M.S.. 'Consulting Physician to the
Mount Zinn and French Hospitals. San Francisco

;

Formerly Professor of Pathology and Director of the
Medical Clinic. Cooper Medical College (Department of
Medicine. Leland Stanford Junior University). San
Francisco. Third Edition, Enlarged. San Francisco:
Philopolis Press, 1912.

The fact has been known for long empirically that ap-
plications to and manipulations of the spine produced cer-
tain favorable effects upon some conditions which other
treatment had failed to benefit. Thus it has come to pass
that spinal massage and so on in the hands of practitioners
of some schools have been lauded as cure alls, and this
form of treatment has gained the confidence of a large
section of the community. Dr. Abrams has thoroughly in-

vestigated various visceral reflexes which bear his name
and has thereby been led into a deeper study of spinal ther-
apeutics, the results of which he has embodied in a work on
the subject. The book has gone through two editions,
which speaks well for its reception, while the present edi-
tion has been enlarged by the addition of seven chapters
and fifty new illustrations. In the preface to the
third edition and in a chapter of the book, the author
takes the opportunity of criticising some of tlie reviewers
of the former editions and expresses regret that our med-
ical journals have not yet attained the Utopian condition
when they are eager to give space to the protestations of
an author who feels that his work has been misinter-
preted or unjustly criticized. It should be both to the
advantage of readers, the journal and the author that

the raisoii d'etre of a work should be made clear, and
therefore medical journals should not be averse to pub-
lishing explanatory letters. However, Dr. Abrams ex-
plains with commendable lucidity in the book itself

spondylotherapy from seemingly every possible stand-
point. The work is interesting and instructive even if one
is unable to wholly believe that the method of treatment
is indicated in all the complaints to which the author re-

fers. The book is well printed and the illustrations are
clear. The additions double the size of the work and
provide suggestive reading.

Die Diagnostische und Prognostiche Bedeutuxg der
Harnsedimente nach Neueren Anschauungen. Von
Dr. C. PosNER, Prof, au der Universitat Berlin. Price
1.40 marks. Halle: Carl Marhold Verlagsbuchhand-
lung, 1912.

In this excellent contribution to the series of monographs
on metabolic disorders edited by Dr. Albu. the author dis-

cusses the significance of urinary sediments. In spite of
the extensive consideration he gives to the matter of the

inorganic substances that present themselves in this con-
nection it is evident that there is still very little reason
for attaching much importance to their appearance. In
most instances the occurrence of deposits of urates, phos-
phates, uric acid, oxalates, etc., is dependent on physical
rather than metabolic causes, and the few conditions un-
der which this is not the case are satisfactorily described.

The question as to whether or not casts can appear with-
out the presence of albumin in the urine is still regarded
by many authorities as an open one, but Posner is strongly
of the opinion that they may, rarely, be found in albumin
free urine. He also emphasizes the fact that it is impos-
sible to determine the point of origin along the genito-
urinary tract of the epithelial cells found in the sedi-

ment—a fact which some microscopists still find it difficult

to accept. The utility of the dark field method of illu-

mination, and of tlie polarizing microscope in studying the

organized sediments is pointed out, and there is also a

brief discussion of the microorganisms to be found.

Investigations on Dysentery in Fiji, During the Year
1910. Bv P. H. Bahr, M.A.. M.B., B.C., D.T.M.&H.,
Cantab., M.R.C.S., Eng., L.R.C.P., Lond. Together with
an .Account of the Occurrence and Spread of Dysentery
in the Pacific in Former Years bv B. Gianvill Cormey,
I.S.O., M.R.C.S.. for Twenty Years Chief Medical Offi-

cer, Fiji. With Colored and Monochrome Plates and
Many Charts. Price 6 shillings net. London : Witherby
& Co., 1912.

Dr. Bahr studied dysentery for thirteen months in Fiji,

and this report to the London School of Tropical Medicine
embodies the results of his investigations. The report is

preceded by a remarkably interesting paper by Dr. G.
Corney. who was for twenty years chief medical officer of
the colony. The mortality from dysentery has greatly

lessened since Dr. Corney first went to Fiji and has con-
tinued to decrease in virulence. Dr. Bahr investigated the
disease bacteriologically. clinically, and from the stand-
points of pathology, epidemiology, treatment, and proph-
yla.xis. The chapter dealing with amebic dysentery is

especially instructive and other points of particular in-

terest are portions of the book concerned with the treat-

ment of acute dysentery by intestinal disinfectants and
the antiserum treatment. Bahr is unable to draw any def-
inite conclusions from the treatment, but is inclined to

think that the combined method of antiserum injection,

together with the administration of salines and disin-

fectants, gives the best results. The report, which is issued
in the form of a supplement of the Journal of the London
Seliool of Trofiieal Medicine, is well printed and contains
some excellent colored and monochrome plates. It is a
useful addition to our constantly increasing store of knowl-
edge concerning tropical diseases.

Ueber Pyodermien, die Infektionen der Haut mit den
banalen Eiterregern. Von J. Jadassohn, Bern, Samm-
lung Jadassohn, Band I, Heft. 2. Price M. 1.80. Halle a.

S. : Carl Marhold Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1912.

In this monograph the author proposes a new nomen-
clature and classification for certain skin diseases. This
is based upon the etiological factor and therefore upon
firm scientific grounds, a method of attack which der-
matology as a whole sadly lacks. Those skin diseases
which are due to the staphylococcus and the streptococcus •

are clearly described and classified. In some instances the
epidemiology of the affection is discussed. Therapeutics
and prognosis are briefly referred to at the end of the
work.
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A Manual of Surgical Treatment by Sir \V. Watson
Chevne, Bart., C.B.D.Sc, LL.U., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., Hon.
Surgeon in Ordinary to H. M. tiie King; Senior Surgeon
to King's College Hospital, and F. F. Burghabd, M.S.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S. Surgeon to King's College Hospital

and Senior Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, Pad-
dington Green. New Edition, entirely revised and largely

rewritten with the assistance of T. P. Lego, M.S.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the Royal Free Hospital;

Assistant Surgeon to King's College Hospital, and Ar-
thur Edmonds, M.S. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the

Great Northern Central Hospital; Surgeon to Out-
Patieiits, The Children's Hospital, Paddington Green.

In Five Volumes, Vol. L Price $6.00. Philadelphia and
New York: Lea & Eebiger, 1912.

The first edition of this work appeared about a dozen

years ago and was at once welcomed by surgeons. It is

now presented in a revised form, with ample additions

and such changes as are necessary to bring it up to date.

The work appeals to the practitioner rather than to the

student. The latter is concerned more especially with the

pathology, symptomatology and diagnosis of surgical con-

ditions; whereas the practitioner frequently requires full

and detailed information as to the best methods of treat-

ment. The authors have made a careful selection of

methods, and only present here what they have found by

personal experience to be of value. The present volume
includes sections on inflammation, suppuration, ulcera-

tion, gangrene, wounds, and their complications; burns,

scalds, and frostbites; infective diseases of wounds; af-

fections of cicatrices; syphilis; tuberculosis; tumors, de-

formities of the fingers and toes; flat-foot; club-foot;

curved tibia and fibula
;
genu valgum, varum, and re-

curvatum; curvatures of the neck of the femur; con-

genital dislocation of the hip; kyphosis, and scoliosis.

There is an appendix with two very complete chapters on
anesthetics and blood examination in surgical conditions.

The book is not at all narrow in its scope ; and the title

"Surgical Treatment" is very liberally interpreted. In the

chapter on syphilis will be found a discussion on Salvar-

san, and a description of its administration by the intra-

venous method; and under the heading of scoliosis is a

full account, with illustrations, of exercises which have
been found useful in this condition. The reader may not

agree with every statement contained in the volume, for

example in the discussion on asepsis and antisepsis on
pages 99 and 153; but the authors describe both methods,
and then .give their preference, with reasons for the same.
For the beginner, or one with but little experience, the

present work is invaluable ; at the same tune most sur-

geons will find it a useful addition to their library.

Cornell University Medical Bulletin. Studies from
the Depart .ment of Medicine, including Therapeutics
AND Applied Pharmacology. New York: Cornell Uni-

versity, 1912.

This volume contains a number of reprints of articles by
several members of the Cornell University Medical Col-

lege. Among the contributors are Doctors W . G. Thomp-
son, L. A. Conner, \V. L. Niles, F. S. Meara, T. W. Hast-
ings, B. R. Hoobler, M. Xeustadter, W. C. Thro, H. J.

Schwartz W. H. Sheldon, A. L Ringer, A. C. Crehore, W.
Coleman, and E. F. DuBois. As all of these papers have
appeared in various medical journals it is more than likely

that our readers have already seen them, either in their

original form or in abstract.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,
Discoveries and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-
gical Sciences. Edited by Hobart Amory Hare, M.D.,
Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the

JeflFerson Medical College. Philadelphia. Assisted by
Leighton F. Appleman, M.D., Instructor in Therapeutics,
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, March l, 1912.

Price $6.00 per annum. Philadelphia and New York

:

Lea and Febiger, 1912.

The first article in the current number of Progressive
Medicine is by C. H. Frazier, on Surgery of the Head,
Neck, and Thorax. It begins with a useful and timely

summary of what is known about the Hypophysis. The
whole of this article, of nearly one hundred pages, is most
valuable. The subject of Infectious diseases, including
.A.cute Rheumatism, Croupous Pneumonia, and Influenza,

is by J. Ruhrah. Curiously, neither Pneumonia, Rheu-
matism, nor Influenza occurs in the index. F. Crandall
contributes the article on Diseases of Children, and D. B.

Kyle and A. Duel supply the articles on Rhinology and
Laryngology, and Otology, respectively. Colon bacillus

infection, in the index, should contain a reference to

page 256.

A Compend of Human Physiology. Especially Adapted
for the Use of Medical Students. By Albert P. Bru-
baker, A.M., M.D., Author of "A Text-Book of Physi-
ology"; Professor of Physiology and Medical Jurispru-
dence in the Jeflferson Aledical College; formerly Pro-
fessor of Physiology in the Pennsylvania College of
Dental Surgery ; Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology
in the Drexel Institute of Art, Science and Industry;
Fellow of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia.
Thirteenth edition, with 26 illustrations. Price $1.25
net. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1912.

This compend on physiology has long been a favorite with
medical students, and doubtless the new edition will enjoy
the popularity of its predecessors. We note the omission
of the "Table of Physiologic Constants," which was a use-
ful feature of the former editions. In the index we find

no mention of Spleen, Metabolism, Ductless Glands, Feces,
Reaction of Degeneration, Respiratory Quotient, and many
other terms which a student might expect to find there.

Elements of Hydrotherapy for Nurses. -By George
Knapp Abbott, M.D., Dean of the Faculty and Pro-
fessor of Hydrotherapy and Practice of Medicine in the

College of Medical Evangelists, Loma Linda, Cal.

Washington, D. C. : Review and Herald Publishing As-
sociation.

If, as the author asserts in the preface of this book, there

is an "urgent need of a nurses' text-book on hydro-
therapy," he is certainly one of the first to come forward
and aid in filling tliis deplorable gap in the already volu-
minous literature supplied to the nursing profession. The
first part of the book deals with the physiological efifects of
water; the second with the therapeutics, and the third

with the technique of hydrotherapy. The author is an
ardent advocate of this method of therapy, and prefers
it to quinine in the treatment of malaria. The book should
prove of service to nurses who have to look after patients

undergoing this form of treatment.

Diseases of the Genitourinary Organs and the Kidney,
By Robert H. Greene, A.M., M.D., Professor of Genito-
urinary Surgery, Medical Department of Fordham Uni-
versity ; Genitourinary Surgeon to the City and to the

French Hospitals, New York City; and Harlow Brooks,
M.D., Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, Uni-
versity and Bellevue Hospital Medical School ; Visiting

Physician to the City Hospital and to the Montefiore
Home for Chronic Invalids, New York City ; Consulting
Pathologist to the Muhlenberg Hospital. Plainfield, and
to the Hackensack Hospital, N. J. Third Edition, Re-
vised and Enlarged, with 339 Illustrations. Price $5.00.

Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company,
1912.

It is quite fitting that a work of this kind should be writ-

ten through the collaboration of a physician and a surgeon,

for in no domain of medicine more tlian in diseases of the

genitourinary organs and the kidney do medicine and
surgery meet in such a wide territory of common juris-

diction. The present edition not only attests the popularity
which this work has achieved, but also signalizes the

distinct advances that have been made within recent

years in the study of genitourinary diseases. Thus the

newer tests showing permeability of the kidney, includ-

ing the phenolsulphonephthalein test are fully described.

It is difficult to pick out any one feature of this work
for special commendation, so admirably have all the va-

rious phases of the medical and surgical treatment of the

diseases of the kidneys and genitourinary organs been
described. The work is an eminently practical one ; the

subject of treatment being presented in satisfying detail.

As in the former editions the illustrations, typography,
and binding leave nothing to be desired.

.\ Pocket Formulary. By E. Quin Thornton, M.D.,
Assistant Professor of Materia Medica in the Jefiferson

Medical College, Philadelphia. Tenth Edition, Revised.
Price $1.50. Philadelphia and New York: Lea &
Febiger, 1912.

The appearance of the tenth edition of this work amply
testifies to its popularity. That it has kept pace with the

recent advances in medical science is indicated by the

recognition given in the present edition to salvarsan, hu-
man blood serum, antimeningitis serum, and bacterial vac-
cines. The various diseases are arranged in alphabetical

order, and under each are given a large variety of pre-

scriptions. A useful feature of this work is the fact that

in connection with each prescription there is noted the

definite indication w'hich it is designed to meet. The book
is compact, well printed, and handsomely bound.
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One Hundred and Tiventieth Annual Meeting, Held at

New Haven, May 22 and 23, 1912.

{Concluded from page 44.)

Adventitious Bands about the Cecum.—Dr. Joseph
M. Flint, of New Haven, said that the membranous peri-

colitis, occurring about the cecum had a more or less regu-
lar distribution, and might be divided into three groups.
That the first group extended from the parietal perito-

neum, near the hepatic flexure, and on to the lateral and
ventral aspect of the ascending colon, leaving the caput
ceci free. Occasionally those might cover the cecum and
the appendix as well. That the second group included
more limited veils, which extended from a corresponding
part of the peritoneum over the caput ceci, and involved
the appendix. In those cases the ascending colon was
free. The third group included veils with a similar origin,

which might pass over the colon and become continuous
with the omentum along the mesial aspect of the large
bowel. He also said that the first two types of veils re-

sulted from an extension of the usual fusion that occur-
red between the rotated intestine and the parietal perito-

neum ; and that the fine delicate attachments sometimes
extended over onto the ventral aspect of the ascending
colon, and were drawn out into membranes in the subse-
quent descent. Those membranes, or veils, usually caused
no symptoms ; but, when badly placed, they produced ob-
struction, and involved or kinked the appendix. He ex-
plained that Lane's band was due to an extension of the
process of fusion to the terminal portion of the ileum, and
that it was found in embryos. Descent, when that attach-
ment was present, had often shortened the posterior leaf

of the mesentery and kinked the gut ; and an embryonic
band had occasionally given symptoms between the gall-

bladder and transverse colon and omentum.
Dr. William F. Verdi of New Haven remarked that it

had been ten or twelve years since he first observed the
pericolic bands, and that he had found four types, instead
of three. He had been unable to decide definitely whether
it represented embryological structures, while the bands did
resemble normal structures, yet they were of so long stand-
ing that they appeared to be congenital. Besides, they did
not cause so much trouble as one might think. He stated
that a few years before he had operated on a patient who
had had a bona fide intestinal obstruction, which was due
to a Lane's kink : but that he had also operated on others
in whom the obstruction had produced no symptoms, the
condition having been found in the course of his operations
for other causes.

Dr. Everett J. McKnight of Hartford said that for
some time he had felt that many of the bands which had
been met with at the time of operation were congenital.
He cited a case that he had operated on seven or eight
years before, in which the patient—a woman—had pre-
sented symptoms of gradually increasing obstruction,
which he had thought to be due to malignant disease of
the cecum. When incision was made into the right rectus
no tumor was found : but there was a marked membrane
attached over the cecum and ascending colon. Finally he
found a small, annular carcinoma of the sigmoid, which
he operated on. Dr. Everett thought it was difficult to
decide what should be done when those adhesions were
met with, and seemed to feel that every man would have to
decide for himself whether they were causing trouble or
not; if they were, section should be made.

Dr. Flint declared that it had come to be the custom
to associate either a Lane's band or appendicitis with those
symptoms.
The Surgical Treatment of Goiter.—Dr. O. C. Smith

of Hartford said that the term goiter was very broad and
far from distinctive, and that it indicated a morbid enlarge-
ment of the thyroid gland. The cause, though unknown,
had many variable anatomical features. In the case of col-
loid, cystic, and nodular goiter, the risk of operation was
small, and the relief generally permanent ; while with the
swollen thyroid, of puberty and pregnancy, the case called
for rest, hygiene, and conservation of the nervous sys-
tem. Dr. Smith felt that with the improvement in tech-
nique and methods, and if discrimination were used in the
selection of cases, the hazard of operation for simple goi-
ter was negligible; while in hyperthyroidism, the result
ought to be as satisfactory, and the mortality lower than
in most other acute lesions, all of which demanded sur-

gery that had as its goal the saving of life and the mini-
mizing of morbidity.

Dr. Henry M. Lee of New London remarked that in

approaching that subject one should always have in mind
the varying and conflicting syndromes that would be pre-

sented-—from the picture of a large cystic goiter, without
symptoms, to the hvperthyroid cases which seemed as

though they would run to destruction. He said that the

best classification that had been made was the one by Dr.
Bacon; and that in approaching such cases one should
subject them first to a critical diagnosis, to determine what
ty^e they belonged to, and should then treat them medi-
cally before intervening surgically.

Dr. Leonard W. Bacon, Jr., of New Haven, said that

acute strumitis was not a common difficulty, but that

he had seen a case with distinct local symptoms of in-

flammation and the classical signs of inflammation in the

thyroid region, but with no general symptoms of dis-

turbance in the thyroid function. He did not consider

the type of goiter that extended beneath the sternum,
and possibly had its most considerable development there,

as presenting very grave difficulty. The fact that it rose

and fell with respiration indicated that its attachments
were very loose. He had sometimes removed from behind
the sternum one that promised to be a mass the size of
the fist. In regard to the point made by Dr. Smith
as to the discrepancy between the clinical and the etiologi-

cal findings. Dr. Bacon said that he had found, in one
case that he had operated on, flakes of true bone dis-

seminated throughout the gland. In the case of en-

larged and soft goiter, he said that a simple way in

which to make the diagnosis was to thrust the whole
goiter to each side, alternately, and then palpate the other
side. In this way one could get evidence of enlargement
that one could not get when the goiter was in the median
line of the neck. He thought that the author of the

paper did not do entire justice to the benefits that might
be received from medicinal or quasi-medicinal treatment.

Dr. D.^niel F. Sullivan of Hartford said that it was
his belief, also, that the diagnosis of exophthalmic goiter

was not an easy matter, and that the treatment diti not

entirely belong to the surgeon. Rest and proper environ-

ment would often do more for a case than surgery; but

where a patient demanded an operation, or could not
submit to a long course of treatment, then the operation
should be done—though it was always dangerous, and
often unhappy for the good reputation of the surgeon.

Dr. Rush said that the condition found histologically

after the operation was not always that which might have
been found had the gland been removed earlier.

Dr. William W. Brackett of New Britain
,
said that

all the symptoms found to e.xist where there was a goiter,

were not always the result of the thyroid trouble; one
should get behind the thyroid and see what was pro-
ducing the trouble. He remarked that in all schools

there was a certain percentage of the children who had
enlarged thyroids, and that the parents should be told that

the thyroids of their child were not strong and that he
must be kept away from too much excitement.

Dr. Smith said that hyperthyroidism was a medical
disease and should be treated medically; but should medi-
cal treatment fail, then surgical treatment was essential.

He reiterated that rest, hygiene, and the use of sera

were important in the treatment of that disease.

The Medical School.—Dr. John G. Stanton of New
London delivered this as the President's address. He did

not consider the medical schools of today fully up to

the requirements necessary to a thorough foundation and
superstructure for instruction, though he remarked that

there were a few schools where the student had to fulfill

the requirements of a full, thorough, and well-grounded
medical education before he could gain his diploma. He
felt that the fault did not lie entirely with the too numer-
ous low-grade medical schools, but with the public, who
were to blame fully as much as the proprietors of the

medical "gristmills." The question of medical education
confronted a condition, not a theory. He declared that

the task before those who were competent to mold public

opinion was to educate the citizens, and satisfy them that

the medical profession were actuated by an honest desire

in demanding a higher standard of medical education.

And that the ultimate results sought meant a conservation
of the public's best interests, in producing a class of
physicians who should be thoroughly educated in medicine
and competent to assume the responsibilities of a pro-
fession that entered so deeply into the family relation.

Recent Developments in the Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of Tuberculosis,—Dr. William B. Bartlett of

Hartford mentioned, as the most important developments
in the realm of tuberculosis in the past few years, the
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following: (i) Increased accommodations for the tuber-

culosis invalids and the growth of the sanatorium idea;

(2) the evidence that bovine tubercle bacilli caused many
forms of surgical tuberculosis in children, that it was
much less frequent in adults, and that it might even
cause pulmonary infection; (3) the development of the

-r-ray in diagnosis, and the relegation of the tuberculin test

to a place of secondary diagnostic importance ; (4) the

development of lung surgery; (5) the evidence that the

average patient will do far better when fed moderately
and sanely than when stuffed until his stomach rebels.

Dr. Frank B. Standish of New Haven said that great

advance had been made with regard to the .r-ray work.
One of the most interesting things in the way of treat-

ment was the method of compressing the lung by means
of an artificial pneumothorax. This operation had been

used mostly in early cases. He felt that the danger of

contagion had been treated too lightly ; that enough care

had not been used to prevent contagion in the tenement-

house districts.

Dr. Leonard J. Loewe of Falls Village said that he
was impressed with the uncertainty manifested in most
of the tuberculosis tests and the lack of something def-

inite in the different diagnostic signs. He felt that the

only certain method was a physical examination, made by
a competent man. He said that tuberculosis was gen-
erally latent in the patient's body for some time before
it was manifested after an illness or nervous breakdown

;

that there was no specific as yet, and that he believed

the greatest advance in the future would be along the

line of tuberculin. He was heartily in favor of the sana-

torium treatment, with complete rest at first, and a little

work later on, as the patient grew stronger.

Dr. Stephen J. Maker of New Haven felt that in

pulmonary tuberculosis, tuberculin was secondarily im-

portant to proper physical and microscopic examination

;

but in other forms tuberculin was of primary diagnostic

importance.
Dr. David Russell Lyman said that more would have

to be done in regard to the eradication of bovine tuber-

culosis before human tuberculosis could be stamped out.

He declared that tubercle bacilli were served up at the

tables throughout the land, and in the nurseries, every
day, and that no great strides could be made in the State

until it was made impossible for dealers to import tuber-

culous milk cows into Connecticut.

Dr. Bartlett reiterated the idea that the tuberculin test

had been given a place of secondary importance, not on
account of its therapeutic value, but on account of its

diagnostic value.

The Diagnosis and Complications of Atypical Pneu-
monia.—Dr. K.\TE C. Mead of Middletown said that

during the winter months pneumonia led all other dis-

eases as a cause of death in Connecticut. She observed
that a typical pneumonia was difficult to diagnose, and
that its presence had often to be surmised, as no positive

signs were apparent, especially in children and old per-

sons. Where nephritis was one of the complications of

pneumonia, it was apt to prove fatal. Pregnancy was a

rarer complication. She said pneumonia was sometimes
mistaken for appendicitis in young children, and that

there was a similarity in the pain and its location during
the first few days of the disease. Dr. Mead thought that

the diagnosis would be greatly aided by studying the re-

lation between the temperature, pulse, respiration, and the

blood pressure, and by finding the pneuraococcus in the

blood.
Dr. Fritz C. Hyde of Greenwich considered it a de-

plorable fact that many physicians made a diagnosis of

pneumonia in cases in which no signs of that disease

could be found. He felt that the leucocyte count often

gave a valuable hint; but differed with Dr. l\Iead in the

idea that no case had ever recovered where there was
an irregular heart-action before the crisis.

Dr. Chas. J. Foote of New Haven thought that the

title of Dr. Mead's paper was somewhat misleading, be-

cause it dealt with pneumococcic Infection, which was
quite different from pneumonia. Pulmonary pneumonia
was simply one manifestation of pneumococcus infection,

he said, and atypical pneumonia was caused by some
other organism. If there was a double infection, there

would be an atypical run of pneumonia; but if there

was simply infection with the pneumococcus the course

would be fairly typical.

Dr. George Blumer of New Haven said that he had
seen four different kinds of what he called atypical pneu-

monia, or pneumonia which simulated other diseases.

There was the form simulating meningitis ; that which
simulated appendicitis; the third type, which was char-

acterized by immense board-like, abdominal distention;

while the fourth occurring in young infants, was asso-

ciated with earache, and was usually diagnosed as otitis

media. ,

The State Board of Healt'h.—Dr. Edward K. Root
of Hartford said that the State Board of Health was created

to carry out two functions. The first was to supervise the

vital statistics of the State; but the second was too broad

to go into detail with, though one of the duties which

the second function involved was inspection of public

hospitals, schools, etc. The author stated that the board

had practically no mandatory powers over any citizen,

over his person or his property unless he was suffering

from cholera or yellow fever, whch was epidemic. The

only authority the' State had over the different towns was

that of appproval; that it could not quarantine. Dr. Root

declared that the State Board of Health should have

power to issue rules in matters concerning the preservatior

of public health, which rules should be mandatory or- all

towns alike. The board should also have the general over-

sight and authority of public water supplies, public systems

of sewage, the pollution of streams, rivers, and harbors

throughout the State. That all matters involving the con-

struction of large public works, the collection and dis-

tribution of public water supplies, could only effectively

be made by the State, and the board was the logical and

proper authority to have charge of those matters. He
said that if the members of that Society would cooperate

and urge upon the legislators the desirability and necessity

of concerted action on the questions before mentioned,

tliey would soon gain legislative sanction.

Dr. Chas. P. Botsford of Hartford remarked that most

of those present knew what very large powers other State

Boards of Health had. and that he, personally, thought

that the time had passed when the towns of Connecticut

could settle their sanitary affairs for themselves, without

regard to their neighbors, and that if the State was to

keep up with the progress of sanitary advancement, more

power must be given the Connecticut State Board of

Health.
Dr. H. D. Pease of New York City said that New

York State had passed through the same stages that Con-

necticut was now going through. Many efforts were

made, some of which were successful, while he was a

member of the board, to obtain powers outlined by Dr.

Root in his paper, as desirable. He said there was no

power given the Federal Government by the Constitution

that permitted it, directly or indirectly, to step in and

have anything to do with health matters in the several

States; but that the powers so carefully outlined by Dr.

Root should be given the State Board.

Dr. William H. Donaldson of Fairfield declared that

it was a disgrace to the medical profession that they

should go on under the present administration of sanitary

matters. The medical profession of Connecticut had, for

years, been under the thumb of the legal profession, and

anything they sought for advancement or improvement

could only be had by the consent of the legal profession.

He said that it was time for their profession to take a.

decided stand and do something; they should all use their

influence to insure the passage of the Owen Bill, for

once it was carried through they would have the national

power, which could direct them in the constitution of their

State Board.
Officers.—The following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. E. T. Bradstreet of Meriden ; Vice-Presidents,

Drs. Frederick Gilnack of Rockville, and A. E. Barber

of Bethel; Secretarv. Dr. Walder Tileston of New Haven;
Treasurer, Dr. Joseph H. Townsend of New Haven.

The next meeting will be at Hartford the latter part of

May, 1913.

AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

Annual Meeting, Held at Hot Springs, Va., May 29, 30,

and 31, 1912.

The President, Dk. Walter Lester Carr of New York,

in the Ch.\ir.

President's Address: The Relation of the American
Pediatric Society to the Movements for the Reduc-
tion of Mortality in Infancy and Childhood.—Dr.

Walter Lester Carr made this address, in which he

referred to the work of conservation to which public

sentiment had been awakened in all lines, but more espe-

cially to the awakened appreciation of the value of health

and life. It was only necessary to look over the Index

of the Transactions of this Society to note the chariged

point of view of the profession as evidenced by the titles

of papers presented in recent years. Now the topics con-
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cerned nutrition and problems of metabolism, while for-

merly the subjects were more often of clinical and patho-

logical interest. This society and other medical societies

had felt the influence of organizations outside of their

direct sphere of activity. Some of these influences had
made a change in their attitude toward disease. Popular

knowledge of science and medicine had led to the forma-

tion of societies for the public good along educational

lines. One such society, the aim of which had been not

only medical, but also progressive and educational, liad

broi:ght to discussion the views of clinicians and sani-

tarians and by the publicity given its meetings and pub-

lications had aroused pubic sentiment and ettected many
reforms. Boards of Health and Milk Commissions had
enlarged the sphere of preventive medicine and their ef-

forts had been reflected in this society more largely per-

haps than in any similar body of medical men. Infant

mortality, child labor, and physical betterment, although

interwoven with economic problems, confronted them and
became more important with a lowered birth rate, and it

was an essential requirement that the surviving members
of the race should be endowed with the highest potential

efficiency to improve their physical standards and to build

upon them a more controlled and stable human machine.
Allowing that there were many aspects of these problems
that could not be made part of the regular program of

these meetings, they had a responsibility which their or-

ganization cuuld not pass on to those whose knowledge
was less definite than theirs, nor could they in justice

to themselves and the community relegate the topics to

other societies witliout giving them expert advice. They
could widen their sphere of usefulness by having repre-

sentatives appointed to affiliate with organizations having
to do with child betterment. Such representatives could
confer on problems of social, economic, and pedagogic im-
portance and would be ready to present information of

the physical needs of the growing child and the dangers
of pathological influences. ,\tter referring to the work
being done all over the civilized world for the reduction
of infant mortality, and citing statistics showing the de-

crease of infant mortality from all causes, Dr. Carr said

that he thought their society had been instrumental in

bringing about some of the results. He thought that by
constant repetition they had impressed physicians and the

laieiy wun luc laCt 1....^. prevention ol disease was pos-
sible, and a study of cause was better than treatment of
effect. Three things were essential to this society in order
to secure its vitality and usefulness. First, they must add
to their study of diseases observed in infancy and child-

hood from the standpoint of their pathological and clinical

liittones, comparative and tabulated records and methods
of precision, so that they might judge more accurately of

the semiology of disease. Second, they should have a pro-

gram relating to metabolic processes, more especially to

those of infancy and childhood, arranged so that investiga-

tors would present to this society for discussion the re-

sults of laboratory investigations that bore on their clin-

ical studies. 1-rom the nature of investigations made
necessary along lines of development and physiological

growth the laboratory offered the best held for e.\peri-

mental work and the pure clinician should await the de-
ductions ot members of the society who were laboratory
workers. Third, the society should endorse movements
having to do with physiological and economic problems
relating to infancy and childhood, particularly those of
mortality and disease. The society could not stand as
the highest pediatric body in this country if it failed to

recognize the many influences that were at work to lower
the mortality in infancy and childhood, nor could its opin-
ions be authoritative unless it co-operated officially with
other agencies having this object in view. They should
be ready to give hearty aid and approval to societies that
approached pediatrics trom standpoints other than medical.
Coaguiation of the Blood m Infants and Children.—

Dr. Howard Childs Carpenter and Dr. Clayton Gittings
of Philadelphia presented this communication. They
stated that the large majority of observations had been
made upon adults and tliat it seemed desirable to e.xtend

the study to infants and children, both in health and dis-

ease, in order to decide, if possible, upon a standard for
comparison. They considered the various coagulometers
in use and the results obtained by other observers. Their
clinical material had been drawn from the Children's De-
partment of the Philadelphia General, University and Pres-
byterian Hospitals, and the Children's Hospital. They
had made 192 examinations on 176 patients. Of these, 18
examinations of 16 patients had an undetermined coagula-
tion time and re-examinations could not be made. Of
160 patients which gave a positive coagulation time 35 were
healthy, without ascertainable disease, except such afliic-

tions as ring-worm of the scalp and scabies (8 cases) ; 125
cases suffered from a variety of diseases. Grouping all

the healthy cases and those suffering from disease they
had found that in healthy cases the average coagulation
time in 39 examinations was 9.4 minutes, the times having
varied from five to fourteen minutes. In the cases that

were not healthy the average coagulation time in 135 ex-
aminations had been 9,7 minutes, and had varied from
five to sixteen minutes. This showed an unimportant dif-

ference between the well and the sick. The usual state-

ment found in the literature was to the effect that there
was very little difference between the coagulation time in

childhood as compared with adult life, except that during
the first few days of life a delay was observed. Their
results for older infants and children showed no material
differences from the accepted result, although the average
for childhood was higher than the average for adults

tested by the Bifti method. The author's time was 9.5

minutes, while Bifli's was 7 to 10 minutes. A study of the
Published results according to various methods emphasized
the following facts: First, that in each individual disease

the maximum and minimum figures usually showed a wide
variation. A second noteworthy fact was that the various

diseases showed average differences which could hardly
be considered of any real importance. They emphasized
the fact that the average figures showed much less varia-

tion than those for the individual. Finally they found
rather more than the usual disagreement in the results of
dit'ferent observers. Allowing for the personal factor and
the difference in technique and method, the inconsistencies

still appeared to be unduly suspicious. If these objections
were valid in regard to adults their work had proved
them to be equally true in the case of the cliild, with the
added disadvantage that the e.xamination of the coag-
ulabilitj- of blood in children was attended with increased
difficulties. It seemed to them that future efforts should
be directed toward solving the problem of blood coag-
ulability I'cr sc, or to a study of coagulability according to

the more advanced standards, that was, the determination
of the presence or absence, increase or diminution, in one
or more of the various elements concerned in the forma-
tion of thrombin and in the lattcr's action upon filirinogen.

Dr. Alfred Hand, Jr., of Philadelphia asked if studies

of this nature had been made in typhoid fever and pneu-
monia. In both of these diseases there was quite a con-
siderable formation of fibrin which caused a more or less

plastic state of the blood, and this might e.xplain the bene-
ficial effects of drugs used in lessening the plastic state of
the blood.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia said that nose
and throat men emphasized the influence of certain agents
upon the coagulability of the blood which seemed to aid
them in their operative work; he felt skeptical on this

point.

Dr. Howard C. Carpenter of Philadelphia, in closing

the discussion, said that the coagulation of the blood in

cases of broncho-pneumonia was practically normal, but it

would be a mistake to draw conclusions from such a

limited number of cases.

A Brief Report of an Epidemic of Sore Throat, with
Involvement of the Cervical Lymph Nodes.—Dr. John
RuHRJ\H of Baltimore made this report, in which he first

referred to the epidemics of a similar nature which had
occurred in European cities, and in several cities in this

country in recent years. The epidemic in Baltimore began
early in January and the cases increased in number and in

the third and fourth weeks in February became very nu-
merous. After the first three weeks of March there were
very few of the typical cases noted. The Baltimore epi-

demic differed somewhat from other epidemics in that

children were very largely affected, fully 50 per cent, of
the cases occurring in early childhood. The organism,
frequently in pure culture, which was seen in smears
made from these cases, was a diplococcus with a distinct

capsule, easily demonstrable with the usual capsular stains.

It was Gram positive. The thermal death point in milk
was 54° C. at an exposure of twenty minutes. The writer
described the symptoms of four classes of cases; those of
mild type, those of average severity, those of se\ere type,

and those of unusual intensity; the last being usually due
to some severe complication occurring at the onset. The
complications attending the disease were remarkable for

their number and intensity. The most common compli-
cation was inflammation of the middle ear, which occurred
in from 30 to 40 per cent, of the cases. Xext to this were
irregular swellings, which rarely went to suppuration.
They learned from this enidemic that a streptococcus in-

fection might be caused by infected milk and that the dis-

ease might be very severe and attended with numerous
complications and fatalities. They found that even in cold
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weather milk might be the source of disease and that no

matter how carefully raw milk was handled it niiyht at

times be a source of danger. The moral was that all milk
should be pasteurized.

Dr. L. Ejimett Holt of New York asked Dr. Adams
whether he could tell how the infection got into the milk

and what was the condition of the employees.
Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley of New York said the

case that had been reported interested him, as he had had
a similar one. The child first had redness of the throat

and swelling of the glands. This was followed by a mild

pneumonia and the child was making a good recovery

when a severe peritonitis developed. These symptoms sub-

sided, when an acute nephritis supervened. Urinary sup-

pression lasted for twenty-four hours, and when this con-
dition improved the peritonitis returned and the child

finally died after an illness of about four weeks.
Dr. S.^MUEL McCLtNTOCK Hamill of Philadelphia said

that he understood that the final subsidence of the disease

was due to repasteurization of the milk from the infected

dairy, and he would like to know to what the preliminary
fall was due, the one that occurred in March. He also

asked if the milk was collected from a large number of
farms and if there was any disease manifested among the

cattle on the farms. With regard to the cream the com-
mittee appointed by this Association had created a standard
for certification which could be relied upon.

Dr. T. H. Mason Knox, Jr., of Baltimore said he wished
to speak regarding erysipelas as a complication of this dis-

ease, lie had seen two fatal cases thus complicated. In both
there was a little reddening of the throat, InU there we"- v 1

bubos. In another case there were two swollen reddened
areas with points standing from three to four c '. from
the surface. The erysipelas did not spread in this case

and the child made a good recovery. In still anotler case,

accompanied by high temperature, tliere were narked bu-
bos and otitis media. They were also concerned as to the

possible presence of peritonitis. The child made a recov-
ery, went to Atlantic City, and after a few days developed
scarlet fever, the rash lasting only four or five days. He
would like to know whether any one else had had such an
experience.

Dr. Fritz B. Talp.ot of Boston reported a case coming
under his observation which a member of th<' "o:ird ot

Health diagnosed as a diplococcus infection. Tlere was a

curious coincidence here. During the previous two sum-
mers there had occurred the same form of bacillary dysen-
tery, but during the last summer there was a -""" ''

infection of the gastrointestinal tract. A larg? number of
babies developed pyelitis and in the niajorit.- of these the

pure culture of the streptococcus was i^o': te 1 from the

urine.

Dr. Frank Churchill of Chicago said they were hav-
ing a similar epideinic in Chicago, whic'i wa- b ing care-

fully st\'die(l. He could not say how fir this study had
progressed, but the epidemic co ild not b? attributed en-
tirely to one dairy. The infection wa- severe and attacked
many doctors. In all cases th" st'eto-occi were found.

Dr. John Lovett Morsf of Boston said they had had
two similar epidemic? in Bo ton. one in the spring of 1911,

which was very severe, and one this last Winter. The
striking feature of the Boston epidemic was not the
severity of the original infection, but that of the com-
plications, such as endocarditis and general peritonitis.

The latter cases were almost invariably fatal. Suppura-
tion occurred in only a small proportion of the cases, but
when it did occur it was deep and affected one gland
after another.

Dr. John Rur.Kh of Baltimore, in closing the discus-

sion, said that he could not say how the infection got
into the milk ; there had been considerable investigation,

but they could not determine this point. In England it

had been found that the infection originated from ab-
scesses or diseased conditions about the mammary gland.
The fall in the number of cases he thought was more
apparent than real ; it probably occurred in children who
had had the disease. He had seen children with a rash
strongly suggestive, but not typical, of scarlet fever. It

faded away more quickly than the scarlet fever rash. He
could not state as yet whether the organism was a strep-

tococcus or a diplococcus. Dr. McCleary had studied a
number of cases and had the idea that the organism was
a pneumococcus. In nearly all the cases there was a com-
bination of the streptococcus and pneumococcus. As to the
treatment Dr. Ruhrah said the theraneutics used had been
very unsatisfactory. When the temperature had been high,
hydrotherapy had lieen employed and in some cases was
followed bv a rapid and marked drop in the temperature,
while in other cases no measures seemed to have any effect.

No vaccines had been used so far as he knew.

Inclusion Bodies in Scarlet Fever as a Means of

Differential Diagnosis.—Dr. M.\TTm.\s Nicoll, Jr., of

New York read this paper, the abstract of which appeared

in the report of the Section on Pediatrics of the New
York Academy of Medicine, published in the Medical
Record May 11, igi2.

Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerlev of New York said that

some four years ago two children came down on the same
day with a rash like that of scarlet fever but very atypical.

He sent slides to Dr. Nicoll for e.xaniination and one was
reported positive and the other negative. In the case

reported positive the rash disappeared in several days
and the child desquammated, while in the case reported

negative there were no signs of scarlet fever and the child

did not desquamate. Dr. Nicoll had given them a very

valuable aid in the differentiation of these obscure cases

when there was a rash and yet it was impossible to tell

from the clinical standpoint whether the case was one of

scarlet fever or not.

Dr. BiJTTERWORTH Said he wished to relate his expe-

rience with yellow fever. He was sent to Vera Cruz to

study that disease and after three months' work on the

blood of yellow fever patients he believed that he had
found a body which promised to throw much light on
the disease. Later he found that this body was only a
yeast fungus, so he advised them to "go slow" in this

matter.
Dr. Matthias Nicoll, Jr., of New York said they had

made an attempt to find out how long these bodies would
last, but they disappeared in from five to twenty-eight days.

The cases which did not desquamate were unquestionably
Gemian measles. Dr. Nicoll said he did not understand
what Dr. Butterworth meant. These inclusion bodies were
there, and were not found in any other condition, so far

as he knew, e.xcept in cases of sepsis. As to what the

bodies were he could not say.

Studies in Metabolism of Amaurotic Idiocy— Dr.

Henry Hei.man, Dr. Samuel Bookman and Dr. Burrill
B. Croh.n of New York City presented this paper. They
stated that the obscurity regarding the true nature of this

disease was still as great as ever. As this condition was
so prominently characterized by a marked and generalized

degeneration of nerve cells and nerve tissue they thought
it would be interesting to discover the chemical evidences

in the excretions of the degenerative process which they

knew to be going on. This should be evidenced by some
disturbance in the excretion of those elements which were
so largely an integral part of nerve tissue, namely, phos-
phorus and sulphur. The first case studied was that of
a child fifteen months of age; the second case was that of

a child seven months of a?e. Histories of these cases were
presented and tables showing the daily a\ erage intake and
output of nitropen, sulphur, phosphorus, and chlorine, also

tables showing the average daily retention percenta.ge of
intake and the absorption percentage of intake. The data
showed the fact that absorption from the gastrointestinal

tract and retention within the body were normal or even
better than normal for all constituents determined. There
was no marked disturbance for the intake and output of
phosphorus and sulphur. The good absnrntion and reten-

tion probably indicated a hynernormal anabolic function
occurring at a certain sta.ge of the disease. When one took

into account the very slow process of degeneration and
the very small amount of actual phosphorus and sulphur
in the entire cerebrospinal system one could understand
why the daily elimination of these constituents would fail

to be manifested during a short neriod. It would l)f ad-

visable to study the disease at intervals during its course,

both in the earlier stages where anabolic changes predom-
inated and in the later stage where degenerative and
catabolic process played an important part.

Congenital Obstruction of the Posterior Urethra.

—

Dr. J. H. Mason Kno.x. Jr., and Dr. Thomas J. Sprl'NT
of Baltimore reported this case. The patient was a boy,

five years of age, who had had difficulty in controlling
micturition from infancy. Urination occurred everv half-

hour day and night and was attended with no pain. Four
weeks before death there occurred a sudden onset of the
terminal illness with cough, abdominal pain, vomiting, and
constipation. There was a tumor above the symphysis
with a dull percussion note. There were also a redundant
foreskin and phimosis. The patient was circumcised three
weeks before death with the result of slightly improving
the flow of urine. All attempts at catheterization failed.

.At autopsy an obstruction was found in the prostatic por-
tion of the urethra, which was converted into a blind pouch
by the fusion of its anterior and posterior walls, due ap-
parently to an overdevelopment of folds normally present
immediately distal to the verumontanum. A small triangu-
lar opening in the floor of this pouch, whose sides meas-
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ured three millimeters, was tlie only communication with the

anterior urethra. As a result there was marked dilatation

and hypertrophy of the bladder, ureters, and kidney pelves,

with a typical hydronephrosis terminating in uremia. The'y
had been unable to find a similar case reported in Amer-
ican literature. The condition, if recognized, could be
easily corrected.
Typhoid Fever in Infancy.—Dr. J. P. Crozer Grif-

fith of Philadelphia presented this communication which
consisted of an analysis of 7Z cases, more than half of
which had come under his own observation. This was
the largest series yet published. The age limit had been
fixed at two and one-half years. The statement was in-

correct that typhoid fever in infancy occurred only or
chiefly in family epidemics, since 78 per cent, of his cases
occurred singly. The onset of typhoid fever in infancy
was of decidedly shorter duration than later, the length
averaging perhaps three or four days before evidence of
the fully developed attack was present. The attack usually
developed rapidly and was often sudden, only about one-
third of the cases showing a slower appearance of symp-
toms. These symptoms consisted chiefly of fever, diar-
rhea, vomiting, prostration, headache, loss of appetite,

cough in certain cases, fretfulness. and abdominal pain.

Vomiting was a symptom seen decidedly more frequently
than later and loss of appetite was often observed. Pros-
tration was seldom marked. Cough and pain were infre-

quent and epistaxis was rare. Decided loss of appetite
was uncommon. Abdominal distention was frequent, prob-
ably more so than at later periods of childhood, but was
seldom distressing. Bronchitis was common. The heart
and pulse were seldom much involved. The nervous symp-
toms, on the whole, were not marked. The course of
the temperature was uncharacteristic. The complications
in their order of frequency were diphtheria, pneumonia,
otitis, furunculosis, measles, ulcerous stomatitis, ischio-
rectal abscess, parotitis, jaundice, pertussis, intestinal hem-
orrhage, conjunctivitis. A decided tendency to suppura-
tive processes was seen in 18 cases. There were three
relapses, possibly four. In 61 cases the diagnosis was
based on the Widal test. The treatment was entirely
symptomatic.

Dr. Alfred Hand of Philadelphia asked Dr. Griffith if

he had attempted to classify the cases so as to tell which
were under one and which under two years of age. The
conclusions of Dr. Griffith bore out his own experience.
The average duration of these cases did not differ so much
from that in older children. The cases of long duration
were those with a low temperature, from 101° to 102.5°.

Tlie diagnosis of typhoid fever in infants was as easy
by the Widal test as in adults and he thought the test

more valuable in infants than in adults, as in the latter
there was a greater possibility of the patients' having had
the disease before. Dr. Hand thought that a mortality of
16 per cent, was very high. Sometimes the initial infec-
tion was severe and the mortality rate went up in conse-
quence. He could not recall one instance of nosebleed
in an infant. As a rule the diagnosis was comparatively
easy and the \\idal test merely confirmed the diagnosis.
It should be used far more frequently than it was in

infants, as the disease was not recognized as often as it

should be. Typhoid fever was not as prevalent in the
Philadelphia hospitals as it was formerly.

Dr. John Lovett Morse of Boston said that Dr. Grif-
fith's paper had covered the ground very thoroughly.
While his experience had not been as large as Dr. Grif-
fith's he agreed with him in regard to the sudden onset,
the quicker fall of temperature and the greater severity
and mortality of the disease. It seemed to him that the
cases he had seen did not require the Widal test to make
a diagnosis. The existence of leucopenia was a diag-
nostic aid.

Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley of New York asked how
these infants were fed.

Dr. Griffith replied that he could not make an exact
answer, but they were mostly on milk diet, with some-
times the addition of broths.

Dr. Kerley said that the only way and the best way to
bring up the mortality was to feed these children with
milk. In twenty-four years' active practice among chil-
dren he had learned that milk was absolutely contraindi-
cated in typhoid fever.

Dr. Edwin E. Graham of Philadelphia said that his ex-
perience with typhoid fever in infants corresponded largely
with what Dr. Griflith had stated, but he differed in two
particulars. He had always believed that the mortality in
early childhood was comparatively low. something below
16 per cent. Dr. Graham recalled the time when the hos-
pitals were filled with typhoid cases and said that in a cer-
tain hospital which was formerly filled with typhoid fever
cases they had not had a single case during the past year.

However, he had recently seen three cases in Philadelphia

due to house infection. Children should be garded against
such infection which occurred through personal contact.

Dr. Fritz B. Talbot of Boston reported a case of typhoid
fever in an infant resulting from mother's milk ; the milk
showed living typhoid bacilli. He asked Dr. Griffith if any
of his babies were breast fed and if it was a common
thing for infants nursing from the breast of a woman with
typhoid fever to contract the disease.

Dr. Henry Heiman of New York said he had found
it rather difficult to make a diagnosis in typhoid fever in

children unless they were in the midst of an epidemic.

He made it a practice to have the Widal test made in sus-

picious cases. It was extremely difficult to get blood
cultures in young infants

;
probably in time they would

have an improved technique which would enable them to

do so.

Dr. Samuel Adams of Washington said that he had
called attention to the prevalence of typhoid fever among
infants some years ago and that its frequency was a fact

not generally recognized at that time. So far as mortality
was concerned he wished to repeat what Dr. Osier had
said, that they should remember that they were dealing
with hospital cases. There was a marked difference be-

tween hospital cases and those in private practice. With
regard to the Widal reaction and blood culture he was
glad to hear what Dr. Heiman had said. In one epidemic
of typhoid fever he had tried to get assistants and had
the best in the country, but they hesitated to take chances
in attempting to get blood cultures in children under seven
months of age. His experience was similar to that of Dr.
Hand in that they had much less typhoid fever than for-

merly; they had difficulty in getting enough case? to dem-
onstrate before a class of 75 students. Dr. Adams greed
with the other speakers in regard to the question of diag-

nosis, that it was not always a difficult matter to make a
diagnosis during an epidemic or wlien it resulted from
house infection. The symptoms often presented them-
selves in such a way that little difficulty was encountered
in making a diagnosis even in the early stages of the

disease. He had often made a diagnosis from the gen-
eral appearance of the patient and the history given by
the parents.

Dr. Henry C. Coit of Newark, N. J., asked Dr. Griffith

if, in his experience with reports from laboratories, he had
received reports of positive Widal reactions in cases that

presented no acute symptoms. This had occurred in his

own experience and it raised the question of the pos-
sibiHty of a baby being a typhoid carrier.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia, in closing the

discussion, said that, in answer to Dr. Hand's question, 60
per cent, of the babies were two years of age or less.

Long-continued fever was less frequent than in older chil-

dren in his experience. Regarding the occurrence of bron-
chitis he stated that it occurred in at least 47 per cent,

of the cases ; it occurred so commonly that it should be
called a symptom and not a complication. He did not
think it necessary to make blood cultures in infants. The
W idal test was only made as a final test. The leucocyte

count was higher in infants than in adults. None of the
children in his series were breastfed. He could not

agree with Dr. Kerley that the mortality was due to the

milk ; he believed that it was more often due to complica-
tions. If milk had a deleterious effect in children it should
have the same effect in older children. In his series of

75 cases only 16 could be traced to house infection. The
Widal test was made in every child supposed to have the

disease, but not in those children who gave positive symp-
toms.

{To be continued.)

Osteitis Deformans with Chronic Eczema.—F. Parkes
Weber reports the case of a compositor, aged 70, who pre-

sented the typical thickening and bending of the tibiae and
femora characteristic of osteitis deformans. The disease

was as yet of only moderate degree, and was limited to

his lower extremities. The changes commenced, or at least

were first observed, in the left tibia si.x years ago, and at

present they were best marked in that bone and the left

femur. The eczema, to which he had been subject more
or less for many years, at present chiefly affected his legs.

On the whole the patient seemed to have enjoyed good
general health, but had suffered twice from rheumatic
fever, forty and twenty-four years ago, respectively. There
was no history of any venereal disease. Nothing abnormal
could be discovered in the thoracic or abdominal viscera
or in the urine. A noteworthy feature of the present case
was that as yet there had been no pain connected with the
bone disease.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medi-
cine.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held May 27, 1912.

The President, Dr. Ch.-^rles Gilmore Kerley, in the

Chair.

Executive Session.—Injunction Served.—Announce-
ment had been made that a new vote would be taken at

this meeting on the motion to adopt the report of the

Comitia Minora recommending that Dr. Robert Kuhitzer
be expelled from membership in the Medical Society of

the County of New York, but when the members arrived a

temporary injunction from Supreme Court Justice Blanch-
ard was found posted forbidding furtlier action in the

matter.
Report of Committee on Dispensary Abuse.—This

committee reported progress in its work of investigation

and invited the cooperation of individual members of the

society with the committee by furnishing the names and
addresses of individuals who, to their personal knowledge,
had unworthily received dispensary treatment. Such infor-

mation would not be made public or used as the basis for

information without the approval of the donor. Such
names and addresses should be sent to Dr. William S.

Thomas, 240 West Seventy-first street, New York City.

Certified Pharmacies.—A resolution was passed call-

ing for the appointment of a committee of ten to confer

with the American Pharmaceutical Association on the sub-

ject of certifying pharmacies in the same way that dairies

are now certified.

Resolutions on the Death of Dr. Samuel Oakley
Vanderpoel.—The following resolutions were passed
by the society: Whereas, death has suddenly removed
from our membership Dr. Samuel Oakley Vanderpoel, and
whereas, Dr. \''anderpoel during his period of activity gave
unsparingly of his time and energy in furthering the inter-

ests of our organization, never considering any task too

great or labor too arduous and exacting to call for his

best efforts, and whereas. Dr. Vanderpoel served the society

as president from October, 1898, to October, 1899, and as a

censor during the following year, and whereas, throughout
his entire professional life he portrayed the high ideals of
the true physician, and whereas, in his death we have lost

a true friend, a faithful worker, and a respected counsellor;
therefore, be it resolved, that the Medical Society of the

County of New York, through its proper oflScers, express
its deep sense of sorrow in the death of Di. Samuel Oakley
Vanderpoel, and that we extend to his bereaved family our
sincere sympathy. Resolved, that these resolutions be
spread upon the minutes of the society and a copy for-

warded to his family. (Signed) Wendell C. Phillips.

Frank Van Fleet, Charles N. Dnwd.
Tuberculin Diagnosis and Therapy.—Dr. James

Alexander Miller read this paper, in which he described
the different varieties of tuberculins and the methods of
their preparation. He stated that the active principle in all

these tuberculins was the same and this principle was the

bacillary proteid contained in solution. The clinical action

of the diiTcrent varieties was also similar. Many theories

had been advanced to account for this action, but at present
there were two that were deserving of attention, the Wolff-
Eisner lysin theory and that of the histogenous hypersensi-
tiveness. Dr. Miller then considered the reaction to tuber-
culin in respect to the specific, local, or focal reaction ; and
the general reaction, as shown by congestion, by its effect

on the leucocyte count, and on general metabolism. As a
diagnostic agent tuberculin had been administered by the
following methods : Cutaneous, subcutaneous, intracu-
taneous, percutaneous, and conjunctival. The nature of the

reaction was the same in all of these methods. The con-
junctival method was dangerous and had been practically

abandoned. Small doses of tuberculin produced a reaction
only in the newborn and a very few adults. A reaction in

healthy persons might be due to an overdose of tuberculin
or direct toxicity, to the abnormal presence of lysin, or to

an inactive lesion with the lysin persisting. The absence
of reaction in positive cases might be due to the fact that
in slight inactive cases little lysin was present and its activ-
ity was gone, or to the fact that the tissue damage was so
great that lysin could not be produced, or because the lysin
was neutralized by active tubercle bacilli so that there was
no free lysin. As to the value of the subcutaneous test,

each year they were going down in their conception of the
dose; tvyo or three milligrams was formerly considered
the maximum dose, while now one milligram was as high
as it was considered advisable to go. They now used small
doses up to 0.0009 mg. Practically all adults reacted to
the cutaneous test, but there was valuable information to

be obtained from the time of the response. If the process
was slight, the reaction might be delayed. The tuberculin
test as a help in diagnosis was used less than formerly,
but the diagnosis of tuberculosis could not always be made
easily and it was often a valuable help. In regard to

tuberculin therapy two methods had been used ; first, that
of small doses not increased, the reaction being judged
by the opsonic index. This was the method used by
\Vright in England. The second method was based on
tuberculin tolerance without reaction. If tuberculin was
used the general condition of the patient must be good.
In general, cases having fever should not be subjected to

the tuberculin treatment. The chief value of the tuber-
culin was in chronic advanced lesions with occasional ex-
acerbations. The extent of the lesion was no indication
as to whether tuberculin should be used or not. In regu-
lating the doses each patient was a law unto himself. Xo
harm could be done by going too slowly and much harm
might be done by going too rapidly. The administration
of o.oooi mgm. would show the sensitiveness of the pa-
tient. As much benefit was often obtained from a small
dose as from a larger one. One should keep below the
reaction but not too far below. The guides to the dosage
were the local, focal, and general reaction. The local re-

action should not last longer than twenty-four hours. The
focal reaction was indicated by increased cough and ex-
pectoration, and when this was noted one should be care-
ful and not give the doses so close together. The reaction
should never go to the point of producing fever. Other
guides were the opsonic index and the leucocyte count, but
these were not delicate enough. Progressive dosage might
be made on the decimal system or on double strength solu-
tions. In case of reaction one should go back to the third
previous dose. It was usually necessary to continue the
treatment for from six months to one year. In chronic
cases it might be necessary to take a second course. He
usually began with o.ooi mg. and if there was no reac-
tion doubled the dose at the end of the week. The results
of the treatment were most marked in the constitutional
symptoms. In the course of four or five months the pa-
tients lost the sense of fatigue, the cough, etc. These re-
sults had been seen in some instances in four weeks. Some
of the specific results noted were that the patients cured
by this method kept well longer, the relief of toxic symp-
toms were most marked, and a considerable percentage
of the patients lost the bacilli. The influence of the tuber-
culin on the physical signs in advanced cases was often
very slight. The results were best gauged bv clinical evi-
dence and while tuberculin was a valuable adjunct in suit-
able cases if properly given, it was simply an aid like
digitalis in heart disease. It did not produce true im-
munity.
An Experimental Study of a New Remedial Agent

and Its Effects in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Dr.
Bertram H.^ Waters presented this study. He first re-
viewed the literature of inhalation therapy, which showed
that from the earliest times the subject had held an im-
portant place. This history also showed that doubt had
never been expressed of the penetration of gases, eithe.-

pure or combined with remedial substances, into the lung,
and even into the blood stream. The substances which had
given the best results thus far were oxygen, ozone, and
tlie ethereal oils and balsams ; among the latter the tur-
penes had been used with considerable success. To this
of the pine tree, and this study dealt with its chief con-
latter class belonged turpentine, the complex essential oil

stituent, pinene. To it were attrilnited the physiological
and therapeutic action of oil of turpentine, which was
hut slightly toxic and was a cardiac stimulant and a gen-
eral stimulant to mucous membranes. Before describing
this new method, Dr. Waters said he wished to state that
no attempt had been made to put these generators on the
market and it was intended, not to sell them, but to lease
them to physicians of established reputation, or through
them to their patients, reserving the right to withdraw
them for any misuse of the method or false statement of
its value. There would he no exploitation of a "cure all"
but a dignified and ethical presentation of a valuable
remedial agent. The method was as follows : By means of
a highly perfected ozonizer, and an apparatus which ef-
fected a chemical combination of ozone of pure quality
with pinene, the base of pure rectified oil of turpentine, a
gaseous pinene ozonide was produced, named "terpezone,"
which had a high oxygen efficiency, yet which was easily
respirable. This generator thus produced two of those
substances which had already given some evidence of their
therapeutic value, in a much safer and more practical
form. Terpezone contained no free ozone. The air stream
upon which the ozonizer acted and that which was in con-
tact with the oil of turpentine was chemically dry. In this
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combination none of the well-known oxidizing and germi-

cidal properties of the ozone were lost, while the pinene

made it easily and pleasantly respirable and produced the

therapeutic effects of that oil. The apparatus which Dr.

Waters described and illustrated by photographs was sun-

pie, not at all cumbersome, and could be employed without

special preparation or the use of a cabinet involving

change of atmospheric pressure. In order to determine

the chemical action and nature of terpezone a chemical

investigation had been carried out in the laboratory of

Columbia Universitv with the assistance of Dr. J. M.

Nelson. These experiments, while of too technical a na-

ture to detail, demonstrated conclusively that the substance

was an entirely new one, namely, a gaseous pinene ozonide,

in which the infinitely minute particles, or rnolecules were

in suspension, in the form of a gas, which, being an-

hydrous, could not properly be called a vapor. As to the

chemical nature of the substance, it might be said that

ozonides in general all underwent decomposition more or

less readily, "forming aldehyde and acid groups at the posi-

tion of the original double band, and also giving off

nascent oxygen. Experiments made in the laboratories

of the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical School

had shown that for typhoid, diphtheria, colon, staphylococ-

cus, subtilis, and anthrax in pure broth culture, even when
the lightest moisture was present, terpezone was germi-

cidal, in the room almospliere. in twenty-five minutes to

two and one-half hours. Clinical observations had been

made on twenty-one patients. After giving a detailed ac-

count of these observations the essayist said they seemed

to indicate that: (i) The percentage of hemoglobin was
increased under this treatment and the increase did

not seem to depend upon the administration of iron. (2)

The erythrocytes increased, at least temporarily, irre-

spective of the severity of the lesion. (3) When marked
leucocytosis existed, due to toxemia, it was reduced. W hen

the number of leucocytes was below normal, it was in-

creased by treatment. (4) The lymphocytes were increased

and remained so in those patients who improved. It

seemed probable that this increase might be considered as

a reliable indication from the prognostic standpoint. (5^

The large mononuclears seemed to follow the curve of the

lymphocytes. Their increase or decrease might have a

like significance. (61 No conclusion could be drawn from
the behavior of the transitionals, eosinophiles, or baso-

philes. There seemed to be under this method of treat-

ment, temporarily at least, even in the progressive types

of the disease, a distinct and constant tendency of the

cellular elements of the blood and the hemoglobin to ap-

proach their norma! ratios. The most immediate and
noticeable eft'ect of treatment was relief of the dry, in-

effectual cough. This seemed to be due to the effect upon
the sputum, which was increased in amount and rendered

more liquid, so that it was raised with much less difficulty.

In all cases the complicating bronchitis was relieved or

disappeared entirely. There was a marked diminution of

tubercle bacilli and the secondary organisms in the sputum,

and in some instances they were absent on several suc-

cessive examinations. The temperature, pulse, and respira-

tion of those patients who presented any hope of improve-

ment were reduced and steadied. In no instance was ac-

celeration of respiration observed. In those patients who
improved there was a noticeable diminution of toxemia,

indicated by the less frequent occurrence or disappearance
of rigors and hyperhydrosis. The amount of urine and
the excretion of urea were increased. The appetite was
in no instance impaired, but rather seemed to be improved.
Sleep was more continuous, sound, and more refreshing,

.^t no time was there any evidence of irritation of the

heart, lungs, or kidneys, except when an inferior quality

of turpentine was used. The weight increased and the

improvement both of the general condition and of the

pulmonary lesions seemed to be as rapid and satisfactory,

and to compare favorably with that obtained under sana-

torium care. It was noticeable that all of the patients who
were treated in the city made quite as rapid nrogress here
as afterwards in the country. These results seemed to

depend upon the action of terpezone as a stimulating ex-
pectorant ; in increasing the protective cellular elements
of the blood and correcting the secondary anemia, thus

raising the resistance of the individual; in increasing the

oxygenation of the blood, thus influencing metabolism and
stimulating the excretion of waste products; in diminish-
ing toxemia. This agent, through its efficiency as a germi-
cide and its respirability, might be of special value in sur-

face infection of the mucous membrane such as tonsillitis

and influenza, possibly also diphtheria and scarlet fever.

It was probable, though further evidence of this action

was required, that by reason of its high oxidizing efficiency,

and the liberation of nascent oxygen, it might have a

neutralizing effect upon pathogenic organisms, and toxic

substances in the blood stream. If this should be demon-
strated, its field of usefulness could be greatly enlarged.

The Practical Physical Diagnosis of Early Pul-

monary Tuberculosis.—Dr. S. Adolpiius Knom- gave a

demonstration on the living subject of his method of mak-
ing a diagnosis of early tuberculosis. He said that upon
seeing the patient for the first time the first thing one

should do was to ascertain the social condition of the

patient, his employment, how many windows he had in

his bedroom, etc. One should remember that the family

history was not as important as tradition, unconsciously

to the physician, was apt to make it seem. On the other

hand it was very important to find out how many brothers

and sisters the patient had. The younger children in large

families were much more susceptible to tuberculosis than

the older ones. The younger children in large families

usually did not receive the same careful watchfulness nor

the same amount of nutrition. In young girls one should

inquire carefully into the menstrual history. A diminu-

tion in the amount of menstrual fluid was one of the

signs of early tuberculosis. Then one should begin the

physical examination at the head. In early tuberculosis

the hair was apt to be dry and brittle. The eyes should

be carefully examined and any irregularity in the pupils

noted. The upper respiratory tract should receive special

attention, for it was useless to try to treat the lungs if

the upper air tract was diseased. Nervous irritability and
loss of appetite should be taken into consideration. Possibly

the patient slept badly and complained of pain. This
might occur anywhere and might bear no direct relation

to the localization of the disease. In examining the mouth
one should look for a reddish line on the gums ; while this

might not be pathognomonic of tuberculosis it was a valu-

able sign taken in connection with other symptoms. If the

mucous membrane of the mouth and upper air passages

was pale it should be regarded as a suspicious sign. One
should then have the patient inhale and exhale and watch
the movement ; generally it was impaired either longi-

tudinally or laterally. One should next palpate for frem-
itus. It was a good thing to have the patient hum ; this

often revealed a consolidation that had passed unnoticed

for years. By placing the hand over the part and then

touching the forehead to the back of the hand it was sur-

prising how much one could hear. In testing foi fremitus

one should not use both hands at the same time unless cer-

tain that they were equally developed as to sensibility. In
speaking of percussion Dr. Knopf said that the finger was
the best percussor and every portion of the chest should

be percussed. The patient should be instructed to hold his

hands over his head during percussion. The ear should

be used first and then the stethoscope. Dr. Knopf then

considered auscultation, calling special attention to the

value of expiration in revealing rales. He thought that

such a systematic examination with careful observation of

the signs would save many lives, and it was quite possible

for the general practitioner to make this examination pro-

vided he would take the time.

Dr. Hep.mann M. Biggs said that he thought that Dr.

Miller had put the subject of tuberculin in about the right

light. In administering tuberculin he began with o.ooi

mgm. of old tuberculin, and if there was no reaction or

only a slight increase in cough and expectoration, he
doubled the dose at the end of one week, and he continued

to double the dose each week so long as there was no
reaction until 10 milligrams were given; he then used a

solution of I c.c. to 1000, increasing the dose by one quar-

ter each week. The results on the whole were satisfactory.

Advanced cases that showed no reaction did better with

tuberculin than without it. The Health Department d'd

not compel patients to subject themselves to the tuberculin

treatment, but made the matter one of choice. If the pa-

tient reacted to the dose he went back to the third previous

dose and increased it one-third. Dr. Biggs said he could

not quite agree with the statement Dr. Knopf had made
that the diagnosis of early tuberculosis was an easy mat-
ter. There were many cases which did not produce signs

or symptoms upon which one could base a diagnosis.

Where there were no physical signs it was only a matter

of experience and judgment and men of equal ability

would arrive at very different opinions, and would ex-

press different opinions on a given case at different times.

There were a large number of cases in which it was
impossible to say definitely that incipient tuberculosis was
present : the only way to do was to keep these cases under
observation and await the outcome.

Dr. Theodore C. Tanew.ay said that in making a diag-

nosis of tuberculosis there were two things to keep in

mind, namely, what were the symptoms of tiiberculosis-

and what other diseases might give rise to similar symp-
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turns. He cited the case of one patient whom he had
watclied from October to May without being able to find

any abnormal physical signs; then he found a lew crackles;

a month later these were more pronounced. After that

the patient began to improve and made a good recovery
and was still in good health after twelve years. One might
be biased by the history without having adequate physical
signs. Other diseases tliat produced similar symptoms
were the chronic type of infective endocarditis; hyper-
thyroidism, it being ixissible for tuberculosis and hyper-
thyroidism to be coincidental ; certain syphilitic conditions,
which were rare; pleural effusions, in which he did not
dare make a differential diagnosis. It was always risky
to make a diagnosis of tuberculous peritonitis in anyone
but a child ; he made it a rule to change that diagnosis to
carcinoma and found that he was frequently right. In

auscultation he bad found that the diseased portions of a
Ir.ng were often cut off from ordinary respiration and the
signs that one obtained were from the healthy part of the
Ir.ng. Sometimes a patient liad to walk for fifteen min-
utes before it was possible to obtain signs and then one
might find disseminated tuberculosis of the entire lung
which he had overlooked before.

Dr. Ephraim D. Klotz said he would confine his re-
marks to the method described by Dr. Waters. In the
Metropolitan Hospital they had a ward of eighteen beds
where they had installed five generators. After these
were in operation for a few minutes they charged the air

with a substance that looked like smoke and had an odor
similar to that of a newly painted room. The nurses and
internes said that it caused a slight conjunctivitis and
slight constriction of the chest both of which soon passed
off. Observations on patients in this ward showed that
there was marked improvement in the blood count and
an inclination for the blood to assume a normal relation
between the cells. They had been warned that they might
c.\pect kidney troubles on account of the turpentine, but
there had been no case of albumin, or any apparent dis-

ease of the kidneys. In a large proportion of the cases
there was an increase in the total output of urine. Twelve
out of sixteen patients still retained the tubercle bacilli

and the volume of sputum had been diminished; in four
it had remained the same. The weight increased in eight
cases out of si.xteen. In most of the cases the cough was
less at night and the patients got up feeling better in the
morning. There were two deaths in the series within ten
days from the time of beginning treatment; one in a pa-
tient having e.Ntensive involvement of both lungs, pneu-
monia, miliary tuberculosis and enlarged liver and the
other case, in which no autopsy could be obtained, had
.'symptoms of pneumonia.

Dr. Beverlev Robinson said that the general medical pro-
fession felt uncertain as to the value of tuberculin. He
did not use it and what he had seen of it did not impress
him very favorably. However, he thought Dr. \Vaters had
done good work. As to physical diagnosis he wished to
corroborate what Dr. Biggs and Dr. Janeway had said.
Many hospital physicians found it difficult to make a diag-
nosis in spite of a great deal of careful examination by
all improved modern methods. Yet, personallj-, as he left
the w;ards after witnessing these efforts he could not help
thinking "What's the use of all this; are the people any
better off?" The conviction kept growing upon him that
there was no specific for tuberculosis and never would be.
Since he had studied medicine he had never seen two
patients alike and one had to think out each individual
case. As to treatment. Dr. .Austin Flint's thesis written
twenty-five or thirty years ago was still well worth read-
ing. A certain proportion of the cases of tuberculosis
would get well anywhere, with bad air. insufficient food,
etc., while others would die no matter what was done for
them.

Dr. A. Alexander Smith said he, too, endorsed what
Dr. Biggs and Dr. Janeway had said; it was not always
easy to diagnose early tuberculosis through physical signs.
Oftentimes the physical signs were very numerous wlien
the lesion was very slight; at other times there might be
an enormous amount of disease and freedom from physical
signs. A localized and circumscribed area of subcrepitant
rales was a sign more than suspicious if accompanied with
signs of consolidation. This statement had to be modified
in the presence of the influenza bacilli; he had found that
these caused a circumscribed area of rales which would
clear up and now he was very conservative in making a
diagnosis on this basis. It was very important in making
an examination to ask the patient to cough. One should
also remember that other structures were involved prim-
arily beside the apex. The process did not necessarily
commence at the apex in the right intrascapular space.
Dr. Smith called special attention to the value of the
whispered voice.

Dr. Mark I. Knapp said that he had arrived at the
conclusion that when there were no physical signs one
dared not make a diagnosis of tuberculosis and when
there were these signs it was too late. In records of
St. Bartholomew's Clinic he had observed invariably
that when there was a condition of budding, sporating
yeast in the stomach together with insufficiency of the
pylorus and slight physical signs it was safe to make a
diagnosis of tuberculosis.

Dr. James Alexander Miller, in closing the discussion.
said that his statement that a positive cutaneous reaction
could be obtained in all adults had been questioned, but he
wished to repeat that this was true of 95 per cent, of adult
persons. The reason was that nearly everyone had been
exposed to the tubercle bacilli before reaching the age of
five years.

Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf said he was glad he had made
the remarks in regard to diagnosis which had brought out
discussion. He said he quite agreed that in many cases
the making of a diagnosis was by no means easy. He had
neglected to speak of temperature ; the temperature should
be taken, not once, but several times. The patient should
be made to exercise and then the temperature should be
taken. If the general practitioner gave as much as three
quarters of an hour, as he himself was accustomed to do-
ing, to an examination, he could make as good a diagnosis
as the specialist. In the presence of physical signs always
put the patient on treatment for tuberculosis; if he had
the disease it might do him good and if he did not have
it no harm was done.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held May 9 Drs. O. H. Perry Pep-
per and D. L. Eastland presented specimens of "Coin-
cident Aneurysm of the Aorta and Empyema." The patient
exhibited percussion-dulness over the greater portion of
the left side of the chest, with suppressed breath-sounds
and dimished vocal resonance and fremitus. The pupils
were unequal, the voice high pitched and there was a
brassy cough. Puncture disclosed the presence of pus in
the left pleural cavity and resection of a portion of a rib
resulted in the evacuation of a small amount of pus. The
condition of the patient grew gradually worse until death
ensued. On post-mortem examination the left pleural cav-
ity was found partly obliterated, and partly forming a cav-
ity containing pus and blood. The descending aorta was
dilated in its first portion and at a lower level the seat
of a sacculated aneurysm, whose rupture had brought about
the fatal result. Dr. Robert A. Keilty presented a speci-
men of "Chronic Pericarditis with Calcification," and one
of "Tuberculous Pericarditis." Drs. Moses Behrend and
Henry Wise presented specimens of "Embohsm and
Thrombosis of the Popliteal Artery in a Case of Mitral
Stenosis, Followed by Gangrene of the Leg and Foot."
The patient was a man, 36 years old, with physical signs
of mitral obstruction, attended with copious hemoptysis,
and who was seized with intense pain in the posterior
aspect of one leg, together with symptoms simulating
those of angina pectoris, and at a later period suffered
a second attack with similarly intense pain involving the
rieht leg. Xo evil results attributable to vascular obstruc-
tion were noticed in the left lower extremity, but in a
short while the right leg began to undergo gangrene. On
consultation amputation of this latter member w'as agreed
upon and carried out. The wound was healing kindly and
the patient appeared to be doing \vel\, when a third attack
of pain, affecting the left leg, developed, and death shortly
followed. On post-mortem examination, obstructive
thickening of the leaflets of the mitral valve was found,
together with a fairly well organized thrombus in the left
auricle. The femoral artery of the emputated member
was occluded, the vessel being collapsed above and below
the site of occlusion. The spleen was the seat of a hemor-
ragic infarct. Dr. E. A. Case presented a specimen of
"Aneurysm of the Coronary Artery." The organ was dis-
covered in the dissecting room. The pericardial cavity con-
tained blood and the source of which was found in a rup-
tured aneurysm of one coronary artery. A second aneur-
ysm occupied a sinus of Valsalva. Drs. J. H. Austin and
G. M. Peirsol presented a communication entitled "The
Use of the Crehore Micrograph in Clinical and Experi-
mental Studies of Cardiovascular Conditions." The re-
sults obtained were not satisfactory by reason of technical
and other difficulties in the employment of the apparatus,
which it was thought had no practical advantage over the
Franck manometer. Drs. Austi.v and Peirsol also pre-
sented a communication entitled "Do the Two Vagi Differ
in Their Control of the Heart Action?" The study was
undertaken with a view of confirming or disproving the
contention that has been made that the right vagus acts
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especiallv on the auricles and the left on the ventricles.

It was found in experiments on dogs that stimulation of

the peripheral extremity of either cut vagus exerted equally

no appreciable effect on the force and freqquency of either

auricle and likewise none on the force of either

ventricle, although stimulation of the left vagus in some
instances induced a condition of heart-block. Dr. W. M.
Late Coplin presented a communication entitled "Influence

of Longitudinal Stress on the Collapsibility of Vessels."
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Department of Agriculture, Publishers, Washington.
UBER KnXGENITALE SypHILIS. EnTSTEHUXG, ErSCHEIN-

ungen uxd Behandlung. By Dr. Fr. Bering. 36 pages;
paper; price 1.20 M. Carl Marhold, Publisher, Halle.

tJBER die Behandlung der Gonorrhoe des Mannes. By
Dr. V. Klingmuller. 36 pages; paper; price i.oo M.
Carl Marhold, Publisher, Halle.

Diagnostic Methods—Chemical. Bacteriological, and
Microscopical. By Ralph W. Webster, M.D., Ph.D.
Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with 27 colored
plates and 164 other illustrations. 682 pages ; cloth

;

price $4.50 net. P. Blakiston's Son & Company, Pub-
lishers, Philadelphia.

Augustus Charles Bernays. A Memoir. By Thekla
Bernavs. 309 pages ; cloth

;
price $^.00. C. V. Mosby

Medical Book & Publishing Company, Publishers, St.

Louis.
Massage and the Swedish Movements. By Kurre

W. Ostrom. Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged, with
IIS illustrations; 201 pages; cloth; price $1.00 net. P.
Blakiston's Son & Company, Publishers, Philadelphia.

Sarcoma of the Ilium Treated by Coley's Fluid.—
A. Carless reports the case of a patient, aged 49, who was
admitted to the hospital in October, 1909, and whose symp-
toms existed for eighteen months before that date. At
first he complained of pain in the buttocks and calf, which
were supposed to be sciatica, and the tumor was not
noticed till just before his admission. It then extended
from the right iliac fossa upwards as far as the rib mar-
gin and back to the spine, filling the right lumbar region.
It was hard and immobile, fixed firmly to the innominate
bone and to the lumbar spine. At first the pain was so
severe that morphine was required, even when he lay in

bed. Operation being hopeless, treatment by Coley's fluid

was undertaken. When exhibited in February, 1910, his

condition was much improAed, the pain was absent, and
the swelling had decreased in size. Since that date sev-
eral courses of Coley's fluid have been administered, and
the swelling has gradually shrunk, the patient being able
to get about and complaining of no pain. Nothing has
been undertaken in the shape of treatment for six or eight
months.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 5, 1912:

CHOLERA.
Places. Date. Cases. Deaths.

Ceylon: Colombo May 19-25 1 *
India: Bassein May 5-1 1 14 13

Bombay May 19-25 34 30
Japan: Formosa—Tamsui July 1 . . Present
Russian Empire; Astrakhan June 11 1 1

*In the port.

YELLOW PEVER.

Chile: Tocopilla June 8
Ecuador: Duian May 1-15

Guayaquil May 1-31

Milauro May 16-31
Naranjito May 1-31

Yaguachi May 16-31
Mexico: San Juan Bautista June 23-30
Venezuela: La Guaira May 1

Improving.

31 Apr. 6..

31-Apr. 6..

2 7-June 4..

29-June 1..

25-June I..

30-Juiie 6..

28-June 4.
2S-May 4.,

27-June 5..

19-25
19-25

Mar.
.Mar.

May
May
May
May
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

-Apr. 30-May 7.

To July 2
To July 2

June 21-July 2..

To July 2....\.
May 5-11

Ecuador; Guayaquil May 1-31

.

Dutch East Indies: Java

—

Provinces— Kediri
Madiven.

Egypt : Alex.indna
Port Said
Provinces—Assiout

Beni Souei
Carchieh
Fayoum
Minieh

India: Bombay
Karachi

Philippine Islands: Mariveles quaran
tine station

Porto Rico; Arroyo
Carolina
San Juan
Santurce

Straits Settlements; Singapore
*From S.S. Taisang from Amoy.
tOn a schooner from San Juan.
JTotal June 14 to luly 2: Cases 21. deaths 13.

SMALLPOX.

Australia: Fremantle quarantine sta-

tion Apr. 19
Canada; Provinces—Ontario

—

Ottawa June 9-15
Windsor June 12-22

Quebec—Montreal June 16-22

Chile; Coquimbo May 26-June 1..

China: Chungking May 5-June 1..

.

Nangkmg May 19-25

Shanghai May 28-June 2..

Egypt: Cairo May 1 t-20

Port Said May 14-20

France; Paris June 2-8.

Germany
Great Britain; Liverpool June 2-8

India: Bombay May 19-25
Karachi May 19-25

Madras May 19-25

Italy; Naples June 2-8

Palermo May 26-June 1..

Turin June 3-9

Mexico; Aguascalientes June 9-16
Guadalaiara June 9-15
Juarez June 1 6-22

San Luis Potosi Apr. 7-13

Portugal: Lisbon May 2 7-June 2..

Russia: Warsaw Apr. 21-27

South Africa: Durban Apr. 28-May 4.

Spain; V.ilencia June 2-8

Straits Settlements; Singapore May 5-11

Turkey in Asia- Beirut May 26-June 1..

Turkey in Europe: Constantinople.. May 27-June 9..

*Froms. S.S. Malwa from London via Colombo.
tXotal: June 2-8, Cases, 7.

2
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A CASE OF STILL'S DISEASE.*
By V. P. GIBNEY, M.D.

NEW VORK,

Male, aet. four years. Referred by Dr. Kiirth of

Schenectady, New York, and admitted to Hospital

for Ruptured and Crippled January 19, 191 2.

The doctor sent with the patient a very full his-

tory from the time of the child's birth, and from
this I learn that when five weeks of age he had a

very severe attack of gastroenteritis, the mother not

having been able to nurse him, but under a change
of diet he responded quite readily. Shortly after-

wards he had whooping cough which proved to be

a mild attack. .\t two years of age he had measles
without any sequels. When 23<^ years of age he had
a fever which lasted six weeks, regarded as of ma-
larial origin, but not responding to the usual reme-
dies. He made a fine recovery later and was strong
and hearty, as shown by the accompanying photo-
graph, Fig. I.

His present illness dates from January 14, 191 1,

when he complained that afternoon of pain in one
wrist, the doctor being called in that evening and
finding the wrist slightly swollen and red, and the

temperature a bit above normal ; one tonsil was red-

dened, but there was no complaint of sore throat.

The following morning he was running about as

usual, but in the afternoon there was a return of

the symptoms, a little more severe. The following

morning he was—apparently—perfectly well, but in

the afternoon the symptoms returned in a still more
aggravated form. He was put to bed, where he re-

mained several weeks. A few days later the other

wrist was involved, while aspirin made no im-

pression. His temperature was higher every day
until the eighth day, when it was 104° in the

evening.

On the tenth day he coughed and there was found
a small area of consolidation in the center of the

left lung. For the next few days this consolidation

showed increase both upward and downward.
.•\fter a week this resolved, but the patient was nri

better and new areas developed.

It was observed that every time a portion of the

lung re.solved. the joint symptoms were aggravated.

so that the wrists, elbows, ankles, and great tot-

joints suffered in turn, and the case seemed like one

of general sepsis. The temperature varied greatly

and on a resolution of a part of the lung there woull
occur an attack of joint swelling with intense

erythema, followed by profuse sweating and polyu-

ria. At this time the liver was about three times

and the spleen twice the normal size and the urine

was loaded with albumin. The leucocyte count wa-
14,000-19,000.

*Presented at a meeting of the Practitioner's Societ}'

April 5. 1912.

A Moro test taken was negative. There was at

times absolute flatness of the lungs on percussion,
strongly suggesting empyema, but punctures failed

to confirm this. The doctor, under the impression
that there was general sepsis, punctured the lungs
in five different places, with negative results. The
aspirated serum and blood were examined for
tubercle bacilli, with negative results. The sputum
contained capsule cocci and other bacteria but no
streptococci or tubercle bacilli. Soon the right lung
became involved, and it seemed that not the smallest

portion of his lungs escaped consolidation, and some
portions were consolidated several times over. The
pleurae were never involved, as the punctures showed
a freely movable hmg.

After an illness of about ten weeks he was taken
to Asheville, N. C., and several physicians pro-
nounced his case tubercular, but they made no tests.

He went to Asheville on March 31 and re-

turned on May 6, having lost ground so rapidly

during that time that he was brought home to die.

He slowly improved after reaching home, and the

resolution of small areas of lung on every occasion
brought on an attack of joint swelling and symptoms
of sepsis.

A favorable circumstance was that the intervals

—

at first about one week in duration—became longer
and longer, and he began to gain in weight. As his

lungs improved the superficial lymphatic glands be-

came enormously swollen, as well as those in the

axillae and groins.

The case ran along with very little change until

September, when rigidity of spine was noticed, and
the upper dorsal and lower cervical verterbrse were
thought to be tubercular, and the diagnosis of gen-
eral tuberculosis seemed unmistakable. The patient

was kept flat on his back and when the weather was
favorable he was put in a hammock on the porch
or was given a ride in a cart built especially for him.

Figure 2 is a very good illustration of his appear-

ance at this time, and indeed when he entered tha

hospital this picture would be faithful to life. The
.r-ray pictures taken on November 22 revealed ab-

solutely nothing in the bony or cartilaginous struc-

tures of spine, thorax, feet, or wrists. The lungs

and pleura were found almost absolutely normal.

The failure of the .r-ray pictures to throw any light

on the subject caused the doctor to abandon the

diagnosis of tuberculosis and make one of Still's

disease.

I cannot refrain from acknowledging with grati-

tude my indebtedness to Dr. Kurth for so elaborate

a history of the case, and while I have given the

above details in abstract I think it only fair to give

the following quotation: "In explanation of the

case I would state that all the symptoms that go to

make up the clinical picture are symptomatic of ab-

sorption. There is in the patient some central focus

which throws out septic matter into the circulation
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at irregular intervals. I believe this focus is some-

where in the chest—probably in the mediastinum."

Shoulders are involved and most of the move-
ments painful. Axillary glands moderately en-

larged. Both elbow^s enlarged over outer side, yet

all motions are preserved except pronation to a

Fig. 1.—Case I, before the development of the disease.

slight degree. Wrist joints involved with marketl
swelling and limited motion which seems quite pain-

ful. X-ray taken one month ago reported negative.

Some days the patient seems lively, moving limbs
up and down, but this generally provokes an exacer-
bation. The upper teeth are bad and peg shaped.
The metatarsophalangeal joints are not involved,

but the first row of carpals are involved. The hips

are held at angle of 90°. Left hip shows no motion
;

right shows small amount of motion, and with a

little coa.xing extends to 170°. Knees are involved:

right can be extended about 165°; left to about
120°. , Some days extension is better. The tibio-

tarsal and midtarsal joints are involved.

Measurements were taken and are recorded below
with some taken .^pril 5. The thorax is well de-

veloped
;
percussion notes are about normal ; spinal

column seems straight, but presents a little rigidity

except in lumbodorsal region, where it seems nor-

mally flexible. A few of the cervical glands are

slightly enlarged.

April 5, 1912, the following notes were recorded:
Since admission there has been a gradual and steady

improvement. The treatment adopted was thymus
extract beginning on grs. 5, t.i.d. Now getting

grs. 5 A. M., grs. 5 m. and grs. 5 p. m. Sleeps

well without any aid. Bowels have been regular,

while before admission he was obliged to have
enema every day or two. At the end of about one
month traction was begun in the line of deformity,

two pounds to each leg. No local applications to

the joints. He has been taken to the roof every

day.

At present he can raise himself up in bed and

move his head freely. Teeth and guns in good con-

dition ; cervical glands slightly enlarged on each

side; ribs slightly beaded; apparently no splenic or

hepatic enlargement ; slight enlargement of glands

in left groin.

Pulif ball over right shoulder like a small mass of

fat, while movements at this joint are restricted to

about one-half normal in rotation. Left shoulder

joint free from this mass of fat, but more tenderness

and more restriction in motion. Right elbow pre-

sents slight enlargement of the epitrochlears', some
swelling over the head of the radius and a little over

the internal condyle, while flexion is perfect and
painless as well as extension, and pronation and
supination cause a little pain, but are perfect. Same
remarks are true of the left elbow, except supina-

tion not quite so good and he keeps the foreann

preferably in pronation. Wrist joints on both sides

are symmetrically ptiffy on the dorsal aspect, but

decidedly smaller than on admission. They present

a very good range of motion which is comparatively

painless. Metacarpophalangeal joints on each side

are not involved, e.Kcept the thumb joint, which is

slightly involved. The pro.ximal row of phalangeal

joints shows a little swelling, but function is very

good. Nothing at the distal joints.

Right hip can be extended to about 170° and
flexed past 90°

; abduction limited to a small arc

;

adduction perfect. These movements are better

actively made than passively. Left hip held in mod-
erate abduction; extension limited to about an

angle of 135°; adduction limited to a small arc;

abduction better; flexion limited to about 110°;

much more sensitive than right hip. In fact the

whole left side is' more sensitive than the right side.

He can extend right knee to about 170° and flex

past 90° ; can extend left knee only to 135° but can

flex to an acute angle. These joints are not very

Fig. 2.—Case I. showing the disease at its height.

sensitive on handling. Right foot hangs preferably

in equinus but dorsofle.xion can be made to about

90° ; left foot in moderate valgus and has a fair

range of motion at tibiotarsal joint. No involve-

ment of the metacarpocarpal joints and none cf

the toe joints.
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Comparative measurements

:

January 19, 1912.

Right wrist—51/2.

Left-S^.
Right Knee—7^ by 8'A by 6.

Left—7^ by 8J4 by 6.

Right Calf—6.
Left—6.

Right Thigh—4 in. above
patella, SVz.

Left—8.

Right Ankle—6 by y'/i by

Left—6 by 7H by 754.

April 5, 1912.

Right Wrist—5.

Left-5^.
Right Knee—6J4 by 754 bv 6.

Left—754 by 8 by y'A-
Right Calf—5J4.
Left—sM.
Right Thigh—4 in. above

patella, H'A-
Left—8 1^.

Right Ankle—5H by 7 by

Left—5^4 by 7'A by 6^..

Dr. F. M. Jeffries, pathologist to the hospital,

reports as follows: March 27, 1912, 11 a. m.—
Red count, 5,ooo,cx30; white count, 8,000; hemo-
globin, 85 per cent.

;
polynuclears, 60.8 per cent.

;

lymphocytes, 37.7 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 0.6 per
cent. ; transitionals, i per cent. ; nucleated reds,

none.

The .r-rays taken shortly after admission and
again within the past few days are absolutely nega-
tive and are here presented for inspection. Dr.
Darling, the hospital radiographer, confirms our
own observations. The boy's appetite has been
good, he sleeps well, and the further treatment will

include fixation of the limbs in correct position

rather than traction, as this cannot be made ef-

ficiently because of the number of joints' involved

in the deformity. Furthermore, in the absence of

any suggestion of an osteoarthritis, immobilization

offers the best means of securing recession of the

periarticular infiltration.

A note under date of June 28 is as follows

:

Lungs perfectly clear; no deposit of any kind.

Lower limbs straight and free from deformity
though requiring a pad over the knee and a foot

plate to keep them so. In a plaster-of-Paris bed
which was made for him several weeks ago, just

after the case was presented, and applied under
ether, the deformity fully corrected, he has been
very comfortable, easily handled. The swelling

about the hips, knees and ankles has undergone a

certain amount of resolution.

On June 30 the patient was discharged from
hospital, a plaster-of-Paris bed having been changed
for a kind of wire cuirass, devised by Dr. Kurth.

In this he is very comfortable ; the limbs are held

straight. The extract of thymus is to be continued.

Later he will be put on his feet, and it is believed

that a good result will follow and a fair range of

motion will be secured.

We had in the Hospital for Ruptured and Crip-

pled several years ago a typical case which ran

through the different stages' and finally yielded to

an attack of measles. I think this case was shown
both by Dr. Whitman and myself at different times

at meetings of the Orthopedic Section of the

academy. It is interesting to note that three of

Still's cases improved immediately after the onset

of other infections, namely, measles, scarlatina, and
catarrhal jaundice, as did the case just referred to.

Another case was treated in the Out-Patient Serv-

ice of the Hospital, the notes of which have been

furnished by Dr. W. W. Strang of this city : March
I, 1907, male, aged five years, was brought to the

Out-Patient Department of the Ruptured and Crip-

pled Hospital. The patient was well until one and
a half years of age when he had measles : recovered

without complication. Two months later had high

fever lasting two or three days'. The physician then

called said the child had "cold in his joints."

At three years of age the joints generally were
enlarged and the child stopped walking. The child

was pale ; mucous membranes very pale ; forehead
somewhat prominent ; teeth fairly good

;
joints gen-

erally enlarged ; swelling consists of thickening of
soft parts overlying joints; no tenderness and very
little pain on movement of joints ; motion limited

in all joints; fingers fusiform; cervical lymphatic
glands indurated and freely movable ; axillary

glands markedly enlarged, separate, firm, and free-

ly movable ; moderate rachitic rosary ; heart and
lungs normal ; abdomen protuberant ; umbilical

hernia ; spleen enlarged and firm, extending one and
a quarter inches below free border of ribs; liver

enlarged, extending two inches below ribs ; ab-

domen otherwise negative ; urine and blood nega-
tive. (See Fig. 3, from a photograph.)

Upon successive visits the child was found to

have a temperature at 2 p. m. ranging from 99° to

101.8°. After various kinds of medication without

Fic. 3—Hospital Case II.

much effect, on April 12, 1907, thymus gland (B
& W) Grs. 13/2 t. i. d. was ordered.

April 24, 1907, patient seemed much improved,
appetite was better and sleeping improved. No
fever had been noticed by the parents, though tem-
perature 99.5° to 100° was found on examination.

On May 3 the patient was walking alone; joint

movements much increased ; lymphatic glands
markedly smaller.

On ]\Iay 24, the report was : Excellent color

;

stands straight ; temperature 99" ; liver and spleen

slightly smaller. Thvmus gland increased to Grs.

5 t. i. d.

September 20, 1907: Patient runs about but tires

easily.

April 3, 1908: Pulse 78; temperature 98.8°;

walks alone for two or three blocks; joints about
the same : heart slightly irregular, so medicine is

stopped for two weeks.
November 20. 1908 : Thymus was stopped for a
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while during the summer, followed by weakness,

fever, and pallor. For past two months has been

taking Grs. 5 t. i. d. Color fair; walks well and
stands straighter; pulse 99; temperature 99.5°;

eats and sleeps well, never complains.

After this time the patient ceased coming to the

hospital and a letter sent to his address was not

answered.
Dr. P. W. Nathan was on the Out-Patient statf

at that time and it was on his suggestion that the

thymus extract was employed. In an article pub-

lished in the American Journal of the Medical

Sciences for June, 1909^ on "The Nature, Diag-

nosis, and Treatment of Metabolic Osteoarthritis"

he has an illustration of this case as "So-called

Still's Disease."

I beg to append to these reports an abstract of

a paper by Dr. George F. Still, published Novem-
ber ID, 1896, in the transactions of the Royal Medi-
cal Chirurgical Society of London. The poly-

arthritis occurring in children which he describes

he says differs in its clinical aspect and morbid anat-

omy from rheumatoid arthritis of adults, suggesting

distinct pathology.

The paper was based on twenty-two cases—near-

ly all in the Hospital for Sick Children, Grand Or-
mond Street, London. "The disease may be defined

as a chronic progressive enlargement of joints, as-

sociated with general enlargement of glands and
enlargement of spleen." The onset is almost always
before second dentition. Ten out of twelve cases

began before six years ; the earliest at fifteen

months. The ons'et is usually insidious. Stiffness

in certain joints occurs and they slowly become en-

larged. Occasionally the onset is acute with

pyrexia.

Enlargement of joints feels and looks more like

general thickening of tissues around joint than bony
enlargement. Absence of osteophytic growth and
of anything like bony lipping even after years have
elapsed is striking. No redness or tenderness of

joints except in very acute cases. Absence of pain

striking but may be present in slight degree. Limi-
tation of motion, chieflv extension, is always pres-

ent. Joints earliest affected are usually the knees,

wrists', and those of cervical spine. Sulssequent or-

der of affection being ankles, elbows, and fingers.

Affection is symmetrical. No tendency to suppura-
tion nor bony ankylosis.

"Perhaps the most distinctive feature is the af-

fection of lymphatic glands, the enlargement being
general, which subsides as' disease subsides and in-

creases if joints become worse." Glands most af-

fected are the supratrochlear, those along brachial

artery, those in axilla, those in Scarpa's triangle.

those deep in illiac fossa along the iliac artery, and
in the posterior triangle of neck. Enlargement of
the spleen is also a striking feature. Definite in

nine of twelve cases.

Heart shows no evidence of valvular disease.

Anemia generally present. Sweating often profuse
and not related to temperature. Temperature usual-

ly characteristic, appearing in periods, lasting only

a few days, of pyerxia.

A remarkable feature is' the general arrest of
development when the disease begins before second
dentition. Mental development not aft'ected. Dis-
ease not fatal. Still could find no definite cause.

Dirt and tmsanitary surroundings played no part
in etiology. Three of his cases improved after other
infections. One after measles, one after scarlatina,

and one after catarrhal jaundice.

Three post mortems showed marked thickening

of joint capsules and connective tissue adjoining,

and thickening and vascularization of synovial

membrane. Cartilage may be normal ; sometimes
slightly pitted.

Points of difference betv^'een this and rheumatic
arthritis of adults are : Absence of cartilaginous

change ; thickening of capsule and fibrous tissue

;

enlargement of spleen; occurrence of adherent
pericardium.

Still concluded there were no bony changes, but
he was not present at the three post-mortems made.

16 Park Avenue.

THE DE KEATING-HART METHOD OF
THERMO-RADIOTHERAPY.*

Ev WILLIAM SEAMAN BAINBRIDGE, Sc.D., M.D.,

NEW VORK.

In a former paper on Fulguration (Medical
Record, July G, 1912) reference was made to cases
in W'hich fulguration alone was not indicated, and
in which a combination of fulguration with "ther-

mo-radiotherapy ' has been employed to seeming
advantage by de Keating-Hart. The method con-
sists briefly, in the sensitization of the tissues by
fulguration, or other means, and their irradiation

by means of .f-rays, the skin surface through which
the .r-rays must pass being previously or simul-

taneously cooled in order to prevent .r-ray der-

matitis.

The procedure and the theory upon which it is

based was given to the profession for the first time
during the demonstrations at the New York Skin
and Cancer Hospital in December. It is now being
published for the first time. The method is too new
to permit a definite statement with reference to its

effects, or to predict its future. According to its

originator, some very astonishing and quite un-
hoped-for results can be reported, a few examples
of which are herewith presented.

A number of cases were treated by this method
under de Keating-Hart's direction, during his recent

visit, and the treatment has been continued in these

and other cases since that time.

The following cases are fair examples of the re-

sults obtainable with this method. The histories

and photographs were furnished us by de Keating-
Hart.
Case I.—This is intended to show the inhibitive action

which cold exerts against the effects of the rays. A man
who was suffering from an epithelioma of the face extend-
ing to the cranium and to the brain had been subjected to

the .v-rays. and a few days after the application he had
suffered from a radiodermatitis, despite the care taken by
the specialist to avoid such an accident. The patient, re-

fusing to submit to further applications of radiotherapy,
presented himself to de Keating-Hart. Upon the promise
of the latter not to burn him the patient agreed to allow
a treatment. The .r-ray was applied to the skin every
eight days for several weeks, during which time the skin

showed no untoward symptoms. Before each treatment
the skin surface to be traversed by the ,i'-rays was chilled,

either by means of bellows, evaporating a little water im-
bibed in a piece of gauze placed upon the region, or by
means of a small sack of crushed ice. It is added that the
patient had a very much congested and warm face, which
explained his susceptibility to the .r-rays.

The other cases have reference to particularly rapid re-

sults with the .r-rays upon cancers previously warmed.
Case II.—This case was that of a woman afflicted with

*Read in part before the New England Association of

Physical Therapeutics. Boston. April 12, 1912. Illustrated

with lantern slides. Delivered in part, with the presenta-

tion of patients, at the Eighth Annual Clinical Lecture on
Cancer. New York Skin and Cancer Hospital. April 24.

1912.
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an inoperable cancer of the uterus which had fixed this

organ in the pelvis and formed a large glandular metastasis

in the left groin. The compression caused by tnese glands
had produced considerable edema of the left leg and foot.

The patient suffered horribly despite the six or seven

fulgurating this area. Deep down, however, there re-
mained some masses in contact with the bones and tendons.
Some days later he plunged a high-frequency needle into

these masses and simultaneously allowed the .r-rays to

play upon them. In a few sittings the induration had dis-

daily injections of morphine. Thermo-radiotherapy was
applied in two sittings within four days. At the first sit-

ting it was applied by means of a thermopenetrative elec-

trode introduced into the vagina, the other pole being placed

upon the left lateral wall of the abdomen a little below
the spleen. At the second sitting the temperature of the

pelvic region was increased by means of a hot vaginal

douche with water at 50 degrees centigrade for twenty
minutes. Both calorifications were accompanied by radio-

therapy through the chilled skin of the abdomen. (.As

usual, the dosage given was 4H. ten Benoist.J The re-

sult was very remarkable and rapid. From the first appli-

cation the pains diminished, and after the second they

disappeared. The swelling of the leg subsided so that

morphine was no longer necessary. The internal tumor
diminished by one-half in eight days and the inguinal

glands had grown smaller. At the same time some very
remarkable cytolytic phenomena of intoxication appeared,

viz., profuse diuresis (4 to 5 liters in twenty-four hours),

fever from 39° to 40.5° C, and during the eight days
symptoms of depression alternating with nervous excit-

ability, etc. Then everything went well again, and several

weeks later, without other treatment, the pain had not re-

appeared, and the local condition remained about the same.
This patient is still under treatment.

Case III.—The third case is somewhat similar to the

preceding. This was an extensive cancer of the vagina
fixed to the rectum and involving the adjacent structures.

The uterus was apparently invaded. The surgeon. Dr.

Rouland, who referred her to de Keating-Hart, consid-

ered the case inoperable, or at least that no good results

could be expected from operation. Three applications of

thermo-radiotherapy were made, e-xtending over three

weeks. This sufficed to reduce the tumor to the size of

a peach stone—a small indurated mass situated upon the

posterior vaginal wall, completely free from the rectum.

In this case very warm water was used to heat the parts

and radiotherapy in the dosage of 4 H applied throut;ij

the pelvic route.

Case IV.—This case is that of a woman (Figs. 47 and

48) afflicted with chondrosarcoma which had recurred

twice in the palm of the hand. The lesion was deep and
the flexor tendon was invaded, as shown in the photograph.
The surgeons who had seen the case proposed amputation
of the forearm, but the patient refused, presenting herself

to Dr. de Keatin.g-Hart for treatment. He began by ex-

tirpating the greater part of the tumor with a knife, tht-n

Fig. 48.

appeared and four weeks later the hand was healed, as
shown in the second photograph. The function of the
hand is almost normal, and the pains, which had kept the

patient awake, disappeared after the first exposure.

Theory.—Again we quote directly from the com-
munication of de Keating-Hart

:

"Every luminous radiation passing through a liv-

ing organism, determines in it biochemical reac-

tions, the intensity of which varies with the quantity

and duration of the e.xposure from a mere over-

e.xcitement of normal transformation to the destruc-

tion of cell-life. Such is the law regulating the re-

lations of living beings to light, whatever the length

of the luminous vibrations.

"It must not be overlooked, however, that a

knowledge of the quality, number and duration of
irradiations does not necessarily imply a knowledge
of the length and intensity of biochemical reactions.

"The explanation of the unequal effects produced
by radiations of the same strength must be sought
in the morphological differences and the biological

state of the cells themselves at the moment.
"Every radiotherapeutist, however expert he may

be, and even with the use of the same instrumenta-

tion under the same general conditions, sees very

different results according to the individual. It is

well known that certain pathological tissues are

much more sensitive than others to Rontgen rays.

"In 1907, Bergonie and Tribondeau (of Bor-
deaux) threw some light on these hitherto empiric

notions. Their researches were made to determine
the amount of cell destruction in the organic depths

with radiations which were innocuous to surround-
ing or more superficial tissues. From their work
these authors have arrived at certain conclusions

which, if not sufficient to explain all the known
facts, permit one to understand at least many im-

portant phenomena.
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"The following three laws are worth remember-
ing: The activity of rays is proportional : First, to

the reproductive activity of the cells ; second, to the

duration and constancy of their karvokinetic move-

moistened and sprouting seeds are more radiosen-

sitive than those which are previously dried. In this

we have an obvious confirmation of Bergonie's find-

ings.

Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

C.\SE V.—The fifth case (Figs. 40 and 50) is that of a man who was suffering from Hodgkin's disease, with gen-
erahzed lymphosarcoma and leukemia. He showed numer dus large tumors, the most important of which were situated

in the cervical, axillary, and inguinal regions, tumors of rapid growth developing almost simultaneously everywhere.
The spleen, while not enormous, was perceptibly increased in size. For three years this patient had undergone vari-

ous kinds of treatment, among which were .r-rays and two surgical operations. Electric treatment gave him marked
relief at first, a number of the neoplasms rapidly softening under the action of radiotherapy. Then, as often hap-
pens, the tumors, instead of continuing to disappear, see.ned to receive a new stimulus to growth, so that the special-

ist in charge finally advised cessation of the treatment. When the tumors had acquired an enormous size the patient

was admitted, in June, 1911, to the service of Jr'rof. Delbet. at the Neckar Hospital. Prof. Delbet operated upon two
large masses situated in the neck and in the groin. The patient, terrified by these repeated operations, left the hospital

and entered Dr. de Keating-Hart's Hospital.
The areas operated upon already showed new recurrences, and the non-operated tumors, shown in the first picture,

grew very rapidly. They were of a hard, nodular consistency, and a histological examination at the Neckar Hos-
pital confirmed their malignant nature.
The patient was treated every day. or every other day. for three weeks by injecting into one of the tumors artificial

normal serum at a temperature of about 50 degrees C. nearly equal in quantity to the size of the tumor before the
injection. Immediately after each injection an .r-ray treat nent (4 H, 10 Benoist) was given. One sitting for the
small tumors and two for the large ones was sufficient to soften them in a few days.
This patient, who had been condemned to a verv ranid death eight months previously, is in an almost florid state

of health, and has taken up his work again. There are still a few disseminated tumors not yet softened, but the

great majority and the largest of them have disappeared as one may see from the last picture.

ments; third, to the higher differentiation of cell

morphologv- and function.

"From these data we may readily conclude that

the effect of .r-rays on pathological cells is not spe-

cific. It is thus easily understood how neoplasms
are destroyed by .r-rays that pass through the more
fixed normal cells. For the same reason certain

tumors of rapid growth are more radiosensitive than
tumors characterized by less constant and intensive

karyokinesis.

"Of a similar nature are the conclusions drawn
by Dominici and Cheron from radium effects. These
experimenters not only observed a greater radium-
fragility in the case of epitheliomata than in that of
sarcomata, but they noted also the same diff'erence

between embryonic sarcomata and fibrochondro-
sarcomata, the cells and functions of which are
more specially differentiated.

"In the same wav also Schwartze observed that

"On the other hand, these laws do not by them-
selves explain the great skin-sensitiveness from
which certain patients suffer during every exposure
to A'-rays, no matter how short the sitting may be.

"Furthermore, these laws do not explain the re-

sistance offered to the Rontgen rays by certain tu-

mors which were in the very beginning of treat-

ment markedly radiosensitive. This is still more re-

markable when we remember that cutaneous tissue

becomes weaker at every successive radiotherapeutic

sitting.

"Another contradictory fact was observed by
Gerhartz : that the genital organs of frogs (organs,

however, made up of karyokinetic cells) were not

found to be sensitive to the .r-rays. This would
appear to be contrary to Bergonie's rule and to the

conclusion drawn from Schwartze's e.xperiments on
seeds.

"Paul Becquerel, upon exposing dried spores of
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yeast, found that these spores are very quickly

sterilized at normal temperature and but very slowly

when frozen.

"When we consider that the experiments of Ger-

hartz were made during the winter on frogs, ani-

mals whose temperature is variable, we can only

conclude that, as in Becquerel's experiments, cold

seems to be opposed to the destructive action of

rays on living cells.

"Histopathology, clinical researches, and personal

experience have confirmed the statement that I made
at the Dijon Congress, namely, other conditions

being equal, the radiosensitivencss of tissues de-

pends upon their temperature. In other words, the

higher the temperature of tissues (between the nor-

mal vital limits) the greater the destructive power
of radiation upon them. An excellent illustration

of this is shown in the picture (Fig. 51 ).

"The patient, being treated for cancer of the right

breast, presents needle marks upon the left breast.

The needles were plunged into the skin and served

with thermopenetration. During respiration the

needles were thrown out upon the skin two or three

Fig. 51.

times without any apparent mark. A'-rays, applied

immediately after, revealed these various displace-

ments through the radiodermatitis produced in the

burned areas."

All these clinical and experimental facts, how-
ever interesting they may be, must be confirmed by
therapeutics. The researches of de Keating-Hart
on the radiosensitiveness of cells were made with
therapeusis in view. Rontgen-therapy, in his

opinion, would be the best kind of treatment for

cancer if it would sufficiently work on deep tissues

without destroying the healthv overlying tissues. If

it is possible to render abnormal cells radiofragile

and healthy organs radioresistant, the best possible

results can be obtained. Such are the principles of

his method of thermo-radiotherapy, which consists

in cooling the shin and heating the diseased tissues

during or before the application of .r-rays.

Technique—Thermo-radiotherapy is applied in

three different ways, as follows

:

(i) In the case of tumors with abundant blood

supply, such as sarcomata, physiological hot serum
is injected at 50° C, and in such a quantity as to

raise the internal temperature of the neoplasm to

about 41° or 42° C.

(2) In case of cancers developed in the natural

cavities (rectum, vagina, stomach), irrigations as

warm as possible are used during a time varying
with the needs of the individual case.

(3) In tumors of woody consistency, that can be

heated neither by injection nor irrigation, high-

frecjuency currents are employed either by passing

the current through needles thrust into the skin, or

through an electrode placed on the skin surface.

The last-named method of applying currents is

not new. It has been employed by several persons,

but with serious inconvenience because, by render-
ing the skin more radiosensitive than the deep-seated
tumors, they have produced radiodermatitis, making
the subsequent application of the current impossible.

A natural consequence of the law controlling the

relation of temperature to radiosensitiveness led de
Keating-Hart to obviate the difficulty just men-
tioned by cooling the organs which he would pro-

tect. This is accomplished by several means, two
of which may be mentioned.

First, the surface to be protected by cooling is

covered with cracked ice wrapped in cotton.

Second, a special apparatus may be employed
which cools by blowing the dampened surface with

a bellows.

Whenever possible, .r-rays should be applied dur-
ing the heating of the cancer, especially when the

neoplasm is small and superficial. If the mass is

deeply situated, as in uterine cancer, it may retain its

warmth long enough for the irradiation to follow

immediately after the warming process.

The irradiation must be subjected to the usual

rules of radiotherapy. The longer and more fre-

quent the exposure, without destroying the normal
surrounding tissues, the more rapid are the local

results. The results may sometimes be too rapid,

which fact calls for great care, inasmuch as the

cytolysis of the tumor may be the cause of serious

autointoxication. This is particularly true of epi-

thelial tumors.

Conclusions.—From a study of the data cited,

and from the experience described, de Keating-Hart
arrived at the following conclusions with reference
to thermo-radiotherapy

:

(i) That the .r-rays have a more intense action

upon warmed cells than upon cold cells.

(2) That the application of this principle under
the name of thermo-radiotherapy in the treatment
of cancer, by previously cooling the surface of the

normal tissues to be traversed by the .I'-rays, pro-

duces more rapid destruction of the cancerous tissue

with a weaker dose.

(3) That this treatment is applicable to the ma-
jority of cancers, but the autointoxication brought
about by the cytolysis renders it advantageous to

remove as much as possible of the cancer and to

fulgurate the field of operation in operable cases.

(4) That in inoperable cases, and with patients

who refuse all operative interference, thermo-
radiotherapy alone may be employed, care being
taken to prevent too rapid cytolysis and consequent
autointoxication.

(5) That cases in which the cancer has been com-
pletely removed and fulgurated show the same sensi-

tiveness to .I'-rays as do warmed cancers.

Thermo-radiotherapy, alone or in conjunction
with fulguration, according to the requirements of

the individual case, is being tested at the New
York Skin and Cancer Hospital. We are not ready
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yet to even express an opinion concerning its merits,

further than to say that we would not be testing it

if it did not hold out a modicum of hope of at least

ameliorating suffering.

In due time the cases treated by means of thermo-
radiotherapy, along with those treated by fulgura-

tion, will be reported in detail.

34 Gbamercy Park.

ing used. In preparing the drug for injection we
have followed, in a general way, the method de-

scribed by Schreiber, which is as follows: "Into

a graduate holding 250 c.c. drop 10 to 20 c.c. of

A REPORT OF TWELVE CASES OF MEN-
TAL DISEASE TREATED WITH SAL-
VARSAN, WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TO BLOOD-PRESSURE

DURING INJECTION.*
By CLYDE R. McKIXXISS. M.D..

NORRISTOWN, PA

FIRST ASSISTANT PHYSICIAN, DEPARTMENT FOR MEN. STATE? HOSPITAL
FOR THE INSANE.

It has been almost two years since Ehrlich intro-

duced salvarsan as an antisyphilitic remedy and
the immense literature which has appeared since its

introduction shows with what enthusiasm we have

received it. For a time Ehrlich attempted to di-

rect its use by placing it in the hands of a limited

number and later by circular letters advising as to

the dosage and method of administration. Some
unfavorable results have been reported, not all of

which can be charged to the drug itself, and while

at present its use may be more restricted than was
at first anticipated, it has undoubtedly gained a per-

manent place in the treatment of syphilis.

Our first use of salvarsan was in March, 191 1, a

few months after Ehrlich had recommended the

intravenous method of administration in prefer-

ence to the subcutaneous or deep injections, and all

Blood Pressura
Puis* Rate
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We have treated twelve patients and given fif-

teen injections of salvarsan, and in every case
mercury, either by mouth or inunction, has been
used as an adjuvant. In only three cases was it

Blood Pressure
Pulse Rote,
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married (wife insane) ; no children. Moderate

alcoholic. Onset of psychosis two years before

admission to the hospital (October 12, 1908). Was
depressed, weeping, retarded, and self-accusatory.

Syphilis was denied, but he had contracted gon-

orrhea several years before admission. Knee jerks

were reduced; pupils unequal, irregular in outlirie,

and reacted sluggishly to light. Tongue, facial

muscles, and fingers showed a fine tremor. Eye

grounds normal. Diagnosis: Paresis (depressed

form).
He was given mixed treatment for two months

and a Wassermann reaction (December 11, 1910)

was + + + + ; spinal fluid was of high

tension; Noguchi strongly positive; Wassermann
+ -f -|- + ; cell count 4 lymphocytes per cm. He
was then given 0.3 gm. of salvarsan in the left

median cephalic vein (preceded by a spinal punc-

ture), the vein being quite small it was necessary

to cut down on it under cocaine anesthesia, to

insert the needle. One hundred c.c. of salt solution

was injected •, rate of flow, 20 c.c. per minute. No
unpleasant symptoms appeared. Patient improved

some in that he was less retarded ; took an interest

in his environment, worked some about the ward,

and attended the entertainments. On April 18,

191 1, examination of spinal fluid showed it

clear, colorless; Noguchi positive; Wassermann
-)- -f -|—f-

; cell count 31 lymphocytes per cm. He
was then given (April 18, 191 1) 0.6 gm. salvarsan

in the right median cephalic vein (preceded by a

spinal puncture), 140 c.c. of salt solution being

injected; rate of flow, 20 c.c. per minute. Eight

hours after the injection he had a slight rise of

temperature. \"ery little improvement followed;

he is still in the hospital, though he has been allowed

Case HI.—R. V. H., male, white, aged 47 years;

married ; moderate alcoholic. Contracted syphilis

at 22 years of age and received some treatment at

the time. Admitted to the Norristown State Hos-

Blood Pressure
Pulse Rate
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Case IV.—A. T., male, white, aged 48 years;
married, one healthy child. Contracted syphilis at

22 years of age, for which he received si.x months'
treatment. Moderate alcoholic. Admitted to the

Blood Pressure.

Pulse Rate
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Wassermann reaction on the blood on February

21, 1912, was + +.
Case VI.—C. G. S., male, white, aged 45 years;

married, seven children living and nine died in

infancy. Moderate alcoholic ; denied syphilis.

Admitted to the Norristown State Hospital (April

20, 1908) with onset of psychosis one year before.

Was quite grandiose, had delusions of infidelity,

at times violent. Facial muscles relaxed and
tremulous ; tongue tremulous ; Rhomberg sign

present; knee jerks exaggerated; pupils equal and
reacted sluggishly to light. Diagnosis : Paresis

(expansive form).
A Wassermann on blood (February 2, 191 1)

was + + + + ; spinal fluid (March 21, 191 1) was

of normal tension ; turbid ; Noguchi reaction

strongly positive ; Wassermann + + + + ;
cell

count, 78 lymphocytes per cm. He was then given

0.3 gm. of salvarsan in the left median cephalic

vein (preceded by a spinal puncture). On ac-

count of the large amount of fat it was necessary

to expose the vein to insert the needle, 95 c.c. of

salt solution being injected, rate of flow being 20

c.c. per minute. Blood pressure showed little

change ; no unpleasant symptoms resulted, but the

following day he removed the dressing and infected

the wound, causing a rise of temperature to 99.8°.

No improvement followed and patient is failing

gradually. A Wassermann on the blood (April

27, 191 1 ). four weeks after the injection, was
-|- + +, and again (February 24, 1912) a Was-
sermann on the blood was + + +
Case VH.—A. G., male, white, aged 37 years

;

divorced, no children. Alcoholic, with occasional

excesses. Contracted syphilis at 27 years of age

and was treated for a time. Admitted to the hos-

pital September 18, 1910, with a psychosis of 18

months' duration. The onset was with a short

period of depression followed by sudden develop-

ment of many expansive delusions. He had muscu-
lar tremors and weakness: knee jerks exaggerated;

pupils unequal, but reacted promptly to light;

speech slurring; eye grounds normal. He had a

six weeks' course of mercurial inunctions and then

mixed treatment for six weeks, and examination

of blood showed the Wassermann reaction (Decem-
ber 7, 1910) + +, a second examaination (De-

cember 18, 191 1 ) + + -{-. Examination of the

spinal fluid (March 21, 191 1) showed it to be

clear, colorless, of increased tension; Noguchi re-

action positive ; Wassermann + + + '> cell count,

26 lymphocytes per cm. Diagnosis: Paresis (ex-

pansive form).
He was then (March 21, 1911) given 0.3 gm.

of salvarsan (preceded by a spinal puncture) in

the left median cephalic vein, 150 c.c. of salt solu-

tion being injected, no anesthetic used, and no diffi-

culty in inserting the needle. In half an hour he

was nauseated and vomiting; that evening he had
a temperature of 101°. For eight days he con-

tinued to have a slight rise of temperature and
occasional headaches. For about six weeks before

the injection he had shown some improvement and
continued to improve for a month, when he was
permitted to go home on a visit. At that time he
was quiet, tidy in habits, and took an interest in

the hospital amusements. He reinained at home
for eight months in a well-marked remission, and
for a short time worked at his occupation as a cigar

salesman, but was returned to the hospital De-
cember 18, 191 1, in a noisy, expansive state. A
Wassermann on the blood was -|—|—|

—

\-. He

failed rapidly and died February i, 1912, from ex-

haustion of paresis.

Case VIII.-—W. L. F., male, white, aged 32
years ; married, one child. Contracted syphilis at

22 years of age and received some treatment. One
year before admission he had a mild convulsion

and for six months showed impaired meinory. Be-
fore his admission his condition had been diagnosed

as hysteria, and later as neurasthenia. When he
came to the hospital he refused to talk or eat

;

resisted everything that was done for him ; appeared
in fear of personal injury; at times would weep;
was filthy in habits; sat or stood in a stiff attitude;

hands and feet cyanotic. Urine showed an occa-

sional hyaline cast
;

peripheral arteries palpable

:

pupils equal and regular, reacted well to light.

Tendon reflexes could not be tested on account of

resistance of patient. At that time his condition

strongly suggested the catatonic form of dementia
praecox, but a Wassermann on the blood (April

27, 1911, was + -|—|-, and the spinal fluid (May
25, 191 1 was slightly blood tinged; Noguchi re-

action positive : Wassermann -|—h + + ! cell

count, 36 lymphocytes per cm., and a diagnosis of

paresis was made. He was given mercurial in-

unctions for six weeks and after an interval of

three weeks the course was repeated. On May 23,

1911, he was given 0.6 gm. of salvarsan in the

left median basilic vein, no anesthetic being used,

160 c.c. of salt solution being injected. The injec-

tion apparently had no effect on the psychosis, and
the patient died four months later ( September 9,

191 1 ) of exhaustion of paresis.

Case IX.—H. C. S., male, white, aged 38 years;

married, no children ; wife had three miscarriages.

Moderate alcoholic. Contracted syphilis at 20 years

of age and was treated for one year. Admitted
to the hospital January 25, 1908. with the history

that three years before he had been depressed,

threatened suicide, had severe headache. About
one year before admission he developed expansive

delusions ; memory became impaired, speech slur-

ring, gait unsteady ; he had a tremor of the tongue
and facial muscles; knee jerks exaggerated; pupils

equal and regular in outline but reacted sluggishly

to light ; moderate sclerosis of the peripheral

arteries. He was given a six weeks' course of

mercurial inunctions and on March 25, 191 1, a

Wassermann on the blood was -|—|- and the spinal

fluid was clear, colorless, low tension; Wassermann
negative; Noguchi negative; cell count 2 lympho-
cytes per cm. He was then given 0.6 gm. of sal-

varsan in the left median basilic vein, the vein

being exposed under cocaine anesthesia as we had
some difficulty in inserting the needle, 140 c.c. of

salt solution being injected. There was slight

flushing of the face but no headache or rise of

temperature ; the blood pressure changed little dur-

ing the injection. A Wassermann en the blood

(February 24, 1912) was still -\- -j- and his mental

condition is gradually growing duller, with no
benefit from the treatment. Diagnosis: Syphilitic

pseudoparesis.

Case X.—L. G. K., male, white, aged 45 years;

married, no children, wife had one miscarriage and
one still birth. Denies syphilis, but has a suspicious

scar. Admitted to the hospital March 12, 1910,

with the onset about four years before, beginning

with some depression, loss of flesh, sever head-

aches in frontal region. Had some insight at first

but this was soon lost, and when he came to the

hospital he had many delusions of persecution and
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well-marked hallucinations of hearing. Knee jerks

exaggerated
;
pupils unequal and irregular in out-

line, and reacted sluggishly to light. Tongue and
facial muscles tremulous

;
peripheral arteries palp-

able. A Wassermann on the blood (April 5, 191 1)

was -(- + +. and he was given a six weeks' course
of mercurial inunctions, followed by mixed treat-

ment for four months. Examination of the spinal

fluid (March 17, 191 1) showed it to be clear,

colorless, normal tension ; Noguchi negative ; cell

count negative (acellular) and a later examination
(October 6, 191 1) showed the spinal fluid clear,

slightly tinged with blood, normal tension ; Noguchi
negative ; Wassermann negative ; cell count neg-

ative. He was then given 0.6 gm. of salvarsan

(October 30, 1911'! in the left median cephalic

vein, 150 c.c. of salt solution being injected; rate

of flow, 20 c.c. per minute. No anesthetic was
used and the injection was made without difficulty

;

there was some flushing of the face and fullness

in the head with a slight fall in the blood pressure.

Two hours later he became nauseated when lifting

his head from the pillow, but this disappeared when
he resumed the recumbent posture. The following

morning (20 hours later) he complained of a

strong metallic taste in his mouth. At present this

patient is much improved physically and shows
considerable mental improvement ; he has gained
ten pounds in weight ; is more tidy about his per-

son ; helps well with any work he is requested to

do, though he did no work before for many months
;

is good natured and respectful in language, though
before was profane and obscene, and tells us he

feels less "nervous" than he did before the injec-

tion. A Wassermann on the blood (March i,

1912) was +. It might be advisable to give this

man another injection at an early date. His diag-

nosis was cerebral syphilis.

Case XI.—G. L. C, male, white, aged 45 years;

married, one healthy child. Alcoholic with occa-

sional excesses. Contracted syphilis at 18 years of

age and received some treatment. Admitted to the

hospital October 12, 191 1, with a history of the

onset six months before with irritability due to

loss of employment and overwork trying to estab-

lish a new business ; he became quite grandiose,

spent what money he had saved, was talkative and
restless so that he was committed to a hospital,

where he was confused for five weeks and then

alternated between short periods of excitement and
dullness with retardation in thought and action.

At that time he strongly suggested the manic-

depressive psychosis, but later paresis was sus-

pected. When he came to us he remained in a

rigid posture on his back, motionless and eyes wide
open ; he would not talk, but when questioned he

became tearful and occasionally would slowly obey

a command. Knee jerks were increased
;
pupils un-

equal but reacted promptly to light. A Wasser-
mann on the blood was -|—|

—

\-, and he was given

mixed treatment for four weeks and inunctions of

mercury for four weeks longer. Examination of

the spinal fluid (November 29, 191 1) showed it

to be clear, colorless, of high tension ; Noguchi
negative ; Wassermann negative ; cell count, 5

Ij^mphocytes per cm. He was then given 0.6 gm.
of salvarsan in the left median basilic vein, no an-

esthetic being used, 150 c.c. of salt solution being

injected. During the injection he had flushing of

the face and some fulness in the head, there was
little change in the blood pressure, but that even-

ing he had slight rise of temperature and head-

ache. He then had mercurial treatment until Janu-
ary ij, 1912, when a Wassermann on the blood

was -|—I—[-• He has improved gradually and
gained fiften pounds in weight; his mental condi-

tion has also improved and he will probably recover

entirely from the psychosis. A Wassermann on
the blood (February 21, 1912) was —. Another
examination of the blood will be made later to see

if the Wassermann remains negative. His diag-

nosis we believe to be cerebral syphilis.

Case XII.—P. G.. male, white, Italian, nine years

in America, aged 30 years, single. Denies syphilis.

Admitted to the hospital June 29, 191 1, from the

Eastern Penitentiary, the psychosis having de-

veloped in prison and was classed in the praecox

group. Urine showed a trace of albumin and an

occasional granular cast ; he had tenderness over

the stomach and a hard tumor extending downward
and inward from the spleen two finger breadths

below the costal margin ; he had occasional attacks

of vomiting and slight rise of temperature (100°).

Examination of a test meal was practically neg-

ative. Examination of the blood showed hemo-
globin 78 per cent., red cells 4,910,000, white

6,200; Widal negative; Wassermann -(-
-f-. Ex-

amination for malarial plasmodia showed some pig-

ment granules both outside and within the cells.

On January 17, 1912, he was given 0.6 gm. of sal-

varsan in the left median cephalic vein, no anes-

thetic being used, 165 c.c. of salt solution being

injected ; rate of flow being 20 c.c. per minute.

There was slight flushing of the face, but no
unpleasant symptoms and no apparent improvement
in the mental symptoms, but the vomiting has dis-

appeared. An examination of the blood failed to

show the pigment granules and a Wassermann
(February 24, 1912) was -|-.

We are hardly justified in attempting to draw
conclusions from an experience with so few cases

treated, but a few points have attracted our notice:

(i) The intravenous administration of salvarsan

in our cases has been a simple matter with no

serious complications.

(2) There was very little change in the blood

pressure even when 195 c.c. was injected.

(3) Two of our cases, whose psychoses were
thought to be due to syphilis of the brain, were
much improved by treatment ; while two cases of

paresis showed some temporary improvement. We
doubt very much if paresis will be benefited by

salvarsan.

(4) There is nothing in our experience to show
the advantage of salvarsan over mercury in the

treatment of syphilis.

LOCAL ANESTHETICS IN THE UPPER
RESPIRATORY TRACT, INCLUD-

ING THE ADRENALIN
PREPARATIONS.*

By WOLFF FREUDENTHAL, M. D.,

NEW YORK.

All those who have done any surgical work in the

days when there was no local anesthesia—that is,

in the pre-cocaine era—will appreciate the great

benefit derived by laryngologists, above all, from
local anesthetics. Furthermore, just as the inven-

tion of Esmarch's bandage was of the greatest im-

portance for bloodless operations on the extremities,

*Read before the Section on Laryngology of the N. Y.
Academy of Medicine, March 27, 191 2.
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so the discovery of adrenalin meant for us in many
instances a practically bloodless operation. Since

all progress of whatever kind involves new dangers
which we have to overcome, so it is with these new
drugs, for there will be no doubt even in the mind
of a beginner that, invaluable as these inventions

are, they carry in their path many a danger. It is

for us to decide where the danger point commences
and how far we can go to produce anesthesia.

There are many ways of producing local anes-

thesia, as, for example, the local application of cold,

compression of the nerves, etc. We shall not dis-

cuss these, but only that anesthesia which is pro-

duced by direct contact of chemicals with the mu-
cosa. Generally speaking, all these chemicals are

protoplasm poisons, which not only paralyze the

sensitive nerve elements, but for a time also abolish

the function of all living protoplasm without leav-

ing a permanent effect. Consequently such drugs
may produce general intoxication if they are ab-

sorbed quickly and in a concentrated solution. The
degree of intoxication is proportional to the rapidity

and intensity of the local anesthesia. It is an estab-

lished fact that a small portion of the fluid always
gets into a vein or lymph duct and may be carried

quickly into the circulation. The larger portion,

however, remains at the place of application and is

absorbed slowly. The effect will therefore be so

much more intense the slower the drug is absorbed
from the area to which it is applied. An attempt
has been made to prevent speedy absorption with
results which will be discussed later.

Cocaine.—In the category of anesthetics we shall

first mention cocaine, which was extracted from the

leaves of erythroxylon coca in 1859 by Niemann
and which was introduced into ophthalmology by
Carl Koller, now of New York.

It is useless to describe to you the application of
cocaine to the upper air tract, but I may be per-

mitted to say here that acute inlo.xication after

cocaine is not a very rare occurrence in our ])rac-

tice. One may merely notice a slight faintness. a
small pulse, and heavy breathing. In more severe
cases there are cold j>erspiration, dryness in the
throat, a feeling of impending dissolution, hallu-

cinations, laughter, unconsciousness, epileptiform at-

tacks, coma, and finally paralysis of the respiratory

center. Weigand found that in seventeen intoxi-

cations occurring after application of cocaine to the
nasal mucosa there was no fatal result; in twelve
poisonings after the aplication in the moutli and
pharynx, two deaths resulted, and in eleven poison-
ings after anesthetizing the larynx, one death.

Chronic cocainism is nowadays quite rare after
nasal applications, since we have learned how to

avoid such occurrences. Occasionally, however,
you hear of chronic cocaine poisoning which liap-

pens in people addicted to morphinism, when they
use Cocaine injections as a palliative. It is an un-
pleasant matter if you have to operate on a patient

afflicted with chronic cocainism. The writer had
one such case, a man forty-five years of age, on
whom he operated for deviation of the septum. At
that time we used Asch's method and generallv put
in the splints afterwards. I had operated in the
afternoon, but was called out in the middle of the
night, and when I got to the patient I saw him sit-

ting in a chair leaning over a basin, a discharge
constantly dripping from both his nostrils. The
discharge had been so great that the splints had
fallen out (fortunately there was no hemorrhage),
but the patient was in an extremely nervous and

irritable condition. I then found out that he had
been in Europe two years previously and had re-

ceived a snuff containing cocaine, which he had
used daily since.

Cocaine has been combined with other substances,

as, for example, antipyrin, 5 to 10 per cent., car-

bolic acid, and resorcin, but the addition of carbolic

acid (4 per cent.) neither diminishes its toxicity

nor does it increase the anesthetizing power. A
mixture of pure cocaine with pure phenol (von
Oefelej has been recommended by French authors,

but Heinrich Braun of Leipsic properly rejects it

because it aft'ects the tissues very much and has

produced gangrene.

Cocaine was for a long time the only local anes-

thetic in use, but very soon quite a number ap-

peared, some of which were derived from other va-

rieties of coca leaves, while others were purely

synthetic- To the first group belongs

Tropacocaine.—This is an alkaloid derived from
Java coca leaves. The solutions are stable and are

not decomposed by sterilization. Unlike cocaine,

tropacocaine does not bring about partial anemia
of the mucosa, and perhaps for that reason alone it

has not been introduced very much into our prac-

tice. Seifert observed several times profuse
hemorrhages after the use of tropacocaine. It is

hardly mentioned of late in any publication. Of
the synthetic products 1 mention here

Novocaine.—This, too, can be sterilized and an
injection of a 2.5 per cent, solution does not pro-

duce any pain nor any ill effect. Irritation occurs
only when we use a 10 per cent, solution. It can
readily be mixed with adrenalin. Experiments by
Pouchet, and later on by Reclus, have demonstrated
that here as elsewhere two factors are of impor-
tance in cases of intoxication : first, the degree of

concentration, and secondly, the rapidity of absorp-
tion. Four centigrams of novocaine that had been
dissolved in one c.c. of water were injected into an
apimal which soon died. In another animal one
decigram, or 23-2 times as much, dissolved in 15 cc.

of water, was injected, and this animal remained
alive. Piquand and Dreyfus injected into the ear

of an animal a i per cent, solution of novocaine
so that 5 c.c. of the fluid were introduced per min-
ute. After three minutes, that is. after 15 centi-

grams had been injected, the animal died. When
the rapidity of the injection was doubled the ani-

mal (iied after i) centigrams were injected. When,
on the other hand, the rapidity was diminished two-
fold, that is, when they took two minutes to inject

5 c.c, the animal died only after it had received

20 c.c. of the solution. Interesting as these experi-

ments are for the question that chiefly concerns us,

we must admit that novocaine is being used little

in this country, although it is strongly recom-
mended by some French and German authors.

Stovaine.—During the last few years stovaine has
been widely discussed in laryngologic literature as

well as in general surgery. It has been recom-
mended as a substitute for cocaine, but stovaine,

too, is a poison to the central nervous system and is

seldom used nowadays in laryngology.

Alypiii.—This drug has been lauded by several

observers very highly. Others, however, assert that

anesthesia produced by alypin is very weak. It may
have a place in the amputation of the enlarged tur-

binated bodies, since it does not cause, as does co-

caine, a very marked contraction of the hyper-

trophied turbinal. There are quite a number of

other drugs recommended for local anesthesia
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which, however, I do not care to discuss here, since

their anesthetizing properties cannot be compared
with those of cocaine, although their toxicity often

is much less.

Orthoform.—Of far-reaching importance was the

discovery of orthoform and two similar prepara-

tions. They are not very soluble and are not use<l

in surgical practice, but as anesthetics and analgesics

of long enduring action, especially on ulcerations of

mucous membranes. They are of great value in

such cases, and we can harrlly see how any laryn-

gologist can get along without the use of orthoform.
While cocaine produces oligemia, that is, a partial

anemia of the mucosa, through contraction of the

blood vessels, a new and wonderful remedy has been
discovered which produces ischemia, that is, total

anemia of the membranes and reduces the vitality

of the membranes temporarily — characteristics

which are so essential for the production of local

anesthesia. This remedy is

Adrenalin.—In Germany they use the word
"s,uprarenin" for the many preparations of the

suprarenal bodies. Here in America, in England,
and in France the term adrenalin is used mostly.

As wonderful as the effect of this drug is, its appli-

cation is sometimes dangerous. As this is one of

the most important remedies in our daily practice,

we will discuss it fully at this point.

In 1901 Takamine wrote that adrenalin did not

have any toxic effect on the heart. This assertion

was believed by every laryngologist, so far as I

know, but it proved to be erroneous and mislead-

ing. There is no doubt that we have to deal here

with a drug which, aside from its local action, may
and does create a very to.xic general effect if it is

brought into the circulation in sufficient quantity

and concentration. Carnot and Josserand have
shown that it acts differently in different animals.

Thus, one dog could stand, without any inconve-

nience whatsoever, the enormous dose of 0.5 mili-

grani (intravenously) for each kilogram body
weight, while another dog succumbed to a dose

twenty-five times weaker. The same holds good for

human beings. H. Braun and Doenitz injected

adrenalin into themselves. When they used 0.5

miligram (equivalent to one-half cubic centimeter)

general symptoms appeared, such as a sensation of

depression, high pulse, and dizziness. When adren-

alin was diluted ten times with a saline solution, they

were able to inject double the quantitv- of it with-

out producing any toxic symptoms. Furthermore,
Braun added five drops of ordinary suprarenin solu-

tion to 100 c.c. of normal saline solution, that is,

I :6oo,ooo, and even with that dilution he had good
results from injections.

Lermoyez and Aubertin have made many experi-

ments on guinea pigs and have come to the conclu-

sion that great care has to be taken in giving large

doses of adrenalin on account of the dangers con-

nected with it (edema of the lungs and hypertrophy
of the heart muscles).
From these experiments and others previously

mentioned we learn that one should never inject a

large quantity of adrenalin into the circulation sud-

denly, nor should it be concentrated, or else toxic

effects will appear. ( )ne may almost make it a rule

that the slower we inject adrenalin and the more
dih'ted it is, the less danger there will be.

When applied to the surface of the mucosa on a

pledget of cotton or rubbed into the mucosa by-

effects of adrenalin have not been seen.

Combination of Adrenalin zvith Other Anesthetics.

—A. Froehlich and O. Loewi found that small doses

of cocaine when used alone were very ineffective,

but greatly increased the action of adrenalin, that

is, in regard to its intensity and duration. Vice

versa, it was found that a small addition of adrena-

lin to the cocaine was very effective and that it could

be used well in non-operative cases. This last fact

does not seem to be generally known. I am think-

ing now especially of local anesthesia for broncho-

scopic work.

Recke investigated different substances of the co-

caine group, especially holocain, acoin, nirvanin, and
subcutin, and found that they could be combined
effectively with suprarenin, but that the anesthetiz-

ing potency is slight compared to that of the co-

caine-suprarenin mixture. Xovocaine combines

better with adrenalin, but after all it seems that co-

caine is the only one of its group which does not

abolish at all the vasoconstrictor properties of

adrenalin.

Wherever we can stop bleeding immediately after

the operation, we should a priori not expect any
after hemorrhages. But in our work we cannot

protect ourselves against that, first, because the

mucosa has to be made as anemic as possible, and,

secondly, because the sewing up of the wound and
tying of vessels is not possible, for the simple rea-

son that we are not able to see the blood vessels.

That also may explain the occurrence of a hema-
toma after septum operations when tampons have
been used on both sides of the nose. But this is

only apropos.

After having discussed the different drugs used

to produce anesthesia let us consi'!er now some of

the more important operations performed in the

upper air tract and their dangers. First, the frontal

sinus. No less a man than Luc, of Paris, performed
successfully the radical operation on the frontal

sinus bilaterally under local anesthesia. The au-

thor has every reason to be satisfied with his suc-

cess, but we are forced to believe that local anes-

thesia will never be used generally for such a large

operation.

The operation most frequently performed within

the nasal cavity nowadays is the so-called submu-
cous resection of the septum. There are diff'erent

ways of anesthetizing these parts, of which I shall

mention first the perineural injections of anesthetics,

recommended by several authors ; then the applica-

tion of pure cocaine to the mucosa. This method
usually known as Freer's consists in swabbing the

mucosa with cotton-wound applicators moistened

in adrenalin and then passed through powdered co-

caine. It gives an excellent and complete anesthesia,

but some writers ascribe to it a distinct disadvan-

tage, in that the percentage strength of the anes-

thetic is not accurately known. They recommend,
first, that pledgets of cotton wool soaked in a 10 to

20 per cent, solution of cocaine, to which adrenalin

is added, be packed against the septum. Then the

septum should be painted over with the above solu-

tion and subsequently infiltrated with cocaine, plus

adrenalin. Undoubtedly many laryngologists have

not used Freer's method for fear of cocaine poison-

ing, yet the writer has applied it many times and
never had anv unpleasant accident from the appli-

cation of pure cocaine in powder.

But as soon as we commenced infiltrating the tis-

sues with cocaine plus adrenalin or with adrenalin

alone, danger signals were seen, but not understood.

When the patient was under a general anesthetic

after the injection of adrenalin I have repeatedly
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warned my assistants both in private and hospital

practice as soon as I saw the patient suddenly blanch

and show signs of respiratory difficulty. The first

real accident with adrenalin was brought out in a

discussion on Dr. Thomas J. Harris' paper (to be

mentioned later on) by Dr. Thomas Hubbard, of

Toledo, Ohio. Dr. Hubbard knew the details of the

case and was kind enough to send them to me. The
patient was a man about thirty years of age.

healthy, e.xcept that he was very nervous from over-

work. The operation was for removal of adhesions

of hypertrophied turbinates to the septum and for

deviated septum. Ether-chloroform anesthesia was
given by a very expert man. "The patient took the

anesthetic normally and was in excellent condition

when the anesthetist told the operator to g:o ahead,

and stopped the anesthetic, of course. Ten or

twelve minims of adrenalin chloride, i-iooo, were
injected into the turbinates, I presume, and a sec-

ond injection was about to be given, or had been
partly given, when the patient suddenly blanched,

the heart stopped, and respiration gradually faded

away.
"It is accepted here that adrenalin was the cause

of death in the case reported and probably 12 or 15

minims were injected. Some escaped into the

pharynx. In several discussions I have heard of so

many narrow escapes that I am convinced tliat there

is danger in its use in tissues that have rich blood

supply, large venous channels, quick return to the

heart, etc. It seems to me that if 5 minims (sub-

cutaneously) will almost instantly check bronchial

asthma, it is evidence of its extraordinary physio-

logical activity."

So far Dr. Hubbard. A very similar accident oc-

curred in the writer's own practice. A man twenty-

six years of age, strong and well, asked to be p'ut

under general anesthesia for the correction of his

deviated septum. That was done, and, while the

writer was getting ready to operate, one of his as-

sistants injected about ten drops of adrenalin,

i-iooo. The assistant, having noticed in former
operations that subperichondreal infiltration facili-

tates the detachment of the mucoperichondrium and
mucoperiosteum, thought it best to raise the mucosa
greatly by one strong injection of fluid. Unfor-
tunately, the injection was not diluted. When I

turned toward the patient a few seconds later, an
extreme pallor appeared over the face and breath-

ing seemed to have stopped immediately. There
were four other very experienced general surgeons
in the room, incidentally, and we all worked, to-

gether with our assistants, for a long time over this

patient, but in vain.

I may add here that the accident occurred through
the use of adrenalin in a system that was already

somewhat depressed by chloroform. It was cer-

tainly not the action of chloroform that brought
about the death, because in such cases we have
not the exquisite and sudden pallor shown in all

the accidents occurring after the use of adrenalin.

Cocaine had not been used.

Other cases are reported in the literature which I

mention here in order to bring them to your notice.

Thus before the Society of German Surgeons En-
derlen of Marburg reported briefly in a discussion

the case of a weak woman, in whom he injected a

very mild solution of cocaine, plus six to eight drops
of adrenalin. The woman died and the death was
attributed by Enderlen to the adrenalin.

Riballier injected five drops of suprarenin, 1,1000,

into a child tliree months and a half old, whereupon

a serious collapse occurred. The main law not to

inject concentrated solutions was neglected here,

too.

I have spoken to several other physicians about

that matter and most of them recognize the danger

of adrenalin injections. Dr. Wm. R. Butt of Phila-

delphia writes : "As the constitutional symptoms
have been much more severe since using the adren-

alin and cocaine mixture hypodermically than they

were when cocaine alone was so used, and as they

come on within a few seconds after the injection, I

have for some time felt that they were due mostly

to the adrenalin. When the adrenalin is rubbed on
the mucous membrane or into the raw tissue with a

cotton applicator the effect seems to be far less

severe."

Dr. George B. Wood of Philadelphia believes that

in about 10 per cent, or more of his patients in whom
the drug has been applied in full strength secondary

vasomotor relaxation occurs. An important paper

on this subject was published only a few weeks ago
(February 24) in the British Medical Journal by
B. Seymour Jones. He proceeds as follows : Both
nasal passages are sprayed with a 20 per cent, solu-

tion of cocaine, plus adrenalin equal parts. Second-

ly, both sides of the septum are thoroughly rubbed

with cotton wool mounted on wool carriers soaked

in the same solution of cocaine and adrenalin. He
then injects a one-fifth of i per cent, solution of co-

caine, to which adrenalin is added and he uses of

adrenalin altogether twelve drops for the injections.

He has had occasionally, like other observers, a col-

lapse due to cocaine after fifteen minutes, but he

writes : "In this connection I should like to inter-

polate a report of three cases showing the alarming

effect of the sudden absorption of adrenalin on the

septum, a fact due, in my opinion, to the action of

adrenalin on the circulatory system depressed by
chloroform and not the result of a nasal reflex."

The report of the three cases follows

:

Case I.—A pale, anemic woman with feeble cir-

culation was fairly deeply anesthetized before the

submucous injection was thrown in. About a min-

ute after this the patient blanched, becaiue intensely

pallid, respiration ceased, and the pupils suddenly

dilated. She was promptly inverted, and after about

twenty to thirt}' seconds of anxious waiting she gave

a sighing respiration, then a second, and finally re-

commenced breathing.

Case II.—This occurred in a woman about a

month later, almost in the same way, except that

the untoward symptoms appeared earlier. Inver-

sion restored her breathing, etc.

Case III.—This was a case of endonasal opera-

tion for antral suppuration. The patient was rather

deeply anesthetized and J^ c.c. of normal saline

with a few drops of adrenalin, i-iooo, was injected

into the anterior end of the inferior turbinate.

Within ten seconds respiration ceased, the pulse was
suppressed, and the pupils widely dilated. She was
inverted immediately and respiration was gradually

restored.

Dr. Jones says : "The effect was attributable to

adrenalin, as no cocaine had been used, and in the

last case it occurred earlier owing to the wide
venous spaces in which it was injected and more
rapid absorption into the system." This last state-

ment is quite in accord with my own conception of

these cases as mentioned above. Dr. Jones was very

lucky that his cases were not more serious.

We now come to the surgery of the turbinated

bodies, and here I should like to warn again not to
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inject any cocaine or adrenalin preparations, for the

absorption is too quick and the dangers are too
many. Many years ago the writer injected cocaine
for certain other reasons. Not only violent head-
aches appeared, but also collapse, etc. Many ob-
servers have now given up injections into the tur-

binals. If we have to apply an anesthetic we may
use any of these preparations on a pledget of cotton,

and here perhaps the use of alypin is more advisable

than that of cocaine, since it does not shrink the

tissues to the same extent as the latter.

The maxillary sinus. In order to produce local

anesthesia here different means are now in vogue.
Thus submucous injections in the region of the mid-
dle meatus are being made effectively by several men
and the radical operation performed.

Sturmann of Berlin and others use the following
mixture

:

Cocaini mur i.o

Tr. iodi

Ac. carbol. aa 0.3

Glycerini puriss lo.o

Aquae q. s. ad loo.o

with a small addition of suprarenin.

Denker proceeds in the following manner : He
paints the mucosa of the gingiva with a 10 to 20
per cent, solution of cocaine-suprarenin. Then he
makes subperiosteal injections of the following so-

lution : Novocaini, i.o; normal saline, 100.o; adren-

alin (i-iooo) gtt., 80.0. Then he gradually applies

the same solution as he proceeds. Altogether he
uses 10 to 12 c.c. of that solution on one side and
20 c.c. for bilateral operation on the antrum with-

out danger.

Munch of Paris uses regional anesthesia. He in-

jects weak solutions of cocaine into the trunk of the

nervus maxillaris superior at the base of the skull,

where the nerve leaves the foramen rotundum and
enters the fossa pterygomaxillaris. No untoward
effects have been reported from injections for an-

tral operations and the reason may be that the ma-
jority of these operations are done under general

anesthesia, adrenalin being applied on pledgets of

cotton only, and only a small percentage under local

anesthesia by the injection method.
The next question we have to decide is, should we

use local anesthesia for removal of adenoids?

Ruprecht of Bremen uses a i per cent, cocaine-

suprarenin spray for both nostrils. Then he applies

six to eight cotton-wound probes dipped into a 10

per cent, alypin-suprarenin solution and applies them
through the nose to the pharyngeal tonsil. The au-

thor is satisfied with this method. Leshure uses a

similar method and others as well, but the writer

fails to see the necessity or the advisabilitj' of local

applications in adenectomies of young children. He
never uses any.

Of great importance not only in our own specialty,

but in medicine generally, is the removal of tonsils.

Here again regional anesthesia is recommended by

Yankauer by means of injection into the trunks of

the nervus palatinus medius and posterior. This

method has been tried by A. L. Weil of New Or-
leans, Broeckaert and others, and is being used by
some men very satisfactorily.

Most operators, however, use cocaine-adrenalin

injections into the crypts and around the tonsil.

Others, as Leshure of New York and Laurens of

Paris, first paint the tonsils with a "strong" solution

of cocaine and then inject i to 2 per cent, cocaine,

plus adrenalin (1-5000).
Ruprecht injects a 2 per cent, novocaine solution

to which he adds o.i volume of suprarenin. Other
operators use much weaker solutions of cocaine,

plus adrenalin. To all of us, however, who have

used these methods, it has often been a source of

the greatest satisfaction to work in a bloodless field

on an organ overrich in blood supply and frequently

in an absolutely painless manner. Yet here again

danger lurks. For unfortimately not everything is

gold that glitters.

Several deaths have been recorded in the litera-

ture and perhaps many more have occurred unre-

corded. The first case was reported by Dr. Thomas

J. Harris of this city, who has had as much experi-

ence in removing tonsils as any of us. His report is

as follows: "Man, aged thirty, in apparently good
health, was given 1/60 of a grain of strychnine sul-

phate by the mouth. In about an hour 2 drams of

1/5 of I per cent, cocaine hydrochlorate solution,

containing adrenalin chloride, were injected into

the tonsils. This was followed in a few minutes by

another injection, in all amounting to about 1/12

of a grain of cocaine and from 8 to 10 minims of a

I to 1,000 adrenalin solution. Immediately after

the second injection he complained of feeling ill,

had a slight convulsion and turned ashy pale with

profuse perspiration. His head was supported by

an assistant and both tonsils were removed with the

patient in an upright position. No hemorrhage
followed the operation. The appearance of the

patient following the operation, which did not re-

quire more than two or three minutes, was that of

marked prostration and shock. He was therefore

placed in the recumbent position, restoratives were
administered, and artificial respiration was em-
ployed, but without result. Autopsy: Muscle wall

of heart normal. Right auricle swollen and full of

blood. All important organs of body apparently

normal. Thymus enlarged."

We see from this report that the thymus has been

found enlarged and the death was apparently at-

tributed to that fact, but it seems to me beyond a

doubt that since 8 to 10 minims of adrenalin had

been injected, it was that drug that caused the death

and nothing else. The 1/12 of a grain of cocaine

given naturally helped to reduce the vitality. The
presence of an enlarged thymus seems to me noth-

ing but a mere coincidence. Dr. Harris is of the

same opinion.

Another fatal case occurring here in New York,

which has been described to me, was that of a young
child of ten years, who was operated upon in the

office of a physician, not a laryngologist, who in-

jected as strong a solution of cocaine as 10 per cent.,

plus adrenalin, into the tonsils, whereupon the child

died within a very few minutes. Of course, this

last casualty is a result of gross carelessness and

ignorance and can hardly be attributed to a rational

application of cocaine or adrenalin. Such accidents

can and should be avoided.

But simply alarming is a paper by Dr. Bryan DeF.
Sheedy of this city, in which he reports three addi-

tional fatal cases all in his own practice.

Just think of it. Such an operation as tonsillec-

tomy caused three deaths in a comparatively short

time ! Since not everything is clear to me in Dr.

Sheedy's report I shall quote verbatim

:

Case I.
—"Man, aged twenty-five, in good health,

except for an indisposition due to a slight attack of

tonsillitis. About i dram of a solution made up of

I grain of cocaine hydrochlorate and i dram adrena-

line chloride i to 1,000 solution to 2 ounces of nor-

mal salt solution was injected in and around each
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tonsil. The patient almost immediately became

faint, broke into a profuse perspiration, became very

pale ; as he complained that he was about to faint he

was placed in a reclining position, restoratives ap-

plied, and after a few minutes he was put in an up-

right position and both tonsils removed. No hemor-

rhage followed the operation. As he seemed to be in

a profound shock, he was kept in a room adjoining

the operating room for more than an hour. He then

started for home and fell in the street about a block

away, and before assistance arrived he was dead.

Autopsy : Slight extravasation of blood around ton-

sil region. All important organs apparently normal.

No glandular enlargement."

Case II.
—

"Alan, aged forty-four, always enjoyed

good health except for an attack of kidney trouble

following scarlet fever when a boy. He called on

his physician for removal of a large tonsil which

had been giving some trouble. About i dram of a

solution of cocaine hydrochlorate, i grain to the

ounce, with from 7 to 10 minims of a i to i.ooo

adrenalin chloride solution, was injected in and

around the tonsil. As a part of the solution seemed

to escape, in about fifteen minutes the injection was
renewed. In less than three minutes' time after the

second injection the patient became deathly pale,

with no pulse at the wrist, and respiration became

slow and labored, but improved slightly under a

hypodermic of sulphate of strychnine, 1/30 grain.

The head was supported by an assistant and the ton-

sil enucleated. The patient complained of marked
weakness and prostration and was placed on a sofa,

but before the surgeon could realize it there was no

heart beat. All the ordinary restoratives were ap-

plied, but without success. No autopsy."

Case III.—^^"Young man. aged between twenty-

five and thirty, had always enjoyed good health.

(Patient had deviated septum with enlargement of

faucial tonsils). Primary anesthesia was induced

by a mixture of 3 parts of ether and 2 of chloroform.

About 15 minims of a i to i.ooo adrenalin chloride

solution was injected, the amount being divided into

three insertions of the hypodermic needle. In half

a minute after the last injection the patient's skin

blanched as white as skin could, the respirations

deepened and slowed down until they finally ceased.

In one minute after the patient became deathly pale

he was dead. No autopsy."

The last case is such a clear clinical picture of

acute adrenalin intoxication that it could be given

in a textbook as a classical example of it. Sub-

mucous injection of 15 minims of adrenalin: half a

minute after the third insertion the skin blanches

"as white as skin could," respirations deepen and

—

death in one minute. That is the type we have seen

in the other cases and that vye shall see again unless

we change our methods. I use for injections a so-

lution consisting of 1/5 of I per cent, cocaine, plus

adrenalin (1:10,000). Maybe adrenalin could be

used stronger, but in the present state of the ques-

tion I do not feel safe in doing it.

I have enumerated all of these examples to show
to the laryngologists, who are mostly concerned in

this work, the danger of injecting large and con-

centrated doses of adrenalin into the tonsils or any
other part of the body. I assert that right here in

New York Cit}^ at the Montefiore Home thousands

of injections have been made subcutaneously with-

out any fatal accident, but in all these cases adrena-

lin has been tried gradually, the dose being increased

slowly. But in our practice it has proven to be dan-

gerous, as conditions are different.

For that reason, perhaps, experiments have been

made with another drug, a double salt, namely, qiiiit-

ine and urea hydrochloride. As this drug has been

tried almost exclusively on the tonsils, I take the

liberty of bringing it in at this place. Hertzler,

Brewster, Rogers, S. Solis Cohen, Herzig, Sheedy
and others have experimented with this drug.

Fletcher Ingals claims that after an application of

a 20 per cent, solution of the drug it took four times

as long to produce anesthesia as with a 20 per cent,

cocaine-suprarenalin solution. He recommends a

15 per cent, solution of urea-quinine combined with

5 per cent, cocaine in a solution of I to 2000 of

suprarenalin. This solution he claims brought aboat

anesthesia quicker fhan a 20 per cent, cocaine-supra-

renalin solution and tlie anesthesia was more pro-

longed. J. Solis Cohen used it for the larynx and

found it as good as cocaine. J. Gordon Wilson

warns against its use. J. R. W'inslow uses a 3 to 5

per cent, solution without adrenalin for injection

into the tonsils. He has seen edema following its

use after tonsillectomies, but no bad effects. B. R.

Shurh', on the other hand, used it for the removal of

tonsils, and frequently found a remarkable blue line

following the line of injection. There was a consid-

erable amount of swelling afterward, .\fter using

it in a few cases and hearing a report from the in-

terior of his State that one of his colleagues had

been sitting up all night attempting to control edema
of the glottis follow-ing the use of a strong solution,

he discontinued its use.

Chavanne states that it has not proven of great

anesthetizing value, but he applies it in cases where
for some reason or other he cannot use cocaine.

.\nd this for the present summarizes its use. .^t

any rate, further experiments with quinine and its

allied salts and urea should prove vcr\- interesting.

We come now to the larynx. Here I should like to

draw attention again to the fact that small quanti-

ties of adrenalin added to cocaine or novocaine in-

crease greatly the anesthetic power, and by remem-
bering this fact we may save an unpleasant occur-

rence in laryngeal cases where we often have to use

20 per cent, solutions.

Verv important was the discovery of anesthetics

of long duration, especially orthoform, anesthesin

and propesin. These drugs have proven to be of

the greatest value when applied to ulcerations of the

larynx, pharynx, and other parts of the upper air

tract. But we again warn against the use of ortho-

form on the skin, as it is apt to produce an eczema

that may spread all over the body. But for ulcera-

tions on the mucosa it is an excellent remedy.

Spiess of Frankfort-on-JMain says that in every

case of inflammation the e.xisting pain leads by re-

flex action to the formation of an exudate, etc., and

that by removing the pain all other symptoms of

inflammation are removed. I have been able to

^•erify this statement frequently by applying any of

the orthoform preparations to tuberculous ulcera-

tions in the larynx which got well by the mere ac-

tion of the drug removing the pain. For the use of

the patient at home Hoff'mann of Munich recom-

mended a tube, one end of which the patient passes

far into his mouth. Into the other end one of these

preparations is put, and when the patient takes a

deep inspiration it gets into the larynx. For the

same purpose Yankauer recommended his syringe to

be used bv the patient himself in connection with

the writer's orthoform emulsion. It is being used

largely by many patients.

Other remedies for removal of pain in the larynx
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are: (1) Bier's method of hyperemia modilied by
Dr. Polyak of Budajjest. I personally have not seen

any beneficial result from this method; (2) injec-

tions of alcohol into the superior laryngeal nerve,

also recommended by Hoffmann. Quite a number
of writers have experimented with that and have
recommended it as an analgesic to be used in painful

ulceration of the larynx. The writer has tried it

many times. He found the injections somewhat
painful, but without any danger and the analgesia

lasts five days and more.
In conclusion I should like to repeat again that

we have learned to be on our guard against toxic

effects of cocaine and its derivatives. The statistics

given today may help to warn laryngologists when
they use that wonderful remedy, without which we
could hardly exist, namely, adrenalin. I should like

to close with the words of Nogue : "Nous pouvon>
done ecrire que I'adrenaline est un medicament
qu'on doit administrer avec prudence dans tons les

cas"—that is, that we have to use adrenalin with

great care in all cases and I may add : especially

when we make injections into the submucous tissues

of the head.
1003 Madison Avenue.

THE MENTAL HYGIENE MOVEMENT.*
Bv WILLI.\M L. RUSSELL, M.D.,

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.

MEDICAL SUPERINTENPENT. BLOOMINCDALE HOSPITAL.

The Mental Hygiene Movement is an attempt to

bring about broader social organization for dealing

with disorders of the mind. Thus far the interest

of society in these disorders relates almost entirely

to providing institutional care for the grosser forms,

and to the relation of mental disease to responsibil-

ity for crime. Little organized effort is made to

deal with the less obvious though frequently the

more dangerous types, or with the earlier stages' of

even curable cases, or to apply to the problem of

prevention the known facts relating to causation.

A broader and more efficient organization seems
now to be possible. The remarkablv rapid increase

of the number of cases under institutional care.

quite out of proportion to the increase in the general

population, and the enormous appropriations re-

quired from State legislatures in providing for them,

furnish a practical illustration and argument which
have gone far to arouse in even the densest of the

taxpayers some concern in regard to the possibili-

ties of cure and prevention. The information con-

cerning disorders of the mind, and the relation of

mental states to various forms of ill health and their

cure, which has', in varying degrees of accuracy and
clearness, been spread abroad, has also helped to

prepare the public to regard favorably attempts at

greater efficiency in the organized methods. There
is also available an increasing mass of scientific

knowledge which may be applied to liringing these

about.

In Europe the movement has not yet assumed as

definite form as' in this country, though various

agencies are at work to accomplish the same objects.

There is an International Committee, which was or-

ganized with a view to systematic effort, but it has

not yet been in a position to begin active work. In

this country the movement has with characteristic

rapidity, advanced to the point of definite organiza-

tion and there are already four principal centers of

*Read at a meeting of the Xew York Psychiatrical

Society, March 6. 1912.

activity : Three of these are State organizations

;

the fourth is the National Committee for Mental
Hygiene. This committee was' formed in 1907,

principally through the efforts of Mr. Clifford W.
Beers of New Haven, and Dr. Meyer. There are

63 members, 23 of whom are physicians, several of

them being members of this society. The announced
objects of the committee are: (i) to work for the

protection of the mental health of the public; (2)

to help raise the standard of care of those threat-

ened with mental disorder, or actually ill; (3) to

promote the study of mental disorders' in all their

forms and relations, and to disseminate knowledge
concerning their causes, treatment, and prevention;

(4) to obtain from every source reliable data re-

garding conditions and methods of dealing with

mental disorders; (5) to enlist the aid of the Fed-

eral Government so far as may seem desirable; (6)

to coordinate the existing agencies and help organ-

ize in each State in the Union an allied but inde-

pendent Society for Mental Hygiene.

Until quite recently active work has been limited

by lack of means. These have now been provided,

however, and plans for practical work must be made
and carried out. The field is so wide, and the prob-

lems which must be dealt with are so complex, that

it seems advisable to plan on broad lines with a view

to stinnilating and guiding, rather than actually un-

dertaking to bring about specific practical improve-

iTients in local or State conditions or methods. The
work will come under two divisions corresponding

to the two main objects aimed at. One class of

work will be for the purpose of bringing about im-

provements in the prevailing provision and methods
for the care and treatment of the insane and other

types of mental di-sorders. The other will have ref-

erence to prevention. For various reasons the first

task that will be undertaken will have special refer-

ence to improvements in the present methods of

dealing with mental disorders, .\mong these rea-

sons may be mentioned that the funds available were
given explicitly for the purpose of applying them
to the amelioration of the condition of the insane.

The other work of the committee can, however, and
no doubt will, be carried on as' ways and means are

provided.

As a first step to bringing about improvements,

a sub-committee of the National Conmiittee has been

appointed to make a study of the conditions in sev-

eral States. This sub-committee has engaged an ex-

perienced physician and the work will be commenced
at once. The study is not undertaken simply with

a view to statistics or publicity, but is intended as

a preliminary to constructive work in forming .State

and local organizations which, under the advice and

guidance of the National Committee, may be led to

take up the task of bringing about needed improve-

ments.

Considerable time and labor have been spent by

members of the committee, especially Dr. Hoch and
Dr. Mabon. in formulating plans for the study of the

conditions in certain .States. The field is, however,

too wide and the problem too comple.x to permit of

more than a general working outline being followed.

The work must be developed step by step as the way
opens, though the main object aimed at must be

clear and everything undertaken must contribute to

its acco nplishment ; otherwise in such a wide field,

and with the kind of material which must be worked
with, it would be very easy to scatter our resources

and to waste our energies in fruitless, and even in

harmful, wavs.
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The work which will be taken up at once includes

:

The preparation of summaries of the laws relating

to insanity in every State ; investigation of the pro-

vision for institutional care and treatment, and the

methods and standards of administration in several

States ; also of the organized methods of dealing
with cases of mental disorder which are not in in-

stitutions, and of the way in which mental disorders
in delinquents are dealt with. The provision for

instruction in psychiatry in the medical schools, and
the attention which is given to the proper manage-
ment of abnormal children in the public schools will

also be ascertained. The facts will be obtained by
inquiry and by observation by competent persons,

and will be carefully studied with a view of turning
them to account, in the most judicious and ef-

fective ways possible, towards bringing about or-

ganized State and local efforts to improve condi-
tions. The investigations and studies planned will

also furnish a foundation of facts relating to the

whole situation in regard to mental disorders, which
should be of great value in the further work of the

committee.

Opinions will, no doubt, differ as to the value of
the plan of work outlined, depending on the point
of view and the relative importance which one or
another may attach to the various activities in which

a National Committee for Mental Hygiene may
properly engage. And, in such a broad work there
is sure to be differences of opinion. It may be said,

however, that ever since the National Committee
was organized all the plans of work proposed, of
which I have knowledge, included among the first

tasks to be undertaken, the collection of reliable in-

formation relating to the present conditions and
methods in the care of the insane.

The State organizations which have been formed
are the Mental Hvgiene Committee of the New
York Charities Aid Association ; the Connecticut So-
ciety for Mental Hygiene and the Illinois Commit-
tee for Mental Hygiene. The New York Commit-
tee is a development in the work for the better care
of the insane in which the State Charities Aid As-
sociation has been engaged for many years. In
1906 an After-Care Committee was' formed to assist

patients who had been discharged from the State
hospitals. Later this committee broadened its activ-

ities so as to include work for the prevention of
mental disease, and the title was changed to "The
Committee on Prevention and After-Cure." In
19 10 the title was again changed to the present one
and a paid assistant secretary of the association was
assigned to the work, and broader activities were
undertaken.

The work is being developed along four lines

:

(i) Spreading abroad information relating to

the more clearly understood causes of in-

sanity. (2) Promoting the establishment of out-
patient departments, psychiatric wards and depart-
ments' in general hospitals, and psychiatric or ob-
servation hospitals with a view to better treatment
of the early stages of mental disease. (3) Assisting
individual cases who need advice and direction in

obtaining proper treatment. (4) Promoting desir-

able legislation. Over 400,000 copies of pamphlets
and circular letters have been distributed during the
past year, and over twenty lay audiences have been
addressed on the subject of the better management
and prevention of mental disorders by the assistant
secretary and by psychiatrists who are interested in

the work.

At a recent meeting of the committee it was
decided to appoint a social worker and to open
a bureau of information to which applicants might
be directed by charity workers and others. The ex-
perience of the past year has shown the need of
these features. The sub-committee was appointed to

take up the question of better provision for dealing
with abnormal children in the public schools.

The Connecticut Society has about 600 members
and employs a social worker who is engaged prin-

cipally in furnishing advice and assistance to mental
cases' who are at large, or to patients who have been
discharged from the State hospitals. The Illinois

Committee employs four social workers and the

work is like that in Connecticut. This committee is

also working for the better provision for mental
cases under observation with reference to the need
of commitment.

To bring about greater efficiency in the organized
methods of dealing with cases' of mental disease is

to take a step towards greater intelligence in the

management of the whole problem, and should not
be looked upon as something quite apart from work
for prevention. The lines of direct approach in a

campaign for the prevention of insanity are not very
clearly defined. The problem is so complex that an
attempt to deal with it directly seems almost like

undertaking an attack on the causes of disease and
misery in general. The methods employed must be
principally educational in character. The few fairly

definite issues, such as the relation of general pa-
ralysis to previous syphilis and of alcohol to certain

psychoses, cannot be dealt with as directly and as

simply as the acute infectious diseases or tubercu-
losis. What the mental hygiene organizations can
do in regard to these is to disseminate information
where it will do most good. The arguments em-
ployed in the efforts which are being made for vene-
real prophylaxsis and for intelligent dealing with the
alcohol problem will be strengthened if they include
what is known concerning the relation of syphilis'

and alcohol to insanity.

A more special, and probably not an unpromising,
field for mental hygiene may be found in applying
what has been learned regarding the mechanism of
the development of certain types of psychoses, and
regarding the types of individuals in whom abnor-
mal reactions are likely to occur, to bringing about
better management in the training of children. The
observations made in regard to heredity and the

laws of its operation, may also furnish helpful data
which can be employed in a campaign of education
and may possibly be used also more directly in pro-

moting effective action for the welfare of future
generations.

The facts concerning the relations of immigration
to the prevalence of insanity in this country may
also be used in an effort to improve the methods
employed for keeping out the unfit. Altogether
there seems to be a considerable body of facts and
information which can be used to good purpose by
the organizations' which have taken up work for the

prevention of insanity and for more efficient meth-
ods in dealing with mental disease in individuals.

The more intelligent public is already interested and
ready for better organization and system in dealing
with the problems at issue. If this interest is to be
directed along sound and profitable lines the mem-^
bers of the medical profession, and more especially

the psychiatrists, will have to take a hand in leading

and informing.
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THE LARGE INCISION AND THE REASON
FOR IT.

By PERCY A. PERKINS, M.D.,

MEMPHIS, TENN.

ASSISTANT TO CHAIR OF SURGERY, UNIV. OF TENN.; ATTENDING SURGEON
BAPTISi MEMORIAL HOSPITAL; ASSISTANT ATTENDING SURGEON,

LUCY BRINKLEY HOSPITAL.

Much has been said and written recently advocating

the large or roomy incision in abdominal work, but

few have gone into details enough or given reasons

why they prefer the large incision. So it shall be

my object in this paper to present a few good rea-

sons, collected from my own experience and the

clinics of others, why the roomy incision should be

the choree in the big majority of cases over the

small one. Of course we can understand from an
esthetic standpoint why the small incision should

be very gratifying to the patient, but I do not think

it should always suggest skill on the part of the

operator.

I. With the large incision one can examine
everything in the peritoneal cavity and also do bet-

ter work and with greater speed. Often mistakes

are made in diagnosis. I heard one of the leading

surgeons of the country make the statement a few
months ago that from 10 to 15 per cent, of the

"exact diagnosis" were wrong. Now, granted that

the average surgeon's percentage of error is at

least 15 per cent., is not that reason enough in itself

to justify a large incision?

Probablv the mistake of making a small incision

is more often made in doing appendectomies than

any one thing. Now, how often do these cases

come back (and not always to the same surgeon)
complaining, and the surgeon wonders why the

patient is still having trouble. The answer is this

:

he either made a mistake in his diagnosis or there

was other additional trouble or pathology present

which he did not find at the time. It is not always

an easy matter to make a djfferential diagnosis be-

tween an appendix (chronic), gall-bladder, or

stomach trouble. Often a diseased condition in one

will give symptoms in the other. This appears log-

ical enough, when we look at it from an embryo-
logical standpoint, as we know that the stomach,

gall-bladder, and appendix are all derived from the

same groove or primitive alimentary tract and so,

of course, are all more or less in direct sympathy
with one another. I have often seen cases in which
an operation was done for an appendicitis, and after

a practically normal appendix had been removed
and a further examination had been made, gall-

stones were found. And again I have seen appen-

dix trouble mistaken for a gastric or duodenal ulcer,

salpingitis, etc., and I'ice versa. McCarthy in an

examination of 2,000 appendices found 8.7 per cent,

associated with cholecystitis. Also 52 per cent, of

175 cases of cholecystitis with and without stones,

gave histories of pain in the region of the appendix.

Out of 1,244 women operated on by the Mayo
brothers for uterine myomota, 7.1 per cent, had
gallstones. Statistics also show that 25 per cent, of

all women over 60 years of age have gallstones. In

5 per cent, of autopsies gallstones are found, and in

adults alone 10 per cent.

Another condition that is not uncommonly found
is a Lane's kink. This condition is usually found
in the ileum, although not always. As a rule one

sees the ileum rotated on its long axis and fixed

upon the mesentery in such a way as to lessen its

lumen. This condition may be inflammatory or

congenital in origin and is often the cause of

chronic constipation, etc. Now, it can be readily

seen that it would be impossible to find and correct

these conditions if one were working through a

small incision, and yet if they exist and have not

been corrected, injustice has been done the patient,

for he has not been cured and in all probability will

be subjected to a second operation.

2. Another mistake, and probably the most im-

portant of all, is in removing ovarian cysts through
small incisions. In olden days the operator took

great pride in removing these cysts, no matter what
size, through very small openings; first tapping the

tumor and then drawing off all the fluid and pull-

ing the collapsed afifair through tlie tiny opening.

We know now that this is a very dangerous pro-

cedure. Statistics show that i6j^ per cent, of

these cysts are malignant. So one can readily see

the danger of opening these tumors before remov-
ing, because it is practically impossible to keep the

fluid from escaping back into the peritoneal cavity

or contaminating the edges of the incision through
the abdominal wall. If this does happen, we are

sure to get a recurrence (implantation, carcinoma,

or sarcoma). Now, there is only one way to avoid

this and that is to remove the tumor en masse, even
if it is necessary to extend the incision from ensi-

form to symphysis pubis. Of course, in certain

"selected" cases, especially in young women, a sur-

geon might be justified in operating through a

small incision.

The most common reasons given against the

large incision are: (i) Prolonged recovery; (2)
liability of hernia.

The answer to the first is that, with the present

day aseptic technique and a proper care in closure

of the wound, the patient should be up in 14 days.

In answer to the second it may be said that her-

nias are very rare ; in fact the best men say that

they never see one following a clean case. It is

not necessary for the patient to wear an abdominal
binder or supporter after getting up.

Now, the reasons why the large incision should

be used are

:

1. Safety.

2. Speed.

3. Surety (of diagnosis).

4. Success.

1112 Memphis Trust Building.
May, 1912.

Postinfluenzal Paralysis of the Soft Palate.—A.

Wylie reports the case of a male, aged 30, who had always

been a healthy man. In the second week of December he

was laid up for ten days with an influenzal cold, congested

throat, and fever. He returned to work before Christmas

time, feeling weak, but otherwise well. A few days later

fluids regurgitated through his nose; solids he could swal-

low quite easily. By January 7 his speech became nasal

or cleft palate in character and he found that he had to

hold his nose in order to make himself heard. No specific

history. No diphtheritic symptoms and, although a cul-

ture had been taken, no Klebs-Loeffler bacilli had been

diagnosed. On examination a bilateral paralysis of the

soft palate was seen ; sensibility was to a slight degree

diminished. Except for a congestion and enlargement of

the posterior end of the right inferior turbinal the naso-

pharyn.x appeared normal. The movements of the tongue,

larynx and sternomastoid muscle were normal. Tonics of

iron and strychnine improved the condition. The author

considers it a case of postinfluenzal neuritis simulating the

condition more commonly feund as a sequela of diphtheria.

—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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THE MENACE OF POLIOMYELITIS.

For the past five years the increasing prevalence of

poliomyelitis during the months of July, August, and

September directs attention to the probability of the

recrudescence of this disease during the present

summer. One of the most significant and ominous

facts about poliomyelitis has been its extraordinary

increase and wide dilTusion in the United States, to

an extent far greater than in any other part of the

world. From 1881 to 1900 there were reported in

this country 200 cases of the epidemic form of the

disease; from 1900 to 1904 there were reported

100 cases ; from 1905 to 1909, the number of cases

rose to 5,400: and in the single year 1910, the ap-

palling figure of 9,000 represented the newer vic-

tims of this insidious scourge. The wide diffusion

of the latter was shown in its presence in 43 States

of the Union during the last-mentioned year. The

rapid evolution of poliomyelitis presents a sharp

contrast to the growth of this disease in Europe, in

which at no time have there been reported more

than 2,000 cases in one year, as in the Swedish epi-

demic of 1905. The phenomenal spread of polio-

myelitis demands now more than ever the most en-

ergetic action on the part of public health authori-

ties in enforcing the necessary quarantine and in

studying the laws governing the diffusion of this

disease. As a model of this work may be men-

tioned the investigation conducted by the Massa-

chusetts State Board of Health* as to the prevalence

of poliomyelitis in that State during 1910, and as

to its etiology and mode of transmission. The re-

port of this investigation includes a careful epi-

demiological survey of the cities of Fall River and

Springfield, which were marked epidemic centers.

One of the most important parts of this report is

the analysis of poliomyelitis with special reference

to its occurrence in Massachusetts from 1907 to

1910, by R. W. Lovett and M. W. Richardson. The
incidence of the cases indicates an apparent two-

year periodicity, which corresponds to a similar be-

havior in other parts of the world. Small towns

and cities seem to be the ones most alTected by the

disease, which attacks, however, all classes, rich and

*"Infantile Paralysis in Massachusetts during 1910, to-

gether with reports of special investigations made in 191

1

bearing upon the etiology of the disease and the method
of its" transmission." Reprinted from the Monthly Bul-

letins of the Massachusetts State Board of Health for

19TI. Boston: 1912.

poor, in the cities and in the country, in tenements

and in detached houses. There is no longer any
doubt as to the transmissibility, which may be by
direct contact with the sick individual, through the

intermediation of the healthy human carrier, or by

means of dust, fomites, insect parasites, or domestic

animals. The relative transmissibility of polio-

myelitis, when compared with other infectious dis-

eases in the same territory, was investigated by Hill

in the State of Minnesota. This observer found

that of persons known to have been exposed to vari-

ous infections the percentage contracting the disease

was as follows : scarlet fever, 22 ; diphtheria,

17; infantile paralysis, 6. Where one case ex-

isted in a family other cases were found in

the same family to the following e.xtent

:

scarlet fever. 40 per cent. ; typhoid fever,

30 per cent. ; diphtheria, 29 per cent., and polio-

myelitis. 17 per cent. These figures indicate that

the danger of contagion, while less than in the case

of the other infectious diseases, is nevertheless a

real one. and demands, as in the latter, the institution

of an efficient quarantine. The undoubted existence

of abortive cases, /. c. those in which paralysis does

not supervene, renders impossible the determination

of the exact degree of communicability of this dis-

ease.

The most important advance that has been made
in the recent study of pohomyelitis, apart from its

experimental production in monkeys, has been the

deinonstration that these abortive types can be recog-

nized clinically, and that even the ordinary cases can

be diagnosed during the preparalytic stage. Form-
ing a fitting complement to the epidemiological and
experimental studies of this disease, the clinical

study now occupies the center of the stage. Excep-

tional opportunities for this study presented them-

selves during the summer of 191 1 at the Hospital of

the Rockefeller Institute at which seventy-one cases

were under close observation, in addition to ninety

cases that were treated in the dispensary. The in-

teresting results of this study are set forth in an

elaborate monograph by F. W. Peabody, G. Draper,

and A. R. Dochez.* One of the first points attacked

was that of the efficacy of the "neutralization test,"

which is based upon the discovery by Levaditi and
Landsteiner, Romer and Joseph, and Flexner and
Lewis that the serum of recovered monkeys is able

to protect normal animals against fatal doses of the

virus ; and the further discovery by Netter and
Levaditi, Fle.xner and Lewis, and Anderson and
Frost that the serum of recovered huinan cases pos-

sesses the same protective property. The investi-

gators of the Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute

employed this test in the case of normal, suspected,

and poliomyelitic sera. The results showed that the

test could not be considered to give specific evi-

dence as to whether a given individual has or has

not suft'ered from a previous attack of poliomyelitis.

In typical instances of poliomyelitis the serum of

the infected individual probably always contains,

after a certain interval, protective bodies. In spite

*".\ Clinical Study of Acute Poliomyelitis," by Fran-
cis W. Peabody. il.D.. George Draper, M.D., and A.
R. Dochez. M. D. "Monographs of the Rockefeller In-

stitute for Medical Research." No. 4.
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of the irregular results obtained with normal sera,

the specificity of the test cannot as yet be ruled out.

In the case of an apparently normal person whose
serum protects, the possibility is suggested that he

may have suffered from an unrecognized abortive

attack of the disease.

Peabody, Draper, and Dochez suggest a new and
simpler classification of poliomyelitis. The generally

accepted classification is that of Wickman, who
recognizes the following eight forms: the spinal

form, the form resembling Landry's paralysis, the

bulbar or pontine form, the encephalitic form, the

ata.xic form, the neuritic form, the meningeal furni,

and the abortive cases. It is pointed out that this

classification is based neither on pathological anat-

omy nor on clinical symptomatology, but on a mix-

ture of the two ; the spinal, bulbar, and encephalitic

forms being anatomical forms, while the neuritic,

the meningeal, and the ataxic forms are essentially

symptomatic forms. The authors would substitute

for this classification one in which three groups of

cases are recognized : the first consists of the abortive

cases, in which paralysis does not occur ; the second

is the cerebral group, containing the rare cases with

involvement of the upper motor neurons and a re-

sulting spastic paralysis as the chief manifestation;

the third or bulbospinal group is the largest and

includes all the cases in which lesions are present

in the lower motor neurons and in which flaccid

paralysis occurs.

The fact is emphasized that poliomyelitis is not

synonymous with paralysis, and that the role played

b\- this secondary symptom in the clinical history

of the disease is becoming relatively less important.

This conception is based upon the modern knowledge

that poliomyelitis is a general infectious disease, in

which the entire organism is affected, although in

most instances, as far as we are at present aware,

paralysis is the most prominent manifestation. At

any rate the recognition of abortive cases is strength-

ened by this conception. Wickman believed that

the abortive cases represented from 25 to 56 per cent,

of the total incidence of the disease, while Miiller

has regarded the unparalyzed cases as even out-

numbering the paralyzed ones.

The recognition of the abortive cases is a matter

of eminent practical importance from the viewpoint

of maintaining an efficient prophylaxis. Wickman
classified these cases into those which run the course

of a general infection, those in which meningeal

irritation is especially marked, those in which pain

is a pronounced symptom, and those with gastro-

intestinal irritation. A few of the abortive cases

have been studied at the Hospital of the Rockefeller

Institute. These show some degree of transient

nuiscular weakness, which in two instances was most
pronounced about the pelvis. Irritability and drowsi-

ness are frequently present. Pain is a very common
symptom and may be muscular or neuritic, often in

the neck or back, or in the form of headache. The
abortive cases closely resemble influenza. Blood and

spinal fluid may show characteristic changes. .Such

cases occurring during the summer, and particularly

if there are cases of poliomyelitis in the neighbor-

hood, should be regarded with suspicion and quaran-

tined.

As regards the blood changes in this disease, the

authors have noted a constant and marked leucocy-

tosis with an increase of polymorphonuclears of
10 to 15 per cent, and diminution of lymphocytes of

15 to 20 per cent. Examination of the cerebrospinal
fluid reveals the following changes: During the
early days of the disease and before the onset of
paralysis, there is an increased cell count with a low
or normal globulin content. During this stage the
polymorphonuclear cells may amount to 90 per cent,

of the total, but most fluids show almost exclusively
lymphocytes and large mononuclear cells. After the
first two weeks the cell count usually drops to normal
or nearly so, and there is frequently an increase in
the globulin content. The spinal fluid reduces
Fehling's solution. These changes while not specific
are of considerable value as an aid to diagnosis in

the preparalytic stage and in abortive cases.

Of eminent importance to the general practitioner
is the ability to recognize poliomyelitis during the
prodromal stage, for it is only during this stage
that the institution of proper measures may serve to
arrest the progress and prevent some of the dire
consequences of the disease. While the symptoms
preceding the onset of paralysis are generally not
different from those found in other infectious dis-
eases, there are certain specific symptoms that should
put one on guard. Muller, who studied the epidemic
in Hesse-Nassau, found that the majority of cases
had symptoms referable to the respiratory tract, and
that profuse sweating was one of the cardinal symp-
toms of the early stage of the disease. Peabody,
Draper, and Dochez could not confirm this observa-
tion except to the extent that sweating is a com-
mon accompaniment of fever in children. They
emphasize, however, the importance of drowsiness
which is associated with the fever. Frequently
irritability replaces the drowsiness, and is closely

related to the hyperesthesia which Muller regards
as one of the three cardinal symptoms of the pro-
dromal period. Pain, both spontaneous and that pro-
duced by passive motion, is also a prominent symp-
tom of this stage. Muscular weakness is frequently
observed. Muscular twitchings and tremors were
present in several of the authors' cases. Respiratory
symptoms were found in a few of these cases, but
not to the extent of 50 per cent, as reported in the

Hesse-Nassau epidemic. Gastric symptoms, such as

anorexia and nausea, were very frequently observed.

Of all the prodromal symptoms hyperesthesia was
the most characteristic.

The Rockefeller Institute report represents one of

the most valuable recent studies of the clinical mani-
festations of poliomyelitis, and merits careful study

by all practitioners who will unfortunately be called

upon more and more during coming years to cope
with this grim enemy of early childhood.

THE MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE
SALARIES.

In the Medical Record of March 23, 1912, atten-

tion was drawn to Senate Bill No. 21 17, known as

the Personnel Bill, designed to equalize the salaries

of the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service

with those of the army and navy medical corps.
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The merits of this bill were pointed out and its pas-

sage by the House of Representatives was strongly

urged. In 1889 substantial advances were made in

the salaries of the commissioned officers of the

army, navy, and revenue cutter service. The officers

of the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service

constituting only 1.5 per cent, of all the commis-

sioned officers of the United States alone received

no advance.

The essential features of the present personnel

bill were included in a bill (S. 6101) passed by the

Senate in the first session of the 60th Congress, but

it failed in the House. In the third session of the

6ist Congress a similar measure (H. R. 30,292)

passed the House, but died in the Senate. In the

same session the Senate adopted an amendment to

the Sundry Civil Bill, containing the same features

and salary advances, but it was stricken out in con-

ference. Thus the Senate and House have both

passed favorably upon the provisions of this meas-

ure, but at different times, and the Public Health

Service has been buffeted back and forth, and suf-

fered a great injustice.

Physicians least of all need any argument to prove

that the Public Health and Marine Hospital Service

abundantly deserves hearty support and intelligent

cooperation from the public, and especially from

Congress. It operates all quarantine stations with

few e.xceptions, and should operate all, and is our

chief bulwark against plague, cholera, and yellow

fever. In the yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans

in 1905, the service saved the nation over a hundred

million dollars, as compared with the similar condi-

tion in 1878, when the Mississippi Valley sustained

a loss of more than a hundred millions from yellow

fever. The salaries of the service officers to date

since the reorganization of 1870 have totaled under

$8,000,000. The expenditure of several millions

for a single new battleship is an extravagant and

problematic advantage compared to the appropria-

tion of $100,000 to increase the efficiency of the only

national defence we have against epidemic disease

and the only national agency concerned primarily

with improving public health and sanitation in this

country. It is scarcely necessary to mention the 23

marine hospitals and 120 other relief stations main-

tained by the service for the benefit of American

seamen. The Hygienic Laboratory at Washington

has made great advances in our knowledge of epi-

demic diseases and in the solution of numerous

hygienic problems. The demonstration of the iden-

tity of Brill's disease and typhus fever, and the ex-

perimental transmission of measles to monkeys are

very recent contributions from this laboratory. The

service has given the Philippines the best health pro-

tection they ever had. The medical examination of

all immigrants is likewise conducted by officers of

this service.

The report of the Committee on Public Health

and National Quarantine to the Senate when that

body passed the Personnel Bill stated that the pres-

ent salaries were believed inadequate to preserve the

efficiency of the service or to attract desirable men

to it as vacancies occurred. Especially is this true

because of the greater inducements offered in the

army and navy medical corps, for service no more

responsible or onerous, and scarcely so hazardous.

The Personnel Bill in no way affects any other

public health legislation, nor does it in the remotest

degree have any bearing on the creation of a na-

tional department of health. It simply does tardy

justice to the officers of the Public Health Service

in the matter of a salary commensurate with the

importance and dignity of the duties they perform

and the responsibilities they assume. The bill as it

passed the Senate has been reported favorably to

the House by the Committee on Interstate and For-

eign Commerce. A few weeks ago it was brought

up in the House on the "unanimous consent" calen-

dar, but objection to its passage was made by Mr.

Mann. Now as Congress draws nearer to adjourn-

ment, there is danger that the bill will not be passed,

in spite of the fact that a majority of the congress-

men undoubtedly favor its passage. For the con-

tinued efficiency of the Public Health Service it is

imperative that the House of Representatives pass

this bill. Every consideration of justice and national

honor, as well as of regard for public health and

hygiene, urges that it be passed. Politics must no

longer stand in the way. The Personnel Bill should

be adopted by the House before the adjournment of

Congress.

THE YOUNG AND SEXUAL HYGIENE.
The question of the necessity for education of the

young in sexual hygiene has absolutely forced itself

upon the attention of the community. For years it

has been well known that there was crying need for

such education, but owing to the prudery, inbred and
instinctive, of the so-called Anglo-Saxon race, the

matter has been blinked at and shelved. Of recent

years, however, a new spirit appears to be animating

the English speaking peoples in this respect, and

now it is generally allowed that it is strongly ad-

visable to instruct the young in se.xual hygiene, and

that the subject should no longer be taboo. Also, it is

to be noted, even the conservative British physicians

are taking up the matter and arguing that the time is

ripe for theories in this direction to be put into

practice. Dr. Eric Pritchard writes in the Medical

Press and Circular, June 5, 19 12, in favor of the

instruction of the young in sexual hygiene. He
points out that the reason why children should be

taught se.xual morality is connected partly with their

own individual interests, and partly with the wider

interests of race preservation. For the child's own
sake it is desirable that it should have an intelligent

comprehension of the physiological processes of life,

including that of reproduction, in order that at the

time of puberty it may understand the significance

of those radical changes which herald its physico-

sexual maturity. Such knowledge is necessary in

order that the psychological shock of a too rude

awakening may be avoided at this crisis in the child's

life, and in order that it may be armed at a some-

what later period against the consequences of vene-

real diseases, and of physical and moral corruption.

With regard to a most important point, that of the

best time to begin sexual instruction, Pritchard

thinks that it would be advisable to confine our

energies to the instruction of children who are about

to leave school and are going out into the world

with all its dangers and temptations. Possibly Brit-
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ish children leave school at an earlier age than they

do in this country, or else they must be much more

innocent than American children. Here, it is safe

to say, school children who do not know the broad

facts of sex life and reproduction long before their

school life is ended are few indeed, and Pritchard

would be too late with his instruction ; he would find

the field already grown up in weeds with little room

for the seeds of morality he might sow to take root.

We do not mean to say all children of this age are

corrupt—indeed, few are, but if those few are to

be saved by knowledge their instruction must be be-

gun at an early age; the end of school life is too

late. More emphatic is his opinion that it is of equal

importance that teachers and parents should like-

wise be taught many of the strange manifestations

of the sexual instinct of which at the present time

they are in complete ignorance. They do not know
what to expect, what to anticipate, or how to recog-

nize the symptoms when they appear, and are con-

sequently ill-adapted to train the children under

their direction. In conclusion, Pritchard suggests

that we should all make an effort to face the diffi-

culties of the situation and free ourselves of that

shamed-faced self-consciousness which has in the

past enveiled the whole question with an atmosphere

of unnatural and artificial indecency—indecency

which does not exist except in the imagination.

Teachers, parents, and physicians should divest

themselves of this false conception and attempt to

arrive at some satisfactory solution of the problem.

The Role of Bulbar Compression in the Pro-
duction- OF Syringomyelia.

That the phenomena of excavation of the gray
matter of the spinal cord may result from a slowly

developing neoplasm pressing upon the cord is

clearly demonstrated in a case reported by J. Lher-
mitte and P. Boveri in La Rifornia Medica, June 8,

1912. The clinical history was as follows: A man
thirty-four years of age began to develop at the age
of thirty a progressive paresis of the lower limbs, an

atrophy of the right side of the tongue, and a slight

atrophy of the thenar and hypothenar eminences.

Sensation was not affected, the reflexes of the lower
limbs were greatly exaggerated, and Babinsky's sign

was positive on both sides. The pulse was normal,

but cyanosis of the face and a slight dyspnea were
present. Death occurred suddenly as the result of

respiratory failure. Autopsy revealed an exostosis

that had developed from the basilar process of the

occipital bone, and that had pressed deeply into the

posteromedian portion of the medulla oblongata.

This pressure had resulted in the formation of a

spinal cavity which had extended as far down as

the level of the third cervical vertebra. The mechan-
ism of the production of this form of slowly devel-

oping syringomyela was studied experimentally in

the dog. It was found that the introduction, follow-

ing laminectomy, of a bit of laminaria at the level

of the seventh dorsal segment caused an excavation
of the spinal gray matter similar to that observed
in the case reported. The authors conclude that

compression of the median and dorsal portion of the

medulla may result in the production of a myelo-
malacia limited to the central and posterior portions

of the gray matter, and accompanied by the elimi-

nation of the necrotic products.

Preserved Human Milk.

In this country the wet nurse is not a widely recog-

nized institution in child conservation, nor perhaps is

she likely to be such. Hence the problem of preserv-

ing her milk may strike American readers as some-

what novel. But in various European lands where she

has always been regarded as a vital necessity, and

where domestic economy is much more exploited

than in wasteful America, it is not strange that there

should always have been some effort, even if spo-

radic and episodical, to economize in breast milk, as

in any other essential commodity. This subject was
debated at a very recent session of the \"erein fiir

innere Medizin und Kinderheilkunde, Berlin (Ber-

liner kliniscbe IVochenschrift, June 17). It would

appear that the prevalent custom in foundling asy-

lums and maternities has simply been to place the

excess of breast milk, as obtained by the breast

pump, upon ice. Dr. Peiser, the reader of the pa-

per, called attention to the fact that in institutions

a superabundance of breast milk may alternate with

a famine in the same. He advocated the addition

to the milk of a few drops of hydrogen peroxide,

the idea having been borrowed from the Budde
method used for the conservation of cow's milk. In

reply to the objection that simple conservation in

the icebox would answer all requirements, Dr. Pei-

ser says breast milk may be kept for six days with

ice alone, but with the addition of the chemical

preservative it will keep considerably longer.

Nftus of tl)F Hwk.
School Hygiene Bureau.—A delegation of phy-

sicians headed by Dr. James A. Miller appeared

before the Committee on Elementary Schools of

the New York Board of Education on July 9, and
asked that the Board establish a Bureau of Hygiene.

Dr. Miller, who is secretary of the Committee on
Public Health of the Academy of Medicine, stated

that the comimittee had found that the supervision

of matters pertaining to the sanitary condition of

the schools and the health of the children was di-

vided between the committees on buildings, on the

care of buildings and on supplies, and the city su-

perintendent, and that it was their belief that there

should be a direct localization of responsibility.

He therefore advocated a bureau of hygiene with

a physician at its head. Although ably supported

in his arguments by the other members of the dele-

gation, Dr. IMiller's suggestions did not appear to

meet with the approval of the committee, which
considered that the establishment of such a bureau

was unnecessary. The committee and the physicians

did agree, however, that there should be a larger

force of physicians for the examination of defective

children and the committee declared its intention

of asking for the appointment of at least six in

addition to the present corps.

New Volunteer Hospital.—A site on the cor-

ner of Beekman and Water streets. New York,
has been purchased for the erection of a new home
for the Volunteer Hospital which for some time

has been very much cramped, in its old quarters on
Gold street. The new buimmg will be five stories

high, and will have a roof garden. It is expected
that it will be ready for occupancy on January i,

1913-

Goldfish vs. Mosquito.—Acting on the theory
that minnows destroy the larvae of mosquitos the

Illinois Central Railroad has announced its inten-

tion of stocking every stagnant pool on its lines with
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goldfish, the only minnow which can live in stag-

nant water. It is hoped that in a short time the

mosquitos will have been entirely eradicated by the

hardy minnows. The railroad has asked the co-

operation of the various State hatcheries along its

lines and of the Federal hatcheries, but if this is not

given it will establish its own hatcheries and stock

the pools itself.

Experiment in Municipal Ownership.—The
City of St. Louis will shortly undertake an experi-

ment of interest to laboratory workers when it will

establish on the grounds of the City Infirmary a

farm for raising guinea-pigs and rabbits for the

use of the various medical institutions of the city.

It is believed that the cost of raising the animals

will be less than the cost of purchasing them and
that a more plentiful and satisfactory supply will

be available than under the present conditions of

dependence upon dealers.

Kunitzer Injunction Ended.—Justice Gerard

of New York recently denied the application of

Dr. Robert Kunitzer for a permanent injunction

restraining the New York County Medical Society

from taking a second vote on the charges brought

against him, and on which the Society some time

ago ordered his expulsion. Justice Gerard had had
the application before him since May 29, when he

heard the argument of counsel. This leaves the

Society free for the present to act on the charges,

but it is thought that Dr. Kunitzer will probably

carry the matter to a higher court.

Maxims for Mothers.—The New York Diet

Kitchen .\ssociation on July 8 opened a new branch

milk station, to be known as the Tuck kitchen,

where milk for infants and invalids will be sup-

plied. In the milk stations throughout the tene-

ment districts the following maxims for mothers

have been posted : "Take your baby to a milk sta-

tion and you won't have to take it to an under-

taker. Don't wait until baby is sick; the milk sta-

tion keeps baby well. Don't feed baby every time

he cries ; learn to read baby's cry at the milk sta-

tion. Good air is baby's cheapest medicine ; at the

milk station you can learn how to get it in the

easiest way. The milk station doesn't sell patent

babies' foods : don't use them except wdien the doc-

tor tells vou to. Keep baby cool, clean and quiet

;

if vou won't, the milk station can't help you."

Infant Mortality.—It is stated that during the

first week of this July there were in New York
267 deaths of infants under one year of age, or 80

less than during the same week of last year, and
that for the past six months the number of deaths

has been 416 less than for the same period of 191 1.

Col. 'William C. Gorgas, chief sanitary officer

of the Isthmian Canal Commission, has refused an

offer of the chairmanship of the Boston Board of

Health, with the statement that while his work on
the Isthmus is nearly over he feels that it is his

duty to remain until the actual completion of the

canal. The Mayor had previously ofTered the ap-

pointment to Dr. Wiley, who declined. Why not

draw upon home talent? Boston has many good
sanitarians, some one of whom might be induced to

look after the health of Jiis fellow-citizens for $5,000

a year.

Harvard Medical School.—The Board of Over-
seers of Harvard College have announced the fol-

lowing appointments to the Harvard Medical

School faculty, to take eflfect on September i :

Dr. Howard Augustus Lothrop to be assistant pro-

fessor of surgery ; Dr. John Lewis Bremer to be

assistant professor of histology ; Dr. ^Marshall

Fabyan to be instructor of comparative pathology

;

and Dr. Herman Frank Vickery to be instructor

in clinical medicine, the last being a reappointment.

No Extra Pay for City Officers.—The Appel-
late Division of the Supreme Court of New York
recently handed down a decision reversing a judg-
ment for $2,140 awarded by a jury to Coroner's

Physician Otto H. Schultze of New York, who
had testified as a pathological expert in the Patrick

murder trial and other criminal cases. The court

held that by accepting the appointment as coroner's

physician Dr. Schultze became a city officer and
was prohibited from recovering for any services

to the city or county while holding such position.

Centenarian Dead.—The oldest resident of

Massachusetts, Mrs. Catherine Snay, died at Ox-
ford in that State on July 10, from heat prostra-

tion, aged 106 years. She retained her mental fac-

ulties until the end, in spite or because of the fact

that she was an inveterate pipe smoker.
New Coroner for Bronx.—Governor Dix on

July 10 appointed Jerome F. Healy as coroner for

the Borough of the Bronx, New York, to succeed

Coroner Albert Schwannecke who died a short

time ago from injuries received in the performance
of his duties. Coroner Healy ran against Coroner
Schwannecke at the time the latter was elected to

office three years ago.

Repeat Carrel's Experiment.—The French
Academy of Medicine, which has appeared to be

rather sceptical of the reports made before it as to

the work of Dr. Carrel of the Rockefeller Institute

in the prolongation of life in animal tissues out-

side of the body, has recently received confirma-

tion of his work in experiments conducted along

the same lines by Professor Harinesco and Dr.

Mirea of Bucharest. They reported success in ar-

tificially preserving alive cultures of nervous tissue

consisting of fragments of ganglia of various mam-
mals which were immersed in the plasma of the

animal and at the end of twenty to twenty-seven

days began to develop cell structures. It is be-

lieved that the .Academy wall now abandon its pre-

vious attitude and accept the statements which
aroused so much controversy a few weeks ago.

Babies to Save Rent.—In Paris where work-
ingmen with large families find it difficult to ob-

tain living quarters, a condition to which some at

least of the fall in the birth rate has been attri-

buted, an experiment is being tried in the erection

of four blocks of flats which will be rented to

workingmen at a reasonable yearly sum, with the

proviso that the birth of a child will free the ten-

ant from the payment of rent for the following

qvarter.

In Smallpox Quarantine.—The steamship

Haverford. which reached Philadelphia on July S.

was detained at Quarantine and her 431 steerage

passengers ^yere removed to the Marine Hospital

at Lewes, Del., for observation. The last time

the Haverford docked in Philadelphia the ship's

surgeon failed to report that there had been one
death from smallpox and several suspicious cases

during the voyage, with the result that within three

weeks smallpox cases had been reported all through

the surrounding country and more than 200 cases

were traced to that source of infection. It was
therefore decided that on her next arrival the ves-

sel and her passengers would be closely observed.

Homeless Consumptives.—The Tuberculosis
Committee of the Charity Organization Society of
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New York has gathered statistics for the purpose
of showing the need of a reception hospital for the

treatment of consumptives in this city. They state-

that of 29,460 cases of tuberculosis registered in

New York, 5,053 were ''homeless.'' Of these, 1,064

were actually without any homes, 2,099 were re-

ported as "not found," and 1,346 lived in lodging
houses, and 544 in furnished rooms. The Depart-
ment of ricalih is directing its work principally

toward reaching those who are in the early stages

of the disease. ?nd by continued care preventing
its development. This is impossible, however, in

the "homeless" cases, and only by providing suit-

able hospital facilities can the death rate in tuber-

culosis be largely decreased.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

Mr. George Strauss of New York bequests of $250
each are made to the following institutions : Le-
banon Hospital, Mt. Sinai Hospital, .Alontefiore

Moii;e. ancl Hebrew Infant Asylum.
Red Cross Building.—The Committee on Build-

ing and Grounds of the House of Representatives
has voted to recommend the appropriation of $400,-
000 toward the construction in Washington of a

building to be used as the permanent headquarters
of the American National Red Cross. The building,

half of the cost of which is to be raised by public sul)-

scription, is to "commemorate the services and sac-

rifices of the loyal women of the United States

during the Civil '\'*',ir."

The Floating Hospital.—On July 5 the Float-
ing Hospital of St. John's Guild, New York, made
its first trip down to the Lower Bay, and will con-
tinue to make si.x weekly trips throughout the sum-
mer. On July II, 1.600 mothers with their sick and
ailing babies were taken for a day on the water.

New York at the Hygienic Congress.—New
York City will have a large exhibit at the Congress
of Hygiene to be held in Washington ne.xt Sep-
tember, Dr. Schereschewsky. the director of the

e.xhibit, having applied for 500 square feet of floor

space and 4,000 square feet of wall space. The ex-

hibit will include a model tuberculosis clinic, a tu-

berculosis registration office, an infants' milk sta-

tion, models of the Otisville and other department
buildings, and a subexhibit showing the general

method of handling and controlling the milk in

New York.
An International Extension Course in Psychi-

atry at Fordham.—In September, 1912, there will

be given at Fordham Universitv a three weeks"
International Extension Course in nervous antj

mental diseases. Dr. Tung of Zurich aided bv Dr.

Smith Ely Jelliffe of" New York and Dr. W. A.
White of Washington will expound the principles

of the Freudian psychology, and Dr. Knauer of the

Kraepelin Clinic. Munich, assisted by Dr. J. W.
^laloney of New York, will teach the direct experi-

mental method. This course, which in addition to

these features will be made up of a complete survey
of nervous and mental diseases bv eminent Euni-
pean and .\merican specialists, will, it is hoped.
prove to be an abiding stimulus to the progress of

neurologv and psychiatrv in .America.

Health Activities in Philadelphia.—Plans arc

under consideration by the Department of Public

Works and the Department of Public Health of the

city of Philadelphia looking to the inauguration of

a campaign aimed at the extermination of mosqiii-

tos and rats.

More than 8.450 pounds of fish were recently dc-

rstroyed on one day by the Chief Meat and Cattle

Inspector of the Department of Health. Inspection

trips are made daily among wholesale dealers in

fish during the heated term.

The 484 steerage passengers arriving from Liver-
pool on the steamship Harerfoid at the Delaware
Breakwater on July 8 were taken to the Cnited
States Marine Hospital at Lewes, Del., and vacci-

nated, and they will be detained for two weeks for
observation. The ship and the passengers' etiects

were disinfected. It is thought that the steamship
on its previous passage brought several cases of
smallpox into the city.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. D.aniel H. Smith of

New York a graduate of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New York, in 1873, a member of
the Greater New York and Physicians' Mutual Aid
Societies, and for nineteen years a police surgeon
of New York City, died at his home, on July 10,

aged 60 years.

Dr. Edwin T.wlor D.wis of Ellington, Conn., a
graduate of the University of \'erinont College of
Meilicine, Burlington, in 1888, and a member of the
.-\merican Medical .Association and the Connecticut
State and Tolland County Medical Societies, died at
his home of pneumonia on June 27, aged 49 years.

Dr. James H. Hutchins of Hampton, la., a
graduate of Rush Medical College, Chicago, in

1870, and of the New York University Medical
College in 1881, a member of the Iowa State and
Franklin County Medical Societies, and a veteran
of the Civil War, died at his home after a short ill-

ness on June 23, aged 6 years.

Dr. Edw.ard Joseph Shan.xhan of Taunton,
Mass., a graduate of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Baltimore, a member of the American
Medical Association and of the Massachusetts State
and Bristol County Medical Societies, and formerly
city physician of Taunton, died at his home on
June 27.

Dr. George W. Henry of Camden, N. J., a grad-
uate of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,
in 1885, a member of the New Jersey State and
Camden County Medical Societies, and formerly
coroner of Camden and a member of the New
Jersey State Legislature, died at his home on July
2, aged 53 years.

Dr. ^^"ILLIAM DeKalb Wiley of Richburg, S. C,
a graduate of the New York LTniversity Medical
College in 1888, and a member of the American
Medical Association, the South Carolina State and
Chester County Medical Societies, and the State
Board of Medical Examiners, died at Eureka
Springs, .^rk., where he had gone for his health,

on June 25, aged 46 years.

Dr. David Hcdnal Conxallv of Tyler, Texas,
a graduate of the Atlanta Medical College, Ga., in

i860, and city physician of Tyler, died at his home
on June 23, aged 74 years.

Dr. John Patten Wales died at Wilmington.
Del., on June 27 at the age of 38 years. He was
graduated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1898. He
was a grandson of Major Patten of Revolutionary
War fame, and president of the Delaware Society
of the Cincinnati. He was at one time mayor of
the city of Wilmington. He was a member of his

local county Society ; of the Delaware State Medi-
cal Society and of the .American Medical -Associa-

tion.

Dr. Edmund Enquist Hill of Nome, .'Alaska,

a graduate of the Cooper Aledical College. San
Francisco, in 189=;, formerlv coroner of San Fran-
cisco Countv, and more recently mavor of Nome,
died at his home on June 22. aged 44 vears.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

ROYAL FETE DAY FOR HOSPITALS 3 DAYS DEBATE
AT R. S. M. HEALTH EXHIBITION AND CONFER-
ENCE—PATENT MEDICINES INSURANCE ACT
OBITUARIES.

London, June 28. 1913.

On Wednesday London presented an unusually fes-

tive appearance. It was the day fixed for inaugurat-

ing the fete day of Queen Alexander and supporting

the hospitals in which she is most interested. The
idea had been to carry a rose as a sign of approva'
and nearly everyone you met displayed the emblem
in some form. Ladies of title sold the flowers at

every corner or place of vantage. The money thus

collected is to go to the hospitals and they are ex-

pected to profit by as much as ^25,000.

Another way of benefiting hospitals may be men-
tioned here. It is announced to-day that an anoy-
mous donor has sent £20,000 to St. Thomas' Hos-
pital for the new out-patient department.
The set discussion on syphilis at the R. S. M,

extended over three meetings and was concluded on
Monday last. Obviously various aspects of the sub-

ject were presented, though more or less distributed

through the debate. Dr. Norman Moore took up the

history of the disease, starting with the publication

in 1530 of the poem of Hieronymus Fracastorius,

which indicated that it had been recently introduced.
Freind's suggestion that it was imported from Amer-
ica by those who accompanied the Columbus expe-
dition though often repeated had no evidence to

support it and recently the examination of skeletons

from American tombs dating before Columbus
shows no evidence, while after that event there is

ample proof that the natives' suffered severely.

Galen's works contain nothing to indicate he had
seen locomotor ataxia or G. P. I. and he would not
be likely to overlook them. The same may be said

of Hippocrates.

Mr. Hutchison suggested that Shakespeare was a
victim of the disease, as his writings display in-

timate knowledge of its symptoms and mental and
moral disquietude when he wrote Timon of Athens.
He suggested that if Shakespeare was the father

of Sir Wm. Davenant, as some hold, the portraits'

of the latter show the physiognomy of congenital
syphilis and so supports his suggestion.

Dr. S. Pernet said he had no doubt at all that

the Columbus expedition brought the disease from
America.
The relation of the disease to the public health

was taken up by Dr. Mott, who repudiated the too
common belief that it is less prevalent than formerly.

It might be assuming latent forms which should be
expected in a people syphilized for generations.
Latency was more likely when the locus minoris re-

sistentia: was the nervous system, and in this age
many neuroses evidently thus originate, including a
large proportion of cases of congenital idiocy.

Mr. McDonagh said in no other country was there
so great reluctance to discuss this subject and he
insisted that instruction should be given about it to

soldiers, to school-boys, and to college students. He
would even have notification extended to venereal
diseases, but in this he was opposed by Dr. Pernet,
who objected to placing more power in the hands of
the police.

The therapeutic aspect was opened by Mr. D'Arcy
Power, who dated modern treatment from 1905,

when Schaudinn discovered the spirochete. In 1907
Wassermann published his test. In 1909 Ehrlich is-

sued his "606." Thus it is too early for final con-
clusions and for years to come results will have to

be reconsidered. At first he confessed he was
skeptical of the Wassermann test, but he is now sat-

isfied of its great value though it has limitations.

We now know that mercury will destroy the causal
microorganism in a way that its substitutes' or
adjuvants cannot. Intramuscular injections of the
creams of calomel and metallic mercury as devised
by the late Col. Lambkin have given excellent re-

sults and were less painful than other formula and
in no case in Mr. Power's wards were they followed
by troublesome symptoms. Of course care was
taken to avoid nerves and vessels. It v^'as found bet-

ter to have the creams dispensed in single doses, in

hermetically sealed tubes and to sterilize the syringe
by boiling in olive oil immediately before use ; the
cream and oil mix well, but when water is used for
sterilizing bubbles will form. Col. Lambkin's
method marked a distinct advance and was followed
in detail as to dosage, time of giving, intermitting,

etc. Mr. Power regarded the mercury as curative;

it was well adapted for army, navy, and hospital

practice, but some private patients refused to be in-

jected and then he had recourse to the old per-

chloride with potassium iodide.

Salvarsan had been largely employed in his wards
and he thought highly of it as a remedy for mani-
festations but had always used it in conjunction
with mercury. It arrests the symptoms sooner than
mercury and can be used as a test. It must be
used methodically, injections once every two or four

weeks. Time has to be allowed for the elimina-

tion of the large amount of arsenic. The salvarsan

was given by intravenous injection, the patient being
kept in bed for twelve or fourteen hours previously

and every point in the operation was carefully de-

scribed. As to contraindications some twenty-three
fatalities have been recorded, some due to faulty

technique, others to the moribund state of the pa-

tients or to unfitness for the remedy. The method
seemed safe with reasonable caution. Mr. Power
concluded with a description of the combined
method of treatment from the first stage onwards
to the cure, employing the scientific test to determine
the intermissions of the mercury from time to time

so as to avoid continuing it longer than absolutely

necessary. Still he had to admit that Wassermann's
test is not absolute, as it remains negative in a cer-

tain percentage of cases.

Mr. Ernest Lane agreed that salvarsan was a
valuable remedy, though having treated 300 cases

its effects seemed less striking than some had al-

leged. Mercury would cure if given long enough;
the two years commonly advised was not enough

—

he had recommended seven years. Salvarsan must
be given with great care to prevent accident. In

one case the needle was passed through the distal

wall of the vein, resulting in edema of the whole
arm for a fortnight. Fatal cases had been recorded.

He had treated seventeen cases with neo-salvarsan,

which is very soluble in water and causes a slighter

reaction, but it caused the symptoms to disappear

in the same way as salvarsan. Another prepara-

tion—Joha—was introduced as a mode of giving

salvarsan intramuscularly and said not to cause

necrosis, pain, or toxic symptoms. But one case

was in bed three weeks after it with pain in both

legs.

Mr. Hutchinson said salvarsan ought to be given
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in distilled water. In a fatal case an acid solution

was used—much more dangerous than an alkaline.

Mercury cured 70 per cent, in two years, according

to the Wassermann test. It did not much matter in

what form it was given, if the patient were only kept

under the influence long enough. Salvarsan acted

more speedily, and seeing the possibilities ahead one
needed rapidity. Bone pains and cephalalgia disap-

peared quickly. It was valuable in malignant cases.

but disappointed him in deafness and keratitis.

Mr. McDonagh agreed to the necessity of dis-

tilled water, but further insisted it should be re-

distilled immediately before using. He had given
neo-salvarsan in 200 cases and preferred it, but its

effects should be reinforced by mercury.
Mr. Yearsley found in the deaf schools of the

County Council that 39 cases out of 576 cases of ac-

quired deafness were those of congenital syphilis.

General treatment seemed useless against that symp-
tom. Repeated blistering seemed of some use.

Mr. C. F. Marshall in a written contribution

(read by Mr. Power) expressed satisfaction with the

treatment by mercury and potassium iodide, to

which well established method he had so far ad-

hered.

The Biennial Health Exhibition and Conference
has been held during the last four days. A number of

interesting exhibits connected with hygiene were on
view, among them quite a collection illustrating the

care of infants (the subject of the first day's confer-

ence), recumbent invalid lifting methods, useful

cheaply made carrying chairs, a model of a shelter

for consumptives, etc. The first paper was on "In-

fant Consultations," and the discussion or confer-

ence on this rather equivocal expression vk^as a strong

condemnation of artificial feeding. One speaker

said a mixed feeding was unmitigated nonsense.

Tuberculosis, Dr. Kelynade urged, was best attacked

in the child when the chief opportunity of preventive

measures was available. So with deafness, which
Mr. Yearsley urged was to a large extent preventa-

ble. Professor Kenwood had a paper on "Rural
Housing," and the health promoting agencies in

metropolitan areas were also passed in review. The
subjects dealt with yesterday, the concluding confer-

ence, included "Need for a Hospital for the Middle
Classes at Moderate Fees," and the care and con-

trol of the feeble-minded.

The select committee of the House of Commons
on the sale and advertisement of patent medicines

was occupied during the whole of one day in the

examination of Dr. Alfred Cox, secretary of the

British Medical Association. He has not held that

position very long and may possibly have over-

looked some things which have attracted the atten-

tion of others. I am certainly surprised at some of

his testimony, although as a whole it was correct

and straightforward. He said it had been estimated

that in 1908 the money spent on advertised remedies

amounted to £2,500,000, a sum sufficient to maintain

40,000 hospital or sanatorium beds. He submitted a

memorandum on behalf of the association which
proposes that the name and quantity of the con-

stituents shall be placed on the label of every packet

of proprietary medicines, which shall be also sub-

ject to the Food and Drugs Act. Advertisements

or labels with false description would be an offense

and the Home Secretary would be required to prose-

cute.

Yesterday Mr. E. F. Harrison, expert analyst.

gave evidence as to the composition of these adver-

tised medicines, which ought to be an eye-opener to

the public. In one of which was sold at £2 los, the

value of the constituents did not exceed 2 pence

halfpenny. Another which would cost perhaps 3
pence to make up was sold at 13 shillings.

The insurance dispute has made no further

progress. Other interests besides the doctors are

making protests. Last night the Albert Hall was
packed with ladies and domestic servants and an

overflow meeting had to be held. The strongest

expressions were employed and resolutions of re-

sistance carried by acclamation. The Government
continues its course. A chief medical officer to the

commissioners has been appointed. An independent

accountant has undertaken to investigate the condi-

tions and remuneration of practitioners in half a

dozen towns. On its completion possibly better

terms may be offered. Meantime it is hinted that in

default of agreement Mr. Lloyd George will be un-

moved and will give to insured persons the money
assigned for medical benefits, and let them make
their own terms.

Sir John Logan Campbell, M.D., F. R. P. S. Eel,

popularly known as the "Father of New Zealand,"

died at Auckland on June 21 in his ninety-fifth

year. He was one of the founders of Auckland,

born at Edinburgh, where he graduated, and then

entered the E. I. Co.'s service, remaining in it until

1839. In 1840 he went to New Zealand, and in 1855

became superintendent of Auckland Province, and in

the next year was a minister without portfolio. He
organized the New Zealand Rifle Corps, maintained

the Free School of Art at his own expense, was
chairman of the Education Board, and a founder

of the New Zealand Bank. He was mayor of Auck-
land the year of the royal visit and presented it

with a park. The next year he was knighted.

The death in his eighty-first year of Deputy Sur-

geon General William Watson, I.M.S., retired, on

June 16, recalls the story of his heroic action dur-

ing the Indian mutiny. In a retreat on account of

failure of ammunition a soldier fell wounded in a

position where there was no conveyance available.

Watson retraced his steps alone, picked up the

wounded man and carried him on his back. He re-

ceived a wound himself on the scalp and suffered

from brain fever. On recovering consciousness his

first inquiry was for the rescued soldier.

Dr. W. L. Reid, who formerly served in the Light

Dragoons, has died at Ealing, aged 91.

OUR LETTER FROM CUBA.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE BUBO.VIC PLAGUE THE .VEGRO UPRISING EF-

FECT OF ANTITYPHOID INNOCUL.^TION.

Havana. July 7, 1912.

Shortly following the announcement of the ex-

istence of bubonic plague in the neighboring Island

of Porto Rico, several suspicious cases have been

discovered in this city. On July 6 the National

Commission of Infectious Diseases, to which .Agra-

monte and Guiteras belong, diagnosed a case in a

Spanish laborer as positive. This is, so far, the

only positive case yet found, but there are reasons

to think that three previous fatal cases had the same
origin. Two of the cases had been diagnosed as

pneumonic in type, and another one as septicemic in

character. The fact that these patients were of the

same social class and that they lived in the near

vicinity of the man in whom the plague was diag-

nosed, as well as the evidence attained by their liv-

ing in the maritime district, go far to make us sus-
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pect the bubonic plague nature of all four cases,

ihe ileakh Department has taken strong meas-

ures to erauicale ail rats and to completely clean up
the entire city. Fumigation has been carried on in

an extensive area and even the presidential resi-

dence and several large newspaper buildings have

been included in this measure.

Five cents is paid for each dead rat, and large

squads of sanitary employees under the command
of Dr. A. G. Dominguez, are employed in order to

carry on with great energy . the rat destruction.

W ord has just been received in sanitary circles that

Dr. von Esdorf of the Marine Hospital Service and
an old friend of Cuba, has been sent by the United

States authorities to help us in the fight against

bubonic plague.

Yersin's serum has been injected in the case of

Mendez Guerra, the Spanish patient now under
treatment, and our sanitary authorities, under the

command of Dr. \'arona Suarez, secretary of health,

seem to have the situation well in hand. Reports

of the whole island are satisfactory, as no case has

been reported from any of the cities and small

towns.
Our impression is that the dreaded disease will

not gain foothold in Cuba, as a strict quarantine

has been established and the prophylactic campaign
is being energetically carried out.

The negro revolution which broke out on May
20 in Oriente Province, has been greatly exagger-
ated. Over 5,000 negroes took to the woods and
the Government sent against them about 6.000

regular soldiers and rural guards. Less than

twenty of these died as a result of gunshot wounds,
the casualties on the negro side being conservative-

ly estimated as over 3,000.

The fact that no cases of typhoid occurred in the

army goes well to prove the efficiency of the anti-

typhoid immunizing serum which had been usetl in

a large number of soldiers several months before

the revolution broke out.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

THE PROPOSED UNIVERSITY OF FRANKFORT-ON-THE-
M.AIN—TRU.\NCY .\XD NOCTURX.-M. \ AG.\B0Xn.\GE

CONGRESS ON ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY—POLIOMYE-
LITIS—TENDON TRANSPLANTATION.

Bdrlin, April 20. 1912.

There has recently arisen in the organization of

universities in Germany an idea that is entirely new
in German scientific circles. For the first time a

city steps forward as the founder of a university.

Frankfort-on-the-Main is seeking to accomplish in

this line what the State has already done. A large

number of scientific institutions and hospitals will

be united into one university, which will include the

Academy of Social and Industrial Sciences ; the

city of Frankfort ; the Institute of Common \\'el-

fare; various foundations, including that established

by Speyer : the Senkenberg Society of Naturalists,

and various medical institutions. The university

will give collegiate a-s well as postgraduate courses.

It is planned that professors in their research work
will be unhampered by the needs of administrative

supervision and of conducting examinations. There
will be five faculties : those of law, medicine, philos-

ophy, natural science, and social and industrial

science. The government of the uniA-ersity will

consist of two bodies, composed of 32 and 16 mem-
bers, respectively, and consisting of representatives

of the city, of the consiiituent bodies, and of the

various faculties. The consent of the municipal
council is the only step that remains before there is

established the twenty-second German university.

Truancy and nocturnal vagabondage was the sub-

ject of an interesting discourse by Dr. Stier before

the Society for the Care of Weakminded Children.

Truancy and night wandering are very common in

Berlin. The frequent consequences' of these prac-

tices are in boys criminality and in girls prostitution.

The treatment of the evil depends upon the deter-

mination of its causes. In the milder cases the

cause is the love for adventure; in the more pro-

nounced cases it is an inherited psychopathic con-

stitution. A thorough study of these cases is being
conducted in the psychiatric division of the Charitee
under die direction of Ziehen. Frequently a stay

of two or three weeks in the Charitee is sufficient to

cure these cases. In other instances special schools,

in which the children are given individual attention,

are of value. In all cases the children should get

sufficient sleep, including rest in bed during the day-
time after the school exercises. Bad cases must be

sent to correctional institutions.

The season of the big congresses is past. The
number of papers keeps on increasing, so that a
brief summary of the proceedings is extremely dif-

ficult. At the eleventh congress of the German So-
ciety of Or.hopedic Surgery the subject for discus-

sion was poliomyelitis and the speakers were Krause
of Bonn and Lange of Munich. The former had
the opportunity of observing the recent epidemic
of this disease in the Rhine provinces. The disease

broke out during the late summer and early fall

among groups of children chiefly from two to three

years of age. after an incubation period of fro.n

five to ten days. Only 20 per cent, of the cases re-

covered completely. Among 800 cases there were
150 abortive cases. Professor Lange discussed the

orthopedic treatment. In the early stage the en-

forcement of rest to the paralyzed parts', preferably

with the aid of plaster-of-Paris, is indicated. This
serves to afford an early relief to the pain. At a
later stage electricity, massage, and the application

of warmth are indicated. For the prevention of

contractures celluloid splint.s' shoi'Id be used. For
the treatment of contractures tlie measure recom-
mended is tendon-transplantation, which, however,
should not be employed in children under four years

of age. Of exceptional value is the union in con-

tinuity of the transplanted with the paralyzed
nuiscle. Early motion is necessary. Paraffin sub-

limate silk and o.xycyanide silk are efficient in the

prevention of stitch abscesses. The knots of the

stitches should be flattened out in order to avoid

the effects of pressure. The after treatment re-

quires immobilizadon for six weeks by means' of

plaster-of-Paris. Tendon-transplantation has pro-

duced such good results as to be ranked a-rong the

greatest achievements of modern orthopedic sur-

gerv.

The Subcutaneous Cellular Tissue in the Defense of
the Organism of the Child.—F. Maillot states that the
suhcutaneou? cellular tissue plays an important part in the
general nutrition and defense of the organism of the
child. This part may be disturbed by hypertrophy or
atrophy of its anatomical elements, coupled with obesity,

lymphatism, or cache.xia. Lymphatism causes localizations

of infections; atrophy and cache.xia predispose to general-
ization of tlie infection and septicemia. Dystrophies of this

cellular tissue explain the gravity of infections of cuta-
neous origin in the child. This shows the necessity of
avoiding infections in children especially' in the atrophic
and cachectic.

—

Le Progrcs Medical.
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Prngrrafi of MpJJiral ^rttttrp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

July 4, 1912

1. Kemote Metastases Following Cancer of the Breast. J. C. Hub-
bard.

2. Blood and Stool Examinations in a Company of Philippine

Scouts. E. S. Tenney.
3. Theories as to the Causation of Monsters. C. J. Kickham.

On Suppurations of the Urinary Tract.

4. Suppurations of the Urethra, Prostate and Seminal Vesicles. H.
Terry.

5. Suppurations of the Urinary Bladder. H. C. Pitts.

6. Suppurative Lesions of the Kidney and Ureter. O. C. Sniiili.

7. Three Unusual Cases of Appendicitis. G. W. .Morse.

8. The Operative Treatment of Spina Bifida, wilh Report of a

Case. L. G. Paul.

1. Remote Metastases Following Mammary Cancer.

—J. C. Jiubbard has collected from tlie hterature liie

reports of 1,952 cases of mammary cancer with a sec-

ondary growth in the opposite breast in a little over 9

per cent, of the cases. The thoracic orgcns. as one would

naturally expect, are frequently involved. In 28 cases

occurring in the years 1909 and 1910, there were 22 cases

in which the thoracic organs were affected. Of the

abdominal organs, the liver is by far the one most fre-

quently involved. The kidney, however, is least frequently

involved. The relative frequency of the involvement of

the different organs is often quite unreliable when de-

termined clinically. The figures made from autopsy

findings should alone be accepted. The following statis-

tics demonstrate this clearly. Campiche, Lazarus, and

Barlow collected from 1858 to 1903, 1,110 cases in which

no autopsy was made. From these cases there was said to be

a metastasis of the liver recognized during life in nine cases,

and in the kidney in but one. In a series of 410 cases with a

post-mortem e.xamination, the liver was involved in 202

cases, and tlie kidney in i—a vastly higher percentage.

The same difficulty occurs when one tries to consider the

figures of secondary growth in the skeleton. The skeleton

is scarcely ever examined unless there are clinical evi-

dences drawing particular attention to a definite bone. In

these same 1,1 10 cases the vertebrae were involved but

three times, and the femur was involved but nine times

clinically, while in the 470 cases exaiuined with the micro-

scope the vertebne were involved 32 times and the femur

was involved 28 times. Ribbert states that bone metastases

in females most commonly follow cancer of the breast,

while in the male they are secondary to cancer of the

prostate, and the cellular type more often involves the

bone secondarily than the scirrhous form. The bone

metastasis may be the only one present in the body, the

other organs being free. With a bone metastasis, spon-

taneous fracture is of course liable to occur, and is often

the first symptom of any trouble. Metastases of the brain

occur in 15 per cent, of all cases.

2. Blood and Stool Examinations in Philippine

Scouts.—E. S. Tenney lias noted tlie prevalence of in-

testinal parasitic infection in a very large percentage of

Filipinos, even when living under the favorable con-

ditions of the soldier. " The average Filipino can harbor a

variety of intestinal parasites without any apparent detri-

ment to his general health. Uncinariasis is common, but

seldom causes any definite symptoms. Filariasis is not of

frequent occurrence.

3. Causation of Monstrosities.—C. J. Kickham states

that the causation of monstrosities by supernatural means

(as understood by the ancients') is without foundation.

Maternal impressions such as trauma or nervous shock

may have much weight. Hybridity need not be consid-

ered. Pressure exerted by adhesive bands on the funis,

or as the result of trauma, are no doubt the cause of some

deformities. Changes in the amnion, no matter what

the reason, are acknowledged to be a most certain cause

of many types. Some of the minor abnormalities may
be the result of disturbances in the fetal period: but the

majority of monstrosities can be accounted for only by

morbid iniluences acting on the embryo itself or the

germinal cells.

4. Suppurations of the Urethra, Prostate, and Sem-
inal Vesicles.—H. Terry states that pus may mingle

with the urine because of- urethritis, acute or chronic,

due to the gonococcus or other irritant, prostatitis, sem-

inal vesiculitis, stone in the prostatic urethra, neoplasms

or ulcers in the urethra; or because of inflammation under

a long foreskin. Stone in the prostatic urethra is not

common. Inflammations of the prostate and seminal

vesicles are the most frequent and important causes of

pus in the urine originating in the genital tract. The
possibility of tuberculous inflammations of the organs

should be thought of.

5. Suppurations of the Urinary Bladder.— il. I'.

Pitts states that in considering the source of pus found

in urine drawn from the bladder, it is necessary to elim-

inate the kidneys and ureters and the deep urethra. This

done one has, first, the bladder wall itself to look to and,

second, some pus cavity in the surrounding tissues or in

a neighboring organ, emptying into the bladder. Pus from

the bladder wall itself is the direct result of an infection,

and an infection of the bladder wall is always accom-

panied by pus. The immediate cause of an infection

is the presence of one or more varieties of bacteria: the

predisposing cause, an insult to the bladder mucosa.

Many infections take place as a direct extension down-

ward from the upper urinary tract, or as an extension

upward from the deep urethra. Organisms may be car-

ried to the bladder directly on dirty instruments, or from

an infected urethra by instruments, and the instrument

that carries the infection may produce the insult that

makes its spread possible. Bacteria excreted through the

kidneys may find lodgment in the bladder, and again

there may be an infection of the bladder by organisms

passing through the tissues from the bowel. .\ hemato-

genous infection of the bladder is conceivable and prob-

ably does occur at times.

8. Operative Treatment of Spina Bifida.— L. G. Paul

emphasizes the following points in regard to the treat-

ment of spina bifida: (i) Do not operate if the patient

is mentally defective, or if marked paralysis exists.

(2) Do not operate on very young babies unless rupture

has occurred, or is imminent. (3) Raise the foot of the

operating table so that the patient's head will be low,

and intracranial pressure maintained. (4) See that the

sac is free from nerve elements before ligating the

pedicle. (s) .\ small, temporary drain, down to the

lumbar fascia, is advisable.

New York Medical Journal.
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I. Rotation Treatment of Scaliosis.— .^. Mackenzie

I'orbes presents this as a new method for the treatment

of structural scoliosis. Treatment by torsion, according

to this method, aims at the unfolding of the deformity

with the production of physiological scoliosis on the

side reverse to that of the greatest deformity. By means

of torsion there may be obtained a correction of the

deformity without that lateral pressure which, theo-

retically, at least, is so greatly to be deplored in the

treatment of a compound deformity, of which a crushing,

or a narrowing of the thorax is a most important part.

The author states that treatment bv this method has
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been successful. Brilliant results are not claimed, but

such cannot be expected in the treatment of an organic

deformity which has baffled the wisdom of ages. The
application of the first jacket is often followed by an
increase in height of one or more inches. On the re-

moval of the first and subsequent jackets, a decided im-

provement is often noticed. The routine treatment is to

change the jacket every six weeks.

2. Gastric Crises of Tabes.—J. Friedenwald and T.
F. Leitz report their observations in a series of forty-two

cases of tabes in which attacks of gastric crises occurred.

The patients were all males, whose ages ranged from
twenty-nine to sixty-four years. The attacks of gastric

crises were noted five times as an initial symptom. Severe
pain was noted in eleven cases, was moderate in nine

cases, and severe and sometimes moderate, in twenty-two
instances. Severe attacks of vomiting were observed in

twenty-three instances, moderate in twelve, and severe
and again moderate in seven cases. The general heahh
of the patient was affected as a result of the crises in

twenty-five instances in the series ; the general health

was not affected in seventeen. The gastric secretion was
examined both during the crises and in the interval. The
secretion was obtained during the crises of thirty-five

patients ; it contained a normal amount of acid in six

cases, while hyperchlorhydria existed in thirteen; hypo-
chlorhydria was present in ten, and the gastric secre-

tion was variable in its acidity in six cases. The gastric

secretion was secured during the interval of the attacks

in thirty-six cases. There was a normal acidity in four-

teen instances, hyperchlorhydria in twelve, and hypochloi-

hydria in ten. If the cases are classified according to the

plan of Sainton and Trenc, six cases would fall in the

mild variety, that form accompanied by pain, but with

little vomiting. Of the abortive variety, there were nine

cases of the vomiting form and five of the gastralgic. Of
the severe variety there were three cases; this is the

form accompanied by extreme pain and collapse. In the

complicated variety there was one with hematemesis, and
there were four with hypersecretion. In the abnormal
variety, that form with very frequent repetition of at-

tacks, there were three cases, and in the variety altet-

nating or associated with the other symptoms, eleven.

3. Neurasthenia in the United States.—J. Madison
Taylor states that in the United States there is a wide-

spread evidence of constitutional susceptibility to factors

of exhaustion. The fundamental agency in the pro-

duction of nervous irritability, or subversion of vital

energies, is to be found in peculiarities of climate not

adequately reckoned with, and their corollary, careless

omissions to observe economic modes of life, whereby the

hurtfulness of local climatic conditions can be escaped.

While this holds true for all types of people, it is of

special consequence for blonds. Among blonds, espe-

cially in the third and fourth generations, are notable

instances of neurasthenia to be found in tropical and sub-

tropical countries. Lombroso's tables, showing the monthly
genesis of insanity in Europe, bring out the fact that by
far the largest number of instances (nearly double) occur

from April to August inclusive ; least in January and
February. Suicide is vastly more common from April

to August (most in June and July) with a marked in-

crease on hot days, and especially humid ones. Conscience

becomes dulled, loss of temper explosive and extreme,

during protracted heat, constituting a gradual debase-

ment by environment. Such effects are especially notice-

able in the very young and very old, and more so in

women than in men. All these facts are related by
numerous and competent observers. If the foregoing

postlulates can be sustained, then the remedial measures

appear to be obvious and urgent. Methods of life should

be adopted designed to meet these and similar exigencies.

As soon as the summer solstice is estabhshed, hours for

work should be changed, beginning earlier by an hour,

with an extra hour or more at midday devoted to rest

—

siesta. This is especially urgent for those who work in

the sun. For all, the hours of work in midsummer ought
to be fewer.

5. Medical Education in Europe and America.—A.

L. Soresi states that in Austria, France, and Germany,
education is exclusively a governmental institution. The
government pays for the maintenance of every school,

including medical colleges. Every position on the teach-

ing staff is open to the widest competition. In every city

of a certain size there is a medical college, but only one,

no matter how large the population. In Berlin, Paris, and
Vienna there is one medical college, representing in this

way all that those cities and the government are able

to do in the line of medical education. The hospitals

belong to the city, and by special agreement with the

medical faculties the different professors are enabled to

pick up whatever clinical material they require for teach-

ing purposes. Each official professor has special hospital

accommodations, by which patients are kept under his

care for teaching purposes, and patients are very anxious

to be under such care, because they know that they

have the very best of treatment and assistance. Every

professor is appointed through the widest competition,

after having been for some years assistant to some other

professor or prkvt doacnt or professeur agregc.

8. Treatment of Chancroids.—R. M. Toll recom-
mends the following treatment : Wash the ulcer with a

I to 1,000 bichloride solution and dry thoroughly with a

cotton swab. Apply a drop of 4 per cent, cocaine solu-

tion. After a minute touch up the raw surface with pure

phenol and follow in ten seconds with alcohol. That is

all. No powders or dressings of any kind are required.

Instruct the patient to return in three days. It is aston-

ishing how much improved the ulcer will be. The raw
area will be smaller and shallower and surrounded by

sloping, healthy skin—giving it the appearance of a

miniature crater at the top of a minature volcano. Re-

peat the same treatment to the raw surface remaining,

and continue so every three days until the ulcer is entirely

healed. This will occur after five or six treatments, with-

out leaving a sign of any previous infection.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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The Functions of the Large Intestine. W. B. Cannon.
A New Method of Suturing Blood-Vessels. J. S. Horsley.
A Prostatic Study. G. Kolischer.
A Case of Pityriasis Rubra (Hebra). H. J. F. Wallhauser.
Cancerous Degeneration in Chronic Leg Ulcer. W. S. Gottheil.
Successive Cowpox Vaccination. T. Rosenfeld.
Transplantation of the Human Cornea Previously Preserved
in an .Antiseptic Fluid. .-X. Magitot.

Modern Obstetrics, with Relation to the General Practitioner.
the Student, tbe Midwife and the Specialist. E. P. Davis.

Reading a Book-Page Instantaneously; A Case of Unique Visual
Power. G. M. Gould.

Factors of Safety in Operating for Exophthalmic Goiter. C. H.
Mayo.

Some Observations on Catharsis. E. P. Quain.
Intraabdominal Pressure: Its Importance in Maintaining Static
Hquilibrium and the Kecessity of Conforming to Its Laws in

tbe Restoration of Organs to Their Normal Positions. J. R.
Goffe.

A Plea for an Earlier Diagnosis of Pellagra. M. L. Ravitch.
Report of a Case of Gonorrheal Pyelitis. L. C. Lehr.
Cesarean Section on a Ranch. T. L. Harrison.

1. The Functions of the Large Intestine.—By W. B.

Cannon. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page 1248.)

2. New Method of Suturing Blood Vessels.—By J.

S. Horsley. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page

1250.)

3. Prostatectomy.—G. Kolischer, after referring to

the work of Zuckerkandl and Tandler on the anatomy

of the prostate gland, says that considering that the hyper-

trophied part of the prostate is always that which is

closest to the bladder, it is obvious that the suprapubic
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method ought to be the one chosen. The fact that the

"surgical capsule" is composed of compressed and atro-

phied glandular tissue furnishes a point as to the way
access should be gained to the tumor to be enucleated.

It emphasizes even more the rule that the covering of

the prostate, the vesical mucosa, and the "surgical cap-

sule" should not be perforated by boring with the finger

but by incision with the knife. The author is convinced

that operating in the dark has something to do with

postoperative hemorrhage. The operator deprives him-

self of the opportunity of seeing and attending to the

small spurting arteries. The digging out of the prostate

in the dark, with a good deal of force as a rule, may
be a source of still more dangerous hemorrhage. The
forcible pulling inside the bladder may lead to the de-

taching of the anterior part of the viscus from its con-

nections and to the rupturing of the big vein located

thereabouts. The preservation of the verumontanum and

of the ejaculatory ducts which the author claims in his

operation can be proven clinically and by ocular evidence.

Some patients e.xperience marked increase of sexual power

and the author has at his disposal seven urethroscopic

findings after suprapubic enucleation in which the veru-

montanum and the openings of the ducts could be seen

through the urethroscope.

4. Pityriasis Rubra (Hebra).—H. J. F. Wallhauser
reports a case of pityriasis ruba with a discussion of the

pathological findings. Hebra emphasized the fatality of

the disease though some writers have since mentioned

cases that recovered. A thorough microscopic examinna-

tion after death was made in this case. The most im-

portant condition calling attention to the grave character

of the disease was the degeneration found in the vessel

walls. Comparing the general findings and clinical course

of the disease, one can assume that the process primarily

involved the capillaries, as is evidenced by the early

hyperemia gradually involving the vessel walls in an ob-

structive hyperplasia followed by degeneration ; thus ac-

counting for the gradually deepening color of the hyper-

emia due to the deposit of blood pigment in the corium.

The atrophic changes are also accounted for as the result

of the hardening of the vessels and consequent malnu-

trition. The peculiar progressive character of the ulcer-

ation was explained as follows : The primary pea-sized

ulcer developed as the result of the obliteration of a

small arteriole, apparently remaining quiescent until sev-

eral neighboring branches shared in the process of occlu-

sion, then coalesced and finally extended down through

the underlying tissues as the deeper vessels became in-

volved. From the microscopic findings one can assume

that in pityriasis ruba one has a condition producing

changes in the histological structure of the skin of a

permanent character, and until some remedy is found

or the etiological factor is isolated and controlled these

cases will nearly, if not always, substantiate the prognosis

as advanced by Hebra.

5. Cancerous Degeneration in Chronic Leg Ulcer.—
W. S. Gottheil reports three cases of cancerous degen-

eration of a chronic leg ulcer. He finds the literatuic

of such cases very scanty though some textbooks men-

tion the subject in a casual way. In spite of the constant

irritation and other unfavorable conditions which sug-

gest that cancer might develop from such ulcerations,

cancer seems to be one of the rarest of their consequences.

6. Cowpox Vaccination.—J. Rosenfeld has found, in

confirmation of the results obtained by von Pirquet, that

the papilla formation in cowpox vaccination is a local

phenomenon. The independent development of each in-

fected point as evidenced by the time of onset, the dura-

tion, and other local manifestations bear out this point.

It is a local reaction, however, only until the maximum
of development is attained. Involution begins simul-

taneously in all points in whatever stage of local develop-

ment they may happen to be. Therefore, the involution

may be regarded as due to a general reaction or change

in the organism. The area formation is undoubtedly a

general reaction on the part of the organism. This is

clearly protrayed in the simultaneous formation of area

in all points in successive vaccinations at the same time

with a rise in body temperature and other signs of con-

stitutional disturbances which are in general correspond-

ing in degree to the extent and intensity of the area

formation.

7. Transplantation of Human Cornea.—A. Magitot

states that the proof of tlie vital condition of the pre-

served and transplanted cornea lies in the fact that

although a pterygium returned after removal it grew

only to the edges of the graft, whose tissues must have

had sufficient vitality to defend themselves. It must,

finally, be noticed that the eye which furnished the graft

was in a state of hypertension, the cornea being anesthet-

ized and cloudy. The cloudiness disappeared after being

a few hours in the preserving liquid. Eyeballs affected

by absolute glaucoma may, therefore, be utilized for this

operation. As far as the technique of the operation is

concerned, the author still believes that partial keratoplasty

is the best method and that it is not necessary to make a

large opening in the opaque cornea. No suture is nec-

essary; the operation must be performed at the center of

the cornea and one need not have the incisions extend into

the conjunctiva.

9. Reading a Book Page Instantaneously.—G. M.

Gould reports a case of unique vision in which an indi-

vidual was able to read at one glance the entire page

of a book. The ability began to show itself in middle

life, becoming more perfect as age advanced. The mental

functions were unusually well developed. The man was

exceptionally learned, his memory almost faultless. The
case is explained by the author as follows : Some time

during the middle years of the individual's life the mac-

ular region of the retina of the right eye was destroyed

by choroiditis due to eyestrain. The fixing part of the

retina was obliterated. The left eye was not diseased

and continued the perfection of macular or central vision.

By long, unconscious and forced exercise the healthy

zone of the right retina was educated to such a degree

as to be able to receive and transmit to the brain the

image of the entire page except that part falling on the

destroyed central portion. This was naturally supplied

in perfection by the macular region of the left eye. The

central visual center thus received the entire photo-

graph of the object seen made complete by the comple-

menting action of the two eyes. It seems impossible to

the author that, with retained macular function of l)oth

eyes, such a marvelous extension of synchronous peri-

pheral vision could be acquired.

10. Factors of Safety in Operations for Exophthal-

mic Goiter.—C. H. Mayo notes that these operations

were formerly attended with a large mortality, but the

recognition of these factors of safety is shown today

by the lessened mortality of from I to 4 per cent. The

estimated proportion of cures is about 75 per cent.,

though some of the symptoms may persist to a minor

degree but not enough to affect the working ability or

general health. Within the past year the Mayos have

operated on a consecutive series of 278 cases without a

single death which the author believes is due to taking

advantage of the so-called "factors of safety." These

are given as follows: (i) As regards operating during

periods of exacerbation or excessive activity of the dis-

ease; the mortality in these cases is frequently high;

one should employ in these cases only the medical treat-

ment, i.e. rest, .ar-rays, etc., with attention to the heart,

stomach and intestines according to the indications pre-
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sented by the individual case, until the exacerbation of

symptoms subsides. (2) Gastric crises and acute delirium

are serious manifestations and operations should not be

done until the conditions have subsided. (3) Dilatation

of the heart which exceeds i inch is a serious condition,

while that of ij^ inches will give a percentage of un-

avoidable mortality for the radical operation of thyroid.-

ectomy. (4) Ligation as a method of surgical treat-

ment has an accredited position in the treatment, and in

the early stages patients are sometimes wonderfully im-

proved by simple double ligation, (s) Serious risks are

treated by a single ligation of the vessels at the upper
left pole. The reaction is about three-quarters as severe

as from a double ligation, but the missing one-fourth is

an element of safety. If the reaction be very severe a

second ligation of the right upper pole is made a week
later and the reaction following this is slighter. If it

is not severe at this second operation the right lobe,

isthmus, and possibly a portion of the left lobe are re-

moved. In some cases of extreme emaciation, yet with

a temporary fair or improved condition, a double ligation

is made at the one operation. In several hundred patients

the average gain of weight after ligation was twenty-
two pounds within four months. At this time a thyroid-

ectomy of one-half or three-fourths of the gland can

be done with small risk. Ligation of vessels should be

made close to or including some of the pole itself to

prevent reversal of circulation through anastomoses of
the inferior artery. Thyroidectomy of three-fifths or

more of the gland is indicated in most chronic cases in

which dilatation of the heart does not exceed one inch

and in which there are no complications. The small per-

centage of relapses within one or more years after

partial thyroidectomy should have the benefit of fur-

ther operation. The primary procedure should be liga-

tion of the vessels at the superior pole. If this is not

successful a part of the gland can be excised later with

but little risk. Ether preceded by atropine and morphine
is the anesthetic of choice, but if there is extreme nerv-

ousness scopolamine is used, and the worst type of

cases with heart and kidney disease are operated on with

local anesthesia or have the benefit of Crile's prepara-

tion—injecting a local anesthetic into the operative field

in addition to the other preparations before ether is given.

11. Catharsis.—E. P. Quain states that the function

of peristalsis is not limited to the propulsion of intes-

tinal contents but also aids in causing circulatory changes
aiding absorption and a more rapid assimilation of ab-

sorbed products. Hence, if pathological products exist

in the intestines, increased peristalsis may aggravate the

symptoms and in acute inflammations within the abdo-

men, nature's effort is to subdue peristalsis about the

infected region. Hence nothing should be done to in-

crease it. The author criticises the common use of

salines as tending to destroy the bactericidal properties

of the intestinal secretions, and calomel comes under
similar condemnation to some extent. When a cathartic

is necessary oil is probably the least harmful to the

mucosa. All of the author's fatal cases of acute appendi-

citis, with or without surgical intervention, had. without

exception, received and retained some active cathartic at

the beginning of the disease, while abdominal inflamma-

tions similarly unpromising that recovered had not suf-

fered from the factor of purgation. Patients coming for

abdominal operation in emergency without previous prepa-

ration suffer less from gas distention than those that

have been carefully prepared beforehand, and this is

attributed to the use of cathartics in the preliminary

treatment.

12. Intraabdominal Pressure.—J Riddle Goffe di-

rects attention to one new feature in the discussion of

intraabdominal pressure, namely, that of the reflecting

and deflecting planes which determine the direction that

shall be taken by the resultant of all the component
forces. For many years the author has been teaching

the action of the posterior wall of the uterus and the

broad ligaments as a deflecting plane of intraabdominal

pressure, as it enters the pelvis. The purpose and the

physiological function of the many muscular ligaments

which the uterus possesses had long been a conundrum,
but in the light of their function in regulating the angle

of the deflecting plane of the uterus and its broad liga-

ments, the whole subject becomes clear. The uterus is

successively lifted up by the bladder and twisted about

on its longitudinal axis by a full sigmoid either to the

right or left and, therefore, keeps its ligaments busy
maintaining a proper face or plane to intraabdominal

pressure which expands itself on this surface, not only

in extreme effort, but with the frequency and force of

every respiration. In all operations for the restoration

of the uterus to its normal position, in cases of dis-

placement, attention must be given at all times to the

restoration of this deflecting plane in order to restore

physiological function and thereby permanency of result.

This is best accomplished by utilizing both the round
and the uterosacral ligaments. In the use of the pessary

the same principle is involved; the retroversion pessary.

in order to be efficient, must reach up sufficiently high

above the cervix to take in the slack in the uterosacral

ligaments as well as the posterior fornix vaginae. At
the same time, it must not be so long that it cannot yield

to intraabdominal pressure sufficiently to permit the uterus

to tilt up and deflect the pressure back into the axis

of the pelvic outlet. The importance of restoring this

physiological deflecting plane of the uterus and broad

ligaments is most conspicuous in operations for the relief

of procidentia with its accompanying complications of

rectocele and cvstocele.

Case of Paralysis of the Left Third Cranial Nerve
Associated with Left-sided Headache.—D. Hall reports
the case of a zinc worker, aged jo ; family history good;
previous health good ; married over three years ; one
healthy child, aged 2%; one miscarriage one year ago;
no history of venereal disease. Present illness: On
January 17, 1909, "a pain caught him right across the
head." The pain lasted for six weeks and was more
severe on the left side. After this gradual paralysis of
the left third nerve set in : first diplopia, then complete
ptosis; later the ptosis cleared up and the diplopia became
troublesome again, and has not left him. He then began to

have attacks of left-sided headache with nausea without
any of the usual phenomena, and the third nerve paralysis

became complete. Present state : The ptosis is now clear-

ing up under mercury and iodine. There are no physical
signs of disease other than the left third palsy. Wasser-
mann tests in the blood and cerebrospinal fluid were both
negative.

—

Proceedings of Hie Royal Sneiety of .\fediciiie.

Reactions of the Blood in Carcinoma.—J. A. Shaw-
Mackenzie notes that the serum of the blood taken from
cases of carcinoma manifests two important properties:
(A) an increased antitryptic value; (b) a power to accel-

erate the action of pancreatic lipase which is far in excess
of what is found in normal serum. These two reactions
when present together furnish a valuable aid in the diag-
nosis of malignant disease, and their absence excludes the
diagnosis of cancer. After recovery or improvement, or
during a period of quiescence, the accelerating power of
the serum on lipase remains high, or may be even higher
than when the disease is manifest. But under the same
conditions the antitryptic value falls to normal. Such
reactions serve, therefore, to control treatment and to

indicate progress towards recovery or otherwise. The
lipoclastic acceleration is a possible and natural factor in

resistance to disease, in carcinoma and in other condi-
tions. If this suggestion is admitted, serum and sub-

stances which increase this action or protective mechan-
ism are indicated in treatment. Already, although the

cases in mice and men are too few to yield decisive re-

sults, the author has observed a beneficial influence on
malignant disease treated on these lines.

—

Proceedings of
the Royal Society of Medicine.
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A PROJECT OF STATE INSURANCE MO-
NOPOLY IN ITALY.

The principle of State Insurance has developed very

rapidly since the first modest beginnings were made
in the end of the last century. Germany now pos-

sesses a most complicated State insurance system,

including provisions for indemnifying for injury

from accident, disease, etc. The recently proposed
scheme in England, with its old age pensions, medi-

cal attendance provided by the State, etc., is still

the chief topic of political discussion in that coun-

try. Much broader, however, than these is the

scheme of State insurance embodied in the program
of legislation of the present Italian ministry. It

proposes nothing more or less than a State monopoly
in all kinds of life insurance, thus doing away com-
pletely with private enterprise in this branch of

commercial activity.

The reasons brought forward by the ministry in

favoring the project were as follows: (i) Life in-

surance business could be carried on by the State

without much difficulty. There is no necessity of

investing much capital in such industry, no need of

expensive plants or machinery, no constant changes
in organization. The industry depends most upon
the stability of the organization and the confidence

of the people in its honesty and good intentions. The
ministry claims that in these respects the State surely

enjoys marked advantages over any private com-
panies. (2) Competition among private companies
is a detriment to the insured. Such competition

merely means increase of expense.! for advertise-

ment and for agents, and the introduction of va-

rious conditions and clauses in the policy merely

meant to attract "customers" and not to increase the

value of the insurance protection. (3) Life insur-

ance monopoly should prove of great benefit to the

government, for it provides a constant source of

income, and may thus be used as a means of diniin.-

ishing other taxes that fall more heavily upon the

populace.

The project of the ministry met with much op-

position in the Italian House of Representatives.

It was pointed out that State agents could not be

as efifective as agents of private companies in spread-

ing the "gospel of insurance" among the people

;

that uniformity in policies, which will be almost a

necessity under a State monopoly, will not answer
the needs of the various classes of population, which
are now served by different private companies : that

competition among the companies has been of ulti-

mate advantage to the people, reducing rates and
developing new and favorable conditions in the

policies. Finally, that the State has no moral right

to take over a flourishing private industry, just be-

cause that industry may help it over its fiscal em-
barrassment.

These objections have led to a modification of the

project, which originally was very radical in form,

providing for an immediate transfer of all private

insurance business into the hands of the State. The
tninistry is now willing to allow ten years to the

private concerns for winding up their jjusiness and
also to provide for proper reimbursements of the

companies for the loss of their incomes. The pro-

ject is at present a subject of very lively discussion

in the political and business circles of Italy espe-

cially as in its changed form it has finally been ac-

cepted by both chambers of the Italian Congress.

Though in America the agitation for the participa-

tion of the State in insurance industry, beyond mere
supervision, has not been very strong, the question

is of such wide interest that attention of insurance

men is called to this new venture in State monopolies.

.\n article by Dr. Rocca in the Zeitsclirift fiir die

gcsammte Versicherungs-Wissenschaft (Vol. XII,

.\o. T,} contains an able discussion of the subject

and to it we are indebted for many of the data cited.

What the Life Insurance Companies Can Do
to Increase the Physical Welfare of Their Policy-

holders.—Preventive medicine or measures calcu-

lated to prevent disease and preserve health are

rapidly rising in public esteem. Of course, it is

now well recognized by the medical profession that

in preventive rather than in remedial or curative

measures the future of medicine lies. This fact is

also becoming appreciated by the general public, and
Dr. Eugene L. Pisk emphasized this feature of the

situation in an address he delivered before the

American Association of Life Insurance E.xam-
iners at Atlantic City, on June 3, 1912. He is of the

opinion that in the direction of health conservation

the life insurance companies have a large field in

which to work and that their power to prevent

nuich of the needless misery that affects generation

after generation of mankind not only affords these

companies a magnificent opportunity, but imposes

on them a solemn obligation. .\ start has been made
along these lines by the Postal Life Insurance Com-
pany, of which Dr. Fisk is medical director. Dr.

Burnside Foster of St. Paul suggested some three

years ago that the periodic medical examination of

policyholders would be a step in the right direction

and this suggestion modified to the extent of grant-

ing examinations annually instead of quinqi^en-

nially was adopted and incorporated into the Health
Bureau scheme of the Postal Insurance Company.
Health conservation in some form is now practised

by five out of 231 old-line companies and, of course,

the Health Bureau established in the Association of

Life Insurance Presidents, in 1910, is doing valuable

work, but, as Fisk points out, that bureau is en-

gaged chiefly in accumulating information regard-

ing health legislation, health conditions in certain

localities, etc., and the operations are necessarily re-

stricted. It e.xerts no systematic, direct influence

upon policyholders. Moreover, it is hampered in

the scope of its activities by lack of funds, as a

yearly appropriation of $5,000 cannot go very far

in the protection of 20,000,000 people.

Fisk rightly insists that the work of conservation

of health by the insurance companies must be defi-

nite and practical, and in offering a scientific and
practical reason for health conservation in life in-

surance, he believes that the following questions

must be answered: i. Is the present death-rate

among insured lives necessarily a fixed quantity."

2. If not, how can the death-rate among insured

lives be lowered? 3. What will it cost? 4. What
will be the saving in dollars and cents? 5. What
will be the influence upon life-insurance medicine?

6. What public service will be rendered? .\s for

the first question, although some people doubt

whether the present very favorable rate of mortality

among insured lives can be lowered, Fisk holds the

view that the mortality in the average well-managed
company is far higher than it need be, and he illus-

trates this by a chart, derived from the experience

of the United Kingdom Temperance and General

Provident Institution of London, in which it is
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demonstrated that abstainers show a much lower
mortality rate than moderate drinkers. Other com-
panies record like results. Therefore, Fisk argues
that if one hygienic factor alone can lower the mor-
tality in a large body of insured lives, then we are
forced to the conclusion that the death-rate in the

general section of these companies and in all other

companies in which there is an exposure of average
risks, is not a necessity, but could be materially

lowered by superior living-habits. With regard to

question 2, over and above the periodic examina-
tion of policyholders already referred to the author
chiefly pins his faith on the education of the public

in matters hygienic.

The cost would be heavy. In five leading com-
panies, with about 2,230,000 policyholders, the cost

of an educational campaign would be about $150,000
annually. The cost of periodic medical examina-
tions would be a much more serious matter. How-
ever, the ordinary examination, urinary analyses be-

ing made at the home office, can be procured at $2.00
each. Physicians who are members of societies that
will not permit them to make examinations for
insurance for less than $5.00 are perfectly willing

to make these Health Bureau e.xaminations for

$2.00, as they do not present the peculiar difficulties

that are involved in an examination for new insur-

ance. It must be clearly understood that the object
of the system is not alone to detect disease in time to
check or cure it, but to encourage a closer rela-

tionship between policyholders and the medical pro-
fession, thus shielding them from the pernicious in-

fluence of quacks, charlatans, neighbors, patent-
medicine vendors, and temporizing home treatment.
The results of these examinations are, as a rule, made
known to the family physician, with the consent of
the policyholder. Probably not more than ten per
cent, of the policyholders would avail themselves ot
the privilege, at least for a number of years, al-

though many would be influenced to undergo regu-
lar medical examination by their own physicians.
The aggregate cost of periodic medical examina-
tions in five companies with a total of 2,230,000
policyholders would be about $520,000 annually, as-

suming that only 10 per cent, availed themselves of
the examinations. The total annual cost, therefore,
of a comprehensive system of conservation in such
a group of companies would be about $670,000
The saving through conservation would be to some
extent problematical, although Fisk adduces some
interesting computations. By efficient conservation
work a company may reasonably expect to reduce
the mortality on 10 per cent, of the risks to the
rate experienced by the abstainers. Now, the net
premium or actual cost of insurance for the non-
abstainers, assuming that 75 per cent, of the risks

were insured under the whole life policies and 25
per cent, under endowments, would be $25.98 at the
age of 35, while the net premium for the abstain-
ers would be $22.95, a difference of $3.03 in favor
of the abstainers. Applying this factor to the in-

surance at risk in five leading companies during
1910, which amounted to $5, 5^88,794,093, and the
results, assuming that 10 per cent, of the business
was favorably influenced by health-conservation,
would be as follows : Mortality savings from con-
servation $1,692,496, deducting cost of Educational
Health Bureau will leave $1,542,496, deducting cost
of examining 10 per cent, of policyholders $520,000,
will leave a net saving of $1,022,496. Fisk thinks
that the ultimate meaning to the medical profession
and to society, will be for the good of both. As re-

gards the medical profession, a comprehensive sys-

tem of prevention of disease will reduce the need
for treatment and this will curtail the revenues de-

rived by physicians from diseased individuals.

However, that is the highest aim of scientific medi-
cine to-day which absolutely disregards the un-
favorable financial reaction upon the profession

from such endeavors. The author holds that the

attitude of scientific medicine may well put to scorn

those who cry, "A medical trust," while deriving

their own revenue from the credulity of the sick and
suffering. Let the people who are back of this cry

do something to prevent disease and reduce their

revenues from the afflicted and they will avoid the

countercharge of constituting "a misery trust." The
public service rendered will be the dissipation of

ignorance. An educational campaign which persist-

ently and systematically reaches directly or indi-

rectly, perhaps, 60,000,000 people, will do much
toward dispelling the gross superstition and ignor-

ance that is still so widespread, regarding matters

of bodily health. By demonstrating that those who
neglect or abuse their bodies are not only poor ani-

mals, but bad business assets, that communities with-

out efficient and sufficient health protection are like-

wise bad national assets and a drag upon the coun-

try's progress, there will result a more positive re-

sponse to the efforts of agencies for social reform
and uplift, and health conservation in life insur-

ance will become a powerful civilizing force.

Relations of Lesions of the Liver and Gall-

Bladder to Life Insurance.—C. W. Pierce says

that a large number of policyholders die each year

from diseases of the liver or gall-bladder, males de-

veloping cirrhosis, and females gallstones, chole-

cystitis, and cancer. He thinks that tight lacing is

in women one of the causative factors of liver dis-

ease, because of production of "corset liver."

Quincke thinks that gallstones, gallstone colic, in-

flammation of the gall-bladder, cancer, perihepatitis

may be frequently due to this condition. Moreover,
tight lacing and even tight clothing outside of cor-

sets may cause disturbances in other organs, favor-

ing the production of movable kidney on the right

side, ptosis of the stomach, stasis in the portal cir-

culation, intestinal catarrh, hemorrhoids, constipa-

tion because of this stasis. Stasis of bile predisposes

to the formation of gallstones and such stasis takes

place in women with "corset livers," the frequency
of which in autopsies has been shown to exceed 25
per cent. Pregnancy and abdominal tumors are the

two other predisposing factors in the development
of gallstones in women. Cancer and gallstones are
very frequently present together in women, the irri-

tation of the stones predisposing to carcinoma of the

gall-bladder. Courvoisier found this coexistence of

stones and cancer in 90 per cent, of cases.

About one-third of all cases of hepatic cirrhosis

are due to immoderate use of alcohol and three cases

of this disease are found in men to one in women.
Of course, individual resistance to alcohol plays a
very important role in deciding the character of the

effect it may produce. Examiners should accord-
ingly be on the lookout for such conditions of the

gall-bladder or of the liver. Moreover, as practi-

tioners they should teach prophylaxis by advising
against tight lacing in women and excess in alcoholic

beverages in men. Pierce thinks that policyholders

should be reexamined at stated intervals and such
as are degenerating because of drink should be
eliminated.

—

Southern California Practitioner, May,
1912.
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Some Recently Discovered Letters of William Harvey,

WITH Other Miscellanea. By S. Weir Mitchell,

M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. With a Bibliography of Harvey's

Works by Charles Perry Fisher, Librarian of the Col-

lege. Transactions of the College of Physicians of

Philadelphia, 1912.

This is a small volume, but it is one of great interest.

Dr. Weir Mitchell here gives us some of Harvey's letters

which have only recently been discovered, and which, but

for this charming brochure, some of us might never have

an opportunity of reading. To every one interested in the

history of medicine and science, and particularly in the

details of the life of the great physiologist this pamphlet

will be found entertaining and instructive. The book in-

cludes a useful bibliography of Harvey's works compiled

by the well-known librarian of the College of Physicians

of Philadelphia. The pamphlet concludes with an estimate

of Harvey's character, from which we quote two sen-

tences: "Concerning scientific differences and hostile com-

ment on his discovery, he was charitable, magnanimous,
and well-mannered in his replies, a model for those men
of science who bitterly resent opinions contrary to their

own." . . . "That he was a reverently religious man
is written in many a page of his works—surely, taking him
for all in all, a model of what is best in the physician and

the gentleman."

Studies in Psychiatry. Vol. 1. By Members of the New
York Psychiatrical Society. Price $200. New York:
The Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease Publishing

Company, 1912.

This volume is the ninth of the series of monographs
on nervous and mental disease, edited by Smith Ely Jelliffe

and Wm. A. White. Several articles of the fifteen making
up its table of contents have interest for the specialist

alone ; many others, however, should claim general atten-

tion. Of the latter, the following may be named: The
Curability of Early Paresis, by Dr. Charles L. Dana; the

Diagnosis of General Paresis, by C. Macfie Campbell, who
gives a resume of histories and pathological findings in

several illustrative cases: Clinical Varieties of Periodic

Drinking, by Dr. Pearce Bailey ; A Study in Race Psycho-

pathology, by Dr. George H. Kirby ; Ocular Reactions

Among the Insane by Drs. Diefendorf and Dodge, etc., etc.

The papers are well and entertainingly written and are

more ambitious than those usually heard in society meet-

ings. It is therefore quite proper that they should appear

in their present permanent form. We recommend the

monographs of which this is one to the attention of phy-

sicians; their acquisition should form quite a nucleus of a

library of modern thought in tlie study of nervous and
mental disease.

The Friends of the Insane. The Soul of Medical Educa-
tion, and Other Essays. By Bayard Holmes, M.D., Chi-

cago. Cincinnati : The Lancet-Clinic Publishing Com-
pany, 191 1.

Dr. Holmes has a mission, and that mission consists in

telling the medical fraternity about the shortcomings and
^ven the crimes in the modern treatment of the insane.

He thinks that the insane are looked upon too much as a

source of danger to the community, and too little as pa-

tients whose disease should be scientifically studied. In

other words, research of insanity has been subordinated to

mere restraint of the insane, and thus prevention and cure

of insanity become impossible because of the lack of

knowledge of its etiology.

Dr. Holmes wields a ready and a sharp pen, and these

short essays of his are recommended to those, whether
lay or professional, who are interested in the subject.

Differential Diagnosis. Presented Through an Analysis

of .•^Ss Cases. By Richard C. Cabot, M.D., Assistant

Professor of Clinical Medicine, Harvard University
Medical School. Boston. Second Edition, Revised. Pro-
fusely Illustrated. Price $5.50. Philadelphia and Lon-
don : W. B. Saunders Company, 1912.

In this book Dr. Cabot takes the reader into his con-
fidence, so to say, and tells him the course of his thoughts
when at the bedside of a patient. That patient is made an
actuality to the reader, as he was an actuality to Dr. Cabot,
by the recital of the history, the physical findings and such
other matters as would clear up the situation. These data
set up a certain train of thought in the reader, which he
can then compare with the train of thought that has
passed through Dr. Cabot's mind, and is put down by him
in the discussion of the differential diagnosis. The author,

then, acts as a consultant, pointing out what facts should

have been learned in each case and what logical inferences

can be made from them. The various cases are grounded
according to the "presenting symptom" or chief complaint

heard from the patient, such as headache, lumbar pain,

general abdominal pain, epigastric pain, etc., etc. Each
chapter is introduced by a discussion of these symptoms,
and a statistical study of them.

The book is not only a most practical guide for a prac-

titioner, giving him the opportunity of learning from the

actual cases seen by such a busy consultant as Dr. Cabot,

but is also extremely stimulating, this quality being de-

rived as much from the originality of its method as from
the- frequent quaintness and charm and the constant hon-

esty of Dr. Cabot's discussions.

We do not recommend the book to students ; it is not a

textbook and many cases of diseases discussed are either

too rare or too atypical to be profitable for the under-
graduate. On the other hand, we know of no better book
for the practicing physician, and especially for the man
who is just through his hospital course and is entering

practice. To them Dr. Cabot's book should prove inval-

uable.

Sex Hygiene for the Male and What to say to the
Boy. By G. Frank Lydston, M.D., Professor of the

Surgical Diseases of the Genitourinary Organs and
Syphilology, Medical Department State University of
Illinois; Member of the American Medical Association;

Member of the American Urological .\ssociation ; Mem-
ber of the Society of Authors of London, England;
.Author of Diseases of Society, the Blood of the Fathers,

Etc.; Delegate from the U. S. Government to the Con-
gress for the Prevention of Infectious Diseases, Brus-
sels, Belgium, etc., etc. Price $2.25. Illustrated with

24 Engravings. Chicago; The Riverton Press, 1912.

This volume is aimed to fill the demand for a book that

would serve as a popular treatise on sexual hygiene. This
is a subject the importance of which has gained universal

recognition within recent years, particularly among sani-

tarians and educators. The book is designed for pupils

of the high school age and older, for their parents, and
for their teachers. The scope of its subject matter may
be adequately indicated by an enumeration of some of
the topics discussed as follows : the lie of the wild oats

;

the social evil; physical training; methods of muscle build-

ing, forms of athletics, bathing, and massage; general
principles of sexual hygiene and maintenance of health;

suggestive literature; suggestive theatricals; marriage;
nonvenereal diseases; diseases of the procreative function;
the venereal diseases, and a word to teachers and parents
and what to say to the boy. The book is written in plain,

unequivocal, and elegant language, by one who has au-
thority to speak on this subject to the youth of the land.

Milk and the Public Health. By William G. Savage,
B.Sc. M.D. (Lond.), D.P.H., County Medical Officer

of Health, Somerset; Late Medical Officer of Health
and Public Analyst, Colchester ; Lecturer in Bacteri-

ology, University College, Cardiff : Assistant in Charge
of the Bacteriological Department, L'niversity College,

London. Price, $3.25. London: Macmillan & Co.,

Limited, 1912.

The increasing recognition of the importance of munici-
pal regulation and supervision of the milk supply, imparts
particular value to an authoritative treatise that deals
with the many phases of this vast subject. The present
volume admirably fills the demand for such a work. Its

subject matter is presented in three parts: Part I takes
up the bacteriology of milk and the relation of milk to

human diseases; Part II deals with the bacteriological
examination of milk; Part III discusses the public health
control of the milk supply. The first part pre-
sents an exhaustive summary of the scientific knowl-
edge with reference to milk and its relationship to

disease. The second part is matter for the laboratory
worker and the third part deals with the administrative
aspect of the subject, describing the existing conditions
of the milk supply, the reforms in these conditions; the
legal powers in England applicable to milk, the prevention
of human tuberculosis of bovine origin ; the special meth-
ods to obtain a pure milk supply, artificial methods for
the preservation of milk, and machinery and procedures
to obtain a pure milk supply. There are also appended
the Manchester tuberculosis milk clauses, the tuberculosis
order (1909) of the Board of Agriculture, the Danish
(1904) tuberculosis act. the milk and dairy bill of Mr.
John Burns, the New Jersey Certified Milk Act of 1909.
and the reports required and rules enforced by an Eng-
lish Milk Company.
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NEW YORK PSYCHIATRIC SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Held March 6, 1912.

Charles L. Dana, M.D., President, in the Chair.

Bleuler's Schizop'nrenia.—Dr. August Hoch read a

review of this subject, in which he said Bleuler was of

the opinion that dementia pra:cox constituted a very large

group of cases or a set of groups. .A.ccording to him it

comprised much luore than was ordinarily included. In

spite of suggesting the possibility of subgroups, he looked

upon the disease as due to a definite disease process, prob-

ably an intoxication which he admitted we do not as yet

know but which produced certain fundamental symptoms,

notably a disorder of the associations consisting in a gen-

eral loosening of their affinity, and certam physical symp-

toms. It was a disease which varied much in course and

in outcome, though every case showed some defect after

the acute symptoms had disappeared. Latent cases also

occurred, that is, conditions which did not lead to com-

mitment and which showed no active symptoms. The
marked symptoms or syndromes, however, were not the

direct outcome of the disease process, but were due to the

influence of emotions exerted through mechanisms which

Freud had taught us and which could not be understood

without a thorough appreciation of the unconscious menta-

tion—studied therefore by means of psychoanalysis. These

mechanisms produced in dementia pra;cox such marked

and lasting influences because the fundamental association

disorder furnished a basis upon which this was possible.

Therefore a great deal of the symptom picture in de-

mentia prscox was explained on the ground of

psychogenesis. Ow'ing to the many objections which had

been raised against the term dementia prpecox, Bleuler in-

troduced the term schizophrenia instead, the most marked
characteristic of the symptom picture being dissociation,

produced on the one liand by the fundamental disorder,

and on the other hand through Freudian mechanisms. In

criticism Hoch said that while Bleuler's book containea

an excellent description of symptoms and the most valu-

able and fruitful suggestions, it seemed difficult to prove

the existence of the fundamental association disorder be-

cause psychogenic mechanisms produced the same results.

Psychogenesis, therefore, seemed applicable in a wider

sense than Bleuler was willing to admit. This was. how-
ever, only possible if we accepted the existence of con-

genital tendencies to abnormal makup, which allowed the

psychogenic mechanisms to become fixed and to show
themselves in special ways. But of course if dementia
precox was essentially a disorder of instincts, there must
be a physical side to the disease, be it in the form of

abnormal internal secretions or other metabolism disor-

ders, or what not. But this physical side evidently stood

in a different relation to the abnormal functions than was
the case in general paralysis, for example. When we
spoke of psychogenesis. we did not mean to exclude this

physical side, but since we knew so little about it and

since we could describe a good deal in the clinical picture

and development of dementia praecox psychologically, we
preferred for the present to deal with that which we
knew and which we could express in mental terms.

Finally it must be stated that in the realm of the more
functional psychoses, viz., dementia pra;cox, manic-depres-
sive insanity, paranoia, the psychoses of degenerates,

etc.. we were dealing with disorders which grew out of

the personality, which were therefore not apt to be cir-

cumscribed diseases as were the organic disorders, but

must be looked upon as mental reactions, between which
transitions occurred. For this reason a one-word diag-

nosis often e.xpressed inadequately the real situation. It

was from this point of view that a widening of the con-

ception of dementia pra-cox was not indicated.

Dr. A. Ross Diefendorf said he was interested in Dr.

Hoch's criticism of Bleuler's contribution to the psycho-
genesis of dementia prseco.x. Dementia precox had be-

come a very large .group statisticallv. so that it now in-

cluded practically everything outside of the organic
psychoses and typical cases of manic-depressive insanity.

That being true, the speaker thought Bleuler's comprehen-
sive groupin.g indicated a step backward.
Dr. Stewart Paton wshed to refer to one point in

connection with the psychogenesis of symptoms. Clinicians

were apt to forget how complicated were the phenomena
of consciousness. The study of comparative physiology
emphasized this complexity. Consciousness was not, as

some clinicians affirmed, an isolated phenomenon. There

was clearly a great held in psychoanalysis, and the pos-

sibilities were clearly outlined in Dr. Hoch's paper.

Dr. George H. Kirbv said Bleuler's work interested him
particularly because of the excellent analysis of clinical

symptoms which the author gave. The arguments which
were brought forward to support the hypothesis that in

these cases we were dealing with a special disease pro-

cess, were, however, far from convincing. Bleuler had
picked out a few symptoms which he considered to be
fundamental, but wliich after all were e.xtremely wide-
spread, shading off on the one hand into simple consti-

tutional abnormality, and on the other hand, according to

the author, appearing in the well circumscribed toxic and
organic conditions, such as the alcoholic psychoses and
general paralysis. Such a conception certainly tended
to obscure many important issues and instead of helping

us to narrow down the dementia pra?cox group, or at

least to make various smaller subgroups, the whole prob-

lem became at once tremendously diffuse, and dementia
prsco.K would comprise an even more unwieldly and
heterogeneous mass of cases than ever before.

Dr. L. Pierce Clark said that while Bleuler's concep-

tion was a masterly presentation of the functional

psychoses by and large, it seemed to give us no special

help in understanding and dealing with specific cases or

groups of cases, the essential need of the present state

of the subject. It was interesting to see that Bleuler would
make schizophrenia embrace not only the crazy episodes

of the precocious dement, but the entire defects of make-
up of the case from birth as well. .Mthough this position

might be the true psychobiological one for these mental
disorders, it furnished little that was essentially new. Dr.

Hoch's excellent critical review of the work in itself was
a distinct and unique contribution to our knowledge of
the functional psychoses and neuroses.

Dr. Frederick Petirson had found this description of

Bleuler's work very interesting. He had great respect

and admiration for Bleuler because he was an especially

clear and original thinker, but he did not think we should
enlarge the scope of dementia pneco.x too much, other-

wise dementia praecox would become synonymous with
insanity.

Dr. SwEPSON J. Brooks said we had all suffered from
too large a classification and the desire to label our
cases in accordance therewith. The more one delved
into that sort of thing, the more it seemed to show that

most of the psychoses depended upon the fundamental
defect which Bleuler seemed to have found in so many
of the cases examined and analyzed by him.

Dr. C. Macfie Campbell said Bleuler had made a valu-

able contribution to the analysis of a large percentage of

cases of mental disorders, but the very largeness of the

percentage indicated a certain weakness in his method.
It showed that the psychopathological principles with
which he dealt were of wide validity, but at the same
time were too wide to be used as a sufficiently discriminat-

ing basis of classification. The stress laid on the mechan-
isms had led to the comparative neglect of wider con-
siderations as to general symptomatology and course. As
the mechanisms referred to were also met with in other
disorders as well as in normal life, it was not surprising to

find that there are all transitions from a marked schizo-

phrenia through latent forms to practically normal in-

dividuals. With such a conception the introduction of a
hypothetical morbid process would strike one as rather
artificial. Bleuler would lead us from Kraepelin's dog-
matic dementia pra'cox to another equally dogmatic presen-
tation with a still stranger name.

Dr. Hoch. in closing, said the book of Bleuler was one
which every one who worked in psychiatry must read, be-

cause it was of the .greatest imnortance. and from what
had just been said the other members of the society seemed
to agree essentially with what he had expressed. He per-
haps had not made it sufficiently clear that in our studies
of pv'schiatry we were not so much concerned with classi-

fication as with the sizinir of the different factors which
entered into the clinical picture. In regard to Dr. Paton's
remarks he would simply state that he was well aware that
a great deal entered into mental phenomena which could
not be expressed in mental terms, but this should not de-
tract from an attempt at nresent to describe as much as we
could, in the sequence of events, psychologicallv.

The Mental Hygiene Movement.—Dr. William L.
Russell of White Plains. N. Y., read this paper. (See
paee iii.

The President. Dr. Charles L. Dana, said that it seemed
to him the Psychiatric Society was to some extent under
obligation to consider this problem, and perhaps take
some action in regard to it as well as discuss it. He-
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hoped in the discussion the question as to what we might
do would be brought up.

Dr. Knapp said that, while a movement of this sort if

kept strictly under intelligent control might be capable

of considerable assistance, it might also be attended with

very serious danger. The "social service" movement, for

example, was at times useful, but the "social worker"
might often become so imbued with the sense of her

omniscience that she would assume the autliority of the

physician, as in a case recently reported to the speaker

in which a "social worker" set aside the recommendations
of a neurologist and urged the patient to go to the Em-
manuel healers. Any question having to do \vith mental
disease and its treatment had a certain attraction for a

large number of psychopathic, unbalanced individuals, who,
if they could obtain control of some organization, might
cause very great harm. Although the intelligent coopera-

tion and assistance of the general public was desirable, our
lirst aim should be to instil a little psychiatrical knowledge
into the minds of the medical profession. He had just

discharged from his service a patient with the gastric

crises of tabes—a typical case with absent kneejerks, Argyll-

Robertson pupils, etc. Three surgeons in three different

hospitals had opened this man's abdomen and found noth-

ing. The ignorance of the profession, great as it was
in regard to nervous diseases, was even greater in regard

to mental diseases. If the profession could be enlightened

it would be vastly more helpful than to encourage the co-

operation of the laity.

Dr. Henry A. Cotton said he had been very much in-

terested in hearing of the work of the National Committee,
and was inclined to think good results would come from
the work as planned by them. It was a significant fact,

as explained by Dr. Russell, that the futid had been given

for the express purpose of investigating the present condi-

tion of the insane. All knew that the care and treatment

of the insane was not uniform throughout the country,

or even in some cases throughout the hospitals in one
State. Some States had made progress while other States

were caring for their insane patients in much the same
way as they did twenty-five years ago. The speaker did

not want to be put in the position of criticising other in-

stitutions, realizing that he had plenty of serious faults

in his own hospital. But lie thought the work of the

National Committee could be carried on in a quiet man-
ner, without undue publicity and without criticising un-
justly, and so produce excellent results. In a recent dis-

cussion with several institutional men the question was
brought up whether it would not be a good policy to

score the various State institutions according to their

merits. Undoubtedly there should be some method of
comparison. There should be some standard and an effort

made to bring up all hospitals as far as possible toward
this standard. There should be judicious inquiries into the

conditions of the various hospitals, not for the fact of
publicity, but to find out the real state of affairs. The
Board of Managers of the insane hospitals, as a rule,

entirely ignorant of what was being done in other hos-
pitals throughout the country, frequently were igno-
rant of the progress that was being made, not only in

the care and treatment of the insane, but in work along
scientific lines. In many cases superintendents were anx-
ious to inaugurate modern methods and to install new ap-
paratus but were unable to do so because of the question
of expense. If, on the other hand, lack of development
and lack of progress were due to the superintendents, the

committee would act as an efficient aid to spur them on to

more activities along modern lines. There was no doubt
that great progress had been made in our State hospitals,

and the speaker appreciated the good work which had
been done in New York and other States in the East, as

well as in some of the Western States, but he thought all

would agree that there was very much more to be done
before we could say that there was any uniformity in the

work of the hospitals.

Dr. Carlos F. MacDonald said the subject was one of
great importance, hut there might well be a difference of
opinion as to the best method of carrying out the proposed
reform. It seemed to him it involved a work that should
be largely done, or at least participated in, by the laity,

especially those who were interested or engaged in philan-

thropic work, aided and assisted by the general practi-

tioner, the family physician. In other words, the public

and the general profession should be supplied with a prac-

tical knowledge of the causes, the nature, and the forms
of insanity, and particularly as to its early manifestations,
fo the end that they might be able to recognize its onset,

in order that means might be taken for its arrest before
the disease had become fully estahli.ched. This suggested
the field of operation for the alienist and the one in which

he could best promote the propaganda, namely, by leading

the general practitioner into the realm of psychiatry. But
in order to do this successfully the subject would have to

be simplified far more than it was to-day. He agreed with

Dr. Knapp in wliat he had said relative to the importance
of diffusing among the general profession a working
knowledge of mental diseases. Even under the old classi-

fications and terms the general practitioner was prone to

stand aloof from the study of psychiatry and to regard
the subject as something beyond his ken, to which the

alienists alone possessed the key. But, under the new
dispensation, with its new nomenclature, its new theories,

and its involved, complicated, and tedious methods of case-

taking, the subject was rendered still more mysterious
and difficult of comprehension to the busy general practi-

tioner. Every physician in general practice should possess
a knowledge of insanity suflicient to enable him to recog-
nize cases when he met them, to determine the form of
the disease, and to care for them properly until such time
as they might be committed or otherwise disposed of. The
speaker could not subscribe to the suggestion that in our
present methods of caring for the insane we were proceed-
ing along substantially the same lines that were in vogue
forty years ago. During the more than forty years that he
liad been engaged in the care and treatment of the insane
and the management of the institutions therefor he had
witnessed very marked improvement, both in the methods
and in the provisions for the care of this class of diseases,

improvements that had generally been adopted and put into

operation throughout the entire civilized world. So that
the modern hospital for the insane of to-day represented
everything that medical science had suggested, whether for
the cure of the curable or the amelioration of the incur-

able. And yet, despite all that liad been done, it was a
lamentable fact that the recovery rate had not appreciably
increased. This movement, as outlined Dy Dr. Russell,

was certainly a most worthy one and one which called

for the best effort of every alienist, individually and col-

lectively, for the prevention of insanity.

The President, Dr. Dana, said the main question was
whether the society should take some action in connection
with this movement; whether the members should put
themselves on record as offering their cooperation.

Dr. HocH said, in regard to Dr. Dana's proposition,
that it seemed eminently fitting that this Society should
give its cooperation to this movement. It had been a

very difficult task to formulate the plans for the National
Society, and the whole question of prevention of insanity,

in which such factors as the medical education, school
hygiene, the spreading of knowledge in regard to the
causes of mental disease, and greater attention to the
mental development in childhood and infancy must be
taken into consideration, was particularly difficult to for-

mulate. But there was no other way to begin than to

launch this movement somehow, and it seemed to the
speaker rather wise that the National Committee should
start with a survey of the present treatment of the insane.

Dr. Dana asked whether it would not be well to keep
track of the movements of this committee and act as a
conservative factor. He had heard many express the
opinion that if this committee was going to work to in-

vestigate medical colleges they were opposed to it; if it

would be antagonistic to many alienists and Boards of
managers it would not be a wise movement. We did not
want to do that.

Dr. A. Ross Diefeniiorf, speaking for the work in Con-
necticut, said he had been in touch with it there since its

inception, and could report a healthy growth. The duties
of the "social worker" were increasing monthly. This
included the investigation of special and needy cases, after-

care work, and visits to a dozen or more institutions.

There were many visitors and inquiries from all parts of
the State asking for a variety of information. Indeed,
it was evident that the society had established for itself

a definite place in the care of the insane in Connecticut.
Dr. William L. Russell said Dr. Salmon had had con-

siderable experience. He was two years at one of our
State hospitals and for several years was employed on
Ellis Island examining immigrants in regard to their

mental state. He organized there a small hospital for
cases under detention. He had also done some statistical

work for the State Commission in Lunacy and had been
chairman of the Bureau of Alienists concerned with the
deportation of the alien insane. He had, in fact, devoted
a lot of time to mental diseases for a number of years. He
would like to say that one remark in his paper was that
the plan was not with a view to making statistics 'or to
publicity, though what he had stated was not to be looked
upon as an authorized statement for the committee. It

was based on his own information as far as it went. The
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object of making an investigation in several States was
to bring about some organized effort for the improvement
of conditions in these States. While the speaker was will-

ing to accept all criticisms that had been made and realized

the dangers fully, he did think there was something more
to be done in bringing about better conditions in the care

of the insane than simply educating the medical profes-

sion, although he thought that was the most important
thing that could be done. If a promising movement was
started to bring this about he would leave the present move-
ment and go into that. The questions at issue involved,

however, other than purely medical considerations. Legis-

lative and administrative methods went far in accomplish-
ing results that were effective, and in that he thought
the laity must have a hand. The people paid the bills.

In any case this movement was not one that was waiting
for the medical profession to start; it had been started

already, and to a considerable extent had been started by
laymen. If we had any duty in the matter, and Dr.
Russell thought we had, we should try to support it and
guide it along rational and proper lines.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examinees, State of Florida.

JacksonvUle. May 6 and 7, 1912.

1. Locate the fascia lata.

2. Name the bones of the wrist.

3. Name the bones of the larynx.

4. Describe the portal circulation.

5. Describe the chambers of the eye.

6. Name all the organs in the peritoneal cavity.

7. Define articulation ; symphysis synchondrosis.
8. Name and locate the ductless glands of the body.

9. What is the prostate gland, Cowper's gland, Bartho-
lin's gland, carunculs myrtiformes?

10. What structures would be divided in a cross section

of the body at the seventh cervical vertebra? At the sacro-
coccygeal juncture?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. What is the difference between anabolic metabolism
and catabolic metabolism?

2. What are fats and how are they digested and carried
into the circulation of the blood?

3. What are the chief constituents of normal fresh urine?

4. Describe the locations at which the different sounds
of the heart can be heard the plainest, and what produces
each sound.

5. What is meant by normal blood pressure and how is

it ascertained?
6. Why does the normal temperature of the body remain

the same in hot weather as it does in cold weather?
7. What are the functions of the liver?

8. What are proteins, and which of the digestive fer-

ments act upon them?
9. Describe respiration and what keeps it going?
ID. What are leucocytes ; their composition, and de-

scribe their functions and actions in the living body?

CHEMISTRY.

1. What use is made of the syllables ous and iV, ite and
ate in distinguishing compounds from each other?

2. Express the chemical equation resulting from a mix-
ture, in solution, of sodium carbonate and calcium chloride.

3. Describe the flame test for potassium, sodium, and
cuprum (except cupric and cuprous compounds).

4. Give treatment, in detail, for acute carbolic acid
poisoning.

5. Describe symptoms of acute belladonna poisoning,
and give treatment.

6. Describe symptoms of acute cocaine poisoning, and
give treatment.

7. Describe chyluria and how recognized.

8. Describe the metallic copper test for arsenic.

9. What are the physical properties of phosphorus?

materia medica and therapeutics.

1. Mention three classes of evils which may result from
chemical incompatibilities in prescriptions. Write such a
prescription.

2. How does cold reduce temperature, and how best ap-
plied?

3. Name four classes of medicines, with an example of
each class, and give dose of example.

4. Name five antiseptics and tell in what proportion
each should be diluted for surgical purposes.

5. Name the mineral tonics. Write a prescription con-
taining the most useful.

6. An anesthetic being indicated, state the conditions that
render ether preferable and those that render chloroform
preferable.

7. Mention some of the indications and contraindications
in your use of ergot.

8. Where is the habitat and what are the physiological
effects of digitalis?

9. Name three drugs used in the treatment of malarial
fever. State how each controls this disease.

ID. Give the theory of the alkaloid treatment of rheu-
matism.

obstetrics.

1. Give diagnosis of pregnancy.
2. Describe the fetal circulation.

3. Describe pelvimetry and give the normal pelvic meas-
urements.

4. How would you treat a case of placenta praevia?

5. Give etiology, pathology, and treatment of puerperal
eclampsia.

6. Give etiology, prophylaxis, and treatment of ophthal-
mia neonatorum.

7. Describe the care of a new-born babe.
8. Give treatment of post-partum hemorrhage.
9. Define involution and give causes for sub-involution.
10. Describe the menopause and give some conditions

peculiar to that period.

gynecology.

1. Describe the Sims' position.

2. What is meant by the term menstruation, and what
are the two theories as to its relationship to ovulation?

3. Name the two general classes of amenorrhea, and
give some of the causes under each class.

4. Give causes, symptoms, and treatment of metrorrhagia.
5. Give symptoms and treatment of vaginismus.
6. Name the most frequent of the uterine displacements.

Give treatment of such displacement.

7. Give diagnostic points in small uterine fibroids.

8. What three lines of investigation must be considered
in making diagnosis of uterine cancer.

9. Give causes, diagnosis, and treatment of cystitis.

10. Give symptoms and treatment of movable kidney.

surgery.

1. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of cholelithia-

sis.

2. Give etiology, diagnosis, symptoms, and treatment of
abscess of liver.

3. Differential diagnosis of carcinoma from sarcoma of
mammary gland.

4. Symptoms and treatment of laceration from the mid-
dle meningeal artery.

5. Give etiology and treatment of torticollis.

6. Give varieties of hip-joint dislocation.

7. Give classification and treatment of fistula-in-ano.

8. Give symptoms of floating kidney and describe in toto

the radical operation.

9. What is known as fracture by "centre coup"?
10. Give symptoms and treatment of floating semilunar

cartilage of the knee joint.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board or Medical Examiners, State of Florida.

Jacksonville, May 6 and 7, 1912.

anatomy.

1. The fascia lata is the deep fascia of the thigh, and
invests the whole of the thigh.

2. The bones of the wrist are arranged in two rows : the
upper row, from the radial to the ulnar side, consists of the
scaphoid, semilunar, cuneiform, and pisiform; the lower
row, from the radial to the ulnar side, consists of the trape-
zium, trapezoid, os magnum, and unciform.

3. There are no bones of the larynx.

4. Portal circulation: "The hepatic artery and the portal

vein convey blood to the liver. The artery carries arterial

blood, and the vein food-laden venous blood from the

walls of the alimentary canal, and from the spleen and
pancreas. Both vessels enter the liver at the transverse
fissure, and they ramify in its interior, breaking up into

small terminal branches which run between the lobules

and send fine capillary branches into their substance : from
these latter branches the blood passes into the capillary
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tributaries of the intralobular veins, thence to the sub-

lobular veins, and from the sublobular veins to the hepatic

veins, which terminate on the posterior surface of the liver

in the inferior vena cava."— (Bain's Medical Practice.)

5. Chambers of the eve: The aqueous chamber is a

lymph space containing the aqueous humor and situated

between the cornea in front and the lens, suspensory liga-

ment, arid ciliary body behind. The iris partially divides

this chamber into an anterior and a posterior chamber,
which are continuous through the pupil. The anterior

•chamber is bounded in front by the cornea and behind by
the iris; the posterior chamber is a narrow chink between
the iris, ciliary processes, and the lens.

6. Organs in the peritoneal cavity: Liver, stomach,
spleen, part of duodenum, jejunum, ileum, transverse co-

lon, sigmoid flexure, upper part of rectum, part of bladder,

uterus, and ovaries.

7. Articulation is a joint, or connection between con-
tiguous parts of the recent human skeleton.

Symphysis is a joint in which there is only very slight

movement, and in which the contiguous bones are con-
nected by a broad disc of librocartilage.

Synchondrosis is an immovable joint in which the con-
tiguous bones are connected by hyaline cartilage.

8. The ductless glands are : Spleen, thyroid, parathy-
roids, thymus, suprarenals, carotid and coccygeal glands,

and pituitary body. The spleen is situated in the back
part of the left hypochondriac and epigastric regions. The
thyroid is situated on the sides and in front of the upper
part of the trachea, and extending upwards on each side

of the larynx. The parathyroids are near (and behind)
the thyroid. The thymus is (in early life) in the superior
mediastinum and neck, reaching from the fourth costal

cartilage to the lower border of the thyroid. The supra-

renals are in the back part of the abdominal cavity, behind
the peritoneum, one on the upper extremity of each kid-

ney, and slightly also on the inner and anterior surfaces.

The carotid gland is situated generally in the carotid

bifurcation. The coccygeal gland lies near the tip of the

coccyx, and in connection with the middle sacral arter>'.

The pituitary body lies at the base of the brain, in the

sella turcica of the sphenoid bone.

9. The prostate gland is a glandular structure surround-
ing the neck of the bladder and the first part of the penis.

Cowper's glands are situated between the two layers of

the deep perineal fascia, on either side of the membranous
urethra. Bartholin's glands are small glands situated one
on each side of the entrance to the vagina; it is analogous
to Cowper's gland in the male. Carunculce myrtiformes
are the remains of the hymen after rupture of the latter

structure.

10. In a cross section of the body at the seventh cervical

vertebra, the following structures would be divided : Cricoid
cartilage, lateral lobes of the thyroid body, trachea, es-

ophagus, common carotid artery, internal jugular vein,

pneumogastric nerve, sympathetic nerve, phrenic nerve,

platysma myoides, . longus colli, sternomastoid, vertebral

vessels, trapezius, splenius, complexus, levator anguli scap-

ula, scalenus anticus and medius, sternohyoid and sterno-

thyroid.

At the sacro-coccygeal juncture: Rectum, small in-

testine, bladder.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Metabolism is the name given to the sum of the chem-
ical changes which take place in the body and the tissues

during life. Such changes as are constructive are called

anabolic: such as are disruptive or destructive are called

catabolic.

2. Fats are neutral bodies, consisting of triolein, tripal-

mitin. and tristearin. They all have glycerin for a base

in combination with oleic, palmitic or stearic acid. They
are derived from both animal and vegetable foods.

Fats are digested by the gastric juice dissolving the con-

nective tissue and setting free the fat, which latter is

emulsified in the small intestine by the steapsin of the pan-

creatic juice, and then enters the lacteals. It is also be-

lieved that fat is not absorbed as fat, but as glycerine and
fatty acid or soap. From the lacteals it is conveyed to

the thoracic duct, thence to the venous circulation. A
little is also saponified and enters the portal vein.

3. Normal fresh urine consists of : Water, urea, uric

acid, urates, hippiiric acid, xanthin, hypoxanthin, creatin.

creatinin, extractives ; sulphates, chlorides, and phosphate'^

of sodium and potassium; phosphates of magnesium and
calcium : nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

4. The first sound of the heart is heard best at the site

of the apex beat ; its cause is not settled, but the following

are supposed to be causatory factors: (i) The vibration

and closure of the auriculoventricular valves. (2) the

muscular sound produced by the contraction of the ven-
tricles, and (3) the cardiac impulse against the chest wall.

The second sound is heard best at the junction of the

third right costal cartilage with the sternum ; it is caused
by the vibration due to the closure of the semilunar valves.

5. By normal blood pressure is meant the pressure that

the blood exerts (during health) against the wall of the

vessel in which it is contained. It is ascertained by a
manometer.

6. The normal temperature of the body is maintained by
the thermotactic center in the brain and cord keeping an
equilibrium between the heat gained or produced in the

body and the heat lost. Heat is gained to the body by (i)

the muscles, during contraction; (2) the secreting glands;

(3) the brain, during mental activitv; and (4) by the in-

gestion of food and hot liquids.

Heat is lost to the body by ( i ) the skin, through evapo-
ration, radiation, and conduction; (2) the lungs; and (3)
the excretions (feces and urine).

7. The functions of the liver are: (l) The secretion of

bile; (2) the formation of glycogen; (3) the formation of

urea and uric acid; (4) the manufacture of heat; (s) the

conversion of poisonous and harmful substances into inert

material.

8. Proteins are nitrogenous organic substances, very
complex, of unknown constitution, made up of carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and generally sulphur ; they

may also contain iron, phosphorus, or some other element.

They are acted upon by the pepsin of the gastric juice

and the trypsin of the pancreatic juice.

9. Respiration is the process by which an interchange of
gases takes place in the lungs ; so that oxygen is intro-

duced and carried to the tissues, and carbon dioxide is

expelled.

The changes produced in the air by respiration are:
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and are divided into (l) small mononuclear leucocytes, or
lymphocytes, (2) large mononuclear, (3) transitional, (4)
polynuclear, or polymorphonuclear, or neutrophile, and (5)
eosinophile. They are all more or less granular, particu-

larly the last two varieties named. They are probably
formed in the spleen, lymphatic glands, and lymphoid tis-

sues. Their fate is uncertain ; it has been asserted that

they are converted into red blood cells ; they play a part in

the formation of fibrin ferment; they are sometimes con-
verted into pus cells. Their functions are (i) to serve as

a protection to the body from the incursions of pathogenic
microorganisms; (2) they take some part in the process
of the coagulation of the blood; (3) they aid in the ab-

sorption of fats and peptones from the intestine, and (4)
they help to maintain the proper proteid content of the

blood plasma.
CHEMISTRY.

1. The syllables ous and ic are used; (l) In naming
acids, the one containing the more oxygen ending in ic

;

and the one containing less oxygen ending in oi<s. (2) In
binary compounds ous denotes the compound containing
relatively less of the more electronegative element than is

found in the ic compound.
The syllables ate and ite denote salts ; ate salts are de-

rived from ic acids, and ite salts from ous acids.

2. Na,C03 -f CaCU = 2NaCl -f CaCO,.
3. Potassiiim colors the Bunsen flame violet ; sodium

colors the Bunsen flame yellow ; copper salts give a green
color to the Bunsen flame (except the chloride, which gives

a blue color).

4. Treatment of carbolic acid poisoning: Administer
white of egg in water, or milk, or sodium sulphate in solu-
tion, or alcohol and water ; follow by lavage.

5. Symptoms of poisoning by belladonna: "In the first

stage, that of delirium, there are dryness of the throat,

thirst, difficulty of deglutition and spasms upon swallowing
liquids, face at first pale, afterwards highly reddened, pulse
extremely rapid, eyes prominent ; brilliant, with widely
dilated pupils, complete paralysis of accommodation, dis-

turbances of vision, attacks of giddiness and vertigo, with
severe headache, followed by delirium, occasionally silent

or muttering, but usually violent, noisy, and destructive,
accompanied by the most fantastic delusions and hallucina-
tions. Usually the urine is retained, and the body tempera-
ture is above the normal. The delirium gradually sub-
sides, and the second stage, that of coma, is established,
with slow, stertorous respiration, and gradually failing

pulse, until death occurs from respiratory or cardiac par-
alysis, or sometimes in an attack of syncope during ap-
parent amelioration."

Treatment: "Lavage of the stomach; morphine may be
given cautiously during the period of violent excitement.
Maintain respiration ; strong coffee by the mouth or rec-

tum is beneficial. Pilocarpine may be given, in not too
large doses, to stimulate the secretion of saliva."—From
Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.

6. Symptoms of poisoning by cocaine: Pain and fullness
in the head, pulse at first quick but later feeble and slow

;

extremities cold. The symptoms are not constant.
Treatment consists in the administration of ammonia

or coffee ; morphine, strychnine, chloroform, and ether have
all been suggested ; artificial respiration may be necessary.
The safest plan is to treat whatever symptoms are present.

7. In chyluria, the urine contains chyle, and is milky in

appearance, or it may have a reddish tinge due to the ad-
mixture of a little blood. The milky appearance is due to
an emulsion of fat. The condition is generally due to
filaria; there is also a non-parasitic chyluria of unknown
etiology and pathology.
"Under the microscope chylous urine shows no fat

globules, or only a few, whereas urine containing milk is

crowded with them. When chylous urine is shaken with
ether the fat is extracted and the urine is left clear, or
naarly so ; when urine to which milk has been added is

dealt with in the same way it is scarcely altered." (Mann's
Physiology and Pathology of the Urine.')

8. Reinsch's test for arsenic is as follows: To the sus-
pected fluid add a little pure HCl ; suspend in the fluid a
small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit
forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it with
pure water, dry on filter paper, but be careful not to rub
off the deposit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a clean,
dry glass tube, open at both ends, and apply heat at the
part where the copper is. If arsenic is present there will
appear in the cold part of the tube a mirror, which will
be found on microscopical examination to consist of octa-
hedral crystals of arsenic trioxide.

9. Physical properties of phosphorus: Yellow phos-
phorus is a yellowish translucent solid of the consistency

of wax; below 32° F. it is brittle; at about 112° F. it

fuses ; at about 550° F. it boils ; its vapor is colorless

;

exposed to air it gives off white fumes and produces
ozone; it is luminous in the dark; it is insoluble in water,
slightly soluble in alcohol, soluble in carbon disulphide and
in the fixed and volatile oils. The red variety is not soluble
in the solvents of the yellow variety, and is not luminous
at ordinary temperature.

MATEEIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Chemical incompatibility may result in: (i) Produc-
tion of a poison; (2) explosion-; (3) double decomposi-
tion. In the following prescription double decomposition
takes place, lead sulphate being precipitated, and zinc
acetate remaining in solution:

5. Plumbi acetatis 5ss

Zinci sulphatis gr. xv
Aquae qs. ad 5iv. Misce

Sig. : Use as an injection.

2. Cold reduces temperature by abstracting heat. It is

best applied in the form of a bath, cold sponging, or ice-

cap.

3-

CLASS.

1. Emetic
2. Antispasmodic
3. Hypnotic
4. Expectorant

Apomorphine hydrochloride
Spiritus Ktheris compositus
Choral hydrate
Syrup of squill

DOSE.

'A grain

5j

gr. XV
5s s to 5j

4. Five antiseptics: (i) Corrosive sublimate, 1:3,000 to
I :ioo; (2) carbolic acid, i :40 to 1:20; (3) alcohol, 70 per
cent., (4) lysol, i to 3 per cent.; (5) iodine, i per cent.

5. Mineral tonics: Iron, arsenic, mercury, calcium.

B- Tincture ferri chloridi
Acidi phosphoric! diluti aa 5ss
Syrup: simplicis q.s. ad ji'j- Misce

Signa: One teaspoonful three times a day.
6. As a general rule, ethei would be the anesthetic of

choice. But chloroform may be used: (i) in hot climates;

(2) when large numbers of persons have to be rapidly
anesthetized; (3) in brain surgery; (4) in labor; (5) in

patients who are known to take ether badly; and (6) in

the conditions mentioned below, in which ether is contra-
indicated.

The following contraindications for etlier and chloro-
form are from Hare's Practical Therapeutics: "Ether
should not be used by inhalation in bronchitis or acute
nephritis because of its irritant properties; in peritonitis

or gastritis, because it is apt to induce vomiting; in

aneurysm or in the presence of marked vascular atheroma,
because it may rupture a blood-vessel by raising arterial

pressure; nor in diabetes, lest it produce diabetic coma;
and if anemia is present and an examination of the blood
shows that the hemoglobin is below 50 per cent., the use
of the drug should be avoided if possible.

"Chloroform is not to be used in cases of fatty heart or
dilatation of the heart, in those with a known idiosyncrasy,
nor in the so-called lymphatic persons with overgrowth of
lymphoid tissues, as, for example, adenoids. In the latter

case it is particularly apt to cause sudden death. In valvu-
lar disease of the heart chloroform may be used with cau-
tion, although ether is preferable. Given a case of valvular
disease that must be subjected to operation, the chances
are bettered with an anesthetic than without it, as the pain
and mental shock are worse for the heart than is the
anesthetic."

7. Ergot. Therapeutic indications: To promote uterine
contractions during third stage of labor; fibroids, menor-
rhagia, postpartum hemorrhage. Some forms of amenor-
rhea and dysmenorrhea, dysentery, arterial hemorrhage,
congestive headache, laxity of sphincters, of bladder or
rectum, hemorrhoids, aneurysm, diabetes, urinary incon-

tinence, direct paralysis of the sphincter vesice, atonic

spermatorrhea.
Contraindications: During the first stage of labor, and

in anemia of the brain or spinal cord.

8. Digitalis. Habitat: Southern and central Europe.
Physiological effects: It is a gastrointestinal irritant; it

slows the rate of the heart, prolongs diastole, increases

the force of the heart, contracts the blood-vessels, and
causes a rise in blood pressure; it also acts as a diuretic.

0. In malaria: (i) Quinine destroys the Plasmodium
malari.ie. (2) IVarburg's tincture acts by virtue of the

quinine which it contains. (3) Methylene blue is believed

by some to destroy the malarial parasite.

10. The alkaline method in the treatment of rheumatism
consists in : The internal administration of sufficiently

large doses of alkaline salts to render the urine quickly

alkaline; in maintaining this alkaline reaction as long as
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the rheumatic symptoms continue; and in gradually allow-
ing a neutral or acid reaction to return by gradually di-

minishing the alkalies as the symptoms decline. It is

claimed for this method that, as the alkalies begin to ex-
hibit their action on the system, the whole aspect of the
case becomes more favorable, the general distress being
alleviated, the temperature falling, and the local symptoms
relieved ; that these favorable effects continue to become
more and more marked, until the rheumatic condition has
disappeared ; that the average duration of the attack is

greatly shortened; and that the proportion of visceral af-
fections is much reduced. (From Quain's Dictionary of
Medicine.)

OBSTETRICS.

1. Positive signs of pregnancy: (i) Hearing the fetal

heart sound; (2) active movement of the fetus; (3) bal-

lottement ; (4) outlining the fetus in whole or part by
palpation; and (s) the umbilical or funic souffle.

Doubtful signs of pregnancy: (l) Progressive enlarge-
ment of the uterus; (2) Hegar's sign; (3) Braxton Hicks'
sign; (4) uterine murmur; (5) cessation of menstruation;
(6) changes in the breasts; (7) discoloration of the vagina
and cervix; (8) pigmentation and stris; (9) morning
sickness.

Subjective signs of pregnancy, in the order of their ap-
pearance, are: Cessation of menstruation, morning sick-

ness, increased frequency of urination, active fetal move-
ments.

Objective signs of pregnancy, in the order of their ap-
pearance, are: Softening of the cervix, changes in the
mammary glands, discoloration of the vulva and vagina,
pulsation in the vaginal vault, Hegar's sign, active fetal

movements, ballottement, palpation of the fetus, intermit-
tent uterine contractions, hearing the fetal heartbeat, rate
of growth of the uterine tumor. .

2. The fetal circulation: "The arterial blood coming
from the placenta to the fetus travels along the umbilical
vein to the liver. After giving off several branches to the
left lobe it divides into two streams, the larger joining the
portal vein and thus entering the liver, the smaller passing
directly into the inferior vena cava through the ductus
venosus. In the inferior vena cava the blood carried by
the hepatic veins and ductus venosus mixes with the blood
which has circulated through the lower extremities. On
entering the right auricle the blood of the inferior vena
cava is directed by the Eustachian valve, through the fora-
men ovale into the left auricle, and from thence into the
left ventricle. The left ventricle forces it into the aorta,
and it is then distributed to the head and upper extremities,

a small quantity only passing into the descending aorta.

The blood which has circulated through the head and
upper extremities returns to the heart along the superior
vena cava, the blood then passing into the right ventricle
and pulmonary artery. A small part of the blood in the
pulmonary artery is conveyed to the lungs, but the major
part passes through the ductus arteriosus into the aorta at

the commencement of the descending portion. This blood
is distributed to the lower extremities, a certain portion
of it enterin.g the hypogastric arteries and being conveyed
to the placenta." (Ashby's Physiology.)

3. Pelvimetry means measuring the pelvis. For external
nelvimetrv some modification of Baudelocque's pelvimeter
is generally used. In external pelvimetry four measure-
ments are generally taken: (i) between the anterior supe-
rior spines of the ileum, normallv about ten and a quarter
inches: (2) between the external edges of the iliac crests,

normally about eleven inches: (3) between the heads of
the two great trochanters, normally about twelve and a
nuarter inches: and (4) between the spinous process of
the last lumbar vertebra and the upper margin of the an-
terior surface of the symphysis pubis, normally about eight
inches.

The diameters and measurements of the female pelvis

are easily remembered from the following table

:

Brim ....
"^ fid-plane

Outlet ...

ANTERO-
POSTERIOR.

4 inches.

4H inches.

.S inches.

OBLIQUE.

4^4 inches.

414 inches,

a'-^ inches.

TRANSVERSE.

5 inches.

aVz inches.

4 inches .

4. Treatment of placenta prcevia: Stop the hemorrhage
bv a vaginal tampon ; this must be tight and thorough.
Accouchement force is indicated; this consists of dilatation
of the cervix, version, and immediate extraction of the
child.

?. Puerperal eclampsia is an acute morbid condition
occurring during pregnancy, labor, or the puerperal state,

and is characterized bv tonic and clonic convulsions, which

affect first the voluntary and then the involuntary muscles;
there is total loss of consciousness, which tends either to

coma or to sleep, and the condition may terminate in re-

covery or death. Etiology: Uremia, albuminuria, imper-
fect elimination of carbon dioxide by the lungs, medicinal
poisons, septic infection; predisposing causes are renal dis-

ease and imperfect elimination by the skin, bowels, and
kidneys. Symptoms: Headache, nausea, and vomiting,
epigastric pain, vertigo, ringing in the ears, flashes of light

or darkness, double vision, blindness, deafness, mental dis-

turbance, defective memory, somnolence ; symptoms easily

explained by the circulation of toxic blood through the
nerve centers. These may be preceded by lassitude, and
accompanied by constipation, or by diarrhea. Headache is

perhaps the most significant and common warning symp-
tom In bad cases the urine is reduced in quantity (al-

most suppressed), very dark in color, its albumin greatly

increased, so that it becomes solid on boiling. Next comes
the final catastrophe of convulsions. The convulsive fit

begins with twitching of the facial muscles, rolling and
fi.xation of the eyeballs, puckering of the lips, fixation of

the jaws, protrusion of the tongue, etc., soon followed by
violent spasms of the muscles of the trunk and limbs, in-

cluding those of respiration ; hence lividity of the face

and stertorous breathing, biting of the tongue, opisthotonos,

etc. The fit lasts fifteen or twenty seconds, ending in

partial or complete coma, possibly death ; or conscious-

ness may return, to be followed by other convulsions. For
preventive treatment: (i) The amount of nitrogeneous

food should be diminished to a minimum; (2) the pro-

duction and absorption of poisonous materials in the in-

testines and body tissues should be limited and their

elimination should be aided by improving the action of

the bowels, the kidneys, the liver, the skin, and the lungs;

(3) the source of the fetal metabolic products and the

peripheral irritation in the uterus should, if necessary,

be removed by evacuating that organ. The curative treat-

ment includes: (l) Controlling the convulsions (by
chloroform, veratrum, or chloral) ; (2) elimination of the

poison or poisons which are presumed to cause the con-

vulsions ; {3) emptying the uterus under deep anesthesia,

by some method that is rapid and that will cause as little

injury to the woman as possible.

6. Ophthalmia Neonatorum.—Causes: The gonococcus
or some other pyogenic microorganism ; the secretions of

the mother contain the infecting agent, and transmission

may occur directly during parturition, or indirectly by the

fingers of physician or nurse, cloths, instruments, etc.

Symptoms: Swollen eyelids, with copious purulent dis-

charge ; ulceration of the cornea may ensue. Prophyla.ris:

Whenever there is the possibility of infection, or in every

case, wash the eyelids of the newborn child with clean

warm water, and drop on the cornea of each eye one drop
of a I per cent, solution of nitrate of silver, immediately
after birth. Treatment: Wash the eyes carefully every

half hour with a saturated solution of boric acid ;
pus

must not be allowed to accumulate. Two drops of a 2 per

cent, solution of nitrate of silver must also be dropped on
to the cornea every night and morning. The eyes must
be covered with a light, cold, wet compress. The patient

must be isolated, and all cloths and compresses used must
be burnt.

7. Care of Nezv-born Babe.—"After the cord has been

ligated and cut, the eyes should be cleansed with a satu-

rated solution of boric acid, after which, if there is any
vaginal discharge from the mother, I or 2 drops of a x%
solution of silver nitrate should be instilled in each eye.

The mouth should also be gertly cleansed, for which may
be used a soft cloth and boiled water. The vernix caseosa
should be removed by means of some oily substance. The
baby should be bathed in water at ioo° F . carefully dried,

and the cord dusted with some antiseptic powder. Spong-
ing should be practised for 10 days, after which a full

tub-bath at 98° F. should be given daily for 6 months. The
temperature may then be reduced to 9.=;° F.. and at the
end of a year to 90° F. The binder and clothing should
be woolen. If the infant's extremities are blue or cold,

external heat should be applied. The diapers should be
made of flannel, and dusting-powders should be used to
prevent chafing. An infant may be taken out-of-doors in

summer when i week old. and in winter on pleasant days
at 3 months of age. The new-born infant should sleep
about 22 hours out of a possible 24. gradually diminishing
this until at 2 vears the child should sleep at least 12 hours
of the day. and at 3 years not less than 11. The sleeping-
room should be well ventilated.

In the care of premature or feeble infants there should
be secured a temperature of 9.^° F . or slightlv lower about
the child, rigorous bathing should be avoided, and but
little clothing applied. If the mother is unable properly to
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nourish the child at the breast, artificial feeding must be
commenced almost immediately."— (Gould and Pyle's

Pocket-CydopjdiaS)
8. Treatment of Postpartum Hemorrhage.—Grasp the

uterus at once, through the abdominal wall, and massage
it firmly. Anything in the uterus should at once be
cleaned out. Pass one hand into the uterus, and with the

other on the outside make firm pressure. A hypodermic
of ergotin, or ergot can be given by an assistant. An
intrauterine douche of hot sterilized water (about 115° F.)

may be given. Sometimes a very thorough packing and
plugging of gauze of uterus and vagina may be neces-
sary. Whatever is done must be done promptly ; and
everything likely to be needed for this emergency should
be prepared beforehand in every labor.

g. Involution is the process by which the uterus, after

lahor, returns as far as possible to its original size.

Causes for Subinvolution.—Lacerations of the cervix;
absorption of septic products ; mismanagement of the con-
valescent stage of the puerperium, chiefly too early rising;

tedious labor; misplacement of the uterus; retained clots

or membranes; tumors of the uterus.

10. The menopause is the period when menstruation
ceases. The symptoms of the menopause are referable

to two stages ; a stage of menstrual irregularity preceding
the cessation of the menses, and a post-cessation stage of
variable systemic disturbances. In normal or nearly
normal cases the irregularities are not excessive; the
systemic disturbances are slight. There is a period of
unstable equilibrium. The woman may at times be un-
usually capricious and emotional ; yet she passes through
this physiological crisis with only a few minor disturb-

ances. She may have the characteristic vasomotor flushes,

perspiration, vertigo, somnolence, numbness, and faintness.

The menstrual function ceases as it began, and other
psychic disturbances are common in the abnormal cases,

and may be exaggerated. The menstrual deviations vary
in wide limits. The flow may gradually decrease and
come at lengthening intervals until it altogether ceases

;

it may occur at short intervals or become continuous; it

may become so excessive as almost to amount to danger-
ous hemorrhage; or life may be jeopardized by a slow,
continuous drain. There is an increased tendency to ma-
lignant disease of the uterus and breasts during this

period. The excessive fear of this may prey injuriously

on the mind of the woman. — (From Dudley's
Gynecology.)

GYNECOLOGV.

1. In Sims' position, the patient lies on her left side, with
her head on a low pillow and turned on the left cheek.

The hips should be at the left hand corner of the table.

The knees are drawn up to the chest, the right one more
so than the left. The left arm hangs down behind the
bodv. The foot of the table should be a little higher than
the head.

2. Menstruation is a periodic disturbance in the female,

characterized by a bloody discharge from the uterine

cavity; it occurs periodically during the time of the

woman's sexual activity, but is temporarily suspended dur-

ing pregnancy and early lactation. The relation existing

between ovulation and menstruation is not known. The
'

two processes are usually coexistent, but they may be
independent of each other. The following theories have
been held: (i") Menstruation is dependent upon ovula-

tion; (2) ovulation is dependent upon menstruation; (3)
they are independent of each other ; (4) they both depend
upon some other (at present unknown) cause.

3. Amenorrhea is the absence of menstruation. It is

physiological: Before puberty, during pregnancy and
early lactation, and after the menopause. Otherwise,

it is pathological, and may be due to : Absence or im-
perfect development of the generative organs ; also to

stenosis, obstructions, or atresia of the genital tract ; also

to operative removal of the uterus or its appendages.
Other causative factors are: Acute infectious diseases,

anemia, chlorosis, obesity, drug habits, alcoholism, over-

study, lack of exercise, exposure to cold and various
emotional causes. When due to anemia, chlorosis, etc..

it is said to be constitutional. Amenorrhea is also called

primary when the flow has never been established ; sec-

ondary, when it is suppressed.

4. Metrorrh.«iGia. Causes.—General diseases (such as

scorbutus, hemophilia, acute fevers, nephritis, hepatic

cirrhosis, heart disease) ; salpingitis, ovaritis, ovarian
tumors, endometritis, endocervicitis, metritis ; fibroids,

sarcoma, carcinoma or polyps of uterus : prolapsed, retro-

flexed, or retroverted uterus ; subinvolution. Symptoms:
Hemorrhage from the uterus at other times than the

menstrual period. Treatment: Ascertain and remove the

cause if possible. Hot vaginal douches, ergot, astringents,
and tampons have all been recommended. In case of
malignant disease, hysterectomy may be necessary.

5. Vaginis)nus is a condition of painful and spasmodic
contraction of the vaginal orifice, which renders coitus
either painful or altogether impossible. The slightest touch
causes painful spasms, and examination may be impossible
without an anesthetic. Its causes are irritable hymen,
ulcer, or fissure anywhere in the immediate vicinity, ureth-
ral caruncle, carunculae myrtiformes, a long perineum with
vaginal orifice placed too anteriorly. The treatment con-
sists in removing the cause when possible, tonics and
general constitutional treatment, dilatation of the vaginal
orifice; local application of a 5 per cent, solution of
cocaine will relieve the hyperesthesia and allow coitus.

The condition is sometimes incurable.

6. The most frequent of the uterine displacements are
retroflexion and retroversion.

Retroflexion. Treatment: If there are no adhesions,
the flexion should be corrected by digital manipulation
and a pessary introduced ; hysteropexy may be necessary.

Retroversion. Treatment: Remove the cause, if pos-
sible ; replace the uterus and keep it in position by pes-

saries, tampons, and knee-chest position
; pelvic massage

and vaginal douches
;
proper hygiene, particular attention

being paid to the bowels, clothing, and exercise. Curative
treatment : The choice lies between ventral suspension
of the uterus and shortening of the round ligaments.

7. Diagnostic points in smalt uterine fibroids.—Men-
orrhagia or metrorrhagia; often dilating the cervical canal

and exploring the uterus is the only way of proving or
disproving tlie existence of a fibroid. Pain, discomfort,
leucorrhea, and lengthening of fhe cervical canal may also

be present.

8. Hemorrhage, leucorrhea, and pain are nearly always
present. Later on there may be an off^ensive odor.

9. Acute Cystitis.— (a) Etiology: Various pathogenic
bacteria, foreign bodies, traumatism, retention of urine,

unclean catheters, cold.

(6) Symptoms: Frequent urination, with tenesmus and
a burning sensation in the urethra, later on pain in the

bladder, hematuria, and the urine contains pus and epi-

thelial cells. Chills, rapid pulse, fever, and headache may
also be present.

(c) Treatment includes: Rest, administration of plenty
of cold water or milk, diuretics, bland and mild food,

laxatives, hot sitz baths or vaginal douches, irrigation of
the bladder with antiseptic solution followed by solution

of nitrate of silver.

ID. Movable kidneys. Symptoms: (i) Pain.—Uncom-
fortable sense of weight or movement in the loin. Drag-
ging pain in the abdomen and back, worse during the

menstrual periods. Occasional crisis of acute agony if

the pedicle becomes twisted. (2) Gastrointestinal symp-
toms.—Dyspepsia and dilatation of the stomach possibly

due to a kinking of the duodenum. Colic with constipa-

tion, or rarely diarrhea, from a dragging on the colon.

Violent gastric crises of colic and vomiting from a drag-
gin" on a renal pedicle. Transient jaundice. (3) Urinary
symptoms.—Slight albuminuria, pyuria, or hematuria from
pyelitis or congestion. Polyuria, with ardent desire to

micturate. Pain and scanty micturition, alternating with

cessation of pain and polyuria, points to kinking of the

ureter and hydronephrosis. Acute pain, passage of albu-

min, blood, and casts, point to torsion of the renal

pedicle. (4) Nerve symptoms.—Hysteria, neurasthenia,

melancholia, and hypachondriasis. Often worse during
menstruation.

Treatment: (l) Palliative.—Indicated in: (i) Mild
cases; (2) cases associated with hysteria or hypochon-
driasis; (3) general enteroptosis. Consists of: Rest, fat-

tening diet. Belt with pad over kidney region ; must be

applied when the kidney is replaced.

(2) Radical.— (i) Nephropexy: When symptoms are

severe and not relieved by rest and belts. When hydrone-

phrosis is present. When renal crises occur. Result

:

r-2 per cent, die; 90 per cent, are cured of the pain;

50 per cent, are cured of gastrointestinal symptoms. (2^

Nephrectomy : Only when the kidney is disorganized by
hydronephrosis or other disease. (From Grove's Synop-
sis of Surgery.)

surgery.

I. Cholelithiasis.—Etiology: Sedentary habits, ca-

tarrh of stomach and duodenum, microorganisms (Bacillu.^

coli communis'), obstructions to outflow of bile. Symp-
toms: "While the calculus remains free in the gall-

bladder, usually there are no symptoms. Impaction of

the stone in the common duct gives rise to intermittent

jaundice, following sharp pain in the right hypochon-
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driac or epigastric region, frequently radiating toward the

right scapula, nausea, vomiting, sweating, depression, and
often intermittent fever (Charcot's intermittent fever).

When the stone is impacted in the cystic duct, jaundice

is less common, but the hepatic colic is severe, and
dropsy of the gall-bladder may occur. The diagnostic

points are the age, sex. history of previous attack, with

jaundice and intermittent fever, location of the pain, dark,

amber-colored urine, containing bile, and sometimes the

finding of the stone in the feces."

Treatment "includes the relief of pain by morphine
(gr. 14) and atropine (gr. 1/125), hypodermically, inhala-

tions of chloroform, hot applications, and blisters over

the seat of pain, and, later, a saline purgative. During
the interval the diet should be largely liquid, and drugs

such as sodium phosphate, sweet oil, chloroform, pipera-

zin. and mineral waters should be administered. Consti-

pation should be avoided by giving fluid extract of cas-

cara (3J/2) and glycerin (3j^) every night. Lavage and
rectal irrigation may be practised. If the attacks become
more frequent and severe and medical treatment fails,

surgical interference (cholecystotomy) is indicated."

(Gould and Pyle's Pocket Cyclopedia.)

3. "From carcinoniata, sarcomata are to be diflferentiated

by the absence, as a rule, of lymphatic involvement, fixa-

tion of the skin and retromammary tissues, and retraction

of the nipple. The nipple, though often displaced, is never

retracted as it is in carcinoma." (Rodman's Diseases of

the Breast.)

4. Laceration of the Middle Meningeal Artery—Symp-
toms.—"When not obscured by some other cerebral lesion,

the typical symptoms are— (i) temporary concussion; (2)

a lucid inter\'al of a few minutes to a few hours ; (3)
gradually increasing drowsiness ending in coma. If the

hemorrhage is rapid or there is cerebral laceration as well,

there may be no interval of consciousness. In addition

there may be. from pressure on the motor area, twitching

of the corresponding parts followed by paralysis. The
pupil on the injured side becomes first fixed and dilated,

the other following. When the coma is well marked the

pulse is slow and full, and the breathing is stertorous.

When the brain is lacerated there are alternating tonic con-
traction and relaxation of the muscles supplied from the

injured area.

"Treatment consists in trephining, removing the blood-
clot, and stopping the bleeding. A flap is turned down,
and a trephine hole made over a spot i'/< inches above and
behind the external angular process exposes the anterior
branch. After the blood-clot is removed the bleeding-
point is searched for and tied; if it is not seen, more bone
must be clipped away. If the bleeding comes from a canal
in the bone, it may be stopped with gauze, sponge, or
aseptic wax. If the brain then expands, the bone may be
replaced and the wound stitched up without drainage; if

not. the bone must not be replaced, and the wound should
be drained for t<\^enty-four hours. The posterior branch
can be reached by a hole made just below the parietal
eminence."

—

{Aids to Stirger\.)

5. Torticollis.—£(io/o5y.- " Cold, rheumatism, cerebral
irritation, intrauterine lesion, paralysis, hysteria. Treat-
ment: Remove the cause, treat any neurosis, give anti-
spasmodic? : stretch or sever the spinal accessory nerve
or posterior cervical nerves ; massage, tenotomy of sterno-
mastoid.

6. Varieties of hip joint dislocation— (i) Backward on
to the dorsum ilii

; (2) on to the sciatic notch; (3) on to
the obturator foramen

; (4) on to the pubis.
7. Fistula in Ano.—Classification: There are four va-

rieties: (i) The complete, which opens into the rectum
internally and on the perineum externally; (2) the e.v-

ternal incomplete, or blind e.vternal. which opens on the
perineum but not into the rectum; (3) the internal incom-
plete or blind internal, which opens into the rectum but
not on the perineum; (4) the horseshoe fistula, which ex-
tends around the rectum and opens on each side. The
internal opening is generally between the two sphincters,
but may be above the internal sphincter and below the
external sphincter. There may be several pockets or
side tracts extending in different directions.

Treatment: This consists in "the conversion of the
fistula into an open wound so that it may heal from the
bottom. A grooved director is passed through the fistula

into the rectum, and the overlying tissues severed with a
bistoury. The sphincter should never be cut more than
once, because of the danger of incontinence. All branch-
ing sinuses likewise should be opened, and all fibrous tissue,

with undermined skin, cut away with scissors. The bleed-
mg is then checked, and the wound packed with iodoform
gauze. If the fistula is lined with mucous membrane it

must be completely excised. A blind external fistula may

be excised and the wound sutured. A blind internal
fistula may be converted into a complete one and treated
as above. The bowels are confined for the first three or
four days, and the wound dressed after each defecation,
being irrigated with creolin and repacked with iodoform
gauze." (Stewart's Surgery.)

8. See above Gynecology, Question 10.

9. Fracture by contre-coup is a fracture of the skull
on the opposite side of the head to that which receives
the blow.

10. Flo.^ting Semilunar Cartil.\ge of the Knee
Joint.—Symptoms: "Violent pain in the knee joint, chiefly

on the inner side over the lateral ligament. The knee is

locked in a semi-flexed position. Synovial effusion with
its usual signs appears within a few hours. Later, and
in the absence of proper treatment, recurrent attacks of
synovitis often occur in any action of flexion and rotation
of the knee. Tenderness is most marked on pressure
over the tibial attachment of the internal lateral liga-

ment. Very rarely a lump or gap can be felt in the posi-

tion of the cartilage."

Treatment: "Reduction by flexion and extension of the
joint. Immobilization on a back-splint for six weeks, fol-

lowed by firm bandaging for three months. This treat-

ment should be adopted in all recent cases occurring for
the first time. Operation (for all recurrent cases) : If

thorough immobilization has been neglected at first, it is

useless later. Incision in a transverse direction over the
edge of the affected cartilage. Open the joint. Remove
completely all injured or displaced parts of the cartilage.

Cut any tags of hypertrophied synovir.l membrane. Close
without drainage. Retentive apparatus (when operation
is refused or undesirable in chronic cases) : The mechan-
ism embraces the joint and while allowing flexion does
not permit of any rotation." (Grove's Synopsis of Sur-
gery.)
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iEriiirolrgal Notra.

Testifying as to Effect of Condition.—On the cross-
examination of a medical expert witness it is permissible
for the purpose of testing his skill and accuracy to ask the
witness pertinent hypothetical questions, based on facts

having no foundation in the evidence. A plaintiff in a

street railway accident had testified that she had sustained
certain nervous disorders. A physician who treated her
was introduced as a witness by her, and on direct examina-
tion testified both to facts relating to her injuries within
his knowledge and to matters of expert opinion. On cross-
examination he was asked such questions as, assuming that
the plaintiff had had fainting spells prior to the accident,
and that she had had an attack, or had been suffering for
some time before the accident from gallstones and that her
complexion was very j'ellow, if he could tell as a physician
whether or not that condition might in any way affect her
nervous system. It was held that such cross-examination
was admissible.—Conway v. Metropolitan Street Ry. Co.,
(Mo.) 142 S. W., iioi.

Physician Claiming Privilege Not to Answrer.—In an
action for a negligent death, a physician testifying for the
defendant was asked to state what he had treated the
decedent for some five or six years before the accident.
He refused to answer, claiming that it would be improper
to disclose information acquired by him in his professional
capacity. The trial court declined to compel the witness to
answer unless there was an express waiver by the plaintiff.

N'o express waiver was made and the question remained
unanswered. The New York Appellate Division held that
while it was true that the privilege claimed by :he physician
did not belong to him, but to the patient, who could have
waived it, and though technically the physician was claim-
ing a right which he did not possess, yet the refusal of the
court to compel him to answer was not reversible error
where it did not appear that the evidence sought was
material to the question to be determined.—Trieber v.

N. Y. & Q. C. Ry Co.. 134 N. Y. Supp., 267.

Privileged Communications—Termination of Relation
of Physician and Patient.—The physician who attended
the plaintiff suing for injuries received in an accident was,
while upon the witness stand, questioned by the defendant
as to statements which he had heard the plaintiff make
a short time before the trial in regard to his injuries. This
was objected to as calling for a privileged communication,
and the objection was sustained by the trial court. This
ruling was complained of on appeal, for the reason that the

relation of physician and patient had terminated a long time
before the statements of plaintiff which it was sought to

prove, and that, therefore, the question was not privileged.
It appeared that two other physicians employed by the de-
fendant were examining the plaintiff, and the plaintiff's

former physician was called in by these others. The plain-
tiff still regarded him as his physician, and objected to his
assisting the physicians employed by the defendant in

obtaining evidence. The other two physicians testified to
what took place upon their examination. It was held that
it was not an abuse of discretion to exclude the evidence
as privileged, the plaintiff's statements to his former physi-
cian being apparently still regarded by him as confidential.
—Neice v. Farmers' Co.-op. Creamery Co., Nebraska Su-
preme Court, 133 N. W. 878.

Burden of Proof of Insanity.—A contestant of a will
on the ground of mental incapacity has the burden of over-
coming the presumption that everyone is sane. If he shows
that the subject of the injury was habitually insane before
the paper was attempted to be executed, the burden, it is

said, then shifts to the proponent to show that the will
was made during a lucid interval. But if habitual fixed
insanity prior to the act in question is not shown by the
contestant the burden does not pass to the proponent.

—

Johnston v. Johnston, Alabama Supreme Court, 57 So. 450.

City Hospital Charitable Institution Though Charg-
ing Fees.— .-^ petition in a suit against a city alleged that
the plaintiff was injured in consequence of being struck by
an ambulance which was negligently driven against him
while he was in the exercise of due care. It appeared from
the remainder of the petition that the ambulance belonged
to and was being operated for a public hospital of the city

which was under its control through its board of officers.

It was also averred that in the maintenance of the hospital
the city "charged fees for patients entering therein." It

was held that the petition was demurrable, the last aver-
ment not being tantamount to an allegation that the city

maintained and operated the hospital for pecuniary gain
and private profit.—Watson v. City of Atlanta, Georgia
Supreme Court, 71 S. E. 684.

fHriiiral Strma.

Treatment and Prophylaxis of Scarlatina.—Roueche
states that there is no specific treatment for scarlatina at

the present day. Serum treatment for curative or prophy-

lactic purposes has as yet been unsatisfactory. It is neces-

sary to use all hygienic measures to insure the resisting

powers of the patient and to apply symptomatic treatment

as heeded. The feeding should be a modified milk diet,

absolute as long as the fever lasts, and then replaced by
soft foods not containing proteids. The use of a salt-

free diet, deprived of salt, consisting of potatoes, sugar,

butter, and meat without salt, causes lessening of weight,

with diuresis and regular elimination of chlorides and urea.

If salt is allowed the loss of weight occurs later in the

disease. With milk alone the loss of weight is less, and
the elimination more regular. As to the treatment of

symptoms, too much throat and nose treatment has often

been given ; this should be confined to mild antiseptic

washes gently applied. No antithermic remedies should
be used. The best prophylactic measure is absolute isola-

tion in a separate box, if the case is in a hospital, it

being found that in general contagious wards diseases are

spread to uninfected cases. Everything used by the patient

should be disinfected before it leaves the room, and less

stress should be laid on the disinfection of the room itself.

The length of the isolation should vary with each case.

There are cases in which the disease is not contagious
after a few weeks, and others in which the contagion
remains in the throat and ears for more than forty days.

There are carriers of germs who should be pursued and
isolated to prevent the spread of the disease.

—

Journal de
Mcdecine de Paris.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 5, 1912:

CHOLERA
Places Date Cases Deaths

China : Araoy June 1

Swatow June 1

Sporadic cases, occurrins in the port.
India: Bombay May 27-June 1 . 27 23

Madras May 27-June 1 . 2 1

Indo-China: Saigon May 14-28 92 68
Siani;BanRkok Apr. 21-May 18. . 660
Straits Settlements: Siniiapore May 12-18 3 3

YBLLOW VEVER
Brazil: Manaos June 2-15 6

Pernambuco Apr. 1 6-30 3
Mexico: San Jxian Bautista July 7 2
Venezuela: Caracas May 1-31 4

PLAC.UE
Chile: Iquique May 26-June 9, . . 9 6
China: Amoy May 20-June 1. .

.

46 40
Present in \'icinity.

Hongkong May 12-18 208 179
Cuba: Habana July 4...-. 1

Egsiat: Alexandria June 5-16 3 1

India : Bombay May 2 7-June! 1 . . . 44 40
Karachi May 2-June 1 10 12

Indo-China- Saigon May 14-28 21 14
Java: Passoeroean Residency May 12-25 16 IS
Persia: Bushir May 12-18 64 61
Porto Rico : San Juan July 3-10 3 3

Santurre July 3-8 2 1

Siam: Bangkok Apr. 21-May 18 . . 1

Straifs Settlements: Singapore May 12-18 4 3
Turkey in Asia: Basra May 20 1 1

Jiddah... May 18 1

West Indies: Trinidad
Total Apr. 1-June 13: Cases, 11; deaths. 7. inchiding report, p.

1060, Pt. I; 3 of these cases were inTunapuna.
SMALLPOX

Algeria: Algiers . . . Jan. 1-Apr. 30.. . . 17
Constantine ."^pr. 1-30 +

Austria-Hungary: Bohemia May 12-18 1

Galicia May 12-18 2

Brazil. Pernambuco Apr. 16-30 39
Canada: Montreal June 23-29 2

Quebec June 16-22 2

Winnipeg June 16-22 2

China: Amoy... May 21-27
Present in vicinity.
Chungking May 12-18 . . Present
Hongkong May 12-18 II 6

EiO'Pt: Cairo May 21-27 2
Germany

Total June 9-23 : Cases, 8.

India: Bombay May 27-June 1 . . 43 32
Madra? May 27-June 1 .. . 5 3

Mouhnine Jan. l-Mar. 30 , . 39
Moulmine Mar. 31-Mav 4. . 46

Indo-China: Saigon May 14-20 3 2
Italv : Leghorn June 9-22 4

'Naples June 9-22 10 1

Java: Batavia May 12-25 5 1

Mexico: Frontera July 7 1

Mazatlan June 19-25 1

Mexico May 19-June 1 . . . 94 43
Portugal: Lisbon June 7-13 7

From the Veroffentlichungen des Kaiserlichen Gesundheitsamtes.
May 8 and June 19. 1912.
Russia: Odessa May 19-25 1

Odessa June 2-S 1 1

St. Petersburg May 27-June 8. . . 18 5
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THE EXTERNAL USE OF WATER FOR
ENHANCING RESISTANCE IN

TUBERCULOSIS.*
By SIMON BARUCH, M.D..

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF HYDROTHERAPY, COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

The renaissance of tuberculosis management was
initiated by Brehmer of Goerbersdorf, who, in the

face of criticism, ridicule, and obloquy persisted

in the claim that tuberculosis is curable by the

physiological agencies—air, water, exercise, rest,

and diet. These remedial agents are fully treated

in every American work, and they have been the

frequent theme of discussion in this society

—

xvxth

the exception of zvater. It is the purpose of this

paper to rescue water from unmerited neglect

and to show that the latter originates in unfamiliar-

ity with the principles and practice of hydrother-

apy. In 1892 I presented to the New York State

Medical Society an address on "The Successful

Management of Chronic Diseases," in which the

value of the methodical application of remedies,

and especially of water, was distinctly brought out.

Pulmonary tuberculosis was selected as a striking

illustration of my theme. The marvelous results

from the methodical graduated, application of cold

(below skin temperature) water in phthisis pul-

monalis was demonstrated by clinical histories from
the records of the Montefiore Home for Incurables

(now called Home for Chronic Invalids and Hos-
pital for Consumptives). I indulged in no gener-

alizations but sustained every statement by bedside

facts, citing cases in all stages of the chsease in

which the improvement in nutrition and gain in

weight and general vigor was phenomenal, result-

ing in return to their vocation in some instances

and even in remaining capable of work for several

years.

These patients were under constant observation

of some of the staff of eighteen physicians, their

sputum was examined by Dr. Hodenpyl, pathologist

to several hospitals; there was no possibility of

error. In none of them, and I want particularly to

emphasize this fact, did the open-air treatment,

the most potent of all antituberculosis remedies, play

a role. For despite the fact that in the planning

of the building I had insisted upon a costly and
perfectly equipped Liegehalle. heated in winter and

opening to the South, it proved impossible to induce

these desperate people to submit to discipline by
reason of the mistaken kindliness of the directors,

whose chief aim was claimed to be to soothe their

*Read before the National Association for the Study
and Treatment of Tuberculosis, at Washington, D. C.
June, 1912.

dying days. Nor did I interfere with the medica-
tion even when it did not meet my approval. In
view of these facts, it may be claimed that tlie

favorable results were chiefly due to the methodical
application of water and the good food for which
they would have had no appetite without the tonic
action of the latter. Moreover, they had, previous
to admission, been treated secundem artem in our
best hospitals and by competent private physicians
and consultants, with the sole exception of water,
which at that time was not systematically used by
anyone in this country.

Seven years later our worthy colleague. Dr.
Adolphus Knopf, published his excellent Work on
tuberculosis, in which he described several proce-
dures and emphasized their importance. Since that
time I have come across only three books on tuber-
culosis by American authors which make mention
of the subject. One displays contempt and absolute
ignorance of the uses of water despite the fact that
its 300 pages are an otherwise good work. This
author writes: "Well selected tonic medicine is

worth incomparably more than baths. Unfortu-
nately, most experimentations with baths have been
done by specialists in hydrotherapy, a circumstance
not conducive to unbiased reports." The absurdity
of this comment would reveal itself to the author
even if he would replace the word baths by tuber-
culin and hydrotherapy by tuberculosis. Compare
this tirade of a man ignorant of hydrotherapy to
the encomiums of a great teacher like Von Ziemms-
sen, of Brehmer, Dettweiler, Cornet, and others who
gratefully commend these "specialists" and you will

not regard my comment unwarranted.
A second more pretentions and in other respects

able work does not mention hydrotherapy except to
state that "dietetic and hydropathic means often
suffice to cause disappearance of night sweats."
This author's dread of water is amusing: he never
advises it withont adding vinegar, alcohol, chloral,

or brandy, a practice which Von Ziemmssen very
properly condemned long ago.

Another textbook on tuberculosis, consisting of
contributions by American authors, dismisses water
with a few vague lines on cold baths "for harden-
ing and mustard foot baths and sponging for tem-
perature reduction." None of these latest Ameri-
can works mention the principal action of water—

-

improvement of nutrition and stamina. Contrast
Knopf or Cornet or any complete work, or the
views of Brehmer, the father of phthisiotherapy,
with these authors and you will fall into sad reflec-

tions on the lack of knowledge of American tuber-
culosis authorities on the subject of hydrotherapy.
The latter is also illustrated by the following inci-

dent—I cite it to sustain my contention. During a
recent visit to a magnificent hospital for tubercu-
losis now in course of construction, I found that

each floor of the six pavilions was supplied with a
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complete douche room which, among other features

proving ignorance of technique, was arranged so

badly that the doucheur would receive water le-

bounding from the patient. There were twenty-
four douche rooms for 600 patients ! Expressing
surprise at this lavish expenditure, the architect ex-

plained that he had been informed that a hydro-
therapeutic plant was essential in every up-to-date

tuberculosis hospital, and since he aimed to excel

all other institutions, he placed a douche room in

every ward so that the most helpless patients would
not be deprived of the beneficent water treatment.

He certainly is building an institution which is

complete and praiseworthy in every other respect

except in cost. My comment that one douche room
would probably suffice for the entire institution,

since it is intended for advanced cases, and would
therefore present but a small percentage of ambu-
lant cases fit for the douche, was met w'ith the state-

ment that none of the tuberculosis experts who had
examined the plans and had inspected the hospital

since the douche rooms were actually laid out had
criticised the latter, though they had not spared him
in other respects. Nor was he entirely satisfied until

I had shown him the Riverside House Hydriatric

Department, in which 100 to 150 treatments are

sometimes given in ten hours in one douche room
and the Vanderbilt Clinic Hydrotherapeutic De-
partment, in which twenty-five patients are often

disposed of in two hours. About $120,000 was the

cost of this unnecessary douche room arrangement
besides the valuable space wasted. This expendi-

ture applied to incipient cases would restore many
to health and earning capacity.*

Another mistake which will do much damage if

this warning be not heeded and which I pointed

out in vain to the architect was the instalment of

an electric light cabinet in each douche room. This

apparatus is useful chiefly for rapid production of

diaphoresis and its suggestive effect. The former

is exhausting and therefore injurious and the lat-

ter is unnecessary in the advanced stages of tuber-

culosis. It is hoped that the physicians who will

take charge of this great hospital may study hydro-

therapy in some good textbook before they venture

to utilize the still abundant facilities for hydro-

therapy.

Now for the other side of the picture. I was de-

lighted to note that this society has not been alto-

gether oblivious to the upbuilding action of water.

True, this agent is rarely referred to in the transac-

tions, but whenever Knopf. Pottenger, Meyer, and

Barlow have spoken they have displayed a correct

idea of its aims. At every meeting climate, exercise,

diet, rest, tuberculin have been fully discussed. At

only three meetings do I find water mentioned and

then in the most casual manner.

I plead to-day for the restoration of this potent

agent for enhancing resistance to the legitimate po-

sition assigned to it by Knopf, who wrote "hydro-

therapy comes next to aerotherapy."

The fallacious idea that a hydrotherapeutic plant is

essential to an up-to-date hospital often conies under my
notice, since I am frequently consulted on this subject.

Only a few months ago the plan of an extensive Hydro-
therapeutic Department for a hospital of 500 patients was
submitted to me for revision and suggestions. I advised

against it because there was no large outdoor department.

In another costly hospital my advice to the same effect

was disregarded ; the apparatus has never been used.

tThis paper was allowed twenty minutes, while most
of the afternoon was devoted to three papers on tuberculin,

the value of which was shown by excellent observers as

dubious.

For forty years water below the skin tempera-
ture has been constantly a part of my therapeutics
of pulmonary tuberculosis. Prior to 1880 a resi-

dence in Camden, S. C, brought a number of these
cases under my observation ; its proximity and cli-

matic similarity to Aiken made this town quite a
resort for consumptives. Not, however, until 1

became chief of the medical stafif of the Montefiore
Home for Incurables did an opportunity present
itself to utilize water on an extensive scale and with
intelligent cooperation. In 1886 a small appropria-
tion was ironically granted me by the directors,

who regarded the restoration of any of these in-

curables as chimerical. The astounding results ob-
tained in phthisis and other intractable diseases

brought a larger appropriation and contributed no
little to the change of title from "Home for Incur-

ables"' to the present title. The records of this in-

stitution tell their own story. Some of them were
published four years before I visited Goerbersdorf
and Falkenstein. My faith in water for enhancing
resistance was nurtured by Von Ziemmssen's class-

ical lectures on Phthisis Pulmonalis. In the tenth

lecture he said: "I cannot close this chapter on
prophylaxis without mentioning hydrotherapy,
which here as well as in developed tuberculosis

plays an extravagantly important role. I recom-
mend for your special study Winternitz's excellent

monograph on this subject. My observations are

in entire accord with those of Winternitz."

"Water is the most simple strengthening and
hardening remedy ; it may be used everywhere and
by everyone. Even the most simple lukewarm
rubbing down of the entire body on leaving bed
(reduced as he describes later) exercises the nerves

and muscular system and conduces to prompt reac-

tion, refreshing and stinuiJating the nervous system

and reflexly the respiration, circulation, and diges-

tion. It may be used in the poorest families.

There is no advantage in brandy and salt rubs.

The shock-like action is demanded. The great ad-

vantage of cold rubbing is that it may be applied at

home by even an inexperienced person and its good
effect may be obtained for months and years by
daily practice, especially among the less well-to-do,

all of which give it extraordinary value.
"

The present generation of physicians cannot

realize the high standing of Von Ziemmssen as a

clinical teacher and observer ; to my youthful mind
his dictum was gospel, and I have had no cause to

regret this faith. \\'^hen I visited Brehmer's,

Roempler's, and Dettweiler's Sanatoria in 1896. it

appeared to me that the douche was given at too low

a temperature (it was 47° F. at Falkenstein) and

too strong from a large shower. I was informed in

reply to this comment that only patients already im-

proving were judiciously subjected to this douche,

and that the reaction was cautiously guarded. In

the Montefiore Home, on the contrary, which at

that time received no incipient cases, almost all

patients received mild neurovascular training ; i.e.

the graduated application of cold water. Thus was
happily demonstrated the superiority of the mild

procedures over the heroic douche method.

I have coined the term "Neurovascular Training"

in order to emphasize the fact that there are few, if

any, cases that may not be profitably subjected to a

graduated, daily increase of cold water, reducing

the temperature, and increasing the duration slowly

and, in institutions, adding the pressure from the

douche. By this method the capacity of the nerves

and vessels of the skin and its muscular structures
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which control the capillaries may be trained to re-

spond with increased vigor just as the muscles of
the arm may by slow and graduated accretion of
weight be trained to lift heavier weights.
The following syllabus prepared for the students

of my department, briefly describes Neurovascular
Training

:

VANDERBILT CLINIC.
DEPARTMENT OF HYDROTHERAPY.

TONIC HYDROTHERAPY.

Graduated Neurovascidar Training. Cardinal
rule.—All water applications below 90° F. must be
made with friction.

First Stage—Abh(tion.—Avoid extremities below
knee and elbow, (a) Begin with 90° with satur-

ated linen cloth or gloved hand, (b) Pass rapidly

over successive parts, (c) Dry thoroughly, (d)
•Dress and exercise in open air in ambulant cases.

(e) Reduce temperature of water daily two or more
degrees, until 60° is reached.

Second Stage—Affusion.— (a) Patient stands in

water at 105°. (b) From a bucket of water at

85°, water is dipped and thrown over back,

each shoulder and chest, (c) Dry, dress and
exercise in open air. (d) Reduce water tempera-
ture daily 5° or more to 60° F. (<?) If reaction

is good, proceed to third stage.

Third Stage—Cold Rub.— (a) Patient stands in

water at 105° F. (b) A linen sheet is wrung out

with water at 80°, decreased daily, (c) Damp sheet

is wrapped over body snugly, (d) Patient is ac-

tively rubbed over sheet until sheet is warm. ( e)
Dry, dress and exercise in open air. (/) Reduce
temperature of water 5° to 10° daily to 50° if re-

action is good. Then proceed to drip sheet.

Drip Sheet.— (a) Patient stands in water at 105°

F. (b) Upper edge (12 inches) of linen sheet is

gathered into folds. (c) Sheet is dipped in

water at 80°. (d) The dripping sheet is held by
attendant while patient wraps himself into it by

turning the body, (e) Friction and slapping with

flat hands for two minutes. (/) Pour water at 70
degrees over shoulders. Rub and slap again until

sheet feels warm, (g) Repeat this over successive

parts of body, rapidly. (h) Sheet removed.
Patient dries, dresses, and exercises, (i) Reduce
water temperature daily until 50° is reached.

In small sanatoria and in private practice the

douche may be replaced by the drip sheet.

I heard a teacher of hydrotherapy in Vienna say

"the douche must always be given strong and cold."

The application of the douche in this indefinite man-
ner has done much harm. Especially in tubercu-

losis is it fraught with mischief and this has done
much to discourage its populari::ation. In careful,

skilled hands this idea would exclude many feeble

patients, while in careless hands life and health

would be endangered. Brehmer dwelt on this dan-

ger, insisting that the douche be always administered

by a physician. I apprehend that despite his praise

of this procedure his just caution has deterred

many from its use in appropriate cases. With the

apparatus I have devised for institutions, the dura-

tion, pressure, and temperature mav be so accurately

applied that the patient mav be gradually trained to

accept it without harm. This is proved by some of

the Montefiore Home patients who were so well

trained by the graduated hydrotherapy preceding

the douche that they refused a five-minute rain

douche of higher temperature than 65° P.. a proced-

ure from which most of us would shrink. That this

douche table is absolute!}- "foolproof" is evident

from a record of over 50,000 treatments in three in-

stitutions during the past twenty years. For tuber-

culosis cases in institutions I have devised a more
simple and less expensive wall apparatus.

The diiTerence between the slow and cautious

neurovascular training and the heroic douche treat-

ment is illustrated by two sanatoria that are under
equally skilled direction. In the Budapest St. Eliz-

abeth's Hospital Dr. Kuthy uses the former ; he re-

I)orts one thousand cases in the first stage treated

with tuberculin and the most approved dietetic and
hygienic regime, of which 53.9 per cent, were dis-

charged as clinically cured, while at the Belzig San-
atorium only 39 per cent, recovered. The only dif-

ference in the management of patients in these in-

stitutions was that Kuthy used a graduated hydro-

therapy adapted to each patient's condition from the

beginning, while at Belzig the douche is the princi-

pal procedure. Kuthy does not regard any case as

cured until two years have elapsed without mani-

festations. These data are cited to show that indi-

vidualization is important and that although both

physicians individualize carefully one loses the best

action of water because he awaits, as did Dettweiler,

the patient's tolerance of douches.

Unfortunately for its universal adoption, water is

used irrationally on merely empirical grounds. A
rational basis underlies its action. What is the

rationale of water in tuberculosis? Taking pul-

monary tuberculosis as an example, the indications

are to improve nutrition and hematosis, to elevate

the patient's stamina in order to enhance resistance.

During the last quarter of a century I have not pre-

scribed medicinal tonics for any patient because

systematic neurovascular training which may be ad-

ministered in any household, has been eff^ective in

the improvement of appetite, increase of blood cells,

and muscular and circulatory capacity, as evidenced

often in gain of weight and general vigor. This

statement is based on hundreds of blood-counts and
weight records. The rationale is so simple that I

would fain omit it here, were it not invariably dis-

regarded in the text books which detail the action of

medicinal agents at length. The so-called shock

from cold water is dreaded without reason ; it is not,

like surgical shock, "a depression of the vital pow-
ers," but rather a surprise to the cutaneous nerve

terminals, furnishing thermic and mechanical ex-

citation which, as we learned in our student days, is

conveyed to the central nervous system and thence

reflected upon all the structures in connection with

the latter. Pardon my using a trite but emphatic

illustration—the gasp of a stillbom infant on re-

ceiving a dash of cold water. In fact the manage-
ment of this type of "asthenia" ofi^ers an epitome, as

it were, of hydrotherapy. Do we not increase the

dose of temperature stimulus by dipping the entire

body in cold water, when the smaller dose—sprink-

ling—fails to arouse the waning vitality, and do we
not again increase the so-called shock by contrast of

the alternating action of hot and cold water dipping,

when needed to resuscitate the patient? Alcoholic

or medicinal stimulants are not thought of in this

sudden demand upon our therapeutic resources.

Why has custom established cold water as the only

stimulant in this most pathetic of all asthenias?

Because the empirical good results are based upon
rational physiological principles and no other stim-

ulant is capable of accomplishing such marvels of

restoration. You may apply the principle here in-

volved

—

temperature e-vcitafion judiciously adapted
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to the patient's reactive capacity—to every other

form of asthenia. In tuberculosis, for instance, you
may obtain precisely the same effects for the same
reason. This is true science, more than can be said

of some of our "best remedies.'' Individualization

Before Plunge, 50 Contractions.
Raised 5.139 kgnj.

Aftc Plunge 50° F. 74 Contractions,
Raised 9.126 kgm.
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50° for 15 seconds.

is imperative
; its neglect brings disappointment an 1

failure, often resulting in abandonment of an agent
that has possibilities unthought of. That the dash
and the dip would be futile in typhoid asthenia
and that the cold bath would be fatal to the in-

fant "goes without saying." I have fornni-
lated a hydrotherapeutic law—the effect of a
hydrotherapeutic procedure is governed by the
dift'erence between skin and water temperature.
This is modified by psychic and physical condi-
tions which are easily learned by a little ob-
servation and practice. To avoid faulty hydro-
therapy and make it more universal, I have
devised neurovascular training which furnishes
a daily test of reactive capacity and by which
all harm may be obviated in the most depre-
ciated case. The effect of neurovascular train-
ing upon the circulation is marked by reason
of the vasomotor stimulation which primarilv
affects the smaller vessels. In addition there
is an action upon the "skin heart" which
has not been sufficiently appreciated. I hold that
since the capillaries have no muscular nor elastic
coat, their narrowing under cold water is due to the
cutaneous muscular fibers which are contracted by
the cold. These compress the capillary network
with which they are interwoven and thus aid the
vasomotor action by increasing the resistance at the
periphery. The result is an immediate response of
the heart with increased ventricular contraction and
all the potent influences, flowing free from an en-

Fig. 3.

—

a. Before rest,

after

before wet sheet:
cold wet sheet.

b. .^fter rest, or

hanced cardiac tone, removal of stases, exudates,
and enhanced nutrition and elimination. Moreover.
the well-known favorable action of cold procedures
in other infectious diseases evoked by their effect on
the peripheral circulation may be expected in tuber-

culosis also. This is the clinical fact observed in

febrile cases especially.

There is one action of water procedures which
has not received sufficient attention, viz., the remark-
able influence of cold and warm water upon the

muscular system. Vinaj and Mag-
giora of Turin have given us some
valuable laboratory data on the en-

hancement of muscular vigor by cold

water and its diminution under warm
water if given without the mechanical

stimulus of atmospheric pressure. By
repeated experiments with the ergo-

graph of AIosso, to whom they sub-

mitted their results, they ascertained

the fatigue curve (line) before and
after water procedures of various

kinds. The middle finger of the right

hand, for instance, was made to con-

tract with the greatest exertion, lift-

ing a weight of one kilogram until

fatigued ; the point of exhaustion was
reached after fifty contractions, two
seconds apart. (Fig. i.) This was
calculated to correspond to a total of

5.139 kgm, work, while after a ])hmge bath of 15

seconds at a temperature of 50° F, the same finger

was capable of completing 74 contractions before

after hath.

fatigue curve;
sheet.

fatigue ensued, corresponding to 9.126 kgm. work.*
(Fig. 2.)

In an interesting article on the rationale of rest

published in the May number of the Outdoor Life
by Professor Lee of Columbia University, the effect

of rest is shown in a diagram which I reproduce

(Fig. 3) in order to show that a similar effect is

produced by cold water procedures. In Figure 4a

and b the fatigue lines are shown after muscular
action ; Figure 4c shows how the lost muscular vigor

was restored by the cold wet sheet.

Professor I.ee writes "There is no known anti-

dote for fatigue (with its detrimental products) un-

less it be rest." Figure 4 demonstrates that

there is another antidote and a much more
powerful one, namely cold water administered with

friction. The chief physiological action of cold

water procedures is first the beneficent effect of ex-

ercise upon the unfatigued muscle and second the

good effect of rest upon the fatigued muscle. We
therefore obtain from judicious graduated cold pro-

cedures an improvement in the circulation of the

blood and lymph, enhancing cardiac activity and

*From "Principles and Practice of Hydrotherapy," Wm.
Wood & Co.. Xew York.
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driving the venous and arterial blood and the lymph
through unwonted channels, washing out fatigue

products and other elements of defective tissue

change. The advantage of muscular enhancement
by water over that produced by active muscular
exercise in tuberculosis is enormous, because there

arises no active disturbance of the respiratory proc-

ess which would menace the consumptive. Too
often also absolute cessation of exercise is demanded
by reason of rise of temperature leading to loss of

valuable tone, when cold water proves a precious

substitute.

My limits do not permit me to enlarge upon the

rationale of the action of judicious and graded hy-
driatric procedures ; these are fully detailed in Chap-
ter V of my book on "Principles and Practice of

Hydrotherapy," Third Edition, Wm. Wood & Co.
When all its briefly enumerated effects are con-

sidered, it may be claimed without fear of contra-

diction that hydrotherapy would occupy a high plane

in the management of tuberculosis if it were applied

rationally as is here outlined. Owing to the lack of

training, faulty methods prevail in otherwise excel-

lent institutions in which the good results noiv ob-

tained would be vastly multiplied by improved meth-
ods. For instance, in one large institution the pa-

tients are permitted to take their showers as suits

them, while in another the patient stands on a glazed

brick floor with the cold water flowing upon his

feet ; the latter should always be protected by a

slat floor because their chilling interferes with gen-
eral reaction. Moreover the shower is not so stim-

ulating as the fan douche which strikes every part

treated with friction and may be confined to definite

portions of the body, as demanded by reactive ca-

pacity.

The wonderful results of graduated exercise

claimed by Marcus Patterson of the Brompton Hos-
pital for Consumptives are the result of judicious

gradation. He applies exercise as I have applied

water, beginning with mild forms and slowly, care-

fully rising to more active methods. This is the

secret of success and it is simple enough to enlist

imitation.

Another precious advantage of systematic water
treatment of tuberculosis lies in the fact that when
the patient returns (cured or arrested) to his un-

favorable environment, the daily neurovascular
training has become an imperative need for him.

Dr. Rosenberg of Bedford Hills informs me that he

often meets discharged patients who express their

craving for the shower bath which they satisfy in

the public baths where showers are the rule. They
are not always able to sleep with open windows
because other inmates of the room object to cold

air, but they can readily obtain the cold shower and
protect themselves against relapses by enhancing re-

sistance capacity in another way.
In conclusion I would say that these comments

are the result of my disappointment in finding hy-

drotherapy discussed so little in American books
upon and societies connected with tuberculosis. If

colleagues are using it they have failed to realize its

importance and have not published their results. I

hope that to-day's discussion may be confined to

actual clinical or laboratory investigations, as I have
endeavored to present.

I have been more frank than is my wont, because
of the pressing demands of suffering humanity, and
having passed the biblical span of life another op-

portunity may not be granted me. This is my war-
rant for urging upon every tuberculosis specialist to

investigate the rationale and therapeutic action of

water and to try in every case the method of neuro-

vascular training which may be practised in the most

humble household upon the most depreciated sub-

jects without harm in this as in other depreciated

conditions.

I am ready to demonstrate all I claim to any one

interested in the subject, in the institutions and clinic

with which I am connected.
51 West Seventieth Street.

TREATMENT OF HABITS.*

By CHARLES E. ATWOOD, B.S.. M.D.,

NEW YOEK.

NEUROLOGIST, HOSPITAL AND SCHOOLS FOR CHILDREN, RANDALL'S
island; ASSISTANT IN NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY,

VANDEBBILT CLINIC.

This subject having been selected for me by the

Committee of the Orthodontia Association, will

have to be discussed by me largely in its generic

sense and from a biological standpoint. In this way
perhaps some suggestions may be brought to light

which can be adapted to practical ends in dealing

with the pernicious habits which interfere with the

important work of your specialty.

According to the Mendelian law, very simply

stated, one-fourth of the offspring of a given union

will be like one parent, one-fourth like the other,

and one-half will be of a mixed type, partaking of

characteristics of both parents and capable of fur-

ther transmitting these characteristics in turn to

their children. Investigations into the heredity of

insanity, feeble-mindedness, epilepsy, and the neuro-

pathic constitution, have already been made ; and in

the study of generations of many families in refer-

ence to the probability of inheritance of neuro-

pathic conditions, the actual findings have corre-

sponded with astonishing closeness to the theoretical

expectation expressed in the Mendelian theory. It

would take too much time and space, however, to

discuss the matter at length. According to the

same law, variations acquired during the life of an

individual are not transmitted to his descendants.

It is nevertheless true that descendants are not ex-

actly like ancestors and not exactly like each other.

On the theory of evolution we may attribute this

variation to natural selection ; while heredity helps

to perpetuate what natural selection has caused to

survive. Environment is a factor in producing in-

harmonious variations from the normal, and also in

destroying them. While both prenatal and post-

natal agencies are, of course, concerned in the pro-

duction of oral conditions which you are called upon
to treat, I am inclined to give the former the greater

potency. The laws of heredity determine contour

and structure and natural characteristics. Habits,

on the other hand, are acquired, although tendencies

to certain kinds may be predetermined by an in-

herited faulty mental make-up. A habit spasm, for

example, is an evidence of some peripheral physical

defect ; but it also is found only in those with an

inherited neuropathic constitution. Again, habits

are readily acquired by nervous individuals and
neurasthenics.

Our first thought in the treatment of habits should

be to ascertain whether we have a mentally normal
individual or an abnormal one to deal with. Speak-
ing broadly, feeblemindedness in a given case may

*Read by invitation at the Third Annual Meeting of
the Eastern Association of Graduates of the Angle
School of Orthodontia, held at the New York Academy
of Medicine, April 27, 1912.
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be recognized by the Binet test ; dementia praecox

by the presence of negativism, stereotypy, manner-
isms, etc. ; the neuropath by his nervous constitution,

faulty heredity, and the nature of his habit which
is usually a spasmodic tic ; while a very pronounced
mental defect, such as we find in idiocy and imbe-

cility, is determinable by simple tests and observa-

tion. The jaw condition, which the orthodontist is

called upon to treat, and the pernicious habit, which
occasionally interferes with his work, may both be

looked upon as variations from the normal.

A knowledge of psychiatry, i.e. pathological psy-

chology, is of great help to the physician and student

in the understanding of the problems of normal
psychology; and both are helpful in the analysis of

habits.

Recently, in association with a medical confrere.

I have been interested in a study of the significance

of habit movements in mental defectives.* In these

cases the psychic element naturally plays a less im-
portant role than in the normal individual. We pur-

sued our investigations in our own service on Ran-
dall's Island and found there that a very large num-
ber of uneducable idiots and imbeciles had certain

peculiar habit movements which were persistent in

type. After a careful analysis of these movements
it occurred to me that they all bore some relation to

or suggested a sexual libido. They were all refer-

able to certain regions of the body corresponding to

what Freud has designated "erogenous zones," and
they were of the pleasurable sort, as forced inter-

ruptions of the habit movements were resented by
the patient, at times even with violence. Out of 600
idiots and imbeciles examined by us, 201 exhibited

autoerogenous movements and acts. The erogen-
ous zones to which the habit movements studied
could be referred were, in the order of their fre-

quency, the face, the pelvis, and the hand. One
hundred and twenty-three, or more than three-fifths

of the 201 cases were referable to the face anl head
zone. These were classified into pleasure suckers
(of the fingers, rags, tongue, or lips), with the

enormous number of 75 ; biters of the hand, tongue,
or lips, 14 ; strokers and rubbers of the eyes, 13

:

strokers of their own or other faces, 13; pounders
of the face and head, 6; and aural inserters of fin-

gers or of foreign substances. 2. The autoerogen-
ous movements were carried on continuously for
long periods of time, i.e. they were habit move-
ments. For various reasons, unnecessary to men-
tion here, we concluded that the significance of the

autoerogenous habit movements and certain appar-
ently senseless acts of uneducable mental defective?

are irrevocably bound up with a defective and per-

verted se.xuality of infancy and childhood. Our
views parallel those of Freud in sex genesis for the
normal child as laid down in his "Three Contribu-
tions to the Sexual Theory." Our discovery has.

to my mind, more than a biological and academic
interest. It may help in the recognition of verv
young cases of mental defect. It may help to ex-
plain also certain habits and conditions which have
been hitherto impossible of control. In a large
orphan asylum assembly room we were able by
observation alone of about 200 supposedly normal
children to select out three cases of mental defect
on account of their autoerogenous habit movements
displayed. We proved up the cases subsequently
by examination and inquiry of the attendant, and

*Clark and Atwood : "A Study of the Significance of
Habit Movements in Mental Defectives," Journal Am.
Med. Assn., March 23, 1912.

were not wrong in any case. The direct application

of these remarks to the subject in hand might not

occur except in mentally defective cases.

Let us now glance for a moment at certain simple

facts in normal psychology in relation to habit. The
formation of a habit, psychologically speaking, de-

pends on two things : a sensorimotor connection be-

tween stimulus and response and a connection be-

tween stimuli. In other words, or to illustrate : let

us say that certain sensory impressions are carried

from the oral cavity, i.e. the periphery, to the sen-

sory nuclei of the brain. They are there discharged
into motor cells which return an impulse to the mus-
cles for the production of voluntary movement. A
sensation of the movement is also returned to con-
sciousness. If the same sensorimotor process is re-

peated indefinitely, a more or less permanent con-
nection arises, consciousness gives little or no fur-

ther heed, and the motor response to the given stim-

ulus becomes automatic. The initiation of the
movement only is voluntary, and the sensation of

the movement after a permanent connection has
been made is sufficient to set ofT successive dis-

charges, and the act is repeated automatically and
subconsciously. If it takes the form of a spasmodic
tic, the repetition of the movement is expressive

of a neuropathic constitution. If it appears to have
a sexual significance il may be generated in psycho-
pathic soil. Automatic habits of some sort, how-
ever, are being continually formed in health, es-

pecially in childhood. Ihe kind of habits formed
is one of the problems of education which consists

mainly in the "learning to make certain responses

to certain stimuli, and inhibiting others." The
: bility to grasp the significance of the motor ele-

ment or reaction to given stimuli enables us to see

the value of special training. If special training

along any lines can be accomplished in a given case,

hope may be held out that other special or even
general training may be possible in that case. The
present tendency is to interpret in terms of motor
adjustments.

The psychology of the child is one of the live top^

ics of the day ; and the importance of the motor
element in mental life has been steadily gaining in

recognition. Those who are content to ignore the

actual brain conditions, however, the pathology of

mental defectives, are naturally more optimistic of
curing their abnormal manifestations than those of
us who are brought nuich into actual contact with

them and are familiar practically with these condi-

tions and are unwilling to ignore them. The idiot,

speaking broadly, is teachable only in a very limited

degree. The cure of habit in those cases is prac-

tically impossible on account of the mental deficien-

cies of attention, memory, etc.

The effect of treatment of habit must always be
commensurate in degree with the intelligence of the

individual and the strength of the will. It repre-

sents for the normal child an adjustment to new
conditions. Treatment of habits in the supposedly
mentally normal child should be general and special.

After all local causes which might give rise to

abnormal sensory stimuli have been removed, the

general herilth of the patient must be looked after in

every particular and brought well up to par. Faulty

conditions of life in the home and school and at play

may have to be corrected. The faculty of attention

and the will may hnve to be especially trained. The
play instinct should be encouraged, and the social

instincts also. Mild punishments for the habit itself

may be instituted when there is no mental defect;
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and also a system of rewards for well doing. Pun-
ishment not only brings the automatic habit into

consciousness; it also exercises a restraining influ-

ence on repetition. A person is less likely to repeat

an act attended by unpleasant consequences than he
is to repeat one from which he derives a reward.
That form of treatment, however, which should have
a great influence in the breaking up of faulty habits,

both mental and physical, is substitution. The
human motor apparatus throughout is capable of

adjustment in an indefinite variety of ways, and the

nerve centers in a normal individual enable him to

acquire power to make these adjustments. There-
fore, unless there is really some mental defect or

maldevelopment in a given case, there should be an
ability to readjustment to a different series of motor
acts if we can get the cooperation of the patient. A
frequent repetition of substitution acts is, of course,

required to bring about a new habit which should be

of a corrective nature. The new corrective habit

should be simple and if possible pleasurable and not

embarrassing. If necessary it may be imitative.

Possibly the origin of the faulty habit in the first

instance may have been from imitation. If so, con-

tact with the person whose fault was imitated

should, of course, be further prevented. This is

very important. Imitation in the child is one of the

strongest factors in his mental make-up, and even

with the grown-up, example is apt to be stronger

than precept. The interest of the child must first lie

aroused, then the faculty of association, and lastly

the memory.
If normal children are forced to do as they shouM

for a sufficient length of time, without arousing too

much antagonism on their part, the tendency to act

in the enforced way becomes stronger than to act

in any other way. Though the acts at first are not

agreeable the children ultimately take pleasure in

doing what they have developed a tendency to do.

As one writer has expressed it : "A habit is a ten-

dency to do a certain thing under certain conditions,

hence a change in the conditions giving rise to a

habit will often change the habit."

The abnormal physical defects which occur in

some backward children, that give rise at times to

habits, are not always easy of discovery. An appar-

ent lack of the faculty of attention, for example,

may be found to be due to defective hearing. A
facial spasm may be associated with adenoids, eye-

strain, phimosis, or oxyurides. An apparent back-

wardness may be augmented by errors of diet or

faulty hygiene. Very naughty or very troublesome

children are not usually entirely normal. They
should be carefully studied, and receive special

daily attention and treatment. Finger and thumb
sucking can be successfully treated in infants only

by mechanical restraint. Nail biting is most helped

by kecpiuLC the nails cut very short. Tic or habit

spasm is a not uncommon disorder in late childhood.

It is an evidence, as previously stated, of neuropathic

heredity, the exciting cause being a deterioration in

general health or some local irritation. It may arise

from a trick or habit or from imitation. The cause

should be sought and removed. Arsenic and bella-

donna may be used. In cases of tic also the volun-

tary repetition of the same movement slowly, for

long periods of time, is sometimes helpful. Reedu-
cation and attention to the health are often of

greater assistance in the treatment of most habits

than psychotherapy. Practising a new habit in

front of a mirror may be helpful. If the patient is

intelligent and old enough to understand he may be

shown pictures and models of perfect jaws and

teeth and contrasting models of such as would be

produced if the habit were persisted in. Those pho-

tographs which I have seen of models by members
of your society, are beautiful as models but certainly

terrifying as examples. The understanding of one

situation makes it easier to grasp others. The long

time required to learn a new order {i.e. a change of

habit), says one observer, depends rather on indis-

position than on inability. In mental defectives the

attention may be obtained by the employment of

music, especially of rhythmic music. Active man-
ual employment in the daytime and watchful con-

trol at night are safe devices in these cases.

In conclusion, an undesirable habit cannot be in-

liiliited any more than an undesirable disposition, but

if a patient can be induced voluntarily to substitute

desirable responses for the undesnrable, a new habit

may become automatic after a sufficient number of

repetitions. A voluntary surrender of the will, how-

ever, is not only highly desirable, but apparently

absolutely necessary in order to gain the ascendency.

The tendency is ever to fall back to the old adjust-

ment. The old sensorimotor paths are open and a

very few impulses only are needed to make them as

permeable as ever. This may be a more gloomy

view of the situation than the facts warrant, but it

is based on what would seem to be unassailable bio-

logical and psychological lines. As to the physical

treatment of faulty oral habits, by mechanical de-

vices, etc., no doubt your own ingenuity will dis-

cover the proper correctives. These will not succeed

in mental defectives as a rule. And in the presence

of actual nervous or mental complications, I would

inject a word of caution, not to meddle except under

the intelligent direction of some one who thoroughly

understands the nervous system.

14 East Sixtieth Stfeet.

A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON NEOSAL-
VARSAN, WITH PARTICULAR REFER-
ENCE TO ITS EMPLOYMENT AS

AN INTRAMUSCULAR IN-

JECTION.
By ABR. L. WOLB.\RST, M.D ,

NEW YORK.

CONSULTING CENITOURINARY SURGEON, CENTRAL ISLIP STATE HOSPITAL:

VISITING GENITOURINARY SURGEON, PEOPLE'S HOSPITAL, WEST
SIDE GERMAN DISPENSARY AND BETH ISRAEL

HOSPITAL DISPENSARY. DIG.

It is two years since the first experimental work

was begun on Ehrlich's salvarsan. During this

period many hundreds of thousands of injections

have been given throughout the world, the results of

which may be learned by a perusal of the copious

literature on the subject. My personal experience

with this remedy is based on some three hundred

intravenous injections and about one hundred in-

jections given intramuscularly by the method of Alt.

Since October, 1910, I have used salvarsan exclu-

sively in the treatment of syphilis, and my clinical

results have been, without a single exception, far

superior, or at least equal to those obtained pre-

viously with the use of continuous injections of

mercury salicylate or bichloride and the iodides.

My records' show a goodly number of cases of

syphilis in various stages, treated with one intra-

muscular injection of salvarsan (Alt method), late

in 1910 or early in 1911, that have not only re-

mained clinically well all this time, but have given

a negative seroreaction after repeated trials.
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In not a single instance have I been unable to

control the clinical manifestations of the disease

with salvarsan, as is sometimes the case with mer-
cury and iodides. For the past year I have em-
ployed the intravenous method exclusively, rather

than the intramuscular method, except in a few
cases, because of the ease with which it can be borne
by the patient. I am quite convinced, however, that

the results are not as lasting as with the intramus-

cular method. I believe that one intramuscular in-

jection has the therapeutic value of at least three

and possibly more intravenous injections. This
view is also held by other observers and by Profes-
sor Ehrlich, too, who stated to me but a few weeks
ago in his laboratory that salvarsan is essentially

an intramuscular treatment and that the intravenous
method must eventually give way to the intramus-
cular, if some painless method can be devised. He
also believes that neosalvarsan is a step in this' di-

rection, as it is more easily borne by the patient and
causes far less reaction in the average case when
given intravenously.

Neosalvarsan is the name given to the newer and
better salvarsan, the laboratory number of which,

914, indicates the tenacity and fixity of purpose pre-

dominating in the Frankfort institute. I had the

pleasure of receiving a liberal supply of the new
preparation early in April, and in the period inter-

vening I have given 40 injections to 30 patients;

of this number 17 injections were given intraven-

ously and 23 intramuscularly. The time that has
elapsed is' manifestly too short for any positive con-
clusions ; consequently this paper must be accepted
as a preliminary reoort, to be followed bv further

studies later on.

Cheniicallv. neosalvarsan is a "condensation of

formaldehydesulfoxyl acid sodium with salvarsan.

That is', it is a formaldehyde sodic sulphoxylate of
dioxvdiamidoarsenobenzol (salvarsan). It has this

reaction : R — NH. -f HO — CH.,OSOKa = R—
NH — CH„OSO— Na -f H.O. It is a i^ne yellow
powder, resembling salvarsan, but somewhat more
yellowish in color and turning reddish on exposure
to the air. The peculiar odor of salvarsan when
dissolved in water is' present, but to a far less de-

gree. It dissolves readily in water at room tempera-
ture, the particles assuming a distinct Brownian
movement. I have noticed that when the entire

tube content is thrown into the water at once a

slight precipitate is formed which sinks to the bot-

tom of the mortar and the water remains but
slightly or not at all colored ; but when the water
is' stirred with a rod, the precipitate disappears and
the water becomes citron yellow in color. On the

other hand, if the powder is slowly deposited into

the water by tapping the tube with the finger tip, a

perfect solution is at once obtained and the water
assumes the yellow color without stirring. The so-

lution is neutral in reaction. This is claimed to be
one of its most important features, as it eliminates

the use of sodium hydroxide for alkalinizing pur-
poses. I found, on several occasions, that the so-

lution gave a faint acid reaction to litmus paper.
In its administration nothing is required but sterile

fresh distilled water. Saline solution should never
be used with it—firstly, because it is entirely mniec-
essar)', and also because it makes the solution turbid
and may bring on toxic symptoms, which do not
occur when distilled water alone is used.
The powder is contained in ampoules like thos'e

containing salvarsan. The exact dosage has not
yet been fully determined, but Ehrlich states that

larger doses than salvarsan should be used, in the

proportion of 3 to 2. In efiiciency, therefore, 0.9
gm. neosalvarsan is the equivalent of 0.6 gm. sal-

varsan. Neither has it yet been determined whether
neosalvarsan, frequently repeated, will develop cu-

mulative effects. In view, however, of the fact that

larger doses can be used, it would appear that neo-
salvarsan is a safer preparation than salvarsan, pai-

ticularly in the hands' of the inexperienced. In the

guinea pig it has been found that the dosis tolerata

is 0.2 gm., as against 0.08 gm. of salvarsan. In all

of my cases I have employed 0.9 gm. in adult males
and 0.75 gm. (equivalent to 0.5 gm. salvarsan) in

women, with practically no toxic phenomena Oi

severe reaction, except in one or two cases men-
tioned below.

As' to the frequency of treatment, Schreiber, who
was the first to use neosalvarsan, recommended in

a i)ersonal report to Ehrlich that it be gi\en intra-

venously four times at intervals of two days, but
this interval has been increased to four days by Du-
hot {Revue Beige d'Urologie et de Dertnatosy-
philigraphic, .April, 1912), who believes that total

elimination of the drug is not complete until four
days have elapsed. I have given it at intervals of

two days without any evidences of toxic reaction.

Ehrlich still insists that the water used for dis-

solving the neosalvarsan must be freshly distilled.

In conversation with him recently he laid great

stress on this point, declaring that endotoxins are

developed in distilled water that is not fresh, which
are the causative factor in the development of the

toxic phenomena that have been observed in the use
of salvarsan. The water should be distilled, steril-

ized and cooled to room temperature.

The method of administration of neosalvarsan is

the same as that of salvarsan, with one exception.

Schreiber and Duhot both recommend that not more
than 120 c.c. water be used with 0.9 gm. neosal-

varsan : that is, 20 c.c. water for 0.15 gm. neosalvar-

san. They believe that the more concentrated the so-

lution, the more effective it is. With salvarsan be-

tween 200 and 300 c.c. are used.

In my intravenous injections I dissolve the powder
in a mortar containing 30 c.c. distilled water at

room temperature. This gives a perfectly clear

yellow solution. It is filtered (as a matter of pre-

caution) and poured into the flask of the apparatus.

Then we add warm distilled water (temperature
slightly over 100 deg. F.), also filtered, up to 120 c.c.

The fluid is' injected into the vein as with salvarsan.

I s;ill adhere to my rule to keep patients in bed for

at least ten or twelve hours after the injection.

The reaction after an intravenous injection of
neosalvarsan is usually nil or nearly so. In my 17

injections I have not had a single instance in which
the temperature rose above 100.5 deg., and in most
cases it remained below 100 deg. In one instance

(a case of tabes with a Wassermann -|- -|- + +)
vomiting occurred immediately after the injection.

For at least four hours preceding and following an
injection it is well to interdict all food, as this may
bring on vomiting and severe reaction. This is'

true with salvarsan also. A few of the patients

complained of a burning sensation at the point of

insertion of the needle, much more frequently than

with salvarsan, and I have observed that an escape

of a few drops of solution into the tissues' causes

much more pain than with salvarsan, but it passes

oflF within an hour or two. while it may last for sev-

eral days with salvarsan. I have never observed

the vellow and blue discoloration of the skin which
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is' sometimes seen when the salvarsan soluiion leaks

into the surrounding tissues. A few patients com-
plained of a slight numbness in the arm and shoul-

der during and after the injection ; this soon passed

off, however. Apparently the neosalvarsan solution

is absorbed much more quickly in the tissues ihan

the salvarsan solution.

When in Frankfort recently, Professor Ehrlich

declared that the best results would be obtained with

neosalvarsan or salvarsan when some painless intra-

muscular method was' devised. He believes strongly,

to quote his own words, that "salvarsan is essen-

tially an intramuscular injection," and he suggested
that it would be well to experiment along this line

with the neosalvarsan he had previously sent me.
I have accordingly carried on a series' of experi-

ments with this oliject in mind, which I desire to

embody in this preliminary report, in the hope that

others may take up the subject and carry it to a suc-

cessful termination.

I began by dissolving the powder in 20 c.c. dis-

tilled water, and injected 10 c.c. into each buttock.

The pain caused by this injection was so intense that

I used it on but three patients. These patients com-
plained of the pain and induration for several

weeks. The clinical result, however, was excellent.

In the second series the powder was suspended
in 10 per cent, iodipin solution. In these cases, 6,

8 and 10 c.c. iodipin solution was used, respectively,

with 0.9 gm. neosalvarsan. The pain was found to

be much less' severe than in the first series, but the

induration and sensitiveness were still very marked.
It was then thought that possibly the distilled

water solution could be made less painful by the ad-

dition of a local anesthetic. Accordingly, in the

following series, we injected 0.45 gm. neo,s'alvarsan

suspended in 3 c.c. iodipin solution into one Imttock.

and in the other, for comparison, we injected simul-

taneously the same quantity dissolved in i c.c. of a

I per cent, solution of beta eucain in distilled water.

The latter was much more painful than the iodipin

suspension, and had to be given up.

In the next series we suspended the powder in

glycerin, with very encouraging result : 0.45 gm.
powder was suspended in r c.c. glycerin (c.p. ) and

injected into the buttock. The pain and induration

W'Cre very slight as compared with anything that had

been used previously ; by way of comparison with

the iodipin suspension, we suspended a similar

amount of powder in the same amount of iodipin

solution and injected it simultaneously into the other

buttock. This was done in four cases, and it wa.->

found that the glycerin suspension was much less

painful than the iodipin.

In the belief, however, that a clear solution might
he more easily absorbed and less painful than this

suspension, we added a few drops of water to the

glycerin suspension. This dissolved botli the glyc-

erin and the powder, but the pain of the injection

was increased. Then we dissolved the suspension
in a few drops of i per cent, beta eucain solution

and we found that we had at last an injection tliat

was quite painles's.

Finally it was suggested the injection could be

made even less painful by dividing the dose into

four parts and making four punctures instead of

two. This would give us a smaller quantity for

each puncture, with greater opportunity for absorp-

tion and lesser possibility of induration. We con-

sequently suspended 0.9 gm. powder in 4 c.c. glyc-

erin and then added a few drops of i per cent,

beta eucain solution in distilled water. In a few

instances I have used i per cent, alypin with equally

good result. Eleven intramuscular injections have

thus far been given in this way, most of them in

my service at the West Side German Dispensary.

A few have been given in my private practice. In

every instance the patients have been more than

satisfied, there being practically no pain, except a

slight stiffness for a few hours, noticed mostly when
the patient stooped or sat down. It is quite likely

that even this sense of tenderness can be obviated

by injecting into the lumbar muscles as suggested

by Meltzer. We have not yet tried this method. In

one case a moderate induration was observed on
the second day at the site of one of the punctures',

but this was not painful, nor did it cause any in-

convenience. Taken altogether, this intramuscular

injection is by far the most satisfactory I have thus

far encountered and is worthy of a more serious

trial.

In all of these cases the clinical result has been

excellent. Primary and secondary lesions have re-

sponded beautifully, though not so rapidly, at times,

as with the intravenous injection. The time is toi>

short to speak of permanent results or of the effect

on the sero-reaction, but it must be evident that we
have here a very potent therapeutic agent that can

be administered in the office, without the necessity

of the patient's going to bed. This itself is a very

decided advantage in its favor over the intravenous

method, apart from its greater effectiveness.

In detail, these cases may be classified as follows:

Series i. 3 cases. Neosalvarsan dissolved in 20
c.c. distilled zvater; 10 c.c. injected into each buttock.

Observation. Pain intense immediately after the

injection and lasting from one to three weeks. In-

duration marked. No necrosis or abscess forma-

tion. Skin hot and tender. In one case (cerebral

syphilis) the patient vomited after the injection.

Curiously enough, this patient had previousl)- re-

ceived three salvarsan injections suspended in iodi-

pin solution without any vomiting at any time.

Clinical result in all three cases, excellent.

Series 2. 3 cases. Neosalvarsan suspended in

10 per cent, iodipin suspension:

Observation. Case i. 0.9 gm., suspended in 8

c.c, iodipin solution. 4 c.c. injected in each buttock.

No pain at time of injection, but moderate pain

next day, which lasted several days. Slight indura-

tion. Clinical result good. Case 2, 0.9 gm., sus-

pended in 6 c.c, iodipin. 3 c.c in each buttock.

Moderate pain, lasting three days. Moderate in-

duration. Clinical result excellent. Case 3. 0.9 gm..

suspended in 10 c.c, iodipin. 5 c.c. injected in each

buttock. Moderate pain and duration lasting five

days. Clinical result good.

Series 3. 2 cases. 0.45 gm., suspended in 3 c.c.

iodipin, injected in one buttock; in the other, 0.45

gm.. dissolved in i c.c. i per cent, beta eucain so-

lution in distilled zvater.

Observation. The beta eucain watery solution

was far more painful than the iodipin. One patient

remarked that the induration felt like a tennis ball.

Induration marked on both sides and in both cases.

Pain lasted five days. Clinical result, good.

Series 4. 4 cases. 0.45 gm.. suspended in 3 c.i.

iodipin and injected in one buttock; in the other,

0-55 .?"'•• suspended in i c.c. glycerin (c.p.).

Observation. Pain and induration of the glycerin

suspension was much less than the iodipin. Clinical

result in every case excellent. Pain noticed only on
sitting or stooping.

Series 5. 11 cases. 0.9 gm., suspended in 4 c.c.
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glycerin, to which was added a few drops of i per
cent, beta eucain or alypui soiiitioii, dissolz'iiig the

glycerin.

Observation. Pain and induration reduced to

minimum. Most patients have felt almost no pain;

some have felt pain on sitting or stooping for a day
or two. Induration very slighi.

Technique. The powder is mixed in a mortar
containing 3 or 4 c.c. glycerin (c.p.j ; to this is

added a few drops of i per cent, beta eucain or aly-

pin solution in distilled water. The suspension has

now been converted into an almost clear watery
solution. The buttocks are painted with iodin, and
four spots are located, two in each buttock, into

which I c.c. of the solution is injected and slight

pressure made by the hand. The patient is not con-

fined to bed.

Coiuiiisio)is. As to neosaharsan :

1. The clinical results are at least as striking as

those of salvarsan.

2. The reaction after treatment is nil or verj

slight, with correct technique.

3. Larger doses are more readily tolerateii than

with salvarsan.

4. The neucral reaction of the solution in water
obviates the use of sodium hydroxide, thus avoid-

ing the possibility of thrombosis.

5. Leakage of neosalvarsan solution into the tis-

sues seems to be absorbed much more quickly than
with salvarsan.

6. Patients feel the inflow of the neosalvarsan

solution much more than that of salvarsan, in the

form of a sense of burning at the site of the injec-

tion.

7. Neosalvarsan has no apparent eflfect on tlie

eyes, kidneys, heart or lungs.

8. Tntravennus injections may be repeated in 2

to 4 days.

As to the intramuscular method:
9. The neu:ral reaction of neosalvarsan solution

lends itself readilv to intramuscular medication,
which is admittedly irore effective than the intra-

venous.

10. The suspension in glycerin is made almost
painless by adding a few drops of i per cent beta
eucain or alypin solution.

11. The solution of neosalvarsan in distilled

water is very painful.

T desire to express my thanks to Drs. Saul Steiner
and Joseph Kaufman, of mv service, for their as-

sistance and cooperation in this preliminarv studv.
113 East Ninteenth Street.

BEDBUGS AND BUBONIC PLAGUE.
Bv T.XCOLYN \-.\N VLIET MANNING, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N.

The fact that the bedbug, Ciniex lectiilarius, is an
agent of transmission of bubonic plague was not

known to the English-speaking world until Xuttall,

Quick Professor of Biology in the University of

Cambridge, published in the special plague number
of the Journal of Hygiene a translation of the ex-

periments of D. T. Verjbitski, a Russian engaged
in research in the laboratory of the Imperial Insti-

tute of Experimental ]\Iedicine at St. Petersburg.
Verjbitski"s results were definite, proving that bed-
bugs fed on animals dying of plague communicated
the plague to guinea pigs for five days afterward

;

fleas fed on animals dying of plague communicated
the plague to other animals for three days. Verj-
Jbitski says in his report : "These experiments were

conducted with guinea pigs. The plague culture

was enhanced in virulence by passing through sev-

eral guinea pigs. The bugs used were Cime.v lec-

tiilarius, which is the usual domestic parasite. The
strong irritation occasioned by its bite is caused by

the action of the saliva which is injected into the

wound. A bug never inflicts but one bite, and does

not leave the place until it has filled itself with

blood. Its body under these conditions acquires

an egg-shaped form. The bedbugs, in series of

fifty, were applied to guinea pigs dying of plague,

and to an area of skin under the thigh which had

previously been shaved. The results definitely

proved that the bedbug transmits plague, and that

as an agent of such transmission the bedbug is to be

more feared than the much dreaded flea of man and

animals."

Verjbitski's summary,' tmder sixteen heads, of

the results of the sixty recorded experiments is here

given: "(1) All bedbugs and fleas which have
sucked the blood of animals dying from plague

contain plague microbes. (2) Bedbugs and fleas

which have sucked the blood of animals suffering

from plague contain plague microbes only when the

bite is inflicted twelve to twenty-six hours before

death, that is during that period when the blood

contains plague bacillus. (3) The vitality and viru-

lence of the plague microbe are preserved in these

insects. (4) The plague bacillus is found in bugs
which are not starved, one to seven days ; in bugs
previously starved four months, they are found
eight to nine days. (5) The number of plague
bacilli increases the first few days. (6) The feces

of the infected bug or flea contain virulent plague

bacilli as long as they persist in the alimentary canal

of the insect. (8) The more virulent the culture

with which is inoculated the first animal on which
the bug was fed, the more certainly the infection

was conveyed by bites. (9) The local inflammatory
reaction in animals which died from plague occa^

sioned by bites of infected insects was very slight

or absent. In the latter case one could only locate

it by the situation of the primary bubo. ( 10) In-

fected bugs communicated disease to healthy ani-

mals five days; fleas, three days. (11) Not more
than two animals were infected from the same bug.

(12) Crushing of infected bugs in situ in process

of biting, occasioned, in the majority of cases, the

infection of healthy animals. (13) Injury to the

skin occasioned by the bite of the bug or flea offers

a channel through which the plague bacillus can
easily enter the body and occasion deaths from
plague. (14) Crushed infected bugs and their

feces can infect small punctures of the skin caused
by bites for a short time after infliction of bites.

(15) On linen soiled by crushed bedbugs (or fleas)

or their infected feces the plague bacillus can under
favorable conditions remain alive and virulent for

five months. (16) Chemical disinfectants do not

in the ordinary course of application kill the plague
bacillus in the infected bug or flea.

"In crushed infected bugs the plague bacillus pre-

served its morphological characteristics during all

the time it was found in the bodies of bugs. In the

midst of a great mass of well preserved blood cor-

puscles could be seen an enormous quantity of

plague bacilli in almost pure culture. Experiment
XLII : The inner surface of the hind leg in six

guinea pigs was scratched three times with a fine

needle and the crushed bug was rubbed over the

scarification ; all of the six pigs died of plague in

fortv-seven to sixtv-nine hours. Pure cultures of
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plague bacilli were obtained from the following

sources: (i) The crushed infected bugs on bits of

linen— (a) dried thirty-five days at room tempera-

ture (b) 130 days in damp environment at 4 to 5°

C, (c) exposed during eight days to direct sun-

light, and (d) frozen ten days at 5° G. to 18° C;
and (2) from the feces of bugs which had been

allowed to dry on hnen at room temperature for ten

days. These were all verified by the inoculation

of guinea pigs. From the results we must conclude

that clothing and bedclothes which are soiled with

material from infected insects, obtained either by

crushing them or from their feces, can serve during

a long time as a source of infection. The clothing

of people who live in dirty, unhygienic surround-

ings is generally covered with spots from crushed

bugs and their feces. Formalin vapor is a poor in-

secticide, especially for bugs."

The following description of the bedbug is quoted

from the bulletin. The Bedbug, of the U. S. En-
tomological Bureau

:

"The bedbug has accompanied man wherever he

has gone. Vessels are almost sure to be infested

with it. It is not limited by cold. The presence

of the bedbug in a house is not necessarily an indi-

cation of neglect, for, little as the idea may be rel-

ished, this insect may often gain access in spite of

all reasonable precautions. It is apt to get into the

trunks and satchels of travelers. It migrates from
one house to another, sometimes for a perio'l of

several months, gaining entrance daily. Migration

is apt to take place if the inhabitants of an infected

house leave it. With the failure of their u-^ual

source of food the bedbugs pass along walls, w;iter

pipes and gutters, and gain entrance to adjoining

houses. The bedbug is thoroughly nocturnal in

habits and displays wariness, or intelligence, in its

efforts at concealment during the day. It usually

leaves the bed at the approach of daylight, to go
into concealment in cracks in the bedstead, or be-

hind wainscoting, or under loose wall-paper, man-
ifesting its gregarious habit by collecting in masses.

The inherited experience of many centuries of com-
panionship with man has resulted in a knowledge
of the habits of the human animal, and a facility

of concealment, particularly as evidenced by its

abandoning beds and often going to distant quar-

ters for protection and hiding during daylight. The
bedbug belongs to the order Hemiptera, character-

ized by possessing a piercing and sucking beak.

The bedbug, though normally feeding on human
blood, is able to get more or less sustenance from
the juices of moistened wood, or the moisture in

the accumulations of dust, etc.. in crevices in floor-

ing. The biting organs of the bedbug consist of a

heavy underlip within which lie four thread-like,

hard filaments which glide over each other with an
alternating motion and pierce the flesh. The blond

is drawn up through the beak, which is closely ap-

plied to the point of puncture, and the alternating

motion of the setae in the flesh cause the blood to

flow more freely. In common with other insects

which attack man these pests may be the transmit-

ters of contagious f?) diseases. The bite of the

bedbug is poisonous to some individuals. To such
the presence of the bugs is sufficient to cause the

greatest uneasiness. With others, however, the

presence of the bugs may not be recognized at all,

and except for the occasional staining of the linen

by a crushed individual their presence might be en-

tirely overlooked. The bedbug is known to be able

to survive for long periods without food. In un-

occupied houses it can undoubtedly undergo fasts

of e.xtreme length. Individuals obtained from eggs

have been kept in sealed vials in this office for sev-

eral months, remaining active, in spite of the fact

that they had never taken any nourishment what-

ever. Bedbugs are said to lay several batches of

eggs during the season and are extremely prolilic.

The eggs are white oval objects and are laid in

batches of one-half dozen to fifty in cracks and
crevices wdiere the bugs go for concealment. The
eggs hatch in a week or ten days. Breeding experi-

ments conducted at this office indicate seven weeks
as the period from egg to adult insect. "-

Are bedbugs a common factor in American
homes? In each of the following instances I have
observed bedbugs in large numbers : ( i ) Having
had occasion to trace the source from which bed-

bugs were found on a white infant in a North Caro-
lina home, I investigated the sleeping quarters of

the colored cook and maid; the bed- frame under
the mattress in each bed was a crawling, seething

mass of bedbugs. (2) Tracing to their source the

bedbugs which appeared in a scrupulously kept

medical ward of Cook County Hospital, Chicago, I

found the bed of the kitchen man, which he had
previously made and "bugged" himself, alive with
bedbugs. The bed-frame, drawn out on the con-
crete floor, was swabbed with alcohol and then
fired, when the bedbugs literally boiled out of every
joint in the iron. (3) Attending at night an ob-
stetric case in the Chicago Ghetto while externe at

the Chicago Lying-in Dispensary, I found hundreds
of these crawlers descending the board partition

which formed one side of the room. Called to the

apartment of an unknown woman at night, I found
her bedclothing swarming with bedbugs. Composing
myself to sleep in a richly upholstered reclining

chair on a train in the Southwest in late October I

was at once attacked by bedbugs in such numbers
that all portions of the body felt as if scorched with
flame. (5) In a previous paper^ I have recorded
witnessing the migration of a bedbug from a sick

man, across the aisle of a coach in the Hudson
tube, to the skirts of a party of ladies ; this migra-
tion took place in February, showing how little sea-

son affects the roaming of this pest, as well as its

voluntary migration from sick to well, as a possible

means of transferring disease.

Observation demonstrates that constant distribu-

tion of the bedbug among members of the various
social classes takes place: the physician returns from
the slum case and the lawyer from the court where
bedbugs swarm ; the maid takes her half-day in a
tenement home, the daily paper is distributed by a
tenement dweller, the hand laundry often returns
from a tenement district ; the vacation is spent in

unfumigated summer camps, and the traveler's bag
or trunk is a usual hiding place for cimex ; men,
women, and children of all social classes come
in close contact in railroad stations, transit-

lines, theaters, schools, moving picture enter-
tainments, summer amusements, and public
inns. The invasion of the .American home is

more successfully accomplished bv the gentle art

of concealment practised by the retiring but ubiquit-

ous bedbug. To the prophylaxian Verjbitski's dem-
onstration that begbugs transmit blood-borne dis-

eases is the most revolutionary discovery made since
Pasteur announced the etiology of anthrax. This il-

luminating thesis lightens the path along which
science has floundered in search of the common
mode of transmission of acute epidemic disease. It
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would appear that any disease whose germ or virus

is liberated in the blood during any stage of the at-

tack, may be transmitted by the ubiquitous bedbug.
The prophylaxis of bubonic plague and possibly

of epidemic polimyelitis, therefore, must first secure

the extermination of the bedbug. The bedbug must
be excluded by destruction from all dwellings, busi-

ness districts, public halls and utilities, free dis-

pensaries and night shelters, hospitals, and churches,

rolling stock, and passenger ships. An annual spring

extermination of the bedbug will result as well in

the destruction of all cockroaches, spiders, ants,

house centipedes, and hibernating adult flies and
mosquitos. An annual renovation to be eilfective

must include not the bedchambers of a house only,

but every room in the house ; not a single flat in an
apartment house, but every floor including the base-

ment and restaurant ; not one house in a tenement
row, but the entire block.

The methods to be employed are (1) general,

including fumigation by hydrocyanic acid gas or

brimstone, or destruction by fire; (2) local, includ-

ing the application of various volatile or other poi-

sons, or of boiling water.

Hydrocyanic acid gas method : The immediate
and complete sterilization of a building and all its

contents, with the total destruction of all germs,

parasites, and vermin on the premises can be ac-

complished by fumigation with hydrocyanic acid gas.

The gas penetrates every aperture, and leaves be-

hind it the death of every organism ; the dust will

be tuidisturbed but innocuous ; no cockroach or wa-
terbug will be seen about the plumbing ; no bedbug,

moth, mosquito, or housefly will emerge from any
crevice or drapery. Fumigation by this method is

so exact that it should be in common use at least

once a year ; its immediate effectiveness recommends
it for use in all aggravated and intractably insect-

ridden houses. The method, however, is both ex-

pensive for individual use, and dangerous when em-
ployed unintelligently. Individual experimental use

of the hydrocyanic acid gas method is not advo-

cated. It should be a part of the equipment
of the municipality which is placed at the

call of the individual citizen, as is fire protection, and
should be compulsory in all buildings enumerated
above during the months of spring. Annual com-
pulsory municipal fumigation can be accomplished

by municipal ownership of equipment and sufficient

accessory apparatus in the way of tents, etc., to

house for tv\'enty-four hours the inhabitants of one

city block, notification to be given one week in ad-

vance. The hydrocyanic acid gas method of fumi-

gation of houses is given in detail by L. O. Howard.
Chief of the United States Bureau of Entomology,
in Circular Bulletin 46, revised edition. * In re-

sponse to a letter of inquiry regarding the use of

the hydrocyanic gas in tenements. Dr. Howard re-

plied : "In order to be effective and safe in East

Side tenements, fumigation with hydrocyanic gas

should only be carried on in the central one of three

vacated buildings. I doubt very much whether one

could get the people out of an entire block in that

congested quarter, or even out of one building."

Yet it is in the slums of our great cities in which
pestilence breeds and from which it spreads. The
first great epidemic of poliomyelitis of 2,500 known
cases occurred in New York City in 1907, and only

a cripple census would reveal how many cases oc-

curred which were unnumbered in that report. It

is in these slums that bedbugs abound.

Sulphur fumigation: It is sometimes very de-

sirable in the eradication of parasites to fumigate
a room at a time, or to fumigate several rooms suc-
cessively. Summer camps and seaside cottages may
be infected with bugs and should be fumigated be-
fore occupancy. A room or a relatively small house
can be satisfactorily treated by sulphur fumigation.
Sulphur will bleach books or draperies and all

metal will tarnish. The sulphur candle is convenient
for use. Use one candle for a closet of ordinary
size and for a room which can be sealed use one
pound of sulphur candles to each thousand cubic feet

of air space. It will not be necessary to seal a

vacant frame building, but it will be necessary to

increase the amount of sulphur to 2 pounds for each
1,000 cubic feet of air space and close the building

for treatment at least twenty-four hours. The sul-

phur should be placed in a good sized receptacle such
as a coal-hod, which should be placed in a pan of
water, so that there may be no overflow of the

burning mass to start a conflagration. Close all win-
dows, registers, ventilators, and large apertures, but
do not paste up broad cracks with strips of paper,

as by that means may be preserved alive the vermin
you wish to destroy. Ascertain that the sulphur is

well fired and burning, and close up the room or cot-

tage for twenty-four hours. The premises should
be well aired for a day succeeding the fumigation
before occupancy.

Destruction by fire : When small structures of

moderate value, such as chicken coops, outside

closets, and summer camps, have become infested

with bedbugs, the best prophylaxis is incineration.

A great ileal of old household articles stowed about
the country house should help to feed the fire. Old
and unused bedsteads of wood, folding beds, picture

frames, and trunks are especially liable to be in-

fested. The rubbish in attics becomes infested from
begbugs brought to the chimneys by swallows and
bats, and these parasites can no longer be considered

harmless. Fire can be used eftectively in freeing an
iron bedstead which is thoroughly infested with

bugs; bugs sometimes take complete possession of

a neglected bed in an institution, and will be found
to have invaded any joint or crevice in the gas pipe

of which it is often constructed. The bed must be

removed to a concrete floor, or out of doors ; alcohol

poured about all crevices and joints and immediately
fired, will destroy every bug and all the eggs ; the

wire springs can be fired by passing a burning news-
paper torch below them.

Local application : The application of corrosive

sublimate, the petroleum oils, and the various in-

secticides is not advocated for the reason that, while

any of these agents will kill a certain number of

bugs, they will at the same time drive others to a

diiTerent bed or another room, and the fight must
be soon renewed ; also, the treatment of a few
pieces of furniture or a portion of a house is mere
temporizing, for owing to the secretive habits of

the bedbug a small number only will be destroyed.

Water, poured from the teakettle in which it is still

boiling, will kill all bugs and eggs on the area to

which it is applied. Quicksilver, beaten to an emul-
sion with egg albumin, is very destructive, as the

bedbugs will feed on the fresh albumen and die.

This article is drawn from material acquired in

the study of the epidemic transmission of acute

poliomyelitis ; at a certain stage of research I found
it compulsory to investigate the habits of the bed-

bug, which I now consider to be a ])robable factor

in the spread of infantile paralysis, as it has been

proved to be in the case of bubonic plague. There-
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fore, all measures which are advocated in this ar-

ticle for the prophylaxis of a foe which has not yet

touched the North Atlantic seaboard, may be
applicable in the prevention of all diseases whose
virus is present in the blood of the host during the

acute stage of the disease. Of these measures there

is none which would exceed in effectiveness the an-
nual compulsory municipal fumigation of all habi-

tations of man.
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THE ERROR OF COLLEGE CRITICIS.M.

Bv U. L. .MULOT, i\l.D..

BROOKLYiV, N. Y.

In the Medic.\l Record of September 18, 1909,

I made a prophecy that less than a year later was
fulfilled ; the skeleton of our medical educational

system was dragged forth from its dark closet

and paraded through the daily papers. As a re-

sult of this, there were ruffled fur and feathers.

Indeed, in some quarters the feeling ran so high

that there was serious talk of having the law on

the sacrilegious rascals who picked the closet lock

and then rattled the dry bones so loudly. it is

sincerely to be hoped that a sober second thought

and wiser counsel has prevailed and that these,

so grossly outraged worthies, will spare themselves

the chagrin of seeing the case proven against them.

They must not forget that after all, they have only

themselves to blame for the conditions upon whicli

specific criticism was exercised.

The Carnegie Foundation report which is the

one that has aroused this tempest in a teapot, is

neither to be praised nor deplored. That the con-

ditions in some of the schools was well known
and that this must sooner or later become common
public property, was easily to be foreseen. Within
the last few years these conditions have been the

subject of study and remedial measures were advo-

cated, but those in control of the schools have

obstinately refused to take heed. On the other

hand, we cannot congratulate ourselves that this

report accoinplishes much, if any good. While it

certainly lost for the severely criticised schools a

few students, strange to say it also attracted others

;

particularly such, who having failed to get through
in one school, and still determined to get through,

will go to the schools where they are led to believe

that it would be easier and cheaper. A bad adver-

tisement, it is true, but still one that equalized loss

and gain. Thus, those entrenched in the control of

such schools, snap their fingers at the report and
its author, turn a deaf ear to friendly counsel and
obstinately stick to the old rut.

The whole report on medical schools merits no
serious consideration. The idea of a man who
never studied medicine and therefore does not

understand it, criticising the teaching of that

science is incongruous and ridiculous. Imagine a

physician criticising a divinity or a law school ; his

criticism would be treated as the work of a humor-
ist and why should a layman's criticism of medical

schools be more seriously considered ? Nowhere

in that report have I been able to find one sugges-
tion by which a specific school was shown how
it could improve its condition. It does not con-
tain one line of constructive criticism; it is all

along destructive lines. That is the easiest and
cheapest kind, for it requires no ability to luake
;ind It in fact is good evidence of incompetence.

All criticism of medical schools, be it from a
single individual or from. a committee of some
organization or even backed by the influence of

philanthropic multimillionaire, is futile and mis-
directed, and the reason for this statement will

be made clear further on. Furthermore, it is to

be deplored that in the Carnegie Foundation report

so much stress is laid upon the financial resources
of the schools. We all appreciate the advantages
that money can give a school, but money in med-
ical schools, as in every other thing in life, is not
every thing or the whole thing. .Naturally there
will be a difference between the criticism of the

layman and that of the practical physician, who
lias had a teaching experience. Not one of the

criticised medical schools has found in that report

specific recommendations to fit their needs. It is

clear to any one, that a school that has a total

class of sixty or eighty, does not need such a volum-
inous equipment as does a school that has a total

class of four hundred. By a judicious time ar-

rangement, a smaller equipment can be made to

serve for the instruction of the various grades, also

for the instruction of various subjects, and where
the classes are small it is not at all necessary to

have diff'erent complete outfits and separate rooms
for each subject. What I have here hinted at is

too evident to require further elucidation. The ob-

ject of medical educaton is not to train every student

to be an individual and independent researcher, but
it is to educate and train them to be competent and
safe men in the sick room ; for this is what at

least 95 per cent. luust be. If the first were the

result of all medical education, it would indeed be
a deplorable one, for then it might easily happen
that in the scientific ardor, the patient would be
only a secondary consideration. Nor is scientific re-

search suited, or rather not every man who enters

a medical school is suited to scientific research, and
it does not follow that because a man is unsuited
to research work he will not make a good phys-
ician, nor does it follow that a good research
worker would make a good physician. That the

laboratory worker is often far out of touch with
the needs of the practical man is shown by the

amount of stuff that comes from the research

laboratories that is absolutely valueless to the

jjractitioner, while many of the really practical

tilings that are so badly needed, -experience no
progress. What soiue of the schools need much
more than elaborate equipment, and which is of far

greater importance, is the willingness and capa-
bility of the men in charge of the schools, to

bring these up to a high standard and make their

equipment, meager as it may be, count for all that

it is worth. To this end they must fill the teach-

ing staff with progressive, studious men, and pre-

ferably actual practicing physicians, not pure theo-

reticians, for after all only a physician can really

appreciate the students' needs and instruct him
according to those needs. They must be men who
put their heart and soul into the work while

they are at it and teach modern medical science,

not simply the dregs of medicine. Such men must
Iiave pedagogic abilitv and not instil! into the
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minds of the students only medical science and
facts, but above all, the art to think medically and
independently of text books. Let there be no man
on the staff who does not completely fill his posi-

tion; let none hold vainglorious titles with which
they puff themselves and use for advertisements,

but are totally ignorant of the duties and responsi-

bilities and do not even make a pretense of filling

the position. This is a direction in which many
of the criticised school's can work out an improve-

ment without increased financial resources and
would do much to overcome the handicap of

cramped finances.

But as long as appointments and promotions in

the teaching staflf of our medical schools remain

questions of favoritism, just so long will there be

incompetent and indifferent teachers, particularly

in the minor positions. Not until every position

in the medical college, from an assistant in the dis-

pensary to an associate professor, are subject to

a competitive examination, free from all favor-

itism and strictly on its merits, will we have teach-

ers worthy of the name. This is the practice in

France; pick up any French medical journal and

you can see these competitive examinations an-

nounced and they are open to all who can fill the

requirements as to length of time in practice,

hospital experience, etc. In that country the com-
petitive examinations are not confined to the posi-

tions directly connected with the teaching faculty,

but all dispensary and hospital positions are subject

to it ; by hospital positions is not meant the interne

staff alone, but the attending physicians and sur-

geons owe their appointments to having won them
in competitive examinations. Surely it is more in

keeping with professional dignity to hold a posi-

tion so won, than to obtain it by political and

social wire pulling and the use of other silent

but powerful means that only too frequently

are used in our country in the getting of hos-

pital appointments. Another commendable thing

that this system eflfects is that the graduate

with ambitions knows that he cannot neglect to

keep up his anatomy and physiology, etc., for

without these he can never hope to succeed in any

of the examinations. All the large hospitals are

under the control of the faculty ; that does not

mean that the staff of each hospital are all pro-

fessors or associate professors; no, they do not

make the title quite so common, but the faculty

conducts the competitive examinations for the staff

positions. Clinics are conducted at such hospjtals

by the attending physicians and surgeons, and by

virtue of the appointment from the faculty such

clinics are really under the authority of the faculty.

Paris has only one faculty of medicine.

Under such a system we do not see such a spec-

tacle as was recently enacted in a large hospital,

when it was announced that the surgeon who
placed the largest number of patients in the hos-

pital would be given the choice of the chief sur-

geonship of any division. This procedure practi-

callv eliminated a surgeon of national reputation,

whose skill had largely contributed to the success

and fame of that hospital.

A word about clinical teaching. In my previous

article I pointed out how much of the student's

time was wasted in teaching him that which he

later on did not use, particularly laboratory work.
If the future physicians are to be made good diag-

nosticians, men who will use every aid that the

clinical laboratorv and its methods can afford him.

besides what is to be learned from correct physical

explorations, then the student must see these labor-

atory aids continually used by his clinical teachers
in the hospital and in the dispensary. Unless he
sees them actually and regularly used in the prac-

tice of his teachers he will consider them superflu-

ous. It does not suffice to send the urine to the

laboratory, for if this is done in the section teaching
in the dispensary, the student has no means of
following up the case and the case may readily be
forgotten either by the student or the teacher;

the examination should be conducted then and
there. Such examination need not occupy a long
time and the student may well make it himself,

but the teacher in charge must be competent to

make it. Recently in conversation with a phys-
ician, who holds an important professorship in one
of our medical colleges, he remarked that he had
no patience with men who needed guinea pigs to

establish a diagnosis. A physician who expresses
such an opinion has outlived his period of use-

fulness as a teacher, being medically too far behind
the times to be intrusted with the instruction of

medical students.

What some of the medical colleges seem to

need, quite as much as funds, is a superintendent

;

a man with some sort of a business head on his

shoulders. By stopping small leaks, a smaller pay
ri:>ll of those performing the menial work con-

nected with the buildings and laboratories on the

principle of a day's work for a day's pay, econo-
mies could be effected. In the school with which I

had the honor to be connected, a very large dis-

]iensary, in which everything was free to the pa-

tients, was maintained. It was admittedly not an
altruistic affair, but run purely for the purpose of

supplying teaching material. A conservative esti-

mate of the cost of this is from $7,500 to $9,000
a year. This could easily be made self-supporting

by the charge of a nominal fee : the charging of

such a fee would reduce somewhat the number of

patients, but there was at that particular dispensary,

at all times, such a superabundance of material for

teaching purposes that a slight reduction would not

have mattered. Even if such a nominal charge did

no more than make this department self-supporting,

such a saving in the eyes of a business man is not

to be despised. A teaching institution to be effi-

cient need not be prodigal.

Lately there has been much stress laid upon the

advantages of medical schools being a department
of some university ; aside from the financial aid, I

can see no advantage. The future physician's needs

in chemical and physiological knowledge differ

from what is usriallv taught in the academic col-

leges, and nothing that the author of the Carnegie
Foundation report has said has caused me to change
my opinion about that. In that report, after a

specific report on each medical school in the State

of New York, he sums up the situation, in which
summing up he says : "Of the eleven medical

schools now existing in the state, only the bona
fide university departments can then expect to sur-

vive : outside of New York City. Syracuse Uni-

versity alone has just now a chance. The schools

of Albany. Buffalo, and Brooklyn belong to the

past. None of the three has even yet entirely

emerged from the fee-dividing stage. Syracuse,

with a smaller total fee income than any of them,

devotes every dollar to the development of the fun-

damental branches and has fairly earned support

from outside." This statement is a little surpris-
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ing when compared with the specific report on the

Urooklyn school. There is another essential to an
efficient medical school, and that even an abun-
dance of money, enthusiasm and sagacity on the
part of the teaching staff cannot overcome or get
along without. This is an abundance of material
for practical anatomy and an abundance of patients

for clinical teaching. The layman-author of the

Carnegie report, apparently absorbed only with the
money strength of the institutions, seems entirely

to have lost sight of this most essential requisite

while writing the above statement. About the
abundance of material in Brooklyn I have personal
knowledge. That borough, with over 1,800,000 in-

habitants, with its big water front, its vast shipping-

industries and factories, abounds in material. Al-
bany, with Troy and Cohoes to draw from, should
also have ample material ; and the same can be rea-

soned to be the case for Buffalo from the geograph-
ical location and census. Very probably the au-
thor of the Carnegie report does not appreciate the
fact that in the teaching of one very important
branch of medical practice the Long Island school

excels all the other schools in the State, if not in

the country; that branch is obstetrics. That does
not call for original research work and an impos-
ing laboratorv. but in my humble opinion is very,

very important. I believe that if those in charge
of the so-severely criticised schools will make an
honest effort to bring their institutions up to the

highest efficiency with their present resources; if

they prove themselves worthy stewards, then the

alumni and the local pride will come to their rescue

and furnish more abundantly the sinews of war.
Laboratories are what are costly, and here money
may spell efficiency. They are essential for a good
ground work, but for this there need be no prodi-

gality; but even money, in a small city of say

tw-enty, thirty, or even fifty thousand inhabitants,

surrounded by only a sparse urban population, can-

not supply material for practical work in sufficient

abundance and variety. It is the practical experi-

ence in the dissecting room, in the dispensary, and
at the bedside in the hospital that counts in the

making of doctors, and counts very much more
than the laboratory.

Right in our medical schools can be found the

defect which so generally pervades the whole of

our educational system—lack of thoroughness. We
strive, and apparently achieve, the big things easily

;

but it is only training that will make men work
out, patiently and methodically, the small detail, and
without that detail the big things will not stand

the test of careful examination. It is appreciation

of attention to detail that has placed the Europeans
and their schools in the enviable position these hold.

From a study of the latest reports of the organ-

izations that are interested in bringing about im-

provements in our medical educational institutions.

several things stand out clearly.

First, that we are over-producing doctors.

Second, that we have too many schools.

Third, that many of our schools are deficient.

There is no exception to be registered against

this diagnosis, but the remedies advanced to cor-

rect these carry little hope of a cure or even lessen-

ing the evils.

Against the first, a higher educational standard

as a preliminary requirement is urged ; but this,

after all, would bar only a comparatively small

number. Too many are still attracted to medicine

as a profession, by the belief that it is a lucrative

and easy way of making a living. Let the average
earnings of physicians, and the hardships of the

life as these really are, stripped of romance, be
made known to every youth and you will keep
out the many who regard it purely from the finan-

cial side. Let this be told by those that are in

it, not by tlie novelist, who embellishes the calling

and his hero according to his fancy, but himself

is totally ignorant of the heartaches, the bitter dis-

appointments, the sacrifices, and the ingratitude

of it all. This, only those that are in medicine can
know and appreciate. Do not tell the youth only

of the large fees the surgeon sometimes gets, but

tell him also of the many, many little fees that he

never succeeds in collecting, and these far out-

total the big ones. The percentage actually col-

lected of the total sum earned, the alacrity and
cheerfulness with which patients do not pay their

doctors' bills ; tell the truth about these thing to

every youth and you will more effectively reduce

the number of medical students than can be ac-

complished by any raising of educational stand-

ards. Educational facilities are today within the

reach of nearly every one who has the will to

grasp them.

The over-abundance of schools, especially of the

inefficient kind is not a question that can be so

simply solved. While consolidation of schools is

lessening the number, and others for want of sup-

port or other reason have closed their doors, there

still remain too many. The question as to what
shall be done with these inefficient ones has been

fruitlessly debated. The fact is that nothing can

be done ; no one has the right to pass death sen-

tence upon them, for the very simple reason that

neither an individual or organized critics have the

slightest jurisdiction over them, and only the State

from which the school received its charter has con-

trol. As long as the schools live up to the require-

ments fixed by the State, just so long can the

schools snap their fingers Pt their critics. There-

fore, the State must be the subject of criticism.

Force the State to fix the higher standard for med-
ical students' certificates and the colleges will obey

the law or forfeit their charter. I do not mean
that only those possessed of an academic degree

shall be admitted to the study of medicine ; that

would be a manifest injustice. He who does not

])ossess such a degree should have the privilege of

taking an examination, even if such an examination

is equivalent in severity to that of a bachelors'

degree.

The State is the proper authority to fix the stand-

ards of preliminary requirements; it does not how-
ever dictate how or where the student gets them,

whether he gets them from private tutors or from

schools, as long as he can prove that he possesses

them. Why then should the State assume a differ-

ent and dictatorial attitude as to how the doctor

gets his qualifications? For it does not accept the

diploma from the medical college as a license to

practise medicine. Who is responsible for the

qualifications of the men licensed to practise medi-

cine? The State, through its board of licensing

examiners. The license comes from the State, not

from the college. If men inadequately instructed

are licensed, the licensing board is to blame, not

the college that graduated them. Upon this board

rests the final responsibility of the qualifications of

the men admitted to practice. Let the board make
the examination a practical as well as theoretical

one ; let it be conducted in the wards of the hos-
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pital, in the laborator}', in the manikin and in the

dissecting rooms. Then those who pass, to them
may safely be entrusted the lives of the community

;

then the public can disregard where, how, and by
whom their doctors were educated.

I, among many others, have wasted time and
misdirected energy in the criticism of tl^e medical
schools, but I have come to believe it an error.

1 believe that if the energy of all the critics had
been directed into other channels, especially that

of persuading the various state boards to conduct
more rigid and rational examinations, much more
real progress would have been made and without
engendering all the bitterness that has marked the
whole question. Let criticism and pressure lie

brought to bear upon the various .State licensing

boards to make their examinations what these
should be. and the whole college question will auto-
matically regulate itself. For the college that ha-^

the larger percentage of State boards' failures will

soon be shunned by students. That will mean that

that school must strive to educate its students to

pass the State board examination or close its doors
for want of patronage. The State board of ex-
aminers can, without dictation and without harass-
ing, determine the quantity and quality of the
medical teaching and without helping a layman to

pose as the Moses of .A^merican medical education.
424 IlAt-SEY Street.

ABDOMINAL TUMORS OF TUBERCU-
LOUS ORIGIN.

P.v .\LEX C. WIENER, M.D..

CHICAGO, ILL.

Of recent years our knowledge of tuberculous in-

fection has been extended in two directions : ( i

)

In establishing the fact that tuberculous toxemia
exerts an irritating influence upon tissues, inde-
pendent of the presence of the bacillus itself or
its debris. (2) In the recognition of tuberculin as
a diagnostic and therapeutic agency of the greatest
value. Robert Koch himself hardly realized the in-

fluence which his discovery was destined to have
in revealing the etiologj' of tumors.

Karl Ziehler in his pathbreaking work on "The
Toxins of Tuberculosis" has proved beyond a doubt
that the chemical substances extracted by dialysis

from tubercle bacilli or their debris have the faculty
of producing typical tuberculous reactions in or-
ganisms which are hypersensitized. This purely
chemical derivative of the tubercle bacilli when ad-
mixed with the blood and the lymph may produce
proliferations of a neoplastic nature which do not
betray their tuberculous origin microscopically or
through guinea-pig inoculation. The tuberculous
toxine irritates both the connective tissue and the
functioning cells. Theoretically such proliferation
may occur in any organ of the human body. My
own observations are confined to the lymphatic and
the thyroid glands, the mamma, and the intestinal

tract.

Quite a number of observations have been re-

ported in regard to the simultaneous occurrence of
tuberculosis, carcinoma, or sarcoma in the same
patient and in the same organs. Among the many
interesting publications on the subject I will cite

only the paper of I. P. Simons, which appeared in

the Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin for January,
191 1, under the title "Sarcoma and Tuberculosis."
A postmortem on a 60-year old negress at the St.

Louis City Hospital showed a diffuse and tuber-

culous peritonitis and retroperitoneal sarcomata.
In conclusion Simons says : "The chief interest in

this case lies in the association of a very rapidly

growing, typical, spindle-celled retroperitoneal

sarcoma with a very virulent tuberculous infection

of the peritoneum." He lays further stress on the

fact that the two processes were always separate,

even when foimd in the same gland, one being sit-

uated behind the esophagus, where there were two
or three very small foci of tuberculosis in addition

to the metastastic sarcoma.
Rippert, Claude, and Poncet, on the other hand,

were the first to suspect tuberculous toxemia as

the cause of many chronic inflammatory and neo-
plastic processes in the human organism which the

microscope had designated as malignant. R. H.
Gougerot describes two cases in which the tubercle

bacilli had caused inflammations which histologi-

cally were identical with spindle-celled and round-
celled sarcomata.

The following theses are offered for careful con-

sideration :

1. That circumscribed or uniform enlargement
of the thyroid gland is favorably influenced by the

injection of tuberculin T.R. manufactured under
the supervision of Prof. Ruppel. I have used this

tuberculin exclusively, for the reason that one has
to be familiar with the peculiarities of the tuber-

culin employed, and as a surgeon I had no time to

try out the various products.

2. That tumors of the mamma, circumscribed

and diffuse, which clinically are suspected of being

malignant, are also found to react upon injection

with tuberculin.

3. No diagnosis of malignancy should stand un-
less supplemented by the various clinical tests for

tuberculosis and syphilis.

Separate articles will be necessary for a detailed

description of cases illustrating the first two theses.

This paper is confined to the description of two
cases of apparently malignant tumors in the ab-

dominal cavity which were cured by tuberculin T.R.
injections. Cases similar to my second case have
been described by Poncet and Leriche of Lyons
and their pupils, but, so far as I know, tuberculin

was not employed in any of them as a remedy.
Case I.—Mrs. M. E. D., 56 years old, born in

England, youngest of ten children. Mother died

at 76 from bronchitis : father at 63 from asthma.

Their oldest child died at 61 from cancer; a brother

of the patient died at 32 from consumption, a sis-

ter at 18 from pneumonia. Patient had pneumonia
when eight years old. .'Kt 18 she married, had five

children, of whom three died in infancy. She had
five or six miscarriages from natural causes. While
pregnant the first time she contracted erysipelas

from her washerwoman.
About ten years ago she had inflammatory rheu-

matism and soon after developed jaundice. Since

that time she has been suffering almost constantly

from pains in the right side of her abdomen, se-

vere constipation and hemorrhoidal troubles. Ap-
petite very poor ; while food does not cause her
distress, she has a distaste for it. Menopause at 45.

Patient was informed by her physician that she

had cancer of the womb. Previous to coming to

me she had been treated twice a week for a year
for womb trouble.

In appearance she looked much older than she
was. She was extremely emaciated, no fatty tis-

sue being left. Temperature 100°, pulse 120, heart

and lungs normal, considerable increase of physio-
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logical cyphosis of the dorsal spine. The adipose

tissue of the abdominal walls had so completely
disappeared that both hands could easily grasp the

liver, which extended down to the umbilicus.

There was no other tumor in the abdominal cavity.

Uterus and annexa were normal ; the slight bloody
discharge ceased after a few days. Patient suf-

fered psychic depression (carcinomaphobia) and
great prostration ; slight icterus.

Diagnosis : Retracted gall-bladder with infection

and adhesions to the duodenum or transverse colon,

with a possible carcinomatous degeneration of the

gall-bladder. Operation at the German Hospital
under morphine, scopolamine, and nitrous oxide-

oxygen narcosis. The liver was found to be en-

larged, of a light yellow color like that in phos-

phorus poisoning, and studded with innumerable
tumors of a gray color, the largest not larger than

a pea. Peritoneum normal, smooth, and glossy.

Gall-bladder normal, no adhesions. The patient's

condition prohibited exploration of the abdominal
cavity for primary carcinoma and the abdominal
cavity had to be hurriedly closed. Patient recov-

ered from the operation within three days.

A week after the operation 0.0005 of tuberculin

T.R. was injected in the arm. A typical local re-

action with rise of temperature, nausea, and gen-

eral prostration followed. This result encouraged

me to continue treatment with tuberculin for six

months, at intervals of six days to two weeks, with

the result that the patient now regards herself as

well and able to work, .\lthough the liver has not

perceptibly decreased in size, the pains are gone.

Cask II.—Mrs. J. R., 42 years old, married at

29 : usual diseases of childhood, always healthy ex-

cept very anemic at puberty. First menstruation at

eighteen ; menstruation always painful during the

first or second day, until after the birth of her first

child. Family history as to specific infection and
tuberculosis negative, except that one older brother

died of consumption. Patient has two healthy

boys, no miscarriages.

Ten years prior to present trouble patient had

an attack of appendicitis and was treated for the

same for five weeks, the treatment consisting

mostly of rest and purgatives. After this she had

pain in the right side, which would yield to the

free use of cathartics. The right side continued to

be always very sensitive. At the end of last Sep-

tember, after having attended a series of social

functions, the patient was seized with a violent

pain in the abdomen, which lasted twenty-four

hours. Vomiting was frequent and she could not

keep food on her stomach. The patient is well-

nourished, with florid complexion. Heart and

lungs normal. Stomach meteoristic and tympanitic

on percussion. Abdominal walls do not show
spastic contraction characteristic of inflammatory

conditions.

Diagnosis in suspense. Treatment : No nourish-

ment by mouth. Permanent irrigation of the

rectum. Electric light baths over the abdomen.
Peristalsis is -stimulated by electric light and heat

to such an extent that in active inflammatory con-

ditions the pain becomes unbearable by the end of

the first fifteen minutes. However, in this case the

relief produced by heat and light at the same time

proved that there was no acute appendicitis. It

took three weeks of the permanent use of cathar-

tics, mostly castor oil and Carlsbad salts, to get rid

of the coprostasis. A large amount of white

mucus was expelled with the stools. The tempera-

ture ranged between 100° and 103°. Pulse at times
was weak, 90 to 100. After the colon had been
thoroughly emptied there was found in the right

iliac fossa a hard tumor, the size of a child's head,
which apparently started from the os ilium. The
lower border of the tumor was near the horizontal

ramus of the os pubis, the upper a hand's breath

from the arch of the ribs, and it extended to the

middle line. From the umbilicus upwards the

tumor felt like a pyramid standing on a broad firm

basis. The external border was near the ramus of
the iliac bone. The large intestine could not be

felt.

From the first my impression was that of a large

inoperable osseous sarcoma. The Roentgen pic-

ture, however, taken by Dr. Patrick O'Donnell, dis-

proved the connection of the tumor with the os

ilium or its periosteum. The rise of temperature,

the history, which showed a longer duration than

could be the case in malignant growths, suggested
the possibility of a tumor of inflammatory origin,

although no signs of a tuberculous lesion could be

found. Drs. John B. Murphy and Otto L. Schmidt
on consultation agreed with this theory.

On October 14 there was given the first injection

of tuberculin T.R., o.oooi. This was followed by

a typical local reaction and increased pain in the

abdomen. From October 14 to November 10 very

little nourishment was retained ; some days nothing
was tolerated by the stomach. October 14,

second injection. Temperature before injec-

tion 98.6° in the evening: 99.2° on the third

day after the injection. November 7, temperature
before injection 99° ; 100.2° third day after injec-

tion. Three days after this injection her pulse be-

came very poor, 128, and digitalis had to be admin-
istered during the night. Her psychic condition

grew alarming. She could not remember any-

thing and repeated the same questions hundreds
of times. There was a decided strabismus diver-

gens which interfered seriously with her vision.

Simultaneously with the appearance of the

psychic symptoms tliere was a marked change in

the tumor. It decreased from now on constantly.

Taste for food returned ; vomiting ceased, and

there was a slow but steady improvement in her

psychic condition. On November 16 there was ob-

served a parotitis of the right side, which was very

painful to the touch and disappeared gradually

within a week. There was also an enlargement

and sensitiveness of all the lymphatic glands

of the neck and inguinal region. November 12,

13, and 14 she was unable to urinate and had to be

catheterized. All these alarming symptoms were

attributed to the allergic action of tuberculin T.R.,

so that there was an interval of twenty days before

the next injection on November 27. During this

time there was a steady though very slow improve-

ment in her mental condition. The minimal dose

applied this time produced a rise of temperature of

only four degrees. There were further injections

with the typical local reaction on December 3 and

December 19, when her temperature rose to 99.9°

on the 20th. On that date there came with the

stools a large amount of glassy mucus and shreds

of mucous membrane. On January 11 large tubular

pieces of mucous membrane were expelled, pre-

ceded by slight colicky pains on the right side. The
same occurred on January 3, February 21, and Feb-
ruary 24.

Simidtaneously the tumor decreased in size and
gradually we were able to diflferentiate the intestine
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from the underlying tumor. The wall of the intes-

tine, which felt like a rigid tube, gradually became
more pliable and less sensitive to the touch. It

could be felt that the part of the tumor which ex-

tended over to the rim of the os ilium was in reality

an interstitial inflammation of the ileopsoas muscle,

for gradually more fibers of the muscle could be

felt to emerge from the tumorous mass.

As soon as possible in December the patient was
allowed to sit up and enjoy the open air. On Jan-
uary 14 she was able to take her first walk out-

doors. During all this time she was given a purin-

free and starch-free diet and one to two ounces of
castor oil daily. On January 21 examination showed
the presence of a great number of typical tubercle

bacilli in the feces.

Now, on May 5, the patient is doing well. The
tumor has disappeared, only a hard mass just be-

hind the cecum remaining, which appears to be cal-

cified retroperitoneal lymph glands. The cecum and
the lower third of the colon ascendens are thick-

ened, but somewhat movable towards the median
line. There is no symptom which would indicate

a stricture at the valvula Bauhini. Stools are nor-

mal. The urine is clear. Appetite good. The pa-

tient is able to walk about two miles without fatigue

and to climb stairs. Of late her mental condition

has been practically normal.
In both these cases the primary tuberculous

focus could not be found. In both the clinical diag-

nosis was malignant growth. In the first case the

opening of the abdominal cavity may have bene-

fited the patient, as it is well known that tuber-

culosis of the peritoneum is favorably influenced

by the admission of light and air. In the second
case an operation would have been a gross error,

as an osteosarcoma of this size and in this location

could not be radically removed. The tumor being
inflammatory and of tuberculous origin, the estab-

lishment of communication with the atmosphere
would have given a chance for mixed infection.

Conclusions.— i. Tuberculous toxemia, as well

as the tubercle bacillus itself, must be regarded as

factors in the etiology of clinically malignant
tumors.

2. While both the above cases belong clinically

in the province of the surgeon, Case I hardly de-

rived any benefit from the operation, and Case II

would have succumbed to an unavoidable mixed in-

fection following laparotomy.

3. The modern surgeon should have at his com-
mand the various biological tests, so as to be able

to obtain a biological diagnosis before performing
any operation for tumors and ulcers.

4. The symptoms of disturbance of the brain in

the second case cannot be explained except by as-

suming an anaphylactic action of the albuminous
substances contained in tuberculin T.R.

32 North State Street.

SUNSTROKE AND HEAT PROSTRATION.

By ISRAEL BRAM, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

False Hourglass Stomach.—Klose describes cases of

so-called spastic or intermittent hourglass stomach which

may give the same rontgen picture as the organic affection.

It is seen in hysterical vomiting, hysteria without vomiting,

in gastric neurosis, and irritable states. A second ex-

posure with negative results may be sufficient for the diag-

nosis. There is, however, a form of intermittent hour-

glass stomach due to perigastric adhesions. When empty

these stomachs show an hourglass shape which disappears

when they are filled. This affection occurs much more in-

frequently than the purely functional one.

—

Deutsche
medizinische IVochenschrift.

Though sunstroke (insolation) and heat prostra-

tion are both due to exposure to excessive heat, the

diseases are different in character, each presenting
a difl^erent symptom complex, and each demanding
a different mode of treatment. It is very important
to be able to distinguish promptly one disease from
the other, for to treat sunstroke as a case of heat

prostration or vice versa may prove fatal to the

patient.

Etioloiiw—The causes common to both sunstroke
and heat prostration are excessive heat and moisture
in the air, improper quality or quantity of clothing,

unhygienic habits, alcoholism, physical and mental
fatigiie, overeating, and the presence of a lowered
constitutional resistance. One attack of either con-

dition predisposes to another.

Symptomatology.—Sunstroke usually occurs dur-
ing the afternoon, in persons exposed to the direct

rays of the sun, in a still, hot, humid atmosphere.
.Soldiers on the march, roofers, bricklayers, huck-
sters, etc., are all liable to insolation or sunstroke.

The symptoms of sunstroke are quite characteristic,

but may resemble an attack of apoplexy or uremia.

There is sudden unconsciousness, with or without
convulsions or paralysis, a flushed, hot, dry skin

with occasional cyanosis, injected conjunctiva, con-

tracted pupils, high tension botuiding, rapid pulse,

and irregular respiration, sometimes of the Cheyne-
Stokes type.

The temperature must be taken by axilla or rec-

tum, preferably the latter, and is found to be any-
where between 105° and 110° to 113° F. There is

suppression of urine, or incontinence of urine and
feces. This condition may continue on for from a

few hours to a day or more, ending in death through
paralysis of the vital centers and asphyxia, or

through a complication (pneumonia, meningitis,

etc.) or in recovery, with or without such sequellse

as imbecility, poor memory, chronic headache, and
an extreme susceptibility to heat.

Heal prostration does not necessarily depend
on direct exposure to the sun's rays, but occurs in

persons working in close, excessively hot places, as

mills, foundries, boiler-rooms, kitchens, etc. The
symptoms of heat prostration usually come on in-

sidiously, with such prodromal symptoms of head-
ache, dizziness, nausea, vague bodily pains, and
weakness. The patient soon becomes exhausted,

and takes to his bed.

The skin is cold, pale, and clammy, there is a

rapid feeble pulse, with disordered vision and hear-

ing, and occasionally partial or complete uncon-
sciousness. The temperature is normal, subnormal,

or slightly above normal (100° to 102° F.). In

grave cases there may be syncope and collapse,

though usually an uneventful recovery occurs within

a few days.

Diagnosis.—It is of utmost practical importance

to differentiate sunstroke from heat-prostration, and
from such conditions as apoplexy, uremia, and men-
ingitis. In differentiating, the following points of

interest must be remembered : the history of the

affection, the mode of onset, the presence or ab-

sence of fever, the state of consciousness, the urine,

skin, pulse, respiration, and the condition of the

reflexes. The following differential diagnosis is

useful

:
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SUNSTROKE (insolation).

1. History of direct ex-
posure to the sun.

2. Onset sudden, often
with convulsions or paraly-
sis.

3. Complete unconscious-
ness.

4. Skin hot, flushed and
dry.

5. Injected conjunctiva,
contracted pupils.

6. Temperature very high
(105° to 113° F.).

7. Pulse high and bound-
ing.

8. Respiration irregular,

often Cheyne-Stokes in type.

9. Course brief, with
guarded prognosis, termi-
nating in death or recovery
in from a few hours to a
day or more.

HEAT PROSTRATION.

1. History of exposure to
excessive heat, usually in-

doors.
2. Onset gradual, no con-

vulsions or paralysis, but
prodromes (headaclie, dizzi-

ness, nausea, etc.).

3. Rarely loss of con-
sciousness.

4. Skin cold, pale, and
clammy.

5. Conjunctiva pale, pupils
dilated, or normal.

6. Temperature normal,
subnormal, or slight fever
(100° to 102° F.).

7. Pulse weak and
thready.

8. Respiration shallow and
sighing.

9. Course greater in dura-
tion, and prognosis good,
usually terminating in re-

covery within a few days.

Treatment.—The treatment may be considered

under the heading of (a) prophylactic, and (b)

treatment of the attack.

The prophylactic treatment of sunstroke and heat-

prostration consi.sts in overcoming the causal fac-

tors. Overeating and indulgence in alcoholic bev-

erages should be avoided. Proper ventilation at

home and at work, frequent cold sponges or baths,

and the wearing of light-colored, light-weight

clothing are imperative. The function of the bow-
els, skin, and kidneys must be kept in a normal
state. Physical and mental fatigue and prolonged
e-xposure to the sun's rays should be avoided. The
imbibition of copious quantities of wholesome
water (not ice-water) is particularly beneficial, by
promoting the action of the skin and kidneys.

The treatment of the attack in sunstroke is de-

cidedly different from that of heat prostration. In

the former, excitation is a decided symptomatic
feature, in the latter, depression.

The subject of a sunstroke should be immediately
immersed in an ice-water bath, kept at a tempera-
ture of 40° F., during which time the skin should be

rubbed vigorously to bring the heated blood of the

interior to the surface of the body. The lowering
of the body temperature should not be too sudden,

else fatal collapse will result. If the fever has been
reduced to 102° or 101° F. the patient should be
removed to a cot in the shade and covered with a

sheet. The rectal temperature should be frequently

taken, and any marked rise should be combated with
more ice baths. In marked cases venesection, with

the intravenous injection of physiological saline so-

lution, will result happily. The head should be kept

cool by means of an ice cap, and the feet may be

bathed in hot mustard water. In the event of car-

diac weakness, hypodermic injections of strychnine

or camphor and ether should be given. In some
cases ice water enemata or the needle spray of cold

water may be given. A course of calomel should
be given to clean the bowels and overcome hepatic

torpidity, .^s soon as food can be taken, liquid diet

should be given, including skimmed milk, butter-

milk, orange-albumin, and plenty of water.

It must be remembered that one attack of sun-

stroke predisposes to another, so that due precau-

tions must be taken to avoid them. It may be neces-

sary for some patients to remove to a cooler cli-

mate.

A patient with heat prostration should be treated,

in some respects, entirely different from one with
sunstroke. Here we often have subnormal tem-
perature, necessitating a hot bath. If the tempera-
ture is above normal, sponging with moderately cold

water will soon overcome it, but an ice l)ath must
not be gizen. Keep the patient in a cool place, avoid
con.stricting clothing about the neck and chest. To
overcome the tendency to syncope, aromatic spirit

of ammonia, spirit of glonoin, or inhalations of
amyl nitrite may be given. Strychnine, digitalis,

iron, and a concentrated nourishing diet should

be given to combat weakness in convalescence.

When recovery is coiuplete, measures to avoid a

relapse should be instituted.

In conclusion, it would lie wise to say that obser-

vance of common-sense dietetic and hygienic rules,

proper clothing, the avoidance of alcoholic bever-

ages and other conditions which tend to devitalize

the system will serve to prevent both sunstroke and
heat prostration.

1714 N. Seventh Street.

Hyperostosis Cranii.—E. B. Waggett and E. D. Davis

report the case of a newsman, aged 22, who complained

of swellings of the face and of nasal obstruction. He
first noticed the swellings at about the age of 16, one

month after receiving "a punch on the nose." He hati

never been abroad, and none of his family were similarly

affected. He was given a mixture of mercury and potas-

sium iodide for six weeks, and no change in his condition

was noted. The patient was of poor physique, but well

nourished, and had well-marked symmetrical osseous

swellings involving the nasal processes of the maxillae

and extending on to the facial surfaces of the bodies of

the maxill.-E. Tlie maxillary antra were opaque to transil-

lumination, but the frontal sinuses were normal. The nasal

bones were unaffected, but both sides of the nose were ob-

structed by the hard osseous swellings, which could both

be felt and seen within the nostrils. The infraorbital mar-

gins were involved and there was lacrymal obstruction on

the right side, but in other respects the orbits were ap-

parently normal. The optic disks were normal. In addi-

tion, there was a diffuse smooth swelling of the body of

the mandible, to the right of the mental eminence, and

surrounding the mental foramen. The teeth were carious

and there was considerable oral sepsis. The left ear was

normal, but he had otitis media on the right. There were

neither signs nor history of syphilis, but the Wassermann
reaction was positive. Skiagrams showed both maxillae

occupied by dense masses of bone. The rest of the skele-

ton was normal.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of

Medicine.

Fractures and Separations of the Epiphysis in Chil-

dren.—Savariaud has found evidences of the consolida-

tion of intrauterine fractures in new-born children. Frac-

tures are much more frequent than dislocations in chil-

dren. They consolidate very quickly, and in the frequent

greenstick fractures the child may use the limb for some
time after the partial fracture has taken place, and the

diagnosis may be made only when the exuberant callus is

present. Rachitis and prolonged immobilization of the

limbs in plaster act as predisposing causes of fracture, since

there is absorption of bone in them. Separation of the

diaphysis and epiphysis occurred frequently since there is a

zone of imperfect ossification at the point of least resist-

ance. A violent distortion of the ligaments occurs, and the

periosteum remains attached to the epiphysis that is being

separated from the diaphysis. If complete reduction does
not occur there will be formed a band of constriction due
to rapid ossification at this point which will cause an arrest

of development of the bone.

—

Journal de Medecine de Paris.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN THE STUDY OF
PNEUMONIA.

At no time more than the present has the prospect

seemed bris^hter that a successful serum-therapy of

pneumonia would be achieved. Many years of pa-

tient clinical and epidemiological study have con-

tributed naught of any real value in reducing the

high mortality or curbing the increasing prevalence

of this disease. The ubiquity of the pneumococcus,

and the danger of the healthy individual becoming

the innocent carrier of even malignant types of this

microorganism, were clearly revealed by the in-

vestigations carried out nearly a decade ago by the

Pneumonia Commission of the City of New York.

Pneumonia is a disease that presents many difficult

bacterioloeical and clinical problems. These have

been surveyed in a most illuminating manner in the

Lumleian lectures recently delivered by Percy Kidd

before the Royal College of Physicians of London,

and abstracted in recent issues of the Mkdi-

CAL Record. (Jne of the important facts empha-

sized by Kidd is that the frequency with which

pneumonia appears under the guise of a general

infection without local manifestations stamps this

disease as of septicemic origin. The researches of

Neufeld and Haendel have shown that the crisis in

pneumonia depends on the formation of antibodies,

which can be recognized experimentally in animals

and in the blood of convalescents from pneumonia.

These observers have pointed out that the thera-

peutic value of the antibodies depends upon the

production of a sufficiently jtotent serum, and on

the raiiid introduction of large quantities of the

latter into the human body. In this connection

there must not be overlooked the recent discovery

by Lamar that the coincident injection of sodium

oleate greatly increases the efficacy of this serum.

Two important papers in which are set forth the

results of his studies on pneumococcus infection in

animals are presented by Augustus B. Wadsworth
in the Journal of Experimental Medicine, July i,

1912. The first of these papers deals with the ac-

tion of pneumococcus cultures on animal tissues,

and the action of immune sera on the pneumo-
coccus. The fact is emphasized that lobar pneu-

monia is only one phase of pneumococcus infection.

The injection of culture filtrates of the most viru-

lent pneumococci causes little or no disturbance,

nevertheless the animal at the same time develops

an immunity to the action of virulent living pneu-

mococci. The same is true if dense suspensions of

pneumococcus cells are used instead of the filtrates.

From these experiments it is concluded that dead

cultures of the pneumococcus do not contain the

active poisons elaborated by the organism in infec-

tion, and that these cultures contain altered or de-

generated poison which, when liberated in infec-

tion, gives rise to more powerful poisons, but when
formed in culture is active only as antigen. As the

result of further experiments it was shown that

virulent pneumococci are extremely insusceptible

to phagocytosis owing to the presence of sub-

stances retained by the pneumococcus cell even

after it is killed by heat. As long as these sub-

stances are retained by the pneumococcus they are

not acted upon by an immune serum ; but when lib-

erated they are rendered inert by the latter. Xon-
virulent strains of pneumococci are subject to

phagocytosis. The insusceptibility of virulent

pneumococci to the latter action is attributed chiefly

to qualities acquired by the microorganisms during

their propagation through animals. Under certain

conditions in the tissues the virulent cells are so

altered that they become susceptible like the non-

virulent strains. In man and the dog phagocytosis

is active during recovery, but in the rabbit this

action does not appear.

In the second paper Wadsworth discusses the

action of immune sera on pneumococcus infection.

He suggests that in lobar pneumonia of man the

lung lesion plays a minor part in determining the

disease as a whole, the bacteriemia being responsible

for many of the manifestations seen at the bedside.

The protective mechanism of the lung is. however,

far more efficient than that of the blood stream, for

material that is infectious when inoculated under the

skin or into a vein in the dog or rabbit, is innocuous

when injected into the lungs through the trachea.

The e.xtensive lesion in the lung in lobar pneumonia
is an expression of the individual's protective

mechanism, which may be adequate or inadequate.

In man and in the dog extensive lung involvement

may cause little discomfort, and serious symptoms
may develop even when the lesion in the lungs is

comparatively slight. Symptomatically the disease

is a systemic reaction to the poison, whether this

is derived from the lung lesion or from the bac-

teriemia. These facts are strikinglv illustrated in

the case of experimental pneumonia in the rabliit

and dog. In the former pneumococci develop

without local tissue reaction ; the protective mechan-
ism is slight and inadequate, and the animals

quickly die from the bacteriemia. On the other

hand, the dog is relatively insusceptible, the pneu-

mococci causing an e.xtensive local tissue reaction,

and although e.xtensive lung lesions are present

there is neither sustained temperature nor recovery

by crisis as in man.

Taking his cue from the facts that in man or

animals recovery is due to the immunity incited and

that previous attempts at achieving a serum-therapy

were focused on one phase of immunity as a

whole, W'adsworth has succeeded in preparing sera

in animals by means of injections with virulent

pneumococci, which sera are eft'ective in curing

pneumococcus infection in the most susceptible
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animals. The details of \Vads\vorth"s experiments

may be obtained by consulting the original paper.

It will suffice to present in this review his main con-

clusions. He notes that immune sera vary greatly

in their curative value, and that while certain sera

may possess protective value, this is not necessarily

indicative of curative action. Treatment with the

serum of normal rabbits may prolong the course

of pneumococcus infection in the rabbit, but this

action is slight. Sera from animals immunized

with dead pneumococcus cells washed free from

their products, and sera from animals immunized
with culture filtrates free from pneumococcus cells,

possessed only a slight curative value. On the

other hand, when an animal was immunized with

virulent living cultures its blood serum acquired a

marked curative action. After pneumococcus in-

fection in the rabbit had become established, treat-

ment with this serum induced crisis and cured the

animal. Virulent pneumococci are singularly in-

susceptible to the action of immune sera in the test

tube, nevertheless they succumb to these sera in the

body of the infected individual.

"Diphtheria and tetanus organisms," states

Wadsworth. ''give rise to powerful to.xins, but the

parasitism of these organisms is slight and their

development is localized. Diseases produced by

these organisms are toxemias and neutralization of

their toxins by antitoxin puts an end to the disease.

The pneumococcus gives rise to toxic substances

which are less active or active only in the body tis-

sues, but the parasitism of this organism is marked

and its development is rarely localized. Neverthe-

less, the manifestations of the disease arise from

the action of the bacteria poisons on the tissues.

The neutralization of the pneumococcus poisons by

immune serum puts an end to the symptoms of the

disease, but the pneumococci survive as harmless

parasites until destroyed by lysis or phagocytosis."

It is pointed out that crisis is simply one phase of

recovery which does not dift'er fundamentally,

whether it is sudden and complete, as in crisis, or

incomplete or prolonged, as in lysis. Both processes

represent the neutralization of the pneumococcus

poison. The pneumococci themselves are destroyed

by lysis extracellularly in the rabbit and intracel-

lularly by the process of phagocytosis in the dog and

in man.

It is to be hoped that in the near future there

will be available for the treatment of lobar pneu-

monia in man the immune sera which Wadsworth

has found so effective in curing the disease in the

rabbit, which is most susceptible to the toxic

action of the pneumococcus. In attaining results

that will no doubt contribute to the saving of many

valuable lives the fruits of patient investigation

conducted with one definite object in view will be

amply realized.

PRESENT STATUS OF THE EPIDEMIOL-
OGY OF BUBONIC PLAGUE.

Although presumably trustworthy accounts of

bubonic plague are readily accessible, the great

fluctuations in individual epidemics render valuable

all special information based on observation of cur-

rent episodes ; and it is also highly instructive to

contrast contemporary epidemics in different parts

of the world. For example, some accounts of the

pneumonic form state that there are no survivors,

which fact is only reassuring in as far as it ex-

cludes the possibility of carriers. But we learn that

in Egypt the mortality from this form was but 85
per cent, and that the survivors became dangerous
carriers, bearing the germs in their respiratory or-

gans for a long time and menacing their environ-

ment by coughing and expectorating.

At a recent session of the Aerztlicher Verein of

Munich {Berliner klinische Wochensclirift, July i)

Dieudonne summed up our contemporaneous in-

formation on the epideniiologj' of the disease, and
stated among other facts that it progresses but
slowly from house to house. For this reason we do
not see pandemics nowadays, and in communities
with a very mixed population socially, the higher
classes may escape throughout as a result of their

superior knowledge and sanitary prophylaxis. This,
of course, holds good for typhus, cholera, and
variola, but is in marked contrast with other epi-

demics like influenza, measles, etc., which alone are
truly pandemic.

The chief increase in our knowledge of epidemi-
ology is connected with animals—domestic and wild.

It is now known that the rat suffers from the dis-

ease in a peculiar chronic form, located principally

in the spleen. This disease has an exacerbation in

the warm months.
If the disease were not insect borne its inci-

dence, both in man and animals, would modify the

epidemiolog)' profoundly. Perhaps there is no af-

fection in which so many different species of insects

act as intermediaries. The author enumerates bed-

bugs, ants, fleas, and mosquitos (the latter possibly

a misprint—culex for pulex ? ) . The rodents in

a community, therefore, become quickly infected.

For many years when this plague lay fallow in the

tropics cases were reported now and then from
Asiatic Russia. We can now realize that the petty

episodes described during these years must have
been due to some of the wild rodents. Had rats

been affected the disease should have been much
more prevalent. It is now known that the feces of

the flea can transmit the disease.

The prophylaxis of the disease at the present day
includes quarantine disinfection with certain gases,

destruction of rats witth phosphorus, personal

cleanliness, masks and suits for doctors and nurses,

and inoculation with dead cultures of the Bacillus

pestis.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GASTRIC STAGNA-
TION.

So nuich has been written and taught about the

value of the chemical examination of the gastric

contents after a test meal that the examination of

the fasting stomach has been lately much neglected.

Yet no examination of the gastric functions is com-

plete without the determination of the presence or

absence of stagnation of food, and such determina-

tion is frequently much more valuable as a therapeu-

tic indication than one or another deviation from

the normal chemical character of gastric juice.

Moreover, gastric stagnation is by many thought to
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be present only when large quantities of food re-

mains are .obtained in the morning before breakfast

:

that this, however, is not the case is the earnest plea

of Dr. E. Fricker in a recent number of the Cor-

respondens-Blatt fiir Schzveizer Arzte (Vol. XLII,
No. 12). This writer's numerous examinations

have shown that normally in the morning the stom-

ach is either quite empty or contains a little mucus,

swallowed saliva, or gastric juice, but no food re-

mains. This results in a sort of "self cleansing" of

the stomach, so that the numerous bacteria, etc., in-

troduced with the food are deprived of sustenance

and are not unduly numerous in the normal stomach.

Quite different, however, is the state of affairs when
stagnation of food is present, though it be of micro-

scopical nature only, the material for its determina-

tion being obtained from the particles adherent to

the fenestrations of the stomach tube or by centri-

fuging the stomach contents obtained through the

tube. Here bacteria are abundant and the most sig-

nificant of these are sarcins and the well known
Boas-Oppler bacilli. The former may be present

even if hyperacidity exists, and, according to

Fricker, their presence is an indication of stagnation

even though at certain times they are not accom-

panied by food remains. Boas-Oppler bacilli, on

the other hand, are quickly destroyed by high aciil

content; moreover, they are significant only when
present in nuiubers sufficiently large to make them

very conspicuous throughout the field of vision of

the microscope.

How close is the relation between stagnation of

the stomach contents, the presence of sarcinae and

Boas-Oppler bacilli, and the functional disturbances

of the stomach, is well shown by a series of cases

observed by Fricker. In 27 cases of stagnation with

little change in the chemical character of gastric

juice, in 25 of which benign stenosis of the pyloris

was shown at the operation, sarcinse were constantly

present in the material obtained from the fasting

stomach. On the other hand, out of 23 cases of gas-

tric cancer with marked deviation from the normal
chemical character of the gastric juice, Boas-Oppler

bacilli were found in abundance in 21 cases.

Accordingly, Fricker recommends the following

procedure in examining a patient with gastric symp-

toms : ( I ) An evening meal consisting of soup or

milk, meat, and rice. (2) Emptying the stomach next

morning, about twelve hours later, and careful ex-

amination of the food remains if obtained, or of the

particles adherent to the tube. If nothing is ob-

tained, lavage and examination of the sediment of

the wash water. (3) Test breakfast, and examina-

tion of the chemical character of the gastric contents

obtained after it. Of course, the microscope must

be employed for the discovery of sarcinae, Boas-

Oppler bacilli, and the study of the minute particles

of food, their behavior on addition of Taigol's iodine

solution, etc., etc.

The therapy of gastric stagnation advocated by

Fricker is radical. He grants that medical measures,

such as dieting, lavage of the stomach, etc., may
keep the symptoms in abeyance. However, compe-

tent surgery, in most cases the operation of gastro-

enterostomy, is preferred by Fricker as a really

curative therapy.

Intubation of the Aorta.

The feasibility, at any rate in the dog, of an opera-

tion that may eventually prove of service in the

treatment of aortic aneurysm and of traumatic

lesions of the aorta in human beings, has been
demonstrated by A. Carrel {Journal of Experi-
mental Medicine, July i, 1912). This investigator

has already shown that a segment of vein can be

successfully grafted on the thoracic aorta ; that

wounds of the abdominal aorta can be repaired by
means of a piece of rubber covered with vaseline,

and that the circulation can take place for six days
through a paraffined glass tube lying free in the

abdominal aorta. These experiments were all per-

formed on dogs. In the latest developments of his

investigations along this line, Carrel inserted into

longitudinal incisions in the thoracic aorta of dogs
paraffined tubes of glass or aluminum, nine or ten

millimeters in diameter and forty-five millimeters

long. The tubes either distended the vessels, fitted

them exactly, or were smaller than the caliber of

the aorta. The tubes were fi.xed in this artery by
means of silk ligatures that had been put around
the vessel previously. The results of the experi-

ments thus far performed have shown that aortic

blood can flow through a glass tube for more than

three months without the occurrence of an oblit-

erative thrombus. Laceration of the arterial wall

causes a deposition of fibrin and partial or com-
plete occlusion of the tube or vessel. Carrel sug-

gests that the use of a tube of proper caliber, form,

and composition, as a smooth-edged gold tube of

relatively small caliber, may be followed by better

results ; and that it is possible to line the tube with

a vein in order to prevent more surely the occur-

rence of a thrombus.

Pseudotuberculous Experimental Leprosy.

The analog)' between the bacilli of Koch and of

Hansen has been noted from the very outset of bac-

teriology. So marketl is it that much wonder has

been expressed as to the very dissimilar character

of the two diseases caused thereby. That two such
processes should be so infectious and malignant,

caused by such similar organisms, and yet differ

so much among themselves, and present so few
points in common constitutes a paradox, especially

when we bear in mind the close resemblances be-

tween syphilis and yaws, two affections which also

show a marked analogy in their causative agencies.

Recent experiments appear to show that in experi-

mental medicine this dissimilarity will not obtain

and that the lesions of experimental leprosy will be

found to bear a very close resemblance to both
clinical and experimental tuberculosis. It has long
been know that lepers react positively to tuberculin

and recently it has been learned that tuberculous

subjects give positive reactions to nastin. At a

meeting last winter of the Aerztlicher Verein of
Hamburg {Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, June
10) Much reported that animals previously sensi-

tized with sterile cultures of tubercle bacilli be-

came susceptible to leprous inoculation. In guinea
pigs and goats alike subcutaneous injections of lep-

rosy bacilli set up what appeared to be typical

tuberculous cold abscesses, the size of a bean to

that of a pigeon's egg. The pus was creamy and
poor in cells and contained bacilli in abundance.
To what extent the tuberculous type of lesion could

have been due to the sensitization is naturally not

in evidence.
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Nms of tl)r Mnk,
The Plague Situation.—Up to July 19 nu new

cases of plague had developed for several days in

either Cuba or Porto Rico, yet as examinatiuns of

a large number of rals in Porto Rico had shown the
presence of the infection in at least 2.5 per cent, of
the animals, the Government officials were increas-
ing rather than relaxing their watchfulness. Wisely,
as it appeared, for on July 20 three new cases

were discovered in the suburbs of San Juan,
making a total of thirty-seven cases and twenty-
six deaths in the island since the disease was
first recognized. The commission, consisting of

Col. Jefferson R. Kean, Major Frederick 1'.

Russell, Lieutenant Fred H. Foucar, and F. Y.

Howard, sent from Washington to study conditions

as regards the plague in Porto Rico, reached New
York on July 15. In Havana a third case was
discovered on July 23. Unofficially it was
stated that while the disease had been checked
for the present in San Juan, the commission con-

sidered that it would be impossible to eradicate it

until modern sanitary methods had been introduced

and especially until all the dwelling houses had
been raised from the ground. The sanitary condi-

tions in the surrounding country were found to be

very bad. In all the larger ports of the United
States the health authorities are paying careful at-

tention to the situation and watching all incoming
ships and passengers. The Health Officer of the

Port of New York has announced that as the re-

sult of some experiments it has been decided that

anhydrate liquefied sulphuric acid gas will prove to

be efficient as a destroyer of rats on ships as well as

being quicker and more easily handled than the old

method, and that he will therefore adopt its use

here. The Health Officer has also been empow-
ered by Governor Dix to expend whatever money
is necessary to fumigate all ships entering the har-

bor from infected ports, using the fees collected by
his office. In Philadelphia, the Director of the De-
partment of Health and Charities, wishing to make
a personal examination of all rats in the city for the

purpose of ascertaining if any were infected with

bubonic plague, issued a call to the citizens on July

15 to take all rats possible to his rooms in the City

Hall. The response was so immediate and hearty.

however, that three days later he was compelled to

withdraw his invitation, having come to the conclu-

sion that Philadelphia was largely populated by

these animals.

Poliomyelitis.—.\ number of cases of infantile

paralysis have appeared in this city, probably the

forerunner of an epidemic of the disease as pre-

dicted in the AIedical Record of last week. In

Buffalo, N. Y., eight cases were discovered by in-

spectors of the Department of Health on July 20.

None of the cases had been reported, and the Health

Commissioner ordered the attending physicians to

appear before him on July 22 and show cause why
they should not be prosecuted. Dr. Xeustaedter

writes that an investigation is being conducted at

Cornell Medical College regarding the infectivity of

dust, and requests that information be sent to the

college regarding cases, or suspected cases, in order

that the sweepings of the sick-room may be collected

and examined.
Lectures on Hygiene.—The New \''ork State

Department of Health has undertaken the education

of women and girls throughout the State in the

subject of sex hygiene. The work will be carried

on in connection with existing institutions and or-
ganizations as far as possible, and by means of lec-

tures, circulars, and exhibits. The following staff

of special lecturers has been appointed : Dr. Rosalie
S. Morton, New York; Dr. E. Hamilton .Muncie,
Brooklyn ; Dr. Lusia E. Heaton, Canton ; Dr. O. M.
Grover, Dunkirk; Dr. Mary H. Potts, Elmira ; Dr.
Adelaide Dutcher, Syracuse; Dr. Agnes E. Page,
.A.lbany; Dr. Cora B. Lattin, Buffalo; Dr. M. May
Allen, Rochester; Dr. Ina V. Burt, Phelps; Dr.
Mary G. Day, Kingston ; and Dr. Angeline Martin.
Utica. The New York State Cancer Laboratory
will cooperate in preparing lectures dwelling upon
the early diagnosis, means of prevention, and nec-
essity for early skilled treatment of cancer.

Danger of Rabies.—The Board of Health of
New York City at a recent meeting adopted a special
order calling for the shooting of unmuzzled dogs
in the Borough of Richmond where, for some time
past, complaints of dogs running at large have been
unusually frequent and where a number of persons
have been bitten. Since January i, 19 12, among
210 dogs sent to the Department of Health from
the Borough of Richmond for examination, seventy
cases of rabies were found. The ordinary jurisdic-

tion of the Department in the matter of dog bites

extends only to the removal of such dogs for ob-
servation and their destruction if found rabid or
vicious to such an extent as to render them unfit to

be at large. .\t times of special danger fram rabies,

however, the Board of Health under its general
power to abate nuisances to protect the public
health may adopt a special order calling for the
killing of unmuzzled dogs on the streets, as it has
done now. Commissioner Lederle also suggests that

il may be necessary to extend the special order to

include other boroughs unless the general ordinance
retjuiring the muzzling of dogs is more generally
complied with.

A Cure for Diabetes Not Found at Cornell.—
Dr. W. M. Polk, Dean and Director of the Cornell
University Medical College, writes : "A recent pub-
lication in the public press to the effect that a 'cure'

for diabetes had been found and that it had been
worked out under the auspices of the Cornell Uni-
versity Medical College has been called to my at-

tention. Please state that our School knows noth-
ing of the 'cure' or of the measures pursued to es-

tablish its value."

Car Hits Ambulance.—An ambulance from St.

Vincent's Hospital, New York, answering a sick

call, was struck by a Seventh avenue car at Eliza-

beth and Grand streets on July 17, and overturned.
Dr. Kilbourne, the surgeon in charge, was bruised
and shaken up, and the driver of the ambulance sus-

tained a fractured collar bone.

Canal Zone Report.—The Department of Sani-
tation of the Isthmian Canal Commission, through
Dr. John L. Phillips, Acting Chief Sanitary Officer,

reports that during the month of May, 1912, there
were among the employees a total of 33 deaths, of

which 19 were due to disease and 14 to violence,

making a total annual average death rate per thou-
sand of 8.01, which is only slightly larger than the

very low rate recorded for May, 1910. Five deaths
were due to Bright's disease, 5 to lobar pneumonia,
and 3 to pulmonary tuberculosis. The report closes

with the words which have become so usual as al-

most to be overlooked: "No cases of yellow fever,

smallpox, or plague originated on or were brought
to the isthmus during the month."
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Campaign Against Hookworm.—The Texas
State Board of Health has bcs^un a campaign for

the eradication of the hookworm in that State, un-
der the direction of Dr. M. H. Boerner of Wash-
ington, D. C. It has been found that the infection

is particularly heavy in East Texas. 50 per cent, of

the total pojiulation in some counties being infected.

Sues Telephone Company.—Dr. John Allen
Hawkins of Pittsburg, Pa., has brought suit against

the Bell Telephone Company, claiming damages to

the amount of $25,000 because of the omission of

his name from the I'ittslnirgh telephone directory.

Bad Eggs Kerosened.—Dr. R. B. Fitz-Ran-
dolph of the pure food division of the New Jersey
State Board of Health on July 17 seized 1,000

pounds of eggs in the warehouse of a refrigerating

company in Jersey City, and the eggs being unfit

for use were treated with kerosene in order to pre-

vent their sale.

Dr. Simon Baruch has been appointed consult-

ing hydrotherapist to Bellevue, Gouverneur, Har-
lem, and Fordham Hospitals.

Dr. Herbert J. Smith of Philadelphia has been
elected professor of dermatology in the Medico-
Chirurgical College of that city, and will also act

as professor of materia medica and anesthetics in

the dental department of the college.

City Death Rate.—For the week ending July
13, the general death rate per thousand in New
York City was 14.02, as against 18.22 for the cor-

responding week of last year, the difference of 4.20
points being equivalent to a decrease of 416 deaths.

Although the temperature during the week was
very high, the number of deaths from sunstroke
was only 42, while in the same week of 191 1, 288
deaths were ascribed to this cause. There was also

a decrease of 30 in the number of deaths of infants

under one year of age. For the first twenty-eight
weeks of 191 2 the death rate was 14.90 as com-
pared with 16.35 for the same period of 1912.

New Hospital Dormitory.—The Willard Parker
Hospital, New York, is to be enlarged by the erec-

tion of a five-story dormitory for which plans were
filed recently with the Building Department. The
new building will have a frontage of 51 feet on
Fifteenth street and a depth of 100 feet, will be

constructed of reinforced concrete, and will be fire-

proof. The cost is estimated at ?8o.ooo.

Two "Scientists" Die.—Within ten days of the

death from scarlet fever of his thirteen-year-old

daughter, Clayton J. Whipple, a Christian Scientist

of Yonkers, N. Y., died of the same disease, having
refused to permit medical treatment of either his

daughter or himself. Both patients were attended

by Christian Science practitioners who. in spite of

their non-belief in disease, notified the Health De-
partment of the existence of a contagious disease,

and made no attempt to interfere with the estab-

lishment of a quarantine of the house and family.

Favor Marriage Restrictions.—The members of

the New Jersey Branch of the Lutheran Synodical

conference in session at Closter, N. J., recently

went on record as opposing the issuance of mar-
riage licenses unless the applicants were able to pro-

duce a physician's certificate to the effect that both

are physically fit to marry.
Official Dipterologist.—The Director of the De-

partment of Pubhc Works of Philadelphia recently

appointed an official mosquito slayer to that city

at a salary of $3.85 a day, the city having made an
appropriation .$5,000 for the conduct of a war on
these pestiferous insects. The title of "dipterolo-

gist" has been conferred upon the appointee whose
reputation as a destroyer of mosquitos is said to be
uneqr.aled.

Investigating Milk Supplies.—.Vt the request of
the Trenton, N. J., City Commission, the Chief of
the Division of Creameries and Dairies of the New-
Jersey State Board of Health is conducting an in-

vestigation into the 400 sources of the milk supply
of the city, with a view to stopping the sale of un-
wholesome milk and punishing the offenders.

Trenton at present has no system of milk inspec-

tion of its own.
Open Grenfell Institute.—Interesting cere-

monies marked the opening on July 15 of the King
George V. Institute for Fishermen and Seamen, at

St. John's, Newfoundland, erected under the direc-

tion of Sir Wilfred Grenfell, medical missionary to

Labrador.
Gift for Hospital Home.—The French Benevo-

lent .Society announces a gift from four of its

friends of .$40,000 for the completion of a $125,000
fund to be used to build a home for the aged and a

training school for nurses in the rear of the French
Hospital on West Thirty-fourth street, New York.
American Association of Clinical Research.—

The fourth annual meeting of this society will be

held in the New York Academy of Medicine, New
York City, on November 9, 1912. There will be
morning, afternoon, and evening sessions, the gen-
eral public being invited to attend the last, and a

notable program is in preparation. This associ-

ation recognizing "the necessity for clinical re-

searcji that shall produce a body of unquestionable
clinical facts from which therapeutic principles may
be deduced," aims to form centers of clinical re-

search in all of the larger cities, such centers to en-

deavor to interest physicians, hospitals, and the

public. Dr. James Krauss, 419 Boylston street,

Boston, is the permanent secretary. Physicians in

general are invited to attend the meeting.

Physicians' Association. — The New York
Physicians' Association of the City of New York
was incorporated in the Supreme Court on July 15.

The purpose of the society is the holding of clinical

meetings and scientific sessions, and it numbers
among its incorporators Drs. Herman C. Freuden-
thal, \\'illiam S. Gottheil, A. E. Isaacs, Robert
Abrahams, and H. G. Watson.
Kentucky Health Officers.—The State and

County health officers of Kentucky held their first

annual conference in Louisville recently, every

county officer being obliged to attend. The ex-

penses of the conference were provided for in the

annual appropriation given to the State Board of

Health.

Typhoid Carrier.—The occurrence of a dozen
cases of typhoid fever among children living in the

same neighborhood in Elgin, 111., recently, has

caused the health authorities, after negative inves-

tigations of the water and milk supplies, to suspect

that the disease is being spread by a typhoid car-

rier, similar to the famous "Typhoid Mary" of

New York.
A Successor to Dr. Wiley as chief of the Bureau

of Chemistry in the Department of Agriculture will

shortly be appointed. The successful candidate is

said to be Dr. James H. Beall of Scioto, Ohio.

Delegates to the British Medical Association.

—Dr. Arthur W. Yale of Philadelphia and Dr. W.
Benham Snow of New York sailed on July 11 for

England, where they are attending the meeting of

the British IMedical .\ssociation in Liverpool.
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Dr. W. W. Richardson, for six years physician-
in-chief to the men's department of the Eastern
Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane at Xorris-
town, has resigned as of October ist, to engage in

p^i^•ate practice.

The Fourth in New York.—A good indication

of the wiser observance of the Fourth of July in

New York is contained in the announcement of the

Board of Ambulance Service that there were on
that day this year 277 calls, or only 16 more than
the daily average in all boroughs throughout the

year, and 67 less than on the Fourth of July, 191 1.

The greatest decrease occurred in the Borough of

Manhattan where the number of calls fell from 196
to 130. It is a matter of some congratulation that

this year at least our national birthday was not

celebrated by wholesale death and injury. In one
thing, if not perhaps in all, we are becoming saner.

Nevp Pasteur Institute.—The foreigners resi-

dent in Bangkok, Siam. are endeavoring to estab-

lish a Pasteur Institute there, not only for the treat-

ment of rabies, but for bacteriological and serolog-

ical work, and a meeting was held recently at the

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank for the purpose of

raising funds for the project.

American Hospitai Association.—The four-

teenth annual meeting of this association will be
held in the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, Mich., on
September 24 to 27, 19 12, under the presidency of

Dr. Henry JNI. Hurd of the Johns Hopkins Hospi-
tal, Baltimore. Details as to the programme, etc.,

may be obtained from the secretary, J. N. E. Brown.
M.B., 90 Charles street. East.

Pan-American Congress.—The Sixth Pan-
American Congress will meet in Lima. Peru, on
August 3 to 10, 1913, in connection with the Latm
American Medical Congress and the Congress of

Hygiene. The congress will be under the patronage
of His E.xcellency the President of Peru and of the

Minister of Foreign Relations, of Instruction, and
of Fomentation. Its work will be divided into eight

sections, covering anatomy and physiology ; bac-

teriology and parasitology ; medicine, surgery, hy-

giene, physics, chemistry, natural history, pharma-
cology, veterinary medicine, and odontology. Vari-

ous excursions through the country are being ar-

ranged for those attending the congress, as well as

many different means of making the journey to

and from Peru.

Second District (South Carolina) Medical As-
sociation.—The annual meeting of this society

was held at Blackville on Julv 2, and officers for

the ensuing vear were elected as follows : Presi-

dent, Dr. Josiah .S. r^Iatthews, Denmark ; Secretary-

Treasurer. Dr. Sophia B. Brunson. St. Matthews.
Dubuque County (Iowa) Medical Society.

—

.At the annual meeting held in Dubuque on June 26,

the following officers were elected: President, Dr.

\\'illiam L. Becker, Dubuque; Secretary, Dr. I\Ia-

thias J. Moes, Dubuque; Treasurer. Dr. Anthony
M. Loes, Dubuque.

Physicians' League.—Under this title a num-
ber of physicians of Brooklvn, N. Y., organized,

on July 5, a new society for the study of economical

and social phases of medicine.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Johx Joseph L.awlor of

Lawrence. Mass.. a graduate of the Baltimore Med-
ical College in 1897, and a member of the Galen
Medical Society and the Amalgamated Physicians'

Protective Association, died at his home on July 8.

Dr. Miles J. O'Reili.v of Fishkill-on-the-Hud-

son, N. Y., a graduate of the Albanv Medical Col-

lege in 1874, died in St. Luke's Hospital, Xewburg,
on July II, aged 60 years.

Dr. George S. Gove of Whitefield, X. H., a
graduate of the Dartmouth Medical .'school, Han-
over, in 1858, and a member of the .\'ew Hamp-
shire State and Coos County Medical Societies,,

died at the home of his daughter in Greensboro,
X. C, on June 28, aged 83 years.

Dr. James A. Miller of Sante Fe, New Mexico,
a graduate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine
and Surgery in 1870, formerly a member of the

Pennsylvania State Board of Medical Examiners,
and a memljer of the X^ew Mexico State and Santa
Fe County Medical Societies, died suddenly of
heart failure on June 29, aged 68 years.

Dr. John- Boyce Donaldson of Canonsburg,
Pa., a graduate of the Medical Department of
Western Reserve L-niversity, Cleveland. Ohio, in

1872, a member of the American Medical Associa-
tion, of the Medical Society of the State of Penn-
sylvania, of which he was a former president, and
of the \\'ashington County Medical Society, having
served the latter as secretary for many years, died
at his home on June 29, aged 64 years.

Dr. John Russell Goodloe of Demopolis, .A.la..

a graduate of the Medical Department of \'ander-
bilt University, Nashville, Tenn., in 1893, and a
member of the Alabama State and Marengo County
Medical .Societies, died at his home of nephritis, on
July I, aged 43 years.

Dr. N.^than Maver of Hartford, Conn., a grad-
uate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and
Surgery in 1859, a member of the American Med-
ical Association and of the Connecticut State and
Hartford County Medical .Societies, a veteran of
the Civil War, having served as surgeon with the

Sixteenth Connecticut Volunteers, and well known
as an author and dramatic critic, died in the Hart-
ford Hospital, on July 10, aged 73 years.

Dr. \\'illi.\m H. Weirick of Washington, 111., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, in 1866, a member of the American Med-
ical Association and of the Illinois State and Taz-
well County Medical Societies, and a veteran of the

Civil War. died at his home, on June 28. aged 70
years.

Dr. Henrv Edwin Spalding of Boston, ?ilass..

a.graduate of the Xew York Homeopathic Medical
College and Hospital in 1866. for many years vis-

iting physician to the Homeopathic Hospital of
Boston, and later consulting physician, and formerlj'-

president of the Massachusetts Homeopathic Med-
ical Society and of the Massachusetts Surgical and
(jynecological Society, died at his home in Hing-
ham, on July 4. aged 68 years.

Dr. Thom.vs H. B.\che died at Philadelphia on
July 8 at the age of 86 years. He was graduated
from the University of Pennsylvania in 1846 and
from Jefferson Medical College in the class of 1850.

He was a resident physician in the University Hos-
pital in 1852 and 1853. He was one of the founders
of the Children's Hospital'and at one time surgeon
to this hospital and also to Howard Hospital. Dur-
ing the Civil War he was surgeon to the 17th Regi-
ment of Pennsylvania Volunteers, major and
brevet lieutenant-colonel medical corps U. S. A.
from 1861 to 1865. He was in charge of the

United States Army Hospital at Chester, Pa. He
was a Fellow of the College of Physicians of Phil-

adelphia, a member of the American Philosophical

Society. He was a great-great-grandson of Ben-
jamin Franklin.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

LONDON HOSPITAL—UNIVERSITIES CONGRESS RE-

TRACTION RINGS AS OBSTACLES TO DELIVERY

ROYAL COLLEGE SURGEONS MUSEUM—INSURANCE
BRISTOL INFIRMARY THE KING's VISIT—OBIT-

UARY.
London, July 5, 1912.

On Monday Lord Roseberry distributed the prizes

at the Lomlon Hospital College and gave one of

those charming addresses for which he is noted.

He began with some amusing talk about students in

the past referring to horrible pictures which humor-
ists conjured up as mere antediluvian animals for

peripatetic philosophers like Mr. Pickwick to con-

template but without a vestige of truth in the por-

traits. There had been, however, a member of the

profession now extinct as far as his orbit extended

though he fancied he survived in rural parts—that

was the apothecary of his childhood, who was
really a good medicine man, as the Indians express

it, as he not merely recommended but compounded
his medicine himself. But he had changed his

name, given up the good old name of apothecary,

and become a general practitioner. You never read

of a general practitioner in "Romeo and Juliet/'

and in Pendennis you may find the older hero who
perhaps gave us too much medicine, and perhaps

we did not take it all. "I still feel his warm hand

resting on my tremulous pulse," said his lordship,

and turned to the more serious part of his subject.

Medicine, he said, was the noblest secular career

in the world—the one which tries wherever it goes,

unselfishly, willingly, earnestly, to give comfort and
alleviation to all with whom it deals. It was the

noblest profession because it was a forlorn hope

of humanity ; a forlorn hope because it could never

hope to conquer in the long run, yet it never de-

spaired, and was always seeking new inspiration

and new strength for the battle which could only

have one termination. It was a forlorn hope for

it combated the reptile of disease, from which,

though you successively cut off a limb, like the

fabled dragon of old another sprang up to take its

place ; a forlorn hope because when you had con-

quered one form of disease another form, such

as sleeping sickness, was sure to spring up ; a for-

lorn hope because all day long and every minute of

your career you had to be fighting with the angel

of death, which must inevitably defeat you in the

end. Did that seem a gloomy view of the pro-

fession? He thought not, because it was rare to

find a life which could be spent in the complete

conquest of obstacles, but in your career you were
fighting the most heroic fight going on in the world,

and fighting it not for selfish interests, but in the

cause of humanity itself. Take the great names
of history—the Cassars, Napoleons, Wellingtons

—

before whom all bend the knee—they all, selfishly

or not, had been banes and injuries to genera-

tions. Take, then, one single name from your
profession—take the name of Lister, and balance

against that all the historical figures who have
devoted their lives to conquest and bloodshed. Put
them all on one side of the balance and that of

Lister on the other, and would any intelligent

human being hesitate as to which side it was to

which the universal gratitude of mankind was due?
You should then be proud to join in this great

crusade in this army of compassion and alleviation.

-And where can you better enlist than in this great
hospital—the first in the world? "At my age one
is chary about employing the word first, but it is,

let me say so, the first in the world."
The next day Lord Roseberry was again in the

position which suits him so well. He opened the

Congress of the Universities in the British Empire
and dilated on their growth and expansion since

1830, when England had two and Scotland four,

though the last are linked in couples, making the

balance even. At the same time Scotland may
claim a greater zeal in educational matters. To-
day no less than fifty-three universities are in

congress. Lord Roseberry regarded them as

"machines for producing men ; the best kind of
machines for producing the best kind of men, who
ma}' help to preserve our empire."

In the Obstetrical Section (R. S. M.) Dr. Wil-
lett related a case of a rather rare condition ob-
structing the termination of labor. The head was
brought down to the outlet, but the shoulders were
detained above by a thick retraction ring which
completely encircled the lower part of the neck.

The child was dead, so the head was perforated, a
cranioclast firmly fixed and an eight-pound weight
applied to its handle by a towel. Morphia (yi gr.)

was injected to relieve spasm, and the patient slept

for three hours. On waking delivery quickly fol-

lowed a few pains, and the placenta came naturally.

.A. hot intrauterine douche was given, and it was
found the ring had disappeared. Some septic

symptoms complicated convalescence, but the patient

left hospital after a fortnight. Dr. Willett

1 bought the case an ideal one for continuous trac-

tion by weight—dead child and mother's state not
urgent.

Dr. Herbert Williamson mentioned an allied case

of a ring detaining the shoulders. Delivery was
effected by steady traction with forceps, to which
the ring yielded after fifteen minutes. Some
hemorrhage followed, and the placenta was ex-

pressed, but the bleeding continued. Examination
showed a tear in the vaginal vault extending
through the cervix and lower wall of uterus. The
rent was sutured with catgut and the broad liga-

ment lightly plugged with gauze (removed in

twenty- four hours). A good recovery followed.

The report of the museum committee of the

Royal College of Surgeons is issued. Upwards of

1.000 specimens have been added during the year.

The most interesting addition is the collection pre-

sented by the executors of Lord Lister, compris-

ing instruments, many designed and used or modi-

fied by him. These are to be kept as a separate

collection, and can not fail to be an attraction in

the future. The Royal Society of Medicine has

presented a collection of historical interest, being
instruments that have been used in midwifery.

,\nother collection was presented by Mr. Penrose
Williams of Bridgewater, and contains many sur-

gical instruments of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. A medicolegal collection has been begun,

and specimens are coming in.

The insurance act is still troubling us. The Liv-

erpool practitioners have signed resignations to

various clubs and made arrangements for attend-

ing patients. Meantime about 200 Birmingham
medical men have given notice that they will

terminate their contracts with the clubs. The in-

quirv undertaken by Sir William Plender for the

insurance commissioners into the remuneration of
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medical men in six selected towns is beset with dif-

ficiilties. The auditor is required to show sep-

arately all sorts of items which go to make up the

practice, such as visits, medicines, certificates, re-

ports. How many doctors keep a set of books
from which such matters can be extracted? Ko
auditor, I think, would be able to apportion the

items without the doctor's attendance all the time
and supplementing the figures by his memory of
each case.

Questions were asked in the House last night,

liut the government, as usual, only shuffled.

The King's visit to Bristol last week was mainly
for the purpose of opening the new surgical de-

partment of the King Edward VII Memorial In-

firmary. This has cost between £70.000 and
£80,000, and is only the first part of the scheme,
which will run to about £200,000. It is, however,
as it stands, complete in itself. It is intended when
the whole is carried out to transfer the old infirmary

to the new site, where the grounds will have about
two acres of garden. The old Bristol Infirmary
is the largest hospital in the west of England,
and perhaps the oldest in the kingdom. It was
founded in 1735, and contains 270 beds, but ex-

tension is imperative, and with the new hospital 180
will be added. The sojourn of the King and Queen
was short, but their majesties took part in various

ceremonies, including the reception of five ad-

dresses, to which the King replied, and the old city

turned out and greeted them with enthusiasm as

they passed through the miles of decorated streets.

Dr. William Murrell, physician to the Westmin-
ster Hospital, and lecturer on medicine in the

school, died suddenly on the 28th ult. He was.

an authority on materia medica and therapeutics,

on which he lectured for many years, and served

as examiner on this subject at the London Royal
Colleges and also at the universities of Edinburgli,

Aberdeen, and Glasgow. His "What to Do in

Cases of Poisoning" ran through eleven editions.

He edited Fothergill's "Practitioners' Handbook
of Treatment," and was a contributor of many
papers to the societies and journals. He qualified

in 1874-5, took the Brussels degree in 1879, and
was elected F.R.C.P. Lond. in 1883. He was a

laureate of the French Academy of Medicine and
fellow of the Philadelphia Medico-Chirurgical Col-

lege.

Lt.-Col. F. E. McFarland died on June 24
after a long and honorable career, for the first

twenty years in the Army Medical Department
(serving chiefly in India), and after that in Bel-

fast, where he was elected by his brethren president

of the Ulster Aledical Society, and was consulting

physician of the \\'omen and Children's Hospital.

He qualified at the two Royal Colleges of Dublin
as long ago as 1838.

Fleet-Surgeon Frederick ^^'alter Stericker, R.N.,

who only recently retired from the Naval Medical
Service, died on July i at the age of Si.

THE PLAGUE IN HAVANA.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

Havama. July 14, 1912.

We learned of the existence of plague in Porto

Rico about three weeks ago. Quarantine against

Porto Rican ports was established and at the same
time the hunt for dead rats was begun in the neigh-

borhood of the docks where it was said that an un-

usual mortality among those rodents had been ob-

served. The bacteriological examination of the few
rats then collected, however, failed to show the

presence of the pest bacillus; some gave sterile cul-

tures, showing that they had been killed by poison,

probably arsenic. On the evening of July 4 the first

suspicious case was recorded in a man with in-

guinal adenitis and rather severe general symptoms.

He was sent to one of the Emergency Stations and
from there to Hospital No. One, which is a general

hospital of about 500 beds, the wards being arranged

in separate pavilions. The man was transferred

to Las Animas Hospital for Infectious Diseases the

same evening and smears and cultures were made
from fluid extracted from the bubo. The Board of

Infectious Diseases visited the case next morning
and examined the smears, which showed the pres-

ence of a few bipolar stained bacilli, very much
like the plague bacillus. The Board deferred the

diagnosis until the following day so as to allow

time for biological tests that would eliminate the

possibility of glanders, since the man had worked in

a stable, and also to carry out a thorough examina-
tion of the cultures made. The result, by unani-

mous opinion, was that the case, as suspected origi-

nally, undoubtedly was one of plague, and so it

was officially declared on the morning of the 6th.

This man has been doing well and at this moment
is out of all danger, but, of course, the full period

of quarantine will pass before he will be allowed to

be at large.

A second confirmed case was officially declared

on the morning of the 12th, in a man that came from
the infected zone, the diagnosis being made after

the patient died, but it being declared suspicious

from the second day of his illness.

The sanitary department had been active all this

time and not only the entire block where the case

of plague originated was disinfected but also many
other blocks of buildings, where it is surmised that

other cases have taken place during the last month,
were also fumigated. These cases did not come
under the notice of the sanitary authorities until

many days after the death of the patients, and it is

only by a process of elimination and deduction that

it is believed they were cases of plague.

Whole blocks of houses are subjected to vigorous

fumigation with sulphur and formaldehyde and at

the same time all rat holes are stopped up with

cement and broken glass ; the floors are flooded with

insecticide solutions to destroy fleas and vermin,

and everywhere, even outside the supposedly in-

fected zone, the people are engaged in the whole-

sale trapping and poisoning of rats, since a bonus of

five cents each is paid for them when delivered at

any of the various stations, whether dead or alive.

Popular instructions have been widely distributed

all over the city, giving easily applicable preventive

measures. Every patient admitted to any of the five

hospitals in this city is carefully investigated and

all cases of "adentitis" are considered suspicious

until the Board of Infectious Diseases passes upon
them. The cooperation of the people is a fact that

the sanitary authorities value highly; fortunately,

the previous training obtained during the yellow

fever campaign has been of the greatest aid and
the authorities have certainly obtained the confi-

dence of the public at large. This is made manifest

by the faithful observance of all measures that have)

been undertaken. The directing personnel is one

which has been engaged for many years in sanitary

work, dating back to the Spanish war, and although

without practical experience with bubonic plague it
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is perfectly conversant with the work at hand. Dr.

J. Guiteras is the Director of Public Health and
Dr. A. Agramonte, chairman of the Board of In-
fectious Diseases. Dr. AI. Lobredo is chief of the
Research Laboratory, where the bacteriological
work is carried out, and Dr. Lopez del Valle, the;

Health Officer of Havana, has been in charge since
General Wood's time.

One of the most remarkable circumstances in con-
nection with this importation of the plague into
Havana has been the absence of the infection among
the rats ; at least it has been impossible so far to
demonstrate it in spite of the most earnest search
which is being made for the infected animals.
Everything relating to the extension of the process,
the progress of disinfection, the necessary measures
to be adopted, etc., is widely published for the in-

formation of all, and absolutely nothing is kept from
the public which is thereby rendered more confideiU
and more composed in the presence of the threat-
ened danger.

THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF UTERINE
CANCER.

To THE Editor of AIedical Record:

Sir :—In elucidation of the method now being in-

vestigated for the earlier diagnosis of uterine can-
cer by means of the curve of past health, it must
be recognized that, occasionally, control cases
(breast cancer, uterine fibroid, etc.) will present a
history of greatest weight in the incipient stage,

but the maximum weight curve will noi be coinci-

dent with maxinuim health and strength curves.
\\'hen internal pelvic strain results in a want of
equilibrium of nerve forces the deficiency shows
itself in weakened action on the part of the cerebro-
spinal system, of the sympathetic system, or of both.
Should the cerebrospinal only be aflfected we have
some weakening of muscle, causing abnormal con-
ditions of nerve, obstructed action, and probably in

turn sequential cancer. Such a woman might, how-
ever, remain in moderately good health and even
reach her maximum weight. \\'hen both niaximuiu
weight,' health, and strength are reported in the in-

cipient stage of a control case, this' maximum
weight, health, and strength is notably below l^cr-

fcct health.

On the other hand, when a woman with or-
ganic disorders becomes the victim of uterine
cancer, there is not as rapid a return to perfect
health as in the merely functional cases. In the
beginning of the incipient stage, therefore, her
health curve would not correspond with the plane
of perfect health. Correcting the position of the
uterus either by treatment or operation should
liberate nerve force, and as a result cure or benefit
many cases of the functional nervous troubles, or
even some insanities. Notwithstanding the fact

that insane women are as subject to ordinary pelvic
disorders as are women in general, uterine cancer
is' found but seldom among them, probably because
the functionally deranged woman will have recov-
ered her mental or nervous equilibrium several years
before the recognized advent of cancer of the
uterus. Cervical tears become the site of malignant
disease when the uterus is displaced in such a man-
ner and extent as to injure nervous structure con-
trolling the area of the uterus embracing the cervi-
cal tear, cell proliferation taking place in that par-
ticular portion of the aiTected nerve area which
has already been injured. \\'hen displacement of

the uterus is not such as to cripple the nerve area
embracing the tear, then the tear will not become
the site of a malignant growth. Failure to per-
form a sufficiently extensive operation in early
cases of uterine cancer may account for the un-
looked-for fatal termination, while cases presenting
an unfavorable prognosis may prove most happily
disappointing owing to an enforced wide excision,

provided that such wide excision embraces tlie com-
plete nerve area from point of injury. Should this

point of injury be so situated that filaments beyond
the confines of the uterus are involved complica-
tions will res'ult.

At a meeting recently held at the College of Phy-
sicians of Philadelphia, through the courtesy of the

hall committee, it was decided to collect data in

answer to the following questions, the object being
to gather data from which to tabulate weight,

strength, and health diagrams.
Diagnosis? i. Age of patient upon diagnosis of

disease? 2. Age of patient at time of maximum
weight? (a) If about as heavy at any other time
in her life ; at about what age ? 3. Age of patient

at time of greatest strength and endurance? (a)

If about as strong at any other time in her life; at

a'lout what age? 4. Age of patient whei. least sub-

ject, if at all, to aches, pains, or ailments? (a) If

in about as good health at any other time in her

life, at about what age?
Contributions will include not only data from

uterine cancer cases but also records of any of

its controls, (. e., all forms of cancer in woman, and
all uterine diseases other than cancer.

Philadelphia. -t^- ^^TLEE.

THE DANGER OF OVERLOOKING URE-
THRAL CHANCRES.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—A case seen by me recently induces me to

pen this note. The admonition to bear urethral

chancres in mind, it seems, needs constant iteration

and reiteration. The patient stated to me that he

had been treated for gonorrhea for the last eight

weeks. An indurated spot in the urethra, the gap-

ing meatus, and the extremely abundant sero-

purulent discharge made me suspicious of the diag-

nosis of gonorrhea. The large indurated, indolent

inguinal swellings made the diagnosis still more
doubtful. An examination of the patient's body
made the diagnosis perfectly clear. It was so clear

that any tyro could have made the correct diagnosis.

Had the doctor examined the patient's naked
body once, the diagnosis would have been as clear

to him as to anybody, but he could not get away
from his preconceived idea and once-decided-upon
diagnosis. He started to treat the patient for gon-
orrhea and it didn't come to his mind that it could

be anything else. It is hard for a person to change
the direction of the current of his own thoughts.

It is due to this that changing doctors is sometimes
so beneficial for the patient. It is quite probable
that the doctor would have treated that patient for

many months, or weeks at least, without seeing any
other part of his body but the penis. Only abun-
dant mucous patches or an eruption on tlie face

might have made him ponder.
And all this is simply due to physicians not being

sufficiently familiar with the fact that chancres of
the meatus, and even of the deeper urethra, are not
at all such rare occurrences. Nor are chancroids
within the urethra so rare. And for the welfare of
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our ])atients we must always be on guard and liear

in mind that a urethral discharge is not always due
to the gonococcus of Neisser. The streptococcus,

the bacillus of Ducrey, and the spirochete of

Schaudinn are also important factors in causing a

running frcmi the urethra.

W'lLLIAM J. ROBINSOX, M.D.
12 Mr. Morris Park, W., New York.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

July 11, 1912.

1. Cancer of the Uterus. The Operable Cases. The Operation of
Choice. A Study of 309 Cases at the Massachusetts (jeneral
Hospital from 1900 to 1910. I'. Cobb.

2. Surgical Treatment of Cancer of the Uterus. C. A. Porter.
3. .Advantages of .Abdominal Hysterectomy. F. B. Lund.
4. Hopeful .\spects of Cancer of the Uterus. W. P. Graves.
5. ,\notIier Conception of .\napliylaxis. W. M. Barton.
6. Means of * Determining the Knd Results of Operations on Hos-

pital Patients. C. C. Simmons.
7. .\ Case of Chronic Infective Endocarditis with Ulceration of

Cho:d;e Tendine-T. F. W. Palfrey and J. B. .'\yer.

I. Cancer of the Uterus.— F. Cobb states that when-
ever opportunity offered he has done the rachcal operation

for cancer of the uterus according to Wertheim's method,

with wide dissection of the pelvis and ureters and re-

moval of as much as possible of the parametrium, and al-

though the number of his cases has been small, over 50

per cent, of them have been alive and well for more than

five years since the operation. The question arises : "What
is an operable case?" If the entire pelvis is fdled with a

hard mass, if the uterus is fixed and if the vagina is

indurated well down toward the vulva, there is no doubt

but that such a case is inoperable, but in many cases no

bimanual examination, with or without an anesthetic, can

determine positively that the case is not one for radical

operation; fixation of the uterus, and the presence of in-

durated masses in one or both broad ligaments, may be due

jnirely to inflammatory tissue, adhesions, pus tubes or cysts.

.\ palliative operation ought to be done whenever possible

to stop hemorrhage and offensive discharge, to prolong life,

and always to promote mental comfort and happiness. A
thorough palliative operation, with the curette and actual

cautery, will prolong life. The usual early symptom of

uterine cancer is irregular hemorrhage. The most im-

portant features of the operation in the author's experi-

ence are as follows: the preliminary preparation of the

patient and anesthesia, prevention of peritoneal infection

from the growth itself, dissection of the ureters, removal

of the glands, hemostasis. drainage, and the after treat-

ment.

4. Hopeful Aspects of Cancer of the Uterus.—W.
P. Graves states that cancer of the body of the uterus is a

surgical disease of comparatively little danger, giving early

warning of its presence and being easily operable and ex-

tremely favorable as to non-recurrence. Cancer of the

cervix, though insidious in onset and dreadful in its later

stages if neglected, is entirely operable in its early stages

and if operated on early is favorable as to non-recurrence.

There is need of better education of medical students in

the pathology and clinical diagnosis of the disease. The
surgical treatment of cancer of the uterus is par excellence

Wertheim's extended abdriminal operation.

5. A New Conception of Anaphylaxis.—W. M. Bar-

ton advances the theory that anaphylaxis consists in the

formation of proteolytic ferments, or enzymes, in certain

tissues of the body. It is assumed that the structures

chiefly involved in elaborating these enzymes are the

epithelial and perhaps also the endothelial tissues. These

enzymes, or ferments, endow the cells in which they are

formed, or the fluids into which they are excreted, with an

increased capacity of digesting foreign proteid. The symp-

toms of anaphylaxis are partly reflex results of the tre-

mendous physiological aberration whiclt this vicarious di-

gestion induces, and partly the result of the products

themselves, acting toxically upon the cells of the central

nervous system and other organs. The first ingestion of a

foreign proteid induces the formation of the enzymes.

These remain stored up in the cells where they are formed,

or circulate in the fluids of the body until the next inges-

tion of the foreign proteid. This can only occur in small

amounts, under conditions in nature, amounts so small in

fact that their digestion and destruction are brought about

without direct or indirect effects upon the organism as a

whole, and particularly its vital parts. But under the con-

ditions of an anaphylactic experiment, a quantity of the

proteid is absorbed sufficient to stimulate the formation of

digestive enzymes in all or many of the epitlielial structures

of the body, and the second injection of proteid supplies a

sufficient quantity to be distributed throughout the organ-

ism, so that its digestion is undertaken simultaneously by

countless epithelial cells, and the symptoms of anaphylaxis

are produced.

New York Medical Journal.

July 13, 1912.

1. The Direct Treatment of Syphilitic Diseases of the Central Nerv-
ous System. H. F. Swift and A. W. .M. Kllis.

2. Indications for Removal of the Faucial Tonsils. H. Hays.
3. -\ Studv of Infant Mortality in Rochester; the Relation of Mar-

ket Milk Thereto. J. R. Williams.
4. The Physical Welfare of Policyholders. E. L. Fisk.

5. Mixed Vaccines in Septic Conditions. W. R. Thomson.
6. Rontgtn Therapy in .Acne.- M. K. Fisher.
7. Cryptogenetic Sepsis Treated with -Autogenous A'accine. A. Orcn-

sten.
S. The Curiosities of Hindu Medicine. B. P. Bharilti.

I. Direct Treatment of Syphilis of the Nervous Sys-

tem.—H. F. Swift and A. W. M. Ellis stale that the

spirochetes seem to have a special predilection for the

lymph spaces. The subarachnoid space may be considered

the great lymphatic sheath of the central nervous system.

The portion of the latter which is most frequently involved

in syphilis is the base of the brain between the peduncles

and optic chiasm. This is the site of one of the large

subarachnoid cisterns. Because of the peculiar anatomical

conditions in syphilitic meningoarteritis, the treatment by

ordinary means is quite difficult. This is probably due to

the fact that there is an imperfect application of the thera-

peutic agent through the blood stream. The most intense

process is bathed only by the spinal fluid, into which there

is little, if any, excretion of curative agents. Even so

highly diffusible a drug as potassium iodide is not normally

excreted into the spinal fluid. Basing their method upon

the known fact that the blood serum of treated syphilitics

has curative powers, the authors have been studying the

therapeutic effect of such serums when injected intra-

spinously into patients with tabes and other syphilitic

affections of the central nervous system. At first the

serum was obtained by withdrawing blood from the patient

on the day following a salvarsan treatment. Gradually the

time has been shortened so that now the blood is with-

drawn an hour after the intravenous injection of salvarsan

or neosalvarsan. The results in some instances of this

method of treatment are as follows: Four tabetics had

received repeated intravenous injections of salvarsan, in

addition to mercurial treatment, with resulting sympto-

matic improvement and reduction in the cell count in the

spinal fluid. Upon instituting intraspinous injections of

their own serum obtained shortly after the intravenous

injections of salvarsan, the cell count promptly fell to

normal, the globulin decreased in amount much more
rapidly than previously, and in two of the patients the

Wassermann reaction in the spinal fluid became negative,

even when 0.5 c.c. of fluid was used. While the series of

cases reported is small, the authors feel that the results

up to the present are of sufficient value to warrant a con-

tinuation of the work and its institution on a larger scale.

The best results can be obtained from the intravenous
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treatment with salvarsan or neosalvarsan, combined with

intraspinous injections of the patient's own serum, pos-

sibly with the addition of small amounts of neosalvarsan.

2. Indications for Removal of the Faucial Tonsils.

— IL Hays, as a result of his studies, has come to the

following conclusions : The tonsil has a definite function

in early childhood. Tonsils should not be removed unless

there is some especial indication before four years of age.

Small, buried tonsils associated with enlarged cervical

glands should always be completely removed unless some

definite cause is found for the condition. Tuberculosis is

often found to be of tonsillar origin. One of the most

important points to be considered in judging whether a

tonsil should be removed or not is the size of that tonsil

in relation to the individual throat. All tonsils, large or

small, which seriously interfere with respiration, should be

removed. Many local pathological conditions are caused

by diseased tonsils. Many cases of middle ear catarrh

can be prevented by removal of the tonsils. There is a

distinct relationship between the tonsils and many general

diseases. The promiscuous removal of the tonsils of chil-

dren without the finding of some associated pathological

condition is not advisable.

4. The Physical Welfare of Policyholders.—By E. L.

Fisk. (See page 127.)

6. The X-Ray Treatment of Acne.—M. K. Fisher

describes the method that he employs as follows: The
patient is placed in the recumbent posture; the hair, eye-

lashes, and eyes, and if a man, the moustache, are covered

with lead foil ; each side of the face is treated separately,

as it is difficult to get an even distribution of the rays if

full faced exposure is made, especially if there happen to

be a number of lesions back of the malar eminences or

near the angle of the jaw; a tube of low vacuum is used,

held in a protective leaden glass shield, eight to ten inches

above the region over which the exposure is to be made;

the rays, which are filtered through sole leather, should

allow the passage of three-fourths to one milliampere of

current through the secondary circuit, or, if a radiometer

or milliamperemeter cannot be employed, about the radi-

ance that in a darkened room will show as a faint yellow-

ish green light; each side of the face receives an exposure

of six to ten minutes, depending on the amount of inflam-

matory reaction that is present, those cases where there

is already present considerable redness not being treated

so strenuously, while in cases in which there is much
induration the more prolonged exposures are given. Treat-

ments are given twice a week, although after a time the

seances may be reduced to once a week. If given more fre-

quently, the treatment may produce a burn, and the author

has never found it necessary, or even advisable, as Stel-

wagon and others have recommended, to push the treat-

ment to the extent of producing an erythema, and then dis-

continuing treatment until the redness has disappeared. For
the first two or three weeks after commencing treatment

little change can be noted in the disease: gradually the red-

ness is seen to become less pronounced and the lesions al-

most imperceptibly to fade; the indurated areas decrease in

size, and in the pustular form of acne there is less tendency

for suppuration to result. One of the first effects noted

is the disappearance of the oily seborrhea, which, as Sabou-

raud asserts, always accompanies the acne.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

July 13, 1912.

1. The Hospital Problem. T. \V. Huntington.
2. Experimental Intestinal Obstruction in Dogs with Especial Refer-

ence to the Cause of Death and the Treatment by Large
.Amounts of Normal Saline Solution. J. A. Hartwell and J.
P. Hoguet.

3. The Resistance of the Patient as a Guide to Operative Proceduic
W. B. Chase.

4. Hysterotomy. J. B. Deaver.
5. Unclean Mouth' and Its Evil Results. M. H. Fletcher.
6. Wanted: A Sense of Asepsis. T. S. Marshall.
7. Diseases of the Fallopian Tubes. H. T. Boldt.

8. The Etiology and Treatment of Superfluous Hair. H. C. Baum.
9. Cutaneous Reactions. E. D. Chipman.

10. The Care of the Mouth of the Sick. W. C. Fisher.
11. Dilatation of the Large Bowel. A. D. Bevan.
12. The Results of Operations, Especially Abdominal, Performed

on the Principle of .Anoci-Association. G. W. Crile.
13. Dilatation of the Duodenum in Relation to Surgery of the

Stomach and Colon. J. C. Bloodgood.

1. The Hospital Problem.—By T. W. Huntington.

(See Medical Record, June 20, 1912, page 1245.)

2. Experimental Intestinal Obstruction.—By J. A.

Hartwell and J. P. Hoguet. (See Medical Record, June

29, 1912. page i2_|6.)

3. The Resistance of the Patient as a Guide to Op-
erative Procedure.—W. B. Chase discusses first the sub-

ject of inherited longevity. He states that, other things

being equal, it is safe to assume that the inherited ten-

dencies noted in families and in individuals offer evi-

dence which the operator should summon to his aid in all

cases, particularly in serious emergencies, in determining

the probable status of the patient, with reference to any

operation which cannot be tested by other standards. If

the history of the patient shows recovery from one or

more previous attacks of serious illness, it increases the

chances of recovery after grave operation. Recovery after

serious accidents also serves as an indication of the pa-

tient's power of resistance. Of similar value is the re-

covery from previous surgical operations. The more seri-

ous and the more frequent the operations, the more val-

uable as guides do they become under new surgical com-

plications. The present health of the individual must be

taken into consideration. This implies a careful inquiry

into the condition of the nervous, circulatory, secretory,

and excretory organs of the body, with an appreciation of

organic or functional derangements as accessories—im-

portant in the final analysis of cases which make for the

resistance or want of resistance in the individual case.

The relation of the resistance of the patient to the time

taken for an operation, the shock incident to it and the

anesthetic employed are of the highest importance and

difficult to determine in advance. The time of every oper-

ation should be the least possible compatible with thor-

oughness.

4. Hysterotomy.— I. B. Deaver states that his ex-

perience with the few cases he has operated on has been

so satisfactory as to warrant bringing this operation up

for consideration, in the belief that it should be kept in

mind and employed in certain selected cases more often

than is now the case. He wishes especially to urge that

placenta praevia must be considered an indication for hys-

terotomy which is to be given the preference over any

other method of delivery. In the severe stages toxemias

of pregnancy it is to be seriously considered as a rival

of less radical measures. In certain myomatous uteri and

in the presence of pedunculated intrauterine growths or

endometrial changes one may on occasion find it of great

help in relieving the patients most expeditiously of their

symptoms. The chief contraindication is the presence of

intrauterine infection, either demonstrated or strongly sus-

pected. The author would not at the present time open a

uterus in the interior of which he feared to find infection.

If this precaution is observed the operation is one of

extreme simplicity and low mortality, but should be under-

taken only by an experienced surgeon who is a master of

intraabdominal technique.

7. Diseases of the Fallopian Tubes.—H. J. Boldt

discusses the infections of the Fallopian tubes and their

consequences. Gonorrheal salpingitis can be credited with

most tuba! pregnancies, and it may also be the cause of

menstrual disorders, most commonly menorrhagia, as ex-

acerbations are apt to occur about the monthly period.

There is no pain characteristic of tubal inflammation, but

it may occur in various ways. Backache is a prominent

symptom, usually accompanied by pain in the lower ab-

domen. Neurasthenia is not a rare occurrence. In case
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a rupture of a distended tube takes place intraperitoneally

the symptoms vary according to the virulence of the tubal

contents. The accident is a serious one, and when, in a

known case of pyosalpinx, sudden collapse occurs, surgi-

cal intervention is called for. The diagnosis of these cases

calls for palpation, and this can only be done by the bi-

manual method. The position of an inflamed Fallopian

tube may be abnormal and the latter may even simulate

a tumor. To make a diagnosis of tuberculous salpingitis

other evidence of tuberculous infection is necessary. It

is not always easy to recognize the contents of the tube

by palpation. The doughy sensation of pyosalpinx to the

examining finger contrasted with the elastic feeling of the

hydrosalpinx is the most reliable symptom in differentiat-

ing the two. Hematosalpinx, not due to tubal gestation or

genital atresias, cannot be diagnosed with certainty ex-

cept by puncture, which is not desirable. A tubal gesta-

tion, if uninterrupted, is best indicated by the other

changes attending pregnancy, but some cases may be very

puzzling, as are one or two reported. The prognosis of

tubal disease, except in malignant cases, is generally good

as far as life is concerned. The restoration to health,

however, depends on circumstances. Boldt believes the

majority of acute gonorrheal cases will recover if properly

treated and if subsequent infection is prevented. If the

fimbriated extremities have been closed and if the tubes

have become more distended, the prognosis of a cure from

a pathological point of view is out of the question. The

acute gonorrheal conditions during the puerperal state

have a serious aspect, but if proper treatment is used

most of these cases recover. The main principle of treat-

ment is complete avoidance of sexual excitement with

physical rest and hygiene ; surgical operations should not

be too hastily employed in the first attacks. Local treat-

ment with hot douches, ichthyol, etc., are useful. In case

of surgical intervention the author advises a large incision

and vaginal section. For abdominal operations he prefers

the longitudinal incision. Every factor should be care-

fully weighed before surgical measures are employed, and

radical operations should be avoided in acute pelvic peri-

tonitis from tubal inflammation. The curette should not

be used in gonorrheal cases.

8. Superfluous Hair.—H. C. Baum describes his

method of employing electrolysis in tlie treatment of this

condition. The skin is mopped with absolute alcohol

which macerates the thickened sebum, is to some extent

germicidal and which is very efficient in obtunding sensa-

tion. The needle is introduced without force till it reaches

the bottom of the follicle or meets resistance. The cur-

rent is then passed until the follicle whitens or until bub-

bles serve to mark the site of the hair follicle. The hair

is epilated and the needle is returned through the vacated

follicle, until it rests on the papilla. Enough electrolysis

is then employed to destroy the papilla. After the hair is

pulled out and the needle is placed directly on the papilla,

much less tissue is cauterized than if the papilla were de-

stroyed while surrounded by the hair bulb. Meanwhile the

application of absolute alcohol goes on. The author uses

a rounded olive-pointed needle and a special needle holder.

The positive pole is grasped by the patient's hand and a

current from one-third to one milliampere, measured, not

guessed, is used. This method is painless, and the results

are better than with a stronger current. The La Clanche

battery is used. The smaller the diameter of the needle

the nicer the technique and the better the result. Scarring

to any extent is not necessary. The majority of these

cases occur in unmarried women ; the author has seen it

cured by marriage or the relief of dysmenorrhea. As
toxemias destroy hair on the top of the head, so they

seem responsible for the overgrowth of hair on the face.

Tndicanuria is present in many of the cases, and with im-

proved metabolism the tendency toward the growth of

superfluous hair is modilied or overcome. In diabetics it

is not unusual to see the growth increase on the face,

while thinning on the scalp is the rule. Overworked spin-

ster school teachers furnish the largest quota of the

author's cases, and it is manifestly not always possible to

remove the cause, but many cases are susceptible to vary-

ing degrees of relief without resort to electrolysis.

11. Dilatation of the Large Bowel.—By A. D. Bevan
(See Mkdical Recukd, June 29, 1912, page 1248.)

12. Operations Performed on the Principle of Anoci-

Association.—By G. W. Crile. (See Medical Record,

June 29, 1912, page 1245.)

13. Dilatation of Duodenum in Relation to Surgery

of the Stomach and Colon.—By J. C. Bloodgood. (See

Medical Recorh, June 29, 1912, page 1247.)

The Lancet

June 29. 1912.

1. The Pathology of Immunity, as Illustrated by the Behavior o£
Fluid Exudates from the Tissues and Various Body Cavities,
in .Acute and Chronic Bacterial Infections, more Especially
with Regard to the Problem of Aggressins. L. S. Dudgeon.

2. Some Moot foints in the Pathology and Clinical History of Pneu-
monia. P. Kidd.

3. Relationship of the Lungs and Genital Organs of Tuberculosis
Women. H. von Bardeleben.

4. A Comparison Between Fleming's (Hecht's) Modification and the
Wassermann Test. R. Donald.

5. Disappearance of a Skin Carcinoma Under Local Application of
Adrenin. L. C. Peel Ritchie.

1. The Pathology of Immunity.— L. S. Dudgeon
states that the exudate from an infected focus may be

more suitable for pathological investigation than tjie

blood serum of the patient. The exudate may contain

either immune body, aggressin, or complement, or all

three together in the same exudate, or only the immune
body and aggressin. The aggressins are thermo-stable

in the vast majority of cases, and some exudates may
contain specific substances which resist boiling, while the

common inhibitory bodies are usually unaffected by tem-

peratures falling between 55° C. to 60° C. The effect

on phagocytosis is due to an interaction of the blood

serum and exudate. There is also evidence that the exu-

dates may act directly on the leucocytes. It would seem

that the most thermo-stable substances in inflammatory

exudates are really bacterial extracts which have a spe-

cific inhibitory effect on phagocytosis and which are able

to establish immunity, while the substances which resist

a temperature of 60° C. for twenty minutes, but are

destroyed by boiling, are also actively aggressive, and

those exudates which are completely thermo-labile are

never aggressive. In experiments on the injection of

certain rabbit exudates into rabbits, the most striking

phenomenon which presents itself is the leucocytic de-

pression. The leucocytes may fall in half an hour from

10,000 to 1,000 per c.mm. or even less, and the polynuclear

decrease is almost constant. Lymphocytic leucopenia is

also usually present.

2. Moot Points in the Pathology and Clinical His-

tory of Pneumonia.— P. Kidd discusses the varieties of

lobar pneumonia. The "Friedlander" pneumonia appears

to have attracted more attention in Germany than else-

where. Pneumonia of lobar dimensions may be caused

by the pneumobacillus alone, as Weichselbaum has always

maintained. The typical bacilli may be found in the

sputum and in the blood during life, and they have been

present in the contents of a pulmonary abscess incised

by the surgeon. The appearances of the consolidated

lung are not always fully described, but where a detailed

account is given the hepatization is said to be gray or

blackish-gray and not granular. The contents of the

alveoli consist mainly of desquamated epithelial cells and

bacilli, with very little fibrin and with less leucocytes

and red corpuscles than in pneumococcal cases. The ten-

dency to necrosis and suppuration is remarkable, con-
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trasting strongly in this respect with pneumococcal pneu-

monia. Toeniessen states that suppurative softening oc-

curred in nearly one-half of all the cases recorded. In

many cases where gangrene and abscess occurred the

pneumobacillus alone was present. With regard to the

clinical aspects, most writers are agreed that the course

is severe and the mortality is terribly high. Apelt goes

so far as to say that he believes that only one recovery

has been recorded, viz., one in which Lenhartz drained

a gangrenous cavity in the lung. The accounts of strep-

tococcal pneumonia are scarce. Weichselbaum refers to

cases of this description, without giving details, and

states that streptococcal pneumonia is at times indis-

tinguishable from typical lobar pneumonia, and also that

in some pneumonias clinically regarded as anomalous

cocci are found closely resembling Streptococcus pyo-

genes, both microscopically and culturally. In Lippmann's

monograph reference is made to researches on certain

affections styled "pulmonary congestion" by French

authors which in England are regarded as varieties of

pneumonia. These include "maladie de Woillez," an abor-

tive form of pneumonia, pleuropulmonary congestion of

Potain, a variety of pleuropneumonia, and the spleno-

pneumonia of Grancher. The term "splenopneumonia"

was introduced by Grancher in 1883 to denote "a variety

of subacute pneumonia which simulates pleurisy with

moderate effusion." Grancher in his original account de-

scribed three cases of this complaint. In these the onset

was attended with pleuritic pains and shivering. The
physical signs indicated, in his opinon, pulmonary con-

gestion and a small pleural effusion, the physical signs

being dullness on percussion, diminished vocal fremitus,

weak blowing breathing and bronchoegophony. All the

cases made a slow recovery in the course of some weeks.

Grancher believes that these cases are examples of splen-

ization in which the solid lung is red and smooth.

3. The Lungs and Genitalia of Tuberculous Women.
—H. von Bardeleben states that genital tuberculosis as

a rule arises from pulmonary tuberculosis. On the other

hand, clinical experience teaches that the prognosis of

pulmonary tuberculosis becomes much worse with the

complication of genital tuberculosis. Thus genital tuber-

culosis is usually combined with severe pulmonary tuber-

culosis in dissected cases, while an early removal of

the genital tuberculosis, by means of an operation, often

makes it possible to cure a newly kindled pulmonary

tuberculosis. In pregnancy the placenta or the placenta

uterina is often the cardinal point of this action and re-

action: (a) It often offers a harbor to tubercle bacilli

circulating through the blood, from which at every op-

portunity, especially at the separation of the placenta, the

bacilli can be again mobilized (childbed). (b) And,

therefore, the greater the chances may be of this hap-

pening in cases of active, manifest pulmonary tubercu-

losis, the more injurious are the effects of the pregnancy

(90 per cent.), whereas the slighter the chances are of

bacilli circulating in the blood the more seldom does

the pulmonary tuberculosis become worse (15 per cent.).

In the same manner is proved the agreement of the re-

sults of anatomical research with regard to the placenta

and therapeutic interventions. (a) Artificial abortion

produces really good results only in those cases in which

tubercle bacilli are practically never found in the pla-

centa (simple catarrh of the lungs till the fourth month

of pregnancy). It produces, on the other hand, unsatis-

factory results in cases in which altogether 70 to 80 per

cent, placental tuberculosis is to be found (simple affec-

tion of the lungs with strongly developed placenta after

the fourth month of pregnancy), or more extensive or in-

tensive lung tuberculosis, also in the early months of

pregnancy, (b) The results are just as good in either

indication, if, instead of merely removing the embryo,

the simultaneous excision of the placenta uterina is made.

July 6, 1912.

1. The Pathology of Immunity, as Illustrated by the Behavior of
Fluid Exudates from the Tissues and Various Body Cavities,
in .Acute and Chronic Bacterial Infections, More Especially
with Regard to the Problem of Aggressins. L. S. Dudgeon.

2. The Vascular Lesion in Some Cases of Middle Meningeal Hemor-
rhage. F. W. Jones.

3. A Case of Angina Abdominis. \V. K. Hunter.
4. The Ophthalmology of General Practice. M. L. Hepburn.
5. Observations en the Etiology of Vaccinia and on the Cultivation

of the Microbe of Variola. W. J. Simpson.
6. The Examination of Diphtheria Specimens; A New Technique

in Staining with Toluidin Blue. C. Ponder.
7. Removal of an Intrathoracic Thyroid Tumor. C. B. Lockwood.
8. A Blood Puzzle Solved. The So-called X Bodies. A. Balfour.
9. Ultraviolet Eight in the Treatment of Alopecia. .1. D. Harris.
10. An Unusual Case of Prolonged Fever Presenting Acute Hepatic

Changes. H. G. Lawrence.

1. The Pathology of Immunity.—L. S. Dudgeon
states that filtered pneumococcus exudate prepared from

rabbits and injected into mice together with the pneu-

mococcus causes a more rapidly fatal result than when the

pneumococcus alone is injected, but this aggravated action

of the exudate is similar to the results obtained by Cole

and Smirnow, who found that mice injected intraperi-

toneally with the pneumococcus and normal rabbit or

pigeon serum died more rapidly than control mice which

received the pneumococcus only. Fifteen minutes after

intraperitoneal inoculation of bacteria—pathogenic or non-

pathogenic—an exudate appears which contains an abun-

dance of complement and a certain amount of opsonin,

although much less than that of the animal's blood serum.

It is a fact of interest that the exudate which collects in

the peritoneum of the immunized animals at the end of

one hour may have a greater or equal power to excite

phagocytosis than the blood serum of the animal, while

control animals treated in a similar manner do not show
such active phagocytosis, and there is evidence that tliis

high degree of phagocytosis is specific. There is also ac-

tive complement present in the exudate in each case. Ac-

tive local immunity as a result of intraperitoneal immuni-

zation must obviously be of great service to an animal

infected in the immune area, but it is not a constant result.

All workers on the subject of aggressins are agreed that

exudates formed within the animal body from bacterial

infection need not necessarily be aggressive. If exudates

contain a full supply of active complement and opsonin

they seldom contain luuch aggressin ; in fact, the action

of such exudates is usually in direct contrast to that of an

aggressive fluid. It is especially in exudates derived from

animals suffering from severe bacterial infection or dying

from lesions of great severity that one must look for these

so-called aggressins. It can be shown both in vitro and

in vivo that the action of aggressive exudates is not neces-

sarily specific and various exudates and blood sera may
produce an aggressive effect apart from any question of

specificity.

2. Vascular Lesion in Middle Meningeal Hemor-
rhage.—F. W. Jones concludes from his investigations

that the anatomical condition of the vascular channels of

the dura mater is as a rule not appreciated, and that an

attentive examination of these channels at post-mortem

inquiries held on these cases is very desirable. From a

purely anatomical point of view there is great probability

that, in cases not caused by excessive violence, the sinus

is far more likely to be injured than the artery. In those

cases—especially common in children—in which the vio-

lence is trivial, and no fracture is caused, the cerebral

compression and ensuing death are due to the develop-

ment of a hematoma beneath the vascular dura mater

strictly comparable to the well-known hematomata de-

veloped beneath the vascular pericranium. In the twelve

bleeding points yielded by three fatal cases which have

been examined in serial sections, the blood had invariably

escaped from a laceration of the venous sinus, and

in no instance could an arterial lesion be found. From
the published accounts of the bleeding encountered at

operations undertaken for the relief of symptoms it would

seem that in the majority of such cases the blood was
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issuing from a ruptured venous sinus rather than from

the artery. In the cases examined there is evidence that

following upon the initial wound of the sinus wall venous

blood is extravasated between the dura mater and the

bone, and that continuance of the bleeding causes a con-

tinuance of the stripping of the membrane from the

bone with the development of an accumulating laminated

extradural clot. Probably only in rare cases—and espe-

cially those in which excessive violence has produced

linear or depressed fractures—is the middle meningeal

artery actually wounded. Dangerous, or difficultly con-

trolled, hemorrhage is not the rule at operations under-

taken for the relief of this condition; in children espe-

cially any cranial injury, however trivial, should be re-

garded as the possible cause of a dangerous, and possibly

fatal, dural hematoma, and operation for evacuation

of the clot and relief of pressure symptoms should al-

ways be undertaken regardless of subsequent hemorrhage,

which, being usually venou.s, is easily brought under con-

trol.

3. A Case of Angina Abdominis.—W. K. Hunter re-

ports the case of a man aged 56 years who 18 months

before he was admitted to the hospital began to suffer

from attacks of pain in the epigastrium. During the

month the patient was under observation he had paro.x-

ysms of pain every day, at intervals of 15 to 20 minutes

and lasting about one minute. The pain was very severe

and the attacks seemed to be too frequent and to have

occurred over too long a period of time to be attributed

to gallstones. During the spasms of pain the respiration

became quickened and the face rather cyanosed. There

was marked cardiac arrhythmia ; the heart sounds were

indistinct, but there was no murmur. The radials were

atheromatous and there were signs of hypostasis at the

base of both lungs. The feet and legs were edema-

tous. The signs of myocardial failure persisted and be-

came more marked. The patient died at last with all the

signs of heart failure. .Autopsy revealed a typical myo-

carditis, a widespread patchy atheroma of the aorta and

sclerosis of the coronary arteries. The case corresponded

very closely in its clinical as well as in its pathological

aspect to those cases described by Huchard under the

phrase "aiigiiie a forme pseudogastratgique.''

6. The Examination of Diphtheria Specimens.—C.

Ponder describes his method of staining smears as fol-

lows : A film is made on a cover glass and fi.xed in the

usual way. The stain has the following composition

;

Toluidin blue (Grubler), O.02 gram; glacial acetic acid, I

c.c. ; absolute alcohol, 2 c.c. ; distilled water to 100 c.c.

A small quantity of the fluid having this composition is

taken up with a platinum loop and dabbed and spread

on the film; the cover slip is then turned over and

mounted as a "hanging-drop" preparation and it is now
ready for immediate examination with the 1/12 objective

in oil. The e.xamination should be made with a strong

artificial light ; daylight is not suitable. The author is

accustomed to use 'a 16 candlepower frosted electric bulb

at a distance of from 6 to 8 inches from the mirror. The
inlluence of the thin layer of blue fluid is in the direction

of correcting the yellowness of the artificial light. Films

should be freshly prepared and thirrly spread. Experi-

ence soon shows the right amount of stain to place on the

film ; the drop should be rather shallow—not too deep

so that its blue shade cuts off too much of the light, nor

so little in amount that there is not sufficient stain for

the organisms to become fully saturated. The cells take

up the stain practically instantaneously, and the prepara-

tion may be examined at once or any time during the

next 3 or 4 hours ; after that there is a tendency for

overstaining to take place. The toluidin hanging-drop

method here described diflFerentiates the diphtheria bacil-

lus from the other organisms in the same film more

clearly than any other method, because while giving a

double stain—blue bacilli with red granules—it shows the

minute structure of all organisms very distinctly. It has

a special value in demonstrating the organism in a direct

smear without preliminary cultivation, as by this means,

in a large proportion of acute cases of the disease, a

much earlier diagnosis may be made. It also demon-
strates the organisms of Vincent's angina if present. It

is extraordinarily simple and rapidly carried out, so that

in a laboratory where a large number of specimens re-

quire to be examined a great saving of time results.

British Medical Journal.

June 29, 1912.

1. Prurigo, Pruriginous Eczema and Lichenification. Sir .\I. Mor-
ris.

2. Certain Forms of Fever of Obscure Origin in Infancy and
Childhood. C. P. Lapage.

3. A Study of an Epidemic of Measles. A. E. Tait.
4. Aneurysm of the Superior Mesenteric Artery with Rupture. A.

H. Cifford.

5. Electrocardiography and Its Importance in the Qinical Exami-
nation of Heart .Affections. T. Lewis.

I. Prurigo, Pruriginous Eczema, and Lichenification.

—Sir Malcolm Morris regards as pruigo an itching

affection which presents an eruption of discrete hard

papules followed sooner or later by the peculiar rough-

ening and thickening of the skin known as lichenification.

The disease usually begins in early infancy, between the

eighth and the twelfth months of life. The papules are

bard, small, often perceptible only to the touch, pale

or reddish in color, and distributed principally on the

extensor surfaces of the limbs, the lower part of the

abdomen, the sacral region and buttocks, and the back

and front of the chest, but sparing the joint flexures.

They give rise to violent itching and, when subjected to

the irritation of scratching, become reddened and in-

crease in size. When a papule is excoriated serum and

blood exude, which quickly dry into a brown crust. Other

lesions appear which may resemble those of eczema (ex-

ceut that the flexor surfaces are still usually spared) and

of urticaria, and finally the skin becomes lichenified. One
crop of papules succeeds another, and the disease becomes

chronic, but usually there is some abatement in summer,

with exacerbation in winter. In severe cases the integu-

ment takes on a brown color, there is desquamation, the

hairs are extruded, there are pustules and sores, and the

femoral and axillary glands enlarge and may go on to

suppuration. One peculiarity of the disease is that after

the third year, of life it undergoes no further evolution.

The exciting cause of prurigo has been found in bad

hygiene, defective alimentation, autointoxication, etc.

Brocq finds the true cause in hereditary cross-breeding

in which four influences cooperate, namely, (l) the neu-

rotic condition of one or both parents, either of long

standing or operating during the mother's pregnancy

;

(2) lymphatism, either idiopathic or due to tuberculosis

or syphilis; (3) autointoxications originating in arthri-

tism and aggravated by bad hygiene and by life in

crowded cities
; (4) chronic intoxications, in which

alcoholism and cafeism take the principal role. The com-

plicating lesions having been dealt with, the indications

for treatment, as Colcott Fox says, are to improve the

patient's nutrition by good hygiene, generous diet, and

cod liver oil ; to control the itching by baths medicated

with starch, sulphurated potash, creolin, etc., and to dis-

sipate any coexistent eruption. All irritating preparations

must be avoided. The external remedies employed by

the Vienna school are sulphur, tar, soap, and naphthol.

The tar is used especially to control the itching. Brocq

holds that the best of the topical remedies is cod liver

oil, one recommendation of which is that it can be used

in all stages of the affection, even the most acute. If

the surface is smeared with the oil the applications must

follow each other quickly; and he considers it better to
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envelop the parts in an impregnated many- folded band-

age covered with an impermeable varnish. He speaks

highly of a preparation of cod liver oil and white wax
in the proportion of three to one, used as a pomade,

with or without covering. There is no pruriginous af-

fection in which the itching is more intense than in

pruriginous eczema. The word "lichenification" was ap-

plied by Brocq to the peculiar roughening and thickening

of the skin, which so frequently followed scratching.

Untreated, the patches may persist for many months

or for years, or the itching and scratching ceasing, they

may gradually disappear. The lichenification itself may
be treated either with the A'-rays or with radium. The
author has had the best results with the latter.

2. Fevers of Obscure Origin in Infancy.—C. P. La-

page states that when confronted with a case of fever

in a child—fever which has no obvious cause on clinical

examination, and which is not merely temporary, pass-

ing off with a purgative— it is best to proceed by a

process of exclusion. One must examine carefully first

for chest conditions, such as deep-seated or apical pneu-

monia, localized empyemata, collections of pus ; then for

tonsillar, pharyngeal, or nasopharyngeal conditions, and

for otitis media (this last a by no means uncommon
cause of fever, and one needing some skill to diagnose) :

and, finally, for abdominal conditions, such as appendi-

citis. Post-influenzal conditions may give rise to much
anxiety, because there may be so little to show for the

temperature, and visions of many far more serious con-

ditions pass across the mind of the medical attendant,

who can only have recourse to the process of elimina-

tion. Another common but obscure cause of fever is the

presence of caseous glands, either broncliial, mediastinal,

or mesenteric. In some cases they are so marked as to

be obvious on palpation or percussion, but in most cases

they are by no means easily diagnosed, the only symp-

toms being of a general nature. The cutaneous tubei-

culin reaction and the history are both valuable, while

careful palpation of the abdomen is needed, and ex-

amination by the A'-rays is a very important asset to

one's means of making a diagnosis. Rheumatism is per-

haps one of the most important of the causes of fever

in children, and, what is more, its ravages may be of an

obscure nature. Leucemia and Hodgkin's disease may
run a high course with exacerations during which

there may be high fever. An obscure but common
cause of fever is infection of the urinary tract with

Bacillus coli communis. Inanition fever must be borne

in mind. A state of chronic intestinal indigestion is

very common in young children, and such cases often

have slight but definite rises of temperature of an

irregular nature. Typical cases show wasting, a large

abdomen, general flabbiness. and other symptoms point-

ing to a chronic toxemia. The stools are characteristic,

being frequent, of large amount, and very oflfensive ; they

usually contain particles of incompletely digested food.

Postbasic meningitis in infants may sometimes cause

fever without definite signs to guide one to the correct

diagnosis. Meningitis is often difficult to distinguish

from pneumonia, either apical or deep-seated, and from

typhoid fever.

3. Study of an Epidemic of Measles.—A. E. Tait pre-

sents tlie results of a study of an epidemic of measles

involving 437 cases. He notes that in the first five years

of life the fact is remarkable that the curves of pul-

monary complications and death percentages are parallel.

The cases of measles were most numerous in the fourth

year of life, with 16 per cent, pulmonary complications,

and no deaths. The total death rate of the epidemic was

5.03 per cent. Severe pulmonary complications super-

vened in 23.57 per cent, of all cases. Pneumococcal in-

fection was the cause of the mortality. Empyema was

conspicuous by its absence. Middle ear disease was com-

mon, but was amenable to fomentations, mild lotions, and

hexamethylenetetramine internally. Diarrhea occurred in

10 per cent, of the cases during the invasion, with the

rash, or afterwards, and sometimes during incubation.

-\larming croupy symptoms with the rash sometimes oc-

curred, but quickly subsided. Most dangerous were those

cases with mild coryzal symptoms and rash, apparently a

mild attack in which on the second or third day of the

rash acute dyspnea suddenly appeared, a rise in tempera-

lure, uncountable pulse, and great restlessness, often end-

ing in death in twenty-four to forty-eight hours. This

complication was attributed to collapse of lung.

4. Aneurysm of the Superior Mesenteric Artery with
Rupture.—A. H. Gifford reports a c.ase of this condi-

tion, the interesting points of which were as follows:

(i) The aneurysm must have been one occurring in the

superior mesenteric artery in its course behind the pan-

creas, remnants of the arterial wall being found lying

Hat on the posterior wall of the cavity. (2) The grad-

ual dilatation of the large aneurysmal cavity had exer-

cised a traction on the aorta itself, so that a fusiform

aneurysm was formed. (3) There was a rotation of the

aorta, in that the opening of tlie celiac axis and what
must have been the opening of the superior mesenteric

artery originally, were found on the right side of the

aortic aneurysm. (4) There must have been a gradual

and persistent dissection in the upward direction to the

lower surface of the liver vdiere the rupture eventually

took place, as was evidenced by the thickening and in-

duration of the walls.

July 6, 1912.

1. Puerperal Infection, with Special Reference to Vaccine Treat-
ment. J. Furneaux Jordan.

2. The Etiologj' of Torsion of the Testis. R. W. Murray.
3. Acute Epididvmitis Produced by Muscular Strain. T. W. G.

Grant, F.R.C.S.
4. Notes on Sleeping Sicl<ness: Suggestions as Regards Gland Punc-

ture and the Trapping of Tsetse Flies. A. Balfour.
5. The Necessity for the Use of Color Names in a Test for Color-

Blindness. F. \V. Fdridge-Green.

1. Puerperal Infection.—J. Furneaux Jordan differ-

entiates three types of case: i. Those that are o£ a mild

type and recover easily. 2. Those that are acutely in-

fected and die quickly. ,3. Those that are severely infected

or ill for a long time, and usually, but not always, recover.

If the first rise of temperature is in the first 48 hours

and is only a slight one, when there is not great rise in

the pulse rate, and the patient does not feel very ill. the

best procedure is to wash out the uterus. In many cases

the temperature will fall the ne.xt morning and never rise

again. If the temperature is high, or persists or recurs,

the steps to be pursued are as follows: A culture should

be taken from the interior of the uterus, and an auto-

genous vaccine should be prepared. The uterus should

be freed of any retained placenta or membranes either

manually or by means of a blunt curette. The uterus

should then be swabbed out with a piece of cotton dipped

in a dilute solution of mercury biniodide, and a drain of

iodoform gauze should be inserted. Following this it is

considered advisable to give the patient an injection of

vaccine containing 25 or 30 million of the Streptococcus

puerperalis.

2. Etiology of Torsion of the Testis.—R. W. Murray
states that in the majority of reported cases the testicle

had not descended to the so: ?tum. The majority of cases

occurred in young person; about the age of puberty. In

nearly one-half of the recorded cases no definite reason

could be given for the torsion occurring. Not infre-

quently the symptoms occurred while the patient was in

bed, and in some cases during sleep. In many instances

of acute torsion there had been slight recurrent attacks

of pain. In every case operated upon the testicle was found

to be twisted upon the epididymis, or both testicle and epi-

didymis were twisted upon the cord. In every case in

which the testicle has been untwisted and replaced atrophy

of the organ has resulted.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

Thyroid Gland.—It is advisable to make a spe-

cial search for the pres(ince of goiter, as a small

one is very apt to be missed. A study of this sub-

ject shows that while these cases are not entitled to

ordinary forms of policies, some of them are ac-

ceptable for endowment or rated-up policies, and
the e.xaminer is, therefore, depended upon to fur-

nish the following data

:

1. How long has the growth existed?

2. Has it increased in size during the past five

years ?

3. Is it substernal?

4. Is the goitre due to simple hypertrophy or

hy]:)erplasia, or is it cystic or degenerating?

5. Is it accompanied by symptoms due to pres-

sure or to any effect on the nervous system ?

6. Is there any exophthalmos?

7. Does the applicant live in a healthy environ-
ment free from scrofula and tuberculosis ?

Abdominal Organs.—The physical exploration

of the abdominal organs does not always yield the

satisfactory results in diagnosis obtained from the

examination of the contents of the thorax. Never-
theless, it is imperatively necessary to regularly look

for indications of certain pathological conditions.

The examiner is urgeil to follow the suggestions
offered in the following sections in order to avoid
the correspondence which the home office will surely

call for in all cases if the particulars, where there

is a history of abdominal pain or colic or indiges-

tion, do not appear in the original report.

Liver.—The liver should always be mapped out
so that its size and location may be definitely deter-

mined, especially when alcoholic habits are sus-

pected. Moreover, the examiner should never fail

to inspect the right hypochondriac and pyloric re-

gions for the presence or after effects of gall stones,

most particularly so when there is a history of
abdominal pain or colic, indigestion or jaundice.

Tenderness as well as tumefaction should be re-

ported in every case when it is found.
Spleen.—The mapping out of this organ is diffi-

cult unless it is enlarged. An effort should be
made, however, to make out the size when there is

a history of malaria, recent typhoid or some dis-

order of the blood.

Appendi.r.—Deep pressure for the detection of
tenderness or a tumor should be made over the site

of the appendix in every case where there is a his-

tory of indigestion, bilious attacks, nausea, abdomi-
nal pains or colic. In recent cases of any of these

disorders the home office officials will usually re-

quire a statement from the attending physician,

furnished by the applicant, who has the advantage
of having observed the condition at the time of its

occurrence and is therefore in a better position to

state if there was any suspicion of gall stones or
appendicitis. The examiner will save valuable
time by anticipating this request at the time of the
examination. When there has been an appendec-
tomy the home office officials will want to know if

there is any undue sensitiveness or induration of
the scar and whether or not there are signs of
a hernia.

Hernia.—The abdominal, inguinal, and femoral
region? should be looked over for the possible pres-

ence of a hernia. \\ henever a hernia is found it is

most important for the examiner to ascertain if it is

easily reducible and if the bowel is being well main-
tained in its normal position by a properly fitted

truss. The usefulness of the truss should be deter-
mined, for a very large number of those worn are
not only absolutely useless, but even harmful. When
the hernia is easily reducible but no truss is worn,
the examiner should explain the importance of a
proper apparatus to the applicant and persuade him
to procure and wear one, for most insurance com-
panies insist on this before issuing a policy.

Life Insurance Examinations.—It was re-

cently said by the physician in chief of a large
life m-surance company that upon investigation it

was found that with all their examiners only 25
per cent, of the applicants were completely ex-
amined. In other words, histories were poorly and
inaccurately taken, the heart and chest were fre-

quently examined without the patient removing
his clothing and special examinations of blood pres-
sure, uranalysis, etc., were very carelessly made.
This criticism not only reacts upon the individual
doctor, but makes an extremely poor impression
upon many business men connected with insur-
ance companies and upon the applicant examined.
To be appointed examiner for a life insurance com-
pany is not only an honor and a responsibility, but
it is a legitimate means of gaining skillful exj^eri-

ence and increasing practice. The man without a
physician often takes for his family doctor some
physician who has examined him for life insur-
ance. Insurance companies are now making rigid

investigations of their examiners and it behooves
every practitioner who does insurance work to do
the work for which he is well paid thoroughly, ac-

curately and conscientiously.

—

Old Dominion Jour-
nal of Medicine and Suri^ery. .\pril. 1912.
Associations of Medical Examiners.—From

time to time associations of medical examiners
have been organized in different parts of the United
States and generally with local patronage only. Some
of these have been in cities, such as the Boston So-
ciety of Examining Physicians and Surgeons, the
Chicago Medical Examiners' Association, and the
I-ouisville Medical Examiners' .Association. Others
have been organizeil in a certain portion or sec-

tion of the country, such as the Massachusetts
Society of Examining Physicians, the Pacific

Coast Association of Insurance Examiners, the
Kentucky Association of Medical Examiners, and
the Inter-State Examiners' Association. Know-
ing the fate of local and sectional medical exam-
iners' associations during the fall of 1900, several

medical examiners met with Dr. Thos. J- A-IcGowen
in Vincennes, Ind., and organized the American
.Association of Medical Examiners, electing Dr.
McGowen president thereof. During the year 191

1

the Inter- .State Association of Medical Examiners
was taken in as the Northwest Section of the

Xmerican Association of Medical E.xaminers. In
Europe there are medical examiners' associations,

usually one to each large country. The Life .A.ssur-

ance Afedical Officers' Association, one of the larg-

est, meets quarterly in London. Dr. Frank W. Fox-
worthy is of the opinion that if all the examiners'
associations in this country were merged into one
large body more could be accomplished.

—

Proceed-
ings of the Second Mid-Year Meetin_s: of the Medi-
cal Section of the .Imerican Life Convention.
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International Clinics. A Quarterly of Illustrated Clin-

ical Lectures and Especially Prepared Original Articles

on Treatment, Medicine, Surgery, etc., etc. Edited by
Henry W. Cattell, A.M., M.D., Philadelphia, U. S. A.
. . . Volume I, Twenty-second Series, 1912. Price
$2.00. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, 19 1 2.

The present volume of this well-known quarterly publica-

tion consists of twenty-one articles on diagnosis and treat-

ment, medicine, surgery, diseases of the ear, etc. Among
them may be named Wollbarst's study of the source of pus
and shreds in the urine. Taylor's article on venereal dis-

ease in the United States Navy, Simon Flexner's paper on
experimental poliomyelitis, etc. The papers keep up the
usual high standard of this periodical.

AViiAT TO DO IN Cases of Poisoning. By William Mur-
RELL, M.D., F.R.C.P., Senior Physician to the Westmin-
ster Hospital; Lecturer on Clinical Medicine and Joint
Lecturer on the Principles and Practice of Medicine;
Late Examiner in the Universities of Edinburgh, Glas-
gow and Aberdeen and to the Royal College of Physi-
cians of London. Eleventh edition. Price, $1.00. New
York : Paul B. Hoeber, 1912.

This admirable pocket manual is so well known as to

require no introduction. It discusses in a most compre-
hensive manner not only the common acute and chronic
forms of poisoning, but also the unusual forms, such as
poisoning by hair dyes, novocaine, and veratria, bee stings,

vitriol throwing, etc. One cannot conceive of a more
useful volume that the practitioner should have within
easy reach for quick reference. It is small and compact,
and may be conveniently stored away in the emergency
packet.

ThERAPEUTIQUE LfsUELLE DU PrATICIEN", TrAITE DE LA
TuBERCULOSE. Par Albert Robin, Professeur de Clin-
ique Therapeutique a la Faculte de Medecine de Paris

;

Membre de I'Academie de Medecine. Troisieme Serie.

Price, 8 francs. Paris: Vigot Freres. 1912.

The third volume of this monumental work on therapeu-
tics is devoted exclusively to the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis. The eminence of the author both as a clini-

cian and as a teacher is such that the reader and student
are already prepared to find this volume one in which
thoroughness of presentation and practical utility go hand
in hand. The work is divided into six parts. Part I

deals with the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis under
the following chapter headings: general consideration on
tuberculosis and on its soil ; the acceleration of the res-

piratory exchanges; organic demineralization; and in-

dications for treatment of the tuberculous predisposi-
tion and of confirmed phthisis. Part II deals with hy-
giene and alimentation. Part III takes up the subjects
of restricted medication, the principles of remineralization
and their application, the remineralization medication,
direct and indirect antiseptic treatment, local medication
and revulsion, tuberculin therapy, antitoxins, the practical

association of the five fundamental forms of medication,
the treatment of acute phthisis, the treatment of symp-
toms, accidents, and complications, hydrotherapy, hydro-
mineral cures, and climatotherapy. Part IV discusses
the treatment of tuberculosis according to the age of the
patient and the associated morbid conditions. Part V
deals with the extrapulmonary localizations of tubercu-
losis. Part VI discusses the social defences against tu-
berculosis. This summary shows that the author is not a
disciple of therapeutic nihilism. A great deal can be done
to arrest the progress of tuberculosis and to relieve its

symptoms. The reviewer is aware of no work in which
the therapeutic resources for combating tuberculosis are
presented in greater detail or with greater thorouglniess
than in th's volume.

Theorie und Praxis der Inneren Medizin. Ein Lehr-
buch fiir Studierende und .-Erzte. Von Erich Kind-
borg in Bonn. Zweiter Band. Die Stoffwechselstorungen.
Die Krankheiten des Bewegungsappartes und der Ver-
danungsorgane. Mit 74 Abbildungen. Price, 10 marks.
Berlin : Verlag von S. Karger, 1912.

The plan of this work, which was set forth in the review
of the first volume, is to present the subject of internal
medicine with full reference to the auxiliary sciences of
physics, chemistry, and physiology. The present volume
discusses the diseases of metabolism, the diseases of the
locomotory apparatus, and the diseases of the digestive
apparatus. By reviewing the mains facts in the elemen-
tary sciences upon which the theory and practice of med-

icine depend, the author assists the student in gathering
together the scattered threads of knowledge in forming
the larger concepts of disease and its management. Thus,
in discussing the diseases of metabolism, the author in-

troduces the subject with a brief exposition of caloric

values and tlie various stages in the physiology of metab-
olism. In connection with the diagnosis of diabetes the

physics of the polarization of light is fully presented with
the aid of illustrative diagrams. The chemistry of diges-

tion and the various chemical methods employed in the

clinical diagnosis of gastrointestinal diseases are all fully

presented in connection with the discussion of these dis-

eases. In this effort to coordinate the practice of medi-
cine with the elementary sciences, the author follows a
sound pedagogical rule. At the same time the practical

needs of the student are not overlooked. Treatment is

accorded considerable attention. The work is strictly up
to date, as may be noted in the description of radium and
its application in the treatment of gout.

Der Infantilismus, die Asthenie und deren Beziehun-
GEN ZuM Nervensystem. Von Prof. Dr. Paul Mathes,
Privatdozenten fiir geburtshiilfe und gj'nakologie an
der Universitat in Graz. Mit 8 Abbeldungen in Text.
Price, 6 marks. Berlin : Verlag von S. Karger, 1912.

In this monograph there is presented a learned exposi-

tion of the subject of infantilism from the viewpoint of
the gynecologist. The work is divided into two parts.

Part I deals with the anatomical characteristics under the
following headings: infantilism proper, and asthenic
enteroptosis. Infantilism proper includes infantilism of
the skeleton, genitals, vascular system, the thymico-
lymphatic variety of Paltau^. and the forms of local in-

fantilism. In the section on asthenic enteroptosis, which,

according to modern German writers, represents a form
of physiological infantilism, the author discusses the me-
chanics of the bodily cavities during rest, during respira-

tion, and in enteroptosis ; the mechanics of the pelvis,

prolapse, visceral weaknesses, and the period of incidence

and frequency of the asthenic enteroptosis. Part II deals

with the clinical phases of infantilism, its psychic and
sympathetic accompaniments, and its manifestations in the

circulatory and respiratory apparatus and the digestive

organs, including the biliary passages and the appendix.
The sexual organs present many phenomena that are
included in the category of infantilism: the disturbances

of menstruation; the psychic disturbances accompanying
the menarche or the establishment of the menstrual
function: the disorders of puberty and of the climacteric,

and the diseases of the sexual organs. The prognosis and
course of these conditions, their therapy, and the social

relationship of the victims of infantilism and of the
asthenic habitus form the concluding topics in this most
comprehensive volume. The importance of the modern
conception of infantilism in its numerous ramifications in

clinical medicine, pediatrics, gynecology, and neurology,
should make this work one of peculiar interest and value

to a large circle of medical readers.

Der Gynakologische Operationskursus. In sixteen

lectures. By Dr. Wilhelm Liepmann, Berlin. With
409 illustrations. Second Edition. Berlin : .\ugust

Hirschwald, 1012.

The second edition of this interesting book has appeared
so soon after the first that necessarily it can record but
little actual progress. The author has thoroughly revised

the old text, however, and added twenty-two new illustra-

tions. He has also expanded the description of the trans-

verse incision between the pubic tubercles and of the
combination of the Alexander-Adams operation with lap-

arotomy. Liepmann also proposes a new ligament, the in-

fundibulocolic. which he considers of interest to both the
clinician and the operator. The numerous illustrations

'are of such an excellent character and form, such an im-
portant feature in the work that a personal inspection is

necessary to appreciate them. In the description of

cesarean section, which with certain other obstetrical

operations, seems somewhat out of place in a gynecologi-
cal manual, no mention is made of the high median ab-

dominal incision, which has been quite largely developed
in this country, or of the incision low down in the pos-
terior segment as advocated for septic cases. The use of
the elastic bag in doing a vaginal cesarean section seems
also unnecessary in the majority of the cases. The
author's descriptions throughout the book might be im-
proved upon if they were somewhat less disjointed.

Otherwise, the book is worthy of praise for the novelty

shown in the presentation of the subject. It affords an
excellent review of modern German operative procedures
in gynecology and is worthy of attention by American
operators.
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AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

Animal Meeting, Held at Hot Springs, Va., May 29, 30,

and 31, 1912.

Thf President, Dr. \V.\lter Lester Carr of New York,

IN THE Chair.

(^Concluded from page 88.)

Thursday, May 30

—

Second Day.

Some Fundamental Principles in Studying Infant Met-
abolism.—Dr. Fritz B. Taldot and Dr. Francis G.

Benedict of Boston presented this communication. They
stated that knowledge of the energy requirements of in-

fants and the energy content of their food was of funda-
mental importance in studying their rate of growth and
in tlic treatment of nutritional disorders. The ideal method
of determining the energy transformation of infants was
that of direct measurement of the heat eliminated and pro-

duced, but this involved expensive, elaborate apparatus.

The metliod which they used was that of so-called indirect

calorimetry, e.g. a computation of the energy transforma-
tions from the gaseous exchange. It was pssible to com-
pute with considerable accuracy the energy transforma-
tions of an infant from the amount of o.xygen consumed
and the amount of carbon dioxide produced. The direct

measurement of oxygen in young infants had but rarely

been determined. Direct determination of carbon dioxide

was less dillicult and had frequently been made in foreign

laboratories. It was the purpose of the paper to point

out the inconsistencies arising from the determination of

carbon dio.xide in infants without taking muscular activity

into consideration. Tliey were disposed to question the

desirability of long experimental periods for establishing

the basal metabolism of infants when such periods might
include not only quiet sleep but also periods of activity

and even crying. It was necessary to hnd out what was
the ideal length of the experimental period in the infant.

This, they thou.ght, was the period when the baby was
asleep, absolutely quiet muscularly, and preferably without
food in the stomach. The apparatus they used was a

modification of that of Benedict and Hamans for experi-

ments upon hypophysectomized dogs. All metabolism ex-

periments in infants made without controlled pulse rates

and without graphic records of muscular activity were
lessened enormously in value by these two factors.

Dr. John Rowland of St. Louis said that if they were
able to further perfect the apparatus so that the amount
of oxygen could be determined as well as carbon dioxide
they would have added enormously to their facilities. In-

struments such as Dr. Lusk had used were too expensive
and it required four trained men to manage one of them.
The methods employed in this country and abroad differed

widely. Abroad they were using apparatuses of fifteen or

twenty years ago and the results were of no use to in-

vestigators in this country. Their results were full of mis-
takes. Their time periods were twenty out of twenty-four
hours, taking children awake, asleep, or crying. These
children could not be kept quiet and the result was that

the first period of metabolism was 20 or 25 per cent, higher
than it was during the last period when the child became
accustomed to the apparatus. Dr. Howland hoped that a
formula would be found which would not require the

estimation of square and cube roots and which could be
used more readily and more accurately.

Dr. Fritz B. Talbot of Boston, in closing the discussion,

said that with regard to the relation between the pulse

rate and muscular activity about which Dr. Hamill had
asked, he did not know whether there was a definite rela-

tion. When the baby was quiet apparently the pulse was
at its minimum rate. The charts showed that the pulse

varied from ten to fifteen beats during the course of three

or four minutes. During the greatest muscular activity

the pulse went to its highest point. He did not have suffi-

cient data to enable him to draw definite conclusions as

to how much the elevation of the pulse would modify the

amount of carbon dioxide excreted. Apparently there was
a definite relationship. If the charts were sufficiently

studied it would be noted that, in certain instances, there
was not sufficient exercise recorded to correspond to the

elevation of the pulse rate. His only explanation for this

was that the pulse rate was only taken once in every six

minutes and the baby might have moved two minutes be-

fore. He hoped that by fall they would so perfect their

apparatus that it would be possible to estimate the amount
of oxygen.

A Case of Retarded Development in a Boy Treated
with Thymus Extract.—Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley
and Dr. S. P Beeiie of New York reported this case. The
liatient. a boy. 16 years of age, was delicate in ap-

pearance and normal mentally. The penis was small and
shrunken, the testicles very small; and altliough they could

be brought into the scrotum, they rested in the canal the

greater part of tlie time. There had never been any erec-

tion of the penis. Tonic and hygienic treatment was in-

stituted and at the end of nine months there had been a

gain in weight of three pounds, but there was no change
whatever in the genitals. Desiccated tliymus extract was
then given. T5 grains daily. During the first six months
nf this treatment the genitals, penis, and testicles enlarged,

and after nine months' use the first erection occurred. .'\t

the end of one year's treatment hair began to appear on
the pubis and in the axilla and the patient had gained
in weight as well as in height. The testicles had remained
in the scrotum during the past six months. The sexual
organs were now apparently normal.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt of New York said that the paper
was interesting, but, so far as his experience went, not con-
clusive. He had seen boys develop so slowly that the

advance was imperceptible, then all at once take a start

and improve wonderfully without any medication. One
should be very careful in drawing conclusions in regard

to these so-called specific medications.

Dr. John Ruhraii of Baltimore said that in many cases

of advanced marasmus he had used the thymus and the

results were about the same whether this agent was used
or not. He felt that there was some close relation between
the thymus gland and growth and that if it were possible

to give enough one might obtain very satisfactory results.

Williams had obtained some striking results with thymus
extract in cases of malnutrition and he had tried to find

out what cases were benefited by this treatment, but it

seemed to him only a case of "hit and miss." It made no
difference whether they used thymus or thyroid, the results

were the same.
Dr. John Howland of .St. Louis said it was next to im-

possible to get evidence of any kind regarding the thymus.
A report appeared some years ago on the results of re-

moval of the thymus in dogs; after removal of the gland
the bones of the dogs were fractured and it was found
that union was delayed and but little callus formed. When
these results were published they were questioned by a

good observer. In New York City they had removed the

thymus from young puppies and from premature animals
delivered by cesarean section, with no results whatever.
The experiments were changed to other animals, but it

could not be determined whether the removal of the thymus
made any difference in the growth of the animal or not.

So far as children were concerned the removal of the

gland did not seem to be followed by any bad effects ; but
such cases should be followed at least to the time of
puberty. Any medication like this was like "hitting in

the dark." for other glands might have been used with
similar results.

Dr. Frank S. Churchill of Chicago said he could not
agree with Dr. Howland. There were a number of cases

on record where the thymus gland had been removed,
almost enough to draw conclusions. It was impossible to

entirely remove the gland in infants; after the completion
of the operation there would be enough left behind to per-
form whatever function was necessary.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia said that the
work of a Belgian physician along these lines had in-

terested him and he now had three cases under observa-
tion. The Belgian physician had reported one case in

which- the pituitary gland extract was supposed to have
produced excellent results ; he was now using that agent
in one case, but thus far could see no results. So far as

gain in weight was concerned, he did not know which, if

any. of these internal secretions to give, or if any of them
could be trusted to do good. When they were studying
the growth of children they might look in other directions

and think of what the neurologists had taught them regard-
ing the rest cure treatment. No child knew how to care
for himself, and the parents did not know how to care for
the child and usually pushed him mentally and physically.

For a number of years, when treating any child who was
not doing well, he had enforced rest upon him and had
reached the conclusion that the results were extremely
valuable.

Dr. Henry Heiman of New York said that the use of
these organic products was empirical, but that the adminis-
tration of thyroid in one grain doses three times a day
had given excellent results. He had used it in cases which,
like Dr. Kerley's, were in fact cases of infantilism.

Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley of New York, in closing
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the discussion, said that so long as he could keep this boy
growing he would continue the use of the thymus extract.

What he had given them was simply an exhibit ; he did
not draw any conclusions. He had two other boys under
treatment and they had grown in height, as they had not
done before the administration of the thymus.
The Dextrins and Maltose in Infant Feeding.—Dr.

Thomas S. Southworth of New York read this paper. He
said that in health infants seemed to take with about equal
facility the three sugars most commonly employed in mak-
ing up the deficiency of carbohydrates in diluted cow's
milk, namely, milk sugar, cane sugar, and so-called malt
sugar, but it had remained for recent investigators of the
pathology of nutrition to assign to each of these forms of
sugar its relative position as a disturbing factor. Although
the advantages of the so-called malt sugar, or maltose, had
again received wide recognition for purposes of restoring
deficient or halting nutrition in infants, and for furnishing
sufficient calories during recovery from food injuries there
had been little appreciation of the rationale of its action.

The terms malt sugar and maltose were inaccurate and
misleading. While pure maltose was a rare product of
the laboratory, too expensive for general use, and conse-
quently never employed for infant feeding, the commercial
products to which this generic term was too often loosely
applied were numerous and it was doubtful whether any
two of them had the same composition. The term em-
braced almost any preparation produced by the action of
diastatic ferments upon starch. While lactose and sac-
charose were given in the food by themselves maltose was
never administered without an admixture of dextrins,
which latter, while capable of being further elaborated into
maltose, and subsequently into dextrose, had, for the time
being, very different chemical and physical properties.
Tliis association of the dextrins with maltose, instead of
being a negligible matter, was a factor of considerable im-
portance and might be assumed to play a large part in the
favorable effects of the malt preparations in disturbed con-
ditions. Although malt preparations were spoken of as
less fermentable than other sugars, it was. of course, an
error to think of maltose itself as not liable to fermenta-
tion of certain types, since this property of maltose was
relied upon in all brewing operations. Dextrin remained
unfermented in beer and was immune to fermentation m
the intestine until reduced to assimilable maltose. The
presence of dextrin played no small part in the therapeutic
and nutritive values of maltose dextrin preparations. -\n
interesting field of research was now open for determining
the nutritive and therapeutic values in normal and patho-
logical cases of high, average, or low percentage of dex-
trin in maltose-dextrin mixtures.
Maltose in Infant Feeding.—Dr. John Lovett

Morse of Boston said there were three different sugars
used in infant feeding, lactose, saccharose, and maltose.
Maltose was seldom, if ever, used in pure form. These
sugars were all disaccharides, lactose being a combination
of dextrose and galactose, saccharose of dextrose and levu-
lose. The dextrins were bodies formed in the change from
starch to maltose, and there was a great variety of them.
Their composition was not well known. The disaccharides
were not absorbed as such from the intestine under normal
conditions, but were first broken down into their respective
monosaccharides by special ferments, maltase, saccharase,
and lactase. These were found in the mucous membrane
of the small intestine. Maltose was the most quickly ab-
sorbed of the three disaccharides and saccharose next. The
disaccharides were all fermentable. The composition and
maintenance of the norma! fecal flora was without question
due to the relative excess of carbohydrate, in the form of
lactose, in the milk. It was, therefore, of importance to
have a considerable amount of sugar in the food of babies
fed on mixtures of cow's milk. According to Kendall lac-

tose favored the growth of the Bacillus bijidus, while
maltose favored the growth of the Bacillus acidophilus.
which, though normally present in small numbers, if pres-
ent in large numbers w-as liable to produce an excessive
degree of acidity which might cause intestinal irritation
and intolerance for sugar. Finkelstein and Meyer recom-
mended the use of malt sugar in connection with their
"eiweiss-milch" after the disappearance of acute symptoms
in order to avoid loss of weight and disturbance of nutri-
tion. The use of this method of treatment during the
past year had convinced him that there was a variety of
intestinal indigestion in infancy which was relieved by
reducing the sugar and salts in the food to the minimum
and giving large amounts of casein and that the dextrin-
maltose preparations could be given to these patients
sooner than lactose without causing a return of symptoms.
This type was characterized by a number of stools of
diminished consistency, green in color, often frothv, acid in

reaction, and not infrequently containing mucus and fat

curds. In feeding normal infants lactose was for many
reasons preferable to maltose, but there was a type of in-

digestion due to fermentation of sugar in the treatment of

the convalescent stage of which maltose was better borne
than lactose. Maltose was contraindicated in the treatment
of diarrhea due to tlie gas bacillus and similar organisms
and was less useful than lactose in the treatment of those
diarrheas caused by the dysentery bacillus.

Dr. John Howland of St. Louis said more work should
be done in the investigation of the dextrins. They had
been told that feeding infants with pure de-xtrin and no
maltose was not good ; they had also been told that ten

babies thus fed by Keller had died as the result, and, there-

fore, they had not used pure dextrin. The Germans looked
upon the use of lactose in normal children as dangerous
and cited their experiments on puppies. However, the

puppies that had rickets did well on this feeding; if they

were fed on glucose and maltose they did badly ; if they
were fed upon saccharose they died. Dr. Rowland did

not think the use of lactose was dangerous in dysentery; in

large quantities it would increase the diarrhea and this

should be borne in mind. The experimental reports show-
ing lactose to be a useful form of treatment must be ac-

cepted.

Dr. Isaac .'^bt of Chicago said that he liad been using the

malt preparations for some time and normal children did
very well so far as the gain in weight was concerned. It

was well known that all the preparations belonging to the

malt-dextrin group would cause constipation, and, there-

fore, it was necessary to add some substance to overcome
this tendency. When combined with lactose there was less

tendency to constipation. The whole subject of the bacte-

riolo.ey of the gastrointestinal tract remained in such an
indefinite state that one could not as yet draw any con-
clusions from the work that had been done, much less could
sugars be prescribed on the basis of the intestinal flora.

Too much importance was being given to the sugars alone.

It seemed to him that the normal child did equally well on
malt sugar, cane sugar, or sugar of milk.

Dr. Rowland G. Freeman of New York said he thought
the warning as to the use of malt sugar was timely.
.\11 babies should have a chance at normal feeding be-
fore being given the abnormal. There was a tendency
to place children on these malt foods because they grew
faster. Investigation had shown that in many cases
scurvy was due to the use of proprietary foods; those
that he had seen himself were fed on malt foods. If

the babies did not do well on lactose, then one should
change to maltose.

Dr. L. Emmf.tt Holt of New York said that it was
a fact that children fed on maltose did develop scurvy.
The use of lactose would overcome the constipation from
which so many children suffered and, in his opinion, the

liquid preparation was better than the dried ones. In a

study of certain sugars made last year it was found that

lactose in solution was practically sterile as was cane
sugar, but maltose preparations contained many organisms
that were quite pathogenic. These organisms were killed

only by a high temperature (the boiling point for twenty
minutes). That terrrperature would change the composi-
tion of the sugar. They still had much to learn about
variations in sugars and their use in abnormal cases. The
use of cane sugar in diarrhea, where both malt sugar
and maltose were badly tolerated, was a great advantage.
That was the secret of success in the use of ordinary
condensed milk. Dr. Holt said that in the main he agreed
with the conclusions drawn.

Dr. L. E. LaFetra of New York said that he had de-

cided that the use of milk sugar did harm especially in

certain cases. Cases of diarrhea occurring in some hos-
pital patients would improve when cane sugar, or one of

the dextrin malt preparations was used, or when the amount
of milk was lessened. During the past ten months he
had been using not only cane sugar, but the malt prepara-
tions as well and had obtained the best results. In m-nv
cases of diarrhea they obtained the best results by dimin-
ishing the amount of sugar of milk. In cases with thin

acid stools and large amounts of mucus and blood it

was a mistake to resume the use of sugar of milk too
early.

Dr. Henky L. Coit of Newark, N. J., said he believed

that there was a chemical as well as a gross difference

due to contamination between mother's sugar of milk and
the commercial sugar of milk, and for that reason he
had tried to get at the firms that were marketing the

sugar of milk. After considerable diflnculty, he had ob-
tained an audience with the chemist of one firm who
admitted the presence of bacterial toxins, but said that

the sugar of milk answered the requirements of the
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pharmacopceia. Professor Leeds had made an investigation
and had found that sugar of milk was full of bacteria and
also of chemical impurities. One should never use more
than one ounce of sugar of milk and this should be boiled.
The brand of milk sugar known as "XXX" was the finest
and was prepared by redissolving the ordinary product,
filtering it, and boiling it down until it formed into crys-
tals.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia said he wished
to call attention to the fact that a committee had been
appointed to study scurvy and had reported that a large
number of cases of that disease were caused by malt
preparations.

Dr. Alfred Hand, Jr., of Philadelphia said that while
he had never conducted a scientific investigation on the
influence of sugars in infant feeding, he had the im-
pression that lactose tended to produce diarrhea. In pri-
vate practice where milk sugar was used so much there
was a tendency to constipation. Where a child was ob-
stinately constipated, lactose or saccharose had a tendency
to regulate the bowels.

Dr. Thomas S. Southvvorth of New York said that Dr.
Morse had spoken of the disadvantages of the use of
starch, and he. himself, had long maintained that starch
could be overused in children and one should be careful
as to the amount used, especially of the various diluents.
He had used barley water widely during the past decade
in children who were not doing particularly well on other
diluents. Dr. Southworth said that he had been interested
in Dr. .\bt's statement regarding the use of malt-dextrin
mixtures being constipating rather than laxative; this cor-
responded with his own experience. This effect was prob-
ably due to the extraction of fluids from the tissues.

Dr. John Lovett Morse of Boston said that he could
not see a single reason for the use of milk sugar. There
were those who claimed that the milk sugar of cow's milk
was chemically different from the milk sugar of mother's
milk. This was not true ; chemically they were the same.
Boiling the milk sugar might destroy the bacteria but
it did not destroy the toxic products. Dr. Morse re-
ferred to Dr. Kendall's work in Boston and said that
during the summer of igio they had given the babies
with diarrhea a solution of maltose and all the men on
the hospital staflf felt that only good had resulted.

Friday, May 31

—

Fourth Day.

Serum Treatment of Pneumonia.—Dr. Rowl.vnd G.
Freeman of New York read this paper. He said that of
the three treatments that were based on laboratory in-

vestigation one might mention the use of leucocyte ex-
tracts advocated by Hiss, the use of vaccines either com-
mercial or autogenous, and the use of the serum. He
had tried the antipneumococcus serum on account of the
usually favorable results reported. The cases admitted
to the series were those with high temperature with good
signs in the chest. He used alternate cases as controls.
In none of the cases was there any irritation at the point
of injection. In all of the cases the injections were fol-
lowed by urticaria, but without fever or general disturb-
ance. The average age of the children injected was twenty
months, and of the controls II months. In many cases
there was an immediate change in the appearance of the
child.

_
Children that looked septic in several cases after

the injection had a good color, were brighter, took feeding
better, and seemed much improved, although the condi-
tion in the lung was no better or spreading. The serum
injections, while apparently affecting the course of the
disease favorably in some instances, appeared to have no
result in others ; in most cases there appeared to be a
better reaction on the part of the child after the injection
than before. The injection was usually followed by some
reduction in leucocytosis and the percentage of polynuclear
leucocytes increased. In these favorably influenced cases
there was little spreading of the disease after injection,
and in some a fairly rapid resolution. The pneumococcus
serum presented a safe method of attempting to influence
the course of pneumonia in children; the addition of
antistreptococcus serum seemed to ofifer no advantage over
the use of the pneumoccocus serum alone.

Dr. Matthias Nicoll, Jr., of New York said that he
had had a fairly large experience with the pneumococcus
serum both in children and in adults and he thought that
Dr. Freeman's conclusions were those that all must arrive
at, namely, that the case was not proven. Sometimes good
results were obtained and at others no results at all. One
should give large doses, at least 100 c.c. Dr. Nicoll related
his experience in attempting to immunize diphtheria pa-
tients against pneumonia and could not see that the mor-
tality rate was afi'ected by the use of the serum. It was

diffictilt, therefore, to have a great deal of faith in the
curative value of a serum which had so little apparent
protective power against the organism whose activities
it was designed to control. Dr. Nicoll said he preferred
to give the serum intravenously, but that a dose of 100
c.c. could easily be given subcutaneously. The serum should
be given in prolonged cases of pneumonia where the pa-
tients seemed to be daily losing ground. He had never
seen any bad results from the injections even when large
doses were given intravenously.
Ttie Employment of Salvarsan in Infants and Young

Children.—Dr. L. E. LaFetra of New York read this
paper. If they considered only the moderate grades of
congenital syphilis the older methods had been quite satis-
factory. On account of the high mortality of the serious
cases and the possibility of late manifestations of the dis-
ease a more powerful and certain remedy was needed.
Salvarsan might be given indirectly to the infant bv in-
jecting the mother during gestation or lactation, nr it

might be given directly to the infant. The subcutaneous
method produced bad sloughs or cellulitis and had to be
abandoned. Since June II, 1911, in the Children's Wards
of Bellevue Hospital, Dr. LaFetra had treated 25 cases of
congenital syphilis. Of these 10 received salvarsan either
with or without mercurial treatment, while 15 were treated
by mercurials alone. The ages of the 15 patients in whom
only mercury was used ranged from three weeks to one
year, most of the babies being about three months of age.
The ages of the 10 cases treated with salvarsan ranged
from two months to two and one-half years. Of those
treated by mercurials alone, three improved, two were
unimproved, and ten died. The ten cases treated with
salvarsan showd a mortality of only two ; all the other
cases were decidedly improved and showed marked gain
in weight and improvement in general condition in addi-
tion to the disappearance of their specific symptoms. Dr.
LaFetra concluded that while the method of giving sal-
varsan to the nursing mother was valuable and should
be used when the mother was available, the surest method
consisted in giving the salvarsan to the infant and that
both direct and indirect methods should be used where
possible. The dosage should not be less than o.oi grams
"er kilo weight. Repeated injections and supplemental
treatment by mercurials might be necessary. The \\'asser-
mann reaction should be followed for one year.

Dr. BuTTERv.ORTH said that only those who had tried to
enter the veins of the upper extremities realized the dif-
llculties and he advised the use of the vein over the in-
ternal malleolus which had given very satisfactory results.
The repeated injections of small doses of salvarsan was
better than the giving of the larger doses. The simplicity
of the apparatus presented commended itself to him.

Dr. Fritz B. Talpot of Boston said that from the ex-
perience of Dr. Vincent of Boston with transfusion he
had found that injections into the jugular vein was the
most practical of all. In ten cases that had come under
his observation there was no trouble when the injection
was made into this vein.

Dr. Isaac Abt of Chicago asked how old the children
were.

Dr. L. E. LaFetra replied that their ages ranged from
six weeks to two years, one child being five and one-
half years of age. The apparatus presented possessed
the advantage of permitting several injections to be given
at the same time. The use of the glass tube was un-
doubtedly a great advantage, as the fluid could flow
throi'gli it with greater facility.

A Specimen and Radiograms of a Case of Chondro-
dystrophy.—Dr. L. E. La Fetra reported this case, and
presented specimens and radiograms. The child was ad-
mitted to the hospital when a day old and died a little
oyer two months later. The autopsy gave the anatomical
diagnosis of chondrodystrophia congcnitalis and rachitis.
The anterior fontadelle was five cm. wide and six cm.
'on?.

.
T^^ sutures were wide open. There was a marked

rachitic ro.=ary. the swelling being most marked in the
inside of the thorax. There was no Harrison's groove,
but a longitudinal groove just external to the costochon-
dral junction. The xiphoid cartilage was bifurcated. The
left lunsr was atelectatic. The heart lay to the rislit. the
aorta being visible and to the right of the pulmonary
artery-. There was a small patent foramen ovale The
thyroid gland was small. The foramen magnum was very
narrow and the clivus was steep. The radiograph showed
all the essential bony and joint changes characteristic of
achondroplasia. There were no points of ossification for
the eoiphyses of any of the bones of the upper extremities,
hut the lower epiphyses of the femur were partiallv ossi-
fied. The diaphyseal ends of the bones were broadened.
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The Influence of Milk Stations on Infant Mortality.
—Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Washington, D. C, read this

paper. He described the milk stations in Washington and
said that during the past season they had distributed 322,-

400 bottles of milk to 213 infants and the total number
of cases lost from all causes was 29. He had also given
a course of sixty lectures on the care of infants. The
total attendance to these lectures was 2,034. Cash prizes
were given to young people for the best essays on these
lectures. Other prizes were given for attendance and good
behavior. Owing to the benefaction of Mr. George M.
Oyster, who had made this work possible, the mortality
of infants in Washington had been reduced markedly in

contrast with that of the rest of the District of Columbia.
Dr. Rowland G. Freeman of New York said there was

undoubtedly a great reduction in infant mortality after
the establishment of milk depots. This reduction could
not be accomplished by education alone. In certain com-
munities in France the infant mortality had been reduced
60 per cent, by the establishment of milk depots.

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr., of Baltimore said that the
statistics given by Dr. Adams corresponded to theirs.

There was one feature of the work that had not received
the attention that it should and that was the visits to
expectant mothers. They had endeavored, therefore, to

get into touch with obstetric clinics. The results of one
year's work at the Hopkins Clinic, where they had ex-
perience with over 500 babies and mothers, was a mor-
tality of only 5 per cent. Fifty per cent, of these were
colored people. Of these 40 per cent, were illegitimate
children and 60 per cent, of these were entirely breast fed
as the result of prenatal instruction. As pediatricians
they should encourage better obstetrics.

Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark. N. J., said he wished to

emphasize the point that the nurses employed in this

social and educational work should be well trained and
well educated, with good judgment and with experience
in handling the young. He had such a nurse in Newark
and as a result of her work among 515 babies they had
obtained a mortality of only 2.7 per cent. Dr. Coit agreed
with Dr. Freeman that it would be unfortunate to swing
to education alone rather than the dispensing of milk ; both
were of great value and should be used conjointly.

Dr. Sami'el S. .\dams of Washington, D. C, said in
closing the discussion, that one of the first things to be
done was to educate the people in the care of the milk.
In their milk stations he insisted that the doctors should
be familiar with modern methods of infant feeding.
Patent foods were barred but they were permitted to use
cereals in combination ; otherwise they were not handi-
capped. Some of the doctors preferred raw milk and
some pasteurized. The matter of prenatal visits belonged
to obstetrics rather than to pediatrics. Dr. Adams laid

emphasis on the importance of the nurses being firm with
the people and called attention to the advantage of having
attractive nurses as they impressed the parents more fav-
orably.

Election of Officers.

—

President, Dr. John Lovett
Morse of Boston ; Vice-President. Dr. John Rurah of
Baltimore ; Secretary, Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Washing-
ton, D. C. ; Treasurer, Dr. Chas. Hunter Dunn of Boston,
Mass. : Recorder and Editor. Dr. L. E. La Fetra of New
York; Representative of the American Pediatric Society,
Connniltee on Arrangements for the meeting of the Con-
gress in Washington, D. C, 1913, Dr. Samuel S. Adams.
Place of meeting, Washington, D. C.

NEW YORK .\CADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Slated Meeting. Held May 16, 1912.

Dr. William M. Polk, in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Section
on Ophthalmology.

Relationship of So-called Gastrointestinal Autointoxi-
cation to the Etiology and Treatment of Certain Ocular
Disorders.—Dr. G. E. de Schweinitz of Philadelphia
said that because certain ocular disorders, notably those
of the uveal tract, the episclera and perhaps the cornea,
existed without our ability satisfactorily to determine the
etiological factors, syphilis, tuberculosis, injury, and direct
infection having been definitely excluded, and because
within the last few years it had been the endeavor of
certain investigators to bring some of the diseases in
relationship with autointoxication, and because this had
led to an animated controversy at present going on, par-
ticularly in foreign journals, and because the examina-
tions in many of these instances have been insufficient
to prove the presence of a gastrointestinal autointoxica-

tion, it seemed to him worth while to recite his personal

experience m this matter, and incidentally to refer to

some of the recent literature. After a description of the

elaborate analyses to which the urine, feces, and stomach
contents of the examined patients were subjected. Dr.

de Schweinitz summarized the factors which justified a
diagnosis of gastrointestinal autointoxication. He dwelt

particularly on the quality and character of the urine, es-

pecially upon its quantitative analysis, and upon the per-

centage of ammonia nitrogen to the total nitrogen, upon
the fatty acids, and upon the relation of the conjugate
sulphates to the total sulphates. Full reference was
made to the presence of acetone, urobilin, phenol, and in-

dican, and the opinion was e-xpressed that indican was
much overrated as an index of gastrointestinal auto-
intoxication. Dr. de Schweinitz ne.xt recited the liter-

ature pertaining to this subject from the ocular stand-

point, and particularly referred to the efforts of some
investigators to bring autointoxication gastrointestinalis

into etiological relationship with certain eye diseases, mak-
ing special reference to the recent papers of Elschnig,

von Hippel, and Steulp. Next a summary of the results

of the examination of twenty-three patients, with various
ocular diseases, chiefly of the uveal tract, was presented,

the analyses having been made according to the most
improved methods, some of them by Drs. Edsall and Fife,

but most of them by Dr. Edward Goodman. The effect

of treatment of these patients under the influence of
dietetic regimen, worked out according to the results of
the analyses, was described, as was also the probable
influence of other factors. In all of these patients syph-
ilis, tuberculosis, injury, and direct infection had been
eliminated by careful clinical and laboratory methods.
He concluded his paper as follows : "First, indicanuria

alone must not be taken as the index of an autointoxi-

cation proceeding from the gastrointestinal tract, and the

potency of this substance as an index of such intoxi-

cation, in the asbsence of any other tests or findings, was
practically valueless. Second, if the question be asked
whether there was any known disease of any of the

histological systems of the eye which of itself would jus-
tify the inference tliat an intestinal autointoxication was
present, the answer must be "no." In the first place, there
was no certain knowledge of any specific intoxication
depending upon the nonelimination of metabolic prod-
ucts, and in the second place, the clinical pictures of
ocular diseases, for example, of the uveal tract, might be
identical although their etiology might be widely different.

Third, if the question be asked whether laboratory exam-
inations had isolated any definite toxin to the influence
of which could be attributed any of the ocular disorders
to which reference had been made this evening, the
answer must be "no." If such a criterion of diagnosis of
autointoxication was necessary, then none of the ocular
disorders described this evening could be regarded as
expressions of metabolic disturbance. Fourth, these
answers being negative, one naturally inquired was it

worth while to make a study of patients with various
eye diseases, particularly those of the uveal tract, when-
the usual etiological factors, syphilis, tuberculosis, etc.,

were absent, according to the methods described. To this

question an affirmative answer might be given. Thor-
oughly appreciating the fact that the diatrnosis of auto-
intoxication was one at which many clinicians look ask-
ance, he felt that much of the opprobrium was partly due
to the loose and inconsequential manner, as Dr. Goodman
put it, in which the term had been employed, and in which
the diagnosis had been made. It went without saying that

in using the term gastrointestinal autointoxication refer-
ence was made to substances wliich were formed under
the influence of vital processes of the organism, and that

autointoxication by infection, by the resorption of the
products of cryptogenetic infection, and by the absorp-
tion of alimentary poisons, meat, sausage, fish, etc., was
not to be considered as an autointoxication. But surely
the careful analyses to which these patients had been sub-
jected put them in possession of the evidences of intestinal

putrefaction, and through them they became acquainted
with the patient's nitrogen metabolism, and were enabled
under these circumstances to make regulations in diet,

strictly scientific regulations in diet, which, whether di-

rectly or indirectly, accomplished good. This had been
proved many times when prior to these examinations, al-

though the usual remedies for the relief of the diseases
under consideration were utilized, the results were indif-

ferent. What the writer insisted upon was that certain

uveal tract and corneal affections should be sharply sep-

arated from the perfunctory examinations which they
had only too often received and from the equally per-

functory and inefficient therapeutic measures which had
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been accorded to them. He could not believe that there
was any mistake in thoroughly examining a patient, and
he could not believe, even though no one had yet been able

to prove that autointoxication gastrointestinalis was di-

rectly responsible, for example, for uveitis, as was the

toxin of syphilis or the toxin of tuberculosis, that it was
entirely without influence, or that the restoration to the

normal point of a previously deranged metabolism was
without its good influence from the therapeutic standpoint.

Moreover, he was convinced that such work as Edsall

and he, himself, had done nine years ago, and such work
as Elschnig, frankly acknowledging the imperfections of
his chemical studies, had performed, as well as the later

much more thorough studies that had been made by Fife,

Goodman and myself, had been of definite value. Elschnig
in his most recent communication fully recognized the

need of more exact analyses in order to prove his point,

and he had started one of the young internists of his clinic

in a more thorough examination of cases of relapsing

uveitis from this standpoint. If this sort of work was
pursued, and he trusted that it would receive attention,

it was possible that they might ultimately separate from
the large group of relapsing uveal tract diseases a certain

number which, if they were not actually caused by auto-

intoxication, which certainly had not been proved, at least

occurred in the subjects of this state of aflfairs, and yielded

when under proper dietetic regimen only properly worked
out as the result of such analyses, restoration of a normal
metabolism.
Furthermore, since many of these diseases, particularly

those termed uveitis and iridocyclitis, were distinctly re-

lapsing in character, it was just possible that in some vague
way autointoxication might be a determinin"' factor in the

relapse. He was not sure that this might not be the chief

value which accrued from these studies. Even if certain

types of uveal tract diseases which laboratory and clinical

tests failed to connect with the usual etiological factors

were not directly caused by a gastrointestinal autointo.xi-

cation, their relapses might be fostered or stimulated by
this condition. In a number of instances he had noted that

when the strict dietetic regimen was dropped, as, for ex-
ample, it was by the patient with sclerokeratitis, a sharp
relapse ensued. When the analyses indicated a return to

normal conditions under dietetic treatment the relapse sub-
sided, and as long as the patient strictly adhered to the

diet, or as long as there was no re-establishment of the

symptoms which were supposed to indicate autointoxica-
tion, relapse did not occur. Unfortunately for his theory,

this did not hold good in all cases, as he had seen sharp
relapses while the diet was being strictly pursued and the

urine analysis was normal. He referred to the matter only
because it showed how much careful study must be given
to this subject, and how, if it was given, it was possible
that they might carefully narrow down a small but none
the less definite group of uveal tract disorders, which in

some way depended upon an autotoxic state enterogenous
in origin. So much had been found out by chemical exam-
ination, both in matters etiologic and therapeutic, that he
pleaded for this method of examination when it seemed to

be necessary, and especially when they were in the dark as

to what was causing the particular ocular disease under
consideration. To be sure (to quote from Alonzo Taylor)
to estimate properly any concept of autointoxication the
role of compensation and of adaptation in physiological and
chemical function must be borne in mind, and they must
not expect autointoxication with all disturbances in metab-
olism, but when autointoxication was apparently proved to
be present by such chemical examination as had been de-
scribed, then it seemed to him that they had found some-
thing for removal, and with this removal had gained a

point in therapy which it was the patient's right to receive.
Dr. Emil Gruening said that Dr. de Schweinitz was do-

ing a great service to medicine in combining clinical work
with laboratory research. The laboratory of physiological
chemistry of the University of Pennsylvania was at his
disposal and Dr. de Schweinitz was making good use of
his unusual facilities. If he had not yet demonstrated the
relationship of so-called autointoxication to the etiology
of certain ocular diseases, it was due to the difficulty of
solving so intricate a problem. His criticism of the work
of Elschnig and others who based their reasoning on the
presence of indican in the urine was just, but in these
critical views he had been preceded in Germany by Eugen
von Hippel and O. Stuelp. If in a given case of irido-
cyclitis we excluded the most frequent etiological factors,
viz., tuberculosis and syphilis, we still had to consider a
multitude of causative possibilities such as rheumatism,
gout, gonorrhea, disease of the accessory sinuses of the
nose, etc., before one could have recourse to the vague
conjecture of the existence of intestinal autointoxication.

Dr. CoLMAN Ward Cutler said he would not attempt
to trespass on the ground so admirably covered by Doctors
de Schweinitz and Goodwin. A case of uveitis might be
cited, however, which would illustrate some of the difiicul-

ties the oculist faced. A colored man, 28 years of age,
presented himself with an acute uveits : vitreous opaque,
posterior surface of cornea covered with fine opacities,
vision 10/200. Blurring of vision was first noticed a
week previously. With indifferent treatment (aspirin in

moderate doses and a culture of lactic bacillus twice
daily") he improved rapidly, and in a month vision became
normal and it was possible to see the exudate and edema
m various parts of the retina with two patches resembling
the so-called plastic choroiditis. The examination of the
urine had been negative with the exception of excessive
indican. When first seen there were three small suppurat-
ing foci at the margin of the lower lid of the affected eye.
This case was by no means unusual and without the most
thorough investigation it would be impossible to say wheth-
er it vvas an infection or an intoxication. It seemed to
him like the former. They saw cases of uveitis, however,
which were less acute and appeared more of an irritative
than an inflammatory type (if the distinction might be
made), where no focus or source of inflammation could
be found. It would be interesting if Dr. de Schweinitz
could, in his large experience, offer some suggestion for
classifying these cases. With regard to the etiology, it

might be well to consider anaphylaxis as a possible factor
in intoxication. The suggestion of increased sensitiveness
as a factor in the causation of phlyctenules was worthy of
consideration in these obscure eruptions of the uveal tract.

Dr. Edgar S. Thomson said that he had very little to add
to the discussion except his personal impressions which
were the results of following the line of treatment sug-
gested by Dr. de Schweinitz in his paper on "Autointoxi-
cation," which he read six years ago. before the American
lyiedical Association. He had been in the habit of care-
fully regulating the digestive conditions, so as to eliminate
this cause, and believed that in many cases of choroiditis,
autointoxication played an important part. Certainly, the
cases cleared up more rapidly under treatment of the gastro-
intestinal tract, than under other methods. He was of the
impression that many cases of so-called rheumatic iritis,

also certain forms of episcleral inflammation at the cor-
neal margin, were due to this cause, and thought that the
whole subject merited further investigation.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

Staled Meeting, Held May 21, 1912.

Dr. Walter I. Xiles in the Chair.

Fatal Pneumothorax Following Exploratory Puncture.
—Dr. Hughes Dayton reported these two cases. He
said that in a paper read before the Section in October,
191 1, the statement was made that the importance of pneu-
mothorax after exploratory puncture depended upon the
condition of the patient at the time of its occurrence and
upon the physical state of the perforated lung, which
might permit contraction of the puncture or favor extreme
or progressive pneumothorax. Since that time two fatal

cases had forced the conclusion that the physical state of
the opposite lung might be of even greater importance.
The first patient was a woman, 58 years of age, the only
significant point in whose history was a chronic cough
which had persisted for many years. In February, 191 1,

she was treated for an attack which was diagnosed as
pneumonia. She became ill again December 29, 1911. Over
both lungs there was a slightly woody resonance, high
pitched voice and occasional sibilant and crepitant rales.

Posteriorly over the left base, where consolidation had
been present the year before, there was impaired resonance
and diminished breathing. Six specimens examined for
tubercle bacilli were negative. The urine was that of
chronic interstitial nephritis. On February 22 the left

chest from the seventh rib to the base and extending out
four inches from the median line showed dullness and
many subcrepitant rales; over the upper part of this area
were bronchial breathing, voice, and whisper. Two days
later the writer noted signs suggestive of a cavity which
within a few minutes after coughing disappeared com-
pletely. On March 5, aspiration of the right chest was
ordered. The needle was inserted in the sixth right in-

tercostal space just internal to the vertebral border of
the scapula. The needle was carefully inserted about one
inch and nothing was obtained. The patient complained
of intense pain at the site of the puncture after the with-
drawal of the needle. She then showed severe and in-
creasing dyspnea and cyanosis. Signs of subcutaneous
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emphysema appeared over an area three or four inches in

diameter around the site of the puncture. Over the en-

tire right chest were dull tympany and very distinct breath

sounds. The right border of cardiac dullness was dis-

placed from the right to the left sternal margin. The
patient failed to respond to stimulation, the note over the

right chest becoming more dull and losing its tympanic

quality. Death ensued. The autopsy showed the dia-

phragm extending to the fifth space on the right side and
to the fourth on the left. The right lung seemed col-

lapsed in part and the heart was displaced to the left.

The right pleural cavity was dry. No evidence of a

puncture of the lung was found, but besides signs of adhe-

sive pleurisy and right pneumothorax, chronic pleurisy

and chronic fibroid phthisis with cavity formation in the

left lung were found; other lesions included those of in-

terstitial nephritis, chronic i.itcrstitital splenitis, perihepati-

tis, fibrous goiter, and a calcified uterine fibroma. Al-

though no puncture hole could be found, a small perfora-

tion by the needle seemed proven by exclusion. Operation
upon the chest would have been ineffective because the

asphyxia was due to the collapse of the only serviceable

lung. The chief object in reporting this case was to

emphasize the danger that existed in puncturing cases in

which chronic inflammatory processes were present. A
second case of fatal pneumothorax following exploratory

puncture was that of a man, 39 years of age, who vyas suf-

fering apparently from lobar pneumonia involving the

right lower lobe. Signs of consolidation of the right

lower lobe and the apex of the upper lobe persisted, es-

pecially near the spine of the scapula, where they sug-

gested an interlobar empyema. Signs of a suppurative

process in the left shoulder developed and an abscess was
drained through the deltoid muscle. The .v-ray showed
infiltration of much of the right lung and signs of con-

solidation became more marked. A needle was inserted

in the upper portion of the left chest posteriorly in search

of other collections of pus. A few minutes after this

puncture the patient complained of a choking sensation and
became dyspneic with profuse sweating. Physical signs

of pneumothorax developed and the patient died from
asphyxia. At autopsy, universal thick pleural adhesions

were found over the right lung, which was filled with

innumerable tubercles. The apex of the left lung con-

tained many tubercles and the overlying pleura was ad-

herent. The rest of the lung was collapsed. The site of

the puncture was not found, but was probably in or near

the adherent pleura. As in the first case, it was almost

incomplete disability of the unwounded lung which led to

the fatal termination from pneumothorax. The point that

these cases emphasized above all was that the most serious

and sudden results of the occurrence of pneumothorax
due to exploratory puncture followed injury, not of the

diseased, but of the efficient lung, when, as 'in the two
cases, the diseased lung was so incapacitated by consolida-

tion and adhesions as to be incapable of adjusting itself

to the unusual task. The conclusion seemed inevitable

that in the presence of probable chronic inflammatory dis-

ease of the lung, exploratory puncture should be restricted

to cases in which there were good reasons for suspecting

the existence of purulent exudate which would require

surgical treatment.
The balance of the evening was devoted to contributions

from the wards of the second medical division nf Bellevue

Hospital.

Metabolism Studies on a Case of Typhoid Fever
Complicated by Glycosuria.—Dr. Warren Coi,em.\n and
Dr. E. F. Dubois reported this case. The patient was
twenty-seven years old and of obese habit. There was
nothing new to be learned from the histories of the

parents, brothers, or sisters. In his own history there was
nothing that pointed to the fact that the sugar was more
than temporary in the urine. Charts were shown of the

temperature, weight, and food curve as well as the heat

production. There was nothing special to he said in re-

gard to the temperature. The weight curve fell during
the fourteenth and twenty-eighth day. It was an interest-

ing fact that sixty calories per day was not sufficient to

sustain the patient in weight equilibrium. What he
wished especially tn call attention to was that the reten-

tion of water was responsible for the sustenance of the

weight. It was very difficult to hold patients in a nitrogen
equilibrium. The nitrogen balance was markedly irregu-

lar in the nitrogen excretion. The amount of sugar
excreted corresponded verv well with the amount of car-

bohydrates the patient received. An interesting point was
that they must assume that it was not the amount of
carbohydrates the patient received that was responsible for

the glycosuria. Among fifty cases that had been carefully

studied there had occurred no acidosis and no acetone
bodies had appeared.
Observations on a Case of Paroxysmal Hemoglobi-

nuria.—Dr. Robert A. Cooke presented this communi-
cation. He said that in 1904 Donath and Landsteiner at-

tributed the attack characteristic of the disease to a spe-
cific hemolyzing substance in the blood of these patients

and they demonstrated its presence by e-xperiments in

vitro. Since that time a number of observations had been
made by different investigators, all of whom confirmed
the presence of the autolysin, but with regard to the mode
of action of this substance there was no unanimity of
opinion. The following case was studied with a view to
clearing up some of the disputed points. The case was a
typical one of paro.xysmal hemoglobinuria in a man with-
out history and with none of the stigmata of congenital or
acquired syphilis, but with a positive Wassermann reaction

and positive luetin test. The writer considered the hemo-
lysin under the following headings and described his ex-
periments : I. Demonstration of the autohcmnlysin. 2.

Absorption of the autoantibody from inactive serum.
3. Dissociation of corpuscle antibody combination. 4. Ab-
sorption of complement from active serum. 5. .A.ction of
complement on red blood corpuscle sensitized with inactive

hemolytic serum. 6. Mode of action of the autohemolysin.
7. Etiology of paroxysmal hemoglobinuria. He sum-
marized the results of his experiments as follows: The
serum contained a complex hemolysin capable of dissolv-

ing the red blood corpuscles of the individual himself or
other individuals by means of the cold-warm experiment.
Positive results were obtained in all of the twelve experi-
ments made at different times. Autoantibody was ab-
sorbed from serum in the absence of complement and on
elevation of temperature was more or less completely but
slowly dissociated. Complement was absorbed from active

serum on exposure to the corpuscle in the cold. It would
join with the antibody after the latter had united with the

corpuscle, but this union took place solely under the in-

fluence of cold. Corpuscles sensitized with inactive serum
showed slight hemolysis on the addition of complement as

a result of complementoid inhibition. As a result of clin-

ical observation, the Wassermann reaction, the luetin test,

and the serological studies in metasyphilitic disease, it

seemed safe to say that syphilis was the most important,
and perhaps the only, etiological factor in paroxysmal
hemoglobinuria, but there were as yet no observations on
the presence or absence of the hemolysin after the disap-

pearance of the Wassermann reaction as a result of syphi-

litic treatment. The case under observation still had a

Wassermann reaction, but the writer hoped to report later

on this point when the Wassermann reaction had become
negative.

Coarctation of the Aorta.—Dr. M. Goodridge re-

ported this case. He said that by coarctation of the aorta
was meant a narrowing or stenosis of the descending arch
at or immediately below the so-called isthmus of the

aorta, that portion of the aorta between the origin of the

left subclavian artery and the ductus arteriosus. In ex-

treme cases of stenosis the blood supply of the extremities

was dependent upon the establishment of the collateral

circulation, and necessarily if the construction was marked
this collateral circulation would depend upon the com-
pensatory dilatation of the vessels arising at a point above
the stenosis and their anastomoses with vessels arising

from a point below the narrowing. In 1903 Bonnet de-
scribed two types of this condition, the infantile, in which
there was a diffuse narrowing of the aorta which was often

associated with a patent ductus or other congenital cardiac
anomaly, and the adult type characterized by an abrupt
constriction of the aorta at or near the insertion of the

ductus arteriosus and associated with the development of
an extensive collateral circulation. The case reported was
of the latter type. On January 29, 19T2, a man 55 years
of age, was admitted to Bellevue Hospital whose family
history was negative and who had had no serious illness

since childhood. The patient admitted a soft chancre
twenty-two years ago but denied syphilis and gonorrhea.
The patient said that he used alcohol in moderation and
tobacco to excess. About one week before admission he
began to suffer from palpitation and severe dyspnea on
exertion, which increased in severity up to the time of

admission. The patient was small of stature and weighed
only one hundred pounds. He was mentally defective, his

speech being at times unintelligible. The most striking

thing revealed by physical examination was the surprising

dilatation of the surface vessels in the neck, over the front

of the chest, the upper part of the abdomen, and the back.

Two inches below the costal margin in the left hypochon-
drium there was a considerable mass of varicose, dilated.
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pulsating arteries. The picture that the back presented
was even more striking than that observed over the chest.

The posterior scapular arteries on both sides were tre-

mendously dilated, being almost the size of a lead pencil.

On the left side there was a mass of tangled, varicose,

pulsating arteries forming a clump about two inches in

diameter. Over the lower part of the thorax behind sev-

eral large tortuous vessels were seen extending from the

internal border of the scapular to the spinal column, com-
pression of which brought out the fact that the blood was
flowing through them toward the aorta instead of in the

normal direction. The dorsal branches of the aortic in-

tercostal arteries could be distinguished to the level of the

tenth rib on the left side and to the eleventh rib on the
right. In these vessels as well the blood was flowing
toward the aorta. The apex beat of the heart was not
visible. On percussion the left border of the heart was
made out 12.5 cm. from midsternura, the right border 4.5

cm. to the right and the upper border in the second inter-

space on the left side. On auscultation the tirst sound at

the apex was obscured by a soft murmur which extended
through systole and which -was transmitted to the left as

far as the midaxilla; at the base a soft systolic murmur
was heard, the point of maximum intensity being in the

third interspace 4 cm. to the left of the mid-sternal line

and transmitted down the sternum to the apex ; the second
aortic was accentuated. A loud murmur, systolic in time,

was made out along the inner margin of the left scapular
behind. The respirations were Cheyne-Stokes in charac-
ter, the period of dyspnea lasting for twenty-five seconds
and the period of apnea thirty-five seconds. Tactile

fremitus was diminished, the percussion note was boardy
in character over both sides of the chest in front and
behind, the breath sounds were diminished, and there were
a few moist rales at the end on inspiration over both
bases. The radial arteries were thickened, the pulse being

80 during the period of dyspnea and 54 during the period
of apnea. The blood pressure in the left arm was 185

millimeters during apnea and 210 during dyspnea; in the

left leg it was 170 during apnea and 200 during dyspnea.
The blood pressure was higher in the arm than in the leg,

which was the reverse of the normal. No pulsation could
be made out in the abdominal aorta. Pulsation in the

femorals was barely perceptible ; the upstroke was dis-

tinctly slower and appreciably delayed as compared with

the radial arteries. The liver was palpated eight cm. below
the free border of the ribs and the spleen also was palpa-

ble. The patellar reflexes were exaggerated, but there was
no ankle clonus and no Babinsky. There was a fine tremor
in the hands. A clinical diagnosis was made of coarcta-

tion of the aorta, hypertrophied and dilated heart, arterio-

sclerosis, emphysema, and chronic nephritis.

The Effect of Meteoric Conditions on the Vascular
System.—Dr. B. Raymond Hoobler read this paper.
He called attention to the fact that for some time past

weather conditions were becoming more and more recog-

nized as important etiological agents and were receiving

more study both from climatologists and from experts in

ventilation. The factor in weather conditions most largely

studied was that of barometric pressure. B. P. Pomeroy
(Interstate Medical Journal, Vol. 18, page 731) had re-

cently studied the literature and added his own observa-
tions on the effect of barometric pressure on the blood
pressure and stated that "The results of nearly all experi-

mental data showed that diminished barometric pressure

lowered blood pressure." C. F. Gardiner had shown con-

clusively that persons changing from an elevation of six

thousand feet to one of fourteen thousand feet experienced
a fall in blood pressure and a rise in pulse rate. Schnei-
der and Hedblom working with an Erlanger instrument
noted that considerable elevation in altitude, that was. in

regions of lower barometric pressure, tended to lower
systolic and diastolic blood pressure and increased the

rate of the heart beat. The fall in systolic pressure was
slightly greater and more certain to occur than the fall in

•diastolic pressure. Another important factor was the rel-

ative humidity of the atmosphere. Collis and Penbrey had
reported on the effect of warm, humid atmosphere on man.
They did their work in the English cotton weaving sheds,

where a warm, moist atmosphere was required. They
found that the temperature gradually rose from 68° to

101° F., that the relative humidity remained about the

same, that the actual humidity was greatly increased

;

under these conditions the pulse rate increased from 80 t®

118 and respiration from 18 to 29. In another experiment
in which the atmospheric temperature rose from 70° to

92° F. and relative humidity from 51 to 82 per cent., there

was an increase in pulse rates from 80 to 102. These ex-

:
periments were made on the weavers, both at work and at

home resting, and they showed marked variations in pulse

rates, in some instances increasing as many as 34 beats

during the working period, the temperature of the weaving
shed being ten degrees warmer than at home and the

relative humidity but slightly increased. Their findings

showed that warm, moist atmosphere had a tendency to

establish a more uniform temperature of the body as a
whole and to throw a tax upon the powers of vascular
accommodation as indicated by the low blood pressure, not-
withstanding the rapid rate of the pulse. Open air also

had a decided effect upon the normal individual. P. P.

.\minet examined a large number of healthy children from
seven to lilteen years of age in an attempt to rind out the

influence of outdoor life on the pulse and blood pressure.

He found that children living out of doors showed an in-

crease in blood pressure in some cases as much as thirty

millimeters of mercury. In only seven out of 140 was
there a decrease in pressure. The rate of the pulse was
increased by outdoor life. Children living in good sur-

roundings had in general higher blood pressure than those
in poor surroundings. These findings were in keeping with
the result obtained by the writer in studying the efl'ect of
cold fresh air on the blood pressure of children suffering

from tuberculosis or pneumonia. L. S. Peters in referring
to the eft'ect of temperature on blood pressure said that

apparently the higher the temperature the lower the blood
pressure, but the writer had found that the converse was
true, namely, the colder the temperature the higher the
blood pressure. Another meteoric element was that of
wind pressure. Starling in a recent communication to the
British Journal of physiology (I'eb. 17, 1912) stated that

a cold wind had a definite influence in raising the pulse
rate and that this effect might be so distinct that variation
in the wind might be recognized even in individual counts.
.\ number of individuals standing in the wind with a tem-
perature of 44° F. had an average pulse rate of 87.2, while
the same individuals in shelter had an average pulse rate

of 77.6, a difference of ten beats per minute. Similar tests

were made with a number of different groups and all

showed the same difference and led to the conclusion that

the effect of continued exposure to cold wind or the move-
ment of the body through cold air might be progressive.
For example, during a ride in an open car the pulse rate

was found to mount gradually from 90 to 100, to 112, to

120, in the course of one and one-half hours' ride. The
writer had studied the effect of barometric pressure, tem-
perature, and wind pressure in relation to the occurrence
of cerebral hemorrhage, basing his findings on cases that

came to autopsy, taking the meteorological records of the

United States Weather Bureau. The barometric pressure
in New York City varied from 30,924 to 28,420 inches.

When estimated in terms of altitude this represented 2,500
feet. In other words, patients might be living at sea level

atmospheric pressure and within the space of a few hours
be changed to the atmospheric pressure of a mountain top
and vice versa.

Demonstration of Some Micrographic Tracings.—Dr.
F. S. Meara and Dr. A. C. Crehore gave a lantern slide

demonstration showing tracings recorded by the micro-
graph, an instrument designed by Dr. Crehore which util-

ized the phenomenon of the interference of light for regis-

tering minute physiological movements and which was
demonstrated in detail to the Academy about a year ago.

The tracings showed normal phlebograms and cardiograms
which detailed, in addition to the usual waves, the valvular
events in the heart and registered cardiac murmurs in a
number of pathological cases.

section on obstetrics and gynecology.

Stated Meeting. Held May 23, 1912.

Dr. F. a. Dorman in the Chair.

Intramural Abscess of the Puerperal Uterus. Intraperi-
toneal Rupture. Hysterectomy and Recovery.—Dr.
Anto.ny Hart Harrigan reported this case. The patient
had given birth to a male child four days previous to her
admission to the hospital. She had had a severe chill, pain
in the lower abdomen, fever, cough, and a bloody fetid

lochia! discharge. Examination showed the uterus en-
larged and boggy, reaching to a level half way between
the umbilicus and the symphysis. The cervix was soft and
dilated about three inches. Upon opening the peritoneal
cavity a large mass was found consisting of the uterus and
adherent sigmoid colon, occupying most of the pelvis. On
stripping the sigmoid colon, a large abscess with necrotic
wall was found on the posterior wall of the uterus, which
had ruptured into the parametric tissues. The tubes and
broad ligaments were clamped and cut at the ovarian ends.
The uterus was completely removed, leaving the cervical
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stump. The peritoneum over the uterus was necrotic and
friable and much hemorrhage occurred, especially at the

site of the left uterine artery. The peritoneum was sewn
over the cervical stump with chromic gut. No drainage

was instituted. There was free discharge of pus from the

wound, but under appropriate treatment the wound grad-

ually granulated and the patient finally made a good re-

covery. The pathologist's report showed that the uterus

measured 6 x 8 x 13 cm. It weighed 250 grams. The
walls were thickened and the entire left side on the an-

terior surface was replaced by a large necrotic mass. The
left ovary and tube were adherent to the mass posteriorly.

The mass showed no connection with the endometrium.
Miscroscopically the section showed a large area of com-
plete necrosis. The muscle cells showed extensive round-
celled infiltration and well-marked cloudy swelling. Two
small areas of focal necrosis were found between the

muscle fibers. The blood vessels were markedly congested.

There was a moderate amount of new formed fibrous

tissue throughout the section.

Dr. F. A. DoKMAN said that he had seen but one case of

the type described in addition to one upon which Dr.

Boldt had operated. He asked Dr. Harrigan what the

temperature was and if any cultures had been taken.

Dr. Harrigan replied that the temperature ranged from
99 to 103.2° F. Cultures were then taken.

Partial Removal of the Bladder for Carcinoma.—Dr.
Robert T. Morris reported this case. The patient was
about 50 years of age and had much blood and pus in the

urine. A cystoscopic examination made by Dr. H. D. Fur-
niss showed a growth and the question arose as to what
was to be done. Finally it was decided to open the abdo-
men. The bladder was drawn out, split in half, and the

right ureter transplanted. The patient now had a sausage-
like bladder with a transplanted ureter. The capacity

of this bladder was five ounces and the patient could re-

tain her urine for two hours.

Complete Removal of the Urinary Bladder for Carci-
noma After Preliminary Bilateral Lumbar Ureter-
ostomy.—Dr. H. D. FuR.Niss reported this case. He
had seen the patient, a woman 50 years of age, for the

first time on February 19, 1912. Her previous history was
negative. She had one child fifteen years of age. Last
summer she had first noticed bladder irritation and some
hematuria. This cleared up under medication. For three
months before seeing Dr. Furniss she had been suffering

from painful and frequent urination. She passed urine
easier when standing. The patient lost in weight and
strength and the urine was very turbid and contained suf-

ficient blood for her to notice it herself. There was some
rectal protrusion from straining. A cystoscopic examina-
tion showed a more or less smooth rounded mass arising

from the right side of the bladder from above and to the
outer side of the urethra. At its base it appeared to be
about the thickness of a thumb and extended inward for
an inch. The trigonum was very red. infiltrated, and
thrown into small folds. The case was diagnosed as one
of primary carcinoma of the bladder. The patient was not
seen again until April 10, when she complained of severe
tenesmus of the bladder, constant inclination to void, and
rectal prolapse. The urine had become ammoniacal and
caused severe burning and eczema of the thighs. Exam-
ination per vaginam showed a mass about the size of a
duck's egg in the bladder region, most of it lying to the
right of the median line. On April 12, a bilateral lumbar
ureterostomy was done, a ureteral catheter being tied into

each ureter. Both ureters were moderately dilated. A
silk ligature was placed at the upper angle of each wound,
passing through the external coats of the ureter. On the
following day the urine from both ureters showed a mod-
erate amount of pus, a few epithelial cells, and a moderate
ring with Heller's test. A fistula into the ureter occurred
on the left side at the site of the retaining suture. To
close this a catheter was left in for several days. This
caused an infection of the renal pelvis which was clearing
up under treatment with boric acid solution. On April 27,

the bladder was moderately distended with boric acid
solution and a ligature placed around the urethra. A
median abdominal incision was made, both internal iliac

arteries ligated, the peritoneum divided in the median line

over the posterior surface of the bladder as low as the
anterior cul-de-sac, and the bladder was peeled out with
very little hemorrhage. When the bladder had been so
separated that the only attachment was the urethra, the
vagina was opened from above under the urethra and
then by continuing the incision around the urethra through
the vagina, the whole bladder and urethra were removed.
As the operation was almost finished a small opening was
accidentally made into the bladder through which some
foul fluid escaped. An iodoform drain was placed from

the anterior cul-de-sac, through the space from which the
bladder was removed, and into the vagina. The abdomen
was closed in layers. The wound broke down and there
was extensive sloughing of the fascia. .Aside from this

and the infection of the left kidney the patient had done
well. The specimen exhibited showed that springing from
the right side of the bladder, above the urethra, was a
large growth, the size of a duck's eg,g, which in the section

of the bladder had been so divided that a small portion of
the growth was on one side and the larger portion on the
other side of the specimen. The specimen had been
mounted without removing a piece for microscopical ex-
amination, though there was no doubt but that it was car-

cinoma. \o glands were felt in the pelvis at the time of
operation.
Ectopic Gestation in an Anomalous Tube.—Dr. M. M.

Stark reported this case which occurred in a patient, 27
years of age, who had been delivered of a child instru-

mentally two years previously. Her menses since that time
had been regular and normal until April 13, when she be-

gan to bleed three weeks after her regular menstruation.
Qn April 21 she had a very severe attack of pain in the
epigastrium, but after being in bed a few hours she felt

as well as ever. .\ mass was discovered the size of the
specimen presented. Three days later she had sharp se-

vere pain and went into collapse. The abdomen became
much distended and the patient complained of rectal tenes-

mus. A diagnosis of ectopic gestation was made and an
operation performed immediately. A diagram of the
specimen was presented which showed the ectopic gesta-
tion in an anomalous tube.

The Relation of Athletics to the Reproductive Life of
Women.—Dr. Anganette Parry read this paper. She
stated that the literature on this subject was distinguished
by its paucity of material, giving few statistics or even
opinions. It was even difficult to define just what was
meant by athletics. There were all degrees of athletics

from the moderate careful training under a wise director

to the violent stunts of overzealous young women. The
writer had communicated personally or by letter with a
considerable number of obstetricians, college physicians,

directors of physical training in gymnasiums and universi-

ties, and with some athletes whose experience could be
relied upon. The answers had varied greatly on important
points but in the main they were frankly indefinite. The
question of sterility had been studied statistically among
college graduates and it seemed that it did not depend
upon any particular physical training, but rather upon
sociological and economic considerations. The change in

the life of the people from the simple life about the home
to the complex life of the cities and the indoor confine-

ment made a study of the effects of athletics of great
importance. One of the best known obstetricians had
said that the great need of women to-day, especially of
the upper classes, was muscular exercise. If women would
not do normal manual labor athletics seemed to be the
next best thing. In general the large majority of those
consulted on this subject approved of moderate athletics.

Even this was indefinite as with some it would include
running and vaulting, while others would rigorously ex-
clude them. A few had laid emphasis on the early sys-

tematic training in carefully graded educational work,
and perhaps the majority objected to so-called violent

work at any time. Some had expressed their appreciation

of the value of a good foundation in early childhood, if

upon it was to be built "that most complex and noble
structure, a perfect womanhood." The Japanese began
to train their girls at the age of four or five years in their

jiu-jitsu and in Japan the women were not weaker than
the men. They were carefully and systematically trained

so that at puberty most of them did not find it necessary
to make any break, but went steadily on without any ap-
parent injury. If our little girls led the unconventional
lives of their small brothers without any distinction as to

sex until they reached the age of puberty they would arrive

at the first great epoch in their reproductive lives well
prepared for the change which was to take place. In

preparatory and private schools athletic work, games,
gymnastics, etc., should be supervised by an intelligent

physical educator, each girl having been carefully exam-
ined by a physician conversant with the scope of athletics

and the effects of specific forms of exercise. The student

should have the advantage of a thorough grounding in the
physiological facts essential to her highest physical de-
velopment; she should be fully aware of the inevitable

penalties to be paid for carelessness, recklessness, and
exercise too violent or stimulating for her individual or-

ganization. She should understand clearly what she might
and what she might not do during the menstrual period.

While a rational amount of activity was most beneficial at
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this period, and often invaluable as a therapeutic agent in

dysmenorrheas and other pelvic disturbances, immoderate
exercise could be safely indulged in only by the excep-

tional few. High nervous tension during the menstrual

period should be avoided. Those who had expressed
themselves on the point of intercollegiate games were
unanimously inclined to believe that they should be dis-

couraged because it was impossible to suit the time of

the contests and preparatory training to the individual

girl. The nervous strain in such contests was tremendous
and used up more vital energy than most girls had to give.

All seemed to agree that moderate athletic exercises be-

tween periods were beneficial for girls ; some allowed

moderate exercise to normal girls during periods as well

as between, but believed that violent exercise during

periods was dangerous to all women. A few approved
of violent work at any time where the girls were in full

training. In their anxiety to be always on the safe side

they must not deprive the girls of their birthright—the

right to enjoy and be benefited by all that sports and
exercise could do for them. Often the negations of
older people were the result of ignorance. In this ath-

letic age they must face the responsibility of intelligently

advising young women and old along athletic lines. Very
often this would render drugs unnecessary by substituting

far more natural and effective therapeutics. In regard

to parturition, among forty answers the opinion was almost

universal that the general condition of athletic patients

was much better than that of others. As to displacements

five out of twenty gynecologists believed that displace-

ments could be caused by violent exercise, especially dur-

ing the menstrual period. Several stated that the girl who
started up pelvic trouble was the one out of training, with

relaxed muscles, who suddenly went into rigorous com-
petitive games or contests. One physical and medical

director referred to athletic work begun early as prophy-
lactic treatment and believed that existing displacements
were lessened under suitable gymnastic work. Ten out

of twelve observers were more or less enthusiastic as to

the effects of physical training in relation to convales-

cence after labor. Several testified that these women were
better able to nurse their babies. The two most reliable

observers, how-ever, reported that nursing was no better

in the athletic women. One observer, indeed, wrote that

women who did hard daily work were often unable to

nurse their babies.

Dr. C. Wakd CF.^MrroN, Director of Physical Training
and Secretary of the Public School Athletic League, said

that inasmuch as the Department of Education had to deal

with 350.000 girls and young women it had studied the sub-

ject of athletics with much care. The physical and social

differences between boys and girls were recognized to be
of paramount importance in determining what exercises

should be given to girls, and the endeavor to adapt boys'

exercises to girls had been definitely abandoned. The
strenuous athletic competition in which boys naturally

indulged fitted them for the strenuous masculine life; the

life of women was entirely different and therefore the

physical activities in which girls would naturally indulge
under normal circumstances were taken as a guide. It

was early determined that folk dances fulfilled the condi-

tions imposed by girlhood better than any other procedure.
These provided vigorous exercise, happy recreation, and
trained girls to be graceful as well. As these dances were
mostly of the peasant type the movements were vigorous,

involving the larger muscles of the body. The rhythmic
jar involved was mild enough not to damage the various
sustentacular abdominal ligaments, but just sufficient to

strengthen them materially. These two results were of
paramount importance. The carefully guarded life of the

civilized woman weakened the natural abdominal supports.

The wearing of corsets provided artificial support and
relieved the anatomical structure of much of its respon-
sibility. The results were weak abdominal ligaments and
general ptosis, with their train of gynecological and toxic

disturbances. Other games of similar appropriate nature
had been introduced and the team element with emphasis
on cooperation had been made prominent. Individual
competition had been discarded as it was not deemed ad-
visable for the girl to have the almost hysterical responsi-
bility involved in running a hundred-yard dash for the pur-
pose of winning a championship. He did not approve of
the tremendous jar involved in the runin~ broad jump. On
the other hand they encouraged long walks into the coun-
try and trained their girls to swim well. He did not
believe that violent or dangerous feats should be intro-

duced into the public schools. It was more important to

train their young women to be vigorous and somatically
sound rather than to train them to do unusual and strenu-

ous athletic feats.

Snoks iSrrpitiflJ-
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Pusey, A.m., M.D. 182 pages; cloth. D. Appleton &
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price $1.00. W. M. Leonard. Publisher, Boston.
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VoN Domarus. 201 pages; illustrated; cloth; price 4 M.
Georg Thieme, Publisher, Leipzig.
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Use of Word "Doctor" by Osteopath.—Colorado Rev.
Stat., 1908, Section 6069, prohibits the practice of medicine
without a license, but declares that the act shall not apply
to "the practice of osteopathy when not prescribing medi-
cine or administering drugs." In an action against an
osteopathist for practising medicine without a license, the
defendant's lawyer and the district attorney filed a stipu-

lation of facts, the defendant admitting that he held him-
self out to the public as being engaged in the diagnosis and
treatment of diseases and injuries of human beings; that

he attached the title "Doctor" and the abbreviation "Dr."
to his name. The district attorney admitted that the de-
fendant was a graduate from a college of osteopathy, recog-
nized as a reputable institution for teaching osteopathy,
that he held a diploma from the college and a certificate

from an osteopathic association; that he styled himself
"Osteopathic Physician" and at no time had attached the
word "Doctor" or "Dr." to his name except in connection
with the words "Osteopath" or "Osteopathic Physician,"
and that he was engaged in the practice of osteopathy with-
out prescribing medicine or administering drugs. It was
held that he was not guilty of a violation of the act.

—

Jones V. People, Colorado Supreme Court, 120 Pac. 125.

Qualification as Expert Witness on Insanity.—In a
murder case, where the defense was insanity, a physician
called as an expert witness on the subject testified that he
was a graduate of a medical school and had been a prac-
ticing physician since 1886, but that his experience in the
treatment of persons mentally afflicted has been very lim-
ited, being covered by two or three cases, and that he had
read some works upon diseases of the mind, but could not
remember their names. It was held that he was not
qualified to testify as an expert on insanity. Another
physician, who had practiced medicine about 44 years, but
was not a graduate of any school, held no diploma, haa
very little experience in treating insanity, had never pre-
scribed for a real insane person, had read some books on
insane diseases but did not consider himself as well posted
on mental diseases as on general diseases, was also held
not qualified to testify as an insanity expert.—Ashby v.

State, Tennessee Supreme Court, 139 S. \V. 872.

When Limitation Begins to Run Against Action for
Negligence.—In deciding whether the statute of limita-

tions of one year had run against an action for negligence
in unskillfuUy resetting a broken arm, it appeared that the

injury, which was a simple fracture of the radius of the
forearm, at about the junction of the lower and middle
third, was treated between August 24 and September 26,

1908, but not after the latter date, and the action was com-
menced on November 13, 1909. The acts of negligence
having taken place before September 26, 1908, the mere
fact that there was no discharge of the defendant on that

date was immaterial. The statute of limitations began to

run when the cause of action accrued, and that accrued
when the negligent acts were committed, without reference
to the time of discharge. The complaint was therefore
ordered dismissed.—Lotten v. O'Brien, Wisconsin Supreme
Court, 131 N. W. 361.

Liability of Corporation for Its Surgeon.—In an ac-

tion against a railroad company for injury caused by the

malpractice of its surgeon, it was held that the evidence
must show either actual knowledge of the unfitness of the

surgeon appointed or retained by it, or that his general

reputation was so bad that the law will impute knowledge.
It is not competent to show specific acts of unskillfulness

not brought home to the company.—Atlantic Coast Line
R. Co. v. Whitney, Florida Supreme Court. 56 So., 937.

Effect of Party's Refusal to Submit to Medical Exam-
ination.—In an action for injuries received in a street

car accident the plaintiff had the advantage, on the trial,

of the testimony of three physicians of her own selection,

whom she allowed to examine her, not only when she was
first injured, but at the time of the trial, but she never
would permit any physician representing the defendant to

examine her at all. When during the trial, the defendant's

counsel moved the court to appoint experts for that pur-

pose the plantiff's counsel objected, and the objection was
sustained. On appeal it was said by the court, that whether
or not that rulin.g was correct (which it did not find it

necessary to decide'), the expert testimony for the plaintiflf

stood upon much the same footing as would that of an
expert accountant, named by one litigant, in a case in which
the other litigant was denied all access to the account con-

stituting the subject of the litigation.—Grant v. New Or-
leans Rv. & Light Co., Louisiana Supreme Court, 56 So..

897.

Kinesitherapy in Mucomembranous Enteritis.—E.
Lanel believes that mucomembranous enteritis is essen-
tially a nervous disorder affecting the intestine through
the solar plexus. There is a spasmodic condition of the
intestine which produces constipation, and this alternates
with apparent diarrheal movements in whicli the scyballae

are mixed with loose feces. Hyperexcitability of the
symnathetic system is at the bottom of this condition.
Another etiological factor is hereditary arthritism, which
in the descendants causes vulnerability of the vascular and
nervous systems. Mucomembranous enteritis is, then, a
trophoneurosis, secretory and motor, caused by irritation

of the sympathetic system. Spasm of the vessels and
irregular nutrition of the intestinal walls, accompanied
by lack of function of the intestinal glands and liver,

cause prolonged digestion and putrefaction of the albu-
minoids and favors the growth of bacteria in the feces.

Irritation causes increase of mucus, pain, and spasm, and
one has presented the whole syndrome. In the treatment
of this condition one should be guided by the degree of
the disease at which the patient has arrived. In slight

degrees the treatment consists of simple movements in

which the patient's strength is not taxed ; these take up
the interest and attention ; general massage and passive
movements are also used. Circulation is improved, cellu-

lar nutrition increased, and the function of the glands and
muscles is increased. The massage used locally over the

abdomen should be very gentle and consist of stroking
motions in the line of the colon. .As the health grows bet-

ter open-air sports should be gradually begun. When in-

flammatory symptoms are present the abdominal massage
may be done over the hand of the operator with a vibra-

tor, which has an anesthetic effect on the intestines. Kinesi-
therapy permits of many forms of graded movements,
adaptable to the different conditions of the patient. It

allows of active and passive movements, and such as call

upon the use of the intelligence and will of the patient, and
give a physical reeducation. Thus it is a complete method.—Aiinali di Elettricila Medico e Terapia Fisica.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths
from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have
been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 19, 1912

:

CHOLERA
Places Date Cases Yeaths

India: Bombay June 2-8 21 21
Calcutta Apr. 2-2? .. 87

Received out of date.
Calcutta May S-25 .. 116
Madras June 2-8 1 1

Rangoon Apr. 1-30 25 24
Straits Settlements May 19-June I . .

.

2 5
YELLOW FEVER

Chile: Toco district May 1-16 62 17
Tocopilla May 1-16 237 8S

Mexico: San Juan Bautista July 14 3

Venezuela; Macuto June 1 I I

Maiquetia June 17 1 1

PLAGUE
China: Chifu June 2-8..

2 deaths on S.S. Cheongshing between Tientsin and Taku.
Hongkong May 19-June 8 . . 672 542
Tientsin June 2-8 1 1

From S.S. Cheongshing from Hongkong.
Cuba: Habana July 12 1 1

India: Bombay June 2-8 33 26
Calcutta Apr. 21-27 119
Calcutta May 5-25 166
Karachi June 2-8 11 9
Rangoon Apr. 1-30 51 46

Japan: Formosa Apr. 22-June 1 .

.

49 li
Java: Passoeroean Residency May 26-June 1 . . . 11 9
Porto Rico ; Dorado July 15 1 1

San Juan July 13 2

Straits Settlements; Singapore May 19-June 1 , . . 3 3

West Indies ; Trinidad July 11 1

SMALLPOX
China: Hongkong May 19-June 8. . . 7 S

Tientsin June 2-8 . . 1

France: Nantes June 17-23 1

Paris Junel6.22. 1

India ; Bombay June 2-8 31 23
Calcutta Apr. 21 $2 7 2

Calcutta May 5-25 8
Rangoon Apr. 1-30 154 57

Japan; Kobe June 3-16 2

Java : Batavia May 26-June 1 . . . 6 1

Mevico; Durango June 1-30 1 1

San Luis Potosi Apr. 14-20 1 1

Portugal; Lisbon June 16-22 3

Russia: Moscow May 19-June 8 . . 12 2

Odessa June 16-22 3

Riga June 9-22 7

St. Petersburg June 9-15 13 1

Siberia: Vladivostock May 17-23. 1

South Africa; Durban May 26-31 2 1

Spain; Cadiz May 1-31 2

Valencia June 16-22 19 1

Straits Settlements : Singapore May 26-June I . . . 1

Turkey in Asia: Beirut June 16-22..- 5

Turkey in Europe; Constantinople . .June 1 7-23 . . 8
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THE EFFECT OF SPECIFIC TREATMENT
ON THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID.*

By W. F. LORENZ. M.D.

mendota. wis.

The parasyphilitic affections of the central nervous

system are invariably accompanied by pathological

cerebrospinal fluids. This pathology comprises an

increase of the globulin constituent, a lymphocyto-

sis, and less frequently a positive Wassermann re-

action. The purpose of this investigation was to

ascertain the changes brought about in these three

factors after the case had been subjected to an anti-

syphilitic treatment.

Conflicting reports also have appeared in the lit-

erature. Javorski' found an alteration in the fluid

of paretics following mercurial treatment. He re-

ported a reduction in the number of lymphocytes

and likewise in the amount of globulin. Milan and
Levy Valense' noted a rapid fall in the number of

lymphocytes following the use of "606" in cases of

tabes and general paralysis. In Brown's' report

on the use of "606," he speaks of the reduction in

the numberNDf lymphocytes though the amount of

globulin remained unchanged. Upon the other

hand, Ducastel and Paraf* found no suppression of

lymphocytes in the fluid of paretics as the result of

treatment, nor was there a reduction in the case

of tabes treated with mercury and three injections

of "606" reported by Dufour." Kleinberger" found
little change in the spinal fluid of paretics or tabetics

treated with mercury and potassium iodide. In

some of his cases of paresis thus treated the lym-

phocytes were more abundant following the treat-

ment.
For this investigation I selected nine cases of

general paralysis, representing all stages of the

disease, and three cases of Huntington's chorea.

The treatment employed was the Ehrlich-Hata
preparation and sodium cacodylate. To more
fairly compare the results of these two arsenical

preparations I had to use each in a similar manner.
The intravenous method was thought to be the

most desirable for the "606," and consequently I

had to experiment with sodium cacodylate in order

to administer this by the same route.

My report upon the intravenous use of sodium
cacodylate is incidental to this paper, and I hope to

make a more complete report at some future time.

Very little has appeared upon the use of this drug

in this manner. L. Anelli' gave 0.05 gm. in i c.c.

of water directly into the vein. Mendel' com-
mented upon this mode of administration as being

superior to any other. He used one to three c.c.

of a 5 per cent, aqueous solution.

Read at the meeting of the West Side Branch of the

Chicago Medical Society, held April ry, 18. and 19, 1912,

at Chicago.

The dosage, method, intervals between administra-

tion as well as results have been variously reported

upon. Dawes and Jackson" used sodium cacody-
late hypodermically in doses of 0.2 to 0.3 gm. They
reported very favorable results in the anemias,
neurites, eczemas, neuralgias, and chronic rheuma-
tism. In syphilis Dawes suggests a massive dose
of 0.6 gm., and Murphy'" used it in doses of 0.17

to 0.3 hypodermically in early syphilis with good
results. Caffrey" reported favorably upon its use

in early syphilis. He gave 0.07 gm. deep into the

muscle for eight days, doubling this amount, and
finaly gave 0.2 gm. Schirrman*^ employed it in

gumma of the brain with very favorable results.

He gave 0.2 gm. hypodermically. Sugget" re-

ported favorably upon its use in early secondary
syphilis, hemiplegia, and in congenital syphilis.

His method was the intramuscular injection of 0.05

to 0.2 gm. Spivak''* concluded that it was a valu-

able adjunct in the treatment of syphilis, the best

results being obtained in early cases. He gave it

subcutaneously in doses of appro.ximately 0.3 gm.
The authors quoted used this preparation in daily

administrations. Cragler''^ gave the drug at inter-

vals of two weeks. He used it in tertiary syphilis

in doses of 0.05 to o. i gm., with favorable results.

Cuthbertson'" reported favorably upon its use in

erythema. His method was 0.05 gm. hypoder-

mically every three days. In a recent communica-
tion Herzfeld" draws attention to his use of

sodium arsenite subcutaneously in two cases of

syphilis with favorable results.

Those reporting unfavorably upon its use in

syphilis are Long'' and Nichols." The latter showed
very definitely that this preparation had no effect

upon the spirocheta when used experimentally in

rabbits, and could not be substituted for "606."

I began the intravenous use of sodium cacodylate

in very small doses. The first four cases received

each 0.02 gm. dissolved in 50 c.c. of normal saline.

No untoward symptoms were manifested and I

rapidly increased the dose until 0.4 gm. dissolved in

100 c.c. of normal saline was given. This was
borne without apparent ill effects, although now I

first noticed the characteristic odor to the breath.

This increase from 0.02 gm. to 0.4 gm. was made
in three weeks. In each case four intravenous In-

jections were made. I now attempted to ascertain

how long this drug remained in the circulation and
whether or not it appeared in the spinal fluid. For
this purpose six cases of dementia prrecox, show-
ing a mild anemia, though otherwise physically

healthy, were given 0.4 gm. of sodium cacodylate

by the intravenous method. The first case. "A,"
was punctured for spinal fluid and for blood twenty-
four hours after the administration, the second case,

"B," forty-eight hours, and the third case, "C,"
seventy-two hours. ' The blood serum, clotted

blood and spinal fluid were tested for the presence
of arsenic. The Marsh test was employed and .was
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made by Mr. E. J. Tully of the State Hygienic
Laboratory, Madison, Wis. The reports returned

were all negative. I then gave cases "E," "D," and
"F" 0.8 gm. of sodium cacodylate intravenously

and secured specimens of spinal fluid and blood,

three, six, and twelve hours after the administra-

tion. The urine of this last series of cases was
taken by catheter one-half hour after the adminis-

tration of the drug and subsequently a specimen
obtained when the urine was voluntarily voided.

The blood serum and spinal fluid were again re-

ported negative. I then took a case ("G"), gave i

gm. of sodium cacodylate intravenously and punc-
tured for spinal fluid and for blood one hour after

administration, again saving the urine for similar

tests. This time both the spinal fluid and blood
serum showed a trace of arsenic.

TABLE I.—RESULTS OF TESTS FOR .\RSENIC IN SPINAL
FLUID, BLOOD AND URINE—DRUG USED—MAXIMUM
LAST DOSE—METHOD—TIME SPECIMEN WAS TAKEN

AFTER DRUG ADMINISTRATION
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peated the week following ; in all 3.2 gm. were
given. Cases VI, VII, VIII, IX, XII, XIV, and
XV received the .drug by the intravenous method.
The first dose was 0.02 gm. This was increased,

and at the fourth injection Cases XII, XIV, and
XV received 0.4 gm., while Cases VI, VII, and
VIII received 0.8 gm. Case IX was given 1.2 gm.
The solution was prepared by first dissolving 4
gm. of sodium cacodylate in 10 c.c. of distilled

water. This solution was brought to the boiling

point. The final dilution used for the intravenous

injection was in the proportion of 10 mg. to i c.c.

of freshly prepared normal saline—thus 100 c.c.

equaled i gm. of the drug.

The intravenous administrations were borne
without apparent ill effect and I believe that i

gm. can be given in this manner with perfect

safety. In fact two cases, VII and \TII. in which
the drug was used in doses of 0.8 gm., have well

defined focal lesion's with left hemiplegia. Case
VIII, which will again, be referred to, is especially

interesting.

Four of the original series in whom the cere-

brospinal fluid was to be examined received "606."

In one case (IV), owing to faulty technique, the

first intravenous injection was not successful and
he received only o.i gm. The remaining three cases

received 0.3 gm. Four weeks later three of the

scarlet fever appeared. The temperature fell to

normal within twelve hours, the flush gradually dis-

appeared, and the vomiting ceased after three
hours. Three days after this reaction a pustular
eruption appeared upon the lips, which gradually
disappeared at the end of a week. This intense

reaction was due without doubt to the distilled

water not being fresh. The second administration
in which 0.5 gm. was given was not followed by
any of these symptoms. This time I was careful

to use water that was distilled the same day the

injection was made.
Sicard and Bloch''^ have claimed that changes in

spinal lymphocytosis occur without treatment. My
own experience has been that early in paresis "the

lymphocytosis as well as globulin content is high
and that late in its course both of these factors are

somewhat less involved. In order to satisfy my-
self upon this point in the series under examina-
tion, I made a second puncture at intervals of thre.e

to thirteen months after the initial puncture. Dur-
ing these intervals no antisyphilitic treatment was
given, and any change in lymphocytosis or globulin

content could be ascribed to the progress of the

disease process uninfluenced by treatment. Ex-
cepting Case VIII the results obtained at the first

puncture do not vary greatly from those obtained

at the second.

TABLE II.—RE.SULTS OF SPINAL FLUID EXAMINATIONS BEFORE AND AFTER TREAT.MENT, SHOWING CELL COUNT, GLO-
BULIN CONTENT, AS ESTIMATED BY THE NOGUCHI BUTYRIC ACID TEST AND THE AMMONIUM SULPHATE TEST-

DRUG USED— INTERVALS BETWEEN PUNCTURES

I

Case
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previous to the third puncture, and the interval

elapsing between the second and third puncture.

The lymphocytosis was estimated by the cell

chamber method. The same technique was followed

throughout the investigation. As a rule three cu.

mm. of fluid were counted and an average taken.

The most marked changes occurred in Cases I, II,

V, VI, and VIII. Two cases, I and V, showed
fluids that from the cytological and chemical ex-

amination could be called normal. In Cases II,

VII, and VIII, the reduction in the number of cells

was very marked. In Cases IV, IX, and XI, the

change was less, in fact no greater than may occur

during the interval of non-treatment. Case VI
showed a marked increase in the number of lympho-
cytes. This case is one of paresis of over four

years' duration. The general trend of the change
in the amount of lymphocytes of the spinal fluid

following treatment is well shown in Table III.

TABLE III.

Graphic Chart of changes in Lymphocytosis of the Spinai Fluid be-

fore and after Treatment.

a
a
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TABLE I\'-RESUL-re OF WASSERMANN THE SPINAL FLUID AND BLOOD SERUM BEFORE AND AFTERTREATMENT—DRLG USED—TIME AFTER ADMINISTRATION THE TEST WAS MADE.
nricK

Spinal
Case Fluid
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I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. M.
P. Ravenel, Director of the State Hygienic Labora-
tory, Madison, Wis., for the help rendered, to Dr.

W. T. Mefford of Chicago for the Wassermann
tests, and to Dr. Charles Gorst, Superintendent of

the Wisconsin State Hospital, and my colleagues,

Dr. M. K. Green and Dr. A. Sauthoff, for their

kind cooperation.
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EXAMINATIONS OF THE EYES OF COL-
LEGE STUDENTS.
By M. DRESB.\CH. M.D.,

ITH.\CA, N. y.

FROU THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL CULTURE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

It has become an almost universal practice in the

colleges and universities of this country to require

a physical examination of entering students, and
many institutions require a prescribed course in

physical culture extending over one or more years.

In making such requirements the schools assume
the function of guarding the health of the voung
men and women during a part or the whole of their

study years. In this respect our educational sys-

tem is unique; but, as might be supposed, the atti-

tude taken towards this subject is by no means the

same in all institutions. This fact is shown by the
varying extent to which emphasis is laid upon ath-

letic sports at different schools, and by the ex-
tremes in the methods employed in e.xamining the
students for physical defects. An inquiry into these
methods shows that they range from superficial in-

spections, by untrained persons in charge, to rigid

tests and thorough examinations by specialists with
a medical training. Until very recently but little

careful attention has been given to ocular defects
(and still less heed has been paid to ear, nose, throat,

and kidney conditions), it having been deemed suffi-

cient to know whether or not the student was sound
in heart and lungs, or whether or not he met cer-

tain so-called standard tests of measurement and
strength. In other words, the physical examina-
tions have often been far from complete, some very
important organs having been omitted. It is one

of these neglected organs that I wish to consider in

this paper, which is based upon facts revealed by

the examination of the eyes of a large and repre-

sentative body of students.

The problem of how to inspect a large body of

entering students in the shortest time compatible

with efficiency is a difficult one. For the good of

the students it is desirable that they should have

the complete examination as soon after entrance as

possible, preferably within three months after en-

rollment. Where a thousand or more individuals

must be examined, it means, of course, that either

a few examiners will work many hours a day for

several weeks or months, or that a larger examining
force must be secured to complete the work within

the desired length of time. At this institution it

has been necessary during the past two years to

examine from 1400 to 1600 men students and from
200 to 300 women students on entrance. This work
has been done by two examiners for the men and
one for the women, but during the present year a

third physician has been secured for the men in

order that certain features of the work might be

extended and improved.

The object of the examination.—While my prin-

cipal duty was to make the eye, ear, nose, and
throat examinations, the general object of the en-

tire physical inspection, as conducted at this insti-

tution, may be stated as follows: (i) To detect

those students who have physical defects or states

of health of such a nature that immediate medical

attention is advisable, as, for example, in the case

of those with cardiac and pulmonary lesions, ocular

troubles, infectious diseases, etc. (2) To pick out

those with minor defects and faulty development,

in order that corrective exercises may be begun.

(3) To determine the fitness of candidates for spe-

cial athletics to go into contests, and to advise such

candidates about their physical condition from time

to time. (4) To tabulate vital statistics which may
be of value.

Objects, methods, aiid limitation of the e.vamina-

tions for z'isual defects.—As stated above, it is de-

sirable to have these examinations made as soon as

possible after the student enters college, in order

that he may have the benefit of the information ob-

tained. The practice here is to require the student

to report at once to the physical director after regis-

tration in order to i.nake an appointment for the

complete physical examination. In this inspection

approximately one-half the time is devoted to the

eye, ear, nose, and throat tests. The eye-tests have
included the following steps, each eye being taken

separately : (
i ) Inspection for external signs of

inflammation or other evidence of disease. (2) De-
termination of visual acuity by means of test let-

ters. (3) Examination for refractive errors,

myopia, hyperopia, and astigmatism. (4) Exam-
ination for muscular imbalance. (5) Testing of

the power of accommodation. (6) Elicitation of

symptoms of eyestrain.

In steps 3, 4, 5, and 6, we made use of the trial

lenses,* and took into account errors of 0.25 D. or

more. Heterophoria of less than 5 degrees was not

recorded. By means of well directed questions the

history of each student was obtained and noted, and
if there were objective or subjective signs of eye-

strain ; if glasses worn were poorly adjusted or

without correction for astigmatism ; if the last ex-

amination had been made without a cycloplegic or

The trial frame used was devised by Dr. George M.
Gould. It is accurate and permits one to work rapidly.
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"drops," or if it had been made more than two
years before the student registered for examina-
tion at this institution; if lenses worn had been or-
dered by some optician, optometrist, or "eyesight
specialist ;" in short, if any suspicion arose that ex-
amination l)y a competent physicain was advisable,
the student was so informed. He was also re-
quested to report later as to what he had done about
the matter.

In carrying on these tests there have been certain
limitations which should be mentioned. First, no
cycloplegic was used (as is done at the University
of Pennsylvania). While this restriction made it

impossible to diagnose accurately the nature,
amount, etc., of the refractive error in some cases,
it was always possible to decide whether or not a
more thorough examination was needed. All cases
of doubtful diagnosis were appropriately marked
and most of such students were sent to an oculist at
once. These cases are included among the "un-
clasMhed'' in the table below. Secondly, there was
the time-limit. The average time given to each stu-
dent was from 10 to 15 minutes. In some instances
this was increased and in particular cases a special
appointment was made for more extended testing.
Thirdly, the ophthalmoscope was not often used.
However, all cases in which inspection of the
fundus was indicated were sent to the oculist. In
spite of these limitations, the results have been very
encouraging and have shown that it is possible for
one or two men to examine rapidly a large number
of students with a degree of success that justifies
the time, labor, and expense devoted to the work.

In the tables below are collected certain data
which have been accumulated during the past three
years. Many points of clinical and scientific inter-
est liave been observed but they could not be brought
within the scope of this paper. Thus, to mention
only one, the subject of muscular imbalance has
not been discussed in any way though it is impor-
tant. The data given are not presented because
they offer anything new, but because they help to
emphasize the too greatly neglected factor of eye-
strain in its relation to health and happiness, and
therefore to efficiency of work. The statistics have
been classified in a way that is purely personal with
the writer. An attempt has been made to present
them in a form which is clear and which will make
them available for comparison with others of the
kind. The separation of the students into two
groups—those wearing glasses and those not wear-
ing them—has no special significance. It simplv
serves to indicate the number who, for one reason
or another, have found it necessary to pay some
attention to their eyes. How well' this duty has
been performed is another matter which must be
determined in each separate case. The data are
given as percentages, and a word of explanation
as to how the percentages are calculated is neces-
sary. The table is divided into sixteen subdivisions
in which will be found the numerical values upon
which the calculations are based. Thus, for exam-
ple, the table shows ( in division 3 ) that there were
2161 students who had hyperopic astigmatism, com-
pound or simple, and who did not wear glasses. Of
these 2161, 89 per cent, had normal visual acuity.
Division 6 shows that 320 (wearing glasses) had
myopic astigmatism, compound or simple, and that
50 per cent, of these had a reduction of acuity to
between 20/40 and 20/100 (that is, to between
1/2 and 1/5 normal), etc.

Another point that will be noted is that the classi-
fication of refractive errors is limited practically
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to a division into hyperopic and myopic types,
though a few figures are given relating to asym-
metric and mixed astigmatism, to unequal visual
acuity of the two eyes, and to some other matters.
This arrangement has been unavoidable for the rea-

TABLE OF STATISTICS.
From Examination of 3326 Regularly Enrolled Men.

The asterisk printed after the numbers in the right hand column
indicates that glasses were worn.

.Astigmatism—simple and compound.
(1) 2484 (2) 842'
ler cent. with hyperopic Per cent. with hyperopic

type 87 type so
Per cent, with myopic type.. 8 Per cent, with myopic type. ] 39Unclassified (including Unclassified cases 8mixed astig., doubtful (as in division 1)
diagnoses) 3.0

Astigmatism (hyperopic type).

(3) 2161 (4) 427'
Per cent, with acuity normal Acuity normal in both eyes,

in both eyes ........ .89 60 per cent.
.'\cuity subnormal m both Acuity subnormal in both eyes
.«>.« .••,•> Vr- ' 32 percent.
Acuity in left eye normal but .Acuity normal in one eye, sub-
subnormal in right 4 normal in other.. 8 per cent

\ ice versa 2 Acuity reduced to 20/40 or
Acuity reduced to 20/40 or less in one or both eyes... 19

less in one or both eyes...lOt
tPercentage calculated from those with subnormal acuity.

Astigmatism (myopic type).

(5) 222 (6) 320'
Acuity 20/40-20/100 both eyes, Acuity 20/40-20/100 both eyes,

34 per cent. 50 per cent
Acuity 20/40 or less one eye. Acuity 20/40 or less in one eyei

13 per cent. 5 per cent
Acuity 20/100 or less in one or Acuity 20/100 or less in one or

both eyes 4 per cent. both eyes 2-3 per cent.

(7) Asymmetric and mixed. (8) Anisometropia.
Percentage asymmetric axes Total percentage with unequal

in hyperopic eyes (yr. 1910) visual acuity in the two eyes
with normal vision 40 due to errors of refraction, in-
"«',"ase of axes at or near eluding both myopic and hy-
180 m asymmetric class. . .50 peropic types, amounting to

Mixed astigmatism, with v. = 0.25 D. or more (no glasses
20/40 or less—approximately worn) 10 per cent
2 per cent of those with sub- Emmetropia,
normal vision. Total number in whom no re-

fractive error below 0.25 D
could be demonstrated 18 or 20

Hyperopia and Myopia.
(10) Simple hyperopia and my- (!1) Simple hyperopia and my-

opia (glasses not worn), opia (glasses worn) 3 per cent.
. 2.0 per cent. Myopia of low degree.

Myopia of 5 D or more—a half- 88 per cent.
dozen cases. Mvopia of medium degree.

Proportion of hyperopes to my- 6 per cent,
opes among those who have Myopia of high degree,
subnormal vision: Hyperopes 12 per cent,
slightly in excess. Cases with one eye myopic

and one hyperopic 30

Miscellaneous Data.

i^"^ Percentage of students who
Percentage of 3326 students have never consulted a

weariiis glasses 27 specialist 40
Percentage wearing glasses Percentage with symptoms of

constantly 3 or 4 eye strain (no glasses
Percentage of 842 wearing worn), approximately 25

glasses needing change of Showing symptoms and glasses
lenses 40 worn 22

Number blind or practically so Muscular imbalance of 5 de-
in one eye 15 grees or more (no glasses

Number totally blind in both worn) 2 percent
eyes (year 1911-12) 6 Nystagmus 1 case

Percentage with weak accom- Diplopia Several
modation (no glasses worn) 4

Total per cent, with subnormal
icuity 30

Women Students (360 examinations).

[}.^} 205 (14) 155. 43 per cent.
\ ision normal both eyes, Hyperopic astigmatism,

„ . .

"0 per cent. 40 per cent.
Hyperopic astigmatism. Myopic astigmatism .. 50 per cent.

_, 88 per cent. Unclassified 10 per cent
Myopic astigmatism. . 7 per cent.
Unclassified astigmatism,

3 per cent.

Miscellaneous Data.

^*5) Women who had never consulted
Percentage of those not wearing a specialist 40 per cent.

glasses who_ showed symptoms Asymmetric astigmatism, vision
of eye strain 36 per cent. normal (no glasses).

Showing symptoms and glasses 42 per cent.
worn 26 per cent Anisometropia (no glasses),

-Number of serious cases of 12 per cent.
eye strain 28 Simple hyperopia and myopia

(no glasses) 2 per cent.

116) Short Course Students (agricultural). t Total 1091.
Hyperopic astigmatism_. Wearing glasses 12 per cent.

^ 77 per cent. G'asses wrong 40 per cent.
Myopic astigmatism.. 17 per cent. Showing symptoms (no glasses
Unclassified astigmatism, worn) 13 per cent.

,^, 6 per cent. Marked anisometropia but no
Never examined by oculist, symptoms 7 per cent.

50 per cent.

fMainly from rural districts, and attending courses for 12 weeks
only.
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son that, under the restrictions mentioned above,

refraction work must necessarily be only qualita-

tive. An attempt has been made in each case to

determine the manifest myopia or hyperopia, and

to locate as closely as possible the axes of astig-

matism. The data given on this last point are pre-

sented as approximate figures only.

Discussion of some phases of the subject of eye-

strain suggested by the above statistics.—The im-

portance of visual defects in school life is now
pretty generally recognized, though there is still a

woeful lack of intelligent cooperation among par-

ents, teachers, and physicians in dealing with chil-

dren handicapped by malfunctioning eyes. This

condition of affairs exists in spite of the fact that

attention was long ago called to the prevalence of

eye defects in school children by the papers of

Erismann' and Conrad^ (1874) in Europe, and by

Vance' and Loring* (1877), Risley^ (1878, 1881),

and Randall" (1882) in this country. The results

of these earlier writers have been abundantly con-

firmed by many ophthalmologists, both in America
and abroad. That many children do not have their

eyes examined at the critical time is well

known.', ", '', '" This neglect has been strikingly

shown by our statistics, too, from which it apiiear.-;

that from 30 to 40 per cent, of the students have

never consulted an oculist.* Among these young
people have been found many with deplorable con-

ditions of the eyes, conditions which are frequently

due entirely to neglect or to ignorant treatment.

This point will be considered later.

There are many phases of the subject of eyestrain

suggested by the above tables, but only a few can

be considered here. In the first place it should be

stated that we have used the generally accepted

standard of visual acuity, viz., the Snellen test let-

ters at a distance of twenty feet. Those who could

read the letters subtending an angle of 5 minutes

were set down as having an angle of normal acuity,

expressed as 20/20. If we had held the men up to

the higher standard of 20/15, as some of the best

oculists are now doing, there would have been found
a much larger number with subnormal eyesight.

With the standard used here 30 per cent, of all stu-

dents had subnormal acuity in one or both eyes.

The next fact to be noted is the high percentage

of hyperopic errors. The figures given are in fair

accord with those of Posey and McKenzie" and
\\ itli those of Zinimermann,'- which, excepting the

work of Derby" and Randall," are about the only

published statistics relating to eye defects among
college students. The fact that the majority of eyes

are hyperopic would seem to be too well known to

deserve mention, but it is a fact which, after all,

cannot be overemphasized, particularly in explain-

ing to students and non-medical people generally

the causes of eyestrain. When we consider that

the hyperopic eye is relieved of work only a moment
at a time during the whole of the waking period,

and that when focussed upon near objects, as in

reading or doing any close work, the strain put upon
such an eye is tremendously increased, the wonder
is that poor vision and resultant ill health are not

more prevalent. It may be stated that in a large

body of individuals as strong and healthy as the

majority of American college students are, at least

*Gulick, in the Medical Record, Vol. 70, page 12,

says: "Not less than 30 per cent, of all children in our
(New York City) elementary schools are suffering from
ocular defects demanding correction, and not less than

17 per cent, have ocular defects so severe as to be a se-

rious menace to their progress."

10 per cent, will have subnormal sharpness of vision

as a result of the strain induced by hyperopia and

particularly by hyperopic astigmatism.

The importance of astigmatism was first clearly

demonstrated by the epoch-making work of Bon-

ders,'^ and since his time volumes have been written

upon the subject. It has been shown that the ma-
jority of eyes are astigmatic to a greater or less

degree. Gould, basing his statement on the exam-

ination of 15,000 or more pairs of eyes, says that lit-

tle or much of this form of ametropia is present in

99 per cent, of eyes. There is no doubt that astig-

matism holds a commanding place as a pathogenetic

factor.'"' " '*• '^- 2"- ^1 It is not the purpose of

this paper to discuss this subject, however. It

is permissible, though, to plead for a recognition

of the importance of astigmatism as a cause of

eyestrain and many forms of ill health, and to

call attention to the fact that it is a condition which

is often overlooked, because with the ordinary trial

frame and lenses, and with some of the methods

general employed, it is impossible to measure low

refractive errors with any degree of accuracy.

It should be appreciated, too, that often in normal

visual acuteness, astigmatism, pernicious in almost

every case, cannot be found, much less measured,

without the use of drops or, in technical language,

without cycloplegia. The inaccurate work done in

ignorance of, and in open defiance of, such well-

established facts is accountable for many failures

to relieve distress caused by eyes laboring under the

handicap of refractive errors.

In this connection may be mentioned other itn-

portant facts. It is well to remember that hyperopic

eyes, which are known to be so prone to set up dis-

turbances of one sort and another, may, in the be-

ginning at least, cause no other result than gradu-

ally failing vision. In many instances we have noted

marked reduction in acuity without the individual

having suspected it. The explanation seems to be

that the brain in such cases early fails to secure

binocular vision, in that it neglects the impressions

from one eye. In this way the individual may es-

cape the sufferings of eyestrain, because of mon-

ocular vision, which, in the course of time, may
result in permanent and severe injury to the ne-

glected eye as a consequence of disuse. This means,

of course, a great handicap; and there is the added

danger of total blindness, or near approach to it, in

case the better eye be injured by accident, of which

there is no small risk among those students who
work in chemical laboratories, machine shops, and

the like. Generally, these eyes which are going out

of function by reason of the disuse which the re-

fractive error entails may be saved in these young

people by proper glasses.

Another phase of the results of hyperopia, and of

the astigmatism nearly always associated with it, is

the matter of reflex disturbances met with in so

called nervous individuals. These are persons with

nervous systems of such a nature that persistent

strain of any kind easily disturbs the equilibrium of

the nervous organization, with the result that symp-

toms of the disturbance develop in one direction or

another. Often these patients either fall into the

hands of unscrupulous quacks who style themselves

"specialists," or else wander into some sort of a

sanatorium where a vague diagnosis is inade and

some such loosely used term as "neurasthenia" set

down as the difficulty. They may be then treated

by every therapeutic measure except accurately fit-

ted glasses. In many instances a pair of scientific
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spectacles, properly worn, is all that is needed to
restore the individual to health. We do not often
meet with such cases in a body of college stu<lents,
but we do encounter not a few students who have
constitutions which can but poorly stand the pres-
sure of a four-year course of study j)lus the extra
strain which even a low grade of refractive error
necessitates.

Allusion to this tjpe usually calls to mind the
poorly nourished, anemic person, more frequently a
woman, who has difficulty in doing mental work
and who often complains of being nervous. But
these are not the only sufferers from eyestrain.
There is another type altogether different, but not
so frequently met with, represented by the big,
healthy boy, whose strength and virility enable him
to take part in such vigorous sports as football,
hockey, etc.. but whose life is often made miserable
by severe headaches, and occasionally by insomnia,
photophobia (hypersensitiveness to light), or indi-
gestion. Most frequently the trouble first mani-
fests itself as sleepiness on attempting to study, or
as conjunctivitis 01 inllammation of the eyelids, etc.
The symptoms are relieved to a large extent by
strenuous exercise but often this fails to mitigate
the discomfort which follows close work with the
eyes. On examination, hyperopic astigmatism is

usually found to be the cause of the diffic"iilty, which
disappears under proper treatment with glasses.
Myopia is also such a common defect, and people

generally are so familiar with the prevalence of
"near sight," that an additional word on the subject
would seem quite unnecessary. The intention here
is riot to discuss myopia but to speak of the way in

which it is, unfortunately, so frequently trea'ted.

Myopia may or may not be a very dangerous dis-
ease. Some oculists would say that it is always
serious, inasmuch as it distinctly limits the field of
vision. Certainly in progressive myopia we have a
dangerous condition of the eye, and one which de-
mands the most careful treatment. It is pitiful to
see how some cases of near sight are handled, or
even allowed to go unattended altogether. I re-
member one poor boy who came for examination
about a month after entering college. He could
not see a single letter on the test chart. It was
quickly discovered that he had a myopia of about
2.50 D. with oblique axes of astigmatism. He had
never had his eyes examined and was not aware that
his vision was poor. He only knew that he did not
see as well as some people. As the examination
proceeded he became ill at ease, and when asked
if the tests bothered him, he said that they made him
feel "sick." The next moment he fell over in a
faint. He was placed under the care of a good
oculist, who had considerable trouble in carrving
his examinations of the boy to completion at first.

because of the nervous condition of the patient.
Eventually the young man was enabled to continue
his four-year course. How he could have done this
without glasses is difficult to imagine. Manv other
instances of the neglect of eyes could be given, as
could also many examples of the bungling attempts
to relieve near sight. Many times have students
come up for examination, which revealed that they
had well advanced compound myopic astigmatism
that had been entirely overlooked, or, what is worse,
disregarded, bv some one who had simply given
plain concave lenses to improve vision.
At this point it should be stated that a fearful

amount of botch work is done, both in the refraction
of eyes and in the supplying and adjusting of

glasses, with the result that there is almost as much
glass strain as eyestrain." We find refraction being
done without cycloplegia when "drops" are ab.solute-
ly essential for determining the true statical errors;
patients are not required to return for confirmatory
exaniinaiions and inspection of their glasses

;

they are not told the importance of keeping their
glasses properly adjusted and cleaned; their eye-
lashes are allowed to rub against the lenses, and
foolish notions about spectacles are permitted to in-
terfere with the oculist's work. The most astonish-
ing thing is the employment of incorrect test lenses,
of which there must be an amazing number in the
land, because it has been found that even the best op-
tical firins have put out test cases, pronounced per-
fect, which in some instances have proved to contain
many wrongly marked lenses, particularlv among the
cylinders. One such "perfect" set contained nearly
17 per cent, of incorrect cylinders.^^ In addition, the
opticians who grind the lenses for the patient fre-
quently do miserable work. They interchange the
len.ses. or reverse them, center them improperly, lo-

cate the axes wrongly, and adjust the frames badly.
It is no wonder that people often fail to obtain relief,

become discouraged, and eventually resort to almost
anything in their despair.

Here a word may be said about the unfortunate
and vicious legislative errors which have been made
in this country. Our laws have made it possible
for people to do refraction work without having
any knowledge of the eye and its diseases, and par-
ticularly without the slightest idea of the close re-

lation of ocular conditions to pathological states of
other organs,"* and thus it comes about that many
persons, ignorant of the complexity of the eve, and
of the skill and knowledge required to treat its dis-
eases, generally due to refractive errors, place them-
selves in the hands of "eyesight specialists" and
persons who make a great point about testing the
eyes without the use of "poison drops." The re-

sult is that miserable refraction work is done and
serious lesions of the eye are overlooked. Not in-

frequently these ocular disturbances are due to dis-

ease processes located primarily in other organs, and
thus the diagnosis of dangerous maladies is delayed.
Twenty-six states in this country encourage work
to be done in this way by licensing people to prac-
tise "optometry"=^' ^^ without a medical education
and with no more experience than a few weeks' or
months' training in elementary optics. And what is

more to our shame, we are not yet rid of quacks
who do not refract but who prey upon ignorant peo-
ple by offering to cure for stated sums all sorts
of serious ocular diseases by "magic eye treatment"
of one kind and another. These are conditions
which seem impossible when we think of how we
I'ride ourselves on our twentieth century methods
of education. They are serious matters which call

for intelligent and careful consideration.
Allusion has already been made to the import-

ance of astigmatism and of unequal visual acuity
of the two eyes, or anisometropia, as this condition
is technically called. The two subjects may well
lie given brief consideration together because the
latter condition, which is much more common than
usually supposed, is so frequently caused by the
former. It is important to note that the percent-
age of eyes having unlike axes of corneal curvature
is high. (We should remember that it is such eves
that most frequently cause trouble.) Further, it is

interesting to observe that quite a number will have
the axes exactly reversed in the two eyes, that is,
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the planes of abnormal curvature will be at 90 and

180 degrees respectively, for example. All pos-

sible deviations from the vertical axis, 90, are

found, and the percentage of odd axes is large.

When we remember that, in addition to this, the

amount of curvature defect in the two eyes may
differ greatly, thus producing the condition called

anisometropia, we can easily see how difficult it is,

in many cases, to obtain binocular vision, and how
great the corresponding strain upon the nervous

and visual mechanisms may be. Dr. George M.
Gould has emphasized the fact that an ametropic de-

fect which throws the focus only 1/300 of an inch

away from the point where it ought to be may inter-

fere distinctly with the sharpness of vision. In the

majority of ametropic eyes the misplacing of the im-

age is more than 1/300 of an inch. Furthermore, be-

aause of the fact that the refractive power of the two
eyes is generally not the same, the size, shape, and

position of the two images are such that it is diffi-

cult, or impossible, to fuse the two impressions into

one mental picture. It comes about that with this

effort the coincident strain aggravates the defect,

and sooner or later reflex functional disturbances

arise, such as headache, nervousness, indigestion,

and many other symptoms which presage the ap-

proach of ill health.

The author-' just quoted, who has done so much
in this country to emphasize the importance of ex-

act correction of astigmatism and anisometropia, is

of the opinion that these two conditions are the

great causes of eyestrain, and secondarily of a

large number of systemic diseases. The beginning
of ill health is certainly often to be traced to reflex

disturbances of ocular origin. One of the most in-

teresting and valuable things that this writer has

pointed out is the connection between right and left-

handcdness and right and left-eyedness, and thd

important practical bearing this relation may have
in the treatment of visual defects.^*, " It is a sub-

ject incompletely investigated as yet, but it is doubt-
less of great significance. We have not appreciated

fully the harm done to left-handed children in at-

tempting to make them right handed, nor the dam-
age tliat may follow when a left-eyed individual is

compelled by an ocular defect to be right-eyed, or

a right-eyed one to be left-eyed. In this connec-
tion it is important to recall that not every person
with bad eyes has general symptoms. We have
found many instances of astonishing degrees of

ametropia, both of hyperopic and myopic varieties,

with absolutely no symptoms of eyestrain. It may
be said that it sometimes happens that no symptoms
develop in these subjects until some unskilled per-

son attempts to render the eyes emmetropic by
glasses. It is clear that the danger of badly im-

paired vision in these insidious cases is great.

In completing this division of the subject brief

allusion will be made to the relation of college work
to increase of eye defects. We have not had oppor-
tunity here to follow up this subject, but we have
undoubted proof that many eyes fail during the

college course. It seems to be most noticeable here
among architectural and engineering students, and
is doubtless due to the great amount of drawing
required of these men. One important factor in

the production of failing eyes is poor artificial

light and poor distribution of such light. There
are thousands of students working many hours at

night, and even many hours in daytime, with glar-

ing electric lights shining directly into their faces.

Lights are generally arranged in libraries, reading
rooms, and laboratories without much reference to

the comfort of those who must use them. There
are great public and university libraries where hun-
d'eds of eyes are treated daily to the most un-

hygienic distribution of light imaginable. When
shall we learn the injustice of this sort of thing?

Another cause of failing students' eyes is the

use of skull caps, which furnish no protection from
bright sunlight. Jo compel boys, especially those

with sensitive retinas, to wear these caps in obedi-

ence to college customs is a vicious practice. More
sensible caps could just as well serve to distinguish

freshmen and sophomores, etc., and a vast amount
of eye trouble would be prevented.

Eye-tests at various colleges and universities.—
In the introduction it was stated that the thorough-
ness of the physical examinations at various institu-

tions varies greatly. Bearing upon this point, I

have collected statistics by sending a questionaire,

with especial reference to eye examinations, to

about 150 institutions of learning in this country.

Replies were received from 105, and to those who
were kind enough to answer the questions my
thanks are due. Twenty-two of the institutions

from which replies were received do not require

eye examinations. Some of these institutions do
not consider such work practical, others are in-

different, while a few have a genuine interest and
enthusiasm in the work. Among those which do
not require these examinations were three promi-
nent schools of technology, two well known schools

for women, and one great tuiiversity, all having a

large number of students. In most instances where
the tests are made they are made by the physical

director in charge, who is often not a physician.

In only about a dozen institutions is an eye spe-

cialist engaged. Eighteen replies indicated that this

sort of work was done with care and interest, to a

degree that an effort had been made to get at im-

portant facts regarding the influence of eyestrain

upon the college vvork and the health of the stu-

dents. From the replies of these few schools it

could be seen that the tests were being made care-

fully and that results were being recorded and
studied. The writer was interested to know what
estimate had been made elsewhere of the number
of students needing glasses. In seventeen col-

leges and universities the estimates ranged from
10 to nearly 100 per cent., the latter figure being
that from a government institution, where, it is

stated, practically every student wears glasses be-

fore he finishes his course. The average of the

percentages quoted is 34, which is probably not far

from the truth. Taking the regularly enrolled men
at this institution, the lowest estimate I can put

upon the proportion whose eyes are defective

enough to justify the wearing of glasses is 40 per

cent. Among the women it will be higher by at

least 5 per cent. In one well known college for

women where careful examinations of the eyes are

made, the physician in charge estimates that from
50 to 60 per cent, of the students wear glasses

or need them.
From the facts given in this paper it may be

seen that ocular defects must be an important factor

in determining the efficiency of the work done by
college students ("witness the case cited). It is

also apparent that we are sorely in need of means
for examining more thoroughly the eyes of the

public school children. Rough tests for myopia
alone are all that are usually attempted, so that

many cases of astigmatism and hyperopia are over-

looked.

These are often the most serious cases. In
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spite of the agitation which lias been inaile. eve
strain is a matter which has been too greatly neg-
lected. There is no doubt that many a worthy
student has been dropped in disgrace from his col-

lege when he might have completed his course with
credit had his eyes permitted him to study as he
desired to do. It is important to recognize, there-

fore, that eyestrain is not a fad and not simply

a pet subject for eye specialists to harp about.

Defective vision is a real condition afflicting most
seriously the lives and careers of great numbers of

people, and among our college students it is one
of the most important factors which have to do
with progress and success.

I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Drs.

L. Coville, A. C. Durand, George M. Gould, J. S.

Kirkendall, S. A. Mumford, and R. C. Wilson of

Ithaca for assistance in collecting data for this

paper. By the help of these gentlement the labor

connected with the work has been made a pleasure.
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THE PROBLEM OF VENEREAL PROPHY-
LAXIS.

By ROBERT A. BACHMANN, M.D.,

SUBOEON, UNITED STATES NAVY; DXECUTIVE SURGEON UNITED STATES
NAVAL HOSPITAL, NEWPORT, R. ].

In the matter of medical interest preventive medi-
cine as contrasted to therapeutics has always been,
more or less, the under dog. Metchnikoff's experi-
ments proving that syphilis can be prevented by the
application of a 30 per cent calomel ointment created
quite a stir of attention, but nothing like the verit-

able storm of interest, even extending to the
laity, which followed the announcement of Ehr-
lich's curative agent. Yet of the two, eventually,

in the course of time the former will be adjudged
the more valuable contribution to medical science

and mankind. Where literally thousands of medical
men rushed to the employment of salvarsan and a

torrent of reports resulting from its worldwide use
flowed in upon the medical press, only the most
casual use was made of calomel ointment as a pro-

phylactic and laboratory as well as practical corrob-
oration was extremely meager.

In our army and navy, perhaps the greatest

amount of interest was shown and attempts wxre
made towards the practical application of Metchni-
koff's discovery, but even here it cannot truly be said

to have been the subject of much productive study,

particularly systematic and scientific experimenta-
tion. The amount of work done in the two services,

to put the question, of not only luetic but gonorrheal
and chancroidal prevention on a sound basis, has
been exceedingly conscientious as well as painstak-

ing, but unfortunately the results are so lamentably
at variance that at the present time the question

—

Does venereal prophylaxis prevent venereal dis-

eases?—put to a dozen service medical officers will

bring forth quite a diversity of opinion. The report

of the Suigeon General of the Navy is what might
be called only lukewarm in its comment

:

"Venereal diseases continue to be the most potent

factor of damage to the naval service. During the

past year 138,083 sick days were caused by venereal

disease alone. During the past year a system of

prophylaxis against venereal disease has been car-

ried out. The Bureau is of opinion that prophy-
laxis against venereal disease is of value. The de-

crease in the number of cases of syphilis is striking.

It is believed that some form of prophylactic packet,

which can be taken by the men and used immediately
after exposure, will prove more effective. That there

is not a more marked decrease is due to the more
rigorous search for concealed cases; also a more
widespread knowledge of the dangers of venereal

infections has brought to the surface an increment

of hitherto carefully concealed disease. To-day we
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are obtaining a more accurate admission rate for
venereal disease than the statistics of the Navy have
hitherto shown."
That gonorrhea is not mentional as having suf-

fered a "striking"" decrease is significant, and as a
matter of fact in the detailed report it holds its un-
disputed place at the head of the list of diseases.

The admission rate for all venereal diseases for the

last three years which comprise the era of prophy-
laxis, and the year 1906 for comparison, is as fol-

lows:
Total Navy.
1906 1909 1910 1911

Personnel 41.313 .'i2.913 57,172 58,340
Gonorrhea

Admissions 2,085 3,015 5,861 6.062
Chancroid

Admissions 537 665 1,57,? 1,968,
Syphilis

Admissions 9S1 1,001 1,4 76 1,315

Now as the venereal propaganda was probably car-

ried on more rigorously on board ship, where it

could be done with greater efficiency, the statistics

for the force afloat are also given:

Force Afloat
1906 1909 1910 1911

Personnel 34.820 32,181 34.688 35,56?
Gonorrhea

Admissions 1,641 2,054 3,956 3.906
Chancroid

Admissions 458 512 1,178 1,409
Syphilis

Admissions 710 564 829 849

From these figures it is rather difficult to see where
the decrease in the prevalence of syphilis is ac-

counted for, but this is evidently shown in special

reports. The poor showing of the statistics is

partly explained by the fact that the closer exam-
inations of the men since prophylaxis was begun
resulted in a much larger number of cases being
detected and reported.

The Surgeon of the Army in his latest report

makes this rather favorable statement : "The propa-
ganda for the prevention of venereal diseases in

the Army which was initiated by this office in Janu-
arv, 1909, has begun to show good results as demon-
strated by the rates for 1910, as compared with the

preceding year. These were as follows, for the

whole army

:
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thymol, and eucalyptol have been used. The steps 'J'reatments ^ 268
of apphcation are about as follows: (i) Wash '

'

qo h
external genital organs thoroughly with Hg CL with p«>phyiactic. ,

"^"."^
64 infections

solution, 1-5000. (2) Inject into the urethra 4 s.^te^-S" 00k prophviactic-vdihin 10 "hours
• ^° >'-''°-

centimeters of a solution of whatever chemical is wju, prophyUctic
chancroid

thought best and retain this from i to 5 minutes wi^'o-t prophylactic;::;::::;::::;;:::::;;::;:::::: 2? IS'™!
(3 ) Smear entire penis with a 25-50 per cent, calo-

'"' "^"^ ""^ "'"""^'-''^ ^^^^1° "»""•

mel ointment, particularly about frenum. wi.tr^J^^Xiactic: :;:;;;;::: A JSfc'--This comprises the salient features of almost ,,, . .
12 mfect.ons

every one of the various double methods in use and *7;" ^^^^^ infected after using prophylaxis were over
is supposed to be efficient for as long as eight hours !"^ lo-hour interval. This is a rather good show-
after exposure. '"^' particularly in syphilis. Major Howard's

In the Army and Navy the double method is
method was as follows

:

"
( i ) Wash external genital

given the men after they return to the ship or bar-
^^/g^^s thoroughly with bichloride of mercury solu-

racks from shore liberty on the following morning. ''°" (^-Spoo)- (2) Inject into urethra 4 c.c. argy-
But attempts have been made to devise a means of

rol solution (20 per cent, j iising ordinary peni.'^

immediate application. This has resulted in the
?y'"ge- Solution to be held' in urethra for full

getting up of various packages containing a syringe ^X^ minutes. (3) The entire penis will be smeared
or dropper, an antiseptic solution, and calomel oint-

^'"' .c^lo'^el ointment (20 per cent, j and allowed to
ment. Collapsible tubes, being loaded on one end

'"e"iain undisturbed. .About 2 grams of ointment
with protargol or argyrol solutions and on the other

^^''" ^^ sufficient ordinarily. Especial care to be
with calomel ointment, have been constructed, plain,

'^^''en that the head of penis and foreskin are thor-
or made to resemble a cartridge to disarm suspicion.'

o"ghly covered." The report gives no comparative
The Army packet "K" consists at present of a pro-

"gures, but in 393 treatments covering two months,
targol (20 per cent.) or argyrol (10 per cent. ) solu- r^^^^ '^^^^^ °^ infection occurred. The total num^
lion, a medicine dropper or syringe and a vial of 30

°^ "^^" exposed is not given, but 22 cases of
per cent, calomel ointment. Difterent medical offi-

^'e"ereal infection (not classified in report) occurred
cers have modified this to suit individual ideas. The '" '"^" ""' taking any preventive,

original packet, gotten up by Col. Raymond, con-
^''°'"

''l^^?
reports it seems fair to conclude that

tained no calomel ointment and was intended rnerely
prophylaxis is possible, but that it requires a great

as prophylactic against "clap." So much for the ^^' °^ attention on the part of the medical officers

double methods. ^.'"^ t'^at the double method itself must be very
The single method consists of one medicament

vigorously applied in order to be effective. Even
usually an ointment, which protects against all , 'r^^^^

will occur. So it cannot be counted, at

venereal diseases. The bases of these various oint-
^^^' !" gonorrhea and chancroid, as a certain safe-

ments are lard, lanoline, and vaseline, alone or in f"^f. • j" ^'^'^ ''^^ ^''i^''^ the strict routine and
combination. Calomel is the principal ingredient

.facility for controlling men are impossible it is

and by some is considered a sufficient prophylactic
.'"^Practicable As for its immediate application it

against gonorrhea as well as chancroids and syphilis '? ^° !„ of objections, such as difficulty of applica-

Carbolic acid, thymol, argyrol, protargol, lysol and ' ^
"^^^^sary packages, staining of clothes,

trikresol have been used incorporated with the *^'.^", ^^^ *^^" confidently expect it never to be

calomel to increase its preventive value against "^^, • , , , ,

chancroid and gonorrhea. A collapsible tube of
^"^ single method has had no extensive trials and .

metal-paper, or celluloid is filled and is meant to be a7°''^\ t°"c '^a
^'^^'^"^>' ''^^ ^^w. Colonel L. M.

used as soon after exposure as possible As with ^Y^"^' u 1
' ° '^ ^ ^^'^'''" advocate of the sin-

the double method no claim for efficiency longer
^^^ method, made a favorable report* on the use of a

than eight hours is made. special tube of his own invention, containing calomel

I think that at present throughout botii services
0'"tment and 5 per cent thymol. He claims no

the double method has been generally adopted this ff^f
of venereal disease occurred in troops assem-

being particularly true of the Navy, where it is'used •
^* Chicago for a military tournament, but he

almost exclusively. So the results obtained in the ??T^
no figures. At Fort Benjamin Harrison,

Army and Navy may, with approximate accuracy
Colonel Maus gave his tube another test. I quote

be taken to represent the results of this one method' '^f
^Port

:
'During my recent service at the Camp

Two of the most recent reports, one from each serv-
° ^"stniction, near Fort Benjamin Harrison, In-

ice, are a good sample of how the double method is
''"'''•

, ^ ^"othcr excellent opportunity to ob-

producing results. The first is by Holcomb and
^^'"'''^ the effects of the prophylaxis. The regular

Gather.* and deals with 3,268 treatments on board
'^ops, vvhich remained here during the month, con-

the U. S. S. Virginia: the second is bv Major How- ^^. of, eleven companies Tenth Infantry, ten com-
ard, IT. S. A.f and gives his experience with 39'v [l^"'^f

Tw-ent.y-sixth Infantry, eleven troops Sixth

treatments at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri the
^^yalry. Company "A" Signal Corps, Company

Naval prophylaxis consists of this procedure: "( I)
' Engineers and one-half Company "C" Hos-

Wash penis, head, shank, and under frenum with ^. Corps. Each of these organizations was
i-^ooo bichloride of mercury solution with a cotton ^^""'^P ^ physical e.xammation a few days previous

sponge. (2) Pass water. Take urethral injection *° '*^
f,'""]''''

^* ''^"'P *° determine its fitness

of 2 per cent, protargol solution and hold to count
*°'" ']|''"' "^"^^ and a list was submitted to

60. (t,-) Rub so per cent, calomel ointment well into
*"'' ,^ °f *"^ '"^" ^'^o ^^'^re suffering from

foreskin, head and shank of penis, with particular
'^'ei^'^eal diseases. All of the organizations

care about frenum. Either side of the frenum i<:

'^^/''^ supplied with the prophylactic tubes shortly

the most frequent site of sores."
''*"^'' arrival, and the men, in lectures by the regi-

The results were- mental surgeons were instructed as to its use.

*Ti«;t.A ^,n,.. \j / ,if J- , u ,; ,- T
^ endeavored to have the tubes distributed to the"United States Naval Medical Bulletin, laniiary, 1912.

\The Military Surgeon. December. 1911. ' *TIie Military Surgeon, Dec. 1910.
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men, but experienced no little trouble in so doing.

Although the regimental surgeons, regimental com-

manders, and company officers were thoroughly

satisfied as to the efficiency of the tube and its ex-

pediency, few of them took any interest whatever

in the matter, so much so that quite a number of the

men, who contracted venereal diseases during the

encampment, informed me that they were not sup-

plied with the tubes, and many of them that they

had not heard of it, nothwithstanding the fact that

each first sergeant was supplied with sufficient for

each company, and was supposed to advise the men
as to their use. In spite of the difficulties, however,

nearly 3,000 tubes were issued during the month.

A few days before breaking camp the command was

given a second physical examination, this time in

order to ascertain their fitness for the impending

practice march, which had been ordered. A series

of questions were asked each man examined re-

garding his sexual history during the month in con-

nection with the tube, and, from the table compiled.

the following facts were learned: (i) That 504

men had indulged in sexual intercourse during the

encampment, who had used the tube after each

contact. The number of contacts amounted to

1,301. Of these men two reported with gonorrhea,

though one of them made glaring contradictions in

his statements regarding the use of the tube, while

the other man claimed that he had used the tube

but did not understand it. (2) That 302 men had

indulged during the encampment, who had not used

the tube. The contacts of this class amounted to

763. As a result of these unprotected contacts one

contracted syphilis, 26 gonorrhea, and 12 chancroids.

In the first class of men, those who were protected,

the percentage of infections per thousand amounted

to ^4 of I per cent, while in the second class, the

unprotected, the percentage amounted to 13 per

cent. While I am not able to state it as a fact, I

am morally satisfied that the three men who con-

tracted the disease and claimed the use of the tube,

had either not used it properly, or had failed to use

it after the last contact during the seance in which

they were infected."

In regard to syphilis, and perhaps chancroiil. but

at all events the former, the value of the single

method needs no pointing out. Calomel ointment is

the most potent half of the double method, as shown

in almost every report. Applied immediately it can

only be still more valuable. The best of evidence,

namely, positive experimentation, is in its support.

MetchnikoflF and Roux demonstrated the action of

fatty mercurial preparations as protectors against

infection in monkeys, and incidentally also proved

that non-fatty solutions were inert. Maisonneuve,

as a result of their studies doubly inoculated himself

with fresh virus and fresh virus from a luetic sub-

ject. Four monkeys were inoculated with virus on

the same day, and one hour after inoculation

Maisonneuve and one of the monkeys were rubbed

on the site of the inoculation for five minutes with

an ointment specially devised by Metchnikoiif. The
man, in the words of Metchnikoff, "notwithstand-

ing the inoculation of a vastly larger quantity of

active virus than would have been received in the

ordinary way, remained absolutely free from any

manifestations of syphilis." Metchnikoff therefore

considers that this experiment shows that the appli-

cation of calomel ointment within an hour of inocu-

lation is preventive of infection both in the man
and in the monkey. Experiments on monkeys

showed that when the ointment was applied twenty

hours after inoculation, the preventive action did not

take place. G. N. Blech, at Michigan City, reports

the case of a sergeant who exposed himself to a

woman having a chancre on her right labium. He
was protected within an hour by calomel ointmeni

and escaped infection. Both direct and indirect evi-

dence coincide with establishing the position of

calomel ointment securely as a positive protection

against syphilis. As the same ointment, reinforced

by some other antiseptic, is designed by the advo-

cates of the single method to protect also against

gonorrhea, I shall bring some evidence to bear in

support of this claim.

The indirect evidence is very scarce. Assistant

Surgeon Reginald B. Henry, U. S. Navy, in his

brief paper on "Calomel in Gonorrheal Prophy-

laxis," gives the result of a six-months' experience

of the use of an ointment containing 50 grams of

calomel, 80 c.c. of liquid petrolatum and 70 grams
of lanolin among the men of the U. S. S. Rainbow,

on the .\siatic station. During the period named,

there were 529 admitted exposures, with four cases

of gonorrhea. Of these four patients, one denied

exposure and did not receive the treatment ; two re-

ceived treatment more than twelve hours after the

exposure, so that only one possible failure of treat-

ment remained, a percentage of .189. He finds the

calomel cheap, efficacious, cleanly and non-irritating.

The ordinary glass penis syringe was used for the

injection of the ointment.

Direct evidence is furnished again by Dr. Blech.

He infected with gonorrheal pus both eyes of a

litter of pups, four in number and two weeks old.

A few minutes later he injected 25 per cent, calo-

mel and lard paste into the right eye of each pup,

leaving the left eye unprotected as a control. In

each case the protected eye escaped infection, while

the unprotected eye became the seat of a severe

attack of gonorrheal ophthalmia. This is a valu-

able contribution to the subject of prophylaxis and

really aiifords more satisfying proof than any num-
ber of cases of indirect evidence. By indirect evi-

dence I mean the adduction of proof through stating

a given number of exposures with prophylactic treat-

ment who have escaped infection. After all, an

"exposure" does not mean an exposure to an active

gonorrhea, and my own experience on the U. S. S.

St. Louis, while sailing around South America,

where the crew had great opportunity to contract

venereal diseases, but actually escaped with less

cases than the average ship reports now with pro-

phylaxis, causes me to think that this fact has been

overlooked altogether too regardlessly. One may
refer back for instance to Surgeon Holcomb's re-

port. He has 64 infections with prophylactic treat-

ment and 50 without. Yet he states as his opinion

elsewhere in the report that "with reference to the

effectiveness of the treatment we would say that we
feel reasonably certain that at least one-half of the

men exposed present themselves for treatment. On
this basis if 3,258 exposures took treatment we lib-

erally estimate that 3,258 did not take treatment.

This adds an element of uncertainty in reading these

reports to anyone trying to arrive at some logical

conclusion therefrom and the direct evidence of

Metchnikoff, Roux, Maisonneuve and Blech affords

a welcome element of stability and conclusiveness.

Having been convinced a long time of the worth

of the single method I designed a tube and com-

pounded an ointment last year which should over-

come all the obstacles usually urged against the sin-

gle method. In brief it consists of a collapsible
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metal tube holding 6 grams of ^^ per cent, calomel

ointment reinforced by i per cent, trikresol. The
main feature of the tube to which I ascribe its effi-

ciency is a soft rubber nozzle 1.5 inches long which
is inserted into the urethra and places the ointment

well up beyond any possible area of infection and
allows also a long time of contact with the ointment
before it flows from the meatus. After a great

many modifications the tube was brought to a satis-

factory completion and the following experiments
were made with it

:

A patient having been confined in bed for a month
with a fracture was given liberty. He reported gon-

orrheal infection a few days later. He had had nn

other liberty and named a certain inmate of a Xew-
port brothel as the cause of his illness, and stated

also that he had only exposed himself once very

briefly and had taken the ordinary precautions such

as washing, etc. This woman was easily identified

from his description and slides made from the ure-

thra, vagina, and cervix. All positive. Ten expo-

sures were obtained. All of them escaped infection

save one man, about the middle of the series, and
his case presents some interesting features. A few
days after his exposure it was reported to me that

this man had taken a liking to the woman and re-

peatedly revisited her. The woman was inter-

viewed, admitted his return engagements and stated

he had not used tubes at these times. The woman
was cautioned not to use douches during the time

of tlie experiment and was again examined at the

conclusion. All three slides as before were posi-

tive.

Medical Director Diehl, U.S.N., who has had a

great deal of experience in venereal prophylaxis,

being one of the first medical officers to observe its

results while Fleet Surgeon of the Asiatic Fleet ; P.

A. Surgeon K. C. Melhorn, U.S.N., who instituted

systematic prophylactic routine aboard the U. S. S.

Dixie, and Assistant Surgeou A. H. Dodge, U.S.N.,
all watched this experiment, corroborated the slides.

and were satisfied as to its completeness and accur-

acy. Considering the conveniences, practicability'

for the layman as well as for the army and navy,

low cost, and efficiency, the tube method seems

to be the ideal prophylactic and is well worthy of

further study.

The question of a venereal disease is compli-

cated and presents many aspects. As long as doc-

tors are not the lawmakers, such legal measures as

should be taken in controlling or eliminating prosti-

tution, placing venereal diseases on the reportable

list, giving freer education about sexual physiolog}'

and pathologv', etc., will be matters of slow accom-
plishment. But why agitate for free dispensaries

for venereal disease and direct other efforts along

therapeutic lines? Why not class venereal infec-

tion with yellow fever, malaria, tuberculosis, ty-

phoid fever, and plague and attack the evil at its

inception? That is within every physician's power
—the pioneer work has been done and justifies fur-

ther eft'ort. A\'hy are medical men and medical so-

cieties so indifferent?

United States Naval Hospital, Newport, R. I.

Temperature Elevations in Children.—A. Wolff has
found that a rise of temperature amounting to as much as

1.5° C. may occur in children, and may have no diagnostic

significance. Moderate exercise, such as a short ten min-
ute walk, and climbing the stairs a number of times, is

sufficient to cause this rise of temperature. If such chil-

dren are delicate or give a positive von Pirquet they are

sometimes treated for tuberculosis, even though the disease

may not be present.

—

Zeitschrift fi'tr KinderheUkundc.

RECTAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE
SALICYLATES IN THE INFLUENZA

OF INFANCY.
By GEORGE WESLEY BEATTY, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

In a pediatric practice extending over a period of

ten years, I have been called upon repeatedly to treat

cases of influenza in young children, and during

that time I have employed many agents noted for

their efficacy in the treatment of this protean

malady.
Quinine, in one or another of its forms, has justly

held its place among this number and I believe we
have no cause to alter our opinion of it. The sali-

cylates are the next agent we have at our command
and they held forth much promise, reinforcing our

armamentarium very materially. Taken as a whole,

the action of the salicylates is laudable, but owing

to certain unpleasant symptoms following their use

it becomes necessary to limit the amount of the

dose, or to find a new form less irritating or a

method of administration of the salicylates whereby

their irritability is' reduced to a minimum consistent

with potentiality.

When salicylic acid or any of its derivatives is

administered to adults, it must be greatly diluted

—

this is very well for the average adult, but even

then its administration cannot be continued indefi-

nitely. If this is the case with the adult, how much
more are we handicapped when dealing with the

stomach of an infant.

Sodium salicylate was introduced into the U, S.

P. at the 1880 revision. This is a handy prepara-

tion, but there are those who prefer to make the

salicylates themselves, and for these Dr. Hager

{New Remedies, Nov., 1879) gave the following

rule, whereby in the absence of the crystallized

salicylate of sodium the salt might be prepared in

solution by using the following proportions, in parts

by weight of salicylic acid and sodium bicarbonate:

"To make of sodium salicylate four parts by

weight, take 3.3 parts of salicylic acid and 2.0 parts

of sodium bicarbonate." This did nicely for the

adult, but the infant stomach was' still neglected.

We had salicin—a neutral principle obtained from
several species of Salix and Popidus. This has,

aside from its irritating eflfect upon the gastric

mucosa, an objectionable feature in its intensely

bitter taste. Salicin, when decomposed in the bowel,

becomes salicylic acid—and in spite of its' insolu-

bility becomes rapidly absorbed. Statistics point to

the fact that it is absorbed probably as salicylate of

sodium ; at least, this is the form in which it circu-

lates in the blood. This occurs whether we admin-

ister salicin, salicylic acid, or sodium salicylate.

Some believe that it exists in the blood as an al-

buminate, but of this there is no evidence nor is

there any evidence that when sodium salicylate

meets with carbon dioxide, salicylic acid is set free.

Some of the salicylic acid of the sodium salt uniting

with glycocol forms salicyluric acid and appears

in the urine. The reaction which takes' place is as

follows: HC, H, O, + C„ H, NO= (glvcocol) =
HC„ Hs NO4 (salicyluric acid) -f H.O. The con-

version of benzoic acid into hippuric acid by uniting

with glycocol is analogous to this change occurring

in ortho-oxybenzoic acid or salicylic acid.

Let us look now to another form of salicylate

—

methylsalicylate or synthetic salicylate. As far back

as 1875 Professor Proctor discovered that salicylic
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acid could be procured from oil of vvintergreen

(Gaultheria procumbens). Modern research has

shown that methylsalicylate exists in many of the

essential oils—oil of vvintergreen contains 90 per

cent, of this ether. Methylsalicylate or methylsali-

cylic acid when taken internally is broken up and
eliminated as salicyluric acid. The bad effects re-

ported following the use of the synthetic product
were undoubtedly due to impurities in the prepara-

tion, such as metacresotic and orthocresotic acids.

Salicylic acid and all its' derivatives are more or

less irritating to .the stomach, giving rise to pain,

nausea, vomiting, etc., unless well diluted. An
adult can stand large amounts of diluent, whereas
a child, and especially an infant whose stomach ca-

pacity is small, cannot tolerate or accommodate the

large amount of diluent necessary in the case of the

salicylates'. While sodium and lithium salicylates

and salicin are less irritating they require dilution

and this militates against their employment in young
children. Another feature is salicylism—statistics

show this to exist in 60 per cent, of the patients

taking the salicylates.

The symptoms of salicylism are very like those of

cinchonism. Both the nattiral and synthetic sali-

cylates produce salicylism. Deafness, tinnitus

aurium, headache (sometimes delirium), nausea,

vomiting, a slow, low-tension pulse, flushed face,

epistaxis, hematuria either alone or accompanying
albuminuria, erythema, and urticaria are some of
the untoward symptoms that may present from time

to time. We learn of idiosyncrasies only after they

develop, and they are not easily explained away to

the apprehensive parents. Without going into de-

tail concerning the symptomatology of influenza,

with which we are all familiar, I would like to re-

capitulate some of the symptoms frequently found
in very young infants—infants under six months
old. Here we find peculiar features. The tempera-
ture here is often but slightly above normal, but the

prostration is extreme—out of all proportion to the

findings'—pale face, sunken eyes, decided apathy,

loss of appetite often to the ])oint of refusing all

alimentation. In some we find all the symptoms of

acute pulmonary congestion, rapid breathing, cya-

nosis, feeble respiratory sounds, and yet ausculta-

tion reveals only feeble respiration.

Frequently we find undigested stools pointing to

indigestion, also purpuric spots on thighs, chest,

buttocks or back. These are usually few in number
and resemble the rash of measles and when these

occur with coryza, sneezing, suffused eyes, and
slight photophobia and cough, they are often mis-
taken for measles, until subsequent developments
reveal the true nature of the disease. In these little

patients there seems to be a profound poisoning of

the system which has produced such a severe shock
that there is frequently not enough vitality to over-

come it and the child rapidly succumbs. Frequently
pleurisy develops. It is in these cases that I prefer

some form of the salicylates ; it is in these cases par-
ticularly that the salicylates are distinctly contra-

indicated, owing to their irritation of the gastric

mucosa.
It is in these cases, especially with pleurisy, that I

have good results with the salicylates. I am ever
jealous of ni}' patients' digestion, therefore I ad-
minister all or nearly all medication per rectum.

In this medication I include the salicylates. Some
years' back in the treatment of dysentery and acute

intestinal catarrh it was the custom to irrigate the

large intestine with solutions of salicylic acid. This

method was formerly employed for the removal of

the Oxyuris verniicularis.

My treatment, aside from sustaining the heart, is

to use quinine and methylene-citryl-salicylic acid

(novaspirin) ; incorporating them into supposi-

tories with oleum theobroma and introduce one such
suppository into the rectum every six hours. First

cleanse the bowel with a saline injection. The ab-

sorptive power of the rectum is practically 4 per
cent., and as is the case in all rectal medication, the

dose must be larger than it would be per os. I have
never seen any untoward results from this method,
aside from expulsion of the suppository ; but if the

nurse is instructed to compress one buttock against

the other for a little time, the bowel will retain the

suppository, which melts rapidly.

The patient almost invariably finds relief after

half an hour and sinks into a quiet sleep, with
usually a slight perspiration all over the body. Oc-
casionally the urine will have a greenish tinge—this

will be sliglit in infants and is undoubtedly due to

either indican or pyrocatechin. My little patients

have never presented hematuria, erythema around
the anus, nor epistaxis with this method of adminis-

tration, besides the stomach is kept uncontaminated
and ready for food—the anorexia disappears

usually in twenty- four hours, so that a milk diet

may be utilized without fear and thus time and
strength have been saved for the little sufiferer.

204 Hancock Street.

THE MODERN MEDICAL CLINIC.

ITS PURPOSE AND ITS REQUIREMENTS.

By WM. IIILtS SHELDON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CHIEF OF CLI.NIC, OUT-VATIENT DEPARTMENT AND INSTRUCTOR IN MEDI-
CINE, CORNELL UNIVE'RSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Up to a few years ago the standard of work in a

clinic was gauged by the quantity of patients

treated and not by the quality of the treatment.

We are now ready to acknowledge that this stand-

ard is wrong and that the modern clinic is not

a place where the largest number of persons are

treated with the maximum of speed and the mini-

mum of attention, but an institution in which the

most advanced results of medical science are ap-

plied to the diagnosis and treatment of disease.

The time has past when patients can be shot in

one door and out the next, receiving, as they pass

through, a number, a ticket, and a prescription for

compound cathartic pills or rhubarb and soda.

The conditions that exist in the dispensaries to-

day, however, are too well known by those who
have worked in them—and who of us has not—to

need description here. The problem that now con-

fronts the medical profession is, how are these con-

ditions to be remedied?
The Purpose of the Modern Clinic.—Before any

suggestion can be made with a view of solving this

problem we must begin with a clear and definite

appreciation of the purpose of the modern clinic.

It exists for (i) the efficient diagnosis and treat-

ment of disease; (2) the advancement of medical

knowledge; (3) the prevention of disease by the

instruction of patients in hygiene.

The system, or lack of system, now employed in

the large majority of clinics renders the fulfilment

of this purpose impossible, for careful diagnosis,

research, and the instruction of patients takes

time, a great deal of time, and time we have not got.

Since, therefore, the present state of the dis-
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pensaries is not—to put it politely—conducive to

good work, this state will have to be changed, for

careful, efficient, and scientitic work must be done.
In considering the requirements necessary to

each of the three above-mentioned branches of

work, I think it will be found that this broad de-

velopment of the medical clinics will result in

benefit, not only to the sick poor, but to the doctors
working among them.

I. The Efficient Diagnosis and Treatment of
Disease.—The two great essentials for efficient

diagnosis and treatment are: (a) A sufficient num-
ber of doctors to work, (bj the scientific facilities to

work with, (a) There will, of course, be differ-

ences of opinion as to what constitutes a "suffi-

cient" number of doctors, but I think a conservative

estimate should allow one doctor to every six

patients in a two-hour clinic. This would enable
the physician to spend half an hour each on the

examinations of three new patients, and ten min-
utes each on the treatment of three old patients.

For a fair-sized clinic averaging forty-eight pa-

tients, a daily staf? of eight men would be required,

each man working a full two hours a day, and not

one hour or one hour and a half, (b) Equal in im-

portance to the necessity of an adequate staff is

an up-to-date equipment, for the time has passed

when a doctor can be expected to do good work
with a persuasive manner, a fountain pen, and a

prescription blank.

A Well-Equipped Laboratory is absolutely nec-

cessary if a clinic is to be scientifically run, and it

should be connected with the department, and be

in charge of a skilled laboratory worker and his

assistants. Routine examinations of urine for all

new patients can thus be made on the spot, and
this very often enables the physician to complete

his diagnosis at the patient's first visit. Sputum
and blood examinations, Wassermann and Widal
reactions, and all the modern tests can be made in

suitable cases, and such data are essential, if a care-

ful and thorough diagnosis is to be made. More-
over, by situating the laboratory in connection with

the medical clinic the clinicians have the advantage
of consulting frequently with the laboratory men,
and each has the opportunity of correlating the

laboratory diagnoses with the physical signs of the

patient.

Scientific Instruments of Precision have be-

come of such value to the diagnostician that no

clinic can be considered properly equipped without

them. Blood pressure cannot be accurately gauged
except by a sphygmomanometer, and the sphygmo-
cardiagraph not merely frequently reveals abnormal
conditions of the heart which could not be deter-

mined by the stethoscope, but also enables the phys-

ician to analyze cardiac irregularities.

The venous pressure apparatus offers great pos-

sibilities for research, as do other instruments of

this kind, and it is not the least part of their value

that they direct the attention of the physician to

the newer work upon the heart.

An X-Ray Department is a most important ad-

junct to a medical clinic. It is not merely indis-

pensable in the diagnosis of obscure conditions and

an aid to research, but it is also a great stimulus to

careful diagnosis, as the .r-ray photograph shows
up any errors in a most impartial and indisputable

manner. The advantages of the .r-ray are too well

known to need discussion and I merely wish to em-
phasize the desirability of employing this apparatus

as a diagnostic factor in the medical clinics.

A Mechanico-Hydrotherapeutic Equipment is of

the utmost importance, for this method of treat-

ment is of the greatest benefit in various diseases.

This is particularly true of chronic joint condi-

tions, as numbers of these patients become cripples

simply for lack of this treatment. Some nervous
cases, which have been drugged for years without
improvement, are greatly helped by hydrotherapy
and mechanicotherapy, while in circulatory and kid-

ney diseases its value is well known. Diseases of

metabolism and chronic intoxications are more often

relieved by this method than by any other.

We are far behind the European clinics in regard

to this valuable therapeutic measure. In a city

like New York, where there is so much wealth,

there should be little difficulty in obtaining the funds
necessary to its installation in certain of our dis-

pensaries. I venture to say, moreover, that if this

equipment were more generally installed the osteo-

paths and others would soon be forced out of busi-

ness. Doctors have shaken public confidence by
promiscuous drugging, and they must restore it by

the intelligent use of other therapeutic agents.

An Accurate System of Filing and Indexing
Histories is an important point of equipment, for

all the time spent upon patients in the dispensary is

absolutely wasted unless careful histories are taken

and filed in such a manner as to be easily referred

to. These histories are of vital importance during

the treatment of the case, and when it terminates

they are of great value from the standpoints of re-

search and statistics. It is, therefore, necessary

that they should not merely be carefully preserved,

but be easy of access.

I should like to suggest to those who may be

contemplating new indexing systems, that the ver-

tical filing system is infinitely superior to the hori-

zontal system, and gives twice the space at one-

eighth the cost. The using of large single-sheet

histories still further economizes space ; these

should be filed by number and not by name, as they

are then more quickly referred to.

The system of nomenclature employed by the

Bellevue and Allied Hospitals is excellent, and the

result of an exhaustive study into the subject on
the part of the authorities. A uniform system of

indexing and nomenclature among all clinics is

greatly to be desired, and would put an end to

one of the most insidious temptations that beset

a chief of clinic, i.e. to imprpve whatever system

happens to exist in his dispensary.

2. The Advancement of Medical Knozvledge.—
It is of the utmost importance to encourage research

in the medical clinic, for not only does the physician

have the broadening influence of the work itself,

but it also does away with the deadly monotony
of clinic routine. In the medical clinic of Cornell

University we have put in practice a system of divi-

sion and specialization of work that has proved

satisfactory in every way. At the present time one

physician is making a specialty of gastrointestinal

diseases and doing the necessary analyses, assisted

by the laboratory; another is making a study of

occupational diseases : a third has taken up dis-

eases of the thyroid ; a fourth is interested in .r-

ray diagnosis, cooperating with the .r-ray depart-

ment, and studying also medicosurgical conditions

:

and another is working on diseases of the heart. In

this way each physician studies those cases in which

he is particularly interested and the special knowl-

edge that he acquires is of considerable value in

consuhaticns over unusual cnse-=.
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3. Prevention of Disease by the Instruction of
Patients in Hygiene.—The highest ideal of the

medical profession is not simply to treat and cure

disease, but to prevent disease, anc'. it is the duty
of the medical clinic, just as it is the duty of the

private physician, to teach patients how to avoid

sickness by the observation of hygienic rules. A
great responsibility rests upon the medical clinic

in this respect, inasmuch as the patients with which
it deals are the poor and uneducated, who know
nothing of the necessity for proper ventilation,

food, exercises, and cleanliness, or their relation to

the laws of health. What is more, a large propor-
tion of the diseases from which dispensary patients

suffer are brought about, in the beginning, by ignor-

ance of these laws ; and I believe that in the future

much may be accomplished by persistent education
in hygiene.

In a previous article* I have dealt with the

advantages, to both patient and physician, of printed

forms of instructions. By this method much time
is saved and better results secured than when the

directions are given verbally. In the Cornell Medical
Clinic we have six leaflets, entitled "Rules for

General Health," "What to do for Constipation,"

"Directions for Persons with Heart Disease," "Di-
rections for Persons with Kidney Disease," "In-
structions for Persons with Chronic Joint Disease,"

"Instructions for Persons Exposed to Industrial

Diseases, Especially Lead." We intend to add to

these leaflets from time to time. We have also

given out a dietary containing a list of cheap,

nourishing foods, with instructions how to cook
them properly.

The first obstacle to be overcome in the better-

ment of clinic conditions is the difficulty of sys-

tematizing and coordinating the city dispensaries.

It has been suggested that the city be divided into

districts, each district having its own clinic, and
that the patients in each district be required to

attend the district clinic. This would be a great

economy in time and labor, for both the patient and
the doctor. Under the present system patients

wander from clinic to clinic, just as they please,

consuming the attention of the doctors, various
boxes of pills, and many car fares. It is a most
unprofitable arrangement for all concerned, and the

sooner it is changed the better. If, moreover, a

social service nurse were attached to each clinic

to investigate the circumstances of all new patients,

the element of grafting patients could be largely

ilone away with, and the number of persons attend-
ing public clinics greatly diminished. This would
relieve the overcrowding of the dispensaries and
enable the physicians to give proper attention to

those who really need free medical attention.

The difhculty of obtaining the right kind of

men to work in the clinics is equally grave. While
it is comparatively easy to get men for the eye and
ear, nose and throat, genitourinary, and other spe-

cialities, there is undoubtedly an increasing diffi-

culty in getting men for the medical clinics. A
good many physicians are anxious to perfect them-
selves in one or other of the specialties, for these
ofTer greater opportunities in private practice as

regards both professional and financial success.

There are several causes that are partly respon-
sible for this shortage in the medical dispensaries.

One is. that during the past few years there have
been more clinics established and fewer students

"Printed Instruction for Clinic Patients," Medical
Recced. November 11, 1911.

graduated from medical schools. Then again, the

laboratories and the Department of Health offer

salaried positions which are very acceptable to the

young physician.

Lastly, and perhaps most important of all, the

clinics themselves are responsible, for they have not

kept pace with the precepts of medical education

or modern medical thought.

The stafi' of a clinic is largely made up of young
men, newly graduated from medical schools and
hospitals. These men, during their years of train-

ing, have been imbued with the idea of oding good,
scientific work, so that eventually they may con-

tribute something to their profession. These men
will not work in the clinics as they are run today,

for the clinics offer them nothing; certainly not the

opportunity to do good work ; still less a salary,

and the prospect of advancement is too remote to

be a great attraction.

These are the physicians we need, and it is obvious
that inducements must be held out to them to at-

tract them to our clinics. Every facility for diag-

nosis in the way of equipment must be given them,
and every effort should be made by encouraging re-

search to make the clinic work interesting and of

scientific value.

Apart from these considerations I think it will

be found necessary to attach a salary, even if small,

to dispensary positions. The expense of medical

education is so great, and the cost of living sc

undeniably high, that the young physician must
necessarily favor those positions which pay, rather

than those which do not.

784 Park Avenue.

THE PHYSICAL SIGNS OF PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS CAUSED BY NASAL

STENOSIS.
By MARY E. LAPHAM, M.D.,

HIGHLANDS, N. C.

HIGHLANDS CAMP SANATORIUM,

When we find a lack of development in the upper
part of the chest because of insufficient expansion
of the chest wall and lack of inspiratory force, we
urge with great earnestness the necessity for the

expansion and development of the lung by means
of vigorous breathing. This flat, sunken chest ap-

peals to us at once, and we do not underestimate the

importance of correcting the fault by deep breath-

ing. But there are other dangers due to an insuffi-

cient transmission of atmospheric force through the

nose that are not so apparent, and are far more easily

overlooked because the outward signs are not there

to suggest the hidden condition. The chest wall is

well developed, the breathing is deep, and yet hidden
away above the first rib is a spot where the force of
the entering air is not sufficient to keep all the air

passages open, and so some of them collapse, and an
atelectatic area is formed which will sooner or later

be invaded by connective tissue and converted into

the collapse induration due to stenosis of the nasal

air passages.

The collapse of a few air passages in the apex
does not cause any physical manifestations. There
is no irritation, no cough, absolutely nothing to call

attention to the danger, but gradually, as the indura-

tion increases, complications occur ; dust and bac-

teria settle out from the blood and lymph currents

transporting them, and eventually an active inflam-

mation produces the physical signs of a chronic
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fibroid bronchitis that may well be mistaken for

tuberculosis.

Until within a year I did not know that such a

bronchitis in an apex could be due simply to nasal

stenosis. I did not know that loss of strength and
weight and appetite, that a bad cough and expec-
toration, that breathlessness and palpitation on ex-

ercise, that night sweats and hemoptysis could all

be caused merely by obstructing the free passage

of air through the nose. Nor did I know that

simply for the same reason the apex could be mark-
edly shrunken, Kronig's field narrowed, and nearly

the whole of the upper lobe become dull and infil-

trated. During the last year I made two mistakes

in diagnosis in consequence of this ignorance.

The first was that of a young woman who had
been exposed to tuberculosis for some time in tak-

ing care of a relative. She had lost weight and
strength. There was a slight cough but no expec-

toration. The right apex was shrunken ; the per-

cussion note was higher ; there were wet rales ; the

breath sounds were suppressed antl the expansion

of the Alveoli uneven—precisely like an initial

stage of tuberculosis when the nodules are still

isolated and dry, before the development of col-

lateral edemas in the perituberculous areas. Tak-
ing the history and physical signs and the patient's

condition altogether, I made the diagnosis of an
initial tuberculosis in the apex. There was also a

chronic follicular pharyngitis. The vault was
stuffed up with a thickened oral lymphatic ring, and
the posterior turbinate was enlarged. After these

faults were corrected by operation the structural

changes in the lungs disappeared and I had to admit

that my diagnosis was wrong.
The second case was that of a young girl of

thirteen, pale, not strong, not eating well, with daily

temperature of over 99°. The family were afraid

of tuberculosis, and wanted to be assured that there

was no cause for anxiety. There were wet and dry

rales over the right apex, and a good deal of irrita-

tion down to the second space in front and to the

spine of the scapula behind. There were enlarged

tonsils, adenoids, and a thickened posterior tur-

binate. After these were removed the physical

signs in the lungs became normal, and the patient

improved in every way.
BlumeP and Richter- have reported cases of

structural changes in the apex, associated with such

typical tuberculous manifestations that it seemed
as if nothing but tuberculosis could be the cause.

The patients were weak, there were dyspnea and
palpitation on exertion, breast pains, cough, expec-

toration, night sweats, and hemoptysis. The
physical signs were : Prominence of mouth breath-

ing conditions, hypertrophy of lymphatic oral ring,

enormous nasal hypertrophy, and no nose breath-

ing. The right lung was affected much oftener

than the left, both in children and adults. There
was shrinkage of the right apex with a narrowing
of Kronig's field, marked dullness and altered breath

sounds, from simply slight suppression and uneven
expansion, up to catarrhal characteristics, and even

bronchophony. The lung was affected down to

the second rib in front and spine of the scapula be-

hind. The physical signs were clearly those of a

chronic fibroid interstitial bronchitis, absolutely

typical of tuberculosis, but which disappeared by

the correction of the nasal faults and establishment

of free breathing through the nose.

Why should nasal obstruction cause atelectatic

areas in the apex that go on to collapse induration

and chronic fibroid bronchitis ? Why is it that only

the apex is affected in this way? It is because
it is more difticult to fill the air passages and alveoli

in the apex than it is those of the rest of the lung.

It is harder to get air up into the apex and to keep
the apical air passages open, because there are no
muscles of inspiration and no chest wall to expand
and pull the alveoli open. How do we get air into

and out of the lungs? We enlarge the thoracic

cavity by pulling out the chest wall, and because
liie lung is not large enough to fill the thoracic cav-

ity it stretches as it follows the chest wall, and in

stretching the walls of the alveoli are pulled apart.

Then the pressure of the atmosphere upon the

column of air, reaching from the nose to the alveoli,

forces it to follow these retreating walls ; the column
of air sinks until the alveolar walls remain station-

ary, and then inspiration is over. Inspiration is

the removal of the support to the base of the column
of air reaching from the alveoli to the nose by pull-

ing the alveolar walls upon which it rests away from
it, so that the pressure of the atmosphere trans-

mitted through the nose forces the air column to

instantaneously follow the retreating walls of the

alveoli. When the distention of the alveoli is ac-

complished the chest wall collapses, the elastic fibers

in the alveoli contract, and the column of air is

driven up again. The length and diameter of the

column of air moved in respiration are out of all

proportion to the base upon which it rests. It is

so trifling and insignificant that it may be said to

be all base. The diameter is only that of the

trachea, while the base consists of millions of alve-

oli, which, if spread out, would cover approximately
100 square feet. Small wonder that the slightest

change in the base affects the column intensely, and
that, per contra, the base is only with difficulty af-

fected through the column.

Inspiration is the pulling open of alveolar sacs

because the lung is not large enough to fill the

thorax, and when it follows the chest wall it has to

stretch, and so the walls of the alveoli are pulled

open. Those alveoli that are most pulled upon by
the expansion of the chest wall will be best filled

by the descending column of air, and this occurs

where the motion of the chest wall is greatest,

where the thoracic cavity is most enlarged, and
where the lung has to stretch most, which is in

direct proportion to the distance from the first rib.

The thorax hangs from the first rib, which is nearly

rigid. From the second rib down to the lowest

ones the expansion and the enlargement of the thor-

acic cavity progressively increase, so that we have
more distension of the alveoli and better inspiration

the farther away we get from the first rib. More
than this, the distention of the alveoli is greatest

upon the surface of the lung immediately beneath

the pleura. The pull of the chest wall is not felt

very deeply within the lung, so that those alveoli

lying next the pleura breathe most, and those within

the central portions of the lung hardly breathe at

all. The functional activity of the alveoli depends
upon their walls being pulled open, and to accom-
plish this we have the powerful muscles of inspira-

tion and the expansion of the chest wall. But what
mechanism is there above the first rib? There is

no way to pull these apical alveoli open and they

have to depend upon changes of pressure trans-

mitted from below. The inspiratory pressure fill-

ing the apical alveoli is secondary and indirect.

When the air column is driven downward it forces

some air on up into the apex, but with nothing like
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the force that it presses into the air passages farther

down. If the force of atmospheric pressure is de-

stroyed by preventing its free transmission through
the nose, the transmitted pressure may not be great

enough to distend equally all the passages in the

apex, and if any one of them fail to obtain their

due supply of air those that are better filled will

press against them, and, lacking sustaining support

from within, they will be crushed together and
atelectatic areas develop. At first this is not per-

manent, but repetition gradually establishes it, and
from atelectasis some lobules go on to collapse in-

duration. The stasis of blood and lymph encour-

ages an overgrowth of connective tissue in these

collapsed areas, and when dust and bacteria are de-

posited out from the slowed currents of the blood

and lymph circulation there results a chronic fibroid

bronchitis or a streptococcic softening or other

structural changes corresponding to the irritant.

Above all, we have a good preparation for the

growth of tubercle bacilli.

Why do these collapse indurations only occur at

the apex of the lung? Because this is where at-

mospheric pressure is least able to keep the air

passages open. It would seem as if breathing

through the mouth would transmit atmospheric

pressure thoroughly enough to keep these alveoli

open. Collapsed areas occur in the apex even with

pronounced mouth breathing. The demand for

oxygen sufficient for respiration is supplied, but

the pressure is not adequately transmitted to the

apex by mouth breathing, because it disturbs the

fine mechanism upon which perfect respiration de-

pends. There is no doubt of the rapid entrance of

air. It is quite possible that it is too rapid and
that the alveoli farther down, where the pull of

the chest wall is greatest, are filled relatively long

before the apical alveoli can get their share. Gen-
eral alveolar pressure being equalized over the

greater portion of the lung, expiration follows be-

fore the inspiratory wave has reached the apical

alveoli. In order for the inspiratory wave to have

sufficient time to reach these apical alveoli, we must
have the prolonged action of nose breathing, which
has the same efifect upon the distribution of air

pressure to these alveoli that the diaphragm of a

camera has to the diffusion of light rays. A small

aperture enables the light rays to slowly and ad-

equately afifect the circumference, while a large

aperture aflfects the center long before the peri-

phery. Besides the lack of cleansing, warming,
and moistening the air, mouth breathing must have
this sin laid to its charge: It fails to expand the

apical alveoli and to maintain the force of the blood

and lymph circulation through the paravertebral

region.

The relation of nasal obstruction to asthma is

fully admitted. Is there an equally intimate con-

nection between nasal obstruction and tuberculosis

of the apex? Finding some form of nasal obstruc-

tion so frequently in my cases of tuberculosis, I

have come to believe that this is so. Nasal obstruc-

tion disturbs the mechanism of respiration in the

weakest part of the lung, i. e. the right apex, and
causes symptoms and physical signs that are abso-

lutely typical of tuberculosis. It may be that the

establishing of good, free breathing through the

nose may not only alter the conditions threatening

the physical and mental development of the patient,

but also lessen his chances for a tuberculous in-

vasion.

In all cases of tuberculosis of the apex associated

with nasal obstruction we should remember that

there is danger of diagnosing the chronic fibroid

bronchitis of collapse induration as tuberculous,
and, therefore, reserve our decision until the efifect

of correcting the nasal faults is observed.

Since a comparatively slight hindrance to the

transmission of atmospheric pressure through the

nose may cause the formation of atelectatic areas

in the apex that go on to collapse induration and
chronic fibroid bronchitis, we should be more care-

ful than ever to see that our patients have good,
free breathing through the nose.

THE ICE-BAG AND APPENDICITIS.
By A. M. FAUNTLEROY, M.D.,

SURGEON, U. S. NAVY.

To advance an idea at this late date with reference

to the treatment of appendicitis seems rather pre-

sumptuous in view of the enormous amount of liter-

ature on the subject, and the only excuse the writer

has to offer is that there seems to be at least one
point in the varied pathology of this organ which
has been overlooked or for lack of certain data not

recorded. The idea to be advanced is in the nature

of a warning with reference to the more or less com-
mon use of the ice-bag as a part of the preopera-

tive treatment in this condition and is the result of

observations in a series of seventy cases which have
come to operation during my surgical service on the

U. S. Hospital Ship Solace.

In this series sixty per cent, of the cases were
either gangrenous, or about to perforate, or there

was pus formation. The ice-bag had been used in

about fifty per cent, of all the cases, as noted in the

health records of the patients, prior to being sent to

the hospital ship for operation. In each one of

these cases a careful white count (sometimes two)
was made immediately upon admission and recorded

in the health record. The cases were as promptly
operated upon as their condition seemed to indicate

and in cases where the ice-bag had been used, some-
times one day and sometimes two days prior to oper-

ation, there was a noticeable lack of efi^ort on the

part of nature to wall off from the rest of the

abdominal cavity, the appendix which was fre-

quently very much congested, gangrenous, or per-

forated. It was also noted in these ice-bag cases

that there was a suprisingly low white count when
one took into consideration the condition found in

the abdomen at the time of operation. From eight

to eleven thousand white cells was the rule in these

ice-bag cases when one would be justified in saying

that the pathological condition warranted a consti-

tutional reaction of between twenty and thirty thou-

sand leucocytes or even higher. On the other hand,

in those cases in which the hot water bag or mor-
phine had been used prior to operation (the ice-bag

not being used at all) the white count corresponded

to what one would expect from the condition en-

countered in the abdomen and, in the type of cases

mentioned, there was also a distinct walling off of

the acutely inflamed or gangrenous appendix from
the general peritoneal cavity, showing that Nature
had been able to use successfully all of her forces

in localizing the process.

In view of these observations, I am forced to con-

clude that the ice-bag is distinctly harmful in ap-

pendicitis and should never be used. Undoubtedly
the ice-bag has been used with the idea of relieving

pain and spasm, but if in relieving these symptoms
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it does harm it should be discarded in favor of some
other remedy which is equally efficient along these

lines and which is not detrimental to the patient.

There is no surgeon of any experience who is not

convinced of the soundness of the principle which
underlies Bier's hyperemic treatment, and this bi^iuL;

accepted there is every reason to discard the ice-

bag since the latter brings about a condition di-

rectly opposite to what we strive to accomplish in

carrying out this principle in the treatment of in-

flammation involving the peritoneum. While un-

doubtedly in most cases it relieves pain it also de-

creases the hyperemia for the time being, thereby

driving away, so to speak, the protecting leucocytes

from that quadrant of the abdomen and eventually

bringing' about a condition of stasis and conse-

quent devitalization which is doubtless analogous to

the action of cold in connection with the condition

commonly known as frostbite. The pain of ap-

pendicitis is due to the local engorgement and
consequent stretching of the peritoneum in the

neighborhood of the appendix and its relief by the

application of cold is very probably due to the

numbness or lack of sensation on the part of the

peritoneum brought about in practically the same
manner as the familiar numbness of a frostbitten ear

or toe. It would also seem that the application of

cold and consequent numbing of the peritoneum so

deludes Nature that she does not call out the re-

serve leucocytes and hence one valuable point of in-

formation is suppressed, namely, leucocytosis, the

degree of which in connection with other symptoms
is a valuable indication as to whether or not imme-
diate operation is necessary.

The writer is well aware of the difference of

opinion which exists among medical and surgical

men with reference to the use of the ice-bag in ap-

pendicitis and it is not claimed that the opinion ex-

pressed in this paper is original, but as far as can

be learned by conversing with a number of promi-

nent surgeons, who are also authors of textbooks,

these particular points with reference to the leuco-

cytes and the findings at operation have never

been brought out and it is at the urgent suggestion

of these surgeons that this paper is submitted with

the hope that at least a discussion of the subject will

be precipitated and others will be led to record and
publish their findings.

The above series were all young and active men
between the ages of twenty and forty. A very

small percentage (5 per cent.) had a history of pre-

vious attacks. The invariable rule in the Navy is

to operate in every case in which a diagnosis is

made, so that practically recurrent attacks can be

ruled out except in the few who gave a history of

trouble in the right iliac region prior to enlistment.

They were also young men whose general health

had been excellent prior to admission and in whom
there was every reason to think that there would
have been a sharp systemic reaction in case of any
serious trouble with the appendix.

U.S.S. "Solace."

The Effects of Depancreatization.— H. Labbe studied

the effects on the general nutrition of the dog of partial

resection of the pancreas. When subjected to conditions

giving rise to an acid intoxication the animal is capable

of eliminating an excess of ammonia, like the normal dog.

This would show that the functional activity of the liver

is, if at all. but slightly affected. The production of

urea is the same as in the normal animal. These results

are not entirely in accord with those of histological exam-
ination, which show a certain degree of degeneration of

the hepatic cells, which is probably the result of previous

intoxications.

—

Revue de Medecine.

Neuropathies and Psychopathies of Genital Origin.

—L. M. Bossi advocates the gynecological examination of

every woman who conies before a court of law for the

commission of a crime, whether it be stealing, or a crime

of violence, or attempted suicide, and that it be ascer-

tained whether she has any genital anomaly before she is

tried or condemned. In the same way every woman who

becomes insane should go through an examination for the

presence of utero-ovarian anomalies before she is sent to

an insane asylum. If she has genital troubles she should

b^ treated and will often recover entirely. It is not the

serious lesions like cancer, fibroma, and peritonitis that

cause alienation, but the slow, insidious infections, and the

displacements that render the life of the victim insup-

portable, and make her unable to do her work or mix

with society, that by the presence of a slow infection and

the symptoms of autointoxication affect the nervous sys-

tem. The author cites cases known to him and treated

by him in which kleptomania occurred only at the men-

strual period, which with its added nervous irritability

made a criminal of the woman. Many violent crimes are

the result of such a condition eventuating in a sudden

access of insanity from some slight excitement occurring

at a neuropathic period. It is the duty of physicians to

recognize these facts and endeavor to educate the public

so that these persons should receive proper gynecological

treatment, instead of being incarcerated in prison or com-

mitted to asylums. Under proper treatment many a

hysteric, epileptic, or insane woman will recover from

both her uterine and her mental disease.

—

Revue Mensuelle

de Gynecologie, d'Obstetrique, et de Pediatrie.

Genital Hypernephromata in Women.—H. Alamar-

tine and G. Maurizot state that abberrant suprarenal cap-

sules are found in connection with the tissues of the broad

ligaments in women, as well as in the neighborhood of

the pancreas and liver; they are seldom seen in men. The

suprarenals are derived from the celomic epithelium of the

internal face of the mesonephron. Masses of cells become

separated and form separate accessory glands. Over-

growths of the accessory suprarenal glands are rare in

women; they are peculiar in that they are enucleable, but

show malignancy. They cannot be diagnosticated before

the abdomen is opened, but when they come into view

may be immediately recognized by their characteristic

structure. They are seen either in young immature girls,

or in women between fifty and sixty years of age. The

cytological characteristics of the cells are marked, and es-

pecially the contents of fat in them. Obesity accompanies

their presence. Circulatory disturbances result from hy-

persecretion and the production of suprarenal hormones,

causing slowing of the pulse and hypertension.

—

Revue de

Gynecologie et de Chirurgie Abdominale.

The Incidence of Streptococci in Urine.—H. W.
Crowe states that two distinct cocci occur in the urine with

comparative frequency, and both are probably streptococci.

When certain symptoms suggesting slight toxemia are as-

sociated with chronic rheumatism, streptococci may usually

be found in the urine. Vaccine treatment in such cases is

remarkably beneficial. In acute rheumatism the organisms

described are usually absent from the urine. The isolation

of the organisms and the preparation of vaccines are

greatly facilitated by the use of neutral red egg medium.

In general, if one is justified in drawing any conclusions

from the small number of cases studied by the author,

streptococci are met with in the urine more frequently in

slight ailments than in severe diseases. The latter believes

he has made out a case for systematic cultural examination

of urine, whether attention is directed thither by symptoms

or not, with the likelihood of its proving a fruitful field,

both from the pathological and the therapeutic standpoint.

—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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THE MEDICAL REVOLUTION IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

The passage of the National Insurance Bill of Great

Britain is a matter of supreme importance to the

medical profession. The crisis has' been reached

and the medical practitioners have decided they will

not be bound down by the provisions of the act.

At a special plenary session of the British Medical

Association at Liverpool on July 23 the resolution

passed a few days' before to the eflfect that the mem-
bers of the association refuse to act under the pres-

ent conditions of the bill was passed with enthusi-

asm. Thus the British government is placed in

the position of being unable to give the chief bene-

fits' promised to the people by the act. Sir James

Barr, the president of the association for 19 12, who
is notorious for his outspokenness, went so far as

to characterize the insurance act as "the most

gigantic fraud ever perpetrated on a confiding pub-

lic since the days of the South Sea Bubble."

The scheme has been severely criticised from va-

rious standpoints, but the proposed treatment of

the medical profession is that which has caused the

present deadlock. A short sketch therefore of its

main features, so far as the profession is con-

cerned, will not be out of place. To anyone who is

familiar with or even fairly cognizant of the condi-

tions of the poor in the big cities of Great Britain

a plan which seems likely to better their lot will find

universal favor. The "scheme of national insur-

ance has been called great, and from many points

of view it undoubtedly is great. In the first in-

stance, when Mr. Lloyd George suggested the

scheme his' suggestion was received with acclama-

tion by men of all shades of politics. Some indeed

have decried the plan, urging that it tends to pauper-

ize the working classes and to perpetuate the unfit

rather than to bring about lasting improvement to

the race. On the whole, however, men of all creeds

and political opinions in Great Britain hailed with

fervor any method which was calculated to amend

or ameliorate the existing state of affairs. Conse-

quently the British statesman appeared to open his

new campaign under most favorable auspices and to

have the opportunity of deeply engraving his name
on the scroll of fame as one of the greatest bene-

factors of his race. How, then, has it happened

that instead of this glorious consummation the act,

after its provisions' were known, became a source of

contention and dispute almost without parallel in

the history of English legislation? We will not at-

tempt to deal with other parts of the bill open to

criticism, but will confine our comments to those

which intimately affect the medical profession. The
benefits of the Insurance Act from a medical point

of view are: (i) Medical treatment with drugs, etc.,

throughout life; (2) pay during incapacity from
sickness; (3) a maternity allowance; (4) some pro-

vision for the treatment of tuberculosis, principally

by means of sanatoriums. The essential of the

scheme then may be said to be an adequate command
of competent medical skill, necessarily implying for

its successful carrying out the earnest cooperation

of the medical profession. What were the induce-

ments offered to the medical practitioners in order to

secure this cooperation? The pay offered for the

services of the profession was $1 a year per head
with an allowance of 50 cents a year for drugs, etc.

The scale of remuneration is' said to be somewhat
higher than that in club practice in Great Britain,

but this extra remuneration is altogether outweighed

by the loss of private practice which must follow as

the result of the extension of medical benefits from

6,500,000, the number now served by contract, to

14,750,000, many of whom are well to do and able

to afford a fair fee for medical services. Again,

the reduction of income is intensified by the fact

that, unlike present club practice, which is confined

to selected lives and healthy persons, those bene-

fiting by the act will comprise all sorts and condi-

tions of men, women, and children and will ac-

cordingly bring about a totally different kind of

practice. Not only, however, does the British prac-

titioner face inadequate pay and a probable consid-

erable money loss, but what he resents most bitterly,

the act places him in the hands of the "approved

societies." He has already had s'uch experience of

the ways of these societies as to dread his position

if the provisions of the bill are rigidly enforced.

The British Medical Association has laid the fol-

lowing demands before the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer: (i) An income limit of $10 a week; that

is', a person receiving beyond that amount would not

be eligible for the benefits under the act. (2) Free

choice of doctor by patient. (3) Medical and ma-
ternity benefits to be administered by State insur-

ance committees and not by friendly societies. (4)
Two dollars and ten cents to be the minimum capi-

tation fee, not including extras and medicine. To
all of these apparently just demands Lloyd George

has given a non possumus and has moreover treated

the medical men throughout the negotiations with

much contumely and has endeavored to prejudice

the profession with the community as standing in

the way of the public weal, swayed solely by selfish

interests. Earning a capitation fee of $1 a year

with 50 cents added for drugs, etc., in order to gain

the barest of livings the medical man must do an

amount of work which is out of all proportion to the

recompense. Judging from the results of the In-

surance Act of Germany, the average earnings of a

medical man under the British Act would be between

$1,000 and $1,500 a year. When it is considered

that the medical education of the physician is the

longest, hardest, and most costly of any technical
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education, that his position as' a physician entails

great responsibility, the assurance of Mr. Lloyd
George in expecting him to become absolutely the

servant of the public at a remuneration of less than

$1,500 a year is nothing less than remarkable. In

Great Britain this is the more glaring seeing that

the British House of Commons has voted recently

to each of its members the sum of $2,000 a year
for services which require no special education to

perform adequately and which are light and to a

great extent perfunctory.

Contract practice is everywhere unsatisfactory not

only to the physician but to the general public. A
laborer is worthy of his hire, and if he be not recom-

pensed for his services properly he does' not, nay

he cannot, fulfill his duties as they should be ful-

filled, and therefore in the long run if the doctor

be starved and compelled to lose his self respect

every one concerned must suffer. It would ap-

pear that the British chancellor has promised
more than he can accomplish and the sooner

he is brought to an understanding that such

is the case the better will it be for the country.

One thing is certain, that the outcome of the strug-

gle between the British government ;.nd the medi-

cal profession must profoundly affect medicine in

all its branches for good or evil, and this being so

the matter closely concerns the medical profession

of this country. It is, in short, a valuable object

lesson for medical men in all parts of the world.

A notable feature of the situation is the sane, tem-

perate, and dignified manner in which the question

has been discussed by the leading medical journals

of Great Britain—in striking contrast to the heated

appeals' to party and class prejudice made by politi-

cians responsible for the introduction of the measure

and by the lay journals obviously interested in sub-

stantiating and popularizing their statements. The
principle embodied in the scheme is excellent, but

the manner in which the principle is being exploited

to the detriment of a self-sacrificing body of men
and to the ultimate hurt of the community at large

savors' of low political ideals. The progress of the

battle will be watched with absorbing interest by

physicians here and the hope may be expressed that

even yet a compromise will be reached honorable to

those directly interested and for the good of the

people at large.

SALVARSAN IN THE TREATMENT OF
RABIES.

The season of supposed maximal prevalence of

hydrophobia has arrived. In spite of municipal

ordinances providing for the muzzling of dogs,

there are reported almost daily in the public

press instances of individuals bitten by rabid

animals. A certain proportion of these indi-

viduals who will not take early advantage of

the Pasteur treatment will eventually enter

the hospitals as hopeless cases of fully de-

veloped hydrophobia. Possibly in these cases a

gleam of hope still exists, if the results recently ob-

tained by R. Tonin (II Policlinico, July 14, 1912)

in the treatment of a case of hydrophobia by means
•of salvarsan should be verified by other observers.

The case was one of a girl thirteen years of age,
treated at the Antirabic Institute of Cairo, Egypt.
She was brought to the Institute twelve days after

she had been bitten by a dog presumably rabid. The
usual course of treatment by means of inoculations

was carried out for a period of fourteen days, at

the end of which time the child began to suffer from
general malaise, headache, and slight fever. These
symptoms grew more intense and were supple-
mented by a difficulty in swallowing liquids and
solids. At this time, four weeks after having been
bitten, the child was admitted to the Italian Hospital.

On examination she presented a picture of great
anxiety with dyspnea and laryngopharyngeal spasm.
This was aggravated by the sight of water or by
spraying the latter upon the patient's skin, or even
by lightly blowing upon her face (aerophobia).
There were also intense headache, general hyperes-
thesia, and a heightened temperature. The outcome
was considered hopeless and death was expected in

from four to six days. Tonin, basing his action
upon the supposed protozoal origin of rabies, and
upon the parasitotropic property of salvarsan, ad-
ministered this drug to the child intravenously in a

dose of 30 centigrams. There then occurred the usual

symptoms resulting from the injection of salvarsan
—a rise of temperature, an acceleration of pulse,

and repeated vomiting. At the same time the symp-
toms of hydrophobia began to improve, so that by
the following morning there was little difficulty in

swallowing, and the anxiety and hyperesthesia had
markedly diminished. The improvement was so
striking that the author began to question the origi-

nal diagnosis, when on the twenty-seventh day the
child gave evidence of a paresis of the lower limbs,

and formication in both feet. There then developed
the symptoms of an ascending myelitis : paresis of

the muscles of the back and of the upper part of

the arms ; involvement of the bulbar centers as mani-
fested by rapidity of pulse and respiration and by
frequent vomiting; intense occipital headache; ab-

ducent paralysis ; and rigidity of the neck muscles.

In spite of these grave manifestations of meningo-
myelitis and encephalitis, the patient recovered com-
pletely, after a course of treatment including the

administration of digitalis, iodides, camphor, and as-

cending doses of strychnine, and the employment of

hot baths.

The author presents a rigid analysis of the above

case, disposing in turn of all the alternative theories

that might be advanced to account for the extraor-

dinary recovery. He excludes the possibility of

a nervous or false hydrophobia. The child had
never manifested any nervous symptoms, there was
no disturbance of sensation, and there were no hys-

terogenic zones. Moreover, in false hydrophobia
the symptoms are largely and almost exclusively

psychic and do not include these associated with an

ascending myelitis. In explanation of the imme-
diate improvement following the use of salvarsan,

and then the secondary onset of paralytic symptoms,
the author suggests that the drug in destroying the

microorganisms had set free their endotoxins, which
were then responsible for these later lesions. He
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cites the remote analogy of the postdiphtheritic
paralysis that may occur even after the effective

administration of antitoxin. Another possibility

that suggested itself was that the original antirabic

inoculations might have been responsible for the

symptoms of rabies that developed in the patient.

In an extensive experience with this method of
treatment the author had seen two instances of tran-
sient irritation of the spinal cord following the in-

oculations, but never any evidences of hydrophobia.
The history of the above case naturally does not

prove that salvarsan is a specific in rabies, but the
results obtained were sufficiently impressive to jus-
tify the use of this drug in cases that have not sub-

mitted to the preliminary antirabic inoculations, and
in which a lethal outcome is almost certain. At any
rate there is some basis for the hope that rabies may
be included among the diseases, such as syphilis, re-

lapsing fever, and frambcesia, in which the parasito-
tropic virtues of salvarsan or of its derivatives have
been amply demonstrated.

HEMOPHILIA.

At the present time the subject of heredity is one
that fills with hope the mind of the amateur eugen-
ist. Those who know most concerning the matter
are, perhaps, the most sceptical as to the practi-

cability of the application of its principles to the

human race in the prevention of disease. On the

other hand, those who possess a superficial knowl-
edge of the question discourse glibly of the regen-
eration of mankind mentally and physically by
judicious breeding. A moot point, and one which
requires a great deal of further investigation be-

fore an agreement is reached, is with regard to the

diseases which are inherited. Until this question

is settled far more definitely than it is now, it is

somewhat idle to attempt to state who shall mate
and who shall not mate. There are some diseases

which obviously should be a bar to marriage, but

these are few.

In hemophilia inheritance is certainly a very po-
tent factor, indeed, all-important. The disease is

rare, but from the standpoint of heredity extremely
interesting. As Sir Thomas Oliver writes in The
Practitioner for June, 1912, the disease is an aft'ec-

tion of the middle layer of the blastoderm, but
how the mesodermal defect originates and what it

really consists of it is impossible to say. The
pathology of hemophilia has yet to be written. It

is generally allowed that in the thin and fragile

condition of the walls of small blood-vessels and
in the altered composition and impaired coagulat-
ing power of the blood is to be found the explana-
tion of many cases of persistent hemorrhage.
Since it is from the leucocytes of the blood that the
ferment comes which encourages clotting, it is

useful to know that in male "bleeders" as well as
in their mothers and sisters, there is a deficiency of
leucocytes, especially of the polymorphonuclear
type. It is then to the subnormal number of leuco-
cytes that must be attributed, in the first instance,
the defective coagulability of the blood. As Oliver
points out, however, it is not that the blood does
not coagulate, but that notwithstanding the pres-

ence of a clot, blood still oozes from underneath
It as if the tissues were not supplying their quota
of fibrous ferment, or as if the clot itself did not
undergo those physical changes in association with
adhesion of the walls of the blood-vessels which
lead to blocking of the same. Experimental evi-
dence seems to show that in an altered constitution
of the blood is to be found the explanation of the
immediate bleedings in hemophilia.
The main interest of this uncommon affection

lies in the fact that it is inherited and in the man-
ner of its transmission. Women of a bleeding
stock transmit the hemorrhagic diathesis mainly
to male offspring. Males exhibit but do not trans-
mit the tendency to bleed. Plate, in the work,
"Heredite Gynephore," shows how the influence of
sex determines whether life shall be brought to a

premature close or not by antenatal conditions.

Plate includes in "gynephorous heredity" a mode
of transmission characterized by the transmission

of disease by females apparently normal to half of

their male descendants, while in the female off-

spring the disease is concealed in a latent form.

In this, as in hemophilia, the females seemingly

healthy play the role of transmitters. Certain

animal experiments, the results of which were re-

ported by Federley to the Fourth Congress of

Genetics, would seem to prove that there is in the

organism of the female some inherent specific sex-

ual disposition which not only confers protection but

also the power of rendering latent within herself

certain genetic tendencies which become actualities

in her male descendants. There is, however, much
yet to be learned regarding hemophilia, and from

the point of view of heredity the subject may be

reconmiended to eugenists and mendelists as a fit-

ting one to investigate.

Zoster.

The occasional occurrence of this disease in epi-

demic form, the constitutional disturbances accom-
panying it, the associated glandular enlargement,

and the degenerative changes that have been dem-
onstrated in the posterior spinal ganglia, all point

to an infectious agent as being responsible for the

affection. Confirmatory evidence is afforded by the

fact that rarely does an individual suff'er from a

second attack. Furthermore the study of atypical

forms of the distribution of the eruption indicates

the operation of some general agent. J- Minet and

J. Leclercq {Revue de Medccine, February 10 and
March 10, 1912) made a special study of these

atypical cases, which vary all the way from a zos-

ter without any eruption to one in which the erup-

tion is widely distributed. There are the abortive

forms in which the eruption does not go beyond
the vesiculopapular stage ; the forms with a double,

bifurcated, or trifurcated eruption ; the instances

of bilateral, symmetrical eruptions; and the double
nonsymmetrical, the multiples, and the aberrant
forms. Many dermatologists of large clinical ex-
perience have never seen a case of bilateral sym-
metrical zoster, nevertheless forty-three cases have
been reported in the literature. The eruption may
be simultaneously symmetrical, or after a normal
evolution for several days on one side, it may ap-
pear in exactly the same form on the other side

and at the same level of the body. It may consti-
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tute a veritable belt about the body ; this occurs
more frequently on the face and on the thorax.
Contrary to the views of the older writers, the
prognosis in these cases is no worse than in sim-
ple zoster, although the duration of the disease
may be longer and the general reaction may be
more intense. Only one fatal case has been re-

ported, and in this instance the lethal outcome was
the result of a secondary infection.

Stigmata of Degeneration and Radiography.

That radiography should be able to extend our
knowledge of degenerative stigmata is readily ap-
parent when we bear in mind how largely these
concern the osseous system and teeth. Radiograms
should readily bring out asymmetries. Naturally
stigmata of degeneracy may be associated with ac-

tual disease of the bones, as in rachitis or syphilis.

At a session last spring of the Society of German
Physicians of Prague {Berliner klinische VVochen-
schrift, June 24) Lissau demonstrated an instruc-

tive example. Two brothers aged 7 and g had no
lower and but two upper incisors. The latter were
pointed like those of carnivora. The .t--ray showed
that the missing teeth had been retained. Had the^
grown, however, the denture would have been de-
fective. The rays also showed that the bones, es-

pecially those of the skull, were abnormally thin,

senile—a sure mark of degeneracy. The skin was
thin with no fatty content, the hair lusterless. The
whole picture seemed to be one of a vice of first

conformation which had involved by preference all

the ectodermal organs.

NptuH of tV liffk-

Plague on the Increase.—New cases of plague
have been reported in both Porto Rico and Cuba,
and the efforts' of the health authorities are being
directed toward cleaning up the towns and exter-

minating the rats. Assistant Surgeon Creel, in

charge at Porto Rico, has been given an additional

surgeon and three inspectors to be used in examin-
ing freight to be shipped to the United States.

Large forces of rat poisoners and rat catchers are

at work and 500 rats are being examined daily. No
cases of the disease have appeared in Trinidad and
vessels leaving Port-of-Spain are given clean bills

of health. The United States Treasury Department
has ordered that vessels from ports in South Amer-
ica and the West Indies, Africa, Russia, China,

India, and the Pacific Islands, while lying in United
States' ports shall have all lines or hawsers leading

to wharves or shore protected by rat guards and
that all gang planks shall be raised at night unless

men be placed near by to destroy escaping rats.

Plague Rats Found in American Ports.—After
hundreds of negative examinations of rats had been
made during the past few weeks one rat carry-

ing plague bacilli was found in New Orleans on
July 27 and one in Philadelphia on July 29. The
city health officers of both places have issued state-

ments to the effect that while there is no cause for

alarm the fight against the rats will be continued

until they are exterminated.

Lister Memorial.—Plans are being made in

London for the establishment of a memorial to the

late Lord Lister. The memorial will probably take

the form of a monument in Westminster Abbey,
and the foundation of an international prize in

surgery or of fellowships in research in scientific

centers in England and abroad.

Decrease in German Births.—The perilous de-
crease in the birth rate in Germany will, it is said,

shortly be the subject of official inquiry. The gov-
ernment announces that the fall in the rate has been
almost constant from 1876 when it was 42.6 per
1,000 to 19 II when it was 30.7. It is stated that the
falling oft' is much less marked in Roman Catholic
than in Protestant communities.

Medical Society of the Missouri Valley.—The
twenty-fifth annual meeting of this society will be
held in the city of its birth, Council Bluffs, Iowa,
on September 5 and 6, 1912, under the presidency of
Dr. J. M. Bell of St. Joseph. Those desiring to

present papers should send their titles to the secre-

tary. Dr. Charles Wood Fassett, St. Joseph, Mo.,
before August i with abstracts not later than Au-
gust 10.

Wood Alcohol Poisonings.—The New Jersey
State Board of Health has just brought to a success-

ful finish a campaign for the enforcement of the

pure food law, in which hundreds of gallons of
liquors and cordials having wood alcohol for their

base have been seized and dumped into the sewers.

The product was found in the possession of Italian

tradesmen and the crusade was started by the Italian

Consul in New York, who appeared before the De-
partment of Agriculture with five of his country-
men who had been poisoned by the fluid, two being
blind and the three others in a serious condition.

Investigation showed that a wine blending and im-
porting company in New York had been handling
the stuff and that it had been largely used in the

Italian colonies at weddings and funerals.

Dr. Bevan Resigns.—The resignation of Dr.
Charles F. Bevan as dean of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons of Baltimore, which office he
had held for ten years, was announced recently.

Dr. William F. Lockwood, professor of the prin-

ciples and practice of medicine, has been elected to

succeed Dr. Bevan.
Dr. Josephus Arthur Wright of Towson, Md.,

has been appointed superintendent of the Sydenham
Hospital of Baltimore, succeeding Dr. Robert A.
Warner.

Iowa State Boards.—Dr. Albert De Bey of

Orange City, Iowa, has been elected president of
the Iowa State Board of Health, and Dr. T. U. Mc-
Manus, president of the State Board of Medical
Examiners'. Dr. G. H. Summer of Des Moines has
been' elected secretary.

To Visit Hospitals Abroad.—Dr. George
O'Hanlon, superintendent of Bellevue and Allied

Hospitals, New York, accompanied by Dr. M. S.

Gregory, resident alienist at Bellevue Hospital,

sailed from New York on July 24 with the intention

of inspecting the hospitals in Europe.

Prof. Ludwig Pick.—The American students
of Professor Pick, of whom there are about six hun-
dred, will tender him a complimentary dinner on
Saturday evening, November 16, on the occasion of

his visit to New "York. Particulars' may be obtained
from Dr. Charles Goodman, 969 Madison avenue,
New York. Professor Pick, as has already been
announced, will deliver the Cartwright Lectures of

the Association of the Alumni of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons early in November.

Dr. A. M. Fernandez-Ybarra, formerly of New
York City, has been appointed physician and sur-

geon of the Spanish Club Sanatorium of Tampa,
Fla.

Dr. Clifton A. Gardner of the New York Post-
Graduate Hospital is reported missing. He left the
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hospital on the afternoon of July 23 to visit an out-

patient and has not been seen since. He did not

visit the patient. Dr. Gardner was 27 years old, a

graduate of the University of Pennsylvania in 191 1,

and had been ten months on the hospital staff.

Hospital Cost.—That the high cost of living

generally is affecting the cost of hospital mainte-

nance is' the complaint of the superintendent of the

Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, in his report

just issued. The cost of caring for patients is

greater at the Johns Hopkins Hospital than else-

where, and the expenditures during twenty-two

years have amounted to more than $5,000,000, while

the total gross receipts have been only about $2,000,-

000. Sixty per cent, of the hospital's patients have

been in the wards under free treatment.

Brownsville Hospital.—The Brownsville and
East New York Hospital has purchased as' a site for

a Jewish hospital fifteen lots in Brownsville on Ave-
nue C between Rockaway Parkway and East

Ninety-eighth street. Plans are being prepared for

the new building which it is estimated will cost

$100,000.
Promoting Public Health.—The New York

State Department of Health is now seeking the co-

operation of the labor unions in its' work of pro-

moting public health by education and has appointed

a special representative to facilitate the carrying out

of the campaign by visiting labor organizations and
enlisting their aid in preventing communicable dis-

eases and in taking steps to avoid the special diseases

and accidents incident to the occupation of their

members'. Arrangements will be made for special

meetings of the labor organizations to be addressed

by lecturers of the State Department of Health.

Irish Wreck Sanatorium.—At Lucan, a village

near Dublin, Ireland, a sanatorium for the treatment

of tuberculosis, which was in course of construction,

was demolished on July 22 by the villagers who had

already displayed much hostility to the scheme of

making Lucan a health resort. A mob armed with

ropes and pickaxes first tore the roof off and then

threw the walls down, leaving nothing but debris.

The sanatorium was being erected under the aus-

pices of the Women's National Health Association.

Fewer Fatal Accidents.—During the month of

June fifteen persons were killed in accidents on the

street railways of New York City, as' against twenty-

four in June, 191 1. The numlaer of serious acci-

dents also decreased from 270 to 206. There was,

however, an increase in the total number of acci-

dents reported from 5,997 in June, 191 1, to 6,342 in

June of this year, while the total number of persons

injured, though not seriously, increased from 3,827

to 4,184.
Infant Mortality Rate Lowered.—For the week

ending July 20 there were 328 deaths of infants'

under one year of age in New York City, as com-
pared to 348 in the same week of last year. Since

the first of the year the number of infant deaths

totals 479 less than for the corresponding period of

1911.

Infantile Paralysis.—Twenty-eight cases of in-

fantile paralysis with three deaths had been reported

to the Health Department of Buffalo, N. Y., up to

July 24.

Somewhat Doubtful.—According to the records

of the church at Tuxpan, Mexico, Jose Calvario,

who died there recently, had reached the age of 185
years.

School on Hospital Roof.—The New York
Board of Education has authorized the establish-

ment of a class for tuberculous children on the roof

of the Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn.
This is the first instance in which a public school

class has been joined to a hospital, although a simi-

lar class has been conducted by the Department of

Education on the roof of the Vanderbilt Clinic, New
York, for several years. There are also various

other roof classes on school buildings throughout
the city and additional ones will be opened this fall.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late Mrs.
Ellen Collings of New York the Lincoln Hospital
in this city receives a bequest of $1,000. The sum
of $5,000 is' also left to the American Endowment
Fund of the Lebanon Hospital for the Insane in

Syria, Asia.

The late James E. Childs of New York left

$50,000 to the Thrall Hospital at Middletown, Conn.,
subject to a life interest of the testator's wife.

Eugenics Congress.—The first international

congress on eugenics opened in London on July 24,
with over four hundred delegates in attendance.

Among the delegates from the United States were
Dr. Charles B. Davenport, director of the station for

experimental evolution at Cold Spring Harbor,
N. Y. ; Dr. Raymond Pearl of the Maine Experi-
mental Station, Dr. D. F. Weeks of the New Jersey
State College, and Dr. G. Smith of the University
of Minnesota, all of whom presented papers to

the congress.

Doctors Protest Against the Insurance Act.—
The new National Insurance Act which recently be-

came effective in England has met with much oppo-
sition, and particularly from the members of the

medical profession, who have refused to agree to

the provisions' made in it for fees for medical attend-

ance. The Chancellor has offered six shillings for

medical attendance under the act for each insured

person per annum, and the physicians have made a

demand for eight shillings sixpence as a minimum.
This being refused the delegates to the British Medi-
cal Association in session in Liverpool on July 20
voted to break off all negotiations with the Chan-
cellor, who may thus be compelled to start a State

medical service. In fact a scheme for a public

medical service organized and controlled by physi-

cians was outlined at a meeting of the medical asso-

ciation and was received with favor.

Dentists in the Army.—The Surgeon General of

the Army announces that examinations for the ap-

pointment of acting dental surgeons will be held at

various' places throughout the country on Monday,
October 7, 191 2. Applicants must be between 21

and 27 years of age, citizens of the United States,

graduates of authorized dental schools, and of good
moral character and habits. Acting dental sur-

geons are employed under a three years contract at

the rate of $150 per month. After this period they

may be promoted to the grade of dental surgeon

with the rank of first lieutenant and with the pay

and allowances pertaining to that rank. Applica-

tion blanks and full information concerning these

examinations can be procured by addressing the

''Surgeon General, United States Army, Washing-
ton, D. C." There is a large number of vacancies

to be filled.

Michigan Accepts Leper.—After considerable

discussion the Michigan State Board of Health has

consented to receive the leprosy patient who recently

escaped from Bay City in that State, where he had
been kept under observation, and was recaptured in

Buffalo. The New York State Board of Health

was not willing to assume the responsibility of his
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care. I'lie incident has led to a discussion of the

advi.sabihty of federal control of leprosy in the

Uniicd States.

Medical Society Elections.—The Austin Flint

Ceclar Valley Medical Society in annual session at

Waterloo, Iowa, on July 1 1 elected the following

officers for the ensuing year: President, Dr. Elmer
E. Dunkelberg, Waterloo, Iowa; Vke-Presideiit,

Dr. Willis F. Cobb, Lyle, Minn.; Secretary, Dr.

C. F. Starr, Mason City, Iowa; Treasurer, Dr. Will
L. Hearst, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
The annual meeting of the Iowa and Illinois

Central District Medical Association was' held in

Davenport, Iowa, on July 11, the following officers

being elected : President, Dr. Wilson W. Adams,
Atkinson, 111. ; Vice-President, Dr. Peter A. Ben-
dixen, Davenport, Iowa ; Secretary, Dr. Lawrence
W. Littig, Davenport, Iowa ; Treasurer, Dr. Frank
H. First, Rock Island, 111.

At the annual meeting of the Washington State

Medical Association held in Tacoma on July 7, it

was decided to hold the next meeting in Spokane on

June 7, 1913, and the following officers were elected

for the coming year: President, Dr. Howard R.

Keylor, Walla Walla; Vice-President, Dr. A. Mac-
Rae Smith, Bellingham ; Secretary, Dr. Frank Paine
Witter, Spokane; Treasurer, Dr. W. T. Thomas.
Tacoma.
The Oregon State Medical Society held its annual

meeting in Portland and on July 6 elected the fol-

lowing officers : President. Dr. Robert Ellis Ringo,
Pendelton ; J'ice-Prcsidcnts. Dr. James S. Moore,
Portland ; Dr. Fred D. Strieker, Grant's Pass, and
Dr. R. W. Stearns, Medford; Treasurer, Dr. Kath-
erine C. Manion, Portland; Secretary, Dr. M. B.

Marcellus', Portland.

The Brazos County (Texas) Medical Society at

its first annual meeting held in Bryan on July 6
organized with the election of the following officers

:

President. Dr. George F. Lee, Wellborn; Vice-Presi-

dent. Dr. William B. Cline; Secretary and Treas-

urer. Dr. Robert Jasper Hunnicut, Bryan.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. J.ames A. Exton of New
York and Arlington, N. J., a graduate, of the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in

1866, a veteran of the Civil War, a member of the

New Jersey State and Hudson County Medical So-

cieties, the American Medical Association, the

American Public Health Association, the Jersey City

and Newark Practitioners' Club, and the New Jer-

sey -Sanitary Association, one of the founders and
president of the Hudson County Medical Milk Com-
mission, and consulting physician to St. James' Hos-
pital. Newark, died at his home in Arlington from
paralysis on July 25. aged 68 years.

Dr. Maurice H. Richardson of Boston died at

his home in that city on July 31. He was born at

Athol. Mass., December 31, 185 1. He was grad-

uated from Harvard in arts in 1873 and in medicine
in 1877 and began the practise of medicine in Bos-

ton after the usual hospital service. He was ap-

pointed demonstrator of anatomy at Harvard in

1882 and since 1907 was Moseley professor of sur-

ger}-. He was surgeon to the General Massachu-
setts Hospital and a member of the American Sur-

gical Association, the Alassachusetts State Medical
Society, and the American Medical Association.

Dr. Harry C. Largeman of Philadelphia, a grad-
uate of the Medico-Chirurgical College of Phila-

delphia in 1899. and a member of the Pennsylvania
State and Philadelphia County Medical Societies,

died at his home, on July 15. aged 39 years.

(Hatrtspanhtntt.

THE LARGE INCISION AND THE REASON
FOR IT.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—The able article under the above caption in

the Medical Record for July 20, by Dr. Percy A.

Perkins, is in line with a number of articles upon the

same subject recently. There is much to be said in

favor of the large incision, and Dr. Perkins very

concisely and correctly points this out. I would
call attention to the reason for my activity some
years ago in directing the attention of surgeons to

the desirability of the short incision. At that time

unnecessarily large incisions were made in appen-

dicitis work, of the sort in which "the more thorough

the operation, the more quickly the patient died."

The results of employing the short incision led to

the inception of the principles of the fourth era in

surgery, in w'hich the patient is to be left as far as

possible under the care of his own protective fac-

tors. His protecting organs are not to be disabled

by the shock of any really unnecessary opera-

tive technique. . Lately, however, we have come
into much new knowledge concerning Lane's kink,

Jackson's membrane, and bile tract adhesions, which
were often overlooked when the short incision was
employed in abdominal work.

The last word to be said on the subject is per-

haps this : Make as perfect a diagnosis as possible

before doing any operating at all. In many cases

it will then be possible for the surgeon to allow his

patient to escape a serious attack of surgery. The
surgeon may have the satisfaction of employing con-

siderable technical skill in making a small incision

—

in selected cases. Through the short incision in ap-

pendicitis work, he may often discover the presence

of a Lane kink, or of Jackson's membrane, and then
proceed to make as large an incision as the case re-

quires.

At the time when I drew the attention of the pro-
fession to the advantages of short incisions, the sub-

ject seemed to be timely, and to serve a purpose.
At the present time it may still serve a purpose, but
in connection with newer knowledge, and with
newer care in making correct diagnosis before at-

tempting any sort of abdominal operation.

Robert T. Morris, M.D.
616 Madison -Xvence, New York.

A NEW CONSCIENCE IN MEDICINE.

To the Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—To my mind this must come and very soon
for imperative reason, i.e. because the common
sense of the community demands it. More and
more the public is led astray. In excessive special-

ism, in ultrascientific endeavor, in exaggerated ef-

forts of preventive medicine, sight is lost to cura-

tive measures most valuable to ill people, and broad-
est humanity surely disappears. The teaching, not
infrequently, of distinguished leaders, is not always
preservative of what is best. Take our Association
of American Physicians, and what do we find?

Papers read, usually, which could be discussed with
profit only by physicians fresh from laboratory

research, and to whom care of the sick outside

hospitals has relatively minor interest and import-

ance.

Go into advanced city hospitals and what do we
find? A corps of ambitious young men who have
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captured them and carry the responsibilities of hos-

pital wards, filled with patients of divers sorts and
origin, and, therefore, in need of all available knowl-
edge. And yet the consultant physicians and sur-

geons, in general medicine or surgery, are, as a rule,

figure heads, which serve slightly useful purpose.
Why? Simply because what they could give is no
longer properly valued, i.e. wise counsel and guid-

ance. Preventive medicine, rightly estimated, is of

primary importance and not medicine, or surgery,

which alleviates misery and disease when they oc-

cur. And yet to prevent acute or chronic disease,

except in limited degree, means complete change of

previous modes of life, often practically impossible,

or neutralization of seasonable influences. Over
the latter we have no control, although they bring
now, as always, epidemic diseases, variable as to

spread and intensity. At present we require more
rational philanthropy and less scientific research

in the care and treatment of ill people.

The human machine should be wisely guided and
restrained to secure and preserve health. When,
from one cause or another, it is not attained oi

kept, it may be ameliorated, not by subversive and
novel methods, but by simple means and judicious

control. Wisdom of ages counts, so does experi-

ence from wise empiricism. Both have shown in-

dubitable facts, clinically, and carry with them
mental and bodily welfare. Every fresh influx of
aspiring physicians and surgeons should not attempt
to change them. Our noble art must not be a

victim of over-weening ambition or of thirst for

gold. It must remain true to antecedents and
idealism of the best kind.

Beverley Robinson, M.D.
New York.

A CORRECTION.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—In the valuable article in the Medical
Record of July 20, 19 12, on "Local Anesthesia in the

Upper Respiratory Tract," the author credits me
with three deaths due to the combined use of cocaine
and adrenalin. The three deaths referred to were
first reported by me to the Rhinological Section of

the American Medical Association in St. Louis in

1910 but were not reported as personal experiences.

The error probably occurred through ambiguity in

my quoting the cases in my article in the Medical
Record of October 31, 191 1, on "Tonsil Removal
with Reference to Quinine Anesthesia," etc.

I hope Dr. Freudenthal's article will be read by
every man using cocaine and epinephrin solutions,

as I am sure that most of the members of the pro-
fession are not wholly alive to the dangers asso-
ciated with the injection of these drugs.

B. D. Sheedy, M.D.
164 VV. Seventv-thibd Street^ New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

SCHOOL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE—INGLEBY LECTURE
ON PUERPERAL FEVER—STREPTOCOCCUS PUER-
PERALIS—INSURANCE ACT, CONTROVERSY UNSET-
TLED—SANATORIA UNREADY OBITUARY.

London, July 12, 1912.

The Chairman of Committee of the London School
of Tropical Medicine, Mr. Austin Chamberlain,
issued yesterday an appeal for £100,000 to provide
for the extension and efficient carrying on of the
work. This school, founded in 1899 by the Sea-

men's Hospital Society under the auspices of Mr. J.

Chamberlain, then Colonial Secretary, has accom-
plished so much that we may confidently count on
more. In no branch of medicine has progress been
as rapid in recent years. Expeditions have been
sent to study tropical diseases on the spot, and I

have informed you from time to time of the impor-
tant results of their investigations. But additional

laboratories are needed, accommodation for the

growing number of students, a nursing home for

civilians invalided from the tropics, but unable to

procure the special attention they require, and it

would be well if some small endowment could be
established. The chairman's appeal is to the public,

and he naturally refers to some of the results of the

measures taken and discoveries made. Of his ex-

amples cited with a view of enlisting liberal assist-

ance I may quote one—the steps taken in the last

three years to stamp out sleeping sickness in

Uganda. In one district alone this scourge de-

stroyed 200,000 people out of the population of

300,000. In 1907 the fatal cases in Uganda num-
bered nearly 4,000, in 1908 they fell to 1,700, and
in 1910 to 1,475. -^ committee formed for this

appeal is to meet next Wednesday at the Foreign
Office with Mr. A. Chamberlain in the chair.

The Ingleby lecture this year was delivered by
Mr. J, Furneaux Jordan, surgeon to the Birming-
ham Hospital for W'onien and to the Maternity
Hospital, He took for a subject puerperal infec-

tion, and discussed its types, incidence, causes, and
treatment, preventive and curative. It was a clin-

ical review to some extent which could not fail to

interest in every aspect, but I must confine my notice

to two. First as to causation. He said the matter

for surprise was not that there was so much puer-

peral fever, but rather that there was not more.

We take infinite pains to keep microorganisms from
the operation field, but can it be said we do as much
to keep them from a cervical or perineal tear? He
thought not, and that was the danger. Before a
difficult forceps case was over the attendants' hands
would often be in contact with the patient's thighs

and other parts, and, however sterilized at first,

could not continue so to the end. Here the lecturer

gave the results of the bacteriological investigation

of the uterine discharge as shown in cultures or

cultures and films in 21 cases of puerperal fever,

nearly all under his own care. All the bacterio-

logical investigations were done by Dr. Mackey,
who reported that a streptococcus was present in

17 out of the 21, and was identically the same in

all, and quite distinct from other streptococci.

Moreover, in any secondary pus, pleuritic fluid, or

sputum present, it was found identical with that in

the uterine discharge. Furthermore, Dr. Mackey
never found this special streptococcus in any other

septic cases and only once had he met with it apart

from these puerperal cases', and that was in the cere-

brospinal fluid of a case of chorea gravidarum.

Jordan and Mackey propose to name it "Strepto-

coccus puerperalis." As this was found in 17 out

of 21 cases, 20 per cent., Mr. Jordan thought it

might be regarded as the most frequent cause. At
the same time, other organisms have been shown to

be causes sometimes. In isolated cases whence
comes the infection? This and some other diffi-

culties must be considered. Mr. Jordan suggested

that this streptococcus is present in the bowel like

the Streptococcus foecalis, and that the puerperal

woman is very susceptible to its action. He added
that efforts will be made to isolate it from the feces.
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The second point I propose to report on is treat-

ment, but this naturally follows, resolving itself into

the strictest surgical cleanliness of hands, instru-

ments, and patient's skin over the whole area of the

region endangered. The rectum is usually emptied
by enema at the beginning of labor, and often
enough the bowel contents are again expelled at a

later stage. The region of the anus therefore de-
manded greater attention than had been customary
to give it, a bowl of biniodide, i in 1,000, should be
at hand with big bits of absorbent wool, care of
fingers in using; in short, absolute surgical cleanli-

ness in every conceivable way was insisted on.

These measures may be called preventive, but the

lecturer also spoke of curative ones. I pass over
the usual remedies that he mentioned to the con-
sideration of the vaccine method, which seems a

corollary of the discovery of the Streptococcus puer-
peraiis. The lecturer would employ a vaccine in

addition to other treatment. He was so satisfied

of its value that he expected stock vaccines would
soon be on the market, but he believed more in auto-

vaccines and would recommend an injection of it

whenever possible. He quoted three cases where,
given early, success was complete, and one to show
the advantage of the patient's own vaccine over the

stock article. He did not think it an impossible

dream of the future that every woman should have
at the commencement of labor an injection of the

vaccine of the Streptococcus puerperalis, which
would render her immune to the action of this

germ ; at any rate, it would do so in 70 or 80 per

cent, of the cases.

Insurance problems continue to vex the public,

and new protests against the act are constantly put

forth. To the domestic servants' opposition is now
to be added, among several others, that of the agri-

cultural laborer and the farmer. These loudly pro-

test they want no help, and they are known to be

"good lives" from an insurance point of view; at

any rate, as far as mortality insurance. But in re-

gard to sickness in later life the question seems
dotibtful. Clerks in various commercial undertak-
ings are also dissatisfied, and as the act comes
nominally into force on Monday next, these and
many other wage earners are dolefully contemplat-

ing the risk of unemployment. It has been calcu-

lated that the scheme will at first most surely in-

crease unemployment and that the promises of sick

benefit will be more than neutralized because em-
ployers compelled to pay insurance premiums on

their servants will no longer feel inclined to extend

the assistance they have heretofore so liberally

given in such eventualities.

Sanatorium benefit bristles with so many diffi-

culties that an official memorandum has been issued

to assist the local committees in "beginning the ad-

ministration." They are told to arrange for the

medical examinations as to the existence of tubercu-

losis and the appropriate treatment of each patient

at home, or in any and what institutions, reporting

on the proposed arrangements for the Commission-
er's approval. They are to consider provisional ar-

rangements to be employed until a permanent
scheme can be brought into operation. This last is

to regard a "dispensary unit" and a "sanatorium
unit." The former will be for expert diagnosis

and treatment ; the latter a period of residential

oversight in farm colonies, open air schools, hos-

pitals, and other institutions, as guided by the

medical officer. Any institution must have been
approved by the Local Government Board, and "as

regards noninstitutional treatment, the manner of

treatment also requires the approval of that depart-

ment." That board has concurrently issued a

memorandum of directions to County and Borough
Councils as to their arrangements for the treatment,

asking them to prepare schemes for the whole popu-
lation, not merely for insured persons, in their

areas. The most sensible of the various sugges-

tions in this document is that "each County Council

should confer at an early date with the sanitary

authorities throughout the county in order to ob-

tain full cooperation."

In the House of Commons yesterday there was
what is described as "a scene" when Mr. Lloyd
George was asked to consent to postpone the act

for a few months, as his promised sanatoria are

not in existence, and it was held to be wrong to

exact the insurance money until they were. He
refused any concession and attributed to his ques-

tioner a wish which was repudiated and drew upon
him the remark he had no right to say so. He de-

clared he had every right, and was charged with

falsehood, a word withdrawn at the wish of the

Speaker. He was taunted by another member as

being "in a temper." A letter of Mr. George to a

medical correspondent has been circulated by the

newspapers. In this he repeats his declaration

that he wishes to do all in his power to secure the

cooperation of the profession, but the sting is at

the close, where he hints that their refusal may
necessitate other measures. The net result of all

the controversy for so many weeks is that, with

the act coming into force on Monday, the profes-

sion 'is firm and united and the Chancellor as ob-

stinate as ever. There are not wanting certain in-

dications that he is preparing to try some other

compromise, but it is now too late to do anything

more than wait and see whether he will obstinately

persist to the extreme.

It is believed by many that Monday will indicate

that the act cannot be enforced at all and that the

week will show hundreds of thousands refusing to

insure. If so, you will learn by telegraph. Amidst
all the confusion and doubt a body calling itself

"the Liberal Insurance Committee" has called for

a "day of thanksgiving" for the act. Not only so,

but has coolly proceeded to appoint to-morrow as

the day. Nothing more has been published about

this curious proposal, and people asked about it

usually treat it as ridiculous or contemptible. Well,

there is only a day to wait to "see what we shall

see."

The Hon. C. B. Mosse, late deputy surgeon-

general in the army, afterward for about 25 years

superintending medical officer of the Colonial

Medical Department, Jamaica, has died at the age

of 82. He was a graduate of Dublin, T.C.D. and
member College of Surgeons, 1852. He was in

medical charge of the expedition up the Gambia
in 1866. and present at the capture of a stockaded

town. Next year he was promoted stafif surgeon

for valuable services during yellow fever epidemic

at Bathhurst. He served through the Ashanti

War ( 1873-4) and was at the actions of Essaman,
Amoaful, and Ordahon, as well as at the capture

of Coomassie. For his bravery in these engage-

ments he was awarded the medal and clasp and
C.B. Retiring in 1876 as deputy surgeon-general,

he took office as above in Jamaica, where he be-

came member of the Legislative Council. In 1897
he was made a C.M.G. and in 1904 he retired from
the colonial service.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

July 18, 1912.

1. The General Practitioner: .An Idealization. F. S. Meara.
2. Remarks Upon Some Recent Studies in the Pathogenesis of

Epilepsy. L. Pierce Clark.
3. Alcohol as a Drug. W. F. Boos.
4. The Regulation of Midwifery. J. L. Huntington.
5. Hyperemic Treatment of Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis. A Pre-

liminary Report. P. Mcllhenny.
6. .Actinomycosis Treated with Vaccines. R. Kinnicutt and \V. T.

Mixter.
7. Three Cases of Pellagra. C. H. Dean.

1. An Idealization of the General Practitioner.— F. S.

Meara believes that ethics should enter into the preliminary

education of the general practitioner and should be given

prominence in proportion to its practical value and not

left to the hazard of environment or fortuitous example.

The ideal practitioner is he who, about to deal with man,
has appreciated the meaning of man and has fitted him-

self to meet the varied problems man presents; who sees

in his capacity for knowing, feeling, acting, and worship-

ping, the parts in himself, which, developed, make the sym-
metrical whole and give him contact with all men ; who
seeking to acquire the facts that constitute the science of

his profession studies in their application the object of

their application, thus perfecting the art of his profession;

who lives clean and acts the golden rule, and who leaves

in a grateful memory and an untarnished name his inonu-

meiitum aerc pereiiitius.

2. Recent Studies in the Pathogenesis of Epilepsy.—
L. Pierce Clark concludes that genuine epilepsy would
seem to be dependent upon certain unknown complex

heredity factors producing a form of cortical and sub-

cortical instability upon which a variety of endogenous
toxins may act, causing the disease. The fit is an- ex-

hibition of a reflex action of the disease, and as such

should not be seriously interfered with by sedatives per se.

The sedative treatment of epilepsy is, therefore, to be

thoroughly discouraged as long as there is hope of bring-

ing the real clinical pathogenesis of the disease under

control.

4. The Regulation of Midwifery.—J. L. Huntington
points out that the medical schools are not giving the

proper training in obstetrics. The man or the woman
who is to take the responsibility of obstetrical cases must

be prepared to cope with every emergency which may
occur during labor or the puerperium. Anything less

than this, according to the author, is a makeshift and

must be so regarded in the clear light of modern science.

To train women to take care of normal cases only must
be fallacious, for who is to make the diagnosis and be

sure that the case is normal. It seems hardly right to

maintain two standards of obstetrics, one for the poor

and ignorant, and another for the intelligent and well-

to-do.

5. Hyperemic Treatment of Poliomyelitis.— 1'. Mc-
Jlhenny carries out the method of treatment in the fol-

lowing manner : The alimentary canal is thoroughly

cleansed ; the paralyzed limbs are lightly bandaged with

cotton to keep them warm ; the patient is given a stimu-

lating liquid diet and strychnine in small doses ; cups

are applied intermittently to both sides of the spine from
the sacrum to the cervical region for one hour daily,

and this is continued regularly until muscular soreness

has disappeared and voluntary motion in the affected

muscles begins to return : the bandages are then removed

and massage is begun, a general diet gradually being al-

lowed, and the cupping being continued. The author bases

his treatment upon the results he has obtained in five

cases.

6. Actinomycosis Treated with Vaccines.—R. Kin-

nicutt and W. J. Mixter obtain pure cultures of the

actinomyces by thoroughly washing separate granules got-

ten from the pus in five or six changes of sterile, normal

salt solution. They have found that a stock vaccine is

apparently as effective as an autogenous one, for when
the organism has once been obtained in pure culture, it

can be left growing in the laboratory to be used when
needed. It is impossible to standardize such a vaccine ex-

cept in a very rough way, because the filaments composing

the colonies are not evenly broken up. The routine

method of treatment is to give o.i c.cm. of the vaccine

subcutaneously for the first dose. This is repeated every

three or four days, increasing the amount given 0.05 to

o.l c.cm. each time until a dosage of 0.75 c.cm. has been

reached. The authors have treated with vaccine eight

cases of actinomycosis : two with abdominal, two with

pulmonary, and four with cervicofacial actinomycosis.

They find it impossible to draw any general conclusion

from these few cases, but it seems that the use of vaccines

in superficial actinomycosis does do good. In lung

actinomycosis with the severe secondary infection which

invariably accompanies it, vaccines are apparently useless.

New York Medical Journal.

July 20, 1912.

1. Tincture of Iodine the Best Surgical Disinfectant. F. T. Wood-
bury.

J. The Latest in Skiagraphy. J. Rudis-Jicinsky.
3. The Anemic Habit. H. Brooks.
4. Discovery of Pneumococcus in the Feces: Role of the Intestine

in the Symptomatology and Treatment of Acute Lobar Pneu-
monia. .A. A. Rutz.

5. The Use of Spinal Fluid (Autotherapy) in the Treatment nf
Chronic Neurosyphilides. W. Browning and W. Lintz.

6. Hypertrophied Thymus and Status Lymphaticus. J. H. Taylor.
7. Garbage Disposal. T. M. Koon.
8. Syphilitic Facial Paralysis. C. O. Files.

I. Tincture of Iodine as a Surgical Disinfectant.—F.

T. Woodbury has used the U. S. P. tincture on the tonsils

for acute and chronic tonsillitis; in the parturient uterus

and on extensive lacerations of the perineum; in the

cavity following the evacuation of an amebic liver abscess;

in the intestine, on the ovary, in the bladder, stomach, gall-

bladder, and knee-joint ; in fistula in ano and tuberculous

osteitis; on compound comminuted fractures from crush-

ing and gunshot wounds, on dressed compound fractures

of the skull and spine; on amputations, on corneal ulcers,

and in various ophthalmic operations ; and on his own
hands as a disinfectant before operating. A solution of

one teaspoonful of the tincture to a quart of normal salt

solution made with pure sodium chloride has been used as

a wet dressing in suppurating wounds, burns, and gangrene

from frost bite; as a bladder irrigation in acute cystitis;

as a vaginal douche, a gastric lavage, a urethral injection,

an injection into the spinal canal in a case of epidemic

cerebrospinal meningitis ; as a nasal spray, a gargle, a

collyrium ; and as a cleansing solution for flushing out the

abdominal cavity after suppuration, and for washing out

tuberculous bone sinuses. It makes a good rinsing solu-

tion for the surgeon's hands during operations.

3. The Anemic Habit.—H. Brooks believes that long

standing anemia leads to a condition of the blood-forming

centers characterized by an indisposition to the restitution

of the blood to the normal level, even when the primary

etiological factors of the anemia are eradicated. This con-

stitutes an anemic habit. Treatment of these cases is

difficult because of this tendency, which must be wholly

eliminated or lessened before success can follow. Suc-

cessful treatment in most cases demands closely detailed

study, the direct application of the hygienic requirements

in each individual case, and the direct attempt must be

made to stimulate the blood-forming centers by the de-

velopment of a tissue demand. Drug treatment or nature

alone in these cases of anemic habit is insufficient, but

they must be combined for the successful management of

the condition. Treatment must in most instances be pro-

longed and persistent. Relapses are frequent.

4. The Pneumococcus in the Feces.

—

A. A. Rutz con-
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eludes on the basis of clinical observations and bacteriolog-

ical examinations that there are living and active pneu-

mococci in the feces in acute loliar pneumonia; that

tympanites is a constant and important symptom in the

disease; that the intestine is the special organ of excretion

of the toxins; and that routine rectal injections from the

onset of the disease, together with other accessory meas-

ures intended to reduce the toxemia and tympanites, ma-

terially influence the course and lower the mortality of the

disease.

5. Autotherapy in Neurosyphilis.—W. Browning and

W. Lintz present a second communication on this subject.

Their method consists in utilizing as a therapeutic agent

administered hypodermically the spinal fluid removed by

lumbar puncture from cases of syphilis of the nervous

system. The principles upon which this method of treat-

ment is based were discussed in the former article (see

Medical Record, May 4, 1912, page 861.) The authors

do not claim that this method is suitable for all cases of

neurosyphilis, but claim that it gives invaluable results in

selected cases. There are three very material limitations

to its use: (l) The stock of antibodies in any given case

is soon reduced or temporarily exhausted, and further-

more is not very rapidly renewed. (2) Some apparently

suitable cases fail to show any, or any important content

of antibodies in the spinal fluid. In such cases no im-

provement of the main trouble is obtained. (3) The anti-

bodies of the administered material disappear rapidly from

the system. In general, and if a full amount (say 25 to

so c.c.) of spinal fluid fairly rich in antibodies is injected,

signs of improvement become evident toward the end of

the first week following the injection, often in four to six

days ; and in some cases the main benefit appears to be

completed in about a week after it begins. This may be

called the primary gain, but a gradual secondary im-

provement may go on for some weeks at least. An im-

portant side effect of these injections appears in the im-

provement of the bowel movements. This has been

observed in all classes of cases, whether of specific char-

acter or not, though the degree of intestinal stimulation

may vary considerably.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

July 20, 1912.

1. The Present Status of Ligation or Excision of the Pelvic Veins
in the Treatment of Septic Thrombophlebitis of Puerperal
Origin. C. J. Miller.

2. The Ligation or Excision of the Ovarian or Deep Pelvic Veins
in the Treatment of Puerperal Thrombophlebitis. R. R.

Huggins.
3. Tuberculous Meningitis; a Pathological Report of Nine Cases.

L. H. \V. Rhein.
4. (-hanged Personality Due to Head Injury. M. G. Sturgis.

5. Adipositas Cerebralis in Its Relation to Tumor of the Hypo-
physis. A. Gordon.

6. The Atrophic Form of I-ittte's Paralysis. E. A. Rich.

7. Xanthoma Tuberosum Multiplex Vulgaris Mistaken for Myoma-
tosis Cutis Disseminata. R. L. Sutton.

8. Primary Carcinoma of the Lung. B. M. Ediavitch.
9. .\septic Intestinal Anastomosis. An Experimental Study. \V.

D. Gatch.
10. Operative Treatment in Joint Fractures. F. J. Cotton.
11. The Surgery of Rones and Joints. L. VV. Elv.

12. Intestinal Complications in Gynecologic Operations. L. S.

McMurtry.
13. A Useful Procedure in Submucous Resection of the Nasal

Septum. F. C. Smith.
14. Thymol for Taenia Saginata. \V. ,\llan.

I. Puerperal Septic Thrombophlebitis.—C. J. Miller

discusses the treatment of puerperal septic thrombophlebitis

by means of ligation or excision of the pelvic veins. The

success of a similar method of treatment in pyemia of otitic

origin has naturally suggested the use of the method in

puerperal cases not pathologically different except in loca-

tion and extent. As to the indications for and technique

of the operation, practically all agree that intervention is

advisable as soon after diagnosis as possible. Inflam-

matory exudates contraindicate operation and ligation is of

little value except in the pure forms of thrombosis. If lung

abscess or pneumonia has occurred the case is then hope-

less. The practical deduction from the study of the litera-

ture is to operate in the acute stage if the general septic

features do not predominate and to watch constantly for

signs of localization. Whether ligation or excision be done

depends on circumstances ; the latter procedure is reserved

for cases presenting periphlebitic processes, cicatrices, ab-

scesses, etc. While the available figures of operations are

not specially encouraging, a detailed analysis of the cases

throws a different light on the subject. It is necessary to

exclude the hopeless cases, for many of them are prac-

tically autopsies. Deducting cases of cava thrombosis,

acute pyemia, and faulty ligation there was a general mor-

tality in the author's collected cases of 21 per cent., drop-

ping to 8.5 per cent, when only one or both ovarian veins

were ligated, but reaching 31 per cent, when both hypogas-

tric veins required ligation.

3. Tuberculous Meningitis.

—

]. H. W. Rhein com-
ments upon the results of the histological e.xaminations of

nine cases of tuberculous meningitis, one of which was

diagnosed as pneumococcus meningitis. He believes that

it is possible, if not probable, that the meningitis in these

cases is due to a mixed infection and does not originate

solely from the tubercle bacillus or its toxins. The rapidity

of the course of the disease in adult cases is very unlike

the slow chronic process characteristic of tuberculosis of

other organs. The cellular changes of the exudate are not

absolutely characteristic and are not typical of the tuber-

culous process. Vascular changes were observed in seven

of the nine cases. These consisted of thickening of the

walls of the arterioles and of some veins. Perivascular

round-cell infiltration was quite commonly observed. In

one case the lumen of the small vessels was obliterated.

In another there was hyaline degeneration. Distention of

perivascular spaces was noted in seven cases and in sev-

eral there were other evidences of encephalitis. Plasma

cells were more or less present in six cases.

5. Adipositas Cerebralis.—A. Gordon leports a case

of tumor of the hypophysis presenting the clinical symp-

toms of Frohlich's syndrome, otherwise called dystrophia

adiposogenitalis, which belongs to the group of adipositas

cerebralis or all cases in which the deposit of fat is due

to a cerebral cause. Cases of adiposity and genital hypo-

plasia have been observed more frequently in connection

with hypophysis disease than in that of other ductless

glands. When one of these is affected the others are likely

to be affected as well. The symptoms in the author's case

developed very irregularly, suggesting different diagnoses:

paresis, multiple sclerosis, and brain syphilis. The cor-

rect condition was realized when the patient's adiposity

appeared and this with the bitemporal hemianopsia and

the sexual infantilism included the case among one of the

forms of Frohlich's syndrome. Other interesting phe-

nomena were the glycosuria which, though slight, was
evident throughout the five years of observation and the

profuse perspiration from which the patient suffered in-

tensely, regardless of exertion or temperature. At the

autopsy, besides the large angiosarcoma of the hypophysis

of which no healthy tissue could be found, there was en-

largement of the thyroid and of the adrenals.

8. Primary Carcinoma of the Lung.—B. M. Ediavitch

reaches the following conclusions : i. There is abundant

evidence of the occurrence of primary carcinoma of the

lung as a definite pathological entity. 2. This type of

tumor originates mostly in the epithelium of the bronchi,

not infrequently in the alveolar epithelium, and sometimes

in the epithelium of the bronchial mucous glands. 3. It is

about three time more common in men than in women.

4. The right side is affected about twice as often as the

left side. 5. It may involve part or all of a lobe or an

entire lung; it is usually unilateral and often fairly well

circumscribed. 6. The bronchial lymph-nodes are practi-

cally always involved, but other parts, principally the brain,

which seems to be especially susceptible, may become in-
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volved by secondary metastases. 7. Pleural effusion,

mostly hemorrhagic in character, occurs quite constantly

in association with this condition. S. In suspected cases

the presence in this pleuritic fluid of large epithelial cells

may be regarded as of diagnostic importance.

9. Aseptic Intestinal Anastomosis.—W. D. Gatch has
found that aseptic intestinal anastomosis by any method
of suture is theoretically impossible, but the amount of

contamination can be so reduced that cultures taken at the

line of suture are sterile. Descending invagination, if

a proper technique be employed, may be used to remove
pieces of bowel several inches in length with excellent im-
mediate and late results. It is possible to perform lateral

and end-to-end anastomoses of. the intestine aseptically

and without the use of special instruments so as to secure
practically the same operative results as are obtained by
standard non-aseptic methods for these operations, and
with no increase in the difficulty of the technique.

10. Operative Treatment of Joint Fractures.—By F.

J. Cotton. (See Medical Recokd, June 29, 1912, page
1249.)

11. Surgery of Bones and Joints.—By L. W. Ely. (See
Medical Recokd, June 29, 1912, page 1249.)

12. Intestinal Complications in Gynecological Opera-
tions.— L. S. McMurtry states that these complications
may be strictures, obstructions, fistulas, or anastomoses.
They cause sometimes serious difficulty in removing
tumors, especially of the ovaries, and are constantly found
matting the bowels together in advanced ovarian cancer
and peritoneal tuberculosis. The frequency of appendicitis

as a gynecological complication of tuboovarian disease is

generally recognized as a forceful indication for the supra-
pubic rather than the vaginal route of operation. The
omentum and sigmoid flexure are the parts most frequently

involved in adhesion, the omentum being the most efficient

means of warding off infection of the other viscera, and
adhesion of the sigmoid and rectum is so common with
tuboovarian disease as to be distinctly a gynecological con-
dition. Extensive gluing together of llie intestines after

general peritonitis is a result sometimes of Nature's failure

to absorb, and forms a distinct type embarrassing opera-
tive procedures, which may also be caused by ovarian and
uterine neoplasms. The author advises as prophylactic

measures against the formation of adhesions in gyneco-
logical work the following; As far as compatible with

safety, operations should be avoided in the acute stages of

inflammatory diseases and deferred to a period when
Nature has removed gross exudates. Unnecessary hand-
ling, wiping, and packing off of peritoneal surfaces should

be avoided in operations. The violence of retractors and
unnecessary exposure should be avoided. Blood clots beget

granulation tissue and adhesions and should be gently and
carefully removed. Drainage, especially with gauze, pro-

duces adhesions and should be applied only when definitely

and positively indicated. In dealing with adhesions in the

course of operation, the greatest care should be taken to

limit traumatism, usinp: sight when possible and working
deliberately. The greatest source of adhesions is unrecog-

nized injury to the intestinal coats. A thorough knowledge
of the best modern technique is essential. To avoid agglu-

tination of separated surfaces is not always possible, but

perhaps the most efficient procedure is applying a layer of
sterilized petrolatum over denuded surfaces.

The Lancet.

July 13. 1912.

1. Five Cases of Duodenal Perforation. D'Arcy Power.
2. High Blood Pressure and the Commoner Affections of Arteries.

H. French.
3. A Case of Tubal Pregnancy. Development to Term Without

Rupture: Lithopaedion (Skeletonization); Perforation: Peri-
tonitis: Operation: Coincident Uterine Pregnancy: Subsequent
Delivery of a Living Child. R. L. Knaggs and W. W. Walker,

A. The Treatment of Chronic Ulcer of the Stomach and Duodenum
by Gastrojejunostomy, v/hh a Report on 72 Consecutive Cases
Operated on More than Two Years Ago. T. Sherren.

5. The Use of Celluloid Splints ui the Treatment of Cases of
Poliomyelitis. F. K. Batten.

6. Neosalvarsan. J. Mcintosh, P. Fildes, and H. B. Parker.
7. Observations on the Neuron. II. Campbell.

I. Duodenal Perforation.—D'Arcy Power reports the
histories of five cases of this condition operated upon by
him during a short period of time. Each case occurred in

a man in the prime of life, emphasizing the fact that acute
perforation of a duodenal ulcer is much commoner in men
than in women. Each patient had been in good health up
to the time of the disaster. Previous indigestion is unusual
in duodenal ulceration. This symptom never has the same
prominence as in cases of perforated gastric ulcer. The
onset of pain is sudden and entirely without any exciting

cause. It is severe and is associated with considerable

shock. Gentle palpation of the abdomen reveals that the

upper part of the right rectus is a little more tense than
the corresponding part on the left side, while there is a

definitely tender spot above the umbilicus and to the right

of the middle line. The abdominal muscles become more
tense as tlie shock passes off, and a new and very mis-
leading symptom appears, for the patient now begins to

complain of pain which he localizes in the right iliac fossa.

On this account many cases of acute duodenal perforation

are diagnosed as cases of acute appendicitis. This mistake
may be avoided if one remembers that in acute appendi-
citis the pain, tenderness, and rigidity are limited to the

lower part of the abdomen, though all the symptoms may
extend across to the left side, while in acute duodenal per-

foration, although pain and tenderness may be felt in each
iliac region, there is a point of maximum pain in the right

hypochondrium, and there is at least increased resistance

over this area. The next misleading point in a case of

acute duodenal perforation is the manner in which the ab-

dominal symptoms subside as tlie initial shock passes off.

2. High Blood Pressure and the Commoner Affec-

tions of the Arteries.—H. French is certain that high
arterial pressure can be reduced safely only when the

muscle of the arterial coats is still muscle, though it may
be out of training and stiff. .\s long as it is muscle it

may be rendered supple again by arterial gymnastics, and
so brought back under the control of the vasomotor system.

to the great relief of the heart. When, however, the tunica

media of most of the arteries, particularly those of the

splanchnic area, is fibrous and no longer muscle, a high

blood pressure becomes a necessity if the patient is not to

be permanently invalided. If one relies solely upon the

"toxic" and the "increased peripheral resistance" theories

of arterisclerosis and high bloud pressure, one may often

treat the patient on the wrong lines. The correct lines

of treatment are as follows: (i) Prevention by modera-
tion in eating and drinking, a due alternation of 1)rain

work with physical exertion daily. (2) Relief in the earlier

stages by carefully considered steps that may be classed

together under the heading of "arterial gymnastics." (3)

Recognition of the fact that when the stiffening stage has

passed and fibrosis is already established a high blood pres-

sure is to a greater or less extent a necessity ; that it has

to be maintained by the heart ; that it could be lessened by

lessening the work of the heart, as by invaliding the patient

or putting him to bed; but that if the patient is to continue

life in anything like its full activity the heart must be

enabled to maintain a high blood pressure, for which pur-

pose iodides, nitrites, and so forth are relatively useless

;

cardiac "training" by regulated massage, exercises, being

far more important, and the chief drugs to rely on when
the heart symptoms are well developed being those which

increase the force of heart beat, especially full doses of

tincture of digitalis.

3. Coincident Tubal and Intrauterine Pregnancy.—R.

L. Knaggs and W. W. Walker report a case one of the

most striking features of which was the association of a tubal

pregnancy of unusual character with a uterine pregnancy
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of a later date. The development of the intrauterine preg-

nancy followed so closely upon the onset of degenerative

changes in the tubal fetus and the nature of the case was

made so clear at an early stage in consequence of the

enforced abdominal exploration, that even if there were no

other points of special importance the case would be a con-

tribution of consideralile interest to the subject of tubal

pregnancy. Attention in the main, however, cannot fail to

be concentrated upon the tubal condition. The tubal preg-

nancy reached the highest point of its development without

rupture of the tube. The last stage of the tubal pregnancy

was also unusual. A lithopedion is rarely completely in-

tratubal, but more commonly is contained in a sac which is

formed by peritoneal adhesions and false membrane. In

this it may lie harmless for years. But where suppuration

occurs the pus may open in various directions and the fetal

bones be discharged through the skin, the bowel, the blad-

der, or the vagina. The peritonitis is local and limiting.

In this case a small perforation resulted evidently from

ulceration of a sharp edge of bone and a general peri-

tonitis of a not very virulent type resulted from the Hooq

ing of the general peritoneal cavity with escaping adipocert

6. Neosalvarsan.—J. Mcintosh. P. I'ildcs. and H. I!.

Parker note that in the evolution of neosalvarsan the chief

object in view has been the achievement of increased

solubility and a neutral solution. The means by which

these improvements have been brought about is that fre-

quently used to convert insoluble benzene derivatives into

soluble—namely, the introduction of a sulphoxyl radicle.

In this instance this was carried out by means of acid

sodium formaldehyde-sulpboxylate, CHj(OH)O.SO.Na.
Neosalvarsan contains one such group attached to an

amido radicle. The powder is yellow in color and less fine

than salvarsan, so that on shaking the capsule a definite

rattle is detected. In general the importance of neosal-

varsan is the diminished toxicity to man, enabling a further

step to be taken toward the more frequent attainment of a

more intensive treatment of early syphilis. Generally, in

primary syphilis two initial doses may be given, followed

by a third at an interval of four weeks. In secondary

syphilis three injections are sufficient at first, with a fourth

eight weeks later; while in tertiary cases the treatment

should be continued every two to three months after the

initial course until a negative Wassermann reaction has

been obtained.

British Medical Journal.

July 13, 191J.

1. The State, the Poor and Our Profession. G. E. llaslip.

2. Modern Social Changes and Legislation as They Affect the

Medical Profession. E. N. Nason.
3. Changes in the Conception and Treatment of Insanity During

the Past Twenty^eight Years. J. Turner.
4. .\ Plea for Harrogate and Other English Health Resorts. C.

Gibson.
5. Parotitis Associated with Glycosuria and Acidosis. L. M. Routli.
.6. Electrocardiography and Its Importance in the Clinical Examina-

tion of Heart .^fTections. T. Lewis.
7. Subperiosteal Hematoma. P. Cole.

5. Parotitis Associated with Glycosuria and Acidosis.

—L. M. Routh reports a case presenting these conditions

in a man aged 58 years. At no time in the past had symp-

toms ever suggested the presence of sugar in the urine,

and on several occasions during other ailments the routine

examination of the urine had shown it to be healthy. The
patient was a stout and rather active man who on .'\pril

13th had definite fullness but no tenderness over the site

of the right parotid. One week later the swelling gradu-

ally increased in size and involved also the submaxillar}'

gland. There were considerable pain and constitutional

disturbance, the temperature reaching 103°. On April 28

the patient had considerable thirst and the urine which

was passed frequently and in large quantities was found

to contain a trace of albumin and a large quantity of sugar.

Diacetic acid and acetone were also present. Exploration

showed that there was no pus present in the parotid. The

patient gradually improved, and on May 13 the parotid

swelling had subsided and the urine was free from sugar.

The following question suggested itself: Did the parotid

inflammation cause some autointoxication with secondary

effect on the metabolism of the pancreas as a cause of the

glycosuria? There is, of course, some fundamental corre-

lation between the parotid gland and pancreas, in that they

both secrete a juice materially aiding in the digestive

processes. Another possibility is that the parotid and sub-

maxillary also furnish an internal secretion, the temporary

disorganization of which may cause glycosuria. The fact

that the left parotid and submaxillary glands were not

involved, and that their internal secretions were there-

fore intact, would perhaps favor the former view. With

regard to the origin of the parotitis, the author is uncer-

tain whether to attribute it to the initial draught or to an

oral infection thruu.gh Stenson's duct.

6. Clinical Importance of Electrocardiography.—T.

Lewis notes that galvanometric exainination of the heart

is important from many points of view. It may give indi-

cations of enlargement of the walls of one or other cardiac

chamber. It may accurately locate small lesions in the

musculature. It informs one when the heart beat starts at

the normal impulse center or away from it; in the latter

case it indicates that the rhythm is no longer under the

normal nervous control—a fact which is of fundamental

importance in the management of a case. It gives a sepa-

rate record of contraction in auricle and in ventricle, and

accurately defines the time relation of contraction in one

chamlier and the other; thereby it frequently elucidates

physical signs which otherwise remain obscure. It provides

a perfect means of ascertaining the functional efficiency of

the auriculoventricular bundle, the sole conducting tract

upon which the ventricle depends for the reception of im-

pulses which start its contractions. It enables one to dif-

ferentiate between separate forms of slow and rapid heart

action, which are of totally different significance. It pro-

vides an analysis of every form of cardiac irregularity,

an analysis which is unrivaled in its precision by any other

method. While the information derived from it relates

essentially to the condition of the muscle, the method is

often helpful in the diagnosis of lesions of the valves. It

brings one into nearer contact with the functions of the

heart muscle than does any other clinical method. It is, in

short, a precise means of studying the heart as a living and

moving organ.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

June 24 avd July 1, 1912.

Inulin as Diabetic Food.—Strauss reports at length

on this subject with especial reference to the prevention of

acidosis. Inulin, a polysaccharide of levulose, was recom-

mended in diabetes as far back as 1874, but only quite

recently Xaunyn and Socin decided after an extensive test

that it had little value in nourishing a diabetic. Their

criterion, however, was the de.gree of sugar elimination.

The question of the utilization of inulin in the healthy has

also been a debatable one, for it has been stated that it re-

sists the action both of saliva and pancreatic juice. The au-

thor has studied the subject from every angle. He concludes

that in most cases diebetics do remarkably well on inulin,

possibly better than on oatmeal or wheat flour porridge.

Since his good results must be due to technique, he recom-

mends inulin periods of four to eight days with short in-

tervals of alternation with other foods. Inulin should be

given in other dishes, such as eggs cooked in various

ways, fruit stews, and vegetables. The protein content of

the food should not be excessive. In the intervals he

uses the same foods minus the inulin and does not substi-

tute any carbohydrate for the latter. The daily ration of

inulin is w to too gms The inulin bread which has been
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used by others he does not like, as he finds bread bad

for tolerance. He would reserve inulin for severe cases,

especially with acidosis threatened or actually present.

That this condition is benefited is unmistakable.

Gastrospasm in Cholecystitis and Cholelithiasis.—
Schlesinger in the course of radiographic studies of gall

bladder disease chanced to observe in two patients total

spam of the stomach, apparently as a reflex from the

painful condition of the other organ. One patient, a wom-

an aged 57, had suffered for thirty years with attacks of

gastric cramps unconnected with eating. The attacks in

the other patient had only recently appeared and the spas-

modic state was recognized in the radiograph, having al-

ready been noted by palpation. Naturally it became neces-

sary to exclude gastric ulcer and perigastric adhesions.

These spasms are not necessarily painful, for gastrospasm

has been recognized in radiographs of hour glass stomach,

etc., and it is possible that isolated gastrospasm is not

painful. On the other hand it no doubt adds at times tn

the pains of acute cholecystitis and hepatic colic, and the

author has reason to believe that this is true also of renal

colic, appendicitis, and pancreatitis, all of which conditions

are accompanied by vomiting. Hence gastrospasm should

be of diagnostic value in calling attention to the likelihood

of some acute abdominal affection.

Trephining for Simple Punctured Wound of the

Brain.—Miihsam reports a case of this sequence along

with others in which the presence of complications fur-

nished the indication. It is of course exceptional for a

stab wound to traverse the cranial bones and enter the

brain substance. The knife in this case passed through the

temporal bone and paralyses of the left facial nerve area

and left arm and leg soon supervened. Several days later

convulsions developed in the paralyzed area, then becoming

general. The .ir-ray showed the presence of a hematoma

in the temporal region. As the convulsions continued to

recur serially the patient was trephined and made a prompt

recovery.

Absence of Urinary Pepsin in Diabetes Insipidus.—
Rosenthal refers to the most recent view that diabetes

insipidus is due to a peculiar form of renal insufficiency

which stands in the way of excretion of typical concen-

trated urine ; also that this peculiarity may depend in

some way upon some internal secretion, since diabetes

insipidus has been seen in lesions of the hypophysis. It

has also been noted that pepsin and amylase may be

absent in this kind of urine, and this point the author has

chosen for a special study. The first patient to appear

with diabetes insipidus was a man aged 27, healthy and

of sound stock. His only disorder was polyuria and

thirst. Repeated analyses showed complete absence of

urinary pepsin and only an occasional trace ot amylase.

It is not yet certain that this absence of ferments can be

given pathognomonic significance as the material thus

far analyzed by the author and his predecessors is much

too scanty. If further research is corroborative we shall,

perhaps, have a resource for distinguishing between dia-

betes insipidus and other forms of simple polyuria. The

author does not pretend to give a rationale for this ab-

sence of urinary enzymes.

Spasmophilia.—Meyer of the Berlin Orphan Asylum
has studied this subject from recent literature in respect

to its bearings on the tetany of nurslings. He first re-

views the work done on the parathyroids and thyroids in

this connection. It cannot be shown that these bodies

show any constant anatomical alterations, but a functional

insufliciency is highly probable, dependent on an inborn

inferiority. The subject of calcium metabolism is not re-

viewed. There is a conflict of testimony at present. The

weight of evidence still shows that poverty of calcium

salts is in some way associated with spasmophilia, but

other factors must be involved, i.e. spasmophilia means

more than simple defect of lime salts. A third subject is

the association of tetany with other organs and functions.

.\ certain parallel exists between tetany and ergotism, and

the former has been brought in relation with the circula-

tion in the blood of a hypothetic vasoconstricting substance

—perhaps more than one. Thus some cases of tetany

could be explained by exogenous poisons and intestinal

autointoxication, while others must depend on strictly

endogenous poisons, as in tetany from extirpation of the

parathyroids. It is, of course, not impossible that ad-

renalin behaves as a vasoconstricting agency when pres-

ent in a certain degree of excess in the blood. Under

diagnostic procedures Schlesinger's leg phenomenon is a

new criterion. If the extended thigh is bent strongly on

the hip there is an extensor spasm at the knee joint. This

adds another to the several reflex tests now used in iden-

tifying spasmophilia. The part played in tetany by smooth

muscle, including the heart, has now become recognized.

The sympathetic nervous system and even the vegetative

functions are also known to be affected in tetany, so that

the latter appears to be almost a universal condition.

Under treatment it does not appear that anything im-

portant has recently transpired. Calcium bromide lias

been recommended as combining food and medicament.

Tracheitis Gummosa.—Stunipf relates a case of this

somewhat obscure affection. A healthy man not believed

to have had syphilis by himself or others, but whose older

children had shown a high mortality, had several profuse

hemoptyses, the last of which proved fatal. Section

showed syphilitic ulceration of the trachea near the bifur-

cation. The points of note were the blood-tinged sputum

which preceded for some days the first hemoptysis and

the total absence of pulmonary or laryngeal tuberculosis.

A histological study showed that a granulomatous tissue

had been deposited in the trachea and had undergone casea-

tion and subsequent ulceration. Tuberculosis and simple

granuloma formation could be excluded on histological

grounds alone. Aside from syphilitic aortitis the patient

was apparently free from other lesions.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

7m III- 25 iiiid July 9, 1912.

Slow Escape of Pleural Empyemata into the Lungs.

—Schmidt after mentioning the brusque escape of empyema

pus into the bronchi in which the fluid is sometimes ex-

pectorated by mouthfuls, confines his attention to the

slow, deliberate type of escape as illustrated by three per-

sonal cases. This termination is of course rare—how rare

does not seem to be established. One patient with symp-

toms of pleurisy began to spit pus. Pus was obtained

by puncture. The sputum contained no tubercle bacilli or

elastic fibers. It was free from odor. Physical diagnosis

including .r-raying showed a clean cut pleural exudate with

no complication other than the purulent sputum which must

therefore have proceeded from the empyema. The sputum

remained purulent for a number of days, slowly disap-

pearing. There is no mention of thoracentesis aside from

the diagnostic puncture. In the second case the trial

puncture brought away fetid pus. Aspiration was prac-

tised with subsequent insufflation of sterile air and iodine

fumes. The pus, tested in the incubator for gas forming

bacteria was found to be practically sterile in this respect.

The patient did not begin to spit pus until after the

puncture. This was free from odor, contained no tubercle

liacilli or elastic fibers. The jr-ray in this case showed air

in the pleura, a fact which in the absence of gas forming

pus would suggest the entrance of air through the ruptured

lung parenchyma. Points of special interest comprise fur-

ther the indift'erent character of the pus in the sputum.

This contained nothing whatever upon which any sort of

microscopic diagnosis could be based. The fact that in one

case there was no purulent sputum until after the trial
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puncture would cause strong suspicion that the latter had

involved the lung. It is further recorded that in the first

patient the sputum became tinged with blood after the

puncture. There seems indeed no reason why an empyema
of the type described should rupture into a sound lung.

Associated pneumonia with abscess formation would ex-

plain the complication but this possibility seems to have

been excluded. \\ ith the evidence at hand two of the three

cases must have been due to rupture into the air cells of

unknown mechanism.

Epilepsy from Electric Currents.—Jolly discusses

this subject as a document to the causation of epilepsy

from electric traumatism of the cortex in presumably

sound subjects. Much care is necessary to exclude trau-

matic psychoneurosis and hysteria. A young motorman
touched a live wire in the electric trolley system. Aside

from the usual burns he had severe headache and abdom-

inal pains for a short time, but was soon able to resume

his duties. Two weeks after the accident he suddenly be-

came prostrated and lost consciousness. He no doubt

had an epileptic attack but there were no witnesses. The

post-epileptic state was in evidence and a few days later

he was seen to have a convulsive fit. He also began to

have nocturnal attacks, and in fact within a very short

time became a confirmed epileptic unfitted to earn his

living (capacity reduced to one-third). Traumatic psy-

choneurosis was readily excluded. The patient's mental

faculties show some deterioration as a result or concom-

itant of the frequent seizures. The number of volts he

received of the alternating current were from 450 to 500.

Much less than this quantity has often caused death. There

are a few similar, more or less questionable cases on

record. Convulsions at the time of injury are of course a

different matter. These have also been seen in lightning

stroke. It is of course impossible to prove that the author's

patient was not a latent epileptic but all facts point in the

opposite direction.

Interesting Case of Tetanus.—German describes a

case with this title. The nature was at first obscure and

the diagnosis was influenza, made from the association of

sore throat and myalgia. The only possible post of entry

for tetanus virus was a slight, already healed wound of the

little finger. The evidence of tetanus were soon unmis-

takable. The jaws were not fully locked, and patient took

liquid food through a nursing bottle. Although apparently

a very sick man, the temperature was not high. There

was profuse sweating. The patient had seizures of scream-

ing which he could not suppress. They occurred at regular

intervals and were believed to be due to the irritation of

some portion of the central nervous system, in connection

with the temperature center and perhaps the vasomotor

center. The cries were not due to suffering, which had

not been marked. The case was of the chronic type and

slowly improved, perhaps without reference to the treat-

ment. Serum was given, but did not seem to modify the

course of the disease. The atypical character was pro-

nounced. The enormous degree of sweating doubtless kept

down the temperature and toxemia. The cries were much
like the initial cry of epilepsy and the cry of the katatonic.

Sarcoma of the Humerus Successfully Treated with

X-Rays.—Biilow-Hansen reports the case of a man
whose life was perhaps saved only to be forfeited soon

afterward by an accident. This enabled a confirmation of

the diagnosis. Patient was a boy of 10 years who had be-

gun to sufTer with pain and impaired function in his right

shoulder. The x-ray showed the presence of a probable

sarcoma of the head of humerus. Operation was refused

as the boy's right arm might have been permanently dis-

abled and he was an only child. There was already some
atrophy from disease. As a compromise a short period of

treatment with the rays was instituted. A steady, uni-

form improvement began, checked up by frequent radio-

graphs. The area which was rarefied by the tumor began

to fill up anew with bone. .After the fatal accident, the

specimen was obtained, and the diagnosis was confirmed.

Osteomyelitis, tuberculosis and syphilis could be excluded.

The treatment had caused neither inflammation nor necro-

sis. Histologically a cure could not be predicted as tumor

tissue was still present. The disease, however, had been

much more than arrested, for the patient had recovered the

use of his arm, and his general health, which had begun

to fail, was restored.

Clinical Method for Estimating the Time of the

Blood Circulation.— Ijornstein has tested a new method

for determining in individuals rapidity of circulation.

Thus far one can form only an idea of the least time re-

quired for the cycle. The principle involved is the in-

halation of carbonic acid. As soon as the latter reaches

the respiratory center quickened respiration will at once

be evident. Attempts to measure the rapidity of the cir-

culation go back for many years, but inhalation of gases as

a measure is doubtless new. Naturally but one-half of

the circulation is measured by this method. It requires a

few tenths of a second for the blood to travel from the

lung capillaries to the nerve centers. The author appears

to believe that this method is capable of considerable

amplification.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

June 27. 1912.

Spontaneous Cure of Cancer.—Theilhaber, after call-

ing attention to three cases seen by him in which patients

remained permanently cured after hysterectomy for can-

cer, despite the fact that outlying nodules of disease must
have been left behind, goes on to describe an inoperable

case of this disease in which he obtained a cure without

the knife. The treatment consisted of curetting and tlier-

mocauterization, followed with a course of arsenic injec-

tions (cacodylate of sodium hypodermically), and the

use of the hot-air douche, hot-vvater injections, and sitz

baths. Under this treatment the parametrium, which

had been infiltrated with cancer once more became supple

and the uterus could be freely moved. The general

health improved until it became complete. The author,

as the title implies, gives credit to natural forces for the

cure, but the treattnent was none the less responsible.

The efficacy of hot air is apparent in a case of beginning

recurrence of cancer of the breast in which complete

arrest followed the treatment. Similar cases reported by

others lead the author to urge a more energetic after

treatment of cancer, especially after incomplete removal.

He enumerates many resources. To make the scar sup-

ple he uses fibrolysin. The hot-air douche tends by

causing active congestion to render the local nutrition

normal. He would use oophorin, arsenic, mountain air.

sun baths, and sea baths.

Gout Tophi in the Eyelids.—Ebstein discusses the

rarity of this complication or of its recognition, as oph-

thalmologists and dermatologists give only a perfunc-

tory mention of the subject. There should be no real

diagnostic problem, although the condition resembles

ordinary milium. English authorities on gout, such as

Garrod and Duckworth, appear to be familiar with tophi

in the eyelids and mention their close resemblance to

milium and small atheromata. In the illustration of the

author's case the resemblance to a small sebaceous cyst

of the eyelid is marked. Diagnosis was evident from the

presence of tophi in the ear. but the deposit was removed
and examined. Despite the statement of Hirsch that re-

moval is useless because of certain recurrence this sequel

did not develop.

The Collapse Action of Hormonal.—Zuelzer who in-

troduced the peristaltic hormone into medical practice,

comes to its defense in connection with the fatalitv re-
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cently reported. Hormonal has now been used by the

intravenous method over 4,000 times without any un-

toward reports. Then, suddenly, cases of collapse begin

lo appear in literature, including the fatal case. Should

these accidents be set down to the pure drug action or

to impurities or technical errors due to carelessness? The
author has always insisted that hormonal be thrown into

the vein drop by drop. But even with all technical pre-

caution he himself had four cases of collapse in quick

succession. A laboratory investigation showed the pres-

ence of an albumose upon which was placed the responsi-

bility for the untoward phenomena. This appeared to be

formed during the process of manufacture. All the

preparation on hand was taken off the market, and a new
supply thought to be free from impurities and danger

when properly used, will be substituted.

Fulminating Psychosis with Pemphigus Acutus.

—

Landsbergen relates a case of psychosis developing in a

subject of possibly tainted stock—although there was no

absolute evidence to this effect—upon a somatic basis, also

expressed by an outbreak of pemphigus. The psychosis

was in evidence first, although a marked failure in general

health accompanied it. There was an acute phase of ex-

citement, which began to yield and bade fair to end in

recovery. At this juncture the eruption first appeared,

accompanied by evidences of severe infection. Strange to

relate, despite high temperature and the recent acute

psychosis there was none of the delirium which was con-

fidently expected. This was the more surprising because

the patient's mind had not been fully restored. The pem-
phigus ended fatally, a termination which had been antici-

pated from the association of this eruption with high tem-

peratures, arguing the existence of a septic process. The
blood contained hosts of staphylococci. Patient probably

had a special disposition toward the formation of blebs.

The rationale of the development of the psychosis is ob-

scure. That it was connected with the sudden failure of

nutrition seems obvious. The way was also paved for a

blood infection (from an unknown focus) which mani-

fested itself chiefly by acute septic pemphigus.

The "Signe du Sou" in Pleuritis Exudates.—Slato-

werchownikow refers to Pitres's sign first described in i8g8

and obtained as follows: An assistant holds firmly against

the thorax of the pleuritic subject about to be examined
a small copper coin. He strikes this with a second coin,

while the examiner applies his ear to the opposite side of

the chest at the same level. Certain acoustic phenomena
become noticeable. If the sound has to pass through

spongy or alveolar tissue it becomes muffled, but if a col-

lection of gas interposes it becomes intensified. If a solid

mass or liquid eflFusion interposes a distinct metallic clink

is heard. The sign has been used chiefly in pediatric prac-

tice, where it is of value in that it makes up in part for

inability to get the pectoral fremitus. The author who
has tested the resource in the medical clinic at Kiew gives

his conclusions as follows : The "signe du sou" is a very

valuable test for exudate in the pleural cavity, including

the determination of its boundaries, and is superior in this

respect to percussion and the vocal fremitus. It will enable

us to do away with trial puncture.

Diagnosis of Malignant Pleural Tumors.—Huismans
sums up a clinical and patholo.gical study of this subject as

follows
: Of two cases investigated, both were pronounced

clinically to be primary endothelioma of the pleura. Au-
topsy, however, showed that in case I the tumor was a

carcinoma, secondary to a latent cancer of the stomach.

Case II proved to be a primary cancer. In the clinical

presence of these cases the questions arise : "is the growth
primary or secondary?" and "is it epithelioma or endo-

thelioma?" The error in the first case was unavoidable
before death. The distinction between cancer and endo-

thelioma may be futile, for very recent studies appear to

show that at least the endothelioma so-called grows from

the epithelium of the pleura.

Successful Sterilization of Diphtheria Carriers.

—

Petruschky of Danzig states that after long efforts he has

succeeded in getting authority to hold diphtheria patients

in the city hospital until they should be completely freed

from bacilli. A young woman with tonsillar patches who
presented bacilli in the throat was found to be a potentially

dangerous carrier long after her recovery. A culture of

her own bacilli was made, killed, and sterilized, found to

he harmless to guinea pigs, and injected subcutaneously

without reaction of any sort. A second was given four

days later. Six days after the first injection the pa-

tient's throat and nose were free from bacilli and she was

discharged. In a number of other cases of acute carriers

so-called the same results were obtained. To sterilize a

chronic carrier might prove to be a different proposition

and such cases can only be located by accident or by testing

a large number of people. One was finally encountered, a

tuberculous suspect with diphtheria bacilli in her sputum.

She was free from tuberculosis by all the usual tests. At-

tempts were first made to improve her nutrition, but these

failed. Injections were not ventured, but dead cultures of

bacilli were rubbed into the skin and within a few weeks

the sputum became sterile in respect to diphtheria. Her
nutrition iinproved notably.

Kocher's Present Work in Strumectomy.^At the

close of an article on goiter and its treatment Kocher states

that he completed his fifth thousand last March. In one

series of 603 uncomplicated cases, many of whom were,

however, severe, he did not lose a patient. There were 26

cases of malignant struma in the series and 19 second

operations. In a series of 91 cases of intrathoracic struma

he lost three patients, luit in none of the cases was the

operation itself the cause. Thus in all cases usually

termed plain goiter there was practically no mortality from

the operation in 736 interventions. The goiter heart of or-

dinary goiter is no longer a contraindication if the opera-

tion can be done seasonably. There is no summary of his

complicated cases in which there was doubtless more or

less operative mortality. The author closes with the state-

ment that medical treatment is sufficient for slowly pro-

gressive goiters which do not cause stenosis, and often

yields brilliant results.

Rontgen Studies of Ingesta and Excreta.—Schwarz
gives a subject a certain ration of food and traces its prog-

ress through the alimentary canal. In a young, healthy

subject, who has regularly each forenoon a formed stool,

most of the food taken on the previous day up to the time

of the stool lies in the rectum and lower sigmoid. But the

balance may be seen scattered through the entire colon.

The morning stool does not empty the bowels, for only

the accumulation at its lower end is evacuated. Above
this mass the small scattered lumps of fecal matter linger,

to be incorporated in time with the bulk of another day's

ingesta as it passes downwards. Not until the third day do

the entire ingesta of a given day leave the body. Hence
each morning stool is made up in part of food eaten two

days earlier. In order to demonstrate these results, the

author says, bismuth has of course to be mixed with all

the food ingested, and the amount and kinds of food are

standardized.

Bactericidal Action of Radium.—H. Chambers and S.

Russ conclude from their experiments that the emanation

in concentrations of less than a milli-curie per cubic centi-

meter has a marked bactericidal action. Agglutination of

bacteria in distilled water is an early sequel to the irradia-

tion. Bacteria are more quickly destroyed by the emana-

tion than are opsonin and leucocytes.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Medicine.
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The Effect of Trauma on Sugar Excretion.

—

Ebstein tells of a diabetic in whom trauma was fol-

lowed by a neurosis, and as a consequence, the ex-

cretion of sugar was markedly increased. He thinks

that any injury to a diabetic way be followed by
rapid exacerbation of symptoms, but such result

need not always take place. Ebstein warns against

acceptance of a single examination as proof of in-

crease in elimination of sugar, for changes in the

amount of sugar excreted are frequent in the usual

course of a diabetes. Moreover, mere increase in

excretion of sugar need not change the prognosis
in any individual case ; such other data as the ex-
cretion of acids, albuminuria, loss of weight, etc.,

should be likewise ascertained.

—

Zeitschrift fiir

Versichcrungsmedisin. April, 1912.

Life Insurance and Carious Teeth.—A. M.
Xodine, D. D. S., says that life insurance medical
examinations have one very weak link, namely the

failure to appreciate the fact that diseased teeth

and gums are constant and insistent menace to the

health of an individual, as well as to his neighbors.

Nodine says that the present great function of a

medical examination for life insurance is to guard
the company against insuring any applicant with any
illness, disease, disorder or condition that their mor-
tality tables show and increased medical observation

shows, tends to shorten life. To limit such examina-
tions to such negative function alone is a very short-

sighted policy. The medical organization should

be used for other purposes, namely : to suggest to

the applicants that if certain conditions are cor-

rected, they will be accepted by the company.
Secondly, after the applicants are accepted, they

should be examined at certain regular intervals so

that any condition or disease that may shorten life

may be anticipated. Thirdly, policy holders should

be provided proper medical treatment if they have
fallen sick. Fourthly, a general educational cam-
paign should be instituted acquainting the public

with the proper mode of living, proper personal

hygiene, etc.

The establishment of sanatoria for tuberculous pol-

icy holders, and the establishment of a "conservation

department" show that the insurance companies are

beginning to see the possibilities of their medical
departments. Nodine thinks that in many condi-

tions, which exclude an applicant from insurance,

septic mouths and carious teeth play a very im-

portant role In tuberculosis, the accumulation of
calculus and food and the presence of carious teeth

and necrotic roots supply a very efficient reservoir

of infection for either the structures of the mouth
or other parts of the body. The stomach, the ton-

sils, the bronchi may be all secondarily infected from
such pockets of disease.

Moreover, the author thinks that primary tuber-

culosis of the mouth is not such a rare disease as is

usually stated in textbooks. Many primary cases

are taken for secondary affections ; the clinical as-

pects of tuberculosis periostitis and osteomyelitis

are very similar, in the bones of the mouth at least,

to pyogenic periostitis and osteomyelitis.

Decayed teeth and septic mouths are commonly
associated with mouth Ijreathing and may be in-

citers of it. These conditions are insidious under-
miners of the natural resistance of the human or-

ganism by impairing the digestion and by the

gradual production of a general toxemia. In tuber-

culosis, once it has gained foothold, the final out-

come depends upon the integrity of the digestive

system, and of the mouth and teeth in the first

place. Those patients whose digestive disorders

cannot be regulated are doomed from the start.

It seems axiomatic, from this standpoint alone,

that life insurance medical examinations should take

into consideration the condition of the mouth and
teeth, and such examination should receive as much
care as the lungs. Indeed, a septic mouth with

carious teeth is of more importance as far as prog-
nosis is concerned than' a poor family history. No
influence is more powerful in resisting disease than

sound, clean teeth.

—

Oral Hygiene, May, 1912.

Occupation and Mortality.—Louis Jacquet has

studied especially the mortality among dealers in

alcoholic beverages. He has found that in all lands

persons employed in this way show a mortality

above the average Thus, in Paris, the general mor-
tality of men between 30 and 49 years old is 36.

1

per thousand, while among saloonkeepers in the

same ages it reaches 46.9. In Switzerland the gen-

eral mortality at the same ages is 25.8 per thousand,

while among saloonkeepers it is 42.59. Most in-

structive are the figures in England, although they

are computed in a different manner. From these it

is evident that there the general mortality has pro-

gressively diminished since 1880, while the death

rate among saloonkeepers has just as progressively

risen.

—

Zeitschrift fiir die gesammte Vcrsichcrungs-

Wissenschaft, Vol. XII, No. 3.

Accident Insurance of Students in Germany.

—

Mobius says that, with the exception of the Univer-
sities of Tiibingen, Halle and Leipsic, the students

in the German Universities are collectively insured

against accidents, more than half of the universi-

ties being insured with one insurance company. In

some universities the insurance is obligatory for all

students, in others students of certain faculties may
decide for themselves in taking advantage of it or

not. Numerous officials of universities are likewise

eligible, and in certain institutions not only the

teaching force but all members of teachers' families

over 18 years of age are protected. The insurance

lasts from the beginning of one semester to the be-

ginning of another; in two universities it is not in

force during vacation time. Accident is defined just

as is usual in such insurance contracts, but in cer-

tain instances special agreement is made including

injuries and infections of medical and veterinary

students resulting from the practical work in dis-

section, hospital work, etc., they are compelled to do.

So far as site of accident is concerned, all build-

ings under jurisdictinn of the university are usually

included. In certain instances, accidents anywhere
during the semester are included. The indemnities

agreed upon vary very much : death is indemnified

by from 2000 to 5000 marks. Invalidism brings

from 9000 to 25,000 marks. From 3 to 6 marks
are granted for absence from work because of acci-

dent. Premium rates are usually very low, the low-

est being half a mark for the semester; in some in-

stitutions students of medicine and chemistry pay
higher rates than those in other faculties. How-'
ever, the difference in the rates and in conditions of

insurance in the different universities show that no
scientific basis has been worked out, and Mobius
suggests that this should be done in the near future.

He thinks that the universities should unite and
make a collective contract with accident insurance
companies, so that uniformity of rates and indemni-

ties may be attained.

—

Zeitschrift fiir die gesammte
Versicherungs-Wissenschaft, May. 1913.
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Maak SputrtuH-

AUTOBKIGRAPHY OF A BaBY. Told tO ThOMAS LiNDSLEY
Bradford, M.D. New revised and enlarged edition.

Price, 50 cents. Philadelphia : David McKay, 1912.

This little volume presents in an entertaining manner the
main facts in nursery hygiene from the viewpoint of the
baby himself. The comedies and tragedies of infant life

are vividly portrayed. The pacifier, soothing syrups, etc.,

come in for their just share of condemnation, although
some debatable questions, such as the causation of ade-
noids, are discussed as if there could be no difference of
opinion about them.

Year Book of the United States Department of Agri-
culture, 1911. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1912. Octavo, 732 pages, numerous illustrations

and full-page plates in black and colors.

The current Year Book of the Agricultural Department
is of fully equal interest with recent numbers. The con-
tents is, as usual, varied and interesting, the Report of the
Secretary being followed by articles on Bird Reservations,
Soils, Climate, Plant Pathology, Forrestry, Irrigation, In-

teresting or New Fruits, etc. A chapter is devoted to the

new respiration calorimeter for use in the study of prob-
lems of vegetable life. The book concludes with the usual
statistics of agricultural products. More space than usual
is this year devoted to Insect Pests and the means of com-
bating them.

The Key to Sex Control, The Cellular Determina-
tion OF Se.\ and the Physiological Laws Which
Govern Its Control. By Percy John McElrath, M.D.
New York City: Published by the Author, 1911.

The present volume which is stated by the author to be
the outcome of several years of study and experiment in

the field of cell life, constitutes an interesting addition to

the already extensive literature on this suljject. Dr.
McElrath states that his book is founded on the belief

that the universe is governed by law and that the prob-
lems of heredity, sex, and development in the human spe-
cies are based on inf.Tllible natural laws which may be
studied and applied in a practical manner. It seems pos-
sible that sex may be predetermined in the lower animals,
and breeders have made a practical application of this

knowledge, but in the human species the sexual life is so
differently constituted that any control, such as is pro-
posed, will probably do very little to adjust the relative

proportion of male and female children. As a b'asis for
his conclusions. Dr. McElrath presents in a very complete
and satisfactory manner the anatomy, physiology, and em-
bryonic development of the generative organs and their

functions. His descriptions contain some very novel deduc-
tions, particularly as regards the structure and behavior of
the spermatozoa, which descriptions cannot be reproduced
within the space of a brief review and for an under-
standing of which it is necessary therefore to refer to the
book directly. .'\n interesting point which he makes in

relation to menstruation is that the rupture of the Graafian
follicle does not normally occur until from five to sixteen
days after the menstrual flow has ceased and that when
the Graafian follicle is ruptured the ovum is normally
propelled into the uterine cavity in six to eight hours.
The time required for the ovum to reach the Fallopian tube
after its extrusion from the Graafian follicle will always be
problematical and subjected to variations in the same
individual. Gravitation is claimed to be the only way to

influence this, and a practical application of this knowl-
edge consists in the direction given to a patient to lie on
the side of that ovary from which the mature ovum is

expelled, if this knowledge is possible. McElrath claims,

moreover, that a Graafian follicle is not mature until it

can be ruptured by orgasm in the female, and this period
is not complete until from seven to fourteen days after

the last day of the menstrual flow'. An attempt has been
made to explain the cellular basis of sex by a number of
personal experiments in dogs and hens, which the author
claims are sufficient to formulate rules for application to

the human species. A number of statistical tables based
on the author's personal observations in certain families

are included for the purpose of confirming the author's
theories along these lines, which it is necessary to consult
in the original work. Dr. McElrath .goes so far as to

formulate a series of laws which govern the production of
male and female offspring and even gives final instructions

as to how a successful result in this direction may be ac-

complished. These results seem to depend on which day
after menstruation insemination occurs and also on the
character of the spermatozoa, whether young or old. He
believes that young or recently formed spermatozoa are

male producing and the older ones female producing.
Whether it will be possible to disseminate a practical

knowledge of these sex laws among the laity is question-
able, although such a dissemination is in accord with the
tendency of the present day, as regards a better knowledge
of the physiology of the human organism by its possessor.
Among the population at large, however, it would be a
very diflicult matter to control the relative proportion of
the sexes, and we doubt very much whether among the
highly organized members of our race it would even be
advisable to have this matter under control, as the mental
strain and uncertainty might have an effect, especially on
the mind of the mother, which is far from desirable.

Practical Gynecology. A Comprehensive Text-Book
for Students and Physicians. By E. E. Montgomery,
M.D., LL.D., Professor of Gynecology, Jeft'erson Medi-
cal College; Gynecologist to the JefTerson Medical Col-
lege and St. Joseph's Hospitals ; Consulting Gynecologist
to the Philadelphia Lying-In Charity, the Kensington
Hospital for Women, and Consulting Surgeon to the

Jewish Hospital. Fourth edition revised and rear-

ranged. With five hundred and eighty-nine illustra-

tions, the greater number of which have been drawn
and engraved specially for this work, for the most part
from original sources. Price $6.00 net. Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son & Co. 1912.

Three revisions of Professor Montgomery's text-book of
gynecology have rapidly succeeded each other since the

original publication in 1900, and in this, the fourth edition,

the autlior has revised and rearranged the work so as to

bring it up to date with progress in this subject. The
author has attempted a very complete presentation of all

that is important in gynecology, but it seems unfortunate
that greater attention was not accorded to the arrangement
of the subjects or greater care exercised in the proof
reading. Many typographical errors are to be found scat-

tered through the book, and in one instance two para-
graphs are inserted in a description of chronic endometri-
tis, which evidently belong to some other section. Mis-
takes in spelling are numerous and there are many incor-

rect tenns, such as "diphtheric," which cannot be regarded
as correct usage. Some question may also be interposed
in regard to certain of the author's classifications, such as

a division of tumors into genital and puerperal. A care-

ful reading of the text fails to show what these and other
distinctions are based on, particularly the puerperal group,
in which physo-, hydro-, and pyometra are included with
uterine cancer and mucus polyps. This is confusing to

say the least. The book presents most of the accepted
facts in gynecological pathology and therapeutics and the

illustrations are generally well selected, but it would
appear necessary to subject the book to a more careful

revision before it can be regarded as more free from
criticism than the present edition, which gives one an
impression of being rather carelessly put together and in-

complete.

Si'RGiCAL Operations. A Handbook for Students and
Practitioners. By Prof. Friedrich Pels-Leuspen,
Chief Surgeon to the University Surgical Clinic and
Chief of the University Surgical Polyclinic in the Royal
Charity Hospital of Berlin. Only authorized English
translation by Faxton E. Gardner, M.D., New York,
with six hundred and sixty-eight illustrations. Price

$7.00. New York : Rebman Company. igi2.

Prof. Pels-Leusden has written here a very satisfactory

work dealing largely with present day German surgical

nractice. and the completeness of the same is well shown
from the study of any one chapter taken at random, such

as that on anesthesia in the first part of the book, in which
we are furnished with a detailed resume of a great many
more methods than are contained in the average surgical

text book. The same may be said of the rest of the

book's contents. After an introductory chapter on anti-

sepsis and anesthesia, the book deals with the blood-ves-

sels, the extremities, the head, the neck, the chest, the

abdomen, and the urogenital organs. The book is well

printed and bound and the illustrations, with the exception

of some that have been borrowed from other sources, are

well selected and generally satisfactory. We cannot, how-
ever, speak well of the English translation, which is

not well done, and distracts the attention which the reader

should he able to give to the subject matter of this work.
Literal translations of German idioms, the frequent in-

sertion of parenthetical clauses, numerous grammatical
errors, and careless proof reading are among the faults

most evident. If the English translation had been more
carefully done, the book would deserve and would un-

doubtedly meet with a favorable reception.
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AMERICAN THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY.

Thirteenth Annual Meeting, Held at Montreal, Canada,

May 31 and June i, igi2.

Dr. Alexander D. Blackader in the Chair.

Friday, May 31

—

First Day.

Address of the President.—Dr. Ale.xandfr D. Black-
ader of Montreal, stating that the society met this year
under the auspices of McGill University, gave a sketch
of the history of the city of Montreal and the founding
of the university; after which he went on to say that,

as given in its constitution, the object of the society was
the promotion of therapeutics, a term which might be
made to cover the whole of medicine, as well as surgery.
Employing the term in the more limited meaning under
which it was commonly understood, he had asked him-
self whether to-day therapeutics took the place it surely
ought to hold in medical teaching and in advanced medical
thought. To many it appeared to fail in doing so, and
there were few of our great internists who had not for
many decades been more or less permeated with "Osier's
black, helpless, hopeless therapeutic pessimism." Per-
sonally, he could recall the comparatively numerous in-

stances in which bleedin.g was recommended, the fre-

quency with which mercury was pushed, in many in-

flammatory conditions, until the gums were touched, and
the confidence with which tartar emetic was given in the

early treatment of pneumonia, when he was a student of
medicine in the sixties. He had a vivid recollection some
years later of poring over the pages of his Ziemssen by
night, reading the enthusiastic Liebermeister, and on the
following day dosing his to.xic typhoids with 20 or 30
grains of quinine, given two and three times daily, in the

vain hope of lowering temperature and antagonizing the
infection. Often he had sat up all night, at the crisis of
a pneumonia, administering brandy with a free hand, and
it was but yesterday that, to quote Osier, he had "plunged
his sizzling hot typhoid patients into a bath of iced water
for a quarter of an hour at a time, and watched them, all

cyanosed, shiver and chatter in a vain attempt to regain

at least comfort." Among the hundreds of drugs in

our Pharmacopoeias and Dispensatories, those which
cured ^our specific remedies) might be counted on the

fingers—some would even say on the fingers of one hand.
All the others assisted us only in the relief of symptoms,
and too often, in this symptomatic treatment, the physi-

cian trusted to nature and played to the gallery. And, in

trusting to this vis mcdicatrix naturcr, what a wonderful
revelation of her powers in combating disease had been
made to us by the studies of Metchnikofif, Ehrlich, Mor-
genroth, Wassermann, Wright, and many others. How
dimly had we, up to the present, appreciated the fact that

there resided within the animal body a set of potential

forces capable, when aroused and stimulated, of exercis-

ing a highly effective control over almost all forms of

disease. In the elucidation of these mysteries of nature
the general practitioner had but a small place, for, as a

rule, such investigations could be carried on only in

institutions endowed by government, as in Germany, or
by private individuals, of whom America afforded so

many notable examples. Our belief was that in the
strengthening of this wonderful mechanism of nature lay

the therapy of the future, but there was still an infinity

to be learned; for the mysteries of the antibodies had as

yet scarcely been fringed. In connection with these

thoughts we might recall that no advance in therapeutics

had been of greater value to the world than the modern
appreciation of the advantages arising from the breath-

ing of fresh air; of sleeping in it, working in it. and, as

far as possible, of living in the open. It was undoubtedly
one of the greatest stimulants to the activities of the

phagocytes and to the development of the various forms
of antibodies which we to-day possessed. Doubtless, also,

the great value of climatotherapy, hydrotherapy, psycho-
pathy, and possibly of electrotherapy depended upon a

similar stimulation of this defensive mechanism of na-

ture. Bier's method of inducing local hyperemia, too. af-

forded the means for the reinforcement of these natural

forces at any desired spot. Much valuable thought along
these lines had likewise been given to the profession by
our revered confrere. Dr. Sajous. who in his philosophical

presentation of the adrenal, thyroid, and pituitary glands

had told us of the active part which he believed they take

in the development of antibodies. The profession all over

the world placed a high estimate on the researches which

liis enthusiasm and unfagging energy had carried out in

connection with the various activities of these internal

secretions. Dr. Blackader was, however, by no means
willing to be classed as a hopeless pessimist regarding the

value of drug therapy. On the contrary, he had a strong

lielief in the limited value of the great majority of our

pharmacopteal drugs when used with a definite knowledge
of their action. Only when we knew the exact physiolog-

ical action of a drug, both in health and under patholog-

ical conditions, were we able to use it in a useful, pur-

poseful way and to avoid its undesired and too often

toxic side-effects. The outlook in therapeutics had been

dark because hitherto therapeutics had been taught as a

mere empiricism. The future was bright because in all

our best medical schools the students to-day were taught

practically, as well as theoretically, the action of each drug; '

and it was his belief that if the many brilliant internists

who were therapeutic pessimists had had the advantage of

a practical training in a modern pharmacological labora-

tory during their student days, they would now be more
optimistic, as well as clearer in their therapeutics. Dur-
ing the past year the cause of therapeutics had been

greatly encouraged by the success attending Ehrlich's

persevering investigations into the modifications of ther-

apeutic action by variations in chemical structure. A
similar investigation was now being carried on by Flex-

ner, who was endeavoring to elaborate some modification

of hexamethylenamine which, while retaining its central

formation possessing an effective germicidal action, might
develop a specific affinity for and a toxic action on the

microorganisms of poliomyelitis. Owing to the growing
demand of the profession for new agents, there had been

forced upon its notice an enormous number of new drugs

of whose action we had no knowledge except the state-

ments of the commercial houses introducing them. He
believed it was now generally recognized by thoughtful

physicians throughout America that purely commercial in-

terests had had too much to say during the last few years

as to the composition and the nomenclature of many
drugs now much used by reputable physicians. In the

detection of the false and the uncoverin.g of wrong the

work done by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of

the .'\merican Medical Association had been of greatest

value, and he desired to say how highly the profession in

Canada appreciated the proposition of the council to in-

stitute a critical study of many of the more urgent prob-

lems in therapeutics which demanded investigation.

Obituaries.—Obituaries of the following deceased
members were read : Carl Beck of N'ew York, ex-presi-

dent of the society, by Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox ; John
H. Musser of Philadelphia, by .M. Howard Fussell ; Louis
Xelson of Boston, by Dr. Clarence J, Blake; Henry .\.

Robbins of Washington. D. C. by Dr. J. W. Chappell.

Report of t!he Committee on Prize Competition in

Therapeutic Research.—The Committee on Therapeutic
Research reported that no report on a subject of thera-

peutic research had been received in the competition of-

fered by the society, and recommended that the compe-
tition, instead of being confined to members of the Amer-
ican Therapeutic Society, should be thrown open to the

profession at large; also that the amount of the prize

offered should be increased from $200 to $300, or more.

This report having been referred to the council, the

council recommended that the prize should be $500 and

that the competition should be open to the medical pro-

fession of the United States and Canada, and these

recommendations were afterwards approved by the so-

ciety.

Some Common Types of Hyposecretion of the Thy-
roid.—Dr. Oliver T. Oseorn of New Haven, Conn.,

said the object of his paper was to present a few types of

cases which he considered to be due to subthyroid secretion.

Unquestionably, many of these patients were psychopathic,

and might improve under mental treatment. The thyroid

was peculiarly susceptible to mental stimulation and to

mental depression, and anything which quieted mental ex-

citation would diminish a hypersecretion of the gland,

while anything which removed mental depression would in-

crease a subnormal secretion of the gland. Some cases of

disturbed thyroid secretion looked like pure hysteria, and
hence many would be inclined to ascribe the favorable re-

sults obtained by treatment directed to the thyroid as

simple instances of mental impression. As this gland had
a good deal to do with the condition of the blood, when it

was subsecreting it would sometimes allow a condition of

this to occur which was not dissimilar to that of hemo-
philia : in other words, a very aplastic condition, perhaps
with a diminished calcium content. When we recognized
the very important part the thyroid played in the life of

the female, it was not to be wondered at that the gland was
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apt to become overworked and that it should finally hypo-
functionate. The conditions for which, in his opinion,

thyroid subsecretion might be responsible were, cretinism,

some forms of eczema, some forms of asthma, infantile

obesity, adiposis dolorosa, lipomatosis, some digestive dis-

turbances, some forms of melancholia, chlorosis, amenor-
rhea, myxedema, senility, and perhaps Raynaud's disease.

The stimulants to thyroid secretion were great sorrow
great joy, nervous tension, se.xual excitement, genital dis-

turbances (especially uterine), pregnancy, cerebral stimu-
lants such as coffee, tea, and alcohol, and such drugs as

arsenic, iodides, phosphorus, salicylic acid, pilocarpine, and,

of course, thyroid extract. The speaker gave reports of a
number of cases illustrating the various conditions due to

thyroid hyposecretion and the benefit derived from the ad-
ministration of thyroid extract, and, in conclusion, urged
that, when thyroid was needed, but small doses be used, as
it was an agent potent for harm. When given to patients

who ought not to receive it, it would make their symptoms
worse, and sometimes but a little of it would push a waver-
ing thyroid gland to hypersecretion and Graves' disease.

Much of the thyroid substance on the market was inactive,

but a small amount of coincidentally administered iodine,

as an iodide, would render it active.

Dr. Francis M. Potte.vger of Los Angeles, Cal., men-
tioned a case illustrating the value of recognizing the ex-
istence of abnormal thyroid secretion ; that of a young mar-
ried woman whose condition was similar to that of one of
Dr. Osborne's cases. She was sleepy, listless, sluggish, and
forgetful of her children and her household duties, and
had, indeed, become so degenerate that her husband left

her. Having been led to consider thyroid hyposecretion as

the possible cause of trouble, the speaker gave her thyroid
extract, and the result was that, in the language of her
family, she was "made over."

Notes on the Differentiation of Cardiac Arrhythmias
and Their Treatment, with a New Time Marker.—Dr.
Thom.-\s E. Satterthwaite of New York said that the
subject of cardiac arrhythmias took on a new phase as

soon as graphic methods were used for their differentiation,

and most of the discoveries due to them, amounting prac-
tically to a revolutionizing of the whole matter, had been
the work of the last ten years It had now been generally
accepted that arrhythmias might be satisfactorily classified

with reference to the five physiological attributes of heart
muscle demonstrated by Gaskell in 1882: rhythmicity, irri-

tability or excitability, contractility, conductivity, and tonic-
ity. Corresponding to the first four of these, there were
four distinct varieties of arrhythmias capable of being
demonstrated by graphic tracings. To the first of the
varieties he had given the name of pneumogastric arrhyth-
mia, because of its close relation to pneumogastric in-

fluences, and it was a variation from the standard cycle
within physiological limits. In the second variety, the
extrasystolic there were extra, or supernumerary, con-
tractions, from stimuli not originating in the sinus venosus
like the pneumogastric arrhythmia, though in the main the
regular or sinus rhythm was maintained. There were
two principal types, the ventricular and the auricular. All
e-xtrasystoles were followed by a pulse period rather
longer than the normal. The really most important func-
tion of heart nniscle was contractility, and a striking ex-
ample of its abnormal characteristics was seen in the al-

ternating pulse, in which the alternation of large and small
beats was continuous, thus distinguishing it from extra-
systolic arrhythmias, .\nother variety of abnormal con-
tractility was seen in auricular fibrillation, where the
cardiac cycles varied so much that there was no sequence
of beats having the same length. This was responsible for
most of the disturbances of the ventricular system. In-
deed, in the vast majority of instances a sphygmogram
showing that no two successive beats were of the same
length meant the diagnosis of auriclular fibrillation. In
affections of conductivity the normal stimulus, which
started in the sinus and passed over the bridge of His
to the ventricle, might be delayed in its course, might not
cross at all. or might be arrested beyond the bridge; any
one of which conditions might produce heart block. The
pulsus infrequens, improperly called the slow pulse, al-

most always indicated a loss of conductivity. Disturbed
rhythmicity, the first of the types of irregularity, did not
as a rule warrant us in sounding notes of alarm, as it

was really physiological. In extrasystole there might be a
neurotic base, or it might result from the pressure of gas
from gastrointestinal fermentation ; or, again, it might be
a reflex from the alimentary canal, as in indicanuria. In
the one case, sedatives, such as camphor and bromides.
were useful ; in the latter, remedies regulating gastric or
intestinal digestion. If the extrasystoles were due to
overuse of coffee, tea, or tobacco, the indications were

evident. In auricular fibrillation no remedy was so sat-

isfactory as digitalis or its congeners, of which stro-

phanthus was the best. Acute heart block might be due
to digitalis, in which case the drug should of course be
at once discontinued. If syphilis were present, anti-

syphilitic treatment should be pushed. Atropine, 1/60
grain, was available as a test to determine whether the
heart block was due to a lesion of the pneumogastric.
On account of the expensiveness of the Jacquet time

marker. Dr. Satterthwaite had devised an American time
marker, which could be made at home and involved no
great expense. No large institution, he said, ought to be
without a good polygraph.
The Relation between High Blood-Pressure and t'he

Adrenals.—The symposium was opened by Dr. Ch.\rles
E. DeM. Sajous of Philadelphia, with a paper on this

subject. The functional relationship, he said, between the

adrenals and the blood-pressure, through the direct action

of their secretion upon the muscle fibers of the heart and
arteries, as well as the fact that the arterioles received
the brunt of tlie contractile action of the secretion, was
now well established. On account of the limited time at

his disposal, he could treat of but one of the morbid efi^ects

which this action of the adrenal product might entail,

arteriosclerosis. That the production of vascular lesions

resembling at least those of arteriosclerosis was caused by
injections of adrenalin had been attested by many ob-
servers. Some of these, it was true, had argued that the

lesions differed from typical arteriosclerosis, but when we
reflected that syphilis was one of the important etiological

factors in arteriosclerosis, it seemed clear that this view
was not well founded. Having referred to other objec-

tions, he said that McConnell had stated very recently that

the changes which developed did not correspond accurately

with those of the ordinary nodose sclerosis, but they were
indistinguishable from the changes seen in Moencke-
burg's type of medial degeneration. The statistics as to

causation of 6,129 cases of arteriosclerosis in various parts

of the world suggested a toxemia as the common patho-
genic factor of the condition—specific toxins where infec-

tious diseases were the causative agents; excessive
metabolism and tissue waste products in hard physical

labor; purin bases- in gouty cases, as well as those due to

chronic lead poisoning. All these main causes of arterio-

sclerosis could thus be summarized by the one word,
intoxication, as long ago emphasized bv Traube and Ro-
kitansky. As to the relationship between this general tox-
emia and the adrenals, it was a fact that all but one (al-

coholism, which had not been studied in this connection)
of the morbid conditions known to provoke arteriosclerosis

had also been known to cause overactivity of the adrenals.
He cited authorities in reference to these several condi-

tions, and said that this evidence was further sustained by
the fact that Coplin, in an examination of the adrenals of
22 cases of arteriosclerosis, found that i" were markedly
altered, the exceptions being the seat of a tuberculous
process in three instances and of a secondary neoplasm
in one. Again, potassium iodide, our best remedy in ar-

teriosclerosis, had been found to inhibit the secretory ac-

tivity of the adrenals. We were thus brought to attribute

to adrenal activity the production of clinical arterioscler-

osis, a process similar to that caused by Josue when he in-

jected adrenalin experimentally. Now, whether we in-

jected adrenalin or whether the adrenals were overactive,
what effects were produced on the vascular system per se

were borne directly by the terminal arteries. This ap-
peared to the speaker to furnish the key to the situation,

or, rather, the missing link of a chain of facts which
clearly explained the pathogenesis of at least the familiar

forms of arteriosclerosis from beginning to end. Briefly,

the pathogenic to.xic agent, whatever it happened to be.

caused more or less violent overactivity of the adrenals
(probably by exciting their center), and thus increased
their secretory activity sufficiently to reduce more or less

the caliber of the arterioles from which the vasa vasorum
received their supply. Deficiently nourished through
these, their nutrient vessels, the medial and intimal vas-
cular tissues degenerated, forming the familiar sclerotic

patches.

The Nature of the Cardiovascular Changes in Ne-
phritis.—Dr. ;\lfred C. CitOFTON of Chicago said that
in attempting to interpret the cardiovascular changes oc-

curring together with nephritis it was important to re-

member that, on the one hand, many cases of nephritis ran
their whole course without the appearance of any cardio-

vascular manifestations whatsover, while, on the other,

cases of nephritis sometimes occurred in which increased

blood tension made its appearance within forty-eight hours
after the onset of the renal difficulty and rapidly led to

organic cardiac and arterial lesions which proceeded
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throughout the course of the disease. The first part of

the paper was devoted to a consideration of those forms
of cardiovascular degeneration occurring consecutively to

nephritis. Of the large number of cardiovascular disor-

ders in which blood-pressure changes either precede or

accompany nephritis one could logically distinguish three

possibilities: i. The cardiovascular changes preceded and
caused the nephritis. This, he believed, was the sequence

of events in true Bright's disease, for in many of the

cases of this we saw high tension long before nephritic

symptoms appeared. A persistent increase in the arterial

pressure ultimately led to degenerative changes, particu-

larly in organs of the body suppHed by end arteries, and
chiefly the kidneys, the retina and the brain. 2. The cardio-

vascular changes developed simultaneously with the ne-

phritis. Here some agency must be operative which affected

both the cardiovascular apparatus and the kidneys, and to

this category belonged chiefly the cardiorenal disorders

seen in chronic lead poisoning and, above all. in the so-

called gouty diathesis. 3. The cardiovascular changes were
manifestly of renal origin, consecutive to the nephritis,

and in all probability due to renal inadequacy with reten-

tion of urinary end products. It would consequently be

seen how important it was from the standpoint of prog-

nosis and treatment to attempt in each case of nephritis

complicated with cardiovascular disorders an interpreta-

tion of the sequence of events.

High Blood-Pressure Arising from Nervous Strain

in Diseases of the Nervous System.—Dr. Black.\der
read a paper by Dr. Edward D. Fisher of New York, on
this subject. In looking at the subject from his special

standpoint, the author said, he would emphasize the fact

that many of those conditions already discussed were pres-

ent and complicated the special disorders of the nervous
system—in fact, might be the real cause of the trouble.

He would call attention particularly to diseases of the

nervous system due to arterial disease, either endarteritis

of the atheromatous type or that consequent upon syphilis,

to cerebral compression as caused by new growths, in-

crease of cerebrospinal fluid, etc.. and to vascular changes
due to direct poisons, such as uremia, diabetes, alcohol,

etc. In the first group, endarteritis of a degenerative type,

a rather general distribution of arterial disease was found;
so that, not only was the nervous system involved, show-
ing cerebral and spinal symptoms, but interstitial nephritis

and cardiac hypertrophy were also present. In cases under
forty, with probably acute cardiac and kidney involvement.
we had symptoms peculiar to disorders of the special or-

gans, but no, or only slight, tendency to cerebral hemor-
rhage or epilepsy, as in older persons. In them the blood-
pressure might be temporarily high, but was not continu-

ously so, and was more easily relieved or controlled ; while

in cases over forty there was a constant high blood-pres-

sure, subject also to marked increase—which was the

danger point indicating the probability of a seizure, apo-
plectic or epileptic. The arterial condition here marked
out positively the difference between such epileptic seizures

and so-called idiopathic epilepsy, and also that due to a

focal lesion. In eclampsia during pregnancy a great and
often sudden rise in blood-pressure previous to the seizure

was frequently observed, and this was evidently not due
to arterial disease, but to some toxic agent in the blood.

High blood-pressure when occurring during pregnancy
should be regarded as a danger signal. If in syphilitic

endarteritis the blood-pressure, contrary to the usual rule,

were high, this was to be explained, not by the arterial dis-

ease, but by complications ; which probably explained the

clinical condition, due, as a rule, not to cerebral hemor-
rhage, but to cerebral thrombosis. In such cases there was
a cerebral anemia resulting from a gradual occlusion of the

caliber of the vessels by actual thickening of their coats,

or actual infiltration of new growth into their walls. Other
complications might, however, modify this picture, explain-
able, as in non-specific cases, as due to exogenous or en-

dogenous causes. In cerebral growths we found cerebral

compression, which might also manifest itself by high
blood-pressure, permanent or continuous. Here again we
found there were variations dependent upon exciting con-
ditions, such as cephalalgia, disease of the kidneys or heart,

drugs, etc. The convulsions present might be due to

anemia from pressure. High blood-pressure in cerebral
tumors, in hydrocephalus, or in compression following
trauma might be observed to fall as soon as the skull was
opened, or, more surely, on opening the dura, with the es-

cape of cerebrospinal fluid. This was not always the case,

however, in decompression operations for traumatism

;

many such cases continuing to show high blood-pressure
and failing to regain consciousness. During cerebral oper-
ations taking the blood-pressure was valuable as a routine,

as rapid fall indicated the need of stimulation or cessation

from further operating at the time. In closing. Dr. Fisher

emphasized the great value ot observing the blood-pressure

in oil cases of vascular disease ; stating that its sudden or

steady rise indicated the line of treatment, which might
avert a catastrophe. At least, it might inform us of the

danger of our patient.

High Blood-Pressure in the Toxemia of Pregnancy.

—

Dr. D. J. Evans of Montreal said that in 12 of a series

of 38 cases of pregnancy complicated with eclampsia, al-

buminuria, or vomiting of a toxic type which he had re-

corded the to.xic condition was severe enough to call for

the interruption of the pregnancy. In 8 cases eclamptic

convulsions occurred, and among these the highest blood-

pressure noted was 200 mm., and the lowest, 140 mm.
In most instances the blood-pressure immediately before

the convulsions was between 170 and 190 mm. One of

the patients had three convulsions, though her blood-

pressure never rose above 150 except just at the time of

the convulsion. Two had a blood-pressure of 200, one
with 5 and the other with 18 convulsions, and the child of

the former died of convulsions 14 hours after spontaneous
delivery. There were 4 cases of severe vomiting : 2 early

in pregnancy and 2 near term. In the latter the blood-

pressure was 140 in one and 125 in the other, and in both

these labor was natural and the children were born alive.

In the former, one whose blood-pressure was never aliove

125 recovered from her vomiting and went to term, while

the other, a most severe case, was aborted at the sixteenth

week and died 10 days later. For a considerable period

the blood-pressure of this patient vvas taken several times

weekly, and was usually found to be about 100 (never
above no) ; yet she developed retinal hemorrhages and
other signs of severe to.xemia. The other 26 cases were
all albuminurics, with toxic symptoms of more or less

severity. Seven of these had a blood-pressure of 160 or

over—2 of them recording as high as 180—and in 12 it

was 140 or under, the lowest record being 120. As the

result of his experience he was inclined to conclude that

the blood-pressure record is of little value as indicating

the degree of toxemia present in cases of vomiting in

pregnancy. Moreover, he had been surprised at the com-
paratively low reading obtained in many cases where the

symptoms indicated the existence of a very considerable

degree of toxemia. In three instances induction of labor

was imperative, though the blood-pressure was 150 or

under, and in four with a blood-pressure of over 150 the

toxic symptoms were so slight that the cases were per-

mitted to go to term, when they were delivered natur-

ally. He was inclined to consider 160 as the danger limit,

and that in cases where, in spite of treatment, the toxic

symptoms do not yield and the blood-pressure is main-
tained as high as this point, or higher, labor should be

induced. In cases of pregnancy with high blood-pressure

without toxic symptoms there was little occasion for

anxiety. In all cases with hepatic or renal insufficiency

the blood-pressure should be carefully watched. A ris-

ing blood-pressure in such cases, associated with other

toxic symptoms, was indicative of danger, and here he

would consider 160 mm. of pressure the danger limit.

Factors Which Alter Blood-Pressure in Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.—Dr. Francis M. Pottenger of Los An-
geles, Cal., said that in a former paper he had drawn
the following conclusions regarding blood-pressure in

this disease: i. A relatively low pressure is found in tu-

berculosis, especially in advanced tuberculosis. 2. The
factors which favor low pressure are the effect of the

toxins upon the vasodilators, the weakness of the heart

muscle, and general wasting. 3. The factors which have
a tendency to maintain pressure are hypertrophy of the

heart muscle and thickening of the systemic arteries. 4.

Thickening of the systemic arteries occurred nerhans as a

result of the action of the toxins on the vessel wall, and
was, therefore, found especially in those who had had tu-

berculosis for some time. Further experience had con-

firmed his former observations and also enabled him to

add one more factor which he believed was of great im-

portance in causing low pressure, namely, the altered

function of the diaphragm and its accompanying splanch-

nic congestion and relative arterial anemia. It was well

known that the splanchnics were capable of holding nearly

all the blood of the body: therefore, if the splanchnics

contained more than their normal amount of blood it was
self-evident that the arterial system must suffer a de-

ficiency, with a resultant low tension. His own theory as

to the altered function of the diaphragm, due to displace-

ment and diminished action, was that it is a part of the

general scheme of protection by lessened motion, such

as has long been recognized in abdominal lesions, and
that its cause was the same as that which produced the

spasm of the muscles of the neck and chest under the
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same conditions ; a reflex stimulation, the impulse passing
from the inflamed lung to the cord, and there stimulating
the adjacent cells of the segment and sending out stimuli
to the diaphragm, through the motor fibers which took
their origin from contiguous cells, causing the diaphrag-
matic muscle to assume a condition of tonic contraction
or spasm.
The General Treatment of High Blood-Presture.

—

Dr. Spencer L. Dawes of Albany, N. Y., said the general
treatment would naturally include the treatment by man-
ual methods, regulated movements, baths, electricity, and
sodium nitrite, but as papers on these were announced
in the symposium, they would not be considered under
this head. General treatment might be divided into (l)
prophylactic, (2) curative, and (3) symptomatic. (l) A
regulation of the habit of the individual as to diet, exer-
cise, and excretion included the prophylactic measures indi-
cated. Modern, rational, and, above all, systematic exer-
cise would do more to prevent sclerosis of the arteries
and its accompanying hypertension even than a regula-
tion of the diet. And, in addition to this, most active
business men should obtain at intervals, certainly once a
year, the relaxation attendant upon a sea voyage or a
period in the actual country, away from the excitement
of business and society. (2) Here we should pay our first

attention to causation, such as gout, syphilis, the exces-
sive use of alcohol, and overindulgence of all kinds, for,
after all, it had to be admitted that high blood-pressure
was a symptom, rather than a disease. By far the most
popular of all drugs used with the idea of cure was iodine
in some form, given oftentimes to the point of toleration;
but its value rested more upon empirical evidence than
upon accurate measurement of the blood-pressure. Hav-
ing discussed the administration of iodides, he passed on
to the third point, symptomatic treatment. Unfortunately,
he said, most of our efforts had to be directed toward re-
lief, since the majority of patients did not come to us
until a distinct arteriosclerosis was established, when it

was often impossible to benefit them by curative treat-
ment. \'enesection, which had been abandoned on ac-
count of its abuse, not infrequently gave brilliant results
in appropriate cases, .\gain, results as gratifying to the
physician as to the patient might attend upon the free
use of calomel or the mass of mercury, followed by a
brisk saline purge. When there was intestinal torpor,
with decomposition of the animal food, lactic acid tab-
lets might be employed to advantage. In certain types
of cases where there were inefficiency of the skin and kid-
neys and myocardial degeneration, with or without valvu-
lar disease, the promotion of free diuresis was often of
great help; and here digitalis was of greatest value, not-
withstanding that primarily it increased the arterial ten-
sion. Theobromine sodiosalicylate was also helpful, as, in
addition to its action on the kidneys, it had a direct effect
upon the vasomotor center and secondarily upon the
blood-pressure ; and the combination of these two rem-
edies at times gave remarkably good results. For im-
mediate effect upon hypertension, as w-ell as for con-
tinued use over a long period, no class of drugs equaled
the nitrites. Care should be taken, however, not to lower
the blood-pressure to a point where the secreting function
of the kidneys was unfavorably affected, and if was also
well always to remember that not all cases where there
was high blood-pressure demanded, or even admitted, a
reduction of the tension, for as long as the cardiac
powers compensated for obstruction in the circulation,
no special treatment was needed.

Treatment by Mind Control and Mechanical Agen-
cies Making for Vasomotor Control.—Dr. J. M,\dison
Tavlok of Philadelphia said that since there was still so
much doubt as to the gravity of the symptom, vascular
hypertension, indecision as to how far it was an evi-
dence of organic conservation, it was the part of wis-
dom to employ in overcoming it only those vasorelaxing
agents whose action was understood, capable of exact
regulation and likely to do the least harm. Many drugs
were admittedly capable of confusing, even dangerous, re-

troaction ; hence, in the absence of a precise knowledge
of the action of these medicaments and a full apprecia-
tion of the complex factors present, there might be recom-
mended training in mind control and simple, trustworthy
mechanical and thermal agencies capable of opening or
closing the blood-paths. A large number of individuals
exhibited psychic hypertension as a common feature of
various other derangements ; also a vascular hypertension
of from 10 to 25 mm. Hg. Again, it was a common ob-
servation that where conditions for vascular hypertension
existed there was also psychic hypertension. In the case
of the former marked relief was afforded by applying
well-chosen methods of psychic relaxation ; in the latter.

no matter what the underlying cause, a gratifying and in-

creasing lowering of vascular tension was occasioned by
securing mental relaxation. Persistence in training in

mind control produced satisfactory and permanent vascu-
lar relaxation and relief of distressing sensory symptoms.
Having outlined his methods, which he said were more
fully set forth in a paper entitled "Psychic Hypertension"
in the Iitternational Clinics for July, 1912, Dr. Taylor
stated that the following were satisfactory mechanical
measures inducing vasomotor relaxation: (l) Manual
therapy—using the fingers to press gently and continu-
ously (distributed pressures ) on the paravertebral tis-

sues ; useful in both acute febrile and protracted states.

(2) Skin friction of the whole surface, dry or with water,
for periods of not less than 20 to 30 minutes, preferably
twice daily ; especially for protracted or chronic vascu-
lar excitation. (3) Gentle, systematic, increasing passive,

active, and resistant movements, watching the heart ; also

steady walking, slow "trudging" on level or gently sloping

ground {e.g. "terrain kur" of Carlsbad, Ai.K, etc.). (4)
Baths, especially the "neutral immersion bath"—water at

92° to 98° F., preferably containing sodium and calcium
chlorides, in which the patient lay for half an hour to

two hours once or twice daily.

Treatment by the High Frequency Current.—Dr.

Howard Va.\ Rensselaer of .\lbany, N. Y., said that in

medicine it was customary to use a current in which the

cycles ran from 200,000 to 2,000,000 per second, and with

the high voltage of 10,000 to 500.000 volts. Both frequencies

and voltages much in excess of these limits might be passed
freely through the body, but when given much higher than
these they gradually lost their therapeutic properties. Just

what were the most advantageous frequency and voltage

for the effect on the human system had not as yet been
scientifically demonstrated. In its passage through the

body the high frequency current seemed to contract or
modify the vibrations of individual cells everywhere in

such a way that it stimulated abnormally vibrating cells,

bringing them back to their normal vibrations and thus re-

storing their health and function, as well as stimulating

healthy cells to increased action. Its action was thus physi-

ological, and the fundamental value of this form of elec-

tricity seemed to lie in its power of regulating and stimu-

lating all nutritive processes. If the blood-pressure of

a person with hypertension were taken before the electrical

treatment, and again directly afterward, it would be found
to have fallen, and, in general, the higher the tension the

greater the fall, provided that arteriosclerosis were not

present. The first treatments might not keep the blood-

pressure down for twenty-four hours, but each succeeding

day, if the electricity were given daily, the tension stayed

lower for a longer time. Usually it stayed down longer
than twenty-four hours within a fortnight, and after that

the interval between the treatments might be gradually
lengthened to once a week, or even once a fortnight. The
action of the electricity appeared to be to modify and im-
prove the underlying processes causing the high blood-pres-

sure. The speaker related a case illustrating the good ef-

fects of the high frequency current on a person in the

earliest stage of Bright's disease, before renal symptoms
had been demonstrated, and expressed the opinion that had
this patient not taken the electrical treatment the intestinal

toxins present would in a few months, or a few years at

the most, have produced a condition of hopeless chronic
Bright's. From his study of this subject he off^ered the

following premises and deductions: Premises.— (l) The
underlying cause of most cases of high blood-pressure is

metabolic, from faulty digestion of food. (2) The hyper-
tension usually precedes renal, cardiac, and arteriosclerotic

changes. Deductions.—That by proper treatment with high
frequency currents (l) the general condition is improved,
and especially the metabolic processes, so that less toxins

are formed and absorbed; (2) when, by the aid of the

sphygmomanometer, hypertension is recognized early, we
are able to cure the initial stages of the disease, because we
remove the exciting cause: (3) that we can prevent the

actual dvelopment of Bright's disease; (4) when renal or
cardiac lesions are already present, that we can check the

rapid advancement of the pathological processes and thus
prolong life; (5) in the later stages of the disease, when
compensation has broken and the heart has begun to fail,

that by lowering the tension we lessen the resistance which
the enfeebled heart is obliged to overcome, and so can
alleviate some of the symptoms and make the patient more
comfortable; (6) that by the effect of the current in low-
ering arterial tension we protect the brittle blood-vessels

from the liability to rupture, and thus we can minimize
the danger of apoplexy.

(To he continued.)
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^tat* Mthxxni IGtrrnHtng SoarliH.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Re(;istration and
Examination.

July, 191 1.

anatomy.

1. Gfve the relation of the internal abdominal ring to

surrounding blood-vessels.

2. Gi\e the origin, principal branches, and distribution

of the superior mesenteric artery.

3. Give the boundaries and contents of the axillary space.

4. What part of the brain is most freelv supplied with
blood?

5. Describe the blood supply to tlie liver structure.

6. Describe the large intestine and tell how it diflfers

from the small intestine in structural arrangement.

7. Give the names of the (a) temporary teeth in their

order from front to back, (fc) permanent teeth in same
order.

8. What nerves unite to form the brachial plexus?

9. Name the most imp<irtant nerve branch of the cervical

plexus, its point of origin, and its distribution.

ID. Give the names and locations of tlie bones of the

face.

physiology.

1. (o) What is meant by digestion? (b) Describe the

process of digestion of an egg sandwich.
2. Discuss the factors concerned in venous circulation.

3. (a) Describe a cell, (b) How are cells propagated?
(f) Give the functions of nerve cells.

4. (o) Describe the vasomotor system. (6) Give its

function, (c) What center controls it?

5. (a) Compare voluntary and involuntary muscle. (6)
What is muscular coordination? (c) By what centers is

it controlled? (d) What causes muscular fatigue?
6. (a) Describe the respiratory function. (6) What is

meant by the terms: (i) Residual air? (2) Vital capacity?

7. (a) Give the composition of the blood, (h) Reaction,

(c) Specific gravity. (d) Amount in the body. (i')

Time required for a complete circulation.

materia medica and therapeutics.

1. Define solvent. Mention three principal solvents.

2. Define diaphoresis. Mention three diaphoretics and
state the dose of each.

3. State the name and llie dose of each of two cardiac
stimulants.

4. In what form is iodine most frequently administered
internally? What is the antidote for tree iodine?

5. What serious results may ensue from the indiscrimin-
ate use of acetanilid?

6. Mention the conditions which aflfect the dosage of
medicines.

7. What is cumulative action? Name one drug that
has this tendency, and give symptoms of such action.

8. Name and describe three antiseptics useful for inter-

nal medication.

0. Name three indications for the use of opium.
10. How and when would you perform hypodermoclysis?

CHEMISTRY.

1. Give the formula for the two chief products of yeast
fermentation of sugar and state the differences, if any.
in the action of yeast upon cane sugar, milk sugar, and
grape sugar.

2. State the chief differences between fixed and volatile

oil and name three of each class that are extensively used
in medicine.

3. Give the chemical composition and properties of am-
monia gas.

4. Give the approximate constituents of cow's milk.

5. Give the chemical formula for urea and what is the
normal amount excreted daily by an average adult.

PHYSICAL diagnosis.

1. Give physical signs of aneurysm of the thoracic aorta.
2. Give cardinal symptoms by which you can diagnose

a case of appendicitis.

3. Give topographical anatomy of the heart and its

valves.

4. (o) Give normal temperature of the body, (b) Give
normal pulse (frequency).

5- If a man or woman, past middle age, complaining of
•constant slight vertigo, intensified on excitement or exer-
tion, presents sclerosed arteries, arcus senilis, and ringing

aortic closure, with or without moderate cardiac hyper-
trophy, what would be your diagnosis?

PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Define in contrast infection and intoxication.
2. What do you understand by phagocytosis, and what

is its relation to immunization?
3. From what does thrombosis of the portal vein most

frequently result?

4. From what docs chronic gastritis most frequently re-
sult?

5. Name the pathological conditions most commonly
found in the lymphatic glands.

6. How would you demonstrate the presence of the
amoeba coli in a case of auKcbic dysentery?

7. How would you demonstrate the efficiency of a germi-
cide?

8. Describe one method by which you can demonstrate
the agglutination of bacteria by blood serum.

9. What bacteria most frequently cause puerperal infec-
tion?

10. Examine and name the pathogenic organisms under
the microscopes No. i. No. 2, No. 3.

ETIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

I. Give the accredited causes of malaria and yellow
fever and tell what measures afford the best means of
protection from infection.

2 How are impurities in water clas.^ified ; how can they
be detected, and why is the presence of organic material
in drinking water deleterious?

3. Illustrate the theory of immunity by means of anti-
toxin.

4. Is infantile paralysis infectious? If so, give rules
for protecting the community.

5. Give etiology of: (a) hepatic abscess, (b) cardiac
hypertrophy, (c) edema of the lungs.

1. Write in parallel columns the diagnostic symptoms of
measles and smallpox.

2. Write in parallel columns the diagnostic symptoms of
neuralgia and myalgia.

3. Mention the forms of insanity, and give the most com-
mon causes.

4. Give a differential diagnosis of pleurisy and pneu-
monia.

5. What are the average durations of the febrile stages
in the following forms of disease: Typhoid fever, scarlet
fever, measles, rheumatic fever, and pneumonia?

6. Give the symptoms of greatest diagnostic importance
in locomotor ataxia.

7. Give the pathognomonic symptoms of hysteria.
8. Give symptoms and treatment of incipient phthisis.
9. What forms of disease present symptoms during the

first three days resembling variola?
10. With what form of disease may scarlatina be con-

founded prior to the appearance of eruption?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Registration and
Examination.

July, 191 1.

anatomy.

1. Relation of internal abdominal ring to surrounding
blood-vessels: The external iliac artery and vein lie im-
mediately under the ring; the deep epigastric vessels are
internal to the ring; and the deep circumflex iliac artery is

external to the ring.

2. Superior Mesenteric Artery. Origin: Abdominal
aorta. Branches: Inferior pancreatico-duodenal, vasa in-
testini tenuis, Ileo-colic, Right colic, and Middle colic. Dis-
tribution: All the small intestine, except the first part of
the duodenum ; cecum ; ascending and transverse colon.

3. The axilla is bounded: Anteriorly, by the clavicle,
Subclavius, Pectoralis major, costocoracoid membrane,
Pectoralis minor

; posteriorly, by the Subscapularis, Teres
rnajor. and Latissimus dorsi ; internally, by the first four
ribs, first three Intercostal muscles, Serratus magnus ; ex-
ternally, by the humerus, Coracobrachialis, and Biceps.
Contents: Axillary vessels; brachial plexus of nerves

and their branches; some branches of the intercostal
nerv«

;
lymphatic glands, fat, and loose areolar tissue.

4. The gray matter and the base of the brain are most
freely supplied with blood.

5. The substance of the liver derives its blood-supply
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from the hepatic artery and its branches, also from the

small hepatic branch of the gastric artery.

6. The large intestine extends from the termination of

the ileum to the rectum. It differs from the small intestine

in: (1) Its larger size; (2) its more fixed position; (3)

the possession of tenia;; (4) in being sacculated; and (5)

in possessing appendices epiploicae.

The colon is divided into ascending, transverse descend-

ing, iliac, and pelvic. The ascending colon extends from

the cecum to the under surface of the liver to the right of

the gall-bladder, where it turns to the left, formmg the

hepatic flexure. It lies in the right iliac and right hypo-

chondriac regions. The peritoneum covers the anterior and

lateral surfaces. Length, 8 inches. The Iransz'ersc colon

passes from right to left, from the gall-bladder to the

spleen. It forms an arch, convex anteriorly and below:

the transverse arch of the colon. It is entirely surrounded

by peritoneum, which is attached posteriorly to the spine,

forming the mesocolon. Length. 20 inches. The descend-

inq colon passes from the end of the transverse colon by

a "bend, the splenic flexure. Betw^een the splenic flexure

and the diaphragm, opposite the tenth left rib, is a fold

of the peritoneum, the costocolic ligament, which slings

up the spleen. The gut then passes downward to the iliac

crest, ending in the iliac colon. The peritoneum invests

its anterior' and lateral surfaces. Length, 4 to 6 inches.

The iliac colon is continuous with the descending colon at

the left iliac, crest, and ends at the inner border of the

left psoas. Peritoneum invests its anterior and lateral

surfaces ; it has no mesentery. Length, 5 to 6 inches. The

pehic colon extends from the inner border of the psoas

to the level of the third sacral vertebra. Length, 16 or 17

inches; very variable. It has an extensive mesentery.

—

(From' Aids to Anatomy.)
7. The temporary teeth, from front to back, are :

Central

incisor, lateral incisor, canine, first molar, and second

molar.
The permanent teeth, from front to back, are: Central

incisor, lateral incisor, canine, first bicuspid, second bicus-

pid, first molar, second molar, and third molar.

8. The brachial plexus is formed by the union of the an-

terior divisions of the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth

cervical and the first dorsal nerves.

9. The most important nerve branch of the cervical

plexus is, probably, the phrenic nerve. It arises chiefly

from the fourth cervical nerve, with filaments from the

third and fifth cervical nerves. It is distributed to the

diaphragm, pericardium, and pleura.

ID. The bones of the face. Two nasal, forming the

bridge of the nose. Two superior maxillary, forming up-

per jaw; part of roof of mouth, nasal fossse and orbital

cavities. Two lachrymal, situated at the front and inner

part of the orbit. Two malar, at upper and outer part

of face, forming the cheek bone Two palate, at back part

of nasal fossx;"they assist in formation of roof of mouth,

and floor of orbit. Two inferior turbinated, on outer wall

of nasal fossje Vomer, forming septum of nose. Inferior

maxillary, or lower jaw.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Digestion is the name given to the series of changes

occurring in food from the time of its ingestion till it is

readv for absorption.

.^ri egg sandwich consists of bread (proteid, carbohy-

drates a'nd fat), butter (fat), and egg (proteid and fat).

The proteid is digested in the stomach and small in-

testine, where the pepsin (of the gastric juice) and tryp-

sin (the pancreatic juice), respectively, turn it into pro-

teoses and peptones. The carbohydrates are digested in

the mouth, and small intestine, where the ptyalin (of the

saliva) and amylopsin (of the pancreatic juice), respect-

ively, turn it into maltose and dextrose. The fat is digested

in the small intestine, where it is saponified by the steapsin

(of the pancreatic juice) and the bile.

2. The factors concerned in venous circulation are: (l)

The force exerted bv the heart: (2) the suction action of

the chest during inspiration; (3) the voluntary muscles;

(,<) the valves in the veins.

3. .\ cell is a mass of protoplasm, with a nucleus, and

sometimes a nucleolus, centrosome, attraction cell and cell-

membrane. It is capable of movement, responseto stimuli,

ineestion, egestion, assimilation, and reproduction. Cells

multiplv by simple division, but the division of the proto-

plasm is preceded by division of the nucleus. This latter

occurs in two ways: (i) By direct, or simple, or amitotic

division : and (2) by karyokinesis or indirect division, the

more common way.
The functions of_ nerve cells are: (i) Receiving nerve

impulses; (2) sending out nerve impulses ; (3) modification

of nerve impulses; and (4) nutrition of itself and its

dendrites and axon.

4. "The vasomotor system may be said to be composed

of the vasomotor center, situated in the medulla, together

with some accessory and subsidiary centers in the spinal

cord, and vasomotor nerves. The nerves are divided into

two classes, according as they increase or diminish the

calibre of the arterioles; those which increase the caliber

are vaso-dilators ; those which diminish the same are

known as vaso-constrictors. -A.11 nerves that in any way
influence vessel caliber are classed under the general head

of vasomotor." (Ott's Physiology.)

5. J'oluiitary muscle is more or less under the control

of the will; iinolunUiry muscle is not under the control of

the will, it is rhythmical in its contractions, and is also

characterized by peristalsis.

Further, voluntary muscle is striated, has long narrow

fibers with cross striations and many nuclei beneath the

sarcolemma. Involuntary muscle is non-striated, has

soindle-shaped fibers, one nucleus centrally located, and no

sarcolemma. The great exception is cardiac muscle, which

is involuntary and also striated. Voluntary muscle is found

in all the skeletal muscles, pharynx, diaphragm, larynx, ex-

ternal ear. and eye. Involuntary muscle is found in the

alimentary tract from the middle third of the esophagus

to the anus, in the ducts of glands, in the trachea and

bronchial tubes, within the eyeball, the internal urinary and

genital systems, circulatory (except the heart) and

lymphatic systems, and the capsules of some organs.

By muscular co-ordination is meant the harmonious ac-

tion of individual muscles in a complicated muscular ac-

tion. It is controlled by centers in the cerebellum.

Fatigue is caused by: (i) The consumption of those

substances (particularly carbohydrates) which supply the

muscle with energy; (2) the accumulation of the waste

products of contraction, particularly sarco-lactic acid and

carbon dioxide.

6. Respiratory function. "Respiration is the process by

which oxvgen is absorbed into the blood and carbon dioxide

exhaled. The assimilation of the oxygen and the evolution

of carbon dioxide takes place in the tissues as a part of

the general nutritive process, the blood and respiratory

apparatus constituting the media by means of which the

interchange of gases is accomplished."

Residual air is the air which remains in the lungs after

every effort has been made to empty them ; it is equal to

about IOC cubic inches.

Vital capacity is the amount of air which can be expelle-d

from the lungs after the deepest possible inspiration; it is

the sum of the complemental, tidal, and supplemental air,

and is about 225 to 250 cubic inches.

7. Blood. Composition: Plasma and corpuscles. The
plasma consists of water and solids (proteids, extractives,

and inorganic salts). The red corpuscles consist of water

and solids (hemoglobin, proteids, fat, and inorganic salts).

The ivhite corpuscles consist of water and solids (proteid,

leuconucleiii. lecithin, histon. etc.). There are also plate-

lets, which arc very small, colorless, irregular shaped

bodies, about one-fourth the size of the red corpuscle.

Specific gravity: 1055 to 1062. Reaction: Alkaline.

Amount in body: .\bout one-thirteenth of the body weight.

Time required for a complete circulation: .^bout 23 sec-

onds.
MATERIA MEniCA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. A solvent is a liquid which holds another substance in

solution. Three principal solvents: Water, alcohol, and

glycerine.

2. Diaphoresis is the process of perspiring. Three diaph-

oretics: Spirit of nitrous ether, dose 30 minims; Dover's

powder, dose 7 grains; alcohol, dnse of whiskey, 2 ounces,

diluted.

3. Two cardiac stimidants: Aromatic spirit of ammonia,

dose 30 minims; nitroglycerine, dose i minim.

4. Iodine is most frequently administered internally as

the iodide of potassium or sodium. Starch is the antidote

to free iodine.

5. The indiscriminate use of acetanilide may cause: Col-

lapse, chills, cyanosis, fatty degeneration of heart, liver, and

kidneys, and destroys the hemoglobin-carrying efficiency of

the red blood corpuscles.

6. The dosage of medicines is influenced by :
Age,

sex. weight, nationality or race, disease, pain, idios>Ticrasy,

body temperature, drug habits, method of administration,

and the cumulative action of the drug.

7. Cumulative action is the property which some drugs

have of producing more or less sudden and violent action,

after single and successive doses have been taken with no

untoward effect. Example: Digitalis; this produces fast
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and irregular pulse, gastroenteritis, small pulse, low blood
pressure.

8. Three antiseptics useful for internal medication: L'ro-
tropin, salol. and tliyniol.

Urolropin is a white, crystalline powder, soluble in water,
prepared by the action of ammonia on formic aldehyde. It

is used as a genitourinary antiseptic.

Salol is the salicylic ether of phenol; it is a white, crys-
talline powder, nearly insoluble in water, but is very soluble
in ether. It is used as an intestinal antiseptic, owing to its

power of splitting up (in an alkaline medium) into salicylic

acid and phenol.
Thymol is a phenol contained in oil of thyme; it occurs

in large crystals, of aromatic odor; it is soluble in fats
and oils; and liquefies when treated with chloral or cam-
phor.

g. Three indications for use of opium: To relieve pain,
to produce sleep, and to check excessive secretion.

10. Hypodermoclysis "is a method of applying remedial
agents tlirough the skin. As a rule, 0.6 per cent, normal
salt solution is used—a dram of table salt to a pint of
boiled and filtered water. The site preferred is the ante-
rior wall of the abdomen or the ilio-lumbar region, above
the ilium and below the ribs. Thorough asepsis is neces-
sary in tlie technique. An ordinary fountain syringe with
a moderate sized needle is all that is required. The solu-
tion is best used at a temperature of from 110° to 115° F.,

and from four to eight ounces are employed. The method
is extremely useful in conditions of shock, hemorrhage,
diarrhea, ureniia and in toxic states generally." (Butler's
Materia Medico, etc.)

CHEMISTRY.

1. Yeast fermentation of sugar produces alcohol
(CzHbOH) and carbon dioxide (CO2).
Cane sugar, under the influence of yeast, is slowly con-

verted into dextrose and levulosc, wliich are then fermented
to alcohol and carbon dioxide.
Milk sugar is first inverted by yeast, and then alcohol is

formed; this occurs slowly.
Grape sugar, under the influence of yeast, is converted

into alcohol and carbon dioxide.
2. The fixed oils are glycerides, and are capable of

saponification. The volatile oils are mostly hydrocarbons,
and are not subject to the same decompositions as the
glycerides.

Three fixed oils used in medicine: Castor oil, glycerine
and oleic acid.

Three volatile oils used in medicine: Oil of peppermint,
oil of anise, oil of cinnamon, and oil of gaultheria.

3. Ammonia gas. The molecule consists of three atoms
of hydrogen chemically united to one atom of nitrogen,
NHi. It is a colorless gas, with a pungent and irritating
odor and a caustic taste; it is very soluble in water, also
in alcohol ; it does not burn readily. It combines with
water to form an alkaline liquid containing ammonium hy-
droxide. It combines directly with acids, without separa-
tion of hydrogen, to form ammonium salts

:

NH,-f HC1 = NH,C1.
4. Cow's milk consists of

:

\Vater 87.00
Solids 13.00

Fat 3.66
Milk sugar 4.92
Casein 3.01
Albumin 0.75
Proteins 3.76
Ash 0.70

5. Urea. Chemical formula: CO(NH2):. About 500
grains of urea are excreted daily by an average adult.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. Physical signs of aneurysm of the thoracic aorta:
Sometimes a bulging in the precordial region, visible pulsa-
tion, witli a thrill on palpation, localized dulness on percus-
sion, and a "bruit" on auscultation. One radial pulse may
show diminished volume and irregular rhythm. There may
be tracheal tugging.

2. Cardinal symptoms in diagnosis of appendicitis: Pain,
beginnins near the umbilicus, and settling in right iliac
fossa, near McBurney's point; rigidity of right rectus
muscle; tenderness on pressure over McBurney's point;
nausea or von'iting

; obstruction to passage of feces or gas.
3. ToPOCRArHY OF HEART AND ITS VALVES. A line from

the lower border of the second left costal cartilage (one
mch from sternum) to upper border of third right costal
cartdage represents the base line: the right side will be a
hne drawn from right side of upper limit to seventh

right chondrosternal articulation; the lower limit is a line
from this last point to the apex (in fifth intercostal space,
three and one-half inches from mid-line) ; the left side,
from left end of upper border to left of apex. The valves
are: Aortic, mitral, tricuspid, pulmonary (and Eustachian
and coronary).
The aortic valves are behind the third intercostal space,

close to the left side of the sternum. Pulmonary valves,
in front of the aortic, behind the junction of the third rib,
on the left side, with the sternum. Tricuspid valves, be-
hind the middle of the sternum, about the level of the
fourth costal cartilage. Mitral valves behind the third in-
tercostal space, about one inch to the lelt of the sternum.

4. Normal temperature of the body is 98.6° F. Normal
|)ulse rale is about 16 to 18 per minute.

5. .Arteriosclerosis.

PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

1. Intoxication and infection. "In one class of diseases
the infecting microbe remains localized at the point of
inoculation, and is never or only exceptionally found in
the fluids of the bod\

. tlie general symptoms of the disease
being due to absorption of the toxic products. Such are
true Intoxications. In other cases the microbe is found
circulaling in the blood throughout the body and finds
lodgment in most of the organs. These are called Infec-
tions. Tetanus is the type of the first class; anthrax, of
the second." (Stengel's Pathology.)

2. Phagocytosis is the property of certain cells (such
as some of the white corpuscles) to ingest and destroy bac-
teria. Metchnikoft' believes that immunity is due to the
chemotaxis which exists between the phagocytic cells and
microorganisms.

3. "Thrombosis of the portal vein is most frequently the
result of infective inflammation of the vein (pvlephlebitis),
resulting from ulcerative enteritis, appendicitis, or similar
processes involving the parts from which the portal blood
is received."— (Stengel's Pathology.)

4. Chronic gastritis is most frequently the result of
improper food (including alcoholic drinks).

5. Pathological conditions of the lymphatic glands: In-
flammation, tuberculosis, syphilis, tumors, liodgkin's dis-
ease, leukemia, lymphosarcoma, status lymphaticus, atrophy,
hypertrophy, and degenerations.

6. To demonstrate the amccba coli in a case of amebic
dysentery: "A satisfactory recognition of the parasite,
particularly in the hands of the novice, demands that he
should sec it send out pseudopodia ; he should observe
active movement. In order to do this, the material should
be reasonably fresh. In the case of feces admixture with
urine is to be avoided. A drop of the suspected material is

placed upon a slide and a cover-glass applied. The slide
may be gently warmed, or the microscope may be kept in
a reasonably warm place, under which conditions move-
ment will be more active. Fresh specimens may be best
stained by mi.xing with the suspected material, placed upon
a slide, a drop of a watery solution of toluidin blue. This
reagent acts as a fixative and at the same time stains the
amebas intensely and rapidly."— (Coplin's Palhologv.)

7- To demonstrate the efficiency of a germicide: ''Koch's
original method of determining this was to dry the micro-
organisms upon sterile threads of linen or silk, and then
soak them for varying lengths of time in the germicidal
solution. After the bath in the reagent the threads were
washed in clean, sterile water, transferred to fresh culture
media, and their growth or failure "to grow observed.
This method also determines the time in which a certain
solution will kill microorganisms, so is advantageous.''
(Macfarland's Bacteriology.)

_
8. The Widal reaction: "Three drops of blood are taken

from the well-washed aseptic finger tip or lobe of the ear,
and each lies by itself on a sterile slide, passed through
a flame and cooled just before use; this slide may be
wrapped in cotton and transported for examination at the
laboratory. Here one drop is mixed with a large drop of
sterile water, to redissolve it. A drop from the summit
of this is then mixed with six drops of fresh broth culture
of the bacillus (not over twenty-four hours old) on a
sterile slide. From this a small drop of mingled culture
and blood is placed in the middle of a sterile cover-glass,
and this is inverted over a sterile hollow-ground slide and
examined. ... A positive reaction is obtained when all
the bacilli present gather in one or two masses or clumps,
and cease their rapid movement inside of twenty minutes."
(From Thayer's Pathology.)

9. Bacteria most frequently causing puerperal infection
are: Streptococcus pyogenes, staphylococcus pyogenes au-
reus, gonococcus, bacillus coli communis, bacillus diphthe-
rias, bacillus serogenes capsulatus, bacillus typhosus.
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ETIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. Malaria is caused by the Plasmodium malaria, but

carried bv the anopheles mosquito. The cause of yellow

fever is liot yet determined, but it is earned by the stego-

myia mosquito.
Prophylaxis 0,1 malarial fever. Individuals should use

mosquito netting around their beds and wire gauze in doors

and windows so as to keep out the niosquitos as much as

possible. During residence in malarial districts quinine

should be taken every morning before breakfast. All

pools, stagnant water, etc., where anopheles may breed,

should be removed. All mosquitos, larvae, etc., should be

destroyed as far as possible. By staying indoors during

dusk and darkness, opportunities for infection may be

avoided. Occasional f uiuigation with formaldehyde or sul-

phur is also efficacious.

To prevent yellow fever in the tropics: All cases of

the disease should be isolated; houses should be protected

by mosquito netting ; mosquitos should be killed ;
swamps

should be drained.

2. Impurities in water may be classified as: (i) Mineral,

(2) vegetable, and (3 1 animal. The presence of organic

matter is deleterious, because it may indicate fecal matter,

with pathogenic bacteria. The processes employed for

the detection of the various impurities are too lengthy for

description here, and also too technical and complicated

for use by the practising physician.

3. How antitoxin produces immunity and effects cure is

not known, but theories deduced from observed facts are

as follows: "As the various pathogenic bacteria produce

the causative to.xins of their respective diseases, so the

organic cells of the body, reacting under the stimulus of

the poisons thus introduced, immediately proceed to elab-

orate defensive bodies, which if produced in sufficient

quantities will neutralize the effects of the toxins. Residual

antibodies remaining in the blood after recovery render

the animal immune for a time against the disease. The
immunizing and curative effects obtained by the injection

of the blood serum of an immunized animal into the

circulation of another animal are due either to direct

chemical neutralization of the toxins themselves by the

antibodies so introduced (Behring, Kitasato), or to a par-

ticular influence exerted by the antibodies upon the living

cells of the organism which, being affected in two opposite

directions, remain neutral to the disease (Buchner). Some
authorities hold that these results are due to the conjoint

action of leucocytic and chemical forces. Ehrlich's side-

chain theory assumes that every toxin contains toxophore

molecules having direct toxic action, and haptophore mole-

cules which combine the toxophores with a similar com-

bining group of molecules in the tissue cell of the attacked

organism. The tissue cell molecules being destroyed by

the toxophores. a rapid and profuse regeneration of similar

4-

molecules occurs in side chains, and these molecules over-

growing are carried into the circulation, becoming the

antitoxin, wliich acts by combining with the haptophores

of newly arrived toxin, using up their combining power
before they can reach the tissue cells." (Potter's Materia

Medica, etc.)

4. Infantile paralysis is believed to be infectious, but

the specific microorganism is not yet demonstrated. Quar-

antine, as for any other infectious disease, affords the best

way of protecting the community.

5. Hepatic abscess is caused by : Microbes, ameba coU,

parasites, biliary calculi, cholangitis, traumatism, and em-
bolism, septic processes of circulatory or digestive tract.

Cardiac hypertrophy is caused by: Arteriosclerosis, neph-

ritis, prolonged muscular exertion, exophthalmic goiter,

aortic disease, mitral regurgitation. Edema of_ the lungs is

caused by: Infections, nephritis, arteriosclerosis, some car-

diac lesions, pregnancy, and alcoholic excesses.

SMALLPOX.

Incubation
Prodromes

Character of erup-

tion.

ID days.

3 days. Coryza,
cough, etc. Kop-
lik's spots.

Bluish papules

;

swelling of face;

discrete or con-
1 fluent circular

outlines.

12 days.

3 days. Rigor, high
fever, headache,
lumbar pains.

Macules, papules,

vesicles, and
pustules ; d i s -

Crete or conflu-

ent.

Parts first affected

Desquamation ....

Duration
Complications and

sequels.

Forehead, face, or 1 Forehead.
neck. !

Furfuraceous . . . .
;
Large crusts.

~ to 10 days
j

3 weeks.
Eye and lungs; Larynx and lungs.

tuberculosis.

Skin is normal.
Pain is increased by

cular contractions.

No skin eruptions.

NEURALGIA.

Skin may be inflamed.

Pain is increased by pres-

sure.

Frequently skin eruptions

are present.

3. Principal forms of insanity: Mania, melancholia, para-

noia, idiocy, imbecility, paresis, dementia, delirium. Most
common causes: Heredity, civilization, alcohol, syphilis,

narcotic drugs, severe mental strains, depressing emotions,

shock, trauma, autotoxemia, organic brain diseases.

1. Mode of invasion.

Sensation.s about the

chest.

Cough.

CROUPOUS PNEUMONIA. CATARRHAL PNEUMONIA,

4. Expectoration.

5. Disturbance of breath.

ing.

6. Degree of pyrexia.

One or more severe rigors,

vomiting.
Often

I
Generally after bronchitis, or col-

* lapse, and without distinct rigors.

Pain in the side at first, not stitch-

like, but more dull and diffused.

Hacking, or in paroxysms.

viscid, tenacious.

chest, but notPains about the
specially localized.

Short, hacking, and painful.

less than before;Often
"rusty."

Rapidity of breathing increases

when it occurs in bronchitis; dysp-

nea may be marked.

Considerable;
**rusty."

V^ery rapid breathing, and much
gerversion of pulse-respiration ratio,

ut not proportionate feeling of

dyspnea until the later stages, when
i

dyspnea is marked.
1

Considerable; temperature usually Temperature high, but there are
' high, 103°, 104°, 105° or more, and considerable remissions, at irregular

I

runs a regular course. Skin pe- intervals,

culiarly hot and dry,

7 \spect of patient and Marked flushing of face, often Face is flushed. Often much
general condition. unilateral. Malar cyanosis. Her- anxiety and restlessness, with loss

i pes round mouth. 1
of flesh and strength.

8. Physical signs. There may be signs of consolida-

tion in scattered spots, with rales.

Both lungs are usually involved in

irregularly scattered patches.

9. Course and termination.

.^t first, fine crepitations, followed
by signs of consolidation, viz., di-

minished movement, increased vo-

cal fremitus, dulness, bronchial or
tubular breathing, increased vocal
resonance, etc. Usually one base
is afTected. The side is not notably

|

enlarged, nor is there displacement
1

of organs.
\

(1) Often a marked crisis from No crisis, and course often pro-

Sth to 8th day; (2) death; (3) longed or followed by acute phthisis,

gangrene of lung; (4) abscess of;

lung.

Frequently none, but sometimes
several, not severe rigors.

Severe, stitch-like pain in side,

increased on respiratory movements.

Slight, and patient tries to repress

-*\bsent, or very slight, and of no
special characters.

Quick, shallow breathing at first,

but less disturbance of pulse-respira-

tion ratio than in pneumonia. Later
on, more or less actual dyspnea ac-

cording to amount of pressure.

No regularity in course of tem-
perature. Skin not acridly hot.

Nothing special. No particular

prostration, or tendency 10 cyanosis
unless dyspnea becomes marked.

At first friction-sound or fremitus,
succeeded by signs of fluid, viz.,

side often enlarged, movements In-

terfered with, diminished vocal
fremitus, dulness occasionally mov-
able, weak or suppressed breathing.
Usually on one side, and often dis-

placement of organs.

No
able.

crisis, and course very vari-

(Wheeler and Jack's Practice of Medicine.) (To be concluded.)
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BIRTH RATES, OVERPOPULATION, AND
THE COST OF LIVING.

By CHARLES E. WOODRUFF, M.D.,

LIEUT.-COLONEL. MEDICAL CORPS. U. S. ARHY.

In looking over an article on birth rates and over-

population published in the Popular Science

Monthly, January, 191 1, by Mr. Scott Nearing of

the University of Pennsylvania, and to which
the Medical Record referred in an editorial of

May 27, 191 1, it was amazing to find that some of

his statistics were the same as in the book "Ex-
pansion of Races." It looks as though he had
taken these facts without crediting the source, and
yet in his review of this work published in the

Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Sciences he discredited both the book and
its facts. Mr. Nearing, in his review, made many
statements which were the exact opposite of the

facts, and this is, perhaps, the reason why, in his

last article, he shows that he has not the faintest

conception of the significance of the data which
Malthus collected and which Darwin put to such
remarkable use as to make a real science of biology.

Malthus proved that there was a tendency for pop-
ulation to increase in a geometrical ratio and crowd
the food supply. He feared that a time would
come when, in spite of the checks he mentioned,
we would suffer dreadful distress from future over-

crowding unless we took measures to keep down
population so as to leave fewer to be killed by
famines or in the wars due to the search for food
or the means to purchase it. His fears were
groundless, as the future overpopulation he dreaded
was really present then, but it required a Darwin to

show that the very basis of evolution of better be-

ings of all kinds is this very overpopulation which
forces a struggle for existence during which the

best fitted to survive outlast the least fitted

and thus cause a change of type. Those scientists

who had specialized on plants and lower animals,

after resisting the new generalization for twenty
years, reluctantly embraced it, but those who had
specialized on man and his activities—the anthro-

pologists, sociologists, and economists—^held off

longer. Some of them even yet cannot bring them-
selves to see that nearly every social phenomenon
is based on competition, as there are always more
workmen than jobs and more people than available

food. Part of this reluctance is due to the fact

that political economy as a science was born too

soon. Many of its laws were known two centuries

ago, though they were first collected into a real

science by Adam Smith in the last half of the i8th

century, but it is now found that he made many
blunders he would have avoided had he foreseen
the work of Malthus. Similarly John Stuart Mill,

who brought the science down to his time, correct-
ing some of Smith's blunders, was himself woefully
in error because deprived of the iUumination of
Darwin's later work, and was unable to use it when
it did appear. Since Mills' epoch-making book
there has been no economist of sufficient genius to
correct the science to date and make it accord with
modern biology. Thus it happens that in these few
subjects it is basically wrong and will be until it

applies to man the laws known to govern all other
animals. Sociologists—and that term includes all

who study any group phenomenon of man—are
hopelessly divided and make contradictory pro-
posals for human betterment. Some, while insist-

ing on competition as an essential of society, are
constantly making impossible suggestions to end
the most basic of all competitions. It is taken for
granted that man is not an animal and that there
need be no destruction of the unfit ; indeed, they
say that there never has been overpopulation and
that the unfit for survival do survive.

This is Scott Nearing's mistake. In his article

he tries to show that the reduction of the birth rate

is one of the reasons why Malthus' prediction of
great distress has never been fulfilled, whereas the
percentage of overpopulation is but little, if at all,

less than a century ago. People, counted by mil-

lions, were starving to death in Russia and China
this very year because they persisted in multiply-
ing to the limit of the food production of years of
good harvests, knowing full well that in the peri-

odically returning lean years there will not be
enough. In China there have been seventy
famines, with millions of deaths each time, in the
last seven centuries, not counting the lesser famines
at all. Hindus breed like rabbits until the next
cycle of poor rainfall, and then die out. In higher
civilizations some of the people breed with like

thoughtlessness though to less extent, so the prob-
lem of unemployment is driving socialistic legis-

lators to distraction. It is high time that econo-
mists recognize biology. Professor Ellwood of
the LTniversity of Missouri thinks it "horrible" to

apply it in the strictest way, and yet in his own
work on sociology, written to emphasize the bio-

logical side, there are amazing biological misstate-

ments. On the other hand, one world-renowned
economist writes me that he is in full accord with
the main contention of the existence and necessity

for overpopulation as a basis for competition, and
another one writes me that I need not stay awake
o' nights worrying over anything Ellwood says.

And thus it goes.

The medical profession is vitally interested in

this modern discussion of birth rates. We must
recognize that the reduction of the size of families

is a world-wide movement that has been going on
many millenniums, but only noticed for a century.

It is only one of the ways in which thinking people
try to ease up the struggle for existence and make
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survival more certain for their healthier, fewer,

better raised offspring. But it must be known that

at the present rate there are still produced enough
men to overstock the labor market and make it

impossible to employ them all. Mr. Nearing's

article implies that overpopulation never has oc-

curred and never will, whereas it is the basis of

all advancement.
It may be remarked that few people realize what

a narrow margin separates us all from starvation.

Before harvest time, the last year's crop is nearly

all eaten up; indeed, most foods are perishable. If

all harvests were suddenly destroyed the world
over, the foods in stock would not keep us alive

long enough to plant the next year's crop, even if

we had the seed. When a poor season brings

starvation locally, say to forty million Chinese, the

world cannot spare enough food to keep them alive

a whole year, though we have enough money to

buy it if it were available. Death is unavoidable

to at least half, for they cannot eat gold. Famines,
then, are permanent unavoidable phenomena, exist-

ing even where there is abundance of wealth, as in

India.

Local famines, though, by leaving more food for

the survivors, will never permit the world to reach

that degree of distress which so worried Malthus.

For many centuries the more provident Chinese and
their statesmen have rather welcomed famines, be-

cause experience shows that after one is over the

survivors have so much more food per capita, that

there is a period of widespread comfort and pros-

perity, until the people by a shortsighted prolific-

ness have restored the awful overcrowding. There
is even an indisposition to fight plagues on this

ground of benefit to survivors ; that is, density of

population is regulated automatically.

The main interest of physicians centers in the

proof that a certain percentage of every society

—

the least efficient—are in such chronic want that

proper nutriment is beyond their reach. It won't

do to say it ought to be given them when we see

shiploads of food leave our harbors to be purchased

by abler men abroad. We cannot prevent the own-
ers from selling to the highest bidders while there

are thousands who are underfed here. And even

in northwestern Europe where our food flows they

have the same phenomenon of a certain percentage

unable to buy that imported wheat and meat. So

we witness children growing up into degenerates

the world over through sheer underfeeding. Nor
will it do to say that in time we will raise enough

food for all, as man has been at that very thing

ever since he planted the first grain. That is, there

is always a demand for more food than exists, and

man is always trying to raise more to prevent the

distress and cause more to survive, but the only

result has been more survivors with the same per-

centage on the poverty line, and many beyond, to die

at the first poor harvest. Japan has actually ter-

raced her mountains to supply foods when there

were but ten million to feed, and she now has fifty

million, among whom the struggle for food is

enough to make one's heart bleed. When we have

irrigated every inch where water can be conducted,

and have drained every inch of our swamps, we

may have some hundred million or so more mouths

to feed, but the same percentage will be only partly

filled or not filled at all. A thousand years will not

change a phenomenon which has been going on for

many millions, and which is the cause of all ad-

vances by survival of the fittest for survival.

Nor will it do the least good in this line to divide

up the wealth now so unequally distributed. It may
be necessary on other grounds to spoliate individuals
of too much wealth, but that depends entirely upon
the way they use it or misuse it. The general im-

pression is now crystallized that the wealthy, in re-

turn for protection of their riches, must devote
their lives to the people who allow them to have
wealth, as the landed proprietors do in Europe, par-
ticularly in England, which is really administered
by the unsalaried. Or the wealth itself must be
devoted to public ends. But it will not diminish
poverty to seize that wealth of millionaires to divide

it up pro rata. Each man's share would feed him
less than four months. If all this hoarded private

wealth were invested for us the income would feed
us only a couple of weeks or so. If devoted to the

poor 10 per cent, of our population it would feed

them ten times longer, to be sure, and permit them
to raise more inefiicients so that in the next genera-
tion the distress would be the same. So we had
better let things go as they are, improving without
revolutionizing, and doing it slowly, as we always
have done, remembering that by present methods
there are many more million happy, well-fed people
in the world than Malthus thought possible.

The increased cost of living could also be very
accurately explained by economists if they would
only recognize the significance of Darwin's work.
The present theories are so contradictory as to be
absurd, yet each has a part truth. It is foolish to

complicate the matter by discussing the value of the

coins by which we are paid. The real test is

whether a laborer can get as much of the neces-

saries of existence for his labor as he formerly did

—not the amount of copper, silver, or gold he gets

as compared with what he got one or ten decades

ago. In Biblical times he got a penny a day, but

copper was so rare that the penny supported his

family fairly well, at least in a survivable way. Of
what earthly use is it to a laborer to get 200 similar

coppers today if they will not buy enough to sup-

port a family? He is working for the requisites

of survival and does not care whether he is paid

with a piece of paper, if he can exchange it for

enough meat and potatoes, with something to spare

for clothes and other things.

It is now acknowledged that ever since the first

protolithic primitive man, or man-ape, picked up
his first club or stone as a tool to help in getting

food or shelter to survive, he has been constantly

improving those tools to get more of that food and

shelter so as to survive where otherwise impossible.

Publicists still use the absurd expression, "labor-

saving machines," whereas they all know that the

only result in our labor competition due to over-

population is increase of product. The sweatshop

worker bending over an electrically driven sewing

machine works just as hard and just as long as the

needlewomen of a century ago, and gets just about

as much of the necessaries of survival in exchange

for an hour's work.

But there is now a vast difference in what is

needed for survival. And here is where physicians

can again enlighten economists in their discussions

of the cost of living. Every invention permits a

laborer to accomplish more than formerly, and he

can demand more in exchange so he saves up or

buys luxuries without which man has before sur-

vived. But in either case he is able to raise frail

children who formerly perished for the want of

extra foods or luxuries. There has been a progres-
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sive racial physical enfeeblement from this kind of
survival of the fittest for survival—the more efiS-

cient workers—and as a result we cannot possibly

live as our ancestors of a few centuries back. "The
luxuries of one generation become the necessities

of the next." We must now have better food,

clothing, and houses or we die. Moreover, when
sanitation is bad, only the immune survive, and such
races as the Chinese by this process can tolerate

conditions fatal to us. When sick we need more
attention and more materials. We also need
shorter periods of labor, longer rest, and more recre-

ation, for we would break under the old strains.

That is why the laborer of the upper races makes
more things by an hour's labor than ever before and
gets more in exchange for them, and why human
conditions have thus progressively improved since

the first tool was made.
Nevertheless the same old competition from un-

employment comes in, and we find idle men in the

"market places'' underbidding each other for jobs

by which they can get enough to survive—a condi-

tion as old as the habitable earth. The only point

to consider is whether a man gets enough for his

work to survive, and that evidently regulates itself

automatically, for if he fails to get enough he dies,

though it may have been enough for hardier an-

cestors. The price of food also thus regulates

itself automatically, and no human laws have ever

succeeded in getting it down to the purchasing

power of everyone, though innumerable attempts

have been made. The birth rate keeps it auto-

matically, just out of reach of the purchasing power
of the submerged tenth, no matter what the actual

price or how greatly the crops are increased by
modern methods.

Writers are constantly befogging this matter by

lugging in the question of the wages for special

ability. We must deal with the average man, no
matter what his trade, though certain employments
are necessarily confined to the more intellectual who
are the exceptions. Labor is worth only the in-

creased value it gives to materials worked on, and
that depends solely on the demand for the product.

Among a hundred thousand stone cutters there may
be but one who can make a beautiful carving, but

he will not get a cent for his work unless there is a

demand for it. He may die of starvation, and even

if his work is demanded it may not bring in much,
for the supply is great when he can duplicate it.

An artist often gets less than mechanics, but after

he is (lead and the supply of his work limited for-

ever, the demand throws the value up enormously.

In like manner, any man who by exceptional ability

can produce works of value is paid in proportion to

their value. All these matters affect such a small

percentage of the human race that we can ignore

them in dealing with the wages of mechanics. The
rule is absolute—the normal wage the world over,

by reason of the competition of overpopulation, is

and always has been the bare necessities of exist-

ence for man and wife and a baby. Those below
the average cannot get these necessaries of their

own exertions. No ordinary mechanic can support

many children, and never could. These are cruel

facts, and by ignoring them sociologists are doing
much injury in their efforts to improve conditions.

Adam Smith first pointed out the natural cost of

living (our total energy), but in measuring the price

of food he made a remarkable blunder, due to his

ignorance of overpopulation. He tried to measure
the value of wheat by the labor of production.

whereas its value is what the competing too numer-
ous consumers are willing to pay for it lo keep-

alive
;
and that amount is practically the whole labor

of the lowest self-supporting layer of society. The
labor of production doesn't enter into the problem
except secondarily, for no consumer will give more
labor for it than he would expend in producing it

himself, omitting the costs of transportation and
exchange. Modern machinery has enormously re-

duced the labor of production, but the actual price

has not varied in like proportion, because the de-
mand of increased population keeps exact pace with
larger crops, and the price of our daily bread is

the same as ever-—our daily labor—omitting the

other necessaries for the sake of brevity. The
farmer grows much more food for his time than
ever before, and would get rich if he could demand
an equally increased amount of goods in exchange
for his surplus. But he is as poor as ever, for

several reasons. His own needs are more, and if

his labor was very valuable there are competitors
who would overbid him for his rented farm. This
actually occurs, and the rents rise so that he has
left only enough to live on. This is why the ten-

dency is for farms to diminish in size to the point

just sufficient to feed a small family and give a tiny

surplus to sell for other necessaries. The land

owner is the real beneficiary of the competition of

overpopulation. He gets the tmearned increment,

and lives in town. That fact is so galling that many
economists think it will be taken away from him
in time.*

The results of all these checks and counterchecks

is that the measure of the cost of food is what we
can pay for it, and that the labor of the producer

tends to equal that of the consumer. The two
fluctuate slightly, but are practically equal from age

to age. Increased crops, then (or lessened cost of

production), merely increase the percentage of

urban population. The submerged tenth are sub-

merged because they have not enough bodily or

nervous energy to equal that expended by a farmer,

and, of course, they cannot get the food he grows.

In times of scarcity food is high, no matter how
little labor its production cost, and the poor, in

order to survive, would sell their children, their

wives, and even themselves, and at the present mo-
ment this kind of voluntary slavery exists in the

majority of the human race, though it is disguised

in form. To their minds it is better than death by
starvation. When America cannot take this sur-

plus population from Europe, what is to become of
them in times of scarcity? and what will our
state be?
The special temporary conditions in new coun-

*Rev. Monroe Royce in his book "The Passing of the
.\merican" mentions the enormous rentals paid by French
farmers for the most desirable lands, $500 to $1,000 an
acre. A "farm" of two or three acres is barely enough
to support a family of six, all working who can to raise

the six or seven crops a year and producing as much as
forty-two times the yield per acre of many an American
farm. If a man is rich enough to own one of these three-
acre farms—$60,000—he lives in town supported by the
rent. It seems that all working men (farmers and all)

are drifting to a state of affairs in which they support
themselves by working with the tools belonging to some
one else, and land is here classed as a tool. If the farmer
doesn't pay his rent some one equally efficient will, and a

more efficient man will give more. Any one of the 5,000
shelterless vagabonds of Berlin would willingly pay more
rent for the sake of the roof and food, but they are too
feeble, mentally and physically, to do the work. The race
is to the strong—and that's why so many weakling im-
migrants stop in New York while there is Western land
almost for the asking.
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tries like the United States, Australia, and New
Zealand have also befogged some writers. There
was vast wealth and food untouched by savages
too stupid to get them. The newcomers became
wealthy. Even the few laborers, by reason of high
wages due to the great demand for them and the

small supply, became proprietors and employers who
had to send abroad for employees and tenants. Our
immigration streams are thus composed of those

who cannot make a survivable existence abroad

—

to use a rather tautological term—the failures in

an overpopulation. Consequently, they are under-
bidding for jobs, and in time their wages will be
the same as in Europe—^mere existence, meat once
a week, black bread, and six sleepers to a room.
Indeed some of them are in that state now.
The cost of living counted in gold dollars is con-

stantly rising the world over because gold is con-
stantly diminishing in value with the increase in its

amount. The actual yearly production of gold does
not matter much now, because it is such a small

percentage of that already hoarded. The process is

the same as when the Mexican silver mines flooded
Europe and that metal became so cheap that much
more of it was needed for a day's food. Prices of
labor and foods rose enormously, but no one got
any less or more food for his efiforts. In America,
the glut of gold makes wages increase too, but not
in proportion to materials, because of the greater
relative increase of laborers. As shown by John
Stuart Mill, the laborers in Europe are temporarily
benefited by the emigration drain until the birth

rate restores overpopulation and they do not so

keenly fee! the loss of value of gold and silver ; but
in America the laborer is damaged by every new-
comer and is getting frantic, for he cannot see the
reason why a day's labor does not bring the surplus
and luxuries it did a generation ago. In time as

immigration fills un the land and increases this

competition, we will find that wages will sink to

what they are everywhere else, just enough to sur-
vive in times of plenty, but with distress or even
starvation after years of poor harvest. .Saving will

be possible only to those of exceptional ability, and
not to even,-one as it was when we had wealth to

get for the taking, and the demand for workers
could not be filled. These are the brutal normal
conditions in the rest of the world as pointed out
by economists long ago, and are being slowly
brought about by unrestricted immigration. We
must expect the cost of living to increase in .America
as measured by what we can buy with a day's work
or day's wages, no matter whether the workmen
are paid with a few grains of dear gold or few
ounces of cheap. In passing it may be remarked
that by a curious delusion, the laborers who are so
injured by every newcomer very strongly object
to restriction of immigration, while those who are
advocating restriction or even exclusion are the
well-to-do of the employer class who need cheap
labor and are benefited by immigration.
The medical profession must face the growing

•conditions which, as in Europe and Asia, make it

impossible for a sick workman to hire help—doctor

or nurse—to buy medicines, or even the food to tide

him over until he can again earn a bare existence.

Moreover, it takes a wise man to foretell whether
the fewer exceptional men who can save for a

rainy day will be able to support these indigent

sick, all the Lloyd-Georges to the contrary not-

withstanding. As for taxing everyone for the

purpose, that only increases the cost of living and

will prevent a few more from getting the bare
necessities. We've been living in a fool's paradise,

paved with gold, whose brilliancy has so blinded

us that we cannot see into what we are drifting by
our over-generous call to the failures of the world
to come over and share our beef, and wheat, and
coal and iron. \\'e would like to get the wealth
back now.

These facts are beginning to dawn on German
thinkers, who have likewise been blinded by unex-
ampled prosperity and are now burdened by an
army of unemployed, who actually slaughter horses

and dogs for food to sustain life. As for New
Zealanders and Australians, protected in their

w ealth by the enormously expensive navy of

Great Britain, they too are thinking of the future.

We cannot do as they do, for we must protect our-

selves. They would not last a year if it were not
for their protector keeping out Asiatic and Euro-
pean invaders. The cost of living includes the cost

of preventing death in all forms, and there are

starving millions in Asia ready to steal this weakh
of food in Australasia, but are deterred by the

British navy. Australians, therefore, can try all

kinds of social experiments out of our reach. Late
reports show that they are living beyond their means
through supporting the inefificients.

It is evident then that the actual amount of gold
given for a day's common labor depends solely on
the local cost of living, and it cannot be less. In

Japan the wage is between 15 and 20 cents, for that

is ample where the houses are cheap, little clothing,

fuel, and furniture naeded, and the coolie intelligence

so low as to need few relaxations. Mechanics and
artists can get 50 to 70 cents and this partly relieves

the wife of the necessity of laboring. In India it is

far less, but it purchases what the two dollars do in

New York—survival and but little more. That
is, the natural wage the world over is just enough
to keep a small family alive. If a man gets more,
he is more or less exceptional. If less, he is a

pauper. The time is long past when an American
laborer can live in comfort and save. He is already

near the poverty line. The time is near when no
unexceptional man can weather a lean year—the

conditions of Russia now. When will economists
wake up to biological facts ?

Industries could not exist if there was not an idle

mass to call on to fill vacancies instantly, for if a

single department cannot get men, the whole works
must close. If every locomotive engineer were oc-

cupied and a sudden disaster overome some ol

them and interfered with the milk trains of New
York City it would kill 50,000 infants in a week.
To avert that disaster other trains would be aban-

doned and interfere with or stop other business, ob-

ligations would not be met, and panic would result.

That is, civilization depends upon an unemployed
mass for emergencies, and if there was enou'^h food

to go round there would be no competition com-
pelling the unemployed to jump into the vacancies.

If any of the bizarre plans to end unemployment
could possibly succeed, it would thus destroy civili-

zation. It is sad to think that poverty is necessary,

but sadness should not lead us to deny the inevitable,

A\^hat will result when we evolve into some form
not human—superman—no one can tell, and it is

too far ofif to bother about. If the unemployed are

put on public works, as now seems to be the fash-

ionable theory, taxes are increased and all self-

supporting men at the poverty line are pushed over

into want, for on the last analysis all taxes come
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from the workers no matter how we disguise them.

No man has ever been able to predict events ac-

curately more than fifty years, and then only as a

lucky hit when new factors did not enter to disturb

calculations. Estimates of future population are

notoriously erroneous. So we do not know what
will be our state a century hence, nor whether we
have intelligence enough to create artificial condi-

tions raising us above the normal elsewhere. Of
only one thing can we be certain, and that is. the

more numerous we are, the less wealth will there be
for each of us. and the cheaper will be labor. What
percentage will work for mere existence as in

Europe, is beyond our ken, but it will be more than

now. This alone will have a vital bearing on the

medical profession, and the present reduction of

the number of medical students per 100,000 of

population must continue, or few can make a liv-

ing at it.

As illustrations of the above trutiis, a twenty
dollar suit of clothing is almost of the same quality

as a twenty dollar suit forty years ago, but the price

is really half as the purchasing value of the pres-

ent dollars is only half of what it once was. From
farm to tailor the coat is made in half the time.

Now, as the workman gets more of these dollars

for a day's labor, he really gets more clothing in a

year than he ever did before in the higher civiliza-

tions. Everything else he uses is produced more
cheaply, too, from the use of better tools. A short,

slow ride in a street car formerly cost us five

cents, but by better machinery we now get a quick,

long ride for a much cheaper five-cent piece. That
is, transportation costs only a fourth or fifth of what
it did a generation ago. Everything is cheaper from
the same causes except luxuries and food, and the

latter is under an entirely different law, due to our
old habit of breeding to the limit of its production.

Man needs more of everything else to survive and
gets it. He needs more comforts and rest and
gets them, too, but he needs exactly the same weight

of food as ever. Modern machinery and methods
enable a farmer to raise more food, as previously

explained, but more people keep the price up to our
working limit. It is nonsense to compare the dol-

lar a bushel wheat of recent years with the shilling

a bushel of two centuries ago without comparing
the purchasing value of metal and how much of it

a man can get by a day's work. The rule is abso-

lutely fixed and invariable—^^the cost of the laborer's

wheat measured by the labor of getting it never

varies in tlie long run. though it is subject to tre-

mendous fluctuations in a new country like Amer-
ica. Nevertheless, as we must have a little better

food and other kinds of food every generation, to

feed the weaklings now saved but who formerly

perished, we actually do get more and better food

than ever before, but it takes the same amount of

effort—our limit of safety.

All this is due to nature's delightfully simple plan,

of letting us breed inordinately and then killing

those who cannot get this food, the survivors being

those who can survive by their own exertions un-

less the charity organization steps in to save those

the Lord doesn't. Clergymen who advocate large

families are fond of saying that "The Lord will

provide the food," but the trouble is, that is the

very thing the Lord cannot do as He confesses in

the famines recently raging in Russia an'l China.

Political economy needs a new foundation, and curi-

ously enough that foundation is an economic law
known many ages before there was a science of

economics: "The Lord helps him who helps him-

self," the others shall not possess the earth nor the

fulness thereof. This new basis, then, is that no

matter what are the necessaries for survival, men
are too numerous for all to get them and food goes

to those who can get it. Might makes right in the

matter of living, and in a lot of other things where

we think it should not.

As for the cost of meat, it must be remembered
that it is entirely out of the reach of the vast ma-
jority of humanity^except, of course, a little fish

daily or some pork now and then. For centuries

the European peasant could not afford it more than

once a week. One of the reasons for the expulsion

of Christians from Japan ui the 17th century was
the fact that they were teaching the peasants to eat

the invaluable draft cattle. We have been a beef

raising country and have been deceived by its local

cheapness, but our increasing numbers are quickly

reducing the per capita amount available. It is al-

ready out of reach of many, and as the immigration

continues it will be so scarce that few mechanics can

afford it more than once a week. Moreover, as our

farms increase and crowd the grazing area, it will

cost more to raise beef and this will put it out of

reach of many more. The enormous present cost

is perfectly natural, but it is bound to bring dis-

eases of lack of nutrition and perhaps reduce our

stature to that of similar ethenic types of Europe.

Finally, it is time to think of the future American

descended from those elbowed out of overpopulated

Europe because unable to make a living there, but

who could do it here where competition did not exist.

Millions of them were eliminated this way in the

19th century, and the result has been a progressive

rise in the efficiency of the stay-at-homes who are

now inconceivably rich, numerous and powerful by

reason of their abilities. This kind of elimination

has been going on for some thousands of years, so

that for a long time all great ideas have originated

in Northwestern Europe. The breeder of race

horses would be an idiot to breed from only the

mares and stallions who get beaten on the race

course, and yet there are hundreds of writers who
say that we are breeding up, as in Adams County,

Ohio, the finest type of man in the history of the

world, from those who failed in the race of life in

Europe! Great Britain deported her criminals for

two centuries and we got a lot of them, so we now
have about three hundred times as many murders
as England. The new-comers kill our Presidents.

The greatest elimination of inefficients was from

Ireland, which now has left a splendid, moral, in-

dustrious population of increasing prosperity and a

minimum of crime, while we have had two great

conspiracies of w^holesale muri'er—the Molly Ma-
guires and MacNamaras—and perhaps others.

Surely it is time for political economy to learn a

little of survival of the fittest by elimination of the

least efficient due to universal overpopulation.

Then we can suppress the Ellwoods and Scott Near-
ings, who won't learn.

There are historical records that law makers
for three thousand years or more have been trying

to circumvent nature and raise the price of labor

and lower that of necessaries while increasing the

number of laborers. Almost every conceivable

Quixotic plan has been tried,—fixing prices, forbid-

ding or taxing imports or exports, employing the

unemployed, varying the size of the coins and a

long list of other idiotic performances,—but the net

result is absolutely nothing. To-day, as always, the
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average man everywhere is struggling for a mere
living and cannot raise all his babies without the

labor of his children themselves, and the same old

tenth cannot keep themselves alive. There is some
general law in this proportion of the submerged, for

it seems to be the same everywhere—about a tenth,

more or less, are ready to die when the harvest fails.

It shows how pitiful have been our efforts to end the

competition and elimination by which nature evolves

higher types which can live by millions where sav-

ages perished from inefficiency.

Can we reduce the birth rate so that competition
will end, or is there reason to believe that no mat-
ter how high we progress there will always be a

submerged tenth to excite our pity? The more
prosperous and higher the social layer of those who
make their own living, the smallei- the birth rate

;

the clergy and nobility are excepted, as their numer-
ous offspring are raised by money contributed by
the producers. The higher types of the proletariat,

therefore, tend to die out as tlie birth rate is too

small, and the race is kept in existence by those fam-
ilies who have more than enough babies for the sur-

vival of their class. The human race then can sur-

vive only because there is a general tendency to re-

produce more than enough and let them compete
for existence.

These are the reasons why all socialistic schemes
for ending poverty and distress have failed so far

and will always fail—even while the general state

of the efficient is constantly improving. Malthu-
sian plans, also, though beneficial to an individual

family, cannot possibly alter the conditions of the

race or any branch of it, for nothing can alter the

basis of our existence. The inefficient poor will 'be

with us always, probably a tenth, and those we must
support entirely may be 3 per cent., as at present,

but more exact predictions are unwarranted.
Recent studies have shown that our 3 per cent.

(dependents and outcasts) are all cases of arrested

mental development, while in the 3 per cent, of very
exceptional men, mental development may go on to

40. The average mind ceases to grow some time
between 14 and 21. If it ceases earlier the person
sinks into the submerged tenth. Every year of de-

velopment after 21 raises it into the well-to-do class

a little further.

"Scientific management" or "efficiency," of which
we hear so much at present as though it were some-
thing new, is as old as man. Its only effect when
widely adopted is to increase the output of a day's

labor and thus diminish the value of the goods
measured by the effort to get them. It has no effect

whatever on wages or the difficulty of getting food.

It adds to the per capita of the world's wealth but
not its food. We have now an enormous and in-

creasing public wealth of roads, houses, water and
sewage works, and means of defense, and in the
future we shall have better clothes, but we will work
to get them just as hard relatively as now. What
use will it be to increase efficiency so that we may
all wear purple and fine linen, if we continue to

breed so that the food will never go round? The
unskilled workingman's standard of living in Amer-
ica is the same as that of medieval nobles, but he is

on the poverty line all the same.

All this sounds pessimistic, but its purpose is to

show why past efforts to end poverty and the high
cost of living have failed, and yst why general con-
ditions are constantly improving in spite of the un-
avoidable evils connected with race advancement.
We can lessen the evils still more, but we must

recognize the necessity for child labor and make it

as wholesome as it was before the industrial age
brought the deadly factories. Schools must train

workers as well as citizens. Men who procreate

beyond their ability to feed and thus allow the babies

to die, are morally in the class of murderers. They
must at least be considered public enemies and de-

prived of citizenship, if not imprisoned. They have
depended on the Lord long enough, and the public

burden of baby saving is irksome. People who de-

pend on public relief of any kind—from dispensaries

to almshouses—must not be permitted to have any
share in public affairs ; that is, the franchise must be
limited to the self-supporting. These and many
other lines of effort will surely lessen evils we can-

not eliminate. We do not seem able to hasten the

reduction of the general birth rate as Malthus ad-

vised, and it is fortunate we cannot.

Perhaps it would be clearer to state the proposi-

tion in more general terms, by dividing the cost of

living into two parts, first that of the actual food
needed to keep alive (carbon, nitrogen, water, etc.),

and, second, of all the rest (protection from injury

of all sorts, and that means clothing, housing, police,

etc.). Recreation though necessary will be ignored
as it need not cost a cent, but might cost a fortune.

The cost of food except in new countries never
varies from century to century the world over; it

is something near three-fourths of the total energy
of the least efficient self-supporting person, the

rest of his necessaries require the other fourth of

his total energy, but he gets more of these neces-

saries every decade. This man cannot marry unless

his wife helps to obtain food or virtually supports

herself. If disease or babies come, the family drops
into the submerged tenth who cannot live without

aid of their betters. The average man the world
over is so much more intelligent and energetic, that

he can obtain food for himself and wife and three

children, providing the wife helps in some way, but

their other necessaries are reduced to the m.inimum.
If there are more than three helpless children, all are

in poverty, if less they are opulent. Only a small

percentage of the men of any high race, about one-

tenth, are able to support a wife and three children

without any aid from them ; that is. they are able to

hire help. Those who can raise a large family

without their assistance—the rich—are as few as

those who are public paupers. This is in accord-

ance with the law of averages discovered by Quete-

let a century ago, the average barely survive and

the exceptional men on each side—^the poverty

stricken and well-to-do—are in equal proportions at

any one place. But the higher the civilization the

more do men vary from the average—more paupers

and more millionaires. Savage tribes have neither

class.

In every characteristic the more exceptional

a man is, the fewer are in his class. The most effi-

cient get food by the expenditure of only a fraction

of their energy, the rest goes for luxuries or for

hoarding. The cost of living in every case is meas-
ured by the energy of the fittest for survival—the

self-supporting—the average who make the species

—and competition for food urges them to bid the

price up to their limit. If we measure the cost of

living by the effort to make a living, every fact in

history shows that the cost of living is unchangeable.

It is not increasing except in new countries. It can-

not increase in the old, as periodical famines remove
competitors when too numerous, and emigration

gives only temporary relief.
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SPORADIC AND EPIDEMIC POLIOMYE-
LITIS.

By WILLIAM HANNA THOMSON, M.D., LL.D..

NEW YORK.

Sporadic poliomyelitis and epidemic poliomyelitis

are two distinct affections, differing both in their

cause and in their nature. Sporadic poliomyelitis

is plainly as accidental an affection as a broken leg.

A child, when heated in play, sits on a cold door
step, or lies down on cold ground, and that night
wakes up with a backache, which is commonly asso-

ciated with slight fever. In the morning it is

found unable to move its legs. After a few days
one of its disabled legs recovers completely, but not

so the other, certain groups of its muscles remain-
ing paralyzed, and then undergoing an atrophy
which lasts for life. Now none of this child's

young brothers or sisters, nor any of its compan-
ions catch this disability from it, because it is no
more communicable than a sprained ankle or a dis-

located shoulder. There is no case on record of
this long, well-known form of poliomyelitis spread-

ing from one person to another, and thus becoming
epidemic.

But there is a poliomyelitis which is epidemic.

That fact of itself should call for investigation to

find whether this form does not show characters

which wholly separate it from our old familiar

sporadic form. Affections like inflammations of

joints, which have certain features in common, are
often confounded together, such as rheumatism and
gout. But neither rheumatism nor gout differ so

essentially from one another as on investigation we
find to be the case between sporadic and epidemic
poliomyelitis. This difference is clearly illustrated

by the findings of pathological anatomy. In the

sporadic form only the anterior horns with their

motor fibers are changed, the affection being strictly

limited to parts of the spinal cord supplied by a

branch of the anterior spinal artery. In epidemic
poliomyelitis, the changes instead of being limited,

involve, according to Flexner, the spinal cord, in-

tervertebral ganglia, medulla, pons, cerebellum, and
meninges, with injury to the white matter of both

the spinal cord and brain. Moreover it induces

serious changes in the whole lymphoid tissue of the

body including the agminated glands of the intes-

tine. Besides these, there occur visceral lesions in

the lungs and in the liver.

These facts readily explain another significant

contrast between the two affections. Sporadic
poliomyelitis but rarely causes death, or even much
constitutional disturbance, all on account of its lim-

ited extent. It does not invade the posterior horns
nor cause transverse myelitis, nor ascending or de-

scending cord changes. The patients subsequently

enjoy perfect health, with the exception of localized

paralysis. Epidemic poliomyelitis, on the other

hand, is a fatal disease, the death rate varying from
six to ten per cent, in different epidemics or locali-

ties. In epidemic poliomyelitis, notwithstanding
the widespread derangements which it occasions,

the disease usually passes on in a remarkably short

time to complete recovery in most patients. This is

another striking contrast, for the disabling results

of sporadic poliomyelitis are both invariable and
life-long in their duration.

We would, therefore, emphasize anew the great

and contrasting anatomical changes which epidemic
poliomyelitis causes, so as to show that these two
affections no more resemble one another than small-

pox resembles urticaria. Epidemic poliomyelitis,

unlike sporadic poliomyelitis, causes enlargement of

the mesenteric glands, and enlargement of the

spleen, thymus, and tonsils, and superficial and deep

glands of the neck, and focal necroses of the liver

cells, besides all those widespread changes already

mentioned in the substance of the cord and brain.

Hence it presents all the characters of a virulent in-

fection, and therefore can, and does become epi-

demic. Also that instances of it can occur de novo
or sporadically is no more likely than in the case of

typhoid fever.

Now we have said that these two affections differ

altogether in their etiology and pathology. We
have already discussed the mechanism of that fre-

quent cause of disease and of death, commonly
termed "catching cold" (Medical Record, Febru-

ary 17, 1912, page 301). Catching cold is caused

by some localized shutting oft' of arterial blood from
the part. This occurs whenever a local chill affects

a part of the surface of the body which has vaso-

motor associations with internal parts or organs.

The vasomotor nerves ramify on the coats of the

arteries so as to control their caliber, either con-

tracting or dilating same, according to the func-

tional needs of the part. Among other laws of

vasomotor association, which we cited, is the inti-

mate association between the vasomotor nerves of

the skin and the circulation of parts underneath

that cutaneous area. No cells of any texture, such

as those of the mucous membranes, can suffer any

withdrawal, however brief, of any arterial, but not

venous blood without injury. But this is particular-

ly the case with the nerve cells, for these at once are

disorganized by the shutting off of their arterial

supply. Hence if a child has a local chill on any

part of the skin over the spinal cord, it is then very

liable to suft'er from the changes in its arterial cir-

culation, which in this case are limited to the

branches of the anterior spinal artery.

In both diseases we have children affected much
oftener than older patients'. This may be ex-

plained by the vulnerability in children of the spinal

cord to injuries, especially as the pyramidal tracts

are so late in their development, and thus more lia-

ble to derangement. In the sporadic form the

growth of the leg may be so affected as to become
shorter than the other, and from the first its vaso-

motor nerves are so involved that the limb becomes

cold. As time goes on, the atrophied muscles pro-

duce not only lameness, but deformity of the joints.

which have to be specially treated, so as to com-

pensate for this disability. Such particular and

localized changes do not occur in the epidemic form.

The incidence of the epidemic form is strikingly

according to the season of the year, namely, during

the summer months, while the sporadic form com-
monly occurs during cold weather. The epidemic

form has occurred in Europe in scattered localities,

in France, Italy, Germany, and Denmark, more es-

pecially in Sweden. In the United States it has

been very prevalent, occurring in the majority of

the states of the Union. There can be no question

that the epidemic form is of the nature of an in-

fection, and therefore the question of its communi-
cability is of great importance, that is, whether it

may be directly communicated so that it may be

properly termed "contagious," or indirectly as in

typhoid fever, by some intermediate carrier. Such

a question cannot well be determined in crowded
cities, hence the importance of a careful study of

the epidemics in purely rural communities. Thus I
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was called in consultation to see a boy living in an
agricultural neighborhood in Dutchess County, New
York. He was then paralyzed in both legs, and had
considerable difficulty in micturition, which never
occurs in the sporadic form. I learned that the boy
who sat next to him on a bench in a schoolhouse
had been taken with the disease eight days previ-
ously, and died from it in four days. I was then
taken three miles to a house in which a young
woman was comatose with all the symptoms of
cerebrospinal meningitis, from which she died. I

then learned that the boy whom I first saw was a
cousin of hers, and that he slept in her house for
two nights, five days previous to the first symptoms
which she developed. So far as these cases went,
therefore, they would indicate that the disease was
communicated from one patient to another directly.

I therefore urged the physicians who called me in

consultation that they should ask for a committee of
their county medical society to investigate the suc-
cession of cases in a district of about twelve square
miles, where people were very likely to be ac-
quainted with one another, impressing upon them
the importance of such observations being made
there, compared with any observations in large
towns or cities ; but though I oflfered to present their
reports before the New York Academy of Medicine,
of which I was then president, T heard nothing
more on the subject.

In this connection T would refer to the great
benefit which the whole medical profession received
from the reports published by the Danish Govern-
ment on the subject of Asiatic cholera, when it

prevailed in that kingdom in the year 1853. In the
year i(S55 ^^^ State Board of Massachusetts pub-
lished a statement to reassure the public about
Asiatic cholera, which was then approaching our
shores and Europe. The Board then stated that
Asiatic cholera was in no sense contacfious. by
which they evidently meant communicable, but that
it was due to a miasm diffused through the air.

Both these statements were mischievous errors, be-
cause the experience in Denmark showed that no
case of cholera occurred which had not been in some
way connected with a previous case. Secondly, we
now know that there is no miasm, and that so-called

miasmatic diseases, instead of exhaling from
swampy districts, are really due to animal organisms
carried by the mosquito Anoplielcs cim'igcr. and
communicated by hypodermic injections bv this in-

sect. Now in Denmark the government had issued
instructions to all physicians practising in rural
communities, directing them to carefully note the
first five patients in their neighborhood who devel-
oped Asiatic cholera, and when these reports were
all collected, they afforded conclusive proof that

Asiatic cholera is a disease communicated from one
person to another, and that it spreads in no other
way.

In the widespread epidemic of poliomyelitis in the
City of New York three }'ears ago, the symptoms
of the disease were often scarcely distinguishable
from those of cerebrospinal meningitis, a fact not
surprising, considering how often epidemic polio-

myelitis begins in the blood vessels of the meninges.
Epidemic poliomyelitis, when it occurs in rural com-
munities, is plainly a communicable disease, and
hence the profession should take steps to have it

thoroughly investigated by competent observers
whenever an isolated epidemic is reportel In large
cities, on the otlier hand, it is often impossible to

settle how any infectious disease is propagated.

whether it be measles, diphtheria, whooping cough
or the rest. The one practical conclusion is that if

any infection is suspected to be directly coiumuni-
cable, the only measure then to deal with it should
be by isolation or quarantine.

70 East Fifty-fourth Street.

THE PERSISTENCE OF CERTAIN RACIAL
CHARACTERISTICS.

By PEARCE KINTZING, B.Sc, M.D.,

BALTIMORE, MD.

PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS, MARY-
LAND MEDICAL college; PHYSICIAN TO THE FRANKLIN

SQUARE HOSPITAL, ETC.

Some ten years ago I made a modest contribution

to anthropological literature by publishing a series

of observations upon the transmission of certain

racial characteristics and the modifications that

these underwent when the blood of the race in ques-

tion was mixed with the blood of other races. Par-
ticularly these observations called attention to the

persistence of certain variations in the descendants

of the American negro in the event of intermarriage
with the white race, and endeavored to determine
the degree of blood dilution at which they severally

disappeared.

The article in question attracted unexpected at-

tention. It was abstracted by numerous medical
journals in this country, reappeared in a French
publication, was abstracted by at least one in Ger-
many, and various parts of it appeared from time
to time in the lay press, sometimes with the errors

and misinterpretations incident to lay journalism.

The matter has a certain medicolegal interest

which has increased since the appearance of the

original article, owing to various States having
passed enactments against miscegenation. Since I

am able to add a few recent observations to those

previously made, and since the original is long out

of print and the publishing company thereof dis-

banded, I have decided to reprint the gist of the

former paper, with the additions alluded to. If

further reason were necessary, I would say that

in several cases wherein I have been summoned to

give expert testimony upon the question here dis-

cussed, it has appeared that there have been pub-
lished remarkably few, if any scientific treatises

upon this particular subject, and a search of the

Congressional and Surgeon-General's Libraries has

been practically barren of results.

From numerous allusions found in contemporary
literature, especially in the writings of continental

authors, it would seem that there is a widespread
and generally accepted opinion that an admixture
of white blood with African or negro blood imparts

certain characteristics that are extraordinarily per-

sistent, and that however attenuated the blood mix-
ture, the stiema may be recognized by these pecu-

liarities. The opinion seemingly prevails that the

strain may l:e thus verified even when wholly un-
suspected ond when the general physiognomic traits

would not indicate its presence, thus giving to the

signs a definite medicolegal value. Among the

most commonly mentioned signs are certain peculia-

rities of the fingernails. Thus Dumas, in one of his

dramas, makes the denouement turn upon the de-

tection by this means of the imposturing of a colored

woman. Eactly what the signs are is not made
clear. .Mthough I have frequently encountered the

idea in literature, the proposition is usually rather

vaguely defined or expressed in terms too general to
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have any real ethnic value. For this reason I am
at present able to refer the reader only to three

writers who set forth the idea with any degree of

exactness. Paul Bourget, in "Cosmopolis," says of

Florent

:

"II fallait le coup d'oeil d'une Yankee pour dis-

cerner sous les ongles de ce bel adolescent un peu
bruni la toute petite goutte de ce sang noir deja si

lointain"—It would have required the keen glance

of a Yankee eye to discern under the nails of this

handsome, somewhat bronzed youth, the infinitesi-

mal drop of black blood already so distant. Here
the author probably refers to that bronzing of the

nail so often seen in the colored races, and which in

appearance is somewhat analogous to, the discolora-

tion produced in the fingernail of the surgeon, after

prolonged immersion in a solution of mecuric chlo-

ride. The only other interpretation that I am able

to give to his words is, that the flesh beneath the

transparent nail showed a difference in coloration,

which could be detected by the practised eye, but

which would not be remarked by the casual

observer.

The following extract is from Theodor Storm's

Jenseit des Meeres : "Als ich auf die schlanken

weissen Fingerchen blickte, erschien mir daran,

anders, als ich es sonst gesehen hatte. Die kleinen

Halbmonde an den Wurzeln der Xagel warcn nicht

wie bei uns Andern heller, sondern blaulich und
dunkler als der iibrige Theil derselben. Ich hatte

damals noch nicht gelesen, dass dies als Kennzei-

chen jener oft so schonen Farias der amerikanischen

Staaten gilt, in deren Adern auch nur ein Tropfen
schwarzen Sklavenblutes lauft, u.s.w."—As I

gazed upon the slim, white fingers, there appeared

to me to be something ditferent there from what I

had ever before seen. The small halfmoons at the

roots of the nails were not as with us brighter, but

bluish and darker than the upper part thereof. At
this time I had not yet read that this is accepted as

a sure token over there, of the ofttimes beautiful

American pariah, in whose veins runs even the

smallest drop of black slave blood.

No less a personage than Fdward B. Tyler,

D.C.L., F.R.S., in his introduction to Anthropology,

says : "In the southern United States, the traces of

negro descent were noted with the utmost nicety.

Even where the mixture was so slight that the un-

trained eye noticed notliing beyond a brunette com-
plexion, the intruder who had ventured to sit down
at a public dinner table was called upon to show his

hands, and the African taint detected by the dark

tinge at the root of the finger-nail."

Here the proposition is clearly and definitely set

forth. Likewise, the idea seems to have gained

considerable prevalence in the South, that the nails

of the negro possess distinctive characteristics, and
while one often hears the expression, "nails like a

negro," yet I have failed to find any unconfused or

uniform idea associated therewith. Perhaps the

most prevalent notion is that the lunettes are ab-

sent, or that they are transparent instead of being

like ground glass in color, and that the underlying

flesh differs in color from the pale pink tinge of

the Caucasian.

In view of these literary allusions and the gen-

erally prevalent belief, I formulated the following

proposition

:

What physical traits of the negro persist in the

case of blood dilution with Caucasians, and to what
degree of descent are such traits transmitted ? Do
the nails of negroes and persons of mixed blood

possess distinctive attributes? Is it possible to ver-

ify this admixture of blood when the general racial

characteristics fail to indicate it?

Two general anthropomorphic [principles may be

laid down ; first, that in the transmission of physical

characteristics of development, those that are es-

pecially marked and prevalent in the one race are

most apt to be transmitted to the offspring in the

event of sanguineous racial admixture, though with

certain modifications, even when such transmission

seemingly is contrary to the general trend of evolu-

tion. Particularly is this the case with regard to

variations in the osseous system, to pigmentation, to

the more or less distinctive odor of the body, the

color of the iris and sclerotics, and, to a less degree,

to the appendages—the hair, the teeth, the nails.

Second, that a much greater range of variations is

found in the male than in the female.

Another principle of transmission is that the traits

of the stronger parent prevail. Now in our coun-

try, offspring resulting from the union of white

men with negro women is much more common than

the reverse; consequently, the characteristic traits

of the negro disappear more rapidly in the oft'spring

resulting from such unions than would be apparent

in general admixtures where sex selection was equal.

In the cases of union between white women and

colored men that have come under my notice, the

women were usually of a very inferior social order,

of the Slav or Magyar races, showing marks of

mental and moral degradation—very seldom were

they Anglo-Saxons—and most often such unions

were barren of offspring. Hence the problem prac-

tically resolves itself into observations upon dilute

blooded negroes sprung originally from the union

of white males with negro females.

My hospital clinic (at that time the Hospital of

the Good Samaritan and the clinic of the Women's
Medical College) was largely attended by both col-

ored and mixed races. Believing that it offered a

favorable field for observation upon the proposi-

tions in question, I have, with this end in view, ex-

amined in the course of the past three years over

five hundred suitable cases, in order to arrive at

such conclusions as might be reached from ocular

observation alone.

The term "mixed races" as used herein, refers to

varying admixtures of negro and white blood. The
t^rm mulatto being used to indicate the cross be-

tween the full white and the full blooded negro ; the

quadroon or quarter blood, meaning the descendant

of a mulatto and a white person ; octoroon, indicates

the cross between the quadroon and the white blood,

while the term sambo (Sp. zambo) signifies, ethno-

logically, the return towards the negro type, being

the descendant of a negro and a mulatto.

The general physiognomic characteristics of the

negro arc well known and need not here be de-

scribed, but it may be advantageous to refer to a

few of the less known variations, some of which are

peculiarly persistent, and upon which racial recog-

nition mainly depends. Such are the changes in the

alar cartilages of the nose, the pigmentary deposits

about the genitalia and in other localities, the rela-

tive length of the femur to the tibia, the stretch, the

shape of the hairs, and, most eminently, the varia-

tions in the nails: hence it is to these details that I

shall particularly direct attention.

It is to be noted that the negro characteristics in

the offspring become more evident in practically

all cases with advancing years; young children

showing indifferent traits, while those of the same
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family, beyond the age of puberty often display

noticeable negro inclinations. Especially is this true

of skin pigmentation. Not infrequently have I been
asked whether negro babies are not born white.

Needless to say this idea is wholly erroneous. Al-

though the offspring of even the darkest skinned
parents are invariably much lighter at birth than
the parents, they soon darken. Sections of the skin

that I have made from still births show the pigment
layer to be present. Normal negro infants are in-

cluded within a color scale between light putty and
cafe-au-lait. These and other observations show
conclusively that certain markings present at birth

develop with growth, and that others are not ap-

parent until a definite age of development is reached.

To illustrate : In a recent case of miscegenation

in which I testified,*a boy of eighteen showed no
positive racial signs upon which conclusive evidence
could be based, yet an examination of the mother,
a quadroon, gave unmistakable evidence of negro
blood, and an older sister gave similar, though less

conclusive, evidence. I was told that the brother
and sister were each octoroons, but by different

fathers.

To cite another example : A boy of 6 came to the

dispensary, and while I pride myself on being able

to classify accurately the two races, the boy was
entered as white. Later, when he returned with an
older sister, the mistake was apparent, yet a close

family likeness was noticeable. Among the indi-

viduals examined were the members of two Wash-
ington families, who for two generations have
passed for white, but who, in the third generation
backward, to personal knowledge, showed the light

touch of Tubal. The children of the present gen-
eration are of light blonde type, with flaxen hair,

and in facial conformity are more widely removed
from their prototype than the number of genera-
tions would indicate. The iris is generally blue,

and the sclerotic shows no pigment stains, such as
may be observed in mi.xed blood, nor does the pig-

ment layer underlying the sclerotic impart to it the

transparent blue coloration characteristic of negro
blood. The nails also are negative.

The Nose.—In the white races, without exception,
the alar cartilages of the nose do not meet in the
median line in front, but leave a considerable hiatus
into which projects the cartilaginous portion of the
septum naris. Further, the alar cartilages are
sharply beveled, the interval being most marked at

the apex where they project considerably beyond
the septum. This may be felt readily by placing the
tip of the finger against the tip of the nose. In the
negro race the interval betwen the two lateral car-
tilages does not exist, the bevel is wanting, and the
cartilages join each other so symmetrically that it

is impossible to distinguish by touch that they are
not one piece. It is this variation in the alar carti-

lages that gives to the nose of the true negro its

breadth and to the mulatto's nose its rotundity. I

make this lengthy mention since I recall no descrip-
tive anatomist who has heretofore (1899) called

.attention to this fact. The peculiarity is fairly per-
sistent, and, generally, may be recognized in quad-
roons, but fails to maintain itself in much diluted
blood, and would not be recognizable when confirm-
atory signs, such as color, conformation of the
face, quality of the hair, and odor are lacking. The
upward tilt of the negro nose is shared by Tartars
and other Asiatics. It disappears much earlier than
,the trait above described.

*State of Md. vs. Saunders (Howard Co.).

The Hair.—The hair of the negro, coarse, black,

woolly and kinky. (Ethnol. "Ulotriches"), on closer

examination presents noteworthy peculiarities. Hair
of intense black color is found through a wide range
of climates and races, such as American Indians,

Chinese, Japanese, Jews, the races of India and
almost all of the Latin peoples. In most of these,

however, as the Asiatics and American Indians, the

hair is straight (Ethnol. "Lissotriches"), although
some Indian tribes show a waviness like a horse's

mane. On cross section the hairs of the Asiatics

and our Indians are found to be round and the

cross section area fully twice the size of the average
Anglo-Saxon blonde hair, and, generally, to show a

central cylinder. The light hair of the Caucasians
on cross section is seen to be ovoid and the central

])igment cylinder is absent. The negro's hair on sec-

tion is an elongated ellipse with very tiat sides.

Longitudinally it shows nodes or kinks at short in-

tervals. This variation is one of the most persistent

of the race and one of the last to disappear. In one
case wherein I testified, the defense endeavored to

establish the claim that the accused was of Indian
descent.* Although none of the other general

characteristics was quite sufficient to establish the

contention that the man was of negro blood, yet the

hair showed that he was not an Indian and allowed
me to say that in all probability he was of negro
descent. His mother, who was introduced by the

defense to establish the Indian claim, was easily

shown to be a negro.

Odor.—The odor of the negro is distinctive and is

much more apparent in hot weather than in cold.

The matter of its persistence is very variable and
seems to be an individual rather than a racial char-

acteristic. It is noticeable in the secretions of the

genitalia long after it disappears as a general trait,

but is too intangible to 'possess much value save as

confirmatory evidence.

Osseous Variations.—The midpoint of the human
body, measured longitudinally, is the symphysis
pubis and in well formed individuals, male and fe-

male, is fairly constant, although, as pointed out by
B. A. Gould, the length of the legs is, in man, one of

the most variable points. In the negro, however,
the symphysis is situated above the midheight gen-

erally, owing to the extreme length of the femur
and tibia compared with the length of the spine.

Further, our comparative measurements of the

tibias and femurs in the two races show (a) that

the femur very generally is longer in negroes than

in whites of the same height, and (b) that compared
to the length of the tibia the relative length of the

femur is likewise much greater in the negro than

in the white.

The stretch, i. e. the distance from finger-tip to

finger-tip with the arms extended to their fullest

possible length, in the white race usually exceeds the

height of the individual, especially in males, by a

small fraction. In negro males the stretch exceeds

the height to a greater degree than in any other non-

Caucasian race and is much greater than in the

white race, four inches being not rare, and in one
instance five and one-half inches was noted. These
variations, however, soon fail as we depart from the

true negro, and even in light skinned individuals

have little significance. Many other osseous varia-

tions might be dwelled upon, as the greater length

of the OS calcis, the more pronounced development

of the superciliary ridges, the general configuration

of the skull, the tendency of the distal phalanx of

*State of Md. vs. Connors.
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the great toe to project upwards—in fact, a score

of others—but they are not pertinent to the purpose
of the present article.

Pigmentation.—General pigmentation disappears

quite uniformly with the approach toward the white

race, but is prone to persist in certain localities

where white persons likewise show unusual pig-

mentation. Such places are the nape of the neck
close to the hair, the genital regions, about the

orbits, and sometimes the cheeks. The nails will be
described separately.

Pigment, likewise, is sometimes found in loca-

tions where it is not prevalent in white persons, as

in the sclerotics, the schneiderian and other mucous
membranes, in the cerebellum and the cerebral ven-
tricles. Darwin believed that the negro's keenness
of smell was correlated to the pigmentation of the

olfactory tracts.

Upon the genitalia characteristics pigmentation
sufficient to recognize the race persists very gen-
erally to the third generation, but thereafter is sub-

ject to great variation and uncertainty ; nevertheless,

when present, it is very positive evidence of negro
derivation. A peculiar lentigo or freckling of the

skin of the face and back is often observed in

negroes of very light tint and dilute blood, particu-

larly females. This consists of small, very super-

ficial, round or oval flakes of pigment which appear
strikingly superficial, seemingly as though flecked

with a brush upon the epidermis. These spots are

more regular and proportionally darker than the len-

tigo of the whites, being often the color of browned
coffee. Upon the sclerotics, likewise, small points

and blotches of pigment often are seen ; the scler-

otics frequently present a muddy, yellowish tinge.

Pigmentation being common to many races, is by
no means distinctive, but in cases involving simply
the question of negro admixture is distinctly trust-

worthy.
The Nails.—First, a few observations on the gen-

eral character of the fingernail of the pure-blooded
negro. In this race, as found in this vicinity, the

nails are usually of coarse texture, showing fre-

quent longitudinal striae, but very generally showing
the presence of well-developed, prominent crescents.

Indeed, my observations would lead me to the belief

that the crescents are not less frequently present in

the pure black than in the pure white races, since I

was particularly struck by the fact that in the lower
orders of European races they were found fre-

quently to be absent, especially among Poles, Hun-
garians, Hebrews, and Russians. The body of the
nail often shows pigmentation by reflected light, and
the darker hue of the underlying flesh gives it a

dark, dusky color, varying from brown to bluish-

purple. The matrix is tightly adherent and on its

upper surface, with the exception of a few longi-

tudinal fissures, is continuous with the epiderm.
When, however, we examine the mixed races, we

are immediately struck with a marked peculiarity,

namely, the very general absence of the half-moons.
This peculiarity shows itself as soon as we depart
from the true negro and is markedly true of indi-

viduals who might be classed as mulattos, quadroons,
and octoroons. In those of still more attenuated
blood we get a gradual return of the lunette, which
return bears a pretty constant ratio to the attenua-
tion, and therefore serves as a fair index of ascent
in the scale toward the white race.

It recurs first on the thumb, where it is often
found with considerable admixture of dark blood

:

next, it is found most often on the little finger, and

then on the index finger, after that, perhaps on the

middle finger, occurring numerically oftener in the

individual, as has been said, as the admixture of

dark blood thins. Likewise the two hands are more
frequently in harmony in the more blood-attenuated
individuals. This description applies to those indi-

vitluals in whom the admixture of negro blood is

unmistakable and in whom it is plainly apparent
owing to pigmentation and physiognomonic mark-
ings, and in whom therefore the traits enumerated,
while interesting as variations, do not bear directly

on the proposition. Moreover, in this class, the body
of such nails, by reason of pigmentation between or
beneath the layers could readily be recognized by a

practised observer as belonging to a colored person.

As intimated, the flesh beneath the negro nail is

dark in color, often of a bluish or purplish tinge,

thence varying to the dusky color of lean ham.
Especially is this color recognizable beneath the

lunette. Further, it is quite true that the semi-
transparency of the lunette and the underlying
coloration described often persist to an unusual de-

gree of mixed descent, recognizable very generally

to the third generation, but not always. On the
other hand, it is recognizable in the fourth genera-
tion with the utmost rarity, and therefore, of little,

if any, value beyond the third generation.

The principal interest naturally centered in the

examination of individuals whose features and color

did not stamp them as of negro descent, but who
admitted or were known to have contaminated blood
in their veins. A careful examination of a large
number of these, utterly failed to reveal any dis-

tinctive markings which would designate the

"pariah."

The experiment was made a number of times of
covering such persons and allowing the students
who had assisted in the work to guess whether the
individual were white or colored, the nails alone
being exposed. It is to be noted that in a number of
the cases herein referred to, the general racial traits

were so far absent that critical examination did not
enable me to classify them correctly. Especially was
this the case with young children and with males
more than females, which might be accounted for
on the grounds of sex selection.

In conclusion, I express my belief that there is no
positive sign whereby a very attenuated strain of
negro blood may be asserted, the prevalent idea to

the contrary notwithstanding.
1321 North Charles Street.

THE AFTER-CARE OF DISCHARGED CASES
OF PULIMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.*

By ALFRED MEYER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Let me state this problem a little more broadly:
What shall be done zvith or by the large number of
patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis who
have been discharged from institutions, and how
can the interests not only of the patient but also of
his family and of the community best be served ?

The problem varies somewhat according to
whether a patient has been discharged with the
hopeful labels of "apparently cured" or "disease
arrested," or the less hopeful one of "improved,"
or, worst of all, "unimproved," which almost always
means "worse."

"Apparently cured" and "disease arrested" cases

*Read before the Third New York City Conference of
Charities and Correction. May 8, 1912.
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most frequently return to the wage-earning class,

as do a good proportion of the improved. The re-

mainder are unable to do so and must either join

the ranks of the rounders who are provided for by
institution after institution until death, or they re-

main at home, a menace to their surroundings al-

ways, and all too frequently a focus of infection for

other members of their family. This aspect of

after-care is well illustrated in a study made by the

National Council of Jewish Women. Three hun-

dred cases of all stages discharged from Raybrook,

Otisville, and Bedford Sanatoria during a period

of five years were investigated. One hundred and
thirteen, that is, over 37 per cent., occupied rooms'

with other members of their family, and 42, over

13 per cent., did not sleep alone. In another series

of 361 at home cases reported by Miss Crowell for

the Association of Tuberculosis Clinics, over one-

fifth of the cases were sharing their bed with an-

other member of the family.

In any systematic plan in our city for dealing

with discharged cases the first and most important

step is to provide a great increase of hospital beds

for the advanced and far advanced cases. The
State Sanatorium at Raybrook does not keep such

cases longer than nine months ; Otisville is not ex-

pected to keep them, and Bedford gives them a year,

but then refers them to the Montefiore Home in the

city, or to the inadequate care of their relations.

In numerous instances the patients are too sick

to travel and the sanatorium is forced to keep them
until relieved by death. This often, unfortunately.

means the occupancy for many months of beds es-

tablished for the care of incipient and presumably
curable cases that were ultimately to return to the

wage-earning class. The needs of New York City

with regard to hospital accommodation for sncli

cases and the almost inhuman inadequacy of the

present provision is well presented in a report issued

by the Tuberculosis Committee of the Charity

Organization .Society in June, 191 1: "A careful

study has been made of the whole hospital situa-

tion, and it has been estimated on the basis of

figures at hand that we need at once between 6,500

and 7,000 tuberculosis hospital beds, nearly 4,000

more than we now have."

Under these circumstances it is quite natural that

physicians and philanthropic workers have been

looking forward eagerly to the completion of the

Sea View Hospital on Staten Island with its more
than 1,000 beds, the largest single antituberculosis

undertaking by the city since the agitation and
crusade against this disease began. There is a

horde of people awaiting care at such a place

—

people who have been at different times in charge of

sanatoria, hospitals, and tuberculosis clinics. The
eagerness is tempered with a feeling of regret that

over six years have passed since the initial appro-

priation was made and the institution is still unpre-

pared for the admission of patients—six years full

of delays, some avoidable, some unavoidable, not

creditable to our city government when compared
with similar undertakings by private citizens.

Such institutional after-care for the presumably
incurable cases is the one to be urged from the

point of view of patient, family, and community
until death relieves the patient of his suffering and
the family and municipality of their responsibility.

Unfortunately a considerable minority of such
cases, for reasons of a domestic nature, prefers to

remain at home. For them the opening of the East
River Homes ought to prove a great boon. From

the point of view of the home care of tuberculous
patients nothing has happened in recent years in

New York City to compare with this in importance.
It is a well thought out and well executed plan for

the humane housing of these unfortunates. It

needs only a fuller acquaintance with them on the

part of the medical profession and the people to get

the needed cooperation which will make for the

ultimate success of the scheme.
An important need in the after-care of arrested or

apparently cured cases is a periodic reexamination
of the patient, say, every three or four months, irre-

spective of how he feels or what he thinks. The
plan is certainly feasible for tuberculosis clinic

cases, and they form the major part of cases in

New York requiring public care and supervision.

Relapses might be diminished in frequency and ex-

tension of the disease more promptly recognized.

For cases discharged from out-of-town institutions

this would not be so feasible.

An increase in the number of women's auxiliaries

connected with the tuberculosis clinics would also ap-

pear desirable. There are only nine such now in ex-

istence, whereas the clinics number twenty-three.

When all is summed up that is being done by various

agencies in the after-care of discharged cases, the

lamentable fact still remains that many relapse be-

cause they are compelled to return to the unhygienic
living and working conditions in the tenements of

our cities. Thus as the Bedford Sanatorium of

the Montefiore Home in the nine years 1902 till

191 1, 153 men were readmitted with relapses, and
four of these were admitted a third time. Similar

experiences are reported by tuberculosis institutions

and workers all over the world. Thus in a recent

report of the Charity Organization Society Tubercu-
losis Committee prepared by Mr. Mann it was
shown that there were 1,688 cases of homeless
patients admitted to hospitals for the second, third,

fourth, fifth, or -more times in the fifteen months
ending March 20, 1912. I do not know to what
medical classification they belonged.

The time seems ripe for the introduction of an-

other factor into the after-care of apparently cured

and arrested cases, and that is the establishment of

industrial and farming colonies. This is not a new
idea ; it has been advanced by many writers in differ-

ent countries, but very little practical headway has

been made anywhere. A few small farm colonies

have been established ; nothing has been done along

industrial lines. Thus Dr. Philip of Edinburgh, after

many years of endeavor to create public opinion,

finally succeeded two years ago in establishing a

50-acre farm at Springfield, seven miles from Edin-
burgh, for arrested cases from the Royal Victoria

Hospital. Another small post-sanatorium farm
colony is operated successfully at Sannum in Old-

enburg, Germany ; in Norway, Sweden, and Switzer-

land the matter has scarcely progressed beyond the

point of suggestion and agitation.

In our own country the experiment has been tried

on a very small scale by the Eudowood Sanatorium,

Md. It purchased a tract of land adjacent to the

institution and eight men and boys who had been
discharged were put to work raising hay, corn, and
tomatoes. Wages were given. It is claimed "that

this is the first attempt in this country to provide

those leaving a sanatorium with work in a field

where they may be able either partially or completely

to support themselves under such guidance and in

such favorable siirroundings that the cure they have
made is likely to become permanent."
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The idea is really an extension to the patients

after discharge of the method of work under super-

vision which already prevails in a number of our
American Sanatoria. Thus Dr. Biggs says of Otis-

ville, "that it is the policy to administer the institu-

tion as largely as possible through arrested cases

—

work is provided for a considerable number and ex-

periments are being undertaken to build proper
houses for such employees and their families and
actually to supervise all the conditions of life of

these ex-patients and their families even as if they

were still inmates of the institution." Similarly at

Saranac Lake, Trudeau has started a workshop at

an outlay of between seven and eight thousand dol-

lars. At times as many as fifty patients are engaged
here in a great variety of occupations : carpentry,

cabinet and all sheet metal work, typewriting, lace

work and lace loom manufacturing, printing, illu-

minating, bookbinding, photography, framing, glass

and leather work. The teaching stafi' consists of one
superintendent and two assistants. At the Bedford
Sanatorium for some years small individual truck

gardens have been worked by about 75 patients, m-
chiding children, under the guidance of a paid grad-
uate of an agricultural school.

Enlarging then upon this idea I would advocate
the establishment of farming and industrial colonies

by one of the following methods : either as annexes
to existing sanatoria, one at Raybrook under State

control, one at Otisville under municipal control,

one at Liberty, one at Bedford and one at Stony-
wold ; or by the establishment of such colonies as

independent undertakings, by public and private

philanthropy apart from pre-existing institutions.

Of the two methods I prefer that of annexes to

existing institutions for the following reasons:

It will be easier to get the patients to remain be-

cause of familiarity with their environment and be-

cause of restoration to health at that place.

It will be easier to prepare the way for the settle-

ment of other members of the family in the same
community during the last weeks or months of san-

atorium care, and pending discharge.

It will be easier to acquire land for factories and
farms because communities where sanatoria already

exist would not oppose their establishment, for they

haven't the phthisiophobia prevalent everywhere
else.

It will be easier to enlist the aid—both by counsel

in the developing stage and by guidance and super-

vision in the fully developed stage—^of many med-
ical men who have been most enthusiastic in the

tuberculosis campaign. The same applies to the

volunteer boards of lay people now administering

some of these institutions.

It will avoid much of the delay that would be

caused by hunting for new sites and a discussion

of their general availability for the care of conval-

escent tuberculosis cases.

It may prove easier to obtain financial aid from
state, municipal, and private sources as an extension

and evolution of the humanitarian work already un-

dertaken by them, rather than for the initiation of

an entirely independent scheme.

The possibilities of industrial colony development
apart from pre-existing institutions or communities
are illustrated by the work done at Woodbine, N. J.,

under the auspices of the Baron De Hirsch fund.

This colony was started twenty odd years ago for

the benefit of Russian Hebrew immigrants. It is

now a well-ordered, self-governing community of

between 2,500 and 3,000 souls with model streets.

homes, schoolhouses, and factories. Lots were sold

on easy terms, mortgages being gradually paid off

and not more than two families permitted in one
house. The industries include manufacturing of

clothing, hats, sweaters, machines, and yarn. The
farming aspect has been less successful, but for

easily explained causes avoidable by similar under-
takings in the future.

Of course the illustration is not perfect (What il-

lustration is?) because the Woodbine colonists were
not convalescents from tuberculosis. But at least

they were handicapped in many other ways—driven

from home by religious persecution, settling as in-

voluntary colonists in a strange land, among stran-

gers, speaking a strange language and encountermg
customs and manners equally strange ; still they

have found a foothold on the soil, and are rearing

their children—yes, and already their grand-chil-

dren—among conditions that permit the rational

pursuit of health and happiness.

A.though I prefer the annex idea for the reasons

already mentioned, still I must admit that the State

has given an example of success by the alternative

plan in dealing with another disease. I mean the

colonies for epileptics and feeble-minded at Sonyea
and Letchworth Village.

In this paper I have not considered at all the

question of the care of the vagrant and alcoholic

cases, whose number has been proved to be very
great. For these I would favor compulsory segre-

gation, and the suggestion to use Riverside and the

Metropolitan Hospitals for this purpose seems a

gcod one.

1 am well aware that I have advocated a plan for

the enlargement of tuberculosis work in this com-
munity which is colossal, and which will require

great sums of money, and the thought and energy
and enthusiasm of many workers for years to come.
1 agree with Dr. Gulick that in public health matters
''A'hat to do is a medical question

—

Iiow to get it

done is a social question ; a problem for the social

engineer.
785 Madison Avenue.

THE INSURANCE EXAMINER AND BLOOD
PRESSURE TEST.

By FRANCIS ASHLEY FAUGHT, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

INSTRUCTOR IN MEDICINE. MEDICO-CH IRUBCICAL COLLEGE,

For some years now it has' been recognized that the

blood pressure test is a useful and important guide
to the state of health, and that in some cases when
an individual may appear to be perfectly normal
this test may give most reliable information. By it

we may detect the signs of beginning change in the

cardiovascular system and the kidneys, often before
there is any distinct evidence of departure from nor-

mal, either in the physical signs, personal history,

or uranalysis. In some cases we find that the appar-

ent character of the pulse and a study of the super-

ficial vessels fail to convey the proper impression

of the state of the vascular system. That the

arteries may not be what they appear, that the heart

has become hypertrophied, or that a cerebral hemor-
rhage may at any time occur in spite of an outward
appearance of perfect health.

The estimation of ar:erial tension or blood pres-

sure by palpation is most tmsatisfactory and at best

unreliable. Even the most experienced clinician

finds it very difficult if not impossible to estimate

blood pressure accurately by palpation of the radial.
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To quote from Wm. Russell (Arteriosclerosis,

Hypertension, and Blood Pressure) we find the fol-

lowing very significant statement: "I must, how-

ever, again add a warning note to the effect that-

feeling the radial pulse is not always a reliable guide

as to what the blood pressure will read—I have two

such cases under observation, the radial in neither

being hard nor incompressible, and yet in both there

is a steady reading of over 200 mm. of Hg."

Many times we may feel a soft and compressible

radial where there exists marked sclerosis of the

aorta and of the splanchnic area. Here only the

blood pressure test reveals the true situation. In

other instances the reading of the sphygmomano-

meter may explain the significance of an apparently

simple headache, a mild attack of indigestion, tran-

sitory attacks of vertigo, in an apparently healthy

individual, by demonstrating that these cases have

suffered from a long continued toxemia, which has

resulted in an unsuspected pathological change in

the cerebral or other vessels'.

It is now well recognized that such pathological

changes may be present in the cardiovascular and

renal systems, long before any suggestive symptoms

are complained of by the individual, or if any com-

plaint is made it is usually attributed to some trivial

cause.

In the presence of such a beginning arterio-

sclerosis the blood pressure need not be greatly

increased, an elevation of 30 to 40 mm. above that

estimated as normal for the individual is significant

and demands explanation. On the other hand a

rise of even this amount should never be hastily

assigned to arteriosclerosis and the risk therefore

rejected without further study.

It is necessary to recognize in this connection the

activity of other and less important factors, such

as the alimentary hypertension, so well described

by Russell, occurring in normal vessels due to errors

in diet of either quantitative or qualitative origin

and responding immediately to the correction of

such errors together with stimulation of the elim-

inative functions. Of further interest particularly

to the life insurance examiner are the so-called

physiological variations', caused by age, sex, mental

and physical excitement, fatigue, etc. These must

all be taken into consideration in estimating the

character and class of the risk.

Such variations need not confuse the examiner,

as they all occur within a range sufficiently restricted

to prevent them from obscuring the issue. The only

one which need.s' special consideration is the age

factor. To determine this, many tables have been

suggested and devised in an effort to indicate the

normal average systolic pressure for any given age.

While these agree and can be applied, they are

difficult to employ and hence are unsatisfactory, as

their use entails reference to a table or the carry-

ing of many figures constantly in mind.

To s'impl'ify this, the author suggested a formula

based upon a large number of observations of his

own and of others, which could be universally ap-

plied. The average obtained by this formula agrees

closely with the experience of most observers, and

since its first publication in 1910 (The Sphygmo-

manometer and its Practical Application, Pilling

Co., Philadelphia) has been extensively quoted and

is now emploved bv at least one insurance company

(the Providence Life and Trust Company, Phila-

delphia). As originally suggested, it was as fol-

lows : "Consider the average normal systolic blood

pressure in the male at age 20, to be 120 mm. of

Hg. ; for each year of life thereafter add one-half

millimeter to 120." Later it seemed advis'able to

eliminate the fraction and this was done by chang-

ing the phraseology to read as follows: "Consider

the normal average systolic blood pressure of a

male age 20 to be 120 mm., then add one millimeter

for every additional two years of life." In both

the formulas the practical result is the same; thus

at age 30 the normal average s'ystolic blood pres-

sure" would be 125, age of 60, 140 mm., etc. It is

sufficiently established to pass without question that

the normal average blood pressure for women is

approximately 10 mm. less than for men of the

same age.

It is not sufficient to establish a normal average

with which to rate the risk, but it is necessary to

determine what variations above and below this

shall be permitted to pass as normal. Unfor-

tunately, with the evidence at hand, this question

cannot be definitely answered, as existing statistics

do not agree. So far as can be gathered from many

published reports of the blood pressure test, a range

of pressure of 35 mm. is deemed not to exceed

normal. If we accept this, then a variation of 17

mm. above or below the normal average may be

allowed; thus at age 20 any reading of over 137

or below 103 would call for explanation, while at

age 60, the permissible variation should lie between

157 mm. and 123 mm.
In all determinations of blood pressure, the fac-

tor of the diameter of the cuff employed, and the

type of instrument used in making the test, must be

considered, assuming, of course, that the accuracy

of the instrument itself is not disputed.

At the present time the accepted standard for the

width of cuff is between 4I/4 and 5 inches ( 1 1 to

13 cm.). A narrower cuflf gives' readings propor-

tionately higher as the cuff is narrower.

Only those instruments that are in general use

will be mentioned here. Among the mercury instru-

ments employing the standard cuff, may be men-

tioned the Faught Standard, Cook's modification of

the Riva Rocciithe Pilling Special, Kny Scherer, the

Stanton and the Martin (in England) and among

the aneroid the Faught Pocket Indicator. The

Riva Rocci employs a narrow band and gives read-

ings that may be from 15 to 50 mm. too high.

Gaertner's tonometer gives readings which range

from 10 to 20 mm. too low. The instrument of

Potain is' not graduated in mm. of Hg. at all, and

therefore cannot be directly compared with the re-

sults obtained by other instruments. Potain in his

work on blood pressure gives the normal_ for man,

with his instrument, as 150 to 190 and in women

140 to 180 (Potain "La Pression arterielle de

I'horame a I'etat normal et pathologique," 19 12).

As a routine measure, the left arm should be em-

ployed and bared to permit application of the cuff

Both applicant and operator should be in comfor-

table pos'ition, preferably sitting posture; nervous

individuals should be assured of the harmlessness

of the test, and should have their attention diverted

from the proceeding. Time also should be allowed

to permit the circulation to become quieted, after

such exercise as rapid walking, stair climbing, etc.

When there is' any doubt as to the accuracy of his

finding, the operator should see the applicant upon a

subsequent occasion, before making his report.

Bearing in mind the difficulty of early diagnosis

in a case of chronic nephritis by a single uranalysis

particularly in individuals of apparently normal

health, the importance of a blood pressure test will
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be apparent, because it is recog:nized that we cannot
have permanent kidney change without a constant
elevation in blood pressure, and even in the presence
of albumin or casts, we may question their true sig-

nificance. Here a persistently high blood pressure,

say 150 mm. or over in an individual below middle
age will settle the question at least in regard to the
risk. The presence of albumin and casts appearing
scantily in the urine is not conclusive evidence of a

diseased kidney, as these elements may come from
a number of transitory and comparatively unimpor-
tant conditions. The blood pressure test will serve
as a check, so that the applicant with a normal blood
pressure which has occasionally shown albumin and
casts will not immediately be rejected. In future

such individuals may be given the benefit of the

doubt and the company thereby relieved from com-
mitting a grave injusiice. Besides the physiological

variations already mentioned, the examiner emplov-
ing the blood pressure test must endeavor to control

as much as possible the condition surrounding the

observation, otherwise the data as forwarded to the

home office may be misleading. Every effort should
be made to find out what is the actual blood pressure

of the individual. More than one observation
should be made when necessary in order to avoid re-

porting an abnormally high pressure, influenced

temporarily by emotion, violent exercise, digestion,

posture, or alcoholic stimulation.

A class of individuals demanding careful consid-

eration by the insurance examiner is the over-

weights'. This group does not show a favorable
mortality in insurance statistics, particularly in the

higher ages. Very often we may make our final

decision in the moderate overweight on the blood
pressure reading, accepting doubtful cases when if

is normal, and declining if there is a tendency to

high pressure.

The presence of a myocardial degeneration must
always be considered, since the usual methods of

examination rarely demonstrate the incipient cases

of this afi^ection. Difficulty will not be encountered,

of course, when the disease has progressed suffi-

ciently to affect the general health of the individual.

In the early cases the systolic pressure need not be
materially affected, so that recourse must be had to

the functional tests of Graupner and Shapiro, and
to the diastolic and pulse pressure, by which changes
in normal reserve of the heart the strength and vol-

ume of its' output can be estimated. Regarding the

question of diastolic and pulse pressure there is but

little definitely known, although several conditions

are now recognized as affecting these readings

which can be applied in health examinations and
used to advantage in the work of the insurance ex-

aminer. Thus arteriosclerosis', on account of di-

minished elasticity of the blood vessels, will show an

increased pulse pressure (over 35 mm. above the

average) and the more extensive this change in the

vessels' the greater will the pulse pressure be. This
condition may be demonstrated in a suspect even
before the systolic pressure has permanently passed

the normal high limit of health.

In incipient tuberculosis the only evidence of

this condition besides possibly a slight rise of pulse

rate and loss of weight will be a hypotension or sub-

normal blood pressure, usually accompanied by a

diminished pulse pressure. In this connection Ha-
ven Emmerson (Archives of Internal Medicine,

1910), s'tated that hypotension is found in almost

all cases of moderately advanced tubercidosis and
that it has been found by many observers in early

doubtful or suspected cases with or before physical
signs of the disease of the lungs, and that it is' con-
sidered by competent clinicians as a most useful

sign. Cook also states that low blood pressure if

persistently found in individuals or in families

should put us on our guard for tuberculosis. In ap-

plicants of lightweight and a blood pressure of 100
or under and of poor family history the risk is bad.

Such mortality statistics as are available upon the

relation of the blood pressure test to insured risks

and their cause of death, bear witness to the im-
portance of universal employment of the sphygmo-
manometer in life insurance work. The most im-
portant contribution to this study comes from the

pen of J. W. Fisher of the Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance Co. (Medical Record October 21,

191 1
) which covers' an extensive study beginning

in 1907. From a study of 2,668 insured taken from
the actuary's tables giving blood pressure readings
between 140 and 149 mm. Hg. he had 81.85 ex-

pected deaths, with 31 actual deaths, a percentage

of 37.87 which was slightly below the normal death

rate of the company on exposure of two years. He
shows another table of mortality record of 527 in-

sured persons' with a blood pressure reading of 150
mm. Hg. and over, with 22.19 expected deaths and
actual deaths were 12, which is about 35 per cent,

in excess of the general average mortality of the

company covering the same period and 18 per cent,

higher than the general average mortality during

the first five years of exposure covering the 20-year

period of 1885 to 1905.

In table six he shows a mortality record of 782
persons, declined for insurance, in whom the blood

pressure averaged 171.03 mm. Hg. ; 21.61 deaths

were expected with 32 actual deaths, a percentage

of 155.27 or almost four times greater than the

general average of the company. In another table

he shows 366 cases rejected in which there were re-

ported no other impairn-:ents than high blood pres-

sure at the time the application was received at the

Home Office. The expected deaths were 10.14, the

actual deaths 14 or 138.17 per cent, of the table.

Efforts were made to carefully follow these 366
cases in order to secure data as to the subsequent
physical condition of these applicants. This is best

shown in Table No. 10 of the article here referred

to. which is copied in full.

Table 10. Subsequent Impairments' Discovered
or Developed

; 366 Cases Rejected with High Pres-

sure Only.
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stire tests is now employed in the examination of

every applicant, irrespective of age, weight, past

personal history, or amount of insurance applied

for.

The chief drawback to the universal application

of this test by Insurance Companies seems to be

the difficulty presented by the examiners themselves

who have been slow to see the advantage of the

study and the use of the sphygmomanometer in

their practice.

The recent rapid advances of sphygmomanometry
will undoubtedly speedily overcome this objection so

that in the near future this test will be incorporated

in the printed form for the routine examination of

every applicant for Life Insurance.
'5231 Baltimore Avenue.

RACE RESISTANCE.
By HORACE GREELEY. M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A GOOD deal has been written and said about family

tendencies' to disease ; indeed the belief is popular

that maladies are actually inherited, while little

thought is given to those national weaknesses which
every distinct people, as but a larger family, un-
doubtedly manifest. Of course, many of our mod-
ern nations are too conglomerate and recently

formed to possess such peculiarities to a recogniza-

ble extent, yet many distinct races with which we
are familiar may be shown to manifest either greater

susceptibility or more resistance than the average
to many common adverse conditions and maladies.

In the first place possibilities show that this may
be either in the direction of mechanical wear and
tear, the endurance of the organism as a machine,
or the possession of those latent forces whose elabo-

ration determines the result in diseases due to para-
sitic agencies. As illustrative of the first, a race may
possess heavier and stronger bones' than another
and therefore be less subject to fractures; a skin

more suited to the sunlight intensity of its locality

;

muscles better able, with the least strain, to over-

come the physical resistance of the daily routine and
stronger and more resistant teeth v/ith all the possi-

bilities of more efficient digestion following. Also
many minor physical peculiarities which may ren-

der their possessors better able to compete under
those natural conditions, as modified by civilization,

that ever make for the survival of the fittest.

Negroes have proverbially heavy and tough
bones, not only of the skull but throughout their

framework, and comparatively seldom sufifer from
fractures. The same is true of their teeth which,
while exposed to all adverse conditions, show con-
siderably greater endurance than in most races.

Among the white peoples the Teutons claim first

advantage in these particulars, as also in muscular
endurance, although this is' really entirely depend-
ent, apart from conditions of disease, upon the food
supply. It seems that the color of the skin is only of

concern in tropical regions where the demand for

^protection against the harmful efifects upon all tis-

sue activity and growth, similar to that exerted
upon bacteria, of too strong a sunlight, requires a

more impervious screen than the blond skin of the

northern races, so that here the darker complexions
have the advantage.

But it is with the second that our chief data are
concerned, and corroborated as they are by all that

we know of the principles of immunity make very
interesting and important matter. The Jewish race

has been known for at least five thousand years,

and according to every conservative indication has
remained a practically pure racial stock for that

time, and during the last two thousand has' been
almost entirely a city dweller, usually amid the most
crowded and unsanitary conditions, and yet today,

in spite of a physique and appearance much under
the par of the average population, its individuals

are both longer lived and more resistant to all the

infectious diseases than any other member of so-

ciety. The last United States census gave the com-
parative number of deaths for the year among each

one thousand of the living members of the principal

races in this country as follows

:

From All Causes.
Native

_

Scandi-
Ages. White. Colored. German. Irish, navian. Italian. Jews.
0-4 43 118.5 47.6 56.1 37 80.7 36.7
5-14 3.7 9.8 3.7 4.5 3.7 4.9 2

15-24 5 15.6 4.8 7.5 5.7 6.6 2.7
25-34 6.4 16.9 7.4 12.2 7.4 7.1 3.5
35-44 7.5 21 9.6 15 9 9.2 5
45-64 14.6 36.7 20.3 30.6 16.9 17.2 9.7
65- 65.9 108.6 81.8 96.9 67.3 66.1 40.9

From Consumption (Per 100,000 living).

0-15 27.5 246 26.6 42.2 32.4 50.7 11.4
15-44 162.

S

587.4 205.9 428 233.7 149.9 67.4
45-64 131.8 518 207.5 340.9 267.3 157 103.9
65- 176.4 548.7 235.3 324.7 236.6 144.7 243.2

A glance at this table will show the immense dif-

ference between the mortality of the Jews and that

of all other races. Even the native whites, who un-
doubtedly live under better hygienic conditions than
any of the others, have a rate greater by fifty per
cent. On that best basis of comparison their re-

sistance to tuberculosis, the disease of all others to

which the whole population may be regarded as

universally and constantly exposed, they show a

mortality of less than half that of the native whites
except beyond the age of forty-five, before which
period, as is apparent from the table, the greatest,

death rate exists among the more susceptible races.

After this age the Jew's comparative mortality from
this' disease rapidly increases and, after sixty-five

years, surpasses that of any other white race for the

reason that they are so resistant to the malady that

when they do succumb it is much later in life. It is

known that the most congested districts of a city

have the heaviest death rate, and to bring out the

great resisting power of the Jews to the concentra-

tion of the health menacing factors of modern civ-

ilization here present it is interesting to note that

in the most thickly populated sections of New York
and of Chicago their death rate from tuberculosis

is but 1.63 per thousand living, while the Gentiles

under the same conditions suffer to the extent of

from 4.95 to 5.65, fully five times as much. In

Berlin this rate is: Jews i. Gentiles 2.17; and in

Vienna 1.31 as compared to 3.17.

The Irish, mainly descended from the ancient

Celts that peopled all of northwestern Europe, have

until recent years been an isolated and rur^l people

and have not developed, because not stimulated to

do so by circumstance, that resistance to transmissi-

ble disease that has been forced upon the city

dweller. Previous to 1864, when the urbanization

of the country practically be.gan, Ireland had the

lowest death rate from tuberculosis' of any portion

of Europe, but since this period the rate has steadily

risen until at present it equals sixteen per cent, of

all deaths as compared with England's rate of nine

per cent, and the United States' of ten and a half.

This shows how markedly resistance depends upon
exposure, for while the disease undoubtedly was car-

ried to Ireland by the original Celtic settlers their

isolation and lack of intercommunication impeded
its spread until recent years when, in addition to
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changes due to the greater development of the cities

and improved methods of travel, the frequent re-

turn of the emigrant, when sick, to his native heath

increased the last, the opportunity to acquire, with-

out the malady's greater prevalence having had time

to raise the former, the resistance. In the United
States, as will be seen from the foregoing table, the

Irish lead all the white races in this sinister particu-

lar, even showing during the age period of fifteen

to forty-iive a comparative rate of more than double
any other, besides being far in the lead in the table

showing deaths from all causes.

In Italy changes similar to those in Ireland have
occurred and the tuberculosis death rate in the more
modernized and commercial provinces of the north
has risen accordingly till it is at present double that

of the southern more rural and backward portions.

In the province of Milan, for instance, the rate is

3.20 per thousand living, while in that of .Messina

it is but 1.60. The best authorities state that fully

one-third of all Italian emigrants under twenty-five

years of age coming to the United States (although
all are carefully inspected before entering this coun-
try and detected cases debarred) eventually die

of tuberculosis, and it has been claimed that a

fourth of those returning in the steerage are suffer-

ing from the disease.

In the United States, as may be seen from the

first of the foregoing census tables, the Italian death

rate, except for those under fifteen years' of age, is

about the same as that of the other foreign nation-

alities represented, not considering the Jews or the

Irish ; but in the second table covering the tuber-

culosis factor alone the Italians lead the remaining
white races. This apparent special susceptibility of

their children, while partly actual and due to habits

of feeding induced by poverty and econo.ny which
render them more than others the prey of gen-

eral disease, is in a great measure to be explained

by the immense reduction in the mortality lists of

the adults resulting from the return of the latter

to their birthplace so soon as they become seriously

ill, which is effected either on their own savings,

through their government's representative, or with

the assistance of a benevolent society. The resist-

ance of the other Latin races is of a similar nature

and degree.

The German death rate from all causes, in this

country, is but little above that of the natives, more

markedly so from tuberculosis—see tables—while

in regard to the somewhat modern and increasingly

prevalent cancer it leads in the returns, as follows:
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tinct from special susceptibilities as detailed, for this

depends principally upon the conditions of food and
work affecting the individual, particularly as to

whether they are his normal conditions.

In 1822 the death rate of the negroes in the

United States equaled that of the whites, forty per
thousand living ; but since slavery's abolition and
the changed conditions of life among them it has
rapidly risen to seventy, nearly double, while that of
the white population has almost halved. Today the

negroes share with the Indians and others of recent
savage ancestry a great susceptibility to infectious

diseases, notably tuberculosis, and a glance at the

census tables shows how enormously their death
rates are ahead of all others included therein. In
some ways, however, the negro has greater resist-

ance than the white man, namely, to malaria and
yellow fever (both caused by organisms of allied

nature), to which special immunity is so lacking

among the Caucasians that that of the negro be-

comes markedly impaired in the mulatto.

The so-called savage races present a great con-
trast by which we may judge of the resistance to the

diseases of civilization already acquired by the white
man. The American Indians when first seen were
free from most of our infectious maladies, and
therefore unarmed against their attack, and so great

is their present susceptibility to, for instance tuber-
culosis, that fully seventy-five per cent, of all deaths
among them, even those on Government rations and
leading idle and even temperate lives in the so-called

best climates, are caused thereby. Among the Sioux
twenty-five die yearly out of every thousand living,

while among the same number of Jews only 0.7,

and the same number of Irish, 3.4 succumb. In
passing it may be noted that most of those Indians
who do not die of this malady yield to heart disease,

a fact rather negativing suppositions that such is

ever caused by overwork. So great is the Indians'

lack of resistance that in certain French-Canadian
settlements, where many have partial redman ances-
try, tuberculosis is found to be as virulent almost as

among the full-bloods. Again those Indians, as the

Pueblos, and those in Mexico that have long re-

sided in villages, show much greater resistance to

the malady, having already been exposed long
enough to the evils of the white man to have de-

veloped considerable immunity. Among all of the

uncivilized, all over the world, passing under mod-
ern conditions imitated from or imposed by Eu-
ropeans, together with greater exposure to cases of
the disease, tuberculosis is so rapidly increasing

that it, more than any other factor, promises to

make this an entirely white man's world, a sugges-
tion that, despite all the influence of civilized mod-
ern methods, natural selection is ever dominant,
making for the survival of the fittest.

Most of the contagious diseases of childhood,

with which civilization has been afflicted since time
immemorial, have become so unable to effect harm
that although nearly every child exposed contracts

them a fatality is most rare. That this is due to

immunity gradually acquired by transmission of an
ever-increasing resistance from parent to child is

borne out by the disastrous effects of these same
maladies among savage nations, as the Eskimos,
Hawaiians, Maoris, the Hill Tribes of India, or
the inhabitants of Polynesia where an epidemic of

measles, whooping-cough, or influenza, will destroy
in a few weeks half the population of a village. In

1875 an epidemic of measles in the Fiji Islands

carried off within four months, fifteen thousand out

of a population of forty thousand. In South
America and Mexico and the West Indies soon after

the discovery by Columbus, the major portion of

the native Indians were destroyed by such diseases,

and today their remaining representatives, and even
those having a detectable Indian strain, are particu-

larly susceptible to them. Our old Biblical enemyj
leprosy, evidently with our ancestors for ages, and
now diminishing to almost extinction among all

white races except the Scandinavian, has found a

more suitable soil with these unsophisticated peoples

and seems to be gradually increasing in prevalence

among them.
Thus the degree of resistance any race presents

may be shown to be directly proportional to what
may be called its natural education to the require-

ments of the surroundings, and it is a matter of

common knowledge in the tropics, and even in the

cities of the temperate zone, that newcomers are

more apt than natives to fall victims to any pre-

vailing disorder, so showing that residence for a

few years even may increase individual resistance

to a recognizable degree. So it is easy to under-
stand how constant exposure of a particular race

to a particular disease produces constantly increas-

ing immunity, as those who in the beginning possess

it to the greatest extent outlive the others, transmit

to the greatest number of ofi^spring some of their

protection, which in its turn is exposed to similar

trial, possible increase, partial transmission and re-

stimulation, and this is repeated progressively down
the ages till quite a degree of general immunity to

the malady is attained. By exposure is meant an
equal opportunity to acquire the disease with others

who succumb. The individual so exposed either

already possesses sufficient special body forces in-

herited from some ancestor who suffered for him
to entirely prevent infection, or, after a more or less

prolonged illness develops the required weapons,
destroys the invader and ever permanently retains

some of his new power, even transmitting it to his

descendants.

So it has been with the Jews, whose present rep-

resentatives are reaping a reward for the long-

suffering from their ancestors and who now enjoy a

greater general vitality than any other, at least under
the conditions of the modern world.

140 Clinton St.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER.*

By AUGUSTUS A. ESHNER, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Long considered a blood-dyscrasia or a circulatory

disorder or an affection of the nervous system, the

complex of symptoms known as exophthalmic
goiter has in recent times been attributed to ex-

cessive functional activity on the part of the thy-

roid gland, resulting in varied derangements in

function through the agency of a supposititious in-

ternal secretion. In support of this view is the

hypertrophy of the thyroid gland found upon sur-

gical removal or after death, the development of

symptoms of the disease or their intensification on

administration of preparations of the thyroid gland

to healthy persons or to individuals suffering from
exophthalmic goiter respectively and the subsidence

of the symptoms following ablation or atrophy of

the gland. What excites the hyperplasia and the

overaction is up to the present time undetermined,

*Read before the Southeast Branch of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society, May 17, 1912.
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and it may ever remain so. Our knowledge of in-

ternal secretions is as yet but fragrnentarv and in-

complete and the physiologist, in conjunction with
the internist and the clinical surgeon, has here a

fertile field for observation and experiment.

Exophthalmic goiter is a disease of adult life,

the average age at which it occurs being between
thirty and thirty-five years, although childhood and
youth, as well as old age, do not altogether escape.

The afifection is four or five times more common
in females than in males. At times it appears to

be superinduced by physical stress or mental strain.

In some instances an hereditary or familial ten-

dency to the disease is observed.

The onset of exophthalmic goiter is usually in-

sidious and its evolution gradual. Occasionally it

develops abruptly and at times it pursues a ful-

minant course, terminating fatally within a period

of a few weeks. Generally it lasts for months or

even years, with remissions and exacerbations. It

is an open question in my own mind whether per-

fect recovery ever takes place. The prognosis is

least favorable in cases occurring in early life. The
disease may pass over into my.xedema from sec-

ondary exhaustion or atrophy of the thyroid gland.

While the more obtrusive phenomena of exoph-

thalmic goiter, namely the enlargement of the thy-

roid gland and the protrusion of the eyes are those

generally that first attract attention, careful inves-

tigation will commonly disclose that the patient has

for some time been irritable, tremulous, restless,

perhaps conscious of palpitation of the heart and
oppression in breathing, especially on exertion or

emotional disturbance, of a sense of flushing or of

heat, with or without increased perspiration. As
most of the sufferers are women and as some of the

phenomena mentioned occur in conjunction with

the menstrual function and with pregnancy, their

significance may for a time escape recognition.

IVIoreover. transitory fullness of the thyroid gland

sometimes occurs under the same conditions, while

menstrual derangements are not uncommon in the

course of exophthalmic goiter. Difiiculty in breath-

ing and in swallowing and choking sensations, with

a feeling of constriction of the throat, perhaps with

actual increase in the size of the neck, will event-

ually attract attention to the enlargement of the thy-

roid gland, in which one lobe or both lobes and even

also the isthmus may take part. At the same time, or

possibly earlier, or soon afterward, the eyes present

their characteristkr staring appearance, with retrac-

tion of the lids, infrequency of winking and pro-

trusion and restricted mobility of the globes. These
changes also may be symmetrical or they may pre-

ponderate on one side. On examination, the pulse

will be found rapid, sometimes in an extreme de-

gree, the heart overacting and perhaps arrhythmic.

and a characteristic, roaring bruit often is audible

over the full, soft, and sometimes pulsating thyroid

gland, while the blood-pressure is subnormal. Car-

diac murmurs are not necessarily present. Dermo-
graphism is demonstrable. The patient presents an

agitated appearance^ with fine tremor of the fingers

and of other parts of the body, while the face is

likely to be flushed and the skin moist. There is

complaint of a sense of weakness and sleep often is

disturbed. The bowels may be loose, the stools con-

taining an excess of mucus or membrane, and the

urine mav contain sugar and at times albumin.

Changes in the skin, pigmentary' and otherwise, have

been noted in some cases and profound mental dis-

turbances in others. Hemorrhages may take place
from various mucous surfaces or into the skin.

The treatment of exophthalmic goiter has been
most varied, partly in accordance with the prevail-

ing conception of its pathology, partly on an em-
pirical basis. It comprises the use of drugs, such
as arsenic and iron, digitalis and strophanthus,
aconite and veratrum viride, quinine and strychnine,

ergot, belladonna, nitroglycerin; the administration
of preparations of the thymus and even of the thy-

roid gland ; the blood serum and milk of thyroid-
ectomized animals ; the serum of animals treated
with hypertrophied thyroid gland; the application

of electricity in its various modalities ; the employ-
ment of the rest-treatment, and finally surgical pro-
cedures, such as resection of the cervical sympa-
thetic, cutting oflf of the arterial supply of the thy-

roid gland, and partial ablation of the gland itself.

Preparations or derivatives of the adrenal gland or
of the posterior portion of the hypophysis might be
expected to act as physiological antagonists to the

excessive thyroid secretion, but. unfortunately, they
appear to be wanting in therapeutic efticacy in the
case of exophthalmic goiter. In my own experi-

ence I have seen the best results from the employ-
ment of strophanthus, with or without sedatives,

such as bromides, and with rest treatment, and, these

failing, from resection of the thyroid gland.
1019 Spruce Street.

A CASE OF HENOCH'S PURPURA TREATED
WITH HUMAN BLOOD SERUM

;

RECOVERY.*!
By S. J. WILSON, M.D., ;

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

BOUSE PHYSICIAN, JEWISH HOSPITAL.

The successful therapeutic application of blood
serum in the treatment of hemorrhages from various
causes has been reported by many investigators in

the recent literature. Thus Weil treated eleven
cases and Wirth twenty cases of hemorrhage in this

manner with gratifying results. To these may be
added the following case of Henoch's purpura

:

X., a boy, nine years old, born in the United
States, and attending school, was admitted to the

hospital February 2, 1912. Family history: Parents
are livinsj and well. No history of rheumatism or
hemophilia on maternal or paternal sides. Previous
history: Had measles, mumps, and diphtheria with-

out complications. Has had three or four attacks

of tonsilitis during the winter months of the last

two years. Has had a few very mild attacks of

epistaxis. preceded by a slight headache, the epis-

taxis stopping promptly and spontaneously. Pres-
ent illness : Three days before admission to the

hospital he began to complain of pain in his legs.

His mother subsequently noticed a red eruption

over the tibia. The following day he complained
of abdominal pain and an ice bag was applied to

the abdomen. On the day before he was admitted
to the hospital an eruption of the same character as

the one on the tibia was noticed on the abdomen,
where the ice bag had been applied. He also vom-
ited several times, the vomitus containing food rem-
nants and some blood. During these three days he
had fever and passed less urine than usually.

Physical examination : The patient is well devel-

*Read at a meeting of tlie \\'illiamsburg Medical Society.

March 11, 1912.

fFrom the medical service of Dr. Leon Louria at the
Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn.
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oped, but anemic. He is drowsy and answers ques-

tions correctly, though very slowly. He tosses from
side to side and seems to be quite exhausted, with

occasional sighing respiration. Neck: Tenderness

on pressure over the suboccipital region and cervical

vertebrae. Very foul odor from the mouth, and teeth

are in a bad condition. Tonsils are enlarged, but

not inflamed, and in the center of each tonsil there

is a grayish, punched out, ulcerated area with ragged

edges and angry-looking base. Edges are slightly

inflamed. Glands are not enlarged. Chest : No
irregularities. Lungs: Negative. Heart: Regu-
lar in rhythm and force. No murmurs heard.

Pulse rapid, 120 per minute, of a very small

volume, and easily compressible. Abdomen : No
distention. Slight tenderness on palpation over

the whole abdomen. Liver not palpable. Spleen,

lower border palpable, not tender. Skin: A large

ecchymotic spot over the upper end of each auricle.

Over both cheeks and over the chin there are sev-

eral discrete ecchymotic spots, slightly raised above

the level of the skin, and somewhat indurated.

These are all tender. Some are yellow while

others are of a red or dark red color. Over the

dorsal surface of the left arm, around the elbow

and the left index finger, and also over the inner

side of the right elbow are seen similar areas.

Hemorrhagic spots of varying sizes and shapes are

also seen over the spine of the left scapula, over

the inner aspect of both thighs, and over the an-

terior aspect of both tibiae. Over the abdomen, in

the umbilical region, the skin has a purplish dis-

coloration, with many bright red spots in it. This

is the area to which the ice bag has been applied.

The hemorrhagic spots do not disappear on pres-

sure and are not raised above the skin. In some
places these spots are discrete, while in others

they are confluent. There are also two large pur-

plish areas which are slightly raised over the inner

malleoli. Urine : 1012, acid, heavy trace of al-

bnmui and a few leucocytes. Blood : Red blood

cells, 4,500,000; hemoglobin, 70 per cent.; leuco-

cytes, 19,600, with 80 per cent, polymorphonuclears.

Coagulation time, 5 to 6^4 minutes. Throat cul-

ture : Predominating organisms, Streptococcus

loiigiis and Staphylococcus citreus. Temperature

:

100.8°; pulse, 120; respirations, 28. Cliniccal his-

tory: On the day of admission the patient vomited

a greenish fluid containing no blood. The patient

received 2,000 units of diphtheria antitoxin and in

the evening was more restless, the sighing respira-

tions having markedly increased. The first day

after admission the patient was very drowsy. His

peripheral circulation was very poor. His lips were
cyanotic and had a few dark blue blotches. A few
new rose-colored spots appeared over the sacrum.

Marked tenderness was observed about the knee

and ankle joints, where subcutaneous bluish dis-

colorations could be seen. Pain on motion in these

joints was marked and there was evidence of effu-

sion in the left knee joint. The patient vomited a

green fluid with bright red blood in it. Tempera-
ture was 102°, pulse was very small and rapid, and
the extremities were cold. No change in the

former skin eruptions or in the ecchymotic areas.

The patient's condition believed to be hopeless.

The following day his condition was not improved
and serum therapy was decided upon. Venesection

was performed on the father and fifteen ounces of

blood were obtained. The edges of the two angry-

looking areas over the tonsils became smoother, but

the base was still necrotic. Slight cervical gland-

ular enlargements were present. Heart : A faint

systolic murmur was heard over the apex and was
not transmitted. New deep rose-colored spots, irreg-

ular in outline and of dift'erent sizes, ranging from
that of a pinhead to the size of a twenty-five-cent

piece, were present over the fore and upper and
outer parts of the thighs and over the sacrum.
These spots were not raised above the skin. Over
the inner aspect of the knees and ankles, where the

bluish discolorations were previously visible, there

are now seen bright, red, large, irregular blotches.

These were raised in some places and had a darker
hue in the center. The patient again vomited eight

ounces of greenish fluid, with no blood in it. He
was alternately delirious and drowsy. The first

injection of 45 cubic centimeters of serum obtained
from the father's blood was given subcutaneously.

Blood culture : Sterile. The feces contained

blood, which was evident macroscopically as well

as microscopically. On the third day after admis-
sion the hemorrhagic spots over the forearms were
slightly raised. Over the knees and ankles the red

blotches seemed to have become smaller, fading at

the periphery and becoming darker and scaly in the

center. The gums were bleeding, and the two spots

over the tonsils were now of a brownish red color

and had regular edges. A new small ulceration

was seen on the inner aspect of the right cheek,

while on the inner aspect of the left cheek an ulcer-

ation with a grayish base about the size of a dime
was noted. The elbows, wrists, knees, and ankles

were painful on motion, but an effusion was mani-
fest only at the left knee. A second injection of 45
cubic centimeters of father's serum was given sub-

cutaneously. Pulse. 150. The patient vomited six

ounces of brown fluid containing blood. On the

fourth day after admission the pulse had fallen

to 120 and the patient felt chilly at times. The
extremities were warm and there was no cyanosis

of the finger or toe nails. Heart: Systolic murmur
at apex, very distinct but not transmitted. The
patient did not vomit and was more comfortable.

The hemorrhagic spots and blotches were no longer

raised and seemed to be fading. A third injection

of 72 cubic centimeters of serum from the father's

blood was given subcutaneously.

On the fifth day after admission the purplish

spots over the abdomen were disappearing, and the

other eruptive areas were fading. There were no

new eruptions over upper extremities, but a few
new hemorrhagic spots were noted over the anterior

aspect of the knees. The two areas over the ton-

sils looked healthy, appearing as two small

punched-out depressions. The ulcerated area over

inner aspect of left cheek did not improve. Feces

did not contain blood macroscopically, but gave a

positive benzidin test. The spleen was palpable.

On the sixth day after admission a second vene-

section was performed on the father and about

twelve ounces of blood were obtained. On this

day the patient vomited a clear blood-colored fluid

containing no clots. The left knee was still very

tender and swollen, the patella was floating, and

the lateral spaces were bulging, the circumference

of the knee being 29 centimeters, while that of the

right knee was only 27 centimeteres. The hem-
orrhagic spots all over the body had small pinhead-

sized bloody scabs in the center and a faint red

margin. The large red blotches were scaling. No
new eruptions appeared, the temperature was de-

clining, and the pulse was 104, the lowest rate since

admission. A fourth injection of 90 cubic centi-
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meters of serum from father's blood was given
subcutaneously. On the same day the eye grounds
were examined by Dr. Beery, who reported as fol-

lows: Left fundus: Many small fresh retinal

hemorrhages. Right fundus: A few fresh hem-
orrhages. On the seventh day after admission
the patient was comfortable. There were no sighing
respirations. The hemorrhagic spots were fading
and scaling. Joint tenderness was still present.

The ulcer on the inner aspect of the cheek was
deeper and had undermined, irregular edges. A
fifth injection of 90 cubic centimeters of father's

serum was given subcutaneously. On the eighth
day after admission cultures from the ulcer of the

cheek showed many staphylococci and some bacilli.

On the tenth day. after admission the temperature
had been normal for the past two days, and pulse
ranged from 84 to 106. The patient was comfort-
able and very lively. The joint tenderness had all

disappeared, llie left knee still measured 28.5

centimeters, and the patella was floating, but motion
was not so painful. Feces were negative as to

blood, even with the benzidin reaction. The erup-
tions were fading rapidly. The dark, bloody scab
over the auricles and over the outer side of knees
and elbows were still present, but drying up. The
spleen was still palpable. A faint systolic murmur
was present at the apex, but was not transmitted.

The ulcers over inner aspect of cheeks were rapidly

healing up.

On the fifteenth day after admission there were
no elevation of temperature and no new eruptions,

and the color of the old eruptions was becoming
yellow and pale pink. Feces : Negative as to blood.

Eyes : No fresh hemorrhages, though the outlines

of the old hemorrhages were still present. Spleen

:

Barely palpable. Efifusion of left knee gone and
circumference now measured 27 centimeters, same
as the right. On the nineteenth day after admis-

sion the spleen was not palpable. The heart mur-
mur was very faint and was heard only on exer-

tion. Blood count showed 3,100,000 red blood

cells, 50 per cent, hemoglobin, 5,200 white blood

cells, with 69 per cent, polymorphonuclears. From
now on the patient was gradually placed on a regu-

lar diet and was allowed to walk about. He gained

in weight and strength rapidly. He was discharged

March 9, 1912, in perfect health, with the follow-

ing blood count : Red blood cells, 4,800,000 ; hemo-
globin, 75 per cent. ; white blood cells, 8,800, with

60 per cent, polymorphonuclears. As the accom-
panying chart shows, the pulse came down 48 hours

after the injection, while the temperature began to

come down 72 hours after the same injection. The
temperature and the pulse were highest on the day

that the largest number of hemorrhages occurred.

Before considering the efficacy of the serum in

this case we must endeavor to explain the etiology

of this condition. The two ulcerated ragged areas

on the tonsils at the onset of the disease, and later

the two angry-looking ulcers on the inner aspect of

the cheeks led us to believe that the condition was
due to toxins in the circulation absorbed from

these ulcerated areas. The damage by the toxins

was done, not to the blood, but to the wall of the

blood vessel, for the coagulation time was not

altered. These toxins Flexner calls endothelioly-

sins, and their action can be explained, according

to the Ehrlich side chain theory, as follows : The
endothelial cells of the walls of the capillaries have

normally a certain protecting substance that does

not allow their disintegration and the escape of

blood between them. The toxins unite with this

substance, and thus disintegration of the endothelial
cells and escape of blood takes place. The fresh
human serum injected supplies a hyperabundance
of this protecting substance and the bleeding stops,

so that the disintegration of the endothelial cells

and the extravasation of blood ceases. The serum
can be administered in three different ways : In-
travenously, subcutaneously, or locally. The sub-
cutaneous is the most convenient and is given in

the same manner as diphtheria antitoxin. The
local method can be used in conjunction with either
of the other two methods by applying to the bleed-
ing point gauze soaked in the serum. The subcu-
taneous dose advised by many is from 20 to 40
cubic centimeters each day, but 45 to 90 cubic centi-

meters can be given daily. By the intravenous
method the dose should be smaller, about 20 cubic
centimeters at a time. It is best to use the serum
from the blood of a near relative, but any human
serum is satisfactory, and even horse serum may
give an almost identical result. Venesection is

employed for obtaining the serum, which can be
used even when it is fourteen to sixteen days old.

Direct transfusion will at once suggest itself to

many as a better and more efficient method of
treatment, but the operation for transfusion itself

and the danger of infecting the donor in cases

where the purpura is due to an infecting organism,
make this method inconvenient and dangerous.

I desire to express my thanks to Drs. Leon
Louria and William Lintz for suggesting this

method of treatment, and for assisting me in pre-

paring the report of this case.

Surgery of Cancer of the Cardia.—.\. Parcelicr points

out the feasibility of radical intervention in cancer con-

fined to the cardiac end of the stomach. It appears to have

been well established that such tumors cannot be extirpated

solely by the abdominal route. The abdominothoracic

route, such as has been described by Janeway and Green,

is the best, although for exploratory purposes alone lapa-

rotomy is sufficient. The thoracic stage in the operation

must be conducted under differential pressure or with

the aid of tracheal insufflation anesthesia. The latter

procedure enables one to secure immobility of the lung,

which facilitates the various manipulations, .^n important

point in this operation is that of drainage. The line of

sutures closing up the opening in the stomach should be

witliin the abdominal cavity. The diaphragmatic wound

should be closed and the esophagus carefully fixed to the

diaphragm. Drainage should be effected through the peri-

toneal cavity.

—

Archives Provinciates de Chirurgie.

Alopecia Universalis with Dystrophy of the Nails.

—

J. H. Sequeira reports the case of a sturdy boy, aged 4,

whose mother stated that he was born with the usual

amount of hair, but that when he was six weeks old the

hair of the scalp, eyebrows, and the eyelashes came out,

and since then the boy had been completely bald. Both

parents were hn good health and there was no history or

evidence of syphilis. There were two other children; one

has had rheumatism and the other has been quite healthy.

There was no history of any similar affection of the hair

and nails in any member of the family. There have been

no miscarriages, and the patient was born at full term.

The child presented the usual features of complete alopecia.

All the nails of both hands and feet were narrow, laterally

curved, and elevated from their beds at the distal extremi-

ties. Under the free margins there was a brownish-black

horny mass. There were no other abnormalities. Thyroi-

deum siccum in tablet form had been given, but, so far,

without improvement.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society

of Medicine.
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DIPHTHERIA ENDOTOXIN IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF DIPHTHERIA INFECTION.

The success attending the employment of antitoxin

in the treatment of cHphtheria has apparently di-

verted attention from any other factor in the

pathogenesis of this disease than the soluble toxins

of the diphtheria bacillus. The possible role of the

insoluble toxins of this microorganism has been

barely suspected. On July 11, 1903. E. Rist re-

ported before the Societe de Biologic that the bodies

of the diphtheria bacilli, freed from their soluble

toxins, still possess toxic properties. By inoculat-

ing guinea-pigs intraperitoneally with diphtheria

vaccines, thus utilizing the endotoxins of the

Klebs-Loeffler bacillus, he was able to produce par-

alysis similar to the clinical forms. These experi-

ments apparently explained why the early adminis-

tration of diphtheria antitoxin had little or no effect

in preventing subsequent paralyses, for, according

to Rist, these are the result of the action of the

endotoxins upon the nerve cells, the soluble toxins

alone being neutralized by the diphtheria antitoxin.

These investigations in spite of their far-reach-

ing importance attracted very little attention. No
efforts were made either to confirm or to dis-

prove the pathogenic significance of the insoluble

toxins of the diphtheria bacillus. .\ most promising

avenue of research was opened up ; nevertheless, no

one sought to determine whether it might not be

possible to produce an active or passive immunity

by means of inoculations with diphtheria endotoxins.

From another direction, however, this subject has

lately been approached. In an effort to cause the

disappearance of diphtheria bacilli from the throats

of diphtheria carriers or of chronic cases of diph-

theria, the thought suggested itself to R. T. Hew-
lett and A. T. Nankivell {Lancet, July 20, 1912)

of inoculating these individuals with the endotoxin

of the diphtheria bacillus. The endoto.xin was pre-

pared by growing the virulent organism on serum

or blood-agar in Roux bottles, collecting the growth,

washing it two or three times in sterile physiolog-

ical salt solution by centrifuging so as to remove
any adherent toxin, grinding the bacterial mass by
the Macfadyen method in the presence of intense

cold, and filtration of the ground mass through a

Berkefeld filter. The filtrate contains the endo-

toxin and is standardized by the addition of sterile

salt solution so as to contain two to five milligrams

of the endotoxin per cubic centimeter. It was
found by Hewlett that the endotoxin is harmless to

guinea pigs and that to a considerable extent it

protected these animals against injections of living

diphtheria bacilli.

It is pointed out that ordinary cases of faucial

diphtheria are not, as a rule, free from infection

for four or five weeks after the onset of the

attack. In addition to receiving the usual injection

of antitoxin, five individuals suffering from tonsillar

diphtheria of moderate severity were inoculated on

the following day with 2 milligrams of the endo-

toxin. In four of these cases the diphtheria bacilli

disappeared from the throat within two weeks after

the inoculation with endotoxin. In another series

of cases the patients had harbored diphtheria bacilli

for many weeks or months. As the result of one

or more injections with the endotoxin, all of the

cases showed definite improvement, the diphtheria

bacilli either disappearing entirely or greatly dimin-

ishing in numbers.

The treatment of the diphtheria carrier is an

important problem in preventive medicine. The
use of antiseptic sprays and gargles, and even of

sprays of living microorganisms, such as the

Staphylococcus aureus, may serve to reach the diph-

theria bacilli exposed on the surface of the fauces,

but are not effective in reaching the organisms hid-

den in the crypts of the 'tonsils or in the accessory

sinuses of the nose. The endotoxin method, which

may be compared with the vaccine treatment of

other pers'istent infections, apparently serves to com-
bat these hidden foci better than any other measure

yet proposed. It has been found that the best re-

sults followed an initial dose of 2 milligrams of the

endotoxin; if necessary, a dose of 5 milligrams is

given a week or ten days later, and even repeated

after a similar interval if the culture from the

throat is still positive.

ARTIFICIAL VERSUS NATURAL
SELECTION.

Eugenics is very much to the front in these days.

There are those, especially in Great Britain, who
claim that the salvation of the civilized races

hinges' on the practical recognition of the laws

of heredity. Many great authorities state that

in all industrial countries degeneracy is on the

increase. Of all countries Great Britain is the

most industrial and therefore it is there that de-

generacy is most marked. Up to the present time

industry on a large scale has meant the crowding to-

gether of masses of people in inadequate areas. Of
the population of Great Britain nearly three-quar-

ters are herded together in cities, and this under

existing conditions involves the dwarfing of the

people physically and to some extent mentally. The
trend of all modern nations is toward commercial-

ism and thus it would appear toward degeneracy.

Even in this far stretching land the population is

surely drifting in the direction of the cities. The
problem then is successfully to combat the forces

leading to the production of an inferior stock and

the eugenists affirm that this can be effectively

done only by artificial selection.
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Not all, however, of those competent to speak

are unreservedly on the side of eugenics. I. Har-
ris, writing in the Liverpool Medico-Chirurgical

Journal, proclaims himself an opponent of arti-

ficial selection and explains his attitude. In his

opinion, eugenics is a "quack remedy" recommended
as an infallible cure for the rapid degeneration of

the European races. He points out that animal

and human breeding are very different matters. In

the artificial selection of animals a given cjuality

for a given purpose is sought. What then is the

standard that shall guide the followers of Mendel
in human artificial selection? Shall physical

strength or the purely mental attributes be the cri-

terions of human excellence? Darwinism, or nat-

ural selection, effects that the one organism in pos-

session of a superior faculty in its struggle for exist-

ence shall survive. Artificial selection, on the

other hand, presupposes a priori and quite gra-
tuitously the desirability of a certain faculty which
it attempts to perpetuate. In Darwinism variability

is the main factor in progress. Thus artificial selec-

tion can concern itself only with the intensification

of a specific faculty, but evolution means progress
in manifold directions. It should also be carefully

noted that genius often makes its appearance as an
abnormality difficult to distinguish from the degen-
ate, such as the eugenist would reject. The families

of the genius and the great are frequently tainted

by insanity, cancer, gout, and tuberculosis, but

would the world have been the better without
them? Variety is the spice of life, and this axiom
applies to the breeding of men and women. We do

not want, Harris says, a race of magnificent animals

of a like type. It is not, he contends, artificial selec-

tion which is needed, but a cessation of the methods
now being taken to preserve the unfit. Left to

themselves, the unfit will disappear without the aid

of eugenics. At any rate, it may be confidently

stated that enough is not yet known concerning
the working of the principles of eugenics to war-
rant the optimistic assertions of its too enthusiastic

followers. The cold searchlight of reason must
be turned on the matter for some time to come ere

the teachings of Mendel can be put into practice so

far as the human race is concerned ; all of which

does not mean that society should permit criminals

and degenerates to propagate and perpetuate their

kind without heed or restraint.

FACTORS OF SAFETY.
After the recent Harvard-Yale boat races it was
the three losing crews which evidenced the greatest

exhaustion; in one instance the men were so "all

in" that they had to be lifted from their boat. One
might have expected the reverse—that the victors,

having taken the extra exertion necessary to win,

had worked more nearly to the limit of their powers
and had been more used up in consequence. But
this would not be taking into account the stimulus
of victory on the one hand, and the depressing
effects of defeat on the other. Spitzka has esti-

mated that the mortality from wounds in a defeated
army is in proportion to that of the victors as four
to three or even as three to two. The explanation
of such phenomena must be that success reacts

upon and brings into greater play one's factors of

safety, while failure has the reverse effect to de-

press these factors. The term was borrowed from
the mechanical engineer by S. J. Meltzer when he

addressed the Harvey .Society on "The Factors of

Safety in the Animal Structure and the Animal
Economy."

These factors are the body's reserve forces, which

avail in times of imdue stress and strain ; they keep

the living organism in fairly normal condition de-

spite many untoward environmental agencies. By
the term "factor of safety" the mechanical en-

gineer designates the margin of safety required in

constructing engines, bridges, houses, and the like.

If, for instance, the tensile strength of boiler steel

plates and stay bolts is 60,000 pounds to the square
inch, the actual stress which is allowed for the
work of the boiler should not be more than 10,000

pounds per square inch for the plate and not more
than 6,000 pounds per square inch for the stay

bolts—which means that the stress to which the
plates may be exposed in the boiler should l)e only

one-sixth or one-tenth the actual strength of the

steel. The factors of safety here are six for the
plate and ten for the bolts. Thus mechanical struc-

tures are expected to withstand not only the stresses

of reasonably expected maximum loads, but also
those of six or seven times such loads.

The factor of safety is founded upon finite hu-
man ignorance of what might happen, and a com-
mendable desire to provide against such contingen-
cies. The human machine is of complexity quite
infinite ; and it is much more difficult to foretell the
possible strain, the stress of environment, accidents,
the attacks of pathogenic organi.sms, and the
myriad other agencies hurtful to the human ma-
chine, many of which we are powerless to prevent,
concerning many of which we are in ignorance-
ignorance, however, which modern medicine is

more and more dissipating.

In the human machine the potential energy in

many organs—the heart, the liver, the kidneys-
far exceeds the needs of normal, every-day exist-

ence. In the case of many functions the necessary
mechanisms are doubled and even trebled. One
organ is often assisted as to its functions by other
organs. And living tissue is provided with one
factor of safety that is peculiar to sentient exist-

ence and which does not obtain with any other
kind of existence—the mechanism of self-repair.

Thus do factors of safety provide the integrity

of life and the perpetuation of the species; and
they have an important bearing on the process of
natural selection. Thus becomes comprehensible
the saying, "The half of his strength he put not
forth"

; for every man has in him a latent poten-
tiality. Factors of safety explain also how under
stress of fright or under the inspiration of great
affection or other tremendous emotion, things have
been accomplished of which the doer would never
have believed himself capable. And to medical
science is it especially known that many men and
women complete the span allotted them, despite the
many diseases, accidents, and other untoward cir-

cumstances to which human life is constantly sub-
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ject. And in arousing a patient's latent capabilities

the physician will oftentimes make wise suggestion

an adjuvant to cure.

Infection Following Tonsillotomy.

It has been recognized for a long time that the ton-

sils may serve as a portal of entry by which many
types of pathogenic microorganisms gain access to

the circulation. Little attention, however, has been

paid to the dangers of serious infection that may
occur through the wound left after removal of the

tonsils, whether by tonsillotomy or by enucleation of

the tonsils. H. Koplik in the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences, July, 1912, calls attention to

this possibility, and in addition to a few instances

that he has observed, cites a number of cases that

have been reported in the literature. He refers to

three forms of infection that may follow removal

of the tonsils, or of adenoids, or of both structures

:

(i) Following the operation the patient may appear

to be doing well, but on the second or third day the

temperature begins to rise and continues to run an

obscure course for about two weeks. The patient

recovers without any ill effects on the heart, and with

no rheumatic manifestation. (2) In another set of

cases, following the removal of the tonsils, there

occurs a moderate rise of temperature which may
continue for a number of weeks. In the meantime
cardiac murmurs appear, and the patient may even

succumb to a malignant form of septic endocarditis.

(3) In the third class of cases the infection is a

severe one, and causes destructive blood changes
with such evidences of sepsis as the presence of

ecchymotic and petechial areas on the skin, and of

patches of bronchopneumonia, together wTth the

occurrence of profuse hemorrhages from the bowel.

An interesting case of this type is reported by the

author. It was one of profound sepsis in a boy
aged five years following the operation of tonsil-

lectomy and adenectomy performed amid the ideal

hygienic surroundings of an institution. There oc-

curred seven hemorrhages into the skin and con-

junctive and from the mucous membranes. This
hemorrhagic form of sepsis was also accompanied
by a rise of temperature and the development of

an endocarditis. Transfusion was performed as a

last resort and succeeded in saving the life of the

patient.

A New Method of Applying Carbon Dioxide

Snow.

Carbon dioxide snow as a cauterizing agent has in

many respects revolutionized the treatment of

various skin affections. The application of this

agent is distinguished by its simplicity as well as

by its excellent cosmetic effects, a valuable desider-

atum when disfiguring scars on the face or on other

exposed parts of the body are concerned. W.
Knowsley Sibley writes in the Practitioner for

July, 19 1 2, concerning a new method of applying
this remedy. He has found that carbon dioxide

in solid form will mix with and form a solution in

ether or in absolute alcohol. This mixture is what
may be considered for all therapeutic purposes a

preparation of liquid air, but without its unstable

character and dangerously low temperature. It can
be easily painted on the skin as a stimulating or

cauterizing agent, according to the length of time
the reagent is applied. However, only more or less

superficial lesions can be dealt with by this method.

as it is not possible to exert any great amount of

pressure, the degree of which is so important in

treating deeply seated lesions with solid carbon
dioxide. Still, if a deeper action be required a well

compressed lump of solid carbon dioxide may be
soaked in ether or absolute alcohol and then applied

by a pair of forceps to the skin. According to Sib-

ley, in the treatment of superficial conditions the

solution of carbon dioxide in ether is superior by
far to the methods formerly adopted because the

part under treatment is exposed to view the whole
time, and the area dealt with, however irregular in

outline, can be so easily defined. Especially is the

method satisfactory for application to small or

large patches of lupus vulgaris.

Pathological Portraits.

Diagnosis of unsuspected disease in a person long
dead through portraits is no new thing, but on ac-

count of the rapid progress of medical knowledge
each generation may read new meanings into an old

likeness. There is no doubt that much of the fan-

ciful is present in these diagnoses. It has been

stated seriously that Beethoven had the facial con-

figuration of a heredosyphilitic, and this possibility

has been invoked to explain his deafness and other

individualities. Poe's portrait has been asserted to

show evidences of hydrocephalus, despite the fact

that the survival of sufferers from this affection be-

yond twenty years or so has been pronounced im-

possible. Naturally Poe's well-marked degeneracy

is readily explained on the basis of such a defect.

At a recent meeting of the K. K. Gesellschaft der

Aerzte of Vienna (Miinchener mediainische

Wochenschrift, June 25) Kronfeld discussed the

pathological portrait and bust. He states that these

are extremely numerous, but considers the subject

in broad lines only, referring the reader to standard
works like those of Hollander. Artists have of'

course often been called upon to paint those actu-

ally deformed, ill, or disabled—bhnd people for

example. With this sort of pathological portraiture

we have no concern. The representation of affec-

tions which no longer exist among us would of

course possess high value, but few such are known
to exist. The absence of teeth, including false

dentures, is an example of this sort which would
hardly be possible to-day in the class of people wha
have portraits painted. One of the common,est-

pathological portraits is the adenoid facies, the-

nature of which must have been quite unsurmised.
It is possible that women apparently gravid who
sometimes appear in portraits without any apparent

reason were painted from models having enterop-

tosis. Style and fashion among painters cannot be-

omitted from consideration in this connection, as

Botticelli, Diirer, and others are said to have had a
tendency to paint their women with peculiar con-

figuration of the abdomen.

NfuiH of t^t Wptk.

Fighting the Plague.—Assistant Director Ed-
ward Francis of the Government Hygienic Labo-
ratory" left Washington for New Orleans' on Au-
gust 3, ordered there to assist the local authorities

in warding off the invasion of plague. Dr. J. F.

Harrison of Mobile has been appointed temporarily

a member of the Public Health and Marine Hos-
pital Service to inspect vessels entering the port of

Mobile, and direct their fumigation. No new cases
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of the plague were reported in Havana or in Porto
Rico during the week ending August 3rd. A case
of the disease was discovered in Liverpool on Mon-
day of this week.
Yellow Fever in Panama.—The occurrence of a

single case of yellow fever has caused the establish-
ment of a quarantine against Panama by Costa
Rica, a detention of four days being required. This
IS the first time that a quarantine has been estab-
lished against the Isthmus in nine years.
Typhoid Fever in Porto Rico.—An epidemic of

typhoid fever prevails in the municipalitv of Pen-
uelas, eight miles from Ponce, in Porto Rico. In a
population of about twelve hundred, there have been
seventy cases of the disease, with five deaths in three
weeks. The infection has been traced to the water
supply, which is received from the river, and ar-
rangements have been made by the Director of Pub-
lic Health to have water from another source
bni'iLiht into the town.

Health of Cuba.—The Cuban Cabinet on Au-
gust 3 adopted a resolution declaring that Cuba
would welcome an American commission for the in-

vestigation of Cuba's sanitary condition, and also
declaring that Cuba would be found in the matter
of health to compare favorably with any country in

the world.

Gleaning-Up Week.—Charity organizations, the
Department of Health and the Department of
Street Cleaning of New York, assisted by the Boy
Scouts, began on July 29 a "clean-up" week in
New York.
Ambulance Surgeon Hurt.—Dr. Charles Frazer,

interne at the Williamsburg Hospital, was seriously
injured on July 31 when the ambulance in his charge
was struck by a trolley car and overthrown. Both
the surgeon and the driver were thrown out, the
surgeon sustaining a fractured skull and internal in-

juries.

Caring for Babies.—The Commissioner of Health
of New York reports that during the week ending
July 27, there were in the city 349 deaths of babies
under one year of age, or 26 less than during the
corresponding week a year ago. This makes a total

decrease in infant deaths so far this' year as com-
pared to last of 456 in the entire city. The saving
has been in Manhattan Borough, where the deaths
have decreased by 508, and in Queens, where the
decrease is 41. In the other boroughs there have
been slight increase in the number" of deaths; in

the Bronx 41 ; in the Borough of Brooklyn, 33 ; and
in Richmond, 19. It is estimated that about 43,000
babies are under the care of public and private
agencies this summer.

Gifts to Charities.—The New York Polyclinic
Medical School and Hospital receives a bequest of

$3,000, and the White Plains (New York") Hospital
Association one of $500, by the will of the late David
J. Garth, of East Chester, New York.
By the will of the late Simon Adler, of New

York, the sum of $500 each is left to the Lebanon
and Beth Israel Hospitals of that city.

Dr. J. Anna Norris, of Chicago, has been ap-
pointed director of health and physical training for
women at the L^niversitv of Minnesota.
A Bill to Amend the Pure Food and Drug Law.—The Interstate Commerce Committee has favor-

ably reported the bill of Representative Shirley to
amend the pure food and drug act. This measure
prohibits' "false and fraudulent" curative claims on
labels. It seeks to meet a decision of the Supreme
Court that the putting forth of false and extrava-

gant claims regarding the curative powers of medi-
cines w-as not in violation of the pure food law.

VI. International Congress Midwifery and
Gynecology.—Under the patronage of the Empress
of Germany, this congress will meet at Berlin on
September 9 to 13, 1912. The president of the con-
gress is Geh. Med.-Rat. Prof. Dr. E. Bumm, and
the secretary-general Privatdozent Dr. Ed. Martin,
who may be reached at Berlin N. 24, Artillerie
.St. 18.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John J.w Tavlok, of
Philadelphia, died on August i at his summer home
in Ocean City, N. J., after a protracted illness. Dr.
Taylor was born in 1853 and was graduated from
the Medico-Chirurgical College, Phialdelphia, in

1887. He was editor of the Medical Council and
formerly one of the editors of the Medical Jl'orld,

his entire medical life having been devoted to lit-

erary work. He was a member of the Philadelphia
County Medical Society, the Medical Society of the
State of Pennsylvania and the American Medical
Ass'ociation, and of the American Medical Editors'
Association.

Dr. Joseph E. V. Mathieu of Central Falls,
R. I., a graduate of the Medical Department of
Victoria University, Toronto, in 1879, coroner of
Central Falls for ten years, and for the past three
years State Senator, died at his home suddenly of
heart disease, on July 12, aged 49 years.

Dr. Russell Caffery of San Antonio, Tex., a
graduate of the Medical Department of the Tulane
University of Louisiana in 1891, and a member of
the American Medical Association and the Texas
State, Bexar County, and West Texas Medical So-
cieties, died at his home of uremia, after a short
illness, on July 11, aged 44 )-ears.

Dr. John Kurtz, formerly of Moorhead, N. D.,
and a pioneer physician of the Red River Valley,
a graduate of the George Washington University,
Department of Medicine, Washington, in 1870, died
at his home in Washington, D. C, on June 30.

Dr. Frederick C. Bo\'d of Kingston, Ontario, a
graduate of Queen's University Medical Faculty,
Kingston, in 191 1, and for a short time interne at

Columbus Hospital. New York, died at his home
of tuberculosis, on July 5, aged 23 years.

Dr. Alfred M. Haight of White Plains, N. Y.,
a graduate of the New York Homeopathic Medical
College and Ho.spital in 1879, ^ member of the
American Institute of Homeopathy, the Academy
of Pathological Science, and the New York State
and Westchester County Homeopathic Aledical So-
cieties, and attending physician to the White Plains
Hospital and the Jennie Clarkson Orphans' Home,
died suddenly of heart disease at Ocean Grove,
N. J., on July 14, aged 57 years.

Dr. W. R. Trotter of Fort Des Moines. Iowa, a
graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Keokuk, Iowa, in 1882, died at his home of paral-
ysis, on June 29, aged 61 years.

Dr. Henry Giles Anthony of Chicago, 111., a
graduate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in

1884, a member of the American Medical Associa-
tion, the Illinois State and Cook County Medical
Societies, the American Dermatological Associa-
tion, and the Chicago Dermatological Association,
assistant professor of skin and venereal diseases in

the Rush Medical College, and professor of skin and
venereal diseases in the Chicago Polyclinic, died at

his home, on July 10, aged 52 years.

Dr. Frank Fife of Dayton, Ohio, a graduate of
the Medical College of Ohio, Cincinnati, in 1892,
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formerly assistant superintendent at the Dayton
State Hospital, and a member of the Ohio State

and Montgomery County Medical Societies, died

at his home of uremia, on June 29, aged 47 years.

Dr. WiLLi.\M Guy Richards of Tarrytown,
N. Y., a graduate of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, New York, in 1878, died at his home, on

June 30, aged 61 years.

Dr. Henry M. Field of Los Angeles, Cal., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, in 1862, formerly professor of

therapeutics in the Dartmouth Medical College.

Dartmouth, N. H., a member of the Boston Gyne-
cological Society and a non-resident member of the

New York Academy of Medicine, died at his home
on July II, aged 73 years.

Dr. Spr.\gue \Vinchester of Natchez, Miss., a

graduate of the medical department of the Tulane
University of Louisiana in 1892, died suddenly at

his home on July 20, aged 53 years.

Dr. Heneace Gibbes of McAlester, Okla., a grad-

uate of the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, in

1879, died at hi-s home on July 21.

Dr. Theodore F. Watkins of Philadelphia, Pa.,

a graduate of New York University Medical College

in 1861, died at his home on July 23, aged 79 years.

Dr. Robert Fulton Boyd of Nashville, Tenn., a

graduate of the Meharry Medical College, Nash-
ville, in 1882, and professor of gynecology and ab-

dominal surgery in his alma mater, died suddenly

at his home on Jtily 20, aged 54 years.

Dr. Jesse B. Hyland of Keene. N. H., a gradu-

ate of "the Harvard Medical School, Boston, in 1884,

and a member of the American Medical Associa-

tion and the New Hampshire State and Cheshire

County Medical Societies, died at his home after a

brief illness, on July 11. aged 50 years.

Dr. Hor.\ce I\L Bellows of Huntingdon Valley.

Pa., a graduate of the Medical Department of the

L^niversity of Pennsylvania in 1861, and a surgeon

in the L^nited States Army during the Civil War,
died in Philadelphia of heart disease, on July 13.

aged 73 years.

Dr. Wilbur Fisk Lamont, of Catskill, New
York, a graduate of the Albany Medical College in

i88(), and a member of the New York .State and
Greene County Medical Societies, died in the Al-

bany City Hospital in Albany of pernicious anemia,

on August I, aged 49 years.

Dr. John Samuel Bassett, of New York, a

graduate of the Berkshire Medical College, Pitts-

field, Massachusetts, in 1850, died at his s'ummer

home in New Mil ford, Connecticut, on July 31, aged

84 years.

Dr. John Solomon Kreiter, of Akron, Pennsyl-

vania, a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical

College, New York, in 1882, and a member of the

Pennsylvania State and Lancaster County Medical

Societies, and for many years of the Akron School

Board, died at his home on July 18, aged 59 years.

Dr. Van Duyne A. Sutliff, of Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, a graduate of the Medico-Chirurgical

College of Philadelphia, in 1902, a member of the

Pennsylvania State and Philadelphia County Medi-

cal Societies, and demonstrator of anatomy in his

alma mater, died at his home on .August i, follow-

ing an operation for appendicitis, aged 40 years.

Dr. William E. Wood, of St. Louis. Missouri, a

graduate of the Eclectic Medical College of Cincin-

nati, in 1891. and a member of the Missouri State

and St. Louis City Medical Societies, died suddenly

on July 22, aged 49 years'.

THE PREVENTION OF TETANUS.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir—The article by Dr. Dowling Benjamin in

your issue of June 29 on "The Elimination of
Lockjaw," is unquestionably correct, but unfortu-
nately his treatment like that by antitoxin is pre-

ventive. What is sought especially is some treat-

ment that is efficacious after tetanus develops. Some
of the injuries that result in lockjaw are so small

that it is not probable a surgeon will ever be con-
sulted for them.

In a practice of thirty-seven years many cases

of tetanus have come under my observation and
care, and very insignificant injuries have often been
the cause. Since the germ theory of the disease

was advanced I have always treated every injury

about the hands and feet of children as infected

injuries and I have never had a case of tetanus

follow any wound so treated. .-X cut or scratch is

easily handled ; it is the punctured wound, made
usually by a nail through the sole of the foot, that

requires care. An injection of some local anesthetic

or the inhalation of chloroform or ether is required

in the operation for cleaning a wound of this kind.

With the patient anesthetized a slit is cut through

the skin and tissues at the site of the wound and
all foreign particles that may be dragged in by the

puncturing body are \vashcd away with an antiseptic

solution. This done the wound is wiped to its ex-

tremity with a solution of equal parts of tincture

of iodine and phenol and then packed with a little

moist gauze. In about three days it is freshly

dressed with gauze after being washed with an

antiseptic. Healing is prompt and without much
if any pain, and, like Dr. Benjamin, I feel reason-

ably certain that this treatment is justified in every

case of injury of this nature.

This season I have had two cases of tetanus in

children in whom death followed an infection enter-

ing through very insignificant cuts on the feet. The
cuts were so small that the cases did not come
under my care until the muscular spasms had de-

veloped. I have used various plans of treatment

with poor success in years past. The only cases

that have recovered in my practice were treated

with morphine hypodermically and hydrate of

chloral. But often this treatment has failed. It

seems quite certain that if all wounds were properly

cleaned and kept clean until healed there would
be no tetanus.

Howard Jones, M.D.
CiRCLEVii-LD, Ohio.

THE PREVALENCE OF INTESTINAL PARA-
SITES IN THE SOUTH.

To the Editor of The Medical Record:

Sir:—Although articles on some few of the in-

testinal parasites occurring in the South are begin-

ning to appear in the literature, the question of the

prevalence of such parasites has not been touched,

except in the case of the hookworm. Recently there

was reported an examination of 407 cases in Florida

without demonstrating the ameba.* This seems

very unusual.

In going over my records of feces examinations

in 551 individuals. 521 whites and 30 negroes, 329

*King: Quoted by E. R. Whitmore, Arch. Int. yfed..

ix. 4. 515-519.
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males and 222 females, I find that 370, or 67 per

cent., were infested with some of the animal para-

sites, while 18 1, or 33 per cent., were uninfcsted.

The parasites found were as follows, in some in-

stances double, triple, and even quadruple infesta-

tions being present :*

Nccator americauus 1 18
Ascaris lumbricoides 1

J

Ox^uris veritiicularis 5

Trtchiu ris trichiura 1

Strougyloidcs iiitcstinalis 12 (2)
Iceiiia satirtwta 4

HymcnoUpis nana 27
Fly larva; 3

Amebs 225
Lambtia inteslinaiis 1 (2)

7 ricliomonas vaginalis 82

The pathogenic and non-pathogenic amebje are

intentionally listed together, as at present I am un-

certain about the occurrence of lintamaha tctrag'jia

in this locality.

According to age the infestations occurred as

follows

:

Per Per
^

Per
Age. (."ases. Cent. Positive. Cent. Xegative. Cent.

Under 10 yrs.. 70 12.70 55 78.57 15 21.43
10 to 19 yrs.. 228 41.38 152 66.66 76 33.33
20 to 29 yrs.. 114 20.69 77 67.54 37 32.46
30 to 39 yrs.. 68 12.35 40 58.82 28 41.18
40 to 49 yrs.. 29 5.27 22 75.51 7 24.49
50 to 59 yrs.. 30 5.44 16 53.33 14 46.66
60 to 69 yrs.. 9 1.63 5 55.55 4 44.45
70 to 79 yrs.. 3 .54 3 100.00 0.00

All ages 551 370 181

The majority of these cases harbored only such

harmless commensals as Entamccba coli and Tricho-

monas vaginalis.

Hookworm, roundworm, pinworm, and dwarf
tapeworm infestations were confined almost entirely

to the first two and a half decades of life, while the

beef tnpeworm. strongyloides. myiasis, and amebse,

both pathogenic an 1 non-pathogenic, seem to occur

at any age.

.'\t this time I wish to bring out only one point

—

that in the South more than one-half of the popula-

tion, regardless of age, harbor some of the intestinal

animal parasites.

William Allan, M.D.
CH.\RLnTTE. N, C.

THE PRE\'ENTION OF TONSH.LAR
HEMORRHAGE.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—Some years ago a well known surgeon and
a well known throat man could not see things the

same way. The surgeon maintained that tonsillar

hemorrhage could be stopped by the construction of

a well placed ligature, the other man maintained

that the requisite ligature could not be well placed

and in fact told his students that the placement was
impossible. The surgeon told me all about it and
I promised to try the method and give him an un-

biased opinion of its use in the hands of a green,

inexpert, throat iran like myself. The very able

article in the Medical Record of June i, 1912, sug-

gests to me that what I did actually do may prove

of some value to some one engaged in throat work
as I shall probably not have occasion to avail my-
self of the expedient again—or only in great

emergency—as I do not anticipate performing any

more tonsillectomies.

I had three cases on which to experiment. In

two I cut off the tonsil and then introduced a purse-

string suture of No. i iodinized catgut as the sur-

geon suggested. It worked as might be anticipated

and the operation was easy. At least it was not to

*Xomeiiclature is after Braun. "The Animal Parasites

of Man."

be compared in difficulty with trachelorrhaphy.

Then the idea came to me that the ligature should

be introduced first and the tonsil cut afterward. If

a double threaded needle of the smooth-round va-

riety be passed through the pedicle of a tonsil, which

has been pulled out by an army bullet forceps held

by an assistant, the direction is a matter of choice.

The needle should be pulled clear out of the mouth,

a knot tied in the loop which it carried, and then

it is a simple matter to pass one free end over the

holding forceps, through the loop, to draw all tight

into place, to fasten with two or three knots, to

cut ofl: the long ends, or to use them as tractors,

and to perform a bloodless tonsillectomy. The old-

fashioned way of ligating a hemorrhoid gives a

good idea of the process.

Linen or silk is the best ligature material and the

needle should have no cutting edges. Then if a

large artery should be transfixed the probabilities'

of hemorrhage are decidedly lessened. Manifestly

the method would be used solely in such tonsillar

conditions as rendered hemorrhage probable. Any
one accustomed to the use of a modern needle

holder would place such a purse string-pedicle-

stitch in a very few minutes and the linen will not

soften in moisture, but will cut out in approximately

from six to ten days. The fault that I should con-

sider most probable would be too great tension

rather than too little. It is somewhat painful and

if I intended to employ it I should certainly inject

the stump with the novocain-urea solution, the

anesthesia from which frequently lasts' a week or

more.
This letter is purely suggestive and extensive

trial might bring out objections which I do not

now see. Douglas H. Stewart, M.D.
128 West Eighty-sixth Street, New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

ROYAL society's 25OTH ANNIVERSARY—ISICENTEX-

AKV of DUILIX medical SCHOOL TROPICAL

.MEDICINE APPEAL—INSURANCE AND LIVERPOOL

MEETING NURSES —• RED CROSS CENTRAL

HEALTH COMMITTEE FOR LONDON.

London, July 19, 1912.

This week the Royal Society, which we look upon

as the chief scientific society in the world and its

Fellowship as the blue ribbon among scientific dis-

tinctions, has been celebrating the 2S0th anniversary

of its foundation. On Monday there was a some-

what informal reception of the delegates from other

countiies who came to oft'er the congratulations of

their various institutions. This afforded an oppor-

tunity for making the personal acquaintance of the

guests and their entertainers. On Tuesday there

was a commemorative service in Westminster

Abbey in the morning and in the afternon the for-

mal reception of delegates in the society's great

library. The addresses brought by these delegates

were not publicly read, but each spoke a few words

of congratulation to the President and Fellows on

this great occasion. The day wound up with a

banquet in the Guildhall. On the next two days

numerous visits were arranged to ])laces in and
around London. There was a garden party given

by the Duchess of Sutherland in the afternoon of

\Vednesday, and in the evening the conversazione

of the society was held.

Yesterday the King and Queen gave a reception

to the delegates at Windsor Castle. The President
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of the Society, Vice-President, Treasurer and For-

eign Secretary were presented to their Majesties

first, and then the President, Sir A. Geikie, pre-

sented the Councillors and the delegates. After-

wards they were invited to join the Royal garden
party, to which numerous Indian and Colonial visi-

tors, foreign ambassadors, members of both Houses
of Parliament and representatives of the naval and
military services, of the musical, dramatic and lit-

erary professions and other eminent personages had
been invited with their wives and daughters. They
formed a brilliant assembly of about 8,000, and
their Majesties spent a long time among their

guests. The weather was very favorable, not too

hot, the "heat-wave" we lately borrowed from you
having passed by. To-day a number of the dele-

gates are visiting the universities of Oxford and
Cambridge.
An exceptionally interesting memorial of this

250th anniversary has been published. It is

a facsimile reproduction of the signatures in the

Society's Charter Book, from that of King Charles

II, the founder, down to those of the Fellows elect-

ed and admitted this year. It consists of two vol-

umes. The names are by no means restricted to

science, and from the very beginning of the society

every branch of knowledge was freely recognized.

Medicine as the chief scientific profession was well

represented at the foundation and has maintained
its position ever since. Sir Archibald Geikie, the

president, contributes to the work an instructive

preface explaining the circumstances which led to

the formation of the society.

Another very interesting memorial was shown at

the conversazione. On the central table was New-
ton's death mask, a lock of his hair, the manuscript
of the Principia, the original model of his reflecting

telescope, and some other objects. There are places

in the manuscript showing another hand correcting

it and believed to be Halley's, who cooperated in

various ways with Newton and made himself re-

sponsible for the cost of printing the Principia, for

the philosopher at the time was poor as is evidenced
by the fact that the society remitted for him the

financial dues of the Fellows.

A celebration on similar lines and more closely

connected with the profession was held last week
in Dublin—the Bicentenary of the ]\Iedical School.

For three days Trinity College was the scene of
academic festivities and delegates from the uni-

versities and colleges of numerous countries at-

tended to offer congratulations. The Royal Col-

leges of Physicians and Surgeons were of course
deeply interested and elected Honorary Fellows
while the University conferred honorary degrees
on distinguished doctors. A meeting of graduates
was held under the presidency of Mr. Woods, ex-

P.R.C.S.I., when it was determined to establish a

permanent memorial of the Bicentenary and a com-
mittee was appointed to collect subscriptions and
decide on the form of the memorial.
On Wednesday there was a refreshing scene at

the Foreign Office—^leaders of both political parties

met to promote the appeal for the School of Trop-
ical ^ledicine, Mr. Curtin Chamberlain was in the

chair, and among the speakers were three secre-

taries of State, Sir E. Grey, Lord Crewe, and Mr.
Lewis Harcourt. The chairman said that day was
selected for meeting as the king had intended to

lay the foundation stone of the extension of the
School that afternoon on his way to visit the docks
but unfortunately that visit had been abandoned.

The call on the public by the Titanic disaster made
it impossible to urge their claim at the same time.

Recently some gentlemen had taken the matter up
privately. Mr. Otto Beit had promised to add £250
to every £1,000 collected up to £20,000 and he had
already paid £4,000 on that account. Mr. Waldorf
Astor offered £1,000 if nine others would give the

same and the chairman said he was glad to report

that a donor who wished to be anonymous had sent

him the whole £9,000. Altogether between £17,000
and £18,000 had been collected in the last two or

three weeks.

Sir E. Grey said the object was beyond criticism

and beyond praise. It had the advantage of being
noncontroversial, but things sometimes suffered

from that as people thought such claims undeniable.

We should be grateful to Mr. Chamberlain for tak-

ing up this which owed its inception to his father

when Colonial Secretary. The impetus he gave to

Tropical Medicine would never be forgotten. Other
men, as Sir Patrick Manson, had given expert

knowledge and experience. This appeal was not

made on a forlorn hope. Enough had been done
to show how much was yet to be done and could

be done.

Lord Crewe, as one who succeeded Mr. J. Cham-
berlain at the Colonial office, gave eloquent expres-

sion to his interest in noncontroversial matters as

well as the combative subjects with which he loved

to deal. The chairman would, he was sure, agree with

him that the countless admirers of the great states-

man could offer no more acceptable a testimonial

than a handsome addition to the resources of this

School. At the India office as well as that of the

colonies they appreciated this great work.
Mr. Lewis Harcourt said he need not repeat what

he had been saying for the last six months but would
thank Mr. A. Chamberlain for the splendid, untir-

ing energy he had put into this work, but for whose
eff'orts the subscription list would never have
reached what it had.

See how "good and pleasant it is for brethren

(politicians?) to dwell together in unity!" Parties

profess agreement on noncontroversial subjects and
on Tropical Medicine they have shown they mean
it. Why not on Insurance? The Liverpool meeting
is upon us and that is to decide whether to break off'

negotiations. Yesterday in an interview with the

press Mr. Masterman, financial secretary, threat-

ened that if an agreement cannot be come to med-
ical benefit may be suspended. We shall see.

On Monday Queen Alexandra entertained her

auxiliary committee of the Queen Victoria Jubilee

Nurses Institute for its sixth annual meeting. This
committee helps the Jubilee Institute much as the

League of Mercy helps the Hospital Fund. Two
hundred or more ladies pledge themselves to raise

at least £10 each during the year, so securing a sum
of £2,000 for the work. The actual sum for 191

1

was £2,071— 19. On Tuesday Queen Alexandra
gave a reception in honor of the British Red Cross

Society. Upward of 1,000 members of committees,

presidents of branches, and others interested were
entertained in the garden of Marlborough House
on one of the finest summer days of this year.

A conference of persons interested in promoting
the Health of London was held in the INIansion

House on Tuesday. Sir M. Beachcroft said the ob-

ject was to ascertain whether sanitary authorities

and voluntary agencies could be brought into closer

communication so as to avoid overlapping and
waste. Some thought that the work of the two
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agencies was too distinct. Others held that in health

matters local organizations were best and a new
central authority unnecessary. After discussion on
the motion of Dr. Allan, seconded by Sir John
Tweedie, it was decided to be desirable to establish

a "Central Health Committee for London" repre-

senting the various agencies at work and to promote
joint action between Metropolitan and Municipal

authorities and voluntary societies engaged in the

prevention of disease and the education of all classes

in hygiene. It was further decided to invite the co-

operation of a long list of such agencies and to ask

the Local Government Board to allow the meeting
of the new central committee to meet at the offices

of the department.

OUR PARIS LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

PERMANENT ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION—TREATMENT
OF INFECTION BY INTRAMUSCVLAR INJECTIONS
OF MERCURY—SCHLEICIl's ANESTHESIA—DEATH
CAUSED BY ANTITETANIC SERUM TREATMENT
OF THE MORPHINE HABIT.

Paris, May 30, 1912.

At a recent meeting of the Academy of Medicine
Fiessinger read a paper on permanent arterial ten-

sion not infrequently observed in the subject of
arteriosclerosis who may have no apparent func-

tional lesion of the kidneys, in the obese, and in

those suffering from asystole. In subjects of this

kind one often sees temporary crises of high blood-

pressure brought about by some extra exertion, a

hearty meal, a long railway journey, or fatigue

arising from any cause. The treatment of these

crises consists in a milk diet, or at least the avoid-

ance of meat, in rest in bed, and in a strict ob-

servance of all hygienic rules. The high frequency
current is of use only in these temporary attacks

but does not reduce permanent or chronic hyper-
tension. The hypertension encountered in the

obese calls' for the same treatment as the obesity

itself; when the patient's flesh is reduced his blood-

pressure will fall at the same time. In the arterial

hypertension of asystole minute doses of digitalis

combined with theobromine will give excellent re-

sults. Thus the curable forms' of chronic arterial

hypertension are those in which one is able to cure

the causes of high blood-pressure, as in obesity and
asystole. Treatment is of value only in the crisis

which yield to diet and rest, but even with a high
blood-pressure patients may live many years if they
will avoid excesses of all kinds which may open the

door to cerebral accidents or renal insufficiency.

An interesting discussion took place recently at a
meeting of the Societe de Chirurgie on the treat-

ment of infection by intramuscular injections of

mercury. Souligoux related his experience with
this' method in the treatment chiefly of puerperal

infection. He injected daily for seven days a solu-

tion of I eg. each of cyanide of mercury and
stovaine in i c.c. of distilled water. Of 144 pa-

tients so treated the author lost but three, and on
the strength of this showing urges the use of mer-
cury in all cases of systemic infection, the only

contraindication being renal insufficiency.

At the same meeting Jean Louis Faure read a

paper on the induction of general anesthesia by
Schleich's mixture of ethyl chloride 10, chloroform
20, and ether 60. He regarded it as greatly su-

perior to chloroform alone, for he had never seen
any heart trouble due to it, and postanesthetic

vomiting rarely, if ever, occurred.

A case of death following an injection of anti-

tetanic serum was reported by Riche. The serum
was obtained from the Pasteur Institute and was
given hypodermically in dose of 10 c.c. The
speaker regarded this as an exceptional case, the

general experience up to the present having been

that the use of antitetanic serum was innocuous.

Jacob said that one instance of this sort should not

be allowed to weigh against the employment of so

valuable a prophylactic. The preventive action of

antitetanic serum had been conclusively demon-
strated in military practice. Whenever the serum
had not been employed, as in the Madagascar war,
tetanus' prevailed largely; where it was habitually

used, as in the Morocco campaign, tetanus was
practically non-existent, the only cases observed be-

ing in those exceptional instances in which for one
reason or another a prophylactic injection had not

been given. Arrou said his experience with the

antitetanic serum had been uniformly favorable.

He made it a rule to give a prophylactic injection

in all cases of lacerated or punctured wounds' and
for eleven years past he had had no case of tetanus
in his practice. Reynier was not quite so optimistic

as the previous speakers, for he said the serum was
not always so innocuous as surgeons in general
were inclined to think. Nevertheless the undoubted
prophylactic value so far outweighed the possible

accidents that one would not be justified in with-
holding the serum in cases of lacerated wounds'.
At a recent meeting of the Societe de Medecine

Maurice Page read a paper on the treatment of
morphine addition. Sudden deprivation was dan-
gerous, he said, and apt to induce syncope and fatal

collapse. The substitutive method by giving other
narcotics was worse than useless, for it resulted

merely in a succession of weanings from drug
habits without arriving at any end. Gradual sup-
pression was without suffering, but it was' ineffec-

tive unless the patient was under constant and com-
plete control. Rapid suppression, in the course of
eight or ten days, is favored by Sollier. This, how-
ever, causes much distress and measures must be
instituted to calm the patient. Active purgation is

called for, and baths—of water, light, and electri-

city—under excellent service. Among drugs are to

be recommended sparteine sulphate, ammonium
valerianate, and bromides.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

VAGARIES OF LIGHTNING—DEATHS FROM LIGHTNING
IN THE PHILIPPINES—CENSUS OF MIDWIVE.S
POSTGRADUATE COURSE IN TROPICAL MEDICINE

—

SANITARY ORGANIZATION IN THE PHILIPPINES.
Manila, P. I., May 31. 1912.

A MOST unusual instance of lightning stroke oc-
curred in the town of Cervantes, in the province of
Lepanto, on l\Iay 2. During a light tiiunder storm
a bolt of lightning entered the middle of a grass
roof near the coinb and passed down the center
supporting post of the building and killed a young
man, aged 18, and a girl, aged 12, who were sitting

on a bamboo couch near an open window. The
father of the two children, who was sitting on the
ground nearby, was stunned by the electrical charge,
but soon recovered!. The victims both showed burn-
ing of the hair of the scalp on the side of the head,
the burned area being, approximately, an inch in

diameter. No other marks or disfigurement could
be found. Three hours after the accident no post-
mortem rigor had set in.
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The building in whicli these persons were killed
is a low, grass shack, approximately 8x10x8 feet

;

the sides or walls are constructed of nipa palm;
the roof is made entirely of grass and is nearly a
foot in thickness, and the building is located in an
open, treeless field about a kilometer and a half from
the center of the town. There are no habitations
or houses of any kind within a distance of four
hundred yards. A fish pond, 20 x 40 feet, with
water a few feet deep, is located within fifty feet

of the house. Another child, who was playing out-
side, near the house, did not notice anything unusual
about the lightning, nor did she know that anything
had happened to the occupants of the house until
about ten minutes later, when she entered the build-
ing. It seems, indeed, most singular, that a low
building which is built of such non-conducting ma-
terials as are enumerated above should have a light-
ning bolt pass through a foot of dry grass, select
the middle post, pass down this and kill "two persons
who were, perhaps, five feet away at. the time. It

is curious to note, however, that this middle post
was of a wood known as tebbeg, and entirely differ-

ent from the wood which composed the other sup-
porting posts of the roof. The lightning split the
post badly, and the explosion which took place
caused splinters, some of which were a foot long,
to be hurled in all directions. It was possible to pull
many of them out of the walls of the house, where
they had embedded themselves.

In this connection it may be interesting to observe
that during the past five years deaths from lightning
in the Pliilippine Islands have been reported as
follows: 1907, 42; iyo8, 34; ic^OQ, 71; 1910, 47;
1911,30.
This gives an average incidence of 45 deaths from

this cause per annum, and as the population of the
Philippines is, in round numbers, 7,ooo,ock), it "will

be observed that there is one death from lightning
stroke annually among every 155,556 of population.
The United States census shows that in the United
States there is one case of death from lightning
stroke among every 333j333 of population. In view
of the fact that thunder storms prevail during eight
months of the year in the Philippines, and only,
approximately, four months in the United States, it

will be seen that the incidence is about the same.
In further analyzing the figures of deaths from
lightning stroke throughout the Philippine Islands
it is interesting to observe that the deaths are fairly

evenly distributed throughout the archipelago. The
majority of the deaths, however, occur in provinces
which are on islands which have the largest area,
i'he smaller islands, like Bohol, Masbate and Rom-
blon, which have areas less than 1,600 square miles,
have not reported any deaths from this cause.

Recently a complete census of the midwives in

Manila was made by the Bureau of Health, and also
an investigation of their fitness and training. It

was found that there were 66 midwives who regu-
larly carried on this vocation. Of this number 41
had no license whatsoever, and invariably their per-
sonal cleanliness and the cleanliness of the houses
in which they lived was much more unsatisfactory
than among the licensed midwives. It is very diffi-

cult to deal with the unlicensed midwives in a legal

way, because no penalty attaches unless it can be
shown that thev receive a fee for their services, and
this has been difficult to demonstrate in the past to
the satisfaction of a court. In order to overcome
this difficulty the Manila Medical Society has
drafted a law for consideration bv the Legislature

which makes it illegal to practise midwifery with-

out a license, whether the woman charges a fee for

her work or not.

The College of Medicine and Surgery of the

University of the Philippines is just about to start a

postgraduate course in tropical medicine and in

public health. The degree of Doctor of Tropical
.Me .icine is to be granted after the satisfactory com-
pletion of a one-year postgraduate course in troj>-

ical medicine, and the degree of Doctor of Public

Health after the satisfactory completion of the first

year postgraduate course in tropical medicine, and a
second year course in public health. The enor.ious
amount of clinical material available in the city of

Manila, as well as the facilities afforded by the very
modern Philippine General Hospital, antl the large

number of trained scientific workers who are con-

nected with the University, affords the school un-
usual opportunities for giving a first-class course
in these branches.

Sanitary organization and its practical applica-

tion has probably reached a higher degree of devel-

opment in the I'hilippine Islands than is the case

elsewhere. The success which has attended the ap-

plication of hygienic and sanitary measures has fully

justified the plans under which it was achieved, and
the laws by which it was brought about are, there-

fore, of great interest. The Sanitary Code for the

City of Manila is one of the few ordinances in ex-

istence which covers the whole field of municipal

hygiene and sanitation. The course in public health

will offer innumerable opportunities to observe the

actual workings of this law. On account of Manila's

close proximity to the great infected centers of the

Orient there are more opportunities for studying

modern maritime quarantine methods and witness-

ing their application than is the case elsewhere. The
large Mariveles Quarantine Station has treated

more infected vessels in recent years than any other

similar station in the world. The questions con-

nected with better water supplies in the tropics, with

a view to their solution, have received a vast amount
of attention and extensive laboratory studies are

constantly in progress. On account of the rapid de-

velopment of the islands many occasions are con-

stantly afforded for observing the installation of the

different kinds of water systems and noting their

effect upon public health. There will be ample op-

portunity to become familiar with the laboratory

examinations connected with the analysis of foods

and drugs in connection with the enforcement of

the Food and Drugs .\ct. The new developments in

public health work are constantly being applied in

the Philippines on a large scale, so that the testing

of the new theories of sanitary science by practical

application may be constantly witnessed and their

value determined.

From the foregoing it is evident that the post-

graduate course outlined offers opportunities of the

very highest order which should secure interest and

students from universities not so favorably situ-

ated. Students who are graduates of the College

of Medicine and Surgery will be admitted free of

charge. Those who are not graduates of this insti-

tution will be obliged to pay a fee of $125 per school

year.

Alvin I. Cox. formerly Chief of the Division of

Inorganic Chemistry. Bureau of .Science, has been

appointed Acting Director of that Bureau, and

Henry D. Gibbs', formerly Chief of the Division of

Organic Chemistry, has been appointed Acting .As-

sistant Director.

I
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ProgrfHH of Mfbtral irtFttrf.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

July 25, 1912.

1. Second Note on Bacterial Invasion of the Blood and the Cere-
brospinal Fluid by Way of Lymph Nodes; Findings in
Urorichial and Kelropei'itoneal Lymph Nodes. E. E. Southard
and M. M. Canavan.

2. Immigration and the Midwife Problem. I. S. Wile.
3. The Efficiency of the Operative Population of a Textile City as

Viewed from a Surgical Standpoint. M. B. Swift.
4. Institutional Dentistry. Methods. Results. F. A. Keyes.
5. The Massachusetts Reformatory Method of Differentiating De-

fective Delinquents. G. G. Fernald.

1. Invasion of Cerebrospinal Fluid by Way of

Lymph Nodes.—E. E. Southard and M. M. Canavan,
following the same technique adopted by Gay and South-

ard in their study of the post-mortem bacteriology of the

blood and cerebrospinal fluid, and that of Southard and

Canavan in their study of the blood, cerebrospinal fluid

and mesenteric lymph nodes have studied the post-mortem

bacteriology of further cases, replacing mesenteric by bron-

chial lymph nodes, and in other cases adding retroperi-

toneal lymph nodes. The conclusion of two former papers

is further established, viz., that post-mortem cultures from

the cerebrospinal fluid are more likely to yield growths

than cultures from the blood. Just as the cerebrospinal

fluid proved more frequently positive than did the mes-

enteric lymph nodes, so, too, the fluid remained more fre-

quently positive than the bronchial lymph nodes. Retro-

peritoneal lymph nodes, however, were found more fre-

quently invaded than either blood or cerebrospinal fluid

in the authors' series.

2. Immigration and the Midwife Problem.— I. S.

Wile states that in order to appreciate the relation of

immigration to midwifery, it is necessary to ascertain how
many midwives are admitted to this country. In order

to protect the country from the unscrupulous midwife, it

is essential that a system of education, supervision and

control be established throughout the various States of

the Union. Only by education and legislation and by

controlling the immigrant midwife vi'ill it be possible to

prevent an increase of the dangers now attributed to mid-

wifery among the constantly increasing immigrant popu-

lation. The increase in midwives depends upon the in-

crease of female immigation. The standards of midwifery

in this country should be raised at least to the standards

existent in the countries from which the immigrant mid-

wife comes. By the further control of immigation and

the securing of information relating to the educational,

professional and legal status of midwives, it will be pos-

sible to place the midwife problem in an intelligent man-

ner before the American public.

3. Surgical Aspects of the Textile Industry.—M. B.

Swift notes that in Massachusetts the permanent loss

of efficiency due to the textile industry is small. This

is due in part to the laws which govern the industry, and

to the care used voluntarily by the employers and em-

ployees. The hours of labor have little or no bearing on

injuries, as these injuries happen with about equal fre-

quency at all hours of the day. Temporary loss of effi-

ciency is considerable, not necessarily because of the

severity of the injuries, but rather because of the care

necessary in the treatment of the injuries to ward off

the effects of infection. The open antiseptic treatment of

the open wounds is the only logical treatment, and pro-

duces most excellent results in maintaining the efficiency

of the industry. The cotton manufactories in Massachu-

setts do not cause as great a loss of efficiency to the com-

munity Hs do the other mechanical trades

3. Insanity and Heredity. J. B. Macdonald.
-1. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinhardt.
5. Mercuric Salicylate Intramuscular Injections in Syphilis. J. L.

VVoUheim.
6. The Corporation of Barber Surgeons in England and Holbein's

Painting. C. G. Cumston.
7. Tincture of Iodine the Best Surgical Disinfectant. F. T.

Woodbury.
8. The Physician as an Investor. D. Fenwick.
9. "Neuralgia of the Testicle" Caused by Adhesions. E. G.

Ballenger and O. F. Elder.

I. The Tissue Density Factor.—H. Wakefield be-

lieves that throughout the body the tissue density factor is

an important one in various respects. In relation to the cir-

culation the loss of the vascular tonicity of expanded and

flabby tissue is familiar to all. Dilated vascular walls

imply a passive hyperemia and a sluggish circulation.

Elongated muscles, ligaments, and aponeuroses imply

weakness, incoordination, and general incapacity. The
relation of tissue density to its permeability is one of

great importance. The exudation in progressive order

of water, serum, and blood from rarefied tissues is com-

mon in pathological cases, and edemas, hemorrhagic ex-

travasations, and purpuras are not infrequent in some
advanced cases. Rarefied cells and dilated interstices, low

surface tension, and osmotic pressure, are responsible for

innumerable deposits in such tissues of urates, oxalates,

and tissue and blood detritus and pigments, as well as

bacteria. The problem of susceptibility to infection is

closely related to the density of tissue as regards inva-

sion, favorable soil, vital resistance, reaction weakness,

impaired oxidation, autolytic powers, and all the other

factors which go to make up the prophylactic capacity

of high tissue integrity. The selective determination to,

and action upon the diseased tissues by the dyes re-

cently introduced into therapeutics, must depend upon

the difference of surface tension and osmotic pressure.

5. Mercuric Salicylate Intramuscular Injections in

Syphilis.—J. L. Wollheim states that the injection of

the insoluble mercury suspensions causes indurations.

Quinine and urea alleviate in many cases the pain and

discomfort caused by most of the mercury salicylate sus-

pensions. Quinine and urea hydrochloride is nontoxic

and does not impair the therapeutic action of mercury.

7. Iodine as a Surgical Disinfectant.—F. T. Wood-
bury discusses the essential and indispensable properties

which a substance must possess in order to be a surgical

disinfectant. It must be bactericidal in simple solutions

with harmless liquids. It must form solutions with great

osmotic power ; that is, with power to penetrate and reach

the deep-seated bacteria. The solutions of this substance

must not be poisonous in bactericidal strength. The solu-

tions must be equally bactericidal in anj' accessible infec-

tion in any tissue of the body. The disinfectant must not

be histolytic, even on debilitated tissue, but should favor

cellular recuperation and organization when in solutions

of sufficient strength. It must have prophylactic power

when used before any symptoms of infection have ap-

peared. The solutions of this substance must be simple

in formula and easy to prepare. The substance in anti-

septic solution must be cheap. It must be readily obtain-

able. It must be readily and safely transportable in ordi-

nary containers without deterioration. It should not be

irritating to those using it, nor form compounds with

other chemicals used in surgery, which may be dangerous.

With these points in view, one may reasonably entertain

the belief that iodine (and particularly the two per cent.

alcoholic tincture and the five per cent, watery solution)

comes nearest to fulfilling the requirements of surgical

disinfection of any of the substances offered for that pur-

pose.

New York Medical Journal.

July 27, 1912.

1. The Tissue Density Factor. H. Wakefield.
2. The Newer Teachings of the Diseases of the Alimentary Canal.

M. I. Knapp.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

July 27, 1912.

1. Plague: The Menace of the United States. H. D. King.
2. The Necessity for Rodent Extermination in .\merican Seaports.

W. C. Rucker.
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3. Further Experience with Aneurysmorrbaphy (Matas). A Re-
port of Eight Cases. J. H. Gibbon.

4. Gynecological Pelvic Drainage. J. Wesley Bovee.
5. Tumors of the Small Intestine. W. D. Haggard.
6. Benign Epithelioma. A Study of Transitional Morphology.

M. L. Heidingsfeld.
7. Diverticula, of tlie Gastrointestinal Tract: Their Surgical Im-

portance! C. H. Mayo.
8. Chronic Unopened Empyema. E. M. Von Eberts.
9. The Surgery of Chronic Infectious Diseases of the Lung.

S. Robinson.
10. Experimental Poliomyelitis in Monkeys. Thirteenth Note: Sur-

vival of the Poliomyelitic \'irus in the Stomach and Intestine.
S. Flexner, P. F. Clark and A. R. Dochez.

11. A Case of Myositis Ossificans Traumatica. St. C. Vance.
12. Tonsillectomy and a New Tonsil and Nasal Septum Knife.

A. H. Sawins.
13. Endothelioma of the Lymph Nodes of the Neck. E. A. Babler.
14. A New Case of Duodenal Stenosis. J. M. Anders.
15. Supernumerary Axillary Mammary Glands. E. G. Mattison.

I. The Menace of Plague.—H. D. King states that

plague is a menace to the United States at the present

time. The present pandemic is not merely unchecked but

is really growing greater daily, as shown by its occurrence

in Cuba and Porto Rico. It has followed commercial

routes, but largely by sea as against the overland commer-

cial routes of former pandemics. It is not limited by con-

tinents or latitudes or longitude, but can become epidemic

in any part of the world under favoring local conditions.

Certain peculiarities of this pandemic are worthy of note,

such as variations in susceptibility, and in the virulence of

•the disease in certain areas. The most dangerous fact is

.the tendency of the diseases to remain dormant in certain

localities only to recur sporadically. This leads to a

false security and the disease may insidiously establish new

foci of infection. Nowhere are these peculiarities more

nianifest than in South America, which may be considered

.as the occidental distributing center at the present time.

The present danger is from without, but it is very close,

and if the plague should reach the country King believes

it will be through some Gulf or South .Atlantic port. The
entire west coast of South America is infected and its

eastern coast in spots, from one of which it has spread to

Porto Rico and Cuba. In no South .American country

is there a properly constituted board of health. There is

jSi lack of cooperation between the state and local boards.

Maritime sanitation is very imperfect and the means of

.combating plague are inadequate and antiquated. The char-

.acter of the exports is also to be considered and the im-

portation of rodent furs, such as chinchilla, may be a

means of carrying infection. The above strictures do

not apply to capital cities, like Rio, Buenos Ayres. and Val-

paraiso. The author credits the smuggling and coasting

traders between the West Indies and South America with

the introduction of the plague to Cuba and Porto Rico.

4. Pelvic Drainage.—J. Wesley Bovee notes that the

indications for drainage of the pelvic portion of the

peritoneum are (i) the suspected presence of infectious

imaterials, such as pus or serum or infected blood-clots

ai ovarian, uterine or tubal hemorrhages caused by ectopic

pregnancy or other conditions
; (2) capillary hemorrhages

and denuded areas resulting from separation of broad

adhesions between the remaining pelvic structures and the

uterus, pelvis, Fallopian tubes, and ovaries or neoplasms

of the same; and (3) injuries of the rectum, low-er ureter

or bladder resulting usually from operations on the

adnexa or on those structures themselves by the trans-

peritoneal route, from which sites subsequent leakage may

te feared.

5. Tumors of the Small Intestine.—By W. D. Hag-
gard. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page 1246.)

6. Benign Epithelioma.—M. L. Heidingsfeld ques-

tions the commonly held opinion that skin diseases afford

special advantages for the study of morphological changes

incident to malignancy. No malignant tumor of the skin

can attain sufficient size to permit macroscopic recognition

and at the same time demonstrate its genesis and origin

from some definite follicle, gland or epidermal structure.

There is, however, a certain class of skin tumors, the so-

called multiple benignant systic epitheliomas, which pre-

sent some unusual features for study. Five cases of this

type are discussed as regards their morphology. The
author has also included in his consideration a case of

morphea-like epithelioma and a case of carcinoma epi-

theliale cicatrisans on account of certain features they

afford for comparative study. The conclusion that he

reaches is that the genesis and fundamental origin of all

forms of epithelioma must, in the light of present knowl-

edge, remain a more or less unsettled question. While it is

clinically true that moles, etc, sometimes take on malig-

nancy the vast majority show no such etiology. If ma-
lignancy starts from hair follicles, sweat glands and

other preformed cellular structures, cases should be more
frequent than are currently reported.

7. Diverticula of the Gastrointestinal Tract.—By
C. H. Mayo. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page

1248.)

8. Chronic Unopened Empyema.—By E. M. Von
Eberts. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page 1245,)

9. Surgery of Chronic Infectious Diseases of the

Lung.—By S. Robinson. (See Medic.\l Record, June
29, 1912, page 1245.)

10. Survival of the Poliomyelitic Virus in the

Stomach and Intestines.—S. I'lexner, P. F. Clark, and
.A. R, Dochez conclude from their experiments that the

poliomyelitis virus occurs in the nasal and buccal mucus
in human cases of poliomyelitis and it is inevitably taken

into the stomach with the swallowed saliva. The virus

survives the action of both the gastric and intestinal secre-

tions and persists for a time in these organs. In human
beings it leaves the body, in part, with the intestinal dis-

charges, which are therefore a potential source of infec-

tion. It remains to be determined whether in the monkey
artificially fed with the virus it also passes out in a viable

state with the dejecta.

11. Myositis Ossificans Traumatica.—St. C. Vance
notes that there are two forms of myositis ossificans—pro-

gressive and traumatic. The progressive form is a rare

disease of early life tending to ankylosis of all articula-

tions. Traumatic ossifying myositis follows one of two

kinds of injuries. The trauma may be a slight one and

frequently repeated, and such cases are occasionally seen

in cavalrymen, in whom the adductor muscles undergo

sprain from overuse, resulting in what is called "riders

bone." In the other type the trauma may be a single se-

vere one. The theory is that blood and possibly a number

of displaced periosteal cells infiltrate the muscular con-

nective tissue and organize into the bony structure. The

salient points of a case reported by the author are the

formation of the tumor in nine weeks, its location in the

crureus muscle and the early excision and complete relief

of disability.

The Lancet.

J«ly 20, 1912.

1. Intractable Constipation Treated by Operation. P. Lockhart
Mummery.

2. The Causes Leading to Educational Deafness in Children, with
Special Reference to Prevention. M. YearsK*y.

3. The Treatment of Diphtheria Infection bv Means of Oiphtheria
Endotoxin. R. T. Hewlett and A. T. Narkivcll.

4. Recent .Advances in Our Knowledge of Heart Disease. A. J.
Whiting.

5. The Relation of Iron to Anemia in Infancy and Childhood;
Also Showing What a Larpe Amount of Iron There Is Stored
Up in the Fetal Liver at Birth. H. T. Ashby.

6. An Improved Classificat'on for Cases of Pulmonary Tuberculosis,
with a View to Comparative Statistics. F. R. VValters.

7. Observations on the Neuron. H. Campbell.

I. Intractable Constipation Treated by Operation.

—

P. Lockhart Mummery states that one can recognize three

distinct types of constipation; (i) Obstructive constipa-

tion, in which some definite obstruction exists to the

passage of fecal material along the colon ; (2) atonic

constipation, in which the peristaltic and expulsive power
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of the colon is deficient; (3) undue solidity of the fecal

material interfering with its passage along the colon.

The cases of obstructive constipation form the majority

of the cases brought to the surgeon and are those which

in most instances can be treated successfully only by

surgical operation. Adhesions constituted one of tlie

commonest causes in the author's series, being present in

eight out of a total of thirty cases. Cases due to ad-

liesions arc generally characterized by well localized pain

in the abdomen, which is especially noticed at the time

when peristalsis is active—that is to say, two or three

hours after a meal and before the bowels act. The pain,

in a few cases, is very severe, and is then probably the re-

sult of enterospasm in the section of bowel just above

the kink. The essential factors which make for success

in operations for localized adhesions are: (i) perfect

asepsis; (2) doing the operation bloodlessly, and par-

ticularly leaving no blood in the peritoneal cavity; (3)

covering in all raw surfaces and stumps by careful sutur-

ing, and, where necessary, by plastic operations on the

peritoneum; and (4) gentle handling of the peritoneum.

Of all the cases in the author's series those of viscerop-

tosis and atony of the bowel were the least satisfactory.

."Xccording to the author's experience there is no surgical

treatment which can be depended upon to cure these cases.

Appemlicostomy, by enabling the bowel to be kept empty,

gets rid of the autointo.xication, which is one of the most

serious symptoms, and therefore gives considerable relief,

tut the author cannot say that appendicostomy entirely

cures these cases.

3. Treatment of Diphtheria Infection by Means of

Diphtheria Endotoxin.—By R. T. Hewlett and A. T.

Nankivcll. (See page 252.)

5. Relation of Iron to Anemia in Infancy and Child-

hood.— 11. T. Ashiiy states that the liNcr is tlic organ
that has most to do with the storage and with the metabo-

lism of iron. The liver in intrauterine life receives a

very good blood-supply by means of the branches of the

-umbilical vein carrying arterial blood from the placenta.

It seems that the liver performs a similar storage func-

-tion with regard to iron as it does with regard to fats

and carbohydrates. As in animals, the human being has

iron stored up in the liver at birth to last while the indi-

vidual is being fed on the milk, which is almost devoid

•of iron. A full-term fetal liver contained five times as

much iron as the adult liver, and as much as one from a

case of pernicious anemia. Most of the livers from chil-

dren contained more iron than the adult ones, but the

iron in the livers of the infants gradually diminishes as

they grow up, which would he expected. The liver of a

rheumatism case contained practically no iron, a fact that

is interesting when it is known how pale the child was

and that she died from the eflfects of rheumatism with

peri- and endocarditis. In this case there must have

been a great destruction or else an inhibition of the re-

newing of the red blood cells. A case of Hodgkin's dis-

ease, in which there had been anemia for a long time, also

had very little iron; on the other hand, the splenomedul-

lary leucocythemia, which had great anemia, contained a

fair quantity of iron. These last two cases had had large

quantities of iron given them during the disease, but it

must have been nearly all eliminated as soon as it was

taken, or. at any rate, was not stored in the liver. The
two cases of pernicious anemia contained a large quantity

of iron, which was in the form of inorganic iron, unlike

the other livers, and the iron could thus be stained at once

without unmasking. A case of hypertrophic cirrhosis also

contained a large quantity, and after the piece of liver

had been burnt away in the crucible the iron could be seen

quite clearly as a red residue. No doubt the iron in per-

nicious anemia is in such a state that it cannot be used.

• or else the body is unable to use it for some reason.

British Medical Journal.

Juh 20. 1912.

1. ()i)erations for Cancer of the Tcrguc. W. G. Spencer.
2. U.xygenalion and Tuberculosis. B. Moore.
3. Experience of the iJioradin Treatment. A Report upon the

Patients Who Received the Treatment. C. Wall.
4. Anesthesia by the Intratracheal Insufflation of Ether. R. E.

Kelly.
5. Acute Epiiihysitis. C. M. Kennedy.
6. Appendicitis in Private and Public Hospitals for the Insane.

J. E. Briscoe.
7. Gastric Adhesions as a Cause of Sudden Death. G. Hamilton

Winch.

1. Operations for Cancer of the Tongue.—W. G.

Spencer states that the late Sir Henry Butlin taught that

the excision of any persistent patch or indolent ulcer is

the means for preventing the onset of cancer of the tongue.

The operation is quite safe, is not followed by any de-

formity, and as soon as the tissue removed has been ex-

amined the patient may be assured of safety. Further, the

early excision of an epithelioma of the tongue, followed by

excision of the glands in the neck, is for early cases not

dangerous, and in Butlin's hands as many as 42 per cent.

of such were alive and free from recurrence three years

after the operation. If tliese cases are advised to submit

to early operation one will not have to regret that they will

reach anad\anced stage, when severe, deforming operations

become necessary. Yet one might quote any number of

single cases, which have been exhibited by various surgeons,

alive and well more than three years after ^uch operation.

Sir Henry Butlin made a great advance; there is a need

for much more. As he remarked, the majority of cases

operated upon die of the disease, and the Registrar-Gen-

eral's statistics state that more than 750 people die annually

in England and Wales of cancer of the tongue.

2. Oxygenation and Tuberculosis.—B. Moore states

that the tubercle mass is non-vascular and perishes and

caseates as it grows in size for lack of oxygen. The
giant multinucleated cells which it contains probably owe
their form and development to lack of oxygen—at least

that is the type of result which is seen when young grow-
ing cells are partially asphyxiated. The tubercle bacilli in

a tubercle are in a situation where they are in a minimum
concentration of oxygen. First of all they are in rela-

tionship to the lymphatic .system, where outside them the

oxygen supply is at its poorest ; and then, in addition, they

are separated from the lymph by a non-vascular area

which increases in size as the tubercle grows. This is a

favorable condition of growth, and when the tubercle

breaks down the live bacteria are discharged to find new
points at which to start more tubercle formation. The
well recognized treatment of tuberculous joints by the

hyperemic method of Bier is interesting from this point

of view; the increased capillary pressure leads to in-

creased lymph flow, and so does artificially for the joint

what mitral stenosis does for the lung. The beneficial re-

sults of the Finsen light treatment upon lupus are also

commonly ascribed to the local hyperemia induced in the

affected area. If this be so, it is an additional argument
in favor of the view that increased oxygenation of the sur-

rounding lymph is the beneficial agent, for the increased

blood supply and blood pressure in the capillaries will lead

60 increased lymph flow, and hence to increased oxygena-
tion of the aflFected area. The treatment of phthisis Iiy

open-air methods and by high altitudes is also in accord
with this view, upon which the effect obtained would in

both cases be due to a common cause—namely, the more
efficient ventilation of the lung. and. as a result, the me-
chanical increase of the lymph flow, especially at the

apices.

4- Intratracheal Insufflation Anesthesia.—R. E,
Kelly summarizes the advantages of this method as fol-

lows: The current of air at the glottis is outwards. The
air enters through the catheter and escapes between the
catheter and the opening of the glottis, .\gainst this cur-
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rent no blood, mucus, or vomitus can possibly find its way
into the air passages, so that in difficult mouth, tongue,

jaw, and goiter operations, or cases of intestinal obstruc-

tion, there is not the slightest danger of any foreign ma-
terial gaining entrance to the lungs. In mouth and neck
operations the surgeon is in no way interfered with by
the hands of the anesthetist, for a tube alone connects the

patient with the apparatus, which may therefore be placed

at any distance from the operating table. In those dis-

eases in which respiration fails life can still be maintained.
It is possible to give a dog twice the lethal dose of strych-
nine and yet keep him alive in spite of the spasm of the res-

piratory muscles. In a case of myasthenia gravis, reported
by Elsberg, in which respiration failed on account of
paralysis of the respiratory muscles, a patient was kept
alive for some twelve hours after all normal respiratory

movements had ceased. There is no doubt that in the
future, whenever available, this method will replace the
present system of artificial respiration by manual means,
especially in cases of poisoning and tetanus. Chest sur-

gery now becomes practicable in the absence of either a

Sauerbruch or Meyer cabinet. The author has employed
this method of anesthesia in twenty-five cases and has
found that the patients recover more quickly, the after-

effects are lessened, vomiting has only been noticed once,
and from the surgeon's point of view the anesthesia is per-
fect. Further, the anesthetist has a greater sense of se-

curity, for if at any time he thinks that artificial respira-
tion may be necessary, he has the apparatus ready at hand,
and has merely to turn the pointer from "ether" to "air."

7. Gastric Adhesions as a Cause of Sudden Death.—
By G. H. Winch. (See page 267.)

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

July 15 and 22, 1912.

Method of Testing the Functions of the Pancreas.—
Ehrmann states that in testing the activity of the pancreas
enzymes by the work they do, as shown chemically and
microscopically by a study of the siphonates and feces we
always have to discount the effects of gastric digestion.
The methods in use for this purpose are slow and uncer-
tain. The author has devised or discovered a color reac-
tion which will enable one at a glance to estimate the work
of the pancreas. It is known that neutral fat free from
fatty acid is split up solely by the pancreas lipase and that
the resulting acids form green salts with copper. Com-
mercial palmin makes a good neutral fat for testing. None
of the ordinary dietetic fats is suitable for this purpose.
On a fasting stomach the patient takes the following trial

meal: About thirty grains of rice flour are dissolved in a
quarter liter of water, warmed, and a little salt added to
give sapidity. Some seventy-five grams of palmin are lique-
fied and stirred in. The mixture is then swallowed and
allowed to remain for two to two and a half hours, when
it is siphoned out. The siphonate is shaken up with petro-
leum ether containing lo per cent, benzol and the ethereal
extract of fat is then mixed with a solution of 3 per cent,
acetate of copper. The activity of the pancreas is indi-
cated by a brilliant emerald green. If the pancreas lipase
is absent no color change results. If there is a certain
per cent, of HCl in the siphonate, as shown by Congo red,
the test may fail. But it may be obtained in a second at-
tempt in which soda is added to the test meal.
Pregnancy After Artificial Impregnation.—Hirsch,

apropos of Doderlein's recent success in this field, speaks
of the popular sensation caused by its publication, as if it

was something novel. The author believes that the small
number of published cases gives us no idea of the vogue
of the practice. The art itself is so simple as to suggest
Itself to any practitioner, and of those who practiced it

some certainly would not, for one reason or another, be

likely to report it. The author knows of successful

cases which not only were never published, but were known
to very few people. The author himself has had not less

than sixteen cases, of which number six were successful.

In the first case three attempts were made and the third

succeeded. The woman was perfectly normal, and the

cause of failure of natural impregnation was not appar-
ent. In the second case the cervix had been dilated and
a false position of the uterus corrected before impregna-
tion could be effected. On account of the tendency to

retroflexion, the woman aborted. One of the other women
had a small uterus, but impregnation resulted. In one of
the six cases the fault lay with the husband whose potency
was weak. The author's technique varies in no wise from
the common practice. Timidity or modesty is the greatest

obstacle to success, and the privacy of the home must be
secured, although Doderlein's recent case transpired in

the hospital. The author would never consent to use semen
from another man, a possibility which has sometimes been
debated.

Leucemia and Benzol.—Von Koranyi refers to the

cases reported by Barker of workers in benzol who de-

veloped severest anemia and purpura. As a result. Selling

made experiments and found that in rabbits benzol first

increased and then diminished the number of leucocytes

until they disappeared altogether. This fact suggests that

benzol might be of value in leucemia and the present au-

thor at once exhibited it to a number of patients with that

affection. The blood counts show surprising improve-

ment. The action of benzol is slower but more certain

than that of the .r-rays. A good initial result was obtained

in a case of polycythemia with enlarged spleen. It is as

yet too soon to pronounce on ultimate results. Three or

four grams of benzol are the daily dose.

Researches with Tumoraffin Substances.—Neuberg,
Caspari and Lohe report progress in researches into tumor
therapy in animals. Neuberg sums up his section with the

statement that several substances have been discovered

which exert a selective action on cancer and sarcoma cells

in mice, rats and dogs, destroying them in the living ani-

mal. Two classes of substances are concerned, selenium

plus coloring matters and the tumoraffin metals. Caspari

cited a number of cases of brilliant results. Since various

substances were used, no one receives special designation.

Simply some tumoraffin substance is injected into the

caudal vein of the rat. Lohe, who studied all the tumors
in order to determine the rationale of the action of reme-
dies, mentions among the latter tin, lead, arsenic, copper

and so on through most of the metals. The result is a

softening of the center of the mass as a result of the af-

finity of the metal for the tumor cell. In the present ex-

perimental stage of the research no technique is given The
tumoraffin principle has in a measure been foreshadowed in

the employment of metallic iodides in gummata ; and it is

announced that sodium iodide has some inhibiting power
over mouse tumors.

Late Eunuchism and Multiple Bloodgland Sclerosis.

—Falta of v. Noorden's classic describes a condition which
while new in a sense may be recognized from descriptions

of historical episodes—for example the state of eunuchism
which developed in some of Napoleon's soldiers in the

Egyptian campaign. This metamorphosis has always been
a mystery, but quite recently the same condition has ac-

tually been described by Gandy, whose name it goes by
and who accounts for it by dysthryoidism while others

accuse all the endocrinic glands. It is less an unsexing
than a reversive infantilism, and instead of being a clean

cut condition is doubtless a very composite affection. The
initial factor in Napoleon's cases was probably gonorrheal
and syphilitic orchitis, but other causal factors must have
been superadded for it is known that these affections sel-

dom destroy the testicles. Traumatism involving the tes-
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tides has produced the picture. In other cases no cause

is apparent. A close study shows that atrophy of the tes-

ticles can by no means illuminate the condition. There is a

complete involution of these bodies and this in some

measures causes disappearance of sexual desire and sec-

ondary sexual characters. The symptomatology is there-

fore closely allied to the results of castration. The article

will be continued.

Increase in Dietetic Protein as a Galactagogue.

—

Liepmann shows that by adding concentrated protein to tlie

ordinary diet of nursing animals the total quantity of

breast milk is increased. The discovery is by no means

new, having been announced about 1900. The author in

order the better to demonstrate its truth or falsity tested

it upon goats. The finds were so positive in character that

he will transfer his research to women. The substances

for reinforcing the diet protein were some of the casein

albumoses.

Munchener medizinsche Wochenschrift.

/i(/y 9 aitj 16, 1913.

Ergotin and Caffein in Myocarditis, Arteriosclerosis,

and Cardiac Neuroses.—Weile, who has already advo-

cated the combination of the two remedial principles for

these affections, adds that he has now treated twenty cases

in this manner. He gives a typical example in which the

patient had become unable to earn his livelihood. The pa-

tient was a young man, and nothing could be found to

explain the prostration and constant vertigo of which he

complained beyond the fact that the fifteenth heartbeat

was regularly skipped. The two remedies were injected

in the precordial area, and the missed beat was at first

deferred and eventually became wholly normal. The pa-

tient's strength was regained and he was able to resume

work. The subcutaneous injections were alternated every

second or third day with the internal exhibition and treat-

ment was maintained for five or six weeks. After cessa-

tion of treatment there has been no relapse, although this

case goes back ten years. The author cites a parallel case,

untreated, which appears to show that these cases of car-

diac neurosis may end in fatal collapse. The case has

been regarded as one of hysterical vertigo. In another

case treated by the author's method the patient, a man
aged 65. had advanced arteriosclerosis. The heart skipped

every eighth or tenth beat. The remedies were given in-

ternally. The heart action became normal, but the arterio-

sclerosis had gone beyond the point at which it could be

influenced by treatment.

Undesired Collateral Action of Hypophysis Extract.

—Bovermann reports a case in which after evacuation of

the uterus after abortion hypophysis extract and ergotin

were given for hemostasis. As patient came out of the

mild ether narcosis she complained of abdominal pain.

The pulse was very poor and soon afterwards the woman
collapsed. Hemorrhage had wholly ceased. The usual

analeptics seemed inert, but intravenous saline infusion

produced a reaction. Only after some hours did she re-

vive fully. Ergotin has produced this result in very large

doses, hut in this case only the usual single dose was given.

The condition is best explained by sj'nergism of two drugs

which alike cause contraction of the blood vessels. The

patient had lost much blood and the condition should be

regarded as an extremely protracted syncope.

The Luetin Reaction.—Kammerer of Munich has just

finished testing a series of a hundred and more cases. His

conclusions to date are as follows: There is neither dan-

ger nor unusual discomfort to the patient. In the material

tested, with a solitary exception, the reaction was proved to

be specific for syphilis. It is not always possible to dis-

tinguish a specific local reaction from a nonspecific, acci-

dental consequence of the injection. Controls sometimes

show vesicles and pustules. In over one-half of the known

syphilitics the reaction was negative. Late cases seem

more disposed than early ones to give positive reaction.

The numerous negative results may be explained in part

by the state of the allergy and partly by a denaturing of

the spirochete albumin. Two weeks' observation are re-

quired to control the cases of so-called torpid reaction.

The luetin reaction is of use to supplement the Wasser-

mann reaction, and is so much more elementary that any

practitioner may use it himself. As to the best methods

of preserving the spirochete extract there is considerable

uncertainty.

Surgical Prophylaxis of Acute Coryza.—Sick refers

chiefly to the disturbing influence of a severe cold in con-

nection with surgical work. Operations cannot be de-

ferred. The surgeon or assistant may wear a veil, but this

is unpromising as a resource. Diseases like erysipelas

may be conveyed from a cold, for the bearer may have in-

fectious sinus disease. To so slight a cause may be traced

the failure of wounds to heal by first intention. .An analo-

gous problem is that of the pediatrist with a fresh cold

who must come in contact with nurslings. In common or

influenzal coryza one pediatrist snuffs up a few drops of

lysoform from his palm just before visiting a nursling

ward. It causes pain and a free discharge from nose and

pharynx but is soon followed by relief. Incidentally it was

learned that a cold could be jugulated in this manner, by

snuffing the lysoform four or five times at two to four hour

intervals. The author made trial of this expedient but in

his case at least the result was not so fortunate. Some

years ago various drugs, menthol, camphor, eucalyptus,

protargol, etc., were tried out for this same purpose. The

methods, however, were too little adapted to the task

of rapidly sterilizing a surgeon's nose. There is nothing

absolutely new in this sort of prophylaxis, for it was used

long ago by medical men in influenza years. Experiences

under such conditions are largely persona! and not

necessarily transferable. In 1904 and 1906 the present

author suffered much from influenza, catching cold at

the least exposure. He made extensive use of aspirin

during these periods. On account of the tendency to con-

tract fresh cold at night the author took an evening dose

and usually waked up clear. At any time when he felt

the preliminary sensations, he took one or two doses of a

gram each. Much depends on proper timing. As an oper-

ating surgeon the author has solved the problem as far

as it relates to himself.

Cause of Scoliosis.—Port opposes the view that

scoliosis can be due necessarily to want of muscular equi-

librium from faulty posture. He relates the case of a

ten year old child, strong and muscular, of sound stock,

no rickets, which he had often seen undressed and ad-

mired as faultless in development. The boy then began to

complain of headache and the nuchal muscles were found

to be tender. The pains yielded promptly to aspirin.

Examination showed no further anomalies. A few months

later lateral curvature was evident. From this and a

parallel case the author concludes that scoliosis may de-

velop suddenly in the midst of robust health. There was

absolutely no history of a faulty posture. The trouble was

attributec^to a primary myopathy which affected the mus-

cular equilibrium. The myopathy would be termed an

insidious, chronic muscular rheumatism.

Trophoneurotic Separation of Nails, Followed by
Alopecia Areata.—F. Parkes Weber reports the case of

a woman, aged thirty-seven, in whom these associated con-

ditions were present. In March, 191 1, a skin eruption had
appeared on her hands and fingers, and deep grooves like

exaggerated "Beau's lines" had formed. Somewhat later

the toenails were affected similarly, but to a lesser degree.

Under mild arsenical treatment the abnormal condition

of the nails disappeared; but in March, 1912, alopecia areata

of the back of the hairy scalp commenced to be noticed.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

The Nervous System.—It is safe to state that the

condition of the nervous system receives too little

attention in the great majority of examinations for

life insurance. Specialists in nervous diseases have
assured life insurance medical officers that they could
almost guarantee to furnish applicants who would
pass the usual examination for life insurance and
yet whose acceptance would prove a loss to the com-
pany, some within a very short time. This state-

ment refers especially to cases of general paralysis

of the insane and tabes dorsalis in their incipient

stages. Examiners should always, then, have in

mind the possibility of meeting with one of the dan-
gerous forms of nervous trouble in its early stage
when the signs, though most important, are slight

and easily overlooked.

Subjects with marked or advanced disease of the

nervous system will rarely present themselves for

examination. Not infrequently, however, appli-

cants having atrophy of one or more of the extremi-
ties with some deformity and a moderate degree of

disability, the result of acute poliomyelitis in early

life, will be encountered. This condition is of little

consequence unless very marked, and the e.xaminer's

duty in such cases ends with including a full de-

scription in his report and leaving the question of

acceptance to the home office.

The following signs and conditions are most im-
portant :

The Fades.—The facial aspect and general be-

havior of the applicant may occasionally afiford

some information. Bell's paralysis, if present.

would only cause postponement of the risk until full

recover)' ; but the e.xaminer should make sure that

the condition is a peripheral one, and not due to a

central lesion or middle ear disease.

The Eyes.—Report inequalities of the pupils, and
state whether they are unduly dilated or contracted.

Marked inequality of the pupils may indicate the

beginning of some disease of the nervous system.
Slight differences in size may be congenital.

Abolition of the pupil reflexes and the presence
of the Argyll-Robertson pupil are especially impor-
tant danger signals, but it must be remembered that

the degree of the light has a great deal to do with
the activity or sluggishness of these reflexes, and
they should therefore be tested in a bright light so

that the pupils may be afforded a chance to respond
promptly if they have the power to do so.

Feebleness of the reflexes seldom signifies any-
thing of importance, but should, nevertheless, lead

the examiner to look carefully for other signs of

nervous disease.

Ptosis, associated with external strabismus and
some dilation of the pupil, is dependent upoft paraly-

sis of the third nerve. Its most frequent cause is

syphilis. Moderate bilateral ptosis, without the

other manifestations just referred to, occur in hys-
terical and neurasthenic conditions.

The Tongue.—A fine tremor of the protruding
tongue is usually found in the early stages of gen-
eral paralysis of the insane, and is considered an
important sign in this disorder by neurologists.

This tremor is also often seen in alcoholism.

The Gait.—Always have the applicant walk
across the floor so that the gait may be observed.

It may give some indication of slight hemiplegia,

locomotor ataxia or paralysis agitans and lead to

further investigation.

Tremor.—Ask the applicant to extend and sepa-
rate the fingers widely. The motions are then ap-
parent. If a tremor is discovered, ascertain if it is

due to organic disease, alcoholism, or mere nervous-
ness.

If the handwriting indicates a tremulous hand,
find out if it is due to one of the causes already

mentioned or simply to illiteracy and lack of famil-

iarity with the pen.

Patellar Reflexes.—When the knee jerk is really

absent, rejection of the risk will usually follow.

Failure to obtain the patellar refle.x, however, is

often the fault of the applicant or the examiner.
The applicant should sit with the knees loosely

fle.xed at a blunt angle, with the muscles relaxed.

When the subject is stout or heavily muscled, a
better result may be obtained by having him sit on
a table with the legs hanging loosely. If no con-

traction is obtained on striking the tendon, have the

applicant lock the fingers of the hands together and
give a quick pull upon them and then let go at a

given signal. .\s the examiner gives the signal he
should strike the patellar tendon at the same mo-
ment. Through this simple stratagem the appli

cant's mind is diverted and he relaxes the muscles
of the thighs and legs which had previously been
held too rigid.

The exaggerated knee-jerk may occur in the

early stages of peripheral neuritis and of lesions

of the spinal cord. It is also found in more ad-

vanced cases of nervous disease which would not

be likely to come before an examiner for life in-

surance. It should be kept in mind that the knee-

jerk may be somewhat exaggerated in nervous sub-

jects and signifv nothing abnormal.

Babinski's Reflex.—This important sign should

be looked for when the examiner suspects some
nervous disorder. Bare the applicant's foot and

draw the blunt end of a pencil along the inner side

of the sole from heel to toe with moderate pressure.

If the great toe cocks up toward the shin, Babinski's

reflex is present and may mean serious organic dis-

ease of the upper motor neurons.

Romberg's Symptom.—Test the power of the ap-

plicant to balance, by asking him to liring his feet

together toe to toe and heel to heel, and to close his

eyes. Inability to preserve his balance is a valu-

able sign in early tabes.

Occupation Cramps.—The most familiar of these

is the troublesome "writer's cramp." They should

not be a bar to insurance, although it is advisable to

report them to the home office with full particulars

after more serious disorders have been excluded

bv the examination.

DECREASING BIRTHRATE IN
AND GERMANY.

FRANCE

The decrease in the birthrate in France has recently

attracted much attention, and in Germany also thv*

latest statistics show a marked decline in the birth-

rate as compared with previous years. The death-

rate per 1,000 has always been and always will be

a factor of prime importance in insurance work
from the medical standpoint, and the birthrate of a

country must also be taken into account when we
review the expectation of life. This falling off in

the birthrate of a country has a more profound

influence on the race of people in the country
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than on the actual population, and as the deathrale
of the various races varies at ditterent ages, we may
see howr a decreasing birthrate will inevitably affect

the deathrate and also the expectancy of life of the

inhabitants of the country^.

In France during 191 1 the deaths exceeded the

births by 34,869, the number of liveborn children

being 742,114, against 776,983 deaths during the

same year. In England the births exceeding deaths
per 10,000 during 191 1 numbered 115, in Germany
141, and in Italy 112, so that in France the falling

off is very marked. Although the births outnumber
the deaths in Germany, still the birthrate is steadily

decreasing, and this decrease has been more notice-

able during the past few years. In 1876 the Ger-
man birthrate was 42.6 per 1,000, whereas in 1910
it was only 30.7 per 1,000, or a fall of 11.9 per 1,000

in 34 years. The German government will shortly

hold an official inquiry into the marked decrease in

the birthrate, as the "population problem" will be-

come acute if such decrease steadily advances.

As pointed out above, it has been shown that in

spite of the decreasing birthrate in a country the

total population goes on increasing though the

'race" of the country is decreasing. Immigration
explains this fact, and France may be cited as an

example. In 1900 the population of France was
38,900,000, with 827,297 births ; in 1908 the popu-
lation had reached 39,267,000, whereas the births

only nimibered 791,712. Immigrants in France
settle chiefly in the large cities, but the decreasing

birthrate occurs in the country districts more than

in the large towns : thus again we see that real race

suicide is actually prove!, and the proof also con-

firmed.

Gastric Adhesions as a Cause of Sudden Death.

—G. H. Winch reports the case of a coal miner,

aged 34, who, while lifting a large piece of coal into

a truck, was knocked backwards against a timber

prop, injuring his back and left side. He was unable

to resume w'ork. Two hours later the author

found him lying on his back on a couch, with

his legs drawn up. He complained of pain in

the abdomen and across the back below the

shoulder blades. He did not look seriously

ill. His pulse was 98. his temperature 97°

F., and his respirations were 20. There was no
vomiting or hiccough. There were no marks of

injury on the abdominal wall, which moved well

with respiration, and there w'as no distention. On
palpation there was some tenderness in the umliilical

region, but no rigidity. Percussion revealed noth-

ing abnormal, and there was no evidence of free

firjid in the abdominal cavity. On his back there

were some scratches and a bruise 2 inches in diame-
ter immediately below the inferior angle of the left

scapula. No ribs were broken, nor was there any
injury to the spinal column. Careful examination
of the circulatory, respiratory, urinary, and nervous
systems revealed nothing abnormal. During the

next four weeks' there were no untoward symptoms
or signs detected, and apparently the case was pursu-
ing a favorable course. At the end of this period

the man was very anxious to return to work, and
did so against his physician's advice. In the course
of his first morning at work he told his companions
that he "felt be;ter than ever before." Shortly after

mid-day he suddenly fell down dead. This man had
received compensation during his period of incapac-
ity, and the question now arose, was his death due
directly or indirectly to the accident or to a natural

cause? By order of the coroner a post-mortem ex-
amination was made. In the abdomen snail recent

adhesions were found between the stomach and
spleen, and between the stomach and the pancreas.
The pancreas showed evidence of recent inflamma-
tion of its posterior surface opposite die spinal col-

umn. Nothing else abnormal was found in the body,
though a very full and complete examination was
made. The coroner's jury returned a verdict to the
effect that this man's deaih was due to the accident.

Its suddenness was probably due to a reflex stoppage
of the heart, owing to the stomach dragging on the
adhesions. The case brings out two points : (

i

)

Care must be taken in dealing with accidents, even
when apparently not serious, in view of the diffi-

culties that may arise in regard to compensation.
(2) It is important to keep full notes', not only of
the injuries, but also of the general physical con-
dition of the workman. For instance, in this case a
thorough clinical examination was made when the
patient was first seen, and this enabled one to state
definitely that he had no organic disease likely to
cause sudden death.

—

British Medical Joitnial, July
20, 19 1 2.

Dwelling and Tuberculosis.—Beschorner says
that tuberculosis is a disease that is but rarely
spread by heredity, but mostly by infection from
man to man. It is primarily a disease of children,
the infection usually occurring in childhood, though
evidences of it may not become manifest till adult
age. There are two factors in the causation of
tuberculosis in any person: first, diminished resist-

ance to infection; second, exposure to infection with
tubercle bacilli. The constitutional diminished re-

sistance may be congenital, or it may be due to the
action of external factors, such as environment,
sickness, puberty, childbirth, bad dwelling, too much
work, poor food, etc. The source of infection is

found almost exclusively in the sputum of tuber-
culous patients, and is dangerous because of care-
less methods of dealing with the sputum by the con-
sumptive. The infection may take place through
the droplets coughed out by the consumptive, or
indirectly through the dust containing dry sputum
particles.

All these premises show the close relation that ex-
ists between the dwelling and tuberculosis, for the
conditions favorable or inimical to infection depend
upon the character of the dwelling and of its in-

habitants. Beschorner says that tuberculosis is not
a disease of "outdoors," but of closed spaces used
for living or working. The morbidity of this dis-

ease is parallel to density of population, especially

in the poorer classes. Of course, high rent is re-

sponsible for overcrowding, which results in nests of
tubersulosis, but the intelligence of the people has
very much to do with the proper or improper use of
the facilities they command, however modest these
may be. Tuberculosis is a disease of children, and
the most dangerous condition is found where a
tuberculous adult lives in an unhygienic dwelling
crowded with children. Especially dangerous is the
jiractice of having adults share their beds with sev-
eral children. The duty of officials and other per-
sons interested in the welfare of the poor is to fight

such conditions and to instruct the poor in the proper
utilization of their means of existence. Especially
should attention be paid to instil a knowdedge of
hygiene into children, for only the formation of
proper habits in childhood insures proper habits
later.

—

Zeitschrift fiir Versicherungsmedizin, Vol.
V, No. 4.
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DlSEASES OF THE EYE. A MANUAL FOB STUDENTS AND
Practitioners. By J. Herbert Parsons, D. Sc.j M.B.,

B.S., F.R.C.S., Ophthalmic Surgeon, University College
Hospital; Surgeon Royal London (Woorfields) Oph-
thalmic Hospital ; Late Ophthalmic Surgeon, Hospital

for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street. Second Edi-
tion. Price $4.00 net. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son
& Co. 1912.

The second edition of Parsons' work is a very excellent

book for the student. It constitutes a volume of 684
pages, is well printed and illustrated. The work is writ-

ten by one who is abundantly qualified both from the

standpoint of the pathologist, the laboratory worker, and
of the clinician. It is elementary, but is well calculated to

give the student a proper start in the study of ophthal-
mology. The text is couched in simple language, is direct,

and the subject matter is presented in a very pleasing style.

The author does not attempt to mention extremely rare
conditions and diseases, nor does he describe the more
unusual operative procedures. Section I. Anatomy and
physiology, well presented. Section II. Examination of the

eye. Sec. HI. Diseases of the eye in logical order. This
is followed by a section on errors of refraction, disorders
of motility, and diseases of the adne.xa of the eye. Ap-
pendices devoted to preliminary investigation of the pa-
tient, therapeutic notes, and requirements of candidates for
admission into the public service (Great Britain) conclude
the text. This is one of the best ophthalmic text books
in English for the undergraduate in medicine.

L'Ophtalmologie du Praticien. Par le Dr. A. Can-
tonnet. Ophthalmologiste des Hopitaux (Hopital
Cochin). Avec 50 figures. Price 2 fr. Paris: Librairie
O. Berthier, Emile Bougault, Successeur. 1912.

This small volume of 112 pages is intended to inform
the general practitioner in regard to conditions of the
eyes which he should recognize and to which he might
apply emergency treatment. A brief chapter on the anat-
omy and physiology of the eye is followed by a chapter on
examination. Sixty pages are devoted to an extremely
brief description of the diseases of all parts of the eye.
A chapter on semeiology and a few pages on emergency
surgery and bandaging complete the volume.

Die Entstehung der Kurzsichtigkeit. Von Dr. Georg
Levinsohn. Privat-fur Augenheilkunde an der L^ni-
versitat, Berlin. Mit 3 Abbildungen im Text. Price
2.50 mark. Berlin: Verlag von S. Karger, igi2.

This monograph is devoted to a careful analysis of the
various theories regarding the development of myopia and
an attempt to point out the cause of the changes that
take place in the establishment of this condition. The rea-
soning, based on original experimentation as well as on a
thorough knowledge of the theories and research of
others, is logical, and the conclusions are fairly convinc-
ing. The article, which forms a pamphlet of 88 pages, is

a valuable contribution to onr knowledge of the subject.

Manual of Surgery. By Alexis Thomson, F.R.C.S., Ed.,

Professor of Surgery. University of Edinburgh, Sur-
geon Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and Alexander Miles,
F.R.C.S., Ed., Surgeon Edinburgh Infirmary. Volume
First. General Surgery. Fourth Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. With 297 illustrations. Price $3.50. Edin-
burgh, Glasgow, and London : Henry Frowde and Hod-
der & Stoughton, 1912.

This is an age of concise textbooks dealing with matters
medical and surgical. The book before us is the first

volume of the fourth edition of a series of volumes treat-
ing of surgery on the above lines, rendering them useful
to the practitioner and the student. Than Messrs. Thom-
son and Miles few are better adapted to attain this object,
both from the standpoints of knowledge of surgery, prac-
tical and theoretical, and from literary ability. This edi-
tion dififers little in essential features from the last edition,

save that the general arrangement of the work has been
somewhat altered. The illustrations are numerous and
good, and the volume is excellent from all points of view.
Augustus Charles Bernays : A Memoir. By Thekla
Bernays. Price $2.00. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Co., 1912.

The story of Dr. Bernays' life is here told by his sister
in a simple, straightforward manner that makes the book
charming reading. She has vifished to paint a faithful
portrait of her brother, so that the outside world may see
him in his true light, i.e. as a man of generous impulses,
a strong lover of truth, a really great surgeon, and the
possessor of many natural qualities which his education at
the University of Heidelberg brought into active and suc-
cessful play throughout his entire career. Thekla Bernays

in her portrait brings out all these characteristics of her
brother witli remarkable fidelity.

Le Laeoratoike du Praticien. Analyse Clinique. Me-
thodes et Procedes. Guide de Diagnostic et d'Hygiene
Prophylactique des Maladies Communes, Exotiques, et

Tropicales. Par Paul Gastou, Chef du Laboratoire
Central et de Radiologic de I'Hopital Saint-Louis. Avec
18 planches contenant 102 figures et photographies en
Noir et Couleurs. Par Louis Niclet, Dessinateur Pho-
tographe du Laboratoire Central de I'Hopital Saint-
Louis. Premier Fascicule. Price 3 francs. Paris : A.
Poinat, 1912.

This very interesting pamphlet is the first installment of
a work which is to be completed by the appearance of two
more parts. Gastou's object is to present a purely technical

guide for the practitioner who is dependent entirely on
his own resources for all his laboratory work, and in this

first section he describes the general equipment required
and the stains, reagents, optical appliances, etc., needed for
examining the hair, skin, and cutaneous excretions in all

the disorders of the epidermis and its appendages. The
method in which the plan of the work is carried out is

decidedly novel, tabulation being largely resorted to in

order to convey information conveniently and concisely.

A very large number of illustrations, many of them colored,

are incorporated, and particular attention is devoted to

figuring and describing the use of the dark field microscope.
While not sufficiently detailed to replace the larger works
on diagnostic methods, the little book is decidedly valu-

able, and there are probably few workers who could not
glean useful hints from its pages. The succeeding sections

are to be devoted to the blood, parasitic diseases, the urine,

tumor diagnosis, and serological methods.

Kurzgefasste Anleitung zu den wichtigeren hygien-
iscHEN Untersuchungen. Von Dr. med. Bernhard
Fischer, 0.0. Professor der Hygiene, Direktor des hy-
gienischen Instituts zu Kiel. Fiir Studierende und Arzte,
besonders an Untersuchungsamtern tiitige, auch Krei-
sarztkandidaten und Kreisarzte. Zweite umgearbeitete
und vervollstandigte Auflage. Price 5.60 marks. Berlin

:

.A.ugust Hirschwald, 1912.

This book presents as a second edition in one volume
two separate guides devoted respectively to chemical and to

bacteriological methods which Fischer had used in his

courses at the Hygienic Institute in Kiel. It is intended
to serve as an outline of the laboratory work to be done
by students and also as a reference guide for workers en-

gaged in carrying out actual work in biochemical and
bacteriological fields. It is excellently adapted for both
purposes, and contains an immense amount of material

in condensed form. An especially praiseworthy feature is

the minuteness with which all the apparatus, reagents, etc.,

required for each investigation are described, and the sys-

tematic use of cross references by means of wiiich much
paper and ink are saved. The sections on soil, air. water,

light, and foodstuffs are noteworthy for containing many
methods and details not ordinarily found in similar books.

Outlines of General and Surgical Nursing. By Wini-
fred Frederick Lindsay, Superintendent of the Training
School for Nurses of the Paradise Valley Sanitarium,
National City, Cal. Lonia Linda, Cal. : The College
Press, 1912.

This little book contains the essentials of nursing. It

could well be used to save nurses the drudgery of taking

notes of lectures, and if so used would doubtless result

in a better understanding of the subject. The work is

divided into three parts, dealing respectively with general

nursing, surgical nursing, and solutions. The book js

well arranged and well printed, and the information given
is judicious and reliable.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances.
Discoveries, and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-
gical Sciences. Edited by Hobart Amory Hare. M.D..
Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Assisted by
Leighton F. Appleman, M.D., Instructor in Therapeu-
tics, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, June I,

1912. Price $6.00 per annum. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea & Febiger, 1912.

The present number contains a section on Hernia by
W. B. Coley ; one on Surgery of the Abdomen, exclusive

of hernia, by J. C. A. Gerster. Then follows J. G. Clark's

chapter on Gynecology containing, as usual, a most valu-

able summary on cancer. The section on Diseases of the

Blood, Diathetic and Metabolic Diseases, Diseases of the

Thyroid Gland, Nutrition and the Lymphatic System, is

by A. Stengel ; and that on Ophthalmology, by E. Jackson.
This useful publication has been so often noticed here

that an extended review is unnecessary.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Eighlieth Aitmial Meeting Held at Liverpool, July 23-26,

1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

The President, Sir James Barr of LivERPOor., in

THE Chair.

The meeting consisted of two distinct divisions, the
political and scientific. The former is a meeting of the
Representatives, the latter that of the Sections.

REPRESENTATIVE MEETINGS.

The Insurance Act.—The meeting of Representatives
was held in advance and extended from the 19th to the
23rd. It was occupied chiefly with the Insurance Act
trouble, and some drastic resolutions were passed after
long discussions on Friday and Saturday. These came
up for the report stage on Monday and were passed on to
the general meeting on Tuesday afternoon, after a confir-
mation meeting on that morning. The first of these was
the definite rupture of negotiations with Mr. Lloyd George,
expressed regret that terms of cooperation with the pro-
fession had not been acceded to, and Resolved, "Tliat the
Government be informed that the association adheres to
its minimum demands as formulated in the letter of Feb-
ruary 12. and since elaborated in interviews with the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer."
The next resolution called on all members who had

joined advisory committees in connection with the Act
to withdraw from those bodies. This resolution did not
apply to Ireland. As is well known, certain portions of
the Insurance .\ct do not apply to Ireland..

The question of sanatorium benefit was considered on
a different footing and was warmly discussed on Mon-
day. Two points put forward for differentiating were
(a) that it affected all the m.edical officers of health in
the United Kingdom, and to call them out was imprac-
ticable unless absolutely necessary; (b) to prevent the
sanatorium treatment being set up would be undesirable
in the interest of humanity.
These questions were vigorously debated, and an addi-

tional meeting of the Representatives was held on Wednes-
day afternoon. Final resolutions were then adopted
to submit to the general meeting, including these points
and various other items. The resolutions ultimately
agreed to were that
"The association calls on all practitioners to refrain from

applying for, or accepting any post or office of any kind
in connection with the National Health Insurance Act.
except in regard to sanatorium benefit, provided it is

r.Trried on in accordance with the wishes of the associa-
tion, until such time as the Government has satisfied the
association that its demands will be met."
The following rider to this was approved : "That be-

fore any practitioner undertakes any work in connection
with the sanatorium benefit, the conditions and duties of
such appointment shall be submitted to the council for
its aproval."

It was further agreed that the resolution shall not pre-
clude medical officers of health from giving advice to
public bodies in their official capacity, and that mean-
while all steps be taken to perfect the organization of the
profession in the event of the Government not carrying
out what is asked for. The main resolution was carried by
117 to 22 votes.

\A'ith regard to the constitution and working of tuber-
culosis dispensaries, it was resolved that the chief officer

should be a whole-time official and confine himself to

diagnosis and consultation, and that the rest of the staff

should be local practitioners, the patients to be intro-

duced by the medical attendant, the dispensary to be inde-
pendent of voluntary hospitals, and local practitioners have
representation on the committee. It was further con-
sidered that cases duly diagnosed and confirmed should
only be treated in connection with the sanatorium, that
the medical officers appointed should not be dismissed
without proper notice, and that resignations of contract
practice should be sent in as early as consistent with
terms of engagement and the pledge. Reports and .sug-

gestions as to fees for various services, as to the organ-
ization of a public medical service, and the numerous
proposals received from all parts of the Kingdom were
referred to the general council for proper consideration
and decision.

GEXERAI, MEETINGS.

Tuesday, July 23

—

First Day.

The annual general meeting of members took place on
Tuesday afternoon, when much formal business was trans-
acted. The outgoing president. Professor Saundby, re-

tired from the chair, and introduced his successor. Sir

James Barr, investing him with the chair and insignia

of office amid the cheers of the large assembly. Professor
Saundby congratulated his successor on his election, and
said he was sure he would maintain the dignity of the
office.

Sir James Barr, who was enthusiastically received, said
he regarded it as the highest distinction to be the titular

head of a society of 25,000 members of his own profes-
sion ; not only so. but a position of responsibility to main-
tain the high tradition of the office which it would he
his earnest endeavor to do. In the past year, he said, tlie

good ship of the association has sailed through troubled
waters, and though buffeted by powerful waves is near-
ing now a harbor of refuge. He had freely expressed his
opinion of the Insurance Act and in "fairly forcible lan-

guage" (laughter and cheers), but not in an official ca-
pacity, not wishing to influence those who would have
the working of the Act, as he would himself have noth-
ing to do with it. But he was pleased to see the general
trend of opinion veering to his own views. He opposed
the bill which had become an act on public grounds. He
considered it the most gigantic fraud on a confiding
public since the South Sea bubble (laughter and cheers).
Both frauds were largely engineered by Members of Par-
liament. The earlier one was soon pricked, but already
so many vested interests have been created it will be diffi-

cult to get rid of the present fraud. Just think what any
intelligent being might do for the health of the nation
with £30.000,000 a year ! The only people likely to benefit

by this fraud are a lot of officials who should be earning
an honest livelihood. At present he urged you must look
after the immediate requirements of the profession, which
has been attacked by the monstrosity. We have long been
advocating a new medical act, more needed by the public

than the profession, but have been thwarted by vested
interest which must be brushed aside. In conclusion
he hid all a hearty welcome and wished them a happy
return to their homes, adding "If I may offer you any
advice, I should like to do so in the words of Korman
MacLeod,

'Trust no party, sect, or faction,

Trust no leaders in the fight,

But in everv word and action

Trust in God and do the right.'

"

The President resumed his seat amid deafening cheers.

Dr. McLean moved and Dr. Goff seconded a vote of
thanks to the retiring president. Dr. Saundby, who in re-

sponse expressed confidence that their new president
would foster the growth of the association.

The President-elect for 1914, Dr. Hollis of Brighton,
was then introduced to the meeting.

Dr. Barrett of Melbourne invited the members to attend
the .Australasian Medical Congress to be held in New
Zeland in 1914. This invitation was supported by Dr. F.

A. Pockley of New South Wales and Dr. C. E. Todd
of ."Xdelaide.

The Chairman of Council took the chair at this point,

and on the question of increasing the salary of auditors
an amendment was moved by Dr. Brierley and seconded
by Dr. Haddon. which led to a hot and somewhat dis-

orderly discussion It was pointed out that £67.000 had
been received in the year and spent, and more too. The
freehold building, valued at £86,000. was unencumbered
ten years ago. but was now security for £46.000 which had
been borrowed. The speakers were interrupted as they
declared the financial condition unsatisfactory and the

management unbusinesslike. Much impatience was shown
at the contrast drawn between the present and former
state, and the question put why increase the pay of
auditors when they were bankrupt. So much opposition

was shown that one speaker sat down remarking that he
re.gretted to have detained them a few minutes from their

"miserable trade union work." The amendment was de-
feated by an overwhelming majority.

In the evening there was a very large audience at the

presidential address, as many members donned their

academical robes for the occasion, but it was reported
that the gathering would have been still more brilliant but
for an accidental miscarriage of about 200 doctorial
gowns, which had been carried off to another station.

The evening's proceedings opened with the presenta-
tion to Sir James Barr of a replica of the President's
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badge, but as the new President was already wearing one
of tliese jewels, the badge was handed to Lady Barr, the
only woman given a seat on tlie platform.
A number of Colonial and foreign guests were then

presented to the President, among them representatives
from San Francisco, Chicago, Paris, Berlin, Hamburg,
Manilla, Yucatan, Bombay, South America, Australia,
Guiana, China, Canada, Trinidad, Gibraltar.

President's Address.—After formally welcoming
members and visitors to Liverpool, Sir James Barr deliv-
ered tlie presidential address, taking as his subject: "V\ hat
Are We Doing Here? Whence Do We Come? Whither
Do We Go?" This subject, he said, had been suggested to
him by Henri Bergson's Huxley lecture on "Life and Con-
sciousness." Without following any philosophic disposition
as to how life and consciousness permeate matter and as to
how they were started on their evolutional career by an
original impetus, it occurred to him that these questions
might be very appropriately asked of the medical pro-
fession : "What are we? Can we show any sufficient

raison d'etre for our existence? Are we of sufficient

value to individuals and to the State to justify our con-
tinued existence as a profession? Is the world any
happier for our presence? Are we really an advantage to
the higher evolution of the race?" No doubt all these
questions would be readily answered by them in the affirm-
ative and the vast majority of the thinking public would
also acknowledge the utility of their existence in society
as it was at present constituted, though there might be
some difference of opinion as to their value. During the
last century or more they had been very busy trying to
lind out the causes of disease, the best method of their
elimination, and the proper treatment of their patients.
They had to a large extent succeeded. A selective death
rate which, was Nature's method of eliminating the unfit
had been at least partly suspended by their efforts. Per-
haps the majority of the medical profession would readily
accept the view of Bergson "That adaptation to environ-
ment is a necessary condition of evolution. It is quite
evident that a species would disappear should it fail to
bend to the conditions of existence which are imposed
upon it. But it is one thing to recognize that outer cir-

cumstances are forces evolution must reckon with, another
to claim that they are the directing causes of evolution.
This latter theorj' excludes absolutely the hypothesis of
an original impetus—I mean an internal push that has
carried life, by more and more comple.x form, to higher
and higlier destinies." How far the human intellect might
succeed in unraveling many of the mysteries of life he
could not at present say, but he had no doubt that in this
process of evolution the human intellect would be carried
to a much higher plane than that to which it had at present
attained. It was their duty as medical men and as citizens
of a great empire to move in the path of progress, and
in every possible way to encourage the higher evolution
of tlie race. Huxley said life as we knew it was insep-
arably connected with protoplasm; it was therefore im-
portant that they should see that the highest form of
protoplasm, that capable of starting the individual life, the
germ plasm, should be of the highest order. Natural evo-
lution, and the evolution of the art and science of medi-
cine, ran on different lines. Nature was lavish in the pro-
duction of life and prodigal in its destruction. The process
of adaptation meant elimination of the unfit. Medicine,
on the other hand, had been evolved for the benefit of
individuals. They had successfully interfered with the
selective death rate, but they had made no serious attempt
to establish a selective birth rate so as to prevent the race
being carried on by the least worthy citizens. They had
often joined forces with self-constituted morals in de-
nouncing the falling birth rate, and had called out for
qu.intity regardless of quality. They readily forgot the
futility, as long ago pointed out hv John Stewart Mill, lay

at the bnsis of all morality. They were apt to forget
that a high birth rate was practically always associated with
a high death rate ; this is Nature's method, a method
which had always produced a fine race. Nature's method
was too crude and barbarous, and as man rose superior to

Nature and obtained more control over her laws such
barbarities were replaced by more human methods. They
felt compelled to preserve every human hcincr. no matter
how imperfect his intellectual and physical development.
The object of their professional existence, therefore, had
hitherto been the prevention and cure of disease, the allevi-

ation of human suflfering. and the prolongation of life.

However, many of the higher and more intellectual minds
in_ the medical profession had ever refused to be bound
within such narrow confines. They had studied humanity,
and considered how best to raise it to a higher plane and
to improve the ancestral patchwork which in many families

showed some scars. There was a growing consciousness
among the more intellectual members of the community
that the present state of matters must not be allowed to

continue They must raise up a vigorous, intelligent, enter-
prising, self-reliant, and healthy race. If this achievement
was to be accomplished they must begin with tlie unborn.
The race must be renewed from the mentally and phys-
ically fit; the moral and physical degeneraies should not
be allowed to take any part in adding to the race. Above
all, they must breed for intelligence. The laws of heredity
should be widely taught so that those with hereditary
blemishes might consider their moral responsibility of bring-
ing children into the world. The speaker said that he
knew that in expressing these views he was coming into

direct conflict with some of the churches, but they forgot
the saying of Jesus of Nazareth that it would have been
well for this man if he had never been born. It was the

duty of medical men not to pander to the selfish gratifica-

tion of the individual but to point out to every one his

positive and negative duties to the race. The time was
now ripe for dealing with mental weaklings, and they
would be effectually dealt with in all progressive nations.

The advanced thought of the intelligent portion of the

community would demand something more than treat-

ment from the medical profession. This would place

physiology on a higher plane than pathology. There were
as yet none of their medical schools sufficiently equipped
for this teaching, W'hich was bound to come ; advanced
physiology and biology must lead the way. After review-
ing the great advances of modern times with regard to

the prevention and treatment of infectious diseases and
the improvements which had been eflfected in sanitation and
liygiene, the speaker proceeded to sketch some of the

lines along which progress must proceed, and in doing
this he dealt with some of the functions of the human
body, taking first the nervous system. He followed out

the evolution of the nervous system and the higher evolu-
tion of the intellect, looking at it both from the physical

and metaphysical standpoint, and concluded that it was
the higher evolution of the intellectual grades of society

that were required in the present day. If the moral, in-

tellectual, and physically well-developed members of the

community were to have a fair chance of development,
their energies must not be entirely dissipated in providing
for the progeny of wastrels. Reproduction must proceed
from the most worthy, but when the quality was good
they could not have too much of a good thing. As
Dr. Inge, the Dean of St. Paul, recently said. "The great

menace to our civilization was not so much the stationary

birth rate as the great increase among the poor and ill-fed

population of their great town." Our progress might de-

pend on the forces of civilization being able to overcome
those of disintegration. During the last half century

there had been not only an absolute but also a relative

increase in insanity, and this increase was becoming more
and more noticeable among decadent stocks. This class,

although their average longevity was not great, were very

prolific, and were not guided by any economic consider-

ations. "The right to live" was not a doctrine held by
any political economist, but one which had been forced

upon them by the evolution of sympathy. However, they

should not allow their indulgence to degenerate into

license, and by gratifying their sympathies they had no
morni rieht to leave a legacy of mental obliquity and of
physical decadence to weight upon the next generation. The
idea that insanity and genius were closely allied was in the

main an ill-founded belief held by those who did not

know what constituted a genius, or who ignorantly mis-

took eccentricities, or uncontrolled and ill-regulnted mental
activities for genius. He believed that the higher the in-

tellectual evolution the greater the number of geniuses

that were likely to be produced. There must be inherited

innate nualiiies capable of development; a favorable en-

vironment would contribute to such development, but it

could never create a genius. There was a tendency in the

present day to devote more attention to the morbid
manifestations of the brain than to the consideration of

its evolution and development. The neuroses were
studied more for their creation than for their elimi-

nation. Weird methods of study were encouraged, sensa-

tional and erotic tendencies were looked upon as natural

rather than as, what they really were, degradation proc-

esses. With the elimination of tuberculosis a larger num-
ber of unstable nervous individuals reached the productive

age, and hence a number of individuals were produced
who early qualified for asylums. It was not anv particular

form of insanity which was inherited, but a neuropathic

tendency which might eventuate in many forms of disease,

and was often associated with disorders nf the intellect.

It was not alone the defects, but also the stabil'ty and
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higlier innate qualities of the brain which were inherited,

and these higher quahties were capable of enormous
development. Some of our educational authorities seemed
to believe the brain to be like a piece of elastic which could
be stretched out at the will of the educator, and that all

individuals with equal opportunities should develop alike.

They were not aware that, although brains are composed
of the same ultimate elements, the quality w'as variable,
and some brains were not even educable. Ignorance of
this fact had led to the plan of affording equal opportu-
nities to all, opportunities of which the vast majoritj- could
not make use, and it cost the country an enormous amount
of money which was absolutely wasted. The feeble-minded
should be dealt with in the most humane manner, either

by sterilization or segregation. It was for the nation to

decide which method should be adopted, but the latter

would comport best with the general feeling of the com-
munity. After discussing the relation of mental activity

to bodily help, and showing that mental work was more
easily accomplished when there was a basis of sound
health, the speaker proceeded to discuss diseases of the
heart. He said that those who were fond of posing as

authorities in such matters preferred waiting for the de-
velopment fi{ the disease, and were then quite prepared to

give a learned disposition on the various arrythmias. When
they had made a graphic illustration of the sequence of
events, Ihey vainly imagined that the problem was solved.

A clear comprehension of the physiology of the heart
was of much more importance for a right understanding
of the working of that organ in health and disease than
any amount of pathology. When it was more generally
recognized that free calcium ions were essential for the

continued contraction of the cardiac muscle, and that it

was necessary to maintain a ditTerence in electrical poten-
tial between the salts in the cell and tliose in which the

nuiscle cell was bathed, then the inethods of maintaining
the healthy functions of the heart would be better under-
stood. When it was more generally recognized that

chr<.nic degenerative lesions of the heart and arteries

usually arose froin causes acting on the periphery they
would be better prepared to deal with such lesions when
they occurred, and what was of much more importance
prevent their occurrence. What was the good of meas-
uring arterial blood pressure if one was not alive to its

importance and not prepared to analyze its significance and
regulate its effects? Pseudo-scientists were prone to

think that when research became practical it ceased to be
scientific. The speaker then called attention to recent

advances in chemical biology, through which they had
become acquainted with the marvelous effects which the

secretions of the ductless glands had on the mental and
physical attributes of the human body. In illustration, he
referred to myxedema, exophthalmic goiter, diseases of the

pituitary and suprarenal glands, the simple and malignant
diseases of the mammary gland and the prostate, and
expressed the opinion that the problem of preventing such
occurrences would soon be solved. Even the surgeons
were beginning to recognize that appendicitis was largely

a preventable disease, and that mucous colitis, dysteiitery.

and infantile diarrhea were more easily prevented than
cured. The increased prevalence of malignant diseases

of the alimentary tract was due, as was pointed out by
Aletchniko:f , to stagnation—a warning that everyone should
take to heart. The speaker then referred to Dr. Albert

.\brams as that versatile genius who had come all the

way from San Francisco to do honor to this meeting of

the British Medical Association,and who had taught tfiem

how best to cure intrathoracic aneurysm, and had shed
light on the nature of cardiac and respiratory reflexes.

Thus we had come from Hippocrates onw'ard with a long
tradition of healing, but the question was whither were
they going? The path of progress which he had tried to

point out would in the future devolve on such great asso-

ciations as the British medical associations, which had no
selfish interests to serve, but wdiich had only the dignity

of the medical profession and the welfare of the public

at heart. One often heard statements to the effect that the

general medical practitioner was doomed, but in the speak-

er's opinion the future of medicine would rest with enlight-

ened and highly educated general practitioners, men who
would look after the health of the community, who would
see that mechanism of a high order was produced, and
who would see that the machinery of the individual was
properly lubricated and not subjected to am- unnecessary
friction or strain. The enlightened public would look to

their medical attendants as guides, philosophers, and
friends, both in health and disease. They must recognize

that the outlook of the medical profession, though at pres-

ent somewhat dismal, was merely a transition stage which
would soon pass away.

IVednesday. July 24

—

Second Day.

This day the several Sections began their work, but

were more sparsely attended than usual. This might be

partly from their number and partly because other mat-

ters were still unsettled, and various amusements and other

amenities were to the fore. A council meeting began at

() .\.M.. at which hour a special service was held in St.

.St. Luke's Church, and another in the Roman Catholic

pro-cathedral.

There was also a meeting of Catholic medical men to

consider the eugenic proposals that have been put for-

ward, and the question of the feeble-minded. This meet-

ing adopted a resolution unreservedly condemning the

sterilization of the unfit and proposing as a remedy a

a partial approval of segregation. It was further recom-

mended that the causes of mental deficiency should be

studied in relation to defects of social organization.

Numerous light attractions entered into the program for

this day. But the chief event was

Address in Medicine.—Dr. G. A. Gibsox, physician to

the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, delivered this address,

taking as his subject "The Relations of the Circulation."

The orator remarked that modern physiology had its

birth in the central facts of the circulation, and the many
researches upon it in our epoch, the age of scientific medi-

cine, had given ample proofs of earnestness in the search.

In all the higher animals the circulation might be re-

garded as based upon, or concerned with, four primary

groups and principles. It was based upon mechanical

arrangement as the foundation for all its operations; it

required chemical action, by which it was maintained and

for which it provided possibilities by transference of

matter; it was modified by glandular secretions, which'

profoundly affect its mechanism and chemical action; it

was affected by nervous agencies which further pro-

foundly influenced the performance of its functions. Many
stages of being in the evoluton of the mammal, he went
on, were analogous to phases of life in the development
of its several representatives. It was not necessary to

insist on the divergencies between infantile and adult life

as regards size ancl weight, but it might be well to linger

over certain functional deviations. The heart of the baby

in relation to the weight of the body was much larger,

almost double. More striking was the frequency of the

heat, from 130 to 140 per minute. The whole circuit of the

blood was, therefore, traversed in much less time, rather

more than half. It followed that the blood was renewed
in the baby's tissues with increased rapidity. The total

quantity of blood, compared with body weight, was con-

siderably larger in the baby than in the adult; and as

the respiratory work, although increasing absolutely with

the body's growth, was nevertheless relatively greater in

early life, the absorption of o-xygen was much more
active than the production of carbonic acid. As a result,

metabolism was extremely active within a few days of

birth. As old age advanced there was a gradual weaken-
ing of the muscular and nervous apparatus with interest-

ing external and internal changes. The metabolic activity

which in youth not only met the waste, but added new
material, and in adult life balanced the demand, became
so impaired as to be no longer able to entirely sustain

the frame. Probably every tissue participated in these

retrogressive metatamorphoses, but there was no doubt

that the glands, the heart, and vessels played the most
important part. Were they yet in a position to decide

whether the messengers which carried the impulses to

the vessels and tissues were chemical or nervous?
Clearly it was not through the direct action of the nervous
sj'stem. It was recognized that nervous influence affected

mammary secretion, but this was probably indirectly

rather than directly. Simple arrest of development, ante-

natal or postnatal, might produce dwarfism ; on the other

hand, accelerated development might in both phases of ex-

istence be the first impetus towards gigantism. Whether
such effects were due to an inherent tendency in the

tissues, direct or indirect, no man could say. The employ-
ment of thyroid extract in myxedenia influenced blood dis-

tribution and nutritive possibilities in the most powerful
manner. In youth lack of growth was common enough
in both sexes. Occasionally they found children, still

more frequently youths, stunted in growth, but excellent in

form. The son of a medical friend of his was in his

eighteenth year i inch below 5 feet in height ; ;he had
set his mind on entering W'oolwich. for which his only

chance was six months ahead. The family turned to the

speaker in deep distress, feeling that a growth of 4 inches

in six months was like adding a cubit to the stature. By
employing thyroid extract that youth grew 7 inches in the

si.x months, and as he took one of the highest places in
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the e.\amination it was clear lus cerebral functions had
been m no way disturbed. Similar instances, though not

quite so dramatic, had been under his care ; but to be

quite frank, he must confess that in some of these boys
and girls the treatment absolutely failed to produce an

effect. As to how these powerful effects were produced,

he suggested that they invoked nervous influence, con-

sisting of waves of molecular disturbance, and these

brought about changes by liberation or by inhibition.

The results of these advances must enhance their hopes

of even more valuable additions to their knowledge, both

theoretical and practical, at a date not far distant. They
opened a vista of infinite possibilities in the explanation of

normal functions, the comprehension of morbid processes,

the management of diseased conditions. Dr. Gibson said

in conclustion : "If we may not witness in our own time

the ends for which we have struggled, we have the con-

soling prospect that our successors will behold what we
have longed to see. In the meantime let us in all our
doings walk along the path of safety through accurate ob-

servation and unprejudiced investigation, wielding fear-

lessly the spear of Ithurial in defense of external truth."

Thursday, July 25

—

Third Day.

The proceedings of this day were very diversified. The
Sections began their sittings, providing the scientific and
practical work, while several events and entertainments
afforded lighter enjoyment.
Temperance Breakfast.—The day opened with the

breakfast given by the .Vational Temperance League, at

which there was a large attendance, and interesting views
were expressed by Sir James Barr, Professor Mott, and
others. The chair was taken by Mr. Alexander Guthrie,

who said these breakfasts aft'orded an opportunity of bring-

ing before people who more than most had the power of

influencing their fellows in regard to alcohol and its

dangers. Abstainers or not, they most recognize what a

factor alcohol was in the national life and how extremely
important it was for right views to be formed about it.

He spoke of the state of Liverpool in this respect twenty
years ago, and the steady administration of tlie laws which
had led to a diminution in the city of the number of

public houses by 800. Still much remained to be done and
it behooved them to continue the fight against this great

contributory curse of crime, disease, and misery. Sir

James Barr said he practically never prescribed alcohol

now, for people were too ready to prescribe for them-
selves too much. He knew of no disease from which
patients would get on better with than without it. People
were more temperate now than ten years ago. as might
be noticed at public dinners. Professor F. J. Mott attrib-

uted much intemperance to the conditions of the poor. The
problem was to improve their housing and other unhy-
gienic environment. He would segregate the chronic in-

ebriate as a danger to the community. The state should

prevent disease and no better way of coping with it existed

than to reduce intemperance.
Address in Surgery.—Mr. F. T. P.\ul, consulting sur-

geon to the Royal Infirmary, said that he preferred to

record his experience rather than extend his observations
in a more general address. Accordingly he took as his

subject "Personal Experiences in the Surgerj' of the

Large Bowel." but limiting his remarks to procedures
which have been advanced of late years and those in

which he has had considerable personal experience, chiefly

the following operations : Colotomy, short-circuiting,

colectomy and excision of the rectum. These operations

were needed to meet very different pathological condi-

tions, though most of them ultimately presented the clin-

ical feature of obstruction. Cancer accounted for more
than all the rest put together, and the greater part of

his remarks were concerned with case* of malignant
disease. It was of paramount importance that surgeons
should familiarize themselves with the characters of

the different kinds of cancer met with in the various
parts of the body, as so much depended upon the behavior
to be expected from each kind. This was especially true

of intestinal cancer, for in no other part of the body was
there a .greater variation in the degree of malignancy than
in the bowel. The speaker expressed himself as quite

convinced that cancer of the bowel might undergo spon-
taneous cure, and he rested this assertion upon the fol-

lowing grounds: Ci) For over thirty yesrs he had been
removing these growths and submitting them to personal
microscopical investigation. He was, therefore, very famil-
iar with their nature and appearance. (2) Many cases
having the minute structure of cancer had not recurred,

though known to have been removed with an insufficient

margin of safety. (3) Malignant disease of the bowel was
rarely removed during the early stage, yet the percentage

of cures was remarkably good. (4) The duration of life

after colotomy for inoperable cancer of the bowel was often
prolonged compared with that in other iioperable cancer
cases, while a proportion of the cases seen, handled, and
passed as malignant got well and the tumor disappeared. He
then proceeded to discuss the three varieties of carcinoma
of the bowel, the large soft fungating or encephaloid type,
the small hard cirrhous type, and the infiltrating or colloid

type. In considering the misconceptions regarding cancer,
he said that some seemed to forget that "cirrhous" and
"encephaloid" were merely terms of clinical or macroscop-
ical significance, convenient when properly used, but other-
wise very misleading. The really important misconception,
however, concerned the relative malignancy of the three
varieties of cancer. The encephaloid type had been re-

garded as the most malignant ; the colloid as being inter-

mediate and the cirrhous as the most benign. This ar-

rangement was entirely wrong and out of accord with
clinical experience. The colloid was the most malignant
type, the ring stricture came next, and the fungating type
was the least. It was a clinical fact of considerable im-
portance that the up-growing forms of cancer were essen-

tially less malignant than the down-growing, ulcerating,

and shrinking type. After describing the histology 01

bowel cancer with the aid of illustrations h? said that

the most common sites for the fungating growth were
the rectum and cecum, though it often occurred in the

sigmoid, and occasionally any other part of the large
liowel. Colloid cancer chiefly selected the rectum, and
ring stricture the sigmoid, though neither were limited to

these regions. If the surgeon when operating took the

pathological details into consideration, they would often
influence him considerably in his decision as to the nature
and extent of the operation. Thus, if the growth was one
of the fungating type, recognized by its softness, bulk,

situation, character of gland infection, and so forth, he
would on the one hand feel justified in removing the tumor
without necessarily interfering with any tissue much be-

yond the visibly affected area; or, on the other hand, if

the risk to life seemed too great to allow of this being
done, he would be encouraged to hope for a reasonably
long period of relief by short-cutting or colotomy. If the

tumor proved to be massive and solid, and especially if

there was evident glistening gland or peritoneal infection,

or if the growth was in the rectum and could be felt as

an abrupt hard edged ulcer, then the case was one of
colloid cancer, and the outlook would be discouraging. In

the case of ring strictures, always easily recognizable, the

indication was to excise more widely than one used to

think necessary, and to remember that in this type of

growth they had the best reason for following up the path

of lymphatic infection. These rules for guidance had come
as the result of his practical experience, and he wished to

say a few words regarding the clinical details which bore
upon the same point. The first great line of demarkation
in the clinical arrangement of these cases was the presence

or absence of complete obstruction at the time they came
under a surgeon's observation. In his earlier experiences

complete obstruction with fecal vomiting and meteorism
were regarded as necessary preliminaries to an application

for surgical aid. So constantly fatal were all surgical

operations for intestinal obstruction in those days that one
thought very little of the objections to an artificial anus.

Now, should any such feeling of objection encourage
one to risk life for the sake of at once accomplishing

a neat and clean surgical procedure? He felt sure that

whenever there was complete obstruction in the colon a

preliminary colotomy was by far the safest course in all

those cases in which any form of internal strangulation

could be excluded. The one class of case in which he
alwavs wished to make an exception was when the obstruc-

tion was actually at the ileo^cecal valve, and it was neces-

sary to open the small bowel, and usually there were favor-

able prospects for short-circuiting in this situation. If,

however, paresis and collapse had already supervened an
artificial anus was imperative. LInfortunately, they were
still without means for recognizing cancer of the bowel
in its really early stages, except when it was located low

down in the rectum. An .r-ray screen view of the behavior

of the bismuth meal was useful if its limitations were rec-

ognized, but in no circumstances could it indicate either

the extent or the malignancy of the growth, nor could the

ready passage of the bismuth meal be regarded as a contra-

indication to operation. If the diseases was within reach

of the sigmoidoscope this instrument might be of consider-

able assistance in the diagnosis of growths situated in the

pelvic colon. If the site of the obstruction was not ren-

dered apparent by other means, the behavior of an anema
might give useful information. When it was in the sig-

moid region the bowel was irritable, and rarely tolerated
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more tlian halt a pint, which was rapidly returned. When
higlier up mucli more might be injected and retained. In all

cases of complete obstruction of the large bowel, whether
diagnosed by exploration or otherwise, and in which stran-

gulation was absent, he advised colotomy in the first in-

stance in preference to an internal operation. The only
drawback to a colotomy under such circumstances was the

increased time occupied before the whole proceeding could
be completed ; but since the one operation would very
often prove fatal, and the two or three very rarely so,

their patients would infinitely prefer the latter course if

they understood the whole circumstance. In deciding as

to where the bowel should be opened he thought that as a
temporary proceeding one should always decide on a right

lumbar operation. This was safe, satisfactory, and out
of the way of the future abdominal section. He had tried

this procedure on many occasions, and the more e.xpeii-

ence he had with it the more favorably it appealed to him.
Whenever a colotomy was expected to be permanent, and
the seat of the obstruction permitted, the left iliac opera-
tion should be selected. The operation w-as free /><?>• se

from danger, and yielded the best results obtainable.

Transverse colotomy was practically unnecessary and very
rarely desirable. Right lumbar colotomy, on the other
hand, had a wide field for useful application as a means
of affording temporary relief in cases of complete obstruc-

tion of the colon below the cecum, and was a valuable

method of treating certain cases of inflammation and ulcer-

ation of the colon. He had done colotomy upon sixty-

eight patients in private practice during the past ten years.

In forty-four of these there was no obstruction, or it was
chronic in type, and all recovered. In twenty- four cases

acute obstruction was present, and nine deaths occuired.

These were mostly in old people with vomitting (often

fecal), meteorism, and collapse. It was interesting to note

that eighteen of the cases of complete obstruction were
met with during the first period of five years, and ac-

counted for seven of the nine deaths, while in the remain-
ing period there were only six cases with two deaths,

showing that practitioners were recognizing the importance
of earlier surgical treatment. It was also interesting to

note that cancer of the rectum was the primary trouble in

half the cases, and that his statement as to the long dura-
tion of life after colotomy for cancer was borne out. In

regard to internal operations, after the obstruction had
been relieved for a sufficient length of time to bear this

procedure, the malignant growths were excised if possible;

otherwise short-circuiting was the only available improve-
ment upon colotomy. Tuberculous disease of the cecum
might be excised, but the results were not satisfactory.

For tuberculous ulceration lower down in the colon and
rectum when severe the best surgical treatment was colot-

omy. Fibrous stricture varied much in their extent and
position, and excision, sort-circuiting, or colotomy might
be employed in accordance with the special conditions
present in each case. The speaker said that he probably
did a smaller proportion of short-circuiting operations than
many other surgeons, and that in regard to this operation
there were two points upon which it seemed to him that

emphasis ought to be laid. One was that in cases of
obstruction in which paresis of the bowel was present
short-circuiting might fail to relieve, while an external
fecal fistula would be successful. He, therefore, did not
recommend short-circuiting operations in the presence of
an" severe form of obstruction such as was likely to be
fatal without immediate relief. The other point was that
he had had the best success when he had cut out of circuit

the smallest possible amount of bowel. He, therefore
usually short-circuited just around the growth or other
obstruction. During the last ten years he had employed
this operation in twelve of his private patients without
mortality. In eight of these cases he had joined the ileum
to the colon and in four colon to colon. However good
the results of short-circuiting or colotomy might be. one
must always wish to excise a malignant tumor of the bowel
whenever circumstances permitted. The cecum and the
sigmoid were the most favorable and fortunately the most
frequent situations for tumors of the colon. The cecal
operation was certainly the more extensive of the two,
but on the whole these cases had done better, chiefly in

the w;ay of the cure being more permanent. Increasing
experience had encouraged him to undertake the major
operation in more cases of cancer of the colon, and in

less cases of cancer of the rectum. His table of cases
showed that he had undertaken colectomv on eighteen
private patients during the last ten years. Only one died:
this was a patient in which he had attempted primary
suture and which otherwise would have been favorable.
The remaining seventeen were done by the glass tube
operation, and all recovered, though some of them were

advanced m years. Of these seventeen cases three were
non-malignant, and fourteen cancer. Of the latter eight
are still living and not known to have recurrence; two
have died from apoplexy and four have died from recur-
rent growth at 2j/5, 3V2, ZYz and 7 years, respectively. In
considering growths of the rectum he considered only
those w hich called for excision. He had already expressed
the view that a well-planned colotomy was not inconsistent
with health and reasonable comfort, or with the pursuit
of ordinary occupations. If this were more generally ad-
mitted some lives that were risked and lost would be saved.
All cases of advanced cancer of the rectum, incurable
fibrous stricture from syphilis or other cause, some recto-
vesical fistulae, and some tuberculous or other ulcerations
should be treated by colotomy. In regard to a preliminary
colotomy it not only lessened the risk of operation, but it

expedited healing, and he considered that for these goou
reasons it should be used with more frequency. A point
in which his experience did not coincide with that of most
surgeons was that regarding the value of retaining any
portion of healthy bowel that might be situated below the
disease. He had long come to the conclusion that an
attempt to retain the anus with more or less of the lower
end of the rectum was bad practice. However carefully
one adapted the parts the resulting anus was rarely bet-
ter, and often not so good as one placed high up at the
top portion of the wound behind the sacrum. To be suc-
cessful in this oneration one must not onh- operate well
and carry out the subsenuent treatment with care, but one
must also recognize that this was one of those serious
undertakings for which a wide discretion must be exer-
cised in the selection of suitable cases. From the age of 55
onward selection should be rigidly practiced. Operations
for cancer of the rectum were, on the whole, less favorable
than those on the colon. During the past ten years he
excised the rectum for cancer in twenty-eight private
patients. Two deaths occurred, one the double route opera-
tion in a male, the other a high resection in a female.
Xeither were good subjects. Of the twenty-eight thirteen
were still hving— i, i, 2, 2^, 3, 3^. 3'4, 5, 6, 6, -'X, 9, and
10 years. Twelve died from recurrence. The average
duration was 13 months. One died from other cause. The
speaker described in detail the various operations which
he had used, calling special attention to the differences in
technique in operating upon the male and the female in
rectal excisions and to the value of retaining the bone,
and illustrated his descriptions by means of pictures.

In the afternoon there was a choice occupation. A num-
ber of members took a trip up the river and were en-
tertained to tea by the Mayor of Wallasey (Dr. J. A.
Aldershaw. Another party visited the garden suburb
at Waventree, where they inspected the houses being
rapidly erected. Many are already occupied. The visitors
were welcomed by two of the directors of the copartner-
ship company which is developing the estate.
Annual Dinner.—In the evening came the annual

dinner, held in the Philharmonic Hall, and generally pro-
nounced to be the most brilliant entertainment of the
rrieeting. Besides the profession, the guests included the
civic notabilities of Liverpool, its culture and its com-
merce, the assembly numbering nearly 350. Fall palms
adorned the orchestral platform, flanked with beautiful
exotic plants.

Dr. Macdonald (Chairman of Council) proposed the
toast of the "City and University of Liverpool," very ap-
propriately united, for it happens that Lord Derby is

Lord Mayor of the one and Chancellor of the other. His
Lordship, in responding, said both corporation and uni-
versity deserved appreciation at the hands of their pro-
fession, for Liverpool was the pioneer which set up a
school for tropical medicine at her university and London
had followed suit. It was initiated bv thatgreat Liverpool
citizen. Sir Alfred Jones, who by establishing it had given
his name an undying recollection and brought credit
to his native city. He wished more people devoted them-
selves to the welfare of their localities There were dis-
eases in municipal bodies too deeply seated for parr\'
politics to cure. He hoped the time would come when ail
would do all they could to secure the health and thereby
the happiness of those who lived about them.
The Bishop of Liverpool (Dr. Chavasse), whose direct

ancestors for 200 years have been connected with the
medical^ profession, proposed the toast of "The Asso-
ciation." and said he was sure the public outside desired
they should receive a living wage, as did colliers. The
idea of this noble and beneficent profession being on
half-pay, starved or straitened, was abhorrent to everv
Britisher.

Dr. E. J. MacLean. Chairman of the Representative
Body, responded and referred to the great growth of the
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association since the last meeting in Liverpool. He said

the dominating body was the meeting of representa-

tives. The public might misunderstand their constitution,

as they sometimes did that of the public. "Breaking Off

Negotiations," of which so much was said, did not mean
boycotting insurance for all time, but that conditions must
be in the interests of the whole public as much as in their

own. The duties we are asked to perform must be prop-

erly defined as to both normal benefit and extras, and
the question is not one of the pocket only. The "Guests"

and the "President" were proposed and enthusiastically

honored.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TROPICAL MEDICINE.

Ninth Annual Meeting, held at Atlantic City, X. J.,

June 3, 1912.

The Eradication of Malaria.—Dr. Joseph H. White of

New Orleans, La., said that malaria possessed a wider in-

terest than any other of the tropical diseases in the United
States, and particularly in the South. There had been
countless deaths charged to malaria that did not belong to

it. Many physicians, through ignorance, had signed death
certificates giving malaria as the cause, when it was abso-

lutely foreign to the disease, while others had knowingly
charged up such things as syphilis to malaria. He thought
that the morbidity of malaria, ratlier than the mortality,

was the question of importance, particularly in the South.

The morbidity was not over-estimated, but the mortality

was largely so. He observed that the filling up of our
country with inhabitants had done much toward accom-
plishing the desired result in many parts of the Northern
and Middle States, practically obliterating malaria: but

that there were many places where this was not so; there-

fore, the remedy would have to be applied in a palliative

way, by excluding the mosquitoes from the houses, drain-

ing small pools of water near, and oiling those that could

not be drained, using for that purpose an oil that had lieen

devised by Colonel Gorgas, and which was composed of

resin, caustic silver and some other things that were cheaper
and more effective than oil. Dr. White felt that the main
point was the elimination of the swamps; and that the

State and Nation, as well as the citizens, must be appealed

to. He asked whether national drainage was not as im-

portant as national irrigation ; irrigation led only to public

wealth, while drainage led to both health and wealth. He
observed that if malaria were not removed from the South,

the negro race would be the only one that could live there.

Dr. M. P. Ravenal of Madison, Wis., said that as a boy
he was given to understand that malaria was invariably

fatal, and that for a white man to spend the night across

the river from Charleston—his home—in St. Andrew's
Parish, was equal to shooting himself. It was the habit

all through the South for the people to leave their planta-

tions about the fifteenth day of May, and not return to

them until after the first frost had fallen. It was his lielief

that only the plantation negro was immune from malaria,

as he had seen negroes from the foothills brought down
to the phosphate fields die like flies of that disease. Hu
felt that the important factor in the obliteration of malaria

was the proper draining of the swamps, and that if this

were done thoroughly it would be unnecessary to even
screen the houses. He observed that the so-called poor
whites of the South—who were generally accused of lazi-

ness—were as energetic as any people when they were well

;

but that malaria, together with hookworm, had been a

primary factor in taking away their ambition. With the

drainage of the malarial districts and the cultivation of

areas of land, there had been an enormous material de-

velopment, so that the public health question was one of

great importance to this country from that standpoint, as

well as from the racial one.

Dr. B. F. RoYER of Harrisburg, Pa., said that malarial

fever cut very little figure in Pennsylvania, because it was
a reportable disease, and a placard was put on each premise
where it existed. It had formerly been common for physi-

cians to speak of indefinite fevers as a touch of malaria,

but the reporting of the disease had done away with that

loose method of diagnosis. Physicians could no longer call

typhoid fever malaria, since they both were reportable, and
the State Laboratory was available in which to make the

tests. He said the State furnished to the physicians all

over the State a little shipping outfit which held three glass

slides, on which they could send smears to the laboratory.

Dr. E. H. Hume of Changsha, China, said that in central

China, where there was a great deal of rice raised, there

were none of the anopheles within hundreds of miles, but
in other sections of rice country there were crowds of
them. He observed that the present studies seemed to

indicate that the presence of anopheles had something to

do with the kinds of fish, etc., contained in certain waters,

and that they hoped within the next few years to find the

solution of that problem. Malaria was so scattered in

China that it was being worked out as a problem of great
importance, he said.

Dr. \Vm. H. Jeffreys of Shanghai, China, said that it was
his opinion that the drainage of swamps on a big scale

would have to be done by the State or Congress, as indi-

vidual enterprise had never done a great deal in that direc-

tion ; this had been shown by the attitude the people of
Maryland had taken toward draining their swamps when
the State had offered to pay two-thirds of the cost, but had
not made the drainage compulsory.
Comparative Observation on the Biological Charac-

teristics of Spirochasta Pallida and Spirachaeta Per-
tenuis.—Dr. Henry J. Nichols of Washington, D. C,
said that the differences in morphology were slight, and
that the same was true of the cultural characters that had
been so far observed. No specific antibodies had been
demonstrated, but distinct differences occurred in experi-
mental lesions in the rabbit, and the action of salvarsan was
distinctive. He felt that there was great need for investi-

gation along the lines of spirocha:ta pallida and spirochseta

pertenuis.

Dr. Creichton Wellman of New Orleans said that to

work out some of the relationships by means of comple-
ment deviation, or by other means, was very much worth
while. He stated that he had discovered pertenuis and
published his paper dealing with that discovery a few
weeks after Castiglianti's discovery; and that it, therefore,

only served to confirm his, but that he had worked his own
out and sent the paper away long before he saw Castig-
lianti's paper. Dr. Wellman differed with Castiglianti in

some points, and did not believe the two diseases should
be united, but that they should be considered entirely dis-

tinct. He felt that if one once saw a case of yaws and
one of syphilis, he would get them so settled in his mind
that they could not be mistaken for each other. It was his

opinion that more scientific care should be given to solving
the question of the tropical diseases.

Dr. Nichols said that one of the drawbacks to that sort

of work in tropical diseases was the scarcity of laboratories
—properly fitted up—in the tropics. While they might
see many cases of yaws in the tropics, yet they might not
have the facilities to work with; but in the temperate
zone they probably had the laboratories, thoiigh not the
cases.

Cultural Studies of Malarial Parasites.—Dr. Creigh-
TON Wellman of New Orleans presented this report for

Dr. C. C. Bass, who had been sent on a scientific expedi-
tion to Central America, by the Tiilane University of Trop-
ical Medicine, of New Orleans, in order to better study-

malaria. Dr. Bass had succeeded in cultivating the malarial
parasites and following out the entire cycle of schizogeny,

not only in culture but in transplants. The work had been-

begun some months ago. and lie had succeeded in keeping
the malarial parasites alive for seven weeks. In an an-
nouncement in the Journal of the American Medical As-
sociation a short time ago Dr. Bass had described the-

method of his work. Dr. Wellman thought that this dis-

covery of Dr. Bass's was worthy to stand beside the former
discovery that the mosquito was the host of the malarial
parasite.

A Simple Method of Differentiating Disease Bearing
Insects.—Dr. C. S. Ludlow of Washington, D. C, dis-

cussed the general external resemblances and differences

between ticks and bedbugs, lice, and fleas. She thought
that wing venation offered a good means of differentiating

groups of flies, as the family was always indicated, and'

sometimes the genus was made evident by that means. She
observed that the classification of the mosquito was in al-

most inextricable confusion.
Dr. Creighton Wellman of New Orleans said that in

no other group of arthropods were there so many
new species suggested as in the case of the mosquitoes.
He did not approve of the attempt to name animals and
insects by people who were entomologists, and not spe-

cialists. He suggested that when one is going to work
with a species of mosquito, he should first find out just

what it is by sending specimens of it to someone espe-

cially working with mosquitoes; and this, also, should be
done w'ith any kind of insect. It was his idea that students

in tropical medicine could help greatly in the filling up
of the gaps and the gathering of the data referring to the

life history of almost all of the insects. He said that the

best way of clearing up the habitat of the tsetse fly was
based on the fact that a peculiar deeree of shade and
humidity was necessary for its reproduction. The clear-

ing away of the timber in the fly belt had been efficacious,.
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because those flies wandered only a few yards from the

belts. Dr. Wellman observed that it was his opinion that

the collecting of exact data, and the getting of facts, from
which to draw a deduction with regard to the extermina-
tion of the mosquito, would be of more benefit at the pres-

ent stage of the problem than the making of ingenious
suggestions and hypotheses, many of which were not based
on facts.

Dr. Joseph Goldberger of Washington. D. C, said that

he thought there was too much tendency in all branches of
zoology to a very broad, superficial study, and that the
number of species and genera was appalling. He felt the
time had come when intensive study was needed rather
than a layer of poorly recorded facts. More about the life

histories of the animal was needed; and instead of rushing
madly after new species those that were already known
should be carefully studied.

Dr. Ludlow said that the study of flies was surrounded
with more difficulties than was usually recognized; that the

anopheles were shy, so that many persons were unable to

find them, even where they existed.

Bacteriemic Nature of Leprosy.—Dr. D.xmaso Riv.as

of Philadelphia, Pa., said that the work was based upon the

fact that tiacilhis Icftr was easily found in the blood
of cases of leprosy. The method consisted in collecting

0.1 to i.o cc. of the patient's blood, from the tip of the
finger or toe (free from lesions) in about 5 to 20 cc.

of a 2 per cent, solution of acetic acid, in which the

erythrocytes were dissolved. The mixture was ccntrifuged
for about fifteen minutes, and the sediment examined for

alcohol acid-fast bacilli. He observed that the method of
staining was one usually followed in the examination for

tubercle bacilli, the sediment being spread on a slide, dried,

fixed, stained with carbol fuchsin, decolorized with 30 per
cent, hydrochloric-acid solution in 95 per cent, alcohol, and
counterstained with methylene blue. In his original paper,

he gave plates illustrating the Bacillus lefra: found free in

typical aggregation or scattered, as well as in the form of
lepra cells (that is, endothelial cells or lymphocytes filled

with the bacillus) ; also a few bacilli phagocytized by the

lymphocytes were shown as evidence that the Bacillus

lefrcv was found in the circulating blood. He remarked
that that method was advantageous in demonstrating the

bacteriemic nature of leprosy, and also as a means of diag-
nosis of the disease.

Early Diagnosis of Filariasis.—Dr. Damaso Rivas of
Philadelphia, Pa., said that his method was based upon
finding the microfilaria in the blood in the early stage of
the disease, and that to do this one should collect from
0.1 to 1.0 cc. of the blood, from the finger, in about 5 to 10

cc. of 2 per cent, acetic-acid solution, in which the erythro-

cytes are dissolved. After shaking, the mixture should be
centrifuged for about 5 minutes, when the sediment might
be examined. Either fresh cover-glass, or dried and stained

preparations should be made from the sediment. With the

acetic-acid method, he considered it immaterial at which
hour of the day or night the examination was made, and
stated that if the case was positive the microfilaria would
be found in the sediment. Four comparative tables were
given in the paper, and the advantages of the acetic-acid

method over the common, fresh-blood, cover-glass prepara-
tion were summarized as follows: (i) Microfilaria of F.

nocturiia or F. loa are found in the peripheral blood at all

hours of the day or night. In cases of F. nocturva. of
course, the greater number is found at night; while in F.

loa the greater number is found in the day. (2) The
periodicity of microfilaria in the peripheral blood is related

to the relative nuinber of embryos circulating from the

blood, and not to an absolute absence of them from the

capillaries. (3) The acetic-acid method is of especial ad-
vantage in the early diagnosis of filariasis. By it the micro-
filaria can be demonstrated in the blood as soon as the

adult filaria reaches maturity and begins to discharge its

embryos, which, in all probability, takes place years before
the obstructive symptoms of filariasis are manifested.

Dr. Henry J. Nichols of Washington. D. C. said that

there should be more careful investi.gation of the tropical

diseases ; that there had been too much tendency in this

branch of research to tell some wonderful story about a

disease not clearly known, except to a few. He declared

that while it was true that the FHaria diiirna was in the

circulating blood in the diytime. it was also there at

night. He said that he had observed several cases of pa-

tients who were watchmen, and that at the end of a certain

period of time their periodicity had not changed; they still

had more filaria at night than in the daytime.
Summary of the Literature on the Etiology of Beri-

beri.—Dr. John- M. Swan of Rochester. N. Y.. suggest-
ed the following definition : Beriberi is a disease of
metabolism, characterized pathologically by a polyneuritis.

and clinically by an acute stage resembling an acute infec-
tion, by a stage associated with marked edema, and by a
stage of polyneuritis and paralysis ; and due to a diet of
which uncured rice forms the principal element.
Investigation of Louisiana Rice with Reference to

the Etiology of Beriberi.— Dr. Cri:u;uton \\i;llman
and Dr. C. C. Bass of Xew Orleans, La., presented a paper
on this topic, in which they detailed a series of experiments
with chickens for the purpose of finding out whether
Louisiana rice would have the same effect as the polished
rice from the Orient. Two samples of Louisiana rice were
obtained—one was secured at the mill after the chaff had
been removed, and was designated "unpolished rice ;" the
other lot was obtained when the rice was ready for the
market, except that the final coat of glucose and talcum
had not been applied, and w-as designated "polished rice."

Marked nerve symptoms appeared after 17 to 23 days in the
fowls fed exclusively upon the polished rice; but the un-
polished rice did not produce the disease. It was also
stated that the unpolished rice included with a general diet

cured the disease; that a diet of pure cane sugar would
produce beriberi more rapidly even than the polished rice,

and that cornstarch would also produce it.

The Public Health Problems in Connection with
Beriberi.—Dr. R. H. Creel of Ellis Island, N. Y., said
that beriberi in the United States had been confined to

sporadic outbreaks in various parts, and had not assumed
public health proportions. He asserted that the cause of
beriberi was not known, but that the great epidemicity of
the disease during the last thirty years had been coincident
with the increased output of steam-milled, or polished rice.

He observed that beriberi in Manila was on the increase,
except in Government-controlled institutions, where it had
practically been suppressed. It was Dr. Creel's idea that

the prevention of beriberi lay in the Government's con-
trolling the milling process of rice, and passing a rice law
similar to the corn law that Italy had. He suggested a fine

and the confiscation of polished rice, whether imported or
for sale locally.

Dr. R. L. Wilbur of San Francisco, Cal., said that he felt

that a distinction should be made between polyneuritis <lue

to inanition and that due to infectious microorganisms.
He observed that if beriberi was entirely due to food, one
would expect to get much more widely scattered cases,

rather than epidemics. He told of an instance in which
the officers of a ship, as well as the sailors, had all come
down within the space of a few days with beriberi, some
of them even dying from the disease. .^11 of these cases
could not have been attributed to the same food supply.
Dr John M. Swan of Rochester. N. Y., said that in the

City of Canton, which was supposed to be outside the beri-

beri zone, there had been a very severe outbreak of the dis-

ease in 1907, in the military camps. Out of 6,000 troops
there were 600 cases of beriberi, with a mortality of 20
per cent. He thought that the use of polished rice was a
preeminent factor in the etiology of beriberi, and said that

that was the consensus of opinion of the members of the
Far Eastern .-Association of Tropical Medicine at the meet-
ing held in Hong Kong, China, last February. He re-

marked that while it was formerly thought that beriberi

was contagious, yet of later years, owing to careful in-

vestigations, the cases had not been isolated, and no indi-

cations of contagion had been seen. Dr. Swan favored the

adoption of measures by the different Governments that

would control the production of polished rice.

Dr. W. H. Jeffreys of Shanghai, China, thought that the

polished rice theory was hard to accept, because of the
fact that the disease apparently did appear epidemically.

He stated that Shanghai and Hong Kong were the places in

China where beriberi was most pronounced. In spite of
the fact that thev had paid a very high price for rice for
St. Luke's Hospital, beriberi had broken out constantly, but
when dried beans were added to the diet there was very
much less trouble from the disease.

Dr. JuDSON Daland of Philadelphia, Pa., said that ten
years ago beriberi was considered of bacterial origin, but
that now the polished rice theory seemed to be conclusive,
though care should be used in diagnosing from the stand-
point of etiology. He stated that experiments had shown
that animals fed on polished rice lost weight, became para-
lyzed, and eventually died; but if unpolished rice and other
articles of diet were added this was prevented. He as-

serted that beriberi occurred in individuals whose food
supply depended entirely on the carbohydrates contained in

rice, and from which the phosphorus was subtracted, thus
producing certain unknown changes resulting in poly-

neutritis. or a condition which closely resembled the
neuritis, caused by inanition. He declared that rice which
contained less than 0.4 per cent, of phosphorus pentoxide
should be looked upon as a prejudice to health, and that
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thobf disposing of it should be dealt with accordingly.
Dr. Henry J. Nichols of Washington, D. C, said that

he was much interested in the points brought out by Dr.
Wellnian, especially as to the fact that beriberi could be
produced by cornstarch, molasses or cane sugar, but he
had no sympathy with Dr. Wilbur's suggestion as to the

infectious theory. He asserted that beriberi, as they had
it in the East, was as fully established in connection with
polished rice as scurvy was with the lack of fresh vege-
tables.

Dr. Ckeel stated that while the Java possessions con-
tain'd a population of 250,000, go,ooo of whom were fed
entirely on red rice, yet there were only nine cases of beri-

beri, one to every 10,000; whereas, in those persons fed on
white rice, there were 280 per every 10,000. This seemed
to him most conclusive.

Dr. Swan of Rochester, N. Y., said that he had never
been convinced as to the infectious nature of beriberi, and
that while many persons thought beriberi and pellagra
similar he was of the opinion that beriberi was more like

scurvy.

Dr. Wellman said that he felt that the whole condition

of beriberi was rather more unsettled in his mind than it

had been before he began the experiments, and that while
most of the evidence gotten together pointed to the rice

theory, yet he disagreed with Dr. Nichols in the opinion
that no other theory should be considered. There were
still manv r?ct? to be explained, such as certain cases he
had found 111 the islands of the Gulf of Guam, whose
symptoms and clinical diagnosis were undistinguishable

from beriberi, and yet no rice had been eaten by the

patients ; and again, cases in which what appeared to be
polished rice had been eaten, and beriberi was in much
less evidence than in the other vicinity. He said that the

attacking of young, strong adults was not clear to his

mind ; and so far as the phosphorus content of the rice was
concerned, there were also objections to this theory.

Some Investigations in Leprosy.—Dr. Creighton
Wellman of New Orleans said he had become interested in

the therapy of leprosy some years before, and he had
tried salvarsan in a series of experiments in cases of lep-

rosy in California; the clinical findings in these cases he
had presented at the last meeting of the American Society

of Tropical Medicine. Judging from some cases which he
had had some time back, he considered salvarsan of great

value in the early treatment of the disease. He stated that

Dr. Duval and himself had come to the conclusion, from
some experiments they had worked out together, that the

chromogenic acid-fast bacillus was the etiological factor in

leprosy. He had isolated from a leprous lesion a slowly-

growing non-chromogenic bacillus, which he had cultivated

in a medium made from human placenta. He had also

found this placenta medium very valuable in cultivating

the Bacillus tuberculosis from lesions and exudates.

Dr. JuDSON Daland of Philadelphia, Pa., said that if u
turned out to be true that Dr. Wellman had found the

etiological factor in leprosy, it would be an extraordinary

step forward in the study of that disease ; and that any
statement made by Dr. Wellman's co-worker. Dr. Duval,

would be of great interest to those working along the same
line.

Dr. Wellman said that he believed the non-chromogenic
slow-grower and the Clegg chromogenic rapid-grower to

be distinct from each other, and that he hoped to be able

to complete his investigations by the next meeting, and
have something more definite to detail.

Gangosa.—Dr. G. L. Angeny of Pliiladelphia, Pa.,

said that gangosa had been prevalent in Guam for more
than a century, was destructive, and showed ulcerations of
the oral and nasal mucous membranes. He stated that it

began as an ulcer of the nose, mouth or pharyngeal wall,

with no pain or other symptoms, the patient often not even
being aware of its existence until the ulcer had reached
considerable size, when the process would advance until the

bone was destroyed. The duration varied from a few
months to many years, he said ; but the general tendency
was to recover, and when death occurred, it was usually

due to some intercurrent disease. He observed that the

etiology of the disease was obscure, and while there were
three theories advanced none of them had been verified.

Dr. Wellman said that in the Naval Hospital, at Mare
Island, California, he had studied half a dozen cases of so-

called gangosa, but to him all the cases looked very much
like lupus. One case puzzled him considerably, because of
the involvement of the hard palate. He told of a diph-

theroid bacillus which Dr. Garger had isolated, believing it

to be closely identified with gangosa. By the use of auto-

genous vaccines Dr. Garger had effected apparent cures of
some of the worst cases. Dr. Wellman said that the fact

that these diphtheroids were so easily isolated from any

sore throat made it probable that the bacillus of Garger
was the etiological factor.

Specimens of Flukes from China.—Dr. W^. H. Jef-
freys of Shanghai, China, showed two specimens of flukes
from China and remarked that one variety was common in

China, Formosa, the Philippines, and Malay; it was called
the endemicus, and was the less harmful. The patient, from
whom the specimen was taken, was a typical case, and
had some 545 specimens in the gall-bladder and bile ducts.
He stated that the particular characteristics of the en-
demicus were length and amount of segmentation. The
other fluke, he remarked, was common in China, India, and
Formosa ; and, as it had been thoroughly described by vari-
ous writers, was well known.
A Malarial Hotbed within Sight of the National Cap-

ital.—Dr. Tho.mas W. Jackson of Ft. Washington, Md.,
called attention to the continued existence of malaria
within fifteen miles of Washington, in spite of the fact of
the sanitary conditions had been greatly iinproved and
the mosquitos largely exterminated. He felt that quinine
prophylaxis had been disappointing ; in fact, a failure, and
he considered it a false and dangerous doctrine.

Dr. Damaso Rivas of Philadelphia, Pa., said that he had
had great difficulty in getting patients to take the quinine
faithfully, and that it was most efficacious to give it one
hour after the temperature had begun to fall, because at

that time the parasite was very young and was apt to take
more quinine then than later. He advised doses of about
yi to 7^ grains, always diluted with hydrochloric acid,

and felt that the recurrences of malaria were unquestion-
ably due to taking the quinine at the wrong time.

Dr. William Kraus of Memphis, Tenn., said that about
a year ago he had had a patient referred to him for the
administration of salvarsan. He found that the patient

had malaria, of the pseudo-autumnal form. The result of
the administration of the salvarsan was the disappearance
of the malarial parasites, and since that time there had been
no further recurrence of the disease. He thought this

remedy miglit have a marked effect on malaria.
Dr. Charles Craig of Washington, D. C, said that he

did not think quinine prophylaxis could be compared for a

moment with mosquito extermination. He told of an ex-
perience he had had at Fort Stoltzenburg, which had the

worst record of any post of the United States Army. They
had tried every means to do away with malaria, when
finally he ordered the patients to come to the hospital twice
a week, where they were forced to take the quinine in the

presence of an officer. When this was done, the numerical
ratio went down over fifty per cent.

Dr. John M. Swan of Rochester, N. Y., said that he
had formerly taught his students that it was necessary to

administer quinine to malarial patients for two years after

their clinical recovery. He said his reason for doing this

was because he had accepted the theory that recurrences

or relapses were due to parthenogenesis. There had al-

ways seemed to him to be a parallel between malaria and
syphilis, because of the necessity for continuing the treat-

ment for a long time after clinical manifestations were
gotten rid of, in order to prevent a relapse or recurrence

of the disease. Dr. Swan stated that it was possible for a

person with the parasites in the blood to present a per-

fectly normal blood picture until he had a relapse.

Dr. Joseph H. White of New Orleans, La., said that he

thought the destruction of the mosquito and the use of

quinine prophylaxis were equally necessary in the eradica-

tion of malaria.

Dr. Jackson said that he did not condemn quinine pro-

phylaxis generally, but that he thought it should not be

substituted for mosquito destruction. He observed that

his principal reason for being opposed to the indiscriminate

use of quinine was that it vitiated the blood diagnosis.

He felt that no definite rule should be laid down as to the

length of time over which the medicine should be given,

though he felt that the period was often made too short,

and that the only sure guide was the repeated examination

of the blood.

The Society adopted a resolution endorsing the creation

of a United States commission for the study and pre-

vention of malaria, and calling upon Congress to appro-

priate funds for this purpose
Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing vear : President. Dr. Edward R. Stitt. Washing-
ton, D. C. : FiVj< Vice-President, Dr. Richard P. Strong.

Manila, P. I.: Second Vice-President, Dr. Creighton Well-

man. New Orleans, La. ; Secretary. Dr. John M. Swan,
Rochester. N. Y. ; Assistant Secretary. Dr. Allen J. Smith,

Philadelphia, Pa.; Treasurer, Dr. C. Lincoln Furbush,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The next meeting will be held in Washington, D. C. in

May, 1913.
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THE DIAGNOSTIC SIGNIFICANCE OF AB-
NORMALLY QUICK FATIGUE (APO-
CAMNOSIS) OF THE ORBICULARIS

ORIS MUSCLE.
Bv J. LEONARD CORNING. M.D., LL.D..

NEW YORK.

The symptoms due to irritative or destructive

lesions involving the functional efficiency of the

facial nerve, directly or indirectly, wholly or in

part, have been explicitly dealt with by numer-
ous writers. That the muscles supplied by this

nerve may be affected by spasm ; that they may be
palsied by neural, nuclear, or cerebral involvement

;

that they may be the seat of atrophy—these are

facts so long authenticated that they have become
the merest text-book commonplaces. It is not to

manifestations so intrusively obvious that the writer

would direct the attention of those who care to

read. Briefly, his endeavor will be to show that

the kinetic competency of the facial muscles, and
notably that of the orbicularis oris, stands in a

somewhat exceptional relation—if one may so phrase
it—to the functional adequacy of the related cor-
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l-ig. 1.—.\ppliance for testing the fatigue

tical neurons, so that the presence of conditions

leading to lessen the energy of the cerebrum as a

whole and of its centrifugal (motor) functions in

particular must needs express itself rather more
decisively and promptly in the muscles of the face

than in other parts of the neuromuscular mechanism.
In arriving at this inference the writer has been

influenced by the following considerations

;

That the embouchure of those who play upon
wind instruments—hautbois, clarionet, bassoon,

flute, etc—is injuriously affected by overindulgence

in alcoholic beverages of all kinds. A similar,

though perhaps less considerable detriment follows

prolonged abuse of tobacco. These sequences are

n"ore pronounced in or after middle age ; they are

especially evident when attempts are made to play

the high notes softly, and they become distressingly

apparent during protracted playing demanding
nicety of modulation, as in solo work.

This lack of endurance of the orbicularis is un-

questionably due to impairment of innervation, to

diminished vigor of the voluntary nervous mech-
anism, and not to any fault of the muscle itself,

which indeed is overdeveloped in players upon wind
instruments. A further proof of this is disclosed

by the fact that the exhibition of certain chemicals
which exert a stimulating action on the central
nervous system, diminish or entirely remove, for
the time being at least, all subjectiv'e or objective
evidences of muscular fatigue. Adequately to ap-
preciate why the inertness of the muscle which
we are here considering should so injuriously
affect the artistic efforts of the player, it must
be borne in mind that upon the orbicularis oris
devolves a leading role in the embouchure of wind
instruments, their correct modulation and articu-
lation being indeed, in an immediate and special
sense, dependent upon the strength, endurance,
and coordinative adjustments of that muscle.

• \ significant fact bearing on the thesis which
it is the writer's purpose to maintain, is that while
in players upon wind instruments the orbicularis

oris muscle, and in fact, all the expressional mus-
cles of the face, may as the result of abuse of
tobacco and alcohol temporarily part with a consid-
erable amount of endurance, the other muscles of
the body—save in extreme cases—remain compara-
tively unaffected.

Nor is this lack of endurance of the orbicularis
oris a sequence of toxic influences only. It is dis-

closed in conditions of debilitv involving the or-

phenomenon of the orbiculatis oris muscle

ganism as a whole and the cerebrospinal axis

in particular, and it appeares, moreover, fairly

early as a rather significant sign in general par-

alysis of the insane.

The writer has also encountered it in arterio-

pathic dementia, in which it assumed, as it were,

a kind of primacy among the more general symp-
toms of motor weakness. Neurasthenia of a severe

type, accompanied by marked bodily enfeeblement,

may likewise disclose this incompetency of the

orbicularis.

It is evident, from what has been said, that to

bring out the fatigue phenomenon which we are

here discussing, some simple apparatus is indis-

pensable. The appliance pictured below (Fig. i)

possesses the merit of being at once simple and
practical. Designed by the writer some time ago,

it has seemed, after numerous trials, to have thor-

oughly demonstrated its efficiency. Two tubes,

the one four (Fig. i, a), the other six and a half

inches long (b), slide freely, the one within the

other. The shorter is the outer, the longer, the

inner tube. At the inner end of the outer tube is

a short hook-like arm, in length about three-quar-

ters of an inch. Four inches from the inner end
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of the inner tube a similar arm is soldered on.

Between these arms a scale (c) about three inches

long has been engraved on the inner tube. This

scale has been divided into degrees of a quarter

of an inch, each degree being numbered. The outer

end of each of these tubes is closed, and a long

Fig. 2.—Showing the lateral expansion of the orbicularis oris upon
the introduction of the instrument .

s])iral spring, filling out the lumen formed by the

two tubes, extends from end to end of the latter.

From this disposition it is evident that the spring,

impinging against the outer closed ends of each

tube, tends to resist the appro.ximation of the two
arms, .\gain, it is clear that such resistance mas-

be increased or diminished by the rotation of the

screw (d) at the outer end of the inner tube,

since the inner end of this screw presses against

the end of the spiral spring. The practical appli-

cation of the device is so apparent that but few
words will be required to help to its intelligent

manipulation. ( i ) Having, by the aid of finger

and thumb, pressed together the two projecting

arms, the latter are introduced into the mouth and
allowed to expand until impinging against the cor-

ners of the mouth, they cause the orbicularis muscle

to relax fully in a horizontal direction (Fig. 2).

The subject should be cautioned not to oppose this

dilatation, and the tension of the spring should

be so regulated by means of the screw as to in-

sure complete lateral expansion of the muscle, but

without stretching it. (2) He should then be told

to contract the muscle as much as possible, as

though about to whistle (Fig. 3V The length of

this contraction will be shown by the scale and
should be carefully noted. This exercise of the

muscle should be repeated at regular intervals, the

observer making note of the number of contrac-

tions executed before a falling off in the amplitude

of the latter takes place. Such decrease in the ex-

tent of the contractions can promptly be deter-

mined by consulting the graduated scale. ( ;^)

With the first appearance of this decline in the

length and vigor of the contractions, the observer

will begin to count anew, making note of the

number of contractions, until the subject having
reached the limit of his capacity, they (the con-

tractions) cease absolutely. It is evident that with-

out lavish expenditure of ingenuity apparatus may
be devised—revolving cylinder, pneumatic attach-

ments, pen, etc.—which will graphically register the

tlecline in amplitude of the contractions of the orbi-

cularis consequent upon fatigue. Unfortunately
mechanism of the kind is neither easy to carry about
nor easy to manipulate. Those, however, who are

hospitable to sophistication of the sort may, perhaps,

care to try it.

In pathological cases, the relatively small number
of contractions preceding the first evidence of

fatigue ( diminution of the amplitude of the con-

traction) and the rapid fall in the extent of the con-

traction thereafter are the characteristic features.

The following simple formula is submitted in

deference to those who may care for such things:

Let a represent the number of contractions preced-

ing the first appearance of diminution in the ampli-

tude of the contractions ; b the number of voluntary

contractions evocable thereafter, and x the degrees
of fatigue which it is sought to determine. We

b

shall then have — =: x.

a

A comparison with the average results obtainable

under normal conditions will serve to disclose the

diagnostic significance of the test.

In the ultimate estimate, however, it is not to be

forgotten that the endurance of the orbicularis is

usually greater in men than in women and children

;

that it is greater in active, muscular individuals than

Fig. 3.—Showing partial contraction of the orbicularis oris.

in those who lead sedentary lives, and that it is

greatest of all in those who play upon wind instru-

ments. Again, it is noteworthy that when the exer-

cise of the muscle is continued much beyond the

first evidence of fatigue, a sensation referred to the

orbicularis, and variou.sly described as "heaviness"
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or "numbness"' is apt to cause complaint. Even in

persons of robust health this may sometimes happen
after fifteen or twenty contractions.

The opinion that the fatigue phenomenon thus dis-

closed is not merely muscular but corresponds in

large measure with exhaustion of the cortical neu-
rons concerned in the innervation of the orbicularis

has already been advanced. To the evidence pre-

viously adduced in favor of that opinion may be
added the fact that even when the ring muscle of

the mouth is exercised to the point at which volun-
tary action is no longer possible, it may still be made
to contract by the application of the faradic current.

The foregoing facts, though significant in them-
selves, become doubly intelligible in view of the spe-

cial relationship existing between the underlying
mechanism of the emotions and the expressional

apparatus of the face. How the facial muscles re-

sponding automatically to the stir within disclose

with unmistakable signals much of the affective life

is realized by all. That the character and intensity

of the emotions themselves are influenced in an im-
mediate and surprising degree by physiological con-

ditions is, however, not always so promptly thought
of, save in the more blatantly obvious relation of

cause and effect disclosed by the use of intoxicants,

or as one finds it revealed in the course of certain

well-known visceral derangements.
A brief glance at the physical basis of emotion,

as now understood, will help to a rational explana-
tion of the emotional exaltation following cerebral

stimulation or depression, and to the framing of a

concept—however faulty in the present state of

knowledge—of the genesis of emotion under normal
conditions as well.

Originating from the parietal lobe more espe-

cially, but likewise, though less abundantly, from all

parts of the cortex, certain fibers descend to dis-

tribute themselves in the red nucleus. On their way
thither these fibers graze the thalanuis and assist in

the formation of the tegmentum. These fibers (de-

scribed by M. and Mme. Dejerine) constitute, it

seems plausible to assume, the upper portion of

the emotional motor system. Thence downwards
(from the red nucleus) the route is continued,

according to some investigators (Probst, Held,

Collier, Buzzard), by way of the rubrospinal bun-
dle of Alonakow, which, arising on the ventral

side of the red nucleus, decussates in the cross-

way of Forel with the corresponding fasciculus

from the opposite side, to pursue its course down
the medulla spinalis (in the vicinity of the lateral

tracts) as far as the sacral region. It is this rubro-

spinal bundle of Monakow which connects the oppo-
site red nucleus with the ventral horn of the spinal

cord.

Incidentallv it may be remarked that the close

proximity of the corticorubral fibers to the thalamus
is probably reponsible for the opinion so frequently

advanced that the thalamus is to be looked upon as

the structural basis of expressional movements. It

requires, indeed, but luoderate familiarity with the

anatomy of the region which we are discussing to

realize that a lesion causing a solution of the "emo-
tional motor fibers" at that point may likewise in-

voke the thalamus, so that a iust relation of cause

and effect may be difficult to determine.

The purpose subserved bv this corticorubrospinal

system in the genesis of emotion may be conceived

to be somewhat as follows : A sensation, visual, audi-

tory, or what not, or a precept or an idea gives rise

in the cortex to an impulse which is transmitted

downward by way of the corticorubral fibers to the

red nucleus. Thence it pursues its course by way of
Monakow's rubrospinal tract to the motor cells of
the lowest level, and so through the nerves to the

muscles. Parenthetically it may be observed that

the expressional apparatus of the face alone con-
cerns us for present purposes. It is held that it is

the muscle sensations—or largely these—following
contraction of the muscles of expression, which, on
reaching the cortex by way of the sensory tracts,

give rise to the emotion, the tone of the latter being,

however, influenced by the combinations of the

nniscular sensations among themselves and by the

addition of vasomotor sensations as well.

In view of what has already been said, it is clear

that the whole mechanism of the emotions is essen-

tially involuntary, and that in this respect they (the

emotions) resemble the instincts. While this is

true, it is not to be forgotten—and this is of impor-
tance in connection with the objects of the present

writing—that the muscles of the face whose purpose
is rather expressional than dynamical are likewise

under the dominion of the will through the medium
of the Rolandic-motor system, with whose physi-

ology all are no doubt familiar. It is, thanks to

the presence of this arrangement, that the coun-
terfeit expression of the actor is made possible, who,
were he deprived of this ability, would be entirely

beholding to the reflex (psychical) or involuntary

play of the muscles of expression under the incite-

ment of genuine emotion, a condition which for

obvious reasons is not always to be realized on the

stage.

The physical bases of the two modes of expres-

sion then are evidently independent of each other.

Certain well-known clinical observations, which,

while serving to show the independence of the two
systems of expression—the voluntary and the invol-

untary—also reveal the important part played by the

thalamic region in the mechanism of expression may
at this portion of the argument be cited with ad-

vantage. When, let us say, a patient has a lesion of

the right Rolandic area, he smiles refle.vly in re-

sponse to a jest on both sides of the face; but a

voluntary or "assumed" smile occurs on the right

side only, volitional action on the left side being

paralyzed. When, however, a lesion of one optic

thalamus, say the right, is present, a jest evokes a

smile on the right side only : and yet, when told to

assume a smile, the muscles of both sides of the face

are seen to act. Here, then, it would seem, is rea-

sonable proof that the physical bases of the two
modes of expression are substantially independent.

Yet, granting this autonomy of each system, the

conclusion seems justified, nay, almost inevitable,

that anv general cause, acting, let us say. through

the circulation upon the involuntary mechanism of

expression, must exercise a corresponding influence

upon the voluntary mechanism as well. The s.'-en-

eral distribution throuehout much of the cortical

area of the neurons of the involuntary emotional

system, and the consequent intermingling more or

less, of the neurons of both systems suggest this.

-Again, but more directly to the purpose, we have

the experimental data afforded by the wind instru-

ment players already alluded to. In these may be

found coincident depression of the neuromuscular

system of expression, voluntary and involuntary

alike, the dual phenomenon being immediately trace-

able to a sinele a:eneral cause, such as intoxication by
alcohol or nicotine.

There would seem, therefore, theoretical as w-ell
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as empirical sanction for the view that the degree

of endurance of the orbicularis oris muscle, as dis-

closed by the voluntary exercise already described,

may in a very real sense represent the condition not

only of voluntary, but of involuntary innervation as

well. From these considerations it follows, that in

conditions of mental depression there should be

diminution more or less of the endurance of the

orbicularis when voluntarily exercised. And in

lact, practical tests prove this to be the case.

In a number of individuals examined by the writer

the endurance of the orbicularis oris was found to

be decidedly below normal ; at least this was true of

those instances of depression (melancholia) in

which the somatic symptoms were at all prominent.

Again, and of similar drift, is the fact that the same

phenomenon was observed to follow the exhibition

of large doses of alcohol and the bromides, the

amount of the latter being sufficient to cause pro-

nounced mental hebetude. A like effect also oc-

curs some time after the inhalation of ether, and this

despite the fact that the subject has sufficiently re-

covered from the anesthetic to stand and even walk.

Incidentally, it may be remarked that the vacuous

expression of the face so frequently met with in

typhoid fever, due, as it is, to relaxation ( hypo-

tonicity) of the facial muscles, coincides with pro-

nounced loss of endurance of the ring muscle of the

mouth. Finally, as previously noted, we have the

significant fact that in the diffuse meningoencephal-

itis of paresis, loss of endurance of the ring muscle

of the mouth is met with rather early.

From the foregoing data the following conclu-

sions would seem to be justified:

1. General conditions that tend to lessen the en-

ergy of the cerebrum as a whole and of its cortical

(motor) neurons in particular will express them-

selves rather more promptly in the muscles of the

face than in other parts of the motor system.

2. The kinetic condition of the orbicularis oris

muscle mav be resrarded as indicative of that of the

other facial muscles under the circuiutances set forth

under i.

3. The vohmtar)- and involuntary mechanisms of

expression, while structurally independent, are both

amenable to the general influences note 1 under i, so

that the degree of endurance disclosed by the orbi-

cularis oris, when voluntarily contracted in the man-

ner previouslv set forth, may serve as an index of

the efficiency of innervation of that muscle, and

hence of the other muscles of expression, when, un-

der emotional incitement, the latter are involuntarily

(reflexly) contracted.

4. In emotional depression, especially when so-

matic symptoms are a marked feature, loss of endur-

ance of the ring muscle of the mouth is a sign of

some importance.

5. From the foregoing it follows that under cer-

tain circumstances, and more especially when asso-

ciated with other signs, the degree of endurance re-

vealed by the orbicularis upon voluntary contrac-

tion may afford confirmatory information as to the

subject's rmotional condition.

6. In diffuse meningoencephalitis occurring in

general paralysis of the insane, loss of voluntary en-

durance of the ring muscle of the mouth occurs

fairly early.

7. The endurance of the orbicularis may be en-

hanced or diminished by the exhibition of certain

drugs ; enhanced, for example, by small doses of

opium and strychnine ; diminished by relatively large

doses of nicotine, alcohol, ether, and the bromides.

8. The orbicularis phenomenon which forms the

burden of the present writing will, the writer be-

lieves, prove most informing when associated with

other symptoms. Only exceptionally, it would
seem, is it likely to prove of assistance when un-

supported by further evidence.

Many signs, empirical and rational, have been

added to the symptomatology of nervous affections

during the last few years. Some of these have held

their own in the estimation of the profession; others

have failed on more extended trial to maintain

themselves. In view of these happenings it is not,

perhaps, the part of wisdom to warm too ardently

to new proposals ; but neither, on the same evidence,

is it policy to flout them. This judicial attitude the

writer has sought to maintain toward his own
work ; and it is far indeed from his thought to be-

speak either a more sceptical or yet a more rhapso-

distic mood on the part of the reader.

53 West THiKTV-Eic.inH Steeet.

A CASE OF DENTAL DEVELOPMENTAL
ANOMALIES, WITH CYST FORMATION.

Dv CECIL KENT AUSTIN, M.D.,

PARIS, FRANCE.

C.^SES like the following one appear to be extremely

rare ; such was at least the unanimous opinion of the

three confreres to whom I showed it—a surgeon, a

radiologist, and a dentist, all of them men of the

most extensive and varied experience—no one of

whom had ever ;een anything similar. It conse-

quently seems to be of sufficient interest to aspire

to the honors of the medical press.

The patient, a young Scotch woman of twenty,

presented every appearance of a person in the best

of health. A peculiarity in her development has

been that three teeth in the lower maxilla have

always been lacking, at any rate in her second den-

tition ; wdiether there were any dental anomalies in

her childhood she does not of course remember.

The teeth missing in this maxilla are : on her right

side, the second bicuspid and a molar (uncertain

whether first or second) ; on her left, the first

molar. In the upper maxilla all of the teeth came

out properlv, though she has since lost two from

decav. She' has onry one wisdom tooth, in the upper

maxilla on the right side. Otherwise her teeth are

sound and in good condition.

Three years ago, consequently when she was

seventeen, a swelling began to make its appearance

just behind her only lower molar on the right side.

This lump increased in size very gradually but

caused her no discomfort whatever, except such as

was due to its presence and bulk ; she was in the

habit of pressing on it fref|uently through her cheek J

from the outside. It finally became so voluminous

as to overcap the molar that lay in front of it. There

had never been any signs of the eruption of a wis-

dom-tooth at this point, nor had she ever had any

trouble there of any description.

At the end of a year's time the swelling appears

to have passed through an acute phase of inflani-

mation of about a week's duration, after which it

opened and allowed a certain amount of "matter" to

escape, red, according to the patient's description;

but more precise information about this period it

was not possible to obtain, as the woman was any-

thing but an accurate observer.

By the time that the acute accidents had subsided

the patient found that a cavity had formed just be-

hind the molar, and this cavity proved to be a per-
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maiient one, aiul even, according to her affirmation,

has been gradually growing larger and larger. She
seeks advice solely on account of the fact that food

gets into this cavity and renders her breath offen-

sive : there is no pain whatever in the region and no

Fig. 1. -Tlie solitary lower right molar, back of which is seen the
large, deep cavity.

Other inconvenience arising fro 11 the presence of

this anomaly.

On local examination of the posterior portion of

the right side of the lower maxilla the first ab-

normal feature that appears is a breach in tooth suc-

cession back of the first bicuspid, in which she

affirms that no teeth have ever existed ; this gap is

quite extensive, more so than seems likely to be

attributable to the absence of a tooth no larger than

a bicupsid. Back of this stands a fine, fully-de-

veloped molar in perfect condition. Back of this

again, and occupying all the posterior portion of

the horizontal branch of the maxilla, i.-? a dark, deep

cavity into which a small hickor)'-uu'. jwuM be in-

serted. The interior of this cavity is considerably

larger than its opening into the mouth, and at its

anterior aspect the posterior root.-? of the large

molar are laid bare. The mucous membrane cov-

ering the exterior of this hollow is normal in ap-

pearance. On exploring the cavity ^vith a probe
no grating is felt, the inside being apparently lined

with a granulating membrane, as the patient says

that each morning there is a small quantity of red

secretion in the hole. This exploration causes no
pain whatever.

On the outside of the face the lower edge of the

maxilla is normal and similar in all respects to that

of the opposite side ; its external aspect, however,
protrudes somewhat, with a hard and even surface,

over which the soft tissues can be freely moved.
No discomfort is caused by external exploration.

The lymph-nodes are not involved. The patient

gained three or four kilos in weight last year, but

has lost them again since.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. i) from a

photograph which, although not very remarkable,

was the best that could be obtained under such diffi-

cult circumstances for the operator, gives a gen-

eral idea of the appearance presented by the lesion.

Radiographic examination was carried out a few
days later and revealed various interesting and im-

portant features. Fig. 2 showed that there were
no non-erupted teeth included in the substance of

the lower maxilla between the right bicuspid and
big molar. Fig. 3 brought to light a new and un-

expected detail : the presence in the posterior end
of the pathological cavity of a large buried tooth

lying quite horizontally and fastened in the sub-

stance of the ascending portion of the maxilla. Be-
tween this tooth and the large molar can be seen

the faint shadow due to the loss of tissue, sur-

rounded by a heavier shadow, which was found
later on to be caused by extreme bone-condensation
around the cavity. Both of these plates are due to

the courtesy of Dr. J. Belot, whose competence in

matters of this kind is well known.
Once in possession of these data our next step

was to try to formulate a diagnosis ; but as we were
iranifestly in presence of a case of anomalous tooth-

eruption, it was clear that the best that we should

be able to accomplish would be to make more or

less likely suppositions. Before the radiographic

e.xploration we thought that we were dealing with

a cyst developed at the expense of the germ of a

wisdoir tooth, though the early age at which the

accidents occurred did not seem in entire accord-

ance with this theory. When, however^ the exist-

ence of a fully developed tooth was demonstrated
in the depths of the cavity we had to give this idea

up, as it seemed most probable that that was the

wisdom tooth hidden away behind there. We then

turned to the hypothesis of a cyst caused by de-

generation of the germ of the second molar. It is

true that the space between bicuspid and molar was
pretty large, much larger 'than could possibly be

due to the absence of one normal, second bicuspid

;

but we thought that possibly the first molar might

have gradually sagged backwards, giving way be-

fore the masticating-thrust falling on a tooth un-

supported either front or back. Again, the idea

occurred to us that, as we were dealing with ano-

malies of all sorts, why should this not be in reality

the first molar considerably out of its appointed

position?

But the extent of that gap between bicuspid and
molar continued to w'eigh on our minds, and the

theory that the molar to be seen must be the second

gained steadily in ground. This was also borne out

by the fact that the molar lacking on the opposite

side was the first one and there seemed a certain

possibility that the anomaly might be symmetrical.

If this supposition were the correct one the pathol-

ogical condition could only be explained by an in-

fectious process accompanying the evolution of the

hidden wisdom tooth. And this was as far as we
could get, no means occurring to us of deciding

which of the two hypotheses was the correct one,

cyst of the second m.olar or infectious process due

Fig. 2.—X-ray from inside out. of anterior portion of patient's
lower maxilla, r'ght side, showing that there are no included teeth
in that region.

to the wisdom tooth. It was, however, rlecided to

remove the entire diseased area under chloroform.
This proved to be much more difficult than any

one anticipated. The soft tissues were first freed
all around the swelling : but although the operator,
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Dr. Du Bouchet, surgeon to the American hospital

here, has a powerful grip and had provided himself
with the strongest cutting forceps available, the

bony wall of the cavity was so dense and hard that
nothing whatever could be accomplished with that

instrument. A start, however, was finally effected

with a gouge and mallet and gradually, by using
first one instrument and then the other, the entire

morbid process was cut away, the wisdom tooth
coming out in the meantime—sufficient bony tissue

remaining below the gap created by the operation
to insure the solidity of the maxilla. The sequelae

to the intervention presented nothing worthy of
note and the whole region healed over most satis-

factorilv.

Fragments of the wall of the cavitv were taken

Fig. 3.— 1. Solitary lower right molar. 2. Horizontal hidden wis-
dom tooth. Between these two is the light shadow of the cavity,
surrounded by the heavy shadow of the densified ma-xillary tissue.
3. Molars of the left side showing through. One of these contains
a filling.

and placed to decalcify in order to obtain stained
sections to settle the point as to whether by any
chance there might be any element of malignancy
in the process ; but the density of the bone was such
that although the pieces were treated in a variety
of liquids it was found impossible, even in several
months, to decalcify the specimens, and the attempt
had to be abandoned. Our minds, however, were
set quite at rest on the malignancy question by the
course of events as time went on, and a year after
the operation the patient is entirely well. The tis-

sues over the operated region are now perfectly
normal and the young woman is about to have a
plate made to supply the missing teeth, as she has
nothing to masticate with on that side of the lower
maxilla back of the first bicuspid.

How to Avoid a Chauffeur's Fracture.—Eliminating
the possibility of abnormal overheating of the engine, such
as might follow an accident to the cooling system, the best
way to avoid a back-firing while cranking is to make sure
personally that the spark lever is properly retarded. How-
ever, there is one method whereby, even with the occur-
rence of a back-fire, little or no injury can be sustained.
This is to crank the engine with the left hand. Should
a back-fire occur, a glancing blow will be received, which,
if painful, is unlikely to do serious damage.

SURGERY OF THE HYPOPHYSIS WITH
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ENDO-

- NASAL METHOD OF HIRSCH.*

By IRVING WILSON VOORHEES, M.S., M.D.

NEW YORK CITY.

The interest of the profession in the relation of

pathological changes in the hypophysis cerebri to

general disturbances of body nutrition and growth,
has been greatly stimulated since P. Marie in 1886
published a report of two cases of acromegaly
which he ascribed to disease of this little under-

stood but seemingly important organ. The term
"hypophysis cerebri" had, how'ever, been previously

used by Soemmering in 1778.

Physioloi^ical and Anatomical Considerations.—
Sir \ ictor Horsley is credited with the first experi-

mental operations on the hypophysis. He removed
this organ from two dogs, w-hich lived respectively

five and six months without showing any symptoms.
Subsequently he stimulated the cerebral corte.x and
found increased excitability of the motor regions.

Faradic currents of moderate strength produced a

marked tetanus, followed by severe protracted epi-

lepsy with clonic spasms fully as strong as those

in traumatic epilepsy in man.
It seems that the life of an animal deprived of the

hypophysis may be prolonged for some time, but

that death is the ultimate outcome of the removal
of this gland. Cushing removed the hypophysis
from many dogs and then either injected or trans-

planted the gland from other animals. He is con-

vinced that total removal leads to a definite train

of symptoms, which can be modified by gland in-

jection and transplantation. He is led to believe

that the anterior lobe is the most essential part of

the gland and is necessary to life, .\diposity is the

most pronounced symptom after partial removal of

the anterior lobe. This is accompanied by a secon-

dary hypoplasia of the genital organs in adults or

by a persistence of secondary infantilism if re-

moval antedates adolescence.

Gley found that of ten rabbits deprived of the

hypophysis onlv one survived the operation. This
animal had previously undergone a complete thy-

roidectomy. For three weeks following the removal
of the hypophysis the rabbit presented at intervals

a series of slight complications, but survived the

more important trophic disturbances, such as thick-

ening of the skin and marked asthenia, for a period

of ten and one-half months.
Vassale and Sacchi removed the hypophysis from

forty cats and dogs. These authors are of the

opinion that the complete removal of the hypophysis

leads to death, prior to which the animal gives

evidence of great psychical depression and marked
change in disposition.

The majority of frogs from which the hypo-
physis was removed died in the course of a few

*Read at a meeting of the Section on Rhino-Laryngology
of the N. Y. Academy of Medicine. May, 1912.

In the preparation of this essay I have made free use
of the admirable monograph of Dr. Frederick Tilney of
the College of Physicians and Surgeons (N. Y.) and of
Dr. Hirsch's published reports, the first of which appeared
in the Archiv fiir Laryngologic, 24 Bd. i Heft. The latest

contribution from Dr. Hirsch's pen was published in the
Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, 191 1, No. 43. In a

private letter in which I was requested by Dr. Hirsch to

translate as much of his reports as seemed desirable, he
informs me that he has operated upon eighteen cases
thus far, with only two fatalities, one of which was due
to pneumonia.
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weeks with symptoms of progressive paralysis.

Autopsy showed a purulent basilar meningitis.

Berkley studied the nerve elements in the hypo-
physis of dogs. He concluded that the organ has
retained its double role of secretory and nervous

6 2 3 j

Fic. 1.—Horizontal section through the skull at the level of the
ostia sphenoidalia. On the left side the posterior and in part also
the anterior ethmoid cells are removed. The anterior wall of the
left sphenoidal sinus is exposed. The normal anatomical relations
are represented on the right.

1. Cavity alter removal of ihe posterior ethmoid cell>. 2 and
3. Ostiam sphenoidalia. 4. Ethmoid cells. 5 and 6. Sphenoid cavi-
ties. 7. Uncinate process. 8. Infundibulum. 9. Orbital cavity.
(Hirscli's private collection.)

function intact, the former perhaps modified, the

latter or original special sense organ probably lying

quiescent and only changed in so far as to admit of

a slightly different arrangement of its elements.

There can be little question that the infundibular

process takes origin from the brain while the glan-

dular portion arises from the epithelium of the

mouth cavity. Certain bodies known as basophilic

elements are formed in the posterior portion of the

gland and probably pass into the cerebrospinal fluid

by way of the third ventricle. In the anterior por-

tion of the gland acidophiles are formed which
probably pass directly into the blood. Colloid sub-

stance has been observed in the gland. A rich vas-
cularization in the granular portion of the hypo-
physis has been recognized by all observers. No
definite lymphatic supply has been proven.

S.A

D

Fig. 2.—Normal hypophysis from a new born child (after Erd-
heim). V'.L. Anterior lobe. H.L. Posterior lobe. T. Infundibulum,
r.i. Recessus infundibuli. Ch. Chiasma. Ai. Aracfinoid anterior to
the infundibulum. Ao. Arachnoid posterior to the infundibulum.
D. Dura. Di. Dura covering of the sella. Do. Diaphragma sellae.

S.A. Subarachnoid connective tissue.

The relation of the thyroid to the hypophysis is

uncertain. It was at one time thought that one was
the counterpart of the other, but Rogowitsch made
a series of studies upon animals from which the

thyroid had been removed. In dogs and rabbits he
observed a constant hypertrophy of the hypophysis,
and for this reason believes that this organ and the
thyroid gland are closely related in function and
that, like the liver, it contributes a substance to the

Fig. 3.—Endonasal hypophysis operation dependent upon the wide
opening of one spnenoidal cavity only. Right half of the nose with
the hypophysis tumor in situ. The bony shell of the tumor is re-

moved. The dura split and turned aside. I. Uncinate process.

3. Bulla ethmoidal is. 3. Remains of the ethmoid cells. 4. Dura.
5. Hypophysis tumor. 6. Margins of tlie widened sphenoidal
cavity. 7. Posterior end of the middle turbinate. 8. Inferior tur-

binate. 9. Remains of the middle turbinate. 10. The back of the
Turk's chair. II. Sphenoidal sinus. 12. Opening of Eustachian
tube. 13. Remains of the nasal septum. (After Ilirsch.)

blood which renders certain compounds innocuous.

From a clinical standpoint, there appear to be

good reasons for associating hypophysis disease

with acromegaly, but the following objections hoid:

(
I ) Sixty reported cases of acromegaly showed

only 6 1 per cent, with hypophysis tumors (Arnold^.

M^//,;^

Fig. 4.—Endona.al hjpophysis operation dependent upon the sub-
mucous resection of the septum. (The skull was sawed through to
the right of the middle line so that the entire left sphenoidal cavity
is seen and a part of the right.) The septum between the two
cavities has been removed in great part. In the floor of the sella
(normal) an opening has been made.

1. Remains of the sphenoidal septum. 2. Left sphenoidal cavity.
3. Proc. clinoidei post. 4. Opening in the floor of the sella. 5. Op-
tic nerve. 6. Lamina perpendicularis of the ethmoid. 7. Septal
cartilage (upper maryin ). 8. Septal mucous membrane of the left

side. 9. Septal cartilage (anterior margin). 10. Anterior end of
vomer. 11. Septal mucous membrane of the right side. 12. Proc.
clin. anter. 13. Frontal sinus. 14. Bony bridge. 15. Upper lip.

16. Proc. alveolaris. (After Hirsch.)

(2) Changes in the hypophysis may occur in the

course of some acute and chronic diseases (Thom).
i ^t) The pathology- of acromegaly includes many
other organs and systems besides the hvpophysis
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and bones (Arnold). (4) Changes in the bones
and soft parts have been observed as secondary to

certain respiratory and circulatory diseases
(Marie). (5) Tumors of the hypophysis frequent-
ly exist without any symptoms of acromegaly.

c c c

py '

"^

^

Fig. 5.—Instruments used by Hirsch in the hypophysis operation:
fl, chisel; b, large and small right angled elevators; c, straight and
upward curved hone forceps; d, bone rongeur; e, knife for incis-

ing the dura; j. curette; g, needle for infiltration of the anterior
sphenoidal walls. (Three-fourths natural size.)

Tilney concludes that the hypophysis is probably
functionally active, but that the significance of the

neural lobe has not yet been determined. There is,

perhaps, sufficient evidence to show that the secre-

tory product of the basophiles passes into the

cerebrospinal fluid, while that of the acidophiles en-

ters the blood. There are two groups of investi-

gators. One group contends that the hypophysis is

indispensable to life and that its removal causes a

definite symptom complex which rapidly leads to

death. The other group is directly opposed to this

and believes that the hypophysis is entirely rudi-

mentary and without function.

Fig. 6.

The relation of the hypophysis to the brain mem-
branes is important. The hypophysis possesses no
pia or arachnoid, but lies in a pocket which is

formed of two layers of dura, namely, the dia-

phragm sells and the dural covering of the saddle
fossa. The delicate brain membranes cover only
the stalk of the hypophysis and reach only as far as

the diaphragm selte. Therefore, in the hypophysis
operation the subarachnoidal space is not opened.
The anterior lobe develops from the mouth cavity

and ascends from the roof of the pharynx to at-

tain its final position. Thereby it is explained why
one finds hypophysis tissue so constantly present in

the vault of the pharynx, which Erdheim called

"the pharyngeal hypophysis."

There are three forms of disease (tumors) of

the hypophysis

:

( 1 ) Acromegaly, described first by Pierre Marie
in the year 1886, which manifests itself by an in-

crease in size of the hands, feet, nose, and tongue,
and in thickening of the lips. It is usually associ-

ated with disturbances in the function of the sexual

glands and disturbances of vision may also be
present.

(2) Degeneratio adiposogenitalis, a disease pic-

ture which Frcihlich first described from the Ambu-
latorium of von Frankl-Hochwart in the year 1902.

It exhibits a fatty degeneration of the organism,
usually acompanied by disturbances in the function

Fig. 7.

of the sexual glands and trophic disturbances, such

as loss of the beard, and of the hair in the axilla

and on the pubis. Disturbances of vision may also

be present here.

(3) Disturbances of vision without striking gen-

eral symptoms. The disturbances of vision may
advance to total blindness. Usually there is also

an alteration in the function of the sexual glands,

and frequently slight struma is found. Headache
may be present in all three forms of disease in

varying intensity, but may also be completely ab-

sent. It is interesting and important that acrome-
galy is associated with tumors of the anterior lobe,

and, as Benda showed, chiefly with adenoma or

adenocarcinoma. Most probably a hypersecretion

is present.

The disease-picture of degeneratio adiposogeni-

talis may be produced by other ttunors. According
to Erdheim, the tumor is not in itself the cause of

fatty degeneration, but pressure against a center

which. Erdheim supposes is situated at the base of

the brain and Fischer in the posterior lobe of the

hypophysis.

The diagnosis of hypophysis tumor is based upon
the determination of acromegaly or fattv degenera-
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tion occurring with disturbances of sexual function,

and with visual and trophic disorders. The dis-

turbances of vision in hypophysis tumors show a

diminution of the acuity of vision and contraction

of the visual field in the form of bitemporal hemi-
anopsia. The latter when present to a severe de-

gree should arouse a suspicion of hypophysis tu-

mor. An extremely important aid in the diagnosis
of hypophysis tumors is the -v-ray, as Oppenheim
first pointed out, since it makes possible the de-

termination of the hollowing out of the saddle by
the tumor. However, the .r-ray determination of

the hollowing-out process is not alone sufficient to

diagnose hypophysis tumor, since this picture may
also be produced by other diseases, for example,
difl:'use or circumscribed hydrocephalus complicat-

ing a chronic circumscribed meningitis, and other

tumors in other parts of the brain. Headache,
sleeplessness, and low temperature are frequently

present, but are not constant in hypophysis disease.

The treatment of hypophysis tumors like the treat-

ment of other tumors is only surgical. Thyroid
tablets, iodine, and hypophysin tablets have only a

transitory influence. The operative methods are

either intracranial or extracranial. Horsley was the

first to undertake the hypophysis operation. He
operated by the intracranial method through the

middle fossa of the skull. But this surgical attack

signifies nothing, since a short description but no
certain statements are given concerning the result

obtained. A second intracranial route carried out
through the anterior cranial fossa was described by
Krause. However, in so far as I know, he did not

operate upon the hypophysis but removed in one
case a foreign body (projectile) from the sella

region, and in another case a fibrosarcoma from this

region, the latter operation being followed by a

fatal termination.

Siiri^ical Considerations.—^Schloffer, in the year

1906, published a paper concerning operations on
the hypophysis, in which he discussed thoroughly
the physiology and pathological anatomy of the

hypophysis and came to the conclusion after study

of all the known operative methods for exposure
of the hypophysis that the extracranial methods are

the easiest and most satisfactory to carry out. As
a matter of fact, one year later, 1907, Schloffer

operated upon a patient for hypophysis tumor, un-

der general anesthesia, by the nasal route and suc-

ceeded in a partial removal of the tumor. He made
his incision on the left side of the external nose

and turned the entire nose toward the right. He
then removed all turbinates on the left and the sep-

tum, after which the inner wall of the left antrum
of Highmore and a part of the nasal process of the

left upper jaw were taken away. After exenterat-

ing the ethmoid cells, he opened the sphenoidal

sinus and removed the posterior wall of the sinus,

gaining direct access to the tumor.
The patient operated upon by Schloflfer with-

stood the operation very well, but died two and one-

half months later from symptoms of brain pressure.

Hochenegg was the first to operate upon a patient

with acromegaly and to show the satisfactory re-

sult in that the symptoms caused by the hypophysis
enlargement decreased. Since that time the opera-

tion has been performed by various general sur-

geons, among them von Eiselsberg, in this or in a

modified form until at the present time (1911) it

has been carried out fifty-three times, thirty-seven

with a good result and twenty-one with a fatal issue.

The n'or:ality amounts to 39.6 per cent.

The operative results demonstrated: (ij that the

exposure of a hypophysis tumor according to

Schloflfer"s method was not especially difficult; (2)
that meningitis does not necessarily take place, in

spite of the fact that the tumor is directly exposed
to the air in the depths of the nasal cavity ; and (3 )

that the partial removal of the hypophysis gives no
appreciable disturbance, but on the contrary in cases

with trophic disturbances and acromegaly favorable

results are to be obtained.

In thirty cases operated upon by the Schloffer

method, or after the same principle, there were
eleven deaths, three of which were due to menin-
gitis, one to aspiration pneumonia, and the other

deaths were supposedly caused by prolonged nar-

cosis and great loss of blood.

Hirsch says: "I followed the development and
the results of Schlotf'er's method with very great

interest when I saw that the general surgeon was
attacking the region which for a long time had be-

longed to the rhinologist. It was to me, as a

rhinologist, perfectly clear that the nucleus of the

Schloffer operation lay in working within the

sphenoidal sinus, and that the great surgical at-

tack upon the external and internal nose only served

to afford a wide exposure of the sphenoidal sinus;

tind, moreover, that this preliminary manoeuver
necessitates the lengthy narcosis and the severe

bleeding which during the operation may produce
asphyxia and after the operation endangers the life

of the patient through anemia, heart weakness, and
pneumonia. The exposure and wide opening of the

sphenoidal sinus is, however, a measure which can

be carried out by the rhinologist by the endonasal

route under local anesthesia without very much
bleeding. It seemed possible, therefore, that after

opening the sphenoidal sinus the rhinologist could

also easily reach the tumor."
Hirsch saw that it was impossible to remove a

hypophysis tumor completely by -Schloffer's method,
as was proven in Schloffer's first case, which died two
and one-half months after operation, and in wliich

the tumor was seen to have been only partly ex-

sected. An especial difificulty which is mentioned

by Schloffer and also by von Eiselsberg seems to

have been orientation in the depths of the wound
owing to the difficulty of establishing satisfactory

landmarks and also because of the bleeding into

the wound. With these disturbing and unsatisfac-

tory elements in mind, Hirsch says: "I came to the

conclusion that removal of hypophysis tumors could

be carried out by opening the sphenoidal sinus en-

donasally, and that this exposure must be carried

out in two operative acts : ( i ) wide opening of the

sphenoidal sinus through the nose, and (2) expo-

sure of the hvnophysis tumor by chiseling away the

bone in the sphenoidal sinus and incising the dura.

The method which I used in my first case was
based upon the wide opening of the sphenoidal

cavity within the nose, as Hajek first performed it.

After opening the sphenoidal cavity, which, as is

known, must be carried out in several sittings,

since the middle turbinate must be first removed,

then the ethmoid, and finally the anterior wall of

the sphenoid, when the bony wall of the excavated

sella turcica, in which the tumor lies, comes into

view. This is chiseled away and its floor removed
as far as possible. Thereupon the dura becomes
visible and may be incised.

"C.\SE I.—After this method. I operated upon a

woman thirty-five years old in the clinic of Hofrat
von Wagner on account of disturbances of vision.
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A cystic hypophysis tumor was found, which I

emptied, and from the wall of which I removed a

small piece. The patient, who was blind in the left

eye, and had in the right eye only 1/30 vision, ob-

tained within seven months normal vision in the

right eye. The left eye remained amaurotic. The
field of vision also increased very markedly. The
patient died sixteen months after the operation in

an epileptic attack. The epilepsy, from which she

had suffered for several years, had no definite con-

nection with the tumor, according to the opinion of

the neurologists. Post-mortem section showed that

the cyst had not refilled. The improvement in vis-

ion was especially marked in this case and con-

tinued to the end of life. This was explained

through the fact that the pressure of the tumor
aitected a great number of optic fibers, some of

v^'hich were destroyed, and consequently improve-
ment took place only in that part of the retina sup-

plied by the undestroyed fibers. There was, how-
ever, no improvement in the patient's left eye be-

cause the left optic nerve was completely atrophied.

The cyst was carefully examined histologically in

a series of sections. It consisted merely of connec-

tive tissue Yz mm. in thickness, of a portion of the

dura Yi mm. in thickness, and of a glandular por-

tion from the pituitary body i mm. in thickness.

The fluid which came away after incision of the

cyst was of an intense bloody color and contained
blood corpuscles and a brownish pigment substance.

There was no sign of any malignancy."
From the report of Hirsch's first case, the com-

pletion of this work lasted about six weeks, which
in the light of the newer technique was quite un-

necessary. This delay occurred because it was
found that after the sphenoidal sinus was opened
it was not possible to reach the hypophysis tumor
with the instruments at hand, and hence the work
had to be interrupted until the proper instruments
could be constructed. Moreover, it seemed unnec-
essary to expose the dura in one sitting and wait

until the next before opening the same. This was
done, however, at the request of Hofrat von Wag-
ner, who considered that the danger to the patient

would be much increased by splitting the dura.

Comparing the two methods, that is to say the

method of Schlofifer and the method just briefly

sketched, the Schlofter method demanded general

narcosis lasting an hour and a quarter ; the endo-
nasal method was done under local anesthesia.

The Schloffer method required the difficult and
disfiguring operation of removing the nose ; the

endonasal method no such unsightly and tedious

operative attack. Moreover, in the Schloft'er meth-
od there was great loss of blood, making possible

only a partial removal of the hypophysis tumor ; bv
the endonasal method there was very little loss of

blood, and the exposure was equally good. The
danger from meningitis was about the same in the

two methods.
Hirsch found that his method was objectionable

because it was carried out only on one side ; that

the opening to the hypophysis tumor should be car-

ried out laterally from the middle line; that the

exposure of the tumor was less sufficient than by
the method of Schloft'er, and finally that the danger
of infection was greater. He says: "I sought,
therefore, for a new method which could be carried

out in a shorter time. . . . This method depends
upon Killian's submucous resection of the nasal sep-
tum, but the resection is extended to the posterior
part of the vomer, to the perpendicular plate of the

ethmoid bone, to the rostrum sphenoidalis, to the

anterior wall of both sphenoidal cavities, and finally

to the sphenoidal septum. Whereupon the hypo-
physis tumor may be laid free in its entire extent."

The detailed technique of this second method is

given under a description of Hirsch's second case,

and is essentially is follows

;

"Preparation of the Patient.—A half hour before
beginning the operation the patient receives an in-

jection of .01 morphine hydrochloride. This done,

I apply 20 per cent, cocaine solution in the form of

a spray to the nasal mucous membrane, and when
this has become no longer sensitive I place cotton

tampons soaked in the same cocaine solution in each
nasal cavity. The face, external nose and chin are

then washed with soap, with sterile water, and fin-

ally with benzine. The cocaine tampons are now
removed and the septum and turbinates are painted

with 30 per cent, cocaine solution combined with

tonogen. Following this Schleich's solution No. 2

with tonogen is injected, after which the operation

can be begun. By means of a syringe and with a

long upward curved needle, I infiltrate both sides

of the anterior sphenoidal wall and the posterior

areas of the septum, and continue the infiltration of

the remaining septal nuicous membrane with a

straight needle as far forward as the membranous
septum as is done in Killian's submucous operation.

I use on the whole about 2 c. cm. I wait about ten

minutes for the solution to act, and meanwhile in-

troduce cotton tampons soaked in i per cent, bi-

chloride solution in the nasal vestibule for disinfec-

tion. To the left of the patient I place a table with

the sterilizing apparatus and the light. On my
right hand I place the instrument table and two
basins with sterile water, one basin to cool off the

instruments, which must be repeatedly boiled dur-

ing the operation, and the second for sponging off

the blood from the used instruments. Sterile gauze
in strips 10 cm. long serve to wipe away the blood
in the nasal cavity. Large pieces of gauze serve

to wipe off the patient's face and to place the head
mirror in position from time to time. Finally I

have ready the necessary tampons for posterior

plugging in case of bleeding."

The technique of the first part of the operation

varies in no essential respect from that ordinarily

used in the submucous resection of the nasal sep-

tum, as already mentioned. Therefore it is not

necessary to describe it here since this operation is

so well understood. After practically a complete

removal of the septum it is necessary, according to

Hirsch, "to expose the anterior sphenoidal wall by
elevating the mucous membrane on both sides of

the posterior edge of the vomer where it articulates

with the sphenoid. This is done very easily, and
when it is finished one proceeds with the elevation

until the elevator passes through the sphenoidal

opening into the sphenoidal cavity. The posterior

part of the vomer and the rostrum sphenoidalis is

now removed from within this mucous membrane
sac and the anterior sphenoidal wall is broken
through with a chisel. The opening is enlarged

with bone forceps, after which the septum between
the two sphenoidal cavities is removed and the pos-

terior wall of the sphenoidal cavity is laid free. The
sella turcica is then cut through with a chisel, and
after splitting the dura with a knife the hypophysis

comes into full view. In this way I have chiseled

off the Turk's saddle in several cadaveric skulls.

In some skulls in which the middle turbinate ex-

tended far toward the median line and the two mu-
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cous membrane flaps on this account could not be

sufficiently separated, I had to remove the free mar-
gins of both turbinates."

"C.^SE II.—^A woman forty-six years old with dis-

turbances of vision and cessation of the menses. I

simply exposed the mass and saw part of the tumor
at the cut margin of the dura. I removed no part

of the tumor, following the wish of Hofrat von
Wagner, in whose clinic the patient was. In spite

of that, the vision of the left eye improved from
6/60 to 6/18. The acuity of vision in the right

eye was and remained normal, while the width of

the visual field remained uninfluenced. This im-
provement in the left eye continued for about seven
months, but the patient had to be operated upon a

second time (which is recorded as Case VHI in the

full report). The improvement to 6/18 vision now
retrogressed to the original 6/60, and the patient

requested a second operation. I removed a piece

of the tumor about the size of a cherry. However,
immediately after the operation the patient became
unconscious and died a few hours later. Post-

mortem showed a large hypophysis tumor which
had grown toward the third ventricle. Blood ves-

sels were opened at the operation, the tumor tissue

w-as covered with blood, and fluid blood entered the

third ventricle. No other wound was found. His-
tological examination showed that the tumor was a

vascular malignant adenoma.
"For the separation of the mucous membrane

flaps, the usual short nasal speculum sufficed, but

occasionally I used also the long-bladed nasal

speculum (as is used in median rhinoscopy) in

order to e.xaniine the ostia sphenoidalia. In work-
ing between the separated mucous membrane flaps

there was a difficulty after removal of the anterior

part of the septum. I lost my orientation as to

which direction I must separate the mucous mem-
brane further in order to come to the anterior walls

of the sphenoidal cavity and not enter the lamina
cribrosa. I found that by keeping near to the floor

of the nose and loosening the mucous membrane
from both sides of the vomer as far as the choanje

and also to that part of the vomer which
forms the septum between the choanae, this difficulty

was lessened. After removal of this piece of bone
I found upon introducing a probe between the

flaps that the mucous membrane of the septum
which lay in the region of the pharynx was yield-

ing. Above that one felt a resistance which must
be the anterior sphenoidal wall. Now I had the

direction and the region where the mucous mem-
brane must be pushed aside in order to reach the

anterior walls of the sphenoidal cavity without
coming into contact with the lamina cribrosa. The
determination and opening of the hypophysis
tumor offered no difficulty. . . . The chief

factor in the endonasal submucous method is the

anesthesia. All parts of the nose which may be

touched by instruments during the operation must
not onl}- be cocainized, but also infiltrated with
Schleicli's solution: above all. the septum in

its entire extent and the anterior walls of

the sphenoidal cavity. I recommend also to

infiltrate the posterior ends of the middle
turbinates, since during the elevation of the

mucous membrane from the anterior sphenoidal

wall these parts may be pressed upon. If the

anesthesia has been carefully done, the patient re-

mains quiet during the operation and the physician

can also rest easy in those cases in which the sur-

gical attack lasts an unusually long time through

unforeseen hindrances. Before opening the

sphenoidal cavity, it is recommended to elevate the

mucous membrane so that the ostia sphenoidalia
become visible before undertaking the removal of

the wall for the following reasons: {1 ) The bone
is usually thinnest around the openings, and (^2)

through systematic removal of the sphenoidal walls

toward the middle line the comparative situation of

the two openings may be determined and any asym-
metry and deviation of the sphenoidal septum may
be seen. The removal of the sphenoidal septum is

continued to the hypophysis tumor. I f a portion of

bone remains behind, it must be removed by a

chisel before the operator can attack the real bone
shell of the hypophysis tumor. Thereby the chisel-

ing is made more difficult and one gets the impres-
sion of thick bone. I follow the example of Gush-
ing, and because of the work of S. J. Crowe, in the

use of urotropin after hypophysis operations.

Crowe has demonstrated that after administration

of urotropin formaldehyde appears in the cerebro-

spinal fluid and disinfects the same."
The instruments necessary for the hypophysis

operation are as follows: (i) All those in common
use for the submucous resection of the nasal septum
according to the opinion of the operator. (2) The
hooks and sphenoidal forceps used by Hajek. (3)
A long elevator. (4) A septum forceps with
blades 13 cm. long. (5) A chisel. (6) A large

and small right-angled elevator. (7) A straight

and an upward bent bone forceps. (8) A bone
rongeur. (9) A knife for the dura. (10) Various
sized curettes, one the size of a pea. (11) A
syringe for infiltrating the anterior sphenoidal wall.

"After my experiences," says Hirsch. "it can be

asserted that the endonasal submucous hypophysis
operation not only compares very favorably with

the extranasal surgical methods, but is superior in

many respects. I am thinking here not only of

Schloffer's method, but also of all other similar

methods which have been described."

"Case XII.—In this case the endonasal hypophy-
sis operation produced quite an extraordinary re-

sult, since the patient was a man sixty-nine years

old, and a significant improvement of the visual

power was obtained. The patient within eight

months had lost his vision, excepting a small rem-
nant. Before the operation he could count fingers

with the right eye at four meters, the left eye per-

ceived merely movements of the hand. After the

operation, in which a soft cyst was opened and
tumor tissue was removed, the patient obtained in

the right eye a seeing power of 0.2. The left eye

could now count fingers. The field of vision,

which could be determined only in the right eye, is

very limited, but in the nasal half is almost normal
in extent. (The temporal half is still wanting.)

On the left, the field of vision has returned in the

upper nasal quadrant. I can assert that this result

could have been obtained by no other method, since

the patient could not have withstood a narcosis."

Finally, Hirsch reports one case with fatal issue,

in which the \vrong diagnosis had been made by
the physician who submitted the case for operation.

He says : "I operated upon another case in which
the common signs of disturbances of vision, cessa-

tion of menses and .r-ray picture showing excava-

tion of the sella turcica led to the diagnosis of

hypophysis tumor. The patient was advised be-

cause of this diagnosis to undergo operation. I

made an opening about the size of a cent in the

floor of the sella turcica and exposed and incised
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the dura. The serous fluid came away. I believed

at the time that a cyst was present. The serous

fluid continued to come away, and a short time after

the operation the patient became somnolent, and 1

began to suspect that the subarachnoidal space had

been opened. The patient died two days later. At

post-mortem a flattened but otherwise normal hy-

pophysis was found. The diaphragma sells was

markedly excavated in its anterior part adjacent to

the sella floor. The floor of the third ventricle was

adherent to the diaphragma. Under such ana-

tomical conditions, by cutting into the dura the

ventricle must necessarily be opened. It was prob-

ably a circumscribed hydrocephalus of the third

ventricle. Meningitis was not present.

"Among the cases operated upon, the three forms

of hypophysis tumor were encountered, causing the

symptoms 'enumerated above: Acromegaly, degen-

eratio adiposogenitalis, and visual disturbances

without striking general symptoms. All cases

showed a significant improvement in symptoms

(visual disturbances, acromegaly, and headache)

after the operation. The fatal results which oc-

curred after the operation would have also occurred

after any other of the hitherto described methods

and could not be avoided. The endonasal method

is applicable to all cases in which the tumor forces

the sella turcica forward toward the sphenoidal

cavity. Good results are to be expected if the

tumor for the most part develops only within the

sella turcica or is of a cystic nature. In exceed-

ingly great intracranial development of the tumor

this operation, as well as all other methods, can

be followed only by insignificant results. After

what has been described above it is obvious that

rhinology has won for itself in the endonasal hy-

pophysis operation a new, interesting, and impor-

tant field, and therefore it is now the business of

nasal specialists, in selected cases, to take permanent

possession of the newly won territory."

On September 15, I'gn, Hirsch operated upon a

thirteenth case of hypophysis tumor on account of

visual disturbances. The visual disturbances have

significantly improved.

On October 11 he operated on a fourteenth case

in the same way on account of visual disturbances.

This patient has also become quite well.

14 Centrai. Park West.

because my experience with the Giemsa stain, in the

search for other parasites than malarial, was at

that time extremely limited. Notwithstanding, I

had had opportunities to appreciate its instability,

the lack of uniformity in the results, even when ap-

parently the same details of technique are carried

out in the staining process, so that I did not hesitate

to express as one of my conclusions, from the ex-

amination of the few preparations exhibited, that

the bodies shown by Dr. Seidelin were likely to be

"nuclear and proptoplasmic fragments."^

Subsequent investigation has demonstrated that

mv surmise was fundamentally correct and the so-

called parasite of Seidelin can be reproduced, as far

ADDITIONAL NOTE UPON A SO-CALLED
PARASITE OF YELLOW FEVER

(SEIDELIN).

By .^RISTIDES AGRAMONTE, A.B., M.U.,

HAVANA^ CUBA.

PBOFESSOR OF BACTERIOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL PATHOLOGY. UNIVERS-

ITY OF HAVANA; PRESIDENT, BOARD OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES;

MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL BOARD OF HEALTH, CUBA.

Since writing my "Notes" referring to an article in

the Yellow Fever Bureau Bulletin, No. 7 (Liver-

pool, England), in which a new "parasite" of yel-

low fever is offered for consideration, I have been

engaged upon a study of blood films, secured from

the various sources which shall be presently de-

scribed, in a good proportion of which I have

found bodies identical with those which have been

accused of being the causative agents of yellow

fever.

In my paper, above mentioned, I could do no

more than offer a criticism of Dr. Seidelin's claims

in a general way: I could not present any objective

evidence against the specificity of his "organism."

%x$-

f^M

.
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Composite Drawing o£ Blood-findings Simulating Protozoon Bodies.

Treated by tlie Cicmsa Stain, Rapid and Slow Processes. X1800.

as cell fragments can be reproduced, with regard to

size, coloring, and general appearance, in blood films

obtained from other pathological conditions, in

which the existence of yellow fever infection is ab-

solutely untenable. Nor has the experience been

restricted to my own researches for, entirely inde-

pendent of my" work. Dr. Cartaya in Las .A.nimas

Hospital Laboratory has found the identical

"germs" in a case of human glanders, as well as in

certain biliary infective processes ; Dr. Guiteras,

who has examined Cartaya's films, is also of the

opinion that the bodies found there are the same as

those shown to us by Seidelin in his preparations

last winter.

It may be needless to say, perhaps, that these

bodies cannot be demonstrated in a good number of

blood specimens examined and only once have I

seen a few in what may be called, from a hematolog-

ical standpoint, a normal individual. My blood

smears, with Seidelin's yellow fever parasite, were

collected from the following sources :

One case of goitre, after operation attended by

severe hemorrhage (collected by Dr. Lebredo at

Hospital No. i).

One case of measles; girl 15 years old; in the

eruptive stage of the disease.

One case "of mild biliary obstruction (gastroduo-

denitis?) at Las Animas Hospital.

Three cases of severe icterus, not possibly yellow

fever (two at the Covadonga and one at the Benefica

Sanatorium).
One case of uncinariasis, with the usual marked

anemia.

One case convalescing from typhoid fever, who

had suffered several intestinal hemorrhages during

the attack (at the Covadonga Sanatorium).

One case of severe icterus (Weil's disease?) at

the Benefica Sanatorium.

One case of urticaria ; a woman, 32 years old, ap-

parentlv otherwise normal.

On the other hand, it has been impossible to find

these unusual bodies in preparations made from 27
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normal individuals (18 men, 7 women, and 2 chil-

dren) in those from grippe (3 cases), chronic dys-

entery (i case), infectious icterus (2 cases), ty-

phoid fever at various stages (3 cases), in any
of four blood smears from a case of yellow fever at

Bahia (Brazil). These specimens were collected at

the fourth day of the disease. I have had no oppor-
tunity to examine other blool films from yellow

fever, still the experience obtained otherwise in-

clines me to the opinion that the elements described

by Seidelin may, indeed, be frequently seen in that

disease : but from this, to associating them in any ca-

pacity with the etiological factors concerned in yel-

low fever, there is such a great distance, that it may
not be easily bridged over.

When once we realize that these bodies are noth-

ing but nuclear and protoplasmic fragments, chro-

matoid and basophilic elements, and thus integral

parts of the blood itself, we can well understand the

reason for many of the points so faithfully present-

ed in Dr. Seidelin's description of his supposed
parasites. One of these, and because of which I

was averse to accord to them the role of causative

agents of the disease, was their dissimilarity of size

and form even when found in the same drop of

blood ; the fact tliat no two of these bodies were ex-

actly alike, except perhaps in the case of the small

chromatic points, the so-called "marginal dots"

(Jolly bodies?), which Theiler has turned into his

anaplasma of cattle and which sometimes appear with

the selective stains even in normal blood. But the

bodies that apparently contained a certain amount
of protoplasm, which Seidelin consi'Iers as the most
typical paraplasmata. failed in that uniformity of

contour and proportional contents which we are ac-

customed to see in protozoan bodies. Among the

"parasites" drawn by Seidelin there is one, however,
the counterpart of which I have found twice ; it con-

sists of a rather square bit of basophilic substance,

about two microns in diameter, the third part of

which is occupied by a more or less crescentic cliro-

matoid nucleus, simulating the blepharoplast of a

protozoon.

Another fact which is also explained is why these

elements have been seen by Seidelin in yellow fever

blood, obtained rather late in the disease, after the

fourth day and not during the first three days ; the

reason, to my mind, is that the hematopoietic activ-

ities of the individual are then most pronounced,
after actual hemorrhages, hemolytic or other blood-

destroying processes have been at work and the

blood-forming powers are stimulated to produce,

as is well known, new blood with its fair amount of

nucleated erythrocytes, normoblasts, and the corre-

sponding proportion of white blood cells : it is then

we find an unusual quantity of nuclear elements

which on staining give the chromatin reaction in a

manner more or less pronounced, according, as I

suggest above, to the specific details of technique
employed, not only with the Giemsa, which is one of

the simplest used and hence the preferred in proto-

zoological investigations, but as well with all the

various other modifications of the Romanowsky
type of stains.

Yet another of Seidelin's finding's which I have
been enabled to corroborate is the scarcity of these

bodies in whichever blood specimen they mav occur.

In some slides barelv two or three may be seen

after hours of painstaking- search, and this is pai-tic-

ularly so with regard to the larger and more oro^o-

zoon-like fragments, so that a collection of half a

hundred "parasites" represents the work of as many
hours. This infrequency in the blood is readily

explicable when we think of the eventual origin of
their existence and the very fact of their insignifi-

cance.

I believe with Shilling (Torgau) that many in-

vestigators in the field of Tropical Medicine have
mistaken these elements as the causative agents of

the particular disease which they may have been
studying at the time. He mentions several who
may have committed this error, but with regard to

Seidelin he specifically says :- "It is entirely in-

ai'missible that one may declare a case of yellow
fever, for the only fact that it presents those 'para-

sites,' (Seidelin)."

And in a footnote to this page, he adds: "The
histories themselves, presented by Seidelin, make
their etiological nature improbable. The diagnosis
based only upon the finding of these 'parasites'

would be too far fetched."

In this excellent work of Shilling's we find that

many of his drawings of these blood elements are
as much like Seidelin's "parasites" as any two frag-
ments of anything that cannot be mathematically
broken up can be.

A very interesting contribution to the elucida-
tion of this subject may be read with benefit by
researchers in the Tropics, where blood conditions,
both in the native and the European as well, are
usually far from normal as we understand them;
it is found in the Fourth Report of the Wellcome
Laboratory (Khartoum, Egypt) from the pen of
Dr. Andrew Balfour. The interpretation of mi-
croscopic findings must be kept well safeguarded
from the personal equation : else one is liable to be-
come the victim of some of the many fallacies

pointed out by that eminent hematologist.'
My work has been necessarily restricted to hu-

man blood, the time at my disposal not allowing
the extension of research beyond the object in
view, which was mainly to corroborate or disprove
the exclusive existence of those bodies in the blood
of yellow fever cases. Similar findings have been
announced in other mammalian, as well as in fowl
and reptilian blood, which no doubt are of interest

to students of hematology ; most of them, if not all,

may be found reported in the Folia hematologica
of Pappenheim.
During the work entailed in the preparation of

this "Additional Note" I have demonstrated, in a
manner quite satisfactory to my colleagues here
and to myself, that the "parasites" of yellow fever
said to have been contained in the stained slides

shown by Dr. Seidelin cannot be accepted as such,
from the fact that evidently blood-platelets, chro-
matin residues, desintegrating cell remnants, nu-
clear and protoplasmic fragments often present the
same hue and outline when treated by the selective

stains and principally by the Giemsa reagent, and
unless Dr. Seidelin can bring forth other and more
substantial proofs of his contention, we must rev-
erently but decidedly lay his "parasite" in the grave
which holds so many disappointments that have at-

tended, heretofore, the researches of discoverers,
certainly as earnest and enthusiastic.

A composite drawing of the bodies demonstrated
accompanies this writing.
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tion as being the causative factor in certain bullous

eruptions ; he states that, "In relatively rare in-

stances vesicobullous eruptions, variously desig-

nated as acute pemphigus, bullous dermatitis, herpeti-

form dermatitis (Duhring"s disease) have followed

BULLOUS DERMATITIS FOLLOWING VAC-
CINATION, WITH A REPORT OF

A CASE.*

By T. L. KIRBY-SMITH. M.D..

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

In recent years quite a few cases of bullous der-

matitis have been reported in the current medical

literature as having followed vaccination. Among
the well known dermatologists who have observed

this condition, and have brought up the question of

vaccina being the causative agent in the eruption,

are : Bowen of Boston who reported in the Jour-

nal of Cutaneous Diseases in 1901 : "Six cases of

bilious eruption resembling herpetiform dermatitis

following vaccination, in children between the ages

of five and ten, and appearing within from one to

four weeks after vaccination, and lasting from

months to years ; Dyer of New Orleans also makes

a report of the same condition at an earlier date

(1897) in the Nezv Orleans Medical and Surgical

Journal; Pusey of Chicago, previous to Dyer, re-

ported a similar condition in the May (1893) num-
ber of the Tri-State Medical Journal; Stelwagon
in the Journal of American Medical Association,

February 22, 1902, in an article, "Vaccinal Erup-

tions," reports bullous dermatitis following vac-

cination ; others who have reported cases are Howe
of Boston, who reported a series of ten cases, and

Sequiera in 1902 showed before the London Derma-

Fig. 1.

tological Society a case of pemphigus following vac-

cination. Schamberg in his latest treatise on the

"Eruptive Fevers" reviews the subject of vaccina-

*Read before the Duval County Medical Society,

March 5, TQ12.

FiE. :.

vaccination. While we have found no positive proof

of a causative relationship between vaccina and
these eruptions, they have been reported by careful

observers in a sufficient number of instances to war-
rant the a'ssumption that the antecedent vaccina-

tion has been of some etiological moment." To
i|uote from S<elwagon in his treatise on "Diseases

of tlie Skin." under the head of "Etiology of Her-
petiform Dermatitis,'' we find, "That some septic

or otherwise toxic agent is sometimes responsible

for herpetiform dermatitis (or at least a similar or

allied condition showing often a combination of

the symptomatology of erythema multiform, herpes,

pemphigus, and resembling herpetiform dermatitis),

seems shown by the occasional examples following

vaccination, as observed by Dyer, Pusey, Bowen,
myself, and others." Howe, in his report of bullous

eruptions following vaccination, was inclined to at-

tribute the eruption to the infectious material intro-

duced at the time of, or after, vaccination. The
cases occurred at a time when smallpox was preva-

lent in epidemic form, and when thousands of vac-

cinations were being performed.
Case History.—Roy Crozier, referred by Dr. John

E. Boyd of Jacksonville. May, 1910; age as given

nine ; family history : father and mother both living,

four children (boys) who have always been strong

and healthy ; in fact, the whole family are appar-
ently in good health ; there is no histor)' of any skin

disease in the past. The patient is the eldest child,

has had the best of health ; whooping cough when
an infant is the only disease of childhood : one
year ago was treated for "hook-worm.'' report from
the State Board of Health Laboratory had pre-

viously shown the presence of the ova of Uncinaria

:
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later examination showed the stools free from the
parasite.

According to the statements of the mother, the
child was vaccinated on the arm one year ago, by
the family physician; the vaccination was success-
ful; ten days after the inoculation a number of
clear vvater blisters made their appearance on the
arm in the neighborhood of the vaccine pustule ; a
few days later similar lesions appeared on the body,
and then on the face. From this time until seen by
me, in May, 1910, the patient has never been en-
tirely free of the eruption. The mother states that
"as soon as one crop of blisters would dry up and
the crusting separate, the disease appearing to be
about over with, other crops would make their ap-
pearance over night; during all this time the boy
was in good health; he complained of intense itch-
ing at times, especially at the time of occurrence of
new lesions." Until recently the disease has not
prevented him from taking part in the life of chil-

F'g. 3.

dren. When first seen in May, 19 10. there were a
number of groups of vesicobullous and vesicopustu-
lar lesions on the body and extremities (as shown
in Fig. I ), especially around the thighs and genital
region, and a few scattered lesions on the face and
neck

; though the predominating lesions were vesicu-
lar, some were pustular; these no doubt were sec-
ondary, due to infection from scratching: others
were ruptured and a crusting resulted. There was
some light colored pigmentation present and slight
superficial scarring from previous lesions ; there
was a decided tendency toward grouping; this is

shown in Fig. i. Itching at times was complained
of as intense : with these characteristic symp^pms
present, a diagnosis of herpetiform dermatitis was
made. Acute pemphigus and bullous impetigo were
both considered in a differential diagnosis, but the
latter was excluded after considering the historv of
the frequent recurrences over such a long period of
time, and definitely so by the absence of pyogenic
bacteria in the serum from the vesicles and bullae.

-Acute pemphigus was excluded by the decided
grouping of the lesions and the presence of the
intense itching. Later, however, the recurrences of
the eruption, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, made
this diagnosis appear to be more correct than that
of herpetiform dermatitis. A complete physical ex-
amination revealed nothing abnormal; a number of
urinalyses were made, the only thing of interest
found being the constant presence of indican. Exam-
ination of the blood showed 7 per cent, eosinophilia.
Mention is here made of the long prepuce of the
patient, which was found to be adherent to the glans,
and I think that by circumcision the occurrence of
the eruption may be controlled, as some cases of
herpetiform dermatitis in children have been cured
by this procedure (Stelwagon). Treatment as a
whole has been very unsatisfactory. The mother has
refused to allow circumcision, internal medication
has had very little effect, full doses of arsenic in
Fowler's solution were tried, also quinine and mer-
cury; the best results obtained have been from in-
jections of 2 grains of sodium cacodvlate twice a
week over a period of six weeks. Last summer the
patient remained free from the disease for two
months. This is the longest period he has been free
of the lesions since the first occurrence eighteen
months ago. The present eruption is the most
severe (see Figs, i and 2).

Circumcision w^as performed bv Dr. W. P. Dey
of Jacksonville, on March 10. The prepuce was
found to be firmly adherent to the glans penis ; had
to be dissected free. At the present time. May 28,
the patient has been free from the eruption five
weeks.

25 West Church Street.

A MARKED CASE OF FACIAL ASYM-
METRY OCCURRING IN A CASE

OF SCROFULODERMA.*
By M. ZIGLER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

INSTRUCTOR IN GENITOURINARY SURGERY IN THE POST-GRADUATE MEDI-
CAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL; CHIEF OF THE GENITOURINARY

CLINIC OF LEBANON HOSPITAL; ASSISTANT DEKMA-
TOLOGIST OF LEBANON HOSPITAL DISPENSARY.

TiLLiE G., age twelve years, Russian parentage.
The father and mother are apparently in good
health. Two years ago the patient had an illness
which lasted several months and was characterized
by fever, chills, and cough. Six months ago she
noticed an eruption on her chest and right buttock.
These lesions have persisted ever since.

Status Prasens.—Patient came to the skin de-
partment of Lebanon Hospital (Dr. William S.
Gottheil's service) about April 15, 191 1. Physical
e.xamination showed the following: Child appears
of normal mentality, even bright. On inspection
of head and face one is immediately impressed with
the marked differences between the right and left

sides of her face, the former being very much
more prominent and protruding considerably for-
ward, while the latter appears to recede. She
turns her head to the right as her natural posture.
In addition, her features are all in an oblique plane,
slanting at an angle of 15 degrees from the right
side, downward to the left, the right eye and ear
being on a higher plane than the left. The right
ala nasi and the right side of her mouth are also
on a higher plane than the left. No facial paralysis
present. Spinal column shows a lateral curvature.
*Case reported at a meeting of the Lebanon Alumni

Society.
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On palpation of the right side of the face consid-

erable thickening of malar and superior maxillary

bones is found, especially marked over the zygo-

matic arch.

Radiograph by Dr. I. J. Landsman shows the

right face is higher than the left, an elevation of

about 15 degrees. The right nostril is higher than

the left, the right eyeball correspondingly higher.

The right antrum of Highmore is smaller than the

left. The maxillary bone on right side is some-
what more dense. Fundus examination b}- Dr. C.

Barnert gave negative findings.

Physical examination of the chest shows at the

upper part of the sternum a heart-shaped lesion

covered with crusts, which seven days ago was
covered with hypertrophic granulations. On closer

examination we find this large lesion is made up of

four isolated lesions which have coalesced to form
one. Toward the upper and left extremity of the

From a photograph showing the facial asymmetry and the chest
lesion.

right buttock near the intergluteal fold, there is

situated an irregularly oval shaped ulceration with

a somewhat depressed center, covered with grayish

yellow crusts, oozing a thin serum on removal of

the crusts. This lesion, as well as the one on the

chest, is not painful and is non-inflammatory in

character. The pathological report was that there

was a negative Wassermann reaction, and a posi-

tive von Pirquet.

Treatment.—^Patient received balsam Peru dress-

ings. Later several applications of solid carbon di-

oxide, together with pill creosote internally, under

which medications the lesions rapidly healed.*

This case is reported because of the rarity of

such marked facial asymmetry and also because of

its occurrence in a scrofulous patient.

*Since this article has been written the chest lesions have

reappeared.

1097 Forest .\venue.

A CASE OF SARCOMA OF THE ORBIT.

By D.WID WEBSTER. M.D..

NEW VORK.

SURGEON MANHATTAN EVE. EAR AND THROAT HOSPITAL.

Edward B., colored porter, age 34, married, came
to me February 11, 1909, to consult me in regard

to lumps under the skin of the lids of his right eye.

He said that he had caught cold about two months
previously and his right eye started to run water

which scalded the skin a little. He noticed a ker-

nel under his chin and another in front of his right

ear, and he "rubbed it up into the eye instead of

rubbing it down," as he should ha\'e done. He
denied venereal disease.

R.V.=:^°L.V.= ^.
20 40

Media and fundus

normal. The eyeball was pressed forward and to-

ward the temporal side of the orbit. Upon palpa-

tion a nodular tumor could be felt above and below
the inner canthus'. On March 3 I removed the

jiortion of the growth that presented beneath the

upper orbital margin, but could not reach the whole

mass without too much traumatism. Five days

later, at my request, Dr. Edgar S. Thomson per-

formed the Kronlein operation and removed the

remainder of the tumor piecemeal. It was found

to extend far back into the orbit. The tumor was
examined by Dr. Edward L. Oatman, one of the

pathologists of the Manhattan Eye, Ear, and Throat

Hospital, who said it was a round-celled sarcoma.

There was very little inflamiuatory reaction, the

wound healing by primary union.

May 2. No exophthalmos ; the eyeball has re-

sumed its normal position. The eye does not see

as well at short range, and there has been diplopia

on looking down since the operation. R. V. ^

20

20'

L.V. =
30

Eyes move equally in all directions

except in looking far down when the right eye

lags behind, and there is diplopia. Pupils of equal

size and react normally to light and to accommo-
dative effort. The scar of the Kronlein operation

is inconspicuous.

May 18. Some edema of the lower lid, and

some thickening can be felt at the lower orbital

edge. Boric acid wash prescribed.

July 6. There is a stye at the nasal end of the

right upper lid, and there is still some diplopia on

looking down.
October 18. The lids are normal and nothing

abnormal is to be felt in the orbit or on the orbital

border. Diplopia still persists on looking down.

March 31, 1910. Comes with an eyelash pro-

truding from his right punctum which causes a

good deal of irritation. The eyelash was ex-

tracted.

October 30, iqri. Patient comes to the office in

a healthv condition. He does not see double on

lofTking down or in any other direction. The scar

of the operation is noticeable only on close in-

spection.

It will be observed that this tumor extending

far back toward the apex of the orbit, and with

nodular prolongations above and below the eye-

ball, was removed without injury to the optic nerve.
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and without permanent impairment of the func-

tions of any of the ocular muscles. It is also

worthy of note that there was no return of the

growth more than two and a half years after its

removal, though it was of a malignant character.
308 Madison Avenue.

CELLULITIS OF THE ORBIT.*

By F. p. hoover, M.D.,

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Orbital cellulitis is a disease one does not meet
with every day in general practice, and even the

specialist rarely has a case of the kind under his

care. Some of these cases are very often confused
with other affections that are similar in appearance
and manifestations, in fact, not infrequently is a

diagnosis made of exophthalmos instead of cellu-

litis, and only recently such a case presented itself

to me.
A man, about forty-five years old, saw me two

years ago. At that time his left eye was somewhat
bulging and prominent, but as he called oTi me re-

garding another matter no mention was made of

the eye. When last in my office he recapitulated

to me his experience and all he had been through,

with his "formerly bulging eye," as he expressed

it, during the interval since we last met, and it was
this experience that suggested this article. He
said in one city two specialists had an animated
and heated argument as to the diagnosis of his

case. One said exophthalmos ; the second said the

trouble was the result of a tumor. Other ophthal-

mologists consulted elsewhere in other cities said

the swelling and protrusion of the eye were from
various causes ; only two pronounced the disease

cellulitis, and one of them would not do so posi-

tively. The one that diagnosed cellulitis had op-

erated upon him. The operation was successfully

performed and the result was most satisfactory.

To all appearances when I saw the eye it was like

its fellow ; there was no difference in the move-
ment of the lids or muscles, and the eye, seemingly,

was normal.

Just why there should be so much uncertainty per-

taining to these conditions can be better under-

stood by considering the differential symptoms of

each disease cellulitis simulates. Pulsating tumors
of the orbit are hard to diagnose and it is more by
exclusion of other forms of disease than by positive

indications that we can reach a satisfactory diag-

nosis. A pulsating tumor may be the consequence

of a fracture at the base of the skull involving the

internal carotid in the cavernous sinus. Compres-
sion of the carotid generally causes a marked
diminution of the bruit, and sometimes it is accom-
panied by fullness and pain in the head. Bulging

of the eyeball has occurred from a diffused

aneurysm, which has formed in the cellular tissue

of the orbit as a result of some injury or from
disease or rupture of a vessel. Here there is

pulsation of the eyeball, the arterial souffle heard

may be stopped if the eyeball is very gently pressed

back into the socket, and then pulsation of the

globe ceases ; but if the pressure is removed the

eyeball will return to its former position and pulsa-

tion is renewed. With a stethoscope placed above

the supraorbital ridge, when there is aneurysm of

the ophthalmic artery, the arterial bruit is dis-

tinctly audible, accompanying the pulsations of the

*Read at the annual meeting of the Florida State Med-
ical Society, at Tampa, May 8-10, 1912.

eyeball, which is protruded. When a tumor forius

in the orbital cellular tissue the eyeball will grad-

ually protrude pari passu with the growth of the

tumor; this is so with erectile tumors which grow
slowly. Cancer of the orbit will cause a similar

condition, only more rapid in its development

;

then, too, the bones will likely be involved, but

not so necessarily. Cysts of the orbit produce
bulging of the eye, and only by use of an explor-

ing needle can one positively determine whether
there exists a tumor or cyst. Bony growths of

the orbit will cause protrusion of the eyeball, also

abscess of the antrum, which may force the in-

terior wall of the orbit forward. In Basedow's
disease (exophthalmos) both eyes protrude, but

occasionally only one eye will do so. Pain is an

accompanying symptom of cellulitis of the orbit

;

it is increased on pressure, and it is of an aching

or neuralgic character ; also there is protrusion of

the eyeball with swelling of the lids : there may be

also some impairmen of the vision. The condi-

tion may be the result of erysipelas, periostitis,

traumatism, or septicemia. The patient above re-

ferred to had never at any time symptoms in-

dicative of cellulitis of the orbit beyond protrusion

of the eyeball and swelling of the lids; he had no
pain or discomfort except inability to close the

lids of his eye ; light of course caused him annoy-

ance. He was well nourished and daily attended

to his business, being a traveling man.
MuTi'AL Life Building.

The Wassermann Reaction in the Blood of the Um-
bilical Cord, the Maternal Blood, and the Blood of the

Child After Birth.—.A. Serra and A. Gentili have made
tests of the Wassermann reaction in pregnant women

;

they also tested the blood of the fetus, the blood of the

umbilical vein, the cerebrospinal fluid of the fetus and

the placenta. Tests were made immediately after labor

and in the puerperium, and the results were compared in

women who were normal, who were suspected of syphilis,

and who were evidently syphilitic. Some had been treated

and others had not. There were 23 syphilitic women out

of no; in these the Wassermann reaction was positive

in 17, either in the blood of the mother or of the um-

bilical cord. It was positive in all the mothers who were

in the florid period of syphilis ; according as the interval

from the beginning of the secondary stage was longer

the positiveness of the reaction diminished. Mercurial

treatment had the same effect as in syphilis outside preg-

nancy. The Wassermann reaction is also positive in

eclampsia and in malaria, while it is always absent in

normal pregnancy and pregnancy accompanied by com-

plications other than eclampsia and malaria. In the

syphilitic fetus it was positive 50 to 120 days before any

manifestations of the disease were found. It is at first

only partial, gradually increasing in positiveness ; it may

be absent when there has been energetic mercurial treat-

ment. The placenta of the woman who has given birth

to a syphilitic fetus may be entirely normal ; in the macer-

ated fetus the villi are flattened and the intervillous spaces

are narrowed ; there arc also vascular lesions, but no

formative process in the epithelia covering the villi ;
the

membranes showed no changes ; organisms were found

in the fetal side of the placenta. In women who are

not syphilitic macerated fetuses may be found showing

that death and maceration may arise from other causes.

The reaction is positive in the cerebrospinal fluid of a

fetus that has died of syphilis, and in macerated fetuses

when the blood of the mother shows no evidence of

syphilis

—

Aiinali di Obstetrica a Giiiecolocjia.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF
SCARLET FEVER.

Because of its obscure etiology and of the serious-

ness of its complications and sequelae, scarlet fever

has been the subject of a great number of studies,

many, unfortunately, without markedly satisfactory

results, here has been a rather persistent belief

that to the streptococcus or to one of its strains

should be assigned either the cause of the disease or
at least the determining factor in the development
of its many complications. This organism is known
to be present in the throats and in the pus from
suppurative complications, also it is known to grow
less vigorously in tropical climates, where scarlet

fever is said to be less serious and to be attended
with complications less frequently. The belief,

however, has remained without proof, and Klimenko
(Centralblatt fiir Bakt., Bd. 65, p. 45) has recently
conducted an e.xhaustive bacteriological study of 523
cases of scarlet fever in an endeavor to determine
the relationship of the organism to the disease.

Blood taken from the patients was cultured on
several kinds of media. At autopsy on 48 of the
fatal cases blood was taken both from the heart
and from a peripheral vein for this purpose. His
results are important. In only 11 cases (2.1 per
cent.) was the streptococcus recovered from the
blood during life, these cases being all of the severe
or complicated variety. The presence of the organ-
ism seemed to have no relation to the development
of kidney, heart, or joint complications, which were
present in 94 cases. He found it in the cultures of
blood from either the heart or periphereal vein in

31 of his 48_autopsies, but points out that other in-

vestigators have found it in post-mortem blood cul-
tures from patients dead of a large number of dis-

eases, and that in these instances the organism
represents probably a post-mortem invasion. He
concludes that the streptococcus is never present in

the blood in early stages of scarlet fever and that it

bears no causal relation to the development of the
disease itself or of its complications. When the
streptococcus is added, he declares, the picture be-
comes that of "septicopyemia."

In another direction new observations have been
made. Dohle ( Centralblatt fiir Bakt., Bd. 61, p. 63)
first described certain bodies found in the polymor-
phonuclear leucocytes in scarlet fever, to which he
gives the name "leucocytic inclusion bodies"

(Leukocyteneinschliisse). These bodies are round

or oval or even rod shaped, and vary greatly in size.

They stain readily with all the usual blood stains,

taking" the basic dye. They do not show any chro-

matin staining. Dohle found them regularly in the

blood of thirty patients with scarlet fever, and but

rarely in other conditions. He describes them as

being very different in appearance from the in-

clusions found in cells in the lymph nodes and kid-

neys by Bernhardt and Hofer, and is inclined to

think that they should be of a certain diagnostic

value. His results were confirmed by several other

investigators. In a later communication {ibid, Bd.

65. P- 57) lie reports the finding of spirochajtse in

the leucocytes from two cases of scarlet fever, and
expresses the opinion that the "inclusion bodies"

may represent portions of these spiroch3et^e which

in turn may very possibly be the cause of scarlet

fever. He has been unable to infect white mice,

rabbits, or pigs with these bodies by injecting into

them blood from scarlet fever patients.

In Philadelphia. Kolmer has investigated 216

cases of scarlet fever and over 150 cases of other

diseases with the idea of estimating the diagnostic

value of the "inclusion bodies." He reports {Am.

Jour. Dis. of Children, iv., p. i.) them present in

94 per cent, of 49 cases of scarlet fever examined
during the first three days after the onset, but

diminishing rapidly after that time and rarely being

present after the ninth day. In 22 cases of diph-

theria they were present in 42 per cent, during the

first three days, and but seldom after that time. In

II cases of erysipelas they were present in 62 per

cent, examined at various times in the disease.

Thev were absent in 30 cases of serum sickness pre-

senting an urticarial rash and in 13 cases with scar-

latiniform rash. Also they were not found in many
other diseases in which the blood was examined.

Kolmer concludes : "The diagnostic value of

these "bodies" is necessarily limited. In serum sick-

ness with a scarlatiniform rash their absence ex-

cludes scarlet fever with a fair degree of accuracy.

Their presence in this condition, however, may not

be due to scarlet fever, but to the primary attack

of diphtheria. They have, therefore, a negative

value. An e.xamination of the blood for these

'bodies,' however, is very simple and possesses value

in aiding a differential diagnosis between scarlet

fever, rotheln, measles, and gastrointestinal rashes."

CAFFEINE AND EFFICIENCY.

For a long time the properties of stimulating men-

tal processes, of delaying the onset of fatigue, and

of inducing wakefulness, have been generally

recognized in caffeine and in beverages containing

it. In addition to this knowledge the concepts of

coffee and "nervousness" have been closely asso-

ciated in the minds of the laity, even though the

consumption of coft'ee has not materially dimin-

ished as the result of this knowledge. The good
and bad effects of coffee or tea, a cup of which

contains from one and a half to two and a half

grains of caffeine, are well known, and little in the

way of experimental proof has been sought in con-

firmation of this knowledge.
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In a monograph on this subject, H. L. Holling-

worth* presents the results of a careful psycholog-

ical study which he conducted for forty days on a

series of sixteen individuals, mostly students, whose

ages ranged between nineteen and thirty-nine years.

These were given at different intervals measured

doses of caffeine mi.xed with sugar of milk and

administered in capsules. In the subjects who
were used as controls only sugar of milk was ad-

ministered in this way. None of the subjects knew
at any time whether he was getting caffeine or not.

In this manner the effects of expectation, sugges-

tion, or enthusiasm in producing favorable or un-

favorable results were eliminated from the experi-

ments. The tests employed were those that are

well known to psychologists as means of gauging

mental efficiency. One of these was the color-nam-

ing test, by means of which the speed of associa-

tion of ideas with words could be readily measured.

The subject was required to name one hundred col-

ored squares arranged in random order in ten lines

on a white cardboard. The score was recorded by

an assistant who noted in fifths of a second the time

taken to name all the colors correctly. Another
test was that of "naming opposites" or words with

a meaning opposite to that of words typewritten on

a cardboard, in which test the time taken in this

mental process was also recorded. Other experi-

ments were employed to test discrimination, atten-

tion, and judgment. In the "steadiness" test there

was measured the ability of an individual to hold

with his outstretched arm a metal rod passing

through a hole in a brass plate in such manner that

there would be as few contacts as possible between

the rod and the side of the opening. In this test

all movements beyond the slightest tremor were re-

corded by the apparatus. In the "tapping" test

the time taken to execute by means of a metal rod

as ra])idly as possible four hundred taps on a metal

base was recorded. The power of coordination was
measured by having the subject insert successively

and as rapidly as possible a metal rod into each of

three holes arranged in the form of an eriuilateral

triangle on a brass plate. This experiment furnished

a combined test of steadiness, speed, and coordina-

tion.

In conducting the various tests the factors of

fatigue, practice, time of the day, influence of meals,

and the health and subjective sensations of the in-

dividual experimented upon w-ere all taken into ac-

count. The results obtained with the tapping test

were as follows : The typical motor caffeine effect

was one of stimulation, sometimes preceded by a

brief and slight initial retardation. The magnitude

of the stimulation which began from forty-five to

ninety minutes after the administration, varied di-

rectly with the size of the dose, up to six grains,

and was relatively slight when the caffeine was

taken in the morning. The effect persisted for

from one to two hours for doses of one to three

grains, and as long as four and a half hours for

doses of six grains. There was no secondary or

*The Influence of Caffeine on Mental and Motor Effi-

ciency", by H. L. Hollingworth. Ph.D., Instructor in

Psychology, Barnard College, Columbia University.
^

"Co-
lumbia Contributions to Philosophy and Psychology". Vol.

XX, No. 4. New York: The Science Press. 1912.

after effect shown within the seventy-two hours

over which the intensive doses were traced.

The steadiness test showed a slight nervousness

following the administration of one to four grains

of caffeine, and a pronounced unsteadiess following

the administration of six grains. This unsteadiness

was greater if the caffeine was taken in the after-

noon, and especially if unaccompanied by food.

Small amounts of caffeine stimulated the power of

coordination, while larger amounts caused a re-

tardation of the latter. The speed of performance

in typewriting was quickened by small doses of

caffeine (one to three grains) and retarded by

larger doses (four to six grains). The quality of

the performance as measured by the number of

errors, was superior for the whole range of caffeine

doses when compared to the quality yielded on the

control days. In the color-naming test there was

an indication of stimulation for the whole range

of doses employed. Stimulation was also observed

in the cases of the "opposites" test ; the magnitude

of the caffeine influence varying inversely with the

body weight, being greater when the caffeine was

taken along with the midday meal, but being great-

est when taken in the middle of the afternoon with-

out food.

In studying the effect of caffeine on discrimina-

tion and choice reaction times it was noted in con-

trast to the results obtained with the tests above

recorded, that small amounts of caffeine tended to

produce retardation in discrimination time, and that

this retardation was accoinpanied by a greater

number of false reactions. This discrepancy is ex-

plained by Hollingworth as being probably due to

the greater voluntary caution in the attempt to elim-

inate the false reactions. In this test it is stated

that siiTiulation does not make for efficiency ex-

cept after long practice.

Of particular interest are the observations re-

corded with reference to the effect of this drug on

sleep. Doses of from one to four grains had no

appreciable sleep-disturbing effects except in a few

individual cases. Doses of six grains markedly im-

paired sleep, although a few individuals did not

experience this effect, which was greatest when the

drug was taken on an empty stomach and on suc-

cessive days; it did not depend on the age, sex, or

previous caffeine habits of the individual, but varied

inversely with the increase in body weight. As re-

gards the effect of caffeine on the general health of

the subject it was noted that irritability and head-

ache followed the use of the larger doses. The two

principal factors which seemed to modify the degree

of caffeine influence were body weight and the

presence of food in the stomach at the time of the

administration.

Hollingworth in the interpretation of the results

of his experiments points out that these show the

complete absence of any traces of secondary de-

pression. This conclusion is hardly justified. It

would be logically more correct to state that the

experiments do not reveal any evidence of second-

ary depression excepting in the tests of steadiness

and discrimination. Mental efficiency, at any rate,

considered as a whole, cannot be measured by any
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one test or by a number of tests considered sep-

arately. The author states that no one knows
"whether this increased capacity comes from a new
supply of energy introduced or rendered available

by the drug action, or whether energy already avail-

able comes to be employed more effectively, or

whether the inhibition of secondary afferent im-
pulses is eliminated, or whether fatigue sensations
are weakened and the individual's standard of per-

formance is thereby raised." Certainly no new sup-
ply of energy is introduced by caffeine. Nor is it

probable that the energy already available is ren-

dered more effective. Moreover, the sensations of
fatigue can have no effect upon the output of en-

ergy. The true interpretation of the stimulating
effect of caffeine as of that produced by any other
drug would appear to be that under ordinary con-
ditions the cells do not utilize their full store of en-
ergy

; there is a certain amount held in reserve for
Lunisual occasions and contingencies. The action of
the drug tends to bring out this reserve supply ; the
result is stimulation, which, when frequently re-
peated, results in exhaustion. Hollingworth states
that caffeine may be contrasted with strychnine,
which causes a secondary reaction of depression.
This contrast is only apparent. Depression is prob-
ably present in the case of caffeine, but is latent;
and in this respect caffeine differs from none of the
other alkaloidal drugs, in which depression always
follows stimulation, though to a varying degree and
at a varying interval of time.

As another curious example of non sequitur may
be cited the following statement by Hollingworth:
"The widespread consumption of caffeine bev-
erages under circumstances in which and by indi-
viduals for whom the use of other drugs is strin-
gently prohibited or decried seems to be justified by
the results of experiment." The author admits that
the results of his investigations bear only on the im-
mediate effects of caffeine on performance; and
that they do not apply to the continuous use of the
drug, nor to the physiological or neurological effect
of caffeine. But none of these effects can be ignored
in making any statement as to the effect of caffeine
on efficiency, which presupposes the healthy opera-
tion of many mental and physical processes.
Of related interest is the experimental study on

the toxicity of caffeine conducted on different
species of animals by W. Salant and J. B. Rieger
(U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chem-
istry, Bulletin No. 148, April 4, 1912). These ob-
servers found that the toxicity of caffeine varies in
different animals, and that it is less in the young than
in the adult. The presence of pathological condi-
tions increases the toxicity of the drug. It is this
last fact that should be taken seriously into account
in all investigations that are undertaken with refer-
ence to the influence of caffeine on human efficiency.

THE SMOKE PROBLEM.
The deleterious effects of smoke from the burning
of soft coal have not heretofore been very con-
clusively determined, though thousands have
worked upon this important subject. However,
"a smoke house"—that is, a laboratory so con-

structed that it is possible, by varying conditions,

to get any kind of coal smoke for physical and

chemical study—has been constructed at the De-

partment of Industrial Research of the University

of Pittsburgh' ; and here it is hoped that scientific

and fruitful work will be forthcoming.

Investigations are now making as to the amount

of annoyance or suffering by reason of excessive

smoke that is sustained in dwellings, hotels, hos-

pitals, picture galleries, museums, office buildings,

banks, libraries, and shops; as to the detrimental

effect of smoke upon civic esthetics, upon the "city

beautiful" ; as to the meteorological aspects of the

smoke problem ; as to the effect of smoke upon

plants and upon human health. The botanical side

of this question well merits a word. While the re-

lation of plants to smelter fumes and so forth has

received much attention, little consideration has

been given to carbon with the accompanying tar-

contaminating phenol and other like compounds.

Benner has found 44 per cent, tar in samples of

soot examined. He wisely notes that such carbon

smoke might have a very injurious effect on vegeta-

tion, especially in the spring, when the new leaves

and tender shoots are the more readily affected by

the toxic action of the soot and accompanying sub-

stances.

The relation of smoke to human health has prob-

ably thus far not been studied with any great

definiteness. Does the inhaled soot predispose to

tuberculosis is a question that has been variously

answered. Pittsburgh, it is averred, does not have

as much consumption as other cities similarly lo-

cated where there is much less smoke ; and there

is more consumption in the better residence por-

tions of Pittsburgh, where there is less smoke and

dirt, than in the more congested districts, where
smoke abounds. On the other hand "catarrh,"

pneumonia, and other "bad air" diseases are very

prevalent, presumably by reason of the irritation

of the smoke particles. It is furthermore said that

because of swallowed mucus gastric ailments are

indirectly attributable to smoke. And the oph-

thalmologist is busiest in Pittsburgh after a heavy
fog accompanied by smoke. It is hoped by Ben-
ner that the study of the medical, with other phases

of the smoke evil will be scientifically conducted in

his laboratory; physicians will certainly be inter-

ested in the work and will no doubt find great grati-

fication in its outcome.

BACTERIA CARRIERS.
There is a certain tendency, which comes to the

fore under special conditions, to refuse to take the

germ carrier with sufficient seriousness. In the

sanitary administration of towns, institutions, and
schools where examinations for the detection of

carriers involve much time and expense, to say

nothing of other obvious stumbling blocks, it is

only human for authorities to fall back on the

assertion that certain disease germs are ubiquitous,

and that even if they should be found in certain in-

dividuals they may be non-virulent. Before the

term "carrier" was used it was often stated that

'Benner, R. C: "Research on the Smoke Problems,"
Science, June 28, 1912.
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bacteria could be present in the healthy and do no

harm either to the bearer or to others ; and that the

actual culpable disease-factor was something un-

known—the genus epidemicus, in virtue of which

the inoffensive germ took on virulence, to part with

it again when the epidemic ceased. With a view of

correcting some of these impressions, Sobernheim,

at a recent meeting of the Berlin Medical Society

(Deutsche tnedkinische WocJienschrift, July 11),

made a distinction between the accidental carrier

who himself is naturally immune, pro tempore, and
the host who having recovered from the disease

still carries' with him germs of the s;ock

which first infected him. Both these individuals

are nearly as dangerous as a subject in the midst of

a disease. Speaking of the diphtheria bacillus he

insists that it is not ubiquitous. It is found only in

patients and carriers of the two classes. The acci-

dental carrier contracted his germs from an active

focus of disease in man or some animal. The more
this possibility is studied the greater the likelihood

of tracing these bacteria to a focus.

The other objection, that carriers' germs are very

largely nonvirulent, also falls to the ground if the

inoculation tests are followed up persistently. There

is absolutely no difference in this respect between

carriers' germs and patients' germs. Another

point of interest attaches to the fact that carriers

have no real security. They can be and are in-

fected at times from their own germs. The pro-

portion of carriers to patients, as shown by exten-

sive studies in schools and institutions, varies from

I to I to 3 to I. A genuine campaign against car-

riers' necessarily involve hardships, for the theo-

retical requirements are very exacting. It remains

to be seen whether it is practicable and whether the

results bear out the theories ; and this will requrie

years.

A New Induced Symptom.

An excellent subject for a dissertation is "induced

symptoms," the number of which is constantly in-

creasing with the rapid progress of science. Natu-
rally any powerful drug given solely for therapeutic

ends may induce certain symptoms which have a

diagnostic significance. The first one that occurs

to us in this connection is the severe iodism some-
times unexpectedly developed during an iodine cure,

which is. or was, believed to indicate impaired renal

activity if not actual organic disease. Our lists of

contraindications of remedies refers to the same
principle. We are warned not to exhibit certain

drugs to certain patients lest they develop certain

accidents, and naturally the latter, when produced
intentionally, must have diagnostic value for the pa-

tient's particular type of disease. Some of these in-

duced symptoms have a special forensic bearing and
enable us to detect simulation. A point of great sig-

nificance is the moral right to make use of some of

these tests, which produce more or less stormy reac-

tions in a subject already, perhaps, badly off with his

disease. At a recent meeting of a Vienna medical

society {Mitnchcner mediciiiische Wochcnschrift,

July 2) Rusu announced that if forty grams of

galactose are given to a subject with cholangitis of

any causation, a sharp fever promptly sets in and
persists for one or two days. In some cases icterus

is associated. In recovered individuals double the

dose caused no rise of temperature whatever. The
explanation is that galactose acts in these cases as a

cholagogue, but as the bile cannot escape, it is again

absorbed along with toxins of the disease.

Physiological Suicide.

This term has some vogue to designate cases of
suicide, however caused, in which the subject is not
the victim of a psychosis and is able to give good
reasons for his act. Naturally it antagonizes that

view which makes every suicide, if not actually in-

sane, at least momentarily unbalanced sufficiently to

paralyze the instinct of self-preservation. At a
recent session of the physicians of Charite Hos-
pital, Berlin (Deutche niedisinische Wochenschrift,

July 18) Forster, an alienist in charge of an insti-

tution, refused to receive as a patient a man who
had just attempted suicide on account of disappoint-

ment in love because there was no evidence of a

psychosis. He would have admitted him at his

own request, but as the individual did not choose
this course he was allowed to go his way despite

the fact that he threatened to make further attempts
on his life. Forster defends this course, and com-
pares this case with that of the men or women who
love only once in a lifetime, and who, if disap-

pointed in tiiis quest, never marry. Now, while
these individuals are often unbalanced, yet this

"single-love" obsession, or whatever else it may be,

is never evidence per se of an unbalanced mind.
The suicidal subject showed a heightened excita-

bility which dated from childhood, and perhaps in-

ilicated a psychopathic defect, but presented nothing
further.

Infantile Paralysis.—Since July i eighty-six

cases of infantile paralysis have been reported in

Pjuffalo, N. Y., the disease being widespread
throughout the city, not confined to any one dis-

trict. An odd point brought out is that there has

been no occurrence of two cases in any one family.

Alany of the cases have been of comparatively mild
type, and only six deaths had occurred up to August
7. The State Commissioner of Health has re-

quested the assignment of an expert from the

Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service to as-

sist in investigating the situation. In Los Angeles,
Cal., also the disease is epidemic, 128 cases having
occurred there since July 10, with thirty-three

deaths. A number of cases have been reported
from Baltimore, Md., also.

Typhoid Fever in Newr York.—The New York
Department of Health is puzzled over an outbreak
of typhoid fever in a section of Brooklyn. In four

days 82 cases were reported from the one neigh-

borhood, and the city milk and water supplies are

being investigated. A mild epidemic has also been
reported as occurring among clerks and others who
pass their business day in the financial district about
Wall street in Manhattan.
A Carrier Epidemic of Typhoid Fever.—Be-

tween thirty and forty cases of typhoid fever in a

New Jersey town have been traced to the milk from
one of the best managed dairies in the State. An
examination of all the employees of this dairy re-

vealed the fact that the manager was a carrier of
the germs of the disease. He had been in his

usual health and had presented no typhoid symp-
toms.
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Plague Danger Lessened.—The reports of the

plague situation have had a more cheerful tone of

late. In Havana the disease, it is said, is practi-

cally wiped out, and in Porto Rico it is well under

control, no new cases having occurred there since

July 30. Following the discovery of one itifected

rat in New Orleans, some alarm was felt, but the

officials in charge report that no other cases of in-

fection have been found in hundreds of rats col-

lected from various parts of the city and carefully

examined. One case of the disease has been re-

ported in Liverpool, England, and it is said that

the disease is prevalent among the rats there.

Sanitation in Cuba.—Following a recent sug-

gestion that the United States conduct an investi-

gation into the sanitary condition of Cuba, the

Cuban Director of Sanitation declares that the

island is much more sanitary than is the United

States itself, suggests that we do a little clean-

ing up ourselves, and implies that those who
live in glass houses should not throw stones.

The constant presence in this country of such

diseases as smallpox, infantile paralysis, and

spinal meningitis is, he says, a menace to Cuba
where such diseases do not exist, and he contends

that Porto Rico, an American possession, was the

source of the infection of bubonic plague in Havana.

In medical legislation it would certainly appear that

Cuba is ahead of the United States, since her chief

sanitary officer has a seat in the cabinet and all her

health officers are I''ederal appointees.

Cholera in Russia.—The existence of cholera in

St. Petersburg was finally admitted officially on

August 9. Though no figures were given out. it is

said that there are a number of cases and that the

disease has been increasing for some weeks. The
health authorities have endeavored to suppress the

details because, it is reported in the newspapers, of

the trouble which publicity would entail in making
it necessary to fight the disease.

Medical Aid for Indians.—In a special message

to Congress on August 10, President Taft urged

the immediate passage of a bill appropriating $255,-

350 for the establishment of a special medical serv-

ice for the treatment of Indians. He declared that

296,000 Indians are without medical attention and
are being ravaged bv disease. The death rate

among them is estimated a 35 per i ,000, as com-
pared to 15 per 1,000, which is the average for the

country.

The Public Health.—Whatever other matters

of contention there may be, all the political parties

are agreed on the necessity of caring for the public

health. The following is the plank on the subject

inserted in the platform of the National Progressive

Party: "We favor the union of all the existing

agencies for fundamental government dealing with

the public health into a single national health serv-

ice without discrimination against or for any one
set of therapeutic methods, school of medicine or

school of healing, with such additional powers as

may be necessary to enable it to perform efficiently

such duties in the protection of the public from pre-

ventable diseases as may be properly undertaken by

the fundamental authorities, including the execution

of existing laws regarding pure food. C|uarantine.

and cognate subjects, the ]iromotion of appropriate

action for the improvement of vital statistics, the

extension of the registration area of such statistics

and cooperation with the health activities of the

various States and cities of the nation." The same
platform urged the establishment of a Department

of Labor whose head should have a seat in the

President's cabinet, but the headship of the health

bureau is to be a simple salaried position. The doc-

tors have not so many votes as the laboring men.
Dr. Wiley's Successor.—It is reported that Dr.

R. E. Doolittle, the present acting chief of the Bu-
reau of Chemistry, will most probably be appointed
to that office permanently, succeeding Dr. Wiley.

It is known that the President has Dr. Doolittle's

name under consideration as one of the few desir-

able candidates.

Hospital Fires.—The nurses of the Jewish
Maternity Hospital, New York, formed a bucket

brigade, and before the arrival of the firemen e.x-

tinguished a blaze which had started in a reading

room oft' the dormitory on the first floor of the hos-

pital on .\ugust 5. The damage was only slight.

In the Post-Graduate Hospital, New York, also,

on August 9, a fire, the second in three months of

uncertain origin, was extinguished by the hospital

staff with but little damage to the building and
without causing alarm among the patients.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

William Patterson Young of Newark, N. J., $500
each is left to St. Barnabas' Hospital, the New-
ark Eye and Ear Infirmary, St. Michael's Hos-
pital, and the Home for Crippled Children, all of

Newark.
The New York Polyclinic Medical School and

Hospital has recently received an additional dona-
tion of $50,000 for the New Building and Equip-
ment Fund, and a legacy of $3,000 under the will

of the late David J. Garth. Esq., at one time a trus-

tee of this institution.

The New York Eye and Ear Infirmary receives

$25,000, and the Presbyterian Hospital, New York,

$50,000, by the will of the late John S. Lyle of this

city.

Examination for Dental Interne.—The United
States Civil Service Commission announces an ex-

amination to be held on September 4. 1912, at vari-

ous places, for the purpose of filling a vacancy in

the position of dental interne (male) in the Govern-
ment Hospital for the Insane at Washington, D. C.

The salary is $600 per annum and maintenance.

Application for the examination should be made to

the United States Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington, D. C.

New Chemical Laboratory.—The Beth Israel

Hospital, New York, has just finished the equipping

of a new chemical laboratory, where original work
will be pursued. The laboratory is furnished with

all the most modern chemical apparatus for bio-

logical chemical analyses. Dr. !Max Kahn has been

appointed director of chemical and physiological in-

vestigations in the hospital. \''isitors to the labora-

tory will be very welcome.

Clinic in 'Vienna.—Announcement has been
made of the opening in \'ienna, Austria, of a clinic

for the study of cerebrospinal meningitis, under the

direction of Dr. Berthold Beer. The clinic has been

founded and endowed as a memorial to the late Mr.
E. H. Harriman of New York, and will be open to

.Anierican physicians studying abroad.

The Health of School Children.—The I'uited

.States Bureau of Education has recently published

the results of an investigation by Dr. Thomas D,

\\'ood, professor of physical education at Columbia
University, New York, into the health of the school

children of this country. Dr. Wood finds that of

the twentv million school children in the I'nited
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States not less than 75 per cent, need atten-

tion for physical defects which are prejudicial

to health and which are partially or comijjetely

remediable. He draws the following per-

sonal conclusions as a result of his inves-

tigations: From iy2 to 2 per cent., or 400,000,
have organic heart disease. Probably 5 per cent.,

1,000,000 at least, have now or have had tubercu-

losis of the lungs. About 5 per cent., or 1,000,000,

have spinal curvature, flat feet or some other mod-
erate deformity, serious enough to interfere to some
degree with health. Over 5 per cent., or a million.

have defective hearing. .About 25 per cent., or

5,000,000, have defecti\'e vision. .Vbout 25 per

cent., or 5,000,000, are suffering from malnutrition,

in many cases due in part at least to one or more of

the other defects enumerated. Over 30 per cent.,

or 6,000,000, have enlarged tonsils, adenoids or

enlarged cervical glands wliich need attention.

Over 50 per cent., or 10.000,000 (in some schools as

high as 98 per cent, j, have defective teeth which
are interfering with health. Several millions of

the chidren possess, each, two or more of the handi-
capping defects. A similar series of statistics, in-

cluding only the school children of Boston, which
has i)een compiled by the Boston Department of

Health, for exhibition at the Congress of Hygiene
next month, shows that of the 118,781 school chil-

dren of that city over 65 per cent, have physical

defects. Of these children 51,340 were found to

have defective teeth, and 25,121 suffered from en-

larged tonsils. Only 133 were found to be affected

with tuberculosis.

No Action Against "Healers."—As a result of

the coroner's investigation of the two deaths from
scarlet fever occurring in Yonkers, N. Y., recently,

the patients being without medical attendance, it

has been decided that as the regulations requiring

notification of the health authorities had been com-
plied with there is no basis for a prosecution for

criminal neglect of the Christian Science healers

who were in charge.

New Tuberculosis Hospital.—The King Ed-
ward Hospital for the treatment of advanced cases

of pulmonary tuberculosis of Winnipeg, Manitoba,
was put into active service on July 27, when thirty-

five patients were installed. The hospital was
formally opened by the Duke of Connaught on his

recent visit to the city.

Nurses to Meet in San Francisco.—The Inter-

national League of Nurses in session at Cologne,
Germany, on August 6 elected Miss Goodrich of

New York president of the league, and selected

San Francisco as the place for the next conven-
tion in 191 5.

Sioux Falls Medical Association.—.-\t the an-
nual meeting held in Fort Dodge, Iowa, on Julv 24,

the following officers were elected : President. Dr.

J. N. Warren, Sioux City ; Vice-presidents. Dr. R.

G. Stevens, Sioux Falls, S. D.. and Dr. .A. F.

Spalding, Luverne. Minn. ; Secretary. Dr. George
S. Browning. Sioux Citv, Iowa : Treasurer. Dr.

Walter R. Brock. Sheldon. Iowa.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. Frrderick E.\rl Bf.af. of

New York, a graduate of the Cniversit\- of

Nebraska College of ^ledicine, Omaha, in 1804. a

member of the American Medical .Association and
of the New York State and County Medical Socie-

ties, and of the New York Academy of Medicine,
visiting physician to the Northwestern Dispensary,
and professor of clinical medicine in the New York
Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital, flied on

.\ugust 8 of pneuniom'a at the Polyclinic Hospital,

aged 44 years.

Dr. Joel Smith Tiic).m.\s, of Pleasant Hill, Illi-

nois, a graduate of the Medical College of Ohio,
Cincinnati, in 1872. and a member of the Illinois

State and Pike County Medical Societies, died at his

home on July 19, after a short illness, aged 67 years.

Dr. D.wiD Smith Humphreys, of Greenwood,
Mississippi, a graduate of the Medical Department
of the Tulane University of Louisiana, in 1885, and
a member of the Louisiana State and Leflore

County Medical Societies, died at his home on July
20, aged 51 years.

Dr. Otis C. Hollister, of Portland, Oregon, a

graduate of the Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago, in 1885, and a member of the

.American Medical Association and the Oregon

.State and Multnomah County Medical Societies,

died in St. X'incen.'s Hospital, Portland, on July 17,

aged 49 years.

Dr. George M. A.nderson. of Tanglewood,
Texas, a graduate of the Atlanta Medical College,

Georgia, in 1874. a member of the Texas State and
Lee County Medical Societies, and a surgeon in the

Confederate Army during the Civil War. died at

his home af^er a long illness on July 18, aged 73
years.

Dr. J. BozEM.\N Letcher, of Shorter, Alabama, a
graduate of the Medical Department of the Tulane
University of Louisiana, in 1897, and a member of
the American Medical Association and of the Ala-
bama State Medical Society, died at his home on
July 18, of tuberculosis, aged 38 years.

Dr. Herbert Norrls of Philadelphia, Pa., a
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, depart-
ment of medicine in 1866, and a member of the
College of Physicians of Philadelphia, died in Roch-
ester, Minn., following an operation on August 6.

Dr. Christi.^n P. Seip of Pittsburgh, Pa., while
attending the sessions of the Pennsylvania Board of
Medical Licensure, died at Atlantic City on .August
6 at the age of 63 years. He was graduated from
the Homeopathic Medical College of Pennsylvania
in the class of 1868. He was appointed a member of
the Board of Medical Licensure six months ago.

Dr. WiLLMM H. P.ALMER of Prpvidence, R. I.,

died at his home in North Woodstock. Conn., on
.\ugust 3. aged 83 years.

Dr. William Seymour Johnson of Chicago,
111., a graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College
and Hospital of Chicago in 1868, and a veteran of
the Civil War. died at his home from paralysis on
July 27, aged 82 years.

Dr. DwiGHT Edward Burlingame of Elgin, 111.,

a graduate of the Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago, in 1869, and a member of the
.American Medical .Association, the Illinois State
and Kane County Medical Societies, and the Fox
River Valley Medical .Association, died at his home
after a brief illness on August 4. aged 69 years.

Dr. James L. Lowrie of Lincoln, 111., a graduate
of the Jefferson Medical College. Philadelphia, in

1878, and a member of the .American Medical
-Association, and the Illinois State and Logan
County Medical Societies, died at his home sud-
denly on July 23. a.ged 60 years.

Dr. Alvin T. Heavenrich of Seattle, Wash., a
graduate of the Miami Medical College, Cincin-
nati, in 1904, a member of the .American Medical
.Association and the Washington State and King
County Medical Societies, died in Cincinnati on
July 31, aged 30 vears.
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THE ICE-BAG IN APPENDICITIS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—The modest but significant article of Dr.

Fauntleroy on the danger of the ice-bag in appen-
dicitis is timely and will doubtless save many lives

if its warning note is heeded. I am specially inter-

ested in this subject by reason of my connection

with the early history of appendicitis surgery and
because I have long pointed out the irrationality

of the ice-bag in "inflammations." The former was
enlarged upon in your issue of March 30, 1912, and
does not require restatement here.

The latter is stated as follows in my book on
"Hydrotherapy" (published by William Wood &
Company), page 149, third edition: "The appli-

cation of the ice-bag in pneumonia, pericarditis,

peritonitis, appendicitis, etc., is s'o universal that

the author opposes this practice with great hesi-

tance and reluctance. The anesthetic effect of a hot

poultice or ice-bag cannot be denied, but that such

applications can aft'ect the lungs or appendix to

any appreciable extent is doubtful. Dr. Henry C.

Coe has informed me that he observed while path-

ologist to the woman's hospital many years ago, no
effect upon peritionitis ... in operations on
the living subject he has never seen the slightest

effect of the previously applied cold upon the hyper-

vascular condition of the peritoneum. This is the

experience of other laparotomists." If a thermome-
ter be introduced into the colon of a dog, its bulb

being pressed forward, pushing the abdominal wall

into a prominence and ice then be applied over the

the latter, there will be no perceptible fall of the

mercury so long as the parts are not destroyed.

Just as soon as the part is frozen or if the dog is

killed, the mercury will drop. The reason is sim-

ple enough, but unfortunately is lost sight of as

is the physiological basis of other hydrotherapeutic

procedures. The author is firmly convinced that

the heat regulating machinery of the body is im-

mediately called into action for the purpose of re-

sisting the invasion of cold into the interior and
that thus the object of applying the ice-bag is frus-

trated.

This rationale of the ice-bag does not agree en-

tirely with Dr. Fauntleroy's explanation of the

gangrenous condition of the appendix, which he

has so often noted in cases that have been subjected

to the ice-bag. There is no doubt that the reparative

process of "walling off" is interfered with by the

ice-bag, but it appears to me that "it deludes Na-
ture" not alone, but also the surgeon, into a false

sense of security which by delay favors rapid de-

struction of the appendix by gangrene in cases

pathologically so favored.

I am particularly gratified by the doctor's state-

ment that "it is the invariable rule in the navy
to operate in every case in which a diagnosis is

made"

—

a view I have expressed for twenty years.

The article referred to concludes: "I would express

the result of my observation to be that the number
of cases that have been sacrificed by timid procras-

tination outweigh far the cases in which a fatal is-

sue resulted from premature or unnecessary opera-

tion." "When in doubt operate" is a safe decision

in acute appendicitis.

Simon B.'Kruch, M.D.
51 West 70th Street.

A SANITARY NOTE FROM THE PAST.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir : A very prominent writer of sanitary mat-
ters has a great deal to say against the congested
cities, where crime and ill health seem to revel.

Then he turns to the quiet country side, and speaks
of the remarkable approach to health and normal
living in the low mortality and freedom from dis-

ease. Finally he draws a conclusion that no degree
of health can be found in the large cities', and that

we must go back to the levels of our forefathers of

a century ago and live as they did. All this sounds
very pleasant and convincing, but unfortunately it

is not confirmed by the records of long ago. Away
back in the beginning of the century a minister in

East Haven, Conn., who may have been a physician

and evidently did something along that line, pub-
lished a little volume in which he put down the his-

tory of the town from its settlement in 1664 up to

1800.

This record has' the appearance of considerable

accuracy and at times it certainly told the exact

truth. Thus in 1736 of the 500 people who lived in

the town, 26 died of sickness of the throat. In 1742
and '43, with about the same number of people, 60
died from dysentery. From that time up to 1800, a

period of sixty years, he estimates the death rate of

30 per thousand for dysentery and 15 for canker

rash and so on through various diseases', the names
of which are not very clear at present. Evidently

the people in that part of the country were not very

close to nature in their recognition of the common-
est rules of health. In all probability, these and
other diseases from which they suffered showed an

absence of all common sense rules—^^bad air, bad
diet, neglect of cleanliness, and general dirt and
filth.

This little volume is but a hint of what occurred

in all other sections, and the most congested cities

and defective homes and firesides could not bring

worse results. Consumption was very prominent in

those days and the methods of treating it simply

intensified it and shortened its duration. The resi-

dent of the country who recognizes the common
sanitary measures necessary for health and applies

them in his own home can secure them with greater

certainty than the tenant in the crowded cities.

There is a great deal to be done in this direction, and
boasting of what has been done is not promising for

the future.

T. D. Crothers, M.D.
Hartford, Conn.

A STRANGE FOREIGN BODY IN THE
URETHRA.

To THE Editor of The Medical Record:

Sir :—In reading Algot Lange's most interest-

ing book "In the Amazon Jungle," I came across

the following paragraph regarding an unusual sort

of foreign body in the urethra which I have copied

from the book as a contribution to that subject.

"Before leaving the subject of fish I will men-
tion another species, smaller than the piranaha, yet

although not so ferocious, is the cause of much
dread and annoyance to the natives living near the

banks of the rivers. In fact, throughout the .Xma-
zon this little worm-like creature, called the kan-

diroo, is so omnipresent that a bath-house of a

particular construction is necessary. The kandiroo

is usually three or four inches long and one-six-
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teenlh inch in thickness, it belongs to the lampreys

an.i itb particular group is the .\iyxinos or sliuie

hsh. Its body is coated with a peculiar mucus. It

is dangerous to human beings because when they

are takmg a bath in the river it will approach with

swift, powerful movement, penetrate one of the

natural openings of the body, whence it can be re-

moved only by a difficult and dangerous operation.

A small but hard and pointed dorsal tin acts as a

barb and prevents the hsh from being drawn back.

While I was in Remate de Males the local doctor

was called upon to remove a kandiroo from the

urethra of a man. The man subsequently died from

the hemorrhage following the operation."

Most foreign bodies in the urethra are either

stones which have become lodged there in passing

from the bladder or substances introduced by the

individual himself. Occasionally the physician is

unfortunate enough to have an instrument break

and have part remain lodged in the canal. I do

not recall having seen a foreign body similar to the

one spoken of in Lange's work recorded and it

hardly seems credible that a fish would be able to

accomplish so difficult a feat and gain entrance to

the male urethra in the way recorded. Its re-

moval would certainly be a difficult procedure

armed as it is with the barbed fin.

W.VLTER S. Reynolds, M.D.
Ndw York.

OLTR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular CorrespondeP-t.)

BRITISH MEDICAL MEETING .\T LIVERPOOL—INSUR-

ANCE TROUBLES TUBERCULIN DISPENSARIES

—

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AGAINST CONSUMPTION
LISTER OUT-PATIENT SYSTEM—SIR J. HUTCH-

INSON TROPICAL SCHOOL, DR. SEIDELIN.

London, July 26. 1912.

This is the British Medical week. The annual

meeting this year, as you have been informed, is at

Liverpool, a city so well known to traveled Amer-
icans (and to others by repute) that it is needless

to tell you that it furnishes everything necessary to

secure the success of any public proceedings. It

should, however, be said at once that the most
hearty welcome awaited us on the part of the local

profession and also of every class of citizens. So,

what between work, recreations, amusements, and
social amenities, Liverpool equaled, if it did not

excel itself. This is, I believe, the fourth time that

the annual meeting has been held here during the

eighty years of the Association's existence. This

year the work was divided into twenty sections, a

fact which indicates to some extent the great prog-
ress made in medical and scientific knowledge, and
their applications in our art. Your special report-

ers will give you an outline of some of the proceed-

ings, but cannot possibly deal with the mass, which
would fill more than one number of the Record ;

but of course the most important points will come
up from time to time in your columns. As to the

Association's medico-political and its official work.
only a portion may interest your readers. I will

mention some.
The Representative Meeting controls the policy

of the Association, and its proceedings are kept en-

tirely separate from those of the sections. This

body is elective and met on Friday Saturday, and
Monday to consider among other things reports of

the Council on the Insurance Act, State sickness

and the other leading questions at present agitating

the whole profession. These meetings are not public

and reporters are excluded, but there is practically

full [)ublicity and even decisions will have been dis-

cussed in all directions before you hear of them. In

fact the ubiquitous press, determined not to be out-

done, has coiurived to get some statements that bear

on the public interests, but unfortunately these are

not all quite correct. There was no little hot discus-

sion both on Friday and Saturday as to the effects

on the profession of the Insurance Act and how the

Chancellor of the Exchequer ought to be met. It

was held by many that the government had heaped
insult upon insult on the profession, and that there

was good reason for all to unite to render the act

inoperative. Some, on the other hand, were dis-

posed to keep the door for negotiations open in the

hope of compelling the Chancellor to give way.
The proceedings on these days may be looked upon
as in committee. On Monday they were still fur-

ther discussed and to a great degree confirmed, or

so far as was necessary with some deviations to

place them before the Council and general meeting.

Besides the reports of committees the meeting had
before it the reply of the Insurance Commissioners
to letters addressed to them and the observations

of the State Sickness Committee thereon. The
chairman of this, Mr. T. J. \'errall, said their posi-

tion was all along unsatisfactory because the pro-

fession had not been consulted at an early stage,

and he had reluctantly to admit that no material

concession had been made by Mr. Lloyd George.
The committee continued in session the whole day.

the one subject being whether to break off negotia-

tions altogether or appoint a committee to negotiate

further with the Government. To break oft" was
voted by 185 to 21, but a further ballot had to be

taken to confirm it.

A "Tuberculin Dispensary League" has been at

work here for a couple of years and the Countess of

Mayo, president, held the annual meeting in her

house. The object is, of course, to promote serum
treatment by establishing dispensaries. The first

was placed under the care of Dr. Camac Wilkinson,

who attended and reported that 245 new cases were
taken in the year and another dispensary was being

organized. But for the help of Oiher doctors who at-

tended the dispensary to study the subject, lie could

not have dealt with all. They relieved 14 out of

31 cases in the advanced stage, with pulses hanging
from 120 to 140. In no instance had large doses

had ill effects, showing tuberculin could be used in

all stages. In four fatal cases in the two years

there had been mixed infection. He contrasted the

slight cost of this method with that of one of the

consumption hospitals, but the cases are not parallel,

and his remarks thereupon have given rise to just

criticism. He is an enthusiast, but even so there

is no need for any assumption when "urging in all

modesty that their system should be studied" before

locking up money in hospitals.

A kindred organization, the National Association

for Prevention of Consumption, held its meeting
on Tuesday. Lord Balfour of Burleigh presiding.

He said thev were getting people educated to the

value of cleanliness and sunshine and that infection

was a reality in consumption, which w'as not heredi-

tary in the general sense, but perhaps as a predis-

position. Some people objected to much of the

Insurance Act. but this Society would help it heart

and soul. He deeply regretted recent resignations

and hoped the incident would not harm the cause.

Some had said they were not active enough. He
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pleaded not guilty and thought the annual report
an admirable answer to such a charge. None of

the dissatisfied had offered a practical suggestion
that they had rejected. If he were disposed to

carry the war into the other camp he might say
there were at least two of those gentlemen who had
never attended a meeting of the Council since they
were appointed.

The committee for establishing a memorial to

Lord Lister met at the Royal Society on Monday.
Sir Archibald Geikie. president of the Society, was
appointed chairman and the Hon. W. F. D. Smith
deputy chairman of the committee. v\.n e.xecutive

committee was appointed and discussed proposals.

Arrangements have been made for a public meeting
in October at the Mansion House, when probably
a scheme will be announced

;
perhaps it may include

the erection of a monument in Westminster Abbey.
The committee for inquiring into the out-patient

system issued a report yesterday. They find the

number might advantageously be diminished, and
some arrangement might be made for treatment
elsewhere.

Sir Jonathan Hutchinson on Tuesday celebrated
his eighty-fourth birthday. His colleagues of the

Council of the Royal College of Surgeons sent a

letter to their e.x-president and emeritus professor
expressing their appreciation of his devotion to

science and surgery and referring to the numerous
academical honors conferred upon him. Sir Jona-
than sent on the occasion a cheque for 50 guineas
to the British Medical Association toward the cost

of the fight against the Insurance Act, together with
a letter stating his firm belief that an ill-paid pro-

fession would be a calamity to the community, and
the niggardly proposals' of the government a gross
injury to medical education and training.

Sir William H. Lever, chairman of the Liver-

pool School of Tropical Medicine, gave a banquet
on Monday in honor of Dr. Harald Seidelin on his

return from the Liverpool yellow fever expedition
to Yucatan. Sir William declared that Dr. .Seidelin

had made discoveries which would greatly promote
the study of tropical diseases and therefore benefit

all who lived there or had to go there for a time.

Prof. J. L. Todd believed the day would come
when Europeans could live as safely in tropical as

in temperate climates.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

THE MOSQUITO PROBLEM MEETING OF THE M.\NIL.\

MEDICAL SOCIETY ^.\ CASE SIMULATING LEP-

ROSY ^DIARRHEA IN CAMP DISE.\SES PRESENT
IN THE BATANES ISL.\NDS.

Manil.^, June M, 1912.

The mosquito campaign which has been conducted
in Alanila during the past year and a half, and
which met with considerable success, has had a

sharp set-back during the past few weeks. Here-
tofore, the mosquitos that have 'been annoying to

man in Manila have been the Stes^omyia pcrstans,

which flies during the day. and the Ciilc.v fatigans.

which is a night flier and is supposed to be re-

sponsible for the transmission of dengue and
filariasis. Accordingly, the campaign has been di-

rected entirely against them, with the result that

it is possible to sit on verandas and other open
places in the evening, in comparative comfort,
which was impossible prior to the beginning of the

campaign.
During May and June of each year Manila has

its extreme high tides. The highest of these some-
times reaches several feet above the ordinary tides,

and this results in much additional lowland being-

overflowed and water being backed into some of
the higher pockets which do not drain. In these,
a small black mosquito {Culex ludlozvii) breeds
very profusely, and as oil flows off at each high
tide, the only hope for permanent relief would be
along engineering lines, and this would require an
amount of draining and filling which is beyond the
resources of the city to supply, so that, for some
weeks it is to be expected that Manila must be
again inconvenienced by mosquitos.
The mosquito problem has been further com-

plicated by the fact that it has been again asserted
that the i\Iy::oinyia rossii is responsible for the
transmission of malaria. In view of the fact that

no anophelina, even after most diligent search,

have been found anywhere in the Philippine
Islands (with the possible exception of one single

specimen which is alleged to have come from the
I'liilippines, and which is now in Washington),
and on account of the very general prevalence of

malaria throughout the Philippine Islands, and
that Mycoiiiyia rossii is alwaxs found in sections

in which the disease is present, and that the ano-
pheles in these sections are conspicuous by their

absence, lends considerable confirmation to the be-

lief that this mosquito may be concerned in the

transmission of malaria. Mycotnyia rossii has re-

cently been found in fish ponds in Manila, and
difiiculty is now being encountered with the owners
of these ponds because they object to the destruc-

tion of the algse upon which the larvre feed and
which, in turn, serve as food for the fish.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila
Medical Society was held on the roof of the build-

ing of the College of Medicine and Surgery, at

8:30 P.M., June 3. Two clinical cases were shown
by Dr. Sison, of the Philippine General Hospital;

one, a case of pseudomuscular hypertrophy, and
the other, a case resembling a mild tetanus, but in

which no diagnosis had been made. A third ca.se

was shown by Major Ashburn. that of a child, 3
years of age, who had been reported to the Bu-
reau of Health as a suspect leper. Upon exam-
ination, the diagnosis could not be confirmed. The
child had a solid, roseolar eruption, with marked
induration, on the forearms, hands, legs, and feet.

The ]5alms of the hands and the soles of the feet

showed marked callus. There was, evidently con-

siderable disturbance with the blood supply. The
little finger of the left hand had, near its base, a

marked constriction resembling ainhum. The
little toe of the right foot had apparently been par-

tiallv alisorbed or worn away. The hands were
stiff, and with the exception of slight motion of

the fingers they were almost useless. On this ac-

count, it was evident that the callus was not due
to use of the hand. Previous examinations had

been made for leprosy bacilli, but with negative

results. The condition was evidently an endarter-

itis. The Wassermann test was markedly positive,

and it is now proposed to treat the child with sal-

varsan and note the result.

The first paper entitled ""Dysentery at Baguio."

by Doctors Barber and Gomez, was read by the

former. A brief account was given of the acute

outbreak of diarrhea which occurred at Baguio,

the mountain capital of the Philippines. In all,

23 hospital cases came under observation, and of

these. 10 died. The laborator\' investigation
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showed the presence of either the Flexner or the

Shiga type of organism in every case. Dr. Barher
stated that the routine technique had been used in

isolating the bacilli. Smear preparations made by
applying a slide directly to the rectal mucosa
showed large numbers of bacillary organisms and
very few colon organisms. A series of water
examinations made by the authors lead theui to

conclude that water transmission was not a factor

in this outbreak.

The ne.xt paper, entitled "Diarrhea at Camp
John Hay," by Drs. Ashburn and Vedder, was read

by Dr. Ashburn. Camp John Hay is the army
post located at Baguio, and the object of Dr. Ash-
burn's paper was to report upon the diarrhea which
had taken place among the troops at the time the

civil population was affected. During February,

an acute, explosive outbreak of diarrhea occurred
among the members of one company. Investiga-

tion showed that prior to the outbreak the cook of

the company had been suffering from diarrhea.

Agglutination tests made of his blood two months
later showed the same to agglutinate in dilutions

of I to 20 with the Shiga bacillus. The blood of

all members of the company who had been afflicted

with the disease agglutinated in dilutions ranging
from I to 50. The agglutinations among the con-

trols were negative e.xcept in the cases of two
Igorrote kitchen boys in whom agglutination tests

of I to 20 were encountered. The investigation

made by the authors did not take place until .\prJ".

and in May, which was two moiuhs after the acute

outbreak, but they did, however, encounter two
cases in which the Flexner type of organism was
found. The writers concluded that the outbreak

was directly due to contamination of the food sup-

plies by the cook, who probably became infected

from the two Igorrote kitchen boys who showed
positive agglutination tests, and that the water atul

fly transmission might be safely excluded, and that

the diarrhea which had occurred in the last few-

years in Baguio had, presumably, been bacillary in

its nature.

In the discussion which followed. Dr. Heiser

stated that the profession owed a large debt of

gratitude to the authors of the two papers which
had just been read, because the etiology of the

Baguio diarrhea which had been so obscure here-

tofore had been placed upon a scientific basis. In

the past, many practitioners had been inclined to

place the diarrheas of Baguio in the category of

the so-called "hill" diarrhea or mountain diarrhea,

or to acute intestinal disturbances due to sudden
changes in climate. Other practitioners were of

the opinion that the diarrhea was due to the sud-

den chilling owing to the low temperature, and the

disturbance of blood pressure by the altitude of

Baguio, which is 5000 feet, and by the failure to

provide proper protection to the abdomen with

flannel bands at night. .All these reasons were very

unsatisfactory, and from an epidemiological stand-

point were not susceptible to reason. For instance,

he stated that, upon the transfer of some 600 Gov-
ernment employees to Ba.guio during the latter part

of February, ten per cent, of the employees were
afflicted with diarrhea soon after arrival, but in-

vestigation showed that the disease prevailed among
persons who were permanent residents to an even
greater extent, so that the sudden change to the

lower temperature and higher altitude could

scarcely be held to account for the fliarrhea among
the new arrivals. He also pointed out that, this

year, on account of the very general use of dis-

tilled water, the water transmission of the disease

could be excluded with reasonable certainty. He
stated, however, that investigation had shown that

a new railroad was being constructed with laborers

imported from districts in which bacillary dysen-

tery undoubtedly prevailed, and that the sanitation

of the camps in wdiich these laborers lived was de-

fective. The e.xcreta was not protected from flies

—of which a veritable pest was present in Baguio
at the outbreak of the dysentery. It seemed not

improbable that flies may have been concerned in

the transmission of the disease. He also stated that

subsequent investigation had shown that many of

the dishes used by Filipino employees had been
washed in the overflow from the septic tanks, and
that the discharges from these tanks had been
shown not to have undergone proper bacteriolytic

action. He stated that the insanitary conditions at

Baguio were due largely to the fact that the town
had been developed at the e.xpense of sanitation;

the advice of the medical man hafl gone unheeded,
and no funds were provided to carry out such nec-

essary sanitary measures as proper disposal of

garbage and sewage, and that it was only when the

community became alarmed at the large number of

deaths from dysentery that funds became available

for installing a few temporary or emergency dis-

posal systems. The campaign which had been
waged against flies had been reasonably success-

ful, and, at all events, the reduction in the number
of flies corresponded with the great reduction in

the number of cases of diarrhea.

The next paper was entitled "Diseases Prevalent
in the Batanes Islands," and was read by Dr. D. G.
Willets. The Batanes Islands are a group north
of the Philippine archipelago, and south of For-
mosa, and, on account of the very infrequent com-
munication with the civilized world, they have not

suffered so much, especially from the dangerous
communicable diseases, as have other sections of

the Philippines. The population of the islands is,

roughly, 12,000 persons. There is not a medical
man among them. Dr. Willets found the usual

diseases. He examined, for instance, the stools of

400 persons, in which he found two cases of ame-
bas, one balantidia. .Sixty-si.x per cent, had ascaris

lumbricoides : 26 per cent, had hookworms, and
the entire -too were afflicted with at least one
parasite. A fever, on the island of Isbayat, which
is greatly feared by the natives, was investigated

by Dr. Willets. The symptoms led him to believe

that it was malaria, but the spleen examinations
which were made of the several hundred persons
in the affected area only showed marked enlarge-

ment in one case. Numerous blood examinations
failed to reveal any parasites. Later, Dr. Willets

contracted a fever himself, and demonstrated the

estivoautumnal parasites in his own blood. Since
the symptoms corresponded so closely with those

which had been described to him. he concluded that

the fever was due to malaria. He found a number
of cases of hemoptysis, but repeated examinations
for tubercle bacilli and Paragonimus zi'cstermanii

were negative, and he concluded that the disease

must be chronic bronchitis, because this disease is

very prevalent. Dr. Heiser suggested that possibly

the hemoptysis might be due to oidium, but as no
examination had been made for them it was im-
possible to state.

The next paper was a preliminary report on
some nutritional experiments bv Dr. Shacklee.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Aiii/iist 1, lylJ.

1. Institutions for the Prevention and Cure of Tuberculosis as

Elements in the Social Defense Against the Disease. E. O.

Otis.

2. Specific Treatment Against Pulmonary Tuberculosis and Its Com-
plications. One Hundred Tuberculous Patients Treated with

Bacterins and Tuberculin. J. A. L.von.

3. On Some Recurrent Febrile Attacks in Chronic Pulmonary Tu-
berculosis. C. E. Edson.

4. A Laboratory Course in Physiology Based on Daphnia and
Other .Animalcules. G. V. N. Dearborn.

5. The .Argument for the Large State Insane Hospital. W. Chan-
ning.

6. The Prognosis in Dementia Precox. A. W. Stearns.

7. The Gastrointestinal Disturbances Observed in Pernicious Anemia.

J. Friedenwald.

1. Elements in the Social Defense Against Tubercu-

losis.—E. O. Otis states that the institutions or organ-

izations which are more directly and intimately concerned

in the prevention and crre of ti berculosis, and which

exercise a definite stimulating and educative influence upon

society in its defense against the disease, are comprised in

the following enumeration: (i) The sanatorium; (2) the

tuberculosis dispensary; (3) the "tuberculosis class," first

instituted by Pratt of Boston
; (4) the open-air school

;

(S) the day and night camp; (6) the "preventorium," so-

called; (7) anti-tuberculosis associations or leagues, na-

tional or local, some of which are purely sources of edu-

cation by means of the tuberculosis exhibition, lectures, lit-

erature, the public press, etc., while others undertake cre-

ative work, such as the inauguration and maintenance of

sanatoria, dispensaries, hospitals for advanced cases, visit-

ing nurses, etc.; (8) compulsory instruction upon tuber-

culosis in the public school, such as is now required in

the public schools of Massachusetts, and doubtless in other

progressive commurities.

2. Vaccine and Tuberculin Treatment of Tubercu-

losis.—J. A. Lyon notes that mixed infection is usually

present in progressive pulmonary tuberculosis and its com-

plications. Therefore the use of appropriate vaccines is es-

sential, either before the administration of tuberculin or

conjointly with the latter. In many catarrhal cases great

benefit is derived from polyvalent colon vaccine or, where

this fails, an autogenous one made from the colon bacillus

found in the feces. In the later stages of tuberculosis or

in toxemic cases, the purified tuberculin, if given in appro-

priate dosage and under due precautions, is a useful ad-

junct to sanatorium treatment. The improvement in the

general condition, due to the checking of the intercurrent

infection, enables the tuberculin to act favorably upon

processes which, had the concomitant bacteria been disre-

garded, would certainly be more refractory, if amenable at

all.

3. Recurrent Febrile Attacks in Tuberculosis.—C. E.

Edson notes that certain individuals with chronic pulmo-

nary tuberculosis give a history of repeated attacks of fever,

lasting a week to ten days or more and gradually subsiding.

The recognition of these cases rests chiefly upon two fac-

tors : First, the repetition of attacks without adequate

cause in cases otherwise under conditions favoring im-

provement, and without any evidence of tissue change cor-

responding to the constitutional signs ; and second, a cer-

tain regularity of the periods of recurrence. In seeking an

explanation of the attacks, it appeared that they occurred

usually in patients with rather extensive involvement of the

pulmonary tissue, such as would lead to generally lessened

power of oxygenation ; in patients who were especially

careful in maintaining their nutrition at a maximum, and

in avoiding over-exercise ; and who were especially consci-

entious in their obedience to regime The attacks were ap-

parently of pulmonic origin. That they were due to ac-

cumulated unoxidized pyrogenous material, however,

seems probable, if not proven by the prompt and often com-

plete relief obtained when such an origin was made the

point of therapeutic attack. The chief reliance and the

best results have come from recognizing the nature and

cause of the attacks, and following the indication for a

greater amount of exercise in the intervals; and, when
necessary in addition, anticipating each recurrence by a

course of salicylates for a few days every four, si.x or

eight weeks, as the case might be. Under such regime it

has been possible to abolish some attacks entirely; and so

to lessen the severity of others as greatly to improve the

physical condition and progress of the patient, and relieve

him from the gloom of a supposed intractable tuberculous

fever.

6. The Prognosis in Dementia Precox.—A. W.
Stearns calls attention to the following facts: (i)

The apparent hopelessness of dementia precox so far as

mental health is concerned. (2) The high mortality, es-

pecially from pulmonary tuberculosis and other pulmonary

afi^ections. (3) The probability of subsequent relapse, even

though the patient apparently recovers from the first acu'e

attack. (4) The large number of cases requiring perma-

nent hospital care. (5) The danger of mistaking atypical

depressions for catatonic dementia precox.

7. Gastrointestinal Disturbances in Pernicious Ane-
mia.—J. Fricdenwald has studied a series of fifty-eight

cases of pernicious anemia, in all of which gastrointestinal

symptoms were noted. Of these cases there were forty-

nine males and nine females, the ages ranging between

thirty and sixty-two years. In all of these cases compLte

blood examinations had been made, and only those have

been included in the report in which the physical charac-

teristics as well as the examination of the blood left no

doubt as to diagnosis. The symptoms manifested were

loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, indigestion (fullness,

pressure, distention), diarrhea and constipation. A large

proportion of these cases were attended with gastroin-

testinal disturbances as well as with an absence of gastric

secretion ; there was present an achylia gastrica in about 70

per cent, of the cases and even in the stage of apparent

recovery the gastric secretion did not return. In a smaller

proportion of cases, 20 per cent., there was a marked

diminution of the secretion, and in a few instances, about

10 per cent., it remained normal. The author concludes that

it is quite probable that the poison which produces the

hemolysis is also responsible for the alteration in the gas-

tric secretion.

New York Medical Journal.

August 3, 1912.

1. The Advantages of a Cold Dry Climate in the Treatment of
Some Forms of Disease. A. D. Blackader.

2. Sexual Crimes. A. Flint.

3. Eclampsia. G. \V. Kosmak.
4. Modern Ocular Surgery. T. J. Moran.
5. "Pe'lagra Sine Pellagra." E. J. Wood.
6. Epithelioma. R. H. Hoggs.
7. Notes on lumor Genesis. G. L. Rohdenburg and F. D. Bul-

lock.

8. A Case of Edema of the Orbits, Secondary to Facial Dermatitis.
H. F. Hansen.

9. The Tissue Density Factor. H. Wakefield.
10. The Relation of Pelvic Disease in Women to Mental Disturb-

ances. E. .\. Scliumann.

I. Advantages of a Cold Dry Climate.—A. D. Black-

ader extols the stimulating and health giving properties of

the steadily severe but dry cold of northern Canada, and

especially of the Laurentian plateau. The effect of cold

air on the body is twofold. First, there is an actual ab-

straction of heat, which is rarely desirable, and which, so

far as possible, should be prevented. Second, cold has a

stimulating action on the peripheral nerve endings, strength-

ening respiration and circulation, and improving oxidation

and nutrition. Cold fresh air favors natural sleep, and

stimulates the appetite and digestion. In inflammatory

conditions of the larynx and trachea cold air may act as

an irritant and do definite harm. Individuals suffering

from organic diseases of the circulation as a rule stand

cold poorly. In a few instances the cold may rouse to in-
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creased activity the defective powers of compensation and

distinct improvement may set in, but too often an efficient

reaction fails to be elicited and the severe cold leads to

disastrous results. Anemic patients, as a rule, do well, but

require caution in maintaining body heat. In cold weather

the eliminating functions of the skin are very slight and

toxic materials in the system are thrown off almost entirely

by the kidneys and intestinal tract. To benefit from a

winter in the north both sets of organs should be in healthy

working order. E.xtreme cold is not desirable for cases

of gout, arthritis, or neuritis. For those sulTering from

advanced degeneration in any organ, for those advanced in

years, and for the very young, extreme cold may be dis-

tinctly harmful.

7. Tumor Genesis.—G. L. Rohdenburg and F. D.

Bullock conclude that tumor formation, whether benign or

malignant, starts as a localized process at some focus of

healing which is usually microscopic, and may either fol-

low a physiological process or be due to extrinsic causes.

Either because of the mode of cell death, or for reasons at

present not clear, the products of nucleoprotein hydrolysis

are not removed by the phagocytic action of the leucocytes.

The continued application of certain stimuli causes either

benign or malignant new growths, depending probably on

the amount and continuation of the stimulus, while the type

of tumor depends upon the type of cell involved. Such an

hypothesis would explain the many puzzling features of

tumor formation, for example, autonomous grow'th, changes

from benign to malignant tumors, changes in tumor types.

age, sex, and tissue incidence, and at the same time corre-

late the at present widely divergent findings in tumor

biology.

10. Female Pelvic Disease and Mental Disturbances.

—E. .-K. Schumann states that operations of necessity

should be performed wherever indicated, whatever the

mental state of the patient. Purely elective operations

should not be performed upon the insane unless, after

careful consideration and study of the indications with the

alienist, it is determined that the benefits accruing from

the operative procedure will more than counterbalance the

shock and strain incident to the anesthesia and the pain in-

volved. Operative procedures designed merely to produce

some reflex or other not understood effect upon mental

disorders, and practised without definite pathological basis,

are absolutely unjustifiable and are to be condemned. To
this class belong the extirpation of healthy ovaries, indis-

criminate dilatation, curettage, etc. The keynote of gyne-

cological treatment among the insane is conservatism. The
insanity already present must be considered as a serious

contraindication to any surgical interference, and only

when the apparent benefits of an operation of any char-

acter whatever are considerably in e.xcess of the risks of

an exacerbation of the mental disease, should such inter-

ference be suggested.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

August 3, 1912.

1. The Inunction of the Parathyroid Glands. W. G. MacCallum.
2. The Internal Function of the Pancreas. J. H. Pratt.
3. The .Anatomical and Physiological Effects of Iodine on the

Thyroid G'and of Exophthalmic Goiter. D. Marine.
4. Newer Methods of Diagnosis of Pathological Conditions of the

Liver. I. C. Chase.
5. Report of 150 Cases of Pulmonary Tuberculosis Treated with

Tuberculin. H. L. Barnes.
6. Gastrocoioptos's. Its Pathologic Significance and Its Surgical

Treatment. T. Rovsing.
7. The Role of the Movable Kidney in Intestinal and \'ascular

Stasis. K. A. J, Mackenzie.
8. Parakeratosis Ostracea (Scutularis), L. Weiss.
9. Further Experimental and Clinical Work Bearing on the Value

of Lane Bone-Piates. W. Barlett.
10. Operative Treatment of Fractures and Dislocations. W. Dar-

rach.

11. Constipation and Headache in Women. A Study in Etiology and
Diagnosis. C. A. L. Reed.

12. lodoglycerole in Mouth Infections. E. S. Talbot.
13. A Study of the Cubic Capacity and Superficial .'\rea of the

Max'Ilary Sinus. V. Loeb.
14. Infected .Areas Around the Ends of Roots of Teeth. M. L.

Rh'in.

15. Five Vears' Experience with the High-Calory Diet in Typhoid.

\V. Coleman.
16. The .Action of Subdural Injections of Epinephrin in Experi-

mental Poliomyelitis. P. F. Clark.

17. A Rare Find ng in a Suspected Case of Pulmonary Tuberculo-

sis. M. .-X. Fowler.
IS. .\ Xew Tcnsil Forceps. O. Wilkinson.

1. The Function of the Parathyroid Glands.—By VV.

G. MacCallum. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page

1250.)

2. The Internal Secretion of the Pancreas.—By J.

H. Pratt. (See Medical Record, June jg, 1912. page 1250.)

3. The Effect of Iodine in Exophthalmic Goiter.

—

By D. Marine. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page

1250.)

4. Diagnosis of Pathological Conditions of the

Liver.— 1. C. Chase concludes that tlu- urcibilinogen

test is a very delicate test for impaired liver function. .\ny

localized diseased cells will let pathological amounts of

urobilinogen pass to the urine. The galactose test, on the

contrary, is a general functional test. Galactose is not

passed in localized hepatic diseases when the remaining

part of the liver has good compensatory function. In the

various forms of cirrhosis the galactose test is uniformly

positive, being strongest in alcoholic cirrhosis. In septic

conditions or advanced stages of infectious diseases a posi-

tive galactose test results from liver degeneration. In

cases of phosphorus, chloroform, and mineral poisoning,

liver degeneration is not shown by the galactose test until

some days after the administration of the poison ; in phos-

phorus poisoning, sometimes not until the second or third

week- The great value of these tests for differential diag-

nosis lies in the conclusions which can be drawn from their

combined use.

5. Tuberculin Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculo-

sis.—H. L. Barnes reports the results in 150 cases of pul-

monary tuberculosis treated with tuberculin at the Rhode

Island State Sanatorium during the five years from 1907

to 1912. The tuberculin was administered according to

the method of Trudeau. an effort being made to develop

tuberculin tolerance by gradually increasing doses. Slight

general reaction occurred in 20 per cent, of the cases.

Fifty-six of the patients were given watery extract, forty

were given old tuberculin, thirty-seven were given bacil-

lus emulsion and the remainder the bouillon filtrate. A
portion of the patients did not take the treatment as long

as advised, because they could not see any effect from it.

In a few cases striking improvement occurred :
equally

striking results occurred under ordinary treatment, and on

the whole the patients did neither better nor worse than

patients not so treated. The average duration of sana-

torium residence for the tuberculin-treated patients was

II. I months, against 5.1 months for those not thus treated.

The analysis furnished no evidence that these 150 patients

taken as a whole were influenced by the tuberculin treat-

ment.

6. Gastrocoloptosis.—By T. Rovsing. (See Medi-

cal Record, June 29, 1912, page 1247.)

7. Movable Kidney and Intestinal and Vascular Sta-

sis.—By K. -A. J. .Mackenzie. I See Medicai. Record,

June 29, 1912, page 1249.)

8. Parakeratosis Ostracea (Scutularis).—L. Weiss

describes a case of this condition of which little has been

reported in the literature up to the present time. He
agrees with Unna that it is an anomaly of cornification

attacking the body in groups and combined with inflam-

matory phenomena which penetrate deeply and produce

peculiarly formed cones. He differs from Unna, however,

in not considering the infection microbic. He suggests

the specific name "ostracea" as more descriptive of the

appearance than "scutularis."

9. Value of Lane Bone-Plates.—By W. Bartlett.

(See Medical Record, June 29. 1912, page 1249.")

10. Operative Treatment of Fractures and Disloca-
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lions.—By W. Darrach. (See Medical Record. June

29, 1912, page 1249.)

11. Constipation and Headache in Women.—C. A.

L. Reed discredits the common view that the constipation

and headaches frequently complained of by women with

gynecological derangements are due to the latter, and

holds that the chief cause is to be sought in displacement

or ptoses of the abdominal and pelvic organs. He has

observed so many cases in which these symptoms per-

sisted after all gynecological indications had been met

that he feels that the work of Glenard fairly supplies the

missing link in the etiologic evidence. The usual displace-

ment is a general descent of the bowels by which the

cecum finds its way low into the pelvis, lowering the

transverse colon and hepatic fle.xure with obstructive angu-

lation at the latter and at the splenic flexure. These dis-

placements are not always accompanied by the uncom-

fortable symptoms ; in some cases they may exist with a

fair degree of health, but the frequency with which their

diagnostic importance has been confirmed by surgical ex-

plorations by himself and others, and the uniformity with

which they have been relieved by correction of the dis-

placements, have convinced him that such ptoses are fre-

quent causes of pelvic mischief and general disturbance

of health in women.
12. lodoglycerole in the Treatment of Mouth Infec-

tions.—E. S. Talbot applies this name to a preparation

consisting of water, 2 parts ; zinc oxide, 3 parts : iodine

crystals, 5 parts; and glycerine, 10 parts. He notes that

as compared with the ordinary tincture of iodine, its

astringent properties are greatly increased
;

glycerine

causes rapid absorption and the irritating effects are re-

duced to a minimum. The penetrating effect is remark-

able. The glycerine thickens the preparation and prevents

it from mixing with the saliva and running over the

mouth, as the ordinary tincture will do. This preparation

may be used on the gums every day. if necessary, without

injuring the parts. The teeth as well as the soft parts

of the mouth should be treated in like manner. The
author has been able to reduce decay of the teeth in his

patients by the use of this preparation from 30 to 40 per

cent. .-Ml patients receive this treatment before or after

each sitting. He finds it especially useful in cases with

bone disease, such as caries, necrosis, osteomyelitis, and

on all pus surfaces.

15. The High-Calory Diet in Typhoid Fever.—By
W. Coleman. (See MEmr.\r. Record. June 8. 1912, page

1119)

16. Subdural Injections of Epinephrin in Experi-

mental Poliomyelitis.—B. F. Clark has found that a

subdural injection of epinephrin was capable of produc-

ing a marked change in the character of the paralytic phe-

nomena in experimental poliomyelitis, although the effects

were not equally striking in all cases. The general result

was an improvement in the tone of the paralyzed muscles

and in the respiratory movements. In some animals the

effects were striking, and a state of extreme flaccidity and

unconsciousness with almost complete disappearance of

reflexes was succeeded by one of tonus, of strengthened

reflexes and of return of consciousness. Life was ap-

parently prolonged in these cases. In another case there

was no definite proof that life was prolonged, and the

symptoms were only moderately ameliorated. -\n ex-

amination of the two classes of cases would seem to show

that the employment of the epinephrin relatively early in

the course of paralysis does not in the monkey inoculated

intracerebrally with a highly active virus bring about an

arrest of the progress of the disease. The life-saving

action of the epinephrin is shown in the case of the mori-

bund animals, in which life was prolonged either for sev-

eral hours or for several days by the restoration of the

failing respiratory function. Finally, the effects of

epinephrin in experimental poliomyelitis support the view

that a state of hyperemia of the blood vessels attended by

an exudation of plasma and probably of cells also pre-

cedes the severer state of destruction of nerve-cells and

interstitial tissue of the spinal cord. They indicate fur-

ther that subdural injections of epinephrin in proper doses

may be found capable of averting in human beings, the

subjects of ascending forms of poliomyelitis, a fatal issue

through the involvement, in the extending hyperemia and

inflammatory edema, of the nerve-cells from which the

phrenic nerves take their origin. Should this temporary

interruption of the active pathological process coincide

witli the natural limitation of the disease, even life may
l)e spared. The experiments do not indicate that epineph-

rin itself contributes in any way to the promotion of

the limitation of the lesions. Epinephrin is not a curative

drug in the sense that it acts on and neutralizes the

poliomyelitic virus. Any favorable effect that it may pro-

duce results from its action on the blood vessels and the

consequent control of exudations.

The Lancet.

July 27, 1912.

1. Relations of the Circulation. G. A. Gibson.
2. Personal E.xperiences in the Surgery of the Large Bowel. F. T.

Paul,
3. Syphilitic Lung .\fFections and Immunity in Native Races. H. C.

French.
4. The Causes Lead'ng to Educational Deafness in Children, with

Siiccial Reference to Prevention. M. Yearsley.
5. The Distribution of Chloroform in the Blood. G. H. Clark and

D. Lindsay.
6. Two Unusual Forms of Meninpitis Occurring in Infancy. E. B.

Smith and -\. W. G. Woodforce.
7. Two Cases of Pulsating Exophthalnios. in Which the Carotid Ar-

tery Was Ligatured. R. R. James and W. F. Fedden.
.«. The Cla-m of Sir Charles Rell to the Discovery of Motor and

Sensory Nerve Channels. F. W. Edridge-Green.

1. The Relations of the Circulation.—By G. A. Gib-

son. (Sec Mkiiic.\l Record, .\ugust 10, 1912, page 271.)

2. Surgery of the Large Bowel.—By F. T. Paul.

(See Mkhkai. Recorp. .Xugust 10. 1912, page 272.)

3. Syphilitic Lung Affections.—H. C. French states

that in early secondary syphilis bronchitis is not infre-

quent, but is usually attributable to the use of mercury or

potassium iodide, or supervenes as an accidental factor.

Syphilis may be responsible for pneumonia in the early

secondary stage. The pneumonia may be of septic origin,

possibly due to ulcerative conditions in the mouth, or to

carious teeth giving rise to septic intoxication.

5. Distribution of Chloroform in the Blood.—G. H.

Clark and D. Lindsay present evidence that in rabbits the

blood contains a larger proportion of chloroform in the

plasma when the anesthetic is given subcutaneously than

when it is given by inhalation. This is considered to be

the reason for the delay in elimination and the consequent

greater injury to the tissues which is associated with the

former mode of administration.

6. Unusual Forms of Meningitis in Infancy.—E. B.

Smith and A. W. G. Woodforce report the histories of

two rare cases of meningitis. The interesting features of

the first of these were as follows; (i) The long dura-

tion of the case—fourteen weeks; (2) the appearance in

the first instance of a suppurative meningitis due appar-

ently to a leptothrix alone; (3) the slight initial symp-

toms associated with this form of sttppurative meningitis

;

and (4) the apparent tendency to recovery from this in-

fection which was prevented by the very unusual sequence

of a secondary infection of the meninges by the tubercle

bacillus. It may be said that this was really all the time

a double synchronous infection and not a successive con-

dition ; in opposition to this view the authors state that the

sudden onset, the preliminary stages, the appearance and

contents of the cerebrospinal fluid, and especially the

long duration of the illness, were all against an original

tuberculous infection. The second case reported was one

of colon bacillus meningitis. From a review of the re-
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corded cases it would appear that primary B. co/i menin-
gitis is a disease of infancy and manifests itself in two
forms—as a serous meningitis and as a suppurative

meningitis. Further consideration shows that as regards

symptoms the disease is indeterminable from other types

of acute meningitis, while as regards prognosis it is by no
means invariably fatal. Only 50 per cent, proved im-

mediately fatal. Recovery may be presumably complete

or be attended by sequela? such as may follow any acute

meningitis—namely, mental deficiency, hydrocephalus, loss

of special senses, etc. A differential diagnosis from other

types of meningitis can only be made by a careful examina-
tion of the cerebrospinal fluid.

7. Pulsating Exophthalmos.—R. R. James and W.
F. Fedden note that cases of pulsating exophthalmos are

not very common, only about twenty having been pub-

lished in England. Ligature of the carotid appears to have

been practised in about half of these cases. Two cases

of this condition are reported by the authors. Both cases

are regarded as examples of arteriovenous communica-
tion, presumably in the cavernous sinus, secondary to a

fracture of the base of the skull.

British Medical Journal.

July 27. 1912.

1. "What .\rc We' Wlial .\re We Doing Here? Whence Do We
C'nnie afd \\'liiflicr Do We (Jo'" Sir Tames Barr.

2. The Relations of the Circulation. G. A. Gibson.
3. Personal Experiences in the Surgery of the Large Bowel. F. T.

Paul.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

July 23. 1912.

Palliative Treatment of Prostatic Hypertrophy.—
Joseph refers to cases ineligible to operation and self-

catheterization—old, decrepit, poor subjects with defective

mental powers. Something must be done to remedy these

cases, and one of the more recent customs is the establish-

ment of a suprapubic fistula, into which a urinal may be

fitted. While the idea is sound, the technique thus far

evidently leaves much to be desired. The author, who is

assistant to Professor Tietze of the Mikulicz clinic, Bres-

lau, has devised a procedure which has given good results

in urinary retention of all kinds. With bladder filled tn the

limit patient is placed in the Trendelenburg position and

an incision i cm. long is made in the median line a finger's

breadth above the symphysis. Through this opening a

trocar is passed into the bladder, and the cannula left in

situ, and through the latter a catheter is introduced until

the bladder contents begin to escape. The catheter may
be worn in the fistula without any retention apparatus It

is provided with a stopcock and whenever the patient feels

the desire to urinate he turns it. There is no escape of

urine around the catheter. If leakage develops later the

catheter may be removed for twenty-four hours, where-

upon retraction occurs of itself. Every four or five weeks

catheters should be changed.

Pituitrin as a General Postoperative Tonic.—Jaschke
refers especially to the good effects of pituitrin on the

bladder. It was discovered by accident that a favorable

action occurred in this respect after confinement, and it

was then ascertained that after operations in which pitui-

trin was used there was less demand for the catheter.

At' the same time a favorable action has been noted on the

intestinal peristalsis. When we bear in mind the known
eiTect of the drug on the vascular tonus the conclusion lies

near that pituitrin may be regarded as a general tonic

to all smooth muscle. The author has used the remedy in

a series of 44 operations in the field of abdominal surgery.

In nearly half of this number the patients did not require

a catheter at any time. The others were not blameless

in this respect, but in the majority of these the return of

spontaneous micturition was not delayed beyond the sec-

ond or third day. In delayed cases it was customary to

repeat the doses. The author seems inclined to use pitui-

trin after any operation in which the cardiovascular ap-

paratus may benefit by artificial support, while its addi-

tional power over the bladder is also welcome.

Acetonemia in Children from Fat Ingestion.—Silber-

stein states that acetonemia in childhood is associated with

markedly coated tongue, vomiting, pallor, and fever. This

syndrome sometimes follows the ingestion of cod liver oil.

Repeated attacks in the same child have been traced to the

ingestion of whipped cream, milk, cheese, etc. A fruity

odor of the breath and acetone in the urine usually ac-

company these attacks. Xaturally a marked individual

disposition in this affection must be present, as a result of

which acetone bodies are split off from the diet fat. In

other words, an intolerance is present, and doubtless the

kind of fat cuts no figure, while direct ingestion of fatty

acids might of itself cause the picture. The treatment

consists of alkalies (soda) at the outset, followed by

pepsin—HCl.

Deutsche medizinische 'Wochenschrift.

Jnly l.S. I'112.

Is Sympathetic Ophthalmia Due to Anaphylaxis?

—

Peters empliasizes the shortcoming of all of the old

theories respecting the nature of this affection. Hence it

is inevitable that a theory of anaphylaxis must be tested

and this has been done of late by Elschnig. The latter has

shown that eye pigment has a pronounced antigen action of

an organ-specific character. The arguments in favor of an

anaphylactic causation are at present inferior in force to

any of the older views, and the only reason to advance the

theory is simply because no further ones are available.

From the anaphylactic viewpoint it would have to be as-

sumed that pigment absorbed from the disintegrating eye

is able to sensitize the other eye. This of course could co-

operate with some other causal element.

Treatment of Scars.—Kirchberg, an authority on

massage, contributes a study of scar treatment on a basis

of manipulation, the latter being peculiarly adapted to meet

the different indications. The intense itching, the pres-

sure pains due to retraction, the disfigurement, disability,

the likelihood of scar keloid and scar cancer developing,

the susceptibility to injury, all furnish indications for

treatment. The author divides scars into (i) flat. level

with skin, mostly white; (2) deep, atrophic and (3) hyper-

trophic. The first variety is chiefly a blemish of cosmetic

significance only, and may be tattooed in such way as to

conceal them. In the deep, atrophic form, the subjacent

adhesions must be detached. While treatment of pittings

from snsall-pox and acne is on the whole unsatisfactory,

some excellent results have been secured by massage, but

this must often be kept up month in and out. The move-

ments consist of surface frictions with finger tips, the skin

also being pushed or pulled back and forth over the sub-

jacent bones. The manual massage must be supplemented

by vibrations. Even after many years this treatment may
be begun with good prospects for success. Hypertrophic

scars require special measures—compression with plaster,

fibrolysin. etc.

Utility of Oppenheim's Nutrition Quotients.—Von
Sohlern refers to Oppenheim's attempts to secure certain

coefficients for expressing the state of nutrition of an in-

dividual—such for example as the chest girth divided by

the measurement of the biceps. He finds this idea of small

merit for adults. The two quotients by themselves give

but little idea of the nutrition. Oppenheim had advanced

the idea that the quotient given above plus another in

which the dividend was the chest girth multiplied by the

arm girth and the divisor the height of the subject would
be fairly indicative. It is possible that a trustworthy

method might be developed along these lines but it would
be too cumbersome for practice.
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The Treatment of Substandard Risks.—John
C. Cameron says that there are four recognized

methods of treating substandard Hves, taking the

term for the present to embrace borderline cases

:

(i) To Hmit the plan of poHcy. (2) To grant the

policy applied for at the ordinary rates but subject

to a fixed or decreasing reduction during a given

period—this being known as the lien plan. (3) To
rate up the life by a certain number of years.

(4) To charge a constant extra premium for the

term of policy or a shorter period.

Considering now the first method of limitation

of plan, it can be understood that if there were
reason to believe that applicants of say 35 would
not in all probability experience heavier mortality

than good average select lives of this age during

the early years of the policy, but that heredity or

some personal tendency would cause considerable

extra mortality commencing about age 55, there

would be justification for offering a 20-year endow-
ment, thereby cutting out all risk to the company
after the twenty years.

The second method, the lien plan, is probably in

many respects the best method of handling definite

substandard risks, either by itself or in combination
with a limitation of plan. To show the working of

this method imagine an extreme case in which the

mortality has been ascertained or anticipated to be

double the standard throughout. The risk would
be asked to pay the regular premium rate applicable

to his age, and in the event of death during the ex-

istence of the lien, there would be deducted from
the face amount of the policy half of the net sum
at risk. To make the case perfectly clear the fact

must be borne in mind that the net level premium
is built up of two things, ( i ) the reserve or invest-

ment element which year by year accumulates to the

reserve, and (2) a mortality element which pays

for the year's risk. At the end of a certain period

the investment element in a $1,000 policy has
accumulated to say $200, and the amount is obvi-

ously untouched by the mortality and therefore

must be credited in full to the insured's estate,

whether he is alive or dead. On the other hand,

the mortality element on account of the double mor-
tality will only purchase half the amount it would
for a normal life. If an endowment policy were
selected or ofTered together with the lien plan it is

evident that on the maturity of the policy the in-

sured would obtain the whole face amount, being
thus in no worse case than if he had been the best

of risks. He is then in the position of a man who
has backed his own vitality and won.
The third method, "rating vip" or charging the

premium for an advanced age in order to meet the

extra risk, has been very popular in Great Britair

and Europe. The underlying assumption is tha/'

the insured, so long as the rating endures, will be

subject to the mortality of a life of the rated-up

age. It seems likelv that in many cases the extra

mortality will not fall according to the manner as-

sumed, so that the method is to that extent illogical.

The fourth method of simply charging an extra

premium in cash corresponding to extra mortality

for so long as is thought advisable, though it may
be made quite a scientific one, has never found
great favor with the public.

—

'Proceedings of the

Second Mid-Year Meeting of the Medical Section

of the American Life Convention. February and
March, 1912.

The Lien Contract in Substandard Insurance
Business.—Henry Wireman Cook, Medical Di-

rector, Northwestern National Life Insurance Com-
pany, says that he is distinctly in favor of the lien

form of substandard business, particularly for the

small company. We know that the man who thinks

he is going to die soon is most anxious to take a

substandard policy of the better class, and if he

thinks he is going to live will either not take the

policv or will drop it. This is not true of the lien

form as it is of the rating-up form, for this reason

:

A man who does not believe he is going to live will

scarcely look with favor on a lien contract, because

the limitations of his contract occur during the first

few years. If he thinks he is going to die he wants

the most insurance he can get for his money, and he

will be more in favor of a rated-up contract. The
author believes that the enthusiashi about the sub-

standard business is due to the fact that one

must recognize the injustice of the average

selection of standard and rejected risks. This

selection is improper and unscientific. To say

that ten men are not insurable and that ninety men
are all insurable in s'ome form is absurd. Take one

hundred applicants for insurance, properly graded

so that they will rate in order from the best risk to

the worst risk and no two of these men are equally

good risks. Of course it will never become possible

to rate them so carefully that each man will have his

own separate rating, but as' we improve our medical

diagnoses we will be able to make more definite

decisions regarding risks and rate them according

to their probable expectancy. The absurdities of

existing methods are obvious. For instance, we
call ten per cent, rejected, ninety per cent, standard.

In every company from five to fifteen per cent, are

borderline cases. One medical director may accept

a risk and another may decline it. The personal

equation enters in, and this is unfair to the applicant.

Every company is taking Bright's disease right

along on standard risks.

There is a danger of depending on actuarial ex-

perience too closely, without regard to the clinical

side of the case. An instance is' cited in which ten

or twenty per cent, is deducted from a man's rating

because he lives in a favorable locality or otherwise.

Let it be supposed that a man who lives in Minne-
sota develops Bright's disease. Minnesota is' con-

sidered one of the healthiest States in the country.

But he goes to Louisiana for his health. In that

case we know that he will live longer in Louisiana

with Bright's disease than in Minnesota. If you

acted in this case from a strictly actuarial point of

view, instead of giving the man the benefit of sound

medical advice, one would charge him an additional

premium. But if he lived in Minnesota, where the

cold winters would aggravate the disease, he would

get a better rating. Again it has been brought out

by Hunter that a man after three attacks of

rheumatism should be given a certain definite added

percentage, that is, without regard to the clinical

side of the case. Let it be supposed that the man's

rheumatism is' due to diseased tonsils, and that

these are removed. Is that man not a better risk

after the tonsils have been removed? Most
physicians would agree that he should be given a

new rating. An injustice can be done the appli-

cant by adhering too strictly to the actuarial

point of view, and disregarding the clinical

standpoint.

—

Second Mid-Year Meeting of the Med-
ical Section of the American Life Contention. Feb.

28. 1912.
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Diagnostic Methods : Chemical, Bacteriological, and Mi-
croscopical. A Textbook for Students and Practitioners.

By Ralph W. Webster, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Pharmacological Therapeutics and Instructor

in Medicine in Rush Medical College, University of

Chicago; Director of Chicago Clinical Laboratory. Sec-

ond Edition, Revised and Enlarged. With 37 colored

plates and 164 other illustrations. Price $4.50. Phila-

delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1912.

The second edition of this unusually valuable book has

been enlarged by about forty pages, but by the adoption of

thinner paper the actual thickness and weight of the

volume have been very advantageously lessened. A care-

ful survey of its pages shows that the revision has been
most painstaking, and the reviewer has been unable to

detect any omissions worth mentioning. Such recent mat-
ters as the methods for the cultivation of Treponema pal-

lidum, for performing the luetin reaction, and applying

the phenolsulphonephthalein test for renal efficiency are

included, as well as whatever else of real importance has

been contributed to the field of laboratory diagnosis dur-

ing the last three years. The discussion of the technique

of the Wassermann reaction is especially commendable
for its thoroughness and attention to detail. Professor
Webster is evidently a very careful student of the litera-

ture, and presents excellent summaries of the views of

other authors, but at the same time he adds greatly to

the interest and value of his text by giving his own
opinions freely and stating the conclusions to which his

own observations have led him. This suggests mention
of what seems to be the one defect of the book—namely,

the illustrations. It is really a great pity that a volume
of which the text is characterized by so much originality

and strong individuality should have so great a proportion

of its illustrations taken from other books, and largely

from a single one. It is very much to be hoped that these

will in the future be replaced by original figures which
will put this feature of the book on a parity with the ex-

ceptionally excellent letterpress.

A Manual of Surgical Treatment bv Sir W. Watson
Cheyne, Bart., C.B., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.C.S., F.R.S., Hon.
Surgeon in Ordinary to H. M. the King; Senior Surgeon
to King's College Hospital, and F. F. Burghard, M.S.

(Lond.), F.R.C.S., Surgeon to King's College Hospital

and Senior Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, Pad-
dington Green. New Edition, entirely revised and largely

rewritten with the assistance of T. P. Legg, M.S.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S. Surgeon to the Royal Free Hospital;

Assistant Surgeon to King's College Hospital, and Ar-
thur Edmonds, M.S. (Lond.), F.R.C S. Surgeon to the

Great Northern Central Hospital ; Surgeon to Out-
Patients, The Children's Hospital, Paddington Green.

In Five Volumes, Vol. II. Price $6.00. Philadelphia and
New York: Lea & Febiger, 1912.

The successive volumes of this important work are being

published with but little delay. This is as it should be,

and is a guarantee that the book will be up to date through-

out. The present volume contains chapters on: Afifections

of the skin and subcutaneous tissues, of the nails, of the

lymphatics, of fasciae, of bursje, of muscles, of tendon
sheaths, of tendons, of nerves, of veins and arteries; on
the treatment of special aneurysms; fractures; inflamma-

tion of bones; necrosis; tuberculous, syphilitic and rheu-

matic diseases of bones; actinomycosis, rickets, and vari-

ous disorders of ossification; tumors of bone; and ampu-
tations. The two volumes that have now appeared seem
to be well up to the high standard of the former edition ;

and for the practitioner who often wishes for full and
detailed information as to the best methods of treatment

this work is admirably adapted.

The Classical Psychologists. Selections Illustrating

Psychology from Anaxagoras to Wundt. Compiled by

Benjamin Rand, Ph.D.. Harvard University. Boston,

New York, Chicago; Houghton, Mifflin Company, IQ12.

This is a book of chief interest to the psychologist and

student of psychology ; but the genera! reader will find

in it a great deal of material taken from the writings of

world renowned psychologists from earliest times. For

it is a history of psychology based upon original and trans-

lated extracts, ratl'er than an ordinary description of sys-

tems. It claims to cnnfain the first extant history of the

earlier psychological theories. Beginning with Anoxagoras
and Democritus, and an introduction from .'\ristotIe's "De
Anima," the writer gives selections from the classical

psychologists of ancient, mediseval. and modern times, for

the most part in chronological order, but with slight varia-

tions to permit of groupmg according to schools. These
selections are sufiiciently full and complete to afford an
intelligible idea both of author and subject. We may read
of the ancient contending sophistic and socratic views in a

charming dialogue from that "oldest work in psychology,"
Plato's Thextetus. Aristotle, the g:reatest of the ancient
psychologists, tells us of the "faculties of the soul"; Zeno,
of the Stoics; Epicurus, of those "criteria of truth—the
senses, the preconceptions, and the passions" ; Lucretius,

of "the nature of things," etc. TertuUian, Augustine,
Thomas Aquinas, belong to the medieval period. The
modern period is introduced with chapters from Thomas
Hobbes' "Human Nature," and further comprises selec-

tions from the works of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, John
Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Condillac, Thomas Reid, Herbart,
Beneke, Mill, Bain, Herbert Spencer, Johannes Mueller,
Fechner, Lange, Wundt, William James and others. Of
726 pages the ancient period takes up 115, the medieval
only 31, and the modern period covers 580 pages. In-

cidentally, it is of interest to find a partial translation of

an abstract of the "Analytical Essay upon the Faculties

of the Soul," by Charles Bonnet, the Swiss who was an
early founder of physiological psychology. While selec-

tions from Condillac, Reid, Thomas, Brown, Herbart,
Beneke, Mueller and V\'undt and some others will also be
read with special interest by physicians. The helpful work-
ing knowledge of psychology as employed by the psychiater
may have to be sought elsewhere. We know of no single

volume where so much pertaining to general psychology
may be found. It is a fitting comoanion volume to the

writer's "Classical Moralists" and "Modern Classical Phi-
losophers."

.'\ Surgical Treatment of Locomotor Ataxia. By L. N.
Denslow, M.D., Fellow New York Academy of Medi-
cine; Late Physician. Diseases of the Skin (Out-Pa-
tients). Bellevue Hospital, New York; Late Professor
Genitourinary Surgery and Venereal Diseases, St. Paul
Medical College, Minnesota. Price 3s. 6d. London : Bail-

liere, Tindall & Cox, 19:2.

The so-called Denslow theory that the cord changes in

tabes are due primarily to irritation of peripheral nerves,

from abnormal conditions in the urethra, was extensively

discredited in this country by both neurologists and gen-
itourinary specialists some years ago, when the author
practised on this side of the water. Later, a small book
was issued in France describing the theory and Denslow
treatment; and now the present book appears, in London,
claiming the "cure or alleviation" of such symptoms as

the pains, ataxia, crises, incontinence, anesthesias, etc., by
urethral treatment ; and the author states that the disease

may at least be held in check by the relief of strictures of

the urethra, which he says are always found in every male
case of tabes. Tabetics, like epileptics, are notoriously fond
of trying any treatment for their condition which they

find, in some way, duly advertised. The improvement
which they confidently expect is usually not forthcoming,
however, and is never commensurate with the alteration of
the pocketbook which is a sine qua iioii of most of the

sure cures.

Recent Advances in Hematology. Being the Dr. James
Watson Lectures for igio. By Walter K. Hunter,
M.D., D.Sc, Fellow of the Royal Faculty of Physicians

and Surgeons, Glasgow ; Physician to the Glasgow Royal
Infirmary; Extra Physician to the Royal Hospital for

Sick Children ; Lecturer and Examiner in Practice of
Medicine, Glasgow University. With a colored plate.

Price $2.25. New York : William Wood & Company,
1912.

Despite the energy which has been applied to the study of

hematology in the last fifteen or twenty years, there are

still many disputed points and the classification of many
of the diseases of the blood is as yet on no very firm

foundation. It is difficult, therefore, for a beginner to

wade through the enormous literature on the subject which
has accumulated, and to obtain any clear impression of

our present views on the blood. Especially is this true with

regard to the German school which is now apparently en-

gaged in an endless polemic on minor details of morphol-
ogy, a procedure which is not likely to add much to our

knowledge. A short and clear statement of facts and cur-

rent theories has long been needed, and this little volume
nf Hunter's supplies the want most perfectly. It is quite

full on what we know and fortunately leaves the discus-

sion of what we do not know to other more voluminous
texts. As a review of present opinions on the blood it_ is

perhaps the most useful book of its size and scope which
has come under the reviewer's notice.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Annual Meeting, Held in Liverpool, July 23-26, 1912.

(Continued from page 274.)

SECTION ON OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

First Day—Wednesday, July 24.

Professor Briggs of Liverpool, in the Chair.

The Results of Treatment of the Inflammatory Diseases
of the Uterine Appendages.—Dr. W. S. .\. Griffith of

London opened a discussion on this subject, taking

the medical aspect. He said that the treatment of these

diseases had passed from simple methods to operative sur-

gerj' with in many cases great benefit. In recent years, by
means of bacteriology, the causes were being discovered

and in consequence medical treatment was coming back
with results more promising than in the past. It began
with prevention and he thought that more should be done
in the instruction of men with gleet. The best step was
the arrest of the infective process in the vulva and vagina
whenever possible, and the third was the use of sera and
vaccines. The older writers, as Matthews Duncan, never

operated, and even in cases of pelvic abscess were reluctant

to interfere; the advance of surgical treatment had led to

more e.xact pathological knowledge. The old treatment in-

cluded rest in bed, aperients and depletion by leeches to

the cervix, compresses, opiates and, later, mercurial oint-

ments and blisters. Many of these means were still useful.

Thermal treatment now consisted in poultice and hot

douches; he had had good results from the continuous hot

douche. Radium had been tried in France and good re-

sults had been reported. Serums and vaccines had been
much used and much improvement in their use had fol-

lowed more careful bacteriological investigations, but there

were many difficulties, .\cute vaginitis was not always of

gonorrhea origin. Gonorrheal vaginitis could usually be

cured in two to three weeks by local treatment, and he
laid stress on the importance of vaginal disinfection in

cases of abortion. The uterus could be disinfected by the

flushing curette with subsequent swobbiing with antiseptics,

and he had had good results from this, even when the

tubes were involved. Nearly all the infections of the tube

were ascending, except that of tubercle. Serums must be
used early to do any good and he had found vaccines

most useful in preventing extension of an infection and
that they acted like disinfection of the vulva and vagina,

The value of the latter could not be over-estimated; h«
used iodine. Vaccines had given good results in the valvo-

vaginitis of children.

Mr. Christopher Martin of Birmingham spoke from
the surgical aspect. He said that he did not resort to

operation until he had made a good trial of medical means.
In the past many mutilating operations had been needlessly

performed. Dealing firstly with ovarian inflammation

:

Acute ovaritis rarely called for surgical treatment and it

would be as reasonable to remove a testicle for orchitis.

If an ovary can be felt as a bag of matter an incision in

the posterior fornis was called for and removal could be

done more safely later. The more severe the local lesion

the better were the results from operation. No good re-

sulted from oophorectomy in the chronic neurotic. The
remote results of the removal of both ovaries were in-

definite. Menstruation ceased. The whole genital canal

underwent atrophy. There was a tendency to the forma-
tion of caruncle and patches of vascular degeneration.

Severe vaso-motor changes. None of the above changes
occurred if even a small piece of ovary was left behind.

When they did occur they could be removed to some ex-

tent by administering ovarian substance of the sheep.

Tubal inflammations were due to gonorrhea, tubercle,

sepsis, and the infection spread directly from the uterus.

In most cases adhesions formed. Many cases of a chronic

character could be treated by conservative measures, open-
ing up ostium and performing, curetting, and ventral fixa-

tion. Many cases of salpyngitis were due to previous ap-

pendicitis, and in operating the appendix should always be

examined. In unilateral salpyngitis he would not remove
both tubes, but would curette the uterus when the diseased

tube was removed. In bilateral disease he would remove
both tubes and the uterus, saving part of an ovary if pos-
sible. In acute pyosalpyns he advocated vaginal incision,

doing an abdominal section later if necessary; in these

cases primary abdominal section was full of danger. The
sequelae of these operations were; hernia; this was less

common, since abdominal drainage had been done less

frequently.

Sinuses may be due to foci of infection which had been

left behind, or to silk ligatures; he now used catgut only.

Fecal fistula. This was most common ni tuberculous

cases ; menorrhagia, occasionally, when uterus was not

removed.
Dr. Haultain of Edinburgh had seen good results in

some cases after removing the ovaries for epilepsy when
the latter appeared to be distinctly menstrual in origin.

Dr. Sch.\rlieb of London said that results were much
better since the introduction of vaginal drainage. She
agreed with removal of the uterus in many cases, but she

always tried to keep a portion of an ovary; she considered

that some of these operations were the most difficult in

gynecology.
Dr. Armand Routh of London advocatd antiseptic

treatment of the uterus and vagina; he applied iodine

(i in 4) to the endometrium. He had found electric light

and heat both very useful. He insisted on the importance

of physiological rest for the organs for many months after

treatment had ceased, and the husband should be examined
to prevent re-infection. He had found vaccine treatment,

using doses of 10,000,000 gonococci, do nmch good. In

acute cases he advised waiting for the condition to quiet

down and the pus to become sterile before operating.

Spontaneous rupture of pus tubes was very rare. He also

approved of vaginal incision in acute cases, doing an ab-

dominal section later if necessary.

Sir John Bvers of Belfast had had good results from
vaccines, but had not found serum beneficial. He also

urged preventive measures, antiseptics in labor, and in-

struction in regard to gonorrhea. He did not believe that

gonorrhea ever caused acute puerperal sepsis.

Professor Hellier of Leeds said that some patients can-

not afford time for medical treatment ; he had found yeast

suppositories very useful in acute gonorrhea.

Dr. Beckwith Whitehouse of Birmingham had made
bacteriological investigations which showed that in many
cases of salpyngitis the uterus was sterile.

Dr. PuRSLOW of Birmingham said that in his experience

the gonorrheal cases showed much greater tendency to

spontaneous recovery than those due to other injections.

Dr. Fred Edge of Birmingham said that pus tubes were
sometimes due to gonorrhea at the uterine end of the tube.

He said that there was much liability to recurrence in the

tube which was apparently healthy at the operation. The
danger of vaginal opening was the risk of mixed infection.

Dr. Bell of Bradford had tried vaccines in gonorrhea in

both males and females and had found little benefit. He
placed great faith in nature's power of cure

Dr. Frances Ivens of Liverpool combined vaccine treat-

ment witli surgical measures ; treated cases by abdominal

section without drainage when due to gonorrhea.

Dr. Gemmell of Liverpool had found that gonorrhea!

cases recovered spontaneously better than septic cases. He
had experienced no success in the treatment of sterility

by opening up occluded tubes.
'
Professor Briggs of Liverpool said that the drainage

was more free by the vaginal than the abdominal route

and he advocated the former. He had seen benefit from

vaccines in cases associated with gonorrheal rheumatism.

Dr. Griffith, in reply, said that if one drug was useful

in chronic inflammatory afl'ections that drug was mercury.

He considered it unjustifiable and harmful to remove

ovaries for epilepsy. Conservative treatment was not ad-

visable in tuberculous cases.

Dr. Christopher Martin, in reply, also disapproved of

operating in epileptic cases; said that the late Professor

Taylor had pointed out that chronic cases could be cured

by prolonged course of mercury and iodide, and he agreed

with this.

section of surgery.

First Day—Wednesday, July 24.

The Treatment of Carcinoma of the Rectum.—Dr. Har-
rison Cripps of London opened the discussion. He first

glanced briefly at the modern history of the subject in

connection with the names of Lisfranc, Dieffenbach, Mar-
chant, Kraske, Kelsey, Paget, Jersof, Allingham, Edwards,

Mummery, and Handley. The bearing of pathology on

surgical treatment was then noticed. The growth is al-

most invariablv in the form of adenoid cancer growing

from the base of Lieberkuhn's follicles into the submucous

and other coats of the rectum, thence to lymphatic glands

and the liver and other organs. In structure rectal cancer

is very like an innocent papilloma; but the latter grows

into the "lumen by branches, whereas the former grows
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downward by roots. He saw no/ evidence that mechanical
irritation will produce a cancer of the rectum, and thought
a specific organism bringing infection from without the

body would in time be discovered. He likened the process
to gall-tumor promotion in the oak due to the irritation

of the egg of siiicps querciis folii. Rectal cancer is always
local in origin, and at first tends to spread horizontally

rather than deeply. Ulceration ensues with a hard edge,

ending abruptly in sound mucous membrane. Lymphatic
infection was a late stage, and thus rendered operation
more hopeful. He objected to Mr. Handley's view that

rectal cancer cells permeate the lymphatics some inches
beyond the original site without producing hardness of
the tissue, with the inference that long lengths of bowel
should be excised to prevent recurrence. Clinical expe-
rience is opposed to this deduction, for resection at a line

an inch or less from the apparent limit of disease is sel-

dom followed by recurrence except at the extreme edge
of the cut margin; and even this is exceptional, because
as a rule cancer reappears in structures external to the
bowel. He regarded one inch as a fair margin, and could
cite dozens of successful cases where no more had been
allowed. A valuable procedure would fall into discredit

if wholesale removal was practised in deference to an un-
proved patliological theory.

Turning to diagnosis he held that certainty was only
possible by digital examination. A hard surface must be
actually touched by the finger. H within six inches of
the anus this is easy. The utmost gentleness must be used
or the gut might tear like wet paper. The sigmoidoscope
is worse than useless for diagnosing rectal cancer.

In selecting cases for operation regard must be had to

the prospect of removing the whole disease. He has not
been able to recommend excision in more than one-third

of his cases. Contraindications are: (l) Obvious dis-

semination in internal organs; (2) inability to define the

upper edge if the sacral route is contemplated, or to

push the growth upward for an abdominal operation; (3)
fixity to neighboring parts. Age, of itself, is not of much
importance, as old people will stand well a moderate opera-
tion on the rectum. If excision is impossible, colotomy
in suitable cases robs the disease of its worst symptoms,
and often prolongs life in a tolerable form. Excision may
be done from below or from above, and there is no sort

of rivalry between the two methods, the choice being
settled on the merits of each case. He described the

sacro-perineal operation in detail, including the after treat-

ment. Finally he submitted an analysis of 445 consecutive
cases of rectal cancer occurring in his private practice.

Colotomy was performed in 151 cases and excision in 108:

of the latter 100 recovered. Five of the operations were
by the abdominal route, two of them fatal. Of the 100

successful cases of excision 42 remained well for three

years and upward. \\'here colotomy was done the average
duration of life was 22 months. He summed up the de-

ductions to be drawn from his experience as follows: (i)

That cancer of the rectum may occur at any age. but chiefly

after middle life. (2) The disease is twice as frequent in

men as it is in women. (3) The importance of early

diagnosis, for two-thirds of the cases were too late to

admit of excision. (4) That when removal was practicable

nearly 40 per cent of the cases were curable. (5) That if

recurrence takes place it almost invariably shows itself

within twelve months. (6) That colotomy prolongs life.

Dr. G. Heaton of Birmingham found not less than 25

per cent of hospital patients with rectal cancer came for

treatment soon enough to make a radical operation pos-

sible. The chief contraindications to a complete operation
were (r) implication of urethra, prostate or bladder. (21

metastasis in iliac gland, viscera, or peritoneum. Inguinal
colotomy was a great boon in inoperable cases ; it not only
lessened pain and prevented obstruction, but also checked
the rate of growth of the cancer. In regard to excision

every other consideration must give way to thorough re-

moval of the growth and its lyphatic area. A preliminary
colotomy 8 or 10 days before the major operation is ad-
visable; through the abdominal wound the extent of the

disease can be determined and information gleaned as to

metastases; diversion of feces from the rectum left the

field of operation cleaner and healthier; the diseased gut
can be removed w'ithout opening it ; the miseries arising

from the incontinence of a sacral anus, or from a strictured

rectum, are avoided.
Dr. Sinclair White of SheflField said his hospital cases

of excision of cancerous rectum showed a mortality of
about 30 per cent in a series of 78 operations, mostly of
the transsacral type. His private cases were more suc-

cessful, the mortality being 18.7 per cent in 32 operations,

•of which 29 were by Kraske's method and 3 abdomino-

perineal. Xo case was rejected unless the growth was
lixed to the bladder or prostate, or there w-ere metastases
elsewhere. In the Kraske group his rule was to perform
an iliac colostomy 10 to 14 days previous to excision, and
when feasible he preserved the lower end of the rectum
with its sphincter. In 6 of the 2g cases a sacral anus re-

sulted. The endeavor to restore the rectal tube with its

sphincter accounted for a large percentage of local recur-
rence of cancer. This method should be restricted to cases
where the growth is small, movable, and not lower than
three inches from the anus. For less favorable cases free

excision must suffice, and this is best done by Hochenegg's
method. The abdomino-perineal operation is ideal in con-
ception, but the mortality is very high, especially in males,
owing to the depth and narrowness of the pelvis. In his

three cases two were females who both did well; the third,

who was a male, died of peritonitis. Viewing rectal can-
cer as a highly malignant disease, more so than cancer of
the colon or stomach, free removal was necessary in order
to avoid recurrence, incomplete removal being worse than
useless. The primary aim should not be an ideal plastic

result, but radical extirpation of the growth. An iliac

artificial anus with a proper appliance did not bar a pa-
tient from useful work, as was instanced by the case cited

of a traiTicar conductor employed in a large city.

Dr. Sampson Ha.vliley of London claimed that clinical

evidence supported liis view of the permeation of can-
cer cells. He had found cells extending more than four
inches from the growing edge in rectal cancer, and he'

quoted Swinford Edwards' observation that in 50 per cent,

of the cases of perineal excision recurrence appeared in

the cut edge of bowel. He advocated the combined radical
operation, though he admitted that the present mortality
rate of 20 per cent, was too higli to give the procedure a
permanent position in surgery ; but the mortality would
diminish as the technique improved. He agreed that it was
an objection to the combined method that end-to-end
anastonosis was unattainable; but the advocates of the
perineal operation were bound to admit that this ideal re-

sult could only be achieved in an extremely low proportion
of their cases.

Dr. C. P. Childe of Portsmouth urged the advantage of
the sacral route for e.xcision. He preferred to operate in

two stages, first making an inguinal anus and excising the
disease fourteen days later.

Dr. Leedham-Green of Birmingham thought the mortal-
ity of the combined operation would compare favorably
with that of the sacroperineal. He operated in two stages,
first opening the abdomen, sewing the omentum to the
posterior surface of the abdominal cavity low down so
as to make a partition below the small intestines, and then
dividing the rectum above the disease and forming an
inguinal anus. In the second stage a fortnight later he
again opened the abdomen and completed the excision.

Dr. H. Paterson of London supported the views of Dr.
Cripps; and agreed that when the disease was too exten-
sive for removal from below, with very rare exceptions, it

should be left alone. Explanation of the liver through a
small incision would fail to discover metastases in 50 per
cent, of the cases, and was therefore of very little value.
If Dr. Handley's view of widespread fermentation is cor-
rect then it must be assumed on clinical facts that nature
is able to dispose of the outlying cancer cells.

Dr. A. Don of Dundee advocated the combined opera-
tion, and thought the sacral route would in time be aban-
doned. He advised a free abdominal incision for pre-
liminary exploration, and ligature of the internal iliac

arteries before cleaning out the pelvic colon.
Dr. JoRD.Ax Llovd of Birmingham was opposed to the

extensive procedures recently introduced. In his e.xpe-

rience the majority of cases met with were best left alone,
palliative measures being adopted. He drew attenion to

two main types of rectal cancer—one, in which the growth
formed a local lump, being ill-suited for operation; the
other, in w'hich the growth took a tubular form, being
much more favorable.

Dr. Armstrong of Montreal was in favor of the com-
bined operation in two stages with an interval of fourteen
days. His practice was to make an ingumal anus, and not
to attempt end-to-end junction of the divided bowel.

Dr. Hey Groves of Bristol insisted on the value of ex-
ploration to search for secondary growths in the abdomen,
and he agreed that end-to-end junction was too risky a
procedure in general. He practised the two-stage opera-
tion, not opening the abdomen in the second stage but
removing the diseased bowel from below.

Prof. Cameron of Toronto associated himself with those
speakers who protested against very extensive resections
on the ground that the mortality was prohibitive.
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D. A. FuLLERTON of Belfast did not agree with Dr.

Cripps that the sigmoidoscope was useless in the diagnosis

of rectal cancer. He cited two cases of excision by the

posterior route followed by good functional control. In

each case the coccy.x was removed. An attempt to join

the cut ends of the rectum in one case failed, but a chan-

nel was maintained by a Paul's tube, and after a few weeks
the posterior wound healed. In the second case he divided

the superior hemorrhoidal artery well away from the bowel

and brought the pevic colon down to the anal ca-ia1, which

Had been bared of mucous membrane.
Dr. G. P. Newbolt of Liverpool much preferred the

posterior operation, and found that excision of the coccyx

alone gave adequate access in the majority of cases that

could be deemed operable. He cited two cases in which

end-to-end junction became feasible after a few months
owing to prolapse of the bowel through the sacral anus.

Second Day—Thursday, July 25.

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Tuberculous Disease

of the Urinary Tract.—Mr. PIarry Fenwick of London
opened the discussion on this subject. He said the bed-

rock fact of renal tuberculosis was that the kidney ex-

creted bacteria and toxins, and these passing down the

ureter gave rise to symptoms which simulated cystitis,

so that the disease when first noticed by the patient vyas

referred to the bladder. He suggested that discussion

should be directed to the questions: Is the kidney the

starting point of urinary tuberculosis? and is surgery the

only means of cure? In his experience the disease was
never primary in the female bladder, but in males in-

fection was frequently traceable to a genital origin. An-
other difference between the sexes was brought out in the

statistics of 1,000 cases submitted to the congresses which

had been held in Vienna and Rome, namely, that the re-

sults of operative interference were far less satisfactory

in males, and there was a much greater tendency in males

to chronic lung trouble and generalized tuberculosis. The
aid of the bacteriologist is invaluable in diagnosis. If

tubercle bacilli are found in the urine of women suffering

from symptoms suggestive of cystitis, renal tuberculosis

is to be presumed. A thickened ureter resembling a slate

pencil crossing the base of the bladder may be palpated in

some cases on examination per vaginam or per rectum,

and this indicated advanced disease in the corresponding

kidney. Such a ureter presents a funnel-shaped meatus

on cystiscopy. The orifice of the ureter in vente descend-

ing ureteritis is surrounded by a group of small globular

swellings which appear like bubbles ; and as this condi-

tion is not favorable for nephrectomy, operation must be

postponed. In about 8 per cent, of the cases of tubercu-

lous kidney the ureteral orifice appears normal on cysto-

scopy. Drawings were exhibited showing the appearances

of kidney and meatus of ureter at different stages of

disease. With regard to treatment, tuberculin is a power-
ful tonic, but not curative; it should only be given when
the ureter is an unblocked channel through which the renal

excretion can escape; e.xceptionally it is justifiable to give

it in a large dose as a diagnostic by reason of the painful

reaction it set up in a tuberculous kidney. Given a sound
organ on the other side, a radical cure is effected by
nephrectomy. To avoid contamination of the wound the

kidney should not be opened on exposure, the diagnosis

having been established before operating. .-X thickened

ureter need not be traced low down ; it should be curetted

for 2 inches and it required no ligature. In order to

secure primary healing of the wound drainage sh.^uld not

be employed as a rule. With regard to the tuberculous

bladder, the less it was touched the better; as a secondary
disease its tendency was to heal on removal of the kidney.

When seen in a late stage with its capacity reduced to a

dram or two, the state of a patient is one of misery which
can only be relieved by short-circuiting the ureters through
the loin. The speaker cited the following cure : A girl at

18, with symptoms of cystitis for 2 years and whose urine

contained tubercle bacilli, appeared to recover after treat-

ment with tuberculin ; t8 years later she again came under
observation, her bladder then holding 2 drams ; a radio-

graph showed a large obsolete right kidney, and on cysto-

scopy the site of the right ureteral orifice was found oc-

cupied by scar tissue, while the left one appeared normal.
The right kidney was removed and the left ureter short-

circuited through the loin, recovery followed and the

patient survived a year.

Mr. Fullerton of Belfast referred to tubercle of the

bladder. This disease is frequent in Ireland, a series of

700 cystoscopies showing 56 cases of tubercle of the blad-

der, the sexes being equally divided. The most frequent

age incidence was between 20 and 30. Tubercle bacilli

were found in 37 of the 56 cases. The symptoms were

mainly those of cystitis, renal pain being of late occur-

rence as a rule. Too much reliance must not be placed
on enlargement of the kidney or thickening of the ureter,

for these signs may belong to the only functional kidney
present. He thought tubercle of the bladder might some-
times be primary. In 50 of the 56 cases it was secondary
to renal tuberculosis and in 4 the primary disease was in

the epididymis and prostate. In most cases the disease

appears to be unilateral. Cystoscopy is of very great vaUie
in ascertaining which kidney is at fault, supplemented by
the ureteral catheter. The slight risk of such instru-

mentation is justifiable in view of the indispensable knowl-
edge thereby gained. In his 17 nephrectomies for tu-

berculous kidney there were 2 deaths.

Mr. E. Deanesly of Wolverhampton agreed that uri-

nary tuberculosis was more amenable to surgical treatment
in women than in men; the mortality after nephrectomy
was lower and there was a less tendency to infection of
other organs. He advocated cystoscopy in every case
where the disease was suspected and said that the ureter
and trigone showed only insignificant changes in the early

stage. Ulceration of the ureteral meatus is not peculiar

to tubercle, as he had seen it in a case of renal calculus.

He thought the ureteral catheter gave valuable help in

diagnosis, but its use was not free from risk. With re-

gard to treatment, in his opinion nephrectomy was the

best means available if the other kidney was healthy. His
practice is to expose both kidneys through the loin, the

patient being in the prone position ; by this procedure the

condition of the other kidney can be ascertained before
the nephrectomy is completed without moving the pa-
tient. Tuberculin is of service in the after treatment as

a remedy for curing ulceration of the bladder.
Dr. White of Sheffield instanced 6 cases of ureteral cal-

culus preceding tuberculosis. As tubercle was often pres-

ent in other viscera he deprecated too zealous operative
interference, and held that expectant treatment on ju-

dicious lines gave encouraging results, nephrectomy being
reserved for selected cases. In long-standing disease the

kidney may become blended with the duodenum or veva
cova.

Mr. Temple Mursell of Johannesberg said the open-
air treatment on expectant lines in South ."Xfrica failed to

cure renal tuberculosis. The effectual remedy for the dis-

ease was nephrectomy.
Dr. Darling of Lurgan mentioned a case in which the

prostate right ureter and kidney were tuberculous 11 years
ago and tuberculin was then given in conjunction with
open-air treatment. Marked improvement followed, but a

year ago the patient's health broke down under recurrent
pyrexial attacks. Six months ago coliform bacilli were
detected in the urine : treatment with a suitable anti-vac-

cine was then undertaken and the patient is now practically

well.

Mr. Childe of Portsmouth said that drawings of the

nephrectomy wound should be omitted if possible, because
there was a danger of the track becoming infected with
tubercle.

Mr. Fenwick in his reply objected to the simultaneous
exposure of both kidneys; inspection of the surface was
often fallacious, and the functional activity of both organs
should be determined before operating.

Transarticular Operation for Fractures "Near the
Knee and Elbow.—Mr. Sampson Handley of London
read a paper on this subject. The operation he proposed
was to be reserved for special cases of fracture near or
extending into the joint, due precautions being taken
against sepsis. He narrated two cases, (i) A boy at 9,

with separation of the lower epiphysis of the left femur
flexion and a figure-of-eight bandage was tried, but a ra-

diograph showed persisting deformity. Another surgeon
advised excision of the joint. The author operated as

follows: The fragments were exposed through an an-
terior U-shaped flap turned upward with the potella and
fixed accurately by two screws, one passing through each
canople ; all the ligamentus structures divided were re-

united bv sutures; the lateral ligaments were preserved
intact. The patient was discharged in 7 weeks and at the

end of 3 months the bone and joint were perfect. (2) A
boy at 12 with backward displacement of the lower
epiphysis of humerus which could not be reduced under
anesthesia. A transarticular U-shaped flap, clear of the

ulvar nerve, was turned up over the hack of the elbow
joint, and the olecranon divided at its base; the fragments
were easily placed in correct position and no screw was
needed to keep them adjusted: the olecranon was sutured
with silk, and the soft parts were also sutured. The re-

sult was very satisfactory, and it was claimed that the

operation averted the alternative of excision.

Mr. H. a. Ballance of Norwich held that separation
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of the lower humeral epiphysis is very rare, and that frac-

tures into the elbow joint are less frequent than supra-

canoplar fracture. In children all fractures of the lower
end of humerus require operation, other forms of treat-

ment resulting in an alternation of the "carrying angle."

In his opinion the best incision is a vertical one over the

back of the joint, and division of the olecranon is quite

unnecessary. If the case is dealt with within 48 hours
the fragments can be replaced without mechanical sup-

ports; beyond tl.at interval one or possibly two screws
may be req. ired. He has entirely given up tlic non-opera-
tive treatment of the fractures under consideration.

Prof. Rushton Parkek, president of the Section, ad-

vocated the treatment of lower humeral fractures by
acute flexion of the elbow. The limit should be main-
tained in that position under the clothes for several weeks,

and active movements then persevered, with. The result

of this treatment is an efficient joint with a good range
of mobility, even though the bones are not in a perfectly

correct position.

Complete Excision of the Hemorrhoidal Area.

—

Mr. .\. UoKR of Dundee described the operation he prac-

tised and gave the results in 50 cases. Ihe precudure is

a bloodless moditication of Whitehead's operation, clai.ned

by the author to be less liable to leave insensitive and con-
tracting scar tissue. The sphincter is dilated but not torn,

and a cork on a corkscrew inserted just beyond the bhiisii

pile area ; below the cork a ring of pink mucous membrane
is grasped by six pairs of Kocher's forceps and the cork
is then drawn down to the tips of the forceps ; the handles
are gathered round the corkscrew and several harelip pins

inserted; each pin is put in between two of tlie forceps,

entering at the junction of skin and mucous membrane,
and passes in front of the sphincter until it pierces the

cork behind the ring of pink mucous membrane ; a piece

of elastic is wound twice round the pins, and the ends
held below with forceps ; the Kocher's forceps and cork-
screw are now removed, the surface of the pile area

cleaned and all the mucous membrane dissected oiif the

sphincter between the white border line below the pink
margin above, no hemmorrhage taking place at this stage;

a continuous button-hole suture of chromic catgut is next
inserted all round, thus bringing skin and mucous mem-
brane into exact opposition ; the elastic band is now re-

moved and if one or two bleeding points appear they are
controlled by mattress sutures put in through the skin

till the needle reaches the cork and out again at a point

Yi inch away, and Yx inch behind the primary suture

;

finally the pins and cork are removed, a gauze roll in-

troduced as a plug for a few hours and morphine given
suh cute. The author summarized the end-results and
said they were superior to those gained by other opera-
tions for the cure of hemorrhoid.

Obstruction of the Ureter Due to (1) Kinking Over
a Branch of the Renal Artery; (2) Renal Calculus.

—

Mr. R. a. Bickersteth of Liverpool read this paper and
exhibited specimens and drawings which ilustrated the
different effects produced in the kidney and its pelvis by
the above-stated causes of obstruction.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

First Day—Wednesday, July 24.

Early Cardiac Complications of Acute Rheumatism.

—

Dr. David Lees said he had long held rather decided views
on the subject, some of which are not generally accepted
though they seem to attract attention by those who have
good opportunities of submitting them to clinical observa-
tion. He began by saying that rheumatism, both acute
and subacute, is to be regarded as a microbic infection. It

is most frequent and most violent in childhood, diminish-
ing in both respects as growth proceeds, but still remains
a grave disease in adult life. He holds that dilatation of
the left ventrical is always present, and is doubtless caused
by myocarditis and toxemia. One of these may suffice, but
both are mostly combined. Perhaps one may depend on the

other. The dilatation is a very early symptom, invariably
present, and can practically be easily detected on careful

percussion properly carried out. It is easy to determine
quite accurately the sloping line of dullness at the edge of
the left ventricle in the fourth and fifth left interspaces and
that of the right auricle in the right fourth interspace.

Apart from the ventricular dilatation Dr. Lees seemed to

attach little importance to other symptoms. Joint trouble,

nodules, endo- and pericarditis, and pleuritis were not
constant symptoms, as each or even all might be absent in

some cases, but the dilatation was always found. .A.s to

treatment, prolonged rest under careful nursing takes the

first place. An ice-bag over the precardia (with precau-

tions against chill) was also spoken well of and a few

leeches were mentioned as sometimes beneficial. But Dr.

Lees also believed in active medication, salicylates and

alkalies in full doses keeping the bowels regularly open

and the urine alkaline. His favorite combination was
sodium salicylate i part to sodium bicarbonate 2 parts, the

dose of this to be regularly increased as long as it is

tolerated. If it produces vomiting or other toxic symp-

toms due to the salicylate it must, of course, be suspended

to permit recovery from these effects. After this it should

again be given in half the dose at which it had to be

stopped and this should be increased as far as possible.

Dr. AbraMs of San Francisco accepted the treatment

by salicylates as essential and was of the opinion that

ventricular dilatation was as frequent a complication of

rheumatism as had been stated. But essential as it is to

get the full influence of the salicylate he had come to re-

gard it as possible that the drug itself might be capable

of setting up ventricular dilatation. He referred to the

importance of the vagus in reference to the cardiac symp-
toms, for which he held the salicylates were useless. Pilo-

carpine was valuable in heart failure.

Dr. PovNTON could not accept the constancy of ven-

tricular dilatation nor yet the utility of the salicylates.

Perhaps the drug might be effectual in some cases, but

not in others. Bacterial poisons were soluble and varied

with the tissues concerned. Mitral stenosis in recurrent

chorea was common and other cases indicated that the

cardiac complications of acute rheumatism began with

tachycardia.

Dr. Carey Coo.mes, from recent experiments on rabbits

made in conjunction with Dr. R. Miller and Dr. Kettle,

concluded that streptococcal infection was the cause and
histological examination showed similar lesions whatever
were the organs attacked. They had seen no differences

from five different strains of streptococci. The type of

reaction was like that of human rheumatism.
Dr. Frederick Langmead said that out of 2,556 London

school children he found rheumatism in 5 to 6 per cent.;

it was commonly undetected in a first attack, therefore

not treated, and resulted in a crippled heart developing

insidiously. Large tonsils required operation four times

as often in rheumatic as in normal children, suggesting

that those observers were correct who considered them a

probable source of infection. He thought a crusade was
required against rheumatism.

Dr. F. W. Price spoke of early diagnosis and preventive
measures as the most hopeful fields of study.

Dr. Wm. Hunter urged that treatment should be in-

fluenced less by the symptoms or clinical course of the

disease than by its cause and the source of infection in

each case.

{To be continued.)

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER CITY
OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held May 20, 1912.

The President. Dr. Reynold Webb \\'ilcox. in the
Chair.

X-Ray Measurement of the Permanent Teeth Before
Eruption, to Provide for Early Regulation of fne
Dental Arch.— Dr. Sincl.mr Tousev. in this paper, said
that in 1906, when his first work in this connection was
undertaken, he had shown, at a meeting of the New York
Institute of Stomatologv. a series of radiographs of the

unerupted permanent central incisors, with a promise to

complete his report after these teeth had erupted, A cer-

tain number of the children had now been traced, and the

actual measurements compared with those predicted by
the .r-ray. The practicability of radiographing the teeth

of children five or six years of age was shown by his

series of cases, now amounting to over thirty, while its de-

sirability was shown by the number of children whose
permanent teeth came in crowded and out of alignment or,

through malposition, were delayed in eruption. In some
instances some of them were altogether missing. Actual
measurement of the temporary teeth would give no infor-

mation as to absence or malposition of the unerupted per-

manent teeth, and his cases showed that actual measure-
ments of the temporary teeth do not correspond with the

actual measurements of the permanent teeth made after

their eruption. The most important measurement was the

greatest width, in hundredths of an inch, of the unerupted
central incisors ; the upper ones being of chief conse-
quence. Mathematically exact measurements would re-

quire a geometrical calculation, since the unerupted tooth
"IS at a certain distance from the film, and consequently
its shadow was slightly enlarged. This calculation showed
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that about 1/30 of the width of the shadow of the un-
erupted tooth should be deducted to obtain the actual

width of the tooth in a radiograph made upon a horizon-
tal film according to his present technique. Another .de-

tail requiring close attention was in the measurement of

the width of the sliadovv, so as not to include the penum-
bra. The direction of the tooth casting the shadow was a

matter of vital importance, a correct radiographic meas-
urement being possible only when the tooth directly faced

the ;i'-ray tube. The tooth whose occlusal edge was
squarely at a right angle with its long axis in the radio-

graph was the one to be depended upon for a correct

measurement. This was one of the special advantages of
his method of casting the shadow of the teeth upon a film

placed horizontally in the mouth. The curve of the dental

arch was shown, and it was easy to see whether a tooth
directly faced the .f-ray tube and at what angles the

others were placed. In some instances the radiograph
showed that both unerupted centrals were turned so far

to the sides that an exact measurement required another
radiograph with the tube sufficiently to one side. This
revelation of the sharp angle between the centrals was im-
portant, as indicating narrowness of the dental arch. It

was his practice to make accurate measurements of the

width of each temporary upper and lower central when
making the radiographs of the unerupted permanent cen-
trals. Knowing the actual measurement of the temporary
teeth, and applying the caHper square to the x-ray image
of the same teeth, one soon became able to measure the

latter accurately. Dr. Tousey had made many hundred
radiographs in older children and adults to determine the

presence or absence and the position of unerupted teeth

which had caused years of uncertainty. This would all

be obviated, he said, by an A'-ray examination at about the
age of six years. As to how nearly accurate these meas-
urements were likely to be, in none of his cases did the
difference between the radiograph of the unerupted tooth
and the actual width of the same tooth measured after

eruption, some years later, exceed l/ico inch, a variation

which was well within the accuracy required for practical

work in orthodontia. In the majority of instances the

radiographic measurement of the unerupted teeth was just

the same as the actual measurement of the erupted ones.

His series of cases had shown that there is no fixed rela-

tion between the width of the temporary teeth and that of
the permanent teeth. In speaking" of the practical applica-

tion of the method he said that the upper arch was the one
which it seemed most important to determine, and it was
practicable to measure the widths of not only the central

incisors, but also of laterals and canines. The cases so
far examined showed that an arch calculated from the

width of the upper central permanent incisor was the
correct one for the purpose desired. The curve of the
temporary arch, whether right or wrong, was reproduced
in the permanent arch. Imperfect development of the
teeth was not only a disfigurement, but rendered proper
mastication impossible and the proper action of the saliva

unlikely. The effects were starchy indigestion and irrita-

tion from unmasticated meat, with autointoxication from
both. In the young child the nasal passages were lined

below, in front, and on both sides by the "rms of the
teeth, and imperfect development of the teeth and maxil-
lary bones supporting them occasioned mal-development
in the bony walls of the nasal passages and the accessory
pneumatic sinuses of the face; while the effect of the
under-development might even extend to the cranial cav-
ity and the brain. Deviation of the septum and mouth-
breathing unrelieved by the removal of adenoids and ton-

sils were among the results of mal-development of the
teeth. The object of his most recent work had been to

determine beforehand the presence and position, and espe-
cially the size of the permanent teeth before the loss of
the temporary teeth. The latter might be quickly and
easily trained to a curve of the proper radius, and would
then guide the permanent teeth into proper position. This
work showed the size which the permanent teeth would
have and the radius of the curve required to accommodate
them.
The paper was illustrated with lantern slides showing

radiographs and tables of cases.

Wheat Bran in Constipation.—Dr. A. Ernest Gal-
lant, after describing the structure of the wheat grain,
said that in the process of converting wheat into flour it

was ground on five or six different rolls and passed
through sieves until the bran was eliminated. The pur-
poses which bread or any other food served when taken
into the body had sometimes been compared to the use of
fuel in a steam engine, but while food was the fuel which
furnished the energy for all the body activities, as coal
supplied the heat to make the steam to drive the engine, it

did much more than this : also building the body engmc
and keeping it in repair. The comparatively small amount
of digestible protein and available energy in the feces from
bread made with patent flour (that commonly in use), as
compared with the entire wheat and graham flour, was
no doubt due to the fact that the patent flour was much
more finely ground. Experiments on animals had shown
that fineness of division of the particles had a material in-

fluence upon the digestibility of a food. While it was
sometimes claimed that raw foods possessed special vir-

tues because some vital principle or life force in them had
not been destroyed by cooking, this was not supported by
experimental evidence; nor did physiological chemistry
offer any data warranting such a view. On the other
haml, there was no reason to suppose that uncooked cereal

foods were unwholesome if clean and free from bacteria,

while they were commonly said to be especially useful in

counteracting constipation, on account of the large amount
of indigestilDle crude fiber which they supplied. When
compared with patent flour, bran showed .56 per cent, less

water, 9.82 per cent, less carbohydrate, 2.03 per cent, more
protein, 2.78 per cent, more fat, and over sixteen times
as much ash, composed chiefly of potassium phosphate,
calcium and magnesium chlorides, and phytinic acid com-
pounds. The digestibility and nutritive value of the iron

compounds met with in the outer layers of the grains
probably depended largely upon the fineness of the grind-

ing employed. Experiments made by Bunge upon rats in-

dicated that the iron of bran was assimilated by the body
and promoted the formation of hemoglobin. The laxa-

tive properties of bran had long been recognized in the

very general use of bran mash to correct a tendency to

constipation in farm animals, and some recent experi-

ments at the New York Experiment Station indicated that

this laxative action was due to a soluble phosphorus com-
pound known as phj'tin, which occurred in considerable

amounts in bran. Such action was the more readily under-
stood when it was remembered that the channel of secre-

tion of phosphorus, calcium and magnesium especially,

and a part of the potassium supplied in bran, was by way
of the intestine. While no one who had fed animals their

weekly or semi-weekly bran mash would question the laxa-

tive properties of this. Dr. Gallant said he was thoroughly
convinced that for the relief of lialiitual constipation it

must be taken daih' in relatively small doses, and that

when so used one must depend upon the coarse, unground
bran, the bulk of which added very materially to the

amount of feces. Thus it excited more vigorous and effi-

cient peristalsis and promoted a regular daily evacuation

of the bowel. This would take place only by close,

habitual and prompt response to the earliest inclination,

for if such were neglected the contents of the rectum
would rapidly become firm and compact, and more or less

difficulty would be experienced before it could be emptied.

Therefore, to secure the good effects of habitual daily use

of bran it was necessary to give close attention to the

habitual daily stool. Coarse raw bran, being composed
chiefly of indigestible, non-absorbable cellulose, took up
a large amount of water, swelled, and added very mate-
rially to the debris and bulk in the intestine, and the active

peristalsis excited by this means rapidly moved the fecal

column downward and outward ; thereby overcoming fecal

stasis and preventing putrefaction and resorption with its

deadly toxemia. When bran was ingested as a part of
the daily regimen of a constipated individual the daily

stool was made up of a soft, well-formed, bulky column
of feces with a notable absence of the former foul-smell-

ing eflluvia. As time went on the "liver-spotted" skin

cleared up, dandrufif of indigestion disappeared, the ane-

mia present rapidly improved, the cutaneous surface lost

its dryness and became soft and of a healthier hue, and in

some instances acne vulgaris passed away. In the ex-

perience of the speaker, tfie best results had been obtained

by the use of coarse, unground raw bran, either stirred in

a glassful of cold water and quickly gulped down, or mixed
with cooked cereal and eaten with milk and cream. Many,
however, preferred to take it stirred in soup, broth or

gruel, while children liked it mixed with jelly, jam. mar-
malade, honey, or syrup and spread on bread or toast.

Bran in the form of graham bread, biscuits, pudding, soup,

etc., if taken daily and in large amount, was without doubt

beneficial, especially from a nutritional standpoint ; but,

owing to its fineness in the grinding, it did not produce
such bulky stools, and so lost much of its value in habitual

constipation. The dose of raw bran for the average pa-

tient was one or two heaping tablespoonfuls daily, but

more than this quantity was required in some instances.

Sometimes it might be necessary to continue the usual

cascara or other medicinal laxative for a few days, but

as soon as the habitual stool was established it should be
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stopped. Bran taken at bed-time would induce an inclina-

tion to defecate shortly after rising in the morning.
Among the several hundred patients to whom he had
taught the bran habit there had been many who suffered

from such conditions as chronic diarrhea, diarrhea alter-

nating with constipation, mucous colitis, enema constipa-

tion, and constipation due to castor oil, saline waters, and
other agents whose secondary effect was astringent.

Dr. Anthony Bassler said he was in entire accord with
Dr. Gallant as to the practical utility of bran. There could

be no doubt of its great value in habitual constipation, both
on account of its mechanical and its pharmacological action.

There were, however, a certain proportion of cases in

which, although there was no anatomical condition caus-

ing obstruction, bran failed altogether. In instances of
this kind we might give the patient large amounts of bran
and agar daily, besides prescribing prunes, water, exercise,

etc., and while the bowels might perhaps act well for a few-

days, they would then shut down, and it would be found
necessary to supplement this hygienic treatment with cas-

cara or other similar agent. Still, in the great majority
of cases bran acted in an entirely satisfactory manner,
and it was much to be regretted that it was prescribed to

so small an extent by the medical profession. The princi-

pal reason for this, it seemed to him, was because bran
was so cheap. It was particularly useful for children, in

whom its good effect was even more noticeable than in

adults.

The president. Dr. Wilcox, referred to a case bearing
on the alleged special value of uncooked food. Some time
since, he said, he was called as an e.xpert on behalf of the

Government in the trial of a suit involving the merits

of a certain advertised food which was claimed to be
curative of all sorts of diseases. The claim for the won-
derful activity of this preparation was based on the as-

serted fact that the grain composing it was still alive ; so

that a person using it received all the benefit to be derived
from living matter. The jury, however, decided that its

alleged virtues were a pure fabrication, and the proprietor
was fined by the court. The paper, he said, was one of
great practical value, and he agreed with Dr. Bassler that

bran was not much used from the very fact that it was so
accessible and cheap.

Dr. G.^LLAXT said it was mainly the bulk of the stools re-

sulting from bran which did the work in chronic constipa-

tion. Patients often got used to laxative drugs, so that

these lost their effect, and he had found bran successful

in cases where every otlier means had failed. He was
convinced that the autointoxication which was so common
was due to the accumulation of feces in the bowel, as this

permitted the constant resorption of toxic matters. What
was needed to prevent this was something to excite active

peristalis and keep the fecal column moving, and bran was
a most serviceable agent for the purpose.
The Tissue Density Factor in Physiology and Path-

ology.—Dr. Homer Wakefield, in this paper, said that

his researches on this subject had been begun in 1S93. when
he published an article on the pathology of catabolism in

relation to the etiology of cancer and allied states. In
the past eleven years he had published a total of twenty-
three monographs, most of which had presented some as-

pect of the subject, and he now had three volumes well

advanced which would eventually elaborate it in detail.

-Since the appearance of his first article on cancer he had
made repeated and strenuous efforts, though with only
partial success, to obtain from histologists a recognition of
the low organization and density tissue cell as a product
of restricted metabolic factors, and not necessarily as a
rudimentary form of life, a young cell, or a component of
embryonic tissue, as Cohnheim had taught. .\lthough
Cohnheim had observed more facts bearing upon the ques-
tion at issue than anyone else up to his time, he could see

only this explanation, and it appeared paradoxical that nc
did not arrive at a different conclusion after experiment-
ally producing at will in rabbits's ears, by ligating the sup-
plying arteries, a complete loss of tissue organization, at-

tended with confluence, hemorrhagic extravasation, in-

creased fluidity in stagnant blood, and profound alteration

in the blood where the stasis occurred. The logical deduc-
tion, from which there was no escape, that metabolic

equilibrium is a balanced action between an incessant oxi-

dative synthesis on the one hand and a destructive action

of functional exercise on the other, implied a possible dis-

equilibrium of metabolism when the opposing processes

were not equal. Furthermore, certain factors, necessary

to both, might retard or inhibit both, without destroying
the metabolic equilibrium in that regard, yet upset it sec-

ondarily. Oxidation was such a factor, one which was
both anabolic and catabolic. In ultra-degenerative pro-

cesses we had the increased cell division balanced by a de-

creased one, with protoplasmic synthesis almost nil on the

anabolic side and oxidative combustion and autolytic cataly-

sis as nearly so on the other side. Therefore in cancerous

stages of degeneration we found that any existing hyper-

plasia was accounted for quite exclusively by cataloblic

stasis; which also accounted for the fact that the growing
edge, so-called, of malignant growths consisted of an ad-

mixture of normal with degenerate cells which were above

the meridian, but became progressively decadent as they

approached nearer to the central zone of putrefaction. As
to the biological status of tissues of low density and or-

ganization, further observation seemed to substantiate his

old postulate that protoplasmic and cellular integration,

organization and integrity, including density and the de-

gree of cell complexity and differentiation, are at all times

in exact ratio to the status of supply of the factors of ana-

bolism, plus or minus the existing status of catabolism.

The low density and organization status was typical, not

only of the most rudimentary forms of animal life, but

also of the early life-span of each individual in the higher

animal life forms. Thus, cells and tissues exhibiting such

a status, wherever found, had been denominated embryonic

or young cells and embryonic tissues, or those reverted to

embryonic or rudimentary type. The jelly of Wharton of

the umbilical cord was recognized by common consent as

the most characteristic of the embryonic tissues. It had
long been known that, within normal limits, the more rudi-

mentary animals were in the zoological scale, the younger
the organism, and the less dense the living substance, the

more rapid the growth : assimilation, synthesis, and mitosis

being in equilibrium. All young animal flesh w-as noted for

its high proportion of nucleonic elements and derivatives,

and all soft, rapid-growing tumors were characterized by
loss of cytoplasm, leaving a disproportionately large con-

tent of nucleonic elements. The former was the conse-

quence of progressive, the latter of retrogressive, processes.

It had also been pointed out that cell growth occurs in

inverse ratio to the differentiation and complexity of the

cell, or, conversely, that it grows and multiplies freely

when young, while growth is retarded correspondingly to

the progress of age. Next to age the relation of use and
disuse of the animal tissues was one of the most importaiit

factors of tissue density and differentiation. Physiologi-

cal e.xercise developed density and integration, while disuse

brought softening and disintegration (atrophy). Any
comprehensive concept of living substance must be from
the viewpoint of a constantly dependent product of an in-

cessant process of integration and disintegration, of or-

ganization and disorganization, and of differentiation and
confluence; the tissue integrity at any unit of time being

dependent upon the existing ratio of the two opposing
forces. From this vantage ground we could view its sta-

tus as an expression of the mean of the balanced action of

the composing and decomposing factors. All biologists

concurred in the opinion that the living organism is de-

pendent upon the favorable or unfavorable status of envi-

ronment and its successful or unsuccessful adaptation

thereto. The speaker held that, in large measure, the ma-
terial expression of adaptation to environment, of acquire-

ment of immunity and the attainment and hereditary trans-

mission of acquired characters, was one of the variations of

integration and disintegration. The fall in general body
oxidation, as evidenced by the temperature depression di-

rectly following birth, incident to the adaptation of the

body to the new environmental temperature, was attended

with metabolic retardation and decrease of assimilation and
synthesis in proportion as the superficial capillary blood

was determined to the great venous trunks. Thus w-e had
the familiar cyanosis, relative polycythemia, icterus, edemas,
hemorrhagicas. tetanus infections, sclerema and fatty _de-

eeneration of the newly born as a hyperesthetic reaction.

The observed exaggerated reaction to cold of the periph-

eral tissues of infants of premature birth simply illus-

trated the relationship of tissue density to reaction phe-

nomena. He dwelt for some time on the importance of

the density factor of tissue structure throughout the body,

and went on to say that the problem of susceptibility to

infection was closely related to the density of tissue in all

respects, as to invasion, favorable soil, vita! resistance, re-

action weakness, impaired oxidation, autolytic powers,

and all the other factors eoing to make up the prophylactic

capacity of high tissue integrity. The vulnerability of ra-

refied tissue to inflammatory phenomena had been shown,
and especially in the hieher and more violent forms of in-

flajjimation. such as diphtheria and erysipelas, were the

affected and vulnerable tissues observed to be_ rarefied. Our
attention was now directed to the interesting researches

of Wassermann, who was apparently putting to practical

anolication two previous postulates of his CDr. W^ake-

field's"), namely, the predisposition of rarefied tissues to
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deposits of solid particles and the relation of catalytic

properties to oxidation. All the fluorescent dyes undoubt-
edly acted as activators or accelerators of oxidation, and
should be expected to be specific in those cases only where
catalj'sis was the remiss factor. The selective determina-
tion to and action upon the diseased tissues by these dyes
must depend upon the difference of surface tension and
osmotic pressure. Another example of the exhibition of
tissue impregnation by virtue of its loss of surface tension
and osmotic pressure, incident to rarefaction, was fatty in-

filtration. The so-called coarseness of the integument of
ultra fat individuals was due to cutaneous expansion. Hav-
ing stated that contraction and expansion (extension)
were expressions of the most fundamental property of ir-

ritability of living substance, he spoke of the basis of vaso-
motor compression by condensation, the density factor of
tissue reaction, afid the biological series; the latter being
the name he had --ven to the reaction curve common to an
forms of animal life and to sensitive plants. He had, no
said, made a double application of the scale of reaction
phenomena : first, as representative of the series of re-

actions incident to the tissue status of the several stage-
phases exhibited, and, second, of the contraction curve of
any contractile tissue which progressed to a point of maxi-
mum contraction and thence declined to a state of ex-
haustion-relaxation, when continued to that degree. As to
the physical basis of pain, rarity of tissue and its cor-
responding hyperesthesia predisposed it to painful pheno-
mena, and this fact called for the removal of pain from
the domain of metaphysics and psychology to that of liv-

ing substance reactions. Pain, it was observed, was caused
by that which produced contraction, and its acuity de-
pended upon the intensity of contraction and amount of
tissue involved in a single contraction. To any unit of
stimulation the pain involved, as the reaction expression,
was inversely as the dimensions of the muscle, and thus the
small muscles of the face gave rise to the most acute pain.

In general, as a therapeutic measure, hyperesthetic rarities

of tissues should be recondensed, and not merely relaxed.
Even during painful contraction, a condensing agent, such
as ergot, would produce relaxation by condensation. Pain
was at its height when the phase of contraction was also

at its height. The nhase could be changed in either direc-

tion, either by restoring normal conditions of rest or by
continuing on to e.xhaustion-relaxation. The latter method
was the one now in vogue : we poisoned the patient so that
the painful contraction might be relaxed. Painful states

which were palliated by narcotics not infrequently recur-
red, as the recession of excursion in the biological series

took place. Often the pain was manifest only on the reces-
sion, as shown in thawing after freezing of parts of the
body. In speaking of the physical basis of hyperesthesia
he said that in the orderly conseciHive series of reaction

events which he had termed the biological series, begin-
ning at the normal point, which he called zero, the living

tissues beine at rest, we found: If a part be mildly stimu-
lated by any one of the five forms of physical energy

—

chemical, thermal, photic, electrical, or mechanical—and
after a short interval again stimulated, the second stimula-
tion (of no greater degree than the first, which excited
no reaction whatever) will excite a response that is both
precocious and exaggerated-violent. In the course of a

stimulation beginning at zero and gradually rising in in-

tensity it was observed that not until a certain degree was
attained was a contraction reaction elicited, and this point
was termed by biologists the threshold of stimulation.

When the single stimulation antecedent to that of the ex-
aggerated response was intervaled to the succeeding one.

we found that the threshold of stimulation had been at-

tained, i.e. the succeeding one was promptly responded to.

If a small animal were iniected with a forelcm serum, so

small in quantity and so little toxic as to elicit no reaction,

and. after a period of absorption and insensible reaction,

were reinjected with the same amount of the same serum,
the second reaction might be so violent as to prove fatal.

In the terms of this type of research, the initial injection

sensitized the animal, and the second produced anaphylaxis.
If. instead of allowing an interval, consecutive injections
were substituted, the violent reaction would be absent,

and an ultimate state of lost reactibility arrived at. This
was termed immunity or prophylaxis. In general physio-
log\' the status attained by the anteecedent stirrubis was
termed hvr~eresthesia. while in serology the production of
comolete adantation to a heterologous agent would be re-

garded as an immimity from later reaction. Hyperesthesia,
however, was a relative condition, and was governed in its

intensitv by the reaction vitality and reaction velocity of
the react'ng tissues : which, in turn, were exhibited in in-

verse ratio to tVe densitv of the tissue. As to the time

equation of tissue reaction in relation to density, the reac-
tion time of the mental phenomena of physiological psy-
chology and that of tissue reaction, as related to mental
function, should be shamlv distinguished. Parado-xically,
it was an observed fact that the speed of conception com-
monthly decreased in inverse ratio to the increase m
velocity of tissue reaction to sensorial impressions; which
thus further widened the gap between precocious reaction
and delayed deliberation upon it. In other words, with
exaltation of the sensibilities, the individual became more
obtuse in the higher faculties of discernment, discrimina-
tion, and discretion. A fundamental law, which had stood
every test for many years, might be expressed thus : The
acuity, velocity, and energy expenditure of vital reaction of
living tissues are in inverse ratio to the density of the same.
Bv the aid of this law the kaleidoscope of normal and
morbid mental and nervous phenomena was brought with-
in the grasp of comprehension, without the aid of super-
natural agencies. The reaction times of greatest scientific

importance were those of the general or somatic organism.
Tissue density \aried not only with age, but also with
sex ; woman representing a typical mental character coin-
mensurate with her lower tissue density. The hyper-
esthetic individual e.xhibited hypersensitiveness, hyperex-
citability and hyperirritability primarily, and hyperimpres-
sionability and hypersuggestionability secondarily—all due
to precocious, over-swift, and exaggerated tissue reac-
tion. The precocity of reaction to sensorial impressions
was such as to disturb the time relation of the balanced
action of intellection, involving a predominance of reflex,

recoil, or impulsive, as contrasted with deliberative, reac-
tion expression. The more an individual acted on im-
pulse, the less were his acts balanced by his previous ex-
perience and knowledge. Persor>s acting on impulse, when
uninfluenced by others, w'ere whimsical, capricious, fanciful,

and erratic. They were the constant prey of human vul-

tures and parasites, and were prone to fanaticism and ab-
sorbing infatuations, especially the mysterious and re-

ligious. All hyperesthetics were relatively weak, though
they difi'ered in nutrition in exhibited strength. All striped

muscles were extended in equilibrium length, and smooth
muscles and supporting ligaments sagged according to

their loss of <lensity, which implied expansion and ex-
tension. That the mental function had long been regarded
as a balanced action was attested by the common ref-

erence to well-balanced and unbalanced minds, but Dr.
Wakefield said he did not know of any definite efforts to

study the nature of the unbalancing. His own insight

into this subject had been born of observation of the in-

equalities exhibited by hyperesthetic individuals. The cor-
relation existing between the direct reaction to sensorial

impressions and the deliberative-conscious reaction to the

same, as regards cooperation, relative velocity, reactions,

etc., were found to be of great importance. Hyper-
esthesia was expressed by exaggerations of the most com-
monplace acts of every-day life, and physiological ac-

tivities were exaggerated into pathological ones. Thus,
for instance, the sexual instinct might be exaggerated into

erethisms, satyriases and nymphomanias. So long as the

tissues continued in a rarefied, rela.xed state, mentality

was distorted, and the hyperesthetic was unethical for the

reason that he did not deliberate upon the rights, feelings,

and needs of others, as well as on account of his instinct

of self-protection. In concluding, he said that when the

pathogenesis and pathology of any derangement was thor-

oughly understood, the therapeutics was much simplified

and the prophylaxis clearly indicated. Knowing that the

greatest tissue density comes from the highest degree of

the process of integration, that the latter in turn depends
upon oxidation synthesis, and this upon oxygenation, nor-
mal alkalinity, and catalytic activation of the chemical

processes, and all their subdivisions, the physician woulo
find his hands very full in spanning the ever-widening
field of prevention and treatment. For example, oxygena-
tion would include nasal, laryngeal, and pulmonary respira-

tion, and cardiac, vascular, and hemic factors of circula-

tion and oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood and hyper-
esthetic reaction-exsanguination of the capillaries would
present both local and general significance as vascular

factors. The many sources of acid factors and subal-

kalescence would have to be taken into consideration. The
part played by the catalytic elements of the thyroid and
thymus glands, as well as general glandular catalytic ac-

tivities, required attention, and where the secretions of

the glands were deficient, these should be artificially sup-

plied as a correction. The direct action of the secretion

of the sunrarenal glands in the attainment and regula-

tion of tissue density also demanded a hearins. N'ot only

did the factors of the body requiring possible attention
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confront the physician, but, in addition, habits of life not

infrequently had to be materially changed. Ill-ventilated

super-heated indoor atmospheres had to be replaced by

fresh, cold outside air, hot baths by cold ones, rest cures

by work cures, and coddling by discipline ; while sedentary

habits had to be e.xchanged for physical training, muscle
development, and general tissue hardening. Frequently
physical and mental capacity had to be partially restored

to make possible the cooperative participation of the pa-

tient. This was to be attained by artificial tissue con-

densation, and could probably be most promptly accom-
plished by hvpodermatic injections of ergot according to

Livingston's method. The so-called cumulative effects of

progressively increasing doses of such drugs as nux vomica
and strychnine, thus obviating their contraction-producing
action. Dr. Wakefield regarded as tissue-condensing in

their ultimate results. One of the exaggerated reactions,

fear, which as an emotion was Iiarmful, had of late been
exploited as a universal cause of the woes of the neuroses

and. psychoses, not only by the several f aitli-healing cults,

but by some medical writers who should have been better

informed. When all was traced to the fear root, a purely

mental form of treatment appeared to be the only logical

one.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON PEDIATRICS.

Staled Meeting, Held May 9, 1912.

Dr. William Shannon in the Chair.

Osteogenesis Imperfecta: Report of a Case with the
Study of Its Metabolism.—Drs. Herman Sciiwarz and
Murray H. Bass presented this paper. They stated that

the condition known as osteogenesis imperfecta did not

enter into the symptom complex known as fetal rickets.

Attention had been called to cases characterized by fragil-

ity of the bones by Lobstein in 1833, and he gave the con-
dition the name of ostcopsathryosis, and showed that there

was a group which was termed idiopathic for which there

was no definite etiological factor. A further study of
osteopsathyrosis and osteogenesis imperfecta, both clinical

and pathological, showed that these were identical condi-

tions. The greatest number of cases occurred during in-

trauterine life and were still-born. A few, however, sur-

vived and presented definite clinical characteristics. One
group of these cases appeared to be normal at birth, but

later on in childhood suddenly developed a tendency to

multiple fractures from very little violence. Many authors
were of the opinion that these cases were congenital, but

that the process had lain dormant. Heredity seemed to be
the only important etiological factor. In one instance

it had been noticed that the disease was present in one of
twins, the other child being normal, and this would tend
to show that the actual condition of the mother was not at

fault and that the disease was a fetal one. Macroscopic-
ally the bones showed fractures, the breaks being very
numerous in some instances. The bones might be soft and
pliable or very brittle and they might be either normal in

length or short and plump, scarcely narrower in the middle
than at the ends. The cortex of the bone was extremely
thin. The bones of the skull were characteristic in that

they v;ere almost entirely devoid of calcification. The base
of the skull was usually ossified, but was thin and friable.

The ribs also were ossified, but showed irregularly dis-

tributed nodules representing previous fractures. I^Iicro-

scopically the region between the epiphysis and diaphysis

of the long bones showed normal relations in respect to the

proliferation of the cartilage, the form, structure, and ar-

rangement of the cells. Endochondral ossification /re se

proceeded normally, but was markedly reduced in amount.
In the diaphysis one met with numerous thin cartilage rem-
nants, but with very few bone trabeculse. Periosteal ossi-

fication was entirely absent in certain places; in others it

was slight. The periosteum was thin and the number
of osteoblasts everywhere diminished; in the long bones
the marrow was markedlv increased. The children who
survived with this condition were small, underweight,
had long silky hair, open fontanelles and sutures, small

faces, soft delicate skin, protuberant abdomen without any
evidence of umbilical hernia, and diastasis recti. The
extremities showed all sorts of deformities due to frac-

tures, bending, marked shortening, and curvature being the

rule. The fractures seemed to cause very little pain and
union took place rapidly. The .r-ray appearance of the

bones showed large medullary cavities with very thin

atrophic cortex ; epiphyseal lines showing up very sharply.

The prognosis of the disease was bad. It was better in

cases occurring late in childhood, and some cases seemed

to undergo spontaneous cure. The case reported was that

of an infant seven montlis of age, whose family history

was negative as to syphilis, tuberculosis, or any bone dis-

ease similar to this one. When the child was four days

old the physician found a fracture of the thigh, but the

mother knew of no other fractures. Except for underde-

velopment and deformities, the child seemed normal. The
head was abnormally large in comparison with the trunk

and the extremities were small, shortened, curved, and
angulated. The sagittal suture was wide open. There was
distinct exophthalmos. The nostrils were fine and delicate,

the mouth small, lips thin, tongue slightly protruding, and
the hair long and silky. The clavicles showed angular de-

formity. Lymph nodes the size of a pea were just palpable

in the a.xilla and groin. The urine was clear, amber, acid,

and showed no albumin or sugar. The blood showed hemo-
globin, 60 per cent.; red blood cells, 4,512; white blood

cells, 11,600; dififerential polynuclear leucocytes, 15^ per

cent.; large mononuclears, 17 per cent.; small leucocytes,

64 per cent.; eosinophiles, l/z per cent. The Noguchi modi-
fication of the Wassermann reaction was negative. The
child was placed in the Hoobler metabolism bed for six

days and was fed on mixed human milk. The weight of

the child at the beginning of the experiment was 4300
grams. During the six days the child took 3390 c.c. of

milk, appeared to be in normal health, and the tables

showed that nitrogen metabolism was normal. The ex-

cretion of creatinin nitrogen by the kidneys was low as

compared to the findings of Amberg and Morril. The fat

absorption and retention were perfectly normal. The cal-

cium metabolism was of particular interest in the light of

the disturbance in the ossification of the bones. The child,

according to the tables, was retaining calcium to the extent

of 45.7 per cent, of the intake. The truest view as to the

calcium retention was obtained when the retention was
based, not on the per cent, of intake, but on the absolute

amount retained. A comparison of this baby with others

showed that a retention of 109 mgs. did not appear to be

very low, the average retention being from 210 to 120 mgs.

The positive calcium balance in this case might be con-

strued in different ways. The disease might be consid-

ered at an end as there had been no fractures since birth,

and the calcium metabolism might be looked at as that of a

normal child. But the cranial bones were still soft. The
disease might be in the stage of repair, and this seemed
likely since there had been no fractures since birth. But,

again, if the body was trying to replace lost calcium, there

should have been a decidedly greater retention of calcium

than was present in the normal child. This was not the

case. When one considered how complicated the whole
calcium metabolism was, such a case as the one under dis-

cussion led one to speculate as to whether there was a

distinct relationship between calcium retention and skele-

tal ossification. The retention of magnesium was 51 per

cent., which showed very little variation from the other

cases in which it had been determined by Blauberg. The
phosphorus metabolism was practically normal, while both

sodium and potassium were positive, but it was impossible

to discuss their significance in view of the small number
of existing analyses in normal infants. For the same rea-

son the sulphur balance could not be adequately discussed.

Scleroderma in an Infant.—Dr. Roger H. Dennett re-

ported this case. The history of the child showed that she

was born on October 8, 1911, and weighed six pounds at

birth. She was the first child of healthy parents, and. so

far as could be ascertained, was perfectly normal at birth.

When three days old she became very ill and her life was
despaired of. In the course of a week the physician said

to the mother that it would be just as well if she did not

live as she was not a normal child; all her joints were
stiff. She recovered, however, and gained in weight. At
the end of two months she still had ri.gidity all over the

body and thickening of the skin and subcutaneous tissues.

A physician who saw her at that time made a diagnosis

of arthritis due to syphilis. The .r-ray plales taken showed
lack of ossification in the carpal and tarsal bones. The
child was put on mercurial inunctions for about a month
and did badly. This was of interest in view of the state-

ment made by some authorities that scleroderma was ag-

gravated by mercury. Dr. Dennett had first seen the child

when she was three months of age. She then weighed
seven pounds and twelve ounces and seemed normal men-
tally. The skin over her entire body, with a few excep-

tions, was yellow, waxy in appearance, perfectly smooth,

soft, moist, thickened, and indurated, not pitting on pres-

sure. The fontanelle was normal in size and the head
well-shaped with no thickening about the scalp. The arms
were normal, the hands havine a small amount of thick-

ening on the dorsal aspect, and the fingers were held
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flexed like congenital club hand. The legs were held in

the flexed position and could not be extended, even with

a great deal of force. The medicinal treatment was stop-

ped and more frequent nursings given. The vomiting was
controlled to a certain extent by paregoric. Very energetic

massage was given to prevent ankylosis. The subsequent
history of the case was not of great moment. Three weeks
ago the administration of thyroid extract was begun ; this

was only because no treatment had as yet been satisfac-

tory and because the induration seemed to resemble that

of thyroid deficiency to some extent. This was not a com-
mon condition in infancy, the youngest case on record as

far as the author could ascertain being that of a child

thirteen months of age. The disease was apt to run a
shorter course in children, and therefore the prognosis was
better. This condition should not be confused with scler-

ema, the latter running a subnormal temperature and the

indurated areas being of a bluish color, cold and clammy
to the touch.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Registration and
Examination.

July, 1911.

(Concluded from page 227.)

obstetrics.

1. Give the physiology of impregnation.
2. Describe the development of the fertilized ovum.
3. What is meconium, and what are its diagnostic rela-

tions?

4. Describe the human uterus and give its anatomical
relations.

5. Describe the vitellus, allantois, and the amnion.
6. How soon after confinement sliould a woman men-

struate?

7. State some of the causes of sterility.

8. What conditions have a bearing on the time of life

in the female when menstruation first occurs?
9. Are maternal impressions transmitted to the child in

utero to such an extent as to produce marks, defects, and
abnormalities?

10. Describe Crede's method of prophylaxis for ophthal-
mia neonatorum.

gynecology.

1. Differentiate cystocele from (a) an anterior vaginal
hernia, (b) a tumor situated in the vaginal wall.

2. Define prolapsus of the uterus and give differential

diagnosis and treatment.

3. Define: (a) mcnorrhagia. (6) amenorrhea, (c) dys-
menorrhea.

4. Give differential diagnosis and treatment of gonor-
rheal vaginitis.

5. Give technique for complete abdominal hysterectomy.
6. How would you distinguish shock from secondary

hemorrhage?
surgery.

1. Define odontoma. Give varieties and origin of each
variety.

2. Give symptoms and signs of cervical rib and how
does cervical rib give symptoms and signs?

3. What is meant by coxa vara? What causes it?

4. Name the chief forms of spina bifida.

5. What is meant by Charcot's disease of a joint? What
are its chief diagnostic features other than the general
signs of tabes?

6. In middle meningeal hemorrhage, what extracranial

treatment do you know of and what is its value? What
caution is to be exercised, and why?

7. Describe operation for epithelioma of lower lip.

8. Name a few of the most important diagnostic points

in ulcer of the duodenum and explain. Give physiological

reasons.

9. What are the contraindications to surgery in gall-

stone in the common duct, and why?
10. What is a ranula?

pediatrics.

1. Give symptoms and modern treatment for polio-

myelitis.

2. Give cause and proper treatment of acute dysentery.

ophthalmology and otology.

1. Give causes, diagnosis, and treatment of chronic glau-

coma.
2. Give causes, symptoms, and treatment of phlyctenular

keratitis.

3. Give the origin of the acoustic nerve and its distri-

bution in the labyrinth.

medical jurisprudence.

1. State fully what are the legal obligations of a physi-

cian or surgeon to his patient and what is his liability for

malpractice.

2. State your ideas as to the conduct of a physician on
a witness stand, including the manner of giving his evi-

dence and the nature of it ; also state conditions under
which you would voluntarily testify as an expert witness.

rhinology and laryngology.

1. Name seven diagnostic points of chronic hyperplastic

ethmoiditis.

2. Name four contraindications to surgical treatment of
the tonsils.
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NEUROLOGY.

1. Give the six most important symptoms of tabes dor-

salis.

2. Give the most significant symptoms of paralysis

agitans.

3. How is migraine distinguished from other forms of

headache?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Registration and
Examination.

July, 1911.

{Concluded from page 230.)

practice.

5. Average duration of the febrile stage, in typhoid

fever, is about three or four weeks ; of scarlet fever, is

about five or six days; of measles, is about five days; of

rheumatic fever, is about one or two weeks; of pneumo-
nia, is about nine or ten days.

6. Lightning pains, loss of knee-jerk, Argyll-Robertson
pupil, optic atrophy and ptosis, gastric and other crises,

ataxia, incoordination, and Romberg's sign.

7. Hysteria. The following summary of diagnosis is

given by Anders and Boston : "A peculiar mental and
physical condition, characterized by suggestibility of symp-
toms which may be of any character. The patient is usually

a young adult who is emotional, irritable, and one who
constantly complains and thinks of herself, and perverts

everything which may occur as having something to do
with lier own condition. There may be headache, back-

ache, pains in varu)us portions of the limbs, numbness or
pin-and-needle-like sensations, hemianesthesia or anesthe-

sia anywhere, points of tenderness in the back, ovarian and
mammary region, increases of reflexes, paralyses of va-

rious sorts, contractures, tremors, disturbance of vision,

smell, and taste, and convulsive attacks which may assume
almost any character. The most important point of all is

the suggestibility of all the symptoms, their variance from
day to day, and the fact that any or all may be removed
by persuasion."

8. The early manifestations of pulmonary tuberculosis

are: (i) Physical signs: Deficient chest expansion, the

phthisical chest, slight dullness or impaired resonance over
one apex, fine moist rales at end of inspiration, expiration
prolonged or high pitched, breathing interrupted. (2)
Symptoms: General weakness, lassitude, dyspnea on exer-

tion, pallor, anorexia, loss of weight, slight fever, and
night sweats, hemoptysis.
The treatment consists of: Plenty of fresh air, sunshine,

and sunlight, pure water, good food, e.xercise in modera-
tion, and proper hygiene in general.

9. Scarlet fever, measles, and typhus fever.

10. Tonsillitis.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Impregnation is the result of the meeting of a live

and healthy spermatozoon, with a live and healthy ovum,
in a suitable medium (generally the Fallopian tube). Dur-
ing coitus the seminal fluid is ejected into the upper part
of the vagina and against the cervix of the uterus; the
spermatazoa enter the uterine cavity (either by the suction
of the uterus or by their own vibratile motion) and so
pass on to the Fallopian tube.

2. Development of the fertiliced ovum, "(i) \\'hen the
ovum is mature, two small cells are detached from the
main body of cells; these are called polar globules. It was
formerly supposed that these were associated with the dis-

appearance of the germinal vesicle, but recent experiments
have demonstrated that the .germinal vesicle plays an active
part in their formation. This can take place independently
of fecundation. (2) The portion of the ovum remaining
after the throwing off of the polar globules is called the
'female pronucleus.' (3) Fecundation is effected by the
penetration of the head of one spermatozoon. This is

called the 'male pronucleus.' (4) The male and female
pronucleus coalesce. The ovum is now called the oosperm,
or blastosphere. (5) The segmentation of the nucleus and
vitellus, i.e. they both split into two masses, these into
four, and so on until a large number of segments are
formed. This is known as the morula, moriform body,
or mulberry mass. (6) A clear fluid is secreted within
the ovum, which presses these segments to the surface of
the ovum, where they form a double layer of cells, differing
somewhat in size. The outer and larger is termed the
epiblast or ectoderm, and the inner and smaller the hypo-

blast or cndoderm. Together they are known as the blas-

todermic vesicle. (7) There then appears upon the outside

of the vitellus a small oval elevation, surrounded by a de-

pression, which is called the area germinativa. (8) There

appears in the area germinativa a small, dark line called the

primitive trace. About this line will be grouped the va-

rious parts of the embryo, the rest of the ovum serving

only as a covering and for nutriment. (9) A covering for

this trace or embryo is now formed. Thus far the vitelline

membrane has been sufficient. The embryonic line sinks

into the center of the ovum, while the edges of the exter-

nal blastodermic layer about the area close around it, in-

closing it in a sac called the amnion. Beiween the amnion

and the embryo, fluid at a later period is deposited; this

constitutes the liquor amnii. The vitelline membrane then

disappears."— ( Landis's Obstetrics. )

3. Meconium is the name given to the stools of the new-

born (or unborn) infant; they are of a green-black color,

and are composed of intestinal mucus, bile, epithelial cells,

cholesterin, vernix caseosa and phosphates. The continu-

ous passage of meconium from the vagina of the parturi-

ent woman during labor indicates a breech presentation.

Its discharge in undoubted head or transverse presenta-

tions is indicative of impending or actual death of the

fetus.

4. In the nuUiparous adult the uterus is about three

inches long, about two inches wide at the upper part, and

about one inch thick. It is pear-shaped, and lies between

the rectum behind and the bladder in front ; it is below

the abdominal cavity and above the vagina. Its position

is one of slight anteflexion, with its long axis at right

angles to the long axis of the vagina. The anterior sur-

face of its body rests on the bladder, and the cervix points

backward toward the coccyx. The uterus is not fixed, but

moves freely within certain limits. It is held in place by

ligaments—broad ligaments, round ligaments, vesicouter-

ine, rectouterine, ovarian, and uterosacral. The arteries

are the uterine and ovarian ; the nerves are from the utero-

vaginal plexus, the hypogastric plexus, and the vesical

plexus.

5. The vitellus is the yolk or germinal part of the ovum
together with the substance intended for the nutrition of

the embryo. The allantois is a fetal membrane developing

from the lower part of the alimentary canal very early in

fetal life; it enters into the formation of the urinary blad-

der and also of the umbilical cord and placenta.

The amnion is the innermost of the fetal membranes ; it

surrounds the fetus and is continuous with it at the um-
bilicus; it secretes the liquor amnii, and forms the sheath

of the umbilical cord.

6. A woman usually menstruates about two or three

months after her confinement if she is not nursing her

cliild. and about seven months after the confinement if she

is nursing her child.

7. Causes of sterility : Gonorrhea, absence or errors in

development of any part of the genital tract, malforma-
tions of genitals, fistula;, lacerations, obesity, alcoholism,

pelvic inflammations, dyspareunia, inflammations of uterus,

tubes, or ovaries, elongated cervix. The above all refer

to the female, but the trouble may be with the male.

8. Climate, race, occupation, and mode of life.

9. It is not proved that maternal impressions will pro-

duce marks, defects and abnormalities in the fetus. Some
coincidences have been observed.

10. Crede's method of prophylaxis consists in cleansing

the eyes with warm sterile water, and then instilling into

each eye a few drops of a two per cent solution of nitrate

of silver. The eyes should be treated in this way two or
three times a day so long as there is any danger of con-
tracting ophthalmia.

gynecology.

1. In cystoccle, part of the bladder projects into the an-
terior vaginal wall, and a sound passed through the urethra
into the bladder can be freely felt through the anterior

vaginal wall ; further, it may be impossible to empty the
bladder without pushing up the anterior vaginal wall.

In vaginal hernia, the bladder is not involved, the hernia
will contain intestine or omentum or both, there may be an
impulse on coughing.

In a vaginal tumor there will be none of the positive

symptoms of the two other conditions.
2. Prolapse of the uterus is the condition in which the

uterus lies low down in the vagina, but does not protrude
through the vagina.

Differential diagnosis: In the case of polypus the body
and fundus of the uterus are in their normal position in

the abdomen, a sound can be passed into the uterus, the
uterine and cervical canals are not obliterated, the polypus

does not bleed easily, and is not particularly sensible to
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pain. The inverted uterus: shows absence of body and
fundus from normal position, will not permit passage of
a sound into uterine cavity, the uterine and cervical canals
are absent, the inverted uterus tends to bleed easily, and is

very sensible to pain. In prolapse the largest part of the
tumor is above; the opening of the Fallopian tubes cannot
be seen

;
a sound can be passed into the uterine cavity.

Treatment: The uterus should be replaced; the vagina
packed with a tampon ; a pessary or colpeurynter may be
employed ; where the round ligaments are rela.xed Alexan-
der's operation may be performed.

3. Meiwrrliagia is an excessive hemorrhage from the
uterus at the ordinary menstrual periods.
Amenorrliea is absence of menstruation.
Dysmenorrhea is unduly painful menstruation.
4. GoNORRHE.AL v.\GixiTis. Symptoms: Pain and burning

iti the vulva; pain and burning on micturition; dyspareu-
nia

; yellowish or greenish discharge, in which the gono-
coccus can be found ; the vagina is hot. red. swollen, and
tender. Differential diagnosis is made by the finding of
the gonococci. Treatment: Rest in bed, salines, mild un-
irritating diet, bathing of external genitals, copious vaginal
douches of bichloride of mercury i :200o three or four
times a day ; later, the vagina may be swabbed daily with
a solution of nitrate of silver i to 5 per cent., or with a
solution of potassium permanganate i per cent. Complica-
tions: Cystitis, urethritis, vulvitis, endometritis, salpingitis,
septic peritonitis, sterility, condylomata of vulva, abscess
of Bartholin's glands.

5. Abdominal hysterectomy. "The patient must be care-
fully prepared as for any other abdominal operation, but in
addition the pubes and vulva must be shaved and thor-
oughly purified; the vagina should be douched for some
days previously, and an antiseptic dressing worn, and if

need he the uterine canal should be curetted and disin-
fected with some powerful antiseptic.
"After anesthesia has been induced the Trendelenburg

position is adopted, and an incision of suitable length made
in the median line. The parts are then carefully explored,
and if no adhesions exist an abdominal cloth is packed in
over the intestines in order to protect and keep them from
exposure and injury. If adhesions to omentum or gut are
present they must be carefully divided ; it is, of course,
most desirable that a complete peritoneal covering should
be secured for any adherent organs ; omental grafts may
be sometimes useful in this direction. The broad liga-
ments are then examined, and a decision made as to
whether or not the ovaries and tubes are to be saved.
"A pedicle needle carrying a sufficient length of well-

hoiled silk is carried through the round ligament so as to
secure the ovarian artery and veins, and tied as far away
from the uterus as possible. A broad ligament clamp may
then be placed in position close to the uterus, so as to
prevent venous regurgitation, and the broad ligament is

divided half-way down. It is often possible and desirable
to pick up the divided end of the ovarian artery on the
face of this section and secure it separately, while the little

artery which accompanies the round ligament should also
be carefully secured. The ovarian artery on the other
side is next dealt with in a similar fashion. A transverse
cut is now made across the front of the uterus, involving
merely the serous membrane and connecting the two ends
of the incisions in the broad ligaments; the peritoneum be-
low this transverse cut is detached, together with the blad-
der, from the cervix, and the intraligamentary space is

thereby opened up on either side. In this will be found the
uterine vessels, and it may be possible to see and isolate
the uterine artery before securing it by ligature. Care must
be taken in this part of the operation to keep close to the
uterus, as the ureter comes forward from behind under
the uterine artery to reach the bladder, lying about the
level of the os internum. The uterine vessels are in this
way carefully secured and divided.
"The uterus is now merely held by the connection be-

tween the vagina and cervix and the peritoneal reflection
in Douglas's pouch. If a supra-vaginal operation will suf-
fice, the surgeon cuts across the neck of the uterus in such
a way as to fashion two flaps, and finally the peritoneum
behind is divided. A few small vessels will probably need
to be secured on the face of the uterine stump. This
having been effected, the uterine flaps are stitched carefully
together so as to bury the open cervical canal ; the uterine
stump is then covered in by uniting the divided portions
of peritoneum. This line of sutures is carried up on either
side so as to secure the two layers of tlie broad ligament;
the final result is that the pelvic floor is covered in by a
continuous layer of peritoneum, showing a sutured in-
cision which runs transversely from one side to the other.
The usual ceritoneal toilette follows, and the abdomen is

generally closed entirely, no drainage being required."

—

(Rose and Carless' Surgery.)

SHOCK.

1. Generally follows a
prolonged operation or one
in which the abdominal
viscera have been exposed
to the air or more or less

roughly handled ; it is also
likely to occur in women
who are weak and ex-
hausted physically.

2. The patient is listless

and apathetic and there is

seldom any tendency to

toss about in the bed.

3. Seldom recurrent at-

tacks of syncope.

4. Pulse and general con-
dition not satisfactory im-
mediately after operation
and the symptoms of col-

lapse come on suddenly.

5. General stimulating
treatment tends to improve
the pulse.

6. The blood findings are
negative.

SECONDARY HEMORRHAGE.

I. May follow either a

severe or a simple opera-
tion ; the general condition

of the patient does not in-

fluence its occurrence.

2. The patient is restless

and her mind apprehensive
and anxious.

3. Recurrent attacks of

syncope frequent.

4. The patient recovers

from the anesthetic in a

good condition, but later on
the pulse gradually becomes
accelerated, the tempera-
ture falls below normal,
and collapse finally inter-

venes.

5. The pulse progressive-

ly grows worse despite all

that is done to stimulate

the heart and secure re-

action.

6. There is a moderate
leukocytosis (15,000 to 25,-

000) : the number of red

cells and the percentage of
hemoglobin are diminished
( Martin and Hare) ; the

blood-plaques are increased
in number ; and the coagu-
lation time of the blood is

more rapid.

(Ashton's Gynecolgy.)

SURGERY.

1. An odontoma is a tumor composed of tooth tissue.

Varieties: (i) Follicular odontomes. or dentigerous cysts,

generally arise from the follicles of the permanent molars.

(2) Fibrous odontomes, due to thickening of the tooth-

sac. (3) Cementome, due to enlargement and ossification

of the capsule. (4) Compound follicular odontome, from
the capsule. (5) Redicular odontome. from the papilla.

(6) Composite odontome, from dentine, cement, and
enamel.

2. A cervical rib may not give any signs or symptoms;
when such are present they are due to pressure on brachial

plexus or some blood-vessel. It may cause subclavian
aneurysm, neuritis, or gangrene of hand. There may be
pain, weakness of the arm, trophic disturbances, or oblitera-

tion of the pulse. The .r-rays confirm the diagnosis.

3. Coxa vara is a condition in which the neck of the

femur is bent downwards so that the angle between the

neck and shaft of femur is lessened ; the hip joint is

healthy. Causes: Rickets, impacted fracture of neck of
femur, slipping of the epiphysis, and atrophy of the neck
of the femur, with osteoarthritis.

4. Varieties of spina bifida: (i) Myelocele, in which the
central canal of the spinal cord lies open on the skin sur-

face of the body (incompatible with life). (2) Syringo-
myelocele, in which the central canal is dilated, so that a

portion of the spinal cord is spread out over the interior

of the sac. (3) Meningomyelocele, in which the meninges
remain adherent to the skin, fluid collects within them,
and the spinal cord and nerves run down the posterior part

of the sac. (4) Meningocele, which is a protrusion of
the membranes containing cerebrospinal fluid but neither
nerves nor spinal cord. (5) Spina bifida occulta, in which
tliere is no tumor except perhaps a lipoma or a dermoid
with hair.

5. Tabetic arthropathy, or an osteoarthritis.

The joint signs are: "(i) Very rapid and painless onset
usually occurs. (2) A great synovia! distention is the first

feature. (3) All the signs of osteoarthritis, viz.. enlarge-
ment of the bone ends, clipping of articular margins,
coarse grating, quickly follow. (4) Marked absorption of
bone, with consequent shortening or deformity. (5) Alas-
sive heaping up of new bone as an outgrowth round the

articular margins, in the hypertrophic varieties. (6) Dis-
organization or dislocation of the joint from a yielding
of the ligaments and destruction of the joint surfaces.

(7) .Absence of all pain or tenderness is a conspicuous
and characteristic feature."

—

(Sy)iopsi of Surgery.)
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5. In middle meningeal hemorrhage trephining is often

of value because the hemorrhage may be located, the clot

turned out, and the artery ligated. It is often difficult

to know exactly where to trephine, for the main hemor-
rhage often occurs not at the point of application of the

injury, but on the other side of the cranium.

7. In epithelioma of the lower lip there should be
thorough and early excision ; incisions should be at least

half an inch from the tumor. The glands in the submaxil-
lary and submental triangle should also be removed.
Dowd's operation is recommended.

8. In ulcer of the duodenum tlie symptoms are very simi-

lar to those found in ulcer of the stomach ; but in the
former condition there is less tendency to vomit, the pain
does not come on till some time ofter food has been
swallowed (and has had time to pass the pylorus), and
blood in the stools is more common. All of these points
are due to physiological and anatomical reasons based on
the relative position of the stomach and duodenum. A
special sign of duodenal ulceration is the so-called "hunger
pain" which occurs at the end of digestion, when the un-
mixed acid of the gastric juice is passing into the duode-
num. This pain is relieved by taking food, for when
this occurs the pylorus closes, and the gastric juice is

for the time retained in the stomach to be mi.xed with the
food, while the alkaline duodenal and pancreatic secre-

tions are stimulated.

9. Contraindications to surycry in gallstone in the com-
mon duct: (i) Obstructive jaundice, because operation is

then dangerous, owing to the possibility of fatal oozing of
blood. (2) In non-patency of the common duct.

10. A ranula is a cyst under the tongue, due to dilata-

tion of one of the sublingual ducts.

PEDIATRICS.

1. Poliomyelitis. Symptoms: "The onset of the affec-

tion varies ; it may be acute, subacute, or chronic ; it is

usually sudden, with an attack of mild fever of a remit-
tent type, of a few days' duration, on recovery from which
it is noticed that the child is paralyzed. Rarely the paraly-
sis may be preceded by convulsions. The paralysis may
afTect both arms and both legs, the legs alone, or only one
of the four extremities ; it may, very rarely, be a hemi-
plegia. As a rule, however, the leg suffers more fre-
quently than the arm

;
in paralysis of the leg the muscles

below the knee suffer more severely than those above. The
bladder and rectum are not affected, or. if so, only tem-
porarily, and anesthesia or numbness cannot be detected.
The temperature of the paralyzed limb is low and the
part is cyanosed in appearance. After a few days there
is a slight improvement in the paralyzed parts, although
the muscles show a rapid wasting, which is progressive
until all muscular tissue is gone. The reflex movements
are impaired or abolished. The electro-contractility by the
faradic current is abolished in the paralyzed parts. With
the galvanic or constant current the 'reactions of de-
generation' are developed."— (Hughes' Practice of Medi-
cine.)

Treatment: "During the febrile stage the patient should
be placed at rest in bed and all the secretions rendered
free. If the affection is suspected at this period the limbs
should be wrapped in cotton-wool and ergot administered
to lessen the spinal congestion. Countenrritation is un-
necessary, .'^.s soon as the febrile reaction has subsided
and the paralysis becomes manifest the child should be
well fed and taken outdoors once daily. Gentle friction
should be applied to the affected muscles at first, followed
later by the hot spinal douche and mild galvanism. In-
ternally, quinine, belladonna, ergot, and potassium iodide
rnay be of value. Later, as improvement takes place,
tincture of niix vomica. TTji to iii, three times daily, or
hypodermic injections of strychnine sulphate, gr. i/ioo to
1/16, according to the age, twice a week, and faradism
to the paralyzed muscles, are to be used. Means should
be taken to prevent deformities."— (Hughes' Practice of
Medicine.)

2. Dysentery. Cause: The Bacillus dysenterice. Treat-
vient: Rest in bed, a dose of salts, castor oil, with lauda-
num, irrigation of the colon, liquid diet, ipecac, and serum
treatment.

0PHTH.\LM0L0GY AND OTOLOGY.

I. Glaucoma is a diseased condition of the eye, produced
by increased intraocular pressure, and resulting in exca-
vation and atrophy of the optic disc, and blindness. It is

due to increase of the contents of the eye, hypersecretion,
retention, old age, gout, rheumatism, nephritis. Symptoms:
Visual disturbances, increased ocular tension, hazy and
anesthetic cornea, sluggish and dilated pupil, shallow an-
terior chamber, ciliary neuralgia, cupping of optic disc.

blindness. Treatment: Miotics, such as eserine or pilo-

carpine; massage of the eyeball; mydriatics are contrain-
dicated ; operative treatment may include paracentesis,
iridectomy, or sclerotomy.

2. Phlyctenular keratitis "is usually associated with phlyc-
tenular conjunctivitis in children of scrofulous diathesis,

but may occur in others. It is characterized by one or
more small cysts found on the limbus of the conjunctiva
and extending upon the cornea. The symptoms are acute
pain, photophobia, lacrimation, and the characteristic bun-
dle ot vessels, with a yellow crescent at the apex, its con-
cavity toward the apex. Blepharospasm is present and may
be severe. The treatment consists of good food, fresh air,

iind the administration of tonics and stimulants. Locally,
atropin and warm compresses should be used, and the eye
douched with mercuric chlorid solution i:Sooo. Later,
iodoform or calomel may be dusted in the eye and mas-
sage with the yellow salve may be practised. Absorption
of the vessels may be hastened by the instillation of eserin,
dusting with iodoform, and the application of a binder."

—

(Gould and Pyle's Pocket Cyclopedia.)

3. The acoustic nerve has its superficial origin between
the pons and restiform body, the floor of the fourth
ventricle, by the linex transversa;. Its deep origin is from
the lateral angle of the fourth ventricle and from the inner
auditory nucleus. At the bottom of the internal auditory
meatus it divides into the cochlear and vestibular nerves.
The cochlear supplies the cochlea and posterior semicircular
canal: the vestibular supplies the vestibule and superior and
external semicircular canals.

MEDICAL jurisprudence.

1. A physician is not at all bound to accept a professional
call; but if he accepts he is bound to continue in attendance
until the patient no longer requires his services, or he is

discharged. He can leave during the continuance of the
condition for which he was called only after giving ample
notice of his intention to discontinue his services, and
allowing a reasonable time for the patient to obtain the
services of another physician. The physician undertakes
to use proper skill, care, and judgment in diagnosing and
treating the case, and also to give full instructions as to
how the patient may be best cared for. The patient under-
takes to allow the physician ample opportunities to make
his diagnosis, to give him all information in his power,
to obey instructions, and to pay a proper fee. The physi-
cian IS not allowed to divulge anything that he learned
while in professional attendance, provided such knowledge
was_ necessary to the successful conduct of the case.
Malpractice is a failure on tlie part of the medical practi-

tioner to use such skill, care, and judgment in the treatment
of a patient as the law requires : and thereby the patient
suffers damage. If due to negligence only, it' is civil mal-
practice. But if done deliberately, or wrongfully, or if

gross carelessness or neglect have been shown, or if some
illegal operation (such as criminal abortion) be performed,
it is criminal malpractice.

2. The following, which admirably answers this question,
is from Witthaiis and Becker's "Medical Jurisprudence" :

(i) .\ physician should refuse to testify as an expert
imless lie is conscious that he is really qualified as an ex-
pert.

(2) .After accepting the responsibility, his first duty
should be to make a diligent examination and preparation
for his testimony, unless it be upon a subject with which
he is familiar, and which he is satisfied that he has already
exhausted, by reading the best authorities that he can find,
and by careful reflection upon particular questions as to
which 1 is opinion will be asked.

(3) Where he is to make an examination of facts, such
as the post-mortem examination of a body, a chemical
analysis, or an examination of an alleged insane person,
he should insist upon having plenty of time and full op-
portunity for doing his work thoroughly. He should take
particular pains to make his examination open and fair,
and. if possible, should invite opposing experts to cooperate
with him in it.

(4) He should be honest with his client before the trial
in advising him and giving him opinions, and upon the trial
should observe an absolutely impartial attitude, concealing
nothing, perverting nothing, exaggerating nothing.

(5) On the preliminary examination as to his qualifica-
tions as a witness, he should be frank and open in answer-
ing questions. He should state fully the extent and the
limits of his personal experience and of his reading upon
the subject, without shrinking from responsibilitv, yet with-
out self-glorification.

(6) He shoujd be simple, plain, and clear in his state-
ment of scientific facts and principles, avoiding the use of
technical language, and trying to put his ideas in such form
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that they will be grasped and comprehended by men of

ordinary education and intelligence.

(7) He should avoid stating any conclusions or princi-

ples of which he is not certain, but having an assurance

that he is right he should be ftrm and positive. He should

admit the limitations of his knowledge and ability. Where
a question is asked that he cannot answer, he should not

hesitate to say so, but he should refuse to be led outside

the subject of inquiry, and should confine his testimony to

those scientific questions which are really involved in the

case, or in his examination of the case.

(8) He should always bear in mind that at the close of

his testimony an opportunity is usually given him to ex-

plain anything which he may be conscious of having said

which requires explanation, and partial statements which
need a qualification to make them a truth. This is the

physician's opportunity to set himself right with the ccmrt

and with the jury. If the course of the examination has
been unsatisfactory to him, he can then, by a brief and
plain statement of the general points which he has intended

to convey by his testimony, sweep away all the confusion
and uncertainty arising from the long examination and
cross-examination, and can often succeed In producing for

the first time the impression which he desires to produce,
and can present the scientific aspects of the case briefly and
correctly.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS
STATE NAME AND ADDRESS OF PLACE AND DATE OF

SECRETARY NEXT EXAMINATIONf
Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery . Montgomery
Arizona* J. W. Thomas, Phoenix Phoenix Oct. 7

Arkansas F. T. Murphy. Brinkley Little Rock. . . .Nov. 12
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 929 Butler

Building, San Francisco... .San Francisco. .Aug. 6
Colorado David A. Strickler, Empire

Building, Denver Denver Oct. 1

Connecticut*. . . .Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven. . New Haven. . . .Nov, 12
Delaware J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec. 1 7

Dist. nf Col'ba. ..Geo. C. Ober, Washington- . .Washington Oct. S
Florida* I. D. Fernandez, Jacksonville. Jacksonville.. . .Nov. 1

1

Georgia C. T. Nolan, Marietta Atlanta Oct. 8
Idaho* O. J. Allen, Belle\Tje Boise Oct. 1

Illinois J. A. Egan, Soringfield Chicago Sept. 24
Indiana W. T. Gott, Crawfordsville. . Indianapolis, . ..Jan. 14
Iowa G. H. Sumner, Des Moines. . . .Des Moines Sept. J

1

Kansas H. A. Dykes, Lebanon Topeka Oct. 8
Kentucky J. N. McCormack, Bowling

Green Louisville
Louisiana A. B. Brown, Cusach's Bldg.,

N^w Orleans New Orleans. . -Nov. 4
Maine F. ^''. Searle, Portland Portland Nov. 12
Maryland J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown.. . . Baltimore Dec. 10
Massachusetts*. .E. B. Harvey, State House,

B ^ston Boston Sept. 1

Michigan B. D. Hanson, 205 WTiitney
Building, Detroit Lansing Oct. 8

Minnesota W. S. Fullerton, St. Paul Minneapolis. . . .Oct. 1

Mississippi S. H, McLean, Jackson Jackson
Missouri Frank B. Hiller. Jefferson City. Kansas City . . .Oct. 1

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena Oct. 1

Nebraska E. A. Carr, Lincoln Lincoln Aug. 14
Nevada S. L. Lee. Carson City Carson City. . . .Nov. 4
N. Hampshire.. .Henry C. Morrison, State

Library, Concord Concord
New Jersey H. G. Norton, Trenton Trenton Oct. 15
New Mexico J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe

[ New York "1

New York H. H. Homer, Univ. of J Albany \ Septl 7

State of New York, Al- 1 Syracuse
bany [ Buffalo

N. Carolina B. K. Havs, Oxford Hendersonville.
N. Dakota G. M. Williamson, Grand Forks.Grand Forks. ...

Ohio Geo. H. Matson, Columbus.. . .Columbus Dec. 10
Oklahoma* J. W. Duke, Guthrie Oklahoma City . . .

Oregon B. E. Miller, Portland Portland

Pennsylvania. . ..N. C. Schaeffer. Harrisburg
| p-JtsW^Jj'^" [

Rhode Island G. T. Swarts, Providence. . . .Providence Oct. 3

S. Carolina H. E. Boozer. Columbia Columbia June 1

S. Dakota L. G. Hill, Watertown Watertown Jan. 8

f Memphis 1

Tennessee C. A. Abemathy, Pulaski. .
J Nashville. . . . \

\ Knoxville,.. .
J

Texas J. D. Mitchell, Fort Worth... .Dallas Nov. 12
Utah R. W. Fisher. Salt Lake City.. .Salt Lake City
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underbill Montpelier Jan. 14
Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart Richmond Dec. I 7

Washington*... .F. P. Witter, Spokane Spokane Jan. 13
W. Virginia H. A. Barbee, Point Pleasant. .Wheeling. Nov. 11
Wisconsin J. M. Beffel. Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 14
Wyoming A. B. Tonkin, Riverton Riverton '.

*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for all the

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

iHfiiral Stpma.

The Increasing Consumption of Alcohol and Tobacco.
—Although the sale of alcoholic drinks is prohibited over
a large section of the United States, the consumption of
the same is steadily increasing. According to the report
of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the year
ending June 30, 1912. 188,000,000 gallons of whiskey was
produced, or 13,000,000 gallons more than in the previous
year. The number of cigarettes smoked during the year
was 11,221,624.084, exceeding the record of the previous
year by nearly 2,000,000,000, The consumption of beer
fell off 1,108,000 barrels.

Cases. Deaths,

. . Present

Present

Pneumococcic Laryngitis Followed by Suppurative
Arthritis, Endocarditis, Septicemia, and Death.—A.
Abrahams reports the case of a man, aged forty-five

years, who was admitted to the hospital with urgent
dyspnea and stridor of three days' duration. The onset

of the disease was said to have been sudden. The larynx
was edematous and intensely red. He had slight bron-
chitis and a temperature of 102.6° F. The urine was very

scanty and contained o.i per cent, of albumin. He had
slight edema of the hands and legs. Cultures from the

throat showed a majority of pneumococci. During the

next four days the patient steadily improved, the larynx

recovered, and it was thought that he might soon be well

enough to leave the hospital. On the sixth day he had a
rigor, with a temperature of 104.6° F. He then had daily

rigors for six days, when he complained of pain in the

right shoulder joint. Exploration revealed thick, ropy
pus in the subacromial bursa, which pus gave a pure growth
of streptococcus. Some improvement followed for a few
days ; afterwards there were daily rigors, the heart be-

came affected, and streptococci were recovered from the

blood. Death occurred three weeks after the operation on
the shoulder. Post mortem : The larynx was still a little

inflamed ; the heart had large, green, recent vegetations

on the tricuspid valves such as are usually found with

pneumococcic infections. The heart's blood contained

streptococci ; the lungs showed recent pleurisy and septic

infarcts; the spleen and the liver were both enlarged.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.

Health Reports.—The following cases of and deaths

from smallpox, yellow fever, cholera, and plague have

been reported to the Surgeon-General, Public Health
and Marine Hospital Service, during the week ended
July 19, 1912:

CHOLERA

Places. Date.
Dutch East Indies: Java

—

Rembang, province July 4

Sumatra

—

Bovenlandes, province June 27-July 4..

.

India: Bassein June 19-25

Bombay June 23-29
Madras June 23-29
Moulmine June 19-25

Indo-China: Saigon June 18-24

Japan: Formosa June 16-29

Siam: Bangkok May 19-June IS..

Straits Settlements: Singapore June 9-15

Turkey in Asia: Aleppo May 19-July 14..

YELLOW FEVER
Brazil: Manaos .lune 30-July 6..

.

Peru: Iquitos May 1-31

PLAGUE
Arabia; Oman—Maskat June 1-22

Brazil: Nictheroy Mar. 25

Rio de Janeiro June 23-29

China: Hongkong June 16-22

Wenchang June 4

Great Britain: Liverpool July 26
India: Bombay June 23-29
Indo-China: Saigon -. June 18-24

Japan: Formosa. June 16-29

Persia: Bushir June 1-15

Porto Rico: San Juan July 30.
Santurce Aug. 2

Straits Settlements: Koula Lampour.Apr. 15

Singapore June 9-15

Turkey in Asia: Adalia May 2 8-June 13

*0n the island of Hainan, 10 to 20 cases daily,

tjune 1-7. on the route to Shiras, 4 fatal cases,

jjuly 4, present.
SMALLPOX

Australia : Townsville May 24
Austria -Hungary: Bohemia May 19-July 6...

Galicia May 26-July 6. ...

Brazil: Rio de Janeiro May 19-June 22..

Canada: Montreal July 21-27

China: Hongkong June 16-22

Shanghai June 17-30

France; Nantes July 1-6

Germany July 7-13

Hawaii: Honolulu July 9-13

Honduras July 19.

India; Bombay June 23-29
Madras June 23-29

. Java; Surabaya June 4-17

Mexico: Aguascalientes July 15-21

Guaymas July 14-20

Mexico Tune 23-July 6..

.

SaUna Cruz June 29-July 6...

San Luis Potosi May 5-11

Portugal : Lisbon July 7-13

Russia: Reval June 1-30

St. Petersburg July 1-6

Siam: Bangkok May 19-Jude IS..

Spain- Cadiz June 1-30

Valencia July 7-13

Straits Settlements; Singapore June 9-15

Turkey in Asia; Beirut July 7-13

*1 case on s. s. Yawata Maru from Japan.
tPresent in the interior.

IStill epidemic, but decreasing.
_

Present in small towns in vicinity.
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ON THE CLINICAL RECOGNITION OF
SYPHILITICS.*

By WILLIAM W. GRAVES, M.D.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NDUKOLOGY IN THE ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

Wollen xv'w zueiter kommeii so mussen wir genauer
untersuchen.—Rudolf Virchow.

Syphilis is a chronic infectious disease permeating
all branches of society. Neither age, nor sex, nor

social position, nor chastity renders one immune
to this disease. It differs from all other infectious

diseases in its duration, with possibly the single

exception of leprosy. At any period in the life of

the infected individual its manfestations may re-

cur, and we are, therefore, unable to know its ter-

mination. Its symptomatology is as broad as spe-

cial pathology. There is scarcely an organ or tis-

sue in the body exempt from its manifestations.

There are but few diseases which it may not simu-
late and none which it may not modify. It is rarely

directly fatal, but its indirect mortality is believed

to be very high—how high is as yet indeterminable.

It lowers one's general resistance, thus predispos-

ing to other diseases and often complicating them.

No other disease is followed by such distressing

sequelae, chief among which are tabes and general

paresis. Like another social disease, gonorrhea, the

effects of syphilis are not confined to the infected

individual. In the marital relation it is not infre-

quently communicated. Syphilis differs from all

other infectious diseases in its effects upon the de-

scendants of its victims. It is here that its most
pernicious effects are wrought, pernicious in caus-

ing a frightfully high antenatal and postnatal mor-
tality and in depriving the offspring of a healthy

bii'thright.

Because syphilis is an infectious disease permeat-
ing all branches of society; because of its Protean
manifestations and sequelae; because it lowers the

general resistance of the individual : because it

simulates, modifies, predisposes to and complicates

other diseases ; because of its effects upon the imme-
diate progeny and upon later generations, the rec-

ognition of the syphilitic is a matter which deeply

concerns the infected individual, his descendants,
the State and the physician. It is not within the

scope of this communication to even touch upon the

diagnosis of syphilis or of syphilogenous diseases,

although that which is to follow will, I trust, be
helpful in th recognition of some of the Pretean
manifestations of the disease. Mv theme is the

syphilitic and not syphilis.

*From the Department of Nervous and Mental Dis-
eases. Alexian Brothers' Hospital, St. Louis (St. Louis
University).

Since we have no means of knowing the termina-
tion of syphilis in any individual who has acquired
it, all such individuals must be considered syphilit-

ics. I have in other communications (33, 34, 35,

36, 37) pointed out the correlation of certain de-

viations, clinical signs and conditions, and certain

methods of study which I believe will aid us in the

clinical recognition of the so-called heredosyphilitic.

In this communication I shall confine my remarks
mainly to the clinical recognition of syphilitics in

periods more or less remote from the time of in-

fection and in such periods when they are usually

considered free from active surface, visceral, nerv-

ous, or para manifestations ; in other words, to the

clinical recognition of syphilitics in the so-called

latent periods of the disease.

Because syphilis is a chronic infectious disease,

it will be here maintained that in the course of

time it often brings about definite changes read-
ily discernible through the employment of well-

known methods of clinical investigation, and
that these changes' wrought by syphilis when
found make up an assemblage of physical signs

not correlated in other diseases, and hence may
be designated a syphilitic syndrome and util-

ized in the clinical recognition of the syphilitic.

Great progress has been made in recent years in

medical knowledge which finds application in the

recognition of the syphilitic. The finding of the

Treponema palliditiii, the determination of the

Wassermann reaction in blood serum and spinal

fluid, cytological studies, Nonne-Appelt and kin-

dred reactions in the spinal fluid, and more re-

cently the Noguchi luetin reaction, together make
up an assemblage of laboratory findings unequaled
in any other disease. Laboratory methods, how-
ever, can never supplant clinical observations and
deductions ; but they may and do furnish invaluable

supplemental evidence and they further serve the

purpose of checking and controlling our clinical

methods. Laboratory methods must remain inert

or at least fall short of their possibilities if in our
clinical studies we fail to recognize the individual

in whom these methods find application. The clin-

ical recognition of the syphilitic is, therefore, more
urgent at the present time than ever before because
laboratory methods furnish increased possibilities

in such recognition.

In this connection it cannot be too strongly

emphasized that the presence of the Wassermann
reaction alone is not conclusive evidence that the

disease from which an individual may suffer is

due to a syphilitic process. It shows merely that

the individual in whom it is definitely found, when
we can exclude other conditions which produce it,

is a syphilitic. The presence of it, therefore, in

any individual is a great aid in recognizing him as

a syphilitic : but its absence in any individual in no
sense justifies the conclusion that he is not a syphil-
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itic because it is not constantly present in any period

of the disease. Nevertheless, the Wassermann
reaction has become indispensable in our studies

of syphilis and the syphilitic, but it has its limi-

tations. Any method or combination of methods
utilized in diagnosis, without considering the whole

individual, is apt at times to impede the recogni-

tion of disease. We have only to remember how
the clinical recognition of pulmonary tuberculosis

was impeded for a number of years following the

discovery of the tubercle bacillus. The same dan-

ger confronts vis now in the clinical recognition

of syphilis and the syphilitic. Just as in former

years we forgot how or rather failed to study the

whole individual while searching for the tubercle

bacillus, so now in the absence of a Wassermann
reaction we are either apt to overlook manifest

signs or to study inadequately the whole individual

and thus fail to recognize his disease.

Recognizing the limitations of laboratory methods
is to estimate them at their true worth. While
great progress has been made in recent times in

the recognition of syphilis and the syphilitic through

the utilization of these methods, can we say the

same for our purely clinical methods? Unques-
tionably, no! Since the epoch-making studies of

A. Fournier, W. Erb, and others, by which the

definite connection between syphilis and tabes has

been established, and the -studies by A. Fournier,

Kraft-Ebbing. E. Mendel and others which have

shown die definite connection between syphilis and
general paresis, no decided advance has been made
in the clinical recognition of the syphilitic. The
reasons for this state of affairs are to be found
in what appears to be the presence of inherent

difficulties, and difficulties which must be reckoned

with and overcome before we shall be able to

keep pace with the laboratory methods and utilize

them to the extent of their possibilities in our clin-

ical studies. These difficulties are fundamental,

have existed for years and are: First, our con-

ceptions concerning the manifestations of syphilis

in its acquired and so-called hereditary forms

;

second, our belief in its curability and our con-

ceptions concerning its comiiiunicability ; third, our

methods of study.

I. Present conceptions concerning the manifesta-

tions of syphilis in its acquired and so-called

hereditary forms : There is abundant evidence at

hand indicating that the clinical recognition of the

syphilitic is becoming, as time goes on, more and
more ('ifficult. It is apparent in the iX)pulation

of civilized countries where syphilis has long pre-

vailed that the clinical histoi-y of syphilis is not

what it formerly was and that the surface manifes-

tations by which we have been so long accus-

tomed to recognize the disease in any of its so-

called stages are less pronounced than in former
years. This fact is not recognized as generally as

it should be even by those most interested in the

problems of syphilis, and it finds no recognition

whatever among the rank and file of the profes-

sion. The idea still generally ]>revails among the

profession and almost without exception in the

lay mind that syphilis is a skin disease. It is not

generally recognized that surface manifestations,

nowadays, even the initial lesion in some, may be
wholly absent or at least so slight as to entirely

escape the individual's attention. It is not gener-
ally recognized that in the vast majority of cases,

nowadavs, surface manifestations are extremelv

mild and are seldom followed by lasting marks. It

is not generally recognized that so-called malignant
syphilis, characterized by early cachexia, decided
skin and bone manifestations, which was of such
freciuent occurrence several hundred years ago and
is today of such frequent occurrence when syph-
ilis invades a virgin soil, is relatively intrequent

nowadays among syphilitics in populations where
syphilis has long existed.

For general enlightenment along the line of the.

manifestations of syphilis in virgin soil, no article

of recent years is deserving of closer study than

that of Col. Lambkin' on the recent outbreak of

syphilis in Uganda. Further evidence in support

of the increasing mildness of surface manifesta-
tions in our population is apparent in the rarity

with which are found marks of former lesions in

tabetics, paretics, and individuals suffering from
nervous and visceral syphilis. Additional convinc-

ing evidence may be deduced from the fact that not

a few individuals suffering from the later mani-
festations of syphilis or from its sequels are en-

tirely ignorant not only of the initial but of other

lesions. Furthermore, it has long been recognized
that females, as a rule, suffer less frequently from
surface manifestations and sequelae than males, and
this fact should be remembered in our clinical

study of females, particularly of the wives of
syphilitics. The mildness of surface manifesta-
tions, nowadays, has been ascribed to a sort of

racial imnuinity engendered by a gradual syphiliza-

tion of the race. We must not conclude, however,
that time brings with it an absolute racial immunity
or even an attenuation of the virus. There is no
evidence at hand indicating that visceral syphilis,

syphilis of the nervous system, and parasyphilitic

diseases are becoming either less frequent or less

severe. Indeed, these affections are believed by

many to be growing more frequent in our popula-

tion. The assumed racial immunity, therefore,

cannot be absolute and at most can be relative

only, finding expression in many individuals of

the race either in the absence or in the mildness of

surface manifestations. May it not be that such
relative immunity of many individuals to surface

manifestations is more than balanced in them by
an increased vulnerability to the effects of the virus

upon their deeper structures and i^articularly upon
their nervous and vascular systems?
From the foregoing it appears that a gradual

syphilization of the race is indicated by the mild-

ness in many and the absence in some of the sur-

face manifestations : hence syphilitics are becoming
constantly more difficult of recognition. It follows,

therefore, that the generally accepted present-day

conceptions of the surface manifestations of the

disease represent fundamental difficulties in the

clinical recognition of the syphilitic, and that

neither the negative history nor the absence of sur-

face signs warrant the exclusion of syphilis in any
individual. If our conceptions require alteration

concerning the manifestations of syphilis in its

acquired forms, such alteration is far more need-

ful in the so-called hereditary forms. In our

efforts to recognize the syphilitic, we may often

obtain valuable information by studying t'^e

progeny : because no other disease is so certainly

transmissible to the offspring. Failing to find one
or more of the "'e11-ro'-o?'nized s'^^'is. rhipf qri'^n'T'

which are Hutchinson's tee^li. other dental ano'-'i-

alies, interstitial keratitis, deafness without otitis,

bone, ioint, skin and mucous membrane affections,

etc., etc., in the progeny, do we not as a profession
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consi^.er the progeny free from every sign of

hereditary taint and thus either exclude syphiHs in

tlie parents or point to the progeny as hving ex-

amples of the triumphs of our therapy in the

parents ?

2. Uur belief in the curability of syphilis and
our conceptions concerning its communicability

:

11 there be any one thing the medical profession

is united upon, it is the belief in the curability

of syphilis, and this belief is one of the principal

impediments to the clinical recognition 01 the syph-

ilitic. Our attitude toward the marriage of syphil-

itics is, perhaps, the best evidence of our belief in

our cures. "How soon may a syphilitic marry?" is

a standard question in examinations of medical

schools and medical examining boards. A prom-
inent syphilographer recently lauding salvarsan e.x-

pressed the belief that by its use the period of

treatment might be shortened and that the marriage
of the syphilitic might not be so long deferred.

Sir Johnathan Hutchinson- has said, in effect,

that a male syphilitic is rarely capable of convey-
ing the disease either to his wife or offspring pro-,

vided he has remained continuously under treat-

ment (Hutchinson's j for a period of two years;

but, so far as I know, no other great authority

is quite as sanguine either of the innocuousness of

the syphilitic or the curability of his disease. Never-
theless, it is an almost universally accepted medical

dogma that syphilis is not communicable in its later

stages or in the absence of primary and so-called

secondary lesions ; hence medical authorities unani-

mously consent to the marriage of a syphilitic three,

four and five years after infection, provided he has

had rather continuous treatment during this time

and has shown no recent manifestations. While
we are, as a profession, optimistic in our belief in

the curability of the disease, as is evidenced by our
attitude toward the marriage of the syphilitic, we
are pessimistic as to the future of the individual

who fails to remain under rather constant treat-

ment for three, four, or five years. Now it is safe

to say that not more than 10 per cent, of the num-
ber of syphilitics who come under medical obser-

vation in the early periods of the disease receive

what is believed to be adequate treatment : hence
the number of adequately treated cases, even though
such are cured, is insignificant and negligible in

our clinical studies. The truth of the matter is

that no man can say when a syphilitic is cured nor

when he is no longer capable of conveying the

disease either to his consort or his progeny ; because
clinical experience teaches that in any period of

the life of the infected individual, incident to the

lowering- of general or local resistance or inde-

pendently of the one or the other, manifestations

may recur or appear and that, too, in some irre-

spective of either the manner or the length of

treatment.

Further'vore. serological studies of the one-time-

known-to-be infected individual, of his consort, and
of his progeny, substantiate recent clinical experi-

ence in showing that a large percentage of sup-

posedly adequatelv treated individuals have not

been cured at all : that a relatively large percentage

of wives of syphilitics are also syphilitic and that

many of the progeny of syphilitic parents, even not

a few of those free from the usually recocrnized

signs of congenital syphilis, are likewise contam-
inated. But our belief in time and specifics blinds

us to these clinical truths and is. therefore, a de-

cided impediment to the recognition of the syph-

ilitic and syphilogenous diseases. Believing in our

cures and resting secure in the presence of ap-

parent good health or in the absence of active or

para manifestations, we come to regard the one-

lime-known-to-be syphilitic cured, and he is there-

after no longer the object of observation and study.

If he is cured, then, certainly there is no danger

to consort or progeny; and, if we look at these

at all, unless we find the usually recognized gross

manifestations, we construe the absence of such

as evidence of the values of our therapeutic en-

deavors. Hence it is that our belief both in the

triumphs of our therapy and the noncommuni-
cability of the disease in certain periods are decided

impediments in the clinical recognition of the

syphilitic.

3. Our methods of study: If our conceptions of

the manifestations of syphilis in its acquired and

so-called hereditary forms have impeded the clin-

ical recognition of syphilogenous diseases and the

syphilitic; if our belief in our cures has blinded

us to the more subtle manifestations of the dis-

ease in individuals and in parents and progeny, our

methods of study have Ijeen even more serious

handicaps in our clinical work. But our methods

of study are dependent upon our conceptions of

the manifestations of the disease, of its curability,

and of its communicability. The existing concep-

tions in these matters have rendered our methods

of study faulty, it seems to me, mainly in two direc-

tions: (a) In definitely excluding the disease in

the absence of a positive history of initial and
other lesions; (b) in failing to consider the whole

individual in our clinical studies.

(a) Syphilis is the only disease we definitely ex-

clude by a negative history, and it is the only dis-

ease we positively diagnose from a positive history,

and in either case oftentimes without a careful

study of the whole individual. It was the negative

history of initial and other lesions in many paretics

and tabetics supported by the infrequent findings

in them of signs of former surface manifesta-

tions which prevented for so long a time the con-

ception that either acquired or congenital lues was
the underlying cause of these conditions, and the

negative history and paucity of surface signs still

prevent the universal acceptance of the dictum

"Without syphilis, no paresis and no tabes." It

is the negative history so common among syphil-

itics generally nowadays that prevents many prac-

titioners from even considering the possibility of

infection unless the individual shows active Surface,

visceral, nervous or para manifestations. "'If I

had ever had svphilis. I should know it." is a com-
mon exclamation of patients, and the medical mind
still clinging to classical textbook descriptions of

the so-called staees of the disease answers. "Of
course you would." and from the negative history

e^-cludes even the possibility of infection. No
clinical historv is considered complete in an adult

n^ale without inouirv into its venereal aspects; and,

although an individual may admit frequent ex-

posure or even several attacks of gonorrhea, if he

assures us he has never had a genital sore, erup-

tions of the skin or mucous surfaces, or falling of

hair, svphilis is, as a rule, definitely excluded.

A few of us, remembering the possibility of

extragenital and innocent infections and the fre-

ouencv with which abortions occur in svDhilitic

families, and remembering, furthermore, that all

patients are not truthful regarding venereal his-

tory, look at the exposed surfaces, palpate the
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lymph glands, etc., make inquiry concerning abor-

tions and the health of the wife and children, and
all of these points being negative the disease is

definitely excluded. But the individual consults

us, let us say, for an ocular palsy, pain, a change
in his mental state, perhaps, a definite psychosis,

gastric disturbance, a jaundice, or perhaps symp-
toms pointing to aortic aneurysm, and we have
a Wasserniann reaction made and this, too, is nega-
tive

;
yet this individual may be a syphilitic

!

If we admit that some individuals are not truth-

ful about venereal experiences, then syphilis can-

not be excluded by a negative history. If we admit
that it is possible thgt some individuals do con-
tract syphilis without ever thereafter noting initial

or other lesions, then syphilis can never be excluded
by a negative history. If we admit that even a

few individuals have syphilis without permanent
or even transient surface signs, then syphilis can
neither be excluded by their absence nor by a

negative history of them. If we admit that abor-

tions do not always occur in syphilitic families,

then a history of their absence does not exclude
syphilis in. either parent. If we admit that the

Wasserniann reaction or any other single labor-

atory test or clinical sign is not constantly present,

then we cannot exclude syphilis by the absence
of the one or the other. If we remember the

great number of syphilitics in the world and the

prevalence of syphilis among prostitutes, the most
common source of infection ; if we remember our lax

sanitary regulations of the disease, the rarity of pre-

marital chastity among males, the relative fre-

quency of extragenital and innocent infections,

then, it seems to me, that unless it can be shown
that an individual has never in his life come in

contact with his fellows, we cannot exclude syph-
ilis in him by a negative history. But the indi-

vidual may be a so-called heredosyphilitic and yet

show none of the heretofore generally recognized
signs of the disease, and here again negative his-

tory is valueless because it is unusual for the off-

spring to have knowledge of the syphilitic infec-

tions of parents. Neither can we place too much
reliance upon the history of a former infection

—

the diagnosis may have been wrong.
How then may we clinically recognize the syph-

ilitic? By considering each individual who seeks

medical advice as a whole individual. The preva-
lence of syphilis in all branches of society, its

Protean manifestations, the frequency with which
it predisposes to, complicates and simulates other

diseases, if for no other reasons, render the con-
sideration of the whole individual imperative in our
clinical work. It is much easier to decide ( ?)
what is wrong from the complaints of the patient

or his more prominent physical signs—to call it

eyestrain, epilepsy, floating kidney, sacroiliac dis-

ease, gastritis, neurasthenia, hysteria, rheumatic
ocular palsy, gastric neurosis, a functional heart

disturbance, a muscular rheumatism, a neuralgia,

a bilious attack, a vertigo, a .gouty diathesis, a ma-
laria, and so on without number, than to make a

study of the whole individual. Such study takes
time, and, strange to say, is often regarded as

wholly unnecessary in this day of specialism and
short cuts to diagnosis. If this is true, then our
failure to study the whole individual may well be
the most serious impediment in the clinical recogni-
tion of the syphilitic. By the study of the whole
individual is usually implied all that we can learn
from the family history, the personal history, the

history of the present trouble, and a searching phys-
ical examination. Because syphilitic manifestations
are not infrequently found in the consort and
progeny of syphilitics, our clinicial conceptions of
the whole mdividual must be enlarged so as to em-
brace a study of these. Just as it is impossible to

exclude by a negative history and the absence of

surface manifestations the presence of syphilis in

the individual, so it is impossible to exclude it by
the same means in consort and progeny. It is not
sufficient to recognize syphilitic manilestations in

the husband, the wife, or the child; but, finding such
in any one of these, we must study every member
of the family. In doing this, we shall be able to

control by actual observation hearsay testimony
which we have heretofore recorded as facts con-

cerning family history and the health of the hus-
band or the wife and the child.

I have elsewhere'*' called this method of study
the comparative clinical studies of families. Such
studies are of extreme value in the problems of

heredity and in clinical medicine and are indis-

pensable in our studies of the syphilitic. A consid-

eration of the whole individual, as here defined

and so enlarged as to embrace a study of every
member of a family, will enable us to secure defi-

nite data from which the clinical recognition of the

syphilitic will be made both more certain and
more frequent than heretofore. Space prevents

considering here, even briefly, the features of
family histories common to syphilitic families

;

likewise the personal histories common to syph-
ilitics. But there are certain subjective symptoms
associated with definite physical signs which may
be elicited and discerned in the vast majority of

syphilitics during the so-called latent periods of

the disease to which I must now direct attention,

since the appreciation of these is fundamental to

the clinical recognition of the syphilitic during such
periods.

Such symptoms as malaise, indisposition, gen-
eral bodily discomfort, pain, now here and now
there, or definitely localized, physical and mental
inadequacy, torpor, gastric disturbances, dizziness

and in some slight elevations of temperature occur-

ring usually six to twelve weeks following a syph-

ilitic infection, are considered constitutional mani-
festations or the reaction of the whole organism to

the spirochetal invasion. Such symptoms usually

become less pronounced in a short time, whether
the individual have treatment or not, the local

manifestations, if any have occurred, disappear,

and, as a rule, in course of time a relative degree
of health returns. He, thereafter, considers him-

self cured if he has had what his physician believes

to be adequate treatment or if his disease has not

been recognized by himself or physician, he re-

mains oblivious to it and in either case enters the

so-called latent periods of the disease. In some
individuals such periods develop very early; in

some, very late ; and in others, happily the few, not

at all. It is usually considered that period in the

life of the syphilitic when neither local, focal, nor

para manifestations exist. Arbitrarily fixed, the

so-called latent period begins, as a rule, two to

five years after infection, and from the viewpoint

of the clinician it ends with the life of the in-

fected individual.

Careful inquiry into the personal histories of

those known to be syphilitics during this period,

even of those to whom we have given what we
consider adequate treatment, will disclose in many
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breaks in health which often can be best interpreted

as recurrences of the constitutional manifestations

of the virus. Of these constitutional symptoms
occurrmg and recurring in the so-called latent

periods of the disease as well as in the presence
of active manifestations, as far as my observations

go, the most prominent are pain, feelings of fatigue,

gastric disturbance, dizziness, periods of niental'and

physical inadequacy, and inability to react normally
to the stresses and strains' of ordinary existence. It

is particularly the occurrences and recurrences of

the constitutional symptoms during the so-called

latent periods of the disease which should cause us
to seriously question the reality of such periods and
never to lose sight of the constitutional nature and
chronicity of the infection. All clinical evidence

—

the local, the focal, the para and the recurring

constitutional manifestations—is in support of the

idea that the virus once invading the tissues of

the body, so long as it remains, never becomes
wholly dormant—latent.

A period or periods of relative tolerance for

the virus, meaning thereby an excellent, a fair, or a

poor resistance of the whole or a part of the organ-
ism, but never an absolute resistance, seems to me
to be a better conception, one more in accord with the

clinical experience, the natural history of the dis-

ease, and the results of treatment than that of

latency. Oppenheim has said, and repeatedly em-
phasized in his writings, that the chief charac-

teristic of the nervous manifestations of syphilis

is that of exacerbations and remissions and this

observation holds good for most of its organic as

well as for its functional manifestations. Further-

more, careful study of the personal histories of

known-to-be syphilitics indicate that exacerbations

and remissions are characteristic of the constitu-

tional manifestations of the disease. The concep-
tion of a relative tolerance is, therefore, founded
upon clinical experience, the course and the mani-
festations of the disease. The occurrences and re-

currences in the constitutional manifestations dur-

ing periods of relative tolerance are, doubtless, due
to many factors, chief among which are the in-

herent resistances of the individual, his habits,

his mode of life, and his environment. If the first

factors (inherent resistances) are defective and
from circumstance become more so, the disease

may pass beyond our control. The other factors

may in many cases be controlled and the first may
often be improved by attending to the others so

that a relative degree of health can be established

in the vast majority of syphilitics. But our con-

trol in any one or in all of these factors is seldom
absolute : hence, as a working clinical axiom it

may be asserted that the individual who has con-

tracted a syphilitic infection either in ntero or

after his birth remains thereafter one of lowered
general resistance. Careful studies of the personal

(medical) histories of syphilitics and their progeny
will verify this assertion and but few exceptions

will be found, provided we further study each

individual as a whole. I must beg indulgence in

attempting to emphasize the recurring constitu-

tional manifestations of syphilis during periods of

relative tolerance because my experience has shown
that such manifestations are usually overlooked
and misinterpreted in the absence of "specific" his-

tory and the more active manifestations of the

disease.

When as a profession we shall seriously study

the recurring constitutional manifestations of syph-

ilis we shall find them to be by far its most fre-

quent and most important manifestations. They
are the most important because they represent

the reactions of the organism to the virus— its

struggle to establish a better tolerance and our

recognition of them will often enable us to aid

Nature in her efforts and thus prevent in some
the more serious manifestations. The recurring

manifestations may either be so slight or so evan-

escent or recur so infrequently as never to seri-

ously interefere with the pursuits of the individual

or to cause him to seek medical advice (excellent

tolerance). When complained of, if at all, to the

physician, they are referred to as undue suscepti-

biity to fatigue, pain in different parts of the body,

rheumatism, bilious attacks, stomach trouble, etc.

They are to be found among the minor ailments

which we often fail to note or we consider them un-

important in working out personal (medical) his-

tories. In not a few, however, the constitutional

manifestations become very definite at variable

periods of time following the infection (fair toler-

ance). In some they persist from the beginning

(poor tolerance). In others after periods of appar-

ent good health extending over a number of years,

following some sudden or prolonged period of stress

or strain or independently of such, constitutional

manifestations become relatively constant, bringing

about states of chronic invalidism characterized by

mental and physical inadequacy, the chief complaints

centering either about the gastrointestinal tract or

the nervous system or both. My observations

have shown that so-called neurasthenic and psy-

chasthenic states, functional neuroses and psy-

choses, recurring or chronic states of mental and

physical inadequacy owe their origin and perpetu-

ation in part at least in not a few individuals to

a chronic syphilitic intoxication acquired either in

iitevQ or after birth. It may be asked: Are the

constitutional manifestations of syphilis occurring

and recurring during the periods of relative tol-

erance sufficiently definite to enable us to recog-

nize them as syphilitic manifestations? Unques-

tionably, no! Even the local and focal manifesta-

tions of syphilis, such as diplopia incident to a

transient ocular palsy, an iritis, a choroiditis; defi-

nitely localized pain, such as a tic douloureux, an

intercostal neuralgia, anginal attacks, Jacksonian

seizures, bone, joint, lymph gland and surface

manifestations, enlargement of the liver, spleen,

etc., etc., are not sufficiently definite to enable us

to recognize them as syphilitic in origin from

the history alone. We may say, therefore, that

neither the constitutional, the focal, nor the local

manifestations of syphilis occurring alone or in

combination during the periods of relative toler-

ance are sufficiently distinct to enable us from the

history to definitely recognize them as syphilitic in

origin. But they are sufficiently definite to cause

us to make specific inquiry concerning them, to

think of the possibility of syphilis in any indi-

vidual presenting them, and to proceed with the

study of the individual as a whole.

The conception of a syphilitic infection leading

to a chronic intoxication, but with the resistances

of the body so holding the virus in check as to

establish periods of varying tolerance for it, affords

a logical explanation for the recurring constitu-

tional and other manifestations in many and like-

wise for the development in some of so-called para

manifestations. If this conception is well founded

we should expect to find evidence in support of
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it in our physical examinations of syphilitics. This
conception, therefore, a priori points to the de-

velopment of physical signs originating in certain

tissue reactions mcident to the chronicity of the

syphilitic infection. Now if such signs really ex-

ist, an appreciation of them should aid us in the

clinical recognition of syphilitics.

Having pointed out some of the fundamental
difficulties in this problem and having indicated

both the necessity for and the manner of over-

coming these difficulties in our clinical studies, let

us now direct our attention to an assemblage of

physical signs which my studies of recent years
have shown to be common to syphilitics—signs

developing in an insidious manner during their

periods of relative tolerance. In contradistinction

to the grosser manifestations of the disease they
may be called its more subtle signs. Thev seem
to originate in or to be dependent upon certain

tissue reactions incident to the virus and to the

chronicity of the infection. While scarcely an
organ or tissue in the body is exempt from the

manifestations of syphilis, certain structures have
always seemed more vulnerable to the virus than
others. Syphilis in this regard differs in no way
from other infections. The syphilitic virus, un-
doubtedly, has elective affinities for certain struc-

tures. Formerly it was mainly the skin, the bones,
the joints, etc. ; but with a gradual syphilization

of the race these structures seem to have made
a relative gain in resistance, whereas the deeper
structures of the body, and particularly the vascular
and nervous systems, seem to have become more
and more vulnerable. The virulency of the virus

has, probably, remained the same ; but the soil has
changed with the years and likewise the manifesta-
tions of the disease. The more subtle signs of
syphilis are founded upon this clinical assumption
and in addition upon clinical and serological evi-

dence that syphilis is a chronic infectious disease.

The physical signs common to syphilitics. discernible

during the periods of relative tolerance for the

virus and here designated A syndrome syphilitica,

are: (a) Those of a general nature; (h) those
pertaining to the cardiovascular apparatus; (c)

those pertaining to the nervous system.

(a.) The syphilitic during his periods of relative

tolerance who is free from intercurrent affections,

upon stiperficial inspection usually passes for a
well-nourished individual. Let us recall the ap-
parently good nutritional states commonly noted
even in tabetics and paretics often persisting until

the conditions are far advanced. If, however, there
is a family tendency to obesity or to thinness, these

tendencies are apt to be accentuated in the svphil-

itic. Sir Jonathan Hutchinson has emphasized
the characteristic of a syphilitic infection to ac-

centuate the natural tendencies (weaknesses I in the

individual, and this is aptly illustrated in the gen-
eral nutritional states of syphilitics. .\ closer in-

spection of the syphilitic will frequently show that

he wears only a mask of health, as is indicated

by a degre of pallor which is often in striking con-
trast to his nutritional state. During the earlv

periods of the dis'ease the skin and visible mucous
surfaces are often flushed, hyperemic ; but in the

course of time in many a degree of pallor indica-

tive of disease becomes apparent. .\s we grow
older we become paler. We lose the bloom of
youth with advancing years. But if we are in

health during the declining years (after forty)
our pallor is. I may say, a healthy pallor and is in

keeping with our years. It is the exceptional
syphilitic who does not show a degree of pallor

—

an unhealthy pallor—beyond his years noticeable

within from three to hve years after his infec-

tion. This pallor is also common to the progeny
of syphilitics, and as we shall later see, probably
has in them the same foundations.

Syphilitics and their progney appear older than
their years, not only because of the pallor often

noticeable in them, but because of other signs, such
as little telltale wrinkles about the brows and
mouth and sides of neck, an old, settled, often

dull look about the eyes, and with these signs of

premature age are often associated the facial ex-

pressions of fatigue. In some syphilitics there

is an added element to the pallor, a definite

cachexia, which might be called a cachectic pallor.

The pallor common to syphilitics and their progeny,
even when cachectic, is peculiar in this, that it is

seldom associated with a blood picture of anemia,
and if so is rarely profound. Indeed, in not a

few instances of extreme pallor, where from this

alone one would strongly suspect a decided anemia,
an actual increase in the red cells was found asso-

ciated with good hemoglobin percentages. The
pallor, or as I have called it, the cachectic pallor,

is usually decided in paretics, and particu-

larly so in tabetics, but not more so in them than
in syphilitics who have only a fair, a poor or a

failing tolerance for the virus. The skin surfaces

about the body generally are usually pale, where
not pigmented, and the skin is often in places dry,

harsh, sctu'fy. and atrophic to a degree beyond the

years. A clinicial fact well worthy of notice and
possibly indicating one factor underlying the pal-

lor without anemia, common to syphilitics, is its

prompt amelioration in many and prompt disap-

pearance in some for a time incident to specific

treatment.

While the main characteristic of the face of a

syphilitic is that of pallor, there is another in the

pigmentation most frequently seen about the back

and sides of neck, and occasionally about the fore-

head, other parts of the face and other parts of

the body. Its occurrence independent of definite

lesions, its permanency, its symmetry, and its ten-

dency to conform to posterior nerve root distri-

butions cause me to consider it here as a general

sign of a syphilitic infection. .^.bout the neck it

occurs, according to Shillitoe.'' in two well-defined

forms: (a) A well-marked band of pigmentation

extending around the neck ("collar of Venus) and
noted by him seven times in thirty-seven cases;

and (b) as leucodermic patches surrounded by

a network of pigmentation noted by him thirty

times in thirty-seven cases. Occurring about the

forehead, the pigmentation is usually distributed

irregularly, and is retiform like that most fre-

quently to be observed about the neck. The great

frequency of pigmentation about the neck in syph-

ilitics at once establishes it as a sign of great

worth in their clinical recognition. Situated as it

usually is out of the direct line of vision of the

patient or the physician, it is rarely complained

of bv the former or noted by the latter ; hence it

is that the so-called pigmentary syphilide, despite

its occurrence in many syphilitics, still remains an

unappreciated because unlooked for sign of syph-

ilis. My observations have shown that in a few
svohilitics the pigmentation is rather evenly dis-

tributed about the face and neck. But I have noted

far more frequentlv than imiform pigmentation
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in these locations and quite constantly associated

with irregular pigmentation about the back and
sides of neck the presence of uniform pigmenta-
tions occurring about the orbits and mouth. Uc-
curring about the orbits, it is often sharply limited

to the oculoorbital folds and the upper lids ; and
about the mouth it is often confined to the skin

surfaces of the lower lip. The skin surfaces about

the orbits and mouth show shades in brown and
yellow, their intensity depending upon the normal
tints of the skin peculiar to the individual. In

those cases where these pigmentations are present

about the orbits and mouth antl when associated

with pallor of the lips and intervening skin, the

expression often takes on a grotesque appearance.

However specific a pigmentation may appear

to be, it must not be forgotten that pigmentations

occur in other diseases than syphilis, such as hyper-
thyroidism, Addison's disease, arsenic poisoning,

iliabetes, etc.; but the character of the pigmenta-
tion and its distribution in these conditions will

usually enable one to make the difterentiation.

(b) Pallor without anemia and other signs of

premature age so frequently to be observed in

syphilitics and their progeny should cause us to

direct our attention to the cardiovascular apparatus
which, probably more than any other, bears the

brunt of a syphilitic infection. No other disease

or condition known to have intensive vascular re-

actions has such a chronic course and at the same
time is so frequent in all ranks of society. There-
fore, if syphilis has a deleterious effect upon the

vascular system, both its chronicity and universality

should render it a frequent cause of cardiovascular

disease. "The most important form of infectious

disease of the vessels is that due to syphilis"

(Benda).-" "Of the acute infectious diseases, syph-

ilis is the one which has a special predilection for

the arteries" (Osier).^ "Upon no system does the

virus of the disease fall with greater intensity in

all stages than upon the blood vessels. It is safe

to say that through the arteries syphilis kills more
than through any other channel. Cerebrospinal

lues is largely a matter of arterial disease" (Osier

and Churchman)." "Xo disease is, probably, more
productive of arterial degeneration than syphilis.

. -Although syphilis may attack any of the

arteries, it has a predilection for the vessels at

the base of the brain" (INIott).'

It is the intimate association of the vascular ap-

paratus with every part of the body which renders

it constantly exposed to the syphilitic virus thronsjh-

out the course of the disease. That the vascular

system is peculiarly susceptible to the effects of

syphilis or its toxins is shown by the general

hyperemia observed during the early periods of

the disease, by the local reactions of the vessels

adjacent to and within initial scleroses and other

early and late lesions, by the great frequency with

which the aorta and pulmonary arteries show spe-

cific reactions fmesarteritis ) in both the acquired

and consrenital disease (Chiari,* Benda,* Wiesner,"
Bruhns.i" and Rach and Wiesner'M, by the rela-

tive frequency of aortic aneurysm and so-called

varicose ulcerations in syphilitics, by the relative

frequency of cardiac and vascular changes to be

noted both clinically ("Striimpel)'- and anatom-
ically (Frankel)^^ in tabetics and paretics, and by

the relative frequency with which organic nervous
disease occurs incident to or associated with dis-

ease of the vessels of the nervous svstem in

syphilitics and congenital svphilitics (Heubner.'*

Xonne," Rumpf, and many others j. Syphilis

might, therefore, well be called a vascular disease

since so much of its pathology is connected with

its vascular manifestations. Such a conception of

syphilis, if generally adopted, would go a long

way toward removing the disease from among
the dermatoses and placing it among the internal

diseases where it rightly belongs, and thus lead

to a more frequent recognition of the syphilitic by
the clinician. But so much emphasis has been
placed upon the so-called specific vascular changes
(endarteritis, mesarteritisj in syphilitics and the

predilection of the virus for the vessels of the

nervous s)stem and the aorta that in the absence
of clinical signs pointing to the involvement of

the one or the other, syphilis as the cause of gen-
eral arterial disease is rarely given due consider-

ation by either the pathologist or the clinician.

If syphilis is a common cause of general vascular

disease, we should expect to find clinical evidence

of it in the majority of syphilitics before the age
of forty because it is an established fact that syph-

ilitic infections occur most frequently in the rela-

tively young, i.e. between the fifteenth and thir-

tieth years of life. "My experience shows that

arteriosclerosis is found with unusual frequency

in young persons, the subjects of syphilitic infec-

tion" (Alott, "A System of Syphilis," Vol. 4,

liage 49). But we seldom think of the possibility

of arteriosclerosis before the fortieth year of life

:

and, finding it in earlier periods, readily attribute

its presence to other causes, such as concomitant
cardiac or renal disease, overwork, overeating, the

diatheses, as the gouty, the rheumatic, etc., other

infections or intoxications, or hereditary predis-

position. Finding it after the fortieth year of

life, we readily account for its presence by age. and
if the degree is out of all proportion to the years

of the individual either before or after the fortieth

year, we usually account for it by one or more of

the factors just mentioned. Hence the so-called

specificity of arterial disease in syphilitics, the

supposed predilection of the virus or its to.xins

for the vessels of the nervous system and the aorta,

the age at which arterial changes naturally occur,

and the other factors known to bring about arterial

changes have prevented physicians generally from
thinking of syphilis as a frequent cause of diffuse

vascular disease and utilizing the presence of such

findings in the clinical recognition of the syphilitic.

Remembering the intensity of the vascular re-

actions of the aorta and other large vessels and
the vessels of the nervous system in the few, the

chronicity of the disease and the continuity of the

vascular apparatus should cause us to expect the

involvement of the peripheral vessels as well in

many syphilitics. It would, indeed, be an inexplic-

able circumstance and one without parallel among
the various diseases and factors causing arterio-

sclerosis if the vascular changes due to syphilis

were confined exclusively to the vessels of the

nervous system, to the aorta and other large vessels.

Mv observations in syphilitics durins: their

periods' of relative tolerance for the virus have
shown the great frenuencv amonof them of clinical

sisrns indicative of diffuse vascular changes. Fur-

thermore, mv studies have shown the creat fre-

nuencv of such siens in the prosrenv of svphilitics,

even in those having none of the heretofore gen-

erallv recognized siens of congenital syohilis. I

have elsewhere-'" referred to vascular disease as

the I'onnectins' thread between the =vohilitic and
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his progeny. My studies have shown that it is

the exceptional syphilitic, unless he has had early

and persistent treatment, who will fail to disclose

a degree of vascular changes beyond his years

within the first five years after his infection and,

furthermore, that it is the exceptional individual

born of syphilitic parents who will fail to show
some signs of vascular disease as early as the tenth

year of life. Syphilitic vascular disease is, prob-

ably, one cause of the frightful antenatal and post-

natal mortality among the progeny of syphilitics,

and, probably, the main cause of their abiotic

natures, their proneness to disease and their less-

ened expectancy in life, and it is, probably, the

main cause of the lowered general resistance in

many individuals who have acquired syphilis. My
comparative clinical studies of syphilitic families

have not infrequently revealed a greater degree of

vascular disease in the adolescent members than in

either parent. Comparative clinical studies of fami-

lies will not only enable us to differentiate between
the various factors and that of syphilis causing ar-

terial changes, but will also enable us to utilize the

presence of such changes in the clinical recognition

of both the syphilitic and his progeny. Such studies

may be further utilized in showing the etiology

of the so-called hereditary predisposition to arterial

degenerations and that of juvenile arteriosclerosis,

the frequency of which latter condition was first

emphasized by Romberg" in 1904. Remlinger"
in 1905, reviewing Romberg's juvenile cases, says

:

"Concerning the cause of so-called diffuse arterio-

sclerosis in the young, nothing is known." Rach
and Wiesner," who have recently shown the great
frequency ( 59 per cent, of their cases ) of changes
of the larger vessels in premature and newborn
congenital syphilitics suggest the possibility of
similar changes in the peripheral vessels as an un-
derlying cause of juvenile arteriosclerosis. More-
over, the frequency with which I have been able

to find clinical evidence of arterial changes in the

progeny of syphilitics caused me in another place^*

to make the deduction that many of such progeny
are born with a degree of vascular disease. My
studies made in a comparative clinical way indi-

cate that both hereditary predisposition and Rom-
berg's juvenile arteriosclerosis may not infre-

quently be traced either to syphilis in the parents
or to syphilis in the more remote ascendants. Space
forbids my considering here the cardiac manifes-
tations of syphilis, but I may recall the fact that

recent serological observations have shown that

aortic valvular disease, particularly with regurgi-
tation, is almost if not quite as frequently due to a

syphilitic infection as is aortic aneurysm. The
presence of a degree of arteriosclerosis beyond the
years of the individual cannot always be ascribed to

syphilis. Just as we differentiate between the

various causes of fever, so must we differentiate

between the various causes of vascular disease.

Comparative clinical studies of families will often
aid us in such diflferentiation.

Osier has said that it requires not only experi-

ence but education to found correct judgments of
the arteries. It seems to me that the first step in

this direction is to think of the possibilitv of clin-

ical signs of arterial changes as occurring in anv
period of life, and the second is to bring to bear
in our investigations every means that may aid us
in discerning them. Holding fast to the clinical

fact that syphilis may be a frequent cause of dift'use

vascular disease, let me recall the signs which we

ordinarily interpret as indicative of arteriosclerosis

and direct your attention to some other signs not
so well known and appreciated. Clinical evidence
of arteriosclerosis is usually considered ample when
two or more of the following findings are dem-
onstrable: Undue palpability of radials and other
vessels; undue visible pulsation in brachials, tem-
porals, and other vessels, and undue tortuosity in

these ; alterations in second heart sounds, espe-

cially the aortic, and the determination of the rela-

tive size and functional worth of the heart muscle.
To these is usually added an estimation of arterial

tension with a suitable apparatus though it is of

but little value in determining the presence of

arteriosclerosis, especially in the relatively young.
Ophthalmoscopic studies of the retinal vessels often

afford valuable evidence of arteriosclerosis. Per-
haps the most important of the usual signs are un-

due palpability, visible tortuosity, and pulsation of

arteries. A detailed description of the methods
employed in studying the cardiovascular apparatus
would be superfluous here ; but the palpation of

vessels is such an important procedure in deter-

mining the presence of arterial changes that I may
lie pardoned for calling attention to the necessity

of accurate technique even in the frequent and
time-honored practice of feeling the pulse.

.\ moderate sized artery, such as the temporal
or radial, when neither thickened nor in a state

of spasm, is felt to collapse under increasing finger

tip pressure and it is with difficulty differentiated

from adjacent structures. When such a vessel is

thickened and sclerosed the wall remains more
round, the finger tip glides over its rounded sur-

face, and one feels a degree of resistance not pres-

ent in normal arteries. Sclerosing arteries are fre-

quently unduly tender to firm finger tip pressure,

far more so than the adjacent structures, a fact

which I have frequently observed in the various

periods of syphilis as well as in other conditions

associated with arteritis. Wertheim-Salomonson^^
has recently called attention to the value of finger

nail palpation of arterial walls, and I can attest

the great value of this method when associated

with the method of finger tip palpation.

Pallor is one of the signs of advancing years,

and is doubtless mainly due in the old to structural

changes in the peripheral vessels. Pallor may, there-

fore, be a sign of arteriosclerosis. Occurring at

any period in life, when we can exclude other con-

ditions producing it, such as anemia, nephritis,

etc., it becomes a sign of vascular disturbance of

great worth. I have already referred to the fre-

quency with which a degree of pallor beyond the

years of the individual is encountered in syphil-

itics and in their progeny, and in such it is usually

associated with signs of arteriosclerosis. There
are not a few syphilitics. however, who while show-
ing pallor fail to disclose decided evidence of vas-

cular disease or at least a degree of it sufficient

to account for the degree of pallor. In such cases

we must assume an abnormal degree of contrac-

tion f spasm") of the peripheral vessels. That an

abnormal degree of spasm is one factor underlying

pallor in such cases, as well as in syphilitics show-
ing decided signs of vascular disease, is shown
by the prompt disappearance of pallor in some and
its decided amelioration in others under specific

treatment.

A sign of arteriosclerosis almost constantly pres-

ent in the old and frequently in the healthiest of

us in some desrree as earlv as the thirtv-fifth rear
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of life is that which I have elsewhere'* described

as varnished sclera. Its chief characteristics are

:

First, a shiny, glistening, and undulating appear-
ance of the conjunctivae overlying the sclerotics;

second, undue tortuosity and prominence of the

conjunctival and episcleral vessels with now and
then punctate hemorrages into the conjunctival and
episcleral tissues. The presence or absence of

varnished sclerse may be easily determined by
drawing down the lower lids while the patient is

facing the light and directing his gaze upward.
In such position one may readily appreciate

the appearance of the sclerse and conjunctivae,

their tints, gloss, smoothness, or undulations,

and the degree of tortuosity and prominence
of the visible vessels. When this sign is well

marked the prominent and markedly tortuous

vessels seem to lie upon rather than within the

conjunctival tissue. Syphilitics and their progeny
show this sign with great constancy. The study

of the conjunctival and episcleral vessels' with the

Czapski binocular corneal microscope affords ready

means of detecting the earliest changes in these

vessels and of getting further corroborative evi-

dence of dift'use vascular disease. Dr. W. H.
Luedde^* has modified this instrument by provid-

ing a better illumination and thus enabling a greater

magnification. He was the first to systematically

employ it in the study of the sclerotic changes of

the conjunctival and episcleral vessels. He has

called attention to the peculiar oscillatory flow of

the blood stream in these vessels without reference

to the pulse rate and to the aneurysmal dilata-

tions, the thickening and crinkling of the walls of

these vessels in individuals showing clinical evi-

dence of arteriosclerosis. He has even noted the

presence of thickening and aneurysmal dilatations

in nursing infants. In not a few cases of chil-

dren and adults studied conjointly with Dr. Luedde
in whom pallor and varnished sclera were the

most definite signs of arterial disease, and in many
cases in similar periods of life showing in addi-

tion gross evidence of arterial disease this instru-

ment in the hands of Dr. Luedde disclosed the

changes just mentioned. The constancy with which
the conjunctival and episcleral vessels show naked

eye changes and the confirmation of such changes
with Luedde's modification of the Czapski bin-

ocular corneal microscope should cause us to give

these vessels routine consideration in our clinical

studies of arterial disease.

(c) "The active principle of syphilis which is a

poison for the whole system is especially a

poison for the nervous system" (A. Fournier).^^

Ranking in constancy with the s'igns of vas-

cular disease are those signs indicative of a syphil-

itic infection discernible by a clinical investiga-

tion of the nervous system. But the routine

examination of the nervous system is an unusual

procedure by many physicians in the absence of

gross manifestations indicative of its diseases.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that no phys-

ical examination is to be considered complete with-

out an investigation of the nervous system in its

mental, motor, vasomotor, trophic, reflex, sensory.

and sensorial spheres. In doing this we shall often

find unmistakable signs of a luetic infection. Of
these signs indicative of a leutic infection I shall

consider here some pupillary, reflex, and sensory

alterations, and only the more constant of these.

In further communications I shall furnish data

on the frequency of pupillary, reflex, and sensory

alterations as well as on the other more subtle

signs of syphilis already referred to in this paper,

as occurring during the so-called latent periods of

the disease. It is sufficient here to call attention

to the presence of some of these signs during these

periods and to define what is implied by alterations

in (i) pupils, (2) sensation, and (3) reflexes.

(i) Alterations in pupils. With negligible ex-

ceptions (trauma, tumor, drugs, etc.) the Argyll-

Robertson pupil, thanks to the work of Erb,^" Cow-
ers,"^ Uhthoff,-" Oppenheim,=2 Nonne," Bumpke,"
Weiller,-^ Babinski,-" and others, is now univers-

ally considered a sign of tabes, paresis, or syph-

ilis. The A-R pupil is believed to be seldom of

sudden occurrence, and that it is almost invariably

preceded by sluggish pupillary reactions either to

consensual or direct light stimulation, or both.

Associated with both sluggish pupillary reactions

to light and complete A-R pupils are two other

signs ; namely, asymmetry in pupillary form and

diff^erences in size. So constant is this association

that it is unusual to find either sluggish or com-
plete A-R pupils which do not show inequalities

or asymmetries, or both. But pupillary ineciual-

ties and asymmetries occur with great frequency

among syphilitics independently of sluggishly re-

acting and A-R pupils. My observations are fully

in accord with those of Dufour,-^ Joffry and

Schramek,-* Piltz,^" Babinski,^" and others in re-

garding transient and permanent pupillary in-

equalities and asymmetries of the greatest diag-

nostic importance. A sign of relative frequency

occurring either with or without A-R pupils is the

abnormally small pinhead pupils—Erb's spinal

miosis. When we can exclude other etiology

(anomalous development, synichia;, etc.) for such

signs then their frequent association with slug-

gishly reacting and A-R pupils justifies the as-

sumption of a common causation and likewise their

clinical interpretation as signs of a syphilitic in-

fection.

(2). Sensory alterations. My observations indi-

cate that feelings of fatigue, transient and recur-

ring pain about neck, knees, hip and shoulder gir-

dles, crampy sensations in muscles and parasthesise

in various parts of the body are frequent com-
plaints of syphilitics during the so-called latent

periods and that either hyperesthesia or sensory

loss, especially the latter, is discernible with rel-

ative frequencv during the secondary and with

great frequency during the so-called latent periods

of the disease. A. Fournier in his "Legons

cliniques sur la syphilis'" seems to have been the

first to recognize objective sensory disturbance in

the secondary periods of syphilis. He states that

it occurs rather frequently during these periods in

the form of analgesia or associated with anes-

thesia but that he had not seen anesthesia without

analgesia ; that the temperature sense is occasion-

ally and the muscle sense exceptionally impaired;

that the analgesia varies in degree and distribution

at times involving the greater surfaces : that it is

usually symmetrical, occurs in islands, patches,

most frequently about the upper and lower ex-

tremities and often about the dorsal surfaces of

the hands and about the breasts and that it disap-

pears with the secondaries under treatment. These
splendid observations of Fournier seem to have

been wholly neglected by syphilographers and
clinicians, and so far as I know, by no other author

considered a part of the symptomatology of sec-

ondary syphilis. My observations are entirely in
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accord with those of Fournier as to the predom-
inating character of the sensory disturbances (hyp-
and analgesia ) during the secondary periods of the
disease. But I have found that similar sensory
disturbances occur with great frequency during
the so-called latent periods of the disease. It is

now universally recognized that hypalgesia and
analgesia, both more or less diffuse and in patches
but conforming to nerve root distribution, are
among the earliest sensory findings in tabes and
that disturbances in other qualities in sensation are
usually of later development. Accumulated neu-
rological observations on the sensory loss in tabes
and general paresis is wholly in accord with Four-
nier's observations in the secondary and with my
own in the so-called' latent periods of syphilis;

namely, that sensory loss in other qualities does
not occur as a rule without loss to pain. More-
over, this is a rule having but few exceptions in

organic disease of whatever causation. The prac-
tical application of this rule to sensory examina-
tions is obvious. When, let us say, only tactile

sensibility is tested, as is so often the case in clin-

ical work, diminution or loss to painful stimuli

will be entirely overlooked.

My studies indicate that the examination of the
entire surface of the body will disclose in many
so-called latent syphilitics sensory loss to painful
stimuli in the same zones commonly recognized
as occurring in tabetics and that similar sensory
disturbance will often be found in the same regions
in which latent syphilitics so frequently complain
of transient and recurring pain, i.e. about the
neck, particularly in C2 and C3 ; about the shoulder
girdle, particularly in 04, c$ and c8, Di and D2

;

about the hip girdle, particularly in D12, li and L2
and about the outer surface of the knees and legs,

particularly in 1.5 and si. The frequency with which
one may find hypalgesia and analgesia independently
of other sensory loss in the secondary and so-called
latent periods of syphilis suggests the idea
that the virus of syphilis may have a spe-
cial affinity for the pain conducting or per-
ceiving mechanisms. Remembering the few
syphilitics who receive adequate treatment, it

seems possible that the sensory loss noted by
Fournier in the secondary stages may persist
in the many and that sensory examinations might
be of service in diagnosis in the early stages of
syphilis in those cases characterized by delaved,
abortive or absent secondaries. Hypalgesia and an-
algesia in so-called latent syphilitics often but not
always disappear under treatment : whereas in

tabetics, as a rule, they remain fixed—permanent.
Surface hyperesthesia is occasionally observed in

so-called latent syphilitics, but just as in early tabes
it usually occurs in patches in juxtaposition to
the patches of hyp- and analgesia. Furthermore.
in very early tabes and in so-called latent svphilitics.

the muscles are often unduly tender and the me-
chanical irritability of peripheral nerves is not in-

frequently increased.

Alterations in reflexes : Physiological experiment
and clinical observation have shown that the reflex

activities of the organism are increased and dimin-
ished by whatever increases and diminishes the
activity of the central nervous system. Any con-
dition or disease which affects the organism as a
whole or the nervous system in particular is usu-
ally manifested by alterations in reflex activities.

^^'e possess no single means whereby we may so
definitely discern general perturbation of the whole

organism and at the same time differentiate be-

tween health and disease as that aft'orded by in-

vestigating the more constant physiological re-

flexes. Therefore the testing of each of these

should be made a part of every physical examina-
tion. The more constant physiological reflexes

which may readily be tested are the superficial

(skin) reflexes, (i) abdominal. (2) cremasteric,

(j) sole, and the deep (tendon and periosteal) re-

flexes. The last include the knee jerk, the .Achilles

jerk, the homo- and contralateral hi]! adductor, the

triceps, the biceps, the radial, and the ulnar triceps

of Bechterew. Refle.x activities fluctuate within

wide limits even in healthy individuals, the fluc-

tuation depending upon age, occupation, habits,

exercise, rest, etc., so that in considering reflex

alterations as signs of disease these and similar

factors must ever be kept in mind. Pathological

alteration in these physiological reflexes may con-

sist in exaggeration, in inequality, in diminution,

in abolition, in disproportion and dissociation.

Dissociation in reflex activity exists when, for

example, tendon reflexes are present and skin re-

flexes are absent or the reverse ; disproportion,

when either superficial or deep reflexes are rel-

atively more active in one part of the body than

in another ; diminution, when a reflex is not readily

obtained or is still weak when a maximum of stim-

ulation produces a minimum reaction and when
controlled by the well-known methods of reinforce-

ment ; abolition, when maximum stimulation con-

trolled by all methods of reinforcement fail to elicit

the reflex ; inequality, when dift'erence is noted in

a given reflex between right and left ; and exag-
geration in reflex activities exists when minimum
stimulation produces maximum reactions when the

reflexogenous zone of a given reflex is broadened
and when associated response occurs in muscles
not ordinarily affected by the stimulus.

In addition to the alterations in the physiological

reflexes as signs of disease there are other reflexes

not occurring in health the presence of which is

universally considered signs of organic nervous
disease ; such as the Babinski, the Oppenheim,
the Gordon and Chaddock reflexes commonly
referred to as pathological toe reflexes. The
interpretation of pathological alterations in the

physiological reflexes would, indeed, be an
easy matter if they occurred only in associ-

ation with such signs of organic nervous
disease as pathological toe reflexes, rigidities,

clonus, motor weakness, tremor, ataxia, and Rom-
bergism ; but pathological alterations in the physi-

ological reflexes occur independently of the signs

of organic disease just mentioned. Since they do
occur independently and since, if neither anom-
alous nor incident to local conditions, they are

signs of disease they must receive consideration

and if possible interpretation. The most frequent

alteration within the limitations of health and oc-

curring in what we call functional nervous disease

and in arteriosclerosis, hyperthyroidism, alcohol-

ism, etc., is that of equal exaggeration, particu-

larly in tendon and periosteal reflexes. Therefore,

some line of demarcation at which the pathological

begins and the physiological ends is urgently

needed by clinicians. In an article by Koloman
Keller^" appearing in 1909 and that of A. Myer-
son" soon to appear this long-felt want receives

consideration. Keller studying the homo- and con-

tralateral hip adductor reflexes has gone a long

wav toward establishing the limitations between
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the physiological and the pathological exaggera-

tion of tendon and periosteal reflexes of the lower
extremities. Myerson in studying the same re-

flexes independently of Keller and in addition oth-

ers not hitherto described, as well as the reflexes

of the upper extremities of normal individuals,

and comparing his findings in these with the find-

ings in clinical material, mainly in my service at

the Alexian Brothers' Hospital, has accomplished
the same result for the whole individual. The
definition of pathological exaggeration in physio-

logical reflexes given above receives amplification

in the articles just mentioned.

One classical sign of tabes is the absence of the

knee or Achilles jerk; but studies of preataxic

tabes permits the inference that abolition is pre-

ceded by diminution and this in turn by exaggera-
tion in tendon and periosteal reflexes. Striimpel

has suggested that there is, probably, a period in

tabes in which the tendon reflexes are exaggerated.

Evidence of this view is to be found in cases of

lumbosacral tabes, in which Achilles jerks are

greatly diminished or absent, with markedly in-

creased knee jerks or the reverse and in cases where
either knee or Achilles jerks are absent. In either

case tendon and periosteal reflexes of the upper ex-

tremities are often unduly active. As far as my ex-

perience goes, the most frequent alterations in physi-

ological reflexes in so-called latent syphilitics are

equal and unequal exaggeration, disproportion, and
dissociation ; while equal and unequal diminution

and complete abolition occur less frequently. When
one or more of these alterations are found inde-

pendently of the signs of organic nervous disease

before mentioned, in an individual whose medical

history and physical state reveal no data to account

for them, then the possibility of manifestations of

the syphilitic virus should be seriously considered.

The clinical recognition of such an individual as

a syphilitic borders on a certainty when one or

more of the alterations in the physiological reflexes

are associated with two or more of the pupillary

or sensory alterations before mentioned. -

The similarity in the alterations in pupils, sen-

sation and reflexes in the early and so-called latent

periods of syphilis, in preataxic tabes and in early

paresis is so striking that one may well ask : In

what way may these alterations occurring in lat-

ent syphilitics be difi^erentiated from similar altera-

tions occurring in paretics and tabetics? The dif-

ferentiation is not always possible but the degree
and the permanence of pupillary, reflex, and sen-

sory alterations, the clinical history and the ac-

companying symptoms and physical signs are points

for consideration. After all, the differentiation is

not unlike that between the early and late mani-
festations of the same disease, a wholly unneces-
sary differentiation in the clinical recognition of

the individual as a syphilitic. That some altera-

tions in pupils, sensation, and reflexes are common
to the secondary and so-called latent periods of

syphilis, paresis and tabes, differing, if at all,

n^erely in degree and in permanence, establishes be-

yond question their common foundation and justi-

fies their clinical internretation as phvsical signs

of syphilis and their utilization in the clinical recog-

nition of the svphilitic. These alterations in nuril';,

sensation, and reflexes have been so universally re-

garded as the basic signs of paresis and tabes that

we have often failed to look for them except in

those cases whose clinical histories pointed to these

conditions. In this connection it is well to remem-

ber that statistical studies indicate that not more
than 5 per cent of syphilitics become either tabetic

or paretic. The great number of syphilitics who
are either relatively healthy or who are suffering

from so-called functional neuroses or psychoses or
from various internal disturbances and diseases, in

whom alterations in pupils or sensation or reflexes

are found, for which other causation than syphilis

can be definitely excluded, should cause us to re-

gard these alterations as signs of a syphilitic in-

fection. Therefore, if these alterations occur in

other syphilitics than in paretics and tabetics, then
their appreciation as physical signs of syphilis wilf

go a long way towartl the certain clinical recogni-

tion of syphilitics w'ho are neither paretic nor
tabetic.

Finally, an apprccmtion of the zvhole individual
in connection with recurring constitutional mani-
festations ; with pallor and vascular changes to a
degree out of all proportion to the years and nu-
tritional state of the individual ; with pigmenta-
tions and with alterations in pupils; sensation, and
reflexes will, I believe, place the clinical recogni-
tion of so-called latent syphilitics, like that of
tabetics and paretics, among the certainties of clin-

ical medicine.
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Much has been written upon the diagnosis of in-

cipient tuberculosis, and in many articles great stress

has been laid upon the importance of taking a care-

ful detailed history of the case, and of properly

interpreting the facts when obtained. But from my
experience with the type of case we receive at the

White Haven Sanatorium classified as incipient

tuberculosis, and from the cases who have been
treated for months and then come to the Phipps In-

stitute to find out if they have tuberculosis, I am
sure there are many whose lives will be saved if the

practitioner be more alert and give more attention

to the history of the case.

It is wrong, when one obtains a history more or

less typical of tuberculosis which cannot be ac-

counted for by some other pathological condition,

simply because one is unable to elicit physical signs

of the lesion, to assure the patient that he has no
tuberculosis and permit him to go on his way re-

joicing. The case should be watched and studied

most carefully, repeated exaiuinations should be
made, and no trouble spared to clear up the diag-

nosis ; it is so iinportant for the future welfare of

the patient that the diagnosis should be made as

early as possible. If more attention were paid to

the history of the case, and the profession at large

were less timorous about making a diagnosis of

tuberculosis, I am sure there would be more cases

recovering from and fewer developing tuberculosis.

In going over the case records of the Phipps In-

stitute I was greatly impressed with the number of

cases who seemed to me to have typical histories

of tuberculosis, that were diagnosed either non-
tuberculous or some other condition. I thought it

tuight be instructive, and I knew it would be inter-

esting, to try to investigate the present condition of

these cases. For this investigation I took all the

cases coming to the Institute from January i, 1907,
to February i, 1908, that were not diagnosed tuber-
culous. No attention was paid to whether their his-

tories were suggestive or not of tuberculosis. In
all there were one hundred and sixty-three cases.

Letters, inquiring as to their state of health, were
sent out to these one hundred and sixty-three cases,

each letter containing a stamped directed envelope
and a blank as follows :

"Replying to your request for information about
I would report that this patient is

"Very truly yours,"

These letters were sent out principally to locate,

if possible, the present whereabouts of the patient

and to obtain what information we could concern-
ing them. As the class of patients were of the poor-

est, I did not expect to get very large returns. Six-

ty-five letters were returned by the post-office as

unable to be located. Of the retuaining ninety-eight

I was able to get definite reliable information about
only fifty.

Of these fifty cases I personally examined thirty,

five returned to the dispensary and were definitely

diagnosed tuberculous, definite information was
given at the Institute about three, the record of the

death of four was obtained at City Hall, the records

of other hospitals (Children's Hospital and White
Haven Sanatorium) gave information about three,

the death of three was reported by letter, the death

of one was reported by a nurse from the Phipps In-

stitute who helped me to investigate, and the condi-

tion of one child was reported by the doctor in at-

tendance.

Sixteen of these fifty cases can be said to be non-
tuberculous, twenty-three are undoubtedly tuber-

culous and eleven have died, four of these eleven

having died of tuberculosis. The remaining seven

died of the following causes : .A-sthma, 2 ; cancer of

stomach, i
;
perforated typhoid ulcer, I

;
pneumonia,

I'; whooping cough, I ; unknown cause, i.

In two of these eleven cases, one dying of tuber-

culosis and one dying of whooping cough, there is

reason to doubt the diagnosis on the death certi-

ficate. The one dying of tuberculosis, a colored

man, aged thirty-one, who gave a history of pain

in chest for a year, dyspnea on exertion, a few night

sweats, edema of feet and loss of weight, when ex-

amined at the Institute was found to have all the

signs of mitral stenosis and regurgitation and no
sign of tuberculosis. As mitral stenosis is not infre-

quently diagnosed tuberculosis it is only fair to allow

that the ultimate diagnosis is open to doubt. On the

other hand the case supposed to have died of whoop-
ing cough was a woman of thirty years of age whose
condition was diagnosed at the Institute as asthma
and bronchitis, notwithstanding a history of direct

exposure, previous attack of pleurisy, cough for five

years with considerable yellowish white sputum,
hemorrhage from the lungs, dyspnea on least ex-

ertion, poor appetite, gastric disturbance, occasional

night sweats, edema of legs and face, suppressed
iTienses, leucorrhea, loss of forty-four pounds in

weight in a vear and a half, and temperature as high
as 100.8. The chest was full of rales with slight

impairment marked over right upper lobe. Fifteen

months after these facts were obtained at the In-

.stitute she is said to have died of whooping cough!
So we have twenty-seven out of fifty cases, diag-

nosed four or five years ago non-tHberculous, who
have either died of the disease or have at present
undoubtedly tuberculosis. When we remember that

these diagnoses were made by men more or less

trained in tuberculosis, who were examining the

patients especially for that condition, but who from
the fact that they could elicit no physical signs, were
unable or unwilling to make a diagnosis of tuber-

culosis, I think it emphasizes very markedly the

importance that should be given to the history of a

case in making a diagnosis.

The sixteen non-tuberculous cases were diagnosed
in 1907 as follows: Non-tuberculous, 5 ; normal, 3;
pertussis, i ; adenitis, i ; imperfect metabolism, i

;

neurasthenia, i ; chronic gastritis and anemia, i

;

chronic pharyngitis and tonsillitis, i ; pleuritis, i

;
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emphysema and bronchitis, i. The twenty-three

tuberculous cases were diagnosed as follows : Non-
tuberculous, 10; bronchitis, 4; acute bronchitis, 2;
chronic bronchitis, i ; adenoids, rhinitis, subacute
bronchitis, i ; adenoids, 2 ; hepatic calculi, i ; slight

pleural thickening, i; asthma, i. The four cases

dying of tuberculosis were diagnosed as follows

:

Mitral stenosis and regurgitation, i ; enlarged ton-

sils and adenoids, i ; muscular rheumatism, i
;
preg-

nancy, I. The other seven cases that died were
diagnosed as follows : Asthma and bronchitis, i

;

asthma and deflected nasal septum, i ; bronchitis, i
;

mitral stenosis and regurgitation and chronic pleur-

isy, I ; emphysema, i ; emphysema and chronic bron-

chitis, I ; non-tuberculous, i.

In analyzing the histories of these fifty cases, I

shall divide them into two groups: Group A, the

twenty-three who are now tuberculous and the four

who died of tuberculosis ; and Group B, the sixteen

who are non-tuberculous and the seven that died of

other causes than tuberculosis.

In Group A there was a history of direct ex-

posure to tuberculosis in fourteen cases, no ex-

posure in eleven cases and no record in two cases

;

in Group B a history of direct exposure in eight

cases, no exposure in fourteen and no record in one
case. In other words, in Group A there was a his-

tory of exposure in fifty-six per cent, of the re-

corded cases in comparison to thirty-six and three-

tenths per cent, of the recorded cases of Group B.

This history of exposure should be gone into very
thoroughly, because if obtained, it is a most valu-

able aid to diagnosis ; and as Norris has put it, "It

will not do merely to inquire if any of his immediate
family have died of tuberculosis and be satisfied

with a perfunctory yes or no; we must go into

details, and by careful questioning we will often

learn that a death which has been ascribed to in-

fluenza, menopause, confinement, pneumonia, bron-
chitis, typhoid fever, was preceded by many months
of illness, was accompanied by loss of weight, night

sweats or hemorrhage, was in fact an unrecognized,

or by a curious paradox on the part of our patient,

purposely concealed tuberculosis." The hunt for a

source of infection should not stop with inquiries

about the immediate family but should be carried

further and the patient questioned carefully about
his associates, both social and business, about the

workshop and about his dwelling.

In Group A there was a history of cough in nine-

teen cases of the twenty-five in which the symptom
was recorded. In six of these cases the cough had
continued for three months and less than six, in

two cases for six months and less than a year and in

five cases for a year or longer. In Group B there

was a history of cough in sixteen cases of the twen-
ty-one in which the symptom was recorded. In two
of these the cough had lasted for six months and
less than a year and in nine cases the cough had
lasted for a year or more.
Cough is usually one of the earliest symptoms and

persists throughout the course of the disease. How-
ever, it must not be forgotten that some cases have
more or less advanced disease before any cough ap-

pears. A cough that lasts for two months or more
and that cannot be explained by some general or
local condition should always be looked upon with
grave suspicion.

In Group A in twenty-si.x recorded cases there

was hemoptysis in eleven (frank hemorrhage in

five, blood-streaked sputum in six). In Group B in

eighteen recorded cases there was hemoptysis in

four (frank hemorrhage in one, blood-streaked
sputum in three). The one case in which the frank
hemorrhage occurred was the woman I have already
spoken of as having died of whooping cough. Of
the three cases of blood-streaked sputum, two oc-

curred among the seven that died of other causes
than tuberculosis, one being the case of mitral

stenosis and regurgitation, and the other being the

one with emphysema and chronic bronchitis. The
other one remaining case of blood-streaked sputum
occurred in a boy of eighteen who had naso-pharyn-
geal catarrh, and who told me, when I examined
him, that he still at times spits up blood-streaked
sputum which comes from his nose.

Hemoptysis is probably the most pathognomonic
symptom we have of pulmonary tuberculosis. Aus-
tin Flint in 1875 said, "Hemoptysis, the hemorrhage
limited to the bronchial mucous membrane, and not
dependent on disease of the heart, or on an injury
of the chest, is always presumptive evidence of ex-
isting pulmonary disease." A little further on he
says, "Hemoptysis occurs in some cases where not
only the symptoms of pulmonary disease are want-
ing, but the result of physical explorations of the
chest is negative. In a certain proportion of these
cases it is probable that the hemorrhage is con-
nected with a small affection which is latent as re-

gards both symptomatic phenomena and physical
signs." Osier mentions a study of Franz Strieker's
of nine hundred cases of hemoptysis occurring in

the Prussian Army. He says, "Among the conclu-
sions that Strieker draws, tire following are the
most important, namely, that soldiers attacked with
hemoptysis without special cause are in at least

eighty-six and eight-tenths per cent, tuberculous.
In the cases in which the hemoptysis follows the
speciaf exercises, etc., of military service at least

seventy-four and four-tenths per cent, are tuber-
culous. In the cases which come on during swim-
ming or as a consequence of direct injury to the
thorax, about one-half are not associated with tuber-
culosis." I believe a safe working basis is to regard
all cases of hemoptysis as of a tuberculous origin
until proved otherwise.

Pain in the chest was observed in twelve out of
twenty-three cases in which the svmptom was re-

corded among the cases in Group A. In Group B
it was observed in thirteen out of twenty cases.

The presence or absence of dyspnea was recorded
in twenty-four cases in Group A and was present in

twelve. Of these twelve, one case complained of
dyspnea at night and the other eleven after ex-
ertion. In Group B dyspnea was present in four-
teen out of twenty cases in which the symptom was
recorded. Marked dyspnea usually comes on late

in the disease but patients often suffer from slight

dyspnea after exertion when the disease is in its

incipiency ; at times it is what first calls attention to

their condition of health.

Temporary hoarseness was present in Group A in

nine out of twenty-three recorded cases and in

Group B in eight out of twenty recorded cases.

There was no case in either group which gave a
history of prolonged hoarseness. As a rule pro-
longed hoarseness comes on late in the disease, but
any case with a history of prolonged hoarseness or
repeated attacks of temporary hoarseness should be
examined and watched with the greatest care.

There were gastric disturbances in seven of the
twenty-three cases of Group A in which the gastric

condition was recorded. In Group B, eight cases
out of twenty had gastric symptoms.
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Chills were present only in three cases of the

eighteen recorded cases in Group A and in two cases

of Group B out of the four that had the symptoms
recorded.

Seven out of twenty-four cases in Group A had a

history of night sweats and eight out of twenty

cases in Group B.

The weight was recorded in sixteen cases of

Group A, thirteen of them showing a definite loss.

In Group B, nine out of fifteen recorded cases

showed a loss of weight.

Fever was present in nineteen of the twenty-six

cases of Group A in which there was a record of the

symptom ; and in Group B, it was present in fifteen

cases and absent in eight.

Four cases in Group A out of the twenty-three

in which the fact was noted had a history of a previ-

ous pleurisy and the same number in Group B out

of the twenty-two recorded cases had had pleurisy.

A history of pleurisy is always more or less of a

suspicious fact when we remember that from eighty

to ninety per cent, of all pleurisies are due to the

tubercle bacillus.

Several of the cases in the two groups had his-

tories of having had pneumonia, typhoid fever or

influenza. But a history of these diseases is not sug-

gestive unless you get a history of repeated attacks

of any one of them. Patients sometimes tell you
that they have had two or more attacks of pneu-

monia, or that they have had an attack of influenza

every winter for some years. These attacks were
probably not pneumonia or influenza but acute ex-

acerbations of their tuberculosis. Another most
suspicious history is that of typhoid pneumonia,
either one attack or more. What exactly is meant
by typhoid pneumonia is open to argaunent. .It may
be a case of typhoid fever developing pneumonia,
or it may be a pneumonia which has a protracted

course and the patient is in a typhoid state, but by
careful questionine it will often be found to have
been an attack of acute tuberculosis from which the

patient has recovered.

In closing let me add that I am not pleading for

the diagnosis of tuberculosis to be made from the

history alone. Only that when the physician gets a

history, not of one of the foregoing svmptoms but

of a combination of two or three or more of them,
that he leave no stone unturned until a definite diag-

nosis is made either of tuberculosis or of some other

condition which will account for all the symptoms.
If he is unable, after repeated examinations, to

solve the problem, and the history is suspicious, he
should allow his patient to have the benefit of the

doubt and put him on treatment for tuberculosis,

which treatment can be carried out at home without
se''iouslv inconveniencing his patient, and I am sure

will be attended by results most gratifying to the

jiatient as well as to the physician himself.
IS15 Sprvce Street.

CORONARY SCLEROSIS WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO GASTRIC SYMPTOMS.

By I. W. HELD, M.D,,

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT ATTENDING PHYSICIAN, HAR MORIAH HOSPITAL; ATTENDING
PHYSICIAN, HAR MORIAH HOSPITAL DISPENSARY.

In the sense used by Cohnheim' the coronary arter-

ies are terminal ves'sels inasmuch as their branches
do not anastomose with each other sufficientlv to

maintain perfect circulation. In experimental liga-

tions of the branches of the coronary arteries in

cats and dogs, carried out in Porter's laboratory,

W alter Baumgarten- demonstrated the following

facts : ( 1
) Ligation of the ramus des'cendens

caused infarction in the anterior wall of the left

ventricle, anterior papillary muscle, left half of the

interventricular septum. (2) Ligation of the ramus
circumflex caused infarction of the apex, posterior

papillary muscle, a portion of the right ventricle,

posterior wall of the left atrium, posterior one-

third of septum. (3) Ligation of the right coron-

ary artery caused infarction of a part of ihe right

ventricle and the posterior portion of the appendix
atrii. The nerve supply of the coronary arteries was
demonstrated by Maas, who showed that vasocon-
striction is e.xerted by the vagus, and vasodilatation

by the accelerator nerves. Scaramucci's experi-

mental demonstration in 1689 that the coronary ves-

sels are emptied during diastole of the heart, there-

by nourishing the organ, was confirmed by Porter'

and his pupils.

The clinical picture of coronary sclerosis was
already known to the ancients. Seneca, who him-
self was a suft'erer from its attacks, described the

symptom complex under the designation of "pre-

cellas similis." The pains would start under the

sternum and radiate down both arms, and he felt

like losing his' senses. Morgagni even described

the autopsy of a man whose symptoms before death

were those of coronary sclerosis as follows : "The
inner surface of the aorta was studded witli numer-
ous elevations and pustules, the latter e.xtending to

the coronary arteries, one of which was entirely

occluded." Other cases have been described by
HoiTmann, but none of the older authors consid-

ered coronary sclerosis as an independent disease. It

was not until 1786 that Rougnon, a physician of

BesauQon, gave an excellent description of the dis-

ease which five months later was followed by the

famous article of Heberden who designated the

symptom complex as angina pectori.^. calling par-

ticular attention to the importance of not con-
founding the same with dyspnea. Hunder, the

great clinician, who was himself a victim of the dis-

ease, shortly afterward gave a very exact descrip-

tion of the affection. However, it was left for Jen-
ner to show the full pathogenic significance of the

association of angina pectoris with coronary sclero-

sis, whose views were supported by the greatest

clinicians of those days, chief among whom were
Parry and Kre\~sing, the latter advancing the ex-

planation that the heart mtiscle, being poorly nour-

ished owing to coronary sclerosis, was unable to

perform the extra task thrown upon it, thus ex-

plaining the occurrence of attacks on the slightest

exertion.

Numerous other theories were promulgated to

explain the symptoms of coronary sclerosis. One
that deserves special mention is that by Reeder, an
English author, who attributed them to ischemia of

the heart muscle. Lussana, in 1858, advanced the

theory that mechanical irritation of the cardiac

plexus was responsible. Potain,* the famous clini-

cian, in 1870, supported Reeder's view. Since then

no epoch-making theories have been brought forth

until of late the symptoms were attributed to lesions

in the plexus of the nerves. This' view has been

supported by autopsy findings, as will be shown
presently.

The pathological changes are almost invariably

the following: The coronary arteries are irregu-

larly dilated ; their walls are thickened and their

lumen is narrowed in many places ; sometimes one
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or the other of the coronary arteries is completely

occluded. Microscopically sclerotic and connective

tissue changes are found. The membrana elastica

is found split in many places and sometimes com^
pletely occluded. The cells of the intima show fatty

degeneration. The heart changes are variable, for

which reason von Leyden' subdivides the same into

four groups : (
i
) When the patient dies of an

intercurrent disease, coronary sclerosis is only ac-

cidentally found, and the heart muscle shows neither

macroscopical nor microscopical changes. (2) My-
omalacia cordis (Ziegler), where one or the other

of the coronary arteries is found completely oblit-

erated, causing areas of softening and infarction in

different portions of the heart muscle. (3) Myode-
generatio fibrosa, where the disease is of long stand-

ing; the heart muscle has undergone changes of re-

pair, showing areas of fibrous tissue with white

scars, mostly around the apex of the heart. (4)
Mixed changes, where areas of infarcts are seen

in some places, while in others there are changes
of connective tissue formation. Efforts were made
to find lesions in and about the cardiac plexus with

a view to substantiating the above-mentioned nerve
theory, and in this connection Lancereaux'" findings

are worthy of mention. He describes' the case of

a man, 45 years of age, who suddenly died of

angiosclerosis, in whom not only the usual findings

were present, but also exudates in the fibers of the

cardiac plexus. Similar observations were pub-
lished by Heine, Haddon, Peter, Barete and others.

Symptoms.—The most frequent clinical picture

of coronary sclerosis is undoubtedly that of angina

pectoris, characterized by the following symp-
toms : Sudden oppression behind the sternum, as if,

as Hunter expresses it, the sternum were drawn to

the spine ; a feeling of strangulation with fear of im-

pending death ; severe pain in the sternum, some-
times in its lower and sometimes in its upper part.

The pain is so severe that, should the patient be

attacked while walking, he is afraid to move on.

The pain usually radiates from the left shoulder

down the arm and fingers, which feel numb. Some-
times it radiates down the right arm, or both arms.

and fingers. The face is pale and usually covered

with cold perspiration. There is often a flow of

saliva, and the attack is often preceded by polyuria.

The pulse is usually of high tension, irregular and
slow ; in fact, the severest types of bradycardia have

been observed during a paroxysm of angina pec-

toris. At times, however, the pulse is quick and
regular; at other times it shows no changes at all.

With a favorable termination the patient usually

belches gas, and feels collapsed for hours. Very
often the first attack ends fatally. Arthur Douglas
Hirs'chfeld" holds coronary sclerosis sometimes re-

sponsible for paroxysmal tachycardia
;

precordial

pain, and sudden death without any previous symp-
toms, probably due to the presence of sclerosis for

some time past, and to sudden arrest of the function

of the heart muscle, causing death from thrombosis'

of the sclerosed artery. Often, however, gastric

disturbances are the only complaint during life,

while the real cause is sclerosis of the coronary
arteries. The literature contains cases cited by von
Leyden.^ Pauli, and Kaufmann," Dickinson, Broad-
bent," Cabot, and others', where the symptoms were
of a purely gastric nature, while the autopsy re-

vea'ed coronary sclerosis as the cause of death.

Furthermore, there is a certain set of abdominal
symptoms which are designated angina abdominalis,

and are referable to arteriosclerosis. Usuallv these

symptoms are as follows: The majority of the pa-

tients are males, well above 40. There is more or

less continuous pressure in the epigastrium, particu-

larly after meals. There is often a boring sensation,

radiating up under the sternum, which, however, is

not dependent upon meals, but rather due to psychic

disturbance, or exertion. There is also a marked sen-

sation of fullness after meals with slight dyspnea,

and inability to lie down after meals owing to pal-

pitation of the heart. Frequently there is nausea,

but no vomiting. Severe paroxysms of pain with a

sensation of impending death are not infrequent,

and a number of cases of sudden death have oc-

curred in this condition. The writer recollects two

such cases where sudden death occurred with all the

signs' of epigastric pains, while the underlying cause

was arteriosclerosis. The bowels are usually irregu-

lar ; constipation is the rule.

A careful examination of the cardiovascular sys-

tem will show that the blood pressure is usually

high, 200 and higher; apex beat in the mammillary

line to the left of the sternum ; first sound muffled

;

or there may be a slight systolic murmur ; the second

aortic sound is strongly accentuated ; face is usually

pale. These symptoms should lead to the suspicion

of central sclerosis', which is often justified, and well

rewarded by corresponding treatment along this

line. It is needless to say that the gastrointestinal

tract should be thoroughly examined, as affections

in this region may be associated with coronary

sclerosis'. It is only recently that Heinrich Citron'"

reported a case where autopsy disclosed the pres-

ence of duodenal ulcer associated with coronary

sclerosis.

I may mention two cases from my own observa-

tion in which coronary sclerosis occurred with pro-

nounced gastric symptoms.
Case I.—A.F., 53, barber. Previous history

negative. Was perfectly well up to two years ago,

when there was a sudden sensation of discomfort in

the epigastric region. At first this occurred only

after heavy meals, but later there were boring pains

after light meals or no meals' at all, also, and par-

ticularly so, after exertion. Appetite variable,

bowels usually constipated. Patient also had severe

attacks of gastric pains. A very careful examina-

tion of the gastrointestinal tract revealed nothing

abnormal. Not so the vascular system: blood pres-

sure 210 maximum, 190 minimum; apex beat weak,

best palpable in the fifth interspace to the left of the

mammillary line; on auscultation there was a very

weak first and accentuated second aortic sound.

This led me to suspect that the gastric symptoms
were due to coronary sclerosis, and treatment was
instituted accordingly with satisfactory results.

Case II.—L.G., 49, bookkeeper. Complained of

symptoms similar to those in the first case. There
were no objective findings in the gastrointestinal ex-

amination, while the blood pressure was 170 maxi-

mum and 145 minimum; there was a slight systolic

murmur at the apex, not transmitted, with an accen-

tuation of a second aortic sound, associated with a

slight systolic murmur at the aorta. Taking these

facts as well as the early age for sclerosis into con-

sideration, I was led to suspect syphilitic infection,

but the Wassermann test proved negative. I there-

fore instituted on general principles the treatment

for coronary sclerosis, resulting in decided im-

provement.
Following are the reports of three other cases

with autopsies which I had occasion to witness in

Berlin last winter

:
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Case III.—J.B., 44, laborer, admitted to the

Friedrichhain Hospital, Berlin, department of Pro-

fessor Kroenig. There had been gastric disturb-

ances for several months, high blood pressure, a

second accentuated aortic sound with first muffled

sound in the apex. After patient had been in the

hospital for eight days he had a sudden attack of

pain in the epigastric region, during which he spas-

tically clutched his hands over the abdomen and
expired. Autopsy by Professor Pick : Endarteritis

deformans, coronary arteries markedly sclerosed.

Arch of the aorta showed atheromatous changes,

the heart muscle degenerative changes. Gastroin-

testinal tract as well as biliary passages perfectly

normal.

Case IV.—N.R., 52, laborer. Gastric symptoms
as in last case. Apex of the heart in the fifth inter-

space palpable in the left mammillary line ; slight

systolic murmur; blood pressure 190 maximum, 165
minimum. On the fifth day of his stay in the hos-

pital there occurred a severe attack of gastric pain

with fatal termination. Autopsy by Professor
Pick: Left coronary artery completely occluded.

Fibrous tissue of papillarv muscle increased; aortic

valves covered with calcareous deposits ; absolutely

no changes in gastrointestinal tract or biliary pas-
sages.

Case V.—Woman, 52, admitted to tlie Kaiserin
Augusta Hospital, service of Professor Ewald. No
complaints except of gastric origin. Hyperacidity.

The cardiovascular findings during life were not
very characteristic of coronary sclerosis, and the

blood pres'sure was only 150. There was a slight

increase or broadening of the .aorta. After two
weeks' stay in the hospital she succumbed to an
attack of severe epigastric pain. Autopsy by Pro-
fessor Oesterreich : Atheromatous deposits in the
aorta. Erosions of the aorta extend to the coronary
arteries, one of which was' completelv occluded.
Gastrointestinal canal and biliary passages abso-
lutely normal.

To explain the gastric symptoms in the presence
of coronary sclerosis, various theories have been
advanced. Kaufmann and Pauli' explain the same
as follows': The disease of the inner layer of the

blood vessels causes vascular colic ("Gefasskoliken,"
Nothnagel)," originating in the affected vessel and
radiating to the abdomen. Buch^- explains the symp-
toms as hyperesthesia of the sympathetic plexus'.

Other authors consider the abdominal pains to be
due to ischemia of the gastric mucosa, analogous to

dysbasia angiosclerotica (Erb)i^ of the lower
extremities. This explanation would justify the
des'ignation of angina abdominalis.

Treatment.—The object of the treatment is two-
fold : (

I ) to prevent recurrent attacks during the
intervals and (2) to combat the attacks, when pres-
ent. To meet the first indication, the treatment
should be directed to the etiology of the disease,

and considering that syphilis, gout, diabetes, ex-
cessive indulgence in alcohol and meat diet (Bishop)
and mental overwork are often instrumental in caus-
ing this affection, the first step should be to remove
the underlying cause. As a prophylactic measure,
it is' necessary to forbid excessive exercise, over-
loading the stomach, walking against the wind,
psychic emotion, and so on. The food should be
easily digestible and nonfermentative ; small quan-
tities at frequent intervals are in order. It is ad-
visable to put the patient for a short time on an ex-
clusive lactovegetable diet; later, when meat is al-

lowed, it should not be given more than once a day,

and plainly prepared. Special care should be taken

to restrict proteid food. Any indication of indi-

canuria should be closely watched, as Bishop^'* has

shown that prevention of the same will markedly
benefit the sclerotic condition of the coronary

arteries. Should indicanuria persist, or should

there be a tendency to gastrointestinal fermentation,

tablets containing lactic acid bacilli, kefir, or butter-

milk should be included in the diet. Alcohol and
tobacco should be avoided. If the myocardium
shows' gross changes which are readily recognized,

or minor ones as disclosed by the functional tests

devised by Herz,^-' and Hoffmann,'® or in the pres-

ence of kidney insufficiency and slight tendency to

edema of the lower extremities during the day, to

disappear at night, the salt tolerance of the patient

should be determined by the procedure so ably

worked out by Professor H. Straus'.^'' In the pres-

ence of salt intolerance, salt in the diet should be
restricted or entirely excluded for some time. If

the patient is able to afford it, he should stay in a

warm climate during the winter ; otherwise he

should remain indoors in inclement weather.

As to hydrotherapeutic measures, the patient

should be cautioned against extreme temperatures
of the water, and against staying in the bath too

long. The temperature should range between 98°

and 102°, and the time between 15 and 20 minutes.

The bath should be followed by light massage.
Hasenbroek'* and also Oertel advocate massage of

the heart, while A. FraenkeP^ wishes to limit the

same to very mild cases. As to carbonic acid baths,

great caution should be exercised. They should

only be given under competent supervision with
strict observation of the temperature, which should

begin at about 90° and gradually lowered to 80°.

The bath should not last longer than 10 minutes at

first; later it may be increased to 15 or 20 minutes,

three times weekly, followed by light Schott exer-

cises and rest for at least two hours. The blood
pressure before the bath should be neither too high

nor too low, and the effect of the bath must be such

as to lower the blood pressure. Nor should the bath

be taken immediately after meals ; i hour after light

meals or 3 hours after heavy meals should be al-

lowed to elapse. Electric baths, in the form of 4-

cell battery with hand and feet in water have been
used. The high frequency current has of late been

used by Laqueur-** in the Virchow Hospital, Berlin,

and he claims that they are effective in reducing the

blood pressure and thereby relieving the symptoms.
The method deserves a trial, coming as it does from
such a reliable observer.

As to drugs, diuretin and iodides have proved the

most useful. The former is given in lo-grain dos'es

three times dailv for two months ; the latter, in the

form of sodium iodide preferably, in 10- to 15-grain

doses three times a day for six to eight weeks. In

cases which do not tolerate sodium iodide, one of

the newer compounds of iodine may be tried.

Where blood pressure persists high, some of the

nitrites, especially sodium nitrite, have been advised

by Egbert Le Fevre as being a valuable drug in this

condition.

To relieve the attacks, a hypodermic injection of

morphine is often indispensable, and although its

use has been disputed for a long time, the general

opinion now is that its' use is indicated and that there

is no danger in administering it. Another drug that

gives good results is amyl nitrite in pearls which are

crushed and held in a handkerchief against the pa-

tient's nose for inhalation. One or two pearls, con-
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taining three minims each, may be used. The vaso-

dilatation it produces is shown by the flush in the

patient's face and by its immediate relief. Coun-
ter-irritation to the chest and hot mustard footbaths

are often beneficial. Carl Pototzky^^ has inaugu-
rated partial carbonic acid baths ("Hafussi baths''

—

hand and foot baths) which are given by immersing
the hands and feet in hot water impregnated with
carbonic acid. These baths have afforded great re-

lief.
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THE iMEDTCAL SUPERVISION OF SCHOOL
CHILDREN IN SOUTH MANCHESTER.

CONN.
By TH0M.-\S G. SLO.\N, M.D.,

SOUTH MANCHESTER, CONN.

Special Examination for Physical Defects.—In the

fall of 1906, 72 children out of over 1600 were
found to be a year or more behind their grade.

Twenty-one of these were either non-English speak-

ing or had been irregular in their school attendance,

leaving 51 whose backwardness could not be ex-

plained. These 51 were examined for eye defects,

hearing, and diseases of the nose and throat with

the following results

:

Eyes: Defective vision, 15 or 29 per cent.; ble-

pharitis marginalis, 5 or 9 per cent. : conjunctival

catarrh, 4 or 8 per cent. Nose : Mucopurulent
catarrh. 2 or 4 per cent. ; inferior turbinate en-

larged, 8 or 16 per c?nt. ; spur, 4 or 8 per cent. Ton-
sils : Enlarged or inflamed, 16 or 31 per cent. Ade-
noids : Needing operation, 16 or 31 per cent. ; small,

13 or 25 per cent. ; very small, 3 or 6 per cent.

Ears : Defective hearing, 4 or 8 per cent.

Many children had more than one defect. Fifty

of the 51 backward children, or 98 per cent., had one
or more defects.

At the same time 257 children who were doing
average work but who were suspected of having
physical defects were examined with the following

results

:

Eyes: Blepharitis marginalis, 36 or 11 per cent.;

conjunctival catarrh, 14 or 4I/2 per cent. Nose:
Mucopurulent catarrh, 20 or 6J/2 per cent. ; inferior

turbinate enlarged, 38 or 12 per cent. ; spur, 22 or

7 per cent. ; septum displaced, 3 or i i>er cent. Ton-
sils : Enlarged or inflamed, 16 or 31 per cent. Ade-
noids: Needing operation, 120 or 39 per cent.;

small, 84 or 27 per cent. ; very small, 20 or 65^ per

cent.

Two hundred and sixty-six, or 86 per cent., had
one or more defects. One hundred and fifty-seven

notices were sent to the parents of those children

who urgently needed operation, and as a result 19

were operated on for adenoids or tonsils. This

result may not seem very great, but a start was
made and the education of the parents was begun,

and as the resulting benefit to the children became
apparent, we had less trouble in getting consent

to operations.

In the winter of 1907 an examination was made
of 266 children who were thought to be suffering

from nose or throat troubles. This year we had
26 operations. The same year 1,437 pupils were
e.xamined for eye defects and 91 or 6 per cent,

were found to be in need of treatment and as a

result 20 were fitted to glasses.

In IQOS, 204 children were examined for nose

and throat troubles. One hundred and twenty-

six or 61 per cent, needed operations or treatment.

This year we got 13 operations and some were
treated otherwise than by operation.

In January, 1910, a special examination was
made of 1,564 pupils, all who were in attendance at

that time. Our idea was more that of a coarse drag
net to record the more serious defects than to have

a list of less important defects as we were after

practical results. In this examination the teeth were
not noted unless bad enough to need extraction.

Below is the result of the examination

:

Number of pupils exarr-ined 156+
Detective teetb (needinfi e-traction) 295
Enlarged tonsils 113
Adenoids 73
Adenoids and teeth 71
Tonsils and adenoids fiZ

Tonsils and teeth 44
Adenoids, tonsils and teeth 39
Teeth and markedly enlarged cervical glands 15

Enlarged cervical glands 4
Miscellaneous 16

Total '32

The adenoid cases per grade were as follows

:
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Comparison of 1,564 South Manchester school
children with 323,344 New York City children, as

follows

:
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specter's work for 1909, taking that as an average District pays the teacher and supplies the desks and
year rather than 1910 when we had two epidemics, regular school equipment. The tent in which the

one of scarlet fever and one of diphtheria. school sessions are held, the house where the chil-

Medical Supervision During Epidemics. — In dren eat and rest, which is on the grounds with the

1910-11 South Manchester was visited by a long tent, the necessary extra clothing, food and service

lasting epidemic of scarlet fever and diphtheria are provided by the Educational Club.

which started before the schools opened in the fall The school opens at 8 130 when each child re-

and continued for several months. Ordinary pre- ceives a cup of cocoa. A school session is held until

cautions did not control it. It was finally controlled 1 1 :30 broken by recess and gymnastics. Recrea-
in the following manner: tion from 11 130 to 12:00 when a substantial dinner

Each morning the Health Officer reported the is served followed by a rest period of one hour,

new cases and the children from those homes were Then comes the afternoon session from i :30 to

at once excluded from school and not allowed to 3 :30 broken by recess and recreation,

return until two weeks after the house was fumi- The school accommodates twenty pupils. A list

gated and in cases of diphtheria not until a nega- of candidates for the school is made by the vari-

tive culture was obtained and also after a careful ous teachers and examined by the physician in

physical examination. The specimens were sent to charge who recommends those who are proper cases

the Laboratory of the State Board of Health in for the school. The pupils are discharged from
Middletown. During the epidemic 389 cultures time to time as they improve. They are examined
were sent to the laboratory 87 of which were posi- several times a year by the physician and frequent

tive. records of weight, general and special conditions

In addition, the 481 high school and upper grade are kept. The children are anemic, heart cases,

pupils in the high school building had their throats cases of enlarged tonsils and adenoids, or more
examined once. One culture was taken which was properly those having the lymphatic diathesis,

negative. chorea, and malnutrition. We have had no case of

The pupils in the grammar school building aver- tuberculosis although one cured case was entered

aging 850 were examined on six consecutive weeks, and did very well, gaining 15 pounds.

Two hundred and ninety-six cultures were taken, 56 All school work has been done under the tent,

of which were positive. A number of well marked The temperature has varied from 16° to 102° and
cases of scarlet fever and diphtheria were found in the teacher reports that the best work was done in

the school. There were during the school year 65 the coldest weather. Owing to the varied ages the

cases of diphtheria and 75 cases of scarlet fever and instruction has been of necessity individual to a

144 children in those families were excluded from great extent,

school. The physical gain has been general. Out of 30
In figuring the cost of the epidemic the superin- cases 25 have gained in weight and almost all have

tendent of schools presents the following figures: improved in general appearance and appetite, nerv-

ousness, and ability to study. A special point has
Time lost by children who were ill 3696 days t j-i. u- u~* o 11 u
Time lost by children who were excluded 4394 days been made in teaching hygiene. Several have been

^^^^ .soicTdays
discharged so well that they did not need the school

any longer.

This represents 44 school years for one pupil or The Nurse.—The nurse is a very important part

one year for 44 pupils. It costs $35.28 to promote of the system. Her duties in general are as fol-

one pupil one grade making a cost to the school lows: (i) She helps select the pupils who ought
district of $1,552. In addition many children were to see the medical inspector. (2) She assists the

kept home from school by fearful parents and many medical inspector, the physician making the special

were kept out while waiting for a report on their examinations, and the physician in charge of the

cultures, making a total cost through time lost by open air school. (3) She follows up such cases as

pupils of about $2,500. To this must be added the may be necessary, advising parents as to proper
cost of medical inspection, fumigation, etc., and medical attention and corrective measures. (4)
also the cost to the families of medical attendance, She treats minor ailments under direction of the

nursing, medicine, and time lost from work, making medical inspector, as ringworm, impetigo, etc., thus
the total cost to all concerned about $15,000 for the it is not always necessary to exclude such cases from
epidemic. school. (5) She takes evening temperatures in

If we had begun systematic inspection of all chil- suspected cases of tuberculosis. (6) She visits

dren in school earlier, the result would probably pupils' homes and arranges with the parents for

have been better, but our schools were not closed pupils to go to the hospital for operations for ade-

and the majority of the pupils received their regu- noids and tonsils and goes to the hospital with the

lar instruction. children. (7) She takes the girls to the orthopedic
Circumstances outside the school and beyond clinic Saturdays. (8) She has charge of the girls'

control of the school authorities had more or less to bathroom. (9) She takes care of emergency cases

do with the spread of the epidemic. Children who occurring in school.

were excluded from school went to Sunday school. Eye E.vaminations.—The State requires an ex-
church, public lectures, and mixed on the street and amination of every child's eyes once in three years,

in stores with other children and doubtless spread This is done, and in addition the eyes of new pupils

contagion. We feel sure that the school is the are examined every fall, and also those eyes that

safest place for children under such circumstances were found defective at the last examination are

as there they were free from contact with the slight- re-examined and notices again sent to the parents.

ly sick, but contagious, and from members of fami- Baths.—Several vears ago a room was fitted up
lies where disease was present. as a bath-room. Thirty-two slate stalls were put in

The Open Air School.—An Open Air School was each having a spray on a universal joint so ar-

inaugurated January 25, 191 1. The necessary money ranged that girls can use it without wetting their

was raised by the Educational Club. The School hair. .\ janitor has charge of the boys in the morn-
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ing and the nurse looks after the girls in the after-

noon. The general public is allowed to use the

room evenings. Soap and towels are furnished. In

the last school year boys took 8,861 baths and girls

2,773. During the 4J/2 years the bathroom has been

in use 59,000 baths have been taken.

Miscellaneous.—Ordinary sanitary measures are

taken, as a jet of water instead of drinking cups,

paper towels, frequent fire drills. The school gym-
nasium is used to its full capacity.

As the State compels parents to send their chil-

dren to school 200 days a year, it is the duty of the

State to safeguard their health in every possible

way, and our results in South Manchester justify

the outlay.

The medical inspector receives $2 a visit or $2

per hour in making special examinations, the nurse

$17 per week. The special yearly examination costs

$50. The special equipment of the open air school

and the extra first year's expense was about $1,500

and was paid by the Educational Club. During
severe epidemics the cost is much greater, of course,

on account of the extra work done by the medical

inspector. The clerical work is done by the super-

intendent's stenographer and very complete records

and statistics are kept, each child having a card with

full information running from year to year.

The results given in difTerent places in this paper

fully justify the work and expense, but the gain to

the children in health, strength and ability to better

provide for themselves is far more than any finan-

cial consideration.

ORGYIA LEUCOSTIGMA.
A FACTOR IN THE CAUSATION OF OPHTHALMIA

NODOSA.

By GEORGE WESLEY BEATTY. M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

From May until late in September and sometimes

October, the shade trees in our city streets are cov-

ered with a peculiar caterpillar—the larva of the

white-marked tussock moth or Orgxia leucostigma

(Smith & Abbot).
The tussock moth is a native of North America

and ranges from Florida north along the eastern

coast to Nova Scotia and westward as far as Ne-

braska (at the present writing). Its food consists

of almost all varieties of shade, fruit, and orna-

The caterpillar of the Tussock Moth, Orgyia Leucostigma.

mental trees ; the conifers, however, are singularly

immune to their attacks.

Here in New York City they seem to have a pre-

dilection for maples, horse-chestnut, elm, and cat-

alpa trees and rose bushes.

A little knowledge of the life history and habits

of this insect will not be amiss. The eggs are de-

posited late in September, and, winter over, on tree

trunks and the larger branches, under fences, cop-

ings, and in fact wherever a crevice affords a shelter.

They are detected at a glance by the frothy, glisten-

ing appearance of the white sac which contains the

eggs. This sac is attached to the cocoon. It is

pure white and appears like a mass of cotton that

has been "sized" with shellac and glistens. Along
some time in May, in this locality, the caterpillars

hatch ; they molt five times, i.e. they cast their skin,

exhibiting different characteristics after each molt.

The young drop down on silken threads if the

trees are jarred, and often without this provocation.

They are blown by the wind and in that manner
spread to other trees at great distances. When full

grown or fiearly full grown, they are untiring trav-

elers, crawling down from the home tree where
they were hatched, and crossing large areas of

ground to attack a new tree. In this way thev go
from tree to tree, making e.xtensive migrations.

Often the caterpillars drop from the trees on the

passer-by, and crawling along the edge of the collar

small body-hairs embed themselves in the skin, giv-

ing rise to more or less irritation.

It is customary to spray the trees with solutions

of arsenic ; this poisons the leaves and in this way
when the caterpillar eats them, millions are de-

stroyed. Later in the season the walks are filled

with debris of leaves and dead caterpillars ; this is

hurled along by the wind, automobiles, cars, etc.,

and the hairs are embedded in the conjunctivas of

pedestrians and others, giving rise to an annoying
ophthalmia.

Usually the patient applies for treatment shortly

after the introduction of the hairs into the eyes, for

relief from the severe irritation which he is creating

or aggravating by constant rubbing.

Two of my patients in stating the cause of the

irritation, said they had brushed one of these red-

headed caterpillars from their faces and had gotten

some of his hair into their eyes, which began to

itch and burn almost immediately. I relieved my
cases by brushing the conjunctivas gently with ab-

sorbent cotton backward and forward, with the

hope of entangling the spiny hairs in it and thus

removing them. I then washed the eyes, using an

eye-cup. This afforded considerable relief and the

patients were sent away with a bland collyrium to

be used thrice daily in each eye. little less than a

month later one of them returned with a nodular

condition of the cornea resembling tubercles. The
nodules were not many, but I referred him to an

oculist, who, after giving due consideration to the

history of the introduction of the hair from the

caterpillar, treated him for a secondary keratitis

with heat and atropine. He made an uneventful

recovery.

I have had other cases in which a nodular condi-

tion of the conjunctivEe was produced by the intro-

duction of caterpillar hairs, but I feel that these two
will suffice to make my point.

I have had other cases apply for treatment of the

ervthema occasioned bv these hairs becoming em-
bedded in the skin of the neck where the caterpillar

had been walking along the clothing. In every in-

stance I brush the skin briskly backward and for-

ward with absorbent cotton to remove the hairs,

much the same as we remove the microscopic spines

of the cactus pear and cowhage from the skin. I

then apply some soothing agent and protect the

neck from the clothing, and recovery quickly fol-

lows. In one instance the irritation was so great

and the consequent scratching so severe that a true

traumatic dermatitis was developed.

204 Hancock Stbeet.
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PHOSPHOPROTEINS IN DIET.

By FELIX VON OEFELE, M.D.,

NEW YOSK.

We are indebted to Liebig for the division of or-

ganic substances into carbohydrates, fats, and pro-

teins. For a long time we have known that this

division is insufficient and of proteins especially

that there are many different kinds which have
been divided into numerous groups. In therapeu-

tics, however, the differentiation of protein is either

not observed at all or is carried to extremes. I

must emphasize that in therapeutics the term pro-

teins should no longer be indiscriminately used as

a unity. On the other hand, the classification of

proteins should be as simple as possible.

Briefly I will refer to a passage in O. Ham-
marsten's "Textbook of Physiological Chemistry."

"The several protein substances contain carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen; the majority con-

tains also sulphur, a few phosphorus, and a few
also iron." If we disregard iron this chemical di-

vision gives us a simple and practical classification,

and we get two groups of proteins : one rich in

sulphur, the other rich in phosphorus. In a few in-

stances we find that a protein substance is rich or

poor in both elements. Alost proteins, which are

of interest in therapeutics, contain sulphur and
phosphorus, but as already mentioned, one element
usually predominates over the oiher. In the living

organism both groups are always sharply separated.

In the cell those rich in sulphur are found in the

plasma and the phosphorus-rich proteins in the

nucleus. In the process of digestion the former
are chiefly digested by pepsin and muriatic acid and
the latter by trypsin in alkaline solution. The cells

of the epidermis, epithelium, and endothelium
chiefly contain plasma, and therefore much sulphur

and little phosphorus. The nerve structure contains

hardly any plasma, but is derived chiefly from
nucleus with, therefore, much phosphorus and very

little sulphur.

These facts have much to do with my discovery

of selenium as a remedial agent for cancer, but

their importance extends beyond the limits of can-

cer research—they form a rational basis for studies

in general dietetics. In the cell the seat of life is in

the nucleus. Therefore, in practical dietetics we
must not be content simply to prescribe any nitrog-

enous diet, but in one class of cases we should
give proteins rich in sulphur and in another class

those rich in phosphorus.

It is very important to know the indication for

proteins containing phosphorus, for these affect the

life of the cell nucleus, and, therefore, the whole
economy of the body ; but it is not always an easy

task to supply what is needed as there are many
proteins rich in sulphur, but only a few rich in

phosphorus.

During seventeen years of private dietetic prac-

tice in German health resorts I had most grati-

fying results in employing either proteins rich in

phosphorus or those rich in sulphur. There was
one drawback to this, namely, it proved too expen-

sive for the average patient, but that could not be

helped, because there are as yet no satisfactory arti-

ficial foods fulfilling all requirements. In cases re-

quiring proteins rich in sulphur I prescribed the

white of eggs prepared in different ways and the

yolk whenever phosphorus-rich proteins were indi-

cated. Whenever the patients could afford to live

on this diet I have always been satisfied with the re-

sults obtained. I am convinced that the whole egg
is a fit food only for a healthy person, but not for

a patient. '

I will refrain from giving statistics, for to state

a few cases only would be of no use. On the other
hand, it would take too much time to classify all

the cases I have had during these seventeen years.

Suffice it to call attention to the above and to refer

the reader to textbooks of physiological chemistry
for further details.

326 East Fifty-eighth Street.

Treatment of Prolapsus Uteri.—M. Potocki believes

that prolapsus uteri is almost always found in women
who have been pregnant, and arises from the fact that

they have passed through labor. Aside from the rupture

of the perineum, which may occur at that time, there

are various other mechanisms which assist in bringing

about prolapsus after delivery. The parts are softened

and distended during pregnancy, and the cervix may
become much elongated. During gestation parturition and

the puerperal state organic modifications occur which

predispose to prolapsus, and lesions occur, some of which

are curable while others require operation. Stretching

and tearing of the cervix may occur through delivery

before dilatation is complete; during labor the head drags

upon the connections of the uterus with the bladder and

rectum and tears them away from their natural supports.

This may be prevented by the watchful obstetrician and
the descending parts of the canal may be pushed upward
with the hand between the pains and maintained there

during the pain, when they will slip upward. Operative

labors cause tearing of the ligaments and sphincters. A
good preventive measure is dilatation of the vagina be-

fore operative accouchements by means of a rubber bal-

loon. This renders extraction easy by putting an end to

the resistance of the soft parts. After labor all tears

should be repaired at once. The author believes that it

is a mistake to allow the woman to get up sooner than

three weeks after labor, since the weight of the unin-

voluted uterus tends to cause prolapse. When there are

no tears, but simple rela.xation of muscles and ligaments,

the author thinks that massage and electricity are valuable

to restore the tone of the parts. The pessary is an in-

strument that not only is not dangerous, but that properly

fitted is of the greatest value in moderate prolapse when
operation is not desired by the patient. Hard rubber

pessaries are most satisfactory, and the smallest that will

do the work is most desirable.

—

Annales de Gynecologie

el E'Obstetriquc.

The X-Ray Treatment of Splenic Enlargement in

Children.—G. A. Petrone and M. Lo Re report their

results in eight cases. The results were poor in one case

of Leishman anemia and one of anemia splenica pseudo-

leucemica. In one case of malaria with greatly enlarged

spleen the .r-ray treatment, together with the administration

of quinine, was very effective, although hitherto quinine

and arsenic alone had proved valueless. In four cases of

anemia splenica pseudoleucemica the spleen was brought

back quickly to its normal size. Another case was greatly

improved, but died of bronchopneumonia.

—

La Pediatria.

Asthma with Swrollen Middle Turbinals.—E. A. Pe-

ters reports the case of a woman, aged forty-two, whose
illness began eighteen months ago with paroxysmal rhinor-

rhea ; lately the patient has developed asthma, which is

worse at night. The nose presents a condition of chronic

rhinitis; the inferior turbinals are swollen. The middle

turbinals are edematous and compress the septum. This

last condition is characteristic of nasal asthma.

—

Proceed-

ings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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RABIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

A RESUME of the prevalence and distribution of

rabies in the United States during the year 1911 is

given by A. M. Stimson in the Public Health Re-

ports for July 12, 1912. From this it appears that

the most striking feature in the prevalence of this

disease has been its spread to the Pacific Coast

States which were apparently entirely free from it

at the time of the former investigation conducted

by the Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service

in 1908. Thus, in California in 1908, there was not

a single case of rabies reported, whereas in 191

1

there were 124 persons who received treatment for

this disease. More cases were noted in New York

than any other single state. Here 889 persons

received antirabic treatment and thirteen deaths

occurred.

The whole investigation serves to indicate that

all over the country the number of localities in-

fected by rabies has increased. Although there has

been a generalized spread to previously unaffected

territory, it is probably true that the increased ac-

tivity of health authorities and the greatly extended

facilities for the administration of protective treat-

ment have served to bring to light many cases of

animal infection which formerly would have es-

caped notice. However, making due allowance for

the more complete recording of all cases, Stimson

still believes that there is an actual increase of

rabies throughout the country at large. In marked

contrast to the increase among the lower animals

is the diminution in the number of human deaths.

These amounted to only 12 per cent, of the total

number of cases. A prominent factor in this de-

crease in the death rate is undoubtedly due to

prompt resort to antirabic inoculations of exposed

persons.

It has now become possible for the person who
has been bitten by a supposedly rabid animal to

avail himself of the immunity conferred by inocu-

lation with comparative ease. In 1908 there were

twenty-three institutions in this country where the

Pasteur treatment could be administered. Now
there are forty-two such institutions. Besides this

there are five firms and laboratories that furnish

materials for inoculations to practicing physicians.

In 191 1 the Hygienic Laboratory in Washington
distributed virus for 942 cases. In the year 191

1

more than twice as many took the treatment as in

1908, when the whole number who are known to

have availed themselves of this method of combating

the infection was only about 1,500. In 191 1, on the

other hand, there were 4,625 persons who received

the Pasteur treatment. The total number of deaths

from rabies in the whole United States so far as

ascertained during 1911 was ninety-eight. Of these

forty-four occurred in children between the ages of

eleven and twenty. The period of incubation as

ascertained in sixty-five cases varied from ten to

twenty days in eleven instances, twenty-one to thirty

days in nineteen, thirty-one to forty days in eight,

and forty-one to sixty days in eight. There were ten

cases in which the period of incubation was be-

tween two and four months, three from four to six

months, and two from six to twelve months, where-

as three were reported in which it extended over a

year. The average incubation period in all cases

excluding those over one year was 49.25 days. Of
sixty-four cases thirteen received the infection in

the month of August, but the other months were

practically all equally represented.

From the foregoing data Stimson concludes that

the decrease in the number of human deaths coin-

cident with an increase in the number of antirabic

treatment inoculations effectually disposes of the

claims of the opponents of the Pasteur method that

treatment causes rather than prevents rabies. He
is of the opinion that the total death rate in per-

sons taking the treatment was probably less than

0.8 per cent., and that even this small mortality can

largely be accounted for either by delay in the treat-

ment or because the incubation periods were too

short to permit of immunization.

VISION IN RELATION TO MARKSMAN-
SHIP.

An English physician, Edridge Green, has been

calling attention recently to the inadequate tests

employed for men in the British navy. It goes

without saying that for the performance of cer-

tain duties which fall to the lot of sailors, correct

vision is absolutely necessary. In the United States

Naval Bulletin issued in July, 1912, Surgeon E. J.

Grow, U. S. N., deals with the question of vision

in relation to marksmanship and brings out some

very interesting points. Two hundred and seventy

heavy-gun pointers and trainers of the U. S. navy

were subjected to ocular examination. This in-

cluded vision, refraction of each eye under a cyclo-

plegic, the range of accommodation before, dur-

ing, and after cycloplegia, effect of miotics, muscle

tests at varying distances, and ophthalmoscopic ex-

amination in every case. In the paper, however,

Grow considered only the results of vision, refrac-

tion, and ophthalmoscopic examinations.

The most important of the conclusions reached

were as follows : Among the gun pointers of the

U. 8. Atlantic Fleet who were examined, a reduc-

tion of visual acuity was almost invariably com-

mensurate with and due to the astigmatism pres-

ent. Astigmatism of more than 0.75 diopter blurs

and often doubles one of the cross lines in the

telescopic sight and therefore interferes with accu-
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rate aiming. Astigmatism of less amount may be

considered as having a negligible effect, so far as

20
pointing is concerned. A visual acuity of "- will,

in a simple and practical way, eliminate all cases

of astigmatism and myopia which by any chance

would reduce or interfere with the most accurate

aim which is possible to be obtained through tele-

scopic sights. Plenty of men can be obtained who
have the vision, and nothing is to be gained by a

higher visual requirement. The elimination of

dangerous amounts of hyperopia cannot be obtained

by simple visual tests. When the condition is sus-

pected a special ocular examination should be re-

quired to determine the amount. Hyperopia of

over 3 diopters should be cause for rejection. Ex-
ceptional vision is no guarantee of good shooting

and ordinary or slightly reduced vision, if associ-

ated with no more than 0.75 diopter of astig-

matism, is of no hindrance when U. S. navy tele-

scopic sights are used. Twenty-nine per cent, of

the gun pointers and trainers examined failed to

meet the visual requirements which have been in

force since July i, 1908. Many of these men have

had several years' experience in heavy-gun prac-

tice and made most excellent scores. A slight

diminution of vision often follows long continued

practice with telescopic sights. Such men should

be allowed a moderate reduction in visual acuity so

that they will not be disqualified for an ocular

defect when it is of such amount as to be of no

determinable importance. Care should be taken

that the individual who adjusts and fixes the tele-

scopes in focus is free from any error of refrac-

tion which would preclude the possibility of others,

who may be called upon in sticcession to use the

same sight, from obtaining accurate aim. It is im-

practicable for gun pointers to wear glasses cor-

recting their visual error and equally so for each

individual to change the telescopic sight to suit

himself. Consequently, it is imperative that the

eyes of all who are to use these sights should be

so nearly normal that the gun pointers can in-

stantly use any telescope as they find it with a maxi-

mum of aiming efficiency. In reference to small

arm shooting and rifle shooting, the relation of eye-

sight to markmanship is valueless when an ordinary

service target is the object.

There is, stated Grow, an intensely practical side

to this important subject of the relation of vision

to markmanship which must be carefully considered.

In view of all the evidence obtainable, it is believed

that the best interests of the service will be fur-

thered, as' far as eyesight can possibly be concerned

in relation to shooting with telescopic sights, by

adopting the following requirements: (i) All candi-

dates for the original rating of gun pointers should

. . . '>o
have a mmimum visual acuity of ~ - in the sighting

20
eye and — in the other eye. (2) Hyperopia of

over 3 diopters is cause for rejection. (3) The
medical officer of each ship should carefully re-

examine the eyes of all men holding these ratings

at the beginning of each calendar year. If the

vision has fallen materially since the last examina-

tion or evidence of asthenopia or disease exists,

an ocular examination should be made by some

one trained in ophthalmology. (4) Gun pointers

and trainers who have served as such during one en-

listment may on subsequent enlistments be ac-

cepted with a minimum visual acuity of — in
20

15
the sighting eye and - - in the other eye, pro-

20

vided such reduced vision is not due to progres-

sive organic disease, myopia, or astigmatism of

over 0.75 diopter. (5) In all cases vision should

be tested by the so-called navy "unlearnable vision

test card" as there is considerable temptation to

learn the letters' found on ordinary charts by those

especially anxious to secure or retain the rating of

gun pointer or trainer.

CERTAIN PHASES OF THE TUBERCU-
LOSIS PROBLEM.

Probably no disease has ever been so freely dis-

cussed in the medical and lay press as tuberuclosis.

Sometimes one is led to think that so much is writ-

ten concerning this most prevalent malady that the

public may become somewhat weary of the subject.

On further thought, however, it appears evident

that it is good policy to keep the matter always in

the limelight and to impress continually on the

minds of the people the fact that pulmonary tuber-

culosis is not only worldwide but, what is of more
importance, that it can be prevented and success-

fully treated. The fact that it is both preventable

and under certain conditions curable should be

made the text of every sermon dealing with the

disease. In the American Practitioner for July,

1912, is a series of articles which forcibly bring
home the truth of the statement. Adami in the first

of these articles draws attention to the possible

curability of tuberculosis, showing that in recent

years some very remarkable results have been ob-

tained in the treatment of infections produced by
minute animal parasites, and he is optimistic enough
to hope that the day may not be far distant when
similar results may be obtained in the case of minute
vegetable parasites.

C. A. Hodgette deals fully with the work and
methods for the alleviation of tuberculosis, point-

ing out that the means of combating tuberculosis

have increased largely of late. Incidentally he lays

stress on the fact that the sanatorium is only one
phase of the work against tuberculosis, and per-

haps not such an important one as some of those

interested therein endeavor to make out.

The supreme importance of early diagnosis of

tuberculosis is dwelt upon by Robert C. Paterson

who, after stating that practically every adult is or

has been infected, expresses the opinion that if

some of our energies were directed to keeping these

infected persons from breaking down and develop-

ing pulmonary tuberculosis, by raising their powers

of resistance, the results would be even more grati-

fying than at present.

Notification again is a sine qua non in the suc-

cessful campaign against tuberculosis for, as
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Edward Craig says, it converts the patient from

a source of infection to a focus of prevention.

The province of Ontario, or rather the govern-

ment, has always been extremely generous with

money the use of which is calculated to conserve

public health, to aid education, and to advance the

material prosperity of the province. This has been

especially evident in the thorough manner in which

it has coped and is coping with the problem of

tuberculosis within the borders. J. W. C. McCul-

lough deals' in the same journal with the system

of public health organization in force in Ontario.

As said before, it is by constantly ventilating the

subject of tuberculosis in the medical and lay press

that the profession and the public are induced to

cooperate and join earnestly in the crusade against

it. In such concerted efforts intelligently applied

the only hope of its eradication lies.

BRASS HOLDERS' FEVER.

Fever was once believed to be a mysterious process

representing the summation of Nature's resources

for throwing off disease. After the discovery of

the heat-regulating center it became evident that any

agency which could influence the latter could raise

or lower the temperature, but a distinction soon

came about between fever proper and hyperthermia.

The latter could occur under a great variety of cir-

cumstances ; for example, in severe acute drug in-

toxications. It could be determined to a slight degree

by purely physiological factors, such as exercise

or hot baths. In hysterical subjects the temperature

might attain a surprising height, yet be unaccom-

panied by collateral evidences of fever. The latter

properly represents a syndrome in which elevation

of temperature is but a single component, others be-

ing malaria, myalgia, rigors—in fact, acute toxemia.

A generation ago there was no common knowl-

edge that any drug could cause a febrile syndrome or

even hyperthermia without a general disturbance of

the whole economy. Our older materia medicas

recognized no class of pyretogenous substances.

Perhaps the discovery of the tuberculin reaction was
the first advance in this direction. Here a very

minute dose of a complex organic substance was

seen to be able—not, to be sure, in a normal subject

—to cause a distinct febrile syndrome. At a later

period we began to hear of salt fever and nuclein

fever. Yet it would appear that the entire syndrome

of fever has been duplicated for many centuries in

the persons of brass molders. Not only fever, but

the more tangible subjects of natural and acquired

immunity to disease have been demonstrated for

ages in connection with alloying tin and copper.

At a recent meeting of the Verein fiir wissen-

schaftliche Heilkunde in Konigsberg (Muenchener

medicinische Wochenschrift, June 18), Kisskalt dis-

cussed the subject of brass molders' fever and allied

industrial diseases. The affection in question is due

evidently to the inhalation of zinc vapor. This is

accompanied by cough, but a period of latency fol-

lows. After several hours prodromes of clinical

fever are apparent. There is a chill, followed by a

rise of temperature to 40 degrees C. The pulse

rises from 100 to 120. Before the advent of the

chill there are malaise and backache. The fever is

usually slept off. In the natural course of events

three individuals out of four who engage in this

work have this fever. The fourth has natural im-

munity. Of those who develop the disease, a cer-

tain number acquire immunity, while others evi-

dently do not. But under industrial hygiene the

affection has been largely diminished in frequency.

That the febrile syndrome is due largely to zinc has

been proved by animal experiment.

Convulsions in the Newborn.

.'\n important distinction is pointed out by C.
Stanim {Archil' fiir Kinderheilkunde, June 15,

1912) in contrasting the convulsions that occur
shortly after birth with those that arise in later

infancy and childhood. In the former case the

convulsions are rarely of functional nature, while

in the latter instance they are chiefly the manifesta-

tion of spasmophilia, a constitutional anomaly de-

pending upon mechanical and electrical overexcit-

ability of the entire nervous system. The rarity of

this form of convulsions in early infancy is ex-

plained by the fact that at this period of life there

is a diminution in the irritability of the peripheral

nerves. The form of convulsion that ushers in an
infectious disease is not to be expected in the new-
born. In these there have been reported rare in-

stances of reflex convulsions such as those result-

ing from a too hot or a too cold bath. The off-

spring of an eclamptic or nephritic patient may
have convulsions, and instances of genuine epilepsy

in the newborn have been observed. Convulsions
may be one of the symptoms of septic disease or

tetanus in the newborn. As a rule convulsions at

this period of life point to some gross lesion of the

brain as the immediate cause. This lesion may be

a hemorrhage that has resulted during labor with-

out necessarily any noticeable trauma or asphyxia
having been present. In these cases there may
occur several days after birth manifestations of

increased intracranial pressure without a noticeable

injury to the skull. Meningeal and intracranial

hemorrhage may be caused by asphyxia or trauma-
tism to the blood vessels. The usual site of hemor-
rhages is the subdural space in the region of the

longitudinal sinus. Of diagnostic importance are

the symptoms of increasing intracranial pressure,

and the presence of blood admixed with the cerebro-

spinal fluid obtained by lumbar puncture. Some-
times the latter procedure is sufficient, in mild cases,

to effect a cure. In cases in which there is a pro-

gressive increase in the intracranial pressure, the

operation of decompression by trepanation is in-

dicated. Next in frequency to the traumatic

cerebral hemorrhages of the newborn are those

of syphilitic or parasyphilitic origin. Other causes

of convulsions at this period of life are syphilitic

meningitis, encephalitis, and myelitis, purulent

meningitis, embolic abscesses, encephalitis, and
sinus thrombosis, and congenital anomalies and
neoplasms, such as scleroses and porencephalus.

Prizes in Therapeutics.—The American Thera-
peutic Society at the annual meeting held last June
voted three prizes of $250, $150, and $100, respec-

tively, to be awarded to the best reports on subjects

relating to therapeutics, with the following condi-

tions : The competition is limited to qualified physi-

cians in the I'nited States and Canada. The sub-
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ject of the competition is limited to a substance or

preparation which is official in the United States

Pharmacopeia. The research may be either wholly
laboratory or wholly clinical, or laboratory and
clinical combined, and must be conducted in a public

institution. The reports must be typewritten and
submitted to the committee before April i, 1913,
and must be marked with a distinctive word or

motto and accompanied by a sealed envelope sim-

ilarly marked and containing the name and address

of the competitor and of the laboratory or hospital

where the research was conducted. Dr. Raymond
Webb Wilcox of 679 Madison avenue. New York,
is the chairman of the committee on the prize com-
petition.

Suicides in New York.—Statistics compiled in

Albany recently show that during the first six

months of 1912 a total of 678 persons took their

own lives in New York State. Of the various meth-
ods chosen the favorite was gas inhalation which
caused the deaths of 160 persons. Hanging was
used by 144; shooting by 141; poison by 130; the

knife by 51 ; and drowning by 20. Thirty-two
killed themselves by jumping from high places.

The greatest number of suicides was in May, 132,

and the smallest in January, 93.

Hospital Alterations.—Plans have been filed

with the building department for alterations to be

made at the Roosevelt Hospital, New York. They
call for the fireproofing of the stairwell, the stair-

case, and the elevator shaft, for making four new
rooms in the roof house, and for raising the ceiling

of the operating room, all at a cost of about $15,000.

Plague Situation Under Control.—The reports

from San Juan. Porto Rico, state that the situation

there as regards bubonic plague is absolutely under
control. No new cases are developing. The stories

of destitution on the island are denied by the au-

thorities, who state that there is no need for out-

side help and that in the various towns where it

has been necessary to force the inmates of infected

houses to vacate the premises public subscriptions

have been raised to care for the sufferers and there

has thus been no hardship as a result of these san-

itary measures.
Miss Helen Keller Sings.—Miss Helen Keller,

whose achievements in spite of her disadvantages

have been many, exhibited to the Otological Con-
gress in Boston, on August 16, her recently ac-

quired ability to sing. She also addressed the con-

gress in three languages—English, French, and
German.
To Save Defectives.—The establishment of a

laboratory of experimental psychology for the study

of all inmates received in the Indiana State Re-
formatory at Jefifersonville was announced recently

by Superintendent David C. Peyton. The plan in-

cludes a propaganda for converting reformatories

into training schools for unfortunates whose de-

ficiencies have betrayed them into crime. Mr. Pey-
ton will be assisted in the experiment by Prof. R. B.

von Kleinschmid who has for several years held the

chair of education and psychology in Depauw Uni-
versity.

Quadruplets.—Boston. Mass., has added to its

achievements, the possession of four children born

at one birth, all alive and well. Quadruplets are

rare, even in Boston, but these children have showed
every intention of living.

Inspect Ship for Cholera.—The Fabre liner

Canada, which arrived in New York from Mar-
seilles on .f\ugust 12. was detained at Quarantine

because of three suspicious cases of illness which
occurred during the voyage. Bacteriological exami-

nation of the steerage passengers was negative,

however, and the ship was released on the following

day. Reports have been received in New York of

an outbreak of cholera in Russia within 250 miles

of Libau, the chief seaport on the Baltic, and the

Health Officer of the Port of New York announces

that all ships coming from there will be subjected

to a strict examination.

Good Week for Babies.—During the week end-

ing August II, there were in New York 358 deaths

of babies under one year of age, a decrease of thirty-

eight as compared to the previous week. The milk

stations throughout the city had during the week
an enrollment of 17,147 babies among whom there

were only thirteen deaths, and the Babies' Welfare
Association points with pride to the low records in

infant mortality made this summer.
A Clinic for Gonorrheal Vaginitis.—The Mount

Sinai Hospital Dispensary has inaugurated a spe-

cial class for the treatment of these cases occurring

in children and has appointed to the department a

special physician, who is assisted by a graduate

nurse. The cases enrolled since the inauguration of

this class are so numerous that the dispensary has

been compelled to restrict its treatment to children

resident in its immediate neighborhood.

The Fifteenth International Congress on
Hygiene and Demography will be held at Wash-
ington, D. C, September 23-28, 1912. The presi-

dent of the United States will be the honorary presi-

dent of this international congress. The president

of the congress is Dr. Henry P. Walcott of Massa-
chusetts, the secretary, Dr. John S. Fulton, Senate
Annex, Washington, D. C. Thirty-two foreign

countries have accepted the invitation of this Gov-
ernment to take part. All the States of the Union
have also accepted the invitation to particijiate

officially in the meeting. The responsibility for the

conduct of the congress has been assumed by the

Department of State.

The Jewish Maternity Hospital.— We are re

quested to state that the dormitory of this institu

tion, in which a slight fire occurred last week, is

not in the hospital itself, but in a separate build'ng.

Direct Transfusion of Blood.— Dr. Soresi, 75
West Fifty-fifth street. New York, requests that

surgeons who have performed direct transfusion of
blood send him reports of their cases for use,

with due credit, in a forthcoming work on the clin-

ical value of transfusion.

Results of Opium Conference.—Twelve Latin-
American countries have notified the United States
of their intention to sign the international opium
convention drawn up at The Hague last January,
thus pledging themselves to join in the suppression
of the opium traffic. The list includes Mexico,
Guatemala. Panama, Ecuador, Honduras, Cuba,
Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Hayti, Salvador,
Bolivia, and Chile. The United States in accord-
ance with its agreement at The Ha.gue is cooperat-
ing with the Netherlands in obtaining the signatures
of the governments of Latin-America.

Gifts to Charities.—Mr. James B. Brady of

New York has, it is reported, given the sum of
$220,000 to the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore,
for the establishment of a ward for the treatment
of diseases of the kidney.
The Chicago Winfield Tuberculosis Sanatorium

has received a gift of $25,000 from Mr. Julius
Rosenwald of that citv, who celebrated his fiftieth
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birthday by large gifts to various educational and
philanthropic institutions.

By the will of the late Miss Theresa Foy of New
York, St. Vincent's Hospital in this city is to re-

ceive a share in the residue of the estate, amounting
to about $3,000.

Dr. Arthur I. Kendall, instructor in preventive

medicine and hygiene at the Harvard Aledical

School, Boston, has accepted an appointment as pro-

fessor of bacteriology in the Northwestern Uni-

versity Medical College, Chicago. He will there di-

rect the study of tuberculosis and its prevention un-

der the fund recently given to the University by

Mr. James A. Patten.

Dr. George William Beach, formerly assistant

superintendent of the Iowa State Sanatorium for

Tuberculosis, has been appointed superintendent of

the Minnesota State Sanatorium for Consumptives,

succeeding Dr. L. B. Ohlinger, resigned.

Passed Assistant Surgeon W. H. Frost of the

United States Public Health and Marine Hospital

Service, Washington, has been sent to Buffalo,

N. Y., to assist in fighting the epidemic of infantile

paralysis there. Request for Federal aid was made
by the State authorities, who felt themselves unable

to cope with the situation.

The American Electro-Therapeutic Associa-

tion will hold its twenty-second annual convention

at Richmond, Va., on September 3, 4, and 5, 1912,

under the presidency of Dr. William D. McFee of

Haverhill, Mass. Copies of the interesting pro-

gramme which has been arranged may be obtained

from the secretary. Dr. J. Willard Tavell of 27 East

Eleventh street. New York.
Sumter County (Ga.) Medical Society.—At a

meeting held in Americus, on August 8, this society

was reorganized with the election of the following

officers: President. Dr. Louis F. Grubbs, Americus;
Vice-President, Dr. W. S. Prather, Americus ; Sec-

retarv-Trcasurer, Dr. T. Lewis.

Upper Peninsula Medical Society.—At the an-

nual meeting held at Menominee, Mich., on August

8, the following officers were elected : President,

Dr. Edward Sawbridge, Stephenson; Vice-Presi-

dents. Dr. Henry S. Smith. Ishpeming; and Dr. C.

Frithiof Larson, Crystal Falls : Secretary, Dr. A.

W. Hornbogen, ]Marquette.

American Otological Society.—At the annual

meeting held in Boston during the second week of

August, the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent. Dr. Clarence John Blake. Boston ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. B. Alexander Randall. Philadelphia ; Sec-

retarx-Trcasurer, Dr. Henry O. Reik, Baltimore.

Pennsylvania State Bureau of Medical Educa-
tion and Licensure.—At the recent State medical

examination held at Harrisburg of 407 applicants

for license to practise medicine in the State of Penn-

sylvania 284 qualified and 123 failed. The next

meeting of the bureau will be held at Harrisburg

December 3, 4, and 5.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Thomas B. McClintic,
Passed Assistant Surgeon, United States Public

Health and Marine Hospital Service, a graduate of

the University of Virginia. Department of Medi-

cine, in 1896, a member of the American ^Medical

Association and of the Medical Society of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, died in Washington, on August

13, at the age of thirty-nine years, from Rocky
Mountain spotted fever contracted durinS^ the course

of his investigation into the disease in Bitter Root

Valley, Montana. As a result of his studies, which

he had been conducting for the last two years, the

disease has been almost entirely eradicated from
the valley.

Dr. \ViLLi.\M 1. CowiE of Guilford, Me., a

graduate of McGill University Medical Faculty,

Montreal, in 1895, died in a hospital at Bangor,
following an operation for appendicitis on August
4. aged 43 years.

Dr. John F. Hilton of Phillips, Me., a gradu-
ate of the University of Vermont College of Medi-
cine, Burlington, in 1892, died at his home of

disease of the kidneys on August i, aged 45 years.

Dr. Irving E. Kimball of Portland, Ale., a

graduate of the Medical School of Maine, Portland,

in 1876, a member of the Maine State and Cum-
berland County Medical Societies, the Academy of

Medical Science, and the American Laryngological,

Rhinological, and Otological Association, and form-

erly on the staff of the Alaine General Hospital, died

at his home after a long illness on August 4, aged

60 years.

Dr. Albert Matson Belden of Northampton,
Mass., a graduate of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Baltimore, in 1888, and a member of the

.American Medical Association and the Massachu-
setts State and Hampshire County Medical So-

cieties, died at his home on August 5 of pernicious

anemia, aged 46 years.

Dr. William W. Moore of Summit, Miss., a

graduate of the Eclectic Medical College, Cincin-

nati, in 1861, died at his home after a long illness

on July 18, aged 74 years.

Dr. David M. Aronsohn, formerly of Glasgow,

Mont., a graduate of the University of Minnesota

College of Medicine and Surgery, Minneapolis, in

1905, died at the City Hospital in St. Paul on

August I, after a long illness, aged 35 years.

Dr. Edmund Marburg Rininger of Seattle,

Wash., a graduate of the Marion-Sims College of

Medicine, St. Louis, in 1893, and a member of the

Washington State and King County Medical So-

cieties, and of the American Urological Associa-

tion, was instantly killed on July 25, when the auto-

mobile in which he was riding was struck by an

electric train at a dangerous crossing at Riverton.

Dr. Rininger was 42 years of age and was one of

the most prominent surgeons of the Northwest.

Dr. Frederick F. Hoyer of Tonawanda, N. Y_.,

a graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Buffalo. New York, in 1849. and a mem-
ber of the New York State and Erie County Med-
ical Societies, died at his home on August 15, after

a short illness, aged ninety years.

Dr. Isaac Hull Platt of Wallingford. Pa., a

graduate of the Long Island College Hospital,

Brooklyn, N. Y., in 1882, formerly a practising phy-

sician in Brooklyn and in Lakewood, N. J., and

more recently engaged in literary work, the author

of Bacon Cryptograms in Shakspere and other

studies, and a member of the New York Academy
of Medicine and the .\merican Climatological Asso-

ciation, died at his home on August 14, aged fifty-

nine years.

Dt'. Henry Francis Borden of Brockton, Mass.,

a graduate of the Harvard Medical School. Boston,

in 1869. a member of the Massachusetts State and

Plymouth Countv Medical Societies, the Society of

the Alumni of the Boston City Hospital, and the

Brockton Medical Society, and consulting surgeon

to the Brockton Hospital, died at his home, on .Au-

gust 8. aged sixtv-seven years.

Dr. Henry T. 'Bruce of Bridgeton. R. L. a grad-

uate of the Long; Island College Hospital. Brooklyn,
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N. Y., in 1874, died suddenly in his office on Au-
gust 8.

Dr. John A. McCreary of Williston, S. C, a
graduate of the Medical College of the State of
South Carolina, Charleston, in 1886, died suddenly
at his home on August 9.

Dr. Edmund C. Allard of Fond du Lac, Wis., a

graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital, Chicago, in 1893, died at his home on
August I, after a brief illness, aged forty-six years.

Dr. James Peterson McInernev of St. John,
N. B., a graduate of McGill University, Medical
Faculty, Montreal, in 1884, died in the General Pub-
lic Hospital, St. John, on August 8, aged fifty-three

years.

Dr. George C. Armstrong of Los Angeles, Cal.,

a graduate of the Northwestern LTniversity Medical
School, Chicago, in 1899, and a recently appointed
instructor in the University of California, died at

his home, on August 4, aged forty-two years.

Dr. William Francis Fordiiam of Pensacola,

Fla., a graduate of the Medical Department of the

University of Alabama, Mobile, in 1875, died at his

home after a long illness, on August 8, aged fifty-

eight years.

Dr. Oscar C. Collins of Forsyth, Ga., a gradu-

ate of the New York University Medical College.

New York, in i860, and a member of the Georgia
State and Monroe County Medical Societies, died

at his home on August 5, aged seventy-five years.

Dr. B. L. W. Theodore Hansmann of Wash-
ington, a graduate of the University of Gottingen,

Prussia, in 1850, who numbered among his former
patients President Lincoln and Mr. Carl Schurz,

died at his home, on August 13, aged ninety-one

years.

ZINC OXIDE AS A DEODORANT.
To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—^In the course of treating leg ulcers at the

Harlem Hospital by Dr. Oehs' method of dry zinc

o.xide, pulverized, followed by a wet boric acid

dressing, we made a discovery that was rather sur-

prising. We had a case that was particularly

atrocious. The patient was a woman with three

large, clean-cut ulcers on. one leg in a markedly
inflammatory area. On the other leg was a single

ulcer, two and one-half inches in diameter. All

these lesions emitted a terrific ordor—an odor so

nauseating that it has on more than one occasion

cleared the room of other patients and almost

prostrated the nurse. This woman gave a positive

Wassermann and luetin reaction, and for a long

time we treated her along specific lines, all to no
avail. She received one salvarsan injection, and
after it the ulcers seemed to run wild, and the in-

flammatory zone became more extensive and acute.

The ulcerations took on a more malignant aspect,

and the odor, which we thought impossible of ac-

centuation, grew positively unbearable. Driven to

desperation. I suggested to Dr. Oehs that we try

his method with zinc oxide and boric acid lotion,

with little hope, it is true, but still with the fight-

ing instinct to keep on trying. I filled the mepliitic

excavations with zinc oxide powder, flusli with the

surface of the surrounding skin, applied a bandage
from toes to knees, and had the patient keep it wet

with 10% of boric acid lotion. She returned after

two days, and mirahUc dictii, there was no odor

whatever! The patient complained pretty bitterly

of pain, but the odor was only a memory. The
ulcers, too, were in very much better condition.

We reapplietl the dressing as before. She moaned
with pain, but after two days more still greater

improvement was noted in the appearance of the

lesions. I am not giving at this time an outline

of Dr. Oehs' treatment for these ulcers of the

leg, which has appeared elsewhere over his own sig-

nature. I am simply calling attention to the re-

markably deodorant qualities of the zinc oxide.

The wet boric acid dressing was not the responsible

factor, because it had been used before alone and

the odor had remained as vile as ever. The result

could be attributed to nothing but the zinc oxide.

It might be worth while to remember this, for con-

ditions might arise where other deodorants would

be inadmissible, and zinc oxide could be employed

with much satisfaction. Of course, it is possible

that this efifect of zinc oxide has been discovered

by others. In that case it is not amiss to emphasize

it and bring it to the attention of those who may
have overlooked it.

W. P. Cunningham, M.D.,

Clinical Ass't N. Y. Skin and Cancer Hospital, Ass't. Physic-an
Dermatological Dept., Harlem Hospital; Clinical Lecturer in Der-

matology Fordham LTniversity.

PRIORITY IN THE USE OF SODIUM CAR-
BONATE IN THE TREATMENT OF

NEPHRITIS.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—In the Medical Herald, March, 1910, page

133, I published an article (which was not indexed)

entitled "The Treatment of Chronic Nephritis With
Sodium Carbonate (NA2CO3) and the Uremic
Convulsions With Calcium," wherein I stated al-

bumin and casts are lessened, edema is overcome,

the retained phosphates and chlorides are thrown

out, they being irritants to the kidney, blood pres-

sure is lowered, and the symptoms are mitigated

by the use of sodium carbonate; and convulsions

are stopped by the use of lime water in the rectum,

the calcium quieting the nervous system. The treat-

ment of nephritis with sodium carbonate has been

tried by German and American authorities with suc-

cess, but credit has not been given to the originator

—myself.

Ciias. F. d'Artols-Francis.
951 St. Mark's Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

B. M. A. MEETING AT LIVERPOOL OTHER MEETINGS
EUGENICS CONGRESS.

London, August 2, 1912.

Medical gossip is largely concerned with the meet-

ing of the B. M. A. The question whether the divi-

sion into twenty sections is an advantage or other-

wise depends on the intention of the individual

attending. To the general public it is certainly not

inviting to listen to two or three experts or rivals in

any specialty thrashing out their differences or com-
plimenting each other. This obviously accounts

for the miserable appearance of some sections re-

ported to me. The subjects of some on the other

hand were well worth the consideration of all prac-

titioners. The general meetings were occupied with

political questions of a more engrossing kind than

usual. They were dealt with by the representatives

of the new organization which nominally controls

the council and determines the policy. But neither
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give complete satisfaction and there are constant

complaints of misrepresentation. Not a few mem-
bers would like to have a voice such as they had
under the old constitution. But with the present

conflict with government on hand they will do
nothing.

Many interesting questions arose at the meeting,

both in the formal proceedings and outside them,
which are being talked over by returned members.
The annual dinner, the amusements and the excur-

sions are among them, but will hardly interest your
readers, for I am assured they may all be summed
up in the words "as usual" and "Liverpool equaled

and even exceeded herself."

Dr. Robert Reutoul is a well known Liverpool
man who for some twenty-five years has advocated

a public medical service under professional control.

Recent events have naturally enforced more atten-

tion to the matter ami his particular scheme is being-

regarded more favorably. It would almost cer-

tainly be more acceptable than the government pro-

posals and the results would probably be better.

Nationalization of medicine, he believed, was not

so far off as many supposed. There has been for

a long period an increase in the number of medical
officials and now the government is ready to pro-

vide 14,000,000 of the population with medical at-

tendance. He thought the minimum payment de-

manded by the B. M. A. too small and would raise

it to about IIS. To meet Mr. Lloyd George's ob-

jection he suggested that each insured person should
contribute i penny per week, the commissioners
to give 6s. and 2s. 6d. for medicines to either the

chemist or doctor as agreed to in different localities.

There were objections put forward of course.

Dr. F. Rees was shocked at syndicalist ideas being
promoted in the profession. Members of any in-

dustry ought not to have full control of it, for they

would do so in their own interests. The state

should pay the profession, taking the funds from
the well-to-do.

J\Ir. Ballance described a public medical service

established and carried on in Norwich by the local

profession. Dr. Wallace described a system lately

arranged in Leicester. A number of suggestions

were made as to the question of how far state

control was necessary or desirable and both in the

meetings and outside there was no little difference

of opinion evinced.

In the Roman Catholic Pro-cathedral there was
a special service at which a short address was given

by Father Lucas, who hoped Liverpool would have
a Catholic hospital with branches enough to accom-
modate every Catholic patient in the city. Hospi-
tals have been established on many bases, but a sec-

tarian one does not seem desirable.

There was a meeting of medical members of the

Guild of St. Luke, a Catholic body, which made
strong protest against the proposals of some
eugenists for sterilizing the unfit. They held the

human body to be sacred and inviolate. They
thought degeneration in some cases admissible. But
the causes of mental dificiency they held should be
attacked in their relation to defects in our social

organization.

The Irish Graduates held their usual convivial

meeting—the luncheon or little dinner, according to

the one who tells you the tale. They drank two
toasts, the B. M. A. and their noble selves. At the

first a guest wanted to discuss the policy of the

association, but was finally suppressed by the chair-

man, who declined to allow any speeches beyond

proposer and seconder. "I cannot permit any ex-

traneous matter," said he. "But, Mr. Chairman,"
scornfully retorted the would-be speaker, "this is

not a meeting of the British iMedical or of the Prim-
rose Dames."
A young man was introduced by Dr. Manson

with the rare abnormality of transposed organs, his

heart, liver, and stomach being each on the side

opposite to the normal. He is not left-handed, is

quite healthy, physically well developed, and is a

member of the Territorial Force. Some .r-ray

photos of the visitor were taken.

On Monday Prince Arthur of Connaught opened
the Health Exhibition of the Royal Sanitary Insti-

tute, which is an important feature of the annual
meeting. It is held this year at York, the last meet-
ing in that city having been twenty-five years ago.

Nearly 600 delegates are expected from the army,
navy, lunacy commissioners, and numerous sani-

tary associations and academical municipal bodies.

The Royal Institute of Public Health have held

their annual meeting at Berlin at the invitation of

that city. It is pronounced a success both as a

scientific and social congress. The council an-
nounced that they had awarded the Harben gold
medal to Professor Roux of the Pasteur Institute,

Paris.

The first installment of statistics of the last cen-

sus has been issued. It shows that on the census
night there were more females than males.

On Tuesday the Lord Mayor presided at the

meeting of the Hospital Sunday Fund held at the

Mansion House. The distribution committee re-

ported that £52,294 was available and that 257 in-

stitutions had applied for grants. It had been re-

ported that one dispensary would participate in

kinematograph shows held on Sunday, but it had
not done so. They were informed that no grant

would be given if it did, a natural decision consid-

ering that all the funds came from Sunday collec-

tions at places of worship.

The Lord Alayor had visited St. George's Hos-
pital and found the account between the hospital

apnd school was properly kept and the school did not

take part of the subscribed fund beyond expense
incurred for it. The distribution proposed was
agreed to. Seven and a half per cent, was for sur-

gical appliances and 2V2 per cent, for district nurs-

ing societies.

The Parliamentary Committee on Patent Medi-
cines has had brought before it by the White Cross
League a number of objectionable advertisements

of drugs and appliances taken mostly from provin-

cial newspapers. Many are open incitements to il-

legal practices. Some vendors of these things dis-

tribute circulars concerning them by post or hand
to houses throughout towns and districts. It is to

be hoped the committee may see some way of check-

ing this abuse.

The Royal Commission on University Education
has issued a report of the evidence taken before it

from October last to January, both months inclu-

sive. Among the witnesses were the presidents of

the royal colleges of physicians and surgeons and
representatives of medical schools. The schools

have done their work well, but the University of

London too long acted as a mere examining body.

The International Eugenics Congress has been

competing this week with the numerous other con-

ferences held at this time of year for the attention

of the press, the public, and the profession. As its

name implies, it is really international, for France,
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Italy, Germany, and Sweden sent its representatives

to London, and one of the largest contingents came
from the United States. The meetings were held

in the University of London and Major L. Darwin
presided. He defined eugenics as the practical ap-

plication of the principle of evolution and declared

that the nation which first took in hand the replace-

ment of natural selection by conscious selection

would lead in international rivalry. There was
much talk on heredity and the effects of epilepsy,

feeble mindedness, and mental as well as physical

defects on the children of parents atlected in these

and other ways.
Dr. Raymond Pearl (of Main Experimental Sta-

tion) contributed the results of investigations as

to the fecundity of fowls and its inheritance in a

paper which Professor Punnett of Cambridge de-

clared to be the most important submitted to the

congress. Professor Punnett himself considered

the one point of eugenic importance that could for

the present be controlled was feeble mindedness,

which he apparently regards as a case of Mendelian
inheritance. Dr. Weeks of New Jersey State \'il-

lage for Epileptics said that sufferers from ordi-

nary epilepsy lacked some element which was essen-

tial for complete mental development and the same
was the case with the feeble minded. He laid down
that if a father and mother were both either

epileptic or feeble minded the child would be men-
tally defective ; that epileptics in successive gen-

erations tend to become a larger part of the popula-

tion; that normal parents of epileptics are not in

reality quite normal and have descended from
tainted ancestors. Professor A. Mooro of Turin
limited the period of perfect development to the

years from twenty-six to forty, when decadence be-

gan. Crimes of personal violence he found com-
mitted by the children of aged parents more often

than by others. Insanity, too, was more frequent

in children of parents too young or too old.

A rather remarkable paper was read by Schiller

supporting the position that civilization is actually

a degenerating force and that eugenics must be

looked to for the counteracting influence.

Extravagant as this may appear, it is no meas-

ure of the claims put forward by these enthusiastic

congressists for their favorite study, which from
some of their statements might be supposed to lie

at the base of all the sciences or at least compete
with gravitation in the physical and morality in

the spiritual sphere. In the papers brought for-

ward the relations to public hygiene, history, mili-

tarism, civil and political economy were pointed out

as of the greatest importance. As to education it

should be under the control of eugenics, for which
chairs should at once be provided in all universities

to teach the coming generation. As to our art, it

is touched in all directions, whether biological or

pathological. Special are the relations with epi-

lepsy, neuroses, and neurotic tendencies, degener-

acy, alcoholism, mental defects, including insanity

—

in fact instead of being auxiliary to medicine

eugenics would seem to claim to reverse the posi-

tion.

Primary Carcinoma of the Lung.—A. T. Henrici
states that this is a rare affection, occurring approximately
once in sixteen hundred autopsies. (2) Probably the ma-
jority of so-called cancers of the lunsj are in reality of
bronchial origin. (3") Squamous celled cancers of the
lung probably arise in the majority of cases from bronchial
epithelium which has undergone a metaplasia. (4) Some
of these tumors apparently invade the lung along the

alveolar wall, retaining the alveolar septa as stroma.

—

Journal of Medical Research.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

RE.XPPEARANCE OF THE PL.\GUE—.AGE OF LEPERS

—

INCREASE IN GENER,-\L MORTALITY FOLLOWING
CONTAMINATION OF THE WATER SUPPLY—

A

STUDY OF INFANT MORTALITY.

Manila, June 28, 1912.

.After an absence of seven years among human be-

ings, and six years among rats, plague was again

found in the Philippine Islands on June 19th. A
Filipino employed in Manila as a watchman at 635
San Jacinto, in the Chinese district, and who re-

sided on Calle Antonio Rivera, was found dead in

his home on the date mentioned above. The his-

tory of the case showed that he had been ill three

days. On post-mortem examination, the typical

plague buboes were found in the right groin and
right axilla. Smears made from the spleen showed
bi-polar staining organisms', and inoculations made
into guinea pigs resulted in typical attacks of

plague, and the organism which was recovered from
the guinea pigs agglutinated with plague serum.

The manner in which the infection was contracted

is not known. The nearest Known focus of plague

is at Hongkong, and there is no evidence to show
that this man had been out of the country during

the past few years. Test examina;ions of rats are

made regularly, at weekly intervals, throughout the

year, and the reports on these have always been

negative. Examinations of many hundreds of rats

caught in the vicinity of the place where the man
died, and where he worked, have failed to show any
plague-infected rats.

The second case occurred on June 26th, in the

person of a Filipino woman, aged zj4 years. She
was found alive, in her house, and had been ill for

three days. At the time she was transferred to the

San Lazaro plague hospital she had a temperature

of 41° C. and was in a dying condition. The au-

topsy showed only slightly enlarged glands in the

left groin. There was no macroscopical change in

the spleen, nor were the other post-mortem fir.dings

of plague encountered. Smear preparations made
from the glands, and from sections of the spleen,

were gram negative, and showed bi-polar staining

bacilli. Inoculations from this last case have been

made into guinea pigs, but as yet it is too early to

know the result thereof. This woman, from reliable

evidence, had also not been out of the Philippine

Islands during the past few years. In a nearby food

store, where the woman is known to have purchased

her food supplies, four dead rats were found.

These were taken to the Bureau of Science for

diagnosis. The post-mortem findings were nega-

tive, but material from suspected glands were inocu-

lated into guinea pigs, and the results are being

awaited.

In view of the fact that the death rate of the city

is rather below normal, for this time of the year,

and that the cases have occurred in residents of the

city, would seem to indicate that the infection is not

serious, and also that it was not introduced by
human beings.

Speculating upon the mode of introduction of

the disease, it seems' most likely that it was intro-

duced by sick rats which came in cargo, like crates

of onions, potatoes, baskets of eggs, garlic, and
similar food stuffs which arrive almost daily in

large quantities from China, Japan, and other

plague-infected countries. It seems quite possible

that a plague-infected rat may have made its escape
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from one of these containers after it arrived in

Manila, and thus' infected other rats. Three gangs
of rat catchers have now been at work one week,
and enormous numbers of rats are being caught,

but, so far, no plague infection has been found
among them.

An analj'sis of the ages of 2,556 lepers confined

at the Culion Leper Colony gives most interesting

results. There are three lepers under three years

of age. The number gradually increases to the age
of 17, at which age there are 63. The incidence,

between 17 and 18 years of age, almost doubles
itself, the number of lepers 18 years of age being
106. The largest number, 139, occurs at 21 years

of age, and after the 24th year, at which there are

102 lepers, the number gradually declines until the

loist year, of which age there is one leper. Briefly,

then, in the seven years which intervene between
the seventeenth and twenty-fifth year there are 775
lepers, or almost one-third of the entire number that

occur between the third and the loist year, so that

leprosy would appear to be a disease that has its

greatest danger for early manhood and early

womanhood. As to se.x, the proportions which were
recorded during the early years among the lepers

of the Philippine Islands still hold remarkably true.

Of the total number of 2.556, 1,629 ^^^ males' and

927 are females, so that, approximately, one-third of

the lepers are women and two-thirds men.
The recent experiences had in Manila with the

mortality rates during the time that the water was
being used from the Mariquina River affords ap-

parently a striking confirmation of Hayem's theory.

It will, perhaps, be remembered that Alanila's water
supply is derived from the Montalban reservoir,

which impounds water from an uninhabited water-
shed, but owing to the unusually severe drought,
the like of which has not occurred in the Philip-

pines for over fifty j'ears. this supply became ex-

hausted, and the old (Spanish) source for water
had to be resorted to. The use of the Mariquina
water was begun on March 9th, and was discon-

tinued on May 24th. Based upon an average of

the deaths for 1909, 19 10, and 191 1, the normal
deaths for March would have been 611; for April,

564, and for May, 585, or a total of 1,760. This
year for March it was' 814; for April, 767, and for

May. 782, or a total of 2,363. This is an increase

of 603 above the average rate. The increase in the

number of deaths was found principally among the

following:

Increase.

Dysentery iS

Enteric fever 15
Tuberculosis of the lungs 33
Meningitis 15
Bronchitis, acute 114
Bronchitis, chronic 14
Broncho-pneumonia 99
Pneumonia 28
Diarrhea and enteritis 17
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It will be noted that over half the increase occurs

in the so-called water-borne diseases—bronchif's,

acute and chronic, and meningitis, also sh')w a large

increase, but, as past investigation has shown, these

diseases are generally of a gastrointestinal nature
and are misdiagnosed under the above heads, but
the remaining 250 deaths occurred among general
diseases other than the water-borne, and strikingly

confirm Havem's observations.

The increase in the death rate is also interesting

because well-informed observers had concluded that,

as the inhabitants that live above the intake do not

create any sewage which finds its way into the

stream and as there were no rains to carry surface

drainage which might cause pollution, no increase

in the death rate was to be expected. When it is

remembered that the ^Montalban supply of Manila,

which comes from an uninhabited water-she;d, is not

filtered, and has not been regarded as a very good
water from a bacteriological standpoint, it is all the

more striking that water taken from an inhabited

water-shed, and which from a laboratory stand-

point is not very much inferior, should show such

a large increase in the death rate. During the

period that the Mariquina River water was used a

test was made of copper sulphate and of calcium

hypochlorite in the Manila water supply, in the pro-

portions of one to three million, in order to deter-

mine their value in reducing the number of bacteria

present. Apparently, the calcium hypochlorite in

the Manila water supply, in the proportions given

above, had no marked effect. The copper s'ulphate

showed marked germicidal properties. The average

number of bacteria during the time the copper sul-

phate was used did not exceed, during the first

week, 400 per cc. The second week there were,

apparently, unusual sources of pollution present,

because colon organisms were found three days in

succession, and the bacterial count on one day

reached the large figures of 4,900. There was then

a rapid reduction until the number reached 1,000.

Calcium hypochlorite was then used, and the num-
ber of bacteria rapidly increased to 4,000 per cc,

and with one or two exceptions remained near the

3,000 mark during the entire period of 13 days dur-

ing which this chemical was used. Copper sulphate

was then again used, in the proportion of one to

three million, and a rapid reduction in the number
of bacteria took place. There were occasionally as

many as' 1,000. but the average number was about

500. Since May 24 water from Montalban alone

has been used, and all chemical germicides have

been discontinued, and the bacterial count, with one

exception, has remained about at the same figures

that obtained during the time that copper sulphate

was being used in the Mariquina water.

The last legislature made provision for the ap-

pointment of a board to study the question of the

high infant mortality, and to make a report to the

next legislature upon its conclusions. The Gov-

ernor-General has just issued an Executive Order

naming Dr. W. E. Musgrave, chairman, and Dr.

Manuel Guerrero and Dr. Proceso Gabriel, as

members.

PrngrPHfi of Mthxtnl ^txetxtt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

August 8, 1912.

1. Some Unsolved Problems of Gastro-Enterology. W. B. Cannon.
2. Mexican Scorpions and the Treatment of Scorpion Sting.

H. Mills.

3. The Importance of Differentiating Catarrhs of the Large and
Small Intestine. .'\. E. .^ustin.

4. Traumatic Rupture of the Diaphragm with Other Injuries:

Operation: Recovery. F. J. Cotton.
5. Multiple Cramps of Psychogenic Type in a Telegrapher.

T. A. Williams.

1. Problems of Gastroenterology.—W. B. Cannon

states that observations on lower animals have revealed

specially sensitive spots in the back of the mouth, afferent

impulses from which liberate the sudden sequence of move-

ments constituting deglutition, .\ccording to Kahn the

spots are extraordinarily excitable by mechanical stimuli.
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Recent investigations have also shown that throughout

that part of the aHmentary canal which is provided with

smooth muscle a reflex is present such that a stimulus at

any point provokes contraction ahove and relaxation be-

low. This "myenteric reflex" is operative at the cardiac

sphincter, for acid below, in the stomach, causes contrac-

tion at the cardia; it is operative at the pyloric sphincter,

for acid in the stomach opens, and acid in the duodenum
closes, the pyloric orifice; and the reflex is also manifested

in the propulsive peristalsis, or diastalsis as the author pre-

fers to call it, in the small and large intestines. The work

of London and his associates indicates also that food-

stuffs are absorbed at different rates at different parts of

the tube—meat most in the upper part, starch and fat

most in the lower part—and that in each portion of the

tract, in the case of any particular food, a constant per-

centage amount is absorbed, quite independent of the

amount fed. One of the most important investigations in

the domain of gastroenterology is that which has indicated

the fundamental importance of tonus for the movements

of the alimentary canal. If the tonic state is absent, the

movements will not occur: if the tonic state is too great,

they will not occur; if there is a proper relation between

the tonic state and internal pressure, i. e., if the proper

tension is developed, then the various obvious movements
naturally result.

2. Scorpion Stings and Their Treatment.—L. H.

Mills presents a careful study of the efifects of scorpion

stings as observed by him in Mexico, and of their treat-

ment. He has found that the sting of a scorpion can

cause death in animals and in man. The effects produced

by the sting of a scorpion depend upon (i) the species of

scorpion, (2) the natural resistance of the victim, (3) his

age, (4) his condition of health, (5) the time of year, (61

the degree of exhaustion of the scorpion's poison gland,

(7) the time elapsing before treatment is received, (S) the

treatment itself. Certain human beings appear to have a

natural resistance to scorpion poison. There is no proof

that immunity to this poison can be acquired b_y repeated

inoculations. Scorpions' blood contains protective sub-

stances which render the scorpion immune to its own
poison. These substances, if injected early and in sufii-

cicnt quanity, aid markedly and promptly in relieving the

urgent symptoms in human beings following scorpion

sting. At present the use of scorpions' blood in quantity

is impractical. It is not yet proven that the injection of

the blood or of the extract of the bodies of one species of

scorpion will aid in producing resistance to the poison of

all other species. The conditions following severe poison-

ing by a virulent scorpion are, symptomatically and patho-

logically, those of a grave serous meningitis. The treat-

ment of scorpion sting-varies with the severity of the

symptoms. In general it consists of: (l) Simple incision

and the local use of evaporating lotions. (2) In severe

cases, incision, combined with lumbar puncture, which may
be repeated if necessary, and the repeated hypodermic in-

jection of scorpion blood to total about i c.c. per kilo of

body weight. (3) The internal administration of stimu-

lants such as black coffee and aromatic spirit of am-
monia, or hypodermic and rectal stimulation if the patient

is unconscious.

3. Differentiation of Catarrh of the Large and Small

Intestines.—A. E. Austin notes that diarrhea does not

always indicate an intestinal catarrh nor does constipation

exclude it. Nothnagel's classification is as follows: (i)

• Constipation with pure colon catarrh, (2) diarrhea with

catarrh of the small irestine, (3) alternation of diarrhea

and constipation, (4) usual number of stools daily, but

these are mushy or pasty. The last two forms are more

often associated with a combined catarrh of both divisions

of the intestinal tract The microscope and colon washing

have added much to the accuracy of this localization. If

mucus is abundant, but no food remnants remain in the

stool on microscopic examination, one is assured that the

colon only is affected. If both food remnants and aljund-

ant mucus are present, one is not so sure of the involve-

ment of the colon in the process. This one can ascertain

by attaching a glass funnel to a colon tube which is intro-

duced as far as water will flow through it—if passed too

far it will reach the sigmoid and double on itself—and

after pouring a pint of water into the funnel, letting it run

into the intestine an dby lowering the funnel run out sev-

eral times; practically no feces will come out, but if there

is a colon catarrh, eacli time the water flows out, it will be

found to be more and more filled with shreds of mucus,

which float about in it. If one of these shreds be placed

upon a slide and a little coloring agent consisting of a

mixture of brilliant green, 0.6; neutral red, 0,3, and
water, 30, be added, the mucus and the epithelial cells will

be distinctly stained, the mucus red, and the cells, green,

except the nuclei, if they contain them, which will be red

again. This presence of nucleated cells is the best proof

of the origin of the cells from the colon, since if they come
from the small intestine the nuclei are usually destroyed by

digestion.

New York Medical Journal.

August 10, 1912.

1. The Proteins. D. Van Slyke.
2. Comparative Value of Physical .Signs and the X-Rav in Deter-

mining Chest Conditions. E. A. Miller and A. J. 'Quimhy.
3. Heath's Conservative Mastoid Operation and Its Pathological

Foundation. F. A. Leslie.
4. .V Sketch of the Cancer Question to Date. E. E. Hubbard.
5. Ten Sex Talk.s to Girls. III. I. D. Steinhardt.
6. Tuberculous Meningitis. H. Rahinowitsch.
7. .^ntivaccination and the Medical Profession. I. W. Brewer.
8. Prenatal Influences. L. D. McEvoy.

1. The Proteins.—D. D. Van Slyke notes that the

present conception of the structure of the proteins is due
essentially to the work of Emil Fischer and of those who
were either directed or inspired by him. Stating this con-

ception briefly : the proteins are combinations of the

"-amino acids which are linked together in chains by con-

densation between the carboxyl and amino groups of the

dilTerent acids. That is, the NH. group of one amino acid

and the COOH group of another combine with eliinination

of H,0. and are bound together by a— CO — XH — bridge,

or peftid linking. .A.ny number of amino acids can be

thus, so to say, dovetailed to form chains of unlimited

length, and such great molecules as we meet in the pro-

teins. Every known property of the proteins is consistent

with this theory, and while the structure of a single pro-

tein has not yet been worked out in absolute completeness,

yet one may say that the e-xistence of this type of structure

in the protein molecule has been definitely proved by the

methods of both synthesis and analysis. The first point

required to prove Fischer's theory was demonstration of

the fact that the proteins actually consist of amino acids

in combination. Demonstration of the manner in which
the amino acids are bound together forms the second step.

2. Physical Signs and X-Rays in Chest Conditions.—
E. ,'\. Miller and S. J. Quimby state that the cases in which
radiology is especially valuable in making a diagnosis of

pulmonary tuberculosis, before the disease may be deter-

mined by physical signs, may be classed as follows : group

A. in which there are areas of infiltration; group B, in

which scattering glands are infected. Under group A
three areas are generally considered by diagnosticians, the

apex or subclavicular fossa, the subscapular area or root,

and the base. The subscapular area is more commonly the

first area affected than has been generally noted. And
in this area also the physical signs are more obscured by
the chest wall. In some cases an extensive process on one
side may be continued for some months with fibrosis, which
has escaped notice till a more acute process on the opposite

side calls attention to the case, and at such times the more
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serious lesion gives no distinguishable signs. The cases

in which a few miliary tubercles in various parts of the

parenchyma are plainly visible usually give but a few rales

and no impairment of resonance, but, as it is possible to

show on the radiographic plate tubercles much smaller than

a pea, and the appearance is quite characteristic, these

cases form a most important part of this group. Several

cases have also been encountered in which considerable

areas of infiltration near the hilum with overlying normal

or emphysematous lung tissue, gave no appreciable signs at

the time of the first examination. In other cases con-

glomerate masses of appreciable size, in which one part

was in the stage of infiltration, and other areas in the

fibrous stage, so masked the physical signs when the

lesion occurred near the base or around the heart border,

or in muscular individuals, that the radiograph was the

determining factor in diagnosis. Group B : While it has

long been known from autopsy findings that a large propor-

tion of the inhabitants of cities have at some time had an

unrecognized tuberculous infection of some pulmonary

glands, it is now possible not only to determine the extent

of such infection, but also to observe an infiltrated area

around their sharply defined border at an early stage when

breaking down occurs. Another class of incipient cases

in which the radiograph is valuable may be divided between

groups A and B. In these cases the tuberculous process is

secondary to, or superimposed on some other disease, as

bronchitis or pneumonia.

4. The Cancer Question.—E. E. Hubbard reviews

the various theories that have been advanced to explain

the origin of cancer. He notes that in looking over the

histories of more than a year's work at the General Hos-

pital of Kansas City, Mo., he has found eosinophilia re-

corded in every case in which a diflferential count had been

made. This suggests a possible parasitic origin of cancer.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

August 10, 1912.

1. The Problem of the Public Health. R. Blue.
2. Psoriasis Familialis. F. C. Knowles.
3. Lactic Acid and Colonic Irrigation in the Treatment of

Psoriasis. J. M. Wintield.
4. The Relation of Aortitis to Syphilis and the Importance of Its

Recognition. C. L. Cummer and R. Dexter.
5. Fischer's Theory of Edema and Nephritis. A. R. Moore.
6. The Hospital's Need of a Dental Staff. A. J. Flanagan.
7. Cleft Palates; With Special Reference to the Closing of a

Surgical Cleft by the Use of a Dental Appliance. H. S.
Haslett.

8. Acute Osteomyelitis of the Jaw. W. W. Babcock.
9. The Duboscq Colorimeter as a Means of Estimating Hemalysis

in the Wassermann Reaction. R. H. Ivy.

10. An Operation for Pott's Disease of the Spine. R. H. Hibbs.
11. Physical Injuries as Results of Hydrofluoric Acid. L. H.

Branson.
12. Thrombophlebitis of the Left Leg. H. D. Kistler.

13. A New Simple Apparatus for the Intravenous Administration of
Salvarsan with Saline Solution Preceeding and Following.
O. L. Suggett.

14. A Pocket-Case for Full Blood-Pipets. G. W. Graves.
15. Determination of End-Reaction in Estimation of Glucose.

F. Brinton Jacobs.
16. A New Method of Using Fehling's Solution. J. W. Hunter.
17. A Method by Which Living Organisms Can Be Photographed.

K. Taylor.
18. A Case of Unsuspected Melanosarcoma of the Chorioid. Clinical

Report by C. R. Heed, Pathological Report by S. L. Olsho.
19. Sarcoma of the Cerebellum in a Boy. A. W. Hawley and

B. Manning.
20. A Case of Ectopic Gestation at Full Term with Fetus Carried

in Abdomen for Thirty-five Years. F. N. Yeager.
21. A Virulent Case of Epidemic Cerebrospinal Meningitis; Four

Hundred and Twenty Cubic Centimeters of Serum .adminis-
tered; Recovery. A. A. Herold.

22. A Disturbing Factor in Lichen's and in Gunning's Test for
Acetone in Urine. J. Rosenbloom.

23. Syphilis Complicated with Uncinariasis. T. W. Dorsett.
24. Spirochetes in the Mouth. A. A. Thibaudeau.
25. A Simple Refrigerator for Laboratory Workers. L. O.

Thompson.

2. Psoriasis Familialis.—F. C. Knowles concludes
that psoriasis is not an hereditary disease. Very seldom is

there found more than one case in a family. The author

has been able to discover but six instances in hundreds of

cases examined. Psoriasis familialis has been very little

touched on in dermatological literature. The etiology of

psoriasis is as yet to be ascertained, but cumulative evi-

dence points strongly toward a parasitic origin.

3. Treatment of Psoriasis.—Winfield states that

while the parasitic theory of psoriasis has much in its sup-

port, the belief that this disease is the expression of some

disturbance in metabolism seems to be nearer to the solu-

tion of the problem. Acting on this supposition he has for

some years been treating his patients with lactic acid and

colonic irrigation, assuming that the intestinal autointoxica-

tion was an etiological factor of the disease. Lactic acid

disinfects the alimentary canal by its antiseptic action

;

colonic irrigation washes out decomposing matters, stimu-

lates peristalsis, improves the intestinal circulation, relieves

passive inflammatory conditions, and increases the skin re-

sistance by improving general health. Analysis of his

cases, forty in number, is given by the author. In twenty-

three cases the attack was cured and in sixteen there was

improvement. Thirty of the cases had only lactic acid and

irrigations ; in the other ten chrysarobin ointment was also

used. The general results were far better than when the

other well-known measures were employed.

4. Relation of Aortitis to Syphilis.—By C. L. Cum-
mer and R. Dexter. (See Medical Record, June 8, 1912,

page 1 1 15.)

8. Acute Osteomyelitis of the Jaw.—\V. W. Bab-

cock states that osteomyelitis in the young occurs in the

lower jaw as well as in the long bones of the extremities,

although at a somewhat later age. Its early diagnosis is to

be based on the early severe, systemic disturbance, and the

widespread involvement of the bone. The prophylactic

treatment consists in drilling the bone under aseptic pre-

cautions. After the formation of pus, free drainage should

be employed which should be external if there be much

necrosis. No teeth should be extracted nor should teeth

which merely hang from attached mucous membrane be

removed. Dead portions of bone should not be removed

until entirely detached or until new bone capable of main-

taining the contour of the jaw is formed. Separated and

loosened teeth with gum attachment usually become reim-

bedded and serviceable.

10. Operative Treatment of Pott's Disease.—By
R. A. Hibbs. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page

1250.)

12. Thrombophlebitis of the Left Leg.—By H. D.

Kistler. (See Medical Record, June 29, 1912, page 1250.)

18. Melanosarcoma of the Chorioid.—C. R. Heed
and S. L. Olsho report a case of melanosarcoma of the

chloroid, in which the condition was unsuspected by the

patient for the time and unrecognized by the physician, the

symptoms being those of iritis with diminished intraocular

tension, whereas one would expect those of glaucoma with

increased tension. The patient became blind in one eye

from a blow by the fist, without suffering any ocular pain,

except for a short time, until a»year later. The onset of

ocular pain was sudden, extending from the temporal

side of the blind eye to the back of the head and rapidly

grew worse. The correct diagnosis was made on patho-

logical examination of the enucleated eye. The case em-

phasizes the necessity of enucleating blind eyes which are

giving pain.

20. Full-Term Ectopic Gestation with Fetus Carried

in Abdomen for Thirty-five Years.—F. N. Yeager re-

ports the case of a woman, aged 72, from whom a fetus

of a female child at full term was taken at autopsy. It

was enveloped by a very tough calcified membrane, too

hard to be cut with a knife, attached to the right ovary.

The history of the case showed that the patient had ex-

pected confinement in August, 1S77. and had evidently had

an extrauterine pregnancy which then had come to term

but was not operated on. The atrophied uterus was found

firmly attached to the lower part of the cyst containing the

fetus. The placenta, which was probably attached to the

intestines, had evidently been absorbed, as no remnants of

it could be discovered.
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The Lancet.

August 3, 1912.

1. The Integration of the "Social Organism." Sir T. Clifford
Allbutt.

2. Cases Illustrating the Value of an E.\amination of the Blood.
E. H. Shaw.

3. A Municipal Dispensary and Tuberculin Treatment. .\. M.
Fraser and H. Clark.

4. The Treatment of Habitual Dislocation of the Shoulder Joint.
E. D. Telford.

5. Some Observations Concerning Syphilitic Sera. C. Russ.
6. Observations on the Neuron. H. Campbell.

I. Integration of the Social Organism.—Sir T.

Clifford Allbutt points out that the modern state is pass-

ing away from the dictatorial to the sympathetic stage.

In the internal affairs of social bodies the people will no

longer be guided by principles of unmitigated individual

competition. Competition is now less between individuals

than between states, between the several social organisms

;

and that state will survive which has the strongest internal

coherence, the freest play among its units and the readiest

sensitiveness to readjustment. Many things are coming

about in a few years, by sympathy and the social soul, that

by heredity could have been compassed only by the waste

of generations. We were told on one hand that only by the

slow eliminating process of the ages could persons who
craved for alcohol be weeded out; yet what are the facts?

In the span of the author's lifetime the social conscience

has done more to weed out drunkenness than many a gen-

eration of the hereditary plough. For we inherit not

form only; we inherit also the law of organic memory, a

capacity of making habit; and this capacity in every man
by the pressure and conventions of the social hive can be

redirected and reinforced in geometrical ratio. How long

does it take to convert an English or a German stock into

an American? May not the same kind of disinterested mo-

tive and of formative memory do more than heredity to

deal also with cripples, paupers, culprits, and moral and

physical incurables of many sorts, and do it more quickly?

Humanity has cared for the weak instead of eliminating

them, under the instinct, which reflection is making clearer,

that thus it is promoting the social coherence by which the

survival of a nation is to be established.

3. A Municipal Dispensary and Tuberculin Treat-

ment.—A. M. Fraser and H. Clark describe the lines of

treatment that they have adopted at the Portsmouth

municipal tuberculin dispensary. The cases are considered

in seven classes: Class i ("contact").—Advice is given

as to hygiene and safeguards from further infection if the

individual is still living with an infective case. In a few

cases with bad family history, a short course of tuberculin

is given. Class 2 ("probably phthisical").—If symptoms

are not relieved by attention to the teeth and hygiene a

course of tuberculin is given. This has generally relieved

the symptoms and encouraged the patients, and has often

led to the discovery of a more urgent case among friends

or relations who have applied in order to have similar

symptoms relieved. Class 3 ("early, slight").—These cases

are treated first at the dispensary, except in an occasional

case where, for special reasons, it is inadvisable for the

patient to remain at home. The majority are able to work
and can be restored to health, and the disease arrested,

without any further measures. A few cases fail to re-

spond, and need to be sent to a sanatorium. Class 4 ("early

acute").—These cases are generally supposed to need in-

stitutional treatment, and for a considerable number this is

undoubtedly advisable. It is, however, surprising how
many improve sufficiently with a few weeks' rest at home
to attend the dispensary, and then do perfectly well with-

out ever going away. Class 5 ("chronic, slight").—These

patients do well at dispensary. Class 6 ("chronic, ad-

vanced").—This includes a variety of conditions, and it is

difficult to generalize about them. Many do surprisingly

well at the dispensary, especially if at some period of their

treatment they can have a short stay at a sanatoriijm.

Class 7 ("severe").—If hospital accommodation can be

provided for these cases and tuberculin used when possible,

some will be found to respond. Some of the most striking

results are obtained in this class, but it must be remem-
bered that it is in this class that every method of treatment,

as also nature unaided, has obtained an occasional miracle.

4. Treatment of Habitual Dislocation of the
Shoulder Joint.—E. D. Telford states that in dealing
with a condition such as habitual dislocation, dependent as

it is upon mechanical alterations in or around the shoul-

der joint, it is evident that no treatment short of operation

will be of any value. Any appliance which may be designed

to control the dislocation must involve a limitation of
movement so great that the appliance becomes as irksome
and intolerable as the disease itself. Assuming that oper-

ative treatment offers the only hope of success, the choice

will lay between excision of the head of the humerus and
the operation of capsulorrhaphy. Excision, although it ap-

pears to have given very good results, is a needlessly severe

operation, and should not be adopted as the first line of
treatment. It may be that some cases, in which the lesion

is dependent on gross damage to the humeral head, will

require excision, but in general the operation of capsulor-

rhaphy is the simpler and gives the better result. Cap-
sulorrhaphy was first done by Gerster in 1883, followed by
Bardenheuer in 1886, and was fully described by Burrell

in 1895. The aim of the operation is to reef the over-

stretched portion of the capsule or, better, to excise a large

oval piece and suture the raw edges together. The ex-
cision of a portion of the capsule has the great advantage
that it allows of a free exploration of the interior of the

joint. A review of the reported cases shows that the op-
eration has given most satisfactory results; it has been
done some forty times, and while there has been one in-

stance of recurrence of the dislocation, there is no record
of ankylosis or other damage to the joint.

British Medical Journal.

August 3, 1912.

Public Medical Service Under Professional Control.
1. -\ State Medical Service. R. R. Rentoul.
2. National Organization by the Profession. F. Rees.
3. A Public Medical Service. R. W. Henrv.

Reform of Hospital Out-Patient Departments.
4. Hospital Reform. M. Dewar.
5. An Inquiry at Liverpool. W. Grisewood.

Administrative Provisions for the Prevention of Malingering.
6. Medical Traming for the Detecting of Malingering. A. G.

GuIIan and M. Dewar.
7. Malirigerers and Eye Cases. E. A. Browne.
Capitation Payment versus Payment per Attendance Under the

National Insurance Act.
8. A Capitation System. H. Harvey.
9. Payment for Work Done. P. R. Cooper.

10. The Advantage of a Capitation System. A. Stewart and
C. E. S. Flemming.

4. Hospital Reform.—M. Dewar discusses the wide-
spread abuse of tlie privileges of receiving free treatment
at dispensaries. He advocates the following measures of
reform: (i) A notice: "This voluntary hospital is for

those who are unable to pay for medical or surgical treat-

ment" should be placed in all out-patient rooms, and in the

convalescent rooms of all the wards. (2) An official should
be appointed to supervise the applicants for advice or treat-

ment. This could be done by examining the lists of out-

patients each day. Cases of sudden illness, accident, or

emergency would not be inquired into till treated and pro-
gressing satisfactorily. No standard of wage or rental is

suggested, as each case requires to be separately consid-

ered, and much would be left to the judgment of this offi-

cial, under the advice of the medical officers, especially

with regard to medical or surgical eligibility. Experience
has shown that doubtful cases do not return when it is

known there is an inquiry officer. More is expected from
the presence of such an officer as a moral force than from
any action resulting from his inquiries. (3) Evidence of

suitability, except in emergency cases, should be obtained

on two points: (a) that the patient cannot pay; (&) that
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the case is suitable for hospital treatment. (4) Urgent

cases should be attended on first application, and if eligible

should be detained for further treatment, but if ineligible

should be referred for treatment elsewhere. (5) Trivial

cases, after having been seen to, should be referred else-

where. (6) On first visit all patients should be seen b)- a

registered medical practitioner. (7) The number of cases

to be seen by a medical officer on any one day should be

limited. (8) Special hospitals should only treat special

cases of their kind. (9) Out-patient departments should be

chiefly reserved for consultative purposes, and the cases re-

ferred back to the general practitioner with a statement of

opinion. (10) Poor Law cases should be referred back to

the Poor Law medical officer. (11) There should be co-

operation of the hospitals in the same area with each

other, and with public medical services and dispensaries,

to prevent overlapping. Under 'the national insurance act

this would probably become automatic, as all patients re-

ceived at the out-patient department would have an ex-

planatory note from the doctor for consultative purposes.

(12) Notices should be posted in all out-patient depart-

ments calling attention to the public medical service or

dispensaries.

6. The Detection of Malingering.—By .\. G. Gullan.

(See page 358.1

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

July 30, 1912

Epilepsy as a Clinical Disease Conception.—Weber
begins a study of this subject and first considers the in-

dividual components—convulsions, psychic crises and pro-

gressive deterioration. There are many sorts of convulsive

manifestations which agree among themselves in being of

brief duration and in being attended with loss of con-

sciousness. .\nother attribute, of course, is involved, to

wit, periodicity. K diagnosis cannot be made from one

attack. The disturbances of consciousness also occur

periodically, and are often wanting in the earlier years.

There is more than a simple clouding of conscious-

ness, for the entire conduct may be affected. The spirits

are affected in different ways, patients being irritable or

depressed. The mental processes are slowed. The mental

state during these periods differs notably from the state

before or after the latter. The so-called twilight state,

however, is not peculiar to epilepsy. In the course of five

to ten years the permanent, progressive mental impairment

has become evident. L'ntil this does appear we are not

justified in speaking of genuine epilepsy. The disease be-

gins in early life. Xo genuine cases ever set in after the

age of thirty years. Xot all early epilepsies are genuine

—

for example, those which develop in alcoholized young

soldiers. Some genuine cases begin in very early child-

hood, others at the first school years, others about puberty.

Evidence increases always of the association of epilepsy

with histologic changes in the cortex but these the author

regards as wholly secondary in most cases. There are ex-

ceptions in which the lesions could not have been secondary,

for the disease was too recent of evolution. One is cited

of a three-year-old boy with unilateral convulsions fol-

lowed by paralysis, due to encephalitis. The case became

one of typical epilepsy, death taking place from status

epilepticus in four years. Throughout the convulsions were

more pronounced on the left side. Back of all this, how-

ever, is convulsibility. Else why do not all cases of encep-

halitis, meningitis, etc., become epileptics? The article

will be continued.

Toxemia of Pregnancy and the Cause of Labor.—
Franz, like others, sees an intimate connection between

some principle in the blood of the gravida at term which

sets up uterine contractions and another principle or group

of principles which causes what is termed gravidity toxico-

sis. In both cases a disintegration of blood albumin is the

cause of the toxemia. Of much interest are the unusual

degrees of this to.xicosis, the visceral degenerations. But

we are unable to state yet which is cause and which effect.

Is the toxic albumin derived from the visceral degeneration

or is the latter due to the former? The author seeks to

show that the blood state precedes the visceral change

and cites many parallel figures to prove this sequence.

The tables give values for albuminuria, edema, urinary

toxicity, etc. If the kidneys are sufficiently crippled the

phenomena of retention of urinary toxin are superadded.

The element of anaphylaxis must also be reckoned with

in connection with the toxic decomposition of blood albu-

min. This element is believed to determine the onset of

normal parturition. The actual agent which causes the

anaphylaxis and its blood changes is believed to be the

placental albumin.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

July 25, 1912.

Thyreosis and Anaphylaxis.—Wolfsohn shows that

e.\,tcnsive analogies exist between hyperthyreosis and

anaphyla.xis. Recent studies are tending to show more and

inore a correspondence in the blood pictures of the two

conditions. At least four points of concordance are

noted, vi^. : leucopenia, mononucleosis, eosinophilia and

delayed coagulability. Other points of resemblance are

seen in vasomotor excitability, dermographism, urticaria,

and transient edema; outbreaks of sweating; bulimia;

vomiting and diarrhea ; anxiety, hot flushes, tremor,

pareses, convulsions, cardiac palpitation, tachycardia,

asthma-like attacks, and hemorrhages of the mucosae.

The conclusion seems inevitable, then, that hyperthyreosis

is an anaphylaxis. Graves' disease of the thyroid, what-

ever it is, results in the production of a heterologous

albumin. Conversely in anaphylaxis of exogenous origin

there should be a hyperfunctioning of the thyroid, and per-

haps of other glands of internal secretion. This can be

almost mathematically shown in iodine anaphylaxis which

results in thyreoses. Iodine anaphylaxis does not result if

the thyroid is able to detoxicate this substance. In en-

dogenous anaphylaxis from hyperthyreosis it is probably

the iodized albumin which behaves as a heterologous

albumin. In Graves' disease this iodized albumin is pro-

duced in excess.

Alimentary Galactosuria in Neuroses and Hepatic

Diseases.— Ilirose of Tokio refers to the fact that galac-

tose is more difficult of assimilation than the other die-

tetic sugars, and is therefore a good measure of carbo-

hydrate tolerance. The limits of assimilation in the fast-

ing state vary from 20 to 40 gm. daily, while that of cane

sugar is nearly tenfold as much. It has long been known

that subjects with hepatic cirrhosis and catarrhal icterus

show very low tolerance for galactose and as there are

many cases of hepatic diseases in the author's clinic, a

series of tests was made. After fasting with especial

reference to cow's milk 25 gm. chemically pure galactose

were given, the urine being submitted to a number of tests

for this sugar. Twenty-two patients with some form of

hepatic disease were examined. Galactosuria was pres-

ent in cirrhosis and catarrhal icterus, but also in cancer

of the liver, cholelithiasis and passive congestion. Hence

this test possesses no specific value, but may be a good

measure of hepatic insufiiciency. The author also tested

the reputed tendency to alimentary glycosuria in neuroses

and Graves' disease in another series of twenty-two cases.

Tolerance was poor in a series of Graves' disease and in

neurasthenics. The point is at once suggested that these

hepatic cases may have had neurasthenia, or rather that

the sugar phenomenon may have had a nervous mecha-

nism ; while conversely, the author holds, those neuras-

thenics who show marked intolerance may suffer from

hepatic insufficiency.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.

The Eyes.—Reference to the pupillary reflexes and
nervous affections of the eyes will be found in a

previous section on the Nervous System.
A large percentage of applicants have ordinary

errors of refraction, usually corrected by glasses,

which are not of sufficient consequence to report.

Actual blindness of both eyes should be reported,

as such risks are rejected. In the case of a recent

enucleation, the examiner should ascertain the cause

and whether the other eye is in danger through sym-
pathetic affection.

Double cataract will usually call for rejection of

the risk until after complete recovery from an op-
eration for extraction and a fairly good restoration

of the sight. Unilateral cataract is not commonly
considered a bar to insurance, if of long standing,

if no recent increase in size, if no operation is con-
templated, and if the other eye is normal. A catar-

act of recent appearance leaves more doubt as to

the way it is going to conduct itself and whether or

not the other eye will be invaded, than one of

longer standing.

Subjects with chronic trachoma are not regarded
as satisfactory risks and severe cases may meet with
refusal. This condition, therefore, should be fully

described.

These are the affections the examiners are liable

to meet, and, after making a full report, they would
better leave the final decison to the home office.

The Ears.—Chronic deafness without any dis-

charge during the past one or two years will not

be a bar to insurance, though it is customary for

most companies to charge a slightly increased pre-

mium owing to the greater danger incurred in the

streets. Deafness should, therefore, be reported

with the following details: If not total, can the

applicant hear conversation and ordinary street

sounds without the aid of artificial appliances? Is

there any existing disease of the ear? Is there any
history of discharge? If so, give date of last dis-

charge.

There is a slight difference of opinion among the

companies in regard to the acceptance of subjects

with present or recent otorrhea. It may be gener-

ally stated, however, that these risks are insurable

if there is no family taint of tuberculosis and fa-

vorable answers are received to the following

queries

:

Is the disease unilateral ?

Is the discharge ever purulent, bloody or foul

smelling?

Any pain or tenderness?

Furthermore, as the examination of the middle

ear is a difficult matter and only of value when
made by one with experience in this line, the ap-

plicant will be expected to furnish a certificate from
a competent aurist comprising answers to the fol-

lowing questions in the case of present or recent

otorrhea

:

Size of perforation in the drum?
Site of perforation (upper, middle or lower por-

tion—good drainage of the cavity depends upon the

site of the opening) ?

Any granulations, polypi, caries or involvement

of the mastoid cells?

The Skin.—The diseases of the skin usually

coming to the notice of the examiner are eczema
and psoriasis. These troubles are of no importance

unless they are persistent and invade large areas,

in which case they are often the outward expres-

sion of some considerable dyscrasia or constitu-

tional disturbance that may lead to lesions of the

viscera and vessels at some future time. For this

reason a company may believe it advisable to limit

the applicant to an endowment or rated up policy.

The examiner, then, should always give the nature,

duration, severity, parts effected and the extent of

surface involved.

Whenever a skin lesion presents itself, the ex-

aminer is expected to go into the case very care-

fully for the purpose of excluding syphilis, and he

should also state that he has done so in his report,

whether there is any suspicion or not, so that there

will be no doubt in the minds of the staff at the

home office.

Scars.—The origin of scars should always be as-

certained and reported. The possibility of tubercu-

losis, syphilis or wounds received in some fracas

should be kept in mind while making this inquiry.

Mouth, Teeth and Tongue.—These parts

should be looked at, as some indication of digestive

disturbances, syphilis, or disease of the nervous sys-

tem may be discovered which will suggest the ad-

visability of further investigation. The applicant

should always be requested to protrude the tongue,

so that any tremor of the organ may be detected.

Deformities.—^The loss of a finger or toe is only

worth recording as a mark of identification. In the

case of an amputation, the point of amputation,

date, cause and present condition of the stum])

should be noted in the report. Always report the

fact if the applicant uses artificial limbs, crutches

or a cane on account of an amputation of the lower

extremity or any other disability.

Curvature of the Spine.—The insurance value

of a risk with spinal curvature depends on two
conditions

:

1st—^Was the cause of deformity tubercular or

nontubercular ?

2d—Is the deformity sufficiently marked to cause

undue pressure upon the viscera?

The antero-posterior spinal curvature (kyphosis)

is commonly the result of Pott's disease or tubercu-

losis of the spine, especially when angular. The
angularity is often better felt than seen. These

cases should be accurately described, as they will

usually be rejected at the home office.

Lateral curvature (simple lordosis and scoliosis)

will not cause rejection in most companies unless

too marked. The authorities at the home office will

not get a clear idea of the amount of deformity un-

less the examiner gives the amount of deviation

from the median line by actual measurement as

well as other details. Some form of policy will

probably be issued to subjects with lateral curva-

ture if the displacement of the bony structures is

not enough to cause excessive pressure upon the

vital viscera.

Hip Joint Disease.—Having given a full history,

the amount of shortening should be ascertained by

actual measurement and, at the same time, an in-

spection should be made for the presence of scars

which would indicate that an abscess formed when
the disease was active. When possible to obtain a

statement from the physician who treated the dis-

ease in its early stage this may have to be furnished

in order to find out if there was any suspicion of

tuberculosis.
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The Medical Section of the American Life Con-
vention will meet at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago,
Ills., on Tuesday, September 3, 1912. At the meet-
ing the following papers will be read: "Methods of
Uranalysis Applicable to Insurance Examinations,"
by S. H. Baxter of the Northwestern National Life
Insurance Company ; "Prognostic Significance of
Albuminuria and Casts," by C. Nauman McCloud
of the j\Iinnesota Mutual Life Insurance Company

;

"The Wassermann Reaction and Its Value in the
Detection of Syphilis," by Amand Ravold of St.

Louis; "The Selecting and Training of the Medical
Examiner," by E. A. Babler of the International
Life Insurance Company. The secretary of the
Section is Dr. F. L. B. Jenney, 168 North Michigan
avenue, Chicago.
The Detection of Malingering.—A. G. Gullam

states that one cannot overestimate the difficulty and
importance of making a diagnosis of malingering.
Just as thephysician should never diagnose hysteria
until he has excluded by most careful examinations
all forms of organic disease, so should all possible
injury and its eiTects be excluded before the diag-
nosis of malingering is made. The difficulty of the
detection of this condition is greatly enhanced at
the present day by the modern press describing in

detail ailments and their effect, and by the workuig-
man being often well coached in the symptoms of
some brother workman who has been disabled. For
the sake of convenience the author divides malinger-
ing into three distinct groups, with the following
definitions: (i) Feigned sickness or pretended dis-
ablement in order to avoid duty and obtain pecuni-
ary benefit. (2) Sickness or disablement produced
or prolonged by the individual in order to avoid
duty and obtain pecuniary benefit. (3) Sickness or
disablement in which the cause is feigned (that is.

a false cause is given) in order to obtain pecuniary
benefit. Undoubtedly the most difiicult cases to
eliminate from malingering are those of true trau-
matic neurasthenia or nervous shock, and it is some-
times very difficult to draw the line of demarcation
between these two conditions. The utmost care
should be taken in making the diagnosis of either
of these conditions, in order that justice mav be
done. In traumatic neurasthenia definite svmptoms
of neurasthenia or hysteria are to be found : and
there is usually a definite history of direct trauma
often causing cerebral or spinal concussion : though
sometimes this condition follows a psychical dis-
turbance, such as serious fright. Moreover, not in-

frequently the patient has a neurotic diathesis, or is

an alcoholic subject, or is over 50 years of age. In
many of these cases there is some definitely localized
hyperesthetic spot, which is quite fixed at the time
of examination, and other distinctive manifestations
of neurasthenia or hysteria will be found—such as
patches of hyperesthesia or anesthesia, paralysis or
paresis not limited to nerve distribution, tremor of
eyelids or hands, hyperesthesia of the scalp, absence
of corneal or conjunctival reflexes, psychical dis-
turbances, etc. In malingering there is one feature
which is invariably present—that is, the man is most
emphatic as to his "inability to work."

—

British
Medical Journal, August 3, 1912.
The Medical Examiner and the Company.—

Mr. T. _W. Blackburn, Secretary American Life
Convention, in discussing the relation of the med-
ical examiner to the contract criticised "the ordinary
medical examiner somewhat severely. He had ob-
served that the ordinary examiner does no more
than the blank makes necessary and that he often

guesses at the information which is required to pre-
vent the blank from being returned for correction.
It is this personal knowledge of the carelessness
and indifference of many physicians which, leads
some well informed solicitors and some skilled ex-
ecutives to say that if they could remove from the
agent the incentive to put through a risk to earn a
commission they would rather have the opinion of
a live insurance agent upon the insurability of the

average applicant than to rely upon the carefully

billed medical blank even after it has been approved
by the home office medical department. In visiting

the companies Mr. Blackburn said that he had con-
stantly met the inquiries, "How are we to improve
the grade of medical examiners? How are we to

escape the moral hazard of the family physician?
What can we do to make the local examiner appre-
ciate his responsibility? How are we to guard
against collusion of physician and applicant? What
system of inspection can be devised which shall de-

tect the frauds perpetrated through the carelessness,

ignorance, indift'erence, cupidity, and lack of moral
courage of the local physician?"
The answer is as follows : Impress upon the ex-

aminer the nature of the contract as a commercial
proposition ; teach him in the schools first and in

occasional conferences that the ethics of a noble

profession require absolute frankness and unswerv-
ing honesty to the company; information by fre-

quent communications from the home office that

the life insurance contract is not a stipulation for

a donation to the widow and orphan but a kgal
obligation between insurer and insured with terms
equally binding upon all parties and privies ; show
him the importance of his relation to the contract

from the standpoint of the principal obligors there-

under and educate him in the details, so that he

shall give to the preparation of his application

blank that same intelligent, painstaking considera-

tion and attention which he knows he must give to

diagonsis and prescription ; emphasize always the

incidental fact that the company pays him a larger

fee for the professional service he is called upon to

render than his average patient.

—

Second Mid-Year
Meeting of the Medical Section of the American
Life Convention. February 28, 29, March i, 1912.

German Pension Hysteria.—Professor Bernhard
delivered a lecture a short time ago before the

.Association of Iron Founders at Berlin in which
he pointed out that in the minds of the masses the

idea had been formed that every illness, every acci-

dent, must lead to a pension. In consequence peo-

ple's attention was becoming morbidly concentrated

on the processes going on in their own bodies. This

produced those nervous phenomena which physi-

cians described as "pension hysteria." Professor

Bernhard said the disease was now epidemic in all

the industrial regions of Germany. This debilitat-

ing collateral eft'ect of workmen's insurance had in

consequence of the accommodating attitude of the

law courts attained dimensions so great that insti-

tutions with which it had been hoped to produce
vigorous, happy human beings threatened to lead

to the degeneration of the nation. Through excess

the idea of protecting artisans was actually resulting

in injury to them.

National Insurance for Russia.—According to

the Lancet, Russia, following the example set by its

western neighbors, proposes to introduce, at first

on a limited scale, a scheme of compulsory insur-

ance against sickness, and a bill to this eft'ect is

likely soon to become law.
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Sank EptJiPUiH.

An Index of Treatment by Various Writers. Edited by
Robert Hutchison, M.D., F.R.C.P., Physician to the
London Hospital, and Assistant Physician to the Hospital
for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street; and H. Stans-
field Collier, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital;

Joint Lecturer on Surgery in St. Mary's Hospital .Med-
ical School ; Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick Children,

Great Ormond Street. Revised to conform with Amer-
ican usage by Warren Coleman, M.D., Professor of
Clinical Medicine and Applied Pharmacology, Cornell
University Medical College; Visiting Physician to Belle-

vue Hospital, New York. Sixth Edition, revised and
enlarged. Price $6.00 net. New York : William Wood
and Company, 1912.

The six editions that have rapidly followed one another
since this work first appeared, less than five years ago,

amply testify to the favor with which it has been received.

This popularity is to be attributed to its eminently prac-

tical nature ; to the compactness and ready accessibility of

its subject-matter, and to the high standing of its authors.

The latter include a large number of the best-known clini-

cians in the British profession, among whom may be men-
tioned Sir T. Clifford Allbutt, Bannatyne, Byrom Brani-

well. Sir Thomas Smith Clouston. Goodall, Hunter, Hutch-
ison, Morison, Lockhart Mummery, Sir Thomas Oliver,

Poynton, Saundby, Sir James Sawyer, Sequeira, Eustace
Smith, Purves Stewart, Norm.an Walker and Samuel West.
The entire domains of medical and surgical treatment
(with the exception of the more elaborate surgical opera-
tion) have been covered and have been included within

the remarkably compact compass of 105 1 pages. The sub-

ject matter, however, is presented in more than a synoptic

manner, owing to the fact that only those methods of

treatment are described which have been found to be the

simplest and most effective. The present edition is a thor-

oueh revision, with the inclusion of many new topics, such

as puerperal sepsis, hydro-, photo-, and thermotherapy, and
treatment by carbonic acid snow. In the American edition

the English prescriptions are adapted to the United States
Pharmacopifia, and in these instances in which the prep-

arations of the British Pharmacopoeia have no exact equiva-

lent in America, the composition of the British prepara-

tions is given in an appendix. The latter contains also

brief descriptions of preparations commonly used in Great
Britain but comparatively unknown in America. Tlie gen-
eral practitioner will find this work one to which he may
turn for guidance in the treatment not only of the rarer

conditions such as myoclonus, acromegaly, etc., but also

of the common ailments, such as hiccough, insomnia, etc.

There are 67 illustrations that admirably supplement the

text. The paper, typography, and binding maintain the

high character of this work which may be recommended
without reserve to the general practitioner and to the

student.

A Dictionary of Medical Diagnosis. A Treatise on the

Signs and Symptoms Observed in Diseased Conditions.

For the use of Medical Practitioners and Students. By
Henry Lawrence McKisack, M.D., M.R.C.P. Lond.

;

Physician to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Belfast. Sec-

ond Edition. Price $4.25. New York : William Wood
& Company, 1912.

It is doubtful whether any one except the author, and
possibly the proofreader, has ever read a dictionary from
cover to cover. Yet the task is not an insuperable one
even for the general reader, and under certain conditions

such as the dearth of other literature and the desire to fill

in the gaps in one's knowledge of philologv this task

may be attended with both pleasure and profit. At any
rate. "A Dictionary of Medical Diagnosis" is a dictionary

only in title and in the alphabetical arrangement of its sub-

ject matter. The reader need have no hesitancy in setting

out to read this book as he would any other well-arranged
treatise, for his interest will be maintained until he has

finished the volume. This maintenance of interest is to be

attributed to the author's deliglitful style and to his belief

in the value of studying the various morbid phenomena
strictly from the observer's point of view. To the student

who would approach this subject from a path different

from that of the regular textbook in diagnosis, and thus

by this very novelty increasing his interest and aiding his

memory; to the general practitioner who would gather

together the scattered threads of knowledge gleaned from
his student studies and subsequent reading; and to the

trained clinician, who would fain discover any gaps in his

own extensive knowledge of symptoms and physical signs.

this book cannot fail to be a valuable one. 'The present

edition includes a description of the newer diagnostic signs.

such as Grocco's, Ewart's, Biernacki's, Joffroy's, Quin-
quaud's, Rotch's, Weber's, etc. ; and of the newer tests or
reactions, such as Salomon's, Cammidge's, Boas's, von
Pirquet's, etc. The work is exceptionally well printed, the
black-face side headings and important words in the text,

and the numerous tables aiding in the use of this book
for didactic purposes and for quick reference. The nu-
merous illustrations are particularly helpful. The special

articles on the Wassermann reaction, by Houston, and on
the radiography of the abdomen, by Rankin, have been
rewritten and amplified ; and an article by Macllwaine on
the antiformin method of examining for the tubercle bacil-

lus has been introduced. The index has been revised and
enlarged. The work is one that will be found most serv-

iceable by both student and practitioner.

Compendium of Diseases of the Skin. Based on an
Analysis of Thirty Thousand Consecutive Cases; with a

Therapeutic Formulary. By L. Duncan Bulkley, A.M.,
M.D., Physician to the New York Skin and Cancer Hos-
pital ; Consulting Physician to the New York Hospital

;

Consulting Dermatologist to the Randall's Island Hos-
pital, to the Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled, and to

the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital, etc. Fifth revised

edition of the Manual of Diseases of the Skin. Price

$2.00. New York: Paul B. Hoeber, 1912.

This little work has long been known as a most useful

guide to the general practitioner. It represents the per-

sonal views and experience of the author; and it is to this

personal element that the book owes much of its value.

The subjects of diagnosis and treatment receive special

attention. The therapeutic formulary, at the end of the

book, contains a very complete set of prescriptions; in a

subsequent edition, however, some of these prescriptions

should be altered to conform with modern pharmacopoeial
nomenclature. Under the treatment of syphilis, salvarsan

receives very scant mention; perhaps this is meant as a

reaction from the very fulsome notice which this new
remedy has received from the lay and medical press. The
book is well printed, of convenient size, and contains all

that the recent graduate requires on the subject of der-

matology.

GuNDRISS DER BiOCHEMIE FIJR Studierende und Aerzte.
Von Prof. Carl Oppenheimer, Dr. phil. et med., Berlin.

Price 9 marks. Leipzig: Georg Thieme, 1912.

The plan followed by the author in this volume of 400
pages is somewhat different from that usually employed in

small books on this huge subject. Only the more important
topics have been selected, but the discussion of these has
been made so full as to be really comprehensive, and an
especial effort has been made to emphasize the facts and
principles that serve to correlate the various aspects of the

subject as a whole. Consequently one does not find the

usual mass of analytical data, and all extensive considera-

tion of methods has also been omitted—very wisely in the

opinion of the reviewer, for when such information is

desired it will always be necessary to refer to the large

reference works. . Abbreviated descriptions of methods
especially are worse than useless, and are much better

replaced by more important matter. The first portion of

the book is more distinctly chemical and deals with the

composition and relationships of the substances making up
the body. This section also includes three interesting chap-
ters on the ferments and their biological significance. The
second half of the text is physiological in character and
contains admirable discussions of the processes of metab-
olism and nutrition considered from the standpoint of the
newest researches.. Recent work in physical chemistry as

applied to cellular activity, the nature and functions of the

internal secretions, etc.. is summarized and well presented
so as to he easily understood by the ordinary medical
reader. The book carries out its author's purpose excel-

lently, and we hope that an edition in English will soon
appear.

ZwEi Yahre Salvarsantherapie. Herausgegeben von P.

Ehrlich. F. Kraus. a. v. WASSER>tAXX. Redaktion : Fr.

Keysser. Sonderabdruck aus der Zeilschrift fiir Cheino-
therafic und vcrwandtc Gcbieie. Leipsic: Verlag von
Georg Thieme, 1912.

This brochure consists of papers by .\lt. Schreiber, Bena-
rio and Gennerich giving their experiences with salvarsan
in the two years since its introduction. In addition
Eordyce of New York, Emery of Paris, Iversen of Russia
and Ascoli of Italy give a concise review of the literature

on salvarsan that has appeared in their respective coun-
.tries. The brochure should be useful to those who have
not been able to follow the current medical literature on
salvarsan. Otherwise it contains nothing new
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.

One Hundred and Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting, Held at

Spring Lake, June 11 to 13, 1912.

Dr. Daniel Strock of Camden, President, in the Chair.

Blindness in Children.—Dr. D. E. English of Summit
reported having examined thirty-one blind children dur-
ing the past year. The cases had all been blind some time
before being seen by him, and most of the histories were
furnished by the family physicians. He gave the causes
of blindness in the thirty-one cases as follows : Ten were
born blind; five were found to be blind three years after
birth ; two were blind at one year old. following eczema
of the face; two gave no previous history; in one blind-
ness followed convulsions at two years old ; in one cataract
gradually developed after birth; one was found wiien a
few months old and was blind at that time ; another was
blinded by the thrust of an umbrella when three years old;
four became blind after measles; in one ulcer of the cornea
produced blindness at six months; one, an epileptic idiot,

became blind at six months; another was made blind by
infantile paralysis at two years of age; and one became
blind soon after birth from gonorrheal ophthalmia. No
history of inflamed or discharging eyes could be obtained
in any but one case.

Oration in Surgery—Prevention and Unnecessary
Surgery Based Upon Investigation of the Early Symp-
toms of Surgical Diseases and the Comparatively Inte-
rior Results of Late Intervention.—Dr. John Colt
BLooncooD of Baltimore, Md., stated that by preventive
surgery he meant measures which would make later opera-
tive interventions unnecessary, or minor operations which
would ?.Tve the patient from the secondary complications
for which there was no surgical relief. He felt that the
factors in unhecessary surgery were less remote than in

preventive surgery; and, were more within the reach of
early correction. He believed that late intervention in

acute surgical lesions was unnecessary and avoidable. In
this group, he classed delayed surgery as unnecessary
surgery. He advised the education of the public in seek-
ing advice of physicians early, and demanding that meth-
ods of precision be employed in diagnosis. Dr. Blood-
good felt that physicians should become better diagnos-
ticians, and said that surgeons should be trained to do
their part, to operate when sucli a course was indicated.
Vaccine Therapy.—Dr. Gordon K. Dickinson of Jer-

sey City asserted that in order to have success in vaccme
treatment, three conditions should obtain : First, the
germs inducing the lesions should be discovered in the
patient, and an autogenous vaccine be made from them

;

second, there should be sufficient arterial and lymph supply
to the affected tissue, in order that the serum might reach
it; and third, the lesion must be so localized, without
complicating bacteriemia, as not to liave exhausted the
antibody-forming organs. Without a proper combination of
the three factors mentioned, and rational application, vac-
cine therapy would fail and be discredited. Dr. Dickinson
emphasized the necessity for accurately measuring tne
doses and properly spacing the time, and stated that if

the dose were too great or too small, the results would
prove unsatisfactory, and often dangerous.
The Doctor and Eugenics.—Dr. Thomas W. Harvev

of Orange felt that the study of eugenics was of great im-
portance to the doctor, because of its value as a scientific

study, and because of the necessity for skilled technicians
in the application of the principles to every day life. He
considered the study of heredity important in that con-
nection, and the effects of environment on hereditary
tendencies. He thought special attention should be paid
to the sterilization of the unfit, the granting of certificates

of health to those about to marry, education in sex
hygiene, matters of improvement of the race, and the re-

moving of the ban of professional secrecy regarding so-

cial diseases.

Dr. D. F. Weeks of Skillman spoke of the efforts in-

stitutional physicians were making to collect data bearing
on the subject of defectiveness, and asked the help of all

toward that end. It was his opinion that New Jersey was
at the head of all the States in that important movement.
I-Ie stated that a law had been passed requiring physicians
to report all cases of feeblemindedness and epilepsy, the
same as contagious diseases, and that the State would
give the assistance of an expert in deciding the important
question of who was feebleminded, when needed. He
believed that the foundation was being laid for good citi-

zens in New Jersey ; but stated that .\ustria had the best

system, so far as marriage was concerned. Persons there
contemplating marriage had to go pefore a board and pass
an examination, similar to one for insurance in this coun-
try.

Dr. F. D. Gray of Jersey City did not believe there was
a chance to do much for this generation in the way of
bettering the human race, and that such improvement as
we wanted would have to be worked for in future genera-
tions. While he favored a Sterlization Board, yet he felt

that the children should be educated in the home to know
what led to pure and clean progeny, and said that the
physician was the person to test this out.

Dr. W. M. Leszynsky of New York City mentioned
the method of teaching sex hygiene as conducted in the
New York City schools, and said that a large portion of
the population of our country were incapable of teaching
their children hy.giene; that such instruction should be in

the hands of skilled physicians only; and that neither
cliildren nor adults sliould be taught on a biological basis.

He felt that in the sterilization of criminals, there was
danger of establishing a class of male public prostitutes.

Dr. Chas. a. Rosenwasser of Newark said that this

was one of the problems that would never be solved, be-

cause when we said that by prohibiting the marriage of
the unfit, we would improve the race, we were mistaken,
for marriage was not absolutely necessary for propaga-
tion. He felt that this would not be stopped as long as
the sexual instinct was the most powerful possessed by
the human race. Education sounded well, but what would
you teach the people? he asked. The best scholars dis-

agreed on that subject. \\'hile one said that we must limit

our offspring, yet the law said that we must not. Dr.
Rosenwasser said that if we knew just what to teach, we
should gain nothing, and he gave as an example the fact

that no one knew better than doctors and nurses the

danger of the drug habit, yet the larger number of such
drug fiends to-day were from those two professions. He
advised the solving of the problem of what normal sexu-
ality was. before attempting to teach the families and
children about it; and suggested that too much enthusiasm
should be avoided.

Dr. Geo. H. Balleray of Paterson was inclined to look
upon heredity as the important factor, and said that there
was much less attention paid to the breeding of tlie

human race than to that of hogs; that a man showed more
prudence in buying a horse than in selecting a wife; and
that a woman exhibited more discretion in buying a hat
than in the choosing of a luisband He advised that mar-
riages should be based on the principle that no one btit

the fit should be allowed to propagate the species, and
did not favor especially the teaching of sex hygiene.
What was wanted was a sound mind in a sound body,
he said, and that could be obtained onlv by proper selec-

tion. He advocated the New Jersey State Medical So-
ciety's putting itself on record as opposed to the Govern-
ment's opening lier doors to the importation of the rabble

and scum of Europe, and said that there was no reason
why .\merica should be the breeding ground for the

mentally and physically unfit. If that were prohibited, a

great deal would have been accomplished.
Dr. Harvey mentioned that he had been told that there

were laws covering the production of ine,gitimate off-

spring, but that they were not very well enforced.

An Analysis of the Refracting Optician Evil: An
Appeal to the General Practitioner.— Dr. Linn Emer-
son of Orange said that the refracting optician, despite

his claims to the contrary, was grossly incompetent, though
he was making a strenuous fight for legal recognition.

Dr. Emerson felt that the general practitioner who per-

mitted his patients to go to the refracting optician was
guilty of great folly. He advocated the use of drops by
the general practitioner, and said that glasses could not
be properly fitted in the young without them. It was his

opinion that the fitting of glasses was as much a branch
of general medicine ;is minor surgery was

Cyclic Vomiting in Children.—Dr. Fr.vnk R. Sandt
of Paterson. through his long experience with such cases,

was convinced that cyclic vomiting was a disorder found
only in children of the so-called nervous temperment. and
in those who had inherited the neurotic tendency from
their parents. He felt that cyclic vomiting was primarily

due to the effect of certain exhausting or depressin,g in-

fluences exerted on the nervous mechanism of the diges-

tion ; that intestinal toxemia was secondary ; and that the

best lines of treatment were followed when attention was
directed to the .general physical well-being of the patient,

rather than to the alimentary tract, exclusively.

Dr. Henry Chavanxe of Salem had had several cases

of cyclic vomiting which he had handled successfully, and
said that he had used a tablet of codeine in a specific quan-
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tit.v of water, giving a teaspoonful every hour until the
effect of the codeine was evident and the child rested.

Dr. Sandt observed that the general effect obtained from
the use of bicarbonate of soda was that the child's system
became accustomed to it after a few attacks, when it was
only good as a stimulant. He favored the idea of the
specific history, and said that his cases had been among
the more highly cultivated people, in whom there had been
a nervous strain at some time. The cases seemed to be
limited to the age before puberty, he stated
Diagnostic Pitfalls.—Dr. Richard C. Cabot of Bos-

ton, Mass., spoke of his experience during the past ten
years at the Massachusetts General Hospital, and of his

work there in studying some three thousand autopsies,
which gave a basis of knowledge that was verv secure,

though not wide. The work was done in the clinic ; those
who attended received history sheets, containing the re-

sults of the physical and laboratory e-xaminations, as well

as the history proper of each case. Dr. Cabot, himself,

did not know the outcome of a case. He read the record
aloud, discussed it with those present, and then committed
himself as to what he thought had probably been found
at autopsy. All those present expressed their opinion,

and finally the pathologist demonstrated what had actually

been found at autopsy. Dr. Cabot handed to each physician
present at the New Jersey Society's meeting a diagram
showing the percentage of successes and failures in the

diagnosis of certain typical conditions contained in the

three thousand autopsies. He stated that the pitfalls came
at the end, and the safe ground at the beginning. The
percentages were as follows: Diabetes mellitus, 95 per
cent. ; typhoid, 92 per cent. ; aortic re.gurgitation, 84 per
cent.; cancer of colon, 74 per cent.; lobar pneumonia, 74
per cent.; chronic glonerulonephritis, 74 per cent.: cerebral

tumor, 72 4-5 per cent. ; tuberculous meningitis. 72 per
cent. : .gastric cancer, 72 per cent. ; mitral stenosis, 6g per

cent.; brain hemorrhage. 67 per cent.; septic meningitis, 64
per cent. ; aortic stenosis, 61 per cent.

;
phthisis, active,

59 per cent. ; miliary tuberculosis, 52 per cent. ; chronic
intestinal nephritis, 50 per cent. ; thoracic aneurysm, 50
per cent. ; hepatic cirrhosis, 39 per cent. ; acute endocar-
ditis. 39 per cent.

; peptic ulcer. 36 per cent. ; suppurative
nephritis, 35 per cent.; renal tuberculosis. 33 1-3 per cent.;

bronchopneumonia, 33 per cent. ; vertebral tuberculosis.

23 per cent. ; chronic myocarditis, 22 per cent. ; hepatic

abscess, 20 per cent. ; acute pericarditis, 20 per cent. ; acute

nephritis, iG per cent ; Dr. Cabot advocated blood pressure
examinations as being of the greatest value of any of the

methods of diagnosis.

Annual Address by the President.—Dr. Daniel
Strock of Camden delivered an address and said that he
felt the President of that society should be selected with-

out having necessarily served as Vice-President, though
nothing should be considered as preventing the \'ice-

President to the Presidency. He also advocated the crea-

tion of the office of .\ssistant Secretary.
Moving Picture Illustrations of Nervous Diseases.—

Dr. T. H. Wkisexbtrg of Philadelphia presented a series

of very interestin.g" moving pictures, which represented the

first systematic attempt ever made to show by moving
pictures, not only the gait, reflexes, and tremors common
to nervous diseases, but also examples of the diseases

themselves. Dr. Weisenburg advocated the method for

teaching diseases of the nervous system, and for scientific

investigations, asserting that many of the fleeting symp-
toms which could not be detected by the eye were fully

illustrated by such photographs.
Embryological and Antenatal Faults as the Cause of

Certain Tumors.—Dr. Harrison S. Martland of Newark
said that the occurrence of mixed tumors in various parts

of the body was much more frequent than most internists

believed. He felt that embryology was of great import-

ance in explaining the formation of tumors, cysts, and
anomalies. His study had been based on specimens ex-

amined at the City Hospital in Newark. He showed some
lantern slides illustrating his experiments.
Colored Microphotographs Showing Some Abnormal

Conditions of the Cortex.—Dr. Henrv .\. Cotton of

Trenton showed some colored plates which were made by
the Lumiere process, and stated that they were the first

of that kind shown in the United States. He said they

had been made in the Trenton Laboratory by Dr. Ham-
mond. The price at the present time was such that tH?

colored pictures would not be used generally, though it

was likclv that thev would be reduced later.

The Relation of the Physician to the Philanthropic
and Sociological Work of the Community in Child Life.

—Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark said that the physician's

relation to poverty and crime was fundamental and that

he should be the logical leader and director in most of

the sociological work of a community, as he was better

fitted by experience and education to handle constructive

and philanthropic problems.

Dr. Alexander M.\rcy, Jr., of Riverton was of the

opinion that no one person in a community gave of his

time, his energy, or of his substance, as did the physician

to every phase of philanthropic and sociological work. Dr.

Marcy believed that the medical profession should be the

leaders of thought and action, never followers ; and that

some restrictions should be placed on the kind of men
and women who were allowed to enter that profession,

so that those graduating from the medical colleges would
be of the caliber to take their proper place in the philan-

thropic and sociological life of a community.
The State's Responsibility for Its School Children.—

Dr. William G. Schauffler of Lakewood stated that

New Jersey stood foremost in its care for children of

school age, that it led in its wise laws providing for their

education and tbeir physical care and well-being. He
praised the Medical Inspection Law, which was passed

three years ago, and said that it was worthy of being a

model for the entire English-speaking world. Dr.

Schauffler told of how the educational affairs of New
Jersey were cared for. and mentioned several problems

of interest to medical men that were engaging the atten-

tion of the school authorities at the present time. i.e. the

compulsory establishment of special classes for backward
children, and some very creditable changes in the present

building code. Inasmuch as these two improvements were
meeting with opposition on the part of the public. Dr.

Schauffler suggested that the members ot" the society

should lend their influence to make clear to their com-
munities the importance and necessity of these provisions

of the law.

The Relation of the Municipality to the Child.—
Dr. Andres F. MrP,RiD]-: of Patersnn thought that children

were entitled to the fullest opportunity for personal de-

velopment, which included moral, mental, and physical

development. Moral development was considered to be

largely within the province of the parents, the mental de-

velopment was a great obligation placed upon the mu-
nicipality, while the physical development \yas also a rnat-

ter of public concern, he said; and most cities recognized

the duty resting upon them and were taking up the prob-

lems and meeting them with the latest municipal concep-.

tions.

Dr. Francis H. Todd of Paterson thought that the laws

brought out by the State Tenement House Commission
would, in time, do a great deal to prevent the mortality

in young children ; and that the Compulsory Education

Law, which compelled the attendance at school of pupils

until they were sixteen, would do much toward allowing

a proper physical development of the child before he was
put out to work. That the State of New Jersey was at-

tending splendidly to her responsibilities to the child, was
the opinion of Dr. Todd.

Dr. J. Finley Bell of Englewood very strongly advo-

cated the exclusive use of the Metric System of weights

and measures for our public schools, claiming that eight

months' time out of the school life of a child, which were
put in on figures, would thus be saved. He told how in

France and Germany, where the Metric System was taught

exclusively, the pupils took up the study of algebra one
year earlier than in England and .America, where the

students' minds were befogged by many different tables

Educational Hygiene and Prophylaxis.—Dr. George
J. Holmes of Newark said that the duties of medical in-

spectors of schools ten years ago consisted of inspecting

the children to discover whether they had any con-

tagious diseases. He felt that medical inspection of school

pupils today was passing through an evolutionary stage

;

and that while it had many faults and weaknesses, yet many
improvements had been made, chief among which, was
the backing up of the doctor's efforts by trained nurses,

engaged by boards of education for that purpose. He
deplored the lack of cooperation on the part of the med-
ical profession at large with the medical inspectors.

The Object and Intent of Medical Inspection of

School Children.—Dr. Jri>EPii M.\rDoNALiJ, Jr.. of East
Orange gave as the basic reasons for medical school in-

spection the following : The school is the only Govern-
mental department that directly assumes control over
children's lives, and nine out of every ten .American
children are subject to that control duririg the critical

years between seven and fourteen. He said that the ob-

ject of the Medical Inspection Law could be accomplished
by the appointment of a State Medical Inspector, as a

member of the State Board of Education; by the prepara-
tion of uniform blanks, covering individual record cards
for yearly examinations, cards for treatment and exclu-

sion, and cards for infectious or communicable diseases,

and by having reports sent by the School Inspectors to
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the school boards that they were serving, and to the State
Board at Trenton also.

Dr. Edward A, Ayers of Branchville spoke on Dr.
Holmes' and Dr. MacDonald's papers, and said that one
thing badly needed was a crystallization of the whole sub-
ject of uniform State laws, for the adjustment, for co-
operation, and for standardization. He mentioned the fact

that verj- few boards employed medical inspectors for the
schools until it was made compulsory, and that even now
they did it on the most parsimonious system possible, call-

ing for contract bids, and awarding tlie contract to the
lowest bidder. He thought a State Medical Superinten-
dent of Inspectors was needed, one whose business it

would be to see that the best results possible were being
obtained throughout the State. Such a man would have a
great work to do, and it would require a physician who
was broadly educated. What was wanted was the most
efficiency with the least cost, he said ; and the public must
be brought to realize that funds were necessary for these
purposes.

Dr. Ch.xrles A. Rosenwasser of Newark stated that in

the city of Xewark the salaries of the medical inspectors
had been reduced, while at the same time additional work
had been given them. He asked who was to tell the doc-
tors what they should do. He told of how, in New York
City, nurses had been tried out to do the work of the doc-
tors, but without success, and advanced as the solution of
the problem that a man be paid a living w-age, and asked
to devote his whole time to the work. It was his idea
that an inspector should not be allowed to send school
children to his especial friends for treatment.

Dr. GoRDAN K. Dickinson of Jersey City mentioned two
things which held the Board of Health from appointing a
State Inspector; one was the cost, and the other the peo-
ple. On the one hand was lack of money, and on the other
politics.

Dr. D. C. English of New Brunswick declared that out-
side the cities medical inspection was a farce, and that
there should be a head for the entire work.

Dr. Thomas A. Gray of Paterson stated that he was a
medical inspector, that he had associated with him six
other medical inspectors, and that they all referred every
case to the family physician and never treated or ad-
vised about the treatment. He felt that the school nurse
was a necessity and improved the inspection 100 per cerrr.

Dr. Gray approved of forming an association of School
Medical Inspectors of the State in order that all might
study the subject together.

Dr. William G. Schauffler of Lakewood felt that the
medical inspectors were poorly paid, because of the wishes
of the voters, and on account of their not realizing the
importance of such work. It was his opinion that country
or rural inspection was much better than many thought,
and that although it was done under adverse conditions
yet in most instances good work was the result.

Dr. Carl E. Sutphen of Newark entered a severe pro-
test against establishing a new clinic run by medical in-

spectors of schools for the care of school children, and
said that the amount of time a child would lose in going
to a public clinic was a mere trifle.

Dr. E. S. Sherman of Newark told how he had out-
lined the work in Newark, and said that while the salary
of the medical inspector had been cut down at one time,
it had been put back again. He stated that of necessity
work of any character would grow, whether the salary
grew or not. It was his idea that no professional man
could hold the position of school inspector for long; for
after a time his private work would become so great that
he would have to choose between it and the school work,
and since boards of education could never afford to pay
a sufficient sum to warrant medical inspectors ignoring
private practice, there would be more or less changing.
He said that Newark had the best of the younger doctors
doing excellent work for a mere pittance; that if they
were paid many times the amount, he doubted whether
better work would be had, and that the department would
be greatly handicapped without the assistance of the
school nurses.
The Importance of the Care of the Eye, Ear, Nose,

and Throat in School Children.—Dr. Joseph Tomlin-
SON of Bridgeton said that the general medical profession
had been rather slow in recognizing the important role
played by the eye and nasopharynx in producing local and
also remote symptoms, and that when it was understood
that diseases and defects of those organs rendered the
child less capable of performing the tasks imposed, they
assumed a special importance. He felt that if diseases of
these organs were not eradicated during school life, they
would, in many instances, have done irreparable injury by
the time adult life was reached. The conditions and en-
vironment of school life afforded an opportunity for sys-

tematic investigation of these troubles, and also furnished
an opportunity for their rational treatment.

Dr. Walter B. Johnston of Paterson advised uniform-
ity in the methods pursued by the different medical m-
spectors of each community, and felt that there should
be no shifting of the work to the shoulders of the visiting

or other nurses. He maintained that the inspection of
the child as to its physical condition was the business of
the doctor, and that nurses should not be allowed to treat

a disease, no matter how easy it might be. Young men
who were ambitious and anxious to do the work snoultl,

he thought, be selected for it; and no inspector—unless
he should happen to have been the family physician be-
fore he became inspector—should take the case of a child

in the school.

Dr. Norton L. Wilson of Elizabeth expressed it as his

opinion that nurses were as capable of examining the
children's eyes and throats as the doctor, and quite as
competent to say that a child should consult a physician
as a doctor should be.

Dr. Linn Emerson of Orange said that the medical
inspection of the Orange schools was conducted by a

woman physician; that the results had been excellent, and
that she was earning several times the amount she re-

ceived. He believed that the public did not realize that

the few hundred dollars expended for medical inspection
saved them thousands of dollars, and that they should be
made to understand that they were getting many times
their money's worth. Dr. Emerson favored the inspec-

tors being paid a sufficient salary to warrant their giving
their entire time to the work, and thought that this would
eventually come. He deplored the feeling of animosity
which had grown up between the inspector and the gen-
eral practitioner.

Dr. Wells P. Eagleton of Newark told of having lived

in Newark before the time of medical inspectors, and said

that not until nurses were appointed—finding out the de-

tails of the cases and following the patients to their

homes—was the work properly attended to.

Dr. E. S. Sherman of Newark did not approve of the

term "Inspection," as applied to the work, but thought
that it should be called medical supervision. He asserted
that there would be no cures, no matter how many physi-

cians were employed, unless there were nurses to follow
the cases up. He favored free school clinics as a saving
of the time of the children.

Dr. Henry H. Davis, Camden, felt that the work would
never be a success until there was cooperation on the

part of the general practitioners of medicine, and that

nurses should be a part of the system of medical inspec-

tion.

Skin Affections of Childhood.—Dr. Henry J. F.

Wallhauser of Newark said that the skin dunring child-

hood presented many interesting studies. Some of its

diseases were congenital deformities in the histological

structure, inherited predisposition, conditions of a per-

verted functional character, diseases of direct transmission
in utero. and acute inflammatory and infectious diseases.

Under conditions due to the more sensitive nature of the

skin during infancy, he grouped inflammations due to me-
chanical irritations, such as occur from improper cloth-

ing, strong soaps, irritating discharges, heat, sunlight, etc.

Some Differences in the Surgery of Children and
Adults.—Dr. E. W. Hedges of Plainlicld stated that

surgery was one of the many agencies for the betterment
of child life. He said appendicitis was harder to recog-
nize in children than in adults, and that there was need of
earlier operation for that disease in them, because of the

swelling of the omentum. There was danger of infection

of the Fallopian tubes in young girls, he thought; and in

hernia there was a tendency to spontaneous cure in young
children. For excessive intraabdominal pressure, he ad-

vised treatment by stopping coughs, relieving flatulence,

preventing straining at stool or urination, and keeping the

patient on his back, with the foot of the bed raised 20°. for

six weeks. It was his opinion that operations should be

done only in strangulated or irreducible cases, or when the

opening was unduly relaxed. He said there was often

a tendency to fracture in rachitic children, and that the

differences between the structure of the bones of children

and of adults was responsible for the lesser tendency to

fracture in the young, and to quicker repair. He stated

that tuberculous glands were more common in children

than in adults.

The Administration of Anesthetics to Children.—Dr.
George E. Tuers of Paterson stated that but two anesthet-

ics should be considered—chloroform and ether; and that

the least dangerous drug should be administered in the

least dangerous way. Chloroform, while the pleasanter,

was the more dangerous, though it was indicated in lung.

kidney, and brain surgery. Dr. Tuers felt that ether
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might be used exclusively in all operations on children,
without increasing the death-rate, and he advocated the
drop method with a simple inhaler, the operation being
done in the early morning, preferably. Care should be
taken to prevent the child becoming frightened. He su.g-

gested that one begin by giving one drop to three respira-
tions, and gradually increase to one drop to two inspira-

tions, until complete narcosis had been accomplished, then
return to the border line. He stated that tlicre was no defi-

nite proportion between anesthetic and air, and that great
care should be used to keep the patient completely nar-
cotized during the entire operation.

Dr. F. W. PiNNEO of Newark asked why a child

should be refused an easy induction, because he suc-
cumbed readily to a narcotic. He felt that chloroform
should be condemned, generally, and that ether should
be used entirely, as it was the best means of inducing
anesthesia. He spoke of the recent advance in laboratory
experiments by Henderson, who had shown the impor-
tance of acapnia and of carbon dioxide in the blood as a

stimulant to respiration, and said that we had lormeny
deprived the patient of this, many of the deaths being
due to that fact. He emphasized the importance of giv-

ing the anesthetic evenly, and not allowing the depth of
the anesthesia to vary during the operation.

Dr. Samuel A. Cosgrove of Jersey City observed that

whether the toxicity of chloroform was lessened by
warming the vapor must remain for a wider use of the

method to determine.' The important point was that the

actual amount absorbed should be constant, and the

amounts of the narcotic agent used out of the can had
merely an economic, but no physiological importance.

Dr. Philip Marvel of Atlantic City said that there was
no such thing as traumatic pneumonia resulting from the

irritation of the anesthetic. He asserted that all were
proud of the tendency toward having specialists adminis-

ter the anesthetic, and declared that there had been more
serious results caused by drowning the patient through
the carelessness of the person giving the anesthetic, whose
mind was on what the surgeon was doing, than by any
other causes. He advocated the employment of women
for that work, those who did not expect to become opera-
tors, and whose minds would not be occupied by what the

surgeon was doing.
Dr. F. D. Gray of Jersey City mentioned a matter of

detail that was new in this connection. It was the combin-
ing of essence of orange with ether, in order to mask the

odor of the ether and to make it more agreeable to

children.

Dr. E. W. Hedges of Plainfield felt that it would take

a very long time to induce anesthesia by Dr. Tuers' plan,

and said he had never seen a patient got under ether with

so small an amount. He told of having given two ounces
of sweet oil after every etherization, before the patient

had entirely come out, and as soon as they were able to

swallow. It had prevented vomiting in almost every in-

stance.

Dr. Tuers stated that he administered the anesthetic

one drop to every two or three respirations, in the begin-

ning, because the patient's respirations were rapid, but

that as the stage of excitement increased, he increased
the anesthetic until he had complete narcosis, and then
reduced it to the border line.

Importance of the Care of Children's Teeth.—Dr. J.

E. DuFFiiXD, DD.S., of Camden gave as the great essen-

tials to health, simple food, fresh air, and exercise, and he
placed food as of the greatest importance, and empha-
sized the fact that plenty of time should be spent in chew-
ing it before it was carried to the stomach. He said that

it was very important that people should have clean, ster-

ile teeth, for if foods were infected during the process of

mastication they would be absorbed in that condition, and
ultimately result in disease. Xinety-six per cent, of school

children had decayed teeth, he asserted. The teeth should

be brushed at least twice a day, and examined by a dentist

at least once a year. He felt that by systematic examina-
tions all serious dental troubles could be avoided.

Dr. William G. Schauffler of Lakewood thought that

free dental clinics had done much to help along the cause
of conservation in children, and that there could be no
question as to their necessity.

Dr. Alexander Marcy, Jr., of Riverton said that if we
would have a child do his best, both in and out of school,

it was necessary to see to it that he was not handicapped
by any removable physical defect, and particularly to see

that he had a good set of teeth. He emphasized that it

was not only for the good of the teeth themselves that

such care was advocated, but that the general well-being

of the child depended upon it.

Dr. R. C. Newton of Montclair complained that little

children were not made to chew, and that that was the

cause of bad teeth. He said if the lower jaw was used,

the upper teeth were driven out lirst and the upper jaw

would be spread. On the mandible depended the shape of

the upper teeth.

Dr. .Alexander McAlister of Camden said that par-

ents were often indifferent to their children's teeth un-

less they had toothache. Many mouths got into a terrible

state, with but little or no complaint on the part of the

children. It was his opinion that many pupils stood at

the foot of their class because of neglected mouths. Bad
teeth caused bolting of food, with infection from many
pathogenic bacteria, thereby producing indigestion and

intestinal toxemia, which resulted in faulty metabolism

and imperfect development in the child.

Dr. Duffield declared that there was no question but

that the examination of school children's teeth' and the

work of the free dental clinic went hand in hand, and

were going to accomplish, in the very near future, a great

work.
The Evolution of Abdominal Surgery, with Recom-

mendations as to Technique.—Dr. 1'ra.nk D. Gray of

Jersey City read a paper wdiich dealt in a comprencnsive

manner with the status of abdominal surgery—past and

present—covering features of progress in operative pro-

cedures of both the upper and lower zones. A forecast

was also made as to some probable directions in which

improvement of already remarkable achievements might

yet be effected. Especial emphasis was laid, too, on cer-

tain evolutionary forces, which even though often disre-

garded as commonplace and obvious, because of theif

every day application, had yet been most potential and far

reaching in practical results. Finally a strong plea was
made for a more general employment of the "Maunsell"

method of intestinal anastomosis modified by using it in

connection with the "Connell" suture—two methods of

technique which the writer believed worthy of much more
general use than had so far been accorded them, and

which he regarded as superior to the usual all-suture plan

or any of the various methods that required the use of

mechanical devices.

Blood Pressure.—Dr. J. D. Lippincott of Newark
made a plea for the more general use of the sphygmo-
manometer, particularly in diagnosis, prognosis, and the

treatment of arteriosclerosis, acute and chronic nephritis,

and the toxemias of pregnancy. The routine use of the

instrument he had found of inestimable value in his prac-

tice. In no other way had he been able to judge the de-

gree of hypertension so accurately. He felt that the

blood-pressure readings alone were worth more than any

other symptom as a diagnostic aid. The writer had found

that a blood pressure in pregnant women of from 125 to

150 mm. needed careful watching and moderate elimina-

tion treatment. A pressure of over 150 mm. required un-

usually active elimination treatment and diet and might
require the induction of labor. He recomrnended the

taking of the blood pressure every two weeks in order to

save such women from the more prodromal symptoms of

toxemia.
Dr. T. N. Gray of East Orange was of the opinion that

all arteriosclerotics were, sooner or later, nephritics. In

high blood pressure he had found the same degree of

symptoms that he had got from the enlargement of the

heart, and thought there must be a compensatory relation.

One patient with 212 mm. did not have anything like the

symptoms of the one with 194 mm. The' basal diagnosis

should be influenced by the general condition of the pa-

tient in connection with the reading of the instrument.

Dr. Francis R. Haussling of Newark praised the

sphygmomanometer as an aid to diagnosis, because of its

ease of application, its accuracy, and its reasonableness

of price. Dr. Haussling had collected 682 readings on

140 pregnant women in apparent good health. In the

series the lowest systolic reading was 80 mm., the highest,

150 mm., the average was a trifle over 113 mm. With or

without symptoms, in a blood-pressure of 150 mm., active

treatment should be given.

Dr. James G. Prendergast of Philadelphia said that in

85 per cent, of the cases in which hemorrhages had oc-

curred after opening the eye, the blood-pressure had shown
that arieriosclerosis and nephritis were back of them.

Arteriosclerosis always began with toxemia, he said; but

what the toxic substance was, no one knew. He recom-
mended that every man, after reaching the age of forty,

have a blood-pressure examination made every year from
that time on.

Dr. L. F. Bishop of New York City stated that nine-

tenths of all cases of arteriosclerosis were due to arriino-

acid poisoning, or so-called autointoxicative conditions,

when one left out of account the high blood-pressure
cases due to pregnancy, those due to nephritis of toxic

origin, and those due to arteriosclerosis following syphilis.
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He believed that arteriosclerosis was the result of the in-

dividual damage to the heart, blood, and kidneys from
sotue particular protein amino-acid, wliich was character-
istic of the individual. He considered the use of salines
harmful in arteriosclerosis and high blood pressure, as
they increased intestinal intoxication. He used castor oil

in all his cases of amino-acid poisoning, but said that the

best and safest antidote for high blood-pressure was out-
door exercise. He did not believe in the use of nitrites

to reduce blood-pressure.
Dr. C. A. RosE.xWASSER of Newark declared that every

man should have a sphygmomanometer ; but gave a way
of telling the appro.ximate blood-pressure without one.
As the normal pulse should be 72 sitting up. and six or
eight degrees lower when lying down, if it did not drop
when the patient lay down one could be sure something
was wrong. If it went up materially there would be high
blood-pressure, and if the cause was hard to find he sug-
gested looking for tuberculosis.

Indurative Headache.—Dr. Christopher C. Beling
of Newark had studied that particular type of headache
for the past five years. He gave heredity as an important
predisposing cause, with exposure to cold, damp, and wet.

as common exciting causes, while sudden changes in tem-
perature, local injury or strain, and the presence in the cir-

culation of toxins, were also important factors. Treat-
ment should be first with massage, and then with the

sinusoidal current. He advised that all physicians, when
called upon to treat headaches, look for the presence of
an indurative condition before administering sedative
drugs, which would, in such a case, only temporarily
ameliorate the symptoms.

Dr. William M. Leszynsky of New York City ex-
plained that the condition occurred very often in a large
mass of fibrous tissue that came forward to the forehead.
He said that such patients not only had hypertonias or
some rigidity, but also some other evidences of rheu-
matic diatliesis, or some history of some form of toxemia.
He considered the use of the sinusoidal current a more
rapid method of treatment.

Dr. Sarah R. Mead of Newark mentioned that her pa-
tients had received benefit from massage treatment first.

Later she had used the vibratory method, and care by in-

ternal medicine.
Dr. Beling said he liad found the sinusoidal cur-

rent the best physical exercise there was. because it would
grasp the muscle, stimulating it, and would get down
deeper to the tissues. That treatment should be com-
bined with massage.
Ivory Exostosis of the Skull.—Dr. Richard C. New-

ton of Montclair stated that ivory exostoses arose from
membrane bone and were particularly prone to grow
from the walls of the orbit and skull. They were slow-
growing, usually sessile, hard, and painless. The symp-
toms in children were usually persistent headache in the

frontal region, sanguineous and purulent discliarges from
nostrils, and the formation of symmetrical swellings, the
size of an almond, in the region of the nasal process of
the superior maxillary bone. The only treatment was
operation in Dr. Newton's opinion. He praised the .r-ray

for use in confirming the diagnosis.

Dr. F. D. Gray of Jersey City thought that unless the

growths were producing serious symptoms they should
be left alone, because operation was dangerous, and some-
times fractured the skull, though the modern use of the

electric burr and saw had made operation more practicable
than formerly.

Dr. Thomas \V. Harvey of Orange expressed the idea
that ivory exostosis might be caused through a loss of the
inhibition of the production of building material. Such
inhibition usually resulted in the growth of bony tumors,
and might be found to be due to disease in the pituitary,

adrenal, thyroid, etc.

Opportunities.—Dr. \Vm. -\. Westcott of Berlin,
N. J., spoke of how widely the medical profession differed
from all others. He said there was no such thing as co-
operation among doctors. Their task was always serious
and often terrible; yet no work in life spoke so little for
itself as the medical. The very nature of the calling made
a doctor's interests secondary to the needs of others. Dr.
Westcott deplored the fact that the State bound physi-
cians to maintain rules for sanitation, but permitted com-
petition against them, greater than that against any other
class of men. as evidenced by the fact that i.ioo drug stores
in New Jersey were doing an irregular business (selling

patent medicines) amountin.g to $13,325 a day. He gave as
a remedy for this danger to the work of the physician
and the general health of the citizens, better organization
on the part of tlie doctors, without regard to party lines,

and the establishment of a standard for the sale of^oatent
medicine (which is the practice of medicine) that would

conform to the same high standard as was required of the
physician.

Public Conservation of Human Lives.— Dr. Harry
W. KiCE of Wharton stated that it was the duty of every
citizen, who was acnuainted with the facts bearing on the
subject of the conservation of human lives to see that the
Government became interested in that question also. He
declared that the medical profession should create a pub-
lic sentiment that would demand of the Government the
adoption of such measures as would best conserve the
lives of its people. He said we needed protection from
disease more than from invading armies, and that our in-

fant children needed protection more than our infant in-

dustries.

The Alcohol Inebriate: What Can We Do for Him
Under Existing Conditions in New Jersey?—Dr. C. A.
IvosENWASSER of Newark gave a series of five groups or
classes of inebriates and the treatment for each group.
Group one included persons who were daily consuming a
small amount of alcohol while attending to their duties.

The remedy at this stage was for the individual to let al-

cohol in everv form alone. Group two comprised per-
sons who had gradually developed from what is generally
called moderate drinkers to heavy drinkers. The remedy
was plain, but difticult to apply, because the patient did

not realize that he was doing himself an injury; but he
should place himself under the charge of a reputable, phy-
sician for treatment. Group three- was composed of in-

ebriates, subject to periodical sprees, and who between the
attacks were usually sober citizens. Restraint in an in-

stitution was often required for these. Group four con-
sisted of inebriates who had become unable to man-
age their own affairs, and who were a menace to society.

They should be placed under restraint, for their own pro-
tection as well as for that of others. Group five was made
up of inebriates who failed to provide for their families,

beat their wives and otherwise violated the law. They
should be examined by a physician, and, if mentally de-
fective, sent to an asylum; or. if not irresponsible, they
should be sent to jail. Dr. Rosenwasser declared that no
victim of the drink habit could be cured a.gainst his will,

and that there was nothing that could be given him se-

cretly that would cure him. The results of the treatment
of the drink habit were as follows: Some patients were
cured ; some were improved ; and some were incurable.

For the inebriate who wished to remain sober tnere was
but one road, the writer said, and that was total ab-

stinence. Tlie drink habit was like other chronic diseases,

prone to relapse, and such relapses called for treatment,

not condemnation. He stated that in several States

—

of
which New Jersey was not one—there were hospitals and
farm colonies for the treatment of inebriates.

Dr. Alexander Marcy, Jr.. of Riverton was strongly

of the opinion that the State should provide an institution

for the study and care of that class of cases. He felt

many could be cured and that such an institution could
be made, in time, self-supporting. He suggested that the

liquor interests should be taxed to support institutions

which it made necessary.

Dr. E. B. Rogers of Collingswood favored prevention

as the cure for inebriates. He did not believe in classing

them as insane, and said that the State should provide
private wards in the insane hospitals for inebriates, inas-

much as it admitted them to such institutions as private

patients. He objected to the State's taking their money
and then putting them in with the insane people.

Dr. Norton L. Wilson of Elizabeth related having
once known a man who scorned the idea of entering an
ordinary saloon, but who intoxicated himself every week
on two bottles of bitters.

Premature Arterial Senility.—Dr. W. Blair Stewart
of .Atlantic Citv said tliat various irritants increased the

activity of the heart and blood-vessels and would have to

be eliminated by the kidneys, skin, and liver. Every in-

crease in rate and pressure upon the vessels caused a

hypertrophy of the heart, followed by hypertrophv of the

muscular arterial coats. In time these coats would give

way to degeneration and deposits of calcareous matter,

and atheroma would be produced. He recommended the

careful watching of the blood-pressure, and said that in

early cases the removal of the cause would suffice. He
stated that many patients with atheroma lived for years

with little or no discomfort, provided rational methods
were exercised. It was his belief that if the physicians

could regulate dietetics and exercise, and break up the

sedentary, lazy habits of their patients, there would be less

atheroma, greater longevity, and increased happiness.

Dr. L. F. Bishop of New York City su.gges'ed that a

distinction be made between atheroma and arteriosclerosis,

the former being a senile hardening of the arteries, and
tbe latter ? compensatory process.
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The Absolute Prevention of Lockjaw.—Dr. Dciwi.im,
Benjamin of Camden presented a paper which dealt with
prevention as the only satisfactcjry cure for lockjaw, giv-
ing as the mortality after the disease had developed. 05
per cent A description of the method of prevention was
tone into by Dr. Benjamin, and was as follows: One
should have on hand a set of six screws, of different sizes
(prepared by an instrument maker if possible), ranging
from the size of a small probe to 5/16 of an inch in di-

ameter, and about 3 inches long. The field of injury
should be sterilized, and large open wounds irrigated. In-

sert a few drops of alcohol solution of cocaine. Dip tlie

screw, which should be the size to follow the track of tlie

wound, into an antiseptic solution ; insert in the wound.
and keep turning, holding back somewhat, so that by tlie

time it has reached the bottom it will have been turned
enough to have carried it more than twice as far. Give it

a few more turns so as to lift or screw out the foreign
substances or microbes. Remove the instrument ; wash in

antiseptic solution; dip in iodine; force down to the bot-

tom of the wound again
;

give a few turns backward

;

remove the screw ; dip into carbolized oil. and push grail-

ually to the bottom of the wound, turning backward, ;md
then unscrewing out. Dress the wound in the usual anti-

septic manner. No germs will live in the wound.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President. Norton L. Wilson, Elizabeth; First I'ice-

Prcsidcnt. Enoch Holingshead. Pemberton ; Second I'icc-

President. F. D Gray, Jersey City; Third Vice-President.
N. J. Chandler. South Orange; Recording Secretary. T. X.
Gray, East Orange; Corresponding Secretory, H. A. Stout,
Wenonah ; Treasurer. Archibald Mercer, Newark.
The next meeting will take place at Spring Lake, N. J.,

on June 17 to ig, 1913.

BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Annual Meeting, Held in Liverf'ool, July 23-26, 1912.

(Concluded from page 313.)

SECTION ox SURliERV.

Third Day—Friday, .hily 25.

The Treatment of Gastric Ulcer by Excision and
Partial Gastrectomy.—Dr. J. F. Dobson of Leeds read
a paper on tliis subject, of which the following is an ab-

stract :

Operation of gastroenterostomy was- most satisfactory,

he said, for the majority of cases of chronic ulceration

of the stomach and duodenum. There was a small residue

of cases for which the operation was not of such value.

These were mostly examples of ulceration of the lesser

curvature or of the body of the stomach. The author had
practised e.xcision in some of these cases, and the results

were such that publication was desirable. Excision of the

ulcer would seem to be the ideal procedure, for by this

the lesion was cleanly removed; the possibility of second-
ary malignant disease was avoided: no risk of contraction
producing stenosis of stomach. Nevertheless the author
had seen some deplorable results of excision, and he lately

practised a modified form of partial gastrectomy on two
patients, both of whom made satisfactory recoveries. The
advantages of the modified partial gastrectomy were:
Clean excision of ulcerated area of stomach; no possibility

of malignant disease in ulcer or of perforation or con-
traction ; it was easier than wedge-shaped excision of
stomach. But there was some risk of jejunal ulcer and
it was a much more formidable operation than a simple
gastroenterostomy.

Mr. Wheeler of Dublin thought gastrectomy was too

severe an operation for the treatment of gastric ulcer;

in view of the rate of immediate mortality it was unac-
ceptable as an alternative to gastroenterostomy. When
the posterior wall of the stomach was fixed by firm ad-
hesions, a surgeon was not justified in distributing the

parts to the extent necessary for partial resection.
Mr. Hey Groves of Bristol contrasted the high mortality

of 15 to 20 per cent, after gastrectomy with the much
lower rate of 5 per cent, incident to gastroenterostomy.
He thought it best to operate in two stages—first anas-
tomosing the stomach and jejunum ; and then, after an
interval excising the ulcer, if that step is indicated by
the symptoms. The second stage was thus rendered both
safer and easier, because of the improved nutrition of the

patient and the lessened inflammation in the region of the

ulcer.

Surgery of the Sacroiliac Joint.—Mr. W. I. de C.
Wheeler of Dulilin said the diagnosis of sacroiliac dis-

ease was difficult and uncertain in the early stage, the

treatment as a rule unsatisfactory and often unscientific
and the prognosis was bad. Very feeble attempts had been
made to recognize and treat this disease in the early
stage notwithstanding the fact that after suppuration had
been established it was extremely fatal. The textbook
signs and symptoms appeared when there was extensive
destruction of the joint and presented an unmistakable
picture, but at a time when surgical treatment was gen-
erally futile. Sciatica was often the earliest symptom,
and this was not to be wondered at, seeing the intimate
relation of the lumbosacral cord to the anterior part of
the joint. The skiagraphs gave clear and valuable in-
formation and should always be resorted to in cases with
sciatica or vague lumbosacral pains which resisted ordi-
nary treatment. The joint was not inaccessible and its

anatomical relations were most encouraging from an
operative point of view. The joint should not be ap-
proached from behind, the posterior sacroiliac ligaments
offered a barrier which if broken down interfered im-
measurably with the suspension of the sacrum and su-
perimposed trunk on the iliac bones. Injury to these
structures could be repaired only after bony ankylosis
which required prolonged rest. The attachment of the
gluteus niaximus and the very powerful formation of
bone in this region also made the posterior an unfavorable
route for approach to the joint. A trephine or gouge or
burr applied in the middle of the fossa occupied by the
gluteus medius muscle midway between the crest of the
ilium and the sciatic notch would reach the upper and
anterior part of the joint without difiiculty. The posi-
tion of the incision below the junction of the anterior
two-thirds with the posterior two-thirds of the crest of
the ilium was an admirable one, lying as it did between
two sets of blood vessels, the segmental above and those
for the limb below. The author's conclusions were as
follows: "(i) The disease once well established is a very
fatal one. (2) Radical treatment in the early stage of-
fers a good chance of recovery. (3) The signs and symp-
toms usually described do not exist in the stages of the
disease in which treatment promise most. (4) Vague and
persistent pains in the lumbosacral region especially wdien
referred down the sciatic nerve should arouse suspicions
of sacroiliac disease no matter what the age of the pa-
tient. (5) .-^n .i--ray photo is a valuable aid. (6) Early
operation to remove the focus of the disease is indicated
in this joint as in others; the joint is not inaccessible and
is easily reached with the least possible anatomical dis-
turliance."

Successful Ligature of the First Part of the Left
Subluvian Artery in a Woman.—Dr. Nkwiiolt of Liver-
pool 'flated the case of a middle-aged woman on whom
he had performed this operation for aneurysm, and showed
the patient in good health. There were various lesions
in the cornea and elsewhere which indicated syphilis, but
iodides in the form of KI and Nal quickly produced a
rash and could not be tolerated. The artery was reached
by resecting a piece of the sternal end of the clavicle,
for which purpose a Gigli saw was used. Two silk liga-
tures were applied half an inch apart, and merely drawn
tightly enough to occlude the vessel. The wound
was closed without drainage, and complete cure of the
aneurism resulted. The author thought silk twist prefer-
able to catgut or kangaroo tendon for ligating a large
artery.

Prof. Rushton P.\rker. president of the Section, re-
ferred to Lister's success with catgut ligatures.
Mr. Fullerton of Belfast and Mr. C. H. F.\cge of

London said they had found catgut quite satisfactory for
tying large arteries in continuity.
One Thousand Cases of Total Enucleation of the

Enlarged Prostate.—Mr. P. J. Frever of London set
out in this paper his experience of prostotectomy since
the date of his first paper eleven years ago. The aver-
age age of his patients was 69. and the extremes 49 and 90.
The weight of the gland removed varied between yi ounce
and 17 ounces. He has succeeded in reducing the mortal-
ity from ID per cent, in the first 100 cases to 3 per cent, in
the last 100. In nearly all the fatal cases the kidneys
were seriously diseased as a consequence of many years'
obstruction. Vesical calculus, mostly phosphatic. was pres-
ent in 180 cases, and the mortality of such patients was
higher than the average. He operated by the suprapubic
route, a rapid enucleation occupying only two minutes suf-
ficing when the enlargement was mainly glandulous. while
a tough fibrous prostate might require nearly one-half an
hour. Why the organ enlarged an<l what were its neces-
sary functions were questions to which he was not pre-
pared to give an adequate answer. His patients were de-
rived from all social and physical types, and from many
nationalities

; and the usual results were complete control
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over the bladder and the restoration or maintenance of
se.xual power, together with remarkable recovery of
health. So marked an improvement, amounting to re-

juvenescence suggested the theory that an enlarged prostate
is the source of a malign internal secretion.

.Mr. C. a. Morton- of Bristol asked the author if it

was his practice to enucleate the cancerous prostate ; and
if so what had been the ultimate result.

Mr. Fullerton of Belfast spoke of the great difficulty

encountered in removing a fibrous gland, as contrasted
with the easy enucleation of the adenoid variety. He had
met w'ith patients in whom the symptoms began soon after

40 years of age. His personal e-xperience extended to 55
cases of prostotectomy with four deaths.
Mr. Ballance of Norwich pointed out the advantage of

operating in two stages when pyelitis was a complication.
He had lost cases owing to infection of the area of raw
tissue caused by enucleation, and he thought a perineal
drain would be of service.

Mr. Hey Groves of Bristol said the average results

of prostotectomy obtained by hospital surgeons in gen-
eral were very disappointing. A few years ago on com-
piling the statistics of a number of large hospitals he
found the recorded mortality to be 40 per cent. So un-
justifiable a death rate demanded a stricter selection of
cases and a more frequent resort to preliminary drainage
of the bladder for some days before removal of the
prostate.

Mr. Newbolt of Liverpool commented on the force that
had to be exerted in shelling out a hard, fibrous organ;
and on the lower mortality in private than in pulilic prac-
tice. He invited Mr. Freyer to give details of his oper-
ative technic.

Mr. Freyer closed the discussion. He thought ^^r. Hey
Groves' figures fallacious: last year in St. Peter's Hospi-
tal there were 98 cases with only 5 deaths. He agreed
that operation in two stages was advisable in some cases.
A perineal drain was needless ; he used a suprapubic tube
I inch in diameter, and the bladder was irrigated twice a
day. A malignant prostate should never be removed un-
less it were free and mobile.
A Series of 100 Consecutive Cases of Acute Ap-

pendicitis; Immediate and Remote Results.—Mr. H. J.
Paterson of London submitted a tabulated summary of
his operations for acute appendicitis in the last three years.

The number of cases was 95, of whom 90 recovered, leav-
ing a death rate of 5.2 per cent. Every case was operated
on as soon as possible after the diagnosis was made.
Those who opposed early operation were challenged to

show better results from delay. His own settled convic-
tion was that immediate operation is the treatment of
choice ; and he adopted Murphy's dictum that "there
should be no deaths from appendicitis."

Sir George Bealson of Glasgow denied that immediate
.operation is the best treatment available for many cases
when first seen ; though he would not apply this assertion
to cases coming under observation within a few hours of
the onset of appendicitis. There is a large intermediate
group divisible into two classes, (a) with general periton-
itis already present, and (b) with localized abscess. Cases
in class a require prompt appendicectomy and drainage;
whereas such treatment is dangerous and disastrous for
class b, the right course here being expectomy. and in the
meantime the administration of suitable medicines » and
diet. For 14 years he has followed this course in 273
cases of appendicitis with local abscess. 264 of whom sur-
vived the attack and were subsequently cured by appen-
dicectomy with the exception of 8 who refused operatibn.
The diagnostic test of local suppuration is leucocytosis
associated with a normal relationship between the temper-
ature and pulse. As to treatment he advised opium in the
form of Dover's powder, bismuth, a dietary reduced al-

most to starvation point, a simple enema every second day,
and local poulticing to promote the immigration of leuco-
cytes.

Mr. C. H. Facge of London said Sir George Bealson's
doctrine of delay was pernicious and if acted upon it

would inevitably increase the mortality of acute appen-
dicitis. In practice it was impossible to discriminate
serious cases from the benign. Exploration constantly re-

vealed conditions that could only be guessed at before-
hand.
Mr. H. Stiles of Edinburgh said his experience did not

accord with the views of Sir George Bealson. As a
means of reducing the mortality he urged the adoption
of the following rules: (i") Never give chloroform in

these cases : the patient is already toxic and chloroform
increases the danger in every form of acute toxemia;
ether is the preferable anesthetic. (2) .Always remove the
diseased appendix ; a large wound may be required but

there need be no hesitation in opening the peritoneum
freely. (3) Wash out the stomach; foul vomit indicated
stasis in the small intestine and in this condition re-

peated lavage of the stomach was of the utmost value.

(4) Do not wash out the peritoneum, but rely on adequate
provision for drainage.

Prof. Camerox of Toronto also advocated lavage of the
stomach. On the question of operation he was in gen-
eral agreement with Sir George Bealson. Doubtful cases
were those seen for the first time on the second or third
day of the disease. H he was called in on the fifth day
as a rule he advised expectant treatment.
Mr. Paterson closed the discussion. He said time limits

in this disease are now out of date, and the modern
resources of surgery enable us to operate at any stage.

Contrasting the rival methods he pointed to hepatic in-

fection, subphrenic abscess, and septicemia as incidental
risks of delay; and reminded the advocates of e-xpectomy
that their surviving patients still retained morbid ap-
pendixes for future operation ; nor could they say posi-

tively, on clinical evidence, what were the exact local

conditions in any case of acute appendicitis.

The Preoperative Diagnosis of Appendicitis.—Dr.
William Ewart of London read a paper on this subject
and gave a demonstration of a dorsal method of exam-
ination by percussion with the aid of a pleximetcr. This
method provides normal "standard" physical signs for the
healthy state, and abnormal "localizing physical signs"
for the retrocecal lesions and for some of the central and
of the pelvic lesions, whereas abdominal palpation could
reach only the anterior lesions, added considerably to the
range of our objective preoperative diagnosis (both posi-

tive and negative) by demonstrable physical signs. It was
simple and rapid, painless and harmless, and. within its

own competence, singularly accurate and reliable. The
practical conclusions claimed to have been established by
an extensive clinical investigation, and by confirmatory
surgical test cases were as follows : "It is the only avail-

able test (i) for the normality of appendical district;

and (2) for the post-operative results of surgical inter-

ference, whether completely successful, or sometimes
calling for a secondary operation. (3) It is unique in

supplying direct localizing evidence in the large group of
retrocecal lesions, which are inaccessible to preoperative
diagnosis even by j'-rays ;_ often also in the pelvic and
sometimes in the central lesions. (4) Except in the an-
terior group of appendicitis, hitherto the only group of
physical signs, it is the only objective evidence for decid-
ing at once the urgency of operations which at present are
undertaken for existing symptoms; and (in their ab-
sence) the e-xpediency of operations now justified by
nothing else than the plea of safety. (5) It has a direct

bearing in all cases upon the modus operandi : not only
in the deep-seated and posterior ones; but particularly

in the anterior ones, where it is capable of settling any
doubts as to the management of the retrocecal field. (6)
It is indispensable for certificates of appendical sound-
ness, and of a perfectly normal result after operation;

(7) for the decision as to an operation in all subacute,

latent, or doubtful cases; and (8) for the most satisfac-

tory operative management of severe cases. With ex-
ceptional reservation a dorsal examination should never
be omitted as an essential part of the routine of surgical

preoperation diagnosis."

Mr. J. T. J. Morrison of Birmingham expressed the
thanks of the Section for the demonstration. He thought
Dr. Ewart had proved his thesis, and he welcomed the

sacroiliac percussion test as a distinct advance in clinical

knowledge, and as an addition to the recognized means
of diagnosing the state of the appendix.
Gastric Ulcer: Its Pathology, Diagnosis and Treat-

ment.—Sir B. Dawson spoke of mucous ulcer as a
subacute affection which usually healed quickly though oc-

casionally it went on to perforate or in other cases be-

came chronic. This last condition usually involved all

the coats of the stomach. Duodenal ulcer is closely re-

lated. On the two sides of the pylorus there were the

same conditions. Ulcers could be produced by lowered
vitality or damage by various agents, by infection, toxic

or bacterial. But hydrochloric acid played a part as ulcers

were confined to the region where it existed. Experimen-
tal damage alone did not lead to ulceration but when
combined with acid juice did so. This was important
in connection with operative proceedings. But in human
beings attacked by ulcer there was almost always bac-

terial infection. Chronic ulcer suggested irritation of

considerable duration. Pathology indicated an origin in

the mucous form spreading to the submucous coat but if

the case was acute perforation might occur instead of
• the chronic ulcer of less rapid formation. The speaker
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contrasted cases diagnosed as ulcer in preoperative days
witli those seen on the operating table. In the former a

case of perforation or hemorrhage now and then was
seen at autopsy and it was thought the others were ulcers
which healed by tir.st intention, assisted by treatment. The
main diagnostic symptoms were pain, tenderness, and acid-
ity, but motility was sometimes increased which might be
shown by .f-rays. These symptoms as also vomiting and
hemorrhage might exist in other conditions. Diet must
have the tirst place in treatment and should be most care-
fully regulated and assisted by rest in bed. Drug treat-

ment was summarized as directed to meet the hyperacid-
ity, which should be completely neutralized. If this could
not be done, and if return to usual diet or to work brought
on relapse, operation might be required as it would if

stenosis was present. He would not recommend surgical

measures until medical treatment had been fairly tried

for two months.
Dr. S.^undey said there was often no little difficulty in

diagnosis and in such cases it was better to presume that

there was ulceration and treat accordingly. He agreed
that rest in bed was of prime importance and disagreed
with the old plan of low diet. For years he had taught
that mouth feeding could be carried on in bed throughout.
He did not think drugs could do much and the use of
.r-rays must be of little, if any, value.

Dr. Michell Clarke commented on the importance of
diagnosis from cancer.

Dr. William Hunter considered staphylococcal and
streptococcal infections through the mouth as the cause of
the ulcers.

Dr. Vaughan Hanley looked as confidently to a chem-
ical cause. Hyperchlorhydria was constant, and in-

creased when the pylorus was affected by spasm or
stenosis. Pepsin was usually present in great excess. He
believed in medicine. Bismuth subnitrate was a most val-

uable remedy and in uncomplicated cases he would not
recommend a resort to surgery.

SECTION OF obstetrics AND GYNECOLOGY.

Second Day—Thursday, July 25.

Eclampsia.—Dr. J. W. Ballantyne of Edinburgh
opened a joint discussion with the Section of Pathology on
Eclampsia. He discussed the etiology and said that it

was now generally agreed that pregnancy was the cause
of eclampsia, but it was "not a normal pregnancy. Eclamp-
sia was more common in primiparae and with twins, also

in cases of illegitimacy. He thought that its occurrence
was favored by atmospheric conditions and that it was
more prevalent in cold, foggy or warm, muggy weather.
It was extraordinarily difficult to state emphatically any
single fact in its etiology. It may be regarded as a toxemia;
some have supposed that it was of microbic origin, but
be was opposed to that view. A characteristic feature was
evidence of renal inadequacy shown by diminished excre-
tion, albuminuria and the presence of blood and tube
casts in the urine. There could be no question of the

importance of albuminuria as a danger signal. There
were signs of inadequacy in the liver and great consti-

pation. There was also evidence of inadequacy of the

thyroid and parathyroid glands. Some had also in-

.

criminated the suprarenal and pituitary glands. He
referred to Selheim's mammary theory which had led

some to advocate and practice removal of the breasts.

The corpus luteum had been looked on as a causative ele-

ment and others had tried to find the cause in poisons
generated in the fetus and placenta, .-^s regarded treat-

ment : at one time he practised active interference and
found the mortality 20 per cent. During the last four
years he had left the uterus alone and the mortality had
fallen to 10 per cent. His treatment included the admin-
istration of fix ounces magnesium sulphate with sufficient

water to dissolve it, by stomach tube. He seldom gave
morphine. He used saline infusions, but with chloride of
calcium instead of sodium chloride; 30 grains in one pint.

Later he gave the same salt by the mouth, ,30 grams three

times daily. He drew the following conclusions: The
chief factors were pregnancy, and renal and hepatic inade-
quacy. The disease was a pathogenic toxemia and anti-

toxemic measures in some cases succeeding in arresting
the fits without interfering with the pregnancy, the

patient subsequently being delivered of a living child.

Dr. Teacher of Glasgow opened the discussion from
the point of view of the morbid anatomy. He said that

postmortem investigations showed that the most striking

changes were in the liver, there being fatty degeneration
and cloudy swelling with the presence of hemorrhagic
foci. In some cases there was cerebral hemorrhage; there

was no relation between the degree of pathological change
and the severity of the symptoms. The general opinion
was that the symptoms were due to a toxemia resembling
uremia on one side and septicemia on the other. The char-
acters of the lesions were due partly to the high clotting

power of the blood and to the action of the toxin on the
walls of the vessels. There was necrosis around the portal

tract, whereas in acute yellow atrophy the necrosis affected

the center of the lobules. The changes in the liver cells

were shriveling and vacuolation. In the kidney the tubules
showed necrosis and this was accompanied by hemor-
rhage between and into the tubules. A rare lesion which he
had found and of which he showed pictures on the screen
was symmetrical necrosis around the outer edge of the
cortex of the kidney. This necrotic band was marked off

from the rest of the kidney by a band of hemorrhage.
In the cases in which he had discovered this lesion there
had been complete suppression of urine and the fits had
ceased, the patients dying after five or six days of sup-
pression.

Sir William Smyly of Dublin said that the treatment
was influenced by three considerations: (i) Efforts to

prevent the formation of toxins. (2) Neutralizing the
results of the toxin. (3) Elimination o'f the toxins from
the system. When obstetricians were influenced by the first

consideration they used a forcible rapid means of empty-
ing the uterus. Diihrssen recommended rapid emptying
of the uterus after the first fit and reported good results.

Some considered that the cause lay in the placenta and
when fits continued after delivery they advised curetting
the uterus. He referred to Tweedy's theory' that the
intestinal tract was the main source of origin of the
poison and his plan of washing out stomach and bowel
and withholding all food, including milk, allowing water
only. Pinard had stated that he had never seen a case of
eclampsia in a patient who had been on prophylactic
treatment for 8 days or more. The elimination of the
toxin was encouraged by the action of the kidneys, bowels,
and skin, though personally he did not believe in

diaphoresis. He advocated saline infusion but there was
danger from chlorides and he suggested sugar as a sub-
stitute. Bleeding was coming into favor again. Lumbar
puncture had been tried but had not much support. One
of the latest theories was that the disease was due to
spasm of the arterioles and on this account chloral was
advocated. Symptomatic treatment is considered in
guarding the patient from injury—mop out the throat and
turn patient on side with head over edge of bed; give
oxygen after each fit; if high arterial tension use
phlebotomy and veratrum viride. The important point was
to determine whether to procure immediate delivery.
Vaginal cesarean section was impossible out of hospital.
The general practitioner generally used accouchement
force. In his opinion this was the worst form of treat-
ment possible. The best results so far reported were those
of Stroganoff, who, using a non-operative plan, had in

000 cases reported a maternal mortality of 8 per cent,

and a fetal mortality of 21 per cent.

Dr. Walker Hall of Bristol said that physiological
chemistry showed that there was something in the blood
of pregnant women which had the power of splitting up
the amino-acids in the early months of gestation. The
organism was coping with overwork by overstrain, and
if the balance was disturbed then we got eclampsia as orre

result. He thought tliat all the present methods of treat-
ment acted by "shocking" the nervous cells into a state
of insensibility, from which they recovered without again
acquiring their bad habit.

Dr. Leith Murray of Liverpool was entirely against
the view that anaphylaxis was a cause of eclampsia. He
thought that the changes in the liver were due to the
hemoagglutinative action of the corpus luteum secre-
tion. Many cases died of cerebral hemorrhage. The
toxin resembled snake venom poison in its effects, but
except for that resemblance it was unique. All venom
products were obtained from glands and he thought it

possible that eclamptic toxin was formed by the syncytial
cells of the placenta.

Dr. Haultain of Edinburgh believed that the liver was
the main source of the toxin. The disease was very preva-
lent in Edinburgh, but rare in Dublin, and he believed the
Edinburgh prevalence was due to the cold easterly winds of
that city. He used blood-letting but not salines. He had
given up morphia and chloroform entirely; gave bromide
and chloral 60 grams and 30 grains respectively by enema.
He believed in emptying the uterus; in most cases one
found that labor had already begun; but even in pregnancy
he emptied the uterus, using cesarean section if necessary.

Sir John Byers of Belfast believed that the weather
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had nothing to do with causation. He had given up
diaphoresis and was not in favor of blood-letting. He
used saline solution, but advocated the Ringer-Locke solu-

tion, which was based on an analysis of the salts in normal

blood. He gave morphine freely and was entirely opposed

to emptying uterus.

Dr. ScHARLiEB of London spoke of her e.xperiences in

Madras forty years ago, where eclampsia was very prev-

alent, though the climatic conditions were entirely op-

posite to those of Edinburgh, and the people ate no meat.

Dr. Sholto Douglas of Birmingham said that experi-

ments showed that, when blood was drawn from an ani-

mal, the antibodies remaining in the blood were in-

creased and later fell. He thought this explained the

good effect of bleeding rather than the idea that the

poison was actually removed from the blood.

Professor Chipman of Montreal, vice-president of the

section, said that he was present at a discussion on
eclampsia at Baltimore in May and he compared the

opinions with those now expressed. The one fact which

emerged was the amount still unknown on this subject.

The cases might be grouped clinically into: (i) Those
in which the liver was most affected; (2) those in which
the kidney was most affected. The liver cases were the

more severe and had fewer prodromi. In these cases

he advised early delivery.

Third Da)—Friday. July 26.

Chorio-Angioma of Placenta.—Dr. R. W. Johnstone
of Edinburgh read a paper on this subject. He said

that his was the seventy-first case of genuine placental

tumor, excluding cysts, which had been recorded, but they

were probably more common, as all the reported cases

were from institutions. In his case there was marked
hydramnios. Examination of the tumor showed that it

occupied about one-fourth of the total area and was com-
posed of pedunculated lobules, varying in size from a pea

to a plum. Each lobule was covered with chorionic epi-

thelium, both layers being recognizable, and being re-

flected on to the pedicle of each lobule. There was no
true capsule to the tumor but a layer of degenerated villi

and lilirin which formed a sort of false capsule. The
mass of the tumor consisted of capillaries engorged with

blood and supported by a delicate connective tissue and

he regarded it as a capillary angioma. Most of the pre-

viously descrilied cases had been called myxomata.
Rupture of Uterus in a Case of Concealed Acci-

dental Hemorrhage.—Dr. Shannon of Glasgow described

a case of tliis nature. The patient, a ro-para, was seized

with acute alxlominal pain and syncope. The uterus was
found to be hard, tender and larger than normal. Cesarean
section with supravaginal hysterectomy was done but pa-

tient died of shock. The uterus was found to present

multiple ruptures, many involving peritoneal coat only,

some extending into muscle, but none invading mucous
membrane. He said that in all cases of concealed acci-

dentnl hemorrhage the uterine wall was diseased and he

attributed the ruptures to sudden distention of this wall.

The Excretion of Creatin in Pregnancy and the

Toxemias of Pregnancy.—Dr. J. P. Hi:dley of London
said that normally no creatin was excreted, but. in preg-

nancy, a considerable quantity was excreted from the

third month onward, and the same was the case in dogs

and rabbits. It had been shown that there was a greater

excretion in toxemia, but his own investigations proved
that the reverse was the case. The normal amount in

pregnancy was below I milligram in 10 c.c. of urine.

The subject required further investigation.

Rashes Occurring During the Puerperium.— Sir John
Byers of Belfast read this paper. He described the fol-

lowing: Iodoform rash, lysol rash, urticaria, sweat rash,

and erysipelatous, and scarlatiniform rashes. With refer-

ence to the erysipelatous he said that the prognosis was
much worse when it originated in the genitals, as from a

torn perineum, than when it originated elsewhere. He went
extensively into the etiology of the scarlatiniform rashes

and concluded that most of these were septic in origin

and that true scarlatina in the puerperium was rare.

Developmental Errors of Puberty.—Dr. Fothergill
of Mancliester read this paper. L'nder this heading

he included: (i) Infantilism, (2) hypertrophy of the

cervix, (3) menorrhagia of puberty. Under {2) he said

that, clinically, the most striking instances of this were
protrusion and ulceration of the cervix without cystocele.

Under (3) he said that curetting of the uterus showed
hypertrophy of the mucous membrane and he attributed

the bleeding to insufficiently developed muscle in the

wall of the uterus. He said that these cases were not in-

fluenced by drugs, and if treatment by rest in bed did not

cure, it was necessary to perform curetting.

iHpJitral Stma.
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A PRACTICAL METHOD OF PROPHYLAC-
TIC IMMUNIZATION AGAINST

TUBERCULOSIS.
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ITS APPLICATION IN

CHILDREN.*

. By KARL VON RUCK, M.D.,

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

My studies of the subject indicated by the title of

this communication were first undertaken eight

years ago, beHeving then, as I do now, that the

available preventive methods by the care of tuber-

culous execretions and by endeavors to increase the

general resistance through improvement in nutri-

tion and in hygienic environment, while greatly

desirable, would not prove as eftective as is neces-

sary and as we had hoped them to become when
the causative relation of a specific microorganism
was demonstrated by Robert Koch thirty years ago.

My hope of finding a method of protecting the

human organism specifically in a similar manner as

we have been able to do against smallpox, found
some support in the more or less eft'ective protec-

tive efi^ect from vaccination of lower animals, espe-

cially young cattle which had been shown by von
Behring and others, and in the demonstration of
specific antibodies in the sera of tuberculous pa-

tients after more or less prolonged treatment with
products of the specific bacillus, made possible by
the labors of Koch, Bordet and Gengou, Wright.
Wassermann, and others.

I am not aware that any actual attempt has here-

tofore been made public to apply the principles of
active immunization as a prophylactic measure
against tuberculosis in the human subject, although
we find occasional suggestions and recommenda-
tions of certain methods to this end in tuberculosis
literature. Thus Heubner recommended the pro-
phylactic application of tuberculin in young children
soon after its discovery ; von Behring in 1903 ex-
pressed the hope that the feeding to nurslings of
milk from immunized cows would afford them pro-
tection against later infection. Calmette in 1904
proposed the oral administration of dead tubercle
bacilli and again recently of non-virulent living

bacilli of bovine origin, and in 1906 a similar pro-
position came again from von Behring, he then
advocating the oral administration of a tubercle
bacillus emulsion which he called Tulase. for pro-
phylactic immunization of infants. Other writers
have made similar suggestions. The report of
W'ebb and Williams made last year upon the sup-
posed immunization of two children of tuberculous

*A summary giving the general results of the studies
recorded in this paper was read before the Chicago Medi-
cal Society May i, 1912, and appeared in the Journal of the
American Medical Association May 18, 1912.

parentage by repeatedly inoculating them with in-

creasing numbers of living virulent tubercle bacilli

needs no consideration here, as no proof of induced
immunization was supplied and would not, even if

they had shown the accomplishment of their object,

inasmuch as their mode of procedure could not come
within the limits of a practical method. The re-

quirements of such a method I formulated in the
beginning of my studies to be an available prepara-
tion or vaccine absolutely free from real or supposed
danger, powerful enough to act by one or two ap-
plications, uniform in action by producing the de-
siretl imnumity in all cases, simple enough in its

technique to make it available for use of the general
practitioner, without the necessity of elaborate in-

vestigations in selecting suitable cases.

Believing that the evidence I now propose to

adduce justifies my claim that I have found a
method complying with the requirements stated, I

omit the details of my various investigations and
experiments prior to its application in July of last

year in children, the number of which up to April i

has reached a total of 339, and proceed at once to
the description of the preparation and then give the
results shown in the imnnuiizeil children by serum
tests before and after each dose and at periods of
from two to eight months thereafter ; the observed
action of their immune serum upon virulent tubercle
bacilli in vitro and of my observations upon labora-
tory animals immunized with the preparation to a
slighter degree as shown for the children by the
study of Pfeififer's phenomenon and of the protec-
tion afforded against intraperitoneal and other modes
of virulent infection which in the number of tubercle
bacilli used represented from one thousand to a
hundred thousand and more times that necessary
for the uniform production of a fatal result.

The vaccine ready for use contains per cubic
centimeter 10 milligrams of proteins of tubercle
bacilli and a small amount of their fatty extractives,
proportioned quantitatively as follows : Protein No.
I, 0.25 milligram; protein No. 2, 2.75 milligrams;
protein No. 3, i milligram

;
protein No. 4, 6 milli-

grams
; fatty extractives, o.oi milligram. In the

adoption of the amounts of the several constituents
present in the preparation I was governed by the
study of their action when employed separately in
the animal experiment as well as in some of the
children. Finding that with the same doses but
little effect was noted in the production of specific

antibodies in the use of protein No. i, this is pres-
ent in the smallest amount, whereas protein No. 2,

and especially the nucleoprotein designated as No. 4,
appearing most effective, they are quantitatively in
excess. The addition of the fatty extractives may
eventually be found unnecessary, it appearing in my
studies of complement fixation with the several con-
stituents of the tubercle bacillus as antigens, that
such fixation occurs with all of them inclusive of
the fatty extractives with the sera of non-tuber-
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culous children after their vaccination with protein

Nos. 2, 3, and 4, irrespective of the presence of one

or the other of the fatty extractives in the prepara-

tion. In my prehminary animal experiments I have
never been able to fully protect against virulent in-

fection with the fatty acids, or the neutral fats, or

with both of them combined, not even with large and
often repeated doses, which were well borne by
the animals; I also found that in the human sub-

ject any material increase of fatty extractives in

the preparation over the amount present as given

in the foregoing formula is liable to be followed

after four to six weeks by local necrosis and ab-

scess at the site of injection, and that its presence

even in the very small amount retained is still re-

sponsible for the occasional occurrence of more or

less circumscribed inflammation at the point where
the injection is made. The reason why the fatty

extractives are still retained is because I have ob-

served my quantitative averages in complement fixa-

tion, with the fatty acids and the neutral fats pres-

ent in the preparation to be slightly higher, as com-
pared with averages when they have been omitted,

but this difference can easily be a coincidence and
depend upon the naturally present variability of

the acme of the positive phase, the curve for which
appears to be more or less independent for the dif-

ferent antigens, as will be shown in the tables which
appear further on in this paper.

The chemical characteristics of the several pro-

teins and the details of the production of the prep-

aration sufficiently explicit to enable others to make
an identical product appear in the foot notes below.*

My earlier precautions in endeavoring to exclude

children already subjects of tuberculous infection

proved unnecessary, as did also those of adopting

very small doses in instances in which their exami-
nation justified the suspicion or the positive assump-
tion, that a latent tuberculous process was actually

present ; having since found that like normal chil-

dren they show neither severe reactions nor any
other symptoms to the dose necessary to produce
the desired amount of antibodies as shown in serum
tests. I have, however, excluded from the rapid

*The culture of tubercle bacilli used is of human origin,

grown on bouillon, and has been perpetuated in my labora-
tory for the last ten years ; it was apparently avirulent
when first tested upon guinea pigs and has continued so
to the present time. In the manufacture of the prepara-
tion heat has been avoided and the chemical effect of
light excluded. No chemicals have been introduced in

kind or concentrations that could injure, split, reduce, or
alter the several constituents. The cultures having reached
their maximum growth are collected upon a filter and
washed free of adhering culture fluid until the filtrate

gives no further biurette reaction. The bacillary mass is

then transferred to a glass container immersed in distilled

water containing 0.4 per cent, phenol, and with frequent
stirring and shaking it is macerated for several days, when
the filtrate obtained contains the protein designated as No.
I : chemically examined, it shows primary proteose, 25 per

cent. ; secondary proteose, 70 per cent.
;

peptone, small
amount ; reaction acid. After further washing with dis-

tilled water, the bacilli are dried and powdered, when
their fat extraction follows ; after drying they are again
powdered and then partially extracted in distilled water
yielding protein No. 2, this showing coagulable protein, 0.03

per cent, (estimated by nitrogen) ;
primary proteose and

deuterproteose in about equal amounts, total about 48 per
cent., secondary proteose 50 per cent., peptone trace,

phosphorus content o.i per cent., reaction alkaline.

The bacillary mass is again dried and powdered and
suspended in 0.4 per cent, carbolized distilled water and
then ground wet in glass capsules with agate marble, until

repeated microscopic examinations no longer show a frag-

ment or formed substance of the bacilli. Filtration through
porcelain gives protein No. 3, in solution, differing from
No. 2 by absence of coagulable protein, the relatively small

method such children as have evidence of active and
progressive disease or have reached the stage of

open phthisis, and in these treatment with small and
repeated increasitig doses was thought necessary in

order to avoid accidents. The rapid method was
also applied in ten adults varying in their respective

ages from twenty-five to forty years, and though
not included here, I may state that they responded
in the same way as did the children. In the studies

of the necessary dose, single or repeated, in the

light of the age of the child, the presence or absence

of tuberculosis, and the state of general nutrition,

it was found that the smallest dose given of o.i c.c.

of a 10 per cent, dilution caused the prompt develop-

ment of the several antibodies, and an increase of

the blood alkalinity, after a single administration.

With larger doses, varying from 0.1 to 0.6 c.c. of the

full strength, the quantitative determination of am-
boceptor after the first dose was the same as was
shown thereafter when the dose was repeated with

or without its further increase. The. degree of

"serum agglutination was, however, in apparent re-

lation to the size of the dose, and it increased with

every subsequent dose. The blood alkalinity like-

wise increased on giving one or two additional

doses, but not thereafter.

As regards the immediate effect of a given dose,

irritation and inflammatory swelling at the point of

injection occurred rarely. As a rule there was no
other effect than a slight tenderness on pressure

noted for twenty-four to forty-eight hours. No
temperature rises were noted in normal children

regardless of the dose given. In children suspected

or positively determined to have previously acquired

a tuberculous infection sore arms were noted more
frequently but by no means uniformly, occasionally

there was marked and diffused redness and swell-

ing, which was then also attended with a moderate
rise of temperature. Cold compresses to the arin

controlled both symptoms, which subsided on the

day following. In trials with the preparation con-

taining no fatty extractives sore arms did not occur.

Focal reactions sufficiently marked to cause an
increase of physical signs, in children who had

amount of primary and increased amount of secondary
proteose (75 per cent.) peptone is shown in small amount.
The phosphorus content is 0.5 per cent., the reaction acid.

Protein No. 4 passes the filter after the addition of an
0.4 per cent, solution of sodic hydrate and gives all reac-
tions for nucleoprotein. The remaining bacillary residue
amounting to about 5 per cent, weight of fat-free tubercle
bacilli, is free from proteins (nitrogen determination),
may contain traces of fats, and is probably cellulose. The
secondary proteoses give reaction for sugar.
The fatty extractives of tubercle bacilli may be obtained

separately as neutral fats and fatty acids by their saponifi-

cation and subsequent extraction of the acid precipitate

with alcohol and with ether, or in order to avoid undesira-
ble chemical changes by saponification, the alcohol fats and
ether fats may be obtained respectively by first complete
extraction with ether, followed with alcohol, and vice

versa, which to me appears preferable. When in solution

they can be shaken out with distilled water, the latter

holding about 0.5 per cent, in free suspension, which is

opalescent in appearance in that concentration, the opal-

escence disappears in the concentration employed by me.
The several proteins and fatty extractives having been ob-

tained separately and having each been standardized, any
free alkali in protein No. 4 havina; been neutralized by
addition of a weak solution of HCl, just short of causing
precipitation, the several constituents are assembled to rep-

resent the formula given in the text.

The precautions employed in preventing injury or un-
desirable modifications of the several bacillary products

have not all been demonstrated as absolutely requisite for

their highest efficiency, my purpose in their adoption having
been to take no chances of an inferior preparation by
their omission.
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shown such in their lungs on a preliminary exami-

nation, could be accepted as present in several cases

without being attended by fever excepting in one

instance in which the coexisting inflammatory swell-

ing of the arm could also have accounted for it.

None of these immediate effects were in any sense

troublesome, and, as stated, were exceptional in oc-

currence, and without any apparent relation to the

size of the dose. Little influence if any has ap-

peared to be caused by age, and while I have given

no larger doses than o.i c.c, and as a rule only 0.05

c.c. to nurslings, the majority of all other children

received 0.2 c.c. and from this amount to 0.6 c.c,

the larger doses being given as a rule to children

between ten and eighteen years of age. The sub-

ject of dosage requires further study ; my imme-
diate object having been to find that quantity which
caused no serious disturbance and yet was effective.

Having determined this, I adopted doses of one-

twentieth or one-tenth of a cubic centimeter for

nurslings, according to their ages, and of two-

tenths to four-tenths of a cubic centimeter for older

children for a single dose, while when two doses

were given the first was one-half and the second

dose was slightly less or the same as the single

dose.

The satisfactory results observed in twenty con-

secutive children first immunized in Asheville made
it desirable to study the method in a greater num-
ber in order to preserve me from erroneous conclu-

sions. This I was enabled to do through the inter-

est and courtesy of Dr. C. A. Julian of Thomasville,

N. C, who is in medical charge of the children of

the Baptist Orphanage at that place. Early in Oc-
tober of last year my studies were extended to them,

and having fitted up a temporary laboratory, with

the aid of Dr. Julian and of my assistant. Dr. A. E.

von Tobel, preliminary examinations were made
and recorded, including general appearance, present

state of health, enlargement of lymph glands, phys-

ical signs in the lungs, the several tuberculin tests,

blood examinations in case of apparent anemia,
and for alkalinity and serum tests for specific anti-

bodies, these examinations resulting in the selection

of 262 cases for immunization. Adding to these "
children immunized previously and since in Ashe-
ville, I have a total of 339, of which the results in

the production of specific antibodies after the first

dose and after each subsequent dose (when such

was given) were determined ; and in 300 children

examinations were again made after periods of

three to eight months, including this time physical

examination of the chest in 118, for comparison
with the records made prior to their immunization.
When the taking of the blood specimen coincided

with the so-called negative phase the examinations
were repeated daily until the positive phase was in

evidence, but it was not feasible to continue the

examinations in all cases to obtain the results at

the acme of the positive phase.

I have elsewhere called attention to the relation

of the precipitin curve, to the opsonic index, and to

amboceptor as shown by complement fixation, these

giving, as a rule, the greatest value, when the pre-

cipitin curve is at the lowest point and vice versa,

but it should be stated that this relation is not ab-

solute in the sense that an immune serum of a cer-

tain case gives necessarily the same quantitative

result on subsequent examinations, at a certain stage

of the precipitin curve, or of the opsonic index.

The quantitative variations in this respect seem to

depend upon coincidence or otherwise of comple-

ment fixation with other constituents of tubercle

bacilli, especially the fats, fixation with which in

time of appearance, increase and subsidence appear

to have a more or less independent curve, not neces-

sarily corresponding with that of the opsonic index,

or of the precipitins, suggesting a multiplicity of

amboceptor. It may thus be shown that in the ab-

sence of complement fixation with tubercle bacilli

emulsion and in the so-called negative phase, fixa-

tion can still occur with one or the other fatty con-
stituents or with both, or more rarely with only one
or the other of the several proteins ; and my studies

of these interesting phenomena, though by no means
completed, show that serum specimens are occasion-
ally taken from an immunized individual at the 0{>-

portune time, when complement fixation shows the

maximum for all constituents of the tubercle bacil-

lus, in which case complement fixation with tubercle

bacilli emulsion is liable to occur in higher serum
dilutions than it does when such coincidence is less

complete or absent.*

*Since the appearance of my preliminary report I have
been in receipt of requests from several interested students
for technical details for the determination of precipitins

which they appeared to believe should quantitatively corre-
spond with agglutinins, the latter being identical. Inasmuch
as the teclniique followed in my laboratory docs not ditTer

essentially from that which all students in immunity ap-

pear to follow, I did not deem it necessary to encumber
this, and much less the preliminary report with details,

which may be learned in any of the standard works on
immunity, and which would be unnecessary frfr those
capable of controlling my observations if they felt so in-

clined. To answer such and others who desire more
technical details, I wish to add them sufficiently explicit

as to show that I have not departed from the usual meth-
ods. For the determination of the precipitins, a series of
small test tubes is prepared corresponding in number to

that of the serum dilutions, and into each is measured
I c.c. of a solution of either one of the tubercle bacilli

proteins No. 2, 3 or 4. To each tube is added an equal
quantity of the particular serum dilution to be tested, and
after shaking and capping the tubes they are placed in a
thermostat and kept there at a temperature of 37° C.

for five or more hours (precipitation occurs also at a

room temperature in 12 to 24 hours), when the tubes are
ready for reading the results. The precipitate is visible

in the bottom of the test tube and slight agitation of the

tube raises it into the clear fluid above and thus makes it

still more apparent. The percentage of protein in the solu-

tion makes no difference, the precipitate coming from the
serum and not from the antigen. We use either an o.l

per cent, or an o.oi per cent, solution; the stronger one
gives a larger amount of the precipitate in the tubes con-
taining serum in the lower dilutions. -sW blood sera give
positive tests for precipitins. In studies of normal human
serum, especially of specimens of new-born children, 1

found that, as a rule, a precipitate does not occur in dilu-

tions higher than i :20o, and hut rarely as high as i 1400.

Sera of tuberculous patients and of vaccinated children
give precipitates in much higher dilutions, sometimes of
1:2000, 1:3000, or even 1:5000: the highest values were
noted most frequently in active progressive cases of
tuberculosis and after diagnostic or therapeutic doses of
tuberculin preparations. Finding that complement fixation

is negative, or but rarely positive, with sera that gives a

precipitate in dilutions as high as I :t6oo, and that at th's

point the opsonic index is, as a rule, below normal, v.e do
not as a rule make tests with higher dilutions, and finding,

further, that the serum dilutions in which precipitin is

shown correspond inversely with the opsonic index of
Wright and with quantitative determinations of comple-
ment fixation, I have for several years used the precipitin

curve instead of the opsonic inde.x for a guide, as an
equally reliable and much quicker method. Its advantage
I believe will be appreciated by others, especially when
the daily examination of 50 or more blood specimens is

contemplated. In reference to the technique used in my
laboratory in the quantitative determination of specific

amboceptor by complement fixation. I take it for granted
that the reader needs no explanation of the theories and
principles involved and refer in this resnect to text books
on immunity in general and to the studies of Bordet and
Gengou. or of Wassermann and Bruck in particular. I
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The following tables are copies of individual

records which illustrate the relation and variability

of complement fixation with the different antigens

more fully.

doses, immediately or on subsequent examinations,

without, however, enabling me to show enough with

the present number of children, to justify a positive

conclusion that one or the other groups showed

TABLE I.

OBSERVATIONS PRECEDING AND SUBSEQUENT TO IMMUNIZATION WITH A SINGLE DOSE. CHILD AGE 10. PROBABLY TUBERCULOSIS. RED CELL COUNT,

HEMOGLOBIN AND COLOR INDEX NORMAL
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TABLE II.

VARIATIONS IN COMPLEMENT FIXATION ON SUCCESSIVE DAYS IN A GUILD AGED 10. IMMUNIZED EIGHT YEARS AGO WITH PROTEIN NO. 2.

INDICATE SERUM DILUTIONS IN WHICH FIXATION WAS COMPLBTB. TR. INCOMPLETE. O—'ABSENT IN DILUTION 1:4.
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In eighty children and several adults the ambocep-
tor studies included observations with other bacil-

lary constituents as antigens, namely, the neutral

fats and fatty acids, and several of the proteins in

addition to emulsion of tubercle bacilli of human
and of bovine origin. The preceding tables i , 2 and

3 are illustrative of the results obtained.

Precipitins.—The observations of the powder of

the sera in dilutions of i : 100-200-400-800- 1600 to

precipitate a i/ioo of i per cent, solution of tuber-

cle bacilli protein were useful chiefly as a guide to

the negative and positive phases. In the study of

my tabulated results it appears that the precipitin

curve in the tuberculous is, as a rule, higher, more
variable, does not reach the low point as frequently

and in some instances not at all until several months
after immunization.

The Opsonic Index.—-The opsonic index in cases

in which it also was studied in the preliminary ex-

amination, was practically normal for normal chil-

dren. For tuberculous children and suspects the

100 newborn children, for other purposes, complete fixation
was never observed in serum dilutions of I .4, a trace only
being shown in two instances. In the groups of children
probably tuberculous and accepted as such, the 85 determi-
nations made showed complete fixation with a low precipi-
tin curve and with serum dilutions I :4 in six, and a trace
in 14 cases.

average was 0.85, with a minimum of 0.50. Studies

of so-called immune opsonins with normal salt solu-

tion as a control show that the specific opsonic

power of the serum likewise varies inversely with

the precipitin curve and runs nearly parallel with

the degree of complement fixation of a particular

specimen. The normal salt level was reached most
often with serum dilutions of 1 1500 to i :iooo or
over when complement fixation occurred in serum
dilutions between i :20 and i 40. With positive

fixation in dilutions of i :8 or i -.4 the salt level was
reached sooner, as a rule in dilutions of i :ioo to

I :300, while in the absence of complement fixa-

tion the salt level was reached in serum dilu-

tions of 1 :30 to I :ioo. The influence of immu-
nization upon children classed as suspects, or as

apparently tuberculous in their examinations three

to eight months later, was particularly shown by
improvement in their general appearance when
this had been found impaired on their prelim-

inary examination, not only as observed by com-
paring the records but also as observed by those in

immediate charge. Gain in weight occurred al-

most uniformly, amounting in many instances to

ten to forty pounds, and therefore in excess of the

normal increase of a growing child. In regard to

the efl^ect upon enlarged lymph glands, while diffi-

EXPLANATION OF PlATE.

A and B represent tubercle bacilli, from control tubes
alter incubation for 24 hours : A with normal salt sohi-
tion, B with normal human serum. The bacilli are un-
changed.

No. I shows the result obtained with immune serum
from a child vaccinated six months ago ; the blood speci-
mens taken in the negative phase; serum precipitation in

dilutions i:l(xio; complement lixatiun negative with all

antigens. A slight lytic effect is shown by the beaded and
faintly stained appearance of some of the bacilli seen among
others, which appear unchanged. A few fragments and
granules are also present.

No. 2 (a). Result with immune serum from a child

vaccinated six months ago. Precipitins I ;8oo, complement
fixation complete with T. B. Emuls. as antigen i :4, and
only a trace or negative with all other antigens. To the
riglit of the field may be ncUed a dark mass which in the
stained slide is of deep red color, which is acid fast and
represents free fat, dissolved out of the bacilli as indi-

cated by the faintness of their stain in most of the re-

maining rods and in the more numerous fragments and
granules. Some of the rods are beaded. No. 2 (b). Re-
sult with the same specimen of immune serum used in ob-
taining Field 2 (a) renewing it twice during incubation.
The field shows entire disappearance of whole rods, un-
less hidden by several clumps of deeply stained free fats.

There are many fragments, all more or less beaded, and
numerous free granules, neither of which retained the
stain, as well as did the clumps of fat and the fragments
which they enclose.

No. 3. Immune serum from a child vaccinated eight
months ago. Precipitins I :8oo. Complement fixation com-
plete with T. B. Emuls. i :4, fatty acids i ;4, neutral fats

I :4, negative or only a trace with other antigens. This
field shows to the left a deeply stained mass ot free fats

which is diffused through the other parts in a thin layer
appearing in light pink in the stained slide. No whole
rods are present, beading of the fragments is well marked,
free granules are numerous. The beading of fragments is

most distinct in those which retained the stain indiffer-

ently.

No. 4. Immune serum from a child vaccinated eight

months ago. Preciptins 1 1400, coinciding complement fixa-

tion with all antigens. (T. B. Emuls. i :8, fatty acids I •.4,

neutral fats i -.4, Protein No. 2 i :8. Protein Ne. 4 I :8.) The
field shows free fats diffused and in a thin layer through-
out; in the center is a mass of fine acid fast granules, and
other fields like the present were found in this slide. No
bacilli were found, either in cocci chains, or in larger frag-

ments than those present.

No. 5. Immune serum from child vaccinated eight
months ago. Precipitins I :ioo, maximum coincidence of

complement fixation in high degrees. (T. B. Emuls. 1 :40,

fatty acids i ;20, neutral fats i :8. Protein No. 2 i :20, Pro-
tein No. 4 I :20.) The result shown was obtained after

incubation for one hour. The left portion of the field

shows a thick mass of deeply stained fats; the right por-
tion shows a thin, diffused layer in which a few very fine,

isolated .granules were shown with the microscope, but are
not as clearly apparent in the microphotograph. This field

was selected as it was the only one showing a trace of
a formed element ; all other fields showed nothing, ex-
cepting more or less deeply stained fat.

No. 6. Immune serum from a child vaccinated seven
months ago with Protein No. 4. Precipitins i :400. Com-
plement fixation with T. B. Emuls. i :8, fatty acids i .4,

neutral fats i :8, Protein No. 2 i :8, Protein No. 4 0. The
field shows several dark masses of deeply stained fats,

within which are fragments of bacilli and granules; the
latter are not well shown by the microphotograph, nor are
others which the mounted slide shows in the pinkish

diffused fat in the rest of the field. The field is repro-
duced to show that the nucleoprotein alone, the same as

Protein No. 2, is effective for immunization, and that

thou.eh no fatty extractives were used in the children from
whom this and the serum specimen of the following field

.\'o. 7 were obtained, their sera acquired the power to fix

complement with the fats and have lytic power also.

No. 7. Immune serum from a child vaccinated seven
months ago. The result shown is of interest inasmuch as

complete complement fixation was absent in serum dilu-

tions 1 :4, with all other antigens excepting the fats, being
complete with fatty acids i :8, neutral fats i 14. Of further

interest is that, like in the preceding field, the child was
vaccinated with a single one of the proteins (No. 2) with-

out addition of fatty extractives. Diagonally across the

field are seen fragments and granules of tubercle bacilli

more or less embedded and surrounded by free fats, which
are likewise diffused through the entire field. A few cocci-

like chains may be observed ; there are many free granules

faintly stained. No whole bacilli were found in other

fields, and the degree of lytic action appears to correspond
with No. 4.

No. 8. Immune serum from child vaccinated eight

years ago with Protein No. 2. The serum taken at a rnaxi-

mum coincidence of complement fixation with all antigens

shown in observation of April 7 in Table No. 2 (T. B.

Emuls. I :40, fatty acids i -.4. neutral fats i -.4. Protein No. I

1 :8, No. 2 1 :20, No. 3 i :20, No. 4 i :20.) The field shows
two heaps of fine granules in deeply stained free fats,

which cannot be discolorized with acids. These and other

free granules were but faintly stained with fuchsin and

took the counterstain. Similar fields were found in this

and other slides. The lytic action of this serum specimen

is of interest, inasmuch as the immunization of this child

dates back eight years.
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cult to compare, I can state that in numerous in-

stances none were found when their presence had
been recorded, or only one or a few were found
when the records showed many. More accurate

comparison was possible in regard to physical sign>,

especially when these had been recorded upon a

special chart. Frequently they had entirely dis-

appeared, and there was not a single instance in

which a comparison did not indicate unmistakable

improvement. The inclusion of the children sus-

pected or accepted as being tuberculous in this study

appeared desirable in order to show the possible

necessity of excluding them from the rapid method
of immunization with a single dose. I consider

it particularly fortunate and important that it was
not found necessary to proceed in such with greater

caution by using very small, repeated and increasing

doses in order to avoid severe alarming and possibly

dangerous reactions, since such a necessity would
have required all our diagnostic resources, and
would thus have greatly limited the employment of

the rapid method in the hands of the general prac-

titioner.

Having shown the prompt and uniform develop-

ment of all specific antibodies after a single dose

of the preparation, by the method described and
the induced immunity being still evident in like de-

gree in every case re-examined three to eight months
later and after a lapse of eight years in the one case

in which I made the first trial, and having further

confirmation in regard to the endurance of the in-

duced immunity by the fact that I have in numerous
instances been able to show the same permanency
in therapeutic immunization with one of the con-

stituent proteins after periods of two to fourteen

years, I proceed now to the relation of experimental

studies designed to show that the method is ample
to protect against virulent infection. My bacterio-

lytic studies with immune serum designed to show
this were not immediately successful in results, and
not until I had learned to select the serum specimens

at the right time of complement fixation with the

several antigens, as indicated in the preceding tables,

and until instead of inactivating and adding fresh

complement, the immune serum was used active and
in the fresh state. Since then I have had no difficulty

in obtaining a lytic effect of a greater or less degree,

this corresponding practically to the amount of free

amboceptor for the different antigens shown in the

serum specimen ; after numerous observations in

vaccinated children and in clinical cases I find that

the degree of lysis can serve as an index for the

presence and coincidence of specific amboceptor. I

have for the present adopted a scale of o to 5 ; the

zero which corresponds to a negative result is shown
in my control slides and is illustrated in the two
fields marked A and B, in which the bacilli appear

unchanged and are normally stained. Fields No. i

to 5 show an increasing lytic effect to the complete
absence of any formed elements, fragments, or

granules, nothing remaining but the free fat liber-

ated by the lytic serum, which still retains the stain.

The morphological changes of the bacilli, shown by
faintness of stain, tendency to take the counterstain,

beading, breaking up into fragments and granules

free or simulating short chains of cocci, are of in-

terest in connection with the meaning of such forms,

when found in tuberculous lesions, sputum, urine,

and pus, and support the opinion of those who be-

lieve that they represent evidence of degeneration.

All these forms may be observed in the accompany-
ing reproductions of microphotographs made from

my mounted slides intended to show the various de-

grees of lysis obtained with immune sera, according
to the amount of free amboceptor present at the

time the blood specimens were taken from vaccin-

ated children.

The technique for the experiment is the usual

one.*

The accompanying plate shows reproductions of
microphotographs with magnifications of 1000 diam-
eters of fields from mounted slides prepared as here-

tofore described.

Examinations of the lytic effect of immune sera

were also made in the hanging drop, the tubercle

bacilli having first been faintly stained with methy-

*A suspension of virulent tubercle bacilli from a rapidly
growing culture is prepared with normal salt solution, of
which two drops from a small pipette represent o.Ol milli-

gram of tubercle liaciUi which have been pressed as dry
as possible between clean sterile filter paper. Excessive
grinding must be avoided to prevent the presence of frag-
ments, and yet freedom of clumps of bacilli, as shown by
microscopic examination, must be secured by frequent use
of the centrifuge, separation of the clear fluid and re-

grinding of the residue. It is, however, preferable to
leave a few adherent bacilli, rather than to produce frag-
ments, inasmuch as some clumping is likely to occur any-
way, on the addition of the immune serum which causes
more or less agglutination ; and the greater the latter is,

the morer rapidly will clumping occur, and the more will it

interfere with the disintegration of the bacilli, as the clump-
ing prevents the free access and contact of the serum. I

find that with an immune serum of low agglutinating
power, in serum dilutions i :2$ to I 150, little or no clump-
ing occurs. This was the case with serum specimens from
children who received only one dose of the vaccine. After
preparing one or more control slides of the emulsion, two
drops each of the emulsion and of the active fresh, immune
serum are placed in each of two small, narrow test tubes,

with or without two drops of additional complement which
we find has little if any influence. A control tube is pre-
pared in which the immune serum is omitted and normal
salt solution is substituted, and if normal human serum
(i.e. from an untreated non-tuberculous subject) is avail-

able, another control tube is made with normal serum,
known to be so, by repeated previous tests for complement
fixation, having been negative in results, when the precipi-

tin curve is not over 200. The little tubes are now well

agitated and capped or corked to prevent evaporation ; they
are placed in the thermostat at a temperature of 37°

C, where they remain for 24 hours. When the serum
shows a high degree of coinciding complement fix-

ation, complete lysis excepting of large clumps may be
noted already after an hour or two. and even the clumps
may have given place to an extremely fine mass of granules
in the course of the first three hours of incubation. With
lower powers of complement fixation, the lytic efTect in

vitro may be more or less enhanced by repeated addition
of fresh active immune serum, during the time of incuba-
tion. Addition of more fresh complement from animals
has no material influence. After incubation, the tube con-
tents are agitated with a sterile looped platinum wire, and
by shaking, and with this wire specimens are removed and
prepared for microscopic examination. We think that
Spengler's picric acid stain gives as good, if not better, re-

sults than does the Ziehl stain, and that staining after

Gram is not more effective in demonstrating the bacillary

residue. Two or more specimens prepared with the same
immune serum show, as a rule, the same degree of

lysis : it may, however, happen that one shows slightly

more or less, which I believe depends then on the degree
of agglutination and clumping. The control tubes show
no morphological change of bacilli and do not differ from
the control slide prepared from the emulsion before the
test is made.

If the virulence of the tube contents is to be tested and
compared they are drawn up with the needle of the hypo-
dermic syringe to be used for infection, and after rinsing

the empty tube with several drops of normal salt solu-

tion and adding them to the content of the syringe; the

fluid is injected into the peritoneal cavity of a normal
guinea pig, weighing about 400 grams. Very small ani-

mals are liable to die of anaphylactic shock and even full

grown animals may thus be lost, when the lytic effect of

the immune serum has been complete, as will be noted in

my experiments to be described further on.
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lene Ijliie. The several tests varied with the degree
of coinplement fixation, and in an observation with

a serum specimen in which this was complete with
all antigens the result was as follows: After 15
minutes, no change; after 30 minutes, slight

changes ; after 45 minutes, bacilli appear broken up,

an occasional rod is still visible ; after to minutes,
the field has the appearance of being composed of
cocci.

Animal Experiments.—^Normal animals were in-

fected intraperitoneally with the contents of tubes
used for bacteriolytic studies in vitro, and to save
repetitions I may mention that unless otherwise
stated, each tube contained o.oi milligram of living

virulent tubercle bacilli in suspension, plus the fresh

active immune serum to be tested, with normal
fresh complement added when the tube was pre-
pared, while in control animals normal- human serum
or normal salt solution was substituted for the im-
mune serum, incubated as were the other tubes.

Group i.—Control animals. Guinea Pig. \o. i

;

Infected with contents of a normal serum tube

;

weight, 570 grams. Death occurred 41 days after

infection ; weight, 500 grams. Autopsy : Tuber-
culosis of liver, spleen, kidneys, and lungs. Tu-
berculous peritonitis, mesenteric, retroperitoneal anl
bronchial glands enlarged, and tuberculous, many of
them caseous, all showing well stained tubercle
bacilli in smears. Guinea Pig No. 2 : Infected same
as No. I. Weight 660 grams. Death occurred 41
days after infection, weight 520 grams. Autopsy

:

Generalized tuberculosis, practically the same find-

ings as in Guinea Pig No. i. Guinea Pig No. 3:
Infected same as Nos. i and 2. Weight 470 grams.
Death occurred 42 days after infection; weight, 320
grams. Autopsy : Generalized tuberculosis, same
findings as in No. i ; in addition the inguinal glands
are also tuberculous. Guinea Pig No. 4: Infected
with contents of tube, in, which the normal serum
was substituted by normal salt solution; weight 540
grams. Death occurred 32 days after infection.

Weight 440 grams. Autopsy : Generalized tuber-
culosis, practically same findings as in other control
animals. Circumscribed abscess at peritoneal point
of infection puncture.

Group II.—Experiments with immune serum

:

Two normal animals infected with tube contents,

•the immune serum taken in the positive phase but
having been inactivated and normal rabbit comple-
ment added, without, however, any lytic action hav-
ing been demonstrable in vitro. Guinea Pig No. i :

Weight 650 grams. Death occurred 86 days after
infection. Weight 500 grams. Autopsy: Cold
abscess at site of infection : tuberculous peritonitis

slight in degree, fine adhesions ; inguinal Ivmph
glands caseous ; bronchial glands enlarged and tu-

berculous : few tubercles are found in omentum.
mesentery, liver, and lungs ; acute pneumonia of
both lower lobes non-tuberculous in nature, which
caused death. Guinea Pig No. 2: Weight 860
grams. Death occurred 76 days after infection.

Weight 605 grams. Autopsy: Inguinal and axil-

lary glands enlarged and caseous, caseation at site

of infection, local tubercle of peritoneum adjacent.
Scattered tubercle in spleen and liver, one tubercle
upon peritoneal surface of left kidney : mesenteric,
retroperitoneal, bronchial and mediastinal glands
enlarged. Scattered tubercle in both lungs.*

*A third animal belonging to this group is still living,
three months after infection; the animal is, however, losing
in weight and shows otherwise that it is tuberculous and
that death will occur in the near future.

Group III.—Ten animals belonging to this

group were infected intraperitoneally each with the

contents of a tube which, after incubating a suspen-

sion of o.oi mgr. virulent tubercle bacilli with fresh

active immune serum from vaccinated children and
normal rabbit complement, showed on microscopic

examination degrees of lytic action corresponding
to the numbers I to 5 of the accompanying plate.

Five of the animals were killed and the result

of their autopsies follows. Five of the animals
are still living and in perfect condition. Guinea
Pig No. i: Weight 510 grams. Killed 84 days
after infection. Weight 700 grams. Autopsy:
A firm nodule, size of half pea, in fat near the

attachment of the mesentery is all that is found.

The nodule shows fibrous structure, a few round
cells between fibers, no giant cells, no tubercle,

no tubercle bacilli or granules. Guinea Pig. No.
J : Weight 550 grams. Killed 84 days after infec-

tion. ^\'eight 745 grams. Autopsy : Two small

hard nodules in omentum, with adhesion to dia-

phragm; the larger one has a fibrous capsule and a

minute caseous center, smears from which show
very few acid fast granules ; the other nodule is

fibrous in structure throughout. Guinea Pig No. 3

:

Weight 565 grams. Killed 84 days after infection.

Weight 725 grams. Autopsy: Nothing found but

one small nodule (pin point in size) in the mesen-
tery, which is of fibrous structure throughout.

Guinea Pig No. 4: Weight 820 grams. Killed 86
days after infection, \^'eight 770 grams. Autopsy:
Three fibroid nodules in omentum ; two similar ones
the size of pin's head in the liver, one same size in

the left lung. The omental nodules have a fibrous

capsule with small caseous centers, traversed by
tissue fibers, a few leucocytes, but no tubercle bacilli

or granules can be found. The nodules from the

liver and left lung are calcified. Guinea Pig No. 5 ;

Weight 530 grams. The immune serum in the tube
used was taken in the negative phase ; no comple-
ment fixation occurred in I :4 serum dilution with
any of the antigens, only traces or incomplete fixa-

tion. The tubercle bacilli were scarcely changed at

all. The object of the experiment was to show if

tubercle bacilli would nevertheless become sensi-

tized, and if this could be demonstrated by obser-

vation in the study of Pfeiffer's phenomenon. After
I hour, numerous free bacilli in the exudate and but

few in the leucocytes : after 3 hours, few free bacilli,

numerous bacilli in the leucocytes ; after 24 hours,

occasionally a free bacillus ; few bacilli, more gran-
ules in leucocytes. Killed 70 days after infection.

A\'eight 680 grams. Autopsy : Only one enlarged
bronchial gland was found : this showed round cell

infiltration, no tubercle, no giant cells ; smears from
gland residue after dissolving in antiformin, nega-
ti\'e.

Group IV.—This group includes 10 guinea pigs

which were infected same as those of the preceding
group, but the lytic action of the immune serum in

vitro l)eing complete, or nearly so, as shown in

numbers 6, 7, 8 of the plate. Of these 10 pigs 5
were found dead 12 hours after infection ; their

autopsies showed the heart distended with blood,

the lungs congested and a small amount of serous

exudate in the peritoneal cavity, smears from which
showed neither tubercle bacilli nor granules. The
sixth pig died under rapid loss of weight ( 100
grams) on the sixth day: its autopsy showed exu-
dative peritonitis, smears from the exudate were
negative as to finding of tubercle bacilli or granules.

The otlier four pigs are living, and are gaining in
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weight, three months after their infection. I'he five

pigs which were found dead 12 hours after infection

were quite cold and stiff, suggesting that death had
occurred a few hours only after the contents of the

tubes had been injected into the peritoneal cavity,

a result which can be best explained by bacterial

anaphylaxis, against which I thought that I had
guarded, by the small dose of o.oi milligram of

tubercle bacilli used in the experiment, Aronson
in a recent contribution giving 10 to 20 milligrams

as the minimum for such results. The fatal effect

of the comparatively extremely small number of

tubercle bacilli having undergone complete lysis, ap-

pears to confirm those who consider the presence

of specific amboceptor of material influence in the

production of the phenomenon.
Group V.—This group comprises 5 rabbits in-

fected intraperitoneally with the content of tubes

after incubation for 24 hours with imnuuie serum
of i/io milligram of virulent tubercle bacilli of

bovine origin, the experiment being designed to

show the effect upon tubercle bacilli of bovine
origin. Rabbit No. i : Control. Weight 1980
grams. (Normal salt solution was substituted for

immune serum.) Death occurred 47 days after in-

fection. Weight 1850 grams. Autopsy: General-
ized tuberculosis involving both lungs, liver, and
kidneys, axillary, inguinal and bronchial glands en-

larged and tuberculous. Rabbit No. 2 : Control.

Weight 2050 grams. (Normal human serum from a

new-born child was substituted for immune serum.)

Death occurred 48 days after infection. Weight
I goo grams. Autopsy: Generalized tuberculosis of

all organs, practically the same as found in Rabbit

No. I. Rabbit No. 3: Control. Weight 1660

grams. (Normal human serum from an adult was
substituted for immune serum.) The animal lost 90
grams in weight in the first week, then gained.

Killed III days after infection. Weight i860 grams.
Autopsy : Abdominal organs normal, no lymph
glau'l enlargement, excepting one bronchial gland ;

in lower lobe of the left lung are found numerous
nodules, showing epitheliod and giant cells ; they are

well encapsulated, in some of them bands of fibrous

tissue are interspersed between the cells. No caseation

was found in any of them, nor could tubercle bacilli

be demonstrated in sections. After dissolving a

portion of the involved lung tissue in antiformin

examinations of smears made from the residue gave
negative results. The enlarged bronchial gland was
found to be fibrous in structure but still showing
round cells between the tissue fibers, no tubercle or

giant cells and no tubercle bacilli were found in sec-

tions, and smears from antiformin residue gave
negative results. The animal was evidently recov-

ering from the infection. Rabbit No. 4: Weight
2270 grams. Infected with tube containing i/io

milligram virulent tubercle bacilli of bovine origin,

after having been incubated 24 hours with serum
from an immunized child showing complement fixa-

tion I :io with Tubercle Bacilli Emulsion (no other

antigens employed). Killed 80 days after infection,

weight 2320 grams, after a loss of 100 grams dur-
ing the preceding week. Autopsy : Nothing found

;

all organs and lymph glands normal : the liver

showed numerous cysts of coccidium cuniculi, which
account for recent loss of weight. Rabbit No. 5

:

\\'eight i960 grams. Infected same as rabbit No.

4 ; the hrman serum used was obtained from an
immunized adult and showed complement fixation

1 :20 with tubercle bacilli emulsion (no other anti-

gens employed). Killed in davs after infection.

Weight ifjoo grams. Autopsy: Same result as m
rabbit No. 4, the liver showing likewise coccidium
cysts, only more numerous. These experiments I

hope to repeat with a larger number of animals, in

a contemplated study of the relation of bovine in-

fection to human tuberculosis, and especially in re-

gard to the comparative resistance of infants and
adults. Experiments iiAth immunized animals: In

the immunization of guinea pigs and of rabbits we
failed to demonstrate specific amboceptor after a sin-

gle dose. Repeated doses of from o.i to i.o c.c. were
given during si.K weeks before complement fixation

in serum dilutions of I :4 and in one or two animals
of 1 :8 could be shown. There was, however, a

steady increase of agglutinins, and the precipitins

varied, as observed in the human subject. Comple-
ment fixation with other antigens was not tried in

all of them, because of the difticulty to get enough
serum from such small animals. The immunization
of rabbits appears to require still larger doses.

Under a gradual increase to i.o c.c. we had in only

one of thirty animals obtained complement fixation

with its serum, and at that time the whole number
was lost by an epidemic of pneumonia.
Group VI.—This group was designed for the

study of Pfeiffer's phenomenon and comprises eight

guinea pigs, six of them immunized, and two nor-
mal animals used for controls. The observations

made and the autopsies of the controls and of five

immunized animals follows below. The sixth ani-

mal, having then a litter of young, was allowed to

live, and is still living and in good condition after

giving birth to another litter of young. It will be
noted that the disintegration of the tubercle bacilli

occurred after phagocytosis, within the leucocytes.

Guinea Pig. No. i : Control. Infected intraperi-

toneally with 10 mgr. virulent T. B. Weight 560
grams. Pfeiffer's phenomenon : After i hour, many
tubercle bacilli free, few in leucocytes ; after 3 hours,

many tubercle bacilli free, few in leucocytes ; after

24 hours, many tubercle bacilli free, more numerous
in leucocytes, no granular disintegration. Death
occurred 30 days after infection. Weight 380 grams.
.Vutopsy : Generalized tuberculosis, involving the

peritoneum, omentum and mesentery, the abdomi-
nal organs being involved to a greater degree than
the lungs. Guinea Pig No. 2 : Control. Infected
with 5 milligrams of tubercle bacilli, same culture.

\\'eight 580 grams. Pfeiffer's phenomenon : .A.fter

I hour, many tubercle bacilli free, few in leucocytes;

after 3 hours, many tubercle bacilli free, few- in leu-

cocytes
; after 24 hours, many tubercle bacilli free,

many in leucocytes ; no granular disintegration.

Death occurred 41 days after infection. Weight
480 grams. Autopsy : Generalized tuberculosis,

same as in animal No. i, but with greater involve-

ment of the lungs. Guinea Pig No. 3 : Immunized.
(The serum of the animal shows complement fixa-

tion complete with T. B. Emulsion i :8, with fatty

acids I :8, with neutral fats i :8. serum agglutinu-
tion I :i50, precipitins i :400.) Infected intraperi-

toneally with 10 milligrams tubercle bacilli, same
culture as used in controls. Weight 630 grams.
Pfeiffer's phenomenon: After i hour, few tubercle
bacilli free, many granules and few T. B. in leu-

cocytes
; after 3 hours, no tubercle bacilli free, many

granules, no bacilli in leucocytes; after 24 hours, no
free bacilli nor granules ; nothing in leucocytes.

Killed 70 days after infection. Weight 750 grams.
Autopsy : A small fibrous nodule in mesentery ; one
upon free e 'ge of the liver ; one enlarged hard bron-
chial gland. The nodules and the Ivmph gland show
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only fibrous structure. No evidence of tubercle or

caseation; no tubercle bacilli. Guinea Pig No. 4:

Immunized. (The serum of the animal shows com-
plement fixation complete with T. B. Emulsion, i .4;

no other antigens used; precipitins 1:800; serum
agglutinution i :i50.) Infected same as No. 3.

Weight 420 grams. Pfeif?er's phenomenon : After

I hour, few tubercle bacilli free, few in leucocytes

;

after 3 hours, few tubercle bacilli free, few T. B.,

many granules in leucocytes ; after 24 hours, noth-

ing free, few granules in leucocytes. Killed 90 days

after infection. Weight 550 grams. Autopsy: At
point of infection puncture a small adhesion to a

loop in intestine. Two small firm nodules in omen-
tum, with adhesion to stomach and liver. Nodules
show a thick, fibrous capsule, one is centrally case-

ated ; caseous material showing few acid fast gran-

ules ; the other nodule is fibrous in structure

throughout. Guinea Pig No. 5 : Immunized. (The
animal's serum shows complement fixation with T.

B. Emuls. 1 :8 ; no other antigens used
;
precipitins

1:800; agglutinins 1:150.) Infected same as No.

3. Weight 560 grams. Pfeift'er's phenomenon:
After I hour, few T. B. free, few T. B., many gran-

ules in leucocytes ; after 3 hours, No T. B. free,

only granules in leucocytes; after 24 hours, nothing

free, very few granules in leucocytes. Killed 90
days after infection. Weight 635 grams. Autopsy:
One small nodule in peritoneum at point of infec-

tion puncture, with adhesion to tip of right seminal

vesicle. One small nodule in omentum, another
upon lower surface of diaphragm, with adhesion to

liver. All three nodules have a thick fibroid capsule,

with caseous center showing acid fast granules.

Guinea Pig No. 6: Immunized. (The animal's

serum shows complement fixation complete with T.

B. Emulsion 1:8; no other antigens used ;
precipi-

tins 1:400; agglutinins 1:100.) Infected same as

Control No. 2. Weight 740 grams. Pfeiflfer's phe-

nomenon : After I hour, few T. B. free, many in

leucocytes; after 3 hours, no T. B. free, few T. B.

auil many granules in leucocytes ; after 24 hours, no
T. B. free, few granules in leucocytes. Killed 70
days after infection. Weight 735 grams. .Autopsy :

One nodule in mesentery is all that can be found
;

it shows fibrous structure with few round cells, no
tubercle, no giant cells. Antiformin residue shows
one clump fine acid fast granules. Guinea Pig No.
7: Immunized. (The animal's serum shows com-
plement fixation complete with T. B. Emulsion i :8

;

neutral fats i :8 ; fatty acids i :8
;
precipitins i :400

;

agglutinins i :i50.) Infected same as Control No.
2. Weight 860 grams. Pfeiffer's phenomenon

:

After I hour, few tubercle bacilli free, many in leu-

cocytes ; after 3 hours, no tubercle bacilli free, few
T. B. and many granules in leucocytes ; after 24
hours, nothing found free, nothing in leucocytes.

Killed 70 days after infection. Weight 940 grams.
Autopsy: Two small firm nodules in omentum are
all that can be found. The slightly larger one
shows a fibrous capsule with minute caseous cen-
ter ; smears from this show a few acid fast granules.

The other nodule shows fibrous structure through-
out.

Group VII.—Fifteen guinea pigs, 14 immu-
nized, I normal for control, were infected uniformly
with a suspension containing o.oi milligram of viru-

lent tubercle bacilli by injection with a hypodermic
syringe into the lumen of the trachea. Guinea Pig
No. I : Control. Weight 480 grams. Death oc-
curred 23 days after infection. Weight 360 grams.
Autopsy : Tuberculosis of axillary and inguinal

glands, of peritoneum, liver, spleen, mesenteric and
retroperitoneal glands, bronchial glands much en-

larged, few tubercle in the lungs. Enlargement and
pressure of bronchial glands caused interference

with respiration during several days preceding, and
no doubt was the cause of comparatively early death.

Guinea Pig No. 2 : Immunized. Weight 720 grams.
(The animal's serum shows complement fixation

with T. B. Emulsion i :4 ; no other antigens used

;

precipitins 1:400; agglutinins 1:150.) Killed 8
weeks after infection. Weight 830 grams. Au-
topsy : Normal findings in all respects, excepting

one large gland at bifurcation of trachea. The
gland showed a thick, fibrous capsule, centrally

round cell, infiltration and a few giant cells. No
tubercle bacilli or granules in smears from antifor-

min residue. Guinea Pig No. 3 : Immunized. Weight
820 grams. (The animal's serum shows comple-
ment fixation with T. B. Emulsion 1:4; no other

antigens used ;
precipitins i :400 ; agglutinins i :i5o.)

Killed 8 weeks after infection. Weight 850 grams.
Autopsy : One enlarged tracheal and one enlarged

bronchial gland found to have a fibrous capsule.

Caseous centers contain numerous acid fast gran-
ules.* Guinea Pig No. 4: Immunized. Weight 900
grams. (The animal's serum shows complement fix-

ation with T. B. Emulsion 1:4; no other antigens

used; precipitins 1:800; agglutinins i :i50.) Killed

8 weeks after infection. Weight 880 grams. Au-
topsy : Nothing found internally. Two enlarged
a.xillary glands show round cell infiltration ; no tu-

bercle or giant cells. Smears from antiformin resi-

due show no bacilli, no granules. Guinea Pig No.
5: Immunized. Weight 700 grams. (The animal's

serum shows complement fixation with tubercle

bacilli emulsion 1:4; no other antigens used; pre-

cipitins 1:800; agglutinins 1:150.) Killed 8 weeks
after infection. \Veight 760 grams. Autopsy

:

Three enlarged tracheal glands showing round cell

infiltration ; no tubercle or giant cells. Smears from
antiformin residue show few clumps of very fine

acid fast granules. Guinea Pig No. 6: Immunizeil.

Weight 640 grams. (The animal's serum shows
complement fixation with tubercle bacilli emulsion
1 :8 ; no other antigens used

;
precipitins i :400

;

agglutinins I :i50.) Killed 8 weeks after infection.

Weight 760 grams. Autopsy : A slightly enlarged
tracheal and a cervical lymph gland, which show
round cell infiltration : no tubercle or giant cells. No
tubercle bacilli or granules in smears from antifor-

min residue. Pigs No. 7 to 14 showed complement
fixation of i :4 or i :8 prior to their infection; they

were allowed to live for further observation, as

were some others of preceding series, all of which
continue in a good state of nutrition and are ap-

parently well.f About thirty rabbits immunized to

show results from infection with tubercle bacilli of

bovine origin were lost before they were infected

in an epidemic of pneumonia.
More numerous experiments with immunized ani-

mals would have been made had my efforts to obtain

more animals been successful. To compensate for

a greater number I have taken extra pains and pre-

*The caseous material was used for subcutaneous infec-

tion of a young guinea pig. The animal is living and is

growing and increasing in weight ten weeks later. There
has been no ulceration of the skin or abscess at the site of
infection.

tAt the time of proof-reading, August 5, all these animals
are still in perfect condition. In other animal experi-

ments completed since May i the same results as re-

corded in this report have been obtained. The serum
tests in about sixty additional vaccinations of children and
of adults conform in results to those of the present series.
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cautions in critical control of their infections and
autopsies, and in the maintenance of a maximum
degree of virulence of the cultures of tubercle bacilli

which were used, which latter is amply shown in

the autopsy records of the ten control animals which

appear at the head of the several groups of experi-

ments. I may also state in this connection that this

present series of animal experiments includes only

those made since July, 191 1, and that a much greater

number of such experiments were made in my pre-

liminary studies of the separate constituents of the

preparation during preceding years, the results of

which justified me in extending my observations to

the human subject for prophylactic purposes. The
fact, however, that the blood tests for antibodies, the

bacteriolytic action of the imnume sera, and the sever-

al groups of animal experiments confirm one another

and are uniform in correspondence throughout is

suggestive that additional animal experiments will

not show materially different results. In regard to

the preparation itself, I make no claim to the one I

have used as being the only one that will cause the

results which I have shown. On the contrary, 1

believe I have made it apparent that any of the con-

stituents of the bodies of tubercle bacilli are more
or less effective for the purpose of immunization.

What I claim for my own preparation is its safety

and its prompt and efficient action to make a single

dose effective.

The fact that latent infections are no contraindi-

cations to vaccination with a single dose would make
a beginning in children having a tuberculous envi-

ronment particularly feasible and most desirable,

since in such families objections to vaccination are

not likely to be raised, while the great majority of

childhood infections originate among them. The
simplicity of the method of giving a hypodermic
injection of the liquid without other preparation or

examination being required than the exclusion of

manifest tuberculous disease and the proper cleans-

ing of the part where the injection is made, makes
it particularly available to the busy practitioner,

and the inexpensiveness of the necessary dose

should bring it within the reach of the poor, for

whom, if it be necessary, I shall always be glad to

supply it without cost, as far as my laboratory facil-

ities will enable me to comply with such requests.

The employment of this vaccine for therapeutic

purposes naturally suggested itself. My studies in

this direction indicate that the doses in specific

treatment, as practised heretofore, have probably

been given too frequently, and that with a prepara-

tion like the one under consideration they need not

be repeated oftener than once in five days or a week,

and that the treatment need not be continued as

long as has been the practice heretofore. I like-

wise find that in early stage cases, especially such

in which active symptoms are not present, the initial

dose may be much larger without causing marked
systemic reactions, and that after three or four doses

of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 c.c. given a week apart an

ample degree of immunity can be shown by comple-

ment fi.xation and by the lytic action of the patient's

serum upon tubercle bacilli in vitro. In more ad-

vanced cases longer specific treatment appears

necessary, even though ample immunity may be

demonstrable, chiefly, I believe, because of the value

of focal reactions which cause increased vascular

turgescence and permeation of the tuberculous

lesions by the patient's own immune serum.
The advanced stages of phthisis do not as a rule

offer the best prospects for specific treatment by

reason of the caseous and fibro-caseous lesions and

suppuration of open surfaces, already present, which

are not accessible to the germicidal action of the

immune serum. In the more favorable chronic cases

in which fever is slight or absent, and the nutrition

is still good, I find frequently a fair degree of im-

munity having developed spontaneously in the

course of their disease, and believe that the benefit

from further specific treatment in such is then

chiefly due to greater vascularity induced by the

local reaction after a given dose. This local reac-

tion need not necessarily be dependent upon the use

of the specific product of tubercle bacilli, and can be

induced by other agents, especially hetol. and this

action observed by me for many years during my
connection with the Winyah Sanatorium appears to

be the true explanation for the favorable observa-

tions of Landerer and of others.

Whether or not synthetic chemistry, which has

given us material aid in the treatment of syphilis,

and is being extended to preparations to be used

for carcinoma and tuberculosis, will do more than

specific immunization can accomplish the future

must decide ; but however germicidal such a prep-

aration may prove to be it must depend for its

action upon conveyance through the circulation to

the point where needed, and must be limited the

same as is the bacteriolytic action of the patient's

own immune serum, in which the advantage would
be in favor of the latter, as if once the patient is

immunized the action of his immune serum would
be continuous and available for a long period of

time, while, as in syphilis, the chemical agent would
require more or less frequent repetitions of admin-
istration and would leave the door open for rein-

fection unless the patient has acquired immunity
spontaneously or by specific treatment. If, how-
ever, the chemical agent would also prove germi-

cidal for other pathogenic organisms, it would be

a most valuable aid in treating cases of advanced
phthisis with co-existing secondary infection.

These considerations appear to justify all the

more my efforts for an effective method of pro-

tective vaccination which I believe is the true legi-

timate field for the employment of the specific prod-

ucts obtainable from the tubercle bacillus, and 1

venture to claim without fear of successful contra-

diction that my observations will stand the scrutiny

and control of others who are able and have the

necessary facilities and to whom I am ready to sup-

ply the preparation and any desired further details

of technique which I have employed.
The results shown in my bacteriolytic studies in

vitro, and the evident harmlessness of infections

with tube contents in which the tubercle bacilli were
more or less disintegrated, would alone establish

the fact that the immunity shown in the vaccinated

children is of a high degree without further con-

firmation by the observations of Pfeiffer's phenom-
enon and the evident protection of immunized
animals in that series, against degrees of infection

which are never reached under any kind of expo-
sure of the human subject, the changes found in

their autopsies, as also those shown after intra-

tracheal infection being similar but much less in

extent which I and others have found when dead
tubercle bacilli were used in the experiments. I am,
however, not unmindful of the advantages that may
develop from further studies of the method or of
the preparation to be used, which I am myself con-
tinuing and in which I hope others will join me.
Such co-operation is especially desirable in regard
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to the determination of the uniformity of results,

when tested upon a much greater number of chil-

dren, and in their re-examinations from year to

year by which it may eventually be shown whether
or not latent tuberculous processes are completely
eradicated, if revaccination is necessary and when
this should be resorted to.

MODERN MEANS OF INVESTIGATING
MENTAL PROCESSES.

By WILLI.^M J. M. A. MALONEY, M.D., F.R.S., Edin.

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF NERVOUS DISEASES, PORDHAM UNIVERSITY; /ADJUNCT PRO-
FESSOR OF NERVOUS DISEASES, POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL

SCHOOL; PHYSICIAN IN CHIEF. NEUROLOGICAL
HOSPITAL.

A FEW decades ago people were mad only when they

were officially committed to institutions for the in-

sane. A man's sanity depended upon his harmless-

ness to society, and upon the tolerance of his fam-

ily. Even in those halcyon days the jjrofane con-

victed our Blessed Lord of paranoia ; labeled Julius

Caesar, St. Paul, Mohammed, and Napoleon as

epileptics, and therefore, as degenerates ; dissected

the mind of saint and of genius, and found it per-

verted, debased, and disordered ; unceremoniously

hustled the great over the borderland ; but left the

mediocre complacent that the mad were not they,

but the others. Then the comprehensive deroga-

tory terms, neuropath and psychopath, were in-

vented to vex and disturb this serenity. And now,
zealous sleuth-like field workers track stigmata so

keenly that degeneracy is found to be nearly as

prevalent as original sin.

The cause of all the pother is the absence of a

standard of sanity. We have no adequate defini-

tion of a normal mind, .\mongst individuals vast

differences of capacity and temperament exist. To
the same mental stimulus no two minds yield iden-

tical reactions. To the same mental stimulus even

the same person never responds twice in exactly

the same way. Every mind varies from hour to

hour, and this mental change continues always.

When stimulated to greater effort, to loquacity, irri-

tability, restlessness, or excitement, we pass through

a maniacal phase of mental activity. When weary
or listless, dull or sad, we pass through a period of

mental depression. In our daily moods we thus

enact mildly the cycle of what, when marked, is

called manic-depressive insanity. Or if we are in-

constant in energy, or fickle of purpose; if in com-
merce we sigh for journalism; if medicine beckons
us from priesthood; if art lures us from law; if we
are unsettled and migratory as regards domicile

;

if we are pedantic in speech, faddists for food, ec-

centric in dress, precise in manner, or mystical in

religion— if we indulge in a chequered career, or a

sentimental journey, or Shakespeare's English, or

vegetarianism, or non-fashionable attire, or punctil-

ious politeness, or in P)uddhism, we show affinities

with dementia prascox. Or, again, if we cherish

—

as we all do in our secret hearts—the conviction of

our direct descent from an Irish king, or a pilgrim

father, or a Dutch settler; if we fondly imagine we
could bankrupt a Morgan, outbuild a McKim, rule

a Roosevelt, outsail a Nelson or outmaneuver a

Grant ; our folly veers toward paranoia. All the

morbid phases which we recognize under the mag-
nification of insanity we can detect, as through a

reversed telescope, in states of mind which we ac-

cept as normal.
Where does the normal end and the morbid be-

gin ? Can we determine where idiosyncrasy merges
into madness, where eccentricity becomes irrational-

ity, where individualism lapses into lunacy, where
pedantry ripens into dementia, or where fanaticism

matures to mania? \\"e may regard the average
as the normal mental state but we may not regard
those who are either above or below the average
as necessarily abnormal. Psychologists are still

struggling to fix the standards of the average nor-
mal mentality of various ages. When these stand-

ards are definitely settled, we shall be able to in-

terpret facts concerning an individual's mental proc-

esses only upon a basis of personal opinion, and not

of knowledge. We shall be able to compare an
aberrant individual with the general average, but
we shall not know what was that individual's nor-

mal mental state, nor what was the amplitude of his

normal intellectual variation. We cannot detect slight

abnormal changes : and when severe changes occur,

we cannot tell how far removed from former be-

havior the new morbid attitude is. In cases of pro-

nounced aberration our difficulties are merely scien-

tific. Even a jury suspects the sanity of one who
seriously claims identity with Cleopatra, a poached
egg, or the Prophet Elijah. But upon less bizarre

conditions, a Solomon would often need to sit in

judgment. Murder has been urgently committed
by those who, suspected and confined in institu-

tions for the insane, had just gained a judgment of

sanity and freedom from an expert and prejudiced

examiner.
The question of the delimination of sanity from

insanity, of competency from incompetency, of re-

sponsibility from irresponsibility, daily agitates our
courts, bewilders our jurists, confuses medical testi-

mony, and embarrasses the expert alienist, as if he
were a professional witness. When we are con-

fronted with an indiviilual can we tell about his

mental state anything that is not evident to the lay-

man's common sense ? What can we do beyond ad-

ducing scraps of evidence of the person's intellectual

capacity, and offering a comparison with more or

less unverified average standards which are alleged

to prevail among the citizens of some European
town or country? Can we bring forward nothing
positive, nothing conclusive, nothing of absolute

value?

We have two methods by which absolute knowl-

edge may be gained. The first, the psychoanalytic

method, endeavors to resolve the mental state into

its fundamental constituents, to disintegrate the ex-

isting mental structure. The necessary data for the

analysis are obtained from the dreams, reveries,

reminiscences, and thoughts of the investigated per-

son together with his reactions to stimulus words.
These data are analyzed, correlated, and synthet-

ized. \\'hat is obscure is deemed symbolic of erotic

imagery. The prevailing content of the person's

mind is thus ascertained.

Then by certain postulated mechanisms sucn as

suppression, repression, and conversion, the origin

of the content is explained, and its development out-

lined. The integral portions of the content are

neatly labeled according to accepted nomenclature
as complexes, and all is now ready for "sublima-

tion" or the proper affective reaction to heal the

mental trauma.
The apostle of this alluring method is Sigmund

Freud of Vienna. Breuer came before, but he was
merely "as the voice of one crying in the wilder-

ness." There is no Freud but Freud. The faithful

follow him as the wise men followed the stars.
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Freud has taught us that the key to mental proc-

esses lies in the study of the evidences of these

processes. He has emphasized these evidences, and
has given us a method by- which to study them.

Psychoanalysis may not be a perfect method, but

it is the most perfect that we possess. It is indeed
our only method, but when we use it in the ancient,

stereotyped, slipshod fashion we fortunately do not

call it psychoanalysis. Freud sifts the results of his

thorough and scientific analysis, and discovers

psychic traumata. Doubtless many psychic traumata
have a sexual basis. But that all should so arise

:

that special mechanisms should be invoked so as to

procure an inevitable sexual end product ; and that

every non-organic morbid mental state should evolve
from the sphere only of the sexual instinct and not

from the other ruling passions—such as gain, self-

preservation, etc.—naturally deter many physicians

from closely scrutinizing Freud's tenets. Some
among these conservatives realize the value of the

method, admire the ingenuity, and half believe the

truth of a few of Freud's mechanisms. But the dis-

gusting and wild interpretations (interpretations

wanting in reason, in decency, and in purpose),
which are trumpeted as Freudian by some of his

ignorant, self-styled disciples, dissuade them from
further inquiries. Up to the present day, Freud
has had practically only one adversary— Isserlin.

Most other physicians have been either content to

ignore or, while more or less acknowledging the

value of Freud's methods, to repudiate his infer-

ences and avoid controversy on subjects which nat-

urally offend their susceptibilities. But there are

not a few rabid antagonists whose virulent opposi-

tion springs from a veritable Freud Angst. Their
attitude is a blend of the propriety of a schoolgirl

with the scurrility of a blackmailer. A Freudiano-
phobe is typically a proper person whose vocabu-
lary, good breeding, and decorum alone limit the

expression of his outraged feelings. To him Freud's
cases and their marvelous interpretation demand
medieval credulity, Freud's wonderful writings are

less convincing, less savory, and less familiar than
is the Koran to the average Christian, Freud's
philosophy is of the madhouse, Freud's methods
are a "prostitution of the confessional," Freud's
disciples ! the lure of the mad is felt only bv their

kind : and few but the mad herd with the mad.
Psychiatrists are always half suspects, and adher-
ents of Freud are but perverted psychiatrists.

Freud's cures! Every quack has his cure! and so

forth ; righteously.

The medical Pharisee obviously differs not a whit
from others of his tribe. Seldom has any theory
received more abuse and less criticism. Freud has
made a serious scientific endeavor to reveal truth.

an endeavor which has elicited, not earnest experi-

mental investigation, but ignorant abuse.

The persistent courage and indefatigable ingenu-
ity of Freud no less than the zeal, number, and
talents of his followers, merit that his teachings be

judiciously considered. If the foolish and merely
prurient of the writings of the ignorant Freudians
be set aside, and if Freud's doctrines, as enunciated
by himself, and by the many distinguished scientists

among his adherents be studied, one tithe of the

energy spent now in vituperation would settle for-

ever the value of the whole Freud system.
The other method is largely due to Wundt and

Emil Kraepelin who with Sommer, Rivers, Hoche,
Aschaffenberg, and others have used it to convert
psychology into an exact science. In this method

all mental processes are measured just as we meas-
ure blood-pressure, or visual acuity, or urea excre-

tion.

An individual's capacity for simple mental oper-

ations, such as memorizing, counting, choosing, per-

ceiving, associating, etc., is measured. A large num-
ber of tests are made so as to ensure that neither

freshness, nor fatigue, nor attention, nor boredom,
nor practice, nor noviceship will unduly influence

the results, and the average of all phases of mental
activity will be obtained.

But intellects react differently to the same dis-

ease, and the same disease is a variable quantity.

No normal except the concerned individual's normal
can be used as a reliable standard. So this method
has not yet yielded the hoped-for enlightenment.

It is, however, eminently suited for the study of

normal subjects in whom artificial alteration of the

mental state is about to be produced by means of

drugs. The person's normal intellectual capacity is

determined ; the drug—tea, coffee, bromide, or al-

cohol—is then given, and the departure from the

ascertained normal is measured. The method is

often modified and curtailed in practice ; only one
preliminary testing is then done, the drug is admin-
istered immediately, and then the mental capacity

tests are repeated. Of course, innocuous fluids of

similar taste to the alcohol, and other experimental
substances, are occasionally substituted unexpect-
edly, in order to control the results. The value of

this work of the Kraepelin school is evident even
to the layman and the jurist. If, under the influence

of alcohol, a man commits crime, it is nowadays
not enough to say that alcohol rendered the man
insane at the moment of the crime; the truth of the

defense can be tested by direct experiment ; alcohol

can be given to the prisoner, and the nature of his

reaction ascertained. If he show an insane or ab-

normal reaction, an extenuating circumstance has

been established. Further [jsychological testing may
show that in all probability he drank because he
was mad, besides being mad because he was drunk.

But this method of psychiatry has narrow limits.

We cannot measure the disease process when we
do not know the person's normal. We need a cer-

tain mental capacity even for the tests. The meas-
urements aft'ord little more than a standard by which
to judge improvement.
Knauer and Maloney have endeavored to carry

forward this method of investigation. They esti-

mated each other's mental capacity under normal
conditions, and then the average mental capacity

during artificially induced hallucinatory and delu-

sional states. Alcohol was not used to induce the

hallucination because the intoxication was too tran-

sient. Morphine induced too great blunting of con-

sciousness. A relatively unknown alkaloid, mes-
calin, was employed. The normal mental reactions

of K. and M. together with all their possible varia-

tions were recorded daily for several weeks. Then
K. injected M. and studied him for days till the

effect passed off. Then M. injected K. Each made
four experiments on the other. Then ten doctors

successively volunteered and finally six laymen.

The principal effects were hallucinations of vision.

Gorgeouslv colored scenes of marvelous content,

and of curiouslv associated sequence passed almost

without ceasing before the eyes. Pictures, palaces,

churches, statues, armies of grotesque dolls, ani-

mals, etc., rolled past in an incessant panorama of

wonderful color. Usually the critique remained

—

the subject knew the pictures were not real. But
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sometimes, as in one case, so disturbingly real were

the delusions that the subject had to be restrained

from attempting violence upon the French soldiers

whom he saw advancing and threatening. Delu-

sions of hearing- were rarer and less pronounced.

The most curious delusions were those of muscular

sense. Limbs apparently disappeared. The body

was felt to be cut into separate halves. The head

seemed as if replaced by a ground glass screen. The
combination of visual and muscular sense delusions

produced strange reactions. One person who felt

and saw himself to be in dissociated sections tried to

dance himself together again.

Control experiments were made with alcohol.

As the mental capacity was ascertained before,

during, and after the poisoning as regards power

to perceive, to remember, to associate, to differen-

tiate, to calculate, etc., and as the visual acuity, and

the muscular sense, were measured, we were able

to reach some valuable conclusions as to the mechan-

ism of delusions.

Just as, in alcoholism, subjects are sad or glad,

loquacious or silent, combative or peaceful, so in

niescalin poisoning the mental state produced varied

in different subjects. In all but one case, however.

the poisoning seemed to e.xert a fundamentally sim-

ilar action. Afterwards, upon reading accounts of

opium, hashish, and other narcoses, I was impressed

with the essential similarity which characterizes the

mental states in all these poisonings. Every account

might have been written by the same man about the

same drug. When the superficial differences of

temperament and capacity disappear in any man, ap-

parently the residue of his mentality shows a com-

mon groundwork, a primitive plan and reaction.

The same level of mentality can be induced without

poisons in spiritualistic mediums, in the hypnotized,

and in the hysterical.

Among the sixteen persons tested insanity was
present in the immediate relatives of three. The
variations of the reactions of these tainted persons

was extraordinarily interesting, and eave rise to the

hope that further work in this direction might en-

able physicians to test the offspring of the neuro-

pathic families and classify them according to their

mental stability. We would then have an index to

the normal, a guide to the abnormal, and a new
test of Mendel's law. There is no one so soundly

balanced that adequate mental stress cannot un-

hinge. There are few so weakly ordered that ade-

quate protection cannot safeguard from passing

across the dread borderland. If mental stability

could be experimentally ascertained, if we could

group people, according as average stress means
potential lunacy to them or not, and if we could

wisely order the education and environment of the

easily deranged a great part of the burden of in-

sanity might be lifted from the drooping shoulders

of humanity.
20 East Sixty-ninth Street.

Diabetic Eclampsia.—A. Chauffard and H. Rendu

state that the demonstration of this condition requires the

following data: (i) Anatomical. The absence at autopsy

of either cerebral lesions or of old or recent renal

changes upon which one might base the origin of a uremic

state. (2) Clinical. The exclusion of any possible thera-

peutic measure that might have caused convulsions (i.e.

the injection of large doses of alkalies). (3) Chemical.

The absence of nitrogen retention and the presence of

acetone bodies in the urine or cerebrospinal fluid. The

authors report a case of diabetic convulsions occurring in

a man, age forty-nine years, in whom the above conditions

were fulfilled.

—

Revue de Medecine.

NASAL OBSTRUCTION AS AN EARLY
SYMPTOM OF CARDIORENAL

DISEASE.*

By WILFRED M. BARTON, M.D..

washington, d. c.

troeessor of therapeutics and pharmacology and associate Pro-
fessor OF INTERNAL MEDICINE IN THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT OF

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.

There is considerable literature upon the etiology

and pathology of nasal obstruction, most of which

is devoted naturally to a discussion of its commoner
causes, chief of which are, as is well known, adenoid

vegetation, chronic hypertrophic rhinitis, deflections

of the nasal septum, spurs, and nasal polypi.

Of the rarer causes of nasal obstruction, of which

instances have been reported, the following may
be mentioned : congenital malformation ; exagger-

ated prominence of the anterior arch of the cervical

vertebr£e ; facial hyperostoses ; symmea-ical hyper-

trophy of the septum ; adhesions following scarlatina

and variola ; my.xedema ; the use of the actual cau-

tery, etc. I have, however, never seen any refer-

ence to chronic nasal obstruction as an early mani-
festation of cardiorenal disease, and for this reason

I have though i it worth while to report the follow-

ing case which has recently come under my notice,

and to follow the same with a brief commentary
upon the possible value of the symptom from a

diagnostic standpoint: D. R., white, male, aged 79
years'. The patient is a very intelligent man and
has been in the government service since the Civil

War. F'amily history negative. Has always been phy-

sically robust. He has been troubled with nasal ob-

struction for over twenty years. The difficulty in

breathing through the nose was insidious in its

onset, and did not follow any acute inflammatory

condition. At first and for a long time it was' not

complete and he could breathe better at times than

at others, and one nostril was usually worse than

the other. He had no symptoms of catarrh. His

work was all indoors and he was not exposed to

draughts or cold. About fourteen years ago he

notecl some dyspnea if he mounted stairs rapidly.

Seven years ago (1905) the obstruction became
so complete at times as to cause him great annoy-

ance and he consulted a rhinologist of this city, who
proposed an operation to which he readily con-

sented. The operation consisted in an excision of

hypertrophic tissue from both nostrils. Immediately

after the excision he was relieved of the symptom
of obstruction and remained so for about a year

or more, when he noticed it began to return and at

the end of two years was as bad as before the opera-

tion.

I saw the patient for the first time March 23,

1912. About two weeks previously he had been

taken sick with terrific retching and coughing dur-

ing the night, accompanied by expectoration of large

amounts of thin, frothy, mucoid sputum. The retch-

ing was' accompanied by such intense dyspnea that

he was forced to sit up in bed to breathe. On ac-

count of the nasal obstruction he was forced to

breathe largely through his mouth. He noted that

his pulse was accelerated and believes that he had
slight fever. The attack was accompanied by great

diminution of urinary excretion, the color of which

was a dark muddy brown.

He attempted to treat himself, taking at first

some dilute sulphuric acid, which seemed to aggra-

vate his' condition, following this with some lithium

*Read before the Medical Society of Georgetown Uni-

versity. .\pril 13, 1912.
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citrate, which appeared to lighten the color of the

urine, but did not increase the quantity. The pa-
tient noted concomitantly that his legs, feet, and
hands were swollen, and that there was puffiness of

the skin of the trunk and face, particularly the left

side of the face, upon which he was accustomed to

lie. He also noted a disagreeable stinging pain
over the region of the heart. All of the symptoms
tending to become continuously aggravated, he de-

cided to obtain some assistance.

When I saw the patient for the first time, as above
stated, March 2x. 1912, I found him sitting up in a

chair, with a feeble, rapid, and somewhat arrhythmic
pulse (130 to the minute). Rapid dyspneic respira-

tion and general edema. Examination of the heart

showed the apex beat in the sixth interspace to the

left of the nipple line. The impulse was diffuse.

There was considerable tremorous epigastric pul-

sation. The imprint of the stethoscope left a marked
ring depression. There was no audible murmur.
The first sound at the apex was nuififled and faint.

The second sound was audible at the apex and
markedly accentuated at the base, particularly in

the pulmonic area.

Examination of the chest showed moist rales pos-

teriorly and anteriorly. Percussion negative. The
skin was pale and edematous everywhere. The left

eye was blind from glaucoma and the vision in the

right was much diminished from the same disease.

An iridectomy had been performed upon the right

eye. Bl. Pr. 1035.

E.xamination of the urine, which was scanty,

showed albumin present in slight amount and casts

mostly hyaline or partly granular. Sp. gr. 1015;
color dark ; sediment slight.

The patient was put to bed upon a milk diet and
given infusion of digitalis, .3ii, every four hours.

Immediately the symptoms amended. The urinary

excretion increased in quantity to 5 or 6 pints in

twenty-four hours, going down subsequently to 3
or 4. Albumin and casts diminished. The anasarca

rapidly disappeared. The orthopnea vanished, a?

also the retching, expectoration, and precordial pain.

The precordial distress kept up, however, until nitro-

glycerin was given, after which it immediately dis-

appeared. The pulse frequency diminished about 10

beats per day per minute until it had come down
from 130 to about 80.

But the fact which particularly attracted the pa-

tient's attention zvas that twenty-four hours after

commencing the digitalis the nasal obstruction zcas

relieved and in forty-eight hours it had completely

disappeared. He found, as he expressed it, that he

could "sleep like a baby" because he could breathe

through his nose. So quiet was his respiration that

his wife became alarmed when he slept, thinking he

might be dead. A rhinoscopic examination showed
both nares patulous' with plenty of breathing space.

The condition has remained unchanged up to the

present time.

Cardiovascular Bright's disease, as we usually

see it, has a slow and insidious onset. However
long before, indeed years before, the typical symp-
toms appear, the individual may feel one or more of

a series of symptoms, which are in themselves ap-

parently trivial, but which, nevertheless, are ex-

tremely important from a diagnostic standpoint.

The late Professor Georges Dieulafov of Paris

laid particular stress upon these early signs and des-

ignated them under the generic and expressive title

of the "little accidents of Brightis'm." Such symp-
toms are headache, pollakiuria, polyuria, slight epis-

taxis, palpitation, cramps in the legs, breathlessness,

lumbar pains, ringing in the ears, diminution of

hearing and sight, vertigo, itching, tortuous tem-
poral artery, sensation of dead finger (doigt mort),
cryesthesia, digestive disturbances. All of these

symptoms, or some of them, ephemeral or tenacious,

isolated or associated, inay appear and disappear for

a long time before edema, albuminuria, and cardiac

disturbances occur. During the course of this

chronic state, intermediate as it were, between sick-

ness and health, accute episodes occur, during which
the appearance of acute asthinatic attacks, severe

headache and palpitation, digestive disturbances,

vomiting, edema, and albuminuria, put the physician

upon the track of a correct diagnosis. Such acute

episodes are not in reality the beginning of the dis-

ease. They have been preceded by mon.hs, or even
years, by some at least of the "petits accidents du
Brightisme."

I have therefore thought in the light of the facts

disclosed by the above observation that nasal ob-

struction may perhaps be worthy of inclusion among
what we should rather term the little incidents

rather than accidents of Brightism. In my personal

case it preceded any other symptom by several

years, and was a rather prominent feature of his

case. Inquiry disclosed the face that he had never
had any of the symptoms mentioned above under
the expression of Dieulafoy, "les petits accidents du
Brightisme" except the "doigt mort," and this sign

was late in appearing since he did not feel it until

the beginning of the acute onset of his disease.

As to the explanation or pathogeny of such a

symptom as nasal obstruction regarded in the light

of an early manifestation of cardiorenal disease, the

most rational theory would seem to be that it is in

some way due to insufficient urinary depuration ; in

other words', to slight or latent uremia, the so-called

petite uremic of the French authors.

Upon this hypothesis it might be assumed that in

certain individuals in whom the erectile tissues of
the nose are in a state of hypersusceptibility the ac-

cumulated products of metabolic disassimilation may
give rise to a sufficient degree of irritation to pro-
duce swelling of the mucous membrane and conse-
quent obstruction of the nose, either as a result of
edema of the parts or as a result of vasomotor dis-

turbances set up.

However this may be, I have taken the liberty of
reporting this case as a possible contribution to the

semiology of cardiovascular disease.

UNUSUAL CONDITIONS SIMULATING
APPENDICITIS.

Bv H. W. EMSHEIMER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CHIEF AD.MITTING PHYSICIAN, MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL.

To the average practitioner the diagnosis of a

typical case of appendicitis is a comparatively simple
matter ; the diagnosis of an atypical case or the

exact interpretation of an intra-abdominal condition

simulating appendicitis is, however, considerably
more difficult. While the usual errors in the dif-

ferential diagnosis of this condition are matters of

common knowledge, it is the unusual errors that

afford considerable interest and instruction.

Realizing the value of mistakes in diagnosis, I

beg leave to cite several of the rarer ones that have
come under my observation in the admitting de-

partment of Mount Sinai Hospital in the first four
months of the year 1912. as follows:
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Case I.

—

Tuberculous Peritonitis Simulating
Appendicitis.—S. S., age 19 years, male, Italian.

Service of Dr.. Brill. For five weeks prior to ad-

mission patient had had rather constant, moderate
pain in umbilical region, radiating to right iliac

fossa, to right hypochondrium and to right nip-

ple, with slight fever, but no nausea or

vomiting. On examination there was marked
rigidity over entire right side of abdomen and
moderate tenderness over McBurney's point : no
evidence of free fluid ; dullness and dimir.ished

breathing from angle of scapula to base of lung on
right side. There were no other abnormal physical

signs. The temperature was 101°
; the pulse some-

what accelerated ; the blood count showed 6200
white cells and 63 per cent, polymorphonuclears.
The diagnosis of an appendicitis with complicating
subphrenic or liver abscess was made ; but it was
decided to place the patient on the medical service

for observation. For several weeks the tempera-
ture ranged intermittently between normal and
103° ; the abdominal signs persisted. Exploratory
laparotomy was performed and the entire peri-

toneum found studded with tubercles.

In this case the diagnosis of tuberculous peri-

tonitis should have been suspected on account of
(i) the five weeks' history of constant pain; (2)
the absence of localization of pain during this en-
tire period; (3) the absence of leucocytosis

; (4)
the nationality of the patient.

Case II.

—

Henoch's Purpura with Right Iliac

Pain, Melaena, and Purpuric Eruption.—H. S., age

7 years, male. Service of Dr. Koplik. The
mother said that the child had had cramps over
entire abdomen, especially on the right side, fever
and vomiting for three days before admission.
Bowels had been constipated, but had moved with
enemata, in each case producing, besides the ordi-

nary fluid stool, a small amount of black material.

There was moderate rigidity over the lower half

of the abdomen, slight tenderness over McBurney's
point, and a temperature of 100° ; a complex of
physical signs which, with the history, had led to

the diagnosis of acute appendicitis, for which the
child was sent to the hospital. General examina-
tion of the child revealed, besides the local signs
above described, several swollen joints, around
each of which was a group of numerous large
petechias. Examination of the urine revealed
macroscopic blood. Further questioning of the
mother brought out the fact that she had noticed
the swollen joints and the eruption one day before
the abdominal cramps were complained of.

This was a type of Henoch's purpura or of that

condition designated by Osier as "visceral crises of
the erythema group." An error in this case was
avoidable, and due simply to lack of observation

;

but it serves, however, to bring out very forcibly

two general points in diagnosis that have always
been emphasized, namely, the necessity of a thor-

ough detailed history and of an exposure and ex-
amination of the entire body of a patient, no matter
how positive the local signs of a morbid process
may be.

Case III.

—

Ruptured Hematocele, Symptoms of
Recurrent Appendicitis.—D. S., age 36, female.

Service of Dr. Gerster. Patient had had recurrent
pains in the right iliac fossa for several months,
most pronounced in the ten days before ap-
plication for admission, some nausea, and oc-
casional vomiting. The last menstruation was
nearly four weeks prior to the time of the

application. Physical examination revealed slight

tenderness low down in the right iliac fossa.

The vaginal examination was negative. The
diagnosis of chronic appendicitis was made, and the

patient placed on the surgical list to await a vacant
bed. About three weeks later patient was brought
to the hospital suffering from all the symptoms of
internal hemorrhage, viz., pallor, rapid pulse, air

hunger, etc. A few days after the original exami-
nation three weeks before, she had begun to bleed,

and had been bleeding intermittently since. Sev-
eral hours before her second appearance at the

hospital she had experienced sudden pain in the

right lower quadrant of the abdomen, with the

symptoms above mentioned. Immediate laparotomy
revealed a ruptured hematocele with abundance of
free fluid in the peritoneal cavity.

It is difficult to say whether or not in this case a
correct diagnosis was possible at the time of the

original examination, especially in the absence of

an ectopic history. On this latter account, how-
ever, a pelvic examination was probably done per-

functorily, and it is conceivable that a small hema-
tocele might have escaped our examining fingers.

This case is cited merely to demonstrate the neces-
sity of making a very thorough pelvic examination
in every patient with supposed appendicitis, irre-

spective of history.

Case IV.

—

Plumhism zvith Right Abdominal
Pain.—W. M., age 48 years, male. Service of Dr.
Meyer. Patient, sent to the hospital as a case of

acute appendicitis, gave a two days' history of

abdominal cramps, especially on the right side, with
slight fever and constipation; no nausea, no vomit-
ing, no chills. On examination the entire abdomen
was somewhat rigid and tender, especially over the

right rectus muscle ; no localized tenderness. The
temperature was 100, the pulse normal. There
were a few blue spots on the patient's chest, appa-
rently produced by paint. Questioning showed
that the patient was a painter, and had had several

similar previous attacks. He made a quick recov-

ery without operation. Examination of the blood

showed no granular degeneration of the red cells

nor was lead found in the tirine. There was no
leucocytosis.

The case is interesting in that it was absolutely

impossible to determine whether the patient was
really suft'ering from a catarrhal appendicitis or

whether the symptoms were due entirely to plumb-
ism—with the probabilities, however, in favOr of

the latter.

Case V.

—

Appendicular Abscess Simulating
Tzvisted Ovarian Cyst.—E. K., female, age 13

years. Service of Dr. Brettauer. For one year

patient had complained of colicky pains in the lower

abdomen, coming in attacks about once a month.
Had never menstruated. The last attack, the most
severe of any. began five days before admission
with severe pain in the lower half of the abdomen,
especially on the right side, followed in a few hours

by nausea, vomiting, and increased frequency of

urination. The pain continued with somewhat
diminished intensity to the time of admission. On
examination there was slight rigidity and tender-

ness in the right iliac fossa, particularly just above

Poupart's ligament. Rectal examination gave the

sensation of a tender, cystic, slightly irregular mass
about the size of a plum high up on the right side,

and an infantile uterus. The temperature was 100.

the pulse 100. An attempt to obtain an ovarian or

appendicular Head zone was unsatisfactory. The
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diagnosis of twisted ovarian cyst was made. Lapa-
rotomy revealed a gangrenous appendix with a pel-

vic abscess.

Taking into account all the evidence at hand, this

error in diagnosis was excusable ; in fact, under
similar circumstances, the same diagnosis would
almost always be made. The only clues that would
have been of value in making a proper diagnosis

were the slight irregularity of the rectal mass,

which pointed toward an acute inflammatory
process ; and the occurrence of the vomiting several

hours after the onset of the pain as distinguished

from the immediate vomiting, characteristic of anv
twist of a pedicle or other structure.

Case VI.

—

Sel^tic Non-occluding Thrombus of
the Sigmoid Sinus; Streptococcccmia, Appendiccc-
tomy, Mastoid Operation, Death.—F. R., age 17,

female. Services of Drs. Lilienthal and Whiting.
Eight days before admission there had been general

abdominal pain, fever, and vomiting, the pain later

having become somewhat localized to the right side.

The patient was sent in as an emergency case on
account of her supposed abdominal condition. The
fact that she had had a discharge from her left ear

with perforation of the drum and with fever but

no chills was ascertained later. On examination of

the abdomen there was rigidity and pain in the

right iliac region, where a mass could be felt.

There was also a mass in the left iliac region. The
white blood count was 19,000, with 82 per cent,

polymorphonuclears and with 18 per cent, lym-
phocytes. The case was recognized to be a doubt-

ful one, but it was thought that a small exploratory

opening with appendicectomy could do no harm.
The appendix was therefore removed through the

usual 23'S-inch rectus incision, and at the same time

a careful examination of the abdominal and pelvic

viscera was made. The wound was closed without

drainage. Xext day the temperature- shot up to

106°. A blood culture was found to be positive

for streptococci. Dr. Whiting having examined
the left ear decided upon operation, which was ac-

cordingly performed in the usual manner. The
lateral sinus was exposed and opened and no occlud-

ing thrombus but merely a mural exudate was
found. The patient died of acute purulent gen-

eral peritonitis, as disclosed at autopsy six days
after her admission to the hospital. Very possibly

the general septic peritonitis was determined by the

laparotomy in a patient with a positive blood cul-

ture. While it is probable that the case would in

any event have terminated fatally, it is most dis-

tressing to think that an unnecessary laparotomy
was performed, and that the abdominal symptunis

had so far predominated in the case as to render it

possible to overlook the true focus of infection.

The entire account of this case was given to me
by Dr. Howard Lilienthal, who has kindly per-

mitted me to make use of it in this paper instead of

reporting it himself, as was his original intention.

Case VIL— Retroperitoneal Lymphosarcoma,
Si)nulating Acute Appendicitis.—L R.. age 30
years, male. Service of Dr. Lilienthal. For six

months patient had complained of burning pain in

epigastrium, and nausea. For three days had pain

in both iliac fossae, occasional vomiting, and mod-
erate fever. On examination patient had moderate
tenderness and rigidity in right iliac fossa, not par-

ticularly over IMcBurney's point. Temperature
was 102°. pulse no. At operation, which was
done immediatelv with the idea that a gangrenous
appendix would be found, the latter was seen to be

absolutely normal. \\ ith the exception of a small

soft movable mass in the mesentery, thought to be
inflammatory in nature, there were no signs of any
intra-abdommal abnormality. After operation pa-

tient began to have peculiarly remittent and inter-

mittent fever, for which no cause could be ascer-

tained. Emaciation became marked, and patient

seemed to be losing ground rapidly. The abdominal
pain continued with somewhat increasing intensity,

and so about one month after the original operation

a second exploratory laparotomy was done, result-

ing in the discovery of a large inoperable retro-

peritoneal growth, probably sarcoma.
This is one of those cases where, unfortunately,

our methods of clinical e.xamination are not suffi-

cient to permit of a correct diagnosis, and where
exploratory laparotomy is absolutely necessary to

clear up the situation.

Case VIIL—Appendicular Abscess, Endocar-
ditis, Suspected Mesenteric Thrombosis.—R. W.,
age 19 years, female. Service of Dr. Rudisch.
Patient gave a distinct past history of rheumatism
and endocarditis. One year before had general
abdominal and right iliac cramps lasting for three

days. Eleven days previous to admission com-
plained of fever and symptoms of beginning cardiac

decompensation. Four days before admission began
to have general abdominal pains, very severe in

character, especially in the right iliac fossa ; vomited
several times at onset. On examination there were
signs of slightly decompensated mitral and aortic

disease ; tenderness and rigidity in both iliac fossae

;

a temperature of 101.6° and a pulse of 88. By
rectum there was a distinct tender bulging mass
high up on the right side. The blood coimt showed
22,000 white cells, 80 per cent, polymorphonuclears.
Patient was sent to the hospital with the diagnosis of

a suspected mesenteric thrombosis, but in the absence
of bloody stools, and the presence of a high blood

count and a rectal mass, the diagnosis of appendicu-
lar abscess was made, aitd proved correct at opera-

tion.

Here it was impossible to explain the physical

signs according to the usual rule of supposing a

single etiological factor, inasmuch as there were
unmistakable evidences of a second, entirely dif-

ferent process at work.
Case IX.

—

Tuberculous Peritonitis, Sudden On-
set and All Signs of Acute Appendicitis.—M. C,
age 25, Irish, female. Service of Dr. Lilienthal.

For six months patient had been subject to mod-
erate, rather constant abdominal pains. Twenty-
four hours before admission had sudden pain in

right iliac fossa, with fever, nausea, and vomiting.

There was rigiditv in right lower quadrant of abdo-
men, with marked tenderness over AIcBurney's
point. Temperature, pulse, local signs, and general

appearance of the patient pointed unmistakably to

the diagnosis of gangrenous appendicitis. At oper-

ation the entire parietal and visceral peritoneum,
especially right tube and appendix, were covered
with miliary tubercles.

Here again a proper diagnosis was impossible.

The above clinical picture, however, with acute

onset and signs of a general peritonitis is not so

very rare in tuberculous peritonitis. It is instruc-

tive to note that in the two cases of tuberculous

peritonitis mentioned in this paper, and selected at

random, the patients belonged to the nationalities

reputed to be among the most susceptible to tuber-

culosis—Italian and Irish. This is a rather sig-

nificant fact and should put us on our guard when-
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ever we are dealing with indefinite abdominal signs
in patients of the nationalities above stated.

Case X.

—

Intra-abdominal Actinomycosis, Seven
Months After Appendix Operation.—R. B., female,

age 17 years. Service of Dr. Gerster. Seven
months before admission patient had an operation
performed for acute appendicitis. With the excep-
tion of occasional pain in the right lower abdomen,
was well since operation up to two weeks before
admission, at which time she began to complain of

pain in the right hip and right iliac fossa, especially

on walking, so severe that for several days patient

had been confined to bed. Moderate fever; no
chills or vomiting. Physical examination showed a

large, hard, tender mass the size of a grapefruit in

the right iliac fossa, apparently extending into the

pelvis. Patient held thigh flexed on hip. The diag-
nosis of postoperative intra-abdominal abscess was
made in the admitting room. Laparotomy revealed

a huge abscess, a culture of which contained acti-

nomyces.
Although rare, actinomycosis should be con-

sidered in all cases of chronic abscess or chronic
inflammation ; but a positive diagnosis, especially

if a causal factor cannot be determined, is ex-
tremely difficult.

Case XI.

—

Multiple Liver Abscesses Folloiving
Undiagnosed Appendicitis.—L. K., age 28, male.
Services of Drs. Meyer and Lilienthal. Patient
had had ten similar previous attacks in the last

thirteen years. For two weeks had had abdominal
cramps, especially in the epigastrium, with occa-
sional vomiting. There was rigidity of the upper
rectus muscle, more on the right side, marked right

subcostal tenderness, a high blood count, and fever.

Patient had repeated chills and an intermittent

septic temperature. At operation the appendix was
found much inflamed and enlarged. A portion of

mesentery and of liver were excised for macro-
scopical examination. The pathologist. Dr. Man-
dlebaum reported diffuse acute inflammation of
appendix and mesentery, with purulent thrombosis
of mesenteric vessels and multiple purulent foci in

liver.

The last case has been cited to illustrate the dis-

astrous consequences of undiagnosed appendicitis,

and the necessity for prompt surgical intervention
in any case where appendicitis is suspected.

Case XII.

—

Lobar Pneumonia, zvith Referred
Appendicular Pain.—R. G., age 13, female. Serv-
ices of Dr. Koplik and Dr. Manges. For five years
patient had had abdominal cramps and nausea. For
three days pain had been most severe in right iliac

fossa. Vomited twice at onset. No other symp-
toms. Patient was sent to the hospital with the

diagnosis of appendicitis. There was slight ten-

derness in the right iliac region ; otherwise the

abdominal examination was negative. Examina-
tion of the chest showed a small area of bronchial
breathing and rales at left base. Temperature
100.6°, respirations 26. No operation was per-
formed. In twenty-four hours the pulmonary
signs were unmistakable, and in a brief period the

pneumonia was in "full bloom."
These twelve cases serve to illustrate the truth of

the assertion that the diagnosis of an atypical case

of appendicitis, or of an intra-abdominal condition

simulating appendicitis, is not easy, and emphasize
very forcibly the necessity in all cases of doubtful
diagnosis of a most careful history and a most pains-
taking physical examination. It is by these means
only that we can hope to avoid disagreeable sur-

prises and to progress in the clinical diagnosis of
intra-abdominal conditions.

I am indebted to the superintendent and attend-

ing physicians and surgeons of Mount Sinai Hos-
pital for the use of the various hospital records

necessary for the preparation of this paper, and to

Dr. Harold Neuhof for several valuable sugges-
tions.

THE TREATMENT OF
ECLAMPSIA.*

PUERPERAL

By ROBERT E. COUGHLIN, M.D..

BROOKLYN, N. Y.,

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO THD BAY RIDGE SANITARIUM; ASSISTANT
PHYSICIAN TO THE NORWEGIAN HOSPITAL; VISITING PHYSICIAN

TO THE BAY RIDGE HOSPITAL AND DISPENSARY.

Bar has made a careful study of the causes of

puerperal eclampsia and has arrived at the conclu-

sion that the cause is a complex toxemia. The na-

ture of the primary poisons is unknown. Their
action causes secondary poisoning of the kidneys

and liver, and the poisons thus produced add to those

already acting and cause the preeclamptic state.

Hypertension, although the immediate cause of the

attacks, is not the primary causative factor. Thus
there is a complex condition of toxemia of the blood

serum, acting on the liver, kidneys and brain, result-

ing in the phenomenon which is called puerperal

eclampsia.

Probably no originality can be claimed for the

statements regarding the treatment of convulsions

in pregnancy as outlined in this paper.

In 1889 Love published an article in which he
claimed that Dr. Newton twenty-five years before

managed cases of puerperal eclampsia by admin-
istering large doses of veratrum viride. Fordyce
Barker had prior to this time written about the drug
in peritonitis and phlebitis. Later than 1889 ob-

stetricians like Barrows, Edgar, Chandler, Willis,

Grindell, and others have testified to the efficiency

and efficacy of veratrum viride in eclampsia. How-
ever, in these times of therapeutic nihilists, doubters,

and worldly-wise men it may not be amiss to state

the facts to date concerning one very useful drug in

our materia medica. On this account it does not

appear to be necessary to offer an apology for go-

ing over old ground which has already been well

covered in the past.

The treatment of puerperal eclampsia in private

practice and at the Norwegian Hospital as advo-

cated by the writer resolves itself into conservative

means at the outset with heroic methods at a later

period. As soon as a patient is admitted in convul-

sions with high blood-pressure and rapid pulse she

is put on the tincture of veratrum viride in fifteen

minim doses every fifteen minutes hypodermatically

until the pulse shows signs of slowing up percep-

tibly or the convulsions have discontinued. As a

rule, when the pulse has been brought down near

the normal rate the convulsions are controlled. At
this time observation will show that the pulse has

not only become slower, but softer in character.

Along with this condition of affairs the blood-pres-

sure has been markedly reduced. At this time the

drug may either be discontinued absolutely or given

in much smaller doses at infrequent intervals, viz.,

five minims every four hours. A certain time is

allowed to go on (from four to six hours) from the

time of the last convulsive seizure when steps are

taken to bring on labor. This delay is considered

*Read before the Long Island Medical Society, Dec. 5.

IQII.
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wise as veratrum viride combined with emptying of

the uterus may together produce fatal shock. Rapid
emptyingof the uterus in eclampsia frequently causes

a decrease in blood-pressure amounting to 100 mm.
Hg, and causes collapse or shock. Veratrum viride

given to its full physiological effect may cause a

drop of 145 mm. of Hg and produce shock. It

seems better for these reasons to allow the system

to recover fairly well from the shock of the drug
before rapid emptying of the uterus is employed.

No matter what the period of uterogestation, the

bringing about of labor is indicated, the idea always
being kept in mind that the longer the patient is left

in a condition of toxemia of the convulsive type

tendency, the slighter are her chances for life with

each convulsion. Likewise the child, for the more
convulsions the greater are the risks to the life of

the fetus. Labor is induced by means of the catheter

and forcible dilatation. Once there is full dilatation

the delivery is accomplished as rapidly as possible,

instruments being used if the progress shows a ten-

dency to be slow.

The anesthetic used is either chloroform or ether

preceded by a hypodermic injection of morphine,
one-eighth of a grain. Ether does not cause as much
kidney congestion as chloroform and appears to be

the safer anesthetic, though there is more trouble in

getting a patient under ether than there is in chloro-

form anesthesia.

To relieve the condition of the kidney diuretin

and potassium citrate are the diuretics employed.

Aconite is also given at times for its diuretic action.

Ten-gallon rectal irrigations of normal saluie solu-

tion are also employed along with a retaining rectal

injection of about four ounces. Cathartics are

given and the patient is kept in a hot pack. For
failing heart conditions consequent upon the tox-

emia we have to fall back on strychnine, tincture

of strophanthus and whiskey. For extreme ner-

vousness bromide of sodium is given in almost all

cases. The diet consists of milk diluted in differ-

ent forms, cereals, gruels, toast, oatmeal jelly, rice,

and prepared buttermilk.

In desperate cases or when there is pulmonary
edema atropine sulphate in one seventy-fifth grain

doses is administered hypodermatically. Case re-

ports of the following successive cases will illus-

trate the treatiuent which is generally successful.

Case I.—Mrs. Emma R., age 41, housewife, U. S.,

primipara : admitted April 14, 191 1. Discharged
May s, 1911. A stout, well-nourished woman. Had
been married si.x years. Never had a miscarriage or

been pregnant up to the present pregnancy. Last

menstruation June 26, 1910. Examination showed
that the external os was dilated about three fingers

and fairly soft. Buttock and anus of child felt,

also sacrum and coccyx in the L.S.A. position.

The history of the case showed that she had been

in labor for a period of twelve hours and had had
two severe convulsive seizures. Pulse ranged from
no to 120. Blood pressure 235 mm. of mercury.

Pulse very hard and wiry to the touch. Treatment:
High retaining injection of normal saline solution

four ounces in quantity. Hot packs were admin-
istered every two hours. Tincture of veratrum
viride given by mouth every fifteen minutes till she

had in all 675 minims, covering a period of twenty-

three hours. By this time the blood-pressure had
been reduced, the pulse slowed down to 68 and was
fairly soft. Three hours later the os was forcibly

dilated and a dead fetus was delivered with the

breech presenting. After the birth of the child the

veratrum was continued in the same manner till 75
more minims were administered, making in all 750
minims in a little over twenty-four hours. The re-

mainder of the treatment was expectant and the pa-

tient made an uneventful recovery.

Case II.^—Mrs. Ada O., age 35 years, U. S. ; ad-

mitted to hospital October 24, 191 1. Discharged
November 16, 191 1. Was admitted in an uncon-
scious condition. Objective symptoms : stertorous

breathing, frothing from mouth, cold, clammy skin,

moderately dilated pupils, extreme restlessness,

pulse 124 full and bounding, cyanosis present, some
dilatation of cervix, and an excessive amount of

albumin in the urine.

Previous history: Has had three children, the

present being her fourth pregnancy. During the

first pregnancy she had albuminuria, but no eclamp-
tic seizures. Family history was negative, except

that her father died of apoplexy in his forty-second

year and one sister has chronic kidney disease.

History of present illness : Two months ago
while in the country she was seized with a violent

headache with vomiting. A country physician was
called in and she was advised by him to put herself

in the hands of her physician in the city as soon as

possible. He examined the urine, but did not tell

her the result of the analysis. She returned to

Brooklyn, but failed to follow instructions. While
on the train to her home she had some dizziness

and vomiting, but this had always been her habit

when traveling. After returning home she became
better and none of her friends apparently realized

the seriousness of her condition till she was sud-

denly seized with a convulsion while asleep in bed.

Examination on admission : Heart impulse of
medium force, pulse tension high ; no adventitious

sounds present. Urine passed involuntarily.

Treatment: Tincture of veratrum viride in fif-

teen minim doses hypodermatically every fifteen

minutes. In twelve hours seven drams had been ad-

ministered, when all convulsions ceased. Hot packs
were also used and four-ounce rectal saline injec-

tions were administered every four hours. Tincture
of strophanthus and caffeine were given after the

veratrum was discontinued because of the weak
heart action and condition of the pulse. In all there

had been thirty convulsions. Eighteen hours after

the patient's admission a catheter was inserted into

the cervix and uterus. Five hours subsequently for-

cible dilatation was instituted and a live child was
born in half an hour by the aid of forceps.

Nothing eventful occurred in the subsequent re-

covery of the patient, who left the hospital in three

weeks, except that the uranalysis showed a trace of
albumin with a specific gravity of loio.

Case III.—Mrs. W., age 38, housewife. Was
admitted to hospital November 23, 191 1. Family
history negative. Multipara, the present being her
fourth pregnancy. No history of previous kidney
disease could be obtained. Patient gave birth to

twins eight hours prior to admission to hospital.

Seven hours after delivery convulsions set in, five or
six occurring within an hour. After admission the

convulsive seizures were almost continuous.
Condition on admission : Coma present, though

she could swallow fluids : both eyeballs rotated
downward, pupils equal and reacted to light. Pulse
from no to 120, temp. 99.5°, tension and blood-
pressure very high.

Uranalysis : Color, not clear ; reaction, acid ; al-

bumin, a very large amount ; no sugar ; flocculent de-
posit

; few leucocytes
; granular and hyaline casts.
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Treatment.—She was put on hot packs every four

hours and tincture of veratrum viride given by

mouth, fifteen minims every fifteen minutes. Rec-

tal injection of normal saline solution four ounces,

to be retained, every four hours. During a period

of ten hours she was given 625 minims of the tinc-

ture of veratrum viride when it was discontinued,

the pulse being around 70 per minute by this time

soft in character. Stinuilants were now given. Caf-

feine two grains, strychnine sulphate one sixtieth

grain and tincture of strophanthus three minims

every four hours. For over twenty-four hours her

condition, though she was comatose, appeared to be

good. Later while in a hot pack the pulse suddenly

went up to 120 and her heart stopped beating. Her
respirations continued for a time, but she could not

be resusitated. Everything pointed to the severe

toxemia of the disease having caused death, for she

had not received any veratrum viride in over twenty-

four hours. This case illustrates very well how un-

certain and how serious eclampsia really is, even

after the uterus has been emptied and the convul-

sions have been controlled.

Conclusions.—A'eratrum viride is a very impor-

tant drug in the treatment of convulsions due to

the toxemia of pregnancy. It acts best when given

in large doses at frequent intervals. It may be ad-

ministered either by hypodermic injection or by

the mouth, but the former method is preferable be-

cause of a better and more prompt action.

Veratrum viride lowers the pulse rate by direct

action on the muscle and by stimulating the inhibi-

tory nerves of the heart. It reduces spinal action,

also arterial action, and is said by Wood to be the

safest of all cardiac depressants. Instances are on

record in which a dram of the fluid extract has been

taken without fatal results, also a tumblerful of the

tincture. Either the tincture or the fluid extract

may be administered, the latter being twice the

strength of the former.

It should always be given till its physiological ac-

tion is produced, viz., slowing of the pulse. When
this has been accomplished the convulsions will have

ceased.

When the convulsions are under control and there

is a little improvement in the general circulatory

system, as will occur when the convulsions have

ceased, a rapid delivery is the next step. After the

uterus has been emptied and the convulsions are

in abeyance we should expect improvement in meta-

bolism, in the circulation by a reduction of the blood-

pressure, in the condition of the urine, in the tem-

perature, pulse, respiration, saving the heart and

the cardiac muscle from unnecessary strain, and

generally increased elimination.

428 Forty-seventh Street.

REMOVAL OF ADENOIDS AS A PREVEN-
TIVE MEASURE AFTER EXPOSURE

TO MEASLES.
Bv JOSEPH B. GREENE, M.D.,

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

Preventive medicine is now the order of the day,

and in no branch of the science of medicine is this

more important than in otolog}'. We are every day

confronted with adhesive processes resulting from

an inflammatory condition of the middle ear which

baffles our efforts to restore the hearing to anything

approaching normal. It is certainly easier to pre-

vent deafness than to cure it.

Inflammatory processes of the middle ear which

result in suppuration are not without danger to

life, particularly so when extension takes place to

adjacent parts', as the mastoid cells, the lateral sinus,

or brain. According to Borden in the Boston Medi-
cal and Surgical Journal, July 15, 1909, middle ear

involvement is more frequent in measles than any
other acute infectious disease, though some authori-

ties place scarlet fever first and measles second. Ap-
preciating the great danger of a suppurative ear

complicating measles in the presence of a large

adenoid is my reason for reporting the following

case:

Patient R. S., age 5, was referred to me on March
I, 1912, for defective hearing—no fever—no ear-

ache. There was a history of symptoms of the pres-

ence of troublesome adenoids, such as mouth-
breathing, earache, and frequent colds in the head.

Examination confirmed the presence of large ade-

noids. The ear-drums were red and slightly swol-

len. Hearing was very defective as evidenced from
conversation. No accurate hearing tests could be

made on account of the age of the child. Treatment
by gentle inflation and mild applications to the nose

and nasopharyn.x had little effect on the hearing.

On March 1 1 the patient was exposed to measles

from sleeping with his little sister, who suddenly
broke out with a rash and the usual symptoms of

this disease. Dreading the effect of an attack of

measles on my little patient's already subacutely in-

flamed ears (in the presence of large adenoids), I

advised the removal of the latter. I felt reasonably

sure that we had seven or eight days for the naso-

pharynx to heal before the patient was likely to

come down with measles. In this estimate of time

we were not disappointed, for eight days after

operation the catarrhal symptoms of measles ap-

peared. The ear condition was not made worse
by the disease, and at no time did he complain of

earache. As soon as the symptoms of measles had
subsided the condition of the ears as evidenced by
the appearance of the drum membranes and the

hearing began to improve rapidly. The hearing

continued to improve till it was apparently normal.

While not advising adenoid removal as routine

after all cases of exposure to measles, it does seem
to me that there are cases where surgical interven-

tion becomes conservative treatment.

Multiple Arthritis of Doubtful Origin.—D. C. L.

FitKwilliams reports the case of a girl, aged fifteen, with

the following history. About eighteen months ago the

tarsal joints became painful and swollen, first the right

and then the left. About four months later the wrists be-

came affected, the left first. The condition has steadily

become worse, the pain has remained, but varies from

time to time, while the movements of the affected joints

have become very limited. Present condition : The patient

Hmps on walking, owing to the pain in the tarsal joints

of the right foot; the ankle joints are free. She has pains

at night both in the foot and in the wrists. Both wrists

are flexed, the left one having no movement at all, while

the right one has very slight movement. The synovial

membrane of the joints is thickened and the interphalangeal

joints of the hands are distended with fluid ; there has

been no abscess formation. The heart, lungs, liver, and

spleen are normal, and there are no enlarged glands. No

history or evidence of syphilis. The treatment hitherto

has been carried out apparently under the impression that

the condition is tuberculous, for the wrists have been

in plaster of Paris for three months. A'-rays show very

little bony change in the wrists. The condition is thought

to be due to a chronic infection and not to tubercle.

—

Pro-

ceedings of the Royol Society of Medicine.
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THE PERSISTENCE OF CERTAIN RACIAL
CHARACTERISTICS.

Undkr the above caption, Pearce Kintzing, in our

issue of August 10, 1912, discusses in detail the

various signs by which one may be able to recognize

the presence of negro blood in a person whose

parentage is of doubtful origin. He draws atten-

tion to the peculiar distribution of pigment around

the genitalia, the nape of the neck, and all other

parts of the body where even the white man of pure

blood has an excess of color. He likewise dis-

cusses at great length the peculiarity of the finger

nails of persons who may show no other signs of

negro blood. This consists essentially of the ab-

sence of "half moons," which is generally charac-

teristic of persons whose blood is attenuated by a

negro strain. After much careful study of the sub-

ject and long actual observation, the author comes

to the conclusion that there is no positive sign

whereby a very much diluted strain of negro blood

may be discovered. This is contrary to the preva-

lent idea that the offspring of even the most attenu-

ated mulatto and a pure white always has some
trait which reveals itself to the expert. The con-

clusions of this clinical observer are, however, in

exact keeping with the most advanced knowledge

on the subject of heredity as given to us by students

of Mendelism and Eugenics.

Thus Davenport, in his work, "Pleredity in Re-

lation to Eugenics," states that the pigmentation

of the skin of the child is never, or, at least, very

rarely darker than that of the darker parent. In

the same manner Karl Pearson, a number of years

ago, caused an investigation to be made into the

skin coloor of the mulattoes and sambos of the Brit-

ish West Indies. His investigations were published

under the auspices of the school of biometricians of

which Sir Francis Galton was the illustrious

founder, and they tended to discredit the supersti-

tion that there was always the danger of a "throw

back" to a pure black type whenever either parent

had the slightest trace of negro blood in his veins.

In fact, Pearson was unable to find a single well

authenticated instance of this kind, and, therefore,

came to the conclusion that when such a thing oc-

curred it was due to the fact that the child's

parentage had in reality not been that which was

commonly supposed. Every investigation goes to

show that skin coloration, and indeed all the negro

physical characteristics, will be eliminated by fre-

quent crossings with white stock, and give place in

time to those of the white race.

In this connection it is interesting to note that

the old laws and customs of the French West In-

dies anticipated the scientific conclusions of the lat-

ter day observers and students of heredity. Accord-

ing to Kitty Montrose, in the Nezv York Times,

June 3, 1910, there was an exact legal definition

of white and colored. No white could be held as a

slave and the exact proportion of negro blood was

defined which served to make the man fall into the

negro classification. The law was as follows

:

White and negro, mulatto, J4 black.

White and mulatto, quadroon, 34 black.

White and quadroon, octoroon, 34 black.

White and octoroon, c|uiiiteroon, 1/16 black.

White and quinterooii, griffada, 1/32 black.

White and griffada, mustafee, 1/64 black.

White and mustafee, mustee, 1/128 black.

\\'hite and mustee, sang d'or, 1/25G black.

White and sang d'or. white again, not a negro,

and could not be held as a slave.

We call attention to this remarkable coincidence

of legal conclusions in the West Indies a hundred

years ago, with those of the modern students of

heredity, because it is interesting to note the dif-

ference between popular belief on this subject in that

region and in the United States. Here the proba-

bility of a "throw back" has always been used as a

strong argument to deter mixed marriages of any

degree. There the improbability of such an occur-

rence was not only popularly but legally recognized.

Perhaps the explanation of such dififerent beliefs is

to be found in the great abhorrence with which

such unions have been regarded in this country.

It is entirely conceivable that the strong inborn re-

pugnance of the Anglo-Saxon and Teutonic settlers

of this country to the race as contrasted to the easier

way of looking at the subject, maintained by the

Latin races of the West Indies, would suffice to

make the former prejudiced observers. Another

explanation may be that the Puritan hypocrisy of

our own people has made them refuse to admit an

illegal and or more or less disgraceful parentage for

the child which was darker than it should by rights

have been. At any rate the whole subject is inter-

esting to the student of human nataure in its moral

and social attributes as well as to the student of

heredity and eugenics.

"DIATHESIS" IN GERMAN MEDICINE.

The lukewarm attitude, often carried to open hos-

tility, of the German medical savants of a genera-

tion ago towards the diathetic interpretation of the

phenomena of disease by French and English prac-

titioners is probably not fully realized to-day. With

the advent of the germ theory the diathesis idea was

temporarily side-tracked, so that the present gener-

ation has grown up largely in ignorance of the old

controversies. It knows that there are certain pre-

dispositions which make tissues a superior culture

medium for germs of various kinds. It also knows

that certain anomalies of metabolisms are regarded
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as actual diseases and not simply as conditions

which invite disease. Hence the conceptions of

diathesis has become in part superseded through

the natural march of scientific discoveries.

It therefore appears most singular that while

other countries, including France and Great

Britain, have been writing less and less of diathesis,

Germany should be the one to rehabilitate the idea.

The pathologists of Germany and Austria never de-

nied the existence of a predisposition to consti-

tutional diseases, but when it came to giving

all the ear marks of several diatheses, as well as the

method of their operation, such doctrine was placed

perilously near pseudo science—near phrenology,

for example.

At a recent session of the Aerztlicher Verein in

Niirnberg (Miienchener medidnische Wochen-

schrift, July 30) Kaspar traces the history of the

new diathetic teaching in Germany. It appears

that Comby, the French pediatrist, in 1900, postu-

lated the existence of a single infantile diathesis

which predisposed to the greater portion of chronic

infantile morbidity. A single diathesis is evidently

a great improvement over half a dozen with hair-

splitting, imaginary distinctions and the connection

of this diathesis with tender years made it possible

to trace its presence during the maturity and old

age of the subject. But out of Comby's one diathesis

the German pediatrists have made at least two, viz.,

the spasmophilic and exudative, which, however,

may readily coexist in one individual. The exudative

diathesis of Czerny has made good in medicine, Kas-

par states. He has shown that with the most faith-

ful care certain children develop "milk crust" on the

scalp and face (the adjective "exudative" is based

on this phenomenon) and that a little later the same

children have their anginas and false croups, en-

larged tonsils and adenoids. These children are

not rendered secure by breast milk and go from one

ailment to another. They make up much of the

pedatrophy class. They bear badly measles and

vaccination. Scrofula is the exudative diathesis

plus the action of the tubercle bacillus. As to the

nature of this condition Czerny believes it due to de-

fective metabolism of fat. The way to proceed

against it is summed up in two words—proper diet.

These children do best by cutting out fat as far as

possible and making free use of carbohydrates.

The diet is almost vegetarian. Even milk and eggs

are forbidden. Upon this diet the improvement

is striking. The resistance to disease and general

appearance promptly improve. While the condi-

tion described is not new the treatment is radically

novel.

THE SYNDROME OF ACUTE DEHYDRA-
TION IN DIABETIC COMA.

A SPECIAL syndrome whose elements have been

separately recognized as part of the clinical picture

of diabetic coma, but whose causation is given a

new interpretation, is described by A. Chauffard

and H. Rendu {Revue de Medecine, June 10, 1912).

An acute dehydration of the organism is regarded

by these observers as largely responsible for the

production of this syndrome. The most striking of

its manifestations is the facies of the patient; the

cheeks are hollow, the eyes are sunken, and the lines

of the features are drawn. This appearance is sug-

gestive of the characteristic facies of cholera, but

differs from the latter in the presence of the rosy

or cyanotic coloration of the skin which is not

present in cholera except during the stage of con-

gestive reaction. There is also noted as part of the

dehydration syndrome of diabetic coma a typical

condition of the integument, which is flaccid, hypo-

tonic, and devoid of suppleness or elasticity, and

which by the appearance of covering the body too

loosely has received the name of "batrachian

skin." Another characteristic of this condition is

the arterial hypotension. In addition there is the

ocular hypotonia described in 1904 by Krause: the

eyeball appears withered as if half emptied of its

contents. Examination of the blood shows in-

creased viscosity, and urinary analysis reveals a

nitrogen retention.

In interpreting the mode of causation of this

syndrome the authors believe that the following

sequence occurs : The diabetic becomes first coma-

tose, and dehydration follows as a secondary mani-

festation. This results partly from the vomiting,

the diarrhea, and the polyuria. These are, how-
ever, only contingent factors. The fundamental

cause of dehydration is the striking symptom known
as Kussmaul's respiration. This form of breath-

ing, which is in reality a polypnea rather than a

dyspnea, is an habitual accompaniment of diabetic

coma. The patient breathes at the rate of twenty-

five to forty times per minute for a period of from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours preceding death.

The amplitude of the respirations is no less than

normal, and the pulmonary ventilation is conse-

quently more active than in the healthy subject.

This causes by way of the lungs an enormous in-

crease in the loss of water to the organism, so that

of all forms of coma, that occurring in diabetes is

the most dehydrating.

As a practical conclusion based upon their obser-

vations the authors suggest a new principle in the

treatment of diabetic coma. This treatment should

be directed against the dehydration and the in-

creased viscosity of the blood. Instead of the ad-

ministration of concentrated solutions of alkalies the

authors advocate the employment of isotonic solu-

tions titrated to the extent of fifteen to twenty

grams per liter. By means of an intravenous in-

fusion of one liter of such a solution one may
counteract the dehydration of the tissues. In this

manner both the mechanical and the chemical in-

dications in diabetic coma are successfully met.

THE ACUTE SHEDDING OF HAIR IN
CIRCULATORY DISORDERS.

The cause for rapid loss of hair of the scalp is to

a very large extent unknown. The phenomenon

is in most instances connected with a serious con-

dition of health, but as yet no one has been able

to point out with certitude what particular part

of the system is in fault. In diabetes hair is apt

to fall out and in cancer this is commonly the case.

Of course in a large number of cases of prema-

ture baldness, some local affection such as sebor-
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rhea is the cause, but where local agencies are

absent, the matter must be explained in some other
way. David Walsh discussed this question in the
Medical Press and Circular, July 24, 1912. He
holds that constipation e.xerts a powerful predis-

posing or exciting element in the shedding of hair.

But if so, the toxic theory does not cover the whole
ground ; and Walsh thinks that more power is attrib-

uted to the positive mischief caused by the blood
than it is entitled to. May not the damaged nutri-

tion of the hair follicle and the hair bulb result
from a lessened or interrupted local circulation ?

According to Walsh the viscous circle which is set

up in the acute alopecia is somewhat as follows:
The bowel toxins enter into the general circula-
tion, where they give rise to anemia and eventually
to the feeble circulation associated with chronic
constipation, probably arising ultimately from
weakening of the heart inuscle. The result is

shown in the peripheral circulation and naturally
enough in the hair follicles and bulbs, which repre-
sent some of the finest, if not the finest capillary
endings. The sudden stoppage of nutrition is

quickly registered in the dry and shrunken hair
bulb, which is ready to fall out from the follicle

with little or no provocation. Or if it be retained
for a time by reason of its mechanical interlocking
in the upper part of the hair follicle, the failure oi
nutrition is shown by the changes in the hair shaft
which becomes dry. brittle, and often split at the
ends.

The chain of events is probably as follows : The
bowel produces the toxin, which by reason of stag-
nation of the bowel contents, is absorbed into the
blood stream

; the heart muscle undergoes more or
less degeneration, following upon the secondary
anemia and direct and indirect toxic action; the
surface circulation suffers, and with it the vascular
supply to the hair follicles. The hairs shrivel and
die in consequence. It is a fact of common observa-
tion that many of the acute fevers are attended or
followed by a rapid and extensive loss of hair. In
this sequence of events, in Walsh's opinion, the
primary organ in fault is most probably the heart,
the muscle of which has been weakened by the high
temperature and by toxic fever products.

The United States Public Health Service.

In former issues we several times called .attention
to the so-called Personnel Bill designed to make the
salaries of the officers of. the Public Health and
Marme Hospital Service equal to those of the cor-
responding grades of the army and navy medical
services, and urged its passage by Congress. The
original Personnel Bill had passed the Senate and
with a favorable report from the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce was awaiting
action by the House. On August 13. 1912, the bill
was taken up by the House and amended hv sub-
stituting for the original a bill offered by Mr. Mann.
The amended bill passed the House and Senate on
that date and was approved by the President on
August 14. The bill as passed contained the essen-
tial features of the original with certain additions.
I he name of the service is changed from the Public
Health and Marine-Hospital Service to the Public
Health Service, a title at once shorter and more

usable. The salaries of the officers are made equal
to those of the medical corps of the Army and
Navy. Provision is made for the service to inves-
tigate the "diseases of man" and the conditions in-

fluencing their propagation and spread. This is to
include sanitation and sewage, as well as the pollu-
tion, both direct and indirect, of the navigable
streams and lakes of the United States. It is" also
provided that from time to time the Public Health
Service may issue publications containing informa-
tion for the use of the public. Congress has done
well to pass this legislation, not only as a matter of
justice to the officers of the Public Health Service
and recognition of the splendid work of the Service
in the past, but also as a necessary step toward in-
suring the continuance of this efficiency. Under
the admirable leadership of Surgeon-General Blue
it is not too little to e.xpect a great advance in the
value of its Public Health Service to the nation, in
preventing and controlling disease, especially epi-
demic disease, among human beings. When a De-
partment of Public Health is created, as it un-
doubtedly will be in the near future, there will be
little to do to make it effective beyond the trans-
fer of cerain bureaus from other departments to
the Public Health Service and the elevation of that
to the dignity of a department already in full work-
ing order.

Significance of Chvostek's Sign in Older
Children.

This sign, which consists in a sudden contracting
of the muscles supplied by the facial nerve as the
result of percussion over this nerve at a point mid-
way between the zygoma and the angle of the
mouth, has been regarded as pathognomonic of
tetany. On the other hand, many competent ob-
servers have noted that the facialis phenomenon is
frequently present in nervous children. Among
these observers may be mentioned Frankl-Hoch-
wart. Loos, Herbst. Sperk, and Hochsinger. A
further contribution to this subject is made by M.
H. Bass (American Journal of the Medical
Sciences, July, 1912K who examined with reference
to this sign, 495 children brought to the dispensary
for various conditions. He found that the sign was
positive in 3.2 per cent, of these cases. The sign
was present in i per cent, of the children under 3
years, and increased in frequency with the increas-
ing age of the child after this period, until the per-
centage of 19.6 was reached in children from 10 to
14 years of age. On the basis of the fact that in
America tetany is relatively an uncommon disease,
Bass concludes that the above figures furnish addi-
tional evidence that Chvostek's sign is not neces-
sarily indicative of tetany. At any rate, in an older
child It means as a rule a neuropathic constitution,
and is especially common in children showing vaso-
motor irritability, and in those suffering from
orthostatic albuminuria.

The Effect of Certain Experiments Upon the
Islands of Langerhans.

Although it is now generally believed that the
islands of Langerhans are in some way related to
the production of diabetes, this hvpothesis has not
yet been rigidly established by experimental dem-
onstration. There are numerous observers who at-
tribute to the islands other roles in the physiology
of the pancreas. According to the "balance theory''
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of Laguesse there is a regular transformation of

acini into islands and of islands into acini, depend-

ing upon the demands of carbohydrate metabolism.

Still another conception regards the islands as ex-

hausted alveoli, which are nevertheless capable of

resuming their normal appearance and function.

R. L. Cecil {Journal of Experimental Medicine,

July I, 1912) subjected these theories to further

analysis by means of inanition experiments, by
means of the exhaustion of the pancreas with se-

cretin, and by means of the production of phlorid-

zin and adrenalin diabetes. These experiments are

repetitions of those already performed by others,

with the improved feature that in the former the

islands have actually been counted and measured
and the averages obtained have been compared
with those obtained from controls. According to

Cecil's observations the pancreas of a dog subjected

to inanition does not show any active transforma-

tion of acini into islands, nor do they demonstrate
any notable increase in either the size or the num-
ber of the islands after overstimulation of the pan-

creas with secretin. Moreover, in phloridzin dia-

betes, as in adrenalin diabetes, the islands of Lan-
gerhans are not affected. As the result of these

findings, Cecil comes to the general conclusion that

the islands of Langerhans are not formed out of

exhausted or degenerated acini, but develop from
the ducts or acini with which they are often in

direct continuitv.

Smallpox Closes up City.—Carbon,dale, Pa.,

has an epidemic of smallpox which has made neces-

sary an order by the Board of Health closing all

churches, schools, and theaters, and prohibiting all

public gatherings. Up to August 22 twenty cases

had developed, and several were under suspicion.

The mayor has ordered compulsory vaccination

and has the assistance of the Assistant State Com-
missioner of Health in handling the situation.

Spain Accused of Concealing Plague.—That
there have been cases of bubonic plague in the

Canary Islands for some years, and that this fact

has been carefully concealed by the Spanish Govern-
ment is the charge made by Dr. Mario Lebredo,
Commissioner of Cuba, who was sent to Spain sev-

eral months ago for the purpose of studying plague
conditions there. Dr. Lebredo believes it possible

that the infection in both Cuba and Porto Rico re-

tently may have been carried from Teneriffe, Canary
Islands, the attitude of the Government having
made the examination and detention of Spanish
ships entering Cuba seem unnecessary. The Span-
ish Government's instructions are said to be to

fight the disease in every way known to science,

but to deny its existence.

Reception to 'Visiting Scientists.—The German
Medical Society of New York will hold a reception

on the evening of September 18 in honor of the

German and Austrian physicians who will come
to this covmtry to attend the International Congress
of Hygiene at Washington. It is expected that

several hundred physicians will attend the Congress
under the auspices of the Deutsches Zentralkomite
fitr aerztliche Studienreisen of Berlin.

Civil Service Examinations.—The New York
State Civil Service Commission announces ex-
aminations to be held on September 22 for the fol-

lowing positions : Physicians, homeopathic or reg-

ular, at a salary of $1,200; and dentist, resident in

State institutions, at a salary of $600 and main-
tenance. Further details and application blanks
may be obtained from the commission at Albany,
N. Y.

The United States Civil Service Commission will

hold an examination on September 1 1 to secure
eligibles from which to make certification to fill

vacancies in the position of physician in the differ-

ent services. Among' the vacancies to be filled are

nine in the Indian Service, paying from ,$1,000 to

$1,200 a year. Candidates must be citizens of the

United States and over twenty-one years of age.

Persons desiring to take the examination should
apply at once to the United States Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C.

Pure Drug Bill.—The Sherley bill, which was
passed by the House on August 19, amends the

pure food act by providing that drugs shall be con-

sidered as misbranded if the package or label shall

bear any statement, design, or device, regarding the

curative or therapeutic eiTect of such article, which
is false or fraudulent. This measure was prepared
on the recommendation of President Taft following

the decision of the Supreme Court in the Johnson
case, in which it was held that while the pure food
law as it then stood required all packages to bear
labels accurately setting forth the constituents of

drugs offered for sale, there was nothing that pro-

hibited the making of false statements as to the

curative power of such drugs.

Infant Deaths.—During the week ending Au-
gust 17 there were in New York City 35;5,' deaths of

infants under one year of age, 55 less than during

the corresponding week of last year. Among the

17,360 babies registered at the milk stations there

was only one death during the week.

New Ophthalmic Hospital.—Plans have been
prepared for the new building for the New York
Ophthalmic and Aural Institute, which is to be

erected at the southwest corner of Fifty-seventh

street and Tenth avenue. New York. The building,

which will be eight stories high, on a plot 45 by

75 feet, will be the largest hospital in the country

devoted exclusively to the treatment of diseases of

the eye and ear. The estimated cost is ,$200,000.

Health of the Canal Zone.—For the month of

July, 191 2, the total number of deaths from all

causes among employees of the Isthmian Canal

Commission was 28, making an annual average

death rate per thousand of 6.84, the lowest so far

recorded for the month. Sixteen deaths were due

to disease, giving a general average for disease of

3.9, the rate among white employees being 5.92 and

among the blacks 3.25. No cases of yellow fever,

smallpox, or plague originated on or were brought

to the Isthmus during the month.
Expansion at the University of Pennsylvania.

—Plans are in process of completion for increas-

ing opportunities for clinical work in the medical

department of the University of Pennsylvania.

These comprise the erection of a group of buildings

at a cost of more than a million dollars, with equip-

ment to cost not less than half a million. The pres-

ent nurses' training school building is to be re-

moved and the present hospital is to be replaced

by an entirely new one. A seven-story surgical

building will provide for an .r-ray department, sur-

gical wards, operating amphitheaters, laboratories,

etherizing rooms, and recovery wards. A medical

building of similar design and size will meet the
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needs in the field of internal medicine. In the mid-
dle of these structures there will be an administra-

tion building separated from the others by buildings

devutet! to hospital purposes.

Public Service Training School.—The New
York Uureau of Municipal Research desires to pro-

cure for its Training School for Public Service sev-

eral physicians who wish to enter ptiblic health work,
particularly one or two who would like to qualify

as experts in making sanitary and health administra-

tion surveys of cities in different parts of the coun-

try. Stipends of from ?90o to $3,000 will be paid

according to previous experience and prospective

immediate service of applicants. Field work will

consist of analysis of board of health budget esti-

mates, visits to milk stations, various forms of

inspection, such as of slaughter houses, nuisances,

milk shops, etc., statistical analysis, and tabulation,

etc.

Dr. Joseph H. White of the United States Pub-
lic Health Service has been asked to accept the posi-

tion of chairman of the Board of Health of Bos-

ton, Mass., for which Mayor Fitzgerald has been

for some time past seeking a desirable candidate.

It is reported that Dr. White will accept the offer

if his release from the Government service can be

arranged.

Dr. Albert O. Zwick of Cincinnati, Ohio, has

been nominated for Congress by the National Pro-

gressive party of Ohio, running against Congress-

man Longworth, ex-President Roosevelt's son-in-

law. Dr. Zwick's slogan is to be, "Wipe out the

Slums!" of which he has made use in his fight

against tuberculosis.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

Sarah Morris Ogden of Riverton, N. Y., the sum
of ? 10,000 is bequeathed to the Philadelphia Home
for Incurables and the sum of Si,000 to the Female
Association of Philadelphia for the Relief of the

Sick and Infirm Poor.

St. Luke's Hospital, New York, receives the sum
of $10,000 by the will of the late ]Mrs. Catherine E.

Daly, the bequest to be used to establish in memory
of Henry E. Daly, the testator's husband, two beds

for the benefit of "dramatic, minstrel, variety, and
circus performers, one bed for a man and one for

a woman."
By the will of the late Joseph Netter of Phila-

delphia the sum of $1,000 is bequeathed to the Jew-
ish Hospital in that city.

The Ninth International Otological Congress
was held in Boston August 12-16, tmder the presi-

dency of Dr. Clarence J. Blake of Boston. The
total registration was 410. of whom 25 were official

delegates from foreign countries. The Tenth Con-
gress will be held at Halle, Germany, in 191 5. The
officers elected were : President, Dr. Alfred Den-
ker of Halle ; Vice-President, Dr. Alexander B.

Randall of Philadelphia ; Secretary and Treasurer.

Dr. Henry O. Reik of Baltimore.

The Southern Medical Association will hold its

annual convention in Jacksonville. Fla., on Octo-

ber 12 to 14, 1912. under the presidency of Dr. J. M.
Jackson of Miami. Fla.

Caledonia County (Vt.) Medical Society.—At
the annual meeting held on August 14 the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year : Presi-

dent. Dr. A. J. Mackay. Peacham: Vice-President,

Dr. H. L. Pache, Danville: Secretary-Treasurer.

Dr. H. H. ^.Tiltimnr. St. Jnhnsbury.
New York and New England Association of

Railway Surgeons.—The twenty-second annual

session of the association will be held at the Hotel

.\stor, New York, on Wednesday, November 13,

1912. Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago will deliver

the address in surgery, and in addition a very in-

teresting program has been arranged. Railway sur-

geons, attorneys, and officials, and all members of

the medical profession are invited to attend. The
corresponding secretary of the association is Dr.

George Chaffee, 338 Forty-seventh street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Dexnis B. Ni.sbit of

Eatonton, Ga., a graduate of the Medical College of

Georgia, Augusta, in 1876. and a member of the

Georgia State and Putnam County Medical Socie-

ties, died at his home on August 15, agetl ^y years.

Dr. Edwin- G. Steinmetz died at Hokendauqua,
Pa., on August 13, at the age of sixty-eight years.

He was graduated from Long Island Hosjjital Med-
ical College in the class of 1867.

Dr. M.XNUEL J. Manext of New Orleans, La., a

graduate of the JNIedical Department of the Tulane

University of Louisiana, in 1900, died at his home,

on August 7, aged forty-one years.

©bttuary,

JAMES ED\^'ARD NEWCOMB, M.D.

New York.

Dr. Newcomb died at Lake Kushaqua, N. Y., on

Tuesday, August 27, from cardiac and renal arterio-

sclerosis. He was born in New London, Conn.,

August 27, 1857, was graduated in arts from Yale

College in 1880. and in medicine from the College

of Physicans and Surgeons, New York, in 1883.

After the usual term of service on the house staff

of Roosevelt Hospital he entered into general prac-

tice in this city ; but early began to specialize in

laryngology, in which branch of medicine his

studious habits, careful observation, and un-

usual abilities soon brought him distinction. He
was for many years secretary of the American
Laryngological Association and was its president at

the meeting in Atlantic City in ^lay of this year.

He was professor of laryngology at the Cornell

Medical School, and consulting laryngologist to the

Roosevelt Hospital. He was also a member of the

Medical Societies of the county and State of New
York, of the New York Academy of Medicine, of

the American Academy of Medicine, of the West
End ^Medical Society, of the Society of the Alumni
of Roosevelt Hospital, and of the Hospital Grad-
uates' Club.

Dr. Newcomb was in earlier years a frequent

contributor to periodical literature, and wrote
numerous articles on the nose and throat in the

"Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences" and
in the "Twentieth Century Practice of Medicine."

He was editor of the American edition of Griin-

wald's "Atlas of Diseases of the Mouth, Pharyn.x,

and Larynx," and was the author, in collaboration

with Burnett and Ingals, of a treatise on "Diseases

of the Nose and Throat.'' For over twenty years

he was a valued member of the editorial staff of the

Medical Record, contributing many editorial ar-

ticles and reviews on laryngological subjects.

A man of culture and soimd learning, an enter-

taining speaker, broadly charitable, tolerant of the

views of others though firm in his own beliefs, a

true and steadfast friend. Newcomb will long be
held in affectionate remembrance by all whose privi-

lege it was to know him.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

OUR TWO SCHOOLS OF TROPICAL MEDICINE ROYAL
SANITARY CONFERENXE AT YORK TUBERCULOSIS,
TUBERCULIN DISPENSARY SYSTEM, BATHING,
LUNACY, PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE ITEMS

OBITUARY.
London, August 9, 1912.

Last week Mr. A. Chamberlain made a powerful
appeal at the London Chamber of Commerce on be-

half of the London School of Tropical Aledicine

—

not merely on the ground of humanity, in saving

life and lessening suffering, but, he told the city

merchants, because we are becoming more and more
dependent on tropical and semi-tropical countries

and everything tending to make them more healthy,

tended to promote trade, lessen its expense, increase

the possibilities of development and so worked for

the prosperity, not only of the district concerned

but of the empire of which it formed part. He
specially appealed to public companies and their

shareholders, mentioned that some had already re-

sponded and about £19,000 had been given in re-

sponse to letters he had himself writcn in the last

three or four weeks. There was good hope that

still further saving of life would be secured in the

future—much as had so far been attained.

The Liverpool Tropical School is also in need

of funds for extension. Its workers hope to get a

building with fuller facilities for teaching as well

as a larger museum for entomology, helminthol-

ogy, and protozoology. A special tropical ward
in connection with the school, it is hoped, will be

built at the Royal Infirmary close by, which would
much e.xceed the present arrangements in conve-

nience. It is also proposed to establish a branch
laboratory in West Africa. Exhibits illustrating

the mode of transmission of tropical diseases were
sent at great cost to the Franco-British, Japanese,

British, and Dresden Exhibitions, and this mode
of educating all interested is intended to be con-

tinued if funds are forthcoming. The greatest

work of this school has, however, been sending out

expeditions to study tropical diseases in their home.
In this way skilled men study the diseases in their

usual environments and bring back material to

work up for further investigations under labora-

tory conditions. The school has sent out about

thirty such expeditions, and I need not tell you how
fruitful has been the harvest, especially in the dis-

coveries regarding yellow fever and sleeping sick-

ness.

The eugenists followed up their International

Congress, with an appeal for funds to put them
on a pecuniary basis so as "to ensure the progress

of the nation, if not to guard against an actual

retrograde movement." They afterwards put in an
appearance at the annual conference of the Royal
Sanitary Institution in York, where the differences

between the "better dead" and the "better not born"
schools were in dispute. The former held that in-

fant mortality, tuberculosis, alcoholism, and other

fatalities should be regarded as excellent means of

weeding out the worthless—extremists saying that

the lethal chamber would be the best way of get-

ting rid of the unfit. The other school conceded
the right to live in all cases, but not the right to be-

come parents. The talk of lethal chambers they
stigmatized as "rubbish." and some people outside

declare its advocates should begin at home and set

an example of self-sacrifice before proposing it

for others. The notion that medical men would
serve on a committee to decide who should be put

away was at once repudiated, and the audience re-

minded that the doctor's mission was to save life.

It might be added, also, to remove the causes of im-

perfection when known and possible and where un-

known to discover them.
A lady speaker on classes for mothers said text-

book preparation did not suffice and related tlie fol-

lowing talk of two women : "What do you think of

the board schools teaching the girls to manage
babies?" Reply: "How are they to teach a girl to

manage a thing as wriggles by holding a thing as

don't wriggle?"
In the light of the foregoing it is as well to call

to mind that the archbishop in his address had
confessed a willingness to annul marriages when
within a certain time insanity, epilepsy, etc., devel-

oped. But he admitted eugenists went too fast and
in reading some of their views he had a sort of

nightmare of a race physically fit, but mentally,

morally, and spiritually sterile.

Tuberculosis claimed more attention from the

congress. The tuberculin treatment was brought
forward by Drs. Eraser and Clark, who have charge
of the dispensary established by the municipality of

Porstmouth. They gave a clear and sufficient state-

ment of the treatment and the cases (433 in num-
ber) admitted in the last year. They are convinced
of the value of the treatment and consider that its

extensic)n under municipalities, as in this case, is the

most desirable plan. They would have waited for

further experience before addressing the profession,

but have received so many inquiries from others

proposing to follow that they thought best to make
a statement now. The dispensary they regard as

the center of the scheme which should embrace hos-

pital, sanatorium, open-air schools, house super-

vision, etc. In fact, the scheme should include all

methods of dealing with cases in all stages, the

dispensary admitting, diagnosing, and treating all

that seem likely to benefit by the tuberculin method
and passing others on to the institution which seems
more suitable.

A discussion on tuberculosis in animals in relation

to the public health was also held. Professor
Dewars, presiding, emphasized the duty of govern-
ment to do something to meet the risk from con-

suming the meat and milk of tuberculous animals.

For twenty years and more the health of live stock

had been committed to a government department
which simply looked on without moving a finger to

prevent while the disease was carrying off tens of

thousands. It was time our honest endeavor was
made to prevent the spread of the scourge.

The question of compensation was discussed.

The cooperation of the farmer could be secured if

he were met with some help, but one could not be

expected to sacrifice an animal when his neigh-

bors did not. Sir Shirley Murphy said the way to

induce farmers to take all precautions was to bring

it home to him that tuberculous milk or meat could

not fetch the price of healthy articles. He did not

favor insurance unless on a mutual basis, when
the farmer would have a fixed interest in preven-

tion. Dr. Surg.-Gen. Pryer said the Admiralty
required in their milk contracts that the cows be

tested by tuberculin annually and that inspection

by a veterinary surgeon be made every six months.

Mr. Collins moved a resolution calling on the
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government to appoint a conference of cattle own-
ers, public authorities, and insurance companies to

consider the eradication of the tuberculous milch

cow. The chairman thought such a conference

would not come to an agreement "until the crack of

doom," but the resolution was adopted.

Dr. R. H. yuine caused no little amusement by
a paper on the washing habits of the English in

which he maintained that the nation is not so clean

as supposed. This has set the wags of the general

press to work with articles on "the tub" and other

appliances for personal hygiene, and the loss of one
more national characteristic—a press discussion, in

fact, well adapted for the "silly season."

Dr. Mott contributed a paper to the effect that

the increase of lunacy of which so much has been
heard was more apparent than real. Since then Dr.

Forbes Winslow has published a protest against

that view and says rather that "we are rapidly ap-

proaching a mad world," for as civilization ad-

vances so lunacy increases. Fifty years ago we
had one lunatic in 575 of the population, now one
in 236. At this rate, Dr. Winslow says, that in

300 years there will be more insane than sane peo-

ple in the world.

This year's meeting of the British Pharmaceuti-

cal Conference has been held in Edinburgh, presi-

dent. Sir Edward Evans, who, in his address men-
tioned the extent to which drugs are cultivated in

the United States. He instanced a number and
advocated the same being extended here, perhaps

under a department of the Board of Agriculture

at Mitchaw, near London, and grow lavender, pep-

permint, and a few others, but only as a private

enterprise. The ne.xt year's meeting will be the

jubilee and is to be held in London. The remark-

able increase of the trade in cascara was referred

to—at one time a very small industry; now it was
said amounting to i.ooo tons a year. To yield

this amount some 100,000 trees were said to be de-

stroyed in the forests of northern California, Ore-
gon, and part of British Columbia. One might very

well predict a shortage, but that might not be a

calamity for the major part of it is certainly not

consumed on the prescriptions of the profession.

On Tuesday a statement was circulated on the

authority of the Local Government Board that a

boy of seven was admitted to the Liverpool Royal
Infirmary and operated on for appendicitis on July

27. A gland removed from the groin was found to

contain plague bacilli. The diagnosis was con-

firmed in the laboratory of the Local Government
Board. All precautions are being taken to prevent

the spread of the disease, and so far no other case

has occurred. The source of infection has not

been traced.

The daily press is assuming airs on the ground
that Dr. G. F. ATorrison, who has been selected by

the Chinese Government as its political adviser, is

a British journalist. Both words are correct. Brit-

ish as an Australian born—journalist as having
after an eventful career, settled down as special

correspondent in China. But we might as well

vaunt ourselves that he is a doctor, took his de-

gree at Edinburgh and for some time practised in

Paris. It was, however, as an explorer that he

made his chief reputation. It was he who walked
across the Australian continent from the north

coast to Victoria and followed that exploit by walk-

ing across China and Burma. The West Indies,

Spain. Morocco, and other places know him. At
the siege of the Pekin legations he was present

and when it was reported that they had fallen the

Times published the obituary of their able corre-

spondent, so perhaps he enjoyed the sensation of

reading his story, lor the legations had not fallen

and the doctor is still very much alive.

Dr. A. N. Stevens, M.O.H. for Yarmouth, issued

notices warning the people not to eat mussels from
the river, but says in his report one woman who
ate a quantity and had typhoid admitted that she

had read the notice on the wall of her own house.

Mr. Arthur Trehorn Norton, C.B., formerly sur-

geon to St. Mary's Hospital, died on August 4,

aged 71. He fulfilled his curriculum at St. Mary's

school and became member of the Royal College of

Surgeons in 1862, proceeding to the fellowship in

1867. He was then elected on the surgical staff of

his hospital, to which eventually he attained the full

surgeonry and the lectureship on surgery in the

school. He was also for a time examiner on the

subject in Durham University and served in the

Volunteer Medical Staiif Corps, obtaining the Dec-

oration and the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel. He
rendered service in France in the Franco-Prus-

sian War, for which he was awarded the Gold

Medal. He was Associate of the Order of St. John
of Jerusalem and was created C.B. in 1897. His

"Osteology for Students'' reached a second edition,

as did his "Affections of the Throat and Larynx."

He translated Bernard and Huette's "Operative and

Surgical Anatomy."

OUR PARIS LETTER.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

SOCIETY OF SURGERY TREATMENT OF HEMORRHAGES
BY MEANS OF DIRECT TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD

GENERAL ANESTHESIA INTRODUCED BY MEANS
OF INTRAMUSCULAR INJECTIONS OF ETHER

—

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE HOSPITALS INFLAM-
MATORY TUBERCULOSIS OF THE URINARY AP-

PARATUS—NECROLOGY, MARC SEE.

Paris, .August 15, 1912.

The treatment of hemorrhage by direct transfusion

of blood was the title of a paper read before the

Society of Surgery by Pierre Delbet, who reported

two observations as to the efticacy of this treat-

ment, one by Guillot and the other by Helly of

Havre. The first case was that of a woman 40
years of age who had severe hemorrhages result-

ing from a uterine fibroid. She was transfused

with blood from a vigorous and healthy man aged

35 years. Following this procedure the hemor-
rhages ceased. The second case was that of a

woman 32 years of age who suffered from cancer of

the stomach, which occasioned severe hematemesis
and melena. Transfusion was performed by means
of the anastomosis of the radial artery of a healthy

man with the saphenous vein of the patient, as the

result of which the hemorrhages ceased. Delbet

after having studied the literature of this subject

has arrived at the following conclusions : Transfu-
sion of blood is only rarely necessary in the treat-

ment of hemorrhages whose source can be found
and controlled ; but it is indicated above all in the

case of anemia secondary to repeated hemorrhages,
whether these are due to hemophilia or to visceral

lesions. It is of value not only as a means of re-

placing the blood lost but also as a powerful hemo-
static.

Tufiier recommends as a preliminary to the per-

formance of transfusion the determination of the

Wassermann reaction in the donor. The operation
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itself requires rigorous asepsis. The two subjects
should be placed on two beds in such manner that
the head of one individual is opposite the feet of
the other. The radial artery should be exposed for
a distance as long as possible, while the segment
of vein e.xposed need not be quite as long. For the
union of the vessels one should employ Elsberg's
cannula. The time during which the blood should
be allowed to flow is variable ; in general this time
should be from 20 to 30 minutes. The indications
of transfusion are mechanical hemorrhages, hemor-
rhages due to dyscrasia, and as a means of combat-
ing infections and neoplasms.

General anesthesia by means of intramuscular in-

jections of ether was the subject of a paper pre-
sented before the Society of Surgery by Broca.
This method has been proposed by Descar-Pentries
of Roubai.x. The latter employs a syringe holding
from 20 to 30 cubic centimeters and a needle about
7 centimeters long. With the sterile syringe and
needle the injection of ether is made quite slowly.
The patient begins to experience severe pain; then
he gradually falls into a light sleep; in fifteen to
twenty minutes anesthesia is established, and con-
tinues for fully one-half hour. For the production
of surgical narcosis it is necessary to inject as many
grams of ether as the patient weighs in kilograms.
The inventor of this method has never observed any
accidents resulting from it. Jean-Louis Faure has
reported the case of a woman aged thirty-five years
suffering from a cancer of the tonsils and velum
palati. Operation was performed under intramus-
cular ether anesthesia with the greatest satisfaction.

Peugniez of Amiens has employed this method
without any good results although he used 60 cubic
centimeters of ether. Walther has tried this

method but does not believe that it should be fur-
ther practised. The anesthesia requires a long
time to be established, the subsequent vomiting
is not avoided, and the initial pain accompanying
the injection is extremely severe. Quenu stated
that this method should be abandoned. The anes-
thesia is obtained after a long time, and it is

frequently necessary to resort to chloroform to

quiet the pain resulting from the injection.

Inflammatory tuberculosis of the urinary tract

was the subject of a discourse before the Medical So-
ciety of the Hospitals by Poncet. This observer be-
lieves that urinary tuberculosis is a frequent mani-
festation of this disease. To inflammatory tuber-
culosis he would attribute certain forms of ne-
phritis and certain cases of orthostatic albuminuria.
He believes that leucoplasia of the bladder and ure-
teral polyps are fundamentally of inflammatory tu-

berculous origin. Siredey stated that ureteral
polyps are more frequently caused by gonorrhea
than by tuberculosis. Dufour stated that there is

frequently a close relationship between tuberculosis
and renal lithiasis. Achard has also observed this

association in a case of tuberculous pyelonephrosis

:

the calculi had a center of uric acid surrounded by
concretions of phosphate of soda. Earth ventured
the opinion that Poncet was too speculative in his

ideas on this subject. It was difficult to admit that
a large number of diseases, such as diabetes, are
of tuberculous origin.

Marc See, member of the Academy of IMedicine
and of the Surgical Society, has just died. In spite

of his old age his death was sudden. By his teach-
ing and writings. See maintained an honorable
place in the group of men who toward the middle
of the last century sped the art of medicine along

the fertile path of scientific observation. Before
the time of h'arabeuf he was chief of the anatom-
ical division of the medical faculty of Paris ; at

that time he published the results of his studies on
the valves of the heart. In this work he explained
the function of the mitral and tricuspid valves and
the role of the columnar carnese in such a clear man-
ner that at the outset his ideas were adopted by all,

and remain to this day a classic. This labor alone

will serve to perpetuate the memory of Marc See.

Besides he had the honor of collaborating for a long

time in the publication of the fourth and fifth edi-

tion of the Descriptive Anatomy of Cruveilhier,

which was a classic for many generations of stu-

dents.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From our Regular Correspondent.)

THE GERMAN SURGICAL SOCIETY EPIDURAL INJEC-
TIONS IN SCOLIOTIC SCIATICA FREUNd's OPERA-
TION IN APEX TUBERCULOSIS SURGERY OF GAS-

TRIC ULCER X-RAY MEDICATION IN GASTRIC

SURGERY—COVERED GASTRIC ULCERS

—

ECK's FIS-

TULA IN CIRRHOSIS OF THE LIVER—DIAGNOSIS
AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PANCREATITIS

—

CONGRESS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE GASTRIC
RONTGENOGRAPHY THERAPEUTIC EXPERIENCES
WITH RADIUM AND THORIUM THORIUM IN

LEUCEMIA TOXIC ORIGIN OF PERNICIOUS
ANEMIA AND ITS ANTITOXIC TREATMENT—SUR-
GICAL TREATMENT OF CHRONIC PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS •— SALV-^iRSAN TREATMENT OF
SCARLATIN.\—RENAL FATIGUE.

Berlin, July 15, 1912.

Of the large German medical societies whose meet-
ings were nearly all held during the month of April

the following brief report may be of general inter-

est. At the Forty-first Congress of the German
Surgical Society, Heile of Wiesbaden read a paper
on the treatment of scoliotic sciatica by means of

epidural injections. In these cases the sciatica is

the result of irritation of the posterior roots by the

scoliotic condition of the spine. Through the inter-

vertebral foramina of the spine there were injected

w^ith greatest success loo c.c. of physiojogical salt

solution. W. Kausch of Berlin reported his results

in Freund's operation in apex tuberculosis. Of the

nine cases that have so far been operated upon, five

have been operated upon by the speaker. The oper-

ation is not dangerous. Only cases should be oper-

ated upon in which the disease does not extend
below the second rib. In two cases in which this

caution was not observed the result was unsatis-

factory ; in the other cases marked improvement
and cure followed and has been permanent three

and four years after the operation.

The surgical treatment of gastric ulcer occupied

a great share of attention. Riedel of Jena reported

i8 cases in which an ulcer of the lesser curvature

was resected and in which the patient remained
healthy for years afterward. Of greatest im-
portance in securing a good result is the avoidance
of injuring the edges of the wound by means of the

pressure of the clamps. Kocher of Bern reported

80 cases operated upon, in 70 of which gastroen-

terostomy was employed and in only 10 of which
resection was resorted to. Of 64 of the former
cases, 50 have remained healthy during the follow-

ing ten years. Since in the case of patients on
whom gastroenterostomy has been performed car-

cinoma is found less frequently than in the case of
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untreated ulcers, it must be accepted that gastro-

enterostomy prevents cancer probably through the

elimination of the stimulus of hyperacidity. The
discussion was taken up by twenty-two members.
The value of radiography as a means of defining

the indications in surgery of the stomach was the

title of a paper based upon 800 examinations by

Haudek of Vienna. Strict indications for opera-

tion are the demonstration of sacculation, hour-

glass formation, and gastrectasia. It is now pos-

sible to determine by means of the .r-rays the seat

of an ulcer. Schnitzle of Vienna discussed the sub-

ject of covered gastric ulcers, that is ulcers to whose
outer surface other organs are united by adhesions,

so that when the ulcers perforate peritonitis is pre-

vented. In the past two years he has operated upon
two cases in which the liver was adherent to the

site of the ulcer before perforation. Paul Rosen-
stein of Berlin reported a case of cirrhosis of the

liver in a woman sixty years old in whom he estab-

lished an Eck's fistula. Five months have elapsed

since the operation, during which period ascites has

been of slighter degree and of less frequent recur-

rence. This is the first instance of an operation of

this kind being performed in a human being.

The diagnosis and therapy of chronic pancreatitis

was the subject of a paper read by Gulecke of

Strassburg. Of eight cases he made a correct diag-

nosis in five. Most characteristic is the pain radiat-

ing from the left shoulder and independent of the

taking of food. Furthermore, of diagnostic im-

portance are the doubled-up attitude of the body
and the deep sensitiveness in the epigastrium. A
resistance in the region of the pancreas is found in

one-half of the cases. The urine voided after an
attack contains sugar. By the operation of short-

circuiting the pylorus the patients were improved
but not cured.

The service of the .r-rays in the recognition and
treatment of diseases of the stomach was the sub-

ject discussed in a most thorough manner at the

Congress of Internal Medicine, April 29, 19 12, by

Rieder of Munich. The subject of radium and
thorium also came in for extended discussion.

Falta, Kriser, and Zehner of Vienna reported the

results of. their therapeutic experience with

thorium-X, particularly in leucemia. Thorium-X
causes a rapid diminution in the volume of blood

in animals, in normal individuals, and in cases of

leucemia. In animals treated with thorium the

splenic pulp, the adenoid tissue, and the chromaffin

cells degenerate. In six cases of leucemia with a

leucocyte count of 150,000 to 1,000,000, five were
made normal by this method of treatment, and in

one case the number of leucocytes was greatly

diminished. At the same time the spleen and hyper-

trophied lymph nodes diminished in size, and many
of the latter disappeared entirely. P. Lazarus be-

lieves that the radioactive substances have no spe-

cific action. All other chemically active rays have
the same efifect. The speaker could not confirm the

rapid decomposition of uric acid under the influ-

ence of radium. He believed that the best effect

was obtained by the injection and not by the inhala-

tion of radium.
The origin of pernicious anemia was investigate'd

by Liidke of ^^'iirzburg, and Fejes of Buda-Pest.
They were able to isolate from the intestinal flora

hemolyzing substances that evoked pernicious

anemia in monkeys. By means of these poisons

the speakers were able to produce an antiserum that

was capable not only of preventing but also of cur-

in<T the disease. Frrinkel of Radenweiler discussed

the surgical treatment of chronic pulmonary tuber-

culosis. In selected cases the operation consisted

first in the resection of portions of the ribs pos-

teriorly adjacent to the spine, from the first to the

eighth ribs ; and then after an interval of time, the

resection of similar strips two to three centimeters

long from the aiUerior portions of the ribs next to

the sternum. In twelve cases the practically pain-

less operation was well borne, and good results

were obtained.

The treatment of scarlatina with salvarsan was
reported by F. Klemperer and Woita of Berlin. Of
49 cases of severe scarlet fever not treated with

salvarsan the mortality was 24.5 per cent. Thirty-

nine very severe and 21 mild cases were treated

with salvarsan. Of the severe cases there died only

S.^ per cent. The fatigue of renal function was
the subject of a paper by Schlayer of Tubingen.
In various forms of inflammation of the kidneys

pronounced symptoms of this fatigue develop un-

der the influence of certain disturbing agents.

These include the diuretics and sodium chloride.

The fatigue is observed most frequently in the case

of chronic parenchymatous nephritis as well as in

interstitial nephritis with a normal or diminished

quantity of urine. The investigations show that in

these cases the renal vessels are damaged. If

fatigue develops from the use of diuretics or com-
mon salt, every other disturbing factor is all the

more harmful.

OUR VIENNA LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

VALUE AND TECHNIQUE OF THE TEST BREAKF.^ST

—

ABDOMINAL ADHESIONS CAUSED BY PRESENCE OF
SILVER WIRE SUTURES—APPARATUS FOR SHORT-
EN I X('. OF LEG.

\']ENNA, .\ugust 15, 1912.

The value and techni(|ue of the test-breakfast was
the subject of a lecture recently delivered by Pro-

fessor Schlesinger. The majority of patients even

at the first attempt can introduce the stomach tube

themselves. In hyperacidity with an acidity exceed-

ing 60 the typical ratio of the free hydrochloric acid

to the total acidity is 3 to 4, or even closer. In the

case of normal acidity, with a total acidity of 40 to

60, the ratio is 2 to 3. In subacidity with a total

acidity less than 40 the ratio is I to 2 or even
wider. Subacidity with a close ratio signifies dilu-

tion (the dilution-secretion of Strauss or swal-

lowed saliva)
; hyperacidity with a particularly wide

ratio is suggestive of the presence of mucus (acid

catarrh). Upon repeated siphonge the following

pronounced change is observed : A rise in the figures

for free hydrochloric acid and total acidity ; a coin-

cident narrowing in the ratio between them ; anrl a

iliminution in the amount. This result suggests a

transient disturbance of motility (atony) as a fre-

quent complication of gastric diseases. Puzzling
cases of hyperacidity can be discovered (larval

hyperacidity), as well as cases of ulcer with an

initial subacidity. Low acidity figures found in

cases of alimentary hypersecretion are caused by
an accompanying atony, for with repeated

siphonage the genuine type of hypersecretion comes
to the foreground. This transformation resulting

from repetition of the test-breakfast does not occur

in well compensated pyloric stenosis. But it does

occur in the frequent combination of narrow pylorus

(duodenal type of stenosis) with muscular insuf-
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ficiency. In these cases are found an elevation and
closer appro.ximation of the figures. Later these

figures remain constant witii a coincident increase

in the gastric contents (over 150 cubic centimeters).

In acid catarrh the characteristic change is a lower-

ing in the free acidity with a constant or even a

diminishing total acidity.

Adhesions between the abdominal wall and in-

testine were discovered in a case reported by
von Frisch. For a long time the patient, a woman,
had suffered from intestinal disturbances until

finally symptoms of ileus presented themselves. At
laparotomy there were discovered adhesions extend-
ing from the posterior aspect of the linea alba to

the small intestine, and beneath these adhesions a

loop of gut was strangulated. After freeing these

adhesions von Frisch discovered on the posterior

aspect of the linea alba the projecting ends of a

few pieces of silver wire that had remained after

an operation for the closure of an umbilical hernia

several years previously. The suture had cut

through to the peritoneum and by irritation of

the intestine had resulted in the formation of ad-

hesions. This form of suture is apt to break if

continually bent as the result of the physiological

mobility of the organ or tissue into which the suture

has been introduced, as in the case of a pateller frac-

ture. If the tissue is not moveil the suture rarely

breaks.

An apparatus for pronounced shortening of the

leg has been devised by Oscar Semeleder. The
opportunity presented itself in the case of an

eighteen-year-old girl who in infancy had suffered

from tuberculous osteomyelitis of the feiuur. As
a result both epiphyses of the femur had been de-

stroyed, and the growth of the bone ceased. The
amount of shortening of the affected leg was 24
centimeters. Semeleder constructed an apparatus
with an artificial foot provided at the lower end.

By means of suitable leverage the patient was able

to utilize her atrophic muscles in locomotion, which
she had not been able to do with the former ap-

paratus. This exercise enabled the wasted foot to

develop. In. spite of a flail joint and genu varum
the apparatus was carried up to the knee, and by
means of a lateral position of the stepping surface

of the apparatus the previous disadvantages with

reference to the deformity of the knee were cor-

rected. The patient, who had previously been un-

able to walk without pain, was able now to walk for

hours without any difficulty.

Progrraa of iMp&iral ^rirnrp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

August 15, 1912.

1. Medicine and Humanity: The Physician as a Promoter of Civili-

zation. J. C. Berry.
2. Our Present Knowledge of the Physiology and Chemistry of

Gastric Digestion as .\pplied to Vomiting in Infancy. A. C.
Eastman.

3. Pneumonia Not a Rare Complication of Heat Prostration. W. D.
Rcid.

2. Vomiting in Infancy.—A. C. Eastman states that

Cannon has demonstrated that a certain normal tonus

of the muscles of the alimentary tract is necessary for the

normal peristaltic action. This tonus is stimulated by a

vagus reflex due to mastication and the sense of taste,

and when once stimulated is continued by the rhythmical

peristaltic action due to the pressure of food. Any
diminution of muscle tonus will delay peristaltic action in

the stomach and tend toward lessened motility. Chapin

has emphasized the point that atrophic infants as a rule

are fed too often and as a result fermenting food is left

in the stomach to contaminate succeeding feedings, and

gradually a dilated stomach results with further loss of

muscle tone. Vomiting in breast-fed infants is probably

due almost always to a high fat percentage, usually caused

by a lack of exercise and overfeeding on the part of the

mother. The remedy naturally lies in regulating, the

mother's daily life, and, if necessary, diluting the milk.

In bottle-fed babies the causes are more numerous. In

the first place a large number of persistent vomiting

cases are the result of too strong a formula at the time

of weaning. There are certain cases of marasmus and

atrophy in which the lack of muscle tonus is often fostered

by the continued use of too dilute a formula. Too high a

percentage of fat may also be a definite cause of persistent

vomiting.

3. Pneumonia as a Complication of Heat Prostration.

—W. D. Reid notes that among 160 cases of heat prostra-

tion pneumonia occurred in 10.7 per cent, and was the

cause of 20 per cent, of the 44 deaths. Though not more
frequent after heat stroke than after heat prostration, in

the former pneumonia was much more fatal. Of lobar

pneumonia there were seven cases with two deaths. Of
bronchopneumonia there were ten cases with seven deaths.

The greatest number of cases occurred between 20 and 30

years, but the severest mortality was in the sixth decade

of life. Alcohol and arteriosclerosis were fatal complica-

tions. Erysipelas and empyema necessitatis were sequelse

in two of the cases. It is pointed out by the author that

medical textbooks minimize or fail to mention the im-

portance of pneumonia as a complication of heat cases.

However, it occurs in 10 per cent, of these cases and it

causes 20 per cent, of the deaths. The pneumonia does

not diflfer from that due to other causes. The greatly de-

pressed condition of the heat cases and the sometimes

over-vigorous measures employed to reduce the body tem-

perature seem sufficient and probable causes.

New York Medical Journal.

August 17, 1912.

1. The Prevention of the Causes of Insanity. A .J. Givens.
2. The Newer Teachings of the Diseases of the Alimentary Canal.

M. I. Knapp.
3. The Commoner Contagious Diseases of Childhood. C. Herrman.
4. The Glycyltryptophan Test. G. A, Friedmann.
5. The Procnosis of Tuberculosis of the Larynx. S. von Ruck.
6. The Pathology of Chorea. F. A. Hulst.
7. Chorea. F. C. Eastman.
8. The Proteins. D. D. Van Slyke.

I. The Prevention of Insanity.—A. J. Givens alludes

to the tendency to e.xpend time, labor, and money more in

dealing with the results of mental diseases than in pre-

venting these diseases ; and to the wastefulness and danger

of pursuing such a policy. There is an apparent connec-

tion between increasing longevity and increasing insanity.

The marriage of the unfit should be prevented. There is

urgent need for the adoption of more practical measures

for the lessening of the production, sale, and consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages. There is a disproportion of

foreign to native born insane, and a necessity for the dis-

tribution of the foreign element outside of cities. There

are unappreciated opportunities ofTered by New York

State and New England for the health-preserving life

of the country.

3. Contagious Diseases of Childhood.—C. Herrman
emphasizes the following points : As practical sanitarians

physicians should know how contagious diseases are

ifsually spread, not how they may be occasionally spread.

These diseases are spread by persons and not by things.

In the vast majority of cases the infection is due to con-

tact either with a recognized or an unrecognized case or

a carrier. The spread of contagious disease througli the

air, through desquamating scales, and through healthy

third persons, not carriers, seldom occurs, and for prac-
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tical purposes may be neglected. The disinfection of

fomites, rooms, etc., is to a great extent unnecessary, espe-

cially since all infected individuals and carriers cannot

be controlled. The carrier represents the crux of the

problem. This difficulty will probably never be entirely

overcome. On account of the existence of carriers, isola-

tion, disinfection, improved medical school inspection, and

special hospitals alone cannot have a marked influence on

the reduction of morbidity. This reduction can be accom-

plished only by a method of temporary or permanent im-

munization against these diseases.

4. The Glycyltryptophan Test.—G. A. Friedmann re-

ports the results that he has obtained with this test in

nineteen cases in addition to the twenty-one previously

reported. Only once in the first series of cases was this

test positive in benign pyloric obstruction. This occurred

with an enormous amount of sarcinae in the contents of

the stomach on fasting. On the other hand, the test was
found frequently positive in gastric cancer. In this dis-

ease the test is of value, but cannot be considered patho-

gnomonic.

5. Prognosis of Tuberculosis of Larynx.—S. von
Ruck calls attention to the following points : Tuberculous

changes are present in the laryn.x of patients suffering

from pulmonary tuberculosis much more frequently than

is generally recognized. The disease in the larynx in its

early stages causes, as a rule, no definite or but slight sub-

jective symptoms. For this reason the physical examina-

tion of every tuberculous patient should include, as a mat-

ter of routine, as much the inspection of the larynx as an

examination of the chest. Slighter degrees of thickening

of the mucosa which many observers are willing to ac-

cept as catarrhal are not infrequently tuberculous in na-

ture, and may well suggest to the laryngologist who notes

them in the course of his routine practice the propriety

of a physical examination of the chest. The prognosis

of tuberculosis of the larynx in the earlier stages is no

worse, von Ruck maintains, than is that of the disease in

the lungs.

6. The Proteins.—D. D. Van Slyke states that these

are amphoteric electrolytes capable under proper condi-

tions of combining with either alkali or acid. They are

optically active. Many of the most striking physical prop-

erties of the proteins as a class bear no relation to their

chemical composition, but are due to the fact that these

substances are colloids. Similar to other colloids the pro-

teins form solutions of almost no osmotic pressure, and

have an unusual capacity to adsorb other substances in

solution and to be adsorbed themselves. Adsorption is

the term used to designate the concentration of a dis-

solved substance in the surface layer of the solvent. In

discussing the chemistry of protein assimilation the author

states that the explanation that the proteolytic products

are resynthetized into protein while passing the intes-

tinal wall must now be given up for the simpler one that

the products enter the blood directly and are taken

directly from it by the body cells. By the delicate and

quantitative nitrous acid reaction the author has succeeded

in demonstrating that amino acids are constantly circulat-

ing in the blood, although they are taken from it so rapidly

by the tissues that they do not accumulate in amounts

sufficient for isolation by present methods. It does not

appear that the liver removes or destroys the amino acids

before they reach the other tissues. During the height of

digestion the blood from the femoral artery shows almost

as much amino acid nitrogen (within one milligramme) as

blood directly from the mesenteric vein. The amino acids

entering the blood from the intestine circulate through the

entire body, and apparently are offered directly to all of

its cells for their individual necessities, to be either burned

as sources of energy, or synthetized to form new cell

protein.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

.l«g<ist 17, 1912.

1. A Broader View of Pityriasis Rosacea. G. H. Fox.
2. An Experimental Study of the Treatment of Cancer with the

Body Fluids. E. J. Ill and W. D. Minningham.
3. The State Institutions and Some of Their Problems Which

Medical Men May Help to Solve. A. L. Bowen.
4. The Bacterial Etiolo^ of .Acne Vulgaris. M. Haase.
5. Sarcoma of the Vagina. P. B. Bland.
6. The Pathology and Classitication of Chronic Joint Disease.

L. W. Ely.

7. Recent .Advances in Our Knowledge of Typhus. J. Goldberger
and J. F. Anderson.

8. Immunity and Specific Therapy in Experimental Cancer. I.

Levin.
9. Four Cases of Typhus Fever (Brill's Disease) in One Family;

With Successful Inoculation into Guinea Pigs and Monkey.
M. Nicoll, Jr., C. Krumwiede, J. S. Pratt, and J. G. M.
BuUowa.

10. The Preservation of Tissues and Its Applications in Surgery,
A. Carrel.

11. Prophylactic \'accination Against Epidemic Meningitis.
12. Erythromelalgia. G. A. Moleen.
13. Diet and Hygiene in Diseases of the Skin. L. D. Bulkley.
14. Intraminammary Injections of Oxygen in the Treatment of

Eclampsia. E. Williams.
15. Note on a Peptid-Splitting --\gent in Human Blood-Serum.

F. Smithies,
16. So-Called Precocious Menstruation Combined with Occurrence

of Milk in the Breasts of an Infant; A Case with Hereditary
Features. J. L. Vallely.

17. Intrahepatic Hemorrhage of Traumatic Origin; Operation; Re-
covery. G. Torrance.

IS. Suspended Heart Action in .Acute Dilatation; Cardiac Massage;
Recovery. I, Bram.

19. Hernia of Diverticulum of the Bladder. G. J. Bergener,
20. Another True Hermaphrodite, R. K. Smith.

2. Treatment of Cancer with Body Fluids.—E. J. Ill

and W. D. Mmningham report the results they have ob-

tained in the treatment of twentj'-seven cases of car-

cinoma and sarcom.a by means of inj'ections of ascitic fluid

froin a cancerous patient. The fluid used was the same

kind as that employed by Hodenpyl. The fluid was drawn
under the most careful aseptic conditions into sterilized

bottles which were kept in a refrigerator, and all injec-

tions were given by siphoning the fluid directly from the

container through a sterile rubber tube to the lower end

of which a needle was attached. No cures were obtained,

but the improvement in subjective symptoms was very

marked in most cases and the last reports of some pa-

tients were that this improvement still continued. In one

case where there was glycosuria this discontinued during

the time of injection, but reappeared on discontinuance.

Only one of the patients knew the character of his disease

while being treated.

4. Bacterial Etiology of Acne Vulgaris.—M. Haase
reviews at length the principal literature of the subject

.ind notes that a diversity of opinion exists at the present

lime as to the bacterial etiology of acne. That there is a

bacillus constantly present in all enlarged sebaceous fol-

licles after the age of puberty, which may remain harm-

less under normal conditions, is probably the present view

of dermatologists. The preponderance of opinion is in

favor of its pathogenicity in susceptible individuals.

Acnt. in all of its various clinical manifestations, is ap-

parently due to this bacillus which may appear under dif-

ferent forms in different conditions. The author has em-

ployed a stock vaccine of this bacillus in a number of

cases, and. while he cannot claim for it the brilliant re-

sults obtained by some observers, he has found it so bene-

ficial that he would be loath to treat a patient without its

assistance.

7. Recent Advances in the Knowledge of Typhus.—
J. Goldberger and J. F. Anderson conclude that satisfac-

tory evidence has not yet been adduced that the blood of

the monkey infected with typhus is virulent in the pre-

febrile stage. They also conclude that the blood of the

monkey may still be virulent twenty-four to thirty-two

hours after the return of the temperature to normal. Just

as a considerable number of leucocytes are entangled and

carried down by the red blood cells in centrifugating

blood, so, they believe, is the virus carried down by the

precipitated blood cells. Transmission by the louse ap-

parently explains why typhus has been a disease peculiarly

associated with misery and poverty, why it has been a
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vaHabnnd's disease, and a disease of jails and army camps.

It has been demonstrated that this disease instead of be-

ing the e.xotic plague that it lias almost universally been

considered, has actuall)- been endemic in this country for

many years.

8. Immunity and Specific Therapy in Experimental

Cancer.— I. Levin states that Wassermann's results ob-

tained by means of chemotherapy seem to be the most

successful of all those reported. The presence of immu-
nity in the tumor animals makes it quite certain that ulti-

mately a specific method of treatment in experimental

cancer will be found. But it is impossible to predict

whether the methods of chemotherapy, serotherapy, or

ferment therapy will be the most fruitful of results.

Chemotherapy is not the ideal method of treatment, but

seems the most promising at present. It is difficult to pre-

dict the chemical nature of the most successful drug of

the future, though one does not need to search for a sub-

stance absolutely fatal to the life of the tumor cells. The

end may be achieved when a substance is found that will

possess the power of arresting the active proliferation of

the tumor cells.

10. Preservation of Tissues and Its Application in

Surgery.—By A. Carrel. (See M edic.xl Record, June 29,

igiJ. page 1245.)

11. Prophylactic Vaccination Against Epidemic Men-
ingitis.—.\. Sophian and J. Black state that it is prob-

able that the immunity produced by meningitis vaccina-

tion lasts for a long time, at least for a year. Vaccination

is followed by an immediate febrile reaction, febrile leu-

cocytosis. and an increase in immune body content, as de-

termined by agglutination and complement fixation tests.

Complement fixation tests will probably give the most sat-

isfactory results, the agglutination and opsonin tests with

the meningococcus, as with other Gram-negative cocci,

giving frequently very irregular results. .Ml evidence,

especially the experimental, points to the efficacy of the

injection of dead meningococci for prophylactic vaccina-

tion, as a measure which would confer considerable im-

munity in most cases, probably partial in all. against the

infection of epidemic meningitis. It is very likely that

only a moderate degree of immunity will give very con-

siderable or complete protection against epidemic menin-

gitis, which is caused by an organism of low virulence,

infecting only a very small percentage of those who are

exposed and who harbor the organism temporarily in their

noses and throats. It is likely that if the disease subse-

quently develops in those vaccinated, it will be considerably

modified and will run a much milder course with much
better outlook for recovery, as is seen in those who de-

velop smallpo.x after vaccination.

12. Erythromelalgia.—G. A. Moleen states that this

disease is seen in association with diseases of the spinal

cord and peripheral nerves, but is occasionally seen in a

pure form. It is often difficult to differentiate it from

the neurotic edemas which it somewhat resembles. The
pain in some cases would appear to be the result of dis-

turbance in the peripheral nerves, the posterior roots or.

possibly, the lateral columns of the cord, while in other

cases the burning and aching might be due to mechanical

irritation of the peripheral nerve-endings primarily. In

the treatment, rest in bed has been in most severe cases

already made necessary by the pain aggravated by the up-

right position. In view of the vasomotor theory in the

production of vasoconstrictor paralysis, the apparent in-

fluence of suprarenal substance in the author's case would

seem to justify its use in plain or uncomplicated cases.

Constitutional treatment is usually indicated to overcome

the results of inactivity and confinement. A rubber ban-

dage may at times render it possible for the patient to

be on his feet with less discomfort and thus contribute

to the betterment of his general condition.

The Lancet.

Aui/iisl 10, 1912.

1. Some Points in the Decline of the Birth Rate and Death Rate.
Sir S. F. ^Iurphy.

2. The Diagnostic and Prognostic Value of Leucocyte Counts in
Cirrhosis of the Liver. L. Rogers.

3. Surgical Tuberculosis: Its Needs and Treatment. H. J. Gauvain.
4. Mercurial Administration: Some Uncommon Methods in the

Treatment of Syphilis. D. Freshwater.
5. The Vascular Symptoms in "Cervical" Rib. T. W. Todd.
6. A Case of Multiple Gumniata with an Unusual Deformity of the

Liver. J. T. Jervis and A. L. Dykes.
7. Congenital .\bsence of the Gall-bladder, Associated with Im-

perfect Development of the Pancreas, and Imperforate Anus.
H. Blakeway.

8. Industrial Employment of Married Women: Its Influence on the
Kirth Rate and the Sex Ratio at Birth. H. R. Jones.

9. Observations on tlie Neuron. H. Campbell.

1. The Decline in the Birth Rate and Death Rate.

—

Sir Shirley P. .Murphy believes that much of the well-

known decline of the death rate, not only in England, but

also in Europe generally, which has occurred during the

past fifty years, is a natural phenomenon which has ap-

peared independently of the designs of man. The author

does not deny that much of the improvement of the con-

ditions of life, tending, as it does, to increase resistance to

disease, is due to human agency, but he desires to show

that, making full allowance for what man has done, nature

has largely determined the decline of the death rate.

Passing to a consideration of the birth rate and its par-

allelism to the death rate, both in London and elsewhere,

the author compares definitely the behavior of the rates in

three groups of districts, the grouping being based on the

social condition of the parents. The surprising conclusion

is reached that the decline in both birth rate and death

rate has been least in the most favored classes. The
author suggests that the rates of birth and death are so

intimately connected that they are probably interdepend-

ent ; and further, that inasmuch as fertility is inherited in

man. and susceptibility to some diseases is possibly inher-

ited, morbidity also may be inherited in a much wider

sense than is now held to be the case. The evidence appar-

ently indicates that the decline in the birth rate has not

been voluntarily brought about. The author questions

whether any artificial measures could possibly have such

widespread and synchronous results as the decline in the

birth and death rates.

2. Leucocyte Counts in Cirrhosis of the Liver.—

L

Rogers states that leucocytosis is common in ordinary cir-

ihosis of the liver, a high degree of immediate very bad

prognostic significance. On the other hand, a marked

leucopenia is diagnostic of the disease being secondary to

kala-azar. The latter conclusions appear to be of some

practical value, as now that operative measures are fre-

i|uently undertaken in the treatment of cirrhosis of the

liver, it is obviously a matter of great importance, if by

means of a blood count it should be possible to exclude

cases which are likely to prove fatal at an early date, and

to confine the surgical procedures to those in which there

is a fair chance of permanent lienefit resulting.

4. Mercurial Administration.—D. Freshwater con-

cludes that either the intramuscular injection or the in-

unction treatment is by far the most satisfactory way of

treating syphilis and least liable to be followed by re-

lapses. For the ordinary routine treatment of syphilis

intramuscular injection is preferable; it is more conve-

nient and cleanly, and does not take much time during the

day, but in nervous lesions following on late syphilis

—

e.g.

tabes—the inunction treatment is as a rule more satis-

factory, the results being sometimes marvelous. Treat-

ment by the mouth should be carried out only when h is

not possible to give injections or inunction; it is certainly

often useful to give mercury by the mouth between the

routine courses of injection. The intravenous method is

better left alone except in very severe cases where other

means have failed, and in acute lesions of the ophthalmic

apparatus where there is danger of loss of sight. Treat-
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ment by means of the "mask'' is the most satisfactory

method of introducing the mercury by respiration; it is

certainly very suitable as an alternative method to the

oral administration, being cleanly, simple to carry out. and

effective. The same applies to the "mercurial bib," but

somewhat better results are obtained with the mask; the

bib is very suitable for children. Suppositories offer a

good alternative method and may be continued off and on

for a long time ; they are par excellence the simplest

method of giving mercury secretly when it is necessary.

I'uuiigation is e.xcellent for chronic lesions. The applica-

tion of a mercurial plaster will often cause a chronic

lesion to heal. Baths are somewhat dangerous and unre-

liable, but may be employed where a syphilitic lesion is

complicated with a par.'isitic one.

5. Vascular Symptoms of Cervical Rib.—T. W. Todd
states that in the condition known as cervical rib, any

explanation of the vascular phenomena may be found in-

adequate if it depends only on direct mechanical pressure

on the subclavian artery. Clinical and anatomical evi-

dence suggests that the vascular symptoms may be trophic

in character and caused by a lesion of the sympathetic

libers in the lower part of the brachial ple.xus. Certain

anatomical facts indicate that damage may occur to the

sympathetic fibers to the arm in the situation where a

lesion of the spinal fibers is likely to occur in cases of

cervical rib. The anatomical disposition of the parts

around the subclavian artery as it passes from thorax to

axilla indicates that this cannot be the site of injury to

the vessel or to sympathetic nerves surrounding it.

8. Industrial Employment of Married Women, the

Birth Rate, and the Sex Ratio at Birth.— H. R. Jones

has found that the employment of married women in in-

dustrial occupations tends to diminish the birth rate.

Such employment fends to the birth of a larger propor-

tion of girl infants. Low birth rates tend to the birth of

a larger proportion of- girl infants. The rate of infantile

mortality is higher as the proportion of employed mar-

ried women rises. The question naturally follows whether

the higher mortality is due to the quality of the offspring

or to the environment during the year of infancy or to

both factors. To answer this requires a more detailed

analysis of the causes of death in infancy than is included

in the Decennial Report of the Registrar-General, but it

is pointed out that the mortality from puerperal fever and

childbirth is higher in the textile than in the non-textile

<listricts or in the colliery districts, being 6.74 against 5.12,

respectively, and therefore the quality of the offspring is

likely to have suffered. Lastly, the author calls attention

to the relative influence which the birth rate and the rate

of infantile mortality exert on the number of survivors.

With a low birth rate and a low rate of infantile mor-

tality the number of survivors out of 1000 infants born

is greater than if a high birth rate and a high rate of

infantile mortality prevails. But if the survivors out of

the number of births per 10,000 inhabitants be calculated,

it is found that the number of survivors is greater with a

high birth rate and a high rate of infantile mortalrty than

with a low birth rate and a low rate of infantile mortalfty.

British Medical Journal.
August 10, 1912.

Section of Dermatology.
1. Introductory Remarks by the President. Physics and Ftiochem-

chemjstry in Relation to Dermatology. W. G. Smith.
2. Discussion on Acne and Seborrhea, Their Causation and Treat-

ment. Introduced by A. Whitfield.
3. On Sporotrichosis. L. de r.eurmann.
-4. The Treatment of Nevi, Based on More than Two Thousand

Cases. T. L. Bunch.
5. Types of Dermatitis Seborrheica. G. G. S. Stopford-Taylor.
6. A Rational Method of Treating Syphilis. J. E. R. McDonagh.
7. The Vacuum Electrode in Ncurodermitis. J. Goodwin Tomldn-

son.
8. Papilliform Lesions (Lymphangiomata) of the Scrotum, asso-

ciated with Multiple Petechial Spots on the Trunk and I.imbs.

F. C. Madden.
9. Chronic and Recurrent Maladies of the Skin in Relation to

Heart Disease. D. Walsh.

10. Systematic .Study of Morbid Conditions of the Nails. G. N.
Meachen.

11. Sebaceous Carcinoma and Its Relation to Rodent Ulcer. L.
Savatard.

12. Fibro-Sarcoma on Lupus Scar Tissue. L. Savatard.
13. Xanthoma Multiplex. W. C. Oram.

I. Acne and Seborrhea.—A. Whitfield outlines the

following treatment of the seborrhea ; Attention to the

digestion and general hygiene and a diet low in those sub-

stances which have an action in increasing secretion. The

use of the .r-rays as causing temporary suspension of

sebaceous activity. The use of caustics such as sulphur

(probably acting as sulphuric acid), acids (acetic and

hydrochloric), strong alkalis, and soft soap. The treat-

ment of the comedo includes mechanical extrusion, the

jr-rays, and the use of microbacillus vaccines. The treat-

ment of the suppuration includes surgical procedures, an-

tiseptics as ointments or fomentations, and the use of

staphylococcus vaccines.

9. Chronic and Recurrent Diseases of the Skin in

Relation to Heart Disease.—D. Walsh notes that a large

number of chronic and recurrent skin eruptions are as-

sociated with disease of the heart. Unsuspected organic

heart trouble is comparatively common among patients

attending a skin hospital. Prognosis in skin disease's

largely depends on the state of the heart. Attention to

the circulation is imperatively demanded in a large num-

ber of skin affections. The success or failure of much of

skin therapeusis depends on the attention paid to the cir-

culation. The circulatory inadequacy which determines

the onset and duration of many chronic or recurrent skin

eruptions might likewise affect internal organs. What is

called "idiosyncrasy" might in many cases simply describe

a pathological reaction, natural or acquired, to moderate

traumatism. In this way the irregular incidence of trade

and of drug eruptions might in many cases be explained

—predisposition simply being another name for central

cardiac inadequacy and disturbed balance of capillary cir-

culation. In all cases of delayed healing or of chronic

skin disease the state of the circulation should be care-

fully investigated. When it is prop^osed to administer any

drug, such as mercury or arsenic, known to act as an

organic irritant, the possession of a normal or a fully

compensated central circulation should be regarded as a

sine gu(! non. The delayed healing of wounds and the

persistence of inflammatory conditions, e.xternal or inter-

nal, often afford a clinical test of cardiac inadequacy more

delicate than the shortness of breath, palpitation, and other

ordinary evidence described in the textbooks. The der-

matologist who wishes to do justice to himself and to his

patients. Walsh says, will have to keep a constant eye upon

the heart and its treatment in relation to diseases of the

skin.

10. Diseases of the Nails.—G. N. Meachen submits

the following conclusions with regard to nail diseases: It

is difficult to work up an enthusiasin for a comparatively

unimportant section of a special branch of medicine; nev-

ertheless, onychology as a sub-branch of dermatology is

worthy of the serious and earnest attention of thos'e in-

terested in the latter subject. In every case of skin dis-

ease presenting itself for treatment, either at hospital or

in private practice, the condition of the nails should be

briefly noted at the time of the examination. Were this

carried out systematically in every instance, not only

would abnormalities of a most interesting description be

frequently found, but also many signs of cutaneous and

systemic disease would be discovered. In the great ma-

jority of cases of nail disease it is possible to diagnose the

morbid condition from careful inspection alone. Two
general principles enunciated by the author—the "law of

symmetry" and the "law of diminishing intensity"—are

applicable in all cases of nail disease except those due to

injury or parasitic causes.
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Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

July 29 and August 5, 1912.

Etiology of Malignant Granuloma.—By this term O.

and K. Meyer refer to pseudoleucemia, so-called. Hodg-
kin's disease is also a convenient designation. The au-

thors have been making some very radical studies in the

etiology of the same. It was necessary to find typical cases

free from all suspicion of tuberculosis. A young woman
aged twenty had been ailing for four years with anemia

and enlarged cervical glands, and subsequent implication

of the glands of the axilla and groins. Death took place

from marasmus. There had not been at any time bacilli

in the sputum, although clinically there were thoracic

symptoms and fever. Autopsy revealed lymphoid tumors

in the lungs and the type of spleen found in Hodgkin's

disease. After the histological examination other lesions

were reported showing a very extensive infectious process.

The lesions were typical of the disease, and the most sensi-

tive tests failed to disclose the presence of tubercle bacilli.

A pulp was now made of some of the tumors and animals

of several species were inoculated. Structural alterations

followed, which while slight in character were similar

in part to those of malignant granuloma. The liver con-

tained nodules, while lymphnodes and spleen showed en-

largement. In some animals the results were negative

throughout. Tlie results were on the whole unsatisfactory

and the experiments were repeated with matter from a

second patient. In this series all the animals inoculated

gave positive results which were pronounced quite conclu-

sive. The fact remained, however, that two of the three

animals inoculated died of generalized tuberculosis, the

natural inference being that a small focus of the latter had

become activated by the artificial granulomatosis. The
same association has been encountered before. The Gram-
positive bacilli and granules believed to be characteristic of

malignant granuloma were obtained in pure cultures, but

these later appeared to represent a strain of tubercle

bacilli which had undergone some unknown modification.

Hence either the tubercle bacillus is the actual cause of ma-

lignant granuloma or some unknown, not yet isolated

microorganism accompanies it through its cultural life. In

any case a pure granulomatosis is able to set up miliary

tuberculosis which cannot be set down to mere accidental

coincidence.

Mutation and Adaptation in Microorganisms.—
Pringsheim discusses the possible changes from the ac-

climation of high temperatures, as suggested by Dallinger's

work with flagellates, the latter, used to i6° C. being

adapted through years of effort to 70° C. After this

adaptation they were killed by the original temperature.

.\ second type of adaptation is the toxic. Ehrlich found

this extremely difficult, his work being' done with trypano-

somes. It has been effected for a number of species of

microorganisms. Once secured it may be transmitted intact

through many generations. Naturally, this problem involves

the whole of acquired immunity. A third mode of adapta-

tion is to a diminished oxygen supply, this naturally involv-

ing tlie change from aerobes to anaerobes. Adaptation to

nutrient media is, of course, well known. The question now
arises, do adaptations produce other variations? But to

study variability it should be advantageous to isolate or-

ganisms who most exhibit departures from the standard.

This has been known by Barber, using a special refinement

of method, which would be very difficult for routine use.

The author believes that research along this line had better

be directed for the present to variations in nutrient media.

In regard to the practitioner whose interest lies in the

pathogenicity of a given germ and not in purely biologic

aspects, the author states that virulence variation is at

present a subject not adapted to purely scientific research.

We must first have more exact information about micro-

organisms in general.

Treatment of Bacterial Infections with Chemicals.—
Blumenthal alludes to the former belief that a chemo-

therapeutic remedy should be able to kill its bacteria in

vitro, although atoxyl, the supposed prototype of such

a remedy, had no action in vitro upon typanosomes. It

then became evident that the remedial efficacy of sorne

substances can be explained only through the fact that

somehow they mobilize defensive substances. This view

is further strengthened by the discovery that a given sub-

stance may have a chemotherapeutic action in one kind of

animal, yet be inert in another. If mercury were a newly

discovered substance and were being tested on animal dis-

ease, there could be nothing in the results to warrant a be-

lief that mercurials can cure human syphilis. Recent studies

have shown that atoxyl and salvarsan increase the amount

of agglutinins, and this indirect action reinforces any

direct action upon the microorganisms themselves, for it

is- of course beyond doubt tliat a direct action is exerted

upon them. This is apparent in contrast to the action of

mercurials in syphilis. Long after the remedy has been

mostly eliminated the chancre is still alive with spirochetes.

The remedial property of mercurials is indirect then, but

none the less specific and chemotherapeutic. It is now
known that all the efficacious preparations of mercury are

fixed in the liver, while inert combinations are not; hence

the drug acts somehow by grace of the liver. The rousing

of the defensive forces naturally touches upon opsonothe-

rapy, although the author is dealing here with specific

chemotherapy.

Intraarterial Therapy.—Bleichroder, Lob and Unger
discuss this subject from separate viewpoints. The first-

named caused collargol to be thrown into the femoral

artery in cases of puerperal sepsis in which the infection was

later found to have passed beyond the uterus. In but one

case was any favorable action noted, nor was any expected

save in the contingency that the infection was still limited

to the uterus. The author also considers the possibility of

throwing tetanus antitoxin into the carotid artery during

compression of the jugulars. This would saturate the

brain with the remedy and perhaps be superior to trephin-

ing and injecting. Unger discusses systematic animal ex-

perimentation with certain injections, as in arterial anes-

thesia. Lob gives the technique.

Oxaluria.—Rosenberg states that we are still ignorant

of the causation of this phenomenon, aside from the

exogenous type, and that is not entirely clear, for the

a'.kaline secretions of the intestine should render oxalic

acid insoluble. In endogenous oxaluria, the acid could be

formed from the glycocoll derived in turn from the gela-

tine of connective tissues, the nucleiniferous substances,

the carbohydrates, glycuronic acid, etc. A study of in-

dividual cases of oxaluria may throw light on the mecha-

nism of the single case. For example, a patient with

o.xalic acid calculus was subject to chronic diarrhea, due

evidently to enteritis, in which the reaction of the stools

was acid. This pointed to exogenous oxaluria, but the

patient ate hardly any vegetables. After a ten-day period

of unchecked diarrhea, a new attack of renal colic oc-

curred. Then with a period of alternating constipation

oxalic acid disappeared from the urine: not only in this

but in another patient as well the author has seen acid

diarrhea followed by oxaluria. But how explain this

phenomenon? The o.xaluria was endogenous, yet must

have come about from changes in the food in the alimen-

tary canal. No such etiology has ever been recognized

absolutely, although Minkowski once suggested such an

occurrence.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

August 1 aud g. 1912.

Medicines and Poisons.—Professor Traube first men-
tions the common assumption of the necessity of a chemi-
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cal reaction to explain the action of a remedy or a poison.

In recent years the development of the new physical chem-

istry has shown that purely physical laws also have to be

reckoned with in this connection. In certain cases the

latter are clearly sufficient for fixing the rationale. This is

true of certain remedies vifhich produce blood changes,

so that a law may be enunciated as follows : in the blood

and in other colloid systems the toxins which are causing

diseases are detoxicated when their colloid particles are

enlarged. These molecular changes may be ultramicro-

scopic, microscopic, or macroscopic. From this point of

view an antitoxin simply produces its effects by enlarging

the colloid particles. The larger the latter, the less

the toxicity. The physical theory serves to illuminate

already many puzzling features in pharmacodynamics.

It shows why in this field one and one do not necessarily

make two. Two half doses in succession are often stronger

than a single dose because the concentration enters into

the reaction. The optimum action of drugs is explained,

also that of agglutination and hemolysis. The reenforcing

effects upon one another of synergists (Biirgi) is also

illuminated, also the frequently noted fact that a certain

drug acts better when given in connection with another

which is not a true synergist.

Mutations of Bacteria.—Baerthlein reports further

upon this subject, upon which he has long been employed.

He has developed mutation strains of the prodigiosus by

growing on special media and propagating special colony

forms. The new strains showed special coloration, although

the stock culture was colorless. He also succeeded in pro-

ducing new colony types of the pyocyaneus, both moist

and dry, further showing color mutations. The golden

staphylococcus was grown white and in propagation re-

mained white. Conversely he produced the golden staphylo-

coccus from the white. He does not go so far as to assert

that he actually transforms the species, but simply pro-

duced mutations closely resembling them, although still

showing individuality in the colony. Apparently he had

little trouble in producing mutations of many germs. With
some mutations differences in virulence were also ob-

tained, but this field of work is evidently a matter for

the future, although much work has been done already

in this field, for example, in the hemolytic activity of dif-

ferent strains of streptococci. A solid foundation con-

cerning the various mutants produced must underlie a

study of the pathogenicity.

Epidemic of Jaundice.—Weissenberg describes an

epidemic in Southern Russia. Only a certain number of

these episodes are entitled to the name of Weil's disease;

the latter is severe and often fatal in character. In the

present epidemic there were forty-four victims. It began

in the summer and lasted for a year and a half, the victims

being urban residents. The affection was decidedly mild

and as a rule the patients were not laid up. In a certain

number there was considerable enlargement of the liver

and albuminuria. One fatality from acute yellow atrophy

occurring during the epidemic may have been a coincidence.

In the absence of autopsies or bacteriological examinations,

no data can be advanced to throw light on the intimate

nature of the disease, which was in part an ordinary acute

catarrhal jaundice of epidemic incidence.

Oxygen Poisoning.—Bornstein and Stroink refer to

the consequences of breathing compressed air and of em-

ploying oxygen inhalations as a prophylactic before com-

pression or before decompression. The English authori-

ties have taught that compressed oxygen is a strong

poison, able to kill animals amid convulsions. The con-

trary was claimed many years ago and has been confirmed

in part in recent years. The authors have had a chance

to study a mild case of true oxygen poisoning in one of

their own persons. Bornstein had inhaled o.xygen while

in two atmospheres of air up to forty-eight minutes with

impunity on many occasions. On a particular occasion he

began to inhale oxygen while working in compressed air

and at the fifty-first minute noticed contractions in the

right lower extremity. In the course of a minute the left

limb was similarly affected. Having determined the low

limit of oxygen toxicity the experiment was broken off.

Animal experiment also shows abundantly that respiration

of oxygen in a compressed atmosphere has toxic conse-

quences.

Spread of Typhoid.—Bruckner on a basis of his

personal studies of epidemics comes to the following con-

clusions : Koch's teaching that the subject who gives off

bacteria is solely responsible for spreading the disease has

received the most completee confirmation. In tracing the

spread of an epidemic we always see the characteristic

uncleanliness and filth which surrounds patients and car-

riers. This not only renders the immediate neighborhood

dangerous to others, but more remote neighborhoods

through contamination of food supplies. Contact infec-

tion plays a minor role. Destruction of the bacilli in the

feces and urine is the principal reliance; next comes the

inculcation of cleanliness and strict supervision of milk

and other food supplies. All carriers ought to be found,

controlled, and sterilized.

Adrenal Therapy in Addison's Disease.—Klein relates

the case of a powerful man who without apparent cause

developed typical Addison's disease within a few months.

The picture comprised loss of weight, pigmentation, a

general collapsed appearance, and great muscular weak-

ness. This was followed by marked gastroenteric dis-

turbance of a sort well calculated to end his life from

inanition. His weight had come down from 186 to 95

pounds. \one of the remedial measures used were of the

least avail. He was then placed upon fresh adrenal

glands from the sheep, taking them raw and minced. As
he developed repugnance to these a compressed extract

was substituted. The improvement was striking, all the

symptoms showing change for the better. The treatment

was suspended at times, but if for more than two weeks

always with detriment. He had recovered fifty pounds of

his weight, and his improvement otherwise was harmo-

nious, when suddenly and without apparent cause acute

gastritis set in, with prostration. There was no evidence

of a return of the disease. It was learned, however, that

he had suspended his adrenal treatment for over three

weeks. His stomach was now unable to retain anything.

Cerebral symptoms now set in and death took place from

coma. The lesson of this case is that we have not suf-

ficiently tested organotherapy in these cases. Others have

obtained equally favorable results, and the best evidence

of the efficacy is the aggravation of these cases when the

treatment is suspended.

Tertiary Specific Ulceration of the Pharynx Under-
going Malignant Transformation.—D. McKenzie re-

ports the case of a man, aged eighty-one years, whose

throat had been troubling him for three months. The
syphilitic element was still active; it had destroyed the

uvula and much of the soft palate, and had eroded the tis-

sues in the tonsillar regions. In the region of the left

tonsil a raised area, rather nodular in appearance and hard

to the feel, made the author ssupect the existence of ma-

lignancy. The nodule was therefore removed and examined

for malignancy, with a positive result. There was a

small, hard gland under the left angle of the jaw. The
W'assermann reaction was negative. The patient was

given iodide of potassium and had already benefited by it.

The occurrence of epithelioma in the midst of what seemed

to be an active tertiaiy ulceration was an interesting clin-

ical experience.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of

Medicine.
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SHOULD NUX-URGANIC HEART MUR-
MURS BE REPORTED?

To THE Editor of the Insurance Department:
Sir:— I have noted j'oiir articles in the Medical

Record with interest and have felt that they would
prove of considerable value. I must, however, take

exception to some of the statements concerning non-

organic murmurs in the issue of June 29, 1912.

\\ e agree that an e.xaminer should satisfy himself

as thoroughly as possible whether a murmur is or

is not organic, and the company must be given the

benefit of the doubt, but we do not agree that an
examiner, if convinced that the accidental sound
is not significant of a pathological lesion, should not

report it. An examiner should report his findings

just as they are and he can further express his

opinion on findings, but the Home Oftice Medical
Department is responsible for the estimation of the

effect the conditions found have with the rating of

the risk.

I am under the impression that the statements

made in this issue of June 29 will, in some respects,

produce an undesirable result, leading some exam-
iners to give the home office their opinion of their

findings and not record what they may hear. Please

let us have a statement from you as to the opinions

we have expressed above.

J. Allen Pattox, M.D.
AssisT.\NT Medical Dibdctor the Prudenti.\l Insur.wce Comp.\.nv.

Before discussing the question we desire to thank
Dr. Patton for bringing up this point. It gives us

an opportunity to supplement our views, as there

may be others who have the same feeling in regartl

to the statements in the article referred to by Dr.

Patton.

r^Iedical directors are generally too luisy to af-

ford the time so often exacted in clearing up those

statements by examiners which, while they appar-

ently convey no significance, must nevertheless be

further explained on the ground that anything

which is important enough to incorporate in the re-

port is of sufficient consequence to call for investi-

gation until all doubt is removed. In other words.

the reporting of some unimportant abnormality

or of some trivial or extraneous matter with

positively no underlying diseased condition and,

consequently, 110 bearing upon the insurability

of the risk, only serves to increase use-

lessly the work of the home office staff. A non-

organic murmur does not aftect the acceptance of

a risk any more than one of the well-knowm physi-

ological differences in auscultation and percussion

between the two sides of many healthy chests or

some anomaly of the radial artery. It is our belief

that while examiners are being taught to be rigidly

careful in their search for pathological conditions,

they should also be encouraged to refrain from
clouding up their reports by references to inconse-

quential matters.

In the case that an examiner does report a

non-organic murmur, after heeding the strict in-

junctions in the article referred to (it would be w(.'ll

for examiners reading these lines to consult the

article), the responsibilitv of the home office medi-
cal deparfrent ends when after more or less corre-

spondence it is found that the examiner holds to his

opinion, for, after all, he must be relied upon and
bis fiiulines nni=t be accented if he is wortliv of the

position he holds. A medical director would nat-

urally choose to have his own ear to the chest w lien

estimating the value of a risk, since he assumes the

final responsibility in accepting it, but this pro-

ceeding can be resorted to only in the extremely
small percentage of cases which come under his

personal observation.

We hold to the view that the medical depart-

ment of every company should maintain so high a

standard of efficiency among its examining force

that the opinions of its field examiners may be de-

pended upon. The medical profession have to ad-
mit that the membership includes men of all grades
of efficienc}- from excellent to poor. Knowing this,

the medical department should maintain a continu-

jus effort to weed out the incompetent and unrelia-

ble, by replacing them by some of the better equipped
men found in almost every community. The writer

can speak with authority on this subject and claims

without hesitation that an organization of this de-

gree of excellence can be built up, the company
which he represents having succeeded in this direc-

tion after years of hard and jiersistent work. There
is no reason to doubt that Dr. Patton's company
has undertaken this task with an equally satisfac-

tory return and that he may exercise the same readi-

ness to accept the reports of the examiners.

—

Editor.

The Medical Department Organization and
Method of Procedure.

—

II. A. Moppe says there

is a dual function to be exercised in the acceptance
of risks. The one, purely advi.sory, is controlled by
the medical director ; the other, executive in its na-

ture, belongs to the approving officer who jiasses

on the cases submitte<l. It is necessary that these

two officials work hand in hand, for only by the

freest exchange of opinions can the work be suc-

cessfully accomplished. Hoff thinks that there is

no valid reason why the doctrine of scientific man-
agement should not be as successfully applied in

the medical department of a life insurance com-
pany as the now classic example of the handling

of pig iron in the Bethlehem steel plant. Refer-

ing to death-loss records, the explanation is given

that this is a record of death losses by examiners,

giving all essential details and bringing together all

losses which have occurred among cases examined
by any one examiner.

According to Hoff. one of the most trying fea-

tures of the work in the Medical Department is the

frequency with which agents will employ unauthor-

ized examiners. Manv and varied are the explana-

tions advanced in support of such action, but it will

be found a paying proposition never to accept such

explanations without thorough investigation.

In conclusion it is stated that the scheme of or-

ganization outlined by Hoff is based on the follow-

ing considerations: i. That the ultimate object of

all activities in the medical department is the at-

tainment of a favorable mortality experience. 2.

That the means by which this can be secured is a

careful selection of risks and an effective control of

medical examiners. 3. That one of the principal

duties of the department is to so arrange the ma-
chinery as to serve adequately, promptly, and easily

the interests of the men in the field. 4. That this

desideratum can be best secured by bringing to-

gether under one responsible control all activities

relating to the consideration of risks.

—

Second

Afid-Year Meeting of the American Life Conven-

tion. February 28, 29; March i, 1912.
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An Index ok Uifferextial Diagnosis of .Main Symptov. s.

By Various Writers. Edited by }1erbeht 1'KE.\ch, Al.A.,

.M.D. (Oxon.), F.R.C.P. (Lond.;, .Assistant Pliysician

in Guy's Hospital. With si.xteen colored plates and over
two hundred illustrations in the text. Price $8.00. New
York : William V\ ood & Company, 1912.

This work is a new departure in medical literature and
is in a sense a corollary to the inde.x of treatment written

after the same general plan. The title "index" is not

absolutely accurate, for while it is true that the articles

are arranged in alphabetical order those on the more im-

portant symptoms are reallj' well aid carefully written

monographs in which differential diagnosis is dealt with.

There has long been felt a want for a work of this descrip-

tion, and in editing this volume Dr. French has fulfilled tlie

object at which he has aimed with remarkable painstaking

care and ability. This guiding principle has been to suppose
that a particular symptom attracts special notice in a given
case, and that the diagnosis has to be established by dif-

ferentiating between the various diseases to wdiich the

symptom may be due. As may be easily understood in

editing and compiling a work of this sort one of the

chief difficulties met has been as to where to draw the
line with respect to symiptoms themselves. However,
this difficulty has been solved in a satisfactory manner.
There are a few omissions in the book, that is, there are

a few subjects which would seem to have been worthy of

discussion at some length. Still it must be borne in mind
that if bacteriological and pathological tests had been in-

cluded the size of the book would have been increased to

such an extent as to have made it unwieldy. In its present
form the volume covers the entire range of medicine,
gynecology, ophthalmology, dermatology, and neurology,
and for an initial effort in the particular direction of dif-

ferential diagnosis must be esteemed wonderfully com-
plete. The general index itself is conimendably full, cover-
ing some 167 pages. Whilst the body of the book deals

with symptoms, the general index collects these under the
headings of the various diseases in which they occur.

Moreover, those minor symptoms and physical signs which
have not been thought of sufficient importance to merit
separate articles will be found in the general index. The
plates and illustrations are good and the list of contributors
should be a guarantee that the subject matter is treated
both from a medical and literary standpoint with knowl-
edge and ability. No medical book brought out in recent
years has been so well adapted to the use of the busy
general practitioner, and Dr. Frencli is to be congratulated
on the acumen he has displayed in adventuring into hitherto
untrodden fields.

The Edward Bok Books of Self-knowledge for Young
People and Parents. How Shall I Tell My Child?
by Mrs. Woodallen Chapman: When a Boy Becomes
A Man, by H. Bisseker; Instead of "Wild Oats," by
WiNFiELD Scott Hall. Price 23 cents each. New York.
Chicago, Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1912.

The vexed question of how and when to discuss the facts

of the sex life with the young is so ve.xed that it is often
pusillanimously evaded by the very people whose duty it is

to meet it frankly and with courage. These well turned
out and convenient little te.xt books on the subject, which
we are told are to be followed by others, meet most ad-
mirably the needs of all those, and they are many, who
crave wise words of guidance on the subject. The first

of the series, "How Shall I Tell My Child?" is written
for the parent, and would seem to answer the question
adequately for us all : the others are written to be placed
immediately in the hands of the youth (the second for
the boy, the third for the young man) and are, like the first,

little masterpieces of clean, straightforward frankness.

Primary Malignant Growths of the Lungs and Bron-
chi. A Pathological and Clinical Study. By I. .^dler,

A.M., M.D., Professor Emeritus at the New York Poly-
clinic. Consulting Physician to the German, Beth-Israel,
Har Moriah, and People's Hospitals, and Montefiore
Home and Hospital. Price, $4.00 net. New York : Long-
mans, Green & Company, 1912.

This little monograph on tumors of the lung is a grati-
fying evidence of the increased interest in pathology in

this country. The author, well known as a clinician of
ability and scientific training, has for years been interested
in tumors of the lung, bronchi, and mediastinum, and has
collected the results of his observations in a volume de-
voted to his teacher. Prof. Dr. Julius Arnold. The actual
text occupies 109 pages, being divided into introductory and
historical portions, a section on the influence of tubercu-

losis and other conditions on the production of malignant
tumors, chapters on morphology, and finally a clinical dis-

cussion of symptoms and surgical treatment. The patho-

logical portion is admirably illustrated with a series of

sixteen photogravures showing the gross and microscopical

appearances of the lung tumors. The remaining 215 pages

arc devoted to a tabular report of all tlie known cases of

primary malignant tumors of the lung. The volume is

unquestionably the most important treatise on this special

subject.

.Manuel d'Histologie Pathologique. Par V. Cor.nil. pro-

fesseur a la F'aculte de Medecine. membre de I'.Academie

de medecine, medecin de I'Hotel-Dieu, et L. Ranvier,
professeur au College de France, membre de ITnstitut,

membre de I'Academie de medecine, avec la collaboration

de .MM. A. Brault, membre de I'Academie de medecine,
medecin de I'hopital Lariboisicre, ancien chef des travaux
pratiques d'anatomie pathologique a la Faculte de mede-
cine, et M. Letulle, professeur a la Faculte de medecine,
membre de I'.Academie de medecine, medecin de I'hopital

Boucicault. Troisieme edition. Tome quatrieme. G.

Millian, Poumon.—L. Decloux et L. Ribadeau-Diimas,
Bouche, Pharynx, Osophage.—D. Critzman, Estomac.—

•

L. Decloux et L. Ribadeau-Dumas, Intestin, Colon, Rec-
tum.—A. Brault et Th. Legry, Foie.—Klippel et Lefas,

Pancreas.—A. Brault et A. Courcoux, Rien.—N. Halle,

Appareil Urinaire. Avec 438 gravures en noir et en
couloures dans le texte. Price, 45 francs. Paris : Li-

brairie Felix Alcan, 1912.

In the third edition of Cornil and Ranvier's manual of

pathology, the fourth volume of which is devoted to the

gastrointestinal tract, liver, pancreas, and genitourinary

region, a good many improvements and additions have
been made which render the work a valuable repository of

pathological anatomy, though the point of view is, as pos-

sibly it should be, predominantly that of the French school.

The quotations from German and English writers are

more noticeable for their infrequency than for any other

reason. Yet in this way the book retains a certain per-

sonal quality and novelty which is refreshing to those

who spend their time in reading the German pathological

works. The only possible criticism is of the inferior qual-

ity of many of the cuts, which by their crudeness and poor
printing do not reflect much credit on the present French
school of illustrators who have departed sadly from the

high standard set in the illustrations of the famous tomes
of the old French anatomists.

Die Prostatahypertrophie. Ihre Pathologic und Thera-
pie. Fiir Arzte und Studierende dargestellt von Dr. Med.
WiLHELM Karo. Berlin. Price 1.60 marks. Berlin: Os-
car Coblentz, 1912.

This is a pamphlet of fifty pages giving a good resume of

the pathology and therapy of prostatic hypertrophy. It is

well written but contains nothing original.

Massage and the Swedish Movements. Their application

to various diseases of the body. Lectures before the

Training Schools for Nurses. . . . By Kurre W. Os-
TROM, from the Royal University of Upsala, Sweden.
Seventh edition, revised and enlarged, \\ith one hun-
dred and fifteen illustrations. Price $1.00. Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1912.

This small book consists of a clear and conservative pres-

entation of the technique of massage and the results that

can be obtained by it and by well-regulated gymnastic exer-
cises. The author lays stress throughout on the necessity
of a physician's supervision over the work of the masseur.
The book should prove valuable to nurses, to masseurs, and
to physicians. Its usefulness is proved by the calls for a

seventh edition.

Manual of Surgery. By .\lexis Thomson, F.R.C.S. Ed.,

Professor of Surgerv L^niversity of Edinburgh: Sur-
geon Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and .Alexander Miles,
.Surgeon Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. Volume HI.
Operative Surgery, with 220 Illustrations. Price $.?.50.

Edinburgh, Glasgow and London, igi2.

This compact volume is the third of the excellent series
on surgery by two distinguished Edinburgh surgeons. The
Edinburgh medical school not long ago enjoyed a far-
famed reputation for the thoroughness of its teaching and
the^ series referred to and this work in particular well
maintain this high standard. In concise but adequate lan-

guage the writers describe operative surgical measures as
they are practised to-day, modified to some extent by the
cautious conservatism of Scotch and English surgeons.
The volume contains a large number of fine illustrations,

and from all points of view mav be strongly recommended
as a textbook for advanced students and as a reference
book of value for the surgeon and general practitioner.
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^^frtal Arttrlf.

A REPORT UPON THE HEALTH CONDITIONS IN
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF NEW YORK CITY."

BY THE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC HEALTH HOSPITALS,
AND BUDGET OF THE NEW YORK ACADE.MY OF

MEDICINE.

Objects of the Report.—This study of health conditions
in the pubUc schools has been carried on with the follow-
ing main objects in view

:

1. To summarize the present methods of safeguarding
the health of school children employed by the Department
of Health and the Department of Education.

2. To analyze these methods and their results from a
strictly medical point of view.

3. To enlist the interest and cooperation of the medical

afford them physical comfort—two indispensable conditions
of proper education.

Extent of Its Adoption.—Medical inspection in schools
was first made compulsory in Austria in 1873, ^nd was
subsequently adopted in Sweden, Argentina, Hungary,
Norway, Switzerland, Servia, France, Japan, Roumania,
Russia (1899) and Great Britain (1907). In Germany and
in the United States it is done locally and is not compul-
sory.^ According to the report of the Child Hygiene De-
partment of the Russell Sage Foundation of 1911, 1038
cities in the United States had medical school inspection.

Reasons for Its Wide Introduction.—The justification of
medical examination lies in the fact that large numbers of
school children are found to be suffering from physical
defects of one kind or another, and that these defects
hinder tlie progress of the child in its growth and in its

studies.

Physical Ex.».wination foh Non-Contagious Defects
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The administration of the school heahh work, as out-
lined, IS in this city, as in almost all of the larger American
cities, carried on by the Department of Health and the
Department of Education jointly, the work of one, how-
ever, not overlapping the work of the other.

I. TItc Bureau of Child Hygiene: Its Duties.—The work
which the Health Department does in this connection is

under the care of the Division of Child Hygiene, created in

August, 1908. Medical inspection and examination of
school children is only one of the multifarious duties of
the Division. At the present time the activities of the
Division in addition to medical inspection of school chil-

dren are

;

1. The control and supervision of midwives.
2. The reduction of infant mortality.

3. The supervision of foundhng babies boarded out in'

homes.
4. The inspection of institutions harboring dependent

children.

5. Inspection and sanitary supervision of day nurseries.

6. The enforcement of that part of the Child Labor Law
which relates to the issuing of employment certificates.

7. The vaccination of school children.

Orgaitication of the Division of Medical School Inspec-
tion.—The organization for the medical inspection of school
children is as follows : Director, i assistant director, 5
borough chiefs, 15 supervising inspectors, 76 school medi-
cal inspectors, i superintendent of nurses, and 172 nurses.

The duties of the director, the assistant director, the bor-
ough chiefs and tlie superintendent of nurses are not con-
fined to school work exclusively.

The Bureau of Municipal Research criticized the dual
system of supervision—one for physicians and one for
nurses, as carried on up to Jan. i, 1912.' Since Jan. i,

1912, the nurses and their supervisor have been under the
direction of the Supervisor of Inspectors, in whom all

responsibility is centered.

Statistics of the Work of the School Physicians.—For
purposes of school medical inspection, the Bureau of Child
Hygiene has divided the city into 76 districts, the size of
which is based on the number of cliildren in the schools.
One medical inspector is assigned to duty in each district.

Where the schools are smaller, more of them are found in

one district. In Manhattan. Bronx and Brooklyn the num-
ber of schools to every inspector averages from 4 to 5, in

Richmond the average is 10, and in Queens it is 13. The
average number of children to each inspector varies from
eight to nine thousand in Brooklyn and Queens and about
four thousand in Richmond.
Amount of Time and Work Required of Each Inspector.

—There is no definite daily amount of time or work re-

quired of the inspectors. On the average, however, they
work from 3 to 4 hours daily. They are not required to

make a definite number of examinations a day, but they
"average from 20 to 22 a day each. The frequency of
visits to one school depends on the number of schools as-

signed to each inspector, and how widely the schools are
separated from each other. The inspector spends two
days in each school in rotation.

this, as well as to the fact that the length of time allotted

to each child is a few ininutes at the most, the examinations
are not thorough.
Accuracy of Examinations.—How accurate the exami-

nations have been since the formation of the Child Hygiene
Division, August 26, igoS, we have no means of telling. In

1908 the Bureau of Municipal Research, in co-operation

with the Department of Health, conducted an inquiry into

the methods and results of the examinations. It was
found then that the inspectors differed widely in the num-
ber and kinds of defects found in the same children ex-

amined. Discrepancies as great as between 30 and 92 per

cent, and between 43 per cent, and 84 per cent, /occurred

in the same schools, while the variation in percentages
found defective in the whole of Manhattan was from 100

per cent, to 32 per cent, and from 100 per cent, to 18 per
cent, in Brooklyn."

Statistics of the Work of School Nurses.—The nurses'

districts are assigned similarly to the physicians' districts,

on the basis of school population, and its density. In Man-
hattan and the Bronx two is the average number of schools
assigned to a nurse, three in Brooklyn, seven in Queens and
five in Richmond. The average number of children to

each nurse is: In Manhattan, 410D; Bronx, 3978; Brook-
lyn. 3965 ; Queens, 3902 ; Richmond, 1878 ; New York City,

as a whole, 3968.
The nurses are on duty from 9 to 4 every day with an

hour off for lunch, their working day thus being six hours.
They make routine examinations, recommend children for

exclusion, notify the parents of the defects of their chil-

dren, instruct the children in personal hygiene, treat minor
skin diseases, and follow up cases in the homes.
Details of the Nurses' Work.— i. Exclusion of conta-

gious disease cases. Beginning Jan. I, igi2, the duty of ex-
clusion of children from school for major and all minor
contagions was assigned to the nurse, in accordance with
the plan suggested by the Bureau of Municipal Research
and tested successfully by the Department of Health, for

several months before adoption, in a number of schools.

In the morning the nurse examines all the children re-

ferred to her by teachers as suspicious. If she finds any
symptoms of a contagious disease she so informs the prin-

cipal, who excludes the child from the school. In cases
of sore throat she takes cultures and excludes the child

for a period till the report of the Laboratory is given. If

the culture is negative, the child is returned to school,

otherwise the case is turned over to the Division of Con-
tagious Diseases. In cases of measles, scarlet fever,

chickenpox, whooping cough, erysipelas, mumps, and tuber-
culosis the nurse, after excluding the child, notifies the

school medical inspector, who visits the case at home and
makes the diagnosis. From the accompanying table show-
ing the number of exclusions for five corresponding
months of last year, and this year, it is evident that nurses
exclude more unnecessary cases than physicians. Cases in

the Borough of Manhattan are given below, as the com-
plete records for 1911 are available for this borough only.

In cases of scarlet fever 63.8 per cent, of nurses' ex-
clusions were true cases, w^hile 66.6 per cent, were true in

KxcLL-sioNS From School on Account of Major Contagion.

.
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is probably as high as that of physicians, but that they are
much slower m their work. It is. however, impossible to
determine accurately the comparative rapidity of the work
of physicians and nurses from the data at the disposal of
the Division of Child Hygiene. The experiment is too
new to warrant any positive opinion on its expediency.
The charge made that the contagion bred in the schools
this year was due to the fact that nurses were making ex-
clusions cannot be proven nor does it seem at all probable.

2. Routine exaniinatioii of children.—Each classroom is,

on the average, examined once a month by the nurse. In-
dividual instruction in personal hygiene is given to chil-
dren, and, in cases of communicable eye and skin diseases,
notices to parents are sent out informing them of the con-
dition of the child, and asking to have him treated.

3. Treatment of communicable skin diseases.—If no
treatment is obtained, and the child's family is too poor to
employ a physician, the nurse treats such cases in the
school, following a procedure outlined by the Department
of Health. A copy of the instructions to nurses in this
respect is found in the appendix to this report. As to the
efficacy of this measure, the Monthly Bulletin of the De-
partment of Health for April i, igi2, says (p. 100): "In
this connection it is interesting to note, that the employ-
ment of nurses for the treatment in the schools of conta-
gious diseases of the eye and skin has resulted in a marked
decrease in the number of exclusions necessary. In 1903.
57,665 children were excluded on account of contagious
diseases of the eye and skin, while in 1911 it was neces-
sary to exclude 3361."
From the point of view of the scholastic standing of the

children and the diminution of truancy, this decrease in
exclusions is a distinct gain.

4. Non-contagious defects.—The non-contagious defects
are never treated in schools. Nurses are under positive
orders from the Department of Health not to give any
treatments in non-contagious diseases, except first aid in

emergencies. The nurse tells the children what is the
nature of their defects as diagnosed by the medical inspec-
tor, and advises them to see a physician. If this fails, she
sends for the parents and explains the situation to them,
or as the last resort, she visits the homes of the children
for the same purpose.

5. The follow-up work.— It is the nurse's duty to see
that all the defective cases receive treatment and that all

the excluded cases are under the care of phvsicians. This
follow-up part of the medical work in the schools is the
most important one. Unless the discovered defects are
remedied, medical examinations are an unnecessary ex-
pense to the community. Much more stress should be laid
on the follow-up work than is being done at the present
time, owing to the insufficiency of the staff of nurses to do
it thoroughly in each case. In view of the great preval-

•

ence of defects among the school children, the number of
children per nurse is at the present time much too high.
The Cost of Medical Inspcctinn of School Children.—

For the year 1911, the costs of the work are given by the
Department of Health as follows :

1. The cost of inspection for the detection of contagious
diseases amounted to $0.57 per 1000 children inspected.

2. The cost of each physical examination amounted, on
an average, to $o.OQ- and

3. The cost of the home visits of the nurses averaged as
high as $0.60 for each case.

St.itistics of the Tot.^l Cost op the School Medical Work Com-
paratively FOR 1911 AND 1912

1911 School Work
126 medical inspectors <3) $1,200 per annum $151 ,200
134 nurees @ $900 per annum 120,600

260 $271,800
1912 .School Work

76 medical inspectors ^$1,200 per annum $91,200
1 72 nurses (S\ $900 per annum 154, 800

248
6 additional inspectors, i.e., supervisors (S $1,200 per

* annum 7 _ 200
10 additional nurses, i.e., supervisors. (^ $900 per annum. 9^000
4 medical inspectors (for physical examination of chil-

dren* for employment certificates) & $1,200 per
annum I _ 800

$267,000

Cost of school work year 191 1, $271,800; 1912, $267,000;
difference, $4,800.

Advantages of the 1912 System Over That of 1911.— 1.

Economy. In 191 1 there was a force of 260 nurses and in-
spectors at a cost of $271,800. In 1912 the force was de-
creased to 248 (that is. the force of those actually work-
ing with the school children), the cost being $267,000.
That is. the actual gain in economy is $4,800,

2. Increased number of working hours.— It was thought
that there would be a marked increase in the number
of hours given to the work as the number of nurses was
increased and they were expected to W'ork seven hours a
day, while physicians work only four hours. They
actually do work 654 hours a day, and the inspectors work
3^ hours a day, so that the total gain by this substitution
proves to be 6g hours a day.
126 X 3%=472'/. hours given by medical inspectors last year.
134x654=90452 nurses " "

1377 ^
" Total

76x354^285 hours given by medical inspectors this year.
172x654^1161 nurses " "

1446

1377

69

Total

a day difference

3. Increase in physical e.vaminations.—Under the pres-
ent system, though the number of inspectors is only 76,

the number of inspections made during the first five months
of this year was 19,484 larger than it was during the cor-

responding period of last year with 126 inspectors. The
number of physical examinations that the inspectors were
able to make this year has been increased from 1169 to 2195
per inspector, which is almost 100% gain.

During 5 months (Jan. i-June l), 1911

—

i.e., in 100 days
— 126 inspectors made 147.313 inspections, or about 12 a
day.

During the same period in 1912, 76 inspectors made
166,797 inspections, or about 20 to 22 a day.

4. Increase in class inspections.—The number of in-

spections of children was 2,244,696 last year and 2,837,038
this year, making a gain of 581,342.

5. Increase in number of treatments for physical defects
received by children owing to stronger pressure uy
nurses.—The number of children receiving treatment for

physical defects was 74,864 in 191 1 and 82,158 in 1912,

making a gain of 7,294. The larger number is due to

the larger number of nurses.

6. Increase in total number of home visits by nurses.

—The number of home visits by nurses, which is the

most essential part of efficient school work, was, owing
to an increase in the staff of nurses, larger by 10,492

cases during the period from January I to June i of this

year than it was during the corresponding period of last

vear.
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crease in the number of examinations made under the

present system is not as large as was expected. This
is attributed to the many interruptions by nurses and
principals and to the fatigue of making examinations for

three hours at a stretch. This assertion has no basis

in statistical facts, which prove that the average number
i)f examinations oer inspector has almost doubled.

4. The follow-up work.—Although the total number of
home visits of nurses has increased, the number of visits

per nurse decreased, from 715 during the first five months
of last year to 6i-> during the same period of this year.

5. Considtations zcitli purcitts.— Ihe consultations with
parents in schools which the physicians were having and
the home visits which, up to January i. 191J, the physicians
were making have lieen discontinued because it was im-
possible to carry them on under the present system.

6. Emfloyiiient certificates.—Last year the children

wishing to apply for employment certificates were re-

ferred by the principal to the school physician for physical
e.xamination. Owing to the infrequency of the physician's

visits this plan has had to be abandoned and the children

referred to the borough office of the department, while
extra inspectors have had to be detailed to these offices

to perform this work.

7. Tuberculosis.—The detection of tuberculosis in school
children is a matter of vital importance. Last year the

insnectors during their morning and routine inspections
found many cases requiring immediate exclusion and
care. This year the nurses are overlooking these cases,

and in any event are unable to make a diagnosis. The re-

sults may be seen in this statement

:

.Xumber of cases of tuberculosis excluded from schools
in Manhattan, January i to June i, 191 1, i-p; the same
period. 1912. 17.

8. Clerical ivork.—In all the reports there are complaints
about the time taken for keeping records, and special

bitterness is shown against the copying of the health
record of the child, which is kept on file by the nurse in

the school and copied by her on the class card—an
absolutely unnecessary work. The class card goes with
the child to different schools and is always on file in the

nurse's office.

Cooperation of Parents.—The cooperation of parents in

the school medical work is very satisfactory on the whole,
although not as effective as it was during the first year.

.\t that time the parents believed treatment to be com-
pulsory. Now they are aware that they need not have
their children treated unless they wish to. This knowledge
detracts from good results. In many instances it was
found that while parents were willing to have their chil-

dren treated, they were unable to give the time necessary
for attendance at a dispensary for that purpose. .At a

written request of the parents a nurse accompanies the
child to a dispensary.

Cooperation of Physicians and Dispensaries.—Private
physicians and dis|fensaries lack cooperation and take
little interest in the work, which is detrimental to

efiiciency, as the Department of Health considers a case
closed when it receives notice from a physician that the
child is under his treatment. The Department does not
question the fact that a child is under medical care if

a statement to this effect signed by a physician is present-
ed. .All the children presenting certificates of treatment
are reexamined by the medical inspector, who notes on
the child's record and forwards to the Department of
Health a statement as to whether, in his opinion, such
treatment is adequate. There is no law by which the
Department of Health can enforce any further action.

The Department has information that some physicians
take advantage of this and carry on a trade in certificates

sold at 10 cents apiece. A certain druggist is said to be
using pads signed by a physician and selling them as

certificates for school purposes. He is said to advertise
these certificates at moving picture shows. Another phy-
sician in the Bronx had certificates printed and sold them
at 25 cents apiece.

Out-patient departments of hospitals, dispensaries and
clinics to cooperate very little in reporting the results of
treatments, although they have been asked many times to

do so and special blanks for reporting were distributed
among them. The need of free dental clinics is very
urgent, as there is a great lack of free dental facilities for
the poor.

Cooperation of Principals and Teachers.—In exclusion
cases the cooperation is perfect, the principals excluding
children whenever they are referred for such purposes by
either the inspector or the nurse.

In recommending children to the inspector or the nurse
for special examination, cooperation depends largely upon

the interest of the teacher or principal in the work. The
teachers have so many other duties to attend to that they

find little time to devote to inspection of children or to as-

sisting the nurse. They do, however, recommend cases for

special examination in instances where marked defects ex-

ist.

In helping in follow-up work and in application of cor-

rective measures advised by the inspector the efficiency

of cooperation reduces itself again to the personal equa-

tion with prmcipals and teachers. .All depends on the

interest of the individual teacher and principal. In the

four downtown schools which were visited the principals

showed great interest in the work, and there was perfect

cooperation with the work of the nurses.

Results Obtained by the Division of Child Hygiene.—
The department reports that during 191 1, according to their

records, 86 per cent, of the children found to be suffering

from defects other than bad teeth were placed under treat-

ment. The following is the record of treatment: '(58

per cent, of the cases were reported as under treatment by
private physicians.)

Kind of

Cases Treated
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Mrs. S. S. Wise visited a number of schools for the

Public Education Association and found that in most of

them the ventilating systems were out of order, and in

some of the rooms the temperature was from 75° to

80° F-

The committee has not inspected the sanitary conditions

of the grammar schools, but it has made an investigation

of the high schools, which may be taken as typical cases,

because they are under the same management as the other

public schools.

I. Sanitary Conditions of the High Schools.— (i) Sys-

tem of ventilation.—Only one school reports ventilation by

doors and windows, three report direct and indirect ventila-

tion, and the rest have the mechanical apparatus.

(2) Average dimensions of class rooms and average

number of students per room.
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Ri)igu'or»i of Face and Body.—Wash with tincture of
green soap, and cover with flexible collodion.

Scabies.—Scrub with tincture of green soap, apply sul-

phur ointment.
Impetigo.—Remove crusts with tincture of green soap;

apply white precipitate ointment.
MoUuscuin Contagiosum,—Express contents, apply tinc-

ture of iodine on cotton tooth pick probe.

Conjunctivitis.—Irrigate with solution of boric acid.

SUMMARY.

The matters pertaining to the health and comfort of the

school children are confided partly to the care of the city

Health Department and partly to that of the Department
of Education. The Health Department does this work
through the Bureau of Child Hygiene ; the Department of
Education through a number of committees.

I. The Department of Health.
1. The work of the Child Hygiene Division is carried

on by physicians and nurses.

(i) The duties of the physicians.—The physicians make
physical examinations, diagnose suspected contagious dis-

ease cases excluded from school, make absentee and other
home visits.

(2) The duties of the nurses.—The nurses exclude sus-

pected contagious disease cases, make class inspections,

and do follow up work in the homes.
2. The present system differs from the original plan in

several particulars.

(i) The nurses exclude suspected cases daily, instead

of the physicians who used to visit the assigned schools
every morning for that purpose.

(2) The routine class inspections are made by the nurse
once a month instead of by the physician once a term as

formerly.

(3) The physician visits each school for two days in

succession, at an average interval of about ten days,

making physical examinations and visiting the excluded
and absentee cases, while last year he devoted only the

time that was left after the morning inspections to physi-

cal examinations in the school last visited.

3. Advantages of the present system.

(1) It has brought about some economy of money.
(2) It has markedly increased the total working hours

of the staff by substituting nurses working 7 hours for

physicians working 3 to 4 hours daily.

(3) It resulted in an increase of physical examinations
made by inspectors almost double that of last year.

(4) The number of treatments for physical defects re-

ceived by children has increased, due to the better super-
vision by the increased corps of nurses.

(5) The total number of home visits made by nurses
has increased, although the average number of visits per
nurse has decreased.

4. Disadvantages of the present system.

(1) The dissatisfaction on the part of some physicians,

nurses and school principals with the innovation of having
nurses exclude children for contagious diseases.

(2) The loss of school work occasioned by unnecessary
exclusions due to faulty diagnosis.

(3) The duplication of work caused by the inspectors
visiting excluded cases at their homes to confirm diag-
noses.'

(4) The infrequent visits of the medical inspector to

the school instead of former daily visits.

(5) The discontinuance of physicians' consultations
with parents.

(6) The discontinuance of medical examinations for
"working papers" at the school.'

(7) The overlooking of cases of tuberculosis by nurses
in class inspections.

(8) The markedly decreased amount of time devoted to

home visits by nurses.

(9) The diminished control of the contagious eye and
skin diseases, especially trachoma.

5. The per cent, of New York school children needing
treatment for physical defects is over 70. about 40 per
cent, are found with defects other than teeth, and as
large a number suffer from communicable eye and skin
diseases.

6. The proportion of children to one nurse is 3,968, and
to one school physician 8,124.

7. The physical examinations are not thorough. The
children's clothing is not removed.

'This is not actually very great, as during the 5 months, Jan.-
.lune, 1911. 16 cases were excluded daily from 150 schools in Man-
hattan, while in 1912 during the same period the daily average was
17 for 150 schonls. or 1 case to every 4 or 5 inspectors.

^5 and 6 entail considerable loss in the efficiency of the svstem.

8. There is almost a total lack of free dental facilities

for poor children."

g. The cooperation of parents in following the advice
of the physicians is fairly satisfactory.

10. There is very little cooperation on the part of medi-
cal practitioners and dispensaries.

11. The cooperation of teachers and principals varies

greatly, according to the individual school. It is largely

a matter of the personal interest of the teachers and prin-

cipals.

13. The high schools have almost no medical inspection
or supervision for their students.

13. The parochial and other free schools have no. or
very little, medical supervision.

II. The Department of Education.
1. The control of the factors affecting the health of

school children which are under the care of the Depart-
ment of Education are scattered among a number of com-
mittees, so that there is no concentration of responsibility,

which interferes with efficiency of administration.
2. The various matters pertaining to the health of the

school child for which the Department of Education is

responsible are as follows :

(1) The sanitary conditions of the school rooms, i. e.

cleanliness, light, ventilation, and temperature.
(2) Proper janitor service.

(3) The detection of and provision for backward and
defective children.

(4) Intelligent cooperation on the part of the teachers
in the detection and correction of physical or mental de-

fects.

(5) Physical training.

3. With the exception of physical training the control
of these factors influencing the health of the child is at

present unsatisfactory.

4. Physical training in the schools and the gymnasium
equipment may be considered satisfactory.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
1. The present system of medical inspection in the schools

by the Department of Health has not had a fair trial and
should be continued for another year at least, before any
definite judgment as to its efficacy can be safely reached.
Meanwhile the possibility of an arrangement by which the

physician, rather than the nurse, could see the suspected
cases every day and also have frequent consultations with
parents should be seriously considered.

2. In addition to their present work, the school inspectors
should make a routine inspection of every class at the be-
ginning of each term in order that the control of tuber-
culosis and some contagious eye and skin diseases may be
stricter.

3. The average number of children per nurse and per
inspector is too large at the present time. Efforts should
be made to make the budget estimates on a basis of school
population. In view of the prevalance of physical defects,
the average proportion at the present time should be one
nurse to every 2,500 children and one phvsician to every
7,500.

4. Physical examinations should be made more thorough
and more frequent. The children, or at least the boys at
first, should be stripped to the waist at physical examina-
tions. The present plan of examining the child when it

enters school, when it graduates and once in the interim
should be changed. A child should be examined when it

enters school and then every two years. The examination
just before graduation does not have any particular im-
portance.

5. In the nurses' work special emphasis should be laid on
the follow up work. The burden of clerical work should be
lightened. The unnecessary copying of the nurses' and
physicians' record on the class card of the child should be
eliminated.

6. The salaries of the nurses should be graded. Instead
of their receiving, as a uniform wage, $900 a year, the
initial wage should be $800. after a certain period of time
increased to S900 and then again to $1,000. The gradation
will act as a stimulus to efficient work.

7. Medical inspection should be instituted in the high
schools which are entirely deprived of it at the present
time.

8. The city should appropriate money for the enlarge-
ment of the force of the Child Hygiene Department so as
to enable them to undertake the inspection of parochial
and other free schools.

9. The medical practitioners and the dispensaries should
be impressed with the importance of this work to the com-
^Dr. S. .\. Knopf made an investigation of the dental facilities

of the d-spensaries of New York Citv for the Public Health Com-
mittee of the City Club. He found that over 16 dispensaries have
dental departments with the average number of dentists in attend-
ance 1-3. In only three dispensaries are special hours for school
children arranged so as not to conflict with school hours.
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nuinity and be urged to cooperate. Provision for dental

clinics sliuuld be made, this being done if possible through
the existing dispensaries.

10. In the • Department of Education the responsibility

for the conditions affecting the health of the school child

should be concentrated. An improved organization should
be worked out, which would bring under the jurisdiction

of one committee the sanitary conditions in schools, the in-

struction of children in physical training and personal liy-

giene. the segregation and treatment of backward and men-
tally defective children, the instruction of teachers in mat-
ters of hygiene, mental defects and the commoner diseases

in children, and cooperation with the Health Department
which is a condition sine qua noii for successful medical
work in the schools.

It is suggested that this might be done by extending the

scope of the present Division of Physical Training so as

to include in it all of these activities, thus forming a special

bureau of school hygiene.

11. There is an urgent need of a larger corps of physi-

cians in order to extend the facilities for the exaniinati<in

and study of backward children.

12. An effort should be made to so modify the present

system of employing and supervising janitors of school

buildings that the principal of each school should have
full authority over and responsibility for the work of the

janitor.

AMERICAN THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY.

Thitcenih Annua! Meeting, Held al Montreal, Canada,

May 31 and June I, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Dr. -Alexander D. Black.^der in the Chair.

{Concluded from f>age 226.)

Sodium Nitrite in Arterial Hypertension.—Dr. Wil-
liam H. PoRTEU of Xew York read this paper. After some
preliminary remarks on the actions of medicinal agents in

general and what they could and could not accomplish, he
said that sodium nitrite should be classed among those
remedies which acted indirectly, for it in no sense tended
to remove directly the causes of hypertension in the vas-
cular system. \Ve knew exactly what could be accom-
plished with it, but the exact modus operandi by which it

produced a dilatation of the over-tense vessels was not so
clear. It was probable, however, that in the presence of
water and HCl in the stomach, it was decomposed, and
that its decomposition products, ^'Oi and XO, were dis-
engaged in the form of vapors which were irritants and
strong oxidizers. These ultimately produced an impres-
sion upon the centripetal nerve-endings in the gastric
mucosa, which impulse was carried to the vasomotor center
and by the centrifugal nerves conveyed from the center of
the vascular wall, thereby causing the expansion of the
vessels. The slow decomposition of sodium nitrite, as com-
pared with amyl nitrite and nitroglycerin, rendered it far
more valuable when a continuous effect was desired ; and
its continuous action had been demonstrated both experi-
mentally and clinically. Undue vascular contraction was
very much more damaging than over-expansion, and from
a purely nutritive point of view there was the greater
necessity for modifying hypertension; for, without an
ample and well-distributed nutritive supply, pathological
conditions could not be removed or physiological ones re-
established. Sodium nitrite was, therefore, extremely val-
uable when employed before the vascular system had be-
come too pathological to be easily influenced by its power
to expand the unduly contracted arterioles. The dose
should be from one grain up. at frequent intervals, until
the arteries softened. Under its action, when properly
given in suitable cases, the distressing symptom, dyspnea,
nature's indication of tissue-starvation, was completely re-
lieved, while oxidation reduction was greatly augmented,
as evidenced by the changes for the better in the catabolic
products found in the urine. Now, if at the same time, by
other measures, the etiological factors were removed and
the diet and digestion rendered perfect, the metabolic
processes of the body could be, and often were, changed
from an absolutely pathological state to one which was
perfectly normal. It was the misuse of sodium nitrite, as,
for instance, when the arterial system was contracted in
connection with an enfeebled cardiac muscle, or when
there was engorgement of the general venous system, that
had caused many to doubt its efficacy. When, however,
employed when and where it could assist nature, we had

no more certain and reliable remedy in the whole materia
medica.

Dr. Osborne said that stimulation of the thyroid was in-

dicated, but for this purpose large doses of thyroid were
not required. Of the iodides, he preferred sodium iodide,

as less irritating than the potassium salt. As to the ni-

trites, we did get a continuous action from them unless
actual Bright's disease were present. Baking had not been
mentioned, but he believed it to be one of the best measures
at our command. There were times when it was not
proper to lower the blood pressure, and therefore we
could not make any fi.xed rule in this regard.

Dr. Gallant said tliere was one remedy which seemed
to have been avoided, namely, water. He had found that

sometimes great relief could be afforded by keeping the
patient in bed for ten days at a time, without food, and
giving him a gallon of water a day.

Dr. Crofton said it was a fact that very small doses of
digitalis had the effect of reducing the blood-pressure in

cases of intestinal intoxication. He had made a series of
experiments in which large and small doses of digitalis

were injected into rabbits, and as a result of these he
was now accustomed to giving very small doses of digi-

talis, which he found had the action of the nitrites.

Saturday, June i

—

Second Day.

The Proper Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus.—Dr.
Louis Koi.ipinski of Washington, D. C, said that the
greatest fact in the treatment of diabetes was that it was
curable by diet, though that it was curable by diet did not

state the principle completely. Rather, it should be said
that diet alone was the cure for the disease, and that by
any other means this was an impossibility; moreover, that

the use of any drug, organic extract, ferment, or enzyme
was worthless, and therefore injurious. Gout, obesity, and
diabetes were hereditary affections. Diabetes was caused,
not by alcohol, but by over-eating to a degree of robust-
ness in a laborer and over-fatness in the sedentary, and
every diabetic had a previous habit of obesity or of ex-
cessive eating, with a fondness for special foods contain-
ing an e.xcess of vegetable carbohydrates. Tlie lesions of
diabetes resulted from a permanent ircrease of glucose in

the blood and its persistent discharge with the urine, and
the essential cause of this was the destruction, more or
less permanently, of the glycogen-making function of the

liver. The subject of the disease was permanently bereft
of the power of extracting sustenance from sugar and
starch. He must henceforth abandon the proverbial staff

of life, bread, or death would be the consequence. If,

however, a diet were used which contained little or no
carbohydrate, but on which he could live and thrive, no
evidence of the continued existence of the disease could
appear, no abnormal sensation or manifestation would be
perceived, and he would live on in continued good health.

The diet regularly prescribed by Dr. Kolipinski was as

follows : Breakfast.—Artificial milk, eggs, ham or bacon,
beefsteak, lamb, mutton, fish (fresh, salted, or smoked),
raw tomato, a small cup of coffee or tea with cream.
Dinner.—.Artificial milk, clear broth, raw tomato and let-

tuce with niayonaise dressing, onion, cucumber, pickles

;

any kind of meat, fish, game, fowl, sausage, tongue, brain,

sweetbread; any kind of cheese. Supper.— .Artificial milk,

fish eggs, cold meat, cheese, curds, a glass of cream, tea or
coffee with cream. At bed-time, if desired.—Artificial milk
or a glass of cream. The artificial milk was composed of
raw egg, 2 teaspoonfuls of malt extract, and 4 teaspoon-
fuls of olive oil. which were beaten up together and to

which was gradually added, while stirring, one pint of
water. It was seasoned to the patient's taste with salt.

In three or four months various vegetables and fruits

might be allowed, if found not to produce glycosuria.

Varied and repeated experience, he said, had proved that

this dietary furnished food even more than enough for

life, health and comfort. The only medicines used in the

treatment were saline purgatives, given when the patient

had constipation, hemorrhoids, or the fat habit. The diet

mentioned, when partaken of for three or four days, in-

variably brought the specific gravity of the urine to nor-

mal or subnormal, and not a trace of glucose could be
detected by the ordinary tests. The diabetes was cured as

it were by crisis and the continuance of the cure depended
upon the faithful observance of the regimen. Under this

method the disappearance of glycosuria was absolute, ir-

respective of how recent or how old the case, how mild or

severe the symptoms, or what the quantity of sugar in the

urine. In essential diabetes of man glucose did not come
from fat or proteid, whatever might be the case in ex-
perimental glycosuria. It was of great importance to

guard a cured patient from his former habit of over-eating

and obesity, and it might be necessary to reduce the daily
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quantity of the artificial milk. The sparing use of alcohol

and tobacco need not be prohibited. Having referred to

various complications of diabetes, he said that beginning

acidosis might vanish and the acids, fat derivatives, found
in the urine in advanced cases might likewise be removed
together with the sugar, but where evidences of the onset

of diabetic coma presented themselves, the case was a lost

one. In conclusion, he stated that in the cases treated by
him, the previous duration of the malady had been from
one month to twelve years, while the ages of the patients

varied from young adult life to old age. The results ob-

tained were precise and invariable when the dietary was
faithfully adhered to, and it was with confidence that he
reiterated the claim ihat by this method any diabetic free

of terminal disease could be speedily and permanently
cured.

Dr. Crofton said he was convinced that a person once a

diabetic was always a diabetic. The sugar in the urine

might be reduced by diet, but as soon as a carbohydrate

diet was resumed it would return. In light cases it was
easy to keep the sugar down, but more difficult in the

severer ones, as the patient continued to manufacture
sugar even if the diet were restricted to meats and fats.

Diabetics should be allowed a certain amount of carbo-

hydrate—say, 100 to 200 grams of white bread. To main-
tain a strict diet for an indefinite period was not only bad
practice, but decidedly dangerous, even in mild cases. In

the severer ones it was still more dangerous, and therefore

we had to strike a balance in the matter. It was more im-
portant to keep the patient in good nutritional form than

to have his urine free, or comparatively free, from sugar.

Modern Methods of Drug Standardization.— Dr. V.

E. Stew.xkt of Germantown, Pa., having stated that his

object was to present to the Society a plan for teaching

drug standardization which he had recently employed at

the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, reviewed, as a

means of gaining an adequate idea of the subject of

modern standardization, the standardization work of the

U. S. Pharmacopreial Convention and its Committee of

Revision during the past two decades. He then went on
to say that drug standardization, in its large and compre-
hensive meaning, consisted in fixing a scientific nomen-
clature, in providing methods for insuring uniformity in

composition, physiological action, and therapeutic effect;

in adjusting finished products to fi.xed standards and keep-

ing them up to the standard for a sufficient length of time

to permit their proper application as therapeutic agents; in

reducing this knowledge to law and embodying it in such

system that we may have a science of materia medica : in

embodying this knowledge in text books and teaching it to

the medical and pharmaceutical professions, so that it may
be used by physicians and pharmacists in their respective

arts. Therefore, the importance of drug standardization

could not be overrated. He next described chemical
standardization, botanical standardization, pharmacological

or physiological standardization, tlie bacterial-count method
of standardization used in preparing bacterial vaccines,

standardization by testing for the absence of contaminating
bacteria, serological standardization, therapodynaniic stand-

ardization, and clinical standardization. The object of

therapodynamic standardization was to determine the ac-

tivity of individual lots of the drug or preparation tested

by observing and, if possible, measuring its effects upon
diseased tissues, while that of clinical standardization was
to determine the value of the drug as a therapeutic agent.

Then followed the tabulated classification of the subject

which he had of late been employing in his lectures. Meth
ods for the determination of the identity, purity, and
strength of medicinal chemicals, and standards for these.

Dr. Stewart said, were well exemplified in the U. S.

Pharmacopceia, and the extension of this work to the

unofficial materia medica was rapidly being brought about

by the American Medical and the American Pharmaceu-
tical Associations. Pharmaceutical assaying might be de-

fined as the art of determining the amounts of medicinally

active constituents of drugs and their preparations, -^s

such, it was an exceedingly important link in the chain of

progress binding together medicine and pharmacy under
the inclusive science of pharmacology. The possibility of
deterioration was an important consideration for the

therapeutist : but, fortunately, only a few drugs and their

preparations were subject to rapid deterioration, .\mong
these were digitalis, strophanthus. and ergot preparations.

A considerable portion of the paper was devoted to the

subjects of standardization of biological materia medica.
including diphtheria and tetanus antitoxins, and botanical

or pharmacognostic standardization. In speaking of

pharmacodynamic standardization he took up the consid-

eration of a number of individual substances, describing

the blood-pressure method for the standardization of

epinephrin and products of the suprarenal gland, and the

physiological standardization of ergot, cannabis indica,

cardiac stimulants, such as digitalis, strophanthus and
apocynum, and cardiac depressants, such as aconite and
veratrum.
A motion having been made that Dr. Stewart's paper be

referred to the Council, with the request that they should

bring it to the attention of the Revision Committee of the

L'. S. Pharmacopa-ia and of the American Pharmaceuti-
cal Association, an amendment was offered to the effect

that the paper be referred to tlie Committee on Thera-
peutic Research, which should confer with Dr. Stewart as

to the best steps to be taken to have it considered by the

bodies named ; and the motion, so amended, was carried.

The Value of Enterostomy in Ileus.—Dr. Lkwis H.
Taylor of Washington, D. C, read a paper in which the

conclusions were as follows: (l) Enterostomy otTcrs an

excellent chance to a class of ileus cases formerly always
fatal. (2) It should be done before complete bowel
paralysis and before the abdominal muscles are stretched

beyond their limit of tonicity. (3) The lower ileum
should be the region of election for the operation. (4)

The opening should not be made in the colon. (5) Old
people, fat people, and people whose abdominal muscles

are weakened from anj' cause offer an unfavorable jirog-

nosis. The paper was based on a series of twenty cases

occurring in his practice during the past two years. The
object in opening the bowel, he said, was to permit the

escape of gas and fluid content, and upon the gut's aliility

to empty itself would depend the success or failure of ilic

procedure. In ileus, or at least those cases of it where the

condition was good enough to warrant enterostomy,
peristalsis had either ceased or become so feeble as to be

negligible, and we had to rely on the contractions of the

diaphragm and of the parietal abdominal nuiscles. If

either of the latter forces was much weakened we could

not expect to get much result. Therefore to allow tym-
panites to go on to a high degree was to invite disaster.

The ideal time for enterostomy was before peristalsis had
ceased, but when it had become apparent that it was going

to cease, in spite of the ordinary remedies ; and the only

reliable ways to determine this were by the frequent use

of the stethoscope and careful observation of the charac-

ter of the vomitus. The larger number of his cases had
been operated on for the cause of the condition, and in

such, a loop of bowel could be drawn out through the

original incision after the sutures had been cut. Where
the patient was nearly moribund sensation was so much
obtunded that no anesthetic was required ; when this was
not the case he had given a light primary ether

anesthesia. In reflex ileus where there had been no previ-

ous incision he had used local anesthesia. A patient

needing enterostomy for ileus was in no condition to be

moved. The operation should be done in the patient's

room, and should, furthermore, be of the simplest and
quickest character. It was his firm conviction that a slow,

deliberate operation, with the usual operating room
paraphernalia, technique, and courtesies, would kill every
patient. Having described the technique of the procedure,

he said it was extremely important to get the enterostomy
low down in the ileum for two reasons : first, the further

away it was from the pyloris. the larger the area of dis-

tended gut that woidd be drained ; second, the nearer the

pyloris. the more acid would be the character of the dis-

charge which later would be thrown out over the .skin and
the greater the interference with nutrition when food
could be recommended and the wound expected to heal.

In appropriate cases, where the abdominal muscles were
not stretched beyond their limit of tonicity and there was
still some bowel power, the relief was immediate, and
the quantities of gas and pea-soup bowel content dis-

charged enormous. Cessation of vomiting took place

almost at once, and as a rule did not recur. If it did,

gastric lavage, to clean out the bowel content which had
regurgitated before the enterostomy was done, would
usually suffice to check it. The character of the pulse

soon improved, and in a few hours there was a change in

the patient from the appearance of imminent death to one
of comparative comfort. In but two instances had he
found it necessary to resort to operative interference to

close the fistula. So far as his individual judgment went,
he had no hesitation in saying that, in his opinion, every-
one of his twenty-one patients would have died promptly
if enterostomy had not been performed. Sixteen of the
series were cases of peritonitis due to various causes, two
were incident to toxemia outside the abdominal cavity,

one followed on the third day after a high-forceps deliv-

ery and post-partum hemorrhage, and one was reflex. Of
the two toxemic cases, in both of which the patients died,

one was due to lobar pneumonia in a woman 8!/2 months
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pregnant, and the other to a general gas bacillus infec-

tion in a woman operated on for a large, partially strangu-

lated uterine fibroid. Excluding these two, the series

showed a mortality of 16.6 per cent.

Note on the Treatment of the Gastric Neuroses.—
Dr. Reynold Webb Wilco.x, in this paper, said that for-

merly all the neuroses of the stomach, generally

enumerated as twelve, were grouped together under the

title "nervous dyspepsia," and from the therapeutic stand-

point perhaps this was not so illogical as might be sup-

posed. Accuracy in diagnosis was by no means to be

deprecated, but in the careful cultivation of the nar-

rower field the greater general condition was not to be

lost sight of. From the standpoint of the therapeutist

even the substitution of the term gastric neurosis for

nervous dyspepsia had not been altogether fortunate, for

it had favored the conception of a gastric neurosis as a

morbid entity. The conclusion was tenable that the chem-
istry of gastric secretion and the physics of stomach
motility were not elucidated in textbooks built on an

isolated laboratory investigation. This should be pre-

dicated upon what the organism might do when its path-

ology was physiology gone wrong and a neurotic subject

was doing his or generally her, utmost in the way of

vagaries. In general to the treatment given under the

several divisions of the subject, as presented in the stand-

ard books, but little exception could be taken. Criticism,

however, needed to limit what seemed to be the extensive

and improper use of sodium bicarbonate in the treat-

ment of hyperchlorhydria. Reflection and a more care-

ful study of the chemistry of gastric secretion should
lead to the substitution for this of magnesium oxide if

one looked toward permanent benefit. As there was no
panacea for the neurotic condition dominating the in-

dividual, so there was no specific for any one of the

twelve varieties of gastric neuroses. Each individual should
be studied as an entire organism. With many neurotic

women in the higher walks of life, in addition to the

regulation of habits of life and the employment of va-

rious physical agencies, much benefit often came from
the administration after meals of ten drops of tincture

of nux vomica, six grains of resorcinal and a drachm of

peppermint water diluted in two ounces of water. This
paper. Dr. Wilco.x said, was a plea, not for the less

consideration of morbid gastric processes, but for bet-

ter and more attention to the individual who unfortunately
possessed an unruly stomach.

Other papers read were: "The Treatment of Somatic
Death" by Dr. W. Wayne Babcock of Philadelphia; "The
Therapeutics of Sacroiliac Relaxation," by Dr. A. Ernest
Gallant of New York; "Medical Treatment of Gastric

and Duodenal Ulcer," by Dr. L. M. Gompertz of New
Haven; "Filariasis; with Report of a Case Treated with
Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol." by Dr. Noble P. Barnes

:

"Dioxydiamidoarsenobenzol in the Treatment of Various
Clinical Forms of Syphilis," by Dr. J. M. Anders of Phila-

delphia.

Election of Officers.—The officers elected were as
follows: President, Dr. Noble P. Barnes, Washington;
First-Vice-President. Dr. Howard VanRensselaer, Albany;
Second Vice-President. Dr. Robert T. Morris, New York;
Third Vice-President. Dr. Francis' Marion Pottenger, Los
Angeles ; Secretary, Dr. Lewis H. Taylor, Washington

;

Treasurer. Dr. A. Ernest Gallant. New York ; Chainnn,]

of the Council, Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox, New York;
Members of the Council. Drs. James C. Wilson, Philadel-

phia. Alexander D. Blackader. Montreal, and J. Jiladison

Taylor, Philadelphia; Committee on Admissions. Drs.
Frederic H. Gerrish, Portland; R. D. Rudolf, Toronto,
and Philip King Brown, San Francisco; Committee on
Competitive Therapeutic Research. Drs. Wilcox, Thomas
E. Satterthwaite. New York, and Spencer L. Dawes, Al-
bany; Editor of Transactions. P. Brynberg Porter. New
York. The next annual meeting will be held in A\'ash-

ington, D C, in May. 1913.

The Heart Sounds of Sick and Healthy Children.—
W. Schlieps states that in older children suffering from
severe forms of infectious disease the first sound of the

heart becomes inaudible. The relaxed condition of the

skeletal musculature suggests a similar condition of the
heart muscle. The softening of one heart sound at the

same time that the blood pressure remains normal indi-

cates that it is the first sound that is muffled. The re-

maining audible tone is louder over the pulmonic area
than at the apex. The administration of camphor causes
both tones to become more distinct, even in cases with a
normal blond pressure.

—

Monatsschrift fiir Kinderheil-
kunde.

Itinerant Physicians' License—Discriminatory Ex-
emption Renders Statute Invalid.—In an appeal from a

conviction of practising medicine within the State of South
Dakota as an itinerant physician without first having ob-

tained a license from the board of medical examiners,
the constitutionality of Section 22 of South Dakota Laws
1903, c. 176, was raised. The act provides that any physi-

cian attempting to practise as an itinerant physician shall.

in addition to the ordinary physician's license required

under the act, procure an itinerant's license from the

State Board of Medical Examiners, for which he is re-

quired to pay the sum of $500 per annum. Section 22 of

the act provides that it shall not apply to resident physi-

cians and surgeons of the State regularly licensed and
practising in the State at the time of taking effect of the

act.

Those portions of the act regulating the practice of

medicine, prescribing the quaHfications therefor, and ap-

pointing a medical board of examiners are within the

police power of the State; and the provision permitting
those practising within the State at the passing of the act

to continue without other evidence of competency is not
invalid as being discriminatory.
The provision of the act, however, providing for an

itinerant's license and the payment of a fee therefor, is

not, and does not pretend to be, legislation involving the

exercise of police power. It contains nothing requiring
fitness or qualifications. It is an occupation tax, involv-

ing only the exercise of the taxing power. But by Section

22 of the act all physicians licensed to practise in and resi-

dents of the State at the time of taking effect of the act,

as well as certain other persons named, are exempted from
payment of the itinerant license, or occupation tax. The
statute, being an exercise of the taxing power, is subject

to the constitutional provision requiring that "all taxation
shall be equal and uniform."
The Legislature may lay an occupation ta.x on physi-

cians and surgeons as upon other professions and occupa-
tions. The classification of medical practitioners into two
classes, those who practise as itinerant physicians and
those who do not, is not unreasonable, and the imposition
of a tax on itinerant physicians is not in conflict with the

constitutional provision.

But Section 22 of the act attempts to exempt all resident

physicians and surgeons licensed and practising in the

State when the act took effect from payment of the tax.

Viewed as an attempt to exempt a portion of a class con-
ducting a professional practice as itinerant physicians in

identically the same manner, the provision is unconstitu-
tional. Its practical effect would be that every physician
residing in and licensed to practise in the State prior to

the date of the act may practise as an itinerant, free from
the tax, while every person who. even though a resident

of the State where the act passed may have been licensed

as a physician after that date, as well as every physician
whether licensed or not, who became a resident of the

State after that date, would be subject to the tax.

If, however, the section is regarded as an attempted
classification of itinerant practitioners, the classification

rests solely upon the fact of residence and practice in the

State prior to a certain date when the act became opera-
tive. Such a statute discriminates against citizens of
other States, and is in violation of Article 14 of the

Federal Constitution. Residence within or residence out-

side of a State cannot be made the basis of discrimination
in taxation of persons engaged in the same occupation or
profession.

The invalidity of Section 22 rendered the act void so

far as it relates to itinerant physicians ; but the remaining
portions of the act relating to examination and matters
incident thereto remain valid.—State v. Doran, South
Dakota Supreme Court. 134 N. W. 53.

Privileged Communication Statute Applied to Result
of Autopsy.—In an action against a municipality for in-

juries alleged to have caused the death of the plaintiff's

wife by reason of a defective highway, the physician who
had attended her, and who. without the plaintiff's permis-
sion and against his protest, had performed an autopsy to

ascertain the exact cause of death, was offered as a wit-

ness for the defendant. The plaintiff contended that as

neither the deceased nor the representative of her estate

had waived the statutory privilege it was error to allow
the physician to testify as to the results of the autopsy
and his conclusions therefrom as to the cause of her death.

This question does not seem to have been decided before.

The court held that the evidence was erroneously admit-
ted.—Thomas v. Bvron Tp., Michigan .Supreme Court, 1^4
N. W. 1021.
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FALSE GIGANTISM, COMPLICATED
TRAUMATIC OSTOSES.

By WALTER WILSON GRIFFIN, M.D„

BY

NEW YORK,

SURGEON TO THE FRENCH HOSPITAL, ST. MARK'S HOSPITAL, AND
BELLEVUE DISPENSARIES.

The clinical features of the following case have
seemed to me to be of sufficient interest to justify

publication. The history of the case is as follows

:

S. G., a boy of eleven, of Russian Jewish parent-

age, born in the United States, came under my
care on September, 191 1, in the Surgical Clinic of

the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege. Family history yielded no facts of clinical

interest ; furthermore, a physical examination of

both parents was made and they were found healthy.

Personal History.—The third of four children

:

a full term child ; labor was normal. He sleeps and
eats well, bowels regular, urination normal, weight
at a standstill. He had gastroenteritis when six

weeks old of two weeks' duration ; measles at

three years. Except for these periods of illness the

boy has been well. A careful questioning of both
the patient and his parents failed to furnish any
venereal history.

Present illness began six weeks previous to the

time of his first visit, when he fell from a wagon,
striking his right shin. A localized painful swelling

of the leg was immediately noticed. The pain

from the trauma subsided within a few days, but
the swelling persisted and has gradually increased

to the time of his first visit, September 16, 1911.

There was at no time any fever or disability. Since
the injury the parents have observed that the in-

jured leg is longer than the other. Of late they
have also noticed the presence of two hard, pain-

less immovable masses upon the bone. Even now,
except for an uneven gait due to the unequal length
of the legs, there is no other cause for complaint.
There is absolutely no pain, the boy sleeps and
eats well, and can sustain his weight on the longer
leg as well as upon the shorter without any discom-
fort. The right foot is likewise larger than the
left, since the boy requires a shoe two sizes larger
on that side than on the other.

Physical Examination.—A spare, somewhat salr

low boy, fairly well developed for his age, and in

good general condition. His face appears small
according to the normal ratio between face and
cranium ; the left eye is smaller than the right and
placed one-quarter of an inch lower than it. The
tongue is patchy, presenting smooth atrophic areas
which are situated anteriorly. The skin presents
several small fibroneuromata ; similar ones are also

seen in his male parent. The glands in the groin
are palpable but not tender.

Examination of the thorax, abdomen, rectum,
and genitals reveals nothing abnormal.
Bony Skeleton.—The frontal bones are unusually

prominent. The upper extremities are equal both
in length and circumference. The thorax and spine

are normal. Tiie lower extremities reveal an in-

equality in length below the knee, the femora being
equal.

Measurements.—The right leg from the knee to

the ankle is i}4 inch (3.39 cm.) longer than the

left. The right foot is longer than the left, and

Fig. L-7-The left leg supported by a ledger 1% inches thick brings
the anterior superior spines and patellae on a level. The general
swelling of the leg and the distinct tumor formation are well shown.

also broader, though this is less apparent. At-
tached to the right tibia are two smooth, dense,
hard, painless masses, apparently consisting of
bone, the larger one situated fi inches i 15.54 cm.j
from the tuberosity of the tibia, and measuring 2
inches long and i]'4 inch broad (5.18 cm., 3.39
cm.), the smaller tumor situated 9 inches (23.31
cm. I from the tuberosity and measuring ij^ inch
by Js inch (2.93 cm., 2.28 cm.).
X-Ray Plates.—The .r-ray plates show the local

swellings of the right leg due to two subperiosteal
bony masses and also to a certain amount of thick-
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ening of the soft parts. In contradistinction to the

two masses seen attached to the surface of the tibia

there is a diffuse subperiosteal thickening of the

fibula not apparent in its fellow of the opposite

Fig. 2

—

An x-Tay picture of both legs, showing tumor of the right

leg, lengthening of the right tibia and fibula, and the parallel

lines in the lower third near epiphyses.

side. The difference in length of the legs, 1J/4

inch (3.39 cm.) is confirmed by the .r-ray.

In .r-rav pictures of young individuals lines

parallel to the epiphyseal lines occur : they are

symmetrically placed under normal conditions. In

the case under consideration they are wider apart

in the right (affected) tibia than in the left. This

probably indicates that the increased growth of the

right leg (lengthening of the bones) has not been

merely ,-;ince the trauma, but that it has existed

since veiy early life.

A'-ray plates of the feet show that the right

astragalus and os calcis are distinctly larger in all

dimensions than their mates on the opposite side,

and that, all in all, the entire skeleton of the right

foot is slightly larger than the left.

The interesting points of this case arc best under-

stood bv examination of the appended photographs
and .r-ray pictures : The tumor mass consists of two
sections attached to the bone, and these two sub-

periosteal bony masses do not encroach upon the

shaft or marrow canal, so that their presence appar-

ently does not account for the lengthening.

Other clinical data in reference to the case are

:

The blood count, which showed a slight anemia,
but no foreign cellular content, and no relative

[lerce'itage change from the normal. One Noguchi
and three W'assermann reactions were independent-

ly made bv three observers, and all were reported

negative. In spite of this, a therapeutic test was
now made, 0.02 gms., Ehrlich's 606 being injected,

with no resultant change in the physical signs after

two weeks.
.\ section of the tumor for microscopical exami-

nation was then removed. The Patholosjist. Dr.

Doughlas Symmers, reported as follows: "Micro-

scopical examination of the bone reveals the pres-

ence of some sclerosis of the cancellous spaces.

Microscopical examination of the soft tissues re-

moved from the immediate vicinity of the hone

reveals a quantity of poorly nourished fibrous tissue

in which there are a number of empty vascular

spaces, apparently of lymphatic nature. There is

nothing in the histology to indicate the presence of

syphilis or of a new growth."
The two diagnostic possibilities considered up to

this time had been syphilis or new growth (sar-

coma). Another explanation was now sought.

It is known that local overgrowth in the limbs

occurs—sometimes an hypertrophy of all the tissues

takes place. This is true gigantism. Again the

hypertrophy may aft'ect but one form of tissue, such

as the adipose tissue, blood vessels, lymphatics or

the bone—false gigantism. Such overgrow-th, in-

volving one or more toes, or fingers, or the foot,

or hand, is of nuich more frequent occurrence than

the more extensive types reaching to the knee or hip

(elbow or shoulder).

It seemed reasonable to conclude that this is a

case where the hypertrophy involves the bones more
than the soft parts, a condition constituting the

aforesaid false gigantism. I might add here that

.r-ray plates of the skull show no enlargement of

the pituitary fossa. Further, it seems that the two
bony tumors of the tibia represent subperiosteal

effusions of blood which had become organized into

bony tissue—traumatic ostoses.

This case is therefore an hypertrophy mainly of

the bony skeleton of the right lower limb below the

knee, complicated by two traumatic ostoses.

Fig. 3—-An j-ray picture of both legs taken at a different angle from
Fig. 2, but showing the same features.

I wish to thank Dr. J. C. A. Gerster for permission

to report this case and for valuable assistance ; also

Dr. Lewald of the Edward Gibb's .r-ray laboratories,

for his admirable .r-ray plates.

64 West Fifty-sixth Street.
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RESEARCH WuRK ll\ LIFE INSURANCE
MEDICINE.*

Bv KREHERICK L. HOFFMAN, J'li.D.

NE-WARK. N. J.

STATISTICIAN, PRUDENTIAL l.XSURA.NXE COMPANY Of AMERICA.

TiJE scope of life insurance medicine is con-stantl_v

broadening and the general and specific functions

of the medical director and the medical examiner
were never of as much practical importance co life

insurance companies and life insurance applicants

as they are at the present time. The business of life

insurance has so enormously increased during ru-

cent years that insurance protection has practically

become a universal thrift function indispensable to

the social wellbeing of the vast majority of the peo-
ple. The average amounts insured for are much
larger today than in former years and in a fair pro-

portion of individual cases these amounts assume
the size of a considerable fortune. Since the pri-

mary object of life insurance medicine is to sate-

guard the interests' of the company and its policy-

holders against adverse selection, ii; is obvious that

the duties of the medical director and the medical
examiner are among the most responsible in life

insurance administration and that they are essen-

tial to the attainment of the best possible financial

results."!" Life insurance medicine is, therefore, a

separate and well-defined branch of general medi-
cine, but its sphere is all-inclusive of the innumer-
able factors and circumstances which condition the

duration of life in the individual and the mass of

mankind.
The fundamentals of life insurance medicine are

quite clearly defined and generally understood. The
textbooks' on the subject and the manuals of in-

struction are, broadly speaking, adequate to the pur-

pose of protecting the interests of life insurance

companies against the ever-present menace of ad-

verse selection. Granting this much, and especially

with regard to the elements of physical diagnosis',

the evidence is quite conclusive that life insurance
medicine has not made the brilliant progress at-

tained in so many other and equally highly special-

ized branches of medicine. That this has not been
the case is primarily to be attributed to the neglect

of individual and collective research work, of which
we witness the first beginning in the medico-
actuarial investigation, the results of which will be-

come available in the near future. To the truih-

seeking mind, it has properly been said, "there are

no obligations e.xcept the incontrovertible evidence."

In the practice of life insurance medicine, perhaps
as much as in the practice of medicine in general,

much is still being taken for granted upon the basis

of more or less questionable authority, some of

which dates back to remote antiquity. Modern
methods of science discountenance the acceptance

of principles and beliefs which are not sustained by
incontrovertible evidence warranting approximately
identical conclusions, irrespective of circumstances
or time. It is not my intention to make a special

plea for the utility of the statistical method in medt-
cine. It is quite possible to be led astray by con-

clusions derived from a large number of observa-

tions not subjected to a qualified and critical analy-

s'is, but in the light of past experience the assertion

*Read at the annual meeting of the American Medical
Editors' Association, June i and 3. 1912.

fThe total amount paid for the medical services of

legal reserve life insurance companies in 1910 was about
$6,000,000.

is warranted tiiat this method has obvious advan-
tages over any other yet devised as regards the de-
termination of the factors of human mortality. It

is, no doubt, true that the statistical method is often
imsiiitable for purposes and matters of medical de-

tail, but the present discussion has reference onlv to

the predominating factors of human mortality,

which can be determined by means of the statistical

method and most accurately and conclusively by that

method alone.

Life insurance medicine may broadly be divided

into seven sections— (i) the function and duties of

the medical director; (2) the function and duties

of the medical examiner; (3) medico-actuarial

problems ; ( 4 ) medico-statistical proljler.is : ( 5 )

medico-legal problems; (6) medico-sociological

problems; (7) insurance medicine in its relation to

public health. The fundamental principles which
underlie all of these is the lazv of human mortality

and the factors which condition its duration from the

hour of birth to the highest attainable age. There
is no agreement, even among the most generally

accepted authorities, as to wha'; constitutes a precise

definition of life, death, and disease. Even the term
"law of mortality" has never been defined with

scientific precision, as this is essential in the case of

scientific laws which admit of no variation in point

of space or time.* In the words of Corbaux, who
was probably the most learned and philosophical

writer on the subject, "Permanence is not an attri-

bute of the law of mortality." I am not prepared

to accept this conclusion, which, of coiu'se, depends
largely upon the exact definition of the term. Most
of the writers on the law of mortality have in mind
the rate of mortality, which, of course, is subject to

wide variations in space and time, in that it is fun-

damentally conditioned by innumerable circum-

stances which tend to lengthen or shorten the dura-

tion of life. When Siissmilch first laid down his

principles of the order of God in the duration of

life, he also was influenced chiefly by the observed

regularity in the declinate of life from birdi to the

highest attainable age. Curves drawn on the basis

of death rates, even for quite difTerent classes ot

people or for different periods of titne, conform in

their broad outline quite closely to each other. The
true law of mortality, as deduced from these curves,

may be expressed in the statement that among equal

numbers living the proportion dying will be greatest

at birth, diminish rapidly to a minimum at about

age 12, increase slowly to about age 50, and very

rapidly thereafter to the highest attainable age.

This law has all the elements of permanency, for it

has not been found to vary essentially in any one of

the numerous investigations which have been made
by different methods to determine the rate of mor-
tality or the average age at death, or the expecta-

tion of life, or other measures of life's intensity

with a due regard to age and sex.

The work of Corbaux is practically unknown to

modern readers, for, unfortunately, a contribution

of the highest scientific character was prin'ted in an

edition of only 250 copies. In the discussion by Cor-

baux there are most us'eful observations on life's

absolute intensity, on life's specific intensity, at eacii

exclusively considered year of age, of the eight

periods which naturally divide the course of human
life, and finally, on the law of mortality developed

under its modifications as conceived by the author

and explained at considerable length. A reprint of

this work would make a most us'eful contribution to

*See also Jevon's "Principles of Science." Vol. II.
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insurance knowledge and a study of this author can-

not but broaden the conception of hfe insurance as

it is related to medicine, biology, and even phil-

osophy. It is true, however, that speculations of
this kind throw no light upon the profound problem
of age, growth, and death, which has been so ad-
mirably presented by Minot in his lectures at the
Lowell Institute in 1907. It is a sad commentary
on the neglect of the scientific study of normal and
abnormal man, that while the rate of growth or phy-
sical development is known and understood with
scientific accuracy for rabbits and gxiinea pigs, it is

practically as yet a mere matter of scientific con-
jecture with regard to civilized man. The positive

dearth of accurate data was never more precisely

illustrated than in the paucity of facts confronting
the Parliamentary Committee on National Deterior-
ation, which desired to ascertain whether there had
been a positive decline in the physique of the people
of the United Kingdom. The anthropometric dara
contained in the archives of life insurance com-
panies, if subjected to a qualified statistical analysis,

would yield a veritable treasure store of useful ana
conclusive information. The best work of its kind
in the field of American anthropometry is the class-

ical report by Gould on the Physique of the Ameri-
can Soldier, prepared under almost inconceivable
difficulties soon after the close of the Civil Wai.
The investigation by Gould had its inherent limita-

tions on account of the peculiar age distribution of
men engaged in active military service and the con-
clusions, therefore, do not apply to the whole of the
adult population, with regard to which it is so es-

sential that the fundamental laws of growth and
physical proportion should be better understood.

What is true as regards our ignorance of the true
laws regarding the growth and physical proportions
of civilized man, is equally true as regards the
rate of human mortality as conditioned by the

innumerable factors and circumstances which more
or less determine the duration of the individual life

and of life in the mass. The philosophical essay by
Karl Pearson on the Chances of Death is one of the

most illuminating contributions to the theory of ap-
plied statistics and the practical utility of the theory
of probability. Having in mind the suggestion of
Prof. Lexis that death in old age only is normal
death, Pearson investigated the details of human
mortality and he came to the conclusion that, re-

gardless of the many diseases and accidents from
which men die, these could be substantiallv classed
into five great groups centering around five distinct

ages in life. His mathematical researches lead him
to the further conclusion that the curve of mortality
should be made to include the waste of pre-natal life

and by utilizing such data as could be had concern-
ing deaths during the different periods of uterine
gestation, he constructed a curve which practically

conformed to the theoretical conceptions derived
from the law of pure chance.

Karl Pearson is largely responsible for improved
methods of statistical res'earch. No writer has
emphasized more emphatically the proper methods
of science which should underlie research work in

every field of human inquiry.* His definition of
life and its origin and perpetuity are a most valu-
able introduction to the student of insurance medi-
cine in its broader aspects. His observations on the
selective and non-selectii'e death rate are probably
preliminary to more extensive investigations, which

*See Pearson's "Grammar of Science" and "Chances of
Death and Other Essays."

would seem to be required to precisely determine
the truth of a most important assertion. In his

discussion of the inheritance of the duration of

life, Pearson states that the non-selective death rate

or that portion which is conditioned by inan's en-

vironment, is about 20 per cent., while the selective

death rate or that portion which is conditioned by
heredity, is about 80 per cent, of the total death
rate. It is not shown upon what numerical basis'

these conclusions were arrived at, but there are few
more important problems in insurance medicine than
the exact ascertainment, if possible, of the probable
inlieritance of the duration of life.

The value of family history in life insurance
medicine would not appear to hold the important
position assigned to it in the earlier years of life

insurance development. If the conclusion of Pear-
son is correct that the selective death rate accounts
for 80 per cent, of the total mortality, then the

family history of the applicant attains to very con-

siderable practical proportions. In the absence of

trustworthy registers containing the required proofs'

of the ages and causes of death of persons of for-

mer generations, it is obviously most difficult, if

not impossible, to secure trustworthy answers to the

questions relating to ancestry in the application

blank. But, in a general way, however, these ques-

tions, at least with regard to life and death in gen-

eral, are correct, as shown by insurance e.xperience,

according to which in the case of every 100 male ap-

plicants 37.4 per cent, of the fathers were living and
in the case of female applicants 37 per cent. As re-

gards mothers, it was shown that for male applicants

48.9 per cent, were living and for female applicants

47.6 per cent. These results are, of course, influenced

by the age distribution of applicants, but it is quite

clear that, in a general way, the essential facts of

parental life and death at least are probably ac-

curately returned. The subject becomes much more
complicated as regards the causes of parental death,

which there are strong reasons for believing are

often deliberately misstated and particularly in the

case of the most important causes, such as tuber-

culosis, cancer, insanity, suicide, etc. Research
work in this direction would unquestionably dis-

close valuable facts' which could be applied to the

development of a more satisfactory theory of risk

selection, for it has been shown by the investigations

of Marsh, in behalf of the Mutual Life, that a

family history of consumption is of serious signifi-

cance as disclosed by the subsequent mortality ex-

jierience. And much the same conclusions have
lieen established by Hesse on the basis of the expe-

rience of the Life Insurance Company of Bale, who,
in a report published in 1899, presents a most in-

teresting analysis of the causes of death in the fam-
ily history of insurance applicants.

In forecasting the probable longevity of the in-

dividual, it is necessary to take into account the

factors of safety in the human econoiny, which have
been so admirably flescribed by Dr. Meltzer of New
York City. It woidd be most useful to have these

factors more precisely defined, for some of the con-

clusions of Meltzer and others on this subject inay

be questioned. Is it true, for illustration, that

"every medical man knows that one kidney can be

removed with entire impunity if the other kidney is

normal?" As far as I am aware, no trustworthy
data are available to show that the normal expecta-

tion of life of persons who have undergone this

operation is not substantially curtailed. Is it true,

as it is so often alleged, that the removal of the

appendix is not, in at least a considerable proportion
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of the cases, followed by a decrease in the average
longevity ? I am not aware that the conclusions ad-

vanced with regard to the non-injurious after-effects

of the removal of the appendix are sustained by an
adequate basis of statistical data subjected to a criti-

cal analysis by those qualified to do so. In fact, the

whole subject of the after-effects of surgical opera-
tions and their relation to longevity has never
been investigated with the required impartial

medical and statistical skill. It would be
difficult to conceive of a more complex prob-
lem confronting the seeker after truth. Con-
sidering the vast amount of hospital experience, it

is lainentable that the subsequent results, like nearly

all records of disease, should be so generally wasted.

I am aware, of course, that some of these questions

have been taken into account in the Specialized

Mortality Experience, prepared under the direction

of the American Actuarial Society, but the point

may be raised whether the results are really useful

for general purposes, since the number of cases

considered was small and representative of a se-

lected class. It must be self-evident that if any
class of impaired risks is most carefully selected,

the subsequent mortality must be considerably less

than would be the case with a similar class of per-

sons in the general population. The conclusion de-

rived from the Specialized Mortality Experience
that, contrary to expectation, those who have had
otorrhea appear to be good risks, would hardly be
accepted by the general practitioner, and certainly

not by the specialist on diseases of the ear. The
most serious shortcoming of the Specialized Mor-
tality Experience is the absence of medical informa-
tion, and particularly as to the causes of death. It

is to be hoped that the forthcoming investigation by
the Medico-Actuarial Committee will present in full

the actual number of deaths and their causes for
every specialized group considered. It would also

add much to the practical utility of the investiga-

tion if the observations and comments were made
with less brevity and with some attention to medical
matters of detail, which, according to circum-
stances, may assume considerable importance. It

may further be suggested that it would seem better

to limit the groups to specific and well-defined med-
ical terms, than to combine more or less similar

but, according to circumstances, widely different

diseases or abnormal bodily conditions. For illus-

tration, the combination of inflammation, peritoni-

tis and appendicitis, invalidates all conclusions with
respect to any one of these three well-defined but
quite dissimilar affections. The same is true of the
combined group of renal colic, calculus, or gravel.

It is a distinctly hopeful sign that the requirement
of the blood pressure test in the practice of medi-
cine and life insurance is becoming more general, at

least in the examination of applicants for large
amounts. The classical treatise by Janeway con-
stitutes a thoroughly scientific foundation for a
more comprehensive future inquiry into the whole
subject of blood pressure in its relation to life in-

surance medicine. The discussions by Cook, of
Minneapolis, and Lankford, of San Antonio, on
"Blood Pressure in Life Insurance," are indications
of the direction which investigations of this kind
are bound to take. Jackson, of Boston, in 191 1,

published some very interesting remarks on high
blood pressure and arteriosclerosis, but the most
scientific work of recent years are the admirable
clinical observations on blood pressure, bv Cook and
Briggs of Johns Hopkins Hospital. According to

Lankford, many thousands of tests have been made
of healthy people of all ages and the systolic pres-

sure has been found to range from no to 120 for
young adult females and from 115 to 125 for young
adult males. For older ages the range was from
145 to 160. For life insurance purposes, a much
more precise statement, however, is required, and
it would be desirable to have a sufficient number of
tests made for, say, every ten years of life, com-
mencing with age 20 and ending with age 70. The
more exact requirements would also necessitate sim-
ilar tables for the variation in blood pressure in dis-

ease in conformity to the methods adopted by Cook
and Briggs.

The significance of a normal pulse rate is con-
ceded by every one familiar with the elementary
principles of medicine. The elaborate treatise by
Mackenzie on the Study of the Pulse, would seem
to constitute a complete guide to the use of this

factor in physical diagnosis, as an indication of
abnormal conditions of the heart and circulation.

Tigerstedt's table showing the maximum and mini-
mum frequencies of the pulse from ages 15 and
upwards, is based on a comparatively small number
of cases, which would certainly seem to make this

table more or less unsuitable for life insurance pur-
poses.* A minimum pulse at age 21 of 41 and a max-
imum of 96, may or may not be evidence of abnor-
mality in the body, but when such figures are based
on only 54 such cases the question may properly be
raised as to whether the conclusions should apply
to a business involving such large financial consid-
erations as insurance. A more extended considera-
tion of the subject by Gould in his report on the
Anthropometric Statistics of the Civil War, also
fails to meet modern requirements, in that most of
the observations relate to men of comparatively
young ages. It would seem, therefore, that the
whole question should be made a subject of original
inquiry, with a due regard to age and sex, and pos-
sibly to race and occupation.

While much has been written upon the effect of
alcohol on the human body and the relation of drink
to longevity, it is only within very recent years that
really scientific contributions have been made to this
important subject. The earlier work by Norman
Kerr quite clearly established the incidence of alco-
holism as a factor in the mortality experience of life

insurance companies, and this has been fully con-
firmed by the mortality of the LTnited Kingdom
Temperance and General Provident Institution. In
general terms it has been said "that the feature of
the abstainers' mortality is a great saving after early
manhood throughout all the working years of life;

which saving increases up to middle age, and grad-
ually rises to the normal rate of healthy life as old
age is reached at, say, ages 70 or 75."
The scientific evidence of the effect of alcohol as

a beverage has been most ably assembled by Sir
Victor Horsley in his treatise on "Alcohol and the
Human Body." The value of this work to life in-

surance companies cannot easily he overrated, more
so in view of the statistical evidence disclosed bv the
analysis of the experience of insurance institutions
differentiating abstainers from non-abstainers, with
a considerable saving in premium charges to the
former. Such work as has been done by Karl Pear-
son and others to determine the influence of parental
alcoholism on the physique and ability of the off-

spring, is indirectly of value to life insurance com-

*See also table of pulse rates as given in Minot's "The
Problem of Age. Growth, and Death." p. 15.
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panics as disclosing a method of research, which

on the basis of large numbers may establish a cor-

rection at present entirely unknown. The thor-

oughly representative character of the Twelfth In-

ternational Congress on Alcoholism indicates the

direction in which the experience of life insurance

institutions may prove of value to the cause of tem-

perance and the general progress in public health.

The lines of future research are made evident by

recent contributions to the study of the "Influence of

Alcoholism on the Degeneration of the Offspring"

by Laitinen. the "Relation of Alcoholism and Tuber-

culosis" by Henschen, the "Action of Alcohol on
Muscular and Mental Development" by Rivers and
\\'ebber, etc., etc. As a suggestive indication of the

modern trend toward practical methods of influ-

encing public opinion on the drink question, refer-

ence may be made to a "Manual on Alcoholism in

Industry," published by the American Museum of

Safety of the City of New York. The subject con-

fronts life insurance companies not only with regard

to the habits of non-abstaining applicants in general,

but also in the case of applicants engaged in the

manufacture and sale of into.xicating drink. The
practice of companies with regard to these ques-

tions is quite varied, largely because of the absence

of conclusive data. Every analysis of the mor-
tality of persons employed in the manufacture and
sale of alcoholic beverages, however, sustains the

conclusion that the death rate in general is exces-

sive and that in particular the mortality from tuber-

culosis, respiratory diseases, and liver diseases is

considerably above the average. Research work
along these lines is practically certain to bring for-

ward a considerable amount of useful information,

alike for the purposes of improved methods of insur-

ance administration and the needs of the community
at large.

It would carry me entirely too far to even briefly

discuss the elements of climate in their relation to

human mortality. Most of the works on climat-

ology give very superficial consideration to the ques-

tion of health. It has been pointed out in a recent

editorial in the British Medical Journal (April 6).

in a review of a notable work on the Climate of

Africa, that "it is a great pity that the healthiness

or unhealthiness of the different colonies or protec-

torates, that is, the medical status of each place, was
not equally dealt with." This conclusion applies to

most of the works on climate, including the treatise

by Ward and the earlier work by Ham. The inves-

tigations of Dexter on "Weather Influences" would
seem to prove quite conclusively that there are defi-

nite physiological eft'ects of certain meteorological

conditions, and as emphasizing the object in this

field of research, reference may be made to a recent

and admirable paper by Dr. Gordon on the "Influ-

ence of Strong Prevalent Rain-Bearing \\"inds on
the Course of Phthisis." This investigation would
seem to prove that exposed parishes have a decided-

ly higher proportion of comparatively short cases of

phthisis than the sheltered parishes and a lower pro-

portion of cases of comparatively long duration. In

its broader aspects the subject of climate is of im-
portance, in view of the rapidly increasing popula-

tion of the United States in the humid regions of

the South with a high dew point and in the ele-

vated regions of the West at altitudes of over 2,500
feet. In the more restricted consideration of the
climate and health of hot countries, it requires to

be said that within recent years many valuable con-
tributions have been made to the subject of tropical

climatology, but the available statistical information

has been utilized to only a very limited extent. The
investigations of Woodruff' on che "Effects of Tropi-

cal Light on White Alen" open a new field of discov-

ery in a most promising direction. His observations

on actinotherapy are decidedly suggestive, but

further research is required to establish Wood-
ruff's conclusions by means of a more decis-

ive array of facts. The e.xperience on the

Isthmus of Panama and in many other in-

tensely tropical countries has shown that it

is not impossible to control most of the health-

destructive factors which menace the white race

in hot countries, but there is serious danger of

erroneous conclusions on account of only apparently

satisfactory results. Considering the extreme luo-

bility of modern populations, together with the more
generally accepted conformity to rules for residence

in the tropics, the temporary and permanent effects

of tropical residence may not in their entirety be-

come a matter of statistical record. The tropical

death rate of white populations fails to reflect pre-

cisely the full effect of tropical residence, since an

ever-increasing proportion return to temperate re-

gions for the recovery of health or the prevention

of physical deterioration. A much longer period

will be required to establish the truth of the asser-

tion that residence on the Isthmus is to-day abso-

lutely free from health-injurious consequences, and
in any event it may safely be asserted that the

Isthmus is not a health resort for Americans at the

present time. The sanitary progress which has

been made challenges the admiration of the world,

but it may do serious harm to overdraw the conclu-

sions based upon a superficial study of the facts.

The geography of disease, or geographical path-

ology, furnish subjects of research which are bound
to attract much more attention in the future than in

the past. The classical works by Hirsch and Da\'id-

son have been followed by a most useful treatise by
Dr. Clemow, who gained much practical experience

as British delegate to the Ottawa Board of Health.

.\n excellent summary account of health progress

and health administration in the West Indies has

been published within a year or two by the late Sir

Rupert W. Boyce, Dean of the Liverpool School

of Tropical Medicine. Increasing attention is be-

ing given to the subject in the official reports of

governors and medical officers of the tropical pos-

sessions of European countries and the United

States, but special mention requires to be made of

the excellent medical reports for the German tropi-

cal possessions in East and West Africa, Cameroon.
Xew Guinea, etc. It is to be hoped that the con-

tents of these reports will be made more accessible

to English readers through the "Annals of Tropical

Medicine," published under the direction of the \\'ell-

come Laboratory at Khartoum, in the British Sou-

dan. The scientific ^Memoirs of this laboratory are

among the most encouraging evidences of the sani-

tary control of tropical countries, which is reflected

in a gradual fall of the death rate of the white

population, a decrease in some respects, however,

more apparent than real.

The field of tropical medicine is immense, but

one of considerable practical importance to Ameri-
can life insurance companies, on account of the ever-

increasing proportion of American residents tem-

porarily or permanently residing in the countries of

the Torrid Zone. The general death rate of India

has been reduced to 30.9 per 1,000 in 1909, but the

rate for the Christian population only was 19.4 per
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1,000. The principal cause of nioi"talit\- is fevers,

chiert}- malarial, accounting for a death rate of 19.8

per i.OQO in 1909, followed by a cholera death rate

of only 1.06. The highest death rate from cholera

during recent years occurred in 1900, when it at-

tained to 3.8 per 1,000, and the hisjhest death rate

from plague occurred in 1907, when it reached 5.2

per 1.000. In due appreciation of the great practi-

cal importance of sanitary reforms, the governmeiu
of India has actively interested itself in preventive
measures, and in 1909 an important scientific

Memoir was published on "Malaria in India," fol-

lowed in 1907 by an exceedingly instructive report
on the "Causes' of Malaria in Bombay," and sugges-
tions for measures of sanitary control. Reference
may be made to the work of the Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine, which in 1903 published the

results of the "Malaria Expedition to the Gambia,"
followed by equally suggestive reports on "Anti-
Malaria Measures at Ismalia," the "Distribution and
Control of Sleeping Sickness in the Congo," "Yel-
low Fever Prophylaxis in New Orleans," etc., etc.

The admirable sanitary results of the Japanese
occupation of l'"ormosa emphasizes possibilities of
the greatest ])ractical importance. The mortality

of Formosa, for illustration, has been reduced for

Japanese residents from 20.1 per 1,000 in 1906 to

16.8 in 1909. The local incidence of malaria has
been determined by means of a bacteriological sur-

\ey for every section of Formosa and also the geo-
graphical distribution of malaria-carrying mos-
quitos. For nearly every tropical country under
European or American administration to-day, the

available records indicate at least a fair measure of

sanitary progress achieved during recent years.

The European death rate of Egypt has been de-

creased from 18.9 per i,ooo in 1902 to 13.5 per

1,000 in 1910. In Hongkong the malaria admis-
sion rate for European troops has been reduced
from an average of 625 per 1,000 during the four
years ending with 1904 to 228 per 1,000 during the

six years ending with 1910. The death rate of
Calcutta for 1910 was 26.7 per 1,000, or the lowest
recorded mortality for twenty years. In the Island

of Ceylon the death rate of Europeans has de-
creased from 20.6 per 1,000 during the decade end-
ing with 1908 to 15.6 per 1,000 iluring 1909 and
13.7 for 1910.

The average death rate of Americans in the

Philippine Islands was ii.i per 1,000 for the five

years ending with 191 1. Granting that most of
the Americans are of the age period when the nor-
mal death rate would not exceed 8 or 9 per r.ooo,

and that a fair proportion leave the Islands while
impaired in health as the result of tropical resi-

dence, it is a safe conclusion, sustained by abun-
dant evidence, that by conformity to well-estab-

lished rules it is not a difficult matter to preserve
health in the Philippines at the present time. The
death rate for all races continues high, having been

37.2 per 1,000 during the period under considera-

tion, and it is particularly suggestive that the mor-
tality from beriberi should have increased from
1.8 per 1,000 in 1907 to 6.2 in 191 1. Cholera, lep-

rosy, malaria and dysentery are decreasing;, and
there is abundant evidence, official and cithcrwise,

that with respect to sanitary control the Philippines

are to-day as well, if not better, administered than
our Southern States. The present occasion does
not permit of a more extended survey of the sani-

tary progress of American tropical possessions, but
from every source the evidence is quite ccmclusive

that the deliberate efforts of recent years have been
productive of excellent results and that the menace
to health and life of American residents in tropical

countries is decidedly less at the present time than

it was a generation ago. In no direction, however,
are there more promising opportunities for prac-

tical research work than in the field of tropical

medicine and tropical mortality, and to no interest

are such results of greater practical importance
than to the life insurance companies of the Cnited
States.

There is most urgent need for the establishment

and proper equipment of a School of Tropical
Medicine after the model institutions of Liverpool,

London, and Flamburg. Such a school, by prefer-

ence, should be located at New Orleans, where a
practical beginning has been made in connection
with the Medical Department of Tulane Univer-
sity and ill cooperation with the Charity Hospital.

With the opening of the Panama Canal there

can be no question of doubt but that the port of

New Orleans will become the most important com-
mercial outlet for the trade of the United States
with the countries to the south. With an increas-

ing water-borne traffic, the risk of the introduction

of tropical diseases will become a more serious one
to the nation, and for the study, as well as for the
prevention of such diseases, a well-equipped
School of Tropical Medicine is one of the most
urgent needs of the present day. A brief reference
only requires to be made to the still considerable
prevalence of malaria throughout the South, to the
sporadic occurrence of cases of leprosy. Oriental
sore, etc., and the menace of a further spread of
pellagra, which in the registration area alone in

1910 accounted for 368 deaths. The work of the
Rockefeller Sanitary Commission for the Eradifi-
cation of Hookworm Disease indicates the practical

direction of sanitary research. The number of
persons treated for hookworm disease on behalf
of the Commission was 140,000, and according to
a survey of 125 counties, the disease was most
prevalent in North Carolina. Mississippi, South
Carolina, and Georgia. It requires no argument
to prove that work of this kind must needs be of
])ractical value to life insurance companies and that
the expenses incurred have been justified by the
results.

In the field of anthropology the opportunities
for research are practically boundless. As yet
only a beginning has been made, and the textbook
on the "Races of Europe," by Ripley, for illustra-

tion, may be referred to as evidence of the inade-
quacy of our present understanding of race traits

and characteristics in their relation to disease resist-

ance and longevity. Anthropometric measurements
are not available for sufficient numbers, and the de-
tails of mortality by causes and with a due regard
to sex and age are not available for qualified statis-

tical analysis. The population of the United States
includes to-day so large a variety of types of man-
kind that both anthropology and anthropometry
occupy a much higher place in American political

and economic science than heretofore. It is a mat-
ter of regret that the extensive investigations of'

the United States Immigration Commission should
not have included observations in detail of the
physical and pathological peculiarities of the for-

eign elements which have come to this country in

such large numbers during recent years. The ob-
servations by P)Oaz, however, may be referred to
as an indication of the direction which such in-
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quiries are bound to take if anthropology is to be

made useful for practical purposes. Racial, as

well as interracial, problems have their place m
life insurance to-day. The vast amount of mere

opinion or conjecture requires to be replaced by

trustworthy statistical data.

The precise methods of Duckworth, as adopted

for his studies in the Anthropological Laboratory

of Cambridge, should be applied to the scientific

study of the loreign element in the United States.

The thoroughly scientific contributuni to the racial

anatomy of the Philippine Islanders, including new

methods of anthropology, should be made u-^c of in

similar research work in the United States. The

proceedings of the First Universal Races Congress

prove conclusively that as yet not much more than

a beginning has been made to raise anthropology

to the status of an exact and applied science. The

ethnographic studies made in connection with the

Census of India, particularly by Risley, foreshadow

the direction which such investigations should take

in the United States. The work by Hrdlicka on

the North American Indian is a valuable contribu-

tion to a subject which as yet has been largely neg-

lected. What is true of the foreign element and

the non-Caucasian races in the United States is

equally true of the natives. The researches by

Baxter and Gould into American anthropometry

have not been followed for half a century, although

the conclusions then arrived at were of exceptional

scientific and practical value. There is, however,

a large amount of anthropometric data in the

archives of insurance companies which could be util-

ized for the purpose of a national anthropometric

survey. Sooner or later the question of national

physical progress or deterioration will require

qualified consideration. At present many of the

conclusions as to what constitutes normal physical

man or normal woman, and what constitutes the

normal rate of physical growth according to age

and sex are mere matters of conjecture.

The comparative mortality rate of the white and

colored races of the United States may be referred

to as a practical illustration of the importance of

research work in the field of race patltology. The
average death rate of the white population of ten

southern cities during the period of 1906-1910 was

16.7 per 1,000, whereas the corresponding death

rate of the colored population of these cities was

30.6 per 1,000, or 75.4 per cent, in excess. The
tuberculosis death rate of the white population was
18.8 per 10,000, whereas the corresponding tuber-

culosis death rate of the colored population was

49.8, or 164.9 per cent, in excess. The highest

death rate for the white population was consider-

ably below the lowest death rate for the colored

population, and the highest tuberculosis death rate

of the white population was 22.9 per 10,000, or still

considerably below the lowest tuberculosis death

rate for the colored, or 28.2. The true incidence

of an excessive death rate is only disclosed by an

analysis of the mortality in detail, with a due re-

gard to age and sex. It is to be hoped that the

Census Office will see its way clear to publish in

the near future a full account of the mortality of the

several races and at least the more important for-

eign elements in the United States, by sex. cause,

and divisional periods of life. It is true that such

an analysis involves a large amount of clerical

labor, but the results would be most useful for the

social and economic needs of the nation.

Aside from racial and climatic factors there are

the bio-sociological factors, particularly sex, mat-

rimonial condition and fertility, which cannot be

considered on this occasion. A brief reference

may be made, however, to a very suggestive recent

discussion of the mortality of eldest children in

large families by Lucien March in the Journal of the

Royal Statistical Society, which would seem to sus-

tain the conclusion that the death rate of last-born

children is higher than the mortality of first-born

children. The discussion raises the whole ques-

tion of the so-called Bremersche-Belastung, which

by foreign authors has been discussed in some de-

tail with reference to tuberculosis. Even granting

that there is an increase in mortality with the order

of birth, it, of course, does not follow that such a

conclusion could be applied to practical purposes in

life insurance medicine. It, however, is feasible

to take such facts into account, provided they are

sustained by incontrovertible evidence. It is gen-

erally admitted that the mortality of the married is

more favorable than the mortality of the unmar-

ried, but even with regard to this question much
more trustworthy statistical data are required than

are as yet available. Even the question of sex dif-

ference and the apparently higher mortality of in-

sured women than insured men, in contrast to the

lower death rate of women in the general popula-

tion when compared with men, is a field of statisti-

cal research which has not received the attention

of which it is deserving.

There has been much speculation from time to

time as to the most fatal year of life. One quite

learned discussion in the London Evening Stan-

dard some years ago fixed the age at 37, while, ac-

cording to an article in the New York Times, 56
would seem to be the fatal year for persons of

genius. Lord Beaconsfield appears to have been

the author of the remark that 37 was the fatal age,

and it has been held that this observation was sus-

tained by much striking testimony as to its truth.

\\'ithout disputing, on this occasion, the contention

with reference to men of genius, it may be stated

as a matter of fact that the maximum number of

deaths in adult life, according to American experi-

ence, occur in the 66th year. This conclusion, de-

rived from the vital statistics of the Census, is

practically confirmed by the experience of a large

industrial insurance company, according to which
the largest number of deaths of males occur at the

65th year of life and of females at the 64th year.

The small differences may be accounted for by the

method of stating the age at death, as to whether
next birthday, or nearest birthday, or more precisely

by reference to months and days. There is,

however, a distinct but variable rise in the actual

number of deaths of males at ages 23, 31, 36, 41, 46,

51, 56 and 61, which would seem to indicate by the

regularity in the periodicity that the result is partly

influenced by the method of returning the ages at

death. Be that as it may. the data are decidedly

suggestive, and the conclusion remains unshaken
that the probable age of greatest frequency in the

actual number of deaths, or the year of adult life

at which most deaths occur, in the L^nited States,

is about 65 or 66.*

There is one phase of the mortality problem to

which there appears to be no reference in the text-

liooks on life insurance medicine. The late Sir

James Paget pointed out that there is apparently a

*It is not at all settled that the death rate increases

with every year of adult life and it is quite probable that

the rate is higher at 20-24 than just before or after.
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chronometrx in life as well as in chemistry or me-
chanics, and that in the study of pathology insuffi-

cient consideration is given to the question as to

how much of exact disease or of its variations may
be the result of a serious disturbance of the time

rate at which the organic processes should be dis-

charged. As observed in the ^Medical Record of

May 31, 1902, "There is much reason in the argu-

ment that many cases of failure in health are due
to these errors in the chronometry of life," and the

Record quotes the conclusion of Sir James Paget,

that "Pathology and sometimes our practice would
be improved if local defects of working power were
more often thought of as errors in the time rate of

life in the defective objects and if we would think

that the age of each object is not always wholly or

exactly expressed by the time that has elapsed

since it was first formed," and, furthermore, "If

we would bear in mind that any internal organ may
deviate from the general time rate of the body as

much as the teeth, the hair, and the skin, which we
so commonly think of as old before their time."

In other words, the question should not be as to

the absolute age, but as to the attained age of the

heart, the brain, or any other part of the body,
which may seem to be less healthy than the rest.

To this important suggestion, which obviously

must be of much practical importance, if it is at all

applicable, to the needs of life insurance compa-
nies, a brief reference may be made to another and
equally new observation by Minot, that "We must,
it seems to me, conclude that longevity, the dura-
tion of life, depends upon the rate of c\tomoypho-
sis. If that cytomorphosis is rapid the fatal con-
dition is reached soon, if it is slow the fatal condi-

tion is postponed. And cytomorphosis in various

species and kinds of animals must proceed at dif-

ferent rates and at different speeds at different

ages." A discussion of this suggestion would in-

volve the whole question of the cell and its basic

function in the economy and the duration of human
life. Such a discussion obviously falls within the

technical qualifications of the expert in embryology
and cellular pathology.

There has been much speculation during recent
years as to the probable effect on the average dura-
tion of life of the elimination of specific dis-

eases, such as tuberculosis, yellow fever, small-

pox, etc.. or at least of their substantial reduc-
tion. Farr. in 1S75. anticipated this problem by a

discussion of the effect of the extinction of any
single disease on the duration of life. But long
before Farr, Duvillard had calculated the probable
effect of the elimination of smallpox as the result

of vaccination, which, he concluded, would add
three and one-half years to the existing mean life-

time. Modern writers have been chieflv concerned
with the effect of average longevity as the result of

a diminution in the mortality from tuberculosis

and typhoid, and some very interesting calculations

have been presented by learned authorities whose
work is deserving of more general appreciation, as

a practical contribution to the economic considera-
tion of public h.ealth questions. Further inquiry
of this kind would unquestionably lead to some
practical conclusions and perhaps no other data
would more fully justify the cooperation of life

insurance companies with the nation-wide move-
ment for an improvement in public health.

There is probably no disease other than tuber-

culosis of greater practical importance to life

insurance companies as a menace to the

future interests of their policyholders than
cancer. \\'hether the increase in the rate is real or

only apparent, it is evident that the mortality from
cancer constitutes a very substantial proportion of

the mortality from all causes at ages 45 and over.

Cancer research is, therefore, one of the most
promising fields of inquiry, and what has been done
in this respect in England, Germany and Plungary
suggests a similar and nation-wide investigation

for the United States. The work of the Cancer
Commission of Harvard University and of the

Cancer Laboratory of the New York State Depart-
ment of Health must be considered to be of great
practical value to life insurance companies and to

life insurance medicine. It is suggestive that a

painstaking statistical study of cancer death rates,

based largely upon American data, should have
been made by Dr. Maynard of Pretoria, South .Af-

rica, but the most comprehensive statistical reports

on cancer and the essential factors of its occur-
rence are those published by the Royal Statistical

Bureau of Hungary and the Municipal Bureau of
Statistics of Amsterdam. The largest number of
deaths from this disease in the United States occur
at ages 60 to 64, when 14.2 per cent, of the mor^
tality of males and 12.8 per cent, of the mortality
of females is the result of this specific cause.

The relative frequency of cancer by organs af-

fected has been as follows for the United States,

for the period 1900-1908: For males the mortality
of cancer of the mouth was 3.3 per 100,000 of male
population

; of the stomach and liver, 24.4 ; of the in-

testines, 6.1 ; of the skin, 3.0; and all other organs
or parts, 13.8. The total death rate from cancer
for males was 50.5.

For females the mortality from cancer of the
mouth was only 0.8 per 100,000 of female popula-
tion ; of the stomach and liver, 25.7; of the intes-

tines, 8.6; of the skin. 1.8; of the breast, 11.5: of
the organs of generation, 20.2 ; and for other organs
and parts, 16.7. For the total female population the
rate was 85.3 per 100,000,

The most suggestive recent statistical study of
the cancer problem is by Dr. C. E. Green, of Edin-
burgh. This author adopted entirely original meth-
ods of research, based, however, largely upon stat-

istical investigations. He made the necessary cor-
rections of cancer death rates on account of the
admission of non-residents to hospitals in large
cities, and his conclusions are quite startling, but
apparently are well sustained by the available evi-

dence. In brief, he brings out a traceable relation

between cancer occurrence and topography and oc-
cupation, concluding in part that "The towns lying
in a cup have by far the highest cancer mortalities,

while those on a level site with level surroundings
show the lowest percentage. Those on hill sites are
slightly higher than those on sloping sites."

I obtained, through the courtesy of the I'nited

States Geological Survey, a grouping of American
cities conforming to the topographical division

adopted by Dr. Green, but the corresponding can-
cer death rates did not exactly conform to his con-
clusions. I would partly attribute this result to

the inherent defect in all our cancer mortalitv stat-

istics, in that the deaths of non-residents were in-

cluded with those of residents in the municipal
mortality returns. It is quite possible that if the
method of Dr. Green were followed in its entirety,

the conclusions for American communities would
at least partly conform to his own, but it requires
to b*" '"(n^'Hprprl tjipt ".p havp a mijrti morp mnhile
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population in the United States than is common to

the large and medium size cities of Scotland, so

that the degree of e.xposure to possible local can-

cer-producing conditions would be much less in the

United States. The work of Green emphasizes the

practical utility of original statistical research in

the field of medicine, and particularly in that branch

which concerns itself chiefly with the successful

solution of life insurance problems.

The most gratifying evidence of American sani-

tary progress is to be found in the gradual, but

persistent, reduction in the death rate from typhoid

fever. In 1891 the typhoid death rate for Ameri-

can cities was 59.0 per 100,000 of population,

against only 20.2 in 1910. The decrease has been

progressive by five-year periods, from 45.4 per

100,000 during 1891-1895, to 25.3 during 1906-

19 10. In Northern and Western cities the rate has

decreased from 43.1 during the first five years of

the period, to 23.4 during the last. In Southern

cities for the white population the rate has de-

creased from 55.4 to 37-2, and for the colored pop-

ulation from 73.9 to 51.0.

Regardless of the sanitary progress which has

been made throughout the country at large, the ty-

phoid rate continues unduly high in certain sections

and dangerous outbreaks occur in localities hereto-

fore considered secure. The intimate relation of

typhoid fever occurrence to polluted water supplies

is no longer a matter of conjecture, but it is an

established fact. The research work into the origin

and prevalence of typhoid fever in the District of

Columbia and a number of other badly infected lo-

calities throughout the United States, by the Pub-

lic Health and Marine Hospital Service, discloses

precisely the underlying causes of a strictly pre-

ventable disease.

I can only make a very brief reference to tuber-

culosis, with regard to which it may be said that

the death rate for American cities has decreased

from an average of 32.3 per 10,000 during the five

years ending with 1874 to an average of 18.5 for

the five years ending with 1909. The statistical

laws of tuberculosis are far from being as defin-

itely understood as would be desirable for life in-

surance purposes, and this holds true particularly

for the experience data of tuberculosis sanatoria.

These records, with few exceptions, have not been
made the subject of proper tabulation and critical

analysis, but the aggregate experience would be a

most useful addition to medical and insurance

science. Among the factors which, among others,

require consideration, are the age on admission for

treatment, the Turban stage of the disease on ad-

mission and its previous duration, the lung involve-

ment, the average weight on admission and dis-

charge, the value of the tuberculin treatment, the

history of exposure to infection, the family history,

and, most of all, the post-discharge results. For
German sanatoria an admirable analysis of the

aggregate institutional experience is published
each year and in much detail for each of the thirty-

one invalidity insurance offices, providing systematic
treatment of tuberculous members, almost entirely

of the wage-earning class. The statistical investi-

gations made at Saranac and Liberty, N. Y., Wash-
ington, D. C, and Fort Bayard. N. i\I., etc., are
deserving of mention, but as yet our American
data are not collected on the basis of a uniform
schedule and subjected to a critical analysis,

nor, as a rule, are the post-discharge results

observed in the proper manner to provide a basis

for trustworthy conclusions as to the medical value

of sanatoria treatment and its relation to the e.x-

pense incurred.

The relation of eyestrain to mortality and mor-
bidity has been made the subject of painstaking in-

quiry by Dr. George ]\I. Gould and others, whose
investigations prove quite conclusively that defects

of vision are often important contributory causes

in the more obvious diseases which shorten life.

It may be impracticable to require insurance appli-

cants to wear suitable glasses for the correction of

visual defects, but it may be suggested that some
advantage would accrue from the inclusion of a

question as to vision in the application blank.

Much progress has been made in the field of in-

dustrial diseases, but much requires to be done
to provide life insurance companies with really

trustworthy information as to what really consti-

tutes an occupation detrimental to health. The field

of specific occupation diseases is quite limited,

since the predominating causes of ill-health in in-

dustry are much the same, except in an exaggerated
form, as among the population at large. The dis-

tinct field of occupational neuroses has been admir-
ably reported upon, with details of the clinical

study of one hundred cases, by Dr. Charles L. Dana
of New York. The investigation forms an admir-
able basis for further inquiry, and, as pointed out

by Dr. Dana, by those, not necessarily physicians,

but who are interested in industrial diseases. The
subject within recent years has attracted much
qualified attention on account of its relation to

workmen's compensation and employers' liability

laws, and the results of individual or collective in-

vestigations are not only of much interest to the

State but also to life insurance companies in the

more careful selection of risks.

Mental afflictions, or unsoundness of mind, es-

pecially in their relation to the mortality from
nervous diseases, are a much neglected field of

statistical inquiry. The evidence is not conclusive

whether insanity is on the increase, particularly be-

cause of the difficulty of a precise definition as to

what constitutes unsoundness of mind. The
statistics of institutions for the treatment and cure

of insane persons require to be made the subject of

a much more qualified and uniform tabulation and
analysis than has heretofore been the case. Possi-

bly no field of statistical research is of greater in-

terest to the student of social pathology. As re-

gards the heredity of insanity, the same conclusion

probably applies as in the case of tuberculosis, that

it is not the defect itself which is inherited, but a

lesser resistance against conditions destructive of

soundness of mind. There have been innumerable
attempts at the classification of insanity, but

equally innumerable reasons have been advanced
why a definite and final classification seems almost

impossible. It is held by Haviland Hall, the well-

known author on medical examination for life as-

surance, that "The influence of the mother's in-

sanity is more serious than that of the father." As
far as I have been able to learn, there is no sub-

stantial statistical basis for this conclusion. The
same conclusion applies to the alleged heredity of

suicide, although there are strong reasons for sus-

pecting a traceable relation between suicide in the

parents and a tendency to suicide in the offspring.

The suicide rate has persistently increased in Amer-
ican cities, from an average of 14.5 per 100.000 of

population during the five years ending with i8q5

to 20.0 during the five years ending with 1910. Tiie
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suicidal impulse, it has been pointed out by Clous-

ton, "constitutes the great peculiarity and the spe-

cial responsibility attaching to the depressed form
of mental unsoundness." There is, therefore, a

close relation between insanity and suicide, which
emphasizes the importance of further research in

the field of neurology and abnormal psychology.

Much valuable information would be derived

from trustworthy records of diseas'e. Many years

ago a beginning was made to collect such records

under the auspices of the New York State Medical
Society and subsequently the State of Michigan in-

augurated a system of weekly reports of sickness

from health officers, under the direction of the late

Dr. Baker. In 1876 Dr. Draper of Boston in the

Report of the Masschusctts State Board of Health,

contributed a suggestive discussion to the subject

of Registration of Prevalent Diseases, and a Bu-
reau of Health Correspondence was established, but

the history of the movement is not a matter of

record. By far the most suggestive and philosophi-

cal discussion of the value of registration of dis-

ease is contained in "Essays and Papers on Sore
I''allacies of Statistics Concerning Life and Death,
Health and Disease," by Dr. Rumsey, published in

London in 1875. About twenty years later Dr.
Arthur Newsholme, now the Medical Officer of the

Local Government Board, read an address on a

"National System of Notification and Registration

of -Sickness" before the Royal Statistical Society,

which is a most useful and suggestive contribution

to the subject. This was followed in 1897 by a

small treatise on "Wasted Records of Disease," by
Charles E. Paget. All of these efforts may be

summed up in the statement that a clear case has
been made out for the utility of such records, but

it is self-evident that unless there is an earnest and
intelligent cooperation of the medical profession,

the practical results must be very limited. From a

life insurance point of view, the accurate and com-
plete registration of general sickness would prove
a most useful addition to knowledge and emphasize
much more precisely than mortality records the

local causes responsible for ill-health. The pres-

ent opportunity is not suitable for the discussion of

the technical difficulties which at first may seem
insuperable, but I am quite confident that, consid-

ering the success which has been achieved with the

notification of infectious diseases, the time is bound
to come when all diseases and surgical operations

will be made a matter of record.

The fallacies inherent in crude rit(d statistics

have been so clearly apparent for many years that

it is difficult to understand whv obvious errors

should continue to mislead the seeker after truth.

The forced elimination of secondary or contribu-

tory causes of death involves the use of more or

less arbitrary methods of statistical classification,

which are recognized by most registration officials,

but done away with bv none. The difficulty is met
by the use of the Budapest system of death classi-

fication, the value of which is as yet but very im-

perfectly recognized in the LTnited States, including
registration officers and life insurance companies.
The utility of this method is shown to best advan-
tage in a study of the mortality from diseases of

the heart and urinary organs, and also in alcoholism

and diseases of the liver. In fact, there are few
deaths without more or less important complica-

tions and a thorough understanding of the mortal-
ity problem is out of the question until secondary
or collateral causes are also taken into account. It

may sound parado.xical, but it is true, that it is

seldom that persons actually die of the disease

which leads to death. It is also true that the

whole subject of death has only within recent years

attracted scientific attention and most of the earlier

essays and works on death and the prolongation
of life are of small intrinsic value. Reference may
be made to the very suggestive essay on "Thana-
tology" by Dr. Roswell Park of Buffalo. Innumer-
able tests have been suggested for the positive diag-

nosis of death, but there has not been much ad-
vance in this direction since 1746 when a very in-

teresting treatise on "The Uncertainty of the Signs
of Death" and the "Danger of Precipitate Inter-

ments and Dissections" was published, with numer-
ous illustrations of persons supposed to be dead and
with some illustrations of persons restored to life.

The ancient practice of long-delayed interment may
find its justification in the uncertainty of the signs
of death, although the classical treatise by Brouar-
del on "Death and Sudden Death" would seem to

suggest abundant means for the prevention of what
cannot but be considered the most awful possibility

of human existence.

The literature of longevity and the prolongation

of life is large and constantly increasing. The re-

searches of Metchnikoff and others have placed the
whole subject upon a sound and scientific founda-
tion. The discourses on the "Means for the Pro-
longation of Life" by Sir Hermann Weber empha-
sizes the fundamental principle as regards conduct,
that "work and moderation are the main source of
health, happiness and long life." There is less mys-
tery in longevity to-day than in former years and
the conclusion is gaining ground that the attain-
ment of normal old age is largely a matter of con-
formity to well-established principles not difficult

in their application. There is much disutility in the
argument that the average duration of life is in-

creasing, since the gain which has been made pri-

marily affects the younger ages. The chief concern
is the preservation of adult life, which is of the
highest social and economic importance to the State.
The attainment of extreme longevity need not be
a matter of much serious concern, but there would
seem to be some evidence that the number
of centenarians is increasing, but. as shown by
Young, the numerous alleged cases of extreme
longevity require to be viewed with suspicion, in

the absence of really trustworthy documentary evi-

dence as to the date of birth. The mere attainment
of old age without the preservation of all the facul-

ties is rather a hindrance to human progress than a
help. As pointed out. however, by Dorland in his ad-
mirable discussion of the "Age of Mental Virility,"

"some of the greatest men and minds of all ages
have attained to old age and some of the greatest
works of genius have been produced after the age
of 70 years." Opinions may differ as to the spe-
cific cause of old age, but progress is being made
toward a better understanding of the contributory
causes, at least, which shorten life and bring about
premature senility. Metchnikoft"s conclusion is that
intestinal putrefaction shortens life in the large ma-
jority of cases of adults and that lactic acid is a
means of preventing such putrefaction as shown by
experiments on men and mice and by the compara-
tive longevity of races using sour milk. There can
be no question of doubt that autointoxication re-
quires to be recognized as of much greater im-
portance than is now generally assumed and it may-
serve as an explanation of many deaths attributed,.
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more or less erroneously, to so-called acute indiges-

tion. If it is true that lactic ferments have been ad-

vantageously employed in cases of cancer of the

stomach, Bright's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, etc.,

it is obvious that there are vast opportunities for the

future prolongation of adult life which have here-

tofore been neglected.

In its final analysis, the true cause of premature

death is largely a question of erroneous habits of

life. It is certainly suggestive that the proportionate

mortality from nervous and urinary diseases should

be so decidedly excessive among persons of heavy

weight. The same is true also for rheumatism and

diabetes. It has properly been said that few per-

sons take the diet best suited to their requirements,

and the sum and substance of sound advice has

been summed up by Sir Hermann Weber in the

following rule

:

"Observe moderation in food and drink and all

other physical pleasures. Breathe pure air at all

times. Take regular daily exercise, whatever the

weather. Go to bed early and rise early. Take a

daily bath and let the skin be well rubbed. Per-

form work regularly and cultivate a hopeful or

optimistic disposition. Avoid alcohol and other

stimulants and narcotic drugs, and finally make a

resolute effort of will to preserve health and life."

The field of life insurance medicine today in-

cludes not only the primary function of risk selec-

tion, but also the conservation of human life in the

individual and in the mass. Certain companies

have gone so far as to publish pertinent suggestions

with regard to the preservation of health and life to

their policyholders, while the Association of Life

Insurance Presidents has inaugurated preliminary

measures for a sanitary survey of the United States.

Some of the fraternal societies have established in-

stitutions for the treatment of chronic wasting dis-

eases and one of the largest companies has com-
menced the issue of a quarterly publication devoted

to the human conservation problem, as it altects life

insurance policyholders in particular, and amplified

liy definite instructions in matters of personal hy-

giene. As said in an editorial in the Journal of the

American Medical Association, with regard to this

movement, "It is an evidence of the wisdom and
progressiveness of the insurance companies to com-
bine considerations of humanity with good business

policy." Considering the vast importance of life

insurance institutions to the public and the State, it

is of the utmost importance that whatever is done
should be done rightly at the outset, so that the

faith of the people in the superior medical admin-
istration of these companies may not be shaken by
the results of ill-advised experiments.

The function of general and even experimental
research in the field of life insurance medicine be-

comes, therefore, a duty, which I have tried to em-
phasize in a few matters of detail and with a due
regard to the difficult situation which confronts the

companies in combining considerations of humanity
with considerations of business necessity and busi-

ness policy.

Chloride Retention in Exudative Processes of the

Skin.—V. Menschikoff has found that children with the

L-.Kudative diathesis react with a greater retention of

chlorides than normal children. An increased ingestion of

sodium chloride has no effect on the cutaneous manifesta-

tions. Children with manifest signs of the exudative dia-

thesis show greater variations in tlie chloride metabolism

than children with a latent exudative diathesis.

—
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ACCESSORY PANCREAS IN THE GASTRO-
INTESTINAL TRACT.*

By C. L. GIBSON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

SURGEON ST. LUKE's HOSPITAL.

The presence of misplaced islets of pancreatic tis-

sue in various parts of the gastrointestinal tract was
first described by Klob {Zcitschrift der Gessclschaft

der Aerzte zu IVien, 1859). Since then quite a
number of observations have followed and Opie
describes quite fully ten instances found in eighteen

hundred autopsies at the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

This fact and other important data contained in

this article are taken from the valuable treatise

of Opie on the Pancreas, second edition. L'htil

quite recently the occurrence of an accessory pan-
creas was looked upon as of little practical signifi-

cance, its existence being demonstrated as an inci-

dent of post-mortem findings.

Opie says "A true accessory pancreas is a mass
of pancreatic tissue wholly separated from the

pancreas and provided with a duct of its own. Such
isolated masses of glandular tissue derive some im-
portance from the possibility that they may perhaps
vicariously assume the function of the main organ
when it is diseased and that they may cause diver-

ticula or hernia of the intestinal wall. They may
be divided into two groups—those situated above
the pancreas in the stomach and duodemun and
those below the gland in the duodenum and jejunum.

"Small masses of aberrant pancreatic tissue are

usually about i cm. in diameter, one is described as

4.5 X 3.5 across and i cm. in thickness. More than

one may occur in the same individual."

Pathological changes affecting accessory pan-
creatic tissue. Opie speaks of fat necrosis occur-

ring about an aberrant nodule. .\lso "the isolated

nodule tends to produce chronic interstitial inflam-

mation, and interstitial tissue is al.iiost constantly

present in greater quantity than in the normal
gland." Inflammatory changes are probably de-

pendent upon occlusion of the minute often lortuous

ducts and are doubtless intensified by invasion of

bacteria from the stomach or intestine.

The following case of aberrant pancreas was ob-

served by me in June, 1909:
lUiss F., age 25, milliner. Family and previous

history unimportant ; has never been in very good
health. For the past two years she has had stomach
trouble, characterized by epigastric pain, occasional

vomiting, on one occasion of blood. The pain comes
somewhat periodically, but is increasing in fre-

quency and intensity, so that she is prevented from
pursuing her occupation. She is somewhat pale and
anemic

;
physical e.xamination was negative except

for soiue tenderness in the right hypochondrium.
I saw her in one of the attacks of pain, an un-

usually severe one, in which she gave every appear-

ance of a person suffering from biliary colic. An
exploratory operation was finally decided on, the

presumptive diagnosis being cholelithiasis or gastric

ulcer, or both.

At operation a circumscribed, slightly elevated,

well marked tumor about the size of a quarter was
found an inch pro.ximal to the pylorus on the an-

terior wall. It was excised. The patient made a

good surgical recovery and for some months the

stomach symptoms were alleviated but returned,

though perhaps not quite so severely. Her general

condition remains poor.

The gross examination of the specimen showed
*Read before the Practitioners Society, May 3, 191J.
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on tlie mucous surface a rather racemose conforma-
tion with a central openins: as of a duct. Although
I said at the time that it looked Hke a gland, the
true nature of the condition which should have been
apparent at once, if one had the condition in mind,
escaped me as well as several observers. In fact,

from one pathologist we had a microscopic report
as adenocarcinoma.
The final report is as follows

:

Diagnosis: Aberrant pancreatic tissue in the
stomach wall.

Macroscopical examination: Ulcer of stomach.
Specimen consists of flat oval piece of stomach wall,
2.5 X 2 X 0.5 cm. Section cut through one ragged
edge and through a small nodule at one part.

-Microscopical examination: Section through
nodule shows masses of epithelial cells which to a
faint degree simulate in their arrangement glandular
tissue packed closely together with almost no stoma.
There are many cysts and ducts lined with high
glandular epithelium, which itself is occasionally
filled with mucus. Both the adenomatous tissue
and the closely packed cells lie in the muscularis.
No mitoses found. The general structure of the
epithelial masses suggests the pancreas, and though
no islands of Langerhans can be found the tissue
is probably pancreatic. The ducts and cysts also
render this diagnosis probable. The mucosa of the
stomach is not normal. There is considerable
growth of epithelial cells in the mucosa, probably a
portion of the pancreatic nodule. There is no
reason to consider the specimen an adenoma or a
carcinoma.

Various forms of examinations had been made
before operation. .An jr-ray (bismuth) of the
stomach seemed negative, but with the findings in

mind the plate was reviewed and showed at the site

of the pancreatic lobule a thinner and shadowy ap-
pearance which, with our greater experience to-day,
would be suggestive of a pathological process.

Frankly, I doubt if this pancreatic lobule ac-
counted for the patient's symptoms, particularly as
it did not impinge on the pylorus. That such a
lobule may cause mechanical obstruction if rightly
situated is evident from the following case,* some
of its features resembling Miss F.'s condition.

^lan, 37, gastric symptoms two years, increasing
severity in past three months, attacks of severe pain
like biliary colic. At operation a tumor size of a
large pea was found within the pylorus. Supposing
it to be a growth, the pylorus was resected. Tem-
porary relief, later return of symptoms. Exami-
nation showed that the tumor blocked the pylorus;
it was an adenoma of an aberrant pancreatic lobule.
The authors state that they have been unable

to find a similar case, but I am inclined to think
that I had some vears ago such a condition which
in my ignorance of the subject I failed to recognize.
The patient was an elderly man, much reduced

by a supposed carcinoma of the stomach. An ex-
ploratory operation showed the presence of a some-
what movable rounded mass the size of a small
cherry springing from the anterior wall of the
stomach close to the pylorus. Removed by incising
the stomach, being nearly pedunculated. Relief of
symptoms, restoration to health.

I believe now this condition might have been
demonstrated to be pancreatic tissue, as it quite
closely resembled the case just quoted.
The great bulk of these pancreatic lobules are

*Reynier & Masson : BiiUetiii de I'Academie de Medecine,
Vol. 62, 1909.

situated in the different parts of the small intestine.

Some of them are located in the usual site of the
Meckel's diverticulum, that is in the last two feet of
the ileum. In many, perhaps most cases, they form a
diverticulum which apparently closely simulates a
^Meckel's diverticulum, and may give rise to patho-
logical changes of importance, as may be judged by
the following case reported by Mr, Alexis Thomson.

"Acquired Diverticulum of Lower Ileum ivith Ac-
cessory Pancreas Causing Symptoms of Acute Ap-
pendicitis."—Man, 53 years old, acute symptoms,
temperature 103"—operation. A small amount of
clear serum escaped, appendix apparently healthy.
About eighteen inches from the ileocecal valve a
diverticulum was found of the "finger of a glove"
type, presenting a bulbous enlargement resembling
in shape the penis. Its peritoneal coat showed a
thin deposit of fibrin, but no undue vascularity.
Uneventful recovery.

Description of the specimen : The diverticulum
in the contracted state (due to fixation in alcohol)
measured 3 centimeters in length ; the tubular por-
tion measured i centimeter in diameter, while the
club-shaped extremity measured 1.3 centimeter.
The tubular portion presented the appearance of
normal small intestine, the club-shaped portion ap-
peared to be composed of fat ; there was a hollow-

constriction intervening between the two portions.
On section the club-shaped portion was seen to be
solid and to constitute fully one-half of the entire
diverticulum, its center presented a lobulated ap-
pearance, as if composed of gland tissue, while the
cortex consisted of fat. . . . .A.t the distal end
of the tubular portion and confined within the longi-
tudinal muscular coat is a minute, well-defined mass
of pancreatic tissue, the lobules of which are ar-
ranged as in the normal pancreas, and are provided
with an average number of ducts. . . . Tran-
sition forms are also met with between the most
minute of the newly formed ducts, and the solid

masses of the cells which give the cancerous ap-
pearance to the parts thus afTected.

The clinical features of the case just described
have put me in mind of a case operated on as a

Meckel's diverticulum, the gross appearances quite

closely duplicating Mr, Thomson's description. No
microscopic examination was thought of then ; in

the light of our more recent investigation such are
now imperative and mav increase our knowledge.
From the embryonic standpoint diverticula due

to accessory pancreatic islets should be limited to the
small intestine. We do see great misplacements of
other tissue such as the adrenals in unexpected
places, and I have been led to speculate whether
some of the diverticula of the larger intestine, par-
ticularly of the sigmoid, might not owe their origin
to such a cause.

72 East Fiftv-foueth Street.

THE TREATMENT OF HYPERACIDITY—
THE FRENCH X^EWPOINT,

By martin E. REHFUSS, M.D.,

PARIS, FRANCE.

Notwithstanding the enormous amount of clinical

material and the abundant clinical observations on
the subject of hyperacidity, the precise factors
which determine an alteration in gastric secretion
are not known. Many concomitant conditions are
constantly observed, but the relation between and
the mechanism by which they induce these changes
are but imperfectly understood. That definite or-
ganic conditions such as appendicitis, cholecystitis,
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cholelithiasis, and nephrolithiasis can give rise to

hyperacidity of the gastric juice must rest unques-
tioned inasmuch as removal of the cause results in

prompt amelioration of all the symptoms and a low-
ering in the aci'hty as determined h_v analyses. That
the quality of food and the rapidity of ingestion

play an important role must be equally acknowl-
edged inasmuch as a sensitive stomach readily re-

acts to these stimuli. That certain constitutional

states such as gout and chlorosis as well as neurosis

seem to be factors is the conclusion of men who
have had great experience in this condition. The
same may be said of the hyperacid states following
the excessive ingestion of alcohol and the abuse of

tobacco. Finally ulcerative conditions of the gastric

mucosa, whether induced by it or inducing it, in turn
make it play a very important part in the diagnosis

of that condition. Putting aside all these causes,

however, there are a certain number of cases in

which none of the above name:! factors seem to

operate and there seems to be a disposition on the

part of gastric mucosa to react to the slightest

stimuli with the formation of hyperacid gastric

juice. Some experiments in which I have been
recently engaged would seem to show that the

stomach has great eliminative powers and in cases

of insufficient elimination elsewhere, the stomach
can partially assume this function. This is well

known in the case of uremia and it is probable that

many drugs can also be eliminated in this way. It

is possible that during the process of elimination

hyperacidity can be induced. Bourget in his "Mala-
dies de I'Estomac," just published, says that the

commonest cause of hyperacidity, however, "outside

of that attendinsr ulcerations, is certainlv a neu-
rosis with, as its habitual complement, spasm of the

pylorus." Before leaving the subject of hvperacid-
ity, an important point in the analysis of this con-
dition is the fact that a number of medicinal sub-

stances can by prolonged usage produce hyperacid-
ity and principal among these is sodium bicarbonate
when used in too strong concentration or when used
to excess.

It is therefore interesting in the study of this

important condition to study the methods based on
the results of an enormous number of cases used
in the treatment of this condition in France. By
means of the precise methods of chemical examina-
tion of the gastric juice following the method of
Hayem and Winter, the careful determination of
the mechanical function, and the .r-ray of the stom-
ach by direct vision with the screen as practised by
Beclere, Bensaude, and others, gastric conditions
have been more sharply differentiated and organic
faults separated from those the result of purely
functional disturbances.

The question of the diet in this condition is, of
course, an important one and the general consensus
of opinion leans toward a mi.xed or lacto-vegetarian
diet. The fundamental idea of sedation is generallv
considered preferable to the use of a nitrogenous
diet which although it fixes the excess of acid
does not reduce its formation. In the severest
cases, an absolute milk diet is enforced, but in the
milder grades a lacto-vegetarian diet such as Robin
indicates under the treatment of "dyspepsia hyper-
sthenique" is the one adapted. Robin gives for
breakfast a cup of extremely weak tea, a slice of
well toasted bread and butter, and a compote of
stewed fruit. The tea may be replaced by a thin

cereal such as oatmeal or rice. To individuals
with a large appetite, he permits a soft boiled

egg. For lunch and dinner, a choice is made
of the following: "bouillon-du-pot-au-feu," which
is bouillon prepared from the ordinary in-

gredients, but allowed to simmer for a long

time and to which many vegetables have been
added—the whole being well skimmed of fat,- in

reality a strained vegetable soup prepared slowly.

Purees of all the vegetables, prepared with water
and a little butter, light fish, salads without dress-

ings, macaroni, and much later chicken and well

roasted beef, without juice or sauce. Eggs very

moderately, and salt is diminished without being

suppressed. .As entrenients beaten cream or white of

egg and as dessert stewed fruit. Little bread is per-

mitted and only when well toasted. As to drinking,

he recommends pure water or Evian, or a very
feebly alkaline, nongaseous water such as Alet.

In the medical treatment of this condition many
methods have been extolled such as almost com-
plete suppression of the salt, or a fatty diet, or the

galvanization of the vagus or even internal gal-

vanization of the stomach as well as intragastric

sprays, but the method of choice in our present state

of knowledge is alkaline medication. Bourget
points out the method which nature employs to re-

lieve this afl^'ection. He says : "You have remarked,
no doubt at times in your own case, after a repast

a little more copious than ordinarily that the sali-

vary secretion is slightly exaggerated toward the

third or fourth hour of digestion, and you swallow
more of that saliva, which, coming from different

glands, is alkaline in reaction. It can therefore

feebly correct the exaggerated gastric acidity. .\11

hyperchlorhydriacs have unconsciously contracted

the habit of stimulating their salivary secretion by
a form of suction of which one may readily ob-

serve the mechanism. They can therefore e.xtract

from their salivary systems a larger quantity of

saliva, which they swallow and which gives them
temporary relief." Pie adds: "I have often ob-

served in inveterate hyperchlorhydriacs a distinct

hypertrophy of the most prominent salivary glands

such as the submaxillary and parotid groups, v\-ith-

out doubt an evidence of exaggerated function."

He believes that the mucus removed from the

stomach by tubage in these cases is salivary in

origin.

Robin ("Therapeutique Usuelle du Praticien")

in his treatment of "dyspepsia hypersthenique," a

condition of which the essential feature is hyper-

acidity, indicates one method of dealing with these

cases. He gives 8 to 12 drops of the following

mixture about ten minutes before meals in a little

water: equal parts of tincture of belladonna, tinc-

ture of hyoscyamus, and tincture of opium. The
belladonna, according to Robin is a secretory

moderator and with hyoscyamus has a sedative ac-

tion on the gastric filaments of the vagus. The
opium calms the gastric hyperesthesia. The dose

seems feeble, but he claims sufficient and without

any deleterious action on the stomach. After the

meal, to saturate the hyperacidity and to prevent the

spasm of the pylorus as well as to inhibit prolonged
irritation of the mucosa, he gives the following

powder in a little A^ichy water : magnesium hy-

droxide and bicarbonate of soda, of each S grams

;

white sugar and precipitated carbonate of calcium,

of each i(i grams ; mix and make 24 powders ; after

each meal take one in a little Vichy. This he calls

the powder of "petite saturation," but when severe

pains, cramps, and heartburns make themselves ap-

parent, he gives the second powder, which he calls
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the "powder of grand saturation," as follows : mag-
nesium hydroxide, 1.60 gram; bicarbonate of soda,

I gram; white sugar, 2 grams; codeine, o.oi gram;
carbonate of calcium and subnitrate of bismuth, of

each 0.80 gram ; mix and make one powder. This

powder seems to border on polypharmacy, but

Robin finds in each ingredient an indication. Mag-
nesium h}-droxide saturates the acids of the stomach
and forms with them a chlorolactate of magnesium,
which stimulates the muscular fibers and in this

way gives rise to the normal evacuation of the

stomach and intestines. Bicarbonate of soda has
the property of combining much more rapidly with

the acids than the earthy alkalies and of giving the

patient an immediate feeling of relief. .'^oupalt

claims that the relief produced by the ingestion of
bicarbonate of soda is not so much due to the

neutralization of acid as to the disengagement of

carbonic acid gas which is distinctly analgesic. He
says this explains the relief of pain seen in cases of

hypoacidity, the opposite condition. The carbonate

of calcium acts in the same manner as the former
in its role of antacid, and is without laxative proper-

ties. The sulmitrate of bismuth protects the mucosa
and compensates for the occasional too laxative

action of the magnesium. The codeine calms the

solar plexus and finally the sugar is added to make
the preparation palatable. The different ingredients

are altered to suit each case : should there be diar-

rhea, the magnesium is reduced and the quantity

of calciiun and bismuth are increased ; and in the

case of constipation z'ice versa. The above pre-

scriptions are most efficacious and freely used over

here. In several clean cut cases of hyperacidity and
pylorospasm, the above treatment left nothing to

be desired.

Incidentally before leaving Robin's methnds, it

might be well to give several prescriptions for nau-

sea pain, which is a more or less constant accom-
paniment, for which he recommends the following:

Dionin, 0.20 gram; aq. laurier ceris (cherry laurel

water), 10 grams; 6 to 8 drops to be taken with a

powder of "grand saturation," or a tablespoonful of

the following: Cocaine hydrochloride, and codeine

of each 0.05 to o.io gram; lime water, 160 grams;
and chloroform water, 40 grams. Finally, should

this be insufficient, there is administered a tea-

spoonful of the following: Novocain, 0.05 gram;
anesthesin, 0.40 gram; cherry laurel water, 10

grams ; and simple syrup, 50 grams.
Bourget ("Maladies de FEstomac."' 1912) treats

the hyperacidity in an entirely dift'erent way and
gives the alkalies in considerable dilution. He ad-

vocates the use of sodium bicarbonate because it

combines readily with the hydrochloric acid and
forms the salt most acceptable to the bodily

economy. Bourget insists on the following: (i)

Solutions of the alkalies should not be given in

concentration exceeding 1:100; (2) the supreme
thing to be realized is not a neutralization of the

acid, but a diminution to the normal point; (3) the

effect of strong concentrations and powders is to

stimulate the further production of acid. The fol-

lowing is the formula which he uses: Sodium bi-

carbonate, 8 grams ; sodium phosphate, 4 grams

;

sodium chloride, 2 grams; and water. 1,000 cubic

centimeters. He usually gives a prescription calling

for six powders each containing the above quantity

of the first three ingredients and to be dissolved
in a liter of water. The addition of phosphate of

soda, he claims has given him very good results,

which he attributes to the exciting influence of that

salt on the soluble ferments of the intestinal tract.

The sulphate of soda also plays a role in intestinal

digestion and furnishes the material for the forma-

tion of the conjugate sulphates, by which the or-

ganism can get rid of indol. skatol, and cresol,

formed by intestinal fermentation. The above mix-

ture he gives in doses of 50 to 100 cubic centimeters

and if digestion is well supported without any un-

toward symptoms, he waits until the third or fourth

hour for correction. In certain cases, there is an

excess of acidity only during certain stages and it

is at these times that he corrects it. He varies the

proportions of the ingredients occasionally and

in cases of high acidity he increases the bi-

carbonate to 10 grams to the liter, never more. If

constipation obtains, he decreases the bicarbonate

and increases the sulphate to 45 grams to the liter.

He also mentions the use of mineral water in the

treatment of this condition such as Vichy and Vals

in France, Ems in Germany, Carlsbad and Marien-

bad in Austria, and Tarasp in Switzerland, though

the above formula fulfills all indications.

Binet of A'ichy has investigated the question of

the action of sodium bicarbonate and discusses its

action. Hayem accuses sodium bicarbonate of aug-

menting hyperacidity by excitation and also aug-

menting hypoacidity by draining the glandular

secretions and eventually causing a gastritis. This

is true after large doses or too long continued ad-

ministration. Enriquez and Amba know the utility

of the alkalies, but they do not consider them as

medicaments capable of producing chloridization

of the organism and of acting indirectly as agents

producing hyperacidity of the gastric juice secreted.

Binet from the result of his work comes to the con-

clusion that bicarbonate of soda is a substance in-

oft'ensive and invaluable in the treatment of dys-

pepsias providing that it does not exceed 4 to 5

grams a day, taken in 4 or 5 doses and on condition

that it be combined with an appropriate dietetic

regime especially suited to each case.

Fleiner in 1893, following the indication of Kuss-

maul, practised "pansement" of ulcer of the stomach

by the use of large doses of bismuth subnitrate ad-

ministered through the stomach tube. This method

has been vulgarized in France by Hayem, Lion, and

Mathieu. M. Agasse Lafonte, who was Hayem's
chief of clinic for many years, tells me that Hayem
in treating hyperacidity simply makes use of large

doses of subnitrate of bismuth. He considers the

other methods inefficient inasmuch as they merely

relieve and do not cure. Furthermore, he claims,

as stated above, that bicarbonate of soda augments

the condition and begins his treatment by interdict-

ing all medication, especially bicarbonate of soda

and chloroform water. Hayem claims that sub-

nitrate of bismuth is above all the medicament for

pain as well as spasm. Especially in ulcer it causes

a disappearance of pylorospasm which is one of the

most fruitful causes of evil. Monneret considers it

of use in hemorrhage and Lion and Ruault believe

that it inhibits abnormal fermentation. Analyses

have determined that there is a rapid reduction

of acidity in the presence of bismuth and
nearly all the chlorine is fixed on the bis-

muth in the form of an isoluble oxychloride.

In the administration of bismuth Hayem or-

ders in the morning 20 to 30 grams of

subnitrate in a glass of water with several tea-

spoonfuls of syrup of acacia. The patient is put at

the same time on a lactovegetarian diet and this

treatment is kept up for 10 to 20 days. After 4 to
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5 days of treatment distinct improvement is notice-

able. The effect of the bismuth is to form a

"pansement" or protecting layer and to excite the

formation of a small layer of mucus, which aids

in the result to be attained. Two objections ap-

parently present themselves to this method, both of

which seem to be without foundation. First, it

would be supposed that such large doses of bis-

muth would absolutely lock up the bowels. The
reverse is true and practical experience seems to

show that large doses are actually laxative in

action and that it is occasionally necessary to re-

duce the dose owing to diarrhea. Secondly, it will

be urged that bismuth is toxic, especially the sub-

nitrate. This was studied by Bensaude and Agasse
Lafonte, especially with reference to accidents con-

nected with .r-ray work, and the conclusions which
they draw are that the subnitrate only constitutes

a danger when the medium in which it can act is

alkaline, and in cases in which there are signs of

actual obstruction. In the presence of these two
factors through the action of certain bacteria the

nitrates are changed into nitrites and the individual

is intoxicated. This of course does not obtain in

hyperacidity, where the medium is acid and clinical

experience demonstrates that it is absolutelv harm-
less. One individual has taken as much as three

kilograms of bismuth subnitrate or 20 grams each
on 155 successive days without any toxic symp-
toms. If pure bismuth is used the fear of intoxica-

tion by lead, antimony, or arsenic need not be

feared.

It will be evident that each method has argTi-

ments in its favor and that each case must be a law
unto itself. In ulcer without doubt the bismuth
treatment is the best and has received the support
of the majority of physicians. In hyperacidity ac-

companied by severe pain of short duration it is

probable that the method of Robin offers the most
satisfactory solution, while in the type of mild
hyperacidity, with heartburn and pain lasting over
several hours, the prescription of Bourget given
in repeated small doses is best. Finally, in the

mildest cases the simplest of the feebly alkaline

nongaseous mineral waters might be appropriately

administered.
.American Hospital.

ENLARGEMENT OF MEDIASTINAL
GLANDS.*

By GUSTAY F. BOEHME, Jr., M.D.,

NEW VORK,

ASSISTANT PHVSICIAN BELLEVUE HOSPITAL OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT;
CLINICAL ASSISTANT, DEPARTMENT OF INTEIRNAL MEDICINE,

ST. Bartholomew's clinic.

The study of a case of mediastinal gland enlarge-
ment due to syphilis led to the rather careful inves-
tigation of this field, and this paper is presented as
a review of the subject matter found. No origin-
ality is claimed, yet so little time is given to the
diagnosis of these conditions that we feel justified

in here presenting a resume of the clinical picture of
mediastinal glandular involvement.
The anatomy of the region is doubtlessly clear,

the mediastinum consisting of two portions, the
upper of which lies above the upper limit of the
pericardium and the lower beneath it. The latter

is again divided into three portions, the anterior,
middle, and posterior mediastina lying relatively in

*Read at a meeting of the Tri-Professional Society,
March, 1912.

front of, including, and behind, the heart. The
superior mediastinum contains the arch of the aorta,

the innominate artery, the thoracic portion of the

left carotid and subclavian arteries ; the upper half

of the superior vena cava and the innominate veins

;

the trachea, esophagus, and the thoracic duct ; rem-
nants of the thymus gland and lymphatic glands

;

and the pneumogastric and left recurrent laryngeal

nerves. The anterior mediastinum contains loose

areolar tissue, lymphatic vessels from the liver, the

anterior mediastinal glands and small mediastinal

branches of the internal mammary artery. The
middle mediastinum contains the heart, aorta, lower
half of the superior vena cava with the vena azygos
major ; the bifurcation of the trachea and two
bronchi, the pulmonary artery dividing into two
branches

; the right and left pulmonary veins, the

bronchial glands, and the phrenic nerves. The pos-

terior mediastinum contains the descending thoracic

aorta, the greater and lesser azygos veins, the pneu-
mogastric and sympathetic nerves ; the esophagus,

the thoracic duct, and the lymphatic glands. It will

therefore be plainly evident that enlargement of
any kind in these regions will press upon important
structures and by this pressure cause definite symp-
toms. As we are particularly interested in the

glandular involvement a study of these glands will

be necessary.

The thoracic glands may for convenience be
divided into three groups: (i) the anterior medias-
tinal nodes, five or six in number which lie in

front of the transverse arch of the aorta. (2) The
posterior mediastinal nodes which surn-)nnd the

esophagus, but are more numerous in front of it.

(3) The peritracheobronchial nodes which are

divided according to Barety into four groups: (a)

the group to the right of the trachea extending
from the right bronchus upward to the region of

the subclavian vessels; (b) the group to the left

of the trachea ascending from the left bronchus to

about the arch of the aorta and the recurrent laryn-

geal nerve; (c) a group about and below the bifur-

cation of the trachea, commonly known as the bron-
chial glands; (d) the interbronchial nodes lying in

the angles of the bifurcation of the large bronchi.

In his monograph, "Tuberculosis of the Bron-
chial Lymph Nodes," Professor Schlossman of

Dijsseldorf divides them into the tracheobronchial

nodes, the bronchial nodes, and the pulmonary
nodes. He further declares that "their enlarge-

ment leads most especially to pressure upon the

trachea, the larger and middle sized bronchi, as

well as upon the recurrent laryngeal nerve." Ac-
cording to Friedleben the nodes "lying below the

concavity of the right subclavian are frequently

affected, especially in tuberculosis." The lymph
enters these glands from the anterior portion of the

diaphragm, from the upper surface of the liver, from
the pericardium, and from the thymus. The pos-

terior mediastinal glands receive lymph from the

esophagus, the posterior part of the diaphragm, the

pericardium, and the liver.

History.—The first time mediastinal disease was
mentioned was by Thomas Wells in 1670. In 1742
a steatoma of the anterior mediastinum was re-

corded by H. Boerhaave. Lieutaud, between 1703
and 1780, reported several cases of mediastinal dis-

ease. The first textbook description was that by
G. C. F. M. Lobenstein in 1835. Since that time
numerous articles have appeared, among which the

study of some 520 cases by Professor H. A. Hare
in 1889 and the article of Pepper and Stengel on
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mediastinal tumors are jjrobably of classic interest.

Varieties of Mediastinal Lvniphatic Gland f.n-

largenient.— (i) Acute lymphadenitis: (a) hyper-
plastic; (b) exudative or suppurative. (2) Chronic
lymphadenitis. (3) Tuberculosis of glands. (4)
Syphilitic envolvement in (a) secondary stage; (b)

tertiary stage (gumma). (3) Hyperplasia flvni-

phoma: (a) leucemic ; fb) pseudoleucemic
(Hodgkin's disease). (6) Tumors: (a) sarcoma,
(b) fibroma, Ic) myxoma, (d) chondroma, (e)

endothelioma, and ( f ) carcinoma.

Etiology and Pathology.—Acute lymphadenitis of
the hyperplastic type follows diphtheria, scarlet

fever, typhoid fever, and the bronchitis of measles.

It is also present in pertussis as a fairly constant

symptom and, because of pressure effects, accord-

ing to de Mussy, is responsible for the paroxysius

of whooping cough. Pathologically the picture is

one of hyperemia and hemorrhage in the lymph
nodes with a proliferation of the mononuclear ele-

ments. Necrosis of the hyperplastic tissue occurs in

some instances, e.g. in typhoid fever, diphtheria,

or scarlet fever. Generally resolution occurs, or if

necrosis occurs, fibrosis may fill in the area, or sup-

puration ensues. Acute lymphadenitis of the ex-

udative or suppurative type occurs as a rare se-

quence of the acute hyperplastic type, in pyemia,
and septicemia or secondary to a tuberculous proc-

ess. The picture is one of a suppurative inflamma-
tion anywhere. In the type following second;M'\'

infection of the tuberculous glands grave complica-

tions may ensue. Rupture into the esophagus, the

bronchi, and the aorta have been "described. Sidney
Phillips described a case in which the gland had
ruptured into the aorta and a bronchus at the same
time, giving rise to attacks of hemoptysis for a

considerable period of time. Chronic lymphadenitis

occurs as a result of frequent moderate degrees of

inflammation and as a result of the constant inhala-

tion of dust. This latter type is met with chiefly in

pneumokoniosis. Two pathological types exist: (i)

The type in which the fibrous tissue is markedly in-

creased due to constant irritation or (2) the type in

which the cellular elements are increased in number
and the glands are much enlarged.

The enlargement of the mediastinal glands due to

tuberculosis and its relation to pulmonary tubercu-

losis is a subject which in itself requires more study.

It will suffice to state that up to the present time

various modes of infection by the tubercle have been

described. The avenues of infection are numerous
and of these the following are suggested: (i) Fol-

lowing cervical tubercular adenitis. Here, however,
we would suggest that such path of infection is not

proven. Recent experiments in which the cervical

lymph glands were injected with a colored fluid show
no connection between the cervical and the bronchial

glands. (2) Following pulmonary tuberculosis.

The lymphatics of the lungs all drain into these

glands and secondary infection occurs here. It is

extremely easy to come to the conclusion that such

glands caused the pulmonarv tuberculosis when as

a matter of fact a low grade pulmonary tuberculosis

has been responsible for their enlargement. (3)

Hematogenous infection. The lymphatics are in

direct communication with the blood and tubercle

bacilli in the circulation may readily find lodgment
within them. Of the three possible modes of in-

volvement the latter two seem the more logical.

Syphilitic involvement of the mediastinal glands
may be of two types ; that occurring in the general

lym])hatic enlargement accompanying the second
stage of this disease, or the tertiary involvement by
gumma. Of the two, the latter is the type most
commonly described. The i)athological changes in

the glands are those of similar syphilitic processes

elsewhere and do not need description here.

An interesting variety of mediastinal lymph gland
involvement is that known i)atliologically as lymph-
oma or hyperplasia of the lymphatic glandular
structure. This is of two types : ( i ) Leucemic
lymphomata accompanying lymphatic leucemia or

(2) the pseudoleucemic lymphomata occurring in

Hodgkin's disease. The latter type is usually prim-
ary, the former more often secondary to other

lymphatic enlargements due to the disease.

Of the tumors of the mediastinal lymphatic glands
the most common, according to Hare's figures, are
the carcinomata They may be primary, but more
often are secondary to tumors elsewhere. Such
secondary involvement may follow a number of
avenues. It may enter through the chest wall from
the breast through the lymphatics draining into the

chain of glands following along the line of the in-

ternal mammary arteries. Again it may be car-

ried by vascular embolism from an external focus.

The disease may spread from abdominal organs to

the under surface of the diaphragm, and may pene-
trate it by way of the lymphatics and thus reach the
glands of the chest. Or embolism mav "occur
through the thoracic duct to the chest and then
by retrograde metastasis to the mediastinal glands,"
as described by Tyson. Sarcomata may be primary
or secondary and are not uncommon. They are
often, when primary, mistaken for aneurysm of the

aorta. All types of the tumor may be presented.
Numerous other tumors have been described. Most
are secondary ; some, however, as the fibroma and
myxoma, may be primary. Chondroma and epi-

thelioma are usually secondary.

Symptomatology : The symptoms due to the en-

largement of the mediastinal lymph nodes are mani-
fold and present a bizarre picture. Oftentimes the

condition may be entirely latent and is only reciig-

nized at autopsy. This is plainly shown by the re-

port of the result of 7,566 autopsies at the Marine
Hospital at Cronstadt, among which 158 malignant
mediastinal tumors were found. The condition is

suspected in so few instances, and may, as in the

case to be described, be so masked by other more
evident signs that it may be entirely overlooked un-
less careful routine physical examination is under-
taken. The disease can readily be divided into two
types : ( I ) Mediastinal glandular enlargement occa-
sioning chiefly physical signs, and (2) mediastinal

glandular enlargement occasioning symptoms au'l

but few physical signs. The first type is more often
met with in invoh'ement of the anterior mediastinal
nodes : the latter, in enlargement of the middle and
posterior mediastinal nodes, .'^s the pathological

and anatomical distribution of the glands varies the
clinical picture so much we shall here attempt to

classify the semeiology and symptomatology accord-
ing to such arrangement.

I. Lymphatic enlargement in the anterior medi-
astinum. This is more often only discovered on
careful routine physical examination. Symptoms
develop only with considerable enlargement of these

glands. They may be summarized as follows : f i

)

Marked prominence and distention of the veins of

the upper part of the body. This is usually accom-
panied by colflness of the upper extremities, cya-
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nosis and edema. If the disease is of long standing-,

clubbing of the fingers occurs. These symptoms
are explained by the pressure of the enlarged glands
on the superior vena cava and the right and left

innominate veins, damming back the blood into the

upper extremities and the head. (2) Inequality of

the radial pulses may appear due to pressure upon
the arteries, chiefly the subclavian. The tumor may
thus be mistaken for aortic aneurysm. (3) Hoarse-
ness and even aphonia occurs in the majority of
cases occasioned by pressure upon the recurrent
laryngeal nerves. The left nerve is more often
pressed upon because anatomically it circles below
the aortic arch in close proximity to the greater
number of mediastinal glands. (4) Inequality of

the pupils may occur, due to pressure on the sym-
pathetic nerves. (5) Unilateral flushing of the face
sometimes is present, due to a similar cause. (6)
The pulse varies. It may be exceedingly slow be-

cause of pressure on the pneumogastric nerve or it

may be very rapid because of involvement of the

sympathetic nerves, or the pulse may be very ir-

regular due to both causes. (7) Cachexia may be
present. This is preeminently the mediastinal
lymphatic gland involvement of physical signs. Usu-
ally tliey do not appear until the involvement is very
extensive, hence may often be missed. The signs

so far described are somewhat as follows : ( i

)

Bulging of the sternum with, in some cases, erosion
of the bone itself. (2) Displacement of the apex-
beat usually downward and to the left. (3) Pulsa-
tion may be present. It is synchronous usually with
the systole of the heart, but it is not expansile, dif-

ferentiating it from the impulse of aortic aneurysm.
(4) Tactile fremitus may be increased or dimin-
ished depending entirely on the location of the
tumor and its relation to the lung. (5) An abnor-
mal area of dullness may be mapped out, in some
instances, of irregular shape just above the upper
cardiac limit. (6) Auscultation is usually negative.
In some instances, however, there may be changes
in vocal fremitus, which may be increased or dimin-
ished, depending on the locality of the glandular
enlargement and its relation to the lung. A svstolic
bruit can sometimes be elicited which is probably
due to pressure of the mass on the aorta or pul-
monary artery. (7) In some instances signs of
hydropericardium or hydrothorax may be present.
These conditions are due to pressure on the great
vessels damming back the blood and thus interfer-
ing with circulation.

Lymphatic enlargements in the middle and pos-
terior mediastinal spaces. These may be entirely
latent and are often found only at autopsy, espe-
cially those of the tubercular variety. The acute
lymphadenitis is extremely difficult of diagnosis,
although according to de Mussey, an area of dull-
ness over the upper part of the interscapular region
and dorsal vertebrje, as far down as the fourtii, is

diagnostic of posterior mediastinal lymphatic en-
largement and is constant in pertussis. Such views,
however, are not held by many able clinicians. The
suppurative adenitis is often missed and it should
not be forgotten (and here I quote Butler) that "a
single profuse expectoration of pus during the
course of pulmonary tuberculosis may be due to the
rupture of a gland into the lung." The septic type
of temperature with a leucocytosis should not be
forgotten as a clinical indication of a suppurative
process. In general, glandular involvement of these
regions present few, if any, physical signs and the
diagnosis is made by the symptomatology. The

chief symptoms follow: (i) Dyspnea usually of an

inspiratorv type is due to pressure on the trachea

or bronchi, or pressure on the recurrent laryngeal

or vagus nerves. (2) Cough, which is often par-

oxysmal and whooping in character. It is attributed

to the joint involvement of one vagus and pulmonary
plexus. (3) Dysphagia due to pressure on the

esophagus. (4) The pulse varies in a similar man-
ner to the variations in anterior mediastinal involve-

ment. (5) \'omiting occurs and is said to be due
to vagal irritation transmitted reflexly to the stom-

ach. (6) Edema of the upper part of the abdomen
and serous efi'usion into the chest may be present

and are caused by pressure on the venx azygos.

Direct pressure on the vena cava inferior may cause

ascites and hepatic congestion. (7) Syncope is not

unusual and is attributed to pressure on the vagus.

(8) Fever is moderate or may be entirely absent.

(9) Cachexia is far more frequent in this type of

involvement than in anterior mediastinal gland en-

largement. The physical signs of this condition

are slight and are those previously described under
acute lymphadenitis: an area of dullness in the

interscapular region extending downward to the

fourth dorsal vertebra.

Diagnosis.—The presence of mediastinal lymphatic

enlargement is usually missed unless the clinician

is particularly interested in this field of physical

examination. The type of enlargement must be

determined by the history of the case, the blood

picture in the leucemic enlargement and in Hodg-
kin's disease, and the serum reactions in syphilitic

growths. Sometimes external foci may assist in

clearing the diagnosis. Sputum examination and
tuberculin reactions point to tuberculous involve-

ment. The differential diagnosis from aneurysm
of the aorta, pericarditis with effusion, and pleurisy

with effusion must be made. From aneurysm of

the aorta the diagnosis is made by the history of the

case, the diastolic shock, the tracheal tugging, and
the expansile pulsating tumor which is present in

that condition and not in mediastinal lymph gland
involvement. Careful analysis of the physical signs

will readily dift'erentiate pericarditis and pleurisy

with effusion. Tumors of the thymus, pleural tu-

mors especially endotheliomata, and other similar

growths within the mediastinum must be differen-

tiated by the particular physical signs of each case

and the clinical sense of the observer. The .r-ray

is often of material assistance in outlining the

tumor.
Treatment.—The treatment, varies with the caus-

ative factor and as a general rule is very unsatis-

factory. If there is a simple adenitis due to per-

tussis, one of the exanthemata or a bronchitis, ex-

pectancy so far as the local process in the glands is

concerned, is the practice with the proper therapy
of the underlying cause. If suppurative adenitis is

suspected, as])iration may be tried with caution, fol-

lowed if necessary by operative procedures. The
general treatment can be outlined as follows : A.

Medical: (i) Treat the cause: e. g. the use of mer-
cury and the iodides in syphilitic processes ; arsenic

in sarcoma, Hodgkin's disease and leucemia. (2)
Supportive: Proper diet and stimulation. (3)
Symptomatic : Aleet pressure symptoms and signs

of other involvements as occasion may arise. Cough
and dyspnea, the most urgent symptoms usually.

are met medically with narcotics and inhalations of
oxygen. B. Surgical : (

i ) Intubation or tracheot-

omy if urgent dyspnea is present, or intratracheal

insufflation may. be tried. (2) Opening into the
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thorax under negative pressure (Sauerbruch appa-
ratus) or positive intrapulmonary pressure (diver's

helmet with compressed air). Walker of Detroit
has successfully operated on a large fibrosarcoma
of the anterior mediastinum. (3) The .a--rays may
be used in Hodgkin's disease and leucemic enlarge-
ments. Combined with Coley's mixed toxins the
.r-rays are said to have caused the subsidence of
sarcoma and lymphosarcoma.
Case I.—J. R. Born in the United States. Fam-

ily history negative. Previous history : \^^ent to

school from his fifth to his fifteenth year. He then
worked as an order boy to his nineteenth vear
when he entered the United States navy. With
Admiral Dewey he went to Manila and took part
in that battle. He remained in the Philippines, un-
dermining his health by all excesses. Then he re-

turned to the United States and joined the Jersey
City police force, serving for six years, and was
finally forced to leave the service. He then knocked
arcund the country as a hobo and finally returned
to Jersey City. Habits : Sleeps poorly because of
dyspnea. Appetite good ; bowels regular. As long
as he can remember his bladder control has been
poor, at times being incontinent. Has a sharp pain
whenever he urinates. His urine has never been
smoky or cloudy. The quantity voided daily has
increased ; has to get up a half-dozen times a night
to urinate ; his first attempt at micturition results

in a few drops being passed ; later the stream be-
comes powerful. Alcoholic : Has always been a
heavy drinker, taking as many as twelve glasses of
whiskey daily. Coffee: Drank as many as half-a-

dozen cups of coffee at one meal. Loss of weight

:

He declares that he has lost 50 pounds in the two
months preceding this history. Has had marked
night sweats. Venereal : Has had gonorrhea about
a dozen times. So far as he knows he has never
had a stricture nor have any sounds been passed.
Ten years before the present trouble he had a
chancre, followed by an eruption over the entire

body, a sore throat and later leg ulcers. He never
underwent any medical treatment for his venereal
disorders.

Previous medical history : As a child he had
measles, scarlet fever and pertussis. Appendicitis
when 23 years old. Still later had half-a-dozen
epileptic attacks of alcoholic origin. Yellow fever
and malaria when in the Philippines. Previous sur-

gical history : While in the Philippines was struck
on the head by a bolo and lay unconscious for two
days. Present illness : One year ago while in Florida
he noticed a shortness of breath especially when lying
down at night. While erect the dyspnea ceased.
He began to cough and brought up a considerable
amount of white sputum which later became blood
tinged. After six months he came North and spent
his summer in northern New York. His condition
grew progressively worse until the shortness of
breath continued day and night, and the patient en-

teredthe Utica City Hospital where he was treated
for nine days for asthma with potassium iodide, un-
der which treatment he improved. He then came
to Jersey City, where he received medical treat-

ment from various physicians. He finally entered
the City Hospital complaining of shortness of
breath night and day, and huskiness of voice. He
also suft'ered from a cold with cough, which was
productive of a white sputum, very scanty in

amount. Physical examination : Height, 5 fest 9
inches

; weight, 142 pounds. Temperature," 100.4° :

pulse, 80; respiration, 24. The patient was poorly

nourished, and his muscles were flabby. Mucous
membranes anemic. Body showed numerous sym-
metrically distributed brown spots. Legs show old

scars from ulcefs. The patient feels weak and has
a slight degree of vertigo. The eyes show a slight

degree of inequality of pupils, otherwise are nor-

mal. Hearing is normal. Cutaneous sensibility is

normal. No Romberg. Speech : Voice is extremely
husky, sometimes descending to a whisper. Thora.x :

Chest is well developed ; broadened in the antero-

posterior diameter. Sternum convexly curved. No
visible pulsations or tumors. An area of increased

tactile fremitus over the left side anteriorly from
apex to fourth rib and to the fifth rib posteriorly.

No abnormal pulsations palpable. An area of dull-

ness from the apex to the fourth rib on the left

side anteriorly and to the sixth rib posteriorly can
be mapped out. A second distinct area of dullness

can be mapped out as follows : L'pper border, 34
inch below suprasternal notch ; to right, 3 inches

from median line irregularity; to left, 2^ inches

from median line ; below melts into upper cardiac

dullness. Over the area of dullness on the left side

bronchial breathing with moist rales. Over the area
of dullness in the median line the breath sounds
were obscured. No bruit could be made out. Heart
normal. Abdominal : No abnormalities. Rectal ex-

amination showed an enlarged prostate. In the

physical signs attention is directed to an area of
dullness just above the heart.

Clinical pathological findings : The urine showed
the picture of chronic parenchymatous nephritis.

Blood: Red cells', 4,608,000; leucocytes, 16,000;
hemoglobin, 90 per cent. Differential : Poly-
nuclears, 78.6 per cent. ; lymphocytes, 19.2 per
cent.; eosinophiles, 1.4 per cent.; transitionals,

.5 per cent. ; mast cells, .3 per cent. ; Noguchi test,

positive. Sputum showed tubercle bacilli. The
diagnosis made at this time was (i) chronic pul-

monary tuberculosis; (2) chronic parenchymatous
nephritis; (3) mediastinal tumor, probably of syph-
ilitic origin. Potassium iodide was prescribed in

increasing doses, but the next day the dyspnea grew
worse and the voice more brassy. On December
15 the patient was seen by Dr. Bull, who diagnosed
the condition as one of paralysis of the vocal cords
due to recurrent laryngeal nerve involvement and
the patient was intubated. Injection of mercury
salicylate in alboline were then advised, under which
treatment the patient improved, the tube being re-

moved. The voice became clear and the dyspnea
nearly disappeared. The patient, who was rather
querulous and of a combative disposition, then re-

fused further injections and his condition grew
worse. Mercury protoiodide was then resorted to

in doses of 1/6 grain t. i. d., and the patient again
cleared up nicely. Finally on February 9 he went
home much improved. On his discharge from the
hospital the area of dullness in the median line had
nearly disappeared, and only a small area posterior
to the sternum showed any dullness.

This case then presents, besides the chronic con-
ditions, a clinical symptom-complex as follows: A
history of syphilis, a positive Noguchi test, a hoarse
voice, dyspnea, paralysis of vocal cords, an area of
dullness just above the cardiac area, inequality of
the pupils, and reaction to specific treatment. The
whole picture would seem to indicate a mass press-
mg upon the recurrent laryngeal nerves occasion-
ing the pressure symptoms noted. As aneurysm of
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the aorta can be ruled out, the most logical con-
clusion seemed to be enlargement of the middl; and
anterior groups of the mediastinal glands due to

syphilis.
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A PLEA FOR A MORE CAREFUL EXAMINA-
TION IN DERR^ATOLOGY.

By BENJ. F. OCHS, M.D.,

ADJUNCT ATTENDING DERMATOLOGIST TO THE LEBANON HOSPITAL AND
DERMATOLOGIST TO THE HARLEM HOSPITAL, O.P.D.

While as a rule dispensary practice is a routine

one and time does not allow a thorough examina-
tion of patients, nor are the accommodations suffi-

cient for good and thorough work, yet when one
gives a little additional time to the work, not only
do the patients seem more grateful to the attending
physician, but the doctor sees many a case which
in the rush of time he would ordinarily overlook.

It has been our invariable rule, that every case

that presents itself for the first time shall be thor-

oughly examined, and that, in dermatology, means
that they should be entirely exposed. This rule,

with us, is an inflexible one. No matter whether
the patient comes for a lesion on the scalp or an
apparent impetigo, confined to the face. In this

way we have seen quite a few interesting derma-
tological cases, which ordinarily we would have
overlooked. Thus, in examining a child for a ring-

worm of the arm, we also found, upon exposure, a

typical lichen planus. At another time, a woman
who came for an alopecia areata was found to have
a gumma of the back. A young man with a bar-

ber's itch was found to have psoriasis. These and
many more such instances have led us to establish

the rule always to expose our patients, at least

once, and that upon their first visit. How often

a case of scabies of the most typical kind is treated

only as such, when as we have seen in our service

at both Lebanon and Harlem Hospital dispensaries,

they are suffering from a mixed infection. We
have seen scabies, combined with a maculopapular
syphilid, with acne and even with lichen planus ; and
only a careful examination of the whole body would
reveal such dual diseases.

Ofttimes an examination of the rectum will

show condylomata, while careful examination of the

mouth reveals mucous patches or aphthous condi-

tions. The trouble of a thorough e.xamination of

the body is that it takes up a whole lot of time and
that we meet with the refusal of patients, who do
not see the necessity of such and cannot see the

value of an exposure when their lesions are con-
fined, as they believe, to the face, arms, or legs.

.Again, when the body is exposed to the dermatolo-

gist, he can see not only the lesion for which the

patient came, but also follow the course of the dis-

ease ; he will frequently be able to see beginning
lesions in one part of the body—retrogressing in

another part, as well as the lesion at its height, and
thus have a clearer conception of the disease. Take,
for instance, a case of scabies : the patient presents

only his hands for inspection, but upon examination
he will show lesions on his buttocks, genitals, etc.,

though the diagnosis may easily be established from
his hands only.

A case of chromophytosis of the chest may show
similar lesions on the back and will frequently show
similar patches on the mons veneris. Lichen planus
on the trunk may show lesions in the mouth as well

as on the genitals.

So we must not be too lenient in our examina-
tions and take for granted the statement of the

patient that the body is free, but examine each case

closely. And what holds good for dispensary work
surely holds good for private practice. The pa-

tient feels indignant if his word is doubted that

there may be lesions on any other part of the

body excepting that which is presented for e.xam-

ination. Here, again, frequently mixed infections

are found. Therefore, it is advisable always to

examine the whole body and this is done to the best

advantage if there is a complete exposure to the

physician. Both physician and patient can but

profit by such examination, and in conclusion I

would recommend: Examine your patient from
head to foot.

1990 Seventh Avenue.

A Tracheotomy Tube Worn for Fifty Years.—St. C.

Thomson has recently demonstrated a tracheotomy tube
which had been worn by one patient, on and off, for

sixteen years. Frequently the tube was not changed more
than once in two years. Altogether the patient had worn
a tracheotomy tube for over fifty years. The patient

did not suffer from bronchitis more than other people, and
she died of senile decay at the age of eighty-one. While
all are agreed as to the value of nasal respiration, this

case shows that Nature is full of wonderful compensa-
tions, and that in certain cases of laryngeal stenosis it

may be wiser to put up with a tracheotomy tube than risk

uncertain operations with the object of being able to do
without a cannula.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Medicine.
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TUBERCULOSIS AND SUPRARENAL
LXSUFFICIENCY.

A PERSISTENT arterial hypotension is now regarded

as one of the earhest signs of puhnonary tubercu-

losis. The causation of this manifestation is still

veiled in obscurity. There is reason to believe that

the diminished blood pressure is in some way asso-

ciated with a diminished function of the supra-

renals. An article dealing with various phases

of this subject is presented by Emile Sergent

in the Gacette dcs Hopitaux. July 11, 1912. This

observer calls attention to the fact that there are

two forms of suprarenal insufficiency occurring in

tuberculous subjects. In the first of these the

tuberculous lesion is confined to the suprarenal

capsules. In the second form there develops in the

course of pulmonary tuberculosis a group of symp-

toms which reveals more or less completely a state

of suprarenal insufficiency. The first type may
present the well-marked clinical picture of Addi-

son's disease, melanoderma, asthenia, anemia, pro-

gressive emaciation, constipation, pains radiating

from the lumbar region into the abdomen, vascular

hypotension, collapse, and the "white line." Ac-
cording to Dieulafoy and Bressy there are abortive

forms of this disease, whose essential characteristic

is the absence of melanoderma. But the evolution

of the remaining symptoms is more rapid than in

the classical type of Addison's disease, for the de-

structive lesion of the suprarenal capsules is greater.

The development of suprarenal insufficiency in

individuals presenting marked signs of pulmonary
tuberculosis may reveal itself in various ways.

Small areas of pigmentation may appear on the

skin. This pigmentation is not the same as that

characteristic of Addison's disease, in which the

cutaneous discoloration grows progressively worse.

The disseminated pigmentary patches of tuberculou.s

subjects have a cafe au lait appearance. Boinet

has termed this phenomenon "addisonism."

The presence of hypotension in an individual

known to have or suspected of having pulmonary

tuberculojis, particularly if this symptom is asso-

ciated with a degree of asthenia, fatigue, anemia,

and emaciation out of all proportion to the patho-

logical process in the lungs, is strongly indicative

of the presence of suprarenal insufficiency. Alany

patients presenting this combination of symptoms

die with all the signs of acute failure of the supra-

renal function, and at autopsy there may be revealed

a marked sclerosis of this organ.

Sergent accepts the theory advanced in this coun-
try by Russell that a calcium starvation lies at the
basis of tuberculosis, and cites the recent experi-
ments of Carnot and Slo !u. who have shown that

the administration to an animal of suprarenal ex-
tract favors the deposition of calcium at the site of
fractures. It is suggested also that the reason whv
tuberculosis is aggravated by gestation is that the
latter condition is frequently associated with supra-
renal insufficiency. On the basis of these observa-
tions Sergent concludes that suprarenal failure

plays an important role in the evolution of tubercu-
losis. He advocates a suprarenal therapy in this

disease as a means of meeting three indications:
(ij The signs of suprarenal insufficiency are fre-
quently manifest. {2} Suprarenal extract combats
the tendency to collapse and sudden death. The
existence of hemoptysis is, however, a contraindi-
cation to the use of this substance. (3) Adrenalin
aids in the process of recalcification and tends to
counteract thereby the evolution of the tuberculous
lesions.

SELF-MURDER.

Professor Bailey of the Social Science Department
of Yale University gives the three most potent safe-

guards against human self-murder as the love of
life, the sense of duty, the religious fear of punish-

ment after death. Standards as to conduct change
from age to age. Among the ancients suicide was
considered an act of courage ; we of to-day consider
it cowardly. And yet such men as \\'ashington,

Bismarck, Napoleon, and Lincoln are said, on one
or more occasions of dreadful stress in their lives,

to have contemplated self-destruction. Suicide

seems consonant with Oriental fatalism. The Brit-

ish have had no little difficulty in banishing suttee

and like practices from India. The Chinese are said

to regard suicide as a religious virtue, which brings
them at once to the household of Paradise. The
Japanese practice of hara-kiri (now obsolete, or
fast becoming so, let us hope) has been or is essen-

tially a heroic act.

Prof. Bailey has noted tliat males commit suicide

more frequently than do females, in the proportion

of three and one-half to one; between thirty and
forty is the popular suicide age ; there are more sui-

cides among married men than among single men.
The maximum suicide age is between 20 and 30 for

single men ; between 30 and 40 for married men

;

among widowers as also among divorced persons

it is between 60 ai:d 70. In America despondency
leads as a cause of suicide ; and among us shooting

is the most frequent means of self-destruction,

poison being second. The young favor poison ; the

middle aged shooting; the old hanging. Women
take to drowning, gas, and poison ; they avoid injur-

ing their features. In cities suicides jump from
buildings or bridges, poison themselves, or turn on

the gas ; in our Southern States shooting is pre-

ferred. Hanging is more popular in Northern
Europe ; drowning in Southern Europe.

Before comparing these data of Bailey with cer-
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tain of Dr. Hoffman, presently to be submitted, we

would note that there are epidemics, if not of sui-

cide, at least of the mode or manner of self-destruc-

tion. A lay press account, for example, of suicide

by shooting oneself in the roof of the mouth will

very likely be followed by several cases of

the same mode ; read of a man who had settled

himself comfortably in an armchair, had envel-

oped himself in a bed blanket, and had beneath this

so manipulated a revolver that its bullet entered

the heart, and one is likely to see very much the

same thing described on several days following.

One suicide by the horribly painful method of

drinking carbolic acid is sure to be the first of a

series of such deaths. Emerson in one of his Es-

says anticipated Bailey's obser\'ation that women

suicides avoid injuring their features. Women
would commit suicide a great deal more frequently,

suggests Emerson, if they could be sure their per-

sons would be romantically attractive after death

;

none among them would care to be "a demned,

moist, unpleasant body," as Mr. Mantilini period-

ically threatened to become.

It has been noted that women commit suicide less

frequently than do men; this is probably, not that

they are not as much tempted to do so, but because

of their more religious natures. The will-to-live

militates against self-destruction; this fundamental

force denotes not only resistance to annihilation but

also dread of and respect for that power which can

both destroy life and preserve it as well : the horror

of death and of the factors tending to it, and the

passionate desire for life and' fear of the power

which gave it.

Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman presents in The Spec-

tator, a journal devoted to life insurance (July 11,

1912) records manifesting that for the first time in

the history of small American cities (under 250,000

population) the suicide rate in them in 191 1 ex-

ceeded the rate for the cities over 250,000 in popu-

lation. Among the 100 cities tabulated 79 were in

the former class ; 21 in the latter (over 250.000). In

the 79 cities 1,395 persons slew themselves in 191 1 ;

had the ratio of the previous decade beeen main-

tained there would have been but 957. Moreover,

the rate of suicide in the 100 cities tabulated has

progressed from 12.8 per 100,000 twenty years ago

to 20.30 in the five years period ended with 191 1.

Why there is this remarkable increase in the small

cities Dr. Koffman does not essay to explain, but

he considers that these data furnish "additional

proof that ihe increase of self-murder is real, and

that the subject demands the most serious atten-

tion"—as it unquestionably does.

From a tabulation of Prussian suicide statistics

Hoffman finds the rate of male suicides to have

been 32 per 100,000, the female being 10. The sui-

cide mortality under 15 is' 0.68, jumping immediately

to 16.61 between 15 and 19 years, and to 26.84 ^^'

tween 20 and 24 (at which latter period defective

education, mental, moral, and economic is the re-

sponsible factor). From 40 to 79 years the rates

mount from 34.89 to 58.71 ; in those years the men-
tally depressed brood over physical and mental de-

cadence. Mental unsoundness and nervous disease,

then alcoholism, then sorrow and distress, are in

order the chief causes tending to suicide. Dr. Hoft'-

man concludes that suicide is a real evil of nation-

wide extent ; and that people contemplating suicide

are on the increase in the United States under the

complex conditions of American life. "It is equally

safe to assume that in quite a number of cases the

method of suicide is so ingenious as to preclude

an accurate diagnosis. Modern education is largely

responsible for social and moral discontent. The
considerable amount of publicity which is given to

suicides in newspapers, and to the means by which
life is voluntarilv brought to an end, implies a more
serious menace to the community on the well-estab-

lished basis of the psychology of suggestion."

THE GLANDULAR DISEASES OF CHIL-
DREN.

The large role played by the glandular system in

the pathology of early life is emphasized by D.

Ssokolow in an important article on this subject in

the Archiv fiir Kinderhcilkttnde, June 13, 1912.

Glandular diseases, and chiefly those of the lymph
glands, constitute one of the most common forms

of the diseases of children. The peripheral lymph
nodes, particularly those of the subma.xillary and
cervical regions, are the most vulnerable. Less fre-

quently involved are the deeper lymph nodes, of

which the mediastinal and tracheobronchial groups

occupy the foreground. Next in order of involve-

ment come the lymph nodes of the abdomen. Af-
fections of any of these glands may run an acute,

a subacute, or a chronic course. The etiological

factor in any case may be of either bacterial or non-

bacterial nature. The most common factor is the

tubercle bacillus. Other common causes are the

streptococcus, staphylococcus, pneumococcus, influ-

enza bacillus, the microorganism of pertussis, and
the colon and typhoid bacilli, the last two affecting

chiefly the mesenteric lymph nodes. The diagnosis

of disease of the peripheral lymph nodes is not dif-

ficult, for in addition to the rise of temperature

there are the localized swelling and tenderness.

The case is different with the lymph glands situ-

ated in the body cavities, for apart from the in-

creased temperature there may be no objective data.

The course of the temperature may be a short one

with frequent sharp but fluctuating ascents, or it

may be prolonged over a period of months or even

years, in which case the temperature elevation is

not considerable.

Ssokolow emphasizes the necessity of a strictly

conservative treatment in all cases of glandular dis-

ease. Inunctions, and the practice of massage, as

well as other local measures to favor resorption, are

to be avoided. Likewise extirpation and premature

incision before the completion of suppuration are

not favored. A valuable measure in the case of

accessible glands is the use of heat in the form of

poultices, cataplasms, and light therapy. In the case

of diseases of the tracheobronchial lymph nodes it

is necessary to send the child to a climate whose
atmosphere is free from dust and preferably cold.

The treatment of disease of the mesenteric lymph
nodes requires a non-stimulating, non-fermentative,

and relatively sterile diet.
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The Fordham International Extension Course.

Ax interesting innovation in medical teaching is

to be tried this month at the Fordham University

Medical School in this city. Hitherto the young
graduate, and the older one too, who wished to

broaden his medical horizon and to learn at first

hand what Europe had to teach him in any special

branch has had to spend many months and many
dollars in visiting the different clinics and institu-

tions in various countries, often, too, handicapped

with a more or less imperfect knowledge of the

language in which the instruction was given. The
faculty at Fordham has sought to remove these dif-

ficulties of foreign study by bringing the opportun-

ity for such study here. If the student cannot go
to the professor, the professor can come to the

student, and this is what has happened. The first

of these "international extension courses," as they

are called, will deal entirely with the nervous sys-

tem and its diseases. The course will consist of a

series of clinical lectures and practical demonstra-
tions conducted daily from September 9 to 28, by
various members of the faculty assisted by the fol-

lowing well-known European and American
teachers: Nicolas Achucarro, coadjutor of Ramon y
Cajal, of Madrid ; Carl L. Alsberg, of Washington,
biological chemist to the C. S. Government ; H. H.
Goddard, of the New Jersey State School for Fee-
ble-minded Children ; Henry Head, of the London
Hospital ; Gordon Holmes, lecturer on physiology

of the nervous system, London University; C. J.

Jung, associate in psychiatry. University of Ziirich

;

Alwyn Knauer, assistant to Professor Emil Krae-
pelin at the Psychiatrische Klinik. Munich ; J.

\".

Alay, president of the New York State Commission
in Lunacy; Colin K. Russell of AIcGill University,

physician to the Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal

;

and William A. White, superintendent of the Gov-
ernment Hospital for the Insane, Washington. The
lectures will be in English and will be illustrated

by models, photographs, cinematographs, and when
possible the patients. There will also be practical

courses, for classes of limited size, in special sub-

jects, and on histology, bacteriology, normal and
pathological anatomy, surgery, and physicothera-

peutics of the nervous system. The fees for the en-

tire course, as announced, will be $40. This unusual
experiment in transplanting the European clinic

to American soil will be watched with interest, and
if it is successful, as it gives every promise of being,

it will doubtless mark a new era in medical teaching,

as the idea will be adopted and enlarged upon by
other colleges throughout the country.

A Specific Toxic Principle in the Blood in

Pregnancy.

Those who speculate about autointoxications and
hypothetic poisonings in general are always urged to

isolate, first the offending substances so that not

only may the phenomenon be reproduced at will, but

the satisfaction will be aft'orded of knowing why
and how the alleged substances are toxic. No one
doubts that sooner or later definite substances will

be isolated. It is already clear that these do not

differ in any sense from known poisons ; and it is

significant also that the physiological principles

(hormones) which the body produces to regulate its

mechanisms are analogous to well-known toxic

agencies. In regard to the toxemia of pregnancy we
have had until recently not a single clue to a known
toxic principle capable of producing the phenomena

of that condition. There has been no end of specu-

lation, but not a solitary fact beyond the general

knowledge that certain fluids or solids of the gra-

vida could be made to show toxic effects under cer-

tain conditions of animal experiment. Last March
{Deutsche vicdicinisclie IVochetisclirift, August 8)

Grube and Reift'erscheid demonstrated before the

Niederrheinische Gesellschaft fiir Natur-und Heil-

kunde. of P.onn, an ether solution from the blood of

a pregnant rabbit. This ether soluble substance was
not precipitated by alcohol and was coctostabile. In-

jected into nonpregnant rabbits in insignificant doses

it proved to be a violent poison which usually caused
death in convulsions and paralysis. The extract

similarly prepared from the blood of the nonpreg-
nant rabbit was nontoxic. The normal pregnant
rabbit was nearly immune to the action of this

substance. The authors in the presence of the so-

ciety injected 2 c.c. of the soluttion into the aural

vein of a rabbit and caused violent, fatally ending
eclamptic convulsions.

Metabolism of Glucose.

While we know that glucose is split up in the

body into water and carbon dioxide nothing has
been learned as to the intermediate products of

this combustion, beyond the fact that lactic acid

is somehow concerned therein. It has hitherto

been taught that glucose and lactic acid represent

the same stage of metabolsm, both having been de-

rived from an unknown substance. Quite recently

experiments appear to have shown that the fate

of lactic acid is to be transformed to glucose. This
transformation is simply an inversion of the one
already well known in which glucose is changed
to lactic acid. At a meeting last Mav of the Natur-
wissenschaftlicher-medizinischer Verein of Strass-

burg {Miiiichener inedizinisclie Wochenschrift, Au-
gust 6), Parnas expresses doubt that lactic acid

can be changed to glucose, for this result seems to

commit the student to the assumption of the pos-
sibility of the reversible action of enzymes. That
is, if it is meant that the reaction involved is one
of chemical equilibrium. On the other hand if a
number of intermediate steps could be demonstrated
such a transformation could come to pass, as may
be shown by studying the opposite changes of glu-
cose to lactic acid which have recently been dem-
onstrated. We may assume that this series of
changes is capable of inversion. The reaction
would be one of oxidative disintegration, and hence
throws considerable light on some obscure points

;

as, for example, how a muscle can work without
oxygen but cannot rest up without it. In phos-
phorus or arsenic poisoning, again, the toxic sub-
stances by interfering with this transformation
cause a rapid disintegration of glycogen or glucose,
so that lactic acid is excreted.

Infant Mortality.—There were 358 deaths of
infants in New York City reported to the Board of
Health last week, as against 361 in the correspond-
ing week of last year. Thus far in 1912 there have
been 629 fewer deaths of infants' than there were
in the corresponding period in 191 1.

Poliomyelitis in Buffalo.—During the present
epidemic there have been 180 cases of infantile

paralysis with 22 deaths in Buffalo. In a recent
conference between the local, State and Federal
health authorities it was decided to institute a rigid
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quarantine of all members of a family in which a

cas'e of the disease is discovered.

Hotel Milk.—According to a report made re-

cently by the New York Milk Committee to the

Department of Health the milk sold in some of the

large hotels and expensive restauran.s in this city

is unfit to drink. The committee makes a classifica-

tion of milk on a percentage basis, ranking certified,

or grade A, milk as 100; inspected, or grade B, milk

as 90 ;
pasteurized, or grade C, milk as 80, and then

classing the other grades according to the bacteria

thev contain. On this basis most of the places vis-

ited sold milk that would rank at about 35 per cent.,

being in the grade established as fit only for cook-

ing and manufacturing purposes. The report has

given rise to a lively newspaper war between the

committee and the health department, the latter

making light of the committee's discoveries, the

former accusing the department of laxness and in-

difference to the health of Mr. Roosevelt and other

large consumers of milk in this city.

Reciprocity with New Jersey Reestablished.—
At a meeting of the Regents of the University of

the Sta;e of New York, held last week, it was' an-

nounced that the medical practice law in New Jersey

having been amended so as to meet the standards

of the New York medical practice act, the Regents

had agreed to the reques; of the board of medical

examiners of New Jersey that reciprocity in medi-

cal licenses between the two States be reestablished.

The New York requirements were also revised by

the addition of the following rule : "After January
I. 19 1

3, an applicant for a medical student certificate

qualifying for admission to a medical school shall

altord evidence of education including one year in

phvsics, one year in biology, and one year in inor-

ganic chemiscry." Drs. F. C. \\'alker of Brooklyn

and A. B. Cooke of Syracuse were reappointed for

the term of four years as members of the State

Board of Medical Examiners.
The Amendment to the Pure Food and Drug

Law, which it was thought Wdulil jnit an end to

the unfounded claims of the patent medicine

makers', will be ineffective, according to Dr. Wiley.

The amendment says that the claims as to curative

eltects, printed on the labels of the bottles, shall not

be false and fraudulent, and this, says Dr. Wiley, will

be interpreted as meaning that they may be either

false or fraudulent, but must not be both. It is pos-

sible to imagine a lawyer contending that the fake

statements made by his client were believed by the

latter to be true and were therefore not fraudulent.

Dr. Wiley says : "The committee had before it a per-

fectly just amendment drawn in no uncertain terms

that not onlv covered false and fraudulent claims on

the labels but also the same claims printed on bill

boards or in advertising matter, thus striking a

mortal blow at the fakes' and frauds which have

been a curse to the public. In securing the passage

of the Sherley amendment the venders of fraudu-

lent preparations have won a compJete victory. It

appears that Congress has only given them new life,

enabling the roots of fraud and corrupdon to sink

deeper into the soil of legislation, protected of the

vested interests but not of the public welfare."

The "Yale Medical Journal" has ceased publi-

cation with the issue for Angus;. The reasons

given for this are stated by the editors to be "be-

cause there is an abundance of available current

medical literature for all desiring it, and because of

the belief that the value of the Journal in the limited

field which it has attempted to cultivate is not suffi-

cient to justify the effort necessary for its con:inued
publication." The Journal was started in 1894 as

an undergraduate magazine with an advisory board
of graduate editors. A few years ago, however,
the Journal began the publication of the proceed-
ings of the Connecticut State Medical Society and
at the same time the editorial work was taken up
by a board of graduate editors. It may be true, as

the editors' say. that there is an abundance of avail-

able current medical literature for all desiring it,

nevertheless there will be a large number of former
readers of the Journal who will miss greatly the

monthly visits of this well edited and readable pub-
lication.

The Public Health Service.—The following is

the text of the act of Congress affecting the Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service

:

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled, That the Public Health and Ma-
rine-Hospital Service of the United States shall

hereafter be known and designated as the Public

Health Service, and all laws pertaining to the Pub-
lic Health and Marine-Hospital Service of the

United States shall hereafter apply to the Public

Health Service, and all regulations now in force,

made in accordance with law for the Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service of the United
States shall apply to and remain in force as regula-

tions of and for the Public Health Service until

changed or rescinded. The Public Health Service

may study and investigate the diseases of men and
conditions influencing the propagation and spread

thereof, including sanitation and sewage and the

pollution either directly or indirectly of the navi-

gable streams and lakes of the United States, and
it may from time to time issue information in the

form of publications for the use of the public.

"Sec. 2. That beginning with the first day of Oc-
tober next after the passage of this act the salaries'

of the commissioned medical officers of the Public

Health Service shall be at the following rates per

annum : Surgeon General, six thousand dollars

;

Assistant Surgeon General, four thousand dol!ai"s

;

senior surgeon, of which there shall be ten in num-
ber, on active duty, three thousand five hundred
dollars ; surgeon, three thousand dollars

;
passed as-

sistant surgeon, two thousand four hundred dollars
;

assistant surgeon, two thousand dollars ; and the

said officers, excepting the Surgeon General, shall

receive an additional compensation of ten per

centum of the annual salary as above set forth for

each five years' service, but not to exceed in all forty

per centum : Provided, That the total salary, includ-

ing the longevity increase, shall not exceed the fol-

lowing rates : Assistant Surgeon General, five

thousand dollars ; senior surgeon, four thousand

five hundred dollars; surgeon, four thousand dol-

lars: Provided further. That there may be employed
in the Public Health Service such help as may be

provided for from time to time by Congress."

Dr. Georges Rambaud of the Pasteur Institute

in this city has been awarded by the French Gov-
ernment the title of Chevalier of the Legion of

Honor.
Dr. S. R. Klein, formerly professor of histology

and embryology at the Fordham University School

of ]\Iedicine, New York, has' been placed in charge

of the new research laboratories of the Hahnemann
Medical College, Chicago.

The Plague in Cuba and Porto Rico.—Cub.i

has been declared by the Public Health Service to
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be free from the bubonic plague, and all restric-

tions on passenger traffic between the island and
the United States have now been removed. The last

case in Cuba was discovered on July 22, the man
dying on July 27. Porto Rico also has reported no
cases for some time, but the quarantine restrictions

have not yet been raised. The killing of rats and
the rat-proofing of buildings in San Juan are still

going on.

Br. Edgar Jones, the oldest physician in Eng-
land, died on August 26, in London, at the age of

102 years.

Alcohol in Patent Medicines.—Over three

hundred paten: medicines in the shape of tonics,

stomach bitters, nervines, etc., are now classed by
the Internal Revenue Department as alcoholic bev-

erages and taxed accordingly. The commissioner
has recently added si.xty to the list of so-called reme-
dies which are insufficiently medicated to render

them unfit for use as beverages, and are accordingly

classed as the latter. The list previously contained

upward of 250 preparations of the kind.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. W'illi.am J. P.vrker of

Jersey City died of typhoid fever on August 2S at

the age of 54 years. He was born in Jersey City

and was' graduated from the Bellevue Hospital

Medical College in 1879. He had always been

prominent as a military surgeon in the National

Guard. He was appointed First Lieutenant and
assistant battalion surgeon. Fourth Regiment, N.

G. N. J., in 1893. He was promoted to major and
regimental surgeon in 1895 and in 1904 he became
Lieutenant Colonel and staff' surgeon of the First

Brigade of New Jersey. In 1910 Dr. Parker was
appointed surgeon on the staff of Gen. P. Farmer
\Vanser, commander of the National Guard of New
Jersey.

Dr. George H. Rue, a homeopathic physician of

Lexington, 111., died at his home on August 5 as the

result of an acident.

Dr. J. Howard Beck died at Philadelphia on
August 15 at the age of fifty-two years. He was
graduated from the medical department of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1882. He
was a member of the Philadelphia County Medical

Society, of the Medical Society of the State of

Pennsylvania and of the American Medical Associ-

ation.

Dr. RicH.\RD M. FuLKERsox of ^lounds. 111., a

graduate of the Eclectic Medical College of Cin-

ciimati, Ohio, in 1870, died at his home suddenly

on August II, aged 73 years.

Dr. George S. Morris of Arkansas City, Kan.,

a graduate of the Medical College of Ohio, Cin-

cinnati, in 1871, died suddenly in his office on Au-
gust 12.

Dr. George W.\shixgtox Simpson, physician

and clerg}-man. of Baltimore. Md.. a graduate of

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore,

in 1873, 3- member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation and the Marvland State and Baltimore City

Medical Societies, and for many years a chaplain

in the United States Army, died at his home on
August 18, aged 71 years.

Dr. Hexry Stuart Xolax of West Somerville,

Mass., a graduate of the Tufts College Medical

School, Boston, in 1906, died at the Deaconess
Hospital, Boston, after a long illness on August 18.

Dr. .-\xdre\v J. Brockett of Cleveland, Ohio, a

graduate of the University of Michigan. Depart-

ment of Medicine and Surgery, Ann Arbor, in 1862.

a surgeon in the United States Armv during the

Civil War, and a member of the American Medical
Association and of the Ohio State and Cuyahoga
County i^Iedical Societies, died at his home on Au-
gust 1 1 , aged 76 years.

Dr. Fraxklix R. Garlock of Racine, Wis., a
graduate of the L'niversity of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Medicine. Philadelphia, in 1870, a vet-
eran of the Civil \\'ar. and a member of the Wis-
consin State and Racine County Medical Societies,

died at his home on August 15. aged ~2 years.
Dr. Charles Thorndike Parker of this city

died of pneumonia at his summer home. South
Hamilton, ]\Iass., on August 31, aged 54 years. He
was born in Boston and was graduated from the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in this city.

He retired from practice a number of years ago.

'

Dr. Frederick F. Hover of Tonawanda, N. Y.,
died August 23 at the age of 90 years. He was a
graduate of the .Medical Department of the Uni-
versity of Buffalo in 1849. He was an ex-presi-
dent of the Erie County Medical Society and was
for a number of years health officer of Erie Countv.
Dr. Charles G. Criser of Warm .Springs, Va.,'a

graduate of the University College of Medicine.
Richmond. \'a.. in the class of 1899, died at his
home of apoplexy .A.ugust 18, aged 41 years.

Dr. B. M. Alford of Alameda, Cal, a graduate
of the Tennessee Medical College in 1856, a Con-
federate surgeon during the Civil War, and for
twenty years' a surgeon of the Southern Pacific and
Santa Fe railroads, died at his home on August 14.
aged 79 years.

Dr. R. E. Martin of Milwaukee, Wis., a grad-
uate of the Chicago Homeopathic Medical College
in 1886, and a former health commissioner of MH-
waukee. died on .\ugust 21, aged 47 years.

Dr. P.\ul Emile Archinard of New Orleans
died at his home on August 23 after a long illness,

^ged 53 years. He was a graduate of the Medical
Department of Tulane University in the class of
1882, and was professor of diseases of the nervous
system in the same university at the time of his
death.

Dr. Lawsox Harrill of Statesville, N. C, a grad-
uate of the Jefferson Medical College in 1861, a
veteran of the Civil War, and for many years State
smallpox inspector, died at his' home on August 26,
aged 75 years.

Dr. C. Axnette Buckel of Piedmont, Cal, a
graduate of the Woman's Medical College of Penn-
sylvania, a superintendent of nurses in the Union
.A.rmy during the Civil War, died at her home on
August 17. after a long illness, aged 79 years.

Dr. August R.\uscher of Murray, Utah, a grad-
uate of the University of Vienna in 1855. died at
his home on August 15, aged 79 years.

A NEW PHASE OF FAULTY MEDICAL
TRAINING.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—The Carnegie College Inves:igation pointed
out the defects of colleges in buildings, appliances,
and hospital connections, and stopped there. Mr.
Flexner apparently thinking that these were all the
great obstacles to the progress of medical training.

Now, another inquiry has started w-hich promises a

better understanding of the subject, and is certainly

more scientific and along the lines of exact facts.
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Several different State boards have begun to col-

lect figures' concerning the attainments of students
of various colleges, in particular branches of medi-
cine. It has been noted that graduates of certain

colleges rank very low in chemistry, practice of

medicine, or some other branches. In other de-

partments they stand very high, and an average
brings them up to a passable standard. Other col-

leges show the same peculiarities. Some stand very
low in practice and high in surgery. Some excel

in anatomy and fail in pathology, and so on through
the list. In one college where anatomy was taught
by a very distinguished man the graduates were in-

variably low in their standing. In another college

where pathology and bacteriology were taught by
distinguished men. who had done original work, the

graduates were below the average. In another col-

lege where other branches were taught by really

strong men the students failed in these departments,
but in others excelled. Some of the colleges with
extraordinary facilities and appliances for teaching
certain subjects turned out students with a very low
comprehension of these branches.

These facts indicated other causes than trained

professors with remarkable building and appliances.

The trouble centered back on the teachers, who
lacked enthusiasm, lacked pedagogic instincts, and
taught these subjects in a perfunctory way. Many
of them were exceedingly strong men, but they

failed to arouse the instinct of learning in the stu-

dent. They were negative men who could not im-

part the art or science of their topics so that the

student could retain them. One of these inquiries

covering the graduates of two years in several

Eastern colleges showed that certain colleges grad-

uated very inferior students in certain branches',

and that in certain other branches the students

ranked very high, irrespective of hospital connec-

tions, eminent teachers, and unusual facilities for

teaching. There is a new field open in this direc-

tion, which will attract attention in the near future.

In every college there are certain men who fail

to make their subjects attractive to the students,

not because they are incompetent or do not know the

subject, but because they have not the faculty of

clearly impressing the facts. Wen who are salaried

to teach and do nothing else are often very learned,

vague, and impractical, and while able to teach their

separate branches in a highly scientific way are little

better than text-books or compends. They present

the truths in exact logical manner, but the setting

is bad and no impression comes from it.

Thoughtful men assert that medical college re-

forms must begin with the teachers, and that some-

thing more is needed than elaborate apparatus, hos-

pital connections, and bacteriological appliances.

The value of college education depends more on the

teachers than these. A small Western school where
all the professors are practical men became noted

for the high standing of the students that it grad-

uated. The Carnegie research turned the school

down as inferior and lacking, because it had no

showy externals, and yet literally the graduate stu-

dents' ranked higher before the State boards as a

class than others who had been graduated from ihe

best colleges. It was the teachers and professors

who made it what it was.

The State boards can do a great service if they

will tabulate their experience and racings of grad-

uates on individual branches, and this' will be a neve

movement towards a higher grade of training.

T. D. Crothers, ]\I.D.

Hartford, Conn.

UNTO THE SECOND AND THIRD GENER-
ATION.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—Thinking the following may be of interest

enough to record in your columns I am writing you
a short history of a case of mine. Mr. B. some
thirty-six years ago contracted syphilis and was,
as he thought, successfully treated for it, though
now at sixty-eight years of age he has had one or
two strokes of paralysis, and one—the oldest—child

has had recurrent attacks of interstitial keratitis.

Eight other children are above the usual run in

development and have always enjoyed more than
average good health, while the object of my story

is a perfect picture of health in every v\'ay and a
most painstaking search of her life shows absolutely

nothing that can be attributed to specific infection.

The sixth daughter (about twenty-four years old),

Mrs. F., some three years since married a per-

fectly healthy man who again gives a specific free

history. Last November I delivered ]\Irs. F. of

a seven and a half pound baby who seemed fat and
healthy but whose liver was very prominent.

Knowing her father's history, I was not at all sur-

prised when its grandmother some four weeks later

called my attention to a pemphigus of the palms and
soles and also to a severe rhinitis that gave the

baby a great deal of trouble. To make sure of my
diagnosis I refrained from any specific treatment

and ten days later the baby effloresced like a severe

case of measles and the family were very much
alarmed at its condition. Under the iodides of mer-
cury, potassium, and iron both to the baby and its

mother, the case rapidly improved, and after four

weeks I could no longer prevail on the parents to

continue its use, as the baby seemed entirely normal
and has continued so ever since.

L. E. Norfleet, M.D.
Tarboro, X. C.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

INCLEMENT SUMMER INSUR.\NCE CAMP.\IGN, RESIG-

NATIONS FROM ADVISORY COMMITTEE ASYLUMS
BOARD HOSPITAL ABUSE ARTHRITIS IN THE
STONE AGE—EXHIBITION RELATING TO CONSUMP-
TIVE INSTITUTIONS ROYAL MEDICAL BENEVOLENT
FUND NEW SECTIONS AT ROYAL SOCIETY OF

MEDICINE OBITUARY.
London, .August 16, 1912.

The weather—always a prominent subject with us

—is this year more than for a long period the topic

which almost monopolizes conversation. The wet-

test July since the late eighties is followed so far

by the coldest August for fifty years and this ac-

companied by severe storms of wind, rain, thunder,

in fact all varieties of atmospheric disturbance. It

is a trying time for many patients, who talk about

autumnal and wintry weather. Temperatures from
12° to 22° below the average have been registered

day after day. Intervals of sunshine have again

and again raised our hopes of a permanent change

to something like summer, but have soon ended in

disappointment. This week has been one of the

worst. Two days ago the thermometer crept up to

63° Fahr. in the morning but fell to 52° in the

afternoon when it ought to have been 70°. The

provinces report similar conditions, and the worst

of it is that the experts assure us there are no signs

of improvement. People tell me it is as bad and

worse in many parts of Europe and quote the me-
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teorological statistics, but the figures do not make
me any warmer.
The insurance campaign proceeds steadily. The

P.ritish Medical Association, as you know', called
upon the members it had nominated to the Advisory
Committee to withdraw. These gentlemen, thirteen
in number, have done so. At the same time non-
members were asked to support the movement and
fourteen nominated by the Government have also
withdrawn. On the other hand, Dr. Addison,
I\I.P., who is commonly credited with having given
some advice as to terms to Mi. Lloyd George," with
thirteen other gentlemen have declined to resign,
stating that having considered their position fully
they are of opinion that for the present it is their
duty to remain.
The report for 191 1 of the Metropolitan Asylums

Board was issued last week and contains important
statistics of which some may be mentioned. The
patients admitted to imbecile asylums numbered
1,038, being an increase of 125 over 1910. The
total number of inmates remaining on December
31 was 7,270, an increase of 228. This was the
first year since 1903 that the admissions exceeded
1,000, the average number for 7 years having been
871. The number this year under 16 years old
was 200, under 5 years 40; of adults "249 were
over 70, between 70 and 80 there were 178, between
80 and 90 were 66, and 5 were over 90. The ad-
missions to infectious hospitals numbered 21,138,
an increase of 5,900, the discharges 18,778, an in-

crease of 3,550 over 1910.
Two events in the board's history for the year

claim notice, one being the transfer of the casual
poor of the metropolis to the care of the board,
the other the adoption of a new scheme for the
accommodation and classification of the feeble
minded. In regard to the latter it is stated that
the reports of the children's committee have pre-
pared the way for the recognition of the facts that
the feeble minded in their care can never be suifi-

ciently improved to take a place in the outside
world so that the community must undertake the
burden of their permanent support. Further, there
has been much overlapping of cases claimed as im-
beciles and feeble minded. It is proposed to bring
all grades of infections under the jurisdiction of a
single committee and to reserve the Darenth Indus-
trial Colony entirely for improvable imbeciles. The
result attained at Darenth in the past, in spite of
the retention there of hopeless imbeciles who are
now to be removed, the board considers ai?ords the
best augury for the future of the colony.

Hospital abuse, a long-standing and never absent
subject of complaint on the part of working prac-
titioners, has lately been more insistent. A report
of a committee to inquire into the out-patient sys-
tem of the London hospitals has been published on
behalf of King Edward's Fund. It is signed by
Lord Mersey and the Bishop of Stepney, and deals
with hospitals within a radius of nine miles from
Charing Cross. There are 12 hospitals with schools
which treated 884,634 out-patients; 16 without
schools and 355,589 out-patients; 7 children's hos-
pitals treated 156.352; 30 special hospitals, 276,916;
about 28 other smaller hospitals about 102,000.
Here there is a total of 1.775,491 sick persons re-

ceiving gratuitous aid, but this is supplemented by
about 52 provident and 54 nonprovident dispen-
saries, besides 43 under the Poor Law service.
The committee do not think the system is abused

by "really well-to-do people." One may hope not,

mdeed. But they admit that practitioners probably
have good grounds for thinking manv could, with-
out hardship, afford to pay mode'rate charges.
There is stronger evidence that large numbers could
provide for themselves by provident dispensaries
and clubs. They admit, too, that with the lowest
payment of which evidence was given them, the
necessary attention could not be given and the
medical status and efficiency must degenerate to
the great disadvantage of the poor. The committee
submit that any scheme of reform should include
reduction of numbers, partly by excluding those
who can pay and trivial cases; cooperation with
general charitable work and Poor Law assistance;
safeguard for medical education and science. Co-
ordination need not be mere refusal of help with
perhaps adding danger of delay, but might take
the form of reference to a more appropriate agency
and so secure that all classes of cases were provided
for. Moreover, cooperation should supplement the
medical treatment when illness is due to other forms
of distress, and to ensure that the Poor Law is only
resorted to in cases beyond the reach of voluntary
assistance.

A somewhat different tone prevailed at the
Liverpool meeting where the subject was discussed
by those well qualified to speak of it. The statistics
of the local institutions indicated that people of
small means were not the only applicants for hos-
pital and dispensary treatment. It was said that
these institutions gave gratuitous advice in the year
1910 to nearly 30 per cent, of the population. This
would not include those treated under the Poor
Law, said to be about 10 per cent. Inquiries made
by the Voluntary Aid Council showed that 25 per
cent, of the out-patients at the large general hos-
pitals admitted they were earning over 30 shillin"-s
per week.

'^

Dr. M. Dewar of Edinburgh contributed a paper
on the subject, in which he urged that there were
poor people enough who were compelled to take
the out-patients' place and gave considerable
work to the medical officers, without count-
ing those who could pay general practition-
ers, and even specialists. Unfair competition
between charitable institutions and private doctors
was sapping the independence of whole classes.
Apparently well-to-do people could generally be
seen in the out-patients' waiting rooms. He men-
tioned a case, which must surely be exceptional, in
which the medical officer of a district had intro-
duced a gentleman who had an income of £800 a
year to a hospital for treatment. I hope that med-
ical officer was present at the meeting and has
profited by the lesson.

Dr. Parkinson said much of the trouble arose
because each hospital was an isolated unit and they
ought to cooperate with each other and with other
agencies for assisting the sick poor. The only
people who did not see abuse were the lav members
of committees. :\Iany patients questioned about
theii- income told flagrant lies. One of the first

duties of hospitals was to see that funds entrusted
to them for charitable purposes were expended for
that purpose.

Dr. Rentoul blamed the doctors for bringing
these conditions on themselves by contracting with
clubs at ridiculous prices—5/, 4/, and even 1/6 a
year had been accepted, and actually a Liverpool
tea dealer had made the experiment of offering
free medical attendance to anyone who bought 1/6
worth of tea. He declared doctors in Liverpool got
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the Watch Committee to order that in accidental

cases the ambulance should not take the injured

home but to the pay wards of the hospital. Some
people said that was not true, but he repeated "it

was true." In some Lancashire towns arrange-

ments were made that patients taken into the hos-

pital's could have their family doctors attend them.

Why should not that system be generally adopted?

Dr. Kingsford suggested that the high fees for

operations and the excessive charges in nursing

homes drove into hospitals many who would be

willing to pay moderate prices.

It is reported that among the neolithic skeletons

found near Vendrest (Seine-et-Oise) are some

which show distinct traces of arthritis deformans.

Some of the fragments may very likely have be-

longed to a single individual, as the number is not

great. There are enlargements, however, on a

patella, a wrist, several fingers and toes, and two

ribs. It is interesting to notice that the disease

prevailed in the stone age, though it has long been

conjectured that it was ancient. Traces of it have

been recorded as seen among the remains of the

cave bear. Very rarely has it been mentioned

among prehistoric remains of Egypt. Perha|)s the

climate may have been more propitious.

An exhibition of materials relating to sanatoria,

tuberculin dispensaries, and other articles employed

in furnishing such institutions is to be opened on

the 26th inst. at the offices of the Society of Med-
ical Officers of Health.

The Royal Medical Benevolent Fund is hence-

forth to be the name of that heretofore called

British, the King having been pleased to approve

of the change.

The Royal Society of Medicine is arranging for

two new sections, ophthalmology and tropical med-

icine, to be opened early in the winter session.

Mr. Stanmore Bishop, F.R.C.S., of Manchester,

died on the 25th ult., aged 64. He was surgeon to

the Ancoats Hospital and president of the Man-
chester Clinical Society, and held a high position

in abdominal surgery and gynecology. He con-

tributed many papers to the societies and journals,

chiefly on these departments of surgery.

Professor J. J. Charles has died at the age of 67.

He was professor of anatomy and physiology at

Queen's College, Cork, from 1875 to 1907. He was

also examiner in the Royal University of Ireland.

Dr. J. E. Meredith, consulting physician to the

West Kent General Hospital and who held other

offices in Maidstone, died at St. Leonards. He was

a graduate of Dublin, in arts and medicine.
.

OUR LETTER FROM TFIE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

CHOLERA CARRIERS

—

HACILL.VRY DYSENTERY—RIN-

DERPEST BERIBERI—PERSONAL.

Manil.^, p. I., July 19, 1912.

It has long been questioned whether the frequent

outbreaks of cholera which have occurred in the

Philippine Islands in the past have always been due
to infections which originated in the country. Since

1908. when the first cholera carriers in Manila were
found, it has been suspected that possibly some
cholera carriers were introduced from nearby for-

eign countries. On account of the seven-day plague
quarantine which is imposed against all steerage

passengers arriving from Amoy and Hongkong, an
excellent opportunity was afforded, while this deten-
tion was going on, at the Mariveles Quarantine Sta-

tion, to have the stools of such passengers examined.
On account of the infrequency with which cholera
is found among Chinamen, it was not thought likely

that any person of this nationality would be found
to be a cholera carrier. It is, therefore, of consid-

erable interest to report that the 557th case ex-
amined was found to harbor virulent cholera organ-
isms. The Chinaman had left Canton, China, seven
days previously, and, so far as could be ascertained,

he was in good health. He was kept under observa-
tion for a period of ten days, at the end of which
time his stools were found to be negative. It has
frequently been held that in former outbreaks of
cholera in the Philippines the disease often began
among Japanese, but no satisfactory explanation
could be made. In view of the experience had with
the Chinaman, it seems probable that cholera car-

riers may have been present among incoming Jap-
anese passengers. Since this first cholera carrier

was reported the stool examinations of four others
showed vibrios, but upon careful laboratory exam-
ination made at the Bureau of Science they were
shown not to be the vibrios of Koch.

Acute outbreaks of bacillary dysentery are re-

ported from many sections of the Philippines. The
disease is, evidently, spreading in all directions, and
on account of its mortality not being as high as that

for cholera, it does not cause the same amount of

alarm and outbreaks are frequently well under way
before they come to the notice of the health officials.

Laboratory examinations show that the organisms
are usually either of the Shiga or Flexner type.

Manila has again been invaded with rinderpest,

outbreaks of the disease having occurred in several

local dairies and caused great loss. This is of in-

terest to medical men because it was, at first, alleged

that the children who drank milk from rinderpest

animals developed severe diarrheas and in some in-

stances died. Investigation of this matter has
shown, however, that the children in question died

of bacillary dysentery, which their history showed
was contracted from sources not connected v/ith the

milk supplied by the dairies in which the rinder-

pest occurred. The veterinarians state also that as

soon as an animal becomes sick with rinderpest the

secretion of milk stops. The matter is still under
investigation by the Bureau of Health.

Referring further to the question of beriberi, the

recent experience which has been had at the Culion

Leper Colony adds considerable additional confirma-

tion to the now generally accepted theory that this

disease is caused by the continuous use of rice as a

staple article of diet, from which a certain portion

of the corte.x, or pericarp, has been removed. Dur-
ing the autumn of 191 1 the Philippine Government
found it necessary to purchase large quantities of

rice in order to prevent unduly high prices being

charged by dealers, owing to the shortage which
prevailed. This rice was of the polished variety and
was afterward used in Government institutions,

among which was the Culion Leper Colony. Prior

to the use of this rice the average death rate among
approximately 2,500 inmates of the colony for the

preceding four months was 28 per month. The use
of the rice was begun during the latter part of No-
vember and continued until early in February. Dur-
ing January the death rate commenced to increase

and by March it had reached 92 deaths ])er month,
or an increase of over 200 per cent. During the

latter part of February large quantities of mongoes
(a local legume that resembles a lentil and is rich in

nitrogen) and other foods which are believed to
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contain the lieriberi preventing principle, were used

with the white rice and about the middle of March
the use of partially polished rice, which contained at

least 4 per cent, of phosphorus pentoxide was begun
and has been continued to date. During the latter

part of March a decrease in the number of beriberi

deaths began to take place and during April the

total deaths at the Colony had again fallen to 25 per

month. During May the population was increased

by new arrivals to 2,600 and the total number of

deaths was 29.

Dr. Richard P. Strong, who is just recovering

from his recent illness, will leave the Philippine

Islands for a vacation in Europe and America on

July 29.

Dr. W. E. Musgrave. the chief medical officer of

the Philippine General Hospital and dean of the

College of Medicine and Surgery of the University

of the Philippines, has been confined to the hospital

by sickness. He leaves Manila on July 20 for a

month's vacation in Japan.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

SCHOOL AND TUBERCULOSIS CAMP.XIGX AGAIXST
LATENT TUBERCULOSIS—SPECIAL CLASSES AND
OPEN-AIR SCHOOLS—SCHOOL DENTAL CLINICS.

Bprli.n-, August 1, 1912.

School and tuberculosis was the subject of an in-

structive address delivered before the fourth meet-
ing of the Society of School Hygiene bv Professor
Kirchner. As an introduction he presented figures

to show that the genera! reduction in mortalitv has
gone hand in han<l with the progress in hygiene.

From 1886 to 1910 the mortality fell from 29 to 16

per thousand. The cause of this diminution has

been the reduction in the prevalence of infectious

disease. The death rate from tuberculosis has

fallen markedly; whereas in 1875 there died from
this disease 32 out of 10,000 individuals, in 1911

only 15 succumbed to it. At the present time there

are 60,000 deaths annually from tuberculosis in

Prussia. In 1905 the speaker had pointed out that

the reduced death rate from tuberculosis occurred

only in males at certain age periods for whom the

great social hygienic measures are operative. On
the other hand tuberculosis mortality has not de-

creased so far as women and children are con-

cerned ; in fact, up to 1902 it had increased. From
this observation it would be erroneous to conclude

that tuberculosis is a school disease. Open tuber-

culosis is very seldom found in the schools. But

latent tuberculosis is very common among school

children and must be combated by means of every

known resource. The first requisite is that chiMren

with open tuberculosis must be excluded from the

schools. This can be accomplished only when the

general notification of tuberculosis is carried out.

Since there is no notification law in Germany, the

duty develops upon the school medical authorities

to exercise a strict surveillance lest cases of open

tuberculosis be permitted to attend school. The
campaign against latent tuberculosis lies in the

hands of the school physicians, who examine every

pupil on entering school and who follow the sus-

picious cases through the entire school period.

There is a need for special classes for these sus-

picious cases. A few cities have set a good example

by the establishment of open air schools, as in the

case of Charlottenburg with its "'Waldschule.'" The
good results obtained in the latter should lead to a

general establishment of these schools. Moreover,

all classrooms should be kept scrupulously clean. No
one. not even the janitor, should be permitted to

live in the school. There should be a general estab-

lishment of school lunches and school baths. School

dental clinics have a special significance with refer-

ence to the prevention of tuberculosis, for good

teeth ensure better resistance against disease and

the better utilization of nutriment. Not to be over-

looked is a thorough grounding of the pupils in the

principles of hygiene, not only for their own sake

but as a means of disseminating this information in

the household.

Progress of fflrliiral ^rtrnr?.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

August 22, 1912.

1. Blood Transfusion: Indications, Methods and Results. B. Vin-

2. Intrarectal Rupture of Suppurating Sinus from Hip Joint Dis-

ease. R. W. Jackson.
3 The Doctor Who Volunteers For Military Service in Tune of

War. C. C. Foster.

4. A Study of Thirty-Xine Cases as Regards the Intestinal Length

and Nutrition. L. T. Swaim.
5. A Private Obstetrical Record. J. R. Torhert,

I. Blood Transfusion.—B. Vincent discusses a few

practical points in regard to the use of transfusion and the

best methods of operation. The indications are acute

hemorrhage after injury or operation and in ectopic gesta-

tion; the uterine hemorrhages of childbirth, miscarriages,

or fibroids ; the severe bleedings from ulcers in the stomach,

duodenum, or intestines; shock; gas poisoning; the bleed-

ing occurring in deeply jaundiced individuals, in hemo-

philia, and in hemorrhagic disease of the newborn.

Transfusion is less clearly indicated in the secondary

anemias which are not due to the loss of red corpuscles

to the body. The cause of the anemia is too often a

pathological condition which is incurable or not altered

by the transfusion of blood. Illustrations of the stimu-

lating efifect of transfused blood are found in its use as

a preparatory measure before operations on weak patients,

in pellagra and in certain cases of prolonged suppuration

with profound anemia. In such instances the beneficial

effect of the transfusion is obtained by increasing the

patient's resistance and augmenting the natural forces

which combat the progress of the disease. In purpuric

conditions of obscure etiology transfusion is not indicated

by the results which have been secured up to the present

time. It may prove to have a place in the treatment of

the purpura when one has a better understanding of the

diseases in which purpuric hemorrhages occur. In per-

nicious anemia, leuceniia, certain to.xemias, acute infec-

tions, and malignant disease the negative results are suffi-

ciently definite to contraindicate transfusion in these cases.

In spite of its comparative safety, transfusion should be

considered a measure of last resort to be applied when

simpler means have failed and only in those cases in which

there is a rational basis for its use. Success in the per-

formance of transfusion is more dependent upon ade-

quate experience than any special method. In adults the

Elsberg canula is evidently the best for the average sur-

geon. In infants the operation is done with the least diffi-

culty by means of glass tubes of proper length and size.

2. Intrarectal Rupture of Suppurating Sinus.—R. W.
Jackson concludes that intraanal or intrarectal rupture

of a coxitic sinus occurs rarely but not with extreme in-

frequency. Such opening involves probably a considerable

degree of mixed infection of the joint beyond what would

occur if the opening were e-xternal. Likewise tuberculous

infection of the rectum might arise. The intraanal open-

ing is quite easily treated and much of the mutual risk of

infection may be removed. The intrarectal opening is in
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most cases (unless the sinus approaches from low down)
too high to turn aside in any way and give an external

discharge and consequently the risk must continue. If an

operation is performed in this instance it is likely to create

at once a complete rectal fistula where none existed be-

fore, because of the surgical difficulties in the way of

securing permanent closure of the internal opening. It is

a verj- rare and most unfortunate occurrence for such an

abscess to point both externally and internally; and an

external incision should be made if one is sure that

internal rupture has not occurred, but this external in-

cision should be avoided, if possible, if internal rupture has

occurred, because of the fistula thereby created. However
caused, such a fistula is a particularly troublesome one, and

the wisdom of trying to better it surgically is fairly de-

batable ground.

4. Intestinal Length and Nutrition.—L. T. Swaim
studied thirty-nine subjects at autopsy to find out whether

or not the length of the small intestines had any relation

or bearing on general nutrition, and also to find out what

the variations in length actually were. .'\s the result of

his observations the author concludes that ptosis is present

probably in many more cases than is realized, in 9 out of

29 cases. The size of the stomach varies enormously;

the tubular stretched stomach is present in most of the

cases of ptosis (6 out of 9), and the lesser curvature

can be greatly stretched downwards. The small intes-

tines vary greatly in length, from 10 feet 6 inches to 25

feet ID inches, averaging 19 feet 3 inches. The length

has only a slight effect on the nutrition. There is a ten-

dency to a greater accumulation of fat the longer the in-

testine is and vice versa. The large intestines vary also,

averaging 5 feet 3 inches, with extremes of 3 feet 8 inches

to 8 feet 5 inches. When the stomach is low the large

intestine is apt to be longer and the cecum large and

pendulous, the greatest length being in the transverse

colon and sigmoid. The total average length of the

entire intestines is 24 feet 6 inches. A rather significant

fact is that not only were the hollow viscera displaced,

but even more often the solid viscera, such as the liver,

which was below the costal border in 20 cases.

New York Medical Journal.

August 24, 1912.

1. The Inheritance of .\cquired Characters. J". Wright.
2. Health Conditions in the Canal Zone. S. H. Brown.
3. The Fee Rook of an Irish Physician of the Seventeenth Cen-

tury. J. J. Walsh,
4. A History of Surgical Hemostasis. W. C. Borden.
5. Some Experiences with the Lessilur-Prirey Test. B. G. R. Will-

iams.
6. A Poisoned Blood Stream. L. A. Merriam.
7. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinhardt.
8. The Technique of Radiography. T. Friedmann.

2. Health Conditions in the Canal Zone.—S. H.

Brown presents statistics which indicate that the health

conditions of the isthmus compare favorably with those of

almost any other industrial section of a like population;

indeed, they are vastly superior to many of the latter

conditions. When it is considered that the sanitary de-

partment covers so many fields the expense is trivial. No
other health department exercises such rigid or con-

scientious surveillince over the people in its charge. It

is suggested by the author that when the canal is com-

pleted and the sanitary department has assumed an auto-

matic character, its several heads could be placed in charge

of the larger American cities with the same authority

vested in them as at present in the Canal Zone. Perhaps

one might then persuade our own people that flies and

mosquitos are not necessities and that their removal is

not an interference with any one's constitutional preroga-

tives.

5. The Albumin Reaction of Sputum,—B. G. R. Wil-

liams states that: 1. The positive albumin reaction in a spu-

tum in which the disease is not acute, points very strongly to

the presence of pulmonary tuberculosis. 2. The test is of

little or no value when one is attempting to differentiate

acute bronchitis or pneumonia from galloping consump-

tion. 3. The sputum from a case of pulmonary edema
secondary to renal or cardiac difficulties may show albu-

min, but the dift'erentiation from phthisis should have

preceded the positive test by many months. 4. Even
though albumin be found in gangrene and bronchiectasis,

these conditions are not usually mistaken for early tuber-

culosis. 5. A positive reaction invariably enables one to

rule out chronic bronchitis, and as this condition is likely

to be mistaken for tuberculosis, the test should prove

valuable. 6. The reaction, though not an extremely early

one, seems to be present as early as tubercle bacilli are set

free in the sputum and in some cases precedes the latter.

The author believes that sulphosalicylic acid is a more

delicate reagent and promises to be of more service than

heat and nitric acid. 8. The test, though a chemical

one, should be performed with bacteriological precautions.

9. This test will doubtless find future favor with the gen-

eral practitioner.

6. A Poisoned Blood Stream.—L. A. Merriam be-

lieves that chief among all the known causes of disease is

a chemical or electrical change in the constituents of the

blood stream, as the result either of influences of the

environment, or of poisons from foods and waste mat-

ters, causing further changes in the cellular structure of

the body. Overfeeding, faulty methods of eating, and im-

proper combinations of foods, with imperfect elimination

of waste substances, are the essential factors in a poisoned

blood stream. Overfeeding, even if there are perfect in-

salivation and perfect digestion of starch foods and pro-

teids, with perfect assimilation, may cause constipation,

overburdening of the liver, and the overloading of the

blood stream with nutriment which undergoes chemical

changes in the intestines or blood, and with the waste pro-

ducts of repair is changed into purin bases and other

chemical substances. These, not being changed into the

usually harmless end products for elimination, render the

blood stream impure, alter the internal secretions, and

make the blood a suitable culture medium for bacteria.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

A:iuust 24, 1912.

1. The Training of the Desirable Practitioner and His Mission.

S. T. Meltzer.
2. The .Addition of a Fifth Year to the Medical Curriculum. J.

M. Dodson.
3. The Relation Between Practitioner and Investigator in Medi-

cine. L. Loeb.
4. Experimental Devascularization of Segments of Intestine with

and without Mechanical Obstruction. J. S. Horsley and C.

C. Coleman.
5. The Injurious Effects of the X-Ray as a Therapeutic -Agent. A.

Ravogli.
6. Observations on Keratosis Follicularis, with Report of Five

Cases in the Same Family. W. B. Trimble.

7. Keratodermie Blennorrhagique, with Report of a Case. F. E.

Simpson.
S. .Appendicitis Complicating Pregnancy. P. Findley.

9. Care of Scarlet Fever Patients. M. Sturtevant.

10 Nephritis in Pregnancy. J. B. DeLee.
11. A Plea for More Careful Technique in Doing Intrapelvic Re^

constructive Work. W. F. B. Wakefield.

12. A New Bone-Plate. P. T. Geyerman.
13. Salvarsan in Pregnancy. H. J. Levis.

14 Di'iappearance of .Angioneurotic Edema .After -Appendectomy.

C. P. Oberndorf.

4. Experimental Devascularization of Intestines.

—

J. S. Horsley and C. C. Coleman report their experiments

on devascularization of segments of intestines with and

without mechanical obstruction, and conclude as follows

:

The view usually held that bowel with impaired nutrition

can be easily permeated by bacteria has not been borne oul

in the experiments. In no instance did the dog die undei

three days except when perforation had occurred and the

bacteria and other intestinal contents had been thrown in

an overwhelming amount into the abdominal cavity. In

such cases death took place in a few hours. A short seg-

ment of intestine in a dog when deprived of its nutritioa
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if thoroughly protected by omentum, may be nourished

through the omentum and maintain its integrity. It ha?

been taught that if even a small portion of intestine be-

comes detached from its mesentery, gangrene and a fatal

result necessarily follow. In a dog this does not appear

to be true. The occurrence of mechanical obstruction

along with gangrene, as would dccur in many clinical cases

such as strangulated hernia, intussusception, and volvulus,

adds a great deal to the gravity of the situation. Devas-

cularization of a segment of bowel without obstruction, as

when the intestine is severed from its mesentery by a

wound, seems to be much less serious than when there is

obstruction. If such a segment is short and is protected

by omentum, the condition appears to be compatible with

recovery.

5. Injurious Effects of X-Rays.—A. Ravogli des-

cribes the lesions that may be produced by the .v-rays, and

presents illustrative cases. In one, epithelioma followed

the use of the jr-ray in the treatment of lupus erythema-

tosus, and a carcinoma was produced by its use in a case

of lupus vulgaris. The author discusses similar reports

from the literature and concludes that Rontgen therapy is

accompanied with more or less danger. This statement is

not made for the purpose of discouraging anybody from

the use of so powerful a physical remedy, which can be

of benefit in a great many diseases, but only to call atten-

tion to the great care which has to be used with the .v-

rays. In some cases the patients have been trusted to

inexperienced office attendants, and the physician has

noticed the danger only when dermatitis had already set in.

When, with the .v-rays, no improvement or no progress

is obtained in the treatment of the disease, it is better to

stop and change to some other method of treatment

:

otherwise danger is lurking and will soon be looming up.

When a radiodermatitis has begun, if it is of first degree,

bathing the parts with a 2 per cent, solution of aluminum

subacetate or of sodium bicarbonate will diminish the itch-

ing and the burning sensation, and the skin in a short time

will return to the normal condition. If the burn is of

second degree with the formation of blisters the continu-

ous bathing with soothing solutions, the opening of the

blisters and the other treatment as for any burn will be

sufficient. When ulceration sets in recovery is difficult.

The best way for a speedy recovery is the excision of the

whole ulcerated surface.

8. Appendicitis Complicating Pregnancy.—P. Find-

ley reports fifteen cases in which this complication was

present. In all but one of these there had been previous

attacks. Six of the cases were mild attacks in which the

patients recovered without interruption of pregnancy. Of

the others, six recovered and three died. Five cases oc-

curring in the puerperium were unusually severe. Two of

the fatalities were from septic peritonitis and one was

from bronchopneumonia. One of these cases was not

operated o' In the majority the attacks recurred in the

early months of pregnancy. In no case was pregnancy

interrupted after the removal of the aprendix. Preg-

nancy has probably no influence in inducing a primary

attack of appendicitis, but favors renewed attacks. Women
who have had appendicitis prior to pregnancy will in 50

or 60 per cent, of cases have more or less trouble with the

appendix in future pregnancies. As the condition tends

to be specially destructive and dangerous in pregnam.

women, the earlier the operation is performed the better.

According to Wagner, the mortality of non-operated

severe cases is 77 per cent, as against a mortality of 67

per cent, in all cases, severe or otherwise, in which opera-

tion is done within the first forty-eight hours, a record

not exceeded in operating for appendicitis uncomplicated

by pregnancy. Doubtless this percentage of maternal

mortality would be still further reduced were the patients

operated on within the first twenty-four hours.

ID. Nephritis in Pregnancy.—J. B. DeLee discusses

the inflammations uf the kidneys complicating pregnancy.

In addition to the ordinary forms there are the so-called

pregnancy nephritis and the kidney changes occurring in

eclampsia. Primary acute nephritis may develop during

gestation from the same causes ordinarily producing it,

and chronic nephritis may have preexisted, hardly recog-

nized by the patient until the added strain thrown on the

kidneys brings it to light. Chronic parenchymatous

nephritis is always unfavorably affected by gestation, and

is almost always observed in acute exacerbation. It begins

in the early months, unlike the nephritis occurring with

eclampsia, convulsions occur in one-third of the cases, and

labor has a bad eff'ect on the disease and, if prolonged

and exhausting, serious damage to the kidneys may result,

especially if an anesthetic is used. The puerperal condi-

tion does not improve it. and repeated pregnancies hasten

death. Chronic interstitial nephritis is more frequent than

the other form and convulsions are less often seen. Albu-

minuria, as shown by the coarser test, is of considerable

diagnostic significance. Low urea output is relatively less

important, but if the excretion is less than 6 grams care-

ful search should be made for renal disease. Mother and

child are both seriously endangered by chronic nephritis and

the prognosis should be guarded. A combination with

heart disease is fatal. Women with chronic nephritis

should not marry, and if married should not have children.

If pregnancy occurs in them they should be carefully

watched. If the kidney disease is discovered late in preg-

nancy, the consensus of opinion favors tiding the patient

along until threatening symptoms occur and then induc-

ing premature labor. If discovered before the child is

viable the pregnancy should be discontinued, though if

it occurs nearly at the time when a living child can be

born, pregnancy should be carried along for a few weeks

to save a living child if possible. During labor nephritics

require special care, and the heart's condition should be

closely watched. Pulmonary edema or symptoms like

cerebral embolism may call for a rapid delivery.

II. Intrapelvic Reconstructive Work.—W. F. B.

Wakefield pleads for the use of a more careful technique

in reconstructive intrapelvic work. Experience has taught

that extensive adhesions may be formed from simple

mechanical trauma without infection playing any recog-

nized part. Deft and gentle manipulations should be the

rule, and lacerating and puncturing instruments should

have no place in pelvic surgery. For general manipulation

of the pelvic viscera other than the uterus, the safest and

best instrument is the ring sponge holder with the blades

protected by a piece of rubber tubing. It can be used with

impunity to handle the intestines, the Fallopian tubes, the

ligaments, or the peritoneal reflections. Operations of

expediency for the correction of mechanical defects

should at least afiford a reasonable guarantee against

postoperative evil consequences, and one should use some

method which will not cause any intrapelvic damage. In

any case, care must be exercised to strip back the peri-

toneal reflections thoroughly onto the ligament, so that

the patient will not have the nerve-racking dragging sen-

sation so often felt when the peritoneum has been pulled

into the abdominal wall. The ligamentary loops should

be given sure anchorage and be smoothly disposed of be-

neath the aponeurosis of the external oblique.

The Lancet.

August 17, 1912.

1. The Importance cf Eaiiv Functional Treatment in Cases of

Contusions and Spraiiis of the Back. F. ShufJlebotham.

2. Epithelial Grafting as a Means of Effecting the Sure and Rapid
Healing of the Cavity Left by the Complete Mastoid Opera-
tion. C. A. Ballance.

3. The Operative Treatment of Simple Fracture of the Long Bones
in Children. H. H. Sampson.

4. A New Method of Demonstrating the Presence of Bacillus colt

in Sewage-Polluted Water, G. C. Purvis.
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5. A Further Contribution to the Study of the Etiology of Ap-
pendicitis as a Result of a Blood Infection, with i*articular
Reference to the Tonsils as the Primary Seat of Infection.
F. J. Poynton.

6. How to Fit Up a Laboratory for £10. H. W". Crowe.

1. Early Functional Treatment in Contusions and
Sprains of the Back.—F. Shufflebotham emphasizes the
importance of early functional treatment in cases of con-
tusions and sprains of the back, stating that this form of
accident has been neglected by medical men. In all in-

juries to this region it is essentia! to eliminate fractures
of the spine, which in some instances can be diagnosed
only by means of the .r-rays. A sprain of the back is. as
a rule, a complicated injury which may involve muscles
and nerves, as well as the joints of the vertebral column,
and a knowledge of the anatomy of the lumbar region is

essential before the nature of the sprain can be properly
understood. These cases are thought lightly of at the
time of the accident because, in the majority of cases, the
only symptom is localized pain: but they should receive
the same attention as fractures and dislocations because
of the long-continued disability from work, to say noth-
ing of the pain and suffering which ensue when the treat-

ment is neglected. The author alludes to the urgency of
massage and systematic exercises being prescribed early
in these cases so as to avoid the formation of adhesions
and the atrophy of muscles, and states that the subject
is of the utmost importance in industrial districts because
of the great frequency of these injuries.

2. Epithelial Grafting After the Complete Mastoid
Operation.—C. A. Ballance points out that the advan-
tages gained by grafting the mastoid cavity are as follows

:

(l) Rapid healing of the entire wound, bone, cartil.ige,

and soft parts, on ordinary surgical principles. (2) Im-
mediate protection of the raw bone surface by a layer of
living epithelium, and, in consequence, elimination of the
pain and discomfort otherwise incidental to treatment by
tamponing and of the liability to reinfection of the bone.

(3) Considerable shortening of the time during which
specially skilled attendance is necessary. Two weeks after
the grafting operation the bone granulations are all cov-
ered by visible living epithelium, and the rest of the at-

tendance may safely be left to the family doctor. (4)
Improvement in hearing. When the graft has been cut

very thin and successfully applied healing takes place at

once under the best conditions. The graft, except its

inner layer of living cells, separates by asceptic molecular
necrosis. The fenestrse become covered by the thinnest

possible layer of tissue, and consequently the hearing is

generally very good, and is certainly much better than
when granulation has long been present over the fenestra.
The above advantages are almost invariably obtained
when all bone disease has been removed and the raw bone
surface has been covered with a single graft, cut suffi-

ciently thin, and accurately applied.

3. Operative Treatment of Fractures in Children.
H. H. Sampson concludes that the treatment of simple
fracture by open operation gives more perfect results
than can be obtained by any other method at present in

general use. With reasonable care the dangers of such
treatment are negligible. The mortality has been nil,

and no instance of wound infection has occurred in a
complete series of cases. The insertion of a metal plate

gives no trouble after a clean operation. Operative treat-

ment should be applied to recent fractures, and not re-

served for the imperfect results of conservative measures.
The chance of a perfect result being obtained is diminished
by the length of the period which elapses between the acci-

dent and the operation. Rarefying osteitis and sinus form-
ation do not occur aftr a clean operation. In view of these
results it is reasonable to urge the more extended adoption
of Lane's methods for the treatment of simple fractures.

5. Appendicitis as a Result of Blood Infection.—F.

J. Poynton and A. Paine report their recent supplemen-

tary investigation on this subject which they believe

brings one a step forward in the study of the etiology

of appendicitis. Since Kelynack in 1893 directed atten-

tion to the relation of tonsillar inflammation to appendi-

citis many German investigators have devoted much at-

tention to the point. The authors' earlier paper showed
that in young rabbits a micrococcus which they look upon
as the exciting cause of acute rheumatism could produce

a local lesion in the appendix by direct blood infection,

and bearing in mind the importance of tonsillar inflam-

mation in rheumatism those results naturally strengthened

the view put forward by Kelynack,. The recent investiga-

tion apparently showed beyond reasonable doubt that the

diplococcus in the tonsil and in the sanious fluid from
the appendix in the authors' case were identical in

nature and the cause of the lesions in the human throat

and appendix and also of those in the appendix and
joints of the experimental rabbits. In other words, they

seemed to prove almost conclusively that a cause of ap-

pendicitis may be a streptococcal invasion through the

blood stream from a follicular tonsillitis.

British Medical Journal.

.-liKiust 17, 1912.

1. On Spinal -Xnesthesia by Stovaine, With Kema-ks on 1000
Cases. F. C. Madden, with Notes by H. Shaheen.

2. Complications Following the Administration of Hedonal. R. A.
X'eale.

3. Congenital Syphilitic Deafness Treated by Salvarsan. G. N.
BiRgs.

4. Local .Application of Salvarsan in Chronic Superficial G!o^sitis.
.\. .Mlport.

5. Acute Formaldehyde Poisoning. .1. Watt.
6. A Scheme for Medical Benefit. L. J. Picton.
7. The Reform of Hospital Out-patient Departments. .-\. Stanley

Parkinson.

1. Spinal Anesthesia by Stovaine.—F. C. Madden and
H. Shaheen believe that stovaine is a reliable anesthetic for

all operations below the costal margins, but one must not

expect too much of it. or employ it without careful con-

sideration, especially in cases in which any form of gen-

eral anesthetic would be dangerous. Moreover, the

fallacy that after the injection is given and anesthesia is

established it is no longer necessary to trouble about the

patient, must be once and for all dismissed. Just as much
care must be exercised in the administration of the drug

and in the management of the patient after injection as

with chloroform, and when this is done the feeling of

satisfaction after an extensive operation under tliis form

of anesthesia, when the stovaine has acted perfectly and

the after-effects have been almost nil, must be experi-

enced to be thoroughly appreciated.

2. Complications Following the Administration of

Hedonal.—B. A. Veale alludes to the more extended

use of the intravenous injection of hedonal as a means of

inducing general anesthesia. In 300 cases in whic'i this

method was followed in the Leeds General Infirmary, the

following complications resulting from the use of this

method were recorded as follows : Cutaneous edemas,

chiefly in the lumbar and gluteal regions ; blisters, most

commonly found on the heels or outer side of the foot;

pulmonary edema; pneumonia; infarction of the lungs;

venous thrombosis either at the site of injection or in the

femoral vein : and cerebral thrombosis.

3. Local Application of Salvarsan in the Treatment

of Chronic Superficial Glossitis.— .\. .A. .Mlport used

one and a half grains of salvarsan dissolved in one-half

ounce of glycerin, of which quantity only about a half

was used in hourly swabbings over ten hours in the treat-

ment of a case of chronic superficial glossitis. The author

emphasizes the following points that this case presented

:

(i) The long standing of the glossitis and the rapid

proliferation of the ulcer which had been formed by the

removal of the nodule. (2) The condition of the tongue
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became more acute and painful under the administration

of iodide and mercury, although the patient had given up

all tobacco for over two months. (3) The patient had been

under careful medical treatment on and off for seven

years before the author saw him, and had given up smok-

ing for short periods. He had improved under these

treatments temporarily, but his own confident assertion

was that his tongue had never been so comfortable :ir

looked so well for ten years as at the present time. (4)

The extraordinary rapidity of the improvement of the

whole tongue. At the end of one week, and after only two

days of salvarsan the ulcers had diminished to one-quarter

their size. There may possibly be a field for similar treat-

ment of chronic inflammations of the nose as well as tht

mouth, such as old-standing antrum trouble, and it would

be useful to hear the opinion of bacteriologists on this

subject.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

August 12, 1912.

Thyroid Metastases in Bone.—Regensburger speaks

of the special interest attached to this subject. Clinically

and for the most part anatomically as well these growths

impose themselves as ordinary sarcomata of the bones.

and not until the microscopic diagnosis is their full import

realized, for they show a far-reaching agreement with the

structure of the thyroid and of goiter. The thyroid in

such cases may or may not be the seat of malignancy.

The author has found in literature notes of 59 cases of

this kind of metastasis. The exact nature of the process

is far from being settled and the character of the growth

has been pronounced benign (at the outset) and malig-

nant, and the parent formation has been called simple

goiter, malignant adenoma, and carcinoma. It seems

agreed that it has no connection with sarcoma. The
author proposes thyreogenic tumor as a designation suf-

ficiently accurate and comprehensive. Clinically there

should be no confusion between this affection and struma

maligna, for the latter, in addition to causing metastases

invades its neighborhood and gives use to numerous pres-

sure symptoms. As a rule, what has seemed to be a harm-

less goiter suddenly takes on acute symptoms. The con-

verse happens in thyreogenous tumors where the course

of the affection is measured in years and not in months.

Struma maligna is one of the most rapidly fatal types of

malignancy, thyreogenic tumor one of the most deliberate.

The arrangement of the metastases is also very dissimi-

lar in the two affections, although in both there is a

notable tendency to involve the bones, which in the thyreo-

genic tumors is characteristic of the disease. In struma

maligna the percentage of bone metastases is over 24, these

being second in frequency only to the pulmonary metas-

tases. Hence there is some close connection between the

thyroid and the bones, as also seen in cretinism.

Phonoscopic Percussion.—Tornai mentions the strong

individualization of the results in ordinary percussion

which stand much in the way of harmonious consultations.

Something is required to lend more objectivity. He then

refers to the orthopercussion method, so-called, of Gold-

scheider, Moritz, and Dietlen, in which attempts are made
to create vibrations through the chest which are capable

of being registered or of causing sounds which may be

overheard. No reference is made to the ordinary auscul-

tatory percussion of textbooks. It is essential that per-

cussion should be very gentle. The author also uses two
separate stethoscopes, which when employed in combina-

tion he terms the phonoscope. For a ple.ximeter he uses

his left forefinger. The percussion movements of the

right middle finger should be made rapidly—three or four

a second. This method was discovered entirely by chance,

for he was engaged in orthopercussion while the stetho-

scope (a double one, for he had been making studies of

the heart cycle) hung loosely from the ears. The sounds

of percussion he found were rendered much more dis-

tinct, apparently as a result of the projection of the vibra-

tions through the surrounding media. The vibrations

should proceed from the smallest possible area.

Distention Luxation in Syringomyelia.—Joachimsthal

the orthopeilist reports a case of dislocation of the first

row of phalanges on the metacarpals which proved to

have been due to alterations of the joints the result of

syringomyelia. As is well known, the latter disease causes

extensive trophic alterations in the upper extremities, as

does tabes dorsalis in the lower limbs. The arthropathies

which result bear a certain resemblance to arthritis de-

formans, with this difference that in the former class the

analgesia contributes to aggravate the state of affairs.

In the neuropathic arthropathies we usually see destruc-

tion of the articulating structures, but the dislocations

may exceptionally occur without this prerequisite, espe-

cially in the shoulder joints. It is indeed strongly prob-

able that some cases of habitual dislocation of the

shoulder joints are due to syringomyelia. In many cases

of dislocation at the elbow, wrist, and fingers radiography

has shown extensive destruction of the articular surfares.

In the author's case, however, the latter are seen to be

quite intact; so that the changes which made possible the

dislocation must have resided in the capsule of the joints.

The displaced bones could be readily restored and iield in

position and the dislocation was probably attributable to

distention of the joints as a result of the spinal malady.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

.•lif.7ii,t( 13. Vi]2.

The Portable Museum of Nursling Care of Bavaria.—

Koebner describes this institution, the first of its kind in

Germany, and the idea of Professor Hecker, first put into

practice in 1910. The first exhibit comprises data on

nursling mortality, which naturally furnishes the raisoii

d'etre of the museum. This is made as full and compara-

tive as possible, the records going back to 1862. The

effects upon the mortality curves of breast feeding are

brought out in unmistakable fashion. Natural feeding is

taught by showing the right and wrong positions, by

properly constructed and ill constructed teething rings,

nipples, etc. To forbid these devices is not deemed pru-

dent. Analyses of milk at different months show the fal-

lacy of the claim that women run out of supply at un-

timely periods. Naturally the possibilites for illustrating

artificial feeding are very much greater. Certain bottles

show the limits for feeding portions. The warmth of the

bottle is tested by holding it against the eyelid, not by

tasting (shown by two designs). Clothing and care are

illustrated by models. Bathing, taking the rectal tempera-

ture, care of vaccination pustule, and other details are illus-

trated. The physiology of the nursling is illustrated in

many ways. The food requirements are given. The

caloric energy is shown in amounts of coal, so that it

readily appears that the greatest demand for fuel is in

the third month. Tables of weights, lengths, and ages are

given. Photograph albums showing the nursling con-

servation movement in all its phases as carried out in the

city of Munich complete the museum.

Sexual Pedagogy.—Grassmann gives a summary on

this subject based on the work done and facts learned,

with reference to Munich. The precosity of intercourse

and of the sexual impulse, among the boys at least, has led

to an increase of venereal diseases, perhaps also of mas-

turbation. This can be antagonized only by education

which inculcates a sense of chivalry toward girls, a con-

sciousness of social duties and obligations, and a strong

will as part of a physical training, and provides a full e.K-

planation of sexual matters to rob them of any mystery,

etc. This education must be personal and individual and
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undertaken by parents and the family physician. Class in-

struction in schools must also deal with these problems. De-
generate children should be kept out of the grades and in

special classes.

The Eucalyptus Treatment of Scarlatina and Measles.

—Kretschmer states that this treatment did not originate

with Milne as is erroneously believed. It was taught as

far back as 1S90 by Curgenven, who used eucalyptol both

externally and internally and even as a common disin-

fectant of apparatus and bedding. The author has used

the treatment extensively in Strassburg according to the

directions of Milne, and cannot endorse it as preventing

complications. In 77 cases of scarlatina there were com-
plications in one-half of the patients. In not a few cases

these supervened after the completion of the treatment.

In a control series of cases before the treatment was
adopted there were fewer complications.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

Aii.iust 1.S, ]012.

Treatment of Arteriosclerosis.—Hochhaus mentions
the frequent inherited tendency to this affection and also

its dependence on a number of individual factors. The
earliest symptoms often appear when it is too late to

arrest the disease. All the possible causal moments must
be eliminated one after another, as the excessive use of

alcohol, tobacco, and coffee. Physical or mental over-
eftort must be offset by rest, work being restricted in

duration and intensity. The ideal state to be attained is

one of quiet activity. The patients are naturally excitable

and this should not be aggravated by worry or foreboding.

The question of diet is a vexed one and the best course is

to avoid any kind of extremes. This applies also to the

ingestion of fluids. As a rule, this should amount to 1,500

c.c. .--Vs for drugs, there are no specifics, but iodine ap-

proximates one. It unburdens the circulation in some
unknown manner. Nothing is gained by giving large

doses. The value of the nitrites and nitrates is question-

able because they are not really indicated. The author
does not believe that it is necessary to lower the blood
pressure save on special occasions. The balance of the

treatment is chiefly hygienic, comprising hydrotherapy,
massage, etc. Many indications are not due to the disease

per se, but to its complications, as nephritis. The high-

tension current is not even mentioned.

Statistics of 367 Choledochotomies.— Llriining con-
cludes from this large material as follows : Xo opportune
operation, an appedectomy, for example, should be done
on the occasion of a choledochotomy. The hepatic duct
should always be drained and in addition to the catheter a

drain and tampon should be used as protection from escap-

ing bile. One should irrigate constantly in the after treat-

ment. In cholangitis one should keep up drainage for

months, for even the escape of sterile bile does not protect

against recurrence. As cystotomy often causes subse-

quent pain the prospect of an ectomy should always be
considered. If one can feel distinctly an indurated pan-
creas an anastomosis should be made. In respect to open-
ing the choledochus this should be done whenever stones

can be felt or when we know they have escaped; when the

duct is dilated or there is a suspicion of cholangitis

;

when bladder with cystic duct patent contains small stones

;

when the bile—the excretory duct being patent—is turbid

or purulent. The author's total mortality for his series

was 7.7 per cent, and this can only be bettered by earliest

possible intervention.

Food Poisoning Simulating a Cerebral Focal Affec-

tion.—Meyer refers to the close association between
intestinal autointo-xication and cerebral symptoms, espe-

cially in children. Heubner mentions a "coma dyspepti-

cum." In the first three years of life such conditions are

encountered which are not cyclical nor connected with

acetonuria, and which present great diagnostic difficul-

ties. The fatal convulsions due to gastroenteric disturb-

ance naturally suggest themselves here, and many lives

might doubtless have been saved if the treatment had
comprised rapid evacuation of the elementary canal. The
author cites a case in point : A child aged 3 years fell, ill

suddenly with convulsions, unconsciousness and fever.

The medical attendant erroneously prescribed purely

symptomatic treatment, chloral and cold packs, but fortu-

nately the former was not administered (it was to be

used contingently). The parents of their own accord had
given castor oil which brought away much foul smelling

fecal matter. The author found the child in a sort of

tetanoid rigidity. There had been no ingestion of ques-

tionable food, save perhaps of slot-machine candy, but

something eaten the day before had evidently disa.sreed,

for the irregularity of the picture suggested a food poison-

ing. The cerebral symptoms persisted three or four days,

and throughout there were choreic movements on the

left side which suggested a focal lesion in the right

hemisphere. During this period the child was uncon-

scious and out of its head when roused. To e.xplain the

picture it was necessary to assume the existence of a

focal encephalitis or meningitis due to some toxic intes-

tinal product. The latter was unknown. Of the various

articles eaten, all of which were part of the regular diet,

sourkrout may have been the offending substance. What-
ever may have been at fault the case harmonizes well with

ptomaine poisoning resulting from stagnation.

Epilepsy of Cardiac Origin.—F. Mouisset and J.

Gate state that in the course of a prolonged and persistent

asvstole the alterations in the circulation of blood in the

brain, the presence of toxic substances, and the vascular

and infiannnatory lesions in the brain combine to produce
a hyperexcitability of the latter organ. This may express

itself in crises of true epilepsy or of related psychic mani-
festations,

—

Kci'Kc dc Mcdcciue.
Tonic Spasm of the Muscles, Chiefly of the Extremi-

ties (? Myotonia).—J. Galloway reports the case of a

girl, aged fourteen, who is said to have show-n no signs of

the present condition of the muscles of the left arm and
leg till about Christmas, igii. She states that she could

play the piano readily up to that time. It was then
noted that she had difficulty in moving the muscles of the

left arm and hand, a condition that has continued and
increased up to the present time. There is similar diffi-

culty in moving the muscles of the left leg and foot. The
right arm, hand, and leg appear to move practically nor-
mally. On observing the muscles of the left arm and
hand they are found to pass into a condition of spasmodic
contraction on very slight exertion or stimulation ; the

contractions resulting relax very slowly. On clasping the

hand on any object the grasp of the hand continues for

a considerable period of time—many seconds—and it is

only after strong voluntary effort or after waiting for

some time that the grasp is rela.xed. Movements bring

about a similar long-lasting spasm of the muscles of the

left shoulder. Similar long-enduring spasm affects the

muscles of the left leg and foot, causing some impairment
of ease in walking. The toes become spread out in a

spasmodic manner on attempting to extend the foot, and
the calf muscles, as also the extensors of the leg. become
firm and remain so for an unusually long time. All move-
ments become easier and more rapidly executed when re-

peated. The electrical reactions are normal, there is no
alteration in sensations, and no definite evidence of in-

crease of reflexes, nor are there involuntary muscular
movements. The child is well in all other respects. There
is no evidence or history of injury to the head or brain,

no headache, vomiting, or sickness, the eye movements are

normal, and there are no changes in the fundus oculi. The
character of the movements of the muscles suggests "myo-
tonia." It is noteworthy that this condition is stated to

have commenced about five months ago, and that no history

is obtained of any other member of the family being af-

fected in this way. Tlie aft'ection of the muscles is almost
entirely limited to the left side, chiefly the arm and leg.

The condition of spasm, although markedly increased on
voluntary movement, is probably never entirely absent, and
there is a slight suspicion of increase of the tendon reflexes

of the lower extremity.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society

0] Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE URINE.

The chemical examination of the urine is a mechan-
ical process and there is no justification for inac-

curacies, especially as the examiner is not asked to

make a scientifically complete uranalysis for the dis-

covery of small abnormalities as an increase

or decrease in the phosphates, chlorides, urea, or

uric acid, the practical significance of which is

usually not definitely known. In fulfilling the re-

quirements tliat are called for, however, the com-
panies expect the examiners to use the utmost care

and precision, as otherwise the analysis will be

valueless. The standard methods described in the

following lines are simple and reliable, and there

will be no danger of the occurrence of mistakes if

they are faithfully followed.

Urination.—Symptoms of disease of the urinary

organs, such as frequent or painful micturition, per-

sistently turbid or otherwise abnormal urine, should

be carefull\- investigated.

^\'hen the applicant acknowledges to urinating at

night, it is essential to learn the frequency, amount
passed, and the reason. In men over 50 it may be

due to prostatic disease. On the other hand, it may
be occasioned by drinking considerable water or

some other beverage before retiring or may be due
merely to habit. Close questioning will usually

elicit the desired information.

//oil.' to Procure Urine.—The urine must be

voided in the presence of the examiner, ^^'hen,

however, the applicant is a woman, the examiner
must be near enough to be morally certain that the

urine is passed by the applicant. He should also

notice whether the urine, when returned to him, is

in the container presented by him to the woman for

that purpose and is still warm. A report must
never be based upon the analysis of a specimen
which has been brought or sent to the examiner.
Hozv to Report Abnormal Ingredients.—If the

first specimen presents an abnormality, either in

specific gravity or by the presence of albumin or

sugar, the examiner should obtain and analyze a sec-

ond specimen before reporting: then if the second

specimen also presents the abnormality, he should

inclut'e the analysis of both specimens in the medi-
cal report and forward it to the home office in the

usual way. If, however, the second specimen pre-

sents no abnormality, a third specimen should be

obtained by the examiner and sent to the home
ofiice properly preserved and vouched for. the

analysis of the first and second specimens being

included in the examination report. In addition to

this, the medical department will usually call for

still another sample to be mailed to the home otifice

in a container which should be sent to the examiner
and which carries in it an antiseptic to act as a

preservative.

In all instances when albumin or sugar has been

found in the urine, a statement signed by the appli-

cant as to whether or not he has been under treat-

ment or on restricted diet for albuminuria or

glycosuria during the past six 'nr'*-*hs. -iiould be

furnished if the examiner finauy decides to recom-
mend the risk.

These requirements are practically the same in

all companies, tl'iourh th'^re mav be an occasional

slight variation

Apparatus.—The only apparatus needed is:

1. Two test tubes, five or six inches long and
one-half to three-quarters of an inch in diameter.

2. Urinometer of a reliable make, preferably

Squibbs. Test it frequently in distilled water; if

it rests at the zero mark it may be considered ac-

curate.

3. Alcohol lamp or Bunsen burner. The latter is

always ready and a time saver.

4. Litmus paper, red and blue, of a reliable make.
This should be kept in bottles so that it will not be

affected by volatile acids and alkalies.

5. Glass pipettes.

6. Filter paper and a glass funnel.

The only reagents needed are

:

1. Nitric acid, chemically pure.

2. Strong official acetic acid.

3. A solution for testing sugar.

(The subject of uranalysis will be continued in

succeeding numbers. )

Research Work in Life Insurance Medicine.

—

By Frederick I,. Hoffman. (See i^age 417. >

A Trace of Albumin.—According to \\'. Blair

Stewart a trace of allnnnin in the urine is the red

flag of danger, and it is the duty of the insurance

examiner on the one hand to give the company every

benefit of doubt—and on the other to recognize the

personal rights of the individual examined. After
definitely deciding that albumin is present in very
small trace, it is just to the company and patient to

examine at least three specimens taken at different

times of day before final report is given. Physio-
logical and functional albuminuria must be dis-

tinguished one from the other with care. More in-

justice is done to women applicants than to any
others and the fact must be taken into consideration

that a menstrual flow in small amounts is likely to

deceive the examiner unless he be careful. The
sphygmomanometer should be used in every albumin
case, as the presence of albumin in trace with a high

blood pressure is almost invariably an indication of

organic kidney disease. Every albumin case should

be held up and studied as not suitable for insurance

until such time as it can be declared free from
disease or trace of albumin. The foresight of those

companies that have established a system of periodic

health examination of their policy holders should

prove a great economic factor in preventing and
eradicating diseases that have been developed in the

first examination or that have developed since.

—

The Lancet-Clinic, July 27, 1912.

German Invalid Insurance.—The number of

cases of sickness with inability to work which re-

ceived aid from the various classes of invalid in-

surance in Germany during 1910 was 5,197,080 as

against 5.045,793 in 1909. The average number of

members increased from 12,519.785 in 1909 to 13.-

069,375 in 1910. The total number of days of

sickness for which compensation or hospital treat-

ment was given was 104,708,794, an average of

8.03 per member, compared with 103,368,112 days
in 1909, an average of 8.26 per member. The total

number of funds was 23,188 in 1910, divided among
parish in\alid insurance, district sick funds, trade

funds, building funds, corporation funds, and regis-

tered funds. The joint capital of the various funds
amounted to §70,543,240 in 1910 and the receipts

minus those for invalid insurance came to $90,269,-

710. The regular expenses minus the cost of man-
agement for invalid insurance amounted to $83,-

429.752. The costs of illness included in the last

total aggregated S76.i(>4.037-
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Recent Methods in the Diagnosis and Treatment of
Syphilis (The Wassermann Serum Reaction and Ehr-
lich's Salvarsan). By Carl H. Browning. M.D., Lec-
turer in Clinical Pathology, University of Glasgow ; Di-
rector Clinical Researcli Laboratory, Western Infirmary,
Glasgow; and Ivy McKenzie, M.A., B.Sc, M.B., Ch.B.,
Director Western Asylums' Research Institute, Glasgow

;

Physician to the Out-Patient Department. Western In-
firmary, Glasgow. In collaboration with John Cruick-
shank, M.B., Ch.B., aTid Charles G. A. Chrislett, M.B.,
Ch.B., Walter Gilmour, M.B., Ch.B., Hugh Morton,
M.B., Ch.B. With an introduction by Robert Muir,
M.A., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology in the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. Price, $2.50. Philadelphia and New
York: Lea & Febiger, 1912.

Those persons who assumed a critical attltuoc toward the
theoretical basis of the Wassermann reaction when it be-
gan to come into use in 1907 have now received their final

justification in the report by Noguchi that extracts from
pure cultures of the Sti>'ocheta pallida do not act as an-
tigen in the Wassermann reaction. This means either that
the Wassermann reaction is absolutely non-specific or that
the Sji'irocheta pallida is not the cause of syphilis. The
first is probably the true statement of the conditions. As
soon as it was shown that oleic acid, soap, and e.xtract of
rabbit's heart could be substituted for syphilitic tissues
in carrying out the Wassermann reaction, it was evident
that the syphilitic poison merely produces some change in
the fatty and lipoid constituents of the blood which gives
a complement fi.xation under certain conditions. There is

no reason, therefore, except a statistical one, for the reac-
tion having any diagnostic value. At the present time,
however, there is such a large body of statistics showing
the real diagnostic value of the Wassermann complement
fixation test that the establishment of its final usefulness
seems undoubted. It is largely by the work of such men
as the authors of this very valuable text that the final

determination of the question has been reached. The prac-
tising physician without laboratory training who attempts
to read it will certainly learn a good deal ; he will also
in all probability not understand a considerable part of it;

but any one who is familiar with the recent laboratory
works on immunity and especially that portion directed
toward the diagnosis of syphilis will find in the volume
the answers to many questions, an explanation of much
of the complicated matter now seen in current medical
journals, and a good example of the amount of painstaking
work which is required to produce what may seem to be a
very small yield of practical value. It is impossible within
the limits of a review to discuss all the pomts treated; it

can be said only that the technique of the various modifica-
tions of the Wassermann is given very fully, as well as
the methods of making antigen, the theory of the reaction,
its clinical application, and a study of the cerebrospinal
fluid. In the second part there is a very full study, both
from the authors' own experiences and from the reports
of published cases, of the effects, curative and fatal, of
the administration of salvarsan. The work is a very val-
uable contribution to the literature of syphilis.

On the Physiology of the Semicircular Canals and
Their Relation to Seasickness. By Joseph B^-rne,
A.M., M.D., LL.B. New York: J. T. Dougherty; Lon-
don : H. K. Lewis, 1912

The writer of this book says in his preface that he makes
no pretensions of priority in time respecting the experi-
rnental production of phenomena resembling those of sea-
sickness : but he claims that his experiments were made
before he Iiad any information of the work done by Barany,
Neumann and the others who have worked along their
lines. We find no reference to Barany or Neumann in the
list of 2S8 names in the bibliography. The writer's experi-
ments, he says, were undertaken from a belief that the
semicircular canals were involved in the causation of sea-
sickness. He used rotations, aural irrigations, stimulation
of the retina by strong light and galvanism to the mastoid
areas. The phenomena of nystagmus and the displace-
ments of the head that occur in rotations, aural irrigations,
etc., and the mechanisms involved in their production are
studied and carefully worked out. The sickness induced
experimentally, in ways stated above, is compared with
seasickness elaborately studied in a number of cases on
board ship. The effects upon the organism as a whole
and upon the mechanisms of digestion and of the circula-
tion were found to be analogous. A condition of hypo-
acidity of the stomach was found in both instances. Vaso-
motor exhaustion is an important feature. Most drugs

and alcoholic stimulants are contraindicated. Atropine and
strychnine were found useful for the subjective sensations.

The book is extremely interesting and a valuable con-

tribution to the subject.

Ophthalmic Myology. A Systeiuatic Treatise on the Oc-
ular Muscles by G. C. Savage, M.D., Professor of Oph-
thalmology (Defects of the Eye) in the Medical Depart-
ment of Vanderbilt University, Author of "New Truths
in Ophthalmology" and "Ophthalmic Neuro-Myology,"
ex-President of the Nashville .\cademy of Medicine, ex-

President of the Tennessee State Medical -Association,

ex-President of the Southern Medical Association.

Eighty-four illustrative cuts and six plates. Second
edition. Published by the Author, Nashville, Tenn., 1911.

The fact that Dr. Savage's work is now in its second edi-

tion attests to the interest that it has awakened. In his

study of physiological optics he arrives at conclusions dif-

fering from those that were enunciated by Helmholtz and
that have since ruled: ist. In relation to the location of
the anterior and posterior poles of the eye. 2d. The place

of crossing of the secondary visual lines in the eyeball.

On the conclusions that he has arrived at Dr. Savage pro-

ceeds to construct the phenomena of optics as presented in

the human eye. The ocular rotations are carefully and
exhaustively considered. The innervation of ocular muscles
to maintain binocular vision throughout the "field of binoc-

ular fixation" is explained by the construction of quite an
elaborate scheme of "innervative centers" the existence of

which is asserted with much positiveness and the location

of which is conjectured. The horopter or isogonal circle is

described to the author's satisfaction on the hypotliesis of
the ph\«ical and anatomical conditions believed by him to

exist. Laws of binocular rest and motion are laid down.
Methods of testing and ascertaining the condition of ocular
movements are described, together with the various opera-

tive and non-operative procedures for the correction of
errors The work is one of 685 pages, is well printed

and well illustrated. The subject as presented by Dr. Sav-
age is deserving of the careful study of those interested.

While the majority of the students of ophthalmology are

not inclined to indorse Dr. Savage's position there is much
in the work that is worthy of consideration.

Studien tJBER Darmtragheit (Stuhlverstopfung) , ihre
Folgen und ihre Behandlung. Von Dr. Franz Xav.
Mavr, in Karsbad-Wien. Price 6 marks. Berlin : S.

Karger, 19 12.

Dr. Mayr gives the usual causes and varieties of constipa-

tion and then attempts to analyze its consequences, both
local in the gastrointestinal tract and indirect as shown
elsewhere in the organism. In gathering the various in-

juries caused by constipation he has not seen fit to exclude
such hardly probable conditions as diseases of the liver,

tumors, etc. On the other hand, he gives a moderate
picture of "autointoxication," and is especially clear, simple
and sane in his therapeutic directions. The book contains
much that is original and should prove of value to the
internist.

The Tobacco Habit : Its History and Pathology. A
Study in Rirth-Rates. Smokers compared with Non-
Smokers. By Herbert H. Tideswell, Member of the
Royal College of Surgeons, England; Licentiate of the
Royal College of Physicians, London ; Late House Sur-
geon to St. George's Hospital and Northampton In-
firmary. An .\ppeal to Medical Students and all Mem-
bers of the Medical Profession who are true Christians
and zealous in promoting true Hygiene and Temperance.
Price, $1.40. London : J. & A. Churchill, 1912.

Not since good King James issued Iiis famous counter-
blast against tobacco has there been so serious a charge
brought against the use of this comforting weed. .A.t the
very outset tlie author puts his finger upon the difficulties

of his task in his statement that: "Unfortunately a very
serious drawback to any crusade against smoking is its

very wide prevalence among medical men who ought to

know and hence act better." After reading this volume it

is impossible that any sane man could ever smoke again.
The author proves, to his own satisfaction at least, that
the use of tobacco causes weakening of the mind, cardiac
irregularity, malingering in the British Navy, and im-
potence. Smoking in the husband even causes miscarriage
in the wife and imbecility in the children, and an excess
of female children over male is also a definite sequence of
the intemperate use of tobacco. Epileptic convulsions and
fatty degeneration of the arteries are further sequela-, and
it is to be regretted that space is wanting to cotnplete the
list of serious conditions due to tobacco smoking. .'\I1

"antis" will find both comfort and ammunition in tliis book.
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^arirtg Sfijorts.

AMERICAN' LARVXGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION'.

Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting, Held in Atlantic City, -V. /.,

May 9, 10, and 11, 1912.

James E. Kevvcomd, M.D., President, in the Chair.

The Exenteration of the Ethmoidal Labyrinth by the
Intranasal Route.—Dr. ILvrris I'eytun M(i<iii-:r of
Bo^lori reud this paper, stating that the anterior boundary
of the ethmoidal labyrinth was made by tlie internal angu-
lar process of the frontal bone and the posterior surface
of the ascending process of the superior maxilla. The
labyrinth could not be entered etfectivcly unless the curette

were carried outward behind the ascending process of the

superior ma.xilla toward tlie lacrymal bone. Removing the
anterior end of the middle turbinate and curetting upward
and not outward did not open the labyrinth to any extent.

The internal angular process of the frontal bone made
two-thirds or the whole of the bony ring which was the
first part of the nasofrontal duct. The best guide to the

duct was the posterior surface of the ascending process of
the superior maxilla. In a large number of cases the naso-
frontal duct was not a tubular canal, but consisted of a

bony ring at the beginning and then became a triangular
anteroposterior slit. This was more like an ethmoidal
cell or an irregular meatus than a duct. The nasofrontal
duct tended to run from without inward and to come into

relationship with the extreme upper part of the anterior

end of the middle turbinate. When the drainage canal of
the frontal sinus had the cell- form the anterior end of
the middle turbinate made its inner boundary. The duct,

therefore, was reached most easily through the nose and
through the anterior end of the middle turbinate at the
level of the superior turbinate. .A. curette introduced at

this point and carried outward toward the lacrymal bone
and then withdrawn a little and carried straight down-
ward and backward entered the anterior part of the laby-

rinth behind the ascending process of the superior maxilla
and broke down the cells through which the nasofrontal
duct ran, destroying both the cells and the duct. Very
little curetting was required to convert the anterior part

of the labyrinth into a single cavity. In the roof of this

chamber, usually in the anterior outer angle, the opening
of the nasofrontal duct was placed. If it was the wish of
the operator to clean out all the ethmoidal cells the poste-

rior half of the labyrinth was entered by piercing the

attachment of the middle turbinate and by curetting still

further backward, using all the while the outer side of

the middle turbinate as a guide. If the head of the patient

was held level the middle turbinate guided the curette

backward into the posterior etlmioidal cell. Often the

posterior half of the labyrinth was a large cavity made
up of only one or two cells. This portion of the labyrinth

had been, as it were, exenterated by nature. When the

curette brought up against the back wall of the labyrinth

the remaining part of the middle turbinate and the lower
half of the superior turbinate were removed. Tlien the

posterior part of the superior turbinate was taken away
dush with the front face of the sphenoidal sinus. The
operator now recognized the inner part of the front face

of the sohenoidal sinus which is free in the nasal cavity,

and the outer part which had a common wall with the

posterior ethmoidal cell. The upper outer angle of the

posterior ethmoidal cell was dangerous to curette or to

probe. It was of the utmost importance that the operator

should be sure of his landmarks in this locality. He
orientated himself by finding the upper rim of the choana
and then differentiating the free face of the sphenoidal

sinus by probing upward from the rim of the choana close

to the septum. Having made out the extent of the free

face of the sinus the width of the common wall between
the sphenoidal sinus and the posterior ethmoidal cell was
determined. The dividing line between the two parts of

the anterior face of the sphenoidal sinus was made by an
obliquely vertical line which was the attachment of the

superior turbinate. A common mistake made by the op-

erator was to get lost in the posterior ethmoidal cell—he

went too high and too far outward and considered the

posterior wall of the posterior ethmoidal cell as the wliole

of the front face of the sphenoidal sinus. This mistake, if

persisted in. would carry him into the brain. Insufficient

removal of the posterior part of the superior turbinate and
allowing the head of the patient to become tipped upward,
were the chief causes which led to this confusion. .A.fter

the landmarks of the front face of the sphenoidal sinus

had been cleared and recognized the sinus was entered

near the septum, if possible through the ostium, and the

whole of the anterior wall removed. The mishaps of the
operation were entering the orbit through the lacrymal
bone and entering the posterior part of the anterior fossa
of the cranial cavity at the apex of the orbit. "The first

accident was trivial, the second fatal. Puncture of the ex-
treme upper part of the anterior end of the middle tur-
binate for catheterizing the frontal sinus or for exentera-
tion of the anterior ethmoidal cells was readily accom-
plished under cocaine anesthesia. For the complete re-
moval of the anterior and posterior cells, especially if this

was to be accomplished at one sitting, it was more satis-

factorj' to use a general anesthetic.

Report of a Case of Myofibroma of the Nasopharynx.
—Dr. Joseph H. Brvan of Washington, D. C, said the re-
port of this case was interesting from the. fact that benign
growths of this character in the nasopharynx in children
were not very common Maggie C. an undeveloped and
anemic girl, 12 years of age, came under his observation
during March of this year, complaining of occlusion of
both sides of the nose, headache, noisy respiration, and at
times difficulty in swallowing. Examination of the nose
showed the left side quite free, but no air could be drawn
through it into the nasopharynx. The right side was so
filled with thick mucus secretion that no satisfactory view
of the interior could be obtained, .\fter clearing the nose
of mucus he could not get any view of tlie growth. E.x-
amination of the mouth showed a large pinkish growth
hanging in and filling the nasopharynx almost completely.
The growth extended into the pharynx about 1/6 of an
inch below the free margin of the soft palate. Owing to
the great timidity of the child it was impossible to remove
the growth without the aid of a general anesthetic, so she
was placed under ether anesthesia, and a wire snare was
passed well up into the nasopharyn.x. the growth seized,

and after firm traction withdrawn. The hemorrhage fol-
lowing was quite severe for a few moments, but gradually
subsided after firm compression by means ot a gauze com-
press passed well up into the nasopharynx. The growth
after removal was found to be pinkish in color, quite firm
to the touch, and measured 3 inches in length. Several
days after its removal, on posterior rhinoscopic examina-
tion, an e.xcellent view of the nasopharynx was obtained,
and there were two points which showed an ecchymotic
state, either of which might have been the seat of attach-
ment: one in the roof of the nasopharynx which contained
some adenoid tissue, and the other in the right posterior
nares just above the posterior extremity of the middle
turhinal. "The latter was probably the point of attachment.
The following was a report of the microscopic e-xamin:it:on

made by Dr. J. B. Nichols: "The tumor is covered with
stratified columnar epithelium, and is made up of my.xo-
fibromatous and soft fibroniatous tissue, containing mas-
sive extravasations of blood and fibrin, small blood ves-
sels are plentiful, gland structure nearly absent. Scattered
through the substance of the tumor, in places in more or
less dense collectir:ns. are an abundance of polymorphonu-
clear leucocytes, small lymphocytes, plasma cells, and pig-
mented phagocytes." It was impossible to estimate the fre-

quency with which these neoplasms occurred, owing to the
fact that many cases were not reported, but judging from
the number of reported cases they could not be considered
to be very common. Myxofibromas might be considered of
nasal origin and generally sprang from the upper part of
the posterior nares, where the nasal mucous membrane was
continuous with that lining the nasopharyn.x, while fibroma,
a much more serious affection, had its origin in the naso-
pharyn.x. The former might therefore be said to partake
of the characteristics of both nasal and nasopharyngeal
growths, which might be explained by the fact that they
sprang from the junction of the two cavities, the hning
membrane of the two cavities being quite distinct histo-
logically.

Report of a Case of Rhinopharyngeal Fibroma—Dr.
Joseph S. Gibb of Philadelphia reported this case of a boy
13 years old. having symptoms of nasal obstruction for six

months with epistaxis. E.xamination showed growth
springing from vault, probably from basillar process,
everywhere attached, and covered by mucous membrane.
No pedicle. Ether was administered, and a preliminary
tracheotomy performed. .An effort was made to remove
the growth by heavy wire snare passed through the nasal
chamber, but entirely unsuccessfully. The growth was then
grasped by strong postnasal forceps and by a tearing,

twisting and traction movement, combined with an effort
to separate the growth from its attachments by the index
finger of the operator's left hand, the growth was finally

removed. The bleeding was free during the manipulation
and profuse when the growth came away. The vault was
packed with gauze; upon its removal there was very little

bleeding and it was not replaced. The tracheal tube re-
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mained for one day ; the recovery was uninterrupted.

There had been no recurrence, although more than two

years have elapsed since operation. In his remarks on the

subject of rhinopharyngeal fibroma Dr. Gibb emphasized

the importance of early diagnosis. At this time the growth
might be removed either by the hot or cold wire snare or

avulsion with comparatively little danger; later, when
tlie growths had attained a larger size, extended into

the contiguous cavities, and formed dense adhesions, the

difficulties attending removal are greater. In some cases

avulsion might be employed, but in the greater number of

the advanced cases he believed it better and safer to use

a combination of electrolysis, galvanocauterization, and

the hot and cold wire snare. One or all of these meas-

ures should be used, depending on the character of the

case.

Aphthous Ulceration of the Upper Air Passages in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Dr. Joux N. M.vckexzie of

Baltimore staled that it had long been debated whether

the ulceration in question was a specific ulceration due

to the special cause of tuberculosis. After a preliminary

discussion of the subject the author gave a brief review

of the controversy to which it had given rise and re-

called in minute detail the description he himself had
given of the ulcers and their relation to pumonary tuber-

culosis which he had published in 1881 in the Mliii:iIs-

schrift fiir OhrenbcUkunde and in the Transactions of

the Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland in the

following year (1S82). His histological observations

went to "show that these ulcerated areas were the result

of a circumscribed, superficial, "diphtheritic" intlamma-

tion of the nuicous membrane—that is to^ say, an infiltra-

tion of the tissues with so rich and rapid cell prolifera-

tion as to end in necrosis and sloughing of the superficial

layers. According to his investigations this form was

due to the corrosive action of the sputum from the lung

cavities, through the medium of unknown bacteria,

and he supported his contention by the following facts

:

(i) The predilection of the ulcers for those places which

were in constant contact with the sputa, viz., the trachea

and bronchi, and especially the posterior wall of the

former and the laryngeal surface of the epiglottis: (2)

the fact that they increased in number as the lungs were

approached and that they were much less common in the

upper portion of the larynx and trachea; (3) that they

might be traced from the bifurcation of the trachea to

the division of the bronchial tubes, where in all cases

they became visible only in one tube, which was that lead-

ing' to a cavity; (4) their absence in the bronchi of lungs

which were not the seat of cavities or advanced tuber-

culous change; (5) their occasional presence in the esopha-

gus, stomach, and intestines
; (6) their occasional ap-

pearance in suppurative pneumonia and gangrene of the

lung. He therefore regarded them as an inoculation, so

to speak, of the mucosa with the detritus from the broken

down pulmonary tissue, leading to a loss of substance

pathologically distinct from, but possessing some of the

characteristics of. the tuberculous ulcer. Although due to

the disintegration in the lung, he did not regard them as

specific tuberculous products, for the following reasons:

(i) They differed histologically in no respect from simi-

lar ulcers found on the mucosa of non-tuberculous sub-

jects; (2) well pronounced circumscribed infiltration due

to necrobiosis and sloughing, and identical with these

aphthous ulcers, was found, though not as frequently

and abundantly in the mucosa, especially of the trachea,

as a secondary complication in diseases other than pul-

monary tuberculosis (gangrene of the lung, perforation

of the trachea by broken down, sloughing bronchial

glands): ( ,V) that on other mucous membranes, under
similar conditions, namely as the result of a neighboring

long-standing gangrenous process, or the constant pas-

sage over them of an ichorous discharge, ulceration was
found identical with that under review, as, for example.

in the vagina as the result of gangrene of the uterus.

He concluded therefore that the ulcers were relative to

the lung aff'ection insofar as they were produced by the

corrosive action of the sputa, but that in the then state

of out; knowledge they could not be regarded as specific

tuberculous products. At the time these observations were
made the study of the subject was rendered infinitely

more difficult by our scant knowledge of its bacteriology,

and the technique of examination then in use was ridicu-

lously primitive when compared with the methods of

precision and exactness of modern scientific researcli.

The bacillus had not been isolated and the problem had
to be worked out without the light of that discovery.

For these reasons it was not surprising that there should
have been so much divergence of opinion on the sub-
ject. But even with modern methods there was still no

consensus of opinion among authorities on the subject

(the vast majority of pathologists and laryngologists hold-

ing that the aphthous ulcer was a true tuberculous product)
until the atmosphere of the question was clarified by the

researclies of Ziba, in the Pathological Institute at Strass-

burg. {Archil- fiir Laryngologic, XXIV, Band, Heft, 3.

1911). As the result of "his histological and bacteriological

researches he arrived at the same conclusions reached by
Dr. Mackenzie, and believed with him in the existence of
the aphthous, as contradistinguished from the true tuber-

culous, ulcer of the trachea and larynx, in pulmonary tu-

berculosis. He had found that it was due to strepto-

cocci in the sputa from the lung cavities; that infection

took place from the inner surface of the mucosa and pro-
duced an inflammatory process associated with tissue ne-
crosis and whicli led to the formation of the aphthous
ulcer ; that tlie latter might become later tuberculous, but
in the aphthous ulcer originally there was neither in its

base or walls any trace of miliary tubercle. This concep-
tion of its nature was furthermore supported by bacterio-

logical examination. Only in the ulcers in which miliary

tubercles were discovered were tubercle bacilli found, and
solely in the region of the miliary tubercle itself. In all

other cases, both miliary tubercle and bacilli were absent.

Even in those cases in which tubercle bacilli were found
in the secretion which covered the mucosa, both charac-
teristic structure and bacillus were wanting. Aphthous
ulcerations of the larynx and trachea produced by strep-

tococci were necessary to or invited the development of
tuberculous ulceration. This was all the more probable
when it was remembered that they appeared in greatest

numbers in the last stages of pulmonary tuberculosis. All

this period the great majority of the ulcers were strep-

tomycotic in character and secondary tuberculosis devel-

oped in them only here and there.

Indications for the Use of Salvarsan in Syphilis of

the Nose and Throat.—Dr. JosErii L. Good.m.ic of Irios-

ton staled that his experience extended over 36 cases of
sypliilis treated by salvarsan. Intravenous injection was
dune in all cases without stomach disturbance beyond oc-

casional nausea and chilly sensations. The author ad-
vised the use of salvarsan in preference to the former
methods under the following conditions : First, where
prompt removal of infectivity was important on social

or conjugal grounds; second, in cases exhibiting ten-

dency to mercurial stomatitis; third, in those patients

where lesions continually recurred: fourth, for purposes
of diagnosis where it was impossible to remove a speci-

men for examination, or where prompt control of a sup-
posedly syphilitic lesion was important, as in gumma of
the septum: and finally, in those forms of tertiary syph-
ilis which exhibited slow development and a protracted
course analogous to the serpiginous gummata of the

skin. With reference to the power of salvarsan to effect

a cure opinions were not yet unanimous, but the weight
of evidence justified the statement that this remedy in

repeated doses, and in association with mercury, offered

the best hope of attaining this result.

The Upright Position in Ether Operations Upon the
Nose, Throat, and Other Portions of the Head.—Dr.
Thomas R. French of Brooklyn said that the almost
universal fear among surgeons of performing operations
upon the nose and throat while the patient was in the

upright position had no real foundation in fact. The
reasons for preferring the upright position in operating
under ether narcosis were many, but the principal ones
were : First, better operative work could be done because
the surgeon was accustomed to viewing the parts in that

position in everyday practice ; second, because the field

of operation, in the mouth and fauces especially, was
better displayed ; this largely because the gravity of the

soft parts carried the tongue out of the way to a greater
degree than in other positions; third, that there was less

hemorrhage while the patient was in the upright posi-

tion ; and fourth, that less ether was required after the

patient's body had attained the upright position. .A. new
and easy method was demonstrated which had been
evolved from that presented to the .\ssociation by the

writer twelve years ago. With the new method the pa-

tient was anesthetized upon, and strapped to, a table, and
after the stage of excitement had passed the table top

was converted into a chair, and by wheel action the body
was brought to the sitting posture. The back of the chair

could be lengthened or shortened to fit the back of each
patient and also to adjust the head in the headrest for

the proper administration of the anesthetic and the de-
sired display of the field of operation. If the surgeon
wished to operate while standing the chair part of the
mechanism cnuld be raised. If, however, the surgeon de-

sired to operate while sitting, the chair could be lowered
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to the required level. If trouble arose in respiration the

chair could he quickly converted into a table top in the

Trendelenburg position.

Malignant Disease of the Upper Air Passages, with
Notes Upon Two Cases of Epithelioma.— Dr. J. PracE-
Brown of Toronto presented this report with reference to

ten cases of malignant diseases occurring in the nose, naso-
pharyn.x, oropharynx, and larynx. Seven of them were
sarcoma of the nose; one was sarcoma of the laryn.x;

one, epithelioma of the larynx; and one, epithelioma of
the inner ala of the nose. These cases had all been
treated by internal methods, chiefly by the oft repeated
use of the electrocautery, in which on each occasion the

parts being anesthetized by the free use of cocaine and
adrenalin, as much of the malignant growth was de-

stroyed as possible. In these cases, after cure seemed to

be obtained, the patients were all kept under observation
im- a prolonged period of time; and whenever there was
recurrence of the malignant growth it was at once at-

tacked again in like manner, the new vegetations being
destroyed. The results were eminently satisfactory, only
one of the seven cases of sarcoma of the nose ending
fatally. In the case of sarcoma of the larynx the fight

between the growth and the cautery was still going on,

after a fifteen months' siege: the aid of radium being
added latterly. The prognosis was doubtful. In the case

of epithelioma of the pharyn.x, six months after the first

operation the man was still living although the end was
hopeless. In the case of epithelioma of the inner side of
the ala of the nose, the author was hopeful of an excel-

lent result from the combined use of the electrocautery
and radium ; although the case was too recent to arrive

at any positive conclusion at this time.

Report of a Case of Bronchoscopy for Multiple For-
eign Bodies (Almond Shell and Pulp) in a Child Two
Years of Age.—Dr. John R. \Vi.\slow of Pialtim^'re

cited the following case: lona B., aet. 2, was playing upon
the floor when her mother's attention was attracted by
her crying", and she noticed that the child was blue in the

face and breathing badly. She immediately held the child

up by the feet, slapped her back, and running her finger

down the throat removed a large amount of almond shell

and pulp; this resulted in greatly improved respiration

and the mother supposed that the nut had all been re-

moved Since this time, however, the child had at times
exhibited embarrassed respiration and occasionally cyano-
sis. Examination showed the respiratory movements
much shallower on the left side and the respiratory
sounds lost below the second rib ; no rales present. Tem-
perature 98', pulse 118, respirations 28. The patient was
admitted to the University Hospital and examined with
Jackson's direct speculum under cocaine ; by this means
it was demonstrated that nothing was present in the

larynx, and that the smallest bronchoscope then available

("mm.) would not pass through the subglottic space.

Tracheotomy, followed immediately by lower broncho-
scopy with a 7 mm. Jackson tube, was carried out on the

following day. In this way a considerable amount of
milky pulp was removed from the left lower lobe bron-
chus ; the upper lobe bronchus could not be entered. No
shell was found. Owing to the patient's bad condition
further examination had to be discontinued after about
thirty minutes. From the following day the patient de-

veloped a broncho-pneumonia lasting eight days. On the

tliirtcenth day the patient was discharged from the hos-
pital in an enfeebled but otherwise normal condition, and
returned to her home and the care of her physician, Dr.
F. G. Wright She remained in good condition for about
a month, and then, in consequence of an epidemic influ-

enza, again developed pneumonia. Following this the

wound opened spontaneously and she coughed up an oval

piece of almond kernel about 6x3 mm. She then slowly
but fully recovered. The essayist called attention to the

difficulties of bronchoscopy in very young children, owing
to the small size of the respiratory passages, the difficulties

of instrumental manipulation, and the nature of the ob-
jects usually encountered. He discussed the best methods
of procedure in such cases. While admitting the obvious
advantages of upper bronchoscopy (without tracheotomy)
he noted its disadvantages. A study of cases reported
showed that while upper bronchoscopy had been attempted
many times for the removal of foreign bodies in infants,

in a large percentage, if not the majority of them, trache-
otomy had become ultimately necessary for successful re-

moval. Reference was made to a recent article by G.

Killian in which he called attention to the frequency with
which tracheotomy or intubation became necessary after

upper bronchoscopy, even when successful. This he at-

tributed to an edema of the subglottic space caused by
traumatism. In some of the cases recorded he showed

that the bronchoscopic tube used was too large for the
subglottic space. Under these circumstances, while ad-
mitting that the selection of method must be individual in

every case, the author crmcluded that in the majority of
cases in young children, lower bronchoscopy was prefer-
able to upper, in that it was easier, surer, and safer. In
support of this view he cited numerous authorities
Traumatic Paralysis of the Right Recurrent Laryn-

geal Nerve.—Dr. Brvso.\ Del.wan of New York City
reported two cases, the following being the history of one
of them: Elizabeth X, aged 23; otherwise healthy with
no relevant history; speaks in a hoarse tone of voice of
peculiar quality; this is worse in bad weather, when she
is fatigued or when she has a cold. States that when 12
years old and fairly well grown she tripped in crossing a
railway track and fell, striking her throat upon the inner
edge of the opposite rail. The fall was hard and the
shock severe. Upon striking the rail she uttered a loud
cry, but upon attempting to speak immediately thereafter
found that she had lost her voice. She was treated at
various times and places, but principally at the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital. Applications were made to
her throat and the use of electricity was employed for a
considerable length of time. No good results' followed
any attempts at relieving her. Eleven years after the ac-
cident she was examined by the writer. She ap])eared
normally developed, well nourished and healthy. She
occupied the position of waitress in a summer hotel, and
filled her place satisfactorily in every respect. Laryngo-
scopic examination showed the right side of the larynx
fixed, with the vocal band drawn a little to one side of
the median line. The anteroposterior length of the right
vocal band was distinctly shortened to the extent of one-
third. Fixation was absolute. The cord was slightly
hyperemic and the whole of that side of the larynx ap-
peared contracted. The left side of the larynx was in
every respect normal, both as to appearance and plivsio-
logical function. It appeared evident that at the time of
the injury to the larynx the right recurrent laryngeal
nerve had been completely paralyzed. The prognosis in
this case as to recovery was absolutely bad. There was
no reason, however, why the patient should not enter
upon any of the ordinary avocations of life with suc-
cess; the great point being to avoid all sources of irri-

tation to the larynx, and in case of the occurrence of a
laryngitis of the simplest type, to resort to proper meas-
ures for its relief at the earliest possible moment, as
there had been occasions during the existence of catar-
rhal states of the throat when slight dyspnea had been
present. The patient was advised of the importance of
avoiding laryngitis, and it was suggested to her that she
report back to the Massachusetts General Hospital for
periodical examinations of her throat at intervals of not
more than a year in order that the history of the case
might be kept in mind and that she herself might be
under the supervision of some competent specialist. With
a little care in the above particulars there was no ap-
parent reason why this patient should not live out the full
term of a useful existence.
The Question of Postoperative Nasal Packing in the

Light of Additional Experience with the Author's Rub-
ber Tampon.—Dr. W. E. C.^s.selbeery of Chicago
called attention to the fact that a posterior pack of some
sort must at times be inserted in order to control a dan-
gerous degree of post-operative hemorrhage, especially
that liable to ensue some hours after the severing of a
principal branch of the postnasal artery, as in turbinec-
tomy and the sphenoethmoid operation. As these were
the operations and this the pathway, for the intranasal
surgical drainage of the sphenopostethmoid group of ac-
cessory sinuses, the severing in trunk or branch of this
particular artery now so often confronted us that a
satisfactory safeguard against subsequent hemorrhage
had a very practical bearing on the extent to which this
much needed surgical treatment was likely to be utilized.
The fact that plugging the posterior naris would suc-
ceed in stopping such a hemorrhage even though a well
placed anterior pack had failed, was due to the ring-like
conformation of the choana against the bony edge of
which the trunk of the postnasal artery, as it emerged
from the sphenopalatine foramen, together with its prin-
cipal branches, was necessarily compressed by any plug
which got snugly into the choana or was held against it

by forward traction. .\ preventive tampon therefore,
competent to prevent hemorrhage at this site, must pos-
sess a postnasal feature, an advantage imparted to the
new combination nasal and postnasal aseptic rubber tam-
pon shown in 1909, by a bulbous expansion of its distal
end which had not once failed to fulfill its purpose, hav-
ing been utilized by the author as a primary dressing at
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the close of all operations reputed to be liable to sec-

ondary hemorrhage, numbering some 175 private cases,

and having enabled him, vifithout fear of hemorrhage, to ex-

tend the benefit of nasal surgery to many more persons in

need of it than would have accepted an exclusively hos-

pital procedure. He stated that the antipathy to nasal

packing in general and the advice of authors against post-

operative nasal packing in particular, were based upon
the old-time necessarily septic tampon of uncovered gauze

which, it was agreed, should be quite abandoned ; but he

insisted that these negative views were inapplicable to

the non-absorbent smooth surfaced aseptic rubber tam-

pon, for in not a single instance of his series which em-

braced many cases of sphenoethmoid and other sinus sup-

purations, did it induce or contribute to infection of the

ear, meninges, sinuses, or any septic condition ; and if its

general use as a preventive of hemorrhage were not re-

stricted by prejudice it would be instrumental in multi-

plying the beneficiaries of nasal surgery. In all cases

the tampon has been withdrawn in from 15 to 18 hours

and in not over 5 per cent, had it been necessary to re-

insert it for another period of equal brevity. In order

to obviate the only uncertain element the author had re-

cently added an anchoring cord, within the rubber, to the

postnasal bulb, by which any shifting of it away from
the vessels to be compressed in the choana might be pre-

vented. A single strong black silk thread was tied to

the first few inches of gauze, enfolded into a small knot,

just as it emerged from the distal end of the packer, be-

fore the rubber was slipped over it. The string there-

fore during the insertion of the tampon led forward

along the outside of the packer, but inside of the rubber

case, being held taut till completion of the gauze packing

by the same hand that held the packer, when by gently

pulling the string and affixing it to the front end of the

pack by a few turns around a fold of gauze or cotton,

the postnasal bulb was drawn snugly into the choana and

held against its ring-like bony edge in the same manner
and with equal efficiency as an ordinary postnasal plug,

but with the advantage that both gauze and string were

incased in rubber.

The Anatomy of Deflections of the Nasal Septum.

—

Dr. Otto T. Fkeek of Chicago gave an account of the

anatomy of the deflected septum as revealed to him by

his submucous resections by the open method. It was
his opinion that the anatomical conditions alone showed
the way to correct deflections and that these conditions

proved that crude preconceptions as to their nature led

to some of the imperfect and harmful operative methods

now in use. He divided deflections in the customary

way into traumatic ones and those from growth. The
latter were by far the commonest and their chief form
was the crista lateralis or ascending crest deflection, or

horizontal angle of deflection, as he called it, which fol-

lowed the anterior border of the vomer upward and

backward, creating the well-known crest or ledge so often

sawed away. These deflections were due to vertical

growth pressure upon the septum, which grew too fast

for its frame, and so had to bend out of the median plane.

While the pressure created a bending out of the vomer,

perpendicular plate, and cartilage to form a horizontal

angle of deflection, it also caused the cartilage to over-

ride the vomer, not in the form of a dislocation of the

cartilage from its vomeral groove, as had been supposed,

but by the cartilage, in its downward travel, carrying its

entire articulation with the vomer with it so that the

bony face of the articulation instead of looking upward,

as it normally did. was found upon the side of the vomer
slanting into" the naris of the convexity. The ledge or

crest found in these deflections in the naris of the con-

vexity was that flange of the vomeral groove which in

this displacement came lowermost and which coincided

with the downward displaced posterior inferior border
of the septal cartilage, hypertrophied into the usual car-

tilaginous crest. Back of the cartilage the vomer and
perpendicular plate joined to form a bony V or angle,

which permitted the cartilaginous strip in its articula-

tion to escape upon the convex .side of the angle, forming
there a continuation of the cartilaginous crest backward.
In less frequent, but still common, cases, the vomerocar-
tilaginous articulation instead of tilting into the naris of

the convexity, slanted into that of the concavity, so that

the cartilage, in order to follow it, bent horizontally

upon itself. In these cases the operator encountered ris-

ing from the nasal floor a high, bony, vomeral wall right

under the mucosa periosteum in the naris of the convexity,

and on the other side of the wall found the cartilage de-

scending into the naris of the concavity while in the

common type of crest deflection he came first upon car-

tilage. The deflections of the anterior inferior free por-

tion of the septal cartilage and their influence in produc-
ing a slit-shaped nostril were also described. Rounded
vertical angles in the cartilage were attributed to hori-

zontal growth pressure between the sphenoid body and
nasal bones. The combination of such a vertical angle
with a crest deflection make a double-angled deflection.

A horizontally sigmoid deflection resulted when the con-
cavities of these two deflections alternated. Surgically
important was the crossing of the periosteum and peri-

chondrium in the crest deflection across the septum from
naris to naris in the vomerocartilaginous articulation.

Traumatic deflections were usually purely cartilaginous

and in their commonest form created a vertical, sharp-
angled deflection far forward in the naris, often in the

nasal vestihule. The fragments of the old fracture were
usually found ununited, so that each was contained in its

own perichondrial envelope and a fibrous bridge jomed
the mucous coverings of both nares through the fissure

between the fragments. In numerous instances the frag-

ments overlapped, and in these cases the angle of deflec-

tion was replaced by a greater thickening of the septum,
especially in growing persons, where the fragments con-
tinued to grow past each other. Because of these com-
plicated fibrous envelopes, which interrupted the denuda-
tion of the cartilage in the submucous resection, perfora-
tions in traumatic deflections was common unless keen
dissection supplanted the atteiupt to detach the coverings
with a blunt elevator.

The Middle Turbinated Body: Some Indications for
Its Removal.—Dr. W. Scott Renner of Buffalo stated
that enlargement of the middle turbinated bone might be
responsible for a definite train of symptoms where no
other systemic cause for their development could be
ascertained. In 300 such cases treated during the past
six years, frontal headache and eyestrain occurred most
frequently; paro.xysmal sneezing ne.xt ; and third in order,
cases of acute frontal sinus and ethmoid trouble. Other
symptoms were: reflex cough: at times asthma; vertigo;
and twitching and spasm of the ocular muscUs. The re-

moval of the middle turbinated bone was indicated for

the relief of these symptoms and for the proper ventila-

tion and drainage of the nasal accessory sinuses. At-
tention was invited to the fact that this did not refer to

cases of chronic sinusitis and nasal polypi in which the
enlarged turbinate required removal as a part of more
radical operations. Deflections of the upper portion of
the nasal septum might require correction before or after
the roniiH'al of the middle turbinated body.
Vincent's Angina: Its Frequency and the Importance

of Its Diagnosis. With Reports of Two Fatal Cases.

—

Dr. Tho.mas H. Halsted of Syracuse stated that Vincent's
angina was the manifestation in the throat and upper
respiratory tract of the infective activity of the fusiform
bacillus associated with spirochetes and spirilla, these latter

being probably but evolutionary forms of the former.
These same organisms produced disease in all parts of the
body, a pseudomembrane being produced on nuicous mem-
branes, and abscesses in the deeper parts. Hospital gan-
grene and noma were due to these organisms, while many
cases of phagedenic ulcer of the penis and genitalia and
abscesses of the lung and spleen had been reported, and
recently a case of appendicitis followed by general pyemia
with multiple abscesses in all parts of the body, due to the
fusiform bacillus, had been reported by Tuniclift'e. Many
cases of bronchitis, laryngitis, bronchopneumonia, the false

membrane being the local lesion ; a few cases of mastoid-
itis, the fusiform bacillus being the pathogenic orjj.anism

in all of them, were found in the recent literature. Vin-
cent's angina, strictly speaking, was the disease as seen
in the mouth, fauces, pharynx, and larynx. There were
two distinct c'nnical types—one resembling diphtheria so
closely that the best observers were likely to err in diag-

nosis, while the other type simulated so nearly the throat
lesions of syphilis, the mucous patch, the tertiary ulcer, and
even the initial sore, that unless one were careful he would
be likely to mistake an ulcer of Vincent's angina for a
syphilitic ulcer. .A. positive diagnosis was easily made by
bacteriological examination of a smear taken from a gentle
curettage, or a swab, preferably the former, of the under
surface of the pseudomembrane.. or of the ulcerated sur-

face itself. It might not be found if the smear was from
the outer surface of the pseudomembrane. The organisms,
which were anaerobic, did not grow on the ordinary culture
media, and hence were always overlooked by the bacteri-

ologist in examining cultures for diphtheria, which ac-

counted for the supposed infrequency of the disease. The
disease was altogether more frequent than had been sus-

pected. Statistics were given to prove this statement. It

was probable that 20 to 25 per cent, of cases, diagnosed
clinically as diphtheria and reported by the bacteriologist
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as being simply negative, were Vincent's angina, but were
not discovered by tlie bacteriologist as he examined only
the culture and not the smear. The writer found that of
the last 2500 cases of ear, nose, and throat disease seen in

his private practice, 20, or 1 in 125 were Vincent's angina
The writer reported two fatal cases. In one case the dis-
ease occurred in a woman eight months pregnant. The
membrane, resembling that of diphtheria, was most pro-
fuse and was present not only in the mouth and throat,
but also in the vagina. It persisted for two months in the
month and throat despite treatment. A very foul, fetid
odor, peculiar saffron color to the skin, great pain in swal-
lowing interfering with nourishment and sleep, low tem-
perature and profound toxemia \vith great prostration were
the prominent symptoms. The patient died suddenly at the
onset of labor. The second case occurred in a young

.
woman, the pseudomembrane covering the aveolar borders
and the buccal mucous membranes, causing such great pain
that she could not swallow, refused all food and practically
starved. A most profound toxemia and secondary anemia
developed, the patient hnally succumbing to the disease.
The writer derived most satisfaction in the treatment of
the mild cases by the use of trichloracetic acid to the
ulcerating surface, orthoform relieving the pain, while in

many improvement followed only after the diseased teeth
and gums were cared for. Tincture of iodine was useful
in many cases. General tonic treatment was always neces-
sary. In the severe cases resembling diphtheria clinically,

local treatment was unsatisfactory. No specific treatment
had yet been evolved, but it was hoped that an antitoxin or
vaccine might be developed, or possibly that salvarsan
might prove effective against this spirochete as well as
against that of syphilis.

Complications of Tonsillectomy.—Dr. Cii.xkles VV.
RicHAKDSON of Washington, D. C, referred in this paper
to the fact that the complications of tonsillectomy had not
been reported as they should have been, and this accounted,
no doubt, for the small number of cases reported in the
literature at the present time. He divided the complica-
tions into their various classifications. Hemorrhage pre-
dominated in the frequency of reported complications.
Fifty cases of serious hemorrhage were reported, with
nineteen deaths. Two interesting cases of hyperpyrexia
were recited—one in the practice of Dr. Wishart and the
other in Dr. Richardson's practice. Infarct of the lung
was reported, but, because the cases were reported ver-
bally and did not appear in the literature, no use of them
was made. General sepsis of a mild type was of frequent
occurrence; it was not infrequent in severe form. Several
interesting cases of profound sepsis were narrated. The
other subjects treated of in the paper were emphysema, in-

fection of the lungs and serous membranes, disturbances
in relation to the nervous system, and status lymphaticu;..
Under the last named Dr. Richardson reported two in-
teresting cases by Drs. Packard and Harris. Under other
sections were treated amygdalotomy, rash, diphtheria, and
local disturbances as sequelae of tonsillar operations. Other
interesting accounts were given of injuries and ref-
erence was made to the rather severe arraignment by Dr.
G. Hudson Makuen of injury to the pillars and to the
soft palate. Small space was given to the consideration of
infection of the ears and cervical glands. In the unclassi-
fied list were grouped a number of complications referring
particularly to Crockett's statement of twelve deaths hav-
ing occurred in the suburbs of Boston in the last year and
a half. The conclusions of the paper were as follows : "If
anything can be gleaned from the reports which I have
enumerated above it would seem to be that tonsillectomy
may be at times attended by most serious, even fatal, com-
plications. It behooves us, therefore, to be most careful
in our technique and most cautious in our postoperative
attention to our patients. Tonsillectomy, therefore, should
be considered a major operation and the patient should be
prepared and surrounded with all the post-operative atten-
tion as in any major operation. With such knowledge, is it

proper and wise to suggest this operation, as is so often
done by the internist, with insufficient and inaccurate data
from a local standpoint, as a prophylactic measure? I be-
lieve that this point of view, as an overwhelming demand
for the removal of the tonsils, is too often presented to
the reluctant patient. I believe that a few general condi-
tions probably have their portal of entry into the general
system through the tonsils, but I would demand that, in

every individual case, the tonsil be first proved to be guilty
before it is sacrificed. One must hold steadfastly in mind
the fact when suggesting such a procedure under such
conditions that we by this operation are placing the patient
in danger of his life—probably a greater danger to his
life than the probable remote infection."

Dr. Wishart of Toronto said that he had heard of no

other case excepting that now reported by the author at

all like the one reported by him and referred to in this

paper. He believed that hemorrhage was not abundant in

cases of tonsillectomy unless there was a tearing of con-
siderable muscle around the tonsil ; that when one stuck
closely to the capsule he got very little hemorrhage. He
thoroughly endorsed the view that tonsillectomy was a ma-
jor and not a minor operation and said that the time had
come when this should be definitely established.

Dr. Beck of Chicago called attention to the operation he
was using at present and which was followed by abso-
lutely no hemorrhage. It was the method employed by
Dr. Sluder of lifting out the tonsil and then snaring it off
slowly; with this neither traumatism nor hemorrhage fol-

low, for there was no possibility of including the pillars, the
uvula, or anything except the tonsil itself, lie mentioned a
case of abscess of the lung which was considered to be
due to enucleation of the tonsil. The speaker then re-
ferred to a case of amygdalar scarlatiform rash admitted
to the Cook County Hospital for scarlet fever; the patient
became infected with diphtheria and required tracheotomy,
and it was later discovered that it had not been scarlet

fever at all, but that the rash was that sometimes seen
following tonsillectomy. He considered that the general
practitioner should be made familiar with this condition,
and possibly thereby obviate the possibility of his pa-
tients becoming infected with a contagio_^us disease in the
isolation hospitals.

Dr. Bryan of Washington, D. C, spoke very strongly on
the subject of this paper, stating that it was his opinion
that the public should be educated to regard the operation
of tonsillectomy not as a trivial matter but as one of equal
seriousness with other major operations, and he consid-
ered this but rational, in view of the many complications
following its performance, many of which were most se-
rious. Furthermore he contended that only a qualified and
properly equipped operator should perform this operation
and that it should by no means be entrusted to the hands
of a tyro.

Dr. Freer of Chicago gave as his opinion that the tear-
ing out of the tonsil by blunt instruments or blunt force
was responsible for much of the hemorrhage and sepsis
following tonsillectomy, and that he most heartily indorsed
the use of a sharp knife for excision of the tonsil, believing
that this glandular tissue should be treated in the same
way that a surgeon would treat a bubo of the groin. Fol-
lowing the performance of the operation by this method
he had had absolute satisfaction in hundreds of cases, with-
out alarming hemorrhage, sepsis or undue reaction.

Dr. Delava.n of New York City called attention to the
acknowledgment on the part of a pediatrist in his city that
he had operated in 800 cases for removal of the tonsil and
that he always excised a swollen tonsil in a child. Dr.
Delavan condemned this practice absolutely, first with re-
gard to the person operating because he was not a regu-
larly experienced throat man and therefore not properly
equipped for all emergencies, and second with regard to
the attitude of always removing a swollen tonsil in a child,
which showed that the practitioner in question was not
familiar with the function of this organ nor aware of the
seriousness at times of removing it, especially when the
throat was in a septic condition.

Dr. Casselberry of Chicago agreed with the last speaker
in that few general practitioners or pediatrists were prop-
erly equipped with means of controlling hemorrhage to be
considered qualified to perform the operation of tonsillec-
tomy. He acknowledged that in most exceptional cases,
such as the case of a hemophilic child or when the ascend-
ing pharyngeal artery was severed, due to an anomalous
position of this vessel, it might be impossible even with the
best equipment to stop the hemorrhage except by the use
of a hemostat. He considered that it was the laryngolo-
gist's duty to protect himself against the accidents fol-
lowing tonsillectomy by being always on the lookout for
the all too frequent emergencies, and having always at
hand instruments and means for the control of unexpected
accidents.

Dr. Balle.nger of Chicago considered that the paper by
Dr. Richardson presented the condition of affairs in a
most alarming way, referable to the technique of former
days rather than to the improved and careful technique
used at the present time. He did not agree with Dr. Slu-
der, although commending his method, that severe hemor-
rhage did not follow it just as surely as it followed other
methods. He considered the safest removal of the tonsil
was first by partial dissection, and then the use of the
snare, although even this method had been followed by
hemorrhage. He mentioned a case in which following a
tonsillectomy he had the misfortune to have a general
septicemia develop which laid the patient up for six
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niontlis. althougli he finally recovered. He could not ex-

plain why hemorrhage did occur in the use of the Sluder

method, except at the time he used this method he used

ether anesthesia, and he had concluded that the hemor-

rliages which resulted were due to the high blood pressure

caused by the anesthetic rather than to the technique ot

the operation. He indorsed what previous discussors liad

said in regard to the importance of warning the inexpe-

rienced and illy equipped man from undertakmg the opera-

tion of tonsillectomy.

Dr. Roe or Rochester, N. Y., called attention to the

mutilation of the throat resulting from tonsillectomy, and

said that he had seen two cases of complete adhesion of

the soft palate to the pharynx, the soft palate having been

removed instead of the tonsil. He cited one fatal case of

a hemophilic patient from whom he removed the tonsils;

there was no immediate hemorrhage, but later a continuous

oozing took place, which nothing could stop.

Dr. Price-Brown of Toronto sounded a warning against

operations on the tonsils in patients sulTering from chronic

rheumatism, and reported an illustrative case in which fol-

lowing tonsillectomy the patient began to bleed and it re-

quired heroic measures to control the hemorrhage, and

it was several weeks before the patient rallied from the

shock. He considered that the arterial sclerosis existing

was the cause of this hemorrhage.

Dr. WiNSLOW .of Baltimore related his method of pro-

cedure to ward 'against hemorrhage in cases of tonsil-

lectomy, saying that this was the method adopted through-

out the hospital with which he was connected, namely, the

ligation of every bleeding vessel and every bleeding piece

of muscle at the primary operation, by this means making

it possible alwavs to return the patient to bed perfectly dry

and with no greater fear of subsequent hemorrhage fol-

lowing a tonsillectomy than following any major abdom-

inal operation. It was his opinion that sepsis seldom oc-

curred unless there had been unnecessary injury to the

tissues, and for this reason he advocated the employment ot

a method requiring the least possible amount of injury lo

tissues. He stated that he was frequently bothered with

a peculiar condition after a tonsillectomy, the patient com-

plaining of a sensation of dryness in the throat for which

the operator could not account and which he could not

relieve, although this sometimes disappeared in time, while

in other cases it persisted.
, , r

Dr. Sluder of St. Louis in regard to the method ot

technique called by his name, called attention to the fact

that he had recommended the use of a dull blade and

guillotine for this purpose, whereas he was sorry to say

that the instrument maker persisted in providing a sharp

blade in the instrument on the market sold as pretend-

ing to be that recommended by him. He himself did

not use that instrument, but a modification of it. He
stated that in 300 cases of children varying from 2>1

to 15 years he had measured the amount of blood lost

by his technique, and the average loss of blood was

70 c.c after removal of both tonsils and adenoids. At

the St. Louis Children's Hospital, where they had about

ten children every Friday for tonsil operations, it was

routine practice that a blood test be made beforehand to

ascertain the time of clotting; the puncture was made at

the same point in the lobe of the ear and by the same in-

strument, and the same means of computing the clot were

used, and by these means not only was there made an esti-

mation of the amount of blood which would exude from a

like point from the same instrument, but also there was an

estimation of the resilience of the vessels of the particu-

lar individual. He never accepted a child for operation

' ith a clotting time beyond a minute and a half. He re-

ferred to such a case upon which he refused to operate:

the child was taken to another laryngologist who promptly

removed the tonsils, and the patient almost bled to death.

No child was accepted for operation with a temperature of

more than 99.2°.

Dr. Wagner of San Francisco reported a case operated

on some two years after an attack of diphtheria for the

removal of the tonsils. A bacteriological examination

was carefully made of the secretions of the throat which

were found negative; no examination, however, was made

of the secretions of the nose, and following the tonsillec-

tomy the patient developed a diphtheritic sore throat, the

infection springing from a little necrosed spot on the

middle turbinate which still harbored tlie diphtheria

bacilli. He endorsed Dr. Winslow's method of ligating

the vessels and bleeding muscular tissue during tonsillec-

tomy, and said that this was also his practice. He did

not believe that the results obtained from estimation of

the coagulation time of the blood were always reliable,

citing in this connection the case of a boy of 19 in whom
the estimated time was satisfactory and yet who bled

terrifically after operation, the hemorrhage finally being

controlled by the use of diphtheria antitoxin.

Dr. Cheneky of Boston recalled a case of a man of

35 operated on in a hospital, who being an alcoholic

was kept under observation for some days before being

allowed to return home; twelve hours after his return

home he began to bleed, a general practitioner was sent

for to stop the bleeding, but he simply took a wad of

cotton and wiped it round the back of the throat, thus

increasing the bleeding ; the operator could not be reached

and therefore the speaker was called in after several

hours and was able after much difliculty to stop the

hemorrhage bv the application of nitrate of silver to the

tonsil. He considered that it was very important to care-

fully watch patients addicted to the use of alcohol after

such operations. He had found the use of rabbit's serum

very etticient in the control of hemorrhage.

Dr. H.'\RMON Smith of New York thought that if

one considered the vast number of tonsillectomies per-

formed the mortality would be shown to be extremely

small; in fact, smaller than that following any other

operation performed under ether anesthesia. He said

that in the laboratory of tlie .Manhattan Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat Hospital they made a preparation of throm-

bokinase which was very useful for the stoppage of ooz-

ing, although not efficient for overcoming violent hemor-

rhage. TWs thrombokinase would be furnished to prac-

titioners upon request.

Dr. Pierce of Chicago related the case of a man who
had his tonsils removed without any previous preparation.

The patient was a full-blooded man, and during the day

had indulged more or less in liquor. In the evening his

physician "removed the tonsils and the patient bled to

death that night. He cited this instance as an example

of the serious results from the taking of no precautions,

but considered that the operation of tonsillectomy when
proper precautions were taken, was practically devoid of

danger, in the hands of men skilled and well equipped.

Dr. B. R. Shurlv of Detroit recited a case in which

previous to operation, in order to make sure of no sub-

sequent hemorrhage, he administered calcium lactate to

the patient. The operation was performed by the use of

the knife, and the most terrible hemorrhage in his ex-

perience resulted.

PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

Two Hundred and Forty-eighth Regular Meeting, Held

May 3, 1912.

The President, Dr. Brannan, in the Chair,

Syphilis of the Liver.—Dr. Roper showed a patient

who had been admitted to New York Hospital on August

5, 1912, with a history of gonorrhea and chancroid infec-

tion twentv years before. He had used alcohol to excess

up to four years before admission, but none during the

last four years. Aside from hemorrhoids, which had

been troublesome for two years, he had been well until

four weeks before admission, when he noticed that he

was slightly jaundiced. On several occasions about this

time he felt dizzy on getting up in the morning. One week

before admission he had noticed that his abdomen was

swollen. Constipation and some abdominal pain had also

been present during past month. On admission patient

showed an emaciated bodv. a distended abdomen, and

swollen legs. Liver extended from the fifth intercostal

space to 3 cm. below costal margin in mammary line;

edge was palpable. Spleen was very large, being withm

2.6 cm. of umbilicus and extending below to anterior

superior spine of iliac bone. He was unable to lie down

because of dyspnea. Two weeks after admission a posi-

tive Wassermann was obtained. Up to this time im-

provement had not been satisfactory. Five days later as

gm. salvarsan was given intravenously. After this the

patient rested better. There was no effect on ascites,

however, so 6,500 c.c. of clear fluid were withdrawn.

There was no reaccumulation of fluid and the patients

general condition improved very rapidly. Since dis-

charge he had attended to his usual occupation of truck

driving and his health had been very satisfactory for a

time. Two Wassermann reactions taken within a few

weeks of the salvarsan treatment were anticomplementary.

Three days ago patient gave a positive Wassermann, and,

while there had been no return of fluid or edema, dyspnea

on exertion returned. In the right lobe of the liver a

large mass could readilv be palpated. This was probably

a gumma. Dr. Roper also showed a liver from a similar

but more advanced case that had been under observation

at New York Hospital for four months before death.
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Patient was a German waiter twenty-eight years of age,

whd had had gonorriiea eight years Ijcfore. but denied
knowledge of luetic infection. He had used alcohol freely

as wine, beer, and whiskey. He had been well up to one
year before admission, since when loss of weight and
weakness had interfered with his work. Jaundice had
developed four weeks before admission. Physical exam-
ination showed a liver extending from fourth space to

13 cm. below costal margin in nipple line. Left epididy-
mis was hard, swollen, and there were scars over both
shins. Tibia; were roughened. Patient gave a positive

Wassermann reaction on September 8, 1912. On Septem-
ber 12 he was given 0.5 gni. salvarsan intravenously. His
temperature, which had been rising to 103^ daily, remained
normal for two weeks after injection. Then it again
began to make daily excursions to 103°. After four days
of elevated temperature, 0.6 gm. of salvarsan was injected

intravenously and the temperature again returned to

normal. The \\ assermann reaction was strongly positive

on September 18 and 30. Potassiuin iodide had been given
up to 150 grains a day. Mercury by hypodermic injection

caused prompt salivation and an obstinate stomatitis. The
patient's general condition improved so that he was able

to go home although still showing edema of e.xtremities

and jaundice. Seven weeks later, December 20, 191 1, he
was readmitted in much the same condition as on first

admission. His Wassermann reaction was positive and
he was running a slight elevation of temperature. After
0.6 gm. salvarsan, temperature remained normal. Six
days later another o.O gm. of salvarsan was given. An
attempt to renew mercury medication resulted in an ag-
gravation of his stomatitis, which had persisted. Prob-
ably from this source on Jan. 14 the patient developed sep-

ticemia. Streptococcus lonyus being isolated from the

blood. He died four days later. Autopsy showed smooth
atrophy of tongue, a deformed epiglottis, a spleen weigh-
ing 4 pounds, showing evidence of diffuse syphilis, a left

testicle showing interstitial orchitis. The liver weighed b

pounds and was greatly deformed, numerous depressea
scars subdividing the lobes. Just below the attachment
of the subdividing ligament the liver was studded with
small gummata from 2 to 4 mm. in diameter, embedded in

dense scar tissue. .\ similar condition was present at right

anterior margin. Balance of organ showed appearance
similar to that encountered in alcoholic cirrhosis. Tis-

sues of liver, kidneys, and spleen were tested for arsenic

and mercury. \'o arsenic was demonstrated (control

tests were positive;. A trace of mercury was found in

kidneys, but none in liver or spleen. The interesting fea-

tures of the case were the apparent effect of salvarsan on
the temperature, the failure to influence the gummata by
treatment, and the intolerance for mercury.

Dr. Meara asked if fever due primarily to syphilis

was not uncommon in the tertiary stage. It had been
his impression that unless due to a secondary infection

fever was not a feature of tertiary syphilis.

Dr. Starr thought that in the tertiary stage an elevation

of temperature was very rare. A temperature of 101.5°

or loi" was not uncommon.
Dr. Gibson said that in regard to reducing the size of

the liver it had been a common experience to see this

happen very readily under the old form of treatment. He
had seen great big livers go down within the space of two
or three weeks. Of course, some responded more
promptly and satisfactorily than others.

Dr. Kopek said that lever did occur in syphilis of

the liver, some of the cases of gumma of the hver hav-
ing been mistaken for abscess because of the swelling,

tenderness, and fever. The temperature in the case re-

ported had fallen so promptly on two occasions after giv-

ing the salvarsan that it seemed to exclude any coincidence.
Accessory Pancreas in the Gastrointestinal Tract.

—

Dr. C. L. Gibson read this paper. (See page 426.)
Absence of Dohle Leucocytic inclusion in a Case of

Suspected Scarlet Fever.— Dr. P.\kk ,saul that about
three months ago Dohle had called attention to the pres-

ence of small bodies in the polymorphonuclear leucocytes
in cases of scarlatina. These bodies were present in every
leucocyte in many cases, but in other cases only one leu-

cocyte in three or four would contain them. They were
always present during the first four days of the disease.

After this they lessened in number, but were sometimes
found up to the fifteenth or sixteenth day. They had
also been found in one case each of pneumonia, carcinoma,
and syphilis, but absent in other cases examined. The
work of corroborating these findings has been taken up by
Drs. Williams and NicoU at the Health Department Labo-
ratories. Dr. Park cited a case admitted to Willard Park
Hospital as scarlatina with a typical rash but a non-
characteristic throat. \o bodies were found in the blood
of this case. No desquamation ensued and the patient

was discharged as "no case." Repeated examples of posi-

tive results had been had. He said that in undoubted cases

of scarlet fever it was their opinion that the bodies w'ould

always be found in well developed cases of scarlet fever.

They w-ere not so abundant in the lighter cases. Condi-
tions simulating scarlatina, such as German measies and
antitoxin rashes, were uniformly negative. The bodies
were present, however, in cases of sepsis. Dr. Park also

cited a case of scarlet fever in which, after almost com-
plete disappearance of the bodies, they returned in abund-
ance on the development of a septic complicsition. The
department was now prepared to make this e.xamination
regularly for outside physicians. Smears should De maae
as for malaria examinations.

Dr. Meara asked what technique was used in staining

the bodies.

Dr. Park answered that bora.x methylene blue was the

stain regularly used, but any of the aniline dyes would do

;

with the Giemsa stain the bodies are light blue and the

nuclei of a reddish hue; with the Pappenheim stain the

bodies are reddish while the nuclei are blue. The main
point is to have a stain that will not make the granules
prominent.

Dr. Conner asked if the bodies were present in the

lymphocytes.
Dr. Park said that they occurred only in the polynu-

clears.

Dr. Dana asked what the composition of the bodies was
and from where they were derived.

Dr. Park thought the bodies might be inclusions of por-

tions of broken down cells or the protoplasm might be

degenerated and coagulated; they occurred usualy in the

periphery. They certainly were not parasites.

Dr. D.vNA remarked that the bodies probably consisted

of proteid matter.

Dr. Park added that about 100 cases had been examined
and in every case that pointed to scarlet fever the bodies
were found, and always in the earliest stage of the dis-

ease. They occurred in one case in live or six of pneu-
monia.
General Septicemia Originating in a "Streptococcus

Throat."—Dr. Gikson leportcd the case of a woman
thirty-five years of age who had entered the hospital and
died in less than forty-eight hours. She had been taken
ill with sore throat one week before; it was stated that she
had had one chill and possibly some fever. She had later

developed some abdominal tenderness and had vomited.
When she came to the hospital she looked extremely ill.

There was moderate abdominal distention, some tender-
ness, but no rigidity. Her entire throat was bright red.

She was apathetic when admitted, and later became
irrational, delirious, with involuntary evacuations. Her
temperature on admission was 101° and pulse 120. The
temperature rose to 107° before death, and the pulse in-

creased in rate proportionately. Leucocytes on admis-
sion were 19,000, 94 per cent, polynuclear. .A second count
showed 19,500 with 95 per cent, polynuclear. The admis-
sion diagnosis was peritonitis. A blood culture was taken
but no throat culture. The blood culture showed a very
virulent streptococcus growth within twenty-four hours.
The patient died. The autopsy showed a diffuse, plastic

peritonitis, but no focus of infection could be found. A
culture taken from the uterus was negative, while that

from one of the l''allopian tubes showed streptococci. Dr.
Gibson wondered if this might not be a case of malignant
sore throat such as had occurred in the epidemic in Bos-
ton. In some of the Boston cases a diagnosis of peri-

tonitis was made and an operation performed. .\\\ of
them, he believed, died. Dr. Gibson thought that perhaps
we were going to have a similar epidemic here. That was
the reason he reported it. The Boston epidemic had been
accredited to infection from a certain milk supply, but he
believed that this had been exonerated.
Dr. Meara had been greatly interested to see the various

manifestations which might accompany streptococcus sore
throat. Last winter, for instance, there had been so much
glandular involvement, particularly of the cervical glands,

that the pediatricians had been inclined to classify these

cases as "glandular fever." This winter there had been
very little tonsilar involvement, but an intense inflam-

matory sore throat not like an angina but more like erysip-

elas of the mucous membrane. Some cases of sore throat
were accompanied or followed by marked sinus involve-

ment. Dr. Meara thought this might be due to reduction
of resistance in special tissues. These cases certainly

occurred in everybody's experience. He was under the

impression that an epidemic like the one in Boston had
occurred in Chicago also.

Dr. Park had been waiting for the epidemic to come to

New York. Deerfoot farm had not been absolved, and
he thought it was largely responsible for the Boston epi-
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demic. Baltimore and other places in New England also

had had epidemics. The Baltimore people suspected that

it had a connection with the milk. At a time when one
dealer stopped pasteurizing the cases increased. The cases
from Chicago had had prolonged symptoms and a very
severe inflammation of the throat. The organism isolated

in the Baltimore epidemic was an encapsulated strepto-

coccus.

Dr. Conner wished to know, if one assumed that the

infection occurred through milk, whether the point of

entry was the tonsil or was the gastrointestinal tract. He
thought that under those circumstances infection was
unlikely to occur through the tonsil. If the intestinal

tract was the portal of entry it might explain the frequency
of peritonitis. If infection did occur through the intes-

tinal tract it would suggest that the tonsillitis might be of

hematogenous origin.

Dr. Park said that there had been about 1,800 cases in

Boston, and, while all had tonsillitis, only a few had had
neritonitis. Infection through the tonsils was not difficult.

In this connection the number of the organistns and their

virulence was important. Dr. Park recalled a rabbit in-

fected through the mucous membrane of the nose by a few
organisms dropped into it from a very virulent strepto-

coccus culture. Here death occurred from septicemia
within twenty-four hours. Infection with bovine tuber-

culosis had occurred frequently by way of the tonsils, and
other organisms, if virulent and present in numbers, might
readily find entrance here.

Dr. GiBsux said a great many cases were operated upon
for peritonitis, especially in the early part of the Boston
epidemic.

Dr. ljk.\NN.\N said that Dr. Jacobi had always spoken
of streptococcus sore throat as contagious or infectious,

and wondered if that might not have been the same thing.

Dr. Prudden said that the frequent insistence by Dr.

Jacobi in the early days of bacteriology to which Dr.
Brannan alluded, upon the differentiation of streptococcus

sore throat, marked the period in which some forms of
pseudo-membranous pharyngitis and laryngitis had just

become clearly distinguished from diphtheritic inflamma-
tion by the absence of the diphtheria bacillus and tne

demonstration of streptococci. While this distinction was
now generally recognized, it required a good deal of mis-
sionary work, both in and out of the laboratories, to de-

limit the time-honored, though somewhat hazy, conception
of a condition then called croup, and to establish the con-
viction that the clearest essential in true diphtheria lay in

the bacillus and its poisons.

Dr. Conner said that one saw every winter in adults

pseudo-membranous throats which were due to strepto-

coccus. The constitutional disturbance was not the same
as that of ordinary tonsillitis.

Hypernephroma Associated with Tuberculosis of the
Kidney.— Dr. Gibson presented a specimen from a male
patient who had been a hospital inmate for some time De-

cause of chronic tuberculosis. He had improved for a

time, but recently developed pain in the side, with fre-

quent urination and pus and blood in the urine. On
ureteral catheterization there was pus coming from one
side. This specimen contained tubercle bacilli. The other
side was negative. This kidney was removed and a sec-

tion showed, microscopically, hypernephroma. The kidney
also presented the appearance of tuberculosis. There
seemed to be no question as to finding tubercle bacilli in

the urine at the time. The patient had improved since the

operation. A nodule in the skin of this patient had been
reported microscopically as fibrosarcoma. .\ hyper-
nephroma is a malignant tumor of the kidney developing
from either the suprarenal capsule or from some aberrant
portion of it.

Dr. Dana said that he had recently seen a hyper-
nephroma in the brain cortex, producing local epileptiform
convulsions. It was secondary to a kidney tumor.

Dr. Meara asked how frequently hemorrhage had oc-

curred in cases of hypernephromata not associated with
tuberculosis.

Dr. Gibson answered that it depended upon the extent

and also upon the situation of the tumor.
Dr. Prudden said they were occasionally found at

autops)^ having given no symptoms at all.

Dr. Gibson thought that they were quite chronic, the

patient living several years without metastases. They at-

tained a good size, all of twice the size of the original kid-

ney. Middle life was the most common period for their

occurrence; cases in children seemed to be more acute
and ran a shorter course. He thought that all was not
known about hypernephroma.

Dr. Biggs reported an interesting case of hypernephroma
which recently had been under his observation. The pa-
tient was a young woman who had very marked and se-

vere digestive symptoms continuing over a long period
and not relieved by simple measures. Examination of the

abdomen showed a rather large, very movable, kidney on
the left side. The right kidney, which was the one ordi-

narily movable, seemed to be of normal size and in normal
position. After other means for relief of the symptoms
had been unsuccessfully tried it was decided to fasten

the kidney in position. At the operation a hypernephroma
at the lower pole of the left kidney was found and it was
this which had apparently dragged the kidney from its

normal position. The size of tlie growth was about twu-
thirds of the size of the kidney. The organ and tumor
were removed together. The patient did badly after the

operation, had great abdominal distention and could not
be relieved by any restriction or modification of diet and
had also very rapid and feeble heart action. She develupeu
a low grade of infection in the wound at the end ol a

week and finally died. At the autopsy, an old myocarditis
was found with an extremely thin wall in the left ventricle.

There was nothing in the history of the patient, who was
only twenty-five years of age, to explain the existence of
the myocardial disease. A curious feature of the case

was the fact that the father and a younger brother both
gave a history of disease of the myocardium and the

father has since died from this cause.

Dr. Gibson thought that a certain distortion of the peivis

gave a picture that was very suggestive of hypernephroma.
He also tliouglu that it was quite characterisiic. I he
technique consisted of injecting the pelvis witn some suu-
stance and getting an .r-ray picture of the outline, ne
said that tuberculosis in combination with fiypernephroma
or other conditions was uncommon.
A Case of Tumor of ttie Spinal Coid.— Dr. St.\rr re-

ported this case. The patient was a boy nineteen years of
age. Two weeks before he had gone to him with a

rather interesting history. He had suHered lor two years
irom a considerable degree of pain and anesthesia under
the right shoulder blade, along the neck, and on the under
surface of right arm. This was increased on motion and
by walking. Eight weeks before he began to notice that

his right leg was weak and stiff. The next day his left

foot and toes and leg were anesthetic up to the knee. The
stiffness and rigidity of the right leg had advanced. He
had weakness in the right leg and the anesthesia in both
legs had e.xtended up to the abdomen, somewhat higher on
the left side. The rigidity and stillness of tne right leg

increased; bladder and rectum were all right. There was
no girdle sensation. The persistent pain under the right

arm suggested localization of trouble to first dorsal seg-
ment. The probability was that the boy had a tumor of the
spinal cord. The gucstijn ot localization ot the tumor was
very interesting. The operation showed a small tumor
at the first dorsal segment of the spinal cord. The fifth,

sixth, and seventh cervical and first dorsal spines were
taken off. Under the sixth cervical was found a small
tumor. It was divided into two parts, one intradural
was not attached to the cord but was pressing on the
spinal cord; when they attempted to detach it it appeared
that it was firmly attached to the dura and extended
outside and downward pearshaped. It terminated in the
nerve. It was necessary to divide the first dorsal nerve
in order to remove the tumor. The boy had improved
very much, had no pain and could move nis legs and had
almost normal sensation. He had anesthesia on the out-

side of his little finger from defect of nerve (.eighth

cervical). .An operation must be done eany in order to

prevent secondary degeneration of cord from pressure.

Dr. Starr thought the position of pain in the spme and
periphery very important as a means of localization. He
thought the tumor was probably a fibroma.

Dr. EwiNG thought that the tiling most interesting was
the diagnosis. The origin and nature were not available

as no section had been made.
Dr. St.\rr said that the tumor was perfectly encap-

sulated, hard and most probably a fibroma. He said that

It would be examined.
Dr. Conner asked if there were no disturbances of

skin sensibility in the area of pain.

Dr. Dana said that Dr. Starr's case illustrated the fact

that the surgery of the spinal cord was very much more
satisfactory in its results just now than surgery of the

brain. He had recently seen two cases successfully op-
erated upon at the New York Neurological Institute.

Tumors of the cervical and cervicodorsal region were
especially frequent in his experience. His experience
had been that these tumors had been mostly sarcomata
or fibromata. Surgery of the spinal cord had shown
great advancement. ExtrameduUary tumors could fre-

quently be very successfully operated on. Some intra-

medullary tumors have also been made available for op-
eration by the Elsberg method, the operation being
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done in two stages. One exposed the tumor in the first

stage and in the other after ten days the tumor was
easily removed. The cord itself seemed to squeeze the
tumor out in the course of a few days.

Salvarsan in the Treatment of Chorea.—Dr. D.\n.\ re-
ported a case of Sydenham's cliorea of serious type which
was promptly relieved by salvarsan. The patient was
a young woman about eighteen years of age. She was
brought to Bellevue Hospital with typical and violent
clonic movements involving all the muscles. She was
unable to walk or use her arms and her speech was
unintelligible. She had no fever, her mind was clear,
so that it was not a case of chorea insaniens, but onlv a
serious choreic infection of the Sydenham type. She was
given the ordinary treatment of isolation, arsenic, packs,
etc., with some improvement. She was after a week still

very violent and agitated, and could not control or feed
herself. She was then given an injection of a half dose of
salvarsan and at the end of twenty-four hours was very
much better, she could feed herself, talk distinctly, and
use her arms and went on to rapid convalescence. There
had been no fever or endocarditis at any time, but this
was not unusual in chorea. There was nothing in the
blood, and he thought the Wassermann reaction was
negative. Salvarsan was given because of the arsenic
despite some reports that it was not arsenical in nature.
Perhaps the overwhelming influence of arsenic would have
the same effect. He had seen arsenical rashes after 606
and thought this drug must be arsenical in its action.

Dr. Meara said that he had seen the patient and had
been impressed by the apparently beneficial action of the
salvarsan. The patient herself refused to go home when
her friends came for her as she felt so much improved
that she wanted to stay for further treatment.

Dr. Conner spoke in regard to another case in which
different therapy had been used with the same results.
The patient, a girl in New York Hospital, had had the
same symptoms as the case which Dr. Dana described
She ran considerable temperature and her choreic move-
ments were so violent as to interfere with sleep. Under
arsenic, packs, etc., she improved and finally got up but
still had twitching. Relapsed twice with same symptoms
and very violent movements. The patient seemed of a
type amenable to suggestion and hypnotism was tried with
very striking benefit. The patient slept well, the choreic
movements rapidly subsided and she made a complete re-
covery. It may have been a coincidence but it was very
striking.

Dr. Starr asked if Dr. Dana had used sodium caco-
chulate by hyperdermic injection in chorea.

Dr. Dana stated that these cases generally got well un-
der any plan of treatment but that he thought salvarsan
had had an influence. He did not think that hypnotism
would generally be of use in the early stages of chorea
though certain results might be obtained with it. He
tliought that hypnotism should be used occasionally in
chorea as well as in other conditions. He told of a case,
a rnan about 35 years old, who was a dipsomaniac. The
patient drank a great deal and would often have to lay
off for weeks. Dr. Frink treated him by means of
hypnotism. For two weeks he kept the man under hypnotic
control and free from alcohol, which was better than any
one had done previously. Now after a year of treatment
the man said he could take one or two drinks and quit,
when before he could not.

Hr&trnlrgal Nntrs.

Antiseptic Power of Soap.—M. Pilod states that it is

unnecessary to sterilize soap before use by means of heat,
and that it suffices to wash off the surface of the cake of
soap before use in order to dislodge mechanically the
spores that may have accumulated there. For surgical anti-
sepsis the bactericidal powers of soap cannot be relied
upon, the scrubbing of the hands or operative field with
3oap for twenty minutes being insufficient for this purpose.
-Ml that this process can accomplish is the preparation of
the skin, by saponifying the fats, for the action of more
eflScient antiseptics.—La Presse Medicale.
The Contents of the Vaccination Pustule.— T. Rosen-

feld states that about the sixth day the vaccination papilla
only rarely contains cellular elements ; its contents are clear,
pearly, and translucent. With the appearance and in-
crease of leucocytes in the contents there occurs a coinci-
dent yellowing of the epidermis at the peripherv of the
papilla, whose color at this period is determined by the
covering and not by the contents of the papilla. If the
latter is secondarily infected its color departs from the
normal and varies from a dirty gray to a pronounced
yello-w.—Zeitschrift fiir Kinderheilkunde.

Presumption of Patients' Consent to Operation

—

Nurse's Opinion of Physician's Skill Inadmissible as
Evidence.—.\ction was brought against a physician and
surgeon for damages alleged to have been sustained by
the negligent treatment of the plaintiff's foot The foot
was injured by stepping upon a sewing needle, the point
of which was supposed to have remained within the ball

of the foot. An incision was made, but the needle point
was not found. The foot became infected. Two other m-
cisions were made in the effort to cure the blood poison-
ing. These were unsuccessful, and, after other physicians
were called, it was found necessary to amputate the great
toe. The chief contention in the case arose over the ques-
tion of the unskillful use, or want of use, of proper anti-
septics. One witness, a nurse, was permitted to testify
that from a conversation she had previously had with the
defendant, which she detailed, she did not think his
standard of "technique" was equal to the standard of
other physicians in the locality. Such a comparison was
held to be objectionable and erroneously admitted as evi-
dence, over the defendant's objection; but in view of the
court's instructions to the jury and the testimony of physi-
cians as to the defendant's reputation and standing as an
educated and competent physician and surgeon, the error
was held to be without prejudice.
The plaintiff asked and the court gave an instruction to

the effect that the defendant had no right to make any
other or different incision in the plaintiff's foot than he
had obtained permission or the plaintiff had requested him
to make. The defendant asked and the court gave an in-
struction that "consent to an operation will be presumed
from voluntary submission to it, and the burden is on the
plaintiff to prove the contrary." It was held that the two
instructions, when taken together, correctly state the law.

—

Mosslander v. Armstrong, Nebraska Supreme Court. 134
N. W. 922.

Expert Evidence as to Automatic Muscular Action.—
In an action by a workman for injuries caused by his
fingers being caught between the die and the punch of a
stamping machine he was operating, it was contended that
the master was negligent in not warning the inexperienced
plaintiff of the danger from the automatic action of his
foot upon the treadle of the machine, as the result of a
habit formed by the continuous and repeated operation of
hands and foot in the same order. It was held that the
evidence of physicians who had made a special study of
the brain and nervous system, in answer to hypothetical
questions, that, in their opinion, the continuous operation
of the machine in the manner required would be likely to
produce an involuntary sequence of muscular activities
which would become automatic, and proceed without ex-
press brain action or will power, was fairly within the
field of expert evidence, and admissible.—Kaczmarek v.
Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co., Wisconsin Supreme Court,
134 N. W. 348.

Expert Evidence—Subjective and Objective Symp-
toms—Basis of Opinion on Proved Facts.—Tlic rule is
well settled that where a physician has been called to pro-
fessionally treat a party to an action he may give his opin-
ion, based upon subjective as well as objective symptoms.
But where he has been called, not for the purpose of treat-
ing the party for the ailment, but for the purpose of giving
testimony in the case, he can only testify to objective symp-
toms. Statements made by the plaintiff at such examina-
tion are mere self-serving declarations, not made upon
oath. Evidence, therefore, consisting of the opinion of
such physician based upon what the plaintiff told him at
the time of the examination relative to his previous his-
tory and how the injury occurred is not admissible.

In an action for personal injuries the plaintiff testified
that on the evening of the injury he noticed that his abdo-
men was a little bit puffed up, but that it did not swell up
enough to make much difference in his size until about the
fifth or sixth day after the injury. Nothing in the testi-
mony indicated that within 24 hours after the accident the
abdomen was in a badly swollen condition. A hypothetical
question, however, was put to an expert medical witness,
assuming that immediately after the accident, severe and
intense pains were present in the plaintiff's abdomen, in
the region of the liver; that the abdomen bep'an to swell
so that within 24 hours it was in a badly swollen condition,
and within about two weeks from the injury it became
hardened and continued in that condition. It was held
that the question was improper, under the rule that a
hypothetical question should not embrace facts not in the
evidence.—Union Pac. R. Co. v. McNucan, Circuit Court
of Appeals. 194 Fed.. 393.
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fHn^iral 3ltpma.
Sclerema Cutis (Adultorum).—J. Galloway reports

the case of a man, aged fifty-four, who stated that his
malady followed rapidly after be was e.xposed to a foul
atmosphere, the unpleasant odor of which he found diffi-

cult to get rid of for an unusually long time. The harden-
ing of the skin followed this incident, and progressed for
the following three months. The firm, swollen state of the
skin was noticeable from the face down to about the level

of the loins, and was universal within this area, though
worse in some parts than in others. It was especially

noticeable round the neck, over the arms, and the skin
of the back. The firm swelling of the skin impeded espe-
cially the movements of the neck, the shoulder, and elbow,
and gave a peculiar expressionless appearance to the face.

Some hardening of the skin had been noticed about the
lower part of the thighs and knees, but had passed off.

On the trunk a certain degree of erythema could be noted
where the hardening of the skin was greatest or most
recent. On the inner aspect of the arms the hardening
of the skin w'as seen to have a lobulated texture. There
was no appearance of sclerodermia of the usual type nor
(if morphea at any part of the affected area. The distribu-

tion of the affection was practically continuous within the

limits of the affected region. A careful physical examina-
tion had not revealed evidence of visceral disease, and had
not suggested the cause of this unusual affection.

—

Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society of Medicine.

Esophagus with Perforations Due to Ulceration Pro-
duced by Foreign Bodies.— .\. B. Kelly reports the case
of an imbecile lad, aged sixteen, from whom a coherent
statement could not be obtained, but who was suspected
of having swallowed a foreign body. The medical man
consulted examined him with the x-rays, but finding noth-
ing abnormal prescribed a purgative, with the result that

a dozen acorns were passed. .\s marked inability to swal-

low persisted, the patient was sent to the author about
two weeks after the supposed accident for examination of
the esophagus. At the lower end of Briinings' longest tube

when fully introduced a foreign body was encountered

;

and lying above it were two peas. The body itself was
firmly embedded in the posterior wall of the gullet, and the

surrounding mucous membrane presented many granula-

tions. After considerable trouble the body, which proved
to be another acorn, was broken up and removed piece-

meal. Beneath it a large part of a vertebra, possibly that

of a sheep, was found and comparatively easily extracted.

As a perforation into the trachea had been detected be-

fore operation no food was given by the mouth. In spite

of this precaution and efforts to keep the parts clean

the patient died a week later. The post-mortem examina-
tion revealed multiple abscesses and gangrene of the lungs.

The esophagus showed five perforations in the posterior

•wall, where ulceration had extended to the underlying
vertebral column, and one in the anterior wall communi-
cating with the trachea.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society

of Medicine.

Radium Treatment of Vegetating Epithelioma of the

Cervix Uteri, Primary and Recurrent.— II. Cberon and
H. Rubens-Duval make use of radium in massive doses

in the treatinent of vegetating cervical epithelioma, as a

curative measure. The characteristics of these cancers
are soft, friable masses, with large, weak-walled vessels,

which easily break and cause severe hemorrhages. These
cells are peculiarly sensitive to the radium rays. The
tumors do not at first infiltrate and glandular metastases

are a late development. The radium is used with careful

filtration so as to avoid superficial burns of tlie vagina,

the gamma and the beta rays being used. The appli-

cation must last 24 or 48 hours ; a previous curetting may
be an advantage, since it removes a great deal of friable

tissue. It destroys the nutrition of the cells and scleroses

the blood vessels, finally obliterating them. The hemor-
rhage and pain are at once relieved, and the patient re-

gains a fair physical condition. These cancers are very
unfavorable to operation on account of their rapid re-

currence. When a hysterectomy is to be done a previous
application of radium and curetting will stop hemorrhage,
and remove infected material, and the tissues will be

somewhat hardened and thus facilitate the removal. If

too much radium is applied it will render the tissues

so dense that removal will be very difficult. In cases in

which the parauterine tissues are much involved operation
is contraindicated, and here radium has a clear field; also

in recurrences after operation. The vagina becomes
sclerosed and contracted. .A severe dermatitis may be

caused if the rays are not carefully filtered.

—

La Gyneco-
logie.
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SANATciRIL'M TREATMENT OF TL'BER-

CL'LOSIS.-

I

Bv LERIJV S. PETERS. M.!)..

AND

E. S. BULLOCK, M.U.,

SILVER CITY, N. il.

It is not with a desire to thrust upon the world a

new specific for tuberculosis that we have chosen

the above title, but rather to discuss a few unique

methods in the every-day routine of sanatorium

practice. To cover the treatment of this disease

would mean to give ])age after page of uninterest-

ing textbook knowledge which is of easy access to

him who reads, and which is equally as valueless as

it is uninteresting. We use the term valueless in

a general sense, for the true success of treatment

Hes in the mental equipment and the personal equa-

tion of the physician himself. This latter is a fact

well recognized by all men who have as their life

work the care and treatment of tuberculous invalids.

And herein lies the great value of sanatorium

over home treatment. In a disease that measures
its arrest or cure in months or years rather than

days or weeks this same personal equation of the

physician is over half the battle. Xor is this se-

cured in the home where as a rule the visits of I he

physician are semi-weekly, but in an institution

where the doctor and patient are in almost constant

contact, and where, if necessary, the calls may be

made hourly and at any minute, and the spirit of

encouragement lent that makes or breaks the thread

by which a human life is held. The right word at

the right time will perhaps do more toward the cure

of tuberculosis than all other means combined.

But enough of generalities—the world is full of

them—and the busy physician has neither time nor

inclination to pore over volumes or lend ear to

papers that embody a jumble of words and are woe-
fully lacking in ideas.

The factors in the treatment of tuberculosis to

which we shall refer may be thus stated : Climate,

hypodermics of iron, arsenic, and strychnine in the

secondarv anemias of tuberculosis : the use of sal-

varsan in cases complicated with syphilis : treatment

of cases with marked hemorrhage from the bowel

:

blood pressure control of exercise : injection of in-

testinal hormones in the chronic constipation of the

tuberculous ; autogenous vaccines ; tuberculin.

Climate.—We deem it a great pleasure to feel

that what we may say before a State meeting in

Arizona on the subject of climate will at least meet

with the approval of the vast majority. However,
we realize that the variations of altitude in your

State are many and for this reason some difference

*Read at the annual meeting of the Arizona State Med-
ical Association, Bisbee, May 7, 1912.

of opinion may exist. Years ago, before we real-

ized that tuberculosis might become arrested under
proper conditions, the far advanced consumptive
was advised to go West, and this with no idea as to
locality, mode of living or what not—merely to
chase a will o' the wisp in a vain endeavor to put
new lungs into a shrunken chest and create again
in a worn out body the breath of life. Climatic
treatment was then an empiricism ; to-day it is 1
scientific fact.

And here let us digress long enough to state that
we are firmly convinced that the greatest value of
any climate lies in its elevation. In other words,
the question of climate is a question of altitude
It must of course be granted that change of en-
vironment of necessity makes for a betterment in
the general condition. Move a consumptive from
the slums and tenements of a large city to a country
place, change his diet from one of starvation to one
of nourishment, and he is bound by all laws of
nature to improve. Change a city dweller in good
circumstances to the Adirondacks and you may
arrest his tuberculosis, but to give the greatest good
to the greatest number move all consumptives to the
altitudes of the Rocky Mountains—then keep them
there—and in a time not far distant the deaths from
tuberculosis will be reduced to a minimum. These
are not dogmatic statements : they are not mere
flights of the imagination. The climatic treatment
of tuberculosis has been established as a scientific

fact by scientific observations made in the past few
years by altitude workers.

In the first place that climate depends more upon
altitude than upon dr\' air and sunshine is proven
by a comparison of statistics in well conducted insti-

tutions in this country and abroad. Without here
going into figures we have found by a careful study
of sanatorium reports in the United States that the
percentage of cures increases with each thousand
feet of altitude up to certain limits. Is such a fact

not in itself significant? Further, comoaring our
own work with that of Turban in Davos Platz at

practically the same altitude, we get results that are
almost identical. This then must be attributed to

altitude, since government reports show that the

climate of Davos Platz is colder in winter with
greater snowfall and a more marked degree of
humidity in summer than is the climate of Silver

City.

It has also been demonstrated by Williams, of
London.' that there is a marked expansion of the
thorax in all directions, causing an increase in cir-

cumference at various levels of from one to three
inches or more, and an increased mobility of the-

chest walls. This causes a greater physiological

activity of the hmgs. thereby insuring a greater
amount of oxygen content in the blood.

Webb and \\'illiams- have proved that with resi-

dence in a high altitude the lymphocj-tes of the
blood are increased to a marked extent. These, as
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you know, are the white cells that Doctor Opie,

of the Rockefeller Institute, proved to have the

ability to dissolve the waxy coating of the tubercle

bacillus and then through a process of digestion

destroy the invading organism, thereby ridding the

bod}' of a most obno.xious guest. We have con-

firmed the work of \\'ebb and Williams in our blood

studies at The Xew ilexico Cottage Sanatorium.

That the hemoglobin content of the blood is in-

creased with altitude has been a recognized fact

for years, but it remained for an English commis-

sion working with American collaborators to prove

that this was actual—not relative—and that the red

cells were increased as high as 40 per cent. These

observations were made in the Swiss Alps and in

our own Rocky Mountains at elevations of from

6,000 to 14,000 feet.

In 1907 one of us (Peters) began the study of

blood pressure at high elevations (6,000 feet) and
the first results of our work was published in 1908,^

covering a series of one hundred cases. The con-

clusions reached at that time were the subject of

some comment since they were in direct contradic-

tion to the excellent work of Gardiner and Hoag-
land.* However, after working along the same line

for another period of four years we do not find it

necessary to retract any of the statements made at

that time. We are now preparing another report

covering about six hundred cases, from which we
ilraw the following conclusions:

1. Blood pressure is increased at elevations of

6,000 feet.

2. The pressure of both normal individuals and
consumptives is higher here than at sea level.

3. The pressure tends to increase w ith continued

residence.

4. From a prognostic standpoint the blood jjres-

sure findings are of great \'alue in tuberculosis.

5. There is no relation between the degree of in-

volvement and blood pressure, but there is a con-

stant relation between toxemia and blood pressure.

6. The pressure is increased with pulmonary
hemorrhage.
The various factors herein enumerated relative

to altitude all tend toward the betterment of meta-

bolism and the continual restoration of the body
economy toward the normal ; factors which must
of necessity play an important role in the cure of

tuberculosis. Thus has climatic treatment been

torn from the realm of uncertainty and placed upon

a sound scientific basis.

Hxpodcrmics of Iron, Arsenic, and Strychnine in

the Secondarv Anemia of Tuberculosis.— It is gen-

erally conceded that there is a certain autolysis of

blood elements' in tuberculosis and constant hemo-
globin estimations and lilood counts bear this out.

In nearly every case there is a sccou'Iary anemia of

greater or lesser degree according to the severity

of the infection. Any treatment that tends to rem-

edv this condition is therefore rational and deserv-

ing of general use. In the hypodermic injection of

iron, arsenic, and strychnine we have a combina-

tion that is specific in the treatment of this second-

; rv anemia, .\dded to its ability to restore the

hemoglobin content it acts as a general tonic, and

according to W. Jarvis Barlow'' is a remedy that

Ijroves useful in every case of tuberculosis regard-

less of the presence of anemia.

We reported our first observations in 1908,° and
in 191 1 read a paper before the National Asso-
ciation for the Study and Prevention of Tubercu-
losis at the Denver meeting. In this report we

gave the results in a series of 254 cases in all of'

which marked improvement followed the injections.

Our usual method is to give a daily injection in the

gluteal region for twenty consecutive days. Al-

most invariably, unless there is marked anemia, we
find this suflicient to restore a normal blood pic-

ture. Since the publication of Barlow's paper we
have been giving the injections to every patient and
are willing to state that clinically at least the results

are satisfactory, patients feeling far better than

when the drug is discontinued.

Our conclusions may be summed up as follows :

1. The injections arc specific in the secondary

anemia of tuberculosis.

2. The citrate of iron aUme is best suited in

marked anemia.

3. The metarsenate of sodium, iron, and strych-

nine is the best as a general tonic.

4. Arsenic and strychnine tend to promote better

metabolism.

5. The lixjiodermic use of these drugs should al-

ways have a place in the treatment of tuberculosis.

Use of Salrarsan in Cases ii-ith History of Syphi-
lis.—It has been our custom during the past nine

months to administer salvarsan to all patients show-
ing a recent syphilitic infection or to those not do-

ing well but having a history of syphilis. There is

no question but that there is a much greater amount
of syphilis of the lung than heretofore has been
su])posed, and in these patients it is hard to say

just how nuich of their trouble is specific aild how
much tuberculous. It is not at all uncommon for

us to find that all we can do in a given case is of

no avail until we have given an injection of "606,"

when we are gratified to see the pulmonary symp-
toms grow better and the general condition im-

prove. Appetite is increased, cough and expectora-

tion lessened, and fever reduced in a wonderfully

short space of time.

In the patients thus far to whom we have given

salvarsan we have had no untoward symiitoms

—

with one exception. In this patient the temperature

rose about three hours after the injection and he

was slightly delirious for a period of four hours.

From then on the recovery was uneventful. We
use nothing Init the intravenous method and ])re-

pare the distilled water and the normal salt solu-

tion the morning of the day on which the injection

is given. This eliminates the possibility of the for-

mation of any foreign proteid in the water or salt

solution which in itself might proiluce annoying
symptoms.
We feel justified from our experience in recom-

mending the use of salvarsan in all cases with re-

cent svphilitic infection, or in all those with a spe-

cific history who are not doing well under the ordi-

narv methods of treatment. It is, of course, un-

necessarv to mention that as a matter of routine the

urine of each patient should be examined and the

reflexes tested with a view to excluding kidney dis-

ease or lesion of the central nervous system.

Treatment of Marked Hemorrhage from the

Bozcel.—This is a condition seldom met with in

cases' of tuberculosis. In fact, as our report' some
months ago shows, we have had only three cases

in an experience covering fifteen years, while Dr.

Bonney reports two cases over a period of twenty

vears. Since the publication of these five cases we
have received a report of one case from Dr. Shortle

of AIbuquerc|ue. Xew ^lexico ; one from Dr. Lau-

zer of Rock Springs, Wyoming, and one from Drs.

Shuman and lames of Centerville. Iowa. In these
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eight cases the bleeding was profuse and in four
fatal, the other four making good recoveries. We
have no explanation for these hemorrhages, but see

no reason why they should not occur from tuber-

culous ulceration of the intestine, as they do in

t3phoid ulceration. They may. however, be due to

a pneuniococcus infection of the intestinal tract as

pointed out by Jacobson and Post." The treatment

we have used is absolute rest, liquid diet, hypoder-
mics of morphine, 54 grain at time of the hemor-
rhage followed by opium suppositories every two
hours pushed to the point of therapeutic effect.

For a more comj)lete report we refer you to the

article above cited.

Blood Pressure Control of Il.vcrcise.— It has been
generally conceded that after severe athletic tests

the blood pressure is reduced sometimes to a marked
degree. This has recently been the subject of an

able paper by Otis" read before the American Cli-

matoiogical Association at its last annual meeting.

It occurred to one of us (Peters) that if such a

reduction could be demonstrated in normal indi-

viduals after fatigue this same factor might be of

great importance in controlling the exercise of con-

sumptives. With this in view a class of six men
was selected, three being excellent cases both pul-

monarily and physically ; two fairly arres;ed far ad-

vanced cases, and one a rather new recruit with

normal temperature but ]ihysically inferior.

All were started with a fifteen minutes walk the

first day. The pressures on starting of the three

able-bodied men were 138, 132, and 148 respectively.

On their return the pressures were 138, 144. and

153. After an hour's rest the readings were 138.

142, and 158, showing that apparently the exercise

was not harmful. The two fairly well arrested.

fa'r advanced cases, started with pressures of 164
and 124, returning with 140 and 130. and after rest-

ing. 164 and 118. The first, man was not used to

exercise in any form, as is well shown in a drop
of 18 millimeters of mercury with a return to the

original after an hour's rest. The overexertion in

the second man is evident, for we find after resting

that there is a drop of 6 millimeters from the orig-

inal reading recorded after the return from exer-

cise.

The new recruit starteil with 146, returned with

138, and after rest his reatling was 127. The over-

exertion in this instance is well illustrated from the

l)ressure findings and was further substantiated by

the marked fatigue, brcathlessness, and rapid heart

action of the indixidual himself. This experience

was carried on for a period of si.x days, each day's

exercise being graded by the previous day's results

in blood pressure. The table of these findings

which we here append will show you at a glance that

we were able to control the readings by an increase,

a decrease, or a repetition of the exercise.

Whenever a man showed a drop of d or more
millimeters of mercury after rest or a marked drop

on returning, e\en though this disappeared after

resting, we decreased the exercise. If there was a

slight drop after returning we rej^eated the same
exercise the following day or until we maintained

an even standard, when the walk was increased. It

is interesting to note that in one of the three excel-

lent cases the pressure remained practically the

same even up to walks of one and a half hours, and
later this same man took walks of two hours in the

morning and two in the afternoon with no change in

pressure and no evil results. The other two after

a few repetitions were able to do the same.

We believe that this observation will prove of

great value in controlling the exercise of consump-
tives since it is not always a safe procedure to rely

wholly upon |)ulse and temperature.

The Use of Intestinal Hormones in the Chronic

Constipation of the Tuberculous.— Recently it has

been demonstrated that the cells of the mucous
membrane of the stomach elaborate a so-called hor-

mone which has a marked effect on peristalsis.

This hormone is secreted in the antrum pylori and

I
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stored in the spleen. When absorbed it causes a

secretion of the normal gastric juice. Working on
this hypothesis Zuelzer'" has studied the peristaltic

liormone for therapeutic purposes. He has used it

in chronic constipation and in acute paral_vsis of the

intestine, with excellent results, so he states, in 71

per cent, of his cases. Its use in spastic constipa-

tion is, of course, contraindicated since here we
have an over stimulation of the intestine.

In the constipation of the tuberculous we have as

a causative factor the faulty secretion of the gastric

juice, as is evidenced by a lack of free hydrochloric

acid. Xaturally, when we can introduce a remedy
that tends toward the production of a normal secre-

tion and thus stimulates peristalsis we should from
the standpoint of theory at least cure the constipa-

tion. Working on this basis we have been injecting

intestinal hormones in doses of 20 c.c. both intra-

venously and intramuscularly. Contrary to the

literature on the subject we find that intramuscular

injections are not painful and of course are much
more easily given. There is always more or less

nausea following an injection, and a feeling of dis-

comfort for a period of twenty-four hours. Since

we find no ill effects following an intramuscular

injection we use that method as a matter of routine.

Our results so far in a limited number of cases have
been sufficiently satisfactory to encourage us in its

use.

Autogenous I'accincs.—For the past three years

we have continually used autogenous vaccines in

all cases of tuberculosis showing a daily range of

fever above loi^ Fahr. Lately we have been giv-

ing them in all cases with a temperature curve over
100° Fahr. Like tuberculin one cannot look for

wonderful results in the use of these vaccines, and
it has occurred to us that perhaps the reason we
have not perceived more striking curative effects

lies in the fact that until recently we have chosen

the most unlikely cases from the standpoint of cure.

It is a fact that cannot be made light of that to ex-

pect to cure hopeless cases of tuberculosis with any
given drug or serum is looking forward to the inter-

vention of a divine ProTidence. For that reason

we have made it a matter of routine to first employ
an autogenous vaccine in all patients with a fever

above 100° Fahr. Then if we get no appreciable

result we begin the administration of tuberculin,

using the one in conjunction with the other.

So far our results have been such as to justify

us in a continuation of this form of treatment, and,

clinically speaking, we feel that there is much of

good to be derived from the application of Wright's
fheories of vaccine therapy. To sit idly by and
dogmatically declare that a patient does as well

without such medication as with it is to put a spike

in the wheels of progress toward scientific medicine
which in our opinion is nothing short of criminal.

Careful administration of such vaccines and per-

sonal supervision of patients eliminates all danger
from such procedures, and the wonderful improve-
ment in many patients after their use is proof posi-

tive of their beneficial effects.

We make the vaccines in our own laboratory and
give the injections at weekly intervals, starting with

an average dose of one hundred million dead bac-

teria and gradually increasing the dose unless con-

traindicated. The length of time of treatment is

guided entirely by results, some patients taking in-

jections for as long as eighteen months.
Granting, as we all do, that much of the fever

in tuberculosis is of mixed infection origin, why

is it not rational to use methods of treatment di-

rected at the causative factors ? Theoretically the

use of autogenous vaccines and tuberculin is the one
scientific principle in the therapy of tuberculosis.

Tuberculin.—In a paper of this nature space does
not permit a full discussion of the experimental and
theoretical knowledge of tuberculin thera]n'. That
we have done in a paper to be read at the next an-
nual meeting of the Harper Hospital Alumni Asso-
ciation at Detroit, ^lich., in May. Here we shall

confine ourselves to a consideration of the applica-

tion of tuberculin in the treatment of tuberculosis.

We realize that probably no therapeutic measure
has more firm adherents nor more sworn enemies.

Those of us who have had a large experience in

its use and have seen wonderful examples of its

undoubted eft'ect are firmly con\ inced that it holds

a scientific place in the armamentarium of every
tuberculosis worker. On the other hand, those who
have never used it and who declare dogmatically

against its application to the therapy of tuberculosis

are either ignorant of its field of usefulness or are

wilfully neglecting a valuable agent in the treatment

of a disease that is otherwise almost hopeless from
a direct therajieutic standpoint. To condemn a
given remedy because of reckless use on its intro-

duction into the field of medicine, or to neglect to

use it because of a foolishly conceived idea that it

might do harm in some cases is absurd.

In our opinion every physician who has the care

of tuberculous invalids should feel free to use tuber-

culin and should so acquaint himself with its use

that he may judge wisely in selecting patients and
in administering the remedy. It is not now as in

the past a measure for the specialist or the sana-

torium worker. Time has modified the technicjue

and experience has taught us the fallacy of high
doses, so that any conscientious physician can with a

little tinie and trouble .work out to his own satisfac-

tion and that of others a sound basis for the admin-
istration of tuberculin.

Roughlv speaking, tuberculin can be given to the

large majorit}* of consum])tives. but that we see an
a])preciable effect in all patients does not neces-

sarily follow.

First, there are those who accept every injection

as though it were a dose of distilled water and a

so-called course up to a thousand milligrams may
be given without the slightest systemic disturb-

ance. From a prognostic standpoint this class

forms the most favorable of all tuberculous in-

valids,, and there is little doubt that nature has con-

ferred upon them, before the use of tuberculin, a

toxic immunity so that the additional tuberculin is

superfluous and in our opinion productive of neither

good nor ill.

Second, there is a small class with the most un-

favorable prognosis who de\ elop a marked hyper-

susceptibility and in whom all toxic symptoms are

exaggerated by tuberculin. There is little doubt

but that in these patients tuberculin therapy is

harmful if persisted in. but if withdrawn at the

first signal of distress evil results will not follow.

Third, there is a class in which tuberculin is un-

equivocally lieneficial. For the sake of clearness

we shall divide this class into those with fever, limit-

ing such temperature to averages below 101° Fahr.

;

those showing marked improvement following re-

action, and those showing a general but slow lienefit.

In the fever cases just mentioned showing a tem-

perature curve from 99° to 101° tuberculin is the

most efficient measure at our command and often
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succeeds when complete immobilization has failed.

.Although reactions should be guarded against, at

times they occur and everyone no doubt recalls the

marked improvement and sometimes cure follow-

ing such overdosage.

We have patients under our care for the past

six years who continue to live in comfort and enjoy
life while under tuberculin treatment, but the mo-
ment it is stopped general malaise and discomfort
follow together with an increase in the pulmonary
findings. Resume treatment and a return to former
feeling of well being ensues. A large number of
patients show this same general but slow improve-
ment under tuberculin and progress steadily toward
an arrest or cure, which we feel confident would not

have been possible without the use of this measure.
Do not form the opinion that we give tuberculin

to everybody—that we do not. When a patient

enters the institution we give him an opportunity to

see what nature will or will not do. Tuberculin
is not considered until we have learned the indi-

vidual, his powers of resistance, what he will do
for himself. In this way we are better able to form
honest opinions as to the value of the tuberculin,

and in patients who show a marked ability to recover

under ordinary measures we do not interfere.

To use tuberculin requires a certain amount of

care and common sense. We mention the use of

the reaction method in guiding dosage merelv to

condemn it. .Although we have seen brilliant re-

sults follow the administration of an overdose, we
know positively that once started a reaction is un-

controllable and is capable of far greater injury to

the organism than would be justified by an occa-

sional brilliant result.

The so-called scientific method of White and
Xorman is worthy of mention. These men have
demonstrated that by using the smallest amount of

tuberculin that will produce a minimum skin reac-

tion and then taking a division of this amount for

subcutaneous injection the proper dose for each and
every case has been supplied. The method is at-

tractive but too new a procedure upon which to

pass judgment. For the present the clinical method
advocated by Trudeau seems more rational and
deserving of common use.

The opsonic index is not reliable and if we are

to accept the theory of Jackson and Hawn" what
we once considered an expression of the immune
process is simply a matter of surface tension of

leucocytes and can be influenced at will l)y a concen-

tration or a dilution of the blood current. Experi-

ence has shown us that with such preparations as

B. F. and B. E. the initial dose as recommended by

Trudeau is much too high. In fever cases we start

with one ten millionth of a milligram and have seen

undoubted reactions occur with nine ten millionths.

One of us (Bullock) has developed a modification

of the clinical method which we feel sure is a long

step in advance in tuberculin administration. This

method was first proposed at the Los Angeles meet-

ing of the American Medical .Association in 191 1.

As far as we know, no attention has been given it

by American observers, and it has been very grati-

fying to have the usefulness of the method con-

firmed by so able a clinician as Eduard Bauer.
'"

Bauer is evidently not aware that we had already

developed and published this method. We trust

that this will not be interpreted as a claim to priority,

in which we have no interest, but simply an acknowl-

edgment of our satisfaction in his confirmation of

the method.

Briefly this procedure which we have practised

at our mstitution for the past three years may be

described as maintenance of an effective dose in

either febrile or afebrile cases, and raising the dose

when it has become enfeebled by repetition as con-

firmed by absence of clinical effect. Let us give

a practical illustration. .A patient exhibits a per-

sistent maximum temperature of 99.3° Fahr. The
dose is gradually raised until an effective point is

reached, one which reduces the temperature. This

dose is then repeated until a rise again occurs, when
the dose is not lowered but raised, following the

temperature up as it were in an attempt to again

reach an eft'ective dose until gradually the tempera-

ture drops to and is maintained at normal. This

fortunate result having been observed we are guided

in the dosage by principles which obtain in normal

temperature cases in which general clinical effect is

our guide for repeating or raising the dose. We
trust that we have made it perfectly clear that no

attempt is made to reach a high dose during any

period of the treatment.

In the foregoing we have tried in as brief a

manner as is consistent with clearness to outline a

few of the usual as well as unusual measures in the

treatment of tuberculosis. We trust they will at

least receive your consideration and that you will

be able either to refute or verify our work.
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OBSERVATIONS FROM ,soo CASES TRE.AT-

ED 1!Y AUTOGENOUS BACTERIAL
A^ACCINES.*

By henry a. CR.MG, M.D.,

NEW BRIGHTON, NEW YOKK.

PATHOLOGIST AND BACTERIOLOGIST. S. R. SMITH INFIRMARY; BACTERIOLO-
GIST, ST. Vincent's hospital, staten island.

B.\CTERi.\L vaccines consist of a suspension of bac-

teria in normal salt solution, killed by heat or

chemicals, and standardized by enumeration and di-

lution so that each cubic centimeter contains a con-

venient number of bacteria, varying according to

the dose of the particular vaccine. A preservative

is added to prevent contamination, such as carbolic

J/2 per cent.

Autogenous vaccines are made from the bacteria

obtained from the patient under treatment and

therefore must correspond to the bacteria causing

the disease. Stock vaccines consist of bacteria

morphologically similar to those causing the dis-

ease but obtained from some other source than the

patient under treatment. L'nfortunately, being

*Read before the Medical .Association of the Greater City

of New York, June 10, 1912.
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morphologically similar does not guarantee that

they will correspond exactly to the basteria at fault,

for the reason that many of the great groups of
bacteria have a large number of subdivisions, e.g.,

the streptococcus and the colon bacillus. Hence auto-

genous vaccines, if available, are, in every case,

superior to stock vaccines. Infections are very
apt to be mi.xed, so in making an autogenous vac-
cine it is wise, in many cases, not to isolate any
particular organism but to grow all together syner-
gistically and to standardize this vaccine according
to the predominating organism. Less than two-
thirtls of the present series were due to infection by
a single organism, in the other one-third of the

cases, two or more organisms being found. Also,

in chronic infections, a change in the bacterial flora

is apt to take place, the original infection dying
out and another bacterial infection taking its place
or being added to it ; so that it is necessary to make
new cultures from time to time in order to recog-

nize any change in the bacterial flora and make a

Tiew autogenous vaccine when necessary.

The purpose of bacterial vaccines is to assist na-
ture to produce an active immunity against the in-

fection present. Before the use of sera and vac-

cines in the treatment of disease, we had to wait for

the body to manufacture the necessary antibodies

to neutralize the toxin and destroy the bacteria

causing the disease. When this is delayed, we have
a prolonged illness or a fatal ending due to dam-
age to some vital part. The early use of bacterial

vaccines stimulates the tissues to form the proper
antibodies and this saves the tissues from the pro-
longed harmful influence of the toxins and bac-

teria. In other words, the keynote of the treat-

ment of all bacterial infections is the production of
immunity. Which means the power through which
a cure is eft^ected as well as the power to resist

infection.

Immunity is of two forms, active and passive.

The injection of the various sera produces passive

immunity, for the protective agencies are intro-

duced into the body all ready for action against
the toxins or bacteria. This would seem an ideal

method of treatment, for the immunitv produced
is almost immediate and requires no effort on the

part of the body. Unfortunately the immunity pro-

duced is but temporary and the treatment has but

a narrow application. It is possible to produce sera

antagonistic to the bacterial causes of disease in

onlv a few instances, notably diphtheria, tetanus,

etc.

The imnuuiity produced by the introduction of
bacterial \accines is an example of active immunity.
The body tissues are stimulated to produce their

own protective agencies, the same as occurs in the

case of natural recovery from an infection. This
treatment has a very wide applicability, in every
case in which the causative organism can be ob-

tained or is known.
This treatment necessitates sufiicient vitalitv on

the part of the body to respond to the stimulus of

the vaccines. In case the body is too exhausted bv
toxemia, etc.. the tissues lose their ability to respond
to the stimulus of the vaccines by elaborating the

specific antibodies. Hence the treatment should noi

be left as a last resort when the body has neither

the time nor the ability to react. In such cases the

sera, if applicable, would promise more, attempting
to produce passive immunity which would reriuire

neither time nor effort on the part of the bodv.
Infectious diseases are due to the entrance with-

in the body of some kind of bacteria. If the body
is susceptible to their injurious effects, it resists

the invading hosts and a fight to the death of one
or the other is on. The bacteria multiply rapidly,

either locally or generally, and produce their harni-

ful effects chiefly by the elaboration of poisonous
toxins. In this battle between the body and the
bacteria, the body's principal method of defense is

by means of the phagocytes (cells having the power
of engulfing or ingesting the bacteria and destroy-
ing them by a process of digestion). Many of the

cells of the body have this power, but the principal

phagocytes of the liody are the white blood cells.

These are the soldiers of the body, a great stand-
ing army, able to be doubled or tripled at a short

notice. But these soldiers are helpless without the

proper weapons. The necessary weapons are sub-

stances in the blood serum called opsonins, so called

bccai-.sc they so act upon the bacteria that the lat-

ter are easily taken up by the phagocytes and de-

stroyed. They do not act by stimulating the phago-
cytes to increased activity as might be supposed.
If an emulsion of bacteria and one of washed leu-

cocytes are put into a test tube together, nothing
happens. Then add some fresh blood serum which
contains the necessary opsonins and the leucocytes

vigorously attack the bacteria.

The result of the administration of bacterial vac-

cines is to increase the specific opsonins. This can

actually be measured by taking the opsonic index,

which is the measure of the opsonic power of the

blood serum of a patient as compared to the nor-

mal. It also increases the leucocytes, thus increas-

ing the soldiers as well as their weapons. It musi
be remembered that the administration of bacterial

vaccines does not directly furnish the soldiers,

phagocytes, with the necessary weapons, opsonins.

It simply stimulates the body tissues and especially

the subcutaneous connective tissues to manufacture
more of the needed opsonins. Therefore bacterial

vaccines are never given intravenously or by mouth
but by hypodermic injection into the subcutaneous

connective tissue, where the opsonins are principally

elaborated, absorbed bv the blood, taken to the site

of the infection, if it is a local one, and assist the

phagocytes jn their fight at this point. In this we
are simply copying nature, for in any infection

many of the bacteria are killed and disintegrated,

acting then as an antigen to increase the specific

opsonins, just as the absorption of to.xins from the

site of infection stimulates the body to produce

antitoxins, etc.

After the administration of bacterial vaccines the

opsonins increase in amount for ajiproximately ten

days, when the maximum is reached. Then they

remain constant for a time and then slowly decrease

to the normal after a period of weeks or months.

In many diseases the immunity produced lasts much
longer than the period of time duriu'^ which anti-

bodies are found in the blood. This is due. no

doubt, to the fact that the tissues acquire the power
of reacting quickly to the same infection in case it

subseciuently occurs, so that large amounts of anti-

bodies are cjuickly elaborated and the invading or-

ganisms destroyed before they accomplish any

injury.

Why are autogenous vaccines superior to the

stock vaccines?" Just as antitoxins, precipitins, ag-

glutinins, anaphylactins, etc.. have been shown to

be absolutelv specific, so the opsonins produced by

the. injection of bacteria! vaccines are absolutely

specific, preparing only that particular variety of
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bacteria for ingestion In- tlie phagocytes. There-
fore, unless tlie right vaccine is introduced, little or
no good can be expected. It is not sufficient to have
the right group of bacteria, but even the subdivision

must correspond, as they are specific to that extent.

To obviate this many of the stock vaccines are made
from bacteria obtained from many sources—^poly-

valent vaccines. Also it is necessary to have a vac-
cine prepared from bacteria of the same virulence

as those causing the infection. We could not ex-
pect much benefit from a vaccine prepared from an
acne pustule in the treatment of a virulent carbuncle,

though the infection in both cases might be due to

the staphylococcus. These conditions can l)e per-

fectly fulfilled only by using an autogenous vaccine.

In the present series of cases the writer has made
no attempt to measure the etYects of the vaccine bv
taking the opsonic index. Tlie technique is too elab-

orate and the results vary too much to justify the

time and labor required. Clinical symptoms plus

the aid of general rules afford a sufficient gui<le as

to dosage, intervals between doses, etc. Taking the

leucocyte count would not help any as a guide. Bac-

terial vaccines do. of course, increase the number of

leucocytes in many cases. But there are many other

things that do the same, as exercise, food, the cold

bath, saline infusion, certain drugs, etc. As stated

before, tlie value of the administration of a bacterial

vaccine lies in its ability to stimulate the increasea

production of specific opsonins, thus furnishing the

soldiers with the proper weapons for the fight.

There are generally plenty of the .soldiers, ten to

thirty thousand per cubic millimeter—one to two
million per drojj—but if they are not properly arme<l

they are powerless. In many infections in whicli

the body seems to be getting the worst of the con-

test, this is the trouble, as proved by the good re-

sults following the use of vaccines. In typhoid

fever the endothelial cells of the lymph spaces, etc.,

seem to be the ])hagocvtes most active against this

particular form of infection and the leucocytes arc

not increased. In tuberculosis the lymphocytes and
connective tissue cells seem to bear the brunt of the

defense, and again the leucocytes are not increased.

I'lUt the opsonins are necessarv in every case to act

ujjon the bacteria in such a way that the phagocytes
are able to destroy them.
The cases mentioned in this paper are by no

means picked cases. They include all that came
along in hospital, dispensary, and private practice.

In fact, in the hospitals only the worst cases are,

in many instances, turned over for this treatment.

Some of the cases were not applicable for the treat-

ment, but it was used as a last Vesort. Four patients

died before a vaccine could be made, within twenty-

four hours, showing the hopelessness of some cases

for any treatment. A number died within a few

days after the treatment was instituted before it

could have any effect. If only applicable cases were
picked for the treatment the results would look bet-

ter. Resides these cases the writer has treated about

a hundred cases with stock vaccines with good re-

sults in many instances, but these are not included

in this report.

Tlie be.st results were obtained in cases of staphy-

lococcus infections. For staphylococcus infections

the treatment is practically a specific. Seventy-one

of the present series of cases were cases of pure

staphylococcus infection. All were quickly cured

except two hopeless cases of septicemia following

osteomyelitis, making the mortalitv of this class of

cases 3 per cent. This is the reason wh}- carbuncles.

furuncles, etc., even in diabetics, are so easily con-
trolled, because they are generally pure staphylo-
coccus infections. Also cases of cellulitis and' of
infections of any kind, when due to the staphylo-
coccus, are generally quickly brought under control.

In preparing a vaccine one is always glad to see it

turn out to be a pure staphylococcus infection, for
that means a good prognosis, as a rule, no matter
how severe the infection.

Many infections, cases of cellulitis, abscesses, etc.,

are due to a mi.xture of .staphylococcus and some
other organism, very often the streptococcus. This
means a more serious infection and more difficult

to control. Sixty-one of the present series were
cases of mixed staphylococcus and streptococcus in-

fection. Three of them died—a mortality of 5 per

cent.

The pure streptococcus infections are worse still

—46 cases, 4 deaths ; mortality, 9 per cent. Pure
colon infections, 36 cases, 2 deaths ; mortality, 534
per cent. Colon infections, as a rule, are verv amen-
able to treatment by autogenous vaccines, nearly

as much so as staphylococcus infections.

The Bacillus ['yocyaiicus is said to be of such low
virulence that a vaccine of this organism doe5 little

or no good. Still, six cases of this series due to

Bacillus pyocyaneus responded very nicely to an
autogenous vaccine. However, the ninnber is too

small to form an opinion.

Furunculosis. 15 cases. All were due to the staphv-
lococcus except one that was due to a mixed
staphylococcus and streptococcus infection, of long
standing, and very intractable to all sorts of treat-

ment. It yielded ^t last to autogenous vaccine treat-

ment. All the others were quickly cured. No
failures. Generally two or three doses are sufficient.

Carbuncles, 13 cases, 3 of them in diabetics. .Ml

were pure staphylococcus infections, and the results,

in every case, should persuade the most skeptical

of the value of the treatment. One. situated in the

middle of the patient's back, was as large as a sau-

cer and had about a dozen small openings. Another
on the back of the neck in a diabetic with a purulent

cellulitis reaching as far as the eyebrows, the whole
scalp a boggy, purulent mass. Xo matter how
severe, they quickly responded to the treatment.

\"ery often the patients describe a difference in their

general feelings a few hours after the first dose.

It is only necessary to make a slight opening to let

out the pus and detritus. Xo such enormous inci-

sions and excisions, as were formerly necessary.

Cellulitis, 54 cases, involving hands, arms, legs,

etc. ; 23 were staphylococcus, 10 pure streptococcus,

the others mixed infections. Some of them were
very severe: temperature 105°. There were no fail-

ures. The staphylococcus cases yield the most
readily, though some of the most brilliant results

were in virulent streptococcus infections, where the

patients were very sick, with high temperature, etc.

Most of them were incised, but no such extensive

incisions were made as would ordinarily be neces-
sary to control the spread of the infection. This
treatment, in conjunction with conservative surgery,

is undoubtedly of great value in these cases, saving

time, diminishing the danger of complications, and
making unnecessary extensive mutilating opera-
tions.

Abscesses of various parts of the bod\-, 2^, cases

;

5 staphylococcus, 2 streptococcus, 3 colon, the others

mixed infections. The same observation holds here
as for cellulitis. They require less extensive opera-

tions, heal more quickly, and there is less danger
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of complications. The results were very satisfac-

tor}' in every case. Several cases of ischiorectal

abscess were in patients dying of tuberculosis. Even
in these cases the treatment was worth while, di-

minishing the pain and discharge, and making the
last days of the patients more comfortable. Ordi-
nary ischiorectal abscesses are greatly benefited by
the treatment.

Post-operative infections, 41 cases. These were
nearly all the result of the trouble for which the

operation was done and not following clean opera-
tions. Gangrenous or perforated appendix 20, pyo-
salpinx 9, gallstones or cholecystitis 3, hernia 5,

ulcerating carcinoma of the breast i, cesarian sec-

tion, both infected before operation, 2 ; nephrectomy
I, Many of the cases were mixed infections—10
cases of staphylococcus, 9 of colon, and 2 of strep-

tococcus, the others mixed. This is a class of cases
in which the benefit from autogenous vaccines is

very marked, shortening convalescence, diminishing
the danger of complications, and assisting healing.

All these cases were materially benefited. None
died, though there were some severe cases of gen-
eral peritonitis, etc.

General peritonitis, 10 cases; streptococcus, 2
cases of which i died, colon, 4 cases with i death,

tlie others mixed streptococcus, colon, etc. All

were desperate cases, were drained and received all

the routine treatment. The low mortality of 20 per
cent, is a remarkable result and looks as if the vac-
cine treatment helped out the operative interference.

Post-partum infections, 10 cases; staphylococcus
I, streptococcus 3, the others mixed streptococcus,

staphylococcus, and colon. All were in a serious
condition when treatment began, several seemed
hopeless, but all recovered. This is a class of cases
that can be materially benefited by autogenous vac-
cines, but the treatment should be started early be-
fore the patient is moribund from sepsis.

Post-abortion sepsis, 10 cases ; seven were pure
streptococcus infections, of which two died, the
others mixed infections. Two had perforation of
the uterus, one of them with damage to the intes-

tines, both recovering. Of the deaths one lingered
four weeks and died of exhaustion, the other of
toxemia with a subnormal temperature. Ap]5arently
these cases are worse than cases of post-partum
infections, streptococcu.s infections being more com-
mon, 7 out of 10 to 3 out of 10 of the latter.

Septicemia with positive blood cultures, 5 cases.

One died, tiie writer's first case, a stajihylococcus
infection following osteomyelitis of the leg. The
other three recovered—one colon, one staphylococ-
cus, the other staphylococcus and streptococcus.
Apparently the vaccine helped these three.

Septic endocarditis, 2 cases. Both died, one two
days after the treatment was begun. \"accine treat-

ment is of no avail for such infections; the body is

in no condition to manufacture its own protective
agencies. Sera, if available, would be more ajit to

do good.

Erysipelas, 12 cases. One, a baby, died of ex-
haustion, a private case that the writer never saw,
treated most of the time with a stock vaccine. The
others cleared up with remarkable rapidity, the tem-
perature rapidly becoming normal and the process
soon being under control. The duration of treat-

ment, according to many authorities, is cut in half,

and apparently this is no exaggeration. In some
cases it was not possible to get an autogenous vac-
cine, and they were treated with a polvvalent strep-
tococcus vaccine with good results. The writer has

failed to see any slowly spreading, long drawn out
cases treated by this method. The benefit which the

patients feel twenty-four hours or so after the

treatment is instituted is alone worth while, even
if it did not cut short the disease, which it certainly

does.

Pneumonia is a general infection with local ex-

pression in the lung, for the pneumococcus can be
recovered from the blood in 70 per cent, or more
of all cases. The general mortality, in spite of all

treatment, remains high—20 to 25 per cent, (of

465,400 cases collected by Wells the mortality was
20.4 per cent.). There is preponderance of evi-

dence that the immunity against pneumonia is a

phagocytic one, therefore it would seem that the

vaccine treatment should be especially applicable.

Jt is essential that the treatment be instituted early.

Time is a very necessary factor and there is little

enough of it under the best of circumstances. There
is no doubt that the treatment is applicable for

pneumonia and of great benefit in many cases.

Forty-seven cases of this series were cases

of pneumonia with seven deaths ; mortality

15 per cent. This does not give a fair idea

of the value of the treatment, for many of the

cases were tiuMied over for the treatment as a last

resort. Several died of delirium tremens, toxemia,

etc., from 24 to "2 hours after the treatment was
begun, and a number even died before the vaccine

could be prepared. In proper cases, when the treat-

ment is instituted early, it is very satisfying to see

the toxemia diminished, the delirium clear up, the

duration of the disease shortened, and convales-

cence more rapid. In an institution here on Staten

Island for aged men ( Sailors Snug Harbor), where
the writer had early access to all cases of pneu-
monia, there was not a single death from pneu-
monia for a whole year, at one time, among nearly

a thousand inmates. In the last 20 cases of pneu-
monia met with in the writer's private practice,

treated with vaccine, there was but one death.

Mortality 5 per cent. A stock vaccine should be
administered while the autogenous is being pre-

pared. Some cases clear up so rapidly that it makes
it look like a case of mistaken diagnosis.

The treatment was tried out in about a dozen
cases of severe "colds,'" acute bronchitis, etc., once
n]ion myself. These cases are due to a mixed in-

fection, with the mocrococcus catarrhalis predomi-
nating, though the streptococcus is very evident at

times. The results were very satisfactory, rapidly

diminishing the cough, malaise, and fever, if pres-

ent, and soon controlling the infection, saving time

and much discomfort.

Empyema, 5 cases ; pneumonococcus 2, colon

bacillus I, mixed staphylococcus and streptococcus

2. One died of exhaustion, one is still under treat-

ment and nearly well, the others recovered. Em-
pyema of recent origin is undoubtedly benefited b}-

the treatment : but chronic empyema, of long stand-

ing, with retracted lung, etc., cannot be benefited

much, except to diminish the discharge and indi-

rectly benefit the patient by lessening the toxemia.

Osteomyelitis, 5 cases. Two died of septicemia,

2 .still under observation. These are not cases in

which the treatment can be expected to accomplish

much, as there is generally dead bone present acting

as a foreign body, and se]itic absorption is too rapid.

In infected compound fractures, however, the treat-

ment is of undoubted benefit to prevent spread of

the infection, as shown by four cases in the present

series.
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Otitis media, acute cases 17, chronic 6; staphy-
lococcus 5, streptococcus 2, the others mixed infec-

tions of staphylococcus, streptococcus, pneumococ-
cus, etc. r^lany of these cases have been lost sight

of after they left the hospital, so that the subse-
quent course is unknown. In acute cases the treat-

ment seemed of benefit in every instance except
one. which went from bad to worse in spite of
everything done and had to have very severe opera-
tive interference to control it. The treatment gen-
erally rapidly lessens the discharge, diminishes the

fever, lessens the duration of the disease and the

danger of complications. In chronic cases there is

very often dead bone present, and the treatment can
do little except to diminish the discharge and pos-

sibly prevent the spread of the infection to other

parts, though recently the writer has had very bril-

liant results in clearing up an old discharge in two
cases, one of four, the other of eleven years" dura-
tion. The treatment undoubtedly makes the patients

feel better, and they pick up in their general health.

Some writers claim that even in chronic cases, if

continued long enough, it will assist nature in

throwing off the dead bone and curing the disease,

]iroducing an idtimate result better than operative

interference, as hearing will be less interfered with.

The treatment is certainly worth a trial in all cases

of otitis media. Theoretically they should be per-

fect cases for the treatment. Early paracentesis

and vaccine treatment will sa\e many a mastoid.

Mastoids, 3 cases, the treatment being given after

the radical operation. One died six weeks later

of exhaustion (a baby), the other two recovered.

one at least apparently being greatly benefited by
the treatment.

Pyelitis, 16 cases, all colon infections. These are

difficult cases to treat by anv method of treatment.

An autogenous vaccine can control the infection of

the mucous membrane, diminish the pus in the

urine, relieve the patient of the toxemia, and give

him a subjective cure; but it is very difficult to get

rid entirely of the bacteria in the urine, as they

are beyond the reach of the phagocytes. These
must be gotten rid of by the administration of

urinary antisejjtics over a long period of time.

Such cases, in hospital practice, are difficult to keep

track of ; but as far as known all were greatly Ijene-

fited. cured, or are still under treatment. The same
observation holds with cases of cystitis : the treat-

ment benefits the patient but it is practically impos-

sible to rid the urine of bacteria by this means
alone.

The treatment was tried out in three ca^es of

asthma. One was not benefited at all. a bad case

of spasmodic asthma : another is said to be cured,

though it is too early to judge; the other is still

under treatment and ])ractically cured, according

to last report.

The writer does not wish to appear to claim that

vaccine treatment is a cure all. It has its limita-

tions, of course. But even if there are cases where
it is of no benefit, the case not being suitable for

the treatment or the patient not having sufficient

vitality to react, still, given with proper j^recau-

tions, there seems no reason to fear any harm from
the treatment. In a personal administration of

over a thousand doses of autogenous vaccines, the

writer cannot recall a single instance where any

evident harm resulted. There were no cases of

hypersusceptibility or anaphylaxis, and no evidence

of bad effects due to the so-called negative phase.

The treatment cannot take the place of surgery, but

in many instances it is a very useful adjunct to

surgical procedures. It does not interfere with old

established methods of treatment, as they can be
carried out in conjunction with the treatment, if

thought advisable. It is simply a great addition

to our armamentarium in the treatment of bacterial

infections.

IXSTITUTIOXAL TREATMENT OF
ARTHRITIS DEFORMANS.
Bv S.AMLEL W. DOORSTEIX. .\I.D..

NEW YORK.

OKTIIOPEDIC ASSISTANT I.N MOXTEFIORE HOME. CLINICAL ASSISTANT IK
THE ORTHOPEDIC DEPARTMD.VT OF VASDERBILT CLINIC AND

THE HOSPITAL FOR DEFORMITIES AND JOINT DISEASES.

As a sequel to the publication of my article "Ab-
stract of Treatment of .\rthritis Deformans in

the Montefiore Home" in the Medical Record of

February 10, 1912, I am now giving a more detailed

description of the treatment of arthritis deformans.

This will enable the interested reader to follow more
closely the various steps in the treatment and will

permit him to form his own opinion as to the

efficiency of these modes of treatment. Many of

these treatments can be carried on outside of an
insLitution. This article may, therefore, be of bene-

fit to those physicians who are practising in a local-

ity where no institution of the kind is accessible.

This disease which disables many individuals and
throws them as a burden upon their relatives and
the community has always been considered in-

curable. A person who has unfortunately been
afflicted with this disease knows that his fate is

to remain a live cripple. After taking various treat-

ments at bathing resorts, finally unimproved, he
lands in a home for incurables. Not only by the

laity has this disease been considered incurable,

but also by the medical profession in general. When
the final diagnosis was established, the practitioner

would say: 'T can do absolutely nothing for the

patient. Send him to an institution." The homes
which received such patients knew that it meant
inmates for the remainder of their days. These
institutions provided beds for the unfortunates,

where they were permitted to remain and slowly

deteriorate.

Even the orthopedists to whom these cases were
referred have been rather skeptical about any im-
provement. Fortunately during the last few years

a great deal of work has been done in England on
arthritis deformans and very good results have
been obtained. Great emphasis is put on "syste-

matic treatment." These patients who have been

crippled for many years cannot expect to be cured

quickly. The physician and the patient must have
a great deal of patience and good results will

follow.

As mentioned in a previous article, various

systematic treatments were undertaken at the

Montefiore Home, the Hospital for Chronic In-

valids, where patients are admitted for longer

periods, .\fter a good deal of patient work, marked
improvement in manv cases have been reported.

General Considerations.—It has been shown that

arthritis deformans is not the name of a disease

but is a class name of these clinical groups which
include cases of deformities of joints, the specific

cause of which is unknown. The changes are due
to infection of some unobserved tract. A great

deal can be traced to toxemia of the intestinal tract.

The gouty type of chronic arthritis, which is one
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of purely chemical changes, is not included in this

class. Before undertaking the treatment the source
of infection should be carefully looked for. The
mouth, car, nose and throat should be examined
thoroughly, for these usually neglected localities are
the chief places through which infection may enter
the system. This disturbing source should be re-

moved at tirst. If the tonsils are enlarged they
should be excised. A very careful examination
should then be made of the digestive system for

ptosis, delayed absorption, or dilatation of
the stomach, and thesi faulty positions should be
corrected. The digestive power should then be
tested. Alost of these patients sutler with consti-

pation and their urine is loaded with indican and
etheral sulphates. It has been observed that when-
ever patients are suffering with constipation, pain
and discomfort in the affected joints are the marked
distressing symptoms or, as Sutter expresses it,

"Exacerbation of joint symptoms follows digestive

or gastrointestinal disturbances." The urine should
frequently be examined, and when indican is pres-

ent in large quantities a high ichthyol or castor oil

enema should be given. This procedure greatly

relieves the pain. Even two or three enemas a

week can be given and thus eliminate distressing

symptoms. After a while the condition improves
and no more enemas will be needed. Some use
purgatives for a short time, but it is better to

attempt to regulate the evacuation of the bowels
by means of diet or .vibrations over the abdomen.
Some use saline colonic irrigations. These remove
irritating particles in the state of decomposition
and at the same time give dailv evacuations
(Sutter).

.Another source of infection is the genitourinary
tract: hence the ]u-ostate, and in woman the pelvic

organs should be examined.
The treatment should be divided into ( i ) that

of the general condition, and (2) that of the joints.

General Treatment. — (a) Hygiene— (hitdoor
life is very important. Patients may be rolled out
every day on wheel chairs, even in the coolest dav
as long as the weather is dry. Mental, emotional,
and sexual rest should be obtained. Grief, fear,

and severe nervous shocks have been shown to

exacerbate the symptoms. .\n institution under
the direction of a competent physician is the best

place for such patients, where they can obtain coiu-

plete mental rest and follow the systematic treat-

ment without any disturbance.

(b) Diet.—The patient is allowed to eat what-
ever agrees best with him and an increase in

weight is tjius encouraged. There is a common
belief that it is harmful for these patients to gain
in weight. But according to careful observations,
since the patients are anemic, there is no reason
why the nutrition should not be increased. The
muscles are greatly atrophied and it is, therefore,
worth while increasing the nutrition. The phvsio-
logical resistance of the various tissues and the
efficiency of the vital activities in general will be
augmented. "All that is required is a nutritious
mi.xed diet as generous as can be digested and as-

similated by the individual patient without produc-
ing putrefaction. It is advisable not to allow ex-
cessive meat, but complete deprivation of meat
in persons who have long been accustomed to its

use in large quantities is followed bv loss of
strength. In the WeHit of Chittenden's well-known
researches it oueht to be possible to maintain pa-
tients on a relatively low nuota of protein as long

as other nutrients are supplied in reasonable

amounts. Fifty grams of meat daily is enough for

an ordinary person." (Sutter. ) Sour milk, butter-

milk, and kumyss give promise of being helpful in

this connection. Some patients who have been kept

for a long time on buttermilk diet have shown
lack of appetite though their indican has' dis-

appeared, iience it is advisable to give them a

more variable diet. It is claimed that the calcium

which is abundant in the buttermilk has a bene-
ficial etiect upon the bones. It has been shown
by Goldthwait, Osgood, and Painter that the bones
contain sixty times as much calcium o.xide as

magnesium oxide, and in these affecions of bone
changes marked variations in the calcium meta-
bolism was found. Therefore, some observers were
anxious to introduce calcium into the system. Hut
with the use of the calcimeter this fact can be
utilized more intelligently. The blood should be

e.xamined with a calcimeter or where possible a

careful metabolic study of the calcium should be

made, and this element should be administered
only when a deficiency is found. Calcium can be
given in the form of buttermilk or calcium lactate,

gram i, t.i.d.

Some claim that carbohydrates should be re-

duced. On careful stutlies it has been found that

the carbohydrate tolerance was pretty good in

most of the patients and there is no use of reduc-
ing it unless the digestive system is disturbed. The
u.se of raw apples, uncooked celery, spinach, and
salads is detrimental only for purely mechanical
reasons, but these .substances have the benefit

of helping peristalsis. Sutter claims* that irri-

tants such as pepper, mustard, salt, and vinegar
should l)e excluded from the diet. l!ut there is

no reason for doing so.

A little alcohol before meals will do no harm
to the patients.

(c) Climate.—Dry, imiform climate is beneficial.

(d) In the occuption, continued moistening of

hands should be avoided, but ordinary housework
is not harmful.

(e) Hydrotherapy.—Bathing is very useful.

It increases the sources of eliminating toxins. Pa-
tients receive hot-air baths three times a week
where they are kept in a closed box for ten min-

utes at a temperature of 200°-225° F. while the

head is exposed and cold compresses are applied.

This is followed by a douche of temperature 90° F.,

force 20 pounds. There is no benefit derived from
keeping the jiatient too long in a water bath. This

hot-air bath is of course more effective than the

Turkish bath. In the former the patient does not

inhale the hot air. since the head is protruding
outside the box. The hot air causes perspiration,

and thus eliminates a great deal of toxins. The
douche acts as a general tonic. The spinal douche
is especially advantageous in arthritis deformans
of the spine where local treatment cannot be used

extensively. Two of our patients have improved
immensely as a result of this particular treatment.

Treatment of the Joints.—(a) Dry Hot .Air

—

Baking is found to be very beneficial. Its effects

are: (i) It provides an immediate and powerful
stimulation of the vital physical parts, and (2)

brings an increase of blood to the joint. If this is

followed by massage the effect is doubled. .A.n

electrical hot-air apparatus especially constructed

for each part of the body is best suited for this'

purpose. In this the joint well wrapped is kept

for forty-five minutes at a temperature of 250°-
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300" F. O.her dr)' hot-air apparatus can be used
with benefit.

(b) Hyperemia, both active and passive, pro-
The action of the venous orduces good resuks.

passive congestion is, according to Bier, as fol-
lows: (i) It exercises an absorptive effect on the
effused products of disease and on new formations
that check joint motion; {2) It relieves pain and
lessens the activity of progressive joint disease.
Passive or venous congestion is attained by con-
stricting the limb with several circular turns of a
soft rubber bandage above the affected joints suffi-

ciently to interfere with the return of venous blood
but not with the arterial supi)ly. When this is

properly applied the joint becomes swollen and
dark red in color.. The local temperature is raised.
This is' what Bier calls "hot congestion," as dis-
tinct from edema—"cold congestion," that would
result if the rubber bandage were applied too tight
as to constrict the arteries (Whitman). The rub-
ber bandages are applied for two or three hours
daily, slowly increasing the ame to nine hours. Fi-
nally, in addition the rubber bandages are left on for
theentire night. Care should be taken to vary slightly
the location of the rubber bandage near the joint
for the protection of the skin. When Bier's pas-
sive hypereiuia is applied before the massage it

reduces the pain arising from the massage. Some
use active hyperemia by emptying the blood from
the limb by rai.sing it, then applying a bandage at
proimal end to stoij the circulation, leaving it

for one minute, then release it. thus producing
hyperemia. This procedure is done once a da\

.

(c) Electric il v.—The faradic or galvanic current
seems not to prodiice any beneficial results on the
joints. Perhaps some benefit is derived for the
atrophied muscles. Static electricity, mainlv the
wave applied for fifteen or twenty minutes daily,
may be used. Sparks may be applied over tlie

.spine and general muscular areas for their general
effect but not in the acute stage. During the acute
stage the static wave current may be applied. The
effects of static electricity are muscular contrac-
tion, relaxation of muscular spasm, nerve stimula-
tion or sedation, and similar effects upon glandular
and circulatory functions and upon the intimate
tissue processes. Glandular secretions are increased
(Tousey). Some claim to have obtained good re-

sults from the high frec|uency current by applying
it two or three times a week, using the spiral wire
cage of d'Arsonval or the autocondensation couch
(Snow ). It has a tonic anrl sedative influence upon
metabolism and the nervous .system. Geyser claims
that the high frequency current, when applied for
thirty minutes to the joint, has a marked effect in

stopping the pain.

''(/) Massage.—This is the most useful item in

treating- this disease. It has been shown that the
deformities of arthritis deformans are more marked
in "well-to-do" people because these can afford to

remain in bed and be supplied with all necessities
by their servants. The result is that thev become
bedridden very early. The joints graduallv be-
come deformed and flexion is prevailing. The
poor patients, on the contrary, have some employ-
ment as housework or finding means of subsist-

ence and therefore are in constant motion and thus
prevent deformities. The slight trauma produced
bv the constant maneuvering is not enough to for-
bid the continuance of daily work. Somp phvsi-
rians advise rest in bed, but according to the onin-
ion of ]McCrae, Painter, and Goldthwait. onlv dur-

ing the acute attack when the redness and inflam-
mation are present, patients may be permitted to
remain in bed. As soon as these have subsided,
massage and exercise should be begun. We have
had several cases in the hospital who were walking

. patients before an accidental intercurring disease
which compelled them to remain in bed for a while,
the result of which was that after recovery they
could no longer walk around and had to remain
bedridden. The deformities meanwhile kept on in-
creasing. Patients usually object to the massage
and exercises, as they cause pain, but if the confi-
dence of the patient is obtained, there will be no
difticulty in carrying out this part of the treatment.
Massage should not be given too vigorously, and

two or three times a week is usually sufficient, and
thenonly to the muscles and not much to the joint
itself. While massaging, gentle kneading and cir-

cular movements over the joints should be given
and more vigorous motions for the muscles above
and below. The massage should be administered
after some hyperemic measure. In institutions it

IS customary to give it after the application of hot-
water bags, baking. Bier's passive hyperemia, hot-
air boxes, or light baths. Patients can do a certain
amount of massaging themselves, viz., kneading the
hands, knees, and other available joints. This has
a double value, for the fingers' are exercised while
the joint is massaged.

(ej Exercises must be insisted upon and shoidd
be begun as soon as the signs of acute inflamma-
tion have subsided. Active and passive movements
are of great advantage. It is quite hard to induce
the patient to do the exercises which really cause
pain, but the physician must use his utmost influ-
ence to persuade his patients to continue it regu-
larly. Most of them are neurotic, and with these
such advice is easier given than followed. With
older patients, especially women, this persuasion is

more difiicult.

The benefit of the exercise can be summed up
as follows

: ( i ) It increases the nutrition of the
joint; (2) It diminishes the risk of ankvlosis and
muscular atrophv : (.V> It lessens the tendencv to
contractures. The best proof of the benefit of' ex-
ercises is shown in the temporomaxillary joint: this,

according to McCrae. is often affected, but no
ankylosis results because of the constant use of this
joint while eating and talking. We had one patient,
aged fourteen, who was afflicted with this disease
for the last seven years. She was by nature too
Muiet and spoke very little. As a result, her man-
"libular joints were aft'ected. She was made to
talk and engage in conversation with the other chil-
dren. The result of this peculiar treatment was
successful.

For carrying out the exercises systematically.
Zander's or other scientifically constructed ay)par-
atuses are the most proper for this purpose. But
in the absence of these, one must use his own judg-
ment and pro]5erly arrange ordinarv exercisers u.sed
in gynuiasiums. For the hips pulleys attached to
the ceiling, the joints being stretched by halters
pulled by the patient himself may be used. For
passive exercises of the hip, the rocking chair is

of advantage. The fingers are exercised bv press-
ing a rubber ball purposely punctured in order to
allow a better grasp. The patient should be urged
to walk as earlv as nossible.

ff) Prevention of Deformities.—This .should be
the main aim of the nhvsician. In order to obtain
this, exercises are the best means. Great effort
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should be taken to prevent contractures, mainly in

the elbows and knees. If there is a tendency to

great contractures, it is advisable to put the limb in

a splint for part of the day or use a light extension

for some hours each day. The contracted limbs

may therefore be stretched or extended by means
of pulleys for two to three hours daily, whereas at

night plaster splints may be applied. Of course

the reason for applying the latter is to prevent in-

voluntary contractures of muscles during sleep.

But care should be taken not to leave the joints in

plaster for several consecutive weeks without al-

lowing exercises, since ankylosis is the result.

(gj Treatment of Deformities When Present.

—

The use of exercises on the various machines will

greatly correct some of the deformities. Careful

and forcible straightening of the joints will be of

great value. We have been successful in straight-

ening some fingers that had been in a contracted

position for many years.

(h) Operative.—Much discussion is going on

among the various observers concerning this

method. Hoft'a, Painter, and others are opposed

to forcible breaking down of the adhesions, claim-

ing that ankylosis will return and it may result in

a worse condition than previous to the operation.

The reason for their objection is that the histolog-

ical phenomena presented by the joint changes in

arthritis deformans are those of degeneration

rather than of inflammation. This is to say that

the reparative and absorptive powers of the joint

structures are greatly impaired in this disease. So

that traumatism not being susceptible of normal

repair might, through the irritation, result in the

formation of more fibrous tissue and ultimately

denser adhesions. McCrae, on the other hand,

thinks that brisement force under anesthesia is

advantageous, but the joint must not be left immo-
bile. Passive motion should be begun within twenty-

four hours. Shortening of the hamstrings may
require a tenotomy, but it is advisable not to leave

the joint in plaster for a long time. Occasionally

arthrotomy may be necessary to rid the interior of

the joint of villous thickening. Some advocate the

injection of oil into the cavity of the knee to aid

increase of movement. Some advise e.xcision of a

joint, and Albee has advised an operation for

arthritis deformans of the hip. We have many
times broken iip joints by means of brisement force

and so far had no bad results.

Medicinal Treatment.—Antirheumatics should be

avoided, as these harm a great deal by upsetting

the digestive system and increase the joint symp-

toms. Herter claims that aspirin and salol act fa-

vorably, for they are intestinal antiseptics. Tinc-

ture of gelsemium is also usetul to alleviate the

pain, but the pain can be arrested by the above-

mentioned measures without any medication.

Some have claimed good results from thyroid ex-

tract (Skinner), We have tried it for a long time,

using the extract from a reliable source and ob-

tained very little beneficial result. It is good for

cases where an atrophy of the organ is present

and the patient presents definite symptoms of the

thyroid disturbance. Thvmus. which is advocated

bv Nathan (o..^ gram t.'iA.) may be useful, ^^'e

have not used it. Guaiacol carbonate, in increasing

doses bes;inning with 0.2 gram, together with syrup

of iodide of iron. 2 c.c, is claimed Ijy P.aumatyne

to brinsT good results.

Radium Emanations.—We have given as hitjh as

20,000 units for six or seven months. The solution

was freshly prepared before using, but no benefit

has been derived from it. Those patients who had
gouty tendencies had their pains slightly relieved.

The enlarged glands and tophi were diminished.

This was reported by S. Wachsmann at a meeting
of the Medical Association of Greater City of New
York in April, 1910.

For local application on the knees or other joints

where the pain is severe and the skin is tender, any
ointment answers the purpose; ichthyol (25 per

cent.) seems to be the best. An ointment contain-

ing chloral hydrate, gram 20 ; camphor, gram 20

;

strammonium in lanolin base, gram 60, is also used
occasionally. Vaccine treatment is still in the ex-

perimental stage.

Resume.—Each patient as soon as he enters the

Orthopedic Department has his casts, .r-ray of the

joints, and photograph taken, and a careful descrip-

tion is made of the joints so that a good record of

the changes can be kept. Then a careful examina-
tion for place of entrance of infection is made. The
digestive tract is examined by means of stomach
and duodenal tubes, and radiograms of the tract,

after a bismuth test, are taken. The place of infec-

tion is treated if ])ossil)le. .-Xny disturbance of the

intestinal tract is correcte<l. Then, if acute S3'mp-

toms are still present, the patient is allowed to be

at rest for two or three weeks, during which time
his joints are kept warm and local applications ap-

plied. The diet is very carefully regulated and
enemata or colonic irrigations are given twice or

three times a week. After that time the following

treatment is administered : P)aking followed by
massage three times a week, "steam boxes" on the

intervening days, light baths twice a week. Bier's

passive hyperemia for six to twelve hours daih' be-

sides being left on for all night, enemata twice a

week, static electricity three times a week, exercises

daily.

If patients are not in the acute stage the place of

infection is cleared up if possible, then the regular

treatment is begun, the diet being regulated at the

same time.

I am greatly indebted to Dr. George R. Elliott,

under whose direction most of these observations

were made, and to Dr. S. W'achsmann, the Medical

Director of the Montefiore Home, for his kind as-

sistance in this work.
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KERATITIS NEUROPARALYTICA .AFTER
REAIOA'AL OF THE GASSERIAN

GANGLION.
Bv \V.\LTER B.\ER WEIDLER, M.D.,

NEW VORK.

Triiaci.xl neuralgia is a painful affection of the
fifth or trigeminal nerve, generally due to some
form of toxemia or traumatism. The e.xact lesion

is a neuritis or degeneration, usually ascending,
affecting any part of the nerve or its nucleus.
Bernhardt says that in 66 per cent, of the cases of
trifacial neuralgia, it is the first trunk or the oph-
thalmic division that is involved, but in a small
number of the cases the whole distribution of the
trigeminus may be aft'ected. Keratitis neuroparaly-
tica is a very serious condition affecting the cornea,
often seen after gasserectomy. The operation of
gasserectomy is performed for the relief of the

condition spoken of as trifacial neuralgia or tic

douloureux. Most serious complications involving
the eyes often follow this operation, and it is with
these affections that my paper has to deal, but more
especially the neuroparalytic keratitis. Keratitis

neuroparalytica following this operation is far more
frequent than we are led to suppose from a study
of the literature. A great number of these patients

develop this affection months and even years after

the Gasserian ganglion has been removed. (Jne of

the cases reported in this paper is an e.xample of the

keratitis coming on a }'ear after the operation. If

it were possilile for us to keep accurate records of

these patients for five years after the ganglion has

been removed, I am sure that there would be a much
greater number of such cases recorded, and that

tb.e percentage of serious eye complications after

the removal of the ganglion would be much higher

than our present statistics show. It is with this

thought in mind that I raise the questions : Is not

his loss of eyes unnecessary? Secondly, is it not

possible to give the same relief to these patients

without the great danger to life by some other form
of treatment than the surgical ? The medical treat-

ment of trifacial neuralgia has been and is still very

unsatisfactory, unless the neuralgia is migranous
in origin. Dana has tried the injection of strych-

nine in 15 cases and concludes that in those cases

of facial neuralgia, extending over a period of one
or two years, the treatment will invariably arrest or

control the disease. In cases that have lasted over

si.x years, and in those cases with neuritis and sclero-

sis, the results are doubtful, and there may be fail-

ures and remissions. In cases extending over 15

or 20 years, the treatment is of no avail. It is well

to note that there was not a single eye affection in

any of his series.

For the past ten years much attention has been

paid to the value of the alcohol injection of the

trigeminus nerve and its branches. Erom tlie vari-

ous papers that have been written on this method
of treatment, one is impressed with the safety and

ease with which it can be done. The relief from
terrible pain and agony that is afforded these unfor-

tunate patients and the almost complete absence of

the eye lesions make it a duty for the ophthalmolo-
gist and surgeon to advise this form of treatment in

trifacial neuralgia. I'atrick {Journal of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, 1912), after the treatment
of 150 cases by the alcohol injection method, says
that it does not cure, but that there is nothing that

does cure this condition except a perfectly executed
gasserectomy, and unfortunately these are very rare.

The alcohol injection is effective immediately and
the relief may last from six months to four years
and is effective in cases that have had the cutting

operation previously. It is not a dangerous pro-
cedure, not a single fatality being recorded. He
has only seen two eye complications follow this

method of treatment and these were paralysis of

the sixth nerve, and a simple keratitis. Both condi-

tions cleared up under treatment. It is especially

valuable in the very old and feeble who may have
other grave diseases. The use of alcohol injec-

tions does not in any may make a gasserectomy any
more serious or difficult. Blair [personal commu-
nication) states that he has treated 70 cases with the

alcohol injections, and answers the question in this

manner : "As to the comparative value of the ex-

tirpation of the ganglion and the deep injection of
the trunks. I am convmced that the decision is de-

cidedly with the latter. The patient more willingly

submits to the injections, and the resulting pares-

thesias and anesthesias last as a rule less than six

months and the patient is disabled but a few days.

With the exception of one case there was no corneal

disturbance ami no eye protector was worn. In

the majority of the cases relief from pain lasted

from eighteen months to two years. In some of the

cases it has been shorter, while in many there has

been no return of pain. In one of these latter the

injection was made five years before; this patient

having been a sufferer for nine years previously.

In every instance, so far as I know, the relief has
been again obtained by reinjection."' His cases were
carefully selected and there was no doubt as to the

diagnosis. The patients were carefully examined
by the oculist, rhinologist. and neurologist, and it

was due to this great care in making the diagnosis
that he ascribes his good resuhs.

Campbell (personal communication) says that he
regards deep injection of the first and second
branches detrimental to the eye. In one case that

had received three deep injections of the second
branch the patient had a progressive deterioration

of the eye and at present very little vision. Fle does
not state how many cases he has treated by this

method. Keller {Nezv York Medical Journal,

191 1
) reports his findings in 48 cases of the alcohol

injections after the method of Levy and Boudanin,
extending over a period of three years. He con-

cludes that successful injections or series of injec-

tions are followed by relief for abotit the same
length of time as that following the first resection

of a peripheral nerve. Reinjections give a longer

period of relief than repeated resections. There
was not a single case recorded in this number where
there was a serious eye complication In one case

the patient complained that her eye troubled her
very much, and in another case a purulent conjunc-

tivitis developed a few days after the injection.

Bodine and Keller {Xezv York Medical Journal,

1909), report twenty cases and state that "after a^

study of our own cases, few in number though they

are, together with the cases reported by Kiliani,

Hecht, and Patrick, we believe the accumulated ex-

perience justifies a favorable verdict in behalf of
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the deep injection as a successful palliative treat-

ment in fie douloureux ; and we believe after care-

ful study of the interesting- figures of Schloesser's,

together with those submitted by Ostwalt, Levy
and Boudanin, that we are entitled to agree with

the summary of Hecht : (. i ) With the pathology of

trifacial neuralgia still undetermined and the opera-
tion of gasserectomy expedient only in desperate

cases and as a last resort, interest in the intraneural

injection of alcohol is justified. (2) Alcohol in

dilutions of 70, 80, and 90 per cent, appears in clini-

cal trials to be the best remedy in all cases with
painful paroxysms of tic douloureu.v. (3) The
prognosis of cure in a permanent sense from a sin-

gle injection is not good. Prognosis in the sense

of complete palliation after one or several injections

is excellent. Recurrences, however, are to be be

expected anywhere from six months to a year."

Kiliani (Ncii' York Medical Journal. 1908). re-

ported 55 cases treated by the Schlosser method of

injection and states that it was successful in 52
cases, and further says that he considers it the

most efficient form of treatment because it permits

of repetition when recurrence appears. In the

hand of experienced operators alcohol injection is

a comparatively sim])le operation and practically

free from risk.

The surgical treatment of this condition is not to

be regarded as a cure, because in man)- of the cases

where gasserectomy has been most successfully

performed the pain has returned. What concerns

us more is the danger to the eye ; and in many cases

where gasserectomy has been done keratitis neuro-

I^aralytica occurs with the subsequent loss of vision

and the eye. This most unfortunate accident hap-
pens too frequently, therefore we should consider

well befftre we advise this form of treatment for the

relief of this most dreadful disease. Gushing
(Journal American Medical Association, 1905) re-

ports a series of cases and reviews very thoroughly

the grave dangers to the eye after gasserectomy.

"Of importance above all others are the jjostoper-

ative ocular complications, which, since the first at-

tempts to remove the ganglion, have been a great

cause of concern to the surgeon. It has been
shown, alas, too frequently, that from one cause or

another an enucleation of the eye may eventually

be necessary, and it is wise to have an understand-

ing with the patient and friends that relief from
pain may demand such a sacrifice. Twice in his

series of twenty cases this was necessary, and there

were a number of serious forms of keratitis and
paralysis of different ocular muscles, external and
internal. He claims that neuroparalytic keratitis,

as a result of the ganglion extirpation, need never

occasion anxiety if proper precautions are taken to

guard the eye, particularly for a few weeks follow-

ing the operation. He believes with Hanan. who
made a series of experiments in i8y6. that all

changes of the cornea after trigeminus paralysis are

only a consequence of external influence on the eye,

unprotected through its loss of sensibility, and that

this applies as much to the slight initial lesion, an

especial consequence of dryness, as to the extreme
degree of keratitis. In regard to the cessation of

secretion of the lacrymal gland there is also added
danger, but Gushing thinks that the glandular activ-

ity returns after two or three weeks, and this may
be explained by the gland being activated by fibers

from the facial nerve through the great superficial

petrosal. The contracted pupil after a few days
does not dilate with cocaine, evidencing, according

to Schultz, that degeneration of the postganglionic
fibers has reached the dilator muscle. With regen-
eration of these traumatized or divided sympa-
thetic fibers, lacrymal secretion returns, the pupil

regains its normal size and the enophthahnos, if it is

observed, disappears. The oculomotor palsies hav.e

occurred with great frequency when the ganglion
is removed in toto. but they generallv clear up.

The commonest sequel is injury to the abdncens.
and this is explained by the anatomical proximity
of this nerve to the uijjjer edge of the ganglion.
The pupillary miosis' remains for an indefinite

period. The pupil reacts to light and accommoda-
tion ; when eserine is dropped into the eye the pupil

contracts : atropine will dilate it. Krause reports

that there were no postoperative changes seen in

the i)upil in any of his cases. Gushing concludes
with the statement that from his clinical experi-

ence one very naturally inclines to the view that

purely traumatic influences or the combination of
corneal drvness with infrequent (xerotic theory) or
incomplete closure of the lids alone plav a part in

the causation of corneal inflammation, and that the

pure trophic and trophotraumatic and vasomotor
palsy theories are hardly tenable for the keratitis

neuroparalytica that results in manv of these cases

as a postoperative sequence. Frazier ( personal
communication) says that from his findings of his

series of 50 cases, there were two cases that had
serious keratitis following the operation. One of

these two cases was Mrs. M. ( G.ase 111 ) ; the other

was a farmer, and I will add a third, Mrs. Y. (Case
II). He thinks that keratitis develops more fre-

(|uently in the removal of the ganglion than after

section of the sensory root. He believes that there

are trophic centers in the ganglion itself. .\ great

deal depends Upon the attention and care given the

jjatient after leaving the hospital. The slightest evi-

dence of trophic disturbances long before there is

anything like ulcer formation, should be treated by

immediate closure of the lids, and in this ])recaution

we find that Horsley and Keen are in accord.

Gushing uses the I'luller shield and claims that this

is the better method of protection. Frazier thinks

that the tendency toward trophic disturbances is

very much greater immediately after the operation

than at any subsequent time, and if every precaution

is taken and the case is kept under continued obser-

vation until the critical period is past, corneal dis-

turbance will be a very rare occurrence. Deaver
(Journal American Medical dissociation, 1909), in

an article on the surgical treatment of trifacial neu-

ralgia by gasserectomy, says that a word must be

spoken of the distressing complication which is apt

to follow, even when the operation has been well

performed and proper care has been exercised by

the surgeon, namely panophthahnitis. He recom-

mends the suturing of the lids or the use of Buller's

shield as protective measures after all operations

for the removal of the ganglion.

The cases of neuroparalytica keratitis after gas-

serectomy are usually of the most severe form that

come to our notice. There is often a gray opacity

seen in the center of the cornea, with later a slight

depression. The epithelium over this area is ex-

foliated, and we often have an ulceration following.

This loss of epithelium is usually central, but the

ulcer may spread to the periphery of the cornea,

leaving always a small portion remaining at the

corneoscleral margin. The stroma becomes clouded

and opaque and later 3'ellowish and this is followed

by the formation of a hypopyon. The cornea may
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in the graver cases be invaded by the purulent pro-
cess, so that there may be perforation and prolapse
of the iris. In some cases general panophthalmitis
is set up with phthisis bulbi, completing the picture.

In other cases the process is not so serious and a
partially useful eye is retained. The prognosis
should be set down as very unfavorable. The
course of the disease is rather slow and there is

always slight conjunctivitis and ciliary injection.

There is little or no pain in the early part of the
keratitis, but later when the process extends to the
anterior chamber iris, and ciliary body the pain may
become quite severe.

The cause of neuroparalytic keratitis has been a

subject that has engaged the attention of the oph-
thalmologist, neurologist, and pathologist for years.

It was Magendie who found through his experi-

ments with rabbits that injury to the trigeminus
nerve would produce a keratitis and this is the

condition which we now call ncuro- or tropho-
keratitis paralytica. As has just been said the

neurotropic theory of Magendie is the result of his

experiments and he concluded that this was so from
the fact that there were trophic fibers running from
the Gasserian ganglion to the corneal epithelium

through the fifth nerve and ending in filaments of
the ciUary nerve. Tiiese experiments of Magendie
were later confirmed by work done by Bernard and
Gaule. It was further shown that when the gang-
lion was cut or injured neuroparalytic keratitis re-

sulted, but if the fifth nerve alone was cut there

was only corneal anesthesia produced. These ex-

periments were supported by the cHnical observa-

tion of von Greafe, who also attaches great impor-
tance to the absence of tears as one of the causes

of the keratitis. The trophic and traumatic hypo-
thesis has been held to be the most satisfactory ex-

planation by Parsons, Head, Sterren, and Wil-
brand and Sanger. They all admit that there are

such trophic nerves in the corneal epithelium and
that these nerves play an important part in the pro-

tection and safety of the cornea from foreign bodies

and accidents. They insist that there must be a

central distribution of the nerve roots or ganglion

cells to explain the keratitis. The vasomotor the-

ory does not find many supporters'. It is claimed

by some that after removal of the ganglion there

is noted a vasoconstriction of the vessels of the eye,

more marked in the pericorneal region (Spalitta).

Seydel includes four phenomena in the production

of this form of keratitis, namely, vasomotor
changes, corneal anesthesia, a paralysis of the sym-
pathetic, and a trauma, all these being necessary

for the keratitis and ulceration. Senftleben and
Snellen believe that if the eye is properly protected

the keratitis would not occur. This we know is not

true because we have seen keratitis follow when
there was ptosis, and when the eye has been pro-

tected by artificial means. The desiccation theory

is based upon the claims that the diminution of the

secretion of the tears coupled with the less frequent

winking of the lids the corneal epithelium becomes
dry, and foreign bodies are no longer removed
from the cornea, and in consequence necrosis of

the corneal epithelium follows, with ulceration.

Davis and Hall have made a number of experiments

with monkeys, observing the growth of bacteria

after injury of the Gasserian ganglion and the trige-

minus. They found that they were able to demon-
strate the presence of a certain bacillus which they

have called X. This bacillus was found in 30 per

cent, of normal eyes, but was found in all the pa-

tients who had neuroparalytic keratitis together

with streptococci. In the cases where keratitis did

not develop after the removal of the ganglion the

bacillus was not found. They therefore conclude
that they are justified in suspecting that the pres-

ence of the bacillus in the sac is necessary for the

production of neurotrophic keratitis.

It will be readily seen from our study of the

various causes that have been advanced that all of

these different conditions do not exist in all of the

cases of keratitis neuroparalytica. Paralysis of the

trigeminus or removal of the Gasserian ganglion

with trophic disturbances should be regarded as the

cause and the absence of the lacrymal secretion

;

the presence of a foreign body, anesthesia of the

cornea, and the presence of some bacteria of sup-

puration should all be considered as contributing

causes or factors. It is not necessary for all of

these last named to be present to have this form of

keratitis develop, but one or more of these factors

are usually present in every case of neuroparalytic

keratitis.

The two cases that are reported in this paper are

examples of this form of keratitis after the removal
of the Gasserian ganglion.

Case I.—Mrs. H. M., aged forty-eight, white, his-

tory of trifacial neuralgia of the right side of the

face for the past five years. Was treated for the

"tic" by the injections of alcohol and had gotten

relief from the pain for eight months. On May
12 was operated on for this condition and there was
removed the Gasserian ganglion. Three days after

the operation patient found that she was unable to

open the right eye. The ptosis gradually improved,
however, and when I saw her October 10, 1909, the
condition of the eye was as follows : partial ptosis,

some injection of the bulbar and tarsal conjunctiva
the cornea was anesthetic but clear and smooth.
In about ten days the cornea showed the presence
of a small central ulcer and this condition increased.

The eye felt dry and the patient said that when she
cried she found that there were no tears in the

right eye. Treatment—Boric wash, atropine, hot
compresses, protargol ointment, and a compress
bandage. Arsenous acid was given internally. A
very unusual complication was noted at this time.

The patient had been out in the cold and on coming
into the house she sat close to the stove to warm
herself, holding her head near to the stove to warm
her face, which was colder than the rest of her
body. A few days later she noticed a sore spot

over the forehead above the right eye. This be-

came a most distressing neurotrophic ulceration of
the scalp. There was loss of sensation for touch
and pain over most of the right side of the face,

but the sensation for heat and cold was intact.

March 30, 1910, the lids were swollen and the ptosis

was about the same as when first seen. Profuse
mucopurulent discharge and marked injection of

the conjunctiva and the ulceration of the cornea
involved one-half of its diameter. The ulcer was
deep, extending into the stroma and a large hy-

popyon was seen in the anterior chamber. Iritis and
cyclitis with the pupil partially dilated and filled

with exudate. Vision was reduced to counting of

fingers at one foot and tension was minus one. On
October 6, 19 10, the skin over the right side of the

face was more sensitive to pain and touch. The
acute inflammatory symptoms have all subsided,

the ptosis remains, and there is also a large leuco-

matous opacity involving one-third of the center

of the cornea. The eye seems to be shrinking and
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the iris is atrophic and the pupil shows remains of
the exudate. Light perception and projection good.
VVassermann was negative as was also the urine.

Dr. Frazier tells nie that this was the first time
that he had seen this complication after the removal
of the Gasserian ganglion. In his letter he de-
scribes the operation briefly as follows : "The in-

jury to the nerves adjacent to the ganglion was the
result of an accident which was quite unlooked for.

Just as I was about to pick up the sensory nerves
with a special hook which I use for this purpose,
the patient's head moved and the hook became en-
tangled in the nerves, which have since been af-

fected. In extracting the hook I exercised the
greatest care and thought I had been successful in

avoiding any injury to the nerves. The ptosis and
the ocular symptoms which developed shortly after
the operation I had hoped would lie of only a tran-
sitory nature." The last time that I saw this pa-
tient w^as on March 26, 191 2, and at that time the
ptosis was slightly improved. She told me that she
massaged her face and eyelids every day and this

may account for some of the improvements noted.
The superficial vessels of the lids were distinctly

engorged and dilated. There is still the complete
absence of tears and the corneal epithelium is dry.
The lower half of the cornea is opaque from the
infiltration and leucoma formation which is pene-
trated by several blood vessels. There is always
some slight injection of the conjunctival vessels
above and below the corneacleral margin. In the
center of the pupil, which is small, there is a white
opacity which appears to be an anterior capsular
cataract following the inflammation. Tension is

normal, iris reacts to light in the upper half, and
the vision is fingers at four feet. Patient com-
plains most bitterly of the sensation of pain and
heaviness over the upper part of the face and
temple. The eye is painful at times and there are
frequent recurrences of inflammatory attacks, when
the pain is quite severe. The pain over the lower
half of the face has been almost entirely relieved
by the gasserectomy, but the patient is most decided
in her statement against the operation. She regrets
extremely that she ever had the operation per-
formed and is very sorry that she was not advised
to be satisfied with the relief that she could have
had from the alcohol injections.

Case II.—Mrs. M. Y., aged fifty-eight, came to
see me on account of severe facial neuralgia,
telling me that she had been treated for this condi-
tion for over a year without any improvement. No
injection of alcohol ; only medical treatment. An
operation was performed on March 4, 1909, and the
Gasserian ganglion was removed. The operation
was quite successful as the neuralgia was relieved.

There were no changes seen in the eye, but she was
advised to wear a shield over the right eye, which
she did for several weeks. She reported at my
office for about two months, making weekly visits',

and during that time there was no irritation of the
eye whatsoever. The eye remained quiet for over
a year. She was given glasses for constant wear
shortly after the operation. August 24, 1910, she
came to see me, complaining of some pain and dis-

tress in the right eye. This condition had existed
for a week, during which time she had no treatment.
The lids were swollen, there were rather free dis-
charges and a marked injection of the bulbar and
tarsal conjunctiva. There was a central ulceration
of the cornea involving about two-thirds of the
cornea. The stroma underneath was grayish and

there was a small hypopyon forming in the anterior

chamber. The iris was discolored and there was
partial synechia, as the pupil dilated irregularly

under atropine. Vision was reduced to fingers at

three feet. Patient complained of considerable

pain in the eye and temple. Treatment consisted

in the use of boric acid wash, atropine, dionin, and
hot compresses. Tonics were given and later a

compress bandage. The progress of repair was
very slow and the woman was compelled to work
for her living and was not willing to wait for

months for a cure to be efl:ected, and with the ex-

pectation of a useless eye in the end she urged me to

operate, and the eye was enucleated after five

months of treatment.

Pathological study of the eye revealed the follow-

ing conditions : Macroscopic section of the eye

shows very nicely the area of ulceration of the

cornea with attempted repair. The ulcer was about

10 millimeters in diameter and seems to have not

only involve:! the corneal epithelium but Bowman's
membrane and the substantia propria. The cornea

is hazy throughout and the anterior chamber is of a

good depth. No deposits seen in chamber, the iris

is grayish in color, showing the presence of the

hypopyon and the inflammation that had accom-
panied the keratitis. The lens is in position, show-
ing some senile changes. There is also some ab-

sorption of the chorioidal pigment at several places.

Miscroscopical examination showed the corneal

epithelial layer normal and intact around the limbus

and extending toward the center of the cornea for

about one-fourth of the corneal diameter. The
rest of the corneal epithelium has been greatly

changed by the ulceration, being entirely absent in

the center together with Bowman's membrane. The
stroma proper in the center is also destroyed and
there is an attempt at repair. The outer layer con-

sists of long flat cells, one or two thick and directly

underneath these cells is a homogeneous layer, rather

dense, straining deeply with eosin. Directly be-

neath this tissue are more cells that are round and
polyhedral in shape. Bowman's membrane is absent

over the center. In the lamina propria near the

corneascleral margin, limited to the one side, are

seen several new blood vessels, besides, the inva-

sion of lepcocytes is here seen. Descemet's mem-
brane and the endothelial layer are undisturbed.

The sections that were cut first did not show any
of the hypopyon. The iris tissue presents foci of

round cell infiltrations and also the loss of the pig-

ment layer around the pupillary edge showing the

presence of the synechia. A section at a lower
level shows the angle well filled with leucocytes, pus
cells, and fibrinoplastic material. The cellular in-

filtration has extended to the ciliary body but no
further into the eye.

This review of the work done by Patrick, Hecht,
Kiliani, Bodine, Keller, Blair, and Schlosser

with the alcohol injections for the relief of trifacial

neuralgia, with the great alleviation of the pain, and
the almost uniform freedom from any serious eye
complications makes it appear to be the most satis-

factory and safest form of treatment. It should

always be advised in all cases of "tic douloureaux"
not only as the first measure in the treatment, but

in nearly all of the cases as the only form of treat-

ment. It should be persisted in even if it does be-

come necessary to give repeated injections, because
of the great ease of performing the injections and
the comparative freedom from any dangerous com-
plications following and the absence of any mor-
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tality in its performance. The consensus of opin-

ion of the following eminent surgeons, Gushing,
Deaver, Horsley, Keen, and Frazier is that the re-

moval of the Gasserian ganglion is an extremely
dangerous and difficult surgical procedure requiring

extraordinary technif|ue and skill. The mortality

rate is from 5 per cent, to 50 per cent., depending
on the individual surgeon's training and ability in

the performance of brain surgery. Destructive

neuroparalytic keratitis follows many of these oper-

ations with the ultimate loss of the eye. It is quite

true that many of these patients who are in the

throes of trifacial neuralgia are willing to sacrifice

an eye with the hope of relief from pain, but it mav
be possible that with further perfection of the tech-

nique and the additional knowledge that will come
from our study of the alcohol injection method we
may see the time when the operation for the removal
of the Gasserian ganglion will be no longer neces-

sary. Thus a comparative study of the value and
merits of the alcohol injection and gasserectoni_\'

has shown that the patient is assured of relief from
pain for a varying period of time lasting for six

months and in many cases for years. Furthermore
there have been over three hundred cases of alcohol

injections reported in this paper and in only one
case was there a serious form of keratitis that fol-

lowed, whereas in the seventy cases in which gas-

serectomy had been performed neuroparalytic kera-

titis followed in a considerable number of the cases

and in four cases enucleation was done as a final

resort for the relief of the distressing symptoms
which were directly caused by the operation.

62 West Fifty-eichtii Street.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF GALLSTONES.
By W. D. H-\MILT0N, M.I).,

COi.VMBL'S,

The bile leaves the liver through the right and left

hepatic ducts. Their union forms the common
hepatic duct, and the latter continues as one trunk

to the duodenum. At the level of the beginning of

the cystic duct it receives the name of the common
bile duct. Therefore, the biliary mainline is made
up of the common and hepatic ducts. It directly

conveys the bile from the liver to the gut, the gall-

bladder and cystic duct forming a biliary switch,

where the conditions for gallstone formation are

most favorable. Though in many of the cases

no form of etiological bacterial invasion seeni^ to

have been shown, a previous history of typhoid has

appeared in a considerable number of the cases.

While gallstones generally form in the gall-blad-

der, they may develop anywhere in the biliary tract.

They may originate in the intrahepatic ducts, and

stay there for an indefinite time ; and they probably

form at times in the common and hepatic ducts.

Should their presence in the intrahepatic ducts pro-

duce irritation, the vitality of the tissues about them
may thus be lowered. If through the lymphatics or

blood vessels of the part an infective process were
to arise, suppuration might be the result.

Stones which have begun in the gall-bladder may
increase in size after having secured the shelter of

the common duct. The bile ducts' have sufificient

resiliency to favor, in some degree, the passage of

concretions. Lender infective influence their walls

may soften and stretch. This is especially observa-

ble in the common duct when it contains concre-

tions. Under these conditions the size and lumen
of the duct may be greatly increased. When in-

cised, the exanuning finger can often be inserted

into the choledochus. In fact, in chronic cases

—

usually where very large stones have found lodge-

ment—it may even look like intestine. No doubt
the stones are often responsible in a measure for

the changes described. As is the case in other parts

of the body, stricture or obstruction from any source

is liable to be followed by dilatation above the seat

of it. Likewise, ulceration and suppuration are

prone to occur from these foreign bodies therein

contained.

Upon dividing at operation the adhesions about
the gall-bladder, an old perforation is occasionalh

shown, or a cholecystenterostomy which nature has
made may be displayed. Angular or sharp stones

would favor its occurrence. All such operations
should be done under inspecaon, through a free in-

cision. The want of this precaution may resul. in

the sacrifice of a life. An opening may be found
between the gall-bladder and cluodenum, or between
it and the stomach, or the colon. Such openings
call, of course, for repair after removing the con-

cretions. Stricture of ihe cystic duct may call for

the re noval of the gall-bladder.

Not often will cancer of the organ be seen early

enough to make thorough removal practicable.

That cancer of the gall-bladder may occur is the

natural result in some gallstone cases' where their

irritative effects have been at work for years.

Routine removal of the gall-bladder is objectionable,

as the organ may in after years be badly needed.

In five-eighths of the cases the common duct passes

through the head of the pancreas—in the remainder
it traverses a groove on its under surface—thus,

swelling of the head of the pancreas, if of sufficient

intensity, will choke the choledochus in the cases

in which it passes' through instead of be-

hind it. causing obstructive jaundice. In chronic

interstitial pancreatitis', or in stricture of the com-
mon duct, the bile may be unable to get from the

liver to the gut, and cholecystenterostomy may be

necessary to save life. In a case of this kind, with

a pervious cystic duct, even the proximal portion

of the gall-bladder, if left, may be invaluable in an

operation for short-circuiting the bile from the liver

to the gut. L'nless leaving the gall-bladder will

make the patient liable to sepsis, colics', or cancer,

or unless it has become gangrenous or irreparably

perforated, or has been converted into a useless

cicatricial mass, a good deal of conservatis n may
be justifiable before removing it.

The ordinary landmarks within which deep pal-

pation is practised in search for gallstone disease

are described bv an irregular triangle. Its angles

are formed by the ninth right costal cartilage, the

ensiform process of the sternum and the umbilicus.

If the liver were from any cause greatly enlarged,

or if it were from hepatoptosis actually located at

a much lower level than normal, the triangle

sketched would not be of much use. The gall-blad-

der will be more liable to be palpable, if it be either

enlarged from oljstruction at or in the cystic duct,

or if its walls be thickened, or if it be packed with

stones. It is, however, the presence of tenderness

on deep pressure that will tend to rivet one's atten-

tion to the gallstone idea, especially if a tumor be

even vaguelv felt in the gall-bladder region. In

looking for such, one will naturally first enploy
pressure—after deep expiration—close to the right

costal margin, and then along the lower and outer

side of the triangle. In common duct gallstone

cases, or in enlargement of the pancreas, especially
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the head of the organ, palpation may be more apt

to elicit deep-seated tenderness along the lower

fourth of the inner, or median, limb of the triangle

above described, or just at the outer side of it, but

still within its limits.

The passage of gallstones through the cys.ic duct

is more painful than through the common duct.

The pain of such an attack ordinarily originates

near the right costal margin. In its implications

and behavior it is usually a right-sided affair. It

may, however, be referred to the pit of the stomach,

or to the right subscapular region. Where it is

referred to the left side, it may be due to adhesions

between the gall-bladder and pylorus.

In appendicitis, the fact that the pain is usually

referred first to the navel and later to die right iliac

region, with the frequent confirmatory evidence

offered by an apparently more or less vague in-

duration at or near McBurney"s point or s'o.ne-

where in that region, is generally sufficient to en-

able one to differentiate the two conditions. Its

occasional unsually high location, even near the

gall-bladder or right kidney, may give rise to doubt
which only an exploration will disclose. Mean-
while, its possible location in the pelvis, or right

loin, may have been excluded by negative pre-

operative findings in the search for it.

To distinguish gallstones from ulcer—either gas-
tric or duodemal—certain points should be borne
in mind. The pain of ulcer, unless perforation has
occurred, is less severe than that of biliary colic,

and is more responsive to the use of opiates than is

that from the attempted passage of gallstones.

Hyperchlorhydria may be present in both chole-

lithiasis and ulcer. This, in fact, tends to suggest
certain diagnostic limitations of gastric analyses,

which derive their value largely by association with
other collected data in the investigation of cases.

More relief to the patient can often be given by
lavage and starvation, as Ochsner suggests, in

biliary colic than from anodynes alone. The pain
of ulcer is more liable to bear a kind of periodical

or habitual relation to mealtime than is true of
cholelithiasis.

Renal colic deserves passing notice. Pain from
loin to groin, and to testicle or labium, may invite

attention to the frequency and character of the

urinary discharges. One does not like to give the

patient a Jordan Lloyd jab in the kidney region.

Even a light one though may elicit the sharp char-

acteristic, sword-like pain of venal calculus as tes-

tified to by the patient perhaps only too frankly.

The importance of saving the urine, for a time at

least, for inspection in stich a case was shown on
one occasion in the writer's experience man)' years
ago, when having planned to make a lumbar sec-

tion, if still called for. the patient was found next
day to be greatly improved. He denied having
passed a calculus. Fortunately the urine had been
saved. Nothing appeared to the sight but purulent
urine, but upon carrying a finger through the
creamy fluid a calculus was felt. It was seven-
eighths' of an inch long and looked like a fragment
of an old-fashioned slate pencil. The absence of
blood, pus, or sand in the urine, or its negative
microscopical appearance, may tend to exclude
renal or ureteral calculus. The Roentgen rays may
here be invaluable—the more the pity that we can-
not rely upon skiagraphy in cholelithiasis.

Jaundice has no doubt too often been waited
for to clinch the diagnosis of gallstones, but if it be
at any time associated with a case in which there are

stones in the gall-bladder and cystic duct only, it

must arise from an extension of the catarrhal

process in those parts, to the common duct, with
some inflammatory swelling of the duct, with re-

sultant encroachment upon its lumen. Jaundice
may occur in such a case, but to produce it there

must be some obstruction on the mainline, what-
ever its character. Stones in the common duct,

thickening of the head of the pancreas, cancer of

it or of the common bile duct, stricture of the lat-

ter, or cicatrization of a duodemal ulcer so located

as to close the orifice of the common bile duct are

to be thought of in explaining jaundice.

One must, however, consider with an open mind
the subject of gallstones. Jaundice is quite liable

to be present—inter.nittently at least—in common
duct cholelithiasis, and may in such cases' be deep
and persistent for weeks or months. \\'hen it is so

deep and persistent one should always consider

the possibility of cancer or chronic pancreatitis'.

But the surgery which is especially to be cultivated

is that wliich is so timely as to be used in the ab-

sence of jaundice.

There is no latent period of gallstones. The
story of an octogenarian at whose autopsy gall-

stones were found, there having been no evidence

at any time of their having done harm, is no longer
so credible to surgeons as it used to be. The symp-
toms are generally there if we are clever enough to

find them. \\'here we have found them at opera-
tion, unsuspected by us beforehand, symptoms to

account for them have not been hard to dig up.

It is the function of the bile to assist the pan-
creatic fat-spli;ting ferment in the digestion of the

fats. Would it not seem reasonable, in view of this

physiological partnership, if gallstone; were to pro-

duce digestive disturbances', or at times pain or
vague local distress? A great many so-called in-

veterate dyspeptics will be found at operation to

have gallstones, and most of them without jaundice.

Jaundice may at no time have beer, present in

gall-bladder and cystic duct gallstone cases. In
fact, it may never have occurred even in a cas'e of

common bile duct cholelithiasis, though this seems
uncommon. In the following case history we were
unable to say beforehand whether we had to do
with duodemal ulcer or gallstones. We were in-

clined to think it ulcer. Note, if you please, the

youth of the patient, and the absence of jaundice:
Mrs. F., aged 22, patient of Dr. VVillard Rank,

Newark, O., had had, 13 years prior to her admission
to the hospital, the first attack of what was called

"gastric neuralgia." Attacks occurred once a year
until the last five years, when they began to be more
frequent. In the beginning of the last year they

were of daily occurrence, while in the latter six

months they recurred on an average of about once
in three weeks. She complained of sour stomach,
eructations of gas, and cramps radiating from the

epigastrium to the right shoulder. She had at no
time in her history had jaundice. There was a little

tenderness on pressure over the gall-bladder and
common duct.

Operation, Oct. 17, 1907. Cholecystotomy, chole-

dochotomy. Removed 20 stones from tlie ball-blad-

der ; one from the cystic duct ; several from the

common bile duct, one being lodged in the ampulla
of Vater. The patient recovered, and when last

heard from was in excellent health.

Intermittent jaundice may occur, and probablv
will be observable if the biliary mainline be the seat

of concretions.
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There have been 205 consecutive gallstone opera-

tions in the practice of Dr. Charles S. Hamilton
and the writer in the period between January i,

1907, and April i, 1912; 186 recovered, and 19
died—a general mortalit)- rate of 9.26 per cent.

In 43 cases stones were found in the common or

hepatic ducts. Of these, 9 died and 34 recovered.

Twice the cystic duct was large enough to make it

possible to bring the stones back out of the com-
mon duct through the cystic duct, making them ex-

tricable through the gall-bladder incision. Both
patients recovered. In one case only in the entire

series, so far as is known, were concretions per-

mitted at operation to remain in the choledochus,

and it terminated fa;ally. The patient had coinci-

dent cancer of the pylorus, requiring a rather ex-

tensive partial gastrectomy. The gallstones were
removed from the gall-bladder and the organ
drained, while those in the choledochus were left in

.situ. Foriy patients required calculous chole-

docliotomy
; ^2 recovered, and 8 died—a 20 ])er

cent, mortality for those cases in which the common
bile duct was incised for the removal of concre-

tions therein contained.

Few, if any, of the fatal common bile duct cases

were promising operative subjects. Jaundice, wi.h

liability—especially if deep—to post-operative

hemorrhage, sepsis acute or chronic, with the im-

paired physical resistance which long suffering had

produced, were the more usual impediments to re-

covery. A few of the common duct cases might
have survived provisional drainage of the gall-blad-

der merely, thus mitigating the "bottled up" biliary

sepsis, so that a later choledochotoniy might have
been successful.

In the diagnosis of common duct cases one often

finds the history of ague-like chills', fever and
sweats from biliary sepsis. One may find. too.

sometimes, deep-seated tenderness one inch to the

right of and above the navel. If at operation one
finds a shrivelled gall-bladder—cholecystitis ob-

literans—one naturally assumes that concretions

may be found too in the common or hepatic ducts.

A large gall-bladder with jaundice may suggest, ac-

cording to Courvoiseur, Robson, and others, cancer

of the pancreas or the bile ducts.

In 26—about 13 per cent, of the 205 cases—en-

largement of the pancreas—usually its head—at

least was found. A few had acute infections of the

pancreas with fat necrosis. The most of them were
cases of chronic pancreatitis. Cancer of the pan-
creas' was not often observed.

150 East Broad Stbbet.

ABORTION- -IT.S SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
ASPECTS.*

By CHARLES EDW.'KRD NAMMACK, M.D., LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO BELLEVUE AND TO ST. VINCEWT's HOSPITALS;
PROFESSOR OF CLINICAL MEDICINE, CORNELL UNIVERSITY MPDICAL

COLLEGE AT NEW YORK; PRESIDENT, GUILD OF ST. LUKE.

"Abortkix should be undertaken as reluctantly as

one would commit justifiable homicide."' But in-

asmuch as homicide is sometimes justifiable, so are

there circumstances which not only justify, but

imperatively command, the induction of abortion

by the conscientious physician. These circum-

stances are well established and generally easily

demonstrable. But their occurrence is rare in com-

*Read before the Bronx Medical Association, April 25,

1912.

parison wUli the vast number of case^ ni which
childbearmg is deliberate!} evaded for social, eco-

nomic, or luxurious reasons, and in this country,

as well as in other parts of the world, decreasing

fecundity, or decline of the birth rate, is a question

which should give statesmen, citizens, the reverend

clergy, and legal and medical men grave concern.

It is the proud boast of physicians that medical

science has made wonderful strides in the last fifty

years. The results of this are shown in a marked
decrease of the death rate, owing to preventive

medicine, improved sanitation, and intelligent quar-

antine. In this onward march of medicine, obstet-

ric and gynecic science have taken part. Women
have been relieved of many of the perils of child

birth, congenital errors of development causing

barriers to conception have been removed, acquired

diseases of women's reproductive organs have been
cured, and we have reason to look for a large

increase in the birth rate as a consec|uence. In-

stead of that, we find that the average number of

children to each marriage has declined from 4.5 at

the close of the eighteenth century to 2.0 at the

end of the nineteenth century.

At the present time the birth rate in this country
is lower than that of most European countries,

being much like that of France. It is even less

than that of France in some States.- Vet we are

accustomed to think of France as degenerate, and
to regard her low birth rate as an index of her
morality." To be sure, our death rate is less than
the death rate of France, which exceeds that of her

birth rate, and this fact alone protects us from the

national decay which threatens any country where
more people die every day than there are children

born.'^ We are not alone in this decline. Most
countries where statistics are kept with reasonable

accuracy show also a decline of from one to six

births per thousand of population since 1875. The
brilliant exception to the condition is Japan, which
has shown other unmistakable evidences of vigorous
growth during the same period.

In this countrv we complacently rely upon the

enormous influx of foreigners to our hospitable

shores to maintain and increase the population.

And it is well that we can afford to do so, to a

certain extent. For it is upon the foreign-born
parents that v.e must rely to maintain our birth

rate. The average number of children to a mar-
riage is 2.1 to each American woman and 3.8 to

each foreign woman. The higher we go in the

social scale, or in the intellectual scale, with Amer-
ican women, the lower do these figures fall, the

highest social classes showing 1.8, and married
women who are college graduates only 1.3.° In

intellectual Massachusetts a study of the census
shows, among the native population, a special birth

rate of only 6.3 births for every 100 adult women
of child-bearing age.* That of Berlin, a city not

noted for its excessive morality, shows, for com-
parison, a special birth rate of 10. There is, then,

the sting of truth in the statement that the descend-
ants of the Pilgrim fathers now inhabit Mount
Auburn Cemeterv while the sons of Aliens live on
Commonwealth avenue. And this is not alone true

of Massachusetts. Even a young, vigorous State

like Michigan does not afford enough children per
marriage to keep itself intact." To bring the mat-
ter nearer home, the statistics for our own city of

New York, for the past year, show the average
number of births per i.ooo of the population to be
distributed as follows, among the American-born
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and foreign-born mothers; Italian mothers, 46;
Hebrews, 35 ; Irish, 25 ; Americans, 14.' The
social, economic, and political significance of these

figures may well invite the attention of our gov-
erning bodies. It will be noticed that the figures

for American-born mothers are even lower than

they were twenty-five years ago. But it is not the

American wife zvho reduces fecundity as much as

it is the American husband." This is proved by
figures which show that the children of foreign

fathers who marry American-born women show a

higher numerical average than those resulting from
marriages where both parents are American. This

race suicide means the decay of spiritual ideas and
the death of true patriotism. Every physician

knows that the limitation of the number of off-

spring is mainly volitional. The number of mar-
riages which are unfruitful through no fault of

the parents constitute but a very small percentage

of the cases of sterility. The causes of this volun-

tary avoidance of the joys and sorrows of parent-

hood are many, but as it exists to the greatest extent

among the comfortable classes, "the gospel of com-
fort" is the main factor. Gonorrhea and syphilis

undoubtedly play some part in holding down the

birth rate, but pale into insignificance beside the

number of cases of wilful prevention of conception

and interruption of pregnancy. So many women
are now employed in various pursuits that mar-
riage, and, after marriage, maternity, is avoided

so that the family income may not be diminished.

The so-called emancipation of women has led many
others to look upon the old-fashioned dignity of

motherhood as unbecoming to those who desire the

political privileges of men and brothers. The aver-

sion of many wives to normal conjugal relations is

driving many husbands to the society of mistresses

and harlots. It is well known that these women
derive their chief support from married men. The
struggle of the early years of professional life

induces many physicians, lawyers, and even clergy-

men, to seek to limit their responsibilities. In a

canvass of 64 married physicians, 15 years after

graduation, Hunsberger* found that only 105 chil-

dren had been begotten. It is to be hoped that this

proportion is not true for all medical graduates.

If it is, our profession hardly deserves the title of

"guardian of the rights of the unborn child to

live." Legislators depend upon us to suggest suit-

able laws to punish the abortionist. Moralists and
theologians rely upon us to furnish the facts to

enforce the truth on this subject upon the moral

sense of the community. We should come into

court with clean hands, and let our light so shine

before men that they may see our own good works.

If we are to throw the weight of our influence against

conjugal onanism we must demonstrate that we
ourselves can hand on the torch of life with unim-
paired brilliancy. Of course, we must be prepared

to meet the argument that "to insist upon the duties

of motherhood is an impertinent interference with

private rights," or "that there is nothing so weary-
ing to the nerves as the constant care of little chil-

dren,"" but every right has a corresponding duty,

and the marital right carries the duty and the glory

of parentage, and the mother who has taken to her

breast many little children is far less likely to be-

come nerve weary than she who tries to avoid or

prevent conception, if possible, or to terminate

pregnancy prematurely, if need be. The evil in

the latter case is not only individual, it is national.

We have only to look at the once powerful mag-

nanimous, chivalrous, pious France, now humili-

ated, bleeding, and prostrate at the feet of a relent-

less foe," to realize this, and to condemn the

Judases of our own profession who for pieces of

silver are willing to dabble their hands in innocent
blood. If some of the well-meaning but misguided
people who are now so solicitous about enforcing
laws for the protection of the guinea pig would
direct their time and energy to measures designed
to stop the wholesale slaughter of innocent unborn
children, future generations would rise up and call

them blessed. When the men of Rome offered

their highest homage to the mothers of families

that nation was at the height of its imperial great-

ness. But when the Romans transferred their af-

fections and homage to their mistresses, decay was
not far off.*

The ethical aspects of abortion need not detain

us long. There is no ethical question to be solved

by the man who believes that there is a God, and
that this God gave to Moses on Mount Sinai, the

commandment "Thou shalt not kill." To the man
who does not so believe, argument is a waste of

time.
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Serum Therapy of Postdiphtheritic Paralysis.—U.

Calcaterra tinds that the later a case is injected with anti-

diphtheric serum the more apt it is to have a sequent

paralysis. The intraspinal injection of the serum has no

effect in warding off tlie paralysis or in decreasing the

mortality. The serum treatment of the paralysis is not

of any value.

—

Rirista di Clinica Pediatria.

Obstipation of Four Months' Duration from Mega-
sigmoid.—Luria reports a case of Hirschsprung's dis-

ease in a young woman which differs from the ordinary

type of megacolon. The patient before the present attack

was used to attacks of fecal retention lasting from a few

days to several weeks and terminated by copious spon-

taneous evacuations. She came under observation on the

twentieth day of one of these attacks and the author

began to control the case with the ;r-ray and endoscopy

as well as by ordinary physical diagnostic procedures. The

present attack was associated with pregnancy. Consid-

ering her ailment the woman's general condition was

surprisingly good. Her appetite was somewhat dimin-

ished. Meteorism was not in evidence nor were there any

symptoms of autointoxication. The sequence of the his-

tory is not given, the author being chiefly concerned with

establishing the diagnosis of megasigmoid. His claim that

the fecal retention is the longest on record may not take

cognizance of extreme cases in hysterical subjects.

—

Deutsche niedi^iuischc Wocheiischrift.
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VACCINATION WITH LIVING SEN.SI-

TIZED TYPHOID BACILLI IN
TYPHOID FEVER.

The results obtained by Metchnikoff and Besredka

in the immunization of the chimpanzee against ty-

phoid infection by means of the inoculation of sen-

sitized living typhoid bacilli suggested that sim-

ilar results might be obtained in the case of human
beings. To W. Broughton-Alcock, working in the

laboratory of the Pasteur Institute, was assigned

the task of testing the practical value of this

method of immunization. Flis results, published in

the Lancet, August 24, 1912, supply a new and in-

teresting chapter in the history of immunotherapy.

The method of employing living microorganisms

in the inoculation of animals for purposes of immu-
nization was first suggested by Besredka, who
thought that the living organisms would give rise

to an immunity response similar to that resulting

from a true infection, while the phagocytosis and

bacteriolysis of the sensitized bacilli would pre-

vent any danger of the inoculated individual becom-
ing a carrier. This method is analogous to that of

vaccination for smallpox in which a living virus is

also used. The typhoid bacilli are sensitized by

the addition of antityphoid horse serum, and re-

main alive in this condition for four months with-

out exceptional precautions.

The chief advantage claimed for the use of the

living bacilli, with which there have already been

inoculated 750 persons, including many soldiers, is

that there is no general reaction and only an insig-

nificant local reaction following the injection, in

marked contrast to the reactions following the in-

jection of an equal number of killed bacilli. As
recommended by Besredka the bacilli are injected

in two doses, at ten daj^s' interval. The first dose

for a woman of average size is 500,000.000 sensi-

tized living typhoid bacilli suspended in i c.c. of

0.8 per cent, saline. For a man of good physique

the first dose should be 750,000,000 bacilli. The
second dose administered from seven to nine days

later is twice as large. .An elevated temperature,

a previous history of typhoid fever, and the time

of menstruation do not contraindicate the inocula-

tions.

As regards the ultimate efficacy of this method in

preventing typhoid infection there are as 3'et no •

data except those obtained by Metchnikoff and Bes-

redka in the case of the chimpanzee. Broughton

Alcock states that the sera of the vaccinated indi-

viduals have not been found to deviate complement

and have been found only rarely to agglutinate

an emulsion of a young culture. But the addition

of these sera markedly increases phagocytosis, and

it is suggested that the former may also contain

antiendotoxin bodies. Experiments in vitro with

reference to the presence of specific amboceptors,

agglutinus, and bacteriolysins do not indicate the

degree of immunity attained.

On the basis of his interesting results, taken in

conjunction with the e.xperimental findings of Bes-

redka and Metchnikoff, Broughton-Alcock con-

cludes that the living sensitized typhoid bacilli are

innocuous, and that they ought to be used by pref-

erence in the immunization of luiman beings.

ACROMEGALY FROM THE SUFFERER'S
VIEWPOINT.

"When fate, shaping my 'ends,' decreed that I was
to suffer from the malady acromegaly, she per-

haps gave me the greatest compensation possible

by causing me to eiUer the medical profession.

After the distress caused by the one and the en-

joyment due to the other—both extending over

more than a quarter of a century—^^I find myself
in the unique position of being able to relate

a personal experience of this rare complaint as

it affected one with some medical knowledge."
With these well chosen words Leonard Portal

Mark prefaces the extraordinary narrative* that

may be termed the autobiography of an acrome-

galic. The most singular point about this history

is the fact that the victim of this disease suffered

from its symptoms for thirty years and that for

two-thirds of this period whenever he looked into

the mirror to brush his hair or to shave, a typical

acromegalic was staring him in the face, and yet
he never recognized this fact ! This is another il-

lustration of the ob.servation that has been fre-

quently made that physicians who are keen in de-

tecting the presence of disease in others are fre-

quently oblivious of its existence when they them-
selves are the unfortunate subjects. In the case of
an incurable malady this ignorance may be a fortu-

nate compensation. The friends of Dr. Mark knew
for many years the secret of his changing physiog-
nomy, of his enlarging hands and feet, and of his

patient suffering, yet they wisely kept from him the

knowledge that would have increased the burden
that he was obliged to carry.

The author of this book has made an important
contribution to medical science in describing the

insidious onset of this disease and its numerous sub-

jective symptoms. The usual conception of acro-

megaly is that which is derived from a consideration

merely of the anatomical changes accompanying it.

The subjective symptoms, however, are the more
important ones from the victim's viewpoint. The

*".'\cromegaly, a Persona! Experience," by Leonard
Portal ^^ark, JM.D., late President of the West London
Medico-Chirurgical Society, and Pathological Draughts-
man to St. Bartholomew's Hospital. London : Bailliere,
Tindall & Cox, 1912.
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practice of keeping a diary ever since the age of

fourteen enabled the author to fi.x the earliest mani-

festations of his affliction. These were present

when he was twenty-four years old. in 1879, about

seven years before Pierre Marie recognized the dis-

ease and gave it a name. The first abnormal sen-

sations were perceived when the sounds from a

piano did not seem clear, as if the notes were

double, and when at the same time there was a

sensation as if the left ear were stuffed up by a

foreign body. These sensations were then attrib-

uted "to a Eustachian catarrh. During the next two

or three years there occurred peculiar feelings in

the head, and periodical attacks of "malaise," asso-

ciated with subjective sensations of cold, inability

to fix the attention, and giddiness. These sensa-

tions were worst in the morning. Seven years

lafter the insidious onset of the disease there devel-

oped a persistent left-sided face-ache, which was

aggravated by fatigue and by cold. But the most

dFs'tressing symptom was the headaches to which

the sufferer was subject for twenty-four years.

During the first six years of this period the head-

aches were of a neuralgic nature, and were acute,

frequent, and of prolonged duration. The terrible

aching in the left side of the head was aptly de-

scribed by the popular expression "a splitting head-

ache," and was apparently caused by a growth

within the cranium, slowly pushing its way in dif-

ferent directions. During the second period, from

1893 to the present time, the headaches have been

less of the neuralgic type and more akin to fatigue

or lassitude. During this time a more predominant

feature has been what the author terms the "acro-

megalic state." This, with the headache and face-

ache, constitutes a triad of symptoms. The mani-

festations of the acromegalic state are a general

feeling of discomfort, a sensation akin to that pro-

duced'^bv a narcotic, a feeling of restlessness or a

desire to keep absolutely quiet, intolerance of noise

or light, a feeling of giddiness, dyspnea, and men-

tal cfepression. At the same time the face is pale,

the lower lip is much more prominent and droop-

ing, there is ptosis of the left eyelid, and the hands

and feet become larger, and moist and cold. The

acromegalic state which seems to be a sign of low

vitality or of lowered blood pressure comes on

iniperceptiblv and passes off in the same way.

Although the author had excellent eyesight m

early life, he began to experience trouble with his

eyes at the age of twenty-four, when he would

have photophobia and his lids would become

red and swollen. At the age of thirty-eight there

was discovered an astigmatism which accounted for

the asthenopia. Ten years later the astigmatism

disappeared from the right eye. which was ex-

plained bv the anatomical changes in the bony walls

of the orbit causing a change of pressure on the

eyeball. Another distressing symptom was the

lacrymation attributed to an hypertrophy of the

lacrymal glands. Second in importance to the ocu-

lar troubles were the nasal symptoms, which con-

sisted of frequent "colds." These were supposed

to be due to a postnasal catarrh and hypertrophy

of the turbinates. Two marked subjective symp-

toms of this disease were a pronounced lethargy

and the sensation of noises in the head.

In detail the author describes the physical changes

of acromegaly, the enlarging hands, feet, and lower

jaw; the inconvenience caused by the malocclusion

of the teeth, and the enlargement of the tongue.

Other troubles noted are the sudden loss of power

in the legs, the development of trophic sores on the

toes, and the occurrence of cardiac insufficiency as

manifested by attacks of dyspnea on exertion and

of irregularity in the heart's action.

In discussing the causation of the multitude of

symptoms that go to make up the complex clinical

picture of acromegaly, Mark notes that many of

these have purely a local significance and are con-

nected with the bony changes within or in the walls

of the skull. The headaches, the acromegalic state,

and the lethargy may be caused by toxins, by varia-

tions of blood pressure, or by the presence of a

tumor at the base of the brain. The bony and vis-

ceral hypertrophy is attributed to a sensitization

by some substance emanating from the pituitary

gland, or to a disturbance of the interglandular

equilibrium. One striking characteristic of the

author's case is the difference in character which

has marked the earlier and the later symptoms : the

earlier symptoms were of a neuralgic while the

later symptoms have been of a lethargic nature.

Possibly the former were caused by hyperpituitar-

ism and the latter have been caused by hypo- or

dvspituitarism. .\ skiagram of the author's skull

shows a pituitary fossa twice the normal size and

it is surmised that this contains an abnormally en-

larged pituitary gland. It was only seven years ago

that the light suddenly dawned upon Dr. Mark that

he had acromegaly. Fortunately since this revela-

tion and even in the absence of any special therapy

the symptoms have undergone decided improve-

ment. The sufferer finds that there is still much in

life that he is able to enjoy, in spite of slight "un-

soundness of eyes" and a gradually increasing

"weakness of wind antl limb."

MECHANISM OF SALYARSAN DEATHS.

It niav be taken for granted that severe phenomena

following salvarsan injections do not differ among
themselves essentially in fatal and recovered cases.

.\n analysis of fatalities alone does not appear to

throw much light on the mechanism of death. It

is highly probable from analogy that many deaths

from this and other ])owerful drugs are in the full

sense of the word accidents due to the fortuitous

association of a number of elements, the absence

of any one of which might have spared the in-

dividual.

,\ recent analysis of severe and fatal cases by

Lesser showed the presence of two groups, in one

of which after from three to five days fatal coma

sets in, the patient succumbing within twenty-four

hours. In the other type the symptoms do not

develop for weeks and the patient recovers. Since

this analysis was published Hammer has published

a fatality corresponding to Type I (Miinchcner

mcdicinische Wochenschrift. July 23), in which,

despite the fact that patient was a young vigorous
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subject infected within a year, he already presented

severe syphilitic alterations of the heart and aorta.

Ehrlich from the first warned against these lesions

as forming a contraindication to the use of sal-

varsan ; and it is probable that this formed an im-

portant link in the chain of causal factors.

In the same number of the same journal Hirsch
reports two fatalities which do not belong to

Lesser's first group. While the two appeared to

show the same syndrome of fever, jaundice, cramps
in the calves, convulsions, coma, etc., which pointed
strongly to arsenical poisoning, one patient was
taken acutely ill after the second injection, the

other was not attacked until all treatment had been
discontinued and patient was free from symptoms.
'Ihese cases showeil a strong supersensitiveness to

arsenic, the first one suggesting a condition analo-
gous to anaphylaxis, while the other patient was
suddenly attacked over four months after the in-

jection. As an autopsy could not be obtained in the
second case its nature must remain dark.
The number of possible factors in salvar>an

poisoning is now very large. Leaving a.si(le such
]iossibilities as an embolism and status lymphaticus
which used to be invoked in parallel cases, we have
to consider both anaphylaxis and cumulation, and
the sudden liberation of endotoxins acting in con-
cert with the drug itself, which combination is be-
lieved to be highly deleterious in syphilis of the
heart and aorta, meningitis, and other conditions.
Impurities in the solution and the reaction of the
latter have received much attention in this con-
nection. Comparisons have someimes been insti-

tuted between salvarsan and methyl alcohol as
neurotropic substances, and poisoning with the
latter appears to be due to the formation of by-
products from imperfect attempts at oxidation.
It has recently been shown of the action of two
synergists that with only a fair dose of one a mere
fractional dose of the latter will double the effect.

This cooperation might lie invoked as a factor in

drug poisonings. The number of possible factors

in such cases could be considerably amplified.

SF.KCM IN THE TREATMENT OF SCARLET
FE\'ER.

Till-; manifestations of scarlet fever are due to two
causes, the unknown virus of scarlatina itself and
the streptococcus that is almost invariably present
in addition. Of course, really specific treatment by
means of sera or antitoxin is out of the question so

long as the cause of the disease is unknown, but

enough evidence has been accumulated that the ac-

companying infection with the streptococcus is fre-

r|uently the main element which makes scarlet fever

such a dreaded disease. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that antistreptococcic sera should have been

advocated in the treatment of the disease, and of

them Moser's serum, first prepared in Vienna un-

<ler the supervision of Paltauf and Escherich, has

bad most prolonged and carefully observed trial.

Aloser tried the effect of his serum in 84 cases, with

the following results: (i) The earlier the injection

the better the result. (2) Large doses are preferable

to small ones. (3) Fever is cut short abruptly

by the injection, the throat symptoms are made
much lighter, the nervous symptoms disappear. (4)

Complications (septicemia, nephritis) become infre-

(|uent. (5) The mortality is reduced. Numerous
Ixussian authors, in whose land scarlet fever is often

a veritable scourge, decimating the children in the

villages, have tried Moser's serum and have spoken
very favorably of it. Thus Egis and Langovoy
have used it in several hundred severe cases and
think that the mortality in their cases dropped from
the usual 47 to 16 per cent.

In a recent number of the Wiener klinische

U'ochenschrift (\'ol. XXV, No. 24) Dr. Oscar
Szekeres tells of the favorable impression produced
by the use of the serum in Hungary. The injec-

tions were followed constantly by a drop in the
temperature and a very marked dimiiuition of the

symptoms of toxemia. The duration of the ex-
anthem appeared to have been shortened, and com-
plications made rarer. It seemed also that the
serum could be used as a prophylactic, exjjosed chil-

dren being very rarely attacked by .scarlet fever if

injected with the serum.

These results are simply confirmatory of those
jireviously published. They, however, serve to call

attention once more to Moser's serum and the un-
doubted good eft'ects produced by it. Its manu-
facture is not as simple as the production of vac-
cines, involving as it does the isolation of strepto-
coccus from the blood of patients severely ill or
dead of scarlet fever, and the injection of living

cultures of these streptococci into horses. This may
explain why of late vaccines have been so much
exploite<l in comparison with such sera as Aloser's.

The latter, however, should find extensive trial,

for if it does even a moderate part of the good
claimed for it, it forms a valuable weapon in the
fight against the mortalitv of scarlet fever.

BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
THYMUS.

Until very recently the thymus has been looked
upon as having no necessary significance for the
integrity of the individual, but recent studies by
Klose and others have demonstrated that the organ
is actually indispensable to life. Negative results

of earlier years are clearly seen now to have been
due to defective technique and defective knowled.ge
of auto.geny. The gland must be removed at the
height of its activity and with due aseptic and other
surgical precautions. When this is done in the

newly born dog no changes in growth rate are at first

apparent. This is the period of latency, which lasts

from two to four weeks. Thereupon there ensues
a rapid accumulation of adipose (stadium adiposi-

tatis), while the bones and organism at large show
progressive enfeeblement. When the animal is three

or four months old. the stage of cachexia develops,

and is attended eventually with mental failure called

thymic idiocy. At the age of 14 months or there-

about, the animal perishes.

Last spring before the Verein der Aerzte of

Halle {Miinchener mcdizinische JVochenscIinft,

August 13) Lampe went exhaustivelv into the spe-
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cial features of thymus deprivation. The bone

changes are characteristic of the latter. The longi-

tudinal growth is arrested and osteoporosis, rachitis,

and osteomalacia appear, due evidently to lack of

undissolved calcium. Fractures in such animals

cannot heal by callus formation, and fibrous union

occurs. Klose believes that thymus extirpation

causes acidosis and that the excess of acid in the

economy prevents the deposition of the lime salts.

The inference is that a natural function of the

thymus is the prevention of acidosis. Thus free

phosphoric acid is rendered harmless by the nuclein

synthesis. The changes in the nervous system are

parallel with those of the bones. There is a pectiliar

swelling and liquefaction of nervous substance, pre-

sumably due to the acidosis. This is expressed clin-

ically in many ways. The coma which results in

time from this mechanism is readily intelligible.

Extirpation of the thymus is followed by diminu-

tion of lymphocytes in the blood, which may be

made good by thymus grafts or injection of ex-

tracts. There is a compensatory hypertrophy of

the genital glands after thymectomy, while the

thyroid, pancreas, and spleen are similarly affected.

Those with persistent thymus usually have very

small genital glands. The spleen is probably the

organ best suited to compensate for the loss of the

thvmus.

Neos.-\lvarsan.

Sal\ars.\i\ was number 606 in the list of arsenic

compounds which Ehrlich made in an endeavor to

produce a drug which should be non-toxic to man
and yet fatal to spirochetes in the body. Its suc-

cess was marked and immediate, but the chemist
was not satisfied and continued his work along the

same lines. Number 914, the next to merit atten-

tion, he has named neosalvarsan. This drug is a

condensation product of salvarsan and sodium
formaldehyde-sulphoxylic acid ; it contains one-

third less" the percentage of arsenic so that, theo-

retically, the dose should be half as much again as

that of salvarsan. H. E. Kersten (Cenfralbl. f.

Bakt. vol. 65, p. 369) has conducted comparative
animal experiments with the two drugs and finds

that this is not the case. With the introduction of

a new group the toxicity of the arsenic compound
has' been changed. According to this investigator,

the minimum fatal dose of the new drug is, for

rabbits at least, over twice that of the original sal-

varsan. The therapeutic powers were tested upon
mice infected with Spirochcta obermeicri and
Trypanosoma brucei, with the result that the dose
of neosalvarsan necessary to cause the disappear-

ance of the parasites from the blood was about one-
half that of the older drug. If these differences

appear also in the effect of these drugs upon man,
we must consider the new substance a valuable ad-

dition to our chemotherapeutic agents. Still, neo-

salvarsan is very new and should be used with ex-
treme caution until it may be possible to draw defi-

nite conclusions as to its value. Not the least of its

advantages is the fact that it is easily soluble in

water and that such a solution has a neutral reac-

tion, so that there is no need of the preliminary
neutralization of the solution as there is in the ad-
nu'nistration of salvarsan.

Fighting the British Insurance Act.

Domestic servants, their employers, clerks of both

sexes, and others are fighting the British Insurance
Act with tooth and nail. A new organization has
been formed by the disgruntled ones entitled "The
Amend-the-Act League." This league, which is

non-political, has adopted as a method for attract-

ing supporters and registering them as members
the sale of a penny (two-cent) "amend-the-act

stamp." The stamp is large, with an allegorical

design printed in brown. Forms are to be sent in

with the stamps. Each of the forms has twelve

squares upon which the stamps are to be stuck, and
there is a place for the name and address of the

buyer opposite each square. Every buyer of a

stamp becomes a member of the league, and while

the money received for the stamps goes to swell the

funds of the league, the names and addresses form
a register of the members of the organization. The
stamp idea is taken, in a spirit of audacity, from
Chancellor of the Exchequer Lloyd-George's own
scheme, but the officials say with this difference

;

"It is better to lick a stamp once to help in getting

the insurance you want than to lick stamps for

years in payment for what you don't want." It is

said that the movement is making headway.

Npwh of tijr Mnk.
Nevir Plague Cases in Porto Rico.—A despatcli

to the Public Health Service from Porto Rico last

week told of a continuance of bubonic plague in the

island. A suspicious case reported from Puerto

de Tierra was confirmed and a new case was re-

ported from Santurce. This brings the total num-
ber of cases in Porto Rico up to fifty-one. The
total deaths have been twenty-seven.

Watching for Cholera Carriers.—Officers in

charge of the Public Health Service quarantine

stations, which comprise most of the stations in the

country, with the unfortunate exception of New
York, have been warned to be on the lookout for

cholera carriers. Double examinations of all enter-

ing aliens will be prescribed until the present out-

break of cholera in southern Sardinia and Italy and
in Beirut, Syria, subsides.

Concealing a Diphtheria Epidemic.—A des-

patch from Toronto last week said that thirty deaths

from diphtheria had occurred at St. Vincent's In-

fant Home in that city during the past few months,
although the knowledge of the outbreak has only

just been made public. There are about one hun-
dred children in the institution, of whom ten or fif-

teen are now suffering from the disease. The
authorities have treated those not yet attacked with

prophylactic injections of antitoxin.

Street Fatalities in New York.—During the

month of August this year 18 persons were killed

in New York City by automobiles, 17 by horse-

drawn vehicles, and 13 by trolley cars, making a

total of 48 deaths from street accidents. In the

same month last year there were but 24 deaths, 7
from automobiles, 13 from horse-drawn vehicles,

and 4 from trolley cars. In the year 1910 there

were 376 street killings, in 191 1, 423, a number al-

ready nearly reached in the eight months of the

present year.

Glanders in Philadelphia.—.\ fatal case of

glanders in man has occurred in Philadelphia. The
sufferer contracted the disease from a horse that he
had purchased a short time previously.
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Health Rules on Match Boxes.—It is stated in

The Sun that the Grand Duchess of Hesse has in-

duced all the manufacturers of matches in the grand
duchy to have printed on their paper wrapping boxes
the rules for fighting tuberculosis. This idea, which
seems to have originated in South America, likely

will be extended in Germany.
Pennsylvania State Board of Medical Educa-

tion and Licensure.—Or. J. Al. Bald\- uf i'liiia-

delphia, president, and Dr. D. P. Maddux, of Ches-
ter, have been reappointed by Governor Tener to

membership on the Pennsylvania State Board of

Medical Education and Licensure, to serve for three

years. Dr. Wm. A. Stewart, of Pittsburgh, has been
appointed a member for one year, to fill the unex-
pired term of the late Dr. Seip. The remaining
members of the Board are Dr. J. T. Johnsonbaugh.
of Bethlehem, whose term will expire September i

,

19 1 3, and Dr. Adolph Koenig, of Pittsburgh, whose
term will expire September i, 1914.

The Vaccine Treatment of Typhoid Fever.—
Dr. W. H. Watters, Director of the Department of

Pathology and Bacteriology, Evans Institute for

Clinical Research, Boston, Mass., requests reports of

cases of the vaccine treatment of typhoid fever, to

be used in a forthcoming article on this subject.

Due credit will be given in the article to each per-

son favoring him with such report.

Reception to Visiting German Physicians.—
As pre\iously announced, the German Medical
Society will give a reception to the German mem-
bers of the Congress on Hygiene and Demogra-
phy, at the Liederkranz building. East 58th street,

on the evening of September 18. Physicians, not

members of the German Aledical Society, who de-

sire to attend this reception, may purchase tickets

from Dr. Wolff Freudenthal, 1003 Madison avenue.

Gifts to Charities.—The will of Nathan Herr-
mann, who died on August 23, disposes of an es-

tate estimated at over $1,000,000 and gives more
than $90,000 to forty charitable and religious or-

ganizations. Mr. Herrmann left $15,000 to Beth
Israel Hospital, $10,000 to the United Hebrew
Charities and $5,000 each to the following: Monte-
fiore Home, Mount Sinai Hospital, Hebrew Shelter-

ing Guardian Society and the Hebrew Orphan Asy-
lum. Institutions to receive $2,500 each were the

Sanitarium for Hebrew Children, Jewish Pro-

tectory, Educational Alliance, Technical School for

Hebrew Boys, Technical School for Hebrew Girls

and the Hospital for Deformities and Joint Diseases.

The will left $1,500 to the Institute for the Improved
Instruction of Deaf Mutes and $1,000 each to

eighteen other institutions. The Home for Aged and
Infirm Hebrews and the Lebanon Hospital also

received each $2,000. By the terms of the will of

Cyprian S. Brainard, Jr., who died recently at Hacl-

dam. Conn., the Yale Medical School will receive

$25,000.
Dr. Simon Flexner, director of the Rockefeller

Institute, has been appointed Huxley Lecturer
for the current year. This lecture will be given
before the Charing Cross Hospital Medical
School, London, on October 31, 1912.

Dr. Edna S. Valentine has been apnninted third

assistant bacteriologist and Dr. Aaron Barlow fourth

assistant bacteriologist in the Philadelphia Bureau
of Health.

Dr. Don R. Joseph, formerly associate in

Physiology and Pharmacolo.gy at the Rockefeller
Institute, has been appointed Associate Professor
of Phvsioloerv at Bwn Mawr Collesfe.

Dr. Frederick J. Birchard, formerly assistant

in Chemistry at the Rockefeller Institute, has
been appointed a research chemist in the Dairy
Division of the Bureau of Animal Industrw
Washington, D. C.

Harvey Society.—The following provisional

program of lectures, subjects and dates for the sea-

son 1912-13 has been arranged: Oct. 5, Prof. Max
Rubner, University of Berlin, "Modern Steam
Sterilization," Nov. 9, Prof. Joseph Erlanger,
George Washington University, "The Localization

of Impulse Initiation and Conduction in the Heart."
Nov. 23, Prof. G. N. Stewart, Western Reserve
University, "The Rate of the Blood-flow and the
Vasomotor Reflexes in Disease." Dec. 14, Prof.
F. B. Mallory, Harvard University, "The Infectious
Lesions of Blood-Vessels." Jan. 18, Maj. [. 1.

Russell, U. S. A., "The Prevention of Typhoid
Fever." Feb. 15, Prof. Theodore C. Janeway, Co-
lumbia L^niversity, "Nephritic Hypertension; Clin-

ical and Experimental Studies." March i. Prof.
Edward C. Conklin, Princeton University, "The Size
(jf Organisms and Their Constituent Parts in Rela
tion to Longevity, Senescence and Rejuvenescence."
March 22, Prof. John Howland, Johns Hopkins
University. "The Scientific Basis for the Artificial

Feeding of Infants."

National Association for the Study of Pellagra.
—The second triennial meeting of this associa-
tion will be held at Columbia, S. C, on October 3
and 4, 1912. The preliminary program contains
forty-one titles of papers to be read, and in addition
it is stated that papers are expected from thirty

other contributors, the titles of whose communica-
tions are not yet announced. The announced and
expected contributions are from authorities in Eng-
land, Italy, France, Austria, Spain, Rumania, Al-
giers, Egypt, the Philippine Islands, the Panama
Canal Zone, Mexico, Brazil, the Argentine Republic,
Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Bahama Islands. Fur-
ther details may be obtained from the Bureau of In-

formation, Main Street, Columbia, S. C.
Foreign Lecturers at the Post-Graduate Medi-

cal School.—Prof. H. Strauss of Berlin will lec-

ture at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School
and Hospital, on October 12, 14 and 15, on the Dis-
eases of the Stomach and Kidney. Professor Carl
von Noorden, of \'ienna, will also ('eliver a series

of lectures on the Pathology and Treatment of Dia-
betes, Radium Therapy, and Arteriosclerosis at the
same j)lace, on October 28 to CJctober 31 inclusive.

Appointments at the Rockefeller Institute.—
The Board of Scientific Directors of this insti-

tute announce the following appointments:
Michael Heidelberger, Fellow in Chemistry:
I inda Bartels Lange, Fellow in F'athobigv;
Mnrentin Medigreceanu, .\ssistant Resident Phy-
sician.

The Texas State Medical Law.—It was stated
recently in this column that the Texas State Medical
Association is preparing to petition the legislature

for a medical examining board consisting of seven
members, composed of all schools of medicine. Dr.
Plolman Taylor, secretary of the association, writes
that Texas has such a law already on her statute

books and it is one of the best medical practice acts

in the United States. This law was enacted in 1907
and the results following its operation are more
satisfactory than they could possibly be with any
other plan, except, possibly, the single board com-
posed of regular physicians alone, and covering all

phases of the practice of medicine.
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Obituary Notes.—Dr. W. J. McGeic, a well-

known geologist and anthropologist in Washington,
died on September 4 at the age of 59 years. He
was born on a farm in Dubuque County, Iowa, and
while doing farm work studied Latin, mathematics,
astronomy, surveying, and law. Later he studied

geology, archeology, and ethnology. He was for a

time attached to the U. S. Geological Survey, later

was in charge of the Bureau of Ethnology, from
which he resigned to take charge of the department
of anthropology at the St. Louis Exposition. He
was president of the American Anthropological So-
ciety, and had held man)' other positions of honor
and merit in connection with the sciences in which
he was so prominent. His wife was Dr. .\nita New-
comb Mcdee. the only woman holding a commission
as Lieutenant in the U. .S. Army ; she organized a

corps of women nurses for the army in the .Spanish-

American war. Dr. McGee bequeathed his brain

for examination to Dr. E. A. Spitzka of the Jeffer-

son Medical College of Philadelphia. The weight
of his brain was a fraction over forty-nine ounces.

Dr. Cn.ARLES D. Cook, a retired Brooklyn physi-

cian, died of a]ioplexy yesterday at his home, in his

eighty-seventh year. He was born in Ilardwick,

Mass.. and was graduated from the Castleton Col-

lege of Medicine at Castleton. \'t., in 1853, and two
years later settled in Brooklyn and had been in

active practice there until 1908. He was a charter

member of the New York Institute of Stomatology
and a member of the Kings County Medical Society.

the -American Association for the Advancement of

Sciences, the National Geographical Society and the

Odontological Society of Great Britain.

Dr. Ernest H. Sp.\rrow of Cambridge, Mass.. a

graduate of Harvard Medical School, in 1910, died

at his home on August 27, aged 32 years.

(Enrrps;janbrnrp.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
I From Our Keglil.ir Correspondent)

WINTRY SUMMER INSUR.\NCE C.\MPAIGN^—VIT.M.

ST.\TI.';TICS .\NOTHER LOW BIRTH RATE THE R.

A. M. C. TRAINING AND AMBULANCE WORK

—

NOTIFICATION OF CEREBROSPINAL FEVER—ITEMS
OBITUARY.

LoNDOX, .\ugiist 23, 1912.

The abnormal weather has been the most prominent
topic of the week among all classes. The effect of

the cold and wet on the public health is a subject of

speculation, but the injury to the crops is obvious.

Yesterday was the finest day of the month : seven

hours of socalled "bright sunshine'' were recorded
for London, but it was cold, only 64°F. at the high-

est, and in the afternoon there were signs of back-

ing toward rain, which fell in the night and is fall-

ing all to-day. The next most insistent topic is

the Insurance .\ct. As it affects all classes, there

are protests in all directions. .\ league of resisters

has been formed, said to have already reached three

or four thousand members. In one county the

farmers have declared they will defy the act. In

other parts large employers are refusing to comply
in order to force a case into the courts. The Gov-
ernment has responded and already three sum-
monses have been decided by the magistrates, and
appeals are .going to the higher courts. Much is

made of the inequalities as flagrant instances of in-

justice. A favorite example is that the Chancellor

of the Exchequer with his £10,000 a year can keep
half a dozen servants for his insurance tax of

£3.18.0. But a small manufacturer who can only
make ii,ooo a year, employing 100 men to do so,

is to be mulcted in £1 19.3.4 for insuring them. A
house surgeon inquiring about his honorarium has
been informed officially that he must pay unless it

exceeds £160 per annum. Cricketers have been told

that those who play for money must pay as manual
workmen on what they earn by their sport. Foot-
ballers are so classed, too, though it sounds rather

odd.

The profession continues as a whole united

against the act, as must be obvious to the Govern-
ment in the many resignations and refusals to ac-

cept offices under it. The British Medical .Associa-

tion is wiflely supported in its pledge, and other

societies are adopting similar movements. Thus it

is proposed to decline to support the Government at

the assembling of the territorial force. On
Wednesday a Provisional Medical Committee for

Cardiganshire unanimously passed a resolution call-

ing on all practitioners acting as medical officers on
the territorial force to resign their commissions. It

was strongly urged that so long as ministers are

determined to work the act in a way to cripple the

profession, medical men should not leave their

practices and go into camp on terms involving finan-

cial loss.

On Wednesday there was put in circulation a

summary return by the Registrar-General of the

vital statistics collected under his authority for the

year 191 1. This shows another low birth rate—

a

subject much discussed of late—and already a num-
ber of writers are dealing with the figures. The
population of England and \\'ales in the middle of

the year, on the assumption that the rate of increase

has remainetl as in the last intercensal period, is

estimated at 36,163,833. The births numbered 881,-

241, a proportion of 24.4 per 1,000. This rate is

7 per 1,000 below that of the previous year and that

was the lowest on record. The rate varied in dif-

ferent counties between 31.1 and 18.2. In the J"]

great towns containing more than 50,000 inhabitants

(at the census of 1901) the births numbered 411,-

666, ec|ual to a rate of 25 per 1,000.

London rec|uires distinct consideration, not only

for its size and importance, but various circum-

stances complicate its statistics of births, and also

of marriages and deaths. The population had
shown a decline in the intercensal period of 1901

and 191 1. In the middle of the latter year it is

estimated to have been 4,521,301. The marriages

in 191 1 were 40.201, equal at that estimate to a rate

of 17,8 per 1,000 of the population at all ages. This

is an increase of 0.5 over the rate of 1910, and of

0.4 over the average rate of the five years 1906-10.

The births registered in the year were 111,738; that

is', after the registration as far as could be of those

occurrring in the chief institutions admitting

maternity cases. The number gives a rate of 24.8.

which is the lowest recorded in the metropolis. It

is the same as for the whole of ]'"ngland and Wales
as stated above.

Circumstances which interfere with the statistics

in the metropolis are far more obvious in regard to

deaths than to births. As an example, no less than

2,826 deaths of London residents took place outside

and 3,299 nonresidents inside the boundaries of the

County of London. Making the necessary correc-

tion for these, it is estimated that the rate was 15.0

per 1,000 in 191 1, which is 1.3 above that of 1910

and 0.1 above the average for the previous five

vears. What is called Greater London includes
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all Middlesex, parts of Essex, Surrey, and Kent,
with the boroughs of Croydon and West Ham. In
this ,£^reat area the rate was 13.8 and in its outer
ring alone it was only 11.8. The figures for in-

fantile mortality in Greater London were 124 per

1,000 births, as against 108, loj, and 95 in the three
jjreceding years. In the County of London the

infantile mortality was 129 and in the outer ring

alone it was 115.

In connection with the military maneuvers the

Royal Army Medical Corps has gone through ex-

ercises as to tending wounded in the tiring line and
passing them by hospital train to the base and to

a clearing hospital. Three field ambulances, fully

equipped, have been used, each with 10 officers, 246
men, 22 vehicles, and 100 horses. A battle was
arranged between infantry brigades, and certain

men ordered by their officers fell out while march-
ing, forming casualities for the R. A. AI. C. Each
man carried an identity disc and in a pocket a first

field dressing to be ripped out for first aid. Re-
mox'al by stretcher squads to a field dressing station

is the next step ; then by horsed ambulance to tent

for surgical treatment, further removal to clearing

hospital, and thence by ambulance train to base

hospital.

The value to the R. A. M. C. of exercises of this

kind is generally pronounced considerable, and the

manner in which they were performed is attracting

commendation. Some criticism of the system is.

however, being made. For example, as at present

constituted the R. A. M. C. is not self-contained,

but depends on the Army Service Corps for horses

and drivers, receiving them only on mobilization.

Each ambulance is then supplied with 47 Army
Service Corps drivers, 86 horses, and 24 wagons,
but a clearing hosi^tal at the field remains immobile

until furnishcil with transport by the officer in

charge of communications ; consequently it might

happen that such hospital would be in an awkward
position should the transport service be at a dis-

tance or completely occupied. The suggestion

is therefore made that it would be an improvement
for the R. A. j\I. C. to have its own transport and

so be complete in itself during peace and organized

always in war units like other troops.

The local Government Board has sent a circular

to health authorities to put in operation the regu-

lations as to the notification of acute poliomyelitis

and cerebrospinal fever, under the Public Ifealth

Acts.

Many practitioners are foregoing their usual an-

nual holiday, partly on account of the unfavorable

weather, but more probably from the difficulty of

finding substitutes. It is commonly reported that a

locum tenens is more exacting than ever and pre-

fers a temporary post in some pleasant country or

seaside locality to close work in towns, while young
men who can af?ord it take a trip abroad before

settling in practice. I suggested to one complain-
ing, that an annual holiday was not absolutely es-

sential to health, and my statement being ridiculed,

I pointed to the many bed-ridden patients who sur-

vive for years.

A radium syndicate is in treaty for the purchase
of the Bath springs and mineral water establish-

ment with the Roman remains and exclusive rights

to develop them. The City Council will probably
lease them all under proper safeguards. The syn-

dicate is willing to spend a quarter of a million on

developing the radium water springs of the bath-

ing resort.

i'he death is announced of Sir William J. Sin-

clair, Professor of Obstetrics in Manchester Uni-

versity and Physician to the Southern Hospital for

Women and Children. He was ex-president of the

.Vurth of England Obstetrical and Gynecological

Society, of the Manchester Medical Society, Hon-
orable Fellow of American and Austrian allied so-

cieties, and held many other distinctions. Jie was
an Aberdeen graduate in arts and medicine, 1873-5,

with highest honors in both. He contributed to the

societies and journals ten successful cases of cesar-

ean section, a paper on this operation under cocaine,

and an article on malignant diseases of the uterus in

Ailbutt and Clifford's system. He took an inter-

est in public matters and was the first chairman of

the South Manchester Liberal-L^nionist Association.

Dr. T. F. Gardner. Physician to the R. West
Hants Hospital, Bournemouth, died on August i,

just after his return from his summer holiday. He
was president of the Metlical Society of Bourne-
mouth, where he practised many years, and of the

Balneological Section of the Royal Society of Med-
icine.

A verdict of accidental death was found on the

17th at an inquest on the body of Dr. John W'ade,

Lecturer on Chemistry at Guys Hospital. He died

at Sevenoaks Cottage Hospital, to which he was
taken on July 28, having met with an accident w^hen

riding his motor-cycle in that neighborhood. Com-
ing into collision with a trap, he was struck on the

chest by the shaft, breaking three ribs. Pneumonia
followed, from which he was recovering when he
died from embolism on the 15th inst.

OUR PARIS LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

.S0CI.\L C.\MPAIGN AG.MXST .\LCOHOLlSM—.VBUSE

.\ND DANGERS OF RADIUM THERAPY IN ANGIOMA
TREATMENT OF GONORRHEAL EPIDIDYMITIS WITH
RADIOACTIVE EARTHS GENITAL IMPOTENCE
OlilTlWRV. DR. VILLKMIX.

Paris, September 2, 1912.

The Council on Llygiene of the Department of the

Seine has just received a comnninication from the

National League for the Suppression of Alcohol-
ism, asking that the legislative bill limiting the num-
ber of saloon licenses be submitted as soon as pos-

sible to the Chamber of Deputies. Quite recently

a similar bill had been introduced by the Govern-
ment, hut unfortunately the discussion over it led

to no decision. For this reason the Xational League
for the Suppression of Alcoholism has registered

its stern protest, asserting that this question is of

vital importance from the viewpoint of public

health. Chronic alcoholism in France is indeed a

veritable social disease—a scourge comparable to

the plague in India. .As so well expressed by Pro-
fesor Letulle, alcohol fills the prisons with criminals,

the asylums with madmen, and the hospitals with

consumptives. L^nfortunately those who are en-

gaged in the liquor industry have an all-powerful

influence, and have prevented the fruition of the

Government's project. The large number of sa-

loons is one of the chief causes of the perpetuation
of alcoholism, providing the ready temptation to

those who are addicted to drink. The contagion
of example rapidly spreads. Official statistics show
that during the past forty-five years the number of
saloons has increased fourfold. It is important
that those who are not yet confirmed victims should
be shielded from the numerous temptations. For
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this reason the Council on Hygiene of the Depart-
ment of the Seine has unanimously declared that

the public authorities should restrict the number of

saloon licenses.

The abuses and dangers of the radium treatment
of angioma was the subject of a discussion before
the Surgical Society. Professor Kirmisson is not

opposed to this method, but he calls attention to its

abuses and dangers. He cites the case of a fitteen-

month-old baby girl in whom the surgical extirpa-

tion of an angioma would have been a very simple

matter, but in whom the radium treatment has

resulted at the end of five months in the production
of an extensive ulceration which does not respond
to treatment. Another case was that of a young girl

in whom a large angioma of the left cheek was
treated by means of radium. As the result of this

treatment the entire lower lip was completely de-

stroyed. The mouth was gaping, showing the bor-

der of the lower alveolar process, the tongue, the

sublingual region, and the inner side of the cheeks.

Kirmisson believes that these facts are worth com-
municating, for they show the powerful action of

radium on the nutrition of the tissues and the dan-
gers which accompany its use. Pierre Delbet be-

lieves that radium provides an excellent form of
therapy, the indications and techni(|ue of which
must be understood. He mentions the case of an
unfortunate woman who had a diffuse angioma of

the cheek. Following the applications of radium
there resulted crusty ulcerations and scaly thicken-
ings of the epidermis, and the patient was much
worse than before the treatment. The speaker be-

lieves that in the case of subcutaneous angiomata
the radium which may be introduced beneath the

skin gives excellent results.

The treatment of gonorrheal epididymitis by
means of radioactive earths was the subject of study
by de Beurmann, Regnault, and Cottin, who re-

ported their results before the Medical Society of

the Hospitals. In spite of the considerable atten-

tion that has been paid to this subject the treatment
of gonorrheal epididymitis is still far from produc-
ing satisfactory results. During the past few years
there have been utilized in the treatment of gonor-
rheal arthritis various radioactive earths containing

salts of uranium. It has been but a step to apply
this treatment in the case of gonorrheal epididy-
mitis. The results obtained have been quite satis-

factory. The application of the radioactive earths

has caused disappearance of the pain and swelling.

The action has been all the more favorable the

more acute and recent the inflammatorv condition

has been. The technique of applying this treatment
is as follows : Vaseline is rubbed on the scrotum
in order that erythema may be prevented. A thick

layer of radioactive earth mixed with glycerin to

prevent drying is spread on a compress. .Accord-

ing to Ramsay, when the radioactive earths lose

their absorbed moisture the emanations are no
longer produced, and the curative powers are no
longer in evidence. The cataplasm of glycerinated

earth is applied to the affected testicle by means of

a cotton suspensory covered with rubber tissue,

which retards the desiccation of the medicament.
At the same time the suspensory causes gentle com-
pression. The application is renewed every twenty-
four hours.

Genital impotence was the subject of a prolonged
and interesting discussion before the Aledical So-
ciety of Paris. According to Lefur this condition

is a most unfortunate calamity, the prevention and

cure of which should be mastered by the physician.

Genital impotence may be defined as' the inability

to accomplish the sexual act. In man this occurs in

the organic diseases of the nervous system—tabes,

paresis, and disseminated sclerosis ; in the neuroses
such as neurasthenia ; and in diseases of the genito-

urinary system as the result of local lesions. It is

also present in diseases of nutrition, such as obesity,

and in certain modifications and deviations of the

genital function. The treatment depends upon the

cause. In impotence associated with organic dis-

eases of the nervous system, it is necessary to attend

to the primary condition which in most cases is

.syphilis. In the case of impotence caused by the

neuroses, moral and psychotherapeutic measures
frequently produce surprising results. In the case

of impotence associated with local genitourinary

lesions, the treatment of these is first necessary. Im-
potence caused by diseases of nutrition is com-
bated by attending to the causal albuminuria,

dysuria, etc. The opotherapy recommended by
Brown Sequard gives excellent results. This treat-

ment consists in the subcutaneous injection of

orchitic extract in doses of 2 cubic centimeters

every two or three days. After the tenth injec-

tion the treatment is suspended for eight days. In

some cases prostatic extract may be substituted for

the orchitic extract.

Luys believes that a large number of cases are

the result of lesions of the posterior urethra left

after a badly treated gonorrhea. The diagnosis

of these lesions may be made with the aid of the

urethroscope, which also permits of the application

of an effective local treatment. Berillon believes

that frequently impotence is of psychic origin, and
that in this case hypnotism may be employed with

advantage. Dartigues believes that a large number
of cases are caused by sexual intercourse with

women in whom there is a relaxed or torn perineum
left after childbirth, and that perineorrhaphy is al-

most as important for the man as for the woman.
Guelpa stales that impotence which is not the re-

sult of an organic lesion may be attacked by means
of a treatment of detoxication ; purgation and
starvation cause the cells to get rid of their toxic

products which inhibit the physiological activity of

the cells.

Villemin, surgeon of the hospitals, has just died

suddenly and prematurely. He inherited the name
of one who was the first to demonstrate the true

nature of tuberculosis. He was much interested in

the diseases of children. His great gentleness and
kindness won for him the confidence of all. Three
years ago at the bedside of a patient he was stricken

with an attack of cerebral hemorrhage. For one

year he bore without murmur a left-sided hemi-

plegia, but he gradually recovered the use of his

limbs and was able at last to walk and to wield the

scalpel. Death seized him brusquely while he was
peacefully at work in his laboratory.

Bilateral Edema of the Ethmoidal Septum in Sinus

Suppuration.—D. McKenzie reports the case of a

yoiinp man who illustrated a type of septal edema. The

ethmoidal portion of the nasal septum on both sides pre-

sented a smooth, rounded, and boggy swelling, which on

the right side was so considerable as to occupy the whole

of the upper meatus of the nose. Microscopical examina-

tion showed that the swelling was due to simple inflam-

matory edema.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medi-

cine.

*l
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OUR CANADIAN LETTER.
(From Our Own Correspondent.)

TYPHOID FEVER IN OTTAWA BIRTH AND DEATH
RATES IN MONTREAL—COCK CROWING AND CATER-

WAULING AS PUBLIC NUISANCES DEATHS FROM
DRINKING WOOD ALCOHOL IN NOVA SCOTIA PUB-
LIC HEALTH EXHIBIT AT THE TORONTO EXHIBI-
TION CRE.\TION OF DOMINION DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH PROPOSED—ANTI-FLY CAMPAIGN IN

TORONTO.
Toronto, Sept. 4, 1912.

Canada, like the United States, is visited all too

frequently by epidemics of typhoid fever. There
are few cities of any size in the Dominion in which
more or less enteric fever is not present in the

autumn and winter months, while Montreal has
been almost notorious for its recurring outbreaks of

the disease. Toronto again has more typhoid fever

by far than should be the case in a well drained,

properly sewered modern city with a good water
supply. However, in these cities it has been the

water supply in fault, and somewhat tardily now
the nninicipal authorities are endeavoring to remedy
defective public water supplies. In Ottawa within

the past two years there have been significant object

lessons as to the need for insuring water free from
infectious germs. An epidemic of typhoid fever

broke out there some months ago, the origin of

which was clearly shown to be infected water. Ad-
vice was given by Dr. Charles Hodgetts and other

experts with regard to the steps to be taken to avoid

future epidemics. Whether the city authorities

neglected this advice or whether the suggestions

were only partly carried out, the fact remains that

a very serious outbreak of typhoid fever occurred

in Ottawa six weeks or so ago. Up to the time of

writing there have been over one thousand cases,

with about forty-six deaths. The outbreak was
extremely explosive, all the cases occurring within

the course of three or four weeks. Perhaps the

most notable feature in connection with the epidemic

is that it originate! in the summer, thereby upset-

ting preconceived notions of the seasonal occur-

rence of the disease, but emphasizing the fact that

whenever there is a defective point in a public

water supply an outbreak of enteric fever will fol-

low upon the infection reaching the source of sup-

ply. Dt. Charles Hodgetts, medical advisor to

the Canadian Commission of Conservation, has been

engaged by the Ottawa City Council to prepare a

report on the recent epidemic, and Major Drum has

been asked to cooperate in the preparation, while

Dr. G. G. Nasmith of Toronto has been engaged to

give special evidence in reference to the hypochlorite

treatment of water. The report should be of value

and it is to be hoped that it will show as far as is

possible the proportion of paratyphoid fever cases

to those of true typhoid. Judging from the rela-

tively small mortality rate in this most recent epi-

demic of enteric fever, it would seem that many of

the cases should be classed with the paratyphoid

group.

Montreal has long been celebrated for its high

birth rate, and, on the other hand, has gained an

evil reputation for its high death rate, mainly

amongst young children. Dr. L. Laberge, Medical

Officer of Health of Montreal, is now about to pub-

lish his report for igii and has given out to the lay

press some figures which will be included therein.

The total number of deaths in Montreal in igii

was 9,974. which, basing the calculation on the

official census return, by which the population of

the city is shown to be 478,480, gives a death rate

of 21.10 per 1,000. The births in Montreal last

year numbered 17,637, which gives a rate of 3740
per 1,000.

Recently there have been numerous complaints in

Montreal with regard to noisy cockerels and howl-

ing cats. It appears that some of the inhabitants

of Montreal are of decidedly rural tastes and that

their bucolic sentiments carry them so far that they

endeavor to form a rtis in urhe by keeping even

in flats fowl of various kinds, such as hens, cock-

erels, geese, and turkeys. The cackling of the hens

in the early morn is annoying to those dwelling in

neighboring flats, but the vociferous, persistent, and

lusty crowing of healthy cockerels is almost beyond

the limit of the powers of human endurance. .\c-

cordingly, the ^fedical Officer of Health has been

petitioned to indict as a nuisance the keeping of

cockerels and other fowl in the heart of the city.

The Officer of Health is placed in somewhat of a

quandary, as, although he fully recognizes the

validity of the claim of citizens to be defended

from noisy fowl, so far as he is concerned he can

only take action when the obnoxious birds may be

regarded as creating an unsanitary nuisance. Still,

every citizen has a right to take action under the

common law to suppress a nuisance, and there ap-

pears to be no doubt that the offensive "rooster"

crowing comes under that head. As for the nuis-

ance of cats by night, the citizens of every city of

the world are only too painfully aware of its exist-

ence. If the Medical Officer of Health of Mon-
treal can discover any means whereby this horror

can be abated or done away with, he will gain the

undying gratitude of city dwellers everywhere.

Eleven deaths and one case of blindness occurred

in Nova Scotia some few weeks ago among Rus-

sians who were sold liquor made from wood
alcohol.

A feature of the Toronto Exhibition has been

the public health exhibit of Ontario arranged by

Dr. J. McCulIough, Chief Medical Officer of

Health of the Province of Ontario. The exhibit is

almost, if not quite, the most popular of the Ex-
hibition, an immense amount of interest being taken

in the puppets representing the rate of infantile

mortality in Chicago and the danger to health of

children from sleeping in a vitiated atmosphere.

The whole exhibit is educative in a high degree,

not the least so being the moving picture views

illustrating certain phases of public health. The
arrangement and control of the exhibit reflects the

greatest credit on those responsible and is in keep-

ing with the marked progression in the direction of

public health made by Ontario, especially during

the past few years.

At the meeting of the Canadian Medical Associa-

tion, which took place at Edmonton on August 10,

12, 13, and 14 last, and to which I shall refer at

some length in my next letter, one event of con-

siderable importance occurred. This was the pass-

age, by unanimous vote of those present at the

meeting, of the report on the Department of Public

Health for Canada. The sentiment of the meeting
was that the need for the creation of such a depart-

ment is urgent. Furthermore, the Hon. Dr. Roche.

Secretary of State of the Dominion, has declared

himself strongly in favor of the establishment of a

Canadian Department of Health.

In Toronto a very energetic campaign is being

waged against flies under the leadership of the able
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Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Charles Hastings.

As is pointed out in the monthly bulletin issued

by the Health Department, the educational effect

of the anti-fly campaign is by no means its least

valuable feature. Disease will never be prevented

effectually until the public has learned how to pre-

vent, and to appreciate intelligently the methods

used to bring about this end.

^rogrPSH of iHpbtral i»rtpnrp.

The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

August 29, 1912.

1. .\cquired Hallux Valgus: Late Results from Operative and Xon-
Operative Treatment. C. R. Metcalf.

2. Contributions to the Neurology of the Child. II. Note on the
Mortality and the Proportion of Backward Children in Cases
of Congenital Syphilis Followed Subsequent to Hospital Treat-
ment. W. P. Lucas.

3. Progress in the Treatment of the Neuroses. _E. W. Taylor.
4. Tuberculosis in tlie Aged and the Diagnostic \'alue of Increased

Whisper in the Interscapular Space. H. F. Stoll.

1. Acquired Hallux Valgus.—C. R. Metcalf states

that hallux valgus refers to an outward displacement of

the big toe—largely from mechanical causes—with inward

displacement of the first metatarsal bone and hypertrophy

and erosion of its head. Bunions and hammer toes often

accompany this condition. The longitudinal arch may
drop ; the anterior arch is nearly sure to do so. Often-

times symptoms are due primarily to these defects. By
non-operative treatment an effort has been made to hold

the feet in approximately normal position ; in non-aggra-

vated cases this may be done by wearing proper shoes and

plates. Other forms of treatment have proved of doubt-

ful merit. .Advanced cases demand operation. Fifteen

operations, many of them closely allied, have been devised.

The operations fathered by Wilson and by Barker have

not met with success in the author's clinic. Better results

have followed employment of the methods of Porter,

Hueter. and Mayo, remembering always that the two lat-

ter may subsequently require plates. Other operations have

not been tried, so that the value of tendon transplantation,

removal of the sesamoids and like details cannot be fairly

expounded. Syms' dictum is w-orth noting: employ dif-

ferent procedures for dilTerent deformities. Always oper-

ate on the deformity, not on the bursa. Finally, the most

acceptable incision, the question of drainage, of splinting,

of shoes and other details of after treatment should be

carefully considered for the individual case.

2. After History of Cases of Congenital Syphilis.

—

W. P. Lucas records the following observation that he has

made in these cases: (i) The high early death rate. This

may be due partly to the instructions not being followed

out, but in great measure it must be admitted that this

mortality might be lessened to a considerable degree if

such cases could be very much more closely followed, in-

sisting on maternal nursing and on continuance of specific

treatment, the two cardinal points in the early manage-

ment of such cases. (2) The high percentage of back-

ward children. X'o attempt has been made to draw any

absolute percentages in such a small number of cases, but

it must be clear that something should be done when, out

of sixteen children of school age suffering from any con-

genital disease, eleven are more or less mentally affected.

(3) The lack of following up the initial treatment. As
history after history shows, treatment was discontinued

as soon as the eruption which, in most cases, was what

the mother had brought the child in for, had disappeared.

The question here, of course, which might be raised is:

Is the mother the one on whom the entire blame is to be

put. or is this within the field of the medical service?

This naturally raises a second question—whether the re-

sponsibility for completed treatment rests on the medical

service? The author feels that too often it is really the

lack of a follow-up system being provided by the hospital,

which would hold and keep hold of such cases, and see

that they realize the importance and understand the signi-

ficance of the treatment.

4. Tuberculosis in the Aged.—H. F. Stoll concludes

that pulmonary tuberculosis is not an uncommon disease

in persons past 60 years of age. It is more prevalent than

the mortality suggests, as an acute pneumonia is often

the ultimate cause of death. In persons in the latter

decades of life the disease is chiefly characterized by its

extreme chronicity and by periods of relatively good

health. Many people contract tuberculosis each year from

the intimate association with some elderly member of the

household who has had a "stomach cough" or "catarrh" for

"as long as he can remember." The examination of the

sputum of elderly people for tubercle bacilli is a much
neglected procedure. The recognition of the pulmonary

lesion is often difficult as the typical physical signs are

frequently masked by some other condition, notably asthma

or emphysema. In these cases the key to the diag-

nosis will often be found in the interscapular space.

The detection of bronchial gland enlargement in adults

speaks for tuberculosis rather than for chronic bronchi-

tis or emphysema.

New York Medical Journal.

Augiist 31, 1912.

1. The Cinematograph as an .Aid to -Medical Education and Kesearcli.
R. Matas.

2. Wheat Bran; Its Chemical and Physical Characteristics in the
Treatment of Chronic Constipation. .\. E. Gallant.

3. Blood Pressure in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Some Factors Which
-Alter It. F. M. Pottenger.

4. Bubonic Plague; Seen at Close Range in the Far East; Some
Random Notes. C. S. Braddock.

5. Cutaneous Sporotrichosis, with Report of a Case. G. B. Foster
and W. H. Thearle.

6. Arthritis Deformans; Successful Treatment by an Autobacterin.
H. M. Greene.

7. School Lunches: Their Relative Physical Advantages in Elemen-
tary and Secondary Schools. J. S. Wile.

8. Salvarsan Therapy; Present Status in Germany, with Report of
Fifty Cases. H. H. Morton.

9. A History of Surgical Hemostasis. W. C. Borden.

1. The Cinematograph in Medical Education and
Research.—By R. Matas. (See Medical Record,

Vol. 81, page 142.)

2. Wheat Bran in Constipation.—By A. E. Gallant.

(See Medic.\l Rec(irii, .\ugust 17, igu. page 314.)

3. Blood Pressure in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—By
F. M. Pottenger. ( See MEriir.\r. Recorii, .August 3. 1912,

page 225).

4. Bubonic Plague Seen at Close Range.—C. S.

Braddock states that no plague case should be taken in-

side the four walls of a house, but should be treated in

tents or small temporary pavilions that can be burned

and replaced at small expense upon the death of the pa-

tient. He has learned this from the Chinese in the island

of Puket in the Indian Ocean, who had several acres of

land fenced in and a great number of small pavilions with

floors raised from the ground and attap roofs to accom-

modate one patient each. On the death of the patient

the body could be cremated and the pavilion destroyed by

fire at the same time. This also saves the lives of many
nurses and doctors who would perish if attending pneu-

monic cases in a close room. The English have found it

almost impossible to disinfect large stone buildings in

Hong Kong, Singapore, Bombay, and Calcutta. Plague

recurs in these buildings with terrifying frequency after

everything has been done that science can devise. The
author attributes this largely to bed bugs and fleas that are

not destroyed by the disinfection and fumigation, and also

to the fact that the soil itself becomes infected where the

tropical sun does not get at it. He has also found that

the disease was not transmitted nearly so much if every

one was compelled to put on shoes and stockings. All of

the soldiers used in quarantine duty, and who were in close

contact with plague cases, were compelled to wear shoes
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and stockings, and not one contracted the disease. The
author was always careful not to stoop too closely over a

pneumonic case so as to avoid the breath or coughin.n of

the patient, and also to keep his leggings saturated with

coal oil to keep the tleas away. In the town of Petchaburi

a great number of children died, and it was found on in-

vestigation that the rats having died, the fleas took up

their habitat on the dogs, and the children, petting the

dogs, suffered in proportion.

5. Cutaneous Sporotrichosis.—G. B. Foster and

\\ . H. riiearle statt- that many ccmditions formerly diag-

nosed as tuberculous lymphangitis, tertiary syphilis, glan-

ders, etc., are now being recognized as sporotrichal infec-

tions. Sporotrichosis is widespread, occurring sporad-

ically in man, but it may assume endemic or even cpi<lemic

proportions among animals. Infection most frequentl>

occurs in young adult males, but age and se.x appear tc.

play no part as predisposing factors other than in their

relation to exposing the individual to the sources of in-

fection. Occupation plays an important part, the disease

usually occurring among farmers, stablemen, and others

who handle stock. The period of incubation, usually seven

days, varies from six to twelve days. The symptomatology

of the reported cases is strikingly similar. The initial

lesion, as a rule on the hand or forearm, follows trauma-

tism which has broken the continuity of the skin. The
original lesion may heal before the sporotrichal lesion ap-

pears, or it may remain open. The primary sore develops

as a nodule or pustule surrounded by a circumscribed area

of induration, becomes reddened and boggy, and eventually

breaks down, discharging thick, viscid pus. Sloughing fol-

lows, with the formation of an indolent ulcer which shows

no tendency to heal. Following the initial lesion, similar

nodules appear along the lymphatics which drain the part

and these, in turn, inflame, soften, and break down. Glan-

dular involvement may be absent, local, or generalized.

Constitutional disturbances are not usual, but occasional

sensations of chilliness and mild febrile reactions occur in

some cases. Recovery almost invariably follows the in-

ternal administration of one of the iodine salts, with vig-

orous antiseptic treatment of the local lesion. Death may

occur in the debilitated or as a result of intercurrent in-

fection. E.xtensive abscesses, the formation of fistulous

sinuses, and erysipelas have been noted as complications

and sequelae. A tentative clinical diagnosis of sporotricho-

sis may be confirmed by demonstrating the specific causa-

tive agent, the sporothrix, in smear preparations or cul-

tures from the lesion. The organism is a fungus, con-

sisting of branching mycelia with numerous highly refrac-

tive pyriform spores which are not unlike yeast cells in

appearance.

9. History of Surgical Hemostasis.—W. C. Borden

traces the history of surgical hemostasis to the perfected

essentials in the operation of the present day, i. e. elastic

compression, ligation, and asepsis, and the less important

hemostatic measures, such as heat, cold, torsion, and acu-

pressure. In reviewing this history he notes that all the

important surgical discoveries in hemostasis were prvc-

ceded by suggestions or practices of a similar kind which,

however, did not become of value until the flash of genius

touched them. Genius did not bring forth these facts

until other conditions, such as opportunity, and more par-

ticularly the progress of invention and the advance of the

sciences made their finding possible. Opportunity gave to

the acute and courageous mind of Pare the occasion to

employ, and the high position authoritatively to recommend

the ligature ; this was known, but not used, by his pre-

decessors. The advance of anatomical knowledge after

Vesalius and the physiological triumph of Harvey in dis-

covering the circulation of the blood, completed the facts

necessary firmly to establish the ligature in surgical prac-

tice. The invention of rubber made possible Esmarcb's

advocacy of elastic constriction and its later wide applica-

tion. The researches of Pasteur led to the investigations

of Lister and the establishment of antiseptic and aseptic

surgery, and this, combined with the findings of the many
workers in pathology and bacteriology, made possible the

aseptic ligature and the clean wound, in which repair can

proceed unfraught wtih the dangers of inflammation and
suppuration, and completing the present day perfection in

aseptic control.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Aiigusi 31, 1912.

1. Prognt,sis in Clironic Heart Disease as .\clversely .\nctietl i>y

Certain :\Iedical Traditions. C. L. Greene.
2. The Treatment of Diplulieria-Carriers by Overriding with Staphy-

lococcus Aureus. W. F. [.orenz and M. P. Ravenei.
.1. Pneuinococcus Infection and Immunity. R. Cole.
4. Corpus Luteuni E.\lract, with Suggestions as to Its Use in

Gynecological Practice. C. F. Furnam.
5. Pueri)eral Infection. .\ Study of Some of the Most Interesting

and Practical Features of the Disease. T. J. Watkins.
6. Gynecological Disease in the Insane and Its Relationship to the

\'arions Forms of Psychoses. F. J. Taussig.
/. The Radial Treatment of Abortion, with Observations on and

an Analysis of 3,500 Cases. R. McPherson.
S. The Epidemic of Sore Throat in Chicago. \ Preliminary Report.

P. G. Heinemann.
9. Family Hematoporphyrinuria and Its .\ssociation with Chronic

Gastroduoder.al Dilatation, Peculiar Fits and -\cute Polyneu-
ritis. -V Preliminary Report. L. V. IJarker and W. L. Estes.

10. .\uto and Bicvcle Inner Tubes Used as Ice-Rags and Hot Water
liottles. J. H. Schrup.

I. Prognosis in Chronic Heart Disease.—By C. L.

Greene. (See Mi:iiir.\i. Ri:iunii, \\<\. 81, i^ge 1120.)

3. Pneumococcus Infection and Immunity.— R. }.

Cole presents a critical review of the work of tlie last few-

years on pneumonia. He considers first the infection or

onset—how the pneumococcus lying harmless in the moutli

under ordinary circumstances, can bring about the severe

infection of the lung. Decreased resistance of the patient

as a cause lacks experimental proof, but there is evidence

that a changed condition 'of the lung may permit the pneu-

mococcus to gain lodgment and to grow in its tissues.

There may be at first a non-specific exudate dependent on

cold, trauma, ate, and pneumoccocci being the organism

most coiTimonly present, may set up on this an added irri-

tation. There is much evidence against the old view that

lobar pneumonia occurs at once throughout a lobe. Sec-

tions of the lung of persons dying from the disease show

a constant irregular e.xtension of the process. The clinical

features of pneumonia are an acute intoxication, and the

author relates experiments of his own to test Friedberger's

theory of this in pneumonia, and he does not accept Rose-

now's theory of difference of virulence in the pneumococci

causing autolysis in one case and not in another. Typical

pneumococci always autolyze whether highly virulent or

not. An active poison can be readily and constantly pro-

duced from the bodies of pneumococci and it may or may
not be responsible for the symptoms in pneumonia. As
regards the occurrence of the crisis, the development of

immune bodies in the blood serum cannot be demonstrated.

Froiri clinical observation it would seem much more likely

that the crisis represents a kind of neutralization of the

intoxication rather than a destruction of the bacteria of

the lungs. The crisis is still an obscure phenomenon and

it cannot be stated positively whether it represents a de-

struction of the bacteria, a neutralization of the poison, a

kind of anaphylactic shock, or a combination of all of these.

Lastly the author speaks of the action of iminune serum

and specific therapy generally in the lungs. The failure of

immune sera in the human subject is laid by Xeufeld

to the impossibility, or at least the failure, to inject a

sufficient amount in proportion to the body weight.

Dochez's experiments seem to indicate that there may be

another explanation of the failure and that, in addition to

the presence of immune bodies in the serum administered,

it is necessary for the body of the infected animal itself

to play an active part and that in case of very severe in-

fection it is imable to react to a sufficient degree. If one
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is to make serum efficacious in treatment some method of

increasing" this completing action of the body must be

found, and one may be able to obtain curative results by

combining active immunization, that is. vaccination, with

the supplying of immune bodies by immune serum admin-

istration. It is uncertain whether the use of a polyvalent

serum would be better than the univalent one of immune

serum.

4. Corpus Luteum Extract.—C. F. Burnam, review-

ing the function of the internal secretion of the ovaries

and the use of the extract, gives his personal e.xperience

in experimenting with the e.xtract of the corpus luteum of

the pig. When given by the mouth corpus luteum tissue of

the sow, even in large doses, has little or no toxic effect on

women. It affords a valuable means of controlling the

nervous symptoms which occur in so many patients at

the time of the natural or artificial menopause, giving re-

lief to most sufferers. It is a valuable remedy in treating

patients with insufficient internal ovarian secretion during

the menstrual life. This class constitutes a very large

number of women. It is an excellent remedy to induce

mentruation in young women suffering from functional

amenorrhea. Those who are fat, in addition to regaining

menstruation, usually, but not always, lose weight. There

would seem to be a possibility for the use of the drug in

cases of unexplained sterility and repeated abortions.

Extensive use should be made of corpora lutea from the

cow, sheep, and other animals to determine if these ex-

tracts work more successfully than those of the sow. The

ideal luteum tissue for any animal is doubtless tissue from

its own species, but this cannot be obtained for the woman.

So far as it goes, the author's work strengthens his con-

viction that Fraenkel is correct in attributing menstruation

in the internal secretion of the corpus luteum. From
chnical experiences he is inclined to believe that the corpus

luteum possesses dift'erent properties due to different chem-

icals. One of these substances causes hyperemia of the

pelvic organs ; another relieves nervous symptoms of a

toxic character, as at the menopause. It would seem that

this product acts as a neutralizer, since even large doses

of the luteum cause no disturbance of a toxic nature. On
the other hand, the toxic results of intravenous injections

of the luteum extracts, as well as the nervous phenomena

of menstruation, show that there must also be some toxic

material present which is not absorbed from the stomach or

intestines. .-Ml of these various substances may in the

future be separated.

5. Puerperal Infection.—F. J. Watkins, from a study

of recent literature, and also from personal observation,

has been impressed with the difference of opinion that

exists concerning the treatment of puerperal infection. His

investigations indicate that local treatment is too prevalent

and that systemic treatment would be advisable in most

cases. He finds that most cases are treated by curettage,

douches, and intrauterine medication. The author gives

his reasons for believing the disease a systemic one and

that it should be treated chiefly by general remedies which

strengthen the bodily resistance and hasten the develop-

ment of immunizing bodies. Retained products of concep-

tion should be left to escape spontaneously. In individual

instances gauze packing should be employed to check

bleeding, to hasten separation of the tissues, and to stimu-

late uterine contraction. Pelvic inflammatory exudates are

usually absorbed, but in exceptional cases, usually due to

cnlon bacillus infection, incision and drainage should be

employed. Cases of suppurative peritonitis should be op-

erated on early, but the vigorous operative treatment em-

ployed frequently is more dangerous than the disease.

6. Treatment of Abortion.—R. McPherson concludes

that abortions are more common than is realized and the

sequelre are frequently serious. Rarely, if ever, is an

abortion complete. Only in 13.7 per cent, of the cases

analyzed was there the slightest reason to believe that the

ovum was expelled unbroken. -\11 abortions should be

investigated and the uterine cavity explored. When this

is done properly, one can show a mortality in all classes of

cases of not more than 1.8 per cent, and in ordinary cases,

exclusive of accidents and malignant complications, of not

more than .016 per cent. One can always show, which is

perhaps most important of all. satisfactory results in gj
per cent, of all cases so treated.

7. Gynecological Disease in the Insane.—F. J.

Taussig calls attention to the following three facts (I) The
decidedly greater frequency of gynecological disease in

manic-depressive insanity—74 per cent, as compared with

the average of 47 per cent. (,2) The large proportion of

chronic inflammatory conditions of the genital tract in this

form of insanity. (3) The proportionately large percen-

tage of mental recoveries after gynecological operations

done on women having this form of insanity. In manic-

depressive insanity every patient should be subjected to a

gynecological examination, and when a definite lesion is

found this should lie corrected either by local or operative

measures.

9. Family Hematoporphyrinuria.—By L. F. Barker
and W. L. Fstes. (.See .Medual Record, Vol. 81, page

1118.)

The Lancet.

August 24, 1912.

1. Ohservations on the History of Syphilis, on the Wassermann
Reaction and Parasyphilis, and on Treatment, Sir Henry
Morris.

2. \accination for Typhoid Fever by Living Sensibilized Bacilli
Typhosi. W. Brougliton-.XIcock.

.'. Preliminary Note on a Method of \'accinal Treatment of Surgical
Tuberculosis. J. Fraser and J. P. McGowan.

4. Xerve-Ending .\nesthesia. C. Clarke.
5. The Xatiire of Colon Bacilluria. E. M. N. Williams.
6. PreliminaiT Report on the Forcible Feeding of Suffrage Pris-

oners. .\. F. Savin. C. W. Maiisell MouIIin and Sir \'ictor
Horsley.

2. Vaccination with Living Typhoid Bacilli.—By
W. Brouohton-Alcock. (See page 481.)

3. The Use of Tuberculous Tissue Products in the

Vaccine Treatment of Surgical Tuberculosis.—J. I'raser

and J. P. McGowan, acting on the supposition that while

artificially prepared tuberculins may contain jnany of the

toxic substances responsible for the pathological changes

present in a tuberculous focus the whole of these toxic sub-

stances would be most likely obtained in tuberculous foci

as thev occur in the naturally infected huinan body, have

used such materia! for the preparation of a vaccine. In

short, instead of using artificial media for the growth of

the tubercle bacillus in the preparation of vaccinal mate-

rial, the products occurring where human tissues have

acted as the culture medium have been employed. Further,

the authors have made as far as possible the vaccinal

treatment autogenous, using the patient's own tuberculous

material, olitained at an operation or otherwise, as the

source of the vaccine. In soine cases this was impossible

as no operation had.been performed, and in such instances

material from other patients was used ; but bone cases

were always treated with material from bone tubercle, and

gland cases with material from gland tubercle. The
technique used was as follows: A portion of tuberculous

tissiie—preferably caseous—was taken at the operation and

ground up in an agate mortar with washed silver and.

saline was then added, and the emulsion was allowed to

stand for an hour to allow the grosser particles of the sand

and tissue to settle. The supernatant fluid was then centri-

fuged to get rid of the finer particles. This supernatant

fluid was pipetted off and sterilized by heating to 60° C.

for an hour. The fluid so obtained was tested for sterility,

and finally put up in measured quantities in sterile capsules

which were sealed. In the preliminary experiments no

attempt was made to accurately standardize the vaccine.

The authors began their experiments with a very small
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quantity of the vaccinal fluid—5 cubic millimeters—and if

the patients did not react too severely the ne.xt dose, which

was given a week after, was increased to 10 c.mm.. and so

on with increments every week of 5 c.mm., until at the

end of ten weeks a dose of 50 c.mm. was given. In one
case only was there a severe reaction to a 5 c.mm. initial

dose. In this case the dose for the first few weeks was
-kept at 5 c.mm., the reaction becoming less severe -with eacli

injection, and in the end the dose was increased as in the

other cases without severe symptoms developing. The
most encouraging results are seen in gland tubercle, the

reason probably being that, from their greater accessibility

to clinical e.xamination, improvement was more readily de-

tected. Even more striking than the local improvement
Tias been the general change. Another noticeable feature is

the rapidity with which improvement has made its appear-

ance : in one case only has the treatment exceded ten

weeks. .\ii improvement begins to be noticeable usually

after the third inoculation. .\s regards disadvantages there

are ixjssibilities of two. In one instance the general reac-

tion was severe enough to prevent the progressive increase

in dosage which one aims at, but in such circumstances a

repetition of the smallest tolerable dose induces an inmni-

nity which soon permits the use of the larger amounts.

The second disadvantage is a local one—the treatment un-

doubtedly induces a considerable focal reaction. This may
lead to the formation of abscesses and caseation, but the

exhibition of minute doses is sufficient to prevent such a

complication.

4. Nerve-Ending Anesthesia.—C. Clarke states that

a 0.6 per cent, aqueous solution of beta-eucaine hydro-

chloride injected hypodermically has an immediate anes-

thetic effect on sensory nerve endings, while the nerve

cords and fibers passing through the infiltrated area retain

their conducting power unimpaired for some considerable

time after the injection. During the course of many opera-

tions the surgeon divides comparatively few nerve endings,

considering the size of the wound, for the knife cuts a

cleft which afterwards gapes and exposes the tissue or

organ to be operated upon. The primary objects of nerve-

ending anesthesia are concentration and economy of anes-

thetic, for the actual quantity of beta-eucaine which can be

safely injected into a patient is limited to about 6 or 7

grains. For the operation the tissues are first desensitized

and then divided in successsive layers. Xo interval need

elapse between the injection of the anesthetic and the com-

mencement of the operation, for beta-eucaine in 0.6 per

cent, strength acts on sensory nerve endings practically at

once. The chief points to be observed when using beta-

eucaine hydrochloride in 0.6 per cent, strength as a nerve-

ending anesthetic are: (i) Inject the anesthetic freely in

the actual line of the incision; (2) keep strictly to the in-

filtrated tissues; and (3) operate immediately after the

injection.

5. The Nature of Colon Bacilluria.—E. M. N. Will-

iams believes that colon bacilluria is a late stage in a

chronic disorder of the intestine, and that by traversing

diseased intestinal walls the organism usually gains access

to the urinary tract. The short straight female urethra

lias been supposed to offer facilities for an ascending in-

fection, but it must be remembered that women are more

subject than men to constipation, and therefore tc tiie

conditions dependent upon it.

British Medical Journal.

August 24, 1912.

1. Further Experience of the Specific Curative Action in .Vmcbic
Disease of Ifypoderniic Injections of Soluble Salts of Emetine.
L. Roijers.

2. (iranule-Shedding in Trypanosoma Gambiensc. H. S. Ranken.
3. The Results i>f Sanatorium Treatment. F. W. Burton-Fanning

and W. J. Fanning.
4. A Note Upon the Use of .\ntiformin in Sputum Examination,

and on Staining Methods for the Demonstration of Tubercle
Bacilli G. n. K. Macalister.

5. The Pil<rin .Method of Staining Tubercle Bacilli. H. Wilson.

1. Hypodermic Injections of Soluble Salts of
Emetine in Amebic Disease.—L. Rogers concludes that

his method of the subcutaneous injection of soluble salts of
emetine is a specific treatment of amebic hepatitis and
amebic dysentery. The treatment is so rapidly beneficial in

the latter as to be also of great diagnostic value between
that and other causes of the passage of blood and mucus in

the stools. Yet, strange to say, this remarkable remedy, ac-

cording to the author probably the most active specific in

the whole range of medicine, not excluding quinine and
salvarsan, has for long been thrown away by those who
pinned their faith in ipecacuanha sine emetina.

2. Granule-Shedding in Trypanosoma Gambiense.

—

H. S. Ranken states that the "infective granule" of try-

panosomiasis occurs in T. gambiense in cases of sleeping

sickness. Granule shedding has been observed, and the

free granule has been seen in lymph glands and internal

organs—liver, spleen, and lung. The granule is at first

pyriform, but develops a flagellum. It is actively motile,

and can be distinguished from "blood dust."

3. End Results of Sanatorium Treatment.

—

¥. \V.

Burton Fanning and W. J. Fanning state that the first

three years after sanatorium treatment are the crucial

period. The patients who survive that time possess a

greater expectation of maintaining their ascendency over
the malady, .\mong the cases observed by them the

authors note that during the first triennium after residence

in the sanatorium there died 50.7 per cent, of the patients.

During the second triennium there died 7.1 per cent. The
authors are convinced that the results of the sanatorium
treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis promise to become
better and better. x-\ttention must be concentrated on the

early diagnosis of the disease. Experience has shown that

the early consumptive does not discover himself, but must
be actively sought out, and that for this work the service

of an expert is required. At present the applicant for

admission to a sanatorium is provided with a form certi-

fying to the presence of more or less glaring physical

signs in his chest. One should aim instead at utilizing the

sanatoria for patients certified to have no physical signs of

lung destruction.

4. The Antiformin Method of Sputum Examination.
—G. H. K. Macalister concludes that .by means of treatinj;

with 25 per cent, antiformin 1.651 samples of sputum
found negative as a result of the direct exarnination. it

was possible to demonstrate the presence of tubercle bac-

illi in 9 cases, that is to say in 0.54 per cent, of cases. This
figure, though small in comparison with those obtained by
other v/orkers, is large enough to justify the use of this

reagent when a large number of specimens are examined.
The discrepancy between these results and others is pos-

sibly due to the detailed care which is expended upon the

direct examination.

5. The Pikrin Method of Staining Tubercle Bacilli.

—

H. Wilson notes that this, which is also known as Speng-
ler's method, is simple, and is conducted as follows

:

Having made a suitable film— (i) Stain with carbol fuch-

sin, warm, but without too much heat. (2) Pour off the

stain without washing. (3) Pour on picric acid alcohol

(consisting of equal parts of saturated solution of picric

acid and absolute alcohol) : after three seconds— (4) Wash
with 60 per cent, alcohol. (5) Treat with 15 per cent, ni-

tric acid till yellow (thirty seconds). (6) Wash again

with 60 per cent, alcohol. (7) Counterstain with picric

acid alcohol till lemon colored. (8) Wash with distilled

water and dry gently at a low heat. With a little practice

this will be found an ea.sy and quick method, and the

extra time involved in the staining will be more than com-
pensated by the ease with which the bacilli are found if

present, and the consequent less time spent at the micro-

scope. This applies particularly to urinary sediments.
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Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

Auijusi W. 1912.

Splanchnomegaly with Acromegaly.—Amsler men-
tiiins tile difference rrf opinion as to the nature of this

association. While one sees a primary splanchnomegaly,

coordinate with acromegaly, others regard the former as

secondary to the latter and due purely to stasis and in-

crease of connective tissue. It is, of course, possible that

true hypertrophy may be associated with this secondary

hyperplasia. Ai an autopsy by the author were found

acromegaly, tumor of hypophysis, enlargement of the

tongue, spleen, kidneys, and liver. The testicles showed
involutional changes, and a goiter was present. The
heart was dilated and hypertrophied. There were choked

disks and retinal hemorrhages. The abnormal tissues

were all submitted to microscopic examination. The
hypophysis tumor was fotmd to be an eosinophile adenoma
of the anterior lobe. The heart was in brown atrophy, and
the hypertrophy was evidently primary, as neither arterio-

sclerosis nor valvular disease was present. The spleen was
also the seat of primary hyperplasia. The adrenals

showed hyperplasia of the cortical portion. The en-

larged kidneys showed neither stasis nor fatty altera-

tion, and the increase in size was due to hyperplasia

of the glomeruli and tubules. The state of the enlarged

li\er was chiefly one of hyperplasia with a certain amount
of hypertrophy. There was a slight enlargement of the

pancreas, due to hyperplasia of Langerhans islets. Other

histological finds were not important. The author, there-

fore, feels confident that the splanchnomegaly is not sec-

ondary to stasis, but while due evidently to primary hyper-

plasia the nature of the latter is obscure, although it may
be considered as akin to the acromegaly itself.

Recent Results of Research in Tropical Medicine.

—

Hoffmann mentions first the spirochetotropic action of

salvarsan in frambesia, relapsing fever, and ulcus tropi-

cum. In all of these affections the new remedy exerts the

same brilliant specific action as in syphilis. The affection

known as venereal granuloma, a new venereal disease

studied in South .\nierica, has been found to show note-

worthy analogies to rhinoscleroma. The cause is not a

spirochete, as has been claimed, and salvarsan has entirely

failed to cure or favorably affect the disease. The affec-

tion known as parasitic thyreoiditis has been found to be

due to a trypanosome, for which the big bedbug or conor-

hinus acts as host. The affection has therefore been

styled coreotrypanosis (kopsis-bedbug). Much work has

been done in the comparatively new field of the leish-

maniosis. It has been learned that the so-called pian boil

or Surinam yaws, long regarded as frambesia. is due to

a leishmania introduced by a tick and hence is a congener

of the .-Meppo boil. Pellagra now seems to be attributable

to a simulium or sandfly which acts as host for an im-

known microorganism. The food theory has almost been

abandoned. A similar etiology is being agitated for beri-

beri, although insufficient diet may furnish the predisposi-

tion if not the actual causation. Verruca peruana makes
one more dangerous disease to be traced to an insect or

tick host. The latter is not yet known, but is evidently

one of nocturnal habits. We now know that this affection

may occur in a benign form. The incubation period is

three weeks. The actual cause is doubtless a beniatozoa.

^'ariola is now fully recognized as a perennial disease in

certain regions of the tropics and one which slays an im-

mense number of people. A stable vaccine is indispensable

and any detail of technique which will assist in preserving

the same will protect in direct proportion to the degree

of presentation. The lepra bacillus has been freely culti-

vated and is seen to be a streptothrix. As far as the

bubonic form of the plague is concerned, it is certain that

it is exclusively flea borne. No flea, no plague. The anti-

rat crusade is, it is to be feared, ineffective in stamping out

the disease as a whole, although a useful resource. One
should not rest content with rat killing. The best prophy-

lactic is prompt recognition and isolation of the first cases,

because fleas quickly spread the disease from man to man.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

Auguit 22, 19i:,

Thrombosis.—Ribbert states that in the majoritj' of

cases thrombosis is due to roughening of the vascular wall,

which causes a precipitation of the blood plates. In other

cases, secondary in character, unevenness of the first

stratum of precipitation is the cause of further deposit.

Slowing of the circulation is a contributory factor, for

otherwise the bloodstream might wash away the deposit.

In regard to the initial roughening of the vascular wall

this may be due to a variety of dissimilar lesions. Some
of these are chronic—arteriosclerosis, phlebitis, endocar-

ditis, etc., while others are more abrupt, as an infection,

an injury, the penetration of tumors. Slowing of the

bloodstream is an auxiliary cause in a very large propor-

tion of cases.

Excretion of Diphtheria Bacilli in the Urine.—Con-

radi and Bicrast as a result of personal studies which thus

far have been fragmentary conclude that in about one-

third of all cases of diphtheria virulent bacilli reach the

urine and are often in positior.to propagate the infection.

The danger of direct contact infection is slight because of

the great dilution, there being relatively few bacteria pres-

ent in a given bulk of urine. However, the latter should

be disinfected as long as it is infected. Under excep-

tionally favorable conditions the urine might contaminate

the milk vessels and so infect a milk supply. In theory

the urine might infect the patient's skin, causing for ex-

ample, diphtheritic vulvitis.

Mercury as a General Spirillocide.—The efficacy of

hydrargyrum against the spirochete of syphilis has influ-

enced Kolle and two others to test it in diseases of similar

causation. In fowl spirillosis the disease appears to yield

to those mercurials which are of proved value in syphilis.

Hence the affection of the fowl may be used as a sort of

trial horse for new antisyphilitic combinations. The au-

thors found that the presence of the benzol ring or pyra-

zolon nucleus in the mercury molecule gave evidence of

an active form of remedy. In other words the latter com-

bined an efficient portion of the salvarsan molecule with

mercury. The next step was detoxication without im-

pairment of therapeutic efficiency. The ultimate result was

a substance sulfamino-dimethyl-phenyl-pyrazolon-hydrar-

gyrum, believed to represent an effective general spirillo-

cide, the chief value of which should of course be as an

antisyphilitic.

Combination of Medicines.—Kochmann ha.s investi-

gated this subject from the viewpoint of Biirgi's teach-

ings. -Ks a result he disputes the correctness of the gen-

erahzations of the Swiss. He does not find that a minute

dose of a synergist will necessarily potentize the ordinary

dose of the principal remedy. He does not appear to deny

that this phenomenon may be noted under particular cir-

cumstances, but the mechanism in different combinations

may vary greatly. Hence instead of proceeding upon the

supposition of the existence of a general law it will be

much wiser to consider each special case as a law in itself,

at least for the present. In combining remedies in addi-

tion to increasing the force by synergism we also have

to neutralize the unpleasant collateral effects, hence the

further merit of the special problem viewpoint.

Peculiarities in the Course of Varicella.—P. Merklen
has observed in the course of varicella the following un-

usual complications; enlargement of the lymph nodes, tor-

ticollis, and extreme itching. These peculiarities are at-

tributed to an abnormal reaction to the varicella virus.

—

Aiu:a!es dc Mcdeciite ct de Chirurgic liifaiitiles.
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Suauraturp MtUtim.

REPORTT\(, Ol- XOX-ORGAXIC HEART
.ML'RML'RS.

To THK Editor of thi-: Ixsi'kaxci-: Di-:paki .\ii;nt :

Sir :— 111 regard to the discussion as to reporting

all non-organic heart murmurs. I may be permitted

to report a single experience. Some years ago I

was examiner for a considerable number of leading

life insurance companies, until 1 resigned because

of lack of time to give the examinations suitable

attention. During that period I examined for a

New York company a man who seemed to be a per-

fect risk except for a slight murmur which I as-

sumed was probably non-organic, but which I re-

ported in my examination with a special letter of

explanation and recommendation to the home office.

The application was promptly rejected, somewhat
to my humiliation. .A few days later I received a

telegram from a Milwaukee company, for which I

was not examiner, directing me to examine the

same applicant, and to report directly to them. 1

repeated the examination and sent the company a

copy of my original letter to the first mentioned
company. ( The murmur was so slight that their

local examiner had failed to detect it, but in the

meantime they had received the adverse report of

the Xew York company. ) The ap])lication was
held up by this company for a few weeks until the

applicant was seen by a special examiner from the

home office. He found, as it was later reported to

me, just what I found, but recommended the ajipli-

cation and the policy was issued.

A little later one of the medical directors of the

company in X^ew York, who was visiting the prin-

cipal agencies, called on me, and we spent a delight-

ful evening together. I brought up for discussion

several problems that had presented themselves to

me, and among others the matter of heart murmurs.
I asked him if in one of these doubtful cases it

would do any good to send the ap])licant, if the case

was one of sufficient importance, to the home office,

so that the medical directors could examine him for

themselves. His reply was that that was unneces-

sary : that they had a hard and fast rule that no one

with any trouble about the heart would be accepted,

since no one could tell just what the trouble was,

and the organ involved was too important. This

statement was, of course, entirely satisfactory and

settled the matter.

Within one year the Milwaukee company was

called upon to pay the face of the policy. I was
never, however, able to learn the immetliate cause

of death.

J. F. B.\LDWix, M.D.
C' I rMBLs, Ohio.

Interest in the subject of life insurance .iiedicine

would be stimulated if others would follow Dr.

Baldwin's e.xample by contributing a leaf from

their experience, or by offering any criticism occur-

ring to them of statements appearing in these col-

umns.
Dr. Baldwin evidentlv encountered here one of

the many difficulties connected with examining for

life insurance. The description of his case has a

familiar ring to one devoting much time to the sub-

ject, but it nevertheless is one from which a lesson

may be learned. The three following points call

for special notice.

1. .\ slight murmur was heard. Since Dr. Bald-

win assumed that this was probably non-organic,

there was some element of uncertainty in the diag-

nosis at the time, even in the mind of this experi-

enced e.xaminer ; therefore the most advisable course

to pursue would have been to recommend rejection,

notwithstanding the fact that the murmur was sub-

setjuently pronounced non-organic by another au-

thority. There should be no question, under all cir-

cumstances, as to giving the company the benefit of

any possible tloubt in regard to the character of

cardiac affections. Heart murmurs may be looked

upon as positively organic, doubtful, or positively

non-organic. The last of these is of no imponance
and the only kind to be omitted from the report.

2. Doubtful cases will be rejected without hesi-

tation, whether reported by the held or home otfice

e.xaminer. We do not agree witii the medical di-

rector, however, who assured Dr. Baldwin that

it is unnecessary to send applicants with doubtful

cardiac conditions to the home ofiice, or even to

members of the home office staff's who happen to be

in the neighborhood. One of the duties of medical

directors is the personal ins])ection of doubtful or

rejected risks wdienever ])ossible, and they will, ac-

cording to our knowledge, always be found cheer-

fully ready to look over such cases in order to as-

sure their respective companies that no injustice is

being done to either the applicants or the agents.

3. The actual cause of death in the case cited

would be a most interesting feature, especially as

to how far, if at all, it was due to some defect in

the circulatorv system.

—

Editor.

Varieties of and Motives for Suicide.—Schilling

has recently compiled statistics on suicide in Prussia

and the German Empire. Hanging occupied first

])lace during the period 1883- 1890, no less an aver-

age than 60 per cent, electing that mode of death.

Less than 20 per cent, chose drowning, wdiile over

10 per cent, shot themselves. Xext in order comes
the knife, and after that jjoison. .\s for motive,

with women it is love and jealousy, with men mat-
ters involving their name and honor. .Mcoholism
is responsible for many suicides. More single than

married people slay themselves, more unmarried
women than unmarried men, but more wiflowcrs

than widows, .'students and soldiers show a proiie-

ness to suicide, and the lower schools have more vic-

tims than the upper ones. In Prussia during 1901-

1903 there were 1,700 suicides among students, and
the ratio should have increased since. In the Prus-

sian army in 1883- 1890 there were 36 suicides per

100,000 between the ages of 20 and 25. The enor-

mous increase of suicide in our day gives a shock-

ing picture. In the nineteenth century two millions

of Europeans took their own lives. -Since 1831 the

number of suicides has increased 400 per cent.,

while the number of people has increased but 60

per cent. During the years 1869-1872 Prussia had

72 suicides per million. During the period 1891 to

1900 the total number was 60,518. In the German
Empire during the year 1881 the number was 9.994.

in 1903 it was 12,730. Suicide in children is also

constantly increasing. In Prussia from 1879 to

i8g8 there were 1.708 cases, and since then the num-
ber has been steadily augmented. The same in-

crease in suicide is to be noted elsewhere, save in

Denmark. Xorway, and Spain, where the rate is de-

creasing.

—

Deutsche J^ersiclieniiii^sceitiiiii^, X'o. 85,

1912.
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Das Sueaquale Lvxenead. Voii Privatdozent Dr. Anton
Brosch. Unter ;\lit\virkung von Dr. Otto von Auf-
schnaiter. Zweite, vermehrte Auflage. JVlit 10 abbil-
diingen im Text. Price : 3 marks. Leipzic und W'ien

:

Franz Deutieke, igi2.

Die Gesu.ndheitskontrolle durch den Orgaxsixn. Von
Privatdozent Dr. Anton Brosch. Unter Mitwirkung
von Dr. Otto von Aufschnaiter. Zweite. oermehrte Auf-
lage. Price 2 marks. Leipzic und Wien : Franz Deu-
tieke. 1912.

The authors of these two brochures have taken very much
to heart Bouchard's famous aphorism that man is a lab-
oratory of poisons, and have gathered numerous argu-
ments in favor of "wasliing out" these poisons from the
organism. They consider that the colon and the rectum
are the chief offenders and that all of the present day
methods of cleansing these organs are futile. Instead they
propose the use of an "enterocleaner," which seems to be
nothing but a very cumbersome apparatus for administer-
ing a high enema to a patient immersed in a bath. We
have not gathered from the text what other motives have
prompted tlie authors to manufacture this apparatus, but
their ingenuity certainly deserves a better subject.

Traite International de Psychologie Pathologique.
Directeur: Dr. A. Marie (de Villejuif). Coniite de Re-
daction: .MM. les Professeurs Bagenoff (dc .\loscou).
Bechterew (de St. PetersbourgK Clouston (d'Edin-
bourg), Dejerine (de Paris). Grassct (de .Montpellier ),

Lugaro (de Modene). Dr. .Magnan (de Paris), Pilcz (de
Vienne). Ziehen (de Berlin). Tome Troisieme. Psyco-
pathologie .•Xppliquee. Par MM. les Prs. Bagenoff, Bian-
chi, Sikorsky, G. Dumas, Havelock-Ellis, Dr. Cullerre.
A. Marie. Dexler, F. Helme. Pr. J. \\ertheini Salomon-
son. .Avcc 338 gravures dans le Texte. Price 25 francs.

Paris: Librairie Felix Alcan. igi2.

This is the third and last volume of this treatise. All
three are bulky volumes, the present containing 10S6 pages.
The others were about equally large. The first was on
General Ps\ cliopathology. the second on Clinical Psycho-
pathology. The present treats of pathological psychology
and opens with an original study Iiy Professors Bianchi
and Sikirskx on morbid mentality considered from the psy-
chophysiological point of view. Sikorsky in writing the
main part of this article has presented the subject in a
most interesting waj—at one and the same time ethnicu',
artistic, physiognomonic, clinical, and philosophic. There
are numerous illustrations wdiich depict the expression, at-
titude, etc., in various intellectual, emotional or volitional
states, in various races, in both sexes and at various ages.
Physical changes in the respiration, blood, voice, etc.. are
carefully studied. The methods of physiological and ex-
perimental psychology are pursued. An appendix by G.
Dumas on "Pathological Sadness and Joy," and another
by Havelock Ellis on "Psychopathic Sexuality" add much
interest to this part of the work. Following this is a long
chapter on comparative psychopathology, in which the
question is delightfully treated from various points of
view. Cullerre writes on examples of madness in history;
Marie on madness in various races and countries : Marie
and Bragenoff on collective psychopathology ( epidemics
of madness, insanity of families, etc.) ; and Dexler, on
mental disorders in the higher types of animals. The book
concludes with a chapter on the general causes of psycho-
pathic disorders by Marie : and a chapter on lalioratory
methods by several authors. This volume, like the two
which have preceded it, is of great value and of much
interest. The collaliorators are all men of authority in
their various special fields, active workers and widelv
known.

Xervose .^xcstzustande, und ihre Behandluxg. Von
Dr. WiLHELM Stekei,. Wien. Mit einem Vorwort von
Professor Dr. Siegmuxd Freud. Sweite, vermehrte und
verbesserte Auflage. Price 17 marks. Berlin : Urban &
Schwarzenberg, igi2.

This is the second edition of an important contribution to
psychiatry, treating of the anxiety or fear neuroses. .-\ criti-
cal comparison of it wtih the first edition, the author him-
self states, will disclose the fact that his conception of these
neuroses has undergone considerable cliange. He still be-
lieves that the way to their proper understanding is through
psychoanalysis: and his therapeutics remain the same. But
the peculiar nature of these neuroses, as they appear <o
him. is disclosed with clearer insight. There Is a broader
development, perhaps rather than an alteration of the
views that were set forth in Ids first edition. He men-

tions, also, a more extensive gradation or shading of con-
ditions from the neuroses into the psychoses. The book is

divided into three parts. The first is devoted to the anxiety
neuroses proper; the second to anxiety hysteria; the third
to diagnosis and treatment. The technique of psychotherapy
is described. The second edition conmiends itself to us as
affording a broader conception of the subject and of
greater interest and value even than the first edition.

Common Disorders and Diseases of Childhood. By
George Frederic Still, .M.A., M,D. (Cantab.) ; F.R.C.P.
(Lond.) ; Professor of Diseases of Children, King's Col-
lege. London; Physician for Diseases of Children, King's
Collep-e Hospital; Physician to the Hospital for Sick
Children, Great Ormond Street; Honorary Member of
the American Pediatric Society. Second Edition. Price

$5.50. London ; Henry Frowde, Oxford University
Press; Ilodder & Stoughton, 1912,

This work differs strikingly from the general run of text-

books on diseases of children in the personal note which
permeates its pages. There is a wide departure from the

stereotyped method of presenting the subject of pediatrics,

with the dreary sequence of definition, etiology, pathology,
etc. No effort is made to cover the entire subject, the

author having been content to draw upon his own exten-
sive experience in describing fully the most important of
the diseases of children which the practitioner is called

upon to treat. Particularly satisfying is the large space
that is accorded to the details of treatment. The follow-

ing subjects which were not discussed in the first edition
are included in the prcsenf one : enlarged tonsils and
adenoid hypertrophy, epilepsy, asthma, and hydrocephalus.
The author's views on infantile paralysis and congenital
syphilis have been considerably modified. It is difficult

to pick out any one subject whose discussion more than
any other displays the keen observation of the mature
clinician whose views are not a mere repetition of what
others have said and written. The author's attitude with
respect to the operative treatment of hypertrophied tonsils

and adenoids shows this originality. Me decries the use
of the fingers as a means of detecting the presence of
adenoids. These, even when unmistakably present, and
hypertrophied tonsils, need not bo removed unless there is-

some definite evidence of impairment of the child's health,

such as the presence of earache, deformity of the chest, etc.

The definite risks of operation, the occasional bad sequelx,

the best time for operating, and the necessity of the opera-
tion being performed by one specially trained for the pur-
poses are all carefully weighed. The author alludes to

the frequency with which asthma occurs during childhood,

and shows bow many cases of this disease occurring in

adults had their beginnings in the unrecognized chest con-
ditions of early life. In discussing the treatment of thread-
worms the author emphasizes the futility in many of the
cases of attacking the condition solely by meiins of local

measures. Among the other topics exhaustively and enter-
tainingly described may be mentioned the following : curd
indigestion: flatulency and colic in infancy: abdominal
pains in chiblren beyond the age of infancy : bilious at-

tacks, so called, in children; fever of obscure causation;
jaundice in children: tuberculosis; rheumatism: some
urinary disorders in childhood; mentally deficient children;
bead-nodding with nystagmus in infancy: and sleepless-

ness, loss of appetite, and some other symptoms. The va-
rious surgical measures in the treatment of hydrocephalus
are gone into. In view of the increasing prevalence of
poliomyelitis the author might have devoted some attention

to the subject of the diagnosis of this disease during the

prodromal stage. However, this is not a serious omission
in a work of this kind, which treads only upon the firm

ground of the author's own experience. The paper, typog-
raphy and binding are in keeping with the high standards
that have been maintained by the Oxford L'niversity Press.

The book may be recommended without reserve as a val-

uable contribution to the already extensive literature of
pediatrics.

Report from the Pathological Department and the
Department of Clinical Psychiatry, Central Indiana
Hospital for the Insane, igog-ioio and 1910-1911.

Vol. IV. Indianapolis : Wm. B. Burford. Contractor for

State Printing and Binding. igi2.

The value of this report is attested in letters embodied
from men connected with the colleges of Indiana. It is

also evident that the opportunities for instruction af-

forded by the hospital to physicians and students availing

themselves thereof are many and various. The report
contains matter of interest to physicians of hospitals for

the insane, to pathologists, and to specialists in nervous
and mental diseases It ought to encourage other hos-
pitals to work along similar lines.
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AMERICAN"' N'liUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting, Held at Boston, Mass.,

May 30-June I, 1912.

Dr. E. VV. T.'Wlor. Vick-President, in the Ch.mk.

Thursday. May 30

—

First Day.

Note on the Examination of the Cerebrospinal Fluid
for Arsenic Following the Administration of Salvarsan.
—Dr. Carl D. Cami' of Ann Arbor, presented this cora-

niunication. The cerebrospinal fluid was withdrawn by
lumbar puncture, following the administration of 0.6 gram
(if salvarsan by intravenous injection, and examined for

arsenic in the laboratory of Dr. Victor C. Vaughan. The
interval between the salvarsan injection and the lumbar
puncture varied from 15 minutes to 40 hours in the sev-

enteen observations that were made. Cases of tabes,

paresis, cerebrospinal syphilis, secondary and tertiary syphi-

lis not affecting the nervous system were utilized in this

research. In only one case was there any trace of arsenic

and in that case (3 hour interval) the patient was also be-

ing intensively treated with mercury and the trace was too
small to make sure of its identity. Another case with the

same interval showed no trace of arsenic. Arsenic does
not appear in the cerebrospinal fluid as ordinarily adminis-
tered, by intravenous injection, unless the dose is so large

>r so often repeated that there is danger of causing menin-
goencephalitis.

Dr. Joseph Collins of Xew York said that two years
ago he began to treat cases of nervous syphilis with sal-

varsan and in that time had treated 137 cases. There had
been cures, some of which had lasted eighteen months,
which could not have been accomplished by anything else.

.Among these had been cases of brain syphilis, meningo-
encephalitis, vascular syphilis, tabes, syphilitic bulbar palsy,

cases of syphilitic neurasthenia occurring in the wife or

Inisband of patients who had had tabes or general paresis.

Dr. B. Sachs of Xew York said he bad published one
experience referring to eighty cases and since that time his

experience had lieen doubled. He believed that no remedy
that had ever been exhibited or employed in syphilis of

the central nervous system had helped to such a degree as

had salvarsan. He could not see that the presence or ab-

sence of arsenic in the cerebrospinal fluid would affect

very much the question as to whether salvarsan ultimately
benefits parasyphilitic or metasyphilitic changes in the ner-

vous system. That it did bring about changes and affect

tlie syphilitic virus as it circulated in the body there was
nn doulit. Fioth in private and hospital practice he had
followed this matter closely and as a result he had never
gone beyond 0.4 gram intravenously. This dose could be
repeated after two or three or four weeks and it was
much safer to give a small dose frequently repeated than
to give a larger one.

Dr. Dercum of Philadelphia said that in his experience
the use of salvarsan in nervous syphilis depended upon the

duration of the symptoms. The majority of paretics had
not been benefited. .\s regarded tabetics be had seen no
remarkable improvement. There had been cessation of

tabetic pains and improvement in that way. One case was
injected over a year ago by the intravenous method and
pains were still absent. He always followed the salvarsan

by mercurial inunctions just as vigorously as if salvarsan

had not been used. One acted upon the germ and the otlier

on the tissues. He believed that if the patient was not
given lioth, he did not receive the maximum benefit.

Dr. Knapp of Boston said that he could corroborate what
Drs. Dercum and Sachs had said of salvarsan. He had
not seen any disastrous results from it and certainly there

could be no question of the beneficial effect.

Dr. Camp said he had not intended to bring up any ques-
tion of the efficiency of salvarsan in these cases. Of course
it came up incidentally. If the effect of salvarsan was due
to its antiseptic or germicidal effect, then arsenic or some-
thing which represented it should be present in the cen-

tral nervous system. His experience as to the beneficial re-

sults had not been so favorable. The .Argyll-Robertson
pupils had not disappeared, there had been no return of

the reflexes, though the patients had in many cases lost

their subjective ';\-mptnms.

Clinical Confirmation of the Hypothesis That Dis-
ordered States in the Parents Produce Defective
Offspring.—Drs. Ludlu.m and Corson White of Phila-
delphia read this paper, statin.8 that from an examination
of 600 defective children they had concluded that changes
in the chemico-physical en\ironment of the developing
ovum produced defective children. In all cases of ar-

rested, retarded, or defective developments, all en-

vironmental factors should be most carefully elimin-

ated before the especial defect should be stated

as hereditary. Often, through defective nutrition or

other untoward conditions of nurture, the organism
was not able to perfect itself in all its parts, not

from any germinal defect, but simply because it w-as not

sufficiently nurtured, or because it was poisoned or other-

wise injured as shown especially in children born during

famine, in cliildren of lead workers, etc. Statistics which
exclude environment, as diseases or metabolic changes, etc..

in the mother or father, are faulty, because, along with or-

ganic inheritance, ther must be a stimulus of an external

developmental environment which supplies the stimulus

without which hereditary potentials cannot be expressed.

There was at least as much evidence for the retarding of

the development of the ovum by untoward circumstances in

the environment as there was for hereditary defect. The
reason why statistics showed such a low percentage of

syphilis or tuberculosis in defective children was because

the majority of openly infected children died before their

inental defect was definitely demonstrable and it was only

those arising from parents with changed metabolism or

low grade infection that persisted.

Dr. Knapp of Boston said it was exceedingly rare to get

an absolutely accurate history of the mother's condition

during the period of pregnancy, but even without that it

was often possible in those forms of disease, as those of

more strictly degenerative character where heredity has

been most often invoked, to obtain information as to the

mother's condition during pregnancy which certainly must
have a marked influence upon the development of the child.

Such, for example, was an acute infection during the pe-

riod of pregnancy which would certainly be explanatory
of various degenerative conditions in later life.

An Examination of the Ductless Glands in Eight
Cases of Dementia Praecox.—Drs F. X. Derclm and
A. EtLts of Philadelphia i)resented this paper in which they

stated that their studies were prompted by the view that

in dementia pra:co.x we have to do with autointoxication.

It was only relatively late in the disease that cases of de-

mentia prKcox showed quantitative mental loss, the striking

early feature being confusion. In those cases the negative

clinical history with regard to infections and intoxications

from without, pointed to the conclusion that the toxins are

produced within the body. That the ductless glands should

be involved in this process of intoxication was extremely
probable. That the glands of internal secretion were also

closely interrelated to each other was another fact of prime
importance. This relationship was no longer a matter of
theory and of speculation but must be regarded as estab-

lished. There was reason to believe that the organism in

dementia pr;ecox was one which unfolded or evolved im-
perfectly and irregularly and that at the time when ado-
lescence takes place, the response on the part of the duct-

less glands was imperfect. During the last four years
there had been studied clinically in the Insane Department
of the Philadelphia Ceneral Hospital a large number of

cases in reference to the ductless glands. Of these cases

8 came to autopsy. Cases i, 3, and 5 suffered apparently
from hebephrenia : 2 and 4 from catatonia, the 6th was
catatonic at times, the 7th and 8th while classifiable with
hebephrenia, were distinctly paranoid. .AH of these cases
died of tuberculosis. In the cases of dementia prjeco.x. the

thyroid gland was studied in 8 cases, the hypophysis in 3,

the adrenals in 8, the parathyroids in 5, the carotids in 6.

the thymus in r. and of the other glands, the testicles were
studied in i, the pancreas in 8, the spleen in 7, the liver in

8 and the kidneys in 8. One of the most notable points in

the ductless gland findings was the underweight of the

thyroid in 7 of the 8 cases. In addition 3 of them showed
abnormalities in the colloid, quantitative or qualitative, and
4 decided regressive changes in the acinar epithelial cells.

In the hypophyses there was less colloid than is usually
found in a series of these glands. There was in all prob-
ability a disturbance in those cases of what Sajous has
called the "adrenal system." i. e. of the chain made up of
the pituitary, the thyroid and the adrenals. .As far as the

thyroid gland was concerned, the chanees were to be ex-
plained in terms of inadequacy. Xow .Sajous has pointed
out that in tuberculosis there was an inadequacy of the
adrenal system and the thought naturally occurred that

those eight patients suft'ered from dementia pr^co.x for the

same reason that they suffered from tuberculosis. It was
rather a remarkable fact that the almost universal cause
of death in dementia prseco.x was tuberculosis, and, if

feebleness of resistance to the tubercle bacillus was due
to the inadequacy of the adrenal system, there was reason
to infer that this inadequacy pre-existed and that it was

one of the factors in the makeup of dementia precox.
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Dr. St.\rr of Xew York said that about fifteen years ago
he was exceedingly interested in the study of cases of
cretinism and particularly of my.xedema. It so happened
that there came into his office within one week a case of
my.xedema in a young woman about eighteen and two cases
that would now be classified as dementia pr;ecox. The
striking resemblance in the mental characteristics of the

three individuals led him to regard the three cases as in-

stances of maldevelopment. and to administer to them
thyroid extract. Tlie people were still under his ob-
servation. While there had not been a development of
very great genius, yet these young women were perfectly

able to live with their families, able to go about ordinary
occupations and were fairly good members of society;

whereas without that line of treatment they would long
since have been confined to an asylum. On the basis of
those cases he had put almost every case of dementia
prseco.x that he had seen on thyroid treatment. In a good
many of them it had done no good, but it had been of de-

cided benefit in a certain number of cases and he wa.s

quite convinced with Dr. Dercum that treatment along that

line with eitlier the thyroid or pituitary gland, in a good
many cases of dementia praeco.x was decidedly beneficial.

Dr. Onuf of Xew York said he had found on the whole
that the manic-depressive form of insanity was quite re-

sponsive to thy^roid treatment, as there was quite a distinct

efTect upon the psyche in the direction of elation. On the
contrary, in the dementia prKcox cases there was a peculiar

irresponsiveness to the thyroid treatment.
Dr. McCarthy of Philadelphia said that in 500 autop-

sies at the Phipps Institute of patients dying with tubercu-
losis the thyroid was carefully examined and showed exten-
sive lesions in a large percentage of cases. In this study of
Dr. Dercum's, great caution should be used on account of
tliese lesions.

Myasthenia Gravis.—Dr. M. Allex St.\rr of New-
York said he had gathered 250 cases of myasthenia gravis
for purposes of analysis. Of these 142 were females and
108 males. The youngest case on record was 2 years and Q
months old, the oldest 72. The age of greatest frequency
was between 20 and 30. It was true that the cranial nerves
were chiefly affected. Thus ptosis or double vision had
been recorded as the first symptom in 40 per cent, of
cases. The difficulty in speech was more commonly due to

paralysis of the tongue or lips. Difficulty in swallowing
had been recorded in S'A per cent, of the cases. .\ striking
point of contrast between true bulbar palsy and myasthenia
gravis was that diploplia and ptosis were present in the
former and in true bulbar palsy double vision was very
rare. The predominant symptom is weakness in the limbs

:

early fatigue on exertion and recovery of power on rest.

Enlar.jement of the thymus gland had been observed in 2S
per cent. Its absence in 72 per cent, seemed to show that it

was not essential to the development of the disease. The
pathology of the disease was obscure, but it had been
shown that creatiiiin was diminished in the excretions
in about 80 per cent. In the large majority of cases death
occurred in six months. That the disease was an extremely
serious one was shown by a large percentage of fatal ter-

minations within a year of the onset. It was important to

differentiate from diphtheritic paralysis and acute polio-

myelitis of the acute bulbar type. The use of thyroid,
pituitary and parathyroid gland seemed to have been very
universal in the past ten years, but so far results of this

treatment had not been successful. Strychnine and cal-

cium lactate had l)een used in some cases with benefit.

Dr. Spiller of Philadelphia stated that cases of myas-
thenia gravis with recovery were sufficiently rare to make
thera worthy of record. Therefore he related the follow-
ing: .^ middle-aged lawyer had marked symptoms. There
were difficulty in swallowing fluids and ocular palsies. In
dressing he would put on his trousers and find it a .great

effort to put on his coat and vest. He commenced his
meal and after a few minutes w^ould be unable to continue
it. This was five years ago. He had a letter from him within
the last two weeks. He had just retvirned from a journey
of 2,000 miles and had been able to continue his cases in

court with even more ability than before the disease oc-
curred. Calcium lactate was no doubt of value in treat-

ment. The speaker thou.e"lit the avoidance of every form
of fatigue, and the wearing of smoked glasses for the
house and more deeply smoked ones for the street were
essential in treatment.

Dr. Pe.\rce B.mlev of Xew York said the most charac-
teristic manifestation of myasthenia .gravis was its peri-

odicity. Such collections as Dr. Starr has made were very
timely, but at the same time, in view of the periodicity, he
thought there was a danger in crowdin.g to.gether so
many cases of giving myasthenia gravis a place which it

did not deserve. There were so many varying types of the

disease. He doubted whether anyone could distinguish be-

tween relapsing third nerve palsy and myasthenia gravis.

Possibly myasthenia gravis was only a jymptom-comple.x
which came up in organic nervous disease and as a result

of certain intoxications. If we could assume that the duct-

less glands were the basis of the disease, then the variation
of the symptoms might be explained by whatever caused
disturbance of their functions and the determination of
the type by the particular biological alterations of the mus-
cular system, ^

Dr. Mills of Philadelphia said he had seen quite a con-

siderable number of cases of what he believed to be true

myasthenia gravis and had puljlished some of theuL He
had seen cases in which apparent recovery had lasted ten

years or more. In his experience diseases, which had been
supposed to be myasthenia gravis, had really been hysteria,

disseminated sclerosis, forms of cerebrospinal syphilis and
rarely cases of post-infectious paralysis and one or two
cases of what were supposed to be poliomyelitis, or polio-

encephalitis inferior or superior. Treatment in his experi-

ence had been rest, with precautions, and the rather increas-

ing use of nux vomica or strychnine.

Dr. Geori;e .\. Waterm.\x of Pioston said that myas-
thenia gravis was not a disease of the nervous system. All

its clinical plienomena pointed to toxemia. He pointed an
analogy between myasthenia gravis and that other disease

of the glands characterized by persistent thymus and tre-

mendous over-development of lynqjhatic structures. There
was a distinct analo.gy between lymphatism with sudden
death and relaxation and palsy of muscles due to myas-
thenia gra^is.

Dr. .\. E. Brill of New York said it was worth while to

give consideration to choking of the lymphatic spaces. In

myasthenia gravis the condition of the muscle prevented
rapid deterioration. This was closely related to what was
found existing in normal fatigue. If the normal muscle
was stimulated and the products of metabolism were pre-

vented from being carried off, very quickly this state of
fatigue set in. so that further contractions were impossible.

Dr. Starr, in concluding, protested against Dr. Bailey's

supposition that the condition was one that might arise

under any circumstance and tliat it did not present a typi-

cal assemblage of symptoms forming a disease. Dr. Sta:T
maintained that there was a clinical syndrome that was
perfectly characteristic and could not be mistaken, for any-
thing else.

Acute Bulbar Palsy Following in the Wake of
Mumps; a Contribution to the Literature of Polio-
myelitis.—Dr. Joseph Collins and Dr. RoBEitT G.
.\RM0fR of X'ew York presented this paper which was
based on a study of an ii-year old lioy who complained
eight days after the onset of a mild attack of mumps, of

dizziness, headache, and malaise. The next day he stag-

gered on attempting to walk and had partial paralysis of

the left face. He developed rapidly dyspnea and died on
the third day of the illness. Section through the oblongata,
pons and crura showed a severe inflammatory round cell

infiltration most pronounced at the superior level of the

bodies diminishing in intensity in Iioth directions from this

level. The round cells appeared similar to those seen in

poliomyelitis. There were a few cells resembling poly-

blasts. The greater number of cells were lymphocytes.
The ganglion cells showed all stages of chromatolysis.

Dr. Israel Strai'ss of Xew York said that it appeared
to him that Dr. Collins' case, interesting as it was, was
simply a case of poliomyelitis coming on in an individual

who happened to have had an infectious parotitis.

Dr. Sachs of Xew York said that without wishin.g to

criticise the interpretation of the case at all, he thought
it would be perfectly safe to speak of a case of that sort

as a case of infectious polioencephalitis and leave the ques-
tion as to whether it was really identical with a poliomy-
elitis unsettled for the present.

Dr. N. E. BRn.L of New York said that the parotid

glands were peculiarly involved in general septic conditions

and it was possible that the inflammation of the parotid

glands was the beginning of a general infectious process

secondary perhaps to a middle ear disease, inasmuch as

Dr. Collins had stated that the tympanic cavity was filled

with a serous effusion.

Dr. CoLLixs said that he had never in 25 years' hospital

experience encountered a case like that reported. It seemed
to him extraordinarv that a boy apparently well should feel

a little dizzy on Wednesday and on Friday be dead; then

to send snecimens to skilled pathologists and have them
say that thev could not distinsuish the lesions from polio-

myelitis. Therefore, he ventured to say that it might be a

contribution to the pathology of poliomyelitis.

Cerebellotegmental Lesion from Occlusion of
Branches of the Superior Cerebellar Artery.—Dr.
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Charles K. Mills of Philadelphia read this paper which
embodied investigations into the literature of the organic
basis of emotional expression, a study of the functions of

certain tegmental tracts, histological investigations by
means of serial sections and a study of the distribution of

the superior and posterior inferior cerebellar arteries. The
microscopical investigation was made by Dr. W. G. Spiller

and the study of arterial distribution by Drs. Ludlum and
K. -M. Williams. Ur. Mills' conclusions were mainly based
upon Iiis study of the literature of the subject and on the

complete investigation of the particular case which formed
the basis of the article. Other unreported cases were in-

cluded. The persisting symptom-comple.x in this case for

tcjur years from the time of the original attack until the

death of the patient was ataxia in the left upper and the

left lower extremity, complete right-sided deafness, loss of

the senses of pain, extreme lieat and extreme cold and im-
paired tactile discrimination, on the right half of the body,
with preservation on both sides of light touch and the

senses of deep pressure and of position, passive movement
and stereognosis ; the retention, everywhere, of voluntary
movement and complete paralysis of emotional expression

on the right side of the face. The brain on close inspection

by the naked eye showed a marked depression in the cere-

liellum above the dentatum. and this body as well as the

tissues above it were much atrophied. The vessels on the

upper surface of the left cerebellar lobe were much smaller

than on the right. Many of the branches of the superior

cerebellar artery were occluded. These occlusions were es-

pecially those of the branches of the ventral part of the

corpus dentatum and the adjacent part of the superior cere-

liellar peduncle. The cerebellar nuclei in the neighborhood
of the left corpus dentatum were equally affected. At least

the upper two-thirds of the left superior cerebellar peduncle
was degenerated, as a consequence of which the right

nuclear ruber was at least one-third smaller than the

left, but it apparently cimtained a full number of the nerve
cells. The left mesencephalic root of the fifth nerve and
the left lateral lemniscus were much degenerated. The
whole process was evidently syphilitic as shown by much
round cell infiltration in the pia. .As the result of the study
of the supply of the anterior superior and the posterior

inferior cerebellar arteries it was found that the anterior

superior supplies a considerable portion of the border of

the pons and middle pedimcle and the anterior lateral por-
tion of the cerebellar corte.x. The infiltration from stain

extended into and included a portion of the superior cere-

bellar peduncle on its way from the dentate nucleus, and
the anterior lateral portion of the dentatum itself. The
black stain of the inferior cerebellar artery infiltrated an
area of considerabl}' less size. This included about the

posterior one-third of the cortex of the cerebellar lolje and
the vermis, and the posterior and posteromedian portions

of the dentate nucleus. In addition to the above supplies,

many minute black points or dots were found throughout
the lateral tegmentum in the most caudal portion of the

pons, showing the possibility that this artery in addition to

its supply to the olilongata also reaches forward to some
of the pontine tracts in the region of the medium lemnis-

cus. More lateral to this the supply seemed to be that of

the anterior superior. .After reviewing the hypothesis of

vnn Bechterew, Lewandowsky, and others. Dr. Mills sub-

nutted his own views of the interior mechanism of emo-
tional expression. These included the predication of an

emotional motor zone, especially developed in the right

frontal lobe, anterior to the precentral convolution, this be-

ing connected by way of the internal capsule and lenticular

nucleus with the nucleus rulier and the ventral pontile nu-
clei, the afferent portion of tlie mechanism being by way
of the dorsal pontile nuclei, special tracts in the tegmentum
to the thalamus, tracts from the thalamus so the parietal

lobe and thence to the frontal emotive zone, reenforcemcnt
taking place for coordination and muscular tone from the

cerebellum by way of the superior cerebellar peduncle.

The histological study of the chief case of the paper af-

fords some new light upon the afferent lemniscal tracts.

Dr. J.wtES J. PuTNAii of Boston said he had recently

seen in consultation a case very much like the one reported.

This condition was sufficiently rare to make it valuable to

collect si'ch cases. He had seen only two similar cases.

Dr. Theodore Diller of Pittsburg said that he would
like to refresh Dr. Mills' memory in re.gard to a girl about

14 years of age, whom Dr. Mills and he examined two
years ago. She had symptoms indicative of a brain tumor
and had one symptom which was especially marked, that

was a very distinct hemiataxia. .An operation was done over
the cerebellum on the side which seemed to be implicated

and nothing was found, but the death of the patient some
little time later showed a tumor of considerable size almost
in the region w-hich Dr. Mills has indicated as present in

his case, namely, involving the dentate nucleus and superioi

peduncles. The red nucleus seemed to be entirely intact.

Tabes Dorsalis: The Exhaustion Theory of Its

Pathogenesis with Experimental Evidence.— Dr. t ijli.n

K. Rl^^EL of .Montreal presented tins Ciunmunicatinn in

which he stated that the pathogenesis of tabes dorsalis was
admittedly unsatisfactory. In tabes there was probably a

slowly acting toxin which influenced cell metabolism in a

deleterious manner so that the building up process was rel-

atively insufficient and the cells became exhausted. The
cells which were most constantly active, and which we
would expect to be affected first, were those cells which
maintained the tone and position of the muscles, especially

those muscles which were most frequently called into

activity. The distal parts of the neurone underwent
atrophy and thus the peculiar anatomico-pathological con-

dition of the fibers in the posterior columns might be
accounted for. The practical absence of any lesion in

the posterior ganglia was also explicable-. The reac-

tion of the pupils to light, being far more fre-

quent and active than that to accommodation, pro-

duced an exhaustion of the neurones subserving that

function, giving rise to the well-known .Argyll-Robertson

pupil. Clinically this theory explained also the fact that

men were more frequently affected than women and wliy

the natives of tropical countries were practically immune
to the disease. The lightning and girdle pains were probably

due to a definite syphilitic process in the spinal meninges
as was shown among other things by their alleviation after

salvarsan treatment. Following up this theory the writer

had been able to produce the .Argyll-Robertson pupil in

rabbits which had first been inoculated with the Treponc-
nm faU'duin. by subjecting them to alternating light and
darkness, by means of a miniature revolving lighthouse.

Control rabbits which had not been inoculated did not

develop any abnormality of the pupil although placed un-

der the same conditions, and rabbits which had been inoc-

ulated but had not been subjected to the light stimulation

also remained normal.
Dr. S.\CH> of Xew York said he had tried ever since Ed-

inger first formulated his theory to reconcile the facts with

the theories or the theories with the facts, but could not

say that he had adopted the theory as anything more than

an interesting theory. It had not proved particularly help-

ful in the explanation of the morbid processes. It seemed
easy enough to explain a number of the morbid symptoms
on the basis of the theor\-. but, on the other hand, there

were a number of cases that we all see in which just the

opposite course occurs to what one would expect if the

theory were true.

Dr. Collins of Xew York said he was in a position to-

day to say that a case had come under his observation in

which the .Argyll-Robertson pupil existed according to the

opinion of three competent trained neurologists and that

it disappeared after active salvarsan therapy. If Dr. Rus-
sel's very ingenious explanation, or rather his explanation
of the .Argyll-Robertson pupil based on this ingenious ex-

periment which lie had carried out. was true, and Dr. Col-

lins saw no reason why it should not be considered to be
so, then it was likely that that and the other cardinal

symptoms of the disease might be relieved if attacked
sufficiently early by appropriate therapy. These observa-
tions support the contention that tabes is in reality a men-
ingitis which is an expression of a syphilitic infection.

Dr. Hugh T. P.\trick of Chicago said he had not been
able to find facts in his practice to support Edinier's
theory. On the contrary, he had been inclined to think
that such patients as pursued an occupation making a par-

ticularly strong call upon one set of extremities were apt to

suffer on that side less. He narrated the case of a painter
of pictures who was and always had lieen verv sluggish
in regard to general e.xercise, who became rapidly exceed-
ingly ataxic in his legs, but painted his pictures extra-
ordinarily well.

Dr. F. W. L.AXGDOx of Cincinnati said that Dr. Russel
had given an extremely valuable contribution to what
might be termed the rational pathology of tabes. Some 15
years ago in a paper upon the subject Dr. Langdon alluded
quite emphatically to the biological reason for the nre-

ponderance of tabes in the lower extremities in man. Man
had for a comparatively few generations been walking on
his hind legs, so to speak, and those were the neurones that
had no rest. The muscle sense was continually acting
even in the sitting position and more so in standing. Some
years later, when Edinger's exhaustion theory was pro-
mulgated. Dr. Langdon called attention to not only the up-
right position as causing this constant strain, bi't also the
enormous demand on the sensory light reflex of the pupil.

Dr. Russel. in closing, said he had found a great many
patients who had not done well on the Fraenkel treatment.
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In those cases it had practically always turned out that in

their enthusiasm to get well they had overstepped the limit
and done too much and they had exhausted themselves
rather than reeducated themselves. The only way to pre-
vent this was to take the pulse as an indication as to when
the patient was hecoming exhausted. In every case that
he liad experience with wliere this had been done the
patients had become reeducated.

( To be continued.)

THE AMERIC.-W DERM.\TOLOGIC.\L ASSO-
CIATION.

Thiity-si.rth Annual Meeting, Held al the Bmnard Free
Skin and Cancer Hosfital, St. Louis. Missouri,

May 23. 24, and 25. 1912.

The President, Dr. Grovek W. Wenue of Buff.\lo, in
THE Chair.

President's Address.—This consisted of a brief review
of tlie liistory of .American medical journalism in the field
of dermatology.
A Critical Study of the Organisms Cultivated from

the Lesions of Human Leprosy, with a Consideration
of Their Etiological Significance.—Dr. m.\Ki.Es VV.
Duval of New Orleans. Ijy invitation, presented a paper
on this subject, which embraced a critical review of the
acid-fast organisms that had been cultivated from the
lesions of human leprosy in various parts of the world,
together with an efficient cultural method which nu'ght be
of distinct xalue in the early diagnosis of leprcsy. The
following conclusions were offered: i. Erom a bacterio-
logical study of jg cases of leprosy, they had cultivated an
acid-fast bacillus from 22 of these cases. 2. A chromogenic
strain similar in all essentials to that described by Clegg
was recovered from fourteen cases. 3. Under certain con-
ditions the Clegg culture grew as (a) non-acid-fast strep-
tothrix; (&) n6n-acid-fast diphtheroid; and. (c) an acid-
fast bacillus. 4. Eight cases yielded an organism which
thus far was distinctly different from Clegg's bacillus in
its biological character, growing only upon special media
and not producing pigment. 5. .Animal experiments under-
taken for the purpose of dift'erentiating the two types re-
covered from the human leprous lesion and to fix their
etiological status were not regarded by the author as con-
clusive. 6. Serological tests, especially those performed
with highly immune sera, suggested that the leprosy bacil-
lus of Clegg was not related to the non-chromogenic slow-
growing culture from leprosy. 7. The role played by the
chromogenic bacillus of Clegg in the production' of leprosy
was as yet an unsettled question. S. The non-chromogenic
strain, while behaving according to most of our notions re-
garding a pathogenic organism, had likewise not up to the
present been proven to be the cause of leprosy, although he
was impressed with the probability of such a role being
eventually attributed to it. and he considered that it de-
served more serious attention than any strain so far culti-
vated from the human leprous lesion. 9. The wide varia-
tion in morphology and staining reaction for certain
cultures which subsequently became rapid growers and
chromogenic explained the interpretations of European
writers that the Bacillus Icfne was a bacterium of such
pleomorphism that it could be recognized as a diphtheroid,
a streptothrix, and an acid-fast bacillus.

Dr. -Andrew P. Biddle of Detroit referred to two cases
of leprosy that had recently come under his observation in
Michigan, and he stated that the occurrence of these
sporadic cases in localities where leprosy was rarely found
emphasized the importance of anything that threw more
light upon the early diagnosis of the disease.
Experience with Noguchi's Luetin Reaction.—Dr.

Howard Eox of New York said the successful cultivation
of the Spirocltwta pallida by Xoguchi had opened up new
opportunities for the experimental investigation of syph-
ilis. .A direct result of this achievement was the luetin
reaction, a diagnostic cutaneous test similar to that of von
Pirquet for tuberculosis. The reaction was produced by
the injection of a suspension of the Spiroclucta pallida that
had been grown in pure culture and then destroyed by
heat. In his experience with luetin, the speaker said he
had followed the technique described by Noguchi in his
original communication (Jour. E.rper. Med.. XIV, 1911.)
His experience with luetin was limited to 100 cases, 49 of
which were cases of acquired syphilis, while the others
were used as control cases and were suffering from va-
rious non-specific diseases of the skin. In fourteen cases
of active secondary syphilis, the luetin reaction was positive
in six cases, or 43 per cent. : the Wassermann reaction was

positive in 100 per cent, of the cases. In 33 cases of
tertiary and latent syphilis the luetin reaction was positive
in seventeen, or 51 per cent.; negative in fourteen, and
doubtful in two. The Wassermann reaction showed vary-
ing degrees of positiveness in nineteen, or 65 per cent.,

and was negative in ten. In four it was not performed.
Most of the patients in whom a positive reaction occurred
had continued up to the present time to show a bluish
macule or tiny keloid at the point of the injection. Dr.
Fox said that before an opinion of real value could be
expressed upon the luetin reaction it would be necessary
to study the results of a very large number of clinical

investigations. His own experience was too small for
definite conclusions to be drawn therefrom. It was, how-
ever, his hope and belief that the luetin test would prove
to be of some value as a diagnostic aid, particularly in

cases where the Wassermann reaction failed to give any
definite information.
Erythema ab Igne.—Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Phila-

delphia said that although most English and American
treatises on diseases of the skin mentioned briefly the
reticulate erythema and pigmentation wdiich might follow
the long-continued application of heat to the skin, very
little was to be found about this curious and rather in-

teresting affection in dermatological literature. French
and German authors of recent treatises on diseases of the
skin did not mention it at all. Indeed, the English der-
matologists were apparently the only ones who saw it with
any degree of frequency, and they were, consequently, the
only ones who seemed to have a real practical acquaintance
with it. While the malady was found principally in those
who had exposed the skin to the heat of the stove or
furnace, and in consequence was usually situated on the
legs, it might follow exposure to other sources of heat and
might be found in other situations. In one of the four
cases reported by Dr. Hartzell the disease was situated in

the lumliar and sacral regions, and had followed the long-
continued application of a hot water bag. It was wortliy

of note that in all four of the cases here reported the
patients were decidedly below the normal standard of

health, either as the result of previous illness, alcoholism.

or old age. and this seemed to be true generally. Indeed,
he doubted very much wheth^er the disease could occur in

an ordinarily healthy individual. .Although the infiannua-

tion rarely passed beyond the erythematous stage it might
go on to decided thickening and even vesiculation. The re-

sult of the pathological examinations showed very clearly

that the affection was an inflammatory one and not simply
a staining of the skin, as had been claimed.

The Single-Dose X-Ray Method.—Dr. George M.
MacKee and Dr. John Re.mer i.if Xew York presented a

paper on this subject. The authors stated that the term
single-dose .r-ray method did not mean that the maximum
amount of benefit must necessarily follow a single applica-

tion. It was intended to signify a radical departure from
the former fractional-dose method wdiere small and re-

peated applications were made until the desired result was
obtained. This often necessitated from fifteen to a hun-
dred or more exposures in the treatment of a small rodent
ulcer. With the single-dose method, on the other han<l.

from one to four treatments might be required in the treat-

ment of a given lesion. Furthermore, a definite attempt
was made to measure the amount of .r-ray administered. >o

that the method was scientific and was associated with a

certain degree of accuracy. Roughly speaking, there were
two methods of administering the massive or single .r-ray

dose; one in which the quality of the rays was ascertained

by the use of instruments, wdiile the quantity was estimated

by the duration of the exposure, the amount of current
employed, and the distance of the tube from the lesion :

the second method consisted of employing the usual quali-

tative instruments, with the addition of estimating the

quantity by the use of pastilles composed of platino-cyanide

of barium. .Although both methods were difficult, and
neither could be said to be absolutely accurate, the first was
certainly the more unreliable and was associated with more
troublesome and perplexing details. .After describing the

technique of both of these methods the authors passed on
to the advantages of the single-dose method, by which it

was now possible to obtain a defluvium of the entire scalp

in from sixteen to twenty-five minutes. The entire sur-

face of the body, if necessary, could be given a normal
dose in a very short time. This possibility, however, could

not be made use of in diseases such as mycosis fungoides,

for fear of causing toxic symptoms. In this condition,

where there were many lesions, it was only necessary to

expose each lesion oTice, the treatments being given once

or twice a week. Sycosis would usually heal under the in-

fluence of a single epilating dose. In epithelioma, under

the old fractional-dose method, the tumrjr or ulcer would
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often improve for a while and then continue to grow worse
in spite of additional treatment. This did not appear ^o

be the case since the advent of the single-dose method.
By this method better results were obtained in many of

the cutaneous diseases amenable to .r-ray treatment, but

it was not successful, so far as the authors were aware, in

curing cutaneous affections that were not benefited by the

older method. The technique of the single-dose methoci
was difficult and exacting, and the novice was advised to

become tlioroughly acquainted with it through experimental
work before employing it in practice.

(To be continued.)

^tate Mfitral Sltrfnatng SnariJB.

STATE BO.\RD EX.KMIX.'XTIOX QUESTIONS.
Nkvad.\ St.\te Bo-\rd of Meiiical Examiners.

May 6, 7, and 8, 1912.

ANATOMY.

1-2. Give location of the coronary sinus and its length.

A\ hat valve guards its termination?

3. Describe the circle of Willis.

4. Give origin, insertion, and action of the rectus capitis

.anticus major muscle.

5. \\ hat organs are supplied with blood from the celiac

artery ?

6. What is a synarthrodial joint? Give an example.

7. Give location of the capsules of Bowman.
8-9. Give description and location of Cowper's glands.

What glands in the female correspond with Cowper's in

the male?
10. Name the nerves that supply the tongue with taste,

sensation, and motion.

PHYSIOLOGV.

1. What inorganic salts does muscular tissue contain?
2. What is the specific gravity of human blood? (a)

What is the relative weight of the blood to the body?
3. What functions have the leucocytes?

4. What are enzymes?
5. What is lymph?
6. What part does the liver play in the general nutrition

of the body.

7. What is the origin and significance of urea? (a)
Normally, what per cent, does urine contain? (6) What
quantity is eliminated in twenty-four hours by the healthy
adult?

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

I. Write a complete prescription for a cathartic pill

—

not official—containing at least three active ingredients.
J. Define a mixture, a sinapism, a lotion, a liniment.

3. Give the habitat of ipecacuanha, coca erythroxylon,
cascara sagrada, stropbantlnis.

4. Describe the physical properties of tr. ferri chloridi,

.acidum salicylicum, liquor plumbi subacetatis.

5. Write a prescription for a diarrhea mixture containing
at least three drugs.

6. Name three remedies you mieht use in a case of
typhoid fever. Give reasons.

7. Dififerentiate the physiological action of opium from
chloral hydrate.

8. In heart conditions, when would you use nitroglycerin,
strychnine, strophanthus, digitalis?

9. Give proportionate dose for child of two weeks, one
year, and adult. Give exceptions.

10. Give a classification of cathartics, with example of
•each.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. Write the chemical formulas to represent the reaction
that takes place in boiling Fehling's solution with diabetic
urine.

2. Write three prescriptions in which a chemical change
takes place. Give results.

3. Give the chemical name for Epsom salt, Rochelle salt,

tartar emetic, copperas, blue vitriol.

4. Describe a method for detecting arsenic.

5. How would you prepare an antidote for arsenic?
6. Differentiate acute alcoholism from concussion of the

brain.

7. Give the symptoms and treatment of a case of can-
nalii^ indica poisoning.

S. What is the cumulative effect of digitalis?

9. Give symptoms and treatment of a case of attempted
suicide by a mineral poison.

10. Give symptoms and treatment of a case of attempted
suicide with a vegetable poison.

EACTERIOLOGY.

1. Describe in full one method of staining for bacteria.

2. Describe the Diplococcus lanceolatus of Fraenkel and
the method of stainmg for it.

3. Differentiate between the Micrococcus colarrhalis and
the Micrococcus intraceUularis incninrjitidis'

4. Define epidemic, endemic, pandemic, bacillus, toxins,
alexin, faculative anaerobic?

5. Describe the Streptococcus crysipclatis?

6. Differentiate bacteriologically between diphtheria and
tonsillitis.

7. Describe the spirochete of Vincent's angina.
8. How would you determine the presence of pathogenic

bacteria in milk?

9. Given a specimen of sputum, how would you deter-

mine whether the tubercle bacillus was present or not?
10. H you were a health officer what means would you

take to prevent the spread of a contagious disease?

PATHOLOGY.

1. Differentiate between carcinoma and sarcoma.
2. Give in detail the pathology of tlie first stage of lobar

pneumonia.
3. Give the lesions occurring in a case of amebic dysen-

tery.

4. Describe the pathological changes that occur in hyper-
trophic cirrhosis of the liver.

5. Give the microscopical appearance of the blood in

progressive pernicious anemia.
6. Give the pathology of chronic parenchymatous ne-

phritis.

7. What do you mean by the term "malignant growth"?
Give examples.

8. Give the pathology of acute interstitial myocarditis.

9. Give the pathology of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

10. Describe the two chief degenerative changes in a

tubercle.

PR.\CT[CE OF MEDICINE.

1. How does dysentery differ from ordinary diarrhea?
2. Differentiate empyema and pleurisy with effusion.

3. What are the physical signs of aortic regurgitation?

4. Outline the area of normal liver dullness.

5. What are the causes of endocarditis?
6. How do human beings acquire tapeworm?
7. Mention the causes and symptoms of gastralgia.

8. Give the physical signs of a cavity of the lung in pul-

monary tuberculosis.

9. What is bronchorrhea?
10. Why does ascites occur as a consequence of cirrhosis

of the liver?

OBSTETRICS.

i'. Give pathological anatomy of a vesicular mole.
2. Give etiology and diagnosis of rachitic pelvis.

3. What effect has placental syphilis upon the fetus?
4. Give cause of intrauterine amputations.
5. From what month does the placenta date?
6. What is the principal cause of eclampsia?
7. What position does the uterus assume during the first

three months of pregnancy?
8. What are the most grave gynecological diseases to

anticipate after delivery?

9. Describe an operation for tubal pregnancy.
10. Give clinical history of ruptured uterus.

SURGERY.

1. What are the symptoms of air embolism? (a) Give
treatment, (fc) Sur.gical operations in what regions are
most liable to be followed by this accident?

2. What is the first surgical principle in the treatment
of infected wounds? (a) Give in minutiK your treatment
of infected wounds.

3. Give treatment of rattlesnake bite.

4. Reduce a dislocation at the elbow, both bones of the
forearm backward, (a) Give after treatment.

5. Give technique of operation for appendicitis.
6. What is Pott's disease? (a) How would you treat

this condition?
7. Describe burns of the first, second, and third degrees.

(a) Give treatment.
8. For the cure of what disease is neurectomy employed?

(a) In what cases may success be expected. (6) Give
technique of operation.

9. What are the symptoms of complete and partial in-

jury of the spinal cord?
10. Give treatment of lymphangitis.

GENITOURI.NARY AND DERMATOLOGY.

1. How would you treat a case of urethral chill?
2. What are the symptoms and treatment of gonorrheal

rheumatism?
3. Give symptoms of stone in the bladder.
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4. What are the symptoms and treatment of acute pros-
tatitis?

5. How would you treat a case of chronic posterior
urethritis ?

6. What are the causes, symptoms, and treatment of ver-
ruca?

7. Describe seborrhea.
8. What is hypertrichosis?

9. What are the causes, s^-mptoms, and treatment of
vitiligo?

10. Give the diagnosis and treatment of an epithelioma.

ANSWERS rO ST.XTE BO.^RU
QUESTIONS.

EXAMIN.\TTON

Nevada State Board of Medical Examiners.

May 6. 7. and 8. 1912.

I and 2. The coraiiary sinus is situated in the posterior
part of tlie left auriculoventricular groove. It is about one
inch in length. Its termination is guarded by the Thebesian
valve.

3. The circle of Willis is situated at the base of the
brain. It is formed in front by the anterior cerebral
arteries, which are connected by the anterior communicat-
ing artery ; behind by the two posterior cerebral arteries,
wliich are connected on each side with the internal carotid
by the posterior communicating arteries.

4. Tlie rectus capitis aiiliciis major muscle arises from
the anterior tubercles of the transverse processes of the
tliird. fourth, fifth, and si.xth cervical vertebra?; is in-

serted into the basilar process of the occipital bone. It

draws the head forward after it has been drawn backward:
it also serves to fle.x the head and to rotate it.

5. The celiac artery supplies the stomach, lower end of
esophagus, lesser omentum, liver, gall-bladder, pancreas,
and spleen.

6. A synartlirodial joint is one in which there is no
motion ; the bones are in almost direct contact, and there
is no joint cavity. Examfie: The articulation between
the occipital and the sphenoid bones.

7. Bowman's capsule surrounds the glomerulus of the
kidney.

8 and 9. Cowfcr's c/lands are two small rounded bodies
behind the membranous portion of the uretlira. between
the two layers of the triangular Hgament. In the female
the glands of Bartholin correspond to Cowper's glands
in the male.

10. The tongue is supplied with taste by tlie chorda
tympani and glossopliaryngeal : with sensatioi} by the infe-
rior maxillarx' and glossopharyngeal; and with motion by
the hypoglossal nerve.

PHVSIOLOGV.

1. The inorganic salts in muscular tissue are: Chlorides,
sulphates, and phosphates of sodium, potassium, calcium,
magnesium, and iron : chiefly potassium phosphate.

2. The specific gravity of human blood is about 1055 to
1065. The relative weight of blood to the bodv is about
1:1,3.

.;. function of the leucocytes: (i) To serve as a protec-
tion to the body from the incursions of pathogenic micro-
organisms : (2) they take some part in tlie process of the
coagulation of the blood; {3) they aid in the absorption of
fats and peptones from the intestine, and (4) they Iielp to
maintain the proper proteid content of the blood plasma.

4. -\n enzyme is a body produced by a living organism.
or cell, and is capable of effecting certain chemical changes
without itself undergoing cliange in the process.

5. Lymfh is an alkaline fluid derived from the blood
and found in the lymphatic vessels, in the thoracic duct,
and in the large lymphatic trunks.

6. The functions of the liver are: (i) The secretion of
bile: (2) the formation of glycogen; (3) the formation of
urea and uric acid: (4) the manufacture of heat; (5) the
conversion of poisonous and harmful substances into inert
material.

7. L'rca is one of the most important of the end products
of proteid metabolism. It is the main form of the nitrogen
eliminated. The urine normally contains about 2 per cent,
of urea, and a healthy adult eliminates about 500 grains
of urea in twenty-four hours.

m.vteria .medica and therapeutics.

I. IJ. Scammonii ]

Jalapa? |- aa gr. ij.

Saponis ]

Tinct. zingiberis q.s. 'SI.

Fiat pilula.

2. A mixture is an aqueous preparation which contains
insoluble substances in suspension. It is intended for in-

ternal use.

A sinapism is a nnistard plaster.

A lotion is similar to a mixture, but is for external use.

A liniment is a preparation consisting of a solution of
some medicament in alcohol or oil or water, and is applied
by friction to the skin.

3. The habitat of ipecacuanha is Brazil to Bolivia; of
coca erytliroxylon. Peru and Bolivia; of cascara sagrada,
Idaho and westward : of strophanthus, tropical .\f rica.

4. Tinctura ferri chloridi is a briglit brownish liquid hav-
ing a slightly ethereal odor, an astringent taste, and an
acid reaction.

Acidum salicylicnni is a white crystalline powder, or
prismatic needles, odorless, of a sweetish taste which be-
comes acrid, not very soluble in water, but very soluble
in boiling alcohol.

Liquor pinmhi subacetatis is a clear, colorless liquid with
a sweetish, astringent taste and an alkaline reaction.

5. IJ. Tinctura: opii
]

Tincturae capsici
|

Tincturs rhei 1- aa 5j. M.
Spiritus camphor;e I

Spiritus mcnthie piperita- J

Sig. : Thirty minims in water.

6. Cold water, to reduce the temperature ; turpentine, for
tympanites : opium, for hemorrhage from the bowels.

7. Cliloral is of no use if there is pain; it lowers the
body temperature, and has no effect on the pupil.

Opium relieves pain, makes the skin warm, and causes
itching ; and contracts the pupil.

8. Digitalis is indicated in diseases of the heart: (l)
when heart action is rapid and feeble, with low arterial

tension: (2) in mitral lesions when compensation has be-
gun to fail; (3) in nonvalvular cardiac atTections: (4) in

irritable heart, due to nerve exhaustion. Digitalis is con-
traindicated in diseases of the heart: (i) in aortic lesions
when uncombined with mitral lesions; (2) when the heart
action is strong, and arterial tension high.

Strophanthus is used as a^cardiac stimulant: in mitral or
aortic obstruction ; in cardiac dilatation : palpitation ; alco-

holism : e.xophtbalniic goiter: nephritis: when heart action

is feeble liut rapid, and accompanied by low arterial ten-
sion : in general, same as digitalis.

As compared ujth digitalis, strophanthus acts quicker,

is less enduring in its effects, is less certain, is not cumu-
lative, has less marked v:-isoconstrictor effects, has greater
diurectic power, and is said to be safer for aged patients.

Nitroglycerin causes a dilatation of the blood-vessels,

fullness in the head, giddiness, buzzing in the ear. the

heart beat increases in rate and force, arterial tension de-

creases, it is a cardiac and nerve depressant, respiration

is first stimulated and then depressed, it produces frontal

headache. It is indicated in angina pectoris, cardiac

dyspnea, chronic nephritis, with high tension pulse, vomit-
ing, epilepsy, hiccough, asthma.
Strychnine is used as a vasoconstrictor to raise the

blood pressure, and as a cardiac stimulant.

9. "Infants under a year receive 1/20 of the adult dose

;

and at the age of one year i/io of the adult dose is safe."
— (Koplik.

)

Children are very susceptible to opium, so that drug
should be given in smaller doses; arsenic and belladonna
are well borne, so they may be given in larger doses.

10. Catliartics may be classified! as: Laxatives (manna)
;

Purgatives (rhubarb): Drastic (croton oil); Hydragogue
(magnesium sulphate): Cholagogue (mercury).

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. When the two parts of Fehling's solution are mix*l!

the following reaction occurs

:

CuSO, + 2KOH = Cu(OH), + ICSO,.
If glucose is present in the added urine oxygen is taken

out and cuprous oxide is formed

:

2Cu(OH)n — 2H,0 + + Cu,0.
2. Three examples of chemical incompatibility:

(i) IJ. Sodii boratis. gr. x.

Zinci sulphatis. gr. j.

.Aqua; camphorre, f5j.

.•\qus ros.Te. q.s. ad fjj.

Misce.
Sig. : One drop in each eye night and morning.

The zinc is precipitated by the borax as zinc borate.

(2) 5. .-Vntipyrin.T, gr. xx.
Hydrargyri chloridi mitis, gr. x.

Sodii bicarbonatis. 3j.

Misce et fiant cbartul.-e No. xx.
Sig. : One every three hours.
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111 the presence of moisture tliis mixture turns gray, due

to the formation of metallic mercury and mercurous oxide.

Mercuric chloride is also formed.

(3) I)^- Quinin:e sulphatis, gr. xx,

Potassii acetatis. gr. xl.

Acidi sulphurici aromatici. njviii.

Aqua" cmnamomi, q.s. ad f5ij.

Misce.
Sig. : One teaspoonful after meals.

In this prescription a voluminous precipitate of quinine

acetate is formed which cannot be poured from the bottle.

—

(Tliornton's Maleria Medica.)

.3. Epsom salt is magnesium sulphate ; Kochelle salt is

potassium and sodium tartrate; tartar emetic is antimonyl
potassium tartrate: copperas is ferrous sulphate; blue

vitriol is copper sulphate.

4. Test for arsenic: Reinsch's tett is as follows: To the

suspected fluid add a little pure HCl; suspend in the fluid

a small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit

forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it with i)ure

water, dry on lilter paper, but be careful not to rub off

the deposit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a clean dry

glass tube, open at both ends, apply heat at tlie part where
the copper is. If arsenic is present there will appear in the

cold part of the tube a mirror, which will be found on
microscopical examination to consist of octahedral crystals

of arsenic trioxide.

5. To prepare an antidote for arsenic keep the two fol-

lowing solutions in separate bottles and when needed mix
them and administer

:

5. Liq, ferri tersulphatis, $i].

AquK, $v']. M.

IJ. Magnesia', 5'\\j.

.\t\ux, j^'i'j- ^l-

6.

ACUTE ALCOHOLISM.

Can be aroused by supra-

orbital pressure unless very

profound.

Pupils normal or some-
what dilated.

Pulse more rapid than
normal and full.

Regular respiration.

Temperature may be low
or normal.

Urine normal.

Ko hemiplegia.

CONCUSSION OF BRAIN.

Deep coma ; may have
history of onset after fall

or injury. Evidence of frac-

ture of vertex or base.

Pupil dilated on side of
lesion. Choked disc.

Pulse very slow.

Respiration slow and
stertorous.

Temperature higher —
101°.

Urine normal or contains

trace of albumin.
Hemiplegia on opposite

side to that of injury. If

contusion of brain is also

present may have general-

ized convulsions.

7. Dilated pupils, coma, lowered reflexes, vertigo, head-
ache, anesthesia of skin, and ravenous appetite. Treat-
ment: Emetics, alcohol, strychnine, and lemon-juice.

8. Cumulative effect of digitalis is: Irregularity of the
heart, dicrotic pulse, headache, and vomiting.

9. The symptoms of acute lead poisonvKj are: "Metallic
taste: dryness of the throat: tliirst; severe colicky abdom-
inal pains, referred particularly to the umbilical region,
and relieved by pressure : pulse very feeble and slow

;
great

prostration; constipation; urine scanty and red; violent
cramps

; paralysis of the lower extremities ; convulsions,
and tetanic spasms."
The antidotal treatment consists in administering "mag-

nesium sulphate, which brings about the formation of the
insoluble lead sulphate, while the purgative action of the
magnesia is also useful. It should be preceded by an
emetic, or by the use of the stomach tube."

10. The symftoms of foisouing by strychnine are "a
sense of suffocation, thirst, tetanic spasms, usually opisthot-
onos, sometimes emprosthotonos, occasionally vomiting,
contraction of the pupils during the spasms, and death,
either by asphyxia during a paroxysm, or by exhaustion
during a remission. The symptoms appear in from a few
minutes to an hour after taking the poison, usually in less

than twenty minutes : and death in from five minutes to six

hours, usually within two hours."
Treatment: "The convulsions are to be arrested or miti-

gated by bringing the patient under the influence of chloral
or chloroform as rapidly as possible; the stomach is to be

washed out, and the patient is to be kept as quiet as pos-
sible,' — (W'itthaus' Essentials of Cheinistry.)

BACIF.RIOLOGV.

!. Gram's method of staining: Stain a cover glass prepa-

ration for two or three minutes in anilin gentian-violet.

Wash in water. Treat with Gram's solution (iodine, i

gram; potassium iodide, 2 grams; water. 300 c.c. ) for a
minute and a half, when the preparation becomes nearly

black. Decolorize with strong or absolute alcohol for at

least five minutes, wash, dry. and mount. Sometimes a

contrast stain of Bismarck brown or eosin is used.

2. Tlie dif'locoecus lanceolatus of Fraenkel is non-motile,
non-flagellate. non-sporogenous, non-chromogenic, non-
liquefying diplococcus; it is aerobic and optionally anaero-
bic. It stains by the ordinary methods, also by Gram's
method. (See Qvestiox i.)

3. The mierococcns eatarrhalis is a coccus; the microeoe-
cns intraeellnlaris meningitidis is a diplococcus.

4. f.(iidemic implies a disease attacking a large number
of people in a community nearly simultaneously.
Endemic implies that a disease is always more or less

present in a community.
Pandemic is a disease that is epidemic over a very wide

area.

Bacillns is a rod-shaped bacterium.

Toxins are the poisonous products of bacteria.

Alexin is a defensive body existing normally in the

blood serum.
Facultative anaerobic implies that a bacterium can live

and thrive either in the presence of oxygen or without
oxygen.

5. The Streftoeoccus- erysif'clatis appears in chains
of varying lengths or in tangled masses, the presence or
absence of oxygen does not seem to be of much im-
portance, it grows at room temperature, and has the cul-

tural characteristics of the Streftocoecus pyogenes. This
latter is a micrococcus, of spherical shape, and arranged
in chains of about thirty or forty cocci >< in liquid media),
but the chains are much shorter in solid media. Each
coccus is about one-half to two mikrons in diameter. It

is not motile, does not form spores, does not liquefy gelatin,

and stains readily with the ordinary anilin dyes, and by
Grain's method. It grows very well on blood serum and
milk, also on gelatin, and agar.

6. The Bacillns diphtheria' (of Klebs-Loeffler) is present
in diphtheria and is not present in tonsillitis.

7. The spirochete of Vincent's angina is a long, slender,

anaerobic bacillus, with pointed ends, slightly swollen in

the middle, it is non-motile, and does not stain by Gram's
method.

8. To determine the presence of bacteria in mill:: ".\s

a routine procedure, in cold weather, entirely satisfactory

results may be obtained by taking i c.c. of the milk to be
examined, after it is thoroughly mixed, and putting it into
() c.c. of sterile water, and taking i c.c. of this solution in

g c.c. of sterile water. Plates made from this dilution with
l/io c.c. and with l c.c. respectively have been found to
give closely corresponding results, and unless the milk is

badly contaminated it is always possible to count the colo-
nies readily. In warm weather and in the case of cream
a third or even a fourth dilution should be made. Where
the milk or cream are mixed witli the medium in the tulie

the resulting colonies are apt to lie more uniformly dis-

tributed on the plate than where the milk is put into the
Petri dish and the culture medium poured in afterward.
The number of bacteria remaining in the test tube in the
former method of procedure must be very few where the
medium is properly fluid when it is poured."— (Williams'
Bacteriology.

)

0- To demonstrate the e-xistence of tubercle bacilli in the
sputum : The sputum must be recent, free from particles

of food or other foreign matter: select a cheesy-looking
nodule and smear it on a slide, making the smear as thin
as possible. Then cover it with some carbolfuchsin, and
let it steam over a small tiame for about two minutes, care
being taken that it does not boil. Wash it thoroughly in

water and then decolorize by immersing it in a solution of
any dilute mineral acid for about a minute. Then make a
contrast stain with solution of Loeffler's methylene blue
for about a minute ; wash it again and examine with oil

immersion lens. The tubercle bacilli will appear as thin
red rods, while all other bacteria will appear blue. The
tubercle bacillus is rod shaped, is from I' j to 3'/'^ mikrons
in length, and about one-third to one-half a mikron in

breadth, is a strict parasite, is not motile, and has no
fjagella. It is slightly curved, does not form spores, is not
liquefying, and nonchromogenic, is aerobic ; it resists acids

:

it grows well on blood serum ; stains well by Ehrlich's,
Ziehl-Nielsen's, or Gabbett's method ; it is Gram-positive.
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10. All infectious and contagious diseases should be
promptly reported and proper isolation or quarantine be

insisted on. One of the chief things is to waich the

scnools ; here there should be regujar and efficient inspec-

tion by physicians; prompt exclusion and isolation of any
one suffering from a contagious disease, or coming from a

house where such disease is ; compulsory vaccination ; com-
pulsory notilication of all infectious and contagious dis-

ease ; individual towels, drinking vessels, and other imple-

ments ; children who have had a contagious or infectious

disease, or who liave come from a house w'here such

disease prevailed, should not be readmitted to school until

sufficient time has elapsed since the occurrence of the last

case to insure safety.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Carcinoma is apt to occur at a later age; is found in

structures derived from the epiblast or hypoblast
;

pos-

sesses a librous stroma, in which are found both blood-
vessels and lymphatics ; metastasis is by the lymphatics.

Sarcoma is apt to occur earlier: is found in structures

derived from the mesoblast ; there is no stroma between
the cells: the blood-vessels are in direct contact with the

tumor cells; there are no lymphatics; metastasis is by the

blood-vessels.
2. Stage of liyl^ei ciiiia, or congestion, consists in disten-

tion of the vessel of the alveoli encroaching on the cavity

of the air-vesicle; the lung has a reddish-brown color, is

more resistant, and is heavier, sinking somewhat lower
in water than a normal lung, and having a slight exuda-
tion upon the vesicular surface. The same changes are

seen in the adjacent bronchioles.

3. In amebic dysentery there are pronounced ulcerations

in the intestines (chielly tlie colon): abscess of the liver

is frequent; and occasionally there is perforation into the

right lung. The inflanimatory process is severe, the ex-

posed follicles necrose, the sloughs separate, and thus the

ulcer is formed. The ulcer has irregular and undermined
edges, and when it heals there is marked cicatrization.

4. In hyfertrot^hic cirrliosis of the /i:r'". The liver is

large, yellowish, the interlobular connective tissue is pro-

liferated and extends into tlie peripheral zones of the

acini and between the hepatic cells; proliferation of the

liver cells and bile ducts may also be found.

5. In progressive fernicioits anemia: The marked feature

of the disease is pronounced oligocythemia. This pro-

gresses rapidly, and in ordinary cases the number of red
corpuscles sinks to 1,000,000 or less per cu. mm. : at the

same time, changes in size (microcytes and megalocytes)
and in shape ( poikilocytes ) make their appearance and
reacli grades rarely attained in other diseases. .Vucleated

red corpuscles are always present in some number, and are

usually abundant. The largest forms (megaloblasts) as a

rule predominate, but in some cases tlie smaller forms are

more abundant. Karyokinetic figures may be found in

the nuclei. Polychromatophilia is generally present. The
leucocytes may be decreased or normal in number ; in the

late stages leucocytosis is not uncommon, and it may
become e.xtreme. The larger mononuclear leucocytes are

usually more abundant than in health, and myelocytes often

occur in considerable numbers. In the terminal leucocyto-
sis of perniciou.^ anemia the lymphocytes often predomi-
nate.

6. In clironic fiarciicliyinatons nephritis both degenerative
and proliferative changes arc seen. The tubular epithelium

is always more or less affected, showing signs of cloudy
swelling, fatty degeneration, desquamation, and disintegra-

tion, most marked in tlie convoluted tubules, bm also pres-

ent in the loops and collecting tubules. The distribution of
these changes is usually patchy, giving rise to mottling of
the cortex. The lumina of the tubes may be dilated, and
contain granular and fatty matters, and hyaline casts, the

latter formed by coagulation of exudation in the tubules.

The glomeruli may occasionally appear normal, but there

is almost always some swelling and hyaline degeneration,
together with some proliferation and desquamation, of the

epithelium, so that they become highly cellular. Occasion-
ally the glomerular changes may be more marked than the
tubular ; fatty degeneration of the glomerular and capsular
epithelium may be prominent, or there may be swelling,

proliferation, and desquamation of the epithelium, or both
these changes may be combined. The glomerular vessels
may be compressed, their endothelium degenerate, and
they may be obstructed by leucocytes or by hyaline thrombi,
and finally obliterated. Interstitial changes, though present,

are not conspicuous, and consist of edema, and scattered

foci of round-celled infiltration about the glomeruli and
veins. Sometimes hemorrhages are evident in some of the
glomeruli and the corresponding tubules. Lardaceous in-

filtration frequently accompanies pp.renchymatous nepliritis.

7. A malignant groit'th is a tumor with the following
characteristics ; There is no capsule to the tumor, and so
it invades the surrounding tissues, it spreads to distant

organs, it produces a cachexia, it tends to recur after re-

moval, and leads to inevitable death. E.vamples: Carcinoma
and sarcoma.

8. Acute interstitial myocarditis: "The affected heart
muscle is soft and often distinctly friable. In the earlier

stages there may be spots of hemorrhagic infiltrati(m. but
as a rule the color is rather lighter than that of the nor-
mal organ. It may be noticeable that the bundles of filters,

easily separate from one another. The cavities of the
heart are frequently dilated, particularly the left ventricle.

Microscopically the important changes are diffuse mfiltra-

tion of round cells in the connective tissue between the
muscle fibers and proliferation of the connective tissue

itself, with formation of rounded or spindle-shaped fibro-

blastic cells. There is no tendency to suppuration. The
blood-vessels are usually somewhat distended with bloody
and there may be distinct proliferative thickening of their

walls. Degenerative changes of the muscle fibers them-
selves are rarely, if ever, absent, ard it is most probable
that the first stage in the process is a toxic degeneration
of the muscle fibers, and that the intermuscular mliltration

and proliferation are consequent upon the primary de-
generation. The fibers become granular and opaque, the
striations are indistinct ; occasionally there may be vacuo-
lization, and sometimes segmentation. Proliferation or
swelling of the nuclei of the muscle fibers is frequent, and
the hyaline transformation of Zenker is sometimes ob-
served.''— ( Stengel's Pathology.)

9. Aniyotropliic lateral sclerosis shows degeneration of
the crossed pyramidal tracts extending upward (to pons,
medulla or even to the cortex), atrophy of the ganglion
cells of the anterior cornua, degeneration of the nerve
fibers in the anterior roots and atrophy of the muscles.

10. Tubercle is subject to changes, of which the most
frequent and characteristic is caseation. It is a regressive
change, whereby the primarily transparent tubercular tissue

is converted into an opaque yellowish substance of various
degrees of consistency, resembling certain varieties of
cheese, whence the name. The process is a form of coag-
ulation necrosis, beginning in the center of the tubercle.

The cells lose their outline, their nuclei are no longer
demonstrable by ordinary staining methods, and a con-
fused granular mass results. Bacilli are, however, present
Most frequently caseation is followed by softening. The

precise conditions necessary for this are not known, though
commonly, as soon as a caseated mass reaches a certain

size, it breaks down into a pyoid product which is not his-

tologically pus. but consists of a number of fat drops,
granular debris and shriveled, formless cells. In the
broken-down material the tubercle bacilli are exceedingly
numerous, much more so than in the dry caseated tubercle..

(From Tyson's Practice of .Medicine. I

PR.\CTICE OF MF.niCINF..

1. Dysentery is a disease, sometimes infectious, and
blood is often passed by the rectum : tenesmus is a promi-
nent symptom. Diarrhea is a symptom { and not a dis-

ease), is not infectious, and as a rule the stools are not

bloody, there is no tenesmus.
2. In empyema, besides most of the signs of the pleurisy,

there may be : Chill, fever, leucocytosis. pus found on as-

piration and auscultation over the pus will not detect the

whispered voice ( Baccelli's sign).

3. The ape.x beat is displaced downward and to the left:

the area of cardiac dulness is increased ; a diastolic mur-
mur may be heard at the base on a level with the second
or third intercostal space, transmitted down the sternum
and to the ape.x : and the Corrigan pulse is present.

5. Endocarditis may be caused by: Bacteria, rheumatism.
chorea ; it may follow septicemia, gonorrhea, tulierculosis.

scarlet fever and nephritis.

4. Area of Lii-er Dulness.—This extends in mammary
line from the upper border of the sixth rib to ihe costal'

margin ; in the a.xillary line, from the eighth rib to the

eleventh rib; in the median line, the upper border is lost

in the cardiac dulness, while the lower border lies midway
between the ensiform cartilage and the umbilicus

6. Human beings acquire tapeworms through eating

meat (generally raw or only partially cooked) containing

the cysticercus.

7. G.\STR.\L.\r,i.^. Causes: Dietetic errors, overwork, ane-

mia, nervousness, hyperacidity, gastric ulcer or cancer, lo-

comotor ataxia, nervous dysoepsia.
Symptoms: Severe pain in the epigastrium when the

stomach is empty, and relieved by food or pressure. The-
pain often radiates to the back, sides, or shoulders; eructa-

tions and restlessne-5 are noticed

8. A f(i;i/r '" tlie lung in tfbcrcu.lofis will show the-
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respiratory murmur amphoric or cavernous; vocal res-

onance increased and liigli-pitched ; whispering pectorilo-

ijuy ; rales gurgling or buhhling
;
percussion gives a dull,

tympanitic or cracked-pot sound.

g. Bronchorrliea is a condition characterized by excessive
brcinchial secretion.

10. The ovgrgrowth of connective tissue causes atrophy
of the hepatic cells; this causes obstruction of the circula-

tion through the portal capillaries; the blood pressure in

the portal vein rises, and ascites follows (due to the perme-
ability of the capillary walls).

OBSTETRICS.

1. Pathology of 'Lrsicidar mole. "The idea has long pre-

vailed that the disease was a myxomatous degeneration of
the mesoblastic core in the interior of the villi, but more
recently it has been demonstrated that the epithelial coi'-

criiigs of the villi—the layer of Langhans and the syn-

cytium—are chiefly concerned. While the inner substance
of the villi does undergo a myxomatous degeneration with
oliliteration of the fetal capillary loops, it is really the

rapid proliferation and increased activity of the cells of

Langhans and of the syncytium upon which the devchjp-

ment of a vesicular mole chiefly depends." (King's Ob-
stetrics.)

2. Rachitic pelz'is is due to the presence of rickets in

youth. During the process of growth the lack of lime
salts causes a softening of the bones; these latter yield

easily to the weight and pressure of the superimposed body.

It is recognized by pelvic obliquity and the characteristic

epiphygeal changes. The pelvis is asynunetrical ; the cav-

ity is shallow, the brim is distorted, the pubic arch is

widened, the sacral promontory is prominent.

3. Placental syphilis may cause the death of the fetus;

or abortion ; or the fetus may be undersized, or poorly
nourished.

4. Cause of intrauterine anipntations: The presence of
amniotic bands or adhesions.

5. The placenta dates from about the third month.
6. The principal cause of eclampsia is autointoxication.

7. The uterus is anteflexed and also descends a little

into the pelvis ; this descent is followed by a progressive

ascent.

8. Sepsis leading to endometritis, salpingitis, ovaritis,

peritonitis: also displacement of the uterus; cystocele and
rectocele resulting from lacerated perineun.

9. Oferation for tubal pregnancy {before rupture).

"After thorougli cleansing and sterilization of the abdo-
men and pubes. as well as of the instruments and hands
of the operator and assistants, the bladder is emptied and
the patient anesthetized. .\n incision three inclies long is

then made in the median line above the pubes down to the

peritoneum, any bleeding vessels being twisted before open-
ing the peritoneal cavity. The peritoneum is then incised ;

the intestine kept back by pads of cotton or gauze wrung
out of the sterilized water; the operator's fingers Ijring

out the distended tube and ovary at the incision after hav-
ing freed them from any existing adhesions ; the pedicle

is then transhxed by a double ligature of sterilized silk,

and each half of it tied securely according to surgical

rule. The pedicle is cut. and the entire mass—tube, fetal

cyst, and ovary—removed. The pads are then withdrawn
and the abdominal incision closed and dressed in the usual

manner. In case of threatened collapse from hemorrhage
during the operation, the peritoneal cavity may be flooded

with a I per cent, sterilized solution of common salt at a

temperature of 100° F., a quart of this solution having
been previously prepared. It is rapidly absorbed by the

peritoneum, and acts as a restorative—like transfusion.''
— (King's Obstetrics.)

10. Ruptured uterus is announced Iiy a sudden, acute,

and persistent pain. Sometimes the sound of the rupture
is heard by the patient; the symptoms of internal hemor-
rhage and shock are present—collapse, air-hunger, cyano-
sis, rapid, feeble pulse ; the uterine contractions cease.

The abdominal cavity must be opened, the uterine rent

closed by sutures, all blood and fluid removed from the

abdominal cavity, and the very strictest antiseptic precau-
tions observed. If the tear is severe, hysterectomy is in-

dicated.

SCRGERY.

1. Air embolism is characterized by a sudden, hissing

noise as the air enters a vein ; there are dyspnea, syncope,
and collapse. Treatment consists of immediate pressure
on the part; the head should be lowered, the vein must
be picked up and ligated ; afterwards artificial respiration
and stimulation may be necessary. It most frequently
occurs in surgical operations in the neck or axilla.

2. In treating infected wounds, the first principle is to

disinfect.

"Infected wounds should be opened freely to secure
drainage, and hopelessly damaged tissue should be curet-
ted or cut away. The wound should be washed with
peroxide of hydrogen and then with corrosive sublimate,
dusted with iodoform or orthoform. either drained with a
tube or packed with iodoform gauze, and dressed with hot
antiseptic fomentations. The part must be kept at rest

and internal treatment should be stimulating and support-
ing. If lymphangitis arises, the skin over the inllamed
vessels and glands is to be painted with iodin and smeared
with ichthyol. and quinin. iron, and whiskey are given in-

ternally. The temperature is watched for evidence of
general infection or intoxication. The patient must be
stimulated freely, nourishing food is given at frequent
intervals, pain is allayed by anodynes if necessary, and
sleep is secured."— (Da Costa.)

3. h'Qr rattle-snake bite: Tic a ligature above the part
itnmediately, then excise the wound, cauterize, and give
stimulants. .Vntivenine is said to be useful.

4. The forearm is first supinated, then overextended to
release the coronoid process ; traction is made on the fore-
arm, while the lower end of the humerus is fixed ; and
on Hexing the joint, the bones slip into place with a snap.
Or, the surgeon may use his knee or other part as a ful-
crum, and by traction round it may disengage the coronoid
process, and allow the bones to jump into place.

-Aftertreatment consists in putting up the joint in an
inside, angular splint, and the arm in a sling, and evap-
orating lotions applied to prevent infiammation. Passive
movements should be cautiously begun on the fingers, at
the third day, then of wrist and elbow (with massage)
as soon as it can be effected without pain.

5. Operation for Renioz'al of the Appendi.v.—".\n in-
cision is made at right angles to a line (at the junction
of the outer and middle thirds) joining the umbilicus and
anterior superior iliac spine, one-third being above and
two-thirds below it. The cecum is found, and the ante-
rior longitudinal band is traced down to the appendix,
which usually comes ofif from the inner side and runs in-
wards and downwards. If not found there, it should be
looked for in the retrocecal pouch or on the outer side of
the cecum. The meso-appendix should be ligatured and
cut through, a collar of peritoneum turned back, and the
mucus and muscular coat ligatured near the base and cut
ofT. The peritoneum should be stitched over the stump,
and then the stump should be invaginated into the wall of
the cecum by running a purse-string stitch around it."

—

{Aids to Surgery.)
6. Pott's disease is tuberculosis of the spine. Treat-

ment: "Rest in bed. using sand bags as splints, is the first

consideration. .After the acute symptoms have subsided
a Thomas splint. Sayre's plaster cast, or Cocking's felt
jacket may be applied to the back and the patient grad-
ually allowed to move about. To apply the plaster-of-
Paris case, the patient should be suspended so that the
heels are just off the ground. A skin-fitting vest is then ap-
plied to the trunk, under which a stomach-pad is inserted,
which should be removed after the plaster has become
dry. 'Plaster bandages should now be applied in the
usual manner, extending from the level of the axilla to
just below the crest of the ilium. When the case is

dry, it may be divided down the front and perforated, so
that it can be laced up or removed at any time. Ab-
scesses should be opened early and freely, and injections
of iodoform emulsion will be found very beneficial.
Laminectomy is sometimes advisable."

—

(Pocket Cyclo-
pedia. )

7. Burns of the first degree are characterized by hyper-
emia ; of the second degree by dermatitis and the forma-
tion of vesicles; of the third degree by partial destruction
of the skin (Dupuytren).
"The constitutional effects'" must be treated first. Put

the patient in bed with warm blankets, without disturbing
the clothing over the burnt parts. .Administer brandy by
the mouth or rectum, and morphine to deaden pain, and
prevent further shock. Saline infusion into the loose sub-
cutaneous tissues or into a vein may lie tried if the pulse
is very small. Ether and strychnine may also be used.
When the patient reacts to these, the local injuries may

he treated. For burns and scalds of the first and second
degree, ointments are the most soothing. Powders such
as zinc oxide and bisinuth are also cooling and keep the
part in good condition. For burns which destroy any part
of the true skin, ointments and antiseptics are dangerous,
the one on account of sepsis which occurs beneath it. and
the other from the danger of absorption of the poisonous
drug. Picric acid in 5 per cent, solution may be painted
over shallow burns, as it forms a skin, and is to some
extent antiseptic. Boric acid, as powder or in moist lint,

is one of the best dressings, provided it is changed very
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frequently. The part may be treated wiUi peroxide of

hydrogen daily in addition. When granulations liave

formed, the part is treated as an open wound with aseptic

dressing. .All dead pieces of skin should be snipped off

at each dressing as they die ; and as soon as possible skin

grafts are applied. Subsequent contraction of scars is

treated by plastic operation.''— (Buchanan.)
8. A'curcctoiny is sometimes employed for the cure of

neuralgia (trifacial). Success may be expected when only

a limited part of the nerve is affected—particularly the

distal pan.
"Extracranial section of the third di'^'ision at the fora-

men ovale is best accomplished in the following manner

:

A flap of skin and subcutaneous tissue is reflected for-

wards from the parotid region, extending from the

zygoma above to the angle of the jaw below, exposing
thus the parotid gland with the socia parotidis and the

masseter muscle, covered by fascia. If the incision is

kept strictly to the subcutaneous tissues, the facial nerve

is in no way endangered. The masseter is then divided

transversely immediately below the socia parotidis, and
the vertical ramus of the inferior maxilla cleared of

muscle and periosteum to a sufficient extent to allow the

application of a %-inch trephine just below the sigmoid
notch, tlie remaining bridge of bone being subsequently

removed by cutting pliers: enough bone is left in front

and behind to preserve the contmuity of the jaw. The
fibres of the external pterygoid muscle can now be seen

crossing the upper part of the wound horizontally, and
over it the internal maxillary artery sometimes courses.

The lingual and dental nerves are usually found close to-

gether, emerging from under the outer pterygoid muscle,

and lying lietween the internal pterygoid and the bone.

The peripheral portions should be twisted or pulled up
and divided below as far down as possible, whilst by re-

tracting the external pterygoid outwards, the foramen
ovale can be seen, if electric illumination is employed,
and the nerve-trunks divided at the point of exit. The
wound usually heals well, and leaves but little scar, al-

though some impairment in the mobility of the jaw may
residt from the cicatrization following disturbance of the

muscles.,and tissues."— (Rose and Carless' Surgery.)

9. Signs of a total transverse sf'ina! lesion. 1. In the

area supplied by the nerves below the lesion.—Complete
motor paralysis, followed by late rigi<lity and contraction

of the muscles. Complete anesthesia, with loss of senses

of pain or temperature. Complete and permanent loss of

the deep refle.xes. Temporary loss of the superficial re-

flxes. Vasomotor paralysis, with trophic lesions. Visceral

paralysis (bladder, rectum, intestines), according to site.

2. In the area supplied by the nerves at the site on the

lesion.—Paralysis, with rapid and flaccid atrophy of the

muscles. Zone of hyperesthesia from nerve-root irrita-

tion.

Signs of a partial lesion.—The central parts of the cord
may escape injury. In this case the deep reflexes are re-

tained or soon regained : the senses of pain and of tem-
perature are retained ; the anesthesia may only lie partial.

In cases of recovery from concussion or contusion the

functions of the cord are regained in the following order

:

Deep reflexes—sense of pain and temperature—tactile sen-

sation—motor power.— (Grove's Syno/'sis.)

10. Treatment of lyinl'hangitis: The primary focu^

may be cleaned and asepticized. Hot fomentations may
he applied ; abscesses must be opened. Rest, tonics, good
feeding are necessary.

CENITOURIX.IRV AND DERMATOLOGY.

1. The patient should be kept warm in bed. the bowels
should be opened, quinine is indicated ; if suppression of
urine occurs, sweating, hot baths or leeches over the loins

may be tried : saline solution intravenously or by hypo-
dermocleisis may be useful.

2. Gonorrheal rheumatism. Symptoms: "The acute
form attacks, as a rule, but a single joint, but many at-

tack several joints. The joint trouble begins with great
suddenness, and is often ushered in by chilly sensations
or by a distinct chill. ^Moderate fever arises. The pain

in the joint, severe froin the first, becomes excruciating.
If superficial joints suffer, the skin over them becomes
red and hot, and periarticular edetna soon presents itself.

The fluid in the joint is in most cases serous, but may be-

come purulent. If pus forms, the fever becomes very
high and chills may occur."
Treatment: "The salicylates, the alkalies, and salol are

useless; iron, arsenic, and strychnine are possibly of some
benefit. Quinine is helpful in some cases. Iodide of potas-
sium seems to be of a certain anioimt of value. The in-

flamed joints should be wrapped in cotton and bandages,
and every day a little blue ointment should lie rubbed into

the skin about them. If the inflammation lingers, use the

hot-air oven, massage, and gentle passive motion, apply
blisters, or counter-irritate with the hot iron. If the in-

flammation still lingers, or if it becomes worse, aspirate,
wash out the joint with hot normal salt solution, and in-

ject iodoform emulsion. If pus forms, incise, irrigate,
drain, and immobilize."— (Da Costa.)

3. Symptoms of stone in the bladder: Pain in bladder
and pcrtneuni, referred to the end of the penis, and made
worse by micturition. Constant urination, followed by
pain and spasm, straining, cessation of urination or reten-
tion of urine. A click may be elicited by a sound or
searcher.

4. Acute Prostatitis. Symptoms: "Micturition is very
frequent, with pain at the end of the act; there is a feel-
ing of weight about the rectum, and pain on defecation.
There is marked pyrexia, and even rigors. The prostate
is felt to be enlarged and tender, with soft spots when sup-
puration is established. Retention of urine accompanies
suppuration. Treatment: Absolute rest is necessary. The
bowels must be kept well open. The pain is relieved by
hot baths or hot fomentations and morphine supposi-
tories; failing this, half a dozen leeches are applied to
the perineum. If a catheter is needed, a soft rubber one
should be used. If this treatment fails, it is because an
abscess is forming, and should be treated by a median
perineal incision."

—

(Aids to Surgery.)
5. Treatment of chronic posterior nrethiitis: "When

the desire for frequent urination begins to disappear, and
the urine becomes less cloudy, a Jacques catheter ( Xo.
18 F.) should be passed as far as the membranous
urethra, and the bladder injected with a hot solution of
potassium permanganate i . 2000, or of silver nitrate
I : 10,000 : the instrument should then be removed and the
patient instructed to empty his bladder in the usual man-
ner, thus flushing the entire canal with the medicament.
In congested and irritable conditions of the prostatic

urethra, associated with pain and discomfort, with little or
no frequency in passing urine, the urine being clear ex-
cept for a few threads, benefit will be derived from the

employment either of a bougie or the cooling sound.
Should the urine contain much pus, the desire to urinate
being frequent, any of the antiblennorrhagic remedies may
lie employed. Often relief will be experienced from the

administration of a capsule containing % oi a grain of
codeine sulphate combined with 5 grains of salol."

16. Verruca is a papillomatous overgrowth of the skin;

often multiple ; may appear in crops ; it may be due to

irritation. Sometimes it may be infective. It should be
painted with glacial acetic acid or some other caustic

every two or three days after the horny crust has been
softened with salicylic acid and removed.

y. Seborrhea is a disorder of the fat-producing glands
characterized liy an increased and altered secretion of
sebum, producing an oily or scaly condition upon the skin.

The treatment should first be directed to the general

health of the patient. Gastrointestinal disorders should
receive attention, and arsenic, iron, quinine, strychnine, and
calcium chloride are often indicated. The crusts and scales

should be removed from the aft'ected parts by the use of

tincture of gren soap or oil, after which applications con-
taining resorcin, sulphur, or salicylic acid should be made.

8. Hypertrichosis is a condition characterized by exces-

sive growth ot hair.

9. Vitiligo is an acquired condition characterized by
areas devoid of pigment surrounded by hyperpigmented
borders. It occurs usually in adult life and seems to be
dependent upon some disturbance of innervation. .\p.'irt

from this, the cause is obscure. The affected areas are

attended by no changes other than loss of pigment which
may also be absent from the hair in those regions. Its

onset is slow and its course indefinite. It usually persists

during the lifetime of the individual. The treatment is

unsatisfactory. .Arsenic internally, and counter-irritation

to the patches may lie tried.— (Hughes' Practice of Med-
icine.)

TO. f.pithclionia. or squamous-ccUed carcinoma, may
arise on any surface covered with stratified epithelium.

It usually arises in the middle-aged or elderly, but may
also occur in the young. It often results from long-con-
tinued irritation, and may arise in old scars or ulcers.

It mav appear in one of three forms: (i) .V wart-like
growth with an indurated base; (2) a small circular ulcer

with raised, rampart-like edges: (3) an indurated fissure.

The growth extends to the deeper structures : the surface
ulcerates and bcoomes ^oul from contamination with pu-
trefactive organisms. The nearest lymphatic glands al-

ways become infected sooner or later, and a fatal termim-
tion occurs rapidly unless treatment is early and thorough.
Treatment : Early and free removal of the srowth and tl^c

adjacent lyni]ibatic glands, if affected.— (.Uds to .S'nrgery.)
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L'XDER the heading of asthma there are many va-

rieties of dyspnea corresponding to different causes

or different pathological features. As a symptom
it has been discussed in connection with the various

morbid conrlitions and the little that is known aljout

its treatment I discussed in an article published last

year in the Folia Therapcutica of London.^ In this

paper I shall deal with the marked increase of res-

piration occurring in paroxysms—the so-called

idiopathic, bronchial asthma.

Definition : "Essential" bronchial asthma is a

functional neurosis, that is, a condition of which

as yet no organic basis has been discovered, charac-

terized by sudden paroxysmal attacks of great

dyspnea, with a peculiar exudation of mucin and
with distention of the lungs. The attacks may last

a few hours or days, or may be protracted for a

week. In this form also the phenomenon occurs

after a variety of causes; in other words, bron-

chial asthma is often a mere symptom. But we
must inquire whether the phenomenon always rep-

resents merely a symptom or whether it may per-

haps, in some cases, be the cardinal symptoms of an

otherwise obscure disease. Until the properties

that characterize the condition are known, it will,

therefore, be necessary to continue to speak of

"essential asthma" as a clinical entity and for this

purpose the relations or differences existing be-

tween the conditions of indivitlual patients suffer-

ing from jiaroxysmal dyspnea must be investigated.

L'nder the heading- of essential asthma we must
therefore include those clinical conditions in which
the respiratory organs are normal and the attacks

are produced exclitskrly by some perversion of

the iierz-oiis system, in which finally no objection

can be formulated from an anatomical point of

view. This definition sharply isolates this disease

and more especially differentiates it from all those

S}'mptom-complexes which, though also due to

abnormal innervation of the respiratory nervous
system, are really nothing more than symptoms of

definite anatomical lesions of the lungs or of more
distant organs. The pathology of bronchial asthma
has been the subject of incessant debate; unfortu-
nately the advancement of our knowledge was long

('clayed because every investigator was bent on
solving the question whether paralysis of the bron-
chial muscles or contraction of the inspiratory mus-
cles was the cause of the asthmatic dyspnea, and in

doing so neglected every other point of view ; in

other words, the disputants have concerned them-

selves not so much with the cause of asthma as with
the anatomical conditions in the bronchi which oc-
casioned it, and these conditions have been nar-
rowed down to spasm on the one hand and hyper-
emia on the other.

The mechanism of the intense dyspnea which
characterizes the asthmatic paroxysms may be con-
sidered as definitely settled. It is the consequence
of a sudden uarroiving of the smallest bronchial
lumen. So sudden is its onset and so intense may
the dyspnea shortly become that even prima facie
the idea of a spasm seems alone adequate to account
for it. This theory, which has perhaps the largest
number of adherents and according to which the

i'lg. I.—Diagram of the respiratory centers and their paths from
the brain and medulla. A, Principal bulbar respiratory centers;
D, cortical higlier respiratory centers; C. higher vasomotor centers;
r, respiratory center in corpora quadrigemina : G, spinal respira-
tory center (.'); P. pneumogastric nerve; T. trigeminus nerve; K,
vasomotor fibers in vagus nerve; a. bulbar vasomotor centers;
t", path of vasomotor fibers.

dyspnea is due to spasm of the respiratory and
bronchial muscles, was pronounced in the seven-
teenth century by Willis and supported by the great
authority of Cullen, Biermer, Salter and others and
confirmed by the original experiments of C. J. B.
W illiams and Brodie. Hut if all these authors
agree on this point, namely, that the muscle spasm
is the starting point of the asthmatic dyspnea, they
still disagree as to which muscles the attack
is to be ascribed to. Some writers, notably Barg-
son, Salter, Knopf, Peer, Weber, and others, are of
the opinion that the spasmodic contraction of the
bronchial muscles (bronchospasm) and the vesicles
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of the lungs is sufficient in itself to account for

asthmatic dyspnea, while others, Wintrich, Bam-
berger, G. See, and Apostolides senior, attach

greater importance to the inspiratory muscles and

especially to the diaphragm. But the view held al-

most universally is the one which maintains that

the asthmatic dyspnea is due to a tetanic contraction

of the inspiratory muscles and diaphragm as ivell

as to a spasmodic contraction of the bronchial

muscles and vesicles of the lungs. This theory has

in a short time replaced the older view of Traube

and Clark and others, that the attack is due

exclusively to swelling of the bronchial mucous

membrane—fluctionary hyperemia (Traube), dif-

fuse hyperemic swelling (Clark), vasomotor

turgescence (Weber). Personally 1 am inclined

to believe that criticism went too far in theory and

that both the contraction of all the inspiratory

muscles (extrinsic and intrinsic muscles and the

diaphragm) as well as the swelling of the bronchial

mucosa work hand in hand in this matter. But I

do not think it is correct to regard contraction of

the muscle and swelling of the mucous membrane

as the most prominent factor of the dyspnea. It is

quite possible that these factors form only a part

and probably a minor part of the pathological pro-

cesses which occur in the bronchial tubes. I am
therefore inclined to assume that an abnormal ner-

vous condition is present. This, it seems to me, is

supported by the close and striking similarity be-

tween these attacks and those of so-called mucous

colitis and urticaria. With regard only to the

asthmatic dyspnea, Curschmann is quite right in

defining asthma as a special form of inflammation

of the "smallest bronchioles, as so-called "bronchio-

litis exudativa," but on the contrary he is quite

wrong when he tries to deduce the whole symptom
complex of asthma from this factor; the hyperemia

and swelling of the mucosa and the extremely

viscid, tenacious mucus explain well the hindrance

to inspiration and expiration and also the quality

of the rales, but they do not explain the suddenness

of the attack and the jirolonged expiration. I

share, therefore, the view of some modern writers,

Strumpell,'' Schmidt,^ Fr. Hofifmann,* and others,

who state that bronchospasm, contraction of the in-

spiratory muscles, turgescence of the bronchial

nuicosa, and the influence of the nervous system all

simultaneously contribute to the asthmatic dyspnea.

.\ very strong support to this view is afl^ordetl

l)y the anatomy of the lungs. With regard to the

bronchial muscles, Aufrecht^ has discovered the

existence of a fine longitudinal layer closely inter-

woven with the circular fibers. Then with respect to

their innervation, careful e.xperiments by Dixon ami

Brodie and Einthoven have demonstrated that the

sole supply is from the vagus, which contains both

hronchoconstrictor and bronchodilator fibers (an-

terior and posterior pulmonary ple.xuses), and that

the pulmonary vessels are devoid of vasomotor

nerves ; other writers, however, state that the vagus

fibers belong to the musculature and the sympa-
thetic to the blood-vessels, and even that these latter

come from the first thoracic ganglion (Hoffmann)."
With regard to bronchial vessels anatomists' state

that in the bronchioles the principal supply is not

from the bronchial but from the pulmonary artery.

All these become of importance in connection with

the pathological anatomy of asthma. In asthmatic

attacks the contraction of the strong circular layer

overcomes that of the interwoven weaker longi-

tudinal layer and the narrowing of the lumen of the

bronchi is brought about. The turgescence of the

mucosa and the catarrhal condition on the other

hand complete the narrowing. The relation of the

contraction of the bronchioles and the turgescence
of the mucosa will be discussed further on. It is

sufficient here to say that if on various occasions

of provocation the bronchial tubes are so liable to

contractions more or less excessive, is there likely to

be any reason for denying a similar possibility or

necessity ever to occur in the case of the vascular

tubes? After this summary review of what is

known about the mechanism of the asthmatic dys-

pnea, let us pass on to inquire as to the nature
of the disease. It is very difficult as yet to give

anything like a final opinion on this point, because,

although it seems incredible, our knowledge of the

mechanism by which the air is carried to the alveoli

is un(|uestionably quite inadequate. By what mech-
anism does the air gain access to the alveoli?

What ]:)art do the bronchial muscles take in respi-

ration? Difficult as well as important experi-

mental investigations by prominent physiologists

have taught that the action of the respiration is in-

fluenced in a variety of ways—^^by the irritation

of various centers and nerves, and that its rhythm
particularly can be altered in many different ways.

Before we can hope to gain a true understanding
of the pathogenesis of asthma bronchialis we ought
to be properly informed with regard to the many
nervous influences that regulate the action of respi-

ration and blood-vessels in the normal individual.

But at once we are met by the lack of a firm physi-

ological basis and therefore we must be satisfied

with general remarks gained by experiments on
animals. Thus, the experiments of Martin,

Brooker. and Christiani and the anatomical studies

of Gad and Marinescu, and more recently the ex-

perimental work of Sherrington and Griinbaum
have shown that the true principal respiratory cen-

ters are found in the medulla oblongata, and occupy
not only the top of the calamus scriptorius, as

Flourens believed, but are situated in the floor of

the fourth ventricle, occupying an area on both

sides of its middle line. These principal respira-

tory centers are in close connection with the rest

of the brain in which are located the so-called cor-

tical higher respiratory centers. The localization

of these higher respiratory centers is not definitely

determined in the cortex of the brairi, but it is be-

lieved to be for the most part in a strip near to the

fissure of Rolando, where are also located the

motor areas of the cortex and the higher centers of

the vasomotor nerves. (Frank). .Some authors*

believe that there are other respiratory centers,

namely, one higher in the corpora quadrigemina
and one lower in the spinal cord. The paths for

the conduction of the stimuli which underlie the spe-

cial respiratory centers are found in the different

fibers of trigeminus, which convey cerebral im-

pulses to the bulbar respiratory centers. The cor-

tical centers are bilaterally acting and a lesion lim-

ited to either one should not produce marked de-

fects in respiration. The lower segment of the

primary respiration's mechanism is made up of the

motor nuclei in the medulla, and in the peripheral

nerves arising from them, especially pneumogastric

and sympathetic. We know very little of the pul-

monary l)ranches of the vagi." The motor fibers

are stated to control the action of the bronchial

muscles, and the various alterations in the respira-

tory rhythm are due more to changes in the center

than in the nerves themselves. The vasomotor
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fibers of the lungs, parting from their centers,

situated accordinj^ to R. Nicolaides and Kronecker'"

in the iioor of the fourth ventricle, pass for the

most part in the vagi and, giving off at different

levels fine medullated fibers, end in arborization

about the ganglion cells of the thoracic sympa-

thetic." It has been shown with absolute certainty

that the bulbar respiratory centers work automatic-

ally. Respiratory sensations and respiratory move-
ments depend upon the interchange of gas between

certain cells in the central neri'ous system, and on

their ability to take up oxygen and give off carbon

dioxide. Respiration thus depends, in the great

part, on the condition of the blood. This does not

exhaust the r|uestion, however, for we still have to

reckon with the effect of the higher centers on the

respiration. ICverybody knows that the condition

of the brain e.verts a profound influence on the

respiration ; it has long been a matter of popular

Ijclief that psychic excitement may directly arrest

the respiration. Besides these centers, the pneunio-

gastric nerves have an important effect on the res-

piration. Unf(irtunatel)-, our knowledge of the ex-

tent to which respiratory sensations or modifica-

tions of the respiratory movements can be initiated

through the agency of the nerve-endings in the

lungs is very limited (Nicolaides).'^

Summing up what is said above, it will be seen

that the respiration-rhythm is governed by some
centers, the most important of which are the bulbar

centers, the cerebral centers, and the spinal respira-

tory centers. The higher centers and the spinal

centers are connected directl\- by special motor
fibers with the bulbar nuclei which are the true

respiratory centers. The cortical respiratory cen-

ters are in close connection with the rest of the

brain. Such is the state of our knowledge regard-

ing the mechanism ; let us pass on now to inquire

as to the scat of the starting point of the attack.

Of the numerous theories advanced to explain this

matter the following are the most important : ( i

)

.\sthma is a neurosis, the seat of which is the pul-

monary apparatus and especially the bronchial

membrane. (Curschmann,'-' Ungar," Bretonneau,

Rostan, Louis, Fiirbringer,'^ and Striimpell.) All

of these authors are of the opinion that the so-

called asthmatic diathesis is due to a special form
of inflammation of the bronchial mucosa and there-

fore they have given it different names as

"bronchiolitis exudativa" ( Curschmann), "asthma-
catarrh" (Hoffmann), "asthmatic bronchiolitis"

(Striimpell). Some even went so far as to con-

sider the asthmatic exudation to be of a very char-

acteristic and peculiar character. But the charac-
teristic asthmatic secretion has just been discussed

by many authors. Vierordt. von Jacksch, Vin-
cenzo. Matessori,"' von Noorden,'^ and others''

have found Leyden's crystals, Curschmann's spirals,

and eosinophile leucocytes in many diseases of the

lungs, as pneumonia, phthisic bronchitis, bronchor-
rhea, etc., so that no one believes any more in their

specificity ; they are regarded rather as indicating

a revolving force acting upon the mucous mem-
brane of the finest bronchi. I believe that there are

numerous signs pointing directly to an inflamma-
tory process in the bronchioles and at all events that

this inflammation is peculiar both anatomically and
etiologically. But to this important point I shall

soon return. It will suffice in this place to state

that sometimes the asthmatic attack comes like a

bolt from the blue ; that is, it is the first sign of the

disease and passes without any expectoration.

But even if the latter view, that of the inflamma-

tion of the mucosa, were adopted, this point unques-

tionably requires still further investigation, and,

above all, it ought to be determined in what class of

cases this inflammation occurs. What is the na-

ture of the anatomical process that lies at the bot-

tom of it? Certainly not a banal inflammation of

the bronchioles. For such an alleged inflammation

could not suddenly cause as much greater obstruc-

tion of the air tubes than is produced by acute in-

flammation of the bronchioles, which even general-

ized (capillary bronchitis) is not attended with a

dyspnea anything as severe as we find in asthmatic

attacks. The theory, according to which the asth-

matic attacks are due to changes of the cells of the

alveoli which, under certain circumstances, as for

example under the influence of .r-rays, secrete more
mucus than normal (Immelmann, Eckstein) is

mentioned only to be dismissed ; for it seems to me
a hazardous undertaking to draw conclusions from
the results of the influence of .r-rays upon the cells

of the bronchioles. There is too much danger of

fallacy from suggestion. Moveover, even the most

e

Fig- 2.—The
_
starting-points of the asthmatic attacks; -f- indi-

cates augmentation; —, inhibition of the respiratory power, a. Cor-
tical psychic centers: b, bulbar respiratory centers; c. nasal stimuli:
d, cutaneous stimuli; e, laryngeal stimuli; /, pulmonary stimuli
(pneumogastric nerve); g, phrenic nerve; h, intercostal nerves.

fanatic upholders of the inflammation theory
(Schmidt, Fiirbringer, Striimpell, Hoffmann) ac-

knowledge that //; the asthmatic attacks certain

neri'e tracts must be over-irritable. We are thus

led to the second theory, according to which the

asthmatic diathesis results from disturbed innerva-
tion. But here, too. opinions differ a good deal on
this question as to the seat of the starting point of

the disturbed itmervation, namely, as to what parts

of the nervous system are responsible for this

anomaly. .Many are of the o[)inion that disturb-

ances of the vasomotor centers, which govern the

reflexes of the circulatory and respiratory appara-
tus, are responsible for the asthmatic attack (Ad.
Striimpell, Briigelmann,'" Schmidt, and others).

Physiologically considered these arguments are
strong because we know that the bulbar vasomotor
centers, which, as mentioned above, are situated

close by the respiratory ones, are sensible to the

chemical condition of the blood and may react

manifestly to injuries (Achard-Levi).^'' A very
strong support to this view is afforded by the strik-

ing similarity between these attacks and those of
the mucous colic and urticaria, which both rest on
specific disturbances of the vasomotor nerves. If
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this theory is accepted the analogy to similar pro-

cesses in the bronchial tubes appears quite accu-

rate.^' In the case of mucous colic, spasm may also

have been present. I am willing to adhere to this

theory, but I cannot regard the vasomotor centers

as responsible for the contraction of the inspiratory

muscles (musculi levatores costorum, musculi inter-

costales) and the diaphragm, which nowadays are

regarded as important factors in the asthmatic at-

tacks. Nevertheless this view seems to me to be of

some value, because in both diseases the clinical ma-
terial is uniform (neurasthenia, neurosis) and be-

cause some patients may have both diseases. If

the vasomotor theory cannot be accepted in its en-

tirety, there can be no doubt that what it holds is

true, namely, that without these disturbances of the

vasomotor nerves there would not be swelling of

the mucosa and hyperemia. But as far as I can

see there is no reason to believe it possible that

bronchial asthma is due to disturbances of the

secretory fibers of the vagus or of its sensory

fibers, as has been advanced by French authors and
especially by Parrot and Todd. The same applies

to the view of some modern writers who consider

asthma as a vagus neurosis. Remarkable cases

have been reported which, in addition to asthma-

like attacks, presented a strikingly different phe-

nomena ; for example, acceleration of the heart's

action, which we are forced to regard as neurotic.

The term vagus-neurosis should include those symp-

tom complexes which are produced by anything

that acts on the endings or trunk of the pneumo-
gastric nerve and disturbs its function. In such a

condition one would expect symptoms in various

organs supplied by the nerve, especially the larynx,

the heart, and the gastrointestinal canal. These
above few words must be devoted to this subject

because the respiratory symptoms, which are often

so prominent in a clinical picture of vagus disease,

bear a certain resemblance to the condition seen

in paroxysmal asthma, although really the two con-

ditions have nothing whatever in common. Never-

theless, it is often exceedingly difficult to draw a

dividing line between essential bronchial asthma and
the effects of vagus disease. This point has already

been discussed.-' but I insist again on it because,

especially F. Knopf and Gottschalk,-' among oth-

ers, promulgated the theory that bronchial asthma
is due to injuries of the peripheral nerve endings

of the vagus and that enlargement of the bronchial

glands in tuberculosis is "very often" the causative

agent of asthma.-* In support of their theory they

point out the fact that compression of the vagal

nerve endings by pathological growths may pro-

duce asthmatic attacks which in the long run con-

stitute an asthmatic diathesis. Again, have the ex-

periments of Riegel-Edinger,-^ Dixon, Brodie, and
Einthoven-" not shown that stimulation of the

peripheral ending of the vagus is always followed

by a marked spasmodic dyspnea concomitant with

a distention of the lungs? In my opinion this the-

ory is erroneous. In the first place, if it were true

essential asthma should occur very often in children

in which tuberculous enlargement of the bronchial

glands is of such common occurrence (Zuber),"'

while bronchial asthma in children is not very often

met with (E. Feer,-* Comby,^" Audeoud).^" Be-
sides, this question could only be answered if there

existed a purely spastic form of bronchial asthma

:

but such a case has never been seen (Frankel,
Schmidt, Weber), and I myself do not remember
ever to have seen it, although I have been on the

lookout for the phenomenon. I cannot therefore

bring myself to share this view in its present form,

especially since the same investigators have con-

fessed that the asthmatic-like dyspnea produced by
irritation of the vagus was never accompanied by
any secretion characteristic of genuine asthma. Be^
sides, no intelligent man would attempt to apply

data obtained from healthy animals directly to the

conditions existing in human lieings in disease.

This datum merely enlarges our knowledge of the

behavior of the organism in general, and in that

way furnishes some assistance in the enormous and
difficult interpretation of the phenomena observed
at the bedside. So, for example, the effect of elec-

trical irritation of the exposed pneumogastric
nerves in a healthy dog has been utilized directly

to explain motor disturbances in the lungs which
are produced in disease by the most complicated

and in part psychic causes! Again, Venot (Paris)

and Temple Rlursell (^London) record cases of pa-

tients whose vagus was infiltrated by a malignant
growth and zuho iiei'cr Itad shown astlimcilii at-

tacks.

The most plausible theory and the one that now
seems to have the largest number of supporters is

the theory first advanced in various forms by Willis

and Floyer in 1698 and supported by such authori-

ties as Jaccoud, Trousseau, Brissaud, Dieulafoy,

Hoffmann, Briigelmann, etc., according to which
asthma is a neurosis of the bulbar respiratory cen-

ter {bulbar asthma, bulbar neurosis). The opinion

of such distinguished clinicians and able investi-

gators as the above mentioned cannot be disre-

garded and this view has always appealed to me
very strongly, but in the course of years distinct

doubts have assailed me, for it must be agreed that

a similar bulbar neurosis is unknown. Therefore

I am inclined to adhere to the theory I advanced
some years ago,^' namely, that bronchial asthma
is a neurosis, like hysteria and epilepsy, of the

higher cortical center, which, according to Brooker,

Martin, Frank, and others, presides over the lower

centers and by means especially of the iiulbar cen-

ters directs and controls the respiratory movements.
This association action of the more complex centers

takes place under appropriate stimuli parting from
the brain. The vasomotor system is also brought
into harmonious cooperation with the central ner-

vous system on account of its dependence upon the

latter (R. Nicolaides, loc. cit.). The curious cases

of sudden asthmatic attacks from fright or fear

demonstrate the enormous influence of the cortical

centers on the respiration. But what we should

like to know in this connection is what the exact

nature of the more slowly acting nervous factors

must be in order to produce this abnormal irrita-

bility. And on this point I am unable to give any
opinion. Nor is it likely that we shall be able to

furnish such information for the present, because

we have as yet no means of estimating the psychic

function of the brain. Perhaps, and it is quite

probable, abnormal impulses from these cortical

centers may inhibit the respiratory bulbar centers

and bring about the same effect as is produced by
stimulation of these centers themselves. It might
also be argued that the increased hyperemia and
swelling of the bronchial mucosa which are ascribed

to disturbances of the vasomotor centers are due to

impulses from these cortical centers, affecting the

vasomotor system as well as the centers, which in-

nervate the striped muscles, the two systems being

associated bv the inhibition of the one and rein-

I
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forcemeat of the other. I do not believe it is pos-

sible at the present time to give an absolutely posi-

tive opinion on this point. But it is my personal

conviction that there is much to be said in favor of

the proposition that purely nervous influences are

capable of provoking asthmatic attacks. The ex-

periments of Frank and Brooker among others

made on decerebrated animals have shown the

great influence of the higher centers upon the bul-

bar respiratory centers.^- As a rule the general

character of the symptoms in the cases of essential

asthma reveals the psychic nature of the complaint.

Psychic excitement has a most powerful influence

in bringing on the attack, while muscular exertion,

on the other hand, has no bad efifect in the great

majority of cases. In other words, it is exactly

the same as with the production of an hysterical at-

tack. As the hysterical suffers (according to

Freud) from "reminiscences" relating to the vita

sexiials, so likewise the asthmatic suffers from
''resurrected moments" of the respiratory origans.

Fr. Hoffmann. Trousseau, and Treupel, among oth-

ers, state that the mere reminiscence of a previous
attack max /"'/«« about a uczi' attack. One hun-
dred detailed clinical histories written by good ob-
servers would be of great value. However, I have
no reason in denying the important part which the

respiratory mucosa takes in the pathogenesis of

this neurosis, for just in this transformation of

psychical excitement into persistent bodily symp-
toms or perhaps in a bodily compliance, I find the

essential characteristic of neuroses and psycho-
neuroses. Xevertheless there must be a native in-

dividual predisposition. This hereditary or consti-

tutional factor takes the form in asthma of the

"respiratory constitution." As in hysteria, in neu-
rasthenia, and in obscessional and phobic psycho-
neuroses, the disorder is rooted in disturbances of

the sexual organs, so in asthma the bodily disorder

is rooted in the respiratory mucous membra'ne.
But the essence of the disease is to be sought in an
increased abnormal irritability of the nervous struc-

tures, and especially the cortical respiratory centers

(asthme cerebral or psychogene, Sihle).^'

There is a final question to be answered : What
is the fundamental cause of this disorder? ^\'hat

is the nature of the anatomical process that lies at

the bottom of it? This question has excited a lively

interest and has been made the object of much in-

genious speculation ; it has even rightly become the

subject of investigation by bacteriologists and in-

vestigations on these lines have not failed to leave

their imprint upon the inquiry as to the origin of

asthma. The long duration of the affection is not

necessarily against its being microbial. It may,
however, be a toxin or leucomaine, either of dis-

tinctly pathological origin or else a product of nor-

mal metabolism, which gradually accumulates in

the blood by reason of some defect, congenital or

acquired, in the excretory function of the lungs.

With regard to this point of view the microscopical

examination of the asthmatic's secretion, during the

attack, seems to give a strong support to this opin-

ion. Eosinophilia, which is always found during
the attack, indicates a local chemotactic afflux to the

bronchial tubes (Salecker) :''* some investigators

have found reason to believe that the granules of

excreted cells are of the nature of alexins and are

attracted to substances which are associated with

the destruction of epithelium. However, these va-

rious bodies, which go to make up the expectora-

tion, can only be regarded, according to Auld, as

the outcome of the conflict which has been raging
inside, and they may not inaptly be likened to fallen

soldiers on the battlefield. Then, as regards the
systemic blood-changes, P. Salecker {loc. cit),

who has devoted considerable attention to this

point, affirms that both during and after the at-

tack the fluctuations in the blood-picture, more espe-
cially as regards the polynuclear leucocytosis, admit
of a degree which is only found as a consequence
of conditions of toxemia. Parting from this point

of view% Auld goes so far as to recognize that an
asthmatic attack is truly and strictly a process of
defense. Some physicians during the second half

of the nineteenth century, especially Bouchard,
Huchard, and (jautier, advanced the view that asth-

matic diathesis may be merely the result of a toxin
or leucomaine or ptomaine, which is a product of
normal metabolism gradually accumulated in the

blood by reason of some defect of the excretory
function of the kidneys. Huchard has indeed
stated that ptomaines stored in the blood in signifi-

cant quantities, when they are not sufficiently ex-
creted liy the kidneys, may produce a toxemia with
a nocturnal attack of shortness of breath (dyspnee
ptomainique nocturne de Huchard). But if these

conditions are present the patient, in my opinion,

is certainly suffering from a grave disease of the

heart muscle or the kidneys, even if no physical

signs are present in the organ.

It follows from this exposition that much re-

mains to be explained as regards the causative

agent. That asthma is a neurosis of the cortical

centers due to a toxemia, as has been supported
by Todd,-'"^ Lloyd, Bree,^° and Bretonneau, is very
probable and I myself am quite willing to admit
this view; but the nature of this toxemia can merely
be a matter of speculation. Two years ago I

put forward the hypothesis,^" which, by the way,
seems to be substantiated by clinical observations
of some medical men (G. Gauthier, Carnot,'^ and
Osborn) that disturbances of the internal secretion

of certain glandular organs or of the pulmonary
glands might be the cause of this toxemia. The
process is probably either closely related to or iden-

tical with Graves-Basedow's disease, which is gen-
erally believed to be due to a toxin acting on the

nervous system on accovmt of some disorders of the

thyroid glands. It is a matter of fact that internal

secretion may excite or arrest tissue activities even
without the influence of the central nervous system.
There can be little doubt that the lungs are avenues
for the excretion of unknown poisons. This view
becomes more clear when we consider the particular

elements or structures in the membrane of the

lungs. At first in man and in all the higher animals
the mucous glands of the bronchi are in abundance
(KoUiker),^" and it is a curious circumstance that

we have no knowledge of the fate of their secre-

tion. It is generally believed that the mucous
secretion merely serves as a surface lubricant, but
I venture to submit that this view is open to ques-

tion; in the first place it may be asked not only
why the glands are abundant, but also why does
the mucin which they secrete differ in certain re-

spects from the mucin secreted by the mucous
glands in other situations (Bonne,'"' Miiller, Ham-
mersten) ?

Again, according to a number of observations
carried out by Auld,*' it was found that these
glands were relatively more abundant in the young
and seemed gradually to decrease as age advanced.
This would seem to imply that they are specifically
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related to the growth and development of the lungs.

It appears therefore not unreasonable to consider

that the mucous glands possess vital functions like

hormones not yet apprehended by means of which

they maintain or promote a healthy metabolism in

the parts in which they are situated, or it is quite

possible that they possess an internal secretion,

pneumonic hormone, which has a great influ-

ence upon the centers of respiration or that

their internal secretion may separate and destroy

efiete products or ptomaines stored up in the blood.

That the secretion possesses a substance powerful

enough to reduce Fehling's solution seems, at any

rate, to favor the latter supposition. We can now
easily assume that these undestroyed effete prod-

ucts acting upon the cortical centers leave behind

some impression which does not disappear on ac-

count of a congenital abnormality of the internal

secretion of some glands (probably the bronchial

glands), but remains latent for a certain time;

there is an accumulation of injuries and when this

has reached a certain magnitude some apparently

unimportant peculiar factor causes an unburdening

or explosion, i.e., an "attack." The alteration of the

cortical respiratory centers is then the essential

starting point of the asthmatic diathesis. It is a

pathological excitability, an abnormal irritability of

the imagination, with a corresponding weakness of

the will power which is manifested by this respira-

tory neurosis called asthma.

In such a manner the cortical centers receive cer-

tain impressions and utilize them improperly. This

is in many respects similar to epilepsy, migraine,

and hysterical convulsions. The injuries which

may cause an asthmatic attack are generally con-

veyed by the paths which act more directly on the

respiratory centers and by means of them on the

sensory, motor, and secretory nerves of the respira-

tory tract (vagus, trigeminus, and sympathetic).

One fact has been known for a long time and is now
well established : it is that nasal anomalies produce

disturbances in the respiration rhythm. If asthma-

like attacks are superadded, the clinical picture be-

comes very similar to that seen in essential asthma
and the difficulties of distinguishing between the

two conditions have puzzled many a diagnostician.

Exactly the same thing is observed in disturbances

of other organs, especially of the stomach, uterus,

etc. Fig. 2 explains very clearly these forms of

reflex-asthma.

From a consideration of what has been stated

above I believe that idiopathic bronchial asthma is

due to a congenital excitability of the cortical res-

piratory centers, which excitability itself is due to a

toxemia depending upon alterations of the internal

secretion of certain glands, as defined above. This

mechanism is not an impossible one, but indisput-

able evidence of its actual existence has so far been

adduced. However, I myself have known two pa-

tients about four years of age who have had a

number of what are considered attacks of spas-

modic laryngitis, a disease which was supposed at

one time to be due to disturbances of the thymus
and therefore received the name of thymic asthma.
The patients are now about twelve years of age
and are suffering from attacks of genuine bronchial

asthma. I might quote other cases of this kind
if I had anatomical data at my disposal. At all

events these two cases must be borne in mind.
Nevertheless bronchial asthma is, for the time be-
ing, a neurosis of the cortical centers, whatever
its nature may be. I do know that the term
neurosis merely serves as a cloak to our ignorance.

But do we not call thus other diseases whidi are

far from being functional disorders ? There is

no doubt that in the future, as our horizon broadens
and we begin to work on altogether different ana-

tomical and physiological lines much will be added
to our knowledge. In support of this theory there

may be cited the well-known experiments of

VVeichardt and Besche,*^ among others, who, with

injections of different forms of albumin (horse
serum), have been able to demonstrate the fact

that essential bronchial asthma in a majority of

cases is a manifestation of a local cellular anaphy-
laxis of the lungs. The treatment of bronchial

asthma with serum" and the very instructire obser-

vations of Landerer and Schittenhelm that pa-

tients had asthmatic attacks whenever they were
injected with horse serum strengthens the hypothe-
sis of a local cellular anaphylaxis. Recently some
articles have been published, especially in German,
on this subject which seem to corroborate this, my
view."
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THE NEGRO AND HIS HEALTH PROB-
LEMS.*

By J. MADISON TAYLOR, A.B., M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tuii negro problem is one of anthropology, not of

ethics, religion or variegated opinions. It does in-

volve grave sub-problems of humanity, economics,

and common sense. Under no circumstances should

it be complicated by emotion. The whole race prob-

lem, i:i the final count, resolves itself into what is to

become of the members of an alien people trans-

ported, by force and suddenly, to an unsuitable, a

hostile environment.
Members of this alien race deserve the same con-

sideration as those of any other : no more, no less.

They will get it, and all the more readily if partizan-

ship, unreflecting zeal and politics can be kept upon
a rational level. Prejudices for and against the

negro neutralize each other. They only serve to

obscure fundamental issues, producing no good, but

only loss of vitality and moral tone in those who
entertain them.

The question for solution resolves itself into

zi'hcthcr members of a tropical race, evolved through
thousands of years in hot countries, whose char-

acteristics have gradually become adapted to local

climatic conditions, are capable of flourishing or

even survizing in a climate wholly at variance zmth

the circtanstances of their racial adaptations.^ If

the answer is in the affirmative then is opened a

host of doubts as to the validity of all experience,

history and t\w findings of anthropologic science;

also complex questions arise as to what will become
of the race till time, the greatest solver of problems,

*Rcad at the annual meeting of the American Climalogi-
cal Society, Hartford, Conn., June 11, 1912.

tAnother important anthropological problem is whether
a people practically in or near a state of savagery can be
expected to become civilized or conform to civilized stand-

ards within the short space of a few hundred years. This,

however, is not germane to the present inquiry.

shall reveal. If the query above proposed is an-

swered in the negative we should at once consider

what can be done to effect a transference of the

negroes to a suitable habitat.

Two or more races brought into intimate con-

tact socially and domestically evolve hybrids. All

experience shows that hybrids, the product of sexual

union of antithetic races, such as the white and the

black, are inferior to the original stock physically

and morally. It is demonstrated by well-attested

facts that these hybrids of black and white are vastly

more susceptible to certain infections; their moral
as well as physical stamina is lower than that of

either original race. Undoubtedly there are indi-

vidual exceptions.

Hybridism lowers normal defenses to degenera-
tive diseases, hence inhibition, the fundamental safe-

guard, is lessened and degenerative processes then

proceed with increasingly rapid strides as the alien

blood weakens and the stronger influences prevail.

In America the supply of the original negro blood

is limited ; no new infusions are to be expected.

Meanwhile, pure streams of our Anglo-Saxon,
Slavic, Celtic and other blood, infused as they are

in the United States with a different, but not largely

variant, group of Latins. Hebrews, and others, are

polluted by the negroid blood. However, those

who feel alarm at this fact can take comfort from
the reflection that it is contrary to all precedent for

a tropic race (so entirely unfit to subsist in a cold

climate like ours) to survive more than ten, or at

most fifteen, generations. Our subtropical summers
may prolong survival more or less.

Education for the negro during emancipation
days and long thereafter was slow to receive ade-

quate attention. Race prejudice took on almost un-

believable phases, ainong which was opposition by
the Southern whites to providing adequate oppor-
tunities for equivalent education.

Slowly but surely these difficulties are being ad-

justed. It is a splendid testimony to the inherent

good sense of the negro, to his capacities for swift

regeneration, that the chief impetus for education

(after General Armstrong pointed the way) arose

among, and is sustained by, his own people. They
are learning, too, that the form and character of
this education must be specialized, simplified, along
lines of primitive needs, industrial and agricultural.

The fundamental requisite is the inculcation of laws
of right living, the basis of which is the mutual shar-

ing of responsibilities provided by family life. Do-
mestic hygiene once taught in the schools promptly
and radically regenerates that of the household.

Since the manumitted slave is essentially a bank-
rupt, without capital, all he has to exchange for a

livelihood is his ability to work.
In this work he begins as a mere assistant in

production, but may then attain to any height of

endeavor for which the individual is fitted or on
which he is capable of specializing.

Physical fitness is the sine qua nan to comfortable
as well as useful existence. The problem of health

of such an individual is thereupon demonstrated to

be paramount.
No line of endeavor is capable of accomplishing

so much as one which furnishes opportunities to the

wage-earner for learning how to maintain personal

health at a maximum.
This one central thought must be kept in mind by

all who endeavor to solve health problems of the

negro. No race which has evolved slowly and ac-

quired definite physical characteristics can be trans-
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planted suddenly to wholly alien conditions, climatic

or other, and adjust themselves to these new and
trying conditions, except through a period sufficient-

ly long and by slow evolution.

The negro is an essential part of the body politic.

Health problems of the Afro-American stand close

to those of all other citizens.

Ten million human beings, differing in racial

characteristics, yet closely interwoven with others

socially and domestically, demand critical observa-

tion. While valuable aids, they are also serious

menaces. During the period of enslavement physi-

cal conditions were vastly better. There is so much
evidence nowadays of deterioration among negroes,

inducetl by the effects of unaccustomed freedom,

that the question of their betterment constitutes a

vital part of national economics.*

Throughout the length and breadth of our South-

ern States, and to a lesser degree elsewhere, negroes
constitute a large ethnic factor. Among them are

splendid personalities, yet the majority lack elements

of stability, of dependableness. They are too often

their own worst enemies, deficient in fixity of pur-

pose, in judgment, in those reliable characteristics

which fit them for citizenship. Intellectually and
morally they resemble children. \Mien, unfor-
nately, they became a political issue, endless com-
plications arose. Scholastic opinions circulated by
ignorant, often venal, meddlers, insisting upon vague
altruistic plans, created a chaos on which too little

practical light has as yet been shed. Forces are now
at work which may solve the more urgent per-

plexities.

The negro is too often a creature of iiiipulse, of

emotion, of shallow impressionability, and swayed
overmuch by mere physical promptings. He is a

good imitator, which constitutes a valuable equip-

ment for certain kinds of usefulness. Along with

these adolescent qualities there are frequently to be
found individuals of keen intelligence, good moral
perception, faithfulness to friends, and of deeply re-

ligious feeling.

\\"hen unmarrcd by damaging environment, ill-

usage or vitiating influences, the negro is a far

more reliable citizen than are some Europeans. It

will be generally admitted by those not steeped in

prejudices that the unspoiled negro is ofttimes a

most estimable, lovable person. The vitiated negro
is, however, a peculiarly uncertain, explosive and
dangerous creature. It is safe to assume that had
the process of emancipation progressed more slowlv

along the lines of intelligently guided evolution the

negro population would now constitute a more val-

uable group of citizens. Unfortunately he became
a political bone of contention and was suddenly pro-

jected unprepared as an equal upon society from the
position of an hereditary dependent, unprovided with
knowledge or training for the next social phase,
viz., that of a free and responsible factor in the
Commonwealth. The confusion into which he was
forced by the period of Reconstruction (the product
of a devastating war waged largely in his behalf )

created many complications making for physical
decrepitude.

Accustomed for generations to dependency, to

serf-like conditions, to paternal harboring ; or, on
the other hand, subjected to occasional cruel, rea-

sonless injustice, there is little wonder that one so

*I myself was a slave-owner, living in boyhood on a
plantation. My having then and now much to do with the
black peoples may qualify me to express more accurate
and just opinions than those who have had no such actual
experience.

constituted fell promptly under the sway of evil in-

fluences, of temptations, became often licentious,

brutal, or savagely retroactionary. The mischief-

making, self-seeking "carpet-bagger" found in hmi
a tool ready to his hand; and "rum, rapine, and re-

bellion ran riot." Industries were then paralyzed,

reorganization was slow and imperfect, the whole
local social fabric suffered, the burdens falling heavy
enough upon all, but most crushingly on the crude,

plastic, unformed negroid element.

To-day a deplorable condition of affairs pre\ails

among these alien racial elements of the community.
}ilany of our duties to them are not yet adequately
defined, nor are the factors yet precisely determin-
able. All will become plain as prejudices on both

sides subside and self-seeking politics finally gives

way to statesmanship. The solution can only be

by patient, tolerant compromises, always utilizing

the principles of critical science and true Christian-

ity to guide our decisions.

Solution of the health problems of the negro
would seem to be particularly significant and urgent,

so intimately interwoven art they with the indus-

trial. The most obvious need is for education of

the young in principles of citizenship. No remedy
can exceed in value implanting the seeds of self-

respect, of industry, of responsibility, of obedience
to constituted authority. The most urgent measure
is for legislators to control the sale and distribution

of delirifacient poisons. Bad as the vitiated negro
is, he is an angel of light in his original state com-
pared to any negro crazed by alcohol, cocaine or

morphia.
This is the one insistent factor that for the mo-

ment overwhelms and obscures all others. Remove
or reduce to determinable limitations the accessibility

to narcotics and the residue can be dealt with by
reasonable means. In establishing punitive meas-
ures against free access to alcohol and narcotics

some innocent persons will doubtless suffer with the

guilty, i.e. a few free-born whites may be deprived
of their Heaven-sent [irivilege of going to Hades in

the fashion of their clioice. This indirect "injustice"

or "evil," if such it be, can be endured if only ade-

([uate restrictive legislation shall be ultimately se-

cured and enforced.

The proposition would seem thus placed directly

up to the voter and the legislator.

Under slavery the health of the negro was pecu-

liarly good, well in advance of the rest of the com-
munity. Tuberculosis was then practically unknown
among the blacks. In comparing their status then

and now something may be conceded to the wdiole

group of aggravating conditions then prevailing,

compounded of ignorance, defective instincts, lazi-

ness, improvidence, morbid optimism, effects of pov-

erty and the like. All these factors, however, are,

at their worst, little things compared to mental and
moral vitiation through the destructive effects of

narcotic poisons. These bear heavily on collateral

health problems ; e.g. susceptibility to tuberculosis,

whereto the negroes are shown to be now three times

as liable as the whites.*

Are we now as a nation prepared to deal effi-

ciently with these obviously crucial, though deeply

intrenched abuses ? How can the parainount signifi-

cance of his proposition be brought to the con-

sciousness of our citizens?

The negro of the rural sections of the South i*;

now, according to the evidence, in a far better con-

*See "Tuberculosis in the Negro," by Sealc Harris,

M.D.
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dition of health and morals than the negro of the

cities. My personal observation is at the present

time chiefly of the urban colored population, far

north of their normal habitat. Here a deplorable

state exists, part of which is due to natural causes,

chiefly climatic. It is far worse than among those

races which, through generations of selection and
specialization, have become adjusted to urban ccju-

finenient and restraint. Especially is this true of
the Hebrews, who by long evolution have acquired
relative immunity to many infections, and resis-

tance to the effects of depressing influences. It will

require no less than many centuries for the negro to

become adjusted to cold climates. He is unfit racially

to flourish above the latitude of Mason and Di.xon's

Line. .Ml those who know the facts urge that the

negro shall never attempt to remain above the line

of the Carolinas. Unless the negro is endowed with
inherent potentialities radically different from those

of all other tropical races, he will deteriorate and
perish in cold climates. Just as the Northern races,

like the Goths and Vandals, who conquered South-
ern Europe, deteriorated and disappeared in a few
generations, so will any weaker race from the hot

South disappear in the North.
The negro is essentially a creature fitted to dwell

in wide spaces under the vaijlt of heaven. He must
have access to the sun. He is not to be expected, at

least not for many generations, to labor so regularly

or so continually as one less recently in a savage
state. Good work he can do ; but those who know
him well are aware that the incentives to do his

best are not the same as for the Hebrew, the Celt,

Slav, German or Italian. Long monotony, con-

finement, deprivation of normal solaces to his

semi-savage spirit induce gloom, revolt, explosions

of retroactive impulses. He needs praise, kindly

encouragement, personal solicitude and direction,

and will then often surpass himself. Fortunately,

he is growing ambitious to copy the best in the

methods of those about him, and will succeed, pro-

vided he is aided by wise, firm and kindly guid-

ance. The negro has become more or less of a politi-

cal power and it is fortunate that in his views, opin-

ions and decisions his guides are usually the clergy

of his own race. It is fortunate that these colored

pastors are, in the main, good men, clear-sighted,

aware of the gravity of their position, their unique

power. Many of them seem fortified by dignity,

self-respect, and conscientiousness. They exhibit

a deeper interest in the personal welfare, and espe-

cially the mental and moral training of their flocks

than do those of many other religious bodies. The
danger is that too many of them are not men of

broad views, with minds above mere financial con-

siderations in the administration of church eco-

nomics. They are often insufficiently alive to physi-

cal or hygienic needs, especially ventilation, tem-

perance and wholesome living. My personal ex-

perience with certain of these pastors is most dis-

appointing. They exhibit a degree of narrowness,

of selfishness, greatly to be deplored. It is almost

impossible to impress some of them with their para-

mount duty to advise their congregations to seek

the country, especially the warm countries, where
alone they are racially fitted to flourish—even to sur-

vive. Fortunately there is now a large and grow-
ing body of negro physicians, dentists and phar-

macists.*

There recently met in Baltimore a national associa-
tion of these professions, with a membership of three
hundred, and two thousand colored men are practising

It is obviously through education in right feel-

ing, thinking, and doing that any considerable ad-

vances can be eiTected in the ultimate evolution of

the black race. The basis of this advance is to en-

courage in all ways wholesome instincts ; to make
the integrity of the family the point of departure for

all effort, all rewards.

Purity of race is always of paramount value.

Hybridism leads to all sorts and degrees of consti-

tutional vitiation. Autochthony is an important

condition of racial advance. Before freedom the

negro was a chattel, and whether the progeny was
white or black, it was equally utilizable. The ad-

mixture of a highly cultivated white male with the

more simply organized black female produced then

a superior article of commerce, a greater promise

of available capacity in the product.

The autochthony of the black race is better as-

sured since freedom, because marital alliances can

now be at least more stable. Marriage with whites

is rare and forms a negligible ethnic factor. This

state of familial stability is to be welcomed and if

assured it will make for racial betterment.

Hybrids are of proverbially low resisting power
to morbific agencies, physical and psychical. This

is particularly true of the mulatto and other grades

of negroid admixture. The pure blood negro holds

the mulatto in deep contempt.

The negro is essentially domestic, and while by
no means so conscientious in sexual matters as some
races, often exhibits commendable capabilities for

faithfulness.*

Vagrant tendencies were exaggerated "before the

war" by divers causes, the chief of which was the

power of the owner to dispose of slaves diversely.

All over the South schools and colleges for the

negro are being established, most of them through
the initial impulses emanating from Hampton,
Fiske, and Tuskegee. Also far-seeing, benevolent

men and women of the North are giving of their

time, strength, and means to this incomparable ob-

ject.

DERAILED FORCES.
By MARGARET A. CLEAVES, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Not long since the Twentieth Century Limited was
hurled over an embankment into the river below.

The cause, a broken rail. Back of the actual break

was a weakened strain in the atomic structure of

the iron itself. Derailed forces work havoc ; they

are always pitiful and to be dreaded.

The women who recently indulged in a window
smashing crusade in London, those who have gone
on hunger strikes, and those who with untimely

mouthings stalk to and fro upon the earth, are the

saddest of living derailed forces ; they have missed

the joy of life. For them its sweetest springs have

not flowed. They have not been and are not physi-

medicine and the allied professions in the United States.

Much may be expected from these educated and enlight-

ened persons which will redound to the essential bet-

terment of the race.

*An important observation made by several Southern
physicians is to the effect that sexual lawlessness, re-

sulting in lynchings, is to be explained thus: The male
negro is nearly always infected with gonorrhea. He
neglects treatment habitually. Chronic prostatic irrita-

tion ensues. Thus sexual impulses frequently become
overmastering. Alcohol particularly inflames this state

and likewise dethrones reason; hence the first female he
meets he is tempted to assault. This if often a white
female; thereupon the fury and vengeance of white men
are excited and disastrous results follow to the negro.
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ologically environed. In addition there is an in-

herent flaw in their fundamental structure, as in

the atomic structure of the iron. Superposed upon
that is a broken physiological rail. Physiologically,

or better, unphysiologically, there is a reason for it.

It is never known when the eternal hysteria pres-

ent in the physiological unit will break forth, as do
pent-up volcanic forces. Derailed human forces
are as unsafe as these or the engine and train

crashing to the river below.
The visualizing eye of the trained and experi-

enced physician, whose fundamental equipment
renders him expert in a knowledge of scientific

physiological chemistry and psychoanalysis, relent-

lessly illuminates these evidences of imperfect men-
tal and normal balance. The revelations are as

pitiless and self-revealing as time. None of life's

illusions are left.

Illusions are essential to the beauty of life. They
soften and veil its hideous truths as does the magic
atmosphere of the southern seas the volcano's
scarred sides. It is a pain to see them swept away,
and in their loss not only maturity but youth suffers.

But such is the trend of the day.

Psychical manifestations depend upon physical
conditions. To have normal mentality the best of
physiological life is necessary. .Self knowledge,
which is essential to the revelation of the true man
or woman, comes with time and experience. To
some it comes earlier in life than to others ; is in-

fluenced by inherited strain and physical conditions.
In the germ cell, from which these erratic forces

sprang, whether represented by the feminine 01

masculine half of the physiological unit, there ex-
isted a strain or tendency to lack of nerve stability.

The untoward expressions to which such organisms
are prone are controlled or limited by training and
environment.

Nothing stands for more than the discipline and
training of the best of early home life. Nothing
so surely invites control as nature's fullest physio-
logical expression, but within the environment of a
safe anchorage. Naught else has power to bring
the same rest, peace and content. But it must be
the best of physiological living. In its absence the
needs must and devotion to duty are the best of
safeguards.

Unless supremacy of physical wellbeing can be
obtained under ideal conditions, it may be secured
at the expense of the best of normal balance. The
ego may become too dominant in its ever encour-
aged supremacy. The question arises, whether there
are not such at this moment prominently in the
public eye.

When backed by a vigorous, alert, and versatile
mentality, such an ego asserts its supremacy by its

thirst for power. Once the taste is acquired the
appetite becomes insatiable. So long, however, as
life remains physiological, the balance wheel main-
tains control. But let there be the weakened strain
as in the atomic structure of the broken rail, and
derailment follows. Otherwise, the conscious ego
keeps ever in the foreground to the control of the
situation. As the time of life approaches when
there is need of a physiological readjustment the
stronghold of exact moral balance is apt to be
shaken. Then it is that the submerged conscious-
ness, or subconscious ego, tends to become actively
in evidence. The supremacy of the conscious ego
is not maintained in its full vigor.

What are the physiological conditions that tend
to this undoing? What influences have been at

work to bring the activities of their submerged
selves so prominently to the fore in the modern
Caesars and the militant suffragettes? Why these

volcanic outbursts, these expressions of an erratic

force ?

Eternal feminism is unquestionably a factor ni

the militant suffragettes. But while in neither mod-
ern nor yet historic Cffisars is it feminism, there is

the same fundamental influence at work. What has

happened? What part do the phenomena as exhib-

ited by nature's physical forces play? Is chemico-
physical, life exempt from the influence of volcanic

eruptions, earth shakings, cyclonic disturbances,

variations in barometric pressure and electrical con-

ditions ?

In the latter, as in the purely physical world,

these disturbances are most felt where fundamental
physical conditions are least stable. The inherited

strain or tendency within the germ plasma is the

predestining force. Could the ofttimes ludicrous

and al\\a\s pitiful exhibitions of physiological de-

railment be prevented ? What unphysiological con-

ditions tend to these outbursts ? Why do these men
and women fly their physiologic orbits? Why their

disturljed viewpoint, their lack of the sense of pro-

portion, their abnormal mentality and morality?

What has occurred to obscure their logical think-

ing?

Do the revelations of the scientific pyschoanalyst,

brutal as the findings of the skilled pathologist, an-

swer these questions?

Instead of modern psychoanalysis primarily, shall

we not look to its standard of exactitude, chemis-

try, and physiological chemistry especially, for the

truth ? The fundamental truth must be sought in

its revelations.

.Activity is essential to being. The organism with

its myriads of chemical cells is forever seething in

the malestrom of chemical activity. The process

of brain thinking bears the most intimate relation

to and is influenced by the processes of secreting

and excreting. Whatever interferes with the nor-

mal secretory and excretory functions interferes

with the intellect's supremacy.
The results are most marked and disastrous in

unstable organizations, especially at the time of

physiological readjustment. It is then that judg-

ment becomes biased, while poise trembles in the

balance, or is hopelessly lost.

Karin Michaelis has written of the dangerous
age in women. .She might have equally well writ-

ten of the dangerous age in the physiological unit.

Its expressions are modified in the masculine
half by reason of life's training, of his habits,

and environment. That she has not represented

the mass, nor yet the best of women, does not

gainsay the truth underlying her theme. The physi-

ological conditions at the bottom of all this unrest and
turmoil is actively to the front with suffragettes,

militant and nonmilitant. Among the ardent camp-
followers are younger women to whom fruition is

unknown and for whom a physiological balancing

of life's strongest instincts is not established. Liv-

ing under conditions where life's fullness is re-

pressed, or fails of its physiologic expression, they

follow the lead of maturity which, for the time at

least, can only be regarded as a derailed force. In

these that perfect balance, or poise, which tells of

life's full fruition does not exist.

The years which exact the heaviest toll are from
the fourth to the fifth decade. The greater vitality

of individuals with the intensity of modern life
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tends to its extension well into the fifth decade. In
exceptional instances the sixth decade is reached
before full physiological readjustment, with conse-
quent self-understanding and poise, is established.

While this should not be an age more dangerous
to women than to men, it is by reason of their im-
perfectly expressed lives and environing conditions.

The lives of women as a rule are full of feeling

and emotion rather than purposeful thought and
effort. Repressed thoughts, feelings, desire even,

may become as dangerous as the earth's unliberatcd

forces.

"All the joys of life are the joys of creation."

To win the best from life, that perfect control-

ling balance of the supreme and submerged self,

the functions of creation must be met. "To create

in the region of the body, or in the region of the

mind, is to issue from the prison of the body."
The lives of the erratic forces of whom the mili-

tant suffragettes may be taken as a type have some-
how failed of their fulfillment. Their bodies en-

chain their liberty. They are storm tossed and at

sea from the turmoil within, nor do they know how
to reach that peace and content of mind which is

the expression of ph\-siological equilibrium.

Through a constant harking back the impres-

sions made by life's lack of understanding and har-

mony have become indelibly engraved upon their

submerged consciousness. These impressions con-

cern the other half of the physiological unit, man,
and are apt to be tinctured with all of a woman's
comjjlex feelings toward him—jealousy, suspicion,

resentment, anger and hatred, so near of kin to

love.

Throughout earlier life these have but momen-
tarily imaged themselves upon the conscious ego.

These impressions, however, upon the subconscious

mind become fixed and deepened under wrong
physiological conditions, until they have the very

semblance of truth. So deep and clearcut grows
this graving that all sense of its untruth is lost.

In it they utterly fail to see an expression of their

unphysiological selves ; to realize that they are in

prison to their bodies. Only a half of the physi-

ological unit, and even when mated, too often mis-

mated. What better can be expected?
Possibly men tend less to conduct evidencing

physiological derailment. This should be the case,

for their natural tastes, instincts, and passions find

normal outlets all along the way. They have many
compensatory activities of mind and body. Women
lead lives of repression, physical as well as mental.

Life fails of its full expression. Physiologically

endowed with the ability to create, fruition does

not follow upon blossoming. For them the organic

joy of life is lost.

Their greater numbers, as well as the frequent

necessity of becoming commercial factors, compels

the seeking of outlets for their repressed energies.

These fail to provide the same stimulus to the

chemism of life in this especial regard. Still fur-

ther, the special activity taken on usually exacts

its pound of flesh. The entire chemism of life

suffers and the injury is expressed physically, men-
tally and normally.

In either event, the psychical, with its never-

ending and conflicting emotions, is always the con-

trolling force. The activities taken on exact too

heavy a toll and the woman ceases to be a physi-

ologic creature.

Tier physiological i)rivilege, so intimately con-

nected with her power to continue life, becomes a

drain upon her vitality. Through long continued

and excessive, or otherwise disordered, function the

controlling influence upon her higher brain is lost.

Nature intended that she should have periods of

repose or physiological rest. There have been none.

At every step nature has been defrauded and foully

dealt with. Loss of control supervenes, and with

that loss the forces of her subconscious ego, which

have an inconceivable emotional range are let loose.

In the case of the militant suft'ragettes they are

turned to window smashing, hunger strikes and out-

rageous attacks upon men in governmental and
niunici[)al power. No true physiological woman
would be guilty of such conduct. Nor would these

women to the same extent exhibit such loss of con-

trol had they but known .the pitfalls and dangers

awaiting unphysiological lives at this time.

The .r-ray of .science previsions a complete expose

of unphysiological lives. It tells with scientific pre-

cision why such as these are cheated of full mental

poise. To science it is know-n that that only comes
through the highest physiological living.

Throughout the lives of unphysiological woman,
or man, there is a never-ending pose. This is bond-

age, and bondage is galling. Every living thing

craves freedom. Without they strain at cords and

flutter at bars helplessly and hopelessly.

To be in prison to one's body is the greatest bond-

age of all. To fail of life's physiological expres-

sion is to never know freedom, to pose always.

The bird who is singing his matin song outside

of my window this spring morning is filled with

the fullness and joy of life. His song is its instinc-

tive expression, and to it will come the happy an-

swer in his mating. Here there is neither pose nor

bondage.

There are occasional women who alone and un-

aided can take up the larger life as does the man.
Do they safely outrage nature? Will there not

come a time of reckoning? It is given to but few

women to do this, and they only succeed who fix

their eyes steadfastly upon the stars. The world

never knows the cost to such as these because of

their steadfastness, perfect poise and calm outlook.

They are not common. To the eyes of the world

they seem self-sufficient, yet they are not. No mor-
tal is self-sufficient. If the need for full expression

of their physiologic selves be not met and crowned,

as is right, woman, whatever their walk in life, are

prone to become derailed forces, working havoc

and devastation in their uncontrolled and uncontrol-

lable fury. Men are not exempt.

These truths are not realized—especially are they

not realized by women—but truth they are none

the less. They are more or less disillusioning, ac-

cording to the cells' heritage.

As maturity approaches the average woman finds

lessening opportunity for an expression of her-

self. She finds it increasingly difficult to dominate

the scene, and to both men and women the foot-

lights are dear. The time comes for a physiological

readjustment. Nature never intended that this time

should be passed in the torment of unphysiological

bondage. But too often it is. Unphysiological liv-

ing has been superposed upon a strain of inherited

instability.

The impressions of life's unfortunate experiences

and emotions are deeply graven upon the submerged
consciousness. At the time of physiological read-

justment the actual chemism of life undergoes a

change. This involves circulatory changes, ofttinies

a poisoned blood stream. The subconscious center
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by the loss of circulatory control assumes domi-
nance and sways the woman's higher self. In ex-

treme cases cerebral control not only becomes un-

certain but is lost. She is storm tossed by the feel-

ings and emotions of her unphysiologic life, which
are actively in evidence, as are sea growths and the

flotsam and jetsam of the ocean's surface, activities

in the waters of the Saragossa Sea. Life's tidal

influence has this effect when life is unphysiolog-
ically lived. Judgment is lost and shipwreck im-

minent.

From infancy up the physiologic unit receives im-

pressions which leave indelible traces. They may
when other than physiologic leave scars, which in

later life become foci of actual danger. By reason

of her too often unsatisfactory relation to life

women receive many such impressions. In the full-

ness of life the image upon the conscious self is but
fleeting. Just so sure, however, as the photog-

rapher's him registers impressions, whether clear

cut or blurred, to which it is exposed, just so sure

does the human brain bear indelibly fixed upon its

constituent cells the impress of all life's happenings.

Among these are many which are irrelevant to

life's harmonious development. They seam and scar

as does the volcanic lava. Her woman's nature has

been defrauded in her creative relation, which is

the very fundament of her being. The chemism of

this relation to life has suffered interference.

Moreover, into the dull, deadly level of the aver-

age woman's restricted life there comes too little to

provide that stimulus of change which invites the

best of general cellular activity. Here again the

process of brain thinking must be considered in re-

lation to the liver and its secretory function, to kid-

neys and bowels in their excretory relation. It is

far from being all psychic. Matter controls mind.
Mind must be so trained and disciplined as to mini-

mize this control. In that way man becomes su-

preme and godlike.

But this attainment previsions the best of ulti-

mate cellular changes with normal secretory and ex-

cretory functions. Individual opinion as to the

merits of the case in so far as suffrage is concerned
has no place here. In their less stable emotional
control and complexity due to their sex privilege,

women are less desirable factors in matters demand-
ing poise and judgment than men. Business train-

ing and environement are not without effect, but
the bloom suffers impairment.

Ideal physiological life would minimize the dan-
ger, but man's work precludes the physiological liv-

ing for women. Could women live as did our
mothers, grandmothers, meeting life's physiological

expression to the full, there would be less of unrest,

dissatisfaction and clamor for notoriety. Could her
pose be that of the Roman matron, Cornelia, in the

midst of nature's jewelled setting, her children, in-

stead of that of a physiological cheat and defaulter,

there would not come at life's maturity the expres-
sions of an outraged nature, with its unsatisfied

longings and desires. There would not be the con-

stant desire and eft'ort to still hold the center of the

stage and dominate the scene.

However, the ideal life has been and still is being
lived by many women. The fault lies not alone with

the feminine half of the physiological unit. Man
fails of the best. He, too, fails in his understanding
and appreciation of life's full physiological meaning.
His energies are misspent—wasted. Responsibilities

which should be his are evaded. Personally he does
not suffer as does the woman. But suffer he does.

The degree depends upon the inherited strain and
the extent of unphysiological living. To man as

well as to woman, in their hour of physiological re-

adjustment comes in greater or less degree pain,

conflict and physiological peril.

In the modern Csesar, as well as in the illustrative

type of woman, the solar plexus fails of full inhibi-

tory power. At that time his dominant traits are

revealed in varying degrees of crystallization.

Do the brains of these dominating forces, with

their inherited strain of nerve instabilty, express

the best of cerebral physiology? Did Csesar's? Is

the moral fiber not deficient? Cassius' inquiry was
more than pertinent when he asked, "Upon what
meat doth this. Our Caesar, feed, that he is grown
so great?'' But the superb crystallization of knowl-
edge and experience embodied in this really scien-

tific query sprang from the same brain that tersely

epitomized, "The life of all's in the blood."

Modern scientific research and methods substan-

tiate both question and statement. What influence

is at work other than that of physiological readjust-

ment that tends to capitulation of the moral force?

What has so disturbed the chemism of life tending

to the removal of its supporting bulwarks ? Is it

fundamentally mind or matter?
Maturity seeks compensation in the pleasures of

the table. The habits of eating and drinking be-

come less abstemious even than in early life. The
chemistry of assimilation and disassimilation, of

which life has exacted tribute all along the way,
departs more and more from the normal. Irrita-

tion of its terminal fibers are reflected to the center

of this inhibiting force, the solar plexus, or abdom-
inal brain. Normal circulatory control suffers im-

pairment.

Toxic stimuli comes from within the body as well

as from without ; they may act under the right con-

ditions as an organic stimulus ; under wrong the

toxic effect becomes paramount. The ultimate

chemism of life in all its complexity of relation be-

cause of sex is not yet understood, nor its rationale

explained.

It is shown, however, by observation and experi-

ence that the nerve disturbances directly traceable to

the influence of sex are comparable clinically with

the phenomena of intoxication and abstinence re-

sulting from the introduction of pleasure producing
substances, as represented by the alkaloids of cer-

tain drugs.

In both instances use may easily become abuse

and all the phenomena of disordered nerve states

ensue.

Excitability, uncontrollable fury, depression, ex-

haustion, even follow. Nothing suffers more surely

from this unbalanced and poisoned circulation than

the moral fiber.

Is it not deficient in the modern Caesars ; likewise

in the militant suffragettes?

The tendency to inherited instability counts for

much in both of these illustrative types. Whether
this strain exists or not, the modern as well as the

historic Cassars are born with a thirst and hunger
for power, dominance and supremacy.

Were not such dominant forces born, worlds

would not be conquered, poles discovered, thought

transmitted wirelessly, scientific truths revealed, tre-

mendous industries built up and colossal fortunes

made. The strain is as inherent in their ancestral

cells as that inherited strain or tendency in the germ
plasma of the lion which makes him the king of the

beasts and the terror of the jungle.
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For the best the inheritance of stabiHty is essen-
tial. Otherwise in life's readjustment, as in adoles-
cence, physiological disturbances follow. When
these conditions supervene upon a conscious ego of
great supremacy, unless the stability of cerebral
control is of the best, danger lurks.

Glimpses of the subconscious ego and its work-
ings are not unlike the revelations of the carelessly

curtained rear windows of dwellings. Pictures are
unconsciously silhouetted which, if the conscious
ego retained its supremacy, would never be seen. In
the withdrawal of the curtain the subconscious ego
too often reveals the mountebank, not the man, the

unj)hysiological fury, not the physiological woman.
Did Nature intend that mankind should pay this

penalty? Should the abdominal brain lose its power
of inhibition at the time of physiological readjust-

ment? Was it her intent that men and women
should feel resentment at the gliding years?

From a calm, judicial reading of physiological

truths, there is but one answer to give to these

queries, and that in the negative.

Were life but physiological from ancestral plasma
to its every subsequent chemicophysical expression

and environing condition, the maximum of its fun-

damental organic joy would be felt, the gliding

years would bring their own compensation, and the

end eventuate without hideous disillusionment from
the rending of Isis' veil.

616 Madison .Avenue.

WORRY AS A CAUSE OF ARTERIO-
SCLEROSIS.

By HERBERT C. CL.\PP, M.D.,

Almost all of the books and essays on this now
fashionable disease, in recounting its causes, either

entirely omit, or at least barely mention in passing,

one which in my experience seems worthy of an

exceedingly important place, either as the prime

factor or probably far oftener as a very efficient

cooperator, namely, ivorry. The etiology of the

disease, as generally agreed upon, includes syphilis

(which Anders and many others call the "over-

shadowing factor"), alcoholism (and perhaps ex-

cess of tobacco), overeating (especially of meat),

excessive muscular strain, gout, rheumatism,

Bright's disease, lead poisoning, hereditary influ-

ence, and some toxin or infection. While each one

of these is undoubtedly often very effective, either

singly or in combination, yet I certainly have met
with not a few cases where apparently most, if not

all, of these causes had been absent or relatively

infrequent, and where worry in a marked degree

had been present, especially in certain business or

professional men of sedentary life, whose moral

habits had always been exemplary.
One notable advantage to be derived from the

recognition of worry as a prominent cause is that

we thus become more able to avoid the imputation

of casting reflection on a person's character.

When a man has an attack of angina pectoris or of

dilated heart with all the dropsical accompaniments,

or of cerebral apoplexy, or of gangrene of the ex-

tremities, all of which may result from a so-called

hardening of the arteries in different parts of the

body, it is neither nice nor pleasant, and it is very

often exceedingly unjust to add to his manifold

discomforts by casting some suspicion on his

morals. This suspicion may occasionally be in-

ferred, even if not designedly or openly expressed.

and it will be unfortunate if the idea becomes as
prevalent among the laity as it is now among a
portion of the medical profession. As to the causa-
tion of some diseases of an entirely different kind,
we are partially justified in forming a snap judg-
ment without knowing anything about the particu-
lars of the individual case. For instance, so large
a majority of the men who are afflicted with loco-
motor ataxia have previously had syphilis that a
guess that a particular individual had strayed from
the path of virtue, based entirely on his having this

disease, might not be very far from the truth.
Again, the sight of a hunchback, no matter how
healthy, immediately suggests a previous spinal
tuberculosis. Likewise, certain well-known pits or
permanent depressed cicatrices on the face are inter-

preted by everybody as undisputed evidence, of a
former smallpox. This method of drawing an in-

ference, however, is not at all applicable in arterio-

sclerosis. Its causes are so various, so indefinite,

and often so composite, that any guess must be
entirely out of place, and the question is often not
easy to decide even with abundant information be-
fore us.

If obliged to select any one cause as commoner
than another, instead of syphilis I should choose
overeating, especially if associated with a sedentary
life. In these days of prosperity, advanced civiliza-

tion, and high tension overeating is exceedingly
common : and since the experiments of Professor
Chittenden, Horace Fletcher, and others we are
realizing more than ever that most of us eat more
than is necessary. Lord Bacon wisely said: "The
virtue of prosperity is temperance," which many
good people interpret as referring only to absti-

nence from intoxicating liquors. Conscious that

they have not the fault of alcoholic intemperance,
they complacently fold about themselves the gar-
ment of self satisfaction, and continue to indulge
in the well formed habit of gormandizing. Cater-
ers say that teetotalers as a rule eat much more
than nonabstainers. It would be well if the numer-
ous temperance organizations should begin to con-
sider the advisability of making an important part
of their campaign against overeating as well as

against drinking. This overfilling of the human
furnace with more fuel than it can thoroughly burn
up, if sufficiently prolonged, is generally bound to

have its effect on the walls of the arteries at some
time or other, perhaps only after the lapse of many
years. The interval is often so long during which
nothing startling has happened, that the conse-
quential nature of the disease when it does come is

often not recognized. Indeed, hardening of the
arteries is not infrequently considered as one of the
customary and proper accompaniments of a ripe old

age, or at least of middle life, like the natural

process of decay in the leaves of a tree in the fall.

That this is not universally true, even at fourscore
years, has been proved many times by autopsies on
old people, notably on the world-famous Thomas
Parr, who died at the advanced age of 152, and
whose arteries were found by Harvey on examina-
tion after death to be perfectly sound. In fact,

there is some reason to believe that if our people
lived a perfectly proper and correct hygienic life in

every sense, that is, if they were paragons, there

would be little heard of arteriosclerosis, and much
of that little would be based on the faults of their

ancestors, handed down perhaps even four or five

generations. Human nature being as it is, the prin-

cipal reason that old people have this arterial
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trouble oftener than the young is because they are

greater "sinners" and for a longer time, during

which they have not corrected their bad but not

necessarily immoral habits, a very long continuance

of which is necessary for the production of the

affection. Within certain limits the arteries are

not diseased because they are old, but they are old

because they are diseased. Of course there ulti-

mately comes a time, sooner for some and later

for others, when, like everything else, they will

wear out with the best of use ; but we naturally

want to postpone this time as much as possible.

One of our purveyors of milk forcibly advertises

buttermilk on his wagons with the slogan "Drink
buttermilk and live forever." Perhaps even
Metchinhoff would not advise us to take this too

literally. Query : Did Adam, who lived 930 years ;

Seth, 912 years; Enos, 905 years; Jared, 962 years;

Methusaleh, 969 years; Noah, 950 years, and some
of those other worthy gentlemen of olden times,

drink buttermilk?

Overeating is a relative term, and most fat people

come honestly by their fat. The pleasures of the

table are too much for them. Now and then, how-
ever, a fat person is really and truly a small eater,

as a thin person may be a large eater. The activity

and completeness of the processes of digestion,

assimilation, and metabolism differ tremendously in

different men and women. Fat people are sup-

posed to be jolly (which is not always true), and
cheerfulness is certainly a wonderful aid to good
digestion. Such a person, with a sufficiency of

physical exercise, may digest and assimilate as much
food as a person of average size; but if he eats

more than this he probably will have a surplus of

which he is unable properly to dispose. The
rationale of the effect of overeating in this connec-

tion in persons of any weight is well known to

physicians, and concerns both the quantity and
quality of the food. In these cases the blood ves-

sels are constantly overfilled and the blood pressure

is therefore increased in them. Increased blood

pressure is supposed to be one of the principal im-

mediate agencies in the production of arterio-

sclerosis. Again, the intestines being overworked
by the surplus of food which they are unable

properly to handle, toxins are therein generated,

which by their absorption cause autointoxication.

These toxins not only affect directly the tissue cells

of the arterial walls by inducing an irritation that

results in a loss of elasticity and degeneration, con-

stituting an arteriosclerosis, but they also affect

them in a similar way indirectly through the

medium of the vasomotor system, over which they

have a powerful influence.

Overeating is liable to produce these unpleasant
results in a person even if he is habitually jolly.

Ten times more will it do so if he is given to worry.

Constant worry takes a powerful hold on the

nervous system. Nothing is more effective in in-

ducing neurasthenia. Romberg says : "Neuras-
thenia is a cause of arteriosclerosis, because of fre-

quent alternations of blood pressure occasioned by
the unstable and excitable nervous state." Neuras-
thenia is also one of the most fruitful causes of

intestinal indigestion and its consequent autointoxi-

cation, even independently of overeating. Autoin-
toxication, in its turn, besides directly producing
arteriosclerosis, tends to produce more neuras-
thenia by poisoning the nervous system, and a
vicious circle is thus established. So the "good"
work may go on like the operations of a battledore

and shuttlecock, and the poor victim is on the high
road toward future trouble with his arteries. This
method of reasoning is to me a pretty convincing
argument that worry in connection with overeating
may have a powerful additional influence in causing,

arteriosclerosis.

The fact that sooner or later the arteries feel the

wear and tear of life is well expressed by Osier in

"Modern Medicine," as follows: "Among organs
the blood vessels alone enjoy no rest. Not only

does a ceaseless rush of fluid pass through them at

a speed of ten feet a second, but the walls of the

main pipe are subjected to a distending force of

2 1/5 pounds to a square inch 60 to 80 times a

minute ; 80,000 to 100,000 times in the 24 hours.

The heart has rest in diastole, but, distended by the

charge from the left ventricle, the arteries pass it

on, partly by the natural elasticity of their walls,

partly by an active contraction of their muscular
fibres. Like other organs, they live under three

great laws—use maintains and in a measure sus-

tains structure ; overuse leads to degeneration ; in

time they grow old, in threescore or in fourscore

years the limit of their endurance is reached, and
they wear out. The stability of tubing of any sort

depends on the structure and on the sort of ma-
terial used, and so it is with the human tubing. With
a poor variety of elastic and muscular fibres in the

lilood vessels, some are unable to resist the wear and
tear of everyday life and have, at 40 years of age,

arteries as old as those of others at 60."

Excessive muscular strain, long continued, by
obstructing the peripheral circulation and thus in-

ducing increased blood pressure, is universally ad-

mitted to be a fruitful cause of degeneration of the

arteries. Everybody knows that most laboring

men, compelled to work constantly and to excess

long, weary hours, get old before their time. Much
more is this the case, I am sure, if to this overwork
is added the effect of worry and other depressing

emotions. How often we see such men at fifty, or

even less, laid on the shelf and supported by their

children, thinking that they have already outlived

their usefulness? How often do we read news-
paper accounts of accident or death (most likely

written by reporters of twenty), wherein the vic-

tim, fifty years old. is spoken of as the "aged man"?
.And this when we ourselves are sure that people in

some other walks in life, more happily placed, re-

tain their vigor and faculties for many, many more
years. "A man is as old as his arteries." "Use
maintains, overuse leads to degeneration."

Likewise we can easily believe that excessive

mental work may lead to arterial degeneration.

And here I want to protest against the silly delu-

sion which many good people have that no amount
of hard mental work ever hurts anybody. This
statement, if questioned, is apt to be so hedged
about with limitations, such as providing there is

sleep enough and food enough, etc., that its force

is practically almost emasculated. School teachers

especially resort to this statement, perhaps in order

to stimulate their lazy pupils. If any breakdown
occurs, the teacher does not like to admit that it is

from too much study, but lays all the blame on
dances, parties and social dissipation, which, of

course, are not to be disregarded, if they enter into

the question. This is not always the case.

Now we know that people differ tremendously

in their ability to work their brains ; and that what
is overwork for one is child's play for another

;

and that we all have our limitations beyond which
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we cannot go with safety, no matter how many
hygienic influences we put around ourselves ; so

that we must admit that at least some of us, and
probably most of us, whether we actually do so or

not, can injure ourselves by an excess of pure aiul

unadulterated brain work, even if we faithfully try

otherwise not to break nature's laws. From this

mental overwork alone comes a certain amount of

the wear and tear of life, which knocks the elas-

ticity out of our arteries as well as out of our steps

(if it lasts long enough), and which makes us pre-

maturely old. This is true for most of us, and it

is no just criticism to instance on othe other side

a few men like Gladstone, of enormous powers of

endurance, both mental and physical. In fairness

to the other side, however, we are forced to admit
that much of what is called mental overwork is not

so at all, but only a moderate or proper amount of

work, plus worry or other depressing emotions.

The old proverb that "worry kills more than hard
work" is universally admitted to be true, and very
often the men that worry thus kills die with hard-

ened arteries. They are often among our most hon-
ored and valued citizens, and are cut off before

their time by more or less intense application to

business mixed with the natural worry and anxiety

which our modern strenuous competition and the

desire to get rich quickly seem almost to make nec-

essary, especially in neurotics or in persons of nerv-

ous temperament. Without this terrible worry in

most cases they might readily stand the work.
With the worry they are apt to be exhausted by
sleepless nights, a great consumer of the bodily

energies, by neurasthenia, and by interference with

the proper function of their nutritive or trophic

nerves in relation to the tissues of the arterial coats.

Their worry also easily induces the oncoming of

gout, rheumatism, Bright's disease, diabetes, etc..

which facilitate the advancing arterial degenera-
tion, especially if they have a hereditary weak
streak in that direction. Such men, in such dilem-

mas, are strongly tempted to overstimulate with

alcohol. If they were anxious for any assistance

in helping them along the unhappy road on which

they were already speeding they could not do bet-

ter than apply to this agency. In such cases, if

they die, is it not reallv at bottom the worry that

kills?

It is well known that in autopsies performed in

hospitals for the insane arteriosclerosis is a very

common finding ; and it goes without saying that

worry as a clinical symptom is found in such places

with the greatest frequency. This may not prove

but strongly suggests the etiological relationship of

worry to arteriosclerosis.

In fact, is the proof much more scientific as U>

the other causes which were enumerated at the be-

ginning of this paper, and which are now pretty

generally accepted? Beginning with syphilis, re-

cent reports of examinations of Egyptian mummies
show a great deal of arteriosclerosis, fully as much
as we have now, and yet in those early times syph-

ilis was supposed to be unknown. How could it be

at that time "an overshadowing factor," even if it

is now? Again, as to alcohol, it has lately been

argued that if this is such a common cause, au-

topsies in hospitals for inebriates ought to disclose

a great deal of the disease ; whereas, an examina-
tion of the records of one such hospital recently

showed an amount at least no more than the aver-

age. As to meat eating, certain British observers

in India, where very little meat is used, have re-

ported quite as much arteriosclerosis as among
European people ; and yet from clinical observation

we have good reason to believe that all of these,

as well as some other causes, are efficient. A few
mummies or one small inebriate hospital do not

afford statistics on a large enough scale.

Some in skepticism will naturally turn to the vast

army of worriers in this world of tears, and will

ask why it is that they do not all develop arterio-

sclerosis, if it is such a potent cause. Thirty years

ago, when Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus,

and we learned of the millions of germs of tuber-

culosis seemingly omnipresent, a similar problem
confronted us about that disease. The answer then

lay as now, in the receptivity of the system, in the

condition of the soil. One great help toward the

solntion of that problem, as in this, came from the

analogy of scarlet fever. Why is it that half the

people in the world never have the latter disease,

in spite of frequent exposure ? To be sure, arteri-

sclerosis is not a germ disease, but the question

hinges to a great e.xtent on the quality of material

in the arteries given to each of us by heredity, and
our manner of living. Some people have such
poor stuff" in them that it is easily overwhelmed.
Some can stand almost anything. Comparatively
little tobacco will induce in one man a tobacco
heart, whereas another may use large quantities of

it, and live happily to an age of 105 years. A gar-

den rubber hose pipe of one quality may quickly

succumb to the low pressure of Boston's water
works, while that of another quality may stand
up bravely against the much higher pressure of the

Brookline system. The buildings of the Massachu-
setts State Sanatorium at Rutland are covered on
the outside with plaster. That on the first set of

buildings had little by little all dropped off within

perhaps three years, and had to be renewed. That
on the second set after perhaps ten years is ap-

parently as good as when put on. The first con-

tained proportionately less Portland cement and
iiiore sand ; sand is cheaper than cement.

To learn the disastrous effects of worry in many
otlier directions one has only to read that famous
book by Tuke "On the Influence of the Mind on
Ihe Body." also Saleeby's "Worry," Walton's "Why
Worry?" and many others. Everyone believes ab-

:^tractly that worry is a bad thing. The worrier

himself hates it as the drunkard hates his drink,

and he often makes it worse by worrying because
he does worry. He sometimes successfully con-

ceals his anxiety, and thus escapes our notice as a

worrier. Many who are old enough can easily re-

member the intensely funny songs (one of which
was the "Wooden Leg") and the other side-split-

ting comicalities of that prince of entertainers, H. C.

Barnabee. And yet between times he was often one
of the most miserable of men, way down in the

depths of despondency. So, in figuring out the

relationship of worry to arteriosclerosis, especially

statistically, such cases (and they are numerous)
should be taken into consideration. Of course,

everybody admits that worry and the other de-

pressing emotions often give rise to functional dis-

ease. The only question is, whether or not this

can ultimately develop into an organic disease.

While this proposition should not be accepted too

lightly, because functional disturbances of different

kinds are frequently seen extending over very long
periods of time without being followed by this

change, yet I think our experience entitles us to

admit that it does occur if prolonged sufficiently,
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and with enough intensity. This is no more strange

than that different ways of thinking and different

emotions, if continued long enough, may so im-

press themselves on the features of a person that

his character, vicious or noble, impure or pure, ir-

ritable or beneficent, may permanently be engraved

there, and may be read in them as in a book. So

on the present subject, we must agree with F'orch-

heimer. when he says, ''excessive functional use

of the blood vessels always produces loss of elas-

ticity."

If we find anybody worrying unduly, what shall

we do about it ? Simply tell him not to do so ? This

will do just about as much good as Mrs. Parting-

ton's arresting the ocean tide with a mop. The
proper management of such cases is sometimes more
difficult even than the task of installing worry as a

cau.^e. and needs separate and special consideration.

Worry is exceedingly foolish from many stand-

points, and is often indulged in without an ade-

quate basis. The Boston Globe wisely prints very

often at the head of its editorial columns the fol-

lowing sentence: "I am an old man, and have had

many troubles, but most of them never happened."

Physicians are said to worry more about their pros-

pects of having arterioclerosis than other people

:

a bad habit ; it should be given up.

A TENTATIVE DIAGNOSIS OF ANEURYSM
OF THE HEPATIC ARTERY, AND

FINDINGS AT OPERATION.
Bv G. A. FRIEDMAN, M.D..

NEW YORK.

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN IN DIGESTIVE DISEASES VANDERBILT CLINIC".

CHIEF IN INTERNAL MEDICINE MOUNT SINAI DISPENSARY.

Aneurysm of the hepatic artery has been looked

upon as a pathological finding, giving no clear

s'ymptoms and discoverable at autopsy only. Kehr's

case of a patient in whom gallstones were believed

to have caused the various symptoms present and
in whom aneurysm of the hepatic artery was found
at operation brought the condition into the realm of

diagnostic possibilities and therapeutic interference

;

in his case Kehr ligated the hepatic artery.

The case I have observed presents several fea-

tures of interest and shows that we must keep in

mind pathological changes in the hepatic artery as

the possible cause of symptoms and signs referred

by the patient to the upper right hypochondrium.
My patient was a married woman, 35 years old,

native of Hungary, who was' referred to me at the

Mount Sinai Dispensary by Dr. Paul J. Bauerberg
of Yonkers, N. Y., on February 2, 1912. .She had
four living children ; had had no miscarriages. Her
menstrual periods were somewhat irregular, espe-

cially in the last six months ; menses lasted but one
day, and the dark color of the menstrual blood
alarmed her not a little. No history or signs of
syphilis were present. Patient denied any excessive
use of alcoholic beverages, but later remembered
that from her fifth to her fourteenth year she was
frequently playing about or helping her father, who
was a wine maker. During the whole of each
month of October in these years she was encour-
aged in drinking much wine of his making, this

wine being given her by her father as' a stimulus in)

work. In other months of the year she drank wine
only occasionally. She used cofTee moderately, tea

*Discussed in presentation of the patient at the clinical
conference, Mount Sinai Hospital, February 29, 1912.

in excess, but of weak "brew." In her childhood

she had measles and since has had two attacks of

pneumonia. After one childbirth she had much
uterine hemorrhage and for this was curetted.

Her present illness she dates back to two years

ago, when she had a great deal of worry and grief

over the loss of an eye sustained by one of her

children. She became very nervous, was always
ailing with many indefinite symptoms. Six months
before she came to the dispensary she began to

have violent attacks of pain in the abdomen, accom-
panied by chilly sensations. The pain was gnawing
in character, lasted for a few minutes, but came on
several times daily every few days. Pain began in

the right upper abdomen and radiated to the back
(right side), right shoulder, and right arm, the

pain in the arm never going below the elbow. There
was no relation between attacks of pain and the

meals. The pain was worse when she was' lying

down and was relieved by the erect position. She
could bring on the pain by talking loudly or by
taking several deep breaths. Lately, she had more
than usual pain on the day of her menstruation.

During the last three months attacks of pain oc-

curred almost daily. Her husband said that she

always carried her right hand pressed to the upper
right part of the abdomen, as if sufifering from con-

stani: pain in this situation.

With the increase in frequency of the attacks

she began to suffer from a throbbing sensation in

the right side of the abdomen. This throbbing and
the pain disturbed her sleep, and as a consequence
she began to suffer from headaches. She vomi;ed
but once in the whole course of her illness ; she
never noticed fresh blood in her stools ; never had
tarry movements ; had some loss' of appetite, but

no other dyspeptic symptoms. She was always
somewhat irregular in her bowel movements, and
lately has been constipated. She was never jaun-
diced. She claims to have lost 33 pounds in weight.
She was treated by "electricity," apparently by

the galvanic current, for nervousness and "neu-
ralgia." One week before she saw me she went
to a hospital in town during an attack of pain ; the

admitting physician diagnosed gallstones and ad-
vised immediate operation, to which, however, she

did not consent.

Abstracts from repeated physical examinations

:

Patient fairly well nourished. Face rather flushed,

especially during attacks of pain. No jaundice, no
subicteric tint of conjunctivEe. On several occa-

sions internal jugular veins on both sides of the

neck showed marked pulsation. The peripheral

arteries did not seem sclerotic. There was no
asthenia, and no loss of weight during the period of
observation.

A marked puls'ation, for the most part not ex-

pansile, was visible in the right hypochondrium.
A systolic sound was heard with the pulsation and
was transmitted upward to the right chest as far

as the third intercostal space. A systolic shock
was felt under the costal margin somewhat to the

left of the gall-bladder region. While the fingers

were pressed over this region a double shock could
.sometimes be felt in the region of the tenth,

eleventh, and twelfth ribs in the scapular line. The
liver border was' definitely felt two fingers' breadth
below the costal margin ; it appeared rounded. The
pain was increased by palpation high in the right

hypochondrium. Subjectively, the pain was not

always strictly localized to the right hypochondrium.
When palpating high up in the hypochondrium
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there occurred radiations of pain to the back and al-

most always to the right shoulder. Many times after

such a manifestation a severe paroxysm of pain was
elicited. When the pain came on spontaneously

such radiation was not constant. The gall-bladder,

spleen, and kidneys were not felt. There were ten-

der spots in the right axillary line, also near the

spine, corresponding to the eleventh rib, and hyper-

esthesia of the skiiv over the back. There was no
tenderness of the bones' of the spinal column, nor
of the ribs. Heart and lungs normal. Pulse from

70 to 80.

Knee jerks somewhat exaggerated, especially on
the left side. The blood-pressure of the patient,

which was taken many times at the dispensary and
later at the hospital, ranged between 140 and 155
in the brachial arteries', and from 175 to 180 in the

dorsales pedis (the patient's thighs were very
large). Only on one occasion, on the day she had
her menstrual period, the blood-pressure in the

brachials was 120.

The eyes were examined by Dr. Mark Schoen-
berg, who reported nothing abnormal. Pupils re-

acted to light and accommodation. Refraction

media, normal. Optic disc and retina, arteries and
veins normal.

Urine was negative on several examinations. No
occult blood in the feces.

Wassermann (Dr. Kaliski) negative. Two .r-ray

pictures negative (Dr. L. Jaches).

Blood : Hemoglobin, 82 per cent. ; white cells,

11,200: polymorphonuclear cells, 76 per cent.;

lymphocytes, 22 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 2 per cent.

Temperature twice taken at the dispensary : 99.8°

and 99.2°.

At the hospital, when she was admitted on Feb-

ruary 16, 1912 (service of Dr. Jvdius Rudish), and
where she stayed for two weeks, her temperature
reached once a maximum of 100°.

The examination of stomach contents on fasting

did not show any macroscopical or microscopical

stagnation ; and after an Ewald test breakfast free

HCl was absent once, on another occasion present

;

no lactic acid.

Gynecological examination negative.

A high division of the aorta into the iliac

arteries was discovered at the hospital.

Epicrisis.—We had before us a woman of 35,

who gave a history of measles and pneumonia and
of excessive use of alcohol for a month each year

in childhood. She had worried a great deal be-

cause of a serious accident to her son and 18

months after this had occurred she began to have

violent paroxysmal pain in the right upper quadrant

of her abdomen. The pain was sharp, shooting in

character, and increased by the recumbent position.

There was visible pulsation over the liver, occa-

s'ionallv expansile ; this was accompanied by a sys-

tolic shock felt under the ribs. A throbbing sensa-

tion appeared later when the attacks of pain had
become more frequent. The lower border of the

liver was palpable and rounded.
What diagnosis should have been considered in

this case?

Gallstones, of course, were first thought of, as

the patient has had four childbirths, one followed

by hemorrhage and curettage. But jaundice was
completely absent, the attacks of pain were very

frequent, the pain lasted a few minutes only and
was never severe enough to call for morphine.

Sensation of throbbing came on with increase in

frequency of the painful paroxysms. The visible

pulsation over the liver did not fit the diagnosis of

gallstones.

Duodenal ulcer was suspected because of pain

and tenderness in the right parasternal line in the

region of the umbilicus. But there was no blood

in the feces ; the attacks' of pain had no relation to

meals ; the pain was never relieved by assuming

the recumbent position, but even increased by it.

Malignant disease of the liver did not seem prob-

able. There were no symptoms of an original

growth elsewhere, and primary disease of the organ

would have led to marked enlargement. There

was no cachexia; no loss' of weight while under

observation.

Neuralgia was thought of, and in the presence of

a herpes zoster, intercostal and brachial neuralgia,

there could have been a slight probability, tender

spots and radiation to the arm speaking for such a

diagnosis. Starr points out that marked pulsation

of the vessels is met with in neuralgia. But there

was some enlargement of the liver, and treatment

for neuralgia (electricity) together with time should

have had some efTect upon the condition.

Caries was excluded by absence of tenderness

over the ribs and vertebrae.

Hepatalgia or "nervous liver colic" was also con-

sidered. I have never been convinced in my own
observations of the reality of this condition, yet the

pos'sibility has been mentioned by other writers,

seven cases having been described by Pariser.

Such colic may be easilv confounded with gall-

stone colic, paroxysms of pain in right hypochon-

drium continuing from a few minutes to four hours.

In women such attacks of pain are dependent upon
menstruation. The liver may be tender at the time.

No icterus and no inflammatory condition of any

nature is discoverable. Such attacks are usually

met with in neurasthenic or hysterical subjects and

are very obstinate to treatment.

In our case the liver was tender and its border

definitely palpable. Though the pain was here in-

tense during menstrual periods, the constant pulsa-

tion and the throbbing sensation spoke for a more
real condition than "neuralgia of the liver." More-
over, our patient was not a neurotic or an hysterical

woman, exhibiting only such nervous symptoms as

any sufferer from a chronic painful affection may
have.

Visceral arteriosclerosis was next considered.

The pain in this condition, known as' arteriosclerotic

colic, is excruciating in character, especially if the

aorta or the superior mesenteric artery is involved,

such structures as the lower part of the duodenum,
the small, and a portion of the large intestine being

affected. The mesenteric artery being an "end

artery," these structures stiffer very much from
diminished supply of blood. In our patient, the

pain has been intense, but not of the atrocious char-

acter described by Ortner. Moreover, disturbances

of digestion were quite absent, and sclerosis of in-

ferior mesenteric or gastric arteries could thus be

excluded.

The pulsation in our patient was never a "venous

pulse" ; moreover, the heart was normal, no tri-

cuspid regurgitation being present. Portal cir-

rhosis is said to be sometimes responsible for a

venous pulsation, but our patient had no signs of

cirrhosis, no swelling of the limbs, no enlarged

spleen, and no ascites. The pulse in the jugular

veins which was occasionally seen was of physio-

logical nature. Moreover, a systolic blow accom-
panied the liver pulsation. The high division of the
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aorta could not have been responsible for the pulsa-
tion

; it is a congenital condition and should have
made itself felt before the age of 35, if at all.

Moreover, such pulsation would hardly be as pal-

pable to the right of the midline and audible as high
up as the third right intercostal space. Of course.
if gallstone colic was not excluded, we could think
of a possible pulsation of a gall-bladder from the
transmitted pulsation of the aorta. But we felt a
systolic shock in the region of the portal fissure

and to the left of the gall-bladder, and did not see
the necessity of supposing that two conditions were
present to cause the symptoms. Moreover, the
rounded liver border spoke for some pathological
change in the liver itself.

Aneurysm of the aor.a was excluded by negative
x-ray plates and by the high-blood pressure in the
dorsalis pedis as compared with the radial pressure.
Moreover, the palpable liver and its changed border
were to be explained.

An arterial liver ])ulse is met with in nuuiv con-
ditions

; for example, in aortic regurgitation and in

certain inflammatory conditions leading to hyper-
emia of the liver. Sahli saw such a pulse in a pa-
tient with cholangitis. Ramskill saw liver pulsa-
tion in a case of encephaloid carcinoma, which simu-
lated aneurysm. Mere pulsation of the liver could
not be used as a sign of aneurysm, but in oiu" patient
we had many other factors to think of, viz. : ( i

)

Paroxysms of pain of neuralgic type; (2) an in-

constant sensation of throbbing, appearing af.er the
attacks of pain have been experienced for some
time; (3) arterial liver pulse; (4) a comparative
high blood-pressYire at an age when such pressure,
especially in the female, should not be expected;
(5) alcoholism in childhood; (6) long continued
worry and grief over an accident to the patient's
son.

We, therefore, made a tentative diagnosis of
aneurysm of hepatic artery and referred the pa-
tient with this diagnosis to the Mount Sinai Hos-
pital.

Our reasoning was as follows: Other conditions
explaining the symptoms could be excluded. A
definite history of abuse of alcohol in childhood
was obtainable and we could assume a sclerosis of
the hepatic artery in consequence of it. Unusual
wear and tear of life was present in our patient,
because of the acute and long continued worry and
grief over her child's' misfortune. Arteriosclerosis,
as we know, is frequently an expression of the dam-
age done by long continued psychic strain. The
first attacks of pain could be explained by pressure
of the dilated artery upon the hepatic nerve plexus,
situated in the portal fissure. This plexus is a
branch of the celiac and the latter is' connected with
the brachial through the phrenic nerve and its

branches.

This could explain the radiation of pain to the
right shoulder and right arm. Jaundice was absent,
because the bile ducts were not pressed upon, and
the absence of pressure upon the hepatic vein ex-
plained the absence of ascites. The sensation of
throbbing and the visible pulsation over the liver
were, of course, directly due to the dilated artery.
The patient left the hospital after a stay of two

weeks, having refused an operation. During the
next month her symptoms became more severe and
she finally re-entered for an exploratory laparotomy
which was performed by Dr. Arpad Gerster oil

April 9, 1912. The following is' his report of the
operative findings

:

"As soon as the margin of the lesser omentum
was exposed, the hepatic artery became visible as a

pulsating cylindrical body, having the diameter of a

large goosequill. It formed a loop with its con-

vexity downward. Its proximal continuation could

be distinctly followed by palpation of the celiac

axis, this portion forming a large loop with its con-

vexity pointing upward, so that the whole vessel,

as far as visible and palpable, represented a large

Roman "S," its entire estimated length being six

inches. A marked whirl could be felt on the gen-

tlest contact with the vessel. The gall-bladder was
normal, moderately distended wii:h bile, easily ex-

pressed into the common duct. The common duct

was not distended and contained no stones, no pal-

pable tumor, no cicatricial ulcer ; absence of stone

in the gall-bladder.

"All the exposed structures, especially the duo-

denum, showed marked cyanosis, charged to the

bad anesthesia. The margin of the liver was mark-
edly rounded and thickened, free from cicatrices.

The stomach was nuich dilated by gases which were
withdrawn with a tube. The index finger could be

easily invaginated into the pylorus.

"The division of the aorta into the iliacs, instead

of corresponding to fourth, corresponded to the

second lumbar vertebra. The calibre of the aorta

and iliacs and the coronaries' of the stomach was
normal.

"Diagnosis.—Dilatation and elongation of the

hepatic artery. No aneurysm."
I must, however, insist that in my opinion the

findings' at the operation justified the diagnosis

"aneurysm" rather than merely elongation and dila-

tation of the artery, as Dr. Gerster has put it.

Post factum, no one can doubt that the paroxysms
of neuralgic pain in our patient, the throbbing sen-

sation, and the visible pulsation over the liver were
due to the condition of the hepatic artery. Now this

condition was discovered to be an elongation and
dilatation, and only in a vulgar sense could such
condition be differentiated from aneurysm, which
usually brings to mind a larger or smaller round or
oval swelling in the course of an artery. However,
in the beginning, every aneurysm must consist sim-

ply of dilatation and perhaps of elongation of an
artery and only later assume the more localized

form of a rounded swelling, as the weakened wall of

the vessel gives' way more and more.
Kaufmann, speaking of aneurysms, states the

following: "The consequence of arteriosclerosis can
be a dilatation (aneurysm) of the arteries, espe-

cially of such without firm neighboring tissue. The
arcus' aortffi will be most frequently dilated, small

arteries (lienalis, coronarias cordis, temporalis)
usually becoming dilated and lengthened."

In another place Kaufmann says: "Dilatation of
an artery, also called arteriectasia, may be diffuse

or circumscribed. Some authors call only the latter

aneurysm, but this is an error : there are transitions

between the two forms'."

Perhaps the best analogy is found in our concep-
tion of a tumor which usually implies a swelling.

Yet. many a cancer begins at a flat plaque and per-

haps diminishes the volume of the part at the out-

set, because of contraction. However, such tissue

is "tumor," even though only much later it may
show a real s'welling or increase of volume in the

tissue affected. Certainly a few strands of cancer
tissue found in the beginning of a malignant dis-

ease of the breast form a malignant tumor of the

lireast. as nuicli as when the breast becomes double
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its normal size from overgrowth of norma! tissue.

The characteristic of tumor is not found in its size,

but in type and role of tissue contained in it, and
the same, of course, is true of aneurysm. A
sclerosed, dilated, and elongated artery is an aneur-
ysm—perhaps an incipient one, but nevertheless an
aneurysm as much as the large sac found in later

stages of an aortic disease of this nature.
I, therefore, present the above case as the first

example of an aneurysm (dilatation and elonga-
tion) of hepatic artery diagnosed before operation.
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AMENORRHEA DUE TO THYROID IKSUF-
FICIENCY.

Bv PETER K. OLITSKY, M.D.,

,VD\V YORK.

ASSISTANT ADJUNCT GYNECOLOGIST, HAR MORIAH HOSIMTAL.

Medical literature has been burdened from the

earliest times with numerous theories regarding the

cause that induces menstruation. It was thought to

be a process incident to woman's supposed unclean-

liness; or that it was a process of eliminating effete

matter ; or that it was akin to venesection in ridding

a plethoric person of her superfluous blood.

Later attention was centered in the relation of the

ovary to menstruation. Strassmann claimed that

increased pressure in the ovary brought on the flow.

He injected sterile fluid into the ovary and the ani-

mal, as a result, began rutting. Pfliiger held that

the presence of a ripe follicle reflexly induced men-
struation. Lowenthal maintained that the flux de-

pended on non-fertilization of the ovum, comparable
to a primitive abortion. A great many observers,

on the other hand, have shown that ovulation is in-

dependent of menstruation. More recently the in-

ternal secretion of the ovary has been held to be re-

sponsible for the induction of the menses. Gorl

(Miinchcner medisinische Wochenschrift, LVIII,

No. 30) concludes that the internal secretion of the

ovarv' first appears at puberty and that it leads to

the development of the secondary sexual character-

istics ; at the time of the maturation of an ovum
this secretion is changed chemically, which in turn

induces menstruation.

What stimulates that ovary to act? To say that

the thyroid does would be conforming to the con-

sensus of modern opinions. That the thyroid secre-

tion acts as a hormone was first demonstrated by

Sajous (Nezif York Medical Journal, XCIV, No.

30). He showed that all phosphorus-laden cells are

sensitized by the thyroid. Porter (Surgery. Gyne-
cology, and Obstetrics, XIII, No. 6) calls the thy-

roid a "sex organ" ; all of us have noted the enlarge-

ment of the thyroid during menstruation. Leopold
Levi and de Rothschild ("Endocrinologie," 191 1)

and Collard-Huard in her Paris These (1910-1911)
have clearly demonstrated the interdependence of

the thyroid, the ovary, and menstruation.

Hence, it stands to reason that a temporary or

permanent insufficiency of the thyroid secretion

would produce a diminution of hormone to the

ovary; the ovary is then not stimulated, and amenor-
rhea results.

This is illustrated in the following typical case:

Patient, Y. W., 24, appearetl in the dispensary of

the Har Moriah Hospital in November, 1911. Her
family history is negative. She began to men-
struate when 13, and menstruation has always been

regular, of six days' duration, with a profuse loss

of blood. She has been married five years. One
year after marriage a child was born. One year

later she aborted a three-months fetus. She has

not been living with her husband for the past year.

When the patient first presented herself to our

notice she complained of frequent and "burning"

urination. On examination urethral caruncles were

found. These were excised, only to return in sev-

eral weeks. In January she "missed" her period.

Also in February and in March, 1912. Pelvic ex-

amination disclosed a normal uterus and adnexa.

A complement fi.xation test was negative. Ex-
amination of the urine was negative. Urethral and

cervical smears showed no gonococci. A blood

count disclosed a slight anemia. Her blood pres-

sure (systolic) was 108 mm. Hg.
At this time (March) she appeared as if she had

added twenty-five pounds to her weight. She was
large and clumsy ; eyelids were puflfy ; eyes heavy

;

skin dry, and her mentality dulled somewhat. Her
thyroid was not palpable ; the other organs were

normal. Thyroid extract was ordered. By mistake

she took 30 grains per diem instead of T5 grains

for three days without any untoward result. At the

end of a week there was a slight menstrual show
for a day : in another week corresponding to her

menstrual period she had a scanty flow. The thy-

roid dose was diminished to 5 grains per diem and

she has had several normal menses since. At the

same time she has lost about ten pounds in weight

and has felt much better as regards her headaches

and backaches.

It is apparent that patients suffering from
amenorrhea, which is evidently not due to organic

disturbances, should be given the benefit of thyroid

therapy.

My thanks are due to Drs. Vineberg and Boden-
heimer for permission to report this case.

131 Cathedrat, Parkway.

ARE THE PRESENT METHODS OF DIS-

POSAL OF HUMAN EXCREMENT
SATISFACTORY?

By ISAAC W. BREWER, M.D.,

ITHACA, N. Y.

Probably the majority of the people of this coun-

try would answer "yes" to this question. They
might add that some improvement could be made
in the methods in vogue in rural communities, but

with few exceptions they would be satisfied with the

methods used in the cities. However, a more care-

ful study of the subject does not leave one in such
a contented frame of mind. It is not intended in
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this paper to go into the mechanical operation or
the cost of any systems but rather to look at the
question from a somewhat broader standpoint than
we usually do, considering it from the ideal sanitary
and economical points, trusting that this statement
may stimulate others to work out a better system
than we now have.
To be satisfactory the method adopted must ful-

fil the following requirements: (i) It must remove
the excreta from the homes of human beings
promptly. (2) It must not create a nuisance or
a breeding place for flies or mosquitoes. (3) It must
be economical. (4) It must conserve all of the
tertihzer in the excreta and return it to the soil for
the nourishment of plant life. (5) It must not poK
lute the water or food supplies of human beinqs or
animals. ^

The methods now employed may be classified as
lollows: (I) Water carriage, with or without puri-
ficat.on. (2 Privies. (3) Cesspools. (4) Pails.
(5) Dry earth closets.

I. The water carriage system has been in use
tor about 100 years, and has been improved each
year until it now appears most satisfactory It is
objectionable because of the pollution of rivers
lakes, and other water courses that it causes If
combined with purification, it is costly and generallv
all of the fertilizer is lost. If used for irrigation
however some of the fertilizer can be saved. Irrioa-
tion plants rarely pay except where water is scarce
llie mixing of excrement with water is costlv and
the sewers entail an immense outlay of capital
Jiach time a closet is flushed about 5 gallons of
water is used. Each person will use the toilet at
least three times daily which means is gallons of
water per person per day. This quantity costs a

New YoT"^
of money in a city of the size of

Tif' VZT ""'^
i''^

^°° common in this country.Ihey fumi none of the requirements which we have
stated and are open to every objection that could be
raised against any system. They are the breeding
place for millions of flies which scatter the germsfrom feces far and wide. They are also the homes
ot countless mosquitoes.

3^ Cesspools are open to most of the objectionsurged against privies and should not be tolerated inany community.
4. Pails are rarely used in the United States butare common in tropical countries and have been in-

stalled in some places in the Philippines. Thev canbe operated so as to create no nuisance and to^fulfilsome of the requirements we have stated. In prac-
tice they are objectionable in the home, and thescavenger generally slops them over the groundwheneved he removes them. Their contents are
available for fertilizer, but in this country there isa general objection to the use of raw feces for fer-
tilizer.

5. Dry earth closets, as operated at present arevery undesirable, being malodorous and liable to
pollute the place where installed as well as the
point where they are emptied. Their success de-pends upon the cooperation of everv member of the
household, which is difficult to obtain. Owin<. tothe carelessness of the scavenger the dumping placebecomes polluted and the breeding place of fliesIhey are better, however, than pails, privies orcesspools They are the best means we have of con-serving the fertilizer, and if properlv manaeed thepathogenic germs in the feces soon are kille.l off

I he method of disposal used on trains is a dis-
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grace to the country. The closets in the ordinary

fl?r.', ^
""[^ generally unclean and the hoppersthrough vvhich the feces are discharged are alw'^ys

and .r. { l!''!.',''"*'
'^' ^^'"^ ^'°"& the tracksand are undoubtedly a means of dissemination of

>phoid fever, dysentery, and similar diseases. Iknow one reservoir through which a trunkline runsUne could imagine what would happen if a patientsuftenng from cholera were to use the toilet while
crossing it.

The same is true of boats. The toilet facilities
are generally better and cleaner, but they, too dis-
tribute the germs of disease over a laige
area. °

Mr. James J. Hill has said that within fifty years
our country will not be able to support its popula-
tion In his argument he shows that the average
yield of wheat per acre is about fourteen bushels
fie further states that with improved methods of
agriculture the yield could be increased to twenty-
eight bushels per acre and that we would still be
able to export food products.

In China and Japan, where the population is very
dense, none of the excrement of animals or human
beings IS wasted. While no one would advocate
the Chinese or Japanese methods in handling fecesand urine we \yould advocate an improvement on
hese methods that would rid them of their objec-
tionable features and at the same time save the fer-
ilizer. It IS within the probability that such a sys-tem can be devised that will fullv meet the require-
ments of sanitation and at the same time the eco-nomic requirements.

122 Eddy Street.

Arrhythmia m Healthy Children.-R, Friberger notes
that arrhythmia is present in all children between the
ages of five and fourteen years, and at this period of life
.s to be regarded as physiological. Neither the varying
degree of bodily development, nor a slight amount of
card.ac weakness, nor a lability of the nervous system
appears to bear any appreciable relationship to this arrhyth-
mia.—.-frr/ii^. /,;,- die Kinderheilkunde.

Pathological Changes in Muscles._R. C. Jewesbury
and W W. C. Topley have found that in wasting diseases
the voluntary muscles show varying degrees of histological
change bearing little relation to the actual degree of wast-
ing present. These changes consist of alterations in the
size shape, and staining reactions of the fibers, increase in
the fiber nuclei, and alteration in their arrangement, some-
times resulting in the production of false giant cells; and
lastly of a relative increase of the interstitial tissue In
acute general diseases muscle changes are extremely slight
consisting of some degree of hyaline and granular change'
and in a certam small number of cases of fatty degenera-
tion. Fatty changes

:
In certain disorders associated with

an abnormal carbohydrate metabolism there is a great
increase m the amount of interstitial fat present. In many
cases small collections of fat droplets are present in the
neighborhood of the fiber nuclei; these are common in
advanced life, rare in children, and almost entirely absent
in animals. They bear no relation to true fatty degenera-
tion, and It is doubtful if they have any pathological sig-
nificance. True fatty degeneration appears to be much
less common than is usually stated, but occurs to a marked
degree in cases of diphtheritic toxemia, in certain blood
disorders, and in poisoning by phosphorus. Glycogen Of
the many muscles stained for glycogen it was only strik-
ingly present m each of three cases of diabetes examined
Amyloid change was not found in any case examined -
Procccdwgs of the Royal Society/ of Medicine
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there occurred radiations of pain to the back and al-

most always to the right shoulder. Many times after

such a manifestation a severe paroxysm of pain was
elicited. When the pain came on spontaneously
such radiation was not constant. The gall-bladder,

spleen, and kidneys were not felt. There were ten-

der spots in the right axillary line, also near the

spine, corresponding to the eleventh rib, and hyper-

esthesia of the skin over the back. There was no
tenderness of the bones' of the spinal column, nor
of the ribs. Heart and luHgs normal. Pulse from

70 to 80.

Knee jerks somewhat exaggerated, especially on
the left side. The blood-pressure of the patient,

which was taken many times at the dispensary and
later at the hospital, ranged between 140 and 155
in the brachial arteries', and from 175 to 180 in the

dorsales pedis (the patient's thighs were very

large). Only on one occasion, on the day she had
her menstrual period, the blood-pressure in the

brachials was 120.

The eyes were examined by Dr. Mark Schoen-
berg, who reported nothing abnormal. Pupils re-

acted to light and accommodation. Refraction

media, normal. Optic disc and retina, arteries and
veins normal.

Urine was negative on several examinations. No
occult blood in the feces.

Wassermann (Dr. Kaliski) negative. Two .r-ray

pictures negative (Dr. L. Jaches).

Blood: Hemoglobin, 82 per cent.; white cells.

11,200: polymorphonuclear cells, 76 per cent.;

lymphocytes, 22 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 2 per cent.

Temperature twice taken at the dispensary : 99.8°

and 99.2°.

At the hospital, when she was admitted on Feb-

ruary 16, 1912 (service of Dr. Julius Rudish), and
where she stayed for two weeks, her temperature

reached once a maximum of 100°.

The examination of stomach contents on fasting

did not show any macroscopical or microscopical

stagnation ; and after an Ewald test breakfast free

HCl was absent once, on another occasion present

;

no lactic acid.

Gynecological examination negative.

A high division of the aorta into the iliac

arteries was discovered at the hospital.

Epicrisis.—We had before us a woman of 35.

who gave a history of measles and pneumonia and
of excessive use of alcohol for a month each year

in childhood. She had worried a great deal be-

cause of a serious accident to her son and 18

months after this had occurred she began to have
violent paroxysmal pain in the right upper quadrant
of her abdomen. The pain was sharp, shooting in

character, and increased by the recumbent position.

There was visible pulsation over the liver, occa-

sionally expansile ; this was accompanied by a sys-

tolic shock felt under the ribs. A throbbing sensa-

tion appeared later when the attacks of pain had
become more frequent. The lower border of the

liver was palpable and rounded.
What diagnosis should have been considered in

this case?

Gallstones, of course, were first thought of, a.S

the patient has had four childbirths, one followed

by hemorrhage and curettage. But jaundice was
completely absent, the attacks of pain were very

frequent, the pain lasted a few minutes only and
was never severe enough to call for morphine.
Sensation of throbbing came on with increase in

frequency of the painful paroxysms. The visible

pulsation over the liver did not fit the diagnosis of

gallstones.

Duodenal ulcer was suspected because of pain

and tenderness in the right parasternal line in the

region of the umbilicus. But there was no blood

in the feces ; the attacks' of pain had no relation to

meals; the pain was never relieved by assuming

the recumbent position, but even increased by it.

Malignant disease of the liver did not seem prob-

able. There were no symptoms of an original

growth elsewhere, and primary disease of the organ

would have led to marked enlargement. There

was no cachexia; no loss' of weight while under

observation.

Neuralgia was thought of, and in the presence of

a herpes zoster, intercostal and brachial neuralgia,

there could have been a slight probability, tender

spots and radiation to the arm speaking for such a

diagnosis. Starr points out that marked pulsation

of the vessels is met with in neuralgia. But there

was some enlargement of the liver, and treatment

for neuralgia (elec'^ricity) together with time should

have had some eflfect upon the condition.

Caries was excluded by absence of tenderness

over the ribs and vertebrae.

Hepatalgia or "nervous liver colic" was also con-

sidered. I have never been convinced in my own
observations of the reality of this condition, yet the

possibility has been mentioned by other writers,

seven cases having been described by Pariser.

Such colic may be easily confounded with gall-

stone colic, paroxysms of pain in right hypochon-

drium continuing from a few minutes to four hours.

In women such attacks of pain are dependent upon
menstruation. The liver may be tender at the time.

No icterus and no inflammatory condition of any

nature is discoverable. Such attacks are usually

met with in neurasthenic or hysterical subjects and

are very obstinate to treatment.

In our case the liver was tender and its border

definitely palpable. Though the pain was here in-

tense during menstrual periods, the constant pulsa-

tion and the throbbing sens'ation spoke for a more
real condition than "neuralgia of the liver." More-
over, our patient was not a neurotic or an hysterical

woman, exhibiting only such nervous symptoms as

any sufferer from a chronic painful affection may
have.

Visceral arteriosclerosis was next considered.

The pain in this condition, known as' arteriosclerotic

colic, is excruciating in character, especially if the

aorta or the superior mesenteric artery is involved,

such structures as the lower part of the duodenum,
the small, and a portion of the large intestine being

affected. The mesenteric artery being an "end
artery," these structures sltffer very much from
diminished supply of blood. In our patient, the

pain has been intense, but not of the atrocious char-

acter described by Ortner. Moreover, disturbances

of digestion were quite absent, and sclerosis of in-

ferior mesenteric or gastric arteries could thus be

excluded.

The pulsation in our patient was never a "venous
pulse" ; moreover, the heart was normal, no tri-

cuspid regurgitation being present. Portal cir-

rhosis is said to be sometimes responsible for a

venous pulsation, but our patient had no signs of

cirrhosis, no swelling of the limbs, no enlarged

spleen, and no ascites. The pulse in the jugular

veins which was occasionally seen was of physio-

logical nature. Moreover, a systolic blow accom-
panied the liver pulsation. The high division of the
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aorta could not have been responsible for the pulsa-
tion

; it is a congenital condition and should have
made itself felt before the age of 35, if at all.

Moreover, such pulsation would hardly be as pal-

pable to the right of the midline and audible as high
up as the third right intercostal space. Of course.
if gallstone colic was not excluded, we could think
of a possible pulsation of a gall-bladder from the
transmitted pulsation of the aorta. But we felt a
systolic shock in the region of the portal fissure

and to the left of the gall-bladder, and did not see
the necessity of supposing that two conditions were
present to cause the symptoms. Moreover, the
rounded liver border spoke for some pathological
change in the liver itself.

Aneurysm of the aoria was excluded by negative
-r-ray plates and by the high-blood pressure in the
dorsalis pedis as compared with the radial pressure.
Moreover, the palpable liver and its changed border
were to be explained.

An arterial liver jnilse is met with in man^• con-
ditions

;
for example, in aortic regurgitation and in

certain inflammatory conditions leading to hyper-
emia of the liver. Sahli saw such a pulse in a pa-
tient with cholangitis. Ramskill saw liver pulsa-
tion in a case of encephaloid carcinoma, which simu-
lated aneurysm. Mere pulsation of the liver could
not be used as a sign of aneurysm, but in our patient
we had many other factors to think of, viz.: (i)
Paroxysms of pain of neuralgic type; (2) an in-

constant sensation of throbbing, appearing after the
attacks of pain have been experienced for some
time; (3) arterial liver pulse; (4) a comparative
high blood-pressure at an age when such pressure,
especially in the female, should not be expected;

(S) alcoholism in childhood; (6) long continued
worry and grief over an accident to the patient's
son.

We, therefore, made a tentative diagnosis of
aneurysm of hepatic artery and referred the pa-
tient with this diagnosis to the Mount Sinai Hos-
pital.

Our reasoning was as' follows : Other conditions
explaining the symptoms could be excluded. A
definite history of abuse of alcohol in childhood
was obtainable and we could assume a sclerosis of
the hepatic artery in consequence of it. Unusual
wear and tear of life was present in our patient,
because of the acute and long continued worry and
grief over her child's' misfortune. Arteriosclerosis,
as we know, is frequently an expression of the dam-
age done by long continued psychic strain. The
first attacks of pain could be explained by pressure
of the dilated artery upon the hepatic nerve plexus,
situated in the portal fissure. This plexus is a
branch of the celiac and the latter is' connected with
the brachial through the phrenic nerve and its
branches.

This could explain the radiation of pain to the
right shoulder and right arm. Jaundice was absent,
because the bile ducts were not pressed upon, and
the absence of pressure upon the hepatic vein ex-
plained the absence of ascites. The sensation of
throbbing and the visible pulsation over the li\er
were, of course, directly due to the dilated artery.
The patient left the hospital after a stay of two

weeks, having refused an operation. During the
next month her symptoms became more severe and
she finally re-entered for an exploratory laparotomy
which was performed by Dr. Arpad Gerster on
April 9, 19 1 2. The following is' his report of the
operative findings

:

"As soon as the margin of the lesser omentum
was exposed, the hepatic artery became visible as a

pulsating cylindrical body, having the diameter of a

large goosequill. It formed a loop with its con-

vexity downward. Its proximal continuation could

be distinctly followed by palpation of the celiac

axis, this portion forming a large loop with its con-

vexity pointing upward, so that the whole vessel,

as far as visible and palpable, represented a large

Roman "S," its entire estimated length being six

inches. A marked whirl could be felt on the gen-

tlest contact with the vessel. The gall-bladder was
normal, moderately distended with bile, easily ex-

pressed into the common duct. The common duct

was not distended and contained no stones, no pal-

pable tumor, no cicatricial ulcer ; absence of stone

in the gall-bladder.

"All the exposed structures, especially the duo-

denum, showed marked cyanosis, charged to the

bad anesthesia. The margin of the liver was mark-
edly rounded and thickened, free from cicatrices.

The stomach was much dilated by gases which were
withdrawn with a tube. The index finger could be

easily invaginated into the pylorus.

"The division of the aorta into the iliacs, instead

of corresponding to fourth, corresponded to the

second lumbar vertebra. The calibre of the aorta

and iliacs and the coronaries' of the stomach was
normal.

"Diagnosis.—Dilatation and elongation of the

hepatic artery. No aneurysm."
I must, however, insist that in my opinion the

findings' at the operation justified the diagnosis

"aneurysm" rather than merely elongation and dila-

tation of the artery, as Dr. Gerster has put it.

Post factum, no one can doubt that the paroxysms
of neuralgic pain in our patient, the throbbing sen-

sation, and ihe visible pulsation over the liver were
due to the condition of the hepatic artery. Now this

condition was discovered to be an elongation and
dilatation, and only in a vulgar sense could such
condition be differentiated from aneurysm, which
usually brings to mind a larger or smaller round or

oval swelling in the course of an artery. However,
in the beginning, every aneurysm must consist sim-
ply of dilatation and perhaps of elongation of an
artery and only later assume the more localized

form of a rounded swelling, as the weakened wall of

the vessel gives' way more and more.
Kaufmann, speaking of aneurysms, states the

following: "The consequence of arteriosclerosis can
be a dilatation (aneurysm) of the arteries, espe-

cially of such without firm neighboring tissue. The
arcus' aortje will be most frequently dilated, small

arteries (lienalis, cornnari<-e cordis, temporalis)
usually becoming dilated and lengthened."

In another place Kaufmann says: "Dilatation of
an artery, also called arteriectasia, may be diffuse

or circumscribed. Some authors call only the latter

aneurysm, but this is an error : there are transitions

between the two forms'."

Perhaps the best analogy is found in our concep-
tion of a tumor which usuallj' implies a swelling.

Yet, many a cancer begins at a flat plaque and per-

haps diminishes the volume of the part at the out-

set, because of contraction. However, such tissue

is "tumor," even though only much later it may
show a real s'welling or increase of volume in the

tissue affected. Certainly a few strands of cancer
tissue found in the beginning of a malignant dis-

ease of the breast form a malignant tumor of the

breast, as much as when the breast becomes double
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its normal size from overgrowth of normal tissue.

The characteristic of tumor is not found in its size,

but in type and role of tissue contained in it, and
the same, of course, is true of aneurysm. A
sclerosed, dilated, and elongated artery is an aneur-
ysm—perhaps an incipient one, but nevertheless an
aneurysm as much as the large sac found in later

stages of an aortic disease of this nature.
I, therefore, present the above case as the first

example of an aneurysm (dilatation and elonga-
tion) of hepatic artery diagnosed before operation.
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AMENORRHEA DUE TO THYROID IX.SUF-

FICIENCY.
By peter K. OLITSKY, M.D.,

NEiW YORK.

ASSISTA.VT ADJUNCT GYNECOLOGIST, HAR MORIAH HOSPITAL.

Medical literature has been burdened from the

earliest times with numerous theories regarding the

cause that induces menstruation. It was thought to

be a process incident to woman's supposed unclean-

liness ; or that it was a process of eliminating effete

matter ; or that it was akin to venesection in ridding

a plethoric person of her superfluous blood.

Later attention was centered in the relation of the

ovary to inenstruation. Strassmann claimed that

increased pressure in the ovary brought on the flow.

He injected sterile fluid into the ovary and the ani-

mal, as a result, began rutting. Pfliiger held that

the presence of a ripe follicle reflexly induced men-
struation. Lowenthal maintained that the flux de-

pended on non-fertilization of the ovum, comparable
to a primitive abortion. A great many observers,

on the other hand, have shown that ovulation is in-

dependent of menstruation. More recently the in-

ternal secretion of the ovary has been held to be re-

sponsible for the induction of the menses. Gorl

(Miinchener iiiedicinisclie Wochcnschrift, LVHI,
No. 30) concludes that the internal secretion of the

ovary first appears at puberty and that it leads to

the development of the secondary sexual character-

istics ; at the time of the maturation of an ovum
this secretion is changed chemically, which in turn

induces menstruation.

What stiinulates that ovary to act? To say that

the thyroid does would be conforming to the con-

sensus of modern opinions. That the thyroid secre-

tion acts as, a hormone was first demonstrated by
Sajous {New York Medical Journal, XCTV, No.

30). He showed that all phosphorus-laden cells are

sensitized by the thyroid. Porter (Surgery. Gyne-
cology, and Obstetrics, XHI, No. 6) calls the thy-

roid a "se.x organ" ; all of us have noted the enlarge-

ment of the thyroid during menstruation. Leopold
Levi and de Rothschild ("Endocrinologie," 191 1)

and Collard-Huard in her Paris These (1910-1911)
have clearly demonstrated the interdependence of

the thyroid, the ovary, and menstruation.

Hence, it stands to reason that a temporary or

j>ennanent insufficiency of the thyroid secretion

would produce a diminution of hormone to the

ovary ; the ovary is then not stimulated, and amenor-
rhea results.

This is illustrated in the following typical case:

Patient, Y. W., 24, appeared in the dispensary of

the Har Moriah Hospital in November, 191 1. Her
family history is negative. She began to men-
struate when 13, and menstruation has always been

regular, of six days' duration, with a profuse loss

of blood. She has been married five years. One
year after marriage a child was born. One year

later she aborted a three-months fetus. She has

not been living with her husband for the past year.

M'hen the patient first presented herself to our

notice she complained of frequent and "burning"

urination. On exainination urethral caruncles were

found. These were excised, only to return in sev-

eral weeks. In January she "missed" her period.

Also in February and in March, 1912. Pelvic ex-

ainination disclosed a normal uterus and adnexa.

A complement fixation test was negative. Ex-
amination of the urine was negative. Urethral and

cervical smears showed no gonococci. A blood

count disclosed a slight anemia. Her blood pres-

sure (systolic) was 108 mm. Hg.
At this time (March) she appeared as if she had

added twenty-five pounds to her weight. .She was
large and clumsy; eyelids were puffy; eyes heavy;

skin dry, and her mentality dulled somewhat. Her
thyroid was not palpable ; the other organs were

normal. Thyroid extract was ordered. By mistake

she took 30 grains per diem instead of 15 grains

for three days without any untoward result. At the

end of a week there was a slight menstrual show
for a day ; in another week corresponding to her

menstrual period she had a scanty flow. The thy-

roid dose was diminished to 5 grains per diem and

she has had several normal menses since. At the

same time .she has lost about ten pounds in weight

and has felt much better as regards her headaches

and backaches.

It is apparent that patients suft'ering from
amenorrhea, which is evidently not due to organic

disturbances, should be given the benefit of thyroid

therapy.

My thanks are due to Drs. Vineberg and Boden-
heimer for permission to report this case.

131 Cathedral Parkway.

ARE THE PRESENT METHODS OF DIS-

POSAL OF HUMAN EXCREMENT
SATISFACTORY?

By ISAAC W. BREWER, M.D..

ITHACA, N. Y.

Probably the majority of the people of this coun-

try would answer "yes" to this question. They
might add that some improvement could be made
in the methods in vogue in rural communities, but

with few exceptions they would be satisfied with the

methods used in the cities. However, a more care-

ful study of the subject does not leave one in such
a contented frame of mind. It is not intended in
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this paper to go into tlie mechanical operation or

the cost of any systems but rather to look at the

question from a somewhat broader standpoint than

we usually do, considering it from the ideal sanitary

and economical points, trusting that this statement

may stimulate others to work out a better system

than we now have.

To be satisfactory the method adopted must ful-

fil the following requirements : (
i

) It must remove
the excreta from the homes of human beings

promptly. (2) It must not create a nuisance or

a breeding place for flies or mosquitoes. (3) It must
be economical. (4) It must conserve all of the

fertilizer in the excreta and return it to the soil for

the nourishment of plant life. (5) It must not poU
lute the water or food supplies of human beings or

animals.

The methods now employed may be classified as

follows: (i) Water carriage, with or without puri-

fication. (2) Privies. (3) Cesspools. (4) Pails.

(S) Dry earth closets.

1. The water carriage system has been in use

for about 100 years, and has been improved each

year until it now appears most satisfactory. It is

objectionable because of the pollution of rivers,

lakes, and other water courses that it causes. If

combined with purification, it is costly and generally

all of the fertilizer is lost. If used for irrigation

however some of the fertilizer can be saved. Irriga-

tion plants rarely pay except where water is scarce.

The mixing of excrement with water is costly, and
the sewers entail an immense outlay of capital.

Each time a closet is flushed about 5 gallons of

water is used. Each person will use the toilet at

least three times daily which means 15 gallons of

water per person per day. This quantity costs a

large amount of money in a city of the size of
New York.

2. Privies are far too common in this country.

They fulfil none of the requirements which we have
stated and are open to every objection that could be
raised against any system. They are the breeding
place for millions of flies which scatter the germs
from feces far and wide. They are also the homes
of countless mosquitoes.

3. Cesspools are open to most of the objections

urged against privies and should not be tolerated in

any community.

4. Pails are rarely used in the United States, but
are common in tropical countries and have been in-

stalled in some places in the Philippines. Thev can
be operated so as to create no nuisance and to fulfil

some of the requirements we have stated. In prac-

tice they are objectionable in the home, and the

scavenger generally slops them over the ground
wheneved he removes them. Their contents are

available for fertilizer, but in this country there is

a general objection to the use of raw feces for fer-

tilizer.

5. Dry earth closets, as operated at ])resent. are

very undesirable, being malodorous and liable to

pollute the place where installed as well as the

point where they are emptied. Their success de-

pends upon the cooperation of every member of the

household, which is difficult to obtain. Owing to

the carelessness of the scavenger the clumping place

becomes polluted and the breeding place of flies.

They are better, however, than pails, privies, or

cesspools. They are the best means we have of con-
serving the fertilizer, and if properly manaeed the

pathogenic germs in the feces soon are killed oft".

The method of disposal used on trains i<; a dis-

grace to the country. The closets in the ordinary
coaches are generally imclean and the hoppers
through which the feces are discharged are always
filthy. They distribute the feces along the tracks
and are undoubtedly a means of dissemination of
typhoid fever, dysentery, and similar diseases. I

know one reservoir through which a trunkline runs.

One could imagine what would happen if a patient

suffering from cholera were to use the toilet while
crossing it.

The same is true of boats. The toilet facilities

are generally better and cleaner, but they, too, dis-

tribute the germs of disease over a large

area.

Mr. James J. Hill has said that within fifty years
our country will not be able to support its popula-
tion. In his argument he shows that the average
yield of wheat per acre is about fourteen bushels.

He further states that with improved methods of

agriculture the yield could be increased to twenty-
eight bushels per acre and that we would still be

able to export food products.

In China and Japan, where the population is very
dense, none of the excrement of animals or human
beings is wasted. While no one would advocate
the Chinese or Japanese methods in handling feces

and urine, we would advocate an improvement on
these methods that would rid them of their objec-

tionable features and at the same time save the fer-

tilizer. It is within the probability that such a sys-

tem can be devised that will fully meet the require-

ments of sanitation and at the same time the eco-

nomic requirements.
122 Eddv Street.

Arrhythmia in Hccilthy Children.—R. Friberger notes

that arrhythmia is present in all children between the

ages of five and fourteen years, and at this period of life

is to be regarded as physiological. Neither the varying

degree of bodily development, nor a slight amount of

cardiac weakness, nor a lability of the nervous system

appears to bear any appreciable relationship to this arrhyth-

mia.

—

Archiv fiir die Kiiiderheilkunde.

Pathological Changes in Muscles.—R. C. Jewesbury
and W. W. C. Topley have found that in wasting diseases

the voluntary muscles show varying degrees of histological

change bearing little relation to the actual degree of wast-

ing present. These changes consist of alterations in the

size, shape, and staining reactions of the fibers, increase in

the fiber nuclei, and alteration in their arrangement, some-

times resulting in the production of false giant cells ; and

lastly of a relative increase of the interstitial tissue. In

acute general diseases muscle changes are extremely slight,

consisting of some degree of hyaline and granular change,

and in a certain small number of cases of fatty degenera-

tion. Fatty changes : In certain disorders associated with

an abnormal carbohydrate metabolism there is a great

increase in the amount of interstitial fat present. In many
cases small collections of fat droplets are present in the

neighborhood of the fiber nuclei; these are common in

advanced life, rare in children, and almost entirely absent

in animals. They bear no relation to true fatty degenera-

tion, and it is doubtful if they have any pathological sig-

nificance. True fatty degeneration appears to be much
less common than is usually stated, but occurs to a marked

degree in cases of diphtheritic to.xemia, in certain blood

disorders, and in poisoning by phosphorus. Glycogen : Of

the many muscles stained for glycogen it was only strik-

ingly present in each of three cases of diabetes examined,

.Amyloid change was not found in any case examined.

—

frocccdinfis of the Roya! Sociely of Medicine.
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AUTOINTOXICATION IN THE ARMY.
The Journal of the Military Service Institution of
the United States awards annually the so-called

Seaman prize for the best essay on a subject selected

by the founder of the prize, Major L. L. Seaman,
and approved by council. The subject for last year

was as follows: "How can autointoxication, that

rarely recognized disease which has directly or indi-

rectly caused more invalidism and mortality in

modern armies than all other pathogenic causes

combined, be prevented ?" And the prize was
awarded to Captain Nathan S. Jarvis, U. S. Army,
whose essay on the subject is published in the July-

August number of the journal. The subject

selected is one that may cause surprise in the mind

of the general reader. That such picked men
among young adults of the nation as soldiers must

necessarily be are sufferers from autointoxication,

especially when it is remembered that their diet is

for the most part very simple, may indeed be

doubted. And Dr. Jarvis properly states at the very

outset of his paper that the premise implied in the

subject "may be true as a rash guess, but it cannot

be proved by the usual methods of deducing medical

statistics." He then gives a historical survey of the

theory of autointoxication, and summarizes as well

the views of such men as Combe, Vaughan and

Novy, Fischer, et al.

So far as the army is concerned, Jarvis thinks

that careful attention to the treatment of slight as

well as severe intestinal disease should be insisted

upon, because such conditions invite the absorption

of poisons from the digestive tract. So far as the

diet is concerned, he thinks that that of the Amer-
ican soldier compares favorably with the diet of

other armies. However, boiling or cooking all food,

is advised so as to insure against chance infection

and especially the use of such beverage as weak tea

instead of water. Jarvis warns against the dangers

of canned provisions, which are safe enough if

properly prepared before canning and cooked imme-
diately after being removed from the can, but are

a source of various morbid conditions if carelessly

packed or kept some time in unsealed receptacles.

Of the direct methods of fighting autointoxication

Jarvis mentions the usual intestinal antiseptics and

the mechanical measures calculated to clear the

intestines of putrefactive material or diminish the

activitv of certain microorganisms.

In acknowledging the careful work of the author
in summarizing what is known about autointoxica-

tion, we think that the subject, selected presumably
as of interest to the great body of army medical
men, was a very unfortunate one. This subject has
given rise to a prolixity of quasi-scientific literature

in the general medical press, has been exploited by
promoters of various drugs, modified foods, drug-
less methods of treatment, etc., until the laity and
not a few medical men have been misled into think-

ing that autointoxication is a clear and easily diag-

nosed condition, instead of an obscure entity, the

very existence of which has been doubted, and
proofs of which so far brought forth are certainly

not entirely satisfactory. Much loose thinking and
purposeless treatment has resulted to the detriment
of the profession and patients as' well.

The subject needs the light of careful clinical

observation and unbiased laboratory work, but such
work in the study of autointoxication cannot be
done in the army, where the material is least favor-
able for the development of the condition. We call

attention with great pleasure to the much more
promising subject for the next award of the prize,
the full wording being as follows: How can the
Medical Departments of the Army, Navy, and Pub-
lic Health Service be best utilized for research work
in connection with a department of public health?
This subject is of more than mere local importance
for the army and navy, and the paper awarded the
prize will be awaited with interest by the general
medical public.

THE TREATMENT OF TETANUS WITH
CARBOLIC ACID.

The enthusiasm which followed the remarkable re-
sults obtained by the use of diphtheria antitoxin led
the medical profession to believe that in serotherapy
was to be found all the promise of future success
in the treatment of infectious disease; drugs and
other non-biological methods of treatment were for
a time scorned by the laboratory enthusiasts. How-
ever, it was soon shown that what was possible in

diphtheria could not be duplicated in other infec-
tions, the mortality of which was not at all affected
by various anatoxins however prepared. Vaccines
were then brought forward, still in the enthusiastic
preference of biological methods of treatment, and
for a time these were hailed as the real deliverers

of suffering mankind. At the present time, how-
ever, the general consensus of opinion is that vac-
cines hold a subordinate, though quite an actual,

place in the therapy of infections. They may be
fraught with great possibilities, but our methods of
using them have so far given but very modest re-

sults.

The enthusiasm over serotherapy was best shown
by the great hopes which greeted the production ot

tetanus antitoxin. For a time it seemed as if this

dread disease was to be made quite innocuous, pro-

vided antitoxin was used. But soon enough it was
shown that, however great its prophylactic value,

the tetanus antitoxin possessed no curative value

whatever. Now and then a patient treated with it

recovered, but usuallv the case was one of mild
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nature with a long period of incubation. The best

test of antitoxin was made by the Russians during

the late war with Japan, and both the pubhshed and

private opinions of Russian military surgeons have

completely denied it any therapeutic virtue.

Meanwhile, the Italians have been using a very

simple method of treatment suggested years ago by

Baccelli, and have finally succeeded in attracting

the attention elsewhere by the remarkable results

obtained. Baccelli's treatment consists in subcu-

taneous injections of carbolic acid in 3 per cent.

dilution, given frequently enough to make the total

quantity of pure phenol injected daily equal to from

0.3 to 0.5 c.c. (5 to 7.5 grains). Imperiali, writing

in 19 10, gives the results obtained in a sufficient

number of cases to exclude merely chance results.

Of fifteen patients with the foudroyant form of

tetanus, only one patient recovered (mortality, 93.3

per cent.) ; of thirty-nine patients with a very severe

form of the disease, twenty-two recovered and sev-

enteen died (mortality, 43-5 per cent.) ;
of ninety-

four cases with the usual severe form of the dis-

ease, ninety-two recovered and only two died (mor-

tality, 2.12 per cent.). Richter gives the average

mortality, with the usual methods of treatment, as 88

per cent'. ; during the Civil War the mortality among

the Federal troops was 92.56 per cent. ;
and Beh-

ring himself grants that the mortality of those

treated with antitoxin reached 88 per cent. In a

later paper Baccelli gathers one hundred and ninety

cases treated by his method, and states that the

mortality in these was 17.36 per cent., a figure that

about equals the percentage of recoveries among,

the cases treated with antitoxin and other methods.

The above resume is gleaned from a paper m
the Riisskii Vratch (Vol. XI, No. 28) by N. A.

Goulyaefl, who had gone through the enthusiasm

over the use of antitoxin and the subsequent dis-

appointment. Lately, he had a chance to treat two

very severe cases of tetanus by the Baccelli method,

and to his great surprise both recovered. The first

one had an incubation of eight or ten days, and

when brought to the hospital was sufifering from

severe muscular spasms, frequently involving the

respiratory muscles. Goulyaeff used 14.5 c.c. of

pure phenol in the course of about five weeks in

treating this patient, and is convinced that the drug

has some actual quantitative relation to the amount

of toxin present, for the diminution in the daily

quantity injected was several times followed by an

increase in the tetanic spasms. The second case was

one of "cephalic tetanus" appearing after an incu-

bation of six days. This variety of tetanus has fre-

(inently given 100 per cent, mortality. Goulyaeflf's

patient received 5.4 c.c. of phenol in two weeks and

recovered completely. In neither case were any un-

toward efifects noted from the administration of

carbolic acid; the urine was carefully followed to

note any such effects.

In America the saner methods of celebrating In-

dependence Day have resulted in a marked diminu-

tion of cases of tetanus. However, such cases oc-

cur not infrequently in every large hospital and in

tjje practice of most surgeons, and Baccelli's method

of treatment should certainly be again tried. Not

the least thing in its favor is its utter simplicity,

which permits its use amid the most inadequate sur-

roundings of any practice.

STATE MEDICAL SERVICE IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

Ix various discussions of the new British insur-

ance scheme it has been pointed out that it is not

ihe principle of the bill to which the medical men
of England object, but the obviously unfair man-
ner in which Mr. Lloyd George has proposed to

deal with the profession. The pay offered physi-

cians of Great Britain under the insurance .scheme

was inadequate, and moreover they would be

placed in the hands of the approved societies.

Nearly all, however, laymen and medical men, are

agreed that the objects' of the bill are sound and

that eventually England must adopt a scheme of

this nature. Therefore when it was decided at the

recent meeting of the British Medical Association

to oppose the bill in its present form, the conclusion

was also reached that to be consistent medical men
themselves' must bring forward an alternative

scheme. Otherwise, the supporters of the measure

would say, "you have wrecked a plan the principle

of which you approve, and have not suggested any-

thing in its place ; consequently you must have taken

this course impelled by merely selfish motives."

Fortunately, an alternative scheme was proposed

at the meeting just over, and from a perusal of the

same it appears to be, in its main features, both

feasible and reasonable. Dr. Rentoul of Liverpool

read a paper at the meeting referred to in which he

stated his views as' to the initiation of a State medi-

cal service. He is one of those who hold that the

medical profession is now pledged to the formation

of some such service and points out that nationali-

zation of medicine in Great Britain is not so far

off as some think. The thin edge of the wedge has

been inserted already, for the State now appoints

many official physicians, the number of which is

increasing daily. Rentoul suggests as the chief

points bearing upon a public health service the fol-

lowing: (i) That the insurance committees re-

ceive from the Insurance Commissioners a sum of

money equal to about $1.50 per insured person

per annum, this to be handed quarterly to the doc-

tor of the insured person. (2) That the Insurance

Commissioners' give 60 cents per annum per mem-

ber to the doctor or druggist, who agrees to supply

the insured person with medicine. Thus 60 cents

plus $1.50 would be the minimum sum asked for

by the British Medical Association. (3) In order to

meet Mr. Lloyd George's objection that he cannot

or will not grant the amount asked for per mem-

ber per annum, Rentoul would suggest that each

insured person pay a yearly sum of $1.25, or about

two cents weekly, to the doctor. In other words,

that they pay the amount the better class friendly

societies now pay their doctors. These three sums

of $1.50, 60 cents, and $1.25 would, with 14,000,000

insured persons, give the doctors an annual income

of about $2,360 each, exclusive of confinements,

vaccinations, notifications, operations, sanatoria.
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etc., these probably totaling from $250 to $500 each

doctor yearly.

Rentoul contends that medical men at the pres-

ent time give more in charity, principally in gratui-

tous' services, than do the members of any other

profession or trade, and that it is time that the

public cease to impose upon them. He character-

izes as brazen effrontery the suggestion of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer that the present in-

come of medical men in Great Britain should be

further reduced yearly by $14,000,000. He is also

of the opinion that an eight hundred dollar income

limit should be adopted, with a sliding scale of in-

come at, say, $300, $400, $500, and $800, the yearly

contribution by the insured person to vary with

the income.

Attention may be drawn to the fact that German

practitioners under their insurance scheme get

more by far than is proposed by the Bridsh Medi-

cal Association. At Leipzig, medical men have

been granted $3.75 per annum, while the average

German allowance for drugs is about 94 cents.

Some form of insurance is sure to come in every

European country, and the formation of a National

State Medical Service as suggested by Rentoul ap-

pears to fit in with the tendency of the times. Con-

ditions in this country so far as the medical pro-

fession is concerned are not too rosy. In all the

big cities societies and lodges' are increasing, and

the physician's income is at the same time decreas-

ing. It may not be long ere a scheme for State

insurance or nationalization is mooted here, and

therefore it is well that physicians of this country

should watch the course of events in Europe and

endeavor to profit by experience gained there.

INTESTINAL INFANTILISM.

The late Dr. Herter of New York published a

small monograph on what he termed "Intestinal

Infantilism," which affection he attributed in some

manner to the persistence of the intestinal bacterial

flora of the nursling period. At a later period Prof.

Heubner, who recognized the clinical entity, as-

signed as its cause a congenital intestinal insuffi-

ciency, the presence of the flora thus becoming, we

suppose, the effect and not the cause of the condi-

tion.

At a recent session of the Charite Hospital Phy-

sicians of Berlin (Berliner klinische Wochcnschrift,

August 19) Eckert presented two patients with this

form of infantilism. There was a uniform arrest

of development dating from an early period of

childhood. One child aged 11 years appeared to be

seven years vounger. The individual finds were

numerous and complex. Failure to improve under

pancreas therapy seemed to show that the condi-

tion was not akin to Bramwell's pancreatic infantil-

ism. Thyroidin was then exhibited with brilliant

results as far as amelioration of the symptoms was

concerned. Whether the children will start to re-

gain their growth cannot yet be foreshadowed, as

the observation period is too brief.

The most striking improvement was seen in the

locomotive system.
^ The youngest child, but four

years old, had been extremely backward m walk-

ing and speech, although there was no actual men-

tal defect. Under thyroidin she began to improve

rapidly and was soon running about and talking.

As Herter showed, this form of infantilism is at-

tended bv severe chronic diarrhea, and this condi-

tion responded in part to the treatment.

Viereck's new diagnostic method, based on test-

ing the chromaffin system, was practised. Glucose

and adrenalin given simultaneously produced gly-

cosuria, showing abnormal tonus of the sympathetic

nerves. Atropin caused tachycardia, pilocarpin was

inert. The stigmata of the exudative diathesis and

lymphatism were wholly wanting.

The pancreas was plainly in abeyance as hardly

any trypsin was poured into the intestine. The

author believes that that organ was stimulated in-

directlv through the thyroid. The thyroid of the

patients could not be felt. The infantilism was cer-

tainly not myxedematous, although there were a

few symptoms in common with myxedema, such

as the scanty dry hair.

P.\R,\DoxicAL Diphtheria.

The abnormal course sometimes pursued by indi-

vidual and family diphtheria was no doubt largely

responsible for some of the antagonism shown

toward serotherapy, both w^hen the latter was first

introduced and also subsequently. We can com-

prehend this antagonism to-day when the position

of serotherapy has become fixed in certain episodes

which are reported from time to time. Thus Jess, be-

fore the Medical Society of Kiel last June (Miinch-

ener mcdizinische IVochenschrift, August 20),

stated that he attended a child with lacunar tonsil-

litis as the clinical diagnosis, the bacteriological ex-

amination being negative. Two days later a sec-

ond child was attacked with clinical diphtheria

as the diagnosis aand both children were given

serum without waiting for the bacteriological

diagnosis, which was later positive for the sec-

ond child. Both children promptly and unevent-

fully recovered as far as diphtheria was concerned,

but both developed serum disease after recovery,

which also ended uneventfully. About one year

later, corresponding to the annual recurrence of

anginous affections, one of the children again de-

veloped what was clinically a lacunar angina with-

out any marked systemic reaction. The condition

was persistent and examination showed diphtheria

bacilli in pure culture. Fear of anaphylaxis pre-

vented serum injection. The tonsillar patches per-

sisted under vigorous local t^eatn^ent for several

weeks, finally becoming sterile as to diphtheria

germs. The sister received no prophylactic injec-

tion for fear of anaphylaxis, but contracted nothing.

The patient during the more than five weeks of

diphtheria had shown only a slight evening rise of

temperature as evidence of toxemia. The author

also knew of a similar episode and the sole way of

explaining these second attacks is that ordinarily

both the first attack and the serum injections would

have secured a considerable period of immunity,

but in these cases neither afforded any protection

worth mentioning.

BOTRYOMVCOSIS.

The peculiar raspberry-like formations which

sometimes follow wounds of the hands and other

exposed localities have probably been regarded by

the laitv and familv practitioner as nothing more
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than a special form of "proud flesh." They have
also been seen in the horse, and at one period were
believed to have been caused by inoculation with an
unknown parasite. Inferentially the same causa-
tion was attributed to the human form. The at-
tempt to introduce the term botryomycosis into
familiar use seems, however, to have been attended
with failure. The Germans prefer the term pyo-
genic or telangiectatic granuloma, and despite the
peculiar clinical form the consensus of opinion has
attributed the lesion to some unexplained activity
of ordinary pyogenic cocci. The most peculiar
feature of this lesion, however, is its tendency to
recur when removed. At a recent meeting of the
Kiel Medical Society {Berliner klinische U'ochcn-
schrift, August 12) Konjetzny was able to demon-
strate two cases of this aftection. He was unable
to point to any new causal agent to explain its

nature, but his histological studies led him to be-
lieve that these formations are tumors and not mere
granulomata. The abundant new formation of
blood vessels and the coincident occurrence of sar-
coma-like tissue would apparently show the pres-
ence of a proliferating angioma or angiosarcoma.
It may have been more than a coincidence that one
cf these growtlis developed on the site of a minute
vascular birthmark. These tumors of traumatic
origin may also have affinities with keloid forma-
tions.

Nrmfi of tl|p Mrrk.

Yellow Fever in Mexico.—A recent report
states that yellow fever has been present in Mexico
since August i, 1911. During that time sixty-eight
cases with thirty-two deaths were reported in
Merida. In San Juan Bautista, in the State of Ta-
basco, there were between May 4 and August 10
of this year a total of fifty-three cases of the dis-
ease with twenty-two deaths. The disease is now
reported to be epidemic in Frontera, a port fifty-
five miles from San Juan Bautista, having been
carried from the latter place by troops transferred
to Frontera, and Acting Assistant Surgeon J. F.
Eaves has been assigned to temporary duty in the
American Consulate at Frontera for the purpose of
fumigating vessels and performing other necessary
quarantine work on vessels prior to their departure
for ports in this country. The disease has also been
epidemic during the summer in Chile, and cases
have occurred in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Venezuela. Investigation has shown that in cer-
tain localities of South America and on the west
coast of Africa, and in Central America and south-
ern Mexico yellow fever is endemic and has be-
come a disease of childhood, the adult natives pos-
sessing immunity acquired by infection in early
life. These endemic foci are a constant menace to
all ports having commercial relations with them.

Smallpox in Pennsylvania.—During the week
ending September 13 sixteen deaths from smallpox
occurred in Pittsburgh, and on that day thirteen
new cases were reported, making a total of 178
cases then in the city. Hundreds of persons are
leaving the town, and in some quarters where the
streets are roped off and quarantine lines are main-
tained by mounted police the inhabitants are in a
state of panic. City physicians are vaccinating all
of the school children, the members of the police
force have also been vaccinated, and the street car
company has ordered the vaccination of its motor-
men and conductors. The Health Director of the

city is one of those who has contracted the disease.
An epidemic of smallpox has also broken out in
Carbondale, Pa., more than fifty cases having been
reported. The Pennsylvania State Department of
Health has taken charge of the situation.
Typhoid Fever at Allentown.—Upward of

twenty-five cases of typhoid fever, with at least
two deaths, have appeared within a short time in a
newly annexed portion of Allentown, Pa. At first
It was thought the water supply was at fault but
investigation disclosed the fact that almost all of
those attacked received milk from one orio-inal
source of supply.

"

Polluted Oysters.—The menace of oysters in-
fected with typhoid germs is the subject of a re-
port recently issued by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture as the result of an investiga-
tion into an epidemic of typhoid fever occurrino- in
Goshen, N. Y., in October, 1911. The source of
infection in this instance was traced to oysters
from Jamaica Bay, the investigator declaring that
mdhons of gallons of sewage were discharged daily
into the bay, around and even directly over the
oyster beds. The Sanitary Superintendent of New
\ork, however, states that there is no danger of
another outbreak, and that, as a matter of fact, the
oysters became contaminated, not in the bay itself,
but in the freshening grounds further back in the
meadows. Following an inspection of the oyster
beds made by the New York Department of Health
last spring, the small sewers polluting the freshen-
ing grounds were destroyed as much as possible.
Examination of the water in the bay, it is alleged,
shows that there is no danger of contamination'be-
cause of the immense volume of water and the
strong tides. This statement one mav be per-
mitted to doubt.

Liner Brings Smallpox.—The Italian SS.
America, which arrived in New York on Septem-
ber II from Naples, was detained at Quarantine
because of the presence of a case of virulent small-
pox on board. The patient was removed to HoflF-
man Island together with 574 of the steerage pas-
sengers and crew with whom he had come in con-
tact, and the other passengers after vaccination
were allowed to land.

Deaths in New York.—During the week end-
ing September 7 there were 1,229 deaths in New
York City, the death rate per thousand being 12.39
as compared with 13.24 for the same week of Jast
year, when the total number of deaths was 1,265.
Of infants under one year of age there were' 319
deaths. 50 less than during the preceding week.

Medical Examinations.—The State Board of
Medical Examiners of California announces that of
the 200 physicians who took the recent examina-
tions, over 80 per cent, had passed successfully and
had been granted licenses to practise.

Deaths of Aviators.—On September 11 Lieut.
Siebert, an aerial scout in the German Armv maneu-
vers, was killed by the fall of his aeroplane and his
companion was seriously injured. This was the
sixth fatal accident in six days among army avia-
tors alone.

Infantile Paralysis.—Reports from Bufl'alo
state that up to September 9 there had occurred in
that city within the last few months 220 cases of
infantile paralysis, with twenty-six deaths and per-
manent crippling in 60 per cent, of the survivors.
Four new cases were reported on September 8.
The disease has also been epidemic in Southern
California, and from June 8 to August 17, a total
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of 226 cases were reported in Los Angeles, with
forty-three deaths.

"Open Window" Class.—In Montclair N I

where one of the tirst open-air schools for delicate
children was opened, an "open window" class has
been started in the Hillside Grammar School to be
followed by other classes of the same sort as seems
desirable.

Radium Supply.—On behalf of the Bank uf
Kadiuni of Pans and of Madame Curie, arrange-
ments have been made for the purchase of propeny
in Meeker, Col., containing the largest carnotite de-
posits in this country. Ihe property is being ac-
quired in the hope that radium will be found in
sufficient quantities to permit of greater researches
by the I-rench scientists. In addition to radium
carnotite, which was named in honor of President
Carnot of France, contains radium salts, uranium
and vanadium.

Health Department Needs.—The New York
City Department of Health has submitted to the
Board of Estimate a request for an appropriation
for the year 1913 of $4,510,308.25, which is an
increase of $1,367,921 or 43.5 per cent, over the
amount allowed for the current year. A consider-
able part of the increase is desired for raising some
existing salaries and providing salaries for posi-
tions to be created.

For Health Conservation.—At a meeting of
prominent Democrats held in the Colony ClubNew York, on September 9, a bureau of health
conservation in the interest of pure food and the
consequent maintenance and improvement of health
was formed, with the following officers- Presi-
dent, Dr. Harvey W. Wiley of Washington ; Vice-
Fresident, Prof. Irving Fisher of New Haven-
Secretary, Mrs. J. Borden Harriman of New York •

Permanent Committee, Dr. J. N. McCormack'
Bowhng Green, Ky., representing the American
Medical Association; Major W. O. Owen of Wash-
ington; Dr. Richard C. Newton of Montclair N Jand Dr. E. R. L. Gould and Dr. Thomas Darling-
ton of New York. The formation of the bureau
IS a consequence of the health plank in the Demo-
cratic platform.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late John
Henry Schaefer of New York the Presbyterian
and the German Hospitals of tiiis city receive each
a bequest of $10,000.
By the will of the late Mrs. Ida A. Whitman of

Philadelphia contingent bequests of $5,000 each
are made to the Presbyterian Hospital and the Epis-
copal Hospital to endow free beds in memory of
her husband and a similar bequest of $2,500 to the
Children's Hospital.
By the will of the late John G. Hees of Phila-

delphia the sum of $1,000 is bequeathed to the Ger-
man Hospital.

By the will of the late Robert Wolf of Philadel-
phia the sum of $100 is bequeathed to the Jewish
Hospital Association.
Fordham Faculty Dinner.—On Thur=;day

evening of last week the Medical Faculty of Ford-
ham University gave a dinner at the Hotel Astor
in honor of the foreign lecturers in the Interna-
tional Extension Course on diseases of the nervous
system which is being held this n:onth. The guests
of honor were Dr. Henry Head and Dr. Gordon
Holmes of London and Dr. Nicolas Achucarro of
Madrid. Drs. Alwyn Knauer of Munich and Carl
Jung of Zurich, the other foreign lecturers in the
course, were absent, having not vet arrive<l from
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Europe. Among the other guests were many of
the most eminent neurologists of the country The
Rev. Dr. Ihomas J. xMcClusky, President ol Ford-ham Lniversity, presided, and Dr. James J. Walsh
Dean ot the Medical Faculty, acted as toast-master'
Ihe speakers were Father McClusky, Father
Hanselman, Provincial of the Society of Jesus • DrHenry Head, Dr. M. Allen Starr, Dr. Sears of the
Lniversity of Vermont, Dr. M. J. Lewi ludee
Obulhvan, and Paul Fuller, Esq., Dean' of tfie
faculty ot Law ot 1-ordham University The key-
note ot the addresses was internationalism in medi-
cal- study as exemplitied in the international ex-
tension course, which had been initiated somewhatm the nature of an experiment and which had from
the hrst proved to be an unqualitied success both in
attendance and in the interest of the lectures At
the close ot the speaking Dr. Maloney, to whom
credit was given for originating the course, an-nounced that the next series of lectures would beon the diseases of metabolism.

Clinical Physiology.—The Department of
Ihysiology ot the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, offers to practitioners in medi-
cine a course m Clinical Physiology, which deals
with the application of physiological principles and
methods to problems of practical medicine The
course, which consists of fifteen weekly exercises,
will be given by Dr. R. Burton-Opitz, Dr. F H

T^u
.^^^ Emerson, and Dr. H. B. Williams

on Thursday afternoons from 3 to 5 o'clock, athe college 437 West 59th street, beginning Oc-
tober 3. The fee for the course is $15, vvith a
matriculation fee of $5 in addition. Applicationsmay be niade to Prof. Frederic S. Lee at the Col-
lege ot Physicians and Surgeons

Mississippi Valley Medical Association.—The
dnrty-e.ghth annual meeting of this association
will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111. on
October 22, 23 and 24, 1912, under the presidency
of Dr. Louis l^rank of Louisville, Ky. The ora-
tions in medicine and surgery will be delivered by
,.^:,

Lr- Stockton of Buffalo, and Dr. George WCnle of Cleveland. Details may be obtained from
the secretary of the association. Dr. Henry Enos

Lot^'ilil'ly^'""'
-'"""^' ^^---ger-Gaulbert,

Washington State Homeopathic Medical So-ciety.—At the annual convention held in Ta-coma on August 30 and 31, the following officers
were elected: President, Dr. George H. Dow,Chehahs; Vice-Presidents, Dr. C P Brvant
Seattle, and Dr. E. F. Larkin, Bellingham; Secre-

n \?''- ^'T^t
^^"'*"'' ^^^'^'•' Seattfe; T;easurer,

Dr. Thomas J Appleton, Seattle. The next annua
meeting will be held in Seattle

ni"^7"^^'°"f! .

^°"g'"^ss of Gynecology and
Obstetrics.-

1 his Congress, whicli has just closed
Its sessions in Berlin, elected Dr. J. Riddle Goffe
ot this city president, and voted to hold the next
meeting m New York City in September, mi'sAmong other Americans who attended the Berlin
S°"J,''^'^^,"^''ead papers were Dr. Parker Davis
of Philadelphia and Dr. Hermann Boklt and DrArthur Stem of New York.

Publications of the Tropical Diseases Bureau—In November the Tropical Diseases Bureau^
which rep aced the Sleeping Sickness Bureau on
July I, will commence the publication of the Tropi-

'f
Diseases Bulletin under the general editorship

of the director, Dr. A. G. Bagshawe. Each num-
ber will consist of about fifty pages containing
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classified summaries of the current literature of the

tropical diseases ; they will appear, as a rule, twice

a month. The annual subscription price will be

one guinea, post free. The publishers will be the

Messrs. Bailliere, Tindall & Co. of London. The
tropical diseases of animals w'ill be treated in

a separate publication, the Tropical Veterinary

Bulletin. This will appear quarterly from October
and will be in charge of Mr. A. Leslie Sheather

of the Royal Veterinary College, London.
Honorary Degrees Conferred by Fordham Uni-

versity.—The extension course for practising

physicians in the study of nervous and mental dis-

eases was opened at the Fordham University Med-
ical College on September 9, to last for three weeks,

women being admitted to the lectures for the first

time, it is said, in the history of a Jesuit institu-

tion. Over a hundred and fifty physicians attended

the opening. On September 11 the university con-

ferred the honorary degree of LL.D. on Drs. Henry
Head of London, Carl Jung of the University of

Zurich, Nicolas Achucarro of Madrid, and Horatio

Robinson Stover of Newport, R. L Dr. Gordon
Holmes of London was made a doctor of science.

The new Fordham Clinic, the building and equip-

ment of which have cost over $200,000, was also

opened recently.

The Association of Life Insurance Medical
Directors.—The twenty-third annual meeting of

this Association will be held in New York City on

Wednesday and Thursday, October 9 and 10 in

the Board Room of the Mutual Life Building, 34
Nassau street. The following papers will be read

:

President's address, "Some Studies in Family His-

tory," by Brandreth Symonds, ALD., Chief Medical

Director The Mutual Life Insurance Company of

New York; "Further Report on Blood Pressure,"

by John W. Fisher, M.D., Medical Director the

Northwestern Mutual Life, Milwaukee, Wis.

;

"Selection of Female Risks in Whom Hysterectomy
and Ovariotomy Have Been Performed," by P. H.
Ingalls, M.D., Assistant Medical Director the

^tna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.

;

"The Significance of Some Urinary Constituents,"

by J. Bergen Ogden, M.D., Assistant Medical Di-

rector the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
New York City; "A Study of Chest and Abdominal
Measurements in Relation to Build," by Faneuil S.

Weisse, M.D., Medical Director the Mutual Life

Insurance Company of New York. The annual

dinner of the association will be held on Wednes-
day, October 9, at 6.30 p.m., at the University Club,

Fifth avenue and 54th street, New York City.

Further information regarding the meeting can be

obtained from the secretary. Dr. William Fvelyn

Porter, 34 Nassau street. New York.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. George H. Cocks of New
York, a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical

College, New York, in 1882, a member of the

American Medical Association, the New York
State and County Medical Societies, the Academy
of Medicine, and the New York Ophthalmological

Society, assistant surgeon to the New York Eye
and Ear Infirmary, and ophthalmologist to the In-

stitute of Mercy, died at his summer home in

Pleasantville, N. Y., on September 8. aged 31

years.

Dr. HoR.\CE Lewars died in the German Hospital

at Philadelphia on August 26 as a result of uremia
and paralysis at the age of 44 years. He was grad-

uated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsvlvania in the class of i8qo. He

was a retired officer of the First Regiment National
Guard of Pennsylvania and during the Spanish-

American War he took an active part in caring for

the men when typhoid fever broke out in the camp
at Chickamauga. He was a member of the I'hila-

delphia Obstetrical Society.

Dr. William Dan Lamb of Lawrence, Mass., a
graduate of Jefferson Medical College in 1846, died
at his home on August 25, aged 88 years. He was
closely identified with the early history of his na-
tive town, and served as an army surgeon during
the Civil War.

Dr. Edouard Napoleon Fugere of McGregor-
ville, N. H., a graduate of Laval University, Mont-
real, died on August 30, aged 49 years. He was a

member of the medical staff of Notre Dame de
Lourdes Hospital.

Dr. William T. Klein of New York, a grad-
uate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York, in 1895, and a member of the National
Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis and the

Greater New York Medical Association, died at

Sea Cliff", L. I., on September 7, aged 2,J years.

Dr. Frank Edward Lewis of Albany, N. Y., a
graduate of the Cleveland University of Medicine
and Surgery in 1886, a member and vice-president

of the New York State Homeopathic Medical So-
ciety, and attending physician to the Homeopathic
Hospital of Albany, died at his home on September
10, after a long illness, aged 57 years.

Dr. Henry Strong Denison of Denver, Col.,,

a graduate of the Johns Hopkins Medical School,

Baltimore, in 1908, a member of the American.

Medical Association and of the Colorado State and
Denver County Medical Societies, died suddenly

at his home on .August 28, aged 28 years.

ANOPHELINES in the PHILIPPINE.
ISLANDS.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—May I venture to call the attention of your
readers to an error in your Philippine letter dated-

June 14 in regard to the anophelines in the Philippine

Islands? The writer says: "In view of the fact that

no anophelines, even after most diligent search, have:

been found anywhere in the Philippine Islands,

(with the possible exception of one single specimen,

which is alleged to have come from the Philip-

pines, and which is now in Washington)/' etc.

I do not know where the writer got his informa-

tion, but there could hardly be a greater misstate-

ment. The anophelines are widespread and numer-
ous throughout the islands, and include Anopheles

formosus (Ludlow) ; Myzomyia fitnesta (Giles)
;

M. indefinita (Ludlow) ; M. ludlozvii (Theobald) ;

M. rossii (Giles) ; M. thorntonii (Ludlow) ; Stetho-

myia pallida (Ludlow) ;
Myzorrhynchusbarbirostris

(Van der Wulp) ; M. pseudobarbirostris (Ludlow)
;

M. sinensis (Wiedemann) ; M. vaniis (Walker)
;

Nyssorhynchns flava (Ludlow) ; A^. fuliginosus-

(Giles); N. pbilippinensis (Ludlow); A^. stephensi

(Liston) : N. theobaldi (Giles) ; Calvertina lineatus-

( Ludlow j.

The nomenclature is according to Theobald.

In the eleven years I have been connected with

the mosquito work for the Medical Corps, U. S.

.Army. I have handled thousands of anophelines

from the Philippines, but M . rossii is one of those

rarelv sent in. There can hardlv be said to be a.
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dearth of anophelines in the Philippii:es as a whole,
but there are a few localities where they are seldom
taken. C. S. Ludlow.
Army Medical Museum and Library, Washincto.v, D. C.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

COST OF HOSPITALS TROPICAL MEDICINE THE AUS-
TRALIAN INSTITUTE

—

government's EXPEDITION
TO THE NORTH VITAL STATISTICS ; LONDON
RATES, RURAL R.\TES (ESSEX ) WOMEn's CORPS
CAMPING OUT INSURANCE, MORE RESIGNATIONS
—EXHIBITION—OBITUARY.

London, August 30, 1912.

Renewed attention has of late been directed to the

cost of our London hospitals. On Tuesday the au-

thorities of Kincf Edwards Fund contributed some
statistics of the expenditure in 191 1, amplifying its

annual report issued in April. There are 107 insti-

tutions connected with the fund, of which 17 are

general hospitals, with an average of 100 beds in

daily occupation and 15 with a lower average. The
others are special : 4 for consumption, 5 for women,
6 for children, 3 epilepsy and paralysis, 5 ophthal-

mic, 12 cottage, 8 lying-in, and 32 unclassified.

There were increases in the cost per bed and
among out-patients amounting in 191 1 to £9,600,

against which it is stated must be set off economies
of about £47,000 per annum effected since the first

issue of the reports in 1904. It is said three fac-

tors tend to increase the expenditure : (
i
) tendency

toward costly special treatments resulting from de-

velopments of medical science; (2) rise in prices;

(3) danger lest success in effecting economies lead

to slackness in the constant eflfort needed to main-

tain them.

It is important that where increase has occurred

the committees should ascertain whether it has been

unavoidable or due to preventable causes, particu-

larly when the increase exceeds the average of sim-

ilar hospitals. In the large general hospitals the

increases occur under surgery and dispensary as

well as maintenance (salaries and wages). In chil-

dren's hospitals the increase in average cost is

much heavier and more generally distributed over

the different items of expenditure.

The Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine is

making great progress. The Commonwealth Gov-
ernment has granted additional endowments to pro-

vide for extension of the work. From there new
laboratories and special wards in the Townsville
hospital are being erected. The universities of

Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane will

grant diplomas on the subject, leaving the teaching

to the Institute. The Government will appoint rep-

resentatives to control the arrangements jointly

with the universities. The Institute has appointed

Dr. Henry Priestley and Dr. Nicoll on the staff.

The report of the Australian Commonwealth's
expedition to the Northern Territory to investigate

tropical diseases shows that the occupation of the

district by whites is mainly a medical problem. A
fourth of the mortality is due to malaria. There
are deaths from dysentery almost every year, be-

sides epidemics which sometimes break out. Beri-

beri, ankylostomiasis, yaws, trachoma, and leprosy

are also known, but generally have been so far spo-

radic. An important statement is that residents

who live a reasonable life, taking adequate exer-

cise and the precautions adapted to a tropical coun-

try, enjoy good health. Up to the present there is

no evidence of the influence of the climate on the

third generation, though it perhaps may have to be
taken into consideration in the future. Dr. Breinl
describes life on the stations as ideal with regard to

health—an active outdoor life in the comparatively
cool and dry winter experienced on the tablelands.

But alcoholism is an enemy as much as malaria. The
prominent lesson of the expedition is the necessity
of skilled medical help. No precautions seem to

have been in force in the mining settlements to re-

strain the spread of malaria or indeed any other
condition. But the extirpation of malaria is not the
only problem. The Territory is said to be exposed
to infection from China and the Dutch Indies, and
the sanitary conditions such that if once introduced
tropical diseases would most likely assume an epi-

demic form. It is accordingly recommended that
those diseases should be studied on the better known
islands with a view of quarantine legislation. The
necessity of this is indicated by the fact that one
or two species of mosquitos known to abound in

the Malay States have already been detected in the
Northern Territory, showing that invasion from the
East has actually taken place.

The facts mentioned in my last respecting the
low birth-rate have since been illustrated and en-
forced by the return on Wednesday of the births
and deaths during April, May, and June. In that
quarter the births in England and Wales corre-
sponded to a rate of 23.9 per 1000, which was 3.7
below the mean in the ten preceding second quar-
ters and the lowest recorded in any second quarter.
The natural increase of population by excess of
births over deaths was 102,302, against 111,987,
Ii9'i54. and 105,812 in the second quarters of 1909,
1910, and 1911, respectively.

The deaths were equal to an annual rate of 12.7,
or 1.7 below the mean in the ten preceding corre-
sponding periods, and the lowest death rate re-

corded in corresponding quarters. London's rate
was 12.4. The infantile mortality was at a rate of

89 per 1000 births, being 14 below the average in

ten corresponding previous periods and the lowest
on record. The deaths from epidemic diseases in

the quarter totaled 8884.
Taking this closing month of August by itself,

although it has been the wettest and coldest on
record, still more favorable figures are reported and
that especially in regard to infantile mortality, the
difference between this year and last being chiefly
due to the diminution of diarrhea, which is usually
so excessive in summer. Many hundreds of chil-

dren unquestionably owe their survival to the al-

most complete absence of summer heat, which so
many of their seniors are lamenting.

Dr. J. C. Thresh, Medical Health Officer for
Essex, has just issued his report for 191 1, in

which he touches on some of the above-
mentioned facts, but in regard to his own dis-
trict, one of the healthiest counties in the
kingdom. The rural birth rate is there also fall-

ing and he says should have the attention of the
State. He holds it to be aft'ected by the dearth of
good cottages and thinks owners might build them
to return fair interest. But he admits that manage-
ment and repairs may swallow up the returns, and
the work should be done by public authorities.

Dr. Thresh reports that in his county the deaths
from consumption are decreasing, but from cancer
they have been continually on the increase and are
now actually more numerous than from phthisis.
The Women's Sick and Wounded Convoy Corps
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was founded about three years ago to provide effi-

cient training for service in voluntary aid detach-

ments in conformity with the requirements of the

Red Cross Society. The training is based upon the

R.A.M.C. system. The corps has gone into camp
under its commandant-in-chief, Mrs. St. Clair Sto-

bart, and in spite of the most adverse weather the

members have carried out their duties with energy
and even enthusiasm. Commandant Stobart re-

quires the strictest discipline, and the daily pro-

gram this week is exacting from reveille at 6

A.M. to "lights out" at 10:15 ^-M- Night watches
are kept from 10 to 2 a.m. and 2 to 6 a.m. The
work of the camping out is no pretense. Everything
is done by the members of the corps, even the pitch-

ing and striking of the tents and the digging of the

camp fire trenches.

Another resignation from the Advisory Commit-
tee appointed under the National Insurance Act has

taken place, that of Dr. Herbert Jones, Medical

Health Officer for Herefordshire, one of the four-

teen medical members who refused to resign at the

request of the British Medical Association, declar-

ing that they considered their duty "for the pres-

ent" was to remain on the committee.

The medical staff of the Swansea Hospital in-

formed the Board on Wednesday that they will be

unable to give their services to persons insured un-

der the Act when the medical benefit comes into

operation except in cases of urgent necessity. Dr.

Knight, on behalf of the staff, explained that these

cases were accidents or serious diseases. Their

only contention was with the Government which

sought to impose on them heavy duties on impos-

sible terms. It was said to concede their demands
the Chancellor would have to find more than three

millions, but Dr. Knight asked what would it cost

to pay for the services now given gratuitously?

He calculated in that hospital the surgical opera-

tions performed in a year, at five guineas each,

would cost ten thousand, and that had hitherto been

done gratuitously. The Board decided to hold a

special meeting to discuss the matter.

An exhibition of modern appliances for the treat-

ment of tuberculosis has been opened this week and
will remain open for some time. It was organized

by the Society of Medical Officers of Health and
seems likely to succeed. Demonstrations and lec-

tures are to be given at intervals. Hygienic meas-

ures, in relation to cookery, disinfection, open air

shelters, are largely represented.

Mr. Clinton T. Dent, vice-president of the Royal

College of Surgeons, senior surgeon to St. George's

Hospital and cliief surgeon to the London police,

died on the 26th inst, aged 61 years. He took the

M.R.C.S. in 1875 and proceeded to the fellowship

two years afterward. He lectured in the school of

St. George's when elected on the hospital staff', first

on physiology, then on surgery. He became a mem-
ber of several societies, contributing papers to them
and to the journals. He was elected to the council

of the college and in due course on the Court of

Examiners. He also served for some time as ex-

aminer in surgery to the University of Cambridge,
which in 1899 conferred on him the honorary de-

gree of M.C. He wrote the "Nature and Signifi-

cance of Pain," which you will probably remember.
He translated and edited Billroth's "Clinical Sur-
gery." The "Medico-Chirurgical Transactions."

Heath's "Dictionary of Practical Surgery,"
Tuke's "Dictionary of Psychological Medicine,"
and the volumes of "Mental Science" were also

indebted to his pen for illuminating articles. Be-
sides his professional work, Mr. Dent was an ex-
plorer and mountaineer of distinction. He became
president of the Alpine Club (1886-9). He con-
ducted a series of explorations in the Caucasus.
He wrote the volume on "Mountaineering" in the

Badminton Library and many articles on Alpine as

well as surgical subjects. In 1899 and 1900 he
was in South x'Vfrica as an independent surgeon
and the result was a series of letters on "Gunshot
Wounds" in the British Medical Journal.

Mr. Edgar Jones, J. P., who died on the 26th
inst. in his 103d year, was probably the oldest mem-
ber of the profession as well as the senior magis-
trate. He took the membership of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons in 1834 and practised for some
years at SaftVon Walden in Essex, but later he de-

voted himself to agriculture. In 1852 he was put on
the Commission of the Peace and eventually became
chairman of the Billericay Bench. Kng Edward
sent him a telegram of congratulation when he at-

tained his looth birthday. A few months ago he
met a centenarian woman and they exchanged rem-
iniscences. Mr. Jones was a life abstainer from
alcohol and tobacco. He retained his faculties in a

remarkable degree.

OUR CANADIAN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEETING OF THE CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
AT EDMONTON, ALBERTA.

Toronto, Sept. 10, 1912.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Medical As-
sociation took place this year on August lo, 12, 13
and 14 at Edmonton, Alberta. This is only the

third time that the association meeting has been
held in the West. Twenty-three years ago it was
held in Banff, and in 1904 in Vancouver. The meet-
ing at Edmonton was successful from many points

of view ; the attendance, considering the distance to

be traveled before reaching Edmonton from East-

ern Canada was excellent, and the papers generally

were good.

Dr. H. G. MacKid, of Calgary, the president,

gave an inspiring address filled with enthusiasm for

the West and with wonderful predictions for its

future. Dr. MacKid said in part that the outstand-

ing need of the medical profession in Canada to-

day was a closer and more thorough organization

of the medical men in their respective district,

county, and provincial associations, which as a re-

sult would find their fullest and proportionate rep-

resentation in the National Medical Association.

Reference was made to the passage of the bill

which made interprovincial medical reciprocity pos-

sible, and a glowing tribute was paid to Dr. Rod-
dick, of Montreal, for his untiring efforts to bring

this about.

Dr. MacKid spoke of the value of the Canadian
Medical Association Journal and said that, thanks

to the labors of the finance committee of the past

two years, an efficient journal had been established,

which, under the able editorship of Dr. Macphail,

had already won for itself a place in the periodical

literature of the medical world. It was hoped that

within a short time it might be made a weekly in-

stead of a monthly. That, however, would depend
upon the support given the association by the pro-

fession at large throughout the country.

Attention was also drawn to the affiliation of the

various provincial associations with the Canadian
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Medical Association, which had been carried
through during the past twelve months. At present
all of the provinces save one had declared them-
selves in favor of affiliation and had become affili-

ated.

After commenting on things done the speaker
considered the needs of the future. According to
hmi the great problem now is to get the Canadian
Medical Association solidly cemented together.
The establishment of the journal had been a long
stride in this direction. The ne.xt step was to create
a properly constituted central body, a sort of par-
liament, with proportionate representation from
each province. First, however, county societies
must be organized, and in those districts where
none existed they must be created.

Dr. MacKid gave unstinted praise to the efforts
of the American Medical Association to improve
the standard of medical education, to uproot com-
mercialism, and to abolish quacks and proprietary
medicine and fake cures. In closing the speake'r
sketched in glowing and enthusiastic" language the
future of medicine in the West. Dr. A. E. Giles,
London, Eng., gave the address in surgery.
A decidedly novel feature of the meeting was

the fact that on the Sunday preceding the general
sessions several pulpits in Edmonton were occu-
pied by medical delegates. Sir James Grant, of
Ottawa, occupied the pulpit of Knox Church and
delivered a striking health homily from the text,
"Turn ye. turn ye; why will ve die?" Sir James
discoursed eloquently on health matters and" espe-
cially on tuberculosis, and wisely pointed out that
in a new city as Edmonton was it was important
that the utmost care should be taken in its drainage
facilities, as defects in drainage and sewer utilities
was a cause of many diseases. Dr. Bruce Smith,
of Toronto, preached a sermon on health in the
Metropolitan Methodist Church, taking as his text,
"It doth not appear what we shall be. The earth
is the Lord's and the fullness thereof."
Among papers of interest read in the section

was one that attracted marked attention by Dr. E.
Ryan, superintendent of the Rockwood Hospital at
Kingston, Ont. This paper, entitled "Seven Years'
Advance in the Ontario Hospital for Mental Dis-
eases." was somewhat of an indictment of the man-
ner in which mentally deranged persons are treated
iri some localities and indeed were treated in Onta-
rio seven years ago. Dr. Nicholls, of Edmonton,
in discussing the paper, said that he had been in-
formed by the Attorney-General that the only asy-
lum in Alberta was so crowded with people of a
low criminal grade that it left no room for anyone
unless dangerously insane. According to the
speaker, so far as the management and care of the
insane was concerned in Alberta, they are now
where Ontario was twenty years ago and not where
It was seven years ago. He pleaded that the pub-
lic take more interest in the matter and compel the
government of Alberta to make more adequate
provision for the cure of the mentally sick in the
province.

The meeting was chiefly distinguished perhaps bv
its health sermons and by its popular lectures. On
the evening of August 14 Prof. J. George Adami, of
Montreal, delivered an address, taking as his text
"The Sins of the Fathers." It was, in fact, an
excellent scientific disquisition on hereditv. He at-
tacked the modern popularly accepted doctrine that
acquired conditions are not inherited, and as a
corollary that the germ cells are unaflFected no mat-
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ter what vicissitudes are undergone by the body at
large, or rather, perhaps, by the body of the parent-
at-large. This is to say that the sins of the fathers
do not tell upon the children. These teachers
prophesy that no matter how the parent ill treats
his body prior to conception the progeny is unaf-
fected; a man may have tuberculosis or syphilis,
and provided he does not give the disease to the
mother and so bring about infection of the fetus
in the womb, the child is likely to be as strong and
healthy as that of a perfectly sound parent. Adami
stated emphatically that he was sufficiently old-
fangled to repudiate this new-fangled "Weis-
mannism," and he still held the belief that
the sins so-called of the parents against the
body, or at least a very important series of
such sins, do influence the progeny to his
hurt, and, what is more, he believed that these
new-fangled ideas had their origin in the narrow-
ness, or it might be said in the Chauvinistic provin-
cialisrn of the zoologists. Adami went on to show
that inheritance of disease was not everything,
from the point of view of eugenics, the terrible
effects of congenital disease and more particularly
of infections conveyed to the growing individual
while in the womb or during parturition must be
considered. When it is accepted that at least half
of gynecological practice is due to gonorrhea and
Its results, that a large proportion of the cases of
infantile blindness is of gonorrheal origin, that as
demonstrated by the Wassermann test, practically
all cases of locomotor ataxia, and nearly all cases
of general paralysis of the insane are of syphilitic
origin; when we know that most cases of mul-
tiple successive abortions are syphilitic, and recog-
nize the puny, miserable parodies of humanity
doomed in most instances to an early death, that too
often are the result of syphilitic disease in the par-
ent

;
when we realize the preventable ills that follow

in the train of these venereal diseases, the speaker
said he wholly agreed that the time had come when
we should no longer refer to these matters by cir-

cumlocutions, when for the good of the coming
generations we should openly wage war against
gonorrhea and syphilis, and above all should for the
safety and welfare of our children instruct them
as to the dangers they must ward against, not
merely on account of their own health and happi-
ness, but for the sake of the generations yet un-
born.

Prof. H. A. McCallum, of London, Ontario, was
elected president and London, Ontario, was selected
as the next place of meeting. The Executive Coun-
cil was elected as follows : Drs. Whilland, Edmon-
ton

; Findlay, Montreal ; Adami. Montreal ; Hal-
penny, Winnipeg; Reeve, Toronto; McKechnie,
Vancouver; Small, Ottawa; Kennedy. Macleod;
Daniels, St. John, N. B. ; Madre, Halifax; Arch-
ibald, Montreal

; Primrose, Toronto ; Conroy, Char-
lottetown, and Young, Saskatoon. Dr. H. G. Mac-
Kid, Calgary, as president of the association will
be a member of the committee e.v officio. With true
Western hospitality the medical men who attended
the meeting were entertained in various ways.
Trips were arranged to points of interest in the
vicinity of Edmonton—vicinity being a broad term
in that land of immense distances. Visits were
made to points in the Rockies, only a question of a
hundred miles or so, and a good impression was
created of the great Northwest. The meeting was
eminently successful both from the scientific and
social viewpoints.
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ProgrfHH of iipjitral ^mnrp.
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

September 5, 1912.

1. The Use of Lactic Acid Soured Milk and Lactic Acid Bacilli in
i'lilmonary Tuberculosis. P. C. Bartlett and C. V. Murphy.

2. Two Cases of Diverticulum of the Bladder Treated by Operation.
A. L. Chute.

3. Present Status of Salvarsan. A. Post.
4. Two Cases of Orchitis Due to Mumps Treated by Operation.

G. G. Smith.

1. Use of Lactic Acid Bacilli in Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis.—P. C. Bartlett and C. V. Murphy state that

every clinician who has concerned himself extensively with
the care of tuberculous patients has been impressed with
the prostrating effect of the obstinate diarrhea, alternating

very often with intervals of constipation, which is a not
infrequent complication of well established, or advanced
pulmonary tuberculosis. That the large percentage of these

cases are functional only has been indicated by a somewhat
extensive study of the feces in the laboratories of the

Rutland State Sanatorium, and their toxic origin is

strongly suggested. It is in connection with this type of
individual, as well as in cases of actual tuberculous enteritis

that the employment of lactic acid soured milk has afforded
the maximum benefit, both as a dietary measure in support
of energy and in tissue repair, and as an agent favorably
modifying the symptoms and controlling the diarrhea. Its

range of usefulness extends over almost the entire field of
gastrointestinal affections encountered in connection with
sanatorium work.

2. Diverticula of the Bladder.—A. L, Chute re-

ports two cases of diverticulum of the bladder successfully

treated by operation. The type presented by the two cases
differed essentially from the clearly congenital double blad-
ders, on the one hand, and also from the little herniae of
the bladder that are directly due to pressure and usually
arise near the vertex. Diverticula, such as those in the

reported cases cannot strictly be called congenital, yet the

author believes they always have their origin in the little

pits that one sees from time to time just to the outside of
the ureteric orifice, and which are undoubtedly faults or
anomalies in the development of the bladder. Embryo-
logically buds from the fetal ureter, which might easily

lead to such little pockets, are supposed only to arise to

the inner side of the ureter, while these are seen on the

outer side. Many writers note the frequency with which
diverticula appear just outside the ureter, but the author
has seen no explanation offered for this. He believes the

most probable explanation lies in the little congenital pits

or pockets. These are not confined to males. Their
presence is not in itself sufficient to bring about the forma-
tion of a diverticulum. There must be the determining
agent as well, such as an increase in the intravesical

pressure. This may be due to obstruction at the bladder
outlet, or anywhere along the urethra, or a sharp cystitis,

attended with violent bladder spasms, may be sufficient.

3. Present Status of Salvarsan.—A. Post concludes
that salvarsan is the most rapid and powerful antisyphilitic

known. It is not without its dangers which are sufficient

to induce caution in its use, but not to cause its abandon-
ment. It is not yet possible to promise absolutely a cure.

One should not urge its use upon those who are impressed
by its possible ill effects. It should be used in conjunction

with mercury in all cases in which a diagnosis can be made
before general symptoms appear. It should be used in all

cases in which patients are not progressing well under
ordinary treatment in any stage. It should be used in all

cases in which patients are an especial danger to the com-
munity. It should not be used in maximum doses, but

rather in repeated medium doses and in exceptional cases

in repeated minimum doses.

4. Surgery of Orchitis Due to Parotitis.—G. G.
Smith reports two cases of orchitis of this nature on which

he operated with the primary object of preventing, if pos-

sible, the atrophy which so frequently follows this affec-

tion. The method employed was based upon the theory

that atrophy results from the increased intratesticular

pressure caused by the inflammation. Relief of this ten-

sion obtained by slitting the tunica albuginea restores the

circulation and preserves the testicle.

New York Medical Journal.

September 7, 1912.

1. Yellow Fever a Strictly Human Disease. .\. Agranionte.
2. Pneumonia in Children. H. Lowenburg.
3. The Wassermann Test. D. M. Kaplan.
4. Vesical Neoplasms. J, F. McCarthy.
5. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinliardt.
6. Endourethral Chancre. E. H. Marsh.
7. A Completed Treatment for Tonsillitis. F. Griffith.

8. Massive Tuberculosis of the Liver. D. Felberbaum.
9. The Cinematograph as an Aid to Medical Education and Research.

R. Matas.

I. Yellow Fever a Strictly Human Disease.—.\.

Agramonte states that the hypothesis is unsupported which

avers that yellow fever may attack the lower animals and

that thereby the causative agent may continue to spread or

be kept alive for considerable periods without attacking

human beings living in the same territory. Numerous at-

tempts have been made to inoculate the lower animals with

this disease, but these attempts have been unsuccessful ex-

cept in one instance, the inoculation of a chimpanzee by

Thomas, in Brazil. The author has inoculated aniinals

with venous blood, fecal matter, and "black vomit" from

human cases, and has even applied infected mosquitos to

the abdomen of rhesus monkeys, without in any instance

transmitting the disease. In view of these facts and inas-

much as the mosquito's life is not shortened by carrying

the virus and does not seem to be in the least affected by

the latter, the author concludes that yellow fever is strictly

a human disease.

3. Wassermann Reaction.—D. M. Kaplan concludes

that there are diseases other than lues giving positive reac-

tions. The old method of amboceptor standardization does

not consider all the obstacles that it is designed to overcome.

The aging of the anti.gen is capable of producing inhibi-

tion in doses smaller than ascertained in the original

gauging, and should receive attention on the day of the

test. The patient's serum ought not to be older than forty-

eight hours. Old sheep cells develop anticomplementary

powers.

4. Vesical Neoplasms.—J. F. McCarthy presents the

following conclusions, which, in the light of recent ad-

vances, would appear to serve as a more or less adequate

working basis in the treatment of tumors of the bladder,

though in reality each case should be considered on its

individual merits. The Oudin spark treatment (cysto-

scopic) applies to small or moderate size growths, single or

multiple, particularly the latter, which are accessible and

apparently of a benign character. In the absence of a

reasonably prompt effect, such treatment should not be pro-

longed. Except in the unusual case in which pronounced

hematuria obscures the view, the method will supplant the

suprapubic operation of coning the mucosa. The applica-

tion of the spark should not be made in a cloudy field, as

in such event it is inexact and dangerous. Growths of an

infiltrating character and suspiciously malignant should

very promptly be removed by resection through the entire

bladder wall at least two centimeters beyond the mass, and

when in close proximity to the ureteral orifice should in-

clude ureter transplantation. In the case of a very great

number of outgrowths in the bladder which, while benign,

are, from their very multiplicity, not amenable to the spark

treatment, one should not forget that this same treatment

may with much effectiveness be directed via the suprapubic

opening. It is the author's hope that the employment of

the d'Arsonval spark may offer something even of a palli-

ative nature in such cases as appear to be beyond reach.
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8. Massive Tuberculosis of the Liver.—D. Felber-

baum notes that this condition is usually secondary to in-

testinal tuberculosis, and reaches the liver by way <ii tlie

portals. The first step is a tuberculous pylephlebiti.s and

thrombosis of the endohepatic branches, and later on tuber-

culous granulation tissue is deposited. A number of these

granulomata coalesce and form conglomerate tubercles.

These deposits are usually multiple and may soften down,

giving rise to a tuberculous abscess, which may eventually

discharge into a bile duct, similarly to a caseous focus in

the lung, rupturing into a bronchus. The nodules appear

as white masses of various sizes and shapes, surrounded by

a thin fibrous capsule. The adjacent liver substance is

compressed and may become pigmented. They resemble

very much gummata, but may also simulate neoplastic

growths, as in the case to be described. The symptomat-

ology is very definite, no case having ever been diagnosti-

cated during life. The liver may be enlarged; tumor

masses have been felt during life. Jaundice does not oc-

cur. The cases have all been characterized by gradual

emaciation, but on the whole, the symptom complex is

masked by the primary affection. There are two cases on

record in which the process in the liver was apparently

primary, no other tuberculous foci being discovered. The
disease is slightly more frequent in children, probably on

account of the frequency of intestinal tuberculosis. The
case reported by the author exemplifies the difficulties of

the diagnosis intra vitam, especially in that it was con-

sidered to be a case of carcinoma of the stomach and

liver, tuberculosis not having been suggested as a possible

diagnosis by any one of the many who examined the patient

during life. Even after the specimens were obtained, the

condition was considered by nearly all who saw it as a

malignant growth.

9. The Cinematograph in Medical Education.—By
R. Matas. ( See Medical Record. Vol. 81, page 142. (

Journal of the American Medical Association.

September 7, 1912.

1. Scientific Employment of Physical Therapeutics. P. Marvel.
2. Physiological Basis of Thoracic Surgery. J. M. Flint.

2. .-Ncute Poliomyelitis, Transverse 2\lyelitis Type. A. L. Skoog.
4. The Spinal Cord in Pernicious Anemia with the Report of an

Interesting Case of Family Involvement. R. X. W'illson.

5. Difficult and Dangerous Labors. Selecting the Method of De-
livery. H. A. Miller,

b. Cesarean Section. C. .\. Stillwagen.
/. Industrial Lead-Poisoning in the Light of Recent Studies.

A. Hamilton.
8. Epidemic Poleomyehtis in Norway. Its Etiology and the Pos-

sibilities of Its Prevention. F. Harbitz.
9. A Contribution to the Etiology of Poliomyelitis. M. Neustaedter.

10. Medical Sociology in Civic lietterment. O. P. Geier.

11. A Method of Selection of Donor for Blood Transfusion.

M. Fishbein.
12. The Palliative Treatment of Terminal Laryngeal Tuberculosis.

H. Horn.
13. Immunization in Pneumococcus Infections. E. C. Rosenow.
14. .\ Home-Made Antiseptic Thermometer Case. J. N. Force.

1. Physical Therapeutics.—By P. Marvel. (See

Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1120.)

2. Physiological Basis of Thoracic Surgery.— By

J. M. Flint. (See Medical Rkcdrd. \'o1. 81, page 1245,)

3. Transverse Myelitis Type of Poliomyelitis.—-V. L.

Skoog describes the pathological findings at autopsy of a

patient dying from acute poliomyelitis of the foudroyant

type. He notes that the perivascular tissue, which must

not be confused with the adventitia, comes first in the fre-

quency and severity of pathological changes. The ad-

ventitia is a worthy second and its cells and fibers may be

completely disintegrated by the thick invasion of cells. .-Ml

coats of the veins are frequently involved. The large

arteries have only their perivascular structures invaded

;

the moderate sized ones have the adventitia also invaded

,

and the small arteries or arterioles may have an infiltration

of intima, elastica and muscularis as well as the frequently

involved adventitia. It is possible that some of these

severely involved vessels have necrosing tunics with result-

ing thromboses or ruptures of the walls. The author be-

lieves that the imiltrating cells give evidence of a defensive

process, and all indicate the particular quantitative localiza-

tion of the virus of acute poliomyelitis in the tissues.

4. Spinal Cord in Pernicious Anemia.—R. N. Willson

reports a case of pernicious anemia with marked nerve

center involvement and an interesting family history, and

describes the complications on the part of the nervous sys-

tem in this disease. It is well to remember that there are

spinal cord and perhaps brain changes in every case of true

pernicious anemia and the nervous symptoms may some-

times prevent its prompt recognition. The spinal cord

lesions consist of a combined sclerosis of the posterior and

lateral columns, the fonner sometimes being alone affected

and producing the clinical picture of tabes. The lateral

columns are never involved by themselves. A considerable

number of cases have been reported in which the anterior

horns were involved, but this is a late development in the

disorder. In the case reported there was a very striking

clinical indication of a pathological intestinal process dating

back to childh(X)d, and it seems evident that this toxemia

led up to, if it is not absolutely demonstrated to be trie

direct cause of, the later symptoms. The family history

suggests a possible hereditary luetic influence, since one

sister of the mother died in an advanced stage of locomotor,

ataxia, while two other aunts and the mother herself

suffered also from conditions which mi.ght have thus origi-

nated.

5. Difficult and Dangerous Labors.—H. A. Miller

states that the normal prcigress of labor should be inter-

fered with only when the mother or the child seems to be

in danger. Judgment of each individual case should be

carefully formed, applying all the known methods for

measuring the pelvis, and the size of the child's head, and

placing special importance on the possibility of engagement

or non-engagement as the result of pressing on the uterus,

and using the finger in the vagina, and the paw-like grip

over the child's head. Due consideration should be given

to the fact that a competent obstetrician has previously had

difficulty and has secured a dead child from high applica-

tion of forceps. As labor progresses, the borderline cases

must be so conducted and at such a place as to permit of

a cesarean section in preference to an application of high

forceps, in case progress is not satisfactory and there seems

to be a reason for hastening delivery. These cases should

be conducted largely by abdominal palpation, judging of

the descent by this method in preference to frequent and,

many times, unnecessary vaginal examinations. In the ab-

solute indications for cesarean sections they should prefer-

ably be done as soon as the patient fairly enters labor, ac-

cepting as evidence of the opening of the os some slight

vaginal discharge, or, if necessary, one examination. In

the relative indications for cesarean section it should be

done prior to the time that the patient shows an unusual

degree of exhaustion and preferably prior to the rupture

of the membranes. In elderly primiparae the possibility of

a senile uterus must frequently be the determining factor

in deciding as to spontaneous delivery, high forceps and

cesarean section. High forceps should be applied only in

cases in which the surroundings of the patient do not

justify an abdominal cesarean and in which the head is

floating free from the pelvis. The physician must be pre-

pared to accept an infantile mortality in excess of 15 per

cent, with a maternal mortality equal to elective cesarean

section, plus a not inconsiderable morbidity. Pubiotomies

should be done only when sufficient assistance is at hand

to prevent undue separation of the pelvic bones and in

cases in which a very slight increase of the conjugata vera

is known to be sufficient to permit fhe passage of a living

fetus. Craniotomy has no place in obstetrics on a living

child, and the physician should avoid putting himself in the

position of having to sacrifice one life to save the other

when both should have been saved.
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6. Cesarean Section.—C. A. Stillwagen notes that

cesarean section may be said to be indicated generally in

all cases of maternal or fetal dystocia, in which other

methods of delivery are extra-hazardous to either mother

or child. Therapeutic abortion is often too lightly under-

taken. It is sanctioned by law and medical opinion, but

this fact tends to diminish the sense of responsibility

and to cause some unjustifiable operations. Craniotomy is

rather condemned in a living fetus; it is doubtful whether

this procedure is less dangerous than some forms of

cesarean section. From a surgical viewpoint, cesarean sec-

tion would be the quickest, surest and cleanest method of

procedure in placenta pr^evia and is indicated in all cases

of central placenta pr^evia and in the partial type when
the child is living and near term, provided adequate sur-

gical skill is available and the patient's condition makes
her a fair operative risk. It is also a valuable recourse

in eclampsia, emptying the uterus quickly, lowering the

blood pressure, improving the chances for the child, etc.

It is indicated in primiparae with rigid cervix or any condi-

tion involving delay or unusual trauma to mother or child.

The field of cesarean section is widening.

8. Poliomyelitis in Norway.—F. Harbitz points out

that poliomyelitis has been recognized in Norway as a

distinct disease since 1820, sporadic cases having been re-

ported. Epidemics have occurred in 1858, 1886, 1889, 1903,

1904, 1905, 1906, the earlier ones being local, the later ones

extending over wider tracts of country. The Norwegian
physicians regard it generally as an acute infectious disease

and also contagious, which view is shared by the author,

who gives facts supporting his belief. Of great interest

are the abortive cases which are found to be just as con-

tagious as the severer ones, and it must be supposed also

that the infection can be spread by means of healthy bac-

teria carriers, which explains the long period of incubation

sometimes noted. According to Norwegian experience, the

route of entrance is the nose, throat, and alimentary tracts.

The degree of infectiousness as a rule is not very great.

No evidence has been found that food is a source of infec-

tion, nor that there is a coexistent infection of animals.

The unexplained points are the prevalence of epidemics in

certain years without reference to changed climatic condi-

tions, the greater prevalence in the summer and fall, and in

rural districts, and lastly, the varying degree of contagious-

ness in different epidemics. Notification, isolation, careful

disposition of the patient's excretions and secretions, espe-

cially from the nose and throat, general disinfection of

articles in contact with the patient, particular attention to

the lighter abortive cases and possible carriers, and care

as to the hygiene of school children, and even the closing

of schools, are the precautionary measures that have been
taken. As a rule these have been begun too late, but they

seem to have helped to limit and stop the disease. The
treatment of individual cases has been mainly symptomatic,
and possibly of not much avail. Systematic investigation

of the disease is now being carried on,

12. Palliative Treatment of Terminal Laryngeal
Tuberculosis.—H. Horn recommends as a palliative

measure in cases of terminal laryngeal tuberculosis the

Hoffman method of injecting the superior laryngeal nerve
so as to produce a permanent anesthesia. The emaciation

which is usually present makes the procedure generally an

easy one. The point of entrance of the nerve through the

thyrohyoid membrane can be palpated with exactness. The
exact technique of making the injection is as follows : The
skin is first prepared by painting the region to be injected

with iodine. The left side of the larynx is grasped with

the first and second fingers of the right hand, and with

the thumb of the same hand the painful point is located.

As soon as this spot is foimd the thumbnail is pressed in

to mark the spot and the needle is introduced at this point.

The needle is introduced perpendicularly for 1.5 cm.; then

the point is moved in all directions until a sharp pain,

radiating to the ear, is felt. From 3 to 5 c.c. of a warm
solution of 85 per cent, alcohol are then injected until the

pain in the ear disappears. The point of entrance of the

nerve will be found just at the upper edge of the thyroid

cartilage, about one-third of the distance from its outer

edge. ^In no case has the author had any untoward effects

and claims that the procedure is entirely without danger.

There is immediate relief from pain as the aspiration of

food is seldom observed. The injection can be repeated

without danger as often as necessary and the relief lasts

from a few hours to forty days. The mental effect on the

patient is a very important secondary one. He becomes
more cheerful and tries to take food. In three cases the

results were negative, and if there was an involvement of

the epiglottis, especially on the external surface, it was
found that the relief failed or was only partial.

British Medical Journal.

August 31. 1912.

1. Tile Functional and Histological Effects of Intraneural and
Intraganglionic Injections of Alcohol. O. May.

2. Gray Hair Associated willi Nerve Lesions. G. L. Cheatle.
3. The Treatment of Tabetic .'Vtaxia. J. G. Garson.
4. A Note on the Morphology of a Strain of Trypanosoma

Equiperdum. \V. Yorke and B. Blacklock.

1. Intraneural Injections of Alcohol,—O. May con-

cludes that alcohol, injected into the trunk of a peripheral

nerve, produces a more or less complete local necrosis of

the nerve at the point of injection. The change is not an

"ascending" one, the nerve above the point of injection

remaining normal ; the cells of origin of the fibers may
show some degree of chromatolysis, but do not exhibit

signs of permanent injury. The conditions produced by

such injection are more favorable to regeneration than

those resulting from simple section without suture. The
anatomical continuity of the nerve trunk favors rapid re-

generation, though this is to some extent retarded by the

fibrosis which occurs to a greater or less extent in every

case of alcohol injection. It is apparently impossible by a

single injection of alcohol to produce complete necrosis of

the Gasserian ganglion, its dense texture preventing com-

plete infiltration. The alcohol tends to find its way under

the sheath of the ganglion towards the proximal root,

which is affected to a greater degree than the actual gan-

glionic.

2. Gray Hair Associated with Nerve Lesions.—G. L.

Cheatle notes the following observations that he made on

the case of a male patient, aged 36 years, who had sub-

cutaneous neurofibromata growing on the cheek and fore-

head of the right side, which were noticed about the

same time ten years ago, when the hair also began to

grow gray. The state of the grayness of hair was as

follows: On the mid-orbital maxiinum point of Henry
Head, there was a patch of normal brown color, which

appeared as an island in a completely gray V-shaped

area behind which, and limited behind by the posterior

boundary of the fifth nerve, was an area of scattered gray

hairs. There was no disturbance of sensation. Tactile,

heat, cold, and pain sensations were normal.' The author

believes it would be of theoretical and practical interest

to discuss the state of grayness of hair, together with the

protopathic nerve influence described by Head. The dis-

cussion would be very discursive, owing to the fact that

one's knowledge is not sul+icient to enable one to state

what makes hair appear gray. The author believes that the

above case illustrates an epithelial change in state, which

takes place pari passu with a change in the nervous sys-

tem, and, therefore, probably due to it. .-Mthough grayness

of hair is of itself an unimportant epithelial change, it

appears at a time of life common to another and important

epithelial change—namely, cancer. The genesis and eti-

ology of an unimportant change in a tissue may illuminate
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AUTOINTOXICATION IN THE ARMY.
The Journal of the Military Service Institution of
the United States awards annually the so-called

Seaman prize for the best essay on a subject selected

by the founder of the prize, Major L. L. Seaman,
and approved by council. The subject for last year
was as follows : "How can autointoxication, that

rarely recognized disease which has directly or indi-

rectly caused more invalidism and mortality in

modern armies than all other pathogenic causes

combined, be prevented ?" And the prize was
awarded to Captain Nathan S. Jarvis, U. S. Army,
whose essay on the subject is published in the July-

August number of the journal. The subject

selected is one that may cause surprise in the mind

of the general reader. That such picked men
among young adults of the nation as soldiers must

necessarily be are sufferers from autointoxication,

especially when it is remembered that their diet is

for the most part very simple, may indeed be

doubted. And Dr. Jarvis properly states at the very

outset of his paper that the premise implied in the

subject "may be true as a rash giiess, but it cannot

te proved by the usual methods of deducing medical

statistics." He then gives a historical survey of the

theory of autointoxication, and summarizes as well

the views of such men as Combe, Vaughan and

Novy, Fischer, et al.

So far as the army is concerned, Jarvis thinks

that careful attention to the treatment of slight as

well as severe intestinal disease should be insisted

upon, because such conditions invite the absorption

of poisons from the digestive tract. So far as the

diet is concerned, he thinks that that of the .\mer-

ican soldier compares favorably with the diet of

other armies. However, boiling or cooking all food

is advised so as to insure against chance infection

and especially the use of such beverage as w^eak tea

instead of water. Jarvis warns against the dangers

of canned provisions, which are safe enough if

properly prepared before canning and cooked imme-
diately after being removed from the can, but are

a source of various morbid conditions if carelessly

packed or kept some time in unsealed receptacles.

Of the direct methods of fighting autointoxication

Jarvis mentions the usual intestinal antiseptics and

the mechanical measures calculated to clear the

intestines of putrefactive material or diminish the

activity of certain microorganisms.

In acknowledging the careful work of the author
in summarizing what is known about autointoxica-

tion, we think that the subject, selected presumably
as of interest to the great body of army medical
men, was a very unfortunate one. This subject has
given rise to a prolixity of quasi-scientific literature

in the general medical press, has been exploited by
promoters of various drugs, modified foods, drug-
less methods of treatment, etc., until the laity and
not a few medical men have been misled into think-

ing that autointoxication is a clear and easily diag-

nosed condition, instead of an obscure entity, the

very existence of which has been doubted, and
proofs of which so far brought forth are certainly

not entirely satisfactory. Much loose thinking and
purposeless treatment has resulted to the detriment
of the profession and patients as' well.

The subject needs the light of careful clinical

observation and unbiased laboratory work, but such
work in the study of autointoxication cannot be
done in the army, where the material is least favor-
able for the development of the condition. We call

attention with great pleasure to the much more
promising subject for the next award of the prize,
the full wording being as follows: How can the
.Medical Departments of the Army, Navy, and Pub-
lic Health Service be best utilized for research work
in connection with a department of public health?
This subject is of more than mere local importance
for the army and navy, and the paper awarded the
prize will be awaited with interest by the general
medical public.

THE TREATMENT OF TETANUS WITH
CARBOLIC ACID.

The enthusiasm which followed the remarkable re-
sults obtained by the use of diphtheria antitoxin led
the medical profession to believe that in serotherapy
was to be found all the promise of future success
in the treatment of infectious disease; drugs and
other non-biological methods of treatment were for
a time scorned by the laboratory enthusiasts. How-
ever, it was soon shown that what was possible in

diphtheria could not be duplicated in other infec-
tions, the mortality of which was not at all affected
by various antitoxins however prepared. Vaccines
were then brought forward, still in the enthusiastic
preference of biological methods of treatment, and
for a time these were hailed as the real deliverers
of suffering mankind. At the present time, how-
ever, the general consensus of opinion is that vac-
cines hold a subordinate, though quite an actual,

place in the therapy of infections. They may be
fraught with great possibilities, but our methods of
using them have so far given but very modest re-

sults.

The enthusiasm over serotherapy was best shown
by the great hopes wdiich greeted the production ot

tetanus antitoxin. For a time it seemed as if this

dread disease was to be made quite innocuous, pro-

vided antitoxin was used. But soon enough it was
shown that, however great its prophylactic value,

the tetanus antitoxin possessed no curative value

whatever. Now and then a patient treated with it

recovered, but usually the case was one of mild
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nature with a long period of incubation. The best

test of antitoxin was made by the Russians during

the late war with Japan, and both the published and

private opinions of Russian military surgeons have

completely denied it any therapeutic virtue.

Meanwhile, the Italians have been using a very

simple method of treatment suggested years ago by

Baccelli, and have finally succeeded in attracting

the attention elsewhere by the remarkable results

obtained. Baccelli's treatment consists in subcu-

taneous injections of carbolic acid in 3 per cent,

dilution, given frequently enough to make the total

quantity of pure phenol injected daily equal to from

0.3 to 0.5 c.c. (5 to 7.5 grains). Imperiali, writing

in 19 10, gives the results obtained in a sufficient

number of cases to exclude merely chance results.

Of fifteen patients with the foudroyant form of

tetanus, only one patient recovered (mortality, 93.3

per cent.) ; of thirty-nine patients with a very severe

form of the disease, twenty-two recovered and sev-

enteen died (mortality, 43.5 per cent.) ;
of ninety-

four cases with the usual severe form of the dis-

ease, ninety-two recovered and only two died (mor-

tality, 2.12 per cent.). Richter gives the average

mortality, with the usual methods of treatment, as 88

per cent. ; during the Civil War the mortality among

the Federal troops was 92.56 per cent. ;
and Beh-

ring himself grants that the mortality of those

treated with antitoxin reached 88 per cent. In a

later paper Baccelli gathers one hundred and ninety

cases treated by his method, and states that the

mortality in these was 17.36 per cent., a figure that

about equals the percentage of recoveries among

the cases treated with antitoxin and other methods.

The above resume is gleaned from a paper in

the Russkii Vratch (Vol. XI, No. 28) by N. A.

. Goulyaeif, who had gone through the enthusiasm

over the use of antitoxin and the subsequent dis-

appointment. Lately, he had a chance to treat two

very severe cases of tetanus by the Baccelli method.

and to his great surprise both recovered. The first

one had an incubation of eight or ten days, and

when brought to the hospital was suffering from

severe muscular spasms, frequently involving the

respiratory muscles. Goulyaeff used 14.5 c.c. of

pure phenol in the course of about five weeks m
treating this patient, and is convinced that the drug

has some actual quantitative relation to the amount

of toxin present, for the diminution in the daily

c|uantity injected was several times followed by an

increase in the tetanic spasms. The second case was

one of "cephalic tetanus" appearing after an incu-

bation of six days. This variety of tetanus has fre-

quently given 100 per cent, mortality. Goulyaeff's

patient received 5.4 c.c. of phenol in two weeks and

recovered completely. In neither case were any un-

toward effects noted from the administration of

carbolic acid; the urine was carefully followed to

note any such effects.

In America the saner methods of celebrating In-

dependence Day have resulted in a marked diminu-

tion of cases of tetanus. However, such cases oc-

cur not infrequently in every large hospital and in

the practice of most surgeons, and Baccelli's method

of treatment should certainly be again tried. Not

the least thing in its favor is its utter simplicity,

which permits its use amid the most inadequate sur-

roundings of any practice.

STATE MEDICAL SERVICE IN GREAT
BRITAIN.

Ix various discussions of the new British insur-

ance scheme it has been pointed out that it is not

the principle of the bill to which the medical men
of England object, but the obviously unfair man-
ner in which Mr. Lloyd George has proposed to

deal with the profession. The pay offered physi-

cians of Great Britain under the insurance scheme
was inadequate, and moreover they would be

placed in the hands of the approved societies.

Nearly all, however, laymen and medical men, are

agreed that the objects' of the bill are sound and
that eventually England must adopt a scheme of

this nature. Therefore when it was decided at the

recent meeting of the British Medical Association

to oppose the bill in its present form, the conclusion

was also reached that to be consistent medical men
themselves' must bring forward an alternative

scheme. Otherwise, the supporters of the measure

would say, "you have wrecked a plan the principle

of which you approve, and have not suggested any-

thing in its place ; consequently you must have taken

this course impelled by merely selfish motives."

Fortunately, an alternative scheme was proposed

at the meeting just over, and from a perusal of the

same it appears to be, in its main features, both

feasible and reasonable. Dr. Rentoul of Liverpool

read a paper at the meeting referred to in which he

stated his views as' to the initiation of a State medi-

cal service. He is one of those who hold that the

medical profession is now pledged to the formation

of some such service and points out that nationali-

zation of medicine in Great Britain is not so far

off as some think. The thin edge of the wedge has

been ins'erted already, for the State now appoints

many official physicians, the number of which is

increasing daily. Rentoul suggests as the chief

points bearing upon a public health service the fol-

lowing : ( I
) That the insurance" committees re-

ceive from the Insurance Commissioners a sum of

money equal to about $1.50 per insured person

per annum, this to be handed quarterly to the doc-

tor of the insured person. (2) That the Insurance

Commissioners' give 60 cents per annum per mem-
ber to the doctor or druggist, who agrees to supply

the insured person with medicine. Thus 60 cents

plus $1.50 would be the minimum sum asked for

by the British Medical Association. (3) In order to

meet Mr. Lloyd George's objection that he cannot

or will not grant the amount asked for per mem-
ber per annum, Rentoul would suggest that each

insured person pay a yearly sum of $1.25, or about

two cents weekly, to the doctor. In other words,

that they pay the amount the better class friendly

societies now pay their doctors. These three sums

of $1.50, 60 cents, and $1.25 would, with 14,000,000

insured persons, give the doctors an annual income

of about $2,360 each, exclusive of confinements,

vaccinations, notifications, operations, sanatoria,
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etc., these probably totaling from $250 to $500 each

doctor yearly.

Rentoul contends that medical men at the pres-

ent time give more in charity, principally in gratui-

tous' services, than do the members of any other

profession or trade, and that it is time that the

public cease to impose upon them. He character-

izes as brazen effrontery the suggestion of the

Chancellor of the Exchequer that the present in-

come of medical men in Great Britain should be

further reduced yearly by $14,000,000. He is also

of the opinion that an eight hundred dollar income
limit should be adopted, with a sliding stale of in-

come at, say, $300, $400, $500. and $800, the yearly

contribution by the insured person to vary with

the income.

Attention may be drawn to the fact that German
practitioners under their insurance scheme get

more by far than is proposed by the British ]\Iedi-

cal Association. At Leipzig, medical men have

been granted $3.75 per annum, while the average

German allowance for drugs is about 94 cents.

Some form of insurance is sure to come in every

European country, and the formation of a National

State Medical Service as suggested by Rentoul ap-

pears to fit in with the tendency of the times. Con-

ditions in this countrv so far as the medical pro-

fession is concerned are not too rosy. In all the

big cities societies and lodges' are increasing, and

the physician's income is at the same time decreas-

ing. It may not be long ere a scheme for State

insurance or nationalizai;ion is mooted here, and

therefore it is well that physicians of this country

should watch the course of events in Europe and
endeavor to profit by experience gained there.

INTESTINAL INFANTILISM.

The late Dr. Plerter of New York published a

small monograph on what he termed "Intestinal

Infantilism," which affection he attributed in some
manner to the persistence of the intestinal bacterial

flora of the nursling period. At a later period Prof.

Heubner, who recognized the clinical entity, as-

signed as its cause a congenital intestinal insuffi-

ciency, the presence of the flora thus becoming, we
suppose, the effect and not the cause of the condi-

tion.

At a recent session of the Charite Hospital Phy-

sicians of Berlin (Berliner klinische Wochciischrift,

August 19) Eckert presented two patients with this

form of infantilism. There was a uniform arrest

of development dating from an early period of

childhood. One child aged 11 years appeared to be

seven years younger. The individual finds were

numerous and complex. Failure to improve under

pancreas therapy seemed to show that the condi-

tion was not akin to Bramwell's pancreatic infantil-

ism. Thyroidin was then exhibited with brilliant

results as far as amelioration of the symptoms was

concerned. Whether the children will start to re-

gain their growth cannot yet be foreshadowed, as

the observation period is too brief.

The most striking improvement was seen in the

locomotive system. The youngest child, but four

years old, had been extremely backward in walk-

ing and speech, although there was no actual men-
tal defect. Cnder thyroidin she began to improve
rapidly and was soon running about and talking.

-As Herter showed, this form of infantilism is at-

tended by severe chronic diarrhea, and this condi-

tion responded in part to the treatment.

\iereck's new diagnostic method, based on test-

ing the chromaffin system, was practised. Glucose
and adrenalin given simultaneously produced gly-
cosuria, showing abnormal toiuis of the sympathetic
nerves. Atropin caused tachycardia, pilocarpin was
inert. The stigmata of the exudative diathesis and
lymphatism were wholly wanting.
The pancreas was plainly in abeyance as hardly

any trypsin was poured into the intestine. The
author believes that that organ was stimulated in-

directly through the thyroid. The thyroid of the
patients could not be felt. The infantilism was cer-
tainly not myxedematous, although there were a
few .symptoms in conunon with myxedema, such
as the scanty dry hair.

Par.adoxical Diphtheria.
The abnormal course sometimes pursued by indi-
vidual and family diphtheria was no doubt largely
responsible for some of the antagonism shown
toward serotherapy, both when the fatter was first

introduceil and also subsequently. We can com-
prehend this antagonism to-day when the position
of serotherapy has become fixed in certain episodes
which are reported from time to time. Thus Jess, be-
fore the Medical Society of Kiel last June (Miinch-
ener medi::hiische Wochcnschrift, August 20),
stated that he attended a child with lacunar tonsil-

litis as the clinical diagnosis, the bacteriological ex-
amination being negative. Two days later a sec-

ond child was attacked with clinical diphtheria
as the diagnosis aand both children were given
serum without waiting for the bacteriological

diagnosis, which was later positive for the sec-

ond child. Both children promptly and unevent-
fully recovered as far as diphtheria was concerned,
but both developed serum disease after recovery,

which also ended uneventfully. About one year
later, corresponding to the annual recurrence of
anginous affections, one of the children again de-

veloped what was clinically a lacunar angina with-
out any marked systemic reaction. The condition
was persistent and examination showed diphtheria
bacilli in pure culture. Fear of anaphylaxis pre-

vented serum injection. The tonsillar patches per-

sisted under vigorous local treatment for several

weeks, finally becoming sterile as to diphtheria

germs. The sister received no prophylactic injec-

tion for fear of anaphylaxis, but contracted nothing.

The patient during the more than five weeks of

diphtheria had shown only a slight evening rise of

temperature as evidence of toxemia. The author
also knew of a similar episode and the sole way of

explaining these second attacks is that ordinarily

both the first attack and the serum injections would
have secured a considerable period of immunity,
but in these cases neither afforded any protection

worth mentioninsf.

BOTRYOMYCOSIS.

The peculiar raspberry-like formations which
sometimes follow wounds of the hands and other

exposed localities have probably been regarded by
the lait)r and family practitioner as nothing hiore
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than a special form of "proud flesh." They have

also been seen in the horse, and at one period were
believed to have been caused by inoculation with an
unknown parasite. Inferentially the same causa-

tion was attributed to the human form. The at-

tempt to introduce the term botryomycosis into

familiar use seems, however, to have been attended

with failure. The Germans prefer the term pyo-

genic or telangiectatic granuloma, and despite the

peculiar clinical form the consensus of opinion has

attributed the lesion to some unexplained activity

of ordinary pyogenic cocci. The most peculiar

feature of this lesion, however, is its tendency to

recur when removed. At a recent meeting of the

Kiel Medical Society {Berliner klinische IVochen-

schrift, August 12) Konjetzny was able to demon-
strate two cases of this affection. He was unable

to point to any new causal agent to explain its

nature, but his histological studies led him to be-

lieve that these formations are tumors and not mere
granulomata. The abundant new formation of

blood vessels and the coincident occurrence of sar-

coma-like tissue would apparently show the pres-

ence of a proliferating angioma or angiosarcoma.

It may have been more than a coincidence that one

cf these growths developed on the site of a minute

vascular birthmark. These tumors of traumatic

origin may also have affinities with keloid forma-

tions.

NeuiH of t\}t Wffk.

Yellow Fever in Mexico.—A recent report

states that yellow fever has been present in Mexico
since August i, 1911. During that time sixty-eight

cases with thirty-two deaths were reported in

Merida. In San Juan Bautista, in the State of Ta-
basco, there were between May 4 and .Vugust 10

of this year a total of fifty-three cases of the dis-

ease with twenty-two deaths. The disease is now
reported to be epidemic in Frontera, a port fifty-

five miles from San Juan Bautista, having been

carried from the latter place by troops transferred

to Frontera, and Acting Assistant Surgeon J. F.

Eaves has been assigned to temporary duty in the

American Consulate at Frontera for the purpose of

fumigating vessels and performing other necessar}-

quarantine work on vessels prior to their departure

for ports in this country. The disease has also been

epidemic during the summer in Chile, and cases

have occurred in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and
Venezuela. Investigation has shown that in cer-

tain localities of South America and on the west

coast of Africa, and in Central America and south-

ern Mexico yellow fever is endemic and has be-

come a disease of childhood, the adult natives pos-

sessing immunity acquired by infection in early

life. These endemic foci are a constant menace to

all ports having commercial relations with them.

Smallpox in Pennsylvania.—During the week
ending September 13 sixteen deaths from smallpox
occurred in Pittsburgh, and on that day thirteen

new cases were reported, making a total of 178
cases then in the city. Hundreds of persons are

leaving the town, and in some quarters where the

streets are roped off and quarantine lines are main-
tained by mounted police the inhabitants are in a

state of panic. City physicians are vaccinating all

of the school children, the members of the police

force have also been vaccinated, and the street car

company has ordered the vaccination of its motor-
men and conductors. The Health Director of the

city is one of those who has contracted the disease.

An epidemic of smallpox has also broken out in

Carbondale, Pa., more than fifty cases having been
reported. The Pennsylvania State Department of
Health has taken charge of the situation.

Typhoid Fever at AUentown.—Upward of

twent3'-five cases of typhoid fever, with at least

two deaths, have appeared within a shurt time in a
newly annexed portion of AUentown, Pa. At first

it was thought the water supply was at fault, but
investigation disclosed the fact that almost all of
those attacked received milk from one original

source of supply.

Polluted Oysters.—The menace of oysters in-

fected with typhoid germs is the subject of a re-

port recently issued by the United States Depart-
ment of .Agriculture as the result of an investiga-

tion into an epidemic of tj'phoid fever occurring in

Goshen, N. Y., in October, 191 1. The source of

infection in this instance was traced to oysters
from Jamaica Bay, the investigator declaring that

millions of gallons of sewage were discharged daily

into the bay, around and even directly over the
oyster beds. The Sanitary Superintendent of New
York, however, states that there is no danger of
another outbreak, and that, as a matter of fact, the

oysters became contaminated, not in the bay itself,

but in the freshening grounds further back in the

meadows. Following an inspection of the oyster

beds made by the New York Department of Health
last spring, the small sewers polluting the freshen-
ing grounds were destroyed as much as possible.

Examination of the water in the bay, it is alleged,

shows that there is no danger of contamination be-

cause of the immense volume of water and the

strong tides. This statement one mav be per-

mitted to doubt.

Liner Brings Smallpox.—The Italian SS.
America, which arrived in New York on Septem-
ber II from Naples, was detained at Quarantine
because of the presence of a case of virulent small-

pox on board. The patient was removed to Hoff-
man Island together with 574 of the steerage pas-
sengers and crew with whom he had come in con-
tact, and the other passengers after vaccination
were allowed to land.

Deaths in New York.—During the week end-
ing September 7 there were 1,229 deaths in New
York City, the death rate per thousand being 12.39,

as compared with 13.24 for the same week of last

year, when the total number of deaths was 1.265.

Of infants under one year of age there were 319
deaths, 50 less than during the preceding week.

Medical Examinations.—The State Board of

Medical Examiners of California announces that of

the 200 physicians who took the recent examina-
tions, over 80 per cent, had passed successfully and
had been granted licenses to practise.

Deaths of Aviators.—On September 11 Lieut.

Siebert, an aerial scout in the German .Army maneu-
vers, was killed by the fall of his aeroplane and his

companion was seriously injured. This was the

sixth fatal accident in six days among army avia-

tors alone.

Infantile Paralysis.—Reports from Buffalo
state that up to September 9 there had occurred in

that city within the last few months 220 cases of

infantile paralysis, with twenty-six deaths and per-

manent crippling in 60 per cent, of the survivors.

Four new cases were reported on September 8.

The disease has also been epidemic in Southern
California, and from June 8 to .August 17. a total
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of 226 cases were reported in Los Angeles, with
forty-three deaths.

"Open Window" Class.—In JMontclair, N. J.,
where one of the first open-air schools for delicate
children was opened, an "open window" class has
been started in the Hillside Grammar School, to be
followed by other classes of the same sort as seems
desirable.

Radium Supply.—On behalf of the Bank of
Radium of Paris and of Madame Curie, arrange-
ments have been made for the purchase of property
in Meeker, Col., containing the largest carnotite de-
posits in this country. Ihe property is being ac-
quired in the hope that radium will be found in
sufficient quantities to permit of greater researches
by the French scientists. In addition to radium
carnotite, which was named in honor of President
Carnot of France, contains radium salts, uranium,
and vanadium.

Health Department Needs.—The New York
City Department of Health has submitted to the
Board of Estimate a request for an appropriation
for the year 1913 of $4,510,308.25, which is an
mcrease of $1,367,921 or 43.5 per cent, over the
amount allowed for the current year. A consider-
able part of the increase is desired for raising some
existing salaries and providing salaries for posi-
tions to be created.

For Health Conservation.—At a meeting of
prominent Democrats held in the Colony Club,
New York, on September 9, a bureau of health
conservation in the interest of pure food and the
consequent maintenance and improvement of health
was formed, with the following officers: Presi-
dent, Dr. Harvey W. Wiley of Washington; Vice-
President, Prof. Irving Fisher of New Haven;
Secretary, Mrs. J. Borden Harriman of New York

;

Permanent Committee, Dr. J. N. McCormack,
Bowling Green, Ky., representing the American
Medical Association; Major W. O. Owen of Wash-
ington; Dr. Richard C. Newton of Montclair, N. J.,
and Dr. E. R. L. Gould and Dr. Thomas Darling-
ton of New York. The formation of the bureau
is a consequence of the health plank in the Demo-
cratic platform.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late John
Henry Schaefer of New York the Presbyterian
and the German Hospitals of this city receive each
a bequest of $10,000.
By the will of the late Mrs. Ida A. Whitman of

Philadelphia contingent bequests of $5,000 each
are made to the Presbyterian Hospital and the Epis-
copal Hospital to endow free beds in memory of
her husband and a similar bequest of $2,500 to the
Children's Hospital.

By the will of the late John G. Hees of Phila-
delphia the sum of $1,000 is bequeathed to the Ger-
man Hospital.

By the will of the late Robert Wolf of Philadel-
phia the sum of $100 is bequeathed to the Jewish
Hospital Association.

Fordham Faculty Dinner.—On Thursday
evening of last week the Medical Faculty of Ford-
ham University gave a dinner at the Hotel Astor
in honor of the foreign lecturers in the Interna-
tional E.xtension Course on diseases of the nervous
system which is being held this r.^onth. The guests
of honor were Dr. Henry Head and Dr. Gordon
Holmes of London and Dr. Nicolas Achucarro of
Madrid. Drs. Alwyn Knauer of Munich and Carl
Jung of Zurich, the other foreign lecturers in the
course, were absent, having not yet arrived from
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Europe. Among the other guests were many of
the most eminent neurologists of the country. The
Rev. Dr. Thomas J. McClusky, President ot Ford-
ham University, presided, and Dr. James J. Walsh,
Dean of the Aledical Faculty, acted as toast-master!
The speakers were l''ather McClusky, l-ather
Hanselman. Provincial of the Society of Jesus; Dr
Henry Head, Dr. M. Allen Starr, Dr. Sears of the
University of \ ermont, Dr. M. J. Lewi, Judge
O'Sulhvan, and Paul Fuller, Esq., Dean of the
Faculty of Law of l^ordham University. The key-
note ot the addresses was internationalism in medi-
cal study as e.xemplihed in the international ex-
tension course, which had been initiated somewhat
in the nature of an experiment and which had trom
the first proved to be an unqualitied success both in
attendance and in the interest ol the lectures. At
the close of the speaking Dr. Maloney, to whom
credit was given for originating the course, an-
nounced that the next series of lectures would be
on the diseases of metabolism.

Clinical Physiology.—The Department of
Physiology of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, offers to practitioners in medi-
cine a course in Clinical Physiology, which deals
with the application of physiological principles and
methods to problems of practical medicine. The
course, which consists of fifteen weekly exercises,
will be given by Dr. R. Burton-Opitz, Dr. 1<. h'.
Pike, Dr. Haven Emerson, and Dr. H. B. Williams,
on Thursday afternoons from 3 to 5 o'clock, at
the college, 437 West 59th street, beginning Oc-
tober 3. The fee for the course is $15, with a
matriculation fee of $5 in addition. Applications
may be made to Prof. Frederic S. Lee at the CoL
lege of Physicians and Surgeons.

Mississippi "Valley Medical Association.—The
thirty-eighth annual meeting of this association
will be held at the Flotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., on
October 22, 21,, and 24, 1912, under the presidency
ot Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville, Ky. The ora-
tions in medicine and surgery will be delivered by
Dr. C. G. Stockton of Buffalo, and Dr. George W.
Crile of Cleveland. Details may be obtained from
the secretary of the association. Dr. Flenry Enos
Tuley, Third street Annex, Weissinger-Gaulbert
Louisville, Ky.

'

Washington State Homeopathic Medical So-
ciety.—At the annual convention held in Ta-
coma on August 30 and 31, the following officers
were elected: President, Dr. George H. Dow
Chehahs; Vice-Presidents, Dr. C. P. Bryant'
Seattle, and Dr. E. F. Larkin, Bellingham ; Secre-

n''-^'V?'''
*^^°'"S'^ Walter Beeler, Seattle; Treasurer,

Dr. Thomas J. Appleton, Seattle. The next annual
meeting will be held in Seattle.

International Congress of Gynecology and
Obstetrics.—This Congress, which has just closed
Its sessions in Berlin, elected Dr. J. Riddle Gofte
of this city president, and voted to hold the next
meeting in New York City in September, 191 5.
Among other Americans who attended the Berlin
Congress and read papers were Dr. Parker Davis
of Philadelphia and Dr. Hermann Boldt and Dr
Arthur Stein of New York.

Publications of the Tropical Diseases Bureau.
—In November the Tropical Diseases Ijureau,
which replaced the Sleeping Sickness Bureau on
July I, will commence the publication of the Tropi-
cal Diseases Bulletin under the general editorship
ot the director. Dr. A. G. Bagshawe. Each num-
ber will consist of about fiftv pages containing
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classified summaries of the current literature of the

tropical diseases ; they will appear, as a rule, twice

a month. The annual subscription price will be

one guinea, post free. The publishers will be the

Messrs. Bailliere, Tindall & Co. of London. The
tropical diseases of animals will be treated in

a separate publication, the Tropical Veterinary

Bulletin. This will appear quarterly from October
and will be in charge of Mr. A. Leslie Sheather

of the Royal Veterinary College, London.
Honorary Degrees Conferred by Fordham Uni-

versity.—The extension course for practising

physicians in the study of nervous and mental dis-

eases was opened at the Fordham University Med-
ical College on September 9, to last for three weeks,

women being admitted to the lectures for the first

time, it is said, in the history of a Jesuit institu-

tion. Over a hundred and fifty physicians attended

the opening. On September 11 the university con-

ferred the honorary degree of LL.D. on Drs. Menry
Head of London, Carl Jung of the University of

Zurich, Nicolas Achucarro of Madrid, and Horatio

Robinson Stover of Newport, R. L Dr. Gordon
Holmes of London was made a doctor of science.

The new Fordham Clinic, the building and equip-

ment of which have cost over $200,000, was also

opened recently.

The Association of Life Insurance Medical
Directors.—The twenty-third annual meeting of

this iVssociation will be held in New York City on
Wednesday and Thursday, October 9 and 10 in

the Board Room of the Mutual Life Building, 34
Nassau street. The following papers will be read

:

President's address, "Some Studies in Family His-

tory," by Brandreth Symonds, j\LD., Chief ^Iedical

Director The Mutual Life Insurance Company of

New York ; "Further Report on Blood Pressure,"

by John W. Fisher, M.D., Medical Director the

Northwestern Mutual Life, Milwaukee, Wis.

;

"Selection of Female Risks in Whom Hysterectomy

and Ovariotomy Have Been Performed," by P. H.
Ingalls, M.D., .A-ssistant Medical Director the

^tna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn.

;

"The Significance of Some Urinary Constituents,"

by J. Bergen Ogden, M.D., Assistant Medical Di-

rector the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
New York City ; "A Study of Chest and Abdominal
Measurements in Relation to Build," by Faneuil 8.

Weisse, M.D., Medical Director the Mutual Life

Insurance Company of New York. The annual

dinner of the association will be held on Wednes-
day, October 9, at 6.30 p.m., at the University Club,

Fifth avenue and 54th street. New York City.

Further information regarding the meeting can be

obtained from the secretary, Dr. William Evelyn

Porter, 34 Nassau street. New York.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. George H. Cocks of New
York, a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical

College, New York, in 1882. a member of the

American Medical Association, the New York
State and County Medical Societies, the Academy
of Medicine, and the New York Ophthalmological

Society, assistant surgeon to the New York Eye
and Ear Infirmary, and ophthalmologist to the In-

stitute of Mercy, died at his summer home in

Pleasantville, N. Y., on September 8, aged 51

years.

Dr. HoR.vcE Lewars died in the German Hospital

at Philadelphia on August 26 as a result of uremia
and paralysis at the age of 44 years. He was grad-

uated from the medical department of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1890. He

was a retired officer of the First Regiment National
Guard of Pennsylvania and during the Spanish-

American War he took an active part in caring for

the men when typhoid fever broke out in the camp
at Chickamauga. He was a member of the Phila-

delphia Obstetrical Society.

Dr. William Dan Lamb of Lawrence, Mass., a
graduate of Jefferson Medical College in 1846, died

at his home on August 25, aged 88 years. He was
closely identified with the early history of his na-
tive town, and served as an army surgeon during
the Civil War.

Dr. Edouard Napoleon Fugere of McGregor-
ville, N. H., a graduate of Laval University, Mont-
real, died on August 30, aged 49 years. He was a

member of the medical staff' of Notre Dame de
Lourdes Hospital.

Dr. William T. Klein of New York, a grad-
uate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York, in 1895, and a member of the National
Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis and the

Greater New York Medical Association, died at

Sea Cliff, L. I., on September 7, aged t,} years.

Dr. Frank Edward Lewis of Albany, N. Y., a
graduate of the Cleveland University of Medicine
and Surgery in 1886, a member and vice-president

of the New York State Homeopathic Medical So-
ciety, and attending physician to the Homeopathic
Hospital of Albany, died at his home on September
10, after a long illness, aged 57 years.

Dr. Henry Strong Denison of Denver, Col.,,

a graduate of the Johns Hopkins Medical SchooU
Baltimore, in 1908, a member of the American
Medical Association and of the Colorado State and
Denver County Medical Societies, died suddenly

at his home on August 28, aged 28 years.

(dnnrpHpflnJuftirf.

ANOPHELINES IN THE PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—May I venture to call the attention of your
readers to an error in your Philippine letter dated

June 14 in regard to the anophelines in the Philippine

Islands? The writer says: "In view of the fact that

no anophelines, even after most diligent search, have:

been found anywhere in the Philippine Islands

(with the possible exception of one single specimen,

which is alleged to have come from the Philip-

pines, and which is now in Washington)," etc.

I do not know where the writer got his informa-

tion, but there could hardly be a greater misstate-

ment. The anophelines are widespread and numer-
ous throughout the islands, and include Anopheles
formosus (Ludlow) ; Myzomyia funesta (Giles)

;

M. indefinita (Ludlow); M. ludloivii (Theobald);

M. rossii (Giles) ; M. thorntonii (Ludlow) ; Stetho-

myia pallida (Ludlow) ; Mysorrhynchusbarbirostris-

(Van der Wulp) ; M. psendobarbirostris (Ludlow)
;

M. sinensis (Wiedemann) ; M. 2'anus (Walker)
;

Nyssorhynchus Hava (Ludlow) ; A'', fuliginosus

(Giles) ; A^ philippinensis (Ludlow) ; N. stephensi

(Liston) ; A^. theobaldi (Giles) ; Calvertina lineatus

( Ludlow )

.

The nomenclature is according to Theobald.

In the eleven years I have been connected with

the mosquito work for the Medical Corps, U. S.

.\rmy, I have handled thousands of anophelines

from the Philippines, but .1/. rossii is one of those

rarelv sent in. There can hardiv be said to be a.
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dearth of anophelines in the Philippines as a whole,
but there are a few localities where they are seldom
taken. C. S. Ludlow.
Abmv Medical Museum and Library, Washington, D. C.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

COST OF HOSPITALS TROPICAL MEDICINE—THE AUS-
TRALIA.N INSTITUTE—GOVERNMENT'S EXPEDITION
TO THE NORTH VITAL STATISTICS : LONDON
RATES, RURAL RATES (ESSEX )

—

WOMEn's CORPS
CAMPING OUT—INSURANCE, MORE RESIGNATIONS

EXHIBITION OBITUARY.
London, August 30, 1912.

Renewed attention has of late been directed to the

cost of our London hospitals. On Tuesday the au-
thorities of King Edwards Fund contributed some
statistics of the expenditure in 191 1, amplifying its

annual rejjort issued in April. There are 107 insti-

tutions connected with the fund, of which 17 are

general hospitals, with an average of 100 beds in

daily occupation and 15 with a lower average. The
others are special : 4 for consumption, 5 for women,
6 for children, 3 epilepsy and paralysis, 5 ophthal-

mic, 12 cottage, 8 lying-in, and 32 unclassified.

There were increases in the cost per bed and
among out-patients amounting in 191 1 to £9,600.

against which it is stated must be set off economies
of about £47,000 per annum effected since the tirst

issue of the reports in 1904. It is said three fac-

tors tend to increase the expenditure: f i) tendency
toward costly special treatments resulting from de-

velopments of medical science; (2) rise in prices:

(3) danger lest success in effecting economies lead

to slackness in the constant effort needed to main-
tain them.

It is important that where increase has occurred

the committees should ascertain whether it has been

unavoidable or due to preventable causes, particu-

larly when the increase exceeds the average of sim-

ilar hospitals. In the large general hospitals the

increases occur under surgery and dispensary as

well as maintenance (salaries and wages). In chil-

dren's hospitals the increase in average cost is

much heavier and more generally distributed over

the different items of expenditure.

The Australian Institute of Tropical Medicine is

making great progress. The Commonwealth Gov-
ernment has granted additional endowments to pro-

vide for extension of the work. From there new
laboratories and special wards in the Townsville
hospital are being erected. The universities of

Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane will

grant diplomas on the subject, leaving the teaching

to the Institute. The Government will appoint rep-

resentatives to control the arrangements jointly

with the universities. The Institute has appointed

Dr. Henry Priestley and Dr. ?sicoll on the staff'.

The report of the Australian Commonwealth's
expedition to the Northern Territory to investigate

tropical diseases shows that the occupation of the

district by whites is mainly a medical problem. A
fourth of the mortality is due to malaria. There
are deaths from dysentery almost every year, be-

sides epidemics which sometimes break out. Beri-

beri, ankylostomiasis, yaws, trachoma, and leprosy

are also known, but generallv have been so far spo-

radic. An important statement is that residents

who live a reasonable life, taking adequate exer-

cise and the precautions adapted to a tropical coun-
try, enjoy good health. Up to the present there is

no evidence of the influence of the climate on the
third generation, though it perhaps may have to be
taken into consideration in the future. Dr. Breinl
describes life on the stations as ideal with regard to

health—an active outdoor life in the comparatively
cool and dry winter experienced on the tablelands.
But alcoholism is an enemy as much as malaria. The
prominent lesson of the expedition is the necessity
of skilled medicaj help. No precautions seem to
have been in force in the mining settlements to re-
strain the spread of malaria or indeed any other
condition. But the extirp)ation of malaria is not the
only problem. The Territory is said to be exposed
to infection from China and the Dutch Indies, and
the sanitary conditions such that if once introduced
tropical diseases would most likely assume an epi-
demic form. It is accordingly recommended that
those diseases should be studied on the better known
islands with a view of quarantine legislation. The
necessity of this is indicated by the fact that one
or two species of mosquitos known to abound in
the Malay States have already been detected in the
Northern Territory, showing that invasion from the
East has actually taken place.

The facts mentioned in my last respecting the
low birth-rate have since been illustrated and en-
forced by the return on Wednesday of the births
and deaths during April, May, and June. In that
quarter the births in England and Wales corre-
sponded to a rate of 23.9 per 1000, which was 3.7
below the mean in the ten preceding second quar-
ters and the lowest recorded in any second quarter.
The natural increase of population by excess of
births over deaths was 102,302, against 111,987,
I [9,154. and 105,812 in the second quarters of 1909,
1910, and 191 1, respectively.

The deaths were equal to an annual rate of 12.7,
or 1.7 below the mean in the ten preceding corre-
sponding periods, and the lowest death rate re-
corded in corresponding quarters. London's rate
was 12.4. The infantile mortality was at a rate of
89 per 1000 births, being 14 below the average in
ten corre.sponding previous periods and the lowest
on record. The deaths from epidemic diseases in
the quarter totaled 8884.
Taking this closing month of August by itself,

although it has been the wettest and coldest on
record, still more favorable figures are reported and
that especially in regard to infantile mortality, the
difference between this year and last being chiefly
due to the diminution of diarrhea, which is usually
so excessive in summer. Many hundreds of chil-
dren unquestionably owe their survival to the al-

most complete absence of summer heat, which so
many of their seniors are lamenting.

Dr. J. C. Thresh, Medical Health Officer for
Essex, has just issued his report for 191 1, in

which he touches on some of the above-
mentioned facts, but in regard to his own dis-
trict, one of the healthiest counties in the
kingdom. The rural birth rate is there also fall-
ing and he says should have the attention of the
State. He holds it to be affected by the dearth of
good cottages and thinks owners might build them
to return fair interest. But he admits that manage-
ment and repairs may swallow up the returns, and
the work should be done by public authorities.

Dr. Thresh reports that in his county the deaths
from consumption are decreasing, but from cancer
they have been continually on the increase and are
now actually more numerous than from phthisis.
The Women's Sick and Wounded Convoy Corps
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was founded about three years ago to provide effi-

cient training for service in voluntary aid detach-

ments in conformity with the requirements of the

Red Cross Society. The training is based upon the

R.A.M.C. system. The corps has gone into camp
under its commandant-in-chief, Mrs. St. Clair Sto-

bart, and in spite of the most adverse weather the

members have carried out their duties with energy

and even enthusiasm. Commandant Stobart re-

quires the strictest discipline, and the daily pro-

gram this week is exacting from reveille at 6

A.M. to "lights out" at 10:15 p.m. Night watches

are kept from 10 to 2 a.m. and 2 to 6 a.m. The
work of the camping out is no pretense. Everything

is done by the members of the corps, even the pitch-

ing and striking of the tents and the digging of the

camp fire trenches.

Another resignation from the Advisory Commit-
tee appointed under the National Insurance Act has

taken place, that of Dr. Herbert Jones, Medical

Health Officer for Herefordshire, one of the four-

teen medical members who refused to resign at the

request of the British Medical Association, declar-

ing that they considered their duty "for the pres-

ent" was to remain on the committee.

The medical staff of the Swansea Hospital in-

formed the Board on Wednesday that they will be

unable to give their services to persons insured un-

der the Act when the medical benefit comes into

operation except in cases of urgent necessity. Dr.

Knight, on behalf of the staff, explained that these

cases were accidents or serious diseases. Their

only contention was with the Government which

sought to impose on them heavy duties on impos-

sible terms. It was said to concede their demands

the Chancellor would have to find more than three

millions, but Dr. Knight asked what would it cost

to pay for the services now given gratuitously.-'

He calculated in that hospital the surgical opera-

tions performed in a year, at five guineas each,

would cost ten thousand, and that had hitherto been

done gratuitously. The Board decided to hold a

special meeting to discuss the matter.

An exhibition of modern appliances for the treat-

ment of tuberculosis has been opened this week and

will remain open for some time. It was organized

by the Society of Medical Officers of Health and

seems likely to succeed. Demonstrations and lec-

tures are to be given at intervals. Hygienic meas-

ures, in relation to cookery, disinfection, open air

shelters, are largely represented.

Mr. Clinton T. Dent, vice-president of the Royal

College of Surgeons, senior surgeon to St. George's

Hospital and chief surgeon to the London police,

died on the 26th inst, aged 61 years. He took the

M.R.C.S. in 1875 and proceeded to the fellowship

two years afterward. He lectured in the school of

St. George's when elected on the hospital staff, first

on physiology, then on surgery. He became a mem-
ber of several societies, contributing papers to them

and to the journals. He was elected to the council

of the college and in due course on the Court of

Examiners. He also served for some time as ex-

aminer in surgery to the University of Cambridge,

which in 1899 conferred on him the honorary de-

gree of M.C. He wrote the "Nature and Signifi-

cance of Pain," which you will probably remember.

He translated and edited Billroth's "Clinical Sur-

gery." The "Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,"

Heath's "Dictionary of Practical Surgery,"

Tuke's "Dictionan,- of Psychological Medicine,"

and the volumes of "Mental Science" were also

indebted to his pen for illuminating articles. Be-
sides his professional work, Mr. Dent was an ex-

plorer and mountaineer of distinction. He became
president of the Alpine Club (1886-9). He con-

ducted a series of explorations in the Caucasus.

He wrote the volume on "Mountaineering" in the

Badminton Library and many articles on Alpine as

well as surgical subjects. In 1899 and 1900 he
was in South Africa as an independent surgeon
and the result was a series of letters on "Gunshot
Wounds" in the British Medical Journal.

Mr. Edgar Jones, J. P., who died on the 26th

inst. in his 103d year, was probably the oldest mem-
ber of the profession as well as the senior magis-

trate. He took the membership of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons in 1834 and practised for some
years at Saffron Walden in Essex, but later he de-

voted himself to agriculture. In 1852 he was put on

the Commission of the Peace and eventually became
chairman of the Billericay Bench. Kng Edward
sent him a telegram of congratulation when he at-

tained his looth birthday. A few months ago he

met a centenarian woman and they exchanged rem-

iniscences. Mr. Jones was a life abstainer from
alcohol and tobacco. He retained his faculties in a

remarkable degree.

OUR CANADIAN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEETING OF THE CANADIAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

AT EDMONTON, ALBERTA.

Toronto, Sept. 10, 1912.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Medical As-
sociation took place this year on August lo, 12, 13

and 14 at Edmonton, Alberta. This is only the

third time that the association meeting has been

held in the West. Twenty-three years ago it was
held in Banff, and in 1904 in Vancouver. The meet-

ing at Edmonton was successful from many points

of view ; the attendance, considering the distance to

be traveled before reaching Edmonton from East-

ern Canada was excellent, and the papers generally

were good.

Dr. H. G. MacKid, of Calgary, the president,

gave an inspiring address filled with enthusiasm for

the West and with wonderful predictions for its

future. Dr. MacKid said in part that the outstand-

ing need of the medical profession in Canada to-

day was a closer and more thorough organization

of the medical men in their respective district,

county, and provincial associations, which as a re-

sult would find their fullest and proportionate rep-

resentation in the National Medical Association.

Reference was made to the passage of the bill

which made interprovincial medical reciprocity pos-

sible, and a glowing tribute was paid to Dr. Rod-
dick, of Montreal, for his untiring efforts to bring

this about.

Dr. MacKid spoke of the value of the Canadian

Medical Association Journal and said that, thanks

to the labors of the finance committee of the past

two years, an efficient journal had been established,

which, under the able editorship of Dr. Macphail.

had already won for itself a place in the periodical

literature of the medical world. It was hoped that

within a short time it might be made a weekly in-

stead of a monthly. That, however, would depend

upon the support given the association by the pro-

fession at large throughout the country.

Attention was also drawn to the affiliation of the

various provincial associations with the Canadian
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Medical Association, which had been carried

through during the past twelve months. At present

all of the provinces save one had declared them-
selves in favor of affiliation and had become affili-

ated.

After commenting on things done the speaker
considered the needs of the future. According to

him the great problem now is to get the Canadian
Medical Association solidly cemented together.

The establishment of the journal had been a long
stride in this direction. The next step was to create

a properly constituted central body, a sort of par-

liament, with proi)ortionate representation from
each province. First, however, county societies

must be organized, and in those districts where
none existed they must be created.

Dr. MacKid gave unstinted praise to the efforts

of the American Medical Association to improve
the standard of medical education, to uproot com-
mercialism, and to abolish quacks and proprietary

medicine and fake cures. In closing the speaker

sketched in glowing and enthusiastic language the

future of medicine in the West. Dr. A. E. Giles,

London, Eng., gave the address in surgery.

A decidedly novel feature of the meeting was
the fact that on the Sunday preceding the general

sessions several pulpits in Edmonton were occu-

pied by medical delegates. Sir James Grant, of

Ottawa, occupied the pulpit of Knox Church and
delivered a striking health homily from the text,

"Turn ye, turn ye; why will ye die?" Sir James
discoursed eloquently on health matters and espe-

cially on tuberculosis, and wisely pointed out that

in a new city as Edmonton was it was important

that the utmost care should be taken in its drainage

facilities, as defects in drainage and sewer utilities

was a cause of many diseases. Dr. Bruce Smith,

of Toronto, preached a sermon on health in the

Metropolitan Methodist Church, taking as his text,

"It doth not appear what we shall be. The earth

is the Lord's and the fullness thereof."

Among papers of interest read in the section

was one that attracted marked attention by Dr. E.

Ryan, superintendent of the Rockwood Hospital at

Kingston, Ont. This paper, entitled "Seven Years'

Advance in the Ontario Hospital for Mental Dis-

eases," was somewhat of an indictment of the man-
ner in which mentally deranged persons are treated

in some localities and indeed were treated in Onta-
rio seven years ago. Dr. Nicholls, of Edmonton,
in discussing the paper, said that he had been in-

formed by the Attorney-General that the only asy-

lum in Alberta was so crowded with people of a

low criminal grade that it left no room for anyone
unless dangerously insane. According to the

speaker, so far as the management and care of the

insane was concerned in Alberta, they are now
where Ontario was twenty years ago and not where
it was seven years ago. He pleaded that the pub-

lic take more interest in the matter and compel the

government of Alberta to make more adequate
provision for the cure of the mentally sick in the

province.

The meeting was chiefly distinguished perhaps by
its health sermons and by its popular lectures. On
the evening of August 14 Prof. J. George Adami, of

Montreal, delivered an address, taking as his text

"The Sins of the Fathers." It was, in fact, an

excellent scientific disquisition on heredity. He at-

tacked the modern popularly accepted doctrine that

acquired conditions are not inherited, and as a

corollary that the germ cells are unaflfected no mat-

ter what vicissitudes are undergone by the body at

large, or rather, perhaps, by the body of the parent-

at-large. This is to say that the sins of the fathers

do not tell upon the children. These teachers

prophesy that no matter how the parent ill treats

his body prior to conception the progeny is unaf-

fected ; a man may have tuberculosis or syphilis,

and provided he does not give the disease to the

mother and so bring about infection of the fetus

in the womb, the child is likely to be as strong and
healthy as that of a perfectly sound parent. Adami
stated emphatically that he was sufficiently old-

fangled to repudiate this new-fangled "Weis-
mannism," and he still held the belief that

the sins so-called of the parents against the

body, or at least a very important series of

such sins, do influence the progeny to his

hurt, and, what is more, he believed that these

new-fangled ideas had their origin in the narrow-
ness, or it might be said in the Chauvinistic provin-

cialism of the zoologists. Adami went on to show
that inheritance of disease was not everything,

from the point of view of eugenics, the terrible

effects of congenital disease and more particularly

of infections conveyed to the growing individual

while in the womb or during parturition must be

considered. When it is accepted that at least half

of gynecological practice is due to gonorrhea and
its results, that a large proportion of the cases of

infantile blindness is of gonorrheal origin, that as

demonstrated by the Wassermann test, practically

all cases of locomotor ataxia, and nearly all cases

of general paralysis of the insane are of syphilitic

origin ; when we know that most cases of mul-

tiple successive abortions are syphilitic, and recog-

nize the puny, miserable parodies of humanity
doomed in most instances to an early death, that too

often are the result of syphilitic disease in the par-

ent ; when we realize the preventable ills that follow

in the train of these venereal diseases, the speaker

said he wholly agreed that the time had come when
we should no longer refer to these matters by cir-

cumlocutions, when for the good of the coming
generations we should openly wage war against

gonorrhea and syphilis, and above all should for the

safety and welfare of our children instruct them
as to the dangers they must ward against, not

merely on account of their own health and happi-

ness, but for the sake of the generations yet un-

born.

Prof. H. A. McCallum, of London, Ontario, was
elected president and London, Ontario, was selected

as the next place of meeting. The Executive Coun-
cil was elected as follows : Drs. Whilland, Edmon-
ton ; Findlay, Montreal ; Adami, Montreal ; Hal-

penny, Winnipeg ; Reeve, Toronto ; McKechnie,
Vancouver; Small, Ottawa; Kennedy, Macleod

;

Daniels, St. John, N. B. ; Madre, Halifax; Arch-
ibald, Montreal ; Primrose, Toronto ; Conroy, Char-
lottetown, and Young, Saskatoon. Dr. H. G. Mac-
Kid, Calgary, as president of the association will

be a member of the committee ex officio. With true

Western hospitality the medical men who attended

the meeting were entertained in various ways.

Trips were arranged to points of interest in the

vicinity of Edmonton—vicinity being a broad term
in that land of immense distances. Visits were
made to points in the Rockies, only a question of a

hundred miles or so, and a good impression was
created of the great Northwest. The meeting was
eminently successful both from the scientific and
social viewpoints.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

September 5, 1912.

1. The Use of Lactic Acid Soured Milk and Lactic .\cid Bacilli in
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. P. C. Bartlett and C. V. Murphy.

2. Two Cases of Diverticulum of the Bladder Treated by Operation.
A. L. Chute.

3. Present Status of Salvarsan. A. Post.
4. Two Cases of Orchitis Due to Mumps Treated by Operation.

G. G. Smith.

1. Use of Lactic Acid Bacilli in Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis.—P. C. Bartlett and C. V. Murphy state that

every clinician who has concerned himself extensively with
the care of tuberculous patients has been impressed with
the prostrating effect of the obstinate diarrhea, alternating

very often with intervals of constipation, which is a not
infrequent complication of well established, or advanced
pulmonary tuberculosis. That the large percentage of these

cases are functional only has been indicated by a soiuewhat
extensive study of the feces in the laboratories of the

Rutland State Sanatorium, and their toxic origin is

strongly suggested. It is in connection with this type of
individual, as well as in cases of actual tuberculous enteritis

that the employment of lactic acid soured milk has afforded
the maximum benefit, both as a dietary measure in support
of energy and in tissue repair, and as an agent favorably
modifying the symptoms and controlling the diarrhea. Its

range of usefulness extends over almost the entire field of
gastrointestinal affections encountered in connection with
sanatorium work.

2. Diverticula of the Bladder.—A. L. Chute re-

ports two cases of diverticulum of the bladder successfully

treated by operation. The type presented by the two cases
differed essentially from the clearly congenital double blad-

ders, on the one hand, and also from the little hernia: of
the bladder that are directly due to pressure and usually
arise near the vertex. Diverticula, such as those in the

reported cases cannot strictly be called congenital, yet the

author believes they always have their origin in the little

pits that one sees from time to time just to the outside of

the ureteric orifice, and which are undoubtedly faults or
anomalies in the development of the bladder. Embryo-
logically buds from the fetal ureter, which might easily

lead to such little pockets, are supposed only to arise to

the inner side of the ureter, while these are seen on the

outer side. Many writers note the frequency with which
diverticula appear just outside the ureter, but the author
has seen no explanation offered for this. He believes the

most probable explanation lies in the little congenital pits

or pockets. These are not confined to males. Their
presence is not in itself sufficient to bring about the forma-
tion of a diverticulum. There must be the determining
agent as well, such as an increase in the intravesical

pressure. This may be due to obstruction at the bladder
outlet, or anywhere along the urethra, or a sharp cystitis,

attended with violent bladder spasms, may be sufficient.

3. Present Status of Salvarsan.—A. Post concludes
that salvarsan is the most rapid and powerful antisyphilitic

known. It is not without its dangers which are sufticient

to induce caution in its use, but not to cause its abandon-
ment. It is not yet possible to promise absolutely a cure.

One should not urge its use upon those who are impressed
by its possible ill effects. It should be used in conjunction

with mercury in all cases in which a diagnosis can be made
before general symptoms appear. It should be used in all

cases in which patients are not progressing well under
ordinary treatment in any stage. It should be used in all

cases in which patients are an especial danger to the com-
munity. It should not be used in maximum doses, but

rather in repeated medium doses and in exceptional cases

in repeated minimum doses.

4. Surgery of Orchitis Due to Parotitis.—G. G.

Smith reports two cases of orchitis of this nature on which

he operated with the primary object of preventing, if pos-

sible, the atrophy which so frequently follows this affec-

tion. The method employed was based upon the theory

that atrophy results from the increased intratesticular

pressure caused by the inflannnation. Relief of this ten-

sion obtained by slitting the tunica albuginea restores the

circulation and preserves the testicle.

New York Medical Journal.

September 7, 1912.

1. Yellow Fever a Strictly Human Disease. A. Agratnonle.
2. Pneumonia in Children. H. Lowenburg.
3. The Wassermann Test. D. M. Kaplan.
4. Vesical Neoplasms. J. F. McCarthy.
5. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinhardt.
6. Endourethral Chancre. E. H. Marsh.
7. A Completed Treatment for Tonsillitis. F. Griffith.

S. Massive Tuberculosis of the Liver. D. Felberbaum.
9. The Cinematograph as an Aid to Medical Education and Research.

R. Matas.

I. Yellow Fever a Strictly Human Disease.—A.

.'^gramonte states that the hypothesis is unsupported which

avers that yellow fever may attack the lower animals and

that thereby the causative agent may continue to spread or

be kept alive for considerable periods without attacking

human beings living in the same territory. Numerous at-

tempts have been made to inoculate the lower animals with

this disease, but these attempt: have been unsuccessful ex-

cept in one instance, the inoculation of a chimpanzee by

ThoiTias, in Brazil. The author has inoculated animals

with venous blood, fecal matter, and "black vomit" from

human cases, and has even applied infected mosquitos to

the abdomen of rhesus monkeys, without in any instance

transmitting the disease. In view of these facts and inas-

much as the mosquito's life is not shortened by carrying

the virus and does not seem to be in the least affected by

the latter, the author concludes that yellow fever is strictly

a human disease.

3. Wassermann Reaction.—D. M. Kaplan concludes

that there are diseases other than lues giving positive reac-

tions. The old method of amboceptor standardization does

not consider all the obstacles that it is designed to overcome.

The aging of the antigen is capable of producing inhibi-

tion in doses smaller than ascertained in the original

gauging, and should receive attention on the day of the

test. The patient's serum ought not to be older than forty-

eight hours. Old sheep cells develop anticomplementary

powers.

4. Vesical Neoplasms.—J. F. McCarthy presents the

following conclusions, which, in the light of recent ad-

vances, would appear to serve as a more or less adequate

working basis in the treatment of tumors of the bladder,

though in reality each case should be considered on its

individual merits. The Oudin spark treatment (cysto-

scopic) applies to small or moderate size growths, single or

multiple, particularly the latter, which are accessible and

apparently of a benign character. In the absence of a

reasonably prompt effect, such treatment should not be pro-

longed. Except in the unusual case in which pronounced

hematuria obscures the view, the method will supplant the

suprapubic operation of coning the mucosa. The applica-

tion of the spark should not be made in a cloudy field, as

in such event it is inexact and dangerous. Growths of an

infiltrating character and suspiciously malignant should

very promptly be removed by resection through the entire

bladder wall at least two centimeters beyond the mass, and

when in close proximity to the ureteral orifice should in-

clude ureter transplantation. In the case of a very great

number of outgrowths in the bladder which, while benign,

are, from their very multiplicity, not amenable to the spark

treatment, one should not forget that this same treatiuent

may with much effectiveness be directed via the suprapubic

opening. It is the author's hope that the employment of

the d'Arsonval spark may offer something even of a palli-

ative nature in such cases as appear to be beyond reach.
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8. Massive Tuberculosis of the Liver.—D. Felber-

baum notes that this condition is usually secondary to in-

testinal tuberculosis, and reaches the liver by way of the

portals. The first step is a tuberculous pylephlebitis and

thrombosis of the endohepatic branches, and later on tuber-

culous granulation tissue is deposited. A number of these

granulomata coalesce and form conglomerate tubercles.

These deposits are usually multiple and may soften down,

giving rise to a tuberculous abscess, which may eventually

discharge into a bile duct, similarly to a caseous focus in

the lung, rupturing into a bronchus. The nodules appear

as white masses of various sizes and shapes, surrounded by

a thin fibrous capsule. The adjacent liver substance is

compressed and may become pigmented. They reseniblt

very much gummata, but may also simulate neoplastic

growths, as in the case to be described. The symptomat-

ology is very definite, no case having ever been diagnosti-

cated during life. The liver may be enlarged; tumor

masses have been fell during life. Jaundice does not oc-

cur. The cases have all been characterized by gradual

emaciation, but on the whole, the symptom complex is

masked by the primar>- affection. There are two cases on

record in which the process in the liver was apparently

primary, no other tuberculous foci being discovered. The
disease is slightly more frequent in children, probably on

account of the frequency of intestinal tuberculosis. The
case reported by the author exemplifies the difficulties of

the diagnosis intra vitain, especially in that it was con-

sidered to be a case of carcinoma of the stomach and

liver, tuberculosis not having been suggested as a possible

diagnosis by any one of the many who examined the patient

during life. Even after the specimens were obtained, the

condition was considered by nearly all who saw it as a

malignant growth.

9. The Cinematograph in Medical Education.—By
R. Matas. (See Meuic^l Record, Vol. 81, page 142.)

Journal of the American Medical Association.

September 7, 1912.

1. Scientific Employment of Physical Therapeutics. P. Marvel.
2. Physiological Basis of Thoracic Surgery. J. M. Flint.

3. Acute Poliomyelitis, Transverse i\lyelitis Type. A, L. Skoog.
4. The Spinal Cord in Pernicious Anemia with the Report of an

Interesting Case of Family Involvement. K. N. VN'ilKon.

5. Difficult and Dangerous Labors. Selecting the Method of De-
livery. H. A. Miller.

0. Cesarean Section. C. A. Stillwagen.
/. Industrial Lead-Poisoning in the Light of Recent Studies.

A. Hamilton.
8. Epidemic Poleomyelitis in Norway. Its Etiology and the Pos-

sibilities of Its Prevention. F Harbitz.
9. A Contribution to the Etiology of Poliomyelitis. M. Neustaedter.

10. Medical Sociology in Civic IJetterment. O. P. Geier.
11. A Method of Selection of Donor for Blood Transfusion.

M. Fishbein.
12. The Palliative Treatment of Terminal Laryngeal Tuberculosis.

H. Horn.
13. Immunization in Pneumococcus Infections. E. C. Rosenow.
14. .\ Home-Made .Antiseptic Thermometer Case. J. N. Force.

1. Physiccil Therapeutics.—By P. Marvel. (See

Medical Record, Vol. 8i, page 1120.)

2. Physiological Basis of Thoracic Surgery.—By

J. M. Flint. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1245.)

3. Transverse Myelitis Type of Poliomyelitis.—.\. I-

Skoog describes the pathological findings at autopsy of a

patient dying from acute poliomyelitis of the foudroyaitt

type. He notes that the perivascular tissue, which must

not be confused with the adventitia, comes first in the fre-

quency and severity of pathological changes. The ad-

ventitia is a worthy second and its cells and fibers may be

completely disintegrated by the thick invasion of cells. All

coats of the veins are frequently involved. The large

arteries have only their perivascular structures invaded

;

the moderate sized ones have the adventitia also invaded

,

and the small arteries or arterioles may have an infiltration

of intima, elastica and muscularis as well as the frequently

involved adventitia. It is possible that some of these

severely involved vessels have necrosing tunics with result-

ing thromboses or ruptures of the walls. The autlior be-

lieves that the infiltrating cells give evidence of a defensive

process, and all indicate the particular quantitative localiza-

tion of the virus of acute poliomyelitis in the tissues.

4. Spinal Cord in Pernicious Anemia.—R. N. Willson

reports a case of pernicious anemia with marked nerve

center involvement and an interesting family history, and

describes the complications on the part of the nervous sys-

tem in this disease. It is well to remember that there are

spinal cord and perhaps brain changes in every case of true

pernicious anemia and the nervous symptoms may some-

limes prevent its prompt recognition. The spinal cord

lesions consist of a combined sclerosis of the posterior and

lateral columns, the foriner sometimes being alone affected

and producing the clinical picture of tabes. The lateral

columns are never involved by themselves. A considerable

number of cases have been reported in which the anterior

horns were involved, but this is a late development in the

disorder. In the case reported there was a very striking

clinical indication of a pathological intestinal process dating

back to childhood, and it seems evident that this toxemia

led up to, if it is not absolutely demonstrated to be trie

direct cause of. the later symptoms. The family history

suggests a possible hereditary luetic influence, since one

sister of the mother died in an advanced stage of locomotor

ataxia, while two other aunts and the mother herself

suffered also from conditions which might have thus origi-

nated.

5. Difficult and Dangerous Labors.—H. A. Miller

states that the normal progress of labor should be inter-

fered with only when the mother or the child seems to be

in danger. Judginent of each individual case should be

carefully formed, applying all the known methods for

measuring the pelvis, and the size of the child's head, and

placing special importance on the possibility of engagement

or non-engagement as the result of pressing on the uterus,

and using the finger in the vagina, and the paw-like grip

over the child's head. Due consideration should be given

to the fact that a competent obstetrician has previously had

difliculty and has secured a dead child from high applica-

tion of forceps. As labor progresses, the borderline cases

must be so conducted and at such a place as to permit of

a cesarean section in preference to an application of high

forceps, in case progress is not satisfactory and there seems

to be a reason for hastening deliver.'. These cases should

be conducted largely by abdominal palpation, judging of

the descent by this method in preference to frequent and,

many times, unnecessary vaginal examinations. In the ab-

solute indications for cesarean sections they should prefer-

ably be done as soon as the patient fairly enters labor, ac-

cepting as evidence of the opening of the os some slight

vaginal discharge, or, if necessary, one examination. In

the relative indications for cesarean section it should be

done prior to the time that the patient shows an unusual

degree of exhaustion and preferably prior to the rupture

of the membranes. In elderly primipara the possibility of

a senile uterus must frequently be the determining factor

in deciding as to spontaneous delivery, high forceps and

cesarean section. High forceps should be applied only in

cases in which the surroundings of the patient do not

justify an abdominal cesarean and in which the head is

floating free from the pelvis. The physician must be pre-

pared to accept an infantile mortality in excess of 15 per

cent, with a maternal mortality equal to elective cesarean

section, plus a not inconsiderable morbidity. Pubiotomies

should be done only when sufficient assistance is at hand

to prevent undue separation of the pelvic bones and in

cases in which a very slight increase of the conjugata vera

is known to be sufficient to permit the passage of a living

fetus. Craniotomy has no place in obstetrics on a living

child, and the physician should avoid putting himself in the

position of having to sacrifice one life to save the other

when both should have been saved.
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6. Cesarean Section.—C. A. Stillwagen notes that

cesarean section may be said to be indicated generally in

all cases of maternal or fetal dystocia, in which other

methods of delivery are extra-hazardous to either mother
or child. Therapeutic abortion is often too lightly under-

taken. It is sanctioned by law and medical opinion, but

this fact tends to diminish the sense of responsibility

and to cause some unjustifiable operations. Craniotomy is

rather condemned in a living fetus; it is doubtful whether

this procedure is less dangerous than some forms of

cesarean section. From a surgical viewpoint, cesarean sec-

tion would be the quickest, surest and cleanest method of

procedure in placenta pr£evia and is indicated in all cases

of central placenta previa and in the partial type when
the child is living and near term, provided adequate sur-

gical skill is available and the patient's condition makes
her a fair operative risk. It is also a valuable recourse

in eclampsia, emptying the uterus quickly, lowering the

blood pressure, improving the chances for the child, etc.

It is indicated in primiparae with rigid cervix or any condi-

tion involving delay or unusual trauma to mother or child.

The field of cesarean section is widening.

8. Poliomyelitis in Norway.—F. Harbitz points out

that poliomyelitis has been recognized in Norway as a

distinct disease since 1820, sporadic cases having been re-

ported. Epidemics have occurred in 1858, 1886, 1889, 1903,

1904, 1905, 1906, the earlier ones being local, the later ones

extending over wider tracts of country. The Norwegian
physicians regard it generally as an acute infectious disease

and also contagious, which view is shared by the author,

who gives facts supporting his belief. Of great interest

are the abortive cases which are found to be just as con-

tagious as the severer ones, and it must be supposed also

that the infection can be spread by means of healthy bac-

teria carriers, which explains the long period of incubation

sometimes noted. According to Norwegian experience, the

route of entrance is the nose, throat, and alimentary tracts.

The degree of infectiousness as a rule is not very great.

No evidence has been found that food is a source of infec-

tion, nor that there is a coexistent infection of animals.

The unexplained points are the prevalence of epidemics in

certain years without reference to changed climatic condi-

tions, tlie greater prevalence in the summer and fall, and in

rural districts, and lastly, the varying degree of contagious-

ness in different epidemics. Notification, isolation, careful

disposition of the patient's excretions and secretions, espe-

cially from the nose and throat, general disinfection of

articles in contact with the patient, particular attention to

the lighter abortive cases and possible carriers, and care

as to the hygiene of school children, and even the closing

of schools, are the precautionary measures that have been
taken. As a rule these have been begun too late, but they

seem to have helped to limit and stop the disease. The
treatment of individual cases has been mainly symptomatic,
and possibly of not much avail. Systematic investigation

of the disease is now being carried on.

12. Palliative Treatment of Terminal Laryngeal
Tuberculosis.—H. Horn recommends as a palliative

measure in cases of terminal laryngeal tuberculosis the

Hoffman method of injecting the superior laryngeal nerve
so as to produce a permanent anesthesia. The emaciation
which is usually present makes the procedure generally an
easy one. The point of entrance of the nerve through the

thyrohyoid membrane can be palpated with exactness. The
exact technique of making the injection is as follows: The
skin is first prepared by painting the region to be injected

with iodine. The left side of the larj'nx is grasped with

the first and second fingers of the right hand, and with
the thumb of the same hand the painful point is located.

As soon as this spot is found the thumbnail is pressed in

to mark the spot and the needle is introduced at this point.

The needle is introduced perpendicularly for 1.5 cm. ; then

the point is moved in all directions until a sharp pain,

radiating to the ear, is felt. From 3 to 5 c.c. of a warm
solution of 85 per cent, alcohol are then injected until the

pain in the ear disappears. The point of entrance of the

nerve will be found just at the upper edge of the thyroid

cartilage, about one-third of the distance from its outer

edge. In no case has tlie author had any untoward effects

and claims that the procedure is entirely without danger.

There is immediate relief from pain as the aspiration of

food is seldom observed. The injection can be repeated

without danger as often as necessary and the relief lasts

from a few hours to forty days. The mental effect on the

patient is a very important secondary one. He becomes
more cheerful and tries to take food. In three cases the

results were negative, and if there was an involvement of

the epiglottis, especially on the external surface, it was
found that the relief failed or was only partial.

British Medical Journjd.

August 31, 1912.

1. The Functional and Histological Effects of Intraneural and
Intraganglionic Injections of Alcohol. O. May.

2. Gray Hair iVssociated with Nerve Lesions. G. L. Cheatle.
3. The Treatment of Tabetic .'\ta.\ia. J. G. Garson.
4. A Note on the Morphology of a Strain of Trypanosoma

Equiperdum. W. Yorke and B. Blacklock.

1. Intraneural Injections of Alcohol.—O. May con-

cludes that alcohol, injected into the trunk of a peripheral

nerve, produces a more or less complete local necrosis of

the nerve at the point of injection. The change is not an

"ascending" one, the nerve above the point of injection

remaining normal ; the cells of origin of the fibers may
show some degree of chromatolysis, but do not exhibit

signs of permanent injury. The conditions produced by

such injection are more favorable- to regeneration than

those resulting from simple section without suture. The
anatomical continuity of the nerve trunk favors rapid re-

generation, though this is to some extent retarded by the

fibrosis which occurs to a greater or less extent in every

case of alcohol injection. It is apparently impossible by a

single injection of alcohol to produce complete necrosis of

the Gasserian ganglion, its dense texture preventing com-

plete infiltration. The alcohol tends to find its way under

the sheath of the ganglion towards the proximal root,

which is affected to a greater degree than the actual gan-

glionic-

2. Gray Hair Associated with Nerve Lesions.—G. L.

Cheatle notes the following observations that he made on

the case of a male patient, aged 36 years, who had sub-

cutaneous neurofibromata growing on the cheek and fore-

head of the right side, which were noticed about the

same time ten years ago, when the hair also began to

grow gray. The state of the grayness of hair was as

follows : On the mid-orbital maximum point of Henry
Head, there was a patch of normal brown color, which

appeared as an island in a completely gray V-shaped

area behind which, and limited behind by the posterior

boundary of the fifth nerve, was an area of scattered gray

hairs. There was no disturbance of sensation. Tactile,

heat, cold, and pain sensations were normal. The author

believes it would be of theoretical and practical interest

to discuss the state of grayness of hair, together with the

protopathic nerve influence described by Head. The dis-

cussion would be very discursive, owing to the fact that

one's knowledge is not sufficient to enable one to state

what makes hair appear gray. The author believes that the

above case illustrates an epithelial change in state, which

takes place pari passu with a change in the nervous sys-

tem, and, therefore, probably due to it. Although grayness

of hair is of itself an unimportant epithelial change, it

appears at a time of life common to another and important

epithelial change—namely, cancer. The genesis and eti-

ology of an unimportant change in a tissue may illuminate
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the genesis and etiology of an important change in the

same tissue. Grayness of hair may be said to be a degen-

erative change and cancer a proliferative change. The pro-

liferative change in cancer can hardly be considered an

object lesson in regeneration; its products are nearer de-

generation products, so far as size, shape, and function of

the cells are concerned.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

August 26, 1912.

Traumatic and Chemical Injuries of the Nervous

System.—Zweig gives a digest of the literature of this

subject for the second half of the past year. It has been

abundantly shown by recent statistics that accidents deter-

mine or aggravate many conditions which usually come

about without such a casual moment. Among these affec-

tions are lues cerebri and the metaluetic affections of the

central nervous system, manic-depressive insanity, and

catatonia. Naturally proof of the relationship may be

difficult, but the number of times injury to the head is

followed by some of these manifestations cannot be due

to coincidence. A bad encephalopathy menacing a patient

may come about after an injury. The possible part played

by traumatic hemorrhage in all such cases is important, for

in such an event there would be no period of latency.

Again, if a period of latency were present, the condition

could still be due in part to secondary hemorrhage. Psy-

choses which are the result of injury alone—so-called

traumatic psychoneuroses—are distinguished from the pre-

ceding by the presence of the psychic trauma and the hys-

terical character of the symptoms. In still another cate-

gory sliould be placed the mental disorders which result

without any predisposition from the severity of the injury.

Here belong delirium, twilight states, and primary trau-

matic dementia. There is a decided parallel between these

results and physical shock and the same phenomena when

occurring in alcoholics and epileptics. Injuries to the head

may also produce peripheral manifestations and vaso-

motor syndromes and peripheral injuries may react upon

the central nervous system. The expertisation of casualties

in reference to responsibility appears to grow more difficult

and complicated with medical advances. In reference to so-

called chemical injuries of the central nervous system the

chemicals chiefly in evidence are carbon monoxide and

the lead salts with nicotine, morphine, and cocain. Tobacco

undoubtedly frequently cooperates with other agencies in

causing individual disease pictures. E.xperience shows that

drugs do not alter the psyche for the germ of the alteration

preexists in the hereditary degeneracy of those who are

addicted to drugs.

Menstrual Insanity.—Konig relates a case which he

places under this head. The patient, aged 38 and of sound

habit and stock, had been submitted to double craniotomy.

The supposed indication is unknown. For a time follow-

ing the woman became forgetful and irritable. The menses

were not wholly suppressed, probably because extirpation

of the ovaries had been incomplete. She now began to

show distinct changes of disposition at the menstrual

epoch and in the course of about three years suddenly de-

veloped suicidal and homicidal tendencies. The latter,

however, were rationally conceived, for the woman's hus-

band had seduced his own small daughter and the woman's

desire to take the lives of her children culminated in the

death of one of them and an attempt on her own life and

that of her other child. .Admitted into the asylum, the pa-

tient exhibited for six years the premenstrual alteration of

character, but was otherwise normal. These cases are as

a rule complicated in character. In addition to the predis-

position afforded by the psychophysical inferiority of the

premenstrual period, there were present the element of the

artificial menopause and the effects due to the family life,

both of which may have been exciting causes.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

Auijust 20 and 27. 1912.

Treatment of Cancer with Internal and External

Remedies.—Zeller gives some of Czerny's experiences ,

in the non-operative treatment of cancer during the past,

seventeen years. The latter's policy has been to test oldi

empirical procedures. The type of cancer treated natually

consisted largely of superficial growths. The aim has not

:

really been to supersede the knife, but to supplement its

use when operation was refused or when for any reason

the case seemed inoperable. One of the old remedies,

tested internally was silicic acid. One patient with a:

malignant growth on the nape of the neck recovered in six

weeks of this treatment. The woman had refused opera-

tion. The woman is still living after seventeen years. A.
similar result was obtained in two cases of cancer of the-

breast. In all these cases in the absence of a trial excision

the diagnosis was in some doubt. In a fourth case, a ca..

cerous ulcer of the face with diagnosis not open to doubt,.

the ulcer healed very slowly, some two years having been

required. Patient took only 45 drops daily of a solution oi'

silicates of potash and soda. The woman is living and'

carries a radiating scar. .Among other successful cases;

was one of multiple scirrhus of the breast. There were in.

all during the period 1895-1906 nine remarkable cures:

attributable to the silica. In every case there was clinical

malignancy. At the expiration of the period a synthetic

containing silica was devised for injection. It was an.

ester and contained 13 per cent, of the element. .\ solution

in olive oil was injected into the muscles and in every case

tested an accurate diagnosis was made and an attempt was.

made to attack cancer without so much selection. Twenty-.
five cases were treated during 1906-1909 without a single-

positive result, evidently because the elapsed time is hardly

sufficient. On the other hand, the improvement which fol-

lowed the injections was pronounced. The results were at

the most arrest or diminution in size. Since 1909 the:

author, whose w^ork had been interrupted by illness, re-

turned to his crusade and concluded that cancers which had

begun to show regressive change were not eligible to the

silica treatment. The apparent specific action of the drug
on the dying cancer cells may even increase the cachexia

which is conceivably due in part to slow ptomaine poison-

ing. He therefore treated a series of young cancers witb
silica alone and conceived the notion of anticipating the-

cancer necrosis or removing its products by using the old

arsenical paste. In a very considerable number of cases,

with the reserve force of the local treatment he has

achieved a large body of apparent cures, the observatiorv

period being naturally too brief for remote results. The-

author appears to have no doubt that silica is the most
efficacious chemotherapeutic remedv against the cancer

cell.

Trendelenburg on American Surgery.—Trendelen-
burg seemingly representing German surgeons, makes ad-

verse comment on a recent paper by Kehr on duodenal

ulcer in which the latter, unable to explain the great fre-

quency of this lesion in the Mayo clinic, was led to theorize

erroneously. Trendelenburg gives a brief resume of the

work done at this clinic and implies that the frequency of

duodenal ulcer is accounted for amply by factors other

than those assigned by Kehr, these including a sort of

operating craze not only on the part of the surgeons but

even the public. Points made by Trendelenburg are the

great area drawn upon by the prestige of the clinic, the

personnel of the patients who are made up very largely of

vigorous rural dwellers able to withstand intervention, the

cooperation of a large number of specialists in both diag-

nosis and operative technique, and the host of medical

visitors who, after witnessing the work of the clinic, nat-

urally become enthusiasts in referring patients thereto who
suffer from certain symptoms. The cases treated are pre-
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eminently borderline in character—medicosurgical. Tren-

delenburg concludes that the Mayo clinic must from its

very momentum become a great special academy for in-

struction in these cases, if indeed it be not one already.

Amenability of Herpes Gestationis to Serum Therapy.

—Veiel refers to our former knowledge of this condition,

its refractoriness to treatment and persistence until after

delivery. One of the great triumphs of the theory and

practice of serotherapy was the discovery but two years ago

that a pregnancy serum is able to cure this eruption out-

right. A similar advance in our knowledge of the ges-

tation to.xicosis is likewise secured, for we are now amply

justified for this and other reasons in speaking of an

autotoxic state dependent on pregnancy. As is well known
to dermatologists, there are two closely related toxic

dermatoses of gestation. One of these is very rare and

malignant—the so-called impetigo herpetiformis. The
other or benign type is the so-called herpes gestationis.

The malignity of the first named is due to its progressive

character and the impossibility of antagonizing it. Whether
serotherapy can arrest this form we do not know because

its infrequent occurrence gives no chance to test the

resource. The controllability of the milder form is com-

plete. The itching, which is the most burdensome

symptom, ceases promptly under the treatment. The latter

is simplicity itself. Blood serum is obtained from a healthy

pregnant woman ami to c.c. are injected subcutaneously in

the gluteal region. The serum was from a gravida at tlie

ninth month.

Biological Significance of Eosinophile Substance.—
Petry concludes in reference to the eosinophile cell gran-

ules that they do not possess bactericidal or antitoxic

qualities, nor are they themselves toxic to animal life. They
certainly do not represent the sole of leading substance

which produces the Charcot-Leyden crystals. They con-

tain a substance which gives the indophenol synthesis.

Upon the autodigestion of the leucocytes the granules pass

into solution. When injected under the skin they are

taken up by fibroblasts and dissolved and later are dis-

integrated to granular iron pigment. In the bone marrow
entire granules are transformed outright to iron and,

generally speaking, this metamorphosis represents a stor-

age of iron for future use. Iron thus occurring may come
into use as a product of internal secretion.

Familial Incidence of Hodgkin's Disease.—Braun
states that such incidence is extremely infrequent. Re-
cently new documents have been adduced to show that the

disease in question is a sort of metatuberculosis ; and the

author is able to report a series of three cases in a tuber-

culous family. The first patient was a woman aged 55,

naturally sound, who developed a general sarcomatosis of

the bones ; or at least such was the diagnosis at the time.

The patient died after seventeen months of illness. Her
brother, a few years younger, and himself a practicing

physician, was healthy until attacked by a condition diag-

nosticated malignant lymphoma, which ended his life in

three and one-half years. A third member of the same
family, male, and still younger, developed multiple

lymphoma of all the palpable lymph nodes. Diagnosis was
in doubt, as it lay between leucemia and Hodgkin. .\fter

death the latter was made plain. The relationship of the

disease in the different members of the family was un-

doubted, showing further that generalized sarcoma may
be regarded as an equivalent of pseudoleucemia. .A study

of the family showed that originally there were ten chil-

dren, two of whom died in childhood. The others were
all raised and were unusually robust. Only one died before

middle age (apoplexy). There was notable freedom from
scrofula and tuberculosis. The father, paternal grand-

parents and great-grandparents showed a notable absence

of longevity, but seemingly no tuberculosis. The mother
and ascendants were unusually vigorous and longli\ed.

Xevertheless, there was a familial taint present, as shown
in the collaterals on both sides. There were not a few
deaths from consumption. There was also consanguinity
in some of the unions. When the entire trees were written

out it could be seen that the stock was honeycombed with

tuberculosis, expressed in all the usual forms—pulmonary
consumption, galloping consumption, bone tuberculosis, and
scrofula. This was often marked by the fact that the sub-

jects lived to a good age even while victims of hip disease

and quick consumption.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

August 29, 1912.

Collargol in Sepsis and Carcinoma.—Kausch sums up
several years of personal e.xperience as follows: In-

travenous injections of collargol cause the cessation of

septic fever with all its accompaniments. This action is

so certain that should it fail we are safe to assume the

existence of virulent foci of pus. The same efficacy is seen

in pyemia when after exacuation or drainage of the pus

the fever persists. If exacerbations occur further injec-

tions are practised. The usual dose is from lo to 25 c.c.

of the two per cent, solution. In severe cases this dose

may be increased to 50 and even 100 c.c. This treatment

has been employed in many forms of sepsis and septico-

pyemia. It has also been practised in a number of cases of

inoperable cancer, but the time limit for final results is

not yet due. For the present it can only be claimed that a

favorable local and constitutional reaction is engendered.

Of five cases described in detail all are doing well con-

sidering the nature of the symptoms, the patients being in

cachexia from the inoperable cancers. Although the gen-

eral reaction was severe it led to no injurious consequences
and after the reaction the general condition seemed notably

improved. The inference is perhaps that the factors, what-

ever they are that make for the cancerous cachexia, are

antagonized by the collargol.

Why Is 70 Per Cent. Alcohol so Strongly Bacteri-

cidal!'—Frey has shown that 70 per cent, alcohol is the

optimum for bactericidal purposes. Stronger as well as

weaker concentrations are alike inferior. This property

seems to be due to the action of alcohol on albumin, for at

the said concentration the latter is most completely

coagulated. The thirty per cent, of water is naturally re-

sponsible for the optimum of coagulability, which is not

fixed at 70 per cent., but ranges between 60 per cent, and

70 per cent. The coagulating action would doubtless in-

crease with the alcohol content of a mixture, but another

element, the distribution of the alcohol upon the colloid,

enters into the results and fixes the optimum limits.

Nature of Chronic Dacryocystitis.—Rhese states that

in very many cases this condition is conditioned by eth-

moidal disease. The anterior ethmoidal cells have the same
significance for the lacrymal sac as the posterior portion

of the bone possesses for the orbit. The prognosis for

dacryocystitis of this causation is excellent, and the eth-

moidal operation will prove curative in very obstinate

cases with early formation of fistula. In other diseases

of the tear passages of rhinogenous origin, the middle

meatus has a greater significance than the inferior meatus.

In establishing a diagnosis of rhinogenous afiFections of

this sort the .i--ray furnishes valuable aid.

Vasodilator and Vasoconstrictor Properties of Blood.

—H. A. Stewart and S. C. Harvey state that the blood

contains a vasodilator substance specific for the renal ves-

sels. During clotting there is liberated a constrictor sub-

stance that acts on the renal vessels and those of the limb.

The former substance is a proteid ; the latter is not. They

both act directly on the muscle coat.

—

Journal of Experi-

mental Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO .MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSUR.XNCE EDITOR.

THE URINE.

Technique of Urinalysis.—Avoid mistakes by
exercising painstaking care at each step and taking
sufficient time, especially if there is the slightest

doubt.

Keep all apparatus scrupulously clean, and wash
the beakers and tubes thoroughly before and after

using for each specimen of urine.

Remove all stains and smears from the test tubes.

Nitric acid will remove tenacious stains from the

inside of the tubes.

During the process of boiling the tube may be-

come sooty, or cloudy from the salts remaining
after the evaporation of moisture from the outer

surface of the tube : in either case the tube should

be gently cleansed with a damp cloth before in-

spection of the contents.

Do not employ the same tube for both the al-

bumin and sugar tests, as the reagents employed
for detecting sugar often leave deposits on the in-

side of the tubes which are difficult to remove.
Small amounts of albumin readily escape detec-

tion in semi-opacjue, dirty tubes.

Turbid urine must be filtered before making the

chemical analysis ; otherwise traces of albumin will

not be discovered. It may be necessary to filter the

specimen several times, but if it still remains turbid

after this procedure, loacteria or pus is probably

present and a fresh specimen should then be ob-

tained. Do not filter with the aid of powdered talc,

French chalk, charcoal or any other powder. These
insoluble powders often remove the turbidity, but

they also remove considerable amounts of albumin
and sugar.

Tests should not be made or read by artificial

light.

Reaction.—This is ascertained by the litmus pa-

per. Acids turn blue litmus paper red, while alkalies

turn red litmus paper blue. Occasionally a urine

will be amphoteric, in which case it turns red blue

and blue red. This condition is of no significance.

Specific Gravity.—The urinometer must float

clear in the urine and not come in contact with the

walls of the tube. The limits adopted by most
companies are 1,010 and 1,030, and if the specific

gravity falls outside of this range the examiner is

expected to obtain another specimen and subject it

to a complete chemical analysis.

Tests for Albumin.—The use of the albumoscope
or horismanscope is not recommended.
Do not use that portion of the urine to which the

heat test has been applied, for the cold nitric acid

or contact test.

Always hold the tube against a black background
by a well-lighted window in order to observe ac-

curately the result of the test in either method.
Having thoroughly cleansed the tube and filtered

the urine, if necessary, the following tests are to be

used, as they are the most reliable and convenient

:

Heat Test. A clean test tube is filled two-thirds

full of clean urine. If not acid it should be made
so by the addition of one or two drops of acetic acid

or dilute (10 per cent.) nitric acid. Boil the upper
half of the urine for half a minute at least, holding
the tube by its lower end and taking care that it

does not become sooty. Then hold the tube against

a black background by a well-lighted window.

If there is no sign of turbidity in the upper boiled
part as compared with the lower cold part, there is

no albumin in that specimen.
If there is any turbidity in the upper boiled part,

add two or three drops of nitric acid. If the tur-

bidity entirely and promptly clears up, it was prob-
ably due to earthly i)h()si)liates and it can still be
said the urine is free from albumin.

If any turbidity, no matter how slight, remains
after the addition of nitric acid, it indicates the
presence of albumin or nucleo-proteid, probably the
former. To differentiate between these, the ex-
aminer must resort to Heller's test.

If the heat test gives absolutely no reaction, it

can safely be said that the urine contains no albumin
and it will not be necessarv to resort to Heller's
test.

Some recommend the addition to the urine of
one-sixth its volume of a saturated salt solution be-
fore adding any acid or applying heat.

Heller's Test. Pour half an inch of pure,
colorless nitric acid into the tube. The test tube
is then held at an angle of more than 45 degrees
while a quantitj- of clear urine is allowed to flow
from a pipette slowly down the side of the tube
until an inch of it overlies the acid. If this is

carefully done there will be no mi.xture of the urine
and acid. When albumin is present it will be in-

dicated by a sharp, white ring at the line of con-
tact between the acid and the urine.

This white zone may form very slowly when
the albumin is present in a small amount, and it

is therefore imperative for the tube to be set aside
carefully for at least fifteen minutes in order to
get a positive reaction with traces of albumin.

.\ diffused ring or cloudiness beginning above
the line of contact indicates urates or nucleoproteid,
i)ut not albumin. This diffused ring need never be
confused with the sharply defined albumin ring at
the line of contact.

A positive reaction with both the heat and Hel-
ler's test indicates without doubt that albumin is

present; it is equally certain that no albumin is

present if Heller's test carefully carried out ac-

cording to the directions gives a negative result,

even though a cloudiness remains after application
of the heat test.

If the person has been taking any oleoresin,

such as cubebs, copaiba, etc., this will also cause a
white ring at the junction of the liquid, but it can
easily be differentiated from albumin by means of
the heat test.

Another method, requiring considerable care to

prevent mixture of the urine and acid and not ad-
vised for this reason, is the following: Take a per-
fectly clean, dry test tube and place in it about one
inch of urine ; allow concentrated nitric acid to flow-

slowly from a pipette down the side of the inclined
test tube. Wait fifteen minutes, then look very
closely for a wide band or cloud denoting albumin
just above the junction of the acid and the urine.

A Plurality of Examiners.—.\t the annual meet-
ing of the Proctologic Society, the president. Dr.

John L. Jelks, said that attention was now being
paid by life insurance examiners to conditions in

the rectum. He said he was often consulted by
examiners concerning the existence of diseases of
special organs or regions and he thought alert medi-
cal referees were considering the advisability of
subjecting applicants for large policies to a plural-

itv of examiners.
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FoRscHUNGEN uxD Erfahrungen, 1880-1910. Eiiie Samm-
lung ausgewahlter Arbeiten von Prof. Dr. Sir FtLix
SemoN; K. C. V. O.. Fellow of the Royal College of
Physicians; Vice-President and Consulting Laryngolo-
gist of the International Hospital for the Paralyzed and
Epileptic; Physician Extraordinary to His Late Maj-
esty King Edward VH, of Great Britain and Ireland.
2 \oliimes; price 32 }iiarks. Berlin; August Hirsch-
wald, 1912.

These volumes are dedicated by Sir Felix Semon to his
friend, Sir Victor Horsley, F.R.S., "in constant grat.tude
for his invaluable collaboration in the physiological por-
tion of the work."

In presenting a collection of thirty years' work, the
author feels that an explanation for its appearance is

necessary, and this is forthcoming when the inaccessibility
of some of the original journals of publication is men-
tioned, as, the Proceedings of the Royal Society of the
Academy of Sciences; of the Royal Institution of Great
Britain; Virchow's Festschrift; the Archives of Laryng-
ology, etc., as also from the fact that the articles have" ap-
peared in various languages. The subjects are not ar-
ranged in accordance with their time of appearance, but
in their relation to each other, so that the first 400 pages
are devoted to the writer's work on the physiology, path-
ology, and history of the study of the laryngeal nerves.

It was especially fortunate that the then comparatively
untrodden field of laryngology possessed so steadfast and
earnest a worker as Semon, and it is of special interest
to note that the result of that work of his in connection
with Horsley has so well stood the test of time that the
conclusions then drawn have since become firmly estab-
lished and fixed as laws.

In the second \olume. reprinted from the Inlcniationates
Cciilralblalt fiir Laryngologie. he tells the story of the
disease of Emperor Frederick, of Germany, in its rela-
tions to laryngology. This is remarkably interesting read-
ing and one can feel the extremely delicate position in
which the author found himself in describing the bitter
controversy which was without doubt the most disagree-
able quarrel of modern times among medical men.

Further contributions from the pen of this author are
on malignant and benign growths in the larynx as also
various septic invasions of the upper air passages. The
volume concludes appropriately enough with a chapter on
the relation of laryngology and rhinology to allied scien-
tific bodies; for those who have followed Seraon's career
know how earnestly he has fought for the proper position
of laryngolo.gy in the scientific world, so that the quota-
tion at the beginning of the first volume, "To live is to
battle" seems eminently proper in this connection.
To those interested, this collection of the works of the

distinguished author will be of exceeding value, our only
regret being that it will be inaccessible to many of our
English and American confreres who are not familiar with
the German language in which it is printed.
The two volumes are in stately form and a perusal of

their contents again giving an indication of the intrepidity
possessed by the wielder of this facile and at times tren-
chant pen, makes us once more regret the loss that
laryngology has sustained in his retiretnent from the field
of active work.

PsvcHOTHERAPY, Including the History of the Use of Men-
tal Influence, Directly and Indirectly, in Healing and the
Principles for the Application of Energies Derived from
the Mind to the Treatment of Disease. By James JWalsh, M.D.. Ph.D.: Dean and Professor of Functionai
Nervous Diseases and the History of Medicine at Ford-
ham University School of Medicine, and of Physiological
Psychology at the Cathedral College. New York; Fel-
low of New York .\cademv of Medicine; Member
A.M.A., A.A.A.S,

; New York State Medical Society,
German Society for the History of Medicine and the
Physical Sciences, Newr Orleans Parish Medical So-
ciety. St. Louis Medical History Club, etc. New York
and London : D. Appleton & Company, 1912.

This work represents the first ambitious attempt to write
a textbook on psychotherapy covering every phase of the
subject not only with reference to functional and organic
diseases of the nervous system but also with reference to
all diseases, including those of nutritional and microbic
ongm. Psychotherapy is as old as the healing art itself
and whether practised unwittingly as it has been bv innu-
merable physicians, or whether it is delibcratelv made a part
of modern methods of treatment, this form of therapy has
demonstrated its value to such an extent as to warrant the

presentation of a comprehensive treatise on the subject.
The author has demonstrated by his numerous scholarly
writings on the history of medicine and his neurological
training that he has been eminently equipped to write a
volume of this kind. The first part of the work deals with
the history of psychotherapy under the followmg headings

:

great physicians in psychotherapy ; unconscious psycho-
therapeutics

; genuine remedies and suggestive exaggera-
tion, signatures and psychotherapy

; pseudoscience and
mental healing; quackery and mind cures; nostrums and
the healing power of suggestion; amulets, talismans,
charms; deterrent therapeutics; influence of the personality
in therapeutics; and faith cures. The second part of the
work discusses the subject of general psycliotherapeutics
under the headings of general considerations, the individ-
ual patient, the general principles of psychotherapy and
adjuvants and disturbing factors. Amongthe subjects pre-
sented in this division are the mutual influence upon each
other of body and mind, unconscious cerebration, the daily
occupations and diversions of patients, habit, and pain
The next section of the work deals with special psycho-
therapy or psychotherapy in various disease conditions
such as constipation, heart disease, tuberculosis, rheu-
matism, dysmenorrhea, sexual neuroses, skin diseases,
diabetes, paresis, neurasthenia, etc. The concluding part
of the volume deals with the disorders of the psyche. Some
of the topics discussed in this section are the psychoneu-
roses, insomnia, disorders of memory, alcoholism, grief,
and responsibility and will power. There is a special sec-
tion on psychotherapx in surgery, and there ore appendices
on illusions and religion and psychotherapy. In detailing
the above topics the reviewer desires to call attention to
the extraordinary scope of this method of treatment, which
IS not confined solely to diseases of nervous or functional
origin but penetrates into every domain in medicine; even
those diseases that are incurable, such as advanced cancer,
deriving some benefit, however slight, from the ministra-
tions of a tactful and sympathetic physician. The aut'nor
has brought to his task in writing this book a wealth of
information which only a ripe practical experience and
extensive reading of ancient and modern literatures can
provide. Although one may differ with the author in cer-
tain of his views, for instance as to the efticacy of faith
cures, there can be no question that he has written an elo-
quent brief for psychotherapy. The general practitioner
will undoubtedly find something in this volume that will
help him in his daily work.

Taschenbuch der klinischen H.ematologie. Von Dr
von DoMARus. Assistant an der II medizinischen Klinikm Munchen. Mit einem Beitrag : R^ntgen beliandlung
bei Erkrankungen des Blutes und der blutbereitenden
Organe, von Prof. Dr. H. Rieder. und einer farhigen
Doppeltafel. Price 4 marks. Leipzig: Georg Thieine
1912.

In this very excellent little volume of 200 pages the au-
thor_ has presented the essentials of clinical hematology
concisely but with sufficient explicitness for most purposes
The technique of cell counting, hemoglobin determina-
tion, and the examination of stained and unstained films
is described clearly and with a discrimination in the se-
lection of methods with which the reviewer very heartily
agrees. Unlike most German hematologists, Domarus is
satisfied with two stains for routine use, the Tenner (which
he, of course, calls the May-Grim wald) and the Giemsa
which two he justly says suffice for all ordinary purposes
His discussion of the origin of the blood cells is also
especially commendable in its simplicitv and he wisely does
not align himself with either the followers of Poppenheim
who assumes that lymphoblasts and myeloblasts are identi-
cal or with those of Naegeli and Schridde. who contend
that they are distinct, but states that the question must still
be considered an open one. The sections on the clinical
manifestations of the various anemias, etc, are equally
admirable, and the brief references to therapeutic pro-
cedures are interesting as embodying the teaching of the
celebrated II medical clinic of Munich, In regard to the
application of transfusion to the treatment of severe
anemias he is of the opinion that the effect probably does
not depend on the amount of blood introduced, but rather
on the stimulation of the bone marrow induced. For this
purpose small amounts (5 c.c.) taken from the donor with
a syringe and injected directlv without defibrination into
the vein of the recipient m.iy be used. Prof. Rieder con-
tributes a short chapter in which the Rontgen ray treatment
of lymphatic and myelogenous leucemia, of pseudoleu-
cemia, Hodgkin's disease, polycythemia with splenic en-
largernent, and tuberculous lymphoma is advocated. The
book is exceedingly satisfactory and deserves the warmest
commendation.
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AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting, Held at Boston, Mass.,

May 30-June I, 1912.

Dr. E. W. Taylor of Boston, Vice-President, in the

Chair

(Concluded from l^agc 500.)

Friday, May 31

—

Second Day.

Some Atypical Forms of Tabes and Paresis Consid-
ered in the Light of Sero-Diagnosis.—Dr. C. Eugene
RiGcs of St. Paul read this paper reporting four irregular
cases of tabes and one of general paralysis. In none of
these were the classical, clinical symptoms of tabes or
paresis present. Knee-jerks and .\rgyll-Robertson phe-
nomenon were wanting in all tlie tabetics. Lightning
pains were present in two; lymphocytosis in only two
cases. The blood serum gave two negative Wassermanns;
the same was true of cerebrospinal fluid. The globulin
reaction was positive twice. In the case of paresis the
mental symptoms resembled the depressive phase of manic-
depressive insanity rather than paresis. .\11 four reactions
almost invariably present in paresis (Nonne) were posi-
tive. Later dementia seemed imminent, but the patient
made an apparent recovery; this was most probably a
remission.

Dr. E. D. Fisher of New York said that serodiagnosis
was of great value. In the psychopathic wards in Belle-
vue Hospital, New York, the diagnosis of general paresis
was often very difficult to make from a clinical standpoint
when it was combined with syphilis and there was a history
of alcoholism. It might take several months of observation
before a positive diagnosis could be made. It was in just
such atypical cases as Dr. Riggs had said that this method
of examination was so important.

Dr. RusSEL of Montreal said that the Wassermann re-

action in his experience had not been altogether satisfac-

tory. He had been led to place very little dependence
upon the Noguchi globulin reaction. He placed more con-
fidence in the lymphocyte test and was guided in the ad-
ministration of salvarsan by the findings of this.

Induced Paralysis; Its Therapeutic Application in

a Case of Tic.—Dr. Sidney I. Schwab of St. Louis read
this paper, in which he stated that the injection of alcohol
in the nerve produced acute paralysis, .\fter a number of
months there occurred slow progressive return of func-
tion, due to regeneration of nerves temporarily blocked or
excluded from activity. Concerning the theory of tic move-
ment the psychogenetic origin must be removed. Never-
theless there were certain cases that were absolutely un-
touched by any of the well-known methods now in use.

It was for this class of cases that the procedures described
hy Dr. Schwab were devised. The tic movement is so

embedded in the patient's consciousness that it makes him
rmable to carry on his work. The man to whom Dr.
Schwab referred was a man of minor intelligence who
worked in a bristle factory. He had to tie the bristles in

bunches ten hours a day for ten years steadily. The tic

movement consisted of extension of the fingers and thumb,
and the arm was then thrown clear from the body and
grasped with the right hand, .\mong other forms of treat-

ment the Rolandic area was exposed in 1908, but nothing
was found. On the 21st of October, 1909, injection was
made into the spinal accessory, median, and ulnar nerves
with 80 per cent, alcohol. This produced flaccid paralysis.

In May. 1910. the first return in voluntary muscular power
was noted. It seemed reasonable to assume that the tic

movement would not return even though function should
return.

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago said he was very glad

indeed to have Dr. Schwab's favorable report. BeHeving
as he did that tic and spasm were so totally distinct and
separate, he had never had the courage to inject tic for

the reason that tic. if stopped in one place, was very apt

to come on in another, as all the patient's own devices

for stopping it showed.
Dr. L. Pierce Clark of New York stated that two or

three years ago he saw a case of tic of the neck and ad-

vised the surgeon not to do any operation, but the surgeon

went ahead and did the alcohol injection, and, singularly

enough, got good results. Dr. Clark believed that these

tics are to be judged as mental factors. One should not

concern oneself with the particular kind of movements,
as the whole individual needs training for giving the proper

decree of mental balance.

Preliminary Report Upon a Hitherto Undescribed
Type of Familial Palsy.—Dr. L. Pierce Clark of New
York presented this communication in which he detailed

the histories of nine members of a family of nineteen

mdividuals of four generations who presented life-long

attacks of motor disability or palsy resembling family peri-

odic palsy. His cases were differentiated from the latter

affection in that tlic disability attacks were unattended by

electrical or deep reflex alterations and in that the cranial

nerves and some involuntary muscles showed loss of

movement. There was an inherent muscular defect akin

to pseudomuscular dystrophy in some of the members of

the third and fourth generation and severe acetonuria in

several children of the fourth seneration. the same followed

by death in one child. .\11 the individuals afflicted with

disability attacks were females excepting one. the great-

grandfather with whom the disease apparently originated.

One girl of four, of the fourth generation, who had just de-

veloped the disease, also suffered from severe acidosis, be-

ing the first member to show an association of the two dis-

eases in the same individual. The disability attacks in the

several members of the different generations occurred at

irregular intervals of days, weeks, or months. The attacks

were indifferently mild and severe, occurred more or less

abruptly, and affected the finer voluntary movements in

the lower extremities chiefly. The author has had several

members of the family under observation for a period of

several years and was inclined to consider the disorder to

be due to an inherent muscle anomaly upon which unknown
toxic metabolism was superimposed at the time of actual

attacks. Psychic factors of various sorts: fear, mental

fatigue, and emotional stress, were also regarded as deter-

minant of the attacks. The author regarded the type as

one of the many forms of hereditary familial palsy nearer

in kin to the dystrophies than to family periodic palsy.

Dr. Dana of New York said he did not see exactly wdiy

Dr. Clark had settled on such a group of cases as being

of different type or distinct from the ordinary family

periodic paralysis. The description of his cases fitted

perfectly with the group that Dr. Dana had studied,

except that the attacks of paralysis in Dr. Dana's cases

lasted from one to three days. He did not think that

the absence of reflexes or electrical reactions was a cri-

terion of any importance. Dr. Dana said he might not

have appreciated all the points Dr. Clark had made, but

he would say these were simply one of the minor types of

the ordinarv periodic paralvses.

The Etiological Relation of Syphilis to Aran-
Duchenne Muscular Atrophy.—Dr. William G. Spiller

of Philadelphia read this paper. He said that compara-

tively few writers had considered syphilis in the etiology

of the various forms of spinal muscular atrophy, and the

evidence offered by those who had done so had not been

generally accepted.' The writer had reexamined for evi-

dence of syphilis ten cases with necropsy, embracing typical

clinical types of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, lateral sclero-

sis, and progressive spinal nniscular atrophy, and had found

some Ivmphocytic infiltration of the pia in most of the

cases. He had' recentlv studied two cases of cerebrospinal

svphilis and one case of tabes with typical .\ran-Duchenne

atrophy, i.e. atrophy confined to the bands and forearms,

and one of each of these types was with necropsy and

microscopical examination. In these two cases marked de-

generation of the cells of the anterior horns was found. If

syphilis of the nervous system were suspected lymphocytic

infiltration of the pia should be present in a considerable

number of cases, as it was found frequently in tabes. It

was not pathognomonic. In some cases thickening of the

blood-vessels should he expected, but not as frequently as

Ivmpbocvtic infiltration. Lymphocytosis of the cerebro-

spinal fliiid was important as an evidence of syphilis.

Dr. McCarthy of Pliiladelphia said that without some

other evidence he thought the view proposed by Dr. Spiller

should not be accepted.

Dr. Starr of New York said that Erb's statement in

regard to the syphilitic causation of locomotor ataxia was

substantiated by showing definitely that the percentage of

locomotor ataxia in those who had syphilis was far greater

than the percentage in other diseases. If Dr. SpiHer's state-

ments were to be accepted he should show that a large per-

centage of patients suffering from amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis were the subjects of svphilis. Dr. Starr said he

recalled perfectlv well three cases treated for some years

for amyotropic lateral sclerosis in all of whom a history

of svphilis was obtained.

Dr. SouTTiARn of Boston said he was inclined to think

that one should not assert lues on the basis of leucocytosis.

It was well known that anterior poliomyelitis showed

lymphocytosis in a particularly characteristic way. Tuber-

culosis of the meninges showed it. He had seen cases
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of pneumococcal meningitis which showed mononuclear in-

filtration. We might wake up some day suddenly to find

that many things called syphilitic were not syphilitic.

Dr. Israel Strauss of New York said that he thought
that what Dr. Southard had said was true. We found leu-

cocytic infiltration in tuberculosis and in other conditions
of the nervous system. It was the method by which the

nervous system reacted to infectious states in the acute
or subacute types. In the chronic states we did not know
of anything in the present state of knowledge which gave
the lymphocytic infiltration which syphilis did.

Dr. Collins of New York said he ventured to suggest
that this paper that Dr. Spiller had presented was an ex-
tremely important one, and would mark a very distinctive

period in the interpretation of spinal cord diseases. There
could be no doubt that what Dr. Southard had said was
true, liut it did not invalidate the importance of Dr. Spiller's

claim and contention, it would permit making an investi-

gation of cases clinically, demonstrating a syphilitic disor-

der. For instance, we would not be justified in allowing
any case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to go through our
hands without repeated investigation as to whether or not
the syphilitic poison existed in the system, and it seemed
to Dr. Collins that that was the great application to our
problem of the contribution that Dr. Spiller had made.

Dr. Spiller, in closing, said that he had not expected to

have his views accepted in large part. It would not have
been worth while to have presented the paper if he had
expected that. He emphasized that he did not say that

every case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or chronic bul-

bar palsy was syphilitic. He wished only to call attention

to the possiliility of syphilis occurring in a number of such
cases and he felt justified in reporting the study.

Acute Infectious Transverse Myelitis Due to the
Virus of Poliomyelitis with Complete Recovery.—Dr.
B. Sachs of New York presented this communication
which consisted of the report of a patient, 18 years old.

who presented all the symptoms of a complete acute trans-
verse myelitis. A number of unusual symptoms and the
marked tendency to improvement early led to the suspicion
that the case was clinically not unlike one of acute polio-

myelitis anterior. This suspicion was confirmed by the

strictest laboratory proof.
Dr. Theoiiore Diller of Pittsburg stated that he had

seen astonishing recovery in one case of the Landry type
in which there was complete paralysis of both arms and
legs and in a second case in which there was a transverse
myelitis of unknown origin which was not syphilitic in

character. He referred to those two cases because they
indicated that in the most desperate cases reco\ery would
sometimes occur.

Dr. Graeme M. Hammond of New York said that in an
epidemic which occured in Princeton University, ,=; young
men were taken ill within two or three days. Four of
these were undoubtedly cases of poliomyelitis. The fifth

one was a case of transverse myelitis. He had not recov-
ered yet, but was recovering. It was a typical case of
transverse myelitis occurring in poliomyelitis.

Motion Pictures of Nervous and Mental Diseases.—
Dr. Theodore H. WEisENBURr, of Philadelphia presented
this communication, stating that the use of moving pic-
tures in medicine was of comparatively recent origin, but
that their use for illustration of scientific subjects was
slowly developing and teaching institutions were equipping
themselves to utilize theuL The pictures offered great ad-
vantages for teaching medical =;tudcnts as the teacher had
at his command illustrations of certain diseases and the
student paid more attention to what he saw illustrated in

this manner than when seeing the patient. .\Iso by the pho-
tographs it was possible to detect certain phenomena which
could not be seen by the naked eye. It was his purpose to
show everything that it was possible to show in the realm
of nervous and mental symptomatology. It was interest-
ing also that the cases of patients who had since died could
be reported and their ailment shown as thcv suffered in

life.

Neurological Economics.—Dr. Charles L. Dwa of
New York introduced this topic by saying that neu-
rology was a very important branch of medicine and
should have for its end not only the teaching of the in-

dividual but of the community. For the past year he had
been chairman of a committee which had been organizing
several subcommittees and which had done considerable
work thou,gh not ready to report on this yet. Of the special
activities in which he had been interested one had been that
of expert testimony. A year ago this association passed a
series of resolutions in which they tried to formulate cer-
tain rules regarding the conduct of experts and expressed
hopes regarding the reforming of legal procedures. It was

desired to establish a minimum neurological qualification

for experts. It was desired to have the payment of ex-
perts made by or through the courts and it was desired to

abolish the contingent fee. The movement initiated had
made progress and should be continued.
Industrial Occupational Neuroses.—Dr. M. Allen

Starr of .New York presented this part of the symposium.
He said there were many dangers from accident in mines
from exposure to dust in various factories and from ex-
posure to poisonous fumes. The subject of particular in-

terest to the neurologist included the effects of poisoning by
lead, phosphorus, mercury and arsenic. These poisons
were employed in a large number of industries, there being
130 industries in which lead entered as a factor and in

which workmen were exposed to lead poisoning. There
were dangers of plumbism in the manufacture of pottery.
In England this had led to the passage of laws for pre-
venting the employment of women in this trade, reducing
the percentage of lead in the glaze to 5 per cent, and en-
forcing methods of cleanliness and ventilation in factories.

Dr. Starr favored the passage of laws by the various State
Legislatures regulating industries, and believed there
was need of education among operatives employed in

dangerous trades. This education should be given by the
employers by means of notices posted in factories and dis-

tributed among the employees and by means of instruction

given by the labor union to their members. He also be-

lieved that if such information were .given to manufac-
turers and if their attention were called to the importance
of the health of their employees, many needed reforms
would be voluntarily carried through by them.

Dr. Dana of New York said there were some particulai

things which the members as in<lividuals might say in re-

gard to the matter. They came in contact a great deal
with occupation neuroses. For example, the occupation
neuroses, such as the cramps, neuritis, neuralgias, made up
about I per cent, of the material in his dispensary. It was
along those lines that the members as neurologists could do
a good deal of work. Then another thing that bo'-e upon
this question was the importance of domestic, social, and
industrial conditions in connection with the development
of psychoneuroses. By the help of social workers and by
prying into the environmental and working conditions of

the dispensary patients he found that the individual con-
ditions were extraordinarily important in the development
of these psychoneuroses.

Dr. Starr of New York said that if every man in the
room would take the plans to have in his clinic a card cat-

alogue by means of which every disease that was referable
to an occupation should be tabulated, at the end of 2 to 5
years we would have a mass of statistics that would be of
great interest and use to neurologists in working on this

subject. Our information was indefinite at the present
time.

Social Work in Connection with Neurological Dis-
pensaries.—Dr. Tames J. Plitnam of Boston presented
this paper. He stated that the general object and charac-
ter of the social service work at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital were now so well known that it was unneces-
sary to dwell upon that aspect of the subject. The plan
had been, as regarde»I that part of the work which related
to neurological cases, to spend a considerable amount of
time over a small number of persons rather than a little

time over a larger number. Two paid workers are now
employed, one receiving $t.(X30. the other $720 a year. In
addition, an expert psychologist has given a considerable
part of his time to working among chosen cases and
studying the mental condition of boys sent from the
Juvenile Court. The work of this gentleman has been a
valuable addition and he has been renumerated to a cer-

tain extent from a special fund. The department has no
organic connection with the hospital, but it is hoped that
the improvement in standards of work will eventually
make itself felt even in the routine work of the hospital.

Besides going about among patients and making friends
with them, and studying the personal condition of their

lives, this department has carried on an occupation class

where girls and women are taught pottery work. Tn gen-
eral terms it may be said that the chief element of suc-

cess in the work has been the devotion and intelligence

of the social workers.

Social Service and Social Research in Neurological
Hospitals and Dispensaries.—Dr. Joseph Coi,livs of
New York read this paper. He said that the sick per-

son who goes to a public hospital or dispensary should be
so handled that this should not prove to be the first step

toward loss of voluntary independence. There should be
an actual inspection from a social standpoint of ttie atti-

tude of each patient toward the payment of fees ia order
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that it shall not be easier for him to assume a more de-

pendent attitude toward the institution than if he were
a private patient, nor easier to cheat the dispensary
by fraudulent representations than to cheat the private
physician. This relation of the patient to the institution

should be under continuous inspection during the entire

time of his connection with it. In judging the results of
the patient's contact with the institution a criterion should
be established by which an estimate can be made of the

adjustment of the individual to life in terms of occupation.

The new social situation arising from the recognition of
the residential status of the patient contains opportunities

for social instruction that should be fully utilized. It is

vitally important to know what effect the costly processes
of curing disease are going to have on the future social re-

lations of the individual. Science and common sense both
agree that the individual must be defined in terms of his

ability to put forth effort in economical ways toward well-

chosen aims. A sound sociology on a sound psychological
basis will insist upon studying an individual suffering from
disease and resident in a hospital not only in terms of his

native energy but of his natural or acquired tendencies in

expanding them. When this observation is carried on in

connection with actual occupation a situation is created

which is favorable for educational purposes and which
should be utilized through persuasion, argument, or actual

demonstration.
Dr. Dana of New York said his c-xperience has been that

no neurological clinic was complete or could be really ef-

fective to do good work without having a social service

connected with it. Everyone who had tried it would rea-

lize that fact. It was not always possible to have one.

Dr. Morton Prince of Boston said that a social service

was one of the most important connected with the neuro-
logical clinic. After an experience of a great many years

he had been impressed more and more with the necessity of

some means of looking after the patient not only while he
was in the hospital but after he left. A large proportion
of the patients who come to the clinic were afflicted with
functional disease of one kind or another, which came in

a large extent from the inability of the patient to adapt

himself to environment.
Retardation and Constitutional Inferiority in Connec-

tion with Education and Crime.—Dr. Hugh T. Patrick
of Chicago presented this paper, which consisted of a nar-

rative of the work of Dr. Healy, who had been working
with old offenders in the Juvenile Courts of Chicago for

about two years. His study of these criminals had been
intensive. He goes as far as possible into the questions of

heredity and environment, including social influences, fam-
ily influences and everything else possible. He makes a

examination and also to the extent of his ability and the

time allowed a psychological examination. He has made a

tentative classification based on 800 cases. The largest

single causative factor of delinquency recognizable by study

of the individual offenders is mental defect. They belong
in the class of individuals concerning which society needs
the assistance and advice of physicians. Society needs
this advice while these offenders are young because a very
potential factor in the criminal is the crime habit. It is a

tremendous force in criminology and this develops young.
One point which Dr. Healy showed in figures and in a per-

fectly definite way was that a good many of these cases

were criminals : they were repeated and chronic offenders

because the condition had not been recognized and conse-

quently the child had not been properly directed. That this

work of Dr. Healy's has been appreciated was shown by
the fact that at the meeting of the Board in Dr. Patrick's

office the judge of the Juvenile Court said that he did not

know what he would do without Dr. Healy's assistance in

his court as these questions are constantly coming up and
he would not care to take the responsibility of deciding

them. ,An effort was heina made to get a man to do similar

work in the court for adult criminals and the money had
been provided to pay for such work but they had been
unable to find a man to undertake it. Dr. Healy also

greatly desired an assistant.

SatKrday. June I

—

Third Day.

Presentation of Brain Specimens Exhibiting Lesions
of Special Interest for Localization of Aphasic Dis-
orders.—Dr. La Salle ./^rciiambault of Albany read
this paper giving a practical demonstration of the lesions

found in two cases carefully observed clinically. In the

first case there was complete destruction of the posterior

third of the left inferior frontal convolution in a right-

handed subject who never presented any evidence of

aphasia. Tn the second case an old apoplectic scar occu-

pies the anterior portion of the left middle frontal con-

volution and a relatively recent hemorrhagic focus de-

stroyed the posterior two-thirds of the left lenticular

nucleus, but the left inferior frontal convolution was in-

tact. The patient, who was right-handed, presented well

marked, though not absolute, motor aphasia.

Epilepsy in the Adult.—Dr. Edward Fisher of New
York read this paper, saying that for a long time he had
been interested in epilepsy in the adult, especially senile

epilepsy. Epilepsy frequently occurs in young adults with-
out any previous history of seizures. In these cases there

was no arteriosclerotic basis as there was in the central

form. They differ also entirely from the class of epilep-

tics which have their origin in early life. One of the
principal causes of epilepsy in the young adult was syphilis.

Xot that we get necessarily all the symptoms of syphilitic

endarteritis or of paresis, although at times there is a diffi-

culty in making a differential diagnosis between these con-
ditions and general paresis. He referred more to the type

of young people of 20 to 25 who are actively engaged in

college work or in some other form of excessive application

in whom the special senses are called upon, especially

where there is associated a great deal of anxiety. In the

adult cases we do not notice the mental deterioration
which is observed in childhood. They are as clear men-
tally after the attack and resume their vocation with the
same mental grasp as before. They do not have either the

facial appearance of the epileptic. Therefore, in getting

at the pathology of these cases one should not look upon
toxins or overstrain as the basic cause, but should regard
these as an exciting cause. There must be some funda-
mental weakness or instability back of the condition. These
cases were not easy to treat ; they required rest, but did not
respond to treatment better than the other forms of epi-

lepsy.

Arteriosclerosis Probably Not an Important Factor
in the Etiology or Prognosis of Involution Psychoses.—
Dr. G, L, Walton of Boston read this paper. He stated

that arteriosclerosis without gross cerebral lesion should not
be too readily accepted as a cause of symptoms. The writer
had examined with reference to clinical evidence of this con-
dition 100 cases of marked involution psychosis, choosing
the depressed phase of manic-depressive insanity commonly
classed as involutional, often with agitation, with self-ac-

cusation and with somatic delusions. The same number
of control cases have been studied for comparison. The re-

sult has shown no greater prevalence of palpable arteries,

high blood pressure, apoplectiform attacks or other evi-

dence of arteriosclerosis among the psychoses than among
the control cases of the same age and condition. Until,

therefore, definite evidence was forthcoming beyond the

fact that post-mortem examination sometimes revealed
cerebral arteriosclerosis, no reason appeared for assuming
its presence, or for regarding it, when found, as other than
a coincidence. Furthermore, so large a proportion of these

cases fell in the chronic and hopeless class as to render it

doubtful if arteriosclerosis should be regarded as having
an important bearing on the prognosis.
The Neurological Disturbances of Alzheimer's Dis-

ease.—Dr, Albert M. Barrett of .Ann .Arbor presented
this communication which consisted of the report of a

woman at the age of 53 who developed a progressive spas-
tic atrophic paralysis, involving the head, trunk and ex-
tremities. This was accompanied by profound mental de-
terioration. Death occurred after two years. The patho-
logical findings were those of marked cerebral atrophy
with secondary cord degenerations, the histological process
in the brain being the intracellular neuro-fibril degenera-
tions and plaque formation of .Alzheimer's disease. The
case was unique in the early age of occurrence of this dis-

ease and in the severity of the neurological disturbances.

Dr. Henry M. Cotton of Trenton said he considered Dr.
Barrett's communication not only extremely interesting but
extremely important from the standpoint of histology. It

had been stated at this session that perhaps histology still

had a place in psychiatry. Dr. Barrett's paper showed that

it not only had a place, but a very important place. This
disease of Alzheimer's was an important complex and this

case was interesting because of the careful clinical analysis
of the symptoms and the neurological examination showing
not only the classical findings, but the cord degeneration as
well. We should emphasize in a broader sense the progress
of the pathological histology as shown by this case.

Dr. Collins of New York congratulated Dr. Barrett on
the model way in which his case had been studied and re-

ported. It was really a great pleasure to see a new mem-
ber of the Society handle a subiect in the masterly way
in which this bad lieen done by Dr. Barrett.

The Metastasis of Hypernephroma in the Nervous
System; Jacksonian Epilepsy Caused by Such Lesion.—
Dr. Joseph Collins and Dr. R. G. .Armour of New York
presented this communication which detailed the case of a
man 45 years old who had been in good health and who
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developed typical Jacksonian epilepsy, displaying itself by
twitching of the left thumb and index linger, paresthesia of
the left hand and forearm and followed on five occasions
by loss of consciousness and generalized convulsions. Grad-
ually there developed loss of power and of dexterity in the
left upper extremity and to a slight degree in the entire

left half of the body. The only definite physical signs were
loss of sense of position in the left hand and fingers and
absence of the left plantar reflex. There was an inconstant
astereognosis of the left hand, and a mild increase of the
tendon jerks of the left half of the body. A week before
his death a slow rhythmical tremor of the left thumb and
index finger consisting of adductor movements about one
per second developed. When the abdominal cavity was
opened a large whitish tumor was found in the riglit flank,

invading the upper pole of the kidney and showing micro-
scopically the structure of adrenal tissue. There was meta-
stasis to various organs including the brain, but in the
brain all trace of adrenal tissue was lost.

Case of Confusional Psychosis Following Hyster-
ectomy.—Dr. Richard Dewey of Wauwatosa, Wis.,
read this paper which consisted of the history of a patient
of 47. who after showing climatic changes and anemia,
underwent curettage in ,\ugust, 1OC9, when she was then
found to have multiple uterine fibromyoma (which pro-
duced marked autosuggestion of cancer). September. iQog.
vaginal hysterectomy. Xo postoperative physical compli-
cations but mental state abnormal. She refused food
largely and after 14 days, totally. Mechanical feeding be-
came necessary and had remained so for 2^ years.
Delirium continuing at the hospital, she was transferred to
"a sanatorium 4 months after operation. .\t this time she
was completely disoriented as to time and place, and had
constant visual and auditory hallucinations and persecutory
ideas. She had no control over her evacuations. Numer-
ous brief periods of partial or complete lucidity ensued

—

the longest 3 hours. She had frequent motor agitation, but
"no voluntary or purposive movement. She would not walk
or stand, though strong and well-nourished. Indicanuria
was present at times. Lucid periods often complete as to
memory and logical power. Voluntary attention extremely
weak. Mental state (during lucid interval) seemed nor-
mal except for this and the natural inability to grasp
present situation and the retention of persecutory ideas.
The therapy had consisted in thyroid feeding, continuous
baths and sleeping outdoors. The patient was still in
statu quo. except that consciousness had widened some-
what.

Dr. F. W. L.\NGD0X of Cincinnati said that neurasthenics
and psychasthenics were bad subjects and it would be better
to postpone operations until the patient's resisting powers
were on a higher plane or until they had passed through
the impending crisis whether or not this was of an epochal
character.

THE AMERIC.\N DERMATOLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Tliirty-sixlh Ainiual Meeting, Held at the Barnard Free
Skin and Cancer Hosf'ital. St. Loins, Missouri.

May 23. 24, and 25, 1912.

The President, Dr. Grover W. Wende of Buff.\lo. in

THE Chair.

fCondudcd from f^age 501.)

Pellagra.—Dr. Oliver S. Ormsby of Chicago presented
sented an abstract of the work done by the Pellagra
Commission appointed in 1909 by Governor Charles S.
Deenen to investigate the disease as it was exhibited in
the State of Illinois. .As the result of the investigation
of the commission the conclusion reached was that pellagra
was a disease which appeared to be due to infection with
some living microorganism, possibly of protozoan char-
acter. .A possible habitat for this parasite in man was in
the wall of the intestine. The most plausible view' of the
mode of entry into the body was by way of the blood
stream. The part played by insects was conjectural. The
number of cases of known pellagra rendered this disease a
decided menace to the public health of the State of Illinois
and it seemed important, therefore, that a careful search
should be made for cases outside of the state hospitals and
that physicians everywhere should be informed concerning
the possible development of a disease that had been a
national calamity in Italy for one hundred and fifty years.
Acanthosis Nigricans, with Report of a Case.—Dr.

Alfred Schalek of Omaha reported this case in detail. The
first description of the disease was made simultaneously

and independently by Pollitzer and Janovsky in 1890. The
disease was of special interest and importance on account
of its almost constant association with malignant neo-
plasms. This complication was usually known at the time
of or even before the skin manifestations, but in some in-

stances there was no suspicion of its presence until a tenta-
tive diagnosis of the skin changes caused a successful
search for it. The pathognomonic cutaneous symptoms,
more or less always present, were widespread pigmentation,
hypertrophy of the papillary layer of the skin, and hyper-
keratosis of the horny layer. Less constant were affec-

tions of the mucous membranes and dystrophies of the ap-
pendages, the hair and nails.

Seborrhea Capitis.—Dr. George Thomas Jackson
and Dr. Charles Wood McMurtry of New York stated

that instead of one disease the seborrhea of Hebra. with
its oily, dry, and inflammatory forms, we now had four
diseases, namely, seborrhea, pityriasis simplex capitis,

pityriasis steatodes, and seborrheal dermatitis. Sebor-
rhea was distinguished by simple oiliness of the scalp,

by the seborrheal filament, and by the presence of the

microbacillus in large numbers on the scalp and in the
hair follicles. Pityriasis simplex capitis was distinguished
by dryness and excessive branny scaling of the scalp, ab-
solute absence of inflammation, and the presence of im-
mense numbers of the spores of Malasez. Pityriasis

steatodes was distinguished by the presence of greasy
scales on the scalp and hair, by the absence of all signs
of inflammation, and by the presence of the polymorphous
coccus with gray colonies. Dermatitis seborrhoica was dis-

tinguished by the presence of rather coarse, greasy scales
and crusts upon a reddened and inflamed scalp, by its

proneness to occur elsewhere than on the scalp, and by the
presence of a mi.xed infection with the spores of Malasez,
the polymorphous coccus with gray colonies, and the micro-
bacillus.

Dr. Alexander S. Wolf of St. Louis emphasized the im-
portance of instructing patients to take better care of their
scalp from early childhood. It was his custom to impress
upon his patients the importance of having an individual
brush and comb and seeing that they were kept properly
cleaned.

Dr. M. B. PIartzell of Philadelphia asked those mem-
bers who took such elaborate care of their patients who
were suffering from seborrhea of the scalp whether their

successes were greater than those w-ho merely advised the
use of sulphur preparations, or whether they also failed to

cure them.
Dr. George H. Fox of New York said that in these cases

he had tried many of the parasitic preparations that had
been so highly recommended, and his success with them
had been no better than would result from a thorough
washing of the scalp, together with remedies directed to-

ward an improvement in the general health of the patient.

.Among the women who did not believe in frequent wash-
ing of the scalp woidd be found many with magnificent
heads of hair, which apparently continued to grow in spite

of the parasites that might be present. He believed that

baldness, like the color of the hair, ran in certain families

and that it was not preventable. The idea that it was due
to using the same comb or brush seemed to him perfectly
absurd, in view of our everyday experience.

Dr. E. S. Lain of Oklahoma City said he had been mak-
ing a study of the skin lesions among the American In-
dians in Oklahoma, and had examined about 4.000 persons,
many of them school children, in whom he made a par-
ticular note as to the presence or absence of seborrhea.
Among the older Indians, who used their fingers or a
thorn instead of a comb, seborrhea was practically un-
known, while among the Indian school children, who were
confined to the schools under strict regulations and were
taught to use the common comb and brush, seborrhea of
the scalp was present in from 65 to 75 per cent.

Dr. Pollitzer said tliat. so far as he knew, seborrhea
was unknown among the lower animals and did not occur
among savages generally. It belonged to civilized life.

That seborrhea did not always produce baldness was of
course well known. The deleterious eft'ect on the hair and
its vitality was due to the seborrheal organism. If there

was a vigorous growth of hair this deleterious efifect was
not sufficient to destroy it ; this was commonly the case in

women and the same was true of the beard in man. These
structures were secondary sexual characters, in the Dar-
winian sense, and possessed greater vitality than the hair

on the head of a man, which was analogous in this respect

to the vermiform appendi.x and of no great importance.
Dr. Jackson, in closing, said he had no doubt regarding

the infectious nature of seborrhea, and that the proper care

of the hair had much to do with its preservation. After
the infection had once extended down to the hair follicles
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a cure was difficult, if not impossible, and the best we could
do was to keep the scalp in such a condition that when
these parasites got on it they would have no chance to

grow.
An Inquiry into the Efficiency of Sulphur Lotions.—

Dr. O. H. FoERSTEK of ?\lihvaukee said that in sulphur we
empirically recognized one of our most valuable dermato-
logic remedies for local use, but concerning its mode of
action on the skin opinions to-day were still divided. It

was certain that sulphur, as such, in contact with the skin
remained practically inert, there being no interchange
between sulphur and the keratin of the corneous layer,

for both were insoluble. The action of the sulphur must
consequently depend upon its conversion into a soluble
form or gaseous product. Unna was the first to investigate
this question and he concluded that sulphur acted by virtue

of the hydrogen sulphide formed. His observations re-

mained current and undisputed until Brisson, in igog, as-

serted that the action of sulphur on the skin was due en-
tirely to sulphuric acid formed by o.xidation of sulphur.
The efficiency of a sulphur preparation, according to Bris-
son, was therefore directly proportional to the amount of
sulphuric acid formed from it by oxidation, while Unna
and Golodetz considered its efficiency proportional to the
formation of hydrogen sulphide. Further research was
required for a definite decision of this question, though
it appeared at present that L'nna's conclusions were more
securely founded. The watery suspensions of sulphur, as

ordinariK- prescribed and prepared, must be regarded as

of little value, for sulphur was insoluble in water, and
sulphur, as such, was practically inert. Measured by our
theoretical standard, liquor calcis sulphurata was to be
regarded as the most efficient sulphur lotion.

A Case of So-Called Prurigo Nodularis.—Dr. Joseph
Zeisler of Chicago reported this case and showed the pa-
tient. He said the term prurigo nodularis had been
selected by Hyde in the last edition of his treatise on skin
diseases for a rather unique dermatosis which he described
on the basis of but four observations, one of them his own.
Of the others, one was published in 1S80 by Hardaway in

the -\rchives of Dermatology under the title ".^ Case of
Multiple Tumors of the Skin .Accompanied by Intense Pru-
ritus." The other two cases formed the subject of a com-
munication by Schamberg and Hirschler in the Journal of
Cutaneous Diseases. .April, 1906, under the heading "Two
Cases of Multiple Tumors of the Skin in Negroes, Asso-
ciated with Itching." There was a striking similarity in

these four cases. All of them concerned women in middle
life; in all the lesions varied in size from a small pea to a

hazelnut; they were located chiefly on the extremities and
gave rise to intense itching. Having once become estab-
lished they showed little tendency to either further develop-
ment or involution, and remained thus unchanged for

years, uiniluenced by treatment.
Concerning Epithelioma of the Lip.—Dr. William

.Ai.LEN PusEV of Chicago, in this paper, limited himself to

his own e-xperience, giving the records of 44 cases of
epithelioma of the lip seen in private practice and treated

with the .r-ravs more than three vears previous to January,
1012. In 40 of these cases, all men, the lesion was on the

lower lip: four were on the upper lip; of these, three were
women and one a man. The youngest patient was 28 ; the

oldest. 90. The cases were for the most part selected

cases, i.e. the lesions were as a rule superficial, not ex-
tending deep into the lip, but this statement by no means
covered all of the cases, for some were not regarded as

favorable and were treated only because an operation was
not practicable. The list did not include many cases of
extensive carcinoma of the neck following cancer of the
lip. In only two cases were glands palpable at the time of
beginning treatment, and of course, operation was urged
in these cases. One of these was not helped, and pre-
sumably died of carcinoma, but the other had been well

si.x years. In another case a gland developed beneath the
angle of the jaw after the lesion on the lip had healed:
the gland gradually subsided, and the patient, a physician,

had been well seven and a half years. The lesions in these

cases varied from small, finger-nail size nodular masses
or ulcers with nodular borders and indurated bases up to

ulcers covering nearly the entire lip or tumors the size of
an olive. Of these 44 cases Dr. Pusey said he knew the

subsequent history to January, 1912, of all but five, which
he would be compelled to deduct from his list, together
with one additional case, that patient having died from
intestinal obstruction five months after an apparent cure of
the lesion on the lip. Of the 38 cases whose subsequent
histories were complete. 35 had an epithelioma of tlie lower
lip; three of the upper. Twenty-eight of these patients

were living and free from epithelioma of the lip or meta-
stases arising therefrom in January. 1912. Four were well

when last heard from, from three to seven years after their

treatment. Four had died from other causes. Two were
failures; the disease spread to the glands beneath the jaw
and caused death. Two of the patients had lived nine

years without a recurrence ; seven had lived eight years or
more ; seven had lived seven years or more ; five had lived

six years or more ; two had lived five years or more ; five

had lived four years or more and eight had lived three

years or more. The mean average interval which had
elapsed since treatment in the 36 cases was six years. Dr.

Pusey said he was willing to treat any epithelioma of the

skin with the i'-rays. provided radical treatment did not

require the removal of contiguous glands. .After an ex-

perience of eleven years, and covering the treatment of

several hundred epitheliomas with the .r-rays. he felt more
convinced than ever that, used with attention to technique

and with proper regard to their therapeutic indications,

the .r-rays was one of the most useful, or the most useful,

single agent of treatment in the service of dermatology.

Dr. George AI. MacKee of New York said his experience

in these cases was practically in accord with that of Dr.

Pusey. With a more extended experience with this method
of treatment he thought the limitations that had been
drawn around the .f-rays as a therapeutic measure were
gradually growing less. He had learned a great deal in

regard to postoperative .v-ray work, particularly in the

regions of the breast and neck, where the rays would con-

trol a certain percentage of inoperable cases of cancer,

even when palpable glands were present.

Dr. Martin F. Engm.\n of St. Louis said that cancer of

the lip was a dangerous disease—the most dangerous of

any place on the face—and he had always been under the

impression that it was very risky to resort to the .r-rays

in a cancer in that region. Even in cases where the glands
were not palpable and where the usual v-shaped incision

was made by the surgeon, recurrences frequently took
place under the jaw. While he did not wish to be under-

stood as saying that a radical operation should be done in

every case of cancer of the lip. yet theoretically it was in-

dicated. We spoke of palpable glands, but that did not

mean anything. In such a case you might find many
involved glands upon proper exposure, being too small to

be felt. There lay the danger. With the .i--rays we could

doubtless eradicate a cancer of the lip. but was it the best

procedure?
Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley of New York said he had

treated a large number of cases of epithelioma of the

face, among them some with the .r-rays, but not cases of
epithelioma of the lip. In the .r-rays we had an excellent

method for treating lesions about the eyes and nose, but

when the epithelioma was located on the lip he was in-

clined to agree with Dr. Engman that not only the cancer
itself should be removed, but also the glands and connec-
tive tissue underneath the jaw.

Dr. Ormsby said that, while his results with the jr-ray

treatment were perhaps not as good as Dr. Pusey's, still he
was a warm exponent of the treatment. He had been
able to keep some of his patients under observation for

years, and in addition to the excellent cosmetic results the

cures had been permanent. The results in the cases of

epithelioma of the lip were very satisfactory, and he felt

that for epitheliomata of the skin radiotherapy was the

preferable method of treatment, providing, of course, the

proper technique was employed.
Dr. Pusey. in closing, emphasized the fact that he only

recommended the treatment of epithelioma of the lip with

the .f-rays in selected cases, and then the selection should

be made by an expert. Epithelioma of the lip should not

be treated by anybody, whether by the .r-rays or by sur-

gical measures, unless the operator was an expert. He
was simply advocating the proposition that in a consider-

able number of selected cases of epithelioma of the lower
lip the .r-ray was a perfectly eligible method of treatment,

hut it was a method which was liable to abuse if it was
not carefully restricted to proper cases.

The Classification and Nomenclature of Cutaneous
Syphilis.—Dr. George H. Fox of Nev.- York stated that

in the diagnosis of syphilis the main point was to recog-

nize the disease. The particular form or variety of

eruption was of far less importance, but as this sub-

sidiary diagnosis had often an important bearing upon
the stage of the disease, upon the appropriate treat-

ment, and upon the prognosis, it possessed value which
was certainly worthy of recognition. Since we were all

forced to classify in some manner, and to name the various
forms of cutaneous syphilis, was it not possible for us to
agree upon the best practical classification and to be in

greater accord with one another in the use of names? To
further such a desirable end was the aim of this paper.

In describing the various syphilides most textbook writers,
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even those with a large experience, were sadly hampered by
what their predecessors had written. Their respect for
authority and tradition was highly commendable, but it
surely was unfortunate when it led them to a parrot-like
repetition of terms and to the description of eruptions
which they themselves had never seen. When we con-
sidered the common forms of syphilis, with which we
were all so familiar, and omitted the rare, unique, and
exceptional cases, seen scarcely once in a lifetime, did it
not seem possible and practicable for the members of the
American Dermatological Association to agree upon the
use of certain terms, not only for our common convenience,
but for the sake of our professional brethren who looked
to us for guidance, and particularly that large class in
which we were all interested—the future students of der-
matology? Dr. Fox said that our present syphilitic nomen-
clature was both careless and confusing, and he emphasized
the fact that a wide discrepancy existed between the com-
monly accepted description of many of the cutaneous mani-
fcstaiions of syphilis, as found in the textbooks, and their
actual clinical appearance.

Dr. \ViLLi.\M Ali.kn Plsev of Chicago said that absurdi-
ties in nomenclature were not conlined to syphilis and skin
diseases. Language was always in the making ; names were
given things upon the basis of associations that might be-
come absurd to-morrow, and usage so established them that
to undertake to change them would be fighting windmills.
Dr. Pusey said he simply called attention to this aspect
of the subject, although he was in favor of the sugges-
tions made by Dr. Fox.

Dr. M. B. Hartzell of Philadelphia said that because
a certain lesion was extremely rare it did not prove that
it did not exist, and that was true of the vesicular syphilo-
derm. Therefore he thought it ought to be mentioned, rare
as it was.

Dr. JosKPH Zeisler was inclined to agree with Dr. Fox
that the term vesicular syphilide might well be discarded.
In his own experience of thirty years he had never seen it.

and \yhile vesicular lesions could doubtless occur in a
sypliilitic subject they were probablv simplv a coincidence.

Dr. J.\MKs M. WiNFiELD of Bronklyn said the term tuber-
cular syphihde gave rise to a great deal of confusion in
the mind of the student, who naturally associated the
name with tuberculosis of the skin. Referring to the so-
called vesicular syphilide, the speaker said he had never
seen it.

The Dry Treatment of Certain Moist Dermatoses.
Dr. Ch/\ri,es J. White of Boston said the therapeutic ideas
embodied in this paper were not vvliollv original, as their
chief source of inspiration was derived from Dr. M. F.
Engnian of St. Louis, who advised the liberal use of corn-
starch powder and the administration of quinine forced to
Its uttermost limits in the treatment of certain moist der-
matoses. In some of the cases reported by Dr. White
this advice was followed literally: in others the internal
medication was dropped and the patients improved quite as
rapidly without the unpleasant symptoms often associated
with the forced ingestion of quinine. The details of the
treatrnent were as follows : During the acute stages of
the disease the patient was put to bed and kept there until
all or practically all moist surfaces had ceased to appear.
If there were many lesions upon the dorsal surface of the
body an air mattress was supplied and kept well inflated.
.^11 natural functions were carried on in the reclining posi-
tion, and the patient ate, slept, defecated, urinated, and
rested in this recumbent position. The food was restricted
to soft solids and the abundant ingestion of water; the
air of the apartment was kept as fresh as possible; bathing
was not allowed; sleep was encouraged; medicines were
administered only when special general symptoms de-
manded them and the pith of the whole rnethod lay in
the external use of a bland, antiseptic, inexpensive powder
pushed to its extreme limit. All these qualities were con-
tained in borated talc, which was the material employed in
these cases. The application of the powder was made
through a sifter, and every lesion on the bodv was drenched
with this nowder as often as any moisture' showed itself.
If the diseases affected the scalp the hair should be sacri-
ficed. The patient should lie naked in the bed and the
sheet and blankets should be supported on a frame, so that
nothing touched the bodv but the powder. Dr. White then
reported in detail a number of severe cases of pemphigus
and dermatitis exfoliativa in which this dry treatment was
used with marked success. In three cases of pemphigus
two were relieved or cured ; one died from an intercurrent
disease. In six cases of dermatitis exfoliativa all were re-
lieved or cured. Under the older miscellaneous methods of
treatment employed at the Massachusetts General Hospital
in eight cases of pemphigus five died and three were re-
lieved or cured. In fifteen cases of dermatitis exfoliativa

ten died and live were relieved or cured. Upon comparison
Dr. White said these figures spoke for themselves, and
he expressed the hope that the dry method might be given
a trial when the physician was confronted with the serious
problem of caring for those afflicted with these serious
and often fatal forms of moist dermatoses.
Dr. S. PoLLiTZER of New York thought the most essentia!

element of this method of treatment lay in keeping the
patient covered with powder, which cooled the skin and
exerted a soothing influence on the nerve ends. It con-
tracted the blood-vessels, and acted as a universal anti-
phlogistic application.

Dr. Martin F. Engman of St. Louis said that one ob-
jection to this method of treatment was that it rendered
the patient very uncomfortable for the first week, on ac-
count of the dryness and cracking of the skin. This could
be largely alleviated by giving these patients an occasional
colloidal or starch bath, with the addition of a little bicar-
bonate of sodium. The bath could be repeated every day
or every other day, and then, after the patients had patted
themselves dry, the powder could be reapplied. The
speaker said he was firmly convinced that the dry treatment
gave excellent results in some of these cases.

Dr. O. 11. FoERSTER of Milwaukee said he had used this
method in a case of generalized exfoliative dermatitis.
.After the powder had been applied for a short time the
patient vyas very uncomfortable, owing to the marked
"splitting" of the skin. The treatment was persisted in
for ten weeks, with complete recovery.

Dr. White, in closing, said that crusting in these cases
must be guarded against because if one left even a single
focus of pus in the body the patient would not get well
until this focus was healed. The treatment must be thor-
oughly carried out in all its details, and this could best
be done in a hospital. In his experience these patients
were not rendered very uncomfortable by the treatment,
and he was opposed to the use of any moisture on the body.
A Recurrent Eczematoid Affection of the Hands.

—

Dr. S. Poi.LiTZER of New York said that for several years
he had been observing a form of dermatitis which was
not mentioned in the works on skin diseases and was
generally confused with nummular eczema. Yet the dis-
ease presented certain features which served, in his opin-
ion, to separate it sharply from eczema and place it. per-
haps, in the group of the bullous diseases, making it pos-
sibly a form of dermatitis herpetiformis, but of a type so
mild and uniform that it deserved special consideration.
Briefly, the disease was characterized by the occurrence of
pruritic groups of resistant vesicles which entirely and
uniformly covered the surface of small, round, or elliptical
areas on the back of the hands and the sides and back of
the lower portion of the forearms. It remained stationary,
without extension or confluence or change of outline for
several weeks, and then the lesions dried up, desquamated,
and disappeared, to be followed after varying intervals by
repeated recurrences of similar character. During the
eruption there was a moderate eosinophilia.
Speculations as to the Causation of Eczema.—Dr.

James C. Johnston of New York discussed this phase of
the subject, and concluded that by a process of exclusion
the causation of eczema might be narrowed down to a
derangement of the nitrogen metabolism, neither anaphylac-
tic nor a defective synthesis of urea, but occurring where
for the moment biochemistry could not demonstrate it.

Color was lent to this theory by the appearance in its

course of allergic phenomena and urinary evidence of
deamidization. Perhaps the fault lay in a failure of pro
tein-splitting in the intestinal wall or the blood stream
before the tissues selected their store of amino acid
nitrogen.

The External Origin of Eczema, Particularly the
Occupational Eczemas, as Based on a Study of 4,142
Cases.—Dr. Frank C. Knowles of Philadelphia read
this paper and offered the following conclusions: (i)
Fully one-quarter of all cases of eczema were of definite
external origin. Almost one-sixth of all cases of this
affection were caused by the occupation of the individual.
(2) Microorganisms were apparently not the cause of
eczema, but probably played a secondary role in the affec-
tion. (?,') The largest number of cases of the so-called
occupation eczemas were seen in the workers in the hou,^c-
hold, and next most frequently in laborers. (4) Practically
every occupation and every irritant exclusive of occupation
might produce an eczema. {%) The portions of the skin
exposed to the irritant determine^ the site of the outbreak.
(6^ The eruption not infrequently extended beyond the
irritated areas, at times being noted on distant parts of
tlic cutaneous surface, (y) The usual type of eruption
noted was the vesicular or the squamous. ("8) The erup-
tions noted in this paper had lasted for weeks, months, or
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years, and showed a marked tendency li relapse. (9) It

was rather hard to explain the susceptib. lity of some in-

dividuals to certain irritants, while othe.s were not af-

fected, excepting on the theory of a personal idiosyncrasy,

an anaphylactic tendency causing sensitization of the skin.

(10) As dermatitis and eczema of external origin had the

the same clinical and microscopical picture, they should
be classed under the heading of dermatitis.

Ur. Zeisler said that, after listening to these papers, he
felf like presenting the etiology of eczema in a rather
paradoxical vein, something like this : when we had a case

of eczema of which we knew the cause, then it was not
eczema; and when we had a case of dermatitis and did

not know the cause, then it was eczema, .^fter all, we were
forced to agree with the sentiment voiced by Walker that

in eczema we were confronted by a disease regarding
whose etiology we were absolutely ignorant.

Dr. Hartzell said that during the past century we had
not learned a single fact bearing upon the internal cause
of eczema, while, nn the other hand, we had learned much
about the external causes. He did not wish to be under-
stood as denying the possible origin of this disease; on
the contrary, there were certain cases which he thought
were of internal origin, because we could exclude externa!
causes, but what the internal factors were he did not know.

Dr. George T. Jackson said that in teaching this subject
he was accustomed to tell his students that eczema was
due to an unknown internal cause plus an external irritant

Most of the so-called trade eczemas were dermatitidos

.

many eczemas, however, were due to some unknown, in-

ternal cause, and he had seen cases of what he would teriii

purely nervous eczema.
Dr. Ravocli said he had always insisted upon drawing a

sharp line between dermatitis and eczema. He regarded
a dermatitis as an acute affection, and that eczema began
when the dermatitis ceased to be acute.

Dr. Gfindon said he regarded eczema as a peculiar type
of inflammation, due to a wide variety of causes and
analogous to catarrh of mucous membranes. He did not
believe that these eruptions were due solely to an external
irritant, because the fact remained that such an external
irritant would not produce a lesion in everybody, for the

reason that everybody's skin was not sensitized to it. One
might handle formalin, for example, for a long time before
the skin became sensitized.

Dr. Alfred Schalek of Omaha said we might continue
to discuss interminably whether the causes of eczema were
internal or external, but the fact remained that whatever
the causative factors were they were more or less present
universally. In spite of this the majority of people escaped
eczema, so that the conclusion was forced upon us that

eczematous individuals must have a special vulnerability

of the skin which unquestionably was in many cases in-

herited.

Dr. O. H. FoERSTER of Milwaukee said he was firmly

convinced that many cases of so-called eczema were really

due to external irritants, regarding the nature of which we
were still ignorant.

Dr. Howard Morrow of San Francisco said that during
the past year he had seen two cases of recurrent eczema
developing after burns.

Dr. p.. Wood Riggles of Rochester. N. Y., mentioned
a dermatitis connected with the photographic industry and
due to platinum poisoning.

Report of Four Cases of Keratosis Follicularis
(Darier's Disease).—Dr. W. H. Mock of St. Louis re-

ported these cases in detail and said that the unusual ex-

perience of treating three typical cases of keratosis folli-

cularis in the St. Louis Skin and Cancer Hospital at the

same time, and a fourth in the private practice of Dr.
Martin F. Engman a short time previously, suggested to

him that perhaps this disease was not as rare as had
been claimed by the various writers on the subject.
Can Psoriasis Be Cured?—Dr. A. Ravogm of Cin-

cinnati read a paper on this subject. He said it was un-
fortunate that so far we had not come to an understand-
ing regarding the nature of the trouble, and that when we
were ahle to establish the cause of psoriasis we would per-

haps be able to treat the disease rationally. With the
local application of chrysarobin and other irritating reme-
dies the eruption usually disappeared, but only temporarily,
and the irritation produced by these applications often gave
rise to a dermatitis, in some cases followed by the recur-
rence of the psoriatic patches much larger and deeper
than before. The same was true after .r-ray exposure; the

drying up of the epithelial elements caused temporary iiu-

provement. which was usually followed by the appearance
of more stubborn lesions. Personally, Dr. Ravogli said.

he had practically abandoned the use of chrysarobin, pyro-
gallol. ©r tar in these cases, for the reason that they

caused too much discomfort to the patient, and he found
that in ordinary psoriasis a white precipitate salve gave

the best results. He also employed, with good results,

subcutaneous injections of a 10 per cent, solution of cacody-

lic acid, repeating the injection two or three times a week.

When the internal use of arsenic had no more effect in

psoriasis he turned to potassium iodide. In many cases

which had been treated for years with arsenic prepara-

tions, chrysarobin. etc., he had obtained brilliant results

by giving potassium iodide internally and applying the white

precipitate salve locally. Many of his psoriatic patients

treated with these remedies had shown no recurrence

for years, and had given him the idea that psoriasis was
curable.
Granuloma Inguinale Tropicum; Report of Three

Cases.—Dr. Joseph Grindon of St. Louis reported

tliree cases of this affection and offered the following con-

clusions: (i) The disease was a rare one in this country.

(2) It was characterized by a striking conformity to type.

(3) The adjective tropicum. as a part of the title of this

disease, was not wholly justified. (4) The disease in

this country was not mainly one of women, as Manson
said was the case in the tropics. (5') The negro race was
especially liable. (6) The question of contagion must
remain open for the present. (7) The peculiar bodies de-

scribed by Donovan and Carter were not constantly present

in this disease. (S) Spirochetne were not constantly pres-

ent.

Report of a Case of Multiple Lymphoid Tumors of

the Skin.—By. Dr. James M. Winfield of Brooklyn.
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Evidence of Employment of Physician by County—

Physician Cannot Delegate Duties Under Contract.—A physician who had treated members of a poor family
unable to pay for further treatment, infon'ied the town
member of the board of supervisors, who told him to con-
tinue the treatment, and the supervisor would present the
physician s bill to the board. The treatment was continued
ihe town board of health moved to certify the bill to the
board of supervisors, which refused payment. This was
held to sufficiently sliow that the person treated was an
indigent person. Whether she was or not. the physician
was legally employed, and entitled to recover from the
county.

It was also held that a physician who has a contract
with a health board to treat certain poor persons cannot
hire another physician to do the actual work, and then col-
lect from the county for such other physician's services
But where the contracting physician has furnished medi-
cines of an unusual character for an unusual disea^^e he
IS entitled to recover therefor, though thev were adminis-
tered by anotlier physician employed bv him, who per-
formed the actual treatment.—Chapman v. Board of Su-
pervisors, Michigan Supreme Court. 134 N, W. 1025.
Osteopaths — Licensing— "Practice of Medicine"—

bcientific Training—Single Treatment.—.\ (kfendant
held upon an information charging him with practisincr
medicine for money by treating a named patient for hay
fever by osteopathy, without having registered his au-
thority, as required by the Te.xas statute of 1907, Chap 12^
denied the constitntionalitv of the act. The United States'
Supreme Court (Mr. Justice Holmes giving the opinion)
upholds Its constitutionality. The act requires all un-
licensed practitioners to prove their diplomas or exemption
and receive a verification license. Other applicants must
pass an examination conditioned, among other things on
their being graduates of "bona fide reputable medical
schools. Ihe examinations are to be fair to every school
of medicine, without discrimination against anv particular
system, and the act docs not apply to denti'sts, nurses
masseurs or to United States army and navy surgeons etc
in the performance of their duties. A person practising
medicine within the meaning of the act includes, by section
13, one who treats or offers to treat any mental or phvsical
disease or disorder, or physical deformity or injury by any
system or method, or to effect cures thereof and' charge
therefor.

Before the passing of the act the defendant had a re-
munerative practice as an osteopathist. He held a diploma
from a chartered school of osteopathy, but it did not appear
that he presented this diploma to the board of medical
examiners, or attempted to secure a verification license or a
license in any form. The board, in passing upon qualifica-
tions, does not examine in therapeutics or materia niedica
which are not mentioned in the act. On these facts the
Supreme Court was of opinion that the defendant had
failed to show that the statute inflicted any wrong upon
him, contrary to the fourteenth amendment. The court did
not consider the definition of practising medicine contained
in section 13 of the act as arbitrary or irrational, as con-
tended by the defendant, and followed the Texas court in
holding that the defendant was included therein. It pre-
sumed, until the Texas court should sav otherwise, that
the defendant's diploma would not be rejected merely be-
cause It came from a school of ostoepathy. Whatever may
be the osteopathic dislike of medicines, neither the schoo'l
nor the defendant suffers a constitutional wrong if his
place of tuition is called by the act a medical school for the
purpose of showing that it satisfies the statutory require-
ments. An osteopath -Professes to help certain ailments by
scientific manipulation affecting the nerve centers It is
intelligible, therefore, that the state should require of him
a scientific training. He, like others, must beein by a diag-
nosis. It IS no answer to say that in manv instances the
diagnosis is easy—that a man knows when lie has a cold or
a toothache. For a general practise science is needed. An
osteopath undertakes to he something more than a nurse
or a masseur, and the difference rests precisely in a claim
to greater science, which the state requires him to prove
The same considerations that justify including him justify
excluding the lower grades from the law. It was no answer

r'f
^^/ ''j^* *''^ defendant was prosecuted for a single case

If the legislature could prohibit a general practice formoney except on the condition stated, it could attach the
same conditions to a single transaction of a kind not likely
to occur otherwise than as an instance of a general prac-
•'"' j-j

distinction between gratuitous and naid-for serv-
ices did not render the act invalid. This was sustained in

the case of a Maryland statute in Watson v. Maryland, 218
U, S. 173, 30 Supreme Court, 644. Nor was the law made
invalid as against the defendant by the fact that he had an
established business when the act was passed. Collins v.
State of Texas, 3.2 Supreme Court, 286.

Medical Expert May Base His Opinion of Skill Upon
Results of the Treatment.

—

.\ction was brought for
damages for the alleged negligent and unskillful treatment
of a Colle's fracture of the tip of the radius and the liga-
ments of the wTist joint. This fracture was an aggra-
vated one. The defendant diagnosed the case correctly,
and treated the injured wrist by the application of splints
and bandages, with the object of effecting a reduction of
the fracture and a union of the bones. About six weeks
after the accident the defendant determined that a union
had taken place, removed the splints and bandages, and
ceased treating the plaintiff. At the time of the trial the
hand w'as in an abnormal, deformed position, the plaintiff
Had little or no use of the hand or fingers, and continued
to suffer pain
The result, whether of the fracture, or of the treatmentr.

was admitted, by the defendant, to be bad. The evidence
of negligence or unskill fulness was the tesimony of ex-
perts, based wholly on the result. The negligence of a
physician or surgeon cannot be inferred from" a poor result
alone. There must be evidence from expert wellnesses
tending to show improper or unskillful treatment, in order
to sustain a charge of malpractice against the phvsician.
But an expert witness may 'uase his opinion that the treat-
ment was improper wholly on the result, and such an opin-
ion is evidence on which the court or jury may find negli-
gence. The inference of negligence, in such a case, is not
drawn from the result, but from the evidence of the ex-
perts.—Sawyer v. Berthold, Minnesota Supreme Court
134 N. W. 120.

Undue Discrimination Against Expert Evidence in
Charge of Jury.—fn an insurance case the iury were
instructed by the trial judge that it should consider the
medical expert testimony which had been introduced as
to the result of an autopsy, etc., with great caution: that
they should make a painstaking investigation of all the
facts, to reach the truth, and must not be confused or
misled by such testimony, because while such testimony is
sometimes the only means or the best way to reach the
truth, yet it is largely a field of speculation, beset with
pitfalls and uncertainties, and requires patient and intelli-
gent investigation. On appeal the Tennessee Supreme
Court held this instruction to be erroneous, as discriminat-
ing too strongly against such evidence. It was, moreover,
error to warn the jury that they must not be misled or
confused by expert evidence.

In regard to hypothetical questions, an instruction that
the jury, in weighing the answers of medical experts to
hypothetical questions, must look into all the evidence,
and determine whether the facts supposed to exist in the
questions asked did actually exist, because, if one fact
supposed to be true included in hypothetical questions is
really untrue (i. e. not supported by the evidence) then
the opinion of the expert would be valueless, was held to
be proper.—Fisher v. Travelers' Ins. Co., mS S. W., 316.

Practising Without a License for Jury Where Evi-
dence Does Not Conclusively Show Guilt.—In a trial
for practising medicine without a license the testimony of
the defendant, when examined as a witness in his own
behalf, tended to show that he had not treated or offered
to treat any disease of any human being in any way what-
ever "but that he merely made his medicine or tea from
roots and herbs gathered from woods near bv, and sold to
people who came to his tent for it." As the "evidence as a
whole did not show guilt it was held that an affirmative
charge in favor of the state should not have been given,
the question of guilt being then for the jury.—Carter v.
State, Alabama Court of Appeals, 57 So., 1022.

Is Chronic Appendicitis an "Illness"?—.\n applica-
tion for an accident insurance policy warranted that the
applicant Iiad never received indeinnitv for any accident
or "illness" except for a broken ankle. He had, in
reality, been operated upon for chronic appendicitis, and
had received from another company an indemnity for the
time he was away from business on that account. "Illness"
has^^been judicially defined in connection w^ith insurance,
as "a disease or ailment of such a character as to affect
the general soundness and healthfulness of the system
seriously and not the mere temporary indisposition which
does not tend to undermine or weaken the constitution of
the insured." It was held that the question whether the
operation for chronic disposition was an illness falling
within this definition was one for the jury.—Miller v.
Maryland Casualty Co., C. C. Q., 193 Fed., 343.
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l.\Dl\ IDL'ALISM AND SOCIALISM
MEDICAL ECONOMICS.

IN

In the latter-day discussions regarding the relation-

ship of the medical profession to the public, there

are discernible two contrasting attitudes. In one of

these the practitioner is urged to break away from
the traditional self-immolation which has been asso-

ciated with the peculiar humanitarian aspect of his

vocation, and to adopt the methods of the modern
business man in e.\acting an adequate fee from
those who are able to pay it. This attitude also

protests strenuously against the encroachment of

public authorities on the domains that should

rightly belong to the general practitioner, the over-

ambitious exertions of health boards, and the na-

tionalization of contract practice. The protest

against the last tendency is seen to-day in the re-

fusal on the part of the organized profession of

Great Britain to have anything to do with the new
scheme of national insurance, except upon terms that

are satisfactory to the practitioners. The other atti-

tude would place all medical practice under the di-

rect control of the government and by eliminating

the competitive business aspects of the practice of

medicine, would virtually make all physicians em-
])loyees of the State. The two opposing methods
of attacking the economic problems associated with

the healing art may be characterized as the indi-

vidualistic and the socialistic conceptions. The in-

dividualist protests against the exploitation of the

physician's skill by the general public ; the socialist

would appropriate by the right of eminent domain
the talents of the niedical profession. In the two
articles abstracted below there are presented the

main arguments of the opposing schools of "medi-

cal economists."

The Integration of the Medical Profession.

—

W. F. Campbell 'itates that "social imrest, agita-

tion, and dissatisfaction are the 'growing pains' of

the body politic." The criticism of abuses in the

medical profession is a sign of progress. These
abuses are the secret division of fees ; lodge prac-

tice; contract practice; and health board, hospital,

and dispensary abuses. These are due to structural

weaknesses in the profession itself. The vaunted

altruism of the physician's catling has been over-

done and has pauperized both the community and

the profession. The latter itself must be solvent

before it can with honor dispense its charities. The
medical profession can correct its own abuses. If

abuses e.^ist in a dispensary they can be ended if

the physicians refuse to attend this dispensary.

The term "medical ethics" has provided a phantom
bulwark behind which just issues are often evaded.

"Medical ethics is only the golden rule crystallized

into professional conduct. It does not imply self-

immolation, emasculation, or the dethronement of

professional dignity." The solution of the economic

problems of the medical profession require an effi-

cient organization, whose primary object should

be the study of these problems. E. Elliot Harris of

New York has promulgated a plan of organization

which will be tried out in selected districts, and

which if it meets with favor will be extended

throughout the State of New York. In this plan

it is proposed to establish a society of duly licensed

physicians without regard to their designated school

of practice, to be known as "The I'nited Medical

Societies of the State of New York." The pur-

poses of this society as defined by Dr. Harris are:

"(i) The enlightenment and direction of public

opinion in regard to all economic matters in which
the medical profession is concerned. (2j The main-
tenance of a high, uniform standard of medical

education for all licensed physicians, for the protec-

tion of the public health, and for the proper care

of the sick and injured. (3) The betterment of the

economic conditions of the practising physician.

(4) To assist in the enactment and enforcement of

the medical and pure food laws. (5) The further-

ance of the economic interests of the medical pro-

fession of the United States by friendly cooperation

between the States." The plan of organization con-

templates the establishment of local societies rep-

resenting senatorial districts, the local societies

sending delegates to the general assembly. There
will be a central office in New York City in charge

of a salaried executive officer whose duty it will

be to visit and organize local societies, receive re-

ports, and take under advisement the various

medico-economic problems which confront the local

societies.

—

Long Island Medical Journal. July, 1912.

What Is the Matter v^^ith the Medical Profes-

sion?—J. P. W arljasse makes a ])lea fur the

nationalization of medical practice on a socialistic

basis. He finds that the chief trouble with the

medical profession is that the doctor is a private

tradesman engaged in a competitive business for

profit. Just as the schools, the highways, the water

supply, etc., have been removed from the hands of

competitive business, so the public health should be

organized throughout as a public service. The
criniinal and the pauper now receive the attention

of the State. Why should not this attention be

accorded also to the sick man? The latter is a

social problem, and should not be left to the mercy
of the business methods in medical practice. These
methods are steadily on the increase, corresponding

to the increasing pinch of economic necessity. "The
doctor has his talent to sell. He is in the market.

The competition is fierce, ^vlost doctors are cap-

able and able to deliver the goods. But compara-
tively rarely can they afford to give the time to do

the best possible thing for the patient. . . . The gen-

eral practitioner who neglects the methods of the

tradesman, even though he gives to his patients the

benefit of surpassing skill and knowledge, is apt

to languish for a clientele. He is surrounded by

the competitive system, and unless he conforms to

the methods of the warfare about him he must go
down." The author cites the example of the Medical

Corps of the .Army and Navy, in which a high

standard of efficiency is maintained. "Soldiers re-

ceive the best medical attention, not as a charity,

but as a right." On the other hand, the workers

who do the work of the world, are called "hands."

and are "consumed as so much raw material to be

fed to the flames of commerce." The reason for

the difference of attitude of the nation toward the

soldier and the worker is that the latter has "only

just emerged from serfdom, while the soldier has

behind him the prestisje of many thousand years of

fatuous superioritv." Quackery is one of the re-

sults of the competitive system in medical practice.

Moreover, the doctor who is engaged in the com-
petitive struggle for a livelihood is least apt to con-

tribute to the progress of science. Human life and

haoniness should be objects of solicitude on the part

of the State, in whose emplov the- medical profes-

sion should be enlisted "as the great conserver of
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the most precious of the nation's natural resources."—Long Island Medical Journal, July, 1912.

The Young Physician.—The "Night Call " is

the title of a charming bit of fiction by Henry Van
Dyke. The chief feature of this story is the pen
picture of the young country practitioner, I.eroy

Carmichael, who came back to his home town to
practise medicine after a thorough preparation in

a medical school and hospital. He "arrived well

accredited, and was received in his first year with
many tokens of hospitality in the shape of tea

]iarties and suppers. But the final and esoteric ap-
proval of Calvinton was a thing apart from the
mere fashionable courtesies and worldly amenities,
a thing not to be bestowed without due consider-
ation and satisfactory reasons. Leroy Carmichael
failed, somehow or other, to come up to the re-

quirements for a leading physician in such a con-
servative community. He was brilliant, perhaps, a

clever young man ; but he lacked poise and gravity.
He walked too lightly along the streets, swinging
his stick, and greeting his accjuaintances blithely, as

if he were rather glad to be alive. Now this is a
sentiment which Calvinton regards as near akin to

vanity, and, therefore, to be discountenanced in your
neighbor and concealed in ytjurself. How can
a man be glad that he is alive, and frankly show it,

without a touch of conceit and a reprehensible for-

getfuiness of the presence of original sin even in

the l>est families? The manners of a professional
man, above all, should at once express and impose
humility. Young Dr. Carmichael had been s'poiled

by his life in New York. It had made him too gay,
light-hearted, almost frivolous. It was possible he
might know a good deal about medicine, though
doubtless that had been exaggerated ; but it was cer-

tain that his temperament needed chastening before
he could win the kind of confidence that Calvinton
had given to the venerable Dr. Coffin, whose face

was like a tombstone and whose practice rested
upon the two pillars of podophyllin and predes-
tination."

The same story contains another excellent ex-
ample of the author's knowledge of medicine and
of the wonderful gift of word-portraiture in his

description of an attack of angina pectoris. The
patient, a woman past middle age, is telling the
doctor about her sudden illness during the night.
" 'It was the first time—like a flash of lightning

—

an ice-cold flame of pain— .' Even as she spoke a
swift and dreadful change passed over her face.

Her color vanished in a morbid pallor; a cold

sweat lay like death-dew on her forehead ; her eyes
were fixed on some im])ending horror ; her lips, blue
and rigid, were strained with an unspeakable, in-

tolerable anguish. Her left arm stififened as if it

were gripped in a vise of pain. Her right hand
fluttered over her heart, plucking at an unseen
weight. It seemed as if an invisible, silent death
wind were quenching the flame of her life. It

flickered in an agony of strangulation."

—

Harper's
Magazine, August, 1912.

Heine and Homeopathy.—The following anec-
dote of the German poet is related in Ughettis'
"With Physicians and Clients" : Returning from a
journey to the south of France, Heinrich Heine met
a friend, a German violinist, in Lyons, who gave
him a large sausage that had been made in Lyons
with the request to deliver it to a mutual acquaint-
ance, a homeopathic physician, in Paris. Heine
ixomised to attend to the commission and intrusted

the delicacy to the care of his wife, who was trav-
eling with him. But as the postchaise was very
slow and he soon became very hungry, on the ad-
vice of his wife both tasted of the sausage, which
dwindled with every mile, .\rriving at Paris, Heine
did not dare to send the remainder to the physician,
and yet he wished to keep his promise. So he
cut ofl^ the thinnest possible slice with his razor,
wrapped it in a sheet of vellum paper and inclosed
it in an envelope, with the following note: "Dear
Doctor— l-"rom your scientific investigations we
learn that the millionth part of a certain substance
brings about the greatest results. I beg, therefore,
your kind acceptance of the accom])anying millionth
part of a Lyons sausage, which our friend gave
me to deliver to you. If homeopathy is a truth, then
this little piece will have the same eflFect on you
as the whole sausage. Your Heinrich Heine."

—

Medical Rci'icii' of Rcric-a's. .\ugust, 1912.

Physical Examination of Motorists.—F. M.
Mogan states that in Germany legislation provides
for the physical examination of persons applying
for motor licenses. This examination is much more
rigid than might be expected. Of course, nearly
normal vision and hearing are required. Those hav-
ing squinting or astigmatic eyes, the color blind,

and the night blind are rejected. In the case of
hearing, the whispered voice must be heard at nine
feet. Especial attention is paid to the detection
of those suffering from neurasthenia, giddiness, or
insanity—these of course being barred. The arm
and the leg most used in operating a machine must
be normal, and in case the applicant has lost one or
more fingers, or has deformities of the hand, he
is given an opportunity to demonstrate his fitness

or unfitness for driving a car. The provisions of
this examination are so eminently sound and prac-
tical that the general adoption of regulations along
the same lines would, in the author's opinion, very
greatly reduce the excessive number of automobile
accidents in this country.

—

Lippincott's Magazine,
."September, 1912.

In the Tool-Box of the Automobile.—Besides
the s]>ecial tools given with each make of car, and
usually adapted especially to its particular parts,

tiiere are always a few handy things of general
usefulness which the motorist can wilii profit carry.

A small pocket electric torch is extremely con-
venient, for examining the amoiuU uf "gas" in the

tank at night, for instance, and can be bought for a
dollar or less. A small monkey wrench, such as is

made for use on bicycles, is often convenient, as it is

but half as thick in the jaws as the regular style, and
will fit some places which would otherwise take only
a thin "spanner." .\ small funnel, probably of
copper, tinned inside, is useful for filling the oil

tank. With the equipment of the car comes usually

an oil can which is often too large for ordinary
use. For "touching up" such places as the spark and
throttle levers and oil holes in various places a small

oiler such as is used for sewing machines and other
light machinery will be found of considerable value.

Special benzine cans, approved by the boards of

fire underwriters, are sold for the use of tailors,

printers, etc. The one-pint size to carry gasoline

for cleaning hands, spark-plugs, and anything else

will be found of the greatest convenience. It is

safe as regards the risks usually incident to gaso-

line and is most readily accessible. No one who
has once carried this accessory will ever dispense

with it.
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THE UNJUSTIFIED PREJUDICE OF TU-
BERCULOUS PATIENTS AGAINST
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Any physician, be he general practitioner (ir lon-

sultant, who has to deal with tulierculous patients

and who considers sanatorium treatment U< lie in-

dicated ill many cases, will be confronted frequently,

perhaps in the majority of the cases which come
under his observation, with a type of fear or precon-

ceived dislike for institutional treatment, wiiich fur

lack of a better name we may call sanatoriuniphobia

or hospitalphobia. Tliis fear of institutional treat-

ment amounts, in some individuals, to a veritable

horror. The first thought with which this sanator-

iumphobic individual is possessed is the idea tliat he

is sure to meet patients much sicker tiian h.- him-

self who are real consumptives, while he imagines

himself to be only slightly tuberculous. Perhaps
it is only in the presence of the physician who diag-

nosed his case that he is willing even to admit that

he may be tuberculous. This peculiar state of mind
which consists in not wishing to be classified with

other tuberculous patients or only with those iiaving

weak lungs, is pardonable although characteristic.

It seems that a typical tuberculous patient does

not like anything better than to find some physician

who, in spite of the positive diagnosis of se\'eral

others, confirmed by positive sputum tests, will de-

clare that he only has weak lungs. I remember a

case referred to me by a most excellent diagnos-

tician for confirmation of diagnosis and advic? for

treatment. The patient, a few weeks before, had

had a profuse hemoptysis. There was not the

slightest doubt as to a positive diagnosis. I made
arrangements for his reception in a sanatorium, and

the young man, who was engaged to be married,

promised me faithfully to remain in the sanatorium

at least one year, and only to think of marrying
after his case would have been declared to be abso-

lutely arrested. Imagine my surprise when, two
weeks later, the sanatorium physician sent me a

letter which the patient bad written him wherein

the family physician, another consultant, and my-
self were denounced in no gentle terms and the ar-

rangements for sanatorium accommodation can-

celled : and all this because a life insurance examiner
had declared the young man sound and well and

had acce])ted him at a very low risk.

When the patient's fear of reinfection is argued

out of him, wlien lie is told that the well equipped

*Read before the Sociological Section of the National

.\ssociation for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis,

at its annual meeting in Washington, May 30. 1012.

sanatorium is the safest place not to contract the
disease, that the precautions tliere preclude a possi-
bility of becoming reinfected, he will bring forth an-
other excuse for not wanting to go to a sanatorium.
He will say that he is unable to bear the sight of
other patients more ill than himself; he will fear
the depressing influence of constant coughing and
perhaps even of seeing a patient hopelessly ill or in

a dying condition. When the physician will have
.issured him that there is less coughing in a sana-
torium than there is during a grippe epidemic in any
street car of an average sized city ; that if there are
any patients more ill than he. he will not see them

;

that the sanatorium has only relatively early cases;
that the spirit, the mental atmos])here of the sana-
torium is one of ho])e, contentment, and even gay-
ety, the prospective sanatorium candidate will bring
forth a third excuse. He will say, "But, Doctor, I

^hail l)c stigmatized. If it becomes known that I

am tuberculous and an ex-patient of a sanatorium, I

will be ostracized. My former employers will not

wish to take me back into their office or shop."
That there is some justification in this excuse for

sanatoriuniphobia we must admit, for here we ajj-

proach the subject of plithisiophobia, which, alas, is

still rampant in some sections of the country and
among some people who have not informed them-
selves of the fact that the honest, conscientious
consumptive, particularly the one trained in the san-

atorium, is not a menace to iiis fellow-men, and
that to the arrested or cured case with absolute frce-

ilom from l^acilli all avenues to work and society

-ihould be open.

The object of my paper to-day. my reason for

publishing it, giving it as wide a circulation as pos-
sible, and placing it in the liands of sanatorium phy-
icians and others interested in the cause, is to re-

move this unjustified fear of tuberculous patients

who have to enter the sanatorium. I should like to

convince the patient that he need not fear being
ostracized if he will but do his duty. 1 cherish also

the hope that this modest effort on my part, but
.'ibove all the valuable contributions to my plea

which have come to me from leading sanatorium di-

rectors, will convince emjiloyers and others that

l>hthisiophobia is unjustifiable and that to exclude
the cured and thoroughly arrested case from any
employment is cruel, unjust, and inhumane.

Last, but not least, I trust that after reading this

little contribution, prospective patients will see that

their fears of becoming infected or reinfectefl in a

sanatorium are totally unjustified ; that life in a

sanatorium is far from depressing ; that on the con-

trary, an atmosphere of hope, cheer, and good com-
radeship prevails in sanatoria ; and that they them-
selws can contribute to this in no small degree by
determining to get well, obeying implicitly the rules

of the institution, being of a hopeful and cheerful

frame of mind, symjiathetic and kind to their fellow

patients.
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To have the statements I am going to make as

authoritative as possible, I addressed the following

questions to a large number of physicians at the

head of American and Canadian sanatoria : Has
there ever been an authentic case in your institution

of a healthy visitor or employee (physician, nurse, or

helper) having contracted tuberculosis during his

sojourn in the sanatorium, and if so, how many cases

have you on record, and covering what period of

time ? Have you observed among the patients who
have come to the sanatorium any who have left the

institution shortly after their arrival because they

found the association with other patients unpleasant ?

Do you know of any patients who have suffered

from social or business ostracism after having left

your sanatorium, either cured or arrested ?

With a courtesy characteristic of men working in

sanatoria for the tuberculous, they not only sent me
answers to all my three questions, but many of my
friends among the sanatorium directors have added

individual expressions of opinion on the subject un-

der consideration, of incalculable value because they

were based upon actual, personal experience, in

many instances covering a great many years.

From the oldest and best known institution,

founded by our beloved Trudeau 25 years ago. Dr.

Lavvrason Brown, the resident physician, wrote me
the following instructive lines. To question i, he

answered "no" ; to question 2, he answered "yes,"

and added : "We have had a number of patients

come to Saranac Lake village, form attachments

and then finally on their turn for admission to the

institution, get very much displeased with the strict

discipline to which we subject them at first and leave

because they wanted to arrange their life in a way of

which we did not approve. Usually, after the pa-

tients have been here a week they are perfectly will-

ing to stay. It is only at first that the trouble

arises." To question 3, he answered "yes," and

added : "There are a number of patients who have

suffered from social and business ostracism, after

having left the sanatorium either cured or improved.

We have to take this into consideration in writing

to our former patients and we make it a rule never

to write on our letterheads the name of the institu-

tion or the name of Saranac Lake. Several patients

have written to us complaining very bitterly that

they have lost their places. For this reason we
never publish in any paper or in any magazine, the

name of any patient who has ever been connected

with the institution. There is no doubt there is a

general feeling against the tuberculous patient,

whether well or not, whether careless or careful. I

believe, however, that as knowledge spreads, there

will be less trouble but certainly to-day there is a

great deal."

Dr. G. Walter Holden of the Agnes Memorial

Sanatorium at Denver, Col., answered to question i,

"no" ; to question 2, "no" ; to question 3, "no," and

added: "On the contrary, people owning homes
and wishing to take boarders have frequently writ-

ten or telephoned me that they would be very glad

to take patients leaving the sanatorium, as they felt

very much safer in so doing than to take health-

seekers coming to Colorado and not having had san-

atorium training. In health communities, like Den-
ver, certain hotels and boarding houses advertise

that they do not accept tuberculous patients. While
this is not always borne out by facts, it has a tend-

ency to make tuberculous people more or less dis-

honest in denying that they have the disease, know-
ing that they can obtain admittance to these places

by stating they have bronchitis or asthma, if they

have any suspicious symptoms at all. I am of the

opinion that our tuberculosis associations do not go
quite far enough in their instructions and state-

ments to the public. A recent example of this that

has come to my attention is the case of a young man
from New Jersey, who, while an incipient case, was
not willing to make the fight to recover his health.

The limited statements and injunctions regarding
the disease that had come to his notice had made
him feel like a leper or outcast. He was swallowing
his sputum because he so interpreted a statement

on the back of a street car transfer to the etlect that

spitting was prohibited. A great deal of the liter-

ature handed out by health organizations has a tend-

ency to make the afflicted feel that they are more or

less ostracized, because of the incomplete knowledge
gained, and this interpretation is accepted by most
of the general public not familiar with the disease.

I also think that those of us who are working with

tuberculosis all the time are somewhat inclined to

overlook the fact that notwithstanding the wide
campaign that is being carried on, the general pub-

lic is so profoundly ignorant that our technical ad-

vice frequently overshoots the mark."
Dr. W. Jarvis Barlow of the Barlow Sanatorium

at Los Angeles, Cal., answered to question i, "no";
to question 2, "no" ; to question 3, "no," and added

:

"We do not know of any case in which a patient

after his discharge from the Barlow Sanatorium
has sufl'ered any degree of ostracism, either social or

business detriment. On the contrary, many in-

stances might be mentioned in which individuals

have profited in this respect as a result of previous

residence in the sanatorium, e.g., nurses who have

been led to the possibility of better employment
when they were known to be so-called 'cured cases.'

We find that the intelligent public is ready to ac-

cept the assurance of physicians that any patient

is well and no longer a source of danger to the

people about."

Dr. M. J. Brooks of the Brooks Sanatorium at

New Canaan, Conn., answered to question i, "no,"

and added : "There certainly cannot be a case here

of infection between the patients or any of the staff.

The discipline would preclude the very thought of

such a proposition." To question 2, he answered
"no" ; to question 3, "no."

Dr. Jas. D. Brooks of The Bungalows, San An-
gelo, Texas, answered to question i, "no"; to ques-

tion 2, "no" ; to question 3, "no," and added : "To
the best of my knowledge there has been no such

instance. With respect to San Angelo and the vicin-

ity quite the contrary is true, a patient discharged

from the institution being received universally with

greater readiness than people only suspected of

having tuberculosis."

Dr. Alexius M. Forster of Cragmor Sanatorium,

Colorado Springs, Colo., answered to question i,

"no" ; to questions 2 and 3 he answered "yes," and

added : "I feel that the second question, as well

as the first, still tends to keep many patients out of

institutions. The sanatorium is frequently asso-

ciated in the patient's mind with the poorhouse

or the insane asyhnn. In the East in my work with

the poorer classes I frequently had to deal with

an unreasoning fear of all institutions, while out

here with the well-to-do I often find that they pre-

fer boarding-house life. While the fear of stigma

attached to sanatorium life does not altogether ac-

count for this attitude, I am sure that it plays quite

a part. Some patients often try to keep up the pre-
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tence of refusing to admit, even to themselves, that

they have tuberculosis, and others, while acknowl-
edging it to themselves, refuse to admit it to others.

In considering the subject I am sure it has occurred
to you that a great deal of harm results from this

attitude. I have known of boarding houses and
hotels where sputum cups and all sanitary precau-

tions are tabooed, and where patients in order to

gain admission are compelled, not only to lie, but

also to disregard all sanitary precautions. On the

other hand, familiarity breeds contempt, and in

some of our resorts there are many places wheie
sanitary precautions are either very lax or are dis-

regarded simply through carelessness. In regard

to the third question, I can recall a number of cases

where former patients were refused employment
because of the fact that they had had tuberculosis.

This, of course, was not because they had been in-

mates of institutions, but only because their resi

dence in such a place published the fact that they

had had the disease. The above applies particu-

larly to women who seek employment in the home,
and in my e.xperience more rarely affects men. In

this connection I should like to call your attention

to the policy of certain institutions of refusing to

employ persons who have tuberculosis. It has

always been my policy to give the preference to

those who had the disease, always provided that

they were in a condition to work. It is true that

such a policy is more expensive and requires a great

deal more worry and supervision on the part of

those in charge. But I have always felt that since

we send our patients out to take their places in the

world it is our duty to prove that they can be

restored to a condition of economic usefulness, and
surely there is no better way of proving this than

by force of example. I feel that the wonderful
campaign of education carried on by yourself and

the other leaders in our work is doing much to get

rid of the ignorance and prejudice with which your

paper is to deal, but it is only by constant reiteration

of the simple truths that the end will be reached."

Dr. Martin F. Sloan of the Eudowood Sana-

torium, at Towson, Md., answered to question

I, "no": to questions 2 and 3 he answered "yes,"

and added : "We have had during the period of

two years at least twenty cases to leave because they

were afraid they would develop more trouble than

they at that time had. This has been especially true

in our advanced wards where the ambulant cases

become frightened at the bed cases, though the

former might have as much involvement as the lat-

ter, even if their symptoms were not as pronounced.

Several ex-patients have told me of their diffi-

culty to get suitable lodgings on account of their

having been in a sanatorium. One man was forced

to leave three different houses after it became
known that he had been at Eudowood. Two known
cases have had to seek employment elsewhere. On
the other hand, however, I have been glad to learn

from several business men that they would willingly

employ patients, as they felt that they would be a

valuable asset among their working men rather

than a detriment, as they had had instructions on
lines of prophylaxis and sanitation. I might add
further that it seems to me that during the last year

some of this phthisiophobia has disappeared and

this can be attributed, I believe, to the wide pub-

licity that has been given to this sanatorium and the

methods pursued here. Of course, I am speaking

of conditions as they come to me."

Dr. Theodore B. Sachs of the Edward Sana-

torium at Naperville, 111., answered to question i,

"no" ; to question 2, "no," and to question 3, "yes,"

adding: "Some orphan asylums or homes re-

luctantly readmit or refuse admission to children

discharged from sanatoria ; they do not inquire if

the case is open or closed : the mere fact of their

having been in a sanatorium bars them. We had to

do considerable educational work among the man-
agers of such institutions to have them differentiate

between communicable and non-communicable
cases, 'closed and open cases.' Considerable edu-

cational work must be done among employers of

labor. This we are trying to do now through the

medium of the committee and factories. Much of

the unjustified fear is due to the fact that the

patient frequently does not know the nature of his

ailment ; the doctor considers it a good policy to call

it 'a cold,' 'bronchitis,' etc. When the sanatorium
man examines the patient he is frequently warned
not to tell the patient the nature of his trouble. We
certainly agree that the patient should know the

diagnosis, that the diagnosis should be stated in a

kind, encouraging way, and that with the patient

knowing the nature of his ailment, his cooperation

is more readily secured and the battle is half won."
Dr. David R. Lyman of the Gaylord Farm Sana-

torium at Wallingford, Conn., answered to question

I, "no"; to questions 2 and 3 he answered "yes,"

adding: "Quite a few patients have left on ac-

count of incompatability of other patients. Only
closest care in placing patients can guard against

this. The occasional careless patient (which we
meet at times in all sanatoria) makes me quite a

little trouble in this way. As a rule the friends

and fellow employees of our discharged cases hav?

been most ready to extend full cooperation to these

cases after their return to work. In a few cases,

however, this ostracism has been carried to the

point of absolute cruelty and is by no means a

negligible factor. The worst case of this I have

known of was incited by the doctor who was the

local health officer!"

Dr. Ralph Apted of the Grand Rapids Municipal
Sanatorium, Mich., answered to question i, "no";
to question 2, "no" ; to question 3, "no."

Dr. Horace Greeley of the Hill Crest Open Air

Sanatorium at Hackensack, N. J., answered to

question i, "no"; to question 2, "no"; to question

3, "no."

Dr. Robert B. Roman of the Roman Sanatorium
at El Paso, Texas, answered to question i, "no";
to question 2, "yes," and added : "I had one
patient leave the institution after being here only

one night, giving as a reason that she could not

stand to be around so many sick people, but she

has engaged a room to try again right soon." To
the third question he replied "no," adding: "I

have never found that the fact that I hari suffered

with tuberculosis and had spent nine months in a

sanatorium has had any effect upon my reception

into society or the business world. Of course, this

is a health resort town, and a large percentage of
our population come here because of the health of

some member of the family, and on that account
conditions may differ in the East, but I do not be-

lieve that the fact that one has had tuberculosis

would incline people to refuse to accept them into

social or business circles any more than would
typhoid or any other serious illness."

Dr. Herbert M. King of the Loomis Sanatorium
at Liberty, N. Y., answered to the first question

"no" ; to question 2, "yes," and added : "Very
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rarely some hypersensitive and neurotic patient has
left the institution very shortly after admission,
ostensibly because of "the associations. Such patients

are not desirable in any case, and the few who make
up the number would probably not benefit Ijv sana-
torium residence. It has been mv intention to get

an expression from several patients who have come
into the sanatorium reluctantly and with more or

less antipathy, and who have, as is usually the

case, been won over to the enthusiastic cooperation
in treatment, but I have not as yet had an oppor-
tunity to get more than two, which I enclose here-

with. One is, as you see, from Miss X, a rather in-

t^'lligent young woman connected with the Metro-
politan Life Insurance Company, who had to be
almost coerced into coming. As you see, she is

in our intermediate division. The other letter is

from Miss Y, whom you know, a sister of Dr. Y.
.She has just left the sanatorium 'apparently

cured'—probably to resume her teaching next fall.

She has always been reasonable, and this note of
hers, wdiich came unsolicited, gives you an impres-
sion of what an intelligent, educated and, at tlic

same time, sensitive Quaker girl thinks of us

:

" 'My dear Dr. King:—I have been thinking oxer

some of the harsh and unkind thoughts that I had in

mind about sanatoriums when I first heard I had to

come to Loomis, and thought you would like U<

know how my opinions liave changed. I could al-

most picture a place where there were so man\' very
sick people; so ill even in their appearance that it

would only make me feel worse to have to mingle
with them. Instead I found many congenial people,

with red, rosy cheeks, and able to do as nuich, even
more than I could myself. I have been here at

Loomis just nine weeks and have gained in weight,

health and appearance, and in every way have felt

the benefits of Loomis. I also realize that the rigid

discipline, careful medical attendance, regular
meals, exercise and sanitary habits are the cause
of my improved health and know that we could
never follow the same rules at home, no matter how
good our intentions. Trusting that anybody with
the same fixed, disagreeable thoughts that I had
before entering Loomis will benefit by my experi-

ence and find the pleasant surprise that is in store

for them to aid in regaining their health,
" 'Very sincerely,

" 'X.'
" 'My de.'\r Dr. King:—Though I thought of no

more questions that I wanted to ask you, I intended
to try to see you in the evening to bid you good-bye,
but it did not come to pass ; so I am writing to tell

you that my long stay at Loomis has been really a

happy one, for the most part at least, and that I

shall have many pleasant memories of it, inclnding
you and your kindness to me. With many good
wishes to you personally, and many thanks for what
yon and the place have done for me, I am

" 'Very sincerely yours,
" 'Y.'

"

Dr. Estes Nichols of the Maine Sanatorium at

Hebron, Maine, answered to question i, "no," and
added: "We never have had any case of infection

by visitors or employees during their residence at

the sanatorium or any that have developed after

leaving the sanatorium, which covers a period of
eight years. We have to be on the constant watch,
however, in employing help in all departments, be-
cause we find that many persons that fear that they
have tuberculosis or perhaps have shown some
signs, such as loss of weight, cough, expectoration.

blood spitting, or a general rundown condition, as

I hey speak of it, are apt to apply to the sanatorium
for work. They frequently say that they have
never had any trouble. Imt it only takes a short

period of observation to realize that their attention

has been drawn to their chest by one of these signs.

1 have in a number of instances examined the

sputum of employees who have been in the sana-

torium for less than two weeks and have found
aliunrlance of bacilli in it. and when we have ac-

cused them of knowing they had some trouble they

frankly admit it and throw themselves on our mercy.
This is one reason why the management of sanatoria

should be very careful in engaging help without

knowing whether they are free from tuberculous

disease or tendency. We have been convinced to

our satisfaction that the sanatorium is a very safe

place to be in, and I think that is the experience

of every worker." To question 2 he answered
"yes," and remarked : "I have occasion to see a

great many patients who have failed to come to the

sanatorium early enough liecause of a feeling of

danger. This has been confirmed in many instances

by the family physician. When the case gets far

enough advanced at home, however, they lose their

fear, but in most of these instances we are unable

to help them on account of this delay. This feeling

is one that should be overcome, especially with the

medical profession. We have had but two patients

who have left the institution shortly after arrival

because of this fear. One of these cases was an

advanced case, and I think that most of the patients

were glad that she did not remain." To question

3 he answered "yes," and added : "I know of occa-

sional instances of patients leaving the sanatorium

with the disease arrested and being ostracised,

mostly in a social way, but relative to arrested cases

it is more apt to be the other extreme. In other

words, it is more difficult to hold a patient down
for a sufficient length of time because of the friends

ridiculing the idea of their having 'real tubercu-

losis.' With the few cases who go out with the

disease progressive there is not enough ostracism

in many instances to make the patient careful.

Ostracism has one good feature with these persons.

It holds them up to a degree of carefulness that

convinces their friends there is no danger. Some
persons are apt to feel that this is a hardship, but

I find in the patient body under treatment ostracism

of careless patients by the patient body will have
more to do in making that patient more careful

than anything else. I do think there is a good deal

of needless fear concerning the disease, and sin-

cerely hope that your paper will bring out many of

these points."

Dr. Victor F. Cullen of the Maryland Tubercu-

losis Sanatorium answered to question 1, "no"; to

question 2, "yes," and added: "We have had one
patient, a far advanced laryngeal case, who thought

(hat there was nothing the matter with her, and .she

objected to the association of the cases in the

pavilion, and went home on this account." To
question 3 he answered "yes," and added: "I

know of several instances where patients have suf-

fered ostracism because they have been at a sana-

torium, although they left arrested and improved.

This is mostly among boarding-house keepers,

where, although the patient may have been at work
elsewhere for one year, they were afraid to take

them into their boarding house on account of their

having had tuberculosis. I have seen several in-

stances where boarding-house keepers would not
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take in patients who liad tuberculosis, and who used
ilie proper means of disposal of their sputum and of

taking care of tliemsehes
;
yet these same people

would take in an advanced consumptive, as long as

he would sit on the porch and cough and expectorate

on the lawn."
Dr. John Stewart of the Alissouri Stale Sana-

torium at Mount \'ernon, Mo., answered to ques-

tion I, "no" ; to question 2, "yes," and added : "The
only cases I know of leaving because of the asso-

ciation with other patients have been neurasthenics

of the worst degree, and in fact they have all been
worse off than the patients they complained of and
we are always pleased to see them go." To ques-

tion 3 Df. Stewart replied "no."

Dr. W. B. Kendall of the Muskoka Cottage San-
atorium at (iravcnluirst, Canada, answered to ques-

tion I, "no": Ui question 2, "yes," and added: "We
have had otie or two neurasthenics who have left ilk-

institution because they were not satisfied, but as

for what the reason was I could not say ; in fact, I

feel that these patients should have gone to an

asylum in the first place, as we were not prepared

or equipped to take care of them. We find occa-

sionally that some patients are naturally homesick
for tli^ first few days, when this soon wears ofl',

and I feel that the moral effect of having other

jjatients whose ideal is the same with them, is a

great stimulus toward their following the treat-

ment properly and getting good results. 1 con-

sider this latter point to be one of the many reasons

why patients can follow treatment to advantage in

an institution rather than in the home." To question

3 Dr. Kendall answ-ered "no."

Dr. E. S. r.ullock of the New Mexico Collage
Sanatorium, Silver City, N. Mex., answered to (|ues-

tion I, "no"; to question 2, "no," and addcil

:

"Patients sometimes refuse to enter an institution

because they think association with other patients

would be unpleasant. After entering, however, I

have never known one to leave on that account.
'

To question 3 Dr. Rullock answered "yes," and

added : "I have heard of many, many instances in

which patients have suffered business and social

ostracism, relatively or complete, which is the re-

sult of the medical profession's activity in promul-
gating ideas of the contagion of tuberculosis. Mod-
ern studies of tuberculosis have substantiated a

growing conviction on the part of those most com-
petent to judge that tuberculosis is a universal in-

fection : that the worst thing that can happen to

one is to be among the residual 2 per cent, who have
not been infected in early life, for when infection

occurs, w'hich it is bound to do sooner or later, in

the absence of the protective infection enjoyed by
most people in early life, the result is a virulent

type of tuberculosis which finds its analog in ex-

perimental tuberculosis in animals."
Dr. Marion H. Ober of the Portland Open Air

Sanatorium at Milwaukie, Cre., answered to ques-

tion I, "no," saying "I want to say that for five years

now I have bi jn connected with tuberculosis sana-

toria in the South, West and here, and liave come
very closely in touch with the patients both incijiient

and advanced cases (mostly the latter), and have
not as yet become a victim to the disease." To
question 2 he answered "no," and added: "Xo one
has ever left on account of impleasantness on enter-

ing the institution, and it is surprising how very

quickly they adapt themselves to the open life. \'ery

few patients have returned to their inside occupa-
tions after leaving (not that they have left for

heaven), but have gone on to the dilTerent ranches

or into real estate and other occupations that keep

them ©ut of doors." To question 3 he answered

"no," and added: "If people feared more the

crowded churches and theaters and realized the

sanitation of the various sanatoria we would have

less difficulty in convincing our patients that there

was less danger at sanatoria than at their own
home."

Dr. F. M. Potleuger of the PoUenger .Sanatorium.

.Monrovia, Cal., answered to question 1, "no"; to

(|uestion 2. "yes," and added: "I recall only two

. who felt that they were obliged to leave the insti-

tution because the\ found the association unbear-

able, but I would like to say that these same two

patients found the association at home unbearable

and made it unbearable for those around them ; in

oilier words, they belong to the discontented class.

The general rule is that the fear of the sanatorium

being unpleasant and obnoxious nearly always dis-

appears after a day or so in the sanatorium. Some
of those who have feared coming the most have

l)een the most ardent supporters of the institution

after their arrival." To question 3 Dr. Pottenger

.answered "yes," saying: "There is a great preju-

dice among the Laymen against the tuberculous

patient, and the la\men, unfortunately, do not dif-

ferentiate between the trained patient and the un-

trained, neither do they dilTercntiate between the

patient who is in the open stage and the one who
has secured an apparent cure. The very fact that

the patient has been in a sanatorium or has taken

Ireatment from a physician who is a specialist in

tuberculosis brands many of them and works injury

against them when it comes to their association with

the outside world. This is carried t>n to such an

extent that I often find it best, in corresponding

with my patients, to use plain envelopes in order

to conceal the fact that the jierson with whom I am
corresponding has had anything to do with me.

. . . I believe that we can do just as much for

the prevention of the disease and just a; much for

its cure and inject far more humanity into the prob-

lem by making greater efforts against the unjusti-

fiable phthisioi2hobia which now exists. I hope that

your paper will have wide circulation and do much
good along this line."

Dr. P. H. Bartlett of the Rutland Stale Sana-

torium. Rutland, Mass., answered to question i,

"no"; to question 2, "yes," and added: "There

have been a few cases that came to my notice where

patients were not satisfied because they were obliged

to be in an open ward with others. In most in-

stances, however, these patients became accustomed

to the routine and stayed. I believe a few, however

left for this reason. In most instances I do not

think it was because they were associated with other

tuberculous patients in rather close proximity, but

because they were nervous and not accustomed to

lieing with so many people during their sleeping

hours." To question 3 he answered "yes." and

added : "It has happened, not infrequently, that

some patients after leaving the sanatorium have re-

ported that they have been troubled about getting

employment or that they have had trouble with their

fellow employees because they were tuberculous.

In all of these instances I have given a certificate

stating that I felt that a conscientious, well trained

tuberculous patient, although there might possibly

be some activity of the disease present, was not a

menace to the community, and that I felt that our

'arrested" cases were in no way dangerous."
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Dr. Oliver T. Hyde of St. Joseph's Hospital, Sil-

ver City, N. Mex., answered to question i, "no" ; to

question 2, "no," adding: "The general atmosphere
is cheerful and optimistic." To question 3 he
answered "yes," and added : "I have noted that

some patients, having obtained a partial or complete
arrest, and desiring to live in private dwellings in

the town, have been discriminated against because
of their sanatorium history. This, though, is the

result of ignorance. On the other hand, I have
found that arrested patients whom I have recom-
mended to responsible business men for positions

and in whom it was possible for me to say that the
lesion was not active and the sputum was negative
were perfectly satisfactory to the employer, and they
have obtained positions where in the ordinary course
I am quite certain they would not."

Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch of the Sharon Sana-
torium, Sharon Hill, Mass., answered to question
I, "no"; to question 2, "yes," and added: "Home-
sickness and nervousness due to the mere presence
of others, apart from fear of infection, have been
occasionally causes for patients leaving. The num-
Ler of those who have left from mere fear of infec-

tion has been very small, so far as we have been
able to determine ; ami while I have had a good
many who in applying have expressed this fear, the
majority have ceased to harbor such thoughts after

intelligent instruction during their stay at the sana-
torium." To question 3 Dr. Bowditch answered
"yes," and remarked : "I have known of a few such
cases among the many hundred who have left the
sanatorium, and I believe there is, unfortunately,
ground for patients feeling that they may be ostra-

cised if they have been in a sanatorium. To a cer-

tain extent, in my opinion, this is inevitable on
account of the irrational, cruel and unnecessary at-

titude, which I deplore and deprecate, taken by some
people who deal with former patients, no matter
how well they are, who are not only not sources of

danger, but who, from their knowledge of how to

take care of themselves and others, act as mission-
aries among those with whom they associate."

Dr. Geo. M. Sternberg of the Starmont Sana-
torium, Washington Grove, Md., answered the three

questions with "no."

Dr. Lawrence F. Flick of the White Haven Sana-
torium, White Haven, Pa., answered to question i,

"no" ; to question 2, "no," and added : "So far as I

know no one who has entered the sanatorium and
has remained long enough to become acquainted
has left on account of association with other
patients. This is the more remarkable since at

White Haven Sanatorium there is no discrimination
as to race or color, and we frequently have colored
patients side by side in the same ward or in the
same room. We also have had Chinese and Japanese
mixed in with the other patients." To question 3
Dr. Flick answered "yes," saying: "I have heard
of business ostracism after leaving the sanatorium,
but I do not know of authentic cases. White Haven
Sanatorium has made it a rule to protect the patients

as far as possible by guarding their identitv and
refusing information about them to all inquirers
except the family."

To summarize the foregoing answers we may say
that to question No. i. asking whether any healthy
individual had ever contracted tuberculosis during
his sojourn in the sanatorium, all twenty-five sana-
torium directors to whom letters were addressed
answered "no." To question 2, asking whether any
newly arrived patient had left the institution be-

cause he found the association with other patients

unpleasant, 13 answered "yes," 12 answered "no."

To question 3, asking whether any patients had suf-

fered social or business ostracism after having left

the sanatorium, 13 answered "yes," 12 answered
"no." The additional remarks of the sanatorium di-

rectors, besides their value as answers to my ques-

tions, are, of course, highly interesting and instruc-

tive, and they speak for themselves. May I now, in

conclusion, say a few words regarding my personal

experience relating to this topic ?

My experience during the relatively short time I

served as assistant in a sanatorium, corroborates

the negative answers to question No. i. For
my doctorate thesis before the Faculty of Paris,

entitled, "Les Sanatoria, Traitement et Prophylaxie
de la Phtisie Pulmonaire," published as far back as

1895, I had similar answers from twenty-five of the

leading European sanatoria. During the many years

that it has been my privilege to be the senior visiting

physician to the Riverside Hospital-Sanatorium for

Consumptives of the New York City Health Depart-
ment, where the great majority of patients are in

the advanced stages and come mostly from the

ignorant and poorer classes, there has never been an
authentic case of tuberculosis having been con-

tracted among my assistants and nurses. This result

in a hospital for advanced cases is, I believe, even
more remarkable. Regarding the matter referred to

in question 2, I am willing to make the statement

that not only will much depend upon the atmosphere
of cheerfulness which the sanatorium director can

create by his own personality and his example to

his assistants, nurses, helpers and patients, but also

upon the physician who sends the patient to the sana-

torium. Let the physician impress the patient with

the idea that the sanatorium is "eine Heilanstalt"

—

a healing institution—that he must expect to see sick

patients, but that by his own hopefulness, cheerful-

ness, and determination to get well, and his ready
compliance with the sanatorium rules he can be pro-

ductive of immeasurable good to himself and others.

During my stay at Falkenstein as assistant to that

immortal teacher and pioneer of the sanatorium
treatment. Dr. Dettweiler, I had occasion to witness

manifestations of the greatest sympathy, particu-

larly on part of the well-to-do patients toward their

financially less fortunate brethren. It was there

at that time that a few wealthy patients expressed
their gratitude for a complete recovery by present-

ing Geheimrath Dettweiler with a large sum of
money for the purpose of establishing an institution

similar to that of Falkenstein for the consumptive
poor. This institution, the first in Germany for the

tuberculous of limited or of no means, is now located

at Ruppertshain, a short distance from the mother
institution, and is one of the most flourishing and
successful of all the European sanatoria.

Apropos of the antipathy some individuals have
to entering a sanatorium let me relate a true story

which was communicated to me only last week. A
patient whom I had sent to one of our leading sana-

toria returned to me completely cured after a pro-

longed stay at the institution. I mentioned to her

the subject of this paper, whereupon she told me
the following incident which she had recently wit-

nessed : A young woman in a rather advanced
stage of the disease had entered the sanatorium two
years before, much against her wishes and inclina-

tions. On her arrival she was sure that she could

not stand the environment and was prepared to

leave as soon as she was rested sufficiently to take
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the homeward journey. But she began to improve,
though slowly, and she soon realized that the place

was not half as bad as she had imagined it to be.

She became one of the most faithful and obedient

patients, carrying out with enthusiasm the orders

of the physician. It took two years to cure her,

and the other day, when her physician at last told

her ''You are cured
;
you can go home," she rejoiced,

of course, but when the time for her departure came
she shed bitter tears over leaving the place where
she had been so happy and contented, where she had
regained her health, and had made so many friends.

My narrator said that the adieus were pathetic in not

a few instances, and when recalling her own fare-

well from the institution, I noticed a moisture in

her eyes. I believe all objections to entering and
remaining in a sanatorium can be overcome if the

ph3'sician can be persuasive enough to make the

patient perceive that he has now a mission before

him not only to help himself but to help others as

well, and that by the knowledge and training he will

receive in a sanatorium he will become a sanitarian,

a hygienist, a factor of real good to his fellowmen,
particularly among those to whom he will return

after his restoration to health. I really think that I

have won over many a patient to the sanatorium idea.

My experience with the more advanced cases

coming from the poorer classes has, however, con-

vinced me of one fact which I fear our authorities

do not take sufficient cognizance of. If we wish
to retain an advanced case in a hospital for isolation

we must make the environment of this patient as

attractive, as pleasant and as sympathetic as possible.

If we fail to do this the advanced case will prefer

to do with a little less comfort, in fact even to put

up with less good food, a less clean bed, and less

pure air, if he is only allowed to die in his home.
And now a last word concerning the social and

business ostracism to which discharged patients are

alas, so frequently subjected. Wherein lies the

remedy for this type of phthisiophobia? I do not

quite agree with some of my colleagues who hold

the campaigns of our health department responsible

for this type of phthisiophobia. In all the health

department literature which has come under my ob-

servation the statement that the clean, conscientious

consumptive is as safe an individual to associate

with as any one else has always been emphasized.

It is rather that the employers should be convinced

that a tuberculous patient, even if his case is not

arrested and not completely cured, or when the cure

is only an economic one, is best fitted by his training

in the sanatorium to become absolutely safe to asso-

ciate with, if the hygiene in the factory, workshop
or office is not so bad as to make everybody sick.

We not only need a little more education, but also

a little more charity toward our consumptive fellow-

men. The tuberculosis problem will not be solved

by phthisiophobia but by a humane, just, sympathetic

and helpful attitude toward patients within and out-

side of institutions. Fortunately this world is grow-
ing better and I for one at least see brighter and
happier prospects for the patients entering and leav-

ing sanatoria. As stated above, when they are

rightly taught and rightly trained they are bound
to become the most valuable coworkers in our labors,

particularly so -when they are imbued witH the idea

that though they may be seemingly disabled, they

are still valuable and useful members of society.

Let them feel that they may join in what is a sacred

mission to all of us, namely, service to men, which in

the end is the highest service to God.

THE RELATION OF DIET TO HEART AND
BLOOD-VESSEL DISEASE.

By LOUIS FAUGERES BISHOP, A.M., M.D.

NEW YORK.

CLINICAL PROFrSSOR OF HEART AND CIRCULATORY DISEASE, FORDHAM
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; NEW YORK CITY;

PHYSICIAN TO THE LINCOLN HOSPITAL.

Diet is a great though puzzling subject and has

a very important bearing upon the treatment of dis-

orders of the heart and blood vessels. The trouble

with the question of diet is that on the one hand

it is so simple and easy to understand that we over-

look it from its very simplicity; and on the other

hand, the chemistry of food and nutrition is so com-

plicated and hard to master and there are so many
points beyond our present knowledge that we are

appalled when we attempt to fathom it.

On the foundation of the ultimate composition of

food and on a foundation of practical experience

with the feeding of healthy and diseased persons un-

der different conditions, the question is very simple.

So if we are willing to take the ultimate composi-

tion of food as our foundation and make the mat-

ter of feeding under all conditions a matter of

arithmetic, modified by certain common sense prin-

ciples pertaining to individual experience, the ques-

tion of the quantitative regulation of foo<l may be

made a very simple one indeed. However, one

should never undertake the treatment of serious

heart disease by a specific diet unless the blood can

be examined at least twice a month and the weight

constantly watched.

In considering food we need take account of only

four or five ingredients. We need to take account

of the protein, of the carbohydrates, and of the fats.

The amount of water in food is a matter of indif-

ference. The amount of salt and ash bears such

an indefinite relation to nutrition and health that in

a mixed diet we can also generally ignore them.

There is no doubt that there are certain numerous
food ingredients that are required in small quan-

tities. These are provided for by the incidental

articles of food that anyone gets as a matter of

occasional indulgence for the sake of variety.

I had a patient a few years ago with a typical at-

tack of scurvy because he was a bartender and got

his food from the free lunch counter, which was of

course short on vegetables, which we know prevent

scurvy.

So a certain amount of variety is necessary in all

dietaries.

In heart and blood-vessel disease, particularly in

the more advanced stages, diet is more than half of

the whole treatment. This is true because cardio-

vascular disease has its origin more than half the

time in errors of diet. There is no doubt that the

increase of cardiovascular disease as shown by

statistics is, in a great measure, due to the altered

dietary of the present generation. Formerly a man
who wrested his living from the soil got enough
exercise, he was always well supplied with an abun-
dance of vegetable food, and he escaped the con-

sequences of a diet too rich in protein, and the

consequences of the stiboxidation of his food.

While everyone recognizes the relation of diet to

advanced cases of cardiovascular disease which are

essentially cases of Bright's disease, the relation of

diet to the purely valvular cases is not always so

plain. A young man whom I saw recently had a very

severe form of chronic rheumatic endocarditis that

has resulted in the destruction, in a measure, of
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both the aortic and mitral valves. He is a very
ambitious young lawyer, and it is particularly un-
fortunate that he has developed these very severe
lesions just as he begins his career. This boy hail

been under treatment for his heart before he came
to me and had not been doing very well. I dis-

covered that in addition to his chronic heart trouble
he was suffering from chronic intestinal putrefac-
tion, and that it was the resulting chemical poisoning
of his heart muscle that was preventing .him from
developing a satisfactory degree of compensation.
The outcome proved the conclusion, because on a

very careful diet this young man has been able to

resume his law ])ractice, and his heart, instead of
growing worse, is improving.
The relation between the intestinal food activ-

ities and the heart muscle is something that is

brought to my notice not every day but several

limes every day, so that I am absolutely convinced
of the relationship. The integrity of the heart
muscle is more often impaired by the effects of the
overingestion of food, or the ingestion of the wrong
kind of food clement than for any other reason.
In private practice this is a common cause of dis-

turbance of the heart muscle. \'ery often we hear
of the death of a prominent man after a big public
dinner. The former e.x])laiiation, and I believe the
popular explanation at the present time, is that the
man died of an attack of acute indigestion exhaust-
ing his strength and leading to his death. I do not
believe that the result is so indirect. I believe that

these deaths must be laid to the account of acute
autointoxication from the rapid disintegration of
an excess of protein food.

In my own practice I see a great many examples
of acute poisoning of the heart muscle by the
products of intestinal putrefaction.

A young man who was under my care last

winter developed a mania for eating meat. He
would eat his breakfast composed of meat ; in the
middle of the morning he would go out and get
a meat sandwich; he would also have meat for his

lunch, in the afternoon, for his diniier, and late

at night. He consequently developed an intense
autointo.xication, and when I first saw him his

heart was beating only about forty to the minute
and was extremely feeble and irregular. It was
necessary to put him in a hospital and treat him
heroically or he would have drifted on to a fatal

termination.

We learn principles from extreme cases, and we
must apply these ])rinciples to our milder cases in

which the relation of cause and effect is not so
apparent.

A young man. otherwise healthy, leading
an active life, can consume with impunity an amount
of food several times as great as his borlilv re(|uire-

ments. Professor Atwater estimated the food intake
of s'ome of the students of Wesleyan UniversTty, and
he found this was something enormous ; it was per-
fectly incomprehensible that the human body could
tolerate and dispose of such an excess of food. So
the question of food with young people is not so
eminently important. However, I recently saw a
young man, a Princeton boy. who was very much
out of health on account, in a great measure, of
eating just about twice as much food as he needed.
He had developed some nervous symptoms and
weakness of the heart.

When we consider the question of the feeding
of heart and blood-vessel patients, the only thing to
do is to put the whole question on an arithmetical

basis. The arithmetic of food is founded upon
definite experience in the feeding of large bodies

of men, in the dietetics of institutions, and in indi-

vidual observation. Diet, twenty-five years ago.

was purely a matter of fad. One group of people

called themselves "vegetarians," another group took

other food and called themselves something else,

and so on. There is no reason for these fads be-

cause it is not a question of preference for

vegetable or animal food, but a matter of

the ultimate analysis of food of every kind.

The whole principle of dieting in people with

impaired circulation is in regulating the amount
of protein and calories so that the patient

has what is required, but has nothing in excess of

his requirements. The exception to this is where
one can trace the cause to a particular proteid food.

The few-proteins diet that I have recently advo-

cated offers a good chance that particular unfriend-

ly proteins may be excluded though they may not

have been unsuspected of doing harm.

A physician who came under my care several

months ago was in the last stages of what is pop-

ularly known as Bright's disease. His blood pres-

sure was over 200, he had shortness of breath and
hypertrophy of the heart, and he was i)assing a very

large quantity of very light urine ; he also had
signs of impaired circulation in his central nervous
system, represented by mild symptoms pointing to

hemiplegia. Altogether he was a most distressing-

object from the point of view of doing him any
good. However I found that his diet was abso-

lutely wrong. He was consuming about 250 grams
of protein and 3500 calories. The rule in such

cases is to reduce the diet to 50 grams of protein

and 2000 calories. This man submitted to this

rigid diet and he improved a great deal so that he

was able to do his work with some degree of ease,

and he managed to pull through the winter all

right. Unfortunately he did not adhere to his

diet and after neglect of the latter for a few weeks
he had an attack of apoplexy which caused interfer-

ence with locomotion and with the power of speech.

Again he went on the diet and again he improved.
In a few weeks I saw him again and he had lost

ground. As soon as I saw him I said : "You have
been neglecting your diet," because I found that his

blood pressure was 230, and his whole appearance
showed the toxemia of chronic nephritis. He said

in reply : "W^ell, yes, I have been eating meat sev-

eral times a day." and so on. When he had gone
I called up his wife on the telephone and she told

me that of late he had not only eaten big meaTs, but

had gone out to get things to eat between meals.

It is a very common occurrence that people with
the impaired mentality that goes with degeneration

of the blood-vessels develop an abnormal appetite.

and a great many of these patients, in spite of every
intelligent effort exerted in their behalf, simply
commit suicide by poisoning themselves with food.

On the other hand, I have seen men just as bad as

this patient in the beginning, reduce themselves to a

diet of 50 grams of protein a day. and with plenty

of outdoor exercise go on for years in a condition

of equilibrium and never have apoplexy or any
other accident.

The ideal diet or the key to an ideal diet for a

patient with heart and blood-vessel disease is

bread and butter, with a certain amount of milk

to supply the fluid, and enough cheese to make up
the protein requirements, without an excess of car-

bohydrates or heat units. If a man is fed on bread
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and butter alone he gets an excess of carboliyd rates

which burdens his digestion. It leads to an accunui-

lation of weight and other evils, but if given bread
and butter in moderation, with cheese to furnish

the necessary protein, he gets along perfectly well

on this balanced ration, which is a very good ration

indeed. On account of the scurvy question it is

necessary to add fruits and green things, but the

essential elements may be obtained from cheese,

milk, and bread and butter.

The main point is the food people consume habit-

ually—what they take one day after another. In

a reservoir it is the income and outgo day in and
day out that determines the fullness of the reservoir.

.\ thunderstorm may fill it up, or an extra drain

may empty it, but it is the everyday thing that

counts. It is very hard to induce peojjle to take

an average amount of food of the right composi-
tion. I have often heard an old Irishman sav that

"it does a man good to get drunk once in awhile"

—

that it is good for his health. While I do not like

to advocate this rather sweeping theory, however,
an occasional food debauch does not affect a sound
man very much, but if he is diseased it is apt to be
too great a strain on his heart.

The amino acids of protein digestion and their

relation to the integrity of the liver furnish the kev
to some very bad cases in which a mere balancing
of ration fails, but the discussion of this subject is

beyond the scope of this paper.

54 West Fifty-fifth Street.

VACCINES IN SUPPURATIVE OTITIS
MEDIA.*

Hv ARTHUR C. f'lIklSTIE,

CAPTAIN. .MEDICAL CORPS. U. S. A.

During the past two or three years considerable

work has been done by a number of diflerent ob-

servers in efforts to determine the eft'ect of vaccines

on suppurative disease of the middle ear. The
writer was among the first to publish case histories

(Journal American Medical Association, February
26, 1910) of otitis media patients treated with vac-

cines, and wishes at this time to give the histories

of some instructive cases, and to state his conclu-

sions, after considerable experience, on the use and
limitations of autogenous \accines in suppurative
otitis media.

The first point to be insisted upon, and one which
has been emphasized bv nearly everyone who has

written on the subject, is that the vaccine must be
so prepared that it contains the causative organisms
of the disease. This would seem to be a very self-

evident proposition, and yet there are those who
declare that vaccines have no value in this condi-

tion on the ground that they had taken some pus in

a haphazard manner from the external auditory

canal, and had treated cases of otitis media success-

fully with a vaccine made from organisms obtained

from it. It should not be forgotten that the ex-

ternal auditory canal usually contains many differ-

ent germs, and if an attempt is made to cultivate

the organisms of an existing otitis media from its

contents the culture will nearly always be contami-

nated with several other varieties, and the causative

germ will often be outgrown by some harmless
saprophyte. .Sometimes the contaminating organ-
ism will be a spore-bearing bacillus and it will be

*Read before the Columbus Academy of Medicine. Co-
lumbus. O.. April 22, 1912.

impossible to sterilize the vaccine without over-

heating it. In the writer's work the attempt to ob-

tain the causative organism is made by first thor-

oughly irrigating the external auditory canal with
salt solution, drying it with sterile cotton, and then,

under good illumination, taking some of the dis-

charge from the opening in the drum, the patient

forcing it out by autointlation, or Seigel's speculum
being used to draw it forth. Even with care, how-
ever, it is often necessary to make several attempts

before the offending germ is found, and in some
cases there is no doubt that it never is obtained.

The following case, which 1 will report in detail,

shows particularly well the importance of making
the vaccine from the proper organism. Each c.c.

of the vaccines used in the cases reported in this

paper contained 250,000,000 organisms.

Casf, I.—G. C, age 21. Admitted to hospital

on December 31, lyii. with measles. January 9,

1912: Has had pain in right ear since yesterday.

Right drum is red and bulging. Incision is fol-

lowed by thin purulent discharge. January 12:

Profuse purulent discharge from ear. Fowler's

suction douche is used daily, ear thoroughly dried,

and sterile wick inserted. January 13: No change.

.Same treatment. Culture made for vaccine. Janu-
ary 15 : Profuse discharge. Same treatment.

January 17: Profuse discharge continues. One-
half c.c. vaccine given. The organism is staphyl-

ococcus pyogenes aureus in pure culture. Jaiuiary

18: No reaction from vaccine. Profuse discharge

from ear. January 21 : One c.c. vaccine given.

Local treatment continued. January 22 : No reac-

tion whatever from vaccine. Profuse discharge

from ear. January 24: New culture made for vac-

cine. In addition to the staphylococcus there is

also present a small barred bacillus. A vaccine is

made from this organism and mixed in equal quan-
tities with that made from the staphylococcus. Jan-
uary 25 : Profuse purulent discharge from ear. One
c.c. of the mi.xture of the two vaccines given. Janu-
ary 26 : Slight local reaction from the vaccine. Dis-

charge about the same. Irrigation and inflation.

January 27 : Discharge markedly less in amount.

January 28: \'ery small amount of discharge from
the ear. One c.c. vaccine given. January 29: Pro-
nounced local and general reaction from the vac-

cine. January 30: Slight discharge from the ear.

Local treatment continued. January 31 : Small

amount of waterv discharge. Suction with Seigel's

speculum. Inflation through catheter. February i

:

No discharge from the ear. One c.c. vaccine given.

The drum looks white and edematous. February 2

:

Pronounced reaction from the vaccine. February
4: No discharge. Drum is still white and swollen.

Inflation. February 5 : Small amount of purulent

discharge. One c.c. vaccine. February 6: Marked
reaction from t'ne vaccine. Considerable discharge.

February 8: No discharge. Drop of pus with-

drawn with Seigel's speculum. February 10: No
discharge. No pus on inflation. February 11: No
discharge. One c.c. vaccine given. February 12:

No reaction from the vaccine. No discharge. Feb-
ruary 15: Perforation is closed and drum looks

normal except for retraction. Inflation. February
18: Drum looks about normal: inflates readily.

Llears whisper at twenty feet.

It will be noted in the above case that the first

culture obtained was the staphylococcus pyogenes
aureus, and in view of its well known activities, it

was easy to believe that this organism was at the

base of the trouble. When, however, its injection
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caused absolutely no reaction, and no change was
made in the course of the disease, it was concluded

that some other organism must be the cause of the

suppurative condition. Another attempt at cultiva-

tion revealed a small barred bacillus (unidentified).

Injection of a vaccine made from a culture of this

organism produced a local reaction and the sup-

purative condition underwent a marked change.

It may be well at this point to further analyze

this case, it being an interesting one, and illustrates

several points of importance. It was noted on

January 26 that there had been "a slight local reac-

tion" ; by this is meant a slight redness at the site

of injection, and some little local tenderness. In

the writer's opinion this is the reaction always to

be sought for after the first injection of vaccine,

and with a little experience in preparing and admin-
istering vaccines it can nearly always be obtained.

This is important because upon this reaction de-

pends the time of administration and the size of

the second dose. If nothing more than a local

reaction is obtained then the second dose of i c.c.

is given after an interval of four days. The fre-

quency of subsequent doses must depend entirely

upon the reaction obtained and the course of the

disease.

It will be noted in this case that on January 26.

the day after the initial dose of the effective vaccine,

the discharge from the ear was profuse, but on the

two succeeding days there was a marked diminution

in quantity and change to a more watery character.

This could be accounted for by coincidence, espe-

cially since the disease had been in progress for

two weeks and might well be subsiding under local

treatment. This, however, is the typical result

obtained in practically all cases of otitis media
where the vaccines are effective. There is first an

increase in the amount of discharge and soon after-

wards a marked diminution in quantity and change
in character. The second dose of vaccine was given

on January 28, and was followed by a pronounced
general reaction ; that is, the patient had a feeling

of malaise and his temperature arose to 100. All

symptoms due to vaccine disappeared in about

twelve hours. On February i there was no dis-

charge from the ear but the appearance of the drum
showed that the disease had not entirely subsided.

A third dose of vaccine on this date again produced
a marked reaction. It may be stated here that so

long as a reaction takes place after the injection

of vaccine the disease is probably still active. Al-

together this patient received five doses of vaccine

and after the fifth had no reaction whatever. This

dose was followed within two days by a complete

disappearance of the disease, as evidenced by a drum
which was normal in appearance except for slight

retraction, the perforation having closed, and infla-

tion being easy.

It can be said that this case might have recovered

just as soon under local treatment alone. That, of

course, is true, but it is equally true that it might
not have, for there are many cases that never do
recover under local treatment. No one can tell

how long it will take to effect a cure in any case of

otitis media under any method of treatment. The
striking thing about the use of vaccines is not the

length of time it takes to effect a cure, but rather

the distinct change for the better which takes place

after every injection of the vaccine. Even should

it take equally long to effect a cure by the use of

vaccines they still have an important action in so

modifying the course of the disease as to prevent

much of the destruction that would otherwise take

place in the middle ear. The mere fact that the dis-

charge is lessened in amount and becomes more
serous in character points to a diminished activity

of the disease. It is true that cases are occasionally

encountered in which the vaccines have no appre-

ciable effect. These can be accounted for on the

ground that the causative organism was never se-

cured, which is undoubtedly often the case, or that

the disease was so active or of such long standing

as to have produced necrosis of bone. Even in the

latter class of cases a suitable vaccine is often of

great benefit in so modifying the course of the dis-

ease as to prevent further destruction, and the in-

volvement of neighboring structures.

There are many cases of otitis media which re-

cover in from eight to twenty days under local

treatment, especially if incision of the drum is prac-

ticed early ; and others which recover under no
treatment at all ; but there are still others which
persist in spite of the most painstaking care. It is

in this latter class that vaccines find their legitimate

field, and in a large per cent, of which they effect

a cure. In the writer's work, after the first year

or so, when it was largely experimental, vaccines

have been used only in those cases which have
shown themselves resistant to local treatment.

When it becomes evident after ten days to three

weeks of local treatment that the case will at least

be one of long duration the use of vaccines is be-

gun, the local treatment being continued. They are

not to be used to the exclusion of other methods of

treatment but only as an adjunct to the proper
local measures in resistant or long-standing cases.

The local treatment in all of my cases consists in

very early incision of the drum membrane, fol-

lowed by daily, or more frequent, irrigation with

Fowler's suction douche. The canal is thoroughly
dried after each irrigation and a gauze wick lightly

inserted. When the disease has somewhat sub-

sided the eustachian tube is kept open by inflation

through the catheter. Some of the cases which per-

sisted in spite of these measures are given below,

and the success of the vaccine may be judged from
them.

Case II.—C. B., age 25. Admitted to hospital

January 31 with measles. After aching for a few
hours during the night, on February 5, the right ear

began to discharge. Drum red and thickened, with

a perforation considered large enough to afford ade-

quate drainage. Local treatment was continued
daily until February 16, and a thick purulent dis-

charge still continuing, the patient was given J/2
c.c.

of an autogenous vaccine. This was followed on
February 17 by a pronounced local reaction. On
February 18 the discharge was much less in amount.

On February 20 there was no discharge. No fur-

ther treatment was given until February 26, when
the drum looked normal except for retraction. It

was inflated through catheter. Patient remained
without symptoms until April i, when he reported

with roaring in the right ear. Drum was readily

inflated by Politzerization and he experienced no
further trouble.

Case III.—B. B., age 27. Patient discharged

from hospital on February i. after an attack of

lobar pneumonia. On February 3 he reported at

hospital with earache. The right drum was' found

red and bulging. Incision was followed by a serous

discharge. The next morning there was purulent

discharge from both ears, the left drum having rup-

tured during the night, the patient having had no
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pain whatever in that ear. Smears show a diplococ-

cus, resembhng the pneumococcus, and a small ba-

cillus. Local treatment was continued daily and on
February 16, there being a very profuse purulent

discharge from both ears, i c.c. of a vaccine made
from cultures of the above organisms was injected.

On February 17 a slight local reaction from the

vaccine had taken place and the discharge was
watery in character and not nearly so profuse. Lo-
cal treatment was continued daily. On February
20 there was no discharge from the right ear and a

slight w'atery discharge from the left. Two c.c.

vaccine given. Patient not seen again until Febru-
ary 26, when there was no discharge from either

ear. Both drums were retracted but readily in-

flated. No recurrence of the discharge took place.

Case IV.—L. H., age 21. Patient in hospital

with measles when he complained of pain in right

ear on April 25. On examination the external au-

ditory canal was found full of pus. Daily local

treatment was pursued. On May 14 there was still

a profuse discharge and ^ c.c. of an autogenous
vaccine was injected. A marked local reaction

took place. On May 15 there was much soreness

along the external auditory canal and at the meatus

;

this was thought to be a part of the reaction from
the vaccine. The discharge on this date was much
less in amount. On May 19 there was no discharge,

tlie drum being uniformly red but readily inflated.

May 31, the discharge had not recurred and the

drum looked normal except for retraction. It was
readily inflated and patient could hear a whisper at

twenty feet.

Case V.—L. E. H., age 21. Admitted December
4, 191 1, with measles. On December 12 the right

drum was found red and bulging and was incised.

December 13, profuse purulent discharge, accom-
panied by much pain and tenderness over the mas-
toid and drooping of the postero-superior wall of

the canal. The suction douche and Seigel's specu-

lum were used and on the next day the pain and
tenderness over the mastoid had greatly subsided.

The profuse discharge continued but the mastoid
symptoms gradually disappeared. On December 24
the discharge stopped and the opening in the drum
was found nearly closed. Another incision was
made and was followed by a very profuse purulent

discharge. During the next week the discharge

continued in varying amounts. On January 3 there

was not quite so much discharge but the case was
progressing so slowly tliat y^ c.c. of an autogenous
vaccine was given. This was followed by a slight

general reaction. On January 4 the ear was per-

fectly dry and although the incision was well open
nothing could be withdrawn with Seigel's speculum.

On January 7 there was no discharge but the drum
looked red and thickened and i c.c. of the vaccine

was given. There was a slight reaction from this.

The discharge never recurred. The drum remained
retracted and inflation was somewhat difficult on ac-

count of the presence of a small amount of adenoid
tissue which was removed on January I2'. The
patient went to duty on January 16 and had no
further trouble.

Case VI.—H. S., age 21. Admitted December 13
with appendicitis. Appendix was found gangrenous
and a large abscess surrounded it. On December
24 acute follicular tonsillitis began, and the next

day the left ear drum was found red and bulging.

Incision was followed by a free purulent discharge.

On January 4 the discharge was still very profuse

and 1/2 c.c. of a vaccine made from the Staphylococ'

ens pyogenes albus, which had been obtained from
the patient's ear, was injected. January 5, slight

local reaction. Profuse discharge. January 6, al-

most no discharge. January 7, no discharge, drum
readily inflated. One c.c. vaccine given. January
13, drum somewhat retracted but readily inflated.

One c.c. was given and there was no reaction what-
ever. The patient was observed for about a month
while convalescing from the appendiceal abscess

and no further trouble was experienced with the

ear.

Case VH.—S. G., age 20. Admitted to hospital

with measles on January 23. February 5, right ear

drum red and bulging; incision followed by puru-
lent discharge. Local treatment pursued daily, but

on February 23 the discharge continued unabated
and yi c.c. of an autogenous vaccine was given.

The culture was Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

Slight local reaction. On February 24 the dis-

charge was about the same in amount but more
watery in character. February 25, no change.

February 26, discharge distinctly lessened in quan-
tity. February 27, no discharge whatever. One
c.c. vaccine given. February 28, marked reaction

from the vaccine ; slight watery discharge from the

ear. February 29, ear perfectly dry. The discharge

never recurred and the drum gradually returned

to normal.

The next two cases show a very marked action

of the vaccine, in that each of them cleared up
after one dose, the discharge having continued for

about five weeks in the first and three weeks in the

second.

Case VIII.—A. B. February 5 : Right drum red

and bulging. Incision followed by purulent dis-

charge. February 6: Profuse purulent discharge.

Local treatment begun and continued daily until

IMarch 15, when the discharge still being very pro-

fuse I c.c. of an autogenous vaccine was injected.

March 16: Local reaction from the vaccine. March
18: Very slight discharge from the ear. Local

treatment continued. March 19 : No. discharge.

Perforation in drum is closed. Drum is red and
thickened. March 23 : Drum normal in color but

retracted. Autoinflation easy. There was no recur-

rence of the disease.

Case IX.—F. K. February 28, 191 1. Admitted
to hospital with measles. March 13: Right drum
red and bulging. Incision followed by purulent dis-

charge. Daily local treatment was continued until

April 4, when a culture showed presence of Staphy-
lococcus pyogenes albus and a diplococcus. A vac-

cine was made from these organisms. April 7

:

Free purulent discharge from ear
; }4 c.c. vaccine

given. April 8 : Local reaction from vaccine. No-
discharge from ear. April 1 1 : No discharge. The
patient made a complete recovery without recur-

rence of the discharge and without another dose of
vaccine.

Case X.—L. H., age 18. Admitted to hospital
December 3, 191 1, with measles. On December 9
there was spontaneous rupture of the right ear
drum, the patient not having complained of any
pain in the ear. Daily local treatment was carried
out. December 12 there was a very profuse dis-

charge from the ear and considerable pain and
tenderness over the mastoid, with drooping of the
postero-superior wall of the canal. December 13.
discharge about the same but less mastoid tender-
ness. Complained of pain in other ear and on ex-
amination the drum was found red and bulging.
Incision was followed by purulent discharge. The
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discharge was exceedingly profuse from both ears

and continued in spite of careful local treatment.

On December 27 both drums were reincised. On
January 4, the discharge being just as profuse as

at any time during the course of the disease, Yz c.c.

of an autogenous vaccine was injected. January 5

marked local reaction from the vaccine. Slight

watery discharge from the right ear ; that from the

left about the same as before. January 6, very

small amount of purulent discharge from both ears.

January 7, i c.c. vaccine given, followed bj' a slight

local reaction. January 13, a slight watery dis-

charge is still present. One c.c. vaccine given.

January 17, no discharge from either ear. One c.c.

xaccine again given. January 18, slight reaction

from the vaccine. No discharge from either ear

No recurrence of the discharge took place. On
January 24 the perforations were closed, both

drums being retracted but readily inflated. On
January 25 autoinflation was easy in both ears and
the hearing was 20/20 for the whisper.

Since December 1, 19 10, the writer has treated

seventy-six cases of acute suppurative otitis media.

all of them among soldiers or their families at

Columbus Barracks, O. Thirty-nine of these

cleared up completely in from one to three weeks
under local treatment alone. Three died of broncho-

pneumonia, this as well as the otitis media being a

complication of measles. Two died of meningitis

following mastoid disease, both of them being strep-

tococcic infections. The simple mastoid operation

was done in ten of these cases, nine of these opera-

tions being made necessary because of mastoiditis

with urgent symptoms. The tenth one was a case

in which the discharge had persisted in spite of

every method of treatment, including the use of

vaccines, for more than eight weeks, and the simple

mastoid operation was done to cure the otorrhea.

The large percentage of mastoid operations in this

series is accounted for by the fact that most of

these cases complicated measles of a very severe

type. It is a common observation that otitis media
complicating measles is likely to be severe in some
epidemics, and is very prone to cause mastoiditis.

This has been our experience. Twenty-five of the

cases mentioned above were treated with vaccines.

In twenty the vaccines were entirely successful.

Ten of these are the cases reported in this paper,

the course of the disease and the outcome in the

other ten being exactly comparable to the cases re-

])orted. In two cases the vaccines were of ver\-

doubtful value. These cases finally recovered but

there was nothing to show that the vaccines had
anything to do with the outcome. One case es-

caped from observation after having shown marked
improvement from one dose of vaccine. In the re-

maining three cases the vaccines were entirely un-

successful. In one of these the use of vaccines was
not begun until the eighth week of the disease, and
although at times some improvement took place, a

cure Viras not effected. In the second the suppura-

tive condition subsided but the functional result

was so bad as to make it necessary to discharge the

man from the service on accoimt of deafness. The
third unsuccessful case was the one mentioned
above in which it liecame necessary to do a simple

mastoid operation.

In computing the value of the vaccines in this

series of cases it should be kept in mind that the

twenty-five cases in which they were used were of

a severe type, and most of them had persisted after

long continued local treatment. It is quite prob-

able that some of them would have finally subsided
under local treatment alone, but it is unlikely that

the functional results would have been so good. A
considerable number of them, however, would have
probably gone on in a chronic state, with all of its

accompanying dangers. The aim of everyone who
is called upon to treat suppurative diseases of the

middle ear should be to cure every acute case in-

stead of allowing it to become chronic. It is safe

to say that all cases of acute otitis media which do
not end fatally are curable, but that a large per-

centage are not cured is proven by the number of

patients with chronic otitis media that every otolo-

gi.st has under his care.

During the year 1911, six men out of every

thousand were rejec:ed for the military service

at Columbus Barracks, O.. because of chronic

suppurative otitis media, this being a larger

rejection rate than for any other one dis-

ease except mitral regurgitation and gonorrhea.

This did not represent the entire number rejected

for this cause by any means, for a good percentage

had already been rejected at the recruiting stations

on account of defective hearing or discharge from
the ear, and thus ne\'er reached the recruit depot

at Columbus Barracks. I have made this state-

ment to show how necessary it is to use every
means at our command to effect a cure in every

case of acute otitis media. .\ certain number can

be cured by local treatment alone. Then a certain

number which do not respond to local measures
will clear up when the proper vaccine is used.

When all medical means are exhausted there still

remain a few cases which are curable only by sur-

gical means. These can be cured by the simple

mastoid operation, and it is being insisted upon
more and more by otologists everywhere that cases

I if acute otitis media which cannot be cured by
other means should have the simple mastoid opera-

tion performed.

I'Vom my own, and the experience of others. I

think it can now bo stated that the use of vaccine

treatment in acute supinirative otitis media should

he confined to those cases which are resistant to

local treatment, and then it should be used in addi-

tion to, and not to the exclusion of. such treatment.

They are undoubtedly a valuable addition to our
present means of treating such cases. In addition

to these acute cases it is the general opinion of

men who have used them that vaccines are of value

in most subacute cases. In chronic cases their field

nf usefulness is much more restricted, depending
])robably upon two factors, the amount of necrosis

and the condition of the circulation in the mastoid.

Enough cases have been reported by different ob-

servers to show that vaccines are an aid to the treat-

ment of chronic cases even of long standing, but of

course the more chronic the disease becomes the

more is it likely that operative measures will he

necessary to eft'ect a cure.

Even with the above limitations it must be ac-

knowledged that vaccines have a definite place in the

treatinent of suppurative conditions of the middle

ear. The dangers accompanying chronic otitis

media are being recognized now as never before,

and if the vaccines will prevent a certain number
of cases from becoming chronic, and limit the rav-

ages of the disease in those already chronic, then

their use is not only justified but becomes highly im-

perative,

CoLfMUVS r.ARKACKS, CoLUMBrF. O,
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GALLSTONES.*
Uv IlAkOLU DF.WOLF, M.D.,

THE GLEN SPRINGS, WATKINS, N. V.

The subject of gallstones, which has been assigned
to me, is too large to approach in any but a verv
imperfect and incomplete way, if one is to keep
within the necessary time limit. I have, therefore,

divided my paper into the following customary sub-

heads and will touch briefly on the first few, leaving
the greater part of my time for the consideration
of diagnosis and treatment. The subheads are (

i

)

occurrence; (2) physical and chemical properties;

(3) etiological factors; (4) symptomatology; (5)
differential diagnosis; (6) complications, and (7)
treatment.

Occurrence: The condition is very rare in India
and the East generally, according to many writers,

this being due, perhaps, to the fact that it is not
always recognized, but probably largely to the habits

of dress, eating, and living. In Europe and Amer-
ica, on the other hand, gallstones are very frequently
met with, by far the greater number of cases being
found in the autopsy room, where, strange to relate,

the unfortunate patient has probably arrived with
some other and more cornplex diagnosis pinned
onto his vestments. To bear this out Riedel and
Kehr made a flat statement that 10 per cent, of all

l)er.sons on whom an autopsy is performed have
stones present in the gall-bladder or passages, or

have positive evidence of stones having been there.

Mayo Robson is both a little more and a little less

conservative, although he arrives at practically the

.-iame figures, as he puts the number at from 5 per
cent, to 12 per cent. Kehr, in order perhaps not to

raise the wrath of the medical ])rofession, is kind

enough to tell us that 95 per cent, of the cases in

which gallstones are found at autopsy presented no
symptoms or physical signs of the disease during
life. Let us hope he is right, although it seems to

be a great opportunity that the surgeons are miss-

ing-

Physical and Chemical Properties: In size they

vary from that of fine sand to that of a tennis ball.

In shape they may be almost anything, depending
upon the number present, location, size and many
other influences. Generally, however, a single stone

is roughly egg-shajied and the smaller ones are

much facetted from contact with their fellows. As
to the number there may be a single large stone,

or the number may go into the himdreds. To quote
Robson again, ''there have actually been as many as

2000 removed from a single case." The color, too.

varies widely and may be anywhere from a pure
white to black, the prevailing tint, however, being
yellow or brown. Consistence is usually firm and
the stone may be easily broken between the fingers,

the fractured surfaces appearing crystalline. There
is no set rule in this, though, any more than in other

characteristics, because stones as hard as uric acid

calculi have been found and again as soft as putty,

which they may also resemble in other respects.

Cholesterin, always crystalline, is the secretion of

mucous membranes generally and forms by far the

greater part of the stone, but it is usually built

around a clump of desquamated epithelial cells, a

mucus plug, or a foreign body, and is always held

together by a cement-like substance, formed of

mucus, and calcium margarate, stearate and pal-

niiate. The biliary salts, sodium glycocholate and

*Read before the Schuyler County Medical Society. Feb-
ruary 20, 1912.

sodium taurocholate and the bile pigments are
almost alwa}s present, to the latter being due the
color of the calculus. As we have said, the import-
ant ingredient, cholesterin, is formed not from the
bile itself and not in the liver, but from mucous
membranes. Consequently, an overstimulated mem-
lirane will throw out an excess of cholesterin which
requires, therefore, an excess of salts to hold it in

solution. Lacking the salts, the other material is

promptly precipitated and forms our stone. An-
other extremely interesting fact is that bile itself

Ijcing an irritant, will, when allowed to act upon
healthy tissue, produce a mild grade of inflamma-
tion and promote the outpouring of mucus and
cholesterin. It will readily be seen then that any
inflammatory process in the region of the gall-

bladder, even that caused by simple stagnation of
bile, as found in the condition known as "torpid
liver," will eventually be sufficient cause for the

occurrence of biliary calculi. This, however, antici-

pates our next sub-heading.
Etiological b'actors : Someone has said:- "Given

a female of sedentary habits approaching the age
of 60 and we have a fertile field for gallstones."

This seems to be a good rule to follow, as 25 per
cent, of the cases are 60 years or over, and the

condition occurs four or five times as frequently
in women as in men. That the ladies should have
the advantage, or tlisadvantage, is not surprising
when we stop to consider that pregnancy—and 90
per cent, of women with gallstones have borne chil-

dren—is a great factor in producing chronic con-
stipation and interfering with the jjroper outflow
of bile. Wearing corsets, especially when accom-
panied by the jjernicious habit of hooking from the
top down, "will tend to distort the liver and depress
the fundus of the gall-bladder" (Allbutt). It

seems hardly necessary to mention again the seden-
tary life as a causative factor, but its importance
niay perhaps be imi)ressed upon one's mind by
repetition and by the hasty enumeration of the all

too frequent events following upon this most com-
mon complaint. These are loss of tone in the ab-

dominal muscles with consequent removal of acces-

sory forces needed for defecation ; the result is con-
stipation. Next the retained irritant matter sets

up a catarrhal inflammation, which sooner or later

produces paresis of the intestinal musculature, and
of the closely related biliary ]iassages, with the sub-
sequent stagnation of bile and increase in the pro-
duction of cholesterin. I'.ut what of the diet? It

>urely must have an influence, ami it does. Great
reduction of nitrogenous food, as found in vege-
tarian Germany, leads directly to precipitation of
cholesterin through the insufficient presence of the

bile salts to keep it in solution. Indeed, with all

their advances in medicine, the Germans still prob-
ably lead the list in the number of gallstone cases,

\\hile England, with its heavy meat eaters, is far,

far behind. Thudicum has made some very 'inter-

esting observations in this connection among the

lower animals, and he tells us that the condition is

never found among the carnivora. It has also been
frequently noted that the diabetic on his diet high
in proteid rarely develops biliary calculi. Perhaps,
though, the enormous <|uantities of fluid that the

diabetic indulges' in may be preventive and con-
versely the small water drinker may become a fit

subject. If, now, into this fertile ground we have
so carefully prepared a few stray bacteria from the

well stocked gut should wander, the picture is com-
pleted. In this connection one may say that gall-
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stones very frequently occur in old typhoid cases,

and, according to Robson, in those who have had
influenza. However, other organisms are also found,

notably the colon bacillus, staphylococcus, strepto-

coccus and Bacillus subtilis. Probably then this

actual infection of the gall-bladder is the exciting

agent in all cases of gallstones.

Symptoms : Here, as in most other conditions,

there is no set rule or sequence. There may be no
symptoms at all, or merely depression of spirits

with gastric discomfort. Again we find recurrent

attacks of dyspepsia which resist all treatment and
eventually lead us to suspect the presence of a path-

ological lesion other than one local to the stomach.

Lilienthal has apparently been particularly struck

by the great number of such cases, which pass

through the hands of "stomach specialist" after

"stomach specialist" only to eventually come to the

surgeon during an acute attack of colic. The same
observer makes a special plea for early and accurate

diagnosis in such cases and asks that the medical

man should always consider the possibility of gall-

bladder disease and should not delay too long in

seeking operative relief. He says in part : "Indi-

gestion with repeated attacks of pain and belching,

or even no pain, but severe discomfort, particularly

after eating meat, should, in the absence of emacia-
tion and jaundice, arouse a suspicion of gall-blad-

der stones of large size." The following case, illus-

trating the conditions described above, is typical of

what one so often meets in private practice and
shows clearly the errors to which the medical man
is prone.

Mrs. S., 53 years of age, was first seen in Octo-
ber, 191 1. The chief complaint was of irregular,

severe attacks of pain in the region of stomach,
the last one having been two months previously.

Family history was negative. Previous illnesses

included ordinary exanthemata of childhood; acute

rheumatic fever and malaria in early adult life

;

sciatica; a condition diagnosed as peritonitis (prob-

ably appendicitis) at the age of 40; and several

attacks of "grippe" and tonsillitis. There were no
injuries or operations. Menstruation had ceased

normally at 50. Patient had had four normal labors.

The habits were good except for obstinate constipa-

tion of many years' standing, for which the constant

use of pills and enemas was necessary.

There was a history of a sudden intense pain in

the epigastrium seventeen years before, the attack

lasting for twelve hours and being eventually re-

lieved by morphine. There was no nausea, vomit-

ing, or diarrhea, and no icteroid tint to the skin or

sclerae as far as was known. During the following

nineteen months the attacks recurred at intervals,

sometimes accompanied by a chill, nausea, and vom-
iting, and then for three years the patient was
comparatively free, but during the past ten years

the symptoms had returned with greater frequency

and violence, a single attack, as described by the

patient, consisting of rather sudden, deep-seated

pain in the region of stomach, radiating to the back
and right breast, and accompanied by enormous
quantities of gas in both stomach and intestines.

The patient thought that the attacks were brought
on by excitement, everexertion, or by eating cer-

tain articles of food, chicken being the most fre-

quent ofTender. She had, therefore, eaten little

meat for six months and the attacks had been infre-

quent, the last one having occurred in August, 191 1.

Physical examination showed a well-nourished

white female adult with a clear, normal complexion.

Pupils normal. Sclera injected. Mucous mem-
branes of fair color, tongue coated and pharynx
congested. There were dullness, increased tactile

and vocal fremitus, bronchovesicular breathing, and
a few clicking rales at the right apex. The lungs

were otherwise normal. The heart showed a soft

systolic murmur in the pulmonary area and the

apex sounds were of poor muscular quality. The
abdomen was soft and relaxed, with no areas of

tenderness and no masses. The liver and spleen

were of normal size and there was no tenderness

or sense of resistance in the gall-bladder region.

The lower pole of the right kidney was' palpable.

The lesser curvature of the stomach was made out

at the fifth interspace; the greater curvature was

2J/2 inches above the umbilicus, the vertical diam-
eter being 4 inches. With the patient in the stand-

ing position the stomach dropped 1J/2 inches. The
systolic blood pressure registered 144, diastolic 92

;

the pulse pressure being 52. Pulse was 82, regu-

lar, small, and of fair strength.

It will be seen that this case showed nothing re-

ferable to the gall-bladder, although the character

of the attacks was som.ewhat of the nature of

biliary colic. That the condition did not impress
itself upon the minds of the patient's many emi-
nent medical advisers as of an operative nature, even
though it had existed without improvement for over
fifteen years, conclusively proves that Lilienthal's

appeal for surgical relief in such cases is justified.

This patient was finally operated upon and a single

large stone was removed from the gall-bladder.

These atypical cases are undoubtedly of great

value to us as medical men, but we are now par-

ticularly interested in the more straightforward

symptom-complex which is most often seen. Here
a sudden knifelike pain in the right hypochondrium,
radiating to the back and shoulder of the same
side, with nausea, vomiting, and perhaps collapse

is practically pathognomonic of an attempt to pass

a stone through the gall-passages. Allbutt and Rol-

leston's "System of Medicine" gives the following

seven symptoms and physical signs associated with

stone somewhere in the gall-bladder, or ducts

:

( I ) Parosysmal pain of lancinating character

with dull aching between attacks. (2) Vomiting,
which may be paroxysmal or continuous and has

been fatal. (3) Collapse, during which death may
ensue. (4) Jaundice, which may be persistent or

intermittent, depending upon whether the stone per-

manently obstructs the hepatic or common duct or

only interferes at times. (5) Malaria-like attacks

of irregular chill, fever and sweat (Charcot's hepa-

tic fever), which may be due to irritation, but are

more likely the result of absorption of toxic mate-

rial. (6) Rigidity of the right rectus with presence

of a tender spot between the ninth costal cartilage

and umbilicus. (7) A tumor or mass representing

the gall-bladder itself, this being seldom, found in

acute cases. Still another means of diagnosis is

the presence of stones in the feces after an acute

attack of colic. Osier says the following are char-

acteristic of stone in the common duct : "Jaundice

of varying intensity, deepening after each attack,

paroxysms of chill, fever, and sweat, pains in the

liver region, and gastric disturbances." Time will

not permit enlargement upon or elaboration of

these symptoms so we will pass rapidly on, simply

mentioning the more common complications, a few

of the conditions confused with gallstones, and then

have a word as to treatment.

Complications : These may be local or general.

I
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The local complications are as follows : In the gall-

bladder: empyema, gangrene, rupture, perforation,

cancer; in the gall-passages': suppurative cholan-
gitis, rupture or perforation, stricture, cancer; in

the liver ; abscess ; in the pancreas ; acute, subacute,
or chronic pancreatitis, cancer ; in the intestines

:

ileus with enormous distention due to atony, acute
obstruction from paralysis, impacted stone, stric-

ture, perfor;ition ; in the peritoneal cavity : acute or
general peritonitis, subphrenic abscess, etc. The
general complications are hemorrhages from long
continued jaundice, septicemia, pyemia, and
chronic invalidism.

Differential Diagnosis.—The two conditions most
commonly found and perhaps most difficult to dif-

ferentiate from acute gallstone seizures are appen-
dicular and right renal colic. Either one of these
may be impossible of accurate diagnosis during the

attack, especially if morphine is given, but there

are generally a few well marked points of differ-

ence. The location of the pain below the tip of
the ninth right rib and its radiation toward the

right shoulder, together with the possible history

of past attacks followed by jaundice, are frequently
sufficient to determine the nature of the attack. In

lead colic the cramps are general, there is often a

lead line on gums, obstinate constipation is present,

and a history of the use of lead in some form may
be obtained. Malignant growths involving the

biliary passages are perhaps most frequently only
differentiated at operation, but the deep seated, bor-
ing pain, the persistent increasing jaundice, and
emaciation often help to distinguish the condition
from calculi. I will only mention in passing
chronic pancreatitis, duocenal ulcer, angina pec-
toris, neuralgia, and hysteria, but they must cer-

tainly be borne in mind. Dyspepsia with flatulency

has already been considered, so I will not discuss it

further.

Treatment: This may be medical or surgical, the

former being divided again into preventive and pal-

liative. I say palliative advisedly because there is no
curative medical treatment for gallstones known to-

day, although it may be possible by proper measures
to prevent the further formation of calculi. The
preventive treatment may be summed up in a few
words as it really is nothing more than leading a

perfectly rational existence, something to which,
unfortunately, our elderly female patients are
strongly averse ; a normal amount of outdoor e.xer-

cise daily; clothing properly made and loosely worn,
especial attention being called again to the habit so

common among modern women of wearing tight

corsets laced or hooked from the top down ; a care-

fully selected mi.xed diet consisting largely of pro-
teids, fats, anil green vegetables, with carbohydrates
cut to a minimum, and fluids, especially water, in

sufficient quantities ; with the ordinary care that any
intelligent individual would give to his personal
hygiene, would seem to be sufficient to prevent the

formation of gallstones. These rules are so sane
and simple that it would appear perfectly natural
for any patient to follow them, but our experience
teaches us that the human being will at times go
out of his or her way to lead what is so obviously
an abnormal life. Palliative treatment, or medical
measures to combat the actual disease, are really

very few, although there have been innumerable
remedies used and recommended by the enthusiastic

experimenters whose ideas we so frequently find ex-
pressed at great length in the medical journals. Of
these measures for the possible prevention of

further acute attacks there is only one that has thus

far stood the test of time. I refer to the adminis-

tration of large doses of olive oil. The rationale

of this line of treatment is not quite clear, but

lirockbank gives us a very plausible explanation and
is .worth quoting as follows: "Another explanation

of the reported disappearance of gallstones after

large doses of oil may be derived from the action of

soap and fats on cholesterin, A digested fat passes

into the circulation from the alimentary canal in

three forms—as unchanged fat, and as the cor-

responding fatty acid and soap. All occur nor-

mally in the bile, and the amount present in the bile

increases with the amount of fat taken in the diet.

Oil, fatty acids, and soap all dissolve cholesterin

readily and break up a gallstone. If, then, the oil,

tatty acid, and soap appear in the bile in increased

.imount after large doses of oil, it is very probable

that the gallstone is attacked by them, especially

by the soap, and in time dissolved, or so reduced in

bulk as to be enabled to pass out into the duode-

num."
Abdominal massage, with the object of express-

ing a stone into the intestine is still I believe highly

recommended by some writers, but the consensus of

opinion is that this line of treatment is altogether

too painful and dangerous, and the possibility of

expressing the stone too remote to make it of any
value in at least the majority of cases. For the

relief of an acute attack the application of hot fo-

mentations to the gall-bladder region, the adminis-

tration of belladonna with the coal-tar products, or

one of the salicylates, and often codein or morphine,
are necessary. Last, and often too late, we have
recourse to surgery. This, then, is the only cura-

tive measure and consists in removal of the stone or

stones by operation. The scope of this paper does

not include discussion of the various means of at-

taining this end, but the principle is the same in

any case, that is, permanent relief or cure of the

condition.

OBSERVATIONS ON VESICAL CALCULI.*

By L. SEXTON, B.S., M.D.

NEW OKLEANS, LA.

Dr. Ben Johnson of Washington, D. C, 1895, by
corresponding with four hundred representative

surgeons in the South found reported 1,088 cases of

vesical calculi, viz., in Alabama, 10; Arkansas, 11;

Florida, 28; Georgia, 90; Kentucky, 56; Louisiana,

19; Mississippi, 6; North Carolina, 126; South
Carolina, 66; Tennessee, 128; Texas, 98; Virginia,

430. About I per cent, of the autopsies at the Char-
ity Hospital in New Orleans show urinary calculi of

some kind, negroes to white about one to five.

The number of cases of urinary calculi in the

Charity Hospital in twenty years is given by Dr.

H. B. Gessner as 158; whites, 124; colored, 34.

During twenty-five years of general practice we have
had ten cases of urinary calculi. Some of the points

of interest in connection with these cases and their

rarity is the excuse for this paper.

It was originally thought by the laity that drink-

ing hard water was the cause of stone in the bladder.

In Kentucky, Virginia, and Tennessee, limestone re-

gions, where much of the water comes through
lime-bearing strata, being saturated with different

lime and alkaline salts, vesical calculi were supposed
to be more frequent than in communities where soft

Read at the annual meeting of the Louisiana State Med-
ical Society, New Orleans, 1912.
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water was consumed. It would seem reasonable that

the larger ingestion of these salts might tend to-

ward the formation of stone in the bladder, but sta-

tistics do not bear this out. It must be remembered
that these alkaline waters must run the gantlet

of an acid stomach and all the secretions in the

body so that the urine secreted from the blood has

very little to do with the alkalinity of the water

consumed.
Again, in Virginia and Tennessee, where the water

is hard, and many tropical countries, as India, where
cistern or rain water is largely consumed, or where
soft well water is used, there seem to be about as

many vesical calculi as in the countries where hard

water has to be consumed. In our judgment stone

in the bladder has more relation to the meat and
rich nitrogenous food which we eat and the alco-

holic and malt liquors we drink than to the walcr

we use.

Many cases of stone in the bladder are preceded
by nephritic colic, in which the uric acid calculi

form in the pelvis of the kidney, descend through
the ureter into the bladder, where, as the saying
goes, "the rolling stone gathers" the phosphates and
urates mixed with mucus from the bladder wall and
thus enlarges from the small uric acid crystal to the

larger bladder stone.

Causes of stone are also constitutional conditions

tending toward lithiasis or oxaluria. They are very
common in children during the first ten years of

life, and in elderly men. They are very rare from
ten to twenty-five, the active age, and in women on
account of the large size and shortness of the ure-

thra. They are said to be very common in India

and Arabia and in all tropical countries where such
a large amount of fluid escapes from the body by
perspiration that the urine is not sufficient in amount
to dissolve or wash them away while they are small.

Uric acid, the nucleus around which so many
stones form, may be found in consequence of the
eating of nitrogenous food, the taking of alcoholic

drinks, imperfect digestion, torpid liver, deficiency

of fresh air, lack of exercise, and any increased
metabolism, as in violent exercise or in fever. Under
such conditions urea is converted into uric acid or
its salts. These conditions are quite common in

gouty and rheumatic subjects.

Uric acid calculi are the basis of three-fourths of
bladder stones. The amorphous phosphate stone
usually follows some infection of the urinary tract

or septic condition in the bladder. Uric acid or ox-
alate calculi cause the least irritation to the blad^
der wall ; they begin in the pelvis of the kidney and
enlarge very rapidly after their descent into the
bladder by the accumulation ©f phosphates and
mucus which they gather with age. They are the
principal stones found in the bladder of men past
middle life

;
particularly if they are large drinkers or

eaters, or with gouty and rheumatic tendencies.
Uric acid sand, or gravel of a reddish color, stains

the vessel in which the urine is permitted to stand,
and the uric acid calculus is brown in color, dense,
usually of smooth or slightly modular surface; on
cross-section it shows rings like the trunk of a tree,

the outer lamina being usually made up of phos-
phatic material.

The mulberry calculus, so called on account of its

irregular or modular appearance, is very hard and
darker in color than the other stones, owing to its

admixture with blood. The urate of ammonium
calculus resembles the uric acid, but is lighter in
color. Any stone or foreign body in the bladder

becomes coated with phosphatic deposit, when the

urine is alkaline, as in chronic cystitis. The nucleus

of a stone may be a blood clot, some foreign body,
renal calculus, or inspissated mucus. The laminated
portions of the stone are superimposed layers of
oxalate of lime, uric acid, urate of ammonium, or

phosphates ; all the layers are held together by vesi-

cal mucus and phosphatic material, a sort of cement
by which the stone is built up or made larger. The
number of stones may vary from one to one hun-
dred ; when there are many stones they are usually

small and facetted.

As said before, gouty (jr rheumatic subjects, pa-

tients with uric acid diathesis, or large meat eaters

and beer drinkers, patients with cardiovascular and
renal complications are the ones most likely to be-

come afflicted with bladder stones. People of seden-
tary habits are the sort of subjects who seem to

secrete the preponderance of urates and phosphates.

the principal salts in the composition of bladder

stones. The free drinking of water, milk, or fluids

of any kind in younger subjects tends to wash out

any of these urinary sediments which accumulate
in the most dependent portion of the bladder just

as they do in the bottom of a vessel. They are

washed out by free urination, but in older or stric-

tured subjects in whom the flow of urine or the out-

passing of smaller stones is impeded by an enlarged
prostate or a stricture there is a predisposition to

the formation of stone in the bladder. The enlarged
prostate may hinder the diagnosis of the stone by
the stone becoming encysted behind the prostate

gland in the trigone of the bladder .so that the intro-

duction of an ordinary sound may not come in con-
tact with it. It is therefore necessary that, in ex-

amining for stones imbedded in this position a

stone searcher with a short sharp curve which can
be turned back into this pocket should be used.

The common symptoms of stone in the bladder
are too well known to require discussion at any great

length here. When a stone is present the walls of

the bladder are hypertrophied, its mucous membrane
may be ulcerated and inflammation may extend up
the ureters to the kidneys, producing nephritis. The
urine is ammoniacal and very irritating. There is

pain in the head of the penis and frequent urination

during the day and night, especially after rough ex-

ercise, as riding in a wagon or on horseback.

The last few drops of urine are stained with

blood, there is a nervous feeling when the blad-

der is entirely empty, dribbling occurs for a time
after urination has ceased, there may be a sudden
stoppage to the free flow of urine, and blood, mucus,
and albumin are not infrequently found in the urine.

We recently had a case presenting the larger por-

tion of these symptoms which had been treated for

stricture and enlarged prostate without the

stone being detected. Having the history of get-

ting up at night and the sudden stoppage of urina-

tion, we made a careful search, when we discovered

the distinct click of the stone on the first examina-
tion. A large stone was successfully removed by a

suprapubic operation. It is therefore necessary

when any of these common bladder symptoms are

present to go minutely into the examination with the

.f-ray, a cystoscope, or a stone searcher until we are

sure that no calculus is present ; as it is rather em-
barrassing after long treatment for cystitis, en-

larged prostate, or some other bladder trouble to

have another surgeon find and extract a stone.

Just a word about the method for operation be-

fore closing.
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Lithotrity is the opcratiuii of choice when the

stones are under two inclies in their long diameter,

and are composed of phosphates and urates. The
suprapubic operation is' to be preferred if the pros-

tate gland is enlarged, if the stone is too hard to

crush, when there are multiple and sacculated stones,

when cystitis renders it necessary to drain the blad-

der. We are personally more familiar with and
prefer suprapubic operation in which one can actu-

ally see the parts instead of working through the

perineum in the dark. There should be from four to

six ounces of fluid in the bladder when the lilho-

trite is introduced. The urethra should be dilated

as large as possible in order to admit a good-si/.ed

instrument, the lithotrite should be kept open after

it enters the bladder, as the stone may fall into its

grasp at any time, when it can be easily crushed by
tightening the screw on the end of the instrument

;

the blades should be well fenestrated in order to

hold and crush the stone when the latter is grasped.

-A. large evacuating catheter should be introduced

after the lithotrite has been removed; the evacuator
should be filled with boracic acid solution and
pumped into and out of the bladder until all frag-

ments have been removed. It becomes necessary 10

reintroduce the lithotrite in some cases in order to

crush the larger fragments of the stone.

The contraindications for litholapaxy have been

given as encysted calculus, a stone two inches in

diameter, an oxalate of calcium stone which it is

impossible to crush, urethral stricture, large pros-

tate, a sacculated or contracted bladder,

Median lithotomy is the operation of choice by

some surgeons when cystitis and enlarged prostate

are present, requiring removal of the latter ami
draining. The suprapubic operation is contraiiidi-

cated in a small contracted septic bladder with dis-

eased walls. Any incision through the perineum is

more or less damaging to the sexual function and
this, even in old subjects, should be carefully

guarded. There are s(jme cases in which an en-

larged prostate may be removed together with the

stone through the median perineal incision, hut in

the vast majority of cases the suprapubic incision

leaves the parts in better condition and the bladder

with less traumatism and the sexual function, if any
remains, undisturbed. The prostate is also easily

removed through this incision.

In suprapubic operations hemorrhage is much less'

likely and if drainage is necessary it can be accom-
plished through a catheter, thoi'gh not so well as

through the perineal route. In some of the cases

where there is not any violent cystitis or bladder

infection it is ])ossible to close the walls after all

the debris has been removed by a Lembert-Czerny
suture through muscular coat closing the incision in

the bladder just as in any other wounded viscus.

It is hardlv necessary to remark that bladder asepsis

obtained through irrigation with boracic acid should

precede any surgical operation on the organ.
The treatment should not stop with removing the

stone; a prohibi'ion of malt and alcoholic drinks and
nitrogenous fond, the free use of alkaline waters,

and an abun^'ance of exercise and fresh air should

constitute the n fter-treatment of an operation for

stone in the bladder.

In the cases in which the stones (shown at the

meeting of the Society") were removed we distended

the bladder with ten ounces of boracic acid solution,

applied a rubber band around the penis, and inserted

a rectal bag or tampon above the sphincter ani. We
then made a three-inch longitudinal incision in the

hypogastric region ending just over the syni|ihysis

pubis ; this opened down upon the prevesical connec-

tive tissue which we divided, pushing up the peri-

toneum. We caught the bladder with forceps, in-

serted two suspension sutures, then divided the blad-

der wall in the median line, catching the edges of

the bladder with forceps on either side. Inserting

the index finger, we found the stone in the trigone of

the blailder, removing it with the fingers. We irri-

gated the organ with warm boric acid solution, re-

moving all debris and mucus. W'e then closed the

incision in the bladder wall by Lembert-Czerny su-

tures, and adjusted the muscles and skin, draining

the bladder through a catheter to which was attached

a long tube leading to a basin under the bed and the

wound by a small gauze drain in its most dependent

portion. All the patients made a speedy and unin-

terrupted recovery.

INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION, WITH RE-

PORT OF CASES.

By C. p. FARNSWORTH, M.D.,

CHAMBEBLAIN, S. D.

Intestinal obstruction, especially the acute foiTn,

is one of the most formidable difficulties with which

the surgeon is confronted. Appendicitis and its

treatment is simple compared with intestinal ob-

struction. The appendix is easily located and the

immense amount of literature concerning the pro-

cedures makes it certain as to what should be done.

When a case of intestinal obstruction presents itself

with a distended abdomen and a rapid pulse and

subnormal temperature, the patient being in an al-

most moribund condition, one wishes in his heart

that he were a humble day laborer and that the sur-

gical clearing houses which receive the nice, clean

cases and can reject the questionable ones, had

these as well. But such cannot be and something

must be done at once or our patient will be in his

long home before his appointed time.

The treatment of acute obstrtiction has its diffi-

culties. The older generation of practitioners relied

on starvation, opium, and rest—and divine inter-

position. Some resorted to drastic cathartics and.

sad to relate, some still insist on that form of treat-

ment. Modern surgery does not wait for the patient

to get well of his own accord if it can persuade

either the patient or his family to resort at once

to a scientific instead of an empirical procedure.

The evidences of obstruction are absence of fecal

discharge, absolute or partial, for the obstruction

may not be complete ; distention of the abdomen ;

and pain either at the point of obstruction or more
often in the stomach, accompanied by retching and

vomiting, the latter being at first usually of a muco-
bilious nature, but as the gravity of the cas'e in-

creases becoming stercoraceous. The patient finally

enters a stage of shock with rapid pulse, subnormal

temperature, and distended abdomen if the obstruc-

tion is' low down ; in cases where it is high up the

distention may not be great, but there are evidences

of severe toxemia.

Purgatives should be strictly avoided in all cases

as they only serve to increase the pain and make the

obstruction more serious while they do not relieve

the condition. Food, likewise, should be withheld

from both mouth and rectum. There is little ab-

sorption except of fluids in rectal feeding, even

when the -intestine is normal ; when it is congested

and distressed there is still less. The fluids of the

bodv mav be kept up hv proctoclysis or hypodermo-
clysis, but no other attempt need be made of a nutri-
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tional nature. Enemata should be administered, but
if after the lower bowel has been washed out sev-

eral times the fluid comes back unchanged and at

the saine time the vomiting or pain or distention con-

tinues, no relief can be hoped for other than by
operation. Delay is dangerous because it lessens

the chances for recovery. We should not wait for

fecal vomiting but proceed at once to operate. The
fatal cases following operation are not due to the

operation, but to the delay and to the grave changes
in the bowel caused by the long continued obstruc-

tion and devitalization of the tissues from the re-

tention of to.xins and the distention. This is espe-

cially true in those cases in which the obstruction
is high up so that partial movements follow the

first enema, the patient consequently not believing

the physician. In these cases it is well to refuse to

attend the case unless the patient consents to sur-

gical interference. Otherwise there is practically

no chance of recovery.

The stomach should be washed and the pa-

tient should be quickly prepared for laparotomy
by shaving the abdomen and painting it with
a Solution of iodine. The incision, except in

cases of. appendicitis and hernia, should be
made in the median line below the umbilicus and
long enough to admit the whole hand. When the

peritoneal cavity has been opened and all hemor-
rhage has been arrested the hand is introduced into

the abdomen and the rectum and cecum are exam-
ined. In case there is no obstruction here or in the

ileum, collapsed coils of intestine should be sought
for. These are generally found in the pelvis. If

found, they should be run through the fingers

quickly till the point of obstruction is reached.
Sterile pads of gauze wrung out of hot salt solution

should be so placed as to prevent the intestines from
escaping from the abdomen. If they cannot be kept
in the peritoneal cavity the most distended portion

should have the contents drawn off with an Ochs-
ner trocar or incised and the contents allowed to

escape. The opening in the bowel should be closed
with a Czerny-Lembert suture. When the obstruc-
tion is located it must be treated according to the

conditions found. The following is a series of
cases coming under my care with the procedure
in each case:

Case I.—Mr. G., referred to me by Dr. Frederick
Treon of Chamberlain, had pain in the abdomen
with persistent vomiting of biliary matter. Enemata
brought fair bowel movements and lavage relieved

the vomiting for a time. The pain continued and
the vomiting returned. Enemata gave small move-
ments but the patient was not relieved. We ad-
vised operation, but the patient refused for nearly

a week. Finally an operation was allowed, but the

patient was then almost moribund. The exploring
hand showed an obstruction from an internal

hernia about 18 inches from the pylorus. The
bowel was gangrenous and the gangrenous portion
was excised and an end-to-end anastomosis was
performed with the Connell suture. The patient

died the next day.

Case II.—Mr. D.. an old soldier, had had con-
siderable pain occasionally in the left iliac fossa

similar to that of appendicitis. This time there
was complete obstruction with great pain and vomit-
ing. An immediate operation was advised and ac-

cepted. The patient was quickly prepared and the
median incision made. The exploring hand traced
the collapsed bowel to the left hypochondriac region,

w^here an adherent Meckel's diverticulum was en-

countered. It was dissected loose and brought up
into the wound and excised and the bowel was
closed by through-and-through sutures' of chromi-
cized catgut. Four hours after the operation the

panent had a large bowel movement. A complete
and uneventful recovery took place.

Case III.—Mrs. B. was referred to me by Dr.

James Miller of Winner, S. D., for pus-tube. The
operation for pus-tube was successfully performed,
but the tenth day after the operation the patient

developed symptoms of obstruction ; operation was
advised, but the patient demurred. The fainily was
sent for. They naturally were somewhat adverse
to operating, but I insisted. A second laparotomy
disclosed a knuckle of the ileum attached by an in-

riammatory process to the posterior abdominal wall

over the left sacroiliac synchondrosis. The involve-

ment was so e.xtensive and dense that it was deter-

mined to do a side-to-side anastomosis without dis-

turbing the inflamed area. This was done after

evacuating the proximal bowel by means of the

(Jchsner trocar and closing the trocar wound by a

purse-string suture. The anastomosis was done
with a Connell suture. The recovery was unevent-
ful and the patient was discharged at the end of

ihree weeks and has remained well ever since.

Case IV.—Master N., a child of 10 years, with

an acute intestinal obstruction of eleven days' stand-

ing. The patient's pulse was 150 to 160; the tem-
perature 95° F. The abdomen was distended to its

fullest capacity. The facies was that of rapidly ap-

proaching dissolution. The abdomen was opened
to the left of the median line and the first loop of

bowel which presented itself was brought up and
nicked and the contents disposed of in a pus-basin

which was filled many times. The opening in the

bowel was sutured into the abdominal wound with

as little handling of the bowel as was possible. A
normal saline infusion was administered and strych-

nine in 1/60 grain doses given hypodemiically every

four hours. The patient slowly recovered. Six

weeks afterwards a second laparotomy was done
and the appendi.x was found to have a large entero-

lith in it and was bound down to the posterior ab-

donn'nal wall in such a way that the ileum was com-
pletely closed by the adhesions from the appendix
wrapped around it. The appendix was removed,
and what we now know to have been a Lane's kink

was dissected off and the bowel relieved from ad-

hesions. The artificial anus was closed and the

opening in the bowel repaired, when it was found
that the lumen was too small. A side-to-side anas-

tomosis was then performed and the abdomen
closed. An uninterrupted recovery ensued.

Case V.—Miss S., referred to me by Dr. Wiley
of Kimball. Patient had complete obstruction for

twenty-six hours from an irreducible strangulated

right femoral hernia. An immediate operation was
advised. The abdomen was shaved and solution of

iodine applied. A curved incision was made above
the tumor and on opening the hernial sac a large

amount of turbid bloody fluid escaped and disclosed

the dark-colored gangrenous bowel. A median ab-

dominal incision was made and the incarcerated

bowel was isolated by hot gauze pads. The bowel
was delivered and a section of six inches of gan-
grenous bowel excised. The ends of the bowel were
ligated and invaginated by a purse-string suture

and a side-to-side anastomosis was performed. The
hernial sac was cleansed, ligated. and inverted, and
the external femoral ring was closed. The ab-

domen was' closed and recoverv ensued.
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Case VI.—Mr. D., an elderly man with an old
hernia, came to me suffering with an irreducible
strangulated hernia, which caused a complete ob-
struction. The patient was prepared and was on
the operating table within a half hour after coming
to the sanatorium. A curved incision above the
tumor was made and the sac, on being opened,
discharged a large quantity of serosanguineous fluid.'

The constriction was sought and nicked, and the
bowel and the included mesentery were treated with
hot laparotomy pads till the pinkish color indicated
that the bowel was not destroyed. An exploration
of the bowel below tlie sac disclosed a constricting
band of adhesions within the abdominal cavity.
These were dissected loose. The hernial sac was
dissected loose from the cord and also from the in-
ternal ring and ligated about two inches out from
the internal ring, the sac was inverted and the
superficial fascia retracted strongly, and the top or
the end of the sac was caught with a round needle
passed through the abdominal wall and the sac was
securely anchored. This procedure is an additional
safeguard against recurrence of the inguinal hernia,
as it makes a double layer of peritoneum over the
internal ring from the internal abdominal aspect.
The canal was' closed by the Bassini method. An
uninterrupted recovery ensued, the patient leaving
for home on the seventeenth day.
Case VII.—Mr. C., a young man referred to me

by Dr. F. Treon of Chamberlin, S. D. Patient
had been treated about ten days before for a recent
strangulated hernia. The strangulated condition
had returned and the patient was in intense agony,
vomiting and retching. Morphine had been in-
jected, so he was anesthetized, and on failing to re-
duce the hernia by ta.xis an operation was advised
and a brother, who accompanied him, gave consent.
A curved incision above the tumor was made and
the sac was opened. A quantity of straw-colored
fluid escaped and a very much inflamed bowel was
exposed. The constricting bands were nicked, the
bowel was treated and the abdomen explored for
any constrictions ; the appendix was examined and
found full of concretions. The incarcerated bowel
was returned and the sac and cord were treated
as in Case VI. A split-muscle incision was made
over the appendix as the mesoappendix was too
short to permit the performance of an appen-
dectomy through the hernial opening. I believe it

IS very important to make an intraabdominal exam-
mation when operating in every case of hernia. The
appendix was removed, and the stump was ligated
and inverted by a purse-string suture. The patient
made a splendid recovery.
Case VIII.—Mrs. C. had an intestinal obstruc-

tion of three weeks' standing. I called Dr. S. M.
Duncan of Cliamberlain to see the patient with me.
Dr. Wagar of Bijou Hills had attended the case
and had had no results from high colonic flushing.
T thought that the obstruction must be low down
in the bowel, since the patient who had been quite
strong was' rapidly becoming weak. If the obstruc-
tion is high up the symptoms are very much more
severe than with a low obstruction. The patient
averred she had had no movement for over three
weeks. An incision was made in the median line
and the sigmoid sought; a tumor was found in it

which proved to be a carcinoma completelv occlud-
ing the lumen of the bowel. The colon' and the
whole small intestine were loaded with fecal matter.
.A.S the patient seemed quite strong the carcinoma
was resected and the ends of the bowels were
stitched over and invaginated by a purse-string

suture, and then a Lembert suture was made with
linen and a left inguinal colostomy was performed
after the method of Mayo. That night an immense
bowel movement was obtained through the colos-
tomy opening and two were obtained on each of the
following days. A large amount was also obtained
by irrigating the bowel through the colostomy
wound. Supporting treatment was given with
hypodermoclysis every four hours, but the patient
died on the fifth day from exhaustion and toxemia.

This series of eight cases convinced me that an
obstruction should be operated on within the first

twenty-four hours or as soon as it is evident. Tem-
porizing and hoping and waiting for nature's cure
is a relic of the days of miracles when medical sci-
ence was ignored and the patients were treated by
empirical methods. The use of practical surgical
measures is the only safe way and should be done
early and not, as usual, as a forlorn hope.
Chamberlain Sanitarium.

Lupus Vulgaris and Scrofuloderma Treated by the
Pfannenstill Method.—J. H. Sequeira reports the case
ot a poorly developed girl, aged si.xteen, whose father was
healthy, but whose mother suffered from phthisis The
girl had always been delicate. She had pneumonia when
young, and had had measles fifteen months ago. The lupus
started upon the back of each wrist eight years ago and
the lesions had been scraped. They gradually spread after
the operation, and eventually reached the elbow and the
upper arm. A little later the face was affected. Fifteen
months ago she had what was described as being a tuber-
culous abscess behind the left ear. This was opened Her
hearing became affected, and she was very deaf Her
voice was husky. She came to the London Hospital in
January, 1912, with e-xtensive lupus of the nasal cavity and
of the pharyn.K and palate. There was also double epi-
phora. There was extensive lupus, with some central
scarring upon the hands and forearms up to the elbow
In February, 1912, the back of the right hand became
much swollen and edematous and a localized purplish-red
swelling developed over the back of the right wrist. This
was 2 inches in its long diameter and i'/, inches trans-
versely. The swelling evidently fluctuated, and it was
opened, and a thin yellowish pus was evacuated Later a
small oval swelling formed along the line of the lymph-
atics. On February 21 she was admitted to the ward and
the arm was put on a splint. The ulcerated areas in
the nose were treated by packing with gauze, which was
kept constantly moistened with a solution of peroxide of
liydrogen 10 vols. At the same time she was given 30
grains of sodium iodide per diem in divided doses. The
tampons soaked with the peroxide were kept constantly in
position, except when the patient was asleep. Finding so
much improvement of tlie intranasal condition in this as
in numerous other cases treated by the Pfannenstill method
the author had the ulcerated areas upon the forearm and
wrist dressed in similar fashion, with great benefit. The
case illustrated the value of the method, particularly in
the treatment of ulcerative lupus of the cavities. The
P^t'«"t had borne the iodide very well, and to make sure
that the condition was not complicated by congenital syph-
ilis a Wassermann reaction -ivas performed, with negative
result. The patient has gained 7 pounds while in the
hospital, and her general health has improved greatly—
/ locecdiugs of the Royal Society of Medicine.
Deafness Caused by Excessive Tea Drinking.—A.

Sharp reports the case of a woman, aged forty, who com-
plained of increasing deafness for about eighteen months.
Un examination there was found difficulty in locating
sound, but no tinnitus: watch and whispered voice were
heard about 6 inches from both ears; nose and throat
were healthy; tympanic membranes were normal. Tuning
fork tests were typical of nerve deafness. Family history
was negative. No syphilis. Patient was subject to worry.
She found that strong tea cheered her up, and admitted
taking It as often as eight or ten times a day. The tea
drinking was stopped, and in four weeks the hearing im-
proved to 18 inches for watch and whispered voice. Im-
provement continued until the hearing was nearly normal.
In spite of warning the patient again took to tea drinking
and deafness resulted. On again giving up the habit nor-
mal hearing r^\.mne<\.—Proceedings of the Royal Society
nf Medicine.
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THE CONGRESS ON HYGIENE AND
DEMOGRAPHY.

No more distinguished assembly ever gathered in

this nation's capital than that which met the past

week to discuss the great problems of personal and

racial hygiene. Most of the subjects on the scien-

tific program had already been presented in the

various special journals. Nevertheless the purpose

of this congress has been admirably accomplished

in bringing into definite focus the latest tendencies

in preventive medicine and statistical science. One
of the cons'picuous results of the preceding congress,

held in Berlin five years ago, was the fact that it

forced upon the attention of several governments

the need of efficient legislation pertaining to indus-

trial hygiene. There is reason to anticipate that even

to a greater extent the nations of the world will be

impressed by the message of the present congress.

No more auspicious time than the present could

have been chosen for the proclamation of authority

upon such subjects as the plague, cholera, polio-

myelitis, child welfare, eugenics', and military and
naval hygiene.

It is noteworthy that this epoch-making gather-

ing was really a collection of miniature congresses.

What more brilliant galaxy for the discussion of
tropical hygiene could have been brought together
than Celli, Sergent, Brieger, Mesnil, Novy, Chante-
messe, and Nicolle? Those who have been in the

forefront in attacking the problems' of polio-

mj'elitis were almost all present : Landsteiner, Leva-
diti, Harbitz, Flexner, Romer, Netter, Petersson,

and others. Similarly with other subjects. The di-

rectory of the congress looked like a miniature edi-

tion of "'Die Gelehrte Welt." Another striking

aspect of this congress was the extraordinary scope
of the discussions which ranged all the way from
the control of rabies to the hygiene of the engine-
room; from the education of immigrants to tho

training of health ofiicers ; from the causes of mor-
tality in the professions to the statistics of appendi-
citis in the German navy.

Most conspicuous of all in the affairs of the con
gress was the sympathetic interest in its organiza-
tion which has been displayed by the Government
of the United States and by its President. It is to
this interest and to the care with which the or-

ganizers planned the congress that must be at-

tributed its extraordinary success. The medical pro-

fession of this country will heartily endorse Presi-

dent Taft's advocacy of increasing the scope and

usefulness of the Public Health Service. Truly, in

the giant strides of modern sanitation one perceives

a growing alliance between it and the State, for

in the larger problems of colonization, of engineer-

ing, of industry, of commerce, and above all, of

human welfare, the counsel of the physician must

ultimately be sought.

THE FORCIBLE FEEDING OF SUFFRAGE
PRISONERS IN ENGLAND.

-A .STDuv whose recital sounds like a chapter from

tiie annals of Torquemada, but in which one may
be tempted to perceive a note of retaliation against

the English government for the recent infliction of

llic National Insurance Law, is set forth in a pre-

liminary report in the Lancet, August 24, 1912, by

.\gnes F. Savill, C. W. Mansell Moullin, and Sir

Victor Horsley. This report, which seeks to an-

swer the statement of the Home Secretary that the

practice of forcible feeding is unattended by dan-

ger or pain, is based upon the written stateinents of

102 of the sutTrage prisoners, of whom 90 were

subjected to the operation of forcible feeding, as

well as upon the examination of many of these

prisoners after their release. It is pointed out that

llie suffrage prisoners have not hunger-struck in

order to shorten their sentences, but only to^obtain

cciuality of prison treatment for prisoners convicted

of like oft'ences, and for justice in observance by
the prison officers of the prison rules. The partial

success of the "strike" is indicated by the fact that

of the 102 prisoners who joined in this stoic protest

46 were released long before the termination of

their sentences because of an alarming impairment

of health. The above report in its apparent exag-

geration of some of the unpleasant consequences of

forced feeding has already elicited many vigorous

protests' from those who had anything to do with

this method of penal administration.

An important item in the arraignment of the Gov-
ernment's method of feeding its belligerent and
striking suffragettes is the statement that forcible

feeding, even when no resistance is offered by the

victim, cannot be performed without risk of mechan-
ical injury to the nose and throat. Then follows an

enumeration of the actual injuries that have been
recorded : laceration of the nasal mucosa, with se-

vere and recurrent bleeding; the production of an

abscess in the nose with severe pain over the frontal

region; swelling of the mucous membrane of the

nose and pharynx, with pain over the area of dis-

tribution of the trigeminal nerve ; septic pharyngitis

;

injuries of the lips, cheeks, and gums; the passage
of the esophageal tube into the larynx, and the in-

jection of food into the lung. In a large number of

cases violent cardiac palpitation followed the forci-

ble feeding, while giddiness, faintness, and collapse

were frequent symptoms. In many cases the of-

ficials "rapidly poured large quantities of often cold

liquid" into the inhospitable stomachs of the mili-

tant martyrs of womanhood suffrage. In many of

the cases vomiting was a necessary consequence.
and in most instances the sudden distention of the
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stomach caused pain, heartburn, and nausea. The
general inanition attending this form of tube feed-

ing formed a contrast to the results of this pro-

cedure when used as a form of medical treatment in

asylum and hospital practice.

It is stated that the most serious effects of the

treatment by forcible feeding fall upon the nervou.s

system. In this connection the words of the report

may be quoted : "We are not here concerned to dis-

cuss the right or wrong of the political methods of

the militant suffragist. We merely point out that on

admission the prisoners are in a normal mental con-

dition, which cannot be said of the patients who re-

fuse food in the asylums. ... In the evidence we
have personally examined, and in the certificates

afforded us by other physicians, there is certainly

no evidence of 'hysteria'—using that much-abused
word in the sense of exaggerated or excessive dis-

play of emotion." The symptoms that supervened

upon the release from prison were chiefly those of

acute neurasthenia: inability to concentrate the at-

tention, loss of memory, hypersensifiveness to

.sounds, great fatigue, and general muscular weak-

ness. In other cases the predominant symptoms
were weak pulse, dyspepsia, pruritus, and vasomo-
tor instability. As regards the mental condition

during their stay in prison it is stated that "to the

physical torture of forcible feeding the prison of-

ficials in many cases added the intellectual torture

of solitary confinement, and to this was added the

mental anguish caused by hearing the cries, chok-

ing, and struggles of their friends."'

An interesting but grewsome chapter in penology

is revealed in this report. Certainly the picture has

been painted in lurid colors. Yet Bernard Shaw be-

lieves that if the suffragettes persist in their re-

fusal to eat the Government should permit them to

starve. The ladies' will have their own way, anyhow.

MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE LUNG.
The difficulties surrounding the diagnosis of pul-

monary malignant disease, and the fact that this

condition is usually mistaken for pulmonary tuber-

culosis, pleural effusion, or aneurysm, impart con-

siderable interest to the review of this subject pre-

sented by A. A. Stevens in the American Journal of

the Medical Sciences, August, 1912. It is pointed

out that secondary malignant disease of the lung

or pleura is not uncommon, arising by metastasis

from distant organs, or by direct extension frorr

neighboring structures ; on the other hand, primary

malignant disease of the lung is rare. The statistics

of the Breslau Pathological Institute are cited:

Of 9,246 autopsies, in which there were 1,000 cases

of malignant disease, Passler found 16 cases of

primary carcinoma and 4 cases of primary sarcoma

of the lung. Other observers have found primary

sarcoma more common than primary carcinoma.

As a rule primary sarcoma is limited to one lung,

forming a large, infiltrating mass of variable con-

sistency, and of a grayish color, often mottled with

hemorrhagic areas. Remote metastases are rare

in this condition, but in primary carcinoma sec-

ondary growths are found with great frequency

in the various abdominal organs and in the muscles.

The chief symptoms of malignant disease of the

lung may be those of a progressive consolidation

of the lung, of stenosis of the larger bronchi or

trachea, or of pleurisy with effusion. There are

present dyspnea and cough, which is especially

inarkeil when the larger bronchi are involved, or

tJic nieiliaslimim is invaded and the trachea is com-
Ijressed. In the majority of cases there occurs

expectoration ; there may be a "currant-jelly" or

"prune-juice" sputum, which, however, is not char-

acteristic : there may be fetid expectoration, and
there may even appear in the sputum fragments of

tissue which under the microscope may reveal the

nature of the growth. In most cases hemoptysis
is present. Pain is inconstant, but is quite severe

when the pleura is involved or the thoracic nerves

are compressed. Enlargement of the supraclavi-

cular and axillary glands is an important symptom
in carcinoma, but is exceptional in sarcoma. The
cachexia that ultimately develops in most cases of

malignant disease of the lung is of importance in

differentiating this condition from aneurysm, the

diagnosis of which is often extremely obscure.

The physical signs of malignant pulmonary dis-

ease, in the absence of pleural effusion, are an
irregular area of dullness, and if the bronchi in the

affected region are pervious, bronchial breathing

and bronchophony. In the majority of cases the

occlusion of the bronchi gives rise to enfeeblement
or suppression of the breath and voice sounds.

There may be bulging of the chest wall over the

tumor, and in advanced cases the heart and abdomi-
nal organs may be displaced. The symptoms of

pleurisy with effusion may dominate the clinical

picture ; the fluid removed by paracentesis is usually

bloody, and examination of its sediment may reveal

a large number of cells, which, if exhibiting numer-
ous mitoses and asymmetrical division, favor the

diagnosis of malignancy.

This diagnosis is often a matter of great diffi-

culty. The presence of malignant disease in an-

other part of the body furnishes an important clue

which, however, is apt to fail in the case of primary
sarcoma of the lung. Scraps of tissue in the sputum
furnish conclusive evidence. In the case of con-

solidation of the lung suspicion may be aroused by
the unusual location or distribution of the dull

areas and the constant presence of blood in the

sputum without tubercle bacilli. Of great signifi-

cance are those physical signs that point to stenosis

of the air passages, which condition in tumors
developing within the lung does not occur, as a

rule, until the disease is far advanced. Other con-

ditions that simulate malignant disease are pul-

monary syphiloma, and echinococcus disease, or

dermoid cyst of the lung. The only characteristic

sign of echinococcus disease, apart from the pres-

ence of cysts elsewhere, is the expectoration of

h}datid membrane, but the presence of a pro-

nounced eosinophilia and the complement fixation

test may afford presumptive evidence of the pres-

ence of this condition. The coughing up of hair is

the only pathognomonic symptom of intrathoracic

dermoid cyst. A mediastinal tumor may also simu-

late cancer of the lung.
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THE EFFECT OF CERTAIN CARDIAC
REMEDIES ON ARTERIAL PRESSURE.

Of late years the literature dealing with arterial

pressure has been profuse, and in many respects

traditional views as to heart action have been revo-

lutionized. It is only within recent years that the

discovery has been made. Very little is really known

concerning the heart. In the Medical Press and Cir-

cular, August 21, 19 1 2, there is' a paper by James

Burnet, of Edinburgh, on the effect of certain

cardiac remedies on the arterial pressure from the

clinical standpoint. The results of his experiments

with digitalis showed that even from the outset of

its exhibition digitalis' had no effect whatever upon

the arterial pressure. The action of digitalis as a

diuretic cannot, therefore, be explained as due to a

rise in blood pressure. This action must be

entirely attributed to improvement in the gen-

eral circulation, so that any venous stasis in the

kidney is relieved and the arterial blood pressure to

that organ is reestablished. This probably explains

why digitalis never produces diuresis in individuals

with a normal and healthy circulating apparatus.

The experiments with regard to caffeine were in-

teresting, for the author experimenting on himself

found that three grains' of the citrate produced no

change. With five grains a rise was observed which

amounted to only 5 mm. of mercury. This, how-

ever, might be almost discarded. Within a quarter

of an hour the pressure, which was 120 mm. to

start with, rose to 130, and in half-an-hour to 133

mm. The headache from which the investigator

was suffering was definitely increased. Not until

an hour and ten minutes after the drug had been

taken did the pressure return to normal. On an-

other occasion ten grains were taken. In ten min-

utes there was a rise of 15 mm. in the blood pres-

sure, and in half-an-hour 140 mm. was reached.

Only in two hours' afterwards was a normal reading

obtained. Considerable inconvenience was experi-

enced from the resulting diuresis. Caffeine is often

recommended as a remedy in cases of migraine, but

Burnet is confident that its use is really far from

beneficial and actually aggravates the condition by

raising the blood pressure in the cerebrum.

It is' noted that strychnine is a most valuable

stimulant to the circulation in cases in which the

latter threatens to fail, as in pneumonia. Its effects

on arterial pressure are very definite, and the opin-

ion is expressed that when the blood pressure has

fallen below the normal strychnine is the drug to

administer. The belief is expressed that the mote
we know of the real action of drugs the more lim-

ited will be the number of those wc employ. As-

suredly the effect of drugs on the arterial pressure

is a matter of great moment, and if Burnet's ob-

servations are confirmed it is probable that much of

the older teaching on the subject will be set aside.

The Present Status of Casein-Milk.

Three years have elapsed since Finkelstein and
Meyer introduced their method of treating acute

and chronic gastrointestinal disturbances in infants

by means of "casein-milk," which consists of a
watery-suspension of freshly prepared casein mixed

with an equal quantity of buttermilk. This method,

which appeared to be in direct variance with es-

tablished teachings, is based upon the theory that

the harmful factors in cases of alimentary intoxi-

cation in infancy are the carbohydrate and mineral

constituents of the milk. At first this theory was
received by the pediatric world with considerable

scepticism, but this has gradually vanished in the

face of the brilliant results which have been

achieved by those who have tested this novel method
of treatment. In Germany Birk, Bahrdt, Welde,

Grosser, Benfey, Beck, and others have testified

to the value of casein-milk, while in this country

its virtues have been recognized by Chapin, Leopold,

Dennett, Heiman, Pisek, and many others who have

given it a fair trial. An enthusiastic advocate of

casein-milk feeding is Professor J. Cassel of Berlin,

who in the Archiv fiir Kindcrhcilkunde, August 13,

1912, details the results he has obtained with this

method in 61 cases. These consisted of cases of

acute and of subacute dyspepsia, of gastroenteritis

of a pronounced toxic type from the very begin-

ning, and of chronic dyspepsia. As the result of his

experience Cassel subscribes to the statement of

Finkelstein and Meyer that there is no method of

infant feeding that cures even severe cases of the

above conditions with as much certainty and as

quickly as casein-milk. But he finds that it is not

necessary to continue this food for such long periods

of four to eight weeks as originally recommended.
The expense item is an important consideration

which is practically prohibitive in the case of the

poor families among which these cases are almost
wholly found, and even children's hospitals with a

limited endowment feel the financial burden which
the wide use of casein-milk entails. Nevertheless
the fact that in many cases the use of this milk is

necessary only for from a few days to one or two
weeks, makes the matter of expense one which can
be practically disregarded, particularly in view of

the ultimate saving resulting from the rapid recov-

ery of the patient fed upon casein-milk. It is to be
hoped that this preparation will find a wider use in

general practice. Possibly the municipal milk sta-

tions might be induced to supply this preparation,

just as the milk laboratories have already done. A
dried form of casein-milk is now on the market.

International Congress for the Study of Infan-
tile Hygiene and Pathology.—The next Interna-

tional Congress for the Study of Infantile Hygiene
and Pathology will be held at Paris, October 7, 19 12.

It is the desire of those having charge of the con-

gress that as many pediatrists as possible of foreign
countries may attend. The honorary president of

the congress' is the minister of public instruction of

France.

Middleton Goldsmith Lecture.—Dr. E. F. Bash-
ford, Director of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund of London, England, will deliver the Middle-
ton Goldsmith Lecture of the New York Patho-
logical Society on Wednesday and Friday evenings,

October 2 and 4, at 8:30, at the New York
Academy of Medicine, 17 West 43d Street. Dr.

Bashford will speak on "A Review of Recent Can-
cer Research." The lectures are open to the public,

and a cordial invitation to be present is extended
to all those interested.

New Hospital.—The completion of the Italian

Hospital, which stands' at 83d Street and the East
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River, New York, was celebrated on September 20
with suitable exercises. Patients will be admitted
on October 15. The building, toward the cost of
which the Italian Government gave $60,000, will

accommodate one hundred patients', and is a five-

story steel and stone structure overlooking the river.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States

Civil Service Commission announces an open com-
petitive examination for the position of assistant

in experimen.al therapeutics in the Philiijpine

Service, for men only. There is at present a va-
cancy in the Bureau of Science, Manila, at a salary

of $2,000 per year. Applicants desiring to enter the

competition should apply at once to the United
.States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.
C, for Form B. I. A. 2. The examination is open
only to male citizens of the United States between
the ages of eighteen and forty, who are graduates
in medicine and have had at least one year in addi-

tion of postgraduate laboratory research work.
Death Rate in New York.—For the week ending

September 14, 1912, the death rate in New York
City was 12.62 per thousand of population, with a
total of 1,251 deaths, while the rate for the same
week of 191 1 was 12.65. During the week there

were 314 deaths under one year of age and 400 un-
der five years. For the thirty-seven weeks of 19 12

so far elapsed the death rate per thousand was
14.51, as compared widi 15.72 for the same period

of 191 1.

Death of Centenarian.—Daisy Paul, believed to

be T07 years old and the oldest Indian in Canada,
died recently on the St. Mary's Indian Reserva-
tion, New Brunswick.
Smallpox in Pennsylvania.—The State Com-

luissioner of Health of Pennsylvania after inves-

tigating the cases of smallpo.x at Pittsburgh and at

Carbondale recently, has reached the conclusion that

the outbreak may be attributed to the failure of

physicians and parents to carry out the laws of the

.State in regard to vaccination. In Pittsburg alone

there had been up to September 17, sixteen deaths

of unvaccinated children under seven years' of age.

On that date there were throughout the State 130
cases of the disease. The source of the infection in

Pittsburg has not been traced, the first cases dis-

covered there having been in the crowded tenement
districts. The Carbondale outbreak, however, is

believed to be traceable to a case from New York
State, the spread of the disease being due to a

wrong diagnosis. The cases were at first thought
to be chickenpox and quarantine was considered

unnecessary.

State-Wide Campaign.—With the meeting of

the officers of the New York State Department of

Health and of certain charity aid associations on
September 17, in Albany, the fight against tuber-

culosis in this State received fresh impetus. Already
twenty-one counties in the State have decided to

build tuberculosis hospitals, and it is expected that

nine others will soon do so. In Westchester County,
where $250,000 has been appropriated for a hospi-

tal, some opposition has arisen to the site selected

—

a farm of 277 acres situated near Croton Lake, and
in the midst of the watershed supplying New York
City. Property owners in the neighborhood have
also objected on the ground that the establishment

of such a hospital will decrease the value of their

holdings.

Brain of Dr. McGee.—Dr. E. A. Spitzka has re-

ported that the brain of Dr. McGee, which was de-

livered to him, weighed 1,410 grams. In a list of

100 emineni men prepared by Dr. Spitzka the aver-

age weight of the brain was 1,469.65, that of Ivan
Turgenieff, the Russian novelist, ranking first with

a weight of 2,012 grams.
Open Air Schools.—With the opening of the fall

school term this year over 200 open air schools and
fresh air classes will be in operation all over the

United States. The first such school was estab-

lished in Providence, R. I., in January, 1907; on
January i, 19 10, there were only thirteen open air

schools in the United States, and a year later only
twenty-nine, so that the chief increase has been
within a very short time. In Massachusetts there

are now eighty-six fresh air schools and classes,

Boston alone having over eighty; in New York
State, twenty-nine, and in Ohio, twen;y-one.
Horse Plague.—Twenty thousand horses, it is

reported, have already fallen victims in Kansas and
Nebraska to the new scourge, the so-called spinal

meningitis. The United States Department of Ag-
riculture has sent twenty experts to the affected dis-

tricts to study and if possible control the epidemic,
which is prevalent in seventy-five of the 105 coun-
ties of Kansas.
Destroy Infected Cattle.—Seventy-five head of

cattle, all infected with tuberculosis, were ordered
killed recen.ly by Dr. W. H. Lowe, inspector of the

First District of New Jersey. This is the largest

single condemnation of diseased cattle yet made in

the State, and is the result of the discovery several

months ago of an epidemic of tuberculosis among
the cattle in the Preakness Valley, most of which
were taken into the State from New York, it is said,

in violation of the State laws.

Gifts to Charities.—The New York Society for

the Relief of Ruptured and Crippled receives $5,000,
and the New York Society for the Relief of the

Destitute Blind $10,000 by the will of the late Mrs.
H. M. T. Holly of New York.

Dr. Charles J. Kipp of Newark, N. J., by his will

gave all his medical books and instruments to the

Newark Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary.

Yale Liiiiversity has received a bequest of $25,000
from the late Dr. Cyprian Brainerd of the class of
'50 for the use of the medical department.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. John L.xwrence Hughes

of Mount Vernon, N. Y., a graduate of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1899, a

member of the American Medical Association, the

jNew York State and County Medical Societies', and
the Mount Vernon Medical Society, and health

officer of Mount Vernon, died in the New Rochelle
Hospital on September 20, from injuries received
in an automobile accident a few hours before, in

the thirty-seventh year of his age.

Dr. W.\RREN H. Hunter of Chicago, 111., a grad-
uate of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, in 1896,
chief coroner's physician of Chicago, and a mem-
ber of the Illinois State and Cook County Medical
Societies, died in the West Side Hospital, Chicago,
from blood poisoning contracted in the course of

his official duties, on September 4, aged 44 years.

Dr. John Thom.\s Kxowles of Springfield, Mo.,
a graduate of the Memphis Hospital Medical Col-

lege, Memphis, Tenn., in 1909, and a member of

the Missouri State and Greene County Medical So-
cieties, died at his home of typhoid fever on Sep-
tember I, aged 33 years.

Dr. Harold T. Prentiss of Holyoke, Mass., a

graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Medicine, in 1894, died at his home
after a long illness on September 14, aged 43 years.
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THE FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CON-
GRESS ON HYGIENE AND DEMOG-

RAPHY.
(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

OPENING SESSION ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT TAFT

—

RESPONSES FROM FOREIGN DELEGATES—PUBLIC

HEALTH ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
IN ENGLAND—INSTRUCTION IN CHILD HYGIENE
—BREATHING EXERCISES IN SCHOOLS—THE HY-
GIENE OF THE TEACHER FAVUS IN THE SCHOOLS
OF MEXICO TRANSMISSION OF DISEASES BY

BOOKS—SYPHILIS AND GONORRHEA IN CHILDREN
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY ON

FATIGUE FATIGUE FACTORS IN OCCUPATIONS

—

FATIGUE IN INDUSTRIAL WORKERS—FOOD PRE-

SERVATIVES SEXUAL DISEASES IN THE ARMY

—

DUST AND FUME IN INDUSTRY AERIAL AND
CONTACT INFECTION INFECTED ROOMS AND
FOMITES—DISINFECTION OF STOOLS—CUBAN
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION CONTROL OF RABIES

MUNICIPAL VENEREAL CLINIC—FOUNDLINGS
—INFANT MORTALITY.

Washington, D. C, September 23 and 24, 1912.

About three thousand delegates, members, and
visitors were present at the opening' of the Fifteenth

International Congress on Hygiene and Demog-
raphy which took place in Continental ^lemorial

Hall. The President of the Congress, Dr. Henry
P. Walcott of the State Board of Health of Massa-
chusetts, made the opening address. He stated that

Massachusetts was the first State to frame a sani-

tary code and that now forty-eight States have codes

which are essentially the same, though differing in

detail. He showed how these health boards had
gradually developed their functions from those that

were merely advisory to such as are actually execu-

tive. This process was sometimes slow liecause the

executive power was lodged with the people and it

was first necessary to eilucate the people as a whole.

He explained that the reason the enforcement of

health laws devolved on the several States was be-

cause they had existed individually before the Fed-

eral Government and had retained all the functions

not transferred to the central authorities. In view

of the lack of knowledge in regard to sanitation and
the ineffectiveness of early quarantine measures it is

not at all surprising that when the Federal Govern-

ment was organized in 1787 no provision was made
for the institution of sanitary measures. Likewise

the census was taken merely for finding how many
people there were, without any idea of the value of

statistics in relation to health and disease. Later,

when some of these problems were attacked, it was
found convenient to assign this work to the Treas-

ury Department and the Marine Hospital .Service.

.\11 the political parties were now inviting attention

to the need of a separate department which should

have charge of all matters pertaining to the public

health and should be so designated that all the world
may know the work carried on under its direction.

He spoke of our victories over cholera and yellow

fever, the latter giving us more trouble than any
other pestilence and coming as far north as Boston.

He also described the brutal force of unscientific

quarantine in former times. President Taft then

arrived and Dr. Walcott introduced him, saying that

this was the first time in the history of the Congress
that the ruler of the country in which the meeting

was held had been present and willing to assume a

share of the responsibility.

President Taft referred to the progress made by
the medical profession during the past forty years
as being far greater than that made by any other

profession and prophesied that if the high aims of
investigators and benefactors of humanity should
continue during the next century they would
tliscover the fountain of youth so earnestly sought
by early discoverers. While he did not wish to be

understood as saying that the study of sanitation had
its beginning with the Spanish-.Xmerican War, this

event, comparatively insignificant in itself, had made
evident the need of sanitation in the tropics. Out of

this war came responsibilities in Cuba and the Phil-

ippines which necessitated the establishment of gov-
ernmental institutions in the tropics. In the tropics

diseases show themselves on a larger scale and
exert an influence on large bodies of men to a more
marked degree than in temperate zones ; hence the

problem of making the tropics habitable presented it-

self. This problem had been solved not only for

government employees who had been sent there but

for the entire population and it has been shown that

it is possible by proper health methods and proper
treatment to revitalize the tropical races and secure

to them that physical vigor which will enable them to

develop the marvelous resources of the countries in

which they live. The problem of enforcing health

regulations against the will of an ignorant people

required a strong govennent and the raising of suf-

ficient funds by taxation to support an adequate
police. With the present tendency to lodge more
executive power with the peo])le it remained to be

seen how this would work out.

"There is no difficulty in running a government
cheaply if you limit its functions to the preservation

of peace and the administration of justice ; but if

you propose to add to these systems of education,

good roads, government hygiene, and other improve-
ments, you must Iddk about fur .sources of revenue
which are not always forthcoming and you must
educate the people Id understand the importance of

the hygienic restrictions and of imposing upon them-
selves the burden of taxation which it is essential for

them to carry in order that progress may be made."
In speaking of the success achieved in the pre-

vention of tropical diseases in the Canal Zone, Presi-

dent Taft said that the building of the canal would
have been an impossibility but for the solution of

problems of hygiene and that it was fitting and

proper that the health officer who had made this

achievement possible should upon its completion

share equally in the honors with the engineer.

With regard to the value of the Congress he

said he could not conceive of any organization being

more useful, because the comparison and discussion

of ideas and theories by men engaged in the same
hunt for truth would necess'arily give an impetus to

hygiene, sanitation, and demography the world over

;

and again because the Congress was one of those

shining instances of world-wide organization in

which the interests of humanity occupied the first

place, in contrast with the selfishness and conflict of

interests typified by our burdensome and ever-in-

creasing preparations for war. Such a Congress
having representation from all the world offered to

the scientific student who was willing to devote his

life to the search for knowledge that would add to

the health, comfort, and happiness of his fellow a re-

ward that could not be measured in money, but was
to be found in the consciousness of duty well done.
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In regard to the creation of a national healili de-

partment, the President said that we should develop
under governmental auspices a department which
sliould support research in hygiene and preventive

medicine. Something of this sort might grow out
of the present United States Public Health Service,

ijut there was reason to believe that there should be a

widening of its scope of duties before it can per-

form the function that the medical profession of this

country has a right to expect from the general gov-
ernment.

(jeheimrat Prof. Dr. Max Rubner, Konigl. Freid-

rich Wilhelms Universitiit, Berlin, Germany, Presi-

dent of the Permanent International Commission of
the Congresses of Hygiene and Demography,
iipened the plenary sessions, giving an address en-

titled : "A Presentation of the Significance of Hy-
giene and Demography as Regards the Sanitary
Nleasures Adopted by -Xalions with Special Ref-
erence to International Cooperation, and with a

His.orical Survey of the Subject." This was
followed by reports as follows : For Argentina,
Surgeon Dr. Juan G. del Castillo ; for .\ustria. Dr.

Arthur Schattenf roh ; for Hungary, Prof. Francis
Tangl, Court Councillor. Professor at the Univer-
sity of Budapest ; for Belgium, M. Velghe, Director
< ieneral of the Administration of the Service of
Health and Hygiene; for Brazil, Dr. .Alfredo da
( iraca Couto, Inspector of the Service of Isolation

and Disinfection, Federal Government of Health,

Ministry of Justice and Interior; for Chile, Fleet

Surgeon, Major Alberto Adriasola; for Denmark,
Dr. A. C. J. Bomemann, Chief of the Medical Corps
of the Navy Department; for Dominican Republic,

.\I. Francisco J. Peynado, Envoy E.xtraordinary
and Minister I'lenipotentiary ; for France. M. Emile
Kern, Ingenieur Civil, President de la Societe de
Medicine Publique et de Genie Sanitaire; for Ger-
many, Dr. Rubner, Geheimer Medizinalrat, Univer-
sitatsprofessor, Direktor des Physiologischen Insti-

tuts der Universitat, Berlin ; for Great Britain, Dr.
Theodore Thomson, Local Government Board (rep-

resenting those British Colonies not represented

separately) ; for Canada, Dr. Frederick Alontizam-
bert, I.S.O.Edin., F.R.S., D.C.L., Director-General
of Public Health; for Greece, Dr. L. L. Caftan-
zoglu, LL.D., Charge d'AfTaires; for Guatemala,
Senor don Joaquin Mendez ; for Italy, Prof. L.

Pagliani, University of Turin; for Japan, Mr. Seiji

Tsukamoto, Councillor of the Department of the

Interior ; for Norway, Prof. Axel Hoist ; for Rus-
sia, M. Zort, Councillor of the State and Physician
of the General Stall of the Chief of Brigade of

Ships of the Line of the Baltic Sea Squadron; for

Siam, Prof. Paul G. Woolley ; there were also re-

ports from the official delegates from Bolivia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Mexico, Netherlands, Spain, Uruguay,
and Venezuela.

In the afternoon a reception was given to the

visiting members and ladies by President Taft at the

White House, after which several of the sections

met at their respective meeting places ; among these

was a joint meeting of the Section on State and
Municipal Hygiene and that on the Hygiene of
Traffic and Transportation, which was presided
over by Dr. Frank F. Wesbrook of Minneapolis,
President of the Section on State and Municipal
Hygiene. The session was given up to a symposium
on Public Health Organization and Administration
by British and German health officials. Dr. Theo-
dore Thomson, C. M. G. Chief Assistant Tiledical

Officer, Local Government Board, London, read

the first paper, on "Public Health Administration in

England." The Local Government Board was es-

tablished in 1 87 1 as a Central Department and stood

in advisory relation to 1822 sanitary districts and
62 administrative counties. The head of this Local
Government Board ranks equally with the Secretary
of Stale and other cabinet ministers. The inspection

of factories rests with the Department of State.

There is' a separate commission on lunacy. The
Board of Education also has a medical department.
The lesson that their system of administration seems
to show is the possibility of cooperation and its

effectiveness between difterent health agencies. By
their system every sanitary district was prepared to

care for contagious diseases and provisions were
rapidly being made for the care of those afflicted

with tuberculosis ; where the district was not able

to stand the expense help was given from the insur-

ance fund and the exchequer. They also maintained
schools for defectives. The careful keeping of sta-

tistics was one of the duties of each local officer and
he was required to present his report quarterly and
annually to the Local Government Board. The
housing and Town-planning Act, passed in 1909,
had increased the authority of both the local and
central health boards in suggesting repairs and reg-

ulating new buildings. The Local Government
Board prepared model by-laws for the regulation of

lodging houses, street planning, building, removal
of refuse, etc., which could be used as guides by
local authorities.

Dr. Weber of the Imperial Board of Health, Ber-
lin, then spoke of the Puljlic Health .Administration

for the Empire and Dr. Schneider, of the Royal
Prussian Ministry of the Interior, described the

health administration in Prussia.

The Section on Hygiene of Infancy and Child-

hood, which was presided over by Dr. Abraham
Jacobi, had a very large attendance. Dr. Mary Sut-

ton Macy of New York read the first paper, on
"Instruction in Child Hygiene," in which she espe-

cially called attention to the deficiency of the lit-

erature on personal hygiene of childhood. She
thought sources for instruction in child hygiene
should be made available for parents, teachers, and
the general public. She showed that there was
great need for stich instruction and told of the

activities in such instruction that have been carried

on in New York during the last few years. Dr. Ira

S. Wile of New York submitted a plan for teach-

ing school hygiene which can be used in the ele-

mentary schools. He believes this is the place to

teach the basis of social hygiene, as 94.5 per cent, of

school children fail to get above the elementary
school. His plan consists of graded syllabic lessons

based on a correlation of e.xistent courses' in nature

study, physiology, hygiene, domestic science, civics,

etc., without the introduction of new studies and
without any additional cost to the educational au-

thorities. The average child will grasp and appre-

ciate the facts essential to the correct mode of living

whereas it lacks the interest necessary to stimulate

attention in the present mode of teaching physi-

ology. To understand the dominating rules of life

as they apply to the individual and to perceive the

relation of these individual rules to the life of the

family is far more reasonable to the child mind.

Once grasping the relation of personal hygiene to

the health of the family a stepping stone is laid to

an intelligent conception of the relation of indi-

vidual hygiene to the health of the community.
Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf of New York made a
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plea for breathing exercises in schools and gave a

detailed description of a series of exercises' which
could not help but be of value in the development
of the chest of the child or adult. Dr. Knopf aktf

made a plea for more out-door instruction. When-
ever the weather permits, singing and recitation

should be done out-doors and natural sciences should

be taught in the open air. The typical out-door
school for summer and winter, conducted under
well-known precautions, should be the rule rather

than the exception.

"The Hygiene of the Teacher" was the subject

presented by Dr. Grace Kimball of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. She called attention to the tendency to con-

sider only the pupil in school construction and ap-

pointments. She pointed out the shortsightedness

of a policy which did not furnish a proper environ-

ment for the teacher and which showed no consid-

eration as to the amount of work required. Over-
work and under-pay lessens efficiency and the pupils

suffer as well as the teachers. The fundamental
responsibility for hygiene and increased efficiency

of the teacher rests with society. She should re-

ceive such compensation as will relieve her of do-

mestic duties out of school hours.

In discussing this' paper a member of the Health
Board of Kansas City called attention to a very
general omission in our health work, and that is

the neglect to require all applicants who wish to

teach to submit to a physical examination. It is a

menace to the pupils to permit a person to teach who
is' tuberculous, neurotic, or hysterical. One might
even go a step further and require girls to pass a

physical examination before being admitted to

schools that prepare teachers.

Dr. Manuel Uribe y Troncoso of Mexico City,

Mexico, related the history of their struggle with
favus in the schools of Mexico. During the school

year 1910-1911, 2,784 pupils were separated from
the public schools because of favus. About 8.2 per
cent, of all pupils were affected by the parasite.

The disease was widely disseminated not only in the

public schools but in the private schools' also. They
made use of the .f-ray treatment, which reduced the

duration of treatment to two or three months.
There were two special schools in the City of Mex-
ico for pupils affected with favus, and the children

thus lost no time from school and were at the same
time kept under observation and treatment.

Dr. William R. Reinick discussed the "Transmis-
sion of Disease by Books." He showed that books
presented favorable conditions for the preservation
of bacteria and said that it was impossible to dis-

infect them, as hot air and steam will not penetrate,

but will ruin books. Dust taken from books in

Florida which had been untouched for thirty or
forty years showed many species of bacilli still

living.

"The Occurrence of Syphilis and Gonorrhea in

Children by Direct Infection" was the subject of a

paper read by Dr. Abraham L. Wolbarst of New
York, in which he stated that these diseases oc-
curred much more frequently in children than was
supposed. The danger of direct infection of the
eyes at birth was, of course, avoidable and unneces-
sary. He blamed unhygienic conditions and lack
of privacy in the homes of the poor as leading to

sexual precocity which unscrupulous and ignorant
adults were not slow to take advantage oif. Un-
cleanly catheters used in hospitals and uncleanly
bathing in institutions were also responsible for in-

fections. Girls were much more frequently in-

fected than boys.

In the Section on Hygiene and Occupation un-

der the presidency of Dr. George M. Kober, pro-

fessor of hygiene, Georgetown University, Wash-
ington, D. C, there was an interesting paper on
"The Effects of Temperature and Humidity on
Fatigue" by Prof. Frederic S. Lee of New York
City. He said that with human beings the relation

between temperature, humidity and fatigue was
shown most clearly in life in the tropics and in those

industrial occupations in which the individual was'

obliged to labor in a hot atmosphere containing

much moisture. Not only are sensations of fatigue

there common, but the power of performing work
is distinctly lessened and actual fatigue comes on
earlier. The evaporation of sweat and the accom-
panying elimination of bodily heat is lessened by the

high external humidity, and the body temperature
therefore rises above the normal, and a febrile con-

dition results. He claims that this febrile condition

affords the proper chemical conditions for a pro-

nounced susceptibility to fatigue. In the body
laboring in an atmosphere of an elevated tempera-
ture and charged \\ith nnich moisture, conditions'

were found that were needed for the early oncoming
of fatigue; there were a store of toxic fatigue sub-

stances and tissues possessing an unusually great

susceptibility to the action of such substances.

Prof. Shepherd I. Franz of Washington, D. C.,

considered "Fatigue Factors in Certain Types of

Occupations." At present there has been investi-

gated only one part of the general problem, viz.

:

the fatigue effects that result from continued and
rapid work, which was more or less complicated in

the nature of the movements required. Special

reference was, therefore, given to the matter of

speeding up, or the carrying on of operations at

greater speed than that which the operator would
normally assume.

A paper on "The Study of Fatigue and Its Ap-
])lication to Industrial Workers" was presented by
Miss Josephine Goldmark, of the National Consum-
ers' League, New York City. The object of this

paper was to point out some hitherto unrecognized
or neglected aspects of scientific study which might
assist in combating that danger of occupation which
was more widespread than all others because it af-

fected the larger number of wage earners. The
most hopeful methods of combating over-fatigue

and exhaustion in industry were two : legislation

prohibiting excessive hours of labor and the educa-

tion of employers'. Neither method was sufficient

alone. They needed a new study of undue fatigue

in industry. The workday was too long when it

went beyond physiological limits, when no adequate

margin of rest was allowed for tissue repair. They
needed to know what was an adequate margin of

rest. They needed, above all, men of the highest pro-

fessional standing to plan such investigation along

broad lines, so as to discount what was transient

and temporary and to obtain the underlying facts,

for the conservation of health and efficiency.

Dr. Clarence John Blake, professor of otology.

Harvard Medical School, Boston, believes that the

deleterious' effects of unnecessary noise are evinced

not only in the changes occurring in the organ of

hearing as the result of continued exposure to loud

noise, but also in the fatigue effect showing itself

generally and evidenced by various forms of dis-

turbance of function of the nervous system. He
believes that a great part of the noise incident to

the mechanical operation of modern life is avoid-

able. The suppression of unnecessary noise is.

therefore, advisable for economic reasons, both in
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the safeguarding of the human machine and in the
saving of wasted mechanical energy, of which the
noise is an evidence—a saving of waste in two direc-

tions.

In the Section on Dietetic Hygiene and Hygienic
Physiology, under the presidency of Dr. Russell H.
Chittenden, professor of physiological chemistry
and director of the Sheffield Scientific School of
Yale University, New Haven, Conn., a paper on
"The Physiological Significance of Some Sub-
stances Used in the Preservation of Foods" was
read by Dr. John H. Long, professor of chemistry.

Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago.
This paper deals with the action on the human or-

ganism of a number of substances employed as' food
preservatives, or otherwise, in the preparation of

food. It was shown that a considerable number of

substances are added to food largely because of

their preservative properties', rather than because of

flavors they may impart. Some of the so-called

"natural" preservatives come under this head.

Modern conditions of living and modern scientific

advances have called for the introduction of more
efficient bodies, the so-called "chemical" or "artifi-

cial" preservatives. Many of these bodies have been
condemned, and perhaps' properly, but frequently

the condemnation is solely on the ground of their

origin. This basis of condemnation has no justifi-

cation in fact, as all preservatives are as truly chem-
ical as are those of recent introduction made by in-

dustrial processes. The active principles in cloves,

cinnamon, allspice, etc., are true chemical com-
pounds, and in their action on the body and final

disposition are much like benzoic acid, now made
largely by laboratory processes. A number of im-

portant investigations on the physiological action of

sodium benzoate have been carried out in the last

few years. The effects of large and small amounts
of benzoic acid are known, and it has been clearly

shown that the use of the small quantities employed
in the ordinary protection of the condimental foods

is quite unobjectionable. Such small amounts are

normally disposed of in the human body without ill

effects. The use of copper salts in coloring vege-

tables he discussed. There is an enormous litera-

ture on the subject, especially from France and Ger-

many, where copper has long been used in the can-

ning industries. Several commissions have pro-

nounced in favor of permitting the use of copper

salts, although others have opposed it. But all au-

thorities have come to agree that the toxicity of

these salts is much less than was at one time as-

sumed. This toxicity depends so.newhat on the

combinations in which the salts are ingested. The
effects of copper as used in young peas or string

beans are far less marked than are those of inor-

ganic salts. It is, therefore, not quite justifiable to

draw conclusions as to the behavior of copper from

experiments with copper sulphate alone. If only

very young and fresh vegetables, with plenty of

chlorophyll, were treated with copper, and if the

amount were strictly limited, there might be but lit-

tle fault found. But with older vegetables the com-

bination is far less stable and the effects approach

those of the inorganic salts. The amounts' of cop-

per taken up by the liver and other organs from
inorganic salts may be considerable, and such ab-

sorption cannot be held free from danger. The use

of these salts serves no real good purpose and

should be condemned.
In the Section on Alilitary, Xaval, and Tropical

(Colonial) Hygiene, under the presidency of ^led-

ical Director Henry G. Beyer, U. S. Navy, Wash-
ington, D. C, in a symposium on "Fighting the

Sexual Diseases in the Army," the opening paper

was by Oberstabsarzt Professor Dr. von Vagedes of

Danzig, Germany, who gave a brief survey of the

spread of sexual diseases and the measures which

had proven practical and successful, especially in

the German army. Statistical facts were given in

stereopticon views.

Colonel L. Mervin Maus of the U. S. Medical

Corps read a paper on "Venereal Prophylaxis in the

Army." giving his reasons for the increase of

venereal diseases since 1900. One was the poor

character of the recruits. Again there waS the un-

desirable location of the recruiting stations in large

cities. A number of men were accepted suffering

from chronic gonorrhea. Venereal diseases were a

great factor in the non-efficiency of troops and he

spoke of their racial and geographical distribution.

Semi-prostitutes were large factors in disseminating

venereal diseases. Previous to the Spanish-Ameri-

can \\'ar venereal diseases were regarded with offi-

cial indifference. Inspections or forced treat-

ment was not practised before that period.

There was a special inspection of troops before

embarkation for Cuba, Porto Rico, and the Philip-

pines and a general examination of volunteer regi-

ments before mustering out of the service. There
were given health lectures and moral suasion as

measures for the prevention of venerea! diseases.

There was the regulation bi-weekly inspection by a

medical officer, as well as the weekly inspection by

an instructed non-commissioned officer in the pres-

ence of the company commander.
Medical Inspector George A. Lung of the U. S.

Navy read a paper on "Venereal Prophylaxis" and

called attention to the conditions suggesting need

of unusual methods for lessening incidence of ve-

nereal diseases in the navy. Major Deane C. How-
ard of the U. S. Army, believed that venereal dis-

eases in armies not entirely eradicated were yet pre-

ventable in great part. Effective measures appli-

cable in the U. S. Army are directed chiefly to the

individual soldier. The sources of infection (pros-

titutes) are beyond military control, and there

should be effective regulation and sanitary supervi-

sion of prostitution by the civil authorities ; this was
unlikely because of public sentiment. The valuable

measures of prophylaxis applicable in the U.S. Army
were as follows: i. Educational and moral meas-

ures, through lectures by medical officers, moral

talks by chaplains, informal advice, venereal pam-
phlets, are desirable but of limited value. 2. Recre-

ative features, athletics, soldiers' clubs, gj'mnasia,

reading rooms and other wholesome amusements in

garrison. 3. Physical inspection (bi-monthly) of

all soldiers for concealed cases of disease essential.

Every known case of disease should be made of

record and treated in hospital. When discharged,

the case should be kept in semi-quarantine, and un-

der prolonged obser\^ation and treatment to prevent

re-exposure or relapse. 4. Personal prophylaxis is

of greater value than all other preventive measures
combined. Fully 80 per cent, of venereal infections

are preventable if proper treatment is given within

ID hours following coitus. The treatment should

be given by or under the supervision of a trained

hospital attendant. The treatment must be made
mandatory by military order, which must be strictly

enforced by summary punishment for non-compli-

ance. Mandatory individual prophylactic treatment

followii\g exposure was initiated at Jefferson Bar-
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racks, Missouri, in August, 191 1. Tlie treatment
consists in (ij thorough cleansing of genitals with
1-5000 mercuric chloride solution; (2) injection of

4 c.c. of 20 per cent. arg)'rol solution into tiie an-
terior urethra; (3) the application of two to four
grams 30 per cent, calomel ointment to the entire

penis. Accurate record is kept of each treatment
in a permanent register.

On the evening of September 23 Sir Thomas
Oliver of the College of Aledicine, University of
Durham, England, addressed the General Session
on the subject of "Dust and Fume, Foes of Indus-
trial Life." He said that it was never meant that

labor should be anything else than a source of
health and wealth to man. Trades should be free
froT^ danger. In modern industrial life we are struck
with two things: i. The effect of the occupation
upon those who follow it ; 2. the influence of in-

dustries upon localities. With the rise of industrial

prosperity in Germany the death rate from acute
pulmonary diseases has increased and the increased
mortality rates hear a distinct relation to the size

of the town, the density of the population, and the

social well-being of the people. Smoke-laden at-

mosphere predisposes to acute lung diseases and
also hastens the course of tul)erculosis. The dust

of our roads and streets is responsible for the early
decay of vegetation and is also harmful to animal
life. Dust in coal mining is one of the greatest

problems of modern industrial life. This dust is

not only prejudicial to health but is a source of ex-

plosions. VVhile firedamp was formerly regarded
as the cause of explosions there is a growing con-

viction that dust plays the more important part.

Sir Thomas Oliver related the methods that have
been used in the endeavor to prevent explosions by
sprinkling with stone dust and the use of colloidal

substances and said that he believed the laboratory

would yet solve the problem. Hitherto men over-

come in the mines by the gases evolved from ex-

plosives have been supposed to be suffering from
the effects of nitrous fumes. The speaker hardly
takes that view. In his opinion the symptoms are

the result of carbon monoxide poisoning. Occasion-
ally, chronic carbon monoxide poisoning is observed
in blast furnace men. The symptoms resemble
those met with in general paralysis. Sir Thomas
Oliver, after congratulating the United States Gov-
ernment and the American Association for Labor
Legislation upon the former having passed into

law a bill which deals with the use of white phos-
phorus in the manufacture of lucifer matches, de-

scribed the evil effects of the metalloid as shown
in the general malaise or constitutional state of ill-

health occasionally met with in lucifer matchmakers
and known as "phosphorisme." In speaking of the

relation of dust to tuberculosis he said : "There is

always the possibility of dust, especially in work-
shops, becoming contaminated by the tubercle ba-

cillus. Apart from such infection there is the

harmful influence exercised by dust as dust upon
the lungs, whereby they cease to be of a loose,

spongy texture and are converted into a hard un-

yielding mass of almost solid tissue. All this struc-

tural change can be brought about by the reaction

to the physical effects of dust. Coal miners' phthisis

or pulmonary anthracosis, gold miners' phthisis, and
the lung affections of the Sicilian miners are in

their early stages non-tuberculous affections, but,

as the disease progresses and vital resistance di-

minishes, the lungs sulisequently become infected

bv the tubercle bacillus."

In the Section on the Control of Infectious Dis-
eases, which met for the first time on Tuesday
morning under the presitlency of Dr. Herman M.
Beggs of New York. Dr. Charles V. Chapin of

Providence, R. I., read a paper on "Relative Im-
portance of Aerial and Contact Infection in the
Dissemination of Contagious Diseases," which was
very enthusiastically received. He made the point

that infection by air is of minor importance, if not
an entirely negligible factor. The existence of

carriers and mixed cases aft'ords such ample oppor-
tunity for infection by contact that the theory of

aerial infection is no longer required by a priori

reasoning. In proof of this statement he directed

attention to experimental and epidemiological evi-

dence. The observations around hospitals and
dwellings show that scarlet fever and diphtheria are

not carried by the outer air. Bacteriologists tell us

that tuberculosis ]irobably is not. Careful analysis

shows that there is no validity in the claim of cer-

tain English observers that smallpox may be car-

ried a mile or more from a hospital.

With regard to air infection indoors, he said it

was theoreticall\- ])ossible that diseases might be
transferred through the air of houses and hospital

wards, though the virus might be too diluted in the

outer air to do any harm. "Malaria and yellow

fever, in the absence of niosquitos. arc never trans-

ferred from bed to bed. Hospital infection rarely

occurs in cholera and typhoid fever, and when it

does, is traced to contact infection. The bubonic

type of plague, JVIediterranean fever, cerebrospinal

meningitis and poliomyelitis do not spread in hos-

pital wards. Ample epidemiological evidence, as

well as experiments by Ilorrocks, and the work
of the English Plague Connnission, have tlemon-

strated that Mediterranean fever and bubonic

plague are not air-borne. Typhus fever is trans-

ferred by biting insects, and the experience of

Edinburgh, Liverpool, and Mexico shows that in-

fection by air does not occur in hospitals. Work
done in France, England, and the United States has

shown that diphtheria and uncomplicated scarlet

fever are not air-borne under such conditions. Opin-

ions are divided as to measles. The trend of Eng-
lish opinion is that smallpox and chicken-pox are oc-

casionally air-borne and perhaps also rubella, and
whooping-cough. This is probably not the usual

mode of infection."

Another prominent feature of this session was
a symposium on the Control of Disinfection and the

Influence of Infected Rooms and Fomites in the

Dissemination of Various Infectious Diseases, in

which Dr. Borne, Medecin des iLpidemies du De-

partement de la Seine and Dr. Ott, Inspecteur De-

partmental du Bureau d'Hygiene de la Seine-In-

ferieure, presented papers and Dr. Alvah Doty of

New York sent a communication which was read

by the secretary, in which it was stated that money
and rags were not so often responsible for the dis-

semination of contagious diseases as was generally

supposed. Contagion might rarely be conveyed by

this means, but as a rule, persons and not things

were responsible. Transference of disease is usual-

ly effected by means of discharges, and if these

are properlv destroyed and general cleanliness ob-

.served we have done all that is required from the

standpoint of medical sanitation. He showed the

uselessness of many of the methods of disinfection.

It has been found in experimenting with the feces

of typhoid patients that when these were soaked

in dilute carbolic for twenty hours the disinfection
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had not penetrated one-eighth of an inch. Ik- con-

cluded that our best disinfectant is heat.

Dr. M. Prausnitz, Hygienisches Inslilut der

Universitat Graz, Austria, gave a demonstration of

a simple and certain method devised by M. Kaiser

for disinfecting stools at the bedside. This is done
by estimating appro.ximately the aniuunl of water
necessary to cover the stools without actually pour-

ing it on. One-quarter of this volume of quicklime

is then added to the stools and then the amount of

water needed to cover the stool is added, lie

claimed that the disinfection took place because of

the heat generated, but some of those present

thought that quicklime being an exceedingly pow er-

ful agent might have something to do w-ith the re-

sult.

Dr Liberati, one of the officials of the rul)an

Health Department, described the work of that

body. He attributed their great success in com-
bating tropical diseases to the organization, iiar-

niony, and coordination that existed in the health

department. In the struggle with yellow fever

they had expended a vast amount of money and

labor, but the knowledge gained had been \ery

useful in combating other diseases. Much of their

success was due to the thorough system of inspec-

tion and the isolation of suspects. He describetl

the method used in fighting the plague in June.

1912. When the commissioner sent to Porto Kico

to investigate called attention to the danger from
rats and fleas and it was noticed that an imusually

large number of rats died about the warehouses, a

campaign of extermination was begun and he be-

lieved that their energetic action in this respect

prevented an epidemic. After comparing the dan-

ger from the cutaneous form of plague and the

pneumonic form, he said that accurate clinical diag-

nosis was not possiljle in many cases and it was
important that a bacteriological diagnosis should

be made as soon as possible. On this account the

microscopical examination of the smear was tlie

method to be preferred, but where this was not sat-

isfactory they had to resort to the inoculation of

guinea pigs. In the latter method it required from

five to seven days to make the diagnosis. He spoke

of the difficulties met with in dealing with rats.

It seemed important to subject all rats killed to

bacteriological examination, but if this examination

was not made very shortly after the death of the

rat the result was negative. During the camjiaign

against the rats they had endeavored to have all

rats delivered for examinations and deliveries were

made three times a day.

In the afternoon Prof. Henry .Albert of the I'ni-

versity of Iowa read a paper in this section on the

"Control of Rabies," which called attention to the

need of immediate treatment for this disease, the

need of more rigid regulations and united action

on the part of states and provinces. "The control

of rabies should mean the extirpation of the dis-

ease." He made a plea for a united efifort on the

part of the governments of the United States. Can-

ada. Mexico, and Central America for the conmlete

eradication of the disease from the American Con-

tinent and of similar action in other localities.

Another paper of interest was that of Dr. Julius

Rosenstein of San Francisco, who described the

municipal clinic for venereal diseases in his city

and its administration, the method of medical ex-

aminations of prostitutes, and the methods of deal-

ing with them. The results from the statistics of

20,000 complete examinations with data on 2.500 in-

dividuals showed that good results were secured in

consequence of control of morbidity. There were

certain features coimected with the work in San

Francisco which made it more effective tlian that

done in European cities.

Dr. Homer h'olks of New York addressed the

Section of Child Hygiene on '"Foundlings." These

he divided into two classes: real foundlings and

so-calleil fnundlings, or those taken to institutions

by parents who for various reasons desired to be

relieved of the responsibility of caring ior their

offspring. Statistics seemed to indicate that for one

real foundling there are 20 so called. There were

2,500 in New York and of these 2,000 had been

received in one institution. The real foundlings

came into the world mostly healthy and^were put

under care while still in good condition and their

uiortality ranked favorably with the mortality of

other infants in the same locality, while statistics

seemed to show that one-half of all so-called found-

lings die. That we should have so many so-called

foundlings was wholly unnecessary, indefensible,

and shockingly wicked. We should not receive these

so-called foundlings into our care at all. Where
there were the largest number of so-called found-

lings there the largest number of real foundlings

were also found and there were no evidences in a

study of statistics to indicate that a refusal to ac-

cept so-called foundlings had any effect on the num-

ber of cases of infanticide or abortion. Abandon-

ment of a child in a railroad station or public place

is not essentially different from abandoning it at

the doors of an institution. The better method

would be to accept no infant unless authorities

chosen for the purpose show that the mother is un-

fit to care for her child.

Dr. Sanniel McC. Hamill of Philadelphia de-

scribed the development of an exhibit which showed

the causes of high infant death rate and the means

of reducing it. The exhibit first showed the effect

of prenatal influences and taught the proper care

of the expectant mother and then the various de-

tails in the care of the new-born babe. The ex-

hibit was practical and compact and it was possible

to get a very comprehensive idea of it in a couple of

hours.

In the discussion of these papers special empha-

sis was laid on the fact that mortality statistics

in institutions for infants were not to be relied

upon, that a certain number of abandoned infants

came into institutions in such an apparently hope-

less condition that nothing was done for them, that

frecjuently there were not enough nurses to prop-

erlv care for the large number of babies. Dr. Ja-

cobi held that the fact that the infants in institutions

were mostly artificially fed ran the mortality rates

up, as it was well known that only 7 per cent, of

breast-fed infants died, while from 10 to 20 per

cent, on good artificial feeding died. The question

of providing help which would enable mothers to

care for their infants was discussed. The desira-

bilitv of such help in many instances is unques-

tioned, but the advisability of enacting legislation

for this purpose is open to debate. The importance

of home life and home care for the child should.

however, be emphasized.
Dr. Totten of Syracuse gave statistics in regard

to 165 new-born babies in Syracuse, N. Y., during

July and August of this year under the "follow up"

system. Ninety-seven per cent, of these babies

ivere breast-fea and there had been no mortality.

(To be continued.)
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

ASSOCIATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE, PRESI-

DENT'S ADDRESS ON ORIGIN OF LIFE.

London, Sept. 6, 1912.

The British Association for the Advancement of

Science, or as we colloquially call it "for short"

simply the British Association, opened its annual
meeting on Wednesday at Dundee. The President

this year is Professor Schafer and he delivered his

address the same evening in the Kinnaird Hall, the

total capacity of which is only i,8oo, and many
members were disappointed at finding it crowded

—

for more than 2,000 had arrived in the gray stone

city. The Lord Provost invited the foreign mem-
bers, who were more than usually numerous', to meet
some of his distinguished fellow citizens in the af-

ternoon, and this innovation in the proceedings was
generally approved. He wore his robe of office as

did the other officials and the door of the council

chamber was guarded by halberdiers as' in the clden

time. An attempt is being made this year to induce
members to appear in their acadeiuic gowns, and
as the association appeals to the popular imagination

as well as to the purely scientific, this may not be
unnatural.

Sir \Vm. Ramsay, the outgoing President, was
unable to be present, as he is president of the In-

ternational Congress of Applied Chemistry now
meeting in New York, and it was his' duty to induct

his successor. He sent an appropriate message and
Sir Archibald Geikie discharged his duty and for-

mally introduced the new President, who then gave
his presidential address on the "Origin of Life.''

The vote of thanks proposed by the Lord Provost
having been duly honored and the President hav-
ing returned thanks' the Lord Provost once more
rose and expressed the pleasure he had in handing
to the President a cheque for £io,QOO on behalf of

Mr. J. K. Cairds, LL.D., of St. Andrew's, a Dun-
dee manufacturer and a vice-president of the As-
sociation, whose munificence to the poor and to

medical institutions for their benefit is said to have
exceeded in the last 15 years' £100,000. In acKnowl-
edging the gift the President said it was unique in

the history of the Association and would be strictly

devoted to advancing science.

To return—the subject of ihe address is a well-

worn one and no new light was shed upon it, though
some modern points' w'ere re-stated, felicitously

enough and many pens are set to work upon it.

Prof. Schafer attempted no definition of life, a

word interesting him as one of those abstract terms
which had no direct antithesis. But he declared the

problems of life were only problems of matter, apart

from which life could not be conceived of in a

scientific sense. To enforce this view he referred

to s'pontaneous movements in physical and chemical

reactions observed in changes in the surface tension

of fluids (oil drops, mercury globules). He held

movements ameboid and other as developed by
evolution through agencies resembling these. To
those who object that such resemblances are sui^er-

ficial and other characteristics are joined with mo\e-
ment (assimilation, dissimilation, etc.), he said such

processes also occurred where no one would asso-

ciate them with life. Division of a cell-nucleus' by
karyokinesis preliminary to multiplication by divi-

sion could be imitated with inorganic salt solutions

suspending carbon particles. Vitalism as' a working
hypothesis had been undermined and most of the

structure toppled over. "Vital force" was an ex-
pression of ignorance. To substitute "neo-vitalism"

and "biotic energy" was no advance. "New pres-

byter, old presbyter writ large." Chemical compo-
sition of living matter was not so complex as long

supposed. The nucleus of a cell, the quintessence

of its life was not very complex and we might there-

fore hope some day to see its material made syn-

thetically. A few elements combine in a colloidal

compound representing the chemical basis of life.

When the chemist can build up his colloid he had no
doubt it would exhibit phenomena we associate with

life. Perhaps the production of living material was
not so remote as commonly supposed. Prof.

Schafer spoke of his friend Dr. Charlton Bastian

as the only eminent scientist who held to the old

creed and he doubted if many were convinced by
his' numerous experiments. Setting aside as devoid

of scientific foundation the idea of immediate super-

natural intervention. Prof. Schafer argued that we
must believe living matter owed its origin to causes

similar in character to those instrumental in pro-

ducing all other matter in the universe

—

i.e. evolu-

tion. Many biologists, he said, shelved this conclu-

sion by calling in some former condition of the earth

when opportunity was favorable to the passing of

inanimate into animate material—such opportuni-

ties never recurring. But if this happened once it

might again and we could not be sure it was not

happening now. Prof. Schafer spoke of parental

qualities being transmitted by elements and hered-

ity as possible of solution by chemistry. But cells

might cease to be useful and organs, too. Then
Nature wanted to get rid of them. He instanced

the appendix and Nature's method being too slow

surgery was necessary. Here Prof. Schafer will

find plenty of contradiction to his declaration of the

uselessness of the appendix.

The President pointed out that plants react to

external impressions, but these are only conveyed
from cell to cell and having no nervous system

plants can never acquire the least glimmer of in-

telligence, but animals from a slight modification

of certain cells proceeded by evolution to a nervous

system, culminating by this same evolution in the

human intellect. But if the slight change in a few
cells did this for animals, and Prof. Schafer would
not be surprised to see them follow on to intelli-

gence, this might even occur in plants, or what be-

comes of his argument that what happened once
may happen again and may even be happening now ?

Passing to the end of life Prof. Schafer said the

cells' must grow old and eventually cease to func-

tion, and when this happens to those essential to life

death must result. Here then his vaunted evolution

fails—ends seemingly in that death which he has

just said "must always remain the universal law."

So this word evolution signifies only a process or

a series of changes but has no such innate originat-

ing power as some biologists have attributed to it

;

for it only continues for a time, growing old and
dying. And that is the explanation of life and all

things which these biologists propose as more rea-

sonable than the doctrine of a creative intelligence!

The sectional proceedings began yesterday, most
of their presidents' giving addresses.

Massage in Wasting Diseases of Children.—J. M.
MacPhail states that massage has received a great deal

nf attention in nervous and in surgical conditions, and
that in vifasting diseases of children it may effect an im-

provement when the nursing and natural exercise haTC
heen defective.

—

Britisli Journal of Children's Disetstet.
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^rogrfHH of Mthitnl ^titmt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

September 12, 1912.

1. The Operative Treatment of Gastroenteroptosis. J.RansoIioff.
2. Medical Aspect of Intestinal Adhesion and Ptosis. J. M. Jackson.
3. Dangers Incurred as a Result of the Non-Recognition of .\cute

.^ural Infections with Statistical Data. F. E. Kittred^e.
4. Inversion of the Uterus. H. F. Day.

1. Operative Treatment of Gastroenteroptosis.—J.

M. RansohofF states that every case of visceral sagging

should be studied individually, and should not be treated

in a routine way, whether conservatively or by operation.

If after the removal of the normal or nearly normal ap-

pendix the patient continues to suffer, he should not be

lightly classed among the hopeless neurotics. It is prob-

able that the surgeon has overlooked some visceral dis-

placements or adhesions which are the cause of the

suffering. A small incision in abdominal work of the

kind under consideration has signal disadvantages. The
conclusion of the internists based on laboratory findings as.

for example, after ingestion of a test meal, cannot be

made the basis of the functional capacity of the stomach

under everyday conditions. In many seemingly hopeless

cases of gastroenteroptosis with marked neurasthenic

symptoms operation promises relief. If this is the result

of suggestion it is none the less valuable if the relief is

permanent. While, of course, internal treatment, abdom-

inal supports, and postural treatment should be tried,

operative interference should not be unnecessarily delayed

lest the habitus nervosus become too deep-rooted to be

eradicated. No gastroptotic patient should be operated

on unless some actual functional disturbance can be dem-

onstrated. To relieve this must be the aim of the oper-

ation. Given a visceroptosis in which one can demon-

strate distinct functional incompetence or deviations the

existence of nervous phenomena does not militate against

operation but may be the chief reason for performing it.

2. Medical Aspect of Intestinal Adhesion and Ptoses.

—J. M. Jackson lays particular stress upon colitis as an

important symptom of adhesions. He does not believe

that there is any such thing as hysterical colitis. In typical

cases of stasis one always finds a definite group of symp-

toms. Following a period of constipation with more or

less attendant indigestion, anorexia, hyperacidity, bloating

and feeling of pressure, all of which grow steadily more

severe, the patient begins to have abdominal pain which

may be described as dull and dragging or colicky, or

merely a constant sense of discomfort, relieved only by

lying down. It is usually worse when standing or walk-

ing or riding in a train or automobile. The colicky attacks

may come on without apparent reason, and may or may
not be accompanied by nausea and occasionally by vomit-

ing, even of the most marked propulsive type. Distention

is usually present, and may come on with great sudden-

ness and severity. These attacks are relieved by morphine

and belladonna, high enemata and cathartics, and are fol-

lowed immediately by a copious discharge of mucus—even

as much as a quart at one dejection—and in smaller quan-

tities usually for several days. Following this "clearing

out" the patient is apparently well for a time varying from

days to weeks, when the cycle begins over again. The

ptoses of the cecum, transverse colon and sigmoid are all

characterized by similar symptoms due to their weight and

abnormal positions and to partial obstruction. In prolapse

of the cecum a kink is sometimes formed in the ileum

near the ileocecal valve. As this dams back the contents

of the ileum fermentation takes place there and the entire

small intestine may become distended with gas, producing

discomfort, distress, or severe pain. In the treatment of

this condition licorice powder is of the greatest service,

especially in conjunction with a diet largely of vegetables,

as is also the use of agar-agar. When colitis is present

small doses of salol and castor oil are of the greatest

service, and when toxemia exists great help is afforded

by the exhibition of calomel once a week. High irriga-

tions; oil, either by mouth or by enema; a coarse diet

(vegetables, fruit, bran biscuits, coarse cereals) ; exer-

cises, and abdominal massage may also be employed to

advantage. In the acute attacks, however, simulating in-

testinal obstruction nothing gives relief except the admin-

istration of efficient doses of morphine and belladonna.

3. Acute Aural Infections.—F. E. Kittredge notes

that the one safe course to pursue to avoid deeply seated

aural infections, together with their intracranial compli-

cations, is the practice of preventive surgery. A free

incision of the drum membrane made as quickly as pos-

sible following a diagnosis of probable presence of fluid

in the middle ear cavity will in the great majority of

cases prevent further difficulty. Spontaneous rupture of

the tympanic membrane does not necessarily mean free

drainage, and by no means contraindicates further inter-

ference by the physician. If pain continues, even to a

slight degree, or if there is any rise of temperature, it

would mean impeded drainage, and there should be no

hesitation in freely incising the drum. This procedure is

not alone for the purpose of preventing a more dangerous

condition, but it hastens convalescence and may prevent

a chronic running ear with its attendant discomforts. A
clean linear incision heals promptly with no interference of

hearing, while a spontaneous rupture through a swollen

and ruptured membrane heals by cicatrization if at all

and interferes with the normal function of the ear. Dan-
gerously infected mastoids may be present without pre-

senting the usual symptoms as formerly taught. Swelling

posterior to the ear is present only late in the course of

the disease; marked tenderness usually subsides with acute

inflammatory symptoms, and the temperature chart is sim-

ilar to that of appendicitis, not always a safe guide. The
absence of free pus in the mastoid cells does not necessarily

mean a case operated upon unwisely, for there may be

present in the mastoid antrum and scattered throughout

the cellular structure highly infective granulations. This

condition is far more dangerous to life in an individual in

whom the bone is dense and sclerosed with but very few

small cells, than would be the case were a large quantity

of free pus present in large pneumatic cells, the outer

wall of the mastoid structure being thin. In the latter

case the pus might easily rupture through the bony wall

externally. In the former condition infection could more

readily find its exit internally.

4. Inversion of the Uterus.—H. F. Day concludes

that inversion of uterus is rare and will be rarer with the

decrease of untrained accoucheurs. Acute inversion should

be reinverted as soon as possible. Chronic inversion de-

mands operation as soon as the patient's condition war-

rants it. Thomas' operation is advised if the patient is

seen within ten days of occurrence and is not exsanguin-

ated. Spinelli's operation is recommended for later cases

of this disease.

New York Medical Journal.

September 14, 1912.

1. The Inheritance of .Acquired Characters. J. Wright.
2. Polyneuritis with Radicular and Spinal Cord Involvement. W.

M. Leszynsky.
3. Pathological Changes of the Pharyngeal Mucosa an Early Symp-

tom Pathognomonic of 'Poliomyelitis. M. Neustaedter.
4. The Crotalin Treatment of Epilepsy. R. H. Spangler.
5. Drainage of .Acute Infectious Lesions of the Abdominal Cavity.

J. \V. Kennedy.
6. The Community and Health. M. S. Macy.
7. The Medical Corps and Medical Reserve Corps of the United

States .Army. A. W. Williams.
8. Some Phenomena of the Modern Practice of Medicine. G. W.

McGregor
9. Rheumatic Fever. ,\. M. Nodine.

2. Polyneuritis with Radicular and Spinal Cord In-

volvement.—W. M. Leszynsky reports an unusual case
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of this conditiun with complete recovery. There were a

slowly progressive development of atrophy and paralysis

beginning in the ulnar distribution of the left hand until

clawhand resulted; some atrophy in both shoulder girdles;

a lesser involvement of the ulnar group in the right hand;

vasomotor paresis in both hands; absence of subjective

sensory symptoms, and no pupillary disturbance. Several

months after the onset the lower extremities became im-

plicated, the paralysi:s being limited to the peroneal group

on both sides. There became evident an area of sensory

disturbance over the trunk on the left side affecting all

forms of sensibility, and an area of incomplete tliermo-

anesthesia over the inner aspect of the left arm. .A.! the

end of a year there was a rapid exacerbation of the symp-

toms in the lower extremities, at which time there was

complete bilateral foot drop, hj'potonia, ataxia, absence of

all reflexes, and slow urination. Thi^ continued for a few

months, when rapid improvement began and gradually ter-

minated in complete recovery. It is noted that the left

side was principally affected, the sensory symptoms being

confined to that side. The duration of the disease was

one year and eight months.

3. Early Pharyngeal Symptoms of Poliomyelitis.—
M. Neustaedter calls attention to the nasopharyngeal symp-

toms which he believes are invariably present in this dis-

ease. Frequently one is told that the patient begins to

sneeze, or makes attempts to sneeze and the mother or

nurse suggests that the patient is developing measles. Upon

inspection, however, there is not a red, sore, and hyperemic

throat, but rather an anemic, glistening, edematous con-

dition of the pharyngeal mucosa, with a serous frothy

transudate, quite analogous to the edematous swelling of

the cord. This condition the author has found to persist

in the majority of the cases, even several weeks after the

onset of the paralysis. This sign, in his opinion, is pathog-

nomonic of the disease.

4. The Crotalin Treatment of Epilepsy.—R. H.

Spangler believes that the "venom treatment" is indicated

in many of the essential cases of epilepsy. Not

only are the virulence and number of the epileptic fits

favorably influenced by the crotalin treatment, but the

excitability of the nervous system is modified and the gen-

eral health, mental faculties, and metabolism of the pa-

tients are considerably improved. The quality of the blood,

and possibly its chemical composition seem to be affected

by the injection of the venom. .A.S to the exact effect it

has on the coagulability of the blood, further observation

is necessary. There is said to be no danger in the use of

cj-otalin as long as the necessary aseptic precautions are

taken in its administration, and the treatment is carried

out with careful observation of its eft'ect on the patient.

5. Abdominal Drainage.—J. W. Kennedy ventures

the statement that he is entirely and enthusiastically op-

posed to the modern methods of treating septic conditions

of the abdominal viscera. First, he attacks the Fowler

position. He believes he has demonstrated that there is

very little absorption of toxins in the already inflamed

peritoneum and that the difference of absorption between

tlie upper and lower abdomen must be very small if any.

The worst cases, with extensive peritonitis and dis-

tention, are put in the Trendelenburg position, so as to

give the nerve centers more blood and thus to stimulate

the shocked and ba-dly infected patient. The author re-

gards adhesions and inflammatory membranes as a wolf

in sheep's clothing, as they quickly become complications

which are of more pathological import than the existing

peritonitis. These inflammatory walls have little physio-

logical integrity and quickly cause a bowel obstruction or

the formation of a distal abscess. The gloved hand is

also held responsible for much of the incomplete work of

the present hour. The author believes that the greatest

calamity which has happened to the surgery of intra-

abdominal pus and of those extensively infected areas

found in diffuse and general peritonitis has been the

abandonment of gauze as a drain and the substitution of

tubal drainage. The frailty of the modern toilet has made
it necessary to aband'in tlie gauze coti'erdam for tubal

drainage, as it is impossible to insert a coft'erdam until one

has removed the pathological lesion and broken all ad-

hesions.

9. Rheumatism and Oral Sepsis.—A. M. Xodine

reaches the following conclusions: (i) Rheumatic fever

is an acute or attenuated general infection accompanied

by toxemia, autointoxication, chorea, high blood pressure,

anemia, carditis, and arthritis. (2) The microorganism,

whose to.xin is most concerned in the production of the

symptoms of rheumatism, is the Diplococcus rhcumaticus

of the streptococcus family. (3) The portal of entry for

the infection is the oral cavity. (4) Oral sepsis plays a

direct part in the production of rheumatic fever by sup-

plying the necessary conditions for the absorption from

the mouth of the pathogenic agents. (5) The correction

of the conditions contributing to oral sepsis exert a pos-

itive and favorable influence in preventing and curing

rheumatic fever.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Scftcmbcr 14, 1912.

1. The Current Problems of Pharmacology and Therapeutics. T.

Solhnann.
2. Present Status of the Laws Relating to Patents and Trade-

Marks. M. I. Wilbert.
3. The Relation of the Patent and Trade-Mark Laws to Materia

Medica Nomenclature. F. E. Stewart.
4. The Influence of Pathological Conditions on the action of Drugs.

G. B. Wallace.
5. Candy Medication. B. Fantus.
6. Practical .Application of the Roentgen Ray to the Management

of Malignant Growths. C. E. Skinner.
7. Comparative Studies in Cancer and Normal Tissue Ferments.

W. W. Hamburger.
8. Acetonuria: Its Relation to Postoperative Vomiting in 700

Cases of Ether Anesthesia. S. A. Chalfant.
9. Treatment of Tubal Pregnancy with Special Reference to Imme-

diate Operation for Rupture, Based on a Study of 200 Oper-
ations. L. J. Ladinski.

10. Drainage of the Kidney by Incision for Bacillus Coli Communis
Infection in Prepnant and Parturient Patients, with Report
of Cases. E. P. Davis.

11. The (Vcurrence of General Paralvsis in Women. G. W. T.
Mills.

12. The Diagnosis of Diverticulitis of the Large Bowel. A Clinical
Review of Twenty-Seven Cases. H. Z. Giffin.

1.1. The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Compression of
the Lung. M. E, Laphani.

14. Bacteriologj- of Epidemic Sore Throat. J. -Arthur Leutscher.
15. Rheumatism. E. Mingus.
16. Transpiantabiiity of Malignant Tumors to the Embryos of a

Foreign Species. J. P.. Murphy.
17. The Water Purification \\'orks of the Baltimore County Water

and Electric Company. S. T. Powell.
18. A New Regulating Dropper for Ether and C'hloroform, Usable

on .\ny Container. F. W. Pinneo.
19. Localized Gangrene Following the Use of Quinine and Urea

Hydrochloride. H. II. Rightor.

5. Candy Medication.—B. Fantus has sought to de-

vise a perfect candy form for as many different important

medicaments as possible, and has succeeded in about twenty

drugs which are otherwise rather repulsive to the patient.

The author finds the tablet the best and most convenient

form of administration. He uses cocao butter and pow-
dered sugar thoroughly triturated and compressed with the

active ingredients in the tablet machine. The flavor should

always be sprayed on the finished tablet with an atomizer.

The most tasteless form of quinine is aristochin and the

only sufficiently tasteless salicylate is salophen. Sabromin

and sajodin are easily put up in the form of palatable

tablets especially with the use of cocao. One objection

against candy tablets is that children might poison them-

selves by eating too many at once. This objection can be

easily overcome by prescribing only as many as can.be

taken at one time without danger.

6. The X-Ray Treatment of Cancer.—C. E. Skinner

remarks that the .r-ray is capable of exercising a power-

fully curative influence over many cases of malignant dis-

ease and that its routine addition to extirpative measures

will increase the number of curable cancer cases. It i?

impossible to tell beforehand which cases need rontgeniza-
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lion and wliicli do iiol. or uliicli respond hapijily and which

do not. There is reason to believe that many postoperative

recurrences are more resistant to the .f-ray than the orig-

inal growth. It is easier for the jr-ray to influence micro-

scopic foci of inaHgnancy than those of larger size; liciice

rontgenization should be begun as soon after extirpation

as is consistent with the safety of the tissues involved in

the operation wound and before recurrence has manifested

itself.

7. Cancer and Normal Tissue Ferments.—Hy VV. W.
Hamburger. (See MF.mcAL 1\K(0ki>, Vol. fi. page 1165.)

8. Acetonuria and Postoperative Vomiting.—S. .\.

Chalfant concludes that vomiting occurs in a large per-

centage of cases after anesthesia. The liability to vomit-

ing is increased when acetone is found in the urine. Pro-

tracted vomiting is best treated by sodium bicarbonate by

the bowel and by 'avage. The patients need careful watch-

ing on account of the liability to acid intoxication. .Xcc-

lonuria is due to faulty metabolism and is increased by

carbohydrate starvation. Acetonuria has no relation to

the length of anesthesia. The duration of anesthesia has

only a slight influence on vomiting.

9. Treatment of Tubal Pregnancy.—L. J. Ladinski

pleads for a general rocognitinti liy abdominal surgeons of

the dictum that henmrrhagc into the peritoneal cavity must

be sought for and checked as soon as diagnosed ; that

opening the abdomen of a patient profoundly shocked and

anemic for abortion or rupture of a tubal pregnancy does

not per se offer any graver risk than opening the abdomen

for any other intraabdominal condition; and. furthermore,

lliat delay in operating, no matter how slight, means in-

creased risk, greater danger, and probably death to the

patient. This plea is based on the study of 200 operative

cases. The technique was practically identical in all. Tlie

abdominal incision was universally employed, the entire

hand being introduced into the abdominal cavity and hem-

orrhage being checked by firm compression of the outer

border of the broad ligament. In cases of extreme col-

lapse, intravenous saline infusion was given simultaneou>l\

with the opening of the abdomen. In the 200 operations

for tubal pregnancy there were three deaths, one fol-

lowing immediate operation in an unruptured tubal preg-

nancy, one following the third operation for ruptured tubal

pregnancy, and one following the third operation for ter-

minated ruptured tubal pregnancy with infection. In all

of the immediate operations for ruptured tubal pregnancy

there was no death. The author hopes to see the indica-

tion for immediate operation for ruptured tubal pregnancy

accepted as the rule, as the fate of the patient depends on

the promptness of the operation. He regards the opera-

tion as so free from risk that he feels justified in doing

conservative surgery on the affected tube, when possible,

although he recognizes the fact that the patient is thus

subjected to a possible recurrence.

10. Nephrotomy in Colon Bacillus Infection of Kid-

ney.—R. I'. D.ivis discu^^cs tile treatment of colon b.i-

cillus infection of the kidney in pre.^nant women. A mi.xed

infection with staphylococci and streptococci may co-exist.

The symptoms are indefinite pain in the right abdominal

and right dorsal region, much resembling that of subacute

appendicitis. The pure culture of the colon bacillus can

usually be obtained from the urine and blood examination

shows a high leucocytosis. In mild cases the disease tends

to recover on a milk diet and an abundance of pure water.

Rest and free action of the bowels are essential. When
infection becomes overwhelming, and is mixed, the kidney

may be riddled with abscesses and pyemia and septicemia

may follow. The medical treatment depends on a correct

(iia.gnosis between this infection and pyelonephritis, which

diagnosis may be difficult or impossible. Fortunately the

treatment for both conditions, if mild, is the same. If the

condition does not vield to medical measures kidney drain-

age by nephrotomy is advised as safest for both muther

and child.

12. Diverticulitis of the Large Bowel.—B. II. Z.

Giffiu. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1165.)

13. Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Com-
pression of the Lung.—By M. K. I.apham. (.See Med-
u Ai. Recokd. \'o1. Si, page 1166.)

15. Rheumatism.—E. .Mingus advances the theory

that in many cases of rheumatic fever the initial seat of

infection is in the intestinal tract, from which the absorp-

tion of bacteria and their toxins occurs; on entering the

circulation these cause peripheral symptoms in susceptible

tissues. Chronic or recurring attacks are or may be due

to the persistence of the bacteria of rheumatic fever in

the intestinal tract in an attenuated condition and are

aroused to activity by dietetic and hygienic errors of the

patient which cause a reduction in metabolic activity and

natural resistance.

16. Transplantability of Malignant Tumors,—J. li.

Murphy describes his investigations which show that

mammalian tumor tissue can live and grow actively in the

chick embryo, although in the adult chicken it quickly dies

and is absorbed. By transfer from one embryo to another

the mammalian tissue can be kept growing continuously

in the avian host for as long as forty-si,\ days, and prob-

ably indefinitely. This proves that the mammalian cells

are able to utilize the food supplied by the avian embryo.

Whether the phenomenon is dependent solely on this fac-

tor, or whether the absence of a defensive mechanism in the

embryo plays the more important part is a subject which

is being studied and on which a report will be made later.

The Lancet.

Scj'tembcr 7, 1912.

1. On the Nature, Origin, and Maintenance of Life.' E. A. Schafer.
J. On the Value of a Ouantitative .Mbumin Estimation of the

Cerebrospinal Fluid (with Special Reference to the Syndrome
of Massive Coagulation and Xantho-Chroniia). T. G. Green-
field.

.!. The Quantitative Cutaneous Tuberlin Test (Quanti-Pirquet
(q P) for Short). E. C. Morland.

4. The Treatment of Flatfoot. P. B. Roth.
5. Coarctation of the Aorta in an Adult, with Death Due to the

Rupture of an .Aneurysm in the Neck. F. Parkes Weber and
F. \V. Price.

6. .-\ Case of Large Caseous Tubercle of the Myocardium. W'. J.

McKeand.
~. .\ Case of \'erv Exuberant Growth of Molluscum Contagiosuin.

\V. Cahvell. '

1. The Origin of Life.—By E. A. Schafer. (See page

582.)

2. The Albumin Estimation of the Spinal Fluid.—
J. G. Greenfield calls attention to a condition of the spinal

tluid described by the French writers as the "syndrome of

massive coagulation and of .xanthochromia without cellular

elements." This condition was first described in 1909 by

I'llanchetiere and Lejonne in a case of tumor of the spinal

dura at the level of the seventh to ninth dorsal segments.

Massive coagulation and xanthochromia of the cerebro-

spinal fluid had been noted by Sicard and Descomps in

1908 as occurring in syphilitic meningitis, associated with

a great increase in the lymphatic content In one of the

author's cases the tumor or compression was of a limited

nature, but in two other cases the condition of the fluid

might have been explained by transudation from a vascular

tumor infiltrating the meninges widely. The occurrence

of a similar fluid in cases of cerebral tumor, as reported

by Quincke and Vincent, indicates that the damming up of

the free circulation of the fluid has much to do with the

production of an albuminous yellow fluid in the portions

of the subarachnoid space shut off froin the ventricles, as

it is very possible that in these cases the foramen magnum
was plugged by the downward pressure on the brain stem

forming the so-called "pressure cone." Whether this con-

dition is compatible with life for a period long enough to

allow the spinal fluid to undergo such changes is, of course,

doubtful, but this hypothesis harmonizes with the other
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causes—spinal tumor, syphilitic leptomeningitis, etc. The
yellow coloration seemed to be similar to what was found
in cases of cortical hemorrhage, but a full chemical exam-
ination was not carried out in any of the cases. French
writers have e-\amined the fluid in many cases of fracture

of the skull, cortical hemorrhage, etc., where this yellow

coloration was present. Bard and Sicard consider it to be

due to a special decomposition of the hemoglobin of the

blood. Gilbert and Hersher, Fufher and Milian, on the

other hand, consider it to be due to a pigment, serochrome,

normally present to greater or less extent in the blood.

3. The Quantitative Cutaneous Tuberculin Test.

—

E. C. Morland employs for this test the following dilutions

of old tuberculin ; 64, 16, 4, and I per cent. The most con-

venient scarifier is the platinum spade used by von Pirquet.

The skin of the forearm over the brachioradialis muscle

is rubbed with alcohol ; the scarifier is held vertically be-

tween the thumb and forefinger, and with it four circular

holes are drilled in the skin about an inch apart by a rapid

twisting movement of the instrument on its long axis.

The base of the pits should show vivid pink, but should

not actually bleed. The dilutions of tuberculin are made
with the usual diluent of K' per cent, phenol in normal

saline. A drop is now applied to each scarification in turn,

the weakest dilution distally (nearest the hand), so that a

stronger solution shall not be carried by the lymphatics to

a proximal spot. The excess of fluid is sopped up with

tiny pieces of sterile wool and the moist spots are left to

dry for five minutes or so. The sleeve is then gently

replaced and the patient is instructed not to wash the fore-

arm until the next day, to avoid rubbing or irritating it,

and to present himself for observation after 24 and 48

hours. The diameter of the resulting papules is measured

in millimeters after 24 and 48 hours and the measurements

are charted. Only the papule is measured, not the sur-

rounding zone (if present) of hyperemia, and the diameter

of the scarification is subtracted as irrelevant. The figures

are charted as shown in a table and the resulting values

of papule-size (s'/i) and papule-diflference (3%) are looked

for in the table, where they are found to correspond to a

sensitiveness value of 130 expressed thus : q P = 130.

The sensitiveness value is really the inverse of the lowest

strength of tuberculin which just gives rise to a reaction.

Thus, if 5 per cent, be this strength, 100/5 or 20 is the sen-

sitiveness value; or if i per cent, tuberculin just gives a

reaction, qP=ioo. The application of the determination

of q P in practice is: (i) in the deciding of the question

whether an existent tuberculosis is in such a condition as

to require treatment—what may be called the clinical diag-

nosis of tuberculosis; (2) as a guide to the progress of a

case—if favorable, q P soon falls below the crucial limit

;

(3) in concluding or e.Kcluding the presence of tubercu-

losis in disease or ill-health where the diagnosis is doubt-

ful

—

e.g. in bronchial asthma, bronchiectasis, enlarged

glands, etc.
; (4) in determining the initial dose of tuber-

culin for a therapeutic course (where q P is high and the

sensitiveness accordingly great, a small dose should be

chosen to begin with) ; and (5) in standardizing any par-

ticular preparation of tuberculin and comparing two or

more preparations. In drawing a conclusion from the

value of q P certain points should be borne in mind: (i)

the Pirquet reaction tends to disappear in advanced cases

of tuberculosis and in miliary tuberculosis of rapid course;

(2) it is constantly absent during the first ten days of

measles and in some other transient acute conditions; (3)

q P tends to remain high long into convalescence from
bone and glandular tuberculosis, and (4) in the negative

phase of a tuberculin inoculation q P may be very high,

but it is remarkable how rapidly the large papules dis-

appear as the positive phase sets in.

4. The Treatment of Flatfoot.—P. B. Roth describes

a treatment for this condition in which the use of arch

springs or sole plates is dispensed with The treatment

consists of: .Attention to footwear, attention to position

in standing and walking, and regular daily exercises, (i)

Attention to footwear: Whether boots or shoes are worn„

whether they button or lace, they must be the shape of

the feet. If this primary essential is not secured the whole
treatment may as well be abandoned. If the degree of flat-

foot be anything more than the merest trace, mechanical'

means are utilized to throw the weight of the body, dis-

tributed down the leg, slightly outside the center of the-

ankle joint. This is effected by thickening the sole and
heel of each boot along its inner side by one-fourth, one-

third, or one-half inch, the amount depending upon the-

severity of the case; the worse the case the greater the

thickening. The additional leather is in the form of a,

wedge, with its base to the inside and its apex to the

outside of the foot, so that the extra thickness on the-

inside fades off to nothing on the outside. Not only does

it fade away outward toward the outside, but also for--

ward toward the tip of the shoe, from a point situated

about an inch behind the tip. (2) Attention to position in

standing and walking.—Standing: The patient must alwaya

stand on both feet, with the toes slightly turned in and

the heels slightly turned out. He must never stand with

the toes turned out, or on one foot to rest the other. Every

now and then he must raise the heels just clear of the

ground, .that is, stand on the toes sufl^ciently to bring alli

the muscles of the foot into action. Whenever the feet

begin to ache he should do this. In addition, he should

stand with the feet very slightly turned over on their-

outer border. Walking: He must walk with the feet

pointing straight forwards—never with the feet turned'

out. (3) Regular daily e.verciscs.—The exercises, to be

done the first thing every morning, preferably with the

shoes off, are two in number: (o) Standing, alternately

raising heels and toes. To steady the body, both hands

touch the mantelpiece or wall. The heels are slowly raised'

from the ground and slowly lowered, then the toes are

slowy raised and slowly lowered, the exercise thus con-

sisting of four distinct movements. The feet are kept

slightly turned in and slightly turned over on their outer

border all the time. The e.xercise is repeated from 50 to.

100 times. (6) Sitting on one chair, with the foot pro-

jecting over the edge of another, the calf of the leg rest-

ing on the seat. Keeping the knee still, the foot is slowly

circumducted to its full extent in all directions, down, in,

up, out, fifty times ; then down, out, up, in, fifty times. By
means of this treatment it is possible to cure flatfoot with-

out the use of arch supports.

Erythema Nodosum, Associated with Mammary
Tuberculosis.—F. Parkes Weber reports the case of a
rather delicately built woman, aged forty-seven, who had
previously had no serious illnesses, and had apparently

enjoyed good health. She was admitted to the hospital

.\nril 6, 1912. suffering from a chronic swelling in the

right breast of at least two months' duration, which had
not caused her much pain. This was excised on April 9,

and found to be tuberculous, the microscopical sections

containing many characteristic giant cells of the tubercu-

lous type. On admission she was likewise suffering from
florid erythema nodosum affecting both legs up to just

above the knees, and there was a little pyrexia. The
erythema nodosum, which had commenced about March 30,

almost completely disappeared by the end of April. The
patient had not been taking any drug, such as potassium
iodide, which might be supposed tn be connected with the

onset of the erythema nodosum. There was no history of
syphilis. She had had twelve children, nine of whom
were sUW living, and no miscarriages. A good deal of

attention had been given, especially on the Continent, to

the occasional association of erythema nodosum with tuber-

culosis, a connection which had been recognized and de-

scribed by Landouzy in 1907.

—

Proceedings of the Royal'

Society of Medicine.
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CAUSES OF DEATH IN THE FIRST FIVE
YEARS OF INSURANCE.

To THE Editor of the Insurance Department:
Sir:— I have been reading over the AIedical

might be interested in the experience of this com-
pany along somewhat similar lines.

Ihe tables differ somewhat and in order that

you may read them intelligently you should know
how they are built up. In 1910 I went over all the

deaths which had occurred in our company since its

beginning, making a separate heading for each
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ticular class under discussion. I am sending two
charts, one of all deaths occurring with a duration
of five years or less, the other deatlis which oc-
curred on policies written between 1904-1910.
The percentages referred to are percentages

of the whole. l<"or example, you will notice that
during the whole history of the company io'< per
cent, of our deaths has been due to pulmonary
tuberculosis. In all of our business with a dura-
tion of five years or less 15^^ per cent, has been
due to tuberculosis, while in our more recent busi-
ness, [904-1910, we had 13.75 per cent.
The up]3er line represents deaths by groups, thai

is, in the history of the company. 26 per cent, of
our business has been due to disease of the circu-
latory system divided into arteriosclerosis, etc..

heart disease, etc., and miscellaneous. On business
written 1904-1910 15 per cent, was due to that
cause.

E. W. Dwir.HT, M.D..
Medical Directdk, \e\v Exgi.and Mi-tlvm. Life Insvran-ce Cum-

The Relations of the Medical •Examiner to the
Company.—W. S. Kendrick say.s that no position
requires that its holder be distinguisherl by a greater
number of virtues than that of medical examiner
for life insurance. He must, of course, be a grad-
uate physician, licensed by the State; must have
had some experience in private practice ; finally, his
character, financial standing, moralitv, habits, etc.,

undergo a close .scrutiny before be is considered for
appointment. When accepted, his work is carefully
scrutinized and graded, and he is promptly dropped
if his record proves unsatisfactory to the company's
officers. Kendrick says that he, as a medical di-
rector, has to deal with two kinds of examiners

:

those who do good work and those who do not.
Many examiners think that the companies them-
selves make light of the medical examinations and
would rather not know too much about an applicant
in order not to be compelled to exclude him. Others
are quite indifferent to the work, and lose the edu-
cational opportunity afforded by the task of find-
ing hidden pathological conditions in supposedlv
normal individuals.

The object of examination is, of course, to elimi-
nate such persons as have, or are likely to develop,
some ('isease which would render the risk prohibi-
tively hazardous. The part of the examination
blank reserved for questions and answers' may give
a hint of just such condition and should be care-
fully filled out, the meaning of any obscure ques-
tions being explained to the ap])licant. The med-
ical director considers this part of the blank of as
much value as the results of the i)hysical examina-
tion, ant: any further inquiries from him about the
matter should be promptly answered. Delay should
not be tolerated, for the agent may suffer,' because
of the activity of other agents or of total change
of heart in the applicant.

Of course, physical examination mu^t be hon-
estly made. Kendrick has known of numerous
blanks in which such data as uranalysis, weight,
height, condition of the heart and lungs were never
])roperIy obtained but simply "faked." Of course,
-iome work of this kind may remain undiscovered,
but sooner or later the morally deficient examiner
gets caught.

Superficial examinations are worse than value-
less, for they are responsible for much of the losses
sustained bv the life insurance companies fluring
the first few policy years. Deaths from tubercu-

losis and from heart disease within a few months
of insurance reach a total which is a reproach to the
medical profession. Weight and height must be
accurately determined and not guessed at, for it

must be remembered that weight alone can dis-
(lualify an applicant. The lungs should be carefully
examined, the chest being bared and stethoscope
being used. .\ny objections to baring the chest
should always be viewed with suspicion. The tem-
perature should be always taken, and the pulse
counted. The heart must not be examined with
clothing unremoved, and the arteries should be pal-
pated carefully. Blood ]M-essure estimations are in-

valuable and will soon be required by all companies.
Urine for examination should be voided in your
presence, for substitution has been practised in too
many instances where this precaution was not taken.
ITranalysis should be carefully performed. In Ken-
drick's company, of the cases rejected for abnormal-
ities in the urine, only 10 per cent, were reported un-
favorably by the examiner : the rest were excluded
because of the findings by the chemist in the home
office.

—

The Lancet-Clinic, August 17, 1912.
Refusal of An Injured Person to Submit to

Operation as Contributory Culpability.—The
Imperial Court has repeatedly ruled that it shall be
demanded of an injured person, in order that be
may recover, that he make use of all the resource--
of medical science tendered to him, so far as he is

able. This obligation may include operations, not
of course according to any standard or precedent,
but dependent on the exigencies of his particular
case—the character of the injury, the severity and
danger of the intervention, etc., and, in general, the
outlook for recovery. Thus in a particular case the
lower court having decided that an injured man's
obligation was to have a joint of a finger ampu-
tated, the Imperial Court concurred. The opera-
tion would not have been severe or dangerous, and
there would have been no impairment of the earn-
ing capacity and the complainant could well have
afforded the expense of the operation. The urgency
for the intervention must also be gathered from the
fact that the attending physician refused to con-
tinue with the case unless the operation was per-
formed. Hence the lower court ruled that patient's

refusal to be operated on amounted to contributory
neglect. This decision affects the status of a dam-
age suit althou.gh it does not bear on the claim for

insurance.

—

Zeitschrift fiir Versichcrungsmedicin

.

July, 1912.

insurance Larger by $400,000,000 Than Last
Year.—During the year 191 1, according to the
Insurance Press. .'^502,640,000 was paid out by life

insurance companies of the United States and Can-
ada. There was an increase in the life insurance
business during the year, a total of $3,000,000,000
in policies having been written and revived by the
regular companies, or an excess of about $400,000,-
000 over the business of 1910. .A. total of $71,000.-
000 was paid out in New York State to policy hold-
ers, of which the sum of $25,138,562 was distrib-

uted in New York City alone. To Brooklyn went
.$7,954,750; Buffalo $2,215,000; to Rochester $1,-

094,000, and Albany 5^1,354,290. In New Jersey
the sum of $16,500,000 was paid on policies.

Accidents in the Brewing Industries.—In the

(ierman Trade Associations there are 43 accidents
for every 1,000 workmen, but in the brewing in-

dustries, 109. In the mines in Upper Silesia, there
are go accidents tn the 1,000, as conqiared with 119
in the breweries in the same district.
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I-AItKAL ClRVATURE OF THE SplNE AND RoUND ShOCI.DERS.

By Robert W. Lovett, M.D., Assistant Professor of Or-
thopedic Surgery. Harvard Medical Schuol ; Associate
Surgeon to the Chilihen's Hospital, Boston ; Surgeon to

the Infants' Hospital. Peabody Home for Crippled Chil-

dren and Massachusetts Hospital School, Canton; .Mem-
ber of the American Orthopedic Association; Korre-
spondierendes Mitglied der Dcutschen Gesellschaft fiir

Orthopadische Chirurgie ; Socio della Societa Italiana di

Ortopedia. Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with
171 illustrations. Price, $i.7S net. Philadelphia : P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., igi2.

In this edition of Dr. Lovett's well-known work several

parts have been rewritten in order that it might keep pace
with the recent progress made in this subject, particularly

with reference to etiology and treatment. The author's

method of forcible correction of structural scoliosis is

presented in satisfying detail. Considerable space is given
to the subject of gymnastics and symmetrical exercises in

the treatment of functional scoliosis. With regard to the

relation of scoliosis to school life the author notes that "it

may be assumed as reasonable (i) that bad air. fatigue

and school life under poor genera! conditions, (_'l im-
proper school furniture, and (3) twisted writing positions

favor bad attitude, and that the more constantly they arc

in operation the more effective will be their result in pro-

ducing bad attitude. In the same way unfavorable home
conditions in the way of bad food, overwork, and insani-

tary surroundings depreciate muscular strength and favor •

bad attitudes." Former views on the subject of the rela-

tion of the school to the production of scoliosis have
changed. The author agrees with other modern author-
ities that while on general principles unfavorable school

conditions are a competent cause of faulty attitude (false

scoliosis) and of sligiit grades of true scoliosis, these

school conditions are not likely to be the cause of mod-
erate and severe scoliosis. Dr. Lovett's book is one of the

best on the subject and should be carefully read by all

practitioners who treat children.

Krankheit und Soziale L.m;e. Bearbeitet von Prof. Dr.

.\lfr. Bl.\schko, Berlin; Dr. W. Fischer, Berlin; .Schul-

arzt Dr. M. FiJRST. Hamburg; Stadtrat Dr. med. .Xd.

GoTTSTEiN. Charlottenburg; Prof. Dr. Felix Hirsch-
FELD, Berlin; K. Landesgewerbearzt Dr. Franz Koelsch,
Miinchen ; San-Rat Dr. B. Laquer, Weisbaden ; Prof.

Dr. R. Lenniioff. Berlin ; Generalarzt a. D. Dr. H.
Meis.ver. Berlin; Prof. Dr. M MossE, Berlin; Obcrarzt
Dr. J. Reiciie, Hamburg; Dr. Wilh. Schali.mayer.
Miinchen; Prof. Dr H. Silber'-leit. Berlin; Hofrat Dr
Ad. Theilhaber. Mmichen ; Dr. G. TLXENDREini. Ber-

lin ; Priv.-Doz. Dr. G. Voss. Diisseldorf; San. -Rat Dr.

W. Weixberc, Stuttgart ; Geh Med.-Rat. Prof. Dr. E.

Wernicke, Posen ; Prof. Dr. Fr. Williger, Berlin ; Min-
isterialrat Prof. Dr. Fr. Zaun. Miinchen. Herausge-
geben von Prof. Dr. M. Mosse, Berlin, und Dr. med
G. TrcENDREiCH, Berlin. Lieferung. Price 6 Marks.
Munich : J. F. Lehmann's V'erlag. 1912.

Disease and social condition are two concepts that modern
studies have brought into close association. In no country
has more attention been given to this sidiject than in Ger-
many, in which, with its highly organized statistical bureaus
and its numerous insurance offices under the auspices of
the state, the opportunities for gathering data on the social

aspects of disease are particularly good. The work under
review will consist of three parts, of which the first has
been issued. The contents of this part consists of the fol-

lowing: An introduction, by the editors, who survey the

entire subject in its larger and historical aspects ; "The Prin-
ciples of Morbidity and Mortality Statistics," by Professor
H. Silbergleit, director of the statistical bureau of Berlin:

"The Home in Relation to Disease and Mortality," by E.

Wernicke: "The Influence of Nutrition on Disease and
Mortality." by F. Hirschfekl. and "Occupatiton in Relation
to Disease and Mortality," by F. Koelsch. It is harrlly nec-

essary to point out that these articles have been written

with the thoroughness characteristic of German authors.

The writers have drawn upon a vast fund of information
gathered in different parts of the world. .-X comprehen-
sive bibliography accompanies each article.

Baby's Teeth to the Twelfth Year. By Albert A\'est-

LAKE, DD.S. New York and London: Mitchell Ken-
nerley. 1912.

This is a small book written in the form of a friendly

talk that may be read in less than an hour. One of the

important parts emphasized is the prevention of dental

decay in the offspring by judicious care of the mother
before the child is born, particularly with reference to a

suitable dietary and the elimination of wastes. The do-

mains of medicine and dentistry overlap each other, and
the successful and conscientious dentist should possess a

good deal of medical knowledge. Without disparaging

the extent of the author's medical lore, one may point out

one of his few inaccuracies when he treads outside of his

own technical sphere. He states: "five months before the

child is born a most important development of its bowels
—that of the large intestine, the colon, and the rectum

—

is taking place as the little body is forming." X^.t many
physicians will agree with the author when he recom-
mends that the infant's ana! sphincters when tight should

be regularly stretched by the insertion of soap, cotton

tampons, or a vaseline catheter. There are many useful

recommendations regarding the proper care of the teeth;

thus, the tooth brush should be properly disinfected be-

fore and after use, and should be replaced by a new one
at the end of two weeks. Recently a dental authority in

England has advocated the use of a fresh tooth brush
every day I Modern science is apparently not in sympathy
with latter-day efforts to reduce the cost of living. In the

page in the back of tliis book headed "diary for record"
there is a line for the physician's autograph and one for

the nurse's autograph, but there is none for the dentist's

autograph. Why this omission?

The Healthy Bauy. The Care and Feeding of Infants in

Sickness and in Health. By Roger H. Dennett, M.D.,
Instructor in Diseases of Children in the Xew N'ork

Post-Graduate Medical School ; Assistant Attending Phy-
sician .to the Babies' Wards in the New York Post-
Graduate Hospital; Chief of Clinic in the Post-Graduate
Dispensary for Children ; Fellow of the New Y'ork Acad-
emy of Medicine. Price $1.00 net. New York; The
Macmillan Company, 1912.

The household book on the care of the baby has become a
national institution. The physician in giving his instruc-

tions to the anxious mother is frecpiently confronted with
what Dr. says in his book, sometimes to the discom-
fiture of the medical adviser, who may not have noticed the
open book upon the dressing-table. No two of these books
are alike; some of them differ widely in the views ex-
pressed, but most of them serve a useful purpose. Those
that attempt to explain too much, that go deeply into the
pathology and symptomatology of early life, are. however,
apt to do more harm than good. Dr. Dennett has avoided
this danger. His book is well written and may be easily

understood by the average mother. Particularly worthy of
mention is the simple method recommended for the arti-

ficial feeding of healthy infants. This method consists in

the use of whole milk, diluted with water, and with the

addition of malt sugar. One may not altogether agree with
the statement that "there are no dangers in giving anti-

toxin in its present-day perfection, no matter how deli-

cate the child may be." With this as possibly the only ex-
ception, the views expressed by the author are sound ana
practical. The typography with its marginal headings is

an excellent feature. The book may be recommended as

one that the physician may safely put into the mother's
hands without fear that it will usurp his function.

Tr.\nsactions of the American Pediatric SociKn-.
Twenty-third Session, held at the Lake Mohonk Moun-
tain House. Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 31 to June 2,

191 1. Edited by Linnaeis Edford La Fiitra. M.D.
Volume XXIII. Chicago: .American Medical Associa-
tion Press, 1912.

.Vmong the many valuable articles that form part of this
volume may be mentioned the following: 'The Funda-
mental Requirements of an Infant's Nutrition." by John
Howland ; "Ward Problems." by Francis Huber ; "The
Treatment of Sepsis in Scarlatina with Antistreptococcus
Serum." by Matthias Nicoll; "The Treatment of Pertussis
with Vaccine," by Edwin E. Graham ; a series of articles
on various phases of poliomyelitis, by R. W. Lovett. Henry
Koplik. John Lovett Morse. Simon Flexner, and J. H.
Mason Knox; "The L'se of Malt Sugar and High Percent-
ages of Casein in Infant Feeding." by John Lovett Morse:
and "Albumin Milk as Contrasted with Other Milk Mix-
tures in the Treatment of the Diarrheas of Children," by
Henry Heimann. The article on "Muscular Hypertrophy
of the Pylorus in Infancy," by Henry L. K. Shaw and
Thomas Ordway, with its series of excellent photographs
and photomicrographs, is a mode! of its kind as a clinical

and pathological study. This volume is a tribute to the
high plane which has been reached by pediatrics in

America.
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Pellagra : History, Distribution. Diagnosis, Prognosis,
Treatment, Etiology. By Stewart R. Roberts, S.M.,
M.D., Associate Professor of the Principles and Prac-
tice of Medicine, Atlanta College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Atlanta, Ga. ; Physician to the Wesley Memorial
Hospital ; formerly Professor of Biology in Emory
College. With 89 special engravings and colored frontis-

piece. Price $2.50. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Company,
1912.

The marked increase in the number of cases of pellagra
in this as well as other countries has caused an increased
interest in this disease, and especially in its etiology. Pel-
lagra was first discovered and reported in America in

1864 by Dr. John T. Gray, of Utica, N. Y. A second
case was reported orally at the same time by Tyler of
Somerville, Mass. It is probable that the number of
cases of pellagra in the United States has been increasing
since 1890, and that the disease has existed in the United
States since 1880. A map showing the distribution of
pellagra in the United States shows its predominance in

the Southern States—sporadic elsewhere. Figures given
show that pellagra has originated and prevailed in 33 out
of 49 States, including the District of Columbia. It is

probable that there are 10,000 cases of pellagra in the
United Stales at the present titne. One of the striking
features of the disease is that it affects women more
than men. Probably a majority of the American pella-

grins do not work in the fields, but practically all

American pellagrins live in a rural area. The cause
of pellagra is unknown and the nature of tlie disease
is in doubt. The chapter on etiology is especially interest-
ing and discouraging. He states as follows: "The history
of pellagra in other countries for the past two centuries
warrants the belief that the United States is facing a
long period during which the disease will prevail and in

which many thousand human beings will become its victims.
Little children will yield themselves to its insinuating and
mysterious grasp ; strong men will become weak and no
longer able to render service as citizens; its mark will be
left on the offspring of pellagrin mothers; and especially
through the Southern States its ravages and its memory
will exist side by side in every rural community. It has
already fastened itself on the spina! cord, and its poisons
flow in the blood of probably as many as ten thousand
human beings in the States to-day. American medicine
has given to the race the serum for the treatment of
meningitis and has discovered the insect carrier of yellow
fever. There is reason to believe .A.merican physicians
will finally settle the problem of the cause of pellagra by
the discovery and the proof of the toxin or the parasite
which causes the disease. The corn theory is a century
old and unproved—the infection theory of Sambon is new
and unproved. Until the cause is definitely known the
wisdom of prophylactic measures is in doubt, and the hope
of more satisfactory methods of treatment is delayed.
In the language of the European physicians pellagra has
appeared in America and no doubt in America the true
cause of the disease will be discovered. The book is of
peculiar interest in connection with the rapid spread of
the disease in this country and, in connection with the ex-
cellent work of Dr. Niles on the same subject, recently
noticed in these columns, should be read by all interested
in the disease, especially practitioners living in the South-
ern States.

Oral Surgery. A Text-Book on General Surgery and
Medicine as Applied to Dentistry. By Stewart Leroy
McCurdy, Professor of Anatomy and Oral Surgery,
School of Dentistry. University of Pittsburgh; Chair-
man of Section in Stomatology, American ^Iedical .'\s-

sociation (1910. 1911, 1912) ; Orthopedic Surgeon. Pres-
byterian and Columbia Hospitals, etc., Pittsburgh ; .*\u-

thor of "Manual of Orthopedic Surgery," ".A.natomy in

Abstract," "Emergencies in .Abstract." ".Arthrosteopedic
Surgery." With 228 illustrations. New York and Lon-
don : D. Appleton and Company, 1912.

In turning the pages of this book one is particularly im-
pressed with its completeness. Within the limits of one
volume the entire subject of oral surgery is presented suc-
cinctly and at the same time with sufficient attention to de-
tail. The book is intended primarily for the dental student.
It is divided into two parts: the first, including the prin-
ciples of general medicine and surgery, intended for the
junior student; and the second part, for the senior student,
including oral surgery proper. The large number of il-

lustrations, including those of .r-ray pbntographs. are par-
ticularly helpful in a work of this kind. The author has
omitted nothing that may be of service to the dentist from
the viewpoint of general pathology. The rarer conditions,
such as acromegaly and leontiasis ossea are given ample

attention, while the important subjects such as sj'philis,

tuberculosis and malignant disease are presented in fullest

detail. The book may be recommended without reserve.

Anleitung zur FuNKTioNsrKUFUNG DES Ohres. Vou Dr.
A. SoNNTAG und Dr. H. J. Wolff in Berlin. Mit einem
Vorwort von Prof. Dr. G. Bruhl. Pp. 69. Preis, marks
2.60. Berlin: Verlag von S. Karger, 1912.

This paper-covered monograph on functional testing of
the ear is a brief resume of practically all the methods used
at this time in tlie diagnosis of middle- and inner-ear dis-

ease. A companion brochure on the diagnosis of intra-

cranial complications of aural disease would be very wel-
come. There is need of emphasizing the value of exact
functional tests; for carelessness in this matter often
makes the preoperative diagnosis nearly a matter of pure
guesswork. The paragraphs on the pointing reaction
(Zeigeversuch) and on the differentiation of labyrinthine
is well worthy of a careful perusal.

affections are somewhat inadequate, but the little booklet

Stomatology in General Practice. A Text-Book of Dis-
eases of the Teeth and Mouth for Students and Prac-
titioners. By H. P. PiCKERiLL, M.D., Ch.B.. M.D.S.
(Birm), L.D.S. (Eng.). Hon. Stomatologist to the

General Hospital. Dunedin ; Professor of Dentistry and
Director of the Dental School in the University of
Otago. London: Henry Frowde, Oxford University
Press, Hoddcr & Stoughton, 1912.

The increasing recognition of the importance of stomatol-
ogy in general medicine as well as in dentistry accounts for

the large number of volumes that have recently appeared
dealing with this subject. One of the best of these is the
present volume which throws a beam of light across the

"somewhat ill-defined territory lying between medicine
and dentistry, which to many practitioners is to a certain
extent a terra incognita." The book correlates, amplifies

and elucidates much of the information given in works on
medicine, surgery, and dental surgery. The author em-
phasizes the importance of the general practitioner recog-
nizing the part played by chronic infections of the teeth

in the causation of secondary systemic and local disorders.

Diseases of the mucous membrane and of the jaws are de-

scribed from an etiological point of view and the treatment
is indicated. The subject of the treatment of fractures of
the jaws is covered in admirable and satisfying detail. The
pathology and preventive and remedial treatment of dental
disease are discussed in detail. The effects of systemic
diseases upon the oral tissues, and the effects of oral sepsis

upon systemic conditions are presented in accordance with
the latest teachings on these subjects. The illustrations

are especially helpful and are of a high order of artistic

merit. The paper, typography, and binding are in keep-
ing with the high standard established by the Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

Laboratory Methods. With Special Reference to the

Needs of the General Practitioner. By B. G. R. Wil-
liams, M.D. Member of Illinois State Medical Society,

American Medical .\ssociation. etc., assisted by E. G. C.

Williams. M.D., formerly Pathologist of Northern
Michigan Hospital for the Insane, Traverse City, Michi-
gan ; with an Introduction by Victor C. Vaughan,
M.D., LL.D., Professor of Hygiene and Physiological

Chemistry, and Dean of the Department of Medicine and
Surgery, L^niversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Illustrated with forty-three engravings. Price $2.00 net.

St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Company, 1912.

A UNIQUE field is apparently occupied by this book. It

should prove exceedingly useful to the general practitioner

who in most instances has been weaned from doing his own
laboratory work owing to its supposed difficulties and com-
plexities. In this volume there are presented in simpli-

fied form all the important methods of laboratory diag-

nosis. These simplified methods apply as well to apparatus
as to technique. It is shown how five dollars or less will

buy everything necessary for a physician's bacteriological

laboratory, excepting the microscope. One of the inter-

esting features of this book is the series of photographic
illustrations showing the apparatus assembled for differ-

ent kinds of laboratory work, as for bacteriological, blood,

urinary analyses, etc. The chapter on detection of the

common poisons is a valuable addition to this work, as is

also the chapter discussing the relative merits of the diazo

and Widal reactions. Other excellent chapters are those

entitled "Every Day Stool Tests," "The Technique of Pri-

vate Post-mortems." and "To Find the Trefnnema f<al!idum

in Six Minutes." The book may be recommended to the

general practitioner as a safe .guide, and of even greater
practical value than many of the larger works on labora-

tory diagnosis.
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AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Held at Baltimore,

Maryland, May 28, 29, and 30, 1912.

The President, Dr. Howard A. Kelly of Baltimore

IN THE Chair.

The Society met in the Assembly Hall of the Medical
and Chirurgical Faculty Building, and after an address of
welcome by Dr. William E. Moseley, of Baltimore, which
was responded to by Dr. Brooks H. Wells, of New York,
the reading of papers was begun.
Menstruation without Ovaries.—Dr. Pal.mer 1'~ixd-

ley of Omalia, Neb., reported a case in which both ovaries

had been removed and the menstrual periods proceeded to

recur at regular twenty-eight-day periods for one year and
a half, at which time he opened the abdominal cavity and
resected an adherent omentum from the fundus of the

uterus and broke up numerous pelvic adhesions. He was
then unable to fmd any trace of ovarian tissue. Seven
months had intervened since this operation, and the patient

continued to menstruate at regular intervals of twenty-
eight days and in the usual amount. The findings in this

case were almost identical with those in the case reported

by Dr. George Gellhorn in 1907. The difference in the

two cases was that the menstrual periods ceased to recur

after Dr. Gellhorn excised the adherent omentum; while
in tlic author's case the menstrual periods persisted. Gell-

horn believed that the ovaries were not essential to men-
struation and emphasized the important factor of added
blood supply to adhesions to the uterus and the cyclic in-

fluence in determining the persistence of menstruation
after the removal of both anatomical ovaries.

Dr. J. Clarence Webster of Chicago thought that

all had had the experience of hemorrhage occurring after

the removal of the ovaries; that they had even had the

experience of hemorrhage occurring from the cervix after

the removal of the body of the uterus. He believed that a

considerable percentage of these cases in which the hemor-
rhage was irregular might be explained either by the vas-
cular degenerations in the uterine or ovarian arteries or in

both, or in varicose veins of the broad ligaments. He
could only recall one case in his experience where a regu-
ular flow suggestive of menstruation occurred after cas-

tration. He did not believe that Gellhorn's suggestion of
adhesions was explanatory in such cases. He thought the

retention after the operation either of portions of the

main ovary of the stump, or what was more likely, where
good surgery was carried out, the existence of small por-

tions (perhaps not even macroscopic) in the broad liga-

ments.
Dr. Henry T. Byford of Chicago emphasized the im-

portance of the testimony of the patients. He recalled a

patient in whom he removed the uterus and ovaries, and
the woman said she continued to menstruate, but upon
careful examination he found it was not exactly every
month that this discharge began. The woman would have
a little discharge between times. He told her to lie down
a good deal, and if the discharge continued she was to re-

turn to see him. She would have a discharge of blood at

one time at the end of three and a half weeks, at another
time at the end of four weeks, and she was told to pay
little or no attention to the little flow between times. There
were a great many cases that were not menstrual in type,

that is, they had not the menstrual periodicity. With re-

gard to adhesions, he found in nearly all of his cases there
were adhesions. He thought these adhesions could pro-
duce a discharge of blood. .-Ml had had cases of adhesions
in which the chief symptom was hemorrhage. There was
nothing more established in his mind than that adhesions
interfered with the circulation by increasing it or damming
it up, thus producing a bloody flow from the uterus, but
this was not strictly menstruation.

Dr. J. M. Baldy of Philadelphia said he would like to

emphasize not only the statement of the patient, but the

statement of the doctor as to what was menstruation. The
statement of the patient as regards menstruation was un-
reliable. He called attention to the statement, for instance,

of a notable New York surgeon who transplanted ovarian
tissue and called the discharge that followed menstrua-
tion. It was a mere show of blood which disappeared in

a short time. It was not menstruation at all in the strict

sense in which menstruation was recognized. When these

patients told the gynecologist how long they menstruated,
or how long they had stopped menstruating, it was found
they all stopped for an unlimited length of time. He had

never known a case go more than a year and a half at

the outside; in a few cases the patients might have gone
longer than that. They were not cases in which there
were adhesions, and there was no considerable portion of
ovarian tissue left to account for the continued menstrua-
tion, if it were a real menstruation in the individual case.

Dr. Frank T. Andrews of Chicago said that four girls

were referred to him by a physician from Wichita, Kan.,
who had operated on one girl after marriage for a large
ovarian tumor, he removing her ovaries. Another girl

after some years of treatment he had likewise operated
upon and removed her ovaries, and she had a normal
change of life, with a normal result in that case, namely,
stoppage of the flow. Then the family moved to Chicago
and here were two girls sufferin;; so severely with dys-
menorrhea that, after caring for tiiem and striving to avoid
operation for several years, after having the best advice
he could get from his gynecological and neurological
friends, he decided to operate on one of them, i'inally he
did so and she made a normal recovery. The first one
operated on improved very much for about nine months,
but she kept on flowing apparently normally. The opera-
tion consisted in removing one ovary, leaving one ovary,
and removing both tubes. After the dysmenorrhea re-

turned, upon examination he found she had developed a
year and a half after the first operation an ovarian tumor
in the remaining ovary. He operated and removed that,

and in carefully looking over the field he discovered there
was a little stump he had not taken out on one side for
some reason. He had not cut in and taken the whole tube
out from the cornu of the uterus. So he removed that.

The other one was thoroughly removed. He removed the

tumor and she continued to menstruate. About three o;

four years later he removed the bulk of the uterus, leav-

ing the cervix. The woman still continued to menstruate,
and for somewhere in the neighborhood of four years,

from that time until now, this woman went through ex-
actly the same nervous disturbances every month that she
used to go through while menstruating, but she had ceased
to flow.

Dr. Edward P. Davis of Philadelphia pointed out that

recent studies to settle the vexed question of the time of
labor threw light upon the subject under discussion. It

was found that the physiological life of woman consisted
in periods of accumulation of blood terminating in in-

creased pulse tension and in hemorrhage; that this condi-
tion was independent of the presence of genital organs,
that is, the genital organs might be removed and this es-

tablished physiological habit of woman still continued. In
some cases the persistence of this discharge and increased
pulse tension were the result of disorder of the ductless

glands, and some cases were improved by the administra-
tion of thyroid extract or pituitrin or adrenalin. He thought
this would explain some of the cases in the discussion
where the absence of genital organs by operation had been
followed by continued hemorrhage. The hemorrhage
would occur from a physiological standpoint in any organ
lined by mucous surface and richly supplied by subjacent
capillaries, and in the absence of uterine mucosa hemor-
rhage was seen that was familiar also from the nasal cav-
ity, sometimes from the gastric mucosa, and sometimes
from the intestine, and rarely in the hemorrhages under-
neath the skin which had, when complicated by hysteria,

given rise to those interesting cases of alleged bloody
sweat and supernatal manifestations.

Dr. Clement Cleveland of New York City said he was
reminded of a case he had some years ago where it was
reported that both ovaries had been removed, and still

the woman menstruated. It was a case in the Woman's
Hospital in New York and his confrere, who had done
the operation, had died in the meantime. The patient,

therefore, came into his service, and he looked up the his-

tory. There was a miscarriage at the fourth month. The
history showed that both ovaries had been entirely re-

moved. He had very little faith in the functional activity

of supernumerary ovaries, and he came to the conclusion
that in most cases the discharge was due to a small por-
tion of the ovary having been left behind. He was very
positive it was in his case.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Portland, Maine, said he had re-
ported two cases where pre.gnancy took place after as care-
ful a removal of both ovaries as possible. One of these
cases occurred in the practice of Dr. Chadwick. of Boston,
who had assured him that he was certain he removed
every particle of the ovary, and Dr. Gordon felt just as
certain that he did likewise in his case, and yet both
women bore one child each about a year and a half after
the operation. He removed the ovaries of a young woman
and she still continued to menstruate. Two years after-
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wards he removed the uterus supravaginally and she still

continued to menstruate. Two years later he removed the

cervix and that stopped the menstruation, but menstrua-
tion was absolutely regular during the time that the cervix

remained. So he believed that a physiological congestion

actually occurred and that accounted for the regular men-
strual period.

Chronic Cystitis of the Trigone and the Vesical Neck.
—Dr. Edgar Garceau of Boston said that this condition

was frequently incorrectly diagnosed as irritable bladder,

or a neurosis of the bladder, etc. He referred to the sig-

nificance of vesical psychoses. .Veurasthenia was the con-

sequence of obscure cystitis and not the cause of vesi-

cal symptoms. A clear urine with a red trigone might be
symptomatic of severe cystitis. The absence of pus and
blood did not exclude subepithelial cystitis. The cysto-

scopic appearances were referred to. There were two
varieties of cystitis; one in which there was nothing to be

seen but a red trigone, and this he called subepithelial

cystitis, and the other in which there were marked patho-
logic:.' changes. Chronic cystitis of the trigone and vesi-

cal neck was always ushered in by frequent micturition.

The writer was sure from long observation of these cases

that the disease often started as a simple hyperemia of the

trigone of the bladder, which had taken its origin in con-
sequence of hyperemia of the pelvis which w^as due to some
pelvic disease, and that the first symptoms were those usu-
ally experienced with vesical hyperemia. Perhaps the
most serious feature of the disease was its long duration
which entailed a severe degree of neurasthenia and reduced
the patient to a pitiable state. In the cases in which the

disease was submucous in character without superficial

lesions, local treatment was not only of no avail, but harm-
ful. A vaginal cystotomy must be performed and the top
layer of the trigone dissected or curetted off through the

diseased tissue.

The Use of the Continuous Fixed Laparotomy
Sponge.—Dr. W. Fka.ntis B. Wakkiiem) of ban Fran-
cisco stated that as the matter of sponges was usually
handled in the average operating room, it was quite re-

markable that loose sponges were not closed up in the ab-
dominal cavity oftener than they were. A sulficient number
of surgeons throughout the country had used the con-
tinuous laparotomy sponge a sufficient length of time to

prove conclusively that abdominal operations could be
efficiently performed without the use of the dangerous
loose sponge. This being so, it followed logically that

as time went on and the knowledge of this fact became
more widespread, surgeons would find it increasingly diffi-

cult to obtain, in courts of law, extenuation for having
left a sponge in the abdominal cavity.

Dr. George Gray Ward of Xew York City said tliat for
the past five years he had abandoned the use of separate
sponges and had been using a continuous sponge in the
form of a roller bandage, about three yards lung and six

inches wide, folded in four or five thicknesses of gauze.
In his service no loose sponges were used in the abdomen.
This roller bandage was unrolled as it was required, and
the ends of it were tucked underneath the flanks, held back
by the intestines and clamped to the laparotomy sheet.

Dr. I. S. Stone of Washington, D. C, stated that there
were quite a number of cases on record where foreign
bodies had been left in the abdominal cavity after opera-
tion, and why was it not proper for an individual, who
trusted the surgeon to operate upon him or her, to grant
the surgeon a carte blanche to do what was best and the
patient accept the responsibility. It was about time for
surgeons to take a stand with regard to operating upon
free patients and doing free work in hospitals, and then
possibly be sued for twenty or fifty thousand dollars, if

they were worth that much, as a result. The profession
had done very little to protect itself against suits of this

character. It w'ould seem to him that surgeons were at
the mercy of the public, and especially of that class anxious
to make the surgeon pay who had a good income.

Dr. John F. Thomson of Portland, Me., said the essen-
tial thing was the count of whatever was used in the form
of sponges. This was applied at Iiis private hospital in

Portland to everything practically which possibly went
through the abdominal incision in the operating room, the
.sponges being counted by two nurses, and counted before
and after operation. Sponges might by accident be left,

and he insisted on the count as being essential.
Dr. J. Wesley Bovee of Washington. D. C said tlie

plan he followed was to have a tape attached to each
sponge that went into the abdominal cavity. If one used
five or six sponges in the abdomen with a tape on each,
he knew how many were put in and he knew when they
came out. He would rather trust his own count than be
responsilile for the count of one or two nurses.

Dr. Brooks H. Wells of New York City stated that even
the tape might go astray. In the only case he recalled in

which a sponge was left inside the abdomen, the sponges
were carefully counted before and after operation by a
nurse, and they were all supposed to have tapes sewed
on them with a weight on the end of the tapes. The pa-

tient, however, maile a very good convalescence, but about
eight or ten days thereafter she was brought into the clinic

room and a sponge was removed from the culdesac.

Dr. George H. Noble of .\tlanta, Georgia, said that some-
times in appendicitis cases he used a long strip of gauze,
but when it came to the sponges he used one at a time,
taking it out as soon as he put it in. There was a string

attached to the sponge. This was the safest plan to fol-

low in using sponges in the abdominal cavity.

Dr. liENj.A.Mix R. ScHEN'CK of Detroit, stated that the

method they had followed at the Harper Hospital was to

use large abdominal towels, using no sponges at all in ab-
dominal operations. Some operators used gauze strips

that were introduced into the abdomen, and these were
numbered from one to eight, and the nurse must find everv
number.

Dr. Charles E. Thomson of Scranton, Pa., by invita-

tion, mentioned a case in w'hich, according to the records,

no sponge had been used. There was no occasion to use
one as it was a simple exploration, and yet a sponge was
found later in the abdomen.
Dr. Frank T. Andrews of Chicago said he used small

sponges which were carefully counted and carefully labeled

with red marks. Sometimes lie used a six-foot strip witii

a nickel ring attached to the end of a two-foot tape.

Dr. Brooke M. Anspach of Philadelphia had followed
Dr. Clark's custom in the University Hospital, that is, to

do all isolating by means of gauze taken from a long roil,

using two or three thicknesses. The roll was probably
four or five feet long, so that there was only one piece

used to pack off the intestines and isolate the operative
area. Twelve sponges were used fur exposed bleeding
points, and these were carefully counted, but as soon as

bleeding ceased they were removed.
Gymnastic and Other Mechanical Means in the Treat-

ment of Visceral Prolapse and Its Complications.—Dr.
Franklin H. Martin of Chicago said that the treatment
was based on the systematic reversal of the processes

which caused or aggravated ptosis, including: (u) the

placing of the patient regularly and at short intervals in

the Trendelenburg position; (b) systematic, active, or
passive exercise of the muscles of the abdomen, back, and
chest, which were at fault as a result of ptosis, while the

patient occupied the Trendelenburg position; (c) the pre-

scribing and adjusting of properly designed temporary ab-

dominal supports or corsets wdiile the patient was in the
perpendicular position; (d) proper instruction to the pa-

tient as to how to overcome the vicious habit of incorrect

body attitudes often found in this condition, including exer-
cise in the open air, diet, etc.

Dr. W. Francis B. Wakefield of San Francisco said

he had been using a course of treatment for the last few
years almost identical with that described by the essayist,

and the results had been extremely satisfactory. Surgeons
were shortsighted if they allowed some of these women,
who advertised physical culture treatment in the popular
lay journals, to treat this class of cases. One could take

an intelligent nurse and train her to understand the prin-

ciples of tlie application of such treatment and to make
use of it intelligently, and it was better to take the neces-

sary pains to do this and take these cases out of the

hands of those outside of the profession and resort to a
means of cure that would be very useful in the profession.

Dr. Charles P. Noble of Philadelphia said that these

enteroptotic patients were part dead when they were going
around. Tlieir vitality was low. The treatment recom-
mended by Dr. Martin gave them exercise and enabled

them to eat more, and therefore, they developed more
energy and were better. What they needed was rest. They
should be fed abundant and wliolesome food.

Dr. Clement Cleveland of New York City said the

posture the essayist spoke about was not the Trendelen-
burg, but merely an inclined posture with the head down-
ward. The Trendelenburg posture required relaxation not
only of the abdominal muscles, but of the psoas muscles.

In order to get this it was necessary to flex the thighs upon
the pelvis with easy lifting, and the only table which did

this was named after the speaker, it having been in exist-

ence for years.

Dr. Richard R. Smith of Grand Rapids said that when
these women came to the gvnecologist they came in a

great majority of cases in a state of fatigue. A woman
who was enteroptotic and in a state of equilibrium, who
was leading a life w'ithin her strength, did not suffer at
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all, but went about and did lier work, and tonk her pan
in society with other women. She had a certain amount of
vitality, but ."ihe gave out more easily. Then she con-
sulted a gynecologist. The keynote was that she needed
rest, both physical and mental. She needed to improve
her nutrition, which meant better food, fresh air. or what-
ever other means might be employed.

Dr. William S. Stone of Xew York City saiil there
were two specilic details that had given him great satis-

faction in connection with the treatment of these cases.
He had found walking was one of the best forms of exer-
cise. If the principles were carried out, it meant exer-
cise and rest. A specilic way of doing this was to tell

the patients to take a walk and walk a little farther lluin

they wanted to, and they should take the walk at such
time that when tiiey reached home, without doing any
work, physical or mental, they were to lie down on the
bed or sofa for the same length of time that was con-
sumed in taking the walk. They should be trained to
carry out regular exercises, which should be immediately
followed after they get home by rest. In addition to
that he relied in helping the circulation upon a good,
brisk, careful rub.

Dr. Martin, in closing the discussion, said the treatment
he had outlined was developed in connection with the treat-
inent of surgical cases, in the treatment of kinks of the
ileum, in the transverse colon, and in conditions that were
operated for by Lane and for which he gained a consider-
able reputation. The treatment would relieve the Lane
kink that was produced by ptosis. There was no ques-
tion about this.

The Torsion of Tubal Enlargements with Reference
Especially to Pyosalpinx.—Dr. Urooki-; M. A.nsi'.m u r,i

I'hiladelphia rcpurlcd the case of a woman, twtnty-six
years of age, wlio entered the hospital with the clinical

symptoms of acute appendicitis. Operation revealed tor-
sion of the riglit tube and ovary. The tube was distended
and filled with i)us. The ovary was closely applied to the
tube. The mass was purplish black in color and almost
entirely free from adhesions. Tuberculosis was suspected
as the underlying cause of the. pyosalpinx, but the histo-
logical examination did not confirm the opinion. Two
years later the patient returned for another operation and
the left tube was found to be tuberculous. It was con-
siderably enlarged and evidently represented the condition
of the right tube before torsion had occurred. Histological
examination showed typical miliary tubercles. The author
then took up the subject of torsion of tubal enlargement
in general and analyzed ninety-five cases which he col-
lected from the literature. The variety of tuberculous en-
largement which most freriuently underwent torsion was a
hydrosalpinx. Ectopic pregnancy and cysts originating in

the tube itself and malignant tumors were other causes.
There were twelve cases of twisted pyosalpinx reported in

the literature. A considerable portion of these were
proved to be tubercubms. and it was likely that tuberculosis
was the cause of at least half of the reported cases.
The Influence of Myomata on the Blood Supply of

the Uterus.—Dr. John A. Sampson of Albany, N. Y.,
stated that in fifty-two specimens colored injection masses
were used, and in ninety-eight either the arterial or venous
system was injected with a mass impervious to the .v-ray.

Stereoscopic radiographs were of great value in this work.
.\11 specimens were studied with a knowledge of the age
of the patient, and before the menopause the exact stage
of the menstrual cycle. The arterial and venous supply
of the uterus and of myomata had been described in a
previous paper. The influence of these tumors on the
circulation of the uterus was of much greater clinical im-
portance than the blood supply of the tumors themselves.
Menstruation was found to be due to a venous flow and
depended upon changes in the walls of the venous plexus
of the endornetrium, permitting the blood to escape.
There were not any valves in the uterine veins, so that the
amount of blood lost was regulated in a large measure by
the efliciency of the uterus to hold it back, and especially
its muscular efficiency. Large subserous myomata were
very vascular and caused an hypertrophy of the uterine
artery from which its nutrient vessels arose, and thus
more blood was carried to the uterus and tumor ; the excess
over the normal was diverted to the tumor. The chief
arterial and venous changes were in the peripheral zone
of the uterus, and menstruation was usually not altered.
Small intramural myomata were less vascular than the
myometrium, and usually did not alter menstruation, but
might possibly sometimes cause uterine insufiiciency witli

its accompanying menorrhagia or metrorrhagia. Large in-

tramural myomata were more vascular than the uiv. -

metrium. but less vascular (venous). Submucous myo-.nata
represented a later stage of the intramural variety, and

the veins over the surface of these wen- more apt to be
affected than in the intramural variety. Adenomyomata
did not necessarily disturb nicustrnalion, and the endo-
metrium over them was usually atrophied.
Relation of Thyroidism to the Toxemia of Pregnancy.

—Dr. Georci: Gray Ward of New York City summarized
the present status of the to.xemias of pregnancy of this
type as follows: (i) That these cases ma.\ be classified
into two groups: (a) Cases having no Graves' disease.
I)ut without sufficient thyroid secretion to promote the
increased metabolism in the liver made necessary Ijy the
liregnancy. and probably due to the failure of the thyroid
to hypertrophy. (6) Cases associated with Graves' dis-

ease, which condition usually caused serious disturbance
in the metabolism. (2) Toxemias of the first group were
fre(|uently benefited by the administration of thyroid sub-
stance in the form of either dry extract or a serum. (3)
In toxemias of the second group it was essential to de-
termine whether the Graves' disease was in a condition
of hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism. In the former
rest, applications of ice. milk diet, and sedatives should
be employed, and if these measures failed an antiserum,
such as the cytotoxic serum of Beebe and Rogers, should
be administered. If the latter, thyroid substance should
be given in the form of the dry extract, or, what was
more efficient, if possible to obtain, a saline extract pre-
pared from normal human glands, for hypodermic adminis-
tration. (4) Reliance should be placed upon nitrogen
partition of the urine as a guide to the severity of the
toxemia rather than on the blood pressure. (5) Induc-
tion of labor was very slow and uncertain in these cases,
and where the history of former labors was that of dys-
tocia elective cesarean section was probably the safest
metbiKJ of delivery for both mother and child.

Treatment of Acute and Fulminant Toxemia.—Dr.
luiwAHii P. Dams of Philadelphia said that each case of
toxemia of pregnancy must be studied by a thorough physi-
cal examination, and that imdue importance could not be
assigned to any one symptom. One fact stood out pre-
eminently in all fatal cases of toxemia of pregnancy, and
that was the disorganized state of the blood, the minute
hemorrhages in the liver and other organs, and in those
patients in whom fulminant toxemia lasted for some time
the occurrence of pulmonary edema and of gangrenous
pneumonia. Whatever we could do in the way of treat-

ment nnist be addressed to avoiding these conditions. The
\alue of milk as a prophylactic diet must be insisted upon.
The prevalent desire for fresh air slmuld also be encour-
aged. A thorough physical examination should give warn-
ing of the approach of fulminant toxemia. Great varia-
tions in pulse tension, disturbance of the nervous system,
inability to retain nourishment, disordered secretion and
• xcretion, and variation in the nitrogenous output of the
body, as demonstrated by the nitrogenous partition of the
urine, were all of paramount importance. Should the con-
ditions be unfavorable for spontaneous delivery nnd the
uterus make an effort to expel its contents he believed
that rapid delivery by abdominal section was the opera-
tion of choice. He preferred this to vaginal section be-
cause it was free from mechanical difficulties and did not
open the veins above the pelvis and lower portion of the
birth canal.

Treatment of Eclampsia.—Dr. Franki.ix S. Neweli-
of Boston stated that, since the etiology of eclampsia was
unknown, the treatment must be symptomatic and empiri-
cal. Until the physiological chemist found the causative
agent treatment must be directed toward limiting the
amount of the toxin which was absorbed in the first place;
second, the prevention of damage by the toxin already
absorbed: third, elimination of the toxin, and. fourth,
treatment of the patient. Limitation of absorption of
toxins was only to be accomplished by ending the preg-
nancy. The method of dilatation of the cervix and opera-
tive delivery must be chosen to suit the needs of the in-
dividual patient and operative skill of the ob»tetrician.
Slow methods of dilatation were not to be advised. Dam-
age by toxins already absorbed should be prevented and
control of convulsions by the free use of morphia to the
point of slowing respirations to 12 per minute. Lowering
of blood pressure to approximately normal point by vene-
section serves to reduce the strain on the heart. As to

the elimination of toxin, free catharsis induced by the
use of saline and croton oil in repeated doses should be
undertaken until several watery movements had resulted.
The lower bowel should be washed out by colonic flushing.
Probably most of the toxin was excreted by the intestinal
tract, and if it was not removed might be reabsorbed
and cause a recurrence of symptoms. The patient must
be treated in certain cases and the disease allowed to care
for itself, since it was evident in certain cases that anv
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active interference would cause the death of the patient,

and the only hope lay in palliative means. In these cases
and in patients who had reacted badly to operative pro-
cedures direct transfusion of blood should be considered as

a possible life-saving procedure.
Dr. George Tucker Harrison of Charlottesville, Va.,

said that whatever be the nature and origin of the toxic
substance which evoked the phenomena characteristic of
eclampsia, two facts stood out in clear light. In the first

place, the potency of the poison that produced the toxemia
was made manifest by the degenerative changes in the kid-

neys, the anemia and hemorrhagic necroses in the liver,

the hemorrhages into the brain, and multiple thrombosis.
In the second place, the undoubted fact that, as a rule,

the evacuation of the contents of the uterus was attended
by a speedy relief of the symptoms

—

restitutio ad integrum.
Bearing in mind these facts, it was logical to maintain that

in cases of acute toxemia in pregnancy, whether with or
without eclamptic attacks, the indication of treatment was
to empty the uterus as speedily as may be. If the cervix
was dilatable or dilated, either by manual dilatation or
by the use of the metreurynter, but not by metallic dilators,

sufficient dilatation might be obtained, so that version and
delivery might be accomplished in a short time. Forceps
should be applied only when the head was fixed in the
pelvis. In a primipara, when the cervix was maintained in

its entire length, the indication was vaginal cesarean sec-

tion.

Treatment of Eclampsia.—Dr. Cyrus A. Kirkley of
Asheville pointed out that prophylaxis was the more satis-

factory treatment in the toxemia of pregnancy. Indefinite

treatment was due to obscure etiology. Renal and hepatic
insufficiency were probably the main etiological faciors.

Symptomatology was briefly discussed and the quantity of
urea excreted rather than the presence of albumin de-
termined the proper course of treatment. To eliminate
accumulated toxins and to restore impaired or arrested
function in the eliminative organ was the aim of treatment.
Calomel and soda, followed by salines, alkaline diuretics,

if not contraindicated, the hot pack, the hot air bath,
glonoin, massage, pure air, and abundance of pure water
were important aids in treatment. Venesection, if not
contraindicated, both as a prophylactic and during
and after the eclamptic seizure, was strongly endorsed.
Chloroform and morphine were in disfavor. Veratrum
viride was second only to venesection as an antieclamptic,

but was in no sen«e a substitute. Decapsulation of the
kidney had a doubtful place in the treatment of eclampsia,
but thyroid extract might be useful as a prophylactic.

The uterus should be emptied as soon as it could be done
without increasing the risk to the mother. Should labor
not begin with the first seizure and if the internal os uteri

was obliterated dilatation and delivery by forceps or poda-
lic version might be accomplished. The indications for

cesarean section were pointed out. but too radical as well
as too conservative treatment might result disastrously.
While cesarean section should not be the dernier ressort.

we should be absolutely sure that delivery by other means
was impossible.

The Indications for and the Type of Operation to
Select in the Toxemia of Pregnancy.—Dr. Ioii.n O.
PoLAK of New York drew the following conclusions: (i)
That toxic vomiting which resisted rest, lavage, dextrose
enemata, and enteroclysis, and presented a high ammonia
ratio, or persistent acetone, a total white cell count of under
9,000, and a maternal pulse of 100 or more, should have
the pregnancy interrupted. (2) Before the formation of
the placenta the curette was the method of choice, and
after this period anterior hysterotomy offered decided ad-
vantages. (3) The pre-eciamptic state, characterized by
its high blood pressure, diminished urinary output, per-
sistent albuminuria, etc., not yielding to dietetic, elimina-
tive, and medicinal measures, justified evacuation, and
surgical methods in skilled hands did less injury and had a
lower mortality and morbidity than the less radical pro-
cedures. (4) When the convulsions and coma had oc-
curred the termination of pregnancy improved the chances
of the patient's recovery, and the method of delivery
depended on the condition of the cervix, which determined
whether it be by incision, bag. or nature, supplemented by
version or forceps. Finally, anterior hysterotomy should
always be the choice over manual dilatation when no ef-
facement of the cervix had taken place.

Dr. Barton Cooke Hirst of Philadelphia had been using
the parathyroid extract for five or six years, and he be-
lieved that in the rare types of toxemia he got better
results than from the thyroid extract itself, but those toxe-
mias that required parathyroid treatment were rare ; they
constituted only a small minority of the cases of toxemia
seen in practice. He felt strongly opposed to Dr. Harri-

son's unqualified advocacy of the operative treatment,

and he thought the society ought to carefully consider its

responsibilities to the general profession. In the United
States there were 7,500 cases of eclampsia every year,

approximately. Of that number the vast majority were
attended by the general physicians, and if the doctrine

went forth from the society to the effect that the un-
qualified treatment of toxemia and eclampsia was the
operative treatment it would do a vast deal of harm.

Dr. Richard C. Norris of Philadelphia stated that his

last thirty cases of toxemia occurred during the period

when vaginal cesarean section had been discussed by the

profession. Of these cases there were thirteen actually

eclamptic women who had had forty-two convulsions

;

there were seventeen pre-eclamptic cases past the seventh
month of pregnancy. This group of cases was treated by
the conservative plan—cases that in his judgment did not
require the aggressive operative methods, yet one woman
died without eclampsia from a widespread accumulation
of Huid in the serous cavities, chronic Bright's disease,

and none of the infants died, most of them being pre-

mature. He felt sure if he had subjected every one of
these women to vaginal cesarean section he would not

have had better results. He believed the time had come
for us to attempt to study individual cases and properly

classify them.
Dr. J. Whitridce Williams of Baltimore said that when

it was essential to empty the uterus for vomiting of preg-
nancy va.i^inal hysterotomy or cesarean section was the

method, and he had employed it for some years. As to

the method of emptying the uterus in cases of eclampsia
it was very essential to individualize, but he believed in

every case where the cervi.x was rigid and where prompt
delivery was necessary vaginal cesarean section was the

operation of choice. He had employed this operation in

a large number of cases with great success and great

operative satisfaction.

Dr. Charles M. Green of Boston said that if we were
going to be of the greatest service to womankind in this

matter of pregnancy toxemia steps must be taken to get

at the cases early. He happened to have had considerable

experience this winter as the result of a pregnancy clinic

they had been running in Boston since a year ago last

May, and the result had been a considerable diminution in

the number of cases of actual eclampsia, that is, women
who went on to the point of having fits. They got these

patients in all periods during pregnancy, not only when
they presented themselves at the clinic, hut when found by
the visiting nurse, who was sent to keep track of these

women when they presented symptoms of toxemia of
pregnancy. As the result of this work they had had no
cases of eclampsia. He did not mean to say by that

that none of them had to be delivered or had not been
delivered, but they had found by putting these patients

under the usual eliminative treatment very often labor

began and they delivered themselves and recovered with-

out ever having convulsions, so that he was firmly of the

belief that we should get better results, less actual eclampsia

to treat, if we took steps in our clinics to get control of

these women early.

Dr. Henry D. Fry of Washington, D. C, said he was
never satisfied to empty the uterus until he had tried

one remedy which had served a good purpose in the

treatment of the early stage of eclampsia. After putting
the woman to bed and prohibiting all food by the stomach
and giving nutriment enemata he used inhalation of oxy-
gen, and if he could not stop pernicious vomiting he was
satisfied he should empty the uterus. He had made it a

routine practice in the later months of pregnancy to exam-
ine the thyroid glands of all women, and if they did not
have physiological enlargement of the thyroid at that

time, if they had restlessness, sleeplessness, indigestion, he
put them on thyroid extract, and had seen the symptoms
disappear. He had seen the nitrogen output increase, and
this did good in a certain class of cases.

Dr. George W. Kosmak of New York City said the term
eclampsia was a misnomer in the class of cases to which
it was generally applied. We had called a disease entity

the toxemia of pregnancy by one of its prominent symp-
toms, but in a great many cases this prominent symptom
did not appear. There were a great many cases of toxemia
of pregnancy in the late months that did not have con-
vulsions ; some of them got over the toxemia ana some
of them terminated fatally. At a meeting held in .'\tlantic

City several years ago Dr. Welch showed specimens from
a series of four cases. They were brains and livers from
each of these women, two of whom had convulsions and
died as the result of to.xeraia, while the other two never
bad any convulsions, but passed meconium. Therefore, it

was not fair in the treatment of these cases to assume
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that convulsions were the deciding factors, and this was
why he personally objected' to basing a series of statistics

on the presence of convulsions.

Dr. Hugo Ehrenfest of St. Louis referred to venesec-

tion in the treatment of eclampia and pregnancy and said

it was an interesting fact that of late venesection had
been suggested and recommended by many men. Many
of these cases, he thought, were spoiled by the introduction

of saline solution. One never knew when saline solution

might prove detrimental to the patient, but the withdrawal
of a large amount of blood worked approximately the

same way as forcing delivery. According to investigation

the true effect and force of saline solution lay in the loss

of blood. No matter what method of treatment was re-

sorted to in these cases the patient should be put into

a hospital, and all statistics based on hospital experience

in treating these cases. This should be one of the first

points in any therapeutic effort. The majority of patients

suffering from the toxemia of pregnancy could be brought
into a hospital. He thought it was unsafe to resort to

operative measures amid unfavorable surroundings. Con-
servatism should always be kept in mind in dealing with
this class of patients.

President's Address: History of Vesico-Vaginal Fis-

tula.—Dr. Ho\v.\Kii A. Kelly of Baltimore pointed out
that the ancients confused all forms of inability to retain

the urine under the common heading of "incontinence."

He said that Felix Plater in 1507 discussed the condition

with the utmost clearness, but had no remedy ready to

propose. The first f>reat light upon the subject was found
in the work of von Roonhuyse in 1663, describing a method
of posture, exposure, denudation, and closure by means
of a quilt suture. After paying his respects to Sims and
Emmet, the speaker went on to discuss the newer dissec-

tion and flap-splitting methods of treatment other than
those of direct denudation of the margins of the fistula,

dwelling particularly upon the work of Hayward, Pancoast,
Colles. Pjlasius, Mackenrodt, Walcher, and their followers.

Radical Abdominal Operation for Cancer of the Cer-
vix Uteri.—Dr. John G. Cl.^rk of Philadelphia spoke
on the radical abdominal operation for cancer of the cer-

vix uteri, based upon forty operations.

Dr. Reuben Peterson of Ann Arbor spoke of the pri-

mary and end results of fifty radical abdominal operations
for cancer of the uterus. There were ten deaths in the

fifty-one cases, or a primary mortality of 19.6 per cent.

His operative experience with the radical abdominal oper-

ation began some ten years ago, and until he had acquired
some familiarity with the technique the results were very
discouraging. This w^as shown by a primary mortality of

42.8 per cent, in the first fourteen cases. In the last thirty-

seven cases there were but four primary deaths, a mor-
tality of 10.8 per cent. In forty cases of carcinoma of
the cervix there were nine deaths .or a primary mortality
of 22.5 per cent., while there was only one primary death
in eleven cases of cancer of the fundus, or a mortality of

9 per cent. He had made a summary of the fifty-one cases

which showed that eight patients with carcinoma of the

cervix had died from recurrence of the disease, while one
died of tuberculosis. Two patients with carcinoma of the

cervix had had recurrences, but were still living. One
patient had a recurrence in the vaginal vault five months
after the operation. Indurated tissue about the size of

the end of the thumb was removed at a second laparotomy.
From personal examinations of seven patients out of the
eleven with recurrences, he was able to say that in these
the disease undoubtedly returned in the vaginal cicatrix.

There were ten recurrences among the thirty-one cases of
carcinoma of the cervix surviving the operation, while
there was only one recurrence in the eleven cases of car-
cinoma of the fundus.
The Radical Abdominal Operation for Carcinoma of

the Cervix, with a Report of Twenty-eight Cases.—Dr.
Howard C. Taylor of New York City drew the follow-
ing conclusions: i. The primary mortality of the radical
abdominal operation was not such that it should deter us
from doing the operation. 2. The percentage of oper-
ability of the cases that came under the observation of an
operator would be greatly increased by means of this op-
eration over the simple hysterectomy as formerly done.

3- The end results would never compare favorably with
the end results reported from abroad until we were able
to get our cases at an earlier stage of the disease, and
that our justification for doing a radical operation was
its moderate mortality and the relief of symptoms in a

disease otherwise hopeless. 4. That our most promising
field of endeavor on the subject of carcinoma of the uterus
should be: (a) More reliable and complete statistics on op-
erability. the community operability, primary mortality,
and end results (6) A well regulated organized plan of

campaign in order to get the cases earher than we do at

the present time by furthermg the education of the

medical profession, and the public at large and by the

routine examination of all women after a certain age.

The Prognosis in Radical Abdominal Operations for

Uterine Cancer.—Dr. Fred J. Taussig of St. Louis said

the radical abdominal operation for cervical cancer was
not in itself a dangerous procedure. It became dangerous
only in advanced cases, owing to the attendant complica-

tions, septic infiltration, injury to the bladder or ureter,

bleeding, and prolonged narcosis. The percentage of re-

currences was distinctly less after this operation than after

simple vaginal hysterectomy. It should be employed in

every case of cervical cancer in which there was no special

contraindication to a more extensive operative procedure.

In far advanced cases the immediate operative risk was so

great and the likelihood of recurrence such that these pa-

tients had better be classed as inoperable. Out of fifteen

patients in his group not a single one was alive today.

Only by improving the training of the average practitioner,

by the extermination of quacks and most of all by the per-

sistent systematic educatinn of the laity could we ever hope
for better results.

Remote Results in Abdominal Hysterectomies for
Cancer of the Uterus.—Dr. Thomas S. Cullen of Bal-
timore said he had performed in all over fifty Wertheim
operations. The more recent ones he did not refer to in

his tabulation. He reported the result in forty-eight cases.

Immediate deaths, eleven cases; remote deaths at periods
varying from a few months to five years, twenty cases;

patients lost track of, five cases; patients living and well

at periods varying from one to thirteen years, twelve cases.

Twenty-five of Dr. Cullen's cases had been operated upon
over five years with the following results ; the mortality
in the first twenty-five cases was seven, or 28 per cent.

;

in the succeeding twenty-three cases, four, or 18 per cent.

With the early detection of cancer the mortality would
naturally be lower. Immediate death, seven cases ; not
located, one case; remote death at periods varying from a

few months to five years, eleven cases ; living and well, six

cases or 24 per cent. In 24 per cent, of Dr. Cullen's cases

operated upon over five years the patients were living and
well.

Modern Methods of Treatment of Prolapsus Uteri.

—

Dr. E. E. Montgomery of Philadelphia said that prolapse
might be simple or complicated. No surgical procedure
was applicable to every case. Certain principles must be
kept in mind on which any operative procedure must be
based. Their purpose should be to reduce the size of the
heavy organ, replace support, and antagonize or deflect in-

traabdominal pressure by correction or fixation of the posi-

tion of the uterus. The operative procedure may be
vaginal, abdominal, or both combined. The uterus may
be retained or extirpated. In all conditions requiring
severe and complicated measures, its retention should be
associated with sterilization. After the climacteric in

marked prolapsus attended with edema and gravity sores,

hysterectomy was preferable as a procedure. In the
majority of cases the vaginal route was the most satisfac-

tory. In all cases the rectovaginal interposition of the
levator ani muscles was of the greatest value.
Prolapse of the Uterus.—Dr. J. M. Baldy of Phila-

delphia said that plastic work alone would not cure a cer-
tain per cent, of cases. Consequently abdominal work of
some kind was necessary in certain instances, but supple-
mentary plastic work was always necessary. The ab-
dominal work could be better and more surely done if the
uterus was sacrificed than if an effort was made to retain
it. In the class of cases in which this operation was per-
formed the woman was past the child-bearing period and
no sentiments in regard to the uterus need be wasted.
The Principle Involved in the Operation for the Re-

lief of Procidentia Uteri with Rectocele and Cystocele.
—Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of New York said the true principle
in normal support of the pelvic organs in women con-
formed to that of the other organs, namely by suspension
from above. Any operation for the relief of prolapsus
with rectocele or cystocele that ignored this principle was
false in conception and in the long run was doomed to
failure. The universal maxim in plastic surgery was to
discover nature's plan and conform to it. In child-bear-
ing women the uterus was retained and restored to its

normal position by the shortening of the uterosacral and
the round ligaments. In cases of extreme procidentia, es-
pecially in women beyond the child-bearing period, the
uterus was removed, but the deflected plane of tissue was
maintained bv stitching together the broad ligaments across
the pelvis. The round ligaments were retained and still

assisted in tilting this plane of tissue so as to deflect in-
traabdominal pressure as before. It was diverted from
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its original direction where it would tend to force the con-
tents of the pelvis out of the vagina. The other prominent
feature of the operation was the restoration of the liladder

to its normal position and function. A series of forty-four
cases was presented in which the operation he described
had been performed, the period of time elapsing since the
operation extending from two to five years. On e.xaniina-

tion of all these cases it proved entirely satisfactory vvitli

one exception. Two cases had become pregnant and borne
children at full term two years after operation.
Procidentia of the Uterus Treated by Plication of the

Vagina and Conjoined Shortening of the Uterosacral
and Broad Ligaments.—Dr. Wii.mam M. Tolk of New
York City pointed out that the purpose of the operation was
to remedy the defects without removal of the uterus,
ovaries or tubes. Two patients became pregnant subse-
quently and carried their children to term. Eight cases
retained all the benefits two years from the date of oper-
ation. The bladder was separated from tlie vagina as far
as the urethra. The entire anterior vaginal wall was then
folded in by suturing the sides of the vagina togetlier with
kangaroo tendon. The uterosacral and base line .if the
broad ligaments were '^njointly shortened by a ligature
which encircled above li:. uterine artery and within the
ureter the lower half of the 'oad ligament and the utero-
sacral fold. One-half an incii from the uterus for the
broad ligament, and an inch from the uterus for the sacral
fold. The sutures, one for either side, were drawn for-
ward and passed deeply into the tissue of the uterovaginal
region and tied. Kangaroo tendon suture material was
used for the plication and for this shortening. .Vdditional
sutures were used to fasten securely the tissues brought
forward from the broad ligament and uterosacral fold to

make more secure the anchorage. The fold produced liy

the plication at the anterior vaginal wall was now incised
from below, turning back excessive tissue, it being trimmed
off only where necessary, and the surfaces brought to-
gether by through and through sutures. In this way a
strong supporting column was given to the base of the
bladder, the wlmle being swung by taking up the slack
in the lateral \aginal attachments, and by shortening of
the broad ligament and uterosacral that bad been men-
tioned above. The operator had carried out the procedure
on eighteen cases without any undue shock or hemorrhage,
and with good recovery in each case.

Dr. Hiram X. Vinep.erg of \ew York described the end
results with various operative procedures for procidentia
uteri and extensive cystocele prior and subsequent to the
menopause.
Operative Treatment for So-Called Functional Dys-

pepsia.— Dr. \\n.Li.\-\i H. \V.\thkx of L.iuisvillc said

that every case of continued or inveterate dyspepsia or
dyspepsia disappearing and recurring at regular intervals

was antedated by a pathology in some part of the body,
hut in the large majority of cases the lesion would be
found in some abdominal viscus as the appendix, the gall-

bladder, the stomach, the duodenum, the large or small in-

testine, or the uterine adnexa. Dyspepsia caused by ap-
pendicitis or gall-stones, with no stomach or duodenal ad-
hesion, could be cured by the removal of the appendix, or
by the removal of the stones and drainage of the gall-

bladder and bile ducts. In gastric ulcer the lesion should
be excised, or if this was not possible, it should be in-

folded by linen sutures introduced deep enoush to include
the blood vessels around the ulcer. The excision of a gas-
tric ulcer was important because of the fact that 75 per
cent, of the cases of carcinoma of the stomach had their
origin in a chronic ulcer. As carcinoma was seldom, if

ever, primary in the duodenum, the excision of the ulcer
was not often indicated, as in ulcer of the stomach.
Officers.—The following rifhccrs were elected for th«-

ensuing year: President. Dr. Henry C. Coe, New York
City: Vice-Prcsidcuts. Dr. George H. Noble. Atlanta, Ga.,

and Dr. George Gellhorn, St. Louis. Mo. : Secrrliiry. Dr.
Leroy Rroun, New York City; Trcusurcr. Dr. J. Wesley
P-ovce. Washington. D. C.

Washington, D. C, was selected as the place for holding
the next annual meeting.

Chronic Edema of the Fauces and Larynx in a Boy.

—

H. Lack reports tlie case of a boy. aged twelve, in whom
for nearly five years, the uvula had been as large as a
finger. It was removed for microscopical examination,
but merely showed round-celled infiltration. Tlie stump
of the uvula was thickened, the pillars of the fauces were
edematous, the epiglottis was considerably swollen, and the
arytenoids, especially the left one. were so edematous that
they flapped about and looked like mucous polyps. Anti-
syphilitic remedies had no effect, and the diagnosis has re-
mained in doubt.

—
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Utarrllany.

THE MEDICAL HONORARILM.

It is hardly to Ije e.xpecteil that at lliis laic day auy-

thint; new can be written about the medical fee.

What renders extremely difficult any discussion

about the latter is the fact that the physician's fee

is really an honorarium, which is not supposed to

represent the actual \alue of the services rendered,

but is a sort of token by means of which the patient

shows his gratitude. In earliest times such services

were performed without recompense as natural acts

of humanity. The first form of payment was a

simjjle gift which in some instances consisted of

munificent donations of land. Even at the present

day in Russia physicians receive, instead of a defi-

nite payment for their services, gifts, whose mag-ii-

tude varies according to the means or gratitude of

the patient. The English consultant receives his fee

wrapped in a bit of paper, as if it were a dishonor

to see and handle the actual money. Payment in

money has. however, been practised from the vci v

beginning of recorded history, the Code of Haui-

murabi even mentioning such method of payment.

With the growing complexities of modern life the

various forms of medical service have been classified

and given a "price" like so many commodities.

Nevertheless', as Seneca says, "the physician i-s

paid for his trouble; the patient remains indebted

to him for his goodness of heart." If the doctor

were paid in every instance for his actual labors

he would be willing to forego the other form of

indebtedness. .\t any rate the attitude of the pub-

lic toward the physician's bill is frerjuently one of

indiflference. of grudging submission, or of hostility.

This attitude has remained unchanged in spite of the

fact that, so far as the body of the profession is con-

cerned, the average fees have remaineil the same,

while the prices of commorlities have generally ad-

vanced considerablj'.

It is about time that the general practitioner

should take a cue from his more prosperous col-

leagues in the specialties, namely, by demanding an

adequate fee for work that is really of an expert

nature. There need be no uniform office fee. With
a stated sum as a mininuim charge each patient

should be taxed according to the nature of his

ailment, and the degree of skill and the amount of

time necessary in treating him. It is preposterous

to assume that the same fee might be i>aiil for

treating a simple pharyngitis, as for making a thor-

ough examination of the chest in a case of suspected

tuberculosis. It will not take llic public long to rec-

ognize the justice of this method of grading medi-

cal fees, which is in accord with strict and sane

business methods.
The importance of exacting prompt pa\inent i--

a fact that every practitioner learns after years of

painful experience. Every language has a variation

on the old rhyme, which Timothy Kendall in I577

rendered as follows:

"Three faces the Phisition hathe

:

first as an Angell he.

When he is saught ; next when he helpes.

a God he semes to be.

And last of all, when he hath made
the sicke diseased well

And asks' his guerdon, then he semes
An ongly Fiend of hell."

Prompt payment is the gist of the Latin proverb:

''.Accipe dum dolet, ])ost morbnni medicus olet."

.\s the Germans say: "Lasst euch zehlen. wenn
sie quelen." The French version is the following:

"Medecine et procure,

Fais-toi payer quand le mal dure."

According to the inimitable Scot

:

"You shall take your fee whilst the tear is in the ee."

( )ne camiot conclude this subject better than by
quoting the section on compensation of the Prin-

ciples of Medical Ethics of the American Medical
\ssociation: "It is unprofessional for a physician

to dispose of his services under conditions that

make it impossible to render adequate service to his

patient or which interfere with reasonable compe-
tition among the jjhysicians of a community. To
do this is detrimental to the public and to the in-

ilividual physician and lowers the dignity of the

profession."

The Fee Book of an Irish Physician in the
Seventeenth Century.—J. J. Walsh presents an
interesting account of the fee book of Thomas
Arthur, who practised medicine in Ireland in the
early part of the seventeenth century. The first

entries in the fee book are for the year 1619. Two
Ijounds, equivalent in purchasing power to about
fourteen pounds of modern UKiney, was the fee.

collected in advance, for the treatment of a case of

simple gonorrhea. The list of ])atients and their

.liliiients is interesting because of the terms used
for the familiar diseases. There was one Anasthasia
(sic) Ronan. a widow who was freed from orthop-
nea and paid six shillings eight pence therefor.

Then there was one Gualtcrus (Walter) Meroney
who escaping a putrid sore throat paid eight shill-

ings. There is the story of a patient in detail with
the account of the autopsy in order to show that the

rmthor was right and the other ])hysicians in the

case were wrong. According to this story, "Anna
Gould in her fiftieth year of age and nineteenth of

marriage to a second husband, though sterile, at

length conceived and I told her from the evident

signs of conception that she was pregnant. Some
of my seniors in medicine, however, in whom she

bad greater faith than in me, treated her for ascites

with hydragogue drugs and killed her in the eighth

month of her pregnancy. At the autopsy which 1

succeeded in obtaining I took from her uterus a

baby girl, dead but perfectly developed, and proved
my diagnosis. For this I obtained not a little

praise." Then he treats diarrhea and dysentery and
a warm dyscrasia of the liver, and then another

rather warm dyscrasia of the liver with hectic which
had almost brought the patient into marasmus.
There is an entry not so easy to understand with

regard to a sufferer from blindness due to suffusion.

Xext comes a febrile sore throat, then a stomachic
cardialgia which had been brought on by torrid bile.

Then there was a palpitation of the heart and a

woman freed from hysterical hydrops, and a stom-

achic cardialgia. then a cephalalgia. Then there

was a yoimg girl from the country whose name evi-

•lently he did not get. but whose fees amounted to

one pound, who fell into a scirrhus of the liver

from metastasis of her monthlies. Then there was
an hysterical wife. Then the woman who had suf-

fered from headache a few days before, came back
with a slight fever. Then there was another case

of fever and a bov freed from round worms. Then
another stillbirth, and lientery. then ophthalmia,

pleurisy, and then a girl with a boil on her arm
which almost took away her life and only with the

greatest difficulty was .saved. Then there was a
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sufferer from scotoma, one from elephantiasis, one
from hypochondriacal melancholy, and next a fish-

erman caught by an anchor. In about ten months
the doctor had made the equivalent ot about $375
in our money, though in buying power this was
probably the equivalent of some $2,000, perhaps
more, in our time. In his second full year for which
he gives thanks, he received 75 pounds, 18 shillings.

One would expect somewhat more than this in his

second year. In his third year, 1662, though he

gives thanks to the Divine munificence as before for

all His benefits, the sum amounted to only a

little over 46 pounds. In 1623' it rose to 58 pounds

;

in 1624 it was 71 pounds; in 1625 it had reached

over 86 pounds; in 1627 it was 105 pounds. This
was the year after he had effected the cure of

Archbishop Ussher. In 1628 the amount rose to

140 pounds. The following year it fell again to

about no pounds and then below 90 pounds. In

1632 it rose to nearly 300 pounds, to sink again the

following year to somewhat less than 250 pounds.

His best years after this ran nearly up to 300
pounds and the average was about 250 pounds. For
many years he must have made the equivalent of

some $6,000 to $7,000 a year, comparing the buying
power of money in both periods. Things medical

were not nearly so different from what they are at

present as one might readily presume them to have

been nearly three centuries ago, and human nature

was just the same. It is this that makes the dry

bones of the old fee book live again and gives us a

vivid picture of the physician who kept it.

—

Nezv
York Medical Journal, August 24, 1912.

An Antitoxin for Commercialism.—L. S.

Pilcher alludes to the criticism recently made by

a Frenchman, M. Menard, after a visit to America,

that in this country, where money is the universal

goal, medicine is not a liberal profession, but a

trade. This criticism is too sweeping. The author

admits, however, that in this country the absence

of permanent class distinctions ; the want of tra-

ditions strengthened by time and usage ; the rapid

development and extension of population and of

large business interests, giving undue prominence
to vigor in the affairs of life, and relegating to

a minor place the things that make for grace and
courtesy, art and refinement ; the rawness and new-
ness of much of our social state ; the importance

of immediate material success to be secured by

the special activity of the individual ; the small place

for the hereditary influence of transmitted position

and spirit—all tend to accentuate among us as a

people the commercial spirit, the gospel of hustle

and of material success. It is especially important

that hereafter in the training of medical men
emphasis should be placed on all those things that

serve as an antidote to the commercializing tend-

ency. The philosophy of medicine as illustrated

in its history ; the development of medicine as n

part of exact knowledge, as illustrated in the suc-

cessive phases of medical doctrine ; the practice

of medicine as seen in the various methods of dif-

ferent peoples and teachers ; the medical spirit as

typified in the lives of those eminent for merit

and attainment in every age—should all form a

part of the instruction given in an institution de-

voted to the liberal arts and sciences. The medical

student in the early part of his course of training

should be brought in contact with memorials of

the careers and achievements of eminent medical

men of all ages and countries. He should be made
familiar with the literature of medicine. .Svstem-

atic instruction in medical biography and in the

history and literature of medicine should form a

part of the teaching of the first years of the meilical

course.

—

The Physician and Surgeoit, April, 1912.

The Increase of Malpractice Suits.—E. A.
Sommer calls attention to the alarming increase in

suits for alleged malpractice. The motive under-
lying many of these suits is the desire to escape

payment of the bill for professional services. A
large part of the litigation is caused by irrespon-

sible attorneys. Formerly a certain class of lawyers
lived by bringing damage actions against employers,

but on account of laws that have been passed in

various States, the amount of litigation along this

line has decreased materially, and it has become
necessary for such attorneys, in order to make a

living, to transfer their attacks from the employer
of labor to the doctor, the druggist, and the auto-

mobile owner. To illustrate the gravity of this

situation in certain parts of the country, the fol-

lowing instance is cited : A busy country prac-

titioner of Oregon, whenever he is called upon to

reduce a fracture or perform any other kind of

surgical work, exacts a release from the patient

or the patient's nearest kin before he attempts

to operate. In the State of Washington the situa-

tion with respect to damage suits has become so

acute that a number of the physicians are forming
private corporations, placing all of the stock, with

the exception of two shares, in the hands of tlieir

families, the doctor retaining only one share, and
all the doctor's property is conveyed to the corpor-

ation, so that if a judgment be obtained against

the doctor, his private property and funds may
be kept intact. It is suggested by the author that

certain legislation may be of assistance in prevent-

ing the wholesale bringing of damage suits against

physicians.

—

Nortln^rst Medicine. August. 1912.

Sarcoma and Carcinoma.—In "Many Celebri-

ties and a Few Others" William H. Rideing tells

an amtising anecdote of James Payn, who, with his

"Lost Sir Massingberd" and other novels, will be

remembered as one of the "best sellers" of thirty

years ago. At the time. Payn was editor of the

Cornhill Maga.'i'ine. One day an unannounced
caller, who had managed to evade the porter down-
stairs', opened Payn's door. His hair was long, and
his clothes were shabljv and untidy. He had a roll

of papers in his hand. Payn, surmising a poet and
an epic several thousand miles' long, looked up.

"Well, sir?" "I've brought you something about

sarcoma and carcinoma." "We are overcrowded
with poetry-^couldn't accept another line, not if it

were by Milton." "Poetry!" the caller flashed.

"Do you know anything about sarcoma and car-

cinoma?" "Italian lovers, aren't they?" said Payn.

imperturbably. The caller retreated, with a wither-

ing glance at the editor. Under the same roof as

the Cornhill was the office of a medical and surgical

journal, and it was this that the caller had sought

for the purpose of disposing of a treatise on those

cancerous growths with the euphonious' names
which, with a layman's ignorance, Payn ascribed

to characters in medieval romance.

To Avoid "Carbon" Trouble in the Automobile.—If a

tablespoon fill of kerosene is put into each cylinder im-

mediately after a run. and allowed to stay overnight, all

cakinp; by carbon should be prevented. It is important to

introduce the kerosene while the engine is hot. as the

vapor which dissolves the carbon will not be formed other-

wise. 'When next starting the engine, open the pet cocks

in turn to aid in blowing out any solid particles.
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SYPHILIS OF THE HEART AND BLOOD-
\'ESSELS.*

By GEO. RICHTER, M.D.,

sr. Louii.

PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, AMERICAN MEDICAL COLXEGE, ST. LOUIS;
MEMBER VISITING STAFF, ST. LOUIS CITY HOSPITAL.

The localization of syphilitic disease about the heart

and vessels is generally known; its clinical manifes-

tations, however, are of the most comple.x and often

confusing character. And even pathologico-anat-

omical findings are not well understood by many.
Aneurysm and arteriosclerosis are frequently iden-

tified with lues, excepting, of course, senile changes
and endocarditis from other causes, like rheumatism,
gonorrhea, septicemia, etc.

It shall be my endeavor to point out the anatomi-
cal and the general clinical features presenting

which may lead to some understanding as to how
to arrive at a fairly correct diagnosis and to initiate

a rational treatment.

It may be mentioned right here that the treatment

in most cases cannot be simply a si>ecific one, as we
have to combat certain conditions which are not

amenable to it, namely, secondary mechanical and
other disturbances of the circulation.

The invasion of the spirochete and the flooding

of the organism with its toxins set up certain well-

known changes in the tissues. Their general char-

acter is an exudative inflammation with a predom-
inance of changes in the blood-vessels, while a

later, though at times still early appearing stage,

exhibits the formation of the so-called gumma. The
latter is as characteristic for syphilis as the tubercle

for tuberculosis.

Syphilitic infiltration and gumna both undergo
after a while regressive, degenerative changes, re-

sulting either in destructive processes or in scars of

great firmness and particularly prone to contractions

of a characteristic, usually star-like shape. Such
processes may be quite diffuse in character, appear-

ing in interstitial tissues, accompanied or not by
typical gummata, or localized and more or less

clearly defined from neighboring tissues. The same
is observed in hereditary syphilis, namely, diffuse

or localized inflammatory processes involving large-

ly the connective tissue.

Arteriosclerosis, on the other hand, is a condition

distinct from lues. To understand this well we
must recapitulate the normal structure of vessels,

avoiding details. Capillaries consist of tubes of a

single layer of endothelial cells. To them is added
in the next larger vessels an adventitia or tunica

externa, a membrane formed bv fibrous connective

tissue. Between the two appears the tunica media

*T?ead at Symposium on Visceral Syphilis, St. Louis Med-
ical Society, May 4. 1912.

or muscularis, built from circular muscle fibers.

The larger the artery the more pronounced will

now appear a new layer between endothelium and
tunica muscularis or media: consisting of connective
tissue containing a great number of fine elastic fibers

forming with the endothelium the tunica interna.

The adventitia or external layer is connected with
the surrounding tissues in a variable and often in-

distinct manner.
Of diseases of arteries there is recognized and

of importance for our present consideration in the
first place the endarteritis productiva, deformans,
eventually obliterans. It consists in cellular growth
of the intima. The intima becomes thickened,
granulation tissue may develop. The vessel is apt
to obliterate or thrombi form. Trauma and toxins
are named among the causes, among the latter

luetic toxins circulating in the blood and irritat-

ing the endotheliimi. It occurs also in the aorta as
an immediate continuation of an endocarditis. In
syphilis this condition seems to be quite rare, at
least as an isolated process.

Another affection and one of vastly greater im-
portance is mesarteritis productiva, or inflamma-
tion of the tunica media or muscularis : the ordinary
form of specific syphilitic inflammation of vessels.

Mesarteritis productiva syphilitica occurs in all

vessels, but its seat of predilection is the aorta at
or near the heart, in an average about one and a
half inches above the semilunar valves, called

"mesaortitis." The valves are usually not involved,
but the coronary arteries frequently suffer from
secondary conditions resulting from aortic changes,
from retractions and partial occlusion, to which
an obliterating arteritis of the coronar>' vessels may
be added. Deep scars result, star-shaped with a
thinned wall offering lessened resistance to blood-
pressure and giving rise to aneurysm. Or, in other
cases, flat plaques, slightly raised with fine folds
covering the surface, or thick fibrous patches are
seen. They may extend down to the thoracic
aorta, often they remain isolated and small. They
are quite characteristic, since the endothelium is not
directly involved, occur with preference in younger
persons, and cannot be mistaken for arteriosclerotic

processes. The mesaortitis syphilitica may be fur-
ther characterized by the presence of gummata. In
purely syphilitic cases the intima is never impli-
cated primarily in the process.

But, of course, there also occur cases where
syphilitic mesaortitis is complicated by an arterio-

sclerosis, as in older persons. Then we find a
thickening of the intima followed by degenerative
processes, or also atheromatous degeneration.

Smaller arteries, most noted among them the
arteries of the brain, exhibit two principal types of
syphilitic disease, arteritis syphilitica and arteritis

gummosa. There are also transition or mixed cases.
In arteritis gummosa we find the disease attacking
the adventitia and occasionallv a secondare' swell-
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ing of the intima frequently leading to obliteration

of the vessel. The condition is comparatively rare.

It may give rise to aneurysm of the arteries of the

brain.

Endarteritis syphilitica shows a variety of forms,

most notable being infiltrations and granulation-

formations in the adventitia and perhaps a swell-

ing of the intima leading to obliteration, while the

media may remain intact (endarteritis luetica

obliterans).

All these pathological changes are probably set

up by the presence of spirochetes at the focus

—

they have been found there, but not in every in-

stance. Either they have disappeared in the course

of time or, as some believe, the condition is a meta-
syphilitic process, analogous to the changes in the

spinal cord causing tabes.

If we compare with these arteritides the true

arteriosclerosis we note that its most constant fea-

ture is a change in the intima.

Here appear first thickenings of the intima of

considerable resistance which, as a rule, soon under-

go repressive changes. The adjoining media may
gradually participate in the process. Such regres-

sive metamorphoses are most frequently met in the

larger vessels, especially the aorta. Arteries of

brain, myocardium, and kidneys have a tendency to

undergo fibrous changes which are more diftuse,

while in lues they are rather more circumscribed.

In arteriosclerosis of the aorta the intima during

the first stage becomes thicker and then sclerotic, or

it calcifies. Calcification is said not to occur in

syphilis. In the second stage fatty degeneration

sets in
;
partial necrosis, and the condition known

as atheromatosis. Sclerosis and atheromatosis are

two issues of the same cause: twins.* The latter,

atheroma, leads more often to embolism, the former,

sclerosis, to hypertrophy of the heart and high

blood-pressure, but not necessarily to high arterial

tension. Thus we may differentiate such cases

clinically. The plaques are more pronounced where

the blood-current normally meets pressure-changes,

as the whole condition is ascribed to the results of

continuous pressure-changes and pressure-increase.

e.g. in men doing hard muscular labor. Such places

are the openings of the intercostal vessels, the

femoral arteries, also the radial and the temporal

supplying the masticators. Under similar circum-

stances veins become sclerotic.

According to Kaufmann arteriosclerosis is in di-

*G. Lemoinc (Lc Nord Medical, April I, 191 1) says:

Lipoids, cl olcsterol are bi'ilt in the liver from fat. to an

increased amount in infectious diseases. Tliey are se-

creted with the bile, reabsorbed in the intestines ard

then circulate in the blood, largely impregnating the peri-

phery of the leucocytes and aiding in phagocytosis. Toxins

deposited on the arterial wall attract the lipoids (choles-

terol) and biological combinations form between the foreign

to.xins and the organic antitoxins. The latter appearing

in excess are liable to be deposited (by way of the vasa

vasorum) in the arterial wall, giving rise to atheroma, a

process analogous to the deposit of urates in gouty tophi

and cartilages. (Calcification would then be due to the

formation "of insoluble calcium soaps from this greasy

matter.) This explains the appearance of atheromatosis

after infectious diseases. He adds that the blood of the

tuberculous is very poor in cholesterol, hence a poor de-

fense against the bacillus of Koch, while the gouty (and

obese) possess an abundance of lipoids and "resist won-
derfully a.gainst tuberculosis and other infectious dis-

eases" (and therefore we feed the tuberculous with cod-

liver oil?). Lemoine's theory is based on quantitative de-

terminations of lipoids on and in the arterial wall in nor-

mal and diseased conditions and renders the appearance

of atheromatosis (presenile) plausible as a condition dif-

ferent from physiological, senile arteriosclerosis. Both,

of course, are liaMe to occur in the same individual.

rect dependence upon the physiological gradual
thickening of the intima in the growing organism,
which continues up to about the thirtieth year. Then
follows a standstill for about fifteen years. In the

course of the following years normal elasticity be-

comes exhausted, connective tissue replaces the

elastic fibers and protects the vessel against injury

from steadily increasing blood-pressure. This com-
pensation is, however, not lasting ; fatty, hyaline

degeneration sets in, resulting in so-called athero-

matosis. According to this very plairsible concep-
tion arteriosclerosis could not be called properly a

disease ; it is not due to an inflammation, but a very
gradually appearing phenomenon of senility, apt to

occur prematurely where organs have been abused
or used up by unwise living. Parallel conditions

are the failure of different glands to function well

in the aging organism, like those of the digestive

apparatus, internal secretions, and reproduction, the

appearing of gray hair and of baldness. iSuch re-

gressive changes are not diseases but may give rise

to pathological conditions.

Arteriosclerosis of senility must, therefore, not

be confounded with similar conditions of different

etiological and anatomical character ; for arterio-

scleroses due to toxins, to sepsis, to poisons are as

a rule inflammatory processes which attack the

tunica media and also the adventitia and only acci-

dentally and at a later stage the intima.

We must distinguish between three separate con-

tlitions : (
i ) Senile arteriosclerosis, apt to appear

before its legitimate time, as a condition of the

aging intima; it may involve the media and occasion

the formation of an aneurysm. (2) The infections

types attacking the media first, bacterial or to.xic in

origin ; they also lead frequently to atheromatosis

and aneurysm. (3) Lastly, syphilitic arteritis, in

a class by itself, a disease of the media, extending

to the adventitia and eventually, but not necessarily,

iinplicating the intima.

Luetic arteritis is rather more frequent in

younger years. Bittorf finds as average age of

luetic arteriosclerosis about the forty-fifth year,

while senile arteriosclerosis appears about the fifty-

fifth year. Huchard collected 1.835 cases of arterio-

sclerosis and found as causes gout and rheumatisin

in 35.7 per cent., syphilis in 11.4 per cent., infectious

diseases in 3.7 per cent. It attacks very frequently

only a small surface of a vessel, it exhibits a ten-

dency to obliterate the lumen causing fibrous

changes, forms scars and partial retractions of the

vessel wall, and shows no tendency towards athero-

matous destruction or calcification so frequent in

other conditions.

Aneurysms are commonly referred to arterio-

sclerosis in origin though they are in proportion to

the frequency of arteriosclerosis as a subnormal

condition really very rare and the fact that they

occur so often before the "legitimate" age for

arteriosclerosis, at least in many instances, tends to

suggest that they may be due to several causes.

.Among them syphilis plays a prominent part.

Krehl goes even so far as to say that aneurysm is

rare without syphilis. At least about one-half of

all the cases of aneurysm are due to syphilis. The
proof for this assertion is found in that they exhibit

mesarteritic changes, a diseased condition of the

tunica media.

Svphilitic mesaortitis and syphilitic mesarteritis

of the basilar and other vessels of the brain are not

rare and often lead to aneurysms. The latter inay

persist for a surprisingly long time and not break
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at all; they may remain occult. The advcntitia is

strongly reinforced by dense connective tissue and
withstands pressure quite eiYectually, as far as its

own wall is concerned, while the pressure of the

aneurysm on its surroundings is apt to destroy other

tissues, even bones. Such aneurysms are probably
oftener of syphilitic origin, for senile arterio-

sclerosis combined with aneurysm leads to an early

decline.

Prompt recognition of the etiology has re[)eatedly

resulted in a cure or marked alleviation uf the

condition.

Analogous are the findings in syphilis of the

heart. Here also wc must distinguish between
senile arteriosclerosis affecting the intima—here
called endocardium—and syphilitic myocarditis,

corresponding to the gummous or diffuse infiltra-

tion of the tunica media—here the heart muscle
itself—and finally the adventitia or the epicardium
(pericardium). In other words, what has been
said of endarteritis and of the mesarteritis applies

also to the heart.

Senile sclerosis occurs on the endocardium and
the valves with secondary regressive destructive

changes.

Of much greater importance is of course the

ordinary endocarditis of which a warty or ver-

rucous and an ulcerating form are described. They
are extremely frequent in inflammatory rheumatism
and occur also after various infections of other
character, like gonorrhea and sepsis. But it must
be noted that there is no true isolated endocarditis
syphilitica, neither a verrucous nor an ulcerating

form. Destruction or impairment of the valves in

syphilis is extremely rare and then due to primary
affections of the myocardium continuing into the

endocardium and involving the valves secondarily.

Or also due to mesaortitis extending to the valves.

Of greatest rarity is aortic stenosis in syphilis.

Much more frequent is a regurgitation consef|uent

upon a dilatation of the aortic ostium, after dila-

tation of the heart itself as produced by myocarditis
syphilitica.

An isolated aortic regurgitation is almost always
syphilitic. It is occasionally associated with tabes

or progressive paresis.

Diffuse luetic myocarditis belongs to the rarities,

as also gumma of the heart muscle. In some cases

a gumma has involved the bundle of His, the

Tawara node, or the venous sinus, each leading to

impairment of conduction of the stimulus and con-

sequent heart-block or Stokes-Adams syndrome,
while myocarditis weakens the contractility.

On the epicardium we find gummata, diffuse in-

flammations due to them, and white patches. The
latter are certainly not due to gumma or syphilis.

The syphilitic epicardiac process is always con-
tinued from myocarditic disease. Aneur\'sm of the

heart' has also been observed in syphilis.

Now how do those anatomical changes induce
constitutional or clinical symptoms?
We will have to consider primary and secondary

effects. The invasion of the system by the spiro-

chete is not to be discussed here, nor are the first

changes occurring within the vascular system per-

ceptible clinically. Great alterations may develop
before the patient is aware of it. This is due to

the wonderful adapting power of the heart and
entire vasomotor system to changed, even to rapidly

changing conditions. But almost suddenly this

adaptability may fail and alarming symptoms
spring up.

The clinical symptoms are caused principall} by

loss of elasticity of some part of the vascular ap-

paratus, either focal or widespread. Thus originate

aneurysms and arteriosclerosis. Or they may occui

in consequence of arteritis obliterans, occlusion of

an artery with consequent thrombosis, malnutri-

tion, necrosis of corresponding tissues. Or a

gumma may form a mechanical obstacle. Or,
finally, retractions from scars left from destructive

processes may interfere with normal functions.

And, as it practically the case in all diseases, ham-
pered functions awaken our attention.

The circulation of the blood is sustained not only

by the rhythmical contractions of the heart, but just

as well by the activity of the arterial mechanism.
The arterial wall is composed of elastic fibers and
of plain (smooth J fibers—muscles. These contract

with each pulse beat, imperceptibly, yet with

marked effect. They do not serve only to keep up
a certain "tone" ; for this the elastic fibers are re-

sponsible in the first place, to them the prevailing

tension is due ; they are the key in which the heart

plays its tune. Changes in tension independent

of pressure exercised by the heart take place almost

constantly—variations of the heart's melody, and
as a rule imperceptibly. These changes are regu-

lated by the vasomotor centers and affect the va-

rious vascular territories differently within a given,

time. The blood supply to the Individual organs
changes according to their temporary needs. All

this, as well as the dire results of any adverse inter-

ference which cannot be compensated is well

known. It is not the heart which regulates circu-

lation, but the entire vasomotor apparatus; and
not only the centers either. It is true that the

heart adapts itself to changed conditions, even dur-
ing a single beat (Krehl), but its increased or
diminished contraction and action can influence

circulation only as a whole, not a single territory.

Here the arteries of an organ come to play under
the guidance of the respective centers. That the
arteries should contract and expand rhythmically
with each pulse beat in healthy conditions just so

much that the passing of the pulse wave does not
change its caliber would seem plausible when we
observe the so-called capillary pulse (really a pulsa-

tion of the arterioles) in aortic regurgitation, when
these contractions become visible. For such rea-

sons Senac has called the arteries a peripheral

heart ("les arteres sont des vrais coeurs sous une
autre form"). The relations between arterial ten-

sion and heart pressure are most manifold. Many
ignore the fact that peripheral pressure, as meas-
ured on the radial artery, and pressure within the

viscera rarely correspond. .A.nd, furthermore, ar-

terial tension as felt with the examining finger, due
to active contraction of the arterial wall over the

flowing column of blood and clearly proven by
the sphygmogram, may accompany high or low
pressure due to the energy of the contracting heart

muscle and vice versa. We meet high heart pres-

sure (Fig. i) with low arterial tension in many
cases of aortic regurgitation, and low heart pres-

sure fFig. 2) with high arterial tension in

some cases of aortic stenosis : low heart pressure
(Fi.?- ,3) with low arterial tension in typhoid fever
and in abdominal diseases generally, and high heart

pressure ("Fig. 4) with high arterial tension are
the rule in interstitial nephritis (with exceptions)
—but in all cases subject to changes, for instance
by action of drugs (Fig. 5), as well as they happen
under physiological conditions. No one single
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symptom, nor even two referring to one condi-

tion prove anything at all.

We are well aware of how complicated the ma-
chinery of circulation is and how seriously the

slightest disturbance would affect the entire organ-

ism, if we were not so well provided with com-
pensating arrangements, and also with a duplicity

Luetic arteriosclerosis shows a widely different

aspect. Occlusion of peripheral vessels is caused

in the senile form rather by thrombosis, in lues by
an arteritis obliterans, in other cases again by a

spastic condition localized in arteries of the ex-

tremities (as in Raynaud's disease and in many
cases of diabetes) ; then one may observe sudden

V
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Fig. 1—T. L. M. Aortic regurgitation; syphilitic infection 30 years ago; healthy children; cirrhosis of liver; obese; no subjective heart

symptoms; systolic pressure, 164 mm.; diastolic, 94; high pressure, low tension.

of most of the organs. Active automatism of the

arteries is a postulate and enables persisting circu-

lation even where the heart has grown extremely
weak. Of this we make use in therapy, when we
endeavor to attain comparative rest for the heart

by increased flow of blood in the vessels of the

periphery, not to have it stagnate there, but to cir-

temporary limping, "claudicatio intermittens." Many
draw a parallel between this and certain phenomena
in heart action referred to temporary spasm of cor-

onary vessels and of intestinal vessels, the so-called

abdominal asthma. To the same class may belong

the arteriosclerotic pancreatitis described by Opie,

the acute fatty necrosis of the pancreas, certain

Fig. 2—J. C, 57 years old; arteriosclerosis and gout; slight anginal attacks; systolic, 120; diastolic, 70; low pressure, high tension.

culate—by aid of the rhythmical contractions of the

arteries.

In the aging arteries the elastic fibers disappear.

Instead we find firm connective tissue with little

elasticity; therefore, as a rule increased arterial

tension. But also the muscle fibers vanish and the

heart alone must propel the blood through the

cases of sclerosis of the liver, of contracted kid-

neys, of affections of the brain. They all are due
to vasomotor disturbances, associated with some
form of arteriosclerosis, and the younger the pa-
tients the more probably syphilis the cause, though
other forms of toxemia must not be overlooked.

But the most dreaded of all such troubles is

Fig. 3—Br. (colored), 23 years old; tuberculous peritonitis; upper curve carotid, lower radial; hypercrolism, as shown by carotid curve;
systolic, 80; diastolic, 65; low pressure, low tension.

system. Therefore, increased heart pressure. The
arteries have become incompetent, the work of the

heart is increased. And as also a large number of

the capillaries have become obliterated the heart

would be unable to fulfill its task if the total

amount of blood was not diminished. Hence again
the lessened resistance of old people against many

cardialgia, angina pectoris. As to its etiology

Bouchard found lues the cause in 12 per cent, of

all cases observed. Of 261 syphilitics 4.5 per cent,

had angina, while of 3,739 non-syphilitics only 2

per cent, suffered from it. Angina pectoris appears

in all gradations of severity, from an occasional

vertigo or pain in the neck or shoulder easily mis-

Fig. 4—H. K., 64 years old; luetic aortitis; severe anginal attack; pulse, grouping due to labored respiration; systolic pressure, 206; dias-

tolic, 106; high pressure, high tension.

harmful influences, threatening a material short-

ening of life—but there has been a beneficent factor

acquired, the immunity against many infections.

Lessened activity, enforced wisdom, and close ob-

servation of individual experiences favor the arriv-

ing at even an extremely old age.

Atheromatous processes, the formation of aneu-
rysms, alter this picture actually only in compara-
tively very rare cases.

taken for "rheumatism," with other symptoms,
however, which clearly characterize the disease, to

the most grave forms. The effect on the nervous

system is so pronounced that the disease is com-
prised under the title of neurosis of the heart.

Many pathological conditions in the heart are

apt to produce an attack ; they all are based upon

the physiological effect of heart failure. The fol-

lowing is the usual experience in arteriosclerosis

:
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The peripheral heart, the arteries have become
incompetent. The central heart assumes their

work, dilates, and hypertrophies. From overwork
it becomes exhausted, it fails. It will fail so much
easier and earlier, when itself pathologicall}' altered,

by arteriosclerosis. An attack of this kind will as

a rule not be of extreme severity, for we have to

While the arteriosclerotic may have many pre-

monitions of his circulatory condition, it is usually

different from the luetic. He is perhaps not aware

of anything being wrong. He uses and abuses his

system in his accustomed way and will not mind

an occasional palpitation or fluttering of the heart.

Hut quite suddenly, for some not always expli-

e patient as Fig. 4, effect of strophantlius: systolic pressure, 160; diastolic. 104; normal pressure, low tension.

deal here with conditions that supervene more
gradually. Compensating factors are established

and only extraordinary claims on the heart, e.g.

by intercurrent disease, influenza very frequently,

an acute indigestion coupled with an old albumin-
uria, are apt to bring on an attack.

In syphilis this process is ushered in in a differ-

cable reason, the heart "breaks down." It has used

up all its reserve capital and fails

—

d^ sudden pang,

a sensation of missed beats, perpetual irregularity

of the pulse, a violent pain in the region of the

heart, perhaps extending down the inner side of

the left arm (Mackenzie), a sinking sensation, an

unaccountable terror, syncope, Cheyne-Stokes res-
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Fig. 6—J. I., 52 years old; luetic aortitis, regurgitation; no subjective heart symptoms; pain in neck and shoulder at night; infection 32 years
ago; healthy progeny; disease remained occult until now (positive Wassermann) ; systolic pressure, 132; diastolic, 40;

normal pressure, low tension.

ent manner. Mesaortitis, and perhaps the not in-

frequent colonization of spirochetes around the

aortic ostium, have altered the configuration of

those parts. Or a myocarditis syphilitica has weak-
ened the circular fibers around the aortic ostium

;

the semilunar valves have become insufficient. The
arterial tree itself is but slightly affected. We diag-

piration, Adams-Stokes syndrome, cold sweat;
blood-pressure rises, at least at first, rapidly, the

patient gasps, his face becomes livid or pale, pro-

fuse perspiration sets in. All or many of these

symptoms produce a picture of suffering than which
there seems none more heart-rending. Gradually
the attack subsides, the sufferer feels most welcome

WWWWFWWWWWWWWWWSI,
Fig. 7—M. (colored); luetic myocarditis; cardiac dyspnea and greatest prostration: upper curve taken in the fourth interspace on the paraster-

nal line; lower curve, radial artery; systolic pressure, 170; diastolic, 138; high pressure, high tension.

nose a regurgitation with moderate systolic and ab-

normally low diastolic pressure. Of the condition

of the arteries we learn by studying the sphygmo-
gram. A pronounced dicrotic wave proves either

lack of tension in the artery or a paresis of the arte-

rial muscle fibers, while a descent somewhat delayed

at the ape.x (a short plateau), yet very rapid, would

A

relief. Such spells are brought on either by an
unusual exercise, an exposure to cold, a psychic
adventure—anything which causes contraction of

a larger territory of capillaries and thereby sud-
denly increases heart action beyond its now inade-
quate adaptability and capacity for work.

Stealthily the incompetence of the heart becomes

Fig. 8—Same as Fig. 7, compensation after 4 months' rest interrupted by many attacks; upper tracing jugular, lower radial; systolic. 144;
diastolic. 80; normal pressure, normal tension.

indicate the presence of a certain arterial tension,

and with the lack of a dicrotic wave perhaps means a

delayed active response to the stimulus set by the

pulse wave ( Fig. 6) . It would also point to a coex-

isting arteriosclerosis. These hypotheses might be

substantiated by an electric arteriogram, supplenent-
ing the electrocardiogram. Still, the question of

tension as against heart pressure can be decided only

by the sphygmogram.

more permanent, lung congestion (weakness of the

right ventricle) produces dyspnea, cardiac asthma;
edema of the dependent parts is established, swell-
ing of the liver embarrasses the abdomen, only a
sitting posture allows a shadow of comfort—super-
fluous to dwell longer on this picture which we all

have witnessed with anxious sympathy (Fig. 7).
It is particularly cardiosclerosis following myo-

carditis syphilitica which causes such havoc. In-
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volvement of the organs of conduction of stiniulub

within the heart produces bradycardia, tachycardia,
and frightens patient and attendants. Contniuous
irregularity of the pulse demoralizes circulation.

The patient at last lies listlessly in his bed, or in

a half-stupor, seems to be spellbound by the hor-
rible stones which his heart whispers or hisses in

his ears unceasingly. Motionless he lies unless a
sudden attack of cardiac asthma arouses him from
his lethargy to renewed and increased suffering.
Daily we expect to hear of his demise—but he lin-

gers on, he begins to breathe easier, his appetite
returns, he ventures out of his bed. He recovers
more strength and returns to a life of renewed
activity (Fig. 8).
Are not such cases almost characteristic for lues

:

the sudden onset, the missing compensation, due to
relative rapidity of the pathological process, the
gradual reparation ? The latter could not take place
in arteriosclerosis, but occasionally in endocarditis.
The diagnosis of syphilis of the heart and blood

vessels must be based on the same grounds which
serve us in diagnosing other syphilitic manifes-
tations. The syphilitic heart and blood vessels show
clinically nothing absolutely characteristic, nothing
which might not be found in other diseases. Our
suspicion will be aroused when the patient is be-
low the age of senile arteriosclerosis, when the
involvement is essentially aortic and that an in-

competency, when the symptoms supervene rather
suddenly and are not accompanied by fever, thus
excluding acute endocarditis from any other cause.
The Wassermann and the luetin tests will show that
syphilis is much oftener present in such diseases
than has been surmised heretofore. It only remains
to be stated that in such cases other evidences of
syphilis, tertiary symptoms in general, are almost
always absent, and that the first symptoms may
occur as late as thirty or more years after infec-
tion and an uninterrupted general health.

But there are two other sides to the question
after the presence of syphilis in the patient has been
proven. Are the symptoms really due to syphilis
or to other, complicating causes, like rheumatic en-
docarditis, or other toxemia, or premature arterio-
sclerosis ? Here the art of the physician, not to say
his instinct, may guide him better than laboratory
methods.
And again, are the symptoms due to an active

syphilis or are they the result of a previous and
now terminated syphilitic process as encountered in

tabes and in genera! paresis? Here a most careful
analysis of all the symptoms may help us out of
the darkness.

The prognosis is not absolutely bad ; it depends
of course upon the extent and the importance of
the parts involved. A reparation is not rare, while
it is impossible in senile arteriosclerosis.

As to treatment, nothing new can be advanced.
Specific treatment is in most cases helpful. Why
Ehrlich cautions against the administration of sal-

varsan is not quite clear. It has been given bv many
with excellent results. Digitalis and other bodies
of the digitalis group often disappoint, though
good preparations of strophanthus (however diffi-

cult to obtain) seem to be quite sen'iceable. Iodides
seldom fail to benefit the patient, which may be
partlv due to their diminishing the viscosity of the
blood and rendering the work of the heart so much
easier. Intravenous medication fdigalen, digipur-
atum, strophanthin-Bohringer) gives in appropriate
cases decidedly better and often astounding results.

ilypudermics of camphor, of caffeine, will tide over

a dangerous phase. Nitrites in angina and hypo-

dermics of aurenalin or of pituitnn are rapid in

action and comparatively harmless, but the effect

will not last and frequent repetition may be called

for. The latter two are particularly helpful in

cardiac asthma. Strychnine is of course a great

stimulant, but has no direct effect upon the heart

i^iMackenziej.

In all other respects the management of such

cases will have to be guided by the rather erratic

rules governing treatment of vascular diseases in

general. A close supervision of all the functions

of the organism, careful regulation of the diet, a

proper weighing of rest and exercise promise alto-

gether better results than routine prescriptions and
measures. Physical therapy is perhaps the most
beneficial of all, but difficult to apply properly.

Sweating and purging in edema exhaust the weak
and hasten collapse—heart failure! A salt-free

diet and restriction of liquids give more satisfaction

(Karrel diet).

One must always keep in mind that the most

desperate cases, that seemed absolutely hopeless,

may recover.

3538 Humphrey Street.

CHLOROSIS AND TUBERCULOSIS.
By CH.\RLES M. MONTGOMERY, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Chlorosis and tuberculosis are two diseases that

have always been studied in conjunction by those

who have felt any special interest in either one.

In spite, however, of the numerous contributions

to the literature in recent years little new light has

been shed on any relationship that may exist be-

tween the two affections, and the most practical re-

sults that have been achieved have been to clear up
certain misconceptions and to lay renewed emphasis

on the importance of carefully investigating all

cases of chloranemia for evidences of tuberculosis.

The present paper deals briefly with some of the

questions arising from a study of chlorosis and
tuberculosis, particularly in regard to the relation-

ship supposed to exist between them, and presents

for what they may be worth the data in any way
bearing on the question of tuberculosis gleaned
from forty-three case records of chlorosis obtained

in the wards and the dispensary of the University
Hospital. It was highly desirable to find out

whether any of these patients developed tubercu-

losis later, but it was possible to get in communica-
tion with only seven of them after they had sus-

pended treatment.

A description of the disease chlorosis will not be
attempted here. Suffice it to say that the term
chlorosis still stands for a fairly clearly defined

symptom-complex, and that the chloranemia is sim-

ply one of the symptoms of the disease, and not

necessarily the most important, some authors even
asserting that the anemia is not absolutely essential

to chlorosis. In passing, reference may be made
to the well-known fact that the number of cases

diagnosed as chlorosis is decreasing. This is to be
explained at least in part by the relegation more
and more of cases simulating chlorosis to the group
of secondary anemias.

Etiology.—Chlorosis is rarely a fatal disease and
little is known of its anatomical basis. Concerning
tuberculosis as a factor in the pathological etiology.

I can only say that I have been unable to find any
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record of the presence of tuberculosis at an autopsy
of a chlorotic patient. Uur ignorance rcgarduig ilic

etiology of chlorosis is well expressed by R. C.

Cabot (Osier's "Modern Medicine," IV, 642), who
says that we know nothing about the causes of

chlorosis beyond vague guesses suggested by cer-

tain statistics. A factor that has been frequently

held responsible for some of the cases of chlorosis is

tuberculosis. The imaginable explanations as to how
tuberculosis produces chlorosis may be grouped un-

der two general heads : (
i
) Tuberculosis directly

by its toxic effects gives rise to the symptoms of

chlorosis. (2) Tuberculosis indirectly by influenc-

ing the organism either before or after birth affects

it in such a way that even after all toxic effects of

the tuberculosis have passed off there remains in

the individual an abnormal physiological or structu-

ral condition, the evidences of which are revealed by
the characteristic symptoms of chlorosis. Thus in

late congenital syphilis one sees symptoms resulting

from toxic effects and structural change. It is part

of the purpose of this paper to investigate how far

the assumption that tuberculosis is a cause of chlo-

rosis is justified.

Age.—Most of the cases of chlorosis occur be-

fore twenty-five. Cabot found 94 per cent, of 497
cases to occur between fifteen and thirty. All ex-

cept four of the writer's forty-one cases with age
recorded were under twenty-five years of age. It is

strange if tuberculosis produces chlorosis that it

does not do so more frequently at other age periods

when tuberculosis is at least equally prevalent.

Sex.—If it is difficult to explain on the assump-
tion of a tuberculous basis why chlorosis prevails

chiefly in persons under twenty-five, it is even more
difficult to explain why the disease is almost entirely

limited to the female sex. The writer's forty-three

cases of chlorosis followed the general rule that

has few exceptions, all being in women.
Heredity.—Chlorosis often occurs in certain fam-

ilies, but is especially liable to be transmitted

through the female members, therein (^iffering from
tuberculosis. A causal relationship between tuber-

culosis and chlorosis has been claimed by a number
of writers because of the frequency of tuberculosis

in the families of chlorotics. Van Noorden (Noth-
nagel, "Specielle Pathologic und Therapie," Vol.

VIII, 1901, Die Bleichsucht) states that forty-four,

or 20.3 per cent., of 217 chlorotics gave a family his-

tory of tuberculosis. In thirty-nine of the writer's

cases five gave a history of tuberculosis in the im-

mediate family, one other a similar history in a

first cousin, and three gave a questionable history,

while the remaining thirty-one furnished absolutely

no family record of tuberculosis. But when one

considers how prevalent tuberculosis is, even when
there is no chlorosis, and how many deteriorating

influences are at work in the class of families in

which tuberculosis is most rife, he is left uncon-
vinced by statistics as to any effect tuberculosis may
exert through hereditv in the production of chlo-

rosis.

Occupation and Environment.—Finding chlorosis

relatively often in those exposed to the same con-

fining occupations and modes of life that are fre-

quently encountered in consumptives, some writers

have hastily concluded that therein lies evidence in

favor of a tuberculous origin of chlorosis. One
might equally reasonably attribute all other patho-

logical conditions arising under like unhealthy in-

fluences to tuberculosis.

Blood.—The occurrence in chlorosis and tuber-

culosis of an anemia exhibiting certain similari-

ties in both conditions has been a potent factor in

forming the opinion that the two diseases are in

some way related. Certainly it is a suitable ques-

tion whether the chloranemia so often accompanying
tuberculosis may not in some cases represent an

early stage of chlorosis. Against such an hypothe-

sis is the great frequency in acute and severe cases

of chlorosis of a marked lowering of the hemo-
globin percentage, while in tuberculosis (uncompli-

cated ) the anemia is nearly always only slight in

extent even in advanced cases. A few figures may
be given to illustrate this point. Out of 352 cases

of chlorosis R. C. Cabot (Osier's "Modern Medi-

cine," IV, 647) found a hemoglobin percentage as

high as 60 in only six and in none was it over 70.

R. Stockman {Edittburgh Medical Joural, Novem-
ber, 1895) reported sixty-six cases of chlorosis, the

hemoglobin varying between 20 and 66 per cent.

The average hemoglobin estimate in Thayer's sixty-

three cases was 42.3 per cent. In the writer's cases

only two out of thirty-six had a hemoglobin esti-

mates as high as 70 per cent., the highest being 73
per cent., while only five others reached as high as

60 per cent. In marked contrast are the figures for

tuberculosis. Thus, L. Brown (Osier's "Modern
Medicine," III, 256) gives the following hemo-
globin averages in 154 cases: Male, incipient, 91.0

per cent. ; advanced, 90.04 per cent. Females, in-

cipient, 88.2 per cent. ; advanced, 90.3 per cent. All

of these cases had 75 per cent, hemoglobin or above

except two, and none below 65 per cent.

At the Home for Consumptives at Chestnut Hill

the following averages were obtained : Incipient

cases, twenty-seven, average hemoglobin, 85.1 per

cent. ; moderately advanced cases, thirty-seven,

average, 85.9 per cent.; far advanced cases, eighty-

two, average, 82.6 per cent. These almost without

exception had a hemoglobin percentage above 70.

B. L. Wright and R. W. King (American Journal

of the Medical Sciences, June, 191 1) in a large

number of cases of tuberculosis obtained an average

hemoglobin percentage of 85. It is indeed hard to

explain on the basis of any special relationship be-

tween tuberculosis and chlorosis why the marked
cases of chlorosis do not oftener show evidences

of tuberculosis, and why tuberculosis in all its

stages usually presents a fairly high hemoglobin

reading.

An investigation of the red cells and leucocytes

does not throw any additional light on the relation-

ship between chlorosis and tuberculosis. A relative

lymphocytosis is frequently encountered in chloro-

sis and in early tuberculosis, but is a common oc-

currence in patients in a number of conditions in

which there is blood of poor nutritive qualities

(Cabot). Distinct diflferences in the two diseases

are found in the total volume of the blood, this be-

ing increased in chlorosis through an increase in

the amount of plasma, while the specific gravity of

the plasma in chlorosis is diminished and in tuber-

culosis is normal or increased.

Symptomatology and Prez'ious History.—The
number of symptoms common to both chlorosis and
tuberculosis might predispose one to think that

some close relationship existed between these

maladies. Thus weakness, dyspnea, palpitation,

dyspepsia, menstrual irregularities, and even fever

frequently accompany both diseases. But fre-

quently a distinguishing feature is that a prominent
symptom in one affection is insignificant in the

other, and a relatively insig^nificant symptom in one
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disease is prominent in the other. Certain localiz-

ing respiratory symptoms like cough and expectora-
tion are usually early and prominent symptoms in

tuberculosis and are frequently absent in chlorosis,

while a normal weight often found even in

severe chlorosis contrasts strikingly with the
frequent loss of weight in tuberculosis. Dyspnea,
a common symptom in chlorosis, is often
quite marked entirely independent of the ex-
istence of cough, whereas it is rarely a prominent
symptom in tuberculosis until cough and abnormal
physical signs have developed. A symptom in
chlorosis very suggestive of tuberculosis is the
fever. It occurred as frequently as 361 times in

497 of R. C. Cabot's (Osier's "Modern Medicine,"
^V, 645) cases. It is usually slight in degree and
irregular in course. "In the milder cases it rarely
reaches above 100.5° F-. and is present only a few
days at a time, but in some of the severer types of
the disease fever may be present constantly for
weeks." In forty-two of the writer's cases eleven
were free from a record as to any past or present
condition suggestive of tuberculosis. The remainder
revealed evidences that might be considered sug-
gestive of tuberculosis. Cough, expectoration or
colds were recorded in ten, blood-streaked sputum
in two, chest pain in five, dyspnea in eight, palpita-
tion in five, loss of weight in eight, and weakness
in two. The temperature was recorded in twenty
cases, being normal in five, between 90° and 100°
in ten, and over 100° in five. The pulse rate in
ten recorded cases ranged between 80 and 100.

Tuberculin Test.—The frequency of a positive tu-
berculin reaction has played its part in creating the
impression that tuberculosis is responsible for some
of the cases of chlorosis. Thus G. Zickgraf
(Fortschritte der Medizin, Leipsic, XXVIII, No.
17, April 28, 1910) found a positive response in

74.8 per cent, of fifty-five cases of chlorosis in
which there was nothing else to suggest the exist-
ence of tuberculosis. In forty-eight other cases
the chlorosis accompanied manifest signs of
tuberculosis. In the tuberculous cases in which
the so-called chlorosis was the first or one
of the first manifestations of the infection the
patients reacted to the tuberculin test with a smaller
dosage and in a larger percentage than the rest of
the tuberculous suspects, and the percentage of
negative responses was less. The reaction was ob-
tained with five milligrams or less in all but five of
the patients. These figures, impressive as they may
seem at first sight, are not convincing in establish-
ing a relationship between tuberculosis and chloro-
sis. In the first place, tuberculosis is an extremely
prevalent disease as is proven by the tuberculin test
and by autopsies. K. Franz's (IVicnek klinische
Wochenshrift. XXII, No. 28, July 15, 1909) well-
known figures show a positive subcutaneous tuber-
culin reaction in 38.7 per cent. (Hungarians) and in
from 61 to 76 per cent. (Bosnians) among 1,000
recruits. Naegeli found recognizable tuberculous
lesions in 98 per cent, of 500 adults at autopsy. In
the second place, Zickgraf evidently considered
many mild grades of chloranemia, which were really
tuberculous in origin, as cases of chlorosis. Out of
three cases of chlorosis collected by the writer in
which the tuberculin test was applied all gave nega-
tive results. In two cases the von Pirquet method
and in one case both the skin and the eye tests were
employed.

Physical Signs in the Chest.—Most writers have
very little to say about the lungs in chlorosis, and

references to any abnormal findings are very rare.

R. C. Cabot (Osier's "Modern Medicine," IV, 645)
says the respiratory system shows nothing remark-
able except deficient expansion of the lungs. C.

Luzet ("La Chlorose," Paris, 1892) states that the

dyspnea of chlorosis is not accompanied by cough

or any auscultatory phenomena capable of explain-

ing it. He mentions a number of modifications in

the respiratory sounds especially noticeable at the

right apex, but not indicating the presence of tuber-

culosis. In thirty-three of the writer's cases the

physical signs were recorded as normal in twenty-

one, while in most of the remainder the descriptions

referred to conditions at the right apex that could

not be interpreted to signify either a normal or an

abnormal condition.

X-Ray.—It is unfortunate that so few records of

-I'-ray examinations of the chest are available. C.

Von Noorden {Mcdizinische Klinik, Berlin, 1910,

VI I, p. i) states that the .r-ray reveals in chlo-

rotics a high position of the diaphragm, but free

pulmonary motion. He makes no mention of

any evidences of tubercles in the lungs. A ra-

diographic record was found in only one of the

writer's cases, there being described a suspicious

right apex and calcified bronchial glands. The von
Pirquet test in this case was negative.

Evidences of Extrapidmonary Tuberculosis in

Chlorosis.-—Tuberculosis in parts of the body out-

side the lungs has been asserted to occur quite fre-

quently in chlorosis. Von Noorden (Nothnagel,

"Specielle Pathologic und Therapie," 1901, Vol.

VIII, Die Bleichsucht) found a previous tuberculo-

sis of the glands or joints in 17.8 per cent, of 217
cases of chlorosis. Among the writer's cases there

was no record of any previous tuberculous condition.

The glands were described in fourteen of the cases,

in nine being normal. The descriptions in the re-

maining five cases were as follows : (
i ) palpable

gland in right axilla; (2) enlarged cervical glands
and small gland in each axilla; (3) few enlarged
glands; (4) and (5) palpable cervical glands. In

other words, there was no positive evidence of any
glandular tuberculosis.

Ultimate Results in Chlorosis.—One of the most
promising methods for investigating the relation-

ship between tuberculosis and chlorosis is the fol-

lowing up of cases of chlorosis to see if they de-

velop tuberculosis later. Hayem (quoted by C.

Luzet, "La Chlorose," Paris, 1892) followed forty

cases of chlorosis for many years and only two
developed tuberculosis, both mild and chronic in

type. A. Stengel ("The Diagnosis of Chlorosis and
Chloranemia," University Medical Magazine, April,

1900) mentions two cases at first regarded as chlo-

rosis soon after developing acute and progressive
tuberculosis. The attempt was made to get in com-
munication with all the cases mentioned by the
writer, with successful results in only seven. The
periods elapsing after the suspension of treatment
varied between several months and several years.

Tlie patients were questioned as to their general
health and strength, their weight, breathing, cough,
expectoration, temperature, and other symptoms
and illnesses since suspending treatment. Three of
the patients had remained perfectly well. One com-
plained of weakness, dyspnea, palpitation, and pal-

lor, but was free from cough and expectoration.

A second said she tired easily on walking. A third

had some cough and expectoration, also an ovarian
abscess, but the weight was normal. A fourth

was feeling generally poorly, had a dry cough,
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fever, loss of weight, headache, and nervousness.
Of these four two were probably suffering from
symptoms of chlorosis. In the other two it was
impossible to come to any definite conclusion as to
the existence of tuberculosis. In the only case in
which a chest examination was obtainable the
physical signs were normal.

Treatment zvith Iron in Chlorosis atid Tubercu-
losis.—The value of iron in the treatment
of chlorosis is referred to here merely in

contrast to its value in tuberculosis. This dif-

ference is at times of aid in their differential

diagnosis. In former times iron was csnsidered as
productive of hemorrhage and of rapidly fatal tu-
berculosis. To-day iron has its enthusiastic advo-
cates in the treatment of tuberculosis, but it does
not produce in this disease, especially in the absence
of other treatment, the rapid and marked curative
effects often observed in chlorosis. This difference
in action of the drug towards the two diseases
affords additional evidence that they are inde-
pendent of each other.

This brief treatment of the subject, undeveloped,
I regret to say, by much original evidence, may be
concluded as follows

:

While it may appear plausible at first sight to oft"er

tuberculosis as a cause for chlorosis, such a rela-

tionship still lacks satisfactory proof. In a large
number of cases of chlorosis tuberculosis can be
reasonably excluded. Most of the cases that have
1)een followed up in after years remain free from
tuberculosis, but the available records of these cases
are few. While the two diseases share com-
mon symptoms there is usually a marked differ-

ence in their relative intensity, and in many in-

stances prominent symptoms of one affection are
lacking in the other. Specially worthy of note is

the common occurrence in chlorosis of a hemoglobin
percentage below 70, while tuberculosis usually
shows a percentage above this. Of distinct signifi-

cance is the action of iron, which behaves as a spe-
cific in chlorosis, often producing, even in the ab-
sence of other treatment, rapid and marked curative
effects, far more striking than the effects ordinarily
following the use of the same drug in tuberculosis.
Cases in which the chloranemia can be traced to

tuberculosis should not be regarded as cases of
chlorosis.

It is far from the writer's thought to minimize
the importance of investigating all cases of chlor-
anemia for evidences of tuberculosis. Such an in-

vestigation cannot be too thorough.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank Dr. Sten-

gel and Dr. Klaer for the use of records at the Uni-
versity Hospital.

REMARKS UPON PSYCHOGENETIC CON-
VULSIONS AND GENUINE EPILEPSY.*

By L. pierce CL.ARK. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In view of the fact that the more exact methods of
psVchonalysis have made closer and sharper the re-

lationship between the psychoneuroses and the epi-

lepsies, I trust such matter as may be brought out
in this small paper will stimulate renewed study of
the subject. Such study ought to further the ends
of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of the con-
vulsive disorders.

Read before the third annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Psychopathological Association, Boston, May 29.
1912.

It is fairly well proven that so-called genuine
epilepsy is a disease characterized by degenerative
changes in the cerebral cortex of a widely variant
character, but of sufficient histological moment to
explain the type of disease. Inasn>uch as the dis-
ease has a morbid anatomic pathology, it must be
classed as an organic disease. In the light of these
facts it is perplexing to note that convulsive phe-
nomena of psychogenic origin, or from a purely
nonstructural basis, should be confounded with the
seizure phenomena of genuine epilepsy, yet never-
theless such continues to be the case. No doubt many
atypical seizures seen in idiopathic epileptics', even
though the comitial disorder is certain and positive,
are often not really epileptic in character or origin.
All such seizure episodes should be subjected to
strict analysis. One often notes the disappearance
of these atypical attacks in frank epileptics though
the grand mal attacks themselves remain unmodi-
fied. I can recall five cases seen during the past
year in which this outcome resulted. Indeed, a
wise truism often applied in organic neurology, and
attributed to Sir William Cowers, namely, that no
two nervous disorders are mutually exclusive, is a
good one to apply in these borderland nervous dis-
eases'. Without digressing too far from the logical
development of our subject, one may say this prin-
ciple has been brought out distinctly in psychotic
disorders, where it has been shown recently that al-

most any psychotic syndrome, such as the manic
depressive, the dementia prjecox, etc., may be
demonstrated even in such a well founded paradigm
mental disorder as general paresis.

It cannot be successfully gainsaid that too little

attention is still paid to descriptions of the various
types of fits' in genuine epilepsy. The rather super-
ficial scientific attitude of assuming that one has
sufficiently classified the seizure phenomena of a
given case of epilepsy by designating the attacks
grand mal, petit mal, and psychic, is an instance in

point. I must say that after having dealt with the
so-called idiopathic disease for years I am as keenly
on the outlook as ever to find any classified case of
the genuine disorder turn out to be an epileptiform
expression of a more frankly and deeper seated
organic disease or defect of the brain. Now that
more team work is being done by the internist and
the neurologist in our field, especially regarding
metabolic defects, the keener must our apprehension
be in this respect. What we may lose in directness
and apparent grasp of the individual case is more
than compensated for by a real insight into the
particular morbid mechanism under study. It may
be safely ventured, in view of the surprising gross
defects at autopsy in brains of so-called idiopathic
epileptics, that nowhere in clinical neurology are
there greater results to be obtained for the advance-
ment of neurologic science than in making carefully
detailed descriptions of all types of seizures without
employing fixed terms. When this plan is followed
one is surprised to find not only episodes which are
by no means really epileptic in character, but that
even the classic attacks of the disorder are often
widely variant. Evidently in different seizures' of
the one case many different cortical functions are
participating at different times in the epileptic dis-

charges. A pathological study of the variations of
the different cortical areas involved in apparently
identical epilepsies become more understandable
when one takes our view of the clinical study. Fol-
lowing the above suggestions more carefully in

future we mav at least eliminate some of the
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strangeness of this "strange disease." While the
neurologist may have been concerned in the past
with a more exact localization of the epileptic dis-

charge, and would steadily reiterate the importance
of a more exact study of fits, no less active and
«xacting have been the demands of the psychonal-
ists who are contributing their share in this renais-

sance of the study of convulsive phenomena. They
have found that many atypical epilepsies are really

functional psychoses, and this' is especially true of
the psychic epilepsies. If one excludes the cases
that show classic fits of epilepsy, at some time in

their history, one might easily class the majority
of the remainder as of psychogenic origin and
therefore as really not epileptic at all. Even in

those individuals frankly epileptic, their disorder
undoubtedly predisposes them to a ready splitt.ng

of personality, not only expressed in psychogenic
convulsions, but also to so-called epileptic twilight
states, day dreams, temporary absences', frights, dis-

tractions, pure phantasies, and a notable criminal
disposition due to suppression of moral inhibitory
ideas. The post-epileptic automatism in its be-
havior, even when so prolonged and complex as' to
amount to a delirium or transient manic episode, is

much better explained on a basis of a dream-state
in which wish-fulfillment is the motive or ruling
idea. This is commonly shown in institutional epi-
leptics afflicted with nostalgia who show a tendency
to wander away from institutions' in which they are
being cared for and the prompt cessation of such
automatic tendencies when the same individuals are
returned to their homes.
The admixture of psychogenic episodes in an

otherwise classic epileptic is shown in one of my
recent cases who has "ocular attacks" of blinding
flashes of light, dizziness, faintness, and a sens^M
great dread and desire to escape from the hoiJIe"

The attacks occurred almost daily when she sat

down to eat with her family. The understanding
of these peculiar attacks was only partially cleared
up in that this girl was one of the few survivors of
the Slocum disaster. In further analysis it was dis-

closed that she has been separated for a long time
from her German sweetheart in Europe whom she
hears from infrequently and whom she wishes she
might visit. Apparently the delightful picnic par-
ties she and her family had with her lover's family
starts day reveries at the meal time, and the Slocum
disaster experience substitutes the peaceful desire to
take the safe journey by ordinary transatlantic ship.

Such psychic episodes but a few years ago, and
even in some quarters to-day, are called psvchic
equivalents, meaning in an ambiguous way that such
phenomena replace and are a kind of mental epi-

leptic fit. They are, however, but psychic episodes
in an epileptic individual and may and do. as we
all know, occur quite independently of epilepsy.

Such individuals should not be declared epileptic

upon such evidence alone though the state has
many of the superficial resemblances of an epileptic

attack. As Stekel. Jones, and others have shown.
psychoneurotic individuals may not only have aura
at these psychic episodes like genuine epileptics, but
they may fall and injure themselves and. in ex-
ceptional instances, even have bladder incontinence,
bite the tongue, and lose consciousness. There are
no pathognomonic siens of epilepsy to-day. .A^ll have
been overthrown. Medical literature is filled with
instances where there is an over- or undervaluation
of the individual symptoms according to the indi-

vidual observer's viewpoint and the point he wishes

to prove. The case is overstated when a hysteric

or psychoneurotic episode would be classed as epi-

leptic and understated in the reverse effort. How-
ever, the case which I had intended to report in de-

tail cannot be charged to defect of the above view
as the observations on the seizure attacks were
made by the patient's relatives before any knowledge
of the peculiar nature of the difficulty was thought
of. The point I wish to make here is that in this

case of psychoneurosis all the classic symptoms of
the comitial disorder, that of epilepsy, were in evi-

dence, even to that of tongue-biting and bladder
incontinence.* There were eight attacks of this

character in this' girl of twenty-five dating from Au-
gust, 1904, to April, 1909. The diagnosis of epi-

lepsy during the time of the attacks was entertained

by at least three competent observers, and yet on
mental analysis (not even yet complete, for the

case history runs on like a Chinese drama) the at-

tacks were all undoubtedly psychogenic in origin

and not truly epileptic. The patient has' been en-

tirely free from any attacks or episodes whatever.

No drug medication, of course, was used. This
case showed none of the epileptic stigma in charac-

ter, voice, disposition, intelligence, etc., and on the

absence of these defects a diagnosis of the psycho-
genic nature of the different attacks was made and
psychonalysis was undertaken. The case was easy

of diagnosis compared with the one mentioned
earlier in this paper, in which an association of the

two disorders was in evidence. The lesson is plain,

but a diagnosis of epilepsy without the mental

stigma is impossible, especially when based upon
any degree of combinations of symptoms of epi-

sodes or attacks themselves.

Psychoneurotic episodes are differentiated from
epilepsy in that the former are disorders of asso-

ciation of ideas, have greater constancy, often pre-

vented by hypnosis' in suggestible individuals, and
the same may be displaced or prevented by purely

psychic treatment while in the majority of instances

they are uninfluenced by sedatives. The amnesic

episodes are purely functional in character as intelli-

gence tests show none of the mental stigma of the

genuine disease. Lastly, psychanalysis proves the

psychogenic episodes are closely related to a wealth

of pathogenic and dissociated and subconscious

ideation. The treatment of these psychogenic at-

tacks is by psychanalysis by the Freudian method.

In my experience the completeness of cure of the

psychic episodes is not so prompt or permanent in

these association disorders as in the uncomplicated
psychoneuroses. The sexual element in the defective

ideation, too, is not so marked. It must be admitted

in the majority of my cases that a bad heredity

plays a very prominent role both for the epilepsy

and its association disorder or psychic episodes.

For the past two years I have attempted to do a

psychanalysis on all my so-called genuine uncompli-

cated epilepsies with considerable success. It has

proven of considerable advantage in these cases by
clearing away some of the objectionable phases of

the post-epileptic automatism. The treatm.ent is an

excellent accessory to the hygienic method, and ap-

pears to do good in somewhat the same way as it

does in other weakened and unstable individuals

and as a reinforcement of good moral characteristics

as in the average person. However, a point of great

value should be mentioned here that in the cured or

arrested cases of genuine epilepsy the psychanalytic

treatment has greatly helped in maintaining the

proper standard of after living and care of the re-
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covered state, a signal aid not otherwise possible.

It may be asked pertinently, how may one make
a differential diagnosis between the psychogenetic

convulsions and those of genuine epilepsy before

the epilepsy has had time to develop the degenera-

tive and mental stigma of the true disease? Such a
question is robbed of its importance in greater part

if one remembers that in beginning epilepsy with no
accurately observed fits to assist one, we naturally

turn to the analysis of the basic subsoil upon which
this disorder almost invariably develops, namely, its

heredity, the individual peculiarity of temperament,
personality defect, the speech and conduct and de-

fects in mental development. Too much in the past,

both by relatives and physicians, has been charged
to the mental deterioration of the disease itself, and
too little to the constitutional inferiority type from
which the disease springs. I venture to state that

the peculiar constitutional defect of epileptics is

usually in evidence in every genuine epileptic for

years antedating the seizure history. From such a

statement one may rightly infer that the opinion re-

garding diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment in any
given case should be based upon the mental and
physical make-up of the epileptics themselves, and
not upon the character and frequency of fits. We
cannot too thoroughly discourage the present ten-

dency of considering the fit as the central figure of

treatment in epilepsy, however apparently import-

ant, the psychic episode in the psychogenetic con-

vulsions which resemble the epileptic fit may be

and about which one naturally centers his attention

in treating the latter affection. I believe the broad-

est biological conception of treating even the psy-

choneuroses will ultimately prevail over narrower
views still sometimes taken.
84 East Fifty-sixth Street.

SOME REASONS WHY THE GENERAL
PRACTITIONER DOES NOT MORE
FREQUENTLY RECOGNIZE PUL-
MONARY TUBERCULOSIS

IN ITS INCIPIENCY.*
By GEORGE WILLIAM BEACH, M.D.,

•SUPEHINTENDENT, state sanatorium for consumptives, STATB SANA-
TORIUU, CASS COUNTY, MINN.

There may be those who at the outset will ask, pos-
sibly with some indignation, that they be shown,
first of all, that it is an established fact that physi-

cians are remiss in diagnosing incipient disease.

And no one can deny that at first thought it does
seem unlikely that present day general practitioners

should be delinquent in discovering the presence of

a remarkably well-known disease, and especially

one that is so frequently encountered by all of us.

To comply with this request, one could go back
a good many years and, if need be, over a vast ter-

ritory. However, it seems preferable to gather
proofs from recent events in nearby territory, and
I have, therefore, collected some pertinent data
from the records of the State Sanatorium for the
Treatment of Tuberculosis at Oakdale during the
period extending from May i, 191 1, to April 30,

1912. These statistics concern Iowa patients sent

to Oakdale for treatment by Iowa physicians. Let
me say right here that we must not forget that no
State demands a higher standard of medical educa-
tion than Iowa, and that very many States require
far less. So if I prove that my contention, i.e. that

*Read before the Johnson County Medical Society. Iowa
City, Iowa. June 5. 1912.

physicians are remiss in diagnosing incipient dis-

ease, is true for the State of Iowa, it may certainly

be admitted that it is also true for other States, if

not for other countries.

Let us then examine the records of this institu-

tion as they apply to the diagnosis of incipient dis-

ease made by physicians who saw the patients

shortly prior to their admission. In the Oakdale
Sanatorium the routine for admission includes the

following : An applicant, among other requirements,

must send a certificate signed by a physician of his

locality, stating that he has tuberculosis and de-

scribing the e.xtent of the pulmonary lesion. To
describe this extent the physician is requested to

use the well-known nomenclature of Incipient,

Moderately Advanced, and Far Advanced, and
while it is probable that, as a rule, the general prac-

titioner has a fair idea of the definitions of these

three terms, the following explanations are printeS

on the page opposite the one where he registers his

opinion regarding the condition of the patient

:

"Incipient (favorable) : Slight initial lesion in

the form of infiltration limited to the apex or a

small part of one lobe. No tuberculous complica-

tions. Slight or no constitutional symptoms (par-

ticularly including gastric or intestinal disturbance

or rapid loss of weight). Slight or no elevation of

temperature or acceleration of pulse at any time

during the twenty-four hours, especially after rest.

Expectoration usually small in amount or absent.

Tubercle bacilli may be present or absent.

"Moderately Advanced : No marked impairment
of function either local or constitutional. Localized

consolidation moderate in extent with little or no
evidence of destruction of tissue. No disseminated

fibroid deposits. No serious complications.

"Far Advanced : Marked impairment of func-

tion, local and constitutional. Localized consolida-

tion intense. Or disseminated areas of softening.

Or serious complications."

It is certainly necessary that there be precise
definitions for such important terms and it would"
seem that there is very little in the above that might
be considered in any way arbitrary.

Of the 260 patients admitted to Oakdale between'
May I, 1911, and April 30, 1912, there were 96
whose admission blanks had not been filled in as to
the extent or gravity of the lesions. Of the re-
maining 164, 90 were diagnosed by the general
practitioner as incipients. From the findings of
examination on admission the sanatorium physi-
cians classified these 90 cases as follows : Incipient,
i.e. confirming the diagnosis of the general practi-
tioner, 23 or 25.56 per cent. ; moderately advanced,
46 or 5 1. 1 1 per cent.; far advanced, 21 or 23.33
per cent.

Sixty-nine were diagnosed by the general practi-
tioner as moderately advanced. From findings of
exarnination on admission, the sanatorium physician
classified these 69 cases as follows

:

Incipient, 2 or 2.90 per cent. ; moderately ad-
vanced, i.e. confirming the diagnosis of the general
practitioner, 32 or 46.38 per cent. ; far advanced, 35
or 50.72 per cent.

Five were diagnosed by the general practitioner
as far advanced. From findings of examination on
admission the sanatorium physician classified these
5 cases as follows

:

Incipient, o; moderately advanced, o; far ad-
vanced, i.e. confirming the diagnosis of the general
practitioner, 5 or 100 per cent.

It is a dangerous matter to draw many conclu-
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sions from statistics, especially when these latter

relate to only one sanatorium and cover a compar-
atively short period, but from what 1 know of sev-

eral institutions for the treatment of tuberculosis, I

feel no hesitation in saying that experiences like

those at Oakdale are not unusual, and that it is safe

to say that the relative acquaintance of the general

practitioner with the incipient, moderately ad-

vanced, and far advanced periods of tuberculosis

may be more or less approximately expressed by
the percentages of correct diagnoses as set forth in

the above figures, viz., 25 for incipient, 45 for mod-
erately advanced, and 100 for far advanced. In

other words, he has much less knowledge of the

signs of early disease than he has of those which
might almost belong to post-mortem findings.

If, then, we have been able to demonstrate that

it is at least not infrequent for the general practi-

tioner to show a lack of acquaintance with incipient

disease and confound far advanced cases with early

ones, it also appears from our records that he has

had ample time in many cases to reach a decision

before he has finally diagnosed a most unfavorable

period as an early one. One would almost like to

think that such blanks were filled out by physi-

cians who knew better, but whose overzealousness

for their patient caused them to state the case

mildly in the hope that the patient's application for

admission would not be refused. But surely there

are very few medical men who would put them-
selves on record as being guilty of gross inaccura-

cies in their diagnoses, and certainly it would be

most uncomplimentary to the sanatorium physcians

to take it for granted that they would not be sure

to detect such obvious errors. Moreover, in not a

few cases the physicians who reported moderately
advanced and far advanced cases as incipient had
treated their patients for months and even for

years before making a diagnosis of tuberculosis.

Let it be well understood at the very outset that

if it has been established that the general practi-

tioner fails at times to diagnose early tuberculosis,

it is neither in my intention nor would it be in my
power to prove that he alone is to blame. It is the

aim of this paper to place the blame for this de-

linquency where, in the writer's opinion, it seems to

belong, and it will shortly be shown that this blame
cannot by any means be placed at the door of the

general practitioner alone. Of course, it is impos-
sible for everyone to see such a condition in the

same light, but if it is admitted that the diagnosis

of early disease is not made as often as it should be,

it is not surprising that there are many reasons
for it.

The subject, in fact, is of vital interest to all.

The general practitioner—hard working, under-
paid, assailed by the interested sophistries of quacks
and faddists, expected even by some of his most
intelligent patients to know more than mortal man
can aspire to, and distrusted by a few in every com-
munity as incapacitated by his very profession from
knowing as much as an ordinary man—the general
practitioner, I say, whose very generosity is mis-
interpreted and often turned against him, should
wish to show himself capable of meeting a common
problem—that of detecting a most frequent dis-

ease.

The patient, naturally, is the one who, in a way,
is most vitally concerned, for it is often his life

that is in the balance. If detected early, his dis-
ease has many times more chances of being perma-
nently cured than it has when allowed to go unrec-

ognized until moderately advanced or far advanced.
The non-tuberculous public has an interest equal,

if not identical with, that of the patient, viz., that

of being protected against the infection that is sure
to follow in case the incipient of today is allowed
to become the far advanced of tomorrow.
The teachers in our medical schools certainly

desire to show themselves worthy of the confidence

of the coming generation of physicians, who will

make them arbiters of that important period of

their lives in which they aspire to lay the founda-
tions for an honest success, from a scientific and
moral point of view at least. Finally, sanatorium
physicians have helped more than is generally rec-

ognized to gather facts that have added to the sum
total of our knowledge of this subject which we
have seen to be of universal importance, and they

are naturally interested in having patients sent them
that have a reasonable chance of being benefited

by institutional treatment.

At this point it will not be amiss to call attention

to the fact that the responsibility of early diagnosis

rests, in a large measure, and bids fair to always
rest, with the general practitioner, inasmuch as

those who specialize m tuberculosis are too few in

number and too unevenly scattered throughout the

country. Nor does the present warrant us in think-

ing that there will be any marked shifting of this

responsibility in the future. Having endeavored
to show that the general practitioner does not diag-

nosticate incipient tuberculosis promptly, we will

first review the phases of the problem in which the

blame may be justly attributed to him, passing on
to the shortcomings of the general public and those

of our medical schools. Lastly, we will consider

the part played by the sanatorium physician.

The Faults That Lie with the General Practi-

tioner.—He often fails to consider the possibility

of incipient disease when confronted with such

signs as slight loss of weight or strength which can-

not be attributed to another cause, a persistent even
if slight cough, slow recovery from influenza, change
of character as manifested most frequently by irri-

tability or indifiference to matters that were pre-

viously of great interest to the patient.

He often fails to consider the probability, not to

say the quasicertitude, of tuberculosis when con-

sulted for a pleurisy or an hemoptysis.
Occasionally he is grievously at fault in turning

his back on the fact that the patient suspects tuber-

culosis and desires a thorough examination.

There seem to be a few general practitioners who
have no conception of pulmonary tuberculosis that

is not far advanced.

It is not uncommon for the general practitioner

to fail to have his patient strip to the waist for a

chest examination, or to take too little time for an
examination that often requires much mental con-

centration, honest reflection, and the use of three

special senses—sight, hearing, and touch.

He sometimes omits to demand a second or a

third examination when the findings of the first

leave him in uncertainty. In this case he may put
himself on record as denying, in the face of ample
proof to the contrary, the existence of a very fre-

quent disease.

He sometimes attaches an unreasonable and ab-

solutely unfounded faith to the negative findings

of the bacteriologist. Such men are, we all trust,

less common than a decade ago, but they are still

to be found. When a man discredits the diagnosis

of a confrere or disregards physical signs and clin-
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ical symptoms, because of negative findings of a

sputum examination—such a man (I weigh my
words well) may have a legal right to practise

medicine, but he shows himself ignorant of what
competent teachers throughout the world have
unanimously agreed upon.
There are a few who make a diagnosis of incip-

ient disease and keep it to themselves, fearing to

have it contradicted by another physician who
knows less than they do. Counting on the possi-

bility of such cases recovering spontaneously, and
fearing, above all, that they will lose with the dear
public who nearly always side with the man whose
words dispel dread, such general practitioners

choose to be opportunists, confident that, at the

worst, they will be able to assert to sympathetic
ears that the onset of the disease was at a date

later than their reassuring words.
Tile Faults That Lie zcith the Public.—The pa-

tient often expects the physician to arrive at a deci-

sion after a single and sometimes necessarily in-

complete examination. Such patients will always
listen less attentively to the conscientious, scientific

man who takes time to collect his evidence and to

weigh it carefully before giving an opinion than
they will listen to the man who boldly asserts with

glib assurance what he knows the patient desires

to hear. One of the most common characteristics

of the quack is to find out what the patient hopes
to hear and then to hand it out to him. There are

many today who complain that physicians have been
remiss in not warning their patients of incipient

tuberculosis. Such persons should be told that the

public is very apt to get what it asks for. When a

physician has lost several influential patients be-

cause he has told them they were tuberculous, he
must have great moral courage and some financial

independence if he persists in telling his patients

the truth.

Furthermore, the public often refuses to com-
pensate adequately the man who makes careful ex-

aminations and who gives his opinion honestly and
fearlessly. If the sums of money paid by those

suffering from early tuberculosis for patent medi-
cines, fads, and confidence schemes of all kinds

could be handed over to the general practitioner

and he could be given an opportunity to see the

patients and examine them, with the assurance that

they would respect his decisions. I, for one, am con-

vinced that more early diagnoses would be made
and a large number of cases hindered from becom-
ing progressive. That day will come only when the

great public changes its present attitude of credu-
lity towards the organized graft of nostrum manu-
facturers and all kinds of healers and ceases to

look upon the disinterested efforts of scientific men
with scepticism and distrust. Perhaps the layman
would not persist in this attitude if he would reflect

that the advances made in public hvgiene and gen-
eral prophylaxis have nearly all been made by the

members of a profession which had only to lose,

from a financial point of view, bv consequent im-

provements in living conditions. The curious fact

remains to be accounted for why the medical pro-
fession does not possess that confidence of the pub-
lic to which it is entitled and of which it has shown
itself worthy in a thousand ways.
The Faults That Lie unth Many of Our Medical

Schools.—The men who direct the policies of our
medical schools are in a position to understand the

needs of the present time and even, to some extent,

those of the near future, when it is a question of

practical instruction on subjects that are year by
year becoming more important. The day is near
when a medical school not having a chair on tuber-

culosis will be considered behind the times, and it

is unfortunate that this fact has not been recog-

nized sooner by those who preside over such im-
portant destinies.

It may be contended by some that the subject of

tuberculosis may be treated quite adequately by pro-

fessors of general medicine, but the facts do not
support this contention. Students are being grad-
uated year after year who cannot diagnose incipient

tuberculosis. What is equally unfortunate is that

they are often not even tauglit where to turn if they
wish to make up this deficiency. The truth is that

the methods employed in detecting early disease and
in caring for tuberculosis in its various stages posi-

tively require expert training. The professor of
general medicine cannot give it. This subject has
developed too rapidly for him to follow it without
neglecting his already vast domain. The professor
of surgery admits the need of a chair of genito-

urinary diseases, of orthopedic surgery, etc. The
occupant of the chair on clinical medicine knows
that there must be a department on cutaneous dis-

eases and one that concentrates vast energies on
sj'philis. Yet he takes no steps for special instruc-

tion to be given in the disease that carries off ap-
proximately one-seventh of mankind. For this rea-

son, no special efforts being made to attract clinical

material, such as an out-consultation or dispensary
for pulmonary diseases, the students are not fur-

nished with the necessary patients to be examined
and followed up. A few far advanced cases some-
times filter in but are regarded with fear by the
students, nurses, and employees and are scarcely
made welcome.
The efforts of the average faculty are at pres-

ent wholly inadequate to teach the undergraduate
what he needs to know, not only about early diag-
nostic methods, but about the up-to-date manage-
ment of the disease in general. Tuberculosis is

today a subject as vast in itself as medicine taken
as a whole was formerly. To be a well-equipped
physician, one must know, at the very start, how to

recognize the most common and one of the most
lethal diseases of the present day. 1 am convinced
that this is often not the case at present, and in sup-
port of my contention refer again to the statistics of
the State Sanatorium at Oakdale during the past
twelve months.
The medical department of the Iowa State Uni-

versity has taken some steps to remedy this sit-

uation and is unusually fortunate in having a sana-
torium in close proximity. Several other medical
schools throughout this country have made some
efforts along the same line but the sum total of such
endeavors is far below what is needed.

Finally, we come to consider in what measure
sanatorium physicians are responsible for the fact

that incipient disease often passes unrecognized by
the general practitioner. One reason is that they
take it for granted that many physicians not only
have but little practical knowledge of tuberculosis,
but also that they will never try to obtain any. An-
other reason is that they have often blamed the gen-
eral practitioner as alone responsible for this de-
ficiency, overlooking the fact that he has often been
handicapped from the start by insufficient training
as an undergraduate, and forgetting that in spite
of his good intentions, there is not much chance for
him to improve himself in this department today
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unless he gives up more time and money than the

average man can afford.

In general, the sanatorium physician has been

obliged to teach himself much that he has learned

in his special work and perhaps he consequently

takes it for granted that there is no more scientific

way of imparting a knowledge of tuberculosis. As
sanatorium physicians are necessarily isolated and

widely scattered, in addition to being hard-worknig

men, they have not done all that they might have

accomplished in devising and advocating means for

giving students a better-balanced education and for

giving physicians practical post-graduate courses.

Lectures on tuberculosis, whether intended for un-

dergraduates or for general practitioners, should

not be given by theorists, but by men of practical

experience, who are able to set forth lucidly and

fully what combinations of signs and symptoms
they depend upon most for diagnosing early tuber-

culosis and how best these signs and symptoms may
be discovered. When the day comes that this spe-

cial knowledge can be imparted systematically, both

student and general practitioner will show them-

selves eager to avail themselves of it.

Having briefly enumerated the shortcomings of

the general practitioner, the public, the medical

schools, and the sanatorium physician and sug-

gested remedies where they were not too obvious,

but one thing remains to be done, viz., to consider

the outlook and to conjecture what changes are

likely—whether, for example, sanatorium physi-

cians will endeavor to have chairs created whose
occupants will teach adequately what is incomplete-

ly taught at present about tuberculosis, whether

faculties will act upon such suggestions, whether

the general practitioner will become more adept in

handling tuberculosis, and, finally, whether the pub-

lic will stop listening to frauds and lend an ear to

the teachings of science.

As I see it tonight, the future is both hopeful

and gloomy. It is hopeful in that the general prac-

titioner is already manifesting in many ways a de-

sire to perfect himself in early diagnosis. He has

improved in this respect during the past five years

and we have reason to believe that he will continue

in his efforts to surmount, as in the past, one dif-

ficulty after another. It seems more than probable

that the sanatorium physician may be counted upon

to do his part and assist, as much as his busy life

will allow, in the attainment of what is so vital to

the interests of all.

It may be that the medical schools will move a

little more slowly than we would like, but they too

will rise above the influence of tradition and con-

servatism, even as they have done in the past. Some
of them have begun to recognize the importance of

a more practical study of tuberculosis and their

progress may be more rapid than anyone can fore-

see.

But the layman—what of him? Can we count

upon his cooperation in coming early for an exam-
ination, in accepting a diagnosis that it is painful

for him to hear? It is from this point of view that

the future seems most sombre. It is not because

the layman is incorrigible, or incapable of learning

better, or is not alert to the importance of the tu-

berculosis problem, but because of conditions that

he cannot control. The immediate future offers but

little hope of amelioration, for there is one cause

that militates especially against the early diagnosis

of this disease. I have kept it for the last, partly

because it is the chief cause, and partly because it

is the least amenable to medical science and to phy-
sicians as such. This cause for the frequency with

which an early diagnosis is not made would remain
if every sanatorium physician divided his time be-

tween his present institutional work and teaching

methods for the early recognition and management
of the disease. It would stay with us, obstinate and
immovable, if every general practitioner should be-

come an expert in tuberculosis. It would practically

be uninfluenced if there were ten times the num-
ber of state sanatoria and if every county and large

municipality were provided with a hospital for this

disease alone and even if all beds were free.

The economic conditions in which a large pro-

portion of our population live are such that even
a short illness entails hardship and that an inca-

pacity for work that runs into months spells despair.

In dispensary work one frequently sees victims of

far advanced disease consult a physician for the

first time. They admit that they have had a trouble-

some cough for months or even years and that

they have been getting weaker for a long time. But
they have been working steadily on and proudly
tell you that this is their first half-day off to see a

doctor. If pressed with questions they will often

admit that they have tried different patent medi-
cines, upon which the physician with more or less

tact blames them for their stupidity in not coming
at once to a dispensary, whence they might have
been sent to a sanatorium. The patient listens,

sometimes respectfully, sometimes sullenly, but in

his heart of hearts he feels confident even then
that he was right in trying the patent medicine. It

is true that the latter did not cure him, or even do
him any good, but maybe (he argues) that was only

his bad luck. On the other hand their advertising

matter promised to cure him without loss of work,
and the physician admits that he could not have
done this. In other words, we find that sanatorium
treatment or the rest cure at home are to many
patients ghastly absurdities when it is considered

that they could not afford to make use of them,
even if they were free. For usually there are little

children, the aged, or other victims of the disease,

who depend upon the patient's earning power from
day to day. Slowly he feels the grip of his foe

tightening upon him. Yet a martyr to cruel social

conditions, he works on and on until his hands lose

their cunning, until his emaciated limbs refuse to

carry him any longer to his work and until at last

his mind is mercifully blunted by despair.

It is the experience in the Iowa institution, as in

most others of similar character, that many patients

leave against advice, long before they should, and
return to the labor and the living conditions that

were the causes of their original downfall. Some go
away silent, others explain that their families have
used up their small savings and are in need of the

patient's wages, and nearly always the foreseen hap-

pens and the disease progresses with renewed activ-

ity. The public know our remedies : Sanatorium
treatment and rest cure at home or in day-camps,

and the public know also what we act as if we did

not know, viz., that a large percentage of our fel-

lows are as unable to follow the treatment that we
prescribe as they would be if we ordered them to

engage first-cabin passage to Europe and to take

a three months' cure at Baden-Baden or at Aix-les-

Bains.

This is the gloomy side of the question, because

we see no means at present that can bring about any
marked amelioration. Will the remedy come in the
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form of a more equitable remuneration for the pro-
ducers of our wealth? Or will it be through the
creation of a government insurance against illness

and accident, such as is proving successful today in

Germany? It is impossible to say at the present
time, but the question cannot fail to be of deep in-

terest to the physician who longs to allay injustice
and to relieve suffering that he is unable to reach
at the present time.

CRITICISM OF ORTHODOX INTERPRETA-
TIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL CRAMP-

NEUROSIS AND THE TERM
NEUROSIS.*

By TOM A. WILLIAMS, M.B., CM. (Edik.).

WASHINGTON. D. C.

FOKUEELY COEKESPONDINO MEMBER PARIS SOCIETIES OF NEUROLOGY
AND OF PSYCHOLOGY, BTC. ; NEUROLOGIST TO EPIPHANY

DISPENSARY.

Occupation cramp has been explained as a fatigue—"neurosis" of muscles, of nerves, and finally of
centers. But as it is not repaired by rest, how can
this be? Besides, the same act can be done with
other implements, e.g. cases in which the individual
can write with pencil and not with ink. It is far-

fetched to suppose that "neurosis" can shift from
one to another group of muscles or their centers.

The term "neurosis" often explains nothing but the
interpreter's ignorance of the process at work. Be-
sides, "neurosis" does not last for years without
further impairment shown by additional symptoms

;

while psychosis, that is ideational and emotional
habitus, lasts a lifetime unless modified by thera-
peutic stimuli from without or within.

Therefore, occupational dyskinesia is purely
psychogenetic, i.e. produced by an idea or its at-

*This is not the place to discuss the significance of the
term neurosis as contrasted with the term psychosis. It

is unfortunate that most medical writers use the former
term in speaking of the latter condition, as well as when
talking of neurosis in the true sense, that is to say, an
abnormal functioning of a neuronal system not arising
from ascertainable structural defect. A disorder of a
neuronal system is manifested by symptoms arranged topo-
grapliically and applying to all the reactions dependent upon
the neuronal system which is diseased. When a disorder
extends only to particular acts, while other acts performed
by the same neurones possess normal integrity, it is a
misnomer to apply to it the term neurosis; for the dis-
harmony occurs only in virtue of a perversion of the reac-
tions of a system of governing neurones at a higher level,

which are combined not in topographical symptoms, but
by a functional interplay exceedingly labile in nature and
dependent upon extraneous stimuli which can alter the
order, e.xtent, and intensity of the respective reactions
innumerably, while the neurones in themselves remain per-
fectly healthy and susceptible of the reactions we call

normal, provided that the order of their discharge can be
regulated by teleologically appropriate stimuli. To such
types of reaction we give the name psychic; and these, ex-
pressed in psychological terms, have nothing to do with
those applicable to the reactions of healthy nerve as studied
in the physiological laboratory, or of diseased nerve, as
studied at the bedside. An example will make this clear.

A wink may be a simple reflex, a purely neuronal phenome-
non, the disorder of which may be termed a neurosis. It

may, on the other hand, be the response to the complicated
series of stored stimuli known as memories set into action
by stimuli known as sensations and perceptions, and de-
manding for their orderly expression not merely one local-
ity of the cerebrum, but the whole expanse of the cortex,
both of the great and little brain. The function of teleo-
logical adaptation which eventuates in this second type of
wink, we call psychological ; and the disorder of such a
function is named psychosis, the term neurosis being en-
tirely inapplicable. (It is unfortunate that psychiatrists
have confined the word psychosis to what they are pleased
to call the true mental alienation, but this is no reason for
perpetuating a usage of so confusing a nature.)

tendant emotion. A good example is the case of a
telegrapher whose "hand-cramp" which had begun
to show itself on raising his cup occurred only when
he thought of it, and whose telegrapher's cramp be-

gan because of fear of losing his position as a stock
broker's operator. Physical symptoms are not the

cause of cramp in themselves, but may furnish the

initial motive from which comes the notion of in-

capacity or of perverted movements. Such physical

disabilities are frequently perpetuated into psychical

ones, e.g.

An Incapacitating Hysteria Engrafted Upon a
Hematomyelia of the Right Hand and Arm Seg-
ments.—A man of 20, apprentice mechanist since

the age of 16, was seen with Drs. Conklin and Lewis
Taylor in June, 191 1. Two years before he had
dived to the bottom of a creek. The concussion

which ensued kept him in bed with severe head-
ache and unable to move for three days'. Urinary
incontinence lasted one day. He vomited at first.

For nearly a year he was unable to walk without
severe staggering and his speech had been very diffi-

cult and still remained slow. He complained also

of great sleepiness and difficulty in holding his

water; so that he was quite unable to go to work,
more especially as' the right hand was partly wasted
and paralyzed, and he feared that what he knew to

be an organic nervous disease might be aggravated
by exertion. There was loss of sexual power. The
boy was normal with the exception of the following

abnormalities : Reflexes—The right plantar was ab-

sent, but there was inversion of the foot on stroking

the sole. The right triceps' was diminished. Mo-
tility.—There was weakness of the extensors of the

third, fourth, and fifth digits of the right hand to an
extreme degree. The opposition of the thumb was
not quite weak. The grasp of the hand and flexion

of the wrist were relatively stronger. The abduc-
tion of the wrist was strong; the abduction of the

fingers was' quite weak. There was no other dis-

tinguishable weakness of the forearm. Sensibility.

—

He complained of a perpetual tingling down the

right leg, which occurred with each beat of the heart,

night and day, except during sleep. But there was no
difference on the two sides in the perception of cool-

ness and warmth ; and the sense of attitudes was
now normal, although he stated that for two months
he was unable to recognize the position of his limbs.

But I could not satisfy myself that he really felt

less intensely, as he alleged, on the right leg when
stimulated by the tuning fork and the point of a

pin ; so that this hypoesthesia might have been sug-

gested during my examination. A suspicion of its

psychogenic nature was corroborated when I found
that although he declared he would sway when he
closed his eyes, he did not actually do so when his

balance was deprived of the assistance of his vision

while I pretended to be examining the eyes. Diag-
nosis and Prognosis.-—The abnormalities of the re-

flexes, motility and subjective sensibility, as well

as the slow speech and difficult retention are due to

organic changes, very probably hematomyelic, re-

sulting from the blow on the head in diving. They are

not amenable to treatment; but they are by no
means incapacitating, for even the grasp of the

right hand was fair and the right thumb could be
opposed so that he could handle a tool. The prog-
nosis as' to efficiency was therefore good. Treat-
ment.—Accordingly he was explained the organic
nature of part of his difficulty ; he was also told

that the disease was not progressive, and would
not be exaggerated by work, which would, on the
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contrary, improve him in every way, and very likely

rid him of his heavy feelings. I recommended him
therefore to begin work and behave as if he were
quite well. This he did with the result that he con-
tinued at work, and is in excellent condition at the
time of writing, six months later.

No commentary should be needed to show that

this boy's idleness proceeded not from actual dis-

ability, but from the ideas which he and his people
held regarding his condition. He was the victim
of a false hxed idea that he was gravely ill, and
this suggestion was the cause of his incapacity when.
I saw him, while the organic destruction of the cen-
tral nervous system had at that time no direct sig-

nificance in that respect.

Case II.—Hysterical Habit Spasm After Appen-
dicitis.—A single woman of 26 years was seen in

191 1 with Dr. I. S. Stone. She had had a dull pain
since an attack of appendicitis six years before,
but had gone on working in her dairy in spite of it

until it wore her out. After this a spasm of the
iliac muscles supervened. She declared herself
"nervous because I suffered so intensely." She
would start at noises, and could not sleep after ex-
citement, so that she gave up visiting her friends.

The only neurological signs were the hyperesthesia
and spasmodicity in the right iliac region. Treat-
ment.— I taught her to inhibit the spasm by drill,

and assured her that the hyperesthesia would dis-

appear as a result of the operation which Dr. Stone
had performed three weeks before. But as the
spasm had become a habit, and gave rise to pain by
stretching the muscles, she would have to learn to

control it by means' of a series of exercises in mus-
cular inhibition which I showed her how to per-
form. She made quick progress at first, but re-

lapsed on account of a physical depression, which
I found to be due to disordered metabolism from
the egg and milk diet which her recumbent position
did not enable her to metabolize. When this was
removed psychomotor discipline was again perse-
vered with, and she returned home almost well two
weeks after I first saw her.

These examples of hysteria, the suggestion for
which arose from an antecedent physical condition,
are paralleled in a comprehensible and simple fash-
ion in the traumatized person whose back or
shoulder does not recover from a blow, perhaps
quite insignificant except in the patient's mind.*
Still more simple is the example of the petulant
child or woman who nurses and magnifies a trifling

hurt into a serious injury because of a morbid way
of regarding her privileges. All these symptoms
have been perpetuated by a false notion concerning
their origin. Even when a local or general physical
state is recovered from, as by rest or metabolic
regulation and good nutrition, cramp or a profes-
sional disability persists. This fact is too well
known to need insistence. Therefore the physical
state is not the cause of the cramp. Its genesis
must be searched for in a psychological mechanism.
I believe that cases I have reportedf clearly demon-
strate such psychogenesis. The therapeutic test is a
further proof.

*See author's discussion of this mechanism. International
Congress on Industrial Accidents, Rome, 1909, "The Trau-
matic Neurosis and Babinski's Conception of Hysteria"

;

also in Medical Record. May, 1909; also Journal of Abnor-
mal Psycholopy. June. 1910.

f'Studies of Occupational Cramp." Journal fiir Psychol-
ogie und Neurologic (Brodmaii'). Leipzig, 1911-12, vol. 19;
see also Monthly Cyclopedia, 191 1. preliminary note; New
York Medical Journal, 1911 ; Boston Medico! Journal, 1912.

Physical treatii.ent does not cure tlie cramp; but
it makes easier the patient's effort, by putting hiiii

into the most favorable s^ate of physical vigor for

the mental exertion needed in giving the close at-

tention required to wean himself from a bad habit

and reeducate his special psychomotor activities into

a good habit. That is, a sequence of energetic dis-

charges of a psychomotor area which have by as-

sociation acquired an order not desirable, is changed
by intelligent practice into a sequence which con-

forms to the order desired. Coordination is then

substituted for what is incoordinate as far as prac-

tical accomplishment is concerned. It is the re-

acquisition of an impaired or lost efficiency, not due
to a fault of the machine, but to an error in the

order in which its parts are put in action. It is the

directing force which needs to be scientifically ap-

plied, and not the physical mechanism which re-

quires repair.

The treatment based upon these principles is one
of psychomotor discipline attendant upon the ac-

curate ascertaining of the mechanism of the dys-

kinesia, always essentially psychogenetic. The
technique is described in the current number of the

Journal of Abnormal Psychology (Boston) ; also

in the monograph in which the cases are described.

175S K Street.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE
ACTION OF ELECTRICAL CAUTERL

ZATION ON NEOPLASMS.*
By J. BENTLEY SQUIER, M.D.

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF GENITOURINARY SURCDRY, NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE
MEDICAL SCHOOL.

Indications for the use and the therapeutic value

of the Oudin high frequency current, in the treat-

ment of benign papillomata of the bladder have
been established.

The studies which form the basis of this com-
munication have to deal with the action of the

Oudin or monopolar, and the d'Arsonval or bipolar

current upon malignant growths of the bladder and
otherwise. The work was undertaken in conse-

quence of an unusual e.xperience, where the use of

the d'Arsonval current caused the disappearance

of an extensive vesical carcinoma. The details of

which are as follows

:

A gentleman fifty years of age consulted me on
Februar}' 4, 191 2. One year previously, while in

good health, frequency of urination had developed.

Shortly afterwards blood app>eared in the urine,

associated with dysuria. The hematuria, intermit-

tent at first, became continuous. In December, 1911,

he placed himself under the care of an able urolo-

gist who cystoscoped the patient and discovered a

large tumor occupying the right side of the bladder.

This surgeon suspected malignancy, but decided to

apply cystoscopic fulguration, if only to check the

profuse hematuria. A number of attempts were
made, but the excessive bleeding so interfered with

the proper application of the treatment that it was
discontinued.

It was shortly after this that the patient came
under my care. He had now become greatly de-

bilitated from the continuous loss of blood. He
was voiding urine the color of mahogany and
operation was decided upon, if only to stop the

*Read at the Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting of the

American Association of Genito-Urinary Surgeons. Phila-

delphia. June 8. IQ12.
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bleeding from the bladder. To digress a moment,
some time before in conversation with Dr. J. F.

McCarthy, instructor in my department at the New
York I'ost-Graduate Medical School, he had sug-

gested the use of the d'Arsonval or bipolar elec-

trical spark as a means for checking hemorrhage in

such a case, and the possibility of obtaining a more
deep-seated action upon the tumor than with the

Oudin spark.

It appeared that here was a justifiable oppor-
tunity to put the suggestion to the test. On Feb-
ruary 6, under ether anesthesia, the bladder was
opened suprapubically. The fundus was found to

be widely involved by a growth as was also the

trigone in the region of the ureteral openings. The
growth seemed limited to the mucous membrane
in the fundal involvement, while in the trigone the

deeper structures were invaded. The prostate was
not involved.

The mass of tumor occupying the trigone was
shelled out and the more superficial growth of the

fundus curetted down to the bladder muscle. The
bipolar spark was then applied to the interior of the

bladder wherever any growth had been.

The technique of its administration consisted in

placing the patient in a high Trendelenburg posi-

tion, exposing the interior of the bladder by wide
retractors, and illuminating it with a tantalum lamp.

One electrode, a large flat plate, was placed beneath

the buttocks and the spark was produced by insert-

ing the other electrode, a cystoscopic fulguration

wire, into the bladder through the suprapubic

opening.

All hemorrhage at once ceased upon application

of the spark. The bladder and suprapubic wounds
were closed around tubular drains. Considering the

condition of the patient before operation, it was re-

marked how well he had stood the operation.

Histological E.xamination of the Tumor.—Micro-

scopic examination shows two types of carcinoma

—

one in which there are small aveoli of carcinoma

cells, and the other, the predominating type, in

which there are papillary tufts clothed with a mass
of cells of cylindrical and flattened variety. Diag-

nosis: Papillary carcinoma.

The post-operative period developed many inter-

esting features. Six hours after operation, the

drainage tubes becoming occluded, the patient

passed urine by urethra absolutely free from blood.

This was the first time for over six months that

hematuria had been absent. Convalescence pro-

gressed favorably and at the end of five weeks the

abdominal wounds were healed. He was passing

urine free from blood and there had been no return

of the hematuria since operation. Seven weeks
after operation sudden death occurred from pul-

monary embolism.
The bladder was removed after death and sent to

the pathologist for serial section and minute study.

There was no microscopical evidence of carcinoma
either in fundus or trigone.

Histological reports on the removed bladder are

here given in full : Specimen : Bladder. Examina-
tion reported March 25, 1912. Microscopic exam-
ination : Certain portions of the bladder wall show
total absence of mucous membrane, the submucous
coat being very rich in vessels, and being diffusely

inflamed. Evidently there has been some post-

mortem degeneration, for the tissue takes the stain

poorly.

Other sections show inflammatorv involvement of

fat and of the serous coat; total absence of the

mucosa, the submucosa being necrotic. Still other

sections which are better preserved also are devoid

of mucous membrane, there being a very vas>ilar

submucosa with evidence of chronic inflammation.

A portion of the bladder wall, in all probability

taken from the region of the sphincter or of the

prostatic urethra, shows intense postmortem des-

quamation of cells, marked atheroma, calcification,

and endarteritis of some of the larger vessels. There

are islands of cells of probably desquamated epithe-

lium (not neoplastic). No definite evidence of car-

cinoma.
Examination reported, March 27, 19 12. Further

study of sections from bladder show marked necro-

sis of the inner vesical layers. Inflammation with-

out any trace of carcinoma.

Examination reported, April i, 1912. Further

material from bladder specimen: Microscopic ex-

amination of the wall of the bladder shows exten-

sive necrosis of the submucous layers, absence of

the mucous and marked inflammation of the sub-

mucous coat. There is no vestige or the slightest

evidence of the presence of carcinoma.

A few days before operating upon the patient

whose history has just been related, I had opened a

patient's bladder for carcinoma, instituting supra-

pubic drainage, but making no effort to remove

the tumor.
Believing that I now had at least a sure means

of controlling hemorrhage, I ofi^ered to make an at-

tempt to remove the tumor, to which the patient

acquiesced. This patient was sixty-five years of

age, the hematuria, although having been present

for eight months, had not produced so grave an

anemia as in the preceding case.

The second operation was performed on Feb-

ruary 8 and a tumor about two by three inches in

size excised. It was situated around the left ure-

teral opening extending up the fundus. The lower

end of the ureter was firmly attached to the tumor

and it was necessary to cut the ureter away from

the tumor and transplant it.

The cavity remaining after excision of the tumor

was thoroughly cauterized by the bipolar spark.

The patient recovered from operation without

incident and the post-operative period was free

from hematuria. Up to the time of his death, three

months later when he succumbed to a rapid grow-
ing carcinosis, he had had no recurrence of hema-
turia. The recurrence of the carcinoma was in the

intestines, omentum and liver.

This method of treatment has been employed in

five other instances ; a large papilloma was re-

moved by suprapubic incision and the base

sparked ; two cases of prostatic carcinoma, in which
the cavities made by removal of the prostates have

been cauterized by sparking; two cases of vesical

carcinoma have been sparked through suprapubic

incision, without any attempt at excision.

These cases are too recent to draw any conclu-

sions from, but will be reported in a further com-
munication. In all these cases, however, one is im-

pressed bv the absence of any amount of bleeding

after operation, and to the comparative small shock

shown by the patient, even though they have been

subjected to a very considerable period of anesthesia.

The experimental work on animals has been con-

ducted at the laboratories of Dr. Francis Carter

Wood, Director of the Crocker Cancer Research,

who placed his facilities at my disposal.

The following is a brief abstract of some fea-

tures of the investigation.
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The experiments have been carried out on tumor
bearing large white rats, and though the series is

still incomplete the results are significant. The
rats had been inoculated subcutaneously with either

a carcinoma of high virulence or a sarcoma. Both
of these tumors as a result of repeated transfers

are now so virulent for rats that practically all in-

oculations are successful.

The first series consisted of five animals, of which
two had sarcomatous tumors, one measuring 1.5,

the other 3 cm. in diameter. The growth was in the

subcutaneous tissue of the abdominal wall. The
other three rats had carcinomatous tumors, two
measuring i cm. each, and the third 1.5 cm. in

diameter. These tumors were also loose in the sub-

cutaneous tissue and could be freely moved about.

The tumors were thoroughly fulgurated with bipo-

lar electrodes, the distance between the poles being

the diameter of the tumor. In two cases the cur-

rent burned a hole in the skin and the tumor was
loosened from the surrounding tissue and fell out.

This material when examined microscopically did

not show any evidence of extensive alteration ; the

staining qualities of the cells were merely somewhat
less marked than in normal tissues. This shows
that the cells were not much burned, but merely
heated sufficiently to coagulate the proteid. All of

this series of five animals died in from one to seven

days. In all remnants of neoplasm could be found
at the original site of the tumor. Death was not

due to extension of the tumor ; the lesion found
was an acute enterocolitis resembling that found
after severe and extensive burns. The only con-

clusions which can be drawn from these experi-

ments, therefore, are:

1. That the current is not entirely a harmless
agent.

2. That it does not actually char the tissues very
extensively.

3. That it does not touch extensions outside the

field of the main growth.
In the second series six animals inoculated with

carcinoma were used. Two of the tumors were
large and ulcerating, the other four were small, not

over 0.5 cm. in diameter. Five of the rats were
treated with fulguration ; in one the bipolar current

was used. This last animal died a few minutes
after the cessation of the application of the current.

Of the five remaining tumors four appeared to be
actually growing, one appeared to be stationary.

At the end of twelve days the infected surfaces of
the two ulcerating tumors had become clean, healthy
granulations, though the tumors are extending.

It is evident from these experiments that neither

the direct treatment with bipolar current for fulgu-
ration or malignant new growths is capable of de-
stroying all the carcinoma cells in a given area.

While the use of the current is valuable in check-
ing hemorrhage, as in bladder operations, it can by
no means be assumed to replace extensive resec-

tion in the cure of carcinoma. Its action is prob-
ably simply that of an easily handled cautery.

Further experiments are being carried on, de-
tailed statement of which will appear in a later

communication.
49 East Forty-ninth Street.

Anaphylaxis in Burns.—A. Alhaique notes that ani-
mals that have recovered from a burn are more susceptible
to the influence of a second burn, to which they may suc-
cumb, although if it had been the initial burn it would not
have caused death. The serum of a guinea pig that has
been burned when injected into another guinea pig imparts
to the latter this hypersusceptibility to burns.

—

Pathologica.

TICS AND THEIR TREATMENT; EDUCA-
TION VS. HYPNOSIS.*

By J. H. LEINER, M.D..

NEW YORK.

ASSISTANT ADJUNCT NEUROLOGIST, BRONX HOSPITAL AND DISPENSAIY;
CLINICAL ASSISTANT, NEUROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, GERMAN

POLYKLINIK.

Tic involving a single muscle or a group of muscles

is to be considered as a contraction or twitch, either

arising in response to an external sensory irritation,

or origmating without the afferent impulse, when it

is then purely a psychic condition, i.e. psychomotor.

Charcot believed that it always was of psychic ori-

gin, but Brissaud first, and Miege later, after study-

ing carefully these conditions, concluded that a

good part of them were due to external irritation.

A further French classification divides these habit

spasms into two main groups: (i) In which there

is a simple spasmodic movement of different mus-
cles particularly of the face and upper extremities.

(2) In addition to the above muscular spasm there

are explosive utterances and psychic symptoms.
This variety, in my opinioTi, should not be placed

under the classification of a habit spasm or habit

chorea. Although they were named as impulsive

tics of Gilles de la Tourette, nevertheless, if one

observes a case of this kind he cannot help but con-

sider these symptoms as belonging to hysterias, es-

pecially when the symptoms of mimicry, obsessions,

and fixed ideas are very pronounced.

When these movements primarily originate as a

result of some external irritation it becomes a tic

only if there occurs a repetition of movements, first

involuntary, which later fixes itself as a habit, the

original causative factor often disappearing. The
case I am presenting shows this phase very strik-

ingly. As the patient goes along these coordinated

movements grow more intense, more frequent, mak-
ing the sufferer's lot miserable, and if an adult,

often depriving him of his livelihood.

If its origin, on the other hand, is purely

psychomotor, as a vast majority show this mode of

onset, in the so-called imitation variety, it begins as

a voluntary movement, the end result being the

same as above mentioned. Whatever the causative

factor, these co-ordinated muscular contractions be-

come later entirely involuntary, convulsive in na-

ture, and beyond conscious control.

Tics appear mostly between the ages of five and
twelve, this being the impressionable period of child-

hood. Male and female are found equally af-

fected. It may appear at puberty, and if in old age,

it is either a symptom of senility or of Senile De-
mentia. In going into the history of these pa-

tients, neurotic antecedents can be most often ascer-

tained. Often following an occasion of either anx-

iety or shock there is a gradual onset and develop-

ment of these symptoms. The intensity of these

contractions are, however, variable, so too, the du-

ration of the invasional period. Spontaneous re-

coveries are recorded but are very rare indeed. The
variety of muscular involvement, either singly or in

groups, are as varied in this condition as there are

human faces. Tic may affect any part of the vol-

untary system, showing a selective tendency for in-

volving the muscles of the face, and diminish in

freqttency as we pass down the body. They may
show wrinkling of the forehead which is a very

common condition, jerking of the head, twitching

or turning body, spasms involving the motor oculi,

*Read before the Northern Medical Society, June z8,

igi2.
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and often cases where the risorii are so markedly
affected (as in this case) that they produce a pic-

ture reminding one of Hugo's "L'Homme Qui Rit."

This brings me to the treatment of these cases, as

instituted in the neurological clinics in this country,

and advocated in American text books of recent

date.

Educational Treatment.—The essence of this

treatment requires the patient to keep his mind on
his spasm and try to control it voluntarily. He must
go through daily exercises contracting the muscles
involved in the twitch, and those that are the op-

ponents. This task is impossible most of the time,

and it is often necessary to get somebody who can
control the patient, hold him well in hand, to have
him undergo these daily exercises.

We find that this educational treatment is one
of very long duration and ofttimes makes the con-

dition worse in view of the patient's concentration

upon his malady. This patient, whom you see,

when he had his mind centered upon himself, be-

came overwhelmingly worse. It is a prime requisite

in instituting this class of treatment for children,

that they should be completely isolated, taken from
their parents, and unless the treatment is admin-
istered by a specially trained individual it will give

poor results. Practically speaking, a great many
patients suffering from tic come to clinics for treat-

ment, and they are certainly, as you know, a very

difficult lot to manage. So it is apparent that this

method is not an ideal one by any means when
dealing with practical conditions.

Hygienic and Medicinal Treatment.—This treat-

ment is either given alone, or in combination with

the above. Hygienic management is the sine qua

non for all functional maladies that overtake child-

hood and although a great factor in treatment, is not

the main therapeutic measure for the cure of this

condition. Medicinal treatment by drugging the

patient with arsenic should be absolutely avoided.

I have in mind one case in particular where in ad-

dition to hygienic measures, arsenic and bromides
were given for over a year and a half consistently,

but with no results whatsoever.

Bearing in mind the inadequacy of therapeusis

in such conditions this case may prove of interest

because of its obstinacy and mode of treatment.

Patient A. R., male, 31 years old; born in

Hungary ; occupation, Bonaz embroidery worker.

A neurotic family history was not elicited. Per-

sonal history: Does not smoke, drinks moderately

of coffee and tea, does not partake of alcoholics.

Venereal history denied. Present history: In the

early part of December, 191 1, patient began to have
pain in both eyes, particularly in the left. This con-

tinued for several weeks when he was advised by

friends to go to an optometrist to have glasses ad-

justed, who very readily advised him to do so.

About this time he commenced to blink his eyes and
roll them, imagining there was some foreign body
therein. He next attended two eye clinics seeking

for relief, but with no result. Finally he came to

the German Polyklinik's Eye Department which he

attended, and finding they could not do anything

for him he was transferred to the Neurological De-
partment. Here we instituted the classical treat-

ment for tic, but with no avail. I took him in hand
then after he had gone along for two and one-half

months, beginning at first with a slight blinking of

his eyelids, now. however, presenting a far differ-

ent picture.

He showed a marked spasm of his forehead, in-

volvement of the motor oculi, orbicularis palpebra-

rum, risorii, buccinator, orbicularis oris and other

small muscles of the face. This combination of
muscular movement when acting simultaneously

was very bizarre. He wrinkled his forehead, rolled

his eyeballs, beginning by looking inward toward
his nose, then sweeping them upwards making a
complete semicircle of 180° until he came to the

outer canthus, then bringing them in again to the

inner canthus ; concomitant with these movements
he used his risorii and other facial muscles and
when one looked at him he gave the impression
of laughter. This would keep up all day long, show-
ing contractions at the rate of about forty times to

the minute. He would, however, stop it while asleep

at night, but the moment he awoke it began over
again. Sometimes he would stop during the day
but only for a few moments.

Treatment.-^The first day I saw him, after ruling

out organic disease, I tried hypnosis. He was put
under the hypnoidal state—in this state of hypnosis,
as you know, there is no amnesia—and I gave him
suggestion for only a couple of minutes. When I

awoke him all his symptoms had disappeared. He
looked and felt just as he did twelve weeks before,

when he had perfect control over his eyes and facial

muscles. For ten days following he was entirely

free from his condition, when he began to blink his

eyes again, once or twice hourly. This was con-
trolled. I put him under twice again because of his

complaint that he had had two or three spasms
daily. I finally thought that if I instilled into his

subconsciousness a new complex which would act as

an inhibitory factor it would entirely control his

spasms. This method proved successful and it is

now four months and not once has he shown any
spasm whatsoever.

Although the educational method in the treatment
of these conditions has shown a fair percentage of

effective cures, .nevertheless the inference I de-

sire to draw from this obstinate case of tic is that

if hypnosis were more often and widely used it

would show, in my opinion, better results. The case
before you could not possibly have been controlled

by the classic treatment ; however, it readily yielded

to hypnosis.
421 Wendover .Avenue.

A METHOD OF ANOCI-ASSOCIATION FOR
ABDOML\AL OPERATIONS IN SE- '

LECTED CASES, WITH NERVE
BLOCK A DISTANCE.
By LEIGH F. WATSON, M.D.,

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA,

Following the principles of anoci-association

worked out by Crile, it is interesting to note the

excellent results produced by a combination of local

and general anesthesia for abdominal operations in

selected cases. Several years ago Bodine advo-
cated local anesthesia for appendicectomy, with a

few whiffs of chloroform or nitrous-oxide gas for

freeing and treating the appendix.
Crile and Bloodgood employ nitrous-oxide gas

administered by a skilled anesthetist. In certain

localities nitrous-oxiile gas and an experienced anes-

thetist are not always obtainable.

With a proper selection of cases I believe there

are less shock and postoperative pain when the oper-

ation is begun and finished under local anesthesia

alone. Those who have had experience with local
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anesthesia for abdominal incisions realize that an

extensive and systematic infiltration of the differ-

ent layers of the abdominal wall is essential for com-
plete nerve blocking. It is seldom possible ef-

fectually to block the nerves of the fascia, muscles,

and parietal peritoneum, especially in fleshy sub-

jects, until the skin and fat have been incised, no
matter how painstaking the inliltration.

With the patient under general anesthesia we
have no means of knowing how thoroughly we have
isolated the shock-producing impulses from the

brain. The operator must be familiar with the

technique of local anesthesia and able to gain and
maintain the confidence of his patient, to use this

method successfully.

Cocaine is best suited to this method because

novocain is too slow in appearing and too fleeting

in its effect completely to block the_ sensory nerve

impulses during the ordinary operation and the

closure of the wound. Braun and Lennander state

that novocain is unsatisfactory unless combined
with adrenalin to prolong its action, and even then

the anesthesia is not complete for twenty to thirty

minutes after the drug has been injected. With an

incomplete nerve block, even though the patient is

under general narcosis, there will be sensory nerve

stimulation and exhaustion of the brain cells with

its resulting shock.

Cocaine, i :iooo, with adrenalin is as safe as novo-

cain 1 1400 for the most handicapped patient. The
cocaine anesthesia is complete within two minutes

and lasts for three to four hours. When cocaine

in physiological salt solution is used for the ab-

dominal incision the tissues heal more promptly

than after the use of quinine and urea.

For the prevention of postoperative pain in the

wound for the first few days following operation,

quinine and urea injections act admirably if made
with a long needle into the tissues, at a distance

(one to two inches) from the margin of the wound.

As each layer is sutured the quinine and urea solu-

tion is injected, so as to block the nerves of this

layer of tissues and yet not interfere with the heal-

ing of the wound. Postoperative anesthesia per-

sists longer when the quinine and urea injection is

used in this manner, for it is well know-n that a local

anesthetic lasts longer in tissues that are not cut.

After-pain in wounds is undoubtedly largely de-

pendent on the degree of traumatism inflicted dur-

ing operation on those structures possessing an

abundant nerve supply.

Reclus and Lennander were among the first to

note the comparative freedom from after-pain en-

joyed by patients who had been operated on under
cocaine anesthesia.

The quinine and urea nerve block a distance pre-

vents postoperative stimulation of the brain cells,

therefore there is no after-pain. When possible I

believe it is always best to begin the operation with

cocaine anesthesia and reserve the general anes-

thetic, even though it is nitrous oxide, until re-

quired for the intraabdominal manipulation. When
nitrous oxide is not available and there is no con-

traindication. I prefer a few drops of chloroform

when the intraabdominal manipulation requires a

general anesthetic. With this method it is seldom

that the patient need be completely under the anes-

thetic. Nausea and vomiting are absent, except

when it is necessary to give ether, and then are

slight because of the small amount required.

With this combined method the amount of the

general anesthetic used is reduced to a minimum

and the nerve block is more thorough than when
the local anesthetic is hastily injected after the
patient is under general narcosis.

I have used this method in performing a hyste-
rectomy for a ten-pound fibroid of the uterus. The
patient's pulse was 84 before operation and dropped
to 72 before she left the operating table.

A patient with a very large ovarian cyst had a
pulse of 80 throughout the operation. Unassisted
she turned on her side after the cyst was incised,

and when in bed after the operation remarked that

she felt like taking a nap, she was so comfortable
and free from pain. This patient did not receive

a preliminary dose of morphine or hyoscine. In
cocaine appendicectomies and exploratory laparo-
tomies the pulse is rarely more rapid after than be-
fore operation.

This method requires more time than does the

method of Crile and Bloodgood, because there is

less general anesthesia used. It is impractical for

large clinics, though for the majority of operators
it has many advantages.
To appreciate the merits and gain the greatest

proficiency in the technique of the combined method
of anesthesia it must be used in every case no mat-
ter how small the operation.

In conclusion, with a sufficient dose of morphine
or morphine and hyoscine to exclude worry, fear,

and nervousness there will be no psychic shock.

With a local anesthesia nerve block a distance suf-

ficient completely to isolate the brain from the

field of operation, there can be no exhaustion or

shock of the subjective mind.
611-13 CoLCORD Building.

Rare Complications of Exostoses.— P. Sourdat notes

among the complications of exostoses the following: pres-

sure effects on the skin and nerves
; painful contractions

of overlying muscles ; the development about the exostosis

of a serous bursa which may become inflamed, and the

detachment of a piece of cartilage from the surface of

the exostosis, and its presence as a foreign body in the

bursal sac. Of greater rarity is the ulceration of blood-

vessels lying in proximity to the exostosis, or the trau-

matic fracture of the exostosis itself. The author reports

a case of each of these accidents. One was that of ulcera-

tion of the peroneal artery by an exostosis of the tibia.

The other was that of fracture of an exostosis of the lower

end of the femur.

—

Archives Provinciates de Cliinirgie.

The Treatment of Scarlet Fever with Moser's Serum.
—B. Schick lays down the following principles that should

govern this method of treatment: (i) The treatment

should be applied only to those cases of doubtful progno-

sis and to those ordinarily fatal. (2) The injections

should be made as early as possible, preferably during

the first two days of the disease. The third day decides

whether the treatment will be successful or not. After the

fifth day of the disease the serum has no effect. (3) Cases

most suitable for the treatment are those with toxic scarlet

fever and those in which the throat complications are

absent or are markedly developed. (4) Only those sera

should be employed whose efficiency has been demon-

strated, (s) The amount of serum to be injected is 200 c.c.

In children up to one and a half years of age the amount

should be 100 c.c. (6) All other therapeutic measures

should not be omitted, especially all those that are de-

signed to save the heart. Moser's serum is the only remedy

of value in the toxic cases of scarlet fever. In these cases

one should inject the serum not as a last resort but early

in the course of the disease.

—

Tlierapeutische Monatshefte.
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THE ABUSES OF POPULAR MEDICAL
EDUCATION.

One of the most powerful weapons in the campaign

against disease is the enlightenment of the public in

the principles of hygiene and sanitation. During the

past few years medical men have been encouraged

to assist in lifting the veil which hides the facts of

disease from the eyes of the laity, and to accomplish

this object through the medium of the lecture plat-

form, the popular magazine, and the daily news-

paper. The results have more than fulfilled the ex-

pectations of the most ardent advocates of popular

medical education. Recently there has been a verita-

ble inundation of newspaper and magazine articles

on medical topics. Physicians have abundant op-

portunities for noiing the avidity with which these

articles are read and commented upon by the public.

While not denying the possibilities for good asso-

ciated with this method of aiding the cause of pre-

ventive medicine, it must be admitted that there are

certain grave abuses that are at the same time bound

up with this form of popular instruction. These

abuses have not yet been sufficiently emphasized.

Conspicuous among the latter is the powerful

influence exerted by self-appointed teachers who
adopt the methods of tlie theatrical press-agent, but

whose knowledge and experience are not sufficient to

enable them to speak with the voice of authority.

There is reason to suspect that some of these false

prophets secure a self-exploitation that is not tech-

nically in violation of the code of medical ethics.

The public should be warned particularly against

those writers whose glittering and epigrammatic

style enables them to give force to teachings that are

founded neither on close observation nor on sound

reflection.

There is a growing tendency to uncover some of

the repulsive aspects of disease, to make direct and

veiled appeals to the prurient, and to discuss in

public subjects that should be reserved for the pri-

vacy of the home or the consulting room. Is it wise

to break away from the reser^'e which has been one

of the cherished ideals of the medical profession for

many generations? The public is entitled to know
everything that may in any manner assist in pre-

venting or fighting disease. But this is no license

for the dissemination of statements that are not the

product of ripe reflection, for the exploitation of

theories that have not yet received the sanction cf

the medical faculty, and for the circulation of doc-

trines that run counter to the seasoned opinions of

the entire profession. The public press with rare

exceptions has failed to exercise a wise censorship

of medical news, and only too frequently has opened

its columns to the half-baked hypotheses of sensa-

tional and pseudo-scientific medicine.

A CITY'S WASTE.

The health conditions of any community are largely

affected by the manner in which the waste is dis-

posed of. Whatever else is done, this waste must,

first of all, be rendered innocuous to the citizen.

It is a fundamental duty of boards of health to

formulate and to get inexorably enforced adequate

regulations concerning material of which an Amer-
ican city of half a million gathers annually some
300,000 tons—fermenting, decomposing, putrescent,

malodorous matter, food for rats, and other disease-

conveying scavengers, breeding places for flies and
other infection-spreading insects. Franz Schneider

relates in the Scientific American of July 13, 1912,

how New York and other cities cope with this

problem. The annual refuse of the metropolis (not

including its sewage or other liquid, but only the

dry or relatively dry part of the city's waste)

equals in volume ninety Titanics, and at least three

great pyramids of Ghizeh. Evidently the problem of

how to dispose of such masses is one of the first

magnitude, requiring the greatest engineering skill

and the expenditure of large sums of money.
In rural districts waste disposal is a compara-

tively simple matter: garbage is fed to the stock

or ploughed into the ground; old paper and other

combustible material are readily burned, and un-
burnable material goes into an innocuous dump
heap. In cities the problem is much weightier,

and is made more complex by the diversity of urban
industries. For purposes of discussion four gen-
eral classes of refuse may be recognized : garbage,
ashes, rubbish, and street sweepings. Special waste
from slaughter houses and putrescent animals
from the public streets will be encountered, but

the main phases of the problem are as here indi-

cated.

In any comprehensive plan cognizance must be
taken of the methods of collection. In some com-
munities the householder must put his garbage and
rubbish in separate receptacles, and these are sep-

arately carted away. In England, on the other
hand, garbage and refuse are treated together, so

that there is no occasion for separating them. The
means of collection and disposal are at present

almost as varied as the character of the material

itself
;
yet here is one of the factors which must

be settled in any scheme. Garbage is sometimes
merely dumped on land—a procedure unesthetic

and absolutely repugnant to sanitary science ; or it

is dumped in water, a serious nuisance resulting

from material drifting back on the shores. The only

methods really deserving consideration are reduc-

tion and incineration. In the former it is aimed

to recover the grease from the material. Two to

three per cent, of the garbage is thus extracted as

grease, fertilizer stock which is sold to fanners
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being the residue. Reduction is usually attended
by unquestionably objectionable odors, wherefore
plants to this end must be located far from cities,

the expense of haulage being thus also an item.

However this method may pay private concerns, it

is questionable if it pays cities. The reduction
method is distinctly American, and is little prac-
tised abroad where incineration is preferred. Gar-
bage disposal by this method must be considered
with relation to other classes of refuse ; the heat
for incineration must be obtained not only from
the garbage itself, but also from other combustible
waste. This method is most sanitary, giving, be-

sides, clinkers which are valuable in construction

work and for filling, paving, and concreting, while
the resultant may be transformed into steam or

electrical power. The problem of collection is also

thus simplified, and as no odors come from the

"destructors," they are placed in the municipal in-

teriors, by which arrangement the haul is shortened
and the cost diminished. In the earlier attempts at

incineration the furnace temperatures at natural

draft were too low, so that objectionable smoke
and noxious odors resulted. But with the introduc-

tion of forced draft at 1,250° F. such difficul-

ties have disappeared ; and in Europe, especially

in England, incineration (not cremation, which
requires the expense of coal or other fuel not de-

rived from the waste material) is "complete, unob-
jectionable, sanitary, and sometimes profitable."

We have not space to consider further the disposal

of ashes and rubbish, except to note that the picking
over of rubbish is a very dusty and assuredly un-
healthful occupation. Street sweepings with

manure are placed in the ground, or dumped, or,

best of all, incinerated.

The actual detailed plan which would be most
efficient for any given community can be deter-

mined only after an investigation of its refuse, of

the character of the community itself, and of its

environs. A method must be selected which will

remove the wastes quickly and completely from
sight without nuisance or danger to health, which
will recover whatever is valuable, and which will

be carried on in every phase at the minimum ex-
pense.

INHERITANCE OF DISEASE.

Our medical forefathers believed in the inheritance

of disease, at any rate, to a very large extent. Grad-
ually belief in the influence of heredity has waned,
until recently the pendulum has swiuig almost com-
pletely in the other direction and it is almost heresy

to assert that any disease can be inherited directly.

The researches and teachings of Weismann have
had much to do with the change of front and other

biologists have carried his views to the extreme.
Karl Pearson has been perhaps the most conspic-
uous protagonist of the doctrine that acquired con-
ditions are not inherited, and that no matter how
greatly the body is abused the germ cells are un-
affected. Readers of the Medical Record may re-

call the statistics compiled by Pearson, some two
years ago, showing that the children of alcoholics

received no injury from th'e habits of their parents.
This statement was apparently riddled by Sir Victor

Horsley, and a heated discussion took place between
the two eminent men, resulting, in the opinion of
most authorities perhaps, in overthrowing Pearson's
assertion.

At the meeting of the Canadian Medical Associa-
tion held recently in Edmonton another doughty
champion of moderate views as to the inheritance of
disease discussed the matter. J. George Adami
m the course of an able address said that he was suf-
ficiently old fashioned to repudiate the new-fangled
"Weismannism" and still retained the belief that the
sins so-called of the parents against the body, or at
least a very important series of such sins, do influ-
ence the progeny unfavorably. And what is more, he
believed that these new ideas had their origin in the
narrowness or, if the term might be used, Chauvinis-
tic provincialism of the zoologists. He pointed out
that the vitality of the offspring was gravely affect-
ed, and from observation of families of alcoholics
observed by him he could not but feel that children
of confirmed drunkards showed an increased suscep-
tibility to the action of relatively small amounts of
alcohol. As for infectious diseases, he said that time
and again the practitioner had observed a relation-
ship between chronic or acute infection suffered by
either parent and abortion, blighted ovum, stillbirth,
or monstrosity. Time and again also the ordinary
practitioner had been convinced that the children of
those suffering from tuberculosis and syphilis were
not merely of lowered vitality or more liable to suc-
cumb to chiMish ailments, but notably, in the case
of tuberculosis, exhibited a peculiar liability to suc-
cumb to the same parental disease. Attention was
drawn also to the fact that inheritance of disease is

far from being everything. From the point of view
of eugenics, there were to be considered the terrible
eft'ects of congenital diseases, more particularly of
infections conveyed to the growing individual while
in the womb or during parturition. Of course, the
results of gonorrhea and syphilis from this stand-
point are manifest to every physician, and the ills

that follow in the wake of venereal diseases are now
becoming obvious to the layman. The speaker urged
that one should no longer approach the subject with
false modesty and self-consciousness but should
grapple the question boldly, and with ripe knowledge
of the origin of the scourges measures could be put
into force which would eradicate the evil.

However, the most interesting part of the ad-
dresses was that which dealt with inheritance of dis-

ease, and it is refreshing in these days to meet one
bold enough to promulgate opinions in opposition
to those of possibly the majority of authorities.

There are signs that the extreme views held with
regard to the non-inheritance of disease are begin-
ning to be regarded with a certain amount of dis-

trust and the address of Adami will tend to hearten
the doubters.

GERMS AND TUMOR CELLS WHICH "DIE
ON THE PREMISES."

Those who seek to rid their domiciles of rodents
know how* often one nuisance is replaced by an-
other through the death of the animals in their

haunts. It may seem a crude and farfetched anal-
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ogy between rats in the household and animal and

vegetable parasites of human beings or between the

former and irresponsibly proliferating tumor cells;

yet at present the pathologists are being confronted

with much the same sort of a problem as the afore-

said vermin-infested householder. Once they suc-

ceed in destroying the activities of bacteria and

tumor cells, the very death of these individuals

forms a new source of danger.

We have learned in late years that certain sub-

stances are by selective chemotherapeutic affinity

enabled to cause the death of tumor cells ; but

through the fact that these structures so destroyed

must undergo chemical decomposition with the

formation of absorbable toxic products these dis-

coveries are largely invalidated. We have also

learned that it may not be an unmixed blessing to de-

stroy in an instant all the pathogenic bacteria in the

body, for the numerous untoward results from sal-

varsan appear to be due in part to the absorption

en masse of the decomposition products of the de-

stroyed spirochetes.

The success of antidiphtheritic serum in neu-

tralizing the toxemia of the disease, while at the

same time the local proliferation of the bacteria

was inhibited, has led us, perhaps, to expect too

much from this plan of therapy. In a current num-
ber of the Berliner klinische Wochcnschrift Ge-

ronne announces that while he succeeded in over-

coming the blood infection in croupous pneumonia

through early intravenous injection of a new serum,

the local condition, so far from showing a parallel

improvement, yielded in certain cases the very oppo-

site results. The lungs did not clear up as they

ordinarily do, and in two instances the patients had

rusty expectoration for days. These results appear

to show that in filling one indication satisfactorily

we may set new irresponsible mechanisms in mo-

tion. The antipneumococcus serum in neutralizing

a toxic principle in the blood may have paralyzed

the phagocytes or autolytic euzymes or whatever

principle it is which presides over the rapid absorp-

tion of exudates. We must hark back to the old

dictum of primuin non nocere.

Non-Material Cure of Common Warts.

The statement often made that removal by any ma-
terial method of warts upon one hand may result in

spontaneous disappearance of the warts' on the oppo-
site hand may be received in various ways. We
may answer that such cures have never been sub-

jected to rigorous analysis, or that they have re-

sulted from mere coincidence or from mental im-
pression. The first professional explanation to sug-
gest itself would be bound up in a reflex mechanism,
but the fact that warts are clearly due to con-
tagion tends to invalidate such a supposition.

At a recent session of the Aertzlicher Y'erein of

Hamburg Delbanco (Dcntchc iiicdicinische IVochen-
schrift. September 5) stated that he had had under
treatment a young woman with numerous hard
warts of both hands, especially massed about the

joints, which rendered curettage inexpedient, since

general narcosis would have been necessary. De-
spite the fact that the .r-ray was not a dependal:)le

resource the aiuiior gave it a trial, limiting the first

sessions to the right hand. The warts soon began to

show evidence of involution not only on the right

hand but on its fellow as well. Both hands became
free at the same time. At least two specialists,

Walsh of Prague and Galewski of Dresden, have
seen this crossed result follow curettage on one side.

Delbanco names three possibilities to explain the
disappearance of the warts on the untreated hand.
First coincidental spontaneous disappearance which
can almost be excluded from consideration ; second,
the reflex, angioneurotic theory (Kreibich), and
third, an immunizing or lytic process occurring pure-
ly through the circulating blood.

Dysontogenesis and Cancer.

One of the most striking truisms in medicine, one
which is verified daily, is the necessity of cumulation
of causal elements to produce a pathological state.

This is so self-evident that it is often ignored ; real-

ization of it should do much to discredit one-cause
hypotheses of disease, such as are constantly in evi-

dence in nonprofessional minds. The "cause-all" is

a fitting companion to the "cure-all." Ernst at a
meeting of the Naturhistorisch-medizinischer Verein
of Heidelberg {Muenchcner medizinische Wocben-
schrift, July 16) calls attention to the dysontogen-
etic element which may underlie cancer. The em-
bryonal theory of cancer is of course very old, and
the existence of branchogenous cancer and sim-
ilar forms associated with congenital anomalies was
largely responsible for Cohnheim's "misplaced res-

idue" hypothesis. The author goes no further than
to call attention to certain cancers in which such
obvious factors as chronic irritation and atrophic
change are not concerned. In an individual with
profound dysontogenesis of the central nervous sys-

tem and urinary apparatus an epidermoid chole-
steatoma of the angle of the pons cerebelli was
found to be the starting point of a carcinosis so
widespread that it extended over the meninges and
ventricles and descended down the spinal canal as
far as its lumbar portion. No primary focus was
found. The parasitic theory and irresponsible cell

growth theory do not necessarily exclude each other
nor do they exclude the dysontogenetic theory. In-
dividual competitive theories often resolve them-
selves into so many distinct causal elements.

Nms of tl|p Mppk.
Herter Lectures.—Prof. Max Rubner of the

University of Berlin will deliver five lectures on
"Energy Problems in Nutrition" under the Herter
Foundation at the Carnegie Laboratory, 338 East
26th Street, New York, beginning on Monday, Oc-
tober 7, at four o'clock, and continuing daily at the

same hour.

Harvey Society.—Prof. G. H. F. Nuttall of Cam-
bridge University, England, will deliver a lecture

on Saturday evening, October 12, at the New York
Academy of Medicine, on "The Relapsing Fevers,"
before the Harvey Society.

College of Physicians and Surgeons.—At the

opening exercises of the college which were held on
\\'ednesday, September 25, an address of welcome
was made by Dr. Butler, president of Columbia Uni-
versity, after which Dr. Theodore C. Janeway, Bard
professor of medicine, spoke upon "The Importance
of Pathological Theory for Practical Medicine."
The college opened with a registration of 323 stu-

dents, divided as follows: First year, 87; second
year, 68; third year, 71 ; fourth year, 93 ; special, 4.
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Civil Service Examinations.—The United States
Civil Service Commission announces tlie following
examinations : On October 23, an open competitive
examinaaon for the purpose of filling two vacancies
in the position of medical interne in the Govern-
ment Hospital for the Insane at Washington, at a

salary of $600 per annum with mamtenance.
On the same date an examination will be held for

the purpose of filling five vacancies in the posicion of
dentist at $1,500 per annum, in the Indian Service
at large. The incumbents of these positions are also
allowed actual and necessary traveling expenses,
subsistence, and incidentals while on duty in the
field. Applicants must be graduates of a regularly
incorporated dental college, and have at least two
years' experience in the practice of dentistry subse-
quent to graduation.

An examination, open to men only, will also be
held on that date for a vacancy in the position of
dental interne at $600 per annum in the Government
Hospital for the Insane at Washington, with main-
tenance.

Full information and application blanks may be
obtained from the United States Civil Service Com-
mission. Washington, D. C.

Medical Colleges Open.—The College of Medi-
cine of the University of Vermont, Burlington,
opened on September 25 with an enrollment of 142
students. The requirement of one year of college
work before entrance, which went into effect this

year, has had a marked effect on the entering class,

which numbers only 12, in comparison with 46 last

year. Dr. Frederick W. Sears has been appointed
lecturer in nervous disease, and Dr. Barnet T.
Joseph librarian of the medical library.

The University of Pennsylvania began its 173d
year on September 27 with a record number of stu-

dents. In the Department of Medicine Dr. W' illiam

Pepper assumed the office of dean, succeeding Dr.
Allen J. Smith, who resigned in order to devote his

entire time to his work as professor of pathology.
Smallpox in the United States.—During the year

igii smallpox was prevalent all over the United
States, but in a very mild form, according to the
public health reports. Severe outbreaks of the dis-

ease during the year were limited to Texas, Cali-
foronia, and Kansas, and were few in number. Re-
ports from twenty-nine States and the District of
Columbia give a total of 21,768 cases during the
year and 134 deaths reported. In 1910 there were
in these same States 25,598 cases, with 403 deadis.
The greatest number of cases were reported from
North Carolina, 2,484; Florida, 2.195; Kansas,
2,043; Utah, 1,660, and Colorado, 1,381. In Con-
necticut only two cases were reported during the
year. The case fatality was, on the whole, very low,
the average rate being only 0.61 per 100 cases. In
Massachusetts, however, there were 1 1 cases, with
two deaths, giving a fatality rate per 100 of 18.18.

the highest reported. In Texas, where many more
cases of the disease occurred, the rate was 7.42. and
in California 5.4 per 100.

The Plague Situation.—Four cases of plague
were reported at La Perla, San Juan, between Sep-
tember I and 12, but the focus from which the in-

fection in all these cases was undoubtedly received
has been eradicated, and no more cases are expected
to develop. No new cases have been reported in

Havana. In Manila. P. I., four cases were reported
during August, and in Hawaii one fatal case was
reported on September 10, the first human case since
March 14.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis.—The outbreak of in-

fantile paralysis which began in Buffalo, N. Y., in

June has not yet subsided, although it is apparently
under control. During the week ending Septem-
ber 14 there were reported 18 cases, making a total

up to that time of 226 cases, with 30 deaths. Un-
usual numbers of cases of the disease have also been
reported in other places in the vicinicy of Buffalo,

and at Batavia, Genesee County, 14 cases have oc-
curred during a few weeks. The epidemic at Los
Angeles, Cal., seems, on the contrary, to be at an
end. The outbreak there began in June also, and
up to September 7 there had been reported 249
cases. The subsidence of the disease ft'llovved

closely upon the establishment of a rigid quarantine
of premises where there were cases, the closure of
schools, and the prohibition of gatherings of large

numbers of children.

City Death Rate.—During the week ending Sep-
tember 21 there were 1,162 deaths in New York
City, while for the same week of last year the total

was 1,330, the rates per thousand being 14.51 and
15.76 respectively. Of babies under one year of age
there were 313 deaths last week, making a tOtal so

far this year of 587 deaths less than during the

same time last year.

X-Ray Victim.—The French Government will, it

is reported, shortly offer a decoration through the

Minister of the Interior to Mile. Weidemann of

Paris, said to be one of the first victims of the

.t'-rays. Mile, ^^'eidemann was in 1898 employed in

the radiographic laboratorv of one of the Paris hos-

pitals and as the result of injuries then sustained

has lost both hands.

i88th Aviator Killed.—By the death of Lieut.

Gegazzoni of the Italian Army, who was crushed

by the falling of his aeroplane on September 25,

the number of aviators who have lost their lives has

increased to 188. Of these 184 were men and 4
women. So far this year 78 persons have been
killed in aeroplane accidents.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Edmund F. .Steckel of

Allentown, Pa., a graduate of the Jefferson Medical
College. Philadelphia, in 1862, and a veteran of the

Civil War, died at his home on September 19, aged
72 years.

Dr. Edwin W. Trueworthy of Lowell, Mass.,

a graduate of the University of Vermont, College

of Medicine, Burlington, in 1865, a veteran of the

Civil War, and a member of the Massachusetts
State and Middlesex County Medical Societies, died

at his home on September 13, aged "j}, years.

Dr. Frank Wallace Brett of South Braintree,

Mass., a graduate of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Boston, in 1894, a member of the

American Medical Ass'ociation, and the Massachu-
setts State and Norfolk County Medical Societies,

died suddenly at his home on September i, aged 51

years.

Dr. George W. Butts of Chuckatuck, Va., a

graduate of the Winchester Medical College, Va.,

in 1868, a member of the Confederate Army dur-

ing the Civil War, and for eighteen years president

of the Board of Visitors of the Deaf, Dumb, and
Blind Institute at Staunton, died suddenly on Sepn

tember 6, aged 70 years.

Dr. Francis L. Frost of Charleston, S. C, a

graduate of the Medical College of the State of

South Carolina. Charleston, in 1861, and a member
of the Confederate Army during the Civil War,
died at his home on September 4, aged 81 years,

aged 36 years.
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(Bavrtsisaniimtt.

THE FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL COX-
GRESS ON HYGIENE AND DEMOG-

RAPHY.
(Special Report to the Medical Recobd.)

(Continued from page 581.)

LIGHTING OF THE IDE.\L SCHOOL MORTALITY .\ND

THE CAUSES OF DEATH BY PROFESSIONS—THE
HOSPITAL SHIP FIRST AID IN SEA BATTLES

—

CAMP SANITATION GAS POISONING ON SHIP-
BOARD HYGIENE OF THE ENGINE ROOM INGES-
TION OF FOOD AND METABOLISM—FOOD-
STUFFS AND METABOLISM NUTRITION AND BONE
GROWTH—ROLE OF PROTEINS IN GROWTH—THE
OCCUPATION NEUROSES—A NEW LENS TO COR-

RECT SIGHT DEFECTS CAISSON DISEASE EXPOS-
URE TO INTENSE HEAT INJURIES CAUSED BY
ELECTRICITY DEVELOPMENT OF VITAL ST.ATISTICS

IN THE UNITED STATES BIRTH STATISTICS—RE-

LATION OF RURAL .\ND URBAN POPULATIONS—
CLASSIFICATION OF THE CAUSES OF DEATH—THE
TRAINING OF DEMOGRAPHERS.

Washincton, D. C, September 24, 1912.

M. AuGUSTiN Rey, a Parisian architect, described

his ideal school. He said that the beneficial ellects

of the violet rays were so well known that it was
criminal to build in such a way that they could not

penetrate to every part of a room ; it was doubly
important that this should be possible in school

rooms. If there was a choice between heat, ven-

tilation, and sunshine we should see that we had
the sunshine first. His building was so arranged
that the classes should meet in the east rooms in

the afternoon after the morning sun had thorough-

ly disinfected them and in the west in the morn-
ing, since the afternoon sun would have disinfected

the western rooms on the previous day. There
should be plenty of ground and plenty of sand

about school houses. It is better to economize in

decorations than in sunlight and ventilation. "Spec-

ulation in land must be stopped. Speculation in

land in our cities is a crime against society." He
said that while this was his ideal school he pre-

ferred the open-air school.

The second and last address delivered in the Gen-
eral Session was on "Mortality and Causes of Death
by Professions" by Dr. Jacques Bertillon, chief of

the Bureau of Municipal Statistics, Paris, France.

He compared, by countries, the mortality of each

profession to the average mortality of the country.

He said when mortality in a profession is inferior

to the general average during youth, and on the

contrary exceeds the average at mature age, and

when we find these same results in several tables we
can deduce that this profession is injurious to health.

We must investigate what diseases cause these re-

sults. We must, therefore, for each profession, cal-

culate the frequency of each disease at each age. To
obtain from this multitude of figures general con-

clusions, it is indispensable to classify the profes-

sions from a hygienic point of view. Authors who
have undertaken this classification have merely re-

membered professions affected by some extraor-

dinary disease, such as malignant pustule among
tanners, lead colic among painters, etc. ; they remem-
bered, besides, the etiology ordinarily attributed to

some common diseases, such as humidity for

rheumatism, cold for pneumonia, dust for tuber-

culosis. And it is from this' information that pro-

fessions have been classified. This method is the

best to be followed when there are no statistical

data. It is, however, very imperfect ; it gives too

much importance to certain professional diseases

which incur very few deaths. Moreover, it pre-

judges zvhat is probable, instead of being based on

fact. The speaker proceeded quite differently.

Taking statistical facts as a basis, he has classified

the professions according to the rarity, moderate
frequency or frequency of phthisis. In each of

these three divisions he has distinguished three

groups according to the degree of frequency of
other diseases of the respiratory system. In each

of these nine groups he has made three sub-groups
according to frequency of heart diseases, and so

on, successively considering the frequency of liver

diseases, of nephritis, of diseases of the nervous
system, more particularly after the fortieth year

;

that is to say, when the profession has had the time

to exercise its" good or harmful influence. This led

the speaker to make 729 sub-groups of professions.

Professions then group themselves so naturally that

it is, in spite of its' appearance, rather easy to sum-
marize this immense table of 729 divisions. He
came thus to classify them as follows : A. Groups
of professions in which phthisis is generally fre-

quent or rather frequent. These professions may
be grouped as follows : Professions exposing men
to alcohol (wine merchants, brewers, etc.) ; satur-

nine professions
;
professions exposing to changes

of weather and compelling the operative to rest

(coachmen, cart-drivers, etc.) ; different journey-

men (since these professions are all alcoholic and
suffer great mortality caused by all diseases)

;

metallurgy; textile and similar professions; profes-

sions exposing man to organic waste. These divide

themselves into sub-groups : professions where there

is little or no dust
;
professions exposing men to

hard dusts of animal origin, and professions ex-

posing men to hard dusts of vegetable origin
;
pro-

fessions generally performed in confined places;

servants. B. Professions where phthisis is rare, but

liver dis'ease frequent or moderately frequent : lib-

eral professions (priests and professors separate

themselves from the other liberal professions by the

rarity of liver and kidney disease. One is surprised

to see these diseases so" frequent in England, where
one would believe these professions free from in-

temperance). C. Professions where liver and kid-

ney disease are rare. Professions exercised in the

open air without constraining to agricultural rest.

These are divided into four sub-groups : agricul-

tural professions (here all causes of death are rare)
;

industrial professions (caissons, lime burners, boat

constructors, railroad engineers, etc., are somewhat
less favored than the preceding group)

;
profes-

sions performed on the water (here one notices the

frequency of heart disease and accidents) ; traveling

salesmen ; wood workers ; miners ; chemical indus-

tries or similar. Dr. Bertillon exhibited numerous
diagrams and charts, some devoted to the study of a

single profession and some to the study of a single

disease.

In the A'lilitary, Naval, and Tropical (Colonial)

Hygiene Section, Surgeon-General Charles F.

Stokes, U. S. Navy, read a paper on "The Hospital

Ship, a Component Part of the Fleet and the Repair

Ship for the Personnel." To insure the highest de-

gree of military efficiency in time of peace and war,

a hospital ship should be a component part of the

battle fleet at all times. Not only is the hospital

ship the repair ship for the personnel of the fleet.
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but it is, as well, a scientific unit aiming, by means
of chemical, bacterial, and other specialized work
in medicine and surgery, to uplift the military ef-

fectiveness of the fighting forces. The hospital ship

is the meeting place for the officers of the fleet,

where problems in sanitary administration can be

discussed and unified, clinical demonstrations made,
and papers in naval medicine and surgery read and
discussed. The hospital ship should carry the med-
ical reference library for the fleet. In time of war
the medical transport supplants the hospital ship in

its importance to the fleet in operations at sea. In

naval operations on shore, the hospital ship would
act as a base hospital and as a supply ship.

Dr. Stokes also read a paper on "Dressing Sta-

tions, and Transportation of the Wounded in Battle

at Sea." He believes that dressing stations are of

little use except when a ship acts singly. The trans-

portation of the wounded from one part of the ship

to another part of the same ship is considered un-

desirable. The wounded should lie where they fall,

there to be treated by a sanitary personnel from a

fleet of medical transports, afterward removed to

the medical transports, and thence to a sanitary

base.

Surgeon-General Dr. A. Bornemann, R. N., Den-
mark, read a paper on the "First Treatment of

Wounded in Sea-Battles." He said that in the

Russo-Japanese War a number of the men were
taught Samaritan work. In the Danish Navy this

work had been further perfected. The men as well

as the officers are instructed: (i) In the first-aid

treatment of wounds; (2) in the methods of tem-
porary control of hemorrhage; (3) in the princi-

ples involved in moving wounded from one place to

another with the hands alone, and how to place the

wounded in the best possible position. At the same
time there has been introduced a one-man bandage
so prepared that it will remain absolutely sterile as

long as it is dry. A water-proof cover protects it

against perspiration. It is so arranged that when it

is opened it can be at once placed on the wound
without being soiled by the hands. The men carry

it in an inner pocket of their outer garments. Fur-

ther depositories for bandages are arranged in the

various places where the crew is stationed. By em-
ploying these precautionary.measures the author re-

gards it as probable that in every battle some of the

W'Ounded who would otherwise perish will be saved.

Marine-Generaloberarzt Dr. HefTman, Berlin,

Germany, presented a paper on "Hospital Quarters

for the Wounded in Battle, and Transportation of

the Wounded on Board the German Warships."
Medecin-en-chef de la Marine francaise. Dr. P.

Barthelemy, medecin de division, Croiseur cuirasse

"Leon Gambetta," France, read a paper on "Dress-

ing Stations and Transportation of Wounded in

Battle at Sea." Surgeon-General Dr. Simon von
Unterberger, Privy Councilor, Hon. Physician to

his Majesty's court, St. Petersburg. Russia, read a

paper on the "Pennanent Camp of Krassnoje-Sselo

from a Sanitary Point of View." The village of

Krassnoje-Sselo (Red Village) was used as a camp
for the first time in 1765; the number of soldiers

now amounts to about 40.000. This camp is a most
excellent one. Owing to the constitution of the

lime, the sand, and the blue clay, the camp lias beau-

tiful, clear drinkin? water from sprinijs with radio-

active qualities. Joseph H. Ford. Major. Medical
Corps U. S. Armv. Canal Zone, read a paper on the

"Disposal of Wastes." giving a succinct description

of the apparatus employed for the disposal of wastes

in camps. Papers on Water Supply were read by
Lieut.-Colonel Charles F. Mason, Medical Corps,
U. S. Army, Washington, D. C, and Major Carl R.
Darnall, Medical Corps, U. S. Army, Washington,
D. C.

Marine-Oberstabsarzt Dr. Weber, Berlin, Ger-
many, presented a paper on "Some Cases of Gas-
Poisoning Frequently Occurring on Board." The
object of this lecture was to draw attention to the

deficiencies existing in literary works bearing on the

subject which have been apparently neglected hither-

to; also to interest a large number of technical men
so that they may cooperate in solving problems that

may in the future come to the front in connection
with this important subject.

Surgeon F. L. Pleadwell, U. S. Navy, presented
a paper on the "Hygiene of the Engine and Fire-

room Force with Special Reference to the Effects

of Heat and Humidity." Surgeon R. C. Holcomb,
U. S. Navy, read a paper on the "Hygiene of En-
gine and Fireroom Force." The object of this paper
was to show that the prime duty of a battleship is to

meet battle conditions. That, to meet these condi-

tions, air supply alone is inadequate, and that proper

ventilation is not established unless both supply and
exhaust systems are furnished. Oberstabsarzt Dr.

Hiine, Stettin, Germany, read a paper on "Bacillus

Carriers Under Militan,' and Naval Conditions."

Medecin-Inspecteur General Dr. Fevrier, France,

ministry of war, read a paper on "Purification de
L'eau, Destinee aux Troupes en Campagne."

In the Section on Dietetic Hygiene and Hygienic
Physiology Dr. Francis G. Benedict, director of

the Nutrition Laboratory of the Carnegie Insti-

tution of Washington, Boston, Mass.. read a paper
on the "Influence of the Ingestion of Food upon
Metabolism." Three interpretations of the increase

in metabolism following the ingestion of food are

current, first, the theory in which the mechanical
work of the digestive processes plays the most
prominent role ; second, the less sharjily defined

theory in which the conception of the development
of free heat unavailable to the cells is the dominant
note, and, finally, the opinion expressed by Fried-

rich Miiller, that there are absorbed out of the blood

certain substances which are carried by the blood

to the cells and there stimulate the cells to a greater

metabolic activity. The evidence used for the

evaluation of these views in his paper was based

almost exclusively upon experiments made upon
men. From the evidence it suggests that coinci-

dental with what is commonly termed a "state of

acidosis" there are present in the blood a body or

bodies, probably of an acid nature, that stimulate

the cells to a greater metabolism.
Dr. Graham Lusk of New York presented a

paper on the "Influence of Foodstufifs and their

Cleavage Products upon Heat Production." If

meat in large quantity be given to a dog, the heat

production rises in the second hour almost to its

maximum, reaches its maximum in the third hour
and continues at this level though the tenth hour
when it begins to fall. In one instance the heat

production during a morning hour was 22.-^ calories,

and after the ingestion of 1,200 grams of meat it

had risen in the second hour to 36 calories, reach-

ing 40 calories in the third hour at which level it

remnined through the tenth hour, after which it

gradual'v fell to 25 calories in the twenty-first

hour. Durinc tlie second hour the nitrogen elimina-

tion was one-third the maximal nitrosren output as

evenly maintained between the third and tenth
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hours. The second hour also showed that the cal-

culated non-protein respiratory quotient ranged be-

tween 90 and 99, which indicated that that part of

the metabolism which was not due to protein as

calculated from urinary nitrogen, originated largely

from carbohydrate. During the later hours, the in-

creased heat production is proportional to the nitro-

gen in the urine. During a period of 15 hours,

protein carbon was retained in the organism and
when the oxygen absorption as computed on the

basis of such retention in the form of dextrose, is

compared with the actual oxygen absorption, the

two agree within 0.9 per cent., whereas computed
on the basis of carbon retained as fat, there is a

discrepancy of 10 per cent, between the calculated

and actual value. The administration of 50 grams
of dextrose in 150 c.c. of water to a dog, causes a

rise of heat production from 16,2 to 20 calories,

at which level it is maintained during the second,

third, and fourth hours, falling nearly to the basal

level in the fifth hour. The skin temperature rises

to a greater extent than the rectal temperature.

The absorption from the intestine is completed in

the fourth hour. The urine is scanty until the fourth

hour when 100 c.c. is suddenly eliminated. The
sugar content of the blood in per cent, rises in the

first hour but becomes normal after that. After

the first hour the percentage of hemoglobin in the

blood falls but returns to normal subsequent to the

fourth hour. Hence, after sugar ingestion, osmotic

phenomena cause an increased volume of blood.

When the absorption is complete, the glycogenic

function removes the dextrose from the blood, and

the blood returns to its normal composition through

the elimination of water by the kidney. Water
alone or a solution of salt or of urea has no efifect

on the metabolism, hence the increase in metabolism

is probably due to the increased number of mole-

cules of dextrose carried to the cells and not to

changes due to osmosis. Liebig's extract of beef

is without influence on the metabolism. Fifty

grams of olive oil causes a considerable increase in

heat production. Glycocoll causes a very great in-

crease in heat production, alanin also acts power-

fully, leucin and tyrosin less so and glutamic acid

not at all. It is concluded that the heat production

may be increased by increasing the quantity of

sugar and fat reaching the cells, or it may be in-

creased through the direct stimulation of the cells

by amino-acids. notably glycocoll and alanin.

Dr. Francis H. McCrudden, chemist to the Rocke-

feller Institute for Medical Research, New York.

read a paper on "Nutrition and Bone Growth."

Bone, like other tissues, undergoes metabolism

throughout life. Old bone is continuously being

reborbed and new bone laid down. If the new
bone laid down is not qualitatively of the right com-

position, the result may be rickets, osteomalacia,

osteoporosis, or osteitis deformans, depending upon

the age of the patient and other factors. The bones

act as a store for lime salts to be called on in time

of need just as the subcutaneous tissue acts as a

store for fat and the liver as a store for glycogen

:

and a flux of calcium from the bones started by a

growing fetus, a hardening callus, metastatic bone

formation, etc., may. under certain circumstances,

lead to decalcification enough to result in osteoma-

lacia and similar conditions. An important factor is

the degree to which overproduction takes place, a

factor involved also in immunity and, in fact, in

all tissue repair. There were other disturbances

which may be said to involve quantitative disturb-

ance in bone growth, the rate of growth, rather than

disturbances in the qualitative character of the

bone produced. In some of these the failure to

grow seems to depend on an absence of the "grow-
ing tendency" on the part of the bones ; in others,

some disturbance in the supply of lime salts avail-

able for bone growth seems to be at fault.

Dr. Lafayette B. Mendel, professor of physio-

logical chemistry, Sheffield Scientific School of

Yale University, New Haven, Conn., read a paper

entitled the "Role of Proteins in Growth." He be-

lieves that some of the views held in the past re-

garding the interrelation of the food supply and
growth are no longer tenable. Growth has often

been associated in a causal way with the relative

abundance of protein in diet. The parallelism be-

tween the protein content of milk of various species

and rate of growth may be an example of correla-

tion rather than of causation. Recent investigations

have shown that the assumed association of growth
with high protein intake is not confirmed by the

evidence at hand. Growth is a function of the cells.

This inherent capacity apparently cannot be ex-

aggerated by feeding; but growth can be held in

abeyance by various conditions. The development

of a successful method of investigation by Osborne
and Mendel has made it easy to approach some of

the problems experimentally.

In the Section on Hygiene of Occupation Prof.

Dr. L. V. Frankl-Hochwart, K.K. Universitat,

Vienna, Austria, read a paper on the "Occupation

Neuroses." By occupation neurosis is meant a dis-

turbance of the muscular innervation, which only

sets in after a complicated activity of the muscles ac-

quired by practice while the muscles in every other

action obey the will. The differential diagnosis

comes into consideration in a great number of other

nervous diseases, viz., the cerebrospinal diseases,

the tremors, tics, chorea, certain neurasthenic hys-

terical conditions (phobias, brachialgia, etc.), and
intoxications. The just mentioned conditions are

quite frequently confounded with professional

neuritis, with true neuralgias (cramps), paralysis,

atrophy, as observed after habitual monotonous
work. Differential diagnosis is of special import-

ance in angioneurosis (acroparesthesia), in dysbasia

angiosclerotica, and in local diseases of the muscles,

joints, tendons, and periosteum. True neurosis is

mostly observed in men between the ages of twenty

and forty years. As etiological factors one must

consider the nervous heredity, the neuropathic

diathesis, insufficient alimentation, alcoholism, and

nicotinism. Professional overwork is one of the

main factors ; depressing conditions of life and the

effect of fright are also predisposing factors. The
symptomatology is best observed in the most fre-

quent and most important neurosis : in writers'

cramp. One must differentiate between four forms

:

(i) The spastic; (2) the paralytic (ataxia); (3)
the tremor-like, and (4) the neuralgic. One occa-

sionally finds as accompanying symptoms a slight

weakness of the muscles and indications of disturb-

ances of sensation. Those whose professional oc-

cupation is drawing and painting, and the stenotyp-

ists also, acquire the disease in the same manner as

the copyists. Quite frequently one observes the

neurosis of the upper extremities in musicians

(pianists, violinists, buglers, etc.) . In the latter one

can observe disturbances of the innervation of the

lungs and of the lips. To this group also belong

the different varities of the vocal disturbances of

speakers and actors, and of officers, caused by
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habitually giving orders in a loud voice, and the

neurosis of the voice caused by singing. Cramps
are also observed in seamstresses, tailors, and per-

sons engaged in similar occupations, also in barbers,

in people who handle heavy hammers, in those wno
milk cows, in typesetters, in telegraphers, in cigar

wrappers, in waiters, diamond cutters, cashiers,

chauffeurs, etc. Sometimes similar conditions are

observed in the lower extremities, for instance, in

dancers, in those who while working use only one
foot to turn a wheel, such as lathe workers, scissors

grinders, bicyclists. In addition to the above men-
tioned cramps of the buglers, speakers and singers,

there have been observed a few cases of cramps of

the muscles of the head and of the neck ; for in-

stance, characteristic contractions while reading,

also cramps of the eye muscles in microscopic work,
in military drill, and in reading notes. Prognosis
is not absolutely bad, but always doubtful. Recur-
rences are frequent. Everything which strengthens

the individual psychically and physically will tend

to prevent this neurosis. It is important to exercise

the muscles in some way other than the habitual

one; it is also important to insure instruction in

manual work to prevent improper working habits.

Overwork is harmful also, especially in early youth.

The most important points in the treatment are

:

Cessation of all work which provokes the cramp,
the adoption of general measures which have a

beneficent effect on the general health ; hydro-

(thermo-) therapy, radiotherapy, electrotherapy,

gymnastics, massage. In several instances writing

apparatus was constructed ; important are practical

exercises in writing under the instruction of experts,

also psychical re-education ; after all psychotherapy

seems to be the main factor in the treatment of this

disease.

Dr. Louis Casamajor, New York, read a paper on
"An Unusual Form of Mineral Poisoning Affecting

the Nervous System" and questioned whether it was
manganese. Dr. George M. Gould, Atlantic City,

N. J., read a paper on "Eyestrain and Occupational

Disease" ; the evil effects of eyestrain are ignored by
nearly all investigators, a convincing example being,

in his opinion, the origin of myopia. Dr. G. Carlo
Precerutti, Turin, Italy, presented a New Lens to

Correct the Usual Defects of Sight. This lens was
not onh' able to correct the usual defects of sight,

but to prevent the serious alterations of the trans-

parent media and of the bottom of the eye, in fact,

cures them when they have begun, and augments
the visual strength. In the lens has been embodied
a radioactive substance dosed in such a way that

through constant use the emanations are utilized,

thus establishing a true cataphoric action on the

organs of sight so that the lens corrects and cures

at the same time.

T. Kennard Thomson, honorable vice-president

of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New York, presented some notes on "Caisson Dis-

eases," showing that sewage polluted soil in the Har-
lem River caissons caused much trouble with caisson

disease at light pressure of compressed air which
in pure air would have given no trouble. Also
air rendered impure by workmen caused trouble

and New York was taking great risk by pollut-

ing its rivers and bays. Dr. Seward Erdman,
New York, described the acute effects of caisson

disease and reported an analysis of the gas obtained
from the right heart at autopsy. Dr. Peter Bassoe,
Chicago, told of the "Remote Effects of Caisson
Disease" ; his paper mainly consisted in a further

elaboration of the material investigated under the

auspices of the Occupational Disease Commission
of Illinois during the year 1910. The most common
persistent results seemed to be deafness and tinnitus.

Attention was called to the large number of men
giving histories of paralysis and other serious mani-
festations years ago and now well and free from
physical signs of disease. Alcoholism was very
prevalent among the men who were studied.

"Caisson Disease and Its Prevention" was consid-

ered by Henry Japp, member of the Institute of

Civil Engineers and of the American Society of

Civil Engineers, New York City, in which he stated

that our ignorance of caisson disease in the past has

resulted in an increasing cost of operation by bring-

ing about reduced hours of labor to minimize the

chances of disease, by increasing wages to overcome
the fear of disease, and by limiting the supply of

labor through medical exclusion to prevent disease.

Without doubt men are built to undergo pressure

changes, as it is possible on the earth's surface to

experience a range of pressure from 173/2 pounds
absolute in the deepest mine to 5 pounds absolute on
the highest mountain, or a fall of 71J/2 per cent.,

which is the equivalent of decompressing from

+ 3^H pounds to atmosphere. Paul Bert's me-
chanical theory that caisson disease is caused by the

blood and tissues absorljing nitrogen under pres-

sure, which escapes as bubbles during and after

decomposition, is generally accepted, and cure by
decompressing the hberated bubbles and prevention

by slow decompression are universal. E. W. Moir's

medical airlock on the Hudson Tunnel reduced the

death-rate from 25 to i per cent., and on the New
York East River tunnels this, combined with slow
decompression, gave a death-rate of .19 of i per

cent. Dr. Haldane's stage decompression method
prevents fatal cases, and provides safety for divers

in 210 feet of salt water, or +92.4 pounds. This

method consists of never permitting the maximum
air saturation of the body on decompressing to be
higher than 2.3 times the pressure in the airlock

or than the atmosphere on emerging. This permits

a quick drop to half the absolute pressure on enter-

ing the airlock, which accelerates the desaturation

of the body much more quickly than the uniform
method of decompression. In very deep diving,

where the period of immersion is not great, the

decompression period is not excessive, but in cais-

sons and tunnels the immersion is comparatively

long and the decompression period required ap-

peared to the speaker to be too conservative and
lengthy for practical purposes. On the East River
tunnels 23,000 individual compressions were made
from + 40 pounds, with a modified stage method
on Dr. Haldane's principle, in forty-eight minutes

without fatal or serious cases, leaving the maximum
air saturation of the body on emerging at + 27
pounds. From this result the speaker has drawn up
a table for decompression from tunnels. The meth-

ods of caring for the workmen were described and

the regulations under which they worked were em-
bodied in an appendix, as well as the proposed rules

to be observed, wdiich w-ere submitted to the Com-
missioner of Labor of the State of New York by
twenty-one engineers, doctors, and contractors.

The effect of the workmen's mental condition was
mentioned as a possible influence on their suscep-

tibility to caisson disease, just as fear is said to

make men subject to yellow fever. Dr. Leonard
Hill's conclusions from his recent experiments were
given, and the desire was expressed that the Inter-
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national Congress on Hygiene and Demography
should draw up a table for decompression as a guide
to future legislation.

A paper on "Prophylaxis of Labor in Compressed
Air" was read by Dr. Herman von Schrotter,

Vienna, Austria, in which he stated that the experi-

mental results of recent years iiave enabled us to

understand better the pathogeny of the various

symptoms observed after rapid decompression. We
have also more correct conceptions in regard to the

role of oversaturated liquids, and of the conditions

under which the release of gases in bubble form
takes place in the organism. The decompression must
take place, so that, while more rapid in the begin-

ning, it slows down gradually and in proportion to

the degree of saturation. In all cases a decompression
in the contrary sense seems injurious. The muscular

work facilitates, by its effect on the circulation, the

elimination of gas during (and after) the discharge.

O.xygen as a prophylactic and therapeutic means
should, according to what we have already at an-

other time insistently advised, enter more strongly

into the practice of decompression. The use of

oxygen could shorten the necessary duration for

effecting a decompression unattended by danger.

Duration of Stay and Decompression.—After labor

under an overpressure of 1-1.5 atm., which need not

be limited as to time (that is, 6-8 hours' shift is not

too long), decompression may be effected in 10, that

is, between 5-15 minutes, in which latter case initial

acceleration of the decrease of pressure appears
proper; after labor under an overpressure of 2 atm..

decompression to 0.5 atm. in 3 minutes. Over-
pressure should be effected and then at an even
rate of O.i atm., in not less than 4 minutes.

After labor under an overpressure up to

3 atm., work must be shortened to 3.4 hours. Con-
cerning decompression : the first decrease of pres-

sure should occur in 3-5 minutes to 1.5 atm. Em-
ploy overpressure, then decrease the pressure at

the rate of o.i atm., in not less than 4 min-
utes, or gradual decompression by means of an
airlock, with about one-half, then one-quarter of

the working pressure, with regard for physical

activity, avoiding of harmful refrigeration (use
of oxygen). In ever}' construction work in which
an overpressure of 1.5 atm. is employed, there must
be a recompression airlock. How to arrange
the prophylactic measures in each individual case

depends upon the particular circumstances of the

work, upon the requirements which labor in com-
pressed air demands. In the technical preliminan,'

measures for a construction to be built under com-
pressed air, a physician, well versed in the matter,

should therefore be consulted who, on the basis of

the technical and local elements entering into the

work, should determine the special regulations,

based on the facts established, and correctly har-

monize stay, pressure and decompression in order
to reduce, as far as possible, the quota of danger.
These, in such case obligatory measures shall from
the begining have to be arranged in such a way that

they will take into account the possibility of a wider
basis as the work progresses, etc. The slow decom-
pression, with a rapidity accelerated in the begin-

ning as proposed by Haldane is preferable to a uni-

form decrease of pressure. Oxygen as a prophy-
lactic agent should be used more than heretofore,

especially in the case of the diver.

"The Effects of Exposure to Intense Heat on the

Working Organism" was described by Dr. David L.

Edsall, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass., a

condition which he described some three years ago.

The condition was characterized chiefly by muscular
spasm, extremely common in some occupations, and
seemed to occur during hot weather and chiefly in

those regions where the summer temperatures rise

quite high. Economically it has at times consider-

able importance in interfering with the efficiency of

the working force. Occasionally the attack is fatal.

Improved ventilation and the substitution of cranes

and other mechanical appliances for manual labor

in the heaviest and hottest parts of the work are

the chief available preventive measures. The treat-

ment is mainly symptomatic in controlling pain.

Surgeon Charles N. Fiske, U. S. Navy, Washing-
ton, D. C, said that sunstroke was rare in the navy,

but heat exhaustion may have either systemic shock

or local muscular spasm predominating. The eti-

ological factors with which the hygienist has con-

cerned himself are chronic alcoholism, dissipation,

debility, hard muscular labor, unrelieved fatigue,

lack of sleep, insufficient circulation of air, wet bulb

temperature above 85° F., lack of habituation, un-

suitable clothing, fright, excess of protein and de-

ficiency of carbohydrates in diet, insufficient assim-

ilation of water, blood concentration, corpuscle de-

struction and arterial anemia, diminished toxin elim-

ination through excess of cutaneous over renal ex-

cretion, predisposition from former attacks and oth-

ers less likely.

Dr. Wilhelm Lindemann, Sanitatsrat, Bochum,
Germany, read a paper on "Accidents and Diseases

of Miners and Tunnel Workers," in which he stated

that the most important hygienic measure for the

prevention of ankylostomiasis is the use of trans-

portable toilet-seats.

Sir Thomas Oliver, University Durham College

of !\Iedicine, Xewcastle-upon-Tyne, England, read

a paper entitled, "Injuries Caused by Electricity."

We are constantly being reminded of the deadly

effects of electricity. Contact with a live wire or

an unprotected portion of machinery may kill a per-

son immediately, it may injure him so severely that

he dies in a few hours afterwards, or he is severely

burned and recovers slowly. Death in electric shock
resembles death caused by lightning. It is difficult

to say what pressure electrical current or voltage is

within the limits of safety. Of the two kinds of

current the alternating is more dangerous than the

constant, when the values are not too high. Cur-
rents of 100 to 150 volts are generally regarded as

within the limits of safety, 200 to 300 as coming
within the danger sphere and anything above 600 as

likely to be fatal. There is no absolute certainty in

this statement however. Mode of contact, duration

of contact and whether made with one or both poles,

the condition of the skin at the time, e.g. moist or

dry, state of boots a workman is wearing and
whether the soil is moist or dry, are circumstances

which determine the consequences of exposure to

electrical currents. The skin of the body offers re-

sistance to the penetration of the current. When
an electrical current penetrates the skin, none of its

energy is lost ; it is simply transformed into mechan-
ical, thermal, chemical and electrolytic action. The
injuries caused by electricity can hardly be regarded
as bums, since they are not wholly due to extension

from the surface but to internal heat. Cases of in-

jury which came under personal observation were
described in association with Professor R. A. Bolam

;

the author carried out a series of experiments with

the view of ascertaining the causes of death in elec-

tric shock. In most of the animals death was due to
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the arrest of the heart's action. Prevost and Bat-
telli of Geneva found that currents of low tension
cause death by the heart becoming paralyzed ; with
currents of high tension the breathing is first ar-
rested, the animal is killed outright by inhibition of
the respiratory center. Grange is of the opinion that
hemorrhage into the medulla oblongata causes death
by pressing upon the origin of the pneumogastric
nerve. Jellinek found on lumbar puncture evidence
of high cerebrospinal pressure in death after elec-

tric shock. He too is of the opinion that death is

usually due to stoppage of the heart. In many ex-
periments heart and respiration cease together, or
respiration may be first arrested. Burns and the
effects of electrical sparking upon the eyes are con-
sidered, also the methods of treatment to be adopted
for the restoration of persons apparently killed by
electricity.

"Diseases and Injuries Occurring in Electric
Plants" was the title of the paper read by Dr. J. D.
McGowan, Surgeon, Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany, Chicago, and it was his belief that the electric

current per se does not cause any disease, ".\cci-

dents and Diseases of Ironworkers" was the title of

a paper read by Dr. Friedrich Ropke, Solingen, Ger-
many. In prophyla.xis the guiding principle is : dust
or gases must be rendered innocuous at the place of
their origin. He had observed a few cases of mer-
curial poisoning among the fire gilders in the sword
industry.

{To be continued.)

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

COMING SESSION—BRITISH ASSOCIATION—SECTIONAL
PROCEEDINGS AND GENERAL DEBATES—MIND AND
MATTER—ORIGIN OF LIFE ISOLATION HOSPITALS

OBITUARY.
London, September 13, 1912.

The opening of the medical schools for the winter
session is already the subject of conversation and
those in any way connected with teaching are com-
paring notes of the arrangements made for keeping
the traditional ist of October at their several in-

stitutions.

Sir T. Crosby, the Lord Mayor, will take the chair
at an old students' dinner of his own school of St.

Thomas' Hospital. The occasion is to be marked
at the London Hospital by the Schorstein memorial
lecture to be delivered by Prof. Wardrop Griffith

and in the evening a dinner will be held at which
the venerable Jonathan Hutchinson has promised to

take the chair and no doubt his surviving colleagues
and numerous old students will put in an appear-
ance. At the Middlesex Hospital the chief function
will be the distribution of prizes ; this will be con-
ducted by Sir Charles Wyndham, who was originally

educated for the profession and took the M. R. C.
S. Eng. in 1857. The introductory address will

follow by Dr. Lazarus-Barlow, and in the evening
the inevitable dinner, when Dr. Campbell Thomson
will take the chair. At Bart's a dinner in the great
hall with Dr. Lewis Jones in the chair. At St.

George's the introductory address by Mr. H. B.
Grimsdale, whose subject is announced as "The
Present Duty of the Medical Citizen," followed by
the dinner. Dr. Penroe in the chair. At King's Col-
lege Hospital the dinner is to suffice, presided over
by Prof. Norman Dalton. At St. Mary's Dr. Gow
will^ preside at the dinner, but earlier there is to be
a distribution of prizes, when the Lord Mayor has

promised to give a short address. Sir Rickman
Godlee, president R. C. S. will preside at the Uni-

versity College Hospital dinner ; Mr. Spencer at the

Westminster. At Guy's the Pupils' Physical So-

ciety give their conversazione. At the Charing
Cross Lady Mary Glyn and the Bishop of Peter-

borough will distribute prizes. At the Women's
School Miss Jane Walker, M. D., will give the in-

troductory, her subject, "Common Sense."

Members of the British Association have now re-

turned, the meetings having concluded on the nth
inst. They seem to have enjoyed their trip, both the

entertainments and the work of the sections. There
were twelve of these and each with a chairman and
his address. All sections were more concerned with

pure science. Those most connected with medicine
were physiology and chemistry, but even of these I

can only mention a few points reported to me. In

the former the president. Prof. Leonard Hill, talked

of stuffy rooms, insisting that changes in the chem-
ical composition of the air was not the cause of their

evil influence and the specious standard of purity

had deceived the public into permitting the elevation

of skyscrapers and the sinking of cavernous places

of business. Temperature, light, movement and
relative moisture were the points to consider as to

health. The monotonous lives of workers in such
conditions while they continued would render use-

less sanatoria and dispensaries. Gas radiators and
central heating were displacing the old open fires.

The change improved the cleanliness and econo-

mized coal, but gave a monotonous, windless, warm
atmosphere bad for the health. The efforts of en-

gineers should be directed to cooling the air in

public places and the bodies of people forming the

audience.

There was a debate in this section on the "Re-
lation of Mind and Matter," in which the hypoth-

eses put forward by different schools of thought
were more or less clearly described. But from what
I can learn none seemed convincing and at the end
Professor Starling declared the discussion had been
a waste of time, a mere rehash of Thomas Aquinas
complicated with incorrect physiology. Sir T.

Clouston had argued that mental disease could be
directly associated with alterations in the cerebral

cells and that there were centers of mental inhibi-

tion which were nondeveloped in idiocy, imper-

fect in the primitive races and diseased in insan-

ity. Dr. Haldane had contrasted the view that man
consciously and purposively controlled, more or less

successfully, his body through its environment,
with the view that his conduct depended on that en-

vironment. If the former were adopted they were
faced by the hard facts of the latter, adopting
which the difficulty presented itself that mere physi-

cal and physiological processes could not offer an
explanation of intelligent behavior.

In the chemical section. Professor Senier presid-

ing, described their science as a complicated ideal

structure of the imagination, a gigantic fairy pal-

ace, comparable to the wonderful stories of the

"Arabian Nights." He traced some of the magical
transformations of molecules and the conception of
solid molecular aggregates and the hypothesis of
isomeric phenomena. Passing to the practical edu-
cation in the subject he urged that training in re-

search should take precedence of elementary in-

struction, so far as national aid was given.

Two of the meetings of this section were held

jointly with those of botany and zoology and were
largely devoted to problems of growth and life.
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One was notable for a discussion on plant pig-

ments in which the chemists claimed equality with

biologists in connection with the problems of

heredity.

On Sunday there were official services in con-

nection with the association at two churches, but the

preachers only made indirect allusions to the pro-

ceedings. Canon Simpson urged the patient study

of things as they exist and suggested that nature

might be conquered by obeying it. Professor Den-
ney told his audience that the Bible had not even

a name for science, the purpose of Christ not being

to anticipate knowledge but to reveal the Father.

Science must be partial and its votaries marked off

their boundaries and did not look beyond. There
were doubtless references in other Protestant

churches, but I have not heard of them. In the

Roman Catholic one Rev. C. Widdowson directly

controverted the presidential address. Sciolists

in science and in religion were, he declared, the

bane of both. That the fullness of being should

shed out of itself all gradations of lesser and lesser

was intelligible but that nothingness should endow
the most majestic greatness revolted the sane mind.

Yet they had been told evolution produced every-

thing out of atoms and molecules. Emotions added
nothing to flesh tremors ; they might early find the

atomic weight of toothache, the chemical composi-
tion of a sneer or the elements which combined to

raise joy or grief. Surely they could not be ex-

pected to treat all that seriously. Monism itself

was a revolt against such crude materialism.

Physical science must ever remain impotent to fix

finally the ultimate nature of things.

The debate of the week, fixed for Tuesday,
was on the "Origin of Life," and, of course, em-
braced the presidential address ; this is the sub-

ject which is always brought forward whenever
the meeting is mentioned. Professor Minchin
seemed to favor the view that the nucleus was the

primordial form, as it was always present in living

organisms; cells could not live when deprived oi

it, it was the first part to undergo division, was
related to heredity and to ferments, and was the

main part of the minutest organisms. When life

appeared on the earth it was difficult to imagine
how it could maintain its existence. Professor
Wager thought that the previous speaker had
helped them "no forrader." He regarded the cy-

toplasm as the fundamental part of the cell. Pro-
fessor Keeble said that a savage who met a motor
car and at once proceeded to explain its origin

would be in a similar position to those explaining

the synthetic life, but they were sillier than he.

Professor MacAllum held with Tyndall that mat-
ter was endowed with the potentiality of life. The
organism which was first formed was ultramicro-
scopic, perhaps under the two-hundredth of a mi-
cron. Prof. Benjamin Moore declared he still wor-
shiped at the shrine of vitalism. He thought that

life might still be originating. When the colloids

got under sunlight they began synthetizing organic
bodies and so the process continued. A picture
consisted of the artist's soul as well as of pigment,
so to those who could recognize, it there was a

soul of living beings. Professor McCuUam saw no
hope of our ever being able to explain how life

arose but would not dissuade others from search-
ing. The alchemists who searched for the philoso-

pher's stone founded chemistry and those who
sought the elixir of life founded therapeutics. Dr.
Haldane suggested that by analysis of the organic

we might some day get down to the morganic
(chemically speaking) and then see that this was
an organic world, so we must study atoms and mole-
cules to lead to a notion of the origin of life. Dr.
Chalmers Mitchell said that was mere verbal non-
sense. What they called life was only the result

of observations about human beings. To extend it

to anything else was pure metaphysics. Rev. T.
Stebbing revived the old story of an Oxford Don
who said he had listened to university sermons for

forty years and was yet a Christian, and thought
some of the audience might go home and tell their

friends they had heard learned speeches on the
origin of life and had left with the firm convic-

tion that life never had an origin at all.

Next year's meeting is to be held at Birmingham
from the loth to the 17th of September and Sir
W. H. White has been chosen as president. In
1914 the meeting is to be in Australia. Invitations

for the two following years have been received from
Manchester and Newcastle.
A report by Dr. Franklin Parsons on the utility

of isolation hospitals has been issued by the local

government board as a supplement to their last

year's report of their medical officer. The con-
struction and design of these hospitals is considered
and suggestions are made for reducing their cost.

Dr. Parsons visited twenty-four of these existing
hospitals and reports upon them. The board's med-
ical officer introduces the report in a preparatory
letter, describing it as containing information very
valuable to sanitary authorties and their officers

who may have to prepare plans for new isolation
hospitals.

The death has occured of Dr. Reginald Thomp-
son, aged 78. He was on the stafif of the Con-
sumption Hospital, Brompton, as acting and con-
sulting physician for about 30 years. He was M.
D. Cantab. 1863; was elected F. R. C. P. in 1868.
He was appointed secretary of the Royal Medico-
Chir. Society in 1880 and V. P. in 1883. He wrote
"The Different Aspects of Family Phthisis" (1884)
and contributed on various subjects connected with
consumption to the societies and journals.
The death of Mr. L. A. Bidwell, senior surgeon

to the West London Hospital, took place on Monday,
September 2, at 4 o'clock. He took the M. R. C. S.
in 1887 and the Fellowship in 1890. Besides other
appointments, he was surgeon-major in the Royal
Hussars Yeomanry. He wrote a "Handbook of
Intestinal Surgery" in 1905 and had been a liberal

contributor to societies and journals, particularly on
points connected with the surgery of the abdomen.

Surgeon-General (retired) D. A. Campbell Fra-
ser, M. O. Edin., died on the 28th ult., aged 80. He
served in the army medical department about 40
years, and had held staff appointments at Malta and
Netley. Had been Red Cross Commissioner in the
Russo-Turkish War and received the medal for
Ashanti, 1873-4. He also had the Roumanian Star.

Staff-Surgeon R. N. Charles Ede (retired) has
died a nonagenarian. The latter part of his life was
in private practice, contrasting strongly with his
earlier career. Qualifying in 1844 he entered the
navy the next year and first served in the Pacific
zone four years, and then was appointed surgeon
and naturalist to the Assistance, going to the Arctic
region in search of Sir John Franklin. They found
the winter quarters and debris of Franklin's expedi-
tion. Surgeon Ede was in sledge parties by which
further traces were found, and returned to the ship
with frost-bitten and snow-blind patients.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

September 19, 1912.

1. Indications for the Major Obstetrical Operations F. S. Newell.
2. Tlie Salvarsan-Calomel Treatment of Syphilis. W. F. Boos.
3. The Bacteriological Diagnosis, Intubation and Antitoxin Treat-

ment of Diplitheria. E. H. Place.
4. The Significance of Symptoms in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. H. D.

Chadwick and II. S. VVagner.

2. The Salvarsan-Calomel Treatment of Syphilis.—
W. F. Boos believes that whether or not salvarsan alone is

capable of curing syphilis is an open question. Its action

is undoubtedly much more powerful and rapid than that

of calomel, but perhaps it is not as enduring as calomel

action. When an early and eflfective calomel treatment is

used less salvarsan is necessary. In any event, a proper

combination of the two drugs makes it possible to cure

syphilis in one-sixth the time required when calomel alone

is used; and the treatment is much milder. In secondary

fases the author usually begins with a calomel treatment

of 8 intramuscular injections : 2 of 70, 2 of 60, 2 of 50, and
2 of 40 milligrams. If the patient is afflicted with serious

secondary symptoms such, for instance, as laryngeal syph-

ilis with an intense and constant cough and almost com-
plete loss of voice, he is immediately given two or three

intravenous injections of salvarsan, three or four days

apart, before the calomel treatment is begun. The injec-

tions of calomel are given every four to five days, and if

the patient's condition allows he receives two more in-

jections of 40 milligrams each when the first 8 are com-
plete. The calomel makes the patients feel considerably

prostrated in most cases, although some of them bear up
remarkably well under the injections. During the calomel

treatment the patient must take the very best care of him-

self; he should stop work if possible, he must go to bed

immediately after each injection, and he must refrain

from the use of alcohol for an indefinite period. It is

noted that the intravenous injections of salvarsan, which
follow the calomel after the lapse of a few days, quickly

bring the patient back to a state of comparative well-being.

The injections of salvarsan are made at intervals of from
three to four days; and five or six injections are given in

all. In ordinary cases men receive from 0.5 to 0.6 gram
salvarsan at each treatment, while women are given some-

what less. The calomel must be given as a fine suspension

in oil of sesame.

4. Significance of Symptoms in Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis.—H. D. Chadwick and H. S. Wagner emphasize the

importance of watching for early subjective symptoms, as

by them a diagnosis may be made before ulcerative pro-

cesses occur to free the bacilli. The finding of bacilli de-

pends much upon the persistence of the search made for

them. Tuberculosis, even in advanced form, may be pres-

ent without bacilli appearing in the sputum. In suspicious

cases it is better to give patients the benefit of the doubt

by telling them that their symptoms indicate early tuber-

culosis and that to prevent further progress it will require

a radical change in their mode of living. If a patient is

sent to a sanatorium with a doubtful diagnosis no harm
will have resulted, even if the condition should prove to

be a simple bronchitis or an influenza infection.

New York Medical JournaL

September 21, 1912.

1. Further Notes on the Sanitary Control of Prostitution in Some
European Cities. F. Bierhoff.

2. Skin Diseases in Relation to the Nervous System. S. Pollitzer.
3. The Newer Teachings of the Diseases of the Alimentary Canal.

M. I. Knapp.
4. Syphilis and Gonorrhea as Depicted in the "Songes Drolatiques

de Pantagruel." C. G. Cumston.
5. Some Diagnostic Aids in Gastric Diseases. E. A. Aronson.
6. Clinical Observations of Trachoma. H. M. Friedman.
7. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinhardt.
8. Mitral Stenosis and Pulmonary Tuberculosis. W. Narins.
9. Cardiac Disease and Pulmonarv Tuberculosis. G. Seymour.
10. The Child and Constipation. N. G. Weill.

2. Skin Diseases in Relation to the Nervous System.
—By S. Pollitzer. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 690.)

5. Diagnostic Aids in Gastric Diseases.—E. A.
Aronson states that from study of the diagnosis of gastric

diseases, both clinically and in the laboratory, he is com-
pelled to admit that as yet there are no absolutely reliable

diagnostic aids and that consequently much is left to be

desired. Every case demands, in addition to a careful con-

sideration of the subjective history, the application of every

possible laboratory aid to the physical examination. It is

still frequently a most difficult thing to make certain a dif-

ferential diagnosis between a functional and an organ:c

lesion. The positive diagnosis of an ulcer is not always

easy, for even a hematemesis cannot be considered a cardi-

nal symptom. No great ingenuity is required to diagnosti-

cate a malignant growth if one can palpate a distinct tumor
of the stomach and find all other signs and symptoms of

malignancy. The early diagnosis of this disease, in the

absence of such a mass, despite the most careful chemical

study and the applicaion of all the known biological tests,

remains the same difficult problem encountered by preced-

ing generations of clinicians. The author is optimistic

enough to believe that this difficulty will also be overcome

in the future, and perhaps th?t one's greatest aid may lie

in the further development of rontgenology

6. Trachoma.—H. M. Friedman notes that trachoma
is a chronic, malignant, and highly infectious disease of

the conjunctiva, attacking principally people living in

crowded and unhygienic surroundings. It almost always

commences in the palpebral margin of one of the upper

lids; it is pathologically a diffuse subepithelial, white celled

infiltration of the conjunctiva; its most serious complica-

tion is pannus ; and a cure is effected by the replacement,

in a characteristic manner, of the mucous membrane by

scar tissue. The ideal treatment is any method which pro-

motes scarring, with the extirpation of isolated areas which

have finally refused to heal.

8. Mitral Stenosis and Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—
W. Narins points out that mitral stenosis and pulmonary

tuberculosis may occur in the same individual. This fact

is now admitted by almost all authorities. Franke's state-

ment that he never saw a case of tuberculosis following a

mitral stenosis with well marked hypertrophy of the right

ventricle is clearly only personal experience. In a series

of positive cases of pulmonary tuberculosis treated at the

author's tuberculosis clinic, there were sixty-two with car-

diac complications of all sorts. There were twenty-five

cases of mitral insufficiency. There were seven cases of

mitral stenosis and one of mitral stenosis and insufficiency.

The author concludes from his experience that the pas-

sive congestion of the lung due to the mitral stenosis acts

in a favorable way on the tuberculous process in the lungs.

9. Heart Disease and Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—
N. G. Seymour finds that one of the most frequent errors

encountered in diagnosis is that of pulmonary tuberculosis

in cases of uncomplicated chronic endocarditis ; that the

combination of these two conditions is not very unusual,

and that therefore the recognition of an undoubted heart

lesion does not preclude the possibility of a coexistent

tuberculosis of the lung.

American Medical Association.

September 21, 1912.

1. How May the Science of Therapeutics Be Advanced? J. L.
Miller.

2. High-Frequency Desiccation. Fulguration and Thermoradiqther-
apy. Their Uses in Therapeutics. \V. L. Clark.

3. Baciliary Dysentery. .\ Contribution to the Study of the Epi-
demiology. C. j. Hunt.

4. The Eradication of the Social Diseases in Large Cities. R. N.
VVillson.

5. Urobilin: Its Clinical Significance. Preliminary Report. R. L.
Wilbur and T. Addis.

6. Mv Experience with Diabetic Patients Living Ten or More years.

E. P. Joslin.

7. Successful Cultivation of Malarial Plasmodia. C. C. Bass.
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8. A Routine Method of Opening the Heart with Conservation ot

the Bundle of His and the Sinoauricular Node. B. S. Op-
penheimer.

9. Description of a New Urethrotome. H. McC. Young.
10. The relation of the Parathyroid Gland to Infantile Tetany. C.

G. Grulee.
U. Cesarean Section Done Under Spinal Anesthesia for Eclamp-

sia: Report of Three Cases. J. P. Marsh.
12. Subclavian Aneurysm with Successful Endoaneurysmorrhaphy.

E. Drennan.
13. A Case of Sporotrichesis in North Dakota: Probable Infection

frora Gophers. G. M. Olson.

3. Bacillary Dysentery.—C. J. Hunt believes that

while there is some warrant for the terms "dysentery" and

"paradysentery," the more general one of "bacillary dysen-

tery," insofar as preventive medicine is concerned, simpli-

fies the problem both of diagnosis and of sanitary super-

vision. There is apparently a notable lack of recognition

of the etiology and probably of the pathology of cases in-

fected by members of the dysentery group, resulting in a

longer continuance of the infecting source and a higher

mortality; this is evidenced in the varied diagnoses such

as "diarrhea," "winter cholera," "intestinal grip," "grip,"

"gastric fever," "intestinal disorder" and many others.

Dependent on the casual association of the B. typhosus,

outbreaks of bacillary dysentery may be followed within

ten to twenty-one days by a marked increase in the num-

ber of typhoid fever cases. This occurred in five out of

nine instances in Pennsylvania and may serve as a warn-

ing of the presence of the more serious infection; the im-

mediate abatement of the sources would probably decrease

the morbidity and mortality due to typhoid fever.

5. Clinical Significance of Urobilin.—By R. L. Wil-

bur and T. Addis. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page

IIIS-)

6. Diabetic Patients Living Ten Years or More.

—

By E. P. Joslin. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1119.)

7. Cultivation of Malarial Plasmodia.—C. C. Bass

reports that he has succeeded in cultivating the malarial

Plasmodia in human serum, in Locke's fluid (from which

calcium chloride, is omitted) and in human ascitic fluid.

In the majority of cases it was found that dextrose must

be added to the medium in order to secure growth of the

parasites. The plasmodia grow in a thin layer near the top

of the cell sediment, beneath which zone the parasites all

die. The parasites have been cultivated only in the red

cells of human blood and are destroyed by the leucocytes

as soon as they are liberated from the erythrocytes, and

also by the serum, Locke's fluid, ascitic fluid, or, by any

of the other media experimented with. Plasmodia develop

readily in the red corpuscles, apparently digesting the sub-

stance of the corpuscles, and segmentation can be followed

with great satisfaction in the cultures. The most favor-

able temperature found for the cultivation of these proto-

zoa is about 40° C. They will usually live at a lower tem-

perature, but often will not grow, and as a rule will not

multiply. Positive cultures have been obtained from

twenty-nine cases of estivoautumnal, six cases of tertian

and one case of quartan malaria. The cultures have been

carried on as far as four generations from the parent cul-

ture and with proper attention to technique can doubtless

be maintained indefinitely. Only the asexual cycle of the

parasite has been observed in the author's cultures.

10. The Parathyroids and Infantile Tetany.—C. G.

Grulee states that there is no absolute evidence that lesions

of the parathyroids are responsible for cases of infantile

tetany. The removal of the parathyroids in adults and

animals produces a condition which, if not identical, closely

simulates spasmophilia. In a majority of cases of infantile

tetany there is found some lesion of the parathyroid glands.

There is strong reason to believe that the same disturb-

ance of salt metabolism occurs in the tetany of animals

produced by thyroidectomy as in the spasmophilia of in-

fants. It is likely that lesions of the parathyroids are

causal factors in infantile tetany, but that it has not been

proved that such lesions must exist in all cases.

The Lancet.

September 14, 1912.

1. Eye Symptoms and the Early Diagnosis of Diseases of the
Nervous System. J. Ilinshelwood.

2. Septicemia with Local Endocardial Lesion. With Records of Nine
Cases. J. Henderson.

3. Carcinoma and Sarcoma of the Same Breast. E. H. Kettle.
4. Two Cases of .Acute Pancreatitis: Abdominal Drainage: Ap-

pendicostomy ; Recovery, W. Billington and B. G. Goodwin.
5. Chronic Edema of One Leg in a Child. E. O. Hughes.
6. The Prophylactic Use of X-Kays Before and .After Operation for

Malignant Disease. R. Knox.
7. The Care of Consumptives. A Review and a Forecast. F. G.

Lyon.
8. Subcutaneous Rupture of the Kidney: Intraperitoneal Hemor-

rhage; Expectant Treatment: Recovery. E. G. Stanley.
9. After-Care Under the National Insurance Act. H. W. McCon-

nel.

10. Health of Europeans in East Africa. A. E. Horn.

1. Eye Symptoms in Nervous Diseases.—J. Hinshel-

wood presents a number of examples showing the intimate

connection which frequently exists between the eye symp-

toms and the diagnosis of diseases of the nervous system.

He directs special attention to the fact that by careful and

systematic observation of the eye symptoms in all cases of

disease of the nervous system the physician is able in

many cases to arrive at a diagnosis at a much earlier period

than would be possible from consideration of the other

symptoms alone.

2. Septicemia with Local Endocardial Lesions.

—

J. Henderson states that cases of infective or malignant

endocarditis are now recognized to be really varieties oi

acute septicemia, often cryptogenetic, with localization on

the endocardium, though the symptoms are not necessarily

those of the local lesion. The condition is one which is

undoubtedly much more frequent than the records show,

as ofttimes there is no symptom or physical sign to suggest

such a lesion. The more acute forms are most often recog-

nized, but the more chronic types may only be recognized

very late in the course of the disease, or may defy diagno-

sis to the end. Textbooks do not usually portray anything

like a complete clinical picture of the disease—its mode of

onset, its symptoms, and its course are so varied. The text-

book classification recognizes various distinct types. Two
special types are described, the typhoid and the septic, the

former being the much more common. A third, and much
less frequent type, is mentioned where the predominant

symptoms are meningeal. In all these the cardiac symptoms

are in the background. There is in addition a large group

in which the cardiac features are pronounced, and often

these prove to be the most chronic and most difficult to

recognize as malignant. From a diagnostic point of view

three cardinal signs may be recognized: (i) The presence

of valvular disease as determined by cardiac examination;

(2) the occurrence of embolism; and (3) the discovery of

microorganisms in the blood stream. If these three signs

occur together a confident diagnosis of infective endocardi-

tis may, in .the great majority of cases, be made, although

often the diagnosis must be made on much more slender

foundation.

4. Acute Pancreatitis.—W. Billington and B. G.

Goodwin allude to the rarity of recovery from acute

hemorrhagic pancreatitis and report two cases recently

under treatment in the Queen's Hospital, Birmingham. In

each case both sacs of the peritoneum were drained, ap-

pendicostomy was performed, and through the opening in

the appendix large quantites of saline solution were intro-

duced into the large bowel. The amount of fluid absorbed

was surprising and the eff'ect was most gratifying, a prac-

tically uneventful recovery following the operation in each

instance.

5. Chronic Edema of One Leg in a Child.—E. O.

Hughes records a case of this condition in a girl aged six

years. It is classed provisionally at least, with those in-

stances of non-dongenital edema of the lower extremities

in children, a fair number of which have by now been re-

ported, and which resemble this one both in many of their

clinical features, and in the absence of any known path-
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ology—the title "trophedema" (Meige) being both vague

and of doubtful warrant. A few of these cases have been

unilateral. On the other hand, in the case of the author's

patient the general character of the edema and its anato-

mical accuracy afford so complete a picture of obstruction

of one external iliac vein that any other diagnosis could

only be safely accepted if a direct exploration of the parts

proved negative.

7. The Care of Consumptives.—T. G. Lyon con-

cludes that no reliance can be placed on specific remedies.

Sanatoria conducted on rational lines are essential in the

treatment of those consumptives whose life-work is under

the direction of others. Consumptives of humble means

should be provided for by an extension of the present

hospital system, aided by the State and supplemented by

additional sanatoriums. The sanatorium treatment, owing

to its slacking influence, is not fitted to patients in positions

that require the display of initiative and entail responsibil-

ity. These patients are best treated apart from others,

without isolation from their usual surroundings, and as far

as possible in touch with their business.

British Medical Journal.

Seflember 14, 1912.

1. The Nature, Origin, and Maintenance of Life. E. A. Schafer.
2. The Influence of Muscular Exercise and Open .^ir on the Bodily

Functions. L. Hill.

1. The Nature and Origin of Life.—By E. A. Schiifer.

(See Medical Record. September 28, 1912, page 582.)

2. Influence of Muscular Exercise and the Open Air

on the Bodily Functions.—L. Hill concludes that all

the efforts of the heating and ventilating engineer should

be directed towards cooling the air in crowded places anu

cooling the bodies of the people by setting the air in mo-

tion by means of fans. In a crowded room the air con-

fined between the bodies and clothes of the people is al-

most warmed up to body temperature and saturated with

moisture, so that cooling of the body by radiation, convec-

tion, and evaporation becomes reduced to a minimum. The

strain on the heat-regulating mechanism tells on the heart.

The pulse is accelerated, the blood is sent in increased vol-

ume to the skin, and circulates there in far greater volume,

while less goes through the viscera and brain. As the

surface temperature rises, the cutaneous vessels dilate, the

veins become filled, the arteries may become small in vol-

ume, and the blood pressure low, the heart is fatigued by

the extra work thrown upon it. The influence of the heat

stagnation is shown by the great acceleration of the pulse

when work is done and the slower rate at which the pulse

returns to its former rate on resting. The increased per-

centage of carbonic acid and diminution of oxygen which

has been found to exist in badly ventilated churches,

schools, theaters, and barracks, is such that it can have no

effect upon the incidence of respiratory disease and higher

death-rate, which statistical evidence has shown to exist

among persons living in crowded and unventilated rooms.

The conditions of temperature, moisture, and windless at-

mosphere in such places primarily diminishes the heat loss,

and secondarily the heat production—that is, the activity

of the occupants, together with the total volume of air

breathed, the oxygen taken in. and the food eaten. The

whole mechanism of the body is thus run at a lower plane,

and the nervous system and tone of the body are unstimu-

lated by the monotonous, warm, and motionless air. If

hard work has to be done it is done under conditions of

strain. The number of pathogenic organisms is increased

in such places, and these two conditions run together

—

diminished immunity and increased mass influence of in-

fecting bacteria. The bodily mechanisms become trained to

maintain the body heat by habitual exposure to open-air

life. The risk lies in overheating our dwellings and over-

clothing our bodies.

Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift.

September 2, 1912.

Vital Coloration and Chemotherapy.—Goldmann con-

tinues his labors in this field, as to which the profession is

much confused. He wishes to set it right. A true vital

stain must remain in the tissues for a long time; it must
not be too toxic ; it must be able to penetrate into the

cell interior, etc. Substances which come up to these

standards are trypan blue, isamin blue, and pynol blue.

Vital stains are of two classes, one of which acts rapidly,

the other slowly. Trypan blue belongs to the former, for

it stains tissues in vivo within three hours. Isamin blue

belongs to the second class. The more dilute the solu-

tion and the slower the absorption, the more marked is

the histological picture. The distribution of the vital stain-

ing is highly suggestive. In a pregnant animal it is notably

in evidence about the animal's dugs. But if an animal

which is vitally stained conceives, then the external tissues

become decolorized and the staining matter appears in the

placenta. Further, if a disease focus is set up in a

vitally stained animal it attracts the staining principle.

What is the meaning of this displacement? The internal

organs which naturally attract the stain are the kidneys.

This we associate with an attempt at excretion. No other

organ with excretory outlet tends to store up the coloring

matter. The ductless glands take up the latter in a man-

ner not haphazard, but characteristic for each. A com-

plete survey of the tinctorial qualities of the various tis-

sues appears to show that the cells which itain are essen-

tially migratory, histogenetic, and phagocytic, and their

tinctorial property is the result of a peculiar chemotactic

sensitiveness. We can therefore comprehend why the

breasts of the gravid animal and the placenta attract

the coloring matter because cells of this type naturally

abound in such organs which also tend to store up glycogen

and fat. The embryo is not stained, so that one may also

regard the storing up of the stain by the placenta as

protective. In the presence of the new physiological and

pathological aspects of vital staining the pharmacological

significance must recede for the time being. The latter is

chiefly concerned with the utilization of the vital stain

as a vehicle for some specific substance able to destroy

pathogenic cells, bacteria, etc.

New Development in the Serotherapy of Pneumonia.

—Geronne writes optimistically of a new phase in the use

of antipneumococcus serum in pneumonia. At Wies-

baden the mortality has been running over 30 per cent.,

many deaths occurring a week or ten days after the

crisis, while disastrous complications were common.

Treatment seemed almost valueless. The national resource

appeared to be early intravenous injection of a serum,

but the author hesitated to use the one ordinarily available.

A new preparation made by the local serum institute

specially devised for intravenous exhibition was then in-

troduced in routine application as soon as the diagnosis

was established. The dosage was high for the purpose

—

20 c.c. at least for initial dose, doubled in severe cases,

and repeated daily when benefit was not apparent. A
successful serum should be able to modify favorably and

promptly the course of the disease, and this occurred in

almost all of the series. In some a shortening of the

course and premature crisis was apparent. The local

disease process did not appear to be affected, and it is even

not impossible that resolution of the exudate may be re-

tarded. In the two cases which seemed most con-

clusively aborted the patients continued to have rusty spu-

tum for a number of days. A specific therapy entails its

own drawbacks. When bacteria are killed their toxins are

set free, when tumor cells are destroyed they give rise to

sapremia. and when a toxemia is neutralized the local

lesions may show aggravation.
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Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.
September 3, 1912.

Acute Blindness from Drug Poisons.—Harnack con-

siders this subject with chief emphasis upon metliyl alco-

hol blindness. One type of blindness, due to such dis-

similar drugs as methyl alcohol, nitrous acid, and ato.xyl,

comes about because of the action of activated oxygen on

the nervous elements of the eye. The process which causes

blindness is an acute inflammatory-degenerative one at-

tacking the said elements. Of other poisons able to de-

stroy vision—quinine, cocaine, and filix mas—the mechan-

ism is entirely dissimilar in that there is produced a vio-

lent spasm of the retinal vessels which has the same re-

sult as an embolus of the central artery. The obstructed

vascular area perishes and the nerve elements undergo

atrophy.

Familial Occurrence of Facial Paralysis.—Weber re-

fers to a recently reported episode in whicli facial paralysis

was known to have occurred in grandmother, mother, and

child. A few other cases of this familial incidence were

already upon record. To this material the author adds

another family affected with so-called rheumatic facial

paralysis. The first patient seen was a girl aged nine

years who had waked in the morning with a right-sided

lesion. All the branches of the facial were involved.

There were no collateral phenomena, nor was there any-

thing to explain the case. There was spontaneous recovery

in about three weeks. The author had already treated

two sisters, the patient's aunts, for the same affection,

the mother and grandmother having been free from at-

tacks. The cases of the aunts were similar throughout

to that of the patient. Only in one case there were symp-

toms suggesting an aural reflex. This case was also

more severe and protracted, and is the only one in which

a second attack has thus far occurred. There were thus

four cases in the same family. The limitation to one sex

is characteristic of much familial incidence of disease.

Biological Diagnosis of Pregnancy.—.Abderhaldcn

continues his work upon this new resource. The technique

is still very complicated and the method requires familiar-

ity to give results. The reaction itself is sharp and un-

mistakable. Controls, however, are of great use when

there is a possibility that the test materials have become

too old for employment. The reaction is based on the

fact that homogeneous albumin, which is. however, alien

in the blood, is decomposed by the enzymes of the latter.

Several tests may be employed. In one the blood serum

or plasma of a granula when mixed with placenta albumin

or peptone will alter the composition of the latter, as

shown by the polariscope. Since this test might excep-

tionally fail the method of dialysis will serve as a check.

A special polarizing tube and dialyzing apparatus are

employed. When properly carried out pregnancy may be

diagnosticated by the first month, and not only human
pregnancy, but gestation in all animals thus far tested.

Not only normal, but tubal, pregnancy, vasicular mole,

and retained placenta have been recognized. The full

details of the technique, as in all biological reactions, are

loo long for recapitulation.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 5, 1912.

Artificial Impregnation in Epididymitis Duplex.

—

Rohleder, the authority on artificial impregnation, con-

siders this very important phase of the subject. Many
a great estate has had no direct inheritor because the

owner had been sterilized by an early gonorrhea. Fortu-

nately, double epididymitis is rare. Two or more prob-

lems arise in this connection. One is the possibility of a

plastic restoration of the lumen of the epididymis. This

has been effected in a few cases, perhaps. If the case is

seen early enough it may be possible to cause absorption

of the exudate and thus restore the lumen. The rest of

the alternative consists in obtaining semen from the testi-

cle, the latter being intact, and practising artificial im-

pregnation. This latter course does not necessarily ex-

clude attempts to restore the patency of the ducts. The

author reminds us that with double epididymitis there is

usually prostatitis, so that restoration of the lumen need

not mean patency; and if healthy prostatic fluid is neces-

sary for the activity of the spermatozoids artificial im-

pregnation with the direct product of the testicle could

fail, more especially because the passivity of the female

in the act is accompanied by failure of cervical mucus, a

second element in activating the sperm. These considera-

tions, however, are largely theoretical. The author sug-

gests that experiments be made with cases not over two

years old; that the semen be first examined under the

microscope; that the patient's prostatic fluid obtained by

stripping also be examined. If the latter is healthy an

ejaculate could be obtained by intercourse with a condom.

This might be added to the semen under certain condi-

tions. It is also possible to treat a diseased prostrate until

the ejaculate becomes normal. The author professes

doubts that a successful impregnation of any sort has

occurred after double epididymitis. We only know that

living semen can be obtained by testicular puncture, but

in too slight amount to be injected into the uterus without

dilution. The latter must guarantee that the spermatozoids

will keep active until they can reach the ovum, not a

simple matter under the most favorable conditions. The

proper vehicle should be healthy prostatic fluid.

Physical Therapy of Psoriasis.—.Axmann lauds non-

pharmaceutical procedures for the management of psoria-

sis. Even malignant diseases show a higher percentage of

actual recoveries than this benign affection, of which it is

to be doubted if a single radically cured case has ever

been seen. The author some time ago reported the use

of carbonic acid snow to destroy permanent foci. He

also uses 4--rays and tlie uviol lamp on obstinate lesions.

For recent small lesions he now recommends the use of

cold, ice being applied for from fifteen to thirty seconds.

It is thus possible to treat the entire back in one session.

The ice is applied by a special device. Patients actually

prefer the discomfort of the cold to that of grease, with

its staining of underwear and bedding. This management

should consort well witli the dietetic-hygienic treatment.

Diabetes and Pregnancy.—Bingel states that but

eighty cases are upon record in which pregnancy has ac-

companied true diabetes—a remarkable fact when we con-

sider the frequent association of gestation with simple

glycosuria. That failure of conception is due to diminished

libido sexualis is difl^cult to believe because anaphrodisia

is common enough in women who conceive readily. A
more probable reason is a diabetic atrophy of the genital

structures sometimes known to occur, or endometritis,

which is common in diabetics, .^bout one-third of the

diabetic pregnancies have resulted in abortion. In some

cases the women were healthy at conception, developing

acute diabetes afterwards, but as a rule diabetes preceded

conception. Gestation does not aggravate diabetes suffi-

ciently to justify therapeutic abortion.

Spirocheta Phagedenis—A Nev? Species.—H. Nogu-
chi has succeeded in isolating a hitherto undescribed spiral

organism in pure culture from a case of mild phagedenic
ulcer on the external genitalia of a woman. For this or-

ganism the name Spirocheta phagedenis is proposed.

Spirocheta phagedenis is a strict anaerobe and grows in

the presence of fresh tissue in ascitic agar. It produces no
apparent change in the media, but a somewhat offensive

odor develops in the culture tube. Spirocheta phagedenis
incites a slight inflammatory reaction in the skin of a

Macacus rhesus monkey and in the skin and testicles of

rabbits. Its etiological relationship to the phagedenic
lesions on the externa! genitalia has not yet been de-
termined.

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE INSUIt.\NCE EDITOR.

THE URINE.

Tests for Su^ar.—U there is much albumin in
the urine, it should be removed before testuig for
sugar, as it may interfere with the reaction. This
may be done by rendering the urine faintly acid by
the addition of two or three drops of acetic acid
and boiling. Then filter the specimen to remove
the coagulated albumin. The urine is then ready
for the sugar test.

The urine must be fresh, as a small amount of
sugar might be lost by decomposition.
The best reduction tests for the examiner in the

field are those in which the salts of copper and
bismuth are used, but as other substances besides
sugar possess the power of reducing copper and
bismuth salts, the reduction tests are only of nega-
tive value. The absence of reaction, then, indicates
the absence of sugar, but the presence of a reaction
simply shows that some reducing agent, probably
sugar, is present.

In order to determine whether or not the reduc-
ing agent is sugar, the examiner must resort to the
fermentation test, this being the only reliable posi-
tive test. The phenyldrazine test is no longer re-
garded as positive, as it has been discovered that
the characteristic crystals may form through the
influence of other substances besides sugar. Fur-
thermore, the characteristic crystals are sometimes
not produced even when sugar is present.
Fehling's Test. The two solutions should be

kept separately in well-stoppered bottles in the dark.
When the reagent is wanted, equal quantities
should be taken from each bottle and well mixed.
The resulting liquid is a transparent dark blue.
One dram of this should be put in a test-tube and
gently boiled. Then urine should be added, a few
drops at a time, and the boiling continued. If
sugar be present, the solution assumes an opaque
color, and soon a dense, yellowish red sediment falls

to the bottom. Should no change occur, urine must
be slowly added until its volume equals but does not
exceed that of the reagent, .^fter the urine is

added, boiling should not continue more than half
a minute, for the reaction is prompt. Simple dis-
coloration of the reagent does not indicate sugar,
nor does the formation of a grayish cloud which is

due to the precipitation of earthy phosphates.
H.^ine's Test. The formula for this solution

was devised for the purpose of furnishing a reagent
that is not liable to spontaneous decomposition.
Late experience, however, has demonstrated that
it will not always keep indefinitely as was formerly
supposed, and that it is important for the examiner
to observe, after boiling the test solution and be-
fore adding the urine, whether or not any of the
copper salt has been reduced. If the solution re-
mains clear on boiling, it has not deteriorated.

In testing with this solution put about I draiu in a
test-tube and gently boil. Then add the suspected
urine, drop by drop, up to eight drops—not more

—

while continuing to boil. The same reaction occurs
as with Fehling's solution. If much sugar is pres-
ent it will show with the first drop or two, but in no
case should more than eight drops of urine be added.

Nvlander's Te.st. This is the best solution in

which bismuth is used as a reagent. It is a modifi-
cation of Boettger's test and consists of two grams

(30 grains; of bismuth subnitrate and four grams
(I dram) of Rochelle salt (potassium sodium tar-

tarate) dissolved by the aid of gentle heat in 100
c.c. {26y2 fiuid dramsj of a 10 per cent, solution of
sodium hydrate. It has the advantage over Fehl-
ing's and Maine's solutions of not spoiling and it

is not so readily reduced, being unaffected by
chloral, Jjyrocatechin or glycosuric acid. It is,

however, less delicate than Fehling's, detecting only
i/io per cent, of glucose and that imperfectly, but
that is good enough for all clinical work. The most
delicate method of applying the test is to fill a test

tube about half full of urine and then add about
one-third as much of the reagent, mixing them well
together. Boil the upper portion, and if sugar is

present a dark brown or black precipitate of metallic
bismuth and bismuth suboxide is produced. Boiling
should be maintained for one minute if necessary.
The formation of a light-gray cloud is not signifi-

cant, as it is simply due to earthy phosphates.
Fermentation. When one of the reduction

tests previously described fails to show the presence
of sugar, the result may be regarded as final and no
corroborative test is called for. If, on the other
hand, a reaction is obtained with any one of them,
the strong probabilities are that it is due to sugar
and the examiner must assume this to be the case
until he proves by means of the fermentation test

that no sugar is present and that the reaction was
due consequently to some other agent. In this test

the sugar [iresent in the urine is fermented by the
aid of ordinary yeast and the carbon dioxide given
off is collected and measured. As fermentation
proceeds, the gas collects in the upper part of an
inverted tube, driving out the urine. The simplest

and best way of applying the fermentation test is by
means of Einhorn's saccharonieter. The following
precautions must be observed

:

(a) The temperature should preferably be be-

tween 80° and 90° F.

(b) While fermentation is going on, the tem-
perature must never rise above 115° F., for yeast

cells are killed at that point.

fc) The temperature should not be constantly

below 60°, for fermentation proceeds very slowly

or not at all below this point.

(d) In every case a control test should be made.
This should be done with a normal urine, known
not to contain sugar. This control is of great value,

for as all yeast contains a little glucose, the presence

of a bubble of gas at the top of each tube shows
the yeast is fermenting properly, and at the same
time the examiner can see whether or not more
gas is forming in the suspected urine.

fe) In a doubtful case at least twenty-four hours
should elapse before declaring that the test gives no
reaction.

ff) The urine must be free from antiseptics or
preservatives.

Proposed Changes in Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act.—Recently the Washington State Med-
ical Society went on record as the result of a con-

ference with members of the industrial insurance

commission, prominent employers, and others as

favoring the following changes in the existing

workmen's compensation act : The establishment

of a first aid fund ; removal of the $10 fee limit for

expert testimony, establishment of a minimum
charge of $5 for special examinations of injured

workmen, and of a fee of $2.50 for accident re-

ports, to be paid for by the taxpayers.
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Direct Laryngoscopy, Bronchoscopy, and QIsophago-
SCOPY. By Dr. VV. Bruninhs. Translated and Edited
by W. G. HowARTH, M.A., M.B., B.C. (Camb.). F.R.C.S.
(Eng.). Pp. v-370. Price $5.00. New York: William
Wood & Co., 1912.

Mr. Howarth has rendered a very distinct service to the
profession in translating this excellent work, and is to be
congratulated on the result of his effort. It can be fairly

said that Briinings' untiring zeal in perfecting his direct

instruments and technique has served to make known the
details of this highly specialized work throughout the
civilized world. Thoroughness is one of the most insistent

qualities of this famous teacher, and therefore in this

work not a detail has been overlooked, so that even the
unpractised physician who is confronted by his first foreign
body patient may, after a careful study of this volume,
approach the case with a feeling of assurance. There are
chapters on local and general anesthesia with the com-
plications that may arise therefrom, on the mistakes and
difficulties one encounters, on the manipulation and care
of instruments, on endoscopy in children, and on esophago-
scopy. The book contains many excellent plates and figures

and is the most comprehensive treatise of its kind which
has as yet been published.

VOSLESUNGEN UBER DiATBEHANDLUNG INNERER KraXK-
HEITEN. Gehalten vor reiferen Studierenden und Arzten.
Von Prof. Dr. H. Strauss, Direktor der inneren Ab-
teilung des jiidischen Krankenhauses in Berlin. Mit
einem Anhang "Winka fiir die diatetische Kuche" von
Elise Hannemann, Vorsteherin des Haushaltungs-
Lehrerinnen Seminars und der Kochscliule des Lette-

Vereins in Berlin. Dritte, vermehrte und verbesserte
Auflage. Price 8.60 marks. Berlin : Verlag von S.

Karger, igi2.

Three editions of this book have appeared within four
years, which amply indicates the increasing circle of those
who would profit by the valuable course of lectures on
dietetics given by Prof Strauss in Berlin. These lectures

are, however, presented in a more elaborate form than
originally delivered, and after each one there is appended
a comprehensive bibliography. The present edition con-
tains many additions and revisions that have been de-

manded by recent research ; this is particularly apparent in

the sections dealing with gastric ulcer, heart disease, dis-

eases of the kidney, gout, and diabetes. A new chapter

on the dietetics of old age has been added. One of the

important features of this volume is the comprehensive
list of tables giving the chemical composition of the various
nutrients and accessory articles of food both in the raw
and in the prepared state. The section on "hints for the

diet kitchen" contains a large number of valuable recipes

in addition to the clear instructions regarding the prepa-

ration of food for the sick.

On Bronchial Asthma, its Pathology and Treatment.
By J. B, Berkart, M.D., late physician in the City of

London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest; Correspond-
ing Member of the Societe Royale des Sciences iledi-

cales et Naturelles de Bruxelles, of the Physikalish Medi-
zinisch gesellschaft of Wiirzburg, of the Societe de
Medecine de Paris, etc. Revised and abridged, third edi-

tion. Price. $2.00 net. London, Edinburgh, New York,
Toronto and Melbourne : Henry Frowde, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 191 1.

The present edition of this well-known work represents

not only a revision, but also an abridgment of the former
edition. The latter change has been effected by a discus-

sion of only the most important practical points pertain-

ing to the subject and the omission of needless theoretical

discussions. The author deals in turn with a review of

the current pathology, and with the clinical history, the

pathological anatomy, the nature and causes of the dysp-
nea! paroxysms, the diagnosis, and the treatment. His
theory of the causes of asthma is mainly as follows : The
dyspnea is a symptom of. or an accident connected with,

some form or forms of bronchial catarrh of chronic na-

ture. The dyspnea! paroxysms are seen only in individuals

in whom the general nutrition is more or less impaired.

When the accumulated catarrhal products form an im-
pediment sufficiently great, an intense dyspnea ensues, and
lasts until the obstacle is for the time removed and ex-

pectorated. One of the measures that the author has

found to be successful in the treatment of cases in which
other and orthodox methods of removing the obstruction

have failed, has been the injection of diphtheria anti-

toxin. In some unknown manner this has a solvent action

upon the fibrinous exudation. Among the many other

measures, dietetic, climatic, hygienic, and medicinal, which

the author discusses in detail is the employment of fre-

quent hot baths. He finds no contraindications to the

use of morphine for meeting the pressing needs of the

moment. Anyone who has ever treated a case of

asthma, and no practitioner has ever been spared this duty,

will find Dr. Berkart's volume a most illuminating and

interesting one.

Manual of Surgery. By Alexis Thomson, F.R.C.S., Ed.,

Professor of Surgery, L'niversity of Edinburgh, Surgeon
Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, and Alexander Miles,

F.R.C.S. Ed., Surgeon Edinburgh Infirmary. Volume
Second. Regional Surgery. Fourth Edition. Revised

and Enlarged. With 274 Illustrations. Price $3.50.

Edinburgh, Glasgow and London : Henry Frowde and
Hodder & Stoughton, 1912.

The second volume of the series deals with regional sur-

gery and is as complete a manual of the branch of surgery

as could be included in a volume of the size presented.

The descriptions of the conditions given in this book of

some 900 pages are models of terseness, while at the same
time enough is said to afford the medical practitioner or

student ample opportunity for gaining a good insight into

most methods of surgical treatment. The illustrations are

numerous and good.

The Care of the Insane and Hospital Management.
By Charles Whitney Page, M.D., Assistant Physician,

Hartford Retreat, Hartford, Connecticut, 1871 to 1872

and 1873 to 1888; Superintendent Connecticut Hospital

for the Insane, Middletown, 1898 to 1901 ; Superin-

tendent Danvers State Hospital. Danvers, Massachusetts

1888 to 1898 and 1903 to 1910. Member of the American
Medico-Psychological Association, the Boston Society of

Psychiatry and Neurology, the New England Psychiatric

Society, the Massachusetts Medical Society. Price $1.

Boston: W. M. Leonard, 1912.

The writer in his preface styles his book a manual from
which a "working knowledge of the best_ insane hospital

methods and possibilities" may be obtained, and from
which those interested can qualify themselves for official

hospital duties or as philanthropists in the "neglected

field" of public administration of the insane. Much of his

effort of late years, he states, has been given to the prac-

tical elaboration of methods employed by Dr. ConoUy,
superintendent of the Hanwell Asylum, England, many
years ago. Conolly was one of the pioneers of "non-

restraint" and non-coercion in the care and treatment of

the insane; and the book is to a considerable extent a

statement of the internal workings of institutions where
"non-restraint" is the practice. The writer does not hes-

itate to express views in which he will have the cordial

sympathy of many asylum superintendents. A hospital

with one head and a friendly board of trustees unhampered
by politics; the superintendent to combine medcial knowl-

edge with business ability, and a passion for justice; and

a competent medical staff, acquainted with up-to-date

methods, are some of the features insisted upon. There

are chapters on the management of patients and on the

nursing staff; and an appendix illustrating the management
of a case without "restraint," and the importance of_ the

card index in hospitals. The book is a simple and direct

statement of some of the problems of management of hos-

pitals for the insane by one who has had thirty-five years

of experience as a medical officer and who would there-

fore seem to be a competent authority. We commend it

to those interested as in line with other good books on the

same subject.

Clinical Disorders of the Heart Beat. A Handbook
for Practitioners and Students. By Thomas Lewis,

M.D., D.Sc, M.R.C.P., Lecturer in Cardiac Pathology,

University College Hospital Medical School, Physician

to Out-Patients, City of London Hospital for Diseases

of the Chest. Price $2.00. New York ; Paul B. Hoeber,

1912.

In this book Dr. Lewis has had the happy idea of amplify-

ing the new knowledge of the mechanism of the heart

beat and the methods by which it is gathered for the benefit

of the general practitioner, giving only such of the new
facts and conclusions, and treating of such of the new
methods as are of service at the bedside. The several

subjects treated of in the seven chapters of the book are:

The Recognition and Identification of Disorders of the

Cardiac Mechanism; Sinus Irregularities; Heart-Block;
Premature Contractions; Paroxysmal Tachycardia; Au-
ricular Fibrillation; Alternation of the Pulse. The book
is one of the most valuable of recent contributions to

the modern science of the heart and its irregularities.
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Fatigle anu Efficiency. A Study in Industry. By Jo-
sephine GoLDMARK, Publication Secretary National Con-
sumers' League. Introduction. By Frederic S. Lee,
Ph.D. Containing also the substance of four briefs in
defense of women's labor laws by Louis D. Brandeis
and Josephine Goldmark. Price $3.50. New York

:

Charities Publication Committee, 1912.

The purpose of this book, which is one of the latest pub-
lications of the Russell Sage Foundation, is to show that
apart from its humanitarian aspects the shortening of the
hours of labor actually conduces to heightening the effi-

ciency and improving the products of industry. The phys-
iological basis of fatigue is carefully analyzed and its

manifestations in the various occupations are reviewed in
detail. The author displays a sympathetic grasp of her
subject and imparts her knowledge with unusual perspi-
cacity of style. The subject matter is divided into two
parts. Part I contains the following chapters : Intro-
ductory ; The Nature of Fatigue : The New Strain in In-
dustry; Some Specific Studies of Physical Overstrain in
Industry; Economic Aspect of Regulation: Fatigue and
Output ; Regularity of Employment ; Fatigue and Over-
time Work ; The New Science of Management : Its Rela-
tion to Human Energies ; The Enforcement of Labor
Laws ; Labor Laws and the Courts ; Prohibition of Wom-
en's Night Work: .'\ Prime Necessity; Conclusion.

Part II summarizes the world's experience upon which
legislation limiting the hours of labor for women is based.
One cannot better characterize this volume than by quoting
the following appreciation from The Sun'ey: "It affords
a powerful argument for the most advanced position yet
taken by the Federal Supreme Court with respect to gov-
ernmental control over health conditions in industry. The
book represents several years' work by one of the officers

of the National Consumers' League. Its aim is to present,
as a new basis for labor legislation, the results of the
modern study of fatigue. It seeks to show what fatigue
is, its nature and effects, and to explain the phenomena
of overwork in working people. It draws upon the sci-

entific study of fatigue—one of the most modern inquiries
of physiological, chemical, and psychological science—for
aid in the practical problem of reduing the long working
day in industry."

KinNEY Diseases. By W. P. Herringham, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
Physician to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, etc.. etc. With
chapters on Renal Diseases in Pregnancy bv Herbert
Williamson. M.D., F.R.C.P., Assistant Physician-.-\c-
coucheur to St. Bartholomew's Hospital, etc., etc. Price
$5.50. London: Henry Frowde; Hodder & Stoughton,
1912.

It is a great pleasure to review a medical book in

which both the scientific and the clinical aspects of a sub-
ject are so happily blended as is the case with the present
volume. In addition, the reader's satisfaction is greatly
increased by the author's facility of e.xpression and com-
mand of an admirable literary style, which makes the
work a very desirable addition to the excellent series of
Oxford Medical Publications. As the title indicates, the
scope of the book is very extensive and the whole range
of renal affections, both medical and surgical, comes un-
der consideration. The preliminary chapters dealing
largely with the methods of diagnosis, the normal and
abnormal constituents of the urine, etc., necessarily in-
clude a good deal of matter relative to laboratorvnrocedures
which in all cases, though, of course, not exhaustive, is

thoroughly sound and reliable. The emphasis laid by the
author on the desirability of invariably resorting to sev-
eral tests when examining the urine for albumin is highly
commendable in view of the frequency with which errors
in diagnosis result from neglect of this simple precaution.
In a later edition the phenolsulphonephthalien test will
no doubt be inserted among the methods for determining
renal efliciency in place of the complicated and little used
procedure of Wright. Very interesting and thoroughly
modern chapters are those on hematuria, family hema-
turia, and paroxysmal and other forms of hemoglobinuria.
Edema is also well discussed, and though it might be said
that the chapter on uremia is the least satisfactory one in

the book it might also be said with equal truth that this is

a subject on which it is at present impossible to write a
chapter that is satisfactory. As is to be expected, in the
chapters on nephritis, the clinician comes strongly to the
fore, and in addition to adequate discussions of the patho-
logical lesions well illustrated by case histories and micro-
photographs we find ample and very instructive directions
in regard to the therapeutic and general management of
the different forms and phases of the disease. Four

chapters on renal disease in pregnancy dependent upon
toxemia, pregnancy and chronic nephritis, hematuria in

pregnancy, and pyelitis and pyelonephritis in pregnaiy
are from the pen of Dr. Herbert Williamson, and well
deserve the graceful tribute paid them by the senior author
in the preface. The latter third of the book is devoted
largely to the suppurative renal disorders, hydronephrosis,
new growths, calculi, syphilis, tuberculosis, etc., and evi-

dently embodies the results of an unusually wide and in-

telligent clinical experience. The volume may be most
warmly commended as a thoroughly recent and unusually
satisfactory treatise on tlie highly complicated subject of
renal disorders.

Sewage Disposal, By George W. Fuller, Consulting En-
gineer and Sanitary Expert, Member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, the American Institute of
Consulting Engineers, the American Society of Mechan-
ical Engineers, the American Chemical Society, the So-
ciety of American Bacteriologists, the American Public
Hp^ilth Association, etc. Price $6.00. New York and
London : McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1912.

This book is designed to be a guide to both the prac-
tical sanitarian and the student of the ever-pressing prob-
lems of sewage disposal. No other problem of municipal
development is at present so perplexing as this one. which,
like that of the efficient ventilation of buildings, has led

to endless discussion and controversy, not to mention the
promulgation of a variety of more or less impractical or
unsatisfactory schemes for the relief of conditions which
are growing daily more intolerable and dangerous. Not
the public alone but health officials and sanitarians gen-
erally are demanding more light upon this complex subject.

To all of these Mr. Fuller's book affords real and sub-
stantial aid. In it the problems to be solved are clearly

stated, and each statement is followed by an exhaustive
and impartial review of the steps that have already been
taken in the solution of the question. In doing this the

author draws upon a wide personal experience in practical

sanitation, extending over a score of years, and he is

almost too careful to give due credit to all of his prede-
cessors and collaborators in this work. His attitude of
mind is judicial and free from prejudice: while he saves
himself from becoming too academic by drawing a prac-
tical conclusion from everv phase of the subject which he
discusses. He insists that sentiment should be banished and
that the end ought in each case be echieved in the most
economical manner, both as regards expense and efficiency.

He prefers the Imhoff tank, as the best means yet devised
for the sedimentation of sewage, but points out its possible

defects.

Enzymes. By Otto Cohnheim, A.O. Professor of Phyb-
iology, Heidelberg. Six Lectures Delivered under the

Herter Lectureship Foundation at the University and
Bellevue Hospital Medical College. First Edition, First

Thousand. New York : John Wiley & Sons ; London :

Chapman & Hall, Limited, 1912.

.Although the text of this volume is composed of the

lectures delivered at the LTniversity and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College in this city under the Herter Foundation
in igio, the matter has been arranged in chanter form, so

that all suggestion of discontinuity has been removed.
The whole subject of enzymology is discussed in all its

bearings, but in general terms so as to be appropriate for

the needs of the average reader. The methods for the

preparation, purification, and investigation of enzymes are

described in the light of modern conceptions, but not in

sufficient detail to make the book a guide for the worker
in this field. Cohnheim's own views, of course, are given
full expression and one finds in very succinct and readable
form the results of the years he has devoted to the study

of these mysterious agencies. The subject is one to in-

terest every medical reader, and clinicians as well as lab-

oratory men will derive much of value from the book.
For example it is interesting to see that chymosin or the

lab ferment of the older writers is not given a place in

the list of eighteen ferments which Cohnhein says occur

in the alimentary canal, his standpoint being that the

clotting of milk which takes place in the stomach is not

due to a special enzyme but is only an intermediate step

in the process of peptic digestion. This conception means
of course that a vast amount of work done by Hammar-
sten and his followers must be set aside, but it consid-

erably simplifies the views as to the digestion of the pro-

teids. This is only an instance of the progress that is

being made in this fundamental study, and it goes without

saying that the present volume forms an excellent resume
of the latest advances.
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^nmty Imparts.

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held at Atlantic City,

N. J., May 30 and 31 and June I, 1912.

The President, Dr. Virgil P. Gibney of New York, in

THE Chair.

Suggestions for the Second Quarter of the Century.—
Dr. Virgil P. Gibney of New York said that special

attention should be called to the many diseases and
deformities that had not been relieved by orthopedic meas-
ures. He mentioned, as instances in which perfect cures
had not been secured, hip disease, Pott's disease of the
spine, the spastic contraction in Little's disease, the more
obstinate forms of rotary lateral curvature of osseous
origin, and poliomyelitis, with its resulting deformities and
disabilities.

An Anatomical Study of Many of the Cases of Lame
or Weak Back, as Well as Many of the Leg Paralyses.
—Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait of Boston remarked that the

lumbosacral, the lumbosacral transverse, and the sacroiliac

joints bore a certain relation to each other in the pro-
duction of a strain; and that the anatomical position of the
lumbosacral cord and the spinal nerve roots with reference
to the articular and transverse processes was an explana-
tion of leg pain and paralyses.

Dr. J. T. RuGH of Philadelphia wanted to know
whether there was anything in the previous histories of
the cases to show that they presented the group of symp-
toms that Dr. Goldthwait had outlined.

Dr. C. L. Starr of Toronto asked whether there were
not a series of the cases which gave absolutely no symp-
toms.

Dr. John Dunlop of \Vashington, D. C, had had a
patient presenting a lumbosacral ossification on one side.

There was no sign of a joint present, and the symptoms
had come on after a slight accident on the opposite side

from this bony ankylosis.

Dr. Z. B. Adams of Boston had found, in some patients

suggesting the presence of stone in the kidney or ureter,

a broad transverse process, which probably impinged on
either the sacrum or the ilium of that side.

Dr. CoMPTON Reilly of Baltimore asked whether there
were ever any marked symptoms of nausea in these
cases. He had had a patient who showed an ;r-ray in

which the transverse process was shown to articulate

with the sacrum and the iliac bone on that side. Some
of her symptoms were marked pain at the menstrual pe-

riods, nausea for a long time, and pain in her back and
limbs.

Dr. P. W. Nathan of New York City considered the

spine to be the most variable organ in the body, it being
really a transition organ, particularly in its lower por-
tions. He asked whether Dr. Goldthwait could demon-
strate that these anomalies were not pathological, but
merely subject to pathological conditions. He thought
that lesions compressing nerves in this region would give
distinct neurological symptoms, which could be definitely

diagnosed.
E)r. John Dunlop of Washington, D. C, had noticed

in the radiographs that the spine, in relation to the pelvis,

did not seem to be symmetrical. He asked what effect

that would have on the studies with respect to the crest

of the ilium and the top of the sacrum.
Dr. S. M. Cone of Baltimore mentioned the case of a

patient with a temperature of 103° and pain localized in

the sacroiliac joint on one side. The -v-ray showed an
ossification on one side. He ordered a Wassermann test

and a test for tuberculosis. It was a question whether it

was ordinary infectious osteomyelitis. He wished to know
whether any acute infection, syphilis or tuberculosis, could
be an interpretation of some of these cases. The temper-
ature had continued for a week. He thought it, of course,

possible that spinal affection was at the base of the

trouble.

Dr. A. H. Freiperg of Cincinnati mentioned the case of
a young woman, who had been referred to him because
of an intense sciatica, associated with a decided asymmet-
rical position of the back. She had been pronounced to

have all sorts of diseases. A careful .r-ray plate showed
a lumbosacral transverse process, and it appeared to him
that a bone overgrowth was probably responsible for the

pain. He undertook the removal of the bony process,

which he found a very difficult operation ; but it succeeded
in relieving the patient completely. He asked whether
there was a mechanical method of handling such patients.

which would render such an operation as he had per-

formed unnecessary.
Dr. H. P. Galloway of Winnipeg, Can., wished to put

on record a case similar to Dr. Freiberg's. The patient

had suffered from mild sciatica for a number of years.

The jr-ray showed a spur on the transverse process, and
Dr. Galloway recommended removal. There were no-

symptoms of sciatica after the operation.

Dr. Goldthwait, replying, stated that the specimens had
all been taken from bodies that he had dissected. The
.t"-rays were from his own clinic, and he could give the

histories of them. He considered paraplegia a thing that

must be reckoned with. In reply to Dr. Nathan, Dr.

Goldthwait stated that the specimens he had shown were
not simply the cauda equina, but were the roots that made
up the different plexuses. In reply to Dr. Starr's ques-

tion, Dr. Goldthwait said that he himself had not known
that he had a peculiar formation of the transverse process

of his last lumbar vertebra until the previous winter.

With regard to treatment, he said that, recognizing these

symptoms as being due to acnuired conditions on top of a

congenital malformation, the problem was to restore the

condition to what it would be normally or was in early

life. The individual should be balanced, so as to relieve

the process of strain and irritation. If the pressure was
all on one side and was distorting the spine, the patients

could be relieved much less frequently than he had at first

supposed. Not only were the nerves low down at the lum-

bosacral joint pressed upon, but the settling down of the

processes might produce a pressure also on the nerves in

the upper part of the lumbar spine. Dr. Goldthwait could

not answer Dr. Reilly's question as to whether the condi-

tion would cause nausea. In reply to Dr. Nathan's second

que.nion Dr. Goldthwait said that it was for the members
to decide whether the anomalies were of pathological im-

portance. All he had claimed was that they were there.

He thought that the lumbosacral joint would be subject to

all the diseases to which any other joint was subject.

Spontaneous Gangrene and Allied Conditions in Or-
thopedic Surgery.—Dr. W. G. Stern of Cleveland stated

that spontaneous gangrene, Raynaud's disease, erythomel-

algia, acrocyanosis, and intermittent claudication were
allied conditions, and were probably due to similar causes.

Of fourteen cases that he reported, only five had been seen

by the general surgeon; and then, only late in the disease,

after gangrene had set in, for the purpose of amputation.

Three of these cases had been transferred by the ortho-

pedist to the general surgical service. Ten of the four-

teen cases had been referred to the orthopedist early in

the progress of the disease, on account of pain and discom-

fort in the feet and legs upon walking—most of them,

under the impression that the condition was due to flat-

foot. Seven cases had some degree of flat-foot, and sev-

eral had been treated for the same with plates and exer-

cises. One case had been held to be a sarcoma of the

tarsus, while another had been suspected of being a tuber-

culosis of the ankle joint.

Dr. L. W. Ely of Denver spoke of the value of rest,

and said that many years ago he had had a case in an adult,

who had lost one' foot by amputation for gangrene, begin-

ning above the toe, and running to just above the knee.

The other leg presented a well-marked case of intermittent

claudication. The pulse was absent. It ceased about the

middle of the leg. The patient had a well-marked phle-

bitis, and treatment was without effect. He was put on
the flat of his back for six or eight months, and his symp-
toms all disappeared. Without rest he would have lost that

limb also.

Dr. H. A. Wilson of Philadelphia asked Dr. Stern

whether any of the cases had given a history of an onset

after frost bite, with an exaggeration of the condition in

the winter, and an amelioration in the summer. Dr. Wil-

son stated that such patients were relieved by applied

warmth and complete rest. The circulation recovered, the

.gangrene disappeared, and there was an arrest in the con-

dition, with a slight recurrence the following winter.

Dr. C. F. Painter of Boston remarked that until he had
learned to associate etiologically with this condition the

presence of various toxic conditions connected with nar-

cosis, he had not understood the causation of these cases

very well. There seemed to be two points connected with

them : the fact that they occurred largely in persons that

were fundamentally of a weak and unstable nervous sys-

tem ; and that they were found in those that gave a his-

tory of having used tobacco or some other toxic material

to excess.

Treatment of Structural Scoliosis.—Dr. A. H. Frei-
berg of Cincinnati stated that correction jackets for

scoliosis had been in use intermittently for ovfr a gen-
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eration; but that they had failed of their object, chiefly

because the muscle factor had been ignored, and because
the proper mechanical principles had not been ob-

served in making the correction. These principles, he
said, were still ignored in many of the procedures that had
lately been brought forward. The mechanics of correct-

ing the torsion and the consequent chest deformity con-
stituted a most important feature. The apparatus ex-
hibited by Dr. Freiberg showed the application of these
principles; but the possibility of maintaining the corrective

effect, he admitted, had not yet been demonstrated.
Treatment of Scoliosis (Fixed Type) by Plates, Sup-

plemented with Pneumatic Pressure.—Dr. John Pren-
tiss Lord of Omalia stated that he had found frequent
forced corrections under plaster to have rendered the
best net results in such cases. The pressure surfaces were
greater in casts than in braces, and might, therefore, be
made to exert a greater corrective force, and thus main-
tain a maximum of efficiency. These casts had been
fenestrated to the greatest possible extent, especially over
concavities of the chest, to avoid chest constriction. The
breasts of females were made free by ample fenestra.

To gain still more efficiency and to add more pressure
over the protruding ribs, he had used air-bags made from
sections of the inner tubes of automobile tires, discarded
tubes of good quality being used, and being inflated by
means of the valve stems of bicycle tires.

A Jacket for the Treatment of Scoliosis.—Dr.
Michael Hoke of Atlanta had devised a joint that per-
mitted universal motion and that, at the same time, was of
such construction that it could be locked securely in any
position in which it was placed. It was merely a matter
of ingenuity to apply a series of these joints to the par-
ticular individual and the particular jacket in which it was
desired to use them. He did not claim that this was as
effective as plaster; but stated that sometimes circum-
stances arise preventing the use of plaster during certain
periods, when this jacket might be substituted.

The Treatment of Rotary Lateral Curvature of the
Spine.—Dr. B. E. McKenzie of Toronto stated that
there were two essentially different and opposed methods
of treatment: one, forcibly corrective and restrictive;

and the other, forcibly corrective, developmental, and
educative. The former, while correcting the deformity,
failed to improve function: while the latter was effective

in bettering both form and function.

A New Scoliosometer.—Dr. J.^mes K. Yotng of Phil-
adelphia presented a new method of transferring the out-
line and tracing of scoliosis directly to tracing paper. The
method, he stated, was simple, inexpensive, and scientifi-

cally accurate.

Some Material to Be Used in Padding Plaster Jackets.
—Dr. C. I-". P.\iNTER of Boston said that this material
was used for the protection of the body from the pressure
of the plaster. Ordinary sheet-wadding was packed up
with a gauze bandage, in order to lessen the difficulties

occasionally met with in the application of the sheet-
wadding, which tended to slip.

Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait of Boston, opening the discus-

sion on this symposium, said that the most embarrassing
question that one could ask the chiefs of the different

clinics was regarding what they had accomplished with
reference to the rotation in this condition. He himself
had been able to do very little with it.

Dr. Abbott of Portland, Me., had shown that by putting
the patient in the position of flexion, one relieved the lock-

ing of the articular processes and put the spine in the posi-
tion of greatest flexibility. It then became possible to un-
rotate the spine, so that correction could be made. If the
shoulders were dropped and the body bent to the side, one
did not have a true rotation. If the shoulder was raised
and the same position maintained, the body of the vertebra
was rotated.

Dr. L. J. Porter of Chicago had visited Abbott, and
had obtained the impression that failure in trying to cor-
rect this deformity had been due to the fact that when
the spine was locked, there was no possibility of rotating
the vertebrae. The only possibility of correction in this

position was in little children, whose ribs were so soft
that they could be twisted back into place. Dr. Abbott
had succeeded in doing in three or four months what Dr.
Porter had not been able to do in years.

Dr. Clarence L. Starr of Toronto said that he had
obtained a paralysis of the arm from the pressure of a
jacket carried over the shoulder. The paralysis had come
on three weeks after the application of the jacket, which
was not tight. The paralysis had an onset similar to that
of the ordinary crutch palsy, and had cleared up in five or
six months.

Dr. Prescoti LeBreton of Buffalo remarked that there
might be cases of lung trouble, or of flexed uterus, which
might be harmed by this sort of treatment.

Dr. F. E. Peckham of Providence observed that if

such work had been led up to by previous work in that

direction, the medical mind having been prepared by a
logical sequence of events for this ultimate result, it would
have all seemed easy and natural ; but the idea had ap-
parently just flashed across Dr. Abbott's mind, and the
trick was done. The result had come first, and the ex-
planation afterward.

Dr. C. D. Napier of Brooklyn in following out the
padding posteriorly over the kyphosis, and in trying to

correct the rotation from posteriorly, had been disap-
pointed in the result. Recently he had tried to follow out
the idea of padding anteriorly on the ribs, and had found
that it made a wonderful difference in the amount of

correction obtained.

Dr. H. Augustus Wilson of Philadelphia asked what
was done by Abbott as to changing the shape of the
bones, as he felt that the results stated had been such as

to make one ask what would prevent the recurrence of
the deformity.

Dr. L. J. Porter of Chicago said that when the first

jacket was removed, the patient should be put into an-
other, so as to prevent recurrence.

Dr. S. A. TwiNCH of Newark said that his under-
standing was that Dr. Abbott applied over-correction,

which was what was relied upon in the treatment of every
deformity except curvature. No one thought of merely
correcting bow-legs, but over-corrected them.

Dr. Z. B. Adams of Boston said that when the verte-

brae had swung around to the side of the convexity in the

back, in the dorsal region, and had become wedge-shaped,
and when the ligaments on the side of the vertebra; had
contracted.—he did not see how Dr. Abbott could untwist
these vertebrre and bring them around into position or
over-position.

Dr. C. H. BucHOLZ of Boston reported a new scheme
for recording scoliosis. In order to make the records
uniform and to get the patient in the same position, Dr.

R. B. Osgood of Boston had constructed a frame, with
cross-pieces and padding, to hold the patient in the same
position each time. Although this position was unnatural,

it could be assumed every time. A stereoscopic photograph
was used, which gave a beautiful view.

Dr. W. E. Blodgett of Detroit said that he had never
before understood why the vertebrre rotated so in lateral

curvature. The explanation was that the raising of the

ribs on the convex side produced an increased distance

between the costal attachments at the sternum and those

at the vertebrae. As the power of the sternum to give was
limited, there was a tendency to rotate the vertebra; in the

way in which they rotated, producing this rotary de-

formity.

Dr. N. M. Shaffer of New York City had claimed,

some years before, that deformities should be measured,
just as the ophthalmologist measures the functions of the

eye. He had compared lateral curvature to torticollis,

which was the same sort of deformity in the cervical ver-

tebrae as lateral curvature was in the dorsal. In a case

of his own. lateral curvature had been caused by fusion

of the ninth and tenth and the tenth and eleventh ribs,

two inches from the vertebral column. Removing the

fusion cured the curvature.
Dr. Walter Truslow of Brooklyn considered the .r-ray

as the final court of appeal, but said that it was sometimes
difficult to get an j--ray taken.

Dr. Z. B. -Adams of Boston said that fusion of the ribs

per se did not cause scoliosis. In an examination of spec-

imens in the museum at Boston he had found some that

showed two ribs fused together, with no scoliosis what-
ever.

Dr. R. T. Taylor of Baltimore stated that after the

appearance of Abbott's article, he had treid, without hav-
ing suitable apparatus, to correct the deformity by means
of posture and strength. The progress of the improve-
ment was much more rapid than any he had before se-

cured.

Dr. C. L. Starr of Toronto said that his colleague and
he had found, in connection with the bending position and
elevation of the arm, that they had made a marked change
in the contour by putting a lift under the foot of the side

that was convex, thus tilting the pelvis.

Dr. J. L. Porter of Chicago stated that Abbott did not

profess to correct the curvature at one sitting. The ob-

ject of the treatment was to compel the rib and the ver-

tebra? to rotate gradually and slowly. The apparatus was
not well made, but its principle was correct.
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Dr. J. E. GoLDTHvvAiT of Boston remarked that if pro-

longed maintenance of the position insisted upon by
Abbott were kept up, it might be harmful to the viscera;

but it was necessary to maintain it for only an exceedingly
short time. He thought it fair to recognize that it was
not possible, probably, to maintain permanently the com-
plete correction of all these cases. On the otlier hand, of
the fact that improvement was possible, he thought that

there could be no doubt,—and much more rapid improve-
ment than with any other method that he knew of.

Dr. Co.MPTON Reillv of Baltimore asked whether the

twist in the pelvis had been corrected in Dr. Abbott's
cases.

Dr. A. H. Freiberg of Cincinnati felt that there was
no reason why, if the spine could be maintained in this

position of over-correction, that deformity could not be
retained as well as could a club foot.

Dr. J. P. Lord of Omaha said that he had been carry-

ing out the method of relief of chest constriction to a
greater e.xtent than he had seen done by many others.

The Abbott jackets that he had seen had not been ade-
quately fenestrated. He believed that the deficient aera-

tion, due to the limited fenestration, would have a deteri-

orating effect. He had found the pneumatic pressure to

be superior to the additional pads of felt.

A Consideration of the Carpal Arch, with Its Rela-
tion to the Function of the Hand.—Dr. Joel E. Gold-
THWAIT of Boston said that the bones of the carpus and
metacarpus were arranged in the position of an arch, both
transversely and antero-posteriorly, the conve-xity of the

antero-posterior arch being toward the arm. The forma-
tion of the first carpo-metacarpal articulation was, he said,

very peculiar. It was most important to the function of
the hand to maintain these two arches.

A Simple Operation for the Relief of Contraction in

Certain Cases of Volkmann's Paralysis.—Dr. Leonard
W. Ely of Denver stated that this operation had been
first worked out on a specimen in the laboratory. It was
found that a simple division of the tissues between the

tendons of the flexor sublimis digitorum and the flexor

profundus digitorum and the bones in the distal phalanges
would release the contraction. In regard to the causation
of this condition, he thought that the experimental work
of Lorenze and others had failed to prove their contention
that it was the cutting off of the blood-supply that produced
Volkmann's paralysis. He thought that the paralysis was
caused by the injury of the nerve that might have been
inflicted at the same time that the bone was injured, and
not by the pressure of the splints upon the blood-vessels.

Dr. Sayre thought it possible that there was more than
one cause making the contractions in these cases, and con-
sidered Dr. Ely incorrect in assuming that the experi-

mental work had failed to show tliat cutting off the blood-
supply would produce this effect.

Dr. G. E. Packard of Denver stated that it had been
demonstrated that an elastic bandage would not cause
this type of paralysis, but would produce a flaccid paraly-

sis; so that the paralysis in Dr. Ely's case must have
been due to the splints.

Dr, H. P. Galloway of Winnipeg had operated on
several cases of ischemic paralysis by lengthening all the

flexor tendons in the upper forearm above the wrist. As
soon as they were all divided, the different fasciculi be-

ing kept together with forceps, it was easy to straighten

the fingers. He could not reconcile this fact with Dr.
Ely's hypothesis.

Dr. Ely said that he could not find that paralysis had
ever been experimentally produced in an animal, unless

the nerve had been included in the ligature. .'Mthough

it was usually assumed to be caused by tight splints, it

had never been proved that a temporary stopping of the

blood could cause these particular anatomical lesions.

Dr. Charleton Wallace of New York City asked
whether this severing of tissue was within or without the

tendon sheath.

Dr. Ely replied that it was without the tendon sheath
inimediatelv attached to the proximal phalanx.
Plates for Static Foot Troubles.—Dr. Wllliam E.

Blodgett of Detroit said that one was justified in making
any kind of plate that would stop pain and still allow
of function. A plate made to conform to the shape of
the sole was often not so successful as one of an arbitrary

shape. In making the cases no effort had been made by
him to get the font into the shape that it would take if it

were not flat. Tlie pain, in the majority of cases, he
stated, could be stopped by a very simple plate. He had
found that the ordinary foot would tolerate II per cent,

of rise.

The Mechanical Treatment of Hip Disease.—Dr.

George E. P.\ckard of Denver believed that if sufficient

mechanical treatment, in addition to proper hygienic

measures, were instituted early in hip disease, a cure
would often be secured with motion. Every means should
be used in the early stages to effect such a result. Trac-
tion, fixation, and protection from weight-bearing should
be persisted in as long as there seemed any possibility

of obtaining such results. Early weight-bearing should
not be allowed, as it favored ankylosis, absorption, and
enlargement of the acetabulum. Dr. Packard thought if

stiffness persisted after two years of treatment by trac-

tion, fixation, and protection, and there seemed to be
little probability of recovery with motion; and if there

was absolute freedom from sensitiveness, then weight-
bearing, with fixation to prevent flexion and adduction,

was the treatment of choice. Ankylosis was to be de-

sired in many cases as the best possible result for the

future comfort and permanent cure of the patient. The
treatment should not be one of routine, but should be
selected according to the indications in each individual

case.

Results in Hip Tuberculosis After Mechanical Treat-
ment (Without Traction) and Hygiene.— Dr. LIenry
Ling Taylor of New York City reported the cases of
seven patients treated by means of the Phelps brace. Five
children had their splints removed in the summer of 1910.

.\11 but one child had abscesses. They were all early

cases, and of at least average severity. The average dura-
tion of the treatment to the time that the splints were
removed was three years. In one case, which was a

double one. a moderate flexion was corrected since the

removal of the brace, and two patients had subsequent
treatment for a weak knee. These two patients still used
crutches, the others walking well without support. The
absces.^es healed and the patients regained good health.

In all but one case, in which there was thirty degrees of
motion at the hip joint, there was only slight motion, and
the position of the leg became excellent. In none did the

shortening exceed one inch except in the two girls with
weak knee. X-ray plates showed more or less enlarge-
ment of the acetabulum, moderate erosion of the head
(except in two), and the head in the acetabulum.
Dr. Robert W. Lovett of Boston, opening the discus-

sion on the papers of Drs. Packard and Taylor, stated that

orthopedists were not sufficiently careful about looking
after the muscular atrophy following joint injury. He
thought that more persons had stiff, irritable knees due
to that than to any other cause. There was also a large
element of disuse in this condition. He remarked that

athletes would not allow their joints to be fixed, but
used them with light bandages. .'Accompanying the mus-
cular atrophy in some cases there was a distinct atrophy
of the bone, he said, which diminished to one-third its

normal width. A good many of the effects seen in chronic
joint disease were possibly due to bone atrophy.

Dr. L. W. Ely of Denver asked how weight-bearing
could cause a less amount of atrophy of the limb than a
treatment that caused function of that limb. He said

that muscular spasm was nature's method of putting the

joint at rest, and could not cause trauma to the joint. It

was motion that produced the pain. Trauma might have
a slight causative effect in joint tuberculosis, but scarcely
in the bone. When the tuberculous focus occurred in the
bone the bone was subject to trauma. The only way to

find the solution of these questions, he thought, was to ask
"Why?" when any opinion was advanced regarding fixa-

tion and traction.

Dr. H. A. Wilson of Philadelphia said that weight-
bearing was not the only method applicable to bony anky-
losis, but that it got rid of some of the results of un-
carefully applied fixation and confinement in bed. The
physical improvement of twenty patients with tuberculosis
of the hip who had been at Atlantic City all winter had
been phenomenal, he stated. They never slept with warmth
in their room, and had very little fixation. This showed
that the emaciation seen when there had been fixation in

bed and disuse was not present with this treatment.
Dr. F. H. Albee of New York City said that he could ex-

hibit .r-rays in which there was shown such tremendous
rarefaction of the head of the femur that it gave no more
density than the softer tissues in which it was embedded.
He thought that this type of cases should have weight-
bearing removed, and be either placed in bed with traction
or put into a brace that would prevent weight-bearing,
if not produce traction.

Dr. Virgil P. Girney of New York City did not con-
sider the ^-rays to be always as reliable as some people
thought. He stated that some radiologists thought that
rarefaction meant tuberculosis, and others did not agree
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with this view. Dr. Gibney was a believer in the value
of a full history of the patient. In his later work he had
used the plaster spica in all early cases. The results had
been so uniformly good that he had wondered whether
the condition might not be an infection of some kind.

He was trying to get some ambitious member of the

staiT of the Hospital for Crippled and Ruptured to collect

two or three hundred of these cases and get their end
results. He had found that good radiologists could not
tell whether it was a degenerative or a regenerative proc-
ess that was going on in the head and neck of the femur.
He himself thought that many of these cases were re-

generative, and threw out bone to protect the parts about
the joint.

Dr. Joseph Root of Hartford said that in every case
there was a sensitive stage which could be distinguished
without the aid of .f-rays. It seemed to him that the

child should be kept quiet at that time. He did not be-

lieve that any perambulatory extension could be of as

much protection to the joint as the ordinary fixation.

Dr. Charleton \V.m.i,ace of Xew York City three years
before had examined a collection of pictures of coxa
varas and tuberculous lesions. He had found that the

plates that showed the least amount of bone destruction
were the ones that had had only plaster-of-Paris treat-

ment and rest in bed. The cases that had had brace treat-

ment had more destruction of the head. Some had patho-
logical displacements. The solution of the problem, he
believed, would be in raising the resistance of the patients.

They should be kept out of doors all the time, should get
nourishing food, and should be kept from brain fatigue.

Dr. G. G. Davis of Philadelphia stated that there were
two kinds of spicas, the short and the long. He was
opposed to the former, and believed that a long spica,

from the waist to the toes, gave fixation and rest, while
the short spica did not. He considered absolute rest in

bed necessary during the active stage of the disease, with
as much fixation as could be obtained. After the patient
was able to get out of bed the spica should be removed.
Crutches should then be used, with a high shoe on the
opposite side. Instruments should be resorted to only
when all active symptoms had subsided. He thought that

children did better at hospitals than at convalescent homes,
where, although the general condition improved, the local

condition deteriorated.

Dr. B. E. McKenzie of Toronto said that he had thought
that traction was meant to serve a double purpose : that

of keeping the head of the femur in such a position that

it would not be brought violently into contact with the
acetabulum ; and that of preventing deformity. Cure of
the disease was obtained, in his opinion, by enabling the

resistance from within to throw off the affection. The
part in which the tuberculous lesion e.xisted should be
exposed for hours each day to the sunlight, and this treat-

ment should be continued for months. He believed that

no long brace had ever supplied complete fixation of the

joint.

Dr. C. J. Jager of New York City said that there should
be a distinction drawn between the short spica and the
Lorenz spica. The short spica would not fix the hip, but
the Lorenz spica would fi.x it absolutely.

Dr. T. H. Myers of New York City stated that the

focus was sometimes in the epiphyseal line, and sometimes
in the acetabulum. In the former case the amount of
immobilization needed was very different from that re-

quired when the findings showed that the focus was in

the joint itself. He referred to a case in which the
x-ray had shown a destruction of fully one-half the head,
and said that he had seen the case two years after this

and had found a regeneration of the head.
Dr. V. P. Gibney of New York City remarked that

spindle-shaped femurstibias were no longer found, all

being of good size at the present time.

Dr. J. E. Goldthwait of Boston stated that all were agreed
that hip disease was a general disease, and that local treat-

ment for it amounted to no more than protection. He
thought that bone atrophy did not come from disease,

but from disuse. In looking up the end results in some
hospital cases that had disappeared from observation he
had found that some of these patients had taken care of
themselves better than those being treated. He mentioned
the fact that the results obtained at a hospital in Switzer-
land by direct exposure to the sun at a mountain resort
were superior to those obtained at the seashore or by any
other treatment.

Dr. J. P. Lord of Omaha remarked that when the con-
dition indicated that the head of the bone was liable to
break down, traction was the indication. He did not
consider the amount used now adequate to prevent the
destructive process and mechanical displacement.

Dr. Wallace Blanchakd of Chicago stated that it was
friction that did the destructive work in the hip joint

in the majority of cases. Lateral, as well as longitudinal,

movement was necessary to this; and he had advised
using both kinds of extension in order to produce traction

in the direction of the neck of the femur.
Dr. Packard, closint' the discussion, said that the object

of his paper had been to emphasize the necessity of treat-

ing these cases according to their type and the stage of

the disease.

Dr. Taylor said tliat there were two factors to con-
sider, general and local hygiene. Both should be appre-
ciated in their details and their divergent requirements
in different classes of cases.

Further Observations on the Use of Intraarticular
Silk Ligaments in the Paralytic Joints of Poliomyelitis
Anterior.—Dr. \V. W. Plummer of Buffalo presented
this paper, which he had written in collaboration with
Dr. Bernard Bartow of Buffalo. He said that during the

past year they had employed this procedure exclusively in

fifty joints. Many of the cases had been too recently

operated on to be more than suggestive of the improve-
ment anticipated, but it might be confidently stated that

the procedure had been developed to a point that took it

out of the experimental stage. While it was not advo-
cated as an exclusive mode of treatment, it might be-

come so in some cases. The joint should be carefully

protected for a long period after the operation.

The Results Obtained by the Implantation of Silk

Ligaments and Tendons for Poliomyelitis Paralysis.—
Dr. Nathaniel .-Xllison of St. Louis considered artificial

tendons more valuable than the older operation for sta-

bility, arthrodesis. His method was to imitate the pull

of normal tendons by means of silk cords, inserting these

in the bone above and below and running the silk tendon
in the sheath of the paralyzed tendon. In no case had
there been infection, nor had the inserted silk caused
trouble. The use of one or another kind of silk artificial

ligaments or tendons he thought preferable to arthrodesis

in children.

The Industrial Education of the Crippled and De-
formed.—Dr. H. VViNNETT Orr of Lincoln stated that

the care of cripples was a part of the modern tendency
toward the prevention of dependency. Even after adequate
hospital care many orthopedic patients lapsed into de-

pendency for want of an occupation. It was necessary,

therefore, that some kind of employment should be se-

lected for these persons by a competent orthopedic sur-

geon, who should have subsequent supervision over them.
The ideal arrangement, he considered, was for the hospital

and training school to be combined in one institution.

There was a great need for such institutions, only a small
number of which were in existence. Cities and States
should make such training in connection with orthopedic
hospitals a part of their educational system .

Dr. H. Tunstall Taylor of Baltimore said that in

Baltimore they had had the cooperation of both the city

and the State in the educational training of such children.

As soon as they were able to go they were sent to the

schoolroom, where the regular school system of Baltimore
was followed. After the child had been there for several

months it was able to take its place in the proper grade
in the public school. There was a definite selection of
occupations suitable for the individual cases.

Dr. W. G. Stern of Cleveland stated that he had visited

the New Jersey Training School for Feeble-Minded and
Defective Children at Vineland, and that it was wonderful
what educational training had done there to improve the

arm muscles of children with spastic paraplegia, enabling
them to learn trades. With a slight change the plan of
this institution might be adapted for use in the conduct
of schools for crippled children in other States.

Dr. C. H. Jaeger of New York City considered it re-

markable what could be done with these cases. He thought
that these poor defectives should not be consigned to the

scrap heap before an attempt had been made to do some-
thing of this kind for them.

Dr. Orr did not think that such children should be put

into competition with normal children, and said that they

needed special educational methods.
An X-Ray Study of Gastrointestinal Findings in Mul-

tiple Arthritis.—Dr. George R. Elliott of New York
City .gave a lantern slide demonstration of these plates,

nine being taken from ten selected cases of walking pa-

tients afflicted with classical types of chronic polyarticular

arthritis. Nine showed ptosis of some portion of the

viscera or stasis in the stomach or colon. One showed
a markedly dilated stomach : and three, enlarged spleen.

His conclusions were that, while the primary etiology of

the disease did not lie here, it was an important factor.

i
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which tended to keep up a vicious circle. The original in-

fective toxins in many cases soon ceased to act ; hut the

abdominal conditions, acquired and otherwise, fed the

already diseased joints. He felt that the pliysician who
neglected to have a proper examination, .I'-ray and otlier-

wise, of the gastrointestinal tract, neglected his patient.

Most of the abnormal intestinal conditions were remedial.

Some Conditions of the Pathogenesis and Treatment
of Toxic Polyarthritis.—Dr. 1'. W. Nathan of New
York City said that there existed very little definite

knowledge of toxic polyarthritis. The general opinion

seemed to be that there was a definite joint disease as

the result of autointoxication from the intestinal tract

;

but in the reports of the cases of undoubted autointoxica-

tion from this source no mention of joint symptoms was
ever made. Tlie conception that a toxic joint condition

was the result of intestinal putrefaction seemed to rest

on the basis that in a certain percentage of the cases

there was indican in the urine. It had, however, been
disproved that indican in the urine was of any diagnostic

importance; and it had not been definitely shown that the

cases reported as toxic arthritis of intestinal origin had
any connection with the intestines. The treatment, he

said, must be based upon general principles and directed

toward the general condition. Care in the examination,

attention to detail, and careful study of the individual

cases were necessary if treatment was to be successful.

The Etiology of Chronic Arthritis.—Dr. Leonard W.
Ely of Denver stated that the cause of this group was still

a matter of debate, but the infectious theory had been
gradually growing in strength. He believed that all these

diseases were infections, every bone and joint disease

whose exact cause was known being infectious. He
thought it better for the present to believe that a number
of different organisms might be responsible for these dis-

eases, especially as this view agreed with clinical evidence.

In many of these cases of chronic joint disease a distinct

source of infection had been found; and in some, the re-

moval of the source of the infection had been followed by
an improvement or a cure in the joint disease.

Cases of Acute and Chronic Arthritis (Acute Toxic
Arthritis, Arthritis Deformans, Rheumatoid Arthritis,

etc.).—Dr. Michael Hoke of Atlanta had studied a se-

ries of forty-seven cases, extending over fourteen months,
without regard to classification ; and had found running
through the whole series, while they were acute, a pro-

found disturbance of metabolism. As the patients got

better their metabolism became nearer to the normal.
When their protein was cut down the excretion of uric

acid rose coincidently with improvement in the patients.

.\n ordinary healthy human being, he thought, was able

to take care of intestinal putrefaction. The arthritic pa-

tient, however, could not take care of it. It harmed
him, and should always be avoided.

Dr. J. E. GoLDTHWAiT of Boston, opening the discussion

on the last four papers, said he was glad that the group
of so-called mechanicians had gone so far as to recognize
the fact that joint symptom was not a disease. It seemed
to him that in the abdominal organs was to be found an
explanation of one of the difliculties under which tlie

human family labored, one of the penalties that they paid

for being bipeds being a maladjustment of their viscera.

This was of no consequence unless it led to some dis-

turbance. A series of cases had been measured in the

•dissecting room by himself and Dr. Brown, and they had
found that the anatomic types usually considered normal
were rather uncommon. Many people, for instance, had
only half of the small intestine. Of course they were
not well nourished. The possibility that infective organ-
isms might travel up the small intestine from the colon

and get to a point at which absorption could take place

was increased in such persons.

Dr. J. L. Porter of Chicago referred to an interesting

occurrence in animal experimentation. A nurse, who had
formerly had severe tonsillitis, suffered with a chronic

arthritis of the ankle joint. The tonsils were removed
and the ear of a rabbit was injected intravenously with

an emulsion made from the contents of an infectious focus
in the larger tonsil. The ear of another rabbit was in-

jected at about the same time with infective material

secured at autopsy from the body of a professor in the

Chicago University who had died with an acute pyogenic
infection involving all his joints. Both rabbits developed
the same type of infection, the changes in the joints being
in the same location in the rabbits as in the patients from
which the material injected had respectively come.

Dr. S. M. Co.ME of Baltimore wished to know whether
the internal secretion itself, as a poison, produced the

joint trouble, or whether it did so by its action on what-
ever organism might be present.

Dr. C. F. Painter of Boston said that a great many
infections did not produce any symptoms, a great many
anatomic disarrangements did not give rise to disturb-

ances, and probably a great many internal secretions might
be disturbed without causing anything that could be recog-
nized as a clinical disturbance. /

Dr. A. H. Freiberg of Cincinnati thought that the
orthopedic profession was in danger of falling into a kind
of scientific empiricism. Unless they confined their

studies more closely to the joint phenomena they were
likely to be carried into the realm of internal medicine
without getting much nearer to the solution of the ques-
tion.

Dr. J. J. NuTT of New York City had noticed that in

the treatment of tuberculous joints those children who
were allowed free action of every joint possible and lived

as normal a life as was consistent witli care of the joints

affected did remarkably well in comparison with those
treated with more or less confinement. He had also fol-

lowed out this treatment in some chronic rheumatoid ar-
thritis cases, and thought tliat a great deal might be said
in favor of permitting and encouraging all functions of
the body that did not interfere with the correct treatment
of the joint.

Dr. G. R. Elliott of New York City referred to Still's

disease and said that studies made by him had shown
that it could not be longer regarded as a distinct disease
entity. Still had claimed that it differed from arthritis in

adults, in which the enlarged spleen was not found. In
four of the ten cases that Dr. Elliott had just reported
the spleen had been much enlarged.

Dr. F. W. Nathan of New York City said that he had
merely wished to call attention to the only possible method
of solving the problems or progressing in the study of
these conditions. Unless all the cases were taken, and
definite clinical entities formulated as nearly as possible,
separating the cases and bringing them into connection
with definite pathological and clinical conditions, nothing
could be learned about these cases. The joints, he said,

were a mechanical apparatus. It made very little differ-

ence what the process in the joint was, the mechanical con-
ditions were impaired; and the impairment was apparently
the same in all, so that there was difficulty in differentiating
the joint conditions.

Dr. F. E. Peckham of Providence felt that a very
large number of cases were due to faulty physiology in

the abdominal region somewhere. He thought that the
time might at last come when most of these joint diseases,
with their different pathological conditions, would be
found to be due to one main thing. The treatment, of
course, must then be applied to that thing, instead of to
the end results in the joint.

Dr. L. W. Ely of Denver thought that, instead of build-
ing up clinical entities and studying their pathology, tliey

should build up pathological entities and mould the clinical

manifestations upon them. The changes in the bone and
cartilage represented merely the disease of the essential
elements of the joint, which are the synovia and the bone-
marrow.
Stereoarthrolysis, Restoring Mobility in Bony An-

kylosis of the Joints.—Dr. R. Tunstall Taylor of Bal-
timore said that ten months before he had begun labora-
tory and animal experimentation to determine a liquid,

absorbable, animal substance that could be sterilized and
injected by syringe between the denuded ends of the bones
entering into the proposed new-made articulation, and
that would immediately solidify in such a manner as to

prevent contact for some six or eight weeks before be-
ing absorbed. Yellow wax, o.i, and lanolin, 2.5, were the
chief substances and proportions determined upon after
careful study, melting at about 130° to 135° F. The ad-
vantages of this method were, primarily, the prevention
of the reformation of bony adhesions in properly done
cases ; the absence of pain, none of the cases requiring
any anodyne; the speedy voluntary ability to move the
joint, as compared with other methods; the absence of
fever and suppuration ; the hemostatic effect of the wax
on the bone ends; the absence of hematuria and ecchy-
mosis, and the rapidity with which the operation could
be done compared with other methods.
Absence of the Bony Femoral Heads and Necks.—

Drs. John Ridlon and H. B. Thomas of Chicago were
the authors of this paper, which was read by the latter,

who said that absence of the bony femoral heads and
necks, supposedly occurring in rachitic children, was a
rare condition, as proved by the bone pictures taken later
in the life of the individual cases, in which bone salts
had been deposited. ,\'-ray pictures taken at different
angles would sometimes give evidence of a head and neck
in a supposedly congenital absence.
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Bone Transplantation in the Treatment of Club-Foot,
Pseudarthrosis and Pott's Disease.—Dr. Fked H. Albee
of New York City stated that in case of club-foot in older
children, in wliom adduction of the front part of the foot
predominated, a wedge of bone had been ingrafted into tlie

scaphoid; in several instances, with most gratifying re-

sults. In several cases of pseudarthrosis of long stand-
ing a strip of bone about five inches long by one-half by
one-third from the crest of the healthy tibia had been in-

laid into the cortex of the end of each bone fragment and
fixed with heavy kangaroo tendon through drill-holes in

the recipient bone-fragments. A firm union had been se-

cured in each case, and in one in which a Lane plate had
previously failed. In thirty-two cases of Pott's disease a
prismatic shaped piece of the tibia had been implanted
into the spinous processes of the diseased vertebrae, with
most striking resuks.

Dr. S. M. Cone of Baltimore, opening the discussion on
the last two papers, asked whether it was easy to get a
protected wound, to protect tiie transplant where Dr. Albee
had to cut into the contracted tissue on the inside and put
in the transplanted scaphoid.

Dr. G. G. Davis of Philadelphia believed that the present
means of treating Pott's disease were so unsatisfactory as
to justify resorting to radical measures. Even after a
quiescent stage had been reached the deformity increased.
The disease extended over many years, and frequently
broke out afresh and killed tlic patient. He was a firm be-
liever in the regeneration following the transplantation of
bone in these various processes. He thought that the pro-
cedure was not so serious as to preclude its being used.
Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago said that Dr. Albee's

treatment was the first ray of light on the management
of spondylitis. It was a prophylaxis against deformity.
Putting in a bone was easy to do. One could apply the
treatment of the transplanting of bone from the same in-

dividual, having contact of bony surfaces with the peri-
osteum, as soon as the child began to show stiffness and
fixation; and there would be a imiform regeneration of the
bone in the transplant. A graft of bone, once transplanted,
would not grow in length, but only in circumference. If
the periosteum was left on, the bone would not spread.
The entire role played by the graft, he thought, was that of
supporting the Haversian vessels. The graft must be hu-
man bone. He believed that this treatment would be ideal
treatmentfor ununited fractures; and that when there was
a defect in development these grafts might be used with
effect.

Dr. J. T. RuGH of Philadelphia asked whether it made
any difference which side of the graft was placed to the
firm half of the process. He also asked whether in cer-
tain fractures of the neck of the femur that refused to

unite, the insertion of a piece of this bone would tend
to bring about bony union.

Dr. B. R. McKenzie of Toronto had not noticed that
anything had been said about transplanting bone when
there was deficient bone congenitally. Nothing had been
said by Dr. Thomas about complete absence of the femur.
Dr. TiicKenzie had seen four cases in which there had
been nothing e.xcept an indefinite nodule at the U]iper end
to indicate where there was a remnant of the femur left.

Dr. Ri'GH said that in a case of congenital absence of the
lower two-thirds of the tibia he had substituted the fibula,

and that it had become practically of the same size as the
tibia, and was keeping pace with the growth of the latter.

Dr. T. H. MvFRS of New York City said that two of
Dr. .-Xlbee's .r-ray illustrations showed the diseased bodies
separated by considerably more interval than they would
have been before he had straightened them. The old
idea had been that these would not heal unless the surfaces
came together.

Dr. GoLDTHw.^iT of Boston stated that he had seen a case
in which both fibulae had been transplanted to take the place
of an absent tibia. There was still deformity of the foot,
but both legs had developed so that the child could run
about and play without difficulty.

Dr. H. P. Galt.ow.'W of Winnipeg was a firm believer
in the principle that if ankylosis could be brought about
in tuberculous joints the disease would be cured. This was
not easy to do in the sacroiliac joint. He asked whether
the transplantation of a bone graft into the scroiliac joint
would bring about ankylosis in that ioint.

Dr. .\iiRAHAM Jacobi of New York City had found that
his fractures would heal readily when he fed his patients
on phosphorus. His cases of Pott's disease and ti'ber-
culous arakles got decidedly better in a shorter time with
phosphorus than without it. Tuberculous disease, not onlv
in the lungs, but in the soft parts and in the bones, would
do well when systematically treated on arsenic. One should
not forget that there were other things besides operations.

and that a great deal could be done to strengthen and
purify the system for the j)urpose of making an operation
more successful. Arsenic, he had found a semi-specific
in tuberculous disease. He thought that better results
would be obtained if the patients were in good condition,
and that this could be brought about by the use of phos-
phorus and arsenic.

Dr. J. B. Murphy of Chicago said that the tendency
had been to go entirely away from medication, but that
surgeons were coming back to the things that combated
tuberculosis in bone, lung, and every other organ.

Dr. Albee, in closing the discussion, stated that the dis-

advantages in the use of metal and other foreign bodies
were obvious. One could not trust metal to hold tension
in bone. If motion persisted in tuberculous disease it con-
stituted a danger and favored a relapse of the condition.
The autogenous transplantation of bone was very impor-
tant, as Dr. Murphy had said. The graft should be
placed against the unbroken side. When he had first begun,
Dr. Albee had placed the cut side next to it ; but he had
since turned the graft around, split the periosteum, and
put the periosteal side against the unbroken spinous proc-
ess. He thought that the plug of bone would be worth try-
ing in the case of fractures of the neck of the femur.
He saw no reason why the transplant should not be put
directly across from the sacrum to the ilium, as this would
fix it more simplv and with less operative procedure.
Congenital Absence of the Fibula.—Dr. Prescott

Le Breton of Buft'alo reported ten cases of this rare con-
dition, one of which was operated upon with satisfactory
results

;
he also showed some photographs and .r-rays of

these cases.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the
ensuing vear: President. Dr. A. R. Shands of Washington,
D. C; Vice-Presidents. Dr. J. D. Griffith of Kansas City
and Dr. David Silver of Pittsburgh; Treasurer, Dr. G. G.
Davis of Philadelphia; Secretary, Dr. Ralph R. Fitch of
Rochester, N. Y.
The next meeting will take place at Washington. D. C,

in May, 1913.

AMERICAN ELECTROTHERAPEUTIC
AS.SOCIATION.

Tiventy-second Annual Meeting, Held at Richmond, Va.,

September 3, 4 and 5, 1912.

The President, Dr. William D. McFee of Haverhill,
Mass., in the Chair.

Report of the Committee on Direct Continuous Current,
Including Electrolysis, Electrochemical Surgery, Ioni-
zation, and all Apparatus Connected Therewith.—Dr. G.
Bettom Massev of Philadelphia reported that there was
nothing new in the way of apparatus under this head. The
committee felt that it was still necessary to reiterate the
necessity for accurate meters and controllers that have
sufficient resistance and smoothness of current increase to
permit the application of the current strengths that would
be employed without sudden increase or decrease. A great
impetus had been given in England and Continental Europe
to the newer developments in medicinal ionization
Report of the Committee on High Frequency Currents.

—Dr. Freperic pe Kraft of New York reported that dur-
ing the past year many different types of multiple spark
gap had been constructed and tried. He had succeeded,
with the help of Wappler Brothers, in constructing a mul-
tiple spark pap of the simplest possible type, with nine
very small gaps. The result in increa-^ing the rate of os-
cillation to be obtained from the D'Arsonval spiral was
truly amazing. When the bipolar method was used there
was entire absence of Faradic effect. The brush effect

—

the Oudin effleuve—was more marked, many times longer,
and of greater density.

Report of the Committee on Phototherapy.—Dr. Ed-
warp C. Titus of New York read this report. It con-
tained a continuation of the observations offered last

year upon the physiochemical effects of the ultra-violet
and blue-violet rays upon both normal and abnormal con-
ditions of the skin; an abstract of an article upon the

beneficial effects of strong, clear sunlight in the treatment
of bone tuberculosis : and an account of investigations
made during the past year by Dr. T. T. Gaunt of New-
York and the writer upon the anesthetic action of true
blue light, the method of employment, apparatus, and
therapeutic applications.

Report of the Committee on Radiography, Radiother-
apy, and Apparatus.—Dr. G. E. Pf.milfr of Philadelphia
reviewed in detail the advances made along this line dur-
ing the past year.
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Report of the Committee on X-Ray and High Fre-
quency Tubes and Apparatus.—Ur. Frederick M. Law
of New York in this report called attention to the points

of interest in connection with .r-ray tubes constructed
and used in a practical manner during the past two years.

Epidemic Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Willi.a.m He.nham Snow
of New York drew the following conclusions : Acute
poliomyelitis, an infectious disease, possibly contagious, is

characterized by congestive infiltrations, particularly

marked in the meninges of the spinal cord, sometimes in-

volving the meninges of the brain and the substance of

the cord. The indications after the onset are to increase

local resistance and promote the elimination of the infil-

tration, particularly from the cord and meninges, as soon
as possible, in order to relieve the pressure upon the

ganglion cells, and thereby restore their function, reliev-

ing the resulting paralysis. For removing infiltration the

static wave current applied with marked energy has been
demonstrated to be remarkably effective, which is un-
doubtedly due to its mechanical effects upon the tissues.

For increasing the local resistance and possibly removing
the virus, radiant light and heat, the direct D'Arsonval
current and static wave current are remarkably effective,

as evidenced clinically, and should be employed in the

earliest stages and until recovery is complete. In the sub-

sequent stages the static wave current to the spine, radiant
light and heat and mechanical vibration to increase the

metabolism in the paralyzed parts, together with voluntary
exercise and exercise induced by electrical stimulation, as

with the static induced current, are indicated. Under such
technique, except in the violent early cases which promptly
succumb, the prognosis is good when cases come early

under observation, fairly good in later cases, and benefi-

cial in most neglected cases.

Exploitation of Apparatus; Suggestions for Reform.
—Dr. A. B. HiRSH of Philadelphia in this paper made a

plea for reform in the marketing of physical treatment
apparatus in the United States. The statements made by
many manufacturers regarding their apparatus were often
indefinite, inaccurate, exaggerated, and misleading. This
Association should take a firm stand for the removal of
this abuse. The time had come not only for separate
annual reports on all electrical apparatus, but for inves-

tigation and report on the printed claims for their effi-

ciency. By such official action this organization would
place itself in its special field on the same high level at-

tained by the .American Medical Association which authori-

tatively tested and classified all drug remedies.
The Relief of Localized Arterial Spasm by Electricity.

—Dr. Frederic de Kraft of Xcw York read this paper.
Arterial spasm resulting from autotoxemia, sources of

local irritation, excessive use of tea or tobacco, the emo-
tions, and overeating might be successfully treated by the

general application of the d'Arsonval current, followed by
a thorough application of the resonator effleuve to the

cervical and dorsal spine. The wave current applied to the

abdomen was valuable in warding off future attacks.

Some New Modalities.—Dr. Arthur W. Yale of Phil-

adelphia described a new mode of administering the static

current, to which the term static condensed current haH
been applied. He also described his method of adminis-
tering ozone, in which the generator was connected in the

usual manner to a source of high potential current, and in

place of the bulb a tank of pure oxygen was attached by
means of a rubber tube.

Examining and Recording Chronic Cases, with the
Treatment of Some by the Continuous Current.—Dr. J.

W. ToRBETT of Marlin, Texas, made a plea for a thor-

ough and systematic examination of every case. Unless
this were done, important conditions might be overlooked.
In the climate in which he lived it was often impossible
to get a current from the static machine. Under such cir-

cumstances the galvanic current could often be used with
beneficial results.

The Present Status of High Frequency Desiccation.
—Dr. William L. Clark of Philadelphia said desiccation
should not be confounded with fulguration, or with high
frequency cauterization and coagulation. The first de-
vitalized by drying the tissue; the second shocked and pro-
duced hyperemia, but did not destroy ; and the third was
essentially the same as the ordinary cautery, though per-

haps deeper in effect. The desiccation spark was not hot
enough to carbonize, but of sufficient heat tn cause raoid

dehydration of the tissue, rupturing the cell capsule and
converting the area treated into a dry mass. The initial

current was obtained from a static machine of large out-

put and stepped up by an accurately attuned resonator.
For superficial desiccation one pole was used; for deeper
destruction the bipolar method was employed. While this

method nf treatment had its limitations, its field of utility

was distinct, whether used alone or in conjunction with
operative or other measures.
Treatment of Splenic Affections by Diathermy and

the X-Ray.—Dr. Frederick H. Morse of Boston re-
ported several cases of autointoxication with enlarged
spleen which he had successfully treated by the jr-ray and
the direct d'Arsonval current.

Further Information Concerning the Double Spark
Gap Static Current of Electricity.—Dr. Francis B.
Bishop of Washington, D. C, gave a technical description
of his method of using the double spark gap static current
of electricity.

A Resume of 400 Cases of Tuberculosis in Which the
X-Ray Has Played an Important Part.—Dr. J. D. Gib-
son of Denver, Colorado, said he had used his method of
treatment on 400 cases during the past fifteen years.
Eighty-five per cent, of the cases were still living. The
cases included all stages of the disease. The treatment
was particularly applicable to the second and third-stage
cases. He did not consider any case beyond hope of im-
provement. In addition to the ordinary hygienic and
dietetic measures, he applied the x-ray alternately to the
front and back of the chest, the treatments being given
every other day. In addition he used the static brush dis-
charge and ozone inhalations, although he did not attach
much importance to the latter method of treatment in these
cases.

High Frequency Electricity in the Treatment of Ex-
ophthalmic Goiter and Perverted Thyroid Secretion.

—

Dr. William G. Lewi of .-\lbany, X. Y.. said the conclu-
sion seemed inevitable that all the symptoms of perverted
thyroid secretion were due to the effect of the thyroid
toxin on the sympathetic nervous system, and that treat-
ment with high frequency electricity gave better and far
more permanent results than any other method of treat-
ment, excepting where a resort to surgery was necessary.
In all cases of exophthalmic goiter where an operation was
to be performed the patient should have as a preliminary
to operation a course of high frequency treatment, to the
end that the distressing symptoms might be lessened, if

not altogether relieved, and the patient put in the best
possible condition for any surgical procedure that might be
required.

Rheumatism.—Dr. Rosa D. Wiss of Meridian, Miss.,
reported a case of long-standing rheumatism which was
quickly relieved by the direct current, anodynes locally,
and eliminative treatment.
Lessons from Failures.—Dr. F. Howard Humphris

of London, England, in this paper gave as the most com-
mon causes of failure the armamentarium, inadequate
knowledge, unsuitable cases, lack of perseverance, inatten-
tion to detail, over-confidence or lack of confidence, fatigue,
idiosyncrasy, electrophobia.
Fulguration and Thermoradio-therapy—A Preliminary

Report.—Dr. William Selwian Bainbridge of Xew
York gave a preliminary report of the tests now being
carried on at the Xew York Skin and Cancer Hospital by
the Research Department, in the treatment of malignant
new growths by fulguration and thermoradio-therapy.
(See Medical Record. July 6 and 20. igia.)
Measurement of R6ntgen-Ray Power by Tousey

Method.—Dr. Sinclair Tousey of New York summar-
ized as follows : A portion of the film is exposed to
i/io of a candle power of incandescent electric light for
r second at a distance of i meter; or to the equivalent 5
seconds with a 4 candle power lamp at a distance of 14
meters. Other portions of the film are exposed to the x-
ray at i meter for different numbers of seconds. The film
is fully developed. If 10 seconds of jr-ray produces the
same density as l/io C. P. M. second of incandescent
light, the .r-ray is i/ioo Tousey power.
Treatment of Chronic Deafness by High Potential

Electric Currents.—Dr. D. H. Yates of .Madison, Fla.,
reported several cases of chronic deafness, including one
case of a young man who had been deaf since birth, suc-
cessfuUv treated with the static current.
The Static Charge.—Dr. Charles F. Mills of New

York City in this paper gave some facts as to the nature,
origin, location, absorption index, direction of transmis-
sion and dissipation of the static charge.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: President, Dr. F. Howard Humphris. Lon-
don. England; First Vice-President. Dr G. E. Pfahler.
Philadelphia; Second Vice-President. Dr. Edward C.
Titus, New York; Secretary. Dr. T. Willard Travell,
New York; Treasurer. Dr. Emil Heuel. X'ew York;
Registrar. Dr. Frederick M. Law. New York; Trustees,
Dr. William D. McFce, Haverhill. Mass.. and Dr. Freder-
ick H. Morse. Boston.

Place of next meeting, New York City.
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The Doctor His Own Surgeon.—Paul Reclus
has commented on the courage and stoicism neces-

sary for the act of what he calls "autotomy," or
surgical operation upon one's own body. He has
described at some length four examples of this heroic

procedure. The first story is that of a French sur-

geon who, having acquired a small outgrowing tu-

berculoma of the right index finger following an
operation wound, determined to excise it uniler co-

caine anesthesia. This he did, surrounded by his

class, in a curiously unsurgical way. by fixing the

instrument—first a scalpel, then a sharp spoon—in

the left hand and performing all the necessary move-
ments with the diseased right hand. In spite of this

novel technique the result was quite satisfactory.

His only discomfort was a little nausea at the un-
pleasant sensation of scraping his own periosteum

;

this was, however, corrected by a sip of hot coffee.

In the second case the surgeon operated on himself

for bilateral ingrowing toe-nail, apparently without
pain and with absolutely satisfactory result. The
hero of the third story was a Turkish military sur-

geon attached to Professor Reclus's own clinic, who
was operated on for double inguinal hernia un 'er

local anesthesia with such complete success that he
determined to remove for himself a troublesome
varicocele. The procedure was quite painless and
the result perfect. The fourth "autotomy" was per-

fomed by M. Regnault, a naval medical ofificer, who
was led to undertake a radical cure of his own
hernia. He anesthetized the area of operation by in-

jecting cocaine into the several layers of tissue con-

cerned, after a preliminary injection of morphine
into the subcutaneous tissues of the thorax. He
guarded himself from disaster by enlisting the help

of two colleagues, who stood by prepared for action

in case they were needed. However, all went well,

and there was neither pain nor mishap.

—

The Lan-
cet, September 21, 19 12.

The Question of Fees.—G. W. McGregor states

that fees among general practitioners have not ad-

vanced commensurately with the cost of living.

This rapid age demands quick service, which neces-

sitates the telephone and the automobile, each of

which increases' the expense of doing business.

Formerly a few hundred dollars sufficed to equip

the stable, whereas now the first cost is doubled
and quadrupled, and the upkeep is beyond computa-
tion. It is self-evident that this state of afTairs

leads to one of two conclusions : larger fees or bank-
ruptcy. Following the line of least resistance leads

to the latter. No thinking layman will deny the fact

of the large increase in cost of the finished product

of the medical college—the doctor—a product that

was nurtured through the high school, groomed
through the preparatory school, trained in the aca-

demic college, moulded in the medical school, fin-

ished in the hospital, and polished in the postgrad-

uate school—with spurs to win in the running. The
man well dressed has more self-res'pect than the

man shabbily clad. His horizon widens, and his

chest and waist measurements expand. To him life

seems worth living. But to the average practitioner

even the low eminence of a good living in its broad
s'ense is denied him on the basis of fees as they are

listed to-day. The fees, in the rural sections at least,

are certainly too low, and the fear of protest by the

family against a rise is not well founded, judged by
actual demonstration in those towns where the rise

has been adopted. A little banter about the "doc-

tors' trust" is only a pleasantry, and the higher fee
is as cheerfully paid as the lower. The demand of

medical schools for a higher preparatory education,
and the necessity of maintaining a higher level

through the entire course, means a larger outlay of
money which must be recouped in practice. No man
who rightly and modestly esteems his ability can
preserve his self-respect by accepting a pittance for
his services. No man who has to worry over his

finances can do his best work. It hampers him at

every step, cramps his mind, and starves his body.
Let the fees be advanced.

—

New York Medical Jour-
nal, September 14, 1912.

A Physician to Guide the Destinies of the
Chinese Republic.—Ur. George Ernest Morrison,
who for fifteen years has been the London Times'
correspondent at Peking, has' been oflFered and has
accepted the position of political adviser to the

President of the Chinese Republic. Dr. Morrison
was born in Victoria, Australia, in 1862, and studied

at Melbourne and Edinburgh Universities. \Vhen
only twenty years old he undertook a pioneer ex-
pedition to New Guinea. The next few years saw
him, now roving, now practising medicine, in this

country, the West Indies, Spain, Morocco, and ulti-

mately in the Far East. His celebrated walk of
more than two thousand miles across Australia was
rivaled by a three-thousand-mile walk across China,
and then by a walk across Manchuria to Vladivostok
on the Pacific. Dr. Morrison traveled alone, dressed

as a native. These and his other journeys were
undertaken, not to satisfy a restless spirit, but to

acquire knowledge at first hand. The result, so far

as China was concerned, was' that he knew the coun-
try better than did any Chinese statesman, for no
one of these had studied it from as many angles.

Little by little he came to be consulted as one who
could speak with comprehensive knowledge, and he

was frequently consulted, especially during the three

critical years before the Boxer atrocities startled

the world in 1900, and also during the anxious time

just before the beginning of the Russo-Japanese
War in 1904. The following year, at the Russo-
Japanese Peace Conference at Portsmouth, no one
among the one hundred and twenty newspaper cor-

respondents awakened more sympathetic respect

than did Dr. Morrison. The appointment of such a

man is a significant sign of President Yuan Shi-kai's

recognition of the fact that a young republic like

China would do better with a tutor than without one.—The Outlook, September 14, 1912.

A Light Without Matches.—Every motorist has prob-
ably at some time been in the predicament, especially if a

non-smoker, of being overtaken by darkness while on the

road, without a single match. There is a simple method
of obtaining a light, the knowledge of which may on occa-

sion prove important. Unscrew one of the spark-plugs,

and let it lie on the cylinder head. Wrap a small wisp of

waste around the end of any stick, or tool, and soak it in

gasoline. Lay this close to the spark-plug and turn the

engine over until this plug sparks, when you will have a

torch to light your lamps (and. in emergency, your cigar).

Piping Leaks Waste Acetylene.— It is no "pipe
dream," but a reality, that over fifty per cent, of the cars

using acetylene headlights have leaky pipe lines. Investi-

gation has also shown that through these leaks more
gas escapes than is burned in the lamps. The chief source

of the leaks appears to be in the rubber tubing. In many
cases this has been in use for many months, and through
exposure to the weather and natural wear, cracks result.

A few cases are found in which the brass pipe line has
become chafed in spots, while in other instances leaks are

found in the lamps themselves. Renewal of the rubber
tubes semi-yearly and inspection of the metal pipes will

often save the loss of many cubic feet of gas.

—

Automobile
Topics.
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GOUT OF THE INTESTINES.
By ALEXANDER HAIG, M.A. and M.D. Oxon., F.R.C.P.

CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO THE METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL, SENIOR PHY-
SICIAN TO ROYAL WATERLOO HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN AND WOMEN.

It is interesting to see that gout explains nearly all

the "diseases'" of this part of the body, and in the

new light which it throws on their etiology and
pathology we see clearly that these troubles are not
and never have been diseases in the sense of definite

pathological entities, but correctly speaking are mere
incidents in the course of food poisoning by uric

acid.

To follow an anatomical order, we shall here get

a complete explanation of nasal and pharyngeal ca-

tarrh, catarrh of the neighboring larynx and
trachea, catarrh of the esophagus of the stomach,
gastroduodenal catarrh and jaundice, ulceration of

stomach and duodenum, colitis, appendicitis, and
some forms of piles. We shall also get a complete
explanation of the immunity of the small intestine

from these troubles.

This causation also explains completely the inci-

dence of cancer of these same parts, as it is now
seen to affect exactly the same parts as gout does

and in the same order. This fact therefore clinches

the relationship between gout and cancer and shows
that if cancer is due to parasitic invasion its parasite

is, like that of catarrh, influenza, tubercle, and
malaria, unable to attack those individuals or those

parts of the body which are free from the gout
poison—uric acid.

And so we may note at the outset that these

troubles affect just those parts of the alimentary

tube which either are acid, owing to acid secretions,

or are exposed to the introduction of acids in food,

or to cold on the surface of the body, or to cold food
(iced foods and drinks); while they as carefully

avoid those parts which are alkaline and owing to

alkaline secretions are less e.xposed to the bad effects

of acids and cold.

The attempt to cover in the space of a single

article so wide a field must be my excuse if my
remarks about some of these conditions are very
short, and if I take as granted and known what I

have already said elsewhere.

Thus in the British Medical Journal. 1908,

Vol. I, p. 1 100, also "The Etiology, Prevention, and
Treatment of a Common Cold," Bale, London,
price 3d., and in "Uric Acid as a- Factor in the

Causation of Disease," Ed. VII, Ch. IX, I have
shown that catarrh of the nose, pharynx, larynx,

trachea, and bronchi, as seen in the course of a

common cold, is a gout or rheumatism of these tis-

sues which may be precipitated by cold or a microbe

or by both acting together ; that in treatment we do

not require to trouble about the parasite in any

way, provided we remove the uric acid by means

of an alkali (pot. cit. or sodii bic.) and that those
whose bodies have been cleared of excess of urates

by several years on natural uric-acid-free foods are

immune to catarrh in all forms, and to any of the

parasites associated with it.

These people are similarly immune to gout of the

intestines and are most unlikely to suffer from can-

cer in this or any other part.

But to return to our immediate subject, the nose,

pharynx, and laryn.x are all exposed to the action of

cold and of microbes, and if cold can precipitate

upon these parts a few particles of urate this will

give rise to the congestion which we call inflamma-

tion and in the irritated area the microbes can
flourish and the process thus begun may then travel

along these tubes by continuity from end to end.

This explains what takes place in an ordinary

catarrh, and the vicious circle of this phase of food

poisoning is at once cut through by means of an

alkaline solvent which removes the urates ; im-

munity is afterwards acquired by keeping them out

by a diet which is free from poisons. This relation

to alkali and alkalinity also explains for us why
gastroduodenal catarrh may stop at the duodenum
and why gastric congestion and ulceration are re-

lieved by alkali (see later).

The esophagus is only occasionally affected by

gout, which here generally takes the form of

myalgia, causing pain as the bolus of food passes

down over the seat of irritation. This may be an

incident in a catarrh descending from the pharynx,
or may be produced by the action of certain hot,

acid or otherwise irritating foods. The esophagus

is but little exposed to cold as compared with the

pharynx, for instance, hence gout of the esophagus
is less common than that of the parts above it.

According to Mr. Roger Williams, "The Natural
History of Cancer," London—William Heinemann,
p. 380—the tongue and mouth are much more af-

fected by epithelioma than the esophagus, but the:

esophagus suffers more than the intestines apart

from the stomach and rectum, the two latter being,

as I remark, the most acid parts of the alimentary
canal.

Catarrh of the stomach and duodenum is liable

to be set up in the food poisoned by several things
such as descent of catarrh by continuity from above,
the local action of cold, the local action of acids,

corrosive and irritating substances in the food, and
under certain abnormal conditions by the excessive
action of its own secretion. Thus the epigastrium
is often exposed to cold, e.g. when the clothing
in front of the body is unfastened or diminished
while cycling or motoring against the wind, then
precipitation of urate (gout) may take place in a
moment and the rest follows. Once you have set

up a local precipitation the pirocess goes on of itself.

Ices or iced drinks, or acid foods or drinks may act

in the same way and start a process which will go
on of itself long after the cause has been forgotten.
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This etiology explains also a point noted by Mr.
Mansell MouUin in his paper on "The Significance

of the Symptoms in Cases of Duodenal Ulcer,"

Lancet, 1912, Vol. I, p. 566, namely, that the trouble

returns again and again in the same part of the

stomach or duodenum. The explanation is exactly

the same as that of the formation of a gouty tophus
in the toe, once some urate has been thrown out
there, it attracts more and more till there is a lump
as large as an egg. In the same way the urate in

the wall of the duodenum not having been com-
pletely cleared out after the first attack of gouty
irritation, more is easily attracted to the same spot

whenever the blood is full of it, or when cold, acids,

or some slight alteration in the digestive process
increase the local acidity and congestion. Thus
trouble of this nature may go on either in the stom-
ach or duodneum more or less intermittently for

days, weeks, months, or years, till the patient from
long illness becomes debilitated and collemic, or
till the stage of life alters, or till some on° gives

sufficient solvent to clear out all the urate from the

gastric or intestinal wall, or till food poisoning is

put an end to by ceasing to swallow xanthin. I

have seen numbers of cases where patients have suf-

fered for fifteen or twenty years from such gastric

or intestinal irritation, gastritis, gastralgia, heart-

burn, etc., simply because no one had given a solvent

of uric acid, or not in sufficient quantity or suffi-

ciently long continued ; where a solvent has at once
relieved and a change of diet has then kept them
free from all further trouble of this nature. It is

indeed small wonder if many years of such constant
or recurrent irritation frequently pave the way for

cancer, and we here see clearly one way in which
change of diet may prevent this deadly sequel.

The causation of gastrointestinal dyspepsia, de-

fective secretions, deficient bile secretion is thus
quite easily explainable, for these symptoms are

obvious results of congestion and catarrh of certain

portions of the alimentary tract. Several of these

signs together with bilious attacks, migraine, ana
vomiting are obviously mere incidents in the course
of chronic food poisoning aflfecting at one time
chiefly the circulation and, causing high blood pres-

sure, migraine, eye symptoms, retinal changes, at

another chiefly the local tissues, causing catarrh,

dyspepsia, altered gastric and duodenal secretions,

with more or less marked failure in the digestion

and metabolism of food.

In regard to the treatment of such a case my rule

is that every chronic or recurrent gastric or duo-
denal pain may be a gout of the part if (i) it

comes in a retentive stage of life, (2) if the patient

has signs of uratic irritation elsewhere, especially

in the joints, (3) if it comes in relation to exces-
sive gastric acidity, and (4) if it is made worse by
local cold or by acids (wine, fruit, etc.) in the food.
Then if my diagnosis is correct it will be promptly
relieved by solvents and infallibly cured by the uric-

acid-free diet.

With reference to gastric and duodenal ulcera-

tion, Mr. Mansell Moullin clearly shows in the
above-named article (p. 565) that the primary cause
is chronic and recurrent local congestion which leads
sooner or later to a rupture of the surface with
removal of its epithelial coat and then the acid
gastric juice does the rest. He considers that the
pain is due to muscular spasm of the congested part
(colic of the stomach, pylorus, or duodenum),
though if the congestion goes on and leads to ulcera-
tion this will increase the pain. He also considers

that hemorrhage is often due to bleeding from a

congested surface, and, except when it is copious, is

not to be regarded as a sign of ulceration.

No doubt there is a further cause of gastric or

duodenal ulceration in embolism or thrombosis,

which by producing local congestion, resembling
that caused by gouty irritation, leads up to a break
in the epithelium and so to local digestion. But
there is no more frequent cause of embolism than
endocarditis or of thrombosis than the effects of
uric acid on the blood and its circulation, so that here
again we have to deal with nothing but food poison-
ing and its primary and secondary effects. We
must also bear in mind that any irritation, however
it originated, is liable to be kept up in the urate

laden by the precipitation and reprecipitation of
urates in the acid and irritated parts. For the more
a tissue is irritated and inflamed the more acid it

becomes and the more completely will all the urate

in the blood be attracted to it and deposited within
or upon it. There is no end to such a process except
the end of the urate supply, or a change in the stage

of life which substitutes a collemic or solvent stage

for a retentive one, and this not in one place only
but throughout the whole body. (See "Uric Acid,"

p. 236.) This is the way that alkalies act in re-

lieving those gastric and duodenal troubles, and
in all tissues affected by uratic catarrh ; it is

not a mere matter of the neutralization of

acid gastric juice, but the blood everywhere is

rendered a good solvent of urates and tends to

take them up from the tissues in place of throwing
them out ; and with their removal the local irrita-

tion, by whatever name we have called it, subsides.

Hence, as I have pointed out in the case of bron-

chial catarrh, we must give sufficient alkali and
continue it sufficiently long to greatly increase the

alkalinity of the blood and to diminish often to nil

the acidity of the urine, and it is by failing to do this

that many fail to get complete and conclusive re-

sults.

We need not now say very much about the rela-

tive immunity of the rest of the small intestine, it

is a simple result of its alkaline contents and secre-

tions. But this immunity is relative only, for if

anything overcomes its alkalinity, e. g. acids in the

food, or produced by fermentation, or if it is acted

upon by such metals as lead or mercury which
precipitate urates into its tissues, we may get gout

even here and it is likely to take the form of colic,

i. e. muscular spasm, as this is the first reaction of

such intestinal tissues to the irritation produced by
urate compounds with the metals, and flatulence is

the sign of a minor stage of the same form of irri-

tation. Such flatulence and colic can always be

relieved by a sufficient supply of a solvent to reverse

the process and take up the urate into the blood

stream.

We may now pass on to the large intestines where
the reaction of the canal and of its contents again

become acid and where we should expect just what
we find, that the structures in its walls are again

liable to acute and chronic catarrhal processes, due,

as before, to the local action of acids or of cold or

any irritating substance which may originate local

uratic precipitation and thus start a process which
will continue of itself.

Such is the origin of a gouty catarrh, which here

again may spread throughout the whole of the large

bowel, or after an acute blaze up may become
chiefly local in one part of it, just as after an acute

and general arthritis one or two joints may remain
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seats of chronic local and recurring irritation. This
similarity of course and duration also means iden-

tity of causation. Such a catarrh may become
chronic, associated for weeks, months, and years
with the passage of more or less large quantities of

mucus, it may remain more or less general over the

whole tube or become chronic in certain regions,

e.g. the cecum and appendix or the sigmoid flex-

ures, where it may ultimately give rise to thickening,

adhesions, distortions, associated with most obsti-

nate constipation, or may go on to more or less

severe local ulceration, perhaps as in the case of the

appendix ending in perforation. The obvious clini-

cal relation of many cases of appendicitis to gout
is thus easily and completely explained.

Then again some forms of piles are quite clearly

related to exposure to cold, as for instance by sit-

ting on cold stones or on damp ground, or to the

taking of acid fruit or of fruit out of season, or of

fruit which comes from a warm climate but is con-

sumed in a cold one, and if any of these things

acting apart or together sets up a gout of the fibrous

tissues of the lower rectum or anus we get a local

general or venous congestion essentially similar to

those described above and curable in the same way
by a recognition of the fact that solution and re-

moval of urates is the effect we must produce. Any
of these causes acting singly or in combination
might equally have affected some other portion of

the intestinal tract, but just as they fail to affect the

small intestines below the duodenum, so will they be

most likely to act on any part of the intestine which
is most acid or is at the time most subjected to irri-

tation from the nature of its contents or surround-
ings.

Any application of cold to the abdomen or lower
extremities is always dangerous for the urate-laden.

But those who have taken the trouble to get moder-
ately free from these poisons have more or less de-

cided immunity up to absolute freedom, and this

freedom is, practically speaking, a measure of the

amount of urate they still have in their blood and
tissues. On the other hand prolonged exposure to

cold may eventually produce trouble in any one,

however free from urate their diet may be, for the

effect of exposure to cold for a week or ten days

is to accumulate a store of urate in the liver, spleen,

or elsewhere in the body, and those who have a store

have lost their freedom and are, to the extent of

their store, as liable to uratic catarrh as those who
feed wrongly ; and this catarrh will affect any seat

of local irritation, either the part exposed to cold

or any other part of the intestine, or of the body
whose alkalinity is for a time diminished. Thus it

may affect the seat of old uratosis, adhesion, ulcera-

tion, etc., or a new part which has been exposed to

severe cold, irritation, or injury.

As we see in "Uric Acid," {loc. cit., p. 432),
sprue is an intestinal trouble sometimes related to

exposure to cold. People go to sleep in warm cli-

mates only lightly covered and perhaps do not wake
in the morning till they are chilled and cold owing
to a great change of temperature. In this way there

may originate in the food-poisoned a gout of the

intestines which is called spruce or "hill diarrhea."

This is in many cases quite successfully treated by
solvents, and may be cured, like other catarrhs, by
the uric-acid-free diet ; but, apart from these, it is

liable to be repeated and eventually to become
chronic and almost incurable. So far as I can

judge, its primary symptoms seem to be those of

catarrh and catarrh anywhere in the body is gout.

Thus it happens that I have cured some cases of

sprue which had come home to die, simply by mak-
ing them uric acid free; no catarrh can survive

that. Most of the symptoms of sprue, viz., diarrhea,

undigested food, especially undigested fat, and ab-

sence of normal bile coloring matter, are common
incidents of duodenal congestion and catarrh as

seen in this country. Some consider sprue to be

related to dysentery and this again is but a gout of

the intestines, it does not attack the uric acid free

and many cases are cured by the uric-acid-free diet.

The common treatment of sprue by warmth and
milk diet is testimony to the same effect. Ipe-

cacuanha, again, a specific for dysentery-, has a good
effect on catarrh in every part of the body, and the

relation of colitis, colonic catarrh, and dysentery to

starvation is again very easily explained if we re-

gard them all as gout of the intestines. Here, also,

just as in catarrh of the respiratory tubes, microbic

invasion may play a more or less important part in

causation, but as a rule I believe we need waste no
time on the microbes if we first dissolve out the

urates and then keep the patient uric acid free for

years.

What is true of sprue apparently applies equally

to acute summer diarrhea of children in this coun-

try, for this also is in many cases a catarrhal process

and catarrh everywhere is gout. Coming as it does

in our hot season, or as the hot season merges into

autumn, the conditions present, namely hot days

and cold nights, resemble to a remarkable extent

those that give rise to sprue.

All the wrongly fed children in this country are

full of uric acid, and the hot weather brings this

into the blood in large quantity. On this there fol-

lows a chill of the abdomen owing to a restless child

kicking off' the bed clothes and the result is a gouty
or catarrhal enteritis with vomiting, diarrhea, and
rise of temperature.

Here, just as in the similar catarrh of the bronchi,

you have only to give enough alkali (at least 20 gr.

every two hours) to get the urine quickly alkaline,

and the temperature falls within forty-eight hours

and the vomiting and diarrhea cease.

Alkalies have often been used in summer diarrhea,

but never, so far as I know, in a dose comparable to

that which cures bronchitis, and ipecacuanha has

been found useful in it just as in the other similar

troubles mentioned above.

If the treatment by alkali were to be widely used

we should soon see how much of our summer diar-

rhea was due to gout and gout only, just as we
now know that all bronchitis which is not part of a

specific disease is not dangerous, as it can be quickly

cured by alkali.

In summer diarrhea the alkali does best when
given alone, even bismuth is a hindrance to its

action rather than a help, but where the diarrhea

has led to collapse you have to deal with a heart

which is feeble and dilated from defective nutri-

tion, and then the alkali may be combined with small

doses of strophanthus or digalen : but ammonia and
all stimulants which are also retentives of uric

acid are, just as in the case of bronchitis, out of

place. It is much more important to put an end to

the inflammation than to stimulate.

And just as it is now clear that catarrh spreads

through the respiratory passages and other portions

of the body owing to the fact that microbes flourish

in urate-laden tissues and as there is at least con-

siderable suspicion that similar conditions favor the

spread of tubercle (see "Uric Acid," loc. cit., p.
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394) why may not cancer also do the same in the

same way, tissues irritated by urate deposits and
accumulating waste products favoring its spread?
Indeed owing to the researches of Mr. H. C. Ross
we now know that some waste products closely re-

lated to uric acid excite cell proliferation and tumor
formation. (See "Induced Cell Reproduction and
Cancer," by H. C. Ross, London. John Murray,
and "Further Researches into Induced Cell Repro-
duction and Cancer," by H. C. Ross and others,

1912.)
The effects of correct diet are probably twofold,

for not only are urate-laden tissues with defective

circulation and deficient removal of waste prod-
ucts favorable breeding grounds for many kinds of
microbes as well as for endo- and ectoparasites, but
tissues which are free from urates and waste prod-
ucts and have a natural quick capillary circulation

are most unfavorable for them.
Syphilis again may furnish another instance of a

parasitic organism profiting by the conditions
brought about by uric acid poisoning in tissues and
their circulation. The effect of mercury as well as

of iodides is to clear the blood of uric acid and to

free the circulation from its lethargic grip, hence
it produces conditions unfavorable to the parasite,

and not to this one parasite only but to many.
And here we come into position to understand the
cure of syphilis by diet without drugs, for the uric-

acid-free diet produces the same effect on the cir-

culation that mercury does, only the effect is per-
manent in place of temporary. (See "The Schroth
Cure," by Dr. S. Moller of Dresden. London:
George Standring, pp. 37 and 66.) This diet

relationship may explain why syphilis was less

prevalent in olden times when there was less flesh

eating, and there was no tea drinking in Europe
till the sixteenth century. Thus I note that Dr.
Norman Moore said in the recent debate on syphilis

in the Royal Society of Medicine (British Medical
Journal, 1912, Vol. I, p. 1426) that syphilis was un-
known in Europe till the end of the fifteenth cen-
tury. When writing about the Schroth cure a few
years ago I did so under the name "Hunger and
Thirst Cure," for patients may object to admit that
they have been through the Schroth cure owing to
its use for specific disease.

It is not needful to do more than point out that
cancer affects just the same parts that gout attacks
and avoids other parts, c. g. the small intestine, with
suggestive regularity. Catarrh in the nose and
pharynx leads to the formation of polypi and these
may become cancerous. Cancer may also affect the
nose and eyes anfl the parts near them, parts also
affected by catarrh. Mr. Roger Williams (loc. cit.,

p. 385), says, "The great predisposition of the skin.

of the face, especially that of the nose and its vicin-

ity, to develop cancer is remarkable." It is remark-
able that cancer attacks the stomach and duodenum
and the parts adjacent such as the liver, gall-blad-
der, and pancreas, and then we have again consid-
erable immunity for the small intestine which dimin-
ishes decidedly in the large intestine, especially as
we pass to the left of the middle line and its contents
become more concentrated and more acid. It is also
remarkable that the small intestine has considerable
immunity from non-malignant tumors, such as
fibromata, m}omata, papilloniata, and polypi ; and
we have already known for a long time that fibro-
mata of the uterus are related to gout. ("Uric
Acid," p. 715.) It is also probable that these non-
malignant tumors are, owing to the chronic irrita-

tion which they tend to keep up and intensify, fre-

quent starting points of malignant growths.
Mr. Roger Williams {loc. cit., p. 381) says that

tongue, mouth, face, and lips account for about 9-10
per cent, of cancer cases, and on p. 384 he notes

after speaking of the great preponderance (61 per

cent.) of intestinal cancer in the rectum, that only

5 per cent, is found in the great length of small

intestine and that the duodenum is rarely affected.

It is hardly likely that so large a number of facts

and so complete a parallelism, involving gout, non-

malignant and malignant tumors, can be explained

by anything short of identity of causation. Thus
the local natural history of cancer and its incidence

in the intestines emphasizes what the diet history

of the world shows, that gout and cancer go every-

where together hand in hand, being both of them
less common in warm and more common in cold

climates, because they are but two results of one
and the same cause—local irritation by food poisons.

Among minor points which my knowledge now
enables me to explain quite easily, I may mention
Mr. Mansell Moullin's observation {Lancet, 1910,

Vol. II, p. 995) that an operation has a great effect

in relieving or curing local gastric or intestinal

congestion. He attributes this largely to the fact

that the operation lowers blood pressure and this

may explain it (see "Uric Acid," pp. 625-6), but I

may add that if the patient and his nutrition are

considerably upset by the operation there will come,

two or three days after the operation, a marked fall

of urea and acidity, and such fall of acidity is prac-

tically equivalent to a course of alkali, the action of

which I have already spoken of.

He also points out {Lancet, 1912, Vol. I, p. 563,
and Lancet, 1910, Vol. II, p. 996) "The Essential

Cause of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer," that duo-
denal ulcer is considerably more common after

thirty in males than in females, but this is easy to

explain if we are dealing with a gout of the intes-

tine, for thirty is in the second or great retentive

stage of life ("Uric Acid," /. c.) and retention is

always more marked at that age in males than in

females, as the latter excrete excess of uric acid

at each monthly period and as a result of this suffer

comparatively little from gout till after the meno-
pause.

Mr. Mansell Moullin also remarks that pain is

worse after meals and especially at night, but so is

the pain of gout in any other part, for after meals,

and especially at night, there is a rise of acidity.

The effect of food is at first to increase alkalinity,

during which stage it may do good. But this effect

does not last long as its later effect is to cause a

rise of acidity and do harm. He also refers (p.

564) to the notion that alkalies relieve merely by
diminishing the acidity of the gastric juice; but I

quite agree with him that this is not a complete
explanation of their action and that here, as in bron-

chial catarrh and other uratic irritation, they relieve

by dissolving uric acid and removing it from the

irritated tissues.

As he also points out {Lancet, 1910, p. 997).
strong acid may be put into the stomach or it may
be cauterized without producing any pain, so that

it would require something much stronger than
normal gastric juice to produce pain. His conclu-

sion, with which I quite agree, is that the pain is due
to local congestion complicated by muscular spasm,
and this, as we now see, is a common result of urate

irritation both in the stomach, intestines, and the

uterus.
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He looks upon colic as painful spasms of muscle
due to local irritation, and this is no doubt the way
in which lead, mercury, copper, tin, and other metals
produce colic through uratosis ; and flatulence, as I

have long known, is but a minor condition of the

same thing. Any exposure to cold, acid fruit, acid

wine, or cider may in the urate-laden produce first

flatulence and then colic, and what relieves the one
relieves the other. On p. 566 he speaks of the cura-
tive effects of alkalies and starvation ; and starva-

tion is equivalent to a course of alkali, the effect

of which it increases. An exactly similar treatment
by alkali and starvation is most useful in the case

of ordinary bronchial catarrh.

Mr. IMansell Moullin also lays much stress on the

effects of septic poisons swallowed from the mouth
when teeth and gums are in a bad state. But these

have little effect either on the stomach or the joints

when swallowed by the uric acid free, though to

be uric acid free always diminishes to a consider-

able extent the tendency to such things as Riggs'

disease, dental periostitis and other local uratic

troubles, the Riggs' disease thus proving itself to

be but one further instance of the combined action

of microbes and urates.

The relation of duodenal ulcer to burns is at-

tributed by Mr. Mansell Moullin to septic absorp-
tion, but any shock to the body of a gouty man is a

potent cause of gastroduodenal congestion from
collemia, and an interesting case he mentions
(p. 566), that of a young man who got jaundice
following slight traumatic synovitis or other injury,

could, as he notes, hardly be due to sepsis, but is

easily explained by shock inducing collemia and
circulatory congestion in the stomach, liver, and
duodenum. This young man was probably in the

first collemic stage of life and therefore specially

likely to be affected in this way ; a few years later

he will cease to be so easily aft'ected. Mr. Mansell
Moullin says we are still very ignorant regarding
the vascular and nervous supply of these regions,

and as regards the circulation I quite agree—we
have still much to learn.

He also refers to the way in which what appears
to be d trivial exposure to cold will cause a relapse

of all symptoms after perhaps a considerable period
of immunity, and this is, as I know, quite true for

the food poisoned, but not for the uric acid free.

.So far as I know there is no necessary limitation

of gout to any one layer of the intestinal walls;

urates may be precipitated in any layer at any mo-
ment and continue to affect that layer or spread
either inwards or outwards to neighboring layers,

according to the amount of urate available and the

local conditions affecting either its precipitation

from or its resolution in the blood stream. There
is no condition tending more strongly to local pre-

cipitation than the presence of urates already in the

tissue, and it is by aiding solution and removing
all previous deposits that alkalies cure. But cure
is only complete when removal is complete.
The frequently observed relation of all such pro-

cesses to gout and rheumatism is thus easily and
completely explained, and the relationship is so fre-

quently met with that some have been even inclined

to look upon gout as a gastrointestinal toxemia;
but I am sure that this is an inverted reading, ca-

tarrh and uratosis are the first step after an excess

of uric acid has been poured into the body by unsuit-

able food, and then catarrh and uratosis lead on to

chronic dyspepsia and so to debility, anemia, neu-
roses, and neurasthenia, some of which are thus

but mere stages in the course of food poisoning.

Whether all new growths and cancers originate

in seats of such chronic local irritation has still to

be found out, but it is certain that many do so.

I regard local treatments and intestinal anti-

septics and irrigations as of little use. The first

thing to do is to get the blood into a condition to

dissolve out the urates, and this also is the effect

of heat, which is both directly and indirectly a sol-

vent of uric acid. For the same cause foods that

cause local irritation can have but little effect so

long as the blood is in a condition to dissolve and
take up urates in place of throwing them out.

Probably the local effect of many irritants is small,

but great harm is done when that effect is con-

stantly increased and kept up by uratosis. In this

way the seat of a recent fracture in a bone may
give its urate-laden owner some six or eight distinct

periods of irritation in the course of the twelve
months of changing seasons ; but if he becomes
uric acid free these gradually cease to trouble, so

that after a year or two he may quite forget where
the fracture was. It is exactly the same in the case

of the viscera of which we are speaking, compara-
tively slight irritation or exposure to cold may start

trouble when there is plenty of urate available.

I myself in my food-poisoned period certainly

suffered from "hunger pain" and used to carry bis-

cuits to bed with me. I doubt whether I ever had
gastric or duodenal ulceration, but I often had con-

gestion and colicky contraction of muscles (the

cause of the pain) due to a local uratosis (gout).

But such sensations are now memories only; they

disappeared years ago along with the other symp-
toms of a food poisoning which has long ceased,

but which could, I believe, be easily reproduced by
a further dose of poison. It was often thought that

I suffered from gallstone when I was a boy, but

the diagnosis was held to be inadmissible on account
of my age (early twenties). What I really had
was colic of certain areas in the stomach and
duodenum due to uratosis, and 5j of sodii bicarb, in

10-15 oz. of warm water promptly relieved.

Salicylates act in exactly the same way by dis-

solving out and removing the urates which cause the

irritation ; but certain conditions, viz., good strength

and nutrition, fever, highly acid food, favor the

solvent action of salicylates, while the opposite

conditions, viz., debility, starvation, subnormal tem-
perature, favor the action of alkalies. It matters

very little which you give, but give those which are

favored by the general conditions present in the

given case. Then in all cases which are thus re-

lieved by solvents the uric-acid-free diet will finally

prevent and cure, and if, as seems probable, a diet

poor in protein aids recovery from cancer, it here

acts in just the same way as it does in the parallel

conditions of gout and catarrh.

In the light of these facts we can see that bread
not only constipates by the action of the astringent

salts it may contain, but that by the acidity of the

wheat, the added acids of baking powders, and of

fermentation it is a cause of gout not only in the

joints but in the intestinal canal, and thus aids in

the production of chronic catarrh, fibrosis, and ad-

hesions and the eventual conversion of a functional

constipation into an organic. Even apart from the

xanthin which its fibrous coverings contain, wheat
is not and never has been a natural food for man,
and the only individuals of the species who show
any evidence of being able to thrive upon it are

those who. living laborious lives, excrete day by day
from their skin glands considerable quantities of

the acid it supplies.
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The causation of uterine fibroids, as also of

fibroids and fibrosis elsewhere, is very often a mere
matter of recurrent monthly irritation by gout.

. The first stages of the process are accompanied by
pain of a colicky nature, which tends to appear
just as the postmenstrual collemia is coming to an
end and retention takes its place. Such pain may
be met with from about the fifth to the tenth day
after the cessation of the period, and the uterine

and intestinal fibrous tissues are the parts in which
the urates are retained. (See "Uric Acid," p. 153,
et seq.)

Underfeeding, starvation, or the hunger and
thirst (Schroth) cure may relight an old or smould-
ering colitis, just as a single day of hunger or the

dropping out of a meal or two may relight an old

pharyngitis or tonsillitis by getting some old urate

deposits into solution ; for it is urate in solution

which causes the irritation and not the biurate de-

posit, which is often seen in the tissues without a

sign of recent inflammation round it. A course of
alkali, which acts in the same way as hunger or

starvation, may also make things worse at first by
getting some old deposits into solution, but con-

tinue to give it plentifully, and, with the complete
removal of the urate, the trouble will gradually
subside, and then a precisely similar course of
alkali given a few weeks or months later will not
light up any trouble as all the urates are gone.

As the urate is being got into solution it may
not only cause local iritation, it may be redissolved

and reprecipitated in other distant parts, even to

the extent of bringing out the picture of acute rheu-
matism, a sequence which is specially likely to be
met with in dealing with the large quantities of urate

sometimes present in the body and blood in Bright's

disease, for instance.

Hence in those who have once had a colitis, even
perhaps years previously and entirely forgotten,

hunger or starvation or a change of food to some-
thing that is more alkaline than usual {e. g. potato),

may suffice to light up a colitis once more, but con-
tinue the solvent process, and when all the urate
has been dissolved out and excreted the local irri-

tation will subside, and, if the body is now kept
clear of urate excess, need never be relighted.

These symptoms and phenomena are all matters
of urate solubility under constantly varying condi-
tions of food, climate, drugs, and time of life.

We see then that gout of the intestines is a
catarrhal process, affecting first of all the mucous
coats of the alimentary canal. It may be limited

to the mucous coat or spread to neighboring fibrous

tissues. It goes through various stages of conges-
tion, with mucous, mucopurulent, and purulent exu-
dation, and is more easily cured in its early stages
before the exudations are purulent. It may go on
to ulceration, fibrous tissue increase, adhesion, and
distortion of structure, more rarely to definite ac-

cumulation and deposit of urate in bulk (biurate)
visible to the naked eye ; but a certain amount of
interstitial accumulation to be found by chemical
analysis is not uncommon. It affects chiefly and in

the first place parts exposed to cold, acids, heat, or
irritant substances. It may spread from these parts
either by fibrous tissue continuity or by the spread
of microbic invasion hand in hand with urate pre-
cipitation and defective circulation and metabolism
through the tissues.

The chronic irritation it produces in these tissues
may, like the similar irritation similarly produced
in other tissues, though called by other names, pave

the way for cancer, and cancer, like the catarrli

which precedes it, affects, as we now see, chiefly the

parts exposed to cold, acids, heat, and irritant sub-

stances. Both cancer and catarrh avoid those parts

which are not so exposed, or which owing to warm
position, alkaline secretion, and a large supply of

alkaline blood are but little liable to urate precipi-

tation. They both also affect largely the acid parts,

stomach, and rectum.

These intestinal troubles not only occur in con-

stant relation to gout and rheumatism in other tis-

sues, but in common with bronchial and other respir-

atory catarrhs are all made worse by acids, cold, and
retentives, and all made better by alkalies, heat, and
solvents of uric acid, so that the diagnosis in any
given case need not long remain in doubt.

And once this diagnosis has been correctly made
it is a matter of certainty that the uric-acid-free

diet, properly inaugurated and continued, will re-

move eventually not only all signs of and all ten-

dency to catarrh but many even of the fibrous tissue

changes and distortions. We thus get an explana-

tion of the fact that some parts of the intestines are

specially liable to both gout and cancer and can see

that a similar explanation may be given of the

spread and special tissue habitats of tubercle and
syphilis, so that in fact, as I have said before ("The
Circulation as a Factor Which Determines the Ef-
fects of Microbic Invasion," Medical Record, Sep-

tember, 1910), if a man is free from food poisoning

he is practically free also from the more serious

forms of microliic and parasitic invasion.

AGAR TUBES FOR THE ESTIMATION OF
THE PANCREATIC FERMENTS.*

By max EINHORN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF INTERNAL MEDICINE AT THE NEW YORK POSTGRADUATE
MEDICAL SCHOOL.

The accessibility of the duodenal contents including

pancreatic juice for examination has created a more
frequent demand for the analysis of the pancreatic

secretion.

Besides testing it for reaction whether neutral,

acid, or alkaline, specific gravity, appearance, and
admixture of mucus, the principal point of impor-

tance is to ascertain the presence or absence of its

three ferments : amylopsin, steapsin, and trypsin,

and if possible their approximate amount. The
usual methods serving this purpose are somewhat
complicated. It has appeared to me that if the

tests were simpler the examination of the pancre-

atic function would be more often undertaken by
the clinician, and in this way be of more assistance

in diagnosis.

My aim was at first to make use of Mett's tubes

for the determination of the trypsin ferment and

to arrange for similar tests for the remaining fer-

ments. Mett's tubes proved unsatisfactory for this

kind of work, the albumin frequently failing to dis-

appear, notwithstanding the presence of trypsin.

Fermi's gelatine tubes which I used in conjunction

with Rosenbloom are much more appropriate, the

only disadvantage being that they have to be kept

at the temperature of the room. In as far as the

tests for steapsin and amylopsin are better made at

blood temperature, it requires separate specimens,

some to be kept at the room temperature and others

at blood temperature. In dealing with small quan-

Read before the American Gastroenterological As-
sociation on June 3, 1912, at Atlantic City, N. J.
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tities of secretion, as is often the case, this is a

drawback.
For amylopsin starch-tubes have been used by

Wohlgemuth. My attempts to employ the same
kind of tubes for the amylopsin tests failed utterly.

If we took a high percentage of starch, 8 to 10 per

cent., in the tubes, it would not liquify, but would
remain as a solid mass in the tube, while on using a

lower percentage (5 per cent.) it would flow out

completely without the presence of the amylopsin.

These tubes not working satisfactorily, it occur-

red to me to use test substances in agar vehicles.

The principle is the following: Agar tubes,—mixed
with albumin, starch, fat,—allow the ferment action

to take place in them by osmosis. If the test sub-

stances added are colored with indicators, which
undergo a change when acted upon, it is easy to as-

certain the presence of the ferments, and also to

estimate their approximate amount by the volume
of tube changed given in mm.
The manner of making the different kinds of

tubes is as follows

:

/. Starch Tubes.—Agar powder, 2.5 ; starch,

5.0; tincture of iodine (U.S.P.), 2.0; distilled water
to make, loo.o.

Rub the starch and agar in a mortar with suffi-

cient water to make a smooth paste, add the tincture

of iodine and then the balance of the water. This
mixture is placed in a flask and heated to the boil-

ing point. It is then drawn by suction into a capil-

lary glass tube (inside diameter one and one-half
millimeters) which has previously been warmed in

the flame. The tube and contents are allowed to

cool and are then cut into three centimeter lengths.

These are sealed at each end with melted paraffin.

//. Olh'e Oil Tubes.—Olive oil, i.o; agar pow-
der, 2.5; phenolphthalein test solution (U.S.P.),

1.0; potassium hydroxide test solution (U.S. P.),
0.5 ; distilled water to make, lOO.o.

Rub the olive oil and agar together, add suffi-

cient water to make a thin paste, then add the test

solution and finally the balance of the water. Pro-
ceed then the same as with starch tubes.

///. Hemoglobin Tubes.*—Hemoglobin powder,
1.0; agar powder, 2.5; distilled water to make,
lOO.O.

Rub the hemoglobin with about 10 c.c. of water
until it is smooth, add the agar powder and the

balance of the water ; then proceed in the same
manner as with the starch tubes.

When these tubes are acted upon by the ferments
the dark blue starch tube, the red olive oil tube, and
the brownish hemoglobin tubes will all be discol-

ored, beginning from the end of the column touch-
ing the fluid for quite a distance upward, generally

depending upon the amount of ferments present.

While in our first experiments the control tests

with boiled specimens showed no changes, later on
we noticed that these also, particularly the starch

and olive oil tubes, became discolored sometimes to

a considerable extent. This circumstance threat-

ened to spoil the entire method. The cause of the

discoloration in the boiled specimen cannot be the

action of the ferment, as the latter has been de-

stroyed. It is simply due to a disappearance of the

coloring matter (iodine in the starch and phe-

nolphthalein red in the oil) through osmosis, while
the test substances themselves have in reality under-

*I am indebted to Mr. Herbert Abraham, chemist of the
Standard Paint Co.. for suggesting the use of hemoglnlMn
for the above purpose, and to Mr. John Seitz of Eitrn-r &
Amend for making the agar tubes for me.

gone no change, i.e. the starch still exists as starch
and the olive oil likewise as neutral oil.

In the unboiled specimen, however, the discol-

oration brought about is due to an intrinsic change
of the test substances ; the starch has changed into

sugar and the neutral olive oil has been split into

fatty acids and glycerin.

This differentiation can be easily demonstrated
by pushing out the agar columns from the glass

tubes and dipping them—the starch ones—into a
weak iodine solution, and the olive oil ones into a
weak phenolphthalein alkaline water solution. The
unboiled specimens will show that the starch agar

ABRAHAM'S ELECTRIC THERMOSTAT.

A represents a vessel filled with water containing a heating
coil, B, and a Fahrenheit thermometer, C, having one platinum
%vire fused in the glass stem at the 100 degree division, and another
platinum wire fused in the bulb. The thermometer is in circuit
with the dry batteries, D. and a 75 ohm telegraphic relay, F.
The heating coil is in series with the incandescent light bulbs, G,
and the relay, F. The switch, H, controls the main circuit, illus-

trated by the heavy lines, and the switch, I, the battery circuit,

illustrated by the light lines. When the mercury in the thermometer
rises to the 100° mark, it makes contact with the platinum wire fused
in the stem and closes the battery circuit which operates the relay,
F. This interrupts the main circuit and shuts off the current from
the heating coil, B. As the bath of liquid cools, the mercury in
the thermometer, C, falls until the contact is broken. This shuts
off the battery current from the relay, and again allows the main
circuit to be closed by the action of the spring, J, which actuates
the armature of the relay.

column does not turn blue, provided amylopsin was
present, and that the olive oil agar tubes do not as-

sume the pinkish red color. They retain the dis-

coloration, while the boiled specimen stains in these

solutions.

Method of Procedure.—Take one each of the

starch, oil, and hemoglobin tubes, scrape off the
paraffin at one end, tie them together with a piece

of cord and put them vertically into a bottle con-
taining the duodenal secretion. The latter is

usually slightly alkaline, if not it should be made so
by adding a few drops of sodium hydrate solution.

Add a few drops of toluol and keep the bottle at
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blood temperature and corked for sixteen to twenty-
two hours. It is best to make also the same test

with boiled duodenal contents, in such a way that a
comparison between the two specimens could be
undertaken. The examination is made in the fol-

lowing way : the agar tubes are taken out from the
bottle, wiped off, and inspected. The amount of
discoloration in each tube is noted. The starch and
oil tubes are further examined by pushing out the
agar columns from the glass and dipping the one
(starch) into a weak iodine solution and the other
(olive oil) into a weak alkaline phenolphthalein so-
lution. The portions remaining colorless indicate
the amount of the ferments.
As a thermostat I use an electric automatic ap-

paratus devised by Mr. Herbert Abraham.* The
accompanying diagram shows the details of the
electrical thermostat which is used for maintaining
the water bath at a constant temperature of 100° F.

The above electrical thermostat of Abraham does
not occupy too much space and is easily handled.
It is particularly useful to practitioners who have
no complete laboratory at their disposal.
The steapsin test with the olive oil phenolph-

thalein tube has the drawback that the juice must
be made alakaline, for otherwise the same re-
action will take place without steapsin. I have,
therefore, been looking for another method which
would bring on a color change due to the splitting
of fatty acids and not be affected by other acids.
Chlorophyl olive oil did not materialize, nor did
Sudan red (III) olive oil agar tubes act in the de-
sired manner. I have to investigate this matter
more thoroughly. The hemoglobin tubes work very
well, but are not sensitive enough, and it would be
desirable to arrange for some improvement here
also. I tried recently to have the hemoglobin tubes
in two per cent, agar instead of two and one-half,
which seems to do better.

The method of testing the ferments witli the
agar tubes seems to me to be simple and wortRy
of recommendation, although some details will have
to be worked out a little further.
20 East Sixty-third Street.

HISTORY OF THE LITHOTOMY OPERA-
TION.

Bv MAX KAHN, M.A., M.D., Ph.D.

NEW YORK.

DIRECTOR BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY.

(From the Department of Biological Chemistry of Columbia Uni-
Tersity, College of Physicians and Surgeons.)

While the history of medicine has been fully

written upon by various European authors, the an-
tiquities of surgery have not been much dwelt upon.
In ancient days, when it was considered plebeian on
the part of a physician to perform surgical opera-
tions, there of necessity developed a special guild
of craftsmen whose business it was to treat undig-
nified diseases for which the learned doctors refused
to prescribe. These empirics, the barber-surgeons
and charlatans of yore, untrained in learned con-
versation, unacquainted with the writings of the
philosophers, attained great skill in their practice.

Empiricism is ever the beginning of true science. In
the history of surgery there is no more interesting
chapter than the story of these chirurgeons.

Herbert Abraham : "Improved Instruments for the
Physical Testing of Bituminous Materials," Proceeflings oi
the .\merican Society for Testing Materials, Philadelphia,
Pa., vol. xi. 191 1, pp. 678-9.

Especially undignified was it deemed to perform
lithotomy. Cutters for the stone were considered
as altogether below the notice of the worthy doc-
tors. Rated on a level with the undertakers and
embalmers, they pursued their unhonored profes-

sion, and, though lacking in dignity and lucre, they

perfected their art and did much to alleviate human
suffering. The history of medicine in particular,

like the history of humanity in general, is but the

story of pain and suffering. There is no more
painful disease than kidney or bladder stone, and
it is no wonder, then, that in all nations we find

mention of methods, old and new, for the improve-
meat of stone cutting.

A surgeon was usually a lithotomist. When the

ancients praised a surgeon they indirectly contrib-

uted toward the fame of the cutter for the stone.

In the Persian Vandidad, or Book of Law, there is

great praise for a certain physician who was also a

surgeon: ''Thrita was the first man of the race of
Paradhata, helpful, discerning, powerful, rich, in-

tellectual, to combat sickness and death. Ahura-
Mazda, in answer to his prayer, caused countless

healing herbs to grow, and gave him a metal oper-

ating knife."

In an old Hindoo papyrus we find particular di-

rections how to perform lithotomy. They used the

lateral section : "The hand being put on the abdo-
men and the stone being shoved down, the physician

introduces the inde.x and middle fingers of the left

hand, the nails being cut, into tl>e rectum of the

patient, until he feels the stone. He then brings it

between the anus and the urethra and presses on it

till it stands out like a knot. Then follows the in-

cision with the knife on the left side, the breadth

of a g'rain of wheat from the raphe; under certain

circumstances also on the right side, according to

the size of the stone."

The Chinese with their more than Oriental imag-
inative powers, treated urinary diseases with hor-

rible concoctions. They had peculiar ideas of ther-

apeutics. '"The red blossom of the hibiscus is em-
ployed as an emmenagogue; saffron, on account of

its yellow color, in jaundice; and beans, for their

shape, in kidney disease." The instruments that

they used were so crude and their manipulations so

lacking in dexterity, that they did not make much
progress in practical medicine.

It is interesting to note that the Aztecs, whose
civilization seems to have had no connection with

that of the Asiatic or European nations, developed

a medical science which peculiarly resembled the

practitioners' art in Egypt and in Persia. Though
ihey practiced theurgy more than they did surgery
(ir pharmacology, still they made remarkable strides

in the use of surgical instruments. Lacking iron.

they fashioned their knives from obsidian. They
opened abscesses by the crucial incision, and they

scarified edematous swellings. They also used
clean horse and human hair for suturing.

The Bible gives explicit directions for dietetics,

forbidding some meats and recommending others,

always strongly urging cleanliness. Circum-
cision is especially ordained, and, undoubtedly, the

ancient Hebrew empirics practised lithotomy and
were as successful as the average cutter for the

stone. The great advances made by the Hebrew
physicians were in the Middle .A.ges, and in the

Talmud there are many directions that a modern
surgeon would do well to follow.

In the Odyssey. Homer praises the physician ex-
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ceedingly. "A physician outweighs many other

men (in value)."

iixzgb(; yap avT)p ito/vXwv ivrasio- x'hXijyj

The Homeric physician, like the Homeric magis-

trate, daily made his roimds and prescribed on the

market place for the patients who came to see

him. Wealthier patients were treated in their own
homes or in the homes of the physicians ('aTpr/.a

epyatT'Tipia ). These houses were well fitted up
for instruction and contained all the necessary ap-

pliances wherewith to perform operations. The
rooms were well lighted and the students were
allowed to try their hands on minor operations, es-

pecially on the poor, non-paying patients.

Hippocrates, the ancient apostle and teacher of

ethical and scientific practice, gives many concise

directions in his Corpus Hippocraticum and makes
special mention of lithotomy. In his famous oath

which every physician swore to with reverence and
fear, appears this clause: "I swear by the gods to

cut no one for the stone, but to leave this operation

to those whose profession it is." This clause was
inserted not that the physician was unable to per-

form the operation, but that it was beneath his dig-

nity to soil his fingers with immodest manipulations.

Quacks and empirics were indeed grateful for this

delicacy on the part of the doctors.

The Pythagorean school, which preceded Hip-

pocrates, neglected most of the surgical operations

and employed for their remedies cure-alls composed
of fanciful combinations, whose ingredients were
frequently odious to the taste and imagination.

These physicians recommended salves and poultices,

and especially were they skilled in theurgical usages.

Their expiations and spells and magical incanta-

tions were a lore in themselves. They believed in

theory. "Theory is the flower, not the root of ex-

perience."

One of the aphorisms of Hippocrates would sug-

gest the helpless condition in which the physician

found himself in the face of illness: "Do good, or

at least do no harm!" They considered it a sign

of lack of surgical dexterity if one should fail to

pass a catheter into the bladder, and if the presence

of a stone in the bladder was not recognized.

Nephrolithiasis and vesical calculi were observed to

be common diseases. Many theories were advanced
by the followers of Hippocrates as to the etiological

factor in this disease. A theory that is worthy of

note is the supposition that prevailed, that lithiasis

was due to some impurities in the drinking water,

as lime or sand, and that these were collected in the

kidney and bladder and there formed stony concre-

tions.

Though surgery was practised by most physi-

cians, the operations of lithotomy and castration

during the age of Hippocrates were relegated to

the untutored empiric. The latter performed these

operations while the physician and the priest stood

by, the one recommending suitable ointments for

the wound, while the other prayed to the gods to

send a speedy cure. Abscesses in the neighborhood
of the kidney, also possibly due to stone, were
treated by nephrotomy as soon as edematous swell-

ing became visible.

After Hippocrates, the great progress made in

medicine was in Alexandria. There, under the

learning-loving Ptolemies, the doctors found good
patronage and could, therefore, pursue their studies

of herbs and anatomy. Herophilus of Chalcedon,
pupil of Praxagoras and Chrysippos (300 v. c.

)

was famous for his great knowledge of medicine

and for his surgical skill. It was he who discov-

ered the torcular Herophili in the cranium. He was
a brilliant anatomist and he made much progress in

anatomical terminology. He treated retention of

urine by a particular kind of a catheter which
long afterward bore his name. Eudcmos and Man-
teas were two other great surgeons of that era.

But the Alexandrian school made more progress in

theorizing than they did in practice, and this dis-

gruntled the practically inclined, who, as Celsus

says, were more interested in the treatment than in

diagnosis and prognosis. A few of their tenets are

very illuminative of their beliefs

:

"The husbandman and the navigator are not

trained by disputations but by practice."

"Diseases are not cured by talk, but by drugs."

"The important question is not what causes dis-

ease, but what dispels it."

Heraclides of Taras was a pupil of Manteas. but

he sided more with the men who were striving to

obtain practical rather than theoretical knowledge.

Learned as he was in pharmacology, he was also

noted for his surgical abilities. He made great

progress in the treatment of fractures and disloca-

tions, and he was especially famous for his hernio-

tomv operations. He did not consider it below his

dignity to cut for the stone, and indeed he improved

the operation of lithotomy.

As a lithotomist, Ammonios had no equal among
the ancients, and patients flocked to him from for-

eign lands. He not only was proficient in doing

the perineal section, but he invented an instrument

whereby stones that could not be extracted through

a small incision might be crushed and washed out.

He is perhaps the first famous surgeon who had re-

course to lithotrity, or crushing of the stone, and
for his great skill and dexterity he was called

It seems that lithotomy was destined to play its

share in a political intrigue of that time. The story

extant does not at all reflect credit upon the sur-

geons of that epoch. In order to get rid of Anti-

ochus, the ten-year-old son of Alexander, King of

Syria, Diodotus, his guardian, hired certain sur-

geons to kill him. Under the pretence that the

child was suffering from stone in the bladder, they

performed lithotomy on him, and so managed it

that he did not survive the operation.

With the decline of Greece and the development

of the Roman power there was a continuous migra-

tion of Hellenic physicians to the city on the Tiber.

The boorish Romans, untutored in the fine arts,

could not appreciate the cultured Greeks. Cato,

the great philosopher, would not permit a Greek
physician in his household and indeed he wrote
several epistles against allowing the Greeks to prac-

tise in Rome. It is true that on many occasions

the foreign physician, driven to it by poverty, aided

certain wealthy patricians in their debauches and
in their plots for poisoning their enemies. It is in-

structive to note the fate that befel Archagathos, a

Greek immigrant in Rome. At first he was greatly

honored and his skill and dexterity were so much
praised that the Se. ate of Rome conferred on him
the thanks of the city. But once in his large and
lucrative practice he lost a patient, who died follow-

ing an operation. The fickle mob forgot his great

abilities, and in their rancor drove him from the

city, confiscating his property (219 b. c).
The greatest empiricist was Themison. His

pupil, Thessalos of Tralles, son of a weaver, and
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contemporary of Nero, was the greatest quack of
his day. He very much restricted surgical inter-

ference in case of disease. He believed in practis-

ing on the minds of his patients and, indeed, his

prescriptions contained many harrowing ingredi-

ents. He was the greatest exponent of what is now
known as the Methodist School of Medicine. An-
other follower of Themison was Meges of Sidon
(20 B. c), who invented several new instruments
for facilitating the lithotomy operation.

A. Cornelius Celsus (25 a. d.) was one of the
greatest encyclopedists of ancient Rome. He so

logically and clearly reviewed the history of medi-
cine up to his time, that we owe to him much of the
knowledge that we possess of ancient medicine.
In his book "De Medicina Libri Octo," we have a
complete resume of the history of medicine previ-

ous to him and during his time. It is written in

elegant Latin and its diction rivals Tacitus' history.

Books 5 to 8 are devoted entirely to the art of the
surgeon. In book 4, chapter 10, we find this oft

quoted statement: "Notae vero inflammationes sunt
quattuor, rubor et tumor, cum calore et dolore."
He gives an excellent account of the lithotomy oper-
ation, describing fully the indications and contra-
indications for that procedure. He also describes
an operation for subcutaneous urethrotomy on
patients who have their urethra blocked by a cal-

culus.

The Pneumatist School, founded in the first cen-
tury A. D. by Athenaios of Atteleia, contended that

all phenomena were dependent on the vital air.

They studiously investigated the causation of dis-

ease and divided the etiological factors into extrin-

sic causes, intrinsic causes and the causes due to

evil spirits. Stone in the bladder, they considered
as evidence of some internal disturbance of the

body (a'l'-ta cjvsy.-ty.a) instead of its being due to

some extrinsic substance ingested in drinking water.
Archigenes and Heliodorus were two famous

surgeons of that time. The latter has made notable
contributions to the knowledge of hypospadias and
stricture. Leonidas of Alexandria improved many
operations and was especially noted for his skill in

cutting for hemorrhoids. A special volume on
bladder stone disease was written by Aretaios of
Cappadocia in the latter half of the first century
after Christ. He described in detail the technique
of the operation, and gave good advice as to symp-
toms and prognosis.

In the second century a. d., Rhuphos of Ephesus
wrote a learned work on urogenital disease. In the
treatment of inflammation of the urinary bladder, he
forbade the use of the catheter, and he especially

enjoined care in avoiding irritation of the diseased
mucosa. He also described vesical hemorrhage and
cystic paralysis. In his diagnosis of vesical calcu-
lus, he gave explicit directions for a bimanual ex-
amination for the recognition of the presence of a
stone in the bladder. He prescribed for all the
urinary affections, and detailed the lithotomy op-
eration.

Galen, the greatest successor to Hippocrates in

ancient times, makes the statement which is quite
current even now, that renal calculi are of the same
origin as the gouty deposits in the joints of patients
suffering frorn podagra. In one of his books he
states that vesical calculi occur chiefly in boys. In
the treatment of stone disease he prescribed cures
identical with those for gout. Ass's milk, and wine
mixed with honey were thought to be especially effi-

cacious. Of drugs, he used diuretics like mvrrh,

parsley, caraway, ammoniacum, and the powder
found in sponges. In the chapter on treatment be

described catheters and a calculus forceps whereby
stones could be extracted through the incision, or

else crushed before delivery.

Perhaps the greatest surgeon of antiquity was
Antyllos. He stated careful directions for per-

forming lithotomy. He gave details concerning the

indications and contraindications for that operation.

In Rome specialization was carried to the highest

point. A doctor would not for a moment entertain

the idea of performing any manual labor on his

patient. Galen, speaking of Roman practice, says:

"Since I lived in Rome I had to make many conces-

sions to the customs of the capital and leave most
of these things (surgical procedures) to the so-

called surgeons, eye doctors, aurists, hernia spe-

cialists (lithotomists), etc."

Ouintus Seremus Samonicus (211 a. d.) recom-

mended goat's urine to be drunk in vesical calculus.

He also reviewed the treatment, both palliative and
operative, of all urinary diseases. Perhaps the first

man to write an extensive monograph on renal

stones was Philagrios of Epirus, who practised in

the first century a. d., in Thessalonica. Only a few
isolated fragments of his work remain, but these are

enough to show that he was learned in his craft.

He discussed minutely the causation, diagnosis, and
treatment of renal and cystic lithiasis.

Caelius Aurelianus was a medical encyclopedist

who lived in the fifth century. His masterpiece is

a compendium of the whole knowledge of medicine
entitled, "De Morbis Acutis et Chronicis." In the

chapter devoted to the discussion of the diseases

of the genitourinary system, he dilated upon the

symptoms and diagnosis of bladder stone. Among
the diagnostic signs he described the characteristic

attack of renal colic. He stated that the pain radi-

ates to the pubes, navel, perineum and scrotum.

The diagnosis was to be effected net only by sub-

jective symptoms, but also by a sound, which was to

be introduced into the bladder and with which the

stone was to be felt.

In the Talmud we find many references to hygi-

enic laws, and also directions for performing sur-

gical operations. Many operations are roughly de-

scribed, but circumcision is especially detailed.

The surgeon was to wear a leather apron and was
to keep himself very cleanly. They knew that the

less a wound was manipulated, the surer was the

cure. One of their recommendations was not to

touch open injuries, for "the hand causes inflamma-
tion." Among the surgical instruments mentioned
are large and small knife, trephine, lancet, and a

device known as the Nail for blood letting. The
treatment of vesical stone is quite curious, and
among the various procedures we notice the fol-

lowing: "Catch a louse from a man and another
from a woman ; fix the one upon the breast of the

woman and the other upon the male organ of the

man ; then let them urinate upon a blackberry bush
while somebody watches whether the stone es-

capes."

In the sixth century there lived Actios, who wrote
the famous work called "Tetrabiblon." He spoke
in an erudite manner on the history of surgery.

He mentioned Philargios as the originator of the

method for the removal of impacted stones by
urethrotomy. In chapter 24, he described a case of

vesical mole (the first case reported). The peri-

neal route for the removal of cystic calculi was care-

fully described, and many important admonitions
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were given to the practitioner. He suggested that

the knife used for the lithotomy operation should

be protected by a tube. He also described cutting

for the stone in women.
Alexander of Tralles (525 a. d.) wrote an excel-

lent treatise on the differential diagnosis of renal

calculi. He especially laid stress on the differen-

tiating signs from intestinal colic. Pain in renal

colic (he asserted) is more severe and more cir-

cumscribed and is chiefly felt in the loins. Exami-
nation of the urine reveals a gravel-like sandy de-

posit. Another point in the differentiation is the

fact that cathartics will relieve an attack of intes-

tinal colic, but will have no effect on the crisis of

kidney stone.

Paulos of Aegina, who lived in the seventh cen-

tury A. D., wrote voluminously on medicine. He
was the first to advance the theory that gout is a

disease of metabolism. According to his view, "as

a result of insufficient assimilative powers of the

various parts of the body, there is formed from the

superfluous food, together with indolent habits of

life, a morbid humor, which is first attracted by a

weakened joint, but may also lodge itself in the

liver, spleen, kidneys, etc." In the chapter on uri-

nary diseases, he gives interesting descriptions of

catheterization and lithotomy.

With the decay of Byzantine civilization, there

was a general cessation in the progress of all sci-

ence. The superficial gloss that replaced true cul-

ture evinced itself in the shallow writings of that

time. The intolerance of the church and the idea

that whatever was old was excellent, and that noth-

ing modern could be of value, stagnated human en-

deavor. Instead of expressing their own ideas, they
modified and rewrote the thoughts of the ancients.

There was a dearth of talent, and the ingenuity of

those who were exceptionally brilliant was wasted
on purposeless tasks.

Theophilos, with the characteristic empty ver-

bosity of the schoolmen, wrote a treatise on the

examination of the pulse and on uroscopy. An-
other author, Jeannes Actuarius, who lived in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, also wrote
voluminously on the examination of the urine and on
sphygmology. In his monograph "On the Urine,"
many kinds of sediments are named according
to their colors and consistencies, and graduated
glasses for the measurement of the depth of these

deposits are recommended.
During the Middle Ages, the Arabs functionated

as the archives wherein the knowledge of the an-

cient Greeks and Romans was preserved. They
retained in original and in translation the philosophy/

of Plato, the learning of Aristotle, and the knowl-
edge of Hippocrates. The greatest physicians and
surgeons of the medieval period were Arabs and
Jews. The Christian potentates had Hebrew court
physicians and. though they persecuted his brethren,
they were careful in protecting their doctor.

The Arabian Hippocrates is Rhazes, who lived in

the ninth century. He was a conservative who be-

lieved more in the usage of simples than in the radi-

cal treatment of disease. "When thou canst cure
by diet use no drugs, and where simple measures
suffice, use no complex ones." was one of his

aphorisms. His work is entitled "A! Hazi'i." or the

Contents of Medicine. Rhazes considered reten-

tion of the urine to be due either to stone or to cys-

tic paralysis. He taught that if medicines are un-
availing in this disease, recourse must be had to the

catheter.

Avicenna, another great Arabian physician (980
A. D.), described lithotomy fully. Abul Kassim
and Avenzoar were noted surgeons of that epoch.

The latter considered it below his station to per-

form surgical operations. In his young student

days Avenzoar had acquired very valuable practi-

cal experience, and though he did not undertake

any operative procedures when he was already fam-

ous, still his acquaintance with surgical technique

caused him to be much sought after by all classes of

patients. Lithotomy alone he would have nothing

to do with, because of the indecency and the immod-
esty. Abul Kassim thus gives the directions for

the removal of a bladder stone in a woman : "The
finger should be introduced into the rectum of vir-

gins, into the vagina of married women; then an
incision should be made, in virgins to the left and
below into the labium, in married women between

the urethra and os pubes, so that in both cases the

wound is oblique.
'

Moses ben Maimon, known as Rambam, the

greatest Jewish physician and philosopher, might
well be considered here, since he practised among
the Arabs. His book of Aphorisms was studied in

all the universities. Though he usually agreed with

Galen, he pointed out wherein the Pergamite erred.

He commented upon the operation for circumcision,

but he did not consider lithotomy of enough dignity

to be written about.

Due to the fact that the Arabian doctors would
not treat gynecological diseases if they had to ex-

pose the genitalia of their patients, there developed

a caste of women surgeons, whose function it was
to aid the female patients in those diseases to which
the physician refused to attend. These female

practitioners attended the women in their confine-

ments and gave them the necessary clysters and in-

jections when the case required them. Some of

them became very proficient and were able to per-

form lithotomies and embryotomies.
Among the Teutonic nations there developed a

variety of surgery similar to that of the ancient

Hindoos. Skulls have been found of very ancient

Vikings who have had their cranium trephined and
have survived the operation. Payne in his book on
Anglo-Saxon Medicine details many operations then
current for setting of fractures, reducing of dislo-

cations, treatment of open injuries, and methods of
amputation of gangrenous extremities. The Druid
priests and priestesses performed lithotomy, using
very rough instruments and drugging the patient

before the operation. In the last century it was yet

common among the members of a certain tribe of

Australian aborigines called "Kalkadoona," to cut

the urethra with a flint knife, and in case this

instrument was not handv, to use a sharp mussel
shell.

In the fourteenth century there were current in

England peculiar prescriptions for all diseases, and
we find the following advised as an excellent litho-

tryptic

:

"For to breke the stone that ys in a man—Take a

quike hare in marche and sle hym and tak all the

bloud and put the hare in the bloud. guttys, scyn,

heyde, and feyte, and a lytel milk and put al these

into a pot so that the pot be ful, and take elysaudre
route and the sed of Saxfragie and the route of

filipendula and the route of tyrmentylle and the

curnellys (kernels) of chyrrystones and gromel sed

and the pise (?) that is in a maive, and of dawe
bred, take al these and put hym in water or in ale

at nygt and gyf hyt the man that haf the stone and
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he shall keuery (recover)."' Those patients suffer-

ing from gravel disease were advised to drink the

following:

"Who-so hath the stone—Take gromeyle sed and
parsile and the ryde netyle (Red Nettle) and violet

and rechelus and cyrnellys of chirestones and stamp
hym and tempre hym wyth ale and drink hyt.''

There were current in those days many vulgar

ideas and remedies about the stone disease. In

1575, Gascoigne, in his "New Art of Venery," re-

marked that "his pysscl serves to scour the gravel

of the stone." Another author hinted that "Ale
made nnth hoppes is umdiolcsome for the stone."

From Lean's Collectanea, I have gleaned several

French admonitions regarding nephrolithiasis

:

"Contre ceux qui conseillent et ordonnent I'acte

venerien contre la gravelle, pierre et autres maux de

reins." And again,

"S'il y a raison de dire qu'il ne faut verser de

I'eau en la chambre de celui qu'on a taille pour la

pierre."

"D chausser toujours premiere la jambe que

respond au coste de la douleur pour guerir de la

nephritique."

Gilbert of England, called "Laurea Anglicana,"

was famous for his prescriptions. He used to treat

bladder stone by giving the patient to drink the

blood of a he-goat which had eaten diuretic plants.

In the Middle Ages, with the advent of the power
of the church, learning was fostered only in the

monasteries and abbeys, and the monks, besides

shriving the soul, took upon themselves the duties

of doctors. Certain monasteries in Italy became
famous for the medical and surgical skill of the

monks. In the Abbey of Monte Cassino, near

Naples, many remarkable cures were performed.

It is related that Saint Benedict himself, removed
a bladder stone from King Henry II of Bavaria

(983 A. D.) while the monarch was asleep; and not

only that, but he cured the wound during the night.

Another instance of the perpetration of a remark-

able pious fraud!

Until some time in the middle of the fourteenth

century, the priests cared for the bodies of their

flock as well as for the spirit. But they made no

progress in the surgical arts, and only followed the

ancient directions of the pagan doctors. In certain

cities there developed trained guilds of lay surgeons,

and in some towns in Germany, these were hired by

the community to treat the indigent. In various

cities herniotomists were appointed to operate on

all patients suffering from rupture. Later on the

German towns even regulated the fee that a lithoto-

mist was to receive. Thus in certain communities

he was granted a license with the strict enj cinder

that for each lithotomy operation he receive fifty-

one marks, if the patient recover, and half that

sum if he die.

The doctors, that is the college graduates who
spoke only Greek and Latin of Hippocrates and
Galen, were not supposed to touch their hands to

the knife. In the city of Uberlingen, there is on

the records a tragic-comic episode that befel a cer-

tain Doctor Val. Butzlin. The latter had engaged
Master Conrad Angelberger, a professional herni-

otomist, to operate on the scrotal hernia of his son.

The surgeon seems to have utterly failed in the op-

eration and the burghers smiled at the plight of

Dr. Butzlin. The case is thus reported in the quaint
German of that time : "Doch hat er, wiewol er siner

kunst ein bewerter und erfarner maister sonst

gewesen, dazumal so grob gefelt, dasz er dem

guten jungen den gesunden stain geschnitten, den
schadenhaften hat er ime gelasen. Also ist er umb
das klainet vergebenlich und one alle not kommen."
John Arden is perhaps the first surgeon worthy

of that name in England. He lived in the four-

teenth century and was a native of the town of
Newark. Inventor of many admirable instruments,

he greatly improved the surgical technique of his

time. He was famous for his success in the treat-

ment of fistula-in-ano, and for his cutting for the

stone. He was the author of several treatises which
are preserved intact in the British Museum.
The most famous schools of medicine during the

dark ages were in Italy. The University of Salerno

was celebrated for the very great men that gradu-
ated her classes. Ruggiero of Palermo (1210
A.D.) was the most noted of the Italian surgeons.

He was the first to describe hernia pulmonalis. He
was respected for the skill with which he per-

formed the most dangerous operations. He fre-

quently practised stitching the intestines and he was
the first medical writer to use the term "seton."

Among the operations he described were resection

of the lower jaw and central littiotomy. His works
are incorporated with the writings of Roland of

Parma, a student of his. In the fourth book of

their work entitled "Glossulre Quattuor Magis-
trorum. Super Chirurgiam Rogerii et Rolandi,"

there is a complete description of symptoms and
treatment of vesical calculus.

Another famous Italian anatomist and surgeon
was Mondino dei Luzzi, also known as Raimon-
dino, who was born circa 1276. In his lectures he

stated that renal stones, if small, pass through the

ureter ; if large, they are incurable e.xcept by oper-

ation, and that is to be avoided. The operation for

performing lithotomy was thus described : "The
patient being in the proper position, the stone is

conducted to the neck of the bladder by the finger

in the rectum ; and incision is made, and the stone

is pulled out with an instrument, called the trajec-

torium."

Among the Italian physicians was the far famed
woman doctor, author of "De Mulierum Passion-

ibus," who lived in the middle of the eleventh cen-

tury. Dramberg and Henderson doubt very much
whether this individual, who bore the name Trotula

or Eros Julia was a woman. In her book "Erotis

Medici, Liberti Julise, quem Aliqui Trotulam
Inepte Nominant, Muliebrum Liber," mention is

made of herniotomy and lithotomy.

In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries there

was no marked progress in surgery in general, or in

lithotomy in particular. When a certain new dis-

covery was made in surgical technique, it was kept

secret that only the descendants of the inventor

might profit by it. This would put one in mind of

the Chamberlen family who had in their possession

the secret of the delivery forceps, and only made
it public when Roger van Roonhuysen of Am-
sterdam bought it of them for a certain sum of

money. A similar case occurred in the sixteenth

century. Lawrence Colot, a contemporary of Am-
broise Pare, improved the lithotomy operation. He
used the staff and the other instruments of the "ap-

paratus major," but he kept these improvements
secret and his descendants derived much profit from
this monopoly.

In the sixteenth century a radical step was made
in the treatment of vesical stone. Pierre Franco
was a noted French surgeon. He was born in Fur-

riers near Sisterom in Provence. He practised in
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Freibourg, Berne and Lausanne, and enjoyed a

national reputation. In 1556 he published his

description of the suprapubic method for the re-

moval of cystic concretions, in a treatise entitled,

"Traite contenant une des parties principales de la

chirurgie, laquelle les chirurgiens herniares exer-

cent." An Italian surgeon of the same century.

Antonio Benivieni (1502) of Florence, was noted

for his peculiar method of removing vesical calculi

in women by dilatation of the tirethra.

Jn England, James Douglas (1675-1742J, an ex-

cellent anatomist and one of the most brilliant sur-

geons of his time, was the first to demonstrate the

high operation for stone. He published "The His-

tory of Lateral Incision for Lithotomy." Another
surgeon, William Cheselden ( 1688- 1752), also an
Englishman, was a famous lithotomist and ophthal-

mologist. He reported unfavorable results with the

Franco operation and he, therefore, modified a lat-

eral lithotomy operation of a contemporary of his.

Raw. His reputation was very great and his skill

was so admired that there are many legends con-

nected with his name. He is reputed to have per-

formed the operation of cutting for the stone in

fifty-four seconds. His mortality figure was very

low. He lost si.x out of eighty patients upon whom
he had performed the perineal section. John Yel-

loly remarks of him: "Cheselden is generally con-

sidered as having lost only one patient in ten and a

half in his hospital lithotomy practice, but the sum-
mary referred to, of twenty deaths in 213' cases, ap-

plied only to the success of his improved lateral

operation. His great success was with children.'"

Frere Jacques was a Franciscan monk. In his

youth he worked as a day laborer ; he never had
any schooling. Though he had no knowledge of

anatomy nor for that matter any cognizance of any
medical science, he was one of the most famous
lithotomists of his time. He invented the lateral

method of cutting for the stone, and he is said to

have done five thousand lithotomies. Le Cat (1700-

1/68) was another Parisian of that time who was a

noted lithotomist. He is also famous as an op-

ponent of the doctrines of Haller.

In 1753 Hawkins invented a cutting gorget for

lithotomy. Benjamin Bell in a "System of Sur-

gery" (1783) described in detail all operations in

vogue at that time for the treatment of renal and
cystic calculi, recommending especially the lateral

lithotomy section of Frere Jacques and reporting

very sinister results with the suprapubic incision of

Franco. Towards the latter part of the eighteenth

century, an episode occurred which is quite worthy
of mentioning. A certain Mrs. Stevens of London
was reputed to cure bladder stones with the aid

of various remedies. Only the wealthv could af-

ford to pay the extravagant fee that she demanded,
and there arose, therefore, a clamor from the poor
classes demanding that Parliament buy the secret

from the woman. Accordingly the Flouse of Com-
mons passed a bill that the secret be purchased for

the sum of five thousand pounds. Their surprise

was great, however, when they learned that the

terrible remedy was simply milk of time

!

About this time there was a tendency to crush

the stone rather than submit the patient to a cutting

ojieration. Ammonios of yore was the first to do
lithotrity, but he did it only to facilitate delivery

of the calculus through a small incision in the peri-

neum. Frere Jacques suggested that crushing be
always resorted to, but this advice did not gain

much ground. In 1819. Gunthuisen of Munich.

and in 1824, Civiale of Paris, wrote fully on the

method of lithotrity and reported very brilliant

results with this procedure. Jean Civiale was born
in 1722 in Threzac. His works on bladder diseases

are entitled: "Nouvelles considerations sur le reten-

tion d'urine" (Paris, 1823), and "De la lithotritie"

(1826).
In the nineteenth century, with the advent of

asepsis and antisepsis, the lithotomy operation has

been gradually improved. The greatest progress

made in this respect was by American surgeons.

Alexander Eddy Hosack of New York, who was
the first practitioner in this city to administer ether

anesthesia, wrote a paper entitled, "Twenty-three
Cases of Lithotomy by a Peculiar Operation, All

Successful." In it he states that following a Ger-

man idea, he operated without dividing the prostate

gland, and in all cases were his efforts rewarded
with complete success, so that not only did he have
no mortality but all his patients retained their

powers of procreation (an unhoped-for result in his

day).

In 1876, Dr. Henry Bigelow of Boston, one of

the most famous American surgeons of his time,

described a method whereby the mortality rate was
reduced to three per cent. This procedure he
termed lithopraxy or rapid lithotrity.

Nephrolithotomy was first performed in 1882 by
Henry Alorris for the removal of a stone from a

healthy kidney.

Amongst other noted American lithotomists, sev-

eral should be mentioned. William Baynham
(1749-1814), a native of Carolina, was a famous
iiperator for vesical stones. He gained William
Hunter's praise for his method of injecting ana-

tomical specimens. Benjamin W. Dudley (1785-

1870) was a pupil of Sir Astley Cooper. He it was
who founded the medical school of the University

of Transylvania in Lexington, Kentucky. He was
fond of using the blunt gorget in his lithotomy op-

erations. Though he used the lateral method, he
had no death in a series of one hundred lithotomies.

Dr. Eve of Nashville, Tennessee, was also a noted
cutter for the stone.

There are several famous men in literature and
in medicine, who have suffered from renal or blad-

der stone. In England, the land which is noted for

its hearty drinking, gout and gravel have claimed

many a victim. The redoubtable Sir John Falstaff

was very much in doubt whether the pain in his

great toe was due to syphilis or gout. He self-con-

solingly remarks : "A po.x of this gout ! or a gout
of this pox ! for the one or the other plays the

rogue with my great toe. It is no matter if I do
halt. I have the war for my colours, and my pen-

sion shall seem more reasonable. A good wit will

make use of anything, I shall turn diseases to com-
modity."

It is not surprising, therefore, that the corpulent

knight should send his water to be examined by a

doctor

:

Falstaff : Sirrah, you giant, what says the doctor

to my water?
Page: He said, sir. the water itself was a good

healthy water but for the party that owned it, he
might have more diseases than he knew for.

[Henry IV—part 2—i—2.]

In another part of Shakespeare we find special

mention of "loads o' gravel i' the back" and "blad-

ders full of imposthumes" as complications of

syphilis.

English physicians were many times themselves
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sufferers of podagra and stone. Sydenham was af-

flicted with both of these diseases, and he thus
described his method of treatment

:

"In the morning, when I rise, I drink a dish or
two of tea, and then ride in my coach till noon;
when I return home, I moderately refresh myself
with any sort of meat, of easy digestion, that I like

(for moderation is necessary above all things), I

drink somewhat more than a quarter of a pint of

canary wine, immediately after dinner, every day.

to promote digestion of the food in my stomach,
and to drive the gout from my bowels. When 1

have dined, I betake myself to my coach again and
when business will permit, I ride into the country,

two or three miles for good air. A draught of
small beer is to me instead of a supper, and I take
another draught when I am in bed, and about to

compose myself to sleep."

He suffered from gout from the age of twenty-
five, and at the age of thirty-six he began to have
gravel. His agonies were extreme and he longed
for death. Speaking of a patient who is afflicted

with these illnesses, he says : "He suffers until at

last he is worn out by the joint attack of age and of
disease, and the miserable wretch is so happy as

to die."

Another physician, the great Italian pathologist
and anatomist, Jean Baptiste Morgagni, was a suf-

ferer of nephrolithiasis. His remedy was to take
half a drachm of the carbonate of potash night and
morning, gradually increasing the dose till he took
three drachms during the day "The acid of the
urine became saturated, the pains in his loins dimin-
ished, his urine became less loaded and potash was
at length found in that fluid in excess."

Michel Eyquem de Montaigne, the greatest

French essayist, was a firm disbeliever in all things
medical. Emerson has called him "Montaigne the

Skeptic," and we needs must believe that he was
very skeptical when it came to dealings with doc-
tors. He suffered from painful colics all his life,

and, in order to cure himself, he traveled to all the
famous mineral springs in order to drink of their

healing waters. He seldom consulted a physician,

and if he did, it was only to listen to his advice and
follow out those instructions which he considered
logical. "My aversion to medicine." wrote Mon-
taigne, "is hereditary, like my disease. My ances-
tors detested medicine by some occult and natural
inclination." When his best friend died, he
blamed the physicians for his calamity. "The doc-
tors," he says, "do not know anything about the
police of this little world. Because they would not
stop a dysentery for fear of bringing on fever,

they killed me a friend who was worth more than
them all put together." He especially feared the
lithotomy operation, and he forbade anybody to
operate upon him even in the direst necessity.

Among other victims of "this sharp and craggy
stone that cruelly pricks and tears," we may men-
tion Bacon, Boerhaave, Newton, Harvey, Fother-
gill, and Scarpa. Benjamin Franklin, though he
suffered much from podagra as his interesting dia-
logues with "Madame Gout" would testify, did not
seem to have been a victim of gravel. .Soldiers,

though they were fearless on the battlefield, rolled
with agony when that leveler of all human ranks,
pain, gripped their very vitals. Napoleon Bona-
parte, Peter the Great, Louis XIV, George IV,
Cromwell, and doubtlessly other warriors and
rulers yielded ingloriously to this fell disease.
Even the statesman, Horace Walpole, found his

fluent tongue and brilliant oratory unavailing dur-
ing the periodic attacks of the passing of the stone.
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SOME BLUNDERS MADE BY NATURE IN
TREATING DISEASE.

By AUGUSTUS MAVERICK. M.D.,

SA.N ANTONIO, TEXAS.

It was Voltaire who made the remark that "the
physician amuses the patient while nature cures the

disease." Unfortunately there has always been
much that is true in this aphorism, but if the author
of the "Age of Louis XIV" could return to-day
w^ith a gangrenous appendix or a pla(]ue muquese
he would have to confess that the physician is be-

coming as useful as he is amusing. As a matter
of fact, the physician has always owed his livelihood

to nature's inability to care for the sick. If nature
was famed for its skill at relieving pain, draining
abscesses and killing invading parasites, the phy-
sician would starve to death; but judging by the

stream of newborn healers which pours from our
colleges as fast as the printers can turn out the

diplomas, nature leaves a large field for improve-
ment. There is still a lot of talk of adhering
strictly to natural methods in the treatment of dis-

ease, but those who talk the loudest must confess

that in severe diseases where we "leave nature to

take its course" the outlook for the patient is al-

ways the worst. To turn a very ill person over to

nature is like sending a dying consumptive to

Egypt. Compare the breathless victim of pneu-
monia or the stuporous typhoid patient, untouched
by cold water, awaiting the verdict of the unknown,
to the surgical case of gallstones or the prey of the

anapholes well dosed with quinine. Is nature's

treatment for pain, by causing the sufferer to faint

from exhaustion, better than the physician's hypo
of morphia, or is nature's effort to squeeze a kid-

ney stone through sixteen inches of tubing, one-

fourth its diameter, more preferable than ether.
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antisepsis and the knife? It is common to hear a
drug or system of treatment recommended because
"it is nature's own remedy." Would it not be bet-

ter to say that it is our own remedy and twice as

good as anything nature has to offer? Would
this be blasphemous to a system of government
which puts us on earth to fight unceasingly for our
life? It is the surgeon who to-day is leaving the

least to nature and doing the most for his patient;

it is the internist who lags behind in his treatment
under the delusion that what is natural is best and
is making nature his guide rather than the experi-

mental laboratory worker.
Inflammation and Scar Tissue.—Not long ago an

Eastern surgeon in suturing a wound of the intes-

tines left the lumen too small and chronic intestinal

obstruction resulted. The surgeon suffered se-

verely in the hands of local gossips, for the most
inexperienced holder of a medical diploma was ex-

pected to know how to sew a gut and still leave it

open. Yet, this trick is performed every day by
nature in healing dystenteric and syphilitic ulcers

of the bowel ; the wound is bound with scar tissue

which shrinks with age and finally strangles the

gut it came to heal. Scar tissue is nature's cureall

for wounds. When a cut is made through the skin

the edges are brought together by a delicate net-

work of scar tissue threads and so neatly is the

work done that in time only a seam is left to mark
the once unsightly deformity. This scar at first is

pink from a rich supply of capillary vessels, but as

scar tissue grows older it is its nature to contract

and squeeze shut the vessels which give it life : so

that in time a white, tough, puckered scar remains.

All this is of no great consequence on the skin, ex-

cept for a possible distorted face or crippled hand,

but it plays havoc within the body where the struc-

tures are more delicate. Take the heart valve which
is left ulcerated by an attack of endocarditis ; the

inevitable scar tissue starts its patchwork and makes
a neat job of covering over the denuded areas, but

instead of leaving well enough alone it goes on
contracting and in time a useless, puckered bunch
of valve leaflets remains, the heart works in vain

to overcome the backflow of blood and the days

of the victim are numbered. Among numerous
other examples of serious results from scar tissue

may be mentioned strictures of the pyloris, rectum,

and urethra; deformed joints: cirrhosis of the

liver ; Jacksonian epilepsy : chronic Bright's disease,

and arteriosclerosis. Even with a strictured

pylorus the victim manages to find some enjoyment

in life, but this is not all that is sometimes in store

for him ; only too often the scar tissue sets up
such an irritation of its own that cancer takes root

as the result. That this is frequently the final stage

in nature's long drawn-out effort to heal an ulcer

of the stomach, a torn cervix uteri, or a scarred

gall-bladder is unfortunately common knowledge.

No quack ever handed his patient a worse deal

than this. In old age the organs have become so

riddled with this weedy substance, scar tissue, that

life is squeezed from the body many years before

the proper time. Suppose we had a scar tissue

which, after it had performed its duty, staved pink

and soft and never shrank—what an ideal remedy
this would be!

Acute inflammation is also a fair example of the

crude wav disease is often handled by nature. --Ml

the swelling, pain, and discomfort of an infected

area is not due to the invading germ but to the

natural remedv. Of course we should be grateful

for any protection at all from foreign irritants,

but we must confess that this process is frequently

rather far fetched. Does not the swelling about
the glottis, which cuts off the air from the little

chap, the victim of croup, seem a rather drastic

treatment for a slight irritation of the larynx, and
is not this also true for the infant who cannot
suckle because nature is treating a slight cold in the

head, and again, the patient who is dyed a deep
yellow because the bile ducts are swollen shut from
a catarrh which otherwise would pass unnoticed?
When inflammation goes on to suppuration and an
abscess forms it is certainly time for us to inter-

fere; left to itself the abscess may, after a long

and torturing interval, dry up and leave adhesions

tugging on neighboring structures, or it may, with

agonizing pain to the patient, point and drive its

deadly contents straight into the peritoneum or

some other vital field. Who is there to-day with

an abscess of the appendix who will place himself

in nature's hands when a surgeon is nearby?
The tendency of different mineral salts from

the body juices to collect about irritating foci is

often applauded, and well so. for it is in this way
that a tuberculous area is imprisoned. However,
there are times when this process does more harm
than good. Take a mass of typhoid bacilli which

is proving a nuisance within the gall-bladder; na-

ture turns loose an abundance of bile salts which

deposit about groups of bacilli to form thick shells.

Are the bacilli walled off and made harmless by

this method? Yes, but there are left ten to a hun-

dred or more gallstones which play the very devil

with the unlucky owner.
Oz'crdosing.—We have learned by experience

that moderation in treating disease is as important

as moderation in everything else, and that the most

harmless remedies becgme poisons in overdoses.

Nature often gives overdoses and thereby does

more harm than good. Fever is a good example.

Fever is now recognized as nature's attempt to

make the blood too liot for the comfort of invad-

ing microbes. .A moderate amount of fever evi-

dently aids the patient, but when it becomes exces-

sive the question arises : which is causing the most

damage, the bacterial toxins or the heat? The
headache, anorexia, malaise, rapid heart, hurried

breathing, scanty kidney elimination, nervousness,

delirium, stupor, cloudy swelling and the whole

train of symptoms of the acute infections—how
many are caused by the disease, the toxins, and how
many by the natural remedy, the fever? The bene-

fit derived from the use of plain cold water in

typhoid fever will help to answer this question.

Another example of a natural remedv carried to

excess is the hyoertrophied heart. When imper-

fect closure of the valves demands more work of

the heart its muscular walls thicken to supply the

extra power. If this method made up for the de-

ficiency and kept step with an ever-increasing de-

ficiency, well and good, but it does not. The heart

goes on enlarging and pounding away far beyond

the demand made upon it and the patient relieved

of some little tendency to dropsy or shortness of

breath now suffers more distressing symptoms. If

this abilitv to increase in size were unlimited the

natural treatment of heart disease might remain

merely troubleso're and not prove dansrerous. but

there comes a time when the growing muscle can-

not receive enough blood to nourish it; it is the

old cry of no food, no work, and the heart, unable

to keep up the pace it has set, fails and fails rapid-
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ly. Here is an example of how a little prudence
on the part of nature could keep the heart active

many years after it has ceased to beat, for it is not
nature, but the physician who, with his drops of
aconite, prolongs the patient's life, or, at a later

date, with his digitalis, keeps beating the heart long
since thrown aside by its maker. A high blood-
pressure is commonly a bad natural therapeutic
measure. In attempting to compensate for what
the failing heart and kidneys refuse to do, the pres-
sure in the vessels rises often above 200 mm. of
mercury. Any minute such a man may drop un-
conscious from apoplexy unless the physician with
his nitrites can undo some of the mischief by
bringing the pressure down. A cough, as we know,
is nature's method of blowing irritating matter
from the bronchi. We can all recall instances of
how this is frequently carried too far. There is,

for example, no sense in making a child cough
until it vomits or breaks a subconjunctival blood-
vessel, for all the good it does in whooping cough.
The congestion of the mucous membrane of the
larynx and its injury by being brought into violent

contact following a severe paroxysm of coughing,
surely does more harm than good. The cough of
phthisis is certainly an unwise prescription when
it keeps the patient sleepless and nervous or en-
courages hemorrhage or the dissemination of in-

fection. Diarrhea, which persists after the bowel
is as clean as a gun barrel, the profuse nasal flow
from a simple cold, the edema which closes the
glottis, the bony callus which entangles the nerve

—

these are but few of the many other examples of
how nature overdoses its patients.

Antibacterial Properties of the Blood.—Much is

heard to-day of the wonderful natural properties
of the blood to kill invading bacteria and neutralize
their toxins and of our ability to aid nature in the
use of these. When we add antitoxins or bacteri-
cidal products to the blood, we are merely imitating
nature, not doing something better. Of course in

adding, for example, diphtheria antitoxin to the
blood in large quantities and thereby saving an
urgent case of diphtheria, we are doing something
which in the time allowed nature could never have
accomplished, but, nevertheless, the method em-
ployed is purely nature's, .^rmed with antitoxins,

antibacterial sera, and preventive vaccines, our task
of fighting infectious diseases will be lightened
for some time to come. It is not these, however,
but chemical compounds like salvarsan. selenium
with eosine and mercuric succinimide, purely the
work of man, which will constitute the ultimate
goal of therapeutics. Suppose the blood had natur-
ally a therapia stcralisans inas^na. instead of all

these million and one different antitoxins, opsonins,
agglutinins, precipitins, bacteriolysins, and other
unchristened agents—what a remedy this would
be ! One trouble about these antibodies is that they
are too complicated and have to be manufactured
by the body cells separately for each disease, andthis
the cells often cannot do ; we can readily understand
how the cells may find it difficult to manufacture
the different complicated side chains to fit the cor-
responding links of each separate germ, .'\nother
fault is that being biological products manufactured
by living cells and the bacteria which thev attack
also being living cells, the bacteria are able to make
similar antibodies of their own. Thus we have the
reciprocal antibodies, or so-called aggressins of
the invading parasite being prepared to neutralize
the antibodies of the blood ; while in the case of a

chemical compound the germ would be unable to

manufacture an antidote so readily. The recogni-
tion of a hypersensativeness or an anaphyla.xis

which the body may develop for a substance, comes
as a warning to the unreliability of some of nature's

methods in this direction. How are we to know
on administrating a remedy, especially a foreign

blood serum, whether the patient can stand a double
amount the next time or has developed such a

hypersensativeness to it that another similar dose
will kill him? We were led to believe that nature
could develop enormous powers of resistance to

any poison administered in increasing doses ; what
are we to think now of this dangerous reversion?

How do we know now whether nature does not
possibly at times make us hypersensative to the

secretions of our own body cells and allow this re-

bellion of the tissues to cause all kinds of disagree-

able idiopathic symptoms?
Where Compensation Fails.—We often admire

the way in which one kidney does the work of

two when the second is removed and how a small

portion of lung will carry on the work of a wide-
spread area destroyed by tuberculosis. This nat-

ural compensatory action, however, is by no means
constant. In injuries to the eyeball we are famil-

iar with the danger of sympathetic inflammation of

the healthy eye. Sometimes, in fact, the ophthal-

mic surgeon can make of the injured eye a more use-

ful one than the other, the victim of natural interfer-

ence. In treating a wound involving a main artery

of the leg or arm, nature calls various anastamosing
arteries into service to form a circuit around the

break in the bloodstream and to allow the circula-

tion to proceed unimpeded. This is a wise pro-
vision and means the saving of a limb which at the

present time the surgeon would have to sacrifice.

Why, may we ask, does nature not have these
anastamosing arteries instead of the so-called end
arteries in vital organs so much more important
than the limbs? If, the dorsal artery of the thumb
becomes plugged or divided, anastomosis with the

princeps poUicis on the other side prevents this

finger from sufl:'ering any loss of blood supply; on
the other hand, if one of the ganglionic branches
of the middle cerebral artery becomes plugged,
nature is unable to do for the brain what it did for

the thumb and apoplexy with death or worse is the

result. The most vital spot of the brain is thus laid

bare to a bit of natural negligence which even the

smallest toe does not suffer. During starvation the

different ways in which the body metabolism econo-
mizes in the food supply is often remarkable.
Nevertheless, in a starving child, nature will allow

the food to be used for the growth of the skeleton

before supplying the vital organs dying of hunger,
and the bones ignorant of their greed grow longer
up to the very point of death. In anemia nature will

allow the dupe to masquerade about as a fat and
well-nourished specimen of mankind, when, in fact,

he is starving to death ; for while the blood cannot
furnish enough oxygen to utilize the food eaten,

the food collects in the tissues as useless matter un-
able to be touched by the neighboring cells which
are dying of hunger.

As a final example of the many ways in which
nature fails us as a skilled therapeutist, reference

may be made to the act of childbirth. In face pre-

sentation when the chin rotates back against the

promontory of the sacrum or in one of those nasty

impacted shoulder presentations, further progress

by natural means is impossible. The woman may
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die in time of exhaustion or the uterus may even

burst and make the end more hurried. Irlow many
pitiable mothers and newborn babies would be left

to die were it not for the obstetrician's instruments?

We are all familiar with the maimer usually chosen

by nature to relieve an extrauterine pregnancy and

how this horrible accident may at any time without

warning cast gloom upon our own family. Thus
might be enumerated page after page the numerous
blunders made by nature in treating disease. The
examples drawn are all familiar ones, known to

every physician ; they can but recall others to his

mind. Let us realize once for all that while it is

human to err, it is also godly, and that in treating

disease we do not have to follow too closely the

rules laid down by a natural process which is more
concerned with thinning out the whole race than

with taking special pains to save individual

members.
507 Bedell Building.

ETIOLOGY OF ADHESIONS OCCURRING
ON THE LARGE INTESTINE.
By GOODRICH B. RHODES, A.B., M,D„

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

JUNIOR SURGEON TO THE CINCIN.NATI CITY HOSPITAL AND EPISCOPAL
HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN.

Arbuthnot Lane, in 1908, called attention to cer-

tain adhesions in the intestinal tract and since then

has in particular demonstrated the existence of a

pathological kink in the ileum in the neighborhood
of the cecum produced by these adhesions. His
observations have been confirmed by many other

surgeons, and Jackson^ has further shown the ex-

istence of a veil-like layer of loose connective tissue

overlying the ascending colon and noticeably con-

stricting it. The existence of these bands gives

rise to a definite symptomatology, varying in sever-

ity from the slightest degrees of intestinal indiges-

tion, abdominal pain, or constipation, to the most
grave conditions of anemia, autointoxication, and
neurasthenia. Many cases of appendicitis which
are unrelieved after operation have been shown to

be due to the presence of these constricting bands,

as proved by the subsequent cure of the appendicitis-

like symptoms after the removal of the constriction.

Various explanations have been brought forward
to account for the formation of these bands, among
which may be cited the following: Lane- believes

that the condition is caused by a ptosis of the cecum,
with a subsequent thickening into adhesions along
the lines of greatest resistance to the cecal prolapse.

Binnie^ regards the lesion as a primary pericolitis.

HolTmeister* reports fourteen cases, in ten of

which the Trichocephalus dispar was found.
Mayo° regards the formation of Jackson's mem-

brane as due to embryonic causes, the bowel in

these cases rotating late, and in its descent from the

liver burrowing beneath the peritoneum, so that

it comes to its final position with a membrane cover-

ing it. Chronic colitis has been urged as a cause

by many, while Lennander' attributes it to an in-

fantile colitis. It is conceded by all observers that

cecal ptosis is a constantly found condition in these

cases.

Adhesions or connective tissue bands of the in-

testinal tract caused by conditions other than in-

flammation or trauma occurring outside of the in-

testine are almost entirely confined to the large

intestine, if we exclude the adhesions occurring in

the upper abdomen produced by gastric or duodenal

ulcer. Adhesions of the small intestine generally

are readily explainable by inflammation in the

neighborhood, such as tubal or ovarian disease,

peritoneal irritation from tumor or trauma, appen-
dicitis, or gall-bladder disease. On the other hand,

if we study the reported cases of what might be

termed idiopathic adhesions, we find that they are

encountered w'ith the greatest frequency and
abundance in the cecal region and in that of the

ascending colon.

We have, then, to consider a condition limited to

a certain definite intestinal area, whose function,

structure, and contents diflfer greatly from the area

in which adhesion formation is not common. The
greater portion of the solids in the intestinal con-

tents, roughly about 90 per cent., is absorbed from
the small intestine, and about 50 per cent, of the

fluids. The remaining 50 per cent, of the fluids and
only 10 per cent, of the solids are taken up from
the large intestine, so that in the large intestine

we have an entire change in the absorptive quali-

ties of the gut, by virtue of which the soluble toxins

are absorbed with greater readiness than in the

small intestine. The character of the contents of

the intestine now abruptly changes, as the reaction

of the feces changes from alkaline to acid after

passing the ileocecal valve. The semisolid mass
now moves more slowly through the large gut than

it did through the small intestine, thus aflFording a

longer period during which the septic contents of

the bowel are in contact with a given portion of the

gut wall, which is busily absorbing the soluble

toxins.

In general it may be said that the further down
the intestinal tract we proceed the greater is the

number of bacteria and the greater is their viru-

lence. The climax is reached in the colon, where
the colon bacillus is largely responsible for the acid

reaction and where bacteria are exceedingly numer-
ous, their toxins are most virulent and putrefaction

is in progress.

The anatomical structure of the cecal region pro-

vides a focus where, in a cul-de-sac, a large portion

of the intestinal contents can remain for a long

period even in a perfectly normal gut ; and in a

cecum which has prolapsed and whose walls are

atonic this period is very greatly increased.

In the normal intestine the passage of living bac-

teria or of their toxins through the intestinal wall

does not occur, but, in the event of certain lesions

occurring to the intestinal wall, or of interference

with its vascularity, the passage of both has been
demonstrated to occur with consistent regularity.

Neisser and Hauser' have shown that in the nor-

mal intestine no bacteria can pass from the intes-

tine to the blood lymphatics, but on the occurrence
of artificiallv produced lesions of the intestines they

have shown, as has also Beco,' that the passage of
the colon bacillus into the circulation can be regu-

larly made to occur. Their experiments were con-

ducted by introducing artificial irritants, such as

croton oil, powdered glass, or other irritants into the

intestinal tract after a liberal feeding of colon ba-

cillus cultures.

Klecki® and others have demonstrated that it is

the interence with the venous return in a loop of

strangulated intestine which is the basal cause of the
• gravity of the svmptoms. The contents of the loop,

he says, under these circumstances attain a very ex-

alted degree of virulence, chronic passive hyper-
emia is induced, and there is a passage of the germs
themselves besides their toxins through the intes-
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tinal wall. He also had determined that the action
of the toxins of a virulent colon bacillus is suffi-

cient in itself to provoke a peritonitis. Oker-Blom"*
has shown that it requires a venous stasis lasting

more than J2 hours to bring about an invasion of
the peritoneal cavity by the germs themselves.
That there is a transmigration of organisms from

the cecum and ascending colon is rendered very
probable by a study of the reported cases of colon
bacilluria. In the cases in which only one kidney
was the seat of the infection, hence excluding a

hematogenous infection, it is found in an over-
whelming majority of cases to be the right kidney.
The reason for this probably lies in the anatomical
relationship of the right kidney and the ascending
colon ; Franke^' has demonstrated a lymphatic con-
nection between the ascending colon and the right
kidney by which the bacteria can pass directly into
the kidney from the intestine, provided that there is

a slight lesion of the mucosa.
Some pi the reported cases of these adhesions'

give a history of typhoid fever at some preceding
period of life. This becomes an interesting point
in view of Sanarelli's^- investigations showing that
the colon bacillus acquires an exalted degree of
virulence in typhoid fever, due to the action of the
typhoid toxin.

In view, then, of the observation of all the re-

porters that all these cases are accompanied by a
ptosis of the cecum, it would seem a not improbable
explanation of their production to assume the fol-

lowing sequence of events:
1. Cecal ptosis occurs, due to chronic constipa-

tion, with consequent dragging downward of the
cecum by the weight of fecal contents or as part of
the general visceroptosis.

2. Venous stasis now occurs, due to interference
with the return circulation, lack of tone in the bowel
wall, and irritation from the enclosed fecal con-
tents, which now begin to manifest a very greatly
increased degree of toxicity.

3. As a consequence of this stasis and the in-

creased virulence of the bowel contents there occurs
a penetration of the intestinal wall, first, by the
toxins and later possibly by the germs themselves,
after the condition becomes more aggravated.

4. The continued action of these slight amounts
of toxins, exerted over a length of time results in
the production of a new tissue formation.

_
5. This process constitutes, in effect, a vicious

circle.

6. This process of connective-tissue formation,
when localized in the neighborhood of the apoendix
in such a way as to constrict the appendix or to
kink it, may be the cause of many cases of appendi-
citis of secondarv origin.
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INCREASE IN THE DEATH RATE FROM
DIABETES—A POSSIBLE EX-

PLANATION.
By J. G. WILSON, M.D.,

ELLIS ISLAND, N. Y.

ACTING ASSISTANT SURGEON, UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE.

The consensus of opinion is that diabetes is on the
increase. So far as I have been able to ascertain,

the data for forming such a conclusion are exclu-

sively drawn from our large cities. There is no
evidence that the disease is increasing among the

-
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York numbered 10 per thousand. Thus the death

rate from this cause was increased more than three-

fold in a period of twenty years.

While much has been written concerning the

essential nature of this disease, very little has been

learned relative to the best means for its prevention.

It is possible that this phase of the question will

ultimately resolve itself into the methods of right

breeding more than of right living. For the evi-

dence seems to be accumulating that it is due to

some hereditary defect, and that the tendency to

become diabetic is accentuated by consanguineous

marriages. Thus in the Johns Hopkins Bulletin

for February, 1912, Nellis B. Foster reports from
his own experience three instances of diabetes

occurring in the brothers and sisters of the same
family. He collected 130 cases of the same nature

from the literature. In 24 of these it was specific-

ally mentioned that the parents were likewise dia-

betic, and in several instances the affection had

occurred in the same family for four generations.

He quotes Weiselbaum asadvancing the theory that

in young diabetics an hereditary defect may exist

in the islands of Langerhans, thereby rendering

these structures more susceptible to to.xic influences.

In an article published in the Medical Record,

November 17, 1900, Heinrich Stern noted the ex-

treme prevalence of this disease among the foreign

born. He said that out of a total of 202 cases in

New York City for the year 1899, the death certifi-

cates showed that only 51 were native born. He
likewise stated that the Jews suffered more than

others from this affection and he attributed their

greater susceptibility to the practice of inbreeding

which obtains among them. Stern's statistics,

compiled from the Board of Health records for the

decade commencing 1889, showed a rise from 2.95

deaths per thousand in that year to 5.1 per thou-

sand in 1899. I have gone over the records of

deaths compiled by the Board of Health for the

succeeding decade and have combined the results

thus obtained with Stern's statistics in the accom-

panying chart. The fact that the death rates of the

two decades are compiled, in the one case from the

Boroughs of the Bronx and Manhattan alone before

the incorporation of all the boroughs into Greater

New York, and in the other case from the statistics

after this incorporation took place, will not mate-

rially affect the result, for the reason that the com-

parison of the yearly increase is based on the rela-

tion of deaths from diabetes to deaths from all

causes, and not on its relation to the number of

inhabitants.

It occurred to me that perhaps the increasing death

rate from diabetes in New York City might be de-

pendent upon the increase in the Jewish population.

I have endeavored to construct a curve of this in-

crease, and to compare it with that of the death rate

from diabetes. It will be seen that these two curves

follow almost exactly identical lines. The esti-

mated rate of increase of the Jewish population is

of course open to some criticism because of the fact

that the unfortunate method of classification by

nationality instead of by race makes it impossible

to obtain absolutely accurate vital statistics of the

Jews in New York City. However, we have suffi-

cient data to warrant the statement that the increase

in Jewish population has been steady and pro-

gressive, and that in spite of a varying amount of

immigration, the rate of increase has not been sub-

ject to marked fluctuations.

I have based my curve of Jewish increase upon

Jacobs' statistics as given in the Jewish Communal
Directory for 1912. Although he places the total

number of Jews at a lower figure than the usually

accepted one, his estimates are the most available

for the purpose of comparison, because they repre-

sent the conclusions of one man alone, and are
therefore not subject to the error which would inev-

itably arise were the figures taken from a great
variety of sources. I have had to make one excep-
tion. The estimate of 200,000 for the year 1888
is my own. Between the years 1877 and 1897 I

can find no estimate by Jacobs of the New York
City Jewish population. In the former year he
places the figure at 60,000 and in the latter at

450,000. If we draw a line backwards from this

point on the chart to his estimate of 1877, it will

intersect the year 1888 not far from the 200,000
point. That this is approximately correct is ren-

dered all the more probable by the fact that in 1888
the Jewish Year Book placed the total mnnber of

Jews in the United States at 400,000. Although this

is probably higher than the figures one would
obtain by Jacobs' method, it nevertheless serves as a
basis on which to calculate the New York City
Jewish population for that year, for the reason that

estimates of the total Jewish population in the
United States from the same source show that in

round numbers since the year 1888 about half of it

has been in New York City. Consequently, I do
not believe that the estimate of 200,000 can be far

enough from the correct number to materially alter

the close relation existing between the two curves of
increase.

The striking correspondence of the two lines of
increase as illustrated by the foregoing figures and
the chart elucidating them is sufficient ground for

at least suspecting that the increased death rate

from diabetes finds its chief explanation in the in-

crease of the Jewish population.

Purulent Pericarditis.—J. P. Parkinson and D, Drew-

report the case of a boy, aged 4^ years, who had an at-

tack of pneumonia involving the bases of both lungs. The
urine contained blood, pus, albumin and epithelial and

blood casts with many pneumococci. The pneumonia ran

an ordinary course, the temperature becoming normal at

the end of ten days, and the signs in the right lung cleared

up. The pulse-rate, however, remained the same and the

heart sounds became muffled, but there was no friction

sound or increase of the cardiac dullness. After a few

days this latter sign appeared, and finally there was dull-

ness up tn the first rib and increase of dullness to the

right. At the end of a week there was swelling of the

face and some edema over the precordium. Two inches of

the fifth costal cartilage were excised and there were evacu-

ated 10 ounces of pus which contained pneumococci in pure

culture. The recovery was uneventful, the signs of con-

solidation at the left base disappeared, and the urine be-

came normal. There were now no signs of enlargement of

the heart either clinically or by the ;r-rays. This case is

interesting on account of the exceptionally good result of

treatment. The boy now shows no sign of cardiac em-

barrassment, and the heart moves to and fro when the

patient is put on one or the other side. Exploration of

the pericardium ought not to be done with the needle,

owing to the difficulty of diagnosis of fluid by physical

signs. It seems better to open it deliberately, and in that

way evacuate its contents, rather than to run the risk of

puncturing the heart. In this case the diagnosis was fairly

clear before operation, but that is frequently not the case.—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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CLIMATIC INFLUENCES IN THE TROPICS.

Some little time ago Major Woodruff advanced the

view that the actinic rays of the sun are respon-

sible for much of the morbidity and mortality which

occur in tropical regions. Many arguments were

brought forward in support of this theory and it

was generally thought that Woodruff had made a

very good case. In the Military Surgeon for

August, 1912, however, appears a report of the

Board for the Study of Tropical Diseases in the

Philippines by Major Weston F. Chamberlain and

Captain Edward Vedder, in which the conclusion

is reached that it is by no means proved that the

actinic rays of the sun are factors in tropical mor-

bidity or that pigmentation of the skin is a protec-

tive effort on the part of nature against the chemical

rays of the solar spectrum. According to their

views the main causes of the troubles encountered

in the tropics are infections, continuous heat, and

high humidity. Subsidiary causes are nostalgia, iso-

lation, monotony, and the excessive use of alcohol.

Woodruff based his opinion largely on figures going

to show that affections of the nervous system, in-

cluding neurasthenia and insanity, are particularly

likely to occur in the tropics as a result of excessive

light stimulation. In opposition to this the report

before us says that subsequent statistics do not con-

firm the view that nervous diseases are prevalent in

the Philippines. The reports of the Surgeon-Gen-

eral of the Army for the years 1903 to 1909, in-

clusive, show that insanity and nervous diseases

have been no more common among soldiers in the

Philippines than a'rong those in the United States.

During the past five years, 1904 to 1909, there has

been no material difference between the suicide rate

in the Philippines and that of the United States.

Neurasthenia has played but a small part in the

morbidity of the Islands during these years. Yet

the sunlight is the same as in the period from 1898

to 1902, and no special effort is being made to pro-

tect the men from the sun. More potent causes for

the better health manifested by the soldiers in the

Philippines are probably that the hardships, the bad

sanitation, the poor food, the isolation, and the

nostalgia of earlier days have been largely remedied.

Investigations were also made with regard to the

relative resistance of blonds and brunettes in the

tropics, and the conclusion was reached that pig-

mentation per se is not necessarily beneficial in the

tropics, or rather that such has not been absolutely

proven to be the case. From a consideration of the

data available the authors of the report state that

it appears that blonds are quite as well able as

brunettes to withstand the influences of the Philip-

pine climate for a period of two years and probably

for a period of five and one-half years.

Without wishing to adversely criticise these sev-

eral conclusions and while agreeing that the injuri-

ous effects of the actinic rays may have been exag-

gerated by Woodruff and other writers, it still seems

that the authors of the report may have gone to the

other extreme in too greatly minimizing the harm-
ful action of these rays. The medical authorities of

all tropical countries in which white folks reside

have conceded that for them protection from the sun

rays is at least strongly advisable if not absolutely

necessary to conserve health. In India this is the

consenstis of opinion of medical men and of those

who have lived in the country for a long time.

Infections, heat, and high humidity are the

main causes of disease affecting the white

man in the tropics, but farther and more con-

vincing proof will have to be forthcoming ere

the actinic rays of the sun can be regarded as a

negligible t]uantity in the production of certain dis-

orders. As for the protective influence of pigmen-

tation of the skin in the tropics the question is more
open. But, and this point must be especially empha-
sized, it is usually not until after several years' res-

idence in the tropics that the healthy white man
who lives in a regular and abstemious manner be-

gins to deteriorate in health. Perhaps it might be

more correct to say that the signs of deterioration

do not show until after several years of residence.

Of course, in the Philippines and elsewhere in the

tropics in which the white man holds sway, good
sanitation, pure water supply, and the destruction

of insect life, especially of disease-bearing mos-
quitos, have been the principal means whereby dis-

eases incidental to the regions have been warded oft".

Nevertheless, in the light of experience, it would
seem that we are not yet justified in asserting that

the actinic rays of the sun are not harmful to the

white individual nor that pigmentation of the skin

is not a protection against these rays. The sub-

ject is intensely interesting and the instructive re-

port of Chamberlain and Vedder, though by no
means conclusive, should stimulate further discus-

sion.

THE DEAF CHILD.

The medical inspection of schools has revealed the

fact that deafness is' not uncommon among school

children. Dr. Helen Macmurchy of Toronto read a

paper bearing on this question at the Sixth Congress
of the American School Hygiene Association, which
has since been published in pamphlet form. It is

pointed out that it is often possible clinically to rec-

ognize the deaf child by inspection. Of course,

this statement refers to the slight and medium de-

gree of deafness. The deaf child seems to lack

vital resistance. Besides there is something char-

acteristic in the facial expression.
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Children who are slightly deaf, that is, not so

deaf that the condition is suspected by teacher or

school nurse, are frequently greatly handicapped

by the failure to recognize this condition. Dr. Mac-
mnrchy draws attention to tiie fact that in a per-

fectly quiet room the average normal hearing dis-

tance for a whisper is about twenty-five feet. A
child that can hear a whisper only at five yards will

not lose much education on accoimt of this degree of

impairment. Those who can hear a whisper only

from three to five yards should sit on the front seats.

Those who can hear a whisper only from one to

three yards need special help, and should be placed

in smaller classes with a teacher who will speak

slowly and distinctly and will take special, individual

interest. Those who can hear a whisper one yard

away only, or less, should be in a small special class

of ten or twelve and should learn lip reading. The

above are simple, practical schoolroom tests. The

congenitally deaf child should be taught lip reading

at as early an age as possible, which will obviate to

a great extent the handicap of mutism entailed by

his affliction. The author summarizes' the education

of the deaf child as follows : (
i ) Teach the deaf

child to speak. (2) Recognize the deaf child and

secure his education. (3) Provide special teachers

and special classes for the deaf child. (4) In large

cities night classes for adults who are in danger of

becoming deaf should be established in lip reading.

The plea of Dr. Alacnuirchy for the recognition

of the slightly deaf child is pertinent and rational.

Undoubtedly many children suffer from unrecog-

nized slight deafness and are handicapped thereby.

The praise of lip reading, the salvation of the deaf,

is well deserved and the contention that the time

has now come when medical inspection should

carry the benefits of the method throughout the

whole country is extremely well taken.

MORONS.

For some time past the daily press has contained

many articles on the subject of eugenics and the

feebleminded. Even the news items concerning

domestic scandals and crimes of lighter or greater

gravity have in certain instances sought to explain

derelictions from the beaten paths of virtue on

the ground of bad heredity. In this pseudo-

scientific newspaper interpretation of bad acts the

word "moron" is frequently encountered. Perhaps

few of those who speak so freely of morons have

a definite conception of the meaning of the word. It

is derived from the Greek moros meaning a fool,

and broadly speaking that is exactly what is meant

when the word moron is properly used. In the

technical sense in which the term is now emj^loyed

by students of the feebleminded it is applied to

those persons whose mental development is perma-

nently arres.ed somewhere between the ages of

eight and twelve years.

In the New Jersey Training School at Vineland

out of 428 inmates 118 belong to the moron type.

From an industrial standpoint these are useful

members of the school. Those of the lowest grade

of moron, that is with the mentality of a child of

eight and nine years, are able to do errands, make

beds, scrub, lay bricks, and care for the bathrooms.

The middle-class morons, who are mentally ten

years old, make good institution helpers. They do

the routine work in a satisfactory manner. The
high-grade moron is found among those who are

classified as having the mentality of a child of

eleven to twelve years of age. These do fairly

complicated work with only occasional oversight.

They use machinery and care for the animals of

the place. But whatever the chronological age may
be they never pass beyond the mental age of a

child of twelve. They cannot plan. They lack

initiative and are almost utterly devoid of creative

imagination. Bereft of the care and oversight of

an institution and turned out in the world to shift

for themselves they soon find their way into the

almshouses, jails, and reformatories. These are

the born fools, who are inherently incapable of

passing the mental age of childhood. Somewhere
between the ages of eight and twelve years their

intellectual development permanently ceases.

The Newer Conxeptions of Meningitis Basil-

ARis Posterior.

Until recent years all cases of posterior basic men-
ingitis were regarded as tuberculous in origin. The
English pediatrists, among whom may be mentioned

Still and Thursfield, were the first to point out that

most of these cases are really types of epidemic

cerebrospinal meningitis. Gee and Barlow among
others attributed some of the cases to syphilitic in-

fection, while Gowers noted that in cases presenting

cervical opisthotonos dating from birth the probable

explanation is a meningeal hemorrhage at the base

of the skull. This entire subject is exhaustively re-

viewed in the Archw filr Kinderhcilkundc , August

13, 1912, by E. Hartje, who reports the history of

a case which was apparently of non-infectious or-

igin. He regards posterior basic meningitis not as a

definite clinical entity but rather as a symptom-
complex, the predominating manifestation of which
in all cases is a pronounced cervical opisthotonos.

The inflammatory process is confined to the men-
inges at the base of the brain, in the region of the

medulla oblongata, the pons, and the cerebellum.

The causes are various : in some cases bacteria, as

the meningococcus or the pneumococcus ; in other

instances syphilis or traumatism may be the etio-

logical factor ; while in other cases the disease has
been attributed to rheumatism, enteritis, and, as in

the author's case, to the sudden action of cold. A
pathological lesion that is common to all cases is the

inflammatory closure of the foramen of IMagendie
and a consecutive internal hydrocephalus. Of the

latter evidence is afforded by the presence of Mace-
wen's sign or increased resonance on percussion
over the parietal bones, which resonance Hartje
compares to that of a ripe melon. Important points

in the differential diagnosis of posterior basic men-
ingitis from tuberculous meningitis are the facts

that the former disease is of greater duration, re-

covery occurs in 16 per cent, of the cases, cervical

opisthotonos is constantly present, optic neuritis and
bradycardia seldom occur, nystagmus is a frequent

manifestation, a retracted abdomen is rarely in evi-

dence, while internal hvt'rocephalus is found in al-

most all cases. The opposite conditions, as is well

known, generally prevail in the case of tuberculous

meningitis.
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Tuberculosis and Poverty.—The New York
Association for improving the Condition of the

Poor has recently completed a study of the causes

of poverty in New York, from which the conclu-

sion is drawn that tuberculosis is responsible for

over 8 per cent, of the destitute homes in the city.

Having previously found that sickness was the

chief cause of dependency among the families in

its care, the Association began an mquiry to deter-

mine which diseases are most prevalent, to the end

that its preventive work might be better planned
and more efficient. It was found that of 6,555 fam-
ilies applying for aid between October i, 191 1, and
June 30, 1912, 1,605 were forced to do so on ac-

count of illness, and tuberculosis was found to be

the disease responsible in 555 or 34 per cent, of

these. Rheumatism forced 187 other families into

dependency, and the remaining cases were classified

as follows: Illiness attending childbirth, 161; kid-

ney and heart disease, 156; pneumonia, 99; chil-

dren's contagious diseases, 48; paralysis and epi-

lepsy, 48; eye and ear diseases, 45; cancer and

tumors, 44. The Association concludes from these

statistics that the prevention of disease, and espe-

cially of tuberculosis, is a most important phase of

the campaign against poverty.

Homicides on the Increase.—Statistics just is-

sued show that the homicide record of the principal

cities in the United States for the decade ending

with 1910 exceeds that of any similar period in our

history, and that the rate for 191 1 is still greater.

Whereas in the ten years ending with 1910 there

were 9,672 homicides in all of the cities contributing

statistics, making a rate per 100,000 of 6.9, in 1911

alone there were 1,300 homicides, giving a rate of

8.3 per 100,000. The highest rate is found in the

Southern cities, Memphis, Tenn., having the un-

enviable record of 47.1 as the average rate per 100,-

000 for the decade, and of 63.4 per 100,000 for 191 1,

an increase of 16.3. In New York the rate per

100,000 for 191 1 was 6.9 for Manhattan and the

Bronx, an increase of 1.8 over the average for the

ten years previous, and 3.6 for Brooklyn, a decrease

of 0.6. The greatest increase in the 191 1 rate as

compared to the 1901-1910, occurred in Nashville,

Tenn.. where a difference of 21.7 was recorded, and

the greatest decrease, 5.> in Spokane, Wash. The

statistics appear even more startling when compared

with those of England and Wales, where the homi-

cides average less than i per 100,000, and bring

out an apparent disregard for human life in this

country.

Health of the Canal Zone.—Durmg the month

of July there were in the Canal Zone a total of 42

deaths from all causes among employees, of which

32 were due to disease and 10 to violence, making

an annual average rate per thousand of 10.34, which

is lower than the rate for the same month of the

two previous years, although in 1904 and again in

1909 still lower rates were recorded. The annnai

average death rate per thousand in the cities of

Panama and Colon and the Canal Zone, including

both employees and civil population for the month

was 23.55. Among employees during the month the

principal causes of death were as follows. Tuber-

culosis, 9; lobar pneumonia. 6; malarial fever, 2,

and dysenterv, i. One case of yellow fever on a

ship from Guavaquil. Ecuador, was isolated in

Santo Tomas Hospital, and died there on July 14.

With this exception no case of yellow fever, small-

po.\, or plague occurred on or was brought to the
Isthmus during the month.
Must Furnish Sanitary Cups.—The Supreme

Court of New Jersey recently handed down a de-
cision upholdng the order of the Board of Public
Utilities compelling all railroads furnishing water
for their passengers to provide sanitary or individ-

ual utensils from which to drink it. Following the

passage last year of a law prohibiting the use of

common drinking cups in public places, a number of

the railroails in the State removed the glasses from
their trains, leaving it to the passengers to provide
their own drinking utensils.

Plague in Azores.—The American Legation at

Lisbon, Portugal, has reported to the State Depart-
ment at Washington, the occurrence of several cases

of bubonic plague on the island of Terceira, one of

the Azores.

"Carrier" Books.—The school officials of Wash-
ington, D. C, have recently confiscated and de-

stroyed 49,000 text books which had been found
to be germ carriers.

Mushrooms Poison Party.—Twelve persons

were poisoned, two of them seriously, from eating

mushrooms at a party in Long Island City recently.

Visiting Physicians.—With each steamship ar-

riving during the past week the number of distin-

guished physicians' visiting in New York prior to

the meetings of the International Congress of Hy-
giene in Washington has been increased. On Sep-

tember 17 a large delegation of German physicians,

many of them accompanied by their wives and fami-

lies, arrived in New York, and on the following

evening were entertained at a reception given by
the German Medical Society, at which Mayor Gay-
nor made an address of welcome. Excursions about

the city were also planned for the visitors who thus

visited the universities, the hospitals, the museums,
and other places of interest.

Report of Milk Stations.—With the end of last

month the Straus Milk Stations, New York, com-
pleted their twenty-first year of service, with a

record of only one death during the summer among
the 2,200 babies which have been supplied with milk

from the seventeen stations. During the year

2,193,684 bottles' of milk were dispensed and 1,326,-

100 glasses of milk were served in the parks and
on the recreation piers. The summer stations have

now been closed, but eight are kept open throu2;hout

the year.

Tuberculosis Day.—The National Association
for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis has

designated Sunday, October 27, as "Tuberculosis

Day." Clerg}-men all over the country will be asked

to speak to their congregations on the subject, and
particularly to denounce from their pulpits the fake

"cures" for consumption so widely advertised. It

is estimated by the .Vssociation that the volume of

business done by these fraudulent concerns amounts
to more than $1,500,000, and that more than 500
such "remedies" of all sorts are now on the market.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

Mr. Henry Rawley of New York, the New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary and the Manhattan Eye and
Ear Infirmary share equally in his estate, estimated

at $11,400.

Bv the will of the late Mr. Richard C. Dale of

Philadelphia the sum of $5,000 is bequeathed to the

Children's Hospital of that citv.

By the will of the late Enos R. Artman of

Philadelphia a trust fund of $100,000 is created

for the establishment of a home for poor and de-
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serving Lutherans of both sexes. Should it, how-
ever, prove impossible to carry out this purpose,

$10,000 of the sum named is bequeathed to the
Philadelphia Home for Incurables for the erection

of a memorial chapel. In addition, the sum of

$5,000 is bequeathed specifically to the Home.
In the final accounting of the estate of the late

John S. Kennedy of New York, the amount of his

bequest to the Presbyterian Hospital of this city is

given as $1,550,823.
Deaths in New York City.—During the week

ending September 28 there were in New York City

1,194 tleaths, as compared with 1,233 during the
same week of last year. Of these 175 were due to

diarrheal diseases and 308 were of children under
one year of age. For the first thirty-nine weeks of

this year the death rate was 14.51, for last vear

15.70.

Personals.—Dr. Petacci of Rome, Italy, physi-
cian to the Pope, died at his home on October i.

Dr. Charles S. Turnbull of Philadelphia has been
reappointed by Governor Tener of Pennsylvania as

a member of the Board of Trustees of the Home for

Training Deaf Children.

Mr. Alexander H. Candlish, superintendent of

the New York Post-Graduate Medical School and
Hospital from 1894 to 1907, has been reappointed to

that office after an absence of five years.

Dr. Allan McLane Hamilton of New York an-

nounces his removal to 36 East 40th street.

Dr. James G. Mum ford, formerly of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital, has become superinten-

dent and physician-in-chief of the Clifton Springs
Sanitarium.

Seventh Congress of Balneology.—This con-

gress will meet in Meran. Austria, on October 1 1 to

13, 1912, at vv'hich time honor will be done to Hofrat
Winternitz, president of the confederation for many
years. Delegates from the Austrian, Hungarian,
German, and .Swiss societies are expected to be

present.

Lectures at the Post-Graduate.—Prof. H.
Strauss of the I'niversity of Berlin will lecture, in

German, at the New York Post-Graduate Medical
School and Hospital, Second avenue and 20th street.

on Monday, October 14, at 4 p.m., on "Gastric

Secretion from the Therapeutic Point of View," and

at the same hour on Tuesday, October 15, on 'The
Method and Purpose of Dechlorination in Ne-
phritis."

Prof. C. von Noorden of the University of

Vienna will give a series of lectures, in English, at

the Post-Graduate on "New Aspects of the Pathol-

ogy and Treatment of Diabetes." and on "Diagnosis

and Treatment of Nephritis," beginning on Tues-

day, October 29, at 4 p.m., and continuing for four

consecutive days at the same hour. Cards of ad-

mission to all these lectures will be issued upon ap-

plication.

Abuse of Medical Charity.

—

\t a meeting of

the Physicians League of Brooklyn, N. Y., on Sep-

tember 27, a very interesting discussion as to the

abuse of medical charity occupied the evening ami

as a result a committee was appointed to tabulate

the more conspicuous abuses of medical charity and

the most promising of the suggested remedies

therefor, so that these could be acted upon at the

next meeting, which will take place at the Count\

Medical Society Building on October 18.

Utah State Medical Association.—At the an-

nual convention of this association held in Ogden

on September 24 and 25, the following officers were

elected : President, Dr. Andrew J. Hosmer, Salt

Lake City ; Vice-Fresident, Dr. Richard A. Pearse,
Brigham; Secretary, Dr. William Brown Ewing,
Salt Lake City; Treasurer, Dr. Howard P. Kirtley,

Salt Lake City. The next annual convention will

be held in Salt Lake City. The association went on
record as favoring the sterilization of habitual

criminals, epileptics, imbeciles, and the insane, as

approving of the Owen bill and condemning the

Senators from Utah, who had failed to support it,

and also as condemning the telephone service in

Utah, which it declared to be inadequate and intol-

erant, demanding immediate attention of the courts

or of the next legislature.

Ohio County (W. Va.) Medical Society.—At
the annual meeting held in Wheeling on September
16, the following officers were elected : President,

Dr. Jacob Schwinn, Wheeling; Vice-President, Dr.

John T. Thornton, Wheeling; Secretary, Dr. Jona-
than Edward Burns, Wheeling; Treasurer, Dr. R.

McC. Baird, Wheeling.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. Fr.\nk Judson Parker

of New York, a graduate of Yale University, Med-
ical Department, New Haven, in 1898, a member
of the American Medical Association, the New
York State and County Medical Societies, the

New York Academy of Medicine, the New York
Ophthalmological Society, the American Ophthal-

mological Society, and the Medical Progress Club,

assistant attending surgeon to the Manhattan Eye
and Ear Hospital, ophthalmologist to the Presby-

terian Hospital Out-Patient Department, and con-

sulting ophthalmologist to Seton Hospital, the New
York Orphan Asylum, and the Greenwich Hospital,

Connecticut, and attending physician to the Blind

Babies' Home, died in the Presbyterian Hospital,

New York, on October 2, aged 39 years.

Dr. Leon M. Nugent of \Vauwatosa, Wis., a

graduate of Marquette L^niversity, IMedical Depart-

ment, Milwaukee, in 1908, and a member of the

Wisconsin State and Milwaukee County Medical

Societies, was killed in an accident on September 7,

Dr. Henry Fiske Leonard of Boston, Mass., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, in 1880, and a member of the

Massachusetts State and Suffolk County Medical

Societies, died in the Worcester State Hospital after

a long illness on September 25, aged 54 years.

Dr. Thomas Anderson of Watertown, Mass.. a

graduate of the Chicago Homeopathic Medical Col-

lege in 1878, died at his home on September 18,

aged 75 years.

Dr. Albert \\\iod of Worcester, Mass., a grad-

uate of the Harvard Medical School, Boston, in

1862, a veteran of the Civil W^ar, and a member of

the American Medical Association and the Massa-

chusetts State and Worcester County Medical So-

cieties, died at his home on September 26, aged 79
years.

Dr. Daniel B. Street of Washington, D. C, a

graduate of the Georgetown University School of

Medicine, Washington, in 1874, and a member of

the Medical Society of the District of Columbia,

died at the home of his daughter in Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, Canada, after a short illness, on Sep-

tember 18, aged 70 years.

Dr. Albert Gallatin Jones of Lexington, 111., a

graduate of the Northwestern University Medical

School, Chicago, in 1862, died at his home on Sep-

tember 18, aged 85 years.

Dr. Francis M. Daily of Beloit, Kan., a grad-

uate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
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Keokuk, Iowa, in 1878, and a member of the Amer-
ican Medical Association and the Kansas State and
Mitchell County Medical Societies, died at his home
suddenly on September 14. aged 57 years.
Dr. Thomas A. Hays of Louisville, Ky., a grad-

uate of the Hospital College of Medicine, Louis-
ville, in 1875, died at his home after a long illness

on September 17, aged 57 years.

Dr. Thomas J. Mitchell of Jackson, Miss., a
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Medicine, Philadelphia, in 1852, a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association and the
Mississippi State and Hinds County Medical So-
cieties, a surgeon in the Confederate Army during
the Civil War, and for thirty-two years superintend-
ent of the Mississippi State Insane Hospital at Jack-
son, died at his home on September 16, aged 82
years.

Dr. A. W. Gould of Cleveland, Tenn., a grad-
uate of the University of Pennsylvania, Department
of Medicine, Philadelphia, in 1877, died after a short
illness on September 18, aged 75 years.

Dr. Francis H. Fisk of Nashville, Tenn., a grad-
uate of the Eclectic Medical College, Cincinnati.
Ohio, in 1857, died at his home on September 13,
aged 75 years.

Leonard W. Williams, M.A., Ph.D., instructor
in comparative anatomy in the Harvard Medical
School, Boston, while attempting to operate an elec-

tric elevator in one of the medical school buildings
on September 26, was caught between the walls of
the shaft and the car and was crushed to death. Dr.
Williams, who was forty years of age, was a grad-
uate of Hanover University, and had received de-
grees from Princeton and from Brown Universities.

Dr. Daniel R. Ambrose of New York, a grad-
uate of the New York University Medical College
in 1868, died in the Metropolitan Hospital, Black-
well's Island, on October i, aged "JJ years.

Dr. Joseph Hasbrouck of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.,

a graduate of the New York University Medical
College in 1S69, a member of the Board of Health
of Dobbs Ferry, and of the New York Academy
of Pathological .Science, and attending physician to

the Dobbs Ferry Hospital, died suddenly on October
2, aged Jj, years.

Dr. George H. Knight of Lakeville, Conn., a

graduate of the New York University Medical Col-
lege in 1881, a member of the American Medical
Association, the Connecticut State and Litchfield

County Medical Societies, and physician in charge
at the Connecticut School for Imbeciles, Lakeville,

formerly a meipber of the Connecticut Legislature,

and surgeon-general on the staff of Governor Mc-
Lean of Connecticut, died on October 4 of heart

disease as he was about to address a political meet-

ing endorsing him as the Republican nominee for

Congress, aged 56 years.

Dr. George Gleim of Lansdowne, Pa., a grad-

uate of the LTniversity of Pennsylvania, Department
of Medicine, Philadelphia in 1865, and a member
of the Pennsylvania State and Delaware County
Medical Societies, died at his home on September
21, aged 68 years.

Dr. William A. Neal of Elkhart, Ind., a grad-

uate of Rush Medical College, Chicago, in 1857. and
a member of the Indiana State and Elkhart County
Medical Societies, died recently at his home, aged

76 years.

Dr. John Cowden of Petersburo:, Tenn., for half

a century one of the leading physicians of that town,
died at his home on September 20, aged 76 years.

YALE COLLEGIATE SCHOOL AND HOS-
PITAL IN CHINA.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir:—The Yale Hospital in Changsha, Central

China, needs two men for its staff in the summer
of 1913. Men who have recently completed their

interneship in an American hospital and who wish
for a large practical e-xperience in medicine or sur-

gery will find this a splendid opportunity. The last

appointee writes that he has had three times as
much experience in his first year there as he would
have had in the United States.

We have an up-to-date surgical equipment with
a great deal of major surgery, and a large medical
clinic with a good laboratory for research work.
Our old hospital has forty beds, but we are soon to

begin the construction of a fine new plant.

The places are open for either a temporary or a

permanent appointment, preferably the latter; and
men who have received a Yale degree will be given

preference. I shall be very glad to hear from in-

terested men who will state their qualifications and
shall be glad to give them full information about

the conditions of appointment.

Edward H. Hume, M.D.

Physician in Charge.
156 Fifth Avenue, New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

INSURANCE act; SCHEMES FOR A STATE MEDICAL
service ; GRIEVANCES OF NURSES TUBERCULOSIS,
EFFECTS ON RACE; HOUSING, OR OTHER CAUSES

—

CONFERENCE OF HOSPITALS ASSOCIATION.

London, September 20, 1912.

The Advisory Committees of the Insurance Com-
missioners are meeting today to consider the regu-

lations to be issued for the administration of the

medical benefit, and it is understood that a com-
mittee of medical men will be present. There was
a preliminary meeting yesterday and on Wednesday
of those medical members who did not retire from
the Advisory Committee. A draft of the proposed
regulations is said to have been prepared and will,

of course.' be considered and equally, of course, may
or may not be adopted by the Commissioners. It

seems quite time the regulations proposed should be
decided on, so as to give the profession an oppor-

tunity of examining them before their final adop-
tion. Certain minor points are reported to have
been agreed upon, but not the rate of remuneration
to be recommended to the government to offer. As
to this, it is possible the Cabinet will consider the

proposition at the meeting next month. They ought
by that time to be under no misapprehension as to

the feeling of the profession. During the week
some new points and proposals have been freely dis-

cussed in the press, and that in regard to the inter-

ests of the public as well as of medical practitioners.

When Mr. Lloyd George held out a sort of threat

to organize a State Medical Service he only raised

a smile, for he must himself have known that he
could not in a few weeks provide education for a

new generation of doctors to displace those in exist-

ence. There has, nevertheless, continued a good
deal of discussion as to whether such a scheme
might eventually be arranged and what would be its

effect on the public and at the same time on the
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profession. The British Medical Association, or

rather its officials, have favored such a plan, and
this week is submitting to its branches a "model
public medical service scheme" for providing per-

sons insured under the act and others with medical
attendance. No little time and trouble must have
been spent by the committee who prepared the

scheme, which consists of thirty-one clauses and is

based upon a capitation system of payment. An
alternative model based upon payment per attend-

ance is also submitted. Many points affecting both

doctors and patients are laid down, and rules which
will be generally thought appropriate. But there

is one weak point—the proposal tends to strengthen

the British Medical Association and hand over all

power to its officials. So much is the "model serv-

ice" a duplicate of the association that anyone vio-

lating a rule or resolution of the branch (or

division) with reference to conduct detrimental to

the profession may be expelled from the service.

Can it be imagined that the profession will allow

the British Aledical Association or one of its

divisions to vote forthwith the ruin of any gentle-

man who offends its officials? The British Medical
Association is, after all, only a trade union in its

constitution and proceedings. The universities and
licensing corporations cannot permit their degrees

and diplomas to be liable to cancellation by a trade

union.

Other schemes have been propounded for the for-

mation of a State Medical Service and are being

discussed by the public press. All necessarily in-

clude the discredited system of contract practice.

To most practitioners this is exceedingly objection-

able, but there are some who hold that, organized

on the plan of the civil service, it would work well,

and indeed such a scheme has long been successful

in India. But the conditions there are very dif-

ferent.

Those who advocate a State system say, "Look
at the army or navy, or even at the police force."

Comparing disease to an invader, they declare we
can no more eradicate it by a private adventure

force than conf|uer the enemy by an unorganized

mob. They say everyone can have the free choice

of his doctor and the wealthier classes can employ
the unattached practitioners, who cannot all be

superseded. Then they would give good salaries

and pensions to the State doctors and the public

would be benefited by the linking up with hospitals

and dispensaries, which is recommended as an es-

sential part of a complete scheme.

Turning to the other side of the question, the op-

{Kynents of State interference denounce all the

schemes as rank Socialism, and assert, apparently

in accordance with the facts, that the mass of the

profession is opposed to anything of the kind. They
argue that all contract practice is essentially bad,

and, although to some extent necessary, as for the

army and navy, it is desirable to confine it within

the narrowest possible limits. Admitting that the

contract system has succeeded as to medical officers

of health, they urge that this service is special

and very restricted, but pointing to the poor law

service, which is extensive and a nearer approach

to a general scheme, they ask. has that raised the

status of the profession, or the contrary? It is

certain that poor law appointments do not attract

the best men and, as a rule, patients who can pay
something rather avoid the "parish doctor." Would
not the same feeling prevail in favor of the inde-

pendent against the State doctor? Then the cost

of the Socialist schemes might give pause to Parlia-

ment. Even Mr. Lloyd George told the profession
it would be impossible to provide funds on the terms
that had been named, but these later schemes would
entail a much vaster expenditure. The existing

system of independent practice has satisfied the

public for generations, and only the restlessness of

revolutionaries desires to alter it. It is said that

the Government can crush the profession completely,

scattering ruin throughout. But it is doubtful, and
it is pretty certain the public would not permit such
destruction for political ends of a class toward
which it has only good will. Moreover, it is quite

certain the Government could not suddenly supplant

20,coo educated practitioners by qualified com-
petitors.

The grievances of nurses under the act were illus-

trated yesterday at a Harvest Festival given by the

Lord Lieutenant of Berks to 500 visitors. He said

that at the Royal Berks Hospital, of which he is

president, whenever a nurse is ill she receives every
possible care and attention. Yet both she and the

hospital were compelled to contribute under this

act, and their money would be thrown into the

melting pot to help some other cause.

The effect of the anti-tuberculosis campaign on
the race is the subject of a contribution to a morn-
ing paper extending over about two columns. The
writer, who only appends initials (C. E. W.), refers

to the ravages which the bacillus makes in any com-
munity in which it may be introduced, and to its

hardiness and the difficulty of eradicating it. Yet
he sees we have acquired, through ages of suffer-

ing, an immunity which has enabled us to build up
a sturdy race, though persons whose immunity is

imperfect still fall victims to the microbe. We can-

not exterminate this nor can we exclude all sources

of infection. What then, he asks, must happen?
And answers, retrogression of racial immunity and
another more immune race will supplant us as we
are doing the Australians and New Zealanders, and
by the same means—the tubercle bacillus. The
writer seems to be an extreme eugenist and opposed
to the campaign against tubercle as scheming to

save infected or susceptible persons who will pro-

duce a more susceptible generation, involving great-

er suffering in the distant future, which, he says, is

hardly a moral attitude. He sees only one hope
that the campaign will not decrease the standard of
immunity to too great an extent before natural

selection, under some favorable concatenation of cir-

cumstances, intervenes and eliminates many of the

susceptible persons who have been preserved. The
experiment will be tried, but he thinks the more
successful it proves the greater will be the number
of susceptible children in the next generation, and
they and the next will suffer in proportion.

When noticing, in my letter of the 7th inst.. Sir

J. C. Browne's address, I referred to his criticism

of Prof. Karl Pearson, who repudiates the notion

that "housing is at the root of tuberculosis." The
professor has since taken exception to the quota-
tions made, and so it may be only fair to refer to

his reply, especially as he avers that the speech of

Sir J. C. Browne is typical of the spirit against

which he is fighting. He says we have no evidence

to indicate why the tuberculous are found in poorer

tenements, whether it is a result of a postphthisical

economic failure of the bread winner or a pre-

phthisical inferiority in physique or mental effi-

ciency, leading to economic and constitutional

breakdown. He remarks that one blames housing;
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another, occupation ; a third, constitution ; another,

contact in schools ; and yet another, bovine infec-

tion. So he would discard opinions and try to find

how these or other factors contribute to the ob-

served result. Two points at least, he says, are

obvious: (i) The death rate from phthisis was
falling long before extreme sanitary activity be-

came fashionable; (2) it has not been falling at an
accelerated rate during the past fifteen years, when
we have known all about the bacillus and have
started sanatoria and dispensaries and proclaimed

the "fight against tuberculosis." He would cry,

"Light; more light," but would add, "Less talk;

much less talk." He complains that Sir James made
no attempt to meet his figures as to parental health

and habit being 50 per cent, more influential on

infantile death rate and delicacy than employment
of women or housing of parents.

The third annual conference of the British Hos-
pitals Association was opened yesterday at Birming-

ham. The Lord Mayor welcomed the assembly to

his city and expressed a hope that the Government
would realize the strong opinion of the public m
favor of the doctors being well paid. They wanted,

he said, no strict calculations as to what was the

lowest living wage for a well educated medical man.

Much fear was expressed that the Insurance Act

would inflict injury on hospitals, and some speakers

thought it might lead to the interference or even

the control by the State.

About 400 members of the Sanitary Inspectors'

Association assembled at the opening of their con-

ference last week, at the University of Sheffield.

The Report showed continual growth, the present

membership being over 1,600. A loth centre has

been established in Bombay and the nth in the

Transvaal. The President, Sir Jas. Crichton

Browne, delivered his address on Tuesday—subject

"A Plea for .Sanitation." He said however they

might squirm under th^ vexatious requirements of

the Insurance Act and its' multiplication of officials,

they could approve of the sanatorium benefit. But

he admitted that before immense sums were spent

on buildings it should be borne in mind that for

half a century the phthisis mortality had fallen

nearly 60 per cent., and if that could be maintained

the disease would disappear in two or three genera-

tions"—and the fall was due to sanitation in the

widest sense. If sanatorium treatment alone were
trusted or if funds were withdrawn from sani;ation

disappointment would result. The sanatorium was
the ambulance to carry the wounded from the field

—sanitation the guns and ammunition. Some s'aid

the tubercle bacillus is losing its toxicity—it is as

venomous as ever. Others said the decline of tu-

berculosis was due to the survival of the fittest,

those most susceptible having been killed ofif—a spe-

cious but unproved hypothesis. Many of the most
gifted had been swept off by the disease and to

rely on the gradual elimination of the weaklings'

was to sacrifice the most uplifting elements of

human nature. After all housing was at the root

of the question as doctors best knew and a few
benevolent visitors. Institutional segregation for

advanced cases giving oflf infection is' an educational

agency, but prevention is better than cure and a

large proportion of cases can be prevented by re-

formed housing and others successfully treated in

dispensaries. The campaign against tubercle must
begin with babies. It must extend to cows and cow-
sheds. Also to schools, factories, workshops, offices

and banks. All are at times incubation chambers for

the bacilli. The eugenists were disappointed with

sanitation and Prof. Karl Pearson assailed, and to

his own satisfaction demolished, the most cherished

sanitary beliefs, but it was as easy to question the

existence of Sheffield, where he was speaking, as to

doubt that alcoholism, one-roomed tenements, back-

to-back houses, artificial .feeding and other condi-

tions had not swollen the rate while lessening any of

these had diminished it. Sanitation ought to have
preceded education, and the children fed before be-

ing crammed with knowledge. Eugenics offered no
help to the education problem and if controlling the

feeble-minded prevented the birth of a few imbeciles

the effect would be trifling and the thorough-going
theorist would still consign millions of people to the

death chamber.
An international dental exhibition has been

opened under the auspices' of the Incorporated Den-
tal Society. Instruments and appliances of all kinds

connected with dentistry and illuscrating its progress

are on view. One specimen is supposed to be more
than 100 years old, when dentures were carved in

solid ivory and were very expensive. Artificial teeth

are now made of all shapes and of many colors.

British manufacturers supply various countries ac-

cording to their tasjes. Eastern peoples who chew
betel nut want them to match the stains produced by
that habit. In some parts the darker the stain the

more is the native admired. The Parisians and
some others admire white, and various shades be-

tween find favor. The shape, too, varies with fash-

ion. Thus in some parts along the Mediterranean
shores long, grayish tee'Ji are in demand, while

those exported to Sweden and Norway are lighter

in tint and shorter.

THE SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNE-

COLOGISTS.
(From A Special Correspondent.)

INTEREST OF THE EMPRESS OF GERMANY IN THE
CONGRESS SOCIAL FUNCTIONS PRESIDENT'S

ADDRESS—VALUE OF INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES
—ELECTION OF DR. GOFFE—NEW YORK CHOSEN
FOR THE NEXT CONGRESS—REACTION OF THE
PERITONEUM TO SURGICAL INTERFERENCE AND
BEST MEANS OF CONTROLLING IT THE SURGICAL
TREATMENT OF UTERINE HEMORRHAGE IN PUER-
PERAL CASES—UTERINE PROLAPSE—OPERATION
FOR CARCINOMA UTERI.

Berlin, Germany, September 9-13, 1912

The Empress of Germany has attracted the atten-

tion and admiration of all Europe by her devoted
interest in the hospital care and treatment of

women and children. It was a pleasant augury of

success, therefore, when the invitations to the Con-
gress announced that it would have the patronage

of her Most Gracious Majesty the Empress and
Oueen. This was the first meeting of the Congress
on German soil, and her loyal sons were zealous

in their efforts to make sure that the hospitality of

their capital city should at least generously equal

that of any of her predecessors. The arrange-

ments for the meeting, both scientific and social,

were most elaborate, generous, and appropriate.

The Imperial Government courteously granted the

use of the Herrenhaus (upper house of the Prus-

sian Diet) for the scientific sessions, and the first

general reception of the members of the Congress
and of the accompanying ladies was given in its

festival halls and garden. German custom in the
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varied phases of life, from the most important gov-

ernment functions to the simplest domestic life,

always makes ample provision for eating and drink-

ing. It was, therefore, no surprise to find the

Herrenhaus provided with facilities for this func-

tion.

The assembly room proved to be the inner

sanctum of the great building, a room encased on

all sides and on its ceiling with panels of yellowish

brown wood and furnished throughout with the

same, even to the desks and statuary. Here the

Congress opened with a call to order by the Presi-

dent, Professor Bumm of Berlin, who proceeded to

deliver the presidential address. He emphasized

the value of international medical and surgical con-

gresses as a means of disseminating the latest and

best achievements of its members, submitting them
to the judgment of its fellows, and sifting out what

is valuable. By them is given the opportunity of

studying the personality of men. their animating

motives, and the soundness of their conclusions.

Men like McDowell of America, the first ovarioto-

mist, and Semmelweiss, who discovered the true

nature of puerperal fever, were not appreciated

by their contemporaries and had to battle long and

hard for their ideas. In our custom of interna-

tional conferences those men would not have been

obliged to go through such ordeals. Every con-

gress cannot announce an epoch-making discovery,

but the stimulant to new and better work never

fails. In a large sense, also, they make for under-

standing between peoples of different nationalities

and the peace of the world.

Then followed the formal announcement of the

program of the meeting. The Organization Com-
mittee, which had been in session for two hours,

reported that a most cordial invitation had been

extended to the Congress by the united gynecol-

ogists and obstetricians of all the national organ-

izations of the United States and Canada to hold

the next regular meeting in New York in 1915.

The committee recommended the acceptance of this

invitation and nominated Dr. J- Riddle Goffe of

New York as President. Both recommendations

received the unanimous approval of the Congress.

Dr. Cioffe in accepting the presidency expressed

his appreciation of the signal honor that had been

so unexpectedly conferred upon him and upon his

country. There is no city, no nation, to which this

Congress comes without bringing an irresistible

impulse to renewed effort and better work. It is a

great engine of progress. The speaker was there-

fore especially happy that his country was to be

favored with this great uplift. The Congress could

rest assured of a most cordial welcome and the

best hospitality the country affords. Personal as-

surances were given by delegates from all the dif-

ferent nations that they were eager to come to

America to see our hospitals, our laboratories, and

our work.
The program of the Congress embraced two

principal themes for discussion and one day's ses-

sion for miscellaneous papers. The first theme

was "The Reaction of the Peritoneum to Surgical

Interference and the Best Method of Controlling

it." This was presented in twelve elaborate papers,

followed by a general discussion.

H. Brouha of Belgium said: (i) Mechanical

irritation of the peritoneum is injurious; it should

be reduced to a minimum, but should not be re-

stricted to a degree that interferes with complete

hemostasis. (2) The peritoneum should be dry

cleaned ; washing with solutions is more dangerous
than useful. (3) The use of rubber gloves is a

great advance. Masks and chin bandages for oper-

ator and assistants, the supervision of their hair

and teeth, and the use of linen caps are essential.

Unnecessary conversation is prohibited and also the

wearing of a beard. (4) Leave the peritoneal

serosa entire if possible ; stumps and raw surfaces

should be covered and hemostosis fully secured,

(5) When drainage is necessary gauze is prefer-

able to rubber, glass, or silver tubes. L. Meyer of

Copenhagen said that dry cleaning is preferable

except in cases of the escape of feces, particles of

food, etc. A very strict cleaning especially for

blood is not necessary. Drainage is useless if the

process is not quite limited and shut off by ad-

hesions. The "peritonization" of surfaces not suf-

ficiently covered is necessary in order to prevent

undue fixation or too great dislocation of intestines.

Larger open spaces in the cellular tissue and raw
surfaces of the pelvis are best drained by gauze
through the vagina. K. Franz of Berlin remarked
that every peritoneal wound is to be considered

bacteriologicallv infected. It is impossible to con-

duct an operation entirely free from germs. In

the majority of cases these are harmful, being

either too few in numbers, lacking virulence, or

being destroyed by protecting forces of the peri-

toneum. Strictest asepsis was necessary in order

to obviate the above and protect against virulent

varieties. We should use rubber gloves, paint the

skin with iodine, and cover it with sterile cloths.

The principal danger now is from the patient,

necrotic ovarian tumors, decayed myomas, adnexal

infection, germs from the cervix uteri, the bladder,

and especially the intestines. The absorption of

bacteria into the lymph system occurs most readily

on the diaphragm. Large quantities of saline solu-

tion introduced into the peritoneal cavity or circu-

latory system are apt to dilute too greatly the bac-

tericidal properties. Absorbable ligatures and
suture material should be used. Make as small in-

cisions as possible. Transverse incisions are bet-

ter than longitudinal. In suitable cases vaginal op-

erations are preferable to abdominal. As far as

possible cover all peritoneal wounds. Cauteriza-

tion of these surfaces is not advisable. Such
eschars predispose to infection. Drain the peri-

toneum as seldom as possible. In pus cases drain

with gauze bv vagina if possible ; otherwise use

a Mikulicz drain."

H. Macnaughton Jones. London, presented a re-

port compiled from the views of sixtv-seven leading

gynecologists of the LTnited Kingdom. He said

that lavage, tamponade, and drainage are at best

necessary evils. Dry treatment is better than moist

treatment and absorbable sutures and ligatures

are best. A few, fearing tetanus from catgut, use

silk exclusively. Asepsis is secured only by a com-
plete hemostasis and careful peritonization of all

exposed surfaces. The use of cyllin as a disin-

fector of the bowels after operation is recom-

mended. P. Licine, Paris, said that one should

choose wiselv the moment and extent of operation.

The use of sterile rubber gloves is advised. One
should peritonize all eroded surfaces when possible.

Resinilli of Florence, Italy, said that one should

isolate as far as possible the field of operation.

Rest and immobility of the parts after operation

are important. Moist, warm compresses and
sponges are preferable. Silk is preferable to cat-

gut. The former can be sterilized with greater
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certainty. Rubber gloves should be used and iodine
should be applied to the skin. Operate rapidly,

using incisions that are transverse and as short as

possible. Use gauze strips packed concentrically
for isolation of infected areas ; remove them grad-
ually. Secure perfect hemostasis, cleanse the cav-
ity of all blood and other liquids. Injections of
camphor oil are recommended.

B. J. Kouwer of Utrecht said that the operative
technique is far more important than antiseptic

measures. Drainage and tamponade are to be
avoided. Do not stretch the abdominal wound by
too strong reactors. The cellular tissue is more
subject to infection than the peritoneum. Josef
Lovrich of Budapest believes that one should ex-
amine the patient carefully and know her resistance
before operating. Prepare her for the ordeal. U.'^e

catgut exclusively in the peritoneal cavity, and
iodine for the skin. Never use the high Trendelen-
burg position. Ligate arteries singly. Peritonize
all raw surfaces. For drainage one should employ
iodoform gauze through the vagina when pos-
sible. In tlie latter case the gauze should be re-

moved in seven days. Dry sponging is preferable.
Open the bowels in twenty-four hours. Patient
takes any position in bed that is desirable, but early
getting up is not encouraged. Wertheim of Vienna
emphasized the following points : (

i
) Avoid

mechanical, chemical, or thermic injury. (2) Do
the cleanest, dryest work possible, and cleanse the
cavity of all tissue material. (3) Cover all defects
of peritoneum with serosa. (4) Drain subperi-
toneal spaces with gauze per vaginam, if possible.

Herman J. Boldt of New York, in a brief paper,
described his method of suturing and bandaging
the abdominal wall in laparotomized patients, and
his practice of allowing convalescent patients to sit

up early. This paper was favorably received.
Oskar Beuttner of Switzerland presented a sum-

mary of his conclusions in response to individual
questions. Twenty-nine colleagues use moist
asepsis and 21 use the dry method with no appa-
rent difference in results. Forty-five colleagues
emphasize the importance of guarding the peri-
toneum from all injury; 5 think this care ought
not to interfere with the rapidity in completing the
operation. All practice careful "peritonization" of
denuded surfaces

; 44 wear rubber gloves ; 6 indif-

ferently, usually for self-protection in septic cases:
17 use catgut exclusively ; 8 use silk or linen ; 25
silk or catgut indifferently. For closing peritoneum
and in septic cases iodine catgut is preferred. In
clean cases and for intestinal suture fine silk is pre-
ferred. Fifteen use camphorated oil in the peri-
toneum to avoid adhesions

; 35 do not. Most of the
colleagues use a Mikulicz drain ; some use strips of
gauze or a cigarette drain

; 37 emphasize their
preference for vaginal drainage, especially after
the Wertheim cancer operation. All insist upon
the importance of the strictest hemostasis.

Racasens of Madrid believes that the essential
elements of success in abdominal and pelvic opera-
tions are a rigorous aseptic technique, rapidity, the
strictest hemostasis. and peritonization of denuded
surfaces. Klotz of Tubingen called attention to
the value of the infundibular extract of the pituitary
body as a valuable therapeutic agent for the treat-

ment of peritonitis. When injected in conditions
of failing blood pressure it restores the latter to
the normal for a prolonged time. Two cases are
reported in which the extract was used success-
fully, resulting in the saving of life. Hochne of

Kiel advocated injections of camphorated oil mto
the peritoneal cavity as a prophylactic measure in

septic cases for the prevention of septicemia and
toxemia. This injection can be repeated at the

close of the operation if the irritative reaction from
the first does not seem sufficient. In the Kiel

Frauenklinik this treatment has been applied suc-

cessfully in 250 cases in which the peritoneum was
likely to be infected. No camphor intoxication or
secondary adhesions have been noted. Hannes of
Breslau advocated in desperate cases abundant
gauze drainage of both the pelvis per vaginam and
of the abdomen by the IMikulicz tamponade.
The second theme was "The Surgical Treatment

of Uterine Hemorrhage in Puerperal Cases." Ten
full papers were read and twenty-three participated

in the discussion. Couvelaire of Paris presented
concisely the present doctrines and practices of
French accoucheurs respecting the surgical treat-

ment of retroplacental hemorrhages and those due
to insertion of the placenta on the inferior seg-

ment. This includes: (i) Direct surgical hemo-
stasis by hysterotomy: (2) hemostasis realized

automatically by the uterine muscle after evacua-
tion of its contents by hysterotomy, abdominal or

vaginal. French accoucheurs, in the treatment of

placenta previa, remain faithful to purely obstetric

methods. These are wide rupture of the mem-
branes, and eventually the introduction into the

widely opened cervix of the incompressible ball of
Champetier de Ribes, or in default of the ball,

simple turning, without extraction (Braxton
Hicks.) The complete statistics recently published

at Paris, Lyon and Toulouse render it possible to

form an exact idea of the results obtained by this

method. For women bleeding from a viciotis im-
plantation of the placenta the mortality during the

past twenty years has been about 4 per cent. Infec-

tion and violence during evacuation of the uterus

are responsible for three-fifths of the deaths. The
extremely small risk of death from hemorrhage
fi.2 per cent.) does not justify cesarean section,

premature delivery, or the systematic practice of

hysterotomy during labor. The fetal tnortality

oscillates with the obstetric methods between 44
per cent, and 60 per cent. Retroplacental hem-
orrhages and complex dystocia, cases in which
there is some obstacle to delivery (contracted pel-

vis, fibroma, cervical cicatrices), and cases in which
the previous methods have failed or in which in-

fection or extreme anemia are present, may de-

mand transperitoneal cesarean section.

E. P. Davis of Philadelphia opened the general

discussion of this theme with a brief but concise

and convincing paper in which he advocated, in

appropriate cases, abdominal section and control of

hemorrhage by manual compression of the ab-

dominal aorta. Ph. Joung of Gottingen said that

myomata causing hemorrhages during pregnancy
are always situated in the cervix, and must be re-

moved. When abortion occurs hysterectomy is m-
dicated to prevent infection. Carcinoma uteri in-

dicates prompt radical hysterectomy. Perforating

lesions demand suture or hysterectomy. In ex-

treme acute hemorrhages compression of the aorta

may save life. Moinburg's bags are best for

this purpose. A. Mayer of Tiibingen stated that

the use of Momburg's bag is serious in cases of a

diseased cardiovascular system. If the bag works
imperfectly even in healthy cases a deadly hem-
orrhage into the veins may occur. O. Kiistner of

Breslau believes that the extraperitoneal cesarean
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section is preferable to all otbers. It may be safely

applied in infected cases. It offers better facilities

for extraction of the child. Baumm of Breslau
said that the extraperitoneal cesarean section can-
not always be carried out. The peritoneum is rup-
tured in about one-third of the cases. But this

operation is also about three times as safe for the

preservation of life. It can be applied more safely

also in infected cases, and insures greater safety to

the child.

Among the miscellaneous contributions presented
on the third day, of which there were fifty-three,

read in abstract, the following may be mentioned

:

Heinrich Lopez of Valencia discussed "Uterine
Prolapse." He attributed the embarrassment ex-

perienced by all gynecologists in selecting a method
of operation to a lack of understanding the car-

dinal principles involved in the dynamics of the

female pelvis. Landau's procedure deserves the

preference because this surgeon extirpates the

uterus, which is always useless and generally dis-

eased. The operation is characterized by an in-

complete hysterectomy, preserving only the

isthmus, viz., the insertion of the sacrouterine liga-

ments. The muscular piece thus preserved serves

as a center of resistance in the extraperi.oneal

cicatrix block. Landau's perineoplasty assures

pelvic support.

J. Riddle Goffe of New York said that in dealing

with cases of prolapsus uteri with attendant rec-

tocele and cystocele, the important factor to be

reckoned with is intraabdominal pressure. Neither
the floor of the pelvis nor any conjunction of tissue

can resist the direct action of this force by means
of its textural resistance. Nature has supplied a

system of deflecting planes, therefore, to receive,

direct, and divert it. The deflecting plane that

first receives the impact is the uterus with its broad
ligaments. This must be preserved or an efficient

substitute should be supplied if permanent results

are to be secured. These are to be attained by
shortening the uterine ligaments or, in extreme
cases, by removing the uterus and substituting the

plane of broad ligaments, preserving intact all the

uterine ligaments and attaching them to it. The
details of the operation were explained and results

were given.

Arthur Stein of New York presented the present

status in America of the operation for carcinoma
uteri. The records at present are sadly incom-
plete, but the American contingent, with the in-

creasing number of cases, are awakening to the de-

mand upon them for greater care in the study of

cases and their remote results. It is rather pre-

mature to attempt to draw reliable conclusions or

give a complete picture of the situation. Still, as

far as they went, the results were encouraging to

the operators who were giving special attention to

the disease.

Comparison of Simultaneous Polygraph and Micro-
graph Tracings.—F. S. Meara, T. H. Coflfen and A. C.

Crehore from a study of a number of tracings conclude
that the delicate mechanism of the micrograph registers

the movements in the heart and blood-vessels more ac-

curately than does the polygraph. The inertia of the poly-

graph lever and diaphragm distorts the tracing. The dif-

ference between the results obtained with the two instru-

ments is shown by the records made simultaneously with
the micrograph and the polygraph. The micrograph is

particularly useful for recording heart sounds. While the

micrograph will not supersede the polygraph or electro-

cardiograph, the authors feel that it has distinct possibili-

ties as a clinical instrument.

—

Journal of Experimental
Medicin e.

THE FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CON-
GRESS ON HYGIENE AND

DEMOGRAPHY.
(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

VITAL STATISTICS IN THE UNITED STATES BIRTH
REGISTR.\TION CLASSIFICATION OF CAUSES OF
DEATH—THE TRAINING OF DEMOGRAPHERS

—

PAR.^TVPHOID BACILLI—MARKET MILK SCHOOL
INSPECTION MAN.\GEMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS IN
SCHOOL CHILDREN—SOCIAL ASPECTS OF PHYSICAL
DEBILITY AND MENTAL EFFICIENCY IMMIGRANTS
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS—FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM IN

SCHOOL INSPECTION—BACTERIA CARRIERS.
Washington, D. C, September 25, 1912.

In the Section on Demography under the presi-

dency of Prof. Walter F. Willcox, president of the

American Statistical Association, Cornell Univer-
sity, Ithaca, N. Y., the first paper on the "Develop-
ment of Vital Statistics in the United States Since

1900, and Measures Needed for the Immediate
Future" was read by Dr. Cressy L. Wilbur, chief

statistician for vital statistics, U. S. Census Bureau,
\\'ashington, D. C. He thought that the extension

of the registration area during the past decade was
largely due to the adoption of the "model law."

The county systems had failed. American methods
are best adapted to conditions in the United States

and will ultimately yield fully satisfactory results.

He said that the measures needed for the immedi-
ate future were active work for the extension of

vital statistics throughout the South, more thorough
enforcement of registration laws, especially ,the

provisions for the registration of births ; education

of the American people in regard to the personal,

legal, sanitary, and social importance of such laws,

and greater utilization of the vital statistics now
available; elimination of discrepant and worthless
"statistics" ; aid from the Children's Bureau, the

American Association for the Study and Prevention
of Infant Mortality, and the proposed Public Health
Bureau ; active co-operation by Congress with the

States for the promotion of vital statistics.

Then followed the reading of several papers
showing the work that was being done in certain

States in the collection of statistics, among them
one by Dr. Eugene H. Porter of New York on the

Improvement in Birth Registration in his State.

He said that at the present time only about 6 per
cent, ©f the births occurring in New York State

escaped registration, whereas in 1900 it was esti-

mated that over 20 per cent, were not reported. It

is hard to estimate the true birth-rate of any large

municipality or State, but it is safe to say that the

registration of deaths in the -State of New York is

practically complete, and that the registration of
births is within 10 per cent, of being complete.

Dr. Peter H. Bryce, chief medical officer to the

Bureau of Emigration, Department of the Interior,

Ottawa, Canada, read a paper on the "Relation of

Rural and L^rban Populations as Shown by the Cen-
sus in the United States and Canada to Public

Health Problems." The figures he presented made
it abundantlv apparent that in Canada, even more
than in the LInited States, in spite of every effort

to place immigrants on the land, the total out-

come of immigration had not equaled in rural

increase the natural increase of the population of
Canada in 1901 at a rate of increase of 12 per cent, in

ten years. While the total population of Canada had
increased 34 per cent, the total urban increase was
62.25 Pc cent. Some of his figures illustrated the

relationship between slum population and insanity.
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Dealing with prevention, Dr. Mott said: "If it can
be shown that there is a correlation between in-
sanity, tuberculosis, alcoholism, syphilis and over-
crowding, in one-room premises, and insanitary
dwellings in our large cities, it might be asked
whether public money would not be better expended
in solving the housing problem than in spending
vast sums on sanatoriums and lunatic asylums in
the hope of dealing with mental and physical de-
generacy."

Dr. Jacques Bertillon read a paper on "Classifica-
tion of the Causes of Death, Modifications Adopted
m 1909, and Those Which May Be Necessary in the
Future," in which he recalled the history of the
question and said that this history should enlighten
us as to the future.

Statistics require uniformity in figures which are
intended to be comparable in different countries
and at different periods. It has need, then, of last-
ing classifications. It cannot possess a lasting clas-
sification of the causes of death, if that classification
IS based upon the anatomical seat of diseases. In
1891 the International Institute of Statistics com-
missioned M. Jacques Bertillon to draw up one. M.
Bertillon founded his classification upon the anatom-
ical seat of diseases, endeavoring throughout to
make his headings comparable to those of the chief
nomenclatures then in use.

The American Public Health .Association, having
recognized the necessity for a uniform classification,
has agreed to recommend that of M. Bertillon. But
that the advances of science might not, in the future,
find this classification to be antiquated and inaccept-
able, this association suggested that it be revised
every ten years; the first revision to take place in
1900. This was done ; and the second revision oc-
curred in 1909. This nomenclature is to-day adopt-
ed by all the States of North and South .'\merica

;

by all the e.xtra-European countries which compile
statistics (notably by the British colonics and by
Japan). Even in Europe it has been accepted by
the entire western part of Europe (Great Britain.
France, Spain, Belgium, Holland), and by several
other countries (Austrian cities, Bulgaria, Rou-
mania, Russian cities, and so forth). The tendency
of a great many physicians is to revert in part to an
etiological classification, because this appears to
them more scientific. But a statistical classification
is not designed to present a summary of general
pathology

; its aim is humbler, but more practical ; it

is to sum up as exactly as possible the thousands of
always brief, and often incomplete, answers which
physicians inscribe upon official death-reports.
That is alone the object to be pursued. Beyond
that, the statistical tables which present this sum-
mary should have as durable a form as possible.
For these two reasons, the anatomical classification
must be adopted.

In the afternoon the Training of Demographers
was discussed. Dr. Eugene Wiirzburger, Director
of the Royal StatisticaCOfffce of Saxony, Dresden,
told how the great increase in the number of statis-
tical offices and officers of recent years had led to
such training being given at a number of the univer-
sities and other advanced schools by statistical lec-
turers and seminars, given regularly or at current
intervals. A questionaire regarding the kind and ob-
ject of such an education in higher institutions was
now being organized by the German Statistical So-
ciety. It extended to other higher institutions lying
outside the German Empire, in Austria and Switzer^
land. M. Lucien March, Director of the General

Statistics of France, Paris, told how statisticians

were secured in France, and Professor Walter Wil-
cox of Cornell University spoke of the demand for
and the supply of them m the United States.

In the Section on Hygiene, Microbiology, and
Parasitology the subject of paratyphoid-like bacilli,,

with special reference to their dissemination in na-
ture and their relation to man and animals occupied
the morning. Regierungsrat Prof. Dr. A. Weber
read the first paper. Dr. Sacquepee, Paris, France,
discussed the paratyphoid bacilli in their relation to
animal foods. The animal foods most frequently
affected are meats and milk. Infection of the meat
may be present because the animal was infected
by a disease caused by paratyphoid bacilli and may
be unaccompanied by any appreciable lesions. In all

cases it is septicemia which causes the most impor-
tant phenomena. A meat primarily healthy may
be infected after slaughtering. Man may contract

infection either by direct contact or by ingestion.

The prophylaxis to be aimed at is the isolation and
disinfection of the infected person, the sanitary in-

spection of all per.sons having anything to do with
the alimentary profession, the inspection of animals
after slaughtering, the inspection of pork meat
shops, and the education of the public as to the use
of infected foods the possible danger from raw
meats. Dr. John C. Torrey of New York consid-

ered the representatives of the Gartner group iso-

lated from the tissues of laboratory animals. He
said an investigation into the etiology of canine dis-

temper had disclosed the fact that the B. enteritidis

was not infrequently present in the organs of dogs
suffering from this disease. In a series of 90 dis-

temper cases the bacillus was isolated from the tis-

sues of 13 dogs, it having been found in one or
more of the following localities, blood, lungs, liver,

spleen, trachea, or nose. Bacilli, which were prob-

ably identical with the B. enteritidis, have been
reported by a few others as occurring in dogs, but

they have not been identified beyond placing them
in the paratyphoid group. It would seem, then,

that the importance of the dog as a source and locus

of multiplication of the meat poisoning bacillus

has not been recognized heretofore. The author's

studies indicate that dogs dying from distemper

may eliminate vast numbers of these dangerous or-

ganisms, and may be a source of infection for meat-
producing domestic stock.

Dr. P. G. Heinman of Chicago read a paper on
the "Examination of Alarket Milk" in which he said

that the investigation of market milk made during

the past months had for its aim the attempt to dis-

cover more precise methods of routine examinations

of milk. The results do not warrant recommend-
ing a departure from methods practised at present

in board of health laboratories. A few significant

facts, however, are brought out by the investiga-

tion.

Examination of 215 samples of milk bought in the

open market in original packages showed that pas-

teurized milk, as sold in Chicago to-day, is cleaner

than raw milk. It contains less than one-fourth the

number of bacteria contained in raw milk. This
number would be much smaller, if pasteurization

were universally of high efficiency. Methods of
commercial pasteurization of milk are still in a stage

of evolution, but development has progressed to a

degree which will insure efficient pasteurization

within a few years. The fact was also brought
out that pasteurized milk turns sour the same as

raw milk, the process being somewhat delayed. The
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study showed that only the total number of bac-

teria can serve as an index of dirt in milk.

In the Section on Hygiene of Infancy and Child-

hood, "School Inspection" was the subject under

discussion on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
morning. Dr. Josephine Baker of New York con-

sidered the causes of malnutrition in school children,

making reference to those caused by conditions in

the home and those caused by conditions in the

school. Dr. Walther Ewald, Frankfurt a M., Ger-

many, spoke of the "Campaign against Infectious

Diseases of Children." He said that all contagious

diseases have either yielded to modern hygiene and

the fight against epidemics or have at least been

greatly afifected by them, excepting infectious dis-

eases of children, which in part only are true chil-

dren's diseases. All cause great ravages among
the children, so that far more die of these diseases

than of all other infectious diseases combined ; in

comparison with these, the total number of victims

of cholera and typhoid fever is far less. This con-

dition prevails throughout Europe. The terrible

effect of contagious diseases of children is disclosed

not merely by mortality statistics, but by a general

decline of young people. The battle cannot be the

same as in other infectious diseases where we have

to proceed against bacterial components. Exciting

and disseminating agents are rarely found in chil-

dren's diseases. In order to combat the diseases

themselves special measures are necessary. The
systematic campaign carried on in accordance with

the usual means for combating epidemics has proved

inefficient in Germany, and particularly in Prussia

;

no effort is made to combat measles and whooping-
cough. In reference to the "Management of Tu-
berculosis Among School Children," Dr. Arthur T.

Cabot of Boston said that in caring for feeble,

anemic, undernourished children, those who might

later develop tuberculosis, open-air rooms or indeed

out of doors, with short hours of work and extra

feeding, had given such excellent results that the

open-air treatment of ailing children was now wide-

ly accepted and was being more and more widely

adopted. Upon the whole, the hospital school was
the best means yet devised for caring for the al-

ready tuberculous child. This afforded less isolation

than a hospital and a nurse followed the child home
and instructed the parents in preventive measures.

Dr. Isabelle Thompson Smart of New York read

a paper on the "Relation of Physical Debility and
Mental Deficiency to the Body Social," in which she

presented facts showing that our pressing needs

are: Greater latitude in the arrangement of the

school curriculum ; greater scope in, and application

of, school hygiene ; the need of an increased and
more comprehensive propaganda in the instruction

of mothers and fathers in the hygiene of daily life:

the absolute necessity of more school clinics and
more hospital clinics arranged at hours to suit the

needs of the school child, instead of as at the pres-

ent, during the hours of the school day : the urgent

need of after-care committees to guard and protect

—in so far as possible—the children who suffer in

any degree from mental defect ; the necessity for

legislation to meet the present needs in the proper

care of mental defectives and to prevent any repro-

duction of their kind ; and the urgent necessity of

the building of more colonies—in all our States

—

for the permanent care of aments. "The Relation

of Teacher and Pupil, with Special Reference to the

Education of Immigrants in American Public

Schools" was the phase of the subject considered

by Dr. William E. Chancellor of Norwalk, Conn.
Observation at close range of boys and girls of

forty-two races and nations through a period of

four years, with a detailed study of 1,500 out of

4,000 in all seemed to indicate the following con-

clusions : (
I ) Brachycephaly, mesocephaly, and

dolichocephaly in its two forms—Mediterranean

and Teutonic—each has its definite temperamental

meaning. (2) Certain races are precocious, others

are normal or average and still others are altricious

^each of these conditions makes a temperamental

condition as its phase or result. (3) The food sup-

ply in each generation makes a difference to the

hereditary temperament. Food supply must be con-

sidered with reference to quantity, quality, prepara-

tion, and time and condition of serving. (4) Cer-

tain other factors enter in but not in a large way.

These are easily specified. (5) Sex concerns tem-

perament vitally. (6) All the foregoing is to be

applied both in the case of the pupils and of the

teachers. Dr. Helen MacMurchy of Toronto, Can-

ada, expressed the opinion that medical inspection

of schools widens the teacher's horizon and brings

the school room into the sphere of interest of mod-
ern preventive medicine. The average school child

may be made a sanitarj' refoi-mer and the teacher

is the only one who can do it : the physician should

tell her how. She spoke of the factors that mili-

tated against the health of the teacher and believed

that medical inspection removed these. If we were

to get the best results from medical inspection the

teacher must be made to see that she would profit as

well as the pupils. Dr. Thomas A. Storey told of

the results of a "Follow-up" system in medical in-

spection. He said that in the department under the

author's supervision an attempt had been made to

secure a method of instruction in hygiene which will

develop permanent health habits in the individuals

that came under its educational influence. One
phase of the work included medical inspection. He
preferred to call it individual instruction in personal

hygiene. Medical inspection became a part of the

method of securing information concerning the

hygienic needs of the individual, and a basis on

which the individual must be given advice bearing

upon his personal health problems.

The percentage of parents that refused to secure

treatment for their children during the year ending

June I, 191 1, was seven-tenths of i per cent., and

for the year ending June, 19 12, eight-tenths of i

per cent, thus showing this method of medical in-

spection to be effective. It was securing the repair

of physical defects and correcting unhygienic con-

ditions in over 90 per cent, of cases under observa-

tion. It was improving the physiological efficiency

of at least a thousand iDoys every half year. Pro-

fessor Gustav Alexander of the University of

Vienna entered a plea for the examination of the

ears of school children.

In the Section for the Control of Infectious Dis-

eases the morning session was devoted to the discus-

sion of bacteria carriers, especially as to their in-

fluence in the dissemination of infection and as to

the attitude which sanitary authorities should adopt

toward them. Dr. J. C. C. Ledingham, Lister Insti-

tute, London, England, read an exhaustive paper on

the subject in which he said that bacteriological re-

rearches during recent epidemics of enteric fever,

of diphtheria, of cerebrospinal meningitis, and of

cholera had shown that the clinical manifestation of

an infection might vary widely from the classical

text-book description, in fact it might be so mild
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that it could only be detected by serological anal-

ysis. He discussed the practicability of e.xamining

all convalescents from typhoid fever before they left

the hospital and of a continued surveillance of those

who still carried the bacilli when they left. As to

the treatment of carriers he said that none of the

methods tried had proved entirely satisfactory and
that there was need of further experimental work
on animals with the object not only of discovering"

some effective means of sterilizing chronic carriers

but also of finding some more rational method of

treating those actually sick with the infection that

would prevent their becoming carriers. He thought
there was need of legislation which would enlarge

the powers of health officials so as to give them
power to prevent recognized carriers from engaging
in employments which called for handling of milk or

other foodstuffs. There should be some system of in-

structing chronic carriers as to the necessity of care-

ful hygienic habits. As to the diphtheria carriers

something could at times be accomplished by local

treatment and in certain cases removal of the tonsils

after giving an immunizing dose of antito.xin. He
also brought up the question as to the virulence or

non-virulence of the carrier. As to cholera carriers,

he said that one-half of those cured of the infection

continued to be sources of danger for from ten to

fourteen days, while five or six in every hundred
remained infectious for more than twenty-five days.

Of the latter one or two might continue to be car-

riers for two or three months. There were many
difficulties in ship inspection and the bacteriological

examination of excrements of passengers. .Atten-

tion might also be called to the fact that there might
be in certain cases intermissions in the excretion of

specific germs. Dr. Charles Norris of New York
said that at Bellevue Hospital they gave instruc-

tion as to hygiene to convalescent carriers when they

left the hospital and then the Board of Health fol-

lowed them up. In the routine examination of a

series of 132 cases a year ago they found that 93
per cent, of the convalescents were free from the

bacilli two weeks after they recovered. He thought
that perhaps the ideal way to deal with chronic car-

riers would be to separate them in institutions.

All who had had typhoid at any time might be re-

garded as suspects and all carriers should be ex-

cluded from occupations calling for the handling

of food. This section spent the remainder of the

morning in discussing the importance of flies and
other insects as carriers of disease, Dr. Mesnil of

the Pasteur Institute, Paris, France; Dr. L. O.
Howard, Chief of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology,
Washington, D. C. ; Professor George PI. F. Nuttall

of Cambridge University, England ; and Dr. Samuel
T. Darling of the Board of Health of .Ancon, C. Z..

taking part.

ProgrPHH of iHrbtral ,f>rtPttrp,

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

September 26. 1912.

1. Tl-.e Fillerable Viruses. A Summary. S. B. Wolbach.
2. Subphrenic Abscess. A. C. Heffenger.
3. -\capnia: Its Surgical Importance. J. F. Cotton.
4. .\ Case of Pellagra That Had Not Been Outside of New England

for Eighteen Years. R. I. Lee.

I. The Filterable Viruses.—S. B. Wolbach states that

one group of diseases caused by a filterable virus require

entrance of the virus directly into the tissue through an

abrasion or injury to the surface of the body. These are

rabies, molluscum contagiosum, verruca vulgaris, chicken

sarcoma, and probably trachoma, though it is possible that

the last may effect a hold on a normal conjunctiva. .An-

other group are transmitted by contact, which, of course,

means contamination with infected material, such as dis-

charges from the eyes, respiratory tract, surface lesions

and e.xcreta. These are : pleuropneumonia of cattle, cattle

plague, distemper of dogs, fowl pest, fowl diphtheria, in-

fectious stomatitis papulosa of cattle, and the infectious

agalactia of sheep and goats. Contagious or possible "air-

borne" diseases with filterable viruses are sheep-pox, hug-

cholera, measles, foot and mouth disease, variola and scar-

let fever. The methods of transmission of guinea-pig

epizootic, guinea-pig paralysis, and Novy's rat disease are

unknown. .\ number of these diseases, under which are

included the most contagious, as foot and mouth disease,

variola, sheep-pox, hog-cholera, measles, and scarlet fever,

and others less easily communicated, such as rabies, tra-

choma, molluscum contagiosum, distemper of dogs, fowl

pest and epithelioma contagiosum of fowl, have associated

in the lesions cell inclusions which are more or less spe-

cific for the particular disease. Von Prowazek has given

particular attention to these cell inclusions and has created

for them the name "Chlamydozoa" in the belief that these

inclusions are parasitic, a view held by comparatively few

pathologists and bacteriologists.

3. Surgical Importance of Acapnia.—F. J. Cotton

notes that hysterical hyperpnea may produce general

acapnia of serious grade and that Henderson's observa-

tions on the loss of peristalsis from local acapnia, and on

the restoration of peristalsis by remedying the acapnia, are

directly applicable to man as well as to the laboratory

animal. .'Acapnia of the general type is readily remedied

if treated promptly by the surgeon. Local acapnia

in laparotomies is easily handled, with little apparatus,

without danger of infection, and not only without loss of

time, but with a time-gain due to the easy handling of

intestines which are in a normal, rather than in a distended

or acapnic condition.

New York Medical Journal.

September 28, 1912,

1. Dental Hygiene for the Pupils of Public Schools. S. A. Knopf.
2. The Putrefactive Products of the Intestinal Tract as an Etiological

Factor in Chronic Disturbances. C. C. Sutter.
3. Further Notes on the Sanitary Control of Prostitution in Some

European Cities. F. Bierhoff.
4. The Care of the Mentally Disturbed, Not Permanently Insane.

T. A. Williams.
5. The Microscopic Findings in Twenty-four Cases of Malarial

Hemoglobinuria. A. VVoIdert.
6. Treatment of Acute Staphyloma of the Cornea. P. J. Pontius.
7. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. I. D. Steinhardt.
8. Vaginal Cesarean Section Post Mortem. A. T. Hawes.

2. Intestinal Putrefaction.—C. C. Sutter points out

that the important factors favoring the production of in-

testinal putrefaction are as follows: (i) Impaired meta-

bolic processes and errors in diet. On a proteid diet the

stools are neutral or alkaline, and contain ammonia, fatty

volatile acids, ptomaines and leucomaines, aromatic oxy-

acids, phenol, and indoxyls, etc. On a carbohydrate diet

these substances are greatly reduced in amount or are

entirely absent. (2) Numbers of bacteria are taken into

the digestive tract with the food, and from nose and throat

disturbances. (3) Obstinate constipation. (4) Delayed

absorption. (5) Insufficient mastication, improperly

cooked food, food partially decomposed, or food contain-

ing preservatives. (6) The number, character, and activ-

ity of the saprophytic bacteria. These are increased in

number and virulency by stasis of the fecal content and by

alterations in the bile, gastric, and pancreatic juices which

have an inhibitory influence. (7) Reactions of the con-

tents of the intestines. Anaerobic albuminous putrefaction

cannot take place in the small intestines and is very limited

in the large intestine when the contents are normally acid.

(8) Disturbances of the abdominal organs, such as gas-

troptosis with or without coloptosis, kinking, redundant

or ptosed colon or sigmoid, chronic appendicitis, and par-
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tial or complete occlusion of the common bile duct, with or

without jaundice.

5. Malarial Hemoglobinuria.—A. Woldert has ob-

served that in blackwater fever there is a reduction in the

normal percentage of polymorphonuclear leucocytes, oc-

curring within a few hours of the time of onset of the

paroxysm of hemoglobinuria and persisting for several

days subsequently. In all the cases of the author's series

the large lymphocytes seemed to be increased from the

time of onset of the paroxysm of hemoglobinuria to sev-

eral days subsequently. It seems probable that this in-

crease in the number of large lymphocytes indicates the

malarial origin of the condition. During the course of

malarial fever (especially a chronic case in which quinine

has been given) there appear to be two different agencies

operating, either one of which has the power of producin.a;

hemoglobinuria; these two agencies are the malarial para-

site and quinine.

6. Treatment of Acute Staphyloma of the Cornea.—
P. J. Pontius states that the adrenal active principle has no

specific effect upon the corneal tissue, but it reduces

staphyloma of the cornea by constricting the arterioles,

thus relieving the pressure in the lymph areas, and in this

manner causing the reduction of the intraocular tension

and permitting the cornea to resume its normal form.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

September 28, 1912.

Cardiac Complications of Pregnancy and Labor. F. S. Newell.

A New Method of Treatment of Ulcer of the Stomach. J. W.
Weinstein.

Hunger Fain. A. A. Jones.
The Unreliability of Unimportant Medicaments. W. A. Puckner.

Desirability of a More Kestricted Materia Medica from the

Standpoint of the Pharmacist. H. P. Hynson.
The Desirability of a More Restricted Materia Medica from the

Point of View of Medical Instruction. E. LeFevre.

The Drugs We Need. O. T. Osborne.
The Word of the Committee on Useful Remedies. W. 1.

Wilbert. ......
The Treatment of Leucemia and Pseudoleuceinia with X-Rays.

.\. Stengel .ind II. K. Pancoast.
Roentgen Treatment of Non-Malignant Lesions. R. H. Boggs.

Essential, or Primary, Lateral Sclerosis. J. H. Lloyd and S. D.

W. Ludlum.
Reporting of Suspicious Cases by the Laity a Prerequisite to the

Efficient Control of Communicable Diseases. M. Solis-Cohen.

Pathological Study of a Case of Acute Poliomyelitis. A. L.

Skoog. „ . n J
A Simple Operation for Repair of the F'emale Perineum, Based

on the Anatomy of the Parts. W. B. Dorsett.

Negative Air-Pressure in Accessory Sinus Disease. Simple

Apparatus Used in Frontal Sinus Empyema, with Report of a

Case. W. H. Tomlinson.
16. Complications in Tabes Dorsalis. E. L. Hunt.
17. Congenital -Absence of Both Clavicles. M. Reichmann.
18. A New Sphygmomanometer. E. J. Brown.
19. A Suggestion for Removing Sutures. J. R. Pennington.

20. A Clinical Note on Hyperhydrosis Circumscripta. R. L. Sutton.

I. Cardiac Complications of Pregnancy.—F. S.

Newell states that while the strain of pregnancy is gen-

erally well borne by the normal heart, any organic lesion

in this condition calls for constant watchfulness on the

part of the medical attendant, even though it may be per-

fectly compensated under ordinary conditions. Pregnancy

occurring in such a case, with imperfect compensation,

calls for immediate emptying of the uterus, since the

already disabled heart has no chance of sustaining the

added burden. When failure of compensation occurs dur-

ing pregnancy attempt should be made to restore it by

rest and appropriate treatment, and if this does not suc-

ceed the pregnancy must be ended and future pregnancie?

be forbidden. In cases with demonstrated heart lesions.

even if they have given no trouble during pregnancy, labor

should be regarded with apprehension and every effort

made to shorten it. A patient with a compensated organic

disease usually stands operation well, but operation after

failure of compensation will often be disastrous. A

patient with organic heart disease and contemplating mar-

riage should be warned as to the risks of pregnancy and

labor, the prognosis in each case depending on the nature

of the lesions, the age of the patient, and her previous his-

tory as regards the behavior of the heart under normal

conditions. It is impossible to estimate accurately the effi-

ciency of the heart-muscle after failure of compensation,

since, although it may have been restored under treat-

ment, death may occur suddenly before, during, or after

labor. Labor should be shortened as quickly as possible

whenever demonstrated organic lesions exist, although they

have caused no unfavorable symptoms. In primipars the

propriety of cesarean section, which may relieve the strain

on the heart, may well be considered, especially with

rigidity of the soft parts. Mitral stenosis calls for most

careful observation. Any sign of failing compensation

should be met promptly and if anything occurs accom-

panied by a rise in arterial tension the pregnancy should be

terminated at once.

2. Treatment of Gastric Ulcer.—By J. W. Weinstein.

(See Medical Record, Vol. 8i, page 1165.)

3. Hunger Pains.—By A. A. Jones. (See Medical

Record, Vol. 81, page ii66.")

g. The X-Ray Treatment of Leucemia and Pseudo-

doleucemia.—By A. Stengel and H. K. Pancoast. (See

Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1115.)

16. The Complications of Tabes.—E. L. Hunt dis-

cusses these complications and their treatment. The most

extensive and all-embracing group of complications in-

cludes crises and the one most frequent of all is the pain

crisis, for which the author advocates local measures and

the simpler drugs, such as aspirin, pyramidon, salipyrin and

codein. In the gastric type the most serviceable drugs are

cerium oxalate in 5-grain doses every half hour, minute

doses of strychnine, antipyrin and bicarbonate of sodium.

The importance of urinary complications, which occur in

about 90 per cent, of cases, has been underestimated.

Among the unusual complications are the fractures and

joint troubles. Perversions of the sympathetic function

have been noted. The tabetic is especially liable to cold-

ness of the extremities and capillary stasis. Delirium

simulating alcoholism, and almost every variety of mental

disorder may appear. A rarely mentioned but by no means

unusual complication is morphinism. Hemoplagia. tempo-

rary or permanent, is not uncomtnon. .A rare complica-

tion is that of progressive muscular atrophy.

The Lancet.

September 21, 1912.

1. Modern Problems Relating to the Antiquity of Man. A. Keith.
2. \'ertebral Ank>-losis: The Various Clinical Forms. J. Dardel.
3. The Nature of Pancreatic Diabetes. Preliminary Communica-

tion. F. P. Knowlton and E. H. Starling.
4. Some Unusual Contents in Hernial Sacs. A. E. Barker.
5. A Case of Retrogressive Tuberculous Meningitis. W. T. Brooks.
6. The Relationship Between Movable Kidney and Chronic

Colitis. J. Liddell.
7. Perforating -Appendicitis of Bilharzial Origin. H. T. Mursell.
8. The Intravenous Injection of Paraldehyde. H. L. C. Noel and

H. S. Souttar.
9. The Technique of the More Extensive Abdominal Operations

for Cancer of the Womb. F. J. McCann.
10. Jousset's Method of Demonstrating the B. Tuberculosis in

Pleural Fluids. S. R. Gloyne.
11. A Review of the Congress of Alienists and Neurologists of

French-Speaking Countries, 1912. R. Jones.

2. Vertebral Ankylosis.—J. Dardel discusses the fol-

lowing types of this condition: rhizomelic spondylosis,

Bechterew's heredotraumatic kyphosis, osteophytic verte-

bral rheumatism, and deforming spondylitis.

3. Pancreatic Diabetes.—F. P. Knowlton and E. H.

Starling report the results of their experiments which

seem to indicate that the pancreas normally produces a

hormone which circulates in the blood, and the presence of

which is necessary in order that the tissue cells may be

able to assimilate and utilize the sugar of the blood.

6. Movable Kidney and Chronic Colitis.—J. Lid-

dell states that the frequent association of movable kid-

ney and chronic colitis has been recognized by various ob-

servers, and most of them consider there is a causal rela-

tionship between the conditions. There is, however, a

diversity of opinion as to the nature of this relationship.

Debove and other observers hold the view that the ne-
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phroptosis is not only a cause of enterocolitis, but is the

most frequent cause. Others, again, hold the opposite view,

and consider that nephroptosis is due to colitis. The fre-

quency with which movable kidney occurs in cases of colitis

is remarkable. Both kidneys may be movable, but that is

not often the case; more generally it is one kidney, and

in a large percentage it is the right one. The author has

seldom seen a patient with nephroptosis who is not also

affected with colitis, even in those in whom the loose kid-

ney was attributed to an accident. The exceptions have

been chiefly in cases of visceroptosis where the kidneys

have become displaced along with the other viscera.

Nephroptosis is a fairly common condition, and like en-

terocolitis it is much more common than many of the pro-

fession have yet realized. It is a troublesome complication

in colitis, especially when the kidney is freely movable

and floats about the abdomen or becomes fixed by adhe-

sions.

8. Intravenous Injection of Paraldehyde.—H. L. C.

Noel and H. S. Soutar find that the intravenous use of

paralydehyde is practicaly safe as a hypnotic in cases of

grave cardiac and pulmonary disease. They do not sug-

gest that it can replace the slower but more lasting hypno-

tics, but draw attention to it as a method by which under

the most trying circumstances they have never failed to in-

duce within 60 seconds a condition closely resembling nor-

ma! sleep.

when blood commences to return beneath the armlet, and

that at which, the pressure being entirely relaxed, there is

no obstruction to the circulation. The throb which is

audible through the stethoscope to the ear of the observer,

is equally felt by the observed. With a little education

the point of maximum throb can be determined. This

method is called by the authors the subjective method.

British Medical Journal.

September 21, 1912.

1. Modern Problems Relating to the Antiquity of Man. A. Keith.

2. The Chief Use of the Peritoneum: A Suggestion. J. Howell.
3. Tuberculosis in Infancy and Childhood. From the Standpoint of

Preventive Medicine. C. McNeil.
4. The Subjective Method for Estimating Blood Pressure. H. G.

Armstrong.
5. Whooping Cough Treated by Intravenous Injections of Iodoform.

T. W. Dcwar.
6. The Contagiousness of Leprosy. J. W. Lindsay.
7. Strangulated Inguinal Hernia in an Infant. G. E. E. Nicholls.

2. The Chief Use of the Peritoneum.—J. Howell

amplifies his theory of the use of the peritoneum. In ad-

dition to its well-known uses as a mechanical lubricator

for the efficient movement of the intestines, as a lymph sac,

as a secretory and absorptive gland, its greatest use is that

of a perienteric trap for the reception and annihilation of

microorganisms which constantly and normally—that is,

without producing symptoms—permeate the intestinal wall.

It is part of the duty of certain organs intimately con-

nected with the peritoneal cavity, of which the liver, stom-

ach, and intestines are the chief, to excrete the toxic prod-

ucts formed therein, including, in times of stress, the bac-

teria themselves, with the minimum risk of contamination

to the remainder and more important parts of the body.

4. The Subjective Method for Estimating Blood

Pressure.—H. G. Armstrong refers to the auditory

method for estimating blood pressure. This was first in-

troduced by Korotkow of St. Petersburg in igos, and

made known in England by Oliver five years later. In-

stead of using the finger on the radial pulse, a stethoscope

is applied to the brachial artery at the bend of the elbow

;

on the return of the blood beneath the armlet a distinct

throb becomes avidible, which gradually increases as the

pressure lessens, and then gradually dies away and disap-

pears on the complete relaxation of the constricting band.

The auditory method gives not only the high point—the

systolic pressure very definitely—but it also gives the low

point; under normal conditions the point of maximum
throb is midway between these points, and this is generally

accepted to be the indication of diastolic pressure. Since

the author's attention was called to the auscultatory

method, he has always employed it. finding it more accurate

and comprehensive than the digital. He found, however, in

taking his own pressure that he was able, with equal ac-

curacy, to estimate by his own sensations the moment

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

September 9. 1912.

Severe Gestation Toxicoses.—Freund reports four

cases of severe toxicosis at the close of gestation, the latter

having been uneventful throughout. Two patients had

manifest eclampsia, the cases ending fatally. In a third

fatal case the cause of death is given as latent eclampsia.

The fourth patient recovered and had no cerebral symp-

toms at any time. Not only this patient, but two of the

others presented the picture of severe hematogenous

icterus. In all the fatal cases there was acute hemorrhagic

diathesis. The infant in the recovered case was born with

evidences of a toxicosis, notably prolonged somnolence,

but eventually rallied. The author is an adherent of the

unicistic view, which assigns the morbidity of pregnancy

to one single cause or cause nexeis. Attempts to estimate

the severity of the toxicosis intra vilam by urinary studies

are unsatisfactory. Autopsies alone throw light on these

cases, and even then, owing to the great number of finds,

the evolution of the malady cannot be fully traced. A
diagnosis of latent eclampsia is hardly justifiable without

autopsy. If we then find all the lesions of manifest

eclampsia present the diagnosis is warranted. Authors

have erred at times, says Freund, in representing severe

toxicoses as something apart from eclampsia, when the

latter was merely latent clinically. The writer has nothing

to say of those fatal toxicoses which occur early in preg-

nancy, in which a diagnosis of latent eclampsia would be

absurd. On the other hand, all toxicoses at term would

necessarily be regarded on all sides as eclamptic in char-

acter.

Influences of Fetal Death on Pregnancy Nephritis.

—

Molinari sums up a case as follows : A secundipara in the

seventh month of gestation with high degree pregnancy

nephritis was admitted by the clinic .with an eclamptic aura.

The convulsions remained in abeyance, and on the seventh

day, the fetus having been pronounced dead, the nephritis

showed sudden improvement. The dead and macerated

fetus was later expelled. It is, of course, possible that the

sudden involution of the nephritis was a coincidence, but

as the case stands the inference is warranted that the

mother was being poisoned by some fetal metabolite, and

that when the manufacture of the latter terminated with

fetal death the mother promptly improved. There is no

mention of parallel cases, although this case was treated

in Prof. Bumm's Berlin clinic.

Menstrual Fistula.—Hirschberg reports two cases of

this condition as follows: .\ woman, aged 23, who had

borne children twice, was operated on for probable cys-

toma, the details being unknown. An abdominal fistula

persisted, which discharged blood at each menstrual period.

The fistulous tract was eight cm. long and was covered

with bad granulations. The latter were curetted, the fistula

drained with gauze and healing resulted. The other case

was similar in character, the fistula having resulted from

an operation for pus tube. Clost re by simple measures

has thus far failed. It is evident that in these cases the

menstrual blood did not come from the uterine mucosa,

and the inference at first would be that it was of tubal

origin. The subject of tubal menstruation is not yet a

closed chapter, and we do not know to what extent it is

physiological. Any other supposition would require that

this fistula blood represented a vicarious menstruation.
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The author beh'eves from the incomplete evidence that

the blood reached the fistula from an opening in the tube.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 12, 1912.

Intraperitoneal Application of Camphor Oil.—
Hirschol first mentions the current interest shown by gyne-

cologists on this subject. Through multifold administra-

tion, improvements, etc., excrescences have developed upon

the original idea which threatens to lead to its abolition.

The author is convinced personally from his own experi-

ence of the excellence of this resource. In 1907 he recom-

mended the I per cent, camphor oil in actual peritonitis

upon the theory that the oil sealed up the lymphatic open-

ings and thereby prevented the absorption of toxins. He
is not shaken in his convictions by the adverse criticism.

The peritoneal cavity is mopped clean of pus with gauze

strips, the oil applied throughout and the abdomen closed

down to the drainage tube. The amount of oil used may
reach 200 or 300 cm., but quite a percentage of this es-

capes before the abdomen is closed. The actual quantity

of camphor in the oil is about 2.5 grams at the most. The

camphor acts as an analeptic, and it is no longer necessary

to inject it subcutaneously after operating. Nothing could

be gained by increasing the amount of camphor. Hoehne

and others, however, have used as high as 10 per cent,

camphor oil in the belief that a reactive peritonitis is set up

with destruction of bacteria. No toxic consequences have

been noted, but delicate subjects have exhibited pallor,

sweating, and even fainting. For this reason a return to

weak concentrations has been urged, and none too soon, for

very recently a death has been attributed to the 10 per cent,

oil. The ability on the part of the oil of preventing adhe-

sions has not been insisted on. but that it sometimes has

this effect seems certain. Since these cases of peritonitis

may end fatally autopsy evidences are forthcoming, and

the author has thus been able to convince himself that the

oil may prevent the adhesions. The fallacy of assuming

that oil or any other influence can prevent adhesions is

apparent in the fact that the latter do not always form if

the case is left to itself. Quite recently Novak has sought

through results of animal experiment to show that the oil

prevents adhesions, but the opposite conclusion was forced

upon him. Novak sought to eliminate the peritoneum by

leaving the cavity denuded to a considerable extent, but

adhesions still developed.

Epidemic Appendicitis.—Martin describes some expe-

riences on a cadet school ship of the North German Lloyds

Co. This was a sailing vessel which was making an ex-

tensive world journey. The first victimi was a senior year

cadet who developed a typical case, having already had one

previous attack. Ten days later a classmate suffered from

the same trouble, and not long afterward the third officer

of the vessel was attacked. About five or six months later

the fourth victim, a senior, was stricken, while patient

number three had a recurring attack. Next a junior fur-

nished still another case. There were in all six attacks on

five subjects. The author was not prepared for operation

and had to temphorize until suitable ports were made.

There appear to have been no factors present which could

have determined this cumulative incidence.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

Scplember 12, 1912.

Treatment of Insomnia.—Meyer gave a clinical lec-

ture on insomnia in a neuropathic child, the result of

measles. Insomnia, if actually what the name implies,

suggests an oncoming psychosis. As a rule the condition

called insomnia means really only diminished sleep. We
may see insomnia of brief duration as a result of due

causes. First we have to determine the limits of normal

sleep. We see an evening type and a morning type under

normal circumstances. The former is affected chiefly in

childhood and the latter in adult life. Disturbed sleep

without some causal factors in plain evidence is not com-

mon. A periodical visitation of diminished sleep is so

common as to suggest a cyclical psychial disturbance, and

this element may be found to be present in the absence of

other efficient causes. The inability of neuropathic chil-

dren to fall asleep may usually be traced to some exciting

event which transpired during the previous day. In other

cases insomnia may be traced to hallucinations or illusions

upon falling asleep or dreams occurring after sleeping.

For a somatic cause the presence of round worms suggests

itself. Adults are much more subjected to peripheral

factors which interfere with sleep, for these so often

depend upon organic degenerative changes. So, too, the

child insomnia is seldom traceable to tea. coffee, tobacco,

alcohol, opium, etc. Insomnia is an important symptom of

hysteria and neurasthenia. The general management of

insomnia embraces in the first place hydrotherapeutic pro-

cedures or drugs. The first to be thought of are the anti-

spasmodics, which means today the various preparations of

\alerian in the first place, while next in order and at some

distance come drugs like asperin and pyramidon. Reme-

dies which quiet petulant restlessness are superior to those

which act directly upon the nervous centers, and the

author regards the bromides as belonging to the former

rather than the latter class. Some use may be made of

all these drugs, while actual hypnotics are to be avoided

save in absolute insomnia. When their use seems impera-

tive two or more may be given in combination, which,

according to Biirgi, can be taken advantage of in the

interest of economy of dosage by giving one drug in the

usual dose while the other is prescribed in a fractional

dose. Alternation of a number of drugs is also a good

plan to prevent cumulation and addiction.

Use of Hypophysis Extract in Weak Labor Pains.

—

Fries sums up the experience of the Greifswald obstetrical

clinic with this oxytocic and also with its competitors as

follows : The preparations of the hypophysis are depend-

able and safe, and indicated in the periods of dilatation

and expulsion when there is no obstruction and no indica-

tion to terminate labor by operation. In the third stage it is

not so dependable and ergot does much better. In missed

labor and when premature delivery is indicated hypothysis

preparations are not sufficient to induce labor alone, but

may cooperate with other measures. In regard to the

excitation of normal labor at term this is increasingly ap-

parent the nearer the time of administration approaches

that at which spontaneous delivery would set in. That

the drug really brings about labor without actual assist-

ance from nature seems evident from the fact that hypo-

physis labors seem considerably longer than normal ones

;

or, in other words, hypophysis preparations delay normal

labor when given without indication. As already stated

hypophysis extract is nontoxic and will combine readily

with all other drugs given during labor. Unlike some

authorities, the writer believes that the extract should be

used by the family practitioner as greatly preferable to the

"forceps for convenience." The author does not find that

the extract lightens postoperative bladder troubles.

Fibrocaseous Tuberculosis of Glands in Neck; Caries
of Dorsal Spine.—R. Hutchison reports the case of a

man, aged 46, who twenty- four years ago had a large

swelling in the neck which persisted for some months and
then entirely disappeared. About a year ago he undervvent

an operation for fistula and shortly afterwards the swellings

returned and have persisted since, although they vary
greatly in size from time to time. He had never been
aware of anything wrong with his back. Masses of en-

larged fibrocaseous glands in neck. No enlarged glands

elsewhere. Skiagram shows caries of two dorsal vertebrae.—Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BV THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

THE URINE.

Resume of the Steps in a Chemical Uranalysis.—
Note whether clear or turbid ; if the latter, find out
to what it is due.

Take the specific gravity. If above or below
the limits prescribed by the company interested, get
another specimen and subject it to a complete chem-
ical analysis.

Test the reaction with both blue and red litmus
paper to determine whether it is acid or alkaline.

Test for albumin by the heat test. If this gives
absolutely no reaction, the examiner may safely say
that the urine contains no albumin. If it gives any
reaction at all, test the urine then by Heller's test,

letting it wait at least fifteen minutes if necessary.
The use of the heat test is advised at first, for it re-

quires only a few minutes and a negative reaction
with it is conclusive. The examiner should state

distinctly in his report to the company what he finds

with each test if they give different reactions, even
if he thinks ihat the reaction is due only to necleo-
proteid.

Test for sugar by one of the reduction tests,

Fehling's, Haines', or Nylander's. If no reaction

is obtained, it is certain that the urine contains no
sugar of clinical importance. If a reaction is ob-
tained with one of these tests, it should be corrob-
orated by fermentation, as a positive reaction with
the latter is conclusive. If, however, a negative
reaction occurs with fermentation and a positive

reaction with a reduction-test, the examiner should
state the full findings in his report to the company.

Microscopical Examination of the Urine.-^
The clinical significance of red blood cells, leuco-

cytes, and renal casts depends largely upon the
number of these bodies, whether they persist or
not in being present, and the cause ; also the age,
personal history, and condition of the applicant. A
few red blood cells or leucocytes will often be over-
looked if they are not indicative of some serious or
chronic trouble. Considerable judgment is required
in determining the value of renal casts as a sign

of present or impending disease.

Mucous cylindroids must be distinguished from
true casts, and this differentiation is quite difficult

at times. While it is possibly true that they appear
as the result of some very slight irritation of the
renal tissues, their presence is usually disregarded.'

Hyaline casts are often found in the urine of
healthy persons, probably as a result of errors in

diet or drinking, or exercise. Under these condi-
tions, they should quickly disappear. A too fre-

quent reappearance, even under these circum-
stances, should arouse suspicion. On the other
hand, these bodies are the first to appear in dis-

ease as an indication of commencing irritation or
congestion of the renal tubules.

Granular casts, if present, will almost always
lead to rejection on account of the well-known fact

that they indicate more advanced lesions in the
renal tissues.

The medical officers cannot fairly estimate the
significance of these doubtful bodies in the urine,
unless the reports are made by men whose ideas
are hai:monious with those held at the home office.

All microscopical examinations are therefore made
either at the home office by men trained for this

work and with the most approved apparatus and
facilities, or at certain points by selected repre-

sentatives who have taken a course of instruction

at the headquarters of the companies.

Microscopical examinaiions of the virine are
required only in cases in which there is some indi-

cation or when the amount of insurance is large

enough to warrant this extra precaution.

Note.—The methods and technique of uranalysis

presented in these columns are, aside from a few
modifications, recommended in its book of instruc-

tions to examiners by the company which the writer

represents, and have been found most reliable and
simple after many years of experiment and practice.

Attitude of the Medical Director Tovvrard the
Agency Department.—P. O. Gold sketches the

attitude which, in his opinion, the medical director

should assume toward the Agency Department. He
points out that the medical director is dependent
upon the agency department for his livelihood. Yet,

he must be a restraining influence like the flywheel

of an engine which, though turned by the motive
power of the engine, restrains the same power. In

the medical director's attitude toward the getting

of business he should take into consideration, first,

the company's interests, remembering not only the

question of individual hazard, but also the class of

business, the ability of the applicant to pay his pre-

mium, the territorial conditions, and the standing

of his local examiner. It would be better for the

company if more advances were made by the med-
ical department and less by the agency department.

The attitude of the medical director toward the

agency department should be one of education. Er-

rors of the agent should be immediately called to

his attention to prevent a repetition. Loss to the

company is thereby prevented, the agent appre-

ciates it, and tries to prevent a similar mistake in

the future ; or if he does not he should be eliminated.—Second Mid-Year Meeting of the Medical Sec-

tion of the American Life Convention.

The Value of Uranalysis at the Home Office.

—

James W. Guest, thinking that the heat and acid

test is not wholly reliable when but traces of alumin

are present in the urine, as medical director of the

Commonwealth Insurance Company decided to

adopt a "home office uranalysis." In putting this

system into use, two serious obstacles presented

themselves. First, Dr. Guest knew from his per-

sonal knowledge as an examiner that oftentimes

only small quantities of urine could be secured from
applicants, and that he could ask for only a very

small amount of the specimens collected by the ex-

aminers for home office uranalysis. Second, that

postage would become a large factor unless it could

he reduced to a minimum. After experimenting for

several days with office associates it was found that

a thoroughly satisfactory uranalysis for both al-

bumin and sugar could be made with only fifteen

or twenty drops of urine. To meet the above
requirements a glass dram vial filled with urine

and a papier mache container weighed in all one

and one-half ounces. The container required

only one cent postage. However, two-cent post-

age, first class, was substituted, as after giving

the one-cent postage a trial it was found that the

specimens were delayed on account of being second

class mail. The tests used are Roberts' solution

for albumin and Haines' solution for sugar. Dr.

Guest is of the opinion that the plan should be gen-
erally adopted.

—

The Lancet-Clinic, July 27, 1912.
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Quain's Elements of Anatomy. Eleventh Edition. El-

itors : Edward Albert Schafer, LL.D., Sc.D., M.D.,

F.R.S., Professor of Physiology and History in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh; Johnson Symington, M.D.,
F.R.S.. Professor of Anatomy in the Queen's University

of Belfast; Thomas Hastie Bryce, M.A., M.D., Profes-

sor of .Anatomy in the University of Glasgow. In Four
Volumes. Vol. II., Part I. : Microscopic Anatomy. By
E. .*\. ScHJVFER. With looi engravings and 21 colored

plates. London. New York, Bombay, and Calcutta

:

Longmans, Green & Co., igi2.

This eleventh edition of Quain's Anatomy, now being

published, is in almost all respects an improvement
on former editions. The only point in which the older

editions were superior to the present was in the publication

of bibliographies throughout the series. However, Schafer's

volume is complete in this respect also and is undoubtedly
the fullest and best work on histology ever published in

Great Britain. In fact, the work is almost too full, tliat is

to say as a text book for students, for its size and the

manner in which it is put together convey the impression
that the author believes in the student making of his-

tology a study separate from that of gross anatomy,
whereas, for practical purposes they should be studied

together. However, so far as the volume itself is con-
cerned nothing but praise can be given. The illustrations

of human tissues and organs are by Schafer himself and
are e.xccl'.ently reproduced. In writing on the protoplasm'

of the cell, mention is made of Hardy's work in this con-
nection and in all instances the embryonic derivation of the

various tissues and organs is described and discussed, a

matter of \ery considerable importance. Professor Gus-
tave Mann of Tulane University, New Orleans, deals with
the structure of the vascular system and provides some
very interesting reading with regard to the lymphatics.
The book is worthy of the reputation of Professor Schafer
and this should be praise sufficient.

Surgical Aftek-Treatment. A Manual of the Conduct
of Surgical Convalescence. By L. R. G. Crandon, A.M.,
M.D., Assistant in Surgery at Harvard Medical School;
Assistant Visiting Surgeon to the Boston City Hospital

;

Consulting Surgeon to Frost General Hospital and to

Woonsocket Hospital.' and Albert Ehrenfkied, A.B.,

M.D., Assistant in Anatomy at Harvard Medical School;
Surgeon to Mt. Sinai Hospital ; Surgeon to Boston Con-
sumptives' Hospital, etc. Second Edition, thoroughly
revised. With 265 original illustrations. Price $6.00.

Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company.
1912.

The cordial reception which greeted the first edition of
this book cannot fail to be accorded to the revised form
in which it now appears. The general practitioner no less

than the surgeon can appreciate the importance of a safe
guide in conducting the postoperative care of surgical

cases. This book was written primarily for house surgeons
in hospitals and general practitioners in commu!iities which
are not surgical centers. There is no reason why the gen-
eral practitioner even in large cities should not be en-

trusted with the after-care of his surgical cases. He should
be familiar with the management of postanesthetic vomit-
ing, postoperative gastric dilatation, and with the virtues

of the Fowler position, enteroclysis, etc. This volume
presents in satisfying detail, with the aid of numerous
illustrations, a description of the after-treatment for all

of the common surgical operations. Such measures as

massage, electrotherapy, .r-rays, and radium therapy are ac-

corded considerable attention. The subject of therapeutic

immunization and vaccine therapy is presented in an ad-

mirable manner and with ample regard for the practical

needs of the physician, by George F. Sanborn. The vol-

ume may be recommended without reserve as one supply-

ing adequately a distinct need in the physician's library.

Symptoms and Their Interpretation. By James Mac-
kenzie, M.D., LL.D., .\ber. and Edin. ; Lecturer on Car-
diac Research. London Hospital ; Physician to the Mount
Vernon Hospital; Consulting Physician to the Victoria

Hospital, Burnley; Author of "Diseases of the Heart."

"The Study of the Pulse, Arterial, Venous, and Hepatic,

and of the Movements of the Heart." etc. 2nd Edition.

Price 7/10. London : Shaw & Sons, igi2.

This book has a value apart from the importance of its

theme. Based solely upon the author's observations and
not upon what others have written or copied from those

who had gone before them, the subject-matter of this vol-

ume is eminently original. The statements are based upon

what the author has noted at the bedside or in the con-

sulting room and what in many instances he has been
able to confirm at autopsy. The main theme is the author's

conception of visceral pain. According to this theory the

viscera are insensitive to stimulation, all so-called visceral

pain being referred to the sensitive tissues of the external

body wall. In detail the author discusses the various or-

ganic reflexes causing vomiting and dyspnea, the secretory,

the cardiac, and the vasomotor and pilomotor reflexes

;

and the laws determining the nature of reflex symptoms.
There are separate chapters on the preliminary examina-
tion of the patient, on symptoms of aflFections in the re-

gion of distribution of cerebrospinal nerves, on affections

of the digestive organs, on the liver, gall-bladder and
ducts, on the great and small intestine, on affections of the

urinary system, on affections of the female pelvic organs,

on peritonitis and peritonea! adhesions, on affections of

the lungs and pleura, on affections of the circulatory sys-

tem, and on the estimation of the value of symptoms. This
work is epoch-making in its originality.

.\ Text-Book on Gynecoloi.y. By William Sisson Gard-
ner, M.D., Professor of Gynecology, College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, Baltimore. Md. With one hundred
and thirty-eight illustrations in text. New York and
London; D. Appleton & Company, 1912.

In this work a greater amount of space is given to the

diseases that are common and with which it is essential

the student should be familiar. Many of the rare diseases

are treated very briefly and the subjects that really belong

to general surgery have been omitted. The limited time

of the overcrowded medical student has been taken into

consideration. The subjects are treated in a very concise

manner, and if any fault is to be found it is in the lack

of space given some of the subjects. Including the index

the book has 286 pages ; the type is large, a fact that med-
ical students who read so much by artificial light will

appreciate. We recommend the book to medical students

but not to the general practitioner, who would find it too

elementary.

Surgery of Defor.mities of the Face, Including Cleft
Palate. By John B. Roberts, A.M., M.D.. Professor of

Surgery in the Philadelphia Polyclinic. Surgeon to the

Methodist Hospital ; Formerly .Assistant Eye and Ear
Surgeon to the Children's Hospital, and Demonstrator
of Anatomy in the Philadelphia Dental College. Illus-

trated with 273 Figures. Price $3.00. New York

:

William Wood & Company, 1912.

The appointment to deliver the Mutter Lectures of the

College of Physicians of Philadelphia for igco induced the

author of this excellent treatise to give increased attention

to the operative correction of facial deformities. This
lectureship was established by Thomas D. Mutter, the

Philadelphia teacher, who had played such an important
part in the early history of plastic surgery. These lec-

tures form the basis of the book. In the fifteen chapters, con-
sisting of 259 pages, there are considered the development
of plastic surgery, a survey of the anatomy of the face,

characteristics of surgery of the face, the principles of
plastic surgery of the face, gunpowder and local discolora-

tions. tattooing, fistules, fissures, encephalocele, atrophy and
hypertrophy, disfiguring skin diseases requiring surgical

treatment, deformities of the mouth and lips, harelip and
other facial clefts, cleft palate, cheiloplastic operations not

connected with harelip and cleft palate, deformities of

the external ear. deformities of the nose, rhinoplasty and
deformities of the eyelids and eyeball. Any who may be
called upon to treat any of the subjects above enumerated
cannot afford to be without this volume. The book is well

illustrated with diagrams, photographs, skiagrams, and
many drawings which are of great aid in getting a more
[)erfect understanding of the text.

The Local Incidence of Cancer. By Charles E. Green,
F.R.S.E. Price, one shilling. Edinburgh and London

:

William Green & Sons, 1912.

The writer of this small brochure has taken pa'ns to col-

lect various statistics of cancer mortality in England and
Scotland, and to examine the localities where cancer in-

cidence and cancer mortality appeared either very much
higher or lower than the average figures. He claims that

the mortality was high in regions intersected by gulleys

and valleys, and low in comparatively flat regions. He con-
siders that the topography is not directly responsible for

the difference in cancer incidence, but indirectly through
its influence upon ventilation and the carrying away of
the products of combustion of coal and gas. The brochure
is certainly of interest, though, of course, it cannot be con-
vincing from the very obscurity of the subject dealt with.
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AMERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting, Held in Hartford, Conn.,

June 10, II, 12, and 13, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

The President, Dr. A. D. Blackader of Montreal,

Canada, in the Chair.

Monday, June 10

—

First Day.

Presidential Address.—Dr. A. D. Blackader of Mont-
real, Canada, expressed his appreciation of the honor con-

ferred upon him in electing him as their presiding officer;

he felt that the honor was not for himself alone, but must
be regarded as another instance of the generous and
courteous spirit shown at all times by the profession in

the United States to their confreres in the Dominion lying

to the north of them. Dr. Blackader spoke of a phase of

the climate in Canada, the advantages and disadvantages

of the steady cold winter in the treatment of some forms
of disease. While it must be admitted that the winter

months were long and severe, yet many found the climate

stimulating and with health-giving properties; the steadily

severe, but dry cold, of northern Canada, and especially of

the Laurentian plateau, conferred a vigor not to be ob-

tained elsewhere. Only to a few perhaps was the thought
of a sharp frosty air. and a temperature at zero, or many
degrees below it, an inspiration. Unfortunately to most of

them a cold temperature in southern regions was almost in-

variably associated with much moisture in the air, and it

must be acknowledged that cold with moisture was ex-

tremely depressing to the general vitality and strongly pre-

disposed to irritable conditions of the upper and lower
respiratory tract. They had no stronger or hardier immi-
grants than the Norseman or Scotch Highlander. Cold
climates in which the air was dry were still more stimulat-

ing and, provided that the body heat was maintained by
warm clothing and a proper supply of food, a keen frosty

air induced in the sufficiently vigorous the maximum
physiological reaction with much increase of muscular
energy, provided the cold was not so intense as to alto-

gether overpower the resistance of the system. The effect

of cold air on the body was twofold. First, there was an
actual extraction of heat, which was rarely desirable, and
so far as possible should be prevented. In cold air, the

body lost heat to a slight extent by evaporation and it per-

haps lost a little more by radiation, while by conduction
the amount lost was often very great, and was dependent
upon the rapidity of the movement of the air and the

amount of moisture it contained. Much more important,

however, from a therapeutic standpoint, than the mere ab-

straction of heat from the body, was the stimulating action

of the cold on the delicate sentient nerves of the periphery.

Under the effective stimulation of the cold air, both respira-

tion and circulation were strengthened, oxidation was in-

creased, and nutrition became more active. In addition to

the action on the cutaneous nerves, a powerful stimulation
was also conveyed to the medullary centers by the effect

of cold air on the nasal mucous membrane. Cold had also

remarkably stimulating action on the digestive system, pro-
vided it was not excessive. As a rule, the appetite and di-

gestion were better in the cold dry days of winter than in

warm weather. Cold also appeared to stimulate the blood
forming organs. As a result of this stimulation to oxidation
and nutrition, the innate resisting powers of the body
against toxins and its ability to respond protectively to the

assault of infection was greatly increased. The benefit to

be obtained from cold, however, depended upon the power
of the individual to react, and this power varied greatly
with different individuals and appeared to be in a great
measure dependent on vasomotor tone. Dr. Blackader's
experience led him to the belief that all those who suffered

from any interference with the free passage of air through
the nostrils did not react well to cold temperatures and
gained but little benefit during the winter season. Also
in inflammatory conditions of the larynx and trachea cold
air might act as an irritant and do harm. Individuals suf-

fering from organic diseases of the circulation as a rule

stood cold poorly. To benefit from a winter in the north
the intestinal tract and the kidneys should be in good
working order. Extreme cold was not desirable for those
suffering from gout, arthritis, or neuritis. For those
suffering from advanced degeneration of any organ, for
those advanced in years, and for the very young, extreme
cold might be distinctly harmful. It could not be too
strongly emphasized that all the benefit to be derived from
a residence in the north would depend on the completeness
with which an outdoor life was lived. Cold of not too

severe a character was of distinct advantage to children
over three or four years of age and to those children who
breathed freely through the nostrils. Many of his patients,

children of tuberculous parents, who were anemic and who
suffered from enlarged glands with impaired digestion,

were greatly improved by a winter spent in the Laurentian
plateau. No other place that he was acquainted with pre-

sented so many advantages as a winter resort, with a

steady cold, dry climate, as the Laurentian plateau. The
great depth of snow buried all impurities and any added
refuse was quickly hidden and rendered harmless by a
fresh snow covering. All noxious evacuations lay dormant
until the spring, and were then quickly carried off by the
rapid flow of water. The daily variation in temperature
rarely exceeded 15 degrees.
Physiological Observations on Pike's Peak, Colorado,

Made in the Summer of 1911.—Professor Yandell
Henderson of New Haven, Conn., said that the heart rate

was somewhat accelerated even during rest, and greatly ac-

celerated by exercise, but arterial pressure was not con-
siderably changed. The hemorrhages formerly noted were
a myth. Respiration was considerably augmented by even
moderate e.xercise. The red corpuscles were increased 30
or 40 per cent.; the total volume of blood, however, was
unchanged. The most important element of acclimatiza-

tion to low barometric pressure was the development by the

lungs of a capacity to secrete oxygen from the alveolar

air into the blood, thus compensating in part for lessened
diffusion because of the low oxygen pressure in the at-

mosphere (elevation, 14.147 feet).

High Altitude and the Blood.—Dr. W. A. Campbell
of Colorado Springs, Colo., read this paper and drew the

following conclusions: (l) The study of the blood had
been a difficult one, subject to many corrections, owing
to the variation in its component parts in the daily walks
of life. (2) The study of the blood changes at high alti-

tudes was attended by many additional intricate problems
owing to the changed climatic environments and the inac-

cessibility of places of observation. (3) Altitudes increased

the erythrocytes, hemoglobin, and leucocytes, thereby
furnishing three of the most important factors in the
building up of a stronger resistance against the infectious

diseases. (4) The heart acted faster and the pressure was
lower which tended to strengthen the cardiac muscles just

as exercise of the general muscular system strengthened
the individual as a whole. Caution must be enjoined in the

beginning that the muscles be not overworked. (5) The
lack of oxygen and the consequent increased respiratory

exchange caused a more rapid metamorphosis of tissue,

thereby aiding materially in throwing off morbid proc-

esses. The same condition prevented stagnation of secre-

tions and brought into action portions of the lung unused
at lower altitudes. (6) A study of blood conditions at

high altitudes ought to convince any unprejudiced, finan-

cially uninterested individual that altitude was not a fake.

And, by the application of the knowledge gained in its

study, many clinical cases could be selected that would be
materially benefited by a change to a high altitude.

Dr. JuDSON Daland of Philadelphia said that these

questions had excited interest for years, and after hearing

a discussion some years ago he and the late Dr. Solly

determined to go to Pike's Peak and make some observa-

tions. Dr. Solly suffered no discomfort and was able to

walk about freely and easily while he himself had cyanosis

of the lips and a severe headache, which disappeared when
he returned to Colorado Springs. They remained on the

Peak for four hours and no especially bad effects were
noticed in that time. Microscopically the number of red

blood corpuscles was increased, but there was no morpho-
logical change in the blood. There was no apparent leuco-

cytosis. Changes in the readings of the hematometer
were so slight as to be insignificant. They had also made
observations on two brothers, aged twenty and twenty-
nine years respectively, who had become acclimated. It

seemed to him that two important points were brought
out: First, the value of physiological functioning on the

part of the alveolar cells to secrete oxygen, and, secondly,

that there was no leucocytosis. When one went to an
altitude of more than 2,000 feet one experienced a most
remarkable and extraordinary air hunger.

Dr. Hoagland of Colorado Springs said that the effect

of high altitude on the blood was a subject of great im-
portance. In experimenting with the blood on Pike's

Peak, he had time and again noticed that when the timber
line was passed half a dozen persons on the car would
turn pale. He had seen the color return within two
minutes and the individuals be able to eat. He had ob-

seved many people from the East with valvular heart dis-

ease. Altitude helped certain cases of weakened heart

muscle. When there was a defect in contractility, then any
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change in altitude was contraindicated. In conditions of
weaK heart alone, patients did as well in high altitudes as

elsewhere. The second point Dr. Hoagland wished to

emphasize was that the impression in the United States

that mortality from pneumonia was high in high altitudes

was a false one. A comparison of statistics showed that

the mortality was no higher. Many had insomnia on Pike's
reak. There was an increase in the capacity of the chest
when one went to a high altitude. Dr. Hoagland said his

chest measured 35 inches when he went to Colorado
Springs, while now it measured 41 inches.

Dr. Fox C. Gardiner of Colorado Springs reported the

case of a patient who had pneumonia and was sent down
5,000 feet, but did not improve. Dr. Sargeant, on his first

trip, could not breathe well, but on his next trip he took
a dose of calomel and had no difficulty in breathing. Dr.
Gardiner said he agreed with what Dr. Hoagland had said
in regard to heart trouble. He cited the case of a man
who was told he could not live on account of heart trouble;
this man went up 8,000 feet and lived for many years.

Dr. DeLancev Rochester of Buffalo, N. Y., said that
altitude caused an increase in the percentage of hemo-
globin and in the number of red and white blood cells.

There was a dilatation of the peripheral capillaries. There
was an increase in the polymorphonuclears, but not in the
lymphocytes.

Dr. F. M. PoTTENGER of Monrovia. Cal.. said there was
a possibility of their drawing wrong conclusions from
these physiological inquiries. The important point was
that when they went higher there was an increase in the
component parts of the blood and this was necessary to

maintain the individual. Dr. Pottenger said he practised
at a low level and received patients from higher levels

and he found that the patients were benefited both ways.
Clinically the best observations were those of Dr. Hender-
son, which referred to the development of the lung capac-
ity to secrete oxygen from the alveolar air into the
blood.

Dr. A. J. Richer of Ste. Agatha des Montes, Province
of Quebec, said there was no doubt but that the blood
changes were due to the struggle for adaptation. When
sending a patient to a high altitude there was no doubt
but that there resulted an extra amount of exercise in this

effort at adaptation.

Dr. Carroll E. Edson of Denver, Colo., said that, when
a splitting headache occurred, they should remember that
frequently it was bilateral, and it would be interesting to

know whether a case of frontal or bilateral headache was
due to an unrecognized collection which drained from the
frontal sinus. It was difficult to state whether this was
purely a circulatory phenomenon. The question of secret-

ing oxygen from the alveolar air into the blood had not
been proven in his opinion. Could not the balance of
oxygen be maintained in the blood by quickening the power
of the right side of the heart?

Dr. A. W. Jayne of Denver, Colo., said that the obser-
vations made on the blood explained many things that

hitherto they had been unable to prove clinically. He
went to Colorado in the earlv eighties on account of his

health and practised medicine at an altitude of from 9.000
to 11,000 feet. To his surprise he found that surgical
wounds healed with great kindness, a large proportion by
first intention. Fractures got well promptly. He had
greater success in acute surgery than was ever seen in New
York City. Good and quick recoveries were seen in all

acute diseases. He could not explain these surprising re-

sults on purely physical grounds. Many cases of pneu-
monia at mining camps were fatal, but this was explained
because of the unrestrained lives of the men, many of
them developing pneumonia after a period of intoxication.

Dr. Robert H. Barcock of Chicago said that when a

patient with heart disease asked him if it was advisable
to go to a high altitude he did not know just what to
answer. He usually answered, however, even when the
patient had a manifest cardiac lesion, "Yes, if you keep
quiet." He also told such patients that if they suffered
from dyspnea and tachycardia to keep quiet for a few days
or a week until they became accustomed to the altitude.

In all probability they would not suffer after that.

Dr. Yandell Henderson of Xew Haven, Conn.,
said he did not think the bilateral headaches in these cases
were due to sinus trouble. The critical line was from
6.000 to 10,000 feet. With regard to the term lymphocyte?,
that was Dr. Webb's. He was responsible for the idea of
increasing the lymphocytosis as a factor in combating
tuberculosis. In regard to the respiratory change, no
more carbon dioxide was gotten rid of at a high altitude
than below, but the intake of o.xygen was greater ; how-
ever, to get rid of it the patient had to work harder.

Dr. W. A. Campbell of Colorado Springs, Colo., in
closing the discussion said he did not mention lympho-
cytes in his paper, but leucocytes. Polymorphonuclear
leucocytes were what they wanted to develop. He agreed
with what Dr. Pottenger said about physiological com-
pensation. At sea level there seemed to be a portion of the
economy that was not needed, a portion of the lungs and
a portion of the circulatory system. At Colorado Springs,
which was at a medium altitude, equilibrium was attained
and the organs were not overtasked. Individuals who
went there might complain of tachycardia and dyspnea
and their fears were not allayed until their equilibrium
was established. He had asked the man who ran the
place on top of Pike's Peak about mountain sickness, and
he told him that he suffered from it at times and that his
remedy was bromo-seltzer.

Climatology as Practised by Hippocrates.—Dr. De-
Lancey Rochester of Buffalo read this paper. He said
that his information in regard to Hippocrates had been
culled from many sources, though most of it had come
from the "Translation of Hippocrates' Work" by Francis
Adams and from the copious notes which he gave in con-
nection with this. There were many Asclepia or temples
of health in Greece. Most of them were erected in the
neighborhood of some medicinal spring. They were really
sanatoria. Especially noted among them were two, one
at Cnidos and one at Cos, and to these temples patients
came in goodly numbers. At the entrance to the temple
the devotee was subjected to purification and made to go
through a regularcourse of bathing and massage; foment-
ations with decoctions of odoriferous herbs were also used.
A total abstinence from food was at first prescribed, and
later foods of various kinds were allowed. Every means
that could be thought of was used for working upon the
imagination of the sick, such as religious ceremonies of an
imposing nature, accompanied by music, and whatever
else could arouse the senses, conciliate the confidence, and
in certain cases contribute to the amusement of the pa-
tient. From his forefathers Hippocrates inherited a dis-
tinguished situation in one of the most eminent hospitals,
or temples of health then in existence, the Aslepion of Cos,
where he must have enjoyed full access to all the treasures
of observations, collected during many generations, and at
the same time had an opportunity of assisting his own
father in the management of the sick. Thus, from his
youth,_ he must have been familiar with the principles of
medicine, both in the abstract and the concrete.

Neurasthenia in the United States.—Dr. J. Madison
Taylor of Philadelphia presented this communication. He
said that neurasthenia, which was a state of morbid
fatigability and susceptibility to exhaustion states and
disease-causing agencies, was admittedly on the increase.
To determine the underlying causes of this condition,
which should lead to their mitigation or control, would
prove of great economic value. A postulate was offered
based on a mass of evidence to the effect that : The funda-
mental agency ^ in producing nervous instabilily or subver-
sion of energies, was to be found in the peculiarities of
climate hitherto inadequately appreciated, and its corol-
lary: omissions in observing conservative modes of life
whereby the hurtfulness of adverse climatic conditions
could be escaped. The United States were in a latitude
similar to that of the Mediterranean basin; hence the sum-
mer was subtropical, with providentially cool winters.
During the summer, periods of extreme, prostrating heat
alternated with comfortable days. At all times (from May
to September) there prevailed excessive, prolonged sun-
.glare, which was determined to be the essential factor in
"tropical rieurasthenia." especially in blondes, among whom
the majority of instances were said to occur. The inhabit-
ants of the United States came originally largely from
Northern Europe. For these and their descendants it was
important to know whether among them neurasthenia was
more common than among those from Southern Europe.
Those individuals suffered most who exhibited least the
physical characteristics or conformation necessary for sur-
vival in any climate for which they were not adapted by
age-long evolution and selection. The tendency for
blondes in successive generations to deteriorate in a hot,
glaring environment was well determined. They showed
a progressive lowering of tone and resisting powers in the
central nervous system, a pitiless weakening of vital forces,
simulating neurasthenia. Disintegration of these vital
powers, physical, mental and moral, so necessary for sus-
tained action, opened the door to divers hurtful agencies.
Energy was a characteristic of peoples reared in cold,
cloudy countries. In the tropics it was not only hurtful for
all to be_ energetic, but made for manifold destructive
changes in vital structures. Those who survived best
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in the tropics were those most capable of indolence and
quiet, with only spasmodic energizing. The relaxed, per-
spiring skin of the blonde under tropical temperatures was
the same as in a prolonged hot bath, intensely weakening,
impairing recuperative power and moral tone. The most
serious factor, however, was excessive prolonged light, as
shown by all physicists who had worked with the extra
spectral rays, and these same rays existed in sunlight
and were in excess during June and July, the months of
suicides, homicides, and incidence of insanities. It was,
then, reasonable to infer that undue exposure to summer
light and heat in the United States must and did cause
suffering proportional to the defects in the conformation
needed. Doubtless the causes of neurasthenia were many
and complex, but the one cited was, or seemed to be, at the
foundation of many contributory factors. If the above
postulate were sustained by further study, then were the
remedial measures obvious and urgently needed. Methods
of life (conservative personal hygiene) should be taught
and enforced designed to meet these and similar exigencies.
During the hottest portions of the summer (often so in-

tense), it was the part of wisdom to adopt many of the
custonis found necessary in subtropical countries. These
were in strict accord with universal experience of what
was most compatible with the local climatic peculiarities
to be reckoned with. Violations of these elements of
conservative personal hygiene were met by swift and con-
dign punishment in the tropics and subtropics. Among
the needful customs were earlier rising and the devotion
of one or two hours at midday to rest or sleep ; cessation
from active affairs between noon and early afternoon.
Indeed, it had been proven that better economic results
followed fewer hours of any kind of work. Lon.g hours
not only tired, but exhausted the individual. Tree-
planting should be obligatory in all cities ; shaded play-
grounds were essential for young and old, so were abund-
ant facilities for cool baths. Clothing should be used
adapted to the temperature—heavy garments killed energy

;

food should be modified, and all devices employed to shade
and cool houses—dark awnings, power-fans, etc.

Tuesday, June 11

—

Second Day.

Climatology in the Curriculum of the Medical Schools
of the United States and Canada.—Dr. J.ames M. .^n-
riERS of Philadelphia said that the accumulated observations
of the effects of climate in the treatment of various con-
ditions and diseases abundantly proved that it was one of
the most valuable resources of the physician. Medical
literature examined in its relations to climatotherapy as a
remedial agent, however, revealed the unwelcome fact that
it had done but little more than maintain its place with
undiminished reputation during the last half of a century.
Those interested in the subject of medical climatology
should have assigned to it its proper office among the
curative and preventive measures. In 1904, the late Dr.
S. E. .Solly called the attention of this society to the ques-
tion of establishing a systematic teaching of climatology
in the medical schools, and, in order to determine the
extent of special training at that time, he mailed a circular
letter to all the medical colleges, to which thirty answers
were received. Of these only seven stated that climatology
was included in the curriculum, questions set. and books
recommended. Following the example of Dr. Solly, Dr.
Anders mailed a circular to all .\merican medical colleges,

140 in number, with a view of ascertaining to what extent
the movement then proposed to advance the teaching of
cimatology had succeeded during the intervening period
of nine years. The following questions were propounded

:

"Is climatology included in the regular curriculum? If so.

how many lectures are given ; are they in a separate course
or in connection with one or other subjects, and for which
year's students? Are a certain number of questions regu-
larly set in the final examinations; if so. how are the
answers rated?" Of the 140 letters sent out, replies were
received from 99 institutions. Twenty-two included climat-
ology in the curriculum, as against seven out of a total of
30_answers received by Dr. Solly in 1904. Certain inferences
might be safely drawn from the facts presented: (i) That
the most striking positive evidence obtained by this inquiry
went to show that the subject of medical climatology re-
ceived too little recognition in their schools of medicine.
(2) From the character of the responses received to the
series of questions propounded, cooperation nn the part
of medical faculties and pedagogic authorities would be
readily .civen to efforts to introduce the teaching of this
branch into their institutions of medical learning. (3) That
the American Climatological Association could do no
better, no more useful work, than to foster and promote
this movement, through a special committee and a well
directed campaign of education, for its own credit as well

as for that of the entire medical profession of America.
(4) That the instruction to be given should be confined to

the elementary principles of meterorology in the junior
year, since this would be sufficient to enable the student to
select suitable climates in clinical cases presenting an indi-

cation for this valuable remedial measure.
Dr. Guy Hinsdale of Hot Springs, Va., said that Dr.

Anders' paper was a very timely one and that there was
no more proper field of work for the Association than that
of promoting the teaching of climatology in medical col-

leges. It was remarkable how students became interested
in collateral branches of this kind. He had obtained much
aid in teaching this subject from lantern slides furnished
him by the University of Chicago and Tuft's Medical
College; the latter collection of slides showed meteoro-
logical conditions particularly in reference to temperature,
barometric pressure, humidity, and rainfall throughout
the country. If medical colleges would allow four lec-

tures together with eight quizzes and the handing out of
printed lectures, it would be a good thing. The Marine
Hospital Service published valuable reprints of papers
written by surgeons in various parts of the world on cli-

mate and temperatures, the occurrence of hemorrhages at

high altitudes, and kindred topics ; these could be distrib-

uted to the students. The .Association should pass recom-
mendations as to how such a system of lectures should be
developed and subjects should be assigned so that teachers
could follow along systematic lines.

Dr. Carroll E. Edson of Denver, Colo., said that there
were a number of colleges in the catalogues of which this

subiect was found. The giving of but four lectures would
be inadequate excepting for the purpose of laying a foun-
dation for further study. One could not give the student
a clear idea of how climate affected the physical economy,
lieat production, and so on, in four lectures. In his ex-
perience he had found that the idea was prevalent that
schools with p-ood medical equipment did not give suffi-

cient attention to those studies which served to lay the

foundation for climatic therapy. A course of study such
as was suggested by Dr. Anders and backed bv the Amer-
ican climatological Association would be of great ad-
vantage.

Dr. Charles L. Minor of Asheville, N. C, said that un-
fortunately climatology was not a definite science and there
was very little to teach about it. Meterology was not in

the hands of the doctors. It would be heretical to say that

climatolggy was but little worked out and no one could
give a systematic series of lectures and teach very much.

Dr. James M. Anders of Philadelnhia, in closing the
discussion, said he agreed with Dr. Hinsdale that it was
the legitimate function of the association to encourage
the teaching of this branch of medical science in medical
schools and, if the third year student was given a brief

course in the elements of meteorology, he would have
something which would serve as a basis on which to select

suitable climate in various diseased conditions and which
would be of major service. This latter asnect of the sub-
ject should be brought to their attention during the senior
year. One who was properly qualified could extract suffi-

cient in four or five lectures to lay the foundation for

future work. The fact that the science of meteorology
and climatologj' was not far advanced was no reason for
refusing to give the student a foundation upon which to

build.

Cardiac Syphilis with Special Reference to Aortic
Aneurysm and Regurgitation, and the Value of the
Wassermann Reaction in Determining Their Etiology
and Treatment.—Dr. Robert H. Babcock of Chicago
presented this paper. He said that the inestimable value of
the Wassermann test for syphilis was shown not alone by
its being a means of diagnosis but in its demonstration of
the fact that treatment sunoosed to have eradicated the

disease had in many cases only prevented the development
of obvious lesions and thus lulled the victim into fancied
security. Again, the test had served to clear up and es-

tablish the etiology of diseased conditions which had been
more or less vaguely understood but which now could be
affirmed with certainty. This was especially true of certain

neuroses and of some cardiovascular conditions which
could not be definitely determined as being due to lues even
by the pathologists. Of these latter Dr. Babcock's paper
dealt particularly with those two clinically recognizable re-

sults of mesaortitis, aneurysm, and regurgitation. Until

possessed of this valuable aid in diagnosis, their ability to

recognize syphilis of the myocardium was uncertain and
rested mainly on the anamnesis or the discovery of suspi-

cious lymph nodes or scars. It was likely, therefore,

that many a case of cardie svphilis went unrecognized and
hence missed the only means of therapv that could have
offered a prospect of improvement. Only recently were
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the)' beginning to realize that the spirochete might local-

ize themselves exclusively and by selection in the heart

muscle or in the walls of the aorta. The purpose of Dr.

Babcock's paper was to emphasize the etiological impor-

tance of lues in mesaortitis and its two sequels, aortic re-

gurgitation and aortic aneurysm. On looking over his case

records since the close of 1909, he had found notes of 16

cases of aortic regurgitation of the vascular type. Of these

16 cases, II were submitted to the Wassermann test with

a positive reaction in all. Of the remaining five a history

of chancre was admitted in four while one was not quei-

tioned in regard to the possibility of lues and did not take

the Wassermann test. Fifteen of the 16 cases accordingly

could be attributed to syphilis, or a percentage of 93.7.

During the same period of time (since the end of 1909) he
had seen 10 cases of aortic aneurysm, the diagnosis in all

being made by classical physical signs and confirmed by
the skiagraph in those cases giving rise to any doubt con-
cerning the accuracy of the diagnosis. Of these 10 cases,

S gave a positive Wassermann reaction, 2 admitted syphilis,

2 gave no history and were not submitted to the Wasser-
mann, while I gave a negative reaction. In other words, in

7 out of the 10 cases syphilis was clearly the etiological

factor (70 per cent.). The result of mercurial treatment
was not generally so marked as in regurgitation without
saccular pouching of the vessel. It was apparent that no
sort of medication was capable of restoring tissues de-

stroyed by the spirochetae; areas of fatty degeneration

and fibrosis in the heart muscle could not be replaced by
normal contractile elements, neither could the aortic valve

nor the aortic coats become elastic. Gummata might be

absorbed and nature given a chance to replace cellular by
fibrous elements which might serve to strengthen or rein-

force weak walls. From all points of view they were called

on to institute vigorous antiluetic treatment as soon as they
were convinced of the correctness of their etiological diag-

nosis. Intramuscular injections and inunctions were the

only two practical nie_thods of rapidlv saturating the sys-

tem with mercury. Salvarsan was highly powerful against

the organism of syphilis, but in serious heart cases must
be used, if at all, with caution; moreover it did not kill all

the spirochetae in the inaccessible recesses of the tissues.

Therefore, salvarsan must be used more than once and
must be supplemented by mercury over a long period.

Finally treatment of whatever kind must be continued until

a negative Wassermann reaction was obtained. The lesson

to be drawn was that they should impress their patients

with the imperative necessity of a vigorous and prolonged
course of medication. If they would cure the cardio-

pathies due to syphilis, they must prevent their occurrence
by attacking the infection early and keeping up the fight

as long as a positive Wassermann reaction was obtained,

for when aortic aneurysm, or regurgitation, or syphilis of

the myocardium had been produced, thej' could only ame-
liorate and not eradicate the condition.

Dr. DeLancey Rochester of Buffalo. N. Y., said that

they had made some interesting observations among their

hospital cases. Out of twelve cases of aortic disease there

were seven that gave the positive Wassermann reaction.

Two of the seven gave a previous history of rheumatism.
They now gave the Wassermann test in every cardiac case

that entered their service. Dr. Rochester said he had ob-

tained excellent results from intramuscular injections of

mercury and he preferred this method rather than giving

it by the mouth.
Dr. Charles Quimby of New York said that twenty

years ago he had seen many cases of aortic disease with
Dr. Loomis, who stated that he never knew a case of

aortic disease occurring in an individual under thirty-five

or forty years of age that was not syphilitic. When such
patients presented themselves they were treated for syphi-

lis, unly the week before he had seen a patient with
syphilis of the aorta who was doing well under mercuric
treatment, although the Wassermann test had been nega-
tive.

Dr. James M, .Anders of Philadelphia, said that, as had
been stated, syphilis undoubtedly showed a selective action

for the myocardium. Both the myocardium and the peri-

cardium might be secondarily involved by direct extension
of the morbid process. The root of the aorta was the seat

of syphilitic lesions which led to dilatations and aneurysms.
Formerly he made his diagnosis in these cases by exclusion.

Dr. Anders said he agreed with Dr. Babcock that cardiac
syphilis was a late or tertiary manifestation of syphilis.

After excluding rheumatism and occupation one might
safely infer that syphilis was the causative factor in aortic

regurgitation. In cases of angina pectoris, occurring in

individuals over forty years of age, syphilis was the causa-
tive agent in the large majority of cases. Nearly all cases

of sacculation of the aorta were also due to syphilis. He

had recently seen a case where the Wassermann reaction

was negative, but after giving salvarsan the reaction be-

came positive. Probably the spirochetal were too few to

bring about the reaction.

Dr. JuDSON Daland of Philadelphia, said that, as to

classification, he agreed with the point taken that aneurysm,
especially sacculation, was not an ordinary dilatation. Dr.
Daland laid particular stress on the predisposition of the

spirochetJe to endanger the circulatory apparatus even
more than the heart itself. They should bear in mind that

syphilis was a very common cause of aortic disease, but
that syphilis played a less common role as the causative
factor in cardiac disease in this country than in Europe.
The speaker also called attention to the frequency of cases

with hvoertension causing changes in the heart and cir-

culatory system. Dr. Daland thought that the intravenous
injection of salvarsan in these cases was dangerous, and
said that if one examined into a number of deaths caused
by salvarsan, it would be found that the majority of them
occurred in those who had suffered from myocardial de-

generation. There were a few cases where salvarsan
mieht be injected into the gluteal muscles in small quanti-

ties, but even this he allowed with reluctance. One could
not lay too much stress upon the possibility of death oc-

curring either suddenly or a few days after the injection

of the salvarsan in advanced cases of cardiac disease of
svnhilitic origin.

Dr. .Arthur K. Stone of Boston. Mass., said that he had
a number of specimens in which were demonstrated the

presence of the spirochetK in syphilitic aortitis. The
spirochete were found in all cases of aortic disease be-

ginning in the vasculature and extending into the heart. It

had become a maxim with them that all such cases occur-
ring after the fortieth year were syphilitic. It was better

to say that a case was syphilitic and to go ahead on that

basis than to trust to the Wassermann reaction unless one
was very sure of the man who was doing the work. Dr.
Stone said he had seen many cases improve rapidly and
then suddenly go to pieces and autopsy showed that the

lesion was too extensive for any treatment to have been
of avail. He had used salvarsan in two advanced cases

within the past six months with satisfactory results.

Dr. J. H. Ei-LioTT of Toronto, Canada, said he wished to

ask Dr. Babcock what he thought of occupation as a factor

in the production of these aneurysms. The pain caused by
the intramuscular injection of salvarsan was severe but he
could see no ill effects from its intravenous use.

Dr. Robert Babcock of Chicago, 111., in closing the dis-

cussion, said that he had never seen a case of aortic aneu-
rysm in which occupation was recognized as the sole cause,

although he could readily understand theoretically that in

old people with aortic sclerosis aneurysm might result from
a strain. It was doubtful if the aortic wall could give
way in young individuals without some underlying patho-
logical factor being present. Strain might cause a dilata-

tion of the aortic ring which might subsequently disappear.

In cases attributed to strain there was probably some pre-

existing pathological process which acted in conjunction
with the strain. In regard to what Dr. Anders said about
negative results from the Wassermann test in young people,

he questioned the accuracy of the reaction. The Wasser-
mann reaction was reliable in its positiveness but not in its

negativeness. No treatment would help all cases ; one
could not expect an area of degeneration of the heart to be
replaced by normal elements. Vigorous treatment some-
times relieved these patients subjectively and gave a chance
for possible restoration or compensation. Dr. Babcock
said he was very conservative in the use of salvarsan in

these cases. If the patient wished salvarsan used, the
physician should have him si.gn a paper to the effect that

he was acquainted with the dan,gers and had voluntarily
submitted to this form of treatment.

(To be continued.)

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners.

May 30, 31, and June I, 1912.

1. How many tarsal bones are there? Name them.
2. Describe briefly the cervical vertebrae.

3. Give origin and insertion of pectoralis minor, coraco-
brachialis, pronator radii teres, sartorius, and biceps.

4. Name the branches of abdominal aorta.
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S- Give the relations of the femoral vessels in Scarpa's
triangle.

6. Describe the blood supply of the cecum and vermi-
form appendix.

7. \\ hat are the relations to the deep epigastric artery
of (a) an oblique inguinal hernia; (6) a direct inguinal
hernia?

8. What is Gimbernat's ligament?
9. Tell briefly what you knovir about the fifth cranial

nerve.

10. Name and describe briefly the membranes which sur-
round the spinal cord.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Describe the anatomical and histological structure of
(o) the neuronal cell-body; (b) the axone

; (c) what is

the function of each structure?
2. What is the tactile sense? (a) Where is it most

acute; (b) what is its cognitional value; (f) what is

its relation to the central nervous system?
3. Give the general characteristics of urine as to (a)

quantity, (6) reaction, (c) specific gravity, (d) color.
When do these vary?

4. Name the enzymes of the pancreatic juice and de-
scribe separately the part each plays in digestion.

5. What factors, chemical and physical, are concerned in
gastric digestion?

6. Describe briefly the chemical changes, the thermal
changes, the electric changes, changes of form, in muscular
tissue when in a state of activity.

7. What is the character of contraction (a) in non-
striated involuntary muscles, (b) in striated voluntary
muscles; (c) give examples of each.

8. What are the functions of the blood plasma and of
the blood corpuscles?

9. Describe the types of normal respiration and how
influenced by (o) age, (6) sex, (c) race.

10. \\hat forces are involved in the circulation of the
blood in the arteries and in the capillaries?

CHEMISTRY.

1. What is the chemical composition of bone?
2. Mention six elements used in medicine and give their

symbols and atomic weight.

3. Define (o) analysis, (6) synthesis, (c) cohesion, (d)
chemical affinity.

4. Convert 67 degrees Fahrenheit into Centigrade.
5. What is the process termed when oxygen unites with

another element?
6. Give a test for diacetic acid and state its clinical sig-

nificance.

7. What is Ehrlich's diazo reaction and state its clinical

significance.

8. Give a test for indican and state its clinical signifi-

cance.

9. Give an emergency method of preparing ferric
hydroxide for use in a case of poisoning by arsenic.

10. Give a test for HCl in the gastric contents.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. What are digestants? (a) Name the principal offi-

cial digestants; (b) what are the therapeutic uses of each?
2. What are the indications and contraindications to the

use of opium?
3. What is serum therapy and how would you treat a

severe case of laryngeal diphtheria and what would be
your prophylaxis in a suspected case of tetanus?

4. What are the therapeutic uses locally and internally
of atropine sulphate?

5. Mention four ways in which antipyretics reduce body
temperature.

6. How would you treat a case of arteriosclerosis?

7. Give the therapeutic uses of the different preparations
of mercury.

8. How would you treat a case of syphilis in its different
stages?

9. What are the indications and the contraindications in

the use of ergot?
10. How would you treat a case of hookworm disease?

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. Define cyanosis and give its causes.
2. Define vocal fremitus and state its significance in pul-

monary disease.

3. What are the essentially different sounds given by per-
cussion over healthy lung?

4. What are the physical signs of pulmonary solidifica-
tion?

5. In what condition does bronchial breathing take the
place of vesicular breathing?

6. Diflferentiate organic and functional heart murmurs.
7. What are the causes and treatment of palpitation of

the heart?
8. What are the causes of endocarditis?

9. Why is dyspnea caused by disorganization of the
mitral valves?

10. What are the signs of impending death?

PATHOLOGY.

1. What post-mortem changes occur in the tissues?
2. What is the cause of a rise in body temperature?

Explain the mechanism.
3. Define atrophy. Give the varieties of atrophy.

4. Diff'erentiate fatty infiltration and fatty degeneration.
5. Define hyperemia, anemia, leukemia.
6. Explain what is meant by the terms physiologic and

pathologic leucocytosis respectively. State whether a leuco-
cytosis is present in the following diseases : typhoid fever,
malarial fever, appendicitis, acute miliary tuberculosis.

7. What is an embolus? Mention frequent sources of
emboli and state the sequels of embolism.

8. Describe, in the order of their occurrence, the cardinal
signs of inflammation and explain them. State also the
terminations of inflammation.

9. Describe the reparative processes following the frac-
ture of a long bone.

10. What is the line of demarcation in gangrene?

ANSWERS.

ANATOMY.

1. There are seven tarsal bones: Os calcis ; astragalus;

cuboid; scaphoid; internal, middle, and external cunei-
form,

2. The cervical vertebra: are smaller than those in the

other regions, and can be distinguished from the others
by the presence of a foramen in the transverse process.

They have a small body which is concave above and con-
vex below ; long and narrow laminae, short and bifid trans-

verse processes, short and bifid spinous processes, and
oblique articular processes. The peculiar cervical verte-

brae are the first, second, and seventh.

3. Pectoralis minor arises from the third, fourth and
fifth ribs at the costochondral articulation; and is inserted

into tlie tip of the coracoid process of the scapula. Coraco-
brachialis arises from the coracoid process of the scapula;

and is inserted into the middle of the iimer surface and
internal border of the shaft of the humerus. Pronator
radii teres arises from the internal condyle of the hu-
merus and from the inner side of the coronoid process of
the ulna, and is inserted into the middle of the outer sur-

face of the radius.

Sartorius arises from the anterior superior spine of the
ilium; and is inserted into the upper part of the inner sur-

face of the shaft of the tibia.

Biceps arises from upper margin of glenoid cavity and
from the apex of the coracoid process of the scapula, and
is inserted into the tuberosity of the radius.

4. The branches of the abdominal aorta are: Celiac axis,

superior mesenteric, suprarenal, renal, spermatic (or ova-
rian), inferior mesenteric, lumbar, and sacra media.

5. At the base of Scarpa's triangle the femoral vein is

internal to the femoral artery; at the apex of the triangle

the vein is passing behind the artery.

6. The cecum is supplied by the ileocolic artery (branch
of the superior mesenteric) ; this gives off the anterior
and posterior ileocecal ; of these, the anterior supplies the
cecum, and the posterior supplies the appendix (chiefly by
its branch the appendicular artery)

7. The deep epigastric artery is internal to an oblique
inguinal hernia, and external to a direct inguinal hernia.

8. Gimbernat's ligament is a reflection of Poupart's liga-

ment, from the spine of the pubis along the ileopectineal

line.

9. Fifth cranial neeve. Superficial origin: From the

side of the pons Varolii. Deep (sensory root), from the

medulla and upper part of cord; (motor root) from the

floor of fourth ventricle and side of the aqueduct of Syl-

vius. Exit: The ophthalmic division, through the sphen-
oidal fissure; the superior maxillary division, through the

foramen rotundum ; the inferior maxillary division, through
the foramen ovale. Ophthcilmic branch distributed to con-
junctiva, skin of upper eyelid, cornea, skin of forehead,
and nose, lacrymal gland. Superior maxillary, to skin and
conjunctiva of lower eyelid, nose, cheek, upper lip, upper
teeth, and palate. Inferior maxillary, to external auditory
meatus, side of head, mucous membrane of mouth, ante-

rior two-thirds of tongue, lower teeth, and skin of lower
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part of face. Also to muscles as indicated below. It sup-

plies sensation to all the parts mentioned above; but, in

addition, inferior maxillary supplies motion to the muscles

of mastication, the mylohyoid, and anterior belly of the

digastric.

10. Membranes of spinal cord, "The Dura Mater is the

most external membrane, and is continuous with that in-

vesting the brain; but it does not form the endosteum of

the vertebrae, nor has it any sinuses, but it is separated

from the bones by areolar tissue and a plexus of veins.

It is connected above with the edge of the foramen mag-
num; at the top of the sacrum it becomes impervious, and
is continued as a slender cord to bl_end with the peri-

osteum of tlie coccy.x. This membrane gives sheaths to all

the spinal nerves.

"The Pia Mater is less vascular, thicker, and more
fibrous than that investing the brain. It has an external

fibrous layer of longitudinal bundles having a fold, the

Hnea sj>lendens, dipping into the anterior fissure, and a

smaller one passing into the posterior fissure. The pia

mater ends in a slender cord, the filuin terininale, which
is within the prolongation of the dura mater. A process

of pia mater, the ligamentum denticulatum, passes out-

ward toward the dura, to which it is attached by twenty-

two tooth-like processes situated between the origins of

the spinal nerves; its pial origin is continuous, and lies

between the anterior and posterior nerve-roots.

"The Arachnoid is placed outside the pia mater, and
loosely invests the cord. The subarachnoid space of the

cord is large, and is imperfectly divided by. the ligamentum
denticulatum. into an anterior and a posterior portion. The
posterior portion is further subdivided by the septum
posticum, which passes from the posterfor fissure backward
to the opposite part of the arachnoid, and contains the

larger blood vessels. Trabeculx also pass between the

nerve-roots and the inner surface of the arachnoid, and

between the posterior nerve-roots and the septum posti-

cum." (Aids to Anatomy.)

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. A neuron is a nerve cell with all its processes. The
cells vary in size, but are generally large. They have one

or more processes, a distinct nucleus, but no cell wall ; the

nucleus has a nucleolus ; the cytoplasm is pigmented. The
processes are the axis cylinder or axone, collaterals, and

dendrites. The axone is usually a long protoplasmic

process which carries an impulse away from the cell. It

may be covered with a medullary sheath and a neuri-

lemma. The function of the neuron (cell) is to receive

or send out impulses, and to nourish the processes.

2. Tactile sense is the sense of touch; by it we become
acquainted with the shape and consistency of bodies, their

roughness or smoothness, hardness or softness, etc. It is

most acute at the tip of the tongue. It depends upon the

existence of nerves and nerve endings in the skin and other

parts where the function exists. These nerves are, of

course, in connection with the central nervous system ; the

sensation is conveyed to the brain. Irritating vapors and

liquids are really appreciated by the tactile sense and not

the sense of smell or taste.

3. The amount of urine voided in twenty-four hours is

normally about fifty ounces; its reaction is acid; its spe-

cific gravity is from about 1015 to about 1025; its color is

yellowish. The quantity is increased in winter and in

diabetes, hysteria, epilepsy, and some kidney diseases; it is

decreased in summer, in fevers, in gout, and certain dis-

eases of the liver, kidneys, and heart. The reaction may
become alkaline by a vegetable diet, or if the urine under-

goes decomposition; also in cystitis, chlorosis, nervous
diseases ; it may become more acid in fevers, and diseases

of liver, heart, or lungs, and in acid dvspepsia. The spe-

cific grainty is low in the presence of albumin, or polyuria

;

it is high when glucose is present. Naturally the specific

gravity varies, with the quantity voided. The color is

tight in polyuria, neurotic conditions, and chronic nephritis;

it is high colored in fevers and jaundice; yellowish-green

in the presence of bile; white if chyle or pus is present;

brownish, in the presence of decomposed blood ; red, in

the presence of blood; certain drugs will also cause

changes in the color.

4. The pancreatic juice contains four ferments: (i)

Trypsin, which changes proteids into peptones; (2) Amyl-
opsin. which changes starch into dextrine and maltose;

(3) Steapsin. which emulsifies and saponifies fats; and (4)

a curdling ferment, which precipitates the casein of milk.

5. Factors concerned in gastric digestion: Movement of

the stomach; innervation of stomach; secretions of stom-
ach ; and action of the hydrochloric acid and gastric fer-

ments.

6. During contraction the following changes take place
in a muscle

:

(1) It becomes shorter and thicker, but the volume re-

mains the same.

(2) It consumes o.xygen.

(3} It sets free carbon dioxide.

(4) It forms sarcolactic acid.

(5) It becomes acid in reaction.

(6) It becomes more extensible and less elastic.

(7) There is an increase in heat production, and conse-
quently a rise of temperature.

(8) The electrical reaction becomes relatively negative.

7. The contractions in non-striated, involuntary muscles
are not under the control of the will ; they are rhythmical,
and are characterized by peristalsis. Example, the muscles
in rile walls of the intestines. In striated, voluntary
muscles, the contractions are largely under the control of
the will, are not rhythmical, and are not characterized by
peristalsis. Example, the flexor muscles of the forearm.

8. Functions of the Blood: The red blood cells carry
oxygen from the lungs to the tissues. The white blood
cells: (l) Serve as a protection to the body from the in-

cursions of pathogenic microorganisms; (2) take some
part in the process of the coagulation of the blood; (3)
aid in the absorption of fats and peptones from the in-

testine, and (4) help to maintain the proper proteid con-
tent of the blood plasma. The function of the platelets
is not determined ; it is possible that they take some part
in the coagulation of the bood. The plasma conveys nu-
triment to the tissues; it holds in solution the carbon
dioxide and water which it receives from the tissues, and
takes them to be eliminated by the lungs, kidneys, and
skin ; it also holds in solution urea and other nitrogenous
substances that are taken to and excreted by the liver or
kidneys.

9. There are two types of inspiration: (i) The Superior
costal, or female type; and (2) the Inferior costal, ab-
dominal, or male type. "In children, as well as in the
adult male, under ordinary conditions, tlie diaphragm per-
forms most of the work, and the movements of the abdo-
men are the only ones especially noticeable. ... In
the female the movements of the chest, particularly of its

upper half, are habitually more prominent than those of
the abdomen, and this difference in the mechanism of
respiration is characteristic of the sexes." The protru-
sion of the abdominal wall, caused by the descent of the
diaphragm, is very marked in children, and produces the
abdominal type of respiration. Very careful and com-
plete studies of women in and out of civilization, the
lower portions of whose chests have never been com-
pressed with corsets or with other devices calculated to
prevent expansion of these parts, have demonstrated that
the supposed respiratory difference in male and female
does not exist naturally, and that when it is found it is

due to the corset, and not to any peculiarity of sex. In-
deed, if the male chest is encased in a corset the inferior
costal type becomes changed at once into the superior
costal. (From Raymond's Physiology.)

10. The circulation of the blood is regulated in the
arteries by: (i) the elasticity and tone of the arteries,

(2) the force and frequency of the cardiac contractions,

(3) and the resistance in the capillaries. In the capil-
laries it is regulated by: (i) The action of the heart, (2)
the action of the arteries.

CHEMISTRY.
1. Composition of bone:
Organic matter, Ge\d,\.\n and blood-vessels. 33 percent.

'Phospliate of lime 51 "

Carbonate " 11 "

/noryomV,"! Fluoride of calcium 2 "

Phosphate of magnesium I "

Soda and sodium chloride I "

2. Oxygen, O., 16; chlorine, CI,. 35,5; iodine. I., 127;

sulphur, S,, 32; phosphorus. P.. 31; and carbon, C, 12.

3. Analysis is the process by which a compound is split

up into simpler compounds or into its constituent elements.
Synthesis is the process by which a compound is built

up out of elements or out of simpler compounds.
Cohesion is the force which unites (dissimilar) mole-

cules.

Chemical affinity is the force which attracts atoms to

each other, and causes them to unite to form a molecule.

4. C.°=-(F."'-32)
9
5 5

=— (67-32) =— of 35 = 19-5

9 9
. . 67° F. = 19.5° C.
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5. Oxidation.
6. Test for diacetic acid: To a few c.c, of the urine add

a ID per cent, solution of ferric chloride, drop by drop,

until the phosphates are precipitated ; then filter, and add
some more ferric chloride. If diacetic acid is present, the

urine becomes of a Bordeaux-red color, which disappears

on boiling. Diacetic acid occurs in fevers, gastrointestinal

disturbances, eclampsia, pernicious vomiting of pregnancy,
and before diabetic coma.

7. Ehrlich's diaco reaction: Equal volumes of the re-

agent and of the urine are shaken together in a test-tube;

one-half a c.c. of ammonia is floated on the mixture; a
red band at the junction of the liquids denotes a positive

reaction. The reagent consists of: (i) a saturated solu-

tion of sulphanilic acid in a mixture of 50 c.c. of hydro-
chloric acid and 950 c.c. of water; and (2) a 0.5 solution

of sodium nitrite. When about to be used I c.c. of (2) is

added to 40 c.c. of (i). and the mixture shaken.
The diagnostic value of the test is uncertain. Von

Jaksch "disclaims for this test any clinical importance
whatever." Others have claimed that the reaction is

pathognomonic of. typhoid ; but it has been found in other
diseases besides typhoid, such as phthisis, pneumonia,
measles, scarlet fever, smallpox, and malaria.

8. Test for iiidican in the urine: The urine is mixed
with one-fifth its volume of 20 per cent, solution of lead

acetate and filtered. The filtrate is mi.xed with an equal
volume of fuming hydrochloric acid containing 3.'1000 of

ferric chlorid, a few drops of chloroform are added, and
the mixture strongly shaken one to two minutes. With
normal urine the chloroform remains colorless, or almost

so; but if an excess of indoxy! compounds be present the

chloroform is colored blue, and the depth of the color is a

rough indication of the degree of the excess.

Indicaniiria is found in hypochlorhydria; in hyperchlor-
hydria of gastric ulcer; in conditions in which there

is diminished peristalsis of the small intestines, as in ileus

and peritonitis, not in simple constipation ; also in condi-

tions in which putrefactive changes occur in the body else-

where than in the intestine, as in empyema, putrid bron-
chitis, gangrene of the lungs, etc. (From Witthaus's Es-
sentials of Chemistry.)

9. Ferric hydroxide may be prepared rapidly by pre-

cipitating a solution of ferric sulphate with magnesia. The
two following solutions should be kept in separate bottles;

and, when needed, mi.x them, and administer.

(1) Liq. ferri tersulphatis 3ij

AquK 3vj

(2) Magnesias 3iij

Aquse Jviij.

10. Test for hydrochloric acid in gastric contents : In a

porcelain dish mix a few drops of filtered gastric contents

with a few drops of Boas' reagent, then slowly evaporate

over a flame. If hydrochloric acid is present, there will

appear a rose-red color which fades on cooling. The re-

agent consists of 5 gm. of sublimed resorcinol and 3 gm.

of cane sugar, in 100 c.c. of alcohol.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. Digestants are agents which aid in the process of

digestion. The official digestants are : Hydrochloric acid,

pepsin, pancreatin, and malt.

Hydrochloric acid is used in stomach conditions asso-

ciated with inacidity or hypoacidity, such as cancer of the

stomach, atrophy of the gastric glands, and sometimes in

continued fevers.

Pepsin is indicated as an aid to gastric digestion in gas-

tralgia, gastric cancer and ulcer, atonic dyspepsia, and the

vomiting of pregnancy.
Pancreatin is indicated as an aid to digestion, and for

the predigestion of food, in convalescence, in wasting

diseases, and in intestinal dyspepsia.

Malt, a diastase prepared from malt is said to aid in

the digestion of starch.

2. Opium. Indications: .\s an anodyne, in diarrhea,

peritonitis, for internal hemorrhages, in mania and de-

lirium tremens, in many respiratory affections, in diabetes,

and to prevent or lessen shock. Contraindications: It

should not be given to young children; nor should it be

used in the second stage of pneumonia, alcoholism, cere-

bral congestion, or in bronchorrhea of old people.

3. Scrumtheraj'y is the treatment of an infectious dis-

ease by a specific antiserum. Laryngeal diphtheria should

be treated by the administration pf diphtheria antitoxin,

in doses of about 4.000 to S.ooo units. In a suspected case

of tetanus, tetanus antitoxin should be administered in dose

of about 2.000 units.

4. Atrophine sulphate may be used locally to dilate the

pupil, to paralyze accommodation, and as a sedative ap-

plication in lumbago, inflammatory diseases of joints, etc.

Internally it is given to check e.xcessive secretion, to relax

spasm, in shock and collapse to stimulate the vasomotor
center, to stimulate intestinal peristalsis, and as an anti-

dote for some poisons (such as physostigraa, muscarin,
hydrocyanic acid, chloroform, and opium).

5. (i) By abstracting heat from the body; (2) by pro-
ducing perspiration (which is evaporated)

; (3) by dilating

the vessels in the skin and so producing increased radia-

tion
; (4) by reducing the circulation.

5. Treatment of arteriosclerosis: Remove the cause if

possible ; forbid the use of alcohol ; treat any disease that

may be present (such as heart disease, nephritis, rheu-
matism, syphilis) ; diminish the meat eaten, and sub-
stitute vegetables where possible. Nitroglycerin, gr.

l/loo; nitrites, diuretics, and laxatives have all been rec-

ommended. Hot baths, under proper supervision, exercise,

and massage are indicated.

7. Mercurial ointments are used; as a parasiticide; as an
application to sores : as an inunction in chronic inflamma-
tions, and enlarged lymphatic glands. The yellow oxide,
for syphilitic and other sores, and in blepharitis. The
red oxide for syphilitic and other sores, and as a parasiti-

cide. The nitrate as a caustic for syphilitic warts and con-
dylomata. Mercury with chalk and blue mass as laxative,
cholagogue. and purgative; the latter, also, as diuretic, in

syphilis. Calomel as laxative or purgative: in congested
liver or stomach ; in diarrhea, and as a diuretic. Corrosive

.r'litnate as antiseptic and parasiticide; for itching, and
syphilitic sores ; in syphilis. The iodides chiefly for
syphilis.

8. Treatment of syphilis: The management of the local

sore consists in local cleanliness mainly. If the diagnosis
is absolutely certain, mercury may be commenced at once,
and may avert even secondary symptoms ; but it is often
advisable to wait till these appear before commencing
specific treatment. Treatment consists in the early stages
in the administration of one or other of the preparations
of mercury. This can be given for long periods without
producing salivation or diarrhea. Treatment must not be
stopped when symptoms have disappeared, but must be
continued for two or three years. Where symptoms are
more urgent and a rapid eft'ect is desired inunction of blue
ointment 3j daily, or hypodermic injection of corrosive
sublimate gr. '/g every second day, may be practised, or
calomel suspended in sterile oil may be injected into the

gluteal muscles once a week. The condition of the mouth
must be looked to and smoking should be forbidden if

there are lesions in the mouth. In the tertiary stages,

iodide of potassium to a great extent takes the place of
mercury, but the two are often advantageously combined.
Doses of from 5 to 20 grains thrice daily usually suffice,

but in cerebral syphilis the drug must be rapidly pushed
to even larger doses. In every case, besides treating the

specific disease, the general health must be sedulously

cared for. Salvarsan is now often used: it may he given

subcutaneously, intravenously, or intramuscularly. It

should be used with caution. (From Wheeler's Handbook
of Medicine.)

9. Ergot. Indications: To promote uterine contractions

during third stage of labor; fibroids, menorrhagia, post-

partum hemorrhage. Some forms of amenorrhea and dys-

menorrhea, dysentery, arterial hemorrhage, congestive

headaches, laxity of sphincters, of bladder, or rectum,
hemorrhoids, aneurysm, diabetes, urinary incontinence, di-

rect paralysis of the sphincter vesicae, atonic spermator-

rhea.

Contraindications: During the first stage of labor, and
in anemia of the brain or spinal cord.

10. The patient is placed on semi-starvation diet for

half a day, and is then given from 2 to 10 grains of calo-

mel; if the latter does not act freely Epsom salt may be

given. When the bowels are thoroughly emptied some
thymol in capsule must be given, the quantity depending
upon the patient's age. .\n adult may take from 60 to 90
grains. The patient is again kept on a very restricted

diet, with practically no liquids. After several hours a

saline laxative may be administered. This treatment may
be repeated (if necessary) in two weeks.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

I. Cyanosis is a condition in which the skin is of a

purplish hue from the presence of imperfectly oxygenated
blood in the capillaries. Causes: Anything which inter-

feres with the admission of air into the lungs, croup, retro-

pharyngeal abscess, foreign bodies in air passages, pres-

sure on air passages, pharyngitis, laryngitis, bronchitis,

pleurisy, pneumonia, tuberculosis, emphysema, pericarditis,

tumors of mediastinum, and some coal tar derivatives.
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2. Vocal fremitus is a vibration due to speaking or cry-

ing, and conveyed from the surface of the chest to the

hand of the examiner. It is increased in lobar pneumonia,
phthisis, and bronchopneumonia ; it is diminished or ab-
sent in pleural effusions, emphysema, atelectasis and pul-

monary edema.
3. Dull, clear, and tympanitic.

4. In piihiwuary consolidation, there are: diminished
chest movement, increased vocal fremitus, absence of ves-

icular breathing, presence of tubular breathing, increased
vocal resonance, bronchophony, and dullness on percussion.

5. Bronchial breathing replaces vesicular breathing in

consolidation of the lung.

6. Organic murmurs are due to stenosis or incompetency
of one or more of the valves of the heart.

Functional murmurs are not due to valvular disease.

Organic murmurs may be systolic or diastolic; may be
accompanied by marked dilatation or hypertrophy, and
there will probably be a history of rheumatism or of some
other disease capable of producing endocarditis. Whereas
a murmur, usually systolic, soft, and blowing, heard best

over the pulmonic area, associated with evidences of
chlorosis or anemia, and affected by the position of the

patient, is a hemic or functional murmur, and denotes as

a rule an impoverished condition of the blood.

7. Palpitatio.n of the he.^rt. Causes: Anemia, emo-
tion, hysteria, mental an.xiety. heart-strain, overexertion,

dyspepsia, excessive and long continued use of alcohol,

tobacco, coffee or tea, excessive sexual indulgence, men-
strual disorders, and puberty. Treatment: Remove the

cause, if possible; aromatic spirit of ammonia, or Hoff-
mann's anodyne, or trional, or potassium bromide and
veratrum viride, or iron, quinine and strychnine may be
given ; a belladonna plaster applied to the precordium is

beneficial.

8. Causes of endocarditis: Microorganisms, rheumatism,
chorea, pneumonia, pleurisy, infectious fevers (scarlet

fever, diphtheria, etc.), septicemia, pyemia, nephritis, gon-
orrhea, alcoholism, excessive muscular labor.

9. The dyspnea is the result of diminished oxygenation
of the blood, as the result of lessened arterial pressure,

increased venous pressure, congestion of the lungs, and
back pressure from the left side of the heart.

10. Signs of impending death: The physical signs of a

failing heart, rapid and feeble pulse, slow respiration, loss

of consciousness, picking at the bed-clothes, frequent in-

quiry as to the time of day (or night) ; sometimes there is

a peculiar odor to the breath. The Hippocratic facies is

also characteristic; this includes "a sharp nose, hollow
eyes, collapsed temples; the ears are cold and contracted,

and their lobes turned out; the skin about the forehead

is rough, distended and parched; and the whole face is

brown, black, livid, or lead-colored."

PATHOLOGY.

1. Post-mortem changes in tissues: Rigor mortis; rise

of temperature followed by fall of temperature; the

arteries contract, and drive the blood into the veins; the

red corpuscles split, letting out the hemoglobin ; the tissues

become stained; the blood tends to coagulate; putrefacdon
and decomposition take place. "The protoplasm tends to

become granular; it sometimes increases in bulk, so that

the cells look swollen; and in nucleated cells the nucleus

often shrinks or entirely disappears. The cells ultimafcK'

break up into molecules of various sizes. In adipose tissue

the cells diminish in size owing to the escape of the fluid

fat, which diffuses itself throughout the surroun iing

structures. The fibers of connective tissue sweli up. be-

come opaque, and ultimately liquefy. In nerve-fibe'^s the

white substance of Schwann coagulates and collects into

small drops within the neurilemma. Cartilage, bone, and
hair resist the putrefactive process longer than any of

the other tissues, and are the least altered by it." (From
Green's Pathology.)

2. The normal temperature of the body is maintainedhy
the thermotactic centers in the brain and cord keeping an

equilibrium between the heat gained or produced in the

body and the heat lost. Heat is gained to the body by (i)

the muscles, during contraction; (2) the secreting glands;

(3) the brain, during mental activity; and (4) by the

ingestion of food and hot liquids.

Heat is lost to the body by (i) the skin, through evapo-

ration, radiation, and conduction ; (2) the lungs ; and (3)

the excretions (feces and urine).

Hence, a rise in body temperature may be due to a dis-

turbance of any one or more of the three heat centers

(the thermotactic, thermogenetic. and thermolytic) ; or to

the presence of some toxic substances circulating in the

blood ; the mechanism is unknown.

3. Atrophy is decrease in the amount of tissue, owing to

diminution in size (simple atrophy) or number (numerical
atrophy) of the histological elements of which it is com-
posed. There is also loss of weight, and impairment of
function. Varieties: Simple and numerical (see above) ;

also general and local.

4. In fatty infiltration the tissues contain lat brought
from without ; there is no change in the cell protoplasm,
and such damage as the tissue undergoes is due to the

mechanical pressure caused by the fat.

In fatty degeneration the cell protoplasm undergoes
change ; the fat is in the cells, and not between them.

5. Anemia denotes a condition in which there is reduc-
tion of the quantity or quality of the blood (generally
used with reference to the red corpuscles). Hyperemia
denotes excessive blood in a part. Leukemia is a condi-
tion in which the white blood corpuscles are increased in

number, and is accompanied by pathological changes in

the spleen, lymphatic glands, and bone marrow.
6. Leucocytosis is considered as physiological when it oc-

curs in conditions which are normal or nearly so (such as
during digestion, or pregnancy, after exercise) ; when it

occurs in abnormal conditions, it is called pathological.

In typhoid, there is generally no leucocytosis; in mala-
ria, none; in appendicitis there is a leucocytosis; in acute
miliary tuberculosis, none.

7. An embolism is an intravascular obstruction from the
lodgment of a foreign body. Sources: Thrombi, vegeta-
tions from the valves of the heart, portions of new
growths, foreign bodies, fluid fat, parasites, pigment gran-
ules. Sequels: Infarction, irritation, infection, metastatic
abscesses, gangrene, aneurysm.

8. The cardinal signs of inflammation are: Redness,
swelling, pain, heat, and impaired function. One or more
of these may be absent. "The swelling of the inflamed
area is caused by the increased amount of the blood in

the part and by the transudation of fluid into the tissues.

The redness of an inflamed part is due to the presence of
an amount of arterial blood larger than normal. The in-

creased temperature is also due to the increase in the
amount of blood and in the velocity of the circulation.

The temperature of the inflamed part never exceeds that
of the blood, though if there be fever it may be higher
than normal. The pai)i is generally stated to be due to

pressure by the exudation on the nerve-endings. Probably
a good deal of the pain is due to the irritant action of the
irritant, or of the fluids transuded, on the nerve-endings.
The pain is sometimes referred to a distant part." (From
Hewlett's Pathology.)

9. "The broken ends of the bone are rough and irreg-

ular, and the periosteum is torn more or less, but some
portion usually remains as a bridge between the frag-
ments. The soft structures in the neighborhood are lacer-

ated, so that the parts are intiltrated^with blood-clot, which
fills up the spaces between the bone ends. As in repair
of any other part, the blood-clot in a few hours is infil-

trated with leucocytes, whose duty it is to absorb the clot.

The connective-tissue cells in the surrounding parts prolif-

erate, and the bone undergoes rarefying osteitis, so that
the place of the blood-clot is taken by granulation tissue.

The granulation tissue becomes calcified, and the calcified

tissues ultimately replaced by bone. The periosteum plays

a large part in the ossification of the new tissue. It be-

comes stripped up for some distance, hyperemic, and
thickened. Granulation tissue is formed from it, and
unites with that which has replaced the blood-clot. This
mass binds the bone together and forms the provisional or
ensheathing callus, which is subsequently ossified by the

growth of the periosteal osteoblasts spreading over the
mass. The medulla becomes plugged with granulation
tissue or internal callus, and this, as well as the granula-
tion tissue lying between the fragments of compact bone,
becomes ossified, the bone cells of the compact tissue

probably proliferating to take part in the repair." (Aids
to Surgery.)

10. The line of demarcation is an inflammatory zone of
living tissue at the border of a gangrenous area.

(To be concluded.)

The Batericidal Substance in Leucocytic Extract.

—

W. H. Manwaring has found that the bactericidal agent
extracted from horse leucocytes is apparently precipitated

quantitatively by full saturation with ammonium sulphate.
The bactericidal agent is apparently precipitated by absolute
alcohol, and is not rendered insoluble by a short contact
with alcohol. The agent resembled in this feature certain
enzymes which can be isolated and purified by alcoholic
precipitation

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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"Lawyers and Phisitians."—This is the quaint
title of an essay by a writer who signs himself
"X." Montaigne is quoted as follows :

" 'Ferdi-

nando, kinge of Spaine, sending certaine colonies

into the Indies, provided wisely that no lawyers
. . . should be carried thither, judging with
Plato that lawyers and phisitians are an ill pro-
vision for any countrey.' Whence it would appear
that, since 'Ferdinando, kinge of Spaine' did not
prohibit the conveyance of physicians to his new
colonies, he was of opinion that lawyers were the

greater of the two ills." On the other hand, Cab-
bett believed that the lawyer "in defending the

property of the feeble or the incautious against

the attacks of the strong and the wiles of the

crafty ; in affording protection to innocence, and se-

curing punishment to guilt ; has in the affairs of
men and on their condition in life a much more ex-

tensive and more powerful influence than can arise

from the application of surgical or medical knowl-
edge." The quotations serve as an introduction to

the remarks by the author on the subject that has

recently been enjoying the attention of a committee
of the House of Commons, namely, the sale of

patent medicines. It is urged that whereas physi-

cians should demand a fitting reward for their serv-

ices, they should temper this demand with dis-

cretion. "Perhaps it is because our daily task is

with mankind in the moments of weakness that

we are apt to realize the dependence of others upon
us more vividly than we do the limitations of our
functions and powers in relation to the outside

world. In the sick room we are paramount. Dis-

cussion there has no place and the just assertion of

authority is becoming. But, when our rights and
privileges, as we conceive them, come into conflict

with those of others, the mantle of mere authority

that we sometimes assume falls from us." It is

pointed out that all will agree that the sale of articles

devised to further the commission of criminal of-

fences and that the sale of articles by means of

fraudulent pretences should be penalized. "But if

we invoke the interference of the State to restrict

the sale of gray powder and iron pills or aloetic

aperients merely because certain manufacturers give

their preparations attractive names and sell them
more cheaply than a doctor can dispense them, we
must, as a lawyer would say, show cause." Except

in rare instances people do not take patent medicines

when seriously ill and are quicker to detect arrant

imposture than one imagines. Not all the claims

put forward by the vendors of proprietary articles

are extravagant. "If we are to set up arbitrary

standards and condemn as quackery everything we
can't explain (coming from unorthodox sources,

bien entendu) we run two grave risks. We run the

risk of discredit with the public when we have to re-

vise our standards in the light of fresh knowledge

;

and we run the risk of having, in the alternative, as

the lawyers say, to perpetuate, Chinese fashion, a

face-saving orthodoxy." One "may be tempted to

forget that there is often some truth in heresy and
error in orthodoxy."

—

The Universal Medical Rec-

ord, September, 1912.

Plato on Contract and Dispensary Practice.—
F. W. Jollye notes that even in ancient days there

were two classes of practitioners who were sup-

posed to treat their patients differently according

to whether they were club or private patients, and
these two classes of medical men were consequently

held in very different esteem by the public. Plato
in one of his dialogues refers to the two sorts of
doctors as follows : "The slave doctors run about
and cure the slaves or wait for them in the dispen-
saries; practitioners of this sort never talk to their

patients individually or let them talk about their

own individual complaints. The slave doctor pre-

scribes what mere experience suggests, as if he had
exact knowledge, and when he has given his orders
like a tryant, he makes off with equal assurance to

some other servant who is ill, and so he relieves

the master of the house of the care of his invalid

slaves. But the other doctor, who is a freeman,
attends and practises upon freemen ; he carries his

inquiries far back, and goes into the nature of the

disorder; he enters into discourse with the patient

and with his friends, thus at the same time getting

information from the sick man and also instructing

him as far as he is able, and he will not prescribe

for him until he has first convinced him ; at last,

when he has more and more brought the patient

under his persuasive influence, and set him on the

road to health, he attempts to effect a cure. Now
which is the better way of proceeding in a physician

and a trainer? Is he better who accomplishes his

end in a double way, or he who works in one way,
and that the rude and inferior?"

—

The Lancet, Sep-

tember 28, 1912.

The Teaching of Medical Economics.—A. H.
Madry believes that every medical school should

give a course in medical economics. The future

physician should be taught that while the acquisi-

tion of wealth should not be his dominating mo-
tive, the satisfaction of duty well done is not to be

the sole recompense, and that he who discharges

faithfully the duty entrusted to him deserves a

financial reward commensurate at least in part with

the labor performed. It is the failure of this ade-

quate reward that is the real cause of inefficiency

and unethical living among professional men. Too
often the physician begins his career with high

ideals and well equipped for his duties and respon-

sibilities save for a knowledge of the value of his

services. The want of this knowledge permits the

confiscation of his earnings and compels him to

turn his attention to speculative and commercial

enterprises, or to launch out into the uncharted sea

of irregular medicine. Proper instruction in econo-

mics will teach the future physician the conserva-

tion of resources that strengthen character, build

professional reputation, and inspire self-confidence;

and at the same time this instruction will enable

him to give to the world the happiness and prosper-

ity it has a right to expect from his labors.

—

Jour-

nal of the Missouri State Medical Association, Sep-

tember, 1912.

Seven-Inch Tires.—Seven-inch pneumatic tires are

now being used on the rear wheels of the automobiles in

the service of the Detroit Police Department, and after a

test of about 5,000 miles the tires are in good condition.

—

Automobile Topics.

New York's 1913 Tags to Be Pifrple.—According to

news from Albany another attempt is to be made to solve

some of the license plate problems that have been bother-

ing the State of New York for several years. Next year's

plates have been contracted for, 90,500 pairs having been

ordered. The background will be of dark, purple, with

raised letters in white. Each plate will bear "1913" and if

for a motor truck will bear in addition the word "Com-
mercial." The latter change has been made in order to

prevent the use of the $5 commercial car license for

pleasure cars, licenses for which cost from $5 to $25.

—

Automobile Topics.
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"Syphilis is one of the most important etiological

moments in psychopathology." This poignant
statement made by such an experienced observer

as Ziehen^ merits the most attentive and careful

thought on the part of all medical men and es-

pecially of those interested in psychiatry and neu-
rology. During the early centuries following the

spread of the Neapolitan sickness northward
throughout continental Europe, sporadic mention
of the possibility of syphilitic lesions within the

central nervous system is met with in the literature.

Under the sway of the doubt of the authoritative

Hunter medical opinion veered from this trend

until the work of Virchow and Hiibner toward the

end of the nineteenth century conclusively demon-
strated that syphilis of the internal organs, of the

brain, was a definitely recognizable pathological

condition. Following this period advances in ac-

curate knowledge of disease dependent upon this

infection were comparatively slow until within the

past few years, during which time developments in

biological methods have rendered our progress

tumultuous. Close upon the serological test of

Wassermann follows the cutaneous reaction of

Noguchi, which, though but recently in the field,

bids fair to offer even more delicate aid than the

method of complement fixation.

Such advances in our abilit)' to recognize the

existence of a latent, though possibly potentially

virulent syphilitic infection, have obviously served

to attract a vast amount of attention and profitable

study toward the enormous pathological potential

of syphilis and particularly toward those abnor-

malities of function associated with syphilitic

lesions of the central nervous system, especially

the mental disorders. So great has been the zeal

in this latter direction that at times it is quite ap-

parently forgotten that in dealing with such a wide-

spread disease as syphilis, mental disorder occur-

ring in a syphilitic does not necessarily mean that

such mental disorder is a result of the syphilis, the

question of coincidences as well as cause must re-

ceive due and proportionate attention.

An idea which is rapidly gaining currency is

that syphilis, particularly syphilis involving the cen-

tral nervous system, is becoming more prevalent.

While statistics tend to bear out this belief, and

it is a matter of common knowledge that such

evidence is notoriously unreliable concerning this

disease, it must not be forgotten that our added

diagnostic ability may, in part at least, explain the

apparent increased incidence of the infection and

its subsequent manifestations. It is, in fact, noted
that syphilitic diseases of the central nervous sys-
tem are more often observed than formerly, where-
as the malignant form of syphilis, particularly that
affecting the cutaneous and skeletal tissues, is be-
coming less frequent. From this the question has
been raised (Graves^) whether this infrequency of
the latter form of malignant syphilis does not in-
dicate that our population is acquiring a relative
immunity from such forms because of the general
syphilization of the race, this immunity being ac-
quired at the expense of other structures of the
body and especially the nervous system. But may
we not find an explanation for this along broader
avenues of approach? Cannot the application of
the principle of biological racial differentiation be
of aid here as well as in the study of the develop-
ment of mental disorders in general? History
shows that mental disorders in a given race increase
in frequency of occurrence in direct proportion to
the progress of biological differentiation—the in-

crement is not a steady one, but rather expresses
itself in the form of a curve, the lower levels repre-
senting the periods of heightened physical develop-
ment during- which the incidence of mental aliena-
tion is low, while the peaks indicate epochs of in-

tense organization and specialization with the
logical concomitant, increased mental stress and its

associated natural result, more frequent mental
breakdown. If there is any justification for the be-
lief so often expressed, that syphilization and civil-

ization run in parallel courses, we should not be
surprised to find its proof at the present day. In
brief, then, it would apear that we may expect
the psychotic moment to become intensified when
the pressure of activity is unequally distributed and
is associated with imperfect or incomplete develop-
ment and asymmetry or disharmonies in individual
make-up. It appears very probable that in just this
.sort of ontogenetic defect we may find a partial
answer to the question—why is it that one syphilitic
develops, as a result of the infection, a mental dis-
order, while a second does not? One explanation
has been sought in the postulation of an especial
strain of syphilitic virus which possesses a par-
ticular affinity for nervous tissue, but the as-
sumption of a lues nervosa has not received
sufficient or convincing substantiation (Hiibner^).
It is very patent that aside from the syphilitic virus
there must be other factors which are coactive de-
terminants in the production of the psychosis. From
analogy, perhaps, it becomes almost as obvious that
here must be considered principally the mental
make-up upon which the syphilis has become a
modifying factor—the soil upon which the seed
has fallen. It has been observed (E. Meyer*),
that the symptomatology of certain nervous system
disorders is made more intense by a subsequently
acquired syphilis. We know, too. that there are
constitutional psychopathies which predispose the
individual to frank mental upsets which do not
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occur in more normally constituted mental organi-

zations under similarly unfavorable circumstances.

Quite recently Czarniccki^ has observed that the

symptomatology of dementia precox may be

markedly modified by a superimposed cerebral

syphilis as somewhat similarly Graeter" has demon-

strated clearly the active role of alcohol in bring-

ing into full bloom a latent precox. In the fore-

going particular reference is made to the effects of

an acquired lues. But also our appreciation of the

ravages of this disease among the progeny of syphi-

litic antecedents is gaining ground in the medical

mind. The more evident signs of an inherited

lues, such as Hutchinson's teeth, rhagades, snuffles,

interstitial keratitis and the like, are no longer the

only criteria upon which judgment may rest. We
now recognize that syphilis in the parents may be

the cause of more generalized deviations from the

normal in the progeny, the organism, as a whole

or in certain particular respects, shows marks of

weakness revealed in both physical and mental char-

acters showing evidences of varying grades of im-

perfect and incomplete developmental growth or

disharmonies and asymmetries expressive of illy

balanced, one-sided products. The Treponema pal-

lidum is no respecter of age, sex, or class, and, tak-

ing into consideration this markedly deleterious in-

fluence which it may exert upon the progeny, it

is easily to be seen that the role which it plays in

the fertilization of the soil from which mental dis-

orders of varied types may take root and flourish is

a leading one among the etiological factors in psy-

chical disorders.

With the specific laboratory methods which we
have as diagnostic aids it might appear at first glance

that the recognition of a syphilitic process active

within the tissues of the central nervous system was

merely a matter of technique. Only too frequently

the opposite state of affairs exists, and particularly

in affections of the brain which make themselves

known in more veiled forms through psychical man-

ifestations than by physical signs. The internists

have taught us that syphilis has but little originality,

that it is the imitator par excellence, but it is only

recently that this has been more extensively recog-

nized by those interested in mental medicine, and

that it has been appreciated that there is no mental

symptom-complex which may not owe its existence

to a syphilitic infection. In dealing with mental

disorders, the psychiatrist has to face an entirely

different problem from that which confronts the

surgeon who meets with a case of appendiceal in-

flammation. To the contrary, he has to deal with

processes which do not permit of immediate exam-

ination, and consequently it is largely by deduction

derived from observed outward manifestations of

cerebral activity that conclusions may be drawn.

In the past it has been customary to recognize cor-

rectly those forms of cerebral syphilis with which

occur the more prominent physical signs such as

are dependent upon the more circumscribed and

focal lesions, particular stress having been laid

upon the occurrence of the epileptoid attack or its

equivalent varying period of lowering of conscious

threshold. The mental symptoms accompanying

such conditions have received but scant attention,

as a rule being looked upon as the unimportant and
variable accompaniments of the more frequent,

more evident and more tangible neurological dis-

turbances. It certainly has not been so well appre-

ciated that mental disturbances of varied types may
be associated with cerebral syphilis when the focal

signs may be entirely absent or may only occur at a
time when the disease is clinically far advanced,

thus assuming a role of secondary importance.

More recent studies of the direct or remote effects

of syphilis upon the functions of the central nervous
system have shown that many of our former concep-

tions and conclusions nmst be altered and some en-

tirely discarded. Further observation is needed
before generalizations may be reformulated and at

the same time by a more careful study of individual

cases, there is a greater possibility that, should there

be any characteristic symptom-complex expressive

of the dift'erent pathological types of cerebral syph-

ilis, it may be recognized and given definite form.

It may be well at this point to mention briefly the

various mental symptom-complexes that in the past

have been described as characteristic of cerebral

syphilis. The principal types recognizable to-day

were set forth in very good clinical descriptions

nearly half a century ago by Wille' and it is largely

due to the more recently forced recognition of the

pathological potential of syphilis, acting upon the

central nervous system to produce disturbances of

function that the term "syphilitic psychosis" has

come to occupy its present prominent position. It

has, as it were, within the past few years, been re-

discovered. It is quite apparent, also, that not too

definite or fixed limitations have enclosed the group
of cases thus rubricated. Here, as in every opinion

based upon unsatisfactory observations, the greatest

diversity obtains. On the one hand, by some, disease

pictures are described as characteristic of cerebral

lues ; on the other, it is denied with equal decisive-

ness that there exists any such symptom-complex
and it is asserted that there is absolutely nothing
characteristic unless it may be the banality of the

ultimately resulting demential process. However, to

express briefly our conceptions of the etiological

role of syphilis in the production of mental disorder,

without restriction to any particular or supposedly
characteristic type of psychotic disturbance, the

term syphilitic psychosis possesses a definite value.

Among the earlier works attempts to delineate a

characteristic abnormal symptom-complex depend-
ent upon cerebral syphilis resulted in the description

of certain depressive and anxiety states, e.g. syphi-

lophobia or a more generalized hypochondria,

which were to be looked upon as prodromal phases

of the syphilitic psychosis, the concluding picture

of the series being a progressive deteriora-

tion. Besides this hypochondriacal introduction, it

was recognized (Wille') that the ultimate dementia

might be preceded by an excitement, a delirium, or

mania. The important point is that these abnormal
mental states presenting themselves early in the dis-

ease were looked upon as the initial symptoms, only

stages in a developing picture, and yet an attempt

was made to segregate them as separate types of

mental disorder characteristic of syphilitic processes

involving the brain. Thus it was that the terms

syphilitic melancholia, hypochrondria, paranoia,

amentia, and dementia had their origin, the last be-

ing found so frequently in brain syphilis that almost

all writers agreed that it was the characteristic

symptom of all mental disorders associated with

syphilitic alterations in the brain. By simply mod-
ernizing the above terminology and making a few

slight alterations it will be found that a practically

similar grouping under subheadings is in use to-

day.'

A more definite tendency in this direction is evi-

denced in the syphilitic neurasthenia described by
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Jolly', although he, too, recognized that this neuras-

theniform reaction often paved the way for more
or less serious forms of mental disease. Although
placing especial stress upon these psychoneurotic

states. Jolly likewise recognizes the other types of

mental disorder which may accompany luetic in-

fection, that is, the paranoid, amential and manic
or delirioid states, speaking of these as the more
severe symptom-complexes. We do not have to deal

here with mild, depressive reactive types of mental

disturbance developing in persons at the time of

primal awareness of luetic infection, but rather

with those more aggravated states, during which
there are complaints of headaches, transient and
ephemeral confusional periods, fainting sensations,

difficulty in recalling words and events, fleeting

pains generalized in distribution, numbness in legs

or general feeling of fatigue and exhaustion—the

neurasthenic syndrome. There is quite apparently

reasonable cause for doubting the existence of any
such definite symptom-complex bearing a causal

relation to syphilis, excepting in so far as it may oc-

cur as an introductory phase, as above indicated.

It is, indeed, in this instance a difficult task to sepa-

rate coincidence from cause. An outspoken neuras-

thenic attack in an individual having a predisposing

tendency and an asymmetrical mental organization

may no doubt be precipitated by a syphilitic infec-

tion. But the syphilis itself is not directly the prime

factor—it is but secondary, merely an exciting

agent. On the other hand, it is by no means infre-

quent that we meet with a neurasthenic onset in

cases of cerebral syphilis and paresis. The exam-
ination of the spinal fluid and blood serum has been

a reason for the numerical reduction of diagnosis

of neurasthenia in the incipient states of such con-

ditions. To separate a group of symptoms which
occurs as a prologue to a definite disease, to speak

of this as an entity under the term "syphilitic neu-

rasthenia" can, however, accomplish no possible

good. Such attempts to single out certain promi-

nent features in the varied and multiform sympto-

matology of those psychotic states arising as a re-

sult of, or at least in connection with, luetic cerebral

lesions, and to group these into the formation of a

clinically recognizable symptom-complex have not

been infrequent.

However, the classification of the different clin-

ical manifestations of brain syphilis is not a matter

of prime importance, so that we can afford to lay

this aside for the moment and turn to a considera-

tion of our ability to recognize that a given mental

disorder is dependent upon syphilis. The difficulty

in distinguishing coincidence from cause has been

mentioned. What differentially diagnostic data do

we possess that may aid us in this regard? With
those mental diseases which are associated with

gross destructive lesions of the brain, the diag-

nosis may be made with a feeling of greater secur-

ity and accuracy. Yet even in connection with that

paradigm of organic disease, paresis, we have re-

cently come to recognize many of the formerly un-

appreciated difficulties which confront the clinician,

and we have been surprised to find how great our

error has been in this one type. Although it may
be true that there are several forms of what may
be spoken of as the pure type, wherein a reasonably

certain diagnosis may be made, a still greater num-
ber remain obscured bv their close resemblance to

other forms of mental disorder of functional or

non-specific organic character. Mental disorders

developing within the devolutional epoch, those de-

pendent upon arteriosclerosis and senile changes
offer heretofore unsuspected difficulties in differen-

tiation. In addition it is found that syphilis of the

brain may occur in an individual in combination
with or superimposed upon another mental disease,

such as dementia precox. In other communica-
tions"' detailed case records illustrating these vari-

ous difficulties have been presented with emphasis

upon the fact that often the solution of the problem

must be of necessity turned over to the pathologist.

However, certain criteria have been set up to aid

the recognition of psychotic states originating upon
a syphilitic basis, which may be briefly reviewed to

advantage. In correlation with the anatomical find-

ings, it is thought that the mental disorders asso-

ciated with the acute and subacute meningoence-

phalitic forms of cerebral syphilis are much better

recognized clinically than are the more chronic

types. The latter are more frequently mistaken for

arteriosclerotic psychoses or paresis. This may be

because many of the simple demential forms occur

as an expression of the chronic meningoencephalitis.

When one recalls the great variety of anatomical

lesions which may be produced by syphilis in the

central nervous system, inflammations of the mem-
branes, especially of the base, gummatous forma-

tions and the very frequent vascular changes, it

might be expected that from such anatomical sub-

strata multiform clinical manifestations might

arise. Also, it might be expected that attempts to

correlate the anatomical and clinical findings would
be met with great difficulties and uncertainty.

Krause'' believes that with the basal type of brain

syphilis the mental symptoms are of secondary im-

portance and occur at a comparatively late period

in the disease. With the meningoencephalitic

forms involving primarily the convexity the psychi-

cal symptoms appear early—there are stupidity,

confusion, sleepiness (sopor), delirium, with rapid

transition into dementia. Also, the course may be

more chronic, the dementia appearing later. Irri-

tative signs are characteristic of this localization.

The arterial forms are, like the former two, asso-

ciated with headache ; fainting and stupid episodes

occur. On the mental side there is to be noted a

decrease of mental activity, irritability with tearful

affect changes. The alternation from periods of

clear consciousness to those of death-like coma and
the half waking, half dreaming states often asso-

ciated with motor activity are looked upon by some
as very characteristic of the arterial form.

Although such correlation may be found to exist

in many cases, it must not be forgotten that the

lesions of cerebral syphilis are not necessarily, and
often are not, in fact, of one given variety ; there

may be combinations and mixtures of the several

types. This is clearly stated by Mott^- when he

says that active svphilitic meningitis, arteritis, and
gummata all may occur simultaneously, successively

or progressively over the whole cerebrospinal axis.

Surely one may not confidently anticipate a clear-cut

symptomatological expression of such an anatomical

mclang;e. From the purely clinical standpoint the

following features are considered of importance in

this diagnosis. Firstly, in the course of the dis-

ease are seen distinctive features—the prolonged

prodromal stages, the long duration, the varying

progress, and the long remissions. As compared
with other demential processes, there is a greater

degree of preservation of the personality with re-

tention of a fair amount of autocritical ability. Also,

orientation is not greatly impaired as in the more
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generalized deteriorating psychoses, such as senile

dementia and paresis. Memory defects, especially
for recent occurrences, in some cases are quite
prominent. A diminution in attention may no doubt
explain in part this defect, and also, as well, the ob-
servation that these patients as a rule do not ac-
quire new ideas. The defects when noted are prone
to occur in lacunar fashion and affect certain spheres
more markedly than others, the demential process
being more elective in its attack rather than lower-
ing intelligence as a whole. The affect is pos-
sibly capricious, unstable—depression, excitement,
apathy, and indifference may alternate rapidly.
Somnolent, drowsy, semicomatose conditions of
consciousness which are highly significant are not
uncommonly observed from which, after varying
periods, the individual may emerge into an approxi-
mately normal state of uncertain duration—a re-

mission. Hallucinations and delusions may domi-
nate the picture or occur sporadically, the content
of the latter being not infrequently of a paranoid
character, the hallucinations often lending support
to the persecutory beliefs. Accompanying these
psychic abnormalities are to be noted the many
motor disturbances which follow in the train of
variously located focal lesions.

The dift'erential diagiiosis between paresis and
its imitator—diffuse cerebral sypliilis, or syphilitic

pseudoparesis—has recently received abundant at-

tention and needs no detailed mention here. The
distinction must in the last analysis very frequently
be left to the pathologist. Clinically the dift'eren-

tiation is in some instances quite impossible. Even
the serological examinations of the blood serum
and the results of sjiinal puncture mav offer insuffi-

cient data on which a final decision may rest. Now
that this difficulty is more fully appreciated and the
clinical similarity of the two conditions are kept
more constantly in mind, it is but natural that
errors should become less frequent than formerlv.
The foregoing presentation of some of the clin-

ical difficulties associated with the recognition of
mental disorder dependent upon cerebral syphilis
brings to light one general need, namely, that there
is necessary' for the more accurate knowledge of
these mental disorders more definitely delimited and
concise clinical descriptions, not alone of the syphi-
litic psychoses, but likewise of those included vvithin

the terms arteriosclerotic and senile dementias. We
are possibly too prone to dodge the issue bv keep-
ing before the mind what may be called a tvpe case
and blanketing all apparently insignificant variations
from this type under such convenient phrases as
atypical, allied to, etc. It is just these so-called
atypical features that should merit the closest at-

tention, for by such intensive studv we stand to
gain a closer insight into the underlying process.

In considering the possibility of syphilitic etiology
in the case of one suft'ering from mental disorder.
the following points should be borne in mind

:

1. There is no mental symptom-complex charac-
teristic of syphilitic disease of the nervous system.

2. Many types of psychoses may be simulated by
mental disorders caused by svphilis.

3. Cerebral syphilis may develop in a brain al-

ready affected with mental disorder and may occur
in conjunction with other organic diseases of the
brain.

4. Paralysis, paresis, and convulsive episodes
may be absent in cases when mental disturbance is

due to syphilis.

5. The dift'erential diagnosis intra z'itam is fre-

quently difficult and often impossible.
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SURGICAL PSYCHOSES.
By J. EWING ME.\RS, M.J).,

PHILADELPHI.\.

With some misgivings as to the correctness of the

title chosen, I desire to place on record several

cases which, in my earlier surgical experience came
under my treatment. They possessed interest pos-

sibly, in a neuropathic sense rather more than from
a surgical viewpoint ; their treatment, however, be-

longed to the surgeon, and for this reason they rnay

be properly classed as surgical in character. They
illustrate also the methods of treatment employed
nearly two score years ago, and as well, in their

varied features, they assisted to build good founda-
tions on which some of the popular and absorbing
creeds of the modern days have erected their stu-

pendous structures of fantastic beliefs and prac-

tices.

Differ as we may in opinion wath the followers

of these schools of belief, real or fancied, and con-

demn as we must the harmful influences exerted,

not only upon the individual, but upon the com-
munity, by their practice, we are constrained to be-

lieve that the person, male or female, especially the

latter, who seriously lives in the belief that he or she

is sick, is to all intents and purposes, sick, mentally

sick, and is a legitimate subject for the most skill-

ful methods of treatment in the power of the most
learned and most observant practitioner of scientific

medicine to administer. In anv case and under all

conditions treatment based upon erroneous diag-

nosis is disastrous, alike to the patient and to the

disciple of medicine. To the former the failure of

beneficial results makes them an easy prey to the
alluring promises of the nostruin venders, profes-

sional and lay. who fill the world with their pana-
ceas, banking in more than one way upon the cred-

ulity of the victim, whose faith, once shattered in

the effort of an honest medical profession, refuses

to accept its dogmas or to be placed again under its

protecting aegis.

In the summer months of a year now gone two
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score, I was asked to see the patient of an eminent
physician who was spending the season abroad. I

found the patient to be a young lady of some eigh-

teen years residing in an attractive suburban home,
enjoying all of the luxuries and comforts that the

wealth of her parents could provide. The history

given to me at the time of my visit was to the ef-

fect that for a period of seventeen months she had
been confined to her bed suffering from an abdom-
inal tumor and from a flexed condition of the left

knee joint, the limb involved being on the same side

as the abdominal swelling. There was no history

of pain and suffering located either in the tumor
or in the affected joint. The tumor when recog-
nized occupied the left ovarian region and had in-

creased but little, if any, in size since its discovery.

The state of flexion in the knee joint had come on
gradually and was unaccompanied by any increase

in size of the joint— it exhil)ited simply a state of

ankylosis, which could not be influenced by the ef-

forts, apparently made by the patient. The facies

of the patient was that indicating a normal state

of health—nutrition did not seem to be impaired.
A disturbed nervous condition had, I was in-

formed, ushered in the state of invalidism, but the
symptoms had largely subsided under the treatment
by bed rest and possibly, by remedies directed to

the condition present. The respiratory and circula-

tory systems were in normal state and the functions
of all organs were in harmony with the life of in-

action which the patient had led for so long a period
of time. In the quick movements of body and the
manner of speech there could be detected evidences
<if a perturbed nervous condition, which may have
been somewhat due to the presence of a strange
medical adviser.

.\n examination of the abdominal enlargement
revealed the presence of a circumscribed swelling
about the size of the ordinary grajjefruit, firm and
immovable. Apparently, the overlying abdominal
wall was involved in the mass. Deep inspiration and
forced expiration caused the swelling to move
synchronously with the movement of the superin-
cumbent muscular walls of the abdomen. The slight

effort at percussion, which the resisting efforts of
(he patient permitted, did not elicit any conditions
of fluctuation. None but the gentlest manipulation
was permitted by the patient, making it quite ira-

pos.sible by either auscultation or percussion to de-
rive any very positive information as to the char-
acter of the apparent growth.

.An examination of the flexed knee-joint showed
a state of flexion at nearly a degree beyond a right

angle. Compared with the joint of the right limb
there was no evidence of difference in size bevond
the condition of asymmetry found so frequently to

exist between the right and left lower extremities
of the anatomically normal individual ; there was
no pain produced by pressure. The muscles of the

thigh and of the leg were found under palpation
to be tense, firm, and resisting. .All motion in the

joint seemed to be impossible by any effort of the
will of the patient, -\ttempts made by forced ex-
tension to straighten the limb were met by excla-

mations of suffering and a still further state of

tension in the muscles of the extremity at once took
place.

Failing to obtain satisfactory information from
the examination I was permitted to make with re-

gard to the apparent pathological conditions which
were present, I stated to the mother of the patient

who was present that it would be necessary to ad-

minister ether to her daughter in order to remove

any resistance on her part, and to facilitate the ex-

amination required to be made to determine the

nature of the abdominal growth and of the flexed

knee-joint. To this proposition the patient strenu-

ously objected. When urged to express her reasons

for the refusal to be placed under the influence of

ether she stated that patients who took ether

"talked when they were asleep." In this attitude

of belief she persisted, although informed that all

statements which she inight make when in a state

of anethesia would be held in strict confidence by

her mother, and that her medical adviser was for-

bidden by professional ethics from betraying any

secrets divulged by patients under any conditions.

After some discussion a compromise was effected,

the patient agreeing "to take chloroform," under

the influence of which she stated patients did not

talk. The dangers incident to chloroform inhala-

tion were fully explained, and were lightly dis-

missed by her when considered in connection with

the other and greater dangers of "talking when
asleep."

On the day following I visited the patient and

placed her profoundly under the influence of ether,

the medical knowledge of the patient not extend-

ing to such a degree as to render her able to recog-

nize any difference in the character of the anesthetic

agents. Fully satisfied that she would not talk

while asleep under the influence of chloroform, she

did not talk, and no important secrets were divulged

while in a state of anesthesia under the influence

of ether. When completely anesthetized the ab-

domen was exposed and on inspection the swelling

was found to have disappeared—the most careful

examination failed to discover any abnormal con-

dition—the abdominal walls were flaccid and deep

palpation could be made without showing the pres-

ence of any disease of the ovary or of associated

organs. Under the relaxing influence of the anes-

thetic agent the limb had resumed spontaneously

a straight position—by manipulation of gentlest

kind it "could be flexed and extended to the fullest

extent—no grating sound was evoked by move-

ments and in all respects the joint was found to

be normal.

Waiting until full consciousness of the patient

was accomplished, I observed that the conditions

of abdominal swelling and flexure of the knee-

joint returned with a somewhat abrupt effort on

her part, and with a facial expression indicating

that some disclosures had been unwillingly made.

Two days later I visited the patient and informed

her that the examination which had been made gave

undoubted evidence that the conditions from which

she was suffering were amenable to treatment, with-

out the need of any surgical procedures, which I

was informed had been advised by a prominent

gynecologist and surgeon who had been called into

consultation, and who had made an examination

without the aid of an anesthetic. In accomplish-

ing her restoration to normal health, I stated that

it was absolutely necessary I should have her con-

fidence and active cooperation, to which proposi-

tion, after a gentle suggestion that it might prove

a shock and, possibly, a grief to her family to

learn the exact nature of her ailments, she gave

acquiescence, with the saving remark that she

would regard the divulgence of the character of

her illness as, in a way, a flagrant violation of

professional confidence on the part of the medical

adviser. To this statement I cordiallv assented.
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and began treatment with the administration of
a mild tonic, massage over the abdominal swell-
ing and of the knee-joint, with movements of
flexion and extension practised daily to revivify,

as it were, the muscular structures of the limb,
and restore the normal function. In a few days
the patient was able to leave her bed and was car-
ried to the porch where she sat in an easy chair
with the affected limb in an elevated position on a
rest, thus testifying to the fact that it was the sub-
ject of a disordered condition. Later locomotion
was aided by crutches, the employment of these
agents being regarded as necessary to assist the
bodily movements and to avoid a too rapid return
to normal methods, which might excite the sus-
picions of observant friends who should be disposed
to regard the quick convalescence as savoring of
things miraculous. In due time came carriage
drives over the beautiful country roads, with rest-

ful days in the open air in shady s^^roves and a
gradual return to participation in social enjoyments.
With the end of the summer season the patient

returned with her family to the city home, in all

respects in normal health. On the return of the
family physician from his sojourn abroad, she
greeted him in the reception salon instead of in

her boudoir where he expected to find her, still

a subject of grave surgical affections which might
demand operative interference in the near future.
Calling on me promptly for an explanation of the
methods employed in accomplishing results which
bad apparently baffled his endeavors for so long a
time, I handed him from my library shelves a
monograph entitled "Phantom Tumors," con-
tributed to medical literature by a distinguished
medical author. "Hysterical Joints" might well
have been discussed in the same pages—conditions
which, even at that period of modern surgical
practice, had claimed attention and study.
The second case, illustrating results which may

be designated as following methods of practice
popular in the day of which we write, I shall

describe briefly and without detail. A woman, un-
married, approaching forty years of age, came to
me from one of the interior cities of mv State for
surgical advice and operative interference. With
the utmost sincerity and candor she informed me
that she had been subjected to several surgical
operations which, as she bluntly stated, had re-

moved all of the organs of generation, clearing out
the cavity in which they were contained and leav-
ing nothing behind but the "stumps," as she ex-
pressed it. With the information she had given
I informed her that nothing more could be done bv
any surgical operation and advised her to return
home. She then stated that she desired me to

remove the "stumps" which gave her pain and
which she was determined to have removed. If
I would not perform the operation, she asserted
vehemently, she would consult an advertising sur-
geon whom she knew who would do it.

Feeling that I might help this deluded person,
the subject of many surgical procedures, accord-
ing to her statement, I sent her to the hospital to

be admitted into the surgical ward under my care,

instructing the interne to make a careful record
of her case, to observe her condition from day to
day, to keep her rigidly in bed, and to treat her as
a gravely sick patient. On inspection a cicatrix in

the abdominal wall was found and digital exam-
ination disclosed the fact that the neck of the uterus
had been the site of operation. No definite in-

formation could be obtained by palpation as to the

condition of other organs belonging to the genera-

tive system. Her mental condition was apparently

normal and physically she gave evidence of being
in good health. She was resolute in her determina-

tion to have the "stumps" removed. Keeping her

under observation for a week's time, in which I

studied the conditions present in her case, I decided

to influence her perturbed mental state if possible

by performing a quasi operation, very simple in

character, but deemed to be sufficient to accom-
plish the purpose. For this purpose the patient

was placed upon the operating table, an anesthetic

administered, and a simple scratch was made with

the scalpel over the site of the cicatrix in the

abdominal walls. Dressings of an elaborate char-

acter were applied, the patient returned to bed
and care taken by the attention given her to im-

press her profoundly with the important nature

of the operation which had been performed and the

necessity of great care in conducting her recovery.

No permission was asked to inspect the "stumps"
which she had so earnestly desired to have removed.

She expressed herself as greatly relieved, and at

the expiration of two weeks returned home to

all intents and purposes cured.

I believe the method of treatment employed in

this case was not only legitimate, but in every

respect justifiable. While we cannot sit in judg-

ment on the necessity for operative interference in

her case to relieve conditions the character of which
we know not, we can certainly say that she became
the subject of mental perversions which would have
jeoparded her life, possibly, by placing her in the

hands of the advertising surgeon, or sent her into

the fold of the prayer-healers as an unhelped sub-

ject of scientific medicine, to swell the growing
army of believers enlisted as recruits from those

hostile to its progress.

The third case was not under my immediate
care. Asked to assist, by the surgeon to whom the

patient came for advice, I was placed in general

charge, and had an opportunity to study the case

which presented such interesting features as to

warrant record. The patient, a woman between
forty and fifty years of age, of slight physical

development, with evidences of progressive emacia-
tion, gave a history of epileptiform seizures, the

aura initiating the attacks taking origin in the

thumb of the right hand and passed up the arm,

as she described it, until it reached her head when
the seizure would occur. The convulsive move-
ments, she stated, were limited to the side of the

body on which the aura took origin and were not

accompanied by mouth frothing or inversion of the

thumb so far as she knew. They occurred fre-

quently and the hand, forearm, and arm were the

seats of intense pain, the suffering, which for-

bidding doses of morphia

—

y^ to i grain in amount
—did not ameliorate, but which I was able to

quiet with a syringe full of cold water hypoder-
matically administered—being so great as to have
become unendurable, and she had determined,

unless relieved by surgical operation, to take her
life. .She insisted upon the rem.oval of the hand
in which the trouble began and the surgeon de-

cided, without consultation so far as I know, to

comply with her request.

In her ordinary garments the patient took a seat

in a straight-backed chair and her body was covered

by a sheet to protect her dress from being soiled

by blood. She refused to be placed under the in-
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fluence of an anesthetic agent, asserting that it was
her desire to see how the operation was performed
and, presumably, to know that it was properly done.
The fore-arm being exposed, the hand was grasped
by an assistant, and without any attempts at cleans-

ing the field of operation, amputation was per-

formed at a point midway between the elbow and
wrist-joint. Throughout the entire procedure the

patient did not express any sensation of pain, hold-

ing her arm rigidly firm and watching, with ap-

parent interest, the steps of the operation. During
the period of convalescence from the operation,

which took place favorably, no seizures occurred

and the patient returned to her home in the country

<5uite well satisfied that the operation would effect

a permanent cure.

With the subsequent history of the case I am
not familiar. A dissection was made of the part

removed. With the exception of a possible swell-

ing of the median nerve and its digital branches,

there was no evidence macroscopically of any
-morbid condition which could have caused the in-

tense pain complained of by the patient. Un-
fortunately, a microscopic examination was not

made of a section of the nerve, which might have

^iven information as to the presence of pos-

sibly degenerative changes following inflammatory

attacks.

I make no comments upon the methods of treat-

ment employed in the cases I have recorded. They
seem to possess interest as subjects which suggest

reflection on the part of the disciple of scientific

medicine to-day, to increase, if possible, the sense

of responsibility which rests upon him in recog-

nizing not only his duty to heal the body, but t"

so minister to the mind in such cases as it may be

-needed, as will correct perverted states, and main-

tain the faith of those who may come to him for

advice and counsel, in the integrity of purpose

which the practice of the science of medicine con-

fers. In this way only it would seem possible to

erect impassable barriers to stop the progress of

the advancing armies of disciples of dissembling:

•creeds, whose banners bear escutcheons with the

distorted legend, "Non omnibus sed sibi."

THE SIGNIFICANCE AND MANAGEMENT
OF CHRONIC DISCHARGING EARS.*

By ALFRED BR.\UN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

-VISITING OPHTHALMOLOGIST, WASHINGTON HEIGHTS HOSPITAL; ASSISTANT
AVRAL AND OPHTHALMIC SURGEON, MANHATTAN EYE, EAR, AND

THROAT hospital; LECTURER IN LARYNGOLOGV,
NEW YORK POLYCLINIC.

An abscess in any part of the body is regarded as

a menace to the human organism, and a condition to

be gotten rid of, as soon as possible, yet a chronic

discharging ear, which is nothing more than a

chronic abscess in the middle ear, and the adjoining

bony cavities, is often regarded with complete in-

difi^erence, not only by the laity, but even by many
physicians. It is a common superstition among the

laity, that a discharging ear should be left alone.

The discharge is supposed to be the "badness" which
is coming out of the child, and it is dangerous to

stop it. The origin of this superstition is very evi-

dent. It is a well-known fact, that intracranial com-
plications of ear disease are usually accompanied
"by a cessation or diminution of the aural discharge.

This is due to blocking of drainage from the mid-

*Read at a meeting of the Bronx Medical Society.

"March 13, 1912.

die ear. But it is an entirely different matter to go
to the seat of the trouble, and eradicate the disease.

This indifference is shared by many physcians.

When their attention is called to the presence of a

running ear, by the parent, they will often say that

as long as it doesn't bother the child, it is best to

leave it alone, as the child will probably outgrow it.

All physicians recognize the seriousness of sup-

puration in the nasal accessory sinuses, and nobody
would hesitate to advise interference, as soon as a

diagnosis of accessory sinus disease is made; yet

suppuration in the middle ear is a much more seri-

ous condition, as there are many more vital and
important organs in relation with the middle ear,

than with the nasal accessory sinuses. Intracranial

complications are much more common with middle
ear disease, than with accessory sinus disease.

The roof of the middle ear is a thin plate of bone,

no thicker than paper. This is all that separates the

middle ear from the temporo-sphenoidal lobe of the

brain. Erosion of this plate of bone results in epi-

dural abscess, brain abscess or meningitis. The

Fig. 1.—Longitudinal section of the right temporal bone (sche-
matic) T, Tympanic cavity; AD, aditus; AN, antrum; CR. cranial
cavity; F, facial nerve; C, internal carotid artery: J, jugular bulb;
S, lateral sinus. •

mastoid cells are separated by a thin plate of bone
from the lateral sinus and cerebellum. Erosion of

this plate of bone may result in perisinus abscess,

sinus thrombosis with pyemia, cerebellar abscess,

or meningitis. The oval wind.ow leads into the ves-

tibule of the internal ear, and the round window,
into the cochlea. Disease spreading through either

of these two openings, or through the horizontal

semicircular canal, which lies exposed in the aditus.

leads to suppuration of the labyrinth, with com-
plete deafness, and a possible extension of the dis-

ease through the internal auditory meatus, to the

posterior fossa of the skull, with meningitis or

cerebellar abscess.

Under the posterior portion of the floor of the

middle ear. lies the jugular bulb, e.Ktension to which,
may cause thrombosis of the bulb, with pyemia.
Below and internal to the tympanic orifice of the

Eustachian tube, lies the internal carotid artery,

erosion of which, causes uncontrollable hemorrhage.
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Passing along the inner and posterior walls of the
middle ear, is the facial nerve, exposure of which
causes paralysis of one side of the face.

In the face of all these possible dangers, it is |)er-
fectly evident that no case of middle ear suppura-
tion should be allowed to go on unchecked.
What are the factors which tend to prolong an

acute middle ear suppuration, and transform it into
the chronic form? One of the most important fac-
tors, IS the presence of hvpertrophied tonsils and
adenoids. This lymphoid tissue contains septic ma-
terial which gives rise to repeated infection of the
middle ear, through the Eustachian tube. The child
is scarcely over one attack, when there is a second
infection. After a time, the mucous membrane in
the middle ear is so changed, that a condition of
chronic suppuration is set up. Another wav in
which adenoids act, to prolong the middle ear 'sup-
puration, is by interfering with proper drainage of
the middle ear through the Eustachian tube.
Another factor in prolonging acute sui)])tiration

in the middle ear, is an extreme intensitv of the
infection, causing a destruction of the mucosa in
certain area.s of the middle ear, with a resultant
necrosis of the underlying ])one. This is especially
apt to occur in the scarlatinal and diphtheritic in-
fections.

A third factor, is the general condition of the
patient. In an anemic, poorly-nourished child,
with poor recuperative powers, "the suppuration is
very apt to become chronic. Syphilis or tubercu-
losis IS sometimes at the bottom of a persistent sup-
puration.

A fourth factor is the extension of the sup-
purative process into the antrum and mastoid cells.
It is claimed by many otologists that every middle-
ear suppuration extends to the mastoid antrum.
This may be so. but in a large proportion of cases
the communication between the antrum and mid-
dle ear is so free that the pus in the antrum can
dram freely through the perforation in the drum
membrane. Where the passageway between the
antrum and middle ear is very narrow, suppuration
IS apt to be prolonged.

Finally, the anatomical conditions within the
middle ear have an important bearing on the pro-
longation of a suppurative process. In some cases
of middle-ear suppuration, the disease expends
most of its force in the upper portion of the middle
ear, or epitympanic space. The communication be-
tween the epitympanic space and the middle ear
proper is narrowed down very considerably by the
presence of the major ossicles, the malleus and in-
cus, and their ligaments. In addition to this there
are, in some cases, folds of mucous membrane
stretched between the ligaments and the walls of
the attic, so that the epitympanic space is almost
completely shut off from the middle ear proper.
When the suppuration becomes localized here, the
drainage is so poor that the condition is very apt to
become chronic. This condition is recognized by
the fact that the perforation is situated in Shrap-
nell's membrane, or by necrosis in the upper part of
the annulus tympanicus. whereas the membrana
tensa is normal.
What, then, are we to do when we are brought

face to face with a case of chronic suppuration" in
the middle ear? In the first place, I think that a
chronic running ear should be treated by the otolo-
gist only. I think that the general practitioner, if
he learns how to use an ear speculum and a head-
mirror, can do a paracentesis, and treat the simple

cases of acute middle-ear suppuration; but in

chronic middle-ear suppuration, the pathological

conditions are so varied, and the possibility of la-

tent intracranial complications is so great, that only

the trained otologist is at all fitted to cope with the

situation. And in many cases even the most skilful

otologist fails to bring about the desired result.

The diagnosis of chronic suppuration of the mid-
dle ear is simple enough. The patient, or the parent

of the patient, makes the diagnosis. But here, a

word of warning. The statement of the patient will

often mislead you in regard to the duration of the

suppuration. Sometimes the discharge is so slight

in amount that it does not fiow out of the canal, and
the patient is not aware of the suppuraion. If, in

the course of the suppuration, the pus increases in

amount, the patient will tell you that his suppura-
tion has lasted only a few days, whereas this is only

an acute exacerbation of a chronic condition. The
diagnosis as to the chronicity of the condition must
be made by the a])pearance of the middle ear and
the character of the discharge. In chronic cases

i-lg. _— llonzunt.,1 seUi..ii .,r ihe k-ft lemporal bone (schematic):
1, tympanic cavity; A, antrum; F, facial nerve; I, internal auditory
meattis; C, interna carotid artery; S, lateral sinus; CO, cochlea: SSsuperior semicircular canal; KS, external semicircular canal- Ps!
posterior semicircular canal.

the discharge is ai)t to be foul smelling, the mem-
brana tymijani is not acutely inflamed or swollen,
there may be granulations in the middle ear, and
necrotic bone may be seen or felt with a probe. The
presence of cholesteatoma is a positive indication of
a chronic middle-ear suppuration.
The cases of persistent chronic running ears are

not the only serious ones. Just as serious, and
often more so. are the cases of recurrent middle-
ear sup])uration. These are the cases where the pa-
tient has an attack of middle-ear suppuration every
few months, or even every year or two. In the ma-
jority of cases, these are not individual acute at-
tacks, but merely exacerbations of a chronic con-
dition. In the intervals there are no subjective
symptoms, but the disease-process is progressing all

the time. Experience teaches us that it is in this
type of cases that we are especially apt to get intra-
cranial complications.

Having made our diagnosis of chronic suppura-
tive inflammation of the middle ear, what is our
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method of procedure? We must first, if possible,

determine what is at the bottom of the continued

suppuration. If there are hypertrophied tonsils and
adenoids present, these should be removed. If the

patient is poorly nourished and anemic, he should
be built up and given tonic treatment. If tubercu-

losis or syphilis is present, the treatment suitable to

these conditions should be instituted.

If, after having eliminated every possible under-
lying cause, the suppuration still persists, what are

we to do? We can divide the cases of chronic sup-

puration into two classes, as far as the patholoy;v,

dangers, and treatment are concerned. In the first

class, the disease is confined entirely to the mucous
membrane lining the middle ear. This type mav
run on for many years, without extending any fur-

ther, with no other symptom except the discliarge.

which is mucopurulent, or even purely mucous in

character, and has no offensive odor. This class of

cases can often be cured by simply keeping the

middle ear clean. One of the best ways of cleansing

such an ear is by dropping a few drops of peroxide

of hydrogen into the middle ear, and after allowing

it to bubble up for a few minutes, irrigating the ear

with warm water. In the cases in which the attic

is largely shut off from the middle ear proper, ir-

rigation of the attic by means of a small cannula

inserted into the attic through the perforation in

the drum membrane may cure. I have seen cases of

15 or 20 years' duration dry up in a few weeks un-

der such simple treatment.

In some of this type of cases the suppuration is

undoubtedly kept up bv repeated reinfections from
the nasopharynx, through the Eustachiati tube.

These can be cured by means of the Yankauer oper-

ation. This consists in curetting the mucous mem-
brane from the isthmus of the Eustachian tube by
means of a specially constructed curette with a

curved shank, which is introduced through the per-

foration in the drum membrane. This curettage is

followed by a cicatricial closure of the tube at its

isthmus, thus preventing any further reinfection of

the middle ear from the nasopharynx.

The second class of cases consists of those in

which, in addition to involvement of the mucous
membrane, there is necrosis of the bony contents

or walls of the middle ear and adjacent cavities.

These are the cases which cause serious symptoms
and often result in death. In the vast majority of

these cases the disease is not confined to the middle-

ear cavity, but involves also the mastoid antrum.

In these cases the middle ear and external auditory

canal simply serve as a means of exit for pus which
is being formed in the mastoid antrum and cells,

or even within the cranial cavity. Consequently it

is foolish to hope to cure these cases by means of

local treatment directed to the middle ear.

These cases of chronic middle-ear suppuration

with necrosis are recognized by the appearance of

the middle ear and the character of the discharge.

The discharge usually has a very offensive odor.

It may be thick and creamy, but is usually thin and

brownish. It may be bloody, when there are gran-

ulations present. The perforation in the drum
membrane is apt to be marginally situated, espe-

cially at the upper posterior margin, near the an-

trum, and the bony margin may be necrotic. The
presence of granulation tissue in the middle ear or

canal is usually indicative of necrotic bone. The
necrotic bone may be felt by introducing a probe

through the perforation into the middle ear. The
presence of cholesteatoma always indicates exten-

sive destruction in the nuddle ear and adjacent cavi-

ties. Cholesteatoma consists of a mass which lies

in the middle ear and antrum, consisting of des-

quamated epithelial cells and cholesterin. It is

recognized by its pearly white color and its foul

odor. The odor is so characteristic that when once
.smelt, it is never forgotten. By mechanical pres-

sure the cholesteatoma causes an erosion of the bony
walls, and in this way the dura may be laid bare.

It also forms a very excellent culture medium for

bacteria.

In addition to these objective signs in the mid-
dle ear there are certain subjective symptoms which
indicate a necrotic process in the middle ear and its

adjacent cavities. There are periodic attacks of

pain in the ear and side of the head ; or the pain

may be more or less constant. There may be head-

ache. Vertigo, vomiting and nystagmus, with com-
plete deafness, indicate that the disease has ex-

tended to the internal ear. Facial paralysis

indicates necrosis of the bony covering of the facial

nerve as it passes through the walls of the middle

ear. There may be tenderness and swelling behind

the ear, indicating the presence of mastoiditis.

There may be symptoms of sinus thrombosis, brain

abscess, or meningitis.

Ninety per cent, of cases of brain abscess are

caused fjy suppuration in the middle ear. Practi-

cally all of the cases of thrombosis of the lateral

sinus are caused by ear disease. A large proportion

of the cases of purulent leptomeningitis is caused by

ear disease.

The cases of middle-ear disease with necrosis

cannot be relieved except by operative intervention.

The operative intervention consists of one of sev-

eral procedures : either ossiculectomy, the Heath
operation, or the radical mastoid, of which there

are two types, the Stacke and the Schwartze-Stacke.

Ossiculectomy is efficacious in only a small propor-

tion of cases. There are two classes of cases which
are benefited by this jjrocedure. First, the cases

where the necrosis is limited to the ossicles. But
we can never be sure that the necrosis has not ex-

tended to the walls of the middle ear and the ad-

jacent cavities. Secondly, the cases where the attic

is shut off from the middle ear proper, as the result

of adhesions and granulations about the major os-

sicles, thus resulting in obstruction to drainage.

Ossiculectomy consists in the removal of the

malleus and incus along with what is left of the

drum membrane. It is not a perfectly harmless

procedure, as some of the granulations in the mid-

dle ear may spring from the dura, and the removal

of the granulations may start up an infective process

in the meninges. In attempting to remove the in-

cus, the stapes may be torn out of the oval window,
and an infective labyrinthitis set up. The facial

nerve may be injured, and a facial paralysis result.

The so-called "Heath" operation consists in open-

ing up the mastoid antrum, and taking down the

posterior canal wall, up to the annulus tympanicus,

not disturbing the contents of the middle ear. The
purpose of the operation is to conserve the hearing,

if possible. It is based on the theory that a large

proportion of cases of chronic suppurative middle-

ear disease is kept up by suppuration in the antrum.

But the surgical princijile of the operation is bad.

Good surgen,' demands the complete removal of all

diseased tissues, whereas this operation deliberately

leaves necrotic bone in the middle ear. The cases

which get well, as a result of this operation, are

either cases which would have gotten well as the
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result of conservative intratympanic treatment or
cases which would have gotten well with a simple
mastoid operation.

After all, the vast majority of cases of chronic
suppurative middle-ear disease with bone necrosis
will not get well except with a radical mastoid oper-
ation. The two forms of radical operation are the
Stacke and the Schwartze-Stacke operations. In
the Stacke operation an incision is made behind the
ear, as for a simple mastoid operation. The antrum
is opened, the posterior canal wall is taken down,
as far as the facial nerve will allow, thus making
one cavity out of the middle ear, external auditory
canal, and antrum. A portion of the roof, anterior
wall, and floor of the canal is removed, so as ta

obliterate all recesses in the middle ear. The ossi-
cles and all necrotic bone are removed. The pos-
terior wound is then sewed up, and a skin-flap made
in the meatus, and the entire bone cavity allowed
to epidermatize. The Schwartze-Stacke operation
consists in the removal of the mastoid cells, in addi-
tion to the above operation, and is indicated in those
cases where the mastoid cells are diseased.
When you broach the subject of a radical opera-

tion to your patient, he will naturally ask what re-

sults you expect to obtain from the operation, and
what are the dangers thereof. There are several
points to consider. First, is the operation neces-
sary, in order to save life? Second, will it stop the
discharge? Third, will it improve or restore the
hearing? Fourth, will it prevent the possibility of
future intracranial complications? Fifth, what are
the dangers of the operation?

In regard to the first point, there are several
classes of cases in which the operation is a life-sav-

ing measure. These are the cases where chronic
middle-ear suppuration is complicated by a mas-
toiditis, brain abscess, epidural abscess, meningitis,
or disease of the labyrinth. A facial paralysis com-
ing on in the course of a chronic middle-ear sup-
puration is an absolute indication for operation, as
this is usually one of the accompaniments of laby-
rinthine disease.

In regard to the second point, as to whether it

will stop the discharge, we must answer that it

does not do so in all cases. But in the majority of
cases persistence of discharge is due to an im-
properly performed operation. The operation must
be so performed that all recesses and crevices in

the middle ear are obliterated, so that there is no
place for secretion to stagnate. With a complete,
correctly performed radical operation, 90 per cent,

of the cases should dry up. The remaining 10 per
cent., even though they are not thoroughly cured,
are usually so much improved that the patient is

well satisfied, and does not mind the slight amount
of discharge which persists.

In regard to the third point, as to whether it will

improve the hearing, we cannot say definitely be-
forehand. In many cases the hearing is not changed
much by the operation. Where the hearing has been
very good before the operation, it is usually made
worse by the operation. On the other hand, where
the hearing has been very poor, and where there is

no labyrinthine disease, the hearing is usually im-
proved by the operation.

As to whether it will prevent future complica-
tions, we can say that they are much more likely to
be prevented by this method than in any other way
that we know of.

_
Finally, in regard to the dangers of the opera-

tion. In the hands of a skilled otologist, who is

thoroughly conversant with the anatomy of the

region and who has done many of these operations,
the dangers are practically nil. Facial paralysis,

following the operation, is usually due to faulty
technique. The stapes may be torn out of the oval
window during the operation, setting up a purulent
labyrinthitis, but this can be avoided by a reason-
able amount of care. Injury to the dura, jugular
bulb, carotid artery, or labyrinth need not occur in

a carefully performed operation. Occasionally,
even after a perfect operation, symptoms of brain
abscess or meningitis set in, followed by death.
But these are cases in which the intracranial condi-
tion was already present in a latent state, before the

operation, and was simply fanned into activity by
the traumatism incident to the operation.
616 Madison .'\venue.

HOW THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE TREATS THE LOCO DISEASE;

A LESSON IN COi\IPARATIVE
PSYCHIATRY.

Bv BAYARD HOLMES, M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For centuries there have been abundant story and
tradition among the Mexicans of the use of the
loco weed by the love-lorn and the criminal; but
the contact of the American and the Mexican civi-

lization in the middle of the last century did not
bring this dire plant into English fiction until 1882.

In the first volume of Scribner's Monthly (p. 75)
Thomas A. Janvier referred to this Mexican tra-

dition and used it in a popular story, but his de-

scription of the plant was so incorrect that it is

plain he used a stramonium for his literary model.
As cattle raising on the plains began to command

national economic attention gossip among rangers
furnished many yarns of "locoed" horses and other
animals. These half-credited stories at last became
the basis of irrefutable economic statistics and the

various local governments in the semiarid region
undertook to exterminate the loco weed.
The Department of Agriculture in 1873 pub-

lished a short account of the loco disease in which
O. B. Ormsby of Bakersfield, Cal., is quoted, and
this early description is classical ; he describes the

eft'ect of the plant as follows: "It prevails quite

abundantly over an extent of 150 square miles in

this valley and is found in other valleys of the

State and also in Arizona. This year the army
worm and a minute insect which destroys the seed

have killed a good deal of it, but if not molested it

will flourish to as great an extent as ever. I think

very few if any animals eat the loco at first from
choice, but as it resists the draught until other feed

is scarce they are at first starved to it, and after

eating it a short time they appear to prefer it to

anything else. Cows are poisoned by it as well as

horses, but it takes more to affect them. It is also

said to poison sheep. As I have seen its action

on the horse, the first symptom of the poison ap-

parently is hallucination. When led or ridden up to

some little obstruction, such as a bar or rail lying in

the road, the animal stops short and if urged leaps

as though it were four feet high. In the next

stage he is seized with fits of mania in which he is

quite uncontrollable and sometimes dangerous. He
rears, sometimes even falling backward ; runs or

gives several successive leaps forward and generally

falls down. His eyes are rolled up until only the

whites can be seen. They are strongly injected.

He sees nothing and is apt to leap against a wall or
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a man. Anything which excites him appears to in-

duce the fits, which I think are more apt to occur
crossing water than anywhere else, and the animal
sometimes falls so exhausted as to drown in water
not over two feet deep. He loses flesh from the

first and sometimes presents the appearance of a

walking skeleton. In the next and last stage he

only goes from loco to water and back. His gait

is feeble and uncertain and his eyes are sunken
and have a flat, glassy look. His coat is rough
and lusterless. In general the animal appears to

perish from starvation and constant excitement of

the nervous system, or sometimes appears to suffer

acute pain, causing him to expend his strength in

running wildly from place to place, pawing and
rolling until he falls and dies in a few minutes."

This paper of George Vasey was distributed

widely as a Farmers' Bulletin, but no mention of the

subject appears in the medical literature for more
than ten years.

The first notice of the condition in the psychiatric

literature, so far as I have read, was made by Dr.

Henry M. Hurd to the committee on new remedies

of the Association of Superintendents and pub-

lished in the Journal of Insanity, vol. XLII, Octo-
ber, 1885, p. 176. His description is graphic and
valuable.

"Ranchmen say that no animal will eat the 'loco

plant' unless driven to it by great hunger. After

eating it for several days they begin to crave it,

and soon prefer it to all other forage. It has been

noticed that a horse who has become accustomed
to eating loco will refuse all good food and wander
for miles in search of the plant. It seems to pro-

duce a sort of intoxication at first, and afterwards

hallucinations of vision. It is impossible to lead

the animal through a gate or into a barn. He walks
mincingly, magnifies the size of trifling objects in

his path, shies without any cause, and becomes un-

manageable. He seems apprehensive of danger and
can neither be coaxed nor driven. His gait becomes
unsteady and he is manifestly ataxic. He pays little

attention to his driver and stands with drooping
head and seems indifi^erent. It is difficult to get

him started and equally difficult to stop him. He
becomes headstrong, indifferent to the bit, and ex-

tremely difficult to drive. If driven into the water
or near water, he n:shes headlong into the stream

and often lies down and refuses to rise. He re-

fuses all food except loco, and rapidly emaciating

dies of exhaustion. There is often great cutane-

ous hyperesthesia, especially in the region of the

neck and face. If the horse is struck ever so lightly

under the jaw with the flat of the hand, he struggles

violently and frequently throws himself backward
upon his head. All power of reasoning is gone
and he seems utterly unable to control his morbid
impulses. If the horse be removed from the plant

at an early stage of his disorders and started into

eating other food, the disease may be arrested, but

complete recovery is impossible. The horse is

ruined. Cattle are affected much the same way.
They lose all ability to care for themselves and
wander about in a daze, confused state, and die

from exhaustion. They are frequently tormented
by a persistent thirst and instinctively seek water,

which they lie down in. In many instances they

drown in a few inches of water because too indif-

ferent or too stupid to make any effort to get out

of it."

In Bulletin 45 of the Montana Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, June, 1903, J. W. Blankenship

shows that the cost of loco disease in Montana was
not far from $100,000 per year or 0.3' per cent, of

the total valuation, $44,000,000. He discusses the

subject fully and gives a vivid description of the

symptoms of the disease. There are many interest-

ing points in this description of the disease at its

northern limit.

"The loco is a slow poison and appears to affect

primarily the nervous system so that animals ad-
dicted to the habit become stupid, wander from
herd to herd, step high, their eyes are glassy, their

front teeth grow long and become loose, their coat

becomes shaggy, and they seek the loco weed and
will eat nothing else if it can be obtained. They
not only eat the plant itself but dig for the roots

with their hoofs. They appear to have false ideas

of form, size, and distance, and horses, particu-

larly when hot or exhausted, are apt to become
frantic. Hence the tenn 'loco' or crazy, has been
affi.xed to the disease. Moreover, the effects are
usually lasting and no remedy has been found.
Horses are permanently injured as their crazy
spells disqualify them for hard work. Few cases

of recovery have been noted."

The early botanists found that several plants

produced the loco and the pharmaceutical chemists
sought without success for some alkaloid similar to

those of its cousins, the Jamaica dogwood and the

Calabar bean. The Astragalus is the principal

source of the disease. It is a leguminous plant

that roots deep in the ground and retains its

greenness long after most plants have dried up.

The plant is not poisonous until it has been
eaten in considerable quantities for two or three

months.
In 1893 N. S. Mayo tried the plant on animals

and even ate it himself with no bad result ; but when
he went into the ranges and saw the sick animals
he changed his mind and he decided that the loco

was a real disease. His description is full, care-

ful, and scientific.

Dr. A. J. Givins in 1893 tried the tincture of

A. molussimus on three insane persons with no
effect either for better or worse.

McCullough, in describing the condition in 1892,
mentions all the symptoms that others had empha-
sized and notes the appearance of exostosis of the

frontal bone, and warns buyers to feel of those
parts when buying horses from locoed regions.

This is an early symptom.
Marshall made his studies of the loco disease

mostly on sheep and considered very largely the

terminal condition. He failed to discover any ade-

quate cause in the loco weed and found the sheep
toward the end of life infested with all sorts of
parasites.

These observations are very interesting as com-
pared with the ordinary observations in institu-

tions for the insane where the secondary diseases

are often described as a part of the primary condi-
tion which led to the mental aberration.

In 1898 the Department of Agriculture collected

statistics of the loss by the loco disease. Colorado
had already expended $425,000 during the preced-
ing nine years in attempts to eradicate the weed.
In Montana the loss was irregular. In one range
300 out of 2,000 cattle died of loco in one season,
but later the weed was exterminated in ]\Iay and
June and no more animals were sick. In 1905 the
Agricultural Department, in cooperation with the
State of Colorado, began a systematic investigation
of the disease.
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The results of this investigation, which covered
more than three years, are published by L. Uvvight
Marsh ( Bureau of Animal Industr)-, Uulletin No.
112) and by Albert C. Crawford (Bureau of Plant
Industry, Bulletin No. 129). These two contribu-

tions give a clear perspective of the subject.

Several plants produce the disease and all hoofed
animals are susceptible at all ages. The watery,

alcoholic, and other extracts have not proved poi-

sonous. Crawford found that the ash of the loco

plants contained barium salts and that these salts

were poisonous. Marsh, in his experiments, found
Fowler's solution therapeutically valuable in horses.

but strychnine more useful in cattle. In spite of

the unfavorable prognosis in this disease, animals

gained weight and recovered when well fed and
thoroughly dosed with arsenic or strychnine.

In the State of Illinois with a gross income to

the treasury froiu all sources of a little more than

$10,000,000 a year, 40 per cent, or more is ex-

pended in the care of the insane and other wards
not criminal. Yet the State appropriated only

$11,800 a year for the investigation of the causes

of insanity.

The number of the wards in the several institu-

tions is about 19,000. if this condition of custod)

is expensive, their retention in the ranks of useful

citizens would be a greater public gain. Not all

the in.sane are committed. The ileath rate of the

insane is very high. The 19,000 insane in custody
are but a residue of the 5,000 nr more who become
insane every year.

To rescue the 0.3- per cent, of the animals locoed

by eating the weed on the arid i)lains of Colorado
and Montana, the Department of .Agriculture spent

.several years in expensive research and has at la.--t

made commendable and rational progress.

If the work of Crawford is proved by subsequent

experiments to be reliable the loco is a disease re-

lated to beriberi, to milk sickness, and to scurvy.

It is in the category of to.xemias not far from lead

poisoning. If the salts of barium in such small

quantities are potentialized by the biochemistry of

die Astragalus, then what new toxemia may we not

find with the multitude of inimical resources of

nature?
With a certain outgo for a custody of meager

charity of 40 per cent, of the total receipts of the

State Treasurv' a paltrx' .Si2,ooo a year for an In-

stitute of Research into the cause, cure, and pre-

vention of diseases that destroy one out of every

500 citizens is extravagant parsimony.
The Psychopathic Institute should be a part of

the University. It should be liberally supported
by a rate proportional to the life, largess, and happi-

ness at stake. It should be looked to for a solution

of the problems of the insanities as we looked to the

Yellow Fever Commission.
Our precedents are numerous. As the result of

research, suppuration, erysipelas, puerperal fever,

and hospital gangrene are historical afflictions, sur-

gCTy is possible, and the capacity of our hospitals

and their usefulness are multiplied. As a result of

research hydrophobia and lockjaw are robbed of

their terrors. As the result of research tubercu-
losis, the great white plague, is routed and another
generation will see it on the run. As a result of

research, cholera, the plague, and yellow fever ivill

never again blockade half the ports of commerce
and stampede the frenzied population of States and
cities. As a result of research the armies of the
world no longer lose more bv disease than bv the

enemies' weapons, nor need the great labors of

civilization be stayed by typhoid fever, malaria, the

hookworm, or disease-bearing mosquitoes. And by
the same rational methods of research, the insanities

will be made clear, their sources discovered, and
the terrible monuments to our helpless ignorance
will disappear from the face of civilized States.

With such a history why these millions for custody
and not a mite for research?
The bibliography of loco disease has been written

by the following authors :

Sayer, L. E. : Bibliography of the loco weed.
Trans. Kansas Academy of Sciences, vol. XIX, p.

194-197 (1903-1904).
Marsh, C. D. : The loco weed disease of the

plains. Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin ii2,

1909.

Crawford, A. G. : Barium as a cause of loco

disease. Bureau of Plant Industry, Bulletin 129,

1908.

THE DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF AL-
COHOLIC COMA.

By HUBERT V. GUILE, B.S., M.D.

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT ASSISTANT VISITING PHYSICIAN, BELI.EVUE HOSPITAL.

The diagnosis of alcoholic coma is perhaps one of

the most difticult and obscure problems that the

clinician is called upon to elucidate. This is chiefly

due to the fact that the condition presents so few
characteristic symptoms and no pathognomonic
signs upon which any reliance may be placed. In

addition, there are unhappily many other types of

coma in which the same statement will hold true.

If we could only be sure that we were dealing with

but one clinical entity our position would not be so

perilous ; but frequently there is present some other

complicating condition, which for the time being is

obscured by the associated alcoholism. For it is

unfortunate but true that among the more ignorant

classes, when illness befalls them, their first re-

course is to alcohol, which is held in high repute as

a panacea for all ailments. Then again, those under
the influence of alcohol are subjected to a rare and
varied assortment of violence. While at times it

might seem as if there were a special providence

that stands guardian for the intoxicated, yet we
know that alcohol cannot increase the tensile

strength of bone or lessen the chances of intra-

abdominal injury. In addition it must be borne
in mind that the vasomotor depression usually pres-

ent in the acutely alcoholic prevents to a consider-

able degree the evidences of shock that would ordi-

narily be present in a sober individual subjected to

the same amount of trauma. This fact alone might
readily mislead one in underestimating the serious-

ness of a patient's condition.

These are but a few of the difficulties that pre-

sent themselves in the diagnosis of alcoholic coma.
To be sure, the condition can frequently be diag-

nosed with some degree of certainty, yet it is well

not to believe too firmly that such is the case, lest

one's confidence be rudely shaken. It is far safer

to approach the case with an air of scepticism, re-

sorting rather to the process of exclusion at the

expense perhaps of one's reputation for positive-

ness.

In alcoholic coma the degree of unconsciousness

varies considerably. Many can be aroused from
their stupor by simple pressure upon the supra-
orbital nerve, by pricking the internasal septum
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with a pin, or by briskly slapping the face. Fre-

<|uently a whiff of ammonia will elicit a vigorouf

response. While it is generally accepted that one

in alcoholic coma can be aroused in contradistinc-

tion to other types of coma, nevertheless there are

many cases in which the intoxication is so pro-

found that all the superficial and deep reflexes are

abolished and no response to external stimuli can

be obtained. There is nothing characteristic about

the respiration. It is deep and regular, slightly

accelerated, occasionally stertorous, rarely Cheyne-
Stokes in type. The pulse is usually of good size,

regular in its force and frequency. The rate is

often increased and the tension is invariably low.

.\t times it may show dicrotism. The temperature

is seldom above normal unless of course some com-
plication is present. More often it is subnormal,

especially after exposure. In fact, a temperature

l)etween 85 and 95° F. is almost pathognomonic of

alcoholism, provided starvation and wasting dis-

eases be excluded. In these cases it is often agonal

or preagonal in time.

The face is flushed, often cyanosed and fre-

quently shows the stigmata of chronic alcoholism.

The pupils are moderately dilated and react to light.

As a rule they will dilate still further upon slapping

the face or pinching the skin of the side of the

neck. On rare occasions the pupils may be pin-

point as in morphine poisoning. It is well to bear

in mind in this connection that inetjuality of the

l)upils often occurs in people who are normal in all

other respects. Also chronic alcoholics when sober

frequently have unequal and irregular pupils that

react quite sluggishly to light and accommodation.
This condition is also present in cerebral arterio-

sclerosis and cerebral syphilis. And of course there

is no reason why a tabetic or a paretic should be

immune to alcoholic coma. Therefore little or no
reliance can be placed on the condition of the

pupils.

The alcoholic odor of the breath is, needless to

say, of no value. It is dangerously misleading.

However, its absence speaks fairlv positively

against alcoholic coma, especially in those cases that

have been in coma for only a short period of time.

Gastric lavage will us"ually show alcohol in ex-

cessive amounts together with a large quantity of

poorly digested food. The stomach having been

washed out. the patient should begin to regain con-

sciousness in the course of the next few hours.

Should this not occur, it would be well to suspect

that there may be some complicating condition pres-

ent; or that the case is not alcoholic coma at all.

While it is not common, patients do. however, die

from acute alcohol poisoning, notably after the in-

gestion of wood alcohol. However, such a conclu-

sion should not be reached until everv other possi-

bility has been considered and eliminated.

In every case of suspected alcoholic coma a most
thorough and painstaking examination should be

made. The body must be minutelv searched for

signs of trauma. The skull should be palpated for

evidences of depressed fracture and the scalp in-

spected for signs of hematoma. Subcutaneous
emphysema, especially about the mastoid and fron-

tal sinuses, is of the utmost importance in differ-

ential diagnosis. The aural, nasal, and buccal cav-

ities should be examined for blood. It is not

enough to determine the presence of hemorrhage,
but the source if possible must be found. The
leakage of cerebrospinal fluid or the escape of brain

substance is of course pathognomoic of fracture of

the skull. Ecchymosis anywhere about the head
should be regarded with grave suspicion. Fre-
quently it will mean nothing. When it occurs on
the forehead, beneath the eyes or conjunctivae, or

over the mastoid cells, especially if the overlying
skin is intact, it is particularly significant. Very
often ecchymosis comes on several days after the

time of injury. So that it is advisable that the

above sites of election should be examined two or

three times in the course of twenty-four hours.

The patient should be catheterized as soon as pos-

sible and the urine examined. The blood pressure

should be determined hourly and the eyegrounds ex-

amined. These when normal will speak in favor of

alcoholic coma.
Lumbar puncture, in recent years, has ceased to

be regarded as a serious procedure ; and the infor-

mation gained from e.xamination of the cerebro-

spinal fluid is often so valuable that it is quite justi-

fiable to tap the cord in all cases of coma. The fol-

lowing findings all speak against alcoholic conia

:

(i) An incranial pressure above 150 mm of water.

(2) A turbid fluid. The presence of fibrin flakes.

Coagulation or web formation on standing. (3)
An increase in the cellular content above five or ten

cells per mm. (4) An increase in the globulin con-
tent. (5) .\ negative reaction to Fehling's solu-

tion. (6) The presence of bacteria in smear or
culture. (7) A positive ^Vassermann, Nonne Apelt
or Neguchi reaction.

The nurse should be instructed to watch the pa-
tient constantly for convulsions. These may be
focal, quite brief and transitory. Unless the closest

watch is kept, these may occur unbeknown to any-
one and thus a most valuable and life-saving clue

be lost. The patient's clothes and property should
be carefully searched for any evidence that might
help to throw light upon the nature of his condition.

Most important of all, no pains should be spared in

endeavoring to get in communication with relatives

or friends of the patient. If possible eye wMtnesses
of the onset of coma should be sought, in order that

some history of the case may be obtained. If we
are successful, the nature of the trauma, if there be
any, and the sequence of events should be carefully

inquired into, lest the cause be taken for the effect

or vice versa.

Perhaps confusion in diagnosis will occur most
often in cases of cerebral hemorrhage, for it is re-

markable how many attacks of apoplexy seem to

be precipitated by excessive indulgence in alcohol.

In the majority of cases the condition will not be
difficult to differentiate. For fully 70 per cent, to

80 per cent, of all cases will show paresis or paraly-
sis of some sort. Mistakes among these will be
chiefly due to carelessness. However it is among
the remaining 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, that errors
are prone to occur. These will show no focal

symptoms. The hemorrhage as a rule is very ex-
tensive and is often of the intraventricular type.

The degree of unconsciousness is in no way to be
distinguished from the more severe types of alco-

hohc coma. In these cases it will be helpful to re-

member that the vast majority of apoplexies occur
between the ages of forty and sixty, and over one-
half show cardiac hypertrophy and the other evi-

dences of chronic interstitial nephritis. In the dif-

ferential diagnosis of this condition the history ob-
tained from friends is often invaluable

;
particularly

if they have seen the patient from the beginning of
his acute illness. For apoplectic coma comes on far

more suddenly than does alcoholic stupor. In addi-
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tion many of these cases may have shown transitory

signs of paralysis ; for about 50 per cent, of intra-

ventricular hemorrhages are secondary to hemor-
rhage into the internal capsule. Such cases after

the onset may show slight improvement during the

subsequent few hours. Then the patient will sud-

denly lapse into profound stupor. His respirations

become loud and stertorous. The veins of the neck

are distended, the face and extremities markedly

cyanosed. Not infrequently the skin will be bathed

in profuse perspiration. The limbs may be abso-

lutely flaccid or completely rigid. In either event

there is rarely any evidence of paralysis. Such a

picture as this, when seen for the first time, might
readily be mistaken for alcoholic coma. However,
any of the following signs, if present, should make
one promptly abandon the diagnosis of alcoholism

and suspect the possibility of some intracranial mis-

chief, (i) A slow, full, high tension pulse is espe-

cially significant if it can be shown that the tension

is increasing while the respirations are becoming
progressively slower. (2) A rapidly rising temper-

ature without any apparent reason, taken in con-

junction with coma and a slow high tension pulse, is

quite suggestive. (3) A Kernig, Babinski, or Gor-

don reflex will rule out alcoholic coma, as will also

the presence of true ankle clonus or a unilateral loss

of the superficial reflexes. (4) The eyegrounds

may show recent retinal hemorrhages, a slight blur-

ring of the disc, together with a moderate engorge-

ment and tortuosity of the veins. The beaded ap-

pearance of the vessels and the broadening of the

central light streak of the arteries are good evidence

of the degenerative changes of the circulatory sys-

tem elsewhere in the body. (5) Lumbar puncture

may show blood tinge fluid. However it must be re-

membered that occasionally blood is obtained from
lumbar puncture in normal cases owing to perfora-

tion of the venous plexuses that stirround the spinal

cord. In these cases we obtain pure venous blood,

a condition that does not occur in intracranial hem-
orrhage. Frequently if the needle be pushed fur-

ther inwards, clear spinal fluid will be obtained.

(6) Coma associated with glycosuria with no dia-

cetic acid or acetone in the urine is suggestive of

intracranial injury. In these cases the copper re-

duction is not quite as complete as is the case in

diabetes.

Uremia is readily mistaken for alcoholic coma,

especially in those cases in which the urine shows
nothing characteristic and in which the amount of

cardiac hypertrophy can be accounted for by hard
work and alcoholism. To be sure anemia, edema,
associated with hypertension, suppression or reduc-

tion of the urine output, together with albuminuric
retinitis, when present, are all in favor of the diag-

nosis of uremia, but these signs are by no means
constant. What is more confusing still is the fact

that most alcoholics have to a greater or lesser de-

gree some chronic interstitial nephritis to which fre-

quently there has been added an acute exacerbation

caused by their recent excesses. So that there will

be cases that are indistinguishable from alcoholic

coma aside from the fact that the latter condition

tends to become progressively better while uremia
is, of course, far more likely to terminate fatally.

The recent work done with the phenolsulphone-
phthalein test in the estimation of renal function has
undoubtedly proved of the utmost value in the diag-
nosis of uremic coma. For many of the grave cases
of uremia show a phthalein elimination ranging
from zero to a faint trace within two hours.

The dififerential diagnosis of diabetic coma rests

practically upon the sweet, fruity odor of the

breath, and the presence of sugar in the urine asso-

ciated with acetone bodies. In these cases the his-

tory will often prove of the utmost importance in

the absence of the urinary examination; for it is

very rare for diabetic coma to develop in a patient

who has never had treatment for his glycosuria at

some time previously.

Epileptic convulsions followed by profound stu-

por are frequently precipitated by the excessive in-

take of alcohol. In these cases a careful search of

the clothing is often of value; for many epileptics

carry cards stating that they are subject to fits.

Also the finding of bromides is quite suggestive.

Numerous scars about the head and old lacerations

of the tongue coupled with the fact that epileptics

frequently show the stigmata of degeneracy are all

of diagnostic value. While in many cases there

will be some doubt at first as to the diagnosis of

the condition, one will not remain long uninformed;
for epileptics either promptly regain consciousness,

pass into postepileptic excitement or confusion, or

develop the status epilepticus.

The possibility of narcotic poisoning must ever

be borne in mind. Of the narcotics morphine and
chloral are the most frequent etiological factors.

The former is distinguished, of course, by the pin-

point pupils and the marked slowing of the respira-

tion, coupled with the fact that the patient can be

aroused to some slight extent in all cases save the

most serious. Chloral poisoning is not as common
nor is it as easily identified. The condition resem-
bles the third stage of ether narcosis except that the

face is usually white and livid, and the skin is

bathed in cold perspiration. The pupils at first are

moderately contracted ; later they are dilated. The
reflexes are lost comparatively early. The picture

resembles alcoholic coma in many respects, and this

is not to be wondered at when we consider how
closely the two drugs are allied, both in their chem-
ical derivation and in their physiological action.

Not infrequently we will find narcosis may be due
to the combined action of chloral and alcohol ; for

the peculiar merit of this mixture is well known
to the criminal fraternity.

In every case of apparent alcoholic coma that

does not regain consciousness, the possibility of

pachymeningitis hemorrhagica interna should be

borne in mind. The condition is so often found at

autopsy that it forms a strong contrast to the in-

frequency with which the diagnosis is made clini-

cally. Ihere are no symptoms that are character-

istic of the disease. Persistent headache occurring

in a chronic alcoholic without any apparent reason

or following a severe head injury associated with

periodical and transitory attacks of paralysis, corti-

cal in type, is suggestive of pachymeningitis hemor-
rhagica interna. To be sure, these are present in

uremia and in cerebral syphilis. However, in most
cases the former can be diagnosed by the attendant

symptoms of nephritis and the latter suspected by
the presence of a positive Wassermann reaction and
the other evidences of insufficiently treated lues.

In regard to the attacks of coma occurring in

pachymeningitis' there are no signs that may not be
present in cerebral hemorrhage save, if one recog-

nizes the pathology of pachymeningitis, it can be
readily seen it is impossible for blood to be found
in the spinal cord fluid. In short, if one is to make
the diagnosis at all it will be based upon the history

of the case prior to the onset of coma.
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Little difficulty should be experienced in recog-

nizing hysteria simulating alcoholic coma. The
peculiar insincerity of the clinical picture, the ten-

dency to pose, the rolling of the eyes, the contrast

between the pharyngeal, conjunctival, and cutaneous
anesthesia and the prompt reaction usually obtained

from a whiff of ammonia applied to the nose are

inconsistent and quite characteristic of the condi-

tion.

Occasionally in alcoholics, attacks of uncon-
sciousness are associated with the Stokes-Adams
syndrome. The extremely slow radial pulse, and
the auricular dissociation as evinced by the pulsa-

tion of the jugular bulb, should suggest the possi-

bility of cerebral anemia due to heart block. The
diagnosis is, of course, readily confirmed by a poly-

graph tracing. The attacks of coma are of so short

duration that one will not remain for long unde-
cided as to whether or not the condition is due to

alcohol poisoning.

Sunstroke often simulates alcoholic coma and at

times will cause confusion. The occupation, the

time of year, the mode and suddenness of the onset

of coma, the extremely high temperature together

with the contracted pupils should be sufficient to

prevent an undue number of mistakes.

The list of differential diagnoses might be in-

definitely prolonged. General paresis, cerebral

syphilis, meningitis and brain tumor should all be

considered. So that while it must be admitted that

it is quite possible to diagnose correctly many cases

of alcoholic coma, yet one will agree that numerous
surprises are in store for those who are too eager
to accept things as they apparently are, and fail to

realize the many possibilities that are presented by
each case of alcoholic coma. Safety lies only in

the process of exclusion, in the carrying out of

which recourse must be had to the various diagnos-
tic procedures which fortunately science has put at

our command.
200 West Eighty-sixth Street.

almost pure blood. The patient was cystoscoped

November 28. On rectal examination the pros-

tate and seminal vesicles showed no evidence of

malignant disease, being of normal size and shape.

The bladder capacity was 125 c.c. After the in-

stillation of adrenalin a satisfactory cystoscopic ex-

amination could be made, and a large irregularly

shaped tumor with a broad base involving the entire

base of the bladder was observed. The size of the

base of the tumor was easily seen with a retro-

grade cystoscope. On December 5, a suprapubic

cystotomy was performed under cocaine and
adrenalin anesthesia. At the time of operation the

cystoscopic findings were confirmed, and a supra-

pubic drain was inserted. The patient was much
more comfortable after this operation and his gen-

eral condition improved. As the patient was in

fairly good condition, the gravity of the case was
explained to him and he was advised to have the

operation as advocated by Dr. Watson of Boston,

REPORT OF A CASE OF EXTIRPATION
OF THE BLADDER FOR MALIGNANT

DISEASE.*

By FRANCIS R. HAGNER,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PROFESSOR OF GENITOURINARY SURGERY. GEORGE WASHINGTON UNI-
VERSITY; ATTENDING GENITOURINARY SURGEON. GEORGE WASHINGTON

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND GARFIELD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL.

While there are a number of cases of total ex-

tirpation of the bladder that have been reported in

literature, the procedure is so radical and the re-

sults following it are so interesting that I feel it

might be of value to report the present case, al-

though the end result was unsuccessful.

L. F., age 40, a Russian, was seen by me during

the latter part of November, 191 1. He presented

the following history: He had hematuria of two
years' duration, and painful and gradually increas-

ing frequency of urination. His urine was very

offensive and filled with blood and pus. At times

the urination would be as often as every fifteen

minutes, accompanied with great tenesmus. Again
it would not be oftener than every one and a half

hours. The more frequent the urination the greater

the pain and tenesmus. Following the passage of

the urine, which during the last six months was
always blood-tinged, there would be the escape of

Read before the American Association of Genito-

urinary Surgeons, Philadelphia, June, 1912.

Sketch of extirpated bladder; one-quarter actual size.

namely, double nephrotomy with continuous drain-

age of the kidneys and subsequent removal of the

bladder. The patient refused this operation as he

said he did not wish his urine running out of his

back. It was then explained that the ureters could

be transplanted into his rectum. This he decided to

have done. He was operated upon December 15,

under nitrous oxide and oxygen anesthesia. The
bladder was irrigated through the suprapubic

wound and the opening packed with gauze to pre-

vent any leakage into the peritoneal cavity. An
incision was made from a point just above the

suprapubic incision in the skin to just above the

umbilicus. The intestines were pushed aside and
packed off and the ureters were exposed ; the left

ureter was quite distended with urine on account of

the involvement of the left ureteral orifice by the

growth ; the ureters were dissected down toward
the bladder and clamped about 4 centimeters from
their vesical orifices. The ureters were then incised,

and the portion left attached to the bladder was
well cauterized with carbolic acid and ligated. The
operation chosen was Fowler's. The ureters were
first sutured together in juxtaposition so that

the lower ends ran parallel with each other.

A longitudinal incision of 5 centimeters was
made into the rectal wall down to the mucosa,
and the muscularis and peritoneal coats were
dissected and retracted. A U-shaped flap was
then made through the submucosa into the gut;
this flap was folded on itself and turned out-

wards, being held in place by two sutures so as to
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have a mucous surface for the ureters to lie upon,
to thereby get the valve effect of the everted intes-
tinal wall on the ureters. An attempt was made to
clip the ureteral ends obliquely that they might lie

flush on the intestinal flap; this was found to be
more theoretical than practical, as the minute the
ureter was obliquely cut the cut end became per-
fectly round. The ureters, stitched together as de-
scribed, were placed on the folded piece of mucous
membrane and held in place by four sutures into
the submucosa. The muscularis and peritoneum
were then brought over and the rectal wound
was closed. The peritoneum of the abdominal
mcision was then closed, and the attention di-
rected to the bladder. It was with comparatively
little difficulty that the peritoneum was stripped
and the bladder and the rectum separated from
the base. At this time the patient's condition
grew desperate and the operation had to be finished
very rapidly. I had intended to remove the pros-
tate with the bladder, as the growth, while not
involving the prostate, was very near its posterior
border. However, I did dissect the bladder down
as near to the prostate as possible. After removal
of the bladder the vessels were tied and the cavity
was packed with sterile gauze, and the abdominal
wound was closed, allowing vents for drainage.
Before closure of the abdominal wound gauze vvas
packed down to the point of anastomosis of the
ureters and rectum for drainage. This, however.
was unnecessary, as there was never any leakage,
the anastomosis holding perfectly.
The patient was severely shocked from the oper-

ation, although the loss of blood was very small.
Under stimulation and salt solution he rallied and
did fairly well for one week; it appeared he was
going to recover from the operation. However, he
complained bitterly of stinging in the anal region
and great tenesmus whenever urine passed ; there
appeared to be no pain while the urine was collect-
ing in the bowel. Sometimes he would retain his
urine one and a half hours. It was a continual
fight to get this patient to take his nourishment.
He seemed to give up after the operation, making
no effort to help us in any way. There was no
evidence of any abdominal infection and the one
.symptom he complained of was the pain and tenes-
mus during the passage of urine out of the rectum.
The patient had very little fever, but a rapid pulse
and a leucocytosis of 26,000. Unquestionably there
was infection of both kidneys. He gradually grew
weaker and died two weeks after "the operation.
I endeavored without success to secure an autopsy.

I feel that if I had insisted on the two-stage oper-
ation, double nephrotomy and removal of the blad-
der at a subsequent operation, the result might have
been different. The valve-like operation for anas-
tomosis is very satisfactory and beautiful to per-
form, but I question if these valve-like operations
for ureterointestinal anastomosis would be per-
manent on account of the resulting scar tissue oblit-
erating the valves.
The Farkagut.

The Extent of Leucocytic Proteolysis.—J. W. loblin"
and S. Strouse state that the proteolytic action of leucocytes
is not a simple cleavage by one ferment. There are pres-
ent two proteases, one acting in an alkaline medium and
the other m an acid medium. This confirms Opie's work.
In the leucocytes there was found in addition an ereptic
ferment which is capable of acting in an acid or alkaline
mednim. This action probably represents a ferment which
acts on the digestion products of the two proteases —
Journal of Experimental Medicine.

CELIAC PAROTITIS IN THE COURSE OF
MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE LIVER.

By D.WID I. M.\CHT, M.D.,

B.XLTIMORE. MD.

.Second,\ry parotitis in various abdominal condi-

tions, or as Dyball calls it "celiac" parotitis, is an

extremely interesting condition, as pointed out by
Osier' and first described by Stephen Paget,- whose
reports appearing in 1886 and 1887 are still the

most important contribution on the subject. Spo-
radic cases have been more lately reported by a

number of observers^ but altogether the condition

is barely touched upon in most textbooks. Thus
Kraus in Nothnagel's "Handbuch" hardly men-
tions it. Paget describes the disease as an inflam-

mation of one or both parotid glands, leading to

suppuration or not, and occurring after injury or

disease of the abdomen or pelvis. Fie analyzed in

all 101 cases. Of these to followed injuries of the

urinary tract ; 18 followed injury or disease of the

alimentary canal : 23 followed injury or disease of

the abdominal walls, peritoneum, or pelvic cellular

tissue, and 50 followed lesions of the generative

organs. Of the loi cases 37 died, 3 of the patients

being over 80 years old.

The injuries after which this secondary affection

of the parotid glands may occur range from the

slightest, such as the introduction of a catheter

or a pessary, to those following very severe ab-

dominal operations. The diseases of abdominal
viscera associated with the secondary parotitis are

also very dift'erent : perforation of the bowels,

hernia, syphilis, pelvic inflammatory disease, typhoid
fever, gastric ulcer, cholecystitis, appendicitis, etc.

In this paper I wish to report a rare case of parotitis

occurring in the course of malignant disease of the

gall-bladder and liver. On looking over the lit-

erature on the subject. I find internal cancer or

other malignant growths to be very rarely asso-

ciated with the affection. Paget's series, which is

the longest, includes only three such cases (cases

No. 18, 26, and 39), which were malignant growths
of the spine, the sigmoid flexure, and the ovary,
respectively. I could not, however, find any ref-

erence to a case of parotitis associated with hepatic
disease, either in his papers or in Rolleston's com-
prehensive treatise on diseases of the liver and bile-

ducts, or in any other publications. For this reason
I think the following history to be of interest.

Mrs. H. F., widow, 72 years old, was first seen
by me June 3, 1912. She complained of jaundice.

The family history was negative : there was no
tuberculosis or cancer in the familv.

Personal history: Patient was remarkably free
from disease in her past life. She remembered not
having had any children's diseases. There was no
history of typhoid fever, pneumonia, rheumatism,
or lues. She had five children and no miscarriages.
She had been a vegetarian for many years. Present
illness : About two months ago patient noticed that
she was jaundiced. She never had pain of any kind
in abdomen or elsewhere, but came complaining
of a failing appetite and loss of strength. She had
lost about twenty pounds in two months. Her
bowels were regular or slightly loose and the stools

were white or clay-colored. She passed very dark-
colored urine. She complained of a bitter taste in the
mouth, but outside of the loss of appetite and
failing weight and strength, there were no other
symptoms. Physical examination: The patient
walked with difficulty, as if she had no strength.
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Tlie entire body was pigmented a deep yellow, her

face having a bronze-yellow tint. The skin was
dry and wrinkled from the extreme and rapid loss

of subcutaneous fat. The tongue was dry and
heavily coated. The pupils reacted to light and ac-

commodation. The chest was symmetrical but thin

and its movements were equal on both sides. Lungs
clear throughout on percussion and auscultation.

Heart: The apex beat was in the fifth interspace in

the mammary line. The cardiac dullness was not

increased to right or left. On auscultation a very

soft systolic bruit was heard at the apex. \ systolic

bruit was also heard in the aortic region (probably

due to atheroma). Pulse: 68 to the minute; mod-
erate volume

;
good tension ; vessel-walls distinctly

sclerosed. Abdomen : Flabby and soft. On the

right side under the costal margin a mass was
visible and palpable, extending about a hand-brea 1th

below the costal margin ; it was confined entirely to

the right side of the abdomen. It felt slightly irreg-

ular and was not tender on pressure. Spleen was
not enlarged. There were no prominent veins on

the abdominal wall and there were no ascites. The
lower extremities did not show any edema. Tem-
perature 99° F. Stools clay-colored. Urine con-

tained bile (usual tests). From the history of the

case and the physical findings, a diagnosis of a ma-
lignant growth, probably carcinoma, of the gall-

bladder and liver was made. The subsequent his-

tory confirmed the diagnosis.

Subsequent history : The patient's condition con-

tinued to decline very rapidly. One week after the

examination she had to go to bed and stay there.

She loathed the sight of all food and drink, and
was lying drowsy and apathetic, and had a slight

remittent fever. She developed the symptoms and
signs of an extreme cholemia. There was a grad-

ual wasting away, and in spite of all that could be

done (which was indeed very little) she went into

coma and expired on June 21, three weeks after I

had first seen her. About five days before death

the patient developed a marked swelling of her left

parotid gland, which caused her a good deal of pain

and interfered with deglutition. Two days later a

similar though somewhat smaller swelling appeared

on the other side. The double parotitis caused the

patient more sufifering than the whole previous con-

dition. It gave her pain and interfered with deglu-

tition and respiration. Dr. O. Pancoast, a surgeon,

who saw the case with me, did not find any abscess

formation and did not advise surgical interference.

The treatment remained entirely symptomatic. Un-
fortunately I was unable to get permission to per-

form an autopsy on the patient, but the post-mortem
findings described by Paget in one of his cases

would seem to fit very well with our clinical picture.

In Paget's case a woman developed a parotitis after

she was operated on for a sarcoma of the mesentery.

The parotid gland was enlarged, but had no pus
or abscess. It was found to be evenly distended

with a reddish substance somewhat like spleen.

What the connection may be between the ab-

dominal conditions and parotitides mentioned above
is largely a matter of conjecture. Dyball,* who dis-

cusses the various theories advanced in explanation

of it, sums up his views as follows : "It appears most
probable that celiac parotitis is due to the action on

the parotid glands of toxic substances absorbed
into the blood and derived from (a) the secretions

of certain organs modified by injury or disease; (b)

toxins of microbic origin (e.g. Bacillus coli), ab-

sorbed either from the alimentary canal, peritoneal

cavity, or bladder, and (c) products of deranged
digestion." Which of these factors played the im-

portant role in my case I will not venture to say.
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Chronic Jaundice and Splenomegaly.—L. Guthrie re-

ports the case of a girl, aged 6 years, who eighteen months

ago became jaundiced. Icterus has varied in intensity

from time to time, but has never disappeared entirely. The
urine is sometimes dark in color but usually pale, and the

stools are said to be always dark brown. She often com-
plains of feeling sick, but seems well on the whole. Past

illnesses: Varicella and pertussis at 3 years, "rheumatic

fever" at 5 years, and morbilli at 5^ years, followed by

chorea. Has always been troubled with thread-worms.

Family history: Parents, and brother and sister, aged 10

and 13 years, are in good health. No miscarriages. No
children have died. Present condition: Fairly well nour-

ished blonde. On admission to hospital, December II,

191 1, the skin, mucous membranes, and cotijunctivae were

of bright canary-yellow color. Bowels constipated, motions

dark, containing much mucus, but no oxyurides. Urine

pale, no bile pigment, acid, 1015, no albumin. Heart and

lungs normal. Liver not felt, area of dullness normal.

Soleen easily palpable, extending 2 inches below costal mar-

gin. Notch'not felt. Blood examination : Serum is colored

deep yellow. Reds. 4,190.000; whites, 10,200: hemoglobin.

So per cent. Differential count: Polymorphonuclears, 76

per cent.; large lymphocytes, 4.5 per cent.; small lympho-

cytes, 17 per cent.; eosinophiles. 2.5 per cent. During three

months' observation, the icterus has varied greatly in in-

tensity but has never quite disappeared. The stools are

always dark, and the urine has never contained bile pig-

ment. The spleen is still enlarged. The area of hepatic

dullness is normal. The probable diagnosis is: Toxic

hepatic cirrhosis with splenomegaly.

—

Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Medicine.

Papilloma of the Trachea in a Woman, aged 24.

—

W. H. Kelson reports the case of a married woman who
gave no history of tuberculosis or syphilis. She stated

that difficulty in breathing commenced a year ago. and that

it became noisy three months ago, getting gradually worse.

On examination it was found that the larynx was normal.

At about I inch below the level of the cricoid cartilage

and taking origin posteriorly from the tracheal wall a

growth was seen. There was marked stridor, but no ex-

pectoration. No enlarged glands. Many rhonchi and other

abnormal sounds were heard in the upper part of the chest,

so that tuberculosis was suspected. The growth was re-

moved by the direct method without tracheotomy under a

general anaesthetic, with immediate relief to the breath-

ing and the disappearance of the chest sounds. It appeared

to be a papilloma.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of

Medicine.

Aortic Regurgitation with Extreme Pulsation of the

Aortic Arch; Diastolic Shock and Diastolic Thrill Over
the Heart.—F. Parkes Weber, M.D., reports the case

of a woman, aged 28, who during the last month has suf-

fered from severe pain in front of the chest. When aged

15 she had rheumatic fever, and her heart has been said to

be "weak." Above the level of the heart to the right of

the sternum there is a loud systolic murmur to be heard,

and pulsation can be felt, accompanied by a marked systolic

thrill. There is much pulsation in the episternal notch.

The cardiac apex-beat is displaced to the left axillary

region. Over the aortic base there are both loud systolic

and loud diastolic murmurs. Over the mid-cardiac region

there is a loud diastolic murmur, accompanied by a diastolic

thrill. With the flat of the hand placed over the heart the

diastolic thrill can be felt as if travelling from the aortic

base towards the cardiac apex. About the nipple line, in

the fifth left intercostal space, a diastolic shock can be
felt, which might possibly at first be mistaken for the apex-
beat. The Wassermann reaction is positive.

—

Proceedings

of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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FEEBLEMINDEDNESS IN NEW YORK.

It is a most difficult problem to obtain reliable

and complete data on the prevalence and actual

importance of feeblemindedness in a community.
Particularly is this true of New York City, in which
the diverse elements of race, language, and relig'ion

make the exact determination of this factor almost

impossible. The most thorough study so far made
of this subject in New York is summarized in a

report rendered to the Public Education Asso-

ciation of New York by Dr. Anne Moore.

The case histories on which this report is based

illustrate very clearly the difficulty of proper segre-

gation of defectives tmder the present laws and
state provision. They further make very plain

the demand on the resources of the city's public

schools, and the serious results which follow the

free presence of feebleminded persons in the com-
munity, such as the production of defective off-

spring, the indulgence of criminal and immoral ten-

dencies, and the drain on the resources of the

family and of charity. In the face of this evi-

dently serious situation, it is a strange fact that

there is no legal provision for mental defectives

in the public schools. The Coinpulsory Education
Law exempts from school attendance children who
are "physically or mentally unfit," the ones wlio of

all others most need it. Recognizing that the pres-

ence of backward children is undesirable in the

same classes with normal children, the Board of

Education has established certain ungraded classes

for them, in which they can receive special train-

ing suited to their needs. Defective children are
reported to the inspector of ungraded classes and
after examination by a physician are assigned to

a class if their condition justifies it. About 2,000
defective children are cared for in the 125 un-
graded classes of Greater New York. Unfortun-
ately the training most of these children receive
ceases when they leave the class. Were it con-
tinued, many of them could be made useful, happy,
and at least partially self-supporting. The classes

are seriously handicapped at present by the lack of
a proper segregation law providing for the en-

forced attendance of defective children and for
the continuance of their training after they reach
the legal age limit of sixteen years. Such a law
would also remove the effects of ignorant oppo-
sition, and should provide for the transfer of cases

more properly belonging in custodial institutions,

thus relieving the overcrowding of the ungraded

classes, to the advantage of the less deficient chil-

dren who would profit most by the training.

Five institutions have been established in New
York State for the care of the feebleminded. The
capacity of these institutions is so lamentably inade-

quate that large numbers of mental defectives are

at large. Moreover, they provide only for indigent

defectives ; the large middle class which can afford

a moderate expense for institutional care usually

will not accept charity, and cannot afford the ex-

pensive private institutions. At present there is

no law requiring the commitment of the feeble-

minded to custodial institutions. Consequently it

usually rests with parents or guardians to decide the

question, and they are too often incapable of know-
ing or doing the best thing for the child or for the

community. It costs the State an average of $161.20

annually to care for a feebleminded person in an

institution. It is impossible to estimate the cost

of such a person at large. His tendency to produce

defective offspring, his inability to become self-

supporting, when subjected to present day compe-
tition, and his large share in the criminal class all

combine to increase his actual expense to, and
drain on, the community. Dr. Moore very correctly

points out that the segregation of defectives costs

money, but saves much more than it costs. The
best interests of the community demand segrega-

tion in proper institutions, and in addition no mar-
riage license should be issued without a clean bill

of health and evidence of a normal mind.

TESTING INDOOR AIR.

For many years sanitarians and hygienists have de-

sired earnestly some ready test for the purity of

room air without reference to CO, com])arable, say,

to the permanganate test for pure water. This ne-

cessity is even greater for schools, hospitals', bar-

racks, etc., than for private houses. Tests of this

sort have long been employed, but the results have

been susceptible of different interpreta.ions. In

recent years attempts have been made to determine

not only the kind, but the quantity of organic im-

purities. Naturally such tests demand such ex-

treme delicacy that only the method of catalysis

could be expected to give results of any sort. If this

principle is found to be trustworthy for the es-ima-

tion of expired substances it would naturally be

available for impurities generated in manufactures

of various kinds, in which artificial substances are

added to the product of human lungs. In the

case of workingmen who exert much muscular

activity it should also be possible to recognize the

added production of waste substance. The new
avenues thus opened to study, if we suppose that

delicate catalytic tests become practicable, are not

a few ; and it must be borne in mind that the very

delicacy of the tests', as happens so frequency else-

where, may be a bar to their utilization.

In the Mhnchencr mcdizinischc U'ochcnschrift

for August 27 Weichardt and Kelber discuss this

subject in a brief but highly suggestive fashion. An
apparatus is required for obtaining specimens of
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flir for analysis which combines all the most recent

iitilizable principles. There is an air pump worked
ty a motor, a gas meter, wash bottles, etc. The
air is forced through glass pearls which contain

glycerine solutions of various catalysts.

Colloidal osmium is used as an indicator for the

presence of extraneous matter, but it is necessary

further to use a color test to make the catalytic ac-

tion visible. This is effected by the presence of a

solution of starch in a solution of potassiun iodide

with the addidon of oil of turpentine. The normal

.appearance of the blue color indicates that the air is

.sufficiently pure. If the color reaction is absent or

imperfect deleterious substances are present in the

.expired air. The presence of carbon dioxide alone

.exerts hardly any influence on the catalysis'. The
test for purity of air, as already suggested, corre-

:sponds roughly in its general outcome with the test

for organic matter in water with potassium per-

manganate.

THE ASSAULT ON MR. ROOSEVELT.
The attempted assassination of Mr. Roosevelt last

Monday evening was fortunately frustrated by the

.spending of the force of the bullet in passing

-.through a thick overcoat and coat and a package

.of manuscript and by its deflection by a spectacle

£ase. The bullet was on its way to pierce the lungs

,and possibly one of the large vessels or some other

vital part when it met these obstacles and was

•turned upward, lodging in the tissues of the chest

wall. If the newspaper accounts are correct the

intended victim is sulTering from a wound of slight

moment, despite a broken rib, and had he been an

•ordinary citizen his case would have given the sur-

geons but little concern. Of course there was a mi-

nute chance of tetanus and a somewhat greater one

of suppuration in the wound and possibly of pyemia,

but these chances were so small that, the proper

•precautions being taken, they would have caused

little apprehension ordinarily. It was characteristic

.of the man that he disregarded the injury to his

ichest and delivered a long political speech before

•receiving medical attention. In the case of the

.ordinary citizen again, this would have been called

foolhardy and might have had most serious conse-

quences ; doubtless it was done in face of the pro-

test of his medical advisers, but it apparently did

"him no harm.

With fear for the life of the patient allayed,

one's thoughts naturally turn to the fact of the at-

tempted assassination, associating it with the mur-

iders of Garfield and McKinley. There seems to be

no possible way of shielding a public man from

-the murderous attack of a paranoiac. This is one

(oi the dangers to which he is exposed by virtue

(Of his calling, and is no more to be guarded against

than is any other accident. It is obviously impos-

.sible to shut up all "cranks," even were it possible

ito pick them out and to draw the line between the

simple fool and the dangerous paranoiac. No form
of punishment would deter certain of these degen-

erates from their criminal attempts. Solitary con-

finement, the most fiendish and horrible of all pun-

ishments, which is meted out to the assassins of the

Italian kings, does not stay the hands of others.

We can, ttierefore, only guard our public nien the

best we can, and hope that, if they are attacked,

they will have the good luck which has been Mr.
Roosevelt's, and over which everyone, politically

friend or foe, can but rejoice with all his heart.

Puerperal Tetanus.

Tetanus in the puerpera furnishes a special oppor-
tunity for the study of this still mysterious disease.

The difficulties attendant upon infection in many
puerperal cases, the differences in findings, the ex-
treme mortality of the type, all demand special con-
sideration. In a paper read recently before a

Strassburg medical society {Deutsclie medizinische

Wochenschrift, September 19) Freund reported

three fatal cases of puerperal tetanus. One fol-

lowed manual delivery, the others were abortions

induced by introducing familiar objects, one
wooden, into the uterine cavity. In none of these

cases was there found any trace of a bacillus,

either in the uterine secretions, the dust, or gar-

den soil. Animal inoculations were also negative

throughout. Tetanus antitoxin had absolutely no
favorable influence, while opiates gave temporary
relief. In this connection Freund cited a case of

tetanus neonatorum due apparently to the applica-

tion of wood dust in the umbilical stump. In this

case, in contrast to the preceding, the tetanus germ
was found in both the secretion of the navel and in

the wood dust. The paper gave occasion for con-

siderable comment. One member of the society

cited a case of inversion of the rule that prolonged
incubation means a more favorable prognosis. In

a case of only two days' incubation period, recovery

promptly followed antitoxin exhibition. Unusual
was the fact that in this case injury of the knee was
first succeeded by stiffness of the corresponding
leg. Only later did tetanus proper follow. Led-
derhose is so impressed with the frequency of splin-

ters and other wooden articles in causing lockjaw
that he always insists on a prophylactic injection of

antitoxin in wounds of this type.

An ".Anatomical Demonstrator."

The list of freaks who go from clinic to office and
who often derive their subsistence from demon-
strating their peculiarities to physicians and students

appears to be constantly increasing. There is the

subject with the absence of pharyngeal reflex, per-

haps a stigma of hysteria, who allows her larynx

to be studied ; the man with the musical heart mur-
murs, who is ornamental rather than useful, and
the man with the double singing voice who is a

vaudeville headliner and does not have to eke out

a livelihood from the doctors. This list might be

extended almost in'lefinitely if we include the

museum freaks and those who in general appeal

chiefly to the public curiosity : but even those who
interest the profession only are sufficiently numer-
ous. According to German exchanges one Franz
Boehner has appeared before nearly all the clinics

and medical societies in Germany. He styles him-
self an "anatomical demonstrator," but is not a

contortionist or an artist's model. His remarkable
control of groups of muscles enables him to simu-

late at will various spastic and paretic conditions.

He reproduces ptosis, various forms of strabismus,

mydriasis and mvosis, nystagmus, cutis anserina,

etc. He is able to change the position of the heart

and other viscera, can slow his pulse, and force a

bolus of food from mouth to anus in 45 minutes.

His ability is due to voluntary control of muscular
fiber commonlv classed as involuntary.
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Excess of Males.—The population of the

United States comprised in 1910, according to the

Federal census, 47,332,277 males and 44,639,989
females, or 106 males to every 100 females. In

1900 there were 104.4 males to every 100 females.

This excess of males is due mainly to the extensive

immigration, the foregn-born white population

numbering 129.2 males to 100 females. In the na-

tive-born white populaton the ratio is 102.7 to 100.

In the negro populaton, however, the females out-

number the males, the ratio being 98.9 to 100. The
preponderance of males is most marked in the Pa-
cific and Western States, while in the New Eng-
land States the females are slightly in excess. In

New York City the population is about evenly di-

vided as regards sex, while in Philadelphia there is

a preponderance of females, and in Chicago there

are 1 06.3 males to 100 females.

Vital Statistics of Texas.—During the month
of August there were reported to the State Regis-

trar 4,844 births and 2,032 deaths. As compared
to the previous month this shows an increase of

480 births and a decrease of 311 deaths. There
were 412 deaths of infants under one year of age
and 184 from tuberculosis, which was the leading

cause of death during the month.
Births in Chicago.—iJuring the first nine

months of this year 31,346 births were reported to

the Health Department of Chicago, an increase of

9,878, or about 46 per cent, over the number re-

ported during the same period of 191 1.

Doctors Pledge Autopsies.—The members of

the Associated Physicians of Long Island at a re-

cent meeting adopted a resolution prepared by a spe-

cial committee, setting forth the need of educating
the public to a better understanding of the value of

autopsies in the advancement of medical science.

In the adoption of the report many of the physicians

present agreed to sign a form containing a request

that in the event of death their heirs consent to the

perforn''.ance of an autopsy, since it was their opin-

ion tiiat in beginning a campaign of education to

overcome the ])opular dislike of a post-mortem ex-

amination it was the duty of the physicians them-
selves to set an example.

Gifts to Columbia.—The Trustees of Columbia
University at a recent meeting announced that by
the will of the late Mr. Augustus W. Openhym, the

university will eventually come into the possession

of a fund, to be known as the Openhym Research
Fund, and to be used for research into the cause,

prevention, and cure of cancer. If at any time fur-

ther research into cancer becomes unnecessary the

income of the fund may be used for other researches

in the field of medicine and surgery.

A gift of $2,500 from Mr. Clarence H. Mackay
for surgical research was also announced, as well

as anonymous gifts of $1,800 for the iepartment
of materia medica, and of $1,000 for the department
of physiology.

Pure Water Oysters Only.—Health Commis-
sioner Lederle of New York City has notified deal-

ers and shippers of oysters in New York that before
their permits will be renewed they must file with
the Health Department exact information as to the
name of the grower of the oysters handled, the
location from which the oysters are obtained, and
the ('efinite location of "drinks," if any. and, most
important, absolute proof of the purity of the wa-
ters in which the oysters "drink" or are freshened

up for market. The Commissioner believes that the

greatest danger of contamination occurs in the

freshening beds or "drinks." These new rules will

cover not only the oysters grown he'."e, but also those

shipped in from outside. Dr. Lederle has again de-

clared that in spite of the Government's finding that

the waters of Jamaica Bay were not all that they

should be, the Health Department had not been able

to discover anything wrong there—a declaration

which is not altogether reassuring to oyster eaters.

Concession to English Physicians.—It is re-

ported that the physicians in England have been

ofliered a substantial increase in the sum allotted to

them under the Insurance Act. The Government,
which at first ofl'ered 1.08 per insured person a year,

and later offered 1.44, has now by increasing the ap-

propriation made possible the payment of 1.80. The
doctors had declared that 2.04 was the least they

would accejjt.

University Hospital.—Columbia University,

New 'S'lirk. has urdcrtaken to oversee the health

of its students, and has opened a miniature hospital

on the university grounds under the direction of Dr.

W. H. McCastline. who is connected with the de-

partment of physical education of Teachers' Col-

lege. An office has been opened in Earl Hall, which
is equipped with the simpler devices of the operat-

ing-room, and in addition includes a laboratory for

the examination of the eye, ear, nose, and throat,

and apparatus for dental work. The University

requires that all cases of illness be reported to Dr.

McCastline, whether in the student's home or in

the dormitory.

igSth Aviation Victim.—With the death of

Joseph Stevenson, who fell from his biplane during
an exhibition flight at the Alabama State Fair

Grounds in Birmingham on October 7, the total

number of aviation victims since 1908 is increased

to 198, of whom 87 have been killed during the cur-

rent year.

City Vital Statistics.—During the month of

September the death rate in New York City was
12. 1 1 per thousand, the lowest on record for that

month. The total number of deaths was 5,149. as

compared to 5,331 in September, 191 1, when the

rate was 13.1 per thousand. For the month of

September the average for the preceding fourteen

years was 15.53. All of the age groups show a de-

creased mortality except that from 45 to 65 years,

in which there is a slight increase. During the

same month 10,951 births were reported, an in-

crease of 142 over that period last year, while the

number of marriages reported was 4,089, a decrease

of 13.

During the week ending October 5 there were
1,274 deaths in the city, of which 271 were of chil-

dren under one year of age, as against 1,204 in the

corresponding week of last year, of which 301 were
of children under one year. For the first forty

weeks of 1912 the death rate was 14.30 in the city,

while for the same period of 191 1 it was 15.56.

Diphtheria Epidemic.—Forty cases of diph-
theria have developed in the mill towns of Webster
and Dudley, Mass., within the last few days and
strenuous efforts are being made to check the spread
of the disease.

Restrictions on Sale of Milk.—The New York
City Board of Health has recently passed resolu-

tions strengthening the safeguards which surround
the sale of milk in the city. After June i, 191 3, it

will be illegal to sell milk dipped from cans except
in approved milk stores under permits from the
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Board of Healtli, and in stores in which foodstuffs

other than milk are sold in the original packages
only. It is estimated that 800,000 quarts of loose

or dip]ied milk are sold each day in the city, and
the problem of guarding this supply has been one
of the chief objects of the department.

Lectures on Hydrotherapy.—Dr. L. Brieger,

professor of therapeutics and special pathology in

the University of Berlin, Germany, lectured by in-

vitation of Dr. Baruch to the students in the Hydro-
therapeutic Department of the Vanderbilt Clinic,

College of Physicians and Surgeons, on October 9.

Dr. Brieger demonstrated a hydriatic method of

treating sciatica, devised by himself, consisting of

active and passive movements designed to put the

nerve on the stretch, together with firm trembling
pressure upon the painful spot, first gentle, then in-

creased, until no pain is produced. After the pain-

ful parts ha\e been subjected to steam douches of

ten minutes' duration, these movements are made
while the patient is submerged in water at 95°,
reduced at each treatment. The demonstration was
successful, the patient expressing himself as greatly

relieved an I a'jie to walk wit'i ease.

New Tuberculosis Hospital.—The Municipal
Tuberculosis Hospital in Yonkers, N. Y., was for-

mally opened on October 12 and was ready on the

14th for the reception of patients, of whom forty

had made application before the opening. The
building, which cost about $1,500,000, has been
erected on a five-acre plot given to the city by Mr.
A. S. Cochran.
Yellow Fever from Brazil.—A well-developed

case of yellow fever was discovered among the crew
of the British steamer Chaucer, which arrived at

the New Orleans Quarantine Station on October 8,

from Brazilian ports. The patient was sent to the

detention ward of the Marine Hospital and the ves-

sel was held in quarantine for six days. Xo appre-
hension is felt as to the danger of spread of the dis-

ease.

Cases of Hookworm.—The Rockefeller Com-
mission for the study of hookworm disease in Ala-
bama reports that from January i to September 30
of this year 8,685 cases of the disease were observed
in twenty-two counties of the State. That the work
of the commission is increasing is shown by the

fact that during the first six months of this period

5,334 cases were observed, while during the last

three the number reached 3,35 1. Most of the
patients were treated in the dispensaries established

by the Commission.
To Study Malaria.—Dr. J. M. Jackson, presi-

dent of the Southern Medical Association, has ap-
pointed a commission to take up the study of means
for the prevention of malarial fever, consisting of
Dr. Charles F. Craig, U. S. A., Washington, chair-

man ; Dr. Graham E. Hanson, Crescent Citv, Fla.,

secretary; Dr. R. H. Von Erzdorf, U. S." Public
Health and Marine-Hospital .Service ; Dr. Scale
Harris, Mobile, Ala., Dr. William Krause, Memphis,
Tenn., Dr. Creighton Wellman, and Dr. C. C. Bass,
New Orleans, La., Dr. William H. Deadrick, Mari-
anna. .A^rk., and Dr. W. S. Thayer, Baltimore. Md.

Poliomyelitis in Los Angeles.—A correspon-
dent writes that the report of an epidemic of infan-
tile paralysis in Los Angeles during the past sum-
mer was greatly exaggerated. Instead of a total of
226 cases with 43 deaths, a committee of physicians
found that there had been only 23 authenticated
cases with 3 deaths.

German Physicians Sail.—The delegation of

German physicians, 225 in number, who came to

this country to attend the sessions of the Interna-

tional Congress of Hygiene at Washington last

month, sailed for home on the Victoria Luise from
New York on October 10.

Radium in Springs.—Analysis of the waters
of the lava hot springs at Dempsey, Idaho, has
shown, it is said, the presence of radium, and fur-

ther investigations are to be made to determine the

existence of deposits in the vicinity. The springs

belong to the State, having been taken over several

years ago, and have long been noted for their heal-

ing power.
Beriberi on Shipboard.—With three of her

crew dead and six others ill with beriberi, the bark
Daylight reached Philadelphia on October 6 after a
125-day voyage from Bombay, India. The ship was
held at Quarantine for several days.

Inspection of Railroad Trains.—The Surgeon-
General of the Public Health and Marine-Hospital
Service has been instructed to inspect the features

of railroad trains and vessels engaged in interstate

commerce. As a result it is expected that the rail-

road trains and passenger carrying vessels will be
cleaned up a bit and made nioie sanitary, and that

the Government's interest in the matter will prompt
the managers of such lines to have fumigation car-

ried on at certain intervals, especially in parts of the

country where there is a constant movement of per-

sons afflicted with tuberculosis. As there is at pres-

ent no appropriation available for defraying the cost

of the inquiry the members of the service will be
obliged to conduct it at times when orders for travel

are issued for other duties.

Civil Service Examinations.—The New York
State Civil .Service Commission announces that ex-
aminations will be held on November 2, 1912, for

the purpose of filling the following positions: Med-
ical librarian, State Library, at a salary of $1,200
to $1,500. Physical instructor, women only, at a

salary of $540 and maintenance.' Sanitary inspec-

tor, Ossining, at a salary of $720. In the last case,

residence for three months in the town is required.

Application blanks must be filed on or before Octo-
ber 25, igi2. Full particulars may be obtained from
the State Civil Service Commission, Albany, N. Y.
Alvarenga Prize.—The College of Physicians

of Philadelphia announces that the next award of

the Alvarenga Prize, being the income for one year
of the bequest of the late Senor Alvarenga, and
amounting to about S180, will be made on July 14,

19 13, provided that an essay deemed by the Com-
mittee of Award worthy of the prize shall have
been offered. Essays intended for competition may
be upon any subject in medicine and must be un-
published. They must be typewritten in English or

accompanied by an English translation, and re-

ceived by the secretary of the college on or before

May I, 1913. Each essay must be sent without sig-

nature, but must be marked and accompanied by an
envelope bearing- the same mark and containing

the name and address of the author. The success-

ful essay or a copy of it remains in the possession

of the colleere.

Weir Mitchell Lectures.—The sixth of the

Wek Alitchell Lectures of the College of Physicians

of Philadelphia will be delivered on Monday even-

ing, October 21, 1912, at 8.15 o'clock, in Mitchell

Hall, by Prof. G. H. F. Nuttall, M.B., F.R.S., of

Canibridsre, England. The subject of the lecture

will be: "Some Recent Advances in Our Knowledge
of the Mode of the Spread of Protozoal Diseases."
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Lectures on Skin Diseases.—The governors of

the New York Skin and Cancer Hospital announce

that Dr. L. Duncan Bulkley will give a fourteenth

series of clinical lectures on diseases of the skin in

the Out-Patient Hall of the Hospital, Second ave-

nue and Nineteenth street, on Wednesiay after-

noons, from October 30 to December 18, 1912, at

4.15 o'clock. The course will be open to physicians

on the presentation of their professional cards.

Nobel Prize Award.—The Nobel Prize in

Medicine for 191 2 has been awarded to Dr. Alexis

Carrel of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search, New York, for his work in the suturing of

blood vessels and the transplantation of organs.

The prize amounts to ,$39,000. Dr. Carrel, who was

born in France thirty-nine years ago, has been con-

nected with the Rockefeller Institute since 1906,

and is now an associate of the Institute. He is a

Fellow of the American Surgical Association, and a

member of the .American Philosophical .Society.

Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia.

—

The following elections have been announced: Dr.

Stillwell C. Bums, to be professor of operative sur-

gery, in succession to Dr. Mitchell F. Warmuth, re-

signed; Dr. Robert Boyer, to be demonstrator of

anatomy, in succession to Dr. Van Duyne A. Sut-

lifife, resigned; and Dr. L. Napoleon Boston, to be

professor of physical diagnosis, in succession to Dr.

Howard S. Anders, resigned. In addition. Dr.

Herbert M. Boyer has been appointed demonstrator

of histology and embryology. Dr. John J. Gilbride.

demonstrator of surgery, and Dr. Philip Fichelis.

secretary and librarian, in succession to Dr. A. C.

Morgan.
Personals.—Dr. B. Sachs of New York an-

nounces his removal to ti6 West 59th street.

Dr. Walter S. Reynolds of this city has removed

to 132 West 73d street.

Dr. Hobart A. Hare of Philadelphia has been ap-

pointed a member of the Board of City Trustees of

that city. '

Dr. Mary Almira Smith of Boston received the

honorary degree of Doctor of Letters from Mt.

Holyoke College at the celebration of its seventy-

fifth anniversary on October 9.

Dr. Benjamin P. Watson of Edinburgh, Scotland,

has accepted the appointment as professor of gyne-

cology and obstetrics in the University of Toronto.

Faculty of Medicine, and will assume his new duties

on November i.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

Mrs. Marion de Forest Clark of New York, the

New York Society for the Ruptured and Crippled

and the New York Orthopedic Dispensary and Hos-

pital receive bequests of $7,500 each.

By the will of the late Sarah I. Wohlgemuth of

Philadelphia, a residuary bequest of $5,000 is made
to the Presbyterian Hospital of that city to endow
a free bed in the men's ward in memory of her

father, and in addition the sum of $5,000 to endow
a free bed in the women's ward of the same hospital

in memory of her mother.

The Medico-Chirurgical Plospita! of Philadelphia

receives a bequest of $500 by the will of the late

Katherine Shoemaker of that city.

The Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophy-
laxis.— A meeting of this society will be held in

connection with the New York Association of Biol-

ogy Teachers at the Academy of Medicine on

Thursday evening, October 24, at 8.30 p. m. The
subject for discussion will be the report of the spe-

cial committee of the .\merican Federation for Sex

Hygiene (Dr. Prince A. Morrow, Prof. Maurice A.

Bigelow, and Prof. Thomas M. Balliet) on the

Teaching of Sex in Schools and Colleges.

Colorado State Medical Society.—At the an-

nual convention of this society held in Pueblo the

following officers were elected on September 26:

President, Dr. John A. Black, Pueblo ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. Carroll E. Edson, Denver; Dr. William
Henry Hally, Rouse; Dr. Henry A. Calkins, Lead-
ville, and Dr. Charles .'\. Ringle, Greeley. The next

annual meeting will be held in Glenwood Springs

on October 7, 8, and 9, 1913-

Association of Military Surgeons of the United
States.—The following officers were elected at

the twenty-first annual meeting in Baltimore re-

cently : President, Surgeon William C. Braisted,

U. S. N. ; Vice-Presidents, Brig.-Gen. Charles

Adams, Illinois National Guard; Lieut.-Col. J. R.

Kean, U. S. A., and Surgeon-General Rupert Blue,

U. S. P. H. and M.-H. S. ; Secretary and Editor,

Major Samuel C. Stanton, Illinois National Guard

;

Treasurer, Major Herbert A. Arnold, Pennsylvania
National Guard. Denver was chosen as the meeting
place for ne.xt year.

Cape Breton (N. S.) Medical Society.—.-Vt the

annual meeting on September 24, in Sydney, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. An-
drew Love, Sydney Mines ; Vice-President, Dr.

John Knox McLeod, Sydney ; Secretary-Treasurer,

Dr. John G. B. Lynch, Sydney.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. William Brewster

Cl.\rk of New York, a graduate of Amherst Col-

lege in 1876 and of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in 1879, a member of the American Medi-
cal .'\ssociation, the New York State and County
Medical Societies, the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, the Greater New York Medical .Association,

and the Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis,

died at his home on October 11 after several months'
illness, aged 62 years.

Dr. Arthur Hugo Friedererg of St. Louis, Mo.,

a graduate of Washington University, Medical De-
partment, St. Louis, in 1904, died suddenly on Sep-

tember 28 from strangulation following the lodge-

ment of a fishbone in his throat.

Dr. John Jay Colton of Lowell. Mass., a grad-

uate of the University of Pennsylvania, Department
of Medicine, Philadelphia, in i86g. a member of

the Massachusetts State and Middlesex County
Medical Societies, and formerly city physician of

Lowell, died at his home on September 23, aged 82

years.

Dr. R. J. Grimes of Bethel, N. C, a graduate of

the University of Pennsylvania, Department of

Medicine, Philadelphia, in 1876, and a member of

the North Carolina State and Pitt County Medical

Societies, died at his home of appendicitis on Sep-

tember 28, aged 62 years.

Dr. Cii.ARLES Nelson B.\llard of Oklahoma City,

Okla., a graduate of Rush IMedical College, Chi-

cago, in 1890. a member of the American Medical

.Association, the Oklahoma State and County IMedi-

cal Societies, and the Illinois State IMedical Society,

died at his former home in Logansport. Ind., on

September 21, after a long illness, aged 53 years.

Dr. Henry Jot'ns Rhett of Wasbinsrton. D. C,

a graduate of Brnwn University in 1885 and of the

ITniversitv of Pennsylvania Department of ^''edi-

cine in 1890, and a member of the Mc^lical Society

of the District of Columbia, died in the Newport

Hospital, Newport, R. I., on October 7, aged 50

years.
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LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

insurance: danger to liberty; legal views of
THE regulations EXTENDING; STEPS TO .AD-

MINISTER ACT taken; RESOLUTIONS OF PRAC-

TITIONERS AGAINST EFFECT OF TUBERCLE ON
RACE EXHIBITION—HOSPITAL RESPONSIBILITIES

ITEMS.
London, September 27, 1912.

The manner in which the Insurance Act was
rushed through ParHament has resulted in a strik-

ing illustration of a danger to liberty which has

been gradually extended of late. The Cabinet has
been indirectly aiming at the power of forcing its

will by mere decrees, such as when directly issuel

have brought monarchs to ruin. The act set up
an executive body—the Insurance Commissioners—

•

and that body was authorized to issue rules and
regulations which should become law as binding

as the clauses of the act itself. Since the passage
of the act the commissioners have been issuing

regulations on numerous points, not a few of

which could not have been anticipated, and are

causing great discontent, but nothing can stay their

hand except an address to the Crown by one of

the Houses of Parliament. Such legislation is an
abuse which has grown up to the peril of the

liberty of the subject. The lawyers even are con-

demning it as a breach of the constitution.

At the annual meeting of the Law Society it was
forcibly urged that from a national point of view
the act would prove a crippled scheme with a

hostile medical profession. The doctors were, it

was said, the first line of defense against malin-

gering and without their co-operation approved
societies would undoubtedly, many of them, be-

come bankrupt. The casual laborer had sulifered

much wrong, had often had to pay a double con-

tribution—an employer's and his own—before he

could get employment. The appointment of out-

side authorities under the act was only one instance

of the evil extension of officialism, .\ctually, in

connection with sanatorium benefit, six sets of au-

thorities had to be consulted and satisfied in some
cases. An amending act was necessary, agreed
several speakers, as it was now recognized in all

directions that without legislation it would be im-

possible to give satisfactory terms to the medical
profession.

. Rumors as to the scoj>e of the regulations had
for some time been plentiful and contradictory,

but on Monday some of the papers issued a state-

ment to the effect that a draft had been preparefl

which afforded hope for settlement and had been
submitted to the sickness committee of the British

Medical Association. In this it was said medical

remuneration was left to the local health com-
mittees to arrange as to the capitation, or attend-

ance, or special service system. It was added that

Mr. Lloyd-George would probably submit to the

Cabinet a proposal for a parliamentary vote of a

percentage of the State Insurance Fund for pay-

ment of medical men—not a flat rate, but differing

according to the circumstances of different districts.

The next day the secretary of the British Medical
Association informed the press that no draft of

proposed regulations had been received—nor prob-

ably would be until made public generally. To this

denial one of those who supplied the statement

replied that the committee's information was only

"unofficial," the advantage of that distinction being

that similarly unofficial suggestions may be received

by the commissioners and considered before finally

adopting the draft "officially."

He further declared that the facts he had com-
municated as to these regulations, the Government
action when Parliament meets, and the general

procedure of the doctors were strictly accurate,

though much may happen "unofficially," and is,

therefore, not officially recogriized.

A belief seems to be gaining ground that Mr.
Lloyd-George will attempt some compromise and

that our average rate of 7/6 if offered with some
extras might be accepted. But the grounds for this

belief are not very substantial and perhaps may be

regarded as mere rumors, or even only as feelers

put forward by the Government with the hope of

entrapping the profession.

Steps are being taken in many places by com-
mittees under the act to carry out its provisions

as though the profession would consent to them.

This is especially the case in regard to sanatorium

benefit. In London a temporary subcommittee has

been appointed for each metropolitan borough.

The Borough Councils have all consented to their

Medical Officers of Health acting on these sub-

committees, and have granted the use of their

offices for giving information. It is thought that

these committees will eventually merge into the

district committees, which must be appointed for

the boroughs as well as for the cities of London
and Westminster. As far as these bodies are con-

cerned there seems no likelihood of delay in organ-

izing all duties devolved upon them by the act. In

some instances insured persons have already been

sent to a sanatorium or given dispensary or domi-

ciliary treatment.

At a meeting of practitioners on the 20th inst. at

Lancaster it was resolved to resign all contract

practice appointments in accordance with the policy

of the British Medical .Association on the Insur-

ance Act. Further than this the meeting resolved

to call in consultation only those who are pledged

to that policy. This is certainly a strong measure,

but it is very likely to be put in force in many
localities. Nor is it only the British Medical Asso-

ciation's policy for other organizations or specially

formed committees are adopting much the same
decisions or agreements, though with slight vari-

ations according to local conditions.

The medical staff of the Lancaster Hospital, with

one exception, have informed the management that

they cannot undertake the treatment there or in

other voluntary charities of persons insured under

the act. From Dundee in the north to Bourne-

mouth on the south coast come similar reports of

unanimity or overwhelming majorities, and only

dissentients enough to show the practical union

of the profession on the subject.

Some education authorities are withdrawing their

provisions which deal with the pay of teachers

during sickness on the ground that the Insurance

.\ct compels them to contribute. At Heaton and

Isleworth a resolution to discontinue sick pay has

caused a petition aeainst it siofned by one hundred

and fifty-two certificated teachers, who allege that

the act was not intended to extend to them anfl that

it is a breach of faith, as it varies the contracts

under which they have been working.

The views on the racial effect of tubercle put

forward bv C. E. W. and mentioned in my last
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have naturally called forth vigorous protests ; some
of them challenge the medical profession not to

let them pass without repudiation. Several say

immunity can be produced artificially and, there-

fore, it is not necessary to wait for thousands of

years while nature carries on her slow process.

Some regard the sanatorium as an agent for rais-

ing immunity, but this can only be to a trifling

extent. Tuberculin treatment is much more active

in this sense and immune substance (the I. K.)

enormously greater than that. Against this it is

urged that the stamping out of smallpox is but rais-

ing immunity artificially by vaccination, and where
this is compulsory the disease has disappeared.

It is hardly to be expected that preventive medi-

cine alone can exclude an infectious disease from
any community, and if it could the first intrusion

of the germs woukl offer a pure soil for the rapid

spread of that disease. Many think that the gist

of C. E. W. was to advocate waiting nature's slow

method and that to propose scientific rapid methods

is an unanswerable reply. But the logic of his

statement might rather point to the lethal chamber.

In the antituberculosis exhibition which I men-
tioned had been opened, prominent objects are vari-

ous forms of shelters erected in the garden of

the house of the Medical Officer of Health by

which the exhibition has been organized. One of

these revolves on a circular rail. The doors and
windows are all removable so as to secure such

ventilation as may be desired in any case. In

another pattern the ventilation is regulated by Vene-

tian blind. Among other exhibits are aspirators

of dift'erent forms for antiseptic and other inhal-

ations as well as for disinfecting ; milk sterilizers

and milk humanizers; many milk and other food

preparations ; drugs, disinfectants ; soaps ; instru-

ments for examining the blood and other fluids

;

a special form of bedding which it is said is per-

fectly damp resisting and will stand steam dis-

infection without detriment.

A prominent place is given to a dust collector,

not unlike that which one has seen in Switzerland,

and the general adoption of which would be a boon

in London. Here the primitive system with the

cart into which the dust and rubbish is shot from
the house bins is a constant offense. The plan

proposed only requires the householder to have

a tin contrived to fit a groove of the cart along

which it can be slid. Then a trap door opens and

at the same moment opens the bottom of the tin,

emptying it. Then the sliding the reverse way
automatically restores the previous position, the

tin being empty. The cart can just as easily dis-

charge its contents into a destructor or rubbish

chute. Our local authorities might well adopt the

plan and their sanitary advisers will perhaps sug-

gest it.

At the concluding meeting of the Hospitals As-

sociation at Birmingham Mr. Gilbert Barling,

senior surgeon of the General Hospital, urged that

there should be one body and that the man-
aging committee be responsible for administration.

Colonel Roxburgh of Glasgow Infirmary supported

this, but he would not interfere with the medical

department. So agreed Mr. Campbell of Dum-
fries Royal Infirmary, and Mr. West, chairman

of St. George's Hospital, London, who as others

hoped the voluntary system would be maintained.

Dr. Cureton (Salop Infirmary) was of the same
opinion and thought they must be very careful

about allowing inspection or they might find them-

selves taken over by the Government. They must
maintain the voluntary system, not only of the

hospital but of the sanatorium also. Mr. Denvers
Powis, Councillor of King Edward's Fund, read a

paper arguing that the life of the voluntary system
was local management. Once let a central authority

touch details and the system was taken away and
he would never be associated further with it. Re-
sponsibility nuist be undivided. Medical work was
separate. But there is a wide stretch of country

between the physician's prescription and the kitchen

maid's evening out.

The Royal Sanitary Institute has established a

special examination for candidates for the post

of smoke inspector. Certificates are to be awarded
and forty sanitary authorities have agreed to act

as examiners. The first examination will be held

in Manchester in April, 1913.

Next week will be occupied by the Eighth Medi-
cal Exhibition, organized like its predecessors, and
the Chemists' Exhibitions by the staff of the British

and Colonial Druggist.

The Corporation of St. Helen's has obtained par-

liamentary power to detain persons suffering from
phthisis when proper precautions are not or can-

not be taken to prevent the spread of the infec-

tion of tuberculosis. Under their act on September
23 a man living in a small house with two children

and five adults who refused to go to the workhouse
was ordered by the magistrates, on the representa-

tion of the Medical Officer of Health, to be detained

for three months.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

xVEW C.-VSES OF PL.AGUE IN M.\NILA MODE OF
INFECTION A MYSTERY—STATUS LYMPHATICUS
LIABLE TO BE MISTAKEN FOR PLAGUE—MANILA
MEDICAL SOCIETY—PERSONAL.

Manila, P. I., .\ugust 14, 1912.

As has been stated in a former letter, there were
two cases of bubonic plagT.ie in the city of Manila
during June, one on June 17 and the other on

June 26. There was a complete absence of the dis-

ease from the Philippines during the entire month
of July, except one case at Iloilo, which is a port

which, heretofore, has always remained free from
this disease. On August 19 two additional cases

were discovered in Manila. These occurred in the

persons of two boys who were students at the

Ateneo College of Alanila and lived at 27 and 37
Calle Villalobos, respectively. The history of the

cases does not show that the boys were companions,

either inside or outside of the school, or that they

had anything more in common than what is stated

above. Both were typical cases of bubonic plague,

and resulted fatally. A thorough investigation was
made of the houses in which they lived, and of the

vicinity, but no dead rats were discovered. Many
rats have been caught in the neighborhood of the

houses since the deaths took place, but none have

shown any evidence of plague. On August 11 an-

other case of plague was discovered in the person

of a Chinaman, a barber, who lived and worked at

417 Calle Poblcte. This house is within half a block

of where the first victim worked, who died on June

17, and who was the one who had- the first case

discovered in Manila in six years. No dead rats

have been found in the vicinity, and since the death

of the first case, several thousand have been caught

in this neighborhood, but none of them have shown
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any evidence of plague infection. An inspection of

the premises in which the last case occurred showed
that next door to the place in which the man worked
was used as a warehouse by an importing firm

which deals in imports from China and Japan. For
instance, there were large numbers of crates which
contained lamp chimneys around which straw was
packed ;

great numbers of baskets of garlic, onions,

and other dried vegetables, all of which furnish most
excellent harboring places for rats, and it is as-

sumed that possibly some plague infected rats may
have been introduced into Manila from China or

Japan in this way. There have been over 4000 rats

caught in Manila since the first cases occurred, and
all of them have been carefully examined by labora-

tory methods, and, so far, none of them have been

found to be plague infected. Rats which show
glandular enlargements or other pathological evi-

dences that might be taken for plague, have the

very delicate test applied of having suspected ma-
terial rubbed upon the shaved surfaces of guinea-

pigs with the view to infecting them, but, so far.

none of the guinea-pigs so treated have contracted

plague.

In view of the foregoing it is evident that, so far,

no specific evidence has been adduced as to the man-
ner in which plague has been introduced in Manila.

It is noteworthy that all the cases occurred in per-

manent residents of the city, and, with the possible

exception of the Chinaman, none of the victims had
been in contact with persons who ordinarily make
visits to China or Japan, or who come from those

countries.

In connection with the plague work, it has been

customary to transfer to the hospitals all cases

suspicious of plague, and to make daily examina-

tions of all ('eaths in the city, in order to be certain

that no plague cases are being overlooked. In this

way several cases of status lymphaticus have already

been encountered, and it is interesting to observe

that during the acute stage of this disease it is diffi-

cult to distinguish it, clinically, from plague. In

addition to the cases of status lymphaticus there

have also been a number of cases that have been

diagnosed as glandular fever. Repeated laboratory

examinations of these cases have failed to reveal

any plague bacilli, and all of them have recovered

so far as the fever was concerned, but the glandular

enlargements have persisted. The cases generally

give a history of several days' illness wnth fever,

general malaise, loss of appetite, and then the fe-

moral glands begin to swell upon one side, soon re-

sulting in a typical bubo ; the other limb usually be-

comes similarly involved from 10 to 24 hours later.

This is followed by axillary, cervical, and often

epitrochlear enlargements. The whole process lasts

about seven days when the fever gradual!}' disap-

pears and, in a few days more, the patient is ready

to leave the hospital.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila Med-
ical Society took place in the upper amphitheatre of

the College of Medicine and Surgery, at 8.30 p.m.,

August 5, 1912. The meeting was devoted exclu-

sively to the exhibition of .r-ray plates taken of vari-

ous cases treated at the Philippine General Hos-
pital, and presented nothing out of the ordinary or

of unusual interest.

Drs. Hardee and Cox, graduates of 19 12 from the

Jefferson Medical College, and Dr. Diller, a 1912

graduate from the University of F^ennsylvania, have

arrived in Manila, and have been appointed internes

in the Philippine General Hospital.

FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
ON HYGIENE AND DEMOGRAPHY.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

S.\NITATION OF RO.\DBEDS, STATIONS, AND REPAIR
CAMPS—SANITARV SUPERVISION OF MERCHAN-
DISE IN TRANSPORTATION MILK DISTRIBUTION
INDUSTRIAL ANTHRAX HOOKWORM DISEASE IN

PORTO RICO AND THE UNITED STATES OCCUPA-
TIONAL BRASS POISONING INDUSTRIAL MER-
CURIAL POISONING INDUSTRIAL PLUMBISM.

—

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES IN NEW YORK—LEGAL
PROTECTION FOR WORKERS—MUNICIPAL VITAL
STATISTICS INFANT MORTALITY IN THE UNITED
STATES—MORTALITY OF BREAST-FED AND BOTTLE-

FED INFANTS—INFANT MORTALITY IN NEW YORK
CONTROL OF MALARIA PREVENTION AND

SPREAD OF YELLOW FEVER—PROPHYLAXIS OF
SLEEPING SICKNESS—STRONGYLOSES AND ANKY-
LOSTOMUM INFECTIONS.

"The Sanitation of Roadbeds and Stations" was
discussed by the Section on Hygiene and Trans-
portation. Professor William T. Sedgwick of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston,

Mass., and Dr. Eugene R. Kelley, Health Commis-
sioner of the State of Washington, read papers and
Dr. H. Taylor Cronk of New York described and
illustrated an apparatus which could be attached to

the toilet and wash.'^tand of a car which w-ould col-

lect all excreta, separate the liquid from the solid,

disinfect and retain them without the return of nox-
ious odors to the toilet room. The device would
cause but little change in the present method of the

construction of cars and would detract nothing from
their appearance. Dr. T. D. Tuttle, State Board of

Health of Montana, spoke of the "Sanitation of
Railroad Construction and Repair Camps." and after

calling attention to the various measures which were
necessary to secure proper conditions in such camps
said that at a meeting of representatives of Boards
of Health. Railroad Commissioners, and Railroad
Operative Departments, held in Helena in March,
1912, a set of regulations relative to railroad camps
were drafted. These regulations had been adopted
by the State Board of Health of Montana, and
would go into effect October i, 1912, and he be-

lieved that if these regulations were strictly en-

forced, much of the disease resulting from these

camps would be eliminated from the State. Dr.

Thomas R. Crowder of Chicago presented a study
on the "Ventilation of Sleeping Cars" and described

the exhaust methods used in the modern steel car by
which the air supplies to the lower berth are from
1400 to 2200 cubic feet per hour. He illustrated

the various findings by tables and charts.

"The Sanitary Supervision of Merchandise in

Transportation" was also discussed at this session,

Dr. Robert M. Chapin, Bureau of Animal Industry,

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C, giv-

ing an illustrated talk on the subject. After describ-

ing the methods which are in actual use in the vari-

ous modes of transportation he said that betterment
of conditions must be obtained through (i) develop-
ment of intelligent public sentiment ; (2) commer-
cial inducements; (3) efficient inspection service.

All three are closely interdependent, but the mainte-
nance of expert and efficient inspection service is

the final agency through which results can be ac-

complished. Dr.' John R. Williams of Rochester,
X. Y.. gave an illustrated talk on the "Economic
Problems of Milk Distribution in Their Relation to
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the Public Health." He emphasized the point that

there could be no general improvement in the public

milk supply if the industries associated therewith

were not established on a sound business basis ; con-

sequently he had studied the economic side of the

question. He found that farmers were making
milk on land near cities too valuable for the purpose,

and experiment had shown that milk could be deliv-

ered more efficiently than is now being done at about
one-fourth the cost of present distribution.

In the Section on Hygiene of Occupation, Dr. E.

W. Hope, Medical Officer of Health, City and Port

of Liverpool, Prof, of Hygiene, Liverpool Univer-

sity, and Dr. W. Hanna, Assistant Medical Officer,

Liverpool, England, presented a paper on the "Inci-

dence of Industrial Anthra.x in Liverpool." They
stated that the number of cases of anthrax arising

in association with the working in important prod-

ucts was 60. covering a period of about eight years.

Thirty-six of these were dock laborers and carters

engaged in the discharging of cargoes of ships in

the docks, but a large proportion of these cases were
infected during the loading or the carting of hides.

Six persons contracted infection during the hand-

ling of horsehair in hair factories, while 13 con-

tracted the disease during the handling of wools.

Dr. Bailey K. Ashford, Major, Medical Corps, U. S.

Army, San Juan, Porto Rico, presented a paper on

the "Economic Aspects of Hookworm Disease in

Porto Rico" and told of the part taken by the hook-
worm in degrading coffee, fifteen years ago the chief

product, to its present condition. Hookworm dis-

ease, among other factors, is still preventing the

coffee industry from attaining the rich development
of the sugar and tobacco industries. There were
about 300,000 laborers ill with the disease and it was
.a very significant fact that a worm-sick laborer

could usually be transformed into a healthy man for

sixty cents. Prof; C. W. Stiles, Public Health
Service, Washington, D. C, told of the "Economic
.\spects of Hookworm Disease in the United
States." He presented two North Carolina boys,

14 and 17 years old, and said that the mental tests

given them by the Binet system showed that, as the

result of the hookworm disease, these boys were,

so far as their mental development was concerned,

only g years old. Hookworm disease was a serious

economic problem confronting the United States be-

icause it reduces the mental efficiency of its victims.

Dr. Emerv R. Havhurst, College of Medicine

,of the University of Illinois, Chicago, read a paper

on "Occupational Brass Poisoning and Brass-

Founder's Ague," the latter being an acute malaria-

like affection, each attack of very brief duration,

•and due to the inhalation of fumes arising from
tmolten brass. There is no antidote for this so-called

ague, only prophylaxis. Dr. Frank E. Tylecote,

Physician to the Sal ford Royal Hospital and With-
jngton Union Hospitals, Manchester, England, pre-

sented a paper on "Industrial Mercurial Poisoning,"

basing it on 20 cases. The symptom for which the

hatters invariably come under notice is the tremor,

first seen in the arms and hands. Blackening of the

t;eeth is the main condition noted in the mouth. Dr.

Ludwig Teleky, Privat-Docent, Social Medecine,

University of "\'ienna, Austria, presented a paper on
the "Dangers of the Use of Mercury in the In-

dustries," in which he described three forms of this

poisoning, (i) the subacute; (2) the wholly chron-
ic, and (3) that form in which gingivitis and tremor
are noted. The acut? form with serious diarrhea

Jjardly ev.ef appears in Austria as industrial poison-

ing; the subacute form is met with among fire-

gilders, and also in Idria ; the chronic form is found
in well established hat factories. In Austria, Ger-
many, England, and France the mercury mirror has

been completely superseded by the silver mirror. .

"Industrial Plumbism" was another subject under

discussion and many facts of great interest were
brought forth. Dr. Alice Hamilton, Special Inves-

tigator, U.> S. Bureau of Labor, Chicago, said that

anilin dyes are beginning to supplant chromate of

lead in textiles, wall-papers, artificial flowers, and
paints ; cut glass is usually finished with acid in-

stead of lead powder ; the sulphate of lead has large-

ly taken the place of the basic carbonate in the

manufacture of rubber, and is used more and more
as a substitute for white lead in the manufacture
of paints. These substitutions or adulterations may
not always be creditable commercially, but they are

an advantage to the workman. There is no legisla-

tion in the United States, except in Illinois, which
obliges the employer to remove poisonous dust or to

provide adequate equipment for personal cleanliness.

The results of the admirable legislative control in

Europe, on the one hand, and the lack of legislative

control in the United States, on the other, can be
shown by statistics gathered in a few lead trades

wdiich have been intensively studied, viz., the mak-
ing of white and red lead, of pottery, of glazed

tiles, and the porcelain enameling of sanitary ware.

Dr. Francis D. Patterson, Philadelphia, believes that

industrial plumbism is just as much a preventable

as it is an occupational disease, and he tells how this

prevention can be accomplished. Dr. W. Gilman
Thompson of New York considered the "Occupa-
tional Diseases in New York," such as (

i ) metal

poisoning, especially by lead, brass, arsenic, phos-

phorus, chromium and mercury; (2) poisoning by
to.xic gases, vapors and fumes, especially illuminat-

ing gas, wood alcohol, and acid fumes; (3) poison-

ing by irritant dust and fibers
; (4) compressed air

illness, including an abstract of 3,692 cases with 20
deaths reported by Dr. F. L. Keays

; (5) occupation-

al injuries to the skin; (6) to the nerves; (7) occu-

pational diseases of environmental origin; and (8)
miscellaneous occupational hazards. John B. An-
drews, Secretary, American Association for Labor
Legislation, New York, presented a paper on the

"Legal Protection for Workers in Dangerous
Trades in the United States." He said that the

labor laws for the regulation of hazardous employ-
ment in the United States may be briefly summar-
ized as follows : I. Reporting OF Industrial In-
juries, (i) Accidents.—Forty-two States have
now enacted laws providing for the reporting of in-

dustrial accidents in factories, mines, and railroads.

(2) Diseases.—During 191 1 and 1912, for the

first time in America, eight States enacted laws re-

quiring physicians to report all cases of certain dis-

eases of occupation, including anthrax, compressed
air illness, and poisoning from lead, phosphorus,

arsenic, and mercury or their compounds. II.

—

Prevention of Industri.\l Injuries, (i) Acci-

dents.—Forty-eight .States have laws designed to

provide for the installation of safety devices and to

protect workmen against industrial accidents. (2)
Diseases.—General legal regulations in the interest

of comfort and health have been adopted as follows :

Provisions for protection against: (a) injurious

dusts, in twenty-two States; (b) improper lighting,

in twelve States
;
(c) poisonous gases, fumes, and

vapors, in fifteen States; (d) excessive temperature

and humidity, in eleven States; fe) ivork in com-
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pressed air, in one State (New York). By an Act

of Congress (April 9, 1912) the manufacture of

poisonous phosphorus matches is prohibited in the

United States after July i, 1913. III. Insur.\nce

AGAINST Industri.'\l Accidents, (i) Accidents.—
Thirteen States have workmen's compensation or

accident insurance laws, all of which were enacted

during the last two years. (2) Diseases.—In the

recent development of workmen's compensation and

insurance legislation, no provision has yet been

made in the United States for insurance against

occupational diseases. For many years it has been

our shame in the United States that in labor legisla-

tion we have lagged behind some of the most pro-

gressive countries of Europe. But recently we have

made remarkable progress. In a few instances, as

in the creation of the Wisconsin Industrial Commis-
sion, we have surpassed other countries. Another

generation of labor legislation may see America
leading the nations of the world.

In the Section on Demography there was a sym-

posium on the "Present Position of Municipal \'ital

Statistics." Dr. Eugene \^'i^rzburgher, Director of

the Royal Statistical Ofifice, Dresden, Saxony, spoke

for the German Empire. Most of the large Gennan
cities carry on statistical work very zealously, as ap-

pears in the fact that 42 cities have established sta-

tistical offices, and these are concerned not only with

demographic statistics but with all fields of adminis-

trative statistics. Complete information regarding

the collection and tabidation of vital statistics by

state officers of the Gennan Empire is found in the

supplement to the seventh volume of Allgemcine

Statistisclien Archiv. M. Maurice Sauveur, Direc-

tor-General of the Administration of the General

Statistics of Belgium, Brussels, was to speak for

Belgium, but what he offered was read by title. Mr.
Frederick L. Hoffman, Statistician, Prudential In-

surance Company of America, Newark, X. J.,
spoke

for the United States. The publication of the an-

nual vital statistics of American municipalities is, as

a rule, too long delayed and the reports are not

available at the time when they would be of mo.st

public interest and value. The reports, as a rule,

vary so much in essential matters of detail from
year to year that they fail to afford an adequate

basis for an intelligent study of local mortality in

its relation to sanitary efficiency as reflected in the

death rates from all causes and specified causes by
divisional periods of life. The English plan of uni-

form annual reports should be followed and a series

of standard tables should be adopted, after the man-
ner of the tables required by the Local Government
Board. The mortality by age and sex is almost en-

tirely ignored in the annual reports of American
boari's of health. The true changes in the death

rate can only be measured bv means nf death rates

calculated for divisional periods of life and with a

due regard to sex, race, and the principal causes of

death. The rules of statistical practice, as approved

by the American Public Health Association and the

Division of Vital Statistics of the Census Office,

should prevail as far as practicable to bring about

the required uniformity in the tabular presentation

of the facts. The Budapest system of death classi-

fication is not at present made nse of by a single

American municipality, although the intrinsic mer-

its of this method are so self-evident that they re-

quire no discussion. Most of the health reports of

American cities fail to give sufficient consideration

to the mortality statistics of previous years. For
comparative purposes most of the health reports of

American cities are of very limited utility at the

present time. The increasing economic and social

importance of preventable mortality emphasizes the

imperative necessity of accuracy and uniformity,

since serious errors may result from the blind ac-

ceptance of official, but nevertheless untrustworthy,

statistical returns. The mortality from specific

causes does not receive the adequate and qualified

critical consideration which is essential for the as-

certainment of underlying causes of public ill-health

due to conditions more or less subject to social con-

trol. In infantile mortality statistics, for the first

four weeks at least, mention should be made as to

the legitimacy and illegitimacy, and whether the

child was breast-fed, or nourished by artificial

means. Occupational mortality is practically ig-

nored in the health reports of American municipali-

ties ; the ailmirable method employed by the boards

of health of Blackburn and Sheffield, England,

should be followed. Deaths in public institutions

are not, as a rule, redistributed according to the

residence of the deceased, and as a result the ward
death rates are more or less untrustworthy and fre-

quently seriously misleading. No health reports

of large American cities give the mortality by single

years of life, although for many purposes such a re-

turn would be extremely useful. The graphic illus-

trations, or charts and diagrams, in American health

reports are, as a rule, extremely crude, and from an

artistic point of view more of a hindrance than a

help in the visualizing of the vital facts of the com-
munity to which they refer. Apparently the best

method of presenting the statistics of diseases of

sanitary importance is the one used for many years

by the Superintendent of Health of the City of

Providence, R. I., in his annual report, which is a

supplementary report on vital statistics. Statistics of

births and still-births for American cities are all

more or less untrustworthy. The praiseworthy

effort of the Census Office to bring about a radical

improvement in this respect, and to provide for the

.•\merican people a tustworthy basis of fact as re-

gards fecundity is deserving of every possible en-

couragement. In view of the ever-increasing prac-

tical importance of eugenics, the data as to births

and still-births are to-day of recognized national

and even international importance. There is also

much urgency for the more accurate reporting of

abortions, and the returns should differentiate crim-

inal abortions from those due to natural causes.

Statistics of marriage and maternity of some cities

are not reported with reasonable attention to matters

of detail. Statistics of this kind should show the

ages at marriage for both bride and groom, as well

as the ages of the contracting parties remarrying,

and whether single, widowed, or divorced ; such sta-

tistics have a practical bearing upon the problem of

eugenics. Vital statistics are public property. Reg-
istrars of vital statistics hold an exceedingly im-

portant position, and for the fulfillment of their re-

sponsible duties they are entitled to more ample com-
pensation than is paid in the case of the majority of

American cities at the present time. There is. un-

fortunately, a disposition to have the function of

city registrar merely as that of a bookkeeper, in-

stead of the custodian of records of the highest pos-

sible legal, medical, and social importance. It is a

matter of regret that not a single health report of

an American city can be referred to as a suitable

model for general acceptance throughout the coun-

try. None of the four larger cities (New York,

Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston) publishes reports
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which conform in essentials to the admirable re-

ports published on the sanitary administration of
the County of London, or for most of the large
cities of England, Scotland, and many of the
British dominions and protectorates throughout the
world. At the present time the anual reports of the
Medical Officer of Health of the London County
Council (Sir Shirley Murphy), supplemented by the
annual reports of the Medical Officer of Education
(Dr. James Kerr), are the models which suggest
themselves to the most earnest seeker after truth
and ideals in American health administration.

"Infant Mortality in the United States" was the
topic next under discussion and Edward Bunnell
Phelps, editor, The American Underzvriter, New
York, told of the "World-Wide Effort to Diminish
Infant Mortality—Its Present Status and Its Possi-
bilities." By a series of tabulations and charts
tracing the infant mortality of the principal Euro-
pean cities and countries in recent years, he demon-
strates a pronounced and, in the main, continuous
decrease in the European death-rates, especially in

the last decade. Owing to the defective registration
and varying accuracy of American statistics, it is

impossible to measure the movement of the infant
mortality rates of the United States as a whole, or
of any large portion of its population. The paper
shows that beyond all peradventure at least a ma-
terial part of the recent decrease in infant mortal-
ity is due to the aroused public conscience and re-

sultant widespread public effort to grapple with the
problem of preventable infant mortality. Dr. \\\\\-

iam H. Davis, Vital Statistician, Health Depart-
ment, Bo.ston, Mass., read a paper on "Statistical

Comparison of the Mortality of Breast-Fed and
Bottle-Fed Infants." During the siege of Paris,

1870-71, when the milk supply failed, the Parisian
women nursed their children and the infant mortal-
ity rate fell from 330 to 170 per 1,000 births. A
similar fall in the infant mortality rate was seen
during the Lancashire cotton famine, when mothers
were not at work in the mills. Where\-er a large
percentage of mothers suckle their children, the in-

fant mortality rate is low. Dr. William H. Guil-
foy, Registrar of Records, New York, told of the
"Infant Mortality in the City of New York," and
stated that in the second largest, the most congested,
and probably the most cosmopolitan city in the
world, the death rate among infants is not neces-
sarily higher than that of the smaller and less con-
gested cities. The death rate tmder one year of age
per 1,000 births in New York City in 191 1 was
112. The rate for London in 1910 was 104. The
cosmopolitan character of a city is one of the
stumbling blocks in the pathway of the health of-
ficials. Ignorance of the customs and language
with a deep-rooted adherence to the habits and er-

rors of the fatherland are factors that prevent im-
mediate results. It is interesting to note that repre-
sentatives of the Association of Life Insurance
Presidents are attending most of the sections.

In the Section on Military, Naval, and Tropical
(Colonial) Hygiene, a consideration of the Control
and Restriction of Malaria was entered into. Prof.
Dr. Angelo Celli of the University of Rome, Italy,

in a paper which was read by Dr. Attilio M. Cac-
•cini of New York, discussed the "Restriction of
Malaria." The fight against malaria in Italy

started in 1808 in the Roman Campagna : thence
it extended to the rest of Italy. Through great
periodic attenuations of malaria in the course of

25 centuries there had been in the Roman

Campagna four eras of civic development and
colonization, which were again disturbed by unex-
pected recrudescences of the epidemic. It was nec-

essary to enlarge the knowledge of epidemiology of

malaria in the light of Ross's theory and to restore

the prestige of the old remedy. The least organo-
tropic action is obtained by administering quinine

every day or two. Certain outlined stu'lies stirred

the Italian antimalarial legislation to adopt State-

furnished quinine. The exercise of this function en-

abled the State to accomplish achievements in the

fight against malaria which were notable. Through
the State-furnished quinine the mortality from ma-
laria had fallen from 15,000 to 3,500 yearly. Ma-
rine-Generalarzt Prof. Dr. Ruge, Kiel, Germany,
said that in the fight against malaria one or another
method of combating the disease must be empha-
sized, especially the fight against mosquitos, not

only their extermination and that of their larvje,.

but also the protection of individuals from their

bites. In combating the larvae, we may resort

to petroleum and cover ponds and swamps with

it, trim off the edges, remove vegetable matter

from ditches and ponds, remove old tin cans that

serve as breeding places, in short, we must endeavor
to destroy all artificially created breeding places, or

introduce therein Notanects, and little fish (Cirar-

dinum pocciloides), etc., screen wells, incline roof

gutters, if for housekeeping reasons it is necessary

to store up water reserves. Regions with malaria

parasites immune against quinine are to be specially

considered. Dr. Edmond Sergent, Director Pasteur
d'Algerie, Mustapha, .\lgiers, said that ten years of

antimalarial work in Algeria had led them to the

following conclusions: (i) An isolated person pro-

tects himself by daily preventive quininization, by
the bed screen, and by avoiding the neighborhood
of the reservoir of the virus and the breeding places

of anopheles. (2) ,\ collectivity (family, adminis-

tration, etc.) protects itself by the daily preventive

quininization, by collective mechanical protection, by
selecting their dwelling place far from the reservoir

of the virus and breeding places of the anopheles,

and by slight antilarval measures. (3) The State

should aim at the modification of the virus reservoir,

constituted chiefly by natives. The State must also

educate the people and teach antimalarial hygiene,

chiefly in the schools.

Dr. J. A. Le Prince, Chief Sanitary Inspector, An-
con. Canal Zone, read a paper on "Recent Progress

in Antimalarial Work with Specific Reference to

Anopheles Flight as vStudied on the Isthmus of Pan-
ama," in which he stated that for rapid eradication

or control of malaria in the tropics it is essential,

first, to determine which anopheles production areas

affect the town, village, or settlement, and then to

concentrate the antimalaria work upon such places.

Dr. J. H. White, U. S. Public Health Service,

spoke of the "Dissemination and Prevention of Yel-

low Fever and of the Agency of the Mosquito in

its Dissemination." The methods employed for de-

stroying the infection were, first, by segregating all

the infected mosquitoes and destroying them at leis-

ure; second, the general destruction of all mosqui-

tos, thus preventing any reproduction. Dr. Harald
Seidelin, Liverpool, England, presented a paper on
the "Nature of Yellow Fever and Its Prevention"

and said that his recent experience in Yucatan had
strengthened his belief in Paraplasma flavigenum
as the specific parasite in yellow fever which was
transmitted by Stegomyia fasciata. In the absence

of Stegomyia there is no need of quarantine.
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M. le Dr. Laveran, Member de TAcademie de
Medicine, Paris, France, and M. le Dr. Rhiroux,
Medecin ties troupes coloniales, Saint Louis, Sene-
gal, presented a paper on the "Prophylaxis of Sleep-
ing Sickness." Endemic for a long time on many
points of the western coast of Africa, from Senegal
to St. I'aul de Loanda, sleeping sickness has spread
greatly during the last years, in the Belgian Congo,
the French Congo, in Uganda, and in German
East Africa ; the question of the measures to be
taken to combat this plagi:e which depopulates en-
tire regions of intertropical Africa claims the
urgent attention of hygienists. The sleeping sick-

ness is caused by the Trypanosoma gainbiciisc, But-
ton, 1902, and spread by the Clossiiia palpalis and
possibly by other species of tsetse flies of glos-

sines. In Rhodesia N. E. there exists a form of
sleeping sickness of which the agent differs from the

ordinary Trypanosoma gambiense and which is

spread by the Glossina morsitans. Glossines alone,

among blood-sucking insects, appear to be able to

spread sleeping sickness and, as these flies are seen

only in intertropical Africa, it is to be hoped that

the disease will not spread beyond this area. The
sleeping sickness has often been imported, especial-

ly in America, and one cannot mention any cases of

contagion noticed outside of tsetse areas of Africa.

As in the case with malaria, prophylaxis must apply

here, on the one hand to the spreading agent, on the

other, to those affected, (i) Measures to destroy

the glossines or protect man from their stings: Glos-

sines multiply in moist ground, protected by thickets

from the heat of the sun ; therefore methodical-

ly clearing the thickets around agglomerations is

one of the most useful measures to be taken against

glossines. The removal of native villages located

on the shores of Glossina palpalis infested lakes or

rivers has been prescribed, often successfully, chiefly

in Uganda. The use of bird-lime or latex of certain

plants, has given favorable results in the destruction

of glossines in Principe Island and in Nyassaland.
The mechanical processes of protection which render

such great service in the prophylaxis of malaria may
also be utilized against glossines. No effective vac-

cination against human trypanosomiasis is known.
No drug is known which may be used preventively,

in a continuous way, as is quinine in malaria proph-

ylaxis. (2) Measures to prevent patients suffering

from trypanosomiasis from spreading the disease

:

In the areas where sleeping sickness is endemic,

camps or villages in which the patients are

gathered and submitted to proper treatment

should be created. Isolation camps or vil-

lages should be installed in places where
there are no glossines. To prevent the spread

of the disease in areas still unscathed, there should

be created inspection stations on the highways, so as

to prevent those sutifering from the disease to enter

these areas. W'orkingmen passing from one region

to another must have health certificates issued with-

in less than a year. The fight against sleeping sick-

ness has already begun in many points of inter-

tropical Africa; in order to coordinate all eft'orts

and render them more effective, it is desirable that

an agreement be reached between all interested gov-

ernments.

Prof. John L. Todd. ^IcGill University, A.Tontreal,

Canada, read a paper on the "Prevention of Human
Trypanosomiasis" and believes that not enough is

known of the disease to permit the assertion of an

absolute means of preventing it. A comprehensive

consideration of the disease must discuss the host.

the parasite, the fly, and the relation of these to one

another. Dr. Samuel T. Darling, Ancon, Canal

Zone, presented a paper on "Murrina, a Trypanoso-

ma! Disease of Horses in Panama and the Means
Used in Controlling an Outbreak." This disease is

confined to work horses ; in no instance was a sarldle

horse attacked. Drs. F. G. Novy, W. A. Perkins,

and R. Chambers, University of Michigan, Ann Ar-

bor, Mich., presented a paper on "Immunization by

Means of Living Cultures of Trypanosoma Lewisi,"

Capt. Edward B. Vedder, Medical Corps, U. S.

.Army, presented a paper on the "Prevention of

Beri-Beri" which was read by Capt. Henry J. Nich-

ols, Medical Corps, LT. S. Army, \\'ashington, D. C.

Prof. Dr. F. Fiilleborn, Hamburg, Germany, read

a paper on the "Method of Infection with Strong-

\loides and Ankylostomum." In dogs whose tra-

chea or esophagus has been severed a comparatively

light infection appeared after a subcutaneus injec-

tion with larv?e of strongydoides and askylostomum,

while most of the larvae were excreted from the

operative wounds. If these and supplementary ex-

periments confirm on the one hand the views of

Loos concerning the migration of ankylostoma

larvae which have penetrated into the body through

the skin, they show, on the other hand, that a frac-

tion of the larvae, although infinitesimal, reach the

intestine through the circulation of the blood after

having passed the lungs. When strongydoides

larvae are fed directly into the stomach of the dog
apparentlv all perish except those which succeed in

penetrating the walls of the stomach. The former

return to the stomach by way of the stomach wall,

vascular system, right heart, trachea, and esophagus,

and give rise to an infection which, however, is in-

significant if the trachea of the dogs has been pre-

viously severed. Strongjdoides can develop into a

sexually mature filariform parasite not only in the

intestine, but in the trachea as well. Dr. Fiilleborn

also presented a paper on a "Differential Diagnosis

of the Microfiliriae of the Blood" and gave some
demonstrations of some "Kinematograms for In-

struction in Tropical ^Medicine." One film showed

the cultivation of strongyloides or ankylostomum

according to Fiilleborn's funnel method, the devel-

opment of strongyloides in manure and the penetra-

tion of the filariform larvae into the skin of the

guinea-pig. A second film showed the larvae, pupae,

and the imagoes of the mosquitos, likewise the

preparation of the stomach and the salivary glands

of the mosquitos. A third film showed the miracidia

of the Schistosomum hematobium emerging from

their shells.

{To be continued.)

^rogrfHS of iHritral ^txsmt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 3, 1912.

1. A Further Study of the Problem of Race Betterment. J. Ewing
Mears.

2. A Contribution to the Study of Coccygodynia. C. G. Cumston.
3. Results of the romplemeni Fixation Test for Gonorrhea at the

Massachusetts General Hospital, R. F. O'Xeil.

I. The Problem of Race Betterment.—J. Ewing
Mears presents the following propositions for discussion

:

(i) The State, in the exercise of its duty as guardian of

the privileges and of the rights of its citizens, and, as well,

charged with the duty of affording protection against con-

ditions which are harmful to its social integrity, has the

right to enact laws which will prevent the perpetuation of

criminality and of degeneracy by inhibiting procreation in

the confirmed criminal and in the defective subject. (2)
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The confirmed criminal and the defective subject may be

rightfully regarded as in a state of disease, mental, moral,

and physical, and therefore, the legitimate subjects for

medical and surgical treatment. (3) Extended experience

on the part of competent students of criminology and soci-

ology, confirms the opinion that neither education nor

punitive measures are effective in restoring the criminal

and defective subject to normal conditions. (4) As
heredity is conceded to be an important factor in the per-

petuation of criminality and dcLeneracy, through the

power of procreation, the fundamental treatment of these

conditions consists in the abrogation of this power. (5)

Experience teaches that in many of the criminal and de-

fective subjects inverted or perverted sexual desires and

practices are the dominating factors of their disordered

conditions. In such subjects remedial and curative results

can only be obtained by depriving them, thro'.'gh the chosen

surgical procedure, of the sexual power. (6) That the

testes and ovary produce an internal secretion which is

necessary to the normal functioning of the body tissues

has been demonstrated. It is believed that after cord or

tube ligature sufficient blood supply, throi'gh the collateral

circulation which is established, is distributed to these or-

gans to maintain this secretion. (6) Surgical procedures

instituted for the prevention of procreation in the con-

firmed criminal, pervert, degenerate, idiot, iirbecile, epilep-

tic and vicious insane should not be regarded as a method
of punishment, but as a remedial measure, the sole objects

of which are the betterment of the human race, through

the arrest of the continually flowing stream of degener-

acy and the mental, moral, and physical improvement of

the defective subject.

2. Coccygodynia.—C. G. Cumston notes that in con-

sidering the differential diagnosis between this and other

conditions, the following facts are to be borne in mind. A
methodical examination of the coccy.x by palpation will

eliminate any lesion if none is present. In sacrocoxalgia

the pain is distinctly located in the sacroiliac joint and not

in the sacrococcygeal articulation. Then again, pressure

over both iliac crests awakens the pain in sacroco.xalgia but

does not give rise to any in coccygodynia. Neuralgia of

the lumbar plexus need not call for one's attention but that

of the sacral plexus may give rise to some confusion if a

careful exploration is not carried out. The author points

out that in the preataxic period of tabes fulgurating pains

may occur in the anococcygeal region, hut the true nature

of the trouble may be detected with the aid of the pupillary

symptoms particularly. The neurasthenic woman and her

accompanying backache provide a source of error, and in

many cases of failure of surgical treatment the coccyx has

been removed from this type of subject. The treatment is

strictly surgical and if one is dealing with a real case of

coccygodynia very excellent results will be obtained by re-

section of the coccyx in most cases.

New York Medical Journal.

October 5. 1912.

1. Skin Diseases in Relation to the Sexual Organs. S. Pollitzer.

2. Sarcoma of the Mediastinum. H. B. .Mlyn.
3. Secondary Infection in Pulmonary Tuberculosis. I. H. .Mexander.
4. Therapeutic Nihilism. M. Schulman.
5. The Erripi^ical Treatment of Spirit and Drug Neuroses. T. D.

Crothers.
6. Further Notes on the Sanitary Control of Prostitution in Some

European Cities. F. Bierhoff.

7. Importance of the Early Training of Mothers in the Care of
Babies. S. .\. Agatston.

8. Tetanv Following Thyroidectomy. W. Lathrop.
9. Reimplantation of the Patient's Cartilage after Submucous Resec-

tion of the Septum for Correction of Obstructive Lesions.
S. Goldstein.

1. Skin Diseases in Relation to the Sexual Organs.

By S. Pollitzer. (See AIkdical Record, vol. 8r, pa.qe 630.")

2. Sarcoma of Mediastinum.—H. B. Allyn reports

two cases of this condition. He states that while tumors

may develop either in the anterior or the posterior medi-

astinum, they are distinctly more frequent in the anterior.

the ratio of frequency in the two places being about three

to one. Primary malignant tumors are generally of thymic

origin. They form a hard, fibrous, generally whitish mass,

occupying the anterior mediastinum, adherent to the ster-

num and adjacent organs. They give rise to general symp-
toms which most frequently include extreme weakness,

often with some cachexia, and to local symptoms depend-
ing upon the organs subjected to pressure.

6. Control of Prostitution.—F. Bierhoff believes

that the first steps for departments of health to take, if

they wish to be considered sincere in their attempts to

grapple with the problem of venereal diseases, should be
the establishment of a hospital for the proper treatment of

patients of both sexes, and of all ages, afflicted with vene-

real diseases, who may not be able to find accommodation
in other hospitals; the passage of enforceable laws to com-
pel every hospital that receives financial support out of

city funds, to accept and treat cases of venereal diseases;

to bring about the passage of enforceable laws providing

for the medical examination of all individuals, men as well

as women, arrested on the charge of vagrancy (which in-

cludes prostitution, solicitation, pimping, etc.), and to pro-

vide for the compulsory hospital treatment of individuals

of this class found to be infected with venereal diseases.

When this has been done, one might proceed to the report-

ing of all cases of venereal diseases, but without names.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

Oclob,:r 5, 1912.

1. The Administration of Salvarsan in Syphilis. J. A. Fordyce.
2. Identification of Spirochsta Pallida in Culture. H. Noguchi.
3. Anaphylaxis to Salvarsan. H. F. Swift.
4. The Proper Places of Mercury and Salvarsan in Treatment of

Syphilis. A. Post.
5. The Relative \'alue of Mercury and Salvarsan from a Serologic

Point of \'iew. H. Fox.
6. The Teaching of Syphilis. The Attitude of Hospital Boards to

This Disease. VV. T. Corlett.
7. The Intensive Treatment of Syphilis. H. F. Swift and A. W. M.

Ellis.

8. The Importance of the Early Diagnosis of Syphilis. R. Dexter
and C. L. Cummer.

9. A Comparison of Normal and Syphilitic Extracts by Means of
tile W'assermann and Epiphanin Reactions. A. Keidel and
S. H. Hurwitz.

10. The Luetin Reaction. H. Noguchi.
11. Secondary Syphilitic Meningitis. A. W. M. Ellis.

12. Four Years' E.xperience with the Wassermann Reaction in Prac-
tice. B. C. Corbus.

13. The \'alue of the Four Reactions in the Diagnosis and Treat-
ment of Syphilitic Diseases of the Nervous System. C. R.
Ball.

14. A Case of Extensive Brain Disease from Endarteritis Probably of
Syphilitic Origin. S. T. Orton.

15. Cardiospasm with Sacculation of the Esophagus. J. C. Myer
and R. D. Carman.

16. Bloodless Surgery of the Liver. J. R. McDill.
17. A Simple Apparatus for Administering Salvarsan Intravenously.

J. Hamilton.
18. The Treatment of Chronic Influenza. G. I. Jones.
19. Extensive Dermatitis Medicamentosa from Midal (Pyramidon).

P. E. Bechet.
20. Congenital Defect in Armenian. A. R. Hoover.
21. Anuria Following the Intravenous Administration of Salvarsan.

G. R. Livermore.
22. Non-.\dherent Membranous Patch in Pericolitis. V. F. Marshall.

23. A IIome-Made Infant Incubator. F. E. Leavitt.

24. A Peculiar Case of Common Salt Poisonirig. O. H. Campbell.

25. Common Salt aiKl Constipation. L. S. Hine.

I. Salvarsan in Syphilis.—J. H, Fordyce states that

the efficiency of salvarsan bears a direct relation to the age

of the infection. In the early stage three or four doses

supplemented by mercury will in many cases cure the dis-

ease in from six months to a year. The florid stage re-

quires more intensive treatment; five or si.x doses followed

by several mercurial courses are necessary. In some forms

of syphilis of the nervous system the effects of salvarsan

ase more satisfactory than mercury and potassium iodide.

In malignant syphilis, when mercury has been given over

a long period continuously without changing the clinical

manifestations or the blood reaction, not infrequently all

of the manifestations disappear after one or two doses of

the drug. These patients probably develop more or less

immunity to mercury, or their strains of spirochetes are

more amenable to arsenic treatment. A reaction uninflu-

enced by a long course of mercury may be changed by one

or two injections of salvarsan. In other words, a com-
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bination of salvarsan and mercury is more efficient in

changing tlie blood reaction than either alone.

3. Anaphylaxis to Salvarsan.—H. F. Swift has ob-

served that after repeated injections of salvarsan, certain

patients show symptoms of a respiratory and vasomotor

nature like those seen in anaphylaxis, and in one of the

author's cases there occurred a toxic erythema. Guinea-

pigs which have been sensitized by the injection of a mix-

ture of guinea-pig serum and salvarsan, and have been re-

injected, after a suitable time, with the same mixture, sliow

symptoms like those seen in anaphylactic shock. The mix-

ture acts like a foreign proteid.

7. The Intensive Treatment of Syphilis.—By H. T.

Swift and A. W. M. Ellis. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81,

page 1 166)
II. Secondary Syphilitic Meningitis.—A. VV. M. Ellis

notes that this condition may occur early in the course

of syphilis. It may be latent, causing no obtrusive symp-

toms, over long periods. It is a more frequent complica-

tion than is commonly considered. The so-called nerve re-

currences after salvarsan are examples of such a menin-

gitis. In most cases the infection of the nervous system

has probably already occurred before the institution of

treatment. Syphilitic meningitis represents the develop-

ment of the disease in a region notoriously difficult to

reach with curative agents. The belief that salvarsan pre-

disposes in any way to the development of disease of the

nervous system has not yet been confirmed.

15. Cardiospasm with Sacculation of the Esophagus.
—By J. S. Myer and R. D. Carman. (See Medical Rec-
ord, Vol. 81, page 1164.)

The Lancet.

Scf-lcmhcr 28. 1912.

1. Dust and Fume. Foes of Industrial Life. Sir Thomas Oliver.
2. The Etiology of Dementia Paralytica. W. F. Robertson.
3. Amputation in Infantile Paralysis. E. M. Corner and C. E.

Vastall.
4. The Earlier Stages in the Development of the Pituitary Body. J.

E. Frazer.
5. Acute Colliquative Necrosis of the Spleen. G. W. Watson and

M. J. Stewart.
6. Acute Irreducible Intussusception in a Child Aged Six Montlis:

Resection; Recovery. G. S. Hughes. With a Note by D*Arcy
Power.

7. A Record of the Treatment of Bacterial Infections by Autogenous
Vaccines. T. B. Scott and G. Bodley Scott.

8. Fractu'e of the Cervical Spine: Operation; Necropsy. A. Don.
9. Child Welfare and Industrial Insurance. R. M. Leslie.

10. On the Claim of Sir Charles Bell to the Disccwery of Motor and
Sensory Nerve Channels. A. D. Waller.

1. Dust and Fume, Foes of Industrial Life.—By Sir

Thomas Oliver. (See Medical Record, September 28,

1912, page 580.)

2. The Etiology of Paresis.—W. F. Robertson be-

lieves that syphilis merely predisposes to the development

of paresis, which is in reality caused by chronic infection

with a microorganism which is stated to be an attenuated

form of the Klebs-Loffler bacillus. The author applies the

name "Bacillus paralyticans" to this member of the diph-

theroid group. If hemoglobin agar is used as the culture

medium, it can be shown that the Bacillus paralyticans is

constantly present in the genitourinary tract and the nasal

mucosa of the general paralytic. In tabes dorsalis there

is always in the early stages an infection of the genito-

urinary tract by a similar microorganism ; in the later

stages this bacillus may be entirely displaced by a coliform

one. The nasal infection in general paralysis can be traced

along the lymphatics, through the base of the skull, to the

intracranial lymphatic system, and a culture of the bacillus

can be obtained from the cerebrospinal fluid in a consid-

erable, though certainly not a very large proportion of

cases. The intraspinal injection of living cultures of the

Bacillus paralyticans in rabbits has produced lesions in the

cord identical with those that occur in the brain of the

general paralytic. In tabes dorsalis, especially in early

cases, the results of vaccine treatment have in many in-

stances been highly satisfactory. The gait has become

steadier, pain has been relieved, and the patient's general

health has improved. It has only been in very advanced

cases, and in the thin, neurasthenic type of patient, that the

results have been in the least discouraging. In general

paralysis, on the other hand, the most that the author can

claim is that in a few cases there has apparently been

some retardation of the rate of progress of the malady.

7. Vaccine Treatment of Respiratory Diseases.—T.

and G. Bodley Scott have found that the treatment of the

purely nervous type of spasmodic asthma by vaccines is

not very encouraging. There are so many exciting causes

outside the respiratory tract that this is only what one

would expect; still, in these cases such a chronic catarrhal

condition, with expectoration and emphysema, often grad-

ually comes on that the accompanying phenomena of

the original disease may be much relieved and life with

comparative health may be prolonged. The great success

of the treatment lies in the cases of bronchial catarrh and

dyspnea that so often follow influenza, pneumonia, and

acute bronchitis.

British Medical Journal.

September 28, 1912.

1. Carcinoma of the Colon. V. Z. Cope.
2. Appendicitis; The Results of Operations upon 619 Cases. W. G.

Richardson.
3. Spontaneous Reduction of Intussusception. T. B. Henderson.
4. .A Case of Fractured Pelvis Complicated by Laceration of the

Femoral Vein Treated by Lateral N'ein Suture. M. Moritz.
5. Reflections after Twenty-one Years of General Practice. F. W.

JoUye.
6. Sterilization of the Skin by Spirituous Solution of Mercury Per-

chloride. C. Clarke.
7. Iodine as a Dressing for Operation Wounds. F. C. Madden.
8. Iodine as the Sole Preparation and Dressing for Operation

Wound. F. J. A. Dalton.

1. Carcinoma of the Colon.—V. Z. Cope calls atten-

tion to the fact that in this condition there is no constant,

ordered sequence of symptoms, for any one of a large

number may be the first noticed. Constipation, diarrhea,

vomiting, pain, a tumor, increasing distention of the ab-

domen—one or several of these may herald the condition.

A point to be laid stress upon is that the condition may
be latent, and an attack of acute or subacute obstruction

may be the first serious symptom to which attention is

drawn. This is especially true of the scirrhous type. It is

quite common to meet with cases which furnish a history

of only a few weeks' constipation in which the growth as

seen at operation certainly must have been growing for a

much longer period. It is therefore all the more necessary

to pay attention to slight symptoms of bowel trouble, so

that, if possible, one may detect any morbid condition in

the earliest stages.

2. Indications for Operation in Acute Appendicitis.

—W. G. Richardson lays down the following rules that

should guide one in deciding whether or not to operate

in a given case of appendicitis: If all the symptoms have

not improved, or if any one of them has become more
marked, the inflammation is not subsiding, and it is neces-

sary to remove the appendix, (i) The patient may look

well, the local tenderness may be slight, the temperature

may be normal, but if the pulse-rate continues to rise (a

fact to be ascertained by repeated countings) the appendix

should be removed. (2) The patient may look well, the

local tenderness may be slight, the pulse-rate may be slow,

but if the temperature has risen the appendi.x should be

removed. (3) The patient may look well and the tem-

perature and pulse may both be normal, but if the local

tenderness has increased the appendix should be removed.

(4) The local tenderness may be slight, the temperature

and pulse may both be normal, but if the patient looks

worse the appendix should be removed.

Sterilization of Skin by Alcoholic Solution of Mer-
cury Bichloride.—C. Clarke states that bichloride of

mercury in methyl alcohol (strength i in 500) is a more
powerful antiseptic than tincture of iodine, and has prac-

tically none of the latter's disadvantages. It can be painted
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over parts of the body where the integument is delicate,

as over the penis, scrotum, anus, etc., and causes only a

slight burning sensation when first applied. It can be

freely used, and no local inflammation results as long as

the alcohol is allowed to evaporate. A small superficial

burn, however, is caused by the solution if a swab or towel

soaked with it is left in contact with the patient's skin

during the operation. This untoward result can easily be

avoided. The solution does not stain clothing or towels,

and no irritating vapor is given oflf as it dries on the skin.

As an antiseptic the bichloride solution is very efficient, and

no preparatory dressing of the skin is required before the

operation.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

Scficmhcf 16. 1912.

Epidemiology of Diphtheria and the Warfare Against

the Disease.—\'on Drigalski in an address before a re-

cent Health Congress, said in part, that since Loeffler made
his great discovery, no real systematic crusade based upon

the latter has been undertaken. Something has been done

in a limited field. Thus in the German Army, the carry-

ing out in practice of all theoretic requirements has been

followed by brilliant results. The proper use of antitoxin

furnishes the chief weapon in the control of the disease

which no longer kills in a wholesale manner : this, despite

the fact that during the past six years the long expected

recrudescence of a severe type of the malady has occurred.

This recrudescence gives us the cue to attack the disease

with renewed vigor in the hope of exterminating it. At

its worst to-day it has about the mortality of typhoid, and

there is seen a definite relationship between increased mor-

bidity and increased mortality. The first step in the war-

fare is correct diagnosis. Neisser's method is regarded as

satisfactory and the inventor himself seems to be the

most severe critic of it. When this method fails it is on

the safe side for the public, i.e. the positive identification

is at fault, not the negative. Masked diphtheria (masked

as simple angina) and the healthy carrier furnish two

problems which cannot be ignored or even minimized in

a crusade. The habitat of the bacillus furnishes a moot

point, and among those who regard it as ubiquitous is von

Behring himself. As a matter of statecraft the author

opposes the giving of antitoxin in advance of a bacteriolo-

gical diagnosis. Should anything go wrong—an anaphy-

laxis develop for example—ammunition is furnished to the

medical sciolist. In a close community of 185,000 inhabi-

tants, the author despite the recrudescence of the disease in

a severe form, is able to show good results from a cam-

paign directed against the chief factors in dissemination.

In 1906, the first year of the exacerbation, there were 1,302

cases. The following year the number had risen to 1,550.

The morbidity then exhibited a progressive annual decline

(1,283, 920. 822, 578'). The scarlatina curve for the same

period shows a maximum just at the time when the diph-

theria morbidity was rapidly receding. This appears to fur-

nish one of the very best evidences that the latter affection

was brought under relative control. Comparison of diph-

theria with measles and influenza gives an analogous result.

Naturally the management of the school child was an all-

important factor in the crusade.

Familial Hemolytic Icterus.—Mosse states that this

affection was first recognized by Minkowski in 1900. How-
it could have escaped the attention of the older climician.s

is a puzzle. No doubt it was recognized as an individual

finding at a much earlier period. Thus in 1856 Henoch
mentions the case of a young girl with splenic tumor and

a green tint. The new malady has received a good deal

of attention in France and has been recorded in England
and Italy The author is able to add t\vo cases to the re-

corded material. As becomes a familial affection, the con-

dition once developed is eminently chronic. The first pa-

tient seen was a man aged a, with the picture of anemia,

icterus and splenic tumor. The duration was at least ten

years. The anemia and jaundice were evidently due to a

constitutional hemolysis. The latter was evidently either

primary or the result of a congenital anomaly of the spleen.

Suspecting the presence of a familial affection the author

at once investigated the patient's kindred. The father,

dead at 52, had suffered with the same affection. The
mother and two very young children were normal. Two
of the older children were examined, and one of these, a

girl aged 19. showed the disease. There were several

others not accessible for personal investigation, but it was
learned through a medical man in the residence of one of

the brothers, that the latter had the affection in a pro-

nounced form. Hence there were at least four cases in a

family coni|)rising ten individuals.

Modern Dietetics of Renal Affections.—Kakow-ski, a

Russian, sums up this subject as follows: In acute ne-

phritis after two days on alkalinized water only boiled milk

in increasing quantities up to two liters daily, in small,

often repeated portions. Upon the tenth day cream and

butter may be added. During the third week there should

be added little by little sugar, rice, white bread, tea—in

general carbohydrates. In subacute nephritis, to the same

daily menu add harmless fruits and vegetables and two

or three eggs. In chronic parenchymatous nephritis the

protein should be kept down to "O gms. daily. Cereals,

bland fruits and vegetables, fruit juices, milk, butter, bacon

and eggs may be used without fear. The protein should

be furnished by eggs, fowl, and the other meats. |>rovided

they agree. The greatest stress is laid by the author on

fresh foods. Under no circumstances would he give pre-

serves, pickles, sausage meats, smoked meats, game, meat

extracts, relishes, alcohol, cheese, etc. In contracting kid-

neys the chief dietetic indication is not to overload the

circulatory system with liquids. All food not fresh and

all pungent substances are forbidden. Patients with all

forms of chronic nephritis must receive their 2,500 daily

calories just as should healthy individuals moderately

active.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

Sepiemher 17, 1912.

Action of Febrile States on Metaluetic Affections of

the Central Nervous System.—Friedlander states that

this subject possesses much historical interest, as it in-

volves the treatment of all psychoses by pyretogenous sub-

stances. The use of the seton in the scalp in the man-

agement of insanity no doubt set up fever in some cases,

as did ordinary cowpox vaccination when used for the

same purpose. One Rosenblum inoculated 22 subjects with

recurrent fever matter, and claime<l eight cures and eight

improvements. The date and place of this occurrence as

well as the maladies with which the 22 suffered are not

stated. Wagner von Jauregg occupied himself for years

with pyretogenous substances in this connection, begin-

ning in 1887. and either used or contemplated the use of a

number of animal viruses, including those of recurrent

fever, malaria, erysipelas, and tuberculin, the last named

having been tested in 1895. Since that period other sub-

stances have been tested—toxalbunioses. dead cultures, of

E. fyocyaiieus. B. coli. etc. Most recently Wagner and

Pilez have been using tuberculin in association with mer-

curials on their insane, chiefly paretics. The present

author began to study this subject statistically beginning

in 1897. He analyzed all published records of typhoid in

the insane (including typhus') as far back as 1813, and

found a greater proportion of permanently recovered

cases than after any other similar accident. This fact of

the curability of psychoses by fever was known to Hippo-

crates. The idea then came near of using the dead cul-

tures of Eberth's bacillus, but these could not be made to
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induce fever, nor could any preparation of this origin he

made to bring about the desired resuhs. The author was

therefore obHged to depend on tnbercuhn, which he has

used systematically on paresis and taboparesis. Wagner's

addition of mercurial inunctions was also practised to some
extent, but it was known to act unfavorably in certain cases,

and the author preferred to alternate it with tuberculin. In

two cases of taboparesis the fever treatment caused the stilT

pupils to react, and <me patient recovered sufficiently to

resume his occupatinn.

Pituitrin Therapy in Peritonitis.—Klotz refers to tlu

vascular paralysis, especially in the splanchnic area, which

is attendant upon peritonitis. Heart failure is secondary to

this condition. The resulting fall of blood pressure and

paralytic ileus are ol" such character that pituitrin seems

to be the logical indication. Still another reason for its

exhibition is the i.schuria. The author has tested the

drug in twenty cases of peritonitis, all of which have been

reported elsewhere. While some desperate cases seem to

have been saved the author's only inference is that the

experience is sufficiently encouraging for an extensive trial.

The cases most suitable are those of postoperative peri-

tonitis where drainage is possible and other local measures

can be carried out. As soon as the affection develops the

abdomen should be reopened, the peritoneum irrigated and

drained and pituitrin injected into the veins. Pituitrin

acts opposite to hormonal, one of its competitors in

paralytic ileus, in that it tends to raise instead of lower the

blood pressure. The latter attribute contraindicates hor-

monal in peritonitis.

Circumcision Treatment of Carbuncle.—Heddacus

refers to an article by Knoke on the circumcision treat-

ment of phlegmons of tlie upper extremities and has fol-

lowed the same technique in the case of a severe carbuncle

of the neck. The operation at once limits the local spread

of the infection, while the mass naturally sloughs more

rapidly. The sloughing process required a long time and

the muscles of the neck were laid bare, but patient was

apparently no longer in danger of sepis. Collargol was

injected to encourage leucocytosis. .'Kfter recovery seemed

to be assured acute sepsis set in, yielding apparently to

collargol. But as the patient was an advanced diabetic he

passed into a state of acidosis and coma. After transient

improvement from intravenous infusion with sodium solu-

tion death occurred. The author believes that circum-

cision is the logical treatment for rapidly spreading phleg-

mons, carbuncles, and malignant pustules. The spread of

the infection is evidently chiefly lateral. The author would

not attempt incision of the mass, but a system of radiatin.u'

incisions into it with iodine applied to seal up the divided

vessels and lymphatics of the periphery should probably In-

practised

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.
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Cultivation and Successful Inoculation (in Apes) or

the Bacillus Leprae.—Recnstjerna relates his results as

follows ; From leprous material of various origin he was

able to cultivate through four generations acid-fast bacilli

resebling throughout the B. lefrcc. A culture prepareil

from leprous blood he inoculated into a monkey and

caused a temporary macular eruption, the bacilli surviving

in the tissues, .\long with acid-fast bacilli others could be

cultivated and an injection of a culture of the latter

caused an eruption akin to leprous pemphigus, suggesting

a phenomenon due to mixed infection. A culture of still

another non-acid-fast bacterium caused the production of

a violet-colored macule, and at the same time contractures

in most of the joints. The conclusion from these finds is

that the lepra exciters represent a high degree of poly-

morphism. We can no longer associate them with ex-

•clusive acid-fast properties. In addition to forms of

bacilli, cocci are also present ; and the author believes that

these varied forms are not mixtures but offshoots from a

common stock. Tubercle bacilli are now believed to show

similar mutation forms.

New Method of Treating Asthma.—Weiss refers to

that type of asthma in which relief is obtained only by

hypodermics of morphia. He is inclined to look on pa-

roxysms of this affection as secondary to certain acute

blood alterations attended by eosinophilia. These lie be-

lieves may be due at times to anomalies of hormouic ac-

tion. He has noticed crises of asthma in subjects present-

ing diseases of various ductless glands, notably adrenals,

hypophysis and the sexual glands. For some time he has

been using in routine practice injections of suprarenin and

hypophysis extract. Relief is instantaneous. The infundi-

bular lobe of the hypophysis is the portion employed. The
injection, which he terms for convenience, asthmolysin.

contains 0.0008 g. suprarenin and 0.04 hypophysis extract

in ampoules which hold i.i c.c. of solution. He has now
used his asthmolysin over 3,000 times and has seen but ten

failures. The author deduces that the injections correct a

glandular insufficiency, although with a powerful drug like

suprarenin this hypothesis is not inevitable. It is prefer-

able, however, to inject normal constituents of the body to

to.xic vegetable alkaloids like morphia, cocain and atropin.

.\sthmolysin is a safe preparation even in the tenfold

greater dose. Despite the descriptive name there is noth-

ing to commercialize, for the formula is published, and

there can be no proprietary feature involved. The desig-

nation is merely a convenient one for the ampoules.

The Socalled Zeller Method of Treating Cancer.—
Wolff refers to methods used lor some years past in

Czerny's cancer institute and which have recently been

described by Zeller. They comprise the internal use of

silicates, the local application of caustic pastes and other

old, empirical and largely forgotten practices. Wolfff cor-

rects some misstatements of Zeller's. The latter ascribes

the introduction of silica into cancer therapy to one

"Batty." Wolff traces it back to Schuh in 1854. This sur-

geon and pathologist reported some remarkable cures from

the use of silicious earths. The remedy was introduced in-

dependently by an Englishman, llattye, in 1874. Further-

more in America certain mineral waters containing sili-

cates have at times been vaunted in cancer. Zeller in regard

to the local caustic use of arsenic goes no further back than

Frere Come and his contemporaries, but Wolff shows that

this is one of the oldest known remedies for any disease,

having been used for cancer in ancient India and Egypt.

In any case, the Come paste was first mentioned by one

Rousselot in 1765, while Gmelin and Gaertner antedated

them by several years in a similar combination. The paste

in use in Czerny's Institute is actually one devised by

Rousselot. Wolff then attacks the alleged cures accom-

plished by silica and arsenical paste in combination. The
chief criticism is that the laity have derived through the

lay press unwarranted ideas of the efficacy of the measures

employed. Two elements tend to invalidate such an atti-

tude. First, the superficial' character of many of the

growths, and second, the short observation period.

Nitrogen and Nuclein Metabolism in Gout.—.\. Le-
vene and L. Kristeller in their theory of this subject have
reached conclusions which harmonize with those of Brugsch
and Schittenhclm in so far as they are concerned w'ith the

nuclein metabolism. They add, however, the observation
that the elimination of nitrogenous substances of protein

origin has a protracted character, and that the oxidation
of as simple a substance as asparagin proceeds at a sub-
normal rate. The most striking peculiarity observed in

the authors' patient was the very imperfect elimination of
ingested urea when the patient was placed on a diet con-
taining only six grams of nitrogen per day, and a much
more complete elimination when the diet contained thirteen
grams of nitro.gen.

—

Journal nf Experimental Medicine.
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Uranalysis and the Relation It Bears to the
Medical Examiner's Work.—This matter is dis-

cussed by Dr. A. T. Gaillard, Philadelphia. Errors
in doing uranalysis are very frequently made by
medical examiners and Gaillard thinks that the fail-

ure to supply accurate information on a very essen-

tial and almost elementary medical requirement is

due to three causes : i. Real ignorance of the simple
technique or lack of the necessary equipment. 2.

Carelessness on the part of the examiner, whose
perfunctory work so often fails to demonstrate a
reaction for albumin or sugar when one or both are

present. 3. The unwarranted assumption on the

part of the examiner of the medical directors' duties

and prerogatives.

Commenting on the various tests used in uran-
alysis Gaillard severely criticises Heller's test, giv-

ing as his opinion that the simplest, quickest, and
most reliable test is the glacial acetic acid, the addi-

tion of five to ten drops of a 50 per cent, solution

to the upper boiled portion, held, of course, against
a dark background for comparison. For all prac-

tical purposes this test is sufficient, but, as mucin
and nucleo-albumin are also precipitated, it is wise
to confirm the reaction by the Purdy or saturated

salt solution test. Care should he taken not to add
too much of the salt solution. An amount equal to

one-sixth of the volume of urine can be gauged
pretty accurately by slow addition through a pipette.

As for microscopical analysis and diagnosis, in

the opinion of Gaillard, the system employed by
most insurance companies is faulty and unscientific

in the extreme. From a practical standpoint the

following reforms are recommended: i. The re-

quirement of microscopal examination of the urine

when chemical tests reveal albumin, regardless of

age, sex, past and present personal or insurance
record, or the amount insured for. 2. Microscopi-
cal examination of the urine of all applicants aged
forty-five and over. 3. The elaboration of some
scheme by which this work may be entrusted to a

recognized expert for a certain territory, in order to

save time and relieve the home office of the con-

gestion which the adoption of such a plan would
involve.

The subject of albuminuria, transient or con-

stant, is probably the source of more annoyance
to the medical director than any other impairment
he is called upon to estimate. Those companies not

engaged in sub-standard business usually adopt the

arbitrary rule of declining to accept all risks where
this impairment is found in two consecutive speci-

mens of urine. This is a deliberate rejection of
much good business which might be saved by care-

ful and discriminating selection between the good
and the bad. The healthy young athlete with an
orthostatic albuminuria is put in the same class

with the heavy eating, heavy drinking club man of
fifty or over, whose kidneys are seriously affected

—both have albumin and both are declined. The
young unmarried man applying for insurance be-

fore complete recovery from a simple urethritis,

whose urine is guilty of a few shreds and a small
amount of pus, is classed with the victim of renal

abscesses—both show pus in the urine and both are
declined.

The same criticism applies to rejections for
catarrhal cystitis, or prostatitis, or even mild
irritations of the kidney due to an excessive amount
of certain urinary salts. In all these conditions the

urine will show a small amount of albumin or pus,
but the ailment is trifling, is promptly cured under
proper treatment, and does not affect the applicant's
longevity in the least. But no effort is made to de-
tect the source of the albumin and pus in the urine
by microscopical examination, no attempt at a diag-
nosis is instituted. In the light of our present
knowledge it seems amazing that such unscientific

methods should be the rule in practically all the in-

surance companies. Even those supposed to accept
sub-standard risks do but little more in their efforts

to arrive at an intelligent basis upon which to rate
the hazard. A microscopical examination may be
made and if granular casts are found the case is

usually rejected, but if the findings are practically

negative a heavy loading is imposed because of the
albumin present. Of course, as Gaillard points out,

he is referring to cases in which the age or the ap-
plicant's personal history, habits, etc., would ordi-
narily preclude impairment of the kidneys. Where
there is a history of scarlet fever complications de-
generative complications may be accounted for, but
with a clean record the albuminuria is generally
temporary and can be traced to its source. A cor-
rect conclusion cannot be reached without the use
of this valuable aid to diagnosis.

In short, Gaillard is convinced that the good may
be weeded out from the bad by the adoption of
scientific principles in the examination of supposedly
impaired risks such as those mentioned.
The reverse of the picture is to be found in the

second proposition advanced—the requirement of
microscopical examination of the urine in all appli-

cants aged forty-five and over. Vital statistics for

the past ten years or more show an alarming increase

in the mortality from the degenerative diseases and
Gaillard thinks that more care should be taken in

selecting applicants of this kind who desire to be
insured for comparatively small amounts. The
largest volume of business is done in small amounts,
and yet no microscopical test of urine is required

by the various companies for amounts under ten

thousand dollars. There is at the present time an
immense number of cases of nephritis found in

men over forty-five apparently in robust health, and
Gaillard emphasizes the point that in such instances

the examination of urine is too often not performed
in a sufficiently careful and intelligent manner. For-
tunately for insurance mortality, most companies
now employ to a greater or less extent the sphyg-
momanometer, and this instrument assists most ma-
terially in detecting the arteriosclerosis usually

secondary to impairment of the kidney function,

even when chemical and microscopical tests as gen-
erally performed give negative results. The third

proposition, the development of some practical

plan by which these results may be accomplished,
is hardly within the premise of the medical exam-
iner.

Gaillard is of the opinion that a practical plan

would he the selection by each coinpany of one or

more capable microscopists in each State and en-

trust all this work to them. Should there be any
doubt as to the fitness of the selection a short tryout

at the home office would speedily determine whether
the appointment was a good one. There can be no
question that all insurance companies before long
will pay more serious attention to the vital question

of uranalysis, and when this decision is reached it

will be a comparatively easy matter to evolve a suit-

able working plan.

—

The Lancet-Clinic, July 27,

igi2.
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Harelip and Cleft Palate, with Special Reference to

the Operative Treatment and Its Results. By James
Berrv. B.S. (Lond.). F.R.C.S.. Senior Surgeon to the
the Royal Free Hospital, London. Assistant Surgeon to

the Alexandra Hospital for Children with Hip Disease,

and T. Percy Lecg. M.S. (Lond.), F.R.C.S., Surgeon to

the Royal Free Hospital, London. Assisstant Surgeon to

King's College Hospital. Two Hundred and Forty-two
Figures and Appendix of Cases of Operation for Cleft

Palate. Price $4.00. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Sons
& Co., igi2.

The object of the writers of this book has been to describe

in full detail the methods that they had found most useful
in the treatment of harelip and cleft palate and in the ap-
pendix of cases they have endeavored to describe as fully

as possible the actual results of their operations for cleft

palate. In the work are described the development of the

lips and palate, the anatomy and physiology of the lips and
palate, the varieties of harelip and cleft palate, the func-

tional results of cleft palate, the treatment of harelip, the

secondary operations for harelip, the treatment of cleft

palate, secondary operations for cleft palate, and one
chapter is devoted to obturators and artificial vela. .\

very interesting part of the work relates to training in

articulation; when once the palate has been completely
closed by a successful operation and a good movable soft

palate has been given, there is no reason why the patient

after careful training should not eventually obtain perfect

speech. The child who has suffered from a cleft pal te

has never elevated the soft palate, and even after a suc-

cessful operation this can only be accomplished by skilful

training ; it will not come without. The volume is replete

with drawings, diagrams, and photographs, and is one of

the best books which treat of harelip and cleft palate.

The Physiology of Faith and Fear, or the Mind in

Health and Disease. By William S. Sadler. M.D., Pro-
fessor of Physiological Therapeutics, the Post-Graduate
Medical School of Chicago; Director of the Chicago In-

stitute of Physiological Therapeutics; Member of the

Illinois State Medical Society, the American Medical As-
sociation, the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, etc.. etc. Author of "The Science of

Living, or the Art of Keeping Well," "The Cause and
Cure of Colds." etc. Illustrated. Price $1.50 net. Chi-

cago : A. C. McClurg & Co., 1912.

This is a book for the layman; and like most books on
medical topics, written in popular style, is calculated both

to help and to mislead. To illustrate: Arterial sclerosis

is spoken of as due to high blood pressure; and high blood
pressure as due to fear and worry ; old age as consequent

on arterial sclerosis; ergo, fear and worry are the causes

of old age, and the faith state of mind the preventive.

Nothing whatever is said in the book, as far as observed,

about the potent physical causes of arterial sclerosis. Is

this, to the lay mind, not apt to be misleading? Some of

the popular reviews of the book state that the author dis-

cusses "not only the role the mind plays in healing but

the bodily factors as well" ; and that "both his positions

on psychology and physiology have been indorsed by lead-

ing representatives of those sciences." The book itself

is "dedicated to all who worry: to the victims of fear,

moral despair, and other mental maladies ; to those who
are seeking to know the truth concerning the power of

mind over matter; and also to those mental sufferers who
have been deceived and deluded by false systems of mental
healing." In tlie preface it is stated : "The author dis-

claims all pretensions of being a psychologist" ; also, "Our
one purpose is to tell the story of how the mind affects

the body and its various functions in health and disease

;

how the fundamental mental states of faith and fear make
for or against health" ; "To convince the reader that fear

is a generator of mental poisons, and worry a corroding

canker—ever tending to destroy the mind and produce

disease" ; "Faith and its moral attributes, the mental eman-
cipator from the bondage of doubt and mind disease." We
hardly know how to classify such a book. But there is

much in it to commend it. There is a psychological section

whose keynote is faith as "the master key to mental medi-

cine" ; a physiological section, devoted to the influence of

mental states on the circulation, the secretions, respiration,

nutrition, etc., and a section on therapy, with chapters on
psychoprophylaxis, the psychology of disease, habit,

worry, suggestion, psychic fads and fakes, etc. There are

43 illustrations. The laity will doubtless accept the book

as authoritative and find it absorbing in interest. It is free

from medical terms and not devoted to any particular cult.

The physician, on the other hand, while recognizing its

general value in inculcating certain well-known principles,

will be inclined to criticise it from a scientific point of

view as occasionally misleading.

The Essentials of Morpid Histology. For the use of

students By .Albert S. Grunbaum, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.,

D.P.H., Professor of Patholog>' in the University of

Leeds : Examiner in Pathology in the University of Lon-
don : Examiner in Comparative Pathology in the Uni-

versity of Durham With 22 colored plates and 139

other illustrations. Price $2.00 net. London : Longmans,
Green & Co., 1912.

It is not an easy task to write a book on the essentials of

histologj', for the successful completion of the problem im-

plies rigid exclusion of much material, and hardly any two
teachers would agree as to what should be excluded and

what included. As a piece of book-making this volume is

admirable ; well printed and splendidly illustrated for a

book of such relatively low cost, and yet on reading it

through one has the feeling that the space taken by the il-

lustrations, not one of which could be dispensed with, has

compelled too much clipping of the text. There are also

no references to lead the student to further reading, and
consequently the book can be regarded as suited only for

direct class teachin? and as furnishing the minimum re-

quirements for a course, the lecturer himself adding a good
deal in the way of collateral information and requiring

much consultation of larger texts for moot points and rare

conditions. Within its limits, however, the volume is ex-

cellent and its contents offer an excellent exposition of

the minimum requirements of a course in pathology. The
only special criticism which can be offered is that directed

against Figure 129, which is much more characteristic of

a carcinoma of the kidney than of a so-called hyperne-

phroma, however accurately it may follow some individual

section furnished to the artist.

A Text-Book of Pathology for Students of Medicine.

By J. George Adami, M.A., M.D., F.R.S., Strathcona Pro-

fessor of Pathology, McGill University and Advisory
Pathologist to the Montreal General and the Royal Vic-

toria Hospitals, Montreal, Canada; Late Fellow of Jesus

College, Cambridge, England, and John McCrae,
M.D., M.R.C.P. (Lond.) Lecturer on Pathology and

Clinical Medicine. McGil! University. Montreal; Senior

Assistant Physician. Royal Victoria Hospital; Sometime
Professor of Pathology, University of Vermont; Late

Fellow in Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto,

Canada. Illustrated with 304 Engravings and 11 colored

Plates. Price $5.00. Philadelphia and New York: Lea
& Febiger, 1912.

Professor Adami. when he brought out his work on gen-

eral pathology, in several respects made a new departure.

He went from the beaten track in the arrangement of the

book in that he began not with a study of the blood and

of circulatory disturbances but with a study of the prop-

erties of living matter. And this was not the only de-

parture from accustomed lines, for he formulated dis-

tinctly original views in developing the conception of the

biophore or ultimate molecule of living matter into a

theory which is applied to the explanation of growth and

even to the complex processes of variation, adaptation,

and evolution. In short. .\dami's general pathologv' ex-

hibited features which differentiated it from the ordinary

work on pathology and which also won for it much favor.

In this new work Adami determined, as in the case of the

general pathology, to produce a text-book out of the com-
mon. The former work deviated from the lines followed

by other writers on pathology, by treating the subject on

broader principles, and the present text-book has been

conceived with a similar end in view. The first endeavor

has been to make clear and intelligible what is known
concerning the deeper meaning of morbid states. The
chapter on inheritance is excellent, but those chapters

dealing with immunity and inflammation are perhaps the

best of the book. In the chapter on immunity the various

forms of antibodies are considered and the author sug-

gests an addition to Ehrlich's conception of side-chain

activities. That part of the work in which inflammation is

made the subject is particularly full and lucid. It may be

noted that the pathological significance of the internal

secretions is considered and the part played by secretion

in stimulating the flow of the pancreatic, gastric, and

intestinal juices is given the attention its importance de-

mands. The book is well printed and illustrated and
should prove as useful as it surely must prove interesting

to the student of medicine.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held October 3. iQi-^-

The Phesidext. Dr. William M. Polk, in the Chair.

Concerning the Life of a Cell.—Prof. Dr. M.\x Rubner,
president of the Permanent International Commission
of tile Congresses of Hygiene and Demography, Berlin,

Germany, gave this, the Wesley M. Carpenter lecture.

He recalled tliat in 1836 Schwann in Berlin and Ca-

gniard Latour simultaneously discovered that yeast was
a single-celled organism. The relations of yeast to fer-

mentation was not commonly accepted at that time and

a bitter fight was waged on the subject, which resulted

in victory for Pasteur, who considered fermentation to

be a result of the vital activity of yeast. Yeast pre-

sented a cellular biology free from every disturbance by
the differentiation of cells, freely accessible to the me-
dium of food, provided with known products of meta-

bolic assimilation, and, in short, with everything that in-

vited to a study. The cells of yeast increased by sprout-

ing and under favorable circumstances with the forma-

tion of "Ascospores." The cells were without visible

motion of the protoplasm until the first stage of sprout-

ing. In their ripe stage they had a kernel which sepa-

rated at the sprouting; whether in a mitotic manner or

not had not yet been determined. The capability of

growth was very considerable. The fermentative mat-
ter was composed of hexoses and cane sugar, which

was easily decomposed into dextrose and levulose.

While the ideas first expressed by Pasteur were still

prevalent there were signs of the development of the

doctrine of fermentation which led far away from his

primary idea. He laid no importance, when making com-
parative observations of fermentative potentialities,

upon the l>criod of the elTects; he therefore did not ex-

clude completely the fermentative character of the

process. The further development of theories of fer-

mentation had destroyed Pasteur's doctrine piece by
piece. Fermentation was now considered exclusively to

be an enzymatic effect, yet, according to the ecological

theory, which had been hinted at by Nageli, and at the

present time affirmed by Worthman, fermentation was
now considered to be an arrangement for the protection

of the yeast, whereby it could better defend itself in its

combats with other microorganisms. From the biolog-

ical point of view there now existed a wide gap, for one
must ask, under these conditions, where was that to be
found which must be called the process of life and the

nourishment of yeast? To bring about a production of

enzymes no great amounts of material were required,

but every living substance must have in some manner
a metabolic assimilation from which it took the forces

required for life. I'^ermentative cleavage could not be
considered as such. If the potential energy of organic
matter (such as was not otherwise possible in the case

of fermentative eiTects) was changed into heat, this

form of energy was no longer suitable to supply the

forces required for the maintenance of life. Generally
authorities had abstained from replying to this question.

Dr. Rubner stated that these difficulties might be re-

moved without a shadow of doubt. The first question
was the exact determination of the role of the sugar. If

yeast possessed, beside the fermentation of sugar, a

metabolic assimilation, this must become known when
one compared the heat of cleavage of sugar, based upon
the thermochemical calculation of the heat of combus-
tion, with the heat of fermentation when yeast had been
planted in sugar. If there existed a special metabolic
assimilation of yeast this must also produce heat, and
this heat of fermentation must produce not only the

heat of cleavage of sugar but also the heat of this spe-

cific metabolic assimilation. If energy were lacking
this could only have been lost to the growing yeast. In
order to make these measurements Dr. Rubner had de-
vised an accurate microcalorimeter and had made nu-
merous measurements of the heat of fermentation under
various conditions. He had found a complete agree-
ment between the calculated heat of fermentation of
sugar, from the thermochemical figures, with the fer-

mentative values of the decomposition of sugar. No
other source of heat could be discovered either in the
case of nongrowing yeast, nor yet a diminution of the
heat of fermentation during the growth of the cell, with
the sole exception of the heat of fermentation of sugar.
These results showed the theory of Gautier about the
conservation of energy during growth, and the theory

of Pringsheim about the specific metabolic assmiilation

of protein in yeast of no account. As yeast needed en-

ergy for its life and its enormous growth allowed one to

suppose a considerable consumption of energy, sugar

must in part at least form the source of energy of yeast.

On the other hand, a partial decomposition of the sugar

by the yeast enzymes could not be doubted. Opposed
to this was the idea that sugar was split in the yeast

only by alcohol. Dr. Rubner had calculated that the

amounts of ferment produced from the yeast could not

in the remotest manner explain the decomposition of

sugar of the living yeast, but that by far the greater por-

tion of sugar was destroyed by the living substance.

He called this vital portion the "vital decomposition."

He had separated both the fermentative and the vital

decomposition quantitatively by making parallel experi-

ments with normal yeast triturated with toluol, that

was to say killed. Tuluol did not destroy alcoholic en-

zymes. He had studied the process of fermentation
calorimetrically, whereby at every desired instant the

course of the decomposition of the sugar could be con-

trolled. Sugar was the food matter of yeast for energy
purposes. The vital decomposition was vastly more
powerful than the fermentative. The experiments had
shown that the idea expressed by Pasteur and_ others,

that fermentation was the process of the nourishment
of yeast, was correct. The automatic regulation of the
consumption of energy of each cell had its own definite

use; the effect of a semination of cells was proportional

to the number of the san.e; the effect of fermentation

was almost absolutely independent of the concentration
of sugar; the consumption did not increase even with a

very considerable amount of sugar; the consumption
was even decreased by a rising concentration when the

limits of plasmolytica! effects were approached. The
young cell which had just been created by growth had
no higher consumption of energy than a cell existing

without growth in a nitrogen free solution. The con-
sumption of energy changed with every change of tem-
perature, but the acceleration of the consumption of en-

ergy amounted, at an increase of heat of 10° only, to

1.62 times. Preserved by cold the yeast cell remained
alive for a long period even without fermentation. Left

to itself at a higher temperature it became decomposed
by autolysis by means of an endocellular ferment known
as endotryptase. Yeast possessed no metabolic assimi-

lation in star\ ation ; it formed no heat when placed in

solutions of peptone without sugar. In this condition
its life remained latent, neither could the autolytic de-

composition be abolished. Sugar alone, therefore,

might be regarded as the source of energy. The auto-
lytic decomposition ceased when the living substance
began to ferment. Endotryptase, the protein digesting

ferment, did not even disappear during fermentation,
but the fermenting vital substance was no longer at-

tacked by it. .\s Ivanoff had shown, the fermentation
possessed the after effect that the protein of the cells

after fermentation was attacked by endotryptase with
difficulty for a longer period. Endotryptase seemed to

have the object of decomposing dying protein matter
that it might pass out. These products of excretion
were not identical with an autolytical dissolution of

quiet cells. The nongrowing yeast cells showed changes
which recalled the manifestations of old age. If culti-

vated for a long period the number of cells need not de-

crease, yet the effects of fermentation decreased rapidly

in geometrical progression together with the loss of

nitrogen; the enzymatigen effects decrease proportion-
ally, and both together slower than the fermentation.
Yeast, in order to remain alive, must become from time
to time regenerated by growth. Every yeast cell re-

ceived nitrogen substance from a solution of peptone
which remained in the case of nonfermenting yeast as a
reserve material. The fermenting yeast absorbed more
than the nonfermenting and formed cellular protein.

Yeast could increase up to 2.6 times the amount of ni-

trogen without an increase of cells, that was to say
without growth. Yeast perished without growth by sep-
aration in spite of nitrogen nourishment. All agreed
that living substance was composed of single small
units of life; these he termed "biogenes"; they possessed
two capabilities; namely, increase of their substance by
separation; and dissimilation, which in the case of yeast
was the fermentative power. These biogenes often lost

their capability of growth; there remained simpler ele-

ments, which only possessed a rudimentary capability

of separation, which he called "biontes." They com-
posed the principal mass of the cells of fully grown or-

ganisms. Each biogene and each biont consisted of a
union of many molecules of protein. The peculiar ac-
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tion of yeast during the absorption of nitrogen might

be explained in that the biogenes and biontes each got a

certain increase in protein molecules, but that for some
unknown reason the biogenes could not separate. The
formation of living substance rarely took place directly,

only in the case that particularly suitable protein mole-

cules were in existence. This formation generally took

place in two acts, the food material being first prepared

in a suitable manner. This latter act could also take

place in latent life. If genuine growth took place no
increase of the consumption of energy of fermentation

could be detected and in consequence no endothermal
increase of energy. The living substance was no en-

dothermal union. Calorimetrical measurements with

the autolysis of yeast have proved this. The attraction

for food material was enormous with the growing yeast

cell. Growth and capability of fermentation had an inti-

mate relation to one another. Maximal growth could

only be obtained with a normal fermentation; this did

not" hold true for very high temperatures. To a maxi-
mal growth a sufficient amount of sugar to maintain the

fernii-ntation was required besides the food matter con-

taining nitrogen. Generally a formation of alcohol hin-

dered the maximal growth. Alcohol was more than
twice as poisonous for the process of growth as for the

process of fermentation, yet very minute amounts of

alcohol seemed to facilitate the growth. An airing of

the cultures favored the growth because thereby the

greater portion of the sugar was burned and the inju-

rious concentration of alcohol was only later met with.

For all the relations of the growth to the nitrogen food
the relation of the nitrogen of semination to the nitro-

gen of the nutritive solution was decisive. Dr. Rubner
termed this the "tension of the food matter." Upon
this the speed of the growth depended. In the course
of every experiment the speed of growth decreased in

proportion to the decrease of the food amounts. There
existed a fixed limit to "the tension of food matter"
which regulated the beginning of growth. This he
called the "threshold of growth." The "tension of food
matter" of the threshold of growth was different with
different food materials. The reason of this was that

different food materials possessed very different values.

If yeast was offered such a quantity of food that it

could carry out one ceil separation completely this ac-

tion constituted the threshold of growth. The stimulus
of the nitrogen nourishment consisted in the rapid stor-

age of food material in the living substance, above all in

the nucleus by which a displacement of the tension of

nucleoplasm of Richard Hertwig took place, and the

growth began. AVhen one considered the enormous
power of growth of yeast it was not extremely surpris-

ing that it could not fully regenerate cells destroyed by
nitrogen loss. The explanation of this was that the

biogenes were first provided with food when nitrogen
was absorbed from nutritive soil containing nitrogen.
These biogenes were unable to separate because of the

high threshold of growth in yeast cells. With mammals
these relations were more complicated and at the same
time different from those of yeast. The feeding up of

cells to their normal condition proceeded in the case of

mammals differently from their growth only with a rela-

tively greater profusion of the protein diet as had been
accurately shown by experiment. Even a pure diet of

protein was unable again to increase the e.xpired capa-
bility of growth, either in the case of the increasing
process of growth over the typical process or to re-

awaken the expired capability after the cessation of
growth of the fully developed body. The biogenes of
the youthful organism had probably lost almost all their

characteristics of growth and become biontes. Dr.
Rubner believed that the reconstruction of destroyed
tissues of animals must be represented by two different

processes acting side by side. Firstly, by an improve-
ment of the condition of nourishment of the biontes.
which became necessary with hunger; and, secondly, by
a compensation and an increase of the biontes, a filling

up of the cells from organic regions externally situated.

The change of the condition of nourishment of the
biontes could take place, as in the case of yeast, by
every suitable nitrogen food. The compensation for
perished biontes without growth of cells was only pos-
sible with higher organizations. The higher organism
was composed of two systems of organs, cells whose
separation was excluded, and those which obtained a
cortinuous renewal, like blood cells. Yeast belonged to

the organisms which possesses the greatest amounts of
energy known. Its consumption of energy was 157
tinies a* large as that of a horse, calculated at equal
units; 58 times as large as that of man. but only three

times as great as that of a newborn mouse in a state of

rest. The increase of the metabolism of yeast was not

in the remotest way equivalent to its enormous relative

area. The consumption of energy of the world of mi-

nute life depended more upon specific peculiarities of

their living substance than upon other conditions. The
maximal speed of growth with yeast was very consider-

able, about 32 times more than that of the rrtouse and
1,400 times as great as that of the infant. This great

difference came from the fact that that maximum speed
of growth had already been completed by the mammals
at the beginning of extrauterine life. If one calculated

the transmission of matter through the cell wall for

animal cells it would be found that for equal areas less

sugar was transmitted with the mammal, taking the

newborn mouse for comparison, than with yeast in

anaerobic life. The migration of the sugar from the

fluid of the yeast cell extended only through minimal
roads, the layer of sugar which contained the sugar for

one complete day of fermentation had only a height of

eight one-hundredths in a solution of one per cent, and
only one of one four one-thousandths mm. in a solu-

tion of 20 per cent. The cells sometimes received

more sugar than could be decomposed, and formed
glycogen. This formation of glycogen would still take

place when the living protein of the yeast had been
killed or the fermentation had been otherwise prevent-
ed. By experiments with toluolized yeast he had
been able to show that a reception of heat took place in

the course of this deposit of glycogen. The amount was
small, but could be proved calorimctrically. This bond of

heat could be explained by the setting free of water
tnolecules. In the saccharinization of glycogen heat be-

came free; in the reversal of the process heat was natu-

rally bound. In closing. Dr. Rubner said: "In to-day's

lecture I have conducted you into the world of minute
beings, but in spite of all their strange actions we have
not really seen strange manifestations with them in veg-
etative life; only life in another milieu, but yet again cus-

tomary and known in many things which are of value
and importance for our understanding of the higher or-

ganisms. A forlorn little plant has taught us great
things, the unity of living nature."

AMERICAN" CLIMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting. Held in Hartford, Conn..

June 10, II. 12 and 13, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Thk PRKSinKXT, Dr. A. D. Black.\dek of Montreal,

Canada, in the Chair.

{Continued from page 685.)

Chest and Shoulder Pains in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
—Dr. FR.\Nris ^Iariox Pottengkr of Monrovia. Cal.. read
this paper. The pains he referred to were of diagnostic im-
portance, were frequently mistaken, and often erroneously
treated. These pains varied in character from a mere un-
easiness, a "feeling of being tired." which was specially

noticed through the shoulders and interscapular regions,

to a distinct severe localized pain. He called attention to

a localized pain which might vary in its character, or might
be very severe and which he believed to be a true neuritis

of reflex origin. When he found a tuberculous patient who
complained of aching in both scapular regions, he was in-

clined to believe that both lungs were involved. The ach-
ing was not confined to the scapular regions. It might
be noted in the shoulders, neck, and anterior portion of the

chest wall. The pains might be so severe that morphine was
necessary for their relief. The interesting fact about the

pains was their regi(inal nature. They occurred on the same
side as the involvement of the pulmonary parenchyma.
The side of the greater pain was usually the seat of the

greater amount of inflammatory change. One thing char-
acteristic of the various pains in the neck and chest of
tuberculous patients was the fact that they were not con-
stant; they were influenced by weather conditions, being
worse in damp rainy weather and more severe when the
barometer was changing. He was beginning to look upon
"rheumatism of the shoulder" as a condition associated

with tuberculosis of the corresponding lung sufficiently

often to call for a careful chest examination of all such
cases, .\nother diagnostic hint he threw out was that any
pain involving the neck and chest, whether it was the

vague "feeling of being tired." experienced in the inter-

scapular region, or a pain of marked severity, which was
interrupted in character, being influenced particularly by
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weather changes, should call the attention of the e.xaniiner
to the necessity of a careful chest examination.
Memorabilia: Extracts from Medical Notes of the

Late Dr. Henry Ingersoll Bowditch.—Dr. ViiSXENT Y.
BoWDiTCH of Boston said that the title of his paper was the
result of looking over a series of manuscripts, prepared as
a resume of his "Life Work" by his father for his Har-
vard Class Report Book. In this paper were given remi-
niscences of the teachings of the great Louis Bowditch;
the development of the ova of the snail under the micro-
scope; and his allusion to Amos Twitchell of Keene. N. H.,
one of the best of men and among the cleverest of physi-
cians in the middle of the last century. One of the notes
presented touched upon thoracocentesis performed with an
exploring trocar and a suction pump, a subject and opera-
tion which doubtless brought Dr. Bowditch's name into
prominence more than any other single work of his med-
ical career. He was never one to dispute with others over
priority of claim to any act or deed of his. At every
opportunity he acknowledged his debt to Dr. Morrill
Wyman of Cambridge for the first suggestion of an
instrument which in a modified form he used afterwards
in hundreds of cases and forced upon the medical public.
Inasmuch as one or two articles had within recent years
been published in which reference had been made to
Dieulafoy as the inventor of thoracic aspiration, without
any allusion whate\ er to the exhaustive work of his father
upon the same subject years before, he felt that he should
be pardoned for showing some filial zeal in reviewing the
subject again as a matter of justice. The chief fact that
remained and was after all the best to consider, apart from
all personal considerations, was that thoracocentesis had
brought relief to thousands of sufferers and saved lives
without number. It was hard to believe that such a simple
operation, one that could be applied by any practitioner of
common sense and judgment, had to be forced upon the
attention of the skeptical and prejudiced public of fifty or
sixty years ago.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston, Mass.. said that he had
become acquainted with much that Dr. Louis Bowditch
had written in a search for memoirs. There was a fresh-
ness and a modern tone about his writings that appealed to
the reader to-day. In all of Dr. Bowditch's writings one
saw the results of very careful observation and a careful
weighing of facts. Many of his writings could be read
with both pleasure and profit to-day. Louis Bowditch was
the patron saint of the Massachusetts General Hospital and
Dr. Pratt had read some of his records. There were no
records of physical examinations but only of histories and
treatments. He found a volume which contained the
report of the first autopsy done by Dr. Bowditch ; it w^as

a model of careful objective description and he wished thai
it might be renrinted on this account.
Colds and Pneumonia.—Dr. Willi.^m Duffield Rob-

inson of Philadelphia said that many cases of pneumonia,
tuberculosis, bronchopneumonia, rheumatism, etc., had
only been possible by a preceding catarrhal disease of the
breathing highway named "common colds." The mainte-
nance of vigorous health in the membranous regions
invohed in respiration should be a duty at all ages of life.

To attain this, the essentials were cleanliness, avoidance of
irritants, and of thermic shock, and when needed, the use
of proper antiseptics. As a preventive and curative, an
abundance of clean fresh air was nature's and man's best
agent. A prolonged seance of slow deep breathing would
often prevent the development of a cold if indulged in
when the first well known symptoms were recognized.
Colds, especially in the very young and old, led to the
development of bronchopneumonia. In pneumonia, an
acid blood was deemed desirable to reduce the coagu-
lability of the blood and to inhibit the multiplication of Ae
pneumococci. In colds, if an active alkalinity of the blood
was induced early in the history, a prompt termination of
the attack was secured. To secure such alkalinity, the
skin must be used as a portal of introduction, as the
stomach could not tolerate the required amount. Two
pounds of common carbonate of sodium dissolved in a
bath tub full of water at a tepid temperature was the
correct strength of the solution. In this the patient
should be given a fifteen-minute soak. Spraying a i or
2 per cent, solution of magnesium sulphate over the naso-
pharyngeal membrane was quite an addition to the treat-
ment of these cases. When the respiratory passages were
much irritated by a cold, much comfort and assistance
toward cure resulted from the inhalation of various vola-
tile oils. Ten or fifteen grains of a salt of quinine which
actively excited leucocytosis was very effective, especially if

given before there had developed structural changes in the
nose, throat, and bronchial tissues. Bacterins, antitoxins,
and the hypodermic use of camphorated oil were likely to

steadily advance in popularity. Pneumonia was the most
frequent and the most fatal of all acute infections which
caused death; it caused one-eighth of all deaths, which
was more than the number caused by consumption. Pneu-
monia occurred three times as frequently as it did fifty

years ago. The extent of lung in\olvement was not to be
relied upon as a sure index of the seriousness of any case.

.\ctive, virulent pneumococci might be present in the

blood current before any evidence of involvement of any
part of the lung could be recognized. The first physical

change in the lungs in pneumonia was a congestion of the

capillaries about the alveoli followed promptly by a clear

serous exudate fully dilating the alveoli. Fibrin promptly
formed in this causing consolidation. Dr. Robinson had
not found any record of the finding of the pneumococcus
in the first clear serous exudate; but after the integrity

of the alveoli had been broken and fibrin had exuded
into them, they were found abundantly. In animal experi-

mentation on dogs and sheep it was not found easy in

healthy animals to produce the disease by injecting cultures

of virulent pneumococci into the bronchial tubes unless
some violence occurred which probably caused trauma
and hence solution of continuity. The serum of immunized
animals was not effecti\ e in checking the disease as would
be expected by analogy with other infections. It was
thought by some that it was the exudate that caused the

fever, but the exudate remaining and being absorbed after

the crisis did not cause fever. No isolated to.\in had been
procured from the blood or culture from a pneumonic
case. The most virulent pneumococci autolized much more
readily than the non-virulent kind. A transition of
staphylococci into pneumococci resulted from passage
through the bodies of animals. With regard to the treat-

ment of pneumonia, adrenalin given hypodermically and
oxygen passed through absolute alcohol were probably the

best circulatory sustaining procedures known. Strychnia
properly held a most important place. Outdoor treatment
was of great importance. Hot baths and copious diluents

to help eliminate the products of the destroyed bacteria

and leucocytes were of great value. The head should be
kept low. Calomel should always be given as a first

medication and constipation should be avoided. Dry cup-
ping was comfortine.
Pneumonia in Open-Air Sanatoria.—Dr. H.xrry Lee

Barnes of Wallum Lake, R. I., read this paper and
offered the following conclusions: (l) Twenty-seven
sanatoria for tuberculosis, from records equivalent to

observation on 13,582 patients for one year, reported 18

cases of lobar pneumonia with seven deaths, or a mortality
rate of 53.99 per 100.000 population. (2) If allowance be
made for a different age distribution in sanatoria from
that of the general population, a normal death rate for

lobar pneumonia in sanatoria should be about 28.46 per
100,000 population. (3) Thirty-eight and eight-tenths per
cent, of the cases of lobar pneumonia died, the high mor-
tality probably being due to preceding tuberculous disease.

(4) If allowance was made for the high mortality rate of
the cases and for the probable slight under-rating of lobar
pneumonia in the census, it appeared likely that the inci-

dence of lobar pneumonia was about the same in the

sanatoria as in the general community. (5) The impres-
sion that lobar pneumonia was rare in sanatoria for tuber-

culosis was due to the small population under observation
and to the fact that sanatorium patients were at ages
which furnished but 36.6 per cent, of the lobar pneumonia
cases. (6) This investigation furnished no evidence that

the incidence of lobar pneumonia was influenced by the

open air life in sanatoria. (7) The death rate from all

forms of pneumonia in sanatoria was 117.83 instead of

32.78 per 100.000 as should be expected, the frequency
being largely due to aspiration pneumonia.

Dr. Laweason Brown of Saranac Lake, N. Y., said it

was not an easy thing to make a diagnosis of pneumonia
when a patient was afflicted with pulmonary tuberculosis.

The mere finding of the pneumococci did not prove any-
thing. He really questioned whether a diagnosis was ever
made except at autopsy. Sometimes, following a hemopty-
sis, one got an involvement of an entire lobe which occa-
sionally cleared up. but it was difficult to say positively

that such a case was one of lobar pneumonia
Dr. T. H. Pratt of Boston. Mass.. said that if he had

understood Dr. Robinson correctly he had said that cases

of so-called pneumonia coming to autopsy early showed
only serous exudate: if such was the case pneumonia was
not present. He had not found a single case in which
autopsy was made in the initial stage where the only
lesion was congestion. In a case in w-hich death super-
vened at the end of twenty-four hours after the onset,

there was consolidation and very little fibrin formation.
There was, however, a remarkable proliferation and
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desquammation of the epithelium lining the alveoli. If

there were only a serous exudate in the first stage, how
could a diagnosis be made?

Dr. MouKis Manges of New York said that he could not
see what advantage was gained by keepmg the head low in

pneumonia or by placing a tight binder around the patient.

If the body had rest the patient would be the gainer. The
use of a tight binder would not keep the vessels empty
but would embarrass the movements of the diaphragm,
Relying upon strychnine as a stimulant was like relying
upon adrenalin; if stimulants were needed caffein and digi-

talis could be used. Later in the course of the disease
camphor could be used.

Dr. A. D. Blackader of Montreal, Canada, said he
differed from the speaker regarding tlie efficacy of drug
medication. They all knew the effects of caffein, strych-
nine, and digitalis on the respiratory center and on the
heart. Camphor was a temporary but prompt stimulant.
Caffein was more of a heart stimulant. Action on the
medulla would do good in these cases in spite of all the
statements made by Cabot.

Dr. \V. DuFFiELD Robinson of Philadelphia said that
they had produced pneumonia in dogs and sheep and had
then killed them. During the early stages there was a
closure of many of the alveolar structures and pneu-
mococci were found. The abdominal binder kept the
intestines free from gas.

Dr. Walter Alden Griffin of Sharon, Mass., gave the
history of a woman with tuberculosis who was kept in bed
for a week or two with a slight temperature. She was then
allowed to get up. She was seized a few days later with
a severe chill and there appeared distinct signs of consoli-

dation, rusty sputum, and other symptoms of pneumonia,
and the patient died after an illness of fi\e days.

Dr. Harry Lee Barnes of Wallum Lake, R. L, said,

in closing the discussion, that it was difficult in every
case to make a diagnosis of pneumonia when pulmonary
tuberculosis was present. He related the case of a woman
who entered a sanatorium because of a temperature due
to tuberculosis. Suddenly this temperature rose to 103°

or 104° F., stayed there eight or nine days, and then went
down with the typical crisis of pneumonia. She had a
typical rusty sputum, dyspnea, and cyanosis, in fact every
clinical symptom of pneumonia, and there were an enor-
nioi's numlicr of pneumococci in the sputum.
The Results of Dispensary Work in the Control of

Tuberculosis.—Dr. Cleaveland Floyd of Boston said
that, in order to determine as far as possible how well the
dispensary met tlie demands made upon it, he had been
for several months making a statistical study of what
had been accomplished among such patients as presented
themselves at the clinic of the Boston Consumptives'
Hospital. All types of patients were received there who
complained of pulmonary symptoms. The clinical material
at their disposal had consisted largely of three groups of
cases: (a) negative cases; (b) cases of non-pulmonary
disease; (c) cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. The results

obtained in the first 5,000 patients examined at the clinic

beginning September, 1907, and continuing into the middle
of the year 1909. after an average period of observation of
two years and five months, had been carefully scrutinized
and, with the aid of some twenty visiting nurses during a
period of sixteen months, as much data as possible had
been obtained. Among some 5,000 patients there were
found 2.121 positive cases of phthisis, 1,1.30 who were sus-
pected of having the disease, and 1,707 who were negative
on the first examination. Of the remaining 42 they had
insufficient data. Of this total number. 1,315 were lost

to the clinic through their giving incorrect addresses or
moving away. Five hundred and seventy-five were con-
sidered negative when lost to the clinic, 382 were suspected
cases, and 358 had definite pulmonary tuberculosis. In
other words, one-si.xth of the positive cases were lost

during the period of observation of two years and five

months. It was only natural to expect that a larger group
of negative cases should be lost sight of, as it was the
custom to pay less attention to this group than to those
demanding acti\ e supervision in almost any clinic. This
percentage of cases that disappeared, making as it did
about a fifth of their total number, would of course
increase in larger cities than Boston, where population
shifted more rapidly, as in New York. For those patients
who moved without the city limits and consequently
escaped the jurisdiction of the health board, either State
supervision or a metropolitan plan of cooperation among
tuberculosis clinics, it seemed to him, would be the wisest
measure. By these means the floater and drifter having
active tuberculosis could b» more readily controlled and
the work of the dispensary made productive of greater
usefulness at one of its weakest points, for it was in the

close following up of patients alone that they could hope
to do prophylactic work as well as to increase the present
value of sanatorium treatment. Among 1,707 cases who
were considered negative at their first examination and
whom they had been able to reexamine recently, there
were still found 604 perfectly well and 528 reported them-
selves as well or had developed some other disease than
pulmonary tuberculosis. The real test of how efficient the
supervision of the clinic and its nursing force might be
could be determined from the following facts: (i) How
many cases under observation for a period of years who
were negative to tuberculosis or suspected of having it,

subsequently developed the active disease? {2) How large
a proportion of the cases subsequently succumbing to the
disease died in a hospital? From these facts the power of
the clinic for the prevention of tuberculosis would be
demonstrated and also the effectiveness of removing to
places of isolation those who were sources of danger to
the community. In the group of negative cases among
1,132 whom he had obtained data upon, only 24 had devel-
oped phthisis during the period of observation of two
years and a half. In the group of cases classed as sus-
pected, among 748 cases that they had been able to follow,
only 62 cases developed active disease. Thus among the
total of 1.880 negative and suspected cases, only 86 devel-
oped active tuberculosis. Among a total of 1,130 cases
suspected of pulmonary tuberculosis, 624, or about 60 per
cent., gave signs at the right apex. The other 40 per cent,
were -almost equally divided between questionable signs at
the left apex and base. Almost without exception these
signs had either cleared up or had failed to develop into
active tuberculosis. Where the right apex, however, had
shown questionable involvement, 62 of the number that
they had been able to follow developed phthisis.

Dr. H. R. M. Landis of Philadelphia said that he had
been interested in a similar work and he wished to
emphasize the importance of the work the dispensaries
were doing. The greatest drawback up to the present time
was the attempt to cover too much territory. During the
pa^t seven years he had studied i.ioo cases and had lost
sight of 320. Of the 1,100 cases, 915 were treated on the
supposition that they had tuberculosis; of these 410 died,
and of 184 living when the work stopped, 107 were back
at work. Patients discharged from sanatoria usually had
the conviction that they were cured and did not pay any
attention to the doctor's orders regarding their mode of
life. All cases should be strongly urged to report at
intervals and should be educated in the necessity of keeping
up the method of living prescribed for them.

Dr. Charles L. Minor of .\sheville, N. C. said that
when a patient was discharged from a sanatorium or by
his physician, he should be followed up. Doctors were
derelict in their duty if they did not watch these patients
closely. However intelligent the patient might be he
should be seen at first every two weeks, then every month,
and later every three months for a period of three years.
The fact that he was not absolutely well and must live the
right kind of a life must be drilled into the dispensary
patient.

Dr. H. H. Whitcomb of Norristown. Pa., said that the
great difficulty they met with was the ignorance of their
patients and especially of those who believed in taking
medicine. They were in the habit of giving some placebo
which caused the patient to return in order to have it

refilled. If the patients were taken away from their occu-
pation, they soon drifted back into the same condition as
when first seen; proper occupation should be sought for
them.
Hemic Murmurs.—Dr. Herbert F. Williams of

Brooklyn, N. Y., said that during the last year or two it
'

had seemed to him that he had met with an uncommon
number of these cases and in such various stations of life

that his mind was called afresh to the significance of these
manifestations. Analyses in all these cases must have
shown blood deterioration, which in some cases was co-
existent with or preceded a tuberculous expression ; in
other cases there had been a persistency of these murmurs
not followed by any decline in health but which made one
fear that some outbreak of some kind would follow. Dr.
Williams reported a case in detail which recovered after
the injection of leucocytic extract, 90 c.c. being given in all.

The patient was 35 years of age and his metabolism had
been much disturbed. He was seized with a lobar pneu-
monia of great severity; on the second day the murmur,
which had been confined to the subclavians, extended over
the chest. Upon slight exertion, like turning in bed or
coughing, there would appear an extra murmur, unusually
loud and portentous. This sudden accession in the number
and intensity of these hemic murmurs was interesting as
well as disquieting. He had never been entirely satisfied
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as to the explanation of the cause of these nnirnuirs which
had been classified as organic. A report which included
a record of seven cases appeared in tlie Xovember, 190S,
number of the Journal of Medical Research, and he was
informed that a further report would soon be publislied.
In the report of these cases of pneumonia, several well-
known men in Mew York were the observers.

Dr. Cleaveland Floyd of Boston said that he had treated
20 cases of pneumonia at the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital with leucocytic preparations; many of these were very
severe cases in alcoholics. Dr. Floyd said he did not
remember the effect on the hemic murmur, but that the
mortality was lowered to 12 per cent., as compared with
the general mortality of 20 per cent. They had tried this
rnethod in a group of cases where there was general infec-
tion with localization in the lungs and no results whatever
were obtained.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston asked if the patients treated
were selected cases. In the other service in the Massachu-
setts General Hospital where the leucocytic extract was
not used at all the mortality was very low that year. The
mortality from pneumonia differed from year to year.

Dr. Charles E. Quimhv of .\ew York said that he did
not believe that all appreciated the changes that had
occurred in the manifestations of pneumonia during the
past twenty years. To-day pneumonia meant all sorts of
things. At times there were vasomotor disturbances and
no exudative disturbances in the lungs at all.

Dr. Herbert F. Williaiis of Brooklyn. X. Y.. in i;losing

the discussion, said he wished it understood that the cases
were desperate ones, well-nigh hopeless, and they were not
hospital cases. Giving 10 c.c. of fluid into the subcutaneous
tissues was a painful operation and a hypodermic of
morphine should be given, together with a local anesthetic.
Cardiac Arrhythmia, Illustrated by Lantern Slides

of Polygraphic Tracings.—Dr. TIlO^^\s .\. Llwtok of
Washington, D. C., said that auricular fibrillation (the
w-holly irregular pulse') was characterized by an entire loss
of the sinus or fundamental rhythm ; the beats were
irregular both as to time and as to volume. In the venous
tracing the auricular wave was missing; in other words,
there was no auricular contraction, the venous pulse being
of the ventricular or positi\e type. There was a general
fibrillary contraction of the auricular muscle, but no con-
traction of tlie muscle in mass. The electrocardiograms
showed an absence of the P wave (auricular contraction)
and by a series of fine undulations that there were a num-
ber of impulses at the rate of four to nine hundred a
minute trying to get through to the ventricles. Of course,
the ventricles were unable to respond to anything like this
number and hence responded only as they might; this

resulted in absolute irregularity. With regard to the
pathology of tlie auricular fibrillations, the heart muscle as
a whole showed a more or less marked grade of inflam-
matory changes, resulting in fibrosis. The morbid clianges
were said to be particularly marked in the auricular tissue,

especially at the sinoauricular junction; the same changes
had been noted in the auriculo-ventricular bundle and in

scattered areas of the ventricular musculature. Though
these very decided changes had been noted in cases of
auricular fibrillation just the same conditions had been
found where during life the rhythm had been normal. It

was in this form of irregularity that digitalis had been
found of the greatest value. It apparently acted by cut-
tin.g down the number of contractions which got tlirough
to the ventricle. The prognosis was not good. The pulsus
alternans was not properly a disorder in the cardiac
rhythm and this form of irregular pulse was seen clinically

under two sets of circumstances, namely: (i) when the
apparently healthy muscle was overtaxed, especially when
the rate was unusually rapid, as in tachycardia; (21 when
the musculature was profoundly affected, usually bv senile
changes. In conclusion, the speaker said that physiologists
and anatomists had materially advanced their knowledge
of the heart mechanism and that they had been ably sup-
ported by a few clinicians ; but it was now necessary that
more of the latter enter the held and by careful oliservation
and records of clinical cases try to clear up the many
important points yet unsolved. Even a very superficial

study of the cardiac arrhythmias would convince one that
they were intensely interesting and very important for
prognosis and therapeutics.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston said that he thought it of
the greatest importance to be able to distinguish between
extrasystole and auricular fibrillation, but he believed this

could be done in the majority of cases by palpation of
the pulse alone. One should measure the length of the
beats; if they were irregular, one might be sure that he
wns dc-ibng with auricular fibrillation.

Dr. Thomas .\. Ctavtor of Washington. D C . said

he believed that pulse tracings should be taught in medical
schools. This was difficult, however, without some pre-
vious experience with the study of the pulse.

The Auscultation of the Whispered Voice.—Dr. Mor-
ris Ma.vges of Xew York said that the whispered bron-
chial \oice was a sign the value of which was often neg-
lected in the detection of early infiltration of the lun,g.- It

was also useful in pneumonia in determining whether the
signs of consolidation which were heard on the sound
side were transmitted or not, as it was the only si,gn of
consolidation which could not be transmitted to the sound
side. He urged that while the range of usefulness of the

auscultation of the whispered voice was not as great as

some of its advocates would claim, yet it could often afford
so much information that its routine use in physical exam-
ination should not be neglected as much as had been the
case.

Dr. JuDSON Daland of Philadelphia said that the main
point was the usefulness of the auscultation of the whis-
pered voice in small consolidations and where one did not
wish to have the patient disturbed more than was neces-
sary, particularly in cases of hemorrhage. The ausculta-
tion of the whispered voice was especially useful when they
were dealing witli disseminated consolidations. These
findings should be checked up by the skiagraph.

Dr. J. M. .\ni)Ers of Philadelphia said a great deal
might be learned bv careful inspection. He had never
known of one side bein.g affected where the opposite side

did not show a greater motility,

A Study of Primary Malignant Disease of the Lung.
—Dr. RoLAXii G. CruTix of Philadelphia said tliat tlie

rarity of primary cancer of the lung was shown by the sta-

tistics of Dr. John .\. McGlinn of Philadelphia, who
recently collected the data from the post-mortem rooms
at the Philadelphia General Hospital. In 8,515 consecutive
post mortems he found 457 bodies with cancer, and .of

these only four were primary cancer of the lung. The
statistics of Dr. Curtin's own cases showed that he had
met with seven cases of primary carcinoma and sarcoma of
the lung; the males numbered four, the females two, and
there was one male with sarcoma of the lung. There were
four cases with and three without effusion. The right side

was involved in six cases, the left in one. Four cases were
tapped and three were not. The tapping did not relieve

two and two were only slightly relieved. There was
marked dyspnea in six of the seven cases. The average age
of the patients w-as 52. The average age of Dr. McGlinn's
cases was 42 years; Dr. Musser's cases averaged 55 years.

The most common complication was metastases in the
surroundin.g tissues ; most commonly the pleura was
affected. The first symptom was often a gradual loss of
flesh, more likely to be present in carcinoma than in sar-

coma. Pain might be slight at first and was generally on
the side affected. There was sometimes a blood spitting

that was so characteristic that a diagnosis might be made
from it alone. There was a dark purple globule of blood
encased in a transparent glazed membrane about tl^e size

of the end of the little finger. It was sometimes lobulatcd

or it might be rounded in form. The color was like grapes
or dark currant jelly. The surrounding fluid was clear

and unmixed with blood. The physical signs were those of
a solid tumor or those of pleurisy.

Dr. J. X. Hall of Denver. Colo., said he had noticed
when attempting to make a dia.gnosis by means of rmncture
that nodules developed alouCT the site of puncture. He
asked if this was common in the experience of others.

Dr. J. H. Elliott of Toronto. Canada, said that a

striking feature of primary cancer of the lungs was that

the- exnectoration was not nurulent and hemontysis
occurred later than in cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. \t
no time would there be currant jellv expectoration, but a

mucoid expectoration. Many cases that were regarded as

primary malignant disease were not such at all. Dr.
Elliott cited the case of a man with a primary .trrowth of

the left bronchus : he graduallv died with marked sec-

ondaries in the liver and other organs. He bad had
hemoptysis for many months before he souebt assistance.

The hemoptysis was the leading feature in this instance.

Dr. Morris Manges of Xew York said he had seen two
cases of new .growth of the lung diagnosed by hardening
the sputum and then cutting it as one would cut s<-ctions.

The presence of small tbr)racic "lands in the fourth and
fifth spaces was not infreriuently met with. The fluid

removed by aspiration in these cases was usually lar.ge

in amount and bloodv. Cytology could not be used
because of the bloodv mucus. The failure to give relief

by aspiration was \ery often due to an enlarged bronchial

giand which, by its pressure, paused dyspnea.
Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch of Boston reported a case

that he had seen where there was dullness at the right
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apex with fever and bloody sputum, all misleadiuii. There
was deep dyspnea. A diagnosis of incipient tuljcrculosis

was made. One day he was called and found the patient

in a fearful condition, gasping for breath. The patient

was aspirated and experienced some relief. He ate a

hearty supper and fell back dead. This was a case of

malignant disease of the lung.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston said he wished to endorse
what Dr. Bowditch had said. He had seen the patient

referred to before the others saw him, and even with

that experience before him he would now have difficulty

in making a diagnosis in such a case. The patient

showed classical signs of a beginning tuberculosis. Dr.

Walter Alden Griffin of Sharon, Mass., said that the patient

showed signs of a beginning tuberculosis. The autopsy

did not discover any definite point of beginning malignant

disease, but they concluded that the disease started in the

mediastinum and called it lymphadenoma. Dr. Griffin

said he had seen one other case of malignant disease of

the lung which presumably started in the mediastinum and
was dermoid cystic in character. It did not involve the

lung but pushed the lung aside.

Dr. EnwARD R. Baldwin of Saranac Lake. X. y.,

reported a case of sarcoma of the pleura wlu'cli had been

diagnosed as tuberculosis. The patient had all the cardinal

symptoms of tuberculosis. The autopsy made some months
later showed sarcoma of the pleura which extended
through into the mediastinum and finally involved the

abdomen and peritoneum.
Dr. A. Jacobi of New York said that his experience with

these cases was not as large as that of some of the others

present, but he had seen cases of mediastinal adenomata;
in one case the growth was very large and the glands were
enlarged at about the fourth or fifth rib. It wns his

impression that a large number of these cases of carcinoma

of the hmgs were secondary, and that the primary cases

were very rare. So far as the treatment of these cases

was concerned. Dr. Jacobi believed that modern surgery

of the chest would be of some service provided the diag-

nosis was made early enough. The book of Isaac .\dler

would be found of value to those interested in this work.

Dr. Roland G. Curtin of Philadelphia said, in answer
to Dr. Hall's tpiestion, that he had never seen nodules

develop after puncture of the chest. The cases reported

seemed to him more like sarcoma than carcinoma. If pus

was present it was late in the disease. He had partici-

pated in four post-mortems and in all of them the secre-

tions, blood and serum, were encapsulated. He had never

seen a case where the pleural cavity was occupied by cme

mass of fluid.

Concerning Chronic Septic Endocarditis.—Dr. Glknt-
WoRTH R. Butler of Brooklyn, N. Y., said that for a

number of years certain cases of endocarditis had attracted

attention because of their latency and long duration. About
250 such cases had been studied by Osier, Libman, Billin'.;s.

and others, so that now they were in a position to define

it as a distinct entity among the endocarditides. In the

great majority of instances there was a bacteriemia. and

by far the most common organism found was a streptococ-

cus ; this grew poorly and produced a green pigment in the

process. The pathological anatomy was that of a vege-

tative rather than an ulcerative endocarditis. The long

duration of this form of endocarditis was one of the

striking features; it was the chronicity of the disease which
first attracted to it the attention of clinicians. It ran a

course of from four to twelve months and even longer.

From a clinical point of view, its latency was remarkable.

Commonly there was not a leucocytosis ; after the disease

had progressed for some time there was a progressive

anemia. This form of endocarditis was almost invariably

engrafted upon an old mitral or aortic valvular lesion.

Among the other signs, enlargement of the snleen could

usually be demonstrated. Gastrointestinal disturbances

occurred. Pains in the joints, bones, nniscles or varioiis

nerves were very common. Petechial spots developed in

the majority of the cases. The appearance of ephemeral

cutaneous nodes was said by Osier to be pathognomonic of

this form of endocarditis. The diagnosis during the early

stages was difficult. The prognosis was unfavorable.

Dr. Charles L. Mi.vor of .\shevil!e, N. C, said Dr.

Libman of New York City had stated that certain of these

cases were due to the influenza bacillus and not to the

streptococcus. Dr. Rosenow of Chicago had stated that

many of these cases were due to the pneumococcus. This

appeared to show the polymorphism of the germ. The
lesion in the heart was followed by definite lesions else-

where. For instance, in a lesion of the aortic valve, the

lesion crossed to the mitral valve, then to the chord?e

tendineae, then to the columns carneae, and possibly ulcera-

tion occurred.

Dr. Herbert .Maxon King of Liberty, N. Y., said that

during the past year and a half he had seen two cases

at the Loomis Sanitarium and in both instances the diag-

nosis made was tuberculosis. This showed the frequency

with which the condition was confused with tuberculosis.

In both cases there was a history of rheumatism and
endocarditis in childhood. In the first case there was a

polymorphonuclear leucocytosis which was rather sus-

picious. The blood culture resulted in the recovery of the

streptococcus. The patient was with them for nine or ten

months and did not develop petechial spots until two or

three months before his death. The second case came to

the sanatorium with an enormously enlarged spleen which
filled the entire left side of the abdomen and was very

suggestive of Banti's disease. There were large areas of

petechial spots over definitely separated parts of the body.

There was every appearance of septic endocarditis. He
was surprised to learn that the condition was so frequently

mistaken for tuberculosis. It seemed to him that tuber-

culosis could be excluded by a very careful examination

and observation.

Dr. Morris Manges of New York said that these cases

were not rare and that the picture was so characteristic that

after seeing a number of cases one could not mistake them.

One should carefully inspect the conjunctiva and the

mucous membranes. The petechije were often found in the

mucous membrane of the lower eyelid. They were also

found in the folds of the axilla. Painful nodes along-

side the big toe or on the hands (the favorite place being

about the finger nails) were absolutely characteristic of

the disease. These nodes lasted four or five days and

then disappeared. Blood cultures taken a dozen or more
times might give negative results. Dr. Butler had failed

to mention the cases due to the gonococcus ; these were rare

but they did occur. In these cases there was a polymorpho-

nuclear leucocytosis. Dr. Manges then referred to char-

acteristic kidney lesions, which occurred only in ulcerative

endocarditis and which had been described recently bef«re

the New Y'ork Pathological Society. In following these

cases up one found that some of them would have a spon-

taneous cure. This made it possible for them to revise

their prognosis. Thus far the vaccines, both stock and
autogenous, had proved useless. Remissions sometimes

occurred which lasted for months, but after a time the dis-

ease would resume its course. Hemorrhage was a curious

feature of this disease, giving a clue to those w'ho were
not familiar with its manifestations.

Dr. J. H. Elliott of Toronto, Canada, said he had seen

an interesting case in a woman, 25 years of age, who had
a mitral stenosis. She played tennis and developed an

influenzal cold. The fever persisted and a cough and

changes in the lungs suggested tuberculosis. Occasional

rales changed from day to day with the position of the

patient. Finally a diagnosis of septic endocarditis was
made. Signs of mitral insufficiency developed and then

embolism of the tibial artery, which was followed by dry

gangrene of the extremities. This was followed by a

thrombosis of the femoral artery which at autopsy was
found to extend one-half an inch through the iliac into

the aorta.

Dr. A. Jacobi of New York said that Dr. Osier was the

first to call attention to the fact that there was often an

entire absence of symptoms in these cases. Where symp-

toms were absent the fact was explained by the deposits

being located away from the edge of the valve so that

they did not change the direction of the blood current.

Dr. Glentworth R. Biti.er of Brooklyn. N. Y.. in

closing the discussion, said that in the early stages there

was leucopenia rather than leucocytosis. In the second

stage a leucocytosis did make its appearance: in his series

of cases it was not common in the ulcerative type.

(To be conlinucd.)

&tnti Mihxtai ICirptiBtttg InarJia.

STATE BOARD E.\.\MINATION QUESTIONS.

I^risTANA State Board of Medical Examiners.

May 30. 31, and June i. 1912.

(Concluded from page 689.

}

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe the fetal circulation.

2. What is the conjugate and transverse diameters of the

inlet and outlet of the pelvis? Give the anatomical points

of the measurements.
3. Enumerate (a) the causes of delayed labor, (b) the

dangers, (f) management.
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4. State the causes of post-partum hemorrhage and the
treatment.

5. Describe the third stage of labor, the dangers which
attend it, and the methods of conducting it.

6. Mention two conditions hable to cause prolapse of the

cord and the treatment for one condition mentioned.
7. What can be determined by external palpation of the

pregnant woman at term?
8. Give (a) causes, (6) diagnosis, (c) mechanism, and

(d) management of a face presentation.

9. Name the diameters of the fetal head.
ID. Describe an embryo at the second month.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Give a description of the physiology of menstruation.
2. What are the causes of hemorrhage from the non-

pregnant uterus? Give the treatment for any two of the
number which you mention.

3. What is urethral caruncle and its treatment?
4. Give the etiology and treatment of acute general

cystitis.

5. Why is gonorrhea in women a grave disease?
6. Define salpingitis and state its causes and pathology.

7. What are the most common benign growths found in

the cavity of the uterus?
8. Give the symptoms of ovarian cyst. What is the treat-

ment?
9. Give the physical signs of cancer of the uterus at an

early stage.

10. Describe the technique for supravaginal hysterec-
tomy.

SURGERY.

1. How would you treat a compound fracture, say, of the
tibia?

2. What is talipes equinovarus? Give treatment.
3. Give diagnosis and treatment of epithelioma of the

lower lip.

4. Give symptoms and treatment of ulcer of the pylorus.

5. A woman comes to you with a lump in her breast,
what steps would you take in order to make a diagnosis
and how would you treat it?

6. Give signs, symptoms, and treatment of aneurysm of
the popliteal artery.

7. What is a wen ? How would you treat it ?

8. What is varicocele? How would you treat it?

9. Give symptoms and treatment of enlarged prostate.
10. Describe briefly the Bassini operation for inguinal

hernia.

HYGIENE.

1. Name and describe briefly the different methods of
domestic water purification.

2. What are the most important foreign ingredients,
organic and inorganic, in water.

3. What are the major sanitary details in the production
and marketing of pure milk?

4. What is Pasteurization of milk and what are its advan-
tages and disadvantages?

5. What are the relative merits of formaldehyde and
sulphur dioxide as disinfectants, and in what form and in

what manner are they applied?
6. What are the sources of the impurities in air and

what relation do these impurities bear to health?

7. What sanitary measures should be instituted in the
care of a typhoid patient?

8. What is understood by (a) natural immunity; (b)
acquired immunity; (c) give examples; (</) what are the
causes of immunity?

9. How is tuberculosis detected in the cow?
10. \\'hat diseases of the (a) skin, (b) spine, (c) respira-

tory tract, (d) digestive system, (e) throat are especially
prevalent in school children, and how would you detect
eyestrain, adenoids, trachoma, and infectious catarrhal con-
junctivitis?

ANSWERS.

OBSTETRICS.

I. Fetal circulation. "The blood returning from the
placenta, after having received oxygen and being freed
from carbonic acid, is carried by the umbilical vein to the
under surface of the liver; here a portion of it passes
through the ductus venosus into the ascending vena cava,
while the remainder flows through the liver and passes
into the vena cava by the hepatic veins. When the blood
is emptied into the right auricle, it is directed by the
Eustachian valve through the foramen ovale, into the left

auricle, thence into the left ventricle, and so into the aorta
and to all parts of the system. The venous blood return-

ing from the head and upper extremities is emptied, by
the superior vena cava, into the right auricle, from which
it passes into the right ventricle, and thence into the pul-

monary artery. Owing to the condition of the lung only
a small portion flows through the pulmonary capillaries,

the greater part passing through the ductus arteriosus,

which opens into the aorta at a point below the origin of
the carotid and subclavian arteries. The mixed blood now
passes down the aorta to supply the lower extremities, but
a portion of it is directed, by the hypogastric arteries, to

the placenta, to be again oxygenated." (Brubaker.)
2. The conjugate diameter of the inlet of the pelvis is

a line drawn down the middle of the sacral promontory to

the top of the symphysis pubis. It is about four inches
in length. The transi'crse diameter of the inlet of the

pelvis is a line drawn right across the pelvis from one
lateral margin of the brim to the other. It is about five

inches in length. The conjugate diameter of the outlet of
the pelvis is a line drawn frcim the tip of the coccyx to the

lower surface of the symphysis pubis. It is about five

inches in length. The transverse diameter of the outlet

of the pelvis is a line extending across the pelvis from one
tuberosity of the ischium to the other. It is about four
inches in length.

3. Delayed labor. Causes: Obstruction, uterine inertia,

uterine exhaustion. Dangers: Asphyxiation of fetus, post-

partum hemorrhage, sepsis, pressure-necrosis and fistulae,

exhaustion or death of the mother. Management: The
case should be treated early ; causes should be removed
when possible ; a warm vaginal douche, and the adminis-
tration of morphine, chloral, or quinine have been recom-
mended ; delivery by forceps may be necessary.

4. PosT-PARTUM HEMORRHAGE. Causes: Anything inter-

fering with the firm contraction of the uterus after the

expulsion of the child ; retained placenta, or membrane, or
clots ; weakness of the uierine muscle ; rapid labor ; de-

layed labor; poorly developed uterine muscle; inflamma-
tion or disease of uterus.

Treatment: Grasp the uterus at once, through the ab-
dominal wall, and massage it firmly. Anything in the
uterus should at once be cleaned out. Pass one hand into

the uterus, and with the other on the outside make firm
pressure. A hypodermic of ergotin or ergot can be given
by an assistant. ."Xn intrauterine douche of hot sterilized

water (about 115° F.) may be given. Sometimes a very
thorough packing and plugging of gauze of uterus and
vagina may be necessary. Whatever is done must be done
promptly ; and everything likely to be needed for this

emergency should be prepared beforehand in every labor.

5. In the third stage of labor the physician should seize

the fundus of the uterus through the abdominal wall and
knead and rub it until it contracts vigorously; then he
should press it down in the direction of the axis of the
pelvic inlet. This should last for about a quarter of an
hour after the child is born. The placenta, after it is

expressed, should be carefully taken by the physician so
as to be sure that it is all expelled; at the same time care
must be taken that no particle of membrane remains be-
hind. Fluid extract of ergot may be administered. The
dangers are: hemorrhage; retained placenta or clots or
pieces of the membranes ; and sepsis.

6. Prolapse of the cord. Two causes: Excessive
length of the cord, and hydramnios. Treatment consists

in: (l) Not rupturing the membranes prematurely, unless
there is some positive indication; (2) postural treatment,
in which the woman is placed on her back or on the op-
posite side to that on which the cord lies, with hips and
pelvis elevated, or the knee-chest position may be adopted;
(3) reposition of the cord, either manually, or with some
form of repositor; (4) speedy delivery by forceps or
podalic version.

7. Whether the fetus is alive or dead ; whether the preg-
nancy is single or multiple; the presentation and position

of the fetus.

8. Face presentations. Causes: Anything which inter-

feres with the flexion of the chin, such as goiter or other
tumors, hydrothorax, a very large fetal head, uterine tu-

mors, several coils of the cord around the neck.
Diagnosis: "The unusually prominent bulk of the cranial

vault is felt in one hypogastric region ; a deep groove be-
tween the occiput and the child's back may often be made
out. The fetal heart-sounds are loudest over the anterior

surface of the fetus, or on that side of the maternal abdo-
men upon which the fetal extremities are felt. The diag-

nosis, however, must usually rest on a digital examination,
which shows before the onset of labor a high situation of
the presenting part; a flattening of the anterior vaginal

vault ; a sharp contrast between the smooth outline of the

fetal forehead and the irregular contour of the face. As
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soon as the os is dilated, the characteristic features of the

face may be felt."

—

Mechanism: The successive steps are:
Extension—The head presents at the superior strait im-
perfectly extended, so that every case of face presentation

may be said to begin as a brow presentation. There is also

at first imperfect engagement of the prestnting part, on
account of the large diameters presented at the superior
strait. Under the influence of the expulsive action of the

uterus and the resistance of the pelvic walls, the brow,
caught upon the pelvic brim, is held stationary, while the

chin descends lower and lower by an extreme extension of
the head. Molding, or an accommodation of the shape of
the presenting part to the shape of pelvis, occurs to a
moderate degree or not at all. because the face is a loose

fit in the normal pelvis. The molding is confined to the

back of the skull. Lateral inclination is a constant fea-

ture, so that one cheek is a little deeper in the pelvic canal
than the other one. Descent of the presenting part follows
the dilatation of the cervical canal, the descent of the chin
being accomplished almost solely by the extension of the
head, and not by a descent of the head as a whole. An-
terior rotation of the chin occurs as soon as it encounters
the resistance of the pelvic floor. Anterior rotation is fol-

lowed by the engagement of the chin under the symphysis
pubis. Then follows the delivery of the head by fle.xion

and propulsion, the mouth, nose, eyes, and forehead sweep-
ing over the perineum and appearing successively at the

posterior commissure. Restitution and external rotation

follow the escape of the head from the same causes that

impose those movements upon the head in a vertex presen-
tation. The delivery of the body takes place as in a
vertex presentation."— (Hirst's Obstetrics.)

Maiiageinent: If the chin is presenting anteriorly, ex-
pectant treatment may suffice ; but care must be taken to

observe that the chin does not rotate backwards. Sponta-
neous version may occur, and the presentation become a

vertex one. Failing this, or as a means of favoring this,

postural treatment, such as Walchcr's position, has been
recommended. If, in spite of this, engagement has not
occurred, cephalic version is indicated, care being taken
not to rupture the membranes. If this is not successful,

podalic version should be tried. If, after all these manipu-
lations, the child is still alive and the head is engaged,
symphyseotomy is indicated; if the child is dead, craniot-

omy should be performed.
9. The fetal head has the following diameters: Occipito-

frontal, occipitn-mental, bitemporal, biparietal, suboccipito-
bregmatic. trachelo-bregmatic, and mento-bregmatic. Of
these, the occipito-fronta! is 45/2 inches; the occipito-mental
is S'A inches, and all the others are approximately 31/2

inches.

10. Second Month: "The embryo is still markedly belt
on itself, and the visceral clefts and arches are the most
prominent characteristics of its cephalic region, while the

extremities are in a very rudimentary condition. In the

latter part of the month, owing to the development of the
brain, the head becomes considerably larger, and assumes
a certain resemblance to that of a human being. At the
same time the nose, mouth, and ears become less promi-
nent and the extremities more developed, so that it can be
seen that they are made up of three portions. The external
genitalia also make their appearance in the latter part of
this month, and at its end the fetus has attained a length

of I inch."— (Williams.)

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Menstruation is a periodic discharge of blood from
the mucous membrane of the uterus, due to a fatty degen-
eration of the small blood-vessels. Under the pressure of
an increased amount of blood in the reproductive organs,
attending the process of ovulation, the blood-vessels rup-
ture, and a hemorrhage takes place into the uterine cavity;
thence it passes into the vagina. Menstruation lasts from
five to six days, and the average amount of blood is about
five ounces. It begins at puberty and occurs periodically

at about 28 days interval, until the menopause; it is absent
during pregnancy and early lactation.

2. Hemorrhages occurring in the non-pregnant woman:
A. In 7'irgins before the age of thirty: Caused by (l)

uterine congestion, the result of cold or exposure; (2)
endometritis; (3) polypi and fibroid tumors.

B. In married ivomen before the age of thirty: Caused
by (l) subinvolution; (2) laceration of the cervix; (3)
endometritis: (4) retrodisplacements of the uterus; (S)
polypi and fibroid tumors.

C. hi women after the age of thirty: Caused by (i)
carcinoma of the cervix; (2) carcinoma of the body of the

uterus; (3) sarcoma of the uterus.
Lacerations of the cervix should be repaired; and for

carcinoma of the cervix, hysterectomy is indicated.

3. Ureteral caruncle is a small red fleshy growth gen-
erally situated on the posterior part of the meatus of the
urethra. There are local pain and tenderness, which may
be excessive; a burning sensation is experienced on urina-
tion ; it may bleed. The proper treatment is to e.xcise it

or destroy it with the thermocautery.
4. Cystitis. Causes: Retention of urine, tumors,

foreign bodies, calculus, ammoniacal urine, gonorrhea,
tuberculosis of genitourinary tract, pus in the urine.

Treatment: Rest in bed; the imbibition of plenty of
milk and water, and the avoidance of all highly seasoned
food; laxatives; diuretics; sitz-bath ; irrigation of the
bladder with an antiseptic solution; hot fomentation and
vaginal douches are often helpful; sometimes intravesical
medication is necessary.

5. Because it may be followed by : Cystitis, urethritis,
vulvitis, endometritis, salpingitis, septic peritonitis, ster-

ility, condyloma of vulva, abscess of Bartholin's glands.
6. Salpingitis is inflammation of the Fallopian tube.

Causes: Gonorrhea, septic infection, subinvolution,
fibroids, uterine displacements, lacerated cervix, taking
cold at menstrual periods, and certain diseases such as the
eruptive fevers and syphilis or tuberculosis. Pathology:
"The inflammation usually extends all along the mucous
membrane of the tube to the fimbriae and ovary. The
abdominal opening is closed by adhesions, thus preventing
escape of the contents of the tube into the abdominal
cavity. Resolution is rare. At first there is a hyperemia
of the mucous membrane more or less intense; later,

swelling and softening of the tube, the tissues becoming
friable; the fimbria share in the swelling. The mucous
membrane is covered with a glutinous pus. Usually the
abdominal opening now closes from adhesion. The uterine
opening may remain patulous to permit the escape of the
tubal contents. In some cases, however, the swelling of
the mucous membrane is sul^cient to close this ostium, and
thus cause a retention cyst. The uterine end of the cvst
may later open from pressure and the contents be dis-
charged through the uterus at intervals. When the cyst
contains clear mucus, it is known as hvdrosalpynx ; when
blood is retained, hentatosalpyn.r; when purulent, pyosal-
pynx. The dilatation usually occurs in the outer two-
thirds of the tube."— (From Wells' Gynecology.)

7. Fibroids and polypi.

8. .'\n ovarian cyst is generally accompanied by menor-
rhagia or metrorrhagia, sterility, bearing down pain in the
pelvis, which may radiate to the back or thighs, hemor-
rhoids or constipation, frequent micturition, and various
other pressure symptoms of the digestive or respiratory
apparatus if the cyst becomes sufficiently large. Later on
there may he the fades ovariana, general impairment of
health, and ascites. There are no pathognomonic symp-
toms. The diagnosis is made by bimanual palpation and
(sometimes) exploratory incision. The condition is to be
particularly differentiated from pregnancy and ascites.

The treatment is ovariotomy.
9. Hemorrhage, leucorrhea, foul-smelling discharge, and

pain.

10. Abdominal hysterectomy. "The patient must be care-
fully prepared as for any other abdominal operation, but in

addition the pubes and vulva must be shaved and thor-
oughly purified; the vagina should be douched for some
days previously, and an antiseptic dressing worn, and if

need be the uterine canal should be curetted and disin-
fected with some powerful antiseptic.

"After anesthesia has been induced the Trendelenburg
position is adopted, and an incision of suitable length made
in the median line. The parts are then carefully explored,
and if no adhesions exist an abdominal cloth is packed in

over the intestines in order to protect and keep them from
exposure and injury. If adhesions to omentum or gut are
present they must be carefully divided; it is, of course,
most desirable that a complete peritoneal covering should
be secured for any adherent organs; omental grafts may
be sometimes useful in this direction. The broad liga-

ments are then examined, and a decision made as to
whether or not the ovaries and tubes are to be saved.

"A pedicle needle carrying a sufficient length of well-
boiled silk is carried through the round ligament so as to
secure the ovarian artery and veins, and tied as far away
from the uterus as possible. A broad ligament clamp may
then be placed in position close to the uterus, so as to
prevent venous regurgitation, and the broad ligament is

divided half-way down. It is often possible and desirable
to pick up the divided end of the ovarian artery on the
face of this section and secure it separately, while the little

artery which accompanies the round ligament should also
be carefully secured. The ovarian artery on the other
side is next dealt with in a similar fashion. A transverse
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cut is now made across the front of the uterus, involving
merely the serous membrane and connecting the two ends
of the incisions in the broad Hgaments ; the peritoneum be-
low this transverse cut is detached, together with the blad-
der, from the cervix, and the intraligamentary space is

thereby opened up on either side. In this will be found the
uterine vessels, and it may be possible to see and isolate
the uterine artery before securing it by ligature. Care
must be taken in this part of the operation to keep close to
the uterus, as the ureter comes forward from behind under
the uterine artery to reach the bladder, lying about the
level of the os internum. The uterine vessels are in this

way carefully secured and divided.
"The uterus is now merely held by the connection be-

tween the vagina and cervi.x and the peritoneal reflection
in Douglas's pouch. If a supra-vaginal operation will suf-
fice, the surgeon cuts across the neck of the uterus in such
a way as to fashion two flaps, and finally the peritoneum
behind is divided. A few small vessels will probably need
to be secured on the face of the uterine stump. This
having been effected, the uterine flaps are stitched carefully
together so as to bury the open cervical canal ; the uterine
stump is then covered in by uniting the divided portion:!

of peritoneum. This line of sutures is carried up on either
side so as to secure the two layers of the broad ligament;
the final result is that the pelvic floor is covered in by a
continuous layer of peritoneum, showing a sutured in-

cision which runs transversely from one side to the other.
The usual peritoneal toilette follows, and the abdomen is

generally closed entirely, no drainage being requ'red."

—

(Rose and Carless' Surgery.)

SURGERY.

1. The most important thing is to render the wound
aseptic by enlarging it and washing its depths and sur-
roundings thoroughly with I in 20 carbolic or 1 in 500
biniodide. .\n anesthetic is necessary. Loose fragments
should be removed, hemorrhage dealt with, and the bones
fixed by wires or screws. The wound should be drained
by a tube at the most dependent spot, and the rest of the
wound closed. The limb should then be fixed on a splint,

the foot at right angles to the leg and the heel kept off the
splint by pads. The inner border of the patella, the inner
malleolus and the inner border of the ball of the big toe
should be in a straight line.

2. Talipes eqtuito-varus is a deformity in which the
heel is drawn up, and the anterior part of the foot is

inverted and drawn inwards.
TrealmenI : "It may be treated in the early stages by

fi.xiiig the foot in .good position by a series of plaster-cf-
Paris casings, or by using a malleable metal splint. Ten-
otomy of tendons which h.inder reduction in some cases
is necessary, with the subsequent application of plasters.

If the ligaments on the inner side of the ankle hinder re-

duction, they should be divided. In the neglected cases,
where the patient has been walking on the outer side of
the foot, tarsectoniy is necessary. A wedge of bone, with
its base outwards, is removed by a chisel or saw, irrespec-
tive of the joints, from the tarsus in front of the peroneal
groove on the cuboid. The foot can then be brought into

good position, and maintained so by plaster-of-Paris."

—

(Aids to Surgery.)

3. Epithelioma of the lozcer lip generally begins as a
fissure, which becomes indurated, then ulcerates and ex-
tends : sometimes it is nodulated or looks like a wart. The
submaxillary and submental glands become enlarged and
hard. Diagnosis may be made certain by microscopical
examination of a small piece removed for the purpose.
Treatment consists in thorough removal of a wedge-
shaped piece with at least half an inch margin. The
glands should also be removed from both sides.

J. The syiiil^toiiis of ulcer of the pylorus are: Localized
pain, tenderness, vomiting, hematemesis, hyperacidity, dys-
pepsia, loss of strength, anemia; pain is severe, and gen-
erally comes on about an hour after eating. Examination
of the stomach contents usually shows an increase in the
hydrochloric acid.

Treatment demands rest in bed, liquid diet or rectal

feeding ; opium may be necessary ; iron and arsenic may
help the anemia; perforation demands an abdominal sec-

tion and rectal feeding. The ulcer may be excised; some-
times a gastro-jejunostomy is done.

5. The breast should be thoroughly and carefully ex-
amined. Diagnosis is generally easy in advanced cases

;

"but in the early stages, when radical treatment is so es-

sential, a cancerous tumor mav be confused with inflam-
matory and other benign swellings. In ehronic inAamnia-
tory thickening the skin may be pitted, and the tumor
fixed in the breast, and ill-defined ; but the whole gland is

often uniformly enlarged, scars of old abscesses may be
visible, and the glands are swollen at an earlier stage, and
to greater size than in cancerous conditions. Adenomata
are generally clearly limited and freely movable ; there is

no dimpling of the skin, and the lymphatic glands are not
enlarged. Tense cysts, when fluctuation cannot be elicited,

are similar in most of their symptoms to adenomata ; and
diflfer from 'malignant cysts' by the absence of adhesions
or e-xtension of the disease to lymphatics. Sarcomata
are more rapid in growth and soon involve the skin, and
do not aff'ect the glands in the early stages. Duct cancers
are apt to be multiple, are more circumscribed, and are
specially distinguished from scirrhus by the bloody dis-

charge from the nipple ; they differ also from simple papu-
liferous cysts of the ducts by the tumor invading the breast.

Epithelioma of tlie areola or nipple differs from eczema in

its intractability to soothing treatment ; and from scirrhus
in its superficial and more localized situation, at all events
in the early stages. In cases of doubtful diagnosis it is

advisable to prepare for a radical extirpation of the dis-

ease; but first to incise the tumor and remove a piece from
the growing edge for immediate examination."—(Buchan-
an's Surgery.)
Benign tumors should be removed ; malignant, if oper-

able, require entire removal of the breast and neighboring
lymphatics.

6. Popliteal aneurysm is generally due to disease of the
artery, although repeated slight strains, which are so liable

to occur at the knee, may play an important part in de-
termining its formation. Tiie aneurysm is usually saccu-
lated, and may spring from the front or from the back of
the vessel. It may exert pressure on the bones and liga-

ments of the joint, and it has been known to open into

the articulation. The pain, stiffness, and effusion into the

joint which accompany these changes often lead to an
erroneous diagnosis of joint disease. The sac may press
upon the popliteal artery or vein, causing congestion and
oedema of the leg, and leading to gangrene. Pressure on
the popliteal nerves gives rise to severe pain, muscular
cramp, and weakness of the leg. The differential diag-
nosis is to be made from abscess, bursal cyst, enlarged
glands and sarcoma. The choice of operation lies between
ligation of the femoral artery in Hunter's canal, enuclea-
tion of the sac, and Matas' operation of aneurysmo-
arteriorraphy."— (Thomson and Miles' Surgery.)

7. A wen is a sebacious cyst in the scalp. It should be
dissected out with the capsule; if possible, the latter

should not be broken.
8. A varicocele is a varicose condition of the pampini-

form plexus. The patient should wear a suspensory ban-
dage, or a portion of the dilated veins may be excised.

9. Enl.^rged prostate. Symptoms: Slowness in starting

urination; difficult micturition; frequency of micturition,

particularly at night; the presence of residual' urine ; dull,

aching pain in the perineum and above the pubes ; enlarge-

ment of the lateral lobes of the prostate; there may be
cystitis and retention of urine. The cause: It is a senile

change, and may be due to increase of the glandular sub-

stance or of the interstitial fibrous or muscular tissue.

Palliative treatment consists in: Mild and unirritating

diet, avoidance of alcohol, taking plenty of milk or water^

or other diluent, .\lkalies and sedatives should be taken,

also urotropin or other antiseptic so as to prevent cystitis.

Regular catheterization, at least once a day. preferably in

the evening, and with due aseptic precautions. Operatii'e

treatment consists in prostatectomy.
10. Bassini's operation: "An incision 2j'2 inches long is

made over the inguinal canal, exposing the structures of
the cord and the external oblique. The external oblique
fibers are split from the apex of the external ring to ex-

pose the canal. The sac is found, opened, emptied of its.

contents, and isolated from the structures of the cord up.

to the internal ring. If the hernia is irreducible, the in-

testine is freed and returned to the abdomen, omentum
bein.g ligatured and removed. The neck of the sac is then-

transfixed and tied with silk, and the fundus removed.
The stump returns to the abdomen, tbree or four stitches,

are then passed through the conjoined tendon and arched
fibers of the internal oblique and transversalis muscles
above, and the deep part of Poupart's ligament below.

These are tied behind the cord. The external oblique is

then sutured in front of the cord, leaving just sufficient

opening for it to pass through without pressure. The skin

is then closed by a continuous stitch. The patient should

be kept in bed for three weeks, and should not exert him-

self for at least six weeks. If the wound has suppurated,

or, if the case is one in which the abdominal muscles are

weak, it is advisable that a light truss should be worn after-

wards for six months."— (From Aids to Surgery.)
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1. Domestic water purification can be accomplished by
filtration and boiling. But the filter must be kept clean

;

and after boiling the water should be put in a perfectly
clean container and covered.

2. Foreign ingredie.\ts in water. Organic: Particles
of animal and vegetable matter; bacteria and other living
organitms. animal and vegetable; gases; ammonia, nitrites.

and nitrates. Inorganic: Particles of mineral origin;
gases; salts (chlorides, sulphates, carbonates, silicates, ni-

trates, nitrites, phosphates), lead, iron, soda, magnesia,
lime.

3. The milk may come from a diseased cow; it may be-
come contaminated by the milker, the container, the sur-
roundings, the water used to wash the cans or to adulterate
the milk ; or it may become contaminated at the dealer's

or purchaser's house by being left uncovered, exposed to

flies, etc., or by not being kept in a cool place. The only
way to prevent the transmission of disease by milk is to

insist on a thorough inspection of all dairies and sources
of milk supply, and to educate the public in the care of
milk between the time of its purchase and its consump-
tion. The inspection should include : the color, reaction,

specific gravity, sediment, taste, odor, acidity, total quantity
of solids and of water; the percentage of cream, fats,

lactose, casein, and ash ; the presence or absence of pre-
servatives, coloring matter, added solids, dilution, patho-
genic microorganism, dirt, or other foreign matter. There
should also be thorough investigation as to its source, the
cows and their environment, the method employed in car-

ing for, milking, storing, and transporting the milk.

4. Pastciiricalion of milk consists in heating the milk for
twenty minutes at a temperature of 140° F.

"Advantages of fastcuriaalion milk: (i) That most, if

not all, of the common bacteria and their toxins are killed.

(2) That the ordinary ferments and germicidal properties
of the milk are not destroyed. (3) That the process may
be accomplished on a large scale, and furnish a coinmer-
cially safe milk. (4) That the taste, appearance, odor, and
cream separation quality of the milk are not altered. (5)
That pasteurized milk, if kept cold, furnishes a clean,

healthy milk, safe for infant food and other uses.

"Disadvantages of the pasteurisation of milk: The fol-

lowing are some of the objections which are urged by the
opponents of pasteurization upon a large and conniiercial

basis: (i) That the spore-bearing bacteria and bacterial

toxins are not destroyed, and the milk is therefore not
wholly safe. (2) That pasteurization stops lactic-acid fer-

mentation, and thus destroys the only 'nature's danger
signal,' and the first symptom by which aged milk is known.
(3) That unless pasteurized milk is rapidly cooled and
kept under 50° F., certain fermentative changes which are
ordinarily stopped by lactic-acid fermentation increase in

activity, owing to the destruction of lactic-acid bacilli by
the pasteurization. (4) That pasteurization, by preserving
unclean milk for some time, may induce the producers to

furnish dirty milk, discourage rigid cleanliness, and pro-
mote carelessness on the part of the producer who relies

entirely on the pasteurization to preserve the milk. (5)
That the pasteurization furnishes a 'purified' milk instead
of a 'pure milk.'"— (Price's Hygiene and Sanitation.)

5. Formaldehyde is a good surface disinfectant, has poor
penetrating qualities, does not destroy fabrics and injure
objects, and is non-toxic. Sulpltitr dioxide damages tex-
tile fabrics, tarnishes metal objects, and is very poisonous.
To disinfect a room by formaldehyde: (i) By Trillat's

apparatus, which "allows the solution of formalin to flow
in a fine stream through a copper coil heated to redness
by a flame beneath, and the gas and vapor passing directly

into the room. The apparatus may be operated outside of
a room, and the amount of gas liberated depends directly

upon the strength and quantity of the solution evaporated.

(2) In Schering's method the solid paraform is heated in

a receptacle over an alcohol lamp, and is especially valu-
able in disinfecting small rooms, closets, etc. (3) The
cheapest and most common form develops the gas directly

by the oxidation of methyl alcohol, the vapors of the latter

passing over and through tubes or coils of heated metal.
The amount is uncertain and results indefinite."— (Gould
and Pyle's Cyclopedia of Medicine and Surgery.)
To fumigate by sulphur dioxide: For each 1,000 cubic

feet of space, three pounds of sulphur are burned, care
being taken to prevent accidents. In all cases all apertures
and crevices of the room should be closed, all closets,

drawers, or other receptacles opened : and after the fumi-
gation the room should be well ventilated and thoroughly
cleansed with a solution of corrosive sublimate.

6. Sources of impurities in air: Expiration of human
beings and animals, combustion, manufacturing processes.

dust, walls of rooms and houses, excreta fnmi human br-
ings and animals, decomposition products. The chief dan-
ger to health consists in the increase of carbon dioxide,
the presence of crowd-poison, dust, irrespirable gases, and
various bacteria.

7. The sources of contagion in typhoid fever are food,
milk, water, fingers, and flies, or anything that has been
in contact with the excreta of a typhoid patient. Typhoid
fever is preventable. When the municipal authorities do
not consider it tlicir duty to supply pure water, each house-
hold should boil all water that is to be used for drinking
or for washing dishes, etc.; milk should be boiled also;
and no ice should be put in water or other drink or food;
flies should be kept out of the house as far as possible
by means of screens or otherwise; all discharges from the
sick person must be disinfected; all utensils, dishes, etc.,

used by tlie patient must be thoroughly cleansed and boiled
every day; soiled linen must be soaked in a disinfectant
solution before being washed; after each attendance on a
patient, physicians, nurses, and otiiers should wash their
hands in a disinfectant; thorough sterilization of all bed-
ding, etc., must be performed after the disease is over.

8. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and tis-

sues to the action of pathogenic microorganisms. Immu-
nity may be either natural or acquired.
Natural immunity is that power of resistance, natural

and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,
but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired immunity is this resistance acquired (i) by a

previous attack of the disease, or (2) by the person being
made artificially insusceptible. The conditions which give
immunity are: (l) a previous attack of the disease; (2)
inoculation with the specific microorganisms in small num-
bers or of diminished virulence, so as to produce a mild
attack of the disease; (3) vaccination; (4) the introduc-
tion of antitoxins; (5) the introduction of the toxins of
the bacteria.

Examples: The rat is naturally immune to anthrax; the
white mouse is naturally immune to infection with bacillus
mallei. Acquired immunity is seen in the imnmnity from
smallpox after vaccination, or after having suffered from
an attack of the disease.

9. By the tuberculin test.

10. Diseases prevalent in school children. Skin: Pedicu-
losis, scabies, ringworm. Respiratory: Bronchitis and
bronchopneumonia. Spine: Scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordo-
sis. Digestive: Constipation, gastritis, anorexia, diarrhea.
Throat: Adenoids, tonsillitis, hypertrophied tonsils. Eye-
strain is shown by pain in the eye when used for reading
or near work, the type seems blurred, and the letters run
together; the eyelids twitch; the eyes smart and "run
water," and may appear red and congested ; headache, and
the reflex symptoms are present. The eyes should be
examined and proper glasses provided. Adenoids are de-
tected by feeling them in the nasopharynx. Trachoma is

detected by inspecting the inner conjunctival surface of
the eyelids and finding the same rough and granular. In-
fectious catarrhal conjunctivitis is diagnosed by finding
with the microscope the Koch-Weeks bacillus in the yellow-
ish discharge.

The Medical Record is pleased to receive all new
publications which may be sent to it, and an acknowledg-
ment will promptly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must he tvith the distinct understanding thai

it is under no obligation to notice or review any publico^
lion received bv it which in the judgment of its editor will

not be of interest to its readers.
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MiBttiimm.

Problems of Sex and of Marriage.—Probably
no other book lias ever been written which has at-

tacked these problems with such profundity of
knowledge and with such a pleasing combination of

candor and delicacy as has the widely read and dis-

cussed volume on "Love and Marriage," by Ellen

Key. Without endorsing all of this writer's ideas

on questions that lie at the foundation of modern
civilization, the physician will find that many of her
conceptions coincide with his own judgment as to

certain phases of life w'ith wliich he is brought in-

timately in contact. In these days when it has be-

come a fashion to advocate the teaching of sex-

hygiene to the young, it is refreshing to note that

there is at least one who would seek to curb the sex
impulse not by pointing out the pathological dangers
of indulgence, nor by a strict appeal to moral pre-

cepts, but by showing that "no obstructing of ap-
petites, and only their release in other directions

can really purify them." In addition to the power-
ful influences of heredity and social custom, there

are other important factors that tend to control the

sexual instinct. All of these expedients are enu-
merated as follows: "Before all, that of acquiring
the instinct of chastity from parents : of being
strengthened and protected from childhood against

the dangers of callousness as well as those of soft-

ness ; of being instructed in a refined and gentle way
of the great purpose and great dangers of sexual
destiny ; of receiving impressions through public

opinion of the possibility of self-control and its im-
portance to the happiness of the individual himself
and of the race; of avoiding the abuse of means of

enjoyment, especially of intoxicating liquors, which
both directly and indirectly weaken the will-power
in the case of sexual, as of all other kinds of tempta-
tion. It is beyond question that noble sport, danc-
ing and games—and they are only noble when prac-

tised finely and worthily, with the mind as well as

the body—are a means of replacing and controlling

the sexual instinct. Equally certain is it that bodily

and mental labor, whether undertaken independently
or as a participation in some form of social en-

deavor, is important as occupying and consuming
the sexual powers in a substituted form. All genu-
ine artistic enjoyment is in the highest degree im-
portant for the ennobling of sexual life."

Those who are enlisted in the cause of eugenics
will find inspiration in the words: "Religion, poetry,

art, and social custom have collaborated to elevate

the racial feeling into love. They ought now to col-

laborate again to make the racial feeling conscious
in love. The altars that the ancients built to the

divinities of procreation must be rebuilt. Not for

men and women to assemble around them in fren-

zied orgies, in the red glow of sunset, but in the

golden light of the morning and the joy of creative

day. Family feeling, ancestor-worship, pride of

pure blood will regain, in a new sense, their decisive

power over emotions and actions."

The Enema in the Eighteenth Century.—In

France during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies the enema syringe was the symbol of medi-
cine. The august body of Louis XIV was washed
out by means of it some tliousands of times, and it

is recorded of a royal duchess that she had the

remcde, as it was politely called, furtively adminis-
tered to her even in the presence of the Court. It

was used by everybody who could afford it, and it

was a considerable source of income to the apothe-

caries. Naturally it did not escape the keen eye of

Moliere, who introduces it several times. He rep-

resents M. de Pourceaugnac being pursued with the

instrument by a number of apothecaries, assuring
him that it is benign, and in the ballet which con-
cludes the Malade Imaginaire the apothecaries car-

rying the emblem play a conspicuous part. There is

a curious record of an action brought in 1746
against a canon of Troyes, Frangois Bourjeois, by
what may be called a nurse specialist in the adminis-
tration of enemas. This lady, who had the very

appropriate name of Etiennette Boyeau, brought an
action for recovery of moneys due to her for the

innumerable enemas she had given the patient. As
he would not pay, she put her case into the hands
of an advocate named Grosley. His pleading, which
is given in French memoirs in all seriousness but

which reads like an elaborate jest, set forth that

the canon had for some time been "vexed by a heat-

ed state of the viscera of that enormous acrimony
which causes the generative parts to be extra-

vasated." (Doubtless the writer meant piles.)

Having consulted his physician, the canon was or-

dered the frequent use of "a kind of lenitive com-
monly known under the name of clyster." Etien-

nette Boyeau, who was in high repute for her skill

in the administration of that remedy, was called in,

and she attended on the canon two whole years,

officiating at least once, sometimes as often as six

times, a day. But, though she served him well and
her fee was small, she could get no money out of

the canon. "Three hundred times, at the most in-

teresting moments and in the most supplicating po-

sition, she begged him to relieve her needs, without

his allowing himself to be softened." At length,

in 1746, she brought an action against him. In the

pleading it is stated that "the Sieur Bourjeois took

at least one enema a day and often six, thus taking

on an evarage three enemas a day, giving a total of

2,190 enemas, which at 2 sols 6 deniers make up
the big figure of 273 livres 15 sols. Etiennette con-

sents to reduce the total number of enemas to

2,000, and to reduce her bill to 150 livres instead of

275 livres 15 sols." The canon resisted, but at last,

fearing the publicity of a law court, he paid up.

—

British Medical Journal, September 28, 1912.

Seems Unlikely Just Now.—In spite of the present
drift of the current against the horse we are inclined to

believe that the optimistic writers are correct, and that in

due time the horse will come trotting triumphantly down
the magnificent turnpike of the future, more beautiful,

more highly prized than ever, and that he will take his

important place in the life of the world to minister to

man's pride and pleasure in the utilities and ceremonials
of the day.

—

Motor Car.

Why Tires Do Best on Stale Air.—The less oxygen a
tire gets inside it the better, according to the Michelin tire

expert. The reason is that rubber, while it is practically

airtight, is not perfectly so, the air gradually filtering

through. Of the two principal gases which compose the

air—oxygen and nitrogen—oxygen diffuses through the

rubber the faster, so that as time goes on the percentage of
oxygen may fall quite low. This explains why a new tire

has to be inflated several times before it holds air without
any noticeable loss. .As long as the original air remains
in the tire each inflation increases the proportion of nitro-

gen and thus the loss by diffusion becomes smaller. This
diffusion is responsible, no doubt, for the large proportion

of cars which run on underinflated tires. Of the cars

which stop at the Michelin factory fully 50 per cent, run
on underinflated tires. .'\ tire may seem hard and tight,

but diflfusion may lower the air pressure by as much as

ten pounds. The only way to be sure of obtaining the

proper pressure is to use a tester, and use it not only when
inflating, but periodically—say, once a week.

—

Automobile
Topics.
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SOME STUDIES IN FAMILY HISTORY.*
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NEW YORK.

CHIEF MEDICAL DIRECTOR, THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF

ftEv\ YORK.

In reviewing the medical aspects of life insurance

during the past year, the most important circum-

stance is that the Medico-Actuarial Mortality Inves-

tigation is beginning to bear fruit. The first fasci-

culus which has been sent to all of the companies

contains the new mortality table and new average

tables of weights for men and women. This aver-

age table of weights for men does not differ appre-

ciably from the one prepared in 1897 for this Asso-

ciation by Dr. Geo. R. Shepherd,^ except in the

ages below 25. In these younger ages Dr. Shep-

herd did not have sufficient material, and he lumped
them all together into one age-group, 15 to 24. The
result was that in the ages below 20, his weights

were entirely too high.. Also he was lacking in

data in the extremes of height. Taking it altogether,

however, the new average table for men has added

but little to our previous knowledge.
The new average table for women differs slightly

from the ones prepared by Dr. F. S. Weisse- and
Dr. O. H. Rogers.^ Their tables show dif-

ferences from the new table of two pounds, or less,

usually ; in many cases they coincide. It can De

seen that there is no substantial difference between

the average tables which we already had, and this

contribution from the Medico-Actuarial Investiga-

tion. We must remember that these tables repre-

sent the average weights of selected insurance risks

in this country and Canada, clad and shod at the

time of the examination.

For many years I have felt that the average

weight in the younger and in the older ages does

not coincide with the weight showing the lowest

mortality at those ages. In 1908,* I stated that

weights a little above the average gave the lowest

mortality in the younger ages, and weights a little

below the average gave the lowest mortality in the

older ages. You will remember that Dr. Rogers
demonstrated this most beautifully two years later

to the Association by a model showing the range of

mortality as aft'ected by physique, according to the

experience of The New York Life.

In view of the fact that the Medico-Actuarial

Investigation will soon publish the results of the

mortalities of some 900 classes of weights, should

we not take advantage of this to determine a table

of weights graded according to the best mortality?

Ought not the association take official notice of this

fact and stamp such a table with its approval by
referring the matter to a committee who will pre-

pare it? By so doing, the life insurance companies

*The address of the President at the twenty-third annual
meeting of the Association of Life Insurance Medical
Directors of .America, Oct. 9, 1912.

will then have a table of heights and weights which
will be a standard guide on the determination of the

proper physique. I am confident that such a table

can be prepared and I recommend that a commit-
tee be appointed for that purpose.
^ The new mortality table adopted for the Medico-
Actuarial Investigation is substantially different

from any mortality table heretofore published, espe-

cially in the ages below 50. In these ages, the mor-
tality rate is generally low^r than in other tables,

whether select or ultimate. Furthermore, the ulti-

mate rate is reached in the fifth year of insurance,

which is earlier than usual. Both of these condi-

tions seem to be due to two factors

:

1. The decided improvement in the general mor-
tality of the country, especially in the younger ages,

owing to a marked decrease in the infections dis-

eases, both acute and chronic.

2. A considerable improvement in the methods of

selection in our life insurance companies, whereby
the sub-standard cases are properly classified.

Doubtless, this last factor is very important in mak-
ing the ultimate rate so early. It is also a factor in

reducing the general rate of mortality, but here a

more important item is the improved sanitary condi-

tion of the country.

In the ages above 50, the mortality has not im-

proved appreciably in later years ; in fact, the issues

of 1901-1908 show a mortality of 93 per cent, in

the ages over 60 as compared with a mortality of

91 per cent, in the same ages for the issues of 1885-

1892. This deterioration has occurred in spite of

greater care and skill in examining. In the earlier

period, many companies did not require a chemical

examination of the urine in all cases, a microscopi-

cal examination was rarely made, the blood-pres-

sure was never taken, and the diagnostic training

of the medical examiner was inferior as compared
with the later period.

This fact was well set forth in a paper^ read at

the twenty-first annual meeting of this associa-

tion by Mr. James D. Craig, Assistant Actuary of

The RIetroplitan Life. A careful study of his paper

shows that the mortality has been substantially low-

ered among insured lives in the years before fifty,

but raised in the years subsequent to fifty.

TABLE A

Mortality of
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This phenomenon is present in other countries as

well. The following table A shows how it has

affected the male population of England and Wales :

You will notice that the mortality among males
has improved in all ages below 45 and almost uni-

formly. Beginning with age 45, however, it has

deteriorated in all later age-groups e.\cept the last.

In each of the age-groups 55- and 65- the mortality

in the decade 1891-1900 was 3 per 1000 larger than

in 1841-1850, fifty years earlier. The difference is

even more marked if we compare 1 891 -1900 with the

decade 1851-1860, for here the mortality in the age-
group 55- is 4 less per 1000 and in the age-group
65- it is 5 less per 1000 than in 1891-1900. After
age 75, the mortality has improved, but this has no
great interest for us insurance men.

It seems then to be established that there has been
an increase in deaths sufficiently large to cause an
increased mortality after fifty years of age. This
increase is due to degenerative diseases and has
occurred in spite of all our improvements and our
better knowledge of disease. Even though our
knowledge of zymotic diseases and our skill in pre-

venting and overcoming them has increased more
rapidly than our means of combating the degener-
ative diseases, we ought to have as great success in

treating the latter as our fathers did. Some ex-

planation then must be found to account for the

increased mortality after fifty years of age due to

these diseases.

1. Syphilis may be a little more frequent than for-

merly, though I doubt it. It is treated with much
more thoroughness and certainty and in any case is

a very small factor.

2. The annual consumption per capita of distilled

liquors in this country is just one-half the amount
fifty years ago." The annual consumption per
capita of malt liquors, however, has increased from

5 gallons to 20 gallons. According to Mr. Emory
McClintock,^ beer is more harmful than whis-
key when measured by its alcoholic content. Alcohol
figures largely in the causation of many degenera-
tive diseases and the increased consumption of malt

liquors may be a factor in the increased mortality

from these diseases.

3. Tobacco, tea, and coffee are used more freely

than formerly,^ but their relation to disease has
not been established. It may be that deaths from
heart disease are hastened by their use, thereby in-

directly increasing the mortality from this. Tobacco
is accused also of causing arteriosclerosis, though
this theory is not yet accepted by the medical pro-

fession. In any case, they must be regarded as

small factors in the causation of these diseases, and
altogether they seem insufficient to account for

more than a small part of the increased mortality.

4. A great deal has been said about the nervous
strain of our modern complex life. Undoubtedly,
insanity has increased, though part of the increase

is due to its prompter recognition and the nearly

universal treatment in institutions, by whom all the

cases are accurately reported. It is not a frequent

cause of death, however. In 1910 in the registration

area of the United States, including more than one-
half of the population of the continental United
States, there were recorded 588,093 deaths among
those of five years and upwards, of which 4605 were
due to all varieties of mental alienation. This is less

than 0.8 per cent, of all deaths of five years and
over, and insanity, therefore, is not an appreciable

factor in increasing the death rate after 50.

When we come to study the deaths from other

nervous diseases, we find some very instructive facts.

If there is any truth in the theory that the hurly-

burly and worrying pressure of our modern business

life lowers vitality and increases mortality, it should

be capable of demonstration in the deaths due to

diseases of the nervous system. That system would
naturally be the first one to break down under such

a strain. If there be any such strain it

should show itself in the cities much more
than in the rural districts, for life is undoubtedly

more placid and less exciting in the country. Now,
the registration-states in 1910 contained 47,610,525

population, of which 25,047,702 (53 per cent.) lived

in cities of 10,000 and upwards, and 22,562,823

(47 per cent.) in rural districts.

The following table shows the actual number of

deaths and the rate of mortality per 100,000 of popu-

lation in each of these areas for several of the de-

generative diseases :*

TABLE B

Mortality in Cities anrl Rural Parts of the Registration-States from
Different Diseases

Cities.

Rural
Parts

Cancer

20,505
81.4
15,859
70.1

Diabetes
Organic
Disease
of the
Heart

Nephritis,
Brights
Disease

4.232
16.8
3.050
13.5

36,618
14S.4
31,162
137.8

28,031
111.3
17,319
76.6

Cerebral
Hemorrhage

and
Softening

18,537
73.6

18,672
82.5

This table shows that the cities gave a higher mor-

tality rate than the country in the case of cancer,

diabetes, organic diseases of the heart and Bright's

disease. When it comes to cerebral hemorrhage
and softening, however, the mortality rate in the

cities is distinctly lower than in the country. In

truth, this theory that nervous strain causes an ap-

preciable increase in mortality has no real standing.

It should be cast out into the lumber-yard of dis-

carded and rejected ideas. Probably, the former

times have seemed to man at all epochs to be "the

good old days." Doubtless when our forefathers

i>egan to live in caves and lost their tails through

disuse and atrophy, they looked back with regret at

"the good old days" when their fathers built nests

in the trees. They told each other that the nervous

strain of dodging saber-toothed tigers and cave-

bears was too much, and that they must go back to

the simple life of the tree-tops.

5. The great increase in our city population, both

actual and relative, has materially changed our

habits with regard to muscular exercise. The mul-

tiplication of athletic clubs of all sorts and the in-

crease of athletic games and competitions do not

affect the great mass of city people, for only a very

small percentage are anything but spectators. In

city life very little exercise is taken by the average

man, except among the manual workers who are

not apt to seek ordinary insurance, and the facilities

of transportation are so great that walking is cheer-

fully avoided by everj'body who has five cents.

These conditions are almost reversed in country life.

In the matter of physical exercise then we can say

that there has been a great change among the people

of this country in the past fifty years. Furthermore,

this condition seems liable to increase rather than

diminish. Lack of exercise may be a factor of some

value in the causation of degenerative diseases which

are usually found in those above fifty.

6. It has been said that these degenerative dis-

eases are largely due to overeating and that this has

increased in the past fifty years. There is much truth
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in the statement that overeating is an important fac-

tor in the causation of arteriosclerosis, Bright's

disease, apoplexy, heart disease and other degenera-

tive diseases. A study of the causes of death among
overweights* shows this conclusively. There is

grave doubt, however, whether overeating has in-

creased during the past fifty years. If we compare
the menus of the public dinners prior to the Civil

War with those of the present day, the latter are

much shorter and simpler than the former. In pri-

vate life too our grandfathers were lustier trencher-

men than their degenerate grandsons, if we can

believe what they have told us. Tlie truth seems tn

be that we now eat as much as we can stow away,

and so did they, and perhaps their capacity was a

little greater than ours.

7. A factor of great importance in causing the

increased mortality after fifty is the unquestioned

decrease of mortality in the earlier ages. Up to

about one hundred vears ago the infectious disease^,

both acute and chronic, acted as filters for the elim-

ination of human weaklings in infancy, childhood,

and young adult life. Undoubtedly they also killed

a good many robust specimens in the process, but

the survivors were left without harmful sequel and
with comparative immunity from subsequent trouble.

I'or more than a century, in fact since Jenner dem-
onstrated the value of vaccination, the human race

has been changing this natural method of self-

improvement. In the past thirty years since Koch
discovered the tubercle bacillus, we have rid our-

selves largely of nature's racial filters. A great many
now reach adult life who would formerly have been

killed before that time. Many of these have no

capacity for living a long life. Perhaps if the same
minute care were taken of them throughout their

life as in their childhood and youth, they might
survive to a decent old age. The lusts of the world,

the flesh, and the devil, the need of self-support, the

providing for a family, and the competition with

robust vitality prevent any such care. They die be-

fore attaining old age of some disease which would
not have proved fatal in a more resistant individual.

No statistical proof can be given of this theory,

and it can only stand by the exclusion of other pos-

sible causes. We cannot demonstrate that a man
dying in the forties or fifties would have died in

childhood or youth from some zymotic disease if

he had happened to catch it then. But the com-
bination of this with the increased consumption of

malt liquors, tobacco, tea and coftee, and the in-

creasing lack of exercise seems to be sufticient to

produce the increase in the death-rate after fifty

years of age. Furthermore, the theory explains

the acknowledged facts without any strain, and will

bear close criticism.

For us Medical Directors whose business it is to

secure a favorable mortality for our companies at

all ages of life, the next step is to ascertain how we
can pick out these individuals in apparent health, but

without capacity for long life. This part of the

problem will be difficult, for no reliable tests are now
apparent. The Medico-Actuarial Mortality Investi-

gation will doubtless show come conclusions of

value from a study of the medical impairments.

Perhaps, for instance, it may show that neuras-

thenia is the expression of an organic weakness
tending to shorten life, though not amounting to a

disease. We have been taught that neurasthenics

live forever, but the eternity may be due merely to

their everlasting nagging and fretting and their in-

sistent selfishness which demands constant care and

attention from others. Against this idea is the fact

that the Jews are both neurasthenic and long-lived.

The Specialized Mortality Investigation showed
that functional cardiac conditions, such as an inter-

mittent, irregular or frequent pulse, were much more
serious after forty years of age than before. Per-
haps the Medico-Actuarial Investigation with its

lower death-rates in the younger ages will show that

these conditions must not be disregarded in the

young.
Perhaps we will learn more exact rules regarding

the significance of arterial hypertension and hypo-
tension at different ages.

Some two years ago, coiisule Willardo, while

thinking over this question of the increased death-

rates in ages over 50, it occurred to me that it might
be possible to determine whether different grades of

parental longevity appreciably influenced the vitality

of the offspring. We were just beginning to write

the cards for the Medico-Actuarial Investigation

and the opportunity was at hand. The greatest diffi-

culty lay in defining a long-lived family historj', and
I finally had to break this up into three groups, with

a definition for each group. Definitions for an aver-

age family history and a short-lived family history

gave no difficulties. Following are the definitions

of these various groups which will hereafter in

this paper be called symbols

:

Symbol A—Both parents reached 70.
" B—One parent and two grandparents

reached 70—other parent living.
" C—Both parents living below 70, and

three grandparents reached 70.
" D—All cases between the above and E are

to be classed as D.
" E—Both parents dead below 60.

As you will see, these symbols are arranged in the

order of definite longevity of the parents, for I am
sceptical regarding the ages of grandparents as fur-

nished by applicants for life insurance. However,
in Symbols B and C we had to refer back to grand-

parental ages, and this naturally raises a question

as to the validity of these symbols. One circum-

stance tends to show that the information contained

in Symbols B and C is reasonably reliable. For the

nine years during which the family symbols were
noted, the entire number of applications to the Com-
pany, which were studied for the investigation,

amounted to 320.000. Of these only 167,564

(52 per cent.) could be classified under the various

symbols. In some cases the ages of the parents

did not permit the risks to be classified. In many
cases, however, the applications studied in this in-

vestigation failed to give the history of the grand-

parents in sufficient detail to enable us to classify

them under the proper symbol. Such indefinite

terms as "old," "very old." "about 70," etc., were
carefully excluded and only positive statements as

to age were accepted.

With regard to Symbol D, the lower limit is not

easy to define but usually one parent must have

reached 60. The upper boundaries varied a good
deal. It might be that one parent had attained 70
and the other parent was living below 70, but only

one grandparent instead of two had reached 70-

The case would then be classified in D and not in B.

Similarly both parents might be living below 70,

but less than three grandparents had attained 70.

The case would then be classified in D and not in C.

Both of the cases just cited might have the poten-

tiality of long life, but this fact could not be decided

until some years later. Symbol D therefore may
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contain some cases which in time would show a

long-lived family history and the fact must be re-

membered when we come to study the mortality of

the various symbols. Outside of these cases, Sym-
bol D contains those applicants, both of whose par-
ents if dead had attained 60, but neither of whose
parents had passed 70.

The definitions of Symbols A and E are so exact

that no further explanation of their composition is

needed.

The nine years of the companys business, 1891-

1899, constituted the period during which we noted
these facts regarding parental longevity. This pe-

riod covers the middle point of the Medico-Actu-
arial Investigation, though lying mostly anterior to

that point both as regards years of issue and vohmie
of business. During the entire period, medical
selection by the Company was homogeneous and the

conditions of the policies issued did not vary greatly.

The great majority of applications were for limited

payment life policies and practically no term insur-

ance was written. In order to secure complete ho-
mogeneity in this study, the following measures
were taken.

In the first place, all cases showing any medical
impairments were discarded. Likewise all question-

able or hazardous occupations, including the entire

68 kinds called for by the Medico- .Actuarial Investi-

gation were discarded. These two amounted to

47,938. Then those cases belonging in the over-

weight build-groups 3, 4 and 5, amounting to 2,672,

were discarded. Then those cases belonging to the

light-weight build-groups 8 and 9, amounting to 364,
were discarded. As a result of these measures, the

original number of entrants, 167,564, was reduced
to 116,590. This mass seemed to be quite homo-
geneous in most respects, for it consisted of white
men residing in the United States and Canada, with-

out any medical impairments in their personal or

family history, following favorable occupations, and
whose weight came within the limits set forth in the

following table:
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the strength of the family history, or that the history

of grandparental longevity was not reliable. An ap-

plicant is easily tempted to bolster up a weak point

in his personal record by an appeal to his ances-

tors. The mortality in Symbol D shows that even

an average family history will bear some impair-

ment. A shortlived family history, however, will

not stand any as shown by a mortality of 140 per

cent, in E. It is a substantial impairment in itself.

3. The overweights were not numerous, amount-
ing in all to 2,672, only about 1.6 per cent, of the

original entrants. Nearly one-half occurred in the

long-lived family history group, and the burden was
rather too heavy, as shown by a mortality of 141 per

cent, for the three symbols A, B, and C. A short

lived family history Can evidently bear very little

in the line of overweight, for the mortality there

was 156 per cent. Although the fact does not ap-

pear in this table, it is important to know that the

mortality among the overweights was much higher

in all five symbols from the age of 40 upward than

it was in the earlier ages.

4. The underweight mortality is not very bad, but

the deaths are too few in all symbols for any definite

deductions.

In making this study, no attention was paid to the

causes of death among parents or grandparents, for

I am frankly skeptical as to the value of this infor-

mation as found in the examinations of applicants

for life insurance. We only excluded those who
showed among parents, brothers, or sisters, one or

more cases of tuberculosis, or two or more cases of

apoplexy and paralysis, or of diabetes, or of cancer,

or of insanity, or of epilepsy, or of heart disease.

Remembering this limitation of our material, it is

of interest to note the causes of death among the

offspring of these various grades of family history,

or in other words, among the policyholders whom
we have been studying.

Before entering upon this analysis, it must be

premised that the mode of exit among human be-

ings is considerably influenced by the age at exit,

or to put it in other words, that the cause of death

depends to a marked degree on the age at death.

We expect to find among those dying under 30 a

very large percentage of the causes of death to fall

under the two heads, acute general diseases "A"
and tuberculosis. In fact, under 30 these two in

my company amounted to 55 per cent. Conversely,

the degenerative diseases are very scarce under 30.

After 30 they become gradually more numerous,
though still comparatively few until about age 50.

During this time the acute general diseases "A"
and tuberculosis become less common and after 50
are distinctly rare. There are numerous other fac-

tors which help in determining the mode of exit.

such as overweight which predisposes to degenera-

tive diseases, and underweight which predisposes

to tuberculosis and pneumonia, but we must never

forget that the age at exit has a greater influence

than any other single factor.

Table 6 shows the causes of death in each of the

symbols.

A study of this table shows us that

:

1. In Symbol A we find that acute general dis-

eases and tuberculosis account for 13.3 per cent.

This low rate is largely due to the fact that only

4.5 per cent, of the entrants were below age 30.

2. In Symbol B 31.1 per cent, and in Symbol C
36.5 per cent, of the deaths were from tuberculosis

and acute general diseases, although the percentage

mortality of each of these symbols was a shade bet-

ter than in Symbol A. The much greater fre-

quency of these diseases in B and C arises from the

fact that 32 per cent, of the entrants in B were

under 30 and 70 per cent, in C.

3. In Symbol D 27.6 per cent, of the deaths were

from these two sets of causes and the entrants under

30 amounted to 47 per cent.

4. In Symbol E although the entrants under 30

amounted to 31 per cent only 22.5 per cent, of the

deaths were from these two sets of causes. This

was unexpected, for on account of the higher mor-

tality in this symbol the deaths occurred earlier than

in A. If the percentage of entrants under 30 had

been the same in E as in A, the total deaths from

these two causes would have amounted only to 3.4

per cent, in E. The actual number of those who
died before reaching age 30 was too small in both A
and E to admit of more elaborate analysis.

When the degenerative diseases were analyzed, it

was found that the deaths from each were too few

to make any positive deductions. We therefore

added together the deaths from these diseases, which

are usually regarded as typical degenerative diseases

—cancer, diabetes, cerebral apoplexy and paralysis

and softening, organic disease of the heart, angina-

pectoris, arteriosclerosis, nephritis, and Bright's

disease. This table shows the results of each sym-

bol, divided into those who died before 50 and those

who died at 50 and over. The percentage is in

terms of the deaths from all causes incurred in each

symbol in the corresponding age-period.
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ing possible medical impairments. These constitute

the 13 classes from 49 to 61. The 7 classes from
49 to 55 cover tuberculosis in the family. The
other family history classes from 56 to 61 cover two
or more cases of apoplexy or paralysis, of heart dis-

ease, of cancer, of diabetes, of insanity, or of epi-

lepsy. In all cases the term family means parents,

brothers and sisters, but does not extend to grand-
parents or collaterals. Living parents, brothers, or

sisters afflicted with one of these diseases are

reckoned as if dead from it. While making a record
of these classes, we also noted the longevity of the
family as a whole, dividing the cases mto the sym-
bols A, B, C, D, and E, in accordance with the defi-

nitions already given. Here again we found that

often the case could not be classified according to

longevity, and these cases will be grouped under
Symbol X as indeterminate.

When we came to analyze these classes, we found
that the material was rather scanty save in 53 and
55. In these two the material was sufficient to

justify an elaborate analysis, but in the others we
have had to content ourselves with what subdivi-
sions the material permitted. In all classes the same
conditions were observed as in the untainted family
history symbols. Only white men were included,
and the 68 occupations called for by the Medico-
Actuarial Mortality Investigation were discarded.
In one respect, however, the composition of these
classes differed from the ones we have already dis-

cussed. The year of issue began with 1885 instead
of 1891. and extended to 1908 instead of ending with
1899. The period of observation terminated in both
cases with the anniversary of the policy in 1909.

So far as medical impairments are concerned,
those prior to number 49 were eliminated and these

•cover all the more important and more common
ones. Those medical impairments which are named
in the Medico-Actuarial list following the family

history classes were included, but these are ver\-

infrequent, with the exception of hernia. In the

Mutual Life, policyholders with hernia were al-

ways required to wear a truss, so the influence of

this factor may be disregarded.

Let us then take up for consideration Medical
Impairment Class No. 53, one brother or sister

dead of tuberculosis, or afflicted with it. In study-

ing tuberculosis in the family it seemed to be neces-

sary to take the weight of the entrants into con-
sideration, and each symbol was divided into the

lighter weights and the heavier weights, according
as they fell above or below the following scale

:
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TABLE F
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classes was undoubtedly influenced by this idea,
though considered by itself, heredity ought to favor
53-

5. Perhaps the family histories in 53E are not
reliable. In this class the applicant acknowledges
that a brother or sister has died of tuberculosis and
that both of his parents have died under sixty, but
not of tuberculosis. It may be that in some of
these cases one or both parents did die of tubercu-
losis. If so, the case would properly belong in 51E
or 49 E. In these classes the mortality is much
higher than in 53 E as will be shown.
The definition of Medical Impairment Class 50

is "one parent and two or more brothers or sisters
dead of tuberculosis or afllicted with it." The class
was small and naturally contained almost none in
Symbols A, B, and C. Tables 19, 20, 21, and 22
show the results in the whole class, and in Syiiibols
X, D, and E.

I. The results in the whole class are fairly good,
the mortality being only 106 per cent. Below 40
it is quite bad, 172 per cent., but above that age it

is only 86 per cent.

2. X shows a mortality of 67 per cent., D of 105
per cent., and E of 200 per cent., but the number
of deaths in each symbol is too few to warrant
any conclusions. It is interesting, though, to note
that the rise in mortality accords with the fall in
family longevity.

3. Theoretically, the class ought to show a much
larger mortality than 106 per cent. Doubtless the
cases vyere picked with great care. When the class
was divided into build-groups, it was found that
the distribution diiTered greatly from that in 53 and
55. In these the build-group i, which represents
the very moderate overweights, contained 14 per
cent, of all entrants, but in 50 it contained 22 per
cent. The light-weight build-groups in 53 con-
tained 44 per cent, of the entrants and in 55, 52 per
cent, of the entrants, but in 30 only 20 per' cent, of
the entrants. This weight distribution must be of
great influence in determining the low mortality in

50, and with the greater care in selection may suf-
fice to account for it.

The definition of Medical Impairment Class No.
52 is "two or more brothers or sisters dead from
tuberculosis or afflicted with it." This class is not
very large, and probably contains few with more
than two cases of tuberculosis in the family record.
Symbols X, A. and D contained sufficient entrants
to permit their subdivision into the lighter and
heavier weights, but B, C, and E were too small.
Tables 23, 24, 25, and 26 show the results of our
analysis.

I. The class as a whole is a little inferior, the
mortality being 108 per cent., though in the entrants
above 50 it is distinctly good. The risks were cer-
tainly picked with care, but in spite of this, the mor-
tality in ages below 40 was 142 per cent. The age
group 40-49 shows a mortality of 127 per cent, but
this is due almost entirely to the heavier weights,
who show a mortality of 144 per cent, in this age
group, the actual deaths amounting to 55.

2. X shows a mortality of 115 per cent, for the
whole symbol. The lighter weights are good, giv-
ing only 97 per cent, as against 121 per cent, "for
the heavier weights. These mortalities go against
the rule. Perhaps the irregularity is due to the
small number of deaths, or it may be that we at-
tached too much importance to weight as an anti-
dote to the tubercular family history. We may
have thought that if a little overweight was good

ISSUE OF 1891 TO 1899. EXPOSURE OF 1891 TO 1909

TABLE 1

Symbol A. Both Parents Reached 70

Ages at
Entry
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TABLE 6

Deaths From Specified and Classified Diseases for Each Symbol

ISSUE OF 1885 TO 1908—EXPOSURE OP 1885 TO 1909

M. I. No. 53. One Brother or Sister Dead of Tuberculosis

TABLE 7

All Symbols and All Builds

M. I. No.

TABLE 8

53. Symbol X. Entire

Ages at
Entry
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TABLE 9

No. 53. Symbol A. Entii

Ages at
Entry

All Ages.

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

60 & Ov

Total ....

Number
of

Entrants
Exposu

Deaths

Expected

3.141
I

20,568 253.7
Lighter Weights—Build Groups 6

Ratio

Actual

54
433
441
182
35

475
2,914
2,988
1,143
203

2.2
18.9
31.9
27.7
9.9

1.145 7,723 90.6
Heavier Weights—Build Groups 0,

199

7, 8, 9

30
24
20
4

78.
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TABLE 15

M. I. No. 55. Symbol X. Entire

A?es at
E.itry
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TABLE 22

M. I. No. 50. Symbol E. Entire
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ISSUE OF 1885 TO 1908—EXPOSURE OF 1885 TO 1909

M. I. No. 51. One Parent and a Brother or Sister Dead of Tubercu-
losis

TABLE 27

All Symbols and All Builds

Ages at
Entry

15-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

60 & Ov.

Number
of

Entrants
Exposures

Deaths

Expected Actual

Ratio

Total.

33
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TABLE 33

Issues of 1885 to 1908. Exposures of 188S to 1909. Deaths from Specified and Classified Diseases

Cause of Death
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M. I.

TABLE 38

No. 56. Symbol X. Entire

Ages at
Entry
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The former showed a mortality of 123 per cent,

and the latter one of 125 per cent. These results

are practically identical and I hesitate to accept them
as conclusive, for we expect to find the combination

of apoplexy in the family history and heavy weight

to make for a higher mortality.

Heredity, infection, or environment seems to have

a decided effect in determining the mode of exit for

21 per cent, of the deaths were due to apoplexy or

paralysis, as compared with 8 per cent, among all

men. Curiously only two deaths, less than 3 per

cent., occurred from tuberculosis.
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PROGRESSIVE CURVATURE OF THE RA-
DIUS (MADELUNG'S DEFORMITY) COR-

RECTED BY OSTEOTOMY.*
By HENRY LING TAYLOR, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

FftOFESSOR OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY, POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL;
ASSISTANT ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON, HOSPITAL FOR

RUPTURED AND CRIPPLED.

In the year 1878 Madehmg, a German surgeon,

described very clearly a deforinity at the wrist,

which he called spontaneous subluxation of the

hand forward. Since then this affection has been

recognized and described by numerous authors and
the subject has been admirably summarized by Stet-

ten, who gives a critical resume of the literature

with 91 references and short histoyies of the 64

shows that the deformity comes on slowly, without

any clearly assignable cause, at the beginning of

puberty or just before. Of the 64 collected cases

Fig. 2—Case I, October 27, 1910.

55 were females, 8 males, and in one the sex was
not stated. In 43 the affection was bilateral, in 20

unilateral, and in one uncertain. The deformity

Fig. 1—Case I, 15 months before operation.
Fig. 3—Case 1. February 3, 1912. Lateral view of right, antero-

posterior of left. Before operation.

cases reported up to 1909. Briefly the literature consisted in 62 cases in a displacement of the hand

*T5 J .. .1. TT- . T^ . - Ty 1. r .u i>r J- 1 forward, with marked projection of the ulna back-
*Read at the First District Branch of the Medical , o, • _ , ., .1 i- 1 j

Society of the State of New York, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
October 4, 19 12.

ward. Skiagrams show that the radius is bowed
with the concavity toward the plantar aspect, car-
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rying the carpus and hand with it ; the ulna, how-
ever, does not follow, but becomes separated from
the carpus and projects strongly backward. The
shaft of the radius is often bowed laterally away

fig. 4^Case I after operations.

from the shaft of the ulna. The palmar deviation

of the radius may be throughout a good part of the

shaft or may be confined to the lower end. In two
cases reported by Kirmisson and Stetten, the ra-

dius deviated dorsally and the wrist deformity was
the reverse of the one described.

Local pain, tenderness, weakness, stifTness, and
disability are usually associated with this affection,

varying in intensity in different individuals and at

different stages, but the hands may usually be used
in moderation, and under such conditions pain is

not a striking feature. The affection runs through
its various stages and after a few years becomes
quiescent; the deformity and some disability re-

main.

The causation is still obscure, but it seems to

be associated with irregularity of growth at the

lower end of the radius, and with the physiological
softness and laxity of the tissues at puberty. It is

at times a familial aff'ection and abortive forms may
also be found in such families. Some writers have
considered the affection congenital, which it quite

certainly is not, but a congenital dislocation of the

lower end of the ulna backward without bowing
of the radius has been described by Fosdick Jones.
Most of the authors have little to suggest in the

way of treatment, but Duplay in 1885 proposed

Fig. 5—Case I after operations.

linear osteotomy of the lower end of the radius,

and reports two successful results. Delbet also re-

ports a case. Paulson in 1905 proposed oblique

osteotomy of the radius, and reports two cases,

one successful. He remarks that the operation is

hardly applicable to the cases where the bend is

low down. Successful cases have been since re-

ported by Putti and Lenormant. In addition Peck-

ham dissected out fibrous tissue below the lower

end of the ulna and forced the latter back into po-

sition. The literature as tabulated by Stetten,

therefore, gives us seven osteotomies, five success-

ful, and Peckham's operation as the operative ex-

perience. The references to the affection in the

textbooks are few, short and indefinite. The
writer has seen several cases besides the two which
follow, but unfortunately their notes are not avail-

able.

Case I.

—

Progressive Curvature of Both Radii—
Cuneiform Osteotomy—Cure.—The first case to be

carefully studied by the writer was Helen R., first

seen at the Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled,

October, 1910, and then a healthy girl of thirteen.

Fig. 6—Case I, March II, 1912, right operated upon February 14,
1912. Left not operated upon.

There were four brothers and three sisters, and
none of the family had ever had any weakness or

deformity of the wrist. She was a school girl and
had not done hard work. Our pediatric expert.
Dr. Walter Strang, pronounced the patient free

from signs of previous rickets. She had had diph-
theria at eight and typhoid at nine. At eleven,

after using a hatchet she noticed some pain about
the right wrist. She has had this pain in both wrists

at tinres since, especially after working, but more
in the right. The hands have gradually become
dropped and displaced forward, and the ulna very
prominent dorsally. For six months or more this

deformity has been marked and the wrists have
been weak and somewhat stiff. The right wrist can
be extended barely to a straight line with the fore-

arm
; when this is done the superficial wrist flexors

are very tense. The left hand may be extended
somewhat further. The right hand is fixed in semi-
pronation, no rotation being possible; on the left
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side pronation and supination are limited. The
motion at the elbow is free, but the carrying angle

is greater than is usual. Radiograms showed the

lower end of the radius deviated forward and

Kight Left.

Fig. ;—Case I, .\pril 26, 1912. Right operated upon February 14,
1912. Left operated upon March 27, 1912.

turned somewhat toward the ulna; the part of the

end of each radius adjacent to the ulna was rari-

fied ; the shaft of each radius was also bowed away
from the shaft of the ulna. It will be noticed that

pain was not a prominent feature, and while stiff-

ness and deformity were pronounced the disability

was not extreme; the hands could still be used for
many things. It was believed that the deformity
at the wrists was due to the sharp deviation of the
lower end of the radius and it was decided after

more than a year's observation to do a cuneiform
osteotomy, base dorsal, at the lower end of the
radius, as proposed by Stetten, to correct this. Dur-
ing the interval of study the condition of the pa-
tient liad not changed appreciably.

Fig. 8—Case IL

February 12, 1912.—The right hand could be
passively extended to straight and flexed to 45°;
there was no rotation. The left hand could be pas-
sively extended to 45° beyond straight, flexed 70°,

rotation somewhat limited, active movements sev-
eral degree less. Pressure above wrist between the
ulna and radius was painful; forced flexion was
painful on the right side.

Fig. 9—Case II.

February 14, 1912.—^^A cuneiform osteotomy with
a dorsal base of j-s inch was done on the right side
and the lower fragment with the carpus and hand
bent sharply upward at the point of division. The
forearm and hand were put up in about 30° of
extension. The simple operation was done through
a 2-inch incision at the radio-dorsal border of the
forearm, i inch above the wrist joint. The cor-
rection was effected without difficulty and tlie hand
and ulna at once went into place as the flist^l frag-

ment, with the carpus and hand, was extended. In
six days the patient was discharged fmm the hos-

Fig. 10—Case II, May 8, 1912.

pital, there having been no reaction, and two days
later the plaster splint was split down at the sides,

the wound inspected and found to be healed ; motion
at the wrist was found to be increased.
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On March 2^ the same operation was done on
the left radius with the same result.

On May 3, 1912, there was about 35° flexion,

about 45° extension, and about one-half the normal
amount of rotation. On the left side there was
45^ of flexion and also of extension and normal
rotation. The patient has done well to date, but

she has been advised to apply the palmar splints

at night to keep the wrists extended, as there ap-

peared to be a slight tendency to recontraction of

the flexors. There was full and free use of the

fingers. The patient now is free from deformity,

has no pain, and has excellent use of the hands

;

motion has increased somewhat since ihe last note.

C.\SE II.

—

Bilateral Progressive Curi-ature of the

Radii.—Elsie B., a healthy girl of fifteen, was seen

in Mav, 1912, at the Hospital for the Ruptured and

Crippled. She had been a healthy baby, breast

fed, but had an attack of pneumonia in infancy

Fig. 11.—Case II, May 8, 1912.

and at six years ; she had also had measles, whoop-
ing cough, and mumps in childhood, and bronchitis

a year ago. She was pronounced free from signs

of previous rickets by Dr. Strang. There were no
cases of wrist deformity or weakness in the family.

She goes to school and has done no hard work. She
noticed the prominence of the ulnae on the back

of the wrists about two years ago, and this has

increased since. She had some pain over the ulnar

prominences, but not severe or continuous, princi-

pally in the right wrist. The troulile has grown
worse for the last few months, and the wrists have

felt weak. Has apparent displacement of the hands

forward, and marked dorsal prominence of the

lower ends of the ulnse. Motion is nearly normal in

all directions. She extends both wrists to 60° be-

yond straight, and flexes to 90°
;
pronation and

supination normal. She has a slight scoliosis to the

left, but complains of no other troubles. This pa-

tient has only slight pain, and disability, and almost
no stiffness. The skiagrams show a forward de-

viation of the radius at its lower end, caused by a

curvature of the lower half of the shaft, which
is also curved away from the ulna. There is also

some obliquity of the radiocarpal articulation of

the epiphyseal line of the radius, and some de-

creased density at the part nearest the ulna. Os-
teotomy was advised, but has not been accepted.

These histories give a fair idea of the symp-
tomatology of these cases, and the skiagrams of the

pathological anatomy. The first case shows a sharp

bend at the lower end of the radius blocking motion

;

the second shows a more gradual and diffuse curve.

There seems to be some disturbance of the area of

active ossification adjacent to the distal epiphysis

of the radius, where growth is most active, and
the deformity seems to be the result of asymmetrical
growth. The cause and nature of the process are

unknown, but there is nothing to connect it with

early rickets, and late rickets has never been more
than a doubtful hypothesis. The process may have
to do with an exaggeration of the physiological

bone softening and tissue laxity of puberty, and may
be analogous to adolescent coxa vara, bow leg,

knock knee, and flat foot. The aft'ection seems to

go through an active stage and then to become
quiescent. The accrued deformities and the dis-

abilities determined by these are, so far as we kwow,
permanent, unless corrected by operation. As we
have seen, the deformity is easily corrected by a

cuneiform or linear osteotomy at the lower end of

the radius. Once the characteristics of the de-

formity are borne in mind the diagnosis is easy,

though there are several deformities with which it

may be confused, such as those due to an old frac-

ture or dislocation at or near the wrist, and con-

genital dislocation of the ulna backward without

curvature of the radius as described by Fosdick

Jones. The history and skiagraphic examination

will serve to separate such cases from those of

progressive curvature of the radius.

The two cases related in this paper were shown
at the Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled to

the members of the American Orthopedic Asso-
ciation May 29, 19 1 2, when Dr. Charles H. Jaeger
also showed a girl of 17 with a similar bilateral

deformity of the wrists, with radiograms showing
radial curvature. The affection is probably not so

rare as the small number of cases reported would
indicate and as it is easily diagnosed, it is to be

hoped that increasing numbers will be recognized

and relieved by proper treatment. It is suggested

that the affection be known as progressive or spon-i

taneous curvature of the radius.
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SOME CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS IN
THREE CASES OF HUNTINGTON'S

CHOREA.
By max a. BAHR, M.D.,

INDIANAPOLIS.

CLINICAL PSYCHIATER, CENTRAL INDIANA HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE.

Case I.—Female, age forty-six years. Mother, two
aunts on mother's side, and one cousin were choreic.

Patient had eleven children in thirteen years; four
of the chililren are exceedingly nervous and one of
them is described as having "jerky spells." Mother
of patient was also insane. Father died of cancer
of the omentum. One uncle insane.

Patient had always been in fairly good health until

the age of thirty-five years, when she began to have
"peculiar twitchings." These movements were first

noted in the upper extremities and it was fully two
years before they became general as at the present

Fig. 1.—Showing the facial grimacing and contortion, the patient
attempting to control the involuntary and incoordinate movements
of her arms by clasping the hands.

time. The lower extremities apparently became in-

volved last. The patient's mental change has been
noted for about two years, .'^he became aware of
her heritage and was consequently rather seclusive

with pronounced suicidal tendencies. She also be-
came exceedingly suspicious, vulgar, and profane.
Later she developed distinct paranoid ideas, believ-

ing that even members of her family were working
and plotting against her.

The patient presents on examination involun-
tary muscular movements of large range and whole
groups of muscles are set into action momentarily.
This gives the patient the appearance of posturing
and grimacing from eccentricity, and when the
lower extremities are set in action there is a dancing
movement. The queer contortions of the face and
head and incoordinate poses of the upper extremi-
ties will be noted in Fig. i. Most of the muscles of
the body appear to be simultaneously aflfected. In
the speech there is noted an interrupted articulation

which appears to be due to the altered muscular
movements of the buccal cavity, pharynx, and respi-

ratory muscles. Disturbance in sensation is nega-

tive, with the exception of a slight decrease in the

sensibility to pain. The special senses are unaltered.

Incoordination is very marked ; for instance, when
the patient is asked to bring the forefinger to the

nose, she attempts to do so in a series of zigzags

and fails entirely. It is absolutely impossible for

her to walk in a straight line. All movements sub-

side during sleep.

Although the chorea has existed for nine years,

the amount of mental impairment is very slight and
the paranoid ideas above referred to, as mentioned
in commitment record, we believe to have been
greatly exaggerated. There is only a very mild

degree of dementia. There is considerable depres-

sion of spirits but not in the sense of a melancholia.

There have been no suicidal inclinations manifested
during the woman's stay in the institution. The
patient at times becomes very irritable. No hallu-

cinations could be ascertained.

Case II.—^Female, age forty-two years. One aunt

had chorea which appeared at the age of thirty-four

yars. Otherwise no history of the disease could be

ascertained. Mother died of some complications

following measles. Grandfather was insane.

Father was killed while in a state of intoxication.

Her mother was considered somewhat "nervous."
There was never anything unusual reported as to

her birth which would lead one to infer that there

could have been anything abnormal.
Patient as a child was always considered rather

weakly, although she never had any real illness.

Attended school but a few short terms and has had
practically but very little education. Can read and
write, but otherwise is very ignorant. She worked
about in families and on the farm where she was
brought up until she was married at the age of

twenty-eight. Her husband was a very heavy
drinker.

After her first husband's death the patient remar-
ried, but this marriage proved to be a failure, as

she states that "this man married me in order to

obtain possession of my property." After he
learned that he could not do so he left her and she

has not heard from him for several years.

No history of alcoholism on the part of the pa-

tient. Said that she had always had a lot of friends

and had always gotten along nicely with people until

her present trouble which had dated back about five

years. She said that her entire trouble was merely
the result of her son trying to obtain possession of
her property. That he had resorted to every means
to do so. This son was a drinker and frequently

became intoxicated and abused her. Patient had
had three miscarriages without apparent cause.

Said that her son became ill last spring and that

he had a nurse stay with him during his illness who
afterward lived illegitimately with him in his

mother's home. "This whole afifair was merely to

crowd me out in the streets and take possession of

my property." "Did they ever try to poison you or

in any way get you out of the way?" "Yes, I be-

came very much afraid of this woman, because she

has threatened to get me out of the way. Later I

refused to eat in my own house, as I feared that

there might be poison in the food."

Patient on entering the room appeared rather

cheerful and said that she was glad to come over
for an examination. No hallucinations could be
ascertained at this time. Said that she thought that

they might have tried to put poison in her food at
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home, but here everybody was her friend and that

she had no fear of anything of that nature.

EmotionaHsm has always been about normal since

the patient has been in the institution. At times she

becomes "quite blue" to think of the way she had
been treated, but she soon forgets about it. No
marked dementia could be ascertained. The patient

answered all questions within her educational sphere

correctly. Of course, as stated above, the patient is

very ignorant and questions had to be very limited.

She recognized her surroundings and knew every-

thing that was going on about her. No disturbance

in the attention, no delusions of any consequence
could be ascertained. There was a slight element

of ideas of persecution, but there appeared to be

considerable basis for her belief as some of the

stories she related were true. Patient has been well

behaved on the ward and appeared to be well satis-

fied. Said that she has been better treated here

than at any time in her life.

On physical examination the patient presents dis-

tinct choreic movements which have been increasing

in severity in the past five years. There is some-
times twitching of the entire body. Movements as-

sume a jerky character and appear at times inter-

mittent. Tendon reflexes are increased. Although
the finer movements are at times executed with diffi-

culty, the coarser ones are fairly well carried out.

Slight tremors of the outstretched hand are particu-

larly observed if the patient becomes slightly excited.

A peculiar facial movement produced by a contrac-

tion of the frontalis muscle and drawing backward
of the angle of the mouth, producing a peculiar

grimace, is noticed. These involuntary contrac-

tions, which modify the facial expression, cause a

hand to start, a finger to move, or bring about a

movement of the feet in deviation from an intended

direction. The gait becomes progressively erratic

and uncertain and resembles that of an intoxicated

person, with the addition of gesticulatory move-
ments of the arms and of facial contortions. All

these movements subside during sleep.

During conversation the movements appear to be

more extensive. Incoordination is very marked, as

the patient shows decided swaying when standing

with heels together, and especially with eyes closed

she is very unsteady. The general muscular strength

is unimpaired.

The speech is rather thick, like the speech of an
intoxicated person. Many words are very indis-

tinctly articulated. There is noted a characteristic

absence of fatigue. Marked tremor is noted in the

writing. Pupils regular, equal and react to light and
accommodation. Beginning cataract of the left eye.

Patient presents a slight asymmetrical development
of the face and head.

Case III.—Female, age thirty-five, single, Fig. 2.

Four cousins committed suicide. Mother and one

sister of patient choreic.

Little could be learned as to the early life of the

patient excepting that given by the patient herself.

She was a dressmaker and had been working all day
and part of the night for some time when the first

manifestations of chorea, at the age of thirty-one,

were noted. These choreic movements at first were
very mild, but gradually became more severe and
intense to the extent of the most curious move-
ments of the face and whole body. The ability to

walk and use the arms in eating and dressing was
retained for a long time, but every action was ac-

companied by extremely conspicuous associated

movements and twitchings of the whole body.

When she is in a sitting posture the head is jerked
backward and the arms remain in motion, but the

lower extremities are comparatively quiet. The
speech is thick and hesitating. The sensations are

unaffected. The reflexes are very active. Pupils

are unaffected.

Apart from the choreic movements, one detects

on superficial examination very little disturbance

mentally. The patient is somewhat irritable and
there is a mild degree of depression. She is very
seclusive and remains isolated in her room the entire

day. There is some mental deterioration which is

especially noted in the form of forgetfulness, super-

ficial range of thought, a partial but not complete
loss of orientation, and a loss of early school knowl-
edge. Patient has some slight insight into her con-

dition and is aware of her unfortunate heritage.

The four cousins, above mentioned, are supposed

Fig. 2.—Showing the effort made by the patient to control the
movements, and the characteristic facies with contortion and grim-
acing. The fingers of the right hand assumed an awkward and in-

coordinate position, being thrown out of focus by the uncontroMafale
movements.

to have committed suicide because they dreaded the

disease, which they appeared to realize was heredi-

tary. The patient has never shown any suicidal

tendencies. All movements subside during sleep.

Patient at times has become so incoordinate that she

falls to the floor. »

In conclusion it will be noted that heredity ap-

pears to be a constant factor in Huntington's chorea,

that all three cases were women, and that the disease

developed in all three cases after the thirtieth year

of age and before the fortieth year of age. There
appears to be a decided tendency toward paranoid

ideas.

A defective hereditary endowment is noted in

these cases. Two cases presented psychoses in the

ancestry aside from the chorea. The occurrence of

the disease appears to be kept in families as a dark
secret, as is evidenced by many frequent and con-

tradictor}' statements made by members of the fam-
ily in regard to its presence.
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This subject has a special sociological bearing in

the question of marriage of such individuals whose
progeny will most assuredly show this morbid in-

heritance.

I am indebted to Dr. O. Evermann for the accom-
panying photographs.

TWO CASES OF SEVENTH NERVE PAR-
ALYSIS SECONDARY TO ARTIFICIAL

CONGESTION.
By B. ROSENBLUTH,

NEW YORK.

The purpose of reporting the two subjoined unique
cases is to explain the mechanism of the production
of the classical Bell's paralysis. Of all the theories

of the [lathology of this form of paralysis, that of

autopressure of the nerve at its exit, and more
rarely in its canal, both of which are bony, has
always appealed to the writer and has guided his

therapeusis. The occurrence of the palsy from
acute congestion goes a long way to prove the

thesis.

Case I. A. S., male, aged 55 years, a Russian-
Hebrew, tailor by occupation ; has been married 35
years, had 9 children, 7 of whom are living. Has
been a sufferer with right hemicrania for many
years, and is always constipated. This represents

all the illness that lie ever had in his life.

A few days ago he had a very severe attack of
hemicrania, and his physician advised the applica-

tion of a mustard plaster over the exposed portion

of the affected side of the head. The plaster was
placed behind and below the ear. Severe congestion
and slight vesical on were soon produced.
The patient noticed that when the burning was at

its height he felt "queer" about the mouth, and a

little while later he found that he could not close

his eye on the right side. Five days later he pre-
sented himself at my office with a full-fledged

peripheral facial palsy, of the right side of the face,

from an affection of the seventh nerve which ap-
parently had not involved it any farther than at the
stylomastoid foramen.
The entire right side of the face was immobile,

so that the forehead could not be wrinkled, the eye
could not be closed, the palpebral fissure was
widened, the right side of the mouth drooped and
allowed saliva to escape from it at this point ; the
teeth at the right side of the mouth could not be ex-
posed voluntarily, and on laughing the mouth was
drawn to the left by the overaction of the non-
palsied muscles of the left side. There was no sen-
sory disturbance of the ear, face, pharynx, or
tongue. The special functions of the ear and of the
tongue were normal. There was no subjective or
objective vertigo. The eye did not show nystag-
mus. As very frequently occurs in the catarrhal
form of the affection, the stimulating wisp of cot-

ton used for testing touch on the face felt larger on
the affected side.

Electrical examination showed diminution of ir-

ritability to galvanism and faradism ; RD devel-
oped a week later. The area over which the plaster
had been applied was evident for a long time

—

over a week after being first seen.

The man remained under treatment for over a
year with partial improvement. The palpebral fis-

sure became narrowed, a contracture developed at
the nasolabial fold, and there was a slight twitching
of the zygomatic group of muscles. For the last

two years he has frequently shown himself at my
service at the Mt. Sinai Hospital Dispensary (No.

8, series 1910) with the condition last described.

The whole period of observation has been over
three years. I last saw him at the dispensary in

May, 1912.

Case II. N. F. (Beth Israel Hospital Dispensary,
No. 649), male, aged 23 years, Russian-Hebrew, 20
years in the United States, single ; occupation, stu-

dent. Has had left hemicrania at varying intervals.

Two weeks ago during an attack of pain in his

head he applied a mustard plaster over the left

mastoid, and below the ear, and went to bed with it.

He awoke next morning with a bad mustard burn
about the left aural region, and on investigating

this in the mirror found that the left eye could not

be closed, and the familiar drooping of the mouth
with practically all of the subjective and objective

symptoms detailed in case No. I were present. Dr.

M. R. Walter kindly made an otological examina-
tion and reported negative findings from a patho-

logical point of view. Electrically, there was a com-
plete reaction of degeneration, but it reacted to a

strong faradic current. The end results were un-
satisfactory, although fortunately he did not de-

velop a postparalytic twitch. On account of the

early manifestation of such severe symptoms I have
no hesitation in aligning this case with the first one,

for I know that with the close attention and treat-

ment that were accorded him he would have made
a perfect recovery if he had had a catarrhal form
of palsy.

The two cases are most uncommon, but instruc-

tive withal. There is no difficulty in tracing the

neural damage to the induced congestion and hyper-

emia at a part of its course where the nerve com-
pressed itself against the bony edge of the stylo-

mastoid foramen. The artificial congestion was
more severe and of longer duration than occurs in

a simple refrigeratory paralysis, hence the greater

severity of the neuritis.

Here we can see two facts, that there was a con-

gestion and that there was a paralysis, the latter

sequence being such that one cannot but bring for-

ward the former as a factor in its production.

Every one has seen induced congestion over the

course of superficially placed nerve trunks, as, for

example, the ulnaris, or the somewhat more deeply

placed branches of the brachial plexus on the inner

side of the arm, or even the popliteal, or the very
superficial external popliteal (peroneal) nerves.

Yet, still, paralysis is the exception, and considering

the frequency of irritant application over these

parts on account of joint and bone affections, it

should be fairly common. These nerves are fre-

quently the seat of neuritis, but seldom of bad
palsies from their catarrhal inflammations. But
we do see palsy of all these nerves from very slight

pressure. So in the case of the facial nerve ; it is

frequently the seat of catarrhal neuritis due to

transitory atmospheric changes in its vicinity, but
the transitory congestion lasts long enough to cause
the slight amount of autopressure against the bony
walls of the Fallopian canal, and the bony edge of
the stylomastoid foramen, causing a pressure
paralysis.

That a narrow Fallopian canal, or a small stylo-

mastoid foramen will help in its causation cannot
be denied, but the infrequency of recurrence of
Bell's palsy in the same individual and the rarity of

this affection as a familiar disease should place

these parts as of secondary or small importance as a
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causative factor in the pathology of paralysis. In a

very large experience with facial palsy, the last 15D
cases of which I have carefully analyzed, there was
but one recurrent case and one case occurring in

the same family. So, to my mind, the problem of

facial neuritis is the same as neuritis of any other

nerve in the body.

With this point in view, I have for a few years,

even before I had the opportunity of seeing the

above described cases, been giving my facial cases

ergot, with a view of vasomotor constriction. Of
course, the vessels concerned are few and of but

small calibre, but it seems to me more rational to

use this than the usually prescribed sodium salicyl-

ate, which often causes tinnitus, showing conges-

tion of the aural mucosa, in which the lining of the

Fallopian canal is also involved (being but prolon-

gations of the same mucous membrane) and thus

add to the existing crowding of the already over-

filled inelastic bony canal. When ergot is given dur-
ing the first five days, that is, before there is a reac-

tion of degeneration, one can always be sure that he
will positively cure his case. The ergot must be the

best, and given in large amounts. It has been the

habit of the writer to give a teaspoonful every three

hours for a period -of five days. Of course, every

other adjuvant of neurological practice is fully

used.
1326 Madison Avenue.

INDICANURIA AND THE CHLORIDES.
By JOHN C. WARBRICK, M.A., M.D., M.S.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Do the chlorides bear any relation to the amount of

indican present in the urine? Does an increase in

the amount of chlorides cause a corresponding in-

crease in the amount of indican? Does the color

of the urine bear any relation to the amount of indi-

can present in the urine? In order to find out any
definite facts bearing upon this matter a great many
specimens of urine were carefully examined from
time to time and any points relating thereto were
noted. In each instance the amount of chlorides,

phosphates, and sulphates were recorded along with

the specific gravity and the color, and sometimes
the acidity and the total solids. The amount of

urine passed in twenty-four hours was sometimes
noted as well. During the time the examinations

were made no special diet of any kind was fol-

lowed out at any time, but only the ordinary food

was taken at each meal, then after every one an

examination of the urine was made and the records

were noted for comparison. About twenty-five

specimens were singled out from more than two
hundred others for certain reasons as having a more
direct bearing on the matters in question, such as a

high or low specific gravity, a high chloride index,

or a high phosphate or sulphate index, while the

relation of the amount of indican present in each

instance was noted.

In about fifteen cases there were some particular

points to notice in the relation of the amount of in-

dican present, especially to the amount of chlorides,

which in some of the examinations made was very

high and far exceeded the normal daily maximum
amount. In nearly every case out of the twenty-

five urinarv examinations made the chlorides were

far beyond the normal dailv minimum amount, one

instance only being excepted. In every instance but

two they ranged far beyond the maximum daily

limit also. The presence of uric acid in its various

forms was also noted and taken into consideration.

The color of the urine in most of the cases was
yellowish red and next reddish yellow, thus show-
ing the tendency of urines to be high in color in-

stead of being low. In these examinations the spe-

cific gravity of the urine reached as high as 1036,
somewhat out of the ordinary, and would tend to

give a suspicion of some organic disease being pres-

ent which, however, was not the case. The two
urines having the most indican present, the index at

20 in each case had the chlorides rather high, 28-

434 in one instance, and 60-930 in the other. The
specific gravity in the former was 1024, and in the

latter was 1028. From the report of these twenty-
five cases it will be seen just what amount of indi-

can was found in each examination made along
with a varying specific gravity and a diflferent

amount of chlorides. It will be seen that a good
deal of indican may be present in the urine where
the chlorides are high along with a high specific

gravity at the same time. It will also be noted that

with a high specific gravity and a high chloride in-

dex only a small amount of indican may be found.
Again it may be pointed out that with a high spe-

cific gravity of urine, such as 1030, and with the

chlorides not very high a good deal of indican may
be found. With a low specific gravity, such as

lOio, and also with a low chloride inde.x, such as 15-

232. under the maximum daily amount a good
deal of indican may be present. In many in-

stances no indican will be found, even when the

chlorides are high and also when they are low. It

would seem that indican is not so likely to be
found where the specific gravity is low along with a

sm.all amount of chlorides, so it may be stated that

the amount of indican present in the urine is in

direct proportion to the amount of chlorides found,
but as the chlorides seem to be governed mostly by
various bodily conditions it may be the amount of

indican is in direct relation to such conditions as

diet, exercise, disease, the taking of plenty of

liquid, etc.

Among some of the points to note in connection
with the relation of the specific gravity to the

amount of chlorides in the urine and the des^ree of

indican present are the following: (i) A urine yel-

lowish red with specific gravity 1028 and chlorides

35-542 had the indican figure at 10 while sarcinaj

were present in it. (2) A urine yellowish red with
a specific gravity higher at 1030 and the chlorides

increased 40-620 had indican in half the amount
of the previous one at 5. This urine contained uric

acid in three colors. ("3) A urine yellowish red
with specific gravity T026 and chlorides high, 45-
697, registered indican at 10 and acidity 10. the
chlorides being increased in this to more than the

first, but the specific gravity less and indican the
same. (4) A urine yellowish red with specific

gravitv 1026 and chlorides less than any of the

preceding had the indican index at 10 and acidity

125. f.5) A urine yellowish red with specific grav-
ity T0^8. chlorides 30-465, and total solids 84, reg-
istered the amount of indican at the small fissure of

3. In this case 1300 c.c. of urine were passed in

twenty-four hours, and this mav account for the
small amount of indican present, as the chlorides

and specific gravity are fairlv high. ("61 A urine
light vellow with specific gravitv verv low. 1002.

and chlorides low, 10-155, had fio indican. In
this case 1600 c.c. of urine were pa=sed during: the
day. which may account for the low specific gravity
and the fact that no indican was pre=ent in the urine.
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and the same reason may be given for the chlorides

being low. (7) A urine reddish yellow, specific

gravity 1018, chlorides 30-465, total solids 71.30,

had no indican. Seventeen hundred c.c. of urine

were passed during the twenty-four hours. In this

case the specific gravity and amount of chlorides

are greater than in the preceding, more so the latter,

but still no indican was found. (8) A urine reddish

yellow, specific gravity 1006, chlorides 14-217,

and total solids 29.3, had no indican. Two thou-

sand one hundred and twelve c.c. of urine were
passed during the twenty-four hours, therefore

the urine was fairly well diluted, and the chlorides

would be lower for that reason. (9) Another
urine reddish yellow, specific gravity 1022, and
chlorides 35-542, and total solids 102.6, rather

high in amount, had no indican. Uric acid was
present in the urine and sarcans were plentiful

Two thousand c.c. of urine were passed during the

twenty-four hours. (10) A urine reddish yellow,

specific gravity 1012, chlorides 22-340, total solids

58.7, had no indican. In this case 21 12 c.c. of urine

were passed in twenty-four hours. (11) A urine

yellowish red, specific gravity 1026, chlorides 40-

620, acidity 25, had the indican index at 20. In

this instance the chlorides are high and the amount

of indican is more than in any of the foregoing

cases. Stomach disorder was present in this case.

(12) A urine yellowish red, with the high specific

gravity of 1034 and the chlorides also high, 40-

620, had the indican index at much less than the

preceding, the figure being 5, whereas it would be

expected to be higher. A stomach disorder was
noted here also. (13) A urine yellowish red, spe-

cific gravity 1028, and chlorides 60-930, had the

indican index at 20. (14) A urine yellowish red,

specific gravity 1028, and chlorides 35-542, had the

indican figure at 10. (15) The last urine yellowish

red, specific gravity 1030, and chlorides 20-310,

had the indican figure at 15. There is more indi-

can present here than in Case 2, which has the same

color and specific gravity and twice the amount of

chlorides, while there is almost as much indican as

in Case 13. where the chlorides are three times as

great.

URINES.

1 Light yellow. - .

2 Reddish yellow
3 Yellowish red .

.

4 Reddish yellow
5 Reddish yellow
6 Yellowish red .

.

7 Yellowish
8 Yellowish red ,

.

9 Reddish yellow
10 Reddish yellow
1

1

Yellowish red
,

.

1

2

Yellowish red .

.

13 Yellowish red.

.

1

4

Yellowish red .

.

15 Yellowish red.

.

16 Yellowish red.

.

1

7

Yellowish red .

.

1

8

Yellowish red .

.

19 Yellowish red.

.

20 Yellowish red .

.

21 Yellowish red,

.

22 Yellowish red.

.

23 Yellowish red .

.

24 Yellowish red.

.

25 Yell jwish red .

.

Specific
Gravity. Chlorides.

1002
1006
1010
1012
1018
1020
1020
1020
1022
1022
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1026
1026
1026
1028
1028
1028
1030
1030
1034
1036

10-155
14-217
15-232
22-341
30-465
14-217
23-351
30-465
32-496
35-542
21-325
25-385
26-403
28-434
30-465
27-418
40-620
45-697
30-465
35-S42
60-930
20-310
40-620
40-620
30-465

Indican.

10

10
15
15

Faint trace

6
5

10
20
5

10
20
10
3
10
20
15
5

5

11

Antagonism of Anthrax and Pyocyaneus Bacilli.—H.

L. Boidin refers to the recent experiments performed by

yi. Fortineau of Nantes, who showed that such antagonism

exists, and that it may be utilized in the treatment of

anthrax in human beings.

—

La Presse Medicale.

THE TREATMENT OF INTERSTITIAL
KERATITIS BY SALVARSAN.
By GEORGE W. VANDEGRIFT, M.A., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

INSTRUCTOR IN OPHTHALMOLOGY CORNELL MEDICAL COLLEGE, ASSISTANT
SURGEON NEW YORK EYE AND EAR INFIRMARY.

Before reporting the results of treatment of inter-

stitial keratitis by salvarsan it is well to sum up
our e.xperience in its treatment by mercury. Two
points in particular are worth emphasis ; first, that

the acute stage of interstitial keratitis under the

ordinary mercurial treatment persists for six to

twelve months, frequently longer ; second, that the

amount of connective tissue remaining in the cornea

after the cessation of the acute inflammation depends
on the duration and intensity of that inflammation.

The briefer the inflammation the less connective

tissue will be deposited and the better therefore the

ultimate vision. If the inflammation has been mild

and confined to the edge of the cornea the scar tissue

will be slight. If the inflammation began in the

center of the cornea (a type much more serious

than the former) then the infiltration will be denser,

more slowly absorbed, and the vision at the end will

be impaired seriously.

The following cases were treated locally with

atropine and hot bathing. No other general medi-

cation was given besides salvarsan, which was ad-

ministered in an oily vehicle intramuscularly.

Case I.—E. W., age 15. In June, 191 1, this boy

came to me after having had mercurial inunctions

for six months, since the beginning of the inter-

stitial keratitis. Each cornea was a mass of exuda-

tion, over the lower half of which was a salmon
patch. No corneal tissue was distinguishable. In

the center of each mass was what appeared to be a

perforation, but which later proved to be a hernia

of Descemet's membrane through a central necrosis

of the cornea. The conjunctiva of each eye was
intensely inflamed and the upper ocular part was
necrotic, perforated, and excreting pus. Vision

was reduced to the perception of intense illumina-

tion only. The face presented the physiognomy of

inherited syphilis with Hutchinson's teeth. The
Wassermann reaction was -\—|

—

}-. The patient

entered the hospital and received salvarsan full

amount of ampule. The conjunctival abscesses sub-

sided under local treatment, and two weeks after

the first injection of salvarsan a second full one was
given. Within a few days after the second injec-

tion the corneal infiltration began to be absorbed

till at the end of four weeks from the second injec-

tion every trace of acute inflammation had passed

away, and the patient read 20/70. Since then the

infiltration in the center of the cornea has been

clearing till at the present time the vision is 20/40.

November 15 the Wassermann being positive a third

full injection of salvarsan was given.

Case II.—N. C, age 13. October 15, 1911, this

girl came to me presenting the usual symptoms of

interstitial keratitis of the right eye, duration four

weeks. The lower half of the cornea was covered

by a salmon patch. Vision was reduced to counting

fingers at three feet. She had the physiognomy of

inherited syphilis and the Wassermann was -|—|

—

\-.

An immediate injection of a full dose of salvarsan

was given. Within a week the process was checked

and improvement began. After two weeks from the

first injection another full injection of salvarsan

was given, at which time every trace of acute in-

flammation had disappeared. At the end of one
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month from the first injection the vision was nor-

mal, a few thin scars remaining in the corneal tis-

sue. A third full injection of salvarsan was given

December 15, the Wassermann being faintly posi-

tive.

Case III.—A. C, age 20. This girl was first seen

by me August i, 191 1. She had had interstitial

keratitis of central type in both eyes for four

months. Vision, light perception. Physiognomy
of inherited syphilis suspicious ; Wassermann

-f- -f- -f. Full injection of salvarsan given August
10. Second injection given September 15, up to

which time no improvement was noticeable. After

the second injection improvement began and pro-

gressed slo\\4y till the middle of November, when
the vision became 20/70 and all acute inflammation

had disappeared. On January 9, the Wassermann
being faintly positive, a third full injection of sal-

varsan was administered.

In none of these three cases up to the present day

(September i, 1912) has there been a relapse, and

the W'assermann still is negative.

Nothing in our experience in the treatment of

interstitial keratitis has approached the efficacy of

salvarsan. No doubt these cases could have been

cured with mercury, but in a very much longer time,

during which connective tissue would have con-

tinued to be deposited in the cornea, and the ulti-

mate vision would have been much worse. The
salvarsan has worked so quickly, and this is par-

ticularly so in my second case that was incipient,

that little connective tissue had time to form. In

each case, also, the corneal infiltrate even after sub-

sidence of the all inflammatory signs has been ab-

sorbed to a much greater degree than could be hoped

for with mercury. We do not expect to absorb the

old scars of a past interstitial keratitis with salvar-

san or by any other treatment, but if salvarsan is

used when the least trace of acute symptoms is

present it will not only check the inflammation but

will absorb the infiltrate and prevent further de-

posit of connective tissue.

147 East 18th St.

iirftirnlpgal NntrH.

Relation of Spleen to Blood Destruction and Regen-
eration and to Hemolytic Jaundice.—R. M. Pearce, J.

H. Austin, and E. B. Krumbhaar conclude that the rapid

injection of more than 0.06 of a gram per kilo of hemo-
globin intravenously into a normal animal is followed by

the appearance of hemoglobin in the urine (pelvis of kid-

ney) within eight to ten minutes. After the rapid injection

of more than 0.012 of a gram per kilo per minute of hemo-

globin, 16 to 36 per cent, of the total amount, if this equals

0.25 of a gram per kilo, is eliminated in the urine and is ac-

companied by choluria. If the injection of not more than

0.35 of a gram per kilo is made slowly (less than o.oi of a

gram per kilo per minute), the amount eliminated in the

urine is only 2.33 to 9.5 per cent, of the total amount in-

jected, and choluria does not occur. The concentration of

free hemoglobin in the blood which constitutes the thres-

hold value of the kidneys for hemoglobin is approximately

0.06 of a gram of hemoglobin per kilo of body weight.

When about this concentration is reached, hemoglobin

appears in the urine. The amount of hemoglobin per kilo

of body weight which, after rapid injection, may be re-

tained without jaundice, is approximately 0.18 of a gram.

When 0.22 or 0.23 of a gram is retained bile pigments ap-

pear in the urine. The threshold of the liver for jaundice

in point of hemoglobin saturation lies, therefore, between

0.18 and 0.22 of a gram per kilo of bodv weight. With

slow injections a greater amount may be retained without

choluria. The absence of the spleen does not alter greatly

the percentage of hemoglobin eliminated by the kidney,

nor does it raise the threshold of the liver for jaundice.

In the presence of jaundice, either hemolytic or obstructive,

the amount of hemoglobin retained by splenectomized ani-

mals is slightly diminished and that eliminated by the kid-

neys is correspondingly increased.

—

Journal of Experimen-

tal Medicine.

X-Ray Burn—Holding Hand Too Close to Machine.
—Action was brought for damages against a surgeon for

an .r-ray burn alleged to have been caused by the negli-

gent, careless, and unskillful application of .r-rays to the
palm of the plaintiff's hand. The plaintiff's petition al-

leged that the defendant negligently caused the palm to

be exposed to the rays eight or nine times, and for such
lengths of times as to cause the skin, muscles, etc., of the

hand to be burned, whereby the hand became badly
swollen, poisoned, and diseased. This complaint, it was
held, did not limit the allegation of negligence either to

the use of the rays at all, or to the number or length of the

exposures, but included negligence generally in the appli-

cation of the rays, so that the plaintiff was entitled to
recover on proof of negligence in directing him to hold
his hand too close to the machine, notwithstanding the
uncontradicted evidence that the kind of treatment and
times of application were proper.

The court charged the jury that one who holds him-
self out as a physician and surgeon must use reasonable
skill and diligence in the treatment of those employing
him and if the defendant undertook to treat the plaintiffs'

hand for eczema by the .r-rays and exposed it thereto

eight or nine times for such lengths of time as to severely
burn the hand, they should find for the plaintiff. It was
held that this instruction w'as misleading, because too in-

definite and uncertain. It should have required the jury to

find the specific act of negligence shown by the proof, i.e.

the placing of the hand too close to the tube of the ma-
chine. The defendant informed the plaintiff that there

was always danger connected with the treatment, and the

plaintiff agreed to assume the risk. The defendant was
entitled to the benefit of that express agreement. But the

assumption was limited to risks attending the use of the

.r-rays in a careful and skillful manner; it being contrary

to public policy to allow the doctrine of assumed risk to

include an injury caused by the physician's negligence in

exposing the plaintiff's hand so close to the machine as to

burn it seriously. ludgment for the plaintiff was reversed

and the case remanded for a new trial.—Hales v. Rainis,

(Mo.) 141 S. W., gi;.

Insurance—What Constitutes a Consultation.—

A

question in an insurance application asked whether the

applicant had been treated by or had consulted any physi-

cian in regard to personal ailment within the last seven

years. The answer was in the negative. In an action on
the policy the evidence showed that the insured had on a

specified date told a physician he had a headache, for

which the physician gave him headache tablets. The doctor

made no examination of the insured and asked him no
questions about the headache complained of. It was held

that this was not a consultation or a treatment within

the meaning of the question. It was also held that the

question, when considered in connection with another

question as to whether the applicant had ever had any
local disease, personal injury, or "serious illness," re-

ferred only to ailments of a substantial nature, and not

to a mere temporary functional indisposition.—Modern
Woodmen of America v. Miles, Indiana Supreme Court,

97 N. E. 1009.

Evidence as to General Health.—In an action upon
an accident assurance policy a physician who saw the de-

ceased socially very frequently was allowed to testify as

to his general health, although he rarely attended him
professionally.—Standard .\ccident & L. I. Co. v. Wood.
.Maryland Court of Appeals. 82 .^tl. 702.

Insurance-Physician's Certificate as Evidence.—In

an action on an insurance policy the defense was breach

of warranty stipulating that the insured had not consulted

a physician within five years. It was held that the breach

of warranty was not established by the certificate of a

physician, attached to an application by the insured to the

board of education for leave of absence with pay, recitirig

that insured was suffering from influenza and tonsillitis, in

the absence of any evidence that the insured consulted the

physician for the purpose of treatment.—Smith v. Travel-

ers' Ins. Co., 135 N. Y. Supp. 18.

Intoxicating Liquor Act.—The Kentucky statute pro-

vides that any person who shall ''sell, barter or loan" any
intoxicating liquors in a local option district shall be
punished. A physician gave whiskey to a person who said

he wanted it for a child who had the measles. There
was no agreement that it should be returned and the phy-
sician did not request its return. It was held that the

physician was not guilty of violating the act merely be-

cause the person returned the whisky.—Commonwealth v.

Abbott. Kentucky Court of Appeals, 14S S. W. 373.
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MEDICINE AND THE DRAMA.
If the purpose of the drama is "to hold the mirror

up to nature," surely the work of the dramatist is

the most difficult of the fine arts. He who is con-

tent to portray the lighter and superficial phases of

human conduct is less likely to violate the above

fundamental canon than he who would seek to un-

cover the innermost sources of human action.

There is a growing tendency in the modern drama

to interpret for the popular mind the abstruse prob-

lems of psychology. It plunges boldly into the

depths of the occult, and does not hesitate even to

grapple with some of the unsettled problems of

medical science. The productions of the modern

stage, apart from those that appeal merely to the

senses, handle without reserve the moot points

of heredity and subconscious cerebration, and even

endow with real life and blood the shadowy images

of the spirit world.

The interest of the physician in the drama is

threefold: as the spectator, as the one who sees

himself portrayed or parodied on the stage, and as

the critic. In the first of these roles the medical

man easily secures a needed relaxation from his

daily cares. As a character in the play itself, the

type of the physician has been from the very be-

ginning of the drama until the present time one al-

most exclusively of buffoonery or of villainy. The

Mcdec'm malgrc liii of Moliere finds its modern
counterpart in the scheming charlatan of the stage.

The dramatic art has not yet outgrown the ancient

conception of the inferior social position of the

medical man. The noble traits of the latter's nature

do not appeal to the dramatist looking for sharp

contrasts. The average playgoer may cherish a

secret satisfaction in witnessing the caricature of

the type of man at whom he is wont to cast his

careless gibe, but to whom he inevitably bows in

his distress. With the increasing modern concep-

tion of the sacredness of the physician's calling,

however, there is gradually passing away the tra-

ditional comical representation of the doctor on the

stage. The most important phase of the physician's

relation to the drama is that of critic. He who is

brought so closely into contact with life in its

myriad aspects, may fairly be justified in setting

himself up as a critic of the drama. He will, per-

haps, not essay to deal with its literary or mechani-

cal merits. But the subject-matter of the play,

the unfolding of the plot, the portrayal of char-

acter, and the estimation of human conduct, are

all properly within the jurisdiction of the physi-

cian's analysis and comment. This authority of

critic is all the more to be recognized when the

dramatist handles such biological problems as hered-

ity or enters the realm of psychiatry.

Conspicuous in the' modern drama and, in fact,

in the drama of all ages and countries, is the pre-

dominance of the sex element. A perennial interest

attaches to this, the most powerful instinct of the

race. Unfortunately the art of the playwright is

not always confined to the sublimated and esthetic

phases of this mainspring of htiman emotion, and
only too frequently the drama responds to the de-

mands of a prurient patronage. The sensuous
beauty of its music, the charm of its color, and
the power of its acting could not transfigure the

sadistic motif of Strauss's operatic masterpiece.

The polygamous element in human nature finds its

dramatic representation in countless variations and
suggestions on the modern stage. The average
playhouse does not by any means provide a salubri-

ous moral atmosphere for the young nor does it as-

sist in refining the grosser instincts of the adult.

In his search for novelty the dramatist invades

the cloister and the confessional, the consulting

room and the laboratory. Armed with the results

of cursory reading and superficial study, he handles

the mysteries of faith and of life with the calm
satisfaction of an expert. The picture presented to

the public is usually one either of unreality or of

travesty. C)ld-time prejudices and discarded doc-

trines are actually paraded upon the stage as estab-

lished truths. Thus, the belief in maternal impres-

sions forms the keynote of one of the newer plays

presented in New York. The heroine, a victim of

double personality, is supposed to inherit the kindly

disposition of her father (who, by the way, is a

physician) and the malignant traits of the hypnotist

who wrought his evil spell over the mother while

the child was still in utero. Admitting the reality

of a double personality, one perceives, nevertheless,

that the author ignores the present scepticism of the

medical profession with reference to maternal im-

pressions and utterly disregards the Mendelian
theory of heredity. This play is but one of many
in which there is clearly seen tlye hand of the ama-
teur dabbling in scientific subjects. The drama is a

powerful agency in teaching and in elevating the

taste of the public. At the same time it may be a

potent instrument in disseminating falsehood and

in degrading the finer instincts of hmnanity.

Another phase of this subject is the growing
tendency to read new meanings into some of the

older masterpieces of the stage. Shakespeare never

dreamed of the thousand and one interpretations

which his generous German and English commenta-

tors have placed upon the prolific fruits of his

genius. Little did he know that in creating the im-

mortal characterizations of Macbeth, Hamlet, and

Othello he set up, according to the Italian crimin-

ologist Enrico Ferri, perfect types of the born

criminal, the criminal lunatic, and the emotional

criminal. If the bard of Avon could read some of
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the literature of the Freudian school, he would prob-

ably be shocked to learn that Hamlet's vagaries were

the result of an erotic attitude toward his own
mother.

The drama is at once an index of civilization and

a potential factor in its advancement. The physi-

cian, to whom more than to any other man is ac-

corded the opportunity of reading the heart of hu-

manity, may rightly claim the prerogative of an

enthusiastic patron and a qualified censor of the

stage. At any rate he should not remain mute when
falsehood or error dons the buskin and wears the

mask.

DISEASES OF OCCUPATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

With the flocking of the population to cities, and

the increase of manufacturing in this country, in-

dustrial diseases become more evident. In the large

cities, and in New York in particular, there are im-

mense numbers of people who work in factories

and at home in many instances under conditions

the reverse of sanitary. At the recent Interna-

tiona! Congress on Hygiene and Demography held

in Washington many valuable papers were read

dealing with this matter. According to H. Linen-

thai of Boston, in spite of the influence of indus-

trial processes and of labor conditions upon the

health of the community our knowledge and statis-

tical data are meager, due largely to the following

causes: (i) With few exceptions occui)ational dis-

eases are not under the law reportable to the health

authorities; (2) physicians are not sufficiently fa-

miliar with industrial processes or even with the

processes designated as dangerous, so that they fail

to recognize the relation of morbidity to occupa-

tion; (3) statements of occupation on morbidity

and mortality records are too general or inaccurate

to be of any great value; (4) inspection of indus-

trial establishments is as a rule carried on by men
entirely unfamiliar with health matters; (5) there

is a lack of realization among both employers and

employees of the dangers involved in certain proc-

esses. Linenthal thinks that, in order to protect the

workers from the ill effects upon their health of

industrial processes or insanitary conditions the

following measures should be adopted: (i) To col-

lect complete and accurate data regarding industrial

processes and the conditions under which the

various industries are carried on; (2) to insert

more accurate and detailed information relative to

occupation on morbidity and mortality records

;

(3) to instruct the medical student in this important

field of preventive medicine by a course of lectures

on the more important industrial processes and the

diseases to which they give rise; (4) to place the

specific industrial diseases on the list of diseases

notifiable to the central health authority; (5) to

examine periodically all workers in certain indus-

tries, these industries to be named by the central

health authority; (6) to exclude minors and women
from certain industries which are designated by the

central health authority as injurious to health; (7)

to have adequate laws regulating sanitary condi-

tions and protective devices in industrial establish-

ments and to have such laws intelligently enforced;

(8) to have the central health authority issue regu-

lations for certain dangerous trades with instruc-

tions to employers and employees how to guard

themselves against the ill effects of their work, and

to have such instructions posted in the work-

rooms; (g) to carry on an extensive educational

campaign among both employers and employees

as to the value of protective measures and good

sanitary conditions.

As a matter of fact Massachusetts is the only

State which has good laws fairly well enforced in

regard to industrial labor. As readers of other

papers at the Congress pointed out, throughout the

United States there is a lack of health legislation re-

lating to industry. If Linenthal's propositions could

be carried into effect in all parts of the country, the

result would be beneficial not only to the worker

but to the whole community. Without legislation

little can be done, for the large majority of em-

ployers will not spend money to ensure good san-

itary conditions in their factories or workshops

unless compelled to do so by law. They should be

so compelled and that quickly.

Another phase of the industrial problem which

commands attention is the relation of factory labor

to infant mortality. Two papers were read at the

recent Congress on this subject and these seemed to

conflict. The first by Mr. Charles H. Verrill dealt

with infant mortality and its relation to the employ-

ment of mothers in Fall River, Mass., and his con-

clusions were that the employment of mothers

had but slight influence upon infant mortal-

ity. In the second paper Dr. George Reid of Staf-

fordshire, England, stated that by his investigations

with regard to infant mortality in relation to fac-

tory labor he had convinced himself that the em-
ployment of mothers in factories had a decidedly

adverse influence on infant mortality. It would

appear that such would naturally be the case, for

the infants of mothers going out to work would

be chiefly nourished on artificial food. It is ac-

knowledged that breast feeding checks infant mor-
tality largely, and therefore factory working by
mothers, rendering necessary the use of artificial

food for infants, must increase infant mortality.

One important lesson to be learned from the pa-

pers read at the International Congress on Hygiene

and Demography with respect to diseases of occu-

pation is that legislation is needed in all parts of

the United States to safeguard the health of those

engaged in industrial work.

Latent Eclampsi.a.

The expression "eclampsia without convulsions" is

justly repudiated, since it is practically equivalent

to "convulsions without convulsions." There is of

course a well-defined condition which goes by this

nam.e and for the designation of which the term

latent or masked eclampsia may be justifiable as a

metaphor, but which , should be entitled to a more
positive appellative. In recent years latent eclampsia

has come to be recognized as a particular clinical

form of gestation toxicosis. It is by no means
clear that conditions so described are always one

and the same thing. It is conceivable that the
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toxemia may be so profound that the convulsive

phase is skipped, the patient passing at once into

fatal coma. Eclampsia is that form of toxemia
of pregnancy which develops at or near the time

of labor or in the puerperium. In a large per-

centage of cases it is the convulsions, or the special

factors which bring them about—such as high

blood pressure, which constitute the real dis-

ease and are the actual cause of death. Yet when
no convulsions occur it is claimed that this is due

to the very intensity of the toxemia. There is evi-

dently a paradox here, when too many convulsions

produce the same results as no convulsions at all.

Articles in the Berliner klinische Wocheuschrift,

September 9, by Gottschalk and Freund show that

"eclampsia without convulsions" is essentially a

post-mortem diagnosis. The authors find subjects

with all the autopsy signs of eclampsia yet with no
history of the latter. There are parenchymatous de-

generations in the liver and kidneys, acute hemor-
rhagic diathesis, and perhaps dubious finds in the

placenta. Until the obscurity attendant upon these

cases can be effectually cleared up, the diagnosis

of "latent eclampsia" may perhaps, as already

stated, be justifiable.

Scleroderma and "Idiopathic" Atrophy of the
Skin.

The affection once believed to be a primary atrophy

of the skin, and later recognized as having, in some
cases at least, a definite initial inflammatory stage,

evidently stands in a more or less close relationship

with scleroderma. Either may appear in a local or

diffuse form, and each may show a preliminary

active phase which is the precursor of the trophic

changes. Moreover each form may attack the ex-

tremities causing special clinical types. The near

relationship of these two affections is perhaps ex-

emplified further in a case reported to the Leipzig

Medical Society last summer by Riecke (Mitnch-

ener medizinische Wocheuschrift, September 24)
in which the two were said to exist side by side. The
patient, a woman past middle life and of neurotic

tendencies, developed after cold bathing a diliuse

condition diagnosticated readily as scleroderma.

Some of the lesions encountered in the examination

were, however, .of much greater age, and had never

shown any of the peculiar manifestations of sclero-

derma. The localization of the two affections was
distinct, the simple atrophy being limited to the

backs of the hands and one thigh, while the sclero-

dermatous patches occupied chiefly the legs and

feet, the back, and the upper region of the chest.

Riecke had already seen one case of this association,

and will report the subject in full. Thus far he has

expressed no opinion as to its rationale. The most
plausible supposition lies in the existence of a struc-

tural predisposition, in virtue of which indifferent

causal factors may set up involutional processes.

The Use of Salvarsan in Tuberculosis and
Anemia.

The thought that possibly the good results produced
in severe cases of syphilis by means of salvarsan

might possibly be due to the effect of the drug upon
the body apart from its parasitotropic influence, led

Maurice and Andre Bernay of Lyons to try the

effect of salvarsan in cases of tuberculosis and of

anemia. Atoxyl had already been employed in the

treatment of the former disease by Knotte of Odes-
sa, and Herxheimer and Altmann had obtained ap-

parently favorable results in the treatment of lupus

vulgaris by means of salvarsan. The Bernays re-

port their own experiences in the Journal de Paris,

August 24, 1912. There was some experimental

basis for this form of chemotherapy, for J. Nicolas,

P. Courmont, and M. Gate announced before the So-
ciete de Biologic, July 27, 1912, that by means of

injections of salvarsan in the rabbit and goat they

had succeeded in causing a considerable increase of

agglutinins with reference to the tubercle bacillus.

As regards the clinical results of the intravenous

injections of salvarsan in cases of tuberculosis the

authors note that these injections are followed by
a gain in weight, strength, and appetite, and an in-

crease in the number of red blood cells. Pulmonary
lesions show a striking improvement, which is, how-
ever, most marked in the case of the tracheobron-
chial glandular enlargements. The program of

treatment carried out is an elaborate one. In addi-

tion to a seance of thermotherapy and of inhala-

tions of ozone, the patients receive daily hypodermic
injections of a solution of methylarsinate or of

cacodylate of sodium, and every six to eight days
an intravenous injection of o.io to 0.50 gram of

salvarsan. A contraindication to this method is the

presence of hemoptysis. Results as striking as those

which were obtained in tuberculosis were observed
by the authors in cases of anemia in which the in-

tensive arsenical therapy above described was ap-

plied. Lately they have substituted neosalvarsan
for salvarsan.

Surgical Congress.—The third annual session

of the Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North
America will be held in New York City on Novem-
ber II to 16, 1912, under the presidency of Dr.
Albert J. Ochsner, who has had the assistance of

a large number of eminent surgeons in the prepa-

ration of a most valuable program. In prac-

tically every large hospital of New York and
Brooklyn surgical clinics will be held both morning
and afternoon throughout the week, while at the

evening sessions in the grand ballroom of the Wal-
dorf-Astoria a number of papers on a variety of

surgical subjects will be presented and discussed.

The headquarters of the Congress will be at the

Waldorf-Astoria, and here each day a complete
bulletin of the clinics and demonstrations to be

held on the succeeding day will be posted. Invita-

tions to the Congress may be obtained upon appli-

cation to the secretary, Dr. Franklin H. Martin of

Chicago, and membership cards admitting the

bearer to the clinics and scientific sessions will be

issued at the time of registration upon payment of

a fee of five dollars.

For Defective Children.—The Department of

Public Charities of New York City announces that

it will soon open a bureau for the examination and
classification of defective children, which is de-

scribed as a clearing-house. To it children may be

referred by the Departments of Education, Health,

Immigration, and Public Charities, and by chil-

dren's courts, societies for the safeguarding of

children, dispensaries, etc. The bureau, which will

be under the charge of Dr. Max G. Schlapp, will

make a careful examination of each child referred

to it, to determine the nature of its feebleminded-
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ness, and whether it is or is not likely to be dan-

gerous to the community by reason of criminal

tendencies, and will decide upon the proper course

of action in each case. For the present such ex-

aminations will be conducted by Dr. Schlapp at the

Post-Graduate Hospital, but later the Department
will submit plans for a site and building for the pur-

pose to the Board of EsLimate.

Public Cups on Trains.—Surgeon General
Blue has urged upon Secretary MacVeagh the de-

sirability of issuing an order banishing public

drinking cups on all railroad trains. Many of the

States have already passed laws prohibiting the use

of such cups, but these, of course, are operative

only within the State, and the Surgeon General be-

lieves that it is time for the Government to insist

upon the adaptation of the reform by Interstate

roads.

Charitable Gifts.—The Day and Night Camp for

Tuberculosis in St. Louis, which is to be ready for

opening by Thanksgiving time, has recently re-

ceived a gift of $10,000 from Miss Helen Gould.

By the will of the late Mrs. Brockholst Cutting

of Newport, R. I., the corporation of the St. Clare

Home of Newport receives i;he sum of $50,000 to

build or equip a building to be known as the Cut-

ting Memorial and to be used by the White Sis-

ters for the care of the sick poor. For the main-

tenance of this memorial the sum of $100,000 ad-

ditional is left in trust.

The Adirondack Cottage Sanitarium of Saranac
Lake, N. Y., receives a bequest of $25,000 under

the will of the late Mr. William Hall Penfokl of

New York, who died recently. In addition, St.

Mary's Free Hospital for Children and the Presby-

terian Hospital of New York receive $10,000 each,

and on the death of the residuary legatee the sum
of $300,000 is to be divided among a dozen
charitable institutions, among which are the Pres-

byterian Hospital, St. Luke's Hospital, the Man-
hattan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital, and the

Home for Incurables, New York, and the Adiron-
dack Cottage Sanitarium.

By the will of the late Mr. Sebastian D. Law-
rence, the city of New London, Conn., receives a

gift of $198,000 for the erection of a hospital to

be known as the Joseph Lawrence Free Hospital,

and a trust fund of $200,000 for its support, the

request being made that no nurses under the age
of thirty be employed in the institution.

Armor against X-Rays.—A discovery which
will, it is hoped, remove the risks of .r-ray opera-

tors, was announced recently at a meeting of the

French Academy of Sciences by M. Droit, who had
been impressed during some experiments with the

remarkable capacity of silk to absorb metallic sub-

stances. With the aid of silk manufacturers, M.
Droit succeeded in preparing a silk so impregnated
with lead and other substances as to be impenetra-

able to the rays. One piece of silk thus charged
weighs 266 grams to the square meter, and a glove

made from it has proved a complete protection

against the rays.

Decision against Dr. Kunitzer.—The Appel-
late Division of the Supreme Court of New York
handed down a decision on October 18, denying
the appeal of Dr. Robert Kunitzer from the ruling

of the Supreme Court which in turn had refused

to grant him an injunction against the New York
County Medical Society. As has previously been

stated. Dr. Kunitzer has charged that his expul-

sion from the Society was the result of an unfair

trial, that the proceedings were irregular, and that

the votes were improperly counted. The decision

of the Appellate Division was rendered without an

opinion and was unanimous.
Is the Cow Passee?—From Germany comes the

announcement of the production of synthetic milk,

more nourishing and more easily assimilated than
cow's milk, quite as palatable, and of the same
color. The method of manufacture is secret, but

it is said to be composed entirely of vegetable in-

gredients digested by machinery instead of by the

cow. In London the building of a factory for the

preparation and sale of the product has been pro-

posed.

Collective Investigation of Ulcer of the
Stomach.—At the invitation of the German Com-
mittee organized for "A Collective Investigation of

Ulcer of the Stomach," a similar committee has

been formed in this country, consisting of Drs.

George Brewer, Warren Coleman, Max Einhorn,

James Ewing, J. M. T. Finney, Arpad G. Gerster,

John C. Hemmeter, Frederic Kammerer, J. Kauf-
mann, William J. Mayo, Willy !Meyer, Wm.
Gerry Morgan, John B. Murphy, Franz Pfaff,

Maurice H. Richardson, William L. Rodman,
Charles G. Stockton, and John S. Thacher. The
purpose of the investigation is to collect data

enabling clinicians to clear up the various moot
poin.s in the etiology of ulcer of the stomach,
thus facilitating its recognition and treatment.

For this purpose surgeons are requested to send

the material obtained from ulcer cases at opera-

tion (resected ulcers, pieces of mucous mem-
brane), properly preserved, to a central bureau for

examination. Of equal importance would it be if

pathologists would also send material of gastric

ulcers and scar tissue from the post-mortem table

to the same central bureau, at the same time filling

out the autopsy blank. Finally it would be desir-

able that all clinicians, internists as well as sur-

geons, should fill out the history blank, but only

in cases which come to operation or autopsy. The
central bureau of the American Committee is the

Pathological Department of Cornell IJniversity

Medical College, 477 First Avenue, New York City,

where Prof. Ewing will make the pathological and
bacteriological examinations of the anatomical ma-
terial, the results of which will be published by him.

The American Committee seeks the cooperation of
all physicians, surgeons, and pathologists who may
be willing to assist in the investigation. Due
credit will be given in the published analysis of the

cases to all who send histories and anatomical speci-

mens. Directions for preserving and forwarding
the anatomical specimens are given upon the his-

tory and autopsy blanks. The autopsy reports

should be sent with the specimens to Prof. Ewing.
The clinical histories may be forwarded with the

specimens, or may be sent direct to the Secretary,

Dr. Warren Coleman, 58 West 55th Street, New
York City.

Registration Rescinded.—At a recent meeting,
the Board of Regents of New York State rescinded
the registration of the following institutions: Oak-
land College of Medicine and Surgery, Oakland,
Cal. ; Medical Department, Howard University,

Washington, D. C. ; Chicago College of Medicine
and Surgery, Chicago, 111. ; Valparaiso University
Medical Department, Valparaiso, Ind. ; Hahne-
mann Medical College of Chicago; College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago; College of

Homeopathic Medicine. State University of Iowa;
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College of Medicine, State Universit}i of Iowa;
Kansas Medical College, Depart.nent of Washburn
College, Topeka, Kan.; College of Physicians and

Surgeons, Baltimore ; School of Medicine, Boston

University; Medical Department, Creigh.on Uni-

versity, (Jmaha; Dartmouth Medical School, Han-
over, N. H. ; Cleveland-Pulte Medical College

Cleveland, O. ; College of Medicine, University of

Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn. ; Medical Depart.nent,

Vanderbiit University, Nashville, Tenn. ; Milwau-
kee Medical College, Department of Marquette
University, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Wisconsin College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Carroll College, Milwau-
kee, Wis.; Manitoba Medical College, Winnipeg;
Faculty of Medicine, Dalhousie University, Hali-

fax, N. S. ; Faculty of Medicine, University of

Toronto, Canada; Faculty of Medicine, McGill

Universicy, Montreal, Quebec.

Does Not Want Consumptives.—The Anti-

Tuberculosis Association of Te.xas has recently

issued statements setting forth the reasons why it

is disadvantageous for sufferers from tuberculosis

to go to Texas in hope of relief. The climate is

suitable, it is said, but there are very few hospital

facilities and no opportunities for work for in-

valids. The influx of consumptives into the State

has been large within recent years, and the Texans
are desirous of restricting it.

The Cornell University Medical College

opened on October 2, 19 12, with an enrollment as

follows: For the degree of M.D., first year, 39;
second year, 24; third year, 20; fourth year, 10;

special students (work not leading to the degree

of M.D.), 5; Docjors of Medicine engaged in re-

search, 7; for the degree of Ph.D., 2; making a

total of 116 students. There is an increase over

last year of 15 students in the enrollment for the

course leading to the degree of M.D. All stu-

dents now registered, with the exception of those

who are pursuing the combined seven year courses

leading to the degrees of A.B, and M.D. are grad-

uates in Arts or Science, or Doctors of Medicine
doiuCT advanced work.
Rat Census.—The first rat census of the United

States is about to be undertaken by the Public

Health Service, its object being to determine to

what extent the rats and other rodents spread dis-

ease, such as bubonic plague, and also what amount
of damage is done by them in dwellings, barns,

warehouses, etc.

Animal Hospital.—The New York W^omen's
League for Animals is to establish a hospital in New
York for the treatment of animals of all sorts. A
site at the corner of Bond and Lafayette streets has

been selected, and a $50,000 building will soon be

erected.

Fever Stricken Village.—Troy, Pa., a village

with a population of about 1,500, is suffering from
an epidemic of typhoid fever. More than 100 cases

of the disease had been reported up to October 17.

Births and Deaths in New York.—During the

month of .August there were in New York State

19,220 births and 11,259 deaths. Of the former

11,525 were credited to New York City, distributed

among the different boroughs as follows: Manhat-
tan, 5.787; Bronx. 1.056; Brooklyn. 3.817; Queens,

685 ; Richmond, 180. The urban births, outside of

New York City, numbered 4.274, while the rural

localities were credited with the balance, or 3,421.

Of the deaths, 5,781 occurred in New York City,

2.766 in the other cities of the State, and 2.702 in

the rural districts. Of the total number of deaths.

898 were due to violence. Infantile paralysis as-

sumed the proportions of an epidemic in the west-

ern part of the State, and there were 1,046 deaths

from diphtheria, as against 236 in the month of

July.

Prizes for Babies.—The Australian Parliament
has recently voted to grant a prize to the parents

of white children born in that country. The meas-
ure provided for the payment of twenty-five dollars

for each child, but does not apply to the native

blacks, or to the Asiatic residents of Australia.

Warning to Tourists.—The Public Heal.h Serv-

ice reports that there have been a number of cases

of smallpox recently at Almera, Spain, a port

which is visited by practically all of the Mediterra-

nean steamers, and warns American tourists against

landing there. Kobe, Japan, has also been placed

upon the black list, as cholera, has reappeared there

within the last few weeks. Porto Rico, on the

other hand, is believed to be safe, as the plague has

been practically wiped out.

Public Health Service.—A board of commis-
sioned medical officers will meet at the Bureau of

the Public Health Service, Washington, on Novem-
ber II, for the purpose of examining candidates for

admission to the grade of assistant surgeon in the

Public Health Service. Candidates must be between

23 and 32 years of age, and graduates of a reputable

medical college. The examinations are : i, physical

;

2, oral; 3, written; 4, clinical. After four years'

service, assistant surgeons are entitled to examina-
tion for promotion to the grade of passed assistant

surgeon. Assistant surgeons receive $2,000, passed

assistant surgeons $2,400, and surgeons $3,000 a

year, and when quarters are not provided additional

allowance is made. Further information may be

obtained from the Surgeon-General, Public Health

Service, Washington, D. C.

Personals.—Dr. John Matthew Connolly, form-

erly of the Harvard Medical School, has become
professor of chemical physiology in the State Uni-

versity Medical College at Portland, Oregon.
Dr.

J..
William W^hite has been elected emeritus

professor of surgery in the Medical Department of

the Universitv of Pennsylvania.

A Presentation to Professor Rubner.— .A. com-
mittee of students of the University and Bellevue

Hospital Medical College, consisting of Joseph

Riss, chairman, Frank J. McLaughlin, John M.
Lore, and Henry M. Scheer, waited on Professor

Max Rubner, of the University of Berlin, at his

hotel, previous to his sailing for home, and pre-

sented him with a token in appreciation of his

course of lectures at the College, under the Herter

Foundation.

The New York Medico-Surgical Society.

—

At the annual meeting of this Society, held Satur-

day evening, Oct. 19, at the Hotel Manhattan, the

following officers were elected to serve during

19x3: President. Walter Brooks Brouner ; Vice-

President. W'illiam E. Ramsay; Treasurer,
J.

Arthur Booth : Secretary, Samuel McCullagh.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Edward Bond Foote of

New York, a graduate of the College of Physicians

and Sureeons, New York, in 1876. and a member
of the New York State Eclectic Medical Society

and of many philanthropic and sociological associ-

ations, died at his home on October 12, aged 58
years.

Dr. Walter Savage Whitmore of Oceanic,

N. J., a graduate of the New York LTniversity

Medical College in 1887, and a member of the New
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Jersey State and Monmouth County Medical So-
cieties, died on October 11, in the Monmouth Memo-
rial Hospital, Long Branch, where he had been
operated on for appendicitis a few days before, aged

63 years.

Dr. St. Mark Fortier of New Orleans, La., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Tulane
University of Louisiana, New Orleans, in 1891, a

member of the Southern Surgical and Gynecological

Association, and physician in charge of the Louisi-

ana Retreat, died at his home on September 29, after

a long illness, aged 47 years.

Dr. Lewis R. Palmer of Baltimore, Md., a grad-

uate of the Hahnemann Medical College and Hos-
pital of Philadelphia in 1892, and president of the

Maryland Homeopathic Hospital of Baltimore, died

in the Hahnemann Hospital, Rochester, N. Y., on
October 2, aged 44 years.

Dr. Abraham Joseph Gossett of New York, a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

New York, in 1909, died on October 5, after a

lingering illness, at Monticello, N. Y., aged 25
years.

Dr. Alonzo C. McClellan of Charleston, S. C,
a graduate of the Howard University School of

Medicine, Washington, in 1880, and founder of the

Hospital and Training School for Nurses of

Charleston, died at his home on October 4, aged 57
years.

Dr. Thomas Joseph Bennett Dillon of Boston,

a licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons of

Dublin, Ireland, in 1884, examining physician to

the Boston Board of Health, and president of the

Central Council of the United Irish League of Bos-
ton, died suddenly in the Massachusetts General
Hospital, Boston, while he was undergoing an op-

eration for cancer of the tongue, on October 16,

aged 50 years.

(£,aicxtspanhtnts.

THE VACCINE TREATMENT OF PNEU-
MONIA.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—In an article published in the Medical
Record of September 14, 1912, Dr. Henry A.

Craig of New Brigliton, N. Y., contributes his ob-

servation on the autogenous bacterial vaccine treat-

ment of 300 cases of various diseases, among which

67 cases of pneumonia are included. He states that,

"in spite of all treatment, the general mortality of

pneumonia remains high—20 to 25 per cent." ; and
with this standard he ventures to compare the fol-

lowing results which he obtained from the autog-

enous bacterial treatment of this disease: First

series. 47 cases, 7 deaths ; second series, 20 cases,

I death, giving a total mortality of 11.94 per cent.

I believe that Dr. D. B. Lees of London, England,

was the first physician who made a practical syste-

matic study of ice application in the treatment of

pneumonia, and his first article was published in

the Lancet, November 2, 1889. Soon after this I

became much interested in the subject ant! made a

collective investigation of 400 cases treated in the

same way. Dr. Lees' first report comprised 18

cases, without a death. Dr. Freandt, a Finnish

physician, treated 106 cases of pneumonia with ice

applications, and experienced a death rate of 2.82

per cent. (Lancet, August 10, 1892, page 279). My
own collection of 400 cases, made about 10 years

ago, gave a total death rate of 4.25 per cent.

Now the statement of Dr. Craig, that the general

death rate of pneumonia is from 20 to 25 per cent.,

may be true when this disease is not treated with

ice or cold local applications, but it is certainly not

true when ice is applied, as is illustrated by the

figures just given. The truth is, and this should be

recognized by any one who seeks to e.Kploit a new
idea concerning the treatment of this disease, that

pneumonia, when left to itself, will, under ordinary

circumstances, show a natural tendency toward re-

covery in from 85 to 90 per cent, of all cases, and
that any treatment which is incapable of holding

the death rate down to the neighborhood of 10

per cent, is not only worthless, but positively mis-

chievous. This statement is not a rash assertion,

but is based on the death rate experienced in this

disease, when it was treated practically without

medication of any sort, as has been done in Europe
on a large scale in the past.

It is far from the intention of the writer to

advocate the use of any method of treatment in

the face of a better one, but, like every other thera-

peutic subject, this is preeminently a practical

question which must be decided entirely on the

merits which it is able to show at the bedside, no
matter how much theoretical evidence may point in

a contrary direction. It would, therefore, advance

the service of medicine very much if any one who
undertakes to launch a new treatment of pneumonia
would investigate the field thoroughly and find what
has been done by others in it. He would not fall

into the error of believinsr that the general death

rate of pneumonia, notwithstanding all treatment,

rises as high as 20 or 25 per cent. ; nor would he

regard the nearly 12 per cent, death rate of pneu-

monia as a very strong vindication of the effec-

tiveness of any treatment which had been employed.

Thomas J. Mays, M.D.
1829 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

PAIN AFTER NEOSALVARSAN
INJECTIONS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—In the ^Iedical Record of July 27, 1912,

I presented a brief report of neosalvarsan, with

a method of intramuscular injections with the view
of reducing the element of pain to a minimum.
Since the publication of that paper further studies

have made clear the reason for the occurrence of

pain in some of the injections that have been made
by myself and others, and I beg you will give me
this space to mention them briefly.

It seems to be imperative that the glycerin and
the betaeucain or alypin solution be freshly pre-

pared. In a large number of injections this obser-

vation has been made, and the pain has been almost

nil when the glycerin has been freshly sterilized

and the anesthetic solution freshly made.
The method of intramuscular injection does not

seem to be indicated in patients who have already

received intramuscular injections of mercury or of

some other arsenic preparations. In such cases in-

filtrations are the rule, and it appears that the

injection of neosalvarsan acts as an irritant to these

masses and sets up an inflammatory reaction which
is very painful. I do not know any way of avoid-

ing pain in these cases ; the intravenous method is

indicated.

Abr. L. Wolbar-st, M.D.
113 East Nineteenth Street, New York.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

OPENING OF THE SCHOOLS FOR WINTER SESSION IN-

-SURANCE, RESIGNATION OF CLUBS, AND CHARI-

TIES—DEPUTATIONS TO MR. LLOYD GEORGE

—

PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS IN FORCE PLAGUE
OBITUARY.

London, October 4, 1912.

The winter session was opened at the medical

schools on Tuesday. At several the traditional

method of marking the occasion by an introductory

lecture at which former students were wont to as-

semble has been discontinued and a dinner con-

versazione, or something, substituted. I think it

was old Barts which set the example some years

ago. I am disposed to agree with the regrets often

expressed by not a few at the loss of the time-

honored function. The distribution of prizes takes

the chief place in the program at some schools, and

with it a short address from the celebrity who un-

dertakes the duty, but it went just as well with the

inaugural lecture. The Lord Mayor undertook the

distribution at St. Mary's Hospital, and as he (Sir

T. Crosby) is a medical man, was at once in touch

with his audience. He urged the importance of the

work of corporate and municipal bodies and thought

the profession had neglected golden opportunities

by not serving upon them. They would become
leaders because they knew what was wanted for the

health of the people. Such questions were part of

their education and they would know more about

them than engineers and that sort of people. It

was difficult to keep out all reference to politics.

"When I became Lord Mayor I put my politics un-

der the table and luckily have not bent down to pick

them up. But I have received many earnest applica-

tions from brother professionals, who thought, with

justice I think (but that must be recognized as

sotto voce) that they were not having fair treat-

ment from the government. But they have taken

that matter into their own hands, and I think they

will succeed." The speech was punctuated with ap-

plause and the chairman. Dr. Philips, in proposing

a vote of thanks which was carried with acclama-

tion, observed that the Insurance Act was pushed
through without the profession being consulted upon
it or any of its details. The Lord Mayor afterwards

opened the new casualty department and spoke of

its importance to the hospital.

The Lord Mayor put in another appearance on the

same day in connection with the celebration of the

opening session ; for he presided at the dinner of

St. Thomas's Hospital and contrasted its present

position with that of the old site where he received

his own education. Then he repeated his view that

medical men should take up county and municipal

work. He looked upon it as a duty for them to do

so and let those who controlled affairs know their

worth. Their education would take them to the

top and win them the respect of their associates.

They must also vindicate the rights of the profes-

sion.

It was announced that a generous friend had
handed the treasurer a cheque for £20,000 toward a

new out-patient department.

At the Middlesex Hospital Dr. Lazarus Barlow
delivered the address which he entitled the "Genius
of the Infinitely Little," a phrase which excited some
speculation as to what he intended to convey by
it. Referring to the minuteness of the agencies at

work in the functions of life he spoke of the viru-

lence of bacteria, their extreme variation, some

strains being killed off and others surviving adverse

conditions. The modification of type depended on

the survivors. The production of disease, its non-

production, and the exaltation or depression of viru-

lence, he cited as examples of the infinitely little.

Passing on to radium emanations, he thought the

story one of nature's masterpieces of satire. The
alchemists strove to change the baser metals into

gold, for they knew not that nature for untold ages

had been turning the relatively common metal urani-

um into radium, 170,000 times more costly than

gold. The dream of the alchemists was fulfilled and

more, but with an almost diabolical contempt of

man nature was endowing radium with the property

of ceaseless change and decreeing that the transmu-

tation should continue till it became lead, worth

2 pence a pound. True, time was not an object with

nature and she would take a couple of thousand

years to turn an ounce of radium into yi an ounce

of lead wherewith to mend a burst water-pipe. That

only made the satire more pungent, for the existence

of radium was discovered when there was plenty of

lead and to spare. With all the minuteness of the

rays shot off by radium bacteria might be destroyed

by them. It was anticipated that cancer cells might

be so destroyed. The tubercle bacillus and anthrax

spore, extremely resistent to germicides, were killed

by alpha and beta rays. Dr. Barlow said it might

well be imagined that in the not very distant future

radium would be used in the treatment of bacterial

diseases. They already had indications that in

smaller doses the emanations were stimulant. If so,

what meant the presence of minute amounts of ra-

dium in the human body ? Having mentioned some
other speculations as to the genius of the cell and

the infinitely little he turned to the new students

and told them that the honor of the medical profes-

sion had been won for them by the infinitely little

ones in the past and prayed them in their turn to

hand on the torch undimmed and manifest the

genius of that infinitely little by doing their duty

always.

At Charing Cross Lady Mary Glyn distributed

the prizes and the Bishop of Peterborough delivered

an address in which he urged the students to join

the shooting club so as to prepare for the defence

of the Empire and the ideal of national life. The
existence of their country almost depended on the

universal military service proposed by Lord Roberts.

As to the little black spot which had come into their

lives in the Insurance Act it must be amended. He
believed promises of this had been made, but it

would be well for the originators to begin the

amendment.
At St. George's Mr. H. B. Grimsdale gave the

inaugural address and distributed the prizes. His

subject was the "Duty of the Medical Citizen."

Having reviewed the development of medicine as

a science and an art he spoke of the blow struck by

the government which might throw it back a century

or more. The chancellor had exhibited his ignorance

of the first requirements of modern medicine and
seemed to fancy doctors were engaged in a guessing

competition with numbered bottles corresponding

with numbers given to diseases. The government
were generous to working men and even to quacks

—but at the expense of medical men.
The Insurance Commissioners have decided to di-

vide England into nine inspectorial districts each

with a divisional officer permanently resident in the

chief town. There will be 277 new officials. Some
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have been appointed. Of these, 8 are said to have

special knowledge of Friendly Society work and 5

to be connected with trade unions.

Resignations of clubs continue to be sent in as do
appointments on voluntary charities. The stafif of

the Royal Surrey Hospital intimate that they cannot

treat insured persons gratis as at present when the

act comes into operation in January. In most Sur-

rey towns the profession seems unanimous. In the

Manchester district I hear 240 club appointments

have been relinquished as from January 15. In

South Wales a system has long prevailed of contri-

butions for medical officers being deducted from

wages. The act would still apply and so double pay-

ment be exacted. The contracts are therefore being

terminated with a view to a rearrangement. In the

Liverpool district there are about 600 practitioners

and of these 471 have already resigned contract

work.
In Northampton 20 and in the county 150 have

resigned. From Norfolk and Suffolk similar re-

ports arrive. The unanimity of the profession has

never been so marked. Every morning brings one

similar decisions, and it seems useless to give fur-

ther examples. It is much the same with regard to

honorary appointments at the voluntary hospitals

and charities. Some of these have already had
subscriptions discontinued. Thus the North Staf-

ford infirmary, largely supported by workmen, has

been compelled to suspend structural extension to-

wards which the public had freely subscribed.

On Wednesday Mr. Lloyd George received 18

medical members of the insurance advisory commit-
tees. These gentlemen are those who declined to

resign when the majority did. There were at first

58 medical members appointed by the Insurance

Commissioners and of them 38 resigned very soon
when the opinion of the profession found distinct

expression. The 20 who refused to follow, of

whom Sir Clifford Allbutt has been the spokes-

man, were of opinion that they could serve their

brethren better by remaining, and Sir Clifford, for

himself and colleagues, has since testified to the

careful and favorable consideration accorded to their

representations, but said cardinal questions such as

remuneration must await the return of the chancel-

lor from his holiday. Wednesday's interview was
arranged accordingly and the deputation submitted

that in the public interest additional financial provi-

sions should be made so as to allow fair remunera-
tion to medical officers. The chancellor thanked
the deputation for the support they had given him
so far by remaining on the advisory committees and
continuing their great public service by advising

him at the present juncture. He promised to confer

with his colleagues as soon as possible and hoped
to be able to state their decision in the course of the

week beginning on October 14.

This result is only what has been pretty generally

anticipated from the various suggestions put for-

ward in political and medical circles. It has long

been believed that Mr. Lloyd George would be glad

to see a way out of his trouble and was only waiting

for a good opportunity to yield. He is not likely to

get a better plan than these medical men offer. It is

true they are in opposition to the mass of the pro-

fession and have been called many hard names. But
they mean well and I am content to say they are out

of tune with the majority. If they extract enough
from the government to make fair remuneration
other differences may perhaps be forgotten.

To-day the chancellor is receiving another depu-

tation from the advisory committee. This is from
the representatives of the insured persons.

Meantime there has appeared what may perhaps

be a counterstroke. No less than the text of the

provisional regulations made by the committees

of the English, Welsh, and Scotch Insurance Com-
missioners. It was issued last night and comprises

59 sections (most of them with subsections), 4
schedules, and an appendix. It is prefaced by a

statement that "on account of urgency," though
provisional, these regulations are to come into opera-

tion immediately. It looks as if intended to obtain a

determination to proceed whatever the opposition.

The document would fill a number of the Medic.m.

Record and is such as might have been issued if all

parties were agreed and the scheme actually at

work. Of course busy practitioners cannot digest

it in a day, and though it looks fair enough in some
respects it is desirable they should carefully scruti-

nize every phrase. It deals with every department,

requires every committee for a county or borough

to make arrangements for the treatment of insured

persons, to estimate the cost, to determine conditions

on which to invite practitioners to serve (after con-

sultation with local medical committees), to decide

methods and rates of remuneration, questions as to

mileage, income limit, and many other points. All

particulars are to be embodied in draft agreements

and submitted to the commissioners as must every

act of the local committees. When no agreement

can be made the commissioners will take the matter

into their own hands. It must be remembered their

ordes have the force of the act itself and the possi-

bility of the abuse of such power is obvious.

A case of plague has occurred on board a vessel

in the River Tyne, which arrived on September 10

from Hamburg, and an apprentice was attacked the

same day. He was taken to the floating hospital as

suspected typhoid. Next day the medical health of-

ficer of the district examined his blood and diag-

nosed plague. He died on the i6th. A post mortem
was made and the diagnosis has since been con-

firmed in the laboratory of the local government
board. It has been ascertained that two other cases

occurred on the same vessel before arriving at the

Tyne. Of course every precaution has been taken

to prevent the spread of infection.

Inspector General Sir Herbert M. Ellis, K.C.B.,

R.N., died on September 30, aged 61. He qualified

at the two colleges in 1873 and joined the navy in

1875. He served in the Royal ^Marine Artillery

through the Egyptian campaign of 1882 and was at

Kassassin and Tel-el-Kebir, received the medal with

clasp and star and promotion to staff-surgeon. In

1893 ^16 was fleet surgeon on the Victoria. Next
year he became Inspector General and from 1904 to

igoS was Director General of the medical depart-

ment of the navy. In 1906 the Royal College of

Surgeons elected him to an honorary fellowship.

He was Honorable Physician to King Edward and
to King George. He was also a magistrate for

Carnarvonshire. In 1907 he received the Order of

the Bath. '

Dr. Edward Woakes, late senior aural surgeon
to the London Hospital and surgeon to the Throat
Hospital, died on September 30, aged 75. He was
M.D., London, 1863. His book on "Deafness, Gid-

diness, and Noises in the Head" reached a fourth

edition in 1896. He had written on "Nasal Polypus
in Relation to Ethmoiditis" in 1887 and on "Post-
Nasal Catarrh" as early as 1884.

Dr. John Knight, medical health officer for Scar-
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borough, died September 16, at the early age of 37.
He graduated at Glasgow M.B. with honors in

1896; M.D., 1902; D.P.H. Cantab., 1898. He had
been assistant medical health officer at Glasgow and
had lectured on forensic medicine and public health

in the university. Seven years ago he went to Scar-
borough and his reports were always valuable. He
investigated with great care the infantile mortality

from 1876 to 1905. He had a serious operation per-

formed three months ago for malignant disease, but
has succumbed.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

PLAGUE IN MANILA AND ILOILO POSSIBLE INTRO-
DUCTION IN RICE UNSATISFACTORY MILK SUP-
PLY DIMINISHING DYSENTERY—PRISON HYGIENE

^PERSONAL.

Manila P. I., August 30, 1912.

During the past few weeks there have been a
number of additional developments in the plague
situation in the Philippine Islands. So far, how-
ever, nothing alarming has occurred. There have
been seven deaths in Manila and three in Iloilo.

During the week ended August 24 two additional
cases were reported in the city of Manila. One of
these occurred in the person of a schoolboy who
resided at 352 Calle Echague, and who had a his-

tory of having lived, six days before he was taken
ill, at 15 Calle Villalobos. It may, perhaps, be re-

membered that two of the previous cases that oc-

curred earlier in the month were in the same street

and block, viz. : 27 and 37 Calle Villalobos, respec-

tively, and that they were also in schoolboys. The
other case occurred in the person of a Chinese bar-
ber who lived at 417 Calle Poblete, which is within
a block of where the first case occurred on June 7,

19 1 2. The rat-catching efforts have now been con-
centrated upon these two apparently infected cen-

ters, but, so far, no plague-infected rats have been
found, so that the origin of the infection is still

unknown.
All cases have occurred in persons who were per-

manent residents of the city, and who had, ap-

parently, no connection with the shipping, and were
in sections of the city which are well removed from
the water front. Both of the last-mentioned cases

were of the septicemic type. In the case of the

Chinaman, the disease had proceeded far enough to

be in reality pyemic in character. Numerous ab-

scesses were found in the lungs, liver, and in the

skin of certain portions of the upper extremities.

A small, hard papule was found on the left foot,

which might possibly have been due to a flea bite,

and a specimen obtained by cutting into the papule
resulted in a positive culture for plague. The left

femoral bubo, however, did not differ from the bu-
boes in other portions of the body, and was re-

garded as being of the secondary type.

In addition to the cases reported in Manila, there

were also two cases at Iloilo, both of which have
been confirmed by laboratory methods. This was
the first reappearance of plague in Iloilo since the

case which occurred on July 5. The Bureau of

Health sent the Assistant Director of Health, Dr.

Carroll Fox, to Iloilo, to take charge of plague sup-

pressive measures. He took with him Dr. Ruediger
of the Bureau of Science to do the necessary au-

topsies and laboratory work. It is the intention to

begin an active rat-catching campaign and to carry

out as much rat-proofing as practicable.

Owing to the great shortage of rice in the Philip-

pine Islands, there have been enormous importa-

tions of this staple brought to the ports of entry in

the Philippines, and, as much of this rice comes
from plague-infected districts, it has been suspected

that possibly some plague rats or fleas might have
been imported with it. An investigation of this

matter showed that rice from Saigon could easily

be placed on the market in the Philippines within a

period of seven days from the time that it left

Saigon, and, in accordance with the experience of

the Indian Plague Commission, it would even be
possible for plague-infected fleas to be introduced

through such importations.

The cargo that comes to the Philippines from
Japan and China is of such character that it might
easily harbor rats, and it would seem most likely

that the disease ma^ have been introduced in this

manner. On account of the fact that all cases have
occurred among permanent residents, and in per-

sons who have not been outside of the islands for

years, it does not seem probable that the disease

could have been introduced through human beings.

In spite of the constant efforts of the Bureau of

Health, the quality of the fresh milk that is placed

on the Manila market still leaves much to be de-

sired. One of the reasons for this is, that the cows
from which a large portion of the milk is obtained

are kept outside of the city limits, and are the

property of persons who have, probably, only one

cow and that has no fixed place of abode, for which

reason it is impracticable to enforce regulations,

such as could be done in the United States. Much
of the milk, also, comes from the caraballa, or water

buffalo. The fats and some other important in-

gredients in this milk are often double that found

in cow's milk. In order to imitate cow's milk, this

is frequently diluted one-half, or more, with water.

The proteins are then in disproportion, so rice flour

is added. If the fats have then been too greatly

reduced, cocoanut oil is sometimes added. The re-

sulting mixture is a most insanitary substance. One
specimen of milk examined contained 62,391,600

bacteria. Owing to the impracticability of effectu-

ally regulating the dairies of so many small milk-

men, it is proposed to establish a central pasteuriz-

ing plant and require all persons who desire to sell

fresh milk in the city to have their milk pasteur-

ized before it is offered for sale.

Since the onset of the heavy rains there has been

a constant decrease in the number of cases of bacil-

lary dysentery, and judging by the experience had

in former years the disease will probably soon dis-

appear. It either prevails more extensively this

year than fonnerly, or perhaps its presence came

more sharply to notice on account of the fact that

there was no cholera to absorb all the attention.

Laboratory examinations made of stools from cases

from many of the provinces, invariably resulted in

finding either the Flexner or the Shiga type of

organism.

As a result of the recent inspection madeof the

prisons throughout the provinces of the Philippine

Islands, it developed that there was no systematic

form of daily exercise for prisoners being carried

out. This matter was immediately taken up with

the prison officials and arrangements have now
been completed to have regular, fixed, physical ex-

ercise introduced in all of the jails. At the same

time, recommendations were also made, and are

being placed into effect, for better ventilation, drain-

age, food, etc. The improvement in the provincial
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jails as compared with five years ago is most note-

worthy, and their condition is beginning to com-
pare favorably with similar institutions in the

United States.

Dr. E. R. Gentry of the Army Board for the

Study of Tropical Diseases has been appointed in-

structor in histology in the College of Medicine and

Surgery, University of the Philippines.

Dr. Elbert Clark, Associate Professor in An-
atomy in the College of Medicine and Surgery,

University of the Philippines, has been made vice

dean in that institution.

Drs. Richard P. Strong and Vicente de Jesus

have been appointed by the Philippine Government
as delegates to the International Congress of Hygi-

ene and Demography, at Washington, D. C.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIA-
TION.

Toronto, September 20, 1912.

The Canadian Public Health Association, which

had its inaugural meeting in Montreal last Decem-
ber under the presidency of Dr. T. A. Starkey, pro-

fessor of hygiene at McGill University, Montreal,

and under the direct patronage of their Royal High-
nesses the Duke and Duchess of Connaught and
of the Princess Patricia, held its second meeting in

Toronto on September i6, 17 and 18, under the

presidency of Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, of Ottawa,

medical adviser to the Canadian Commission of

Conservation. The meeting this year was again a

complete success, nearly 300 members registering

at the place of meeting, the medical buildings of

the University of Toronto. Perhaps no association

of the kind has ever begun under so favorable aus-

pices or has since progressed with so great rapid-

ity. The Canadian Public Health Association now
numbers more members and has larger funds than

the American Public Health Association. This is

a convincing proof that the public health conscience

of Canada has been aroused and that the general

public is taking an intelligent interest in the health

of the community at large. The fact is recognized

that the good health of the people is of the first

importance from every point of view and that with-

out a healthy race no nation can prosper. For
this recognition the far-seeing policy of those re-

sponsible for the control of the association is to be

thanked. ^lembership of the association is open
to all, and indeed laymen and laywomen are urged
to become members. At the recent meeting almost

all grades of society were represented and took a

keen interest in the proceedings and discussions.

The first paper read struck the keynote of the

meeting, that the rush of immigrants and the rural

population to towns must be checked if the country
should continue to progress. Dr. P. H. Bryce,

Ottawa, Superintendent of Immigration, and an
acknowledged authority on the subject, read the

paper, which did not fail to impress his hearers

with the gravity of the situation. It should partic-

ularly interest American readers, for it dealt with a

situation almost exactly similar in Canada and
America. Dr. Bryce asks the question, How shall

Canada save her people from the physical and men-
tal degeneracy due to industrialism as seen in the

great cities of older civilizations? How long can a

country essentially a producer of raw material by
virtue of geographical location and extent of

territory still largely undeveloped continue nor-

mally to develop and prosper when it has shown a

displacement of rural population never witnessed

before in the history of any people and an increase

in urban population, rapid even beyond the palmiest

days of the United States immigration? Dr.

Bryce suggested remedies for the existing state of

affairs into which there is no space here to enter.

A paper of very marked interest was read by Dr.
Bruce Smith, Inspector of Prisons and Charities

for Ontario. Dr. Smith discussed hospitals and
their relation to the community and to public health.

Referring to municipal hospitals, the speaker de-

clared that there was no room in Canada for more
hospitals solely under municipal control. He
pointed out that the establishment of a municipal

hospital destroyed the philanthropic spirit of the

people. Local philanthropy was never exercised

for such hospitals and persons would as soon think

of giving a contribution to the city hall or to the

street railway as to. the hospital under municipal

control and management. Furthermore, he went
on to say that ward politics were decidedly incom-
patible with hospital management. The contrast

between municipal hospitals and those directed by
a local board was most striking. There was always

a discordant note from the executive side of the

municipal institution. Everywhere were seen the

finger prints of the politician ; the ward boss and
the political heeler exerted their baneful influence

without check or scruple. Fortunately, they had
not in Canada the experience which had been so

expensive in some American cities during the past

few years. Dr. Smith was of the opinion that a

private patient should be permitted to have his own
physician or surgeon attend him if he wished ; the

semi-private patient should have the same privi-

lege if he contributed to the hospital a sum equal

to the cost of his maintenance there ; the patients

in the public wards should be attended by members
of the staff. To permit patients in the public wards
to have their own medical men would cause endless

confusion. Hospitals should be for the treatment
and care of the sick, for the instruction of students

in medicine and surgery, and by the prosecution of

research for the furtherance of medical science to

the benefit of humanity.
Dr. Chas. A. Hodgetts, of Ottawa, medical ad-

viser to the Canadian Commission of Conservation,

was especially insistent that public health matters
should be dealt with by the national government.
A national government should give direct attention

to public health under a bureau, because such a

government would have at its command greater re-

sources for the study of the relation of its people
to their environment, animate and inanimate, than
the provinces or municipalities. Dr. Hodgetts re-

ferred in particular to the inspection of the thou-
sands of immigrants entering the country. If the

people of the country were satisfied with a medical
examination of several hundred persons, often

speaking a foreign language, in a few hours by one
or two medical men, then they were willing to face

a danger which he believed would show itself in

the near future ; indeed, it was manifesting itself

already. This question alone, he thought, provided
sufficient argument to justify the establishment of
a federal bureau of health. Moreover, there re-

mained to be evolved a scheme for the co-ordination
of public health work on imperial lines. It was
necessary that every nation of the empire should
play its part in building up the highest type of cit-

izens and provide men and women physically fit to

hold their own in the commercial struggle which
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was not likely to become less strenuous as years

passed by. Dr. Hodgetts has always been a strong

advocate for good housing, and he declaimed in

vigorous terms against the manner of building most
in vogue in Canadian cities. He said that it was a

disgrace to Canada that immigrants of the lower
type sliould be permitted to live in the cities of

Canada under worse conditions than prevailed even

in their own lands.

An address on public health affairs was given

on the evening of September 16 by Dr. W. A.
Evans, late Commissioner of Public Health of

Chicago. In the course of his eloquent address

Dr. Evans mentioned the difficulty in present cir-

cumstances of further reducing the death rate from
communicable diseases. He said that in England,
however, certain clauses of Lloyd George's Insur-

ance Act would probably reduce tuberculosis by 20

per cent. Moreover, it would encourage the treat-

ment of maternity cases in hospitals and thus re-

duce the number of newly born infants and of

women. It would penalize municipalities whose
people were compelled to pay high insurance rates

by reason of insanitary conditions and it would
deal with manufacturers whose employees suffered

in a similar manner because of unhealthy factory

surroundings. Health departments could lead the

people in dealing with overcrowding in large cities

and the housing of the poor. The public could noj:

afford to have the people live under insanitary con-

ditions, nor could they afford to have children

brought up amid such surroundings. There had
been, he said, in the past a disregard for what actu-

ally counted—healthy and efficient men and women.
Now there was a demand from manufacturers and
business men for efficient laborers capable of pro-

ducing goods to compete in the markets of the

world. Practitioners of preventive medicine could

help to meet this demand.
In the section of engineers and architects several

excellent papers were read on filtration, sewage dis-

posal, and housing problems. Prominent among
these was one by Mr. Race, bacteriologist of the

city of Ottawa, on Toronto's filtration plant. In
the discussion that followed this paper Dr. Bryce
made some pertinent remarks on hypochlorite of

lime as a purifying agent for sewage. He said

that as an old chemist he could not see how chlo-

rinating sewage was going to destroy the patho-

genic germs. To his way of thinking it should not

be called hypochlorite treatment, but hypocrisy. The
view is now taken by several authorities that too

much reliance is now being placed on the purify-

ing effects of hypochlorite on water and sewage.
Instead of employing the substance for purifying

water in emergencies it is being largely used as a

routine mode of treatment. It is argued that filtra-

tion should be so efficient that in the usual course

of events no other agent should be needed, and
ergo that hypochlorite should be relegated to its

proper place as an emergency measure. It is

pointed out that in Europe by means of efficient

systems of filtration typhoid fever has been practi-

cally eliminated and that hypochlorite is only em-
ployed when filtration is inefficient.

In the section of military hygiene some good
papers were read, notably by Col. G. Carlton Jones,

P.A.M.C., Director General Medical Service, Can-
ada, on the sanitation of a besieged city, and by
Major Lome Drum, P.A.M.C, on the militia as a

factor in public health.

A very instructive part of the program and

one that appealed to everybody was the section on
social workers. The section was presided over by
Dr. Helen Macmurchy, Toronto, and dealt with

acutely pending social problems. The question of

the prevention of social misery provoked much de-

bate, and individuals from all grades of society

took part in the discussion and suggested various

means for remedying the present unfortunate state

of affairs in all cities of the world.

The programme of the meeting was long and
exhaustive and only the principal points have been
touched on here. Mention, however, should be

made of papers read on tuberculosis by Drs. J. H.
Elliott and G. D. Porter, Toronto.
At the closing meeting the election of officers

took place. Dr. J. W. S. McCullough, chief med-
icl officer of Ontario, was elected president, and
Regina, Saskatchewan, was chosen as the next

place of meeting. The executive committee is as

follows : The president ; the treasurer. Dr. G. D.

Porter, Toronto; the secretary, Major Lome Drum,
Ottawa; Prof. John Amjot, Toronto; Col. G. C.

Jones. Ottawa, and Dr. C. A. Hodgetts, Ottawa.
Two important resolutions were passed before ad-

journment: First, the organization urged the for-

mation of a Federal Department of Public Health,

and second, a resolution was passed to urge upon
the Dominion Government the need for more strin-

gent laws with regard to preventing the pollution

of waters which are or may be used as the sources

of a public water supply. Shortly before the meet-

ing closed the very sad announcement was made
that Mrs. Starkey, wife of Dr. T. A. Starkey, pro-

fessor of hygiene at McGill University, Montreal,

had died somewhat suddenly. Prof. Starkey was
well known to members of the association, re-

spected for his wide and intimate knowledge of all

matters concerning public health, and liked for his

pleasing personality. On his own account there-

fore the sympathy of all the members went out to

Dr. Starkey. To those who had been privileged to

know Mrs. Starkey and had had the opportunity

for appreciating her whole-hearted kindness and
lovable disposition, the news came as a personal

shock and by them Dr. Starkey was sympathized

with more keenly and with a more intelligent uut

derstanding of what her passing meant to him. A
resolution was made at the meeting condoling with

Dr. Starkey.

The meeting was successful from the scientific,

practical, and social standpoints. The city of To-
ronto extended her hospitality and some individual

citizens gave special functions for the benefits of

the visitors. Sir Edmund Osier gave an at-home,

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. E. Gooderham gave a mu-
sicale, and there was also given by the association

itself a dinner and smoker.

ProgrpHH of iHf&tral Btxsmt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 10, 1912.

1. The Surgical Aspects of Fat. J. M. T. Finney.
2. Norway Revisited. C. Kent Austin.

3. The Effect of the Pasteurization of Milk on Babies. J. L.

Morse.
4. A Case of Hemianopsia Due to Vascular Disease. H. P. Greeley.

I. Surgical Aspects of Fat.—J. M. T. Finney pre-

sents a general review of the subject of the relationship

of fat, in its various manifestations, to surgery. In the

first place, fat may have a definitely beneficial and conserv-

ative effect. One has but to recall the classical picture of

the thin, neurotic visceroptotic female patient. By keeping
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the latter in bed for a number of weeks and improving her

nutrition, one may succeed in producing a deposition of

adipose tissue, hoping thereby to anchor the floating kid-

neys, and splint the other too mobile viscera. On the whole,

however, the effect of fat is detrimental rather than bene-

ficial to the work of the surgeon, for there are many ways

in which its presence is of real disadvantage in case of a

surgical operation. It is a tissue feebly resistant to bac-

terial invasion. It does not heal readily. It is soft and

friable and easily torn and injured, leaving particles of

loose fat or oil globules between the adjacent surfaces of

the wound, and thereby interferes with wound healing.

Where the subcutaneous fat is present, in large amount,

frequently to the thickness of several inches, particularly

in the case of the abdominal wall, it interferes materially

with the manipulations of the surgeon, and may necessitate

a very considerable lengthening of the abdominal incision.

Surgical or non-surgical traumatism of fatty tissue may
lead to fat embolism. Intoxications of non-bacterial na-

ture, arsenic, antimony, carbon monoxide, mineral acids,

chloroform, phosphorus, etc.; states of malnutrition: and

severe anemias, primary or secondary, lead to fatty degen-

eration. Necroses occur in fatty tissue in addition to the

usual causes of failure of blood supply and irritation in

three striking forms: (1) One resulting from acute pan-

creatitis through the liberation of fat-splitting enzymes

seen so commonly in the omentum as to be pathognomonic

and exceptionally also in the subcutaneous fat. (2) That

peculiar fatty necrosis exhibited by individuals manifesting

carbolic acid idiosyncrasy in gangrene and characterized

by tough, dirty, yellow sloughs. (3) That resulting from

long continued application of ice to the abdomen as in the

case of the ice bag for appendicitis.

3. Effect of Pasteurization of Milk on Infants.—J. L.

Morse notes that there is no unanimity of opinion among
the leading pediatrists of this country as to the effect of

the pasteurization of milk on its digestibility and as to

whether it renders milk less suitable for the feeding of in-

fants. The only conclusions which seem to the author to

be warranted from his study of the subject are as fol-

lows : It is impossible to determine from the eridence at

present available whether or not babies fed continuously on

pasteurized milk thrive as well as those fed on raw milk

or whether or not the continuous use of pasteurized milk

predisposes to the development of the diseases of nutri-

tion. There is sufficient evidence to show, however, that

if the continuous use of pasteurized milk is injurious to

babies, its possibilities for harm are much less than those

of bacteria. All but the cleanest milk should, therefore, be

pasteurized before it is given to infants. There is, on the

other hand, sufficient doubt as to the innocuousness of pas-

teurized milk to justify the avoidance of pasteurization

whenever the character of the milk warrants it. Finally,

one's knowledge of the whole matter is extremely incom-

plete and unsatisfactory. The question as to the effect of

the pasteurization of milk on the nutrition of infants can

be settled only by a much more careful and extensive study

of the whole subject, both in the laboratory and clinically,

than has hitherto been undertaken.

4. Hemianopsia Due to Vascular Disease.—H. P.

Greeley reports the case of a fisherman, aged 57 years,

who had never suffered from any serious diseases,

syphilis or gonorrhea, and had never had any previous

attack of paralysis or weakness. Three days before ex-

amination the patient suddenly noticed some numbness

and weakness in his right leg. This passed off almost im-

mediately but was accompanied by tingling and numbness

in the right arm which persisted to a slight degree. At
the same time he noticed that he became "right" blind and

could see no objects toward the right without turning his

head. These symptoms were accompanied by a little diz-

ziness and headache over a period of a couple of days.

He had no pain and no other symptoms of constitutional

disorder; no nocturia; no vomiting. His habits were good

as to alcohol and tobacco. Examination of the field of

vision showed absent visual power in the right half of both

eyes. He could not see his nose at all with his left eye

and could not see an object with right eye till it was nearly

directly in front of him (with eye directed forward).

Ophthalmoscopic examination showed no retinal changes.

The retinal arteries were like fine silver cords. The patho-

logical lesion in this case the author judged to be a small

hemorrhage or thrombosis in the posterior part of the left

internal capsule, permanently affecting the optic tracts.

New York Medical Journal.

October 12, 1912.

1. Blonds and Brunettes in the Tropics. C. E. Woodruff.
2. The Treatment of Diabetes. A. Bassler.

3. Errors in Treatment of Senile Cases. J. L. Nascher.
4. The Specific Complement Deviation Reaction in Gonorrhea. J.

.\. Gardner and G. H. A. Clowes.
5. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. VIII. I. D. Steinhardt.

6. High Frequency Currents in Eczema. E. G. Charbonneau.
7. Traumatic Separation of the Epiphyseal Beak of the Tibia. G.

B. Rhodes.
8. Tuberculous Glands of the Neck Cured by the X-Ray. M.

Strunsky.
9. A New theory Concerning the Origin of the Heart Beat. B.

Kaufman.
10. A Frequent Surgical Annoyance. J. D. Bloom.
11. Sputum Examinations and Tuberculin Tests at the Gouverneur

Hospital Tuberculosis Clinic. Max M. Fladen.

3. Errors in Treatment of Senile Cases.—I. L.

Nascher enumerates the chief sources of error into which

the physician may fall in the diagnosis of senile cases.

These sources of error are as follows: (i) Normally de-

generating senile organs may present manifestations which

simulate symptoms of disease. (2) The manifestations of

senile degeneration may be so pronounced as to mask the

symptoms of a disease. (3) Symptoms may be so obscure

as to be unnoticed or uninterpretable. (4) There may be a

misinterpretation of numerous symptoms which, taken col-

lectively, form apparently a symptom-complex. Where

such diagnostic errors are made, errors in treatment

naturally follow. Mistakes in treatment may also occur

through ignorance or neglect of the pathological and clini-

cal differences in diseases occurring in maturity and in

senility; of the tendency of diseases to involve allied or-

gans, either directly or through the inability of an allied

organ to accommodate itself to the altered function of the

diseased organ ; of the greater resistance to some patho-

genic factors and the lessened resistance to others; and

also through ignorance or neglect of lessened innervation,

mental depression, exaggerated symptoms, etc. These all

fall under the head of errors in diagnosis. A more pro-

lific source of error in senile cases is ignorance of the

action of drugs and other therapeutic agents upon tke de-

generating organs, and neglect of the secondary effects of

drugs which in the aged are often more pronounced than

the primary or desired effect. A universal error made in

dealing with senile cases is the attempt to restore or cure

normal degenerations. Digitalis is a particularly danger-

ous and unreliable drug in senile cases. The tincture given

per OS does not manifest any effect upon the circulation

until after twenty-four hours ; the action of the drug is

cumulative : and the latter is useless in an emergency.

4. Complement Deviation Reaction in Gonorrhea.

—

J. A. Gardner and G. H. A. Clowes find that the comple-

ment deviation reaction for gonorrhea, when carried out

with a polyvalent gonorrheal antigen by the method

recommended by Schwartz and McNeil, gives remarkably

reliable results and permits of a specific differentiation,

even in the presence of syphilis and other diseases exhibit-

ing complement deviation phenomena. The authors' cases

giving "i—I—|- or -|

—

\- gonorrheal reaction, were all un-

doubted cases of gonorrhea ; although it appears prob-

able that in certain severe chronic cases the reaction

may persist for some time after a cure has been effected.

The cases giving a negative gonorrheal reaction (with
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one exception, previously referred to, and acute cases

within twenty-one days of infection), failed on examina-
tion to show diplococci, and may be considered to be

probably free from the disease. The cases e.xhibiting

a -|—I—|- Wassermann reaction for syphilis gave for the

most part a negative reaction in the gonorrheal series,

and when a strong positive gonorrheal reaction was ob-

tained there is little doubt that gonorrhea was, or had

been present. It is remarkable that in the authors' series

of 185 cases, seventy of which exhibited a strong reac-

tion in the gonorrhea or syphilitic series, only seven

cases, or ten per cent., gave a strong reaction in both.

A slight reaction is of unquestionable value in diagno-

sis, but, as in the case of a slight Wassermann reac-

tion for syphilis, should never be considered final. The
authors declare that they have up to the present time

failed to find a single normal individual exhibiting a defi-

nite reaction when a test was made with the gonorrheal

antigen.

6. High Frequency Currents in Eczema.—E. G.

Charbonneau reports a case of intractable universal

eczema in an infant. The disease had resisted many
different forms of treatment. There was a marked
uiniinution in the excretion of urea, which fact indi-

cated an error in metabolism. Malnutrition, together

with an alkaline urine being in evidence, the author sub-

jected the patient to the powerful stimulating, as well

as eliminative effects oi" the low potential, high amper-
age, high frequency currents. Lemon juice was given

from three to four times daily. The local manifestations

were brought under control vi-ith the topical application of

the high potential currents, alternating with from four

to six second exposures to the .r-rays. Improvement
in the condition of the infant's skin began almost imme-
diately after the first treatment and recovery was com-
plete within two weeks.

7. Traumatic Separation of Epiphyseal Beak of

Tibia.—G. H. Rhodes notes that the upper end of the

tibia is developed usually from two centers, one for

the diaphysis, and one for the epiphysis. The epiphyseal

center appears at about twelve years of age and unites

with the diaphysis at about the twentieth year. The
structure destined to form the tubercle of the tibia is

usually evolved from the epiphysis by a downward
growth, covering the upper and anterior aspect of the

head of the tibia, and from its resemblance to a bird's

bill, is called the tibial "beak." In some instances, how-
ever, this beak, instead of being developed from the

epiphysis, develops from a separate esseous center. A
total tearing away of the tubercle of the tibia is recorded

as a very rare injury. Stimson states only nine cases to

have been recorded. A more common lesion is the sepa-

ration of the beak, or what is termed a "starting" of the

epiphysis, by a sudden violent pull on the patellar ten-

don. The probable reason for the incomplete nature of

the fracture or separation, is that the tubercle of the

tibia is not the sole point of insertion of the patellar ten-

don. The author reports a case of this rare condition

which came under his observation.

8. X-Ray Treatment of Tuberculous Glands of Neck.
—M. Strunsky states that statistics show that only fifty-

seven per cent, of cures follow the usual surgical oper-

ations for tuberculous adenitis, and that in about twenty-

five per cent, of these cases there is a local recurrence^

Only the enlarged glands are removed, while small, deep

seated but infected glands remain. Scars which are often

unsightly follow operations. Many cures of cases of

tuberculous adenitis by means of the application of the

.^-rays have been reported of late. The author concludes

that a scientific trial of ;r-ray treatment both before and

after operations is advisable in every case of tuberculous

gland of the neck.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 12, 1912.

1. Public Health in America. H. P. Walcott.
2. Medical Progress. W. A. Jayne.
3. Intestinal Antisepsis. N. M. Harris.
4. Effect of Iodides on the Circulation and Blood Vessels in Arterio-

sclerosis. J. A. Capps.
5. Clinical Observations on the Duration of Digitalis Action. C.

Eggleston.
6. Antityphoid Inoculation. Three Years' Experience with Its Use

in Training Schools for Nurses in Massachusetts. L. H.
Spooner.

7. Some Results and Fields of Usefulness of Antityphoid Vaccina-
tion. F. F. Russell.

8. Inoculation Against Typhoid Fever in Public Institutions and in

Civil Communities. A Further Report. E. W. Hachtel and H.
W. Stoner.

9. A Study of the Ultimate Results in the Dispensary Treatment of

Tuberculosis.
10. The Mode of Infection in Epidemic Poliomyelitis. S. Flexner.
11. The Production of Active and Passive Immunity to the Fneu-

mococcus with a Soluble Vaccine. A Preliminary Report. J. O.
Hirschfelder.

12. A Graphic Menstrual Chart. C. Macfarlane.
13. A Clinical Incubator at Small Cost. C. Emerson.
14. A Pocket Mercury Sphygmomanometer. B. M. Linnell.

15. Successful Transplantation of Ureter from Vagina to Fundus of
Bladder Twenty Months .^fter Wertheim Operation in Which
Greater Part of Trigon Was Resected. G. Torrance.

16. A New Antrum Irrigator. C. C. Charlton.

1. Public Health in America.—By H. P. Walcott.
(See Medical Record, September 28, 1912, page 576.)

4. Effect of Iodides in Arteriosclerosis.—J. A. Capps

concludes that iodides in therapeutic doses are not active

vasodilators and when long continued do not materially

affect blood-pressure. Iodides do not alter the viscosity of

the blood to any marked degree. The iodides probably

owe their beneficial influence in syphilitic arteriosclerosis

to the absorption of the cellular exudate in the arteries.

The absorption may be brought about by the formation of

a proteolytic ferment which is created by the union of

iodide with antibody, and which has a selective action on

the luetic cellular exudate. It is possible that this selective

digestive action may be operative to a lesser degree on the

cellular exudate in arteriosclerosis due to other causes

than syphilis.

5. Duration of Action of Digitalis.—C. Eggleston

emphasizes the facts that the elimination of this drug is

slow and that after the disappearance of the traceable signs

of its action there remains in an active state in the tis-

sues a very large part of the total digitalis absorbed and

acting prior to the cessation of its administration. This

period of digitalis action, which cannot be definitely

shown to exist by means of tracings or even by clinical

signs in the majority of patients, may be termed the

period of latent action. It is represented by the slowly

falling line below the level of obvious action, either thera-

peutic or toxic, and its duration is of uncertain length.

The author concludes that the drug is more or less firmly

fixed in the tissues, probably of the heart, and continues

its action in proportion to the quantity present. The re-

turn to action in response to a smaller second dose is

the summation of the drug fixed in the tissues and that

which is subsequently introduced. The phenomena of the

persistence of digitalis action is due, therefore, not to the

lasting effects of an injury to the heart, but to the actual

presence of the drug in the tissues in active form.

6. Antityphoid Inoculation of Nurses. — L. H.

Spooner finds that the frequent injections of small amounts

of a low-virulence vaccine cause slight inconvenience.

They seem to produce a protection among nurses, who are

eight times more liable to typhoid fever than the average

individual. Their morbidity, under ordinary conditions, is

1.4 per cent., or 19 cases among 1,361. Case morbidity

among the uninoculated nurses in hospitals is nearly nine

times greater than among the inoculated, subject to simi-

lar conditions. No permanent untoward effects have arisen

from over 5,000 injections. The blood-picture indicates a

certain protection, lasting at least two and a half years.

The use of this means of protection has been shown to

be safe in two epidemics and very efficient in at least one

of them.

7. Usefulness of Antityphoid Inoculation.—F. F.
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Russell describes the results obtained in the United States

Army with the use of typhoid vaccine, which has been

employed in about 400,000 doses. The vaccination has been

obligatory and very thoroughly carried out, thus obviating

any criticisms that it has been done only on a selected

class who would be likely to avoid exposure. Typhoid

fever has been practically abolished in the army, only five

cases occurring in the first four months of the present

year, and only one in a person who had been vaccinated.

The other cases were in newly enlisted recruits. The

author believes that antityphoid vaccination has an exten-

sive field of usefulness in civil life, especially in hospitals

and other institutions, in industrial establishments, in

camps of laborers, and among persons patronizing summer

resorts or traveling.

10. Mode of Infection in Poliomyelitis.—S. Flexner

advances the view that the nasal mucous membrane is the

avenue of ingress and egress of the virus of this disease

in the human species. The virus passes with readiness and

constancy from the intact or practically intact mucous

membrane of the nose to the central nervous system, and

this, next to the direct inoculation of the brain, affords

the readiest cause of the disease. Like epidemic menin-

gitis, poliomyelitis appears in a frank and in an abortive

or ambulatory form, can be transported by active infected

carriers, as well as by healthy passive carriers of the spe-

cific microorganism of virus, and fortunately is limited in

its extension by a high natural indisposition or insuscepti-

bility to infection existing among persons of all ages.

The Lancet.

October 5, 1912.

1. Universities and Medical Education. H. D. RoUeston.
2. Ventral Hernia, Traumatic or Incisional. W. H. Battle.

3. Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis: An Account of Recent Important
Experimental and Epidemiological Investigations in Sweden.
W. H. Trethowan.

4. The Relation of the Gastric Secretion lo Rheumatoid Arthritis.

A. S. Woodwark and R. L. Mackenzie Wallis.

5. A Note on the Material and Technique of Wire Suture of Bone,
with Especial Reference to the Suture of the Patella and the
Advantages of Iron Wire. E. W. Hey Groves.

6. A Case of Intracranial Tumor. H. Smith, M.D.
7. Tuberculin Dispcnsar-es and Diagnosis Scheme of Classification of

Patients Attending the Portsmouth Municipal Dispensary. J.

Fairley.

4. Relation of Gastric Secretion to Rheumatoid Ar-

thritis.—A. S. Woodwark and L. M. Wallis report the

results of their study of ten typical cases of chronic rheu-

matoid arthritis. Ewald's test-meal, consisting of a piece

of dry toast with one pint of weak tea without either

sugar or milk, was given fasting, and the stomach contents

were removed by a Seiiorans evacuator one hour later. In

all of the cases the amount of free hydrochloric acid and

the digestive properties were markedly below normal,

and in some cases almost entirely absent. In the absence

of signs and symptoms malignant disease of the stomach

could be excluded. Apart from the circumstance that in

many cases an obvious septic focus

—

e.g. carious teeth—is

at hand, the identification of the source of sepsis does not

appear to be essential, since opportunities for the intro-

duction of pyogenic microorganisms into the body are

manifold and insidious. The absence of hydrochloric acid

also explains the frequency with which dyspepsia is en-

countered in cases of rheumatoid arthritis. The lines

of treatment adopted as a natural sequence were to remedy

the defect in the gastric secretion, and although these have

been employed only for a short period of time, the results

have so far been encouraging.

5. Wire Sutures.—E. W. Hey Groves for some years

past has been much impressed with the superior advan-

tages of iron wire over other metal wires in more com-

mon use for surgical operations. As regards silver, the

material which is probably more widely used than any

other, it has long been known that fractures of the patella

united by silver wire are apt to re-fracture. This is often

due to the fact that the sutures only grasp a thin shell of

cancellous bone, but it has also resulted from the fracture

of the wire. But the fact that silver wire not only occa-

sionally, but generally, becomes disintegrated in the tissues

has been conclusively proved by recent .r-ray photographs

of the late results of the filigree operation for hernia.

There is only one other kind of v.'ire that is at all com-

monly used in surgery besides silver—viz.. aluminum

bronze. The author has found this easy and satisfactory

to work with, but he has also been struck by the fact

in animal experiments that the tissues in the neighboihood

of the wire are always discolored by a green deposit which

is no doubt a copper compound, and healing is always

delayed or altogether absent in these green tissues.

British Medical Journal.

October 5, 1912.

1. The Differential Diagnosis of Surgical Dyspepsias. A. J. Walton.
2. A Congenital Deformity of the Forearm and Its Operative Treat-

ment. H. G. W. Dawson.
3. On the Influence of Meteorological Conditions on the Develop-

ment of Trypanosoma Rhodesiense in Glossina Moristans.
A. Kinghorn and W. Vorke.

4. The Etiology and Treatment of Miner's Nystagmus. With a
Review of 100 Cases. F. J. Browne and J. R. Mackenzie.

5. Aneurysm of the Anterior Cusp of the Mitral Valve in a Case
of Staphylococcal Endocarditis. W. CaKvell.

6. A Case of Ulcerative Endocarditis. A. Houlgrave.
7. A Case of Abnormal Pulse Rhythm. W. Johnstone.

I. Surgical Dyspepsias.—A. J. Walton discusses the

variations of symptoms and physical signs occurring in

gastric ulcer, early gastric carcinoma, duodenal ulcer, gall-

stones, and some cases of appendicitis. Pain is the most

important although not always the first symptom, but it

is the pain that causes the patient to seek advice. Varia-

tions in the appetite in these lesions are common and

seem to depend largely upon the changes in the secretion

of hydrochloric acid. Vomiting is extremely variable and

apart from the presence of blood is of no aid in arriving

at a differential diagnosis. The indications for operative

treatment are as follows: (i) Any case in which the

symptoms are such that one of the above lesions can be

diagnosed with tolerable certainty. (2) Any case com-

mencing after the age of 35, which is not markedly relieved

by a few weeks' adequate medical treatment. (3) Any
case in which the symptoms have occurred after previous

attacks relieved by medical treatment, especially if the

symptoms have changed from those typical of a chronic

gastric ulcer. (4) Any case in which the stomach shows

definite evidence of distention, whether the symptoms are

those of ulcer or carcinoma, (s) Any case in which a

tumor is present suggesting any of the above conditions.

(6) .'\ny case with repeated hemorrhages.

Congenital Deformity of the Forearm.—H. G. W.
Dawson calls attention to a condition which has apparently

not been described in the textbooks. This condition is

one of congenital union of the upper end of the radius

with the ulna, resulting in a fixation of the forearm in a

position of complete pronation and limitation to the use-

fulness of the arms and hands. The author's case was
that of a lady aged 35, in whom the condition was bilat-

eral. A younger brother was also the subject of the

same deformity.

Miner's Nystagmus.—F. J. Browne and J. R. Mac-
kenzie point out the following etiological factors in this

condition: (i) Inadequate Light.—That this is an impor-

tant cause of miner's nystagnus is conclusively proved by

the fact that 99 per cent, of the author's cases had been

using the locklamp for a number of years. (2) Errors of

Refraction.—These occurred in 90 per cent, of the cases.

It is interesting to note that a large number of the cases

of hypermetropia were those of comparatively young men
who had worked only a few years at coal-cutting. (3)

Straining of the Extrinsic Muscles of the Eyeball.—This

is the result of the two foregoing factors. In all the cases

the workman had his eyes fixed in a staring, strained
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position for long periods, either downwards and laterally,

as in narrow seams, or upwards, as in wide seams. (4)
Neurotic Temperament.—The inabiHty, on the part of a
very large number of men with nystagmus, to concentrate

their physical or mental powers in any particular line of
action suggests that such instability is probably much more
the cause than the effect of nystagmus. The severe head-
aches and aching eyes of which these men complain are

accounted for by errors of refraction and straining of the

eyes ; the vertigo, by incoordination of the ocular muscles

;

and the conjunctivitis and photophobia, by the sudden fre-

quent change from darkness into dazzling light.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

September 23, 1912.

Extirpation of the Spleen in the Normal Man.—No-
guchi refers to the results of extirpation of the spleen in

general, but owing to the fact that this is done in various

pathologic states the finds show corresponding differences.

Hence data must be compiled only from cases of e.xtirpa-

tion in the healthy. The case described by the author, how-
ever, was not in a perfectly healthy subject, such as might
have happened in a traumatic case but in a man with a

large lipoma, to which the spleen was hopelessly adherent.

The spleen was, however, intact in every way. The pa-

tient was subjected to an extended study and the author
sums up as follows : The extirpation of the normal spleen

in a normal subject gives rise to no disturbance of the

economy. The subject lives on for many years and shows
no abnormalities. The only significant blood change is a

diminution of the polynuclear ncutrophiles. During the

first year this is offset by increase in the lymphocytes and
later in the eosinophiles. In the course of a few years this

shortage in the ncutrophiles disappears, perhaps because
the bone marrow is able to supply them. Five or six years
are required before the fluctuations in the neutrophiles

and eosinophiles cease. Only a portion of the former are
manufactured in the spleen. In affections of the latter

organ, such as Banti's disease and malaria, the shortage
in neutrophiles is also made up by other organs, in such
manner that it is not apparent. Splenectomy appears to

throw no light on other functions of the organ. In gen-
eral the results of splenectomy are slight and transitory.

Perforation of a Postoperative Peptic Ulcer of the
Duodenum into the Transverse Colon.—Pinner reports
a case of this type, and states that it makes the tenth on
record. In all of these cases the conditions were the same,
viz.

:
the perforation followed a retrocolic gastroenter-

ostomy. It is evidently immaterial whether the operation
was done on the anterior or posterior wall of the stomach

:

whether or not a Murphy button or some other resource
was used. The jejunal ulcer may occur after any method.
The author gives a digression on the causation of peptic
ulcer in the jejunum. The general assumption is that a
hyperacid gastric juice is at fault, and this is no doubt the
chief factor. But not in every case do we find evidences
of hyperchlorhydria, and similar ulcers may occur in the
normal jejunum in which only alkaline secretions are pres-
ent. In such cases we have to fall back on local injuries,

embolism, arteriosclerosis, etc., as possible factors. Once
these ulcers form perforation into the colon is readily in-
telligible. Diagnosis should not be difficult in theory. After
the gastroenterostomy, the entrance of colonic products
into the stomach and vomited matter, as well as dysenteri-
form symptoms make the case a plain one. In practice,
however, these symptoms may be quite lacking. In certain
cases pains have constituted the sole symptom. The sub-
ject of prevention is bound up with that of diet, but au-
thorities are not agreed as to what this should be.' Natur-
ally the continued presence of the original disease which
led to the operation may demand constant attention. The
only treatment proper is naturally a second operation.

The Graves' Syndrome in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
—Von Brandenstein, a woman practitioner, deals with this

subject exhaustively. Certain symptoms of pretubercu-
losis, such as tachycardia might suggest a Graves' ele-

ment. This, however, is not the contention, the latter be-

mg that actual Graves' is more common in consumptives
than in patients as a whole. In a tuberculosis sanatorium
It was learned recently that about i6 per cent, had Graves'
disease, about one-half in a severe form. The present au-
thor thereupon investigated some tuberculous material for

evidences of this association, and if we include the abortive
types she found Graves' disease in nearly 30 per cent, of
the women patients and 20 per cent, of the men. All the

insignia of the syndrome, including blood pictures were
taken into account.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 24 and October 1, 1912.

Chorea Luetica.—Flatau refers to the infrequency of

this condition. Since true chorea is an affection of child-

hood, syphilitic chorea should in theory occur rather in the

inherited cases. But choreic affections occur at any age
and some of these might well have a syphilitic element.

Naturally the biological tests will throw new light on this

subject. The author's personal case is of special interest

as showing the existence of a familiar type of chorea.

Four children of a syphilitic father had been affected with
this disease at some time. All recovered after a relatively

short illness. The author is unable to find any parallel

experiences in literature. Recently, however, he has seen
a case himself in which with no actual history of syphilis

a positive Wassermann reaction was obtained. In this case
there were a history and evidences of some intracranial af-

fection in infancy. Recovery under salvarsan appeared to

clinch the diagnosis. No doubt a Wassermann test of all

cases of chorea and choreiform movements would reveal a

certain element of syphilis.

Recovery after Pylephlebitic Abscesses in the Liver.
—Franke relates a case of this character which is a rarity

in the temperate zones. The primary lesion was an appen-
dicitis which was severe enough for operation. Later there
were repeated chills and a painful hepatic tumor. Laparo-
tomy was performed and an abscess of the right lobe was
opened. The urine had contained an abundance of urobi-
lin. There was little or no improvement after evacuation
of the abscess, which pointed to the presence of others in

the same organ. This was punctured without relief.

Chills, urobilinuria, etc., still kept on, and the patient's con-
dition showed the presence of a severe constitutional mal-
ady, .^fter long delay another laparotomy was done,
whereupon the presence of a second good-sized abscess was
readily established in the left lobe. This was evacuated
and patient at once improved. There could be no doubt
that a pylephlebitis had determined the suppuration in the

liver.

Bullet in the Fourth Ventricle for Years.—Jaeger de-
scribes a case which is perhaps unique. Patient was a man
aged 27, who had attempted suicide with a revolver. The
picture which had resulted from the injury was left spas-
tic hemiparesis with ataxia, so-called "blickparalysis," "nys-
tagmus and numerous other disturbances of the eyes, bul-
bar speech disturbance, compulsory laughter, and attacks
of clonus in the flexors of the paretic left arm. Some of
these symptoms were doubtless due to the lesions made by
the bullet in reaching the ventricle. The general location of
the foreign body was readily shown by radiography.
Later the patient was subjected to trephining as a hoped-
for life-saving resource; for owing to the proximity of the
important centers in the medulla there was danger that
any destructive process might involve them. Certain dis-

turbances in respiration and deglutition, while slight,

caused some apprehension from this viewpoint. The
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trephine intervention undertaken by way of the occiput in

the hope of extracting the ball not only failed but was fol-

lowed by fatal collapse. The bullet was found high up in

the ventricle in the middle line. The wound of the

encephalon had resulted in areas ^f softening and the

formation of cicatricial tissue.

Hypokinetic and Dyskinetic Constipation.—Schwarz,

an assistant of Professor von Noorden, has studied con-

stipation extensively by means of radiography. Pictures

of fecal distribution in the healthy subject, taken 24

hours after a test meal, show, as is well known, one

large mass in the vicinity of the sigmoid, and numerous

small discrete masses scattered through the length of the

colon. The large mass is known as the globus pelvicus. If

pictures of constipated subjects are taken, they show the

existence of two principal types. In the first we note as

late as 48 hours after the test meal no typical globus pel-

vicus, the feces being still distributed along the colon

which latter is often unnaturally long and convoluted. In

the other form we see after 48 hours a globus pelvicus.

but the colonic feces appear to have been forced backward

toward the cecum. The socalled fecal column is there-

fore separated into two widely separated masses. This

corresponds clinically to "constipation of the ascending

colon." In the first form, by contrast, the fecal column is

continuous, occupying a large portion of the colon uni-

formly, there being no massing of fecal matter at either

extremity. We see here the same old contrast which has

obtained in former years as atonic and spastic constipation.

The terrrjs employed by the author—hypokinetic and dys-

kinetic—represent the same conditions. In the former case

the bowels may appear to move regularly but the evacua-

tions are only fragmentary, as becomes atony. In the other

type there is spasmodic retention.

Tropical Diseases and the Cinematograph.—Olpp

states the cinematograph was first used in connection with

medicine in the last decade of the nineteenth century, and

its history naturally occupies three sharply differentiated

epochs. In 1897 began the study of abnormal gaits and

movements in general. The movements of the exposed

organs of living animals—of the heart and lungs, stom-

ach and intestines—were illustrated. The proper move-

ments of the larynx were also exhibited. The second stage

began with the use of an improved technique which ren-

dered visible movements naturally hidden from the eye,

notably those of the heart, diaphragm, and digestive ap-

paratus. The third stage necessarily began with the intro-

duction of the microscope. The latter is of especial inter-

est for tropical medicine. In 1908 Reicher first showed

the movements of the blood corpuscles, and one year later

Comandon made beautiful pictures of phagocytosis in

connection with trypanosomes. The author, who studied

with Comandon, has carried out his technique in the at-

tempted demonstration of the parasitology of four diseases

to which dwellers in the tropics are particularly exposed,

viz., Malta fever, the plague, leprosy, and cholera, in all of

which the bacterial origin has been demonstrated beyond

doubt. But of these four but one bacterium shows active

proper movements, the cholera vibrio. A culture of the

latter shows in the cinematograph all the characteristic

movements. Button's spirochete, the cause of African

relapsing fever, may be shown in the act of penetrating an

erythrocyte. The ticks, which by acting as hosts for bac-

teria disseminate much disease, may be shown in the act of

bloodsucking. It is in depicting the daily life of these

insect hosts that the cinematograph may be made of great

educational value. The ameba is naturally, as its name

implies (changing), an admirable subject for pictures,

as is also the blood parasite schistosomum. The larvae of

sensibly large parasites are also among the objects which

lend themselves readily to representation in motion pic-

tures

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

September 26, 1912.

Noises in the Ears.—Wittmaack considers these very

fully. Naturally the chief attention is given to cases in

which examination of the ears gives negative results, the

hearing being unimpaired. The possibility always remains

that some insidious organic affection is nevertheless pres-

ent in an initial stage. An important division is into

rhythmic and arrhythmic sounds, the former being chiefly

pulsatile in character. A periodic rhythm may be of car-

diac or cardiorespiratory origin, but there is also a rhythm,

much less steady, which proceeds from the entotic muscles

or perhaps from extrinsic neighboring muscles. Thus

habitual swallowing could be transmitted to the ear as a

sound. Whatever the immediate causes of these sounds

they almost all repose on a neuropathic substratum, and

subjective ear noises are almost prima facie evidences of

neurasthenia. Hysteria also furnishes a predisposition.

There may be vascular pulsating sounds which are not

neurogenic, and in such a case a small aneurysm could be

responsible. The author finds that sounds of vascular

type occurring in a neurasthenic are especially hard to

combat. He has also found that the presence of actual

noises in the environment diminishes the patient's percep-

tions, and that actual rhythmic noises, such as those of a

clock ticking, divert his attention. The tendency of these

neurasthenics to seek noiseless places is deprecated. The
more silent the environment the more the subject notices

these sounds of intrinsic origin. The author praises the

old empirical remedy hydrobromic acid, and the bromides,

and valerians in general. Nearly every local and sys-

temic method of treatment, the author says, appears to

have been tested in the attempt to quiet, or at least secure

relief from these noises.

Hemoglobinophile Bacteria.—Scheller, writing from

Pfeiffer's laboratory, touches upon the controversies in re-

spect to influenza bacilli and pseudo-influenza bacilli. The
Koch-Weeks bacillus belongs to the same group as the

B. influenzae but differs from the latter. Other closely re-

lated germs are the B. pertussis and several forms patho-

genic to animals. Everything goes to show that the B.

influencte is not the sole germ which causes the grippe, al-

though a difference of opinion obtains as to whether or

not the atypical cases represent mixed infection in which

the B. influenzce cooperates with one of the other micro-

organisms. Pfeiffer himself has seen grippe in which the

germ which goes by his name was surely absent. The gen-

eral impression at present is that there is a large group

of bacteria characterized by hemoglobinophilia which have

a wide range of pathogenicity. Among the diseases at-

tributed to members of this group are such opposites as

cholera nostras and meningitis. One can understand why
this type of bacterium may show such a range of patho-

genicity. The hemophile bacteria which are believed to

be members of a common group, says Scheller, may in-

clude Pfeiffer's influenza bacillus, the Bordet-Gengou

whooping cough bacillus, Cohen's meningitis bacillus.

Beck's Bacillus pneumonicus, the Koch-Weeks conjunc-

tivitis bacillus, etc., etc.

Action of Mercurials in Spirochete Diseases.—Abelin

has shown that the toxicity of mercurial salts is dependent

largely on their chemical constitution. Through the intro-

duction of certain atomic groups (sulpho-group, sulph-

amino group) the toxicity of Hg is depressed. The most

toxic combinations are those in which the Hg can be trans-

ferred to the ionic state. The aromatic metallic-organic

combinations in which the ionic state is not readily assumed

are less to.xic than the former which comprise the bichlo-

ride, calomel and the succinimide. Abelin says that ex-

perience has shown that these nontoxic salts are not in-

ferior as spirocheticides.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
By the Insurance Editor.

the examination of women.

MhuiCAL examiners are apt to experience a feeling

of timidity when the apphcant happens to be a

woman and to apprehend that they will incur her

displeasure if they ply all the pointed and direct

questions which appear in the examination blank,

or if they insist on a complete examination. If the

same woman were to come to one of these examin-

ers as a private patient, even though an utter

stranger, he would not hesitate to put her through

a process of rigid catechism in regard to her strictly

personal affairs and most intimate relations in so

far as they would have any connection with the case,

and furthermore, to request her to submit to a

physical examination perhaps even more searching

than that required when she is applying for life in-

surance. Allowing for the difference in the circum-

stances, there is no good reason why a physician

should not carry out his task with equal thorough-

ness in both cases. It may be depended upon that a

woman will feel ill at ease and uncomfortable if the

examiner gives any indication by his demeanor that

he has a delicate and unpleasant mission to per-

form and that he fears he will wound her suscepti-

bilities. If, on the other hand, he goes about his

work in an easy, polite and matter-of-fact way,

courteously but with veiled firmness, insisting on

the fulfillment of all the requirements of the com-

pany, he will not create any occasion for embarrass-

ment or annoyance. Good judgment in forming

and putting the questions is also necessary ; as, for

instance, it might be unwise to bluntly ask a young.

refined, delicate-minded, and unmarried woman if

she is pregnant. Yet this query appears in the

blank and must be answered in every case, whether

the woman is married or single, and the information

may be easily obtained by securing from her a full

history of her menstruations and the date of the last

one. The same line of questions will bring out the

fact as to whether or not she has ever borne children.

When answers brought out in this way have been re-

corded, however, the applicant should be asked to

read that part of the report carefully and to state

if they are correct. Modesty, then, may and should

be thoughtfully regarded, but this consideration

should never be allowed to interfere with thorough

work.
It is especially important to observe the follow-

ing admonitions:

1. The examiners are depended upon to make
both the inquiries into the past history and the

physical examination with scruplous care and not

to take anything for granted. They will, indeed,

soon find that close and persistent questioning is

often necessary in order to elicit a full, definite

"history, owing to the failure of the average woman
to realize that she becomes party to a legal con-

tract when she signs an application for insurance

or to grasp the strict business principles involved in

the making of a contract, and also to her natural

tendency to avoid the subject of the diseases and

ailments peculiar to her sex.

2. The examiner should adhere strictly to the

Tule which forbids the presence of a third person

(even the husband) while he asks the questions on
the examination blank. The object of this restric-

tion is to secure free answers without anv restraint

or influence. During the physical examination,

however, it is proper to have a friend or relative

present if the applicant desires it.

3. The applicant should be previously instructed,

when possible, to arrange her clothing in such a

way as to insure ease, facility, and thoroughness in

the examination. A loose gown of some light

weight material will answer the purpose admirably.

At least, if she has not done this, she should be

requested to remove her corsets and other heavy
apparel which would interfere w^ith the inspection

of the chest and abdomen.
4. The chest measurements should be taken hori-

zontally immediately below the axilla, avoiding
the mamnic'e. The abdominal measurement should

be taken at the waist line, as well as at the level of

the umbilicus, as requested in the examination
blank, care being taken not to include the crests of

the ilia. If the abdomen be large below this line,

the examiner should ascertain whether it is merely
adipose and pendulous, or whether there is a possi-

bility of tumor or pregnancy. The proper methods
of measuring are fully discussed in a previous sec-

tion on "Height, Weight, and Measurements."

5. The urine must be passed at the time of the

examination. If this is not possible the examiner
must obtain it later himself; in no case should he
permit it to be sent or brought to him. The ex-

aminer can easily obtain the urine under circum-
stances which assure him it was voided by .the ap-

plicant, by arranging to have it passed in his own
office or even at her residence while he temporarily

adjourns to the next room. The urine should be
warm when presented to him and in the container

which he gave her for that purpose.

6. A pregnant woman may be examined accord-

ing to the rules of some companies, usually pro-

vided she has previously been through a normal
labor.

7. The mortality among insured women is so high
when any element of speculation enters the case

that the home office staff will carefully criticise an
application made by a wife for the benefit of her

husband, or by an elderly woman for the benefit

of adult children. In these cases, therefore, the ex-

aminer should be especially cautious and report con-

fidentially to the medical department any suspicious

circumstances connected with the case.

8. The mortality among young unmarried women
who are insured is high, and is largelv due to tuber-

culosis. For this reason the examiner is called upon
to be very thorough in his examination of the lungs

of these applicants.

Albuminuria.—L. Huismans says that mere
examination for albumin is no longer sufficient for

the diagnosis of nephritis, but a microscopical ex-

amination of the sediment should likewise be done.

Such examinations have taught us to differentiate

acute inflammations of the kidneys, in which the

urine is of high specific gravity, is small in quan-
tity, contains much albumin and many and various

casts, from more chronic types of the disease with
urine of low specific gravity, abundant in quantity,

containing but little albumin, and few hyaline or

granular casts. It must be remembered, too, that

alliumin may be absent for weeks in cases of granu-
lar kidney and, on the other hand, cases have been

published which in life gave signs and symptoms
of nephritis, yet at autopsy showed normal kidneys.

Moreover, various toxic states and mechanical

causes may be responsible for the appearance of
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albumin in the urine, and these must be correctly

judged in reference to the question of prognosis in

individual cases.

Frequently a slight opalescence produced in tlie

urine on boiling is interpreted to mean the presen..e

of albumin, yet it is quite possible that other precipi-

tations may explain this appearance, and further

tests, not often performed in the routine of insur-

ance examinations, are necessary. Huismans tells

of an applicant who was accepted at much higher

rates than his age demanded, some fifteen years

ago, because of the "slight trace of albumin" found
in the urine. Fifteen years later this patient was
examined by the author and no albumin was found,

but a somewhat deceptive precipitation of crystals

instead. Moreover, traces of albumin have been

found in quite healthy persons after some unusual
circumstances, e.g. after a prolonged march in sol-

diers, soon after very cold baths, during menstrual
periods in women, after sexual excesses, etc. Or-
thostatic albuminuria, too, is not a very rare occur-

rence, and its significance not fully understood.

Such persons should be insured, though a higher

rate may be advisable.

Huismans tells of another patient in whose urine

albumin was always found by another physician,

while Huismans could discover none. Finally, he
learned that the other physician happened to have
samples of urine passed by the patient after fairly

long bicycle rides, and the physical exertion may
have accounted for the appearance of albumin. Of
course, the appearance of albumin was somewhat
abnormal, but Huismans' view of the case was, of

course, less grave than the other doctor's. Huis-
mans warns, too. against using very delicate re-

agents, such as Spiegel's, for most normal urines

will show very faint traces of albumin with such

reagents. The simple test by boiling and addition

of nitric acid is probably the most dependable, for

this is not very delicate and does away almost com-
pletely with the possibility of mistaking phosphates

for albumin. The use of Esbach's reagent is some-
what dangerous, unless great care is used in ex-

amining the sediment. Crystals made up of picric

acid of the reagent and certain elements of the urine

which are deposited at the bottom of the albumino-

meter should not be mistaken for a precipitate of

albumin.

If a patient in whom albumin has been found ap-

pears again for examination, other symptoms should

be looked for to judge the significance of the albu-

minuria. The heart must be examined for hyper-

trophy, the second aortic sound for accentuation,

and blood pressure should be carefully measured.

Great importance should be attached to increase of

blood pressure ; if ten years or more after albumin

has been found in the urine the blood pressure of a

patient is not fovmd increased, the interpretation of

the urinary findings may be much less grave than

otherwise.

—

Blatter fi'ir Vertrauensarzte der Le-

bcns-i'ersichernn^. Volume HI, No. i.

Life Insurance and Carious Teeth.—Nodine
continues his remarks in proof of the intimate rela-

tion between health and a healthy mouth, disease

and carious teeth, in urging that a dental examina-
tion should be made a part of the medical examina-
tion for life insurance. He says that rheumatic

fever is an acute or attenuated general infection

accompanied by a toxemia, with a variety of local

manifestations, principally arthritis and carditis. He
thinks that there is no doubt that the disease is

caused by a microorganism, and that it is most prob-

able that the mouth is its portal of entry into the

system. The relation of the tonsils to rheumatism
has been well proved, and these are most probably
infected from carious teeth, foci of pyorrhea, etc.

In addition such pathological conditions of the teeth

allow other infective organisms to reach the organ-
ism and break down its normal resistance to such
infections. Faulty teeth, too, lead to impaction of

food particles in the mouth, and their decay, and
interfere with the proper preparation of food for

digestion in the stomach and intestines.

He thinks that infection may be the cause or one
of the causes of diabetes and such infection could
easily take place from a septic mouth. In any case,

the resistance of the organism to infection is very
much diminished in the course of a diabetes, and
the existence of a septic mouth makes the danger
of infection very actual in such cases.

—

Oral Hy-
i^iene. Vol. II, No. 7.

Relationship Between Life, Accident, and
Health Insurance from a Medical Standpoint.

—

In the opinion of David H. Keller of Chicago
the doctor who has to do with the consideration

and disposition of applications and indemnity claims
in the accident and health insurance field has always
had a profound respect for the medical director of

the life insurance company. This respect, however,
is not always reciprocal, and Dr. Keller has found
that the medical director of the life insurance com-
pany in his attitude toward the medical director of

the accident and health insurance company, has been
wont to assume a position of condescension. Such
a position is unwarranted seeing that the matter of

passing upon applications for life insurance is like

taking candy from children, when compared to the

consideration of applications and claims under ac-

cident and health policies. According to the writer

the medical examiner for the accident and health

insurance company must be all that the medical ex-
aminer for the life insurance company is, and also

a Sherlock Holmes, and a "strong arm" man to

boot.

There are few good accident and health insurance
examiners who are not also good life insurance ex-
aminers, but there are many excellent life insurance
examiners who are worthless as examiners of claim-
ants under accident and health policies. This state-

ment is no reflection on the latter. He is only a

scientist. The successful medical examiner for

accident and health insurance is an artist who has
acquired science. Again, unlike the former the lat-

ter must count his very talents as a liability, if he
employ them. It is not often that the individual

whose application for life insurance is rejected holds
a grudge against the examiner who reports his im-
pairments, but woe to the accident and health in-

surance examiner when he accomplishes aught to

reduce the amount of indemnity to which a claim-

ant believes or pretends to believe himself entitled.

Every rejected claim makes an enemy for the casu-
alty company's medical officer. As private practi-

tioners we have all known, Keller says, the sense of
resentment which obtains when our patient is cate-

chized and scrutinized by "the insurance company's
doctor," and he says the accident examiner should
not be unmindful of the fact that the local medical
examiner for the casualty company is likely to make
some doctor "sore" every time he examines a client,

and that he deserves a lot of credit while taking the
chance.

—

Proceedings of the Second Mid-Year
Meeting of the Medical Section of the American
Life Contention.
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The Practical Medicine Series, Comprising ten volumes
on the year's progress in medicine and surgery. Under
the general editorial charge of Gustavus P. Head, M.D.,
Professor of Laryngology and Rhinology, Chicago Post-

Graduate Medical School, and Charles L. Mi.x, A.M.,

M.D., Professor of Physical Diagnosis in the North-
western University Medical School.

Volume I

—

General Medicine. Edited by Frank
Billings, M.S., M.D., Head of the Medical Department
and Dean of the Faculty of the Rush Medical College,

Chicago, and J. H. S.^lisbury, A.M., M.D., Professor of

Medicine, Chicago Clinical School. Series 1912. $1.50.

Chicago : The Year-Book, Publishers.

Both specialists and general practitioners desire to be well

informed regarding all advances in medicine, but find the

mass of literature far too voluminous to admit of even
partial reading. Such a volume as this, with its brief re-

views of the year's literature, is therefore most welcome.
Volume n

—

General Surgery. Edited by John B. Mur-
phy, A.M., M.D., LL.D., Professor of Surgery in the

Northwestern University; Attending Surgeon and Chief

of Staff of Mercy Hospital, Wesley Hospital, St. Joseph's

Hospital, and Columbus Hospital ; Consulting Surgeon to

Cook County Hospital and .^le.xian Brothers Hospital,

Chicago. Illinois. Series 1912. $2.00. Chicago : The Year-
Book Publishers.

Surgical literature is being constantly enriched by many
interesting and important papers on the newer methods of

diagnosis and treatment and on rare surgical condition.

This fact is clearly illustrated in this volume, which offers

in concise form all such valuable material.

Volume HI

—

The Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat. Edited

by Casey A. Wood. CM., M.D., D.C.L.; Albert H. An-
drews, M.D., and Gustavus P. Head, M.D. Series 1912.

$1.25. Chicago: The Year-Book. Publishers.

This book reviews briefly the literature of igil, dealing

with eye, ear, nose, and throat diseases, and discusses all

the advances made in these specialties. It should prove
useful to the busy practitioner.

The Life and Work of William Pryor Letchworth.
Student and Minister of Public Benevolence. By J.

N. Earned. Author of "A Study of Greatness in Men";
"Books, Culture, and Character," "Seventy Centuries of

the Life of Mankind." Editor of "History for Ready
Reference, etc." Price $2 net. Boston and New York:
Houghton, Mifflin Company, igi2.

The record of a life devoted to the service of humanity
is of general interest. The life of this philanthropist has

also, for physicians, a special significance. His great work
for the insane and epileptic and for the feeble-minded in

New York State brought him into contact with medical

men and medical thought, and his philanthropy contributed

to the practical achievement of certain reformatory meas-
ures which are based on practical and scientific principles.

Mr. Letchworth was a member of the State Board of

Charities from 1873 to i8't6. His activity in three special

fields was noteworthy: First, the improvement of the

homeless, wayward, and delinquent child ; second, reforms
in the care and custody of the insane and epileptic: and
third, the preservation and maintenance of natural scenic

and historic sites. During his service as State Charity

Commissioner children and insane were rescued from the

county poor houses ; industrial schools were evolved from
the old prison reformatories; colonies were created for the

proper hygienic treatment of the epileptic ; and the beautiful

Letchworth estate of a thousand acres, called "Glen Iris,"

purchased to preserve the three falls of the Genesee River,

was conveyed to the State of New York to be forever

maintained as a public park. The writings and publica-

tions of this public-spirited man number over sixty-five.

"The Insane in Foreiafn Countries" and "Care and Treat-

ment of Epileptics" are among the most important.

"Letchworth Village." a recently created estabishment on
the colony plan, for epileptic and feeble-minded, was
named in Mr. Letchworth's honor. The biography is evi-

dently authoritative, and its style entertaining. There are

sixteen illustrations.

Sexual Impotence. By Victor G. Vecki, M.D., Consulting
Genito-Urinary Surgeon to the Mount Zion Hospital,

San Francisco. Fourth Edition, Enlarged. Philadelphia

and London: W. B. Saunders Company, 1912.

This volume contains a description of the anatomy of the

male genital organs, the physiology of the sexual act,

a discussion of the subject of internal secretion,

the different forms of impotence and their diagnosis and

treatment. In discussing the subject of treatment the au-
thor reviews the various methods from time to time em-
ployed and relates his experience with them, giving special

attention to the newer methods of suspension and hypnotic
suggestion and entering a protest against urological

atrocities committed on the complicated and delicate

structures of the deep urethra. This part of the work will

be of interest to the urologist. The author prides himself in

having laid bare the truth and having plunged to the very
bottom "to see what the gods have covered with darkness
and horror." He seems to have found continence only in

the chimera of the idealist, and while he warns against the

responsibility of advising so serious a remedy as marriage
for impotence he does not feel the same qualms in pre-

scribing an illicit intercourse where this holds out a prom-
ise of helping the patient. The moralist will take issue

with him on questions of ethics and will feel that while
he may have discovered the whole truth as it is at the

bottom he has missed some higher up which would be
more palatable and more in accord with progressive teach-

ing and sex hygiene.

Motive-Force and Motivation-Tracks. A Research in

Will Psychology. By E. Boyd Barrett, S.J., Ph.D.,

Superior Institute, Louvain. Honors Graduate, Na-
tional University, Ireland. Price, 7s. 6d. net. London,
New York, Bombay and Calcutta : Longmans, Green &
Co., 1911.

This is a distinctly technical thesis based largely upon ex-

perimental researches carried on for two years in the

Psychological Laboratory of the Superior Institute of
Philosophy at Louvain University. The standpoint adopted
in the book is therefore strictly empirical and experimental.

The introspective method of the Wiirzburg school is fol-

lowed, and the terminology of modern psj'chology is em-
ployed. The book is especially valuable to those engaged
in the study of the will and of character. The general
reader, however, will find in it much of real interest, even
if he is unable to follow intelligently the technical side.

After an introduction describing tlie backward state of a
will psychology, and the pressing need of one, the author
devotes himself, chiefly by experimental researches, to the

analysis of various phases of the choice-process. The
plan of the book is the discussion of motives, motive-
force and its measurement, motivation-tracks, the evolu-

tion of motivation, automatism, hesitation, hedonism,
the relativity of values, and the psychology of charac-

ter. The aim of education at the present day tends, as

the author states, toward a training of the will and of the

intellect, rather than to a mere burdening of the memory.
A science of man has not yet been produced. The problem
of character-formation and will-education, therefore,

presents innumerable difficulties. It is truly calculated to

gain a measure of practical assistance, however, from this

research which is a step in the direction of an efficient

psychology of the will.

Text-book for Nurses. Anatomy, Physiology, Surgery
and Medicine. By E. W. Hey Groves, M.S., F.R.C.S.,

Assistant Surgeon, Bristol General Hospital; Clinical

Lecturer, University of Bristol, and J. M.Fortescue-Brick-
dale, M.A., M.D., Assistant Physician, Bristol Royal In-

firmary, Clinical Lecturer, Universitv of Bristol. Lon-
don: Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press, and
Hodder & Stoughton, 1912.

A perusal of this volume, without reference to the title

page, would lead one to pronounce this book an admirable
resume of the essentials of anatomy, physiology, surgery,

and practice. As such it can be most unreservedly recom-
mended to the junior practitioner or senior student. Un-
fortunately the title page announces that the work is in-

tended as a text-book for nurses. So far as the quality

of the mental pabulum here provided is concerned the

nurses could have nothing better. But if, in addition to

the scientific knowledge contained in this work, they are

supposed to learn and to practice what may be called prac-

tical nursing, we wonder when and how they will acquire

this extra knowledge. This volume contains nothing on
nursing, materia medica, dosage, solutions, and many other
subjects most important for nurses. With this book as a

basis the nurse will be in a fair position to see that the

doctor in (nominal) charge of the case does his duty; but
the patient would probably fare infinitely better at the

hands of one who had less theoretical information and
more practical knowledge of the details of nursing. We
are well aware that there are two opinions on the question

of the necessity or desirability of the nurse acquiring the

education of a medical student; and extremists in this

matter will pronounce the present volume either ideal or
useless.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON SURGERY.

Stated Meeting, Held October 4, 1912.

Dr. Lucius W. Hotchkiss in the Chair.

Case of Partial Resection of the Stomach for Carcinoma.
—Dr. Hermann Fischer presented tins patient, a man
30 years of age. The patient gave a history of chancre
about ten years ago which was treated with inunctions of
mercury. His present trouble dated back about one and
one-half years previous to his admission to the hospital.

For ten months previous to his admission he had had
gastric distention and vomiting which occurred live or
six hours after eating. His appetite was fairly good. He
was emaciated and had a large round tumor in the epi-

gastrium. The gastric secretion showed free hydro-
chloric acid, but no blood and no lactic acid and there
was no coffee ground vomiting. A few salvarsan injec-

tions were given and mercury subcutaneously, but with-
out effect. At operation a carcinoma was found at the
pyloric end of the stomach and an hour-glass stomach.
The mass was fairly movable and a resection was done
after the Kraske method. Some of tlie pancreatic tissue

was also cut away. A small fistula developed from the

seventh to the ninth day after the operation, but this soon
closed. It was now nine months since the operation was
performed and the patient was in good health.

Appendectomy, Ureterolithotomy and Herniotomy.—
Dr. W. H. LucKETT presented this case. The patient was
a man 46 years of age, who had had a riglit inguinal

hernia of five years' standing and pain for two years.

Dr. Luckett thought he could differentiate pains referable

to the appendix and to a right ureteral calculus. Both
the appendectomy and the lithotomy were done through
the same incision. The appendi.x was found chronically

inflamed, and after its removal the peritoneum was closed

and the calculus was removed retroperitoneally. The
stone was small. The same incision was then continued
down over the hernia. The entire operation was com-
pleted in less than forty minutes and the patient made a

good recovery.

Two Cases of Colles' Fracture.—Dr. George H.
Houghton of .\lbany presented these cases.

Case I.—This case was of particular interest because
the patient, when a boy 12 years of age, had fractured
his left wrist and there was apparently arrested growth.
The right wrist had been broken in the same way and it

was interesting to note the different results obtained by
the different ways of treating the fractures. Dr.
Houghton exhibited an .r-ray picture of the injury, show-
ing several lines of fracture; the styloid process and the

end of the ulna were broken and there was distinct

crepitus everywhere in the wrist. In dressing this frac-

ture he used the splints which he had devised. Perfect
fimction had been secured and the arm was as strong

as ever.

Case II.—This patient had a very bad arm. Dr.
Houghton did not see him until the third day after the

fracture occurred when the arm was much swollen. Both
bones were broken and the lower segment was driven
inward. The .r-ray exhibited showed both bones broken
and much spreading on both sides. In this case also he
had secured perfect results. Both men were carpenters

and could drive nails into the ceiling, a task few could
accomplish after having sustained a Colles' fracture.

A New Principle in Esophagoscopy and Gastroscopy.
—Dr. RiCH.^RD Lewisohn presented this communication
which contained a description of his new esophagoscope
and the method of using it, and an outline of the work
that he had done on a gastroscope which was not yet per-

fected. After pointing out the disproportion between the

work done in cystoscopy and that done in esophagoscopy
he said that this disproportion could only be explained by
the fact that as yet it had been impossible to construct an
esophagoscope that could be used with the same safety

and reliability as the cystoscope. It was not that there

was no demand for such an instrument. The great num-
ber of instruments hitherto constructed fell into two dis-

tinct .eroups : (l) straight tubes, which were introduced
with the head in hyperextension ; and (2) jointed tubes,

which were only straightened after their introduction
into the esophagus. The straight tubes, in spite of their

simplicity of construction, were very unpopular because
their introduction was associated with the greatest dis-

comfort and even danger to the patient. Instruments of
this character did not take into consideration the normal
rectangular formation existing between the oral cavity

and the esophagus which was only partially obliterated
by hyperextension of the Iiead. As for the dangers it was
well known that their use had been followed by a large
proportion of perforations of the esophagus which re-

sulted fatally. The same danger existed with the jointed
tube. On the basis of these observations Dr. Lewisohn
concluded that a satisfactory esophagoscope must fulfill

the three following main requirements: (i) The intro-

duction must be possible in the normal position of the
head. (2) The instrument must be so constructed that

it actually passed into the longitudinal axis of the
esophagus and not at an angle to this axis. (3) The
esophagoscope should only be passed downward along
the esophagus under guidance of the eye to avoid per-
forations. The instrument which Dr. Lewisohn had de-
vised, based on these considerations, consisted of two
portions which were joined together at almost a right

angle; the horizontal portion which lay in the mouth of
the patient during examination, and the vertical portion
consisting of a telscope, composed of six separate tubes
which might be pushed down into the esophagus as far
as necessary. The horizontal portion consisted af two
parts which could be separated by traction in a horizontal
direction. These two parts each had a hemicylindrical
canal which formed a tube. In this tube the spring which
was necessary for the manipulation of the telescope
rested. Thus the spring lay entirely outside of the main
horizontal tube and did not disturb the passage of the
light rays. The lamp of the illuminating apparatus was
copied from one constructed by Fischer of Freiburg, but
it gave a much more intense light. A very intense light

was necessary because the rays were broken three times
before they reached the eye of the observer. Directly under
the lamp a condenser was placed which concentrated the
rays. The rays then fell on a mirror which was movable
on a horizontal a.xis. From this mirror they were thrown
to a second mirror which lay at the junction of the hori-
zontal and vertical portions of the instrument. This
second mirror interrupted the rays in such a fashion that
they fell directly downward in the telescope. The tele-

scope was the essential novelty of this instrument, and
consisted of six steel tubes, the walls of which were 0.3

millimeters thick, and which could be projected into the
esophagus. The mechanism of these tubes was very com-
plicated. At the lower end of the innermost tube was
a metal ring which could be unscrewed and which opened
the lumen of the esophagus wlien the telescope was
pushed down. This ring also facilitated the downward
passage of the telescope. Attached to the lower part of
the upper tube were two metal guides which greatly
facilitated the introduction of the instrument. The
length of the telescope was thirty-three centimeters when
opened. Tlie diameter of the six tubes varied from
twelve millimeters for the lowest tube to seventeen milli-

meters for the uppermost. It would be possible to add
another tube with a diameter of eighteen millimeters
which would add five centimers to the length of the tele-

scope and make it possible to pass the instrument into

the stomach. On account of the angular construction of
this instrument it was necessary to devise an aspirator
somewhat different from that ordinarily m use in the

straight esophagoscope. He had succeeded in construct-
ing such an instrument so that the aspiration of mucus
was as easy and certain as with the straight tube. He
demonstrated a forceps and said he hoped soon tn be able

to present one which could be used as successfully as
that now used in the straight tube. In examining the
patient with this instrument the method was as follows:
The patient was placed on a chair, the head being sup-
ported by an assistant. The larynx was anesthetized
with a 10 or 20 per cent solution of cocaine and then the

introduction of the esophagoscope accomplished in two
stages. The instrument was first "anchored" in the
esophagus and then passed into the deeper parts of the
esophagus. Although the anchoring of the instrument in

the mouth of the esophagus was performed blindly, the
second stage of the process was only undertaken under
the guidance of the eye. It was essential that the lumen
of the esophagus be always kept in the field of vision.

The advantages of this right-angidar telescope, as com-
pared with the straight tube were very marked. It was
immaterial w-hether the patient had an easily movable
cervical spine or a full set of teeth or not. The head
was not brought into any strained position. The finding

of the entrance to the esophagus occurred here auto-
matically and blindly. The opening of the telescope was
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so simple because this instrument was the first that could
be really pushed down into the longitudinal axis of the
esophagus and not at an angle to the axis. In looking
for an incipient cancer the telescope could be pushed
dow-n at least half a dozen times and the entire organ
thoroughly inspected. While esophagoscopy would al-

ways be for the majority of patients a more disagreeable
procedure than cystoscopy, there was no comparison in

the disagreeableness caused by this new instrument to

the extreme discomfort produced by the straight tube
csophagoscope. Dr. Lewisohn then showed that there was
need of such an instrument for the diagnosis of incipient

carcinoma of the esophagus and that it was also of im-
portance in differential diagnosis. He w-as convinced that

esophageal disease was by no means infrequent, and that

when their diagnostic methods had reached a greater de-

gree of perfection it would be seen that the lesions of
the esophagus were proportionately of common occur-
rence. The author then reported a number of cases in

which, after other methods had failed, he had by means
of this instrument been able to make a correct diagnosis.

He then described his gastroscope to which he had ap-
plied the principles above expounded. The difficulties to

be overcome in successful gastroscopy were greater than
in esophagoscopy, as it was absolutely necessary for the

inspection of a hollow viscus that the illuminating and
optical apparatus could be brought easily to all portions
of the wall of the organ and the anatomy and physiology
of the stomach on the one hand and the relations exist-

ing between the esophagus, spinal column, and stomach
on the other made this extremely difficult of accomplish-
ment. The vertical position of the stomach also inter-

fered with the free mobility of the optical apparatus.
The repeated inflations which were necessary always
brought different portions of the stomach into the visual

field, thus making impossible a thorough inspection of
that portion which might be of special interest. Dr.
Lewisohn said that his efforts in the construction of this

instrument had convinced him that they could and must
develop gastroscopy which was as yet in its infant stage.

Dr. Willy Meyer said there could be no doubt but that

this instrument meant a great step forward. Dr. Lewi-
sohn deserved great credit for the effort and patience, to

say nothing of the expense, incurred in making this im-
proved instrument. Whoever had had a patient who
could not bend his head back and had found it absolutely

impossible to make an examination with the straight tube,

if he but once saw Dr. Lewisohn work his instrument,
must admit that it was a great step forward. Dr. Lewi-
sohn was right in what he had said about the danger of
the straight tube. Even the most careful men had made
perforations. He had taken great pleasure in witnessing
the ease with which Dr. Lewisohn made examinatoins with
this new instrument. The instrument could be introduced
in a few seconds and the patient could stand it com-
fortably for twenty-five or thirty minutes.

Dr. Henry H. Janeway said he was much interested in

this new instrument and thought Dr. Lewisohn deserved
a great deal of credit. Examinations of the stomach and
esophagus should be made more frequently than had
hitherto been possible. He said he could not discuss the
new instrument, but that remarks made about the straight

instrument showed that some of them were not familiar

with it. He had used the straight instrument in making
about one hundred examinations and a number of the
patients, when questioned said they would be willing to

take the examination again. There was everything in the
way the straight tube was used. There was no excuse
for using force Of course there was more discomfort
where there was kyphosis, but here the examination
might be made under an anesthetic. There was no ex-
cuse for making a perforation. Occasionally he failed

to get a piece of tumor with the straight instrument, but,

while he had been prejudiced against it he had been sur-

prised with his own success in using it. One could see
the vertical portion of the stomach and the cardia with
the straight tube.

Dr. Wolff Freudenthal said he had used many of the
best instruments and he preferred Bried's. There were
more accidents after esophagoscopy than after broncho-
scopy. He related one instance of sudden death after
bronchoscopy. It was difficult to introduce the instru-
ment in a certain percentage of cases with curvature of
the spine, but he could overcome the difficulty in 99 per
cent, of the cases.

Dr. William H. Stewart said he had recently heard a
paper read by a Pittsburgh physician in which it had been
pointed out that the introduction of an instrument would
be greatly facilitated by placing tlie patient on the table
and allowing the head to hang over the edge of the table.

Dr. Lucius W. Hotchkiss said he thought the instru-

mnt presented was an important advance and that the sec-
tilon had been fortunate in having Dr. Lewisohn show
them his work.

Dr. Lewisohn, in closing the discussion, said esopha-
goscopy was not popular and that it had never been pop-
ular. Some good experts could do a straight esophago-
scopy, but they were very rare. The straight csophago-
scope could be used by only a few and they certainly

needed an instrument that could be used by a greater
number with some feeling of security.

Reducing and Treating Colles' Fracture by Means
of a New Device or a Metal Splint.—Dr. George H.
Houghton of Albany read this paper which he illustrated

by lantern slides. He said that it had been his endeavor
to construct a splint along normal anatomical lines for

fractured wrists and lower forearms that would come in

contact, support, fit snugly, and produce equal pressure
over or along injured parts, and that could be adjusted in

such a manner that it could be comfortably worn by the
patient and at the same time produce practically a normal
result. In order to accomplish this he had first to secure
a forearm, hand and wrist of full medium size as nearly
anatomically perfect as possible; this was no easy matter,
but having secured the specimen the next step was to

place it in plaster-of-Paris. The position of the arm,
wrist and hand in securing this plaster cast was all im-
portant. The wrist had to be flexed at least one-half of
its normal capacity; the forearm had to be well fle.xed at

the elbow and in a prone position. The elbow had to be
raised to such a position that the humerus was at or near
right angles to the body. The forearm had to be rotated
well inward. He had chosen aluminum as the metal most
suited for this purpose, as it was capable of being rendered
aseptic, was light, strong and practically non-corrosive; it

also had some spring to it and retained heat for a long
time. The splint was divided into two equal parts and
could be adjusted by means of lugs and screws so as to fit

any arm. After determining the proper adjustment by fit-

ting the splint to the uninjured arm, the patient was placed
in a low stool beside a firm box or table. The arm was
flexed at right angles, elbow elevated at right angles to

the body, forearm rotated well inward, and the arm placed
in the splint. Then the operator placed his thumbs firmly

over the seat of fracture and forced the bone or bones
into normal position. As a rule, one would sense a pro-
nounced crepitus as the bones were forced into position.

If the fracture could not be reduced in this manner re-

course might be had to a lever action. A strip might be
placed around the splint above the middle lug and a firm

piece of felt placed over the seat of fracture and a normal
adjustment secured by pressing the lever downward.^ After
satisfying yourself that the impaction was hroken up and
the fractured parts properly adjusted, a piece of silence

cloth was placed over the entire inner surface of the splint

and fastened in position by means of stitching along the

edge of the splint through the perforations. Then, with
the aid of an assistant, the arm was adjusted to the splint

and adhesive plaster placed over the hand. Extension and
counter extension were obtained by having the assistant

grasp the upper arm firmly with one hand and with the

other force the splint in the opposite direction, while the
adhesive plaster was applied to the upper end of the splint

and across the fleshy part of the upper forearm. It was not
necessary to use any great amount of force in malting ex-
tension and counter extension, ten or twelve pounds pres-

sure being sufficient. A firm piece of felt was then placed

over the fracture and fastened with adhesive plaster, leaving

the end of the ulna exposed
;
pressure over the lower end of

the ulna caused the patient pain. By keeping the injured
member elevated as much as possible the swelling should
disappear almost entirely in three or four days. If the

patient suffered pain after the first two or three days the

fracture was not sufficiently reduced or the wrist was too

severely extended. The arm should be removed from the

splint on the third or fourth day, bathed, powdered, and
adjusted. This should be repeated every two or three

days thereafter. At the end of ten or twelve days certain

exercises were begun, but no specific rules could be laid

down for the manipulation of a fractured lower forearm
or wrist, as all depended on the amount of injury to the

member, the age of the patient, and the location of the

injury. After showing the relation of the bones of the

forearm and wrist to the splint, which showed that the

device was not only constructed along normal anatomical
lines but also embodied scientific principles, the speaker

drew the following conclusions : I. The arm and wrist

were plumbed when properly adjusted. 2. A median line

drawn along the dorsal aspect of the forearm, wrist, and
hand, represented its center of gravity. 3. Tension along
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said line was directly through its lifting power, and
under these conditions could not deviate from a
straight line. 4. If sufficient tension was applied to sep-

arate the fractured parts slightly the healing process would
progress favorably and there would be practically no short-

ening by absorption of bone tissue. The most comfortable
conditions possible were presented in this splint for mak-
ing extension and counter extension ; the hand was placed
in a form specially shaped to receive it, a part of the
lingers extending over the edge in depressions formed to

receive them ; the palm of the hand rested on a perfectly
natural surface, the ball of the thumb coming into contact
with a depression formed to receive it; the outside of the

hand rested against a like surface. The obtuse angles to

accommodate the hand and flexed condition of the wrist

made a holding surface so extensive that there could be
no undue pressure at any given point. The elevated sides

of the splint received the wrist and retained it in a normal
position.

AMERICAN CLIM.A.TOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting, Held in Hartford, Conn.,

June 10, II, 12, and 13, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

The President, Dr. .V. M. Blackader of Mo.xtreal, i.\

THE Chair.

(Continued from page 731.)

Wednesday, June 12

—

Third Day.

An Impression of the Seventh International Congress
on Tuberculosis, Held in Rome, April 14-21, 1912.

—

Dr. A. J. Richer of Ste. Agathe des Monts, Canada, said
that in spite of its sessions and the great number of contri-
butions brought forward, this congress had not been pro-
ductive of anything that could mark it as epoch-making.
There were many contributions that were excellent but
none that were exceptionally distinctive. The burning
question of human and bovine tuberculosis supplied most
of the material for discussion at the conference; when a
compromise was finally reached in the way of resolutions
they did not differ very materially from those of the
Washington Congress. In the field of therapy many con-
tributions dealt with artificial pneumothorax as giving very
encouraging results in suitable advanced cases where the
usual methods had failed. The action of solar light (helio-
therapy) was made the subject of quite a number of
papers and here the cases reported belonged to the surgical
class. Rollier of Leysin attracted much attention by
showing results obtained at his clinic in bone and joint
tuberculosis by exposure to the sun's rays. Tuberculin-
therapy and chemotherapy were fully discussed but no
new light was thrown upon these modes of treatment. The
organization of the congress was not as complete as had
been hoped. The delegates from both American conti-

nents were royally looked after. It was decided to hold
the next congress in London five years hence.

The Role Played by Resistance in Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis.—Dr. A. J. Richer of Ste. Agathe des Monts,
Canada, said that during the past ten years there had
been a growing tendency toward the belief that tuberculous
infection occurred during the first years of life. Clinically,

the histories of patients had given his conception sufficient

coloring to influence some clinicians to the partial accept-
ance of such a view. It remained for Calmette and
his collaborators to give final conclusive proof in a series
of experiments and tests performed at the Pasteur Insti-

tute at Lille which were summarized in La Presse Mi'di-
cale. The conclusions might be summed up in the fol-

lowing manner: (i) .-Mmost go per cent, of the children
of school age reacted to tuberculin (cutaneous reaction).

(2) The majority of iinplantations were of human origin.

(3) With few exceptions, the pathway of infection had been
' the digesti\e tract. (4) Infection in early life conferred a
degree of immunity if the doses of infective material were
not large or rapidly successive. The resistance offered by
children suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis was an
incontestable fact ; the only tendency was toward a spon-
taneous cure. Why, then, should this same disease in adults

so frequently terminate fatally? Was it that the immunity of
childhood had exhausted itself? Was it because the tis-

sues of the adult differed so materially from those of the

child? These two questions must for tlie present reinain

unanswered. Paterson of Frimlev said that his method of

treatment was based upon the question of resistance, how
it could be raised by exercise and graduated labor until

fever reactions occurred; the latter was controlled not
simply by rest in bed but by complete immobilization. The
system offered the following advantages: (i) The duration

of treatment was about half what was needed for the

continuous rest treatment. (2) Relapses were almost nil.

(3) Employment during the treatment prevented the

breeding of discontent and apathy. (4) Occupation of
body and mind during the treatment permitted the patient

to resume his former work untainted by the malady which
the reclining chair bred, viz., disinclination for work. (5)
No special climate was required. (6) Patients in the

advanced stages of the disease had some chance of recov-
ery. The outlook was thus more hopeful for all con-
cerned. (7) The work performed by the patients less-

ened the cost of their maintenance quite materially. The
Frimley method was applicable to all cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis.

Dr. Herisert Maxon Kixg of Liberty, N. Y., said that

the work of Paterson was not particularly new. Exercises
had been utilized as a method of treatment in pulmonary
tuberculosis long ago. Whether the good results were due
to the exercise, the autoinoculation, or the tuberculin he
could not say. Their experience with the opsonic index
was insufficient to prove anything. The great difficulty

in the employment of exercise as a therapeutic measure
was that they had no criteria as to the dose to be prescribed,

nor did they have any rule for the proper selection of
patients. At the Loomis Sanitarium they had not found
it applicable to all patients. Paterson did not rely upon
the physical findings and he himself did not accept this

view of things. He preferred to examine his patients

once in a while and in many instances this had led to the

exclusion of patients from the walking groups. It should
be distinctly understood that this was not a method to

be adopted immediately on the admission of the patient to

the sanatorium. All patients required a preliminary period

of rest. When they were in a quiescent condition they

were urged to take the walking exercises prescribed. The
patints grew tired of the walking and most of them pre-

ferred some diversion. Manual labor had been substituted,

but he thought that where this was done for purposes of
economy it was doomed to failure. They had never intro-

duced this method of treatment into the main division of
the sanatorium until last winter, when they had found the

results most satisfactory. It did not seem that it would
have been possible to discharge so many patients as they

had during the past year had it not been for the walking
groups. The chief value of this method was in estimating
the capacity of the individual for returning to his normal
occupation. The patients should be urged to maintain the

same hours of rest and e.xercise outside as in the sana-
torium. One could never tell until it was tried whether
individuals would respond favorably to exercise or not.

If the temperature rose to 101.5° F. and fell again within a
half hour from the time after exercise it was considered
safe to allow the patient to continue; if the temperature
failed to return, they reduced the amount of exercise or
stopped it altogether.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston, Mass.. said that Paterson
deserved great credit for his work, but that he had been
greatly misunderstood. He placed so much emphasis on
exercise in his writings that rest was overlooked, whereas
he selected his patients carefully and prescribed exercise
only after they had had a long period of rest. What they
needed were more facts; they should get statistics from
the leading men covering at least forty years. Dr. Pratt

said his own figures showed excellent results. In a class

of 161 patients, 77 were restored with their wage earning
power proven. The number reported permanently arrested

and able to work from six months to six and one-half
years was 69. There were only four deaths among those
discharged after an average length of time of three and
one-half years. Under the rest treatment the results were
so good in the first and second stages of the disease that he
wondered if the advocates of exercise could show as

favorable ones. During the active stage of the disease the
proper treatment was rest, as absolute as possible. When
the temperature was normal and the pulse rate low, when
immunity was established, and not until then, exercise
might be begun. He frequently kept patients in bed four
or five months.

Dr. Hugh M. Kinghorn of Saranac Lake. N. Y., said

that exercise in the form of walking was employed by all

lung specialists when the patient, in the opinion of the
physician, was in a suitable condition to walk. It was a

matter of judgment with the physician how much or how
little walking his patient should take; it was also a matter
of judgment at what stage in his treatment he should
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begin to take exercise. The aim of the hygienic and dietetic
treatment as practised by Dr. Trudeau and the Germans
was directly opposed lo the autoinoculation theory. There
was no proof that these autoinoculations were of any
value. The tuberculo-opsonic index had been proven by
William H. Park, the Saranac Laboratory, and others,
to have absolrtely no value. As to the question of labor,
a note ci warning against its general adoption in the
treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis should be soandcd.
The aim of the physician was to cause a cessation of
active symptoms and of active disease, and to produce a
staple condition and then a considerable period was neces-
sary in order to fix this condition. The open air plan of
treatment as practised by Brehmer, Detwetter, and Trudeau
had stood the test of time and produced brilliant results and
each year showed greater success because they used the
great principles of rest, fresh air, and food with greater
care.

Ur. J. N. Hall of Denver, Colo., said that he had been
especially interested in the disease as it affected physi-
cians. A number of the prominent Denver physicians had
made complete recoveries from tuberculosis. He had had
as many as one hundred physicians under his care; two of
them had been there but a few years, but all the others
had been there for five years or longer and they were all

free from symptoms of tuberculosis. He believed that
physicians made a better recovery than others; they prob-
ably recognized their condition earlier and came in time
to be properly cared for.

Dr. Cleaveland Floyd of Boston, Mass., called attention
to the comparative immunity of people during earlv life
and he thought that without doubt children had a greater
resistance to the spread of the disease and toward its

arrest than had adults. There were two factors responsible,
autoinoculation and the activity of the lymphatic system.
If they could get more exact data in regard to rest and
exercise, it would be a step forward; at present the ques-
tions had to be decided by the individual physician. It

seemed to him that they could do better work if they
could get a better blood picture. Exercise had been useful
in telling him whether a patient was getting too much
tuberculin. If they had some means of measuring the
severity of infection in the individual case it would be a
help. If they could isolate the tubercle bacilli and test
them on the guinea pig they could get some idea of the
intensity of virulence of the organism.

Dr. Carroll E. Edson of Denver, Colo., said that rest
and exercise as therapeutic measures belonged rather to
the art than to the science of medicine. They should not
lose sight of the histology in these cases. The formation
of scar tissue took time ; it could not take place in a day
or a week. The mere subsidence of the fever did not
mean the formation of scar tissue.

Dr. Guy Hinsdale of Hot Springs, Va., thought there
were some criticisms to be made of the method of gradu-
ated labor as used in this country. The cases at Frimley
were chosen only after long periods of observation and
after ha\ing a great deal of rest. The trouble in this
country was that the cases were not properly selected,
graduation of labor was not properly given, and in many
institutions work was provided for economic reasons.

_
Dr. Lawrason Brown of Saranac Lake, N. Y., said that

giving rest to the individual would do more toward stamp-
ing out tuberculosis than any attack on the tubercle bacil-
lus. He doubted whether graded exercises were better
than tuberculin. As to Dr. Paterson's cases not relapsing,
he doubted this. They were not followed long enough.
One could not tell the results of treatment in one. two, or
three years. Paterson selected his cases carefully; he did
not take those with large cavities, or physical signs at the
top and bottom of the lung. Dr. Brown said he kept liis

patients quiet and did not use exercise for the purpose of
autoinoculation but in order to prepare them to resume
their work. He considered the workshop a blessing and
the patients were put to such work as would develop the
muscles that were usually involved and those that would
be used in their future employment. He believed that all

patients were .nutoinnculated. Exercise should be taken
one day and followed by rest the next. No exercise should
be ordered on the day that tuberculin was given.

Dr. Charles L. Minor of Asheville, N. C. said he was
interested in what Dr. Floyd had said regarding the esti-

mation of the resisting power of the patient. Much of
value could be determined by watching the effects of exer-
cise. He had never seen any of the bad effects from
exercise properly controlled that he had from doses of
tuberculin in susceptible patients.

Dr. A. J. Richer of Montreal. Canada, said he was
pleased with the discussion that had been evoked. He had
felt just as most of them did four years ago, but had

changed his mind. He thought thev would also be con-
vinced if they read Dr. Paterson's book and if they saw
the methods in application as he had seen them. The sys-
tem as practised in England was not applicable in this

country, but it could be adapted to the needs here.

Subsequent Histories of Tuberculous Cases Treated
During Twenty Years (1891-1911) at the Sharon Sana-
torium.—Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch of Boston, Mass.,
and Dr. W. A. Griffin of Sharon, Mass., presented this

communication. The paper was the result of an investi-

gation of the present condition of patients discharged from
the Sharon Sanatorium from the time of its foundation
in 1891 to January i, 191 1; no patient was reported who
had not been away from the sanatorium at least one year.
There had been discharged 592 cases; of these 22 stayed
so short a time that they were considered not treated. Nine
others were admitted for some other complaint than tuber-
culosis of the lungs. Tenty-four did not react to tuber-
culin and were termed merely suspected cases. Seventeen
in the early years of the sanatorium were discharged as
well; these seventeen cases were considered in this report.
This left 520 cases, of which forty-eight were discharged
as not improved, 175 as improved, and 297 as arrested or
apparently cured. Of the non-improved cases (48) all died
as might be expected. 100 per cent. Of the improved
cases (175) 107 died, 60 per cent.; condition reported good
(51), 29 per cent, not traced (17), 9 per cent. .^t this

time they had to report 297 arrested and apparently cured
cases. Of the 297 cases, 25 had not been traced (8 per
cent.), 35 had died (10 per cent.), leaving 237, or 81 per
cent, alive and for the most part in excellent health. In
reviewing the work accomplished in the last twenty years,
they felt that their attitude had been one of conservatism
as regards the results obtained. When one reflected upon
the condition of affairs in the treatment of tuberculosis
twenty or more vears ago, and when one recalled the sense
of hopelessness that was felt whenever a patient presented
himself with symptoms of pulmonary disease, they felt

that they were justified in looking with great satisfaction,

even enthusiasm, upon the work of twenty years at the
sanatorium. In statin- their results it must be remembered
that in using the term "arrested" they had applied it to

the results obtained in many cases in which the physical
signs and symptoms of the disease were well marked in

spite of which condition a successful result was often ob-
tained for a number of years. In such cases the surprising
part had often been that they had remained so long without
relapses upon resuming the ordinary conditions of life.

They had no sympathy with the attitude that because sana-
torium treatment had not proved to be a panacea, it had,
therefore, failed in its purpose. On the contrary, with
greater confidence than ever before they felt it to be one
of the great and important factors to be resorted to in

conjunction with every other known method of combat-
ing the disease which still held the highest place in the

mortality list of the civilized world.
Dr. James M. Anders of Philadelphia, Pa., said that it

was important to remember that sanatorium treatment did

not cure patients but merely started them well in the treat-

ment. After the patient left the sanatorium the physician
still had a very important duty to perform in instructing

him how to live. The patient should be made to under-
stand the necessity of keeping himself in good physical
trim. This meant that he should maintain good muscular
development. These patients required walking, rest, and
recreation.

The Treatment of Arteriosclerosis.—Dr. Thomas D.
Coleman of Augusta, Ga., read this naper. He did not
wish to discourage the use of the blood pressure apparatus;
it was a very valuable instrument. No instrument could
take the place of the finger, nor could any instrument teach
as much about the pulse as could be learned by palpation.
Daland had shown that the mere application of the cuff in

certain neurotic subjects often increased the blood pressure
as much as 30 to 40 mm. The widest field for good lay in

the prevention rather than the cure of arteriosclerosis. All
causes which they knew operated to produce the condition
should be curtailed or eliminated as far as possible. There
were two parties to this problem : the physician as the
educator, and the individual who was willing to profit by
his advice. Excesses of all kinds, mental as well as phy-
sical, should be shunned. Alcohol, coffee, tea, and tobacco
should be used in moderation, if at all. The treatment of
arteriosclerosis might conveniently be divided into hygienic,
dietetic, and medicinal. Every healthy individual required
a certain amount of exercise and the kind and amount
should be adjusted to meet the demands of the individual.

The mental and physical activities of the individual must
be carefully directed. It was a fact that the majority of
persons ate too much and nearly all ate too rapidly. In
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general meat should be indulged in sparingly. In advanced
cases, a rigidly restricted diet was at times imperative.

Nitroglycerm acted quickly and might be employed for a
long time ; its chief drawback, however, was its evanes-

cence. It rapidly caused dilatation of the peripheral vessels.

and if pushed sufficiently far would cause flushing of the

face, headache, etc. The more lasting effects of the nitrites

made tlicm more preferable.

Dr. James M. Anders of Philadelphia, Pa., said he
agreed with Dr. Coleman that the instrumental measure of
blood pressure was after all less valuable than careful pal-

pation; palpation enabled them to estimate the degree of
tension by distinguishing between actual arteriosclerosis

and high tension, and this was a very important matter

froin the standpoint of treatment. The successful treat-

ment of arteriosclerosis was the treatment of the cause.

The strenuous life of the day was among the chief causes

of this condition. In many cases due to this cause the rest

treatment, together with vasodilators was highly success-

ful. At the same time they should give a general diet that

would replenisli the patient's energy. The prolonged use

of sodium nitrite would benefit these patients; it seemed
to soften the vascular walls and to reduce the viscosity of
the blood. If tliis agent disagreed with tlie stomacli func-

tion it might do more harm than good. The benefits de-

rived from sodium nitrite were more lasting than those ob-

tained from nitroglycerin.

Dr. I. Jacobi of New York said that the only preventive

of arteriosclerosis was to diet in time. .-Xrteriosclerosis be-

gan at about the thirty-fifth year and it appeared in almost

everyone, whether the individual realized it or not. If the

person was unconscious of Iiaving the condition it was be-

cause it was less generally disseminated and more localized

in certain spots. So far as the treatment was concerned
they had been told to avoid large meals and to eat slowly.

Few American knew how to eat, especially doctors. One
should eat slowly and not drink too much. Dr. Jacobi said

he told his patients to take a glass of water and divide

it into six parts and then to drink one part everv ten min-
utes. The speaker said he had taken iodine for six months
in succession; he could not take iodide of potassium and
he had seen many patients who could not take it. He had
also found that the alkaline salts of sodium in small quan-

tities were valuable. He had seen men seventy or seventy-

five years of age with intense symptoms of arteriosclerosis

living a comfortable life and attending to their business

while taking this preparation. The attacks of arterio-

sclerosis caused by deposits in the coronary arteries lead-

ing to angina might be relieved by doses of nitrites with
morphine. He gave one-quarter of a grain of morphine
and i/ioo to 1/50 of a grain of atropine, having the patient

place it on the tongue and suck it down slowly. He al-

lowed his patients to have a dozen tablets and to use one
when the attack came on.

Dr. Charles L. Minor of Asheville, N. C, said that peo-
ple led such foolish lives in this country that it was use-

less to speak of prophylaxis. He had found that iodide of
potassium in three-grain doses was of considerable value,

but that the combination of dietetic and psychical treat-

ment was of greater value. If they followed the English
way of living there would be less arteriosclerosis. The
physician sliould tell his patients how to live ; sometimes
the advice would be followed, ofttimes it would not. Two
meals instead of three should be taken, heating foods and
cocktails should be avoided, and the patient should be care-

ful not to overeat.

Dr. Thomas Darlington of New York, said he had
been interested in the question of longevity and had ques-

tioned the members of a family many of whom were very
long lived. Three of these were 100, loi, and 103 years,

respectively, while four were over go years of age, and
five others over 86. They all gave practically the same
experience and their advice was to eat slowly and sparingly

and to keep the bowels open.
Dr. Edward R. Baldwin of Saranac Lake, N. Y., said

that in institutions the inmates were very prone to overeat
and he had observed that this was an important factor in

the production of arteriosclerosis.

Dr. Guy Hinsdale of Hot Springs, Va., said that any-
one who practised medicine at a health resort saw many
of these cases of arteriosclerosis. A large number came
to these resorts for hydrotherapy. Dr. Swan had told him
of his experience with the carbonated baths and they did

not seem to affect the blood pressure one way or the other.

The relation between these baths and blood pressure
seemed to be very hazy. It would be desirable to arrive at

some definite conclusion regarding their effects.

Dr. J. H. Pratt of Boston, Mass., said he had made many
observations on the blood pressure before and after giving
the carbonated baths and he was sure that a course of

baths had no permanent effect on the blood pressure of

any therapeutic value. The immediate effect of the

baths was striking. If the patient had a normal heart and
was given a full strength bath at a temperature of 93° F.

there would be a rise in blood pressure; if the heart was
weak the full strength bath would be followed by a fall in

the blood pressure. It had been shown that the tempera-
ture had a marked effect on the blood pressure, as much-
so as the carbon dioxide gas.

(^To be continued.)
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Bergson on the Interpretation of Life.—The
discussion recently held before the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, served
at least to bring out one important fact, namely,
that notwithstanding the increasing knowledge of
biological phenomena, the question of the origin

of life is still enshrouded in mystery. The limita-

tions of the human mind apparently decree that
this question will ever be an elusive one. An ad-
mirable discussion of this phase of the subject is

presented by Henri Bergson in his "Creative Evolu-
tion." He notes that "the human intellect feels at

home among inanimate objects, more especially

among solids, where our action finds its fulcrum
and our industry its tools ; that our logic is, pre-

eminently, the logic of solids; that, consequently,
our intellect triumphs in geometry, wherein is re-

vealed the kinship of logical thought with unor-
ganized matter, and where the intellect has only to

follow its natural movement, after the lightest pos-
sible contact with experience, in order to go from
discovery to discovery, sure that experience is fol-

lowing behind it and will justify it invariably. But
from this it must also follow that our thought, in

its purely logical fonn, is incapable of presenting
the true nature of life, the full meaning of the
evolutionary movement. Created by life, in

definite circumstance, to act on definite things, how
can it embrace life, of which it is only an emana-
tion or an aspect? Deposited by the evolutionary
movement in the course of its way, how can it be
applied to the evolutionary movement itself? As
well contend that the part is equal to the whole,
that the effect can absorb its cause, or that the
pebble left on the beach displays the form of the
wave that brought it there. In fact, we do indeed
feel that not one of the categories of our thought
—unity, multiplicity, mechanical causality, intelli-

gent finality, etc.—applies exactly to the things of
life: who can say where individuality begins and
ends, whether the living being is one or many,
whether it is the cells which associate themselves
into the organism or the organism which dissoci-

ates itself into cells? In vain we force the living

into this or that one of our moulds. All the moulds
crack. They are too narrow, above all too rigid,

for what we try to put into them. Our reasoning,

so sure of itself among things inert, feels ill at

ease on this new ground. It would be difficult to

cite a biological discovery due to pure reasoning.
And most often, when experience has finally shown
us how life goes to work to obtain a certain result,

we find its way of working is just that of which
we should never have thought."

Classical Training and the Physician.—H. D.
Rolleston ventures the opinion that, valuable as a

really good classical training is in some respects and
attractive as its advantages are in brilliant excep-
tions, the bulk of medical men pay somewhat dearly

for the luxury of any aroma of classical culture

which still clings to them in late middle life to com-
pensate for the years spent at school and some-
times at the University on the dead and difficult

languages. A large proportion of medical men
have almost entirely forgotten the Greek they once
knew, or at most can recall just enough to under-
stand and spell the never-ending flow of new and
often unnecessary medical words, some of which
bear witness to their inventors' originality in be-

ing composed of the Greek termination itis

appended to a Latin noun or even a comparatively

modern name ; such are Bartholinitis and Wirsung-
itis. Latin is more familiar, but largely because

prescriptions are still supposed to be concealed
from the public by che garb of Latin words often

discreetly and somewhat illegibly abbreviated. It

may safely be concluded that to the ordinary medi-
cal man the direct or marketable advantage of a

classical training is entirely out of proportion to

the amount of time commonly devoted to it. But
it is often urged that, apart from any intrinsic use,

the classical languages, in virtue of their peculiar

structure, give a mental training and discipline

which cannot be obtained from the study of

French and German. This statement is difficult to

prove, and we have the high authority of Sir Clif-

ford Allbutt for the dicta that "it is not so much
what a man is taught as hozv he is taught it," and
that "the current teaching" of Greek and Latin is

a parody of education ; not only does it restrict

the range of the teacher and pupil, but the imagina-

tions of both are stunted." After nearly 20 years'

experience as a master at Eton, A. C. Benson
frankly characterizes the results of the classical

routine as "intellectual starvation." In spite of what
has been said about the drawbacks of a prolonged

and exclusively classical education, this decision is

probably beneficial as regards the elementary educa-

tion of future medical students, for there is much
to be said in favor of retaining the classical

languages so long as the teaching of French and
German and science is not interfered with or de-

layed.

—

Tlie Lancet, October 5, 1912.

Doctor and Patient.—Dr. James G. Mumford,
in the latest product of his versatile pen, entitled

".\ Doctor's Table Talk," notes that "the ph_y_sician

at a patient's house, on the one hand, or in his

own office on the other, occupies somewhat differ-

ent roles ; not that in the one case he is guest and

in the other case host, though in some slight meas-

ure that is the fact, but because the doctor has far

better control of his patient and of his own time

at her house than in his office. Observe the 'her.'

The majority of calls are from women. When at

her house you ask your questions, make your ex-

aminations, give your directions and go. Prompt.

kindlv expedition gives a sense of your efficiency

and dignity. Rarely is it necessary to stop for

gossip. In your office, on the other hand, you may
be at the mercy of a heedless or selfish patient. A
very busy consultant, with a trained office attend-

ant, can have patients shown in and out rapidly at

the touch of a bell ; but the average practitioner,

with his small and irregular office practice, must
suffer the whims of the heathen. Don't hurt their

feelings unless they be mere humbugs and bores.

Bear with them as long as you think proper, then

rise and get rid of them by the plain statement that

vou are busy, or that patients by appointment are

awaiting you—as the case may be, and you will

see them again that day week. Some day I must
write a book on the misery of a doctor's consulting

room from the doctor's point of view. In these

days of trained nurses and social service workers

it is comparatively easy to get your directions for

treatment carried out in the case of bed patients

and of serious illness ; but in the case of office

patients you are never sure. Write out full and

explicit directions for every patient, whether he

has a nurse or not. Thus will you be sure of

obedience. The sf^okcn word is as snow in the

desert."
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In the diagnosis of mental conditions, more than in

any other pathological conditions, the individual

himself must be the chief point of consideration.

The long strides in the laboratory or scientific diag-

nosis of disease have brought about a tendency to

forget the patient himself and to consider him only
in the light of a "case" in the abstract. .Thus far,

however, the inroads of science have committed
little, if any, depredations in the field of psychiatry,

for with a few exceptions no one can say with what
pathological conditions he is dealing, or even what
the etiology of a given case is. Of necessity, there-
fore, the physician is brought face to face with the

patient himself ; that is, with his antecedents, en-

vironment, habits, education, etc.

Moreover, the many features that must be consid-
ered, and the frequent deprivation of liberty and
property accompanying such a diagnosis make it

imperative that a diagnosis of disease of the mind
be made only by trained experts after due observa-
tion. "Snap diagnosis" must never be made. It is

an unfortunate fact that even after the most careful
observation by the best men mistakes are only too
frequent. On the other hand, opinions of sanity

or insanity given by lay people, wdiether they be
physicians not trained in psychiatry or by judicial

officers, juries, or the average citizen, have only too
often been proven fallacious and productive of great
harm to the public. Psychiatry is really a profes-
sion by itself. A physician is more fitted for tliis

work only because his profession brings him into

closer relations with his patient than any other per-

son. He is the only one who has learned to view
mental and physical ills with an analytical eye.

Here, more than in any other branch of the medical
sciences, is experience so essential to success. For in

spite of the many vagaries, mental disease follows
certain lines, and while no two manifestations are
exactly alike—a condition also true of the physical
ills—yet alienists who are familiar with these lines

are better able to ferret out the disease than those

who have not had similar training and experience.
In psychiatry specialization should be aimed at just

as specialization and not versatility is required in

almost every walk of life. Each branch of science
is so vast, each new discovery opening the door to

trackless fields of research, that no one can hope
to be proficient in even one of its branches without
endeavoring to master many. The vanity of lay-

men, therefore, which permits them to pass opinions
on topics on which men have spent lifetimes without

venturing such definite opinions, is, to say the least,

inconsistent with enlightenment. "Fools rush in
where wise men fear to tread."

In the consideration of this subject the various
insane, dementive, and maniacal manifestations, as
well as idiocy and imbecility, can be left out of the
discussion; likewise the differential diagnosis be-
tween the various clinical forms of meittal derange-
ment. Society is only interested in knowing whether
an individual is sane or insane and not in the clini-

cal variety. When the disease is in a state of de-
mentia or maniacal excitation it is a physical mani-
festation rather than a mental one, though the un-
derlying cause is mental. The differential diagnosis
can be made only after long observation and is

merely of scientific or prognostic value. The vari-
ous mental conditions manifested by delusions and
feeble-mindedness and backward or retarded men-
tality give the greatest difficulty in diagnosis. In
mental disease it is a composite picture with which
we are dealing. No one symptom is diagnostic of
the disease—there are few, if any, pathognomonic
signs. The points to be considered, and from which
the composite picture of mental disorder is drawn,
are heredity, race, environment, temperament and
habits, education, and physical condition. Not one
of these items alone is of value in making a diag-
nosis

; only the combined results of investigations
along these lines are of service in arriving at a
diagnosis.

Heredity especially plays an important part in dis-
eases of the mind. In no other condition has the
hereditary transmission of disease received so many
practical demonstrations. A number of writers have
demonstrated this fact, and only recently Goddard
succeeded in tracing the genealogy of feeble-minded
children to their insane or defective ancestors a
number of generations back.= It is now universally
conceded that deficient mental make-up is very likely
to beget a similar life, and that, too, whetlier the
deficiency is prenatal in origin or acquired through
disease, or alcoholic or other indulgence. Yet it is

an inexplicable fact that many great men have had
mentally defective antecedents or collateral relations.
.'\nd, indeed, some of the greatest men themselves
have been considered mental defectives. The question
that is so difficult to decide is whether, in a given in-
dividual, a family history of mental disease should
determine in him a diagnosis of mental disorder,
where otherwise it would be in doubt or not made
at all. Shall such a history be a clinching point in

an otherwise doubtful case? The whole subject of
heredity is still so veiled in mystery that positive
opinions cannot be ventured. However, from prac-
tical demonstrations along these lines the prepon-
derance of evidence lies with those who lay great
weight on heredity in the etiology and diagnosis of
diseases of the mind.

Habit, temperament, and racial and environmental
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characteristics are important factors in diagnosis.

Unless we know the normal we cannot distinguish

the abnormal. An abnormality in one individual

might be a normality in another. Insanity is really

a straying from one's own normal. There is no nor-

mal that applies to every individual ; that is, there is

no standard, even in people of the same race or type.

If one were always a "dreamer" only a radical vari-

ation from the "dreams" would be abnormal. The
same "dreams," however, in some other individual

not similarly constituted would spell a disordered

condition of the mind. Some races of people are

extremely emotional and excitable ; others very dull

and phlegmatic. The emotionality of the Hebrew
or southern Italian is too well known to need elabo-

ration. It is not uncommon to excite in them an
action almost maniacal in nature on the slightest

provocation. On the other hand, emotional excita-

tions in the more phlegmatic races should always
arouse suspicion of mental aberration. In this work
the need of knowing the people with whom one is

dealing cannot be too greatly emphasized.

The main symptom, generally speaking, upon
which the diagnosis of mental disorder is made it>

the delusion. A delusion is a fixed idea not based on
fact, which cannot be righted by reason. The in-

sane, in other words, are not amenable to reason.

Usually the most difficult cases are those in which
there is a delusion on one subject only—paranoid
types—while otherwise the patient appears rational.

Why a person should have a delusion on one sub-

ject only or on one train of thought and be rational

on all others is not quite clear. However, the mind
is undoubtedly made up of a great many mental or-

gans, so to speak—perceptive and receptive facul-

ties—and it is reasonable to conceive of disorder in

any one of these organs which does not apparently

affect the others. The single delusion corresponds

to the single mental organ which controls the par-

ticular receptive or perceptive faculty involved. In

the body, likewise, a single organ may be disordered

while the other organs are not directly affected, and
indirectly so slightly that symptoms are not appar-

ent. Still, while there may be but one delusion,

and the individual may appear otherwise normal,

there can be no doubt that, owing to the close asso-

ciation of all the mental faculties, an affection of

one will have a deleterious influence on the whole

mental apparatus. The individual, therefore, with

but a single delusion should nevertheless be consid-

ered entirely disordered and not merely partially.

At any time the obsession of one part of the mind
may spread to others, just as inflammations in one
part of the body have a tendency to spread to other

parts either by continuity or by sympathy. Acts

committed having no direct connection with the de-

lusion are undoubtedly influenced by the pathologi-

cal condition causing that delusion.

In establishing that a certain idea of the patient

is a delusion or a certain act irrational, it is of

course first necessary to establish the falsity or

irrationality of the idea or act. Delusions are either

possible or impossible ideas. In the latter there is

little doubt, on hearing the idea expressed, in rele-

gating the individual to the class of the mentally

deranged. The former, however, because in the

abstract they are perfectly possible ideas, are the

ones that give the greatest trouble ; these are the

instances that are so hard to prove to outsiders.

Many a delusional or irrational action is but an
exaggeration of a normal or possible idea or act.

A perfectly normal idea may be exaggerated yet

not so unreasonably so as to constitute a psychosis.

But if this idea is very greatly exaggerated it may
then bear little or no resemblance to the original

idea and be then really irrational or delusional. In

many individuals who are constitutionally inferior,

who have a weak mental organization, that is, those

who are weak-willed and easily influenced, those

who have the so-called psychopathic tendencies, this

is particularly liable to occur, especially under con-

ditions of mental or physical stress. In these in-

dividuals the imagination is heightened, exaggera-
tion is easily stimulated, and finally, possibly from
the frequency of such stimulations, they are unable

to distinguish between the imagined idea and the

fact ; that is, they become obsessed with the imag-
ined idea—the delusion.

While the establishment of the delusional nature

of an idea or the irrationality of an action usually

decides the question of insanity, yet in most in-

stances the difiiculty lies in finding the delusion,

.'^n insane person of previous average intelligence

is usually well orientated on all subjects. He very

soon learns which of his beliefs are considered de-

lusional and are liable to get him into trouble.

These he endeavors to hide just as a criminal tries

to conceal the facts or evidence tending to betray

him. Their cunning is ofttimes extreme and must
be matched by that of the examiner if the tormer is

to be caught. The patient is able to detect that

others are gunning for his delusions, and he only

too frequently manages to evade his "pursuers."

At other times, while the patient is not attempting

to conceal his delusions or does not suspect the

purpose of the interrogation, the examiner may be

unfortunate in not striking a line of questioning

which would elicit the delusion. This the examiner
may not be able to do because he is not familiar with

the habits or customs around which that particular

patient's delusion is woven. The delusion may be

centered around a peculiar and possibly insignifi-

cant religious or race custom, of which the ex-

aminer could not possibly be informed and could

not, therefore, direct his efforts in that direction.

A phase in the diagnosis of mental conditions,

which usually arises in the probate of wills, is the

determination of the actual mental condition of the

so-called eccentric. To distinguish between eccen-

tricity and insanity is at times well nigh impossible.

for the reason that such individuals rarely commit
acts that conflict directly with anyone, and their

condition thus rarely becomes the subject of scru-

tiny. At times the eccentric will do things far

more unreasonable than the admittedly irrational.

Whether an eccentric action or idea is not such an

action or idea as cannot be altered by reason is not

easy to decide. There can be no doubt that in the

broad treatment of this subject all persons who are

"queer," "peculiar" or "eccentric" are such persons

as have to a greater or lesser extent lost the mental
equilibrium which goes to make up the normal
clearsighted individual, but not such a disorganiza-

tion as to lose entire control of any mental faculty

or faculties. In will cases the contestants try to

prove, by a plainly irrational act, that the deceased's

eccentricity was tantamount to insanity. In de-

ciding the mental status of the eccentric, however,

it is safest to err on the side of the suspected in-

dividual, because of the indefinitiveness of the whole
subject of insanity, especially if he does not act in

conflict with the public.

In considering the diagnosis of the actual mental

defectives—the idiots, the imbeciles, and the feeble-
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minded—the tirst two give little difficulty. Besides
the lack of any, or in the case of imbeciles very
little, mental development they usually present
definite physical or facial characteristics which
leave little or no room to doubt the nature of
their condition. The difficulty lies in making the

distinction between the feeble-minded, who have
just overstepped the line to the side of the defective,

and the backward, who are still on the normal side

of the line. The dividing line between the two is

sometimes very fine. In enfeeblement there is a

mental development but limited in amount. In
backwardness or retarded mental development, the

mental development is not limited, only it is a few-

years short of the average or normal. Feeble-

mindedness is a limited mental developinent ; back-
wardness is tardiness in mental development. I'rac-

tically speaking, feeble-mindedness and backward-
ness are relative conditions. The mental condition

of a child brought up in a sphere of education and
culture might be so poor, by comparison at least,

as to amount to a positive enfeeblement. Yet the

same degree of mental development in a peasant

type of child, brought up in its own sphere of

ignorance, would be very good indeed. Ultimately,

of course, the latter child, assuming that it has a

normal mind, would develop almost indefinitely,

while the former would not. The difficulty lies,

tfcerefore, in distinguishing between a positive en-

feeblement and mere retardation to a certain degree.

The detection of mentally defective children in

early life is almost impossible; in all likelihood it

cannot be done before the age of three or four,

though the deficiency e.xist from birth. In early

life two apparently equally dull children react dif-

ferently to educative influences. The one may
brighten up remarkably and become an average,

and frequently above the average, individual. The
other, who can later be identified among the feeble,

remains in the original condition in spite of the

educational eft'orts. At the present time, and as

illustrative of the difficulty of determining the

feeble-minded, they are being educated sufficiently

to be self-supporting. Such individuals might
baffe diagnosis and would even compare favorably

with normal, but ignorant children. It is almost an
easier task to educate children who are inherently

backward, in an environment of culture, than nor-

mal children in an environment of ignorance.

In feeble-mindedness, as distinguished from
backwardness, the brain contains, so to speak, only

a limited amount of raw material from which the

mental faculties can be developed. Such indi-

viduals' maximum mental development is reached
very early, and no amount of education can stim-

ulate very much further development. Backward
children, however, merelv start with a minus in

their mentality, which may or may not increase as

the child grows older, and continue in early life at

least in this condition. In most instances they can

catch up with the normal child, especially with the

aid of specially devised educational methods. The
backward child develops on the application of a

little more mental stimulus ; the feeble-minded will

not. Backward children need more education and

a little more trouble in the application of it. Still,

even if the child does not catch up and goes through
life with a few years of retardation in its mental

development, this is not of much moment, for the

possibilities of mental development are almost in-

finite. Besides, in the face of the profoundly in-

tellectual we are all more or less backward

!

In endeavoring to determine the mental condi-

tion of a child, the first essential is to determine

how much a child of similar age, environment,

mental education—and especially opportunity

—

knows before one can determine the condition of

the child in question. Comparison of the child

with children of the same family furnishes, when
possible, an excellent basis for comparison. A
marked difterence is very significant of defect. Yet,

many children who, during school life, were con-

sidered defective, or who compared very unfavor-
ably with their mates, succeeded in later life even

from the standpoint of mental accomplishments.
Realizing the difficulty of determining the mental

defectives by the present indefinite means of diag-

nosis, Binet, in conjunction with Simon, devised a

system whereby they hoped to determine from a

standard, which they established in accordance with

the age of a normal child, the degree of mental

development of the child under test.' For the pur-

poses of these tests Binet divides his subjects into

three classes : Those in whom there is a general

retardation both mental and physical; those in

whom there is a retardation in one mental faculty

more than in others, and those in whom all the

mental faculties show retardation. He makes an-

other classification—those whose intelligence is re-

tarded ; those who are unruly, inattentive or mis-

chievous, and those who represent combinations of

both types. The mentally defective of the retarded-

intelligence type are more numerous as the chil-

dren are older, and vice versa for the unruly ones,

or, as Binet calls them, "the instabiles." The re-

tarded-intelligence type, though attentive, learn less

than other children under the same instruction.

Concerning these children the teachers usually give

good reports as regards their attentiveness, willing-

ness, and behavior. "The instabiles" do not learn,

for the apparent reason at least that they do not

apply themselves to study, though they sometimes
appear brighter than normal children.

After establishing the standard with normal chil-

dren of successive ages, Binet shows the child to

be tested a picture of familiar objects, and after

a lapse of a definite time—thirty seconds—asks the

child to repeat to him from memory what he saw
thereon. The degree of retardation depends on
the number of objects he can remember, as com-
pared with the number a normal child can remein-

ber. If an eight-year-old child can remember only

as much as a normal five-year-old child, the former
is retarded three years. A retardation of ten years

is considered^ permanent defect or enfeeblement.

The picture test is supplemented by having the

child repeat spoken or written words; the number
of words that can be repeated from memon.'. as

compared with the standard child, determines the

degree of retardation. These tests are elaborated,

standardized, and tabulated up to the age of six-

teen, and can thus be applied by anyone. Goddard.
with his own modification, has these tests applied

by girls specially trained for this work, but having
neither medical nor psychiatric training.^ * Follow-

ing out the scheme they are able to tabulate very

rapidly the degree of mental efficiency of a great

number of children. This method might be used

to advantage in the school system in keeping a

record of the mental development of each child, just

as is now done with the physical development. Th»
whole scheme of these tests is the ascertainment of

the approximate mental asfe of the child by com-
paring its attainments with those of a normal child
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used as a control. The tests are especially of
value in the separation at school of the mentally
defective from the normal, in order that the former
may not impede the educational progress of the
rest of the children.

But the prmciple in the application of the Binet
system in ascertaining mental acuity is not entirely
new. It is applied every day in the competitive
tests of our educational system, as exemplitied in

periodic ratings. The various civil competitive
examinations also aim to pick out the better
mentally from the poorer and economically to use
the services of the better. As an actual scientific

determination of the mental development of the
child the Binet system still fails because it is too
arbitrary for so elastic and complex an organiza-
tion as the mind. Its use can only be restricted,

as indeed Binet intended it to be, to the approxi-
mate determination of the child's mental acuity.
The diagnosis of the mentally defective cannot be
made from one examination. Only after watching
the educational progress, under reinforced edu-
cational methods, can a determination be arrived at.

Coming to another phase in the diagnosis of
mental conditions, namely, their detection by mere
inspection of a great number of people as they pass
in review before the examiner, it might be well to
note that in the diagnosis of diseases of the body
the recent scientific developments have had a
tendency to defer the making of a diagnosis or
even an attempt at one until the reports on the
various laboratory or mechanical examinations have
been made. And very recently a number of writers
have called attention, in spite of these develop-
ments, to the value and good results obtained from
inspection of the patient himself.'* Furthermore, in

the need for the detection and exclusion of physic-
ally, and especially mentally defective aliens—but
owing to the impossibility of actually examining
each individual because of the vast number enter-
ing—the method of the detection of disease or de-
fect by mere inspection has been developed on a
large scale. The great number of abnormal con-
ditions thus detected is the best testimonial of the
value of this method.

In detecting mental conditions almost as much
can be learned from inspection, before the subject's
attention has been attracted and while he is still

at ease, as from prolonged examination. In the
delusional types of insanity, where the patient
usually realizes the purpose of the interrogation,
prolonged examinations tend to increase hfs sus-
picions and often result in the successful conceal-
ment of the delusions. The detection of mental
conditions among aliens requires special training
in racial types and characteristics, even more than
psychiatric training. Even with this training the
difficulty of detection is very great when we con-
sider that the physician of an institution or the
alienist makes his diagnoses from persons sent to
him because of some irrational action or speech.
Furthermore, he works with a suspect and usually
has a definite personal and family history with
which to work. Yet. even under these conditions
diagnoses are difficult to make and mistakes are
very possible.

One of the most important signs, if not the
most important index, of the state of the mind is

the facial expression. Normally the face expresses,
in a degree at least, the state or condition of the
mind ; in other words, the degree of intelligence.

We even speak of reading the thoughts of an in-

dividual from the expression on the face. We have
depicted on the face expressions ol fear, anger,

exultation, depression, etc. If, therefore, we de-

termme what the normal condition of the mind
should be under the conditions holding at the time,

the facial expression vvill indicate variation and
become a valuable clue to follow for further in-

vestigation. For example, the normal expression
of apprehension and alertness of a Hebrew should
be looked for ; an indifference to surroundings and
conditions should excite suspicion in the miml of
the examiner. Similarly apprehension or alertness

in a Greek or Macedonian is unusual, because his

normal expression is rather dull or phlegmatic.

Individuals exhibiting expressions of unusual ex-
citation or depression should always be given a
complete mental examination. Familiarity with the

type or race under consideration is therefore ab-

solutely essential. It is almost out of the question

for an examiner not familiar, say with a Syrian
peasant type, to form any opinion of the mental
caliber of such an individual from his appearance
or attitude.

The mental reaction or reaction time is another
important consideration in the detection of the

mentally unfit. The reaction time is the small, but
still appreciable, period elapsing between the put-

ting of a question and its comprehension and an-

swer. In estimating the reaction time of an in-

dividual, his race and temperament must again be
taken into consideration. The reaction time of a

backwoods peasant is of necessity much slower than
even that of a much duller individual from the city.

Still, even an apparently dull person should, if

mentally normal, brighten up appreciably on com-
preheniling the question asked; a distinct "lighten-

ing up'' of the face should then become apparent.

An unusually long reaction time should be sufficient

cause for a further and complete mental examina-
tion. Conversation, no matter how short, is ex-
tremely important in ferreting out mental condi-

tions. It is, of course, the sine qua non of psy-
chiatric examinations. Especially is this impor-
tant in detecting dementive or enfeebled mental
conditions, for here the lack or deficiency of the

mind can thus be brought out. In diseases of the

body diagnoses are usually made with the body at

rest. In diseases of the mind, on the contrary,

the diagnosis is best made with the mind in action.

And speech is, of course, the mind's principal mani-
festation or translation of that action. In the very
nature of the thing communion with the subject is

absolutely essential. The difficulty in carrying out
this essential lies in the many and diverse languages
spoken by the people to be examined, and the neces-

sity, therefore, for employing intermediaries, i.e.

interpreters. This is far from satisfactory. As a
matter of fact, no one can convey to another a
thought as accurately through an interpreter as

by personal conversation. Part of the thought or
question is lost in its passage from the examiner to

the subject through the interpreter. Similarly the

answer loses in its travel. Very often it is the

important thought, that for which the examiner
is seeking, and which the interpreter considers too
unimportant to transmit. Ability to speak the

language of the subject is very desirable if for no
other reason than that it gains his confidence, with-

out which, when the subject examined is in a state

of apprehension, little can be accomplished. In-

terpreters who are not familiar, from experience

at least, with the trend of mental examinations are
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of little help, if not a positive hindrance. Most
of the makeshift interpreters will rarely interpret

what the examiner says, and still less frequently

what the subject says as he says it. They make
their own interpretations of what is said, instead

of transmitting exactly what is spoken. If the

individual does not make what to them is a satis-

factory answer, they will prompt and dicker with
him until such an answer is made. Untrained in-

terpreters fail altogether to realize that it is en-

tirely the unsatisfactory and not-to-the-point an-

swer that is desired. Moreover, the dickering

breaks the trend of the subject's thought, and
thereafter further examination at that sitting is of

no avail. It is always desirable to let the individual

have his say withotit interruption, since it is not a

rational or coherent answer that is sought, but only

his own answer, whatever that be. It is, so to

speak, well to let him "incriminate" himself before
commencing "cross-examination." Through con-

versation it is hoped to detect a rent in the train

of thought or reasoning power. A break, no mat-
ter how small, denotes a weakness in the mental
organization, and further examination along jiroper

lines will usually reveal the disorganization. The
line of conversation should be gauged strictly along
topics with which the individual is familiar. A
normal individual, no matter how ignorant, is

orientated on the circumstances inunediately sur-

rounding his present status, while the disordered
will display disorganization or disorientation of one
form or another. When an individual shows some
incoherence or hesitation in the primary question-

ing it should be followed up by a more thorough
secondary e.xamination. In this examination it is

well to lead to, and follow up, circumstances im-

mediately preceding jjresent conditions and to de-

termine the orientation on those matters. The
primary questioning can be carried out in almost a

few seconds ; the secondary should be a lengthy

one. An individual who is orientated on present

—

that is, more recent—circumstances, is not likely

to falter on preceding conditions with which he is

more familiar. At all events it is impracticable,

though theoretically essential, to consider every

alien a possible mental case and to subject him
primarily to a complete mental examinatinn un-

less on primary examination there were some signs

of mental disorder.

In the detection of enfeebled mental conditions,

appearance and attitude help somewhat, but in the

high grade of enfecblement it is a negligilile quan-

tity. .An expressionless face reflecting no cog-

nizance of surroundings or circumstances is always
significant of mental deficiency. Rut conversation

is here also an all-important factor in determining
mental acuity. Here, especially, must the mental

attainments of a normal child, with like mental

education and opportunity, be borne in mind be-

fore we can judge how much lower the subject is

in the mental scale. There is no definite method of

determining this ; it remains a matter of judgment
and experience with the examiner after all the

factors of race, previous environment, and educa-

tion have been considered. Peasant children, for

example, are not to be expected to show up as

well as city children. If these reservations were
not made the number of suspected cases would
be very large, but the number of errors would
be very great indeed. In short, in detecting

mental conditions by inspection the first essential

is to determine the race or type of the individual

and his particular characteristics. Then note the

facial expression and attitude, which would con-

vey the impression of cognizance of environment
and circumstances—an expression of "understand-
ing." A few questions will determine the reaction

time and orientation. If from these points nothing
abnormal is noted the individual is allowed to pass,

otherwise a further and complete mental examina-
tion is made.

The utilization of the Binet system on those who
have been turned aside for a further mental ex-

amination is not as practicable as with school

children. The Binet system was originally de-

vised for school purposes in sifting and seg-

regating the defective or retarded from the

normal. School children are usually of the

same type, either from similarity of race or en-

vironmental influences, and—what is especially sig-

nificant—speak the same language. In the work
of sifting aliens, one sees a kaleidoscopic array

of people to whom one standard, or in fact any
standard, cannot be applied. Were it possible to

devise a Binet system standardized for each race or

type, it would then be of great value. For, in

principle the Binet system strives only to ascertain

the comparative mental acuity of the child when
compared with a normal standard of its oum
sphere. There is no standard normal child, i.e.

one that is standard for all children. Many chil-

dren make a poor showing under these tests be-

cause unable to understand what is wanted of

them. Natural fear' in their new surroundings
militates against them. Even the most intelli-

gent—and they especially—in fear of what they

believe would be the consequences of a wrong
answer, become too "nervous" to make a credit-

able showing. /Ml of us who have taken examina-
tions know how flighty our knowledge becomes
at the examination door. The ability to repeat

from memory, in the alloted time, would depend
largely on the familiarity of the individual with

the test objects. Indeed, ignorance of the peas-

antry from some places is extreme and this test

would not be likely to elicit their real reaction time.

When the last word is said on the Binet sys-

tem, as an aid in determining mental efficiency,

it will be found that not the ability to remember
words, pictures, numbers, etc., is an index of

mental development, but only the ability to reason

out simple mental problems. Some very bright

minds are unable to do simple arithmetical sums
without the use of pencil and paper. Reasoning
power is the ability to place together abstract and
previously separated but known facts, and to form
from them the concrete thought ; that is, it is the

individual's power of association, and is equivalent

to his degree of intelligence. This power is of

gradual development in the human being. As the

child grows older it should be able to reason out

more difficult problems, those bearing a relation to

its particular cycle of life. .And the determination

of this power lies almost entirely in the ability

and judgment of the examiner, and not yet in

any fixed scheme or system devised for applica-

tion by anyone.

Conclusion.—The matter of the diagnosis of

mental conditions, whether in institutions after

prolonged observation or by the method of inspec-

tion, is difficult and often unsatisfactory. If it

is difficult, even with the modern scientific aids,

to diagnose present and patent diseases of the

body, how hard must it be to detect intangible
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mental disease without laboratory or scientific

helps. Most physical ills give premonitory symp-
toms. In mental diseases, if there are such symp-
toms the patient is little likely to complain of them
or seek advice on account of them, as he is so apt
to do in the somatic ills. Moreover, he is more
often against the physician than with him. Like-
wise, the detection of mental disease among aliens

offers the same difficulties only in an infinitely

larger degree. The goal in this work is to be
able to detect from the panorama of people those
who have remote or even latently present mental
abnormalities. There are no signs by which an
examiner can say in any given instance that an
individual will develop a mental disease. The
terms, mental instability, constitutional inferiority

and psychopathic tendencies, as forerunners of in-

sanity, refer to individuals whose mental organiza-
tion is of the weakest ; who. while they show no
present symptoms of mental disorder, or who
could go on mentally normal, for them at least,

in primitive surroundings, yet on slight stress, such
as they meet on encountering the hardships, and
the increasing demands on their mental vitality,

of settlement, become mentally disordered. But
even in them the mental disorganization is gradual
in development and spread over a longer or shorter
period, and appears sometimes a very long interval

after settlement. But no one can forecast in ad-
vance of the happening that an individual with a
low mental vitality will, on meeting hardship and
adversity, of necessity become Tnentally deranged.

However, until definite diagnostic signs or
methods be found for the detection of mental
conditions, psychiatrists will continue to be at log-

gerheads, and many mentally defective persons will

pass inspection without detection. Says a New
York Supreme Court Justice : "We know that in-

sanity is a mysterious disease, that it may exist

without indications, is often cunningly concealed
so as almost or altogether to baffle detection even
by a specialist, or to be so occult as to cause most
eminent alienists to clash as to its existence in a

given instance.""
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Acetonuria in Childhood,—R. S, Frew notes that the
examination of the urine from 662 children, varying in

ages from a few days to 12 years, showed acetonuria in

408

—

i.e. in 61.6 per cent. Further investigation of those
408 cases brought out the following interesting facts

:

(i") In the great majority of the cases a specimen ob-
tained during the first twelve hours following admission
rarely showed the presence of acetone ; it usually first ap-
peared about that time, attained its maximum about
thirty-six hours after admission, and then gradually dimin-
ished, all trace being gone by the fourth day, usually.

(2) The disease from which the child was sufifering

appeared to have little, if anything, to do with its causation.

(3) Its incidence was greater the younger the child,

the percentage affected showing a steady decline from
the youngest to the oldest child. (4) On the administra-
tion of de.xtrose it rapidly disappeared, and was com-
pletely gone within twelve hours.

—

Proceedings of the
Royal Society of Medicine.

CALORIC FEEDING IN TUBERCULOSIS.

A STUDY OF THE EFFICIENCY OF THE DIETARY AT THE
BOAT CAMP "WESTFIELD."

By N. GILBERT SEYMOUR, .^.B., M.D.,

NEW YOEK.

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN GOUVERNEUR HOSPITAL TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC
AND ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH TUBERCULOSIS CLASS.

The therapeutic agencies for the treatment of tu-

berculosis at the command of a city dispensary have
notably grown in variety and eft'ectiveness during
the past few years. The hospital and sanatorium
facilities for the treatment of all stages of the dis-

ease, while still desperately inadequate to the prob-

lem in the larger cities, have been greatly increased,

and more provision for the care of the consumptive
poor is constantly being planned. Despite this prog-

ress, we are still confronted with the necessity of

treating the great majority of our dispensary pa-

tients in their homes, and in New York—with its

congested tenement districts and large foreign pop-

idation—this means the attempt to treat tuberculosis

in an environment totally unsuitable, in most in-

stances, to the application of the cardinal principles

of treatment—^rest, fresh air, and proper food.

Until the sanatoria and hospitals are equal to the

demand—an ideal which may not be realized in

many years—the tuberculosis dispensaries must
meet the problem of home treatment as best they

can. One of the most successful experiments in this

home treatment, as applied in New York City, has

been the employment of day and night camps for

the treatment of ambulant cases. I have elsewhere

reported on the general effectiveness of this method
of treatment, and the routine established in the sev-

eral camps now conducted by different organiza-

tions.*

The most practical means yet devised of estab-

lishing day and night camps in connection with our

city hospital clinics has been through the employ-

ment of old ferry-boats condemned for active ser-

vice and renovated for this new use. Three such

floating camps are now in service.

The present study, prepared in connection with a

report on the work of the Gouverneur Hospital

Tuberculosis Clinic, is concerned solely with one
feature of the day camp problem as it has arisen

on our own Boat Camp, the "Westfield." This fea-

ture is the question of diet, and it is one of the most
practical problems which has confronted us in con-

nection with the maintenance of our day and night

camp.
In a camp with a capacity of one hundred or more

patients by day and forty at night, exclusive of

nurses and helpers, the food problem is not only

of importance from the financial standpoint, but is

also a matter of great interest and value in the sci-

entific care of our cases.

During the five months in which the Boat Cainp

was wholly in charge of the Auxiliaryf—that is

from July to November, 1908—no attempt was made
to provide regular meals for the patients in attend-

ance. The Night Camp had not then been estab-

lished,J The average daily attendance was twenty-

*"The Use of Day Camps and Night Camps in the

Home Treatment of Tuberculosis in New York City,"

Medical Record, Sept. 3,, 1910.

tThe Women's .Auxiliary to Gouverneur Tuberculosis

Clinic.

iThe first attempt at a night camp was initiated during

this first season, nine of the men patients being provided by
the auxiliary with cots and bedding and allowed to sleep

on the boat.
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five patients. A nurse from the Department of

Health was in charge. The food supphed consisted

of milk and eggs ; bread and butter ; cotfee, cocoa, or
tea occasionally; and a considerable quantity of

fruit donated at intervals. An average of 30 quarts
of milk and 8^ dozen eggs a day was used. As
there was no kitchen equipment at that time, no at-

tempt to serve cooked meals could be made. The
very irregular attendance of some of the earliest pa-
tients, and our inadequate facilities for detailed

records, make it impossible to estimate, even ap-

proximately, the average food consumption of indi-

vidual cases. Two quarts of milk and four eggs
were provided daily for each patient, but the patients

were supposed to be getting the bulk of their feed-

ing in their own homes.
With the assumption of the control of the boat

by the hospital authorities, it became possible to

build and equip a model kitchen and to maintain
a sufficient staff of helpers to prepare and serve at

least one adequate cooked meal for the day pa-
tients. The provisions supplied for this purpose
were sufficient to provide additional ligliter meals
for the patients attending Night Camp and for those

spending both day and night upon the boat.

It was our intention, from the first, to make these

meals and additional feedings conform, so far as

possible, with the best and most recent work on the

caloric value of the diet in the treatment of tuber-

culosis ; but we were at once confronted with two
difficulties, the economic and the racial. Most of

the foods of high caloric value which are usually

counted upon to raise the fuel coefficient of the diet

—such foods as cream, butter, bacon, oil, and eggs
—are too expensive for frequent or prolonged use

in a city institution deriving its support from pub-

lic funds. Furthermore, our patients are chiefly

Jewish, and their religious prejudice prevents the

use of bacon in any form, butter at the same meal
with meat, and certain other foods of high caloric

efficiency. Unlike the Italians, they are not fond

of salads nor of oil, and they eat macaroni spar-

ingly. With limited funds available for the pur-

pose, and dealing with a class of patients trained to

definite and rigid h.abits in their choice of food, we
have not been able, as yet, to devise a dietary sat-

isfactorily adapted to the treatment of tuberculosis

;

but a study of the actual food values of the pres-

ent dietary is not without interest, and we aim
to increase its caloric efficiency to the highest pos-

sible point under existing conditions.

TABLE I.

TOTAL EXPENDITURE IN CALORIES OF AVERAGE MAN AT
REST.*

Calories
Radiation from the body of an average man, clothed 1 ,536
Latent heat due to evaporation of about 1,100 gm, water from

the skin and lungs 611
Heating of the expired air

_.
£0

Heating of food and drinking water taken cold and raised to
body temperature: heat lost by urine and feces, total .... 53

Work performed by heart and respiratory muscles, plus other
internal and exterior actions necessary to the maintenance
of the organism, even at rest 150

Total expenditure of heat and energy—calories 2,430
Gautier: "Diet and Dietetics." Rice-Oxley translation.

It has been estimated that a normal (healthy)

man requires, while at rest, about 33 calories per

kilo of body weight each day (Krohl: "Principles

of Clinical Pathology." Howlett translation.) For
a man of average weight (say 70 kilos, or approx-
imately, 150 pounds) this represents a daily re-

quirement, in food value, of 2,310 calories; and
this not to increase his weight, but merely to main-

tain an equilibrium between food intake and bodily

waste. To express it in terms of expenditure of

heat and bodily energy, it has been estimated that

the number of calories lost directly, or correspond-

ing to a slight expenditure in the form of work
(energy), of a man at resi, is as shown in Table I.

This total (2,430 calories) expenditure approxi-

mately balances the required value of food con-

sumed (2,310 calories) in order to maintain the

body equilibrium, or in other words, to prevent loss

of tlesh. It must be remembered, however, that

these figures represent a man of average weight,

at rest and in health. In dealing with disease, es-

pecially with febrile or wasting diseases like typhoid

or tuberculosis, a certain additional percentage of

fuel is necessary in order to meet the febrile in-

crease in heat production. In typhoid fever, this

necessary increase has been estimated at 25 per

cent, for the average patient; that is, 41 calories

per kilo of body weight per day, or approximately

3,000 calories a day, as the minimum requirement

for a man weighing 150 pounds. (Coleman: "Diet

in Typhoid Fever." Journal A. M. A., October 9,

1909.) This is estimated to be the minimum re-

quirement, and typhoid dietaries representing 4,000

to 6,000 calories and over have been used with ex-

cellent results.

The problem of increasing the caloric value of

the food in the treatment of tuberculosis has been

the subject of much study and experimentation

within the past few years. Careful investigation

of the effect of special dietaries based upon the

principles of high caloric efficiency have been made
in selected cases, or groups of cases, in many of the

sanatoria ; and elaborate diet lists and tables of

results have been published. These investigations

and their accompanying results have led no less

an authority than Professor Irving Fisher to con-

clude that excessive diets are not necessary for sat-

isfactory gains in weight with tuberculosis patients.

He states : "Given proper foods and proper pro-

portions of food elements, the average tuberculosis

patient can be successfully nourished on 3,000
calories per day. In other words, on no more
than is usually consumed by the ordinary sedentary

man. . . . Weight-gaining which is purchased at

the cost of strain on the physiological machinery
does not mean permanent benefit." (Fisher: "Diet

in Tuberculosis." Proc. Sixth Internat. Cong. Vol.

I, Pt. 2.)

In an institution as small, relatively, as our Boat
Camp, and so entirely under control, it seemed at

first thought a comparatively simple matter to ar-

range a dietary upon the caloric basis or, at least,

to estimate the exact caloric value of the food used.

The latter investigation is logically the first to be

undertaken, as it is evident that only after an esti-

mate of the value of the existing dietary had been
made could modifications be rationally introduced.

Such an estimate was therefore undertaken, but it

soon became apparent that no average diet could
be estimated for the individual patients, both be-

cause of racial differences, with corresponding va-

riations in diet, and because of irregularity of at-

tendance. Furthermore, it proved to be very difficult

to estimate accurately the daily consumption of all

kinds of food. For example, the suet used for pud-
dings is of the highest caloric value, but it was not

used daily and the quantity used on different days
varied in accordance with the number of patients

in attendance on each occasion. A practical plan

for a reasonably accurate estimate of the existing
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dietary was finally suggested in the course of dis-

cussion at Stat? meeting.* This plan consisted in

selecting one month, of fair average attendance,
and having all provisions carefully estimated at the
beginning and end of that period. As all supplies
and provisions are sent to the camp in quantity
on requisition from Bellevue, the difference be-
tween the amount on hand the first day of the
month plus all food requisitions during the month,
and the amount on hand the first day of the month
following, obviously represents the total quantity
of food used during the stated period. We selected
the month of July, 1910, for the estimate, and the
list of foods used during that period, with the exact
quantities, was prepared by the senior boat nurse.
By reference to standard tables of calories, the to-
tal value of these foods in the quantities used was
next estimated. This is shown in the following
table

:

TABLE 11.

FOOD USED ON BOAT CAMP WESTFIELD" DURING THE
MONTH OF JULY, 1910, WITH ESTIMATION OF THE CA-

LORIC VALUES.*

Pounds

Milk (whole), 2,790 quarts 5,580
Eggs (raw), 930 dozens 1,511.25
Beef 865
Bread 496
Sugar (cane) 350
Potatoes 1 ,260
Soup meat (average beef) 390
Butter 77
Chopped meat (average beef) 135
Veal 150
Prunes 56
Fish (general average fresh fish) .. . 250
Fat for puddings 20
Carrots (like parsnips) 210
Rice 21
Onions 140
Macaroni 16
Cabbage 170
Barley 11
Beets 100
Apples, dried (edible portion) 54
Hominy (like barley) 8
Beans 38
Farina 7

Peaches (canned) 58.5
Oatmeal 5.5
Peas 40
Apricots (canned) 12.5
Tomatoes (canned) 64
Raisins 4

Total calories in food used (31
days)

Calories
Per

Pound

1

1

325
720

1,460
1,395
1,820
375
982

3.615
982
580

1,400
300

3,770
230

1.630
225

1,665
155

1,800
185
290
800
360
700
190
860
255
460
80

440

Total
Calories

1,813.500
1,088.100
1 ,262,900

691 ,920
637.000
472,500
382,980
278,355
132,570
87.000
78,4fO
7S.0fO
71,4C0
48,300
34.230
31 ,500
26,640
26,350
19,800
18,500
1 5 , 660
14,400
13.680
1 1 , 900
11,115
10,230
10,200
5 , 750
5,120
1 ,760

7,376.760

Chittenden:—"Physiological Economy in Nutrition," 1904: "The
Nutrition of Man," 1907.

Hutchison:—"Food and the Principles of Dietetics," 1908.
Woodruff:—Bulletin 28 U. S. Dept. Agriculture.
Friedenwald and Ruhrah:—"Diet in Health and Disease."
Lusk —"Elements of the Science of Nutrition," 1909.
Thompson:—"Dietetics." Last Edition.
In the foregoing table, the foods are arranged in the order of the

number of calories contributed to the total diet for the month; but it

is at once apparent that this is not the order of greatest caloric effi-

ciency. For example, the fat (suet or lard) used in the puddings has
the highest food value (in calories) of any in the list (3,5 70 C. per pound),
yet it does not head the diet becaiise of the comparatively small amount
(20 pounds) used. A more striking example—since pure fat can he
used in any diet only in limited quantities— is furnished by the cereals.
Thus, oatmeal has a caloric value (1,860 per pound), greater than cane
sugar (1,820 C. per pound), yet it contributed but little to our totals
because the amount used (5* pounds) was so insignificant.* Macaroni
is another example of a food of high value relatively little used. Oil
and bacon are altogether absent from our list of available foods.

*There might have been some difference in the totals if a winter
month had been selected; but, on the other hand, the a\'erage attend-
ance is greater in July than, for instance, in January, and the variety of
foods supplied is about the same.

Since the total amount of food used at the Boat
Camp during July (1910) represented a_ fuel value
of 7.376,760 calories for 31 days—or 237,960 ca-
lories per day—it remains to estimate the average
caloric value of this diet for the individual patient.

*This very practical suggestion was made by the chair-
man of the Women's Auxiliary. Mrs. Mandel. who has
taken the keenest interest in the preparation of this report.

The total attendance at the camp during the

month selected was 2,456. The average daily at-

tendance was 81. There were 24 patients at the

Night Camp. It should be remembered that the

food was served as a noon meal to all patients at-

tending Day Camp, with extra nourishment—con-

sisting of bread and butter, milk, and two eggs for

each patient—at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. A breakfast

of cocoa or cofl'ee, bread and butter, eggs, milk, and
cereal was provided for the Night Camp patients

or those in attendance both day and night. Bread
and milk was also given out in the evening when
there was any surplus. It is apparent that these

morning and evening meals must be deducted from
the general estimate, since the Night Camp pa-
tients received the greater part of their food else-

where. The breakfast, estimated appro.ximately at

672 calories, and the evening nourishment 272 cal-

ories (see Tables III and IV), together repre-

sent 944 calories used for each Night Camp pa-

tient, or a total of 22,656 calories per day. This
reduces the total estimate to 215,304 calories per

day; and this, among 81 patients (the average
daily attendance), represents an average per pa-

tient of 2,658 calories per day. If this average
were accurate in the individual case it would sat-

isfy the dietetic requirements at the camp, we
think, since these patients were getting two meals
a day in their own homes and in the majority of

instances two home meals would certainly suffice

to raise the total calories to 3,000 per day, or over

;

but the estimate is necessarily only approximate,
and certain inaccuracies are apparent. Thus, while

the average daily attendance was 81, yet the indi-

viduals counted were not always the same patients,

some dropping out or attending irregularly and
others taking their place. Again, while the average
value of the food used daily is easily estimated, not

all the patients were eating the same quantities or
the same variety. Because of individual variations

in appetite and personal idiosyncrasy, as well as

for the foregoing reasons, some patients were
doubtless getting more than the necessary amount
of food (or the estimated caloric requirement),

and others less. Furthermore, children were esti-

mated with the adults, although they had more
milk, proportionately, and less of other foods.

An effort to make the individual estimate more
exact by working out the caloric value of separate

meals was rendered difficult by the necessary va-

riation in the principal (noon) meal from day to

day. The following tables are therefore approx-
imate only

:

TABLE III.

CALORIC VALUE OF AVERAGE DAILY DIET ESTIMATED FOR
INDIVIDUAL PATIENT.*

BREAKFAST
Calories

Coffee or cocoa, 1 cup (value of the contained milk and sugar
only) 50

Bread, 2 slices 132
Eggs. 2 150
.Milk, 1 cup (7 ounces) 140
Cereal, 1 standard portion 100
Butter, 1 standard portion 100

Total, calories 672

A.M. NOURISHMENT— 11 A.M.
Calories

Bread, 2 slices 132
Butter, standard portion 100
Milk, 7 ounces 140
Eggs, 2 150

Total, calories 522

These estimates are based upon a table of the approximate caloric
values of "standard portions" (equal to 100 calories each) which was
worked out by a New York Hospital nurse. Miss F. M. Johnson, and
quoted in the American Journal of Nursing, Vol. X. No. 7 (April, 1910).
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NOON MEAL
Calories

Soup (vegetable) . estimated SO
Meat (or fish), one portion 100
Potatoes (IJ, baked or boiled 100
Parsnips or carrots 50
Bread. 2 slices 132
Stewed fruit, one portion 100
Tea (with sugar)

_. 33
(Or milk, 7 ounces, for the children—140 calories)

Total, calories* 565
Total (children), calories 672

P.M. NOURISHMENT 4 P.M.
Calories

Same as a.m. nourishment 522

*The total calories used in the neon meal is obviously underestimated
in this table, as will be seen by a comparison with the table of total
quantities of foods used during the month. The majority of the differ

ent foods there listed were used at the noon meal, and the meal esti-

mated above represents a minimum both in variety and in caloric
value. To this tact is due the apparent discrepancy between the esti-

mate of the diet by daily average and by average meals. The former
(2,658 calories per patient per day) is more accurate than the latter
(1,609 calories—as above).

TABLE IV.

TOTALS—ESTIMATED BY MEALS.
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right ear examined on account of buzzing. The
doctor could not do anything for him. There was
no discharge nor symptoms of infiamniation.

Shortly afterward he complained of dizziness' and
his wife noticed that he showed slight mistakes in

memory. He would tell the children to be quiet;

then in a few minutes would ask them why they
were so quiet. There is no history of swelling of
the feet, no headache, no convulsions, or eye
trouble of a serious nature. Once an electric fuse
blew out and scorched his eyes, but it was not
serious.

No particular symptoms were noted until Au-
gust 26, when he was found in bed suffering from
vertigo; his temperature was 99° F, pulse no,
respiration 22, coughed badly, very emaciated, gait

unsteady, expression staring and blank; his skin

shows no scars. There was a marked Romberg's
sign ; his reflexes were all normal, the knee jerks
perhaps' a little lively but equal ; the right pupil was
a little larger than the left and did not react as well

Candate Nucleus

Ant. Pillar of.
Fornix

Outer Capsule

Lenticular Nu-,
cleus.

Pitting

Inner Capsule
Postener Limb

Optic Thalamus

Candate Nucleus

Fig. I.—Location of the tumor in a case of tubercle of the brain;
left optic thalamus (schematic).

for light. His left nasolabial furrow was a little

deeper than the right. There was no tremor of
tongue or face; his hands were slightly tremulous;
there were no changes in sensation. At times one
noticed a little nystagmus.

Ears.—Hearing normal ; watch heard at thirty
inches'; drum membranes normal.

Eyes.—The opthalmoscope shows reddening of
both discs, and a little blurring of the outlines.

Lungs.—Marked infiltration through both upper
lobes; scattered rales at the bases. Signs of cavity
formation at right apex.

Heart sounds feeble, apex in sixth interspace

;

no murmur.
Urine.—Specific gravity, 1015; reaction, acid;

color, cloudy straw ; amount in twenty-four hours,
32 oz. ; sugar, negative. There was a very large
amount of albumin and microscopic examination
showed many hyaline and granular casts, no pus
cells.

Abdomen.—Slight tenderness over the epigas-

trium; liver dullness extends about 4 inches below
the midsternal edge.

Extremities.—The muscles of the calves are

much emaciated, but there is fair muscular power.
Mental Condition.—The patient goes to his meals

regularly and shows nothing queer in his actions'

in the ward. His movements are a little slow and
uncertain. He sleeps well and he does not show
much confusion as to his surroundings.

Orientation.—What month is this? I don't

know. I feel a little upset, perhaps personally I

could tell you right away you know it is not ; isn't."

He gives the time of day, but calls it correctly at

one time; then incorrectly at another. He knows
he is in a hospital, but cannot name it ; thinks he can
get away by train; New York City is about two
miles away. He recognizes doctors and nurses,

but does not remember their names.
Memory.—This was gone over with his wife,

who was able to point out deficiencies. He cannot
remember how long he has been in the hospital,

says three weeks (two weeks) ; states that he went
to a hospital three weeks ago to have his ears ex-
amined, but wife says it was in June. Gave his

age correctly (30 years), where he was born, and
the date, August 12, and yet he could not tell when
his' last birthday was, and could not give the month
of the year (which was Augusi). Pie could not

tell his occupation, his wife's name, nor his chil-

dren's names, but he recognized them when they

were given him. He could not give either his

father's or mother's name, nor could he remember
his sister' or brothers' names until his' wife
prompted him. Also he failed to give any con-

nected history of his life; could not remember what
steamboat he came over on ; knew that he came
over here si.x years ago ; that he worked for the

Met. R.R.
He would hesitate a long time over a question,

often expressed feeling of inadequacy, and occa-

sionally showed perseveration. Called wife "Sis,"

which was not habitual. Is your appetite good?
"My appetite has been good ; once or twice it has

been rather diczy, you know." \\'hich child were
vou? "That was the fourth child born." Which
child? "That child." What do you mean? "Why,
the fourth, Fred, Alf, George—that's all." That's

only three. "That's what I'm saying." What hos-

pital is this? "This is a funny; I can't never think

of the hospital. It's' St. Luke's." Where is St.

Luke's? "Up to the Union." What do you mean?
"\^'hy, up to the Union." I don't understand. "It

ain't no funny kind, of a place. It's just an ordi-

nary place like any other hospital." You mean it

belongs to the Union ? "Yes, but it may not now

:

you have got it under another name. It doesn't

amount to the same name." How do you get there?

"I'm saying L^nion ; it ain't the Union at all ; it's up
to the Grove." Where? "The Railway Grove up
^^'aller Row." ^\'hat do you mean? "The place

they call it I don't know anything else."

He named and picked out a nu'nber of articles

readily. Knew their uses : understood mewing of

a cat, barking of a dog, watch tick, whistling, in-

tonation of voice, scolding, etc.

Alphabet? A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I—L. K,
that's all. Numerals? Counts from i to 20 cor-

rectly. Lord's prayer? Can't remember. Months
of the year? Correct up to August. Knew Christ-

mas was in December, but did not know what
month Thanksgiving Day was in.
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Adding.—8 and ii^don't know; 3 and 5=8; 12

and 6=:don't know.
Spelling.—New York City, O. K. Brooklj-n,

O. K. Cincinnati, Cin-cin-cin-nat-nat— . Buffalo,

Buf-buf—

.

Named days of the week correctly. Named
colors correctly. Called meaning of Y. M. C. A.,

U. S. A., O. K. Identified sweet, sour, salt, and
bitter. Gave number of syllables in hospital, dog,

but stumbled on Brooklyn.
Emotional Tone.—Generally quiet in his reac-

tions. No inadequate reactions. Cries a little while

being examined with wife by his side, and could not

explain it. No bizarre reactions.

No Hallucinations but Peculiar Distortions of

Vision.—States that when he is lying down the clock

on the wall seems to project from the wall about
six inches. This disappears when he gets up. He
can read well from print, but it takes time and he

stumbles a little. He is right handed. He makes
no use of gestures, occasionally shows impatience,

has good insight. He expresses his difficulty in this

way: "I'm all mixed up. I can't think of it. I've

get it on my tongue (beats with hand on chair).

Oh, dear, dear. I'm all right in my head, I can tell

you everything only I get mixed up. I'm just get-

ting forgetful. I can think of everything but I

can't spit it out." His speech is clear, he gives the

test phrases well. There is no scanning. No repeti-

Fig. 2—Solitary tubercle of the brain.

tions. There is nothing particular in his hand-

writing".

The patient copied drawings fairly well. In

writing to his wife his efforts were only partly

successful. He addressed her as "Dear Sis," and

frequently omitted words and wrote the wrong ad-

dress. Patient could walk fairly well, but was
awkward.
The diagnosis of brain tumor, tuberculous in na-

ture, seemed certain. The exact location was un-

certain, in closely reviewing the symptoms, the lack

of facial expression, with marked emotional dis-

turbance, the rather smooth right face, the awkward
movements, tremulous hands, together with the

negative data for other lesions of the brain sug-

gested a thalamus lesion. The classical symptoms
(if there are any) on account of his mental condi-

tion could not be demonstrated. (Sensory changes

and homonymous hemianopia.) Therefore the diag-

nosis as to exact localization was somewhat uncer-

tain.

The bedside notes of this case showed that on
August 30 there was no Balbinski, the cremaster

and abdominal reflexes were good, elbow jerks nor-

mal. No changes so far as could be determined in

sensation. Patient continued unduly emotional,

crying a great deal without apparent cause. On be-

ing questioned couldn't explain this. There was
never any motor aphasia. He never showed any

spontaneous speech, and sank graduallv into a semi-

comatose condition. Never showed any hallucina-

tions or delusions. He gradually sank into coma
and died about three months from onset of his first

symptoms. Permission for postmortem was ob-

tained only for the brain. Autopsy report follows,

with photograph of the tumor and schematic draw-
ing of its localization.

Postmortem Report.—On opening skull there was
some thickening of dura. The pia was adherent
over both lateral surfaces, over the Rolandic area

especially there were white plaques and dense ad-

hesions. The left side of the brain seemed a little

fuller than the right. Edema was marked. On
opening the lateral ventricles a tumor mass pre-

sented itself, in the left optic thalamus. The tip

was somewhat translucent, the choroid plexus ad-

herent. Slightly anterior was a pitting and de-

pression. The tumor arises from the region of the

optic thalamus, projects internally and a little over

the median line. It is a grayish white with dark
areas over the surface, at the top in the median line

is a semi-translucent area, where the choroid was
adherent. A circular pitting about two cm. in diam-
eter and deep lies to the interior outer margin, to-

ward the caudate nucleus. The opposite thalamus
is normal. The mass contains liard noilules. though
soft in spots. It is embedded in the thalamus. His-
tological and biological examination showed this

tumor to be tuberculous.

In general one can say that organic lesions in the

central nervous system occur in pulmonary ttiber-

culosis rather seldom. In some instances there

seems to be a locus minoris resistentise for brain

infection. In other instances actual entrance of
large quantities of infectious material is the de-

termining, factor, whilst trauma, mental fatigue or
mental stress, alcohol, and syphilis all play an
etiological role.

.Solitary tubercle deposits in the brain substance
are also rare in phthisis. Kamboseff found in 900
autopsies only twice tuberculous plaques in the

temporal lobes, and once a solitary tubercle in left

corpus striatum. Greiwe describes a case of a soli-

tary tubercle in the right tegmentum, in a phthisical

patient, with paralysis of the left arm and leg.

Microscopical examination showed tubercle bacilli

in the wall on an artery which ran to the tumor,
with degeneration in the tegmentum, the corpora
quadrigemina, and the fillet. Putav.'ski reports an
almost similar case. Solitary tubercle in the brain

may be almost symptomless.
Schlesinger describes a case of central cord tuber-

culosis in the upper cervical region in a severely dis-

eased tubercular individual. The nerve ni:clei and
connected nerve fibers were normal. On the side

of the lesion, however, from the cervical segment
involved in the middle dorsal segment there was
descending degeneration. Clinically, there was
marked unilateral muscular atrophy of the upper
extremity, then rapidly paralysis appeared on the

other side with disturbance of sensation, temper-
ature sense and pain sensibility becoming obliter-

ated. The patient died from paralysis of the dia-

phragm. Bristowe reports a case in which at au-

topsy there was a recent tubercle in the pons, and an

old fibroid encapsulated mass in the cerebellum
which was entirelv symptomless.
A peculiar form of irritation of the spinal cord is

described by Levy and Follet; in lung tuberculosis

with cavity formation, in 50 cases they found
marked ankle clonus nine times. These patients

were neurotic individuals, and the authors thought
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that the toxin caused some irritation of the pyra-

midal tracts of the cord. Leimbach reports a case

of tubercle of the cerebellum (Wurm). Tubercu-
lous tumors in the cord are seldom found and may
be entirely symptomless. They occur mainly in gen-

eralized tuberculosis. As a rule localizing symp-
toms soon develop one-sided weakness and paraly-

sis. Secondary degeneration is not common, as the

condition usually terminates in a short time. Sudeck
describes the case of a man 34 years of age who had
suffered for two years with tuberculosis of the

larynx and lung, began to have pain in left leg, later

paralysis of both legs, cystitis, and decubitis. The
section showed in the lumbar and lower dorsal area

tubercle with typical ascending degeneration. Von
Le Boeuf describes a tubercle of the medulla ob-

longata about the size of a small nut with right

sided pain and paralysis of the body but no sec-

ondary degeneration in the nervous systems. Sachs

describes a case in which clinically symptoms of

spinal cord tubercle appeared first before the lung

symptoms. At autopsy, however, it seems that the

lung tuberculosis was only latent, as there was an

old cavity and fibrous thickenings of not recent de-

velopment. P. Foa found in a child who had died

of nephritis, an old tubercle in the cerebellum which
was practically healed. Some years prior to death,

he had at one time had symptoms of meningeal irri-

tation. Gierlich reports a case of tubercle of the

brain substance.

In conclusion it may be stated that solitary tu-

bercle of the brain substance, uncomplicated by

meningitis is a rarity in pulmonary tuberculosis. In

nearly all cases the tumors are multiple or show also

meningeal infection. In the case here reported

there were no evidences of meningeal involvement

nor any tubercles in tlie other parts of the brain. It

is further noteworthy that the lesion in the optic

thalamus gave rise mainly to mental symptoms, emo-
tional disturbances, certain aphasic difficulties and
few classical symptoms of the "syndrome thal-

amique." Further there was never any vomiting,

headache, convulsions, paralysis or other marked
motor symptoms.
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SAFETY AND SCIENCE IN NITROUS OX-
IDE ADMINISTRATION.

By RAYMOND C. COBURN, M.A., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In the Medical Record, May 4, 19 12, I outlined

"A Scientific System of Administering Ether."

This is intended as a companion article, dealing

with the same phase of nitrous oxide administra-

tion. As will be subsequently shown some of the

principles involved in the administration of nitrous

oxide and of ether are identical and include a sep-

arate and pliable control of o.xygen and of rebreath-

ing, sterilization of all parts contaminated by re-

breathing, and locating the rebreathing bag close

to the patient's face. Constant and even flow of

gases, pressure-reducing valves, percentages

gauges, positive pressure, etc., which at present are

being so highly lauded, especially by those inter-

ested in the manufacture and sale of these expen-
sive appliances, are not only unnecessary, but may
be productive of actual harm, as will be later shown.
As is the case with ether, nitrous oxide is admin-

istered through inhalatioii by one of two gen-

eral systems: (i) without rebreathing; (2) with re-

breathing, or by various modifications of these two
systems.* With rebreathing the flow of gases may
be constant or intermittent, while without rebreath-

ing the flow should be constant.

In the administration of nitrous o.xide one of the

first questions to decide is whether it shall be ad-

ministered with or without rebreathing. Is it scien-

tific to administer it with rebreathing or is rebreath-

ing used simply to lessen the cost ? After an exten-

sive experience with both systems of administering

nitrous o.xide in major surgery it is the firm belief

of the writer that rebreathing nitrous oxide is scien-

tific and adds an element of safety to this form of

anesthesia. Henderson, with his remarkable work
on carbon dioxide, has practically revolutionized

the science of administering anesthetics, and no
longer can rebreathing be considered a mere matter

of dollars and cents.

In normal life the amount of air respired is

usually placed at 500 c.c, which at 18 respirations

per minute gives a total of about 140 gallons of

air respired per hour. In physiological amounts
nitrous oxide exerts a "respiratory stimulant" ac-

tion. In its prolonged administration without re-

breathing the amount of respired gases averages

250 gallons per hour. Teter places it at 270 gallons

per hour. With a respiration nearly double the

normal it is evident that this pronounced overven-

tilation of the lungs markedly lowers the carbon

dioxide content of the blood. If Henderson's the-

ory of acapnia being one of the causative factors

of shock is correct, and it seems to me that no one

who has had experience with both systems of ad-

ministration, using the proper technic in rebreath-

ing, can doubt it, then there is an absolute and
scientific demand for rebreathing in the prolonged
administration of nitrous oxide in order to avoid

the production of acapnia. Of course, it is recog-

nized that rebreathing is not the only source of the

requisite carbon dioxide, as this gas can be adminis-

tered pure and the same beneficial results follow,

*With ether the names usually given to these systems

are the open and the closed, meaning thereby without re-

breathing and with rebreathing. In a forthcoming article

in the Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences, Vol.

I, I show that the semi-open system, as defined by
Hewitt, is impossible of attainment, and that the so-called

semi-open system is a modification of the closed system.
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but this unnecessarily complicates the administra-
tion, and, generally speaking, it is not so practical.

In this article, then, the term rebreathing is used
in the broader significance of furnishing carbon
dioxide.

Henderson' says ; "Ether in quantities short of

profound anesthesia exerts a 'respiratory stimulant'

influence which lowers the threshold for carbon
dioxide and thus tends to induce acapnia." Nitrous
oxide apparently acts in the same manner, only in a

more pronounced degree, as the pulmonary ventila-

tion under this agent is about double the normal.
This excessive pulmonary ventilation under nitrous

oxide is not a theory ; it is a fact. The exact

amount of nitrous oxide and oxygen used can be

easily and accurately determined, and while this

amount varies in individual cases it always greatly

exceeds the normal amount of air respired. If the

acapnial theory is correct the demand for rebreath-

ing in the administration of nitrous oxide is posi-

tive and unequivocal, and clinical results clearly

support this contention.

Some aflirm that before the prevalence of re-

breathing in the administration of nitrous oxide

there were many reports that there was less

shock with this agent than with the other

anesthetics, and this is undoubtedly true. This is

due to the fact that nitrous oxide, regardless of the

method of administration, causes less shock than

the other anesthetics. Crile- says that under nitrous

oxide trauma causes only one-fourth the patholog-

ical lesions of the brain cells that occur under ether.

In other words, aside from hemorrhage, surgical

shock, as to cause and prevention, is chiefly anes-

thetic, local, and general. Since, then, in the ad-

ministration of nitrous oxide it is necessary to em-
ploy rebreathing to prevent acapnia, the rebreathing

itself must be under pliable control so as to fulfill

adequately the constantly varying requirements. It

is not sufficient tliat there be simply rebreathing;

it must be possible to increase or decrease the

amount of rebreathing according to the indications.

Where the flow of the gases is continuous it is im-

possible to increase the rebreathing beyond a cer-

tain low limit. After considerable experience with

an apparatus that provided for a constant flow, I

found it required an average of 125 gallons of

nitrous oxide and oxygen per hour, and the re-

breathing. could not be practically increased be-

yond this amount, and that, especially in abdominal
operations lasting from two to three hours, the

blood pressure would become quite low and respira-

tion shallow. Since the advent of rebreathing in

nitrous oxide, which is based upon Henderson's
nitrous oxide administration, which is based upon
Henderson's theory of the physiological action of

carbon dioxide, I have used an apparatus in which
the flow is intermittent and the rebreathing bag is

close to the patient's face. I am now able to increase

or decrease the rebreathing at will, and in this man-
ner quite effectually control respiration and blood

pressure, except in cases of low resistance or hemor-
rhage, and in these cases, after the normal saline in-

fusion is given intravenotisly, the blood pressure

does not usually fall again as it does when the car-

bon dioxide retention is not properly controlled. The
explanation of this difference is easily given : in

acapnia the fall in blood pressure is due to a dila-

tation of the venous system, and when the saline in-

fusion is given the blood pressure is usually soon
markedly increased and falls again as the venous
system further dilates, whereas with a proper re-

tention of carbon dioxide the fall in the blood pres-

sure is due chiefly to a loss in the volume of the

blood, and when the saline infusion is given, the

volume of the circulating fluid being restored, the

blood pressure is likewise improved, and. as the
carbon dioxide retention maintains venous tonus,

it thereby maintains the increased blood pressure.

In other words, in cases of carbon dioxide re-

tention the beneficial effects of the saline in-

fusion are much more permanent than in cases of

acapnia.

Another practical point I have learned in the ad-
ministration of nitrous oxide with rebreathing under
pliable control ; in abdominal operations, with the

peritoneum open, the patient will tolerate to good
advantage double the amount of rebreathing that the
same patient will tolerate when the peritoneum is

closed and there is little exposure of the capillaries.

This I believe is due to the fact that carbon dioxide,

being a dift'usible gas, rapidly transpires through
the thin walls of the capillaries into the air when-
ever there is considerable exposure of these vessels.

The death reported by Boys^ is highly instructive

in this connection. In addition to the report (q.v.

)

Boys kindly furnished me the following additional

information in answer to my questions: "(i) The
patient was frightened before and especially as the

gas was turned on. He struggled so that it took
the orderly and nurse to keep him on the table. It

was with difficulty that the doctor finally got him
under, taking perhaps fifteen minutes. (2) Nq pre-
liminary hypodermic medication was used. (3)
The anesthetic was administered with rebreathing.
This was not begun till he was under, after which
time he rcbreathed the mixed gases until he showed
slight cyanosis. This was not to exceed two 01

three minutes, after which the gases were changed
and used directly for two or three minutes and the
rebreathing resumed as before." Everything just

mentioned in this case tended to produce acapnia

:

preanesthetic fear and no preliminary hypodermic

;

great fright "as gas was turned on" ; fright and
struggling during a prolonged induction ; no re-

breathing during the induction, or until after most,
if not all. of the damage had been done. When
rebreathing was used the type employed would tend
to augment the acapnia already existing—two or
three minutes of rebreathing, then two or three
minutes without rebreathing. This intermittent re-

breathing would have the same effect upon the car-

bon dioxide content of the blood as intermittent

light and deep ether anesthesia by the open method.
This death was clearly one of acapnia, and these
same circumstances and conditions often cause sud-
den fatalities under ether as clearly shown by Hen-
derson.*

The alleviation and prevention of shock is not
the only benefit of rebreathing. Nitrous oxide pro-
duces a light anesthesia. The retained carbon diox-
ide increases the respiratory movement and thereby
causes the absorption of a greater amount of the

anesthetic. In this manner rebreathing deepens
the anesthesia. Besides, the regularity of respira-

tion thus secured is a great element of safety in

this form of anesthesia, as it tends to prevent pe-

riods of apnea so often seen under this anesthetic.

While this apnea is usually not serious it may under
certain circumstances be the exciting cause of a
fatality.^ It might be interesting to state in this

connection that the method of rebreathing with an
intermittent flow requires, for major anesthesia, an
average of 45 gallons of nitrous oxide and oxygen
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per hour, and for hospitals the cost of this anes-

thesia, therefore, is considerably less than one dol-

lar per hour.

The location of the rebreathing bag is an impor-
tant matter : it should be close to the patient's face,

just as it has always been for ether. However, on
most of the specially designed apparatus for the

administration of nitrous oxide the rebreathing bag
is placed upon the cylinder stand, several feet from
the patient. Before the development of the re-

breathing method this location was proper, for then

the movement was only in one direction—towards
the patient's face—and the pressure in the bag re-

lieved the patient of any respiratory work. Re-
breathing has entirely changed the conditions ; the

movement now is in both directions. It wastes the

patient's energy to breathe back and forth through

a tube three or four feet long. Besides, this long

tube causes an unnecessarily rapid accumulation of

carbon dioxide and thereby shortens the periods of

rebreathing." In addition, the patient is often

forced to breathe back and forth through a part of

a large cylinder stand that cannot be cleansed or

sterilized. This does not even fulfill the require-

ments of ordinary cleanliness. Sterilization is es-

sential in the rebreathing method.

Pressure-reducing valves to insure a constant and

even flow of the gases are without usefulness where
the flow is intermittent, for, to fill the bag quickly,

the pressure in the cylinder should not be greatly re-

duced. If there is a constant flow the rebreathing

is not under pliable control.

Percentage gauges, giving definite mixtures of

nitrous oxide and oxygen, is another favorite

theme of manufacturers. The object sought is

that the anesthetist may know the percentage of

oxygen which the patient inhales. Do surgeons

measure their incisions or anesthetists weigh their

chloroform? ^Vho knows the percentage of his

ether vapor? Oxygen is used simply to maintain

the proper degree of oxygenation, the indications

for its use are clear, and the amount used is

always "q.s," just as it is with ether, chloroform,

and the surgeon's knife. Simplify and "scientifi-

cize" your apparatus ; heavy and cumbersome cylin-

der stands are an unnecessary inconvenience ; throw
away your pressure-reducing valves and percentage

gauges ; save only one rubber bag and place it in

its proper location; then administer nitrous oxide

and oxygen just as you do any other anesthetic, and
cease to expect the apparatus to administer this an-

esthetic for you

!

Positive pressure, for other than thoracic sur-

gery, is another method which is mentioned fre-

quently, the benefit claimed is that a larger amount
of nitrous oxide is thereby forced into the blood

stream, and this increased amount of the anesthetic

absorbed deepens the anesthesia. But does the end

justify the means? Here again experience with

other general anesthetics sheds considerable light

upon this phase of nitrous oxide administration.

At the German Hospital. New York City, there has

been considerable experience in thoracic surgery

with the administration of all the general anesthetics

in the positive dilTerential caliinet, as well as in the

universal differential pressure chamber with neg-

ative pressure. At first, under continuous positive

pressure, patients suffered from what seemed to be

shock. To prevent this the pressure was released

frequently so that the lungs might collapse at fre-

quent intervals, and it was found that patients then

withstood the operative procedure better. In oper-

ations under negative pressure these undesirable

conditions were not experienced. In the intra-

tracheal insufflation method of administering ether

it is also considered a matter of safety to release

the continuous pressure frequently, and some ap-

paratus have automatic devices for this special pur-

pose. In the light of this experience and practice,

then, it may be said without qualification that, as

advocated and practised by some anesthetists, the

administration of nitrous oxide with continuous

positive pressure is productive of positive harm.

A preliminary hypodermic of morphine and
atropine is an essential element of safety in this form
of anesthesia. Morphine, on account of its depress-

ing effect upon respiration, should always be

guarded with atropine. Apnea is much more likely

to follow where morphine alone is used. The case

reported by Olow^ is instructive on this point. This

case also emphasizes the practical importance of

always maintaining a free and unobstructed air way.

Aleans for securing this have been previously dis-

cussed.^ Another important element of safety is the

addition of a small amount of ether when indicated,

the blood always being kept well oxygenated.

Selected cases may be carried through prolonged

operations without the need of any ether whatever,

but to exclude ether altogether in routine cases in

major anesthesia, except when supplemented by lo-

cal anesthesia, is to court danger. A claim to a

few hundred cases of this character," without any

ether or other adjuvant anesthetic whatever, adds

no assurance that the procedure is safe. A "play

to the gallery," wliether by anesthetist or surgeon,

endangers the patient.

Some critics claim that the after efl'ect of nitrous

dioxide with "just a little ether," as far as nausea

and vomiting are concerned, are quite as pro-

nounced as those following straight ether. Allen"

cites one such case and thereby disproves his own
contention, for the "exception proves the rule."

Siiinmarx.—The essentials are : preliminary hy-

podermic medication of morphine and atropine;

pliable control of rebreathing and of oxygen
throughout the administration ; blood always well

oxygenated ; rebreathing bag close to the patient's

face ; sterilization of all parts contaminated by

breathing; and small amounts of ether as an

adjuvant anesthetic whenever indicated, or in-

filtration of the field with a local anesthetic. Pres-

sure-reducing valves and percentage gauges are

unnecessary. Constant flow of gases prevents pli-

able control of rebreathing. Continuous positive

pressure is harmful.
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A THERAPEUTIC RESOURCE IN HERNIA
AND OTHER BOWEL OBSTRUCTIONS.

By WILLIAM FRANCIS WAUGH, A.M., M.D.,

CHICAGO.

PROFESSOR OF THERAPEUTICS, BENNETT MEDICAL COLLEGE.

The basis of the old therapeutics was exclusively

empirical. We had no better reason for adminis-

tering drugs than the whilom favorable results fol-

lowing them, and whether these were post hoc or

propter hoc was generally a question, decided by
the optimism or pessimism of the doctor. Our
study of drugs in the scientific sense commenced
when we secured pure and uniform drugs to study

;

for naught but uncertain and varying effects were
obtainable from uncertain and varying agencies.

The utilization of single remedies, chemical salts

and active principles in absolute purity, with a defi-

nite knowledge of the powers of the remedy and the

results following its exhibition in doses pushed to

exact effect desired, has given us an armamentarium
of limited extent but of priceless value. This "defi-

nite knowledge" of the remedy, like the definite

knowledge of pathology afforded by the modern
laboratory, enables the therapeutist to apply his

drugs with an accuracy that approaches the mathe-

matic, instead of the old methods of more or less

successful guessing, approximation, measuring of

possibilities, timorous "trying," and general ineffi-

ciency that so disgusted the practitioner of the past

quarter century.

Familiarity with these agents inevitably breeds

a confidence in their powers that can not but appear

unjustifiable to the man who has not enjoyed such

an experience. He who has become accustomed to

the quick and radical results of mechanical methods,

surgical and others, must be impatient with the

slower processes of the drug user, as viewed in the

light afforded by his own experience with the crude

and doubtful preparations of the past. With this

section of the profession the knowledge of the

newer therapeutics and the brilliant achievements it

makes attainable must come slowly, by demonstra-

tion and reasoning that appeals to that element,

which, conservative in accepting claims, neverthe-

less does not wish to lose any real advance in the

means of treating the sick.

About twenty years ago the European medical

journals, especially those of France, recorded a

number of cases in which hyoscyamine was em-
ployed to facilitate the reduction of hernias. These
reports were quite favorable. A full dose of the

alkaloid was administered, and the patient left in

quiet until the full action of the remedy was dem-
onstrated by dryness of the mouth, flushing of the

face, dilatation of the pupils, and especially by
muscular relaxation and subsidence of the tension

and tenderness that offered the greatest obstacle to

successful taxis. When this condition had been

established and the patient was fully under the in-

fluence of the drug the hernial protrusion either was
restored spontaneously or yielded to the slightest

painless manipulation.

This method has been employed in America with

similar success, by many practitioners. The prepara-

tion found most satisfactory was that known as

amorphous hyoscyamine, the combined alkaloids of

hyoscyamus. It consists of hyoscine with hyoscya-

mine, the former usually but not always in predom-
inant proportions. Cushny and Peebles found that

hyoscyamine differed from atropine in acting more
strongly as a sedative to the vagus, and in the in-

fluence over the salivary secretion. Most of the

reports upon this alkaloid are useless because the

specimens employed contained a proportion of

hyoscine. In practice it is not easy if f>ossible to

differentiate between atropine and hyoscyamine. I

have administered many doses of each, and studied

the cases clinically, without being able to detect

any appreciable difference, such as would enable me
to recognize which of the two might have been em-
ployed.

The effects of hyoscine are quite different. They
may be readily distinguished from those of atropine,

except in those cases in which the body fluids seem
to possess the faculty of converting hyoscine into

atropine. Then we see typical atropine symptoms
follow the administration of hyoscine of known
purity. These cases are not so rare as those in

which the body fluids possess the property of reduc-

ing iodoform and other iodic combinations, and
traces of these applied locally induce acute iodine

intoxication.

At present we face a difficulty under the ad-

ministration of the Pure Food and Drug Act. The
FMiarmacopceia does not recognize the combined or

amorphous alkaloids ; and the officials entrusted with

the enforcement of this law object to the use of the

word "hyoscyamine"' except for the pure crystallized

form. Amorphous hyoscyamine must be crystalline

hyoscyamine—which it is not—or the seller may be

liable to prosecution. The term "combined alka-

loids" may be objected to, because to combine is to

unite things previously separate. Some such clumsy

term as "total alkaloids derived from hyoscyamus"
is required; or a fanciful name devised which ren-

ders it proprietary. Otherwise the use of this rem-

edy is illegal

!

Frankly, I believe this is for the best ; since the

quantities and proportions of the two alkaloids vary

in different specimens of the plant, and the boasted

uniformity of the active principles is lost. It is

better to prepare a definite mixture of the two,

which may be varied as occasion demands. Ex-
perience favors the amorphous alkaloid ; in which,

as said, hyoscine predominates, but not always and
never very decidedly. Since the relative strength

of the two is about the same, I would suggest a

mixture of three parts hyoscine and two parts atro-

pine. The adult male dose of the combination

should be placed at i/ioo grain. The variation in

individual susceptibility to these alkaloids is very

great. One of my patients is strongly affected by

1/2500 grain of hyoscine, and another exhibited

toxic symptoms after taking only 1/1500 grain of

atropine. The dose of i/roo grain should therefore

be divided into ten, and one part administered every

five to twenty minutes until the desirable effect has

been induced. The hernia may then be reduced with

little if any difficulty, or pain. If, however, it is an

old affair and adhesions confine the sac in its place,

it is idle to suppose that any drug can succeed, and
operation is to be considered.

Many of those who have thus utilized amorphous
hyoscyamine have found it advisable to add strych-

nine. Hyoscyamine relaxes the circular fibers of the

gut, while strychnine energizes the longitudinal
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fibers. Waiving all a priori discussion of the possi-

bility of such simultaneous antagonistic activities,

clinical experience has been distinctly and uniformly
favorable to the measure. About 1/250 grain of

strychnine may be given with each i/iooo-grain
dose of the combined atropine and hyoscine.

The man who denounces any other than surgical

treatment for hernia will not favor this suggestion

;

but what is he to do if the patient absolutely refuses
to permit operation? At all events the success of

the hyoscyamine method has been so pronounced as

to justify its recommendation in suitable cases.

The therapeutic dogma established, of the use
of strychnine to stimulate the longitudinal or ex-
pulsive fibers of the bowel, and hyoscyamine to re-

lax the circular fibers, its possible applications ex-
tend far beyond hernias. In fecal impactions, and
the various forms of intestinal obstruction, paresis

of the expulsive fibers and spasm of the circular

form a factor far more frequent and important than
most practitioners suppose. Many a time the use of
this combination has deprived the surgeon of a fee
for doing an appendectomy or other intestinal oper-
ation. In torsion this method is almost invariably
successful. In obstipation it is the treatment, aided
by enemas.
The remedies must be pushed to full effect. When

one has witnessed active delirium following i/iooo
grain of atropine he learns caution. When he has
pushed his strychnine dosage up to near a grain a
day before getting decided evidences of its activity

he learns what wide variations dosing to effect re-
quires. Some weaken before reaching the point of
effectiveness—imperfect knowledge of the drug in-

duces timidity—the water is fearsome to him who
can not swim. But when one finds that excessive
doses are requisite he had better begin lower down
when he renews his stock. The supply houses still

partake of the human fallibility.

1358 Fulton Street.

TWO CASES OF TUMOR OF THE SPINAL
CORD.*

By THO.MAS a. CLAYTOR, M.D.,

WASHINGTON. D. C.

While reports of tumor of the spinal cord are
much more frequently seen now than they were a
few years ago they are still of sufficient rarity to
justify their publication.

The following cases which have come under my
observation have served to arouse my interest in a
condition which, if unrecognized, is almost sure to
be fatal, and yet one, which if diagnosed early
enough, may many times be relieved, at least for a
time, and in a few instances, completely cured.
Tumors of the spinal cord may be divided into two

classes, the intra- and the extramedullary, according
as they are within or without the cord substance.
The more usual intramedullary growths are gum-
mata, gliomata, sarcomata, and tuberculamata.' Of
these the gumma is probably the most common,
while the tubercular growth is the most rare.

Tumors found outside the cord substance are

^gain divided into the intra- and the extradural.

Those most usually observed are gummata sarco-

mata, carcinomata, psammomata, lipomata, fibro-

mata, and hydatids. Ostiomata and chondromata
have at times also pressed upon the cord from the

surrounding bony tissue.

*Read by title before the Association of American
Physicians, May 14, 1912.

Case I.—G. H. R., aged forty-eight years, Ger-
man, married, a printer by occupation. Was ad-
mitted to Garfield Hospital February 21, 1910.

Previous History.—Had always been healthy, one
attack of gonorrhea when young, no lues.

History of Present Illness.—Four years ago be-

gan to have dull aching pain in the left shoulder,

which, until July, 1909 (^seven months ago), was
the only symptom.
About this time the pain spread to the other

shoulder and to the spine. In the fall of 1909 the

pains became sharp and spasmodic ; occurring when
he sat in one position for any length of time or

turned his body suddenly, also when at stool, or

when he coughed or sneezed, and even sometimes
upon swallowing. The spasms of pain gradually

increased in frequency so that he was obliged to

hold his head in a certain position, i. e. when lying

down the head was inclined forward with the chin,

approaching the chest. Turning the head too far

to either side produced a spasm of pain which con-
tinued until the head was returned to the above de-

scribed position. When standing he had more
freedom of motion, but was apt to have a sharp,

steady pain when the head was turned to either

side rather than the spasmodic variety. It was an
effort to hold the head erect, the shoulders also fell

forward, especially the left. Emotion or change of

temperature might bring on pain.

In October, 1909, he had entered an institution

for treatment after consulting numerous physicians.

Here he received electricity and various forms of

baths and packs. While taking this treatment he
became quite ill with fever and delirium. Strange
to say, the pains subsided and did not reappear for

three weeks thereafter.

In December, 1909, he was referred to an ortho-

pedic surgeon who put him in various forms of

casts which gave considerable relief, probably by
limiting motion. About February 14, 1910, the legs

and feet began to swell and he began to become
quite weak in the lower extremities. Up to this

time the symptoms had been sensory. From now on
the motor disability advanced rapidly. On Feb-
ruary 21 he had to be catheterized for the first time,

though for several weeks there had been at times

trouble in starting the urinary flow. About Feb-
ruary 10 he began to notice that the rectal control

was not good, i.e., he was obliged to respond imme-
diately to the desire to defecate to avoid an acci-

dent. There had been no loss of weight.

Result of E.vamination of the Nervous System,
February 22, 1910.—Reflexes. Radial and ole-

cranon exaggerated ; abdominal absent ; cremasteric

weak on right, absent on left side; knee jerks ex-

aggerated on both sides, as were the ankle jerks;

toe extension more marked on the left.

Sensation.—No loss of sensation to wool any-

where. On the left anteriorly pin pricks were felt

over C 8 (the eighth cervical segment of the cord)

though there was hypoesthesia over this area. Loss

of sensation to pin pricks from D i downward (the

first dorsal segment of the cord). Posteriorly from
D 4 downward. On the right side anteriorly, lost

from D 4 and posteriorly from D 5 downward.
Relative hypoesthesia to coldness over same seg-

ments. The eighth cervical area was not aft'ected

on the right side. No loss of sensation to warmth
on the left side. Delayed and diminished sensation

to ice over D i and D 2.

Vibration test.-—Definite diminution in sense of

vibration in D i as against C 7. Could feel sense of
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vibration over the spinous process of the seventh
cervical which could not be felt in the dorsal region.

Diminution of the spacing sense in the third and
fifth fingers of the left hand.
Motor symptoms.—Lower extremities quite weak,

walked with difficulty. Left arm somewhat weaker
than the right. Adduction of the fingers much
weaker than abduction on the left, this included the
thumb and little finger. Movements of all the small
muscles of the left hand much weaker than normal
except the abductor of the thumb and the abductor
of the fifth finger. Flexion of the thumb was weak.
The more important points were as follows : The

long duration of pain, the fact that it might be pro-
duced by sneezing or coughing, the attitude of
spinal flexion, rigidity, with the suddenness of onset
of motor symptoms seemed to indicate root pres-

sure (tumor of the meninges). Pyramidal pressure
was shown by loss of cutaneous and exaggeration
of deep reflexes. Babinski's sign being more
marked on the left, together with other more
marked signs of left-sided involvement, suggested
that the tumor was on the left side of the cord.

Escape of the touch sense shows how hard it is to

interrupt conductivity.

Localising Symptoms.—Sensation : The higher
level of the loss of sensation to pin pricks on the left

in the absence of the Brown-Secard syndrome, indi-

cated that the lesion might be higher on the left

side. That the lesion was as high as D i was indi-

cated by complete loss of pain sense over that seg-

ment, and that it projected to C 8 was indicated by
diminution of pain sense over that segment. Di-
minution to the sense of vibration indicated the

same level, as did the hypoesthesia along the ulnar
border of the left arm, and disturbance of spacing
sense of the left hand.

Motility.—The same segment was indicated by
the weakness of the small hand muscles and relative

strength of the abductors of the thumb. The Was-
sermann reaction was negative. The leucocyte

count ranged from 9,000 to 13,800.

Operation.—Performed by Dr. L. H. Reichelder-

fer, February 23, 1910. The cord was exposed
by removal of the laminje of seventh C and first D.
The tumor was seen lying upon the left lateral

aspect of the cord, after opening the dura, to which
it was attached. It was also adherent to the pia, but
could be separated from the latter without injuring

it. The operation was done rapidly and skillfully,

and the shock was apparently not very great. The
pain was not relieved, however, nor were the nerv-

ous symptoms, except that the reflexes were no
longer exaggerated. Death occurred seven days
later. The temperature reached 107.2° F. shortly

before death. Microscopic examination showed the

tumor to be a fibrosarcoma.

Case IL-—J. D., white, male, aged forty-five

years. Stone-cutter by occupation. Was admitted
to Garfield Hospital, January 16, 1912.

Complaint.—Pain and stiffness of the neck. His
family history was negative. He stated that he had
suffered from typhoid fever and malaria, and from
an attack of inflammatory rheumatism which began
a year before his admission and lasted more than
six months. (It seems quite possible that the pain

experienced in this attack was really due to the

spinal ttimor rather than to rheumatism.) He de-

nied any venereal disease.

Present Illness.—Four weeks ago he began to

have pain in the neck. The onset was gradual.

The pain was constant and more severe when he

attempted to lie down. He soon was obliged to

spend his time sitting in a chair with the head for-

ward and the chin resting on his chest. Any attempt

to hold the head erect or turn it to either side caused

severe pain in the cervical and uper dorsal region.

The pain which at first was confined to a small

area on either side of the upper dorsal region be-

came severe in the cervical region and ran down
the arms into all the fingers. About February i

urinary incontinence developed.

Physical Examination.—A thick-set, well-nour-

ished man, five feet seven inches in height, and

weighing about 190 pounds. The head was held in

the median line, well forward by anterior flexion

of the upper dorsal and cervical spine, the chin rest-

ing on the chest. The neck, which was very short

and thick, was buried between the elevated shoul-

ders. The feet and ankles were swollen and ede-

matous. The knee and ankle jerks were greatly

exaggerated, ankle clonus was present on both

sides ; there was some doubt as to the dorsal toe

flexion on the left, but it was distinct on the right.

The cremasteric and abdominal reflexes were ab-

sent on both sides. The wrist jerks were bilaterally

absent, the elbow jerks present. The lower right

scapular reflex was feeble, hyperactive on the left.

Deltoid reflex feebly present on the right side.

Motor Signs.—Gait slow and unsteady. Muscles

of the lower extremities weak.

Upper E.vtreniities.—Unable to oppose thumb and

little finger of left hand. Movements slow and

weak. Apposition imperfect over third finger.

Flexion of left thumb weak. Apposition weaker

of the right than of the left thumb. Other move-

ments of the right side all stronger. Flexion, ex-

tension, abduction, and adduction of left wrist

weaker than of the right, but feeble on both sides.

Flexion of both forearms very weak. Extension

stronger on the right.

Shonlders.—AbAnciion of both shoulders weak,

as was elevation of the arms. Adduction a little

stronger. Propulsion also weak. Retropulsion

much weaker on the left side. Elevation very

strong. Depression very weak on the left. Stronger

on the right. Adduction of shoulder-blades quite

strong. Contraction of the diaphragm seemed

strong.

Neck—On passive motion pain was felt in the

upper dorsal region of spine opposite the spines of

the scapulae, especially on the right. (A few days

later the pain was felt more in the mid-cervical

region.) Over the upper portion of the neck there

was a decided dark red congestion of the skin, sug-

gesting a deep-seated inflammatory condition. Per-

cussion over the spinous processes caused pain in

the lower cervical and upper dorsal regions. (Later

the greatest pain was noted in the mid-cervical

region.)

Sensation.—No loss of tactile sense anywhere.

Some anesthesia over dorsum of right foot. Pain

sense apparently lessened as far up as the umbilical

region, f Later this could not be satisfactorily dem-
onstrated.) There was no altered sensation any-

where in the upper extremities. No abnormal re-

sponse to the hot and cold test anywhere, or to

vibration. No abnormal condition could be demon-
strated about head or neck. There was urinary in-

continence.

The points worthy of consideration were the fol-

lowing:* The marked weakness of the flexors of

*It seems as well to leave out of account the motor
findings in the hands and forearms which were rather
confused.
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the forearm and of the deltoids suggested that the

lesion was at least as high as C 5 or C 6. The only

shoulder movements retained in any considerable

degree were elevation and adduction of the shoul-

der-blades. The former performed by the trapezius

(supply derived from C 2, 3, and 4) and the eleva-

tor of the angle of the scapula (supply derived from
C 3, 4, and 5). The latter is performed by the

rhomboids (supply derived from C 4 and 5) and
the trapezius. The apparent atrophy of the infra-

spinatus and supraspinatus also suggested that the

lesion involved C 5 or C 6. The apparent compe-
tency of the diaphragm (C 3, 4, and 5) seemed to

indicate that one or more of these segments was
functionating.

Taking the above motor data—there were no sen-

sory to guide us—it seemed probable that the lesion

would be found between C 3 and C 6. The .r-rays

showed nothing abnormal in the vertebras. The
Wassermann and tuberculin tests were negative.

The leucocyte count was 7,000. The lymphocytes
were perhaps slightly relatively increased, being 26
per cent, to 61 per cent, of the polymorphonuclear.

Spinal Fluid.—Cell average about i to the cubic

millimeter. Protein content much increased

(strongly positive butyric-acid reaction). The
temperature was somewhat irregular, ranging be-

tween 98° and 100° F., occasionally reaching 101°

F. The pulse ranged from 80 to 100. The respira-

tion from 18 to 24 to the minute. The operation,

which was performed by Dr. A. A. Snyder, Febru-
ary 15, 1912, was extremely difficult because of the

great size of the neck. The spinal cord was ex-

posed opposite to the fifth and sixth cervical verte-

br?e, but apeared to be normal, and as the localiza-

tion was not positive and as the anesthesia had al-

ready lasted more than two hours, it was deemed
best not to go further. The patient never rallied,

though he lived for five days, in great pain, except
when under morphine. The temperature reached
106° F. just before death.

Autopsy—A flat tumor was found pressing upon
the anterior surface of the cord opposite the third

cervical vertebras. It seemed to take its origin from
the dura, and was firmly attached to the body of the

vertebrae, which had the appearance of being eroded.
It would appear that the cord had been exposed
about an inch too low, but careful study of the speci-

men shows that the needle holes made in the dura
for its closure during the operation began on a level

with the lower border of the tumor (possiblv due to

shrinkage of the tissues). Had a probe been passed
upward in the spinal canal the tumor must have
been felt. Its removal, however, would have been
practically impossible without great injury to the

cord or nerve roots.

Microscopic examination showed the growth to be
ginnma of the dura (pachymeningitis cervicatis

hypertrophica).

I may have erred in not trying an antiluetic

treatment in spite of two negative Wassermann re-

actions (one of the spinal fluid and one of the

blood), but the man's condition was so critical and
he was growing worse so rapidly that I dared not
wait longer before attempting operative relief,

thinking that even if the suspected growth should
prove to be syphilitic it might be removed and then
treatment instituted.

I wish to acknowledsre mv indebtedness to Drs.

J. B. Nichols, W. W. Wilkinson, and LaFora for

laboratory work on these cases, and to Dr. T. A.
Williams for his skillful aid in their clinical study.

The radicular innervation of the muscles was
taken from Villger's latest classification as given by
Bing in the Compendium of Regional Diagnosis,

1909.
1826 R Street, N. W.

A SIMPLE, EFFICIENT, AND ELASTIC SYS-
TEM FOR INDEXING CASE HISTORIES

AND FILING CURRENT LITERA-
TURE AND REFERENCES.

By E. MacD. STAUNTON, M.D.,

SCHENECTADY. N. Y.

Several years ago the writer devised a system for

filing case histories so that the histories of any
given class of cases would be available for im-

mediate reference without the necessity of an elab-

orate system of cross indexing. A little later this

same system was applied to the filing of reprints

and current medical literature. The system, which
is based on the principles of the Dewey library filing

system, has proven so simple and efficient in our
own work that I believe it worthy of reporting in

detail.

One of the secrets of the success of the Dewey
system in library work is the substitution of generic

numerals for specific titles in the classification of

books. By adapting this same principle to the

classification of diseases we are at once able to

eliminate the confusion arising from difl^erences in

nomenclature and, as far as necessary for filing pur-

poses, we can eliminate the confusion arising from
uncertainties or even difl^erences in diagnosis.

The following outline shows the divisions used in

our work which is limited to a general surgical

practice. Those specializing in other lines of work
may easily add the necessary detail to the subjects

they are especially interested in. The first eleven

chief divisions have to do with clinical subjects, the

last three are added to show the ease with which
the system may be extended to cover other subjects.

OUTLINE FOR INDEXING CASE HISTORIES AND
REPRINTS.

I. Nervous System:
II.—-Hysteria.

12.—Neurasthenia, hypochondria.
13.—Insanity.

14.—Meninges (Diseases and injuries of).

15.—Spinal cord (Diseases and injuries of).

16.—Brain (Diseases and injuries of).

17.—Nerves (Diseases and injuries of).

18.—Migraine, epilepsy.

II. Circulatory System:
21.—Heart and pericardium (All diseases).

22.—Thrombosis and embolism (including gan-
grene).

23.—Varicose veins, varicocele, arteriosclerosis,

aneurysms.
24.—Blood diseases (Anemia, leukemia).

25.—Blood vessel surgery.

III. Respiratory System:
31.—Nose and nasal cavities.

32.—Antrum, frontal and ethmoidal sinuses.

33.—Larynx and trachea.

34.—Lungs (Pneumonia, bronchitis).

35.—Pleura (Pleurisy, empyema).
IV. Alimentary System:

41.—Hare lip and cleft palate.

42.—Tongue and salivary glands, esophagus.

43.1.—Appendicitis, acute.

43.2.—Appendicitis, chronic.
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44
44
45
46

47
48,

49
V.

51

52

53
54
55

56
57'

58

59
VI.

I.—Stomach—Surgical diseases.

2.—Stomach—IMedical diseases.

—Liver and gall bladder.
.—Pancreas.

—Small and large intestines.

—Rectum and anal region (Fissure and fistula

in ano—hemorrhoids).
—Enteroptosis.

Genitoiirinarv System and Gynecological:

Kidneys and ureters.

—Bladder.
Prostate.

—Urethra and penis.

Testicles, epididymis, vas, and seminal vesi-

cles.

—Uterus and endometrium, obstetrics.

—Malpositions of the uterus.

—Cervix and perineum, vagina.

—Tubes and ovaries.

Hematopoietic System and Unclassified

Glands:
61.—Lymph nodes; spleen—nontuberculous dis-

eases.

62.—Lymph nodes—tuberculous.

63.—Thyroid (Goiter).

64.—Tonsils and adenoids.

65.—Skene's glands, Bartholin's glands.

66.—Mammary glands.

67.—Adrenals, pituitary, thymus.

VII. Osseous and Muscular System:
71.—Bones—nontuberculous affections.

72.—Bones—tuberculous.

y^.—Joint affections—nontuberculous, also bur-

sitis—synovitis.

74.—Joint affections—tuberculous.

75.—Flat foot.

76.—Spinal curvature, ligament strains, con-

tractures.

yj.—Myalgia.

78.- -

VIII. Special Senses.

81.—Eye.
82.—Ear.
83.—Mastoid.

84.—Skin, hair, nails, and teeth.

IX. Tumors:
91.—Benign tumors (except myoma), cysts.

92.—Myoma uteri.

93.—Carcinoma, hypernephroma.
94.—Sarcoma.

X. Infections:

loi.—Septic infections. Infections of extremi-

ties—abscesses.

102.—Peritonitis, adhesions. (See also under
special organs.)

103.—Gonorrhea.
104.—Syphilis—chancroid.

105.—Infectious diseases—influenza, typhoid, etc.

106.—Tuberculosis. (See also under special or-

gans.)

XI. Traumatisms:
III.—Fractures.

112.—Lacerations, stab and gunshot wounds, for-

eign bodies.

113.—Sprains, dislocations.

114.—Contusions.

115.—Hernia.
116.—Burns.
117.—Shock and hemorrhage.
118.—Electric shock.

XII. Therapeutics and Pathology:

-Club foot—congenital malformations.

Ski)i and Derivatives:

121.—Medicines and drugs.
122.—Poisons.

123.—Diet lists.

124.—Anesthesia.

125.—General pathology.
126.—Pathological technique, laboratory methods,

etc.

127.—Theoretical immunity, anaphylaxis, etc.

128.—Opsonins and vaccines.

129.—Antiserums, hemolysins, and allied sera.

XIII. Technique, Hospital Problems, Xurses:
131.—Surgical technique—operating room.
132.—Surgical technique—preparation of patient

and after treatment.

133.—Surgical technique—suture materials, in-

struments, etc.

134.—Hospital construction, furnishings.

135.—Hospital management.
136.—Nursing.

137.—Nurses" lectures and addresses.

138.—Medical society.

139.—Medical education.

XIV. Catalogues, Etc.:

141.—Drug lists.

142.—Catalogues—laboratory supplies.

143.—Catalogues—operating room fixtures.

144.—Catalogues—instruments.

145.—Catalogues—orthopedic apparatus.
146.—Catalogues—hospital beds and fixtures.

147.—Hospital reports.

The system is applied to the cross indexing of
case histories as follows : Mrs. B., seen in consul-
tation, presents an old perineal tear with cystocele,

fairly marked bladder symptoms, an umbilical

hernia and a reasonably clear history of gallstones.

When her history is filed it is given the numbers
58 (perineum), 52 (bladder), 115 (hernia), 45
(gall bladder). If the physician himself has not
time to add the numbers any interne, or assistant, or
an experienced history clerk can add the numbers
with all the accuracy that is really necessary.

No further cross indexing is necessary, for when-
ever it is desired to review the histories of any
given class all that is necessary is to go through the

alphabetically filed histories and take out those with
a number corresponding to the subject under in-

vestigation. It is then an easy matter to select the

cases desired for study and if necessary have these

transferred to an appropriately systematized card.

The original case histories are kept in suitable

sized envelopes and filed alphabetically under the

patient's name. In this way all data concerning a

given patient, such as special laboratory reports,

correspondence, etc., reaches a final resting place in

the same envelope.

In applying the same system to the filing of re-

prints it is only necessary to have a series of linen

bound pasteboard boxes such as will fit like books
on a shelf, assigning to each box a number corre-

sponding to each separate subject. I use cloth cov-
ered pasteboard boxes, ten inches long, one and one-
half inches wide, and ten inches deep. Such boxes
can be obtained from any paper box company for

about ten cents apiece. Each piece of literature re-

lating to diseases of the gall bladder is given the

number 45 and filed in box 45 ; likewise goiter lit-

erature is filed in box 63, and kidney literature in

box 51.

If as a result of special work along any one line

the papers on this subject become too numerous to

file in one box it is only necessary to add additional

boxes with the same number, or the subject may
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be further subdivided to suit the individual require-

ments of the user. Take for instance the kidney

(No. 51). My literature on this subject is filed as

follows

:

5 1. 1.—Acute and chronic nephritis.

51.2.—General articles on kidney surgery.

51.3.—Renal and ureteral calculi.

51.4.—Hydronephrosis—pyogenic infections.

5 1 .5.—Tuberculosis.

51.6.—Movable kidney—traumatisms.

51.7.—Renal tumors—cystic kidney.

51.8.—Diseases and surgery of the ureter.

51.9.—X-ray—cystoscopy—functional tests.

When the clinical histories are carefully studied

in the course of some special investigations it may
be advisable to classify them into sub groups, which
can be done by adding decimals the same as in the

case of the reprints and references, but as a general

rule I have found it advisable not to attempt too

rigid a classification of the histories, and certainly

this should never be done except as a result of an

especially careful study of the cases.

At first the boxes were used only for reprints and
references to important articles, but it was found
so much easier to refer to papers filed in this way
than to hunt them up in bound periodicals that for

some time past all important papers appearing in the

current journals have been cut out, the pages fas-

tened together with a Hotchkiss stapler, and the

article filed the same as a reprint. Occasionally two
important articles will overlap on a page in the

same journal, which necessitates noting that the

missing page will be found attached to an article

filed in another box.

Since instituting the above filing system our his-

tories have always been ready for immediate use,

and I have been able to keep several assistants occu-

pied a good share of the time analyzing the material

from various viewpoints and comparing our experi-

ences and results with those reported by other work-
ers in similar fields. I believe that this is the only

way in which one can keep a true perspective of

the knowledge gained by his own experience and

yet most men, even those who keep accurate his-

tories, neglect this chiefly because their histories

are not so filed as to be easily available for reference.

The advantages of a simple, workable system for

filing current literature are so obvious as to need no

further comment.
613 State Street.

True and False Intestinal Flatulence.—D. Roberts

concludes that gas varying in amount with the diet is

normally generated in the human intestine. Normally it is

absorbed, or if convenient, passed when it gives

rise to a feeling of slight pressure. The hypochon-

driac may be apprehensive over just this normal condition.

Abnormal flatulence depends on an excessive fermentation

or the abnormal accumulation of a normal flatus or a com-

bination of the two conditions. Too much reliance is placed

on anti fermentative drugs and digestive ferments to relieve

the complaint of flatulence. Too little attention is given to

benefits to be derived from proper reeulation of the

bowels through whatever measures may be necessary for

the particular case. Attacks of abdominal tympany should

be regarded with suspicion and search made for mechanical

obstruction or local peritonitis. In a large majority of

instances the complaint of gas in the bowels means merely

that there is an abdominal discomfort and without sufficient

reason it is attributed to gas. Too much stress cannot be

laid on the importance of recognizing cases of false flatu-

lence due to anatomical lesions in the abdomen or to dis-

turbances of intestinal peristalsis.

—

Long Island Medical
Journal.

mp&trnlrgal Not^B.
Basis of Opinion Evidence.—In an action for injuries

a physician testified to an examination he made of the

plaintiff approximately a month after the accident, and to

his finding at that time a bruised place on her hip about
three inches square, and that her right ovary was very
sensitive and tender, and her womb considerably enlarged
and inflamed. He further testified that such a bruise in

that region would, as a natural result, produce the con-
dition he found in the womb and ovaries. It was held
that such opinion was admissible, being based on objective
conditions, and not entirely on subjective conditions. The
fact that he was originally called to treat the plaintiff for
the purpose of testifying as a witness in her behalf did
not render his evidence inadmissibility. Any contention
against the evidence could only relate to the credibility of
the witness.— St. Louis Southwestern Ry. Co. v. Borne,
Texas Supreme Court, 145 S. W. 11S6.

Practising Without Authority—Evidence.—An infor-

mation charged tliat the defendant, without having been
granted a certificate to practise medicine in the State of
Montana, "did prescribe and direct for the use of one
Emma Van Orsdel, a person then and there afflicted with
a certain physical ailment of the body, to wit, sickness

resulting from pregnancy, a certain appliance or apparatus,
to wit, a certain surgical instrument, commonly known as

and called forceps." The Montana Rev. Code, § 1591,

8544, is directed against the offense of practising medicine
or surgery without having first obtained a certificate from
the State Board of Medical Examiners. The information,
however, having charged that the accused's offense con-
sisted in the giving of a particular prescription, the con-
viction could only be sustained by proof of that particular

act. This being awaiting, the judgment of conviction was
reversed.—State v. Morris, Montana Supreme Court, 122

Pac. 91;.

Regulation of Practice—Discretionary Power of State
Board of Examiners.—In an action for a writ of man-
date against the State Board of Medical Examiners of

the State of Idaho, the question presented was : Can
the medical board require an applicant to pass an examina-
tion where he holds a license from a medical board of
another State where the board of such other State re-

quired an examination on all the subjects required by the

board of the State of Idaho, and the applicant was awarded
an average grade of not less than 80 per cent, and has in

all respects complied with the requirements of the statute.

The question was answered in the affirmative, the Idaho
statute regulating the practice of medicine and surgery
within the State being held to confer a discretionary

power upon the board. Under the provision of Section

1342 of the Idaho Revised Codes the Legislature grants
power to the board of examiners to determine the quali-

fication of applicants to practise medicine: First, by
examination ; second, without examination upon the ap-
plicant presenting to the board satisfactory proof of the

existence of certain facts with reference to the applicant's

qualification. When application is made for license with-

out examination certain questions of fact are to be deter-

mined : First, that tlie applicant has been licensed to

practise medicine by a similar board of another State;

that is, whether the applicant has been licensed, and
whether it was by a board similar to the examining board
of the State of Idaho. Second, that the applicant holds

a certificate of registration showing that an examination
has been made by the proper board of any State in which
an average grade of not less than 80 per cent, was awarded
to the holder thereof. Third, that the applicant was the

legal possessor of a diploma from a medical college in

good standing in any such State, which said diploma
may be accepted in lieu of an examination as evidence of
qualification. Fourth, that the scope of the examination
was not less than prescribed in the State of Idaho.

In determining these questions of fact it was held that

the board is not required to accept the statement of the

applicant or his affidavit as conclusive proof that the

board of any other State was in fact a similar board

to the board of examiners of the State of Idaho, or that

the applicant holds a certificate of registration of the kind
required by the statute or as to any other of the matters

required by the statute to be established. The statute does

not limit the board in determining the qualification of an
applicant to any particular kind of proof, and the board

are possessed of power to determine these questions upon
such evidence as will satisfy their minds as to whether or

not the applicant is qualified as required by the law and
the rules of the board. The court will not interfere with

the discretionary power conferred upon the State board.

The write was denied.—Barton v. Schmershall, Idaho Su-
preme Court, 122 Pac. 385.
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THE BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF PRIMO-
GENITURE.

From the dawn of history the firstborn have en-

joyed a pecuhar distinction, and in many ways have

been granted certain privileges over other children

in the same family. Popular tradition and biblical

history furnish many illustrations of the prestige

of the eldest member of the family. The laws of

succession in monarchies have been based upon the

recognition of the supposed superiority of the first-

born son. The instinctive bond so closely knitting

the parents to their first child finds its social ex-

pression in the priority which the latter enjoys in

social and ceremonial functions. The laws of pri-

mogeniture which establish the right of the first-

born to take by descent the real property of a de-

ceased ancestor were based upon the feudal cus-

toms of medieval times, though ancient Hebrew
and Hindu traditions also recognized this right.

This mode of inheritance has been generally aban-

doned, but it still survives as an outworn relic in

conservative England. The injustice which in many
instances has deprived the younger children of a

deserved patrimony has furnished a valid basis for

the abolition of these laws. Nevertheless even in

countries in which the latter are not operative one

may readily recall instances in which the bulk of

large estates is left to the eldest male heir, presum-

ably for the purpose of keeping these estates intact.

The precious heirlooms in many families are still

carried from generation to generation through the

eldest in the line.

Is there any biological basis for the laws of

primogeniture apart from the instinctive regard for

the firstborn? Does the oldest child possess any

advantage over the other children in its bodily and

mental vigor? Overwhelming evidence enables one

to answer these questions in the negative ; indeed re-

cent investigations have shown that the firstborn

labors under certain disadvantages so far as the

susceptibility to disease is concerned. The study of

this subject leads to the larger one of the relation

between the numerical position of an individual in

a family and his susceptibility to disease.

The mathematical methods of the biometricians,

led by Karl Pearson, have shown that among tuber-

culous patients the firstborn provide a larger number

of subjects than any of the other children. This

observation was first made by W. C. Rivers in look-

ing over the records of the Crossley Sanatorium,
England. Exact statistical methods applied to these
cases by Pearson, as well as to larger series reported
by Brehmer and Rififel in Germany, confirmed this

observation. It is interesting to note that Brehmer
provided part of the material which was destined
to overthrow his own teaching that the latest born
are the most susceptible to tuberculosis.

But this is not the only disease in which a pref-
erence is shown for the firstborn. Insanity and
criminality show a preponderating incidence among
the eldest children. Pearson has pointed out that

"in certain cases at least of constitutional defects
which are inherited, the earlier members of the fam-
ily are more likely to suffer than the later.'' This
fact may account for the degenerative manifesta-
tions in those social groups, such as the peerage,
which are recruited largely from eldest sons. The
decadence of not a few of the reigning houses of
Europe may be attributed to the same cause. Re-
cent events may be recalled in which the escapades
of crown princes have played a conspicuous part.

The special morbidity of the firstborn may be
due to other causes than an inherited susceptibility.

A tendency to coddle, to pamper, and to indulge the
first child may account for a part of its vulnerabil-

ity to disease. An apparent contradiction to this

phenomenon is afforded by the fact that the
older members of a family live on an average four
to fi^e years longer than the younger ones. Among
the lower classes inexperience in the care of the
young may account for the greater morbidity of the

first children. Another factor that must be borne
in mind is the importance of the influence of imma-
turity in the parents in the production of handi-
capped children. In the first children that are born
this influence is most apt to be operative.

On the other hand, it must be recognized that the

reverse order of morbidity may occur. A priori

it may be reasoned that with the rapid increase in

the size of families among the poorer classes, the
resulting overcrowding of the home and limitation

of the means of subsistence work disastrously to

the later born. Frequent gestation and parturition

sap the strength of the mother and result in the

birth of weaker and less resistant offspring. In
the large families of the tenement population the

chances of zymotic infection among the younger
children are increased by the fact that the older chil-

dren bring contagion into the home from the school

and playground. It may be concluded that, other

things being equal, as the size of the familv be-
comes an inordinate one, particularly if the .sur-

rounding conditions are not of the best, the chances
of disease increase with each new arrival in the
family. It has been noted that frequent childbear-

ing, particularly among the poor, is apt to favor
the development of rachitis in the later children.

The above facts indicate that the subject of the

pathological aspects of the order of birth is not

an academic one. In these days when the prob-

lems of eugenics, limitation of offspring, maternity

rewards, and maternity insurance are being so free-

ly discussed, it is a matter of practical importance

that definite information should be available on the

numerical phases of family growth. Careful study
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by Powys of Australian vital statistics has shown
that a family of five or six children is correlated

with a greater longevity in the parents than one in

which the number of children is greater or less than

this figure. Recognizing the reciprocal disadvan-

tages of inordinately large families, disadvantages

that are both fiscal and physiological, one may at

least extenuate a certain degree of what has been

aptly termed "reluctant parentage."

A plea should be made for the definite recording

in all anamneses of the individual's ordinal position

among the children of a family. It is unfortunate

that this phase of history-taking has been almost

wholly neglected. The life insurance companies

have at their disposal a mass of figures pertaining

to the order of birth and its relation to morbidity

that cannot fail when properly collated and studied

to be of value in throwing light upon this subject.

POLIOMYELITIS.

Perhaps the most important happening at the

recent Congress on Hygiene and Demography,

held in Washington, was the discussion on and

announcements with regard to poliomyelitis by some

of the best kown authorities on the subject of the

world. In Sweden for some time past the State

Medical Institute of Sweden in the persons of

Professors Alfred Pettersson, Arnold Josef son,

Carl Kling, and Wilhelm Wernstedt has been

prosecuting careful and thorough investigations

into all phases of the malady. A report of

these investigations was given at the Congress, and

Prof. Pettersson at the symposium on poliomyelitis

dealt with its modes of infection and its prevention,

its symptomatology and pathology in monkeys, and

with the epidemic of poliomyelitis in Sweden in

1911-1912. It should be borne in mind that the

Swedish investigators have had peculiarly favor-

able opportunities for studying the disease. The out-

break of poliomyelitis, which began in Sweden last

year and which continued during the present year

with increased severity, has exceeded already in

wideness of scope and severity any other known
epidemic. In the year 191 1, 3,840 cases were rec-

ognized and from January to the middle of August

of the present year no fewer than 1,458 additional

cases have been reported.

The results of these investigations strongly up-

hold the theory of direct transmission of polio-

myelitis from one person to another. Not only

is the patient himself in the acute stage a potent

source of infection but he remains so during the

convalescent stage. Furthermore, for the first

time, the existence of carriers has been established

experimentally, and likewise that carriers and

abortive cases are more numerous by far than the

typically paralytic cases. The discovery of the

existence of carriers is most important and from

the fact that carriers receive the virus upon their

nasopharyngeal mucous membranes from the ex-

ternal surroundings probably by means of infec-

tive secretions, it may be fairly presumed that

affected persons have received the virus in a simi-

lar manner. Moreover, it would seem as if Pet-

tersson's discovery confirmed the theory of Flexner

that the disease is communicable from person to

person through the upper respiratory passages or

that the microorganisms may be conveyed by dust

and wind.

Dr. M. J. Rosenau's announcemeiU that he had
found the stable fly responsible for the spread of

poliomyelitis appears to clash with the findings of

Pettersson. However, while attaching most im-

portance to direct transmission and to the naso-

pharynx as the seat of entrance of the virus.

Swedish expert opinion admits the possibility of

indirect transmission by insects and inanimate ob-

jects. True it is that inoculation experiments with

saline infusion of flies, caught by poliomyelitis

patients in the epidemic wards, were negative, as

also were those with fleas taken from houses in

which dwelt patients acutely ill with poliomyelitis

or collected after parasitic existence on an infected

monkey, yet further demonstrations may show that

tiie results of Rosenau's experiments were correct.

It is instructive to note that Josefson produced ex-

perimental poliomyelitis with saline extracts of a

handkerchief and embroidery work which had
been used by patients acutely ill, even after the

material had been allowed to dry for some days
before making the extract. These facts, too, bear

out previous observations by Neustaedter and other

investigators that the virus could be found in dust

and remain active for 31 days in sterile milk, its

activity probably accounting to some extent for

the frequency of the disease in infants who, crawl-

ing on the floor, would have the most favorable

facilities for getting the infected dust on the

nasopharynx. In short, the Swedish investiga-

tors conclude that fleas and other blood-sucking in-

sects may be of importance in house epidemics, but

play no great part in the production of extensive

epidemics which are mainly due to direct transmis-

sion. As for the frequency of the virus in the in-

testine, it is largely owing to the swallowing of

the infected nasopharyngeal secretion. Flexner

again supports this view by proving the capacity of

the virus to withstand the antiseptic action of the

gastric juice.

Undoubtedly a very strong case for direct trans-

mission has been made out and it follows that iso-

lation will be generally accepted by the medical pro-

fession as the rational method of controlling the

spread of poliomyelitis and in time of stamping it

out. Enough is now known to insist that the dis-

ease everywhere be made notifiable.

FAILURE OF THE VOICE.

Persons who use the voice overmuch, as singers,

public speakers, ministers, and lawyers, frequently

suffer from a failure in its production. Clergy-

man's sore throat has become almost a synonym for

one form of voice failure, and all great singers are

compelled to use the most extraordinary precautions

in order to retain the use of that gift or accident of

nature by which they are enabled to reap a golden

harvest.

Cyril Horsford in the Practitioner for October,

19 12, suggests reasons why the voice fails. The
failure of the voice must be dependent on either (i)

faults in the method of use; (2) faults in the phys-
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ical condition of the vocal instrument. The prin-

cipal vocal fault encountered is throatiness, and

Horsford refers to two important influences which

bring about the condition—rigidity and force.

Rigidity is one of the commonest of all bad influ-

ences and is the opposite to elasticity, which is es-

sential for perfect vibration and muscular efficiency.

It is not until all rigidities are removed that the

vibrations can reach the ends of the resonating cavi-

ties such as the base of the skull above, the bridge

of the nose, the lips, and the teeth in front. If the

vibrations do not reach these parts, tone is obtained,

partly, at any rate, by force, which means putting

more pressure on the vocal cords than they have

been trained to withstand. Although force is usu-

ally associated with vocal faults, it is not invariably

so. As Horsford points out, it may be merely strain

on the vocal cords when they are unfit temporarily,

weak muscularly, or young and unresistant. In this

connection a warning is given with regard to using

the voice too much when young, for ambitious young
singers should bear in mind that before displaying

their vocal instrument, it is necessary to build it, for

in the untrained voice the structural elements are,

when used, jumbled together in an inartistic man-
ner, and will eventually injure each other.

As for faults in the physical condition of the

voice, the author insists upon the fact that the vocal

instrument does not consist merely of the larynx or

box, in which are situated the vocal cords, but of the

whole body from the crown of the head to the soles

of the feet. The cultivation of the. brain or organ

of the mind is an essential part of voice training,

for artistic if not actual vocal failure is frequently

attributed to deficiency in this department alone.

Physical fitness of the body as a whole is essential

for the preservation and perfect development of the

voice, and anything which improves the bodily

health will, as a rule, benefit materially the voice.

Finally, Horsford concludes that with all due re-

spect to voice training as an art, and to the great

skill frequently displayed by many gifted masters,

the safe and effective training of the singer will be

more certainly obtained by the cooperation of the

singing master and laryngologist. Undoubtedly,

many voices are injured and some spoiled by one

not knowing how to use them. The remark applies

to the public speaker as well as to the singer. It

would be well, then, if budding Websters and em-

bryo Pattis or Carusos took the advice of the writer

in the Practitioner and instead of abusing their vo-

cal organs, exercised discretion in their use and
allowed themselves to be guided to the proper mode
of singing and speaking by those possessing the

requisite artistic and medical knowledge.

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF THE WAR IN

THE EAST.

The problem of the care of the injured is one that

surpasses in difficulty any other that arises in

modern warfare. When the movement of armies

and their engagement in battle have acquired the

momentum so characteristic of the present hostili-

ties in the Balkans, these difficulties are greatly

magnified. The narrow theater of warfare so near

to the capitals of the respective combatants may
facilitate the less urgent treatment of the injured

men, but this depends upon the presence of adequate

hospital accommodations in these cities, and upon
a good system of transportation. Although the

allies have carefully planned their lightning-like

campaign, they have failed to provide sufficient

medical officers and suitable ambulance equipment

to care for the large number of wounded that have
fallen in the first days of the war. At Belgrade and
at Athens there are large and up-to-date military

and civil hospitals that are sufficiently equipped to

deal with the major surgery of war. Bulgaria and
Montenegro are not so well provided for. The Red
Cross of the allies and the Red Crescent of the

Turks, whose insignia is the red half-moon, are ex-
periencing more than in any other recent war the

intense strain upon their resources. The British

Red Cross has already tendered its services and the

cessation of the war in Tripoli has released a num-
ber of valuable ambulance units. According to the

Hospital of London, "the erection of large emer-
gency hospitals on the pavilion plan appears to be
the best way out of the difficulty so far as accom-
modation is concerned, but the provision of suitable

medical men and nurses will not be so easy."

The civilized world again stands aghast at the

horrors of war. Hardly have the echoes subsided

from the congress at which representatives from
almost every nation met to discuss the conservation

of human life than there begins anew the devasta-

tion of shell and shrapnel, the awful slaughter of

saber and bayonet. Universal peace is still the idle

dream of philanthropists and the professed goal of

smiling statesmen. The war in the Balkans, which
has so long hovered like a threatening cloud over

the peace of Europe, has now descended like a

thunderbolt. If it were a final struggle between

Christendom and Islam, between civilization and
barbarism, one might find some justification for this

strife. But the secret designs of diplomacy hide

behind the crescent and the star. In the meantime,

weary eyes will keep a vigil over the groaning vic-

tims of the battlefield and skilled hands will bind

the wounds and relieve the agony of those swept
into the pitiless combat.

The "Penny Signs" in Pleurisy and Ascites.

SEVER.^L years ago Professor Pitres of Bordeaux
drew attention to a new sign in pleurisy with eflfu-

sion, based upon the transmission of the sound ob-

tained by tapping one coin on another which he

termed the "signe du sou." In the Medical Press
and Circular, October 9, 1912, it is stated that

Pitres' sign may be of the greatest assistance in

the diagnosis of pleural effusion, often a question

of some delicacy. Janney, in a recent thesis, says

the sign is also of value in ascites. In order to elicit

Pitres' sign in a case of pleurisy, a coin is placed

flat on the chest, in front, just below the nipple,

and an assistant taps it with another coin, striking

vertically. While this is being done the observer

listens over the back and side of the thorax. If the

interior of the thoracic cavity is occupied by a

homogeneous medium, either solid or liquid, which
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conducts sound more perfectly than normal pul-

monary tissue, the percussion sound is audible as

a clear ringing silvery vibration. Consequently
the "penny sign" is not pathognomonic of pleural

effusion, but as massive indurations of the pul-

monary parenchyma are much more uncommon
than pleural effusion, this sign, taken in conjunc-
tion with the more or less complete series of other
signs and symptoms, will in most cases indicate the

presence of a liquid effusion into the pleural cavity.

As the laws of the transmission of sound are the

same in the abdomen as in the thorax, Lesieur and
Rebatta have extended its use to the diagnosis of

the existence of ascitic fluid in the peritoneum.
In a normal abdomen we never get a silvery clear

sound. Although then the "penny sign" is not

pathognomonic of ascites any more than it is of

pleural effusion, yet it shows the presence in the

abdomen of a homogeneous medium either liquid

or solid in an uninterrupted layer. Therefore,

when the sign is positive we still have to differen-

tiate ascites from a fibroid tumor or pregnancy,
and as a rule this can be done by noting that in the

first case, in order to obtain the silvery tone we
have to percuss in the lower parts of the abdomen,
whereas in the case of a fibroid tumor or preg-

nancy the sign is perceived when percussing over

the epigastrium.

'The Toxicity of Potassic Chlorate.

When potassic chlorate gargles and troches first

came into general use by the public fears were freely

expressed that enough of the salts could be ab-

sorbed to cause poisoning. Patients were cautioned

against swallowing the solutions and pellets. In

bloody urine without apparent cause the informed
physician used to direct inquiries to the possibility

of chlorate of potassium ingestion in toxic amounts.
But this overcaution, for such it seems to have been,

died away to a large extent. The remedy had once
been used internally in desperate maladies, both
acute and chronic ; and the frequent cases of poison-

ing must be attributed in part to the diminished
powers of resistance of the gastroenteric mucosa
and kidneys and of the erythrocytes. A study of

the literature fails to show any considerable number
of cases in which moderate doses have caused toxic

symptoms in relatively sound subjects. Quite re-

cently, however, the opinion has been expressed by
one of the world's greatest toxicologists among
others that the too free use of dentifrices which
contain a large proportion of potassium chlorate is

a menace to the community. So widespread has this

belief become that Bachem, in n paper contributed to

the Muenchencr medizinische Wochcnschrift for Oc-
tober I, attempts to decide the question once and
for all. He finds that in former years the drug w-as

given in presumably therapeutic doses which
equaled forty grams in 24 hours, and that even with
such prodigious quantities toxic phenomena were
not anticipated. A legend grew up, however, that

the young child was not to be given this remedy,
and it occurred to the writer to test it upon voung
puppies for a quick determination of its general
toxic properties. The animals received 30 grams
daily for six weeks and the excreta were controlled.

The drug was readily eliminated, and there was no
retention nor cumulation. The main prop of the
poison dentifrice theory, that poisoning could result

from continuous daily use through slow cumulation,
was thus shattered. Moreover the animals showed
normal growth rate. Eventually the animals were

killed and no trace of renal lesions was found. The
gastric mucosa showed no evidence of irritation

(the drug had been administered well diluted in

milk). Spectroscopic tests showed not the slight-

est evidence of methemoglobinemia. According to

toxicologists dogs are more sensitive to the action

of potassic chlorace than are other laboratory ani-

mals ; hence they were chosen for this experiment
instead of rabbits and guinea pigs.

The Results of the Pasteur Treatment of

Rabies.

A YEAR ago we called attention to the excellent

record attained by the Pasteur Institute of Paris

with their antirabic inoculations. Dr. Viala's report

for 191 1 (Annales de I'lnstitut Pasteur, vol. xxvi,

p. 653) shows that this high standard has been
maintained. During the year there have been
treated 342 persons with no deaths. Of this num-
ber 76 were bitten by animals in whom the disease

was proven by inoculation, 114 by animals declared

rabid on veterinary examination, and the remaining

152 by animals susjiected of rabies. Since its foun-

dation in 1886 the institute has administered the

treatment to 33,388 persons, of whom 128 (0.38 per

cent.) have died; there have been no deaths during
the past two years. These results are in the high-

est degree impressive and indicate the excellent

quality of the work that is being done in the lines of

preventive medicine. Perusal of the full report is

recommended to those who can see no good in ani-

mal experimentation.

NroJH nf tl|f lif^k.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States

Civil Service Commission announces a competitive

examination for men only, to be held on November
20, 1912, for the purpose of filling a vacancy in the

position of mine surgeon in the Bureau of Mines,

at a salary ranging from $2,000 to $3,000 per an-

num. The person appointed to this position will be

expected to give instruction to the first-aid miners

of the Bureau, and to supervise their work, and to

observe and report on sanitary conditons in and
about the mines, and be prepared and able to enter

the mines with rescue forces immediately after acci-

dents, etc. Applicants must be citizens of the

United States, under forty years of age, and grad-

uates of a reputable medical college, and must have
had not less than three years' experience in medical

and surgical practice about coal mines. Special

credit will be given for experience in rendering first

aid to the injured, etc. Persons meeting the require-

ments will be allowed to enter the examination on
application to the United States Civil Service Com-
mission, Washington, D. C.

Navy Medical Reserve Corps.—The organiza-

tion of the medical reserve corps which was author-

ized in the Naval Appropriation Act of August 22,

1912, is now proceeding under the direction of Sur-
geon-General Stokes of the Navy, who is interesting

physicians throughout the country in the naval serv-

ice. Prior to the organization of this corps the Navy
Department could not take advantage of the co-

operation of surgeons outside the service, but will

now have the benefit of their advice in many prac-

tical problems. The members of the corps will not

be called upon for active duty except in time of

war.
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Child Hygiene.—The work of child hygiene in

New York City has been further helped by the ap-

pointment by A'layor Gaynor of Dr. Ira S. Wile as

a member of the Board of Education, the Mayor
stating that his object in making the appointment is

to have Dr. Wile enter systematically into the work
of examining the health of all the children in the

public schools and to take scientific means of pre-

vention and cure. The Mayor also suggested the

creation of a standing committee of the Board for

carrying out these designs. At a subsequent meet-
ing the Board showed its approval of the Mayor's
plans for the improvement of physical conditions

among the school children and provided for the

appointment of two additional physicians for the

examination of mentally deficient children, of an
assistant inspector of ungraded classes, and for a

social worker to visit the parents of children of this

sort.

Fordham Clinic.—A certificate of incorporation
was granted recently to the Fordham University

Consultation Clinic, New York, which has for its

object the erection, establishment, maintenance, and
conduct of a dispensary to provide facilities for the

instruction of physicians and students of medicine
and pharmacy at the Fordham University School
of Medicine. The directors are Dr. James J. Walsh,
Dr. Thomas J. McCIusky, and Dr. Joseph J- Keat-
ing.

Gift to Johns Hopkins Hospital.—The Board
of Trustees of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Balti-

more, recently received from Mr. J. B. Brady of

New York, a gift of $200,000 to be used in found-
ing the James Buchanan Brady Urological Institute

as a separate unit of the hospital. In addition. Mr.
Brady will, during his life, pay to the trustees the

sum of .$15,000 yearly for the maintenance of the

institute, and will luake am])le provision for its con-

tinued support in his will. This will be the first in-

stitute of its sort in this country, although London
and Paris already have such hospitals and Berlin is

about to construct one. The Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital plans to erect a six-story building with special

laboratories for research, and accommodations for

both public and private patients. The gift is made
because of Mr. Bratly's interest in the hospital fol-

lowing his recent stay there as a patient.

Dr. Wiley's Successor.—It is reported that

President Taft has decided upon the appointment
of Dr. Carl L. Alsberg as successor to Dr. Wiley,

though no formal announcement has been made.
Dr. Alsberg at present occupies the position of

chemical biologist in the Bureau of Plant Industry

of the Department of Agriculture at Washington.
He is a graduate of Columbia College in i8g6 and
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, in 190D, and was formerly instructor in bio-

logical chemistry in the Harvard Medical School.

He has also taken courses in chemistry and biologi-

cal chemistry in some of the German universities.

He is only thirtv-five years old.

New Research Institute.—Reports have come
from France of the establishment in Paris by a

wealthy foreigner of a medical research institute

similar in some respects to the Rockefeller Institute,

New York. It is said that for the purposes of the

institute a large hotel building has been purchased
and that the installation of the necessary equipment
can be accomplished in three months. No announce-
ment has been made as to the scientific staff of the

institute.

Smallpox in a School.—A small epidemic of

smallpox has broken out among the students of the

South Lancaster Academy, Clinton, Mass., and
forty cases and one death have occurred. The
Massachusetts State Board of Health is investigat-

ing the situation.

Village Typhoid Swept.—The epidemic of

typhoid fever which started in Troy, Pa., recently,

has continued to develop, and on October 26 172
cases were reported in a village of 1,500 inhabitants.

The infection has also spread to several nearby

towns.

Pittsburgh Smallpox Free.—The Health De-
partment of Pittsburgh, Pa., reports that the city is

now free from smallpox. The appearance of sev-

eral cases of the disease some time ago caused some
anxiety.

Disease Among Eskimos.—For the first time
on record infantile paralysis has appeared among
the Eskimos of Alaska. Reports have been made
to Surgeon-General Blue of the Public Health Serv-

ice in charge of the health of the Eskimos, of five

cases of the disease and one death at St. Michael's

and of ten cases and two deaths at Unkaleet, forty-

five miles distant. Three cases have also been re-

ported in Sitka.

Railroad Men's Hospital.—The ]\Iissouri-Pa-

cific Railroad has made a transfer of its hospital

funds and property to its employees, who have for

many years contributed small sums out of their

salaries toward the support of the hospital service.

The railroad company turned over to a Board of

Flospital Managers, elected by the employees, the

sum of $193,767, and in addition the large hos-

pital building in St. Louis with its equipment and
furnishings, and the surrounfling grounds, the total

value being about .$250,000. The railroad started its

hospital service about thirty years ago and has

handled the property and money received from its

employees until recently, when it was determined
that the control of the funds should be turned over
to the men themselves.

Protest Against a Tuberculosis Hospital.—The
City of New York has protested to the State Health
Commissioner, Dr. Eugene H. Porter, against the

proposed erection by Westchester County of a
tuberculosis hospital at Croton Lake in the northern
part of the county. The Water .Supply Department
of New Y''ork contends that the hospital at Croton
Lake will be a menace to the water supply of Man-
hattan, because two streams which flow through the

Griffen farm, which is the proposed site, empty into

Croton Lake, not far from the intake of the new
Catskill Aqueduct.

Centenarians Indeed.—Joe Manitou, an Indian
chief of the Pottawattomie tribe, died on October
24, at his home in Traverse City. Mich., at the re-

puted age of 120 years. Until recently his memory,
it is said, was clear and he could recall the details

of the early Indian wars in which he had partici-

pated.

Mr. Macagor Wise of Beaver Brook, N. Y., cele-

brated his 109th year recently by paying a visit to

New York City, where he noted many changes since

his first recollections of it.

Clinical Lectures.—Dr. Frederic Bierhoff an-
nounces a series of clinical lectures and demonstra-
tions upon genitourinary and venereal diseases, with
particular reference to the more modern methods
of diagnosis and treatment, at the West Side Ger-
man Dispensary, 328 West 42d street. New York,
on Monday evenings at 8 130, beginning on Novem-
ber 4. The course will cover a period of about
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three months, and will be free to the medical pro-

fession and to advanced students in medicine.

Harvey Lecture.—The third of the present

series of Harvey Lectures will be delivered by Prof.

Joseph Erlanger of the Washington University

Medical Department, St. Louis, at the New York
Academy of JVIedicine on the evening of November

9, at 8:30. Prof. Erlanger's subject will be: "The
Localization of Impulse Initiation and Conduction

in the Heart." As heretofore the lectures are open

to the public.

Boys Cleaner Than Girls?—The annual report

on vacation playgrounds in New York City shows

that during the year ending September, 1912, the

free baths in the public schools throughout the city

were well patronized. The attendance reached

603,328 boys and 213,325 girls, from which figures

and from the fact that the girl bathers, as a rule,

confined their ablutions to the afternoon hours,

while the boys bathed at all times, the newspapers
conclude that the boys of the city go in more for

personal cleanliness than do the girls, which is some-

what doubtful logic.

Gifts to Charities.—The Eastern Maine Gen-
eral Hospital of Bangor, Me., receives a bequest of

$4,000 by the will of the late Mrs. G. B. Perry of

Middletown, R. I.

By the will of the late Mrs. Emily S. Hutchin-

son of Greenwich, Conn., the Helping Hand Asso-

ciation of Peekskill, N. Y., receives a bequest of

$10,000 for the Peekskill Hospital.

The Summit Free Hospital and the Fresh Air and
Convalescents' Home of Summit N. J., receive be-

quests of $1,000 and $500, respectively, by the will

of the late Mr. William Z. Earned.

By the will of the late Sarah A. Anderson of

Philadelphia, the sum of $500 is bequeathed to the

Episcopal Hospital of that city.

By the will of the late Harriet C. L. Hopkins of

Philadelphia, who died recently at Otsego, N. Y.,

an estate of $7,000 is to be equally divided between
the Philadelphia Home for Incurables and the

Protestant Episcopal Home for Consumptives.
Dr. H. T. Summersgill, superintendent of the

New York Post-Graduate Medical School, has been
oflFered by Mayor Hunt of Cincinnati the position

of superintendent of the Cincinnati City Hospital.

Dr. William Seaman Bainbridge of this city

has been appointed Consulting Gynecologist to the

Ossining Hospital, Ossining, N. Y.
Mississippi Valley Medical Association.—At

the annual meeting of this association, held in Chi-

cago, October 22-24, the following officers were
elected : President, A. E. Sterne, Indianapolis

;

First Vice-President, D'Orsay Hecht, Chicago;
Second Vice-President, Hugh Cabot, Boston ; Sec-
retary, H. E. Tuley, Louisville ; Treasurer, S. C.
Stanton, Chicago. The next meeting will be held
in New Orleans the last week in October, 1913.
East Tennessee Medical Association.—At the

annual meeting held in Johnson City on October
10 and II, the following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President. Dr. Henry M. Cass,
Morristown ; Vice-Presidents. Dr. James P. Ran-
dall, Johnson City, and Dr. James G. Eblen, Lenoir
City; Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. H. P. Larimore,
Chattanooga.
Railway Surgeons.—At the annual session of

the Surgeons of the Atlantic Coast Line Railway,
held in Richmond, Va., the following officers were
elected: President. Dr. John S. McEwan, Ocala,
Fla. ; Vice-Presidents Dr. S. T. Nicholson, Wash-

ington, N. C. ; Dr. C. E. Moore, Wilson, N. C, and
Dr. H. B. Mahoon, Emporia, Va. ; Secretary-Treas-
urer, Dr. C. P. Aimar, Charleston, S. C.

Southwestern Medical Association.—At a meet-
ing of this association, which is composed of phys-
icians of Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Missouri, and
Kansas, held in Hot Springs, Ark., on October 9
and 10, the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, W. T. Wooten, Hot Springs ; First Vice-Presi-

dent, W. B. Dorsett, St. Louis ; Second Vice-Presi-

dent, E. H. Carry, Dallas; Third Vice-President, J.

H. Barnes, Enid, Okla. ; Fourth Vice-President, C.

C. Nesselrode, Kansas City, Kans. ; Secretary-

Treasurer, F. C. Clark, El Reno, Okla. The con-
vention then adjourned to meet next year in Kansas
City, Kansas.
Nacogdoches County (Tex.) Medical Society.

—At a meeting in Beaumont on October g, the

physicians of Nacogdoches County organized with
the election of the following officers : President,

Dr. J. H. Barham, Vice-President, Dr. R. S. John-
ston ; Secretary, Dr. T. J. Blackwell.

San Joaquin Valley (Cal.) Medical Association.

—At the thirty-third annual meeting, held in Mer-
ced on October 8, the following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. Henry Hildreth, Delano; First

Vice-President, Dr. O. W. Stienwand, Selma;
Second Vice-President, Dr. A. R. Nichelson,

Bakersfield ; Secretary, Dr. R. C. Ross, Fresno

;

Assistant Secretary, Dr. D. H. Trowbridge,
Fresno; Treasurer, Dr. T. M. Hayden, Fresno.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. William Frederick

Dudley of Brooklyn, N. Y., a graduate of the

Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, in 1886,

a member of the American Medical Association, the

New York State and Kings County Medical So-
cieties, the American Laryngological, Rhinological,

and Otological Society, the New York Academy of

Medicine, and the Brooklyn Pathological Society,

adjunct clinical professor of diseases of the throat

and nose in the Long Island College Hospital, con-

sulting laryngologist to the Norwegian, St. Chris-

topher's, and the Swedish Hospitals, and laryngolo-

gist to the Brooklyn and St. John's Hos-
pitals, died at his home on October 22, aged 50
years.

Dr. Arthur Ricketson of New Bedford, Mass.,

a graduate of Harvard Medical School in i860, a

member of the Massachusetts State and Bristol

County Medical Societies, died at his home of

paralysis on October 14, aged JJ years. During the

Civil War Dr. Ricketson served as assistant surgeon

on board the U.S.S. Nightingale, on which, while

off Pensacola, there occurred an epidemic of yellow

fever, resulting in the death of every officer and
man, with the exception of Dr. Ricketson, on board.

Dr. Benjamin Ropes Symonds of Salem, Mass.,

a graduate of Harvard Medical School in 1883, a

member of the Massachusetts State and Essex
County Medical Societies, and formerly city phys-

ician of Salem and a member of the Board of

Health, died at his home after a long illness on
October 15, aged 55 years.

Dr. Frank R. Wilson of New London, Iowa, a

graduate of the University of Michigan, Department
of Medicine and Surgery, Ann Arbor, in 1873, presi-

dent of the Henry County Medical Society, and a

member of the American Medical Association and
the Iowa State Medical Society, died at his home of

Bright's disease on October 6, aged 60 years.

Dr. William Harmon Buchtel of Denver,

Colo., a graduate of the Northwestern University
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Medical School, Chicago, in 1866, and a member of

the American Medical Association and the Colorado
State and Denver County Medical Societies, died

suddenly in his office, of heart disease, on October

14, aged 67 years.

Dr. Henry Chavanne of Salem, New Jersey, a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadel-

phia, in 1S87, and 1 member of the New Jersey
State and Salem County Medical Societies, died at

his home on October 16, aged 65 years.

Dr. Hubbard Kavanaugh Adamson of Mays-
ville, Kentucky, a graduate of the New York Uni-
versity Medical College in 1876, died at the Ken-
tucky State Hospital, Lexington, after a long ill-

ness, on October 9, aged 59 years.

Dr. Joseph J. Jaches of Brooklyn, N. Y., a

graduate of the University of Moscow in 1886, and
visiting physician to the Jewish Maternity Hospital,

died at his home on October 20, aged 52 years.

Dr. SvDNEV Howard Carney of Tompkinsville,

N. Y., a graduate of the Harvard Medical School,

Boston, in 1861, died at his home on October 22,

aged 75 years.

Dr. Sidney Davis of Milton, Penn., a graduate
of the Medical Department of the University of

Pennsylvania in 1877. and a member of the Penn-
sylvania State and Northumberland County Medi-
cal Societies, died at his home on October 17, aged
60 years.

Dr. Francis T. Riley of ^Vaterloo, Iowa, a grad-

uate of the Drake University College of Medicine,

Des Moines, in 1890, died at his home after a long

illness on October 14, aged 47 years.

Dr. Charles S. Spitler of Mooreland. Indiana,

a graduate of the Medical College of Ohio, Cin-

cinnati, in 1892, and a member of the Indiana State

and Henry County Medical Societies, died at his

home suddenly on October 16, aged 45 years.

Dr. C. E. T. Casto of Parkersburg, W. Va.. a

graduate of Miami Medical College, Cincinnati, in

1875, ^^'^ a member of the West Virginia State and
Wood County Medical Societies, and the Ohio Val-

ley Medical Association, died at his home on Octo-
ber 14, aged 58 years.

©bttuartt,
GEORGE MONTGOMERY TUTTLE, M.D.,

new YORK.

Dr. George M. Tuttle, who died of angina pec-

toris on Tuesday of this week, was a gynecologist

of note and prominent among medical educators.

He was born in Rochester, N. Y., in 1856, and was
graduated in arts from Yale University in 1877 and
in medicine from Columbia University in 1880. He
served a term as interne in the New York Hospital

and was then for two years physician in chief of the

New York State Emigrant Hospital. He was at-

tending physician at Bellevue Hospital from 1883

to 1889; attending gynecologist at Roosevelt Hos-
pital from 1888 to the time of his death, and con-

sulting physician to the New York Infirmary for

Women and Oiildren. From 1885 to 1903 he was
professor of gynecology at Columbia University.

He was a member of the New York Academy of

Medicine, of the medical societies of the County
and the State of New York, and of the Society of

Alumni of the New York Hospital. Dr. Tuttle was
one of the collaborators in the American Text-book
of Gynecology, and was an occasional contributor

of articles on gynecological subjects to the medical

press.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE SOCIETIES—UNIVERSITIES IN RELATION TO MED-
ICAL EDUCATON SANATORIUM QUESTIONS IN-

SURANCE; OPPOSITION OF TRADE UNIONS AND
OTHERS—MEDICAL PAYMENT OBITUARY.

London, October II, 1912.

After the schools the societies open, and a number
of them are now at work. The Royal Society of

Medicine began on Tuesday with papers on injury

to the semilunar cartilages, one referring to an
experience of 449 cases. Yesterday this society had
an exhibition of specimens and cases, and others

are to be shown this evening. On Wednesday the

Hunterian Society began, after a Council meeting,

with a communication on "Sleepiness" by Dr. F.

Taylor. The United Services Medical Society also

began on Wednesday afternoon with a presidential

address by Fleet Surgeon Bassett-Smith, C.B., after

which Captain Sylvester-Bradley, R. A. M. C, con-

sidered the "Disposal of the Sick of a Territorial

Force." The Polyclinic and the other post-graduate

colleges have each had contributions, demonstra-
tions, or lectures on every day throughout the week.
You will see there is no dearth of practical discus-

sion among us ; nor is there likely to be.

The Victoria University (Manchester) has an
external examiner in medicine on its staff. The
present holder of this position is Dr. H. D. Rolles-

ton, the senior physician to St. George's Hospital,

London, and he delivered the introductory address

at Manchester this year. He is a Cambridge man
and took for his subject the relation of universities

to medical education, which he dealt with in a

broad-minded manner and in various aspects. A
Royal Commission and a congress of fifty-three

universities of the British Empire have lately de-

voted some attention to the subject, and many others

engaged in education, general and technical, have
discussed it. None the less Dr. Rolleston's opinions

deserve attention, though I can only refer to some.

He is not afraid to admit at the outset that the

humanities are not essential to a medical man,
although he also admits that in the past most of

the eminent members of the profession passed

through the classical mill. But he says it hardly fol-

lows that their early success was the cause of their

later triumphs. On the other hand, some of our
immortals owed little or nothing to its influence.

Valuable as classical training is, the bulk of

medical men pay dearly for the luxury. Most
have forgotten their Greek in middle life, except

perhaps enough to understand the never ending flow

of new, often unnecessary, words ending in itis

sometimes appended to a Latin noun or modern
name. To the ordinary practitioner, then, the

direct advantage of classical training is out of pro-

portion to the time devoted to it. Of course, the

talk of "the grand old fortifying classical education"

is familiar enough to Dr. Rolleston, and he recog-

nizes its value in its place, but he has to acknowledge
its comparatively frequent failure to engender the

power of writing clear and graceful English. So he

says there can be no question that in medical science

French and German are incomparably more useful.

He suggests a compromise. He would include

Latin and Greek in school subjects until about the

age of 15^ years, the students to be tested by ex-

amination at that stage, the results counting at the
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matriculation. Then 2j/^ years to be given to

French, German, English composition, physics, and
chemistry, with the necessary mathematics. By this

time a pupil (17^ to 18 years old) should pass an
examination in the foregoing subjects and begin
biology.

I have no doubt the course thus suggested would
produce many men of distinction after their further

university and hospital careers. But how about the

ordinary general practitioner who does not contem-
plate a university training? Dr. Rolleston did not
overlook him altogether, although he was concerned
mostly with university men, for whom his proposals

are sound enough; but for my part I think these

men are well able to indulge their own predilec-

tions. For the general practitioner he saw the ad-
vantage of a very definite curriculum under the

control of the General JMedical Council as repre-

senting the qualifying bodies, and perhaps the "one
portal system" so long advocated. There should
not be much difficulty in enforcing this, and the

universities having representatives on the examin-
ing board, might fairly be asked to give up the

right of licensing to practice, and so make their de-

grees in medicine honorary distinctions only, as in

the other faculties.

The Sanatorium Benefit under the Insurance Act
has been occupying the attention of many authori-

ties. The Metropolitan Asylums Board has at its

disposal 1,000 beds for the proper treatment of

tuberculous cases. These beds are in a number of
institutions, admirably officered, under the adminis-
tration of experts who have for years devoted them-
selves to the best provision for infectious diseases.

Yet it seems doubtful whether these beds can be
utilized, for the act states that the authorities for

carrying out the benefits must be "other than poor
law authorities." This is another example of the

evils that have already resulted from the haste with
which the act was rushed through Parliament. The
Asylums Board in its origin was of a poor law
character, but it has developed into a joint board
for providing hospital accommodation for the

twenty-nine local authorities of London for in-

fectious cases. It is obvious that an amendment
must be passed to alter this, or the citizens of Lon-
don might be asked to incur the expense of new
machinery and a second 1,000 beds while the exist-

ing 1,000 stand available.

The Dublin committees for the city and county
interpreted the act as providing for the treatment
of consumptives whether in their homes or in- sana-
toria. They have, therefore, been distributing food
as well as medicine. The Irish Local Government
Board now object and say the act only provides for

the supply of drugs. On Tuesday a deputation
headed by Lady Aberdeen tried to persuade the

board to interpret the act as the committees have
been doing, but without success. The deputation
were told the act did not authorize the giving of
food to patients in their own homes, nor the giving
of money to procure it. It was also doubtful if the
fund available would suffice for so doing. Pend-
ing further inquiry, the committees have deter-

mined to administer the act as they have so far

done. An Irish impasse, is it not?
Opposition to the Act is extending in unexpected

directions, giving anxiety to Mr. Lloyd George,
who is awakening to the fact that he in many cases

miscalculated its effect on voters. Instead of gain-
ing it seems certain the government will lose many
votes on which they reckoned. The farmers and
their laborers in some districts have formed anti-

insurance leagues. Waiters are declaring they
ought not to pay, as they get no wages, but only
tips. Domestic servants are equally dissatisfied and
being supported by ladies. Casual laborers are also

protesting, while to the chagrin of the Chancellor
trade unions and friendly societies are threatening
to withdraw their votes.

The Belfast trade unions have represented to

the Parliamentary Committee of the Congress sit-

ting in London that Irish workers are excluded
from medical benefits under the Act and askmg
help to reverse this. The committee not under-
standing why Ireland is not included determined to

send a deputation to Mr. Redmond on the matter.

The Miners' Federation at first proposed to leave

the care of the sick to the Friendly Societies, but

has now changed its attitude and advises its dis-

tricts to work the Act in their own interests ; some
have acted on this advice, and it is expected that

eventually the Federation—some 600,000 strong

—

will make themselves into an "approved society."

In the Chesterfield district there are very large col-

lieries and some of the pledges to resign were made
on conditions regarding them. Negotiations are
going on. The Commissioners have been called

upon to decide whether various ships' officers come
under the Act. They have decided some cases and
reserved others for further consideration—another
illustration of the haste with which the Act was
forced through Parliament. Traveling expenses

are to be allowed to county insurance committees
on a declaration that the amount has actually been
paid by tlie member applying for it, who must
apply personally—conditions which are exciting no
little resentment.

As to the dispute with the profession rumors of

a coming compromise have been floating about all

the week. Many newspapers have given currency

to a statement on the authority of tlie Press Asso-
ciation, that the Cabinet on Monday had practically

agreed to increase the payment of the medical men
on the panel to 7s. 6d. But this could only be a

mere ballon d'essai; for the Chancellor, as I told

you, had distinctly stated that he would not bring

the matter before his colleagues until next week
and then he would make known their decision.

Guy's Hospital new laboratories are well worth
inspection by any one interested in the progress of

research and the means of study. The lecture the-

ater, which accommodates si.xty students, is in the

basement, where also are hot and cold rooms, a

dark room for micrographic work, the store room,
and the high-power electric centrifuge. On the

ground floor lavatories and store rooms are located

;

above these the practical pathological and bacterio-

logical laboratory. The floor above that is for

general microscopical work, in which half a dozen
research students are provided with places and the

Gall student of pathology has a private room.
Here the examinations of the clinical materia! for

the wards are carried on. The third floor has a

room for the lecturer on pathology and a large re-

search laboratory. The fourth floor contains gen-

eral laboratory, operating theater, and accommoda-
tion for animals being kept under close observation.

Above this, on the roof of the building, is provision

for other animals.

Sir Almroth Wright gave an address yesterday

at the opening of the .r-ray and bacteriological de-

partment of St. John's Hospital, Lewisham, erected

as a memorial to King Edward.
The Lord Mayor (Sir T. Crosby, M.D.) yester-
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day issued an appeal on behalf of the Hospital Sat-

urday Fund, which he spoke of as well managed
antl doing excellent work.
Deputy Surgeon General T. J. Crowley died on

October 5. He entered the naval service in 1883

and was rapidly promoted for exceptional ability,

in every step receiving the greatest respect of his

confreres.

Dr. E. M. Light, who held a conspicuous posi-

tion in the insurance world, died on October i at

the age of 52. He graduated at Cambridge in arts

and medicine in 18S7-8.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

CHEMOTHERAPY OF SEPTIC CONDITIONS—ARGATOXYL
SANATORIA IN GERMANY TUBERCULOSIS

AMONG THE MIDDLE CLASSES—ISOLATION IN THE
HOME BACILLUS CARRIERS.

Berlin, August 15, 1912.

The chemotherapy of septic conditions was the sub-

ject of a paper read before the Society of Internal

Medicine and Pediatrics by P. Rosenstein. The
preparation used by the author is an acid compound
of atoxyl and silver. This salt is dissolved only

with great difficulty. Its action is a selective one.

For this reason it is supposed to have very slight

toxicity. Particularly good results were obtained in

septic conditions in which other methods of treat-

ment had failed. The above remedy was employed
in cases of carbuncle, abscess, peritonitis, septic

scarlet fever, puerperal septicemia, otitis media, and
muscular rheumatism. There are three different

modes of action: The fever may suddenly sub-

side ; it may fall gradually ; or an abscess may be

formed. The remedy may be injected intravenously

or intramuscularly. In the discussion Ziilzer re-

ported that he had employed the remedy in twelve

cases of sepsis, in four of which the result could

not be attributed to the argatoxyl. In four other

cases, however, the good and rapid outcome could

undoubtedly be ascribed to the use of this drug.

A large number of interesting papers were pre-

sented before the sixteenth general meeting of the

Centra! Committee for the Campaign Against Tu-
berculosis. According to the business report there

are at present in Germany 138 sanatoria with pro-

vision for 14,079 beds. Regarding three months
as the average period of treatment, as many as

56,000 patients can be provided for annually. In

addition there are 21 children's sanatoria with 1.35-2

beds and also 100 institutions with 8,644 beds for

scrofulous cases, and those suspected of having
tuberculosis. There are as yet insufficient accom-
modations for the care of advanced cases.

The campaign against tuberculosis among the

middle classes was the subject of a discourse by
Dietz of Darmstadt. The Red Cross Society has

established a special division, a sanatorium for per-

sons of moderate means, in the maintenance of

which the Central Committee has cooperated. The
speaker included among the middle classes all those

persons who are not subject to compulsory insur-

ance and who have not the means to enter private

sanatoria. There are, therefore, included mer-
chants, officials, farmers, university men, and arti-

sans with a moderate income. For artisans there

are systems of private insurance, but these are not

sufficiently utilized, so that compulsory insurance

has been proposed for these individuals. In the

German public sanatoria, accordin,g to the esti-

mation of the speaker, there have been treated dur-

ing 191 1 as many as 6,600 of the middle class. It

is now possible to decide the question whether it is

desirable to treat in the same institution individ-

uals belonging to the laboring and to the middle

classes. The answer is, no. Diverging political

and personal inclinations make this association irk-

some to both classes. There should be separate

divisions in the same institution, or still better,

separate institutions. At the present time more
than ever the middle classes are availing themselves

of the advantages of voluntary insurance and funds

are being set aside for the establishing of beds for

those of moderate means.

The isolation of the tuberculous individual in the

home was the subject of an important paper by

Ranke of Munich. The ideal solution of this prob-

lem would Ije the sanatorium treatment of all cases.

Since this is impossible the next best step is effi-

cient isolation in the home. But this is frequently

not feasible, for there are 40,000 families in Berlin

that each live in one room. If the tuberculous

patient occupies his own room, but if he still mingles

with the rest of the family, periodical disinfection

of the dwelling should be carried out. Close scru-

tiny should be kept of all cases belonging to voca-

tions, such as those of school teachers and those

that are concerned in the handling of food. Of
.;reatest importance are the training of children in

habits of cleanliness, the establishment of compul-

sory notification of tuberculosis, and finally the un-

remitting campaign of education.

Bacteria carriers was the subject of a closely re-

lated theme discussed July 4 before the Medical So-

ciety by Sobernheim. That infectious agents are

carried about by the healthy as well as by the sick

is a fact that has been known for a long time. It

might be concluded that this is of no great signifi-

cance since the bacteria are so widespread. This

attitude is a false one and leads to serious errors

of omission. In Berlin there have been found

among healthy children 7.6 per cent, of diphtheria

bacillus carriers. Inoculation experiments on ani-

mals have shown that the organisms in the bacteria

carrier are just as virulent as those present in the

sick individual. Under suitable treatment the or-

ganisms in the former should disappear in from one

to four weeks. The bacteriological rather than the

clinical cure .should be the aim both in private and

in institutional practice.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE MODE OF DISSEMIN.\TION OF AMEBIC DYSEN-

TERY THE RAT-CATCHING CAMPAIGN—THE
PLAGUE.

Manila, P. I., September 14, 1912.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila Medi-

cal Society was held in the amphitheater of the Col-

le.ge of Medicine and Surgery, LTniversity of the

Philippines, at 8:30 p.m., September 2, 1912. The
first paper read was entitled: "An Experimental

Investigation of the Parasitism and Pathogenicity

of Species of Ameba and Entameba," by Dr. E. L.

Walker. The author of this paper has been almost

exclusively engaged in working upon this problem

in Manila, for several years, and his conclusions

are of the greatest importance in throwing addi-

tional li.ght upon the pathogenicity of amebas in

tropical countries. Dr. Walker stated that there

are distinct biological differences between the
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pathogenic and non-pathogenic amebas, especially

in their size and the number and arrangement of
their nucleoli. It will be remembered that all sur-

face waters in the Philippine Islands that have
been examined up to the present time, that are not

thermal or strongly chemical, have been positive

for amebas. In all of Dr. Walker's work, how-
ever, he did not find any pathogenic amebas in any
of the waters which he examined. He is of the

opinion that the disease is ordinarily transmitted
through food handled by servants and others who
have amebic dysentery and who work in kitchens,

and perhaps, also, by the indirect method of using
the stools of those who are sick with dysentery to

fertilize vegetables, or, as is so frequent in the

tropics, of using fecal matter as an insecticide. In
the use of vegetables, like lettuce and cabbage, it

will be apparent that if these are sprinkled from
time to time with ameba-infected fecal matter, and
such vegetables are eaten raw, there is considerable

danger of conveying the disease. He thinks that

the chronic cases, or perhaps they may be regarded
as carriers, are also largely responsible in harbor-
ing the infection and distributing it to others by
ways that will readily suggest themselves. He be-

lieves that the ordinary amebas in the water sup-
plies of the Philippines may be safely disregarded.

In the discussion which followed, Major Ashburn,
of the Tropical Board, and Dr. Heiser, the Director

of Health, requested the opinion of Dr. Walker as

to whether his conception of the method of trans-

mitting the disease would lead him to recommend
any changes in the hygiene and prophylaxis in con-
nection with drinking water, or the ordinary rules

with regard to the eating of vegetables in the raw
state. Dr. Walker replied that he could not recom-
mend any change in the general public health meas-
•'res. He thought, however, that considerable ad-

vance had been made in the study of this disease,

and facts had been produced to enable the health

officer to take steps to prevent the spread of dys-

entery.

The campaign of rat-catching which has been so

persistently carried out by the Bureau of Health
since the first case of human plague occurred, on
June 17, has finally been rewarded by the detection

of plague among rats. On August 31 the first

plague infected rat was found at No. 351 Calle San
Sebastian. This is in the same block in which the

three cases in human beings occurred. On Sep-
tember 7 an infected rat was found at No. 104 Calle

Santa Rosa, and another at No. 215 Calle Echague.
These addresses are in adjoining blocks to the in-

fected block mentioned above. All rat-catching

efforts have now been concentrated upon this in-

fected area. During the first week no general

cleaning-up measures were undertaken ; trapping

and poisoning, and other methods of catching
rats were alone carried out. This was done with

the idea of not causing the infected rats to scatter

to other portions of the city. Work has now been
commenced at the outer borders of the infected ter-

ritory and block after block is being cleansed. As
soon as the cleaning measures at a given premise
are completed, the owner is required to install the

necessary metal garbage cans and to carry out such
rat-proofing measures as mav be deemed advisable

by the sanitary engineer. This work is gradually
proceeding inward toward the infected block, so

that rats are literally being driven before the sani-

tary force, and when all of the workers meet at

the center, the result should be a rat-clean district.

It is also suspected that many of the rats are har-

bored in the closed storm-water drains, and efforts

are now being made to fumigate these with sul-

phur.

The whole plan of campaign is now being based
upon removing all available sources of food supply,

so that the rats will be driven to the traps and to eat

the poisoned bait which is set for them. This plan

is very much handicapped by the fact that the in-

fected area is in one of the large retail districts of

Manila, and enormous quantities of food, such as

corn, rice, potatoes, sugar, and other things of this

kind are kept in baskets, and during the night

hours rats have access to it.

There have been no cases of plague among hu-

man beings since August 22, and the total number
of cases and deaths in Manila to date have been

seven.

At Iloilo there have also been seven cases and
seven deaths, the majority of which have occurred,

at different times, in one house—this in spite of the

fact that the house was thoroughly disinfected and
sprayed with petroleum each time that a human
case had occurred. The campaign against the

plague is proceeding along the same lines at Iloilo

as in Manila. So far, no plague infected rats have
been found. The work is considerably handi-

capped by the lack of proper municipal ordinances

to enforce sanitary measures, and the reluctance

of the mimicipal council to grant the necessary

legal authority.

In order to meet the requirements of the Philip-

pines, enormous quantities of foodstuflFs are im-

ported from China and Japan. These consist

largely of potatoes, onions, in open crates, and
eggs, garlic, and foodstuffs peculiar to Chinese and
Japanese, in baskets. Stich cargo arrives in steam-

ers almost daily from China and Japan, and as

much of it is shipped from plague infected centers,

the opportunity for plague infected rats to be in-

troduced therewith is almost unlimited. On ac-

count of the great dependence of the Islands for

their food supply upon these sources, it is. of

course, impracticable to prohibit its importation,

and in view of the enormous quantities of such

cargo, it is impracticable to vmpack it in order to

free it from rats before it is introduced into the

country, so that, in spite of the constant vigilance

which is exercised, it is apparent that importations

of plague rats in cargo may occur from time to

time. It is indeed remarkable that the Philippines

should have remained entirely free from plague for

a period of over six years when the disease is pres-

ent in epidemic form within a comparatively few
days' steaming distance of the Islands. So far as

known, no human cases have passed the maritime

quarantine inspection at the ports of entry.

progress of iJIpbtral Bttemt.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 17. 1912.

1. The Function of the Experimental Method in the Course in

Pathology'. PT. T. Karsner.
2. Practical Points in the Treatment of Enlarged Cervical Glands

in Children. J. S. Stone.
3. Midwives in Massachusetts. J. L. Huntington.
4. Chronic Invagination of the Ileum, Secondary to a Lipoma of

tlie Intestinal Wall, H. W. Goodall.

2. Treatment of Enlarged Cervical Glands.—J. S.

Stone emphasizes the following points : Cervical adenitis

is always a secondary complication. Prompt removal cf

the primary cause, if this is possible, is by far the best

method of cure of the adenitis. In those cases in which
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the glands themselves have broken down hygienic and

medical treatment cannot alter pathological facts. Surgi-

cal treatment determined by the existing conditions is of

the utmost importance, while hygieoic and medical treat-

ment are useful aids which should not be neglected, but

which should not assume undue importance.

4. Chronic Invagination of the Ileum.—H. W. Good-
all notes that lipomata of the intestinal wall are rare.

The clinical signs and symptoms arising therefrom are

those of chronic invagination of the intestine. Dewis in

1906 reviewed the literature of intestinal lipomata and

found but +4 cases reported. The situation of the tumors

was recorded as follows: duodenum 6, jejunum 4,

ileum 7, cecum and colon 5, sigmoid 5, rectum 6, small

intestine 2, intestines i, unknown 6. The rarity of intes-

tinal lipomata was, however, of secondary importance in

the case reported by the author as the symptoms were

those of chronic invagination, the recognition of which

led to the proper treatment and the final cure. It is of

interest to note that 16 of these reported cases of lipo-

mata caused an invagination of the intestine; whether or

not the remaining cases presented symptoms of invagina-

tion one is unable to say. The author has brought out the

following facts: A chronic intussusception may be (a) pri-

mary or (b) secondary to malignant or non-mali.gnant dis-

ease. The clinical course regardless of the cause :s often

suggestive of malignant disease. The diagnosis is rarely

made before operation or death, owing to the unfamiliarity

with the clinical history and findings. The clinical his-

tory in the majority of cases is alone sufficient evidence

for making a diagnosis. The history combined with

typical tumor findings allows a positive diagnosis to be

made. Resection of the bowel offers a cure and should be

attended with a low mnrtalitv.

New York Medical Journal.

October 19. 1912.

1. The Treatment of Cancer on Biological Principles. J. Ewing.
2. Chronic Gonorrhea in the Male. V. C. Pedcrsen.
3. Blonds and Brunettes in the Tropics. C. E. Woodruff.
4. Constipation and .'\ncmia. Beverley Robinson.
5. Diagnosis by Inspection. M. I. Krapp.
6. Gencal Surgical Infection. C. .\. Hill.

7. A Landmark; and Technique for Thyroid Measurement. M. S.
Woodbury.

8. The Eaily Diagnosis of Laryngeal Tuberculosis. W. Laniberson.
9. Rpfracti' n with and without ' vcloplegia. X. T. \\'eil].

10. The Surgical Treatment of Pest Bubo. C. G." Roehr.

I. The Treatment of Cancer on Biological Princi-

ples.—J. Ewing states that in attempting to build up a

rational therapeutics of cancer, it is highly iinportant to

realize that the factors concerned with the incidence,

growth, and constitutional effects of one type of cancer

may be widely different from those concerned with other

forms of the disease. Therefore, it is a common experi-

ence to find that one type of cancer responds to a serum

or vaccine with encouraging results, while another behaves

in exactly the opposite manner. Even in the same stages

of the same variety of cancer, ditferent individuals, as re-

marked by Vidal, seem to react in a different manner to

the same agent. Hence there is need of much more com-

prehensive study of the effects of the disease before an effi-

cient serum therapy can be properly controlled. Further-

more, the widely different etiology of many carcinomas,

and the complex altruistic relations of the different tissues

concerned, foreshadow serious obstacles in the way of a

panimmune serum or a vaccine. If chorioma depends for

its growth upon irregularities in lutein secretion (Pick),

the proper point of attack is not the tumor itself but the

lutein cell. There are interrelations between the sexual

organs which may eventually demand attention in the

attempt to control aberrant growths in these organs. The
regeneration of squamous epithelium is markedly related

to the activity of the thyroid gland, and several organs

and tissues respond notably to variations in the activity

of the hypophysis. Perhaps the study of internal secre-

tions may open new avenues of approach for serum ther-

apy in cancer. Thus, from a general survey of present

conditions, the complexity of the problems seems to bar

the hope that a specific treatment of cancer will shortly

become of practical importance. Meantime, it may not be

amiss to suggest that the combination of several methods,

each ineffective alone, may increase the palliative effects

and even lead in occasional instances to a virtual cure of

inoperable cancer.

4. Constipation and Anemia.—Beverley Robinson

asks, how may cases of anemia and constipation be

cured? First, it is essential for the patient to go to the

closet every day at a fixed time ; usually, soon after

breakfast is best. Again, it is necessary for the patient

to have the diet properly regulated, not to overeat, to

avoid foods that are known to be constipating, for a

while or until immunity is established ; to avoid excess of

sweets and uncooked fruits or vegetables. Proper daily

exercise in the open air, particularly walking, is obliga-

tory. No fashionable observances or unwise advice should

be permitted to interfere with the above regime. Of
drugs, aloin in minute or small doses, given as granules

or tablets, at dinner or at bedtime, is the most useful and

least objectionable. Frequently it may be combined ad-

vantageously with belladonna, strychnine, and ipecac.

When the daily evacuation has been delayed or prevented

from some accidental cause, one or two glycerine supposi-

tories will give a sufficient movement in a few minutes,

and are preferable to other local means. Without strict

attention being paid to the preceding instructions, it is

frequently almost use'ess to insist upon iron or arsenic

in any form, or combined.

8. Early Diagnosis of Lciryngeal Tuberculosis.—
W. Laniberson states that every tuberculous patient should

have a laryngeal examination made when first seen, and

frequently during treatment. Tuberculous involvement of

the larynx is not proportionate to the extent of the disease

in the lungs. Many cases of serious tuberculous laryn-

gitis may be aborted by recognizing the importance of,

and treating a slight or intermittent huskiness of voice

at the proper time. One should not wait for the typical,

pear-shaped swelling or ancinia before making a diag-

nosis of laryngeal tuberculosis. The inajority of cases

start with hyperemia ratler than anemia.

9. Refraction without Cycloplegia.—N. J. Weill

notes that in competent hands under absolute cycloplegia

skiascopy is mathematically more exact for refractive

measurements than is the ophthalmoscope in equally com-
petent hands, assisted with the ophthalmometer to esti-

mate the corneal astigmatism and the trial lenses for the

check subjective test. For practical, satisfactory results,

for the patient, the latter method, without cycloplegia, is

generally applicable, equally trustworthy, and prefer-

able for the reason that the patient is not incapacitated,

inconvenienced, or alarmed.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 19, 1912.

1. Some Causes of Sterility and Impotence in the Male. W. T.
Bellfield.

2. Surpical Treatment of Prolapse of the Uterus and Walls of the
Vagina. W. J. Mayo.

3. The Hyi-iene of Swimming Pools. M. P. Ravenel.
4. The Pclation of Interstate Waters to the Spread of Typhoid.

J. McLaughlm.
5. A Further Response to Some Criticisms of the Colloid-Chemical

Theory of Water .Absorption by Protoplasm. M. H. Fischer.
6. Jhe Purpose and Limitations of Rio-Assay. H. C. Wood.
7. Chloroma: A Clinical Studv of Two Cases. W. L. Bierring.
5. Rrconstruction of Balland-Socket Toints. P. W. Roberts.
9. The Speech Relation of Cleft Palate Operation. G> V. I. Brown.

10. PeUagra; Observations on Some of Its Nervous Manifestations.
D. E. Hoag.

11. .\ Case of Traumatic Psvchosis Associated with an Old De-
pressed Fracture of the Skull. C. E. Atwood and A. S. Tay-
lor.

12. Fracture of the Tuberosity of the Ischium Due to Muscular
Action. J. M. Berry.

13. The Case for Pasteurization. E. O. Jordan.

I. Sterility and Impotence in the Male.—T. Belfield
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points out that the essential value of the testis is shown

by many observations not to be spermatogenesis only, but

the transformation of overgrowth into energy. When
spermatogenesis is prevented the testes invariably present

one striking feature, namely, a pronounced increase in the

number and size of the interstitial cells. There is a close

relationship between the ductless glands and the testes.

In a case of so-called "retrograde puberty." the administra-

tion of adrenal substance relieved the symptoms. The
recognition of the excretory function of the testis throws

light on its frequent invasion by mumps, typhoid fever,

etc., and the infections of the epididymis, which is the

modified kidney of cold-blooded vertebrates, may also fre-

quently occur through the blood.

2. Prolapse of Uterus and Vagina.—W. J. Mayo
classifies prolapse cases into three groups : First, those oc-

curring during the child-bearing period, in which there is

usually supervaginal hypertrophy of the cervix which may
amount to from 4 to 7 inches. The resulting cystocele

and rectocele are seldom extreme. In these cases the

author has found that high amputation of the cervix, not

closer than y, inch to the internal os, in connection with

the external .A.lexander operation on the roimd ligaments,

will cure at least 96 per cent, of these cases, and with the

elongated cervix, the anterior vaginal wall, carrying \\\ih

it the bladder, can be transplanted upward several inches in

the amputation, and occasionally the uterosacral ligaments

bave been shortened at the same time. The author ob-

jects to any general indiscriminate use of the Alexander

operation, but it is valuable in these cases. .'\s to the ef-

fect on future pregnancies, he says that round ligaments

imdergo hypertrophy and involution like the uterus, and he

has not observed any bad influence in these cases. The

second group of prolapse cases occur in middle-aged pa-

tients, and the operation used at Rochester in cases with

marked cystocele and non-atrophic uterus is the Watkins-

Wertheim operation, and this has been done more satis-

factorily since they have used the Frankenthal technique.

In the treatment of prolapse in elderly women they have

found an operation that they have used for eighteen years,

and which they call the "vagino-pelvic fixation operation,"

the most satisfactory. Its principles are simple: the

vaginal wall with its attachments to the cervix lies outside

the body. By removal of the uterus, and usually of the

ovaries and tubes, the round and broad ligaments can be

secured high in the pelvic cavity and that part of the

vaginal wall which was attached to the cervix outside the

body is fixed to the round and broad ligament stumps in-

side the pelvis.

3. Hygiene of Swimming Pools.—N. P. Ravenel
states that it must be admitted that contagious diseases

can be spread by means of artificial swimming-pools, and

that if the water contains the germs of typhoid fever they

can be taken into the body. With ordinary waters and

with a pool of good capacity, the change once a week keeps

the water in fairly good condition. The addition of hypo-

chlorite of lime is a simple and cheap procedure which in-

sures absolute safety.

7. Chloroma.—By W. L. Bierring. (See Medical
Record, Vol. Si, page iiiS.)

8. Reconstruction of Ball and Socket Joints.—P. W.
Roberts reports a case of tuberculous hip-joint disease in

which the half-destroyed head of the femur was bound

down by strong adhesions and was freed and removed,

being sawed off in the middle of the neck. An ivory pin i

inch long and three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,

threaded its whole length, was then screwed into the stump

of the neck, and after the removal of a part of the body of

the astragalus the remaining portion was screwed down
hard on to the cut end of the femur, and, secured in this

way, the parts held firmly. The newly formed head was re-

placed in the acetabulum, the wound was closed and the

leg was put up in a long plaster spica. The subsequent his-

tory was uneventful. .\t the end of ten weeks the graft

was found united with about 30 degrees of voluntary mo-
tien. The author believes that the same method might

be employed in disease of the shoulder-joint, and that one

may look for possibly a great reduction in the length of

time of treatment of tuberculous hip-joint disease by the

use of this method.

The Lancet.

October 12, 1912.

1. Ventral Hernia. \V. H. Battle.
2. A Case of Septic Thrombosis of the Left Sigmoid, Left Cavern-

ous, and Left Inferior Petrosal Sinuses, with a Suggestion for
Treatment in Future Cases. C. A. Ballance.

3. The Prevention and Cure of Beriberi. H. Fraser and A. T.
Stanton.

4. Temporary Partial Heart-block Occurring as a Sequel to Acute
Pneumonia. A. L. Dykes.

5. Spinal Analgesia. Report on 400 Operations at the Military Hos-
pital. Aldershot. T. W, H. Houghton.

6. Ovariotomy about Forty Years .After a Discharge of Fetal Bones
Through the Rectum; Recovery. Death a Year Later at the
.\ge of 78 from Strictures of the Small Intestine and of the
Common Bile-duct, J. D. Malcolm.

7. The Life Cycle of the Organism of Syphilis. J. E. R. McDonagh.

2. Septic Thrombosis of the Sigmoid, Cavernous,

and Petrosal Sinuses.—C. A. Ballance reports a case of

this condition occurring on the left side in a boy aged

12 years. In spite of prompt surgical intervention

death occurred. Thrombosis of the cavernous sinus may
occur from frontal sinus or sphenoidal sinus infection,

from cellulitis of the face, carbimcle of the neck, menin-

gitis, sarcoma of the base of the skull, marasmus, and

traumatism, as well as from extension of septic processes

from the sigmoid sinus or petrous bone. The follow-

ing symptoms may appear: (i) Those due to venous ob-

struction, (a) Proptosis
; (b) edema of eyelids and chemo-

sis of the conjunctiva when the thrombosis extends into the

ophthalmic vein; (c) edema of the face when the facial

vein is thrombosed; (d) enlargement of the frontai veins,

due to diversion of the circulation through the orbito-

facial anastomosis; (e) venous hyperemia of the retina

and choked disc are not symptoins of thrombosis of the

sinus ; such congestion depends upon the obstruction in-

volving the ophthalmic and retinal veins. (2) Symptoms
due to interference with nerves, (a) Supraorbital neu-

ralgia, due to irritation of the first division of the fifth

nerve. This division of the fifth nerve is generally the

first to suffer, (b) More or less paralysis of the muscles

of the eye, which may amount to complete ophthal-

moplegia, due to affection of the third, fourth, and sixth

nerves. The completeness of the ophthalmoplegia indi-

cates a change in the wall of the sinus as well as in its

contents— i.e., phlebitis as well as thrombosis.

3. Prevention and Cure of Beriberi.—H. Fraser and

A. T. Stanton have noted beneficial effects produced in

animals suffering from polyneuritis by the administration

of extracts from rice polishings, and all the evidence has

shown that the production of beriberi in man and of poly-

neuritis in fowls was not to be explained by any gross

nutritive defect in the ordinary sense of the term, but

rather by a deficiency of some substance of whose nature

and action one was ignorant. Believing in the clinical

and pathological identity of beriberi and polyneuritis

gallinarum, it was decided by the authors, in the first

instance, to test the value of the remedial agent on fowls

suffering from polyneuritis. Experiments previously re-

corded have shown that the active substance is soluble

in water and in gi per cent, alcohol. In alcoholic solution

it retains its activity unimpaired for months, and the

first test was carried out with an alcoholic extract. Cases

of polyneuritis were obtained in the ordinary way by feed-

ing fowls on polished rice, and as soon as an animal

showed distinct evidence of the disease it received the

remedial agent ; throughout the treatment the fowls were

fed on the rice the consumption of which had given rise
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to the disease. A cure resulted in most of the cases thus

treated. The administration of the extract was also of

prophylactic value. The remedy has not yet been tried in

human cases of beriberi.

British Medical Journal.

October 12, 1912.

1. Some Cardiac Problems. T. W. Griffith.

2. The Length of Life of the Rat-flea Apart from Its Host.
W. Nicoll.

2. The Rat-Flea Apart from Its Host.—W. Nicoll

concludes from his investigation, that material infected

with fleas and larvae may remain infected for as long as

a year. This appears to he due to the fact that the larval

and pupal stages in the development are greatly prolonged

under the adverse conditions. Dampness, however, rapidly

kills off both fleas and larvae. No direct evidence was

obtained that the fleas bred under these conditions ; but

the appearance of larvae towards the end of some of the

experiments suggests that they did breed to some extent.

Fleas derived from the infected material readily attacked

rats, and proceeded to multiply in the course of a short

time.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

September 30, ar.d October 7. 1912.

Granuloma Telangiectaticum.—Hudda reports a case

of this paradoxic lesion. The patient was a lad of 17. ad-

mitted to the clinic for a small ulcer on the palm of the

hand. This had succeeded upon a traumatism two months

before. A fold of skin had been pinched in a cleft in a

wooden slab. A bluish red ecchymosis persisted for some

days—in fact, it had not all vanished when a month later

a tumor was evident in situ which gradually attained the

size of a walnut, and bled freely when struck or squeezed.

A physician applied a ligature to it, whereupon it fell off,

but soon formed anew. The dressings could not be

changed without the supervention of free hemorrhage. Pa-

tient had not come in contact with animals. When first

inspected by Hudda the growth was dark red, the size of

a large bean, and painless. The neighborhood was not

infiltrated. A pedicle was hidden by the fungus-like char-

acter of the mass, which appeared on superficial inspection

to be sessile. The entire surface was somewhat raw and

covered by a deposit which was in part blackish and in

part yellowish, the former hue due to dried blood and

the latter to the natural discharge, which was of a pene-

trating fetid odor. The growth was radically extirpated,

and the microscopic examination showed a connective tis-

sue cell structure supporting numerous strongly dilated

capillaries. There were but few of the conglomerations of

cocci, once believed to be the active cause, but the Schridde

formations were readily brought out by staining. Our
knowledge has not been advanced by the report beyond

the fact that cumulation of evidence continues to show
conclusively that botryomyces are not responsible for these

lesions.

Relationship Between the Nose and the Generative

Organs.—Koblanck and Roeder have sought to extend

our knowledge of this autogenetic relationship by experi-

ments on immature female animals. If the nasal organ

should be wholly or in part removed there should in theory

be some influence exerted on the developing genitals. In

the earliest experiments the intervention proved to be too

severe, disturbing the course of the experiment. In dogs

the inferior turbinal was removed. Those animals

which did not react too strongly to the operation were

followed up past the period of sexual development, then

killed, and other genitals studied. It was found that loss

of the turbinals had exerted no influence of any serious

nature on the general development, but there was a re-

markable arrest of development in the ovaries, uterus, and

vagina, especially in the horns of the uterus. Sexual

desire was also extinguished. The more probable explana-

tion of this phenomenon is an original connection between

the nasal organ and the hypophysis, as a result of which

injury to the former reacts upon the latter inhibiting its

normal influence on sexual development.

Atropine Poisoning.—Wolter, in reporting two cases

of atropine poisoning, one fatal, quotes figures to show
that a certain number of cases regularly occurs, illustrating

the dependence of the incidence on fixed conditions, as is

the case with many other poisons. The mortality is about

II per cent. In the fatal case, aside from the ordinary

symptoms of atropinism so commonly seen the patient had

convulsions and trismus and was unconscious. The cat's

eye was fully used as a biological test of the urine, vomited

matter and the poisoned cordial .which the patient had

drunk. The temperature was high, pulse very rapid. The
treatment was mostly directed to efforts at elimination.

Morphine was used for the various motor symptoms which

developed. Attempts were made to nourish with the

sound, which made it necessary to overcome the trismus.

Death which was evident from the first was preceded by

cyanosis. In the second—recovered—case, the picture was
similar but less severe. The various motor phenomena
were controlled by chloroform inhalation. A good vitality

enabled the patient to throw off the intoxication. The
treatment was eliminative chiefly. The chloroform was
used primarily because of the exisiting delirium.

Hemoglobinuria.—Miller writes exhaustively on this

condition from the causal viewpoint. It can originate

from the respiratory, digestive or cutaneous areas, from

the uterus, from wound surfaces and from the blood itself.

It may be due to burns, cold, overexertion, poisons, hem-
orrhage, pregnancy, and infections. The elimination of

hemoglobin is effected by the convoluted tubes, not by the

glomeruli. The lesions which appear in the kidneys are

purely degenerative, not inflammatory. The jaundice

which accompanies hemoglobinuria is an absorption-

icterus. There is no hematogenous icterus.

Significance of Hemolytic and Anhemolytic Strepto-

cocci for the Pathology of the Tonsils.—Henke and
Reiter state that the tonsils of perfectly healthy subjects

may harbor both of these forms. They show the untena-

bility of the view that anhemolytic cocci are not path-

ogenic. Both sorts occur alike in mild and fatal anginas.

The authors seek to refute the view that anhemolytic and
saprophytic cocci become hemolytic and pathogenic when
raw surfaces are produced. Quinsy socalled is chiefly a

streptococcus disease, and there is no difference whatever

in its type as based upon the quality of the streptococci.

Postvariolous Osteomyelitis.—Batzdorff states that

this lesion was first described by Chiari in 1892. Since

that period remarkably few cases have been reported.

It is therefore the more singular that two cases have been

recorded within a few years at Breslau. The first was a

symmetrical osteomyelitis of the acromion. The second

was limited to one humerus, and developed very early in

the course of the smallpox, in fact, rather as a compli-

cation than a sequela. The radiogram showed the pres-

ence of a large sequestrum by the seventh week of the

infection. Of interest was the fact that seven years

earlier the patient had had typhoid. While no Eberth's

bacilli were found in the pus it is possible that the variola

activated a latent typhoid osteomyelitis.

Arthritis Statica.—Strauss states that before the

Rontgen era but little was known of non-inflammatory

deforming affections of the joints. They were variously

attributed to injury, senile or arteriosclerotic changes,

trophic and metabolic anomalies, etc. Much credit is due

to Preiser for light thrown upon this obscure subject.

He has described some 2,000 cases of socalled static arth-

ritis and elaborated a successful management for the
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same. These cases are commonly mistaken for rheuma-

tism, gout or sciatica. The term "static" signifies that the

joint is imperfectly weighted, or, as might be said, its

bearings are not right. This results from several differ-

ent factors—improper balancing of the body, anomalous

muscular pull, etc. Whatever the mechanism, a train of

secondary phenomena is set up. The joints form an

element of lessened resistance. They are readily injured,

and also readily attacked in infectious processes like

tuberculosis and gonorrhea. Preiser apparently ignores

a dystropliic element due to anomalies of internal secre-

tion. His management is purely orthopedic.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 3 and 10, 1912.

Treatment of Circulatory Failure Especially in Acute

Infectious Diseases.—Hoffmann states that this very

aspect of therapeutics well indicates the progress medical

science has undergone in recent years through improve-

ments in diagnosis and experimental pharmacology. Once

purely empirical the management of this condition has

now developed into a true functional therapy. We have

complete insight into the special action of individual rem-

edies, and can sharply determine the indications. The
introduction into therapeutics of hormones has brought

about a notable transformation. We c.xert a favorable

influence upon the circulation with adrenalin in infections.

even if we cannot prove that the latter diminish the

natural production of the substance. The therapeutic use

of substances native to the body is surely a step in the

evolution of a rational therapy. The symptoms of an acute

failure of the circulation differ notably in respect to the

particular source—whether the heart or blood vessels. The

former is naturally expressed by dyspnea—cardiac asthma

—followed by cyanosis and edema of the lungs. These

attacks as a rule supervene after unusual e.xertion or the

taking of a hearty meal. In most cases the patients sur-

vive the first attack. If the failure is vascular, we see a

different train of symptoms—tachycardia, pallor, cold

sweats, delirium, and unconsciousness. Ordinary swoon, on

the other hand, represents a failure of the vagus nerve,

especially its splanchnic branches, which recovers under

posture only. In primary cardiac failure as described

above we make free use of mustard paste and hot hand

and foot baths or cut out the circulation temporarily from

one of the lower extremities, this act replacing the ancient

venesection which, however, is coming more and more into

use. The aim of treatment is necessarily to unburden

the weak heart. Various cardiac roborants are thrown

directly into a vein, notably of late years digalcn and

strophanthin. When, on the other hand, the failure is peri-

pheral caffein is rationally indicated, and especially in

recent years adrenalin and pituitrin.

Potentia Generandi in Double Tuberculous Epididy-

mitis.—Bull sums up a case as follows: Tlic patient de-

spite this affection is the father of three children. All

the evidence upholds the genuineness of the paternity. At

the same time there are some circumstances which serve

to obscure the status of the case. The spermatozoids are

motionless. The semen has no characteristic odor and

Florence's reaction is negative, indicating a relative ab-

sence of prostatic secretion. The patient has also tubercu-

losis of this organ. This defect of prostatic fluid is be-

lieved in many quarters to anagonize procreation. The
patient's vvife shows no evidence of infection and the

children react negatively to the von Pirquet test.

Renal Diabetes of Pregnancy.—Novak and two oth-

ers consider the frequency of glycosuria and carbohydrate

intolerance in pregnancy. The condition is not in any

way dependent on the diet, and herein it is sharply dif-

ferentiated from true diabetes. The question of carbohy-

drate tolerance is also one apart from renal glj'cosuria,

which at first sight impresses us as a leakage phenomenon

due to transitory permeabihty of the excretory mechan-

ism. This socalled renal diabetes is said to be rare outside

of pregnancy. The question now suggests itself, "has this

condition any definite relationship with the autoto.xic state

of pregnancy?" There is no increase, but often a decrease

in the sugar of the gravid blood, and, as already stated, the

glycosuria is not aggravated by a carbohydrate diet. But

certain gravidae who do not present renal diabetes show
a remarkable carbohydrate intolerance, as shown by the

occurrence of induced alimentary glycosuria. The two

facts taken side by side appear to show that either the

kidneys or liver—the organs most vulnerable in gravidity

toxicosis—may exhibit functional inefiiciency as shown in

anomalies of carbohydrate metabolism.

Chemotherapy of Sepsis.—Rosenstein refers to the

use of a synthetic containing both arsenic and silver which

was introduced by Blumenthal into the therapy of puer-

peral sepsis. He has tested its action in sepsis of various

kinds and notes a quasi specific effect due perhaps to the

cooperation of several factors. The disease process was

checked, and a gradual improvement set in, in a

certain number of cases. In other instances a marked

local reaction occurred. Aii aseptic abscess may form

at the site of the injection puncture. Another termina-

tion was the localization of a general process and the

healing of tlie local lesion. The author believes that the

drug is bactericidal, and also strongly promotes leuco-

cytosis. Botli the silver and the arsenic are believed to

act by chemotherapy, i. e. bacteriotropic. The author has

not yet ventured the intravenous method.

Sterilization by Means of Vasectomy.—Kappis covers

this subject in one of the first papers published in Berlin,

for, as is well known, this intervention is American, and

with the exception of Switzerland, practically unknown

on the Continent as a social measure. The author first

takes up the work of Sharp of Indiana, who first began

to vasectomize prisoners in 1899. Having learned of his

results through a personal witness he decided to vasec-

tomize a young man on the simple indication of excessive

onanism which had had severe consequences, both physical

and psychical. There seems to have been no direct so-

ciologic element in the intervention. The patient was

even anxious to be castrated. The author did the vasec-

tomy without much expectation of a satisfactory result,

but was agreeably disappointed. The habit Vv-as suddenly

discontinued, then resumed for a brief period, but only to a

slight extent, after which he has been permanently cured

(eight months to date) and has recovered his health. But

the author evidently regards the rationale of the cure as

largely suggestive.

Rontgen Study of the Larynx and Trachea.—Rethi

writes briefly on this topic, lie has for a long time sought

to get belter negatives, using all the different angles for

posing, and found the antero-dorsal very well adapted for

the purpose, because it cuts out the vertebral column and

also brings out the structures below the laryn.x. How-
ever, it is by no means easy to interpret the radiograms

offhand, and the author reproduces from Sobotta's Anat-

omy a median lateral section of the larynx and trachea

to serve as a key. The plates themselves are so sensitive

that according to the author even an object like a fishbone

in the larynx would be readily visible.

Opinion of Sanity or Insanity from Appearance for
Experts Alone.—Tn a murder case a question was
asked of a non-e.xpcrt witness. "When you observed him
(the defendant) was his appearance that of a sane or
insane man?" This question was held properly excluded.
The apparent condition of the mental system as to sanity

or insanity is not a matter of fact merely, and involves
essentially the inference and opinion of the witness. It

is a matter for experts and not for ordinary witnesses.

—

Odom V. State. Alabama Supreme Court, 56 So., 913.
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Eisease in Relation to Accident.—Douglas
Knocker says that he has long been impressed with

the need for careful study, observation, and record

of the above subject. He has likewise been much
surprised at the divergence of views upon it, at the

lack of authoritative opinion, and at the tendency

of medical men to depend upon old observations

rather than to study the subject anew. Knocker's

paper deals primarily with disease and secondarily

with the causative accident ; it does not deal with

accidental injury, or injury caused by accident apart

from disease. The subject may be treated under

four separate headings : ( i ) The disease is an acci-

dent. (2) The disease appears subsequently to the

accident and in consequence thereof. (3) The dis-

ease existed before the accident, which causes it to

get worse. (4) The disease accentuates the effect

of accident.

1. Under the first heading are included processes

of the same nature as that indicated by die initial

accident, as, for example, infection with anthrax.

Many insurance policies exclude liability for such

condition, as they frequently contain a clause read-

ing: "Injury due solely to external, violent, acci-

dental, and visible means." On the other hand, such

accidents come under the usual provisions of Work-
men's Compensation Laws. Physicians must re-

member, too, that what to them is not an "accident"

but a foreseen occurrence may in law still be deter-

mined as an accident. Thus a man suffering from
arteriosclerosis and a detachment of one retina was
told by a competent ophthalmologist that he would
surely have a similar occurrence in the other eye if

he umlerwent any sudden strain, lifted heavy

weights, etc. The man did precisely what he was
warned against, and the expected happened. In

law, however, he obtained the usual indemnity

from the insurance company which insured him
against "accidents."

2. Diseases which are consequences of the acci-

dent may be subdivided into three sub-groups: (o)

infection through the seat of injury by accident

;

(b) nervous diseases resulting from accident; (c)

diseases resulting from the treatment itself.

The first sub-group includes accidents with

subsequent infection, and includes septicemia, py-

emia, erysipelas, tetanus, e;c. In law, infection in

a wound is prima facie part of the wounding. Only
rarely it may be proved that the infection is a sub-

sequent occurrence, not due to the acciden: at all.

Nervous diseases have been the usual claims of

workmen for compensation when no physical dis-

ability could be brought in reference, to an alleged

accident. Numerous cases of malingering have

been, of course, brought up before the courts, but

since medical referees have been sitting with the

judges, such diseases as "neurasthenia" due to acci-

dent have become much rarer. Under the sub-

group "cure causes disease" must be considered

such deformities as scars due to burns, con-

tractures, paralysis following injury to nerves

in a fracture, flat-foot following injury to bones

of the foot, etc. Knocker quotes numerous legal

cases illustrative of the conditions named above.

Thus, an insurance company was held liable for a

death from pneumonia following a fall into a

damp spot in the hunting field. Such conditions as

typhoid fever, "ptomaine poisoning," etc., have

been used successfully as claims for flamage? against

dairies, hotels, etc. A signalman obtained a ver-

dict on the basis of a nervous condition resulting

from fear of having an accident occur, which, how-
ever, he successfully prevented. A woman recov-

ered damages from a man whose "practical joke"

consisted in telling this woman that her husband

met with a bad accident, this lie making her very

ill. "Disease following processes of. cure'' has led

to many interesting legal questions'. Thus a small

exostosis appeared on a workman's hand following

an injury, and he was awarded annual indemnity

for it, though an operation would probably have re-

moved this "consequence of cure." His physician,

however, stated that there is a definite risk of sepsis

in every operation, and the court sustained his

views.

3. Under "diseases existing before accident but

aggravated by u" are included numerous conditions

that have frequently led to fraudulent claims.

Hernia and pain in the back are the worst offenders

in this respect. Hernia may be very rarely due to a

sudden strain, but the legal claims make it appear

that this is the most frequent etiology of the condi-

tion. Tumors have been claimed to arise after some
accidental injury, but the courts have usually ruled

otherwise. An a;tack of gout in a thumb follow-

ing an accident to the thumb was, however, held to

be an accident, though the workman did not deny

that he was suffering from constitutional gout.

Cases of locomotor ataxia and of aneurysm have

been held to be accelerated by accident and suitable

indemnity awarded.

4. Frequently a pre-existing disease aggravates

the consequences of an accident. Occasionally

the granting of an indemnity in such cases appears

quite unfair to a lay mind. Thus indemnity has

been granted because an aneurysm that was on the

verge of rupture finally ruptured after an accident;

because a rheumatically weak joint has been dis-

located by strain of work; because an unsupported

rupture was aggravated by strain. Insurance com-
panies protect themselves bv clauses excluding pre-

existing diseases and the effects of injury upon them.

In an action based on negligence the weak health of

the plaintiff, even if he had reached the last few
hours of his life when injured or killed, is no de-

fense to the defendant, though a reasonable jury

might reduce the damages accordingly. The Eng-
lish Workn^en's Compensation Act likewise leaves

little defense to the employers in this connection

;

thus, rupture of an advanced aneurysm because of

strain in turning a spanner was held to be an acci-

dent. Injuries following an epileptic fit. e.g. fall

into a ship's hold, have been held accidents under

this act.

Suggestions and Ideas.—Knocker reiterates the

need of research in the question of accident in rela-

tion to disease. The data of such research may go
far to oppose the questionable value of "expert"

testimony from doctors under the guide of the law-

yers employing them or the strain of cross examina-
tion. Thus the relationship of injury to the develop-

ment of tumors needs careful investigation. Com-
plete examinations of men claiming to suffer from
the consequences of accident must be performed.

The urine shotdd always be examined, for headache
may be due to nephritis and not to a head injury,

for example. A written account of evers'thing ob-

served should be made on the spot and the original

paper should never be destroyed, for the originals

can be used in court. Diagnoses, comments, etc..

should be written out separately, so as to be ex-

cluded at trial if necessary. "A medical witness is

a bombshell that may blow up on either side, and
in consequence should never be used except in case
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of necessity." The witness that weighs most with

the court is the hospital surgeon who attended the

injured man, and the side that gets him will usu-

ally win. It is useless to argue that medical wit-

nesses are impartial. They may go into the witness

box intending to be fair, but a cross-e.xainination

casting doubt upon their integrity or professional

skill drives them often into defence, if not de-

fiance. A medical referee, sitting with the judge,

renders great assistance, for he helps out the judge

in medical matters and also curbs the imaginative

medical witness. Knocker thinks that fraudulent

cases have diminished very considerably since medi-

cal referees have been mtroducerl in England.

—

Meeting of the Life Assurance Medical Officers'

Association.

Relation of the Medical Examiner to the Con-
tract.—The relation of the medical examiner for a

life insurance company to the contract, is', accord-

ing to Mr. Guilford A. Deitch, General Counsel,

Reserve Loan Life, Indianapolis, a most important

one, for upon the manner in which he performs his

duties depends in a very large measure the success

or failure of the company. The relationship exist-

ing between a life insurance company, in law as in

fact, is' that of principal and agent. In the perform-

ance of the duties entrusted to him, the medical ex-

aminer stands in the place of the company, and his

acts within the scope of the powers vested in him

are the acts of the company itself, and his knowl-

edge from discovery while acting for the company
is likewise the knowledge of the company. By no
contractual stipulation can the company make its

medical examiner the representative of the appli-

cant. Having derived his authority to act from the

company, being obliged to act in conformity to its

instructions, looking to it for compensation, and

acting for it in a professional capacity to gain facts

for its use, the law constitutes the medical examiner
agent of the company irrespective of any stipulation

to the contrary in the application.

In a few of the States, among which are Indiana.

Maryland, Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, the

companies are shielded against fraudulent conduct

on the part of the examining physician in preparing

the application. In each of these States the making
of fraudulent statements in an application for life

insurance is made a misdemeanor, punishable by
fine or imprisonment.
The ideal medical examiner, in addition to pro-

ficiency in professional skill, must be possessed of

a goodly knowledge of human nature, must be en-

dowed with ability to use such tact as will enable

him to elicit from the applicant all information that

would in any way bear upon the assumption of the

risk, and must above all be possessed of a sense of

moral dutv to the company that cannot be changed
by any prospect of personal profit.

In making the examination, the examiner's duty

is to obtain the facts relating to the physical condi-

tion, family history, environment, habits, and morals

of the applicant, that the medical director when the

report is received, mav have a full history of every

phase of the applicant's life that would in any way
afTect his insurability. To obtain these facts and to

fulfill the purpose of his appointment, the examiner
should not limit his inquiries to those set out in the

examination blank furnished him, but should take

the questions there given as suggestive of the facts

sought and should augment the examination by pur-

suing these questions in detail in order that the re-

port to the company may bring before it a picture of

the risk as full and complete as the nature of the

case will admit. The trained examiner looks not

alone to the responses made by the applicant as a

basis for making report of his examination. From
the moment his eyes fall upon the applicant he is

reading in the latter's speech, facial expression, gen-
eral appearance and surroundings, tacts that put

him on inquiry as to the existence or nonexistence

of conditions that would render the risk undesirable.

As between the medical examiner and the medical
director, it is the duty of the former to report facts

affecting the longevity of the applicant rather than

opinions as to his insurability. In the doing of this,

he should ever have the safety of the company in

mind, and he should always give it the benefit of

any doubt as to the effect of existing conditions, no
matter how insignificant, which might in his' opinion

tend to lessen the applicant's life expectancy. The
e.xaminer should not conclude that the rejection of.

a risk which he has recommended as first-class, in

any way reflects upon his ability or indicates a dis-

belief in his honesty. He must consider that the

company has other sources of information which
may show the existence of facts warranting a re-

jection, notwithstanding that the examination on its

face sliowed tiie applicant to be an acceptable risk.

Furthermore the examiner should not plant his

belief based on knowledge of the individual case,

that a certain defect in the health record of an appli-

cant does not tend to shorten his expectancy against

the experience of the medical director. The con-

clusion of the examiner in such a case is but a belief,

while the director can prove by tables of experience

that a class of risks similarly affected will show an
actual loss exceeding the expected loss on approved
risks'. Statistics show that a greater number of the

rejections by the home off:ce of the company have
previously been recommended by local examiners as

acceptable risks. Although the examiner owes a

first duty to his company to make the examination
so careful and complete as to bring before the

director all facts that would in any particular bear

upon the applicant's insurability, he also owes a
duty to both applicant and soliciting agent to make
a full and conscientious report of the result of his

examination so as to give to the applicant the benefit

of all conditions favorable to him and that all miti-

gating circumstances may be known to the director.

Second Mid-Year Meeting of the Medical Section

of the American Life Conz'ention.

Construction of Life Tables for the Popula-
tion of the United States.—At the recent Con-
gress on Hygiene and Demography, Mr. Miles M.
Dawson, in a paper with this title, said there are

no valuable mortality tables based on data obtained

in the United States. It was not until the census

of 1900 that anything at all worth while was done
in the matter of deriving a population mortality

table. That census had the advantage that several

of the States and many cities in other States had
adopted effective means of registration of deaths

and that returns from the death registrations had
been made directly to Washington. Consequently

at ages other than infantile it was possible to com-
pute the death rates in a proper manner for these

registration periods and accordingly this was done.

At the present time, as a direct result of the estab-

lishment of a permanent Bureau of the Census, the

number of States and cities in which there is uni-

form and effective registration of deaths is afreatly

increased until now more than half the population is

covered bv such States and cities.
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A System of Treatment. By Many Writers. Edited Dy
Arthur Latham, • M.A., M.D. (Oxon.), F.R.C.P.
(Lond.), Physician and Lecturer on Medicine, St.

George's Hospital; and T. Crisp English, M.B., B.S.
(Lend.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Senior Assistant Surgeon
and Lecturer on Practical Surgery, St. George's Hos-
pital. Volume L General .Medicine and Surgery;
Volume H, General Medicine and Surgery; Volume HI,
Special Subjects; Volume IV, Obstetrics and Gynecol-
ogy. Price $24 net for four volumes. New York : The
Macmillan Company, 1912.

The four volumes comprising tliis system consist, exclu-
sive of the index, of a total of 4,764 pages. Each volume
contains 133 pages of tlie complete index to the entire set.

The work covers the entire ground of medicine, surgery,
gynecology, and obstetrics, and is fairly complete. The
large number of writers who have contributed to its pages
consist of many of the best known clinicians of England,
men whose eminence impresses the stamp of authority
upon this product of their joint authorship. The editors
have admirably acquitted the task of coordinating the
enormous amount of material that enters into this work.
To the American practitioners this system of treatment
is valuable chiefly as a means of gleaning the modern
methods of treatment as practised by their British col-

leagues.

Volume I includes the general subjects such as the
principles of treatment, surgical technique, etc. ; the in-

fecti\e diseases; the constitutional diseases; intoxications;
general injuries; the diseases of bones and joints, of the
head, spine, chest, lungs, and bronchi, and of the
mediastinum, pericardium, heart, arteries, veins, and
lymphatic glands and vessels. It will suffice to men-
tion only a few of the names composing the authorship
of this volume in order to indicate its strictly representa-
tive character. These names are Dr. Mitchell Bruce,
Dr. Eustace Smith, Mr. Lockhart Mummery, Mr. Maynard
Smith, Dr. T, J. Horder. Dr. Hale White. Mr. Ernest
Lane, Lieut.-Col. Reid Roberts. Sir Thomas Oliver. Dr. E.
L Spripgs, Sir Havelock Charles. Dr. Purves Stewart,
Mr. Arbuthnot-Lane. Mr. H. S. Pendleburg, Dr. Hector
Mackenzie, Dr. Cyril Ogle, Dr. J. Mackenzie, Sir William
H. Bennett, and Mr. .Arthur Connell. It is difficult to

pick out any one article for commendation, so well do
they all seem to cover the ground of their individual
themes. Mr. .A.rbuthnot-Lane presents a complete account
of the operative treatment of fractures. In the ample pro-
vision of sixty pages James Mackenzie discusses in his

clear style the treatment of diseases of the heart. Dr.
Sprigs's article on diabetes is particularly valuable for
its details in the management of the individual case. In
the chapters on the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis
one notes the ample description of the methods of sana-
torium treatment. A special chapter is devoted to the
subject of the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis by
means of the induction of an artificial pneumothorax.

In the second volume Dr. Herbert French contributes
the articles on pernicious anemia, on the other forms of
anemia, and on hemophilia and aplastic anemia. Professor
George R. Murray writes on leucemia and on purpura.
In the treatment of the latter disease no mention is made
of the recent use of human blood ferum. Dr. James Tor-
rens writes on pseudoleuccmia. The article on Addison's
disease is written by Dr. Otto Griinbaum. Dr. Leonard
Williams contributes the articles on the administration of
thvroid extract, congestion and inflammation of the thyroid
glard. infantilism, myxedema and cretinism, nocturnal
enuresis, and thyroid inadequacy. The articles on the
surp-ical treatment of inflammatory aff'ections of the thy-

roid gland and of exophthalmic goiter, and the article on
goiter are written by \Ir. T. P. Legs, while Dr. W. Hale
White contributes the article on exophthalmic goiter. Mr.
Arthur Connell writes on injuries of the spleen and the
surgical treatment of diseases of the spleen, and Professor
Geors-e R. Murray writes on splenomegaly and chronic
polycythemia with cyanosis and enlarged spleen. The arti-

cles on afl'ections of the lips are written by Mr. James
Berrv and thn;e on diseases of the jaws by Mr. E. W.
Hey Groves. Stomatitis and other affections of the mouth
are discussed by Dr. .Arthur I. Hall, and the diseases and
affections of the ton.gue by Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson. Mr.
James Berry writes on cleft palate and Mr. C. H. S.

Frarkau on other affections of the palate. Mr. T. P.

Le?er contributes the articles on diseases of the salivary

glands, of the neck, and of the esophagus. The principles

of dietetics and infant feeding are discussed by Dr. E. S.

Spriggs. Dr. Eustace Smith writes on food fever. Mr.

Edred M. Corner on abdominal injuries, Mr. T. Crisp Eng-
lish on the preparation of patients for audommal opera-
tions and the treatment of patients alter aodominal opera-
tions, and Mr. E. W. Hey Groves writes on affections

of the umbilicus. Mr. A. W. Mayo-Robson and Dr. W.
Soltau Fenwick discuss respectively the surgical and med-
ical treatment of the diseases and affections of the stomach
and duodenum in an important array ot articles. Among
these articles may be mentioned those on atrophy of the
stomach, hour-glass stomach, perigastritis, parasites and
concretions of the stomach, seasickness, and volvulus of
the stomach. The article on hypertrophic stenosis of the
stomach is written by Dr. Edmund Cautley. Among the
writers on the diseases and affections of the intestines

may be mentioned .Mr. T. Crisp English, Dr. James Tor-
rens. Dr. G. A. Sutherland, Ur. Arthur F. Hertz, Dr.
Robert Saundby, Mr. Ernest W. Hey Groves, Mr. G. R.
Turner, Mr. C. T. Dent and Mr. Harold Stiles. The
articles on diseases and affections of the colon, and on
the operative treatment of chronic constipation are con-
tributed by Mr. P. Lockhart Mummery, with the exception
of the article on colitis, which is written by Dr. W. Hale
White. To Sir Frederick Wallis have been assigned the
articles on the diseases and affections of the rectum and
anus. Dr. H. D. Rolleston writes on ascites and on vari-

ous diseases of the liver; Mr. Edred M. Corner on acute
peritonitis and subphrenic abscess ; Dr. Arthur Latham
on tuberculous peritonitis; and Mr. James Cantlie on
abscess of the liver. Mr. T. Crisp English contributes the
article on hydatid cysts of the liver and Dr. G. C. Law
that on tropical liver. Mr. H. D. Rolleston discusses
the medical aspects of cholelithiasis and Mr. A. W. Mayo-
Robson discusses the surgery of the gall-bladder and of
the pancreas. Dr. A. E. Garrod writes on urinary disor-

ders and Dr. Arthur Latham on bacilluria. Mr. J. W.
Thomson Walker discusses the surgical diseases of the

kidney and ureter and Dr. W. P. Hennigham writes on
the medical diseases of the kidney. To Mr. Sidney G.
MacDonald have been assigned the articles on the diseases

of the bladder; to Mr. Ivor Black those on the penis,

urethra, and testicles, and to Mr. C. H. S. Frankau the
article on chronic urethritis. Mr. John Pardoe contributes
the articles on the diseases of the prostate and Mr. T.

Crisp English those on diseases of the breast. Among the
large number of authors who contribute articles on the

diseases of the nervous system may be mentioned the fol-

lowing: Dr. T. Grainger Stewart, Dr. Alfred M. Gossage,
Dr. William Aldren Turner, Mr. C. H. S. Frankau, Dr. H.
Campbell Thomson, Dr. Maurice Craig, Dr. E. D. Mac-
namara. Dr. Purves Stewart. Dr. James Collier, Dr. James
Taylor, Dr. Wilfred Harris, Dr. S. A. Kinnier Wilson, Dr.
Judson S. Bury, Mr. James Shcrren, Dr. E. Farquhar Buz-
zard, Dr. Gordon Holmes. Dr. J. S. Risien Russell, Mr.
Robert Jones. Mr. D. McCrae Aitken, Mr. Donald Armour,
and Dr. Herbert French.
The third volume deals with special subjects. It opens

with articles on such subjects as anesthetics, ionic medica-
tion, massage, mechanical vibration, etc.. and a full descrip-
tion of vaccine therapy. Among the contributors to
this section may be mentioned Dr. J. Blumfeld, Mr.
Herbert F. Waterhouse, Dr. R. Fortescue Fox, Dr. A. C.
Inman, Dr. Harold Spitta and Dr. Gustav Hamel. Profes-
sor W. J. Simpson writes on tropical diseases. Dr. C. W.
Daniels on tropical fevers, and other articles on tropical

diseases are contributed by Dr. G. C. Low. Dr. W. Car-
negie Brown, and Dr. J. M. H. Macleod. Among the
contributors of articles on diseases of the eyes may be
mentioned Mr. Ernest Qarke, Mr. R. W. Doyne, Mr.
Harold B. Grunsdale, Mr. Arthur Lawson, and Mr. E. E.
Maddox. .-^mong the writers on the diseases of the nose
we note the name of Dr. Chevalier Jackson. Mr. William
Milligan contributes a number of articles on diseases of
the ear. The diseases of the skin are exhaustivelv cov-
ered by Dr. J. M. H. Macleod, Dr. F. Gardiner, and Dr.
Wilfred S. Fox. The subject of dental surgery is pre-
sented bv Mr. Norman G. Bennett.
The fourth and concluding volume of this work is de-

voted to the subjects of obstetrics and gynecology. The
opening article on the general management of pregnancy
is from the pen of Dr. J. W. Ballantyne. The complica-
tions and abnormalities of pregnancv are discussed bv
Dr. A. Lionel Smith. Dr. W. R. baking Dr. C. E. Purslow.
Dr. Herbert French. Dr. Thos. G. Stevens, and Mr. John
Bland-Sutton. Dr. E. Hastings Tweedy deals with the
management of normal labor and the management of labor
in special presentations, .\mong the writers contributing
articles on the complications of labor may be mentioned
Dr. Cuthbert Lockyer, Dr. C. F. Darwall Smith and Dr.
C. E. Purslow. Dr. J. R. Freeland writes on the manage-
ment of the newborn child. The obstetric operations are
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discussed by Dr. Comyns Berkeley, Dr. Llewelyn Powell,

Professor J. .M. JMunro Kerr, and Dr. C. Hubert Robert.

In the chapters on gynecology the following contributors

appear: ]\lr. Victor Bonney, Dr. J. W. Ballantyne, Profes-

sor J. B. Hellier. Dr. W. E. Fothergill, Dr. Septimus Sun-

derland. Dr. H. Russell Andrews, Mr. John Bland-Sutton,

Professor Walter Carless Swayne, Dr. R. H. Gibbons, Dr.

W. Blair Bell, and Dr. G. Bellingham Smith.

In concluding this review it can be stated without

reserve that this work represents a valuable contribution

to modern medical literature in gathering together the

latest methods of treatment. With its exceptionally com-

plete index it cannot fail to be of service to the busy prac-

titioner as a work of reference.

A Text-Book of Human Physiology, Including a Section

on Physiology Apparatus. By Albert P. Brubaicer, A. M.,

M.D., Professor of Physiology and Medical Jurispru-

dence in the Jefferson Medical College; formerly Pro-

fessor of Physiology in the Pennsylvania College of

Dental Surgery; Lecturer on Physiology and Hygiene

in the Drexel Institute of Art, Science, and Industry.

Fourth edition. Revised and enlarged. Price $3-00-

Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1912.

One of the most important functions of any text-book is

so to guide the mind of the student that he will be induced

to think for himself and to reason out his own con-

clusions. The mere collection of a mass of facts, no
matter how great their intrinsic value, will never result in

the production of an able physician. It is in the per-

formance of this function that this particular text-book is

at fault. There is too little discussion of the reasons for

the acceptance or rejection of theories, not a single refer-

ence is given in the entire volume, and there is almost

complete absence of that stimulus to independent thought

which should characterize the ideal text-book.

This fourth edition has been rather extensively revised

and brought up to date. The illustrations, especially the

tracings, are excellent. The omission of detailed descrip-

tion of apparatus from the text is very commendable. The
book is well made but the text is seriously marred by

numerous tj'pographical errors.

A Manual of Clinical Chemistry, Microscopy, ^and

Bacteriology. By Dr. M. Klopstock and Dr. A. Kow-
ARSKY of Berlin. In their "Institut fur Medizinische
Diagnostik," in Berlin. Only authorized translation from
the last German edition, thoroughly revised and en-

larged. Illustrated with forty-three textual figures and
sixteen colored plates. Price $,300. New York : Reb-
man Company.

This work contains chapters on the examination of

secretions of the mouth and pharynx, nasal secretions,

conjunctival secretion, sputum, gastric contents, feces,

urine, prostatic secretion, blood, on diseases of the skin, and
a final chapter on various methods of staining, etc. It will

be seen that with regard to its contents this book is simi-

lar in scope to numbers of other works. Unfortunately,

however, the present volume is handicapped by being a

translation, and the translator's acquaintance with the

English language is not always equal to his knowledge of

German. Among the words and expressions which have

a foreign look we have noted the following: Kongo-paper,
renin and reninogen, kryoskop, Gutceit's detection of ar-

senic. Essbach's reagent, brenzkatechin, natrium, thiosul-

phate, natrii fluorat. peptone sice, sykosis, ovarial cysts,

the tip of a knife of aloin, and many others. On page 147

we find sodium chloride and sodium chlorid within a few
lines of each other ; the solutions at the bottom of page

185 have a curious appearance; on page 204. kalium iodid

and kalium iodide both appear, and on the same page
KOI is erroneously given as the formula of "kalium iodid."

Naturally, many of the methods described are those in

use in Germany rather than in this country.

The Prevention and Treatment of Disease in the
Tropics. A handbook for officials and travelers compiled
chieflv for the use of officials in the Sudan. Bv Edward
S. Crispin. M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.. Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. Fellow of the Society of Tropical

Medicine and Hygiene. Assistant Director of the Sudan
Medical Department. London : Qiarles Griffin & Com-
pany. Limited; Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1912.

This little book, scarcely more than a mere pamphlet, has
been compiled for the benefit of those traveling in oui-

of-the-way parts of the world. It gives useful information
both in the way of avoiding diseases and also in the line

of such treatment as an unprofessional person may be able

to afford. The author has done his work very well indeed,

and we can strongly recommend the book to travelers in

the tropics; it will take up but little room, and it may prove
of great value.

Dental .Anesthetics. A Text-book for Students and
Practitioners. With a Contribution on Analgesia. By
John Bolam, L.D.S. (Edin.), Honorary Assistant Den-
tal Surgeon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Dental Hospital;

Lecturer on Dental Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Dental School. By Wilfred E.

Alderson. M.D. (Durham). M.S., B.Hy., D.P.H., Honor-
ary Physician, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Dispensary ; Senior

Honorary Anesthetist, Newcastle-upon-Tyne Dental

Hospital ; Lecturer on Dental Anesthetics, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne Dental School. Price $1.25. New York:
William Wood & Company, 191 1.

This is one of the most recent volumes in the well known
"Students Aids Series." Dental students and practitioners

will find this a useful little book; and it is. refreshing to

see the way the author points out the dangers of chloro-

form. Though brief, the book seems to be thorough; and
the tone of the book inspires confidence in the authors.

The Hospital Corps Qtriz Compend. A manual for the

Hospital Corps, U. S. Army Hospital Corps, National

Guard Red Cross Association, and for Students and
Practitioners. By Frank C. Griffis, 1\I.D., Medical Re-
serve Corps. U. S. Army. Price $1.00. Columbus, Ohio:
The Edward T. Miller Company, 1912.

This little book seems calculated to be useful to soldiers

in the Hospital Corps of the United States Army. It is

written in simple language, and is about as concise as is

compatible with usefulness. It should also prove service-

able as a First-Aid manual.

Aids to PIistology. By Alexander Goodall, M.D.,

F.R.C.P., Edin., Lecturer on Physiology, School of Medi-
cine of the Royal Colleges ; Examiner in Physiology to

the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh. Price $1.00.

New York: William Wood & Company, 1912.

This handy little volume fills a gap in this useful series.

It has evidently been compiled with care, and will prove

of service to the beginner and also to the more advanced
student for purposes of revision. The author is well

aware that histology can only be learned with the aid of

the microscope, but the present book may often aid a be-

ginner where the larger text-books would only bewilder

and confuse him.

Gynecological Nursing. Bv Arthur E. Giles, M.D.,

B.Sc. F.R.C.S., M.R.C.P., Surgeon to the Chelsea Hospi-

tal for Women ; Gynecologist to the Prince of Wales'

General Hospital, Tottenham. With 41 illustrations.

Price $1.50. New York: William Wood and Company,
1912.

This is the latest addition to the literature on nursing,

and it is one of the very best books for nurses that we have

seen. The author is well known both as a gynecologist and

as a writer. In addition to the purely technical matter, the

book gives a sane presentation of many things pertaining

to nursing in general. The volume begins with an intro-

duction, which contains an unusually fine address to nurses;

the author's ideal nurse is one that we do not often meet,

but he assures us that the sketch is drawn from life. This

chapter should be read by every nurse; it contains more
common sense and kindly advice than we have ever heard

or read in the addresses which are usually inflicted on the

graduating classes of the training schools. In subject mat-

ter and style the volume is excellent, and it will prove of

real value to nurses.

Collected Papers by the Staff of St. Mary's Hospital
(Mayo Clinic), 1911. Octavo of 603 pages, illustrated.

Cloth. $5. .so net. Philadelphia and London : W. B.

Saunders Company, 1912.

The present volume includes the papers written by mem-
bers of the staff of St. Mary's Hospital during the year

1911, which have also appeared in other journals. A re-

view of its contents shows the enormous field of work
and activity engaged in l:y the Doctors Mayo and their

various collaborators. The present volume includes papers

on the alimentary canal, the genitourinary organs, ductless

glands, thorax, and extremities. There are also papers on

technique and a few general articles on a variety of sub-

iects. A brief chapter is inserted in commemoration of

Dr. William Worrell Mayo, who was the father of the

present Doctors Mayo, and prominent in the establishment

of the Hospital at Rochester, which has been so ably

carried on by his sons and followers. It was his satisfac-

tion to live to the ripe age of ninety years, and to see

firmly established one of the greatest surgical clinics in

the world.
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PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

247th Regular Meeting, Held April 5, 1912.

The President, Dr. J. VV. Brannan, in the Chair.

Case of Paget's Disease of the Bones of the Face.—
Dr. AciiE sliowed a patient with unusual enlargement of
the bones of the face. The case was especially interesting
because the enlargement had become so great that it

seemed to demand surgical interference. The patient had
no illnesses until fifteen years ago, when he had an attack
of grippe. In 1893 he had an attack of rheumatism which
resulted in cardiac involvement. At this time the enlarge-
ment of the face and head became noticeable and has since
progressed. Enlargement of his cranium compelled him
to wear a hat two sizes larger than formerly. His right
clavicle was abnormal and was four times the volume of
the left and bowed forward. A'-ray pictures showed that
cranial vault was from i to i;4 inches in thickness and
showed very irregular hypertrophy with some rarefaction.
The change in thickness was due to a deposit of bone un-
der the periosteum on the outer surface of the skull. This
was true of all reported cases. The cranial cavity was not
diminished. Dr. Abbe said that a brother of the patient
had the same enlargement of the flat cranial bones neces-
sitating his wearing a hat of size Sj/^. This enlargement
was mostly in the back half. In both patients the bone
was 154 inches thick in places. The patient which Dr.
Abbe showed had one very distressing feature. This was
a great eniargeinent of the upper jaw. This had resulted
in the formation of a solid ivory like mass of bone which
completely filled the upper portion of the mouth from the
level of the alveolar border and expanded both superior
maxilla? with dense bone. This had resulted in lengthening
the face very markedly. Both sides were symmetrical.
The nasal cavity was not alTected. The etiology of the
condition was very obscure. Dr. Abbe said that the chief
question in connection with this case was the possibility
of and the manner in which the growth in the mouth
could be removed.

Dr. Bryant thought the case a most interesting one.
He had seen two or three similar cases, but none as severe
as the one shown by Dr. .\bbe. He thought that the
changes in the clavicle w'ere of such a character as to sug-
gest an inflammatory basis. In none of these cases seen
by Dr. Bryant was an autopsy obtained. One case had
involved the upper jaw primarily and the other after ex-
tension from malar bone. He knew of no new cause or
method of treatment.

Dr. Abbe in closing said that a number of autopsies had
been performed in similar cases. The condition had been
confused with acromegaly. In the present case the normal
small shape of the sella turcica and condition of the
pituitary body as shown by the A'-ray proved that this was
not a case of acromegaly. Examination of the involved
hones has shown that the process was a rarefying osteitis

with some mucilaginous degeneration. There were always
inflammatory changes. It is probable that a very carefully
conducted surgical removal of all the superior maxillary
hypertrophy will leave a flat roof to the mouth and vast

L imnrovcment in genera! appearance.
' The Falling Sickness.—Dr. C. L. Dana showed a

patient illustrating what he said could, be strictly called
"a falling sickness." Falling sickness was the name usually
given to epilepsy, but there was. the speaker stated, a form
of falling sickness which was strictly entitled to be so
called because the trouble was characterized by "falling"
alone, with no other attendant symptoms. The persons
who showed this symptom dropped to the ground and im-
mediately got up again with usually no feeling of vertigo
or faintness. There was a sudden giving way of the legs
which crumpled up under the patient and he would drop
to the knees or upon the buttocks. Attacks of this kind
did very rarely occur as a form of fetit mat. The speaker
stated that such sudden falling also occurred in paralysis
agitans. in locomotor ataxia, and in persons with brady-
cardia as part of the phenomenon of the Stokes-.Adams
symptoms. The patient presented to the society had the
following history: \\'il!iam P.. aged 8. The boy came of
healthy parents and was a bright and intelligent child

;

went to school and kept up with the boys of his own age.

Had been healthy as a baby and had begun to walk about
the usual time ; but from the very beginning of his walking
life he had had at times attacks of falling, such as he still

suffered from. In the attacks the legs suddenly gave way
and he dropped rather forcibly to the ground, bruising
his knees and often bruising his hands. He was not un-

conscious or clouded at all, though at times he said he
was dizzy. He would pick himself up at once and walk
along, then perhaps fall again. These falls occurred so
frequently that some one had to accompany him when he
went on the street and take him to school. The attacks
occurred in the house when he was standing quietly as
well as on the street. He had ne\er any plienomena of this

kind when lying down. The attacks occurred many times
a day now, and the boy went to the office with bruised legs

and bruised hands, owing to the falls. On examination
he was seen to stand in a cerebellar attitude, the head bent
a little to the left side, and the trunk slightly inclined to

the right. He walked with a curious limp, carrying his

right leg stiffly as though it were wood and he were afraid
to bear his weight upon it. It was the right knee which
he said gave way when he fell. He could run, but was
liable to fall in doing so. He sometimes fell when stand-
ing quietly. He swayed somewhat when he closed his

eyes and put his feet together. He could not stand on one
leg with his eyes closed. He could not walk a straight
line well. He was mentally bright. His cranial nerves,
including the optic, were normal except that he had a slight

lateral nystagmus. He had no headache or vomiting.
There was very slight trouble with the sense of hearing
and the caloric fesl-^ of the audita ^ry ner\ e brought out a

strong nystagmus. He had no actual weakness, no paral-
ysis or atrophy, the knee and ankle jerks are present and
equal. He had no hypotonia, no anesthesia, either cuta-
neous or deep, though he did have some ataxia of the legs,

especially the right. Speech is normal. The blood is nor-
mal ; W'assermann negative. Spinal fluid negative. He was
well nourished and well developed. Intestinal carbo-
hydrate fermentation was very excessive (12 per cent.).

The right hand and arm were very distinctly larger than
the left, the left leg a little larger than the right. The
speaker interpreted these attacks as a form of "cerebellar
fit" and thought that the boy had a lesion perhaps in the
form of a sclerosis or congenital defect in the left lobe
of the cerebellum. Dr. Dana also reported a case of what
he termed "psychic" or what some would call "hysterical"
falling sickness. Mrs. B. O., aged 33, no children, came
of a healthy family and was healthy as a girl until she was
seventeen. .\t that age. after finishing school and working
very hard in teaching, she had what was called "nervous
prostration" and had to give up her work for six weeks.
She has been married for eight years. Has had no chil-

dren. She had been in good health, though not strong.
Three years ago she began to have sudden attacks of fall-

ing while walking along the street. Her knees would give
way and she would drop suddenly to the ground without
any feeling of dizziness, faintness or unconsciousness. She
would get up at once but would perhaps at once fall again.
At times the falls were repeated many times and she
would be obliged to stop walking altogether for a time.
The attacks were more likely to occur if she was excited
or nervous and then she sometimes could not stand at

all. On the other hand, she sometimes fell when getting
out of bed in the morning under no excitement. ."Xfter

one or two miles when she got fatigued she was also apt
to have the falls. During the last three years there had
been a period of about three months when she went with-
out the attacks. Her life was regular and quiet at home,
but she had been under a strain from loss of members of
the family. Her mind was clear. She slept well and had
no hysterical seizures or stigmata. Physical examination
showed nothing objective. The cranial nerves were nor-
mal, no nystagmus or labyrinthine changes. There were
no changes in the reflexes. There was lack of steadiness
in walking a line or standing with the eyes closed. In the
attacks, as she described them, there was apparently giving
way of the knees without any pain or any conscious sen-
sory disturbance. The examination of the knees and limbs
showed no defect of the articulations. Dr. Dana inter-

preted this as a kind of mental "tic" affecting the legs in-

stead of the face, neck or hands.

Dr. KiNNicuTT asked if there was not an atrophy of the
muscles of the right leg, as on superficial examination it

seemed distinctly smaller than the left.

Dr. Dana said there was a distinct difference in hands
and arms, there was also some difference in the legs but
less marked.

Still's Disease.—Dr. Virgil P. Gibney reported a
case of this affection. (See page 93.)

Dr. Bryant said that he had had no opportunity to ob-
serve cases as j'oung as those referred to by Dr. Gibney.
The _.r-ray pictures shown had not presented the char-
acteristics of osteoarthritis.

Dr. Meara asked how frequently cases of Still's disease
were seen in New York City. During his five years' ser-
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\ice in the children's wards at Bellevue he had seen one
typical case ; in this there seemed to be a distinct reaction
between the symptoms of arthritis and the lymphatic
glands. During the exacerbations of the joint disturbance
the glands were distinctly enlarged. They became smaller
on the subsidence of the joint involvement. In this case
the spleen and liver were enlarged. There was no tuber-
culin reaction. There was some blood reaction. Dr. Meara
then described an adult patient at Bellevue who had a

chronic process involving the small joints as well as wrists

and knees. He had marked enlargement of cervical, epi-

trochlear, axillary and inguinal glands. He had a fairly

continuous temperature of 101°. His Wassermann and
tuberculin tests were negative. No focus of infection was
found. Salicylates prodiiced no results, lotassium iodide,

however, gave prompt relief from pain and temperature
dropped to normal. The glands continued enlarged. This
case was cited because of the similarity to the symptom
complex, called in a child Still's disease. He asked for
the citation of similar cases of arthritis in adults with
marked glandular involvement. No one present recalled
such a case.

Dr. Roberts said that Still, in one of his communications,
described cases which had improved after an attack of
measles or pertussis.

Dr. GiBNEY said that glandular enlargement in his expe-
rience had not been a feature of osteoarthritis in adults.

In children arthritis differed from the atrophic forms so
common in adults. There were frequently two to five cases

of multiple arthritis in the wards at the same time at

Ruptured and Crippled Hospital. Most of these cases were
of the inflammatory type, but some were not. The cause
was obscure and metabolic studies should be done on them.

Dr. KiN.N'icuTT said that he had seen several cases similar

to that shown by Dr. Gibney and they should be regarded
as instances of the disease described by Still. In none of
them had there been improvement under treatment, in fact

they had progressed from their inception, leading to per-

manent disablement. Thymus gland, however, had not
been used. He agreed with Still's opinion that several dis-

tinct joint aflfections in children had been described under
the name of rheumatoid arthritis, but that they permitted
of differentiation by careful study. There was a class

which practically corresponded with the rheumatoid ar-

thritis of adults; a second, in which the lesions were sim-
ilar to those of chronic rheumatic arthritis; and finally

a group which could easily be differentiated from the two
former ones. In this group there was a general enlarge-
ment of the lymph nodes, also of the spleen and a multiple
enlargement of the joints. There might be a moderate
effusion, but the lesion seemed to be largely pariarthritic

and radiograms confirmed this impression. They showed
the cartilage to be preserved, an absence of osteophytic
changes and eburnation of bone. The recently reported
improvement in some of these cases through the use of
thymus .^land suggests that the underlying cause may be
metabolic rather than microbic in character.

The Prophylactic and Therapeutic Value of Fresh
Air in Schools and Hospitals.—Dr. John W. Br.^nnan
read this paper. He said that the title of the paper did
not fully express what he wished to talk about, for what
he had in mind was not so much the air within the school
and within the hospital as it was the absolutely pure fresh
air to be found just outside their walls. Not all of our
school children nor all of our patients can be taught or
treated in the open air, but a very large proportion of
those who need it most can enjoy this privilege, and it

should be our duty as physicians and guardians of the

public health to see that they get it to the largest possible
extent. Those who must remain indoors should receive
the maximum amount of fresh unaltered air that can be
admitted through open windows and transoms. It was a
long time after the discovery in 1882 of the bacillus of
tuberculosis by Koch, before the outdoor treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis became thoroughly established. But
many years before 1882 tuberculosis of the bones and
joints and glands in children, known probably as scrofula,
was treated in the open air. The hospital at Berck. on the
coast of France, was established by the city of Paris in

1861, the French believing that this form of tuberculosis
was favorably influenced by the air from the sea. Even
long before this date, in 1797, a hospital was founded by
two En.ylish physicians at ^Iargate, on the coast of Fnsland
for scrofulous disease in adults as well as in children.
This was the only institution of the kind in England, but
on the continent there were between 75 and 80 marine
sanatoria, situated on the Baltic, the North Sea, the At-
lantic Ocean, the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. The
original municipal hospital at Berck had been followed by
.several large private institutions, so that there were now

at Berck between two and three thousand beds for chil-

dren with surgical tuberculosis, about half of them main-
tained by the city of Paris, the others supported by private

endowment. In 1904 the Association for the Improvement
of the Condition of the Poor of New York, impressed by
the favorable results obtained at Berck, decided to establish

a small hospital for children with surgical tuberculosis at

Sea Breeze, the Summer Home at Coney Island, which
had been maintained for many years by the Association
for the children of the tenements of the city. The number
of beds was restricted to forty-three, but now that the

City had finally purchased a part of Rockaway Beach there

was reason to expect that a new hospital, with one hundred
and fifty beds, would be constructed and completed in the

course of the next two years. What had been accom-
plished at Sea Breeze was probably known to all present,

for though the hospital was modest in size, its light had
not been hid under a bushel. What he had seen at Sea
Breeze during the past eight years had led him to urge
that not only our patients with pulmonary tuberculosis,

or with surgical tuberculosis, should live in the open air,

but that all of our patients, whatever their disease might
be. and all of our school children, whether predisposed to

tuberculosis or not, should be placed in an atmosphere
approximately the same as that out of doors.
At Berck, as at other European seaside sanatoria, the

children passed the day on the beach, or on balconies open
to the air and sunshine. This regime was adopted at Sea
Breeze, and in the eight years since the opening of the

hospital there had not been a day, in all seasons and in

all weathers, that the children had not been in the open
air. This applied to bed cases and up cases alike. At
night the windows of the wards were wide open through-
out the year. In the warm season the sashes of the win-
dows were entirely removed. From April to November
about one-third of the children, as many as could be ac-

commodated, slept on the open porch. Throughout the

summer months the ambulant children bathed in the ocean
every day. and the nurses had repeatedly called attention

to the rapid closing of sinuses under the influence of the

sea water. During school hours the children were in a

room with open windows or in a tent open on all sides,

a teacher and a kindergartner being supplied by the Board
of Education. The good results obtained with the chil-

dren at Sea Breeze were so uniform and so striking that

it was decided to provide open balconies in all the hos-
pitals then in process of construction in the department
of Bellevue and .Allied Hospitals. Every v/ard had at least

one balcony attached to it, so that every patient, whatever
his disease, miglit have the benefit of the outdoor air

which in the past had been thought necessary only for

tuberculous patients. In addition to the balconies there

were large wide loggias at Bellevue and roof-gardens and
roof-wards on all the hospitals. Gradually storm sashes
and louver windows were being added to the balconies

so that even in the winter the patients could be moved out
of doors, one or more sides of the balconies being always
open for the free entrance of the outer air. It was un-
necessary to emphasize the stimulating effect of this treat-

ment upon patients who under ordinary hospital conditions

were confined to more or less poorly ventilated wards. It

was not easy, however, to express this effect in figures or
in percenta.ges of recovery. In one disease, the acute pneu-
monia of children, an attempt had been made to reduce
the results to figures. Previous to November, 1908, the

children with pneumonia were cared for in a large sunny
ward in the old btiilding. The ward was fairly well ven-
tilated, but there was no opportunity for outdoor treat-

ment. After moving into the new building it became
customary to place the children on the balconies for three

or four hours a day. unless the weather was too stormy.

The good effects of the fresh air were so noticeable that

in January, 1910. it was decided to place the patients on
the balcony as soon as the diagnosis of pneumonia was
made, and to keep them there throughout the twenty-four
hours, and this practice had continued up to the present

time. It was noted that the patients, with rare exceptions,

improved in all their symptoms, especially during the win-

ter months, but no comparative study was made until a

few weeks ago. The results of this study were as follows:

From January, T904, to November, 1908, 274 children (one
year of age and over) were admitted to the hospital, and
of these 69 died, a mortality of 25.2 per cent. ; in the sec-

ond period, from November. 1908. to April, 1912, 391
children (one year of age and over) were under treat-

ment, of whom 42 died, a mortality of 10.7 per cent. No
investigation had yet been made of the children under one
year of age. nor of the adult patients in the hospital, but

it was believed that the results were approximately the

same.
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The observations of Dr. John Howland, the attending
physician in charge of the children's service, and his

assistant, Dr. B. Raymond Hoobler, apparently showed
that this remarkable result of the outdoor treatment was
largely due to the increased blood pressure caused by the

fresh cold air. As these studies had been published, the

reader did not refer to them in detail, but simply stated

that the rise of the blood pressure out of doors was
attributed by these observers, to the reflex stimulation of
the vasomotor centers by the action of the cold air on
the skin of the face and the mucous membrane of the

nose. Infants under one year of age were also placed
in the open air as soon as the diagnosis of pneumonia was
made, and adult patients were treated on the balconies or
in a room with the windows open so that the temperature
approximated that out of doors. These patients uni-

formly did well, but no statistical study had been made
of the results. The effect of the cold air in quieting the

restlessness and delirium of pneumonia, especially in alco-

holic subjects, was very striking.

Maternity cases were removed to the balcony in from
four to seven days after delivery; during the warmer
months within 36 hours in some instances. The good
effects were evident to all, and particularly to the women
themselves. The nurse in charge reported that the pa-

tients slept better and called for less attention than when
in the ward. A week or ten days (and nights) outing
on a Bellevue balcony was not a bad substitute for Lake-
wood or Atlantic City.

Dr. Gregory, the hospital alienist, reported that the
effect of open air upon the acute insane was very beneficial,

especially in the excited and restless. It had a quieting
influence and induced sleep. The same was true of the

alcoholic patients, of whom there were thousands in the

hospital annually. The fresh air and o.xygen seemed to

furnish the stimulation which they greatly needed, so that

they ate and slept well. It had been Dr. Gregory's ex-
perience that if alcoholics were kept in the open air they
would recover much sooner than if kept in the wards The
tremulousness and anorexia and mental depression dis-

appeared very quickly. In functional nervous diseases the

value of the open air treatment was generally recognized.

It induced sleep, improved the appetite, and supplied the

general stimulation which patients of that class required.

Patients after severe operations gained rapidly when taken
out of doors. In critical cases the stimulus of the fresh

air often seemed to turn the tide. The patients themselves
were prompt to show their gratification, especially the

women, using the words "fine," "lovely," "splendid," and
"very nice" in expressing their feelings.

Passing on to the consideration of the open-air schools,

the reader said that they could be divided into three groups,
first, those for children with pulmonary tuberculosis;

second, those for children who are anemic, underweight,
and illnourished, and hence considered to be especially pre-

disposed to tuberculosis, and third, those for normal school
children wdio are neither tuberculous nor predisposed to

tuberculosis or any other disease. The open-air school

movement began at Charlottenburg and was followed in

1907 by the outdoor school at Bostall Wood in the out-

skirts of London under the auspices of the London County
Council. Other schools were soon established in various
parts of England, of which those at Bradford and Shef-
field are perhaps the best known. In January, igo8, the

movement spread to the United States. In Germany and
in England structures especially designed for the purpose
were erected for the children. In this country we had been
content as a rule to make use of buildings already in use,

either by selecting a room facing the south and altering

the windows, or by covering and partially enclosing a

portion of the space on the roof. The first school in the

United States, with the exception of the hospital school

at Sea Breeze already referred to, was opened in Prov-
idence. This was followed closely by the Franklin Park
School in Boston. The Providence school was in an
abandoned schoolhouse from which a portion of the south
wall was removed and replaced by windows which could
be trussed up to the ceiling. The class in Boston was on
the roof of a building built for a refectory in a public

park. It was freely open on all sides ; protection in stormy
weather was secured by curtains which could be dropped
as desired. The results obtained in these schools were
so satisfactory that they were soon followed by the estab-

lishment of similar classes in Hartford, Chicago. New
York, and other cities. These schools varied greatly in

their construction and arrangement, but they all agreed in

supplying fresh air in abundance to the pupils. In Hart-
ford the class was held in a tent, in Chicago and in New
York some of the classes were on the roofs of school or

hospital buildings. In the Graham School in Chicago the

fresh air was obtained simply by raising the windows of
an ordinary school room. Two of the New York schools
were of especial interest, being located on the upper deck
of old municipal ferryboats. Most of these classes were
for tuberculous children who had been excluded from the
public schools. The regime was the same m all—life in

the open air, nourishing food, rest in bed after dinner,

and the systematic use of gentle exercises. The results

also were practically the same in all—gain in weight, dis-

appearance of the physical signs, and improvement in gen-
eral condition, both physical and mental. As an instance

of these good results, the teacher of the class on the
Gouverneur ferryboat reported that of 37 children who
had been in the class for periods varying from six months
to a year. 30 had been readmitted to the public schools by
the physicians of the Board of Education. It should be
added that the pupils had not only regained their health,

but had also kept pace in their studies with the other
children.

Dr. Brannan then described the second group of open-
air schools, the classes for anemic children established in

the public schools by the Board of Education of New
York. The children in these classes had no physical signs

of disease, except enlarged glands in some cases, but they
were anemic, underweight, and illnourished, and many of
them from tuberculous families. The first class was
opened in April, 1910, in public school No. 21. in Mott
street, the center of the congested Italian quarter. Twenty
such classes had been authorized by the Board of Educa-
tion, and at the present time eight were in successful
operation in various parts of the city. The same routine
was followed as in the schools for tuberculous children.

The food was provided by the committee on tuberculosis

of the Charity Organization, a private society, all other
expenses being met by the city, through the Department
of Education.
The results in all the fresh air classes were excellent.

During the first winter the children in the Mott street

school gained on an average 6 pounds apiece, with a

corresponding improvement in all other respects. The in-

crease in hemoglobin was especially interesting; starting

at an average for the class of 71 in the autumn, the figures

reached 85 in the spring, whereas a control class of normal
children in the same school declined from 87 to 81 dur-
ing the same period of time. .At the end of the school
year the twenty-one children had so improved that they
were returned to their former classes and a new group
of anemic children took their places. Dr. Doty, the su-

perintendent, reports that practically all the children in

the school were anxious to join the fresh air class. As
the cost of the e.\tra food was considerable and seemed
likely to limit the number of open air classes, it was de-
cided to lessen the amount of food in the new classes and
in some instances no extra feeding at all had been fur-

nished, the children having only the usual dinner provided
at home. As far as could be judged by a few months'
trial, the children in these later classes were doing nearly
as well as in the original class of school 21.

The third group of open-air schools, those for normal
children in the public schools, was in some respects the
most interesting and full of promise for the future. Hav-
ing demonstrated that pure air fresh from outdoors could
be given not only with safety but with great benefit to

school children who were tuberculous or whose health
was otherwise impaired, the ne.xt step was to give fresh
air to all school children. One such school was established
last autumn on the roof of the Horace Mann School and
had been in operation throughout the past winter with
eminently satisfactory results. Another class was opened
a few weeks ago in public school No. d at the request of
a nrmber of parents of the children. With the pcrniiss-

of the Board of Education the room was cut off from the
ventilating and heating system of the school building and
the windows were kept open as in the anemic classes. The
children received no extra food, as the parents were well
able to provide for them at home. It was too early yet

to expect results, but there could be no doubt that they
would be the same as in other cases. The chief interest,

however, attached to these last schools lay in the evidence
they afford that the public, and parents in particular, were
beginning to appreciate the value of fresh air for their

children during school hours and were preparing to de-

mand it of the school authorities. In Chicago and other
cities the movement for fresh-air schools for normal chil-

dren was spreading so that we might look forward to the
dav when all children would be taught in the onen air.

In conclusion the speaker referred to Dr. Rollier's hos-
pital at Leysin, Switzerland, where children with surgical

tuberculosis are exposed absolutely naked to the sun
throughout the year. As a result of this heliotherapy the
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children became black and with the formation of pigment
in the skin the cure progressed, so that at the end of a
year the disease was arrested with complete restoration
of function in the joints affected.

Dr. Thompson warmly seconded Dr. Brannan's eflforts

to get the school children and patients "back to Nature."
He said there were two methods of estimating the fitness
of air to breathe, namely the physical and the physi'>logical.
Of these the physiological is the true method, and he pre-
sented charts prepared by Dr. R. F. Hoobler in his wards
to illustrate graphically the rate of metabolism in foul
and fresh air respectively, and also the improvement in

blood pressure which results from placing patients with
pneumonia and other respiratory diseases in the outdoor
air. The rate of metabolism improves about 20 to 30 per
cent, in fresh air, and the blood pressure may rise 10 to
20 mm. or more. Dr. Thompson felt that a constant tem-
perature in ward air usually means lack of air circulation,
and that the modern humidity standards are absolutely
fallacious as an index of the fitness of the air for breath-
ing, and he deprecated the common practice of supplying
schoolrooms and wards with superheated or "canned air."

Dr. Mear.\ said he was glad to testify to the value of
the open-air treatment. Eight years ago there was no
provision in Bellevue for such treatment. When th? chil-

dren were moved from the fifth floor in the new pavilion
there were such facilities and the benefit had been marked.
Dr. Meara had noticed the effect on blood pressure in the
outer air and thought that it was due to the action -if -.he

cold air on the face and nasal mucous membrane, aifcct-
ing the circulation refle.xly. On the warmer days blood
pressure did not show so much response. He thought Dr.
Brannan's paper extremely interesting and instructive.

Dr. Gibson said that the surgeons had long appreciated
the therapeutic value of fresh air. He considered natural
ventilation much superior to the elaborate insula systems.
Dr. Gibson had been disappointed in the results obtained
by fresh air in acaravated surgical cases of lione tubercu-
losis in adults. Especially had his patients failed to get
much benefit from the Ad'irondacks.

Dr. GiBNEV felt that thanks were due Dr. Brannan for
having brought the matter of fresh air betorc the Society
in so thorough a manner. He was familiar with the great
benefit which children with bone tuberculosis derived from
fresh air seaside treatment.

Sir Bertram Dawson said that a certain amount of this

work had been done in England and that he couUl testify
to its great benefits. In outdoor schools the common cold
was no longer a feature of school life as it had been in
the closed schoolroom. The children and the families as
well seemed to improve not only in general heahh but in

moral health. He regarded the open window ab having
immistakable advantage over any fnside system of ven-
tilation. In a large convalescent home to which he was
attached contagion had been spread by the ventilating
system. The only ward which had escaped the e;^idemic
had been one from which the artificial ventilation system
had been cut off and the open window relied on for ven-
tilation. The truth of the contention that artificial Acn-
tilation was harmful had been demonstrated by the vastly
more luxurious growth on culture plates placed a', mlets
than those placed in other parts of the ward. He thought
that partitions _betweens different parts of the ward helped
to limit the spread of disease.

Dr. KiNNicuTT said that the charts of the cases of pneu-
monia in his service at the Presbyterian Hospital showed
that the effect of dry cold air was to raise the blood pres-
sure.

Dr. Beannan said that he was under the impression that
someone had recorded results which showed that there was
no marked rise of blood pressure when adult patients were
exposed to fresh air.

Dr. Roper said that the results of work done by Dr.
Barringer at Hudson Street Hospital showed that in

normal adults exposure of face to cold air produced but
slight rise in blood pressure. This persisted for a vari-
able time. In many cases it returned to normal during
the exposure. This variation could not be considered very
significant as it had been shown that the blood pressure of
the same patients in the ward varied 10 to i.S mm. at regular
periods from no discoverable cause. In twelve patients
suffering from various infections but two had shown any
decided increase in blood pressure on being exposed to
cold air. There was no question as to the value of fresh,
cold air in treatment of these cases but there was a ques-
tion whether the blood pressure played an important part.
It seemed more probable that the benefit was derived more
from other sources, as. for instance, the increased ease
with which metabolism was carried on. than from any
direct cffei-t on the circulation.

AMERICAN CLIMATOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Tweiity-ninih Aimual Meeting, Held in Hartford, Conn.,

June 10-13, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Ekord.)

The President, Dr. A. D. Blackader of Montreal, in

THE Chair.

{Concluded from page 785.)

On Some Recurrent Febrile Attacks in Chronic Tu-
berculosis.—Dr. Carroll E. Edson of Denver, Col.,

read this paper. He stated that his observations were
purely clinical and that probably all had recognized the

condition and could confirm his interpretation of it. To
separate clearly and surely the symptoms and signs due to

an intercurrent or nonrelated process from those due to the

chronic and underlying tuberculosis was as important as it

was difficult. Attacks of recurrent fever in tuberculous

patients too frequently were not carefully studied or they

would be found to have quite another cause than tuber-

culous reactivity. The picture was often not that of a light-

ing up of the old process. Often, especially where there

was much scar tissue, the only change in the signs was that

the formerly coarse, dry rales had become a little sticky.

There were no fine rales, no new rales, no evidence of new
infiltration or moisture along the border of the old area.

This was most suggestive, for almost invariably new
activity would show itself at the edge of the previously un-

affected tissue. The tongue might be coated or remain
clear and the bowels were only sluggish from confinement

in bed. There might be some sweating at night. If treated

as a simple tuberculous fever by rest in bed, the subsidence

was slow and gradual, and it was from one to three weeks
before the patient was out again. He had kept notes on
this picture and had found that in each case there was a
fairly regular periodicity in the attacks, the onsets being
from four to six or eight weeks apart and the intervals

varying with the severity and duration of the febrile

periods, a mild attack being followed by a second a little

sooner than a severe one. This similarity to migraine sug-
gested the possibility that the fever was due to an elimina-
tive and not to an inflammatory process. Acting on this

theory he had found that by the use of oxidizing aids,

salicylates, potash, and purgatives, the attack was shortened.
Following out this clue an attempt was made to forestall

the attack in one case by giving large doses of salicylate

and a purge forty-eight and twenty-four hours before the

return. This was partially successful. The recognition of
these cases depended chiefly on two factors, the repetition

of the attack without adequate cause in cases otherwise
under improvement without correspondence of evidence of
tissue change to the constitutional signs and upon the regu-
laritv of the periods of recurrence. The patient should
keep a chart and mark each attack. It appeared that these

attacks usually occurred in patients with rather extensive
involvement of the pulmonary tissue such as would lead to

generally lessened power of oxygenation, in patients who
were careful to maintain their nutrition at a maximum and
to avoid over exercise. The attacks were not characterized
bv true migraine and neither were they typical bilious at-

tacks. They apparently were pulmonic in origin and due
to accumulated unoxidized pyrogenous material, as was in-

dicated by the prompt and often complete relief obtained
when such an origin was made the point of therapeutic at-

tack. During these attacks the patients were put to

bed. i-iven a scanty proteid and green ven-etable diet, hyper-
abundance of water, some form of salicylate, and a mild
purge. The best results had come from recognizing the

nature and cause of the attack and following the indication

for a greater amount of exercise in the intervals, and in

anticipatins' each recurrence by proner medication.
Dr. De Lancev Rochester of Buffalo, N. Y., said that

he had had several cases of recurrent fever in tuber-

culous patients for which he had been unable to account
In these cases, causes other than tuberculosis must be ex-

cluded before assigning tuberculosis as the cause. There
were several cases of sinus disease periodical in occurrence,

and it was only by the most careful examination that the

cause of the trouble was found. In tuberculous patients

discharged from sanatorium treatment the importance of
elimination through the kidneys as well as through the skin

and bowels should be emphasized. The alkaline diuretics

were of value and tended to prevent the recurrence of
these febrile attacks.

Dr. J. H. Pr.\tt of Boston, ]\Iass., asked the reader of

the paper what evidence there was that this condition was
due to suhnxidation. The former teachings regarding sub-

oxidation had been overtlu-own and. if he was not mistaken.
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where there was fever and increased pulse rate, studies

made with the respiratory apparatus showed that there
was an increased oxidation.

Dr. Charles L. AIinok of Asheville, X. C. said that

there were no doubt a vast number of cases of recurrent
fever attributed to tuberculosis which were due to the per-

sistence of intestinal fermentation. An obstinate and ex-
asperating temperature might be kept up by this fermenta-
tion which would only clear up under calomel and antisep-

tic treatment. They sometimes ran across febrile attacKa
which it seemed impossible to cure. The patients some-
times lay in bed for weeks or months without any effect on
the temperature; when they got up the fever disappeared.
More work should be done in attempting to find out the
cause of these attacks.

Dr. HuwAKD R. Kaluwin of Saranac Lake, N. Y., thought
that Dr. Edson's paper was a splendid one and showed
careful clinical observation, but he would like to know
wliat proof he had of these things. The mere fact that

expectoration did not increase in some cases of tubercu-
losis with fever was not necessarily proof that there was
no congestion in the focus of tuberculosis. In nearly all

fevers which could not be accounted for in simple ways,
the burden of proof rested upon the clinician; he must
show that the fever was not due to autointoxication, or
anaphylaxis, or hypersensitiveness. The laboratory ex-
plantation of the fever occurring during the active stages of
tuberculosis would be a form of proteid intoxication which
was called anaphylaxis. There was a great deal of proof
to show the unstable condition of the patient afflicted with
tuberculo.sis. and fever could be excited by very slight

changes in the tuberculous foci.

Dr. Lawrason Brown of Saranac Lake, N. Y., said he
had seen a number of these cases of recurrent febrile at-

tacks in chronic tuberculosis cured by prolonged rest in

bed : when the attacks came on one after another he some-
times kept the patients in bed two or three months. In
studying the blood of patients afflicted with tuberculosis, he
had found secondary organisms circulating in the blood
stream in a number of instances. He had found the pneu-
mococcus and streptococcus in 20 per cent, of the incipient

cases, in 27 per cent, of the moderately advanced cases, and
in 55 per cent, of the far advanced cases of pulmonary tu-

berculosis. Anaphylaxis might be due to the dissolution of
these organisms. This was a factor they should take into

consideration in their studies of these neculiar attacks of
fever which occurred in tuberculosis with no increase in

signs. In these cases of recurrent fever the patient should
be kept at rest in bed for a period of time corresponding to

that of the attack; if the attack lasted three or four days
the patient should be kept in bed three or four days ann
then allowed to get up and about slowly. Whatever the
cause of the recurrent fever, the focus of disease was
easily disturbed. It was necessary to get the patient in

a stable condition. During these attacks exercise should
be withheld. When the patients had reached a stable t

dition tliey gradually improved and the attacks would soon
cease if one gave the patient time.

Dr. Charles L. Minor of Asheville, N. C, said that some
of the cases spoken of were distinct cases of tuberculous
congestion. While there might be some cases of fever of
non-tuberculous nature, there was no doubt in his mind
but that many of them were due to the tuberculous process.

Dr. J. H. Elliott of Toronto, Canada, said there were
two classes of these cases. In some there was practically

no increase in expectoration and a careful examination of
the chest would show slight changes in the adventitious
sounds. These were almost closed cases. In cases where
the expectoration was not increased the recurrent attacks

of fever were lessened by the use of calomel or podopliyllin
or some purgative medicine. In cases where the expectora-
tion was increased a satisfactory procedure had been the
use of the autogenous vaccines; this method was especially
useful in the almost closed cases where frequently the
attacks were overcome by this means.

Dr. Carroll E. Edson of Denver, Colo., in closing the
discussion, said, in answ-er to Dr. Rochester, that they
must first assure themselves that there was no organic
lesion elsewhere to account for these attacks ; an unrecog-
nized sinus condition would account for the concomitant
symptoms. With regard to the question of suboxidation,
that was a matter to be left to the laboratory worker, as

the man who was practicing medicine had no time to deal

with such an investigation. Increase in temperature and
pulse rate was accompanied by an increased oxidation
rather than a suboxidation. In regard to Dr. Baldwin's
contention that the lack of expectoration was not neces-
sarily concomitant with the tuberculous process, that was
unanswerable. With regard to Dr. Brown's remarks, pro-
teid retention was of course one of the theories and it

was quite as likely to be correct as his own. With regard
to the use of the vaccines, he did not think they were
called for in this type of cases. Dr. Edson said he would
yield to no man in urging on the patient the importance of
prolonged rest, and rest in bed, when there was a
tuberculous fever and inflammatory activity. He had kept
patients in bed as long as eleven months at a stretch and
had met with success. There was another type of cases
due to a lack of secreting power and the burden of proof
in these cases lay with the clinician. There would be a
little flaring up and probably a protein anaphylactic phe-
nomenon. Xinety-nine out of a hundred cases he believed

to be of this nature. The assumption was that these cases
were of a tuberculous nature. During the attacks these
patients were not permitted to walk: they could do so,

however, between the attacks when the temperature was
normal or nearly so.

Report of Two Cases of Recurrent Laryngeal Nerve
Paralysis Complicating Mitral Stenosis.—Dr. John D.
Thomas of Washington, D. C, read this paper. He re-

viewed the very cumplcte study of this condition made
by Fetterolf and Xorris last year, from whose conclusions
it seemed evident that cases of recurrent nerve paralysis

should be considered and classed, not necessarily as fol-

lowing or complicating mitral stenosis alone (though this

was the lesion most often causing it), but should include
any of the cardiac lesions which brought about the same
pathological anatomical condition, excluding of course dis-

eases of the vessels, as aneurysms. After reviewing some
of the cases reported in the literature, he called attention
to a condition which was present in both of his cases and
which from a study of the cases reported was evidently
present in several of these, that was, insufficiency of the
pulmonary orifice. In the majority of these cases the in-

sufficiency was what might be called relative, just as

occurred at the tricuspid orifice in loss of compensation of
the heart. This condition was a safety valve action just

as was seen in the relative tricuspid insufficiency. In one
of the writer's cases the very evident alleviation of symp-
toms became more and more noticeable as the lesion of
the pulmonary valve became more and more marked, until

at the present time, when the pulmonary lesion was the
predominant note upon auscultation, the patient was in

comparative ease. The same condition in insufficiency

which he had noticed in two other cases of mitral stenosis

also showed this same temporary alleviation of symptoms.
This was a more common lesion than was supposed and
if they were on the lookout for it they would find it

oftener, particularly in the terminal stage of mitral stenosis
as well as sometimes of insufficiency. The lesion with
which this condition was most often confounded was
aortic insufficiency, but a careful examination of the arte-

rial system and other cardinal signs of aortic insufficiency

would eliminate this lesion. Some of these cases which
had come to autopsy had shown certain congenital defects
which were not recognized clinically, and in others such
defects were noticed before death. The points of great
interest in these cases were: i. The evident insufficiency

of the pulmonary orifice. 2. The seeming temporary im-
provement of symptoms, particularly in one case, as this

insufficiency developed. 3. The absolute absence of any
signs of the only lesion with which it could be confused,
namely, aortic insufficiency. 4. The systolic pulsation in

the second left interspace.
The Influence of Carbonated Brine (Nauheim) Baths

on Blood-Pressure.—Dr. John M. Swan of Rochester,
X. Y., read this paper and concluded as follows: I. Car-
bonated brine baths had no constant effect on the blood
pressure of the human subject. 2. In the cases in which
observations were made both before and after each bath
the systolic pressure was raised more frequently than it

was lowered ; so that one might say that the tendency of
the baths was to raise the blood pressure. 3. Although
there were cases of high blood pressure in which a course
of carbonated brine baths had been followed by a low-er

systolic pressure, there were other cases of high pressure
in which the pressure has been higher at the end of the

course of treatment than it was at the beginning; in one
case 26 mm. higher. 4. Although there were cases of low
blood pressure in which a course of carbonated brine
baths had been followed by a higher systolic pressure,
there were other cases of low pressure in which the pres-

sure had been lower at the end of the course of treatment
than it was at the beginning; in one case 20 mm. lower.

5. There was no method of determining in advance whether
a given treatment would be followed by an elevation or
bv a fall of pressure. 6. In the series of eighty-one cases
the systolic pressure was higher at the end of the course
of treatment than at the beginning in thirty-nine: lower
in thirty- four: unchanged in eisht. 7. In cases of fibroid
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myocarditis the pressure effect was inconstant. In this

series of cases the systoHc pressure was lowered more
often than it was raised ; but the pulse pressure was raised

more often than it was lowered. It seemed to the writer

a. dangerous procedure to use a form of treatment in a

case of cardiac fibrosis which might be followed by an
increase of systolic pressure of 22 mm. or an increase of
pulse pressure of 32 mm. 8. In cases of parenchymatous
myocarditis the effect of the baths on blood pressure was
usually to raise it, but in some cases baths were followed
by a reduction of both the systolic and the pulse pressures.

9. In cases of dilation of the heart, cases of hypertrophy
and dilation of the heart, cases of mitral regurgitation,

cases of hypertrophy of the heart, cases of tachycardia
and of aortic regurgitation, the same uncertainty of re-

sults was seen, e.xcept that in cases of mitral regurgitation

the pulse pressure was reduced in every one of the five

cases; and in cases of aortic regurgitation the diastolic

pressure and the mean pressure were reduced in every one
of three cases. 10. In a case of arteriosclerosis, an in-

crease of 17 mm. in the systolic pressure and 23 mm. in

pulse pressure might result disastrously. In a case of
chronic parenchymatous nephritis, an increase of 9 mm.
in systolic pressure and of 22 mm. in pulse pressure might
or might not be negligible. In a case of interstitial

nephritis, an increase of 50 mm. in systolic pressure could
hardly be thought desirable. 11. The reduction of systolic

pressure in a case of weak heart can scarcely be looked
upon as a favorable circumstance. 12. The benelit in the

subjective symptoms in cases of heart disease which fol-

lowed a course of carbonated brine baths was not depend-
ent on the influence of the treatment on the blood pressure.

The conclusions were based on the study of the blood
pressure in 81 cases in which courses of carbonated brine

baths were administered. In five of the cases blood-

pressure observations were made before and after each
bath. The blood-pressure observations were made by the

auscultatory method, in the recumbent posture. The
Stanton sphygmomanometer was used.

The Negro and His Health Problems.—Dr. J. M.\di-
SON Tayu k of Philadelphia presented this communication.
He said that the negro problem was one of anthropology,
not one of ethics, religion, or variegated opinions. It did

involve grave sub-problems of humanity, economics, and
common sense. Under no circumstances should it be com-
plicated by emotion. The whole race problem, in the final

count, resolved itself into what was to become of the

members of an alien people transported, by force and sud-
denly, to an unsuitable, a hostile environment. Members
of this alien race deserved the same consideration as those

of any other, no more, no less. They would get it, and all

the more readily if partisanship, unreflecting zeal and pol-

itics could be kept upon a rational level. Prejudices for

and against the negro neutralized each other. They only

serve to obscure fundamental issues, producing no good,
but only loss of vitality and moral tone in those who enter-

tained them. The question for solution resolved itself into

whether mcvibers of a trol>ical race, evolved through thou-

sands of years in hot countries, zvhose characteristics have
gradually become ada/'ted to local climatic conditions, were
callable of flourishing or even surviving in a climate wholly
at variance until the circumstances of their racial adaf'la-

tions. Another important anthropologic problem was
whether 1 people practically in or near a state of savagery
could be expected to become civilized or to conform to

civilized standards within the short space of a few hundred
years. This was not germane to the present inquiry. If

the answer were in the affirmative, then was opened a host
of doubts as to the validity of all experience, history, and
findings of anthropological science; also complex questions

arose as to what would become of the race till Time, the

greatest solver of problems, should reveal the answer. If

the query above proposed was answered in the negative,

we should at once consider what could be done to effect a

transference of the negroes to a suitable habitat. Two or

more races brought into intimate contact sociallv and do-
mestically evolved hybrids. All experience showed that

hybrids, the product of sexual union of antithetic races

such as the white and the black, were inferior to the

original stock physically and morally. It was demon-
strated by well attested facts that these hybrids of black

and white were vastly more susceptible to certain infec-

tions; their moral as well as physical stamina was lower
than that of either original race. Undoubtedly there were
individual exceptions. Hybridism lowered normal de-
fences to degenerative diseases, hence inhibition, the fun-
damental safeguard, was lessened and degenerative proc-
esses than continued with increasingly rapid strides as

the alien blood weakened and the stronger prevailed. In
America the supply of the original negro blood was

limited; no new infusions were to be expected. Mean-
while pure streams of our Anglo-Saxon, Slavic, Celtic,

and other blood, infused as they were in the United States
with a dift'erent but not largely variant group of Latins,
Hebrews, and others, were polluted by the negroid blood.
However, those who felt alarm at tliis fact could take
comfort from the reflection that it was contrary to all

precedent for a tropical race (so entirely unfitted to sub-
sist in a cold climate like ours) to survive more than ten,

or at most fifteen, generations. Our subtropical summers
might prolong survival more or less.

Election of Officers.—President, Dr. Charles L. Minor,
Asheville, N. C: i ice-1'rcsidents. Dr. James M. Anders of
Philadelphia, Pa., and Dr. C. D. Alton of Hartford, Conn.;
Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Guy Hinsdale of Hot
Springs, Va. ; Delegates to the International Congress on
Hygiene and Demography, Dr. Thomas Darlington of
New York and Dr. Schauffler of Lakewood, N. J. Next
place of meeting, Washington, D. C.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF KINGS.

Stated Meeting Held May 21, 1912.

The President, Dr. Elias H. Hartley, in the Chair.

On the Treatment of Cerebral Hemorrhage at the Time
of the Occurrence.—Dr. Frederick Tilnev read this
paper. He said that the symptoms were usually mani-
festations of a systemic disease, especially in those cases
not due to traumatism. The condition could be divided
into three phases: (i) the period of preparation; (2) the
period of insult, and (3) the period of paralysis. In the
treatment of this condition it was important to arrive at

the proper diagnosis, and differentiation had to be made
between cerebral syphilis, cerebral abscess, and meningitis.
By means of blood pressure examinations and the ophthal-
moscope, differential diagnosis could be aided. It was also
of importance to ascertain the presence or absence of hemi-
plegia. Regarding the treatment, if the attack took place
elsewhere than in the patient's home, the latter should
be allowed to remain in the place where he fell. Move-
ment was absolutely forbidden, the head and shoulders
were to be elevated, and the clothing, esnecially about the
head and neck, was to be loosened. If the patient had to
be removed to a hospital the greatest of care was to be
observed in transportation. Phlebotomy was indicated in

cases with a high blood pressure, especially when this was
above 250 mm. of mercury. In cases with deep coma 10 to
12 ounces of blood might be removed. In these cases hot
mustard foot baths or packs, a tourniquet about both legs,

and an ice cap to the head could be applied. The action of
the urinary hladder was to be watched and if necessary
the patient was to be catheterized. The aim of medication
was to reduce the blood pressure; since in the early stage
the oral administration of drugs was dangerous, hypo-
dermic medication had to be done. The writer than spoke
of certain experiments he had performed a number of
years ago, together with Dr. Robert O. Brockway, re-

garding the efliciency of certain drugs in reducing the

blood pressures of hemiplegics. He found that the hypo-
dermic injection of pure distilled water alone was suffi-

cient to cause a rise in the pressure up to 25 mm. of mer-
cury. Thus, he said, in the hypodermic administration of
aqueous solutions of drugs in the above conditions, enough
of the drug must be given to overcome the effects of the

water. Aconitine 1/120 grain caused an initial rise of
pressure lasting from five to thirty minutes followed by a

drop. He regarded gelsemine hydrochlorate in doses of

1/15 grain as a reliable drug in causing an initial drop in

the blood pressure. .Aconitine was not to be relied upon.

Hypodermic injections were to be continued in order to

keep the pressure down, and the aqueous solutions were
to be made as concentrated as possible. Nitroglycerin and
the nitrites he considered inadvisable as they were evan-

escent in their action. Tincture of aconite in rather large

doses, with the patient carefully watched for toxic symp-
toms could be administered per os. When the pressure

finally reached a low point it could be so kent by careful

administration of the tincture of aconite. Delirium and
restlessness were to be controlled by bromides or hyoscine.

."Vlcoholics were to be given alcohol in small doses. For
persistent vomiting or hiccough, morphine and atropine

were to be given, or even lavage was to be done. Sedatives

to prevent any motion whatever were indicated.^ During

the first 48 hours feediuEr was to be entirely fluid, and if

necessary per rectum. For the first week he advised a

purin free diet. The sick room was to be kept free from

all disturljances ; ventilation and temperature were to be

agreeable. Bowel evacuations were to be encouraged by
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cathartics if necessary. In patients with deep coma, bed-

sores could be prevented by keeping the skin dry and pow-
dered, by applying pads of absorbent cotton to the external

genitals, and by the use of air cushions or pads. The
mouth and teeth should be thoroughly cleaned. The
patients were to be kept in bed for at least three weeks.

The paralyzed arm was to be placed in a splint while it

was still in a flaccid condition and was to be powdered
once daily. Hemorrhages in nephritics might be relieved

by lumbar puncture and the removal of 25 to 30 c.cm. of

cerebrospinal fluid. Surgery had not proved very success-

ful in this condition.

Dr. William Browning said that the result in the above
condition depended on the skill of the man first called to

treat the patient. In the prophylactic treatment for those

in whom there was a possibility of cerebral hemorrhage,
the coagulability of the blood should be increased by the

feeding of gelatin. He said when the hemorrhage oc-

curred there seemed at first to be a systemic shock. Dur-
ing this time there was apparently a cessation of the

bleeding and the hemorrhage was reestablished by the

patient becoming active again. This could be avoided by
the enforcement of absolute quiet until there was a cer-

tainty of clot formation. The speaker strongly recom-
mended the use of gelsemine by mouth. The breathing
of these patients was to be relieved in order to prevent the

occurrence of aspiration pneumonia. He said that patients

should be allowed to get out of bed within a week or So,

as there was a tendency for them to become bedridden.

Dr. Arthur C. Briisii said that first one should be cer-

tain of the diagnosis as to whether the case was one of
embolism or thrombosis. Then the patient was to be left

alone in the correct position. The speaker believed in the

reduction of the blood pressure by means of bleeding.

Vomiting could best be restrained by morphine and at.o

pine. It was all right to take the blood pressure and to

perform lavage, but one did not always have the apnar-

atus at hand and as everything had to be done rapidly,

one had to get along with the material available.

Dr. TiLNEV closed the discussion by remarking that the

differcntinl diagnosis had to be made within the first few
hours. This was an important factor in the treatment.

He said that he recommended gastric lavage only in those

cases in which the vomiting was persistent.

On the Recent Epidemic of Sore Throat.—Dr. .Ste-

phen H. LuTZ reported 21 cases of various complications

and sequelre of sore throat that he had observed since

yovember, IQII. His experience with vaccines in the cases

of otitis and mastoiditis was very favorable. He believed

that the source of the throat infections might have been due
to the milk supply, as 12 of the cases which occurred at

one time received their milk from the same dealer. He
highly recommended the use in these conditions of urotro-

pin in doses as high as 120 grains ner day.

The Destruction of Vesical Papilloma by Means of

High Frequency Cauterization.—Dr. Burton H.\rris
said that tumors of the bladder were more frequent than
was supposed. He had seen in all 17 cases. =; of which
were observed in 191 1. The diagnosis of papilloma of the

bladder was easily made with the cystoscope. The growth
appeared as a glistening white or brownish white mass,
with lone branching processes like seaweed. Virchow had
termed them vascular papillofibroma. .Although they were
considered as benign growths, recurrence in the wound or
at the original site of growth was invariable. The earliest

symptom to be noted was hematuria. Later, frequency and
ursency of urination, with pain, made their appearance.
There niiCTht be periods of quiesence. In every case of
unexplained hematuria the writer advised cystoscopy. Re-
garding treatment, the reader said that on account of the

danger of self-transplantation supranubic operation was
futile. The transurethral method of Nitze proved fairly

successful in the originator's hands, but was a faiuure
generally. The high frequency current, however, was used
with success. This the speaker said was a painless method
and the introduction of the electrodes into the tumor
tissue was followed bv blanching, disintegration and char-
ring of the growth. The number of applications depended
on the toleration of the patient and on the size of the

growth. The duration of each application was about one
minute. Anesthesia was contraindicated. In one case he
had successfully checked a hemorrhage by inflating the

bladder with air and then applying the current. The fre-

quency of the sittings at first was every 7 to 14 days, the

interval beine made greater as the treatment progressed.
Dr. Paiil M. Ptlcher remarked that he had seen sev-

eral cases of papilloma of the bladder operated upon with
bad results. He had used the method of fulguration treat-

ment of papillomata with good results.

The Medical Record is pleased to receive all new
publications zvhuh may be sent to it, and an acknowledg-
ment zuill promt>tly be made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be ivilh the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or review any publica-

tion received bv it li'hich in the judgment of its editor zvill

not be of interest to its readers.
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Aviation in Dreams.—In his new book entitled

"The World of Dreams," Havoleck Ellis states

"that the sensation of flying is one of the earliest to

appear in the dreams of childhood. It is sometimes
the last sensation at the moment of death. To
rise, to fall, to glide away, has been the last con-

scious sensation recalled by those who seemed to

be dying, but have afterwards been brought back

to life. Those rescued from drowning, for instance,

have sometimes foimd that the last conscious sensa-

tion was a beatific feeling of being borne upwards.
Pieron has also noted this sensation at the moment
of death from disease in a number of cases, usually

accompanied by a sense of well-being. The cases

he describes were mostly tuberculous, and included

individuals of both sexes, and of atheistic as well as

religious belief. In all the last sensation to which
expression was given was one of flying, of moving
upwards. In some death was peaceful, in others,

painful. In one case a girl died clasping the iron

bars of the bed, in horror of being borne upwards.

Pieron, no doubt rightly, associates this sensation

with the similar sensation of rising and floating

common in dreams, and with the feeling of moving
upwards and resting on the air experienced by per-

sons in the ecstatic state. In all these cases alike

life is being concentrated in the brain and central

organs, while the outlying districts of the body are

becoming numb and dead. In this way it comes
about that out of dreams and of dream-like waking
states, one of the most permanent of human spirit-

ual conceptions has been evolved. To float, to

rise into the air, to fly up to heaven, has always

seemed to man to be the climax of spiritual activity.

The angel is the most ethereal creature the human
imagination can conceive. Browning's cry to his

lyric love, half angel and half bird, pathetically-

crude as poetry, is sound as psychology. The
prophets and divine heroes of the race have con-

stantly seemed to their devout followers to disap-

pear at last by floating up into the sky, like Elijah,

who went up 'by a whirlwind into heaven.' St

Peter once thought he saw his Master walking on

the waves, and the last vision of Jesus in the Gos-

pels reveals him rising into the air. For it is in

the world of dreams that the human soul has its in-

destructible home, and in the attempt to realize

these dreams lies a large part of our business in

life."

Benjamin Rush on Medical Fees.—On Febru-

ary 7, 1789, Benjamin Rush delivered a lecture at

the conclusion of his course before the students of

the University of Pennsylvania. In this lecture the

father of American medicine discussed the duties of

the physician. Although the art of medicine has

been completely revolutionized in the century and a

quarter that have elapsed since Rush stood before

his admiring students, the remarks that he made on
that remote occasion are equally applicable at the

present time. His opinions on the subject of the

medical honorarium are practically identical with

those entertained by most medical men of today.

To H. J. Achard of Chicago one is indebted for

a presentation of interesting selections from this ad-

dress. "When we consider," said Dr. Rush, "the

expense of a medical education, and the sacrifices

a physician is obliged to make of ease, society, and
even health, to his profession, and when we add to

these the constant and painful anxiety which is con-

nected with the important charge of the lives of

our fellow creatures, and above all, the inestimable

value of that blessing which is the object of his

services, I hardly know how it is possible for a pa-

tient sufficiently and justly to reward his physician.

But when we consider, on the other hand, that sick-

ness deprives men of the means of acquiring money,
that it increases all the expenses of living and that

high charges often drive patients from regular-

bred physicians to quacks, I say, when we attend to

these considerations, we should make our charges

as moderate as possible. Avoid measuring your
services to your patients by scruples, drams, and
ounces. It is an illiberal mode of charging. Let

the number and time of your visits, the nature of

your patient's disease, and his rank in his family or

society, determine the figures in your accounts. It

is certainly just to charge more for curing an

apoplexy than an intermittent fever. It is equally

just to demand more for risking your life by visit-

ing a patient in a contagious fever, than for curing

a pleurisy. You have likewise a right to be paid

for your anxiety. Charge the same services, there-

fore, higher, to the master or mistress of a family,

or to an only son or daughter, who call forth all

your feelings and industry, than to less important

members of a family and of society. If a rich man
demands more frer|uent visits .than are necessary.

and if he imposes the restraints of keeping to hours,

by calling in other physicians to consult with you
upon every trifling occasion, it will be just to make
him pay accordingly for it. As this mode of charg-

ing is strictly agreeable to reason and equity, it sel-

dom fails of according with the reason and sense

of equity of our patients. Accounts made out upon

these principles, are seldom complained of by them.

I shall only remark further upon this subject, that

the sooner you send in your accounts after your pa-

tients recover, the better. It is the duty of a

physician to inform his patient of ^^he amount of

his obligation to him at least once a year. But

there are times when a departure from this rule may
be necessary. An unexpected misfortune in busi-

ness, and a variety of other accidents, may deprive

a patient of the money he had allotted to pay his

physician. In this case, delicacy and humanity re-

quire that he should not know the amount of his

debt to his physician till time has bettered his cir-

cumstances." It is suggested by Achard that the

only point on which we of to-day would be inclined

to diflfer with Rush is the matter of sending a bill

"at least once a year." Most physicians will prob-

ably agree that the account should be rendered at

least quarterly.

—

The Medical Standard. October.

1912.

The Value of Enterprise.—R. A. Walker states

that many physicians become victims of a deadening

routine. When they have exhausted their immedi-

ate stock of medical knowledge, they rest upon their

oars with the comforting conviction that they have

reached the limit of medical science and that noth-

ing more can be done. It seems never to occur to

them that refractory and desperate cases offer a

most appropriate field for experimental therapeu-

tics. Here is the opportunity for breaking new
ground and for testing therapeutic theories. The
men who have the originality and the self-reliance

to rise to the occasion are the ones who contribute

to the progress of medical science. "Get out of

the rut, read, think, experiment independently; tr>-

all things, prove all things, and hold fast to that

which is good."

—

Virginia Medical Semi-Monthly,

October 11, 19 12.
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I. SOME DATA CONCERNING A HUMORAL
ETIOLOGY OF SPASMODIC ASTHMA.
II. OUTLINE OF TREATMENT IN AC-
CORDANCE WITH THE FOREGOING.

Bv BEKNWRD OETTINGER, M.D.,

DENVER, COLORADO.

NEUROLOGIST To THE HOSPITAL FOR THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
AND ST. ANTHONY'S HOSPITAL.

I.

L\ 11JO5. at the Portland meeting of the American
Medical Association, the writer propounded a hu-

moral theory to explain certain beneficent effects

of methemoglobin-producing drugs in diseases as-

sociated with dyspnea.^ This hypothesis assumed
that dyspnea resulted in these conditions from an

into.xication due to the i)resence of an abnormally

increased amount of intermediate products of meta-

bolism which the organism could not chemically

elaborate, thus failing to prepare them for elimina-

tion ; furthermore, that these intermediate toxic

products, themseh'es reducing agents of the blood

and other tissues, were rendered innocuous by me-
themoglobin oxidation.*

Four years ago an editorial appeared in the ]our-

nal of the American Medical Association taking

note of the fact that in three fatal cases of anaphy-
laxis resulting from single doses of diphtheria an-

titoxin, all the subjects were asthmatics. To-day.
because of symptomatic analogies, asthma is looked

upon as an anaphylactic phenomenon.f Under these

conditions a comparison of mechanism as outlined

respectively for asthma and anaphylaxis is here-

with submitted. Regarding the latter Hektoen-' in

a recent comprehensive paper on anaphylaxis says

:

"(i^) The present prevailing idea is that anaphy-
laxis (or allergy) both to portein in cells and to

dissolved protein is essentially a humoral process

marking a return to the general view expressed by
Friedemann several years ago. (2) Friedemann
and Isaac, as the result of their experiments, con-

cluded that the first injection of a toxin (in the

shape of a foreign protein), resulted in the forma-
tion of antibodies which caused rapid splitting of

*One who is interested in this phase of the problem, I

refer to the original communication :' but reiterate here
that although the profession is daily using methemoglobin-
producing drugs in therapeutic dosage, the tradition still

e.\ists that a drug capable of effecting methemoglobinemia
in any degree must be tabooed.

tMeltzer" first pointed out the similarity of reaction

during attacks of asthma and serum anaphylaxis but the

analogy goes further. Immediately after anaphylaxis
occurs antianaphylaxis or anergy. the refractory period

during which the animal is immune to the same toxin

which produced the attack. Every asthmatic immediately
subsequent to a severe attack presents clinically a period

of antianaphylaxis. At this time he may eat with impu-
nity certain foods he cannot take at any other without
initiating an asthmatic paroxysm.

the same protein, if it was again injected, with the
formation of toxic intermediate bodies. (3) The
same investigators found also that "when the for-

eign proteins are introduced parenterally {i.e.

not through the alimentary tract), they are grad-
ually reduced to urea in normal animals, but in ani-
mals treated with protein, the reinjection of that
protein is followed by manifestations of anaphy-
laxis and evidence of protein splitting,' "'

i.e. in ani-
mals sensitized to foreign protein the normal pro-
duction of urea cannot be accomplished. As against
the foregoing, the mechanism underlying dyspnea,
with or without bronchial spasm, as outlinefl by the
writer included the following, viz., a "dyspneic con-
ditions are always manifestations of an inadequate
effort on the part of the organism sufficiently to
oxidize cell disintegration products. Or, to express
the idea from a different viewpoint, tliere is in the
blix)d, in conditions which result in increased tissue
metabolism, an accumulation of basic products
w hich are prepared for further use or for body eli-

mination by oxidation and cleavage processes," and
again, b, "the interdependent relation, as based upon
chemical formulae, of some of these basic sub-
stances (leucomaines) to others of the same class

and their final elimination products, has been iden-
tified with successive oxidation and cleavage proc-
esses, as for instance, those of the best known
purin group form a continuous oxidation series with
uric acid as the final product from which urea may
be attained by cleavage."^

To-day the metabolism of anaphyla.xis, in the
sense of the failure of the organism to reduce for-

eign proteins to urea, herein permitting accumula-
tion of toxic intermediate products, is discussed in

biological tenns, viz., of specific reaction between
antigen and antibodies with the resultant manifes-
tations of rapid protein splitting. Without a knowl-
edge of antigens, antibodies, or complement, the
writer's theory involving the same phase of meta-
bolism could only take cognizance of certain chemi-
cal changes pertaining to the problem. The inten-
sive oxidation required to convert the intermediate
products of metabolism, in the time of their great
increase, into such as the body can eliminate. I

assumed could be accomplished by a therapeutic
degree of methemoglobinemia. This, for the reason
that such intermediate products reduce niethcmo-
globin successively to oxyhemoglobin and reduced
hemoglobin, whereas the body tissues can take no
oxygen from this more stable blood pigment. The
writer therefore has used since 1904 small doses of
methemoglobin-producing substances, particular! v
sodium iodate, in the treatment of spasmodic asthma
In this connection two facts are significant: fi) A
number of remedies used empirically in the treat-

ment of spasmodic asthma and which do not depend
upon narcosis for their effect, pr^luce in some de-
gree methemoglobinemia, viz.. iodine and bromine
salts, injections of epinephrin. inhalations of amy!
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nitrite, pyridin, smoking powders, etc. (2) Ex-
periments on guinea pigs by Anderson and Shultz^

showed that the most effective way to save animals

in whom anaphylaxis had been produced by rein-

jection of foreign proteins was by the injection of

epinephrin and later of chloral urethane both methe-

moglobin-producing drugs. That this good effect

was enhanced by simultaneous artificial respiration

of pure oxygen is further reasonable evidence that

the neutralization of toxic proteins was effected by

their oxidation.*

II.

In accordance with the foregoing, the writer sub-

mits a rational treatment for spasmodic asthma that

has proved useful to him during a period of eight

years. The procedure is not a cure-all. Strict at-

tention to details of treatment aside from the giving

of medicine is demanded at all times. Furthermore,

the treatment is greatly efficient in uncomplicated

cases only. Yet withal, the practitioner will annex

some grateful patients in the course of months and

years by careful application of this method in deal-

ing with a troublesome affection.

There is little to be said regarding prophylaxis.

Experience has taught the writer that aside from

local irritants, such as dust and irritating gases and

impure air.f there are four conditions which act as

*Lately some German clinicians have pointed out the

similarity of the vasomotor disturbance shown by the

congested and edematous bronchial mucous membrane of

asthma to that of the skin and mucous membrane in an-

gioneurotic edema. In the vasomotor character of some
of the clinical manifestations of asthma and the occur-

rence of dyspnea, localized edemas, urticarias, erythe-

mas, etc., in various neurotrophic affections such as

Graves' disease, osteomalacia, myasthenia gravis, etc., we
may note a significant analogy. Again, emotional disturb-

ance, so potent an exciting cause of asthma, is always an

element in the clinical history of all vasomotor and neuro-

trophic disorders. Among other observations which

bring vasomotor manifestations of asthma in analogous

relation to diseases due to disturbed ductless gland func-

tions are the following: a, the common experience that

fright instantly affects glandular secretion under sympa-

thetic control—the dry mouth—and the same shock in-

ducing vasomotor contraction of like nature—the blanched

skin, b, Cannon and de La Paz' have shown that in the

cat emotional disturbance, i.e., fright, is indicative of

dominant sympathetic impulses by producing dilatation of

the pupils, rapid heart action, erection of the hairs of the

back and tail, and inhibition of the stomach and intes-

tines. That the last phenomenon may be due to an in-

creased amount of epinephrin in the blood is rendered

possible first, by the experiments of Dryer and others that

stimulation of the splanchnics increases the epinephrin

content in the blood of the adrenal veins ; second, by ex-

periments of Cannon and de La Paz, who produced in-

hibition in longitudinal sections of intestinal muscle by

exposing the same to blood containing epinephrin. This

blood loses its effect on standing or if agitated by bub-

bling oxygen. Now, the relief of the asthmatic paroxysm
by epinephrin injection is an established clinical fact,

while the symptoms of anaphylaxis is guinea pigs, as

shown by Anderson and Shultz" was best combated when
in addition to injections of epinephrin, artificial respira-

tion of pure oxygen was carried on. The foregoing

therefore makes reasonable a sympathetico-humoral con-

ception of anaphylaxis and hence of spasmodic asthma.

Also, we can conclude that anaphylactic toxins are ren-

dered inert by an internal secretion, i.e., epinephrin. That
this power is not confined to secretion of the adrenals is

probable. And, finally, we recognize that not only anaphy-

lactic toxins, as noted above, but also their physiological

antidotes are rendered innocuous by means of their oxi-

dation.

tAt present we are unable to separate, as exciting

causes, air rendered impure by strictly local irritants,

solid or gaseous, as against those body emanations, which
inhaled and acting chemically, rapidly produce toxins and
anaphylactic symptoms. In this respect may be recalled

the inability of some persons to be near certain animals,

to enter a stable, or remain in a crowded auditorium
without experiencing an asthmatic attack.

exciting causes of asthma, in predisposed persons.

These are sudden distin"bing emotions, continued
an.xiety, physical overexertion, and various infec-

tions grouped under the head of "colds." The last

of these will be without effect if the patient be under
the influence of the medication hereinafter de-

scribed. How far these conditions can be avoided or

counteracted will vary. Dominant influencing fac-

tors are temperament and conditions of livelihood.

In practice the patient is probably visited the first

time during an attack. He should be given 10 grains

of blue mass (or an equivalent of calomel with
soda). The mercurial itself often has the effect of

ameliorating the attack in the course of some hours,

but if the patient is suffering intensely I do not hesi-

tate to give one morphine and atropine subdennal
injection as part of the initial treatment. The use,

however, of either morphine or alcohol during treat-

ment is interdicted because both retard elimination.

Whether or not morphine is given, several watery
stools must be obtained the following morning from
a sufficient dose of salts. For constitutional treat-

ment I depend upon sodium iodate, an energetic

methemoglobin producing drug. The adult dose is

four or five grains given at intervals of four to six

hours. Some appropriate nourishment, solid or
liquifl, is given at the same time. Mixing with the

food, the medicine is more easily digested. One
grain of caff'eine citrate may be added to each
capsule. As a rule the mercurial purge given once
is sufficient, but may be repeated if the attack is not

markedly better in 24 hours. Nightly repetition,

however, is undesirable and will be without effect.

Still referring to imcomplicated cases, dyspnea per-

sisting in spite of medication, means continued ac-

tion of an exciting cause. For this reason condi-

tions and manner of life must be carefully investi-

gated in all cases. Medicine alone will cure no
case of asthma. In regard to the all-important fac-

tor of diet, this must be rigidly supervised, yet the

patient need not be starved. No single dietary will

suffice, but the following instructions and diet list

are handed to each patient and are of service be-

cause the latter names certain articles of food which
practically all asthmatics must eliminate at least in

the beginning of treatment.

INSTRUCTIONS AS TO DIET FOR ASTHMATIC PATIENTS.

The following instructions are necessarily of a
general character. Certain articles of food which
usually cause no ill effects may produce stomach and
bowel disturbance in your case. Return of asth-

matic symptoms from such peculiarities, the patient

himself must learn to guard against. Also, the

patient must be certain what part of his diet, if any,

is really at fault ; a person may eat meat and pota-

toes, feel distressed, and think the meat diagrees,

when, in fact, the potatoes should have been avoided.

Eat heaviest meal at noon. The evening meal must
be light, and should not be taken later than six

o'clock.

Diet During an Attack : Take only broths at in-

tervals of two to four hours.

Diet for Periods Between Attacks : Eat a variety

of plain, coarse foods. Eat enough to satisfy hun-
ger and no more. The patient need not starve him-
self, yet must remember that overeating cannot be

indulged in, no matter what the diet. Soups—May
be eaten (must be clear of fat).' Fish—Boiled or

broiled fresh fish, raw oysters, raw clams. Meats

—

Chicken, turkey, lamb, mutton, beef, venison (all

tender and lean). Vegetables—May eat all that

agree, but it will be found that heavy vegetables, i.e.
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onions, cabbaye, cucumbers, corn on cob, etc., usu-

ally must be avoided. Eat few potatoes, or better,

none at all. The same may be said of legumes, i.e.

peas, beans, etc^ Bread—Eat only that which is

well baked, or the same toasted thoroughly. Eat
rice, cereals and eggs (except fried) in moderation.

Of the last, not more than one or two at a meal.

Eat no raw fruits, but take these as sauces or com-
potes. Avoid hot cakes, pancakes, etc., also sweet

cakes, pies, and other rich crusts. Avoid nuts,

cheese, and any article of diet that experience has

taught you produce belching, bloating, passage of

gas from the bowels, or other distress. Avoid
candy, jellies, preserves, or much sugar in anything,

also much salt, much fat and all acids, i.e. the diet

throughout should be plain and bland, not highly

seasoned, nor rich. Drinks—May drink water, tea

and coffee—the last two not strong. Avoid cocoa
and chocolate. Take milk in moderation only ; some
patients cannot drink any without digestive de-

rangement. Avoid all alcoholic drinks, especially

beer and other malt beverages. Belching of gas
after meals or passing of same from the bowels to-

gether with a feeling of heaviness, mean fermenta-
tion in the digestive tract. When this condition

exists it must be corrected before lasting benefit

from treatment can be obtained.

It must be understood that with greatest willing-

ness to cooperate with the doctor, the diet cannot
be left to the patient's sole direction. One asth-

matic who was not doing well, was following in-

structions with a single exception. He clung to

hot cakes for breakfast. Much delving into his die-

tary was required to elicit the fact. On the other

hand, an attack was induced in another patient by
eating spinach, which is ordinarily well borne.

These examples show the need of careful scrutiny

of the patient's selection of foods.

Paradoxical as it may appear, patients do best on
the foregoing simple measures applied with thor-

oughness, although one is often called upon to ex-

tend therapeutic eft'orts. The solution lies in this

:

The procedures recounted suffice to overcome suc-

cessive attacks of simple spasmodic asthma until a

cure is finally accomplished.* In cases complicated

by defective function on the part of the heart, re-

ferring here especially to myocarditis, or of the

kidneys or bronchial mucous membrane results are

quite dift'erent. Here treatment, dietetic and medic-

inal, including herein such special aids of which
we may avail ourselves to ameliorate a dominant

*Because of far greater reliance upon the treatment
outlined, mere mention is made of several measures rec-

ommended for spasmodic asthma. Between attacks arse-

nic may be of service. During the attack, until the sys-

tem is under the influence of sodium iodate, the patient

may use the usual smoking powders or inhalants for tem-
porary relief. Pyridin or the contents of an amyl nitrite

pearl may be of occasional service. I have never had the

heart to urge persistent and volitionally lengthened expi-

rations while the patient is in the throes of agonizing
dyspnea, nor have I attempted the effect of mental sug-

gestion under these circumstances. However, I have wit-

nessed the trial of mental therapy by others. Failure was
invariable. Cauterization of certain asthma exciting points

upon the nasal mucous membrane has resulted in occa-
sional good effect, but since the same are not recognizable
visually, their cauterization is necessarily a haphazard
matter. I have seen practically no benefit resulting from
operations in the nose, done with a view to eliminate peri-

pheral irritation from abnormal growths of bony or soft

tissues or to improve respiratory conditions as regards air

space. An operation apparently successful in that it has
improved palpable anatomical defects, usually leaves the

patient in full possession of his asthma. Such experience
accords well with a humoral theory for this affection.

symptom, such as a racking cough, tenacious spu-
tum, sleeplessness, cardiac exhaustion, etc., will fail

to a greater or less extent.

Aside from attacks of dyspnea in diseased condi-

tions of heart or kidneys, characteristic spas-

modic asthma may be associated. The treatment

heretofore outlined will improve the patient's

breathing but relapses recur soon. Why these cases

are so little helped by a therapeutic methemoglobin-
emia, which markedly benefits simple spasmodic
asthma cannot to-day be answered satisfactorily.

The degree of toxemia is a matter of moment. In

asthma with coexistent lesions of the heart or kid-

neys the patient, with depressed metabolism which
cannot furnish physiological antitoxins, is able

neither to assimilate or react to the proportionately

greater amounts of drugs required to neutralize

more profound toxemia. But aside from this, every

drug fulfills inore than a single indication and a

secondary effect may, in a given instance, do harm.
Sodium iodate often relieves, temporarily, asthma
associated with myocarditis, yet for the latter digi-

talis (containing methemoglobin producing sapo-

nins), is especially indicated. The same sodium
salt will not relieve hay fever, although it will ame-
liorate an accompanying asthma. However, injec-

tions of epinephrin (also a methemoglobin produc-
ing substance), will often relieve temporarily hay
fever, simple spasmodic asthma, and that of myo-
cardial origin.* Asthma complicated by chronic

bronchitis while less serious than that associated

with cardiac or nephritic degeneration, is neverthe-

less of a class that only in young persons achieves a

cure. Their obstinacy has long been recognized by
practitioners who see much of this disease.f The
halogen salts like most remedies given for constitu-

tional eft'ect in asthma, stimulate the bronchial mu-
cosa and by increasing an already existing bronchial

catarrh are ill suited for treatment of these cases.

Injections of epinephrin are of service, but its effect

is transient and therefore it must be repeated at

short intervals.

Practically then, benefit from the sodium salt

recommended is limited to those cases in which
asthma appears as yet a functional disturbance. Of
course, this does not exclude cases in which bron-

chial catarrh occurs during the paroxysm. The in-

dividual must, however, show recovery from the

bronchitis after conquering the asthmatic attack.

In young persons even if asthma has recurred from
infancy the chances of ultimate cure are good. But
the attainment of this happy condition is not con-

fined to youthful sufferers as is proven by like re-

*It cannot be said that because each of a number of

drugs can produce a methemoglobinemia, they may be in-

differently substituted in treatment one for another. With-
out doubt other affinities, too, of these remedies must de-

cide our choice. The rapid but evanescent relief from
dyspnea and vasomotor spasm effect by amyl nitrite or

pyridin fumes could not well take the place of the pro-

longed effect on metabolism of potassium chlorate or the

latter of the bromine salts which experience has shown
approaches specific effect in epilepsy. Yet substitution of

methemoglobin-producing drugs is, to some extent, effi-

cient, as we have seen, and may again be noted herein,

that the one vegetable drug which it has been found fills

a serviceable place beside the bromides in the treatment
of epilepsy is Solatium carolinense, a plant which belongs
to one of several classes that contain saponin bodies, glu-

coside substances which produce methemoglobin.'
tForty years ago Hyde Salter' said: "Such cases are

very intractable and from this reason, that we have two
diseases to treat, bronchitis and asthma. The asthma is

intractable because its exciting cause, the bronchitis abid-
in?. any remedies that are brought to bear upon it are
rendered inoperative or merely of transient efficiency."
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suits obtained in well preserved individuals m the

sixth and seventh decades of life. While the writer

has purposely pointed out the limitations of a cer-

tain mode of treatment, one may say that in spite

of them, cases are not few which will be benefited,

provided always that the patient is taught how to

care for himself and above all, that the proper diet

is rigidly enforced until time discloses his ability to

add previously prohibited things to his dietary. A
single warning must be voiced. Sodium iodate

must not be given to tuberculous patients and espe-

cialh' such as have had hemorrhages. That this

contraindication arises solely from the presence of

the iodine atom is proven by equally evil effects sus-

tained by the same class of patients when taking any
form of this element. Scar tissue is absorbed,

cough and expectoration are increased, and hemor-
rhage is apt to recur.

In conclusion, a word respecting hemoglobin in

the urine which a test will disclose as present dur-
ing the administration of energetic methemoglobin
producing drugs. It need cause no anxiety since it

is but a transient occurrence. .\n allied fact is

worthy of note, although I am unable to interpret it.

Once the writer attempted to counteract the hemo-
globin loss by giving iron. A severe attack of

asthma supervened in a few hours. Subsequent
experimentation in other cases, to learn if this first

result was accidental, showed that a chalybeate
given to an individual recovering from asthma
would bring on an attack with certainty.

To recommend a single drug is equivalent to pre-

senting a specific remedy. As the result of consid-

erable experience it may be stated that sodium iodate

is a specific for the paroxysm of uncomplicated
spasmodic asthma. Moreover in these cases by re-

peatedly conquering the attack through measures
remedial, dietetic, and withal educational, the cure
of this affection, which gives the impression of a

vicious metabolic habit, is finally achieved.

CONCLliSIONS.
1. The identit)- of the mechanism underlying the

toxemia of anaphylaxis and spasmodic asthma is

attested by many clinical signs.

2. Whether or not the toxic intermediate products
of protein metabolism common to both conditions
are rendered inert, depends upon the capacity of the

organism to reduce them by oxidation and cleavage
processes to end products capable of elimination,

i.e. uric acid, urea, etc.

3. Methemoglobin, being a more stable oxygen
compound than oxyhemoglobin, fails to give up its

oxygen to the tissues. Herein arises a selective oxi-

dation, since methemoglobin is reduced bv the toxic

proteins of disease.

4. The above conditions and the further fact that

a methemoglobinemia is harmful only when pro-
found in degree, justifies the use of small doses of
methemoglobin producing drugs in the treatment of
asthma to effect a therapeutic methemoglobinemia.
In practice this procedure has been attended with
success.
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CHRONIC LYMPHATIC LEUCEMIA.*

STUDY OF .\ C.\SE, WITH PARTICUL.\R REFERENCE TO
BLOOD PICTURE .\ND FERMENTS IN THE URINE.

By M. B. WESSON, M.D.,

EL PASO, TEXAS.

The word leucemia is used to indicate a disease,

the characteristic symptom of which is an increase

in the white blood cells in the circulating blood,

associated with hyperplastic changes in the blood-

making organs. The diagnosis of leucemia is made
on the blood pictures alone. We have to differen-

tiate myelogenous and lymphatic leucemias.

The principal symptoms of lymphatic leucemia
are the increase in lymphocytes, and the tumor-
like enlargements of lymphatic structures. This
increase need not be absolute, but merely relative

to leucocytes. Chronic lymphatic leucemia is dif-

ferentiated from acute by its ver)- protracted course

and the enlargement of the spleen. Preponderance
of large lymphocytes does not necessarily indicate

acute form, as every leucemia has a greater or less

number of these. Great stress must be laid on the

clinical picture. Acute leucemia has a rapid course,

terminating fatally in a few weeks (most authors
give six weeks as a limit for the acute form, but

Fraenkel conservatively proposes four months) with
evidences of profound prostration and degenera-
tion of the organs, and practically no enlargement
of lymph glands and spleen. While on the other

hand, chronic leucemia develops slowly over a pe-

riod of months or even years, with gradually in-

creasing and finally marked lymphomatosis : and
becomes fatal through cachexia or a process simu-
lating the acute form.

The patient upon whom this study was made is

M. F., age 51, who entered the hospital (service of

Professor Barker), January 12, 1910, complaining
of leucemia. The family history is negative. Pa-
tient has always been a healthy man. Had measles,

mumps, and whooping cough as a child ; malaria at

II (five months' duration); typhoid fever at 34;
sciatic rheumatism at 41 ; no syphilis. Occasionally

suffered from tinnitus.

The present illness began one year ago, when he
noticed that the cervical and axillarv glands were
enlarged. Four months ago strength began to fail,

and on climbing stairs ankles were swollen and
discolored (circulation has been poor since attack

of typhoid fever). This swelling gradually spread

up to knees. Would disappear at night. About
nine weeks ago noticed painful spot on left side

over splenic area. Within past five weeks has had
night sweats, cough on lying down, increased ex-

pectoration, and shortness of breath.

The physical c.vaniination showed a rather

emaciated man (had lost 22 lbs. ). The whole body
is somewhat pigmented. No abnormal pigmenta-
tion about axillary and inguinal folds. Marked
venous pulse—centrifugal pulse with systolic col-

lapse. The mouth examination showed enlarged

tonsils and marked alveolar pyorrhea. Epitrochlear

*From the Medical Chnic of the John? Hopkins Hospi-
tal. Baltimore.
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glands barely palpable : posterior cervical, submax-
illary, axillary, and inguinals markedly enlarged,

rather firm and elastic. The inguinals form a large

tumor mass in each groin
;
glands for most part are

separate, i to 3 cm. in diameter, and form mass
8x4 cm. on right, somewhat less on the left.

There is slight tenderness over the sternum on

pressure. Lungs clear except at bases. Heart is

clear except for soft systolic murmur, which is not

transmitted to axilla. The spleen is readily palpa-

ble, 5 cm. l)elow costal margin in L. M. L. De-

scends with each inspiration, rather soft and

rounded. Liver dullness extends from fifth rib to

61/2 cm. below in R. M. L. Edge is fairly sharp

and rather tender. It reaches a point 11 cm. below

tip of ensiform and 3 cm. above umbilicus in ^I.

S. L. The surface is smooth. Extremities : There
is slight pitting on pressure over tibia ; ankles not

swollen. Large deep-brown pigmented areas cover

medial surface of legs.

In practically all of the cases reported the first

symptom has been swollen lymph glands, though
some cases do not show any glandular enlargement

till late in the disease. Generally the glands are

largest in the neck and decrease downward ; aver-

age 5 to 2 cm. in diameter, discrete or loosely

joined in small groups, usually hard, rarely tender,

and movable under the skin. These continue to in-

crease in size until end. unless secondary infection

causes them to disappear. They seldom give rise

to temperature symptoms. A fever at other times

than acute exacerbations is due to complications.

During the two months this patient has been under

observation both inguinal and axillary glands have

gradually grown larger, and are very much more
tender on palpation than at time of admission. One
axillary gland measures 4x2 cm. There are no

palpable popliteal glands.

Patient has had no fever except that probably

due to a herpes zoster. Shortly after admission

inunctions of arsenic were applied in right axilla.

and on this site a very severe herpes developed.

This caused marked discomfort and patient devel-

oped a temperature which lasted for some days.

.\t the present time the herpes has healed, but an

exceedingly painful neuralgia remains.

The enlargement of the spleen is a constant

symptom. Occasionally it is palpable with diffi-

culty, but it may extend to the umbilicus. How-
ever, in the average case, as in this patient, it ex-

tends about 3 to 5 cm. below the costal margin.

Enlargement is regular in all directions and spleen

is movable, descending with each inspiration. \'ery

large and hard spleens, as a rule, belong to cases

with slight lymphocytosis.

The liver is generally palpable and extends a few
centimeters below the costal margin in the right

mammillary line, but an enlargement as great as

in this case is rather uncommon. On February
30 the liver reached a point 6^ cm. below C. M
in R. M. L. and 11 cm. below tip of ensiform in

M. S. L. March 12 the liver extended 12 cm.

below C. M. in R. M. L. and 17I/2 cm. below the

tip of the ensiform. The enlargement rarely gives

rise to subjective symptoms—has not in this case.

Intense pain in the bones is usually the result of

secondary infection of the periosteum and abscess

formation.

There is an intense itching of the entire skin.

which is usually dry and withered, frequently as-

sociated with an eruption of urticaria, papulosa, and

vesiculosa. Lymphomata in the skin, as tubercles

or larger nodules, are frequently described. Hem-
orrhages from the skin are rare, occurring only

during acute exacerbations toward the end. Edema
arises over all parts of the body as a result of

pressure of the lymphomata on the veins and the

lymph vessels.

Patients generally lose a small amount of weight,

but, in this case, though there was a loss during the

first month in the hospital, he has gained slightly in

weight.

The examination of a drop of fresh blood of our

patient showed it to be dull and opaque, pale red

in color, and to smear easily. Erythrocytes were
somewhat pale ; very slight anisocytosis. Leuco-

cytes seemed to be nearly as numerous as red cells

—an extreme and remarkable leucocytosis. Mo-
nonuclears predominated, several eosinophiles seen,

very few polymorphonuclear neutrophils ; no para-

sites or pigmented leucocytes.

In a smear with Wilson stain the reds were
slightly pale staining. Numerous normoblasts, in-

termediate and megoblasts seen. No basophilic de-

generation observed. The predominating white cell

was lymphoid in type, resembling a lymphocyte in

size, with a pycnotic reticulated and almost seg-

mented nucleus, not uniformly stained. Few my-
elocvtes seen, a few eosinophiles, and camparatively

no polymorphonuclear neutrophiles. Large mono-
nuclears did not appear to be increased. The rel-

ative number of reds and whites in a field was
remarkable : numerous fields w'here leucocytes pre-

dominated.
The red-blood cells in all cases are decreased in

number. Cabot says they average 3,600,000, but

toward the end drop below 2,000,000. According
to the figures of other writers his average is too

high. The count on our case has averaged about

2,250,000. the highest count being 2,620,000 and

the lowest 1,920.000. On admission (January 12)

it was 2.320,000, and at present (^larch 12) it is

2,240.000. There has been at times a faint sug-

gestion of poikilocytosis and there is a moderate
amount of anisocytosis—mostly microcytes. few

macrocytes. The deformities in size and shape de-

pend upon the anemia. There is a central pallor

of the cells which is constant.

The majority of writers agree that the color index

is high when the count is below 2,000,000, and at

other times less than i. In our case it has averaged

about r.30, the hemoglobin remaining at 60. which
is a little high for a red count of 2,250,000.

There is rather a unanimity of opinion that

nucleated reds are rare in this disease, and that

when they do occur they are of the normoblast

variety, megaloblasts being practically never found.

Da Costa reports a case in which 10,678 per c.mm.

were found—8,512 normoblasts and 2,166 megalo-

blasts. On two davs our findings exceeded this.

The day of admission patient was evidenly having

a blood crisis, as 96 nucleated reds were found

while counting 500 cells (unfortunately these were

not differentiated). Four days later 17 nucleated

reds or 19.612 per c.mm. were present—13.468 nor-

moblasts, 3.108 megaloblasts, and 1,026 intermedi-

ate. No polychromatophilia was ever observed.

In our case the platelets increased, and on some
days thev have been so numerous as to interfere

with the counting of the red cells. The majority of

authorities, however, agree that they are decreased

in chronic lymphatic leucemia.

According to Cabot the average ratio of white

to red cells is i :50. The white counts vary from
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1,480,000 to 30,000, an average being 350,000, which
decreases to 180,000 toward the end. Da Costa
states that counts over 250,000 are rare. In our
case the ratio is much smaller, varying from i :5

to 1 :8. The highest count was 500,000 and the

lowest 168,000. For the six weeks following ad-

mission the number of white remained constant,

about 500,000; then they suddenly began to de-

crease till they were reduced to about 225,000, at

which level they have remained.
The increase of lymphocytes is both absolute and

relative. The proportion of large to small vary at

different times in the same case. In this case the

total non-granular cell count has varied from 99
per cent, to 90 per cent. The number of small

lymphocytes range from 94.2 per cent, to 80 per

cent., the difference being counterbalanced by
changes in the number of large lymphocytes and
large mononuclears present. Azure granules, which
Naegeli says are not found in the cytoplasm of

lymphocytes in leucemia, are present in large num-
bers. This observation confirms that of a number
of writers. The rods Ottenburg reported as present
in the large lymphocytes in acute leucemia were not
observed.

The small lymphocytes are of the same size or
smaller than the erythrocytes; and show a small

amount of protoplasm, and a round, usually feeble

staining sharply circumscribed nucleus. Occasion-
ally a smear shows nuclei that stain with marked
intensity, and others that are very pale. The deeply
staining nuclei seem to be smaller and to have less

protoplasm about them than the others. Attempts
have been made to differentiate these according to

age, the dark ones being the older.

I found that in thick smears the deeply staining

nuclei predominated, but that in thin ones, particu-

larly if the cover glasses were squeezed together, the

light ones were in the majority. So in my case, at

least, the variation in age was an antefact, due to

flattening out of the cells. There is a marked
nuclear network with occasional nodular swell-

ings, but no definite nucleoli. Sometimes the net-

work shows no definite outline or pattern. The
nucleus is most often in the center of the cell, but
it may be eccentric. The protoplasm is small in

amount, and as a rule acidophilic (stains pink with
Ehrlich). They resemble nucleated reds—differ in

that the reds possess more protoplasm, stain pinker,

and the nucleus is more solid and deeply staining.

There is a clear unstained space immediately about
the nucleus. Occasionally this is encroached upon
by nodular thickenings projecting into it on all sides

from the nuclear network.
Large lymphocytes have more protoplasm than

the small, vary much in size, and hence it is often
difficult to differentiate them. The nucleus is extra
central, ovoid as a rule, though at times flattened

on one side. The nucleus stains less intensely and
the nuclear network is rather vague. Many of the
large lymphocytes, which have a relatively large
nucleus deficient in chromatin and a faintly basic
non-granular protoplasm, are regarded as the
mother cells of the typical small lymphocytes.
There are a few large irregular-shaped faintly

staining bodies in the smears, homogeneous, devoid
of granules and nucleus. All agree that these are
both large and small lymphocytes in an advanced
stage of degeneration ; but there is a difference of
opinion as to whether they are extruded nuclei or
the protoplasm of cells that have lost their nuclei.

They are not present in fresh blood, hence are re-

garded as abnormalities artificially produced in the

readily compressed lymphocytes, commonest in thin

smears. Their formation is prevented by making
thick smears, and drawing the covers apart rapidly.

The "mononuclears" are unusually large, and

have a large, oval, vesicular, eccentrically placed,

faintly staining nucleus, which may be overlooked,

and abundant weakly basophilic protoplasm with-

out granules. Many of the nuclei are egg-shaped,

and quite rich in chromatin, the latter being scat-

tered over some and collected in bunches in others.

These cells vary much in size and a day or so pre-

ceding a decrease in the total white count they

appear to be extra large. This was noticed most
clearly in the counting chamber in the blood that

had been prepared for making a leucocyte count,

the reds being laked with acetic acid and the nuclei

of the whites standing out sharply.

The number of polymorphonuclear cells is rel-

atively low ; rarely does it reach 10 per cent. I

found that while the white-blood count numbered
500,000, 1.2 per cent, was the greatest number of

neutrophiles found ; and that it varied from this

to o. Since the decrease in whites the percentage

has increased, and one count showed 8 per cent.

Eosinophiles are said to be absent or less than i

per cent.—an absolute and relative reduction. Our
count showed a variation from .2 to .8 per cent.

No mastzellen were seen at any time.

Myelocytes are reported as being generally pres-

ent in very small numbers, but rarely exceeding

I or 2 per cent. I found them to vary from 1.4 per

cent, to o. Eosinophile myelocytes are rare, but I

found them in larger numbers than reported by
other observers ; however, 0.4 per cent, was the

maximum number.
Occasional improvement in the blood picture is

not uncommon. Apparent remissions lasting for

months have been described, in which the swelling

of lymphatic structures retrograde and the blood

picture becomes nearly normal, though there is a

considerable increase in lymphocytes.

The study of the urine has been of considerable

interest. It has been reduced in quantity, dark
yellow to orange in color, turbid, specific gravity

1,025, 3'^''^ reaction, no albumin or sugar. There
is generally, in a twenty-four-hour specimen, a

heavy, voluminous, brick-red sediment of amor-
phous urates. Not infrequently uric-acid crystals

are present. I found no record of their presence

in reports of other leucemia cases ; however, my
review of the literature was not complete.

At the suggestion of Dr. Roger Morris
Washington University St. Louis I made a

search for ferments in the urine. The procedure
for glucose, maltose, saccharose, and lactose was as

follows : 5 c.c. of urine was added to 10 c.c. of a 2j^
per cent, solution of the sugar, and to this was
added i c.c. of toluol to prevent the action of bac-

teria. Two active and two controls, of boiled urine,

were prepared of each. These were incubated for

five days. Then they were removed from the ther-

mostat and immersed in cold water to prevent fur-

ther action of the enzymes. The solutions were
filtered and examined with the polariscope. I

found no differences between the active tubes and
the controls in the glucose, saccharose, and lactose.

But in the case of maltose, the control tubes rotated

the light more strongly than the active, thus indi-

cating that there must have been some enzyme pres-

ent (maltose) xvhich had broken down the maltose

molecule. The following table shows the polari-
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scope readings. Tubes No. i and No. 2 are active,

No. 3 and No. 4 are controls

:

Date
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hemoptysis occurring in the course of puhiionary

tuberculosis.

I shall, therefore, present in this paper the views

held by different phthisiographers on this subject,

taking up the incidence, the causes, the diagnostic

value, and the prognostic import of bleeding from
the lungs in chronic tuberculosis, concluding with

a consideration of the therapeutic indications to be

met in this condition.

Incidence of Hemoptysis.—As to the frequency
of hemoptysis in tuberculosis there is a great dif-

ference of opinion. Plick says: "The frequency
of this symptom is surjirising and greatly e.Kceeds

the expectation of clinical experience."' In a

series of cases observed during one year, there

were hemorrhages in 51.63 per cent. Cornet,-

quoting from various sources, finds that the esti-

mates vary all the way from 24 to 70 per cent.

:

others make the percentage still higher. The dif-

ferences in the figures given by competent observers

are somewhat difiicult to reconcile ; it is' probable
that different classes of cases were untler observa-

tion. At any rate, such wholesale statistics have
but little practical value and they must be but "lame
and impotent conclusions" that are based upon
them, for, to be of diagnostic service, the stage in

which hemoptysis is most common, must be known.
Of greatest utility in incipient cases, its value varies

indirectly with the progress of the disease, while in

those cases in which death ensues shortlv after an

hemoptysis, this symptom, from a diagnostic view-
point, approaches zero. -\ redistribution of these

hemorrhagic cases must be made, they must be
pigeon-holed according to the stages in which they

occur before statistics can be of any great diagnostic

significance.

This has already been done, although but tu a

limited degree. Cornet thinks that "most fre-

quently the hemorrhage occurs in the very begin-

ning of the disease," but he gives no figures. Minor^
has found the symptom most common in ''relatively

advanced cases," but adds that careful inquiry

might reveal the occurrence of blood-spitting in

the earlier stages.

The conclusions of .\nders* are of interest. He
says that "In about to per cent, of cases of chronic
ulcerative pulmonary tuberculosis, hemoptvsis first

directs attention to. and is almost invariably fol-

lowed by, the demonstrable and conclusive evi-

dences of the disease. In not less than 25 per cent,

of all cases of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis,

hemoptysis is among the ushering-in symptoms of

the active, recognizable period of the affection."

The report of Smith" (dealing with hemoptysis)
merits our attention. He believes that the disparate
figures obtained by equally competent observers is

dependent, in a measure, upon whether or not
blood-streaked sputum is considered a hemorrhage.
He goes on to say that the "importance of this

symptom (streaked sputum^ in establishing a

diagnosis is great—practically as great as frank
hemorrhage—and physicians dealing with earlv

cases are not apt to make any distinction between
the degrees of hemoptysis, but it is cotisidered

doubtful whether all cases of pulmonary tubercu-
losis do not have, at some time during the course
of the disease, sputum streaked with blood from
the lungs." In the series of cases which he reports
he does not. therefore, consider streaked sputum
as a hemorrhage, but regards it as being "some-
times, at least, indicative of a reparative process'

—

an evidence of forming granulations." Tn spite of

this non-inclusion of streaked sputum, the percent-

age of hemorragic cases in his series is rather high.

Thus, in 1210 cases in all stages, 38 per cent, had
one or more hemorrhages, while in 67 incipient

cases 28 per cent, were hemorrhagic. If we include

as hemorrhagic cases with streaked sputum, wc
shall not be guilty of an overstatement in saying
that at least 50 per cent, of all cases of pulmona'\
tuberculosis have hemorrhages, one-half of this

number having the first hemorrhage early in the

disease.

Diag)iostic Sii^nificance.—From what has been
said above, the diagnostic value of hemoptysis is

evident; for, while not absolute (on account of ii.-

occurrence in diseases other than tuberculosis), the

aggregate of these cases is inconsiderable when
compared with those in which tuberculosis is the

undoubted cause. "'.Xll in all, one does not err in

considering actual pulmonary hemorrhages to be of

tubercular nature, although hemorrhages do occur
in certain other diseases, in hemopliilia. j-neumonia

(abscesses and gangrene), and aneurysms of the

aorta. Diseases of the heart, especially mitral

stenosis, and diseases of the tricuspid are important

causes of bloody infarcts ; but in such cases a care-

ful e.xamination reveals the etiology. "-

The observations of Hirschfelder"* are in accord
with those just expressed : "As a result of engorge-
ment of the pulmonary capillaries or of ])crmanent

injuries to their walls, hemorrhages from the lungs

may occur in any acute cardiac overstrain, but they

are most frequently seen in cases of mitral disease.

. . It is always of the greatest importance
to differentiate between such an hemoptysis and
that of an early pulmonary tuberculosis, and only

the most careful repeated examinations, coupled

with the presence of the cardiac lesion and the ab-

sence of signs of pulmonary disease, give sufficient

grounds to exclude the latter."

Hawes," in a series of 1 14 hemorrhagic cases, says

that 68.3 per cent, were either strongly suspected

or Droved to have tuberculosis. Miller' thinks that

hemoptysis "should always be considered to be due
to tuberculosis unless another definite cause can be

demonstrated." Bartlett" is of the opinion that

iiemoptysis occurring in ])neumonia. bronchitis,

asthma, or following trauma should lead to the

suspicion of an underlying tuberculous process.

The question as to whether hemoptysis may be,

at times, a form of vicarious menstruation is still

unanswered. The relationship between uterine and
pulmonary hemorrhages was noted bv the Father
of ^ledicine in the aphorism "Hemoptysis in a

woman is removed bv an eru]3tion of the menses"
and we know that pulmonar\- hemorrhages are not

uncommon at the premenstrual period, but whether
we can consider hemoptysis as replacing, or equi-

valent to, the periodical uterine flow is extremely
doubtful. Bartlett does not believe that an hemop-
tysis can occur in normal lungs, while Cornet thinks

that vicarious menstruation "does undoubtedly

occur, though on' the whole but rarel}'."

In this connection a case that I have at present

under observation is of interest. .\ young girl.

sixteen years of age, consulted me recently on ac-

count of small pulmonarv hemorrhages occurring

at irregular intervals during the last eighteen

months. ^Menstruation had never been established.

Examination of the lungs revealed nothing, but the

presence of an infantile uterus was discovered w'nen

a gynecological examination was made by Dr. Grif-

fith. This would seem to be a case of vicarious
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menstruation, but the patient must be kept under
observation for several years in order to make sure
that puhnonary disease has not followed the hemop-
t}sis before one can, with any reasonable degree of

safety, exclude tuberculosis as a cause of the

hemorrhages.
The percentage of cases in which tuberculosis is

the cause of pulmonary hemorrhage is variously

estimated, but all writers agree that it is a consider-

able one. Thus Bartlett thinks that hemoptyses are

tuberculous in origin in 90 per cent, of the cases,

while Brown^" says that 90 per cent, of all cases

having hemoptyses develop at some time, sooner
or later, pulmonary tuberculosis. It is not claiming

too much for this symptom, therefore, if we rank it

among the most important diagnostic features of
tuberculosis.

Causes of Hemoptysis.—The cause of pulmonary
bleedings is a topic that deserves and has prompted
considerable investigation. Before enumerating
what we may consider the actual exciting causes of

hemoptysis, a brief consideration of the ])redispos-

ing cause, the pathological condition of the pul-

monary vessels may not be out of place. This con-

dition, briefly, consists in the invasion of the walls of

the smaller vessels by tubercle formation. It is

easy to understand how these weakened walls might
lose their power of resistance against the pressure

of the blood, readily giving wa\' if thi^ pressure

Ije sufficiently increased. Sometimes the new forma-
tion projects into the lumen of the vessel, giving

rise to a local increased pressure at this point. Such
are the conditions in the early stages. Later in the

disease small aneurysms are formed in the walls of
the larger vessels and it is these which rupture

and give rise to the larger hemorrhages in ad\anced
cases.

The actual e.xciting causes—which have been as-

sumed directly responsible for pulmonary hemor-
rhages—are almost as varied as they are numerous.
Mental excitement is not infrequently followed by a

hemorrhage from the lungs, and physical over-

exertion—in the form of an acute strain or more
prolonged efforts such as riding or mountain climb-

ing—is a common etiological antecedent. An alco-

holic debauch may bring on a hemorrhage : and
sexual intercourse has also received its meed of

blame.

.\ rapid rise in humidity with lessened excretion
of water through lungs and skin and consequent
increase of pressure in the pulmonary circulation.

has been held accountable in some instances, and
the drinking of large quantities of water during the

hot weather probably favors the occurrence of hem-
orrhages for the same reasons. Plethora, predis-

posing to hemorrhage, may be due to overeating,

and in women, the systemic plethora of the pre-

menstrual period must also be counted as a pos-

sible cause of hemoptysis.

AMiile the causes mentioned are varied in char-

acter, the action of them all can probably be re-

ferred to an increased blood-pressure. This is not

always' demonstrable—and, indeed, the hemop-
tysis frequently appears unheralded by any of the

gathering clouds above noted—but the frequent re-

currence of hemorrhages makes probable the ex-

planation that they are due to an increase in the

blnod-nressure. which the vessels, in the eroded state

of their wnlls. are unable to withstand.

Pyoi'iiostic Sii;nificancc.—Fortunately, the results

of hemoptysis are frequentlv negative, although the

percentage of cases in which this obtains would be

difficult to estimate. In uiciiJienL uisease of the

lung the patient, following a hemorrhage, often

finds that he is relieved of a sense of distress or
constriction in the chest with which he had suf-

fered for several days previous tu the occurrence
of the hemoptysis ; and, if rest in bed be resorted

to and proper treatment instituted it is not unusual
for a marked improvement to take place. The de-

pression of spirits which the hemorrhagic novice

experiences is usually soon recovered from, and, as

ill consequences so often do not occur, subsequent
hemorrhages are tolerated with but little mental
anxiety.

But the outcome of an hemoptysis can not be

foreseen. In some cases a considerable amount of

dissemination may follow an hemoptysis, in others

a single large hemorrhage ma)' be the starting-point

of an acute bronchopneumonia with fatal outcome

;

while repeate<l smaller bleedings may carry ofT the

patient through exhaustion. In advanced case swith

cavity formation the bleeding, owing to inade<|uate

thrombosis, is often uncontrollable and death may
result from exsanguination or suffocation.

Smith^ considers hemoptysis unfavorable from
a prognostic standpoint. He says that patients who
are "doing well, of whatever type or stage of the

disease, do not become hemorrhagic and hemor-
rhagic cases do not bleed when they are improv-
ing." In his series of 417 deaths. 10 per cent, were
due to hemo]itysis, death occurring immediately or

within two or three days. He thinks that "in-

stances where overexertion, injury, or hard cough
has been the exciting cause of hemoptysis are ex-

tremely rare, and are confined largely to hemor-
rhages occiu"ring as the initial symptom of the

disease."

Treatment of Hemof'tysis.—.Although there exists

considerable difference of opinion as to the causes

of hemoptysis, there is practical imiformity in the

methods employed in the treatment of this condition,

despite the use of drugs apparently antagonistic in

their action and other minor details. The first in-

dication is to reduce blood-]iressure : as Smith says

:

"This constitutes the most rational and successful

line of treatment."

As hemot">tyses are sometimes preceded by a

sense of tightness in the chest or by the presence

of blood-streaked sputum, it may be possible to pre-

vent their occurrence by insisting on absolute rest

and by the administration of a drug—such as the

nitrites—with the view of decreasing vascular pres-

sure. Either of the following may be usefl

:

Sp. nitroglycerin nj xv
.Aqure % ij

Dose : 3 j

Sodii nitritis gr. xv
Aquffi y, ij

Dose : 3 j

A teaspoonful of either of the above may be

given every four hours for two or three days.

More commonly, perhaps, the patient receives no

warnincf and the physician is summoned to treat an

active hemorrhage. In the presence of this condi-

tion the indications are three in number: to secure

absolute physical rest, to (uiiet the fears of the

patient, and to lower the blood-pressure, attempt-

ing: in this manner to favor the formation of a clot,

which is nature's method of checking hemorrhage.
This means that the patient must be put to bed

and all unnecessary movements on his part '"ust be

avoided : he is not allowed to get up to attend to the

demands of nature, nor is he allowed to talk. .\
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comfortable position should be assumed : usually

the semi-recumbent posture (with one or two pil-

lows under the head) is best; and the patient should

be assured in a few words that there is little cause

for apprehension. My own practise is to break one

of the little "packages" of amyl nitrite (such as are

prepared by the diiiferent drug firms), holding it for

several minutes under the patient's nostrils. This

is the most rapid and effective means of securing

vasodilatation that we possess, as the action of

amyl nitrite begins within fifteen seconds (and lasts

for about 10 minutes), according to the investiga-

tions of Hewlett, quoted by Hirshfelder. As a re-

sult of the vasodilation produced by this drug, and
assisted in many instances by the quieting of the

patient's fears which follows the appearance of the

physician, the hemoptysis frequently comes to an

end within a few minutes. Whether or not this oc-

cur, the patient should receive atropin gr. 1/50
hypodermically, and this dose may be repeated two
or three times within the next twenty-four hours.

Some advise an initial dose of gr. 1/25. This drug,

though usually classed with the heart stimulants,

acts most efficiently in cases of hemoptysis, the as-

sumption being that the flushing of the skin, which
is characteristic of the action of atropine, relieves

the congestion of the deeper organs, with a conse-

quent decrease of intrapulmonary pressure.

In place of atropine some prefer the use of nitro-

glycerin. This may be administered hypodermically

in doses of gr. i/ioo, repeated at short intervals,

at first every half hour or hour, for three or four

dos'es, later less frequently. After vasodilation

has been obtained, more permanent effects may be

secured by the use of sodium nitrite, gr. j, every

three or four hours.

Morphine, although used considerably in hemo-
ptysis, should not be resorted to as a routine meas-
ure. It is indicated if the cough be troublesome,

but its field of greatest usefulness is in those cases

where excessive nervous irritability exists.

It is customary, at the onset of a hemorrhage, to

place a light ice-bag over the precordium, with a

view to quieting the heart's action. A fuller discus-

sion of this measure will occur later, in connection

with the use of digitalis.

There is no specific diet for patients with hemo-
ptysis : but the amount given should be small and
fluid in character (milk in small quantities and egg-

albumen are suitable) : especially is it necessary to

restrict the diet during the first twenty-four hours.

While depletion through the intestines by means
of catharsis has been advised and is theoretically in-

dicated, it is better to wait twenty-four hours be-

fore attempting to move the bowels on account of

the exertion which this action imposes on the

patient. Also examination of the chest should not

be undertaken, or should be restricted to ausculta-

tion ; under no circumstances should percussion be

practised.

As to the length of time that a patient who has

had an hemoptysis should stay in bed, there exists

considerable difference of opinion ; it is safer to in-

sist on rest in bed for 24 to 48 hours after the ex-

pectoration of post-hemorrhagic clots has ceased.

Such, in brief, is the routine treatment of hemo-
ptysis ; but a discussion of this subject would be in-

complete without an allusion, at least, to other drugs
and measures which have been advocated in this

condition. Thus, common salt, in doses of a tea-

spoonful, has been employed on account of an irri-

tation of the vagus, with reflex constriction of the

pulmonary vessels, which it is supposed to incite;

its action, however, is hypothetical ; while ice by
mouth is probably to be regarded as a psychical
hemostatic only.

Chloroform has been recommended because "it

lessens the heart action, reduces the blood pressure
and diminishes the respiratory movement."" Two
to 4 c.c. are dropped on cotton and held near the
patient's nostrils and the inhalation of a few drops
is continued at one-hour intervals, for several days.

The use of emetics has been abandoned, practi-

cally, and ergot, once considered the drug par ex-
cellence, has been supplanted by the vasodilators.

A valuable procedure which should be borne in

mind is the tying off of the extremities by means of

bandages applied to the middle of the arms and
thighs; it is especially serviceable in large hemor-
rhages where there is danger of exsanguination.
The constriction, which should be great enough to

interfere with the venous return without obstruct-

ing the arterial flow, should be gradually removed
after having been applied for ten or fifteen minutes.

It is evident that the drugs and procedures above
described depend upon one common principle, the

reduction of blood-pressure. More recently at-

tempts have been made to facilitate the formation of

a clot by other means. Thus, drugs are employed
which are supposed to increase the coagulative

power of the blood ; chief among these are gelatin

and the calcium salts—the chloride and lactate.

More difficult of explanation is the rationale of

the action of adrenalin in cases of hemoptysis. Be-
ing a vaso-constrictor, one would think that by
defeating the very object ordinarily sought, i.e. the

reduction of the .blood pressure, it could exert only
a baneful influence

; yet, this drug is one of the

most reliable agents at our command for the halt-

ing of a hemorrhage. Coleman recommends five

drops of adrenalin chloride, or three grains of the

suprarenal extract, every three or four hours. The
action of the recently introduced pituitary extract

has not been satisfactorily explained.

Another drug whose mode of action seems but
imperfectly understood is digitalis. At one time

held in high esteem as a hemostatic, its virtues are

but seldom sung to-day. This is the more remark-
able when we compare its effects with those of

the almost universally used precordial ice-bag.

In discussing the effects of the latter, Hirshfelder

says: "Simultaneously the blood-pressure ris'es and
the pulse increases in volume. There is evidently

both a reflex vasoconstriction from stimulation of

the vasomotor centre and a reflex stimulation of the

vagus." Besides this, da Silva thinks that there is

a direct stimulation of the heart muscle. It will be

noted that these eft'ects are exactly those brought
about by digitalis, and hence enthusiastic hydo-
therapists are in the habit of speaking of the ice-

bag as "physiological digitalis." It is possible that

digitalis, on account of its well-known tendency to

upset the stomach, has for this reason been super-

seded by the ice-bag; but if the latter is indicated

as often as it is prescribed, there surely must be a

considerable number of cases where digitalis would
be of benefit.

We have seen from what has been said that the

profession is by no means united as to the signifi-

cance, and the treatment of the symptom hemopty-
sis, occurring in pulmonary tuberculosis. .Xnd yet,

in spite of the fact that this' symptom is not in the

strict sense pathognomonic, that it may appear early

or late in the disease, or not at all—in spite of these
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limitations and restrictions, hemoptysis must be re-

garded, diagnostically, as a symptom of great value,

prognostically, as a sign of considerable, though still

undetermined, import. And in spite of the advo-
cacy, in this condition, of drugs antagonistic in their

action—drugs which are classed as stimulants, de-

pressants, dilators, and constrictors—we cannot dis-

regard the accumulated clinical evidence at our dis-

posal that all of these drugs have proved useful

;

and, perhaps, with a fuller knowledge of the action

of drugs and a deeper insight into the cause and the

"pathology" of hemoptysis, we may find that the

antagonism is more apparent than real.
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THE PHYSICIAN'S ROLE IN PREVENTR'E
MEDICINE.*

By D.\NIEL B. HARDENBERGH, M.D.

middletown, n. y.

Tii.\T the opening address of the presiding officer

should be general in scope is quite customary.

The physician's immediate employment is the

treatment of disease. By education and experience,

however, the physician is qualified to act in a capac-

ity of equal importance as conserver of health. This

function he fulfills while pursuing his practice. Sel-

dom called upon except to treat morbid conditions

already present, he nevertheless takes occasion to

indicate the way along which lies greater immun-
ity. To this individual instruction the physician

may add his influence in favor of the great coopera-

tive movements that make for the physical ameliora-

tion of the community, or of the nation.

In no sphere of human activity have results been

more beneficent than in that of medical research.

What more striking aspect of human progress is to

be found than in the contrast afforded in the condi-

tions of health and longevity in early periods and
the present I

In the i6th century the average length of human
life was less than twenty years, while to-day it

is nearly forty years. In London in the 17th and
i8th centuries the death rate ranged from forty to

eighty per thousand; now the rate is fifteen per

thousand. At present the mortality varies in dif-

ferent countries as does the dissemination of medical

science. In Denmark it is fourteen per thousand.

*President's Address at the .Annual Meeting of First

District Branch of the Medical Society of the State of

New York, held at Poughkeepsie. N. Y.. October 4. 1912.

while in India famine and plague raise the rate more
than three-fold.

Great as has been the advance in safeguarding
human life never were the opportunities for further

advancement more inviting. Not to the medical

mind alone is this apparent. Some of the first

economists recognize that no expenditure of effort

and wealth may be made so productive as that di-

rected to the conservation of human life and health.

In the words of Prof. Irving Fisher "the conserva-

tion of human life constitutes, therefore, the grand-
est movement of the twentieth century."

This truth while recognized by many discerning

intellects is yet so inadec|uately appreciated that men
of education, particularly men of the medical pro-

fession, should join in advancing the propaganda,
and recognize that no richer field for altruistic en-

deavor exists than in directing public attention and
interest to the advancement of medical science, and
its application to social life. Failure to appreciate

these opportunities and duties by the masses, by
mercantile interests, and by political bodies may as

readily be indicated as the discernment of students.

Before a recent legislature in Ohio were two bills,

one appropriating .$25,000 to equip a serum farm
for the treatment of cholera in hogs, and one for

the manufacture and free distribution of antitoxin

serum for the cure of diphtheria in the human sub-

ject. The legislature passed the bill for the preser-

vation of the swine, and rejected that for the human
subject.

It may be contended that humanitarian purposes
should not sway such a body. But from a material-

istic standpoint what investments yield greater re-

turns to the national wealth than those directed to

the health of the nation ? Estimating the economic
value of life through the capitalization of earning

power, and using the tables of Farr of England
to which have been applied the increased wages in

America it may be shown that the value of an aver-

age life rises from abotit $100 at birth to over $4,000
at 30. Nicholson estimated that human labor capi-

talized in Great Britain was worth five times all other

capital. Consider the decreased mortality from ty-

phoid fever that has followed the establishment of

filtration beds for the water supply of Berlin. What
wonderfully rich investments have been these ex-

penditures !

The average earnings of the southern farm
laborer is J^ cents per day ; that of the victim of

hookworm disease, 40 cents. The cost of drugs
required to cure a case of hookworm disease may
be about fifty cents. What a field for investment!

Leonard Wood has declared that the discovery of

the mosquito as the carrying agent for yellow fever

is saving more lives annually than were lost in the

Cuban war. and that it is saving the commercial
interests of the world a greater financial loss each
year than the cost of the entire Cuban war.

Greater advance has probably been made in the

prevention of disease than in its cure. Undoubt-
edly public appreciation of preventive medicine is

more a-^'equate than that of therapeutics. The pro-

fession is fairer in its attitude to new methods of
treatment than is recognized. So far as is just to

the public it assimilates and incorporates that which
is valuable in such methods : but, while this pub-
lic remains eager for that which is new rather than
that which is best, the professional attitude of aloof-

ness to these methods during the period of exag-
gerated regard for them must, in a measure,
continue.
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It may be chided for failing at once to incorpor-
ate the methods of Christian science or osteopathy,
hni -.".hiie certain iictions of the puMic are eager to

apply one or the other of these methods to the

greater number of ills, how can the profession hold
such a tendency but as misguided? It will not it-

self encourage fallacies in order not to be displaced.

It is willing to concede all that is valuable in

mental science, Christian science, hydrotherapy,
hypnotism, massage, osteoiiathy, and electricity, as

"/ell as hygiene and drugs, but lunv can it be ex-
pected to yield to passing whims to ajjply single

methods of treatment to all ills to the exclusion ol

all other methods I It will need wait until the pub-
lic has upon a particular method become rational

ijefore it can satisfy the demands for such treat-

ment.

The instruction of our best schools, an<l the atti-

tude of our societies and press should be broad
enough and progressive enough to seize upon all

that is valuable in treatment from sources obscure
as well as scientific. The attitude of many well-

informed among the public has been to accept

among the drugs a certain number such as c|uinine

and mercury whose specific effect is too apparent,

even to the casual observer, to be denied ; to admit
the degree of immunity that follows administration
of certain of the vaccines ; to accept the antidiph-

thcritic and other of the antitoxins; and to sweep
away from consideration practicallv the balance of

the pharmacoixeia. \Ve imdoubtcdly can and shall

do with many less drugs, and yet the results of most
painstaking observation, even while classified as em-
pirical rather than scientific in origin, we shall

not con.sent in a body to discard. We shall, rather,

gradually relinriuish that which is less valuable, and
assume certain newer agencies, not in the belief that

they are final, but according to the best of present

knowledge. No remedy is too obscure to receive

consideration, or too obvious to escape scrutiny.

The most sceptical are perhaps themselves har-
boring dehisions. Should one venture to offer as

wholly beneficent agents merely fresh air and light,

he would not escape scepticism upon tlie latter, at

least.

It would be urged that the greater number of

animal creatures live in deep darkness at the bot-

tom of the ocean, and that man himself lived, until

recently, in the darkness of forest, cavern, and hut.

That in the tropics animal activity is nocturnal and
that the neurasthenia of the white race, and the e.x-

tinction in certain latitudes of that race is due to

the destructive over-stimulation of light upon nerve
tissue. Tn time exception may be taken to over-
abundance of fresh air if one judge the future from
the past.

.So long as the medical profession continues with
the best knowledge obtainable, and applies that

knowledge with the greatest zeal and honesty it

may be trusted to discard the inferior, and to adopt
the new and jireferable with greater wisdom than
can the public at large. A profession so informed
and .so disposed will maintain an ever increasing

influence and respect.

F.ver increasing demands are made ujjou our
medical schools. I should deem advantageous the

union of the medical schools in the large cities.

Such seats of medical learning would secure greater
influence and prestige, and would invite not only

continued endowment from individuals but might
well become recipients of State endowment and
support.

Paternalism in government, however to be de-
cried, is evidently increasing, and nowhere can pub-
lic money be more profitably employed than in com-
bating morbiility and death in the nation.

With all zeal to maintain a worthy leadership in

matters of public health the physician should be
observant and prompt to act upon opportunities for

advancement of health measures that interest of the

public, however aroused, may offer. The present
interest in combating tuberculosis that is so general
should be utilized to press reforms that at a later

period may be far more difficult.

The enactment of law in this State permitting
the establishment and maintenance of hospitals at

county expense for the treatment of tuberculous

subjects should be utilized to the fullest extent to

provide asylum for the hopelessly diseased, to guard
against dissemination by segregation, to instruct in

the early and pro]ier treatment of the malady, and
to cure the incipient cases. The interest of cities

anil villages in establishing dispensaries and rlay-

camps should be stimulated, and the willingness of

physicians to render gratuitious service and assume
chief labors in such maintenance continued.

The present effort so representative of the best

thought in the nation to secure in the national gov-
ernment an independent department, or bureau of

public health should enlist the active coojieration

of all physicians. No body of ]ihysicians is so large

:uu\ none so small to escape a burden of responsibil-

ity toward this measure.
That the agencies for public health should remain

scattered in eight departments, and that there

should be no official in the public health service in-

dependent enough to express an ojiinion on matters

pertaining to his bureau without securing the ap-

jiroval of a superior charged not with maintain-
ing the health, but the finances of the nation i--

absurd.

The sacrifice of an efficieiU officer of the gov-
ernment. Dr. Wiley, may be attributed not so much
to the officials who surrounded him as to the sys-

tem that maintained them.

An excellent example of sacrifice of public health

that the present systeni entails may be found in the

instance of the bubonic plague in California cited

bv Senator Owen. Recalling that this was the most
dreaded plague, the black death of London, that

in a single outbreak killed 200,000 in Moscow, and
more recently 164,000 in Piombay, he relates that

when in 1900 this plague broke out in San Fran-
cisco the city board of health quarantined the

Chinese district. On June 15, 1900 a United
.States district judge influenced by the commercial
spirit of San Francisco declared the f|uarantine il-

legal sayiug, "I should hold that there is not now
and never has been a case of plague in this city."

This opinion was followed by an immediate fed-

eral quarantine by the Marine Hospital Service offi-

cials. The governor and commercial bodies of Cali-

fornia proved a false case before the Secretary of

the Treasury, who compelled his subordinate, the

Surgeon-General, to yield. The Marine Hospital Ser-

vice finally persuaded the Secretary of the Interior

to cause an inquiry in January, 190T, by experts of

the highest order, Prof. Flexner, Prof. Now. and
Prof. Barker. Their unanswerable authoritative re-

port was made in February, 190 1, finding numerous
cases of bubonic plague in the heart of San Fran-
cisco. Ignited States nuarantine law required im-

mediate iniblicatinn. Senator Owen states that he

was advised that the report was suppressed two
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nifinths. He states further that since then various

experts in government service have discovereil in

tiie rofient, and occasionally in the human subject,

hulionic plague all the way from Los Angeles to

Seattle, and that rustication of the expert making
such announcement regularly followed, and that

now. such is the prevalence among rats and squir-

rels along the coast that a serious outbreak in the

human subject is quite possible: even the city of

San I'rancisco is stirred to an expenditure of mil-

lions for erection of concrete docks to guard against

further invasion of rats.

The futility of the ijresent subordination of

health interests of the nation could scarcely lie bet-

ter illustrated than in this recent history.

Opponents of the Owen Bill have sought to stigma-

tize it as a measure of the "doctors' trust." False

as is such designation it has been used to weigh
down the bill. Such an efiort on part of patent

medicine manufacturers and other ojiponents of the

hill to render the support of the .American Medi-
cal As.sociation and other representative bodies a

handicap to the measure should be met with most
resolute determination to bring the proposed legis-

lation to public attention in the confidence that

attention once secured approval will surely follow.

Why, with a lowered death rate from nearly

ever)- other cause, is there an increase in that of

arteriosclerosis with its allied chronic degenera-

tion of heart, kidney, and liver? The ill effects

of alcohol in excess are appalling. Will there fol-

low not only a frank acceptance of the danger of

overeating as well as overdrinking, but will the

conclusion be reached that as alcohol in excess is

deadly so in whatever moderation consimied it re-

mains harmful. Such broad minded men as Presi-

dent Taft and Roosevelt as also the Emperor Will-

iam, have been led to such conclusion and recog-

nizing the responsibility of example, refrain from
the use of alcohol.

With a more exact application of science to liv-

ing there will be ever a closer scrutiny of the phy-

sician's own measure of hygiene. Whatever the

physician's opinions, the public will rightly expect
of him an example to enforce his precepts.

A STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF EXPERI-
MENTAL HYPERTHERMY ON THE
OPSONIC ACTIVITY OF THE BLOOD

SERL'M OF THE RABBIT.*

By G. .a. RUECK, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

For a long time fever was considered to have a

harmful and deleterious influence on the course

of infectious disease, but recent study suggests

that a moderately elevated temperature has little

harmful effect on the body tissues and that, in a

degree, elevation of body temperature may increase

the protective resources of the body and thus be

conservative in its action.

Rolley and Meltzer, Liidke, Riethus, Horning
and Rolley, and others demonstrated experimentall\'

that the parenchymatous degeneration of the inner

organs, the marked decrease of hemoglobin and
erythrocytes found in rabbits as early as one to

two days after the beginning of an infection, and
that the increase of leucocytes and the increased

decomposition of albumin present in infected ani-

*From the Department of Bacteriology of the College

of Physician? and Surgeons, New York City.

mals must be attributed to the action of the toxins,

of the pathogenic bacteria in the tissues anfl not

to the action of the high teniperature on the tissues.

That the increase in body temperature may retard

the development of infection is shown in Filehne's

experiment. .Animals were inoculated with strepto-

cocci which he isolated from cases of erysipelas.

The inoculated animals when kept warm were only

moderately sick and recovered. Controls untreated

died. Lowy and Richter injected animals with the

organisms of diphtheria, chicken cholera, swine

plague and pneumonia, and elevated their body
temperature by means of the "Warmestich." When
the body temperature was artificially raised in this

way the animals resisted these infections better

than untreated controls. Rovighi and other men
have obtained similar results in their experiments
by elevating the body temperature of the infected

animal. They failed, however, to show whether
an ele\ated body tem])erature favored leucocytosis

or stimulated the ditferent protective activities of

the blood serum. Comparatively few investigators

were led to assume that an elevated body temper-

ature did not favor the course of infection. .Among
these were Ritzmann, Barankeiefif, and some
others.

Sulina and others studied the thermal limits of

bacterial growth in test tubes and concluded that

the growth of bacteria in the infected animal l)ody

must, in approximately the same way. be inhibited

through an elevation of body temperature. Rolley

and Meltzer and others have demonstrated experi-

mentally that an elevation of the body temperature

of animals increased the agglutinative, hemolytic,

bacteriolytic, and complementary activities of the

blood sera as tested /;/ z'itro. Sulina studied the

influence of an elevated temperature upon phago-
cytosis ill vitro with standardized suspensions of

leucocytes and standardized suspensions of B.

typhosus. Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, and
attenuated anthrax bacilli without threads. These
organisms were opsonized by their serum. In ex-

posures of 5 to 25 minutes at different temi>eratures

the counts of 400 to 500 phagocytic cells revealed

a maximum i)hagocytosis between 39° C. and
40° C. Wright and Neufeld each thought that

the leucocytes from different normal per.sons do

not vary in their phagocytic power. But in the

studies of North and Park and Rriggs they varied.

Rosenow and Potter and Krumwiede observed that

in pneumonia leucocytes have a greater phagocytic

power than in health. Shattock and Dudgeon
found that washed pneumonia leucocytes were
more active in pneumonia serum than normal leu-

cocytes, whereas in puerperal streptococcus infec-

tion the patient's leucocytes were less active as

phagocytes than those of healthy persons in the

same serum. .Sauerbeck found that etherization of

the animal injured the phagocytic activity of the

leucocytes in 7-ivo. The conclusions of Wright and
of Neufeld, it thus appears, are not altogether

accurate and the leucocytes may vary in their phago-
cytic activity, depending on the stage of infection,

the amount of injury, or the degree of immuniz-
ation acquired.

Summarv of Prcz'ious Work.—These experi-

ments of others demonstrate that the parenchy-

matous changes of the inner organs in infectious

diseases are not wholly due to the fever but chiefly

to the bacteria and their products. This previous

work also suggests that an elevation of body tem-

perature Cup to 40° C. to 42° C. or 104° F. to
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107.6° F.) may be unfavorable to the growth of

pathogenic bacteria, ahhough it does not destroy

them. Hyperthermy artificially induced increases

the agglutinative, hemolytic, complementary, and
bactericidal activities of the serum. The phago-

cytic activity of leucocytes in vitro is greatest at

39° C. and 40° C. The phagocytic activity of

the leucocytes in infection may be increased or

diminished.

The purpose of my experiments was to deter-

mine whether the opsonic activity of the blood

serum is increased or diminished by elevation of

body temperature. In order to do this the opsonic

action of the blood serum of animals was tested

before and after inducing experimental hyperthermy
in them by incubation. The determinations were
first made on normal rabbits, then on immunized
rabbits, and also on a rabbit in certain stages of in-

fection.

Technique.—After recording the temperature of

the rabbit a small amount of blood (3 c.c.) was
obtained from the ear vein, then the rabbit was
placed for two hours at 37° C. in the incubator,

the doors of which were left open every twenty

minutes for five minutes to insure proper venti-

lation and avoid excessive exposure. After two
hours' exposure the animal's temperature was again

recorded and blood collected as before incubation.

The specimens of blood were kept in the icebox

for twenty-four hours, when the clear serum was
removed from the clot for study. Leucocytes were
obtained from my own blood by Wright's method.

The bacterial emulsion was prepared from a 24-hour

agar culture of Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

In 5 c.c. of normal saline solution the growth was
broken up, pipetted off. shaken, and centrifugalized

at low speed for 2 minutes to remove clumps. It

was standardized so as to have 5,000,000 of bacteria

in I c.c. Equal parts of leucocytes, serum, and

bacteria were mixed in small agglutination tubes.

These were immediately put into the thermostat

at 37° C, so that the exposure was made under

identical conditions. At the end of 10 and 20

minutes' incubation two smears were made from

each mixture. They were stained by Jenner's

method and the bacteria ingested by 100 phago-

cyting cells, were counted in each set of slides as

recommended by Sauerbeck. By covering the

labels of the slides and making recounts the errors

were tested. They varied from i 1/3 per cent, to

24 per cent. But by taking the average of three

independent counts and by making two separate

OPSONIC ACTION OF THE BLOOD SERUM OF THE NORMAL
RABBIT BEFORE AND AFTER INCUBATION

RabbitI, weight 2,001
grams;
Before incubation. . .

After incbation for 2
hours

Rabbit II, weight 3,351
grams:

Before incubation. . .

After incubation. . . .

Rabbit III, weight
2.9S6 grams:

Before incubation. . .

After incubation ....

Tem-
pera-
ture

99.6°F.

104."'F.

102.°F.
103.6°F.

99.4''F.

103.2''F.

Phagocytic Indices*

10 Min.

17.17

20.27

5.49
7.78

5.67
6.27

20 Min.

29.8

31.5

6.43
8.76

8.40
9.36

Average

23.49

25.89

5.96
8.27

Percent-
age of
Increase

7.04
7.81 10.9

determinations this error was greatly diminished.*

From the results of these three experiments!

shown in the above tables it is evident that the

temperature of a normal rabbit is increased by
the prevention of heat loss during incubation, and
that at the same time the opsonic activity of the

blood serum of the normal animal so treated is

definitely increased. In order to determine whether
similar changes are produced in immunized animals

the following studies were made on animals immu-
nized by vaccines

:

Opsonic action before and after incubation of

the blood serum of rabbits immunized with vaccine

:

November 3, 1910: The three rabbits were each

inoculated intravenously with i c.c. of a vaccine of

Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus containing 250,-

000,000 of dead cocci in i c.c. November 5, 1910:

Intravenous injection of 2 c.c. of vaccine of 500,-

000,000 of bacteria into each rabbit. November 7,

1910: Intravenous injection of 3 c.c. of vaccine, or

750,000,000 of bacteria. November 9, 1910: Intra-

venous injection of 4 c.c. of vaccine, or of 1,000,-

000,000 of dead staphylococci into Rabbits II and
III. November 11, 1910: Rabbits II and III at

this stage supposed to be in negative phase of im-

munization were incubated two hours and speci-

mens of blood taken before and after incubation

were studied.f

OPSONIC ACTION OF THE BLOOD SERUM OF THE IM-
MUNIZED RABBIT BEFORE AND AFTER INCUB.\TION.
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The following experiments were carried out to

determine whether this experimental hyperthermy

would produce any more marked changes in the

opsonic activity of the blood serum of the rabbits

when immunized by living bacteria

:

Opsonic action before and after incubation of

the blood serum of rabbits immunized with living

bacteria; intravenous inoculation of Rabbits II and
III: November 22, 1910, 0.5 c.c. ; November 25,

1910, I c.c; November 28, 1910, 1.5 c.c; November
30, 1910, 2 c.c, and December 2, 1910, 3 c.c. of a

living 24-hour agar culture of Staphylococcus

pyogenes aureus suspended in 4 c.c. of sterile

normal saline solution.

One day after the last immunization with living

bacteria Rabbit II in positive and Rabbit III in

negative phase were incubated two hours, and

specimens of blood taken before and after incuba-

tion were studied.

OPSONIC .\CTION OF THE BLOOD SERUM OF THE IM-

MUNIZED RABBIT BEFORE AND AFTER INCUB.\TION.

In Studying the slides of my experiments with

immune sera an agglutination of bacteria was
noticed which was absent with sera from the

normal animals. The fact that the agglutination

of the bacteria is a disturbing factor in estimating

the opsonic indices of immune sera has been recog-

nized by other observers.* This agglutination of

bacteria may account for some of the variations

in my phagocytic indices, but it was a disturbing

factor of minor importance. Although the series

of animals was limited the results of the fore-

going experiments were especially significant be-

cause the study was made on the same animals in

different stages of immunization and infection.

Furthermore, a technique similar in each experi-

ment was used, rendering comparison of the re-

sults of interest. To facilitate these comparisons

the results have been arranged in the following

table

:
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opsonic action of the serum decreased, but after

a rest, even though antemortem, the serum regained

some of its former activity. The animal was, there-

fore, clearly in negative phase. There was an in-

crease of opsonic activity of the serum due to two

hours' incubation at all stages of the experiment.

This varied, but was marked as in the previous

animal before and during immunization, but when
infection developed and the animal was badly

poisoned by continuing the immunizing injections

under these conditions, the experimental hyper-

thermy increased the opsonic activity of the serum

very little—less than at any other stage of the

experiment.

Conclusion.—In my experiments as in those of

all previous observers the opsonic activity of the

blood serum of normal animals was greatly in-

creased \)y immunization with dead organisms in

vaccines, and with the living bacteria as well. And,

further, in the processes of immunization the ani-

mal may be so poisoned that for a time there is a

so-called negative phase in which the opsonic activ-

ity of the blood serum is diminished or fails to in-

crease. But this negative phase was found in my
experiments only in Animal III when, after inocula-

tion with living cultures, fatal infection developed.

In a vigorous animal the opsonic activity of the

serum may thus increase gradually and steadily

with immunization without necessarily showing a

negative phase. Artificial elevation of the body
temperature obtained by incubation (i.e. without

exception in all my experiments) increased the

opsonic activity of the blood serum in the normal,

the immunized, and even in the sick rabbit. The
efTect of experimental hyperthermy in augmenting
the opsonic activity of the blood thus varied greatly,

depending upon the condition of the animal and

upon the degree or stage of immunization or in-

fection. The effect of hyperthermy was usually

more marked in the immunized animal than in

the normal. The increase was most marked in the

healthy Rabbit II during active immunization. The
increase was least marked, practically nil. in in-

fected Rabbit III, antemortem.
In conclusion I desire to express my thanks to

Dr. Augustus Wadsworth for suggestions and lielp

in this work.
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THE UNFORTUNATE PREDICAMENT OF
THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.

By TH0M.\S DIXON, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Those of the medical profession who have its best

interests at heart, who feel a sincere pride . in its

past achievements and in the high ideals it has
always striven to maintain, cannot contemplate the

present economic conditions of the practice of

medicine without experiencing a feeling of alarm
in regard to the future. The leading economists
of to-day now place our profession in the unre-

munerative class, and state that under present con-

ditions matters will not improve but on the con-

trary will tend to grow worse. As time goes on
we find paying patients grow fewer each year. We
go on hoping for better times only to encotmter
worse ones. We think that possibly depression in

commercial business is affecting the situation but,

on looking over our books, the unfortunate fact is

demonstrated, whether the times be good or bad
commercially, our business year by year has been

progressively worse. This shows that there must
be something radically wrong in the conduct of

our affairs, that is. that the prosperity of the com-
munity at large does not necessarily mean greater

financial returns to the profession. The average
physician at present is unable to earn more than a

bare living and there are matiy who cannot even do
that. What will be their position a few years

hence? This situation not only affects the poor

men in the profession, but it also concerns those

who are now financially comfortable ; for, with

the progressive decline of income they will eventu-

ally find themselves in the same distressing situa-

tion as those who are earning but a bare living at

present. It may be thought that I exaggerate the

poverty of the profession, but I beg to call the

reader's attention to the fact that a short time ago
one of the representative medical societies of our

city with a membership of about one thousand
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physicians called for a subscription of two dollars

from each member. How many responded ? Less

than one-third. An alumni dinner of a class of

seventy-nine physicians, graduated during recent

years, had a dinner at five dollars a plate. How
many were present ? Only si.x

!

It is indisputable that the physician is the only

real altruist in any community. He alone endeav-

ors by every means in his power, with all his knowl-
edge, scientific, economic, and ethical, to comliat

disease which is his only resource of livelihood.

He is himself or through his representatives con-

stantly making researches in the causation of dis-

eases and the methods of limiting their spread or

preventing their occurrence; and this is done with-

out any remuneration whatever. What other pro-

fession or trade does anything approximating to

this work of the physician ? He has always sub-

ordinated his personal interests, the most vital to

his existence, to the interests of his fellow man.
Can it be possible that the profession we all love,

through poverty, will disintegrate, become disor-

ganized, lose its high ideals and descend to baser

motives ? Can it be possible that as fine a class of

men as there is in the community, who give more
to charity than any other class, who sacrifice their

personal well-being for others and who have given

untold benefits to the world are going to the wall ?

There is a general impression among medical men
that the position taken by the public toward the

physician is unfair, sordid, and selfish. It assumes
that the doctor is a public altruist, who may disre-

gard his obligations to his family and to himself, at

all times, in order to serve the public. This finds

expression in the disregard of obligations to the

physician and in the unjust discrimination against

them by our lawmakers. This singular attitude of

a people toward a class of men who are continually

working for its benefit is a cause of resentment,

sorrow and regret to the profession.

Let us not be unjust to the public. We have not

taken it into our confidence. Ours is an exclusive

profession and has kept its afl'airs to itself. So
how could the public know our real economic con-

dition? Not knowing the real facts, it judges from
surface appearances. Many think we are paid for

our services in hospitals and dispensaries. How
often we hear the remark : "Oh, you doctors have

plenty of money!" The abuses that the profession

sufifers from are of their own making, and the

remedy is in their own hands. The remorseless

law of evolution must be met. Great changes have

been and are now going on in economic conditions

of this country. Lines of thought that would for-

merly do will not answer now. Combination, or-

ganization and fraternity now make for progress.

There is absolutely no hope for better economic
conditions in the profession without an organiza-

tion whose sole work shall be devoted to improve

these conditions. Our present medical societies

cannot do this work, for they are too much inter-

ested in medical research to have any time to give

to economic conditions. Properly organized with

but one purpose in view, there is not the slightest

doubt that we can remedy many of the existing evils

and prevent future ones from afflicting us. Does
anyone suppose that the numerous bills inimical to

the medical profession would have been passed by
the State Legislature had the seven thousand

physicians of Greater New York been organized for

economic purposes? Does anyone suppose that a

committee representing such an organization would

be kept waiting hat in hand outside the legislative

chamber while some small ward politician is

promptly admitted to the inner sanctum? The
ward politician receives greater consideration than

the doctor because he has an organization behind

him, and it will always be so until the physicians

have sufficient strength through organization to

insist upon a square deal. Some medical men ad-

vocate State control of physicians, that is, the State

should pay salaries to them for services to the

community. Such an arrangement would consti-

tute a condition of paternalism and would place us

under political domination. This would degrade

the profession and tend to retard progress.

In order to secure the proper support of the pub-

lic, we should no longer conceal from it our real

economic condition. Medical men should write ex-

tensively on the subject in magazines and the press,

so that the community may have an opportunity of

obtaining the real facts and be fair to us. Influ-

ences are at work to induce physicians to organize

for the purpose of investigating the economic con-

dition of the medical profession and to devise

means to solve the problem. The situation de-

mands immediate action. Are you going to permit

this state of aflfairs to continue ? It means the loss

of your independence, your happiness, and the

cherished traditions of your profession. Let us

bury our selfish motives and petty jealousies and

support this movement with all the intelligence and
enerev at our command.

MANIC-DEPRESSIVE INSANITY.*
By .-XRTHUR K. PETERY, M.D.

norristown, pa,

assistant physician, state hospital for the insane.

In considering the manic-depressive groups of

insanities, it might be well to first take up the defi-

nition as given by Kraepelin, which is as follows

:

Manic-depressive insanity is characterized by the

recurrence of groups of mental symptoms through-

out the life of the individual, not leading to mental

deterioration. These groups of symptoms are suf-

ficiently well defined to be termed the manic, the

depressive, and the mixed phases of the disease.

The chief symptoms usually appearing in the manic

phase are psychomotor excitement with pressure of

activity, flight of ideas, distractibility, and happy

though unstable emotional field. In the depressed

phase we expect to find psychomotor retardation,

abs'ence of spontaneous activity, dearth of ideas and

depressed emotional attitude ; while the symptoms
of the mixed phase consist of various combinations

of the symptoms characteristic of the manic and

depressive phases.

This' classification as one of the insanities as de-

vised by Kraepelin has been the subject of much
criticism, which appears unjust. It is one of the

most common forms of insanities ; the average

percentage of admissions to hospitals ranges' be-

tween twelve and twenty per cent, and many of

the cases appearing under forty or fifty years of

age and diagnosed according to the old classification

as melancholias and manias would probably come

under this present clas'sification.

Of the causative factors in this disease heredity

stands out in the foreground and ranges high in the

percentage of the relatives who have often suf-

fered from the same form of psychosis; frequently

*Read before the Montgomery County Medical Society,

June 26, IQ12.
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the individual is noticed to be defective before the

onset of the disease; some are peculiar, others are

excitable and subject to frequent and apparently

causeless changes of mood.
Alcoholism plays' also an important role in this as

well as in the other forms of insanities. In a study

of the heredity of eighty cases the following results

were determined : On the paternal side of the cases

there was a history of twenty- four who were dis-

tinctly alcoholic, eight were insane, three were
tuberculous, and one distinctly neurotic. On the

maternal side there were three who were addicted

to the use of alcoholics, seven were insane, four

were tubercular, and one was subject to distinct

periods of depression. There were eight of the

cases who had insane brothers' and five whose
brothers were excessive users of alcoholics, and

twelve had insane sisters.

The father and paternal uncle of one patient now
in this hospital with this psychosis, both died here

and probably with this same form of insanity. An-
other case, who is a lawyer by profession, had one

brother who was an epileptic, a nephew an epileptic,

one brother committed suicide during a period of

depression, a first cousin was an idiot, and another

cousin insane. Still another case had his mother

and maternal grandmother commit suicide during

periods of depression.

There were sixteen cases in which no taint of

insanity was found, however; in two of the sixteen

the history was unsatisfactory.

This psychosis almost always occurs independent-

ly of external causes'; its nature is rather obscure,

as there are no demonstrable anatomical or patho-

logical lesions characteristic of the disease. The
symptoms of this disease divide themselves' into two
large groups, the manic and depressive, with a third

group which consists of a combination of the symp-
toms of these two groups called the mixed phase.

The manic phase might be further divided into

the states of hypomania, mania, and delirious mania

;

the first representing the mildest type, the second

the more severe, and the third characterized by a

"pronounced dreamy clouding of consciousness, in-

tense psychomotor activity, great incoherence of

speech, a marked flight of ideas, numerous halluci-

nations, and dream-like delusions." However, this

group is rather rare.

In this phase of the disease consciousness' in the

severe cases might be disturbed, while in the less

severe the disturbance is very slight. Apprehension

of external impressions in the manic state is usu-

ally disturbed, due largely to the great distractibility

of attention. Memory in the milder forms is sel-

dom disturbed, while in the more severe cases it is

not always correct. Disturbances of thought are

quite prominent symptoms ; in the less severe grades

they may show flight of ideas, but in the more se-

vere conditions this is' quite pronounced ; their con-

versation is broken up, there is no controlling goal

idea, and consequently their conversation consists

of man)' words, but few finished ideas. The fol-

lowing is an extract from the notes of such a case

:

"Three cheers for the red, white and blue—the

lodges want me—throw away the keys and die (the

latter caused by an attendant coming into the room
and unlocking a closet)—never was a lunatic. I

have been hung. Go to the State doctor," etc.

In the mild state hallucinations are rather rare,

while they may be present in the more severe, they
are usually transitory and not persistent features.

The delusions are usually those of exaltation ; they

boast of their own actions and abilities and often

the more severe cases think they are persons of

rank and of great importance, etc.

The most prominent symptom of all is their

marked psychomotor activity. They are restless,

doing something all the time; however, only things

that are agreeable to them, and consequently chang-

ing from one thing to another. Their sense of

fatigue seems diminished and they see no need for

rest. In the more severe cases' they may become
destructive, decorate themselves with all sorts of

things ; are usually rather irritable, and if crossed

become quarrelsome.

The duration of these conditions varies from sev-

eral days to several years.

The depressed phase is further divided into two
groups : that of simple retardation and the delu-

sional form. The first is defined as the "mildest

form of the depressive states and is characterized

by the presence of simple retardation, unaccom-
panied by any hallucinations or delusions." The
onset is rather gradual. They lose interest in their

surroundings, have difiiculty in expressing them-

selves, are undecided which words to use in the

formation of their sentences; volunteer little or no
conversation ; consciousness is only slightly clouded,

although they appear rather dull, are inactive; their

work appears much larger than it really is, and in

everything they do their retardation is evident.

Their emotional attitude is that of depression, fre-

quently talk of suicide as they have nothing to live

for, nothing holds' any pleasure for them and they

worry over all sorts of imaginary troubles.

The second division, or the delusional form, is

characterized by the presence of varied delusions, es-

pecially of self-accusation and of a hypochondriacal

nature, in addition to the evidences of retardation.

These patients become markedly depressed, think

that they have committed unpardonable sins, are

responsible for much embarassment to their fami-

lies, that they must die ; there is marked psychomotor
retardation present. They are quite inactive, answer
questions poorly or not at all ; are unable to apply

themselves to any form of mental work. External

stimuli make their impressions slowly, and when
once impressed do not give way to other ideas with

any degree of rapidity. Numerous hypochondriacal

delusions may be present, that they are seriously ill,

their stomachs are all withered, their blood contains

no corpuscles, and their conversation chiefly centers

about their delusions. Hallucinations are rather

uncommon, although they might be present. At
times some cases are rather restless, pace up and
down the ward and frequently pull patches of hair

from the scalp ; they may even attempt suicide. Oc-
casionally in this condition a state of stupor might

develop ; consciousness becomes' quite clouded, re-

tardation is quite marked, they make no attempts

to care for themselves. External stimuli make
little or no impressions ; they are rather restive,

quite fearful, and frequently make unexpected at-

tempts at suicide.

The third group or the mixed phase, there oc-

curs simultaneously varying combinations of some
of the fundamental symptoms characteristic of both

the manic and depressive phases ; this group is most
prominently seen when the cases are passing from
one group into the other ; for instance, the excite-

ment might give way to retardation, their feelings

of exaltation to those of a more depressive nature;

their flight of ideas to retardation of thought or

vice versa.
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There are si.x types of this' mixed phase, the first

of which is irascible mania. This is a manic con-

dition in which a marked degree of irritabihty

and aggressiveness is present. The second is de-

pressive excitement, which is a condition where the

emotional attitude is that of depression, although

they are quite restless and fault-finding with their

environment.
The third, that of unproductive mania, which is

the manic state, although the patients are slow in

perceiving external stimuli. There is pressure of

activity, but not so marked as in mania, they are

irritable and frequently inclined to be mischievous.

The fourth or manic stupor, which often occurs

during a pronounced manic state, they become quite

dull, take no notice of their environment, are re-

sistive, and frequently have to be fed mechanically.

The fifth division is the depression with a flight

of ideas and the sixth the depressed state with

flight of ideas and emotional elation ; these latter

names mention the chief characteristic of their con-

dition.

The course of manic-depressive insanity is

marked by the recurrence of the various phases.

Some cases clear up between the various stages and
are able to attend to their business aflfairs, return-

ing again to the hospital at their next attack. One
patient in mind has been admitted to this hospital

seven times. There are several who have been
here three or four times. Some of the attacks oc-

cur at regular intervals and have earned the name
of circular insanity for this disease; others are ir-

regular in their recurrence ; frequently they pas's

from one stage to the other immediately. In a large

majority of cases the first attack is that of depres-

sion and several depressed periods may be had be-

fore a manic period is reached. On the other hand,

if the first attack is manic in type, the following at-

tacks are usually manic. The mixed phase does not

usually occur until after they have had several at-

tacks of either the depressed or manic phases.

The prognosis' is this condition as far as a per-

manent cure is concerned is bad, but as far as each

attack is concerned is favorable, unless the condi-

tion is so severe as to cause them to pass directly

from one attack into another. Mental deteriora-

tion occurs in only a small percentage of the cases.

lender the treatment of this condition, as well

as in all the forms of insanities', the first thing to

be considered should be the prophylaxis. In view

of the pronounced hereditary findings (only twenty

per cent, of the cases studied being without taint)

and the poor chances of the offspring to escape

some form of mental disease, the prevention of in-

termarriage between persons of such tendencies

should be made possible.

But as we have the conditions to combat, they,

too, must be considered. The treatment of the

various phases' differs and is only effective during

the attack, with the exception of where the attacks

are superinduced by the excessive use of alcoholics

and in which the total abstinence might lengthen

the intervals between the attacks.

In the treatment of the manic phase all irritating

influences should be removed. If possible they

should be sent to a hospital, for the home treatment

is always more or less unsatisfactory. The activi-

ties of the patient should be lessened as much as

possible; rest in bed is about the best way to ac-

complish this. In the use of the baths opinions

differ, but are us"ually controlled by the case. Some
physicians prefer warm baths, others cold. If the

baths are not available the various packs might be
tried. The sedatives, such as the bromides, hy-
oscine, paraldehyde, and trional are frequently em-
ployed. In cases of extreme excitement the case

must be carefully watched for symptoms of col-

lapse and strenuous treatment resorted to if re-

quired. The general management of the case is

also an important item. A nurse who is able to

control herself under all circumstances, be free

from prejudice, but still be able to maintain the

proper discipline for the benefit of the patient,

should be selected.

Frequent weighing of the patient is also neces-

sary, so as to keep informed as to the proper nour-
ishing of the case. An increase in weight is also

frequently an indication of the mental improve-
ment of the patient.

The treatment of the depressed phase varies ac-

cording to the condition of the patient; if he is' run
down physically the general health must be im-
proved; he must be watched carefully to see that

sufficient food is consumed ; should be weighed fre-

quently. If quite weak he should be placed in bed
and, if possible, in the open air. If physically able

he should be persuaded to perform some light

work, such as weaving of baskets, braiding of rope,

or, in fact, anything that will tend to lead his

thoughts away from his own condition. Hospitals
should have workrooms under capable supervision

for this purpose. If the patients are inclined to

sleep rather poorly the various hypnotics may be

employed. If the continued use of the hypnotics

is necessary, these should be varied.

The patient must be guarded continually to pre-

vent suicidal attempts, even though apparently im-

proving, for his recovery may just be an interval

between attacks.

A CASE OF MYOPIC REFRACTION RE-
LIEVED BY EYE EDUCATION.

By W. H. bates, M.D.,

NEW YO&K.

For more than ten years the method of eye educa-
tion in relieving functional disorders of vision has
impressed me with its value. The following case

is a type of many hundreds benefited and is de-

scribed with some detail in order to illustrate the

method of treatment.

An intelligent man, aged 25, was seen August
30, 1912. Right vision 1/5 normal. Has been
wearing constantly for this eye—i.oo D. S.—0.50
D. C. at 180 deg., vision normal. Left vision, 2/3
normal. Wearing a plane glass for this eye.

After an ophthalmoscopical examination the pa-

tient was told that he was not near sighted and did

not need glasses to improve his vision but that his

eye defect was due to improper use and was cur-

able by a little instruction in the art of seeing. To
this method of treatment he agreed, followed in-

structions and obtained normal vision without

glasses in forty minutes, which pleased him more
than a prescription for glasses.

First, the right or defective eye was covered by
a screen. Then the better eye, the left, was in-

structed in the proper methods of obtaining normal
vision with the aid of a Snellen test card at 20 feet.

He was told that perfect sight was only possible by
regarding one letter of the distant card at a time

or by regarding a small part of each letter in turn.

It was important to regard one letter on a line in

such a manner that the one following it appeared
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less distinct. This was in the beginning difficult

for him to do because he said he could see all the

letters of the same size on one line equally well

and at the same time or simultaneously. He was
convinced that he did not see with the same dis-

tinctness all the letters on one line after he tried to

read them when regarding a point several feet to

one side of the card. He was urged to make an
effort to see clearly one letter while its neighbor
appeared less distinct. In a few minutes this was
accomplished. The next step required more con-
centration, namely, to acquire the ability to see the

top of a small letter better than the bottom or to

see the left side of a small letter better than the

right side of the same letter. It was difficult for

him to accomplish this because he had a strong ten-

dency or inclination to attempt to see a number of
letters simultaneously or to regard all parts of one
letter at the same moment. He was anxious to do
the proper thing and tried to understand and carry

out my suggestions. He was liable to forget the

directions and try something else which might
occur to him. But by insisting that he try my
methods instead of experimenting with his own in-

clinations he was soon able to say that when he
regarded closely one part of a small letter the other
parts of the same letter were less distinct. He was
learning the proper methods of obtaining normal
\-ision and became conscious of the methods prac-
tised by the normal eye, usually unconscious, to see

properly and perfectly.

Having now learned the necessity of directing

the eye accurately to distant objects in order to ob-

tain good vision, his attention was next called to

the importance of a proper focus. He was re-

quested to hold his fore finger at ten inches from
his left eye with the tip of the finger placed close

to a line from the eye to the large letter on the

Snellen card. When he regarded the tip of his

finger closely he was unable to distinguish the dis-

tant letter at the same time. He was told that this

phenomenon was one of great importance as the

cause of the defective vision of the other eye, the

right, was the fact that the eye was focussed for

near vision when regarding distant objects. He
learned that he could not see even large letters on
the Snellen card at 20 feet when the better eye,

the left, was focussed for the near or reading dis-

tance. Although self evident to many people he
had not realized this fact before. I believe that

the few minutes devoted to the demonstration that

the normal eye could not see distant objects clearlv

when focussed for near vision was an important
factor in the subsequent rapid relief of the defec-

tive vision of the poorer eye, the right, by educa-
tion. The demonstration was made quickly and in

less time than one might expect, about five minutes.
At this time it was found that the vision of the

left eye had improved from vision of 2/3 to vision

normal.

The left or normal eye was then covered bv a

screen during the time that the right was exercised.

He was shown how the vision of the right eye was
further lowered when the gaze was directed to one
side of the distant card. When he regarded a

point three feet or further to one side of the card
he was unable to distinguish the large letter. The
point of eccentric fixation was brought closer and
closer to the card until he was convinced that he
saw the letter worse when he looked onlv a few
inches to one side instead of directly at the letter.

Central fixation or the ability to direct the eye di-

rectly at one point and to hold the eye steady was

difficult and was not accomplished immediately.
He was surprised when told that he did not prac-
tise central fixation. When the effort was made to

see a small letter unsuccessfully the eye was seen
to move in various directions. I come now to a
description of an original procedure which gave
him complete relief in some minutes. It has proved
of such great value in so many of my cases of real

and functional myopia that I feel that it should be
emphasized. It has never done harm. It has al-

ways been beneficial. ."Ml oculists may disagree or
oppose my facts with theories while they are un-
able to stop the increase of many cases of myopia
even with glasses. The procedure is as follows

:

He was directed to make an effort to see a small
object held so close to his eye that it was impossi-
ble for him to see it clearly.

For convenience a fine point on the end of my
finger nail was the visual object employed. It was
held about three inches in front of his eye while
he made strenuous efforts to see it, but was not
successful. In a short time his vision for distance

was tested and found improved. By alternately re-

garding the finger nail at three inches and the
Snellen card at 20 feet the vision rapidly improved
from vision 1/5 to the normal. Tlie good result

was obtained in less than twenty minutes. He was
told that the relief was not due to suggestion, hyp-
notism, or to some unknown agency, but that he
became able to see as he should, normally, because
he had learned how to use the eye properly by edu-
cation.

To prevent a relapse he was recommended to

practise daily regarding small letters or small ob-

jects at a distance in such a way that he would see

one part better than another part of a small letter

or other small object. He was to do this with each

eye separately, covering or closing the other eye.

He was given a Snellen test card for exercises in

distant vision.

938 St. Nicholas Avenue.

Neurofibroma of the Supraorbital Nerve in the Orbit.

—W. H. Battle reports the case of a girl aged 22 years

who. ten years ago, was under his care for a neiirofibroma

of the left median nerve above the internal condyle of the

humerus. He removed it without difficulty, and there had

been no trouble with the nerve since. Five or six years

ago she came with a pachydermatocele on the right side

of the head, behind the ear, two inches in circumference.

There was a change in the bone underneath. The portion

of scalp affected was excised, and numerous little plexi-

form neuromata were found. The surface of the skull

could be felt to be considerably changed, the external table

appeared to be hollowed out, as if there had been pressure

over it by a firm tumor. A few days ago she came with

neuralgic pains over the right forehead and scalp, which

appeared to be due to small neurofibromata in the supra-

orbital nerve. The patient thought her pain was due to

them, but the tumor which appeared to be about the size

and shape of a small date-stone, was found on examina-

tion of the course of the nerve at the junction of the inner

with the outer two-thirds of the orbit. The lesion was

awkwardly placed for operation, and it was a rare posi-

tion for neuromata. She had molluscous tumors about

the body, with pigmentation of the skin over them. No
other disease or tumors could be found anywhere. Ap-
parently she was naturally dark-skinned, and the author

thought it possible from that and other signs there was

some mixed blood in her. Her brother had had a painful

tumor removed from the right side of his neck, and the

mother was said to have tumors on the back of the left

forearm.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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THE PROBLEM OF THE MENTALLY UN-
BALANCED AND DEFECTIVES.

No question bulks more largely in all civilized

countries than the increase of the insane, the de-

fective, and the mentally unstable. It would be

superfluous to discuss the point as to whether the

increase is more apparent than real. Although

statistics may be to some extent misleading, there

can be little doubt that the increase of the various

forms of mental defect is only too real. \Mien the

conditions of modern life are taken into considera-

tion most of the causes for the increase stare us

in the face. The trend of population to over-

crowded centers, the conditions under which toil

is carried on both in factories and in homes, the

high pressure at which the toilers labor, all provide

obvious explanations for the large number of in-

dividuals whose brains give way under the strain

or who by heredity and environment are unfitted

for the strenuous battle of life. The most sinister

feature of the situation, however, is the fact that it

is not only in old overworked, overcrowded, and in

some respects poverty-stricken Europe that mental

defects and aberrations are daily becoming more
evident, but in sparsely populated land.s, such as

this country and Canada. At the meeting of the

Canadian Medical Association, held a few months

ago in the far northwest, a somewhat lamentable

picture was drawn of the state of affairs with re-

gard to mental disorders in that almost virgin ter-

ritory. A bitter cry has gone up recently from

this State of New York relating to the alarmingly

rapid increase of the population of institutions for

the insane and feeble minded, and in all parts of the

country thinking men and women are bewailing

the degeneration of the people mentally and physi-

cally. Now, allowing for exaggeration, and prob-

ably some exaggeration exists, there is, neverthe-

less, a sound foundation for these alarmist cries.

A letter contributed to the Nezv York Times of

Oct. 24, 1912, by Dr. Lewellys F. Barker of Johns

Hopkins University provides quite sufficient ground

for the statement. This authority says that more

than 200,000 of our people are insane, and the

number is increasing at the rate of three to four

for every increase of 1,000 in the population. Exact

data regarding imbeciles, epileptics, and criminals

are lacking, but the numbers are known to be large.

Barker suggests that support should be given to the

National Committee for Mental Hygiene founded
in 1909 and .gives it as his opinion that there are

great fields in which such a committee may advan-

tageously work: First, in supporting and directing

original inquiries by experts regarding the prob-

lems of mental hygiene ; second, in educating the
nation to use the knowledge already placed at our
disposal

;
and third, in organizing agencies by which

the campaign is to be carried on, and in cooperating
with other associations, national and international,
which have allied philanthropic aims.

Of course, the root of the matter is to prevent
as far as is possible the conditions which tend to
produce mental disorders and to create an atmos-
phere of mental hygiene. The conditions which
bring about forms of mental disease are many and
varied and the basic remedy lies in social reforms.
Syphilis, for example, is a potent factor in the
causation of mental derangements and the stamp-
ing out of this disease is more a social problem
than anything else. As Barker truly says, the task
which the National Committee has set itself is an
enormous one, but it will not be too great for our
heads and hands once our American people have it

at heart. Educate the mass of the people as to the
causes of insanity and in the course of time these
causes will be removed and a race sane in mind
and sound in body will be the result.

SEX DETERMINATION.
Drelincourt, in the eighteenth century, brought
together 262 "groundless hypotheses" concerning
the nature of sex and its determination ; Blumen-
bach followed him with the caustic observation that
Drelincourt's own theory made the 263d ; and subse-
(]uent observers have added Blumenbach's theory
of "formative impulse" to the scrap heap. Today
perhaps the most prominent of the theories of sex
determination are the five following: i. That en-
\ironmental influences, operating on the sexually
undetermined offspring (after fertilization) may at
least have a share in determining the sex. 2. Tliat
the sex is undetermined until the germ cells unite
in fertilization, when it is decided by their relative
condition, or by a balancing of the tendencies they
bear, neither sperm nor ovum being necessarily
decisive. 3. That the sex is fixed at a very early
stage by the constitution of the germ cells as such,
there being female-producing and male-producing
germ cells, predetermined from the beginning and
arising independently of environmental influences.

4- That maleness and femaleness are Mendelian
characters. 5. That environmental and functional
influences, operating through the parent's body, may
alter the proportion of effective female-producing
and male-producing germ cells.

Concerning all these theories one may venture
upon a paraphrase of the "Scotch verdict," that

nothing conclusive has as yet been proven by any
one of them, or any combination of them. We are,

scientifically speaking, after centuries of theorizing

and experimentation, about as much in the dark
as ever regarding what factors determine sex and
as to the possibility of bringing about, by human
volition, the sex that might, for reasons of State
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or otherwise, be desired. J. Arthur Thompson,
Regius Professor of Natural History in Aberdeen
University, who (with P. Geddes) has written "The
Evolution of Se.x," states his conviction that there

is no sex determinant or factor at all, but that "a

rhythm of bodily changes" settles the sex of the

offspring. Throughout sentient, organic nature

there are alternatives or antitheses between liberal

expenditure of energy and a more conservative

habit of storing. These phenomena primarily de-

pend on the ratio between disruptive (catabolic)

processes and constructive (anabolic) processes;

and the sexes are regarded as expressions of the

same contrast within a given species.

From this viewpoint the profound constitutional

difference between the male and the female, which

makes of the one a sperm-producer and of the other

an ovum-producer, is due to an initial difference in

the balance of chemical changes. The female seems

to be relatively more constructive, whence her

greater capacity for sacrifices in maternity ; the

male relatively the more disruptive, whence his us-

ually more vivid life, his explosive changes in ac-

tion. (It is, as has been said, that woman is the

physiological miser, man the physiological spend-

thrift.) In Thompson's words, "the sexes express

a fundamental difference in the rhythm of bodily

storage and discharge." This initial difference not

only leads to the primary functional distinction be-

tween male and female, but it also determines, either

from the start, or after maleness and femaleness

have been in part established, what particular ex-

pression will be given to a whole series of secondary

characters—both structural and functional—wheth-

er a masculine or a feminine expression. Many
series of facts would lead to the conclusion that

each sex cell has a complete equipment of mas-

culine and feminine characters ; and perhaps the

liberating stimulus which calls the one set or the

other into expression or development, is afforded

by the conditions of change that have been set up

in the cell structure.

Thompson considers that, as regards the gen-

eral question of the determination of sex, we are

probably on safer ground when we pass from the

higher animals to such organisms as starfish and
sea urchins, in which it is often impossible, without

the microscope, to distinguish the two sexes. It

were profitable to press the problem to its simplest

expressions, as in volvox, a beautiful sphere of

cells with whiplike processes, which phenomenon
illustrates a body in the making. From this ball of
cells reproductive units are sometimes set adrift,

dividing then without more ado to form other col-

onies. But in other conditions, when nutrition is

checked, a less direct mode of reproduction occurs

:

Some of the cells in the ball become large, well-fed
elements—the ova; while others, less constructive,
fade from green to yellow, and divide and redivide
into many minute units—sperm cells.

Sex may change in the course of life, as in the
experiment of Prof. F. Braem with a simple An-
nelid worm {Ophryotrocha puerilis). A female
which had ripe eggs and showed no trace of double
sex was divided in two; the head portion, with
thirteen segments, was isolated. In three weeks it

had regenerated several segments with lateral feet/

it was then killed and found to be male. Braem
suggests that in consequence of the amputation the
very young indifferent germ cells had developed
into male cells, which require less subsistence than
ova. It is certain, however, that the reproductive
organs had changed from producing eggs to pro-
ducing sperms ; such cases would indicate that sex
difference is fundamentally physiological.

NATURE OF ECK'S FISTULA INTOXICA-
TION.

In building up a doctrine of hepatogenous auto-
intoxication due to hepatic insufficiency, pathologists
have usually laid great stress on the line of evi-

dence obtainable from the elimination of the portal
circulation. Nutriment, chiefly proteins, entering
the systemic circulation without a previous so-
called detoxicating or purifying of the liver, was
apparently shown to be highly toxic to the organ-
ism, and the organ was hailed as a "line of defense"
from this viewpoint.

That the liver exerts a detoxicating action in

certain cases appears to be. proven, nor is there
anything violent in such a conception, since all the
ingesta are temporarily arrested in this gland, and
opportunity is afforded for the binding and storage
of certain substances, chiefly extraneous toxic
agencies, in connection with the anabolic and cata-
bolic activities of the cells. But that the liver has
any special function of detoxicating ordinary nutri-

ment is probably insusceptible of proof by Eck's
fistula experiments. If the liver is actually elimi-
nated then the fact remains that these animals
sometimes keep well for weeks even on an exclusive
protein diet. The claim is made, however, that the
liver is not eliminated—that the substances which
enter the systemic circulation eventually reach the
liver again and again by the hepatic artery until the
same end is attained as by passage through the por-
tal vein.

How then explain the toxic syndrome which
sometimes appears in Eck's fistula dogs ?

At a debate last June before the Physicomedical
Society of Wiirzburg (Muenchener medkinische
Wochcnschrift, October 8) the claim was made that
hepatic insufficiency does not in the least develop.
Bile and urea are produced in their full values.
The intoxication sometimes seen can hardly be ex-
plained save by an anaphylaxis. The operation, no
doubt, prejudices the digestion in some way, so
that an autotoxemia develops, comparable with
those seen in disease. The liver would, doubtless,
widely detoxicate these substances or at least de-
prive them of any anaphylactic power ; but entering
the systemic circulation they first sensitize the blood
albumin and later produce the characteristic shock.
The same class of substances is doubtless re-
sponsible for the development of hepatic cirrhosis.

ANAPHYLAXIS AND SHOCK IN GENERAL.
Since it has been learned that anaphylaxis is mani-
fested in certain cases by purely shock or collapse
symptoms, the question of an anaphylactic com-
ponent in so-called traumatic shock is given new
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importance. Shock following injury has always

been a mysterious phenomenon ; for while often

attributed in part to hemorrhage and psychic inhibi-

tion, to pain, and to the anesthetic used, there is a

pronounced element which is not dependent upon

any of these factors. The old writers on clinical

surgery have often warned us against shock as a

sequel of relatively insignificant procedures of

minor surgery, notably of puncture of cysts. It

was a foregone conclusion that sooner or later this

phenomenon would be attributed to an anaphylaxis.

The phenomenon has been noted with especial fre-

quency in connection with hydatid cysts, and in

past decades attempts were made to show that the

possibly absorbed echinococcic fluid was eminently

toxic. This claim was naturally disputed, but

eventually by French writers the possibility of a

pure anaphylaxis was interjected.

At a meeting last summer of a medical society

in Hamburg {Mnenchener medizinische Wochen-

schrift, October 15) Graetz brought up this sub-

ject, and adduced evidence to show the probability

of anaphylactic shock following rupture or punc-

ture of echinococcus cysts. It is known that the

albumin in the contents of the latter is heterologous,

and thus it engenders the formation of antibodies in

the blood, so that the possibility of a serodiagnosis

has been claimed. The author, however, is as yet

noncommittal in regard to the existence of a pure

anaphylaxis, for the possibility of a synchronous

intoxication must not be excluded outright. Certain

cleavage products of the albumin of these cysts

are believed to be able to cause an intoxication

syndrome which much resembles the symptoms of

anaphylaxis. The differences between a simple in-

toxication and an anaphylaxis are of course suffi-

ciently well known. In the former there is no

history of previous sensitization, such as might be

supposed to result from the first reaction of the

organism toward the incorporation of tlie parasite.

Reminiscences of Lister.

Since the death of Lister there has been a mass of

writing bearing upon his qualities as a surgeon and
as a man. From the material it is gathered that

Lister was almost an abnormally modest and con-

scientious man. In these days' of self advertise-

ment, ofttimes carried to unseemly extremes, it is

at once remarkable and refreshing to meet with

a man of this type. On the other hand, it is a

matter for regret that the great surgeon carried

his conscientious scruples to such lengths that dur-

ing his lifetime and while pursuing those experi-

ments which ended in the revolution of surgical

methods, he refused to publish or in any way to

make public the results of his investigations. Sir

W. Watson Cheyne probably knew more of Lister's

work and life than any man and in his presidential

address before the Medical Society of London, on
October 14, 1912 {Lancet, October 19, 1912),

he made his hero the theme of his discourse. In

the course of his remarks Cheyne said that the

part of Lister's work which concerned what may
be termed the experimental stage, although he had
convinced himself that he was on the right track

with regard to the abolition of septic diseases, he
never would publish. Cheyne often urged him to

do so, and offered to collect the material for him
if only he would publish it, and failing that, to act

as Boswell to his Johnson if only he would permit

the publication from time to time of records of the

actual practice he was carrying out, but Lister's

reply was always in the negative. The great ob-

jection in his mind was that he felt that until every
surgeon was convinced of the necessity for asepsis

and of the value of the methods which he advo-
cated, and was efficiently skilled in them, it would
be a very serious matter to publish successful re-

sults of operations which it would be practically

criminal to perform unless complete asepsis were
secured. He feared that the publication of such
cases might induce others who were neither con-

vinced of the necessity for the aseptic precautions

which he advised, nor skilled in that work, to per-

form similar operations with disastrous results to

the patient. He could not but feel that if this

occurred he would be a party to such disasters, and
that such results would reflect on and prevent the

extension of the new method of treating wounds
which he looked on as a matter of much more vital

importance than the introduction of new methods
of dealing with surgical cases. In a few words,
Lister was one of those rare men, who in this

material age seem to be becoming more rare, who
regarded the welfare of mankind as of far more
importance than the gaining of fame and money.
It is too often the case nowadays that a discovery

will be announced before its details have been prop-
erly worked out, apparently because the discoverer

is afraid he may be forestalled, and not infre-

quently the commercial aspect is given a prom-
inence which to a man of Lister's way of thinking

would be abhorrent. If Lister erred on the side

of modesty and self effacement it was a fault on
the right side.

Acidosis in Diabetes.

The causation of diabetic coma is still to some ex-

tent obscure. Acidosis, according to the latest in-

vestigations, clinical and experimental, is the main
factor in the pathogenesis of this condition, but

there are observers who hold that acidosis does not

explain all the features of diabetic coma. H. Mont-
laur, writing on the subject in the Medical Press
and Circular, October 16, 1912, points out that

Lepine believes that diabetic intoxication is de-

rived from both beta-oxybutyric acid and other con-

comitant toxins. Morel and others, however, in

view of the fact that the reduction of the alkalinity

of the blood due to the acidosis does not account
for the production of coma, hold that the substances

which tend to enhance the toxicity of the acetone
bodies belong to the quaternary derivatives of

albumin. They believe that the solution of the

problem lies in the products of disintegration of the

molecule of albumin, the peptides, which are elim-

inated by the urine as part of the unestimated
"organic residue." These peptides may be pro-

duced in unduly large quantities, or they may fail

to undergo destruction, or it may be that, pro-

duced only in normal quantities, they are the out-

come of an abnormal process of elaboration. Labbe
holds that acidosis is the principal cause of diabetic

coma, and in fact says that acid toxicity stands for

three-quarters of the toxicity of the condition. In

consequence he regards intensive albuminization of
the organism as the basis of the treatment of dia-

betic coma.
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Nfuih of tijr Wnk.
Medical Clinics.—Over two hundred physicians,

mostly alumni of the Iowa State University, at-

tended the annual alumni clinics of the University

College of Medicine in Iowa City on October 22

and 2;^. At the opening session President Bow-
man of the University delivered an address and
was followed by the dean of the medical school,

who gave the history of the school. In the evening
Dr. William Jepson of Sioux City held a general

surgical clinic.

The fourth annual reunion and clinic of the

Western University Medical Department was held

in London, Ontario, on October 21, and was at-

tended by nearly four hundred men. Dr. L. F.

Baker of Johns Hopkins University conducted a

medical clinic during the afternoon and Dr. Will-

iam J. Mayo of Rochester, Minn., spoke on can-

cer of the stomach and intestine, giving a lantern

demonstration. The following officers of the

alumni were elected: President, Dr. Hugh A. Mc-
Callum, London ; Vice-President. Dr. Frederick
Guest, St. Thomas ; Secretary. Dr. E. Spence, Lon-
don.

Clinical Conference.—The Medical Board of the

Children's Hospitals and Schools on Randall's

Island, New York, held a clinical conference on
Tuesday afternoon, October 29. The following-

topics with illustrative cases were discussed : Rad-
ical mastoid operation in children ; Ethmoiditis in

Children; Effects of oophorectomy upon the men-
tality of idiots: Reconstruction of the hip joint

by bone grafting; Value of the open-air treatment
of pneumonia; Chronic Purulent conjunctivitis:

Flaccid cerebral diplegia ; Goiter complicating
cretinism ; Panniculus adiposus and marked
enteroptosis relieved by resection of the abdominal
muscles ; Complete hysterectomy and appendectomy
under spinal anesthesia.

No Common Cups.—The Secretary of the

Treasury on October 30 issued an order prohibiting

interstate carriers from providing any drinking

cup, glass, or vessels for common use in cars, ves-

sels, or other conveyances or in depots or waiting
rooms used by the passengers of such railways.

The regulation does not forbid the use of drink-

ing cups, glasses or vessels, which have been thor-

oughly cleansed by washing in boiling water after

use by each individual, nor the use of sanitary de-

vices for individual use only. The Treasury De-
partment did not find that it had authority of law
permitting it to order that common carriers shall

furnish individual drinking cups to passengers, its

authority extending only to the prohibition of ves-

sels for common use. Several of the .States have
laws compelling railways to furnish such individual

cups, while others merely forbid the use of the

common cup as is now done by the Federal Gov-
ernment.
American Surgical Association.—This Associa-

tion has appointed a committee, consisting of Dr.

William L. Estes. South Bethlehem, Pa. ; Dr.

Thomas W. Huntingdon, San Francisco ; Dr. John
B. Walker, New York; Dr. Edward Martin, Phila-

delphia, and Dr. John B. Roberts. Chairman. 313
S. 17th street. Philadelphia, to report on the oper-

ative and non-operative procedures of closed and
open fractures of the long bones and the value of

radiography in the study of these injuries. Sur-
geons who have published papers relatins: to this

subject within the last ten vears. will confer a favor

by sending two reprints to thfe chairman of the com-
mittee. If no reprints are available, the titles and
place of publication are desired.

Street Accidents.—During the month of Septem-
ber 24 persons were killed and 178 seriously injured
in accidents on the railway and street car lines of
New York City. This is an improvement over last

September, when ^/ persons were killed and 196
seriously injured. The total number of accidents,

however, was increased, numbering 5,901 in Sep-
tember, 1912, as compared to 5.720 in September,
191 1, and 5,439 in September, igio.

Hearing on Tuberculosis Hospital.—Dr. Eu-
gene H. Porter. New York State Commissioner of
Health, held a hearing in \Mute Plains. N. Y., on
October 28, at which arguments for and against

the establishment l.iy the Westchester County Board
of Health of a tuberculosis Hospital at Yorktown,
were heard. The residents of Yorktown are op-
posed to having the hospital on the site selected,

a two hundred and seventy acre farm ; and there is

also some opposition from New York City be-

cause of its situation in the watershed of Croton
Lake and the consequent danger of contamination
of New York City's water supply. The decision

of the matter rests with the ."^tate Board of Health.

New Pennsylvania Hospitals.—The managers
of the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia have be-

gun the collection of a fund of $1,000,000 for the

erection of new buildings and the formation of an
adequate endowment fund. .\ site having a front-

age of 300 feet and comprising one and a half

acres, situated on Eighteenth street and extending
from Bainbridge to Fitzwater. has already been
purchased at a cost of $100,000, provided for by
a donation from one of the managers. The con-

templated buildings will be set well within the
grounds and be surroimded by lawn and shrubbery.

W^ork upon the out-patient annex is to be started at

once. Dr. Robert G. LeConte is chairman of the

building committee.

The sutu of $9,500 has been raised for the estab-

lishment of the Abington General Hospital, which
is to form a memorial to the two members of the

Widener family lost in the foundering of the

Titanic. Work will be begun as soon as pledges

amounting to $100,000 have been secured, although

the total amount desired is $250,000.

Montefiore Home.—The corner-stone of the new
pavilion of the Montefiore Home at Gunhill road

and 2ioth street, New York, was laid on October

27. The building will, it is estimated, cost $2,000.-

000. At the dedicatory exercises ]\Iayor Gaynor
delivered an address in the course of which he pre-

dicted State care for the aged, sick, and infirm at

a no very distant day.

Hospital Dedicated.—The Joseph E. Shoenberg
Alemorial Hospital Building, which is a part of

the National Jewish Hospital for Consumptives at

Denver, Col., was dedicated on October 27. The
building was erected at a cost of $40,000. At the

same time announcement was made of a gift of

$25,000 for the endowment fund of the hospital.

X-Rays in Gynecology.—Dr. Foveau de Cour-

melles of Paris has been asked to make a report

on the use of .r-rays and radium in g\-necolog>' for

an address to be delivered before the combined sec-

tions of radiography and gynecology of the Seven-

teenth Congress of International ATedicine, to be

held in London on .\ue:ust 12 and 13, 1913. In

order that the report may be as complete as possi-

ble, Dr. Foveau de CourmelTes, who may be ad-
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dressed at 26, rue de Chateaudun, Paris, requests

that his colleagues send him their detailed observa-

tions on this important question.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late Mrs.
M. C. Dodge of New York, the Adirondack Cot-

tage Sanitarium at Trudeau, N. Y., receives a gift

of $10,000.

By the will of the late Laura A. F. Pichou of

Philadelphia all of the books contained in her li-

brary are bequeathed to the Pennsylvania Hospital

for the use of patients, while of her estate of Sii,-

200, one-fourth each is devised to the German Hos-
pital and the Home for Incurables of Philadelphia,

for the establishment of free beds, and one-fourth

to the Pannsylvania Hospital to be applied to the

endowment fund.

Personals.—Dr. Paul Segond of Paris, professor

of clinical surgery in the Faculty of Medicine of

the University of Paris, and surgeon in chief of the

Salpetriere, died on October 27 from uremia.

Dr. Simon Flexner of the Rockefeller Institute.

New York, delivered the annual Huxley Lecture

to the Faculty and students of the Charing Cross
Hospital, London, on October 31.

Dr. Anthony Bassler has been appointed clinical

professor of medicine in the New York Polyclinic

RIedical School and Hospital.

Texas State Homeopathic Medical Association.

—At the annual meeting held in Dallas on October
22 and 23, the following officers were elected : Pres-

ident, Dr. Frank H. Anthony, Dallas ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. Charles C. Bowes, Greenville ; Dr. T. E.

Williams, Shreveport, La. ; Secretary. Dr. J. H.
Bass, Austin ; Treasurer, Dr. W. D. Gorton, Aus-
tin.

Mississippi Valley Medical Association.—The
following officers were elected at the annual meet-

ing held in Chicago on October 23 and 24 : Presi-

dent, Dr. Albert E. Sterne, Indianapolis, Ind.

:

Vice-Presidents, Dr. D'Orsay Hecht, Chicago : Dr.

Hugh Cabot, Boston ; Secretary, Dr. Henry Enos
Tuley, Louisville, Ky. ; Treasurer, Dr. Samuel C.

Stanton, Chicago. New Orleans was selected for

the meeting place next year.

Medical Society of Virginia.—At the annual

meeting held in Norfolk on October 24 the follow-

ing officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. Southgate Leigh, Norfolk; Vice-

Presidents, Dr. H. S. MacLean, Richmond, and Dr.

M. M. Pearson, Bristol, Tenn. ; Treasurer, Dr.

Mark W. Peyser, Richmond : Secretary. Dr. Paulus

A. Irving, Farmville.

Wabash County (111.) Medical Association.

—

The annual meeting of this association was held at

Mt. Cartnel on October 22, when the following offi-

cers were elected : President, Dr. P. G. Manley.
]\It. Carmel; Vice-President. Dr. John J. Mcintosh.

Allendale ; Secretary, Dr. Edwin R. Lescher, Mt.

Carmel : Treasurer. Dr. John B. Maxwell, Mt.

Carmel : Censor. Dr. \V. H. Roberson, Mt. Carmel.

Charleston County (S. C.) Medical Associa-

tion.—On Friday, October 25, the Charleston

County Medical Association was fomied. with the

following officers : President. Dr. J. M. Thompson :

Vice-President. Dr. William H. Johnson : Treasurer.

Dr. H. J. Prioleau ; Secretary. Dr. M. M. Edwards.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John W. Woods of New
York, a graduate of the New York L^niversity Med-
ical College in 1892, visiting physician to the North-

western Dispensary, and a member of the New
York State and County Medical Societies, died sud-

denly on October 28, in the Polyclinic Hospital, of

pneumonia, at the age of 51 years.

Dr. Arthur Tr.\cv C.\bot of Boston died at his

home in that city on November 4 at the age of 60
vears. He was born in Boston and was graduated
in medicine from Harvard in 1876. Upon returning

from a period of post-graduate study in Europe he

was appointed attending surgeon to the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital and held this position for

a number of years, being appointed consulting sur-

geon at the end of his active service. He was a

member of the .\merican Surgical Association, the

American Association of Genito-Urinary Surgeons,^

the American Medical Association, and was an ex-
president of the Massachusetts Medical Society.

Dr. William Herbert Pattee of Manchester,
N. H., a graduate of the University of Vermont
College of Medicine, Burlington, in 1877, ^ mem-
ber of the American Medical Association and the

New Hampshire State and Hillsboro County Medi-
cal Societies, died at his home on October 21, aged

^y years.

Dr. Dennis J. Sullivan of Providence, R. I., a

graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

New York, in 1876, died at his home suddenly on
October 20. aged 62 years.

Dr. Ralph Sherwood of St. Albans, Vt., a

graduate of the Berkshire ^ledical College, Pitts-

field, Mass.. in 1863. a surgeon in the United States

Army during the Civil War, and a member of the

\'ermont State and Franklin County Medical So-
cieties, died at his horne on October 19, aged 70
years.

Dr. James Warren Stitt of Berkeley, Cal., a

graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College,

New York, in 1878. died at his home on October 14,

after a long illness, aged 58 years.

Dr. William Lexneker of Chicago, 111., a grad-

uate of the Missouri Medical College, St. Louis, in

1882, died at his home on October 15, aged 63
years.

Dr. John E. Link of West Terre Haute. Indiana,

a graduate of the Northwestern L^niversity ^ledical

School. Chicago, in 1865. and a veteran of the Civil

War. died at his home on October 13, aged 73 years.

Dr. Frederick G. Cretors of Paris. 111., a gradu-

ate of the Chicago Homeopathic Medical College in

1901, and a member of the Illinois State and Edgar
County ^Medical Societies, died suddenly at the

Mercy Hospital. Chicago, on October 18, aged 45
years.

©btliiary.

MAJ.-GEN. ROBERT MAITLAND O'REILLY.

medical corps, u. s. army.

General O'Reilly, whose death occurred at his

home in \\'ashington on Saturday of last week, was
born in Philadelphia Januan,- 14, 1845. During the

Civil War he was a medical student at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, and was appointed a medi-

cal cadet in the U. S. Army in 1864. At the close

of the war he resumed his studies and was gradu-

ated in 1866. The follow^ing year he entered the

regular army as assistant surgeon and passed

through the various grades until, in the fall of 1902,

he was appointed Surgeon-General of the army,
with the rank of Brigadier-General.

Gen. O'Reilly served in a number of Indian cam-
paigns in the West and Southwest, was with the

regular troops in the strike troubles of 1877 about
Baltimore and Pittsburgh, and at the beginning of

the war with Spain was appointed chief surgeon of
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volunteers, with the rank of Heutenant-colonel,

serving as chief surgeon of the Fourth Army Corps.

At the end of the war he was a member of the

Evacuation Commission at Havana. While sur-

geon-general he was earnest in his advocacy of anti-

typhoid inoculations and was largely instrumental

in having them employed in the army.
In January, 1909, Gen. O'Reilly was retired for

age, at which time he received the rank of major-
general for Civil War service, being, it is said, the

only medical officer of the regular army who ever
held this rank.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

INSURANCE DIFFICULTIES .\ND THE CHANCELLOR
ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE INJURIES TO KNEE
WEST END SOCIETY ROYAL HOSPIT.\L FOR DIS-

EASES OF THE CHEST A NEW DEPARTURE ITEMS
OBITUARY.

London, Oct. 18, 1912.

At the meeting of the Cabinet on Wednesday "it is

understood" that the question of the doctors' re-

muneration under the Insurance Act was not dis-

cussed. It is "understood" in the same way that

the Chancellor's promised statement for this week
is put off until next.

The Council of the Royal* College of Surgeons at

a special meeting yesterday elected Mr. Edmund
Owen to the vacancy occasioned by the lamented
death of Mr. Clinton Dent.

Mr. Lloyd George attended the dinner of the

Journalists' Union, and, responding to a toast,

boasted of the success of his "stamp-licking" plan.

He said stamps had been affi.xed to insurance cards

at the rate of £12.400,000 a week, and last week the

number exceeded £15,000,000. He had had no com-
plaint from great employers of labor, and many had
told him they had had no difficulty, though booming
trade might have something to do with that. He
looked forward confidently to the time when the act,

which he admitted to be "in many respects a revo-

lutionary one," began to work. It must be some-
what disconcerting to this complacent self-confi-

dence to find so many interests protesting against

the provisions which concern them—^most of all, the

clubs and unions, whose votes he expected to gain.

Here is a sample of how the workingman may meet
an oflfer which he thinks unfair: Mr. Stutters,

Chief Ranger of the Ancient Order of Foresters,

has written to the Chancellor to ask how he means
to secure a proper medical service under his act.

Until it was passed, he says, arrangements were
inade on agreed terms, but widespread trouble began
when the Government disturbed existing customs.

"The medical profession—and, I think, quite prop-

erly—have put forward certain demands and they

advance a threat that unless these are conceded they

will decline to accept service." He adds that, recog-

nizing the right of any body to say what is the real

value of their services, he does not complain of

them, but, on the contrary, is constrained to support

them in the determination not "to permit even a

Chancellor of the Exchequer to fix remuneration

for services rendered without first consulting them
as to its being adequate." Such usurpation of indi-

vidual rights, he holds, must be fought to the end.

Remarks made by the Chancellor as to increased

cost he puts aside, telling him as responsible for

financing his act it is his business to find the ways
and means. Then he repeats his question as to how
the Government means to secure his society the

measure of medical benefit it has hitherto enjoyed,
adding: "It had better be recognized once for all

that nothing short of the quality of attention

hitherto enjoyed—attention ungrudgingly given by
the doctors—will satisfy." The reply of the Chan-
cellor through his secretary only refers to Mr. Mas-
terman's statement in the House of Commons as to

possible monetary equivalent, and to this Mr. Stut-

ters at once retorts that could only be "the sum
claimed by the doctors" for their services. Any
"less is not equivalent." He goes on to remark that

the Government are suffering the penalty of legisla-

tion in a hurry and their error of judgment in

failing to secure the cooperation of the profession

instead of "this miserable exhibition of bargaining."
They will find no disposition among insured persons
to assist them in evading their obligations, "nor can
it be supposed that the medical profession will sur-

render an impregnable position." The Govern-
ment's loud talk of freedom of the democracy does

not square with a hint of compulsory subscription to

a national service in substitution for voluntary se-

lection, nor with its enormous increase of officialism.

He closes with a repetition of his question, and asks

for a reply "germane to the point."

At the Royal Society of Medicine on the 8th

inst. the surgical section had before it two papers

on injuries to the semilunar cartilages Mr. A.

J. Walton read one dealing chiefly with anatomical
points, from which he inferred there is a tendency
toward displacement on full extension, increasing

with the degree of force put forth. The tendency
is most marked at the anterior end of the internal

cartilage, as this part is narrower and, owing to the

screw action, in full extension is more forcibly

compressed between the tibia and femur than any-
where, and is here loosely attached. He found no
evidence of a tendency to fracture or displacement

when the joint is not fully extended. He had in-

vestigated seventy-seven cases at the London Hos-
pital, and found the lesions identical with those

artificially produced by hypere.xtension and the

terminal screw action. The histories and etiolog-

ical factors confirmed his opinion. The second
paper was by Mr. Albert M. Martin of Newcastle,

and based on his personal experience of 449 cases,

all operated on during the period 1900-1911. All

made good recoveries, there being no case of joint

infection or instability of the joint. In some cases

there was complaint of unrelieved symptoms ; other-

wise the results were all that could be desired. Two
hundred and eighty-two patients were miners, who
are very liable to this injury from sudden wrench-
ing or twisting while the knees are flexed. Eighty-

two happened when playing football. In 9.2 per

cent, it was the internal cartilage. The injury

might be a simple longitudinal split or a portion

might be quite detached. If it lay in its normal
position it might be easily overlooked. It might be

curled up and only attached at each end. A split

at posterior part might only be shown by a strong

pull on the anterior. A tear across the cartilage,

starting from any point on the knee border, or a

split through the thickness, the under portion thus

able to engage between the joint surfaces, or a

small pedunculated disc with rounded edges might

be found, resulting from the free border having

been torn. In a few cases the cartilage had been

mutilated beyond recognition. With regard to
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treatment, i\Ir. Martin held operation necessary for

men engaged in manual labor if no contraindica-

tions existed ; it was also desirable for men and
women intending to continue outdoor sports. The
best time to operate is after the first week or ten

days. He used a transverse incision and removed
the detached piece and also the part remaining. In

nearly all cases the joints were as good as before.

He was skeptical of cures by rest.

Mr. McAdam Eccles remarked that the external

cartilage was the more movable at the circumfer-

ence, but much more strongly tethered at the ex-

tremities, and so could move more with less likeli-

hood of being torn. It was almost impossible to

say the exact injury before exploring, but when
signs and symptoms suggested definite injury the

case should be treated as such. He advocated plas-

ter-of-Paris over a thick layer of cotton wool im-

mediately after the accident, and kept on for four
weeks, followed by passive movements, and mas-
sage for another four weeks, as giving a chance of

union. But if symptoms recurred, removal of the

cartilage, which he never sutured.

The West London Medico-Chi. opened its thirty-

first session on the 4th inst. when the new president,

Dr. G. P. Shuter, as his first act, presented his pred-

ecessor with the Keeley memorial medal which it is

the custom of this society to present to each re-

tiring president as a memento of his tenure of the

chief office. The gift was acknowledged by Mr.
Eccles (retiring president) and some official busi-

ness transacted, after which Dr. Shuter delivered

his inaugural address in which he sketched in a

most interesting way the history of conasthesia by
nitrous oxide, dividing it into three periods: (i)

From Davy's researches, in 1800, to its use by Hor-
ace Wells in 1844 in dentistry. (2) From then to

1864 when it was revived after a period of neglect.

(3) From that revival until the present day. The
improvements in instruments and in the preparation

of the gas and its supply were also passed in re-

view by Dr. Shuter.

Yesterday a tuberculosis department was opened
at the Royal Hospital for diseases of the chest. It

is intended to establish a dispensary under the In-

surance Act, and to provide training for medical of-

ficers to such institutions and to sanatoria. The de-

parture is at the cost of a generous anonymous
benefactor, who makes his gift on condition that

provision is to be made for research work as well

as for scientific instruction. The new department-
includes a lecture room to accommodate 100 per-

sons, an .r-ray room, a dental room, an electro-

cardiograph room, an operating theater, three lab-

oratories equipped for microscopic and vaccine

work, outpatient accommodation for about 200 pa-

tients, and the usual consulting rooms and other

offices. Sir William Osier presided at the opening
ceremony, at which the profession was well repre-

sented. He considered the association of a tuber-

culin dispensary under the act with a special hos-

pital as an interesting development to be recom-
mended to every hospital that specializes in tubercu-

losis. The plan proposed for filing cases and con-

tacts he commends as a model.

Professor Nietzer, secretary of the German
Central Committee for Preventing Tuberculosis,

gave an address on the work among chil-

dren. He said that at first the committee
was mainly concerned with the care of cur-

able cases, but latterly it had given more atten-

tion to preventive methods. They now saw the

necessity of beginning with the child, for they found
that though the incidence of the disease was steadily

decreasing in Germany the children did not partici-

pate in this decrease. Recent researches showed that

the majority of cases were infected in early life and
that most likely through the close intercourse of the

members of the family. This should be the basis

of preventive methods.
The Industrial Diseases Committee, sitting at the

Home Office, is considering whether Dupuytress's

contraction, cowpox, and clonic spasm, apart from
nystagmus, should be scheduled under the Work-
men's Compensation Act, so as to enable workmen
to claim for disablement due to their occupation.

Hospitals are suffering much from the fall in

securities of late years. Sir E. EUes, treasurer of

the Surrey County Society, told the governors at a

meeting on Monday that if they were obliged to

realize their investments at the present time it would
entail a loss of £10,000.

_

Dr. F. H. Low, honorary secretary of the Ront-
gen Society and vice-president of the West London
Medico-Chirurgical Society, died on the 8th inst.,

after a short illness, at the age of 58. He had been

.r-ray physician at several hospitals, and done much
to establish their departments.

The death is reported of Dr. Robert Laing, Med-
ical Health Officer of Blyth. He was a Durham
student and took several medals. He qualified

L.R.C.P., Edinburgh, and M.R.C.S., England, 1869.

In 1889 he added the D.P.H., Cantab., and has held

several health appointments. He was a Justice of

the Peace for the county of Northumberland.

THE FIFTEENTH INTERNATIONAL CON-
GRESS OF HYGIENE AND DE-

MOGRAPHY.
(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

WORKINGMEN's insurance in GERM.^NY WOMEN
IN INDUSTRIAL LIFE INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS AND
TRADE DISEASES IN THE UNITED STATES NOTIFI-

CATION OF INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS ALCOHOLISM
IN RELATION TO ACCIDENTS, SICKNESS, AND MOR-
TALITY SPREAD OF COMMUNICABLE DISEASES

THROUGH TRAFFIC—STATE AND NATIONAL SUPER-

VISION OF TUBERCULOSIS DISSEMINATION OF
TYPHOID FEVER.

In the Section on Demography Ministerialrat Dr.

Friedrich Zahn, Direktor d. K. Bayer, Statistischen

Landesamts, Munich, Germany, read a paper on
"Workingmen's Insurance and the Care of the Poor
in Germany." The relations between Working-
men's Insurance and the care of the poor bring

two questions into prominence : (
i ) Has the Work-

ingmen's Insurance produced a lessening effect in

the care of the poor? (2) Is there a relation be-

tween the Workingmen's Insurance and the increase

of the German poor budget? Enlightenment on
these questions is to be desired. The German
Workingmen's Insurance has actually lessened the

care of the poor. There are now in round numbers
13,000,000 persons insured against sickness, 15,000,-

000 against invalidism, and old age, and 24,000,000

against accident. This includes not only the upper
class of laborers, but also the broad masses of wage-
workers and with them a noteworthy part of the

earlier body of dependents on the administration for

the care of the poor. Over 7,674 millions of marks
(nearly $1,918,500,000) were expended for work-
ingmen's insurance in the period between 1885-1909 ;
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1.8 million marks (nearly $450,000) on an average
•daily to the advantage of those insured. By reason

of this, results are accomplished in sickness, acci-

dent, disability and old age, and these come also to

the share of the family. The insurances are per-

manent and the extent of the same suffices at

present in many ways for the alleviation of the state

of need and will continue to improve. It produces
besides an energetic struggle against the causes of

disturbances of the industrial life and for that rea-

son results in an extensive prophylactic activity of

the Labor Insurance organs, so that the Working-
men's Insurance has straightway become the foun-

dation and cornerstone for our preventive social

hygiene. The moral influence in this connection is

not to be overlooked. The ameliorating influence

of the W'orkinginen's Insurance is most evident in

small, poor communities where the care of the poor
must be restricted to the most needy; the care of

the poor is a heavy expense to the community. The
large cities can, on account of their financial condi-

tion which as a rule is more favorable, practice a

more broail-niinded care of the poor. They devote
means released by the Workingmen's Insurance to

new cases of assistance hitherto left unnoticed and
to new and more intensive support of single cases.

The author discussed the rapid increase of popula-
tion in the last twenty-five years, also the powerful
and swift process of placing aft'airs under munici-
pal control. He discussed further the elevation of

the welfare and betterment of the mode of living

which have appeared with our recent economic de-

velopment ; he also discussed the increase in the

cost of living. Dr. Zahn also read a paper on
"Women in Industrial Life—An International Sta-

tistical Examination." He said that the most pre-

cious possession of a nation is the nation itself, its

national strength. The organic national capital

(wealth) must be used sparingly, so that without
injury to its inner worth new evolutionary values

may continually develop as the interest and com-
pound interest on this capital. The woman is a

most valuable productive and reproductive factor

of this national capital. Her work as mother and
educator of the working forces, as wife, as the soul

of the family, as a working force in industrial pur-

suits outside the home, as a fellow worker in the

service of public interests, is extremely important
for the entire advancement in the making of a liv-

ing. The performance of these various indus-

trial occupations by women has experienced great

transformations during the last decade, but not to

the advantage of the productive and reproductive
strength of women. For the sake of preserving the

family, and furthering culture and morals, as well

as in the interest of political economy and the

economy of nations, a greater economy of women
is needed. At the present time the national and in-

ternational statistics relating to the participation of

woman in industrial pursuits for a livelihood are

very incomplete and require greater study and
development.

During the afternoon at the New National Mu-
seum there was held a joint session of the Section

on Occupation and the Section on Military. Naval,
and Tropical (Colonial) Hygiene. The first svm-
posium considered was the "Measurement of the
Healthfulness of Occupations," and this was opened
by Frederick L. Hoffman, LL.D., Statistician, Pru-
dential Insurance Company. Newark, N. J. He
read a paper on "Industrial Accidents and Trade
Diseases in the United States," and emphasized

the necessity for accurate records of industrial ac-

cidents and industrial diseases. He suggested the

enactment of compulsory notification laws. The
utility of the proportionate mortality method is

emphasized as the most useful means available in

the United States for the practical needs of indus-

trial hygiene. He gives a brief outline of the in-

dustrial accident problem, stating that approxi-

mately 25,000 deaths annually result from indus-

trial accidents among approximately 30,000,000
males employed in gainful occupations. He es-

timates that about 15,000 fatal accidaits occurring
annually among persons employed in industry are

not directly attributable to industry. In view of

the immense importance of industrial hygiene in a

nation which is to-day foremost in industrial ac-

tivity, it would seem eminently proper that the

whole problem should be considered by a national

commission, in conformity with the principles ad-

vanced in the Memorial to the President of the

United .States, and presented to him at the request

of the First International Congress on Industrial

Diseases, held in Chicago in 1911.

Robert E. Chaddock, Ph.D., Associate Professor

of Statistics, Columbia University, New York, read

a paper on "Reporting of Industrial Accidents."

He reviewed the nature of the inquiries made by the

various States concerning industrial accidents. One
aim of the paper was to promote a clearer under-

standing of the nature of the problems, in the solu-

tion of which statistical data are essential. Such
an understanding was preliminary to the collection

of the facts themselves, and should be their guide

as to what facts to collect in the future, and how
to collect and arrange them. Mr. Henry J. Harris,

Chief of the Division of Documents, Library of

Congress, Washington, D. C, read a paper on the

"Present Position of Accident Statistics in the

United States." This paper was followed by one
on "Demography of Industries and Professions,"

by M. Lucien Alarch, Directeur de la Statistique

Generale de la France, Paris, France. In France in

1906 they had obtained a double classication of in-

dividuals, on the one hand according to the industry

to which they belong, on the other according to their

special occupation. To obtain reliable statistics of

occupational mortality it would be necessary to es-

tablish two tables based on the same principle and
requiring the same control, the same precision, one
for the number of living and the other for the

number of deceased.

The rest of the afternoon was devoted in this

joint session to the consideration of the "Relation

of Alcoholism to Accident, Sickness, and Mortal-
ity." Dr. Jacques Bertillon, Chief of the Bureau
of Municipal Statistics, Paris, France, read a

paper "Concerning the Existing Relation Between
Phthisis and Alcoholism." a very close one. Every
one knows that alcohol attacks the liver of its vic-

tims, but let us add that twice as often it attacks

the lungs, by causing tuberculosis, pneumonia or

bronchopneumonia. Alcohol may be called the

principal cause of phthisis. Edward Bunnell

Phelps, editor The American Undcrii^ritcr. New
York, read a paper on the "Mortality From Alcohol

in the United States—the Results of a Recent In-

vestigation of the Contributory Relation of Alcohol

With Each of the Assigned Causes of Adult Mor-
tality." These results were published recently in

book form under the title of "The Mortality of

Alcohol." The total arrived at for an estimated

population of 86.874.990 was 65,897 deaths in which
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alcohol might have figured as a factor, or 5.1 per

cent, of the supposed total mortality at all ages and

J.J per cent, of the supposed adult mortality at age
20 and upward. This approximation of about 66,-

000 deaths has received strong confirmation since

the publication of j\lr. Phelps's book.

Dr. ^\'illiam F. Boos of Boston, Mass.,

read a paper on "Alcohol as a Predispos-

ing Cause of Accidents and Occupational Dis-

ease." A German physician finds that alcoholic

workmen between the ages of 25 and 44 have over

three times as many accidents resulting in injuries as

all the other workmen put together; and that the

days of illness resulting from such injuries are

nearly four times as many as those incurred by all

the workmen. It was also determined that if the

accidents caused by the use of alcohol could be

eliminated, 7 per cent, of all accidents would be

prevented and the saving to the German sick benefit

societies for the year 1897 alone would have been

4,500,000 marks. The seriousness of the accident

at Corning on the Lackawanna Railroad, on July
4th, does not lie so much in the loss of thirty-nine

lives because an engineer was drunk, as in the fact

that it was possible for the engineer to enter his

cab in a drunken condition. We need thorough con-

trol of all railroad employees. The first step in this

direction has been taken by the management of the

elevated and underground railways of Berlin, which
employ careful and responsible officials to whom
all the men must report before they go on duty.

The .Section on jNIicrobiology and that on the

Control of Infectious Diseases held a joint meeting

devoted to the discussion of "The Spread of Com-
municable Diseases Through Traffic," in which Dr.

Eduardo Liceaga of Mexico City, Mexico ; Dr.

Shibasaburo Kitasato. Tokyo, Japan ; Surgeon Gen-
eral Blue of the United States Public Health Ser-

vice ; Assistant Surgeon-General William Colby

Rucker, Dr. W. R. Watson, Director of Sanitation,

of Porto Rico ; Dr. William F. Snow, Secretary of

the State Board of Health of California : Dr. Har-
old B. ^^'ood of Rochester, Minn., and Passed As-
sistant Surgeon Allan J. McLaughlin took part.

There was a decided unanimity of opinion as to the

spread of plague, which is summed up by saying

that "the problem of the eradication of plague is

the problem of the extermination of the rat."

Nothing less than a world-wide campaign will do

this. The first element in preventing rats from tak-

ing passage in ships is a ratproof waterfront. As
it is not practicable to secure the adoption of world-

wide measures for extermination periodical fumiga-

tion of ships is desirable. Xo portion of the vessel

should be overlooked. Attention was called to the

need of getting rid of the marmot and ground
sfiuirrel. \Miereas the acute form of plague af-

fects rats, squirrels are subject to a chronic form of

the disease which ser\-es to perpetuate it. Dr.

William F. Snow declared that we need a rigid

State and national supervision of the migration of

tuberculosis patients. He also approved England's

new plan of compulsory insurance in order to pro-

vide adequate sanatorium treatment for tubercu-

losis patients. As to the dissemination of typhoid

fever, Dr. Allen Freeman said preventive efl^orts

have been confined almost entirely to cities. The
principal factors in transmitting typhoid infection

between urban districts and from rural to urban

districts are: by persons; carriers, temporary or

permanent ; .persons in the incubative stage of the

disease, and persons actually sick with typhoid ; by

food and drink, including water, dairy products,

garden truck, fruits and shellfish. A careful and
comprehensive campaign against the disease will

result in a large reduction in the amount of in-

fection thus transmitted. Dr. Harold B. Wood
thought the country's typhoid was rural and could

be ameliorated by the establishment of bureaus for

the collection of sociological and health statistics

and for public instruction and gratuitous advice.

Morbidity reports should include location and kind

of occupation. Better trained whole time rural

health officers having wide jurisdiction are needed.

In giving advice use judgment to advise methods
which can and will be adopted under local condi-

tions.

Passed Assistant Surgeon Allan J. McLaughlin
said that to prevent waterborne disease in lake and
river traffic it would be necessary to proceed along

the following lines: i. Popular education is neces-

sary to prevent drinking unpurified surface water.

2. Public water supplies in communities engaged in

interstate traffic should conform to United States

standards. 3. United States standards should be

based upon the bacterial count and the quantitative

estimation of B. coli and should be the minimum
requirements to prevent the spread of disease, such

as typhoid fever or Asiatic cholera, in interstate

traffic, the various States retaining the right to im-

pose additional requirements, consistent with State

laws where such laws exist. 4. United States reg-

ulation is necessary requiring vessels engaged in

interstate traffic to fill their water tanks only from
public water supplies certified as safe and con-

forming to LTnited States standards. 5. Inspec-

tion of vessels by LTnited States officers and by
state and municipal officers duly qualified to enforce

this regulation. In the discussion of these papers

it was stated that the problem of abolishing typhoid

fever was the greatest problem before sanitarians

because the control of typhoid fever would mean
the control of other communicable diseases, and in

order to accomplish this a large State force of in-

spectors was needed ; this was often difficult to se-

cure as different portions of the same State have
very different ideas as to the need of medical in-

spection.

ProgrPHH of iHp&tral ^rtPitr?.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 24, 1912.

1. Muscle Training in the Treatment of Infantile Paralysis. W. G.
Wright

2. Scattering Notes on .Arthritic Disease. H. W. Marshall.
3. The Excretion of Formaldehyde by the Kidneys of Patients Taking

Urotropin: A Study of Burnam's Test. O. R. T. L'Esperance.
4. Two Cases of Injury of the Vena Cava During the Removal of

Pyelonephrotic Kidneys. A. T. Cabot.
5. Three Cases of t,'tero-\'es'Co-Vaginal Fistula. E. B. Young.
6. Mucous Cancer of the Bladder. By A. L. Chute and A. H.

Crosbie.

:. Muscle Training in Infantile Paralysis.—\V. G.

Wright concludes as the result of six years' experience

as an assistant in the treatment of infantile paralysis by

means of muscle training, massage, and electricity that

better results have been obtained from the combination

when physician and parents cooperated than when the

management of the exercises has been left to an unskilled

gymnast or masseur, who has neither the scientific knowl-

edge of the physician nor the patience and enthusiasm of

the parent. The training of the muscles should be begun

as soon as the patient can move his limbs freely without

pain. In most cases this will be from three to six weeks

after the initial attack. It is possible also to accomplish a

great deal for cases that have been neglected for years.
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3. Excretion of Formaldehyde Following Adminis-
tration of Urotropin.—O. R. T. L'Esperance notes that

when Burnham's test is applied to the urine of patients

taking urotropin it is found that about 50 per cent, of these

patients excrete formaldehyde. Age, sex, well or sick

individuals, normal or pathological conditions of the kid-

neys, and the reaction of the urine do not influence the

ratio of excreting and non-excreting kidneys. The time of

the appearance of the drug in the urine is about one
hour after ingestion by mouth. The excretion continues

for from four and one-half to six hours, with a

maximum at about two hours. In view of these facts it is

necessary in order to get uninterrupted excretion to re-

peat the administration of the drug every four hours.

The reaction of the urine is of no importance. .-Mkalies

taken with or in combination with urotropin have no effect

on the excretion. The duration of the excretion of for-

maldehyde is about four to six hours. The increase of

dosage does not affect the excretion in negative urines.

Urotropin is practically symptomless in an average dose.

The urine of all patients taking urotropin should be tested

for formaldehyde. Patients not excreting formaldehyde
are symptomless regardless of the amount of urotropin

taken.

New York Medical Journal.

October 26, 1912.

1. The Inheritance of Acquired Characters. J. Wright.
2. Membranous Perienteritis. A. E. Isaacs.
3. Pedunculated Sarcoma and Myxoma of Larynx. A. M. Mac-

Whinnie.
4. Fractures of the Skull. E. P. Magrud'r.
5. Medical Economics. T. F. Reilly
6. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. IX. I. D. Steinhardt.
7. Specific Therapy of Cancer. I. Levin.
8. The Pathological Relations of Urine to Mental and Nerrous Dis-

eases. S. R. Klein.
9. Femora! Varix. P. T. Geyerman.

2. Membranous Perienteritis.—By A. E. Isaacs. (See
Medical Recorp, Vol. 81. page 1208.)

5. Medical Economics.—T. F. Reilly states that

medical economics includes the study of a vast number of

subjects. From a business standpoint it covers: (i) The
importance of honor and probity in all transactions; (2)
the fundamental principles underlying a physician's com-
pensation, dealing with the subject of fees both for ordi-

nary and extraordinary work and for operations; (3) the

necessity of modern methods of medical bookkeeping; (4)
the importance of collections; (s) how to secure prompt
payment; (6) the various extra-practice means of obtain-

ing a livelihood; the evils and dangers of lodpe practice;

(7) the abuse of medical charity; (8) the dishonesty of
division of fees ; (0) the value of cooperation as opposed
to the old spirit of rivalry; the absolute necessity of or-

ganization and its advantages ; finally medical ethics

is of prime importance, both as a guide to proper living,

as well as to success from a business standpoint.

7. The Specific Treatment of Cancer.— I. Levin be-
lieves that ultimately a specific remedy will be found, at

least in experimental cancer. But at present all the re-

sults are unsatisfactory. The true nature of the thera-

peutic action of the substances is not known. The same
autolyzed tissue, the same chemical combination of eosin

and selenium may be active in one series of experiments
and not in another. It will require years of laboratory

research before real light is thrown on the subject. Even
then, there will .still remain unsolved the most difficult

question as to the manner in which the results can be
transferred to the treatment of human cancer. To the

profession at large the most practical advice which a

laboratory worker can give is to wait at least five years

before trying a new specific cancer cure, no matter how
great the reputation of the man who advocates it. Mean-
while, in early diagnosis and radical operative treatment
lies the only hope of the patient.

8. Urinary Changes in Nervous Diseases.—S. R.

Klein points out that quantitative changes in the urine are

often observed in diseases of the nervous system. At-

tacks of hysterical excitement are followed by copious

polyuria of short duration, and in all patients of the neu-

rotic type any nerve tension may induce a milder degree

of polyuria which may continue for days or for weeks.

In such cases the urine is light in color and of low specific

gravity, diflfering from the normal excretion only by its

extreme dilution. Less frequently, on the other hand,

oliguria may occur; even complete anuria has been met

with in hysterical women, a condition not to be confounded

with the frequently encountered hysterical retention of

urine. Mendel of Berlin has observed that in 90 per cent,

of epileptic cases there is excess of uric acid, also of urea

and phosphates. In cases of neurasthenia, Defleury ob-

served a diminution in volume, with high specific gravity,

and an increase of earthy phosphates in relation to the

alkaline phosphates ; he also noticed an increase in the

chlorides, and lowering of the oxidation coefficient. The

occurrence of an excess of phosphates in the urine in

cases of nervous disease was first noted in relation to

meningitis. .iMbumin is frequently found in the urine after

attacks of apople.xy, in cerebral growths, and in various

inflammatory processes affecting the brain. Occasionally

sugar may also be present, most frequently when
hemorrhage takes place into the fourth ventricle. In

Graves' disease polyuria frequently occurs, with or without

the presence of sugar. In various forms of mental de-

rangement, delirium tremens, paranoia, and melancholia

sugar has been found in the urine. In 20 per cent, of

melancholic cases Arndt detected alimentary glycosuria.

Indicanuria is found mostly in cases of melancholia,

paranoia, mania, and especially delirium tremens.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

October 26, 1912.

1. Injuries of the Spinal Column, with and without Fracture and
Dislocation. E. D. Fisher.

2. An Epidemic of Typhoid Fever in Philadelphia. J. S. Neft.
3. Some Results of the Treatment of the Baltimore Drinkmg-

Water by Calcium Hypochlorite. W. R. Stokes and F. W.
Hachtel.

4. The Fallacy of Testing Food Materials by Animal Inoculation.
W. T. .Sedgwick.

5. A Preliminary Report on a Hitherto Unrecognized Six-Day
Fever in -Ancon Canal Zone. W. E. Decks.

6. .^phasia and Agraphia in Some Practical Surgical Relations.
C. K. Mills and E. Martin.

7. The Need for Genetic Studies for Pulmonary Tuberculosis.
H. E. Jordan.

8. Psoriasis. The Value of B.-iths and of Maceration in Its Treat-
ment. D. W. Montgomery.

9. Protein Metabolism in Late Pregnancy and the Puerperiura.
J. R. Murlin and H. C. Bailey.

10. Books as Carriers of Scarlet Fever Infection. O. B. Nesbit.
11. Recent Advances in Our Knowledge of Scarlet Fever. K. K.

Koessler.
12. The Artificial Culture of Filarial Embryos: A Preliminary Note.

C. Wellman and F. M. Johns.
13. Sureery of Intramedullary Affections of the Spinal Cord. C. A.

Elsberg.
14. Immunization .Against Typhoid of Eight Hundred and Ninety-

Eight Patients. P. G. Weston.
15. The Quantitative Examination of Albumin in the Sputum in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis. B. O. Works.
16. L^nilateral Kidney Hemorrhage Controlled by Injection of Human

Klood-Serum B. S. Barringer.
17. Spontaneous Hemorrhage of the New-Born with Recovery.

V. M. Reichard.
18. Diphtheritic Serum Used to Control Bleeding in a Hemophiliac.

M. J. Perkins.
19. A Case of Hemophilia. E. E. Claybrook.
20. Carbon Monoxide Poisoning with Acute Symptoms. M. O'Malley.

. I. Injuries of the Spinal Column.—E. D. Fisher dis-

cusses the operative treatment of traumatisms of the cord

uncomplicated by fractures or dislocations of the spinal

column. The author would depend more largely on the

sensory disturbance than on any other symptoms in de-

ciding in regard to the operation. When there is abso-

lute loss of sensation, together with the usual loss of re-

flexes, and rectal and vesical paralysis and well-marked

transverse demarcation of anesthesia, the case is regarded

unfavorably for operation. Any variation from that one

condition indicates the possibility of a good result from

operation. Since many cases have been reported of

gradual return of sensation without an operation, the
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author would almost always wait for this and until all

sensory improvement had ceased before beginning to oper-

ate. When it ceases or the condition becomes worse opera-

tion should be no longer delayed. After a paralysis has

existed for several months operation is almost futile.

When the symptoms have not changed from the early

condition of loss of reflexes, continued loss of sensation

and a tendency to contraction of the paralyzed muscles, it

seems that operation is useless, whether done in a few

months or many months after the injury. The autlior

would operate when there is the slightest chance of re-

covery, because in the hands of a skilful surgeon there

should not be any special danger in the operation itself.

5. A Six-Day Fever in the Canal Zone.—W. E.

Deeks describes an epidemic of a peculiar tri.ipical fever

which prevailed in Panama la<;t summer. Two clerks who
handled the incoming foreign and domestic mail exclu-

sively in the Ancon postoffice first showed symptoms of

the fever in April. From them it spread to the other

three clerks and to individuals outside, and at the date of

the report was spreading in Panama. At first the disease

was taken for malaria, but no parasites were found in the

blood and anopheles breeding places were lacking. The
chief features of the disease are: the high infectiousness,

probably antedating the fever; the lack of prodronii ; the

abrupt onset with chills and a fever temperature of 101.4°

;

the six days' course with slight morning remissions and

more or less abrupt ending, generally without recurrence

;

the practically normal pulse and respiratory rates; the

splenic enlargement ; the unchanged blood-picture ; the

anorexia and after-depression, greater than after malaria.

The incubation period is apparently ten days. Widal re-

actions were negative. The author thinks this disease

probably identical with the seven-day fever referred to by

Castellani, and that this is its first appearance in the Canal

Zone since the American occupation, having been probably

introduced through the mails. Though some of the cases

have been very severe, there have been no fatal ones.

7. Psoriasis.—Dr. W. Montgomery has found that

baths of pure warm water act powerfully and beneficently

on psoriasis. Sulphur baths made by the addition of

potassium sulphide may act badly, especially when the skin

is in an erethistic, irritable condition. Tar and permanga-

nate of potassium are often valuable additions to baths

given for psoriasis. The addition of the blander salts, such

as bicarbonate of soda, boracic acid and common salt

probably decrease the effect of the bath by reducing the

osmotic pressure of the water. Maceration under im-

permeable coverings acts in much the same way as baths.

8. Protein Metabolism in Late Pregnancy and Puer-

perium.—J. R. Murlin and H. C. Bailey conclude that

the average of many determinations shows that the nitro-

gen factors of the urine in the last month of pregnancy

are the same or but slightly different from those in the

non-pregnant. Normal women in the last month of preg-

nancy may have an ammonia-nitrogen as high as 17 per

cent, and a combined amino-acid and undetermined nitro-

gen of 10 per cent. Percentage figures are deceiving and

of no value, for the total nitrogen is dependent on the

amount of food absorbed, and this is affected by intake,

nitrogen content, catharsis, etc. With all the clinical signs

of pre-eclampsia, the nitrogen partition may be normal,

even up to and for twenty-four hours following the de-

velopment of convulsions. Following convulsions the am-

monia factor may or may not he high, depending, we be-

lieve, on the development of ammonia within the bladder,

owing to contamination by the catheter. The nitrogen

partition as an evidence of metabolic processes cannot be

said to offer an index to the pre-eclamptic or the eclamptic

condition.

g. Books as Carriers of Scarlet Fever.—O. R. Nesbit

notes that (i) if books act as carriers, it is only immediate-

ly after being contaminated with the discharges of the

patient; yet the author's investigation has failed to reveal

a single instance of this kind. (2) Books that have been

used by scarlet fever patients do not long contain the in-

fection in such a way as to transmit the disease to man.

(3) Any book which has been handled by a scarlet fever

patient should be burned or fumigated. The most prac-

tical method for general book disinfection at this time is

the Beebee carbogasoline method. This consists in using

gas-machine gasoline and 2 per cent, phenol crystals; the

books are immersed in this mixture for twenty minutes,

removed and placed before an electric fan for two min-

utes, and then set on end for from twenty-four to forty-

eight hours.

II. Cultivation of Filarial Embryos.—C. Wellman
and F. M. Jones present a preliminary note on their suc-

cessful experiments with the culture in artificial media of

the embryos of the Filaria immitis, (Leidy). Experiments
were devised to determine the influence of various whole
bloods, serums and other media, and also the effects of

temperatures, air, etc., on dog's blood at 28° C. The em-
bryos die out in from three to eight days at 37° C. Other
media, such as hemoglobin, agar, bouillon, citrated dog
blood and human blood were less successful. The best

results were obtained with dextrose dog serum at low

temperatures, and it is rather curious that, after the low

temperature, the next best temperature for producing the

growth of the parasites is as high as 40° C. Cultures con-

taminated with bacteria in many cases gave as good results

as sterile ones, especially at low temperatures, and even

at room temperature the embryos seem to thrive in the

presence of certain bacteria.

The Lancet.

October 19, 1912.

1. The Surgery of the Peritoneum. H. Macnaughton-Jones.
2. Amebic Colitis in India: Prevalence, Diagnosis, and Emetine

Cure. L. Rogers.
3. Injuries to the Semilunar Cartilages: A Personal Experience of

449 Cases of Operation. A. M. Martin.
4. On the Changes Induced in Blood bv Feeding: A Study in

Cellular Physiology. G. Mann and T. G. Gage.
5. A Note on a Case of Double Cataract: The Case of General

Booth. C. Higgens.
6. Actinomycosis Occurring in Tuberculous Subjects. Three Cases.

J. B. Slattery.
7. A Case of Rupture of a Hemorrhagic Corpus Luteum into an

Intraligamentary Cyst, Resembling Ruptured Ectopic Preg-
nancy. S. G. Luker.

I. Surgery of the Peritoneum.—By H. Macnaughton-
Jones. (See Mf:nic.\L Rf.iord, October I2, 1912. page 671.)

3. Injuries to the Semilunar Cartilage.—.\. M. Mar-
tin remarks that the bulk of the sufferers from torn semi-

lunar cartilage give a typical history, and emphasizes the

fact that in the majority of cases one has to diagnose the

condition from what one is told. It may be that when the

physician first sees the patient the primary tear occurred

months or years previously, and the subsequent attacks of

"something going wrong with the joint" have been com-
paratively slight, consisting, perhaps, of little more than

experiencing a click or a snap at the inner side of the

knee with pain in the same situation. The patient then

finds that momentarily the joint locks, 1. e., he is unable to

extend it completely; then suddenly, after moving his

knee hitnself or after somebody moves it for him, another
click or snap is experienced, and full power of movement
is again regained, .'\ttacks such as these occur more or

less frequently and at various intervals after the primary
tear, and are often followed by no effusion, the only symp-
tom remaining being a tender point at the inner or outer

side of the patella somewhere in the line of the articula-

tion, according as it is the internal or external cartilage

that is injured. These subsequent attacks are often de-

termined by very slight causes, such as catching the bed-
clothes with the toes. etc. When the primary tear takes

place the symptoms are much more severe, and are often
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as follows : In consequence of a severe wrench or twist

tlic patient is suddenly seized with severe pain. The pain

is at first often felt over the whole joint, later becoming

localized at the inner or outer side, and is frequently so

bad as to cause faintness and vomiting. At the same time

a click or snap is felt, or a feeling of something slipping,

if running, he falls to the ground, and finds he is unable

to completely extend the knee. In a few hours swelling

occurs, tlie result of effusion in the joint, and this, in con-

sequence of rest, disappears in the course of two or three

weeks. In some cases the inability to extend persists for

a week or more, and in others only disappears when an

anesthetic is given and certain manipulative procedures

carried out or the offending cartilage is removed. For

some weeks after the accident, and after all swelling has

disappeared, a tender point persists at the inner or outer

side of the patella according as the internal or external

cartilage has been torn. In deciding upon a line of treat-

ment the question arises as to whether it is necessary for

the patient to have a perfectly sound joint or not. If he

is engaged in manual labor the answer must be in the

affirmative, and in the absence of any contraindication.

such as intercurrent disease, operation is demanded. This

decision, the author maintains, must also apply to actiM-

men and women who are still wishful to spend their

leisure in open-air sports, such as football, cricket, hockey,

shooting, and riding.

4. Changes Induced in Blood by Feeding.—G. Mann
and J. G. Gage report as the result oi tluir investi.L;atiuu

that during the digestion period there is a marked increase

in the staining intensity of all nuclei ; the rim of cytoplasm

in the lymphocytes becomes narrower : the granules in the

leucocytes decrease both in size and mnnber, and the

leucocytes may also show a diminution in size. As far as

the deeper staining of the nuclei is concerned two ex-

planations suggest themselves. One may assume, since

there is an actual increase in the number of white cells

after a meal, that these new cells in the circulation, being

younger, are therefore smaller, and that for the same rea-

son they stain more deeply, .\nalogously younger leuco-

cytes might contain fewer and smaller granules. This ex-

planation of the change in the microscopic appearance of

the blood does not seem to the authors to be the correct

one, as one would have to assume either a vast increase in

the number of new cells or a correspondingly large de-

struction of those white cells, which were circulating in

the blood before food was taken, to produce the great

changes we have found to occur. The second explana-

tion is based on the fact that the nucleated corpuscles in

the blood must get nourishment from the blood plasma

and must metabolize as long as they are alive. One wouhl

further expect the nucleated corpuscles to be feeding at

such times when the blood plasma contains the most food

material—that is. while food is being absorbed from the

alimentary canal. There is thus definite evidence that the

metabolism of all nucleated cells is inseparable from the

increase in the nucleoprotein radical in that cell, and one

has therefore to solve the problem of the manufacture

of purin substances from non-purin radicals. It is more

difficult to account for the diminution in the size of the

neutrophile corpuscles. The authors suggest the explana-

tion that the irritability and the contractility of the white

corpuscles are increased in feeding, in consequence of

which fed cells are more likely to become spherical and

less likely to be spread out by the pressure of the glass

slide used in making a film ; and further than this, they

also maintain that the increased osmotic pressure in the

blood plasma during the absorption of food may cause a

certain amount of exosmosis, from which probably fol-

lows a marked shrinkage of the white cells apart from

the diminution caused b\ the partial disappearance of the

zymogen granules.

British Medical Journal.

October 19, 1912.

1. The Malernity Ward at St. Tliomas's Hospital, London, and Its

Work During 1911. J. S. Fairbairn and J. M. Wyatt.
2. The Significance of .Mbuminuria in Pregnancy. E. H. Siedeberg.
3. A Persistent (.)ccipito-transverse IVesentation: Labor Obstructed

at the Pelvic Outlet. II. Chappie.
4. A Plea for a Universal Standard in the Observation of the

Morbidity of Childbed. .\. W. Russell.
5. Some Remarks, with Statistics, on the Treatment of 1,.305 Scho^d

Children (London County Council) at the Roya! Loudon
(Jphthahnic Hospital ( Moorfields). F. Mo.xon.

6. Transitory Bigeminal Pulse. Sir Lauder Brunton.

2. Albuminuria in Pregnancy.—E. H. Siedeberg

states that the proportion of pregnancies in which albumin

is present is a very large one. Out of 1,127 cases albumin

was present in 289, or 25.6 per cent. There is a remarkable

preponderance of complications in cases in which albtmiin-

uria has been present. The latter is only the visible sign

of profound metal)olic changes which are taking place in

the body.

3. Persistent Occipito-Transverse Presentation.—H.

Chappie emphasizes the necessity of always determining

in a case of labor the size and shape of the pelvic nutlet.

In forming an estimate of the amount of obstruction

likely to occur at the pelvic outlet we should be guided

both by the distance between the ischial tuberosities and

by the subpubic angle. The existence at the pelvic outlet

of a presentation is here described as an occipito-traiis-

verse. The rational treatment of such a presentation,

should it persist, consists in an application of forceps in an

oblique diameter of the outlet, and while traction is being

made the forceps should be rotated into the opposite

oblique, with the result that the occiput is swung under the

symphysis ami then delivery is promptly etifected in the

usual way.

4. A Standard of Childbed Morbidity.—A. W. Rus-

sell makes a plea for a uniform standard for the scientilic

records of morbidity in the puerperium. For this purpose

only thermometers of ascertained correctness should be

used. The observation should always be made in one

place, preferably the mouth, and extend over a fixed time.

The temperature should be taken at stated intervals and

at the same time of the day, and the first day should be

included. The record should include all abortions and

also all deaths with a previous morbidity. Both tempera-

ture and pulse should be taken, and the norinal lower

limit in each should be determined finally by resolution of

the International Congress for Obstetrics and Gynecology,

and thus become a recognized, universal, uniform stand-

ard of morbidity for use in all scientific communications

—

a manifest improvement.

6. Transitory Bigeminal Pulse.—Sir Lauder Brunton

reports a rare case in which there was a bigeminal pulse

without any apparent cause other than the slight excite-

ment of applying the sphygmograph. The patient was a

young man. aged 19, who had been suffering from albu-

minuria for more than two years ; he also had enlarged

glands behind his sternomastoids, and in the axillne and left

groin. The pulse was sinall. .soft, and regular. The ten-

sion was only 9/. The urine contained a few swollen renal

cells, very few casts, and no crystals. With the exception

of slackness he had no symptoms, and when excited

showed considerable activity and would play four sets of

tennis one after the other. He had no other complaint.

His systolic tension loS and the diastolic 60. The cardiac

dullness and sounds were perfectly normal. There was

still a large amount of albumin ; he had several glands in

the back of the neck, in the groins, and in the front of the

abdomen. His pulse was quite regular, but while the

author was taking it it assumed a bigeminal character.

The author believes that the peculiar rhythm of the pulse

was due to the partial interference of two rhythms

—

muscular or nervous, or both—though the exact ninilus

operandi may reqttire a prolonged investigation and dis-

cussion.
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Berliner klinische Wochenschrift

Oclobci 14. 1912.

Principles of Up-to-Date Tuberculin Treatment.—
.Mcillers claims that the nm^l practicable and efficaciiju>

treatment of human tuljerculosis consists of a combination

of hygiene and a diet as carried out in sanatoria and of tlu-

specific tuberculin treatment. In the initial stages selected

cases may also benefit by these principles in dispensary

practice. The characteristic of to-day's tuberculin treat-

ment is its mild "insidious" method in which the full dosage

is attained with ma.\imal avoidance of reaction. The selec-

tion of a particular make of tul)crculin is of less signifi-

cance tha.i the choice of the metliod. Treatment should

not he schematized, but strongly individualized, regard be-

ing had to individual suscei)til)ility and the course of tlie

disease. The most appropriate form of administration is

the subcutaneous F'ermanent cure does not. as a rule, fol-

low a single cure. In many cases the treatment must be re-

newed throughout one or more years. These principles of

treatment should not be left wholly to specialists in sana-

toria, but should be carried out. the author says, by the

profession at larye.

Apical Emphysema.—Orszag considers the relation-

ship of this condition to tuberculosis. We know that a cir-

cumscribed emphysema may not occur in this locality anrl

the possibility of tuberculosis must be borne in mind, be-

cause in such a case diagnosis of the latter would be

ob.scured. It is assumed that in lesions in the ape.v tlie

.so-called Kronig's area is diminished in extent, but in cer-

tain at^ections it is increased—apical emphysema, cavities,

rela.xation and pneumothora.x. The decrease of intensity

of a dulled percussion sound over the apex is not uncon-

ditionally a sign of a decrease in the amount of infiltration,

for it may be due to the supervention of apical emphysema.

In the examination of the apices both the gentle and the

vigorous method of percussion should lie undertaken in

different inten?itie,s.

The Iodine Therapy of Tuberculosis.—Nieveling lias

been te«^ting this ancient resource and announces the fol-

lowing conclusions: Iodine promotes expectoration

through rendering the sputum less tenacious. It also favors

respiration, but whether through the first-mentioned prop-

erty or others is not discussed. The carTiac action is often

lienefited. the beat becoming stronger, and palpitation i'^

overcome. Iodine e.xerts no influence over fever. T he

healing and cicatrization of cavities seem to be promoted.

In general, the author believes that iodine can do all that

creosote does and do it 1)etter. We appears to depend on

some of the organic iodine compounds as substitutes for

potassium iodide. The germ of the idea of an iodine ther-

apy for phthisis, as far as modern practice extends, is tlie

known power of this remedy over asthma.

Practical Studies of Bile in Vivo.—Kiralyfi has made
many studies of Ii\ing l>ile from the bacteriological and

chemical viewpoints. Medical cases were alone used as

material, the bile lieing obtained by the natural passa.^^e.

Of special interest is the dia.gnosis in this connection of

latent typhoid. .\ Roldyreff oil breakfast was first given,

this causing the appearance in the stomach of a mixture of

liile and pancreatic juice. Conclusions reached after exami-

nation Mt 6») sutijects are in part as follows: The upper

portion of the duodenum is usually sterile in the normal.

.\ dia.gnosis of cholecystitis is usually justified if the bile

shows infection with pyogenic germs, but absence of finds

<loes not justify the opposite conclusion that this affection

is absent. Again in actual gastric disease biliary finds

may be masked. Of great significance was the recogni-

tion of Eberth's bacillus in pure culture, even in cases giv-

ing negative Widal. -\s a rule, an unusual albumin con-

tent of the bile means an infection and may check up the

Ijacterial find, but the negative results possess no cor-

responding significance.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 8 and 15, 1912.

Non-operative Treatment of Cancer.—Czerny dis-

cusses all the methods thus far recommended under this

head, which when summed up make a considerable show-

ing, and in view of the fact that 50,000 die every year in

Germany from cancer, the quest for non-operative pro-

cedures for delayed and relapsing cases must be praise-

worthy. We know that nature sometimes, however

rarely, cures or arrests malignancy and that it sometimes

yields to other diseases, notably erysipelas. The various

products known by such names as cancroin, antimeristem,

etc., probably act as toxins only and have no true si)eci-

ricity. Favorable results referable to them may be reck-

oned with those due to Coley's serum. .Ml these are imi-

tations of what we see in nature. Cancer is usually re-

garded as an anomaly of metabolism, which makes pos-

sible the active manifestations; but attempts to cure or

prevent it from this viewpoint are not attended with suc-

cess. Immune- and antiscra accomplish nothing. Of re-

cent years chemotherapy, involving the selective destruc-

tion of the tumor cell has been and is still being exten-

sively tested. The idea is by no means new and the

ancient use of arsenic belongs here, .\. competitor is the

use of radiant energy in its various forms, while fulgura-

tion also deserves mention although it is practically elec-

trosurgery. The hope of the future in addition to all

surgical and local procedures seems to be in a combina-

tion of active remedies—salvarsan or other arsenical,

thorium and other radiations and in fact of any resource

which does nfp harm. Czerny uses silica inwardly as a

routine remedx

.

Telangiectatic Granuloma.—Konjetzny makes an at-

tempt to throw light on the causation and pathology of

this affection at a time when our knowledge is at a mini-

mum. .\t present the dispute is still forward that it is

a granuloma on the one hand and a true tumor on the

other. Recently the latter view has been making converts.

There is of course the possibility that different processes

present a common clinical picture. The author has studied

two cases and has not the slightest doubt that both were

examples of proliferating angioma. The author is not

the first to note that these formations may appear on the

site of a minute congenital angioma. The author's sec-

ond case is peculiar in that it occurred on the tongue in

the form of a pedunculated structure resembling a straw-

berry. It developed after the patient had bitten his

tongue, and bled copiously. The author looked in vain

for any specific formations. -\s the tongue is a favorite

site for congenital angioma, the most plausible view is

that embryonal tissue becomes activated to proliferation

as a result of traumatism.

Contagiousness of Warts.—Stern describes briefly a

^luall e|)isi'de involving the possibility of the transmission

of ordinary warts. Two servant girls who had worked

in the same establishment for a long period had typical

multiple flat warts on the backs of the hands. One girl

developed later ordinary prominent fissuring warts be-

tween the fingers. The author constructs a sequence as

follows: One maid had had the flat warts for about nine

months when the other first began to show them. Trans-

mission was prol)ably effected through a towel used

habitually in common. The later appearance of prolifer-

ating warts on the soft thin skin between the fingers

which occurred in the girl first infected was an example

of local extension and is not necessarily transmissible in

that form.

Thyroid Preparations for Sterility.—Weil mentions

the astonishing results of hormone physiology, pathology

and therapy, and selects for special consideration the ap-

parent correlation between the thyroid and ovary, which

comprises not merely one but a series of possibilities, some
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antagonistic, some complemental or synergistic. During

menstruation and pregnancy the thyroid swells, while in

castrates the latter organ may be seen to be atrophic. It

occurred to the author to test thyroid preparations in

primary sterility assumed to be due to ovarian insuffi-

ciency. A barren woman with simple goiter received thy-

roid preparations on general principles and in the course

of two or three months became pregnant. The author

then exhibited the remedy to two other barren women
who aside from a slight enlargement of the thyroid

showed nothing to suggest a reason for failure to con-

ceive. After several months conception took place in

both women. Of four pregnancies while taking thyroid

two ended in abortion while one conception is recent and

the only case which went to term required forceps.

Whether these results are coincidences or indicate a gen-

eral insufficiency for child bearing is not argued. There

appears to be no doubt that the thyroid hormone arti-

ficially supplied determined a physiological congestion of

the ovary which promoted conception. On the other

hand none of these women appeared to have had any

trouble in connection with ovulation and menstruation,

so that a rationale for conception is not suggested.

Diffuse Gonorrheal Peritonitis.—Albrecht has con-

trolled four cases of this affection of the gynecological

type. Owing to the somewhat rare and disputed incidence

of this condition the author gives each case in some detail.

One of these may be repeated here. The patient was a

girl aged 18. single, who while getting over a menstrual

period developed sharp abdominal pains with the entire

picture later of diffuse peritonitis. Although the pain

and soreness were most marked to the left the diagnosis

of perforating appendicitis was made. In the hospital

this diagnosis did not appear to be warranted. Inci-

dental examination of the genitals showed acute gonor-

rhea, which with the relatively mild character of the symp-

toms gave rise to the diagnosis of gonorrheal pelvi-

peritonitis. The case evidently not demanding any im-

mediate surgical intervention was treated with posture,

ice bags and intestinal evacuation. After temporary bene-

fit the patient became much worse and the full picture of

diffuse septic peritonitis was not long in developing. Thf

original diagnosis of perforative appendicitis was now
made and laparotomy performed. The inflammation was
seen to have extended from the pelvis. The tubes were

markedly swollen, discharging pus into the latter. Gono-

cocci were cultivated from the peritoneal pus. Despite

the apparent severity of the case the patient rapidly im-

proved after cleansing and closure of the abdominal

cavity, thus bearing out Doderlein's teachings. The
gonococcus may attain such virulence as to infect the

peritoneum but nevertheless the prognosis may be good.

Drug Treatment of Tuberculosis Pulmonalis.—Hecht
enumerates the drugs which aid in the management of

tuberculosis. Pyramidon is almost indispensable for the

reduction of high temperatures, and has come to be looked

upon as a quasi-specific. Preparations of the creosote

type, notably guaiacol. are also popular, and seem to act

favorably upon the symptoms of the disease, both physi-

cal and rational. General tonics which contain quinine,

arsenic, iron and strychnia in combination with some of

the alleged specifics find much vogue, .\mong the latter

the author enumerates a supposed antibactericide. intro-

duced about 15 years ago. but fallen into disuse. It is said

to be a camphor (alantol) from the root of a species of

ailanthus.

erethetic and is characterized by an accidental systolic

murmur most marked over the pulmonic artery by an ac-

centuation of the second pulmonary sound and a slight

widening of the area of cardiac dulness to the left. The
apex beat is not more pronounced than normal nor are

there either acceleration of the pulse or any striking sub-

jective symptoms. This form of goiter heart is probably

thyreotoxic like the others and may be termed the "torpid"

form to bring it into sharp contrast with Kraus's erethetic

form. There are numerous transitions between normal,

chlorotic and thyroid hearts.

Pancreas in Chronic Alcoholism.—Lissauer states that

the pancreas frequently shows organic disease in alcoholics

and that the alterations involve both parenchyma and con-

nective tissue. We may see an interstitial pancreatitis due

to inflammation of the connective tissue and a fatty de-

generation of the parenchyma, and both these lesions may
be regarded as especially ethylogenic, as the author has not

encountered them save in alcoholics. The two types of

lesion conform to the finds in the livers of alcoholics-

fatty liver and cirrhosis. Friedreich has already described

"drunkards' pancreas," so that the author claims no

priority. In theory alcoholics should be prone to pan-

creatic diabetes and, as a matter of fact, they are known to

be subject to the latter.

Rationale of the Tuberculin Reaction.—Meyer 'and
Schmitz state that despite all efforts this reaction remains

a mystery. We only know certain truths which bear di-

rectly or indirectly on the subject. The authors have car-

ried out a research with bovine bacilli and tuberculin upon

rabbits, which are very sensitive to the latter. They be-

lieve that they have shown the existence of a reactive sub-

stance in the erythrocytes of the tuberculous animal which

is absent in the healthy subject. When tuberculin is in-

jected in minimal amounts it is taken up by the ery-

throcytes and carried to the focus of the disease, where a

receptor apparatus binds it and at the same time a hyper-

emia is set up. The combination of receptor plus tuber-

culin is a toxin and sets up a general reaction. Eventu-

ally with repeated injections the receptors are used up,

no more combination toxin is formed and acquired im-

munity results. Abderhalden has also recently shown by

the optical method that the blood plasma of the tuibercu-

lous is able to disintegrate the peptone of the tubercle

bacillus, while healthy plasma has no such power. He
brings this discovery in relationship with his own, but this

inference does not seem directly forthcoming.

An Alleged Prophylactic for Tuberculosis.—Jarosch

under a proprietary name discusses the recent free use of

aluminium chloride as a prophylactic in pulmonary tuber-

culosis. The drug had previously been shown to exert

great antiseptic power in local catarrhal conditions. It is

now being used as a mouth wash and gargle and as an in-

halation in a number of sanatoria where tuberculosis sub-

jects run the risk of contaminating one another. It has

been noted that to this prophylactic action is added a

definite curative property for patients who began to use

the inhalation as a disinfectant only for the common good

began to exhibit direct improvement in symptoms referred

to the upper air passages.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.
October 17, 1912.

Goiter Heart.—Bauer attempts a description of the

combined cardiac symptoms of goiter familiarly spoken
of as goiter heart. He recognizes an erethetic and a tor-

pid form and ascribes both to dysthyroidism. In ende-

mic goiter there is a cardiac form which differs from the

A Case of Ununited Fracture of the Ulna Treated by
Bridging the Gap with a Slice Sawn from the Tibia.

—

C. H. Fagge reports the case of a boy. aged li, who was
admitted into Guy's Hospital on September i6, 1910. About
two months before admission he had fallen, breaking both

bones of the right forearm. On admission there was a

marked deformity with large bony bosses at the middle of

both bones and complete loss of pronation and supination.

Examination under the X-ray screen showed that this was
due to cross-union, with much overlapping of the frag-

ments of both bones. On September 30 the site of the

fractures was exposed, a wedge including callus was sawn
from the radius and the ends were joined by a Lane's

four-hole plate ; the ulna was divided and plated in the

same way.

—

Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
BY THE MEDICAL EDITOR.

COMPLETION OF THE EXAMINERS REPORT.

Errors and Omissions.—The examiner should

review every answer in his report before forward-

ing the papers to the company so as to assure him-

self that there are no omissions or incomplete an-

swers. If all necessary information is supplied

and errors revised at this time, both the examiner
and the company will be spared the trouble and an-

noyance of further correspondence, and the agent

will not incur the danger of losing his business

through delay which might have been avoided. It

is most important for the agent to receive the policy

for delivery as soon as possible after the examina-
tion has been made on account of the liability of

the applicant to change his mind, or to become in-

fluenced by the arguments of busy rivals who are

always in the field.

A record of the omissions and incomplete an-

swers for each examiner has been kept at the home
office of the writer's company, and it shows that

many examiners who are undoubtedly well qual-

ified and competent cause considerable correspond-

ence, trouble, and delay by not properly completing

their reports.

Alterations and Erasures.—The medical ex-

aminer's report should be free from ditto marks,

alterations, interlineations, or erasures ; further-

more, it must be kept in mind that a dash does not

constitute an answer to a question. An application

is an actual legal contract and must be drawn up
with the requirements of the law in mind. Correc-

tions are, however, unavoidable at times, and, when
demanded, should be made by drawing a line in

ink through the words at fault ; the correction

should then be duly attested by the initials of the

examiner with date of the attestation. This pro-

cedure is especially important in the blanks of com-
panies operating under the laws of a State which

reeiuire that photographed copies of applications

be attached to the policies.

Confidential Information.—Whenever an ex-

aminer declines or postpones an applicant he should

mail a confidential letter to the company at once,

giving his action and the cause for it. Further-

more, even if he recommends the applicant for in-

surance, the examiner should inform the company
by means of a confidential letter as to anything

brought out in the course of the examination which
may aft'ect the insurability of the risk, even though
the examiner is not certain that this information

will prevent the issuance of insurance to the appli-

cant. Many companies supply their medical ex-

aminers with blanks and addressed envelopes to be

used for this purpose.

This procedure gives the examiner an oppor-

tunity to express his private opinion of the real in-

surable worth of the applicant to the company. It

happens, not infrequently, that an examiner is re-

luctant or even unwilling to incorporate certain in-

formation in his report for the reason that it might

hurt his own interests or those of a friend or pa-

tient if these facts were known in his community.
The examiner in such cases may be fearful that the

secret would be divulged were it to come to the

eyes of the agent or manager in writing. It is the

manifest duty of an examiner, however, to give the

company the benefit of his knowledge of every-

thing of an adverse nature affecting the risk, and

he can do this quietly and without any publicity

by means of a confidential letter. The items which
render the risk questionable may occur in the fam-
ily history, in the personal record of diseases or in-

jury, or in the matter of habits or environments.

In order that these letters may prove of value to

the company they must be written and mailed im-

mediately after the examination and investigation

of the applicant is completed. The information

contained in such letters will always be treated by

the company as strictly confidential, and the ex-

aminer need not, therefore, hesitate to furnish facts

of any nature.

Confidential letters are especially important for

the reason that the examiner's report is sometimes

lost and the company has then no record of the

adverse information unless notified by one of these

letters. Another reason is that in the case of com-
panies which allow their agents to receive the re-

port from the examiner, some agents will occa-

sionally suppress or destroy an unfavorable report

in the hope of getting a more complacent examiner

to recommend the risk.

Trauma and Pulmonary Actinomycosis.

—

Rauth reports a case of actinomycosis of the lungs

in which the question of the relationship of the

latter with accident came up. The subject was a

young locksmith who, while lifting a heavy load,

felt a lancinating pain on the left side of the chest.

At the same time the latter came in sudden contact

with the object lifted—an automobile axle. There-

after he began to have pains in the back and left

side, so that he was soon forced to give up his

work. He did not improve and sought the clinic,

where he was found to be in high fever, with the

heart dilated and a systolic murmur at its base. The
fever was apparently due to pleurisy, as a friction

murmur became audible. There was diminished

resonance over the left upper lobe. The evidence

day by day pointed to some process in the latter

locality which was not tuberculous. Finally a

swelling appeared on the back, to the left of the

middle line between the fifth and twelfth dorsal

vertebras. Exploratory puncture led to the diag-

nosis of actinomycosis. Death occurred seven

months after inception of the disease, and autopsy

left no doubts as to the correctness of the diag-

nosis. The pleurisy had disappeared without traces

and it became apparent that this lesion had not been

due to the fungus. The author assumes that actino-

mycosis was originally present in the hilus of the

lung in a latent state and that the overstrain and
concussion—which also caused pleurisy—mobil-

ized the fungus and thereby enabled it to set up
active disease in the lung.

—

Zeitschrift filr

J'crsiclicniiis;smcdi"in. July, T012.

The Selection and Training of the Medical

Examiner.—A paper with this title was read

before the Medical Section of the American Life

Convention, held in Chicago Sept. 8, 1912, by Dr.

E. A. Babler, of St. Louis. Dr. Babler thought

that the question of selecting and training a local

examiner was of such great importance that the

convention should have a committee to be known
as "The Committee on Examiners," with such

duties and powers as would be necessary to secure

for the members of the convention the best of serv-

ice in every locality in which the companies repre-

sented at the convention did business.
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Snnk iR^timtiH.

Surgical Clinks of John B. Murphy, M.D., at Mercy
Hospital, Chicago. Volume I, Number III. Octavo of
174 pages, illustrated. Published bi-monthly. Price per
year: Paper, $8.00; Cloth, $12.00. Philadelphia and Lon-
don : W. B. Saunders Company, 1912.

The present number is a continuation of the series, and
following an account of the cases exhibited on previous
occasions, there are clinical discussions of several bone
cases, tuberculosis of the intestine, cystic goiter, tumor of
the kidney, cholelithiasis, cerebral hemorrhage, and an ac-
count of the so-called five diagnostic methods frequently
referred to by Dr. Murphy.

Fever-Nursing. Designed for the use of Professional and
Other Nurses, and especially as a text-book for Nurses
in training. By J. C. Wilson, A.M., M.D. Author of
"A Text-book Treatise on the Continued Fevers," and
"A Handbook of Medical Diagnosis," etc. Seventh edi-
tion, revised and enlarged. Price $1.00. Philadelphia
and London : J. B. Lippincott Company.

This little book is too well known to need any extensive
notice. The present edition has been revised and brought
up to date. Tlie work is thoroughly reliable, and will
form a useful addition to the library of every nurse.

.Aids to Oi'hthalmologv. By N. Bishop Harman, U.A..
M.h. Cantab.. F.R.C.S.Eng., Lecturer in Ophthalmology,
\yest London Post-Graduate College ; Assistant Ophthal-
mic Surgeon. West London Hospital ; Ophthalmic Sur-
geon to the Belgrave Hospital for Children; Chief Clini-
cal .Assistant. Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital, Mooi-
tields

; Oculist. London County Council Blind Schools

;

Late Examiner in .Anatomy, Cambridge University ; Lec-
turer in .Anatomy, King's and Caius Colleges, Cambridge

;

Senior Ophthalmic Assistant, The Middlesex Hospital.
\yith 100 illustrations. Fifth edition. Price $1.00. New-
York : William Wood and Company, 1912.

We are not surprised to see that this compend has reached
a fifth edition. The book has undergone a thorough re-
vision, and is larger than the previous edition by about
fifty pages. The chapters on Glaucoma, Optic Xcur'itis, and
Muscle Balance have been amplified; the section on Re-
fraction has been recast : rare diseases are intentionally
omitted

; and the student will find this volume, as formerly,
one of the best of a good series.

Lehrbuch der Krankheiten des Sauglings. Von A.
Lesage, Medecin des Hopitaux in Paris, tjbersetzt und
mit Anmerkungen versehen von Prof. Dr. Rudolf
FiscHL in Prag. Price 12 marks. Leipzig: Verlag von
Georg Thieme. 1912.

The purpose of this work is the discussion of the dis-
eases of the nursling whose physiological peculiarities are
bound up with its delicate constitution, its rapid growth,
and its special mode of nourishment. Tlie pathology of
the nursling reflects these peculiarities. The first part of
this volume deals with the physiology of the normal in-
fant, a knowledge of which is essential to a proper under-
standing of the diseases affecting it. The author notes
that many conditions during infancy that are denominated
gastroenteritis are in reality a clinical manifestation of a
general morbid derangement, such as septicemia or menin-
gitis, and that the scope of strictly local disorders
of the digestive organs has within recent years
become narrower and narrower. The author de-
scribes the newer conceptions regarding spasmophilia,
the disturbance of equilibrium of the bodily temperature,
heat stroke, summer diarrhea, scarlatina, scarlatinal albu-
minuria, the cachexias and the anesthesia of the weaning
period, the dermatolynipliatic cachexia, the septic infec-
tions, cerebrospinal meningitis, tuberculous meningitis,
and the care of infants during the first three months of
life. The German translator has shown a nice discrimina-
tion in choosing this work as a means of introducing
French pediatric conceptions to his countrymen and has
admirably acquitted the task of editing and supplementing
the original. To the English reader this work provides
the unusual opportunity of viewing French pediatrics
through German eyes.

Die Vasomotorisch-trophischen Neurose.n. Eine Mono-
graphie, von Dr. R. Cassirer, Privatdozent an der Uni-
versitiit Berlin. Zweite umgearbeitete und vermehrte
Auflage. Mit 24 .Abbildungen in Text und 24 Tafeln.
Price 30 marks. Berlin : Verlag von S. Karger. 1912.

During the twelve years that have elapsed since the first

edition of this work appeared many additions have been

made to the subject of the trophic neuroses, which ac-
coimt for the large size of the present edition, which
consists of 988 pages of text, together with a series of

24 plates. The titles of the chapters are as follows

:

.Anatomical and physiological introduction ; the acropares-
thesias and allied conditions; erythromelalgia; Raynaud's
disease ; chronic acroasphy.xia ; sclerodermia : acute cir-

cumscribed edema, and multiple neurotic cutaneous gan-
grene. The vast ramifications of the trophic neuroses into

the various domains of medicine is seen in the synopsis
of the topics discussed in the chapter on acute circum-
scribed edema. These include rheumatic aftections, in-

to.xications. psychical and physical traumata, cutaneous
edemas, swellings of the mucous tnembrane of the upper
air passages, gastrointestinal manifestations, urticaria, pur-
pura with transient edema, serum sickness, chronic neuro-
pathic edema, trophedema, etc. The author has presented
his subject with characteristic German thoroughness. The
extensive bibliography appended to the volume gives only

a hint of the vast amount of labor expended by the au-
thor in developing his theme. This work will undoubtedly
be valued by all neurologists as an important contribution
to the literature of the trophic neuroses.

Tuberculin Treatment. By Clive Riviere, M.D. (Lond.),
F.R.C.P.. Physician East London Hospital for Children,

Shadwell; Physician to Out-patients, City of London
Hospital for Diseases of the Chest, Victoria Park; and
Egbert Morland, M.B. and B.Sc, (Lond.), M.D., Beme.
of Arosa Switzerland ; Visiting Physician to the Eng-
lish Sanatorium (Villa Gentiana). Price $2.00. Lon-
don: Henry Frowde. Oxford University Press: Hodder
& Houghton, 1912.

The methods of tuberculin treatment have been developed
to a greater extent in England than anywhere else. The
present manual is the fruit of a ripe experience acquired
in the application of the methods by two separate workers
who were about to publish individual manuals on the sub-

ject when they decided to merge the two books into one.

In this manner they have been able to widen the scope
of the entire volume, for the personal experience of the

writers was in different fields. The text is subdivided into

three parts. Part I discusses the general lines of tuber-

culin administration. It deals with the action of tubercle

products in general, the tuberculin reaction, the standard
of dosage, the route of administration, the selection of

cases, etc. Part II discusses the method of immunization
with tolerance (Koch) or the treatment of autotoxic

tuberculosis. Part III deals with the method of immuniza-
tion without tolerance (Wright), or the treatment of local-

ized tuberculosis. The theme of this volume is a compli-

cated one, and one difficult to master, but the authors have
succeeded in presenting the subject in a skilful manner.
The book is compact and well printed, and suitable as a

working manual.

Infant Mortalitv and Mii.k Stations. Special report

dealing with the problem of reducing infant mortality.

Work carried on in ten largest cities of the United
States. Together with details of a demonstration by
public and private agencies in New York City during
191 1 to determine the value of milk station work as a

practical means of reducing infant mortality. Edited

by Philip Van Ingen. M.D., Member of the New York
Milk Committee and Medical Director of the Committee
for the Reduction of Infant Mortality, and Paul Em-
.MONS Tavlor. Secretary of the New York Milk Com-
mittee and Director of the Committee for the Reduction
of Infant Mortality. Price $r.oo. New York: The
Xew York Milk Committee. 1912.

The title page of this volume fully indicates its content

and scope. No better brief has ever been prepared
in advocacy of the campai.gn for the prevention of infant

mortality. In the first chapter there is stated the prob-
lem, and statistics are presented showing the conditions

regarding infant mortality that obtain in foreign communi-
ties and in the United States. In Chapter II is discussed

the campaign against infant mortality in New York City

prior to 191 1. The next chapter describes this campaign
as it was carried out in 191 1. Chapter IV shows by means
of comparative tables the results of this campaign. There
then follows a description of the milk stations of the

Xew York Milk Committee. The titles of the succeeding
chapters are as follows : Campaigns in other cities, gen-

eral conclusions, the e-xtension of relief through milk sta-

tions, the establishment and operation of milk and health

stations and the extension of milk stations' activities. The
book is illustrated with a large number of photogravures
of milk stations, charts, circulars, etc.
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^ortftg Sparta.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK.

FIRST DISTRICT BRANCH.

ai.xlli Annual Meeting, Held at Poughk-eepsie, Oelober 4.

191-'.

THt Prksiuknt, Ur. Daniel Bailev Hardeniikkch ok

MiDDLETOWN, IN THE ChAIR.

Amendments to the By-Law.—The- I'olluwing aiiicnd-
meiits to till- liy-Iaw, proposed at the meeting lield in Von-
kers, Octolier u. igii, was acted upon and passed: .\mend
Section 3. Chapter 11, b\' striking out the words "on Janu-
ary 1st of" and substituting the words "at the close of the
annual meeting of the Medical Society of the State of
New York."
President's Address.—Dr. Daniel B. HAKDK.NUHU(iii

of Mulilktoun delivered this address (see page H43).

The Owen Bill.—Hon. Richard E. Connell of Wash-
ington. 1), C, member of the House of Representatives,
said that he liad been invited to speak on the measure in-

troduced in the Senate by Hon. Robert L. Owen of Okla-
homa, providing for the establishment of a .Xational Health
Department, which, in short, was intended to establish a

department of government possessing the powers of a

board of health—powers in our time so tremendous and
so necessary when conditions called for their application.

Senator Owen called his measure ".\ Bill for Race Con-
servation—A Conservation of Human Life and l'"lliciency."

Briefly epitomized, the bill provided that there should be
at the seat of government an establishment, known as the
United States Public Health Service, and a ilirector of
health, who should be the head thereof. The director
should be appointed by the president. .-Ks assistants to the
director of health, the bill provided for three commis-
sioners of health, two of whom should be skilled sani-

tarians, and one a skilled statistician, also to be appointed
by the President. The one sentence in the bill told the
whole purpose of such a department of government. It

was in .Section HI as follows; "That it shall be the duty
of the Health Service to collect and disseminate informa-
tion relating to the public health and to enforce the ob-

servance of all regulations and laws of the United States
relating to health : Provided, That this act shall not be
construed as attempting to authorize the health service to

exercise, or attempt to exercise, without express invitation

from the chief executive, or otlier proper authority of the
State, any function belonging e.xclusively to such State, or
to enter any premises without consent of the owner or oc-

cupant thereof: but the director of health, upon request of
the chief executive, or other proper authority, of any
State. Territory, the District of Columbia, or any insular
possession, may detail for limited periods an officer or offi-

cers, employee or employees, from the health service to as-

sist the health authorities of such State, Territory, Dis-
trict, or insular possession, in protecting the health of the
people of such jurisdiction."

.\t the outset the bill had encountered powerful opposi-
tion founded on the belief that the purpose of the medical
professitm which had been urging this department w-as to

favor, by law and the great powers which went with such
a bureau, one school of medicine to the exclusion of all

others. On this point, .Senator Owen, in one of his recent

speeches in the Senate, said : "I am entirely opposed to

promoting one school of medicine over another school of
medicine. My purpose in urging a department of public

health has been to establish a department of human con-
servation, educational ratlior than regulative, which would
deal with the matter from an educational standpoint, so as

to make effective and efficient the knowledge which we are
slowly acquiring with regard to the preservation of hinnan
life." TheTi. in order to meet the objection which was
brought forward by the League of Medical Freedoni. the

friends of the bill voluntarily presented this amendment
by way of emphasizing the sincerity of their purpose : ".\nd
provided further: That the health service established by
this act shall have no power to regulate the practice of
medicine or the practice of healing, or to interfere with
the right of a citizen to employ the practitioner of his

choice, and all appointments within the health service, in-

cluding the head of the service, shall be made without dis-

crimination in favor of or against, anv school of medicine,
or of healing." Such a bureau would not attempt to heal
people, or to treat plagues, or fevers, or epidemics, because
its mission would be to prevent all these, leading the great

power of tlie government to the saving science of sanita-

tion. Such a bureau would deal with sanitary engineering,
sanitary construction of streets, alleys, house-sewage,
water-supply, milk-supply, and food-supplies in general. It

would have to do with the proper care of markets, the

cotrol of insect life, which was so frequently the cause of
disease, with the extermination of the house-Hy. and with
the education of the people through authoritative publica-

tions, the schools, and special instructors on the rules of
right living. These were but a few of the purposes set

forth in the debates in the Senate on the Owen Bill.

The present Congress established a bureau to be devoted
to the investigation and remedying of conditions surround-
ing children and their employment and at its head was
placed Miss Julia C. Lathrop, a graduate of Vassar Col-
lege. This bureau expected to set up standards of cleanli-

ness and to demand that the souls of children should not

be stifled in loathsome employments. It was not his pur-

pose to discuss the mission of the League of Medical
Freedoni. for his confidence in the ."Ymerican people and
the spirit of the .government was such that he knew an in-

justice to an honest project had but to be pointed out to be

remedied. That humanity had suffered at the hands of
the quack, the impostor, and the unscrupulous vender of

nostrums and humbug remedies, there could be no doubt.
But these were not going to be exterminated by an Act of
Congress. They could not save people from the conse-
quences of their own credulity, ignorance, or mistake by
an act of the legislature. This much the government could
do. It could cultivate among the people an intelligent un-
derstanding of health conditions, from the use of the bath
to the necessity of pure air. It could point out the con-
sequences to the human race of the violation of the laws
of health. It could lend its power to the work of cleanli-

ness in places from which disease might spring if neglected.
Mr. Connell closed his paper by paying a tribute to the
unselfish patriotism of the medical profession which would,
if it could, prevent disease and sickness of all kinds, thus
sacrificing its own calling for the good of the human race.

What profession ever undertook a more noble work?
Functional Nervous Diseases Due to Eyestrain.—Dr.

Pe'(er a. Callan of New Y'ork read this paper and pre-

sented the following conclusions: In all functional
neuroses involving the head and torso, the eyes should be
carefully examined and in order to do so the ciliary

muscle must be fully paralyzed and then the usual tests

employed, the ophthalmoscope, shadow test, and lenses, not
neglecting the ocular muscles. Correcting lenses should
be prescribed and constantly worn and in no other way
could the eyes be excluded as causative agents of an ex-
isting neurosis. The slighest refractive error, especially

astigmatism, should be corrected. He had seen the best

results from the weakest cylinders. .\n ocular error in the

weak was capable of ori.ginating or keeping up a vicious

circle of disturbance that would have no positive etifect on
the robust. There was no miifornn'ty in symptoms due to

eyestrain. They found hyperemia, conjunctival irritation

of the eyelids, chalazia, blepharitis, photophobia, twitching
of eyelids, etc. .\gain they met with patients wdio appar-
ently had eye symptoms, but only suffered from headaches,
or were nervous without any apparent cause : others were
only troubled when they traveled by train, or were present
at a ball game, or in the theater, or influenced by the mov-
ing effects of the cinematograph. Patients with high de-

grees of refractive errors soon learned their ocular limi-

tations, and thereby avoided eyestrain : this was not the

case in persons with medium or sli.ght amounts. School
children were not infrequently punished or regarded as

stupid because of ocular conditions beyond their control.

Progressive Curvature of the Radius (Madelung's
Deformity).—Dr. Henry Ling Tavi.or of New York
read this paper. (See pa.ge 752.")

Dr. A. Jacom of New York, president of the .American
Medical Association, thanked the members for their kind
and warm reception. When the Medical Society of the

.State of New York resolved upon an innovation estab-

lishing the district societies it did a great deal toward the
uplifting of the profession, bringing in contact a number
of men who ordinarily did not meet one another. There
was added a great influence to the various county societies.

There was no more forlorn condition to be noted than
that of a doctor living alone, a hermit's life. There was
no more forlorn hermit than the doctor who meant to be
a doctor day and night. That was one reason why the
county societies were doing so much good : the district

societies were doing more good : the State societies even
more good than the county and district societies. And this

was why the .American Medical .Association comprising 34.-

000 to .^.=;,ooo physicians in the L^nited States gave an un-
usual advantage not only to the societies but to the in-
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dividual members of these societies. Dr. Jacobi said that
he was always instructed when he attended county or dis-

trict societies; at these meetings he always learned some-
thing. All who joined these societies had the same ad-
vantage he had. This was why he always answered one
who asked what he should do after having passed his ex-
amination—"Join your county society." He believed that
he had every reason to congratulate himself because this

district branch had invited him to be present and join in

their proceedings. Yet there was much for them to do. In
the State of New York there were between 13,000 and
14,000 physicians, while in the State Society there were
only about 7,000 members. Of these 7,000 only about 3,450
belonged to the American Medical Association. He asked
why were there not more members?

Dr. John Calhoun Otis of Poughkeepsie expressed his

appreciation of having been nominated and elected the
presiding officer for the coming year ; he also appreciated
the responsibilities of having to preside over the First Dis-
trict 1, ranch. Incidentally he said that no colleges in the
world gave better instruction to their students than those
in America and no better service was given than in the
American hospitals. There was a great field in preventive
medicine, particularly in diseases afflicting the kidney, in

cancer, etc. In many diseases there was much to be done
and it behooved the first district branch to take up a con-
sideration of the diseases about which they knew so little.

Pyloric Stenosis in Infants.—Dr. Ch.\rles Gilmore
Kerley of New York read this paper. That true pyloric
stenosis was a congenital condition was accepted by most
authors. There were three types of this disease in infants,
the spasmodic, the hypertrophic, and the combined type,
Pfaundlcr noted that the first vomiting, or onset of the
disease, was between the fourth and fourteenth days in 50
per cent, of the cases; from the second to the third week
in 25 per cent.; and from the third to the sixth week in

25 per cent. According to Ibrahim's investigations of 266
cases there was a rapidly ascending curve in the first

month and a reduced frequency with advancing age. Ac-
cording to Ibrahim males were affected about four times as
often as females. Pyloric stenosis was one of the diseases
upon which a great deal of theorizing had been done.
Prominent and among the most universally recognized
theories up to 1897 were those of Hirschprung and John
Thomson, .\ccording to the former there was a congeni-
tal defect, a primary pathologically increased quantitative
development of the pyloric wall which constricted the
lumen, while Thomson contended that the essential lesion
was not muscular but primarily a nervous one. There was
to date no convincing evidence that the spasm was set up
by erroneous finding or by hyperacidity. In hypertrophic
stenosis Tiyperacidity was often the case. During recent
years most authorities considered the condition as primarily
spasmodic; by some this condition was considered a pri-

mary hypertrophy with a secondary spasmodic element
added. The findings at post mortem were remarkably uni-
form. The alimentary canal below the pylorus was per-
fectly normal. The esophagus was sometimes noticeably
dilated, sometimes of normal caliber. The stomach was
usually much dilated. Finkelstein reported a case in

whicli the thickening was due to an increase in the longi-
tudinal fibers. The lumen varied in size, sometimes so
small as barely to admit a fine probe. The test of func-
tional potency by hydrostatic pressure was fallacious for
the redundant folds of mucous membrane might act as
valves. Vomiting was usually the only active symptom of
the stenosis whether spasmodic or due to stricture. The
vomiting had never, in his experience, appeared before the
second week except in spasmodic cases in which it appeared
at birth, or after the eighth week. The stools were normal
and there was no suggestion of gastric disturbance. The
vomiting might occur after each feeding but more fre-
quently two or three feedings were retained and then a
large amount was ejected. The vomiting was forcible in

character. With the vomiting there was an associated con-
stipation, loss in weight, and a voracious appetite. The
child did not appear ill except for the wasting and mod-
erate prostration. In all young infants that developed per-
sistent vomiting with constipation or even without this

latter symptom, stenosis of the pylorus should be looked
for. As to the differential diagnosis between hypertrophic
stenosis, pyloric spasm, and the combined type, it might be
said that palpable pylorus might be looked upon as a hyper-
trophic pylorus and a pylorus that showed sufficient thick-
ening to be palpable required operation. In the spasmodic
cases there appeared to be vomiting periods. In some in-

stances there would be no vomiting for a day or two.
Cases of this type offered the best chance of cure without
operation. In the combined type there was moderate
hypertrophy and spasm ; the stenosis might be intermit-

tent and moderate in degree. It was possible for a con-
siderable quantity of the stomach contents to pass into the
intestine, if but small quantities of food were given at one
time. The prognosis was dependent largely upon the type
of the lesion. The age of the child, and the severe nature of
the operation, meant that it would always show consider-
able mortality. Cases with palpable tumor should be given
the advantage of immediate operation. There were com-
paratively few of the spasmodic pyloric cases without in-

volvement of the muscular structure and in such cases
the prognosis was good and all should recover. In the
combined cases the prognosis was largely dependent upon
the management. In the presence of tumor the treatment
should be operation followed by breast milk feeding. Post-
operative vomiting rarely caused trouble. Regurgitation
might be obviated by bringing the force of gravity into

play by placing the head and shoulders of the child on a
high pillow. These children needed fluid badly and the
Murphy drip should be used after the operation. Twelve
hours after operation teaspoonful doses of water or
breast milk might be given at one-half hour intervals.

Later the amount of nourishment and the method of feed-
ing must be determined in each case. The stomach should
be washed out daily with 5 per cent, bicarbonate of soda
solution. Where breast milk could not be obtained he
had secured the best results by the use of fat-free cow's
milk diluted with gruel or evaporated unsweetened con-
densed milk. The presence of fat and sugar in the stom-
ach caused irritation. Dr. Kerley said he did not look
with favor on opium or the bromides, and thought that

little could be expected from them. When the vomiting
continued and there was progressive loss of weight and
strength operation should not be delayed. Rectal medica-
tion would be useful for a day or two only and should
not be used oftener than twice in twenty-four hours.
Local treatment was of little or no value.

A Consideration of Diet in Acute Diseases.—Dr. W.
Stanton Gleaso.n of Xewburgh read this paper. He said

that the principles of food economics were by no means
new and that even in the time of Moses certain laws were
in force governing the use as food of the flesh of fish,

meat, and fowl. These laws, although religious in charac-
ter, carried an underlying hygienic truth and value. This
early knowledge, although rudimentary, had its influence,

but it has been left for this generation to perfect in detail

the practical application of the value of foods, as to their

quantity, quality and heat-producing elements as applied

to the even sustenance of the individual. European in-

vestigators were the pioneers in this line. To-day, how-
ever, through the work of the United States Department
of Agriculture, the Carnegie Nutrition Laboratory, and
various educational institutions, they were well in the

vanguard of progress. Dr. Gleason reviewed in a brief

manner the general question of modern dietetics. He
considered typhoid fever as a type in the application of

modern diet in acute disease. This disease from its dura-
tion and consequent drain upon the body fluids and tissues

with the accompanying perversion of the digestive and as-

similative processes, imposed a special responsibility in

making the proper adjustment of food to meet the varying
changes produced by prolonged pyrexia. They had two
conditions constantly present in typhoid fever, increased
combustion and diminished assimilation. Their adaptation
of nourishment must therefore be influenced by the age
of the patient, the intensity of the fever, and the condition

of the digestive and excretory organs. Each case should
be carefully studied and individualized, and the physician

should be as solicitous in regard to food requirements as

in regard to symptoms. He believed that Coleman's plan

of nourishing the patient in typhoid fever represented the

modern trend in feeding. It was important to remember
that the typhoid fever patient required about 35 calories

per kilograms of weight, and in determining the e.xact

amount of nourishment, it was only necessary to know the

approximate weight of the individual. From his personal
observation, all acute diseases responded well to the

caloric standard of food requirements, applying judicious

qualifications as the case demanded.
Urgent Surgery in Association with Uterine Fibroids.
—Dr. James E. Sadlier of Poughkeepsie read this paper.

He reported several cases.

Gallstones.—Dr. Parker Syms of New York read this

paper. He said that gallstones were of very common oc-

currence and though they gave rise to a distinct train of
symptoms, their importance and significance were scarcely
recognized. Gallstones were more common in women than
in men. They were rare in youth, belonging particularly

to the middle period of life. They seldom exhibited symp-
toms before the twenty-fifth year. They were always the
result of infection, depending upon their formation on a
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change in the character of the bile. They were frequently
formed around a nucleus which might be merely a mass
of thickened bile or a mass of mucus or some epithelium
which had been shed during the process of inflammation.
The infection might be due to one of a large variety of
pathogenic bacteria, or there might occur a mixed infec-
tion. As in all infectious lesions of the alimentary tract,

the colon bacillus played a very important part. This was
also true of the bacillus of typhoid fever. The invasion
of the biliary passages took place undoubtedly by one of
three different routes: (i) by direct ascent from the duo-
denum through the common duct; (2) through the lympha-
tic system ; (3) through the portal system, this being the
most common. The mechanism of gallstone production
was really dependent upon morbid changes in the char-
acter of the bile. They were dependent upon an inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane, the result of infection.
The very acute cases were not the ones that formed
stones ; it was the chronic, long-continued inflammation
that produced gallstones. They might form in any part
of the biliary system, but the majority found their origin
in the gall-bladder. In studying the etiology of gallstones
one should bear in mind the fact that there was a close
association between the liver with the biliary system, the
stomach, the intestines, and the pancreas. This was true
embryologically, histologically, physiologically, and patlio-

logically. Gallstones might produce infection and inflam-
mation of the biliary tracts; they might produce infection

of the liver; adhesions, involving any of the organs in this

region, resulting in deformity, obstruction, and impaired
function; they might produce pancreatitis or glycosuria,

and, last but not least, they were the most potent cause
of cancer of the biliary system. In fact gallstones were
a pre-cancerous condition. While they were known to be
caused by infection and inflammation it was equally true

that they tended to provoke further infection and to keep
up and produce inflammation. The so-called latent gall-

stone, doing no harm, did not exist. It produced at least

a mild form of inflammation and irritation, and at any
time might set up a most violent and destructive inflam-
matory process. Because of long irritation gallstones fre-

quently caused cancer, and this was particularly true in

cases of cancer of the gall-bladder; cancer of the gall-

bladder was said to be preceded by gallstones in 95 per
cent, of the cases. Gallstones might incite a chronic
hepatitis, a form of cirrhosis, and frequently were the cause
of a chronic pancreatitis. Infection might be transmitted
to the pancreas from the bile-passages, and this was par-
ticularly liable to occur when a stone was impacted in the
common duct. In the operative treatment of gallstones,

pancreatitis as a complication should be borne in mind, lor

it rendered drainage essential to a complete cure. In dis-

cussing the diagnosis Dr. Syms said that it was unfor-
tunate that the clear-cut classic picture of gallstone colic

was rare rather than common. There had been a mis-
taken idea that in the majority of the cases gallstones did

not cause symptoms ; the fact that the symptoms were so

frequently overlooked was owing to indifference on the part

of the patients, or to ignorance on the part of their phy-
sicians. In the majority of the cases the gallstones were
at rest and were not causing active and violent irritation;

the gall-bladder and bile-ducts were chronically inflamed
The symptoms would be those of a chronic inflammation,
mostly those of a chronic dyspepsia, and the patients would
have sour eructations, belching of gas, a sense of fullness,

and tension after eating. They usually sufi^ered from con-
stipation. These were the cases in which the diagnosis

was not easily made ; they should be carefully watched.
After considering the correlation of certain diseases of the

stomach, the biliary tract, and the appendix. Dr. Syms
considered the indications for operation. The mere diag-

nosis of gallstones alone was suflicient to warrant an op-
eration. This opinion was based on the fact that all gall-

stones were doing more or less harm. If one operated
during the early stages one should be able to accomplish
the necessary object by means of a simple and a safe pro-

cedure and the chance of radical and permanent cure was
much greater than it would be if one waited until com-
plications had set in. Nearly all the complications were
the result of delay. All things being equal, the death rate

in biliary surgery bore a distinct relation to the period of

the disease. Cancer resulted from delay because of the

prolonged irritation. As all cases of gallstones were de-

pendent upon infection, drainage was of the utmost im-

portance and should be a routine procedure. For this rea-

son the gall-bladder should be preserved unless there was
some strong reason for its removal. Drainage should be

continued until clear bile was flowing.

The Present Status of Medical Therapeutics.—Dr.

Andrew Victor Jova of Newburgh said that to one who
had followed the progress of medical science the vast im-
provements in many of its branches was certainly astonish-

ing; but yet there was much to be desired in others. J\lod-

ern medicine had been successful in many ways, but it

had failed in its principal aim, the cure of disease. Many
of our drugs employed relieved symptoms, but very few
of them cured. Every ten years the pharmacopoeia was
revised, and a number of new remedies added to an al-

ready superabundant list until its products and prepara-

tions were now numbered by the thousands. Yet he asked,

with all this array of medicines, how much had been ac-

complished. How many of the drugs had made good their

pretensions of cure? The great majority of them, he be-

lieved, appeared to-day and were forgotten to-morrow.
After many years of honest and arduous work drug ther-

apy had been a failure, for we were to-day not far from
where we began years ago. Materia medica, with its long

list of drugs and preparations, had been a disappointment,

and the newer remedies clothed in their long scientific

names with the unpronounceable array of consonants a

greater failure still. It might be argued that even though

drugs cured but few diseases, yet they alleviated symp-
toms, relieved pain, and placed the patient in a more fa-

vorable condition for recovery ; but we could not deny the

fact that much was accomplished almost as well by the

old practitioners when they had fewer drugs at their

command. When we came to compare the value of the

old and the new remedies we would realize how little

progress had been made in drug therapy during the last

century. The salicylates, opium, quinine, digitalis, iodide

of potassium, the bromides, iron, and castor oil had found

no successful competitor for their respective uses. We
could draw but one conclusion, namely, that our present

drug therapy, with few exceptions, had been a failure, and

that conservatism in the administration of drugs should

be exercised until a more satisfactory method had been

found.
D. A. Jacobi of New York was of the opinion that

those who refused to use drugs did not do their whole

duty toward the profession or to the public; the older he

got the more he used remedies. He, therefore, felt in-

clined to criticise the reader of the paper and hoped that

he would mend his ways.
The Relation of Prolonged Pregnancies to Some

Cerebral Lesions and the Backward Mental States.

—

Dr. Henry Lyle Winter of Cornwall said that it had

taken him over fifteen years to collect 75 cases in which

he could be sure of the duration of gestation, and of these

42 were idiots and 33 imbeciles. Inquiry among medical

friends developed the fact that about 5 per cent, of all

pregnancies were prolonged beyond the normal limit, but

this was undoubtedly a movable percentage and it was,

of course, absolutely impossible to even guess at the per-

centage of prolonged pregnancies which yielded mentally

deficient children. In examining the histories of the

mentally deficient which had come under his care he found

that over 46 per cent, of the idiots, over 25 per cent, of

the imbeciles, less than 5 per cent, of the feeble-minded

and one-half of i per cent, of the backward children pre-

sented histories of abnormal births. The percentages he

gave were worked out from the histories of 62 idiots, 105

imbeciles, 143 feeble-minded, and 400 backward children.

Of the 75 cases in which the duration of pregnancy was
reasonably certain 24 {32 per cent.) were instrumental

births. Labor was normal in the others. In the 24 cases

the cause might or might not have resulted during delivery.

Dr. Winter presented a brain which was removed from a

case of imbecility, one of the group of 75 presenting def-

inite histories. This birth was normal. There was a

cystic degeneration of the cortex where it apparently had

its origin superficially. The brain presented was like sev-

eral others which he had seen in similar cases. In all of

the brains he had examined the lesions were over the

parietal and occipital cortex. He thought that the figures

be presented permitted the assumption that the fetal brain

might be injured and probably by the maternal parts.

Over-long pregnancies placed the infant brain in jeopardy

in two ways through accident before birth and during birth.

To avoid both of these dangers he urged the necessity of

determining the date of the beginning of pregnancy in

every case and the terminating it at term. He suggested

that where choice was possible podalic version was less

likely to result in an injury to the child's brain than a

forceps delivery.

The Old Method of Treatment of Syphilis Versus the

New.—Dr. MiiiRAN B. Parouxagian of New York read

this paper. He said that it was not his purpose to cast

any reflection upon salvarsan or to deprecate in a way the
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marvels which he had seen it perform ; indeed, tlie greatest
skeptics were now convinced of its high efficiency. In his
paper he compared the new with the old methods of
treatment and presented what he considered the rational
treatment of syphilis which was as follows: In the fresh
case of syphilis in an adult, after demonstrating the pres-
ence of the spirochetes, (l) e.xcision if possible of the
primary sore, particularly before the eruptive stage, as
this would remove an important focus of spiroclietes. If

the excision was not practical, inunctions of calomel oint-
ment, .^3 per cent., should be applied to the initial sore. (2)
Injection (intravenous) of three or four doses of salvar-
san, if possible in rapid succession, and then, notwithstand-
ing the absence of clinical symptoms and a possible nega-
tive Wassermann reaction, the patient should be subjected
to a vigorous course of mercury. For those having the
advantages of large clinical and hospital facilities, and
who could follow their patients for years, the treatment
witli salvarsan alone might suffice. But for the general
practitioner, who saw his patients in a more transient way,
the combination treatment should be employed. That was
the patient should be given the chance of cure which sal-
varsan held out, but he should not be denied the beneiits
which followed the use of mercury. If for any reason it

was incumbent upon the practitioner to choose between
two remedies, in the light of the e.xperimental stage of sal-

varsan at the present day, and in justice to the time-hon-
ored remedy, which had survived for four centuries, he
believed mercury should be given the choice, at least for
the present.

Election of Officers.—President, Dr. John Calhoun
Otis, Poughkeepsie ; Vice-President, Dr. Henry Lyle Win-
ter, Cornwall ; Secretary. Dr. Charles Ellery Denison, New
York City : Treasurer, Dr. Nathan A. Warren, Yonkers.

Philadelphia Pediatric Society.

At a meeting held October 8 Dr. G. Victor Janvier ex-
hibited "A Girl of Six Years with Diabetes." The patient
was an emaciated, pallid child, with excessive appetite and
thirst, passing large amounts of urine containing a high
percentage of sugar. There was no history of traumatism
and no family history of diabetes, and no other etiological
factor could be elicited. Owing to the indifference of the
mother and the inability to restrain the child treatment
had yielded no special result. Dr. Horace J. Williams
demonstrated ".^ Case of Abdominal Tuberculosis." The
patient was a girl, between 3 and 4 years old, with a num-
ber of nodular masses in the abdomen and also yielding a
positive cutaneous reaction to the tuberculin. There were
occasional irregular elevations of temperature, and at one
time symptoms of intestinal obstruction developed, but
subsided after an enema of olive oil. Dr. W. Estell
Lee exhibited ".\ Baby Aged Six Months Operated on for
Intussusception Ten Days Ago." The little patient was at
lirst seized with symptoms of intestinal obstruction, asso-
ciated with discharge of blood and mucus from the bowel,
but without the presence of an appreciable abdominal
tumor. .After two days the symptoms subsided suddenly,
and the child appeared well. After a brief interval, how-
ever, there was a recurrence of the symptoms, and now a
mass could be palpated in the right upper quadrant of the
abdomen. The abdomen was opened and an intussuscep-
tion of the ascending colon found. The abnormal condi-
tion was corrected, a retaining suture introduced in the
cecum, and the abdominal wall closed. Recovery ensued
without complication. Dr. Mari na Taylor demonstrated
"A Case of Alopecia -Areata." The patient was a boy.
about six years of age, who had fallen and injured the
back of his head, lacerating the scalp. From this point as
a center the hair began to fall out and the process con-
tinued until the entire scalp was denuded and even the
eyebrows had fallen out. Under treatment with electricity
and tonics great improvement took place, but at a later
date the morbid process renewed its appearance, and under
treatment with cantharides, chrysarobin, and other meas-
ures there appeared to be promise of restoration of the
hair. The disorder was thought to be a trophoneurosis
originating from possible injury to nerves in connection
with the laceration of the scalp. No other member of the
family presented a similar or analogous condition. Dr.
JoHx F. Sinclair exhibited "A Case of Enteritis with
Interesting Complications." The patient was an infant, five
or six weeks old. admitted to the Babies' Hospital with
symptoms of ileocolitis. While under observation it devel-
oped bronchopneumonia and later cellulitis of the scalp.
On quite a number of occasions the temoerature fell below
the 93° level, but eventually the child recovered, although
at times it appeared moribund.

Pathological Society ok Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held October 10 Dr. R. M. Keilty
demonstrated a specimen of "Intestinal Intussusception,"

illustrating an interesting factor in the development of this

condition. .\s liad already been pointed out by Dr. Allen

J. Smith it was found that both the serous and mucous
surfaces of the internal portion of the intussusceptihg
bowel were thrown into numerous small folds apparently
as a resulting contraction of the interlying muscular coat.

The appearance suggested that the intussuscepting portion

of the bowel played an active part in drawing the intussus-

cepted portion within the lumen of the bowel. Dr. Iven-
NETH M. Lynch exhibited on behalf of Dr. B, C. Hirst
and himself specimens of "Congenital Cystic Kidneys In-

terfering with Delivery." The lower extremities of the
fetus had been torn ofi in the efforts to effect delivery,

and cesarean section was necessary to extract the remainder
of the body. The obstruction to labor was found to be
due to greatly enlarged cystic kidneys. Dr. Lynch ex-
hibited also specimens of "Cystic Kidneys and Cystic
Liver." These were obtained from a man, about 53 years
old, who presented a mass in each flank and hypochon-
drium, made up of fluctuating nodules, and who died of
uremia. .At one time there had been hematuria, but secre-

tion of urine went on almost to the last. There was some
elevation of temperature, with chills. Aftr death, the diag-

nosis of cystic kidneys was confirmed, and in addition a

number of cysts were found in the liver. The gall-bladder
contained calculi and the common duct was obstructed by
a stone. Multiple abscesses also were present in the liver.

Dr. Paul A. Lewis presented a communication entitled

"The Bacteriological Examination of Selected Cases of
Tuberculosis." He reported the results of a careful bac-
teriological study of glands removed from the neck of a

girl about 20 years old. In section, in culture and in sub-
culture only human tubercle bacilli were found. In a sec-

ond case, a man formerly engaged as a butcher, and suf-

fering with cough, presented a tubercle on one of his

fingers, together with evidences of tuberculosis of the
lungs. In this instance bovine tubercle bacilli were found-
in sections of the tissue from the finger and in cultures,

while human tubercle bacilli were found in the sputum and
in cultures. Drs. W. H. F. Addison and Leo Loeb pre-

sented a communication entitled "Regeneration of the Epi-
thelium in Guinea-pig and Pigeon." They found marked
differences Ijetween the normal epidemics of these two ani-

mals, that of the guinea pig containing more layers of
cells, and the cells being larger, containing larger nuclei

and exhibiting more mitoses. Precisely similar conditions
were observed in the same animals during the process of
regeneration in artificially induced wounds. That the con-
ditions noted were inherent in the tissues of the respective

animals was shown by the fact that they were present also

when portions of epidermis were excised and transplanted
to subcutaneous pockets in animals of the same kind. Dr.
Karl F. Meyer presented a communication entitled

"Hemorrhagic Septicemia of Cattle in Pennsylvania." He
reported the results of a study of a number of cases of
this disease observed during the past summer, in all of
which the specific bipolar bacillus was found as the causa-
tive agent. The symptomatology and pathology of the
disorder were described by Dr. Crawford.

ST.ATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Pennsylvania State Board of Medical Examiners.

December, 191 1.

1. Give the external landmarks of the palmar and
plantar arches.

2. What is meant by the portal circulation? Describe
the same.

3. Describe the male bladder and its relations.

4. Describe the general distribution of the veins of
the leg.

S- Describe the spermatic cord, giving its relations to

other anatomical structures.

6. Describe the medulla oblongata.

7. Describe the wrist joint.

8. Give the anatomical relations of the axillary artery.

p Give the external landmarks of the cerebral sinuses.

10. Give the form, position, and relations of the right

kidney.
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PHVSIOLOGV.

1 State the source of urea. Where is it torined. and
what is the amount normally eliminated in 24 hours?

2. Discuss the factors entering into the formation of the
first and second sounds of the normal heart.

3. Discuss in detail the physiological functions of the

Kustachian tubes.

4. (iive the physiology of digestion— (11) in the mouth;
(b) m the stomach.

5 Describe the mechanism uf contraction of the pupil.

.MATERIA .MKDICA.

1. Write three prescriptions each containing a drug of
the following classes : (a) Carminative; (b) Diuretic; (c)

Stimulant.
2. Name the preparations of hyoscyamus and their doses.

3. Name a drug obtained from an animal ; from an
insect.

4. Give the doses of the following: (a) Tinctura aconiti

radicis: (b) Corrosive sublimate; (c) Aniyl nitrite; (d)
Silver nitrate.

5. Give the otficial name of nu.\ vomica; name its prep-
arations, and give the dose of each.

CHEMISTRV.

1. Give a method of conducting a test for the detection

of free hydrochloric acid in the stomach.
2. Give a brief description of a test for blood in the

feces.

3. Describe a test for arsenic in the tissues.

J. Describe Fehling's test for sugar in the urine And
state how you would determine whether the reaction 's

that of sugar or some other reducing agent.

5. What is cholesterin? Give a test for its presence in

urine.

PATHOLOGV.

1. Describe the gross and microscopic appearance of
ep'thelioma of the lip.

2. Describe the pathology of (a) a furuncle; (fc) a car-

buncle.

3. Defme and describe necrosis of bone.

4. Give the pathological changes which are characteristic

of round ulcer of the stomach.

5. Describe the tissue changes in su])purative periton-
sillitis (rjuinsy).

DIAGNOSIS.

T. What systemic diseases can be differentiated by the

use of the ophthalmoscope?
2. Diagnose glaucoma from cataract.

3 Diagnose paralysis agitans. differentiating multiple

sclerosis and senile tremor.

4. Diagnose progressive pernicious anemia.

5. Differentiate erysipelas, eczema, and tinea circinata.

PRACTICE AND THERAPEUTICS.

I. \Vhat are the symptoms of aneurysm of the arch of

the aorta?
2 Under what circumstances would you perform a lum-

bar puncture?
3. Describe the method you would follnw in usinj; sal-

varsan in the treatment of tertiary syphilis.

4. What are the symptoms of syphilitic iritis and how
would you treat it ?

5. Outline the symptoius and treatment of a case of

ulcT^tive stomatitis.

6. What are the symptoms of acute poisoning with cor-

rosive sublimate (bichloride of mercury) and how would
vou Ircat it?

7. Outline the management and treatment of a case of

diphtheria

8 Name tlie indications and contraindications in the use

of the preparations of opium.
9. Outline the treatment of a case of cardiac dropsy.

10. Under what circumstances are the following drugs
indicated a« cathartics? (a) Oleuiu tiglii (croton oil),

C6) Oleum ricini fcastor oil), (c) Hydrargyri chloridum
mite (calomel ) .

•ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Penxsvlvaxia State Board of Medical Examiners.

December, 191 1.

anatomy.

I. Palmar arches. The line of the superficial palmar arch

crosses the palm in a line with the thumb separated widely

from the fingers. The deep palmar arch lies in a line half

an jnch nearer to the wrist than the superficial.

Plantar arteries. Tlie course of the external plantar

artery corresponds with a line drawn from the hollow be-

hind the inner ankle obliquely across the sole nearly to the

base of the fifth luetatarsal bone; from thence the artery

turns transversely across the foot, lying deeply near the

bases of the metatarsal bones, till it inosculates with the

dorsal artery of the foot in the first interosseous space.

The course of the internal plantar corresponds with a line

drawn from the inner side of the os calcis to the middle of

the great toe. (From Holden's Landmarks.)
2. By the portal circulation is meant the capillary circu-

lation of venous blood in the liver, ))etween the portal and
hepatic veins.

Portal circulation: "The hepatic artery and the portal

vein convey blood to the liver. The artery carries arterial

blood, and the vein food-laden venous blood from the

walls of the alimentary canal, and from the spleen and
pancreas. Both vessels enter the liver at the transverse

fissure, and they ramify in its interior, breaking up into

small terminal branches which run between the lobules

and send fine capillary branches into their substance; fr«m
these latter branches the blood passes into the capillary

tributaries of the intralobular veins, thence to the sub-

lobular veins, and from the sublobular veins to the hepatic

veins, which terminate on the posterior surface of the liver

in the inferior vena cava." (Bain's Medical Practice.)

3. The male bladder' is a musculo-membranous pouch,

situated in the pelvis, behind the pubes and in front of the

rectum. It has a superior surface, antero-inferior surface,

two lateral surfaces, a base or fundus, and a summit or

apex. It is retained in its place by the two anterior liga-

iTients, two lateral ligaments, and the urachus ; there are

also five false ligaments formed by folds of the peritoneum.

Internally, on the floor, is the trigone, between the open-

ings of the two ureters and the urethra. The anterior

part of the bladder is uncovered by peritoneum, and is in

relation with the triangular ligament, the symphysis pubis,

and the pubo-prostatic ligament. Above it is covered with

peritoneum and is in relation with the rectum and srnall

intestines. The base is in relation with the rectovesical

pouch, vasa deferentia, and seminal vesicles, all of which
separate it from the rectum. It is supplied by the superior,

middle, and inferior vesical arteries; and the pelvic plexus

of the sympathetic, and the third and fourth sacral nerves.

4. The veins of the leg comprise two sets: the super-

ficial and deep. The superficial set is composed of the in-

ternal or long saphenous, and the external or short

saphenous. The deep set contains the posterior tibial and
the anterior tibial.

The saphenous veins are formed from the dorsal venous
arch. The -internal saphenous begins at the inner end of

this arch, on the inner side of the foot; it passes upward
in front of the internal malleolus, then upward and back-

ward with the internal saphenous nerve, behind the in-

ternal condyle of the femur, then upward and outward to

the inner side of front of thigh, through the saphenous
opening, to empty into the femoral vein. The external

saphenous begins at the outer end of the arch, on the outer

side of the foot; it passes upward behind the external

malleolus, up along the outer side of the tendo Achillis,

with external saphenous nerve, to the popliteal space, where
it enters the popliteal vein. The deep veins accompany the

arteries; the posterior tibials receive the peroneal veins,

and unite with the anterior tibials to form the popliteal.

5. The spermatic cord consists of the vas deferens with

artery to the vas, spermatic artery, and painpiniform plexus

of veins forming spermatic vein above, sympathetic nerves,

the cremasteric artery, the genital branch of the genito-

crural nerve, lymphatics, together with sonic areolar tissue;

it extends from the internal abdominal ring to the testis,

passing in its course along the inguinal canal, from which
it emerges by the external abdominal ring, and thence in

front of the pube-s to the scrotum. The vas deferens is

placed at the back of the cord. Its relations are those of

the inguinal canal in which it lies. Behind: Peritoneum,

transversalis fascia, ccmjoined tendon, and triangular

fascia. In front: Internal oblique, and aponeurosis of ex-

ternal oblique. Below: Poupart's ligament and trans-

versalis fascia. Above: Internal oblique and transversalis.

6. The medulla oblongata is the lowest part of the en-

cephalon. and is continuous below with the spinal cord. It

extends from the lower margin of the pons to the lower
margin of the foramen magnum. It lies in the basilar

groove of the occipital hone; its dorsal surface is between
the cerebellar hemispheres. It forms the lower part of the

floor of the fourth ventricle. It is about one inch long,

half inch wide, and half inch thick. It has anterior and
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posterior median fissures, which are continuous with those
of the spinal cord.

7. The wrist-joint is a condyloid joint, formed by the
lower end of the radius and the triangular fibro-cartilage

above; and by the scaphoid, semilunar, and cuneiform
bones below. It is united by the following ligaments : Ex-
ternal lateral, internal lateral, anterior, and posterior; it

is lined by a synovial membrane. The joint is capable of
fle.xion, extension, abduction, adduction, and circumduc-
tion.

8. Relations of Axillary Artery. In front: Skin;
fascia

;
pectoralis major and minor ; costo-coracoid mem-

brane; external anterior thoracic, inner head of median
and internal cutaneous nerves ; cephalic and acromio-
thoracic veins. Behind: First intercostal, serratus mag-
nus, subscapularis, and tendons of latissinius dorsi and
teres major muscles; posterior thoracic, internal anterior

thoracic, musculospiral, and circumflex nerves, also pos-
terior cord of brachial plexus. Outer side: Coraco-
brachialis; brachial plexus, and median and musculo-
cutaneous nerves. Inner side: Axillary vein; ulnar, lesser

internal cutaneous, and internal anterior thoracic nerves,

and inner cord of brachial plexus.

9. The superior longitudinal sinus is marked by a

straight line drawn over the top of the scalp from the root
of the nose to the external occipital protuberance. The
lateral sinuses, by a line drawn from the external occipital

protuberance to the base of the mastoid process, and thence
to the tip of the mastoid process.

10. The form is that of a flattened bean. Position: It

is situated in the back part of the abdomen, near the spinal

column, behind the peritoneum, the top being on a level

with the twelfth rib, and the lower end on a level with the

third lumbar vertebra. Relations of right kidney: lit

front, right lobe of liver, duodenum, hepatic flexure of
colon. Behind, diaphragm, quadratus luniborum, psoas,

last dorsal and iliohypogastric and ilioinguinal nerves,

pleura, last intercostal space, and twelfth rib.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Urea is derived from proteins in the body; it is

formed in the liver. About 500 grains is normally elimi-

nated in 24 hours.

2. There are two normal heart sounds which follow in

quick succession, and are succeeded by a pause. The first,

or systolic, sound is dull and somewhat prolonged ; the

second, or diastolic, sound is sharper and shorter. The
causes producing the first sound of the heart are not defi-

nitely ascertained ; the following are supposed to be causa-

tory factors: (i) The vibration and closure of the auricu-

loventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound produced
by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3) the cardiac
impulse against the chest wall. The second sound is

caused by the vibration due to the closure of the semi-
lunar valves.

3. The functions; of the Eustachian tubes: (1) To main-
tain equality of atmospheric pressure on each side of the

tympanic membrane; (2) to prevent echo, by allowing
sound waves to pass from the middle ear; ('3) to act as

a drainage canal for the middle ear.

4. Digestion, (i) In the mouth the food is crushed,
mixed with saliva, and reduced to a pulp; a certain amount
of starch converted into maltose and rendered slightly

alkaline. Fats and proteids are unaltered. (2) In the

stomach, the contents are rendered acid, conversion of
starch into sugar ceases, connective tissue of fats is dis-

solved and fats are set free. Proteids are dissolved and
peptones formed. The albuminous foods are dissolved
for the most part, and a grumous mixture of peptones,
liquid fats, and starches is formed, which is termed
chyme, and is gradually passed through the pylorus into

the intestine.

5. "In the changes which take place in the iris, two sets

of nerves are involved: (i) Those of the third nerve or
oculomotor, and (2) those of sympathetic origin. The
third nerve supplies the circular fibers, and consequently
section of this nerve paralyzes these fibers, and dilatation
of the pupil occurs. When the third nerve is stimulated,
the circular fibers contract, causing a diminution in the
size of the pupil. The sympathetic supplies the radiating
fibers and its section paralyzes those fibers, causing con-
traction of the pupil, while its stimulation produces dilata-

tion. When light falls upon the retina this portion of the
eye is stimulated, and the impression is carried by the
optic nerve to the brain, and there motor impulses are
generated which are transmitted through the third nerve
to the sphincter of the iris, causing it to contract; this is,

therefore, a reflex act." (Raymond's Physiology.)

materia medica.

1. (a) Carminative.

^. Chloralis, gr. xyj.

Potassii bromidi, gr. xxxij.

Aquas menth^e piperitae, 3ij. M.
Sig: One teaspoonful in warm water every four

hours.

(b) Diuretic.

^. Potassii acetatis.

Potassii bicarbonatis.

Potassii citratis, aa, 3ij.

.\quas destillatae, q.s. ad 3viij. M.
Sig: One tablespoonful in water after each meal.

(c) Stimulant.

^. Ammonii carbonatis, 3ijss.

Syrupi acacise, 3Jss.

Aqua destillatae, q.s. ad ji'j- M.
Sig: One teaspoonful every two hours.

2. Hyoscyamus, 4 grains; Extractum hyoscyami, i grain;

Fluidextractum hyoscyami, 3 minims ; Tinctura hyoscyami,
15 minims; Hyoscinse hydrobromidum, 1/128 grain; Hy-
oscyaminse hydrobromidum, 1/128 grain ; Hyoscyaminae
sulphas, 1/128 grain.

3. Drug obtained from an animal: Pepsin; from an in-

sect: Cantharides.

4. Tinctura aconiti, 10 minims; corrosive sublimate, 1/20
grain; amyl nitrite, 3 minims; silver nitrate, 1/5 grain.

5. Nux VOMICA. Official name: Nux vomica.. The offi-

cial preparations and dos'es are: Nux vomica, one grain;
extract of nux vomica, one-quarter of a grain; fluid ex-
tract of nu.x vomica, one minim ; tincture of nux vomica,
ten minims; strychnine, one-sixty- fourth of a grain;

strychnine sulphate, one sixty-fourth of a grain; strych-

nine nitrate, one sixty-fourth of a grain.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Test for free hydrochloric acid in the stomach: Mix
a few drops of the filtered gastric juice and Boas' reagent
in a porcelain dish, and slowly evaporate to dryness. A
rose red color, which fades on cooling, indicates the pres-

ence of free hydrochloric acid. (Boas' reagent consists of

5 parts of sublimed resorcinol and 3 of cane sugar in 100

of alcohol.)

2. Test for blood in the feces: "Mix fresh each time
the following solution : Benzidine, amount that will stay

on small end of penknife. Glacial acetic acid, 2 c.c.

;

hydrogen peroxide, i c.c. // solid, mix material to be
examined with small amount of water. Put drop on slide

and place cover slip over it. Allow few drops benzidine
solution to flow around edge. Blue or green color will

develop at line of contact in presence of blood. For
liquid. If opaque, proceed as above; if translucent, place

a few c.c. in a conical glass and allow benzidine solution

to flow slowly down edge. A blue ring will develop in

presence of blood." (Greene's Medical Diagnosis.)

3. Test of arsenic: Reinsch's test is as follows: "To the

suspected fluid add a little pure HCl ; suspend in the fluid

a small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit

forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it with
pure water, dry on filter paper, but be careful not to rub
off the deposit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a
clean dry glass tube, open at both ends, and apply heat at

the part where the copper is. If arsenic is present there

will appear in the cold part of the tube a mirror, which
will be found on microscopical examination to consist of
octahedral crystals of arsenic trioxide.

4. Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of the

liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge

should be observable, even after five minutes' repose. Add
the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after each
addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red precipi-

tate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose only

a small amount of precipitate is produced, which adheres
to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid is

poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are

to be mixed immediately before use. Solution I consists

of 34,653 gms. of crystallized CuSO., dissolved in water to

500 c.c; and Solution II of 130 gms. of Rochclle salt dis-

solved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are

mi.xed, and the nii.xture diluted with four volumes of
water.]

If the test with Fehling's sohuion is positive another
sample should be examined by the fermentation test, which
is absolutely reliable, glucose being practically the only
fermentable substance ever found in urine.

5. Cholesterin is an unsaturated monatomic alcohol, with
the empirical formula CitH.sOH, but of unknown con-
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stitution. It is found chiefly in bile, but also in blood,
nerve tissue, brain. The crystals may be found on micro-
scopical examination ; heat these on a slide with a drop of
sulphuric acid and water, and the edges of the crystals

become red.

PATHOLOGY.

1. An epithelioma of the lip is of the squamous variety.

It is a nodular, wart-like elevation, tending to become
ulcerated on the surface. "Histologically there are seen
branching columns of epithelial cells extending downward
from the papillae of the skin into the deeper structures.

These consist of large translucent squamous cells which
show a tendency to arrange themselves in certain places

concentrically to form epithelial perles. The latter fre-

quently undergo a horny transformation and sometimes
even calcareous change. Metastasis is frequently seen in

the neigliboring lymphatic glands." (Stengel's Pathology.)
2. "Furuncles and carbuncles result from infection with

the Staphylococcus aureus, which enters the orifices of the
ducts of the skin under the influence of friction and pres-

sure. A Furuncle results when the infection is located in

a hair follicle or sebaceous gland. A hard, painful, conical

swelling develops, to which, so long as the skin retains

its normal appearance, the term 'blind boil' is applied.

Usually, however, the skin becomes red, and after a time
breaks, giving exit to a drop or two of thick pus. After
an interval of from six to ten days a soft white slough is

disch;M-ged ; this is known as the 'core,' and consists of the

necrosed hair follicle or sebaceous gland. After the sep-

aration of the core the boil heals rapidly, leaving a small
depressed scar. Carbuncle may be looked upon as an ag-

gregation of boils, and is characterized by a densely hard
base and a brownish-red discoloration of the skin. .\

carbuncle is usually about the size of a dollar-piece, but it

may cont'iue to enlarge until it attains the size of a dinner
plate. As time goes on several points of suppuration ap-

pear, and when these burst there are formed a number of
openings in the skin, giving it a cribriform appearance;
these openings exude pus. The different openings ulti-

mately fuse and a large adherent, grayish-white slough is

exposed. The separation of this slough is a tedious

process and the patient may become exhausted by pain,

discharge, and septic absorption. When the slough is

finally thrown off a deep gap is left, which takes a long
time to heal." (Thomson and Miles' Surgery.)

3. "Necrosis refers to the destruction of large portions

of bone, as a result of interference with the blood-supply
or from the extension of disease from the periosteum or

neighboring bone. The dead piece remains as a seques-

trum ;
part having been absorbed, the rest remains in a

cavity surrounded by granulation tissue and pus. It acts

as a foreign body, and constantly keeps up a suppurative
reaction in the adjacent structures. .\ fistulous opening
or cloaca, communicating with the exterior, generally

forms, and the pus continues to discharge through it. This
may continue for years if the sequestrum is so large that

it cannot pass through the opening. When it does escape
or become absorbed, healing takes place." (McConnell's
Pathology.)

4. Round ulcer "consists in a rapid localized destruction

of the mucosa and submucosa. or sometimes of all the

coats, with consequent perforation. It is single or multiple

and has its most frequent seat on the posterior wall or on
the lesser curvature near the pyloric end. The edges of

the ulcer, which is nearly circular, are well defined as

though punched out, and funnel-shaped, the wide orifice

being at the mucosa. The size of the ulcer varies from
0.5 to 6 or 7 cm., but if perforation occurs the hole is gen-
erally quite small, not larger than a goose-quill. .\. patch

of fibrinous lymph usuallv forms on the serous surface

opposite the ulcer, which is thus often attached to neigh-
boring structures, and so perforation is prevented, or if

this event happen extrarasation is limited. The ulcer in

course of time heals, becoming permanently attached to a

neighboring viscus, usually the liver, and its base covered
with cicatricial tissue, but it is questionable whether the
epithelium is regenerated over the area." (Hewlett's
Pathology.)

5. There is a tonsillitis, in which the "tonsils are swollen
and hyperemic. and there is abundant secretion of mu-
oopus. The inflammation mainly affects the crypts, which
become greatly swollen and filled with foul purulent mate-
rial. From here the inflammation may extend into the

substance of the organ leading to tonsillar abscess, and,

as an after-result of the follicular disturbance, the con-

tents of the crypts may become inspissated, cheesy, and
intensely foul smelling; still later they may become the

seat of calcareous deposits, forming concrements. Where
there is abscess formation the process may infiltrate

through the deeper tissue extending into the cellular tissue

around about, with much inflammatory edema, setting up
the condition known as quinsy, or it may be peritonsillar
..Kc^occ" (Adami and McCrae's Pathology.}abscess.'

DIAGNOSIS.

1. The ophthalmoscope may be of aid in diagnosing:
Brain tumors, abscess of the brain, anemia of the brain,

cerebral aneurysm, tabes dorsalis, multiple sclerosis, ex-
ophtlialmic goiter, nephritis, diabetes, hypertrophy of the
left ventricle of the heart, fatty degeneration of the heart,

syphilis, alcoholic or tobacco poisoning.
2. Glaucoma is a diseased condition of the eye, pro-

duced by increased intraocular pressure and resulting in

excavation and atrophy of the optic disc, and blindness.

It is due to increase of the contents of the eye, hyper-
secretion, retention, old age, gout, rheumatism, nephritis.

Syynptoms: Visual disturbances, increased ocular tension,
hazy and anesthetic cornea, sluggish and dilated pupil,

shallow anterior chamber, ciliary neuralgia, cupping of
optic disc, blindness.

Cataract is an opacity of the lens on its capsule, and is

characterized by diminished acuteness of vision, the pa-
tient "sees spots" which occupy a fixed position in the
field, diplopia, myopia; there are no inflammatory symp-
toms.

3. Paralysis agitans is diagnosed by the muscular rigid-

ity, the slowness of movement, the characteristic festinating

gait, expressionless face, and coarse vibratory tremor.
Multiple sclerosis shows increased reflexes and intention
tremor. Senile tremor usually attacks the head first, and
the rigidity and facies of paralysis agitans are absent.

4. Progressive pernicious anemia is diagnosed by the
great reduction in the number of the red corpuscles, the
relatively high hemoglobin percentage, diminished leuco-
cytes; every abnormality of the red cells may be present,
such as poikilocytes, macrocytes, microcytes, and nucleated
red cells (normoblasts and niegaloblasts).

5.

ERYSIPELAS.

1. Sudden onset with chill

and marked constitutional

symptoms.
2. Eruptions sharply mar-

ginated.

3. Glazed, shining sur-

face; great edema.
4. Color, violaceous.

5. Burning pain.

6. Occurrence of discrete
vesicles or blebs.

7. Progressive peripheral
spreading.

8. Runs an acute course.

9. Contagious.

ECZEMA ERYTHEMATOSUM.

1. No constitutional symp-
toms.

2. Fades into surround-
ing skin.

3. Dull, scaly surface;
slight infiltration.

4. Color, bright or dull

red.

5. Itching more marked.
6.Vesicles occur in patches

if at all.

7. Spreading irregular.

8. Runs a chronic course.

9. Not contagious.

TINEA CIRCINATA.
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uremic convulsions ; to differentiate between epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis and anterior poliomyelitis; to ad-
minister antitetanic or antimeningococcic serum.

3. The method of giving salvarsan intravenously is thus

described by Hirsch ; "Two graduated glass containers of

250 c.c. capacity are used. Into one is poured 150 to 200
c.c. of sterile salvarsan solution. The other is filled with
a like volume of sterile saline solution (made with sterile

distilled water and chemically pure sodium chloride). The
saline solution is allowed to flow out of the needle so as

to e.xpel all air from the tube. The stop-cock is now re-

versed, allowing the salvarsan solution to flow out of the
needle, thereby expelling all air from its tubing. The stop-

cock is now reversed to its former position until the saline

solution is running in a slow, even stream from the needle.

Tlie desired site of puncture is selected on the arm or at

the elbow, and the needle is gently pushed or thrust

through the skin into the vein. ^Meanwhile the saline solu-

tion is continuously running from it. The needle is held

at about an angle of 10 to 15 degrees to the skin surface,

depending on the prominence and caliber of the vein.

Care must be exercised not to push the needle through
both walls of the vein. This can be avoided by not intro-

ducing too long a surface of the needle into the tissues.

The patient's arm having been carefully cleansed, a ligature

in the form of an ordinary soft rubber catheter or tubing
is tied around the middle of the arm, above the selected

site of puncture, and the patient is requested to tighten

the fist so as to make the superficial veins more prominent.
Some prefer to expose the vein in all cases. .As soon as

the needle has entered the vein the rubber ligature is re-

leased by an assistant, the stop-cock of the needle is re-

versed, and the salvarsan solution flows through the needle
into the vein. Hence there is no danger of any salvarsan
solution getting into the subcutaneous tissues. The intra-

venous injection must be given slowly, not less than ten

minutes being spent in the process ; and the solution must
he quite warm when poured into the container so as to

allow for its cooling when flowing into the apparatus:
when it enters the vein the solution should be about the

temperature of the blood. \n ideal intravenous injection

is painless."

4. Syphilitic iritis. The symploiiis are intense pain in

the forehead and face, lacrymation, photophobia, dimness
of vision, pericorneal injection, loss of luster of the iris,

and hazy, distorted, and immobile pupil. The course of
the disease is from two to four weeks. Synechias often
result.

Trcaliiient: Atropine, dionine, the application of leeches
to the temples, hot fomentations, absolute rest in bed. pro-
tection from the light, light diet, purgatives, abstinence
from alcohol, avoidance of all use of the eyes for near
work, constitutional treatment for the syphilis, and para-
centesis, and iridectomy.

5. Ulcer.^tive stomatitis. The syjiif^toiiis include slight

constitutional disturbances, reddened and swollen gums,
pain and salivation, acrid, irritating, and offensive saliva,

foul breath, hemorrhages from the mucous membrane on
pressure, etc. The treatment should first be directed to-

ward the diet and hygiene of the patient. Salicylate of
soda, borax, or hydrogen dioxide may be used in mouth
washes. Potassium chlorate should be administered inter-

nally (gr. 10-20 in 24 hours to child i year of age) and
also should be used locally. (Pocket Cyclopedia.)

6. Symptoms of poisoning by corrosive sublimate are

:

A burning pain in the mouth, pharynx, and stomach ; the
mouth and tongue are white; the vomitus is white, with
shreds of mucous membrane, and tinged with blood; there
may be bloody stools, also salivation. Treatment: The
antidote is white of egg. but too much must not be given
at one time ; this should be followed by an emetic.

7. In diphtheria the patient must be isolated for at least
three weeks after the throat is free from bacteria or till

discharge from mouth or throat has ceased. At the ear-
liest period antitoxin must be used ; dosage is about 2,000
to 8.000 units; strict antiseptic precautions must be ob-
served. The throat and nasal fossae may be irrigated with
antiseptic solutions. Symptoms are treated as they arise

;

tonics are needed.
8. Opium. Therapeutic uses: As an anodyne, a hemo-

static, in inflammations, as an expectorant, in diarrhea, in

manias and diabetes, as an antispasmodic, in insomnia, as a
diaphoretic, in many respiratory affections, and to prevent
or lessen shock. Contraindications: In young children,
also in excessive bronchial secretion in old people, in
cerebral congestion, and in the second stage of lobar
pneumonia.

9. Cardiac dropsy is treated by purgatives, stimulants,
diuretics, diaphoretics, puncture or incision of the skin and

connective tissues. Infusion of digitalis and caffeine, calo-

mel, and squill are of service.

ID. Oleum tiglii is used when prompt evacuation of the

bowel is required; in intestinal obstruction from accu-

mulated feces, and lead colic, and in apoplexy. Oleum
ricini is indicated whenever a laxative is required; in dys-

pepsia, in constipation, for children, at the beginning of

almost any disease. Hydrargyri chloridum mite is used in

diarrhea, bilious attacks, hepatic congestion or cirrhosis.

{To be concluded.)
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Cooperation Between Medical Men and Mid-
wives.—In spite of the opinions of those ideahsts

who believe that only skilled obstetricians should be
pennitted to manage a case of labor, there will be,

at any rate for a long time to come, a demand for

the trained and intelligent midwife. The masterly
address of Dr. Jacobi at the last meeting of the

American Medical Association brought out the

important fact that the midwives serve faithfulK-

a large proportion of child-bearing women. G.

Ernest Herman, of London, in his book on "Diffi-

cult Labor," even advocates the cooperation be-

tween medical men and midwivese. He says:

"Many women cannot afford the fee which a busy
doctor requires for conducting the birth of a child,

and they therefore engage midwives. The usual

relation between midwife and doctor has been that

the case was left entirely to the midwife until the

patient asked for help of the doctor; and some-
times the midwife did not find out that there was
anything wrong until the patient's state had become
dangerous. Then sometimes the doc:or arrived too

late to save the patient. This was not using either

midwife or doctor to the best advantage. The Ijet-

ter course would be that the patient at the first

indication of labor or on the day on which delivery

is expected, should send for or go to the doctor.

He should then examine the patient, ascertain the

position of the child, measure the pelvis (unless

previous deliveries have proved it to be normal),

estimate the size of the child in relation to the pel-

vis, and see that the vagina and vulva are healthy.

li everything is normal he can then leave the case

to the midwife. She can watch the progress of

labor, tie the cord, and press out the placenta, as

well as the doctor. H there are any special features

in the case he can instruct the midwife about them.

If the case is so abnormal that operative deliver)-

is plainly called for, the early discovery of the need

for operation will enable it to be done in the best

possible circumstances." The following narrative

indicates the important place which the midwife

filled at a time when it was considered almost a

crime for a male physician to act the part of

accoucheur.

An Old Midwife's Tale.—W. H. Allport pre-

sents an interesting account of Louise Bourgeois,

the celebrated midwife at the court of Henry IV
and Marie de Medici. The daughter of a middle-

class family, the sage fcnime juree, was born in

the Faubourg St. Germaine, near Paris, in 1563-

She married a barber surgeon named Martin Bour-
sier, who was intimately associated with ,\mbrose

Pare. Through the influence of the latter and be-

cause of her many personal and professional ex-

cellencies, Louise, at the age of thirty-six, was
called to Fontainebleau to attend Marie de Medici.

How she presided at the birth of a dauphin—the

first for eighty years and the future King Louis

XIII, who first saw the light at Fontainebleau,

September 27, 1601, she describes in her own naive

and archaic style

:

"The night of the 26th of September, at mid-
night, the king sent for me to come to the (|ueen,

who was feeling ill. I was sleeping in the queen's

dressing-room, where were also the ladies-in-wait-

ing. These ladies, often finding me asleep, had
previously played jokes on me by giving false

alarms, and in such a manner that I thought this

was one of the same. I heard myself called by some

one named Pierrot, who did not give me time to
fasten my clothes—he hurried me so ! Entering
the bed-chamber of the queen, the king asked me

—

Ts this the midwife?' 'Somebody said to him

—

"Yes"—and he said to me—'Come, come, midwife,
iTiy wife is ill—look and see if it is really her con-
finement—she is in great pain.' Having examined,
I assured him that such was the case. At the same
moment the king said to the queen—'My dear, do
\ou remember what I have said to you a good
many times aljout the necessity of having the
princes of the blood at your accouchement (to pre-

vent substitution)— I beg of you to permit it—it

is for the future greatness of you and your child"

—

to which the queen replied that she had always re-

solved to do whatever would please him. 'I know
well, m\- dear, that you wish to do all that I de-
sire, but I know your nature, which is timid and
embarrassed, so that I fear if you do not make a
great resolution, seeing them may prevent your
confinement. That is why I beg of you not to be
shocked, because it is according to the custom which
always takes place at the first confinement of
(|ueens.' The pains pressed the queen, and at each
pain the king embraced her, and asked me if it

was time to send for the princes, reiterating that

I must warn him in time, as it was an affair of t!ie

greatest importance that they should be there. I

told him I would not fail to do so when it was
time.

"About an hour after midnight, the king, over-
come with impatience, seeing the queen suffer, and
tiiinking that she would give birth to the child and
I he princes would not have time to get there, sent

to seek for them. They were Messieurs the princes

de Conti, de Soissons, and de Montpensier. The
king said, waiting for them: 'If ever any one has
never seen three princes in deep trouble, one will

soon see them now. These are three princes very
full of pity and good nature, who, seeing my wife
in labor, would give most of their possessions co

be far away from here.' All three came before the

two hours, and were there about half an hour. The
king, having learned from me that the delivery was
not very near, told them to hold themselves in

readiness until he called. ]\I. de la Riviere, first

physician of the king; M. de Laurens, first of the
queen ; M. Herouard, also physician of the king,

with AT. Guillenieau, surgeon of the king, were
called to see the queen, and also retired nearby.
In the meanwhile the great bedrooin of Fontaine-
bleau, which is near the king's bedroom, was pre-
pared for the confinement of the queen. In it

there was a great bed of crimson red velvet, orna-
mented with gold, near the bed of accouchement.
There were also two pavilions, large and small, at-

tached to the floor. The large pavilion was
stretched and fastened like a tent by its four cor-
ners with cords : it was of beautiful Holland linen,

about twenty ells square. In the middle of the

large tent tiiere was a little one of the same linen,

and under this was put the bed of accouchement.
Here the queen was put to bed on coming out of

her bedchamber. The ladies whom the king had
desired especially called to the accouchement of the
queen were summoned. There were carried under
the pavilion a chair, some folding seats, and some
stools for the king, madame his sister, and Madame
de Nemours, to sit in. The obstetrical chair was
also brought in : it was covered with crimson velvet.

About 4 o'clock in the morning a great colic min-
.gling itself among the travail of the queen gave
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her terrible pain without helping her along. From
time to time the king made one of the doctors come
to see the queen and speak to me so that I might
know what was taking place. The colic made the

queen suffer more than the travail, and even kept

her from it. The doctors asked me, 'If this were
a woman and you were alone with the case what
would you do?' I proposed to them some remedies,

which they ordered at once from the apothecary,

who proffered to them others in the Italian style,

which he said in similar cases had done much good.

There were also two old and wise Italian maiden
ladies with the queen, who had assisted at the birth

of many children and had attended many accouche-
ments in their own country. The queen, to show
her friendship for them, had wanted them at her

confinement to serve her as lady's maids. The
relics of Madame Sainte Marguerite were on the

table in the bedroom, and two holy men from
Saint-Germain-des-Prez prayed God without ceas-

ing. The king said he did not wish any one to give

any advice e.xcepting the doctors, and that we
should agree together, so that I can say I never

saw anywhere such tranquillity and peaceful spirit

because of the good order which the king brought
there, and the assurances wliich the queen gave him.

"To combat the insupportable colic, it was neces-

sary to use a great many remedies. The queen's

sickness lasted twenty-two and one-fourth hours,

and her courage was an admirable thing. She dis-

cerned clearly the first pains as well as those last

ones when the terrible colic came. During all the

time she was in travail the king never left her once,

e.xcepting when he went out for something to eat

;

then he sent constantly for news from her, and
madame, his sister, did the same. When the reme-
dies had driven away the colic and the queen's real

labor commenced I saw that she restrained her cries.

I begged of her not to suppress them for fear her

throat would swell. The king said to her: 'My
dear, do what your midwife tells you—cry, that

your throat may not s'well.' She desired to be
confined in her chair, and being seated, the princes

who were beneath the large pavilion sat face to face

with her. I was on a little seat before the queen. I

placed M. le Dauphin in his linen wrappings, so

that no one knew, excepting myself, what sex the

child was. I wrapped him up well—this I under-
stood was what I had to do. The king came near

to me. I looked closely at the face of the child

and saw he looked very feeble because of the great

pain which he had endured. I asked for some wine
from M. de Lozeray, one of the first valets de
chambre of the king. He brought a bottle—I asked
him for a teaspoon—the king took the bottle, which
he held. I said to him, 'Sire, if it was any other

child I would put the wine in my mouth and give it

to him that way, because of his great feebleness.'

The king put the bottle against my mouth and said

'do to it as you would to another.' I filled my
mouth with the wine and thus gave it to the child.

At that instant he was conscious and tasted the wine
which I had given him.

"The king then went over to impress the princes

with the weakness of the queen, then opened the

bedrooom door and invited in all the people that

were out in the antechamber and the grand cabinet.

I believe there were 200 persons, so that one could

not move through the room to carry the queen to

her bed. I was infinitely angry at seeing this. I

said there was no reason for everyone coming in

here : that the queen was not yet through with her
confinement. The king heard me and tapped me

on the shoulder and said, 'Keep still, keep still, mid-
wife—don't be angry—this child belongs to the

whole world, and everyone must rejoice over him.'

It was half past 10 o'clock at night, Thursday, the

27th of September, 1601, day of Saint Cosme and
Saint Damien, nine months and fourteen days after

the marriage of the queen.

"The valets de la chambre of the king and queen
were called. They carried the obstetrical chair near

the bed and the queen was then moved. Something
was administered to her for her weakness, and hav-
ing given her the service which was necessary, I

took charge of M. le Dauphin, whom Madame de

Montglas gave back to me. M. Herouard com-
menced then to wait on the child. He bade me wash
it entirely in wine and water, and to look it all over

before I bandaged it. The king brought up the

princes and several noblemen to see it ; all those

belonging to the household of the king and queen
saw the child, and then made places for others.

Everyone was so glad they could scarcely express

themselves. They all embraced each other without
regard to who they were ; they were so transported

with joy they did not know what they did. I was
told that through the entire town all night there

were bonfires and the noise of trumpets and drums.
Casks of wine were broken open, to be drunk to

the health of the king and queen and the dauphin,

and the messengers were sent out post-haste to all

foreign countries to carry the news, and through
all the provinces and towns of France.

"The twenty-ninth of this same month I went to

see M. le Dauphin ; the page, Biri, opened the door
for me. I saw the room full : the king, madame
his sister, the princes and the princesses were there,

because they were just going to baptize M. le

Dauphin. I was about to retirci but the king saw
me and said, 'Come in, come in, you need never stay

out.' He then said to Madame and the princes : 'I

have seen many persons, but I never have seen any
so resolute, be it man or woman, in war or else-

where, as is this woman here ; she held my son in

her lap and looked at the whole world with those

eyes as cold as if she held nothing at all—instead

of a dauphin, and it has been eighty years since one
was born in France !' I replied to this, 'I have said

to your majesty, Sire, tliat it was necessary for the

health of the queen.' 'That is true,' said the king,

'and I did not tell it to my wife until it was all over,

so that the joy would not upset her. Never a

woman did better than you did ; if you had done
any different, my wife would have died. Hereafter,

I shall always call you Ma Resolue!'

"The king did me the honor to ask if I wished to

be the nurse of M. le Dauphin, and that I could

have the same wages as the wet nurse. I begged
his majesty to allow me to continue my profession,

so that I would always be more capable of serving

the queen, and so that he would always have near

her an honest woman who understood her well. I

remained near the queen to serve her in her bed one
month, then eight days afterward, awaiting the re-

turn of his majesty from Paris, who had asked me
to wait for him."

—

American Journal of Obstetrics

and Diseases of U^omrn and Children. May, 1012,

The Physician's Attitude of Compliance.

—

Benjamin Rush, in an address to students, once

said that the physician should not oppose un-
necessarily the simple whims and prescriptions of

his patients. He should yield to them in matters of

little consequence, but should at all times maintain
an inflexible attitude over them in matters that are

essential to life.
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No more interesting subject nor one more heavily

fraught with promise of far-reacliing and most
beneficial results has attracted the attention of ab-

dominal and pelvic surgeons during recent years

than the dynamics of the closed cavities of the body.

Through these investigations we are beginning to

get some light on the causes of ptoses and methods
of cure. A knowledge of the cause, the etiology,

of pathologic conditions is the first step in the solu-

tion of the problem. This holds throughout the

whole realm of medicine and surgery, but nowhere
does it apply more conspicuously than in the treat-

ment and cure of organic displacements.

Immediately there looms up before us the subject

of intra-abdominal pressure, and therein has lurked

a great mystery.

The laws of hydrostatic pressure have been ac-

cepted by some as the key to the problem, and upon
these laws have been constructed complete and elab-

orate theories which, at first blush, seem to be quite

convincing. In the elaboration of the details of

intraabdominal pressure, however, they fail to

answer satisfactorily many important questions, and
we are driven to the conchision that fluids, either in

equilibrium or under active pressure, do not tell

the whole story. Careful investigation reveals

many reasons for this. In studying this subject we
must take into consideration the following facts

:

( I ) The abdominal and pelvic cavities, whether
considered individually or as one continuous cham-
ber, have both elastic and inelastic walls; (2) that

the interior conformation is most irregular and
made up of reflecting planes of pressure at various

and varying angles to each other; (3) that within
these cavities are many organs of various shapes and
density which transmit and reflect pressure with

varying degrees of facility and speed
; (4) that some

of these identical organs at successive and alternat-

ing periods contain solids, liquids, and gases; (5)
that these tissues are all vital tissues acting under
physiological laws.

The dynamics, therefore, of the abdominal cavi-

* Read at the meeting of the American Gynecological
Society, Baltimore, May 28, 191 2.

ties are not restricted to hydraulics, and we must
follow the ramifications of pressure when applied
upon any part of the surface of the cavities guided
by the laws of reflection and deflection, of trans-

mission through vital tissue, and all constantly
modified by psychological action.

Without dwelling upon pressure as relating to the
abdominal cavity, our interest is more directly con-
cerned in this discussion with conditions in the
pelvis. In this cavity the application of pressure is

psychologically directed toward expulsion of the
contents either of the uterus, the bladder, or the
bowel. Here is where we have the most striking
illustration of the importance of deflecting planes
in directing expulsive force into the axis of the
pelvic outlet. This mechanism of deflection and
the importance of understanding the action of the
deflecting planes is pronouncedly exemplified in the
corkscrew progress of the fetal head through the
various straits of the pelvis. In this the bony planes
play the most conspicuous part. In the evacuation
of the bowels, however, we have the intraabdominal
pressure coming down into the pelvis, which, to ac-
complish its desired result, must likewise be de-
flected into the axis of the pelvic outlet. Under
these circumstances the resultant of these forces
which finally determines their ultimate efl^ect, and
which we must follow if we wish to determine their

action, exerts itself most directly upon the posterior
face of the uterus and its broad ligaments. This
plane of tissue is thereby forced down to a lower
level in the pelvis until its progress is interrupted
by the resistance of its ligaments, more especially

the cardinal ligaments, and in extreme instances by
the crest of the perineum. At this stage the longer
arm of the uterine lever {{. e. fundus) is arrested
by this resistance, while the posterior freepole of the
uterus (i. e. the cervix) is forced further down,
thus tilting up the fundus, thereby deflecting the
pressure backward and downward upon the rectum
in the axis of the outlet. As Sturmdorf says

:

"Were this pressure to continue without deflection,

this upward tilt of the anterior arm of the uterus
must continue, and, extending beyond the perpen-
dicular, would retrovert the uterus and force its

long axis into line with that of the vaginal outlet."

The uterus in this position would fall into the direct
axis of the expulsive planes, where it is subjected to

such irresistible pressure that the ligaments give
way and prolapsus uteri ensues, with its accom-
panying complications of rectocele and cystocele.

To my mind the importance of this deflecting
plane of tissue represented by the uterus and its

broad ligaments, in deflecting intraabdominal pres-
sure, cannot be overestimated. It is undoubtedly
true that the ligaments of the uterus would be in-

capable of resisting normal intraabdominal pressure
were it continuously applied in the direction in

which it first impinges upon it. By the resilience

of its ligaments and their muscular contractions
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this force is deflected and the uterus when reheved

of this pressure is elevated to its normal topo-

graphical position by the ureterosacral and round
ligaments. "It is a gross misconception of func-

tion," says .Sturmdorf, "to attribute visceral sup-

port to te.xtural strength of ligament or muscle; the

muscle or ligament is not created that can perma-
nently withstand the continuous force of intraab-

dominal pressure. These muscular and ligamentous

elements serve to support the pelvic contents not by

virtue of their tcxtural resistance to displacement

but by deflecting the displacing force of intraabdom-

inal pressure." *

The failure of procedures for displacements

of the uterus which involve fixation of that organ

to the abdominal wall tends to confirm this principle

and is a pertinent demonstration of the fallacy of

substituting artificial for normal physiological

support. The normal physiological support of the

uterus resides in its ligaments. They are, there-

fore, the proper tissue to utilize in any operation

for the restoration of the uterus to its normal
position and physiologic function as a deflecting

plane.

In determining the kind of operation tliat shall

be employed for the relief of procidentia and its

accompanying lesions, it is the universal custom to

divide all cases into two classes, namely, cases in

which the patients are in the child-bearing period,

and those which are at or have passed the meno-
pause.

In my operation the underlying motive is to re-

store not only anatomical structures, but also phys-

iological function. In the first class of cases, after

attending to any minor lesions, the uterus is re-

stored to its normal position by shortening the

round ligaments through the vagina, and in ex-

treme cases the utero sacrals as well. This is done
with the prominent idea in view of reconstructing

the normal anatomical arrangement, and thereby

re-establish the important function of the uterus

and broad ligaments as a deflecting plane of intra-

abdominal pressure.

In dealing with the cystocele, the effort has been

made to observe with scrupulous care also the anat-

omy function, and topographical position of the

bladder. Kelly has graphically described the physi-

ologic action of the bladder and its function of

receiving and discharging the urine. Incidentally

he speaks of the anatomic fixation of the trigone

I cannot give a clearer picture of this process than

by quoting Kelly's own words : "As the bladder

empties, the upper, more movable portion, covered

with peritoneum, settles down into the lower and
relatively more fixed portion, which lies in close

relation to the vagina until it comes to lie within

it as one saucer rests in another. During respira-

tion the free upper half may be seen (through the

cystoscope) moving on the lower half, as if hinged,

and the line of demarcation between them may be

distinctly made out. At the edges where the two
saucers meet, three folds are formed—the right,

left, and posterior. The posterior fold stretches

from side to side in front of the uterus ; it is gently

convex forward, following the contour of the

uterus and ends in front of each broad ligament,

where each lateral fold begins and extends hori-

zontally around toward the urethra. These folds

represent the physiological hinges on which the

bladder moves in expanding and collapsing. The
apices, where the posterior fold joins the lateral

Medical Record, April i, 1905.

folds in front of the broad ligaments, are called

the right and left vesical cornua."

My operation restores with accuracy this ana-

tomic arrangement. The trigone of the bladder is

spread out and made fast to the anterior face of

the uterus and broad ligaments, by carrying the

base of the bladder up and stitching it at three

points ; one stitch at each cornu, and one in the

median line at the center of the anterior face of

the uterus. The utrovesical peritoneal fold is re-

stored as well as the hinges on which the dome of

the bladder moves in its function of receiving and
discharging the urine. I take it that nature is not

working without a purpose in giving fixation to the

trigone. This gives a fixed point of exit for the

urine and a rigid canal in the passage of the ureters

through the wall of the bladder.

In the restoration of the floor of the pelvis I use

the method of distinct isolation of the levator ani

muscles and stitch them together with buried su-

tures. It is my conviction that this is the surest

and most efi"ective way to restore proper function

to the floor of the pelvis. The muscles are thereby

freed from cicatricial attachments which distort

and limit their function and seems to make a new
clean sheath for themselves in which they contract

and slide easily and normally. I got my inspiration

for adopting this procedure through an article by
Dr. Arnold Sturmdorf of New York (Medical
Record, April i, 1905), and which is the fullest and
most satisfactory explanation that I have ever read

on intraabdominal pressure, and the physiological

action of deflecting planes of tissue both as reten-

tion and expulsive planes.

In the second class of cases, that is, in patients

at, near, or beyond the menopause, my effort has

been, and I think successfully, to retain as nearly

as possible all these physiological functions follow-

ing the plan as already described. Unless there is

positive objection on the part of the patient the

uterus is removed per vaginum. In order to restore

the deflecting plant of tissue the broad ligaments

are stitched together across the pelvis from the

infundibulo pelvic and round ligaments down to

cardinal ligaments. In this procedure a plane of

tissue is restored in exactly the same situation and
under control of the same ligaments as under nor-

mal conditions. This deflects from its posterior

surface back into the pelvic outlet, the intraabdom-
inal pressure, and thus physiologically takes place

of the original structures. On its anterior face it

also affords a surface on which to spread out and
fix the trigone of the bladder, restoring its hinges

and all its physiological functions. The floor of

the pelvis is restored in the usual manner.
Occasionally there is such an extreme prolapse

of the rectum that something more than the restora-

tion of the levator ani muscle becomes necessary.

In these cases I have obtained most satisfactory

results by stripping the vaginal mucous membrane
off from the anterior wall of the rectum, from the

line of the peritoneal covering down to the four-

chette and then plicating the wall of the rectum
with buried catgut sutures. The sutures are passed

up and down in the direction of its longitudinal

axis ; sometimes one line of sutures will suffice, but

in ultra conditions two and even three lines of su-

ture running across the rectum have been necessary

to comfortably take in all the slack. These sutures,

of course, do not enter the lumen of the gut.

In estimating the indications and the value of

this operation many things must be taken into con-
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sideration. (i) The permanency of results; (2)
the age of the patient, with reference to shock; (3)
the character of the convalescence, whether stormy

or smooth and comfortable; (4) the restoration of

physiological functions.

For the purpose of this investigation I have
written letters during the last month to forty-six

patients. This list included all those upon whom I

had performed this operation previous to two years

ago, and whose addresses I have. Owing to the

removal of the Polyclinic Hospital to its new quar-

ters, and the confusion attending it, I was unable to

secure access to the records there. I regret this

exceedingly, for I have quite a series of cases in

which this operation was done, and whose histories

are there.

Of the 29 patients who reported, 24 came to the

office for examination, the balance reported by

letter. Of the 24 who presented themselves for ex-

amination there was not one that showed the slight-

est tendency to recurrence, and all gave most favor-

able reports of improvement not only in their local

condition but in their general health. Of five who
reported by letter, all gave most favorable accounts

of the benefit received, with one exception. She
wrote as follows: "My operation was not a success

;

my bladder dropped the last of May. I was oper-

ated on in December. I am going out dressmaking
and I am very comfortable at present." This was
a poorly nourished widow, aged fifty-seven years,

who -was suft'ering from an extreme procidentia

and an irritating kraurosis vulvae. To relieve this

she was subjected, at the same sitting, to circum-

cision of the pudendum. I wrote at once to her

family physician asking him to call and make an

examination, but to date have received no response.

I cannot tell you how gratified I have been by

these tested results. Some of the cases are of

seven years' standing, others of four, and three.

and the balance of over two years' standing. Two
of the patients who came to my office had each

borne a child two years after the operation. Both
had normal labors, and in neither one was there

the slightest lesion of any kind. All the different

proc-edures in the operation had held perfectly.

In regard to the bladder, three who had had an-

noying incontinence previous to operation reported

a cure ; five reported slight irritability of the blad-

der, lasting from three to five months after the oper-

ation, but not present since.

In making my examinations I tested in all in-

stances the contracting power of the levator aiii

muscles. It was most interesting, and I must say

somewhat surprising to me to discover these mus-
cles responded readily and powerfully under vol-

untary control.

In reference to the age of the patients, although

my previous experience had demonstrated to me that

elderly women bore vaginal operations surprisingly

well, I was not prepared for such sturdy resistance

as the elderly women exhibited in this somewhat
exteme operation. Among my cases are 11 patients

between fifty and si.xty years of age, 4 between
sixty and seventy, and i at the rare old age of sev-

enty-five years at the time of operation. In not one

of them was there sufficient reaction to demand any
departure from the regular routine after-treatment.

The old lady of seventy-five years is now seventy-

nine years of age, and last week walked across the

city from Tenth Avenue to my office, fully a mile,

on the hottest day we have had this year. When I

asked her how she felt she replied, "You have made

a new woman of me."' Another patient, aged sixty-

three years, replied, "I feel as good as new."
Convalescence is surprisingly smooth. In not a

single case has infection occurred. Catheterization,

as a rule, is not continued beyond the second day.

If prolonged, I have the patient out of bed and on

the commode by the fifth day.

In response to the question regarding the action

of the bowels, all expressed gratification at the ease

with which defecation was accomplished. While
much of this can be attributed to the restoration

of the levator ani muscles, I am inclined to attribute

no small part of it to the deflecting power of the

broad ligaments.

I have been greatly interested in the reports of

Dr. Osgood, the cystoscopist at the Woman's Hos-
pital. He has kindly interested himself during the

last year in cystoscoping the bladders of all patients

subjected to this operation, both before and after

operation. He reports complete restoration of nor-

mal conditions in the interior of the bladder. The
mouths of the ureters are in normal position and
relation and the interureteral ridge is readily dis-

tinguished and followed from side to side. As none

of these cases come into this report on account of

the time limit, I shall hope to report at some future

time the result of this feature of the investigation.

I have had a somewhat unique experience in three

cases. They were patients who had hysterectomies

done two, three, and four years previously, one of

them a case of my own, in which, however, I did not

apply my procedure of stitching together the broad

ligaments. In all of them there was marked recto-

cele and cystocele. In these three cases I had the

satisfaction of opening the head of the vagina

through the original scar, picking up the broad liga-

ments, stitching them together across the pelvis, and
then utilizing them as a plane upon which to spread

out the bladder. These operations have all been

done within the last six months, and so do not fall

within the time limit prescribed for the report of

cases at this time. In all these cases I was able to

secure the infundibulo pelvic ligament and cardinal

ligaments, and in two of them the round ligaments

as well. In the third case the round ligaments had

retracted so far that I was unable to recognize them.

In this case there were many resisting cobweb ad-

hesions to deal with in all directions.

In all operations upon the human subject it must

be borne in mind that we are dealing with vitalized

tissue. And the nearer the operation comes to re-

storing each and every physiologic function is the

measure of success in reaching for the ideal. It is

not sufficient to say that the result accomplishes a

reasonable purpose as long as something more per-

fect is within our grasp. In the language of one of

our distinguished colleagues, Dr. Polk : "The basis

of our art being in reality science, and this branch of

science dealing with life and its efficiency as devel-

oped chiefly in the human race, the sacredness of our

trust compels at our hands the highest conceptions

and the most skillful execution of such conceptions

that human effort is capable of."

The detailed report of cases follows

:

Mrs. G., Elmira, N. Y., aged thirty-four years

;

married twelve years, four children. Previous

operation for trachelorrhaphy and perineorrhaphy,

both operations failures. Diagnosis : procidentia

of second degree ; rectocele and cystocele ; umbilical

hernia : hemorrhoids. Operation January 30, 1905.

All lesions repaired ; Goffe operation for cystocele.

Last seen, 1907. Result : cure.
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Mrs. W., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., aged forty-six

years ; married twenty-five years ; four children ; last

child six years ago ; since birth of last child, menses
excessive and too frequent. Diagnosis : large retro-

flexed uterus ; large diseased cervix ; lacerated per-

ineum ; marked cystocele and rectocele. Operation,

March 10, 1905. Dilatation of cervix, curettage;

amputation of cervix; interposition of fundus; per-

ineorrhaphy. Result : convalescence uneventful ; she

gradually recovered strength and nerve, but com-
plained of constant discomfort in the pelvis ; uterus

failed to involute ; sensitive on pressure ; slight leu-

corhea. Operation, February 15, 1906. Abdominal
hysterectomy ; bladder stitched to broad ligaments

;

health restored. Last seen May 20, 19 12. Has
not had such good health since marriage as since

the operation. Examination : satisfactory. Levator

works well.

Mrs. W., New York City, aged thirty-eight years
;

married seventeen years ; seven children. Diag-
nosis : lacerated perineum ; extensive cystocele and
rectocele. Operation, December 19, 1906. Goffe

operation for cystocele. Last seen May 23, 19 12.

"No more drag." Examination : uterus in normal
position ; everything satisfactory ; levators stong un-

der voluntary control.

Mrs. D., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., aged fifty-one years

;

married twenty-one years ; three children ; meno-
pause one year ; lacerated cervix and perineum

;

rectocele and cystocele. Operation, February 13,

1907. Hysterectomy ; Gofife operation for cystocele.

Last seen May 17, 1912. No unpleasant symptoms.
Examination : satisfactory. Result : perfect.

Mrs. D., New York City, aged thirty-six years

;

married seventeen years ; eight children. Diag-
nosis : complete rupture of perineum through
sphincter; cystocele. Operation, March 12, 1907.

Anterior colpotomy
;

perineorrhaphy. Last seen

May 20, 1912. Had baby January, 1909; had post-

partum hemorrhage and nearly lost her life; has
slight leakage of the rectum occasionally. Exam-
ination : uterus and bladder satisfactory ; levator

strong ; sphincter not quite tight enough.
Mrs. P., New York City, aged forty-eight years

;

married twenty-seven years ; five children. Diag-
nosis: no control of bladder; extensive cystocele;

lacerated perineum. Operation, July i, 1907. Goffe
operation for cystocele ; uterus retained. Last seen

May 18, 191 2. Reports she has perfect control.

Examination : perfect result.

Mrs. C, Mount Vernon, N. Y., aged fifty-seven

years ; married thirty-nine years ; three children.

Diagnosis
;
prolapsus ; lacerated cervix and perine-

um ; rectocele and cystocele. Operation, October 7,

1907. All lesions repaired. Goffe operation for

cystocele ; uterus retained. Last heard from in let-

ters from daughter ; report all satisfactory until

time of death, December, 191 1, from Bright's dis-

ease.

Mrs. S., Long Branch, N. J., aged fifty years

;

married twenty years ; one child ; menopause at

thirty-five years. Diagnosis : procidentia, rectocele,

and cystocele. Operation, October, 1907. Last seen
May 14, 1912. Satisfactory, except slight hernia of

bladder through vaginal sheath ; upper end of va-
gina fast to broad ligaments ; vagina proper length

;

perineum satisfactory; symptoms of return of bear-
ing down feeling.

Mrs. W., New York City, aged forty-four years;
married twenty-four years ; four children. Diag-
nosis : lacerated perineum ; rectocele. Operation,
November 4, 1907. Plastic urethra ; perineor-

rhaphy. Died March, 1908, from Bright's disease

of kidney.

Mrs. C, White Plains, N. Y., aged fifty-seven

years ; married thirty-six years ; four children.

Menopause nine years ago. Diagnosis : prolapsus
uteri ; cystocele. Operation, December 20, 1907.
Hysterectomy ; Goffe's improved operation. Cir-

cumcision of pudenda for kraurosis vulvae. Result
by letter. May 15, 19 12. "My operation was not a

success ; my bladder dropped the last of May. I

was operated on in December."
1908.—Mrs. M., Chester, N. Y., aged sixty-two

years ; married forty-two years ; eight children.

Diagnosis : procidentia ; rectocele and cystocele

;

local relief perfect. Hysterectomy ; Gofife opera-

tion ; caruncle destroyed by actual cautery. Last
heard from by letter from Pasadena, Cal., May 20,

1912: "Never was an operation more successful,

and I see no reason why it should not remain perma-
nent."

Mrs. P., New York City, aged thirty-three years

;

married twelve }ears ; three children. Diagnosis:
lacerated perineum and cervix

;
prolapsus uteri

;

rectocele and cystocele. Operation, January 15,

1908. All lesions repaired ; GoiTe operation for

cystocele; uterus retained. Last seen May 15, 1912.

Had a baby two years after operation weighing
eleven pounds at birth ; all parts in perfect condi-

tion, not even a nick in the perineum ; surprisingly

good in every particular.

Mrs. B., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., aged thirty-seven

years
; married thirteen years ; three children. Diag-

nosis : complete procidentia ; rectocele and cystocele

;

lacerated cervix and perineum. Operation, January

29, 1908. All lesions repaired ; Gofte operation for

cystocele; uterus retained. Last seen May 18, 1912.

Reports great improvement in general health and
local relief perfect. "Rolls sixteen pound ball down
bowling alley every Tuesday night." Examination,
result perfect.

Mrs. D., Bronx, aged fifty-one years ; married

;

four children. Diagnosis : procidentia ; cystocele.

Operation, March 10, 1908. Writes. May 19, 1912:
"Your operation made a new woman of me—

a

great success."

Mrs. Y., Glenridge, N. J., aged thirty-four years

;

married ; one child stillborn ten years ago. Seven
years ago applied for relief of prolapsus ; had only

escaped with her life after terrible forceps case

three years previously ; was told she could never
be delivered. After measurements I reassured her

and advised repair and try again. Operation : trach-

elorrhaphy ; shortening of round ligaments vaginal-

ly and colporrhaphy ; she conceived, and four years

ago I delivered her of living child with high for-

ceps ; extensive laceration of cervix ; immediate re-

pair. Diagnosis: procidentia complete; rectocele

and cystocele. Operation, April, 1908. Hysterec-

tomy ; Goffe operation for cystocele. Last seen

May, 1910, satisfactory. Letter from Evanston,

111., May 20, 1912: "I am glad to speak for the

wonderful effect of )'our operation. I have been
perfectly well ever since."

1909.—Mrs. Van V., Brooklyn, N. Y., aged sev-

enty-five years ; married. Diagnosis : procidentia,

rectocele and cystocele. Operation, February 13,

1909. Hysterectomy : Goffe operation for cystocele.

Last seen May 24, 1912. Result: "You made a

new woman of me." Examination: nothing better

to be desired.

Mrs. H., Brooklyn, N. Y., aged sixty-three years ;
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marrieJ forty-six years ; two children. Diagnosis :

extreme procidentia ; rectocele and cystoccle. Op-
eration, February, 1909. Hysterectomy; Goffe op-

eration for cystocele and rectocele. Last seen Oc-
tober, 191 1 : "Entirely relieved." Examination en-

tirely satisfactory.

Mrs. B., New York City, aged fifty-seven years;

married thirty-four years ; fourteen children. Diag-
nosis : complete procidentia uteri. Operation, March
20, 1909. Vaginal hysterectomy; plastic for cysto-

cele and rectocele; perineorrhaphy, Goffe method.
Returned to hospital February 3, 1910. Diagnosis:
rectocele ; Goffe operation for rectocele

;
plication.

Last seen December, 191 2, satisfactory.

Mrs. S., New York City, aged forty-eight years;

married; four children. Diagnosis: procidentia

uteri, cystocele. Operation, April 21, 19C9. Plastic

for cystocele
;

perineorrhaphy ; GofTe operation.

Last seen May 20, 1912. Says she feels all right.

Examination : large, stout woman ; runs lunch coun-

ter and works in garden. Result : satisfactory

;

levator works perfectly.

Mrs. W., New York City, aged fifty years ; mar-
ried thirty-two years ; two children. Diagnosis

:

procidentia ; rectocele and cystocele. Operation,
May 10, 1909. Hysterectomy ; all lesions repaired

;

Goffe operation for cystocele. Last seen May, 1912.

Result : perfect ; health restored.

Mrs. R., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., aged sixty-three

years ; married thirty-five years ; three children.

Diagnosis : procidentia ; cystocele and rectocele.

Operation, June 5, 1909. All lesions repaired ; hys-

terectomy. Last seen May 16, 1912. Result: per-

fect. "Feels as good as new."
Mrs. C, New York City, aged fifty-three years;

married thirty-three years ; two children. Diag-
nosis : procidentia rectocele, and cystocele. Opera-
tion, October 19, 1909. Hysterectomy ; GofTe oper-

ation for cystocele. Last seen May 23, 1912. Re-
sult : "Entirely relieved." Examination : satisfac-

tory ; levators strong and under voluntary control.

Satisfactory in every particular.

Mrs. F., Newburg, N. Y., aged thirty-two years

;

married six years ; one child. Diagnosis : cystocele

and rectocele : relaxed urethra. Operation, Decem-
ber, 1909. Goffe operation for cystocele ; uterus

retained. Last seen May 20, 1912. Feels all right;

has slight leakage from urethra on exertion, but

usually under good control.

1910.—Mrs. R., New York City, aged forty-nine

years ; married ; six children. Diagnosis : proci-

dentia, rectocele, and cystocele. Operation, Febru-
ary 16, 1910. Vaginal hysterectomy; perinero-

rhaphy ; Goffe operation for cystocele. Last seen

May 20, 1912. Has frequent micturition, otherwise

satisfactory. Nothing to be desired.

Mrs. W., New York City, aged fifty-one years:

married; nine children. Diagnosis: rectocele and
cystocele following vaginal hysterectomy three

years ago. Operation, March 10, 1910. Colpoto-

my
;
picked up the broad ligaments, stitched them

together, and completed Goffe operation for cysto-

cele ; rectal wall plicated and perineorrhaphy, stich-

ing separately the levators. Last heard from May
21, 1912, by letter: "Operation a decided success."

Mrs. C, New York City, aged thirty-nine years

:

married seven years ; one child. One year ago had
operation in Cleveland, Ohio, for falling of the

womb, which at that time came outside the vulva.

Diagnosis : recurrent cystocele ; erosion of cervix,

uterus in normal position, and well restored perin-

eum. Operation. March 15, 1910. Goffe operation

for cystocele; uterus retained. Last seen May 18,

1912. Result: satisfactory.

Mrs. D., New York City, aged thirty-four years;

married fifteen years ; four children. Diagnosis

:

lacerated cervix and perineum ; retroversion ; recto-

cele and cystocele. Operation, October 14, 1910.

All lesions repaired ; round ligaments shortened

;

Goffe operation for cystocele ; uterus retained. I^ast

seen May 20, 1912. Alenstruates from rectum clots.

Examination : nothing to be desired.

Mrs. G., New York City, aged thirty-six years

;

married twelve years ; three children. Diagnosis :

procidentia ; rectocele, and cystocele. Operation,

November 4, 1910. All lesions repaired ; Goffe op-

eration for cystocele. Last seen May 12, 1912. Re-
sult : satisfactory ; uterus in good position ; also

bladder and perineum.
616 Madison Avenue.

SOME PRACTICAL POINTS IN THE INTER-
PRETATION AND MANAGEMENT
OF HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE.

By EDWARD E. CORNWALL, M.D.,

ATTENDING PUYSICIAN TO THE WILLIAMSBURGH AND NORWEGIAN HOS-
PITALS; CONSULTING PHYSICIAN TO THE BETHANY HOSPITAL.

In order to know what constitutes high blood pres-

sure we must first know what is the normal blood

pressure. That is not as easy as might be supposed,

for the normal blood pressure varies considerably

at different ages and in different conditions of life

and activity, and these variations as observed in

apparent health are often so great as to require dif-

ferentiation from disease symptoms. In fact, the

interpretation of blood pressure findings calls for

the exercise of a highly cultivated clinical judg-

ment. But it is necessary to have some general

statement for a guide, and the following will serve

that purpose, with due reservation for exceptions.

We can omit consideration of the blood pressure

in infants and children, because variations in their

blood pressure rarely have serious significance. In

young adults the normal systolic blood pressure or-

dinarily ranges between no and 130 mm. Hg. A
large proportion of young adults show a pressure of

120 to 125 mm. Hg. In people of middle age the

pressure is usually about ten points higher than in

young adults, and in elderly people it may be

twenty or thirty points higher. In young and mid-

dle-aged adults a pressure of 140 mm. Hg is often

found without seeming to indicate disease ; and
elderly people who appear perfectly well sometimes
show a pressure no higher than that of middle-aged

adults, though failure to show increased pressure

with advancing age is often an indication of myocar-
dial degeneration.

The disatolic pressure in most healthy adults is

usually 25 to 45 mm. Hg. lower than the systolic.

In conditions of myocardial weakness and simple

hypertrophy of the heart the dift'erence may be

greater. In aortic incompetence the difference may
be as much as 100 mm. Hg., and in chronic nephritis

with high tension it is often 60 to 80 mm. Hg. or

more. In most cases of high tension the diastolic

pressure does not rise pari passu with the systolic.

^^'e distinguish between transient and persistent

high blood pressure. The former is produced by
any sudden and extraordinary demand made on the

circulation and passes away with the cessation of

the demand, and does not necessarily possess patho-

logical significance. It is persistent hypertension.
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that is, elevation of the blood pressure which lasts

for a considerable time, to which pathological inter-

est attaches and to which discussion is confined in

this paper.

The general causes of persistent hypertension are

these: Long continued functional abuse of the cir-

culatory apparatus, mechanical obstruction of the

circulation, toxemia, and neurotic states. These
causes frequently coexist and cooperate and even
produce each other.

Functional abuse of the circulation is brought
about by physical and mental overwork, excitement,

worry, and overeating. If a man lives a strenu-

ous or a dissipated life, he compels his circulation

for long periods to maintain an intra-articular pres-

sure considerably higher than his arteries were
meant to sustain. If troubles come on him and he

worries about them, the worry keeps up an abnor-

mally high arterial tension. If while leading a

strenuous or a dissipated or a worried life, he eats

too much or eats food which overtaxes his antitoxic

or eliminative organs, whose efficiency has already

been impaired by the disturbance of the circulation,

a further demand is made for high arterial tension,

and another factor, toxemia, is admitted. Overeat-
ing habitually indulged in can be a primary cause

of hypertension, and after it has produced insuffi-

ciency of the protective and eliminative organs, it

brings in the toxemic factor.

Hypertension resulting from functional abuse of

the circulatory apparatus invites structural changes
in that apparatus, viz., cardiac hypertrophy, myo-
cardial degeneration, arteriosclerosis, and chronic

nephritis. It may, however, continue for a consid-

erable time before these changes develop to a serious

extent ; and it is during this premonitory or incipi-

ent stage of cardiovascular disease that treatment

can be most effective.

Mechanical obstruction of the circulation is pro-

duced by arteriosclerosis, cirrhosis of the kidneys
and other organs, and pressure of outside masses on
the arteries. Arteriosclerosis may e.xhibit a pure
obstruction, though sooner or later nephritis com-
plicates the picture. As a result of mechanical ob-

struction anywhere in the system of tubes, perma-
nently increased blood pressure is required to main-
tain adequate circulation through the tissues, and
stiffening and deformity of arteries whose distribu-

tion is limited to a small region of the body may
compel this increased pressure. For example, a

rigid and thickened coronary artery causes increase

of the general blood pressure in order to provide
nourishment for the muscle of the heart, which re-

quires to be fed first so that it can serve the rest of
the body. Similarly, cerebral, renal, or splanchnic
arteriosclerosis, in order to supply local require-

ments, compels general hypertension. The general
response of the blood pressure to localized arterio-

sclerosis varies much with the importance of the ana-
tomical region in which the circulation is impeded.
When the obstruction of the arteries threatens a
vital region with starvation, high blood pressure
comes quickly to the rescue, but when the thickened
arteries supply tissues of only secondary importance,
the increase in blood pressure may be comparatively
small.

Chronic nephritis, particularly chronic interstitial

nephritis, is generally considered second only to ar-

teriosclerosis as a cause of persistent high blood
pressure. It may compel high blood pressure by the
obstruction to the circulation in the hardened kid-
neys, but a large, possibly the major part of the in-

creased tension is undoubtedly due to retained tox-
ins.

Compression of the brain by a clot of blood or
other mass regularly raises the blood pressure, and
it may do so to a very high point. I have seen a
pressure of over 300 mm. Hg. accompany an attack

of cerebral apoplexy. Abdominal tumors and dis-

tention of the abdomen by gas or fluid sometimes
cause hypertension by pressure on the arteries.

Toxemias cause high blood pressure directly, and
perhaps indirectly also, by the demand which they
make for increased elimination. Of the toxemias,
the most extensively operative in these directions is

probably chronic putrefaction toxemia of intestinal

origin.

The putrefaction toxins when present in the blood
in relatively excessive quantity seem to be powerful
exciters of high blood pressure, and it is possible

that they are also directly effective in producing de-

generative changes in the walls of the arteries as

well as in the tissues of the kidneys and liver. The
proposition that putrefaction toxins directly raise

the blood pressure has received positive support
from recent experiments by Dale, who found that a
rise of pressure from 1 10 to 260 mm. Hg. followed
intravenous injection of parahydroxyphenylethy-
lamine. a substance chemically somewhat similar to

adrenalin, which Beyer isolated from putrid meat.

Some toxins also lower blood pressure, and putre-

faction toxemia is often observed without hyper-
tension.

The toxemia of pregnancy, which seems to be a

mixed toxemia, due chiefly to renal and hepatic in-

sufficiency, is usually attended by considerable hy-
pertension ; less frequently the rise of blood pres-

sure is only moderate ; occasionally the blood pres-

sure is low.

Alcohol produces, as an immediate effect, lower-
ing of the blood pressure, but continued use of it

may bring about degenerative changes in the heart,

arteries, and liver. It is highly probable that it

regularly disturbs the liver functions, and by so do-

ing lessens the ability of that organ to protect the

body from the putrefaction and other toxins which
are brought to it by the portal vein ; and in that way
it may indirectly raise the blood pressure. The rela-

tionship which alcohol seems to bear to putrefaction

toxemia through its effect on the liver, throws a new
light on the symptoms and pathology of alcoholism.

Tobacco regularly raises the blood pressure, and
in a healthy young man a single cigar may cause a

rise of 15 or 20 mm. Hg. ; but in habitual smokers,
young, middle-aged, and old, I have seen excessive

use of tobacco cause a slow, low tension pulse, which
became normal after abstention from the drug for a

few days.

Coffee directly raises the blood pressure, and if

taken to excess may put the cardiovascular system
in an irritable state which manifests itself by pro-

longed high tension ; but the more common effects

of coffee seem to be functional disturbances of the

heart, which, however, if long continued, may pro-

duce cardiac hypertrophy and its consequences. It

is possible that coffee, like alcohol, may increase pu-

trefaction toxemia through its disturbing effect on
the liver.

Some neurotic states cause hypertension. This
has been observed in epilepsy during the attacks,

though after the paroxysm the pressure regularly

falls. In melancholia there is usually hypertension,

but not in mania. In neurasthenia the blood pres-

sure may be high or low.
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Valvular diseases per se do not cause high ten-

sion, with the exception of aortic incompetence, in

which condition the systolic pressure is regularly

high, though it is usually counterbalanced by an
abnormally low diastolic pressure. In any case of

valvular disease there are changes, particularly in

the kidneys and liver, which may bring about high
tension and a vicious circle.

The subjective symptoms of high blood pressure

are often slight and not at all distinctive. The most
frequently observed of these symptoms are a feeling

of weakness, inability to do the ordinary amount of

physical and mental work, more or less shortness

of breath on exertion, headaches, dizziness, loss of

appetite ; sometimes cardiac unrest is a prominent
symptom ; the closing of the aortic valves may be
distinctly audible to the patient, especially when
lying with his right ear on a pillow, but this symp-
tom may be entirely unnoticed, and it may be pres-

ent without much hypertension. Symptoms of car-

diac overaction manifest after going to bed are com-
mon, and the patient may be awakened by a violently

beating heart ; but these symptoms may be due to

myocarditis or indigestion. Cramps in the muscles
of the legs are frequent and occur usually in cases

with arteriosclerosis or nephritis. Localized pains

and peculiar feelings in the head and head noises are

often complained of by patients with high blood

pressure, but it is difficult to say in any case how
much they are due to the high pressure and how
much to arteriosclerosis.

In making the diagnosis in any case showing per-

sistent high blood pressure, we should first try to

find out to what extent disease of the arteries and
kidneys exists. Such organic disease may be pres-

ent without giving frank signs. If nephritis is

present repeated examinations of the urine will

usually reveal albumin or casts, or at least some in-

sufficiency of the kidneys. The estimation of the

urea excretion in the twenty-four hour specimen of

the urine is the most important single urinary test

that can be made in this condition. Of particular

value in determining to what extent arterial or renal

lesions exist in cases showing high blood pressure, is

the rapidity and extent of the improvement that

takes place under appropriate treatment.

The state of the myocardium may complicate the

picture. Chronic myocarditis is usually accompa-
nied by conditions which naturally cause hyperten-

sion; but we often find a relatively low blood pres-

sure with such conditions ; and in such cases we
justly suspect the myocardium of being the seat of

more than moderate degenerative changes. Myo-
cardial failure is regularly a terminal occurrence in

any case of high tension due to chronic nephritis or

arteriosclerosis, and a fall in the pressure in these

advanced cases is always an ominous sign.

High blood pressure is essentially a conservative

process, and may be absolutely necessary for the

proper performance of the vital functions, and
should therefore not be lowered without due con-

sideration of the physiological necessities of the

case. In fact, high blood pressure, except in certain

conditions zvhere its continuance threatens accidents

to the cardiovascidar apparatus, should be reduced
only by removing as far as possible the cause. I

wish to emphasize this statement, not only because it

epitomizes the treatment of this symptom, but be-

cause of the warning it conveys against the indis-

criminate use of arteriodilators in conditions of high

blood pressure, which is so common in present medi-

cal practice as to require this warning.

Among the removable factors which enter into

the etiology of high blood pressure there is one

which is present in nearly every case in greater or

less degree. I refer to chronic putrefaction toxemia

of intestinal origin. In many cases this toxemia is

the principal factor, and its removal is sufficient to

lower the blood pressure greatly and to bring about

a marked change for the better in the clinical picture

and the prognosis. Even in cases with considerable

arteriosclerosis or nephritis, removal of this factor

usually relieves the situation. It can be removed to

a very great extent by an appropriate diet. The
regulation of the diet for the removal of this factor

is the most effective means which we have for the

lowering of high blood pressure, and it is our most

successful agent in the treatment of the extensive

group of morbid conditions in which hypertension is

a regular symptom; furthermore, we have the satis-

faction of knowing that any reduction of high blood

pressure which comes from regulation of the diet is

beneficial and safe because it is due to the removal

of a cause. I shall say no more here on this phase

of the subject, as I have dwelt on it at some length

elsewhere. (See Medical Record, April 11, 191 1,

and December 23, 191 1 ; Neiv York Medical Jour-

nal, June 20, 1912, and Archives of Diagnosis, July,

1912.)

There are other causes of high blood pressure

besides putrefaction toxemia of intestinal origin,

notably overwork and dissipation, late hours and ex-

cessive indulgence in coffee, tobacco, and alcohol,

which are under our control and which should be

removed as far as possible as an essential part of

the treatment.

Mechanical methods of treatment, such as mas-

sage and judiciously administered baths, have a

place, though not as prominent a one as some think,

among our therapeutic resources. A change of oc-

cupation, especiallv the substitution of a moderate

amount of light physical work for exclusively men-

tal work, is often good treatment.

It is claimed, with what truth I do not know, that

electricity, particularly the high frequency current,

can directly and materially reduce high blood pres-

sure. If this is so, it should be employed with great

caution if at all. Certainly in the arteriosclerotic,

nephritic, and toxemic cases, which include nearly

all, any agent may do serious harm which lowers

high blood pressure without removing the factor

which causes it or makes it necessary.

Keeping the minds of the patients at rest and

quieting their apprehensions about themselves are

important points in the treatment. Some patients

come to us who have acquired undigested fragments

of knowledge on the subject of high blood pressure

which worry them. With such patients we should

be careful not to make too much of our blood pres-

sure examinations. In every case we should be as

optimistic as circumstances permit, and sometimes it

may be necessary to exceed the warrant of circum-

stances in our optimism.

Drugs are of very little value in the treatment of

high blood pressure in most cases, but sometimes we
find it necessary to use them. Of the drugs em-

ployed for this purpose the most important is nitro-

glycerin ; and that drug is the only one of its class,

with the exception of amyl nitrite, whose use is

limited practically to attacks of angina pectoris,

which need be kept on our list; certainly sodium ni-

trite and probably erythol tetranitrate are danger-

ous. The indications for the use of nitroglycerin

are found almost exclusively in conditions of ar-
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teriosclerosis with disturbance of local nutrition and
without much involvement of the kidneys or much
toxemia. It is particularly valuable in coronary

sclerosis, arteriosclerotic headaches, and some cases

with arteriosclerotic pains in the abdomen and legs.

When there is much nephritis or to.xemia it is gen-

erally contraindicated. It can be employed as a test

to show whether a headache is of arteriosclerotic or

toxemic origin; if the latter, it produces no improve-
ment but rather aggravation, while if the former,

its effect is usually Strikingly beneficial.

Aconite and veratrum have a limited range of

usefulness as vasodilators in high pressure cases,

but they should be used with great caution if there

is much disease of the myocardium. In eclampsia,

chronic ncphri.is, and cerebral hemorrhage they can
sometimes be used to avert or lessen damage to the

cardiovascular apparatus.

Strychnine, though classed as a heart stimulant,

and rightly so, does not seem to increase the blood

pressure in arteriosclerosis, but, on the contrary,

lowers it in certain cases, probably by improving
the general tone and responsiveness and coordina-

tion of the vasomotor system.

Small doses of potassium or sodium iodide, long

continued, may be used in cases of arteriosclerosis

with hope, though not with expectation, of produc-
ing improvement, but they should not be given in

cases with much nephritis or toxemia.

In bringing these scattering remarks to a close,

I wish to refer briefly to a therapeutic point ger-

mane to the present discussion, and to which I have
made reference in a recent paper, viz., the prophy-
lactic treatment of cardiovascular disease, of which
increased blood pressure is an early or premonitory
symptom. When we discover moderately high ten-

sion in a patient whose family history shows apo-

plexy, Bright's disease, diabetes, obesity, chronic

rheumatism, or heart disease, although in the pa-

tient himself no signs of organic change are found,

we should treat him the same as we would if he al-

ready had evident cardiovascular disease, for it is a

practical certainly that he will develop it. We can

at least for a time postpone for him his evil days.

And when we meet one whose family history or

ways of life or both indicate that he is predestined

to cardiovascular disease, even if he does not show
any elevation of blood pressure, we should seriously

warn him of his danger, and should teach him how
to live so as to avoid, if possible, liis fatal inher-

itance or destiny.

In these days of strenuous and rapid living, when
the spirit of the times drives a large portion of man-
kind to prefer the pursuit of wealth, fame, power,
or pleasure to that of contentment; and when even
the making of a simple living, especially in the

cities, too often requires an imhealthy amount of

hustling, the wear and tear on the circulatory ap-

paratus is excessive, and cardiovascular disease in

consequence has become increasingly prevalent. It

is not too much to say that cardiovascular disease

has come to occupy relatively as important a place

in the pathology of the latter half of life as do bac-

terial diseases in the first half; and the ideal of

preventive medicine is as worthy of practical regard
in relation to this condition as it is in relation o the

diseases of bacterial origin. While showing our
patients how to avoid dysentery, smallpox, and ty-

phoid fever, we should not neglect to teach them
how to act and eat so as to preserve as long as pos-

sible the efficiency of their arteries, kidneys, and
heart.

1218 Pacific Street.

THE MODIFIED RADICAL MASTOID OPER-
ATION FOR THE CURE OF OTITIS
MEDIA PURULENTA CHRONICA.*

Bv W. SOHIER BRYANT. A.M.. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In Otology, as in all other branches of medicine, it

becomes constantly more important to consider the

modification and adaptation of certain stereotyped

operations according to the needs of the individual

case. In this paper we are to consider certain de-

viations from the classical Schwartze-Stacke opera-

tion for chronic middle ear suppuration, that is,

from the radical mastoid operation as generally

understood. These modifications may be divided

into two groups. The first group is the "conserva-

tive radical mastoid operation" group, which con-

tains conservative operative procedures upon the

tympanic walls and Eustachian tube but allows the

loss of the major ossicles and the drum membranes.
This group, however, does not concern this paper.

The second group, or modified radical mastoid
operation group, includes the operations ivhich con-

scri'c the ossicles and drum membranes. This type

of operation is the subject of this paper.

The author applies the term modified radical

mastoid operation to the operation which he uses

in cases of chronic middle ear suppuration, where
he invades the tympanum proper through the bone
excavation of the mastoid process and where an
attempt is made to close off the tympanic space

from the meatus by regeneration of the tympanic
membrane.

The distant aim in the performance of the modi-
tied radical mastoid operation is the retention of

the drum membranes and ossicles.

In approaching the subject of the modification

of a radical operation, we should keep constantly

in mind that the raison d'etre of the operation is to

leave as serviceable an ear with as little hardship
to the patient as possible. Stereotyped operations

about the ear are even more objectionable than
those on other parts of the body, for this kind of

aural operation often require^ the resection ot

structures that are not diseased. We should treat

middle ear structures with as much consideration

as intracranial structures because of their great im-

portance to the individual. Varying conditions re-

quire different procedures, because in some cases

more important structures can be saved than in

others. In some cases, the drum membrane can

be sa\'ed : in other cases, the membrane and
ossicles.

Consider the progress made along the lines of

conservation of parts in other branches of surgery.

In gv-necological operations, for instance, it was
formerly considered scientifically necessary to re-

move many parts which are now allowed to remain,

the idea now being that everything possible should

be left intact. Should not this be the point of view
in otology? An eye is not enucleated when there

is a possiliility of saving it. Why should an ear be

treated with less consideration? In the case of an
infected foot, the general surgeon is able to deter-

mine with a high degree of accuracy whether the

phalanges, metatarsals or any part of the leg can be

saved ; he decides what portion must be amputated
for the safety of the patient's life and conserves

with care as much of the useful member as pos-

*Read before the Ninth International Otological
Congress, Boston, August 12-17, 1912.
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sible. When a surgeon operates for suppuration

of the hand, he saves for the benefit of the pa-

tient every millimeter of this useful member that

he possibly can. The surgeon who does a stereo-

typed operation regardless of the individual needs

of his patient is like the practitioner who pre-

scribes a remedy by the number, as, for example,

No. 15 for faintness.

In order to give the best results under the exist-

ing conditions, there should be accurate and pre-

cise adaptation of the operation to the need of

each individual case. When all cases are subjected

to technically the same prescribed operation, it is

not reasonable that the results can be the best pos-

sible in every case. It should be an axiom in per-

forming a mastoid operation that the operative field

must be extended according to the advances the

disease has made and that the operative field must
be curtailed in proportion to the extent of the

healthy or redeemable tissues. This conservation

is especially necessary with the important struc-

tures of the middle ear.

The pathological process in cases of chronic mid-
dle ear suppuration extends through many and
varied gradations. These grades of the extension

of the process pass imperceptibly from one to an-

other. In the most favorable cases there is no tym-
panic loss of tissue except a small membranal per-

foration. In these cases the intermittent discharge

is kept up by a granulating mucous membrane
needing better drainage, and this drainage is pro-

vided by a wide U-shaped myringotomy. By im-

, perceptible gradation, the process leads to the cru-

cial condition, which is loss of tympanic struc-

tures and active destruction of the temporal bone
extending through the mastoid region, zygomatic
cells and the cells of the pyramid and invading
even the labyrinth. This condition demands wide
exenteration of the temporal bone, pyramid, and
labyrinth.

Specific Indication for the Modified Radical Mas-
toid Operation.—The indication for this modified

operation is operable chronic middle ear suppura-

tion in the presence of any part of the membrana
vibrans. However, the absence of any one or all

of the ossicles is not a counter-indication. If there

is no possibility of the reestablishment of the drum
membranes by cicatrization, that is, if the attach-

ments of the drum membranes are completely gone,

this operation cannot be performed. In cases not

showing the necessary tissue for a successful modi-
fied radical mastoid operation, namely, the drum
membrane and the ossicles, the conservative ra^lical

mastoid operation is, I think, always indicated.

I originally intended my modification of the radi-

cal mastoid operation to apply only in cases that had

good hearing a short time before the operation,

but in practice, I have extended the operation to

include all cases that showed a possibility of re-

generation of a tympanic membrane, preferably, of

course, with the malleus, incus, and stapea in situ.

Results.—This operation minimizes danger: it is

practically devoid of all dangers. Added to this

fact is the fact that all the dressings are absolutely

painless.

The operation secures cessation of suppura-

tion : the author has never had a case where the

suppuration recurred after the operation wound
had healed. As a rule, the suppuration does not

even reappear in the convalescence.

This modified operation is followed by a rapid

convalescence and by a regeneration of the tym-

panic membrane for the protection of the laby-

rinthine walls. No post-aural scar occurs.

The most valuable result of the operation is the

preservation, because of the conserved drum mem-
brane and ossicles, of the maximum amount of

hearing. In favorable cases the hearing becomes
normal. For the restoration of this normal hear-

ing, the cochlear apparatus must be intact and the

middle-ear mechanism must be restored to its nor-

mal function. In many cases the hearing capacity

does not reach its maximum for some time, some-

times as long as a year.

Special Technique and After-Treatment of the

Modified Radical Mastoid Operation.—^The details

of the technique in the operation must be sub-

servient to the desired result. The operator should

have two things constantly in mind—first, the in-

dividual needs and demands of the case, and sec-

ond, the conservation of as much of the parts as

possible. Sufficient drainage must be provided,

though generally little is needed.

.\fter proper sterilization of the field of opera-

tion (shaving is not necessary), the skin incision is

made about i centimeter posterior to the fold of the

auricle. The skin is separated from the periosteum,

which is cut on a line parallel to the skin incision

about I centimeter in front of the skin incision.

The length of the skin incision and periosteal in-

cision is about 4 centimeters. The periosteum is

lifted in an unbroken sheet. The outer table is

attacked with rongeurs at the posterior lip of the

osseous meatus. If it is impossible to get a good
grip with the rongeurs, a curette or a front bent

gouge is used and the opening is enlarged until the

rongeur can take hold again. I prefer to attack the

mastoid cells with rongeurs and curette, as in acute

mastoiditis, where I never use the mallet, the only

difference in the mode being that in a chronic mid-

dle-ear suppuration without acute symptoms, it is

rarely necessary to open all the cells and remove
the entire mastoid process as it is in acute cases.

Having separated the membranous canal from the

upper and back wall of the osseous canal, the pos-

terior bony wall of the canal is removed with a

rongeur, as in acute cases. In acute cases I always

remove the posterior bony wall of the external

meatus to the annulus and often remove part of the

attic wall. \\'hen the bone has been removed close

up to the annulus tympanicus, the membranous canal

is cut across and held downward and forward with

a spatula probe.

The completion of the tympanic work requires

strong reflected light. This unusually strong illumi-

nation does not delay the operation, but on the other

hand, gives added assurance. The dissection should

be as exquisitely and carefully done as if in a labora-

tory under perfect illumination. Enough of the bony
canal should be removed to gain a satisfactory view

of the tympanic cavity, and thus expose the region

of the annulus and middle ear. If drainage re-

quires it, a long U-shaped incision is made in the

membrana tympani ; the outer attic wall is attacked

with a small curette and enough bone is removed
to insure drainage of this space. The bone excava-

tion mav have to be extended to include part of the

tympanic ring.

The tympanic walls may be granulating, an<i

therefore may need some curettage. The tym-
panic structures must be conserved. Provided the

attachment to the incus is preserved intact, the

operative field mav be extended far enough to loosen

some of the attachment of the malleus.
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With "conservation of parts" as the watchword
in this modified radical operation, we must bear in

mind that the tympanic structures must be pre-

served ; that the incus must not be loosened at its

attachment in the sella incudis ; that the incudo-
stapedial articulation must be preserved intact ; that

the oval pelvis should not be touched unless it is

absolutely necessary to do so ; and that the vestibu-

lar articulation of the stapes must be preserved with
great care. The intra-tympanic muscles, especially

the stapedius, and their attachments, should be pre-

served.

After a thorough curettage the wound is syringed

out with normal salt solution. The membranous
canal is slit along its floor, carrying the cut through
the cartilaginous meatus and a short distance into

the concha. The periosteum is sutured with catgut
sutures.

The meatal flaps are distended with gauze pack-
ing lightly applied inside Cargile membrane, but
more tightly packed at the external orifice of the

canal. The skin wound is closed by metal clamps
and the external parts are painted with a 5 per cent,

tincture of iodin. Then an absorbent dressing is

put on. On the day following the operation, the

packing is removed from the canal, iodin is ap-

plied on the external parts and the packing is re-

placed more lightly.

On the second day after the operation, the pack-
ing is again changed, the metal clamps are removed
from the external wound and the patient sits up.

On the fourth to sixth day the packing is wholly
omitted. The bandage is usually removed in less

than a week. No suppuration is expected at any
stage of the convalescence and no external scar

remains.

In order to promote the functions of the Eu-
stachian tube, the nasopharynx always needs at-

tention. Tympanic inflation is begun on the second
day. Valsalva's method is used when practicable.

If this method does not inflate, Politzer's method is

used, and in default of this method. Eustachian
catheterization is employed. This tympanic infla-

tion serves to prevent unnecessary tympanic ad-
hesions and promotes drainage. Exuberant granu-
lations rarely appear; if they do they can be wiped
away with a cotton applicator.

The canal sometimes needs local applications in

order to promote dermatization. Boric acid or

xeroform powder may be used to assure cleanliness.

Stimulation by nitrate of silver or scarlet red

salve is sometimes used to hurry epidermization of

cicatrices. The convalescence should be complete
in from seven to fourteen days. The necessity of

individual cases of course causes a variety in the

technique.

It has always been my interest and endeavor in

performing a mastoid operation to conserve as much
of the parts as possible, so that the greatest amount
of hearing may be preserved for the patient, and
the convalescence shortened. My operations for

chronic middle-ear suppuration became, therefore,

gradually more conservative of the membranous
lining of the external meatus, of the Eustachian
tube, of the walls of the tympanic cavity, and finally,

of the ossicles and drum membrane.
This operation was performed at the New York

Eye and Ear Infirmary, July 27, 1905, and was re-

ported in my paper, "A New Instrument for Mas-
toid Surgery" (Case I), which was read at the

meeting, and published in the Transactions of the

Tenth Annual Meeting of the American Academy

of Ophthalmology and Oto-Laryngology, Buffalo,

September 14-16, 1905, Transactions 1905, p. 117.

This paper was also published in the Laryngoscope,

St. Louis, Vol. XV, No. 10, October, 1905, pp.

796-801. This is the first published record of an

operation of this kind.

The patient you see had left-sided chronic otitis

media suppurativa of the intermittent type compli-

cated by suppurative mastoiditis with bone disin-

tegration. Watch not heard in left ear. A com-
plete mastoid operation was performed, invading

attic and tympanum. Closed wound with blood

clot. Temperature normal after operation. Third
day: Middle ear dry and nearly all posterior wound
closed by first intention. Tenth day: Middle ear

healed and posterior wound healed. Sixteenth day:

Watch heard 13 inches—A. S. No pus or discharge

since operation. Seven years later. A. D. Watch
heard 12 inches. Operated ear. A. S. Watch
heard 24 inches.

41 East Thirty-Third Street.

PARINAUD'S CONJUNCTIVITIS.
By JOHN S. KIRKENDALL, M.D.,

AND

CLIFFORD P. FITCH, M.S., D.V.M.,

ITHACA, N. Y.

In 1889 Parinaud described a rare form of con-

junctivitis to which is ascribed his name. The
salient points of this disease are first, that it is

probably infectious, ushered in with febrile symp-
toms and chills and accompanied by an enlargement
of the preauricular and sublingual glands, and sec-

ond, that it is of animal origin. At first granular in

form this disease later takes on its' characteristic

appearance of yellowish vegetations, which are

semitransparent, later becoming opaque and at-

taining the size of a large pin head. Between
these vegetations are small yellowish granules which
suggest tuberculosis of the conjunctiva. These are

located in the retrotarsal fold, on the tarsus or the

globe. The cornea is unaffected. Mucous secre-

tions and deposits of fibrin are formed, but no sup-

puration occurs. The lids become swollen and hard

to the touch, feeling as though chalaza was present.

Occasionally the glands suppurate. The course of

the disease is from six to eight weeks.
The literature shows a large bibliography of

which the major portion is quoted from a case re-

ported by G. F. Keiper, of LaFayette, Ind., and
read before the American Academy of Ophthalmol-
ogy and Oto-Laryngology in 1910, to which are

added four cases reported by Arganaraz, of Buenos
Ayres, and my own case which I shall report, to-

gether with a carefully prepared report by Dr. C.

P. Fitch, of the Department of Pathology and
Bacteriology, New York State Veterinary College,

at Cornell University.

C. F. B., of Horseheads, Chemung Co., N. Y.,

was referred to me by Dr. Willis King, of New-
field, N. Y., with the following history: A farmer,

aged 28, good family history. Patient never had
syphilis and had always been extremely healthy and
strong. Four days previous to this' visit to me,

which was on April 22, 1912, he had called to see

his physician, and complained of his right eye

scratching and feeling as if there were sand in it.

The eye was red and angry at the time and Dr.

King prescribed an antiseptic lotion and told the

patient that if the eye did not get better to call

again. On April 22 the patient called again and
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was immediately referred to me, and arrived at my
office about 4 p.m. I diagnosed the case immedi-
ately as one of P.rinaud's conjunctivitis. The eye-

lids and surrounding integument were extremely

swollen and edematous and there was eversion oi

the upper lid as the result of the chemosis simulat-

ing gonorrheal ophthalmia. There was more or less

exudate of a fibrinopurulent character. It was im-

possible to evert the lid to get a view of the fornix.

The cornea, which was clear and normal, coidd be

seen at the bottom of the well-like opening, about
one-fourth inch in diameter, made by the extreme
chemosis. The temperature was 99.2° F. The pre-

auricular gland was extremely tender and about the

size of a chestnut; there was also swelling of the

surrounding tissues. The submaxillary and sublin-

gual glands felt like lima beans. These were also

quite painful to pressure.

The patient was sent at once to the City Hos-
pital where iced cloths were applied every alternate

hour and the eye was kept clean with the aid of

an eye cup filled with a weak solution of boracic

acid and zinc. The fever gradually abated. The
chemosis and swelling of the lids and the tender-

ness of the glands subsided. At the end of two
weeks the eye became much better and the cornea

which was normal could be plainly seen. An ulcer-

ation of the lower palpebral conjunctiva took place

at its center or at the apex of the chemosis. This
yielded to calomel, but left at the end of about three

weeks' treatment a slight symblepheron. When I

was able to evert the lids there could be seen the

characteristic granulations or vegetations de-

scribed by Parinaud. The patient when last seen

had some conjunctivitis and irritation. This, how-
ever, was gradually receding; in fact, was practi-

cally well.

April 23, 1912, the day following the admission

of the patient to the hospital, a careful bacterio-

logical examination was made. Antiseptics had not

been used on the affected eye for eight hours pre-

ceding this examination, it having been kept clean

with sterile water during this time. A considerable

amount of exudate could be collected from the eye

on the platinum loop at this' time. Cultures were
made from this exudate on agar, serum agar,

bouillon and blood serum. Anaerobic cultures were
made in serum agar. In making these cultures care

was taken to draw the sterilized loop over the

swollen lid and not to inoculate the fibrinopurulent

exudate collected at the inner canthus. Smears of

the exudate were made on glass slides. The cul-

tures" were incubated at 37.5° C. Duplicates were
likewise incubated at 20° C. After 24 hours the

agar and blood serum cultures which were placed

at the higher temperature showed several small

round colonies which on microscopical examination
proved to be micrococci. The cultures left at 20° C.

showed nothing at this time. The anaerobic cultures

were likewise negative. Continued incubation of

the cultures developed nothing but micrococci.

These were later identified as' Staphylococcus py-
ogenes aureus and albiis. The smears made directly

from the exudate were stained in a variety of ways
and examined microscopically. Those stained for

tubercle bacteria failed to show any acid-fast or-

ganisms. Wright's, Tenner's, and Loeffler's alkaline

methylene blue stains were likewise used on several

smears, and when examined showed manv leuco-

cytes, some fibrin, and an occasional micrococcus.
Organisms' resembling the gonococcus were not ob-

served.

These bacteriological findings agree with those
reported in other cases of this rare and but little

known disease. To quote from Keiper's paper

:

"To date the examination of tissue and discharge
for a specific bacterium, as a probable cause has
been fruitless ; and, as Alt remarks after the exam-
ination of a case of Barck's, T was absolutely un-
able to stain any particular organism. If there is

one it is too small to be seen by our present means.'
Often the staphylococcus and B. xerosis are found.
The streptococcus has been found by Rohmer and
\'illeneuve. Gififord reports that in an examination
made in three of his cases nothing was found that

was not of secondary importance. Stirling and Mc-
Crea report finding a bacillus resembling the Klebs-
Loeffler bacillus. This was found for twenty-five

days while the patient was under active treatment.
The impression received by these investigators was
that they were dealing with a less' toxic form of
the diphtheria bacillus or with a virulent form of
the xerosis rosas bacillus which is recognized as

inoccuous to the eye. Kornel-Scholtz, reporting a
case resembling this disease, isolated what he be-

lieves to be the specific organism. Cultures made
from nodules showed a small bacillus four times
from five cultures. It v/as from 0.5 to 1.5 microns
long and in chains of fives and sixes. It was nega-
tive to Gram. He also found it in smears' from the
lymph glands, though he could not cultivate it on
the various media. It was pathogenic for mice and
chickens. The corneae of guinea pigs inoculated
with the germ showed a diffuse opacity which
cleared up in a few days. According to Axenfeld,
the bacillus was very like the B. gallinarum, and be-
longed to the group of the polar staining bacteria,

like those of plague and hemorrhagic septicemia.
Auerbach found the pneumococcus in the pus of
a large preauricular gland. He considers infection
from animals doubtful and regards the necrotic
areas of Verhoeff and Derby, and the plasma cells

of Matys of no special significance. Claiborne in

the report of a case states that he could find only
Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.

"Inoculation experiments were made on rabbits by
Gourfein, Sinclair, and Shennen with negative
results. The staphylococcus was the only organism
recognized. The same writers in reporting another
case found two varieties of the white staphylococ-
cus from the necrotic areas of the conjunctiva, while
from the glands of the neck \>-ere isolated Staph v-

lococcus albus and aureus. From a sinus was ob-
tained the streptococcus. Barck reports a case seen
December 21, 1908, the excised follicles and smears
of which he submitted to miscroscopical examina-
tion. The results were negative in all respects as to
the presence of any specific bacterium."
That this disease is infectious' there can be no

doubt. However, we must admit that as yet the
nature of the contagion is unknown. Parinaud be-
lieved the disease to be of animal origin. It so
happened that his first three cases had all come in

contact with animals. The thesis' of Sans and Dom-
inique lent additional weight to this view, since in

all but one of their cases a similar history was ob-
tained. Gififord was the first to cast doubt upon it,

animal contact in his four cases being practically
excluded. However, Hoor, reporting forty-four
cases', believes that in two-thirds of them there was
an opportunity for animal contact. One of Barck's
cases was a telegraph operator with no such oppor-
tunity for infection. Webster from his case, a
young lady, does not believe the disease to be of an-
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iinal origin. Parinaud suggested foot and mouth
disease as' the source of the infection. Acting on

this suggestion, Chaillons brought one of his cases,

the history of which gave some evidence of animal

contact, to the laboratory of M. Nocard in the vet-

erinary school at Alfort. The lesions did not im-

press Dr. Nocard as' resembling those of foot and

mouth disease. Inoculations of scrapings from the

conjunctiva were made upon the mucous membranes

of young pigs which are susceptible to foot and

mouth disease, but with negative results.

The history of the case here reported has a very

interesting connection with the theory of animal

origin. The patient reported that for several

months previous and up to the time of his infection

he had been treating horses with "pink eye," and

that one of his cows and her calf had had "sore

eyes" which he had "washed out." The disease

here referred to as "pink eye" is' known under vari-

ous names, as influenza, horse distemper, shipping

fever, epizootic catarrh, etc. It is an acute infec-

tious disease characterized by a rise in temperature

and a catarrhal condition of one or more of the

mucous membranes, especially of the head. One or

more of the internal organs may be affected. It is

a disease of horses, although asses and mules are

susceptible, and a few cases are reported of its being

transmitted to man and dogs. At present influenza

is restricted to groups of symptoms and lesions in

the horse that are not very unlike those oi la grippe

in man. A severe affection of the eyes is quite a

constant characteristic symptom of influenza. At

first it consists chiefly of a catarrhal and later of

a phlegmonous conjunctivitis with considerable

swelling of the lids (chemosis) which may be fol-

lowed by parenchymatous keratitis and possibly by

an exudative or hemorrhagic iritis. Usually both

eyes are affected. The mucous membrane of the

eyelids is glassy, edematous, and often projects out-

ward between the lids in the form of an orange-

colored protuberance. Often these inflammatory

changes' of the eye disappear in a strikingly rapid

manner. Often, however, they lead to the forma-

tion of catarrh and occasionally to blindness from

the detachment of the retina and opacity of the

vitreous humor. The etiology of influenza is still

in doubt. A number of bacteri^e has been tlescribeil

as the probable cause, but thus far none of them has

been found to be sufficiently constant to warrant its

acceptance as the etiological factor.

It will be noted that Parinaud's' disease and the

so-called "pink eye" in animals have certain symp-

toms in common, but there are so many wide dif-

ferences, as, for example, the binocular character

of pink eye, the monocular infection of Parinaud's

disease, and the severe sequellre of "pink eye" that

there is no good reason to consider them related.

It is' interesting to note that the etiological factor

of each disease still remains undetermined. There

is not, however, any good proof upon which to

base the statement that Parinaud's disease is of

animal origin. It would seem as if there were two

possibilities' as to the nature of this disease; first.

that it is a specific infectious disease, the cause of

which has not been discovered; second, that it is

a simple pyogenic infection manifested by the pre-

viously described symptoms. There are several

facts supporting this latter view, for example, its

sporadic character and the bacteriological findings.

However, much further study must be devoted to

the disease before a positive opinion can be given.

Summary.— (i) Parinaud's disease may occur

at any time in this country. (2) It is a disease the

etiology of which is undetermined. (3) It re-

sponds readily to treatment and usually complete

recovery takes place in from three to six months.

(4) The theory of its animal origin seems to be

supported on insufficient evidence. Taking into Con-

sideration the reported cases it must not, however,
be entirely ignored.
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X-RAY THERAPY.*
By homer E. smith, M.D.,

NORWICH, N. Y.

It is an interesting speculation as to what is due
the efficacy of the .r-ray in the treatment of malig-

nancy and other diseased conditions. One may
go back to the ultimate origin of things for basis

of a theory, and the working out of this will

draw upon the physics of matter in all its relations.

The subject is so interesting that T cannot for-

bear a few words before taking up the practical

side of .f-ray therapeutics. The modern defini-

tion of matter is ".\ vortex whorl in a perfectly

elastic medium." Stripped of technicalities this

means that all matter, organic or inorsjanic, solid,

liquid, or gaseous, is simply the expression of

*T am indebted to Drs. F. R. Cook, George Pfahler.
and others as authorities for part of the statements made
in this article.

molecular activity and that its form is dependent
upon the mode of motion, its amplitude, and the

rate of vibration. The properties of matter also,

such as chemical, photic, actinic, electric, or mag-
netic, are simply the results of elheric vibration and
any one may be converted into either of the others.

What we call life is a phenomenon of cellular

activity and is not confined alone to what has been
termed the organic. The vital tendency of the
cells is infinite, of their aggregation the trend is

somatic death, so whatever may be the nature of
a malignancy, the cell itself reverts to the embry-
onal type of excessive proliferation, and somatic
death occurs by the drain this makes on other
vital processes or by the absorption of toxins from
broken down tissues. It is inost probable that all

matter is simply the allotropic expression of one
element and that the protoinolecule is the union of
the positively and negatively electrified etheric
corpuscle.

Inasmuch as the living cell, regarded as matter,
is simply a vibration, one can understand if for
any reason its amplitude or form of motion were
altered, then would ensue changes in its physical
properties, and atrophy or hypertrophy result. The
germ of the cancer cell has been sought in vain
and while it is not unlikely that the virulency of
malignant growths luay be enhanced by adventi-
tious germ infection, it is most probable that the
disease is caused by alteration in the molecular
activity of the cell and most probable also, it can
be, that this is brought about by some chemical
change in the blood plasma. Whether in malig-
nancy there is an increase or a decrease in the
normal rate of molecular vibration one can only
surmise, but it is probably decreased, so that when
subjected to the bombardment from the high speed
and ionized corpuscles from the .r-ray stream the
cell takes up again its proper rate and returns to
a_ normal condition. The small amount of scar-
riiig after cure by radiation would seem to support
this view. It is a curious fact that the .r-ray
alone is the only definite agency that unquestion-
ably produces cancer. If as some assert, malig-
nancy_ is the return of the cell to the embryonal
type, it would seem that corroboration of this as-
sertion is furnished by such .i--ray lesions and is

contraevidence of its humoral or microbic origin.
In the earlier days of experimentation with the

Rontgen ray, little was known of its baleful effects
and much harm was done to both patient and
operator. It was not understood that with vary-
ing technique and dosage one of several dis-
tinct therapeutic results followed : viz.. sedative,
stimulant, irritant, or escharotic, and that a method
suitable to one condition could not be indiscrim-
inately applied to all. A leucocytosis may be in-

duced and an accompanying erythrocvtosis as a
primary stimulating effect from radiation, or under
intensive treatments a leucopenia and poikilocytosis.
One may destroy all the hair follicles by prolonged
radiation and induce baldness or bv stimulating
doses produce hypertrichosis. There are four
factors in continuous radiation, the sum of which
constitutes a dose or treatinent : these are the dis-
tance of tube from patient, the duration of ex-
posure, the state of the vacuum in the tube, and
the amount of current which f^ows into it. To
measure this dosage by any means, photometric,
electric, or chemical, has proven so far to be un-
satisfactory, and such dosage is in consequence
largely a matter for the judgment of each .r-rav
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worker. It is a matter of the greatest importance

that the proper vahies be given to these factors.

For instance, in superficial growths a soft tube at

two inches is of service, at twenty is practically

useless. With deep-seated growths a tube of

higher vacuum is most efficient at twenty inches

and of little or no use at the lesser distance. The
duration of treatment must be carefully graded,

as it must not be forgotten that the effects of the

ray are cumulative. Enlarged tuberculous glands

which do not yield after a certain period become

more resistant and more apt to break down as the

treatment is continued. In the treatment of deep-

seated cancer there may be first an improvement

and later a marked increase in the rapidity of the

growth, due to the failure of the operator to dis-

criminate between the radically different impres-

sions which must be made upon the malignant and

the environing normal cells. Totally opposite

effects may also be obtained, depending upon

whether the rays are continuously applied or given

by interrupted flashes. With the one we may get

inhibition or destruction of cellular activity, with

the other stimulation and regeneration. The re-

generative eft'ect is both local and general, and

is accomplished largely through its action on the

blood vessels. These flashes dilate the arteries

and induce a natural and active hyperemia. They
stimulate cellular metabolism without exhaustion

and each subsequent stimulation is followed by

an improvement in cellular vitality, a stepping up

process as it were, made manifest in regeneration

of tissue. This phenomenon has been accomplished

in bone, nerve, muscle, glandular, vascular, and

epithelial structures. In the eye it can be ob-

tained in the cornea, lens, iris, chorioid. retina and

optic nerve.

The local hyperemia induced by powerful .r-ray

flashes is too constant and too manifest to be open

to doubt and explains the local regenerative action

in diseases of chronic degeneration. With a high

tube focussed over the chest and abdomen the

pulse rate has been lowered ten beats and the blood

pressure 10 mm. with a single instantaneous flash,

with sixty such flashes a fall of 60 mm. and thirty-

five in the pulse rate in a minute and twenty

seconds.

In fatty degenerations and infiltrations a re-

generative action is obtained. Lipomata have dis-

appeared and cystic growths cured by their action.

In the degenerations leading to fibrosis this regen-

erative action has been observed in many and
varied conditions. The rapidity with which recent

scar tissue becomes permeated with new blood

vessels is at times almost incredible. In the treat-

ment of chronic skin diseases intermittent rays

often possess an advantage over the continuous

application, and in tuberculous glands this form of

treatment gives better satisfaction. An active

hyperemia is first induced and then the treatment

is suspended until this subsides. Following this

line of treatment the glands do not break down or

become unyielding, because there is no impair-

ment or destruction of normal tissues. When we
consider that practically every therapeutic effect

which one may require in systemic or local action

may be obtained by radiotherapy, it simply re-

solves itself into the selection of the modality and
its intelligent application.

When we come to specific Rontgen therapy it

is easier and better that we classify diseases suit-

able for such treatment under various headings.

First, malignant growths. Here perhaps is the

largest field of usefulness, and here must be reit-

erated that technique is everything. In general it

may be said that superficial malignant growths are

curable in 98 per cent, of the cases. In recent

deep-seated cancer where surgery can reach it,

a previous radiation to destroy outlying cells, oper-

ation, and postoperative radiation to prevent re-

currence seems to be the best practice. As a

primary method of treatment it is of doubtful ex-

pediency except when operation is refused, or is

contraindicated, or when better cosmetic results

may be obtained, when life is not threatened by
delay or when the disease is already inoperable.

Dr. Boggs of Pittsburgh has very recently re-

ported twenty cases of inoperable carcinoma of

the breast with an apparent cure in five. This is

a result which will compare favorably even with
operative and surgical cases. Dr. Bulkley of New
York, in reporting on 400 cases of epithelioma,

says in his conclusions, "By the proper use of

-f-rays we have a safe and, in cases that have not
been grossly neglected or maltreated, a sure method
of cure with the least amount of deformity."

Again should be repeated, what is proper treat-

ment for epithelioma is wrong for sarcoma or
carcinoma, and what is right for either of the

latter two is wrong for the other.

In gynecology its sphere of usefulness covers

one of several conditions, such as the production of

an artificial menopause and the application of this

procedure in the treatment of uterine hemorrhage
incident to the presence of myomata, and the so-

called fibroid tumors of the uterine body. From
radiation we may expect certain definite changes,

as follows: The cessation of menstruation, a reduc-
tion in the myoma mass, the disappearance of the

menstrual or intermenstrual bleeding, and the re-

lief of pain. In cases where there is postclimac-

teric hemorrhage without the presence of myomata
or intrauterine polypi relief also may be expected.

In the matier of uterine carcinoma, it is not a ra-

tional procedure to use radiation as a primary
measure.
These cases are purely surgical, but where a

neglected case has become inoperable or there is ex-
tensive postoperative recurrence, then can pain and
hemorrhage be partly controlled, life prolonged, and
the patient given a larger measure of comfort.

Evidence in abundance has been published of the

atrophic action of the .r-ray upon the testicle and
ovary, and there can result sterility without impo-
tence. Therefore such radiation should be very
guardedly used in young women or at any time when
the question of continued fecundity is of importance.

In the treatment of Basedow's disease (exophthal-

mic goiter) and in hyperthyroidism without exoph-
thalmus much may be accomplished by proper
Rontgen therapy and especially in those cases where
there is marked hypersecretion without much en-

largement of the gland itself.

The status lymphaticus, a condition of infancy,

belongs in the same class of diseases as the above,

namely, a hyperactivity of the ductless glands—in

this instance, the thymus. These cases are charac-

terized by enlargements of the lymphatics, with usu-

ally enlarged tonsils and adenoids, the thymus may
be palpable, but its increase in size may certainly be
outlined by percussion. These little patients are also

feeble in constitution and have little strength. The
spleen is enlarged. They have cough, stridor, and
asthma. The diagnosis is complete when the blood
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count is taken, for there is always a marked lympho-
cytosis. These patients take anesthetics very badly

and most cases of death under anesthesia, induced
for the removal of adenoids, are due to this status

lymphaticus. The rapid disappearance of all symp-
toms under .r-radiation is remarkable. The condi-

tion is comparatively rare, but this brief outline may
be of help in the matter of diag:nosis and to remind
you that a blood count should be made before under-
taking an adenoid operation in the very young.

Under the heading of dyscrasias of obscure eti-

ology come two diseases in which .r-ray therapy of-

fers practically the onl)- hope of amelioration or

cure ; these are leucemia and pseudoleucemia, or

Hodgkin's disease. In the latter the outlook for a

cure is better, and in the former certainly an im-

provement and prolongation of life. It would al-

most seem that the reason why cure is noi effected

lies in the technique, for all the symptoms can be

made to disappear for a time and the blood picture

returns to normal. Unfortunately after a period of

apparent return to health a relapse usually occurs

and death follows very soon; nevertheless, the

patient can be given months of comfort and pro-

longation of life.

In tuberculous conditions success wholl}' depends
upon the site of the invasion. In pulmonary tuber-

culosis and in this disease of the bones and joints

little or no benefits have followed .r-radiation. In

tuberculous cervical adenitis it is practically a spe-

cific, providing treatment begins early and before

there has been any breaking down in the glands.

In the cutaneous tuberculides either the papular or

ulcerative types or in the two forms of lupus.

squamous and erythen^atous, it is practically certain

of cure and is quicker and surer than the F'insen

light. In diseases of the -skin the parasitic types are

very amenable to .r-ray treatment. Tinea sycosis

and tinea circinata yield readily, but there is a de-

cided danger of producing a permanent alopecia.

In blastomycotic infections it is of great assistance

in the cure, but should be supiilemen.ed by the ad-

ministration internally of potassium iodide in large

doses. Psoriasis yields readily to .r-radiation. but

the various forms of eczema are not materially bene-

fited. Perhaps no form of skin disease is so dis-

tressing to the patient as is the various types of

acne, and here fortunately the .r-ray is often cura-

tive and, best of all, the cure may be effected with-

out scarring.

In conclusion, .r-ray therapy is practically a spe-

cific in many chronic and inflammatory diseases of

the skin. It is curative in 98 per cent, of all malig-

nant and semi-malignant superficial growths. In

the deep-seated sarcomatous or carcinomatous
growths it may sometimes be curative. It is always
palliative, it relieves pain; it is the handmaid of

surgery where this is indicated, and should be used

before and after operation. It is capable of induc-

ing constructive metabolism and bringing about a

return to health in many systemic conditions. It

can lower the blood pressure, slow the pulse rate,

and modify for good the cellular elements of the

blood. These and many other properties it possesses,

and when we consider that with it we may induce

stimulation, sedation, inhibition, or destruction of

cellular activity, we realize that its potentialities are

many and beneficent. Nevertheless there lurks be-

hind all these potentialities for good the constant

element of danger, and only he who has mastered
the intricate technique of .r-ray therapy should be

trusted with this subtle and potent agent.

THE SIGXIFICANCE OF SOME URINARY
CONSTITUENTS.*

l)v J. BERGEN OGDEN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ASSISTANT MEDICAL DIRECTOR, METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY OF NEW YORK CITY.

It is my purpose to-day to discuss a number of

subjects in connection with the urine, and in partic-

ular to point out to you the relative significance of

some (if the constituents of the urine which may
have been considered of pathological importance,

or the cause of some confusion in making decisions

upon applications for insurance.

There is still a deeper purpose in giving you this

paper and that is, that it may lead to a better under-

standing between the medical representatives of

dift'erent insurance companies in deciding as to the

fitness of an applicant for a policy.

We will first consider nucleoalbumin and some of

the allied substances, and then devote some time to

the consideration of albumin and casts. No pre-

tense has been made to deal with any one of these

subjects in its entirety, but I have endeavored

rather to interpret in a brief way the meaning of a

few of the substances which are not infrequently

met with in the urine.

Nucleoalbumin.—It was only a very few years

ago that nucleoalbumin was the cause of consider-

able confusion among insurance men. This confu-

sion appeared to result partly because of the possi-

bility of mistaking it for serum-albumin, and partly

to a fear that it might have important pathological

significance. When we consider that the urinary

tract is a mucous surface and that every mucous
membrane is capable of giving off its own secretion,

and that such secretion is one of the forms of pro-

teid, we can understand how a urine may contain

proteid, either in soluble or insoluble form, which

may not have pathological significance.

Nucleoalbumin is one of the nucleoproteids which

is essentially a normal urinary constituent. When
the mucous surface of the urinary tract is in a

healthy state, the quantity present is extremely

small, but if the mucous membranes are stimulated

or irritated, the amount of nucleoalbumin is some-

what larger, but even then it is present only in very

small quantity. We have no experimental or chem-
ical data to show us that the nucleoalbumin of an

irritated mucous membrane differs in any way from

that of a perfectly healthy mucous surface, except in

quantity.

Nucleoalbumin is apt to be much more apparent

in the urine of a female than in the male, because

of the mucous surfaces of the genitalia with which

the urine often comes in contact. It is found also

in larger quantities than normal in the urine of the

new-born : in the urine after overexertion ; after

chloroform inhalations, and after injury to the kid-

neys and other parts of the urinary tract.

There should be no confusion between nucleo-

albumin and serum-albumin. We know that nucleo-

albumin can be separated from the urine by acetic

acid only after getting rid of some of the urinary

salts, particularly sodium chloride ; in other words,

as long as we have in the urine an excess of sodium
chloride, there is no danger of getting a reaction

for nucleoalbumin in the heat test for serum-albu-

min. Thus it is that we so strongly encourage

*Read at the 23d Annual Meeting of the .Association of

Life Insurance Medical Directors of .America, held in

New York October 9 and 10, igi2.
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salting every urine with one-sixth of its volume of
a saturated solution of sodium chloride before ap-
plying the heat test.

As to the pathological importance of nucleoalbu-
min, we believe that it has none. We cannot lose

sight of the fact, however, that there are a numlier
of other nucleoproteids that may get into the urine
and which some day may be found to have some
significance. At the present time, however, we
need not concern ourselves with such substances as

chondroproteids, phosphoglucoproteids and others.

Mucoids.—While there is a similarity between
true mucin and nucleoalbumin, there is a chemical
difference ; in other words, when these two sub-
stances are broken up different products result.

We are in the habit of using the term mucin in con-
nection with shreds found in the urine, but these
would better be termed mucoids or nucleoalbumin,
for true mucin is a rare urinary constituent. The
shreds and threads of varying size so commonly
found in the urine in catarrhal conditions of the
urethra and bladder, are, therefore, in all proba-
bility nucleoalbumin in an insoluble form, and they
have no further significance than that they repre-
sent a hypersecretion_^of the mucous surface in-

volved. These nucleoalbumin threads are most
prominent in the urinary sediment during the late

stages of gonorrheal urethritis, catarrhal distur-

bances of the bladder, and in the urine of a female
who has a lencorrhea or some mild inflammatory
condition in the genital tract.

Cyliiidroids.—In the urinary sediment we not in-

frequently come across cylindrical bodies with one
or both ends rounded, which at first sight might be
called casts, but upon close study will be found to

be of varying diameter and to have fine lines run-
ning through them. Rarely these bodies may be
formed in the kidney, but they are more commonly
found coming from the prostatic ducts. The chief

point about them is to distinguish them from true

casts which form in the kidneys, and this can gen-
erally be done by careful focussing and by varying
the light of the microscopic field. Occasionally it is

necessary to let the body pass as questionable and
be governed chiefly by the accompanying elements

:

for example, if true renal casts are found and no
imdoubted mucoid threads are present, the doubt-
ful body may be a renal cast, but if no true casts

are detected and there is evidence of irritation or
disturbance in the prostatic region, the questionable

body is what is generally termed a cylindroid.

These cylindroids are in reality mucoids or nucleo-
albumin in insoluble form and do not differ from
the mucoid threads above referred to as coming
from the urethra or bladder.

I am personally not in favor of the use of the
term cylindroid, but rather to call them mucoid
shreds, since they represent only the hypersecretion
of a stimulated or irritated mucous membrane,
whether in the kidney, the prostatic ducts, or some
other part of the genitourinary system. These
mucoid bodies in themselves have no special signifi-

cance, for they may exist in the urine without ac-

companying elements and be found when the urin-

ary mucous membranes are stimulated but otherwise
in a healthy condition. When, however, they are
present in large numbers they are usually accom-
panied by evidences of irritation or inflammation.
Probably their most common occurrence is in very
mild catarrhal conditions of the neck of the bladder
and then they are usually accompanied by an excess
of leucocytes and an occasional free red cell.

Those of you who have followed closely the de-

velopments in connection with urinary work in the

past ten or fifteen years have no doubt been im-

pressed with the refinements in technique and in

urinary tests that have taken place and how the

confusion that was once so apparent has largely

disappeared. It is safe to assert that we are to-day

getting into a frame of mind which permits us to

take a sane view of our findings in the urine, and to

interpret them with some degree of confidence. I

regret to say, however, that there are some who
are inclined to hold up their hands in horror at the

sight of the word albumin. I cannot help feeling,

and I believe that we shall soon have statistics

which will bear me out in saying, that such an atti-

tude is largely the result of prejudice, and to some
extent fear.

Albuniiii.—Let us consider for a time the subject

of albumin and its significance in the urine. I

shall confine my remarks about albumin to the very
small amounts and what I am personally in the

habit of terming the "slightest possible trace.'' This
amount of albumin is what the careful examiner
in the field will report to you as a minute trace or a

small trace ; or he may use the word trace, but

whatever the nomenclature it is the faint reaction

that he obtains when he uses the methods and the

technique prescribed by our Association.

We can all agree that the presence of serum-
albumin in the urine is a danger signal, but we seem
to differ as to its importance. Given a urine con-

taining albumin it is expedient for us to find out
to what it is due, and this is best accomplished by a

careful microscopic examination of the urinary sed-

iment.

For convenience we can divide the causes of

slight albuminuria into two classes, viz.: (i) dis-

turbances below the kidneys, and (2) disturbances

or diseases of the kidneys.

By far the most frequent causes of a small

amount of albumin in the urine of a male in the

first class are very slight irritation in the urethra,

at the neck of the bladder and in the bladder, such
as may be seen many months or years after a gon-
orrheal infection, and after the elimination of a

liighly concentrated urine for several days. In the

female, the presence of vaginal secretion in which
there is almost always a small amount of free blood

may lead to the presence of a small amount of al-

bumin in the urine.

I do not believe that anyone would for a moment
consider that the disturbances that I have just re-

cited would in any way effect longevity, and yet

those very conditions comprise nearly 70 per cent,

of all urinary troubles found in applicants for in-

surance.

As to disturbance and disease of the kidneys,

there may be some ground for apprehension. It is

!iiy firm belief, however, that by close study of the

urine together with the clinical picture of a case, it

is possible to distinguish between harmless renal

disturbance and important renal disease. For ex-

ample : A young man of good habits with a clean

clinical and family history, an unobjectionable occu-

pation, an average normal blood pressure, and of

good average weight, applies for a policy. In his

urine we find a normal specific gravity, relatively

normal solids, an absence of sugar, a minute trace

of albumin, and in the sediment rarely a cast of

either the hyaline or granular variety or both, rarely

a renal cell, and altered blood globule. This con-

dition is evidently a slight temporary renal irrita-
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tion or active hyperemia and of no more importance

than a headache due to a temporary constipation.

If subsequent urinary examinations are made it will

be found that the casts have disappeared in the

great majority of instances. Such an individual is,

I believe, entitled to some form of insurance policy.

Casts. There is apparently a belief that a dis-

tinction should be made between the hyaline and
the granular varieties of casts; that the hyaline

casts indicate a grave condition in the kidneys,

while the granular casts signify a less serious con-

dition ; or there may be those who contend that

granular casts have much greater importance
than. those of the hyaline variety. After many
years of close observation I am convinced that

one variety has no more pathological significance

than the other, except when there is a great predom-
inance of casts of the hyaline variety.

The basis of all casts is a hyaline material having
its origin in the tubules of the kidney, and wiien a

hyaline cylinder is without adherent or imbedded
granules, it is, of course, a pure hyaline cast, but

most of the hyaline bodies that we find in the

urinary sediment have a greater or smaller number
of granules imbedded, when they must be consid-

ered either mixed hyaline and granular, or granu-
lar casts. Pure hyaline, mixed hyaline and gran-

ular, and granular casts are found in nearly every

disease and disturbance of the kidneys and in vary-

ing numbers of each. When, however, the num-
ber of casts present is rather large and there is a

great predominance of those of the hyaline vari-

ety, we may then suspect a chronic interstitial

nephritis, a marked chronic passive renal conges-

tion such as may be seen in extensive cardiac dis-

ease without compensation, or an amyloid degen-

eration of the kidneys. In the urine of the average
person the presence of a pure hyaline cast or two
has no more pathological importance than a like

number of granular casts.

In conclusion I wish to enter a plea in behalf of

the applicant for insurance. He has been refused

a policy because of albuminuria. The question nat-

urally arises what is the cause of the albuniin in

the urine and is the condition temporary or is it due
to a long-standing process in some part of the

urinary tract ? In fairness to the applicant the na-

ture of the urinary process should be determined

in every instance and if, by studying his case for a

time, the trouble has been found to have greatly

improved or entirely disappeared, he ought to re-

ceive insurance. I refer particularly to those cases

in which the urinary abnormality is the only im-

pairment. I cannot help feeling that our medical

discrimination in many of these cases of urinary

difficulty has in the past been unfair to the appli-

cant and I feel safe in predicting that, as a result

of statistical data, the time is coming when we shall

be willing to issue insurance to a large number of

those who have had or still have slight urinary im-

pairment.

Case of Fixation of the Left Half of the Larynx in a

Woman.—H. F. Powell and L. Colledge report the case
of a married woman, aged 58, who complained of hoarse-
ness, which she had noticed for about seven weeks and
which had not been getting better or worse. She had no
pain nor other symptom. Her general health was good,

with the exception that she had a cough. The left half of

the larynx was quite immobile. The left vocal cord was a

little red and swollen compared with the right. The pupils

were active to light and accommodation, but the left was
much smaller than the right. Examination of the chest

revealed nothing abnormal.

—

Proceedings of the Royal So-
ciety of Medicine.

CONGENITAL STRICTURE OF THE
URETER, PRODUCING PYONEPHRO-

SIS ; NEPHRECTOMY.
By L. miller KAHN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ASSISTANT SURGEON, LEBANON HOSPITAL.

Congenital stricture of the ureter producing hy-

dronephrosis is of sufficient rarity to warrant the

publication of a case in which the chief clinical pic-

ture was that of ileus due to an enormous pyoneph-
rotic sac. In a scholarly paper by Bottomley {An-
nals of Surgery, November, 191OJ there were re-

ported but 58 cases, after a search of the literature.

Of these cases there are but three, including the

author's own case, "in which a successful removal
of both cause and effect was possible." The case

reported below permitted of the successful removal

of both the strictured ureter and the pyonephrotic

kidney.

Case No. 29441. B. I., aged 4J/2 years; admitted

to Lebanon Hospital, service of Dr. Henry Roth,

May 3, 1910; discharged cured July 10, 19 10.

Previous history: "Pneumonia ami typhoid" two
years ago, followed by limping in the left leg; this

Pyonephrosis of the kidney, produced by a congenital stricture of the
ureter, in a child of four and one-half years.

limping was painless. Abdomen became prominent
at that time and he has remained slightly "pot-bel-

lied" since. Patient was in bed for four weeks at

that time. Has limped slightly ever since. Bowels
have been irregular.

Present illness : Two weeks before admission pa-

tient complained of pain in the left leg. Three
days before admission complained of colicky pain

in the abdomen and was put to bed. Next day
vomited after taking castor oil. Catharsis was not

effected. The pain continued and an enema was
given which was also ineffectual. Abdominal en-

largement was now noticed and the abdomen
seemed to the mother to be hard. The child was
at this time in great distress and was sent to the

hospital.

Physical Examination : Child of normal height,

fair color; poorly developed. Thorax normal.

Lungs and heart normal. A mass is visible in the

left iliac region and may also be felt in the left iliac

region running up into the lumbar and left hypo-
chrondiac areas. This is a large rounded firm

mass occupying the greater part of the left side of

the abdomen. In the right lower side a mass the

size of an orange mav be made out. All these are
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immovable and do not change position on inspira-

tion. There is no rigidity present, but the entire

abdomen is markedly distended. Some limitation

of motion in the left hip. Left leg slightly shorter

than right. On rectal palpation a mass can be felt

pressing down on the rectum. The rectum is

empty. Blood count shows 36,600 white blood

cells ; 89 per cent, polymorphonucleus and 1 1 per

cent, lymphocytes. Urine acid, sp. gr. loio. Nega-
tive for albumen and sugar. Temperature 102° F.,

respirations 44, pulse 140.

An enema which was given soon after admission

produced only partly satisfactory results, the tiuid

returning discolored and the patient expelling more
or less flatus.

An operation was decided upon and was per-

formed on the day of admission. Ether anesthesia.

An incision was made in the outer side of the left

rectus. On opening the abdomen I found a large

mass, retroperitoneal, extending from well down in

the left side of the pelvis up to the spleen and far

over to the right side above, pushing the intestines

into small space in the lower abdomen and pelvis.

The mass was tense and the peritoneum smooth.

It was decided, on account of the condition of

the patient, to open into the mass in the quickest

way, and the peritoneum covering the tumor was
fastened to the anterior parietal peritoneum, thus

shutting off the general peritoneal cavity. The
posterior layer was now incised and the pelvis of

the kidney opened, and about i quart of fluid was
evacuated. The circular suture uniting the two
layers of peritoneum was of Pagenstecher linen.

The fluid, at first clear, became cloudy at the last

with large flocculi. A finger in the kidney pelvis

now palpated a very large cavity with what was
felt to be trabeculffi at one side. Drainage tubes

were inserted and the muscles and skin closed

around them.
Examination of the fluid showed a large num-

ber of pus cells.

The recovery from the operation was prompt,
the dressing becoming slightly saturated on the

third day. Seven days after operation it was first

noticed that the moisture on the dressing had a

urinous odor. It was hoped that, if the fistulous

opening were permitted to close, the urine would
again be discharged into the bladder. On two
occasions the drains were witlidrawn, but the kid-

ney pelvis filled again and the temperature rose to

102° F. This proving unavailing, nephrectomy
was decided upon.

Operation June 22 ; ether anesthesia. An in-

cision was made in the left loin, at the outer border
of the quadratus lumborum, from the twelfth rib

downward and outward to the crest of the ilium.

A large adherent sac was found occupying the en-
tire retroperitoneal area and extending far over to

the right. The peritoneum was now opened pur-
posely and an attempt was made to palpate the right

kidnev. This was unsuccessful. The opening in

the peritoneum was now closed, but as it was neces-

sary to establish the presence of the right kidnev,
an opening was made in the right loin, which ex-
posed the right kidney, normal in appearance.
This opening was closed in layers and dressed.

The left kidney sac was now freed from adhesions,
and the ureter and blood-vessels were tied sepa-
rately with heavy catgut ligatures. The remaining
end of the ureter was fastened in the lower angle
of the wound. There remained only the fistulous

opening in the anterior abdominal wall to be cut

away, which was easily done from the posterior

wound and the kidney sac was removed. A cigar-

ette drain was inserted into the opening in front

and passed into the retroperitoneal space. The
posterior wound was closed in layers and a small

cigarette drain placed in the lower angle. Recov-
ery was uneventful, the drains being removed on
the fifth day.

The patient was seen one year after leaving

hospital and health continued good. The speci-

men removed showed an enormously dilated

kidney pelvis. The normal conformation of the

papilhe is flattened and the cortex as well as the

medulla, while very thin, are burrowed in every

direction by cavities which give the kidney sub-

stance a trabeculated appearance. At a distance

of one inch below the junction of the pelvis with
the kidney there is a narrowing in the ureter, which
makes a distinct valve when seen from the inner

side. On filling the pocket in the ureter above the

obstruction with water none of the fluid passed the

stricture. From the outside of the ureter the nar-

rowing was restricted to the lower half of the cir-

cumference. There were no anomalous vessels

observed, although they were looked for at the

time. There were no bands outside the ureter to

account for the valve formation. The infolding of

the ureter at this point affected its entire thick-

ness.

Comment.—The ih'ainage of the pelvis of the kid-

ney transperitoneally is not to be preferred, but its

employment here served admirably and shortened

the first operation by minutes when time was valu-

able. If the posterior peritoneal layer is made to

adhere in a complete circle to the anterior layer,

the retroperitoneal space may be safely explored
or it may be drained by this route. This pro-

cedure added no difficulty to the subsequent
operation of nephrectomy. No plastic work on
the ureter was attempted as the kidney substance

was destroyed.

The pyonephrosis is secondary to the congenital

stricture of the ureter and the infection of the sac

probably only took place at the time the child com-
plained in its present illness. The previous illness,

which resulted in a permanent limp, was probably
poliomyelitis.

It is most necessary to be certain of the presence

of a second kidney before removing one, no matter
how diseased. Cystoscopy is usually sufficient, but

in horseshoe kidney both ureters mav come from
the fused organ. Herringham (Kidne)' Diseases,

London, 19 12) shows a specimen from St. Bar-
tholomew's Hospital Museum of a horseshoe kid-

ney with two ureters. One-half of this specimen
was hydronephrotic.

In the diagnosis, the history of intestinal obstruc-

tion confused the issue and megacolon had to be

considered, as did tuberculous peritonitis. The
urinary findings in ureteral obstruction may, as in

this case, give no intimation of the condition pres-

ent in the kidney. The absence of symptoms point-

ing to the ureter as the source of the trouble, par-

ticularly in an urgent case, makes a definite diag-

nosis of ureteral stricture before the operation ex-

tremely difficult. In the chronic cases the general
employment of the cystoscopic examination and
catheterization of the ureters, with collargol injec-

tion and .i'-ray plates, will aid in clearing up the

diagnosis.

223 West One Hundred and Thirteenth Street.
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POISONING BY SCARLET RED.
By henry I-I. M. LYLE, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ASSOCIATE SURGEON. ST. LUKE's HOSPITAL.

The clinical use of the dye scarlet red has amply
fulfilled the promises of its early sponsors and
is to-day the best epithelial stimulant that we pos-

sess. A study of the German literature shows how
firmly it is established in that country. In America
its warmest advocate is Davis of Johns Hopkins,
through whose able efforts scarlet red has become
more widely used.

In rare instances scarlet red produces a local

wound irritation, a discoloration of the urine, and
f)Ossibly an albuminuria. It is said that workers
in aniline dyes are subjected to bladder irritation

and the possibility of the formation of epithelial

tumors. Aside from these suggestive hints the

literature regarding the general toxic effect of

scarlet red is very meager. There is only one re-

ported case, that of Gurbski's ; to this case the

author wishes to add a personal one.

Gurbski in 19 10 published a report on the toxic

effect of scarlet red ointment. A child, aged
eleven years, was severely burnt by an explosion

of turpentine. The burns which were of the sec-

ond degree involved the lower two-thirds of the

right thigh and the entire lower limb to the ankle.

Gurbski applied Schmieden's 8 per cent, "amido-
azotoluolsalbe." Fifteen hours after the application

the patient complained of headache and dizziness.

This was followed by violent vomiting and gas-

tralgia, cyanosis of the lips, a low-tension jnilse of

no, a temperature of 102.3° ^'id •i" albuminuria.

With the removal of the dressing and the placing

of the patient on a milk diet the symptoms disap-

peared in a few hours. Eight days later the oint-

ment was again employed and similar symptoms ap-

peared with the exception of the albuminuria. Five

days later a third dressing produced similar symp-
toms but the vomiting was less marked. Subse-
quently the ointment was applied to one-quarter of

the wound at a time. No toxic symptoms devel-

oped and rapid epidermization followed. Gurbski
considered that this case had an especial suscepti-

bility for this preparation, and that the poisoning

was due to the amido group in the amidoazotoluol.

The author's case was that of a woman, fifty

years old, who was admitted to St. Luke's Hospi-

tal February 21, igi2, suffering from extensive

burns of the anterior chest, both forearms, and
wrists. The burns were caused by exploding ben-

zine, and were treated by the dry method until

the sloughs separated. A scarlet red ointment (8

per cent, scarlet red in U. S. P. boric acid ointment)
was applied to a small portion of the granulated

edges. As the wound reacted kindly the area of

application was extended. On the sixteenth day
of the employment of the scarlet red ointment the

patient complained of headache, dizziness, and
general faintness. The following morning she was
seized with severe cramp-like pains in the epigas-

trium, was intensely nauseated, and vomited vio-

lently. The pain was accompanied by tenderness

in the upper right quadrant of the abdomen, the

maximum point being in the region of the pylorus

:

the temperature rose to 102°
; the pulse to 120; the

blood count showed a slight leucocytosis ; urina-

tion was frequent and painful, the urine showing
albuminuria but no casts. Despite gastric seda-

tives and lavage the nausea and vomiting persisted

for ten hours. The violent onset coupled with the

pain and tenderness in the upper abdomen, sug-

gested the possibility of a duodenal perforation.

However the low blood count, the lack of abdomi-
nal rigidity, and the peculiar intensity of the nau-
sea pointed to some form of poisoning rather than

to a perforation. After the discontinuance of the

scarlet red and the employment of repeated stom-
ach and colonic washes the symptoms gradually

subsided.

One week later the scarlet red was again applied

to a small area, and gradually increased until two-
thirds of the circumference was covered. The
same toxic symptoms appeared, but of a milder

degree, and again disappeared on the withdrawal
of the scarlet red. After a second interval of rest

the scarlet ointment was applied in a 4 per cent,

strength ; no further to.xic symptoms developed.
Throughout the treatment there were no signs of

local wound irritation. Four months after admis-
sion to the hospital the patient was discharged
cured.

In both cases the burns were extensive. In the

first case, that of a child, the ointment was applied

to a fresh wound and the toxic symptoms devel-

oped within a few hours. In the second case the

patient was fifty, the ointment was applied to a
granulating surface, and the toxic symptoms did

not develop until the sixteenth day. The marked
features of both cases were the dizziness, the gas-
tralgia, and the intense nausea and vomiting.

.Schmieden, commenting on Gurbski's case, em-
I)hasized the fact that scarlet red should not be
used in fresh wounds, and in large granulating
wounds only a thin layer of the ointment should be

painted on the edges.
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THE PREGNANT WOMAN, TUBERCULO-
SIS, AND SAFETY.

By DOUGLAS H. STEWART, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Scientific obstetricians, even if they allow theo-

logical teachings to influence their medical practice,

will admit the fact that safety to the mother should
preponderate against safety to the child, when it is

possible to secure but one and that only at the ex-
pense of the other.

Suppose a consultation to be held and that two or

three standpoints have been stoutly and rightly up-
held. Suppose the standpoints to be religious, med-
ical, and diplomatic and hopeless in argument. Is

it not simple to cut the knot of this tied up consulta-

tion by quietly urging "safety" as the great factor

in reaching a determination as to the proper course
to be pursued ? An appropriate remark might be

:

"Dr. A's idea of procrastination is 60 per cent. safe.

Dr. B's plan is 65, but in Dr. C's plea for immediate
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operation we have 70 per cent, of safety to the

mother." This scheme or something similar will

rarely fail to procure a good-humored and unani-

mous verdict, and the contestants part with the feel-

ing that the plan adopted is the very best because it

is the safest and any other way may or may not be

equally sure. Should a woman suffering from
tuberculosis become pregnant then a very easy

emptying of the uterus would be 90 per cent,

safe. On the other hand, allowing her to progress

to full term always shortens her life. I would con-

sider her 30 per cent, safe for her first labor, 20 for

the second, and 10 for the third, giving figures

based on my own experience ; but Du Bois states

that she "may bear her first child well, her second

with difficulty, and the third never." While the 30
per cent, may be increased, but never to 90, because

the latter is contingent on absence of demand and
drain upon the mother's physical resources, the best

we can do is to limit the damage and exhaustion

arising from unavoidable conditions which no one

may eliminate from the development of a child i>i

utero.

It is a downhill road from emesis to delivery with

the demand for twelve (or more) pounds of solid

material, to be supplied to womb and contents, to

be met on the journey. A hydremic or plethero-

anemic woman may go the whole distance and en-

dure the pain and strain of parturition at its ter-

minus, but a tubercular anemic, not more anemic

but less plethoric than the first, may pause to die

because she has not the fee to pass some toll-gate.

Her vital resources have been all paid out. I think

we can make her safety, say. 60 per cent., but

ninety as aforesaid is unattainable. It is just thirty

years (Oct. i, 1882) since I carried my first tuber-

culous patient to successful labor. Many of the sug-

gestions here set forth were part of my student edu-

cation ; they have been tried and not found wanting,

and I would be glad to give credit for them, but un-

fortunately that is now impossible. For instance,

somebody told me if you "have a tuberculous pa-

tient, give him the gout." I think it was William

Detmold, but am not sure. However, I will give

experience and make no attempt at tracing deriva-

tions or sources. A Spanish physician told me of

the "only wine which would make an appetite," and
I do not even recall his name. From the above, it

is evident that the rule for dieting the tuberculous

mother is as simple as it is important. Make a com-
posite list of the usual sheets for debility, for obe-

sity, and for gout. From the second and third slips

remove the word "not" so that the directions will

read "Must take." Order the patient to eat any-

thing on the three lists which seems to agree with

her. Then make her so hungry that she is ashamed
of her appetite, or, in other words, supernourish

her.

If she is not prejudiced against wine, Manzanilla

will make her hungry. It is a light, bitter sherry.

It has proved successful only if bottled in Spain.

\\'ine dealers all assure me that the same wine is

imported in casks and bottled in America. It has

failed me every time I have been persuaded to try

it. Manzanilla is cheap, is also called the "tonic

wine of Spain," and there seems to be no choice

between different Spanish bottlings. This with cre-

osote, with sulphur, with iodoform, and with ich-

thyol, in about that order, has always given satis-

factory results.

Many experiments finally resulted in 1892 in the

following formula : Lysol, one part ; ichthyol, ten

parts
;
glycerin, twenty parts, with the wine in addi-

tion. Lysol was adopted at first as a substitute for

tar (see Ringer's "Therapeutics," 1883) ; later it

was retained because of the enormous appetite which
it created. The combination has been found fault

with on chemical grounds, incompatibility, etc. It

It may be condemned by the chemist, but the usual

complaint of the patient is that it makes her eat like

a truck-driver, and if she is pregnant and does not

gain twenty ounces per week or non-pregnant and
does not increase her weight by eight ounces, then

I am both surprised and disappointed, and suspect

late hours, disobedience of orders, or something sim-

ilar, which so far has always materialized with

cross-examination. The ichthyol was substituted for

creosote. Some one told me that it might be so

used diluted with equal parts of peppermint water.

I have always been afraid that each new bottle

opened might contain the irritating sort. But noth-

ing untoward has ever occurred, possibly because I

always made the mixture myself. The mixture may
be given in drachm doses wichout fear if well di-

luted, but that is simply a waste of medicine, as the

effect desired appears to be manifested quite as well

by half-drachm dosage. The ideal mode of admin-
istration is to begin with one drop, increase one drop
per dose until thirty drops are attained and hold it

there. Drop it into a half-tumblerful of water and
take just before each meal, when first sitting down
to the table.

Important questions of fresh air, exercise and
all expedients of value in tuberculous conditions are

taken for granted and omitted from this paper,

which deals with a valuable addition to any plan of

treatment.

Summary.—The safest procedure is to empty the

uterus at the earliest possible moment. If for any
reason this must not be done and the child is to be

carried to delivery, I have endeavored to show how
it may be done. Not safely, no, but with a high per-

centage of safety.

128 West Eighty-sixth Street.

Mode of Death of the Human Heart.—G. C. Robinson

studied this subject by means of the electrocardiograph.

He found that in acute infectious diseases cardiac activity

sufficient to give a definite record with the electrocardio-

graph may continue in the human heart for some minutes

after clinical death has occurred. In the seven cases de-

scribed the cardiac activity continued from six to thirty-

five minutes after all the usual clinical signs of death had

occurred. In four cases the ventricular outlasted the

auricular activity ; in two cases this was reversed ; and in

one case the two parts of the heart seemed to cease syn-

chronously. Marked slowing of the rate of cardiac activity

always occurred and there was usually distinct delay in

the conduction time between auricles and ventricles. Com-
plete dissociation was seen in three cases. Ventricular

fibrillation occurred in two cases, in one of which the

ventricles again established a regular rhythm. Evidence of

auricular fibrillation was never seen. Characteristic

changes in the ventricular electrical complex occurred in

all cases. They consisted of a decrease in the size of the

R-wave and an increase in the size of the T-wave, and a

tendency to a fusion of these waves. There was usually

but little change in the duration of the ventricular com-

plexes as the cardiac activity gradually ceased. The fore-

going observations indicate that when death occurs from

an acute infectious disease there is no one point in the

human heart which may be considered as the "ultimum

moriens."

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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THE PITUITARY BODY AND ITS

DISORDERS.

This subject is one that possesses a peculiar inter-

est. The remarkable additions to the knowledge

of the functions of an organ sheltered in one of the

most inaccessible parts of the body, and the recog-

nition of its relationship to a large number of mor-

bid conditions, constitute some of the most signal

triumphs of modern research. Most wonderful of

all is the demonstration of the success attending

surgical access to this organ.

No one has made a more thorough study of the

experimental and surgical problems associated with

the hypophysis than has Harvey Gushing. For this

reason the recent volume* in which thig worker has

set forth the present status of the hypophysis and

of its derangements, is one that constitutes a

unicjue addition to medical literature, and chiefly

because it details the results of original observation.

Few of the many volumes that are annually added

to the shelves of the medical library will stand this

acid test of originality.

The most remarkable fact about the hypophysis

is the variety of avenues through which it has been

investigated. The autopsy, the exploratory opera-

tion, the observation of cerebral manifestations due

to an enlargement of the hypophysis, or to infiltra-

tions of the brain associated with these enlarge-

ments, the recognition of the association between

diseased conditions of the hypophysis and such

clinical entities as gigantism, acromegaly, Frohlich's

syndrome, adiposity, and glycosuria; radiographic

studies of the skull and of the acral extremities

:

and chemical analyses of the urine, the blood, and

the cerebrospinal fluid : all these represent the lines

of research converging on the hypophysis. It is

quite probable, as Gushing points out, that clinically

recognizable pituitary disease is at least as common
as clinically recognizable thyroid disease, and that

in the case of both organs there are low grade func-

tional disorders that are usually unrecognized.

Gonsiderable light is thrown upon the rather con-

fusing subject of dyspituitarism by Gushing's classi-

*"The Pituitary Body and Its Disorders : Clinical States

Produced by Disorders of the Hypophysis Cerebri." By
Harvey Cushing. M.D.. Associate Professor of Surgery,

The Johns Hopkins University: Professor of Surgery
(Elect) Harvard University. An amplification of the

Harvey Lecture for December, 1910. With 319 illustra-

tions. Philadelphia & London : J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, igio.

fication of the latter into five clinical groups. The
first group includes those cases "in which not only

the signs indicating distortion of neighboring struc-

tures, but also the symptoms betraying the effects

of altered glandular activity are outspoken." In

the second group "the neighborhood manifestations

are pronounced, but the glandular symptoms are

absent or inconspicuous." In the third group are

comprised those cases "in which neighborhood man-
ifestations are absent or inconspicuous though
glandular symptoms are pronounced and unmis-

takable." To the fourth group belong "cases in

which obvious distant cerebral lesions are accom-

panied by symptomatic indications of secondary

pituitary involvement." The fifth and last group

includes those cases "with a polyglandular syn-

drome in which the functional disturbances on the

part of the hypophysis are merely one and not a

prominent feature of a general involvement of the

ductless glands."

It is important to recognize the fact that deficient

and excessive hypophyseal activity produces in each
case difl^erent clinical manifestations depending on
whether the causative condition occurs during child-

hood or during adult life. Thus, hyperpituitarism

during childhood or before the epiphyses are ossi-

fied, causes gigantism ; when hyperpituitarism oc-

curs later it gives rise to acromegaly. Hypopituitar-
ism occurring in childhood causes adiposity with a

persistence of both skeletal and sexual infantilism

—which combination is known as Frohlich's syn-

drome. When hypopituitarism arises during adult

life it causes adiposity with sexual infantilism of

the reversive type. An individual may at one time

exhibit symtoms of hyperpituitarism and later

symptoms of hypopituitarism, and in the transition

stage he may show symptoms of both states.

One of the most important recent contributions

to the study of the hypophysis has been the discov-

ery by Gushing and his co-workers that hypopituit-

arism is associated with an increased sugar toler-

ance. This fact furnishes a diagnostic sign of

eminent significance, particularly in the recogni-

tion of the possible hypophyseal origin of certain

obscure conditions, in the determination of whether
or not an hypophyseal overgrowth has undergone
involution, and in deciding upon the need of ad-

ministering hypophysis extract.

Gushing calls attention to the fact that remote
intracranial lesions may lead to secondary disturb-

ances in the pituitary body. Thus hypopituitarism

may result from the deformation of the pituitary

caused by a congenital hydrocephalus. There is

cited a case of acromegaly of a year's duration, in

which a large unsuspected cerebellar cyst confused

the clinical picture. In another case a large endo-

thelioma of the right hemisphere caused hydrops of

the right ventricle and hypopituitarism. In this

connection the question is raised that some cases of

epilepsy may be of hypophyseal origin. An insuffi-

ciency of the posterior lobe may cause an undue
excitability of the cerebral cortex. In the author's

series of forty-three cases there were thirteen

patients with existent hypopituitarism who showed
epileptiform tendencies. This percentage he re-

gards as too large to be purely accidental. "Many
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individuals," says Ciishing, "supposed to be suffer-

ing from so-called genuine or essential epilepsy,

present manifestations of a nutritional disorder—

a

tendency to adiposity and a high sugar tolerance

coupled with a lowered temperature and pulse rate

^closely akin to the constitutional state which char-

acterizes hypophyseal insufficiency. In some of

these individuals the administration of hypophyseal

extract has served to moderate the seizures from

which they previously suffered."

There is nothing in all surgery that seems so for-

bidding as the operative approach to the pituitary,

nevertheless the splendid results obtained by the

pioneers in this field justify the more frequent in-

tervention of the surgeon in the class of cases in

which an operative procedure holds out some hope

of relief. In Cushing's series of forty-three patients

sixty-one operations were performed with an oper-

ative mortality of lo per cent, for the entire series.

The operation of choice is the transsphenoidal

operation through a median inferior nasal opening,

reached by a sublabial incision and a subinoucous

resection of the vomer, the turbinates being flat-

tened but not removed. The chief purpose of oper-

ation is to afford relief to neighborhood symptoms,

to diminish the manifestations of increased intra-

cranial pressure, and to extirpate part of the gland

in states of hyperpituitarism. It is suggested that

in states of profound hypopituitarism it may be

possible to implant a gland from another source.

The work of Gushing upon this frontier of sur-

gery is a rare example of the happy combination of

animal experimentation, clinical investigation, and

surgical enter]irise.

INFANT CONSULTATIONS.

At the Congress on Hygiene and Demography held

recently in Washington two important papers were

read by Dr. Janet Lane-Claypon of London and

Miss Ellen C. Babbitt of New York City respect-

ively, dealing with the movement for the education

of mothers in the feeding and caring for dieir in-

fants, and these have since been supplemented by a

paper contributed to the American Practitioner.

October 15, by Dr. Eric Pritchard of London. Dr.

Lane-Claypon is Dr. Pritchard's first assistant in

carrying out the work in Marylebone, and her de-

scription of the modus operandi was excellently

given. Miss Babbitt's paper dealt more especially

with the care of the expectant mother, which also

now comes within the scope of the infant-consulta-

tion work at Marylebone.

In the paper by Pritchard a full account is given

of the initiation, development, and progress of in-

fant consultations in Marylebone. It is pointed out

that in England there are no national or concerted

efforts to reduce the high mortality among infants,

and the paper in question represents an account of

an individual experiment which during the past ten

years has been in progress right in the heart of

London in one of its most active and thickly popu-

lated boroughs. Twelve years ago in Marylebone

there was an infant mortality of 190 per thousand

births. When Pritchard and his coadjutors began

their really serious work the infantile death-rate was

121 per thousand birdis, reduced from 190 by san-

itary reform and sanitary reform alone. In 1906

then "a system of voluntary service in a municipal

setting" was inaugurated. At that time an 'Tnfan.

Consultation" was an experiment in England, and

in order that it might prove a success Pritchard vis-

ited some of the best-known institutions in Belgium

and on the Continent, borrowing from them some of

their best points, which he incorporated with a num-
ber of new ideas. It would be impossible within the

limits of an editorial article to explain the working

of the scheme in all its details. Suffice it to say chat

the system is well organized and comprises health

visitors and inspectors, while an important feature

of the work is that the history of the infant is closely

followed. As for feeding, all methods are used im-

partially. Whole milk, citrated whole milk, carefully

home-modified diluted milk, specially modified milk

sold at special dairies, condensed milk, and dried

milk are all used, and mothers are taught how to

prepare the food extemporaneously. Careful rec-

ords are kept of the results, but no analysis of these

has been made as yet. Breast feeding is, of course,

insisted upon whenever possible, and is conducted

on the most up-to-date and approved lines. The
health visitors always follow up the cases and by
periodical visits to the home see that the physician's

instructions are carried out.

Owing to the efforts of Dr. Lane-Claypon there

has been founded recently in Marylebone an "As-
sociation of Infant Consultations and Schools for

Mothers." These schools for mothers not only

teach mothers how to care for their infants, but also

teach mothers and expectant mothers how to care

for themselves—a very essential part of the educa-

tion. The work indeed is mainly educational. So

far as Marylebone is concerned, many health vis-

itors and a small number of medical men and women
have been educated in the science and requirements

of infant feeding, and some degree of instruction

has been given to every mother who has given birdi

to a child in Marylebone and who has stood in need

of such assistance.

Such teaching spreads quickly. As Pritchard

says, "It becomes, as it were, highly, infective."

Infant Consultations and Schools for Mothers are

springing up almost like nuishrooms in all the great

cities of Great Britain, with results that so far have

been remarkable. As Miss Babbitt showed in her

paper there is room for this kind of work in all the

big cities of America, specially is instruction re-

quired for future mothers, together with insist-

ence from the educational standpoint upon the neces-

sity for breast feeding. The tendency of mothers

the world over appears to be to avoid breast feed-

ing, and the tendency is to some extent encouraged

by the multiplicity of artificial foods and to a lesser

extent by the opportunities afforded for obtaining

modified milks. The first aim and main object of

infant consultations and schools for mothers are to

preach the gospel of breast feeding, and therefore

both should enlist the earnest assistance of all those

who have the welfare of the human race at heart.

It is encouraging to learn from Miss Babbitt that

the movement in this direction is rapid in many
cities of this continent.
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THE CHILD AND THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.

The hydra-headed evil of child labor, which thrives

wherever human greed and human poverty furnish

the necessary pabulum, still Hourishes, though not

to the extent of a former generation, in the factory.

the mine, and the tenement workshop. But the rule

of the rod and the other tyrannies of the classroom

have given way before the spirit of enlightenment

that characterizes modern public school education.

Nevertheless in the very complexity of the educa-

tional curriculum that has been qyolved to meet the

demands of the present day, one perceives the

growth of an element of danger in the excessive

strain to which the young children in many schools

are being subjected.

The large public school of our cities presents for

solution some of the most ])erplexing problems.

The housing within one building of sometimes as

many as three thousand children and then providing

for their various needs entails a host of difficubies,

of whose magnitude the inexpert public can have
but little comprehension. The main drawback of the

simultaneous teaching of large groups of children

is the fact that in many instances this practice op-

erates as an injustice to the individual child. The
latter is all but sacrificed to the complex mechanical

needs of a system.

It must be admitted that the public schools have

made vast strides within the past decade. The in-

troduction of physical and of manual training; the

increasing attention paid to studies that develop the

appreciation for art, literature, and music ; the rec-

ognition of the importance of detecting the physical

defects of school children ; the improvements in the

mechanical features of school life ; the inauguration

of open-air classrooms, school lunches, and special

classes for defective children—all these point to a

phenomenal progress in public school methods.

The three "R's" of the modern school make for

reason, righteousness, and recreation. There can

be little doubt that most children of to-day enjoy

their schoolwork.

But every new addition to the scope and program
of the school has increased certain dangers that have

always been associated with public school education.

The crowding of the school syllabus imposes upon
the teachers the impossible task of accomplishing

the work imposed by the supervising officers with-

out overljurdening their young charges. The result

is that the entire system of teaching force and pu-

pils is subjected to the blighting effects of the ad-

ministrative machinery. Individuality is crushed, a

premium is placed upon the numerical demonstra-

tion of results obtained, and the efficiency of the

entire school system is apt to be gauged by its ma-
terial resources and its demands upon the budget.

The chief danger of the complex elaboration of

the modern school is that it overlooks the infinitely

more comple.x organization of the pupil. It is so-

licitous about the child's tonsils and adenoids, but

it is oblivious to the delicate texture of the imma-
ture nervous organism. It inaugurates fresh-air

classrooms and instals complex ventilating systems,

but it does not hesitate to overcrowd many rooms
beyond the limits of respiratory safety. It is quick

to point out the bad effects of malnutrition, but it

does little to relieve the moral and emotional starva-

tion that is so common among the children. It

readily discerns the pallid cheek and the tired eye,

but ignores the fact that in many instances these are

the result of the assignment of e-xcessive home les-

sons. School authorities are prone to shift the en-

tire responsibility upon the supposedly neglectful

parent, and seem to forget that many of the ail-

ments of the child and adolescent are the direct or
indirect result of the stresses of school life.

The priceless influence of personal contact be-
tween teacher and jnipil has all but vanished in the
complex superstructure of modern public educa-
tion. The inexorable grind of daily school tasks
eliminates the cultivation of those graces of man-
ner and refinements of emotion that are no less

indispensable than the purely formal attainments.
"Sweetness and light," the criteria of culture, find

little place among the maze of studies that must be
mastered.

SOME THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS OF
HEXAMETHYLENAMINE.

Formaldehyde has long been known as a most
useful antiseptic, and it has been practically em-
ployed on a large scale for purposes of disinfec-
tion. In the form of hexamethylenamine it has
been shown to exhibit a similar activity in the
human body when administered both therapeuti-
cally and prophylactically. Thus employed hexa-
methylenamine is found within a short time in the
form of its decomposition-product, formaldehyde,
in almost all of the bodily fluids. L'nder such con-
ditions it has been demonstrated in the urine, the
bile, the pancreatic juice, the saliva, the milk, the
cerebrospinal fluid, in synovial, pleural, and peri-
toneal effusions, and in the circulating blood. On
the basis of this knowledge the drug has been em-
ployed as both a therapeutic and a prophylactic
agent in a wide range or disorders, and the results
are detailed in an interesting communication by
Dr. S. J. Crowe (Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins
Hospital, September, 1912), who has had a consid-
erable experience, both experimental and clinical,

along these lines.

With a view of preventing intracranial in-

fection hexameth\lenamine was administered in

thirty-five consecutive cases of fracture at the
base of the skull, and in none did such a
complication arise, whereas among thirtv-five

earlier cases of similar character treated without
this preparation meningeal infection of one kind or
another developed in nine. .A.gain, of twelve cases
of fracture of the cranial vault treated with hexa-
methylenamine two terminated fatally from menin-
gitis, and recovery ensued in ten, while of eight
cases of similar character treated without the drug
death occurred as a result of infection in four.

The drug proved of service also in a series of
forty cases of hypophysis-tumor in which incision

of the dura covering the gland was undertaken
through the nose and sphenoid sinus; in cases of
cerebrospinal fistulse, in the presence of infections
of the ear and of the nose, and in cases of poliomy-
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elitis. It has further been employed in the treatment

of other disorders of the respiratory tract, and in

cases of epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis and of

experimental meningitis. As a rule, the drug can

be administered to adults in amounts of from 60

to 120 grains and more daily for four or five days

or longer, without fear of complication, provided it

be given in divided doses at frequent intervals and

well diluted : or it may be dissolved in salt solution

and allowed slowly to flow into the bowel drop by

drop. In susceptible persons, however, even small

amounts may cause painful micturition and hema-

turia and perhaps a cutaneous eruption.

R.MIONALE OF THE ACTION OF YOHIMBIN.

This substance has now been in common use in

both human and veterinary practice for many years,

and although it is not a pharmacoplial remedy, it is

not a secret remedy and there seems to be no reason

why it should not receive recognition in time as an

official drug. Numerous articles continue to ap-

pear in regard to its pharmacodynamics, indications,

overaction, and collateral action. The view that it

exerts a selective action on the lumbar cord has

doubtless been abandoned, for it is much more

likely that it is able to affect the tonus of the smooth

muscle in some manner, something after the man-

ner of ergot and pituitrin. In the Deutsche nicdi-

ciiiisclie iVochcnschrift for October 17, Fritsch, in

a brief communication, expresses his conviction that

in some subjects it acts directly upon the involun-

tary musculature of the genitourinary tract. Such

influence as it may possess over protcntia cavindi

may be explained by a tonic action upon the blad-

der, prostate, and neighboring organs. The author

has been testing it as a general nerve roborant.

with especial reference to commencing senility. He
warns that in one instance it appeared to determine

cardiac oppresson, so that the doses should not be

too large.

The Clinic.\l Congress of Surgeons.

The third annual session of the Clinical Congress

of Surgeons of North America, held in New York
during the week just closing, was in every respect

an unqualified success and will undoubtedly rank as

one of the most important events in the medical

year. The attendance was notable, not only for its

size (over 2,600 having been registered up. to

Thursday of this week), but also for the high

standing of those constituting it, and the enthusiasm

was in proportion to the attendance. The amount
of clinical work, including laboratory demonstra-

tions, done during the week was enormous, and the

papers read each evening, a full report of which is

published elsewhere in this issue, were of a superior

order. Seldom, if ever, has any organization

established itself so firmly as a permanent institu-

tion in so short a time, and much credit is due those

who conceived and have so triumphantly carried out

this idea of a clinical surgical congress.

Modern Rifle Wounds.—Professor Jedlicka of

the University of Prague recently lectured in \^ienna

on his experiences in the campaign in the Balkan

Peninsula. He considers the modern rifle a weapon
which disables but does not kill. Of 670 wounded
whom he had treated only two suffered amputation,

and the rapid healing of the wounds was very re-

markable.

Mental Hygiene Conference.—The opening ses-

sion of the Conference on Mental Hygiene was held

in the great hall of the College of the City of New
York on November 8, President John Finley of the

college welcoming the members. Addresses were
made by Dr. Lewellys F. Barker of Johns Hopkins
University, president of the National Committee
for Mental Hygiene, on "Unsoundness of Mind: A
National Handicap" ; by Dr. James V. May of the

New York State Hospital Commission, and by Dr.

George Canfield of the State Charities Aid Asso-

ciation. The exhibit in connection with the confer-

ence was opened on November 9, and both it and
the sessions of the conference were continued dur-

ing the week.
Resignations from Fordham.—Dr. James J.

Walsh, dean and professor of nervous diseases and
the history of medicine in the Fordham University

College of Medicine, New York, together with seven

other members of the teaching staff, resigned from
the school on November 8, the resignations being ac-

cepted by the president of the University. It is said

that the resignations were due to the failure of the

university authorities to comply with certain de-

mands of the American Medical Association in or-

der to keep the school in Class A of medical col-

leges. This, however, is in turn denied by the uni-

versity authorities, who have appointed Dr. William

P. Healy, clinical professor of surgery, to succeed

Dr. Walsh as dean, and have declared their inten-

tion of carrying on the school on its present lines.

Those who have resigned, in addition to Dr. Walsh,

are the following: Dr. V. E. Sorapure, professor of

clinical medicine ; Dr. William J. M. A. Maloney,
professor of nervous diseases and physician-in-chief

of the neurological hospital ; Dr. Isidor Abrahamson,
clinical professor of neurology; Dr. Horatio Storer,

consultant director of museums ;
Dr. Benjamin Til-

ton, clinical professor of surgery ; Dr. Siegfried

Wachsmann. clinical professor of medicine, and Dr.

Charles .\. Elsberg, professor of neurological sur-

gery.

Public Clinics.—The Department of Public

Charities of the City of New York has issued the

following orders and has communicated them to the

.\cademy of Medicine. That on and after OctoDer

I. 19 1 2, all clinics held in the amphitheater and
operating rooms of the hospitals of the Department
of Public Charities shall be open to duly licensed

graduates in medicine and to the students in all reg-

ularly organized medical schools and colleges, and

that tickets shall be issued by the secretary of the

Department of Public Charities for distribution by

the secretaries of the several medical schools and

societies of New York, which will entitle the regis-

tered holders thereof to admission to these clinics.

Personal.—Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf of New
York has-been elected honorary president of tne

Medical Board of the Bruchesi Institute of Tuber-

culosis of Montreal, Canada, and consulting physi-

cian to the Institute.

Dr. M. Neustaedter writes, referring to a recent

statement in the Medical Record crediting Dr.

Simon Flexner with the dust theory of the trans-

mission of poliomyelitis, that he was the author of

this theory and that it was accepted by Dr. Flexner

only after Dr. Neustaedter had proved its correct-

ness.

Ill International Congress of Diseases of

Occupation.—Arrangements are being made for
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holdinu; the meetings of this congress in Vienna,

Austria, during the autumn of 1914. The program
is in the hands of Dr. L. Teleky, Wien IX, Tiirken-

strasse 23, from whom particulars may be obtained.

Memorial to Dr. Roosa.—At the New York Post-

Graduate Medical School and Hospital, on the after-

noon of November 7, a memorial to the late Dr.

D. B. St. John Roosa was unveiled with appropriate

ceremonies.

Public Health Course.—The University of

Kansas School of Medicine announces a course in

public health and preventive medicine which will

be required of candidates for the degree of M.D.
This is the first time such a course has been made
obligatory in a medical school.

Public Mausoleum.—The trustees of Fairmount
Cemetery, Newark, N. J., are considering the erec-

tion of a mausoleum large enough to hold 1,000

bodies, in which crypts and vaults will be sold to

the public.

Plague in Venezuela.—The State Department
at Washington received notice on November 4 of

the occurrence of a case of bubonic plague at La
Guayra, Venezuela.

Disease in Constantinople.—It is reported from
Constantinople that typhus fever, smallpox, and
Asiatic cholera are prevailing there to an alarming

extent among the citizens, the refugees from out-

lying towns, and the returning soldiers, whose re-

sistance has been broken down by misery, starva-

tion, and the sting of defeat. Sanitary regula-

tions are no longer enforced and there is every rea-

son to fear that all three of these diseases will

soon become epidemic.

Centenarian Dead.—Mrs. Emma Rock, a negress

of Red Bank, N. J., died on November 4, at the age

of 104 years.

Vital Statistics.—During the week ending No-
vember 2 there were in New York City only 222

deaths of children under one year of age, the lowest

number recorded for any week so far this year. At
the first of November the total number of deaths of

infants during the year was 570 less than the total

for the same period of 191 1, according to the rec-

ords of the Babies' Welfare Association.

In the State of New Jersey there were during

the month ending October 10, a total for all ages

of 2,990 tleaths, of which 328 were due to tubercu-

losis. This total is 60 less than the total for the

preceding month, and 98 less than the average num-
ber of deaths per month during the year.

Free Pulmotor Service.—The Consolidated Gas

Company of New York has notified all the hospitals

of Manhattan and the Bronx that its emergency
ambulances equipped with pulmotors for resuscitat-

ing persons overcome by gas, smoke, or electric

shock are at the disposal of physicians who wish to

use them, and that calls sent to the stations where
the apparatus is kept will be answered immediately.

Harvey Society Lecture.—The fourth lecture

of the Harvey Society for 1912-1913 will be given

by Prof. George Neil Stewart of the Department of

Experimental Medicine, Western Reserve Univer-

sity, on November i},, at 8.30, at the New York
Academy of Medicine. The subject will be: "The
Rate of Blood Flow and the Vasomotor Reflexes

in Disease.

Visiting Surgeons Entertained in Brooklyn.—
The University Club of Brooklyn, N. Y., celebrated

"Physicians' Night" on November 9, by entertain-

ing 300 surgeons at dinner at its club house. The
guests of honor were Dr. William J. Mayo of

Rochester, Minn. ; Dr. John B. Murphy of Chicago,
Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia, Dr. George
W. Crile of Cleveland, O. ; Dr. Robert C. Coffey of

Portland, Ore. ; Dr. A. J. Ochsner of Chicago, and
Dr. W. Arbuthnot Lane of London.

Dr. Jacobi Resigns.—After twenty-three years
of continuous service Dr. Abraham Jacobi has
offered his resignation as a trustee of the New
York Academy of Medicine, and has insisted that

it be accepted. Dr. Jacobi was elected to member-
ship in the academy in June, 1857, served as presi-

dent from 1885 to 1889, and has been a trustee

ever since he retired from the presidency. His en-

tire term of membership extends over fifty-six

years and his services to the academy during that

time are incalculable. Action on the resignation

will be taken at a later meeting.

Associated Out-Patient Clinics.—The organiza-
tion meeting of the twenty-eight dispensaries in

New York, which have consented to join the Asso-
ciated Out-Patient Clinics, will be held on Wednes-
day evening, November 20, at 8.15 in Room 21 of

the Academy of Medicine.
Charitable Gifts.—By the will of the late Mrs.

Melinda Hasbrouck of New York, a bequest of
Sio.oco is left to Stony Wold Sanatorium, Lake
Kushaqua, N. Y.

Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York, receives $5,000
and the Montefiore Home $2,000 by the will of the

late Nathan F. Straus of New York.
By the will of the late Mary Packer Cummings of

Mauch Chunk, Pa., all the real estate owned by
her at Sayre, Pa,, is left to the Robert Packer Hos-
pital of that place. In addition, the sum of $10,000
is bequeathed to the Protestant Episcopal Church
of Delaware in trust for the benefit of St. Michael's
Day Nursery and Hospital for Babies at Wilming-
ton, and residuary bequests of $15,000 each are

made to the Protestant Episcopal Hospital of Phila-

delphia and the Rush Hospital Consumptives of

Philadelphia.

Northern Medical Society.—A meeting of this

society will be held on Monday, November 18, in the

Bronx Hospital Dispensary Building, 1385 Fulton
Avenue, near 170th Street, New York. Papers will

be presented by Drs. A. L. Soresi, William J. Robin-
son, Leo Buerger, artd William S. Gottheil. The
profession is cordially invited to attend.

American Sanatorium Association.—The next
meeting of this Association will be held at the

Montefiore Home Country Sanitarium, December
7, 1912.

Army Medical School.—Surgeon General Tor-
ney of the United States Army has submitted an
estimate of $350,000 for the construction of build-

ings for the use of the Army Medical School, which
now rents its quarters. It is proposed to place the

school on the same tract of land with the Walter
Reed General Hospital near Brightwood, in order

that there may be a mutual exchange of advantages.

Kentucky State Medical Association.—At the

annual meeting held in Louisville the election on
October 31 resulted as follows: President, Dr.

William Owen Roberts, Louisville ; Vice-Presidents,

Dr. J. H. Hendron, Gary ; Dr. T. C. Holloway, Lex-
ington ; Dr. J. Paul Keith, Hopkinsville ; Secretary,

Dr. A. T. ^IcCormack, Bowling Green ; Orator in

Medicine, Dr. T. Atchison Frazer, Marion ; Orator
in Surgery, Dr. Wilford E. Senour, Bellevue.

Ottawa (Can.) Medical Society.—At a meet-
ing of this society held in St. Luke's Hospital on
October 25, the following officers were elected for
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the coming year: President, Dr. Charles W. Gor-
rell ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Campbell Laidlaw and
Dr. Neil McLeod ; Secretary, Dr. A. F. McLaren;
Treasurer, Dr. J. Harold Alford.

Washington Parish (La.) Medical Society.—
The organization of this society was perfected re-

cently by the election of the following officers

:

President, Dr. Herbert Claiborne Cole, Bogalusa

;

Secretary, Dr. Joseph Latamore Brock, Franklinton.

Washington County (la.) Medical Society.—
At the annual meeting held in Washington on Oc-
tober 25, the following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. James C. Boice,

Washington ; Vice-President, Dr. William Henry
McLaughlin, Riverside ; Secretary, Dr. Clyde A.

Boice, Washington ; Censor, Dr. Henry C. Hull,

Washington.
American Association of Clinical Research.—

The fourth annual meeting of this association was
held in New York on November 10, when the fol-

lowing officers were elected: President, Dr. Frank
H. Blackmarr, Chicago ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. Leon-
ard K. Hirshberg, Baltimore, and Dr. Alice Conk-
lin, Chicago ; Secretary Dr. James Krauss, Boston

;

Rej^istrar, Dr. S. R. Klein, New York.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. William Frederick Rex

of Brooklyn, a graduate of the New York College

of Pharmacy and of the Long Island College Hos-
pital, Brooklyn, in 1905, a member of the New York
State and Kings County Medical Societies, and of

the American Medical Association, and assistant

surgeon to the Williani.sburg Hospital, and the

Bushwick and East Brooklyn Dispensaries, died at

his home on November i, aged 31 years.

Dr. Samuel Charles Emley of Kansas City,

Mo., a graduate of the Rush College, Chicago,

in 1902, a member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation and of the Missouri State and Jackson
County Medical Societies, associate professor of

pathology and bacteriology in the University of

Kansas School of Medicine since 1905, and former-

ly in charge of the tuberculosis exhibit of the Mis-

souri State Board of Health, died at his home on

October 16, after a long illness, aged 38 years.

Dr. Joseph F. Land of New York, a graduate

of the Dartmouth Medical School, Hanover, N. H.
in 1876. a veteran of the Civil- War. and a member
of the .American Institute of Homeopathy, the New
York State Homeopathic Medical Society, and the

.Academy of Pathological Science, died at the home
of his son in Erie, Pa., on October 29, aged 74
years.

Dr. William Henry Harlin. retired, of Ocean-

port, N. J., a graduate of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, New York, in 1862. and a veteran of

the Civil War, having been present at the attack

of Fort Sumter, died at his home on October 27,

aged 72 years.

Dr. Erastus M. Ward of Rosedale, Mo., a grad-

uate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Keokuk, in 1877, died recently at his home, aged

70 years.

Dr. George W. Nuckolls, retired, of Minneapo-
lis, Minn., a graduate of the Rush Medical College.

Chicago, in 1881, died at his home after a long ill-

ness on October 19, aged 69 years.

Dr. William H. George, retired, of McPherson,
Kansas, a graduate of the LTniversity of Michigan,

Department of Medicine and Surgery, in i8riQ. died

in the McPherson Hospital following an operation

for appendicitis, on October 19. aged 67 years.

Dr. William Jones of Portlaand. Ore., a grad-

uate of the Cooper Medical College, San Francisco,

San Francisco, in 1878, a meember of the Oregon
State and Multnomah County Medical Societies,

and a former president of each, senior surgeon at

St. Vincent's Hospital, Portland, and emeritus pro-

fessor of clinical surgery in the Medical Depart-
ment of the I'niversity of Oregon, died at his home
after a brief illness, on October 20, aged 59 years.

Dr. Joseph Pfeiffer of New York, a graduate
of the University of Giessen, Germany, in 1853,
and a member of the New York State and County
Medical Societies, died at his home on October 31,

aged 85 years.

Dr. Lewis J. Davis of Watertown, N. Y., a grad-
uate of the University and Bellevue Hospital Medi-
cal College, New York, in 1899, died suddenly in

New York City on November 3, aged 45 years.

Dr. Marietta H. C. Woodruff of Boonton,
N. J., a graduate of the New York Medical Col-

lege and Hospital for Women in 1874, died at her
home on November 6.

Dr. David H. Agan of New York, a graduate of

the Bellevue Hospital Medical College in 1879 and
a member of the New York State and County Medi-
cal Societies, died at his home on November 4, aged

64 years.

Dr. Clarence A. Baker of Yaphank, N. Y., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, in 1885, a member of the Asso-
ciation of Railroad Surgeons of New York and
New England, and of the Associated Physicians of

Long Island, health officer of the town of Brook-
haven, and county physician, died at his home on
November 8, aged 50 years.

Dr. Henry G. Sm.\ll of Brooklyn, N. Y., a

graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, in 1874, died at his home on No-
vember 8, aged 60 years.

Dr. Joseph C. Pickard of Chicago, 111., a grad-

uate of the Rush Aledical College, Chicago, in 1887,

and a member of the Illinois State and Cook County
Medical Societies, died at his home on October 31,

aged 70 years.

Dr. Charles W. Oviatt of Oshkosh, Wis., a

graduate of the University of Illinois, College of

Medicine, in 1887, and a member of the American
Medical Association, the W^isconsin State and Win-
nebago County Medical Societies, the American
Surgical Association, and the Western Surgical As-
sociation, died at his home on November i, aged 67
rears.

A SUBSTITUTE FOR FRESH AIR.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—To offer a substitute for fresh air would
indicate the height of temerity; it would seem as

absurd as to propose a substitute for food. The
report of the Practitioners' Society in Medical
Record of November 2 contains a paper by Dr.

John W. Brannan on the "Prophylactic and Thera-

peutic Value of Fresh Air in Schools and Hospi-

tals." It reproduces fully many valuable data and

the logical deductions which the doctor's fine op-

portunity for observations have enabled him to

make. The most obvious facts are often the most

neglected, as I have had cause to realize in connec-

tion with my propaganda for Hydrotherapy and

Public Cleansing Baths. That the latter are now
recognized universally and adopted at great finan-
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cial outlay, while the former still requires constant

effort to overcome prejudice, simply demonstrates
that medical men are siii generis in their moss-
grown, falsely termed. Conservatism. As a reme-
dial agent water arose coeval with bloodletting and
is to-day used in most German clinics and taught

more or less in all medical schools, while bloodlet-

ting is barely mentioned, despite the fact that it was
the ruling remedy for 2,000 years during which
water slumbered and almost died. This therapeutic

agent though everywhere obtainable is neglected,

while polypharmacy is now rampant and new drugs
are taken up with an avidity unsurpassed in the his-

tory of Medicine. Strange disregard of the teach-

ings of History! It is hoped that Dr. Brannan's
paper will be widely read and that fresh air may be-

come a universal remedial agent, despite its

familiarity and accessibility.

This much to defend myself against any possible

charge that I would counsel the abandonment of

this agent which like water surpasses most re-

nowned drugs. On occasion, when owing to preju-

dice, fear of taking cold, or lack of facilities, the

proposed substitute is advised. In this matter clin-

ical observation has preceded theoretical, scientific

explanation of its rationale, as it has done with

water and with cinchona, digitalis, and others. The
improvement of patients exposed to the action of

fresh air is very properly ascribed to stimulation of

the vasomotor centers on the skin of the face and
the mucous membrane of the nose. I may be per-

mitted to add that this is precisely the action of

fresh water.

Hitherto it would almost have been heresy to

have claimed that the benefit from fresh air for

healthy and sick people is due to anything else but

the increased amount of oxygen in the "pure air."

In an excellent paper on "'the unknown factors in

the ill effects of bad ventilation," read at the Con-
gress on Hygiene. Dr. Yandell Henderson said

positively that "the ill effects of bad ventilation can-

not be due to lack of oxygen. It is probable they

are not due to any considerable degree of excess

of CO,. The idea that they are due to some pois-

onous substance contained in the expired air has

in recent years been regarded as untenable. The
recent investigations of Hill in England and Fluegge

in Germany make it highly probable that the eft'ects

of fresh air or vitiated air are brought about not by

direct aciton upon the lungs but indirectly through

the skin. It appears probable that the temperature

and moisture of the air surrounding the body are

the essential elements. The condition of the skin

exerts a potent influence upon the lungs. This may
be in part a vasomotor reflex acting upon the pul-

monary circulation. The evidence accumulated dur-

ing recent years indicates that that the lungs are

not mere passive organs through which gases dif-

fuse as through nonliving membranes—under cer-

tain conditions they secrete oxygen into the blood.

The evidence available, although still far from com-
plete, suggests that these puhnan<iry activities are

indirectly but poiverfully influenced through con-

ditions affecting the skin, and that it is in this man-
ner that ventilation influences both."

The practical application of these views may be

of great value in therapeutics. The experiment of

Fluegge were made on himself and seven students

in a properly constructed room three meters square.

Three electric fans were secured to the ceiling and

an electric stove to raise the temperature. It was

found that when the temperature of the room was

raised to 82° the experimenters began to suffer the

usual ill eft'ects of rebreathed air ; when these ef-

fects could no longer be borne the fans were turned

on with relief from all symptoms that were for-

merly regarded as due to increase of CO,. Hill's

experiment with himself and another person con-

firmed Fluegge's result : he also had a bag contain-

ing CO2 emptied into the room, without an appre-

ciable increase of the distressing effects. The fans

removed the latter.

Now these observations would serve as a lesson

to teach us to compensate for air vitiation by pro-

moting the circulation of the air in rooms to which
fresh air cannot be admitted in sufficient quantities.

I have already advised this process in a room which

is frequented by many and in which the air "ieels

close," despite the fact that artificial ventilation sup-

plies thorough "fresh air renewal," according, to

the engineer in charge. It is found that whenever

the fans are turned on the air "feels fresh" for

some time : when they are quiet the room feels

stuffy. This experience proves that it is not the ab-

sence of fresh air zi/hich causes unpleasant effects

but the absence of air currents.

The introduction of fans, which are now so easily

obtained, would be a great improvement in hospital

and schoolroom construction, as well as in private

houses, especially in rooms used for patients suf-

fering from infectious diseases. It would be wise

to make control experiments to ascertain the effect

of outdoor treatment compared to indoor treatment

with fans. Theoretically the substitution of the

former by the latter is sound. I would not wish,

however, to be understood as advocating this proce-

dure when an ample supply of fresh air is avail-

able. And even under these conditions I should

favor the addition of fans to enhance the refresh-

ing action. In my lectures on the physiology of the

skin I have laid stress upon this newly discovered

action of air currents as vasomotor stimulants, and

cite them as being analogous to the vasomotor ac-

tion of water below skin temperature, which, being

applied to much larger surfaces, is far more pow-

erful, especially since water conveys temperature

to the skin twenty-seven times more rapidly than

air. As this may be regarded as a theoretical state-

ment, I would suggest to any doubter to arrange

the temperature of the bathroom at 70° F., and to

fill the bathtub with water of precisely the same
temperature. The air at 70° would be found com-
fortable by the nude skin, while the water of 70°

will be found cool and soon chilliness will ensue.

There is a rational basis for hydrotherapy as there

is now found to be of aerotherapy. Roth are based

upon vasomotor action, but water acts upon larger

areas of nerve terminals. Tuberculosis specialists

and others may well hearken to the suggestions

given in the Medical Record of July 17, 1912

—

"The External Use of Water for Enhancing Re-

sistance in Tuberculosis"—and accept the wise dic-

tum of Adolphus Knopf, "Hydrotherapy comes

next to Aerotherapy."
Simon Baruch, AI.D.

51 West Seventieth Street, November 1, 1912.

AGAR TUBES IX THE DETERMINATION OF
THE PANCREATIC FERMENTS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—In my recent paper on agar tubes for the de-

termination of the pancreatic ferments, published in

the ^Iedical Record, October 12, 1912, I mentioned
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the desirability of having a specific indicator for the

steapsin which would not be influenced by alkaline

solutions. Nile blue sulphate (diethyldiamido-
naphthophenazoxonium sulphate) has been used
lately by Lohrisch {Archiv. f. Verdanungskr., 1912,

p. 636) as a specific stain for fat in examination of

feces and gastric contents ; neutral fats assume a

red color, while fatty acids become blue.

This statement I can fully corroborate. The Nile

blue sulphate I now employ for the steapsin deter-

mination of pancreatic fluids by the agar tube
method. The agar mass for filling the tubes is pre-

pared as follows

:

Olive oil 25 gm.
Agar-agar 2 gm.
Solution Nile blue sulphate (i -^-2000J, ad. loogm.
The olive oil Nile blue tube, which has a violet

tint, becomes blue at the end when steapsin is pres-

ent, otherwise it remains unchanged or becomes
slightly purple. The amount of the agar column in

millimeters turning blue represents the approximate
quantity of the fat-splitting ferment. The agar
tubes for the estimation of the pancreatic ferments
can be made in the laboratory or obtained from
Eimer & Amend. New York.

20 E.\ST SlXTY'THlBD STREET.
Max Einhorn, M.D.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE PLAGUE—MOSQUITOS—MALARIA—A VICTORY OF
SANITATION—PERSONAL.

Manila, P. I., September 28, 1912.

The plague situation in the Philippine Islands re-

mains but little changed. An additional case oc-

curred at Iloilo on September 15 in a person who
is believed to have been in close contact with the

inmates of the house in which five cases have al-

ready occurred. This makes a total of 8 cases with

8 deaths at Iloilo. (.)n September 23 another case

was found in Manila, this being the first since Au-
gust 22. This last case occurred in the person of

a Filipino, a cochero (coachman), who lived in the

loft of a stable located in a lumber yard at the cor-

ner of Calles Magdalena and Salazar. There are

probably forty or fifty other persons who live in

this same lumber yard, under similarly poor con-
ditions, but none of these, so far, have shown any
evidence of plague. The neighbors report that the

rats in the lumber yard are very numerous, but no
dead rats have been found and careful laboratory

examinations made of about 500 rats caught in

the yard and vicinity ' during the past week have
failed to show any evidence of plague among them.
This case occurred in the same general section of

the city as the cases heretofore reported, being
some five blocks removed from the case on Calle

Poblete. The neighborhood is a particularly in-

sanitary one, owing to its being in a lumber and
mill section, and inhabited by persons who live un-
der most primitive conditions, and among whom it

is most difficult to enforce garbage regulations.
Guards have been placed all through this neighbor-
hood and especial pains have been taken to insist

upon the use of garbage cans so that the rats will

be compelled to come to the rat-traps and rat-bane
for their food.

Soon after the onset of the rains, in July, there
was a rapid diminution in the number of mosquitos
which afliict man, in Alanila and vicinity. As the
measures for eradicating mosquitos are the same

now as they were immediately preceding the period

in July that the large increase in their number took

place, it will be seen that the theory that the un-

usually high June tides were responsible, by caus-

ing the innumerable salt-water pockets, was prob-

ably the correct one. Ordinarily, the salt-water

mosquitos in Manila do not attack man, but this in-

creased number of breeding places produced mos-
quitos in such numbers that, in order to obtain food,

they did attack man. At all events, Manila is prac-

tically free at the present time from biting mos-
quitos, and it is possible to sit on verandas almost

anywhere in the city without being annoyed.

A perusal of the statistics of the Bureau of

Health for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912,

showed that in twenty-nine provinces there were

24.339 deaths attributed to malarial fever. A de-

termined effort is being made to reduce the inci-

dence of this disease in the future by the free dis-

tribution of enormous quantities of quinine and by
educational campaigns carried out principally

through schools in the provinces. The constant ex-

tension of commercial enterprises throughout the

Islands is also becoming an important factor ; not

only in the spread of malaria, but also upon its suc-

cessful control will largely depend the success of

some of these commercial ventures. For instance,

there has been a very extensive outbreak of malarial

fever among the employees of the company en-

gaged in the production of sugar on the San Jose
Estate and vicinity, in ]\Iindoro. At first there was
a marked disinclination on the part of those in

charge of these companies to take adequate sanitary

measures to control the malaria. This caused many
of those sick with malaria to leave and return to

their homes, and, in many instances, they infected

regions heretofore free from the disease.

Just what it is possible for modern sanitation to

accomplish in this direction is well shown by the

success which has attended the Government's efi^orts

at the Iwahig Penal Colony on the Island of Pala-

wan. At the time that the Penal Colony was be-

gun this was notoriously one of the most insalubri-

ous sections of the Islands : a death rate of over 200
per thousand occurred soon after the first prisoners

were sent there. Before American occupation

several Spanish sugar companies met financial ruin

owing to the laborers dying of malaria. Quinine
was distributed, in prophylactic doses, to all in-

mates, and steps were taken to drain or fill lowlands,

the use of mosquito nets was insisted upon, and
grass and other foliage which formed harboring
places in the vicinity of houses was removed. Upon
completion of these measures the death rate fell to

approximately 16 per thousand, which is a rate

which will compare favorably with the most healthy

sections of the Philippine Islands, and perhaps even

with those in temperate zones.

Mr. Edouard Nyssans, Administrator of Civil

Hospitals of Belgium, has been a visitor in the city

of Manila, and among other things has made an in-

spection of the new Philippine General Hospital

and has expressed his high approval of the type ot

construction and the method of administration.

Dr. W. E. Musgrave, who recently went to Japan
for his health, has returned, recovered, and has

again resumed his duties as dean of the College of

Medicine and Surgery.

Dr. H. E. Stafford, one of the oldest practising

physicians in the Philippines, was recently stricken

with appendicitis, from which he is now well on
the road to recovery.
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OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From ()ur Regular Correspondent.)

MEETlXr, OF THE ROY.\L INSTITUTE . OF PUBLIC
HE.SLTH—GOVERXMEXTAL MEASURES FOR RE-

SEARCH IN INFECTIOUS DISEASES—^INFECTIOUS

DISEASES AND THEIR CONTROL IN LONDON—

A

CENTRAL BUREAU FOR MEDICAr. LITERATURE

—

MODES OF LITERARY RESEARCH.

Berlin, September IS, 1912.

A SPECTACLE quite unusual even to the learned

classes of Berlin was presented in the large audi-

torium of the upper house of parliament on Jul)'

25. Brilliant academic gowns were worn by the

distinguished men who came from far and wide to

attend the annual meeting of the Royal Institute of

Public Health, which parted from its former custom
in holding the meeting this year in Berlin. The
object was to acquire tirst hand information of the

public hygienic measures of Germany and also to

bring into closer personal relationship the public

health workers of both countries. The different

sections were as follows : ( i ) State medicine under
the presidency of Sir T. Clifford Allbut; (2) bac-

teriology and comparative pathology, presided over
by Prof. Sims Woodhead of Cambridge; (3) the

hygiene of childhood and of the school, presided

over by Sir James Crichton-Browne of Edinburgh

;

(4) marine, military, and tropical hygiene, under
the presidency of Sir Ronald Ross; (5) municipal
hygiene and hygienic technique, under the presi-

dency of P. C. Cowan. There were read 150 pa-

pers, among which were many contributed by Ger-
man authors : many hygienic establishments, par-

ticularly hospitals and sanatoria, were visited, and
many social functions tended to knit the bonds of

good-fellowship between the English and the Ger-
man members.
The opening address was delivered by the presi-

dent of the society, Earl Beauchamp, Minister of

Public Works in London. The governmental regu-
lations for the investigation and experimental con-

trol of the infections diseases are much better in

Germany than in England, but in the practical cam-
paign against the infectious diseases England is

ahead of Germany. London has for this purpose
fourteen hospitals, containing a total of 8,568 beds.

The mortality from scarlet fever has fallen from
13.5 to 1.9 per cent.; the mortality from diphtheria

has fallen from 40.7 to 8.44 per cent. ; the typhoid
fever mortality has fallen from 21.3 to 14.3 per

cent. ; while that from smallpox has fallen from
20.8 to 15.7 per cent. All these figures pertain to

a period of about forty years. Ten years ago of

every 10,000 inhabitants of London there were 4
cases of scarlet fever; in 1911 there were 2.3 cases.

The morbidity from diphtheria fell from 2.6 to 1.6,

and that from typhoid fever fell from 0.7 to 0.23.

In 1884 there were provided floating hospitals at

some distance from London. In these all cases of

smallpox were isolated. Since that year the inci

dence of smallpo.x diminished ; during the past four

years there has not been a single fatality from this

disease. For the forty-seven years preceding the

period of isolation away from the city there oc-

curred annually an average of 1,045 cases.

The ambulance service of London is now entirely

provided for by means of automobiles. For the

transportation of acute cases there are 35 ambu-
lances, of which 16 are provided with 21 beds. Ten
ambulances are set aside for the conveyance of con-

valescents and discharged patients. The speaker

next alluded to the government's provisions for the

sanatorium treatment of tuberculosis, and to the

various English institutions for the study of tropi-

cal diseases, and closed with a eulogy of the great

German hygienists, Koch and Pettenkofer.

A short time ago there was established in Berlin

a central bureau for research in medical literature.

It is supervised by Chief of Staff Dr. Beyer, and
a number of physicians who look after the special

subjects. The mode and purpose of the organiza-

tion are described by the director as follows : The
modern enormous expansion of medican literature

makes it impossible for the general practitioner, ex-

cept in certain rare instances, to keep in touch with

the latest contributions to medical science. The
time has arrived when the investigator, the clinician,

and the practising physician should avail them-
selves of the services of a literary expert. The
objection may be urged that the latter may not be

able to meet in every instance the requirements of

the author of a theme, but as the work goes on
the two may cooperate to produce a satisfactory re-

sult. The desultory reading of the novice should be

replaced by the methodical work of the literary bu-

reau. Older and busier practitioners will appre-

ciate the services of the latter institution by being

provided with those articles which are of special

interest to them.

The routine work of the literary worker com-
prises the following three divisions: (i) The prep-

aration of reports for publication, with reference

to new contributions, bibliographies and abstracts.

(2) The preparation of reports for individual phy-

sicians, including resume's and surveys. (3) The
preparation of translations, tables, indices, and the

making of corrections, and other special phases of

literary assistance. The medicoliterary bureau of

Berlin at Friedenau has as yet undertaken only the

first division of this work, in a manner that has

aroused universal approval among the profession.

An extension of this work is being projected. The
plan of the larger bureau is as follows : It should

be under the directorship of a physician, with two
physicians in charge of each division. One of these

will be on the premises, while the other will be

in charge of extramural investigations, such as at

various libraries and other institutions. .\n ample

compensation is urged for these workers.

l^rogrfHS of Mthuai Bmntt.
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

October 31, 1912

1. Memorabilia: Extr,icts from Medical Notes Made by the Late
Henry IngersoU Bowditch, M.D., of Boston. V. Y. Bowditch.

2. Some Obser\alion.s on Cases of Prostatic Obstruction Presenting
Overdistended Bladders. .\. L. Chute.

3. Artificial Pneumothorax in Advanced Unilateral Cases of Pul-
monary Tuberculosis. E. O. Otis.

4. Routine Medical Work in a Sanatorium. L. Brown, H. L.

Barnes p.nd V. F. CuIIen.

1. Medical Notes of the Late Dr. Henry I. Bowditch.

By V. I. Bowditch. (See Medical Record, October 19.

1912, page 728.)

2. Prostatic Obstruction.—.\. L. Chute believes that

the mortality in operations for the relief of prostatic ob-

struction depends largely on the condition of the kidneys,

and that urinary back pressure and the damage and embar-

rassment this inflicts on the kidneys is the commonest
form of renal danger in prostatics. Its importance lies in

the fact that a patient may be very near the uremic state

without this being evident. The functional tests do not

give absolutely definite information as to how near the
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uremic state a patient is. The most accurate idea of this

is obtained from the symptoms of general toxemia that

these patients show ; these symptoms are referred to the

digestive tract most often, less frequently to the nervous

system. What the author terms the "element of embarrass-

ment" in these patients, the element that depends on back

pressure alone, is capable of relief. This relief by proper

preliminary treatment may be enough to determine the suc-

cess or failure of operation. The endeavor in these patients

should be to relieve the back pressure without infecting the

urinary tract or with the minimum of infection. In the

aseptic cases this is best accomplished by a preliminarj-

suprapubic cystotomy under local anesthesia ; in the ni-

fected cases the use of an inlying catheter is usually suffi-

cient.

3. Artificial Pneumothorax in Advanced Pulmonary
Tuberculosis.—E. O. Otis notes that the conditions

which warrant a recourse to artificial pneumothorax are

an advanced or advancing case of pulmonary tuberculosis

the disease being principally unilateral. After a careful

physical and .r-ray examination, the spot which appears

to be free from adhesions is selected, and, by careful

manipulation, a needle similar to an aspirating needle is

inserted between the two layers of the pleura and through

it nitrogen gas is slowly injected under slight pressure.

Only a certain amount of the gas is allowed to flow in at

the first attempt, depending upon individual conditions, and
the procedure is repeated, if all goes well, at frequent

intervals until the lung is tightly compressed, as shown by

the physical examination and .r-ray picture. When this

has been accomplished, the subsequent injections are given

at longer intervals, sufficient to maintain the compression.

New York Medical Journal.

November 2, 1912.

1. Tile Kdipus Complex. A. A. Brill.
2. The Ecchymotic Skin Reaction or -Acquired Pseudoheniophilia;

S'card's Syndrome. W. M. Barton.
3. The Scientific Treatment of tlie Insane—A National Problem.

T. W. Salmon.
4. The Role of Disinfection and the Influence of Infected Rooms

and Foniites in the Transmission of Infectious Diseases. A. H.
Doty.

5. The Use of Mixed Infection Vaccines in Skin Infections. T. G.
Burke.

6. Manu.il Treatment of the Abdominal Sympathetic. E. F. Cyriax
and -\. Kellgren-Cyriax.

7. Implantation of Fat into Tenon's Capsule after Enucleation.W . R. Weidlcr.
8. Local Treatment of Two Pistolshot Cases Using Hot Water

Applications. F. Griffith,
he First Ml
J. Gutman.

'
"^^'i >^'"' Medical Clinic of Vienna: Von Noorden's Division.

2. Ecchymotic Skin Reaction.—W. M. Barton states
that during the past few years a few cases have come
under his observation in which comparatively slight digital

or other pressure has produced a local ecchymotic cuta-

neous reaction. Two cases have occurred in women dur-
ing or after the menopause. In a recent article Sicard
and Gutman report two cases of a similar kind, one in a

female and one in a inale, in both of which there occurred
cutaneous ecchymoses as a result of slight digital compres-
sion. .Xre these similar cases and to be regarded as true

acquired hemophilia? If any defect of coagulability of the

blood is to be taken as a criterion, the answer is no. In

none of the four cases reported was there any delay in

coagulation time. In one case no examination was made
to determine this point, but the patient had never had a

hemorrhage of any severity. It would appear more reason-

able to suppose that cases in which the ecchymotic skin

reaction is observed, spontaneously or upon slight pressure,

are not cases of true hemophilia. It would be interesting

to examine the condition of the vascular walls in these

cases. In some cases of true hemophilia changes have
been observed in the smaller vessels ; but in others no
pathological alterations have been found. Perhaps the

condition of acute ecchymotic skin reaction may be found
associated with, and dependent upon an abnormal fragility

of the capillary wall and this upon a generalized capillo-

sclerosis.

4. Infected Rooms and Fomites in the Transmission

of Infectious Diseases.—By A. H. Doty. (Sec Medical

Record. September 28. 1912, page 580.)

7. Implantation of Fat into Tenon's Capsule after

Enucleation.—W. B. Weidler states that the ophthalinic

surgeon has for the past twenty-five years tried many
forms of enucleation and implantation into Tenon's cap-

sule and the orbital tissues of different materials, with the

hope of securing a more freely movable stump for a glass

eye. So far these efforts have been successful to a mod-

erate degree only. Before this time it had been thought

sufficient if the ophthalmic surgeon removed the diseased

or disfiguring eye without giving any special thought to

the after appearances or the moveinents of the artificial

eye. The author mentions some of the many things that

have been tried from time to time to secure a more mov-

able stump for the glass eye. Mules used the glass ball

and Fox suggested the gold ball ; others have tried cellu-

loid, sponge, peat, fresh or decalcified bone, agaragar,

petrolatum, rubber, wire, silk, catgut, rabbit's eyes, and

fat from the gluteal region. The author calls attention to

the use of fat as an implant. This is not a new opera-

tion, as it was first tried by Barrequier fifteen years ago

and has been performed by many ophthalmic surgeons

with varying degrees of success. The operation is com-

paratively simple and is not attended with any danger to

the patient.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 2, 1912.

1. (iailstones Coincident with Other Surgical Lesions. J. G.

Clark.
2. Sporotrichosis in Man. With a Summary of the Cases Reported

in the United States and a Consideration of the Clinical

Varieties and the Important Factors in the Differential Diag-
nosis. W. W. Hamburger.

3. The -Application of Conservative Surgery to Ovarian Dermoids.
A. C. MartMi.

4. Bilateral Fibromatosis of Ovaries, with Ossification of Ovarian
Fihrom-i. J. A. Robertson.

5. Influence of Sodium lodoxybenzoate on Reactions of Inflamma-
tory Character. S. Amberg and J. H. M. Knox, Jr.

6. I'he Kelail Pharmacist as a Purveyor of Pure Drugs. H.
Kraemer.

7. The Quality of Drugs on the Market. L. F. Kebler.
8. Drug Plant Cultivation. R. H. True.
9. Multiple Sclerosis. L. H. Mettler.

10. .'V Case of Multiide Cerebrospinal Sclerosis, Presenting Un-
usual Symptoms Suggesting Paresis. Clinical and Pathological
Findings. F. X. Dercum.

11. Ileus Considered Experimentally. A. McLean and R. C. Andries.
12. Some Common Types of Hyposecretion of the Thyroid. O. T.

( )sborne.
13. The Importance of Careful Investigation Before Removing or

ntstroyitig Organs. R. E. Castelaw.

I. Gallstones Coincident with Other Surgical

Lesions.—J. G. Clark concludes that gallstones give rise

to symptoms in a much larger proportion of cases than is

commonly supposed. Many cases heretofore diagnosti-

cated and treated as chronic indigestion and other vague
stomach disorders are in reality cases of cholelithiasis.

Gallstones are not necessarily innocuous when they are

producing no symptoms, but may produce fatal lesions

while their presence is unsuspected. Unless contraindi-

cated, the gall-bladder as well as the appendix should be

examined in all cases of celiotomy, and gallstones, if

present, should be removed whether they offend or not,

provided the patient's local and general condition are

favorable.

3. Ovarian Dermoids.

—

A. C. Martin, after reporting

a case of dermoid of the ovary, discusses the cases of

malignancy in these growths and emphasizes the necessity

of submitting the tumors to a careful microscopical anal-

ysis in every instance. In the case he reports there was a

suspicion of malignancy in the somewhat too numerous
cells and their atypical arrangement. Undoubtedly simple

dermoids are benign, but there is a possibility of malig-

nancy in those that approach the teratoma type, .\nother

characteristic of the ovarian dermoid which calls for men-
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tion in this connection is the peritoneal metastasis, in which

the peritoneum is dotted with minute knots, each furnished

with a small tuft of hair. Bland Sutton does not consider

these malignant, and this opinion seems to be borne out

by the usual historj' of these growths. The author presents

a summary of the reported cases of malignant complica-

tions of ovarian dermoid, and concludes that primary con-

servation of the ovary, if technically possible and other-

wise desirable, is the operation of choice in dealing with

ovarian dermoids which give no e\idence of malignancy in

the gross or on the immediate examination of a frozen

section. The excised tissue should invariably be examined
subsequently with the utmost detail for microscopical

evidence of the threefold possibilities of malignancy, each

of which, fortunately, is rare. In young women, a radical

operation is imperative only if demanded by positive patho-

logical findings.

9. Multiple Sclerosis.—L. H. Mettler states that the

literature of multiple sclerosis is full of contradictions.

The disease has been called in Europe one of the most

common of the organic nervous afifections. and in .\merica

one of the rarest. The author introduces his discussion of

the subject with the histories of three cases, which indicate

that quite dissimilar troubles may be classed under this head.

One was a typical case with marked neuropathic heredity

;

the second was less clear, both etiologically and clinically

:

the third was a pure case of cerebrospinal syphilis with

merely a remote resemblance to multiple sclerosis. The
symptoms of multiple sclerosis are not uniformly distinc-

tive and diagnostic errors are far too common. Xo two

investigators seem to agree on the physical basis or patho-

physiology. The crux of the whole matter is the plaque or

sclerotic patch. This is fairly distinctive, and if agreement

could be reached as to its origin and essential constitution

one might have a basis for statistics. Differences of

opinion prevail as to their relationship to the blood-vessels.

Most pathologists do not believe that the plaques are lim-

ited to this disease. Multiple sclerosis of the typical Char-

cot type, with marked neuropathy in the ancestry, is a

very rare disease.

II. Experimental Ileus.—A. McLean and R. C.

Andries conclude that death in ileus is not due to a to.x-

emia, i.e. it is due neither to the absorption of bacteria or

their toxins, nor to the absorption of some altered physio-

logical secretion. .\ depletion of the vascular and lymph-

system, causing a grave disturbance in the circulation,

especially in the cerebral circulation, is a prime factor in

the causation of death. A pathological change in the

sympathetic nervous system, a loss of sympathetic con-

trol, is probably contributory. Treatment must, first of

all, relieve distention and secondly, refill the depleted

vessels.

The Lancet.

October 26, 1912.

1. The Passing of Morbid Anatomy. Sir James F. Goodhart.
2. Mental Disorders. Sir George H. Savage.
3. Industrial Mercurial Poisoning as Seen in Felt-Hat Makers.

F. E. Tylecote.
4. The Operative Treatment of Fractures. A. J. Walton.
5. Some Reflections on Gastrojejunostomy. J. O'Conor.
6. .\ Case of Localized Intracorpuscular Sulpheraoglobinemia.

H. Davis.
7. A Case of Myxedema. R. S. Novis.
8. The Practical Use of Vaccine Treatment in Pulmonary Tubercu-

losis. B. Hudson.

I. The Passing of Morbid Anatomy.—Sir James F.

Goodhart points out that all of the changes and shiftings

of ground in the development of modern pathology sug-

gest the existence of a struggle on the part of the pathol-

ogist to find out some morbid change for every disease,

and it is indeed admitted that the pathologist has been ever

more and more reducing function to terms of structural

change. But the time has come when it seems worth while

to insist that all this work upon the foundation—whether

it be anatomical, histological, chemical, physical—has, un-

consciously perhaps, but none the less inevitably, been ush-

ering in another point of view, and the latest phase of

pathology is the more intricate one that concerns itself

primarily with the investigation of function.

2. Mental Disorders.—Sir George H. Savage states

that so-called mental disorder is gauged in relationship to

conduct, and that certain disorders depend more on the

surroundings of the patient than on the patient himself.

The author has long been in the habit of referring to the

social misfits which depend on the surroundings rather

than on the patient. Social and mental disorders are

nearly related, and one of the most difficult problems is to

decide where badness ends and madness begins. There
are many mental disorders which deserve the name func-

tional in so far as they are not represented by any ma-
terial change in the central nervous tissues. Nature pro-

vides the iron, but man makes the horseshoe for service.

In considering heredity too much stress should not be laid

on the existence of some forms of mental disorder in the

family. Insanity, like genius, may be an accident. It is

certain that some families in which every form of neurosis

has been represented have succeeded in breeding out of the

tendency. It is interesting to note in some members of a

family eccentricities or tricks of manner, insanity in one

generation being followed by musical or other aptitude in

the next, while in the third generation, or in some mem-
bers of the second generation, beside the normal members
there were some with tricks, such as the facult}', untrained,

of mirror writing. One should not believe too much in

what Maudsley has called the tyranny of the organism.

That external conditions have very much to do w-ith the

production of attacks of insanity the author has no doubt.

One of his favorite similes in teaching on the question of

heredity was to compare it with the mycelium of the

mushroom. This spreads far and wide, and is not recog-

nized till suitable conditions lead to the mushroom which

comes to the surface. So the neurotic inheritance spreads

far and wide and is deeply seated, but the occasion for its

development may be wanting.

3. Industrial Mercurial Poisoning.—By F. E. Tyle-

cote. (See Medic.\l Record, October 19, 1912, page 716.)

6. A Case of Sulphemoglobinemia.—H. Davis re-

ports the case of a woman, 27 years of age, whose face

had a remarkable color, being stained a deep slate blue,

almost a blue-black. This hue prevailed all over the face

and scalp and over the exposed part of the neck, but it

could not be observed anywhere else except at the bases

of the finger-nails. The bases of the toe-nails were of the

normal color. The mucous membranes were unstained.

On the face the color was most marked over the nose,

but it was quite obvious in the sclerotics ; the cheeks and

forehead were also aflfected, but the ears to a slightly less

degree than other parts. The color could not be dispersed

by pressure. The patient's face had assumed its peculiar

tint eleven years previously, when the patient was 16 years

old, and had not changed since that time. When the pa-

tient was admitted to the hospital she had been suffering

from a certain amount of digestive disturbance, of which

the chief sign was pain after meals; this symptom had

lasted for three months. She was also subject to head-

ache, dyspnea, and sweating on exertion, with occasional

palpitation and giddiness. Her general nutrition was good.

Nothing abnormal was discovered in the lungs. The apex-

beat was in the fifth intercostal space in the nipple-line,

and there was a slight systolic bruit in the mitral area.

Otherwise the heart sounds were normal. There was no
clubbing of the fingers. The tongue was furred and the

teeth were bad. There was no enlargement of the liver

or spleen. The urine was straw-colored, and acid in re-

action; no abnormal constituent w-as discovered, and the

specific gravity was 1007. There was thus no sign of
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alkaptonuria. The blood count showed red cells 5,280,000,

white cells 6,000, percentage of hemoglobin 98, index 0.9.

The differential count showed polymorphonuclear leuco-

cytes 76 per cent., lymphocytes 20 per cent., transitional

cells 2 per cent., and eosinophile cells 2 per cent. The
diagnosis of this case was difficult. The possibilities which

presented themselves were argyria, ochronosis, hema-
chromatosis, methemoglobinemia, and sulphemoglobinemia.

The general appearance of the patient was very suggestive

of argyria. A specimen of the patient's blood showed the

characteristic absorption band of sulphemoglobinemia in

the red end of the spectrum.

8. Vaccine Treatment in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—
B. Hudson has found that in certain cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis a course of vaccine treatment is of great

benefit. There is, however, always a large amount of un-

certainty, owing to the difficulty of isolating the causal

organism; but even if the vaccine does no good, it at any

rate never seems to do any permanent damage and is

worth trying. The treatment may be used in conjunction

with tuberculin. It must be carefully borne in mind that

any injection or other treatment is only an adjunct, and

that the general hygiene, open-air, climatic and tonic treat-

ment, systematic rest, and good feeding should be always

strictly enforced.

British Medical Journal.

October 26, 1912.

1. The Passing of Morbid Anatomy. Sir James Goodliart.
2. Pellagra in the British Islands. L. W. Sambon and A. J. Chal-

mers.
3. Mitral Stenosis: Peripheral Emboli Causing Partial Monoplegia

with Symptoms Simulating Cerebral Embolism. G. G. .Mderson.
4. On the Presence of Sugar in the Cerebrospinal Fluid from Cases

of Meningitis, F. H. Jacob.

1. The Passing of Morbid Anatomy.—By Sir James
Goodhart. (See page —.)

2. Pellagra in the British Islands.—L. W. Sambon
and A. J. Chalmers present the evidence which proves that

for an undetermined but long time pellagra has endemi-

cally prevailed in parts of the United Kingdom, and that,

notwithstanding the recognition and publication of two
grave typical cases, the disease has been generally over-

looked in its milder and more obscure forms. The presence

of pellagra in the British Islands is of geographical in-

terest, because hitherto the disease was believed to be

limited northwards by the forty-fifth parallel. Etiologi-

cally, its presence in the United Kingdom is of importance,

because here its causation cannot be reasonably explained

by the consumption of either sound or bad maize, and its

topographical distribution shows that here, as elsewhere,

it is linked to the swift-flowing, Simulium-infected streams.

Sociologically, the disease calls for the most urgent atten-

tion. Pellagra is an insidious disease, either of a rapidly

fatal or of a long intermittent course, leading to insanity.

The pellagrous psychical disturbances are as many-sided

and as obscure as the somatic manifestations of the disease,

but the salient feature is an intermittent and progressive

amentia, often assuming a semblance of melancholia and

exhibiting from time to time regular outbursts of maniacal

excitement. In some cases there may be all the appearances

of progressive paralysis. Dementia is the invariable terini-

nation, unless the patient be cured, or carried off sooner

by some intercurrent disease or mere exhaustion of the

vital powers.

3. Mitral Stenosis with Peripheral Emboli.—G. G.

Alderson reports the case of a woinan aged 42 years who
had mitral stenosis following an attack of rheumatic fever

six years previously. This case is of interest because on

two occasions on which embolism occurred in a limb artery

the attendant symptoms accurately simulated those associ-

ated with cerebral embolism. Thus, on each occasion the

patient was the subject of partial monoplegia, with at-

tendant nausea and giddiness. Additional interest is af-

forded by the fact that death was absolutely sudden, and
was found to be due to the presence of a ball thrombus in

the right auricle.

4. Sugar in the Cerebrospinal Fluid in Cases of

Meningitis.— I". 11, Jacob concludes that in pyogenic

meningitis, whether caused by the pneumococcus or strep-

tococcus, or by a mi.xed infection, sugar is invariably ab-

sent. In cerebrospinal meningitis sugar is absent in the

acute stage, but may return in some degree as the infection

recedes. In tuberculous meningitis sugar is present, except

in very rare cases shortly before death, in which stage a

difficulty in diagnosis rarely exists. In poliomyelitis sugar

is present. These findings seem sufficiently definite to be

of real value.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

October 21. 1912.

Angiosclerosis of the Intestinal Arteries with Inter-

mittent Limp.—Friedmann of New York relates the

case of a syphilitic man aged 46 who suffered from severe

crises of intestinal colic. Various affections like gastric

and duodenal ulcer, gallstones, tabes, etc, could be ex-

cluded. The attacks set in instantaneously. As intermit-

tent limp developed later a diagnosis was made of angio-

sclerosis of the superior mesentery artery. The patient

was placed upon the antisyphilitic regimen (no salvarsan)

and within a short time the limp had permanently vanished.

It is impossible to state whether the paroxysms of .colic

have been removed. The patient later received salvarsan

in the further hope of a permanent cure.

Therapeutic Action of Metals Upon Cancer.—Gay-
lord of the Buffalo Cancer Institute began to test various

metallic salts in mammalian cancer, notably halogens, long

before 1908, and no less than 250 distinct substances have

been employed for this purpose. It was not until long

afterwards that the Berlin results were published. During

the same period the subject of goiter and cancer of the

thyroid in certain fishes (Salmonidse) was likewise inves-

tigated. It was learned that if the water was impregnated

with a little iodine this condition could be controlled. It

has since been learned that mercury and arsenic exert the

same curative power as iodine. The fact that infinitesimal

quantities of metal can affect fish cancer so favorably will

lead to a reduction of the doses in cancer in mammals.
Necrotic Cyanotic Liver with Icterus.—Oertel of the

Sage Pathologic Institute, New York, believes that he has

discovered a new and peculiar lesion of the liver which is

non-inflammatory in origin, being determined by extreme

venous stasis. He has published several papers on the

subject, the first in 1904, and has now five cases recorded,

each of which is given in detail. He also knows of other

material. The last case may be briefly reproduced here

:

patient, a man aged 25, had typical initial stenosis. Among
other results of stasis pulsating liver developed with ic-

terus. Leucocyte count showed absence of infection. The
icterus increased and acute hemorrhagic diathesis began

to be in evidence. Death supervened without any tem-

perature rise. Section showed the usual phenomena of

venous stasis. The state of the liver, however, differed

radically from the ordinary red atrophy. The organ was
smooth and of a uniform green color. The microscope

showed irregular streaks of necrosis with hemorrhagic ex-

travasations. The picture was quite unlike that of ordi-

nary parenchymatous degeneration,

Dysbasia Arteriosclerotica and Flat Foot.—Branden-
stein calls attention to the comparative frequency of this

association. Not a few cases of intermittent limp have

been seen in subjects with flat foot—evidently the deform-

ing degree of the latter, for the milder type is too com-

mon to have much significance in this connection. It is

in such cases that the pains occasioned by the deformity

serve to mask some of the symptoms of the angiosclerosis.
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The limp itself may be referred to the flat foot. From
the opposite viewpoint the angiosclerosis can aggravate the

deformity. As a result of the former the muscles undergo

atrophy, the extremity becomes cold and moist as a result

of failing circulation. Flat foot is chiefly bilateral, while

angiosclerosis is often unilateral. The significance of this

association is at present obscure. It is of course not cer-

tain that it is primarily only a coincidence, but the asso-

ciation forms a definite clinical entity, in as far as it rep-

resents a vicious circle.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 22, 1912.

Extraperitoneal Cesarean Section.—O. Kiistner up to

September 12 of this year had operated by this route in

seventy-two cases. He is averaging two or three opera-

tions monthly, and is doubtless the heaviest operator in

this intervention. As in all such procedures, there is

more or less confusion, for some appear to make no dis-

tinction between the strict extraperitoneal and the cervical

transperitoneal routes. A new term, peritoneophobia, has

been coined to denote the unfounded aversion on the part

of some surgeons to opening the peritoneal cavity. The
indications are simple—practically contracted pelvis with

unfavorable outlook for the birth of the intact child. The
indications are therefore determined largely by the state

of the fetus—poor heart sounds, escape of meconium,

early escape of waters, etc. In the seventy-two operations

the author lost but four children. Three were in deep

asphyxia and the fourth had meningeal hemorrhage. But

one motlier was lost, the death being attributed to the

anesthetic.

Simple Mechanical Resource for Epistaxis.—Ritschl

employs the socalled Naegeli's maneuver for nose bleed.

As is known, the last named author wrote in 1894 a mono-
graph on mechanical interventions in various portions of

the body for neuralgias and neuroses, which recalls the

management of these and other conditions of "osteopaths"

in the United States. Two maneuvers termed by Naegeli

the "head support" and the "head extension" are said to

exert an energetic anemization of the head and adjacent

structures. Such a degree of anemia may be induced as

will provoke first vertigo and then syncope. Naegeli's

explanation of these results may not, however, be the

correct one. He ascribes the anemia of the brain to a

sort of suction by the large veins, while the author invokes

a stretching of the cervical sympathetic with stimulation

of the vasoconstrictor fibers. He came to this conclusion

when he found that the maneuvers caused constriction

of the arterioles of the Schneiderian membrane and acci-

dentally arrest of epistaxis. One hand is placed under

the jaw while the second is applied to the occiput. A
uniform upward traction is now made upon the head.

To reinforce this action the maneuver may be made with

the head extended strongly backward. Hemostasis must

result in from one to two minutes.

Treatment of Pertussis.—.\Ithoflf has now gone
through two epidemics of whooping cough in which he

obtained distinguished success with a combination of

sedatives in association with other measures such as mus-
tard baths and menthol embrocations over the spine. The
sedatives comprise chiefly antipyrin, heroin, and sodium

bromide. This management, however, must begin during

the initial catarrhal stage to be eflicacious, and it then

operates by curtailing the duration of the second or spas-

modic stage. The child receives three mustard baths in

daily succession at the outset. A quarter pound of mus-

tard of medium strength is used in a general tub bath,

naturally to antagonize the bronchitis. The dorsal inunc-

tions of strong menthol ointment are given three times

daily. In addition to the sedatives already enumerated

the author also prescribes ipecac and aristolochia.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 24, 1912.

Posttraumatic Pachymeningitis.—Kasemeyer cites an

instance which illustrates how a trauma of the head may
insidiously lead to death even in the absence of symptoms
during a prolonged interval period. The patient, a young
man, was admitted to the clinic with evidences of acute

meningitis. Five years before while serving as a soldier

he was kicked on the head by his horse. He went about

his business as usual and never mentioned that he was
even stunned. He finished his service, and the few and

mild symptoms complained of during that period could

not be referred definitely to the results of injury. He
married and begot children. Habits good throughout. A
day or so before admission he had been attacked suddenly

with severe headache and chills, and on admission pre-

sented an undoubted picture of cerebrospinal meningitis.

Cultures made from the throat and spinal fluid shoWed

virulent pneumococci. He did not respond to treatment

and died in coma. Section showed an old fibrinous adhe-

sive pachymeningitis with an area of softening in the cor-

tex. The latter having become infected set up a general

diffuse purulent cerebrospinal meningitis. The author's

deductions are as follows : :\t the time of the injury a

small subdural hemorrhage resulted. This organized, but

the newly formed blood-vessels degenerated and rup-

tured. Now for the first time pachymeningitis interna

hemorrhagica developed, and led to adhesions between dura

and pia. As a result of circulatory disturbance in the

cortex a focus of softening developed and became in-

fected through the nasopharynx.

Thyreoidin in Vomiting of Pregnancy.—Koreck, a

Hungarian practitioner, discovered on purely empirical

grounds that thyreoidin has some power over vomiting of

pregnancy. Of importance was the fact that the usual

physiological action of the drug was not in evidence, the

cardiac frequency being even diminished. The improve-

ment was pronounced and when the drug was discontinued

vomiting reappeared. The morning vomiting was the

most refractory. The author tested the drug on other pa-

tients with the same good results. One of the women on

two previous occasions had her pregnancy terminated by

induced abortion, but now went on to term. The possibility

of suggestion as a therapeutic factor is not mentioned by

the author.

Serotherapy of Diphtheria in Heubner's Clinic.—
Eckert makes a very valuable report of seventeen years

continuous use of antitoxin in Heubner's Berlin clinic.

This on the whole is eminently favorable. The summary
is in part as follows ; There is a certain experimental

foundation for the efficacy of serum in preventing paral-

ysis, but the problem has not yet been worked out fully in

mankind. The possibility of fatal serum disease thus far

authorizes the routine use of the intravenous method.

For the prevention of anapliylaxis there is an abundance

of recommendations, some of which concern the prepara-

tion of the serum itself, while others involve the exhibition

of counteracting remedies. The author does not give any

routine procedure in use at the clinic. The high dosage

used in the latter has not for many reasons been carried

out in private practice; but efforts will be made to make
this course practicable. Of collateral measures the author

recommends the most roborant diet including wine and

concentrated meat preparations. Of local measures the

author finds pyrocyanase in no wise superior to ichthyol.

Bolus alba is much used at the clinic. As heart tonics

adrenalin, strychnin, and caffein are recommended. The
general tendency of early well dosed serum therapy is to

do away with the need of other remedies. A lethal ele-

ment is seen in an early severe myocarditis which can

neither be antidoted nor offset by substances which raise

blood pressure.
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Hazardous and Unhealthful Occupations and
their Rating.—F. B. Mead states that while condi-

tions in England differ radically from those

prevailing in this country, a careful study of the

returns of the Registrar General for England and
Wales showing the mortality in different occupa-

tions and the causes of death in each, is very in-

teresting and instructive. The following are the

returns for 1890, 1891, and 1892, indicating average

mortality per 1,000: Clergyman, 533; farmer, 563;
schoolmaster, 604 ; farm laborer, 632 ;

grocer, 664

;

carpenter or joiner, 783; lawyer, 821; blacksmith,

914; baker or confectioner, 920; druggist, 926;
physician, 966 ;

general shopkeeper, 973 ; butcher,

1,096; brewer, 1,427; innkeeper, spirit, wine or beer

dealer, 1,642; inn or hotel servant, 1,725 ; file maker,

1,810. One of the purposes of introducing the fore-

going comparative figures is to emphasize the im-

portant influence that occupation has upon mor-
tality. In order to illustrate further how mortality

varies among certain important occupations which
are acceptable for standard policies, the following

table is introduced showing the mortality experi-

enced by the Gotha Life Insurance Company from
1829 to 1890, among physicians, Protestant clergy,

and teachers in the primary schools. The rate ac-

cording to the American Experience Table is added
for purposes of comparison

:

GRADUATED RATE OF MORTALITY AFTER ELIMINATING
THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF INSURANCE
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Smik SptJiruia.

^VT-Ray Diagnosis and Treatment. A Text-Book for
General Practitioners and Students. By W. J. S.

BvTHELL, B.A. (Cantab.), M.D. (Vict.); Hon. Physi-
cian to the Ancoats Hospital, Manchester (Electrothera-
peutic Department) ; Medical Officer to the A'-Ray De-
partment of the ^Manchester Children's Hospital; Med-
ical Officer to the A'-Ray Department of the Salford
Royal Hospital; and A. E. Barclay, M.D. (Cantab.),
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Medical Officer to the Electrical
and A'-Ray Departments, Manchester Royal Infirmary

;

Late Clinical Assistant to the Electrical Department of
the London Hospital. Price $5.50. London: Henry
Frowde, Oxford University Press; Hodder & Stoughton.
1912.

This volume is written for the general practitioner, and
not for the .r-ray specialist. The entire subject of .r-ray

diagnosis and treatment is presented in such manner that
the general practitioner can gain an adequate working
knowledge of this valuable resource. The authors empha-
size the fact that "the rays are, as it were, a new sense
added to the other five ; they do not in any way relieve

us from the necessity of training ourselves in the use of
the old-establislied methods of observation that may be
used equally well at the cottage bedside or in the wards.
Although by themselves the rays may be of value in

diagnosis, yet their range of utility and the accuracy of
the information given becomes greater and greater the
more we combine the information available from every
source." The subject-matter of this book is subdivided
under the following headings : the ;r-rays and their use in

medicine; injuries of bones and joints: diseases of bones
and joints; examination of the bones and joints in chil-

dren; e.xamination of the head; the detection of foreign
bodies: examination of the thorax; examination of the

abdomen: examination of the urinary system; A'-ray thera-

peutics; and .r-ray apparatus and technique. After each
chapter there is a series of full-page plates showing .v-ray

photographs illustrating the important topics discussed in

the chapter. These plates are consummate for their clear-

ness and beauty of reproduction. There is a total of
118 illustrations. A mere examination of the latter, to-

gether with a perusal of the descriptions accompanying
them, will give one a fair knowledge of .f-ray diagnosis.

Of particular interest are the plates illustrating patho-
logical conditions in the thorax and abdomen. The au-

thors are to be congratulated upon the excellent manner
in which they have handled this difficult subject. The
paper, binding, typography, and general artistic features

of this work are in keeping with the excellence of its

text.

Emergency. Medtcal and Surgical Aid. What to do and
What Not to Do. A manual of first aid for laymen.
with special reference to industrial accidents. By Er-
nest A. Wells, M.D., Associate Medical Director, ^tna
Life Insurance Company: formerly House Surgeon, the

New York Hospital; Assistant Attending Surgeon Hart-
ford Hospital : Member American Medical Association,
American Academy of ^Medicine, etc. Hartford : ^tna
Life Insurance Company, 1912.

This is a convenient pamphlet, describing in simple lan-

guage and with the aid of photogravures the principles of
first aid. with special reference to industrial accidents.
The subjects are arranged alphabetically with marginal
headings. Such subjects are included as the treatment
of electric shock, dog bites, internal hemorrhage, caisson
disease, etc. This little book ma>} be recommended as an
excellent presentation of the subject.

ElNFUHRU.VG in DIE LeHRE VON DER BeK.\MPFUNG DER In-
fektionskrankheiten. 'Von E. v. Behring. Mit ."Xb-

bildungen in Text, Tabellen und farbiger Tafel. Price
IS marks. Berlin : Verlag von August Hirschwald. 1912.

The field covered by this volume is a large one. The
author has played such an important part in the develop-
ment of modern sanitary science that his description of the
science of fighting the infectious diseases acquires an added
importance and interest. The evolution of this subject is

fully dealt with. Chapter I discusses the terminology and
the historical aspects of the infectious diseases. In Chap-
ter II the author describes the infectious poisons, forms
of virus, portals of invasion, incubation, specific proteoly-
sis, and toxic caryolysis. Chapter Til includes a review of
the historical aspects of therapeutics; tlie Hippocratic sys-
tem, allopathy, homeopathy, and symptomatic therapy.
Sydenham and the specific medicaments, empirical isopathy
and isotherapy, etiological therapy, Jenner's vaccination,
Pasteur, the bactericidal antibodies, the antitoxic theory.

and the history of the anti-infectious action of the blood.
In Chapter IV the history of antitoxic antibodies is set

forth. This includes the history of the discovery of the
diphtheria antitoxin. The serum treatment of this dis-

ease is dealt with more extensively in the following chap-
ters. The succeeding chapters deal with the following sub-
jects: Anaphylaxis, modes of combating poisons; anti-
toxic tetanus therapy; the knowledge of diastatic processes;
phagocytosis ; blood investigations ; tuberculosis and its

control, and disinfection. The volume contains a mine of
information that cannot fail to be of value to all students
and laboratory workers interested in the campaign against
the infectious diseases.

Arteriosclerosis. Etiology, Pathology, Diagnosis, Prog-
nosis, Prophylaxis, and Treatment. With a Special
Chapter on Blood Pressure. By Louis M. Warfield,
.'\.B., M.D. ; Assistant Superintendent and Resident Phy-
sician to Milwaukee County Hospital ; Assistant Pro-
fessor of Medicine. Wisconsin College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Milwaukee, Wis.; formerly Medical House
Officer, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, Md. ; Mern-
ber American Medical Association. With an Introduc-
tion by W. S. Thayer, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medi-
cine, Johns Hopkins University. Illustrated with
twenty-eight engravings. Price $2.50. St. Louis : C. V.
Mosby Company, 1912.

This work in its present form represents a careful revis-
ion of the first edition that appeared four years ago, and
contains two new chapters on "The physical examination
of the heart and arteries" and on "Arteriosclerosis in its

relation to life insurance." The growing importance of
the clinical recognition of arteriosclerosis imparts con-
siderable value to this volume. This is well written, and
with its numerous illustrations serves as an admirable
guide to the general practitioner seeking light on this

subject.

The Sexual Life of the Child. By Dr. Albert Moll.
Translated from tlie German by Dr. Eden Paul. With
an Introduction by Edward L. Thorndike. Professor
of Educational Psychology, Teachers' College. Columbia
University, Price $1.75 net. New York: The Macmillan
Company, igi2.

To quote the language of the introduction, the author "has
undertaken to describe the origin and development, in

childhood and youth, of the acts and feelings due to sex;
to explain the forces by which sex responses are directed
and misdirected; and to judge the wisdom of existing and
proposed methods of preventing the degradation of a
child's se.xual life." The subject matter is dealt with
under the following headings : introductory and historical

;

the reproductive organs—the sexual impulse; sexual dif-

ferentiation in childhood; symptomatology: pathology;
etiology and diagnosis; importance of the sexual life of
the child: the child as an object of sexual practices; and
sexual education. No one can deny the importance to the
physician, to the educator, and even to the parent, of a
knowledge of the subjects touched upon in this book.
The authority of Dr. Moll, coupled with his delicate

tliough fearless handling of this difficult topic, has suc-
ceeded in presenting a book of permanent value.

Fresh Air and How to Use It. By Thomas Spees Car-
RiNCTON, M.D., Assistant Secretary of the National
Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-
culosis: .Author of "Tuberculosis Hospital and Sana-
torium Construction." Price $1.00. New York: The
National Association for tlie Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis, 1912.

This volume is published under the auspices of the Na-
tional Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-
culosis as a means of supplying the demand for informa-
tion as to methods of obtaining fresh air. It is remark-
able to what extent even the city dweller is able to secure
the advantages of living in the open air. The follovv-ing

chapter headings indicate the wide scope and usefulness of
this volume : ventilation, window tents, roof bungalows,
wall houses and iron frame porches for city use, temporary
fresh-air porches for country use, permanent sleeping
porches and loggias for country homes, methods of pro-
tecting and screening porches, tents, and tent houses, open-
air bungalows and cottages, suggestions for planning new
houses with open-air apartments, roof playgrounds for
children, and clothing, bedding, and furniture. The book
contains a large number of illustrations which admirably
supnlement the text. There is no doubt that the author
has a complete mastery of his subject and that he has sup-
plied a distinct want in the preparation of this admirable
volume.
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^flrirty ^pavts.

CLINICAL CONGRESS OF SURGEONS OF NORTH
AMERICA.

Third Annual Session. Held in New York. No'c'emher

11-15, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Rbcobd.)

Monday, Noz'cniher 11

—

First Day.

This meeting was opened by Dr. George E, Brewer of
New York City. He said that there were present the
largest body of surgeons that had ever met in the history
of the world. There was nothing spectacular to be shown
and those who expected to see extraordinary operations,
rare methods, and unusual cures would be disappointed.
What was wanted was to demonstrate the methods em-
ployed in daily usage with a maximum of safety and the
minimum of discomfort to the patient. To this end they
hoped to demonstrate laboratory work, serum therapy,
4:-ray methods, and the methods of pathological examina-
tion. Dr. Brewer then introduced the president. Dr. Albert
J. Ochsner, of Chicago.

Dr. Ochsner said that the large attendance at the Con-
gress was a great inspiration. New York had always been
a surgical center, but never more so than at the present
moment. There was a time when wealth, victory in com-
bat, or personal aggrandizement was the measure of man's
greatness, but now personal service was the prime ele-
ment of achievement. .-Kbout a half centurv ago teachers
grasped this fact and impressed upon their pupils that
education must include ethical development. A willing-
ness to render service was more profitable to him who
received than to him who gave. If they were here only
to improve themselves personally, this Congress was a
failure, but if it gave better service to the people, then it

was a useful element in American progress. Many im-
portant facts would be carried by the men to their homes
all over the country, which would be utilized for the wel-
fare of the public, .^mong the younger men there were
surgeons who were doing excellent work and this con-
gress gave them an opportunity to demonstrate their meth-
ods. They thus learned to appreciate each other's work
and were stimulated by mutual comparison to do away
with provincialism. He felt confident that witnessing the
clinical work would stimulate them to a greater amount
of scientific reading. The great surgeons of this country
had very generally acquired their knowledge and skill

after leaving medical school. Tf one should select ten men
who rank highest, not more than three or four would be
found to have a university education. It was the men
who had been inspired and who worked constantly who
had risen to high rank. Better opportunities would be
provided for the next generation. .Xfter expressing his

appreciation for the honor conferred upon him in being
president of the strongest body of men in the profession,
he said it gave him great pleasure to present his successor.

a man who had done much—in fact, no one had done quite

so much as the president-elect—for the development and
advancement of this Congress, Dr. Edward Martin of
Philadelphia.

Dr. Martin then introduced some of the visiting dele-

gates, among them Dr. Otfrid Foerster of Breslau, Ger-
many, Prof. W. .^rhuthnot Lane of London, Dr. J. B.

Murphy of Chicago, ex-president of the American Medical
Association, Dr. Robert F. Weir of New York, Dr. .^bra-

ham Jacobi, the present president of the .\merican Medi-
cal Association, and Dr. John B. Witherspoon of Nashville,
Tenn., the president-elect of the American Medical .\sso-

ciation.

Dr. John B. Murphy, in responding to the introduction,

said he had only been told a half hour before that he was
to speak and this was not fair to the audience and most
unjust to him. However, he could not let the opportunity
pass without congratulating the Congress for the mag-
nificent enthusiasm and earnestness of this body of men.
He mentioned the name of Dr. Franklin Martin of Chi-

cago, who, he said, should not be forgotten, as he was
the founder and perfecter of the organization. He wished
everyone to consider the cost of this meeting and its value
to those who attended. Each one spent from two to six

per cent, of a year's time, to say nothing of the expense.
As to the return received, each surgeon was brought face

to face with the best teachers and clinical opportunities
that the present time offered. They each received an in-

spiration and each became in his own locality a standard
of medical procedure and practice. This organization

surpassed anything so far thought of for standardizing the
principles and practice of surgery.

Dr. Weir expressed his admiration for clinical work
and believed that great possibilities for progress lay in

this direction.

Dr. Witherspoon said he was glad to be welcomed at a
meeting of men who had made surgical progress the
marvel of the age. He said it was an inspiration to all

and he was glad to be one of those to welcome visitors
and to give his congratulations to the surgeons of Amer-
ica, who formed one of the grandest bodies of life-savers
in this country. The .\merican Medical Association was
proud of her child, the Surgeons of North America.

Treatment of Hepatic Cirrhosis.—Dr. Edw.\rd Mar-
tin cliose this as the topic of his presidential address.
He said that in the surgical treatment of this condition the
first element was the approach, which must be advan-
tageous for sight, touch, and manipulation. The second
point of importance, and one which had retarded the sur-

gery of the liver so that it was far behind that of the kid-

ney, was hemorrhage. In many pathological conditions
of the liver, the tissue was brittle and yielded to local

trauma, but it was resistant to wide pressure. This organ
possessed no mechanism for stopping hemorrhage, but
rather favored it, since the large vessels were held open
by attachment to the parenchyma. The blood pressure
could be quite easily controlled by pressure on the vessels

with the finger. They had experimented on the cadaver
by taking a liver and attaching it to a water supply and
had found that manual pressure efifectually controlled the

flow. ."Xnother method of controlling hemorrhage was by
stitching around the area to be c:introlled. He used a

needle about the size of a knitting needle, with a blunt
end. so that he could feel his way and avoid large ves-

sels. The needle was provided with a socket into which
could be screwed an attachment carrying the thread and
could be bent to any angle. The thread acted as a pack
in case of small hemorrhage from the needle puncture.
He used triple and quadruple catgut and with the mat-
tress suture they could stitch around practically every
wound. If it was found that the tissue was brittle, a

strip could be cut from the rectus and placed on the liver

wound and stitched through. He had found these muscle
flaps excellent homostats. They had found decapsulation
an excellent procedure in kidney surgery and it seemed
rational that it might be an advantageous procedure in

hepatic cirrhosis. In performing a decapsulation on the

liver, one got more superficial trauma than with the kid-

ney. Dr. Martin believed that ascites was an advanced
condition of hepatic cirrhosis and was not due to back
pressure, but to the diseased condition of the endothelium
of the peritoneum. .\s a remedy for this condition he
had endeavored to modify the collateral circulation and
for this purpose had selected the cava and iliac vein and
had made an anastomosis between these vessels. This
had not been done on the living subject, but had been suc-

cessful on the cadaver. Dr. Martin gave a lantern slide

exhibition showing methods of making the incision and
the details of this operation. The incision which he recom-
mended was a vertical one through the rectus muscle to

within two fingers' breadth of the umbilicus, and then

transversely a second incision at right angles to the first.

This gave abundant exposure and plenty of room for

manipulation.

The Relations of the Biochemical Functions of the
Liver to Surgery of the Liver.—Dr. Alonzo T.^ylor of
Philadelphia read this paper. He said that the functions

of the liver might he divided into three groups: (i) Di-

gestive. (2) Glandular or secretory. (3) Metabolic. He
stated that the surgical possibilities of any organ depended
upon the specificity of its functions and upon the degree

of susceptibility of the function to compensation. Tlie ap-

parently indispensable function of the liver was the .glan-

dular; the other two functions were susceptible of modi-
fication and compensation. He then considered in detail

the relation of the function of the liver to the outside cir-

culation and to the portal circulation. The question arose,

might not all the functions be performed through the

arterial system? After showing that compensation seemed
possible for all functions except the glycogenic, he said

that if the liver failed to perform the glycogenic function

levulose appeared in the urine. Some compensation for

this might be made by regulating the diet and limiting

the amount of cane sugar, fruit, and honey. He also

showed that in the storage of glycogen the muscles ex-

ceeded the liver. He then went on to discuss the digestion

of proteids in the liver and said that evidence failed to

support the theory that the liver function was absolutely

necessary for the disposition of the proteids. These were
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largely cared for by the small intestine. Recently it had
been shown that the blood of the portal vein contained
amino acid and that this passed through the liver un-
changed. He had shown by experiments on dogs that the

formation of urea proceeded after complete removal of

the liver. The weight of evidence, therefore, showed tliat

the glandular function could be partially replaced, even
though the portal circulation was cut off. In regard to

the nutrition of the liver itself, it seemed logical that this

should be dependent upon the arterial supply. A knowl-
edge of the hormones produced by both the arterial and
the portal circulation might help to throw light on this

subject, but thus far they had no practical knowledge in

regard to these.

Surgery of the Spleen.—Dr. William J. Mayo of

Rochester, Minn., read this paper. He said that we had
acquired a fairly exact knowledge of the functions of all

the organs contained in the abdomen with the exception of
the liver and the spleen—two organs which were closely

associated in their physiology and pathology. The liver

was essential to life, one of its chief functions being to re-

ceive the products of gastrointestinal absorption and
change them into tissue building material. The spleen was
not essential to life. It performed for the general circu-

lation a function somewhat analogous to the digestive

organs, namely, removing from the circulation broken
down blood corpuscles and other material of probable
nutritive value which was sent as part of the portal circu-

lation to the liver for further elaboration. It was also

concerned in the metabolism of iron. In its ontogeny
the spleen probably went back to a time before the de-

velopment of the cerebrospinal nervous system had be-

come a controlling factor. This was indicated by the

fact that its only known nerve supply consisted of fila-

ments derived from the splanchnic sympathetic system to

the capsule, stimulation of which caused contraction. The
spleen was an organ or internal secretion controlled by
chemical stimulation through the blood stream. Evidently
the internal secretion of the spleen was not important
since splenectomy did not produce serious results, the

associated organ taking up the function. The liver de-

stroyed poisons both chemical and bacterial and stood as

a gigantic defense of the general circulation. Processes
in the liver which interfered with function were often

accompanied by changes in the size and parenchyma of
the spleen, while primary splenic enlargements were some-
times accompanied by secondary cirrhosis of the liver, as

was seen in the late stages of splenic anemia. It was
probable that cirrhosis of the liver was caused by poisons

sifted from the general circulation by the spleen, or by
poisons from the digestive tract, carried by means of the

portal circulation to the liver. While the spleen appearea
to have the function of destroyer of obsolete red blood
corpuscles, it did not appear to have the power to destroy

the microorganisms it captured, but delivered them to the

liver for destruction and in the perversion of this dual

function most of the diseases common to the spleen had
their origin. With the present insufficient methods of

diagnosis diseased spleen was not often mapped out until

its size was made manifest on palpation beyond the free

border of the ribs. In speaking of splenic enlargements
Dr. Mayo said that these enlargements with an excess of

white corpuscles were characteristic of myelogenous leu-

cemia and the microscopical examination of the blood was
essential to the diagnosis. Leucemia appeared to be a re-

version to the embryonic type of blood in which all of

the original blood-making organs had to do with the over-

production of the white cells. The blood picture in leu-

cemia was well known. The leucemic spleen had been
removed a number of times and in all of the cases in

which the diagnosis had been established the patient

promptly died as a result of the operation. Since the

leucemic spleen was but part of the general condition,

splenectomy would be unavailing. Splenic anemia was prob-

ably a definite entity. This condition was described as a

progressive disease characterized by an enlarged spleen,

by a reduction in the numljer and value of the red blood
corpuscles and low hemoglobin, and often by a reduction

in the number of white corpuscles. Clinicallv the disease

might be accompanied by hemorrhages, especially from
the stomach, by progressive weakness, and often by pig-

mentation of the skin and chronic jaundice. Splenic

anemia was apparently due to hyperplasia of the spleen,

and if the disease was imcomplicated, removal of the en-

larged spleen cured the patient. Banti's disease was sim-

ply a late form of splenic anemia. As a rule, the red

blood corpuscles dropped below 4.000,000, often to 3,000.000.

and the hemoglobin to the vicinity of 40 per cent. The
white corpuscles varied from 3,500 to normal. After re-

moval of the spleen the blood picture became more nearly

normal. At St. Mary's Hospital they had removed the

spleen in eighteen cases of splenic anemia with most
gratifying results. Perisplenitis or hepatic cirrhosis with
perihepatitis might be present in these cases so that the

spleen could not be removed without enormous risk to life.

Following splenectomy, there was pain for a time in the

long bones in about 25 per cent, of their cases, and in one
or two cases a temporary enlargement of the lymphatics;

this was evidently a compensatory hypertrophy of the

bone marrow and glands. The speaker next considered
conservative splenic enlargements referring to those due
to malaria, syphilis, typhoid, and tuberculosis. Those en-

largements due to animal parasites were treated by specific

poisons, as quinine for the Plasmodium of malaria. In a

few cases of tuberculosis, when the infection was appar-
ently primary and limited to the spleen, the spleen had been
removed with cure of the patient. Franke had reported

29 cases of tuberculosis of the spleen, 10 of which were
operated upon with seven cures. It had been necessary

to remove the spleen in some cases of chronic malaria and
Jonnesco and other surgeons had removed the spleen m
such cases with gratifying results. A spleen which had
developed a complete mesentery, permitting of a wide
range of motion, was not common. Rotation of the spleen,

completely cutting off the circulation, had occurred in a
number of cases leading to death or splenectomy. Several

operations had been devised for reducing or holding a

movable spleen in a normal position, but, generally speak-

ing, splenectomy was the wiser plan in this class of cases.

Splenoplexy did not always relieve symptoms and splenec-

tomy was exceptionally easy and safe. They had oper-

ated on three cases of movable spleen, one by fixation

after which the patient suffered more or less pain. In

the other two cases the organ was completely removed and
a complete cure followed. Sarcoma was the type of pri-

mary malignant disease of the spleen and was rare.

Pathologists were divided in their opinion as regarded
these tumors; some held that they were sarcomas and
others that they were a type of hyperplasia. One patient

with lymphosarcoma of the spleen was operated on at St.

Mary's Hospital, November 14, 1905, and was still in ex-

cellent health to-day. Three cases of the Weichselbaum
and Gaucher type of splenic tumor which they had oper-

ated on, were clinically splenic anemia. Two had remained
well since, one dying from the operation. As a rule, dis-

ease of the spleen was far advanced before a diagnosis

was made and usually the entire organ was involved,

making splenectomy the only rational procedure. An in-

cision was made in the outer margin of the rectus muscle
extending from the costal arch downward until there wa«
a space sufficient for manipulation. On opening the ab-

domen the hand was passed over the spleen under the

diaphragm and if adhesions were present they were, if

not too firm, broken down by the hand. The spleen could

then be brought entirely out of the abdominal incision. _A
large gauze pack was carried into the cavity from which
the spleen had been removed. The spleen was then

steadied and all the attachments tied and divided until it

remained attached only by its vascular pedicle. A rubber-

covered elastic clamp of the lower variety was placed on
the pedicle about three inches from the spleen. The ves-

sels could then be divided close to the spleen into three

or four sections and ligated carefully with catgut before

the holding clamps were removed. The clamps were
loosened gradually, the large guaze pack removed and
bleeding points in the deep cavity closed with catgut on

a fine needle. Accessory spleens were frequently found
in the pedicle, but if the primary disease was benign they

might be conserved. The mortality following splenectomy
had been estimated at from 18.5 to 27.5 per cent. Carstens

reported 739 cases with 137 deaths; Johnson found a mor-
tality of 27.4 per cent, in 708 cases. Under present condi-

tions the mortality was much smaller than these statistics

seemed to indicate. The mortality should not be above
10 per cent, and possibly not above .=; per cent. In their

27 cases there were two operative deaths.

Dr. Charles H. Peck of New York, in discussing Dr.

Mayo's paper, said that he hesitated to say anything as the

subject had been so well covered. Trauma of the spleen

or ruptured spleen was most apt to occur from severe

crushing injuries. The symptoms were obscure and were
largely those due to shock and hemorrhage. The indica-

tions for treatment in these cases depended on the sever-

ity of the symptoms. There were some instances of spon-

taneous recovery. A most important point was the con-

trol of hemorrhage and this was usually done by the gauze
pack. If the hemorrhage was severe, splenectomy was
indicated. In a series of 150 cases which had been oper-

ated upon, there were 99 recoveries and 51 deaths. This

high mortality was due to exsanguination and shock, as
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removal of the spleen in itself produced but little injury
to the organism. Splenectomy had given brilliant results
in splenic anemia and Banti's disease. Dr. Peck then re-
lated the history of a case of congenital hemolytic jaun-
dice in which cholecysostomy had been performed without
giving relief, and later a second exploratory operation had
been done and no abnormalities of the biliary passages
found. Finally a diagnosis of disease of the spleen was
made and an examination of the blood showed a remark-
able fragility of the red blood corpuscles. The spleen was
removed and the jaundice began to diminish three days
later and ten days after the operation it had disappeared
and had not since returned. While the cases demanding
splenectomy were rare, the experience of the past ten
years had placed them in possession of the indications
for this operation.

Dr. Abraham Jacobi, in response to a request from the
president, said he wished to say a word for cooperation.
He believed in the fraternity of the medical sciences and
of those who worked in them. Formerly surgeons worked
only with the knife, but now surgeons had other tools

—

the expert brain and the heart. It was formerly said that
operations were the reproach of surgery, but this was not
true to-day because they now did better and more suc-
cessful work. Fraternity among surgeons meant the
equalization of all sciences and art, and if they wished to
see this they should come to the American Medical Asso-
ciation ; in fact, they should all belong to that organization.

Tuesday. Novcnther 12

—

Second Day.

Anesthesia and Anoci-Association.—Dr. George W.
Crile of Cleveland delivered this address. He stated that
by this term was meant a condition in which all harmful
effects to both the sensory and sympathetic nerves were
excluded. He said that in general anesthesia all the cells
of the brain were not anesthetized or death would ensue.
There were a large number of brain cells that responded
to trauma of the nerves. Thus the stored energy of the
brain cells that did not go to sleep during anesthesia was
consumed during operation, and how to avoid this drain
on the brain cells was one of the problems of surgery.
Dr. Crile reviewed the action of the various anesthetics
in general use and showed that while each had its special
field none alone could produce anoci-association. There-
fore it was by selection and combination that they aimed
to obtain an anesthetic which would exclude all stimula-
tion and not lower the threshold of anoci-association.
The lecture was liberally illustrated by lantern slides bv
which Dr. Crile demonstrated the effect of the different
anesthetics on the brain cells. Nitrous oxide anesthesia
showed some deleterious effect, while ether showed an
enormous loss of power. The reason of this was that
when the patient was under nitrous oxide anesthesia the
brain cells were unable to burn up oxygen and this was
because the amount of oxygen was limited. Harmful
effects of anesthetics were due to both the psychic factor
and the traumatic. Dr. Crile then explained how he used
novocaine in the operative field at each sta'se of the in-

cision; this served to block the nerves so that they did
not report what was going on in the field of operation.
If operating in the abdomen, when he reached the peri-
toneum, he used quinine and urea hypochloride. When
this was pronerly used the walls of the abdomen remained
relaxed. The speaker then showed charts of a large
series of operations, embracing hysterectomies, appen-
dectomies, thyroidectomies and herniotomies, in which he
had used these agents to produce anoci-association. Roth
the temperature and pulse were better with the blocked
field and the effect of the quinine and urea hypochloride
lasted two days after the operation. He had come to
believe that postoperative fever was not due to absorp-
tion from the wound, but to psychological causes. In
doing thyroidectomies the postoperative hyperthyroidism
was often a great danger; he had found that under anoci-
association anesthesia there was a small degree of change.
An appendectomy could be done under this form of anes-
thesia by blocking the mesoappendix and the abdominal
wall with quinine and urea hypochloride. This method
did away with postoperative gas pain. This method of
blocking the operative field could not be used in acute in-

fection or in cancer. Dr. Crile concluded that a com-
parison of the effects of different anesthetics in his series
of one thousand cases showed that this procedure reduced
morbidity, and if it reduced morbidity it also reduced
mortality. In the Lakeside Hospital the mortality rate
for all operative procedures was six per cent, for all

cases in 1S98, 4 per cent, in 1908, and under anoci-associa-
tion anesthesia they had reduced it to two and one-half
per cent.

Dr. George D. Stewart of New York, in discussing Dr.

Crile's paner, said he would have to disagree with Dr.
Crile or else agree and then apologize for not using his
method. Dr. Stewart recalled that some fifteen years ago
Dr. Crile had read a paper in which he attributed sur-
gical shock to vasomotor disturbances and lowered blood
pressure. Up to that time everyone had his own theory.
Dr. Crile had gone on from one brilliant theory to
another until he gave us this one of brain cell modifica-
tion. Dr. Crile told them they must block the operative
field in order to take care of the wide-awake brain cells.

Was there a physical basis for this theory? And, again, were
there changes? He said he would accept these questions
as answered in the affirmative, since he could not dis-

prove them. He would also accept the proposition of
fear as an element to be overcome, but was not the sur-
geon who inspired his patient with confidence at the time
of an approaching operation practising anoci-association?
They would all accept that point of view. With refer-
ence to the blocking, it was admitted that the effects

of cocaine and novocaine were very transient indeed. He
had used cocaine and found very little less pain after its

use than without it. Dr. Crile had said that ether was
sometimes bad and that nitrous oxide was better. They
might assume that that was correct, but why, then, were
they not all foUowina; Dr. Crile's method? First, because
the time element was important and this method recom-
mended by Dr. Crile added enormously to the time, and
he preferred the general anesthetic which allowed him to
hurry through the operation. Secondly, with nitrous
oxide he had always, or nearly always, failed to secure
complete relaxation. Some one had suggested nitrous
oxide and oxygen and that when the patient began to

come to he should be given more. He did not wish to
have his patients coming out of the anesthetic during
operation. He thoueht it must be admitted that ether
was very satisfactory in most cases. In several series of
cases with which he was acquainted a comparison of
temperatures and pulses under different anesthetics had
shown insignificant differences. Dr. Stewart expressed
his admiration for Dr. Crile as a wonderful technician.

Indications and Results of Excision of the Posterior
Spinal Roots in Man.— Professor Otfrid Foerster of
Breslau, Germany, spoke on this subject. After thanking
the audience for the welcome he had received and con-
gratulating the surgeons of America on the perfection
of surgical technique that had been reached he expressed
the hope that Germany and America would continue as

they always had done, to go ahead hand in hand. "They
all belonged to the commonwealth of science." He stated

that the indications for resection of the posterior spinal

nerve roots were based on the physiology of sensibility.

In reviewing the history of this operation he recalled that

Dr. Dana of New York had been the first to employ it,

in 1888. for ascending neuritis. Many of the failures oc-
curred because not enough roots had been divided ; it was
formerly believed that it was sufficient to divide three
or four roots, but such a resection did not affect sensibility.

He advised the resection of from seven to ten nerves,
according to the indications. The location of the pain
should decide whether the operation should be extended
in the upward or downward direction. He had done 44
posterior spinal nerve root resections for pain with six

deaths. Of these, 22 were cervical cases and 11 thoracic.

He had performed the operation for plexus neuralgia in

15 cases, for traumatic neuritis in 5, arteriosclerosis in 2.

herpetic neuritis in 2, cancer or sarcoma in 7, and once
arachnitis, athetosis, tuberculosis, and phlebitis. He had
had 12 successes and 2t. failures. He had done the resec-

tion for gastric crises in 64 cases with six deaths. Here
he had had 56 successes and six failures. There had been
no relapse in 29 cases, 13 were considered improved, and
Q unimproved. He had done root resection for spasticity

in I50_ cases, with 14 deaths. He had done 88 of these
operations for congenital spastic paraplegia and the re-

sults were excellent : for hydrocephalus. 7, times : infan-
tile spastic paraplegia, ,3 times ; for syphilitic spinal spas-

tic paraplegia, 6 times, but in the latter condition the oper-
ation should only be imdertaken after specific treatment,

and if this was successful then the prognosis for the

oncration was good. He had also performed resection in

disseminated arteriosclerosis 6 times and in spastic arm
paralysis 23 times. The operation had been done quite

often for the gastric crises of tabes and in some in-

stances the results had been excellent, the patients being
able to resume their usual employments ; in other in-

stances it had been a failure. Not all forms of gastric

crisis were amenable to this operation, as the condition
might be due to disease of the pneumosrastric ganglion.

Dr. Foerstcr illustrated his paper with numerous lantern

slides and described his method of determining which
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nerve roots should be resected by applying electric stimu-
lation to the nerves in the iield of operation. Resect'on
was not suitable to cases of idiocy as the after treatment
required a certain amount of intelligence and long train-

ing in order to acquire some degree of function. The
arm paralyses were not very suitable for operation, espe-
cially the very severe spastic paraplegias.

Some Problems and Procedures in the Surgery of the
Spinal Canal.—Dr. Ch.^rles H. Fr.\zier of Philadelphia
read this paper. He was of the opinion that surgery of

the spinal column had not attracted the attention that it

deserved. The accessibility of the cord on every aspect

and the absence of vital organs served to make operations

on the cord safer than on the cranial contents. Allen
in his work with fractures where there was contusion of
the cord showed that relief could be given by incision of
the cord at the seat of the injury. His results had been
brilliant and striking and while the speaker said he had
not been so successful himself he nevertheless wished t<i

report a case in which there was a fracture of the third

dorsal vertebra. After incision there was a rush of bloody
fluid, and while there had been a return of sensation,

there had been no return of muscular power. Cases for

operation must be carefully selected. He had found that

tumors of the cord lent themselves readily to operative
procedures. Relief from pain might be secured in oper-
able tumor no matter what its origin. He described a

case in which resection had been done for relief of pain
in operable cancer of the breast which had involved the

brachial ple.xus, the patient obtained relief of pain for a

long period and the relief obtained made the operation
seem well worth while. He said he would not consider
spasticity and the gastric crises of tabes as these subjects

had been so thoroughly covered by Professor Foerster.

He thought, however, that in the gastric crises of tabes

the operation should not be done until all other measures
had failed and they should remember that there were
cases which would not respond to mercury which would
respond to salvarsan. The intradural method of opera-
tion was preferable to the epidural. The results of the

operation were very variable; in some instances the pain
persisted, in others it was partially relieved ; in some cases

there was anesthesia and in some hyperesthesia. The an-
terior nerve roots played some part in carrying afferent

impulse and this might account for the persistence of pain.

He described his method of making an end to end intra-

dural anastomosis and the combinations that were feasible.

This procedure might be made applicable to poliomyelitis.

The free escape of spinal fluid was not necessarily a dan-
ger, but it was an annoyance which might be obviated by
placing a pledget of cotton between the dura and the cord.

The patient might also be placed in a position with the

lower portion of the body elevated so that the force of
gravity might exercise some control over the flow of spinal

fluid. The position with the face down was also a disad-
vantage as the weight of the body disturbed respiration,

especially under anesthesia. The patient might be changed
to the lateral position. An investigation as to the amount
of expired air in the dorsal and face down positions showed
that the proportion was as ten to seven in favor of the

dorsal position. In these cases Meltzer's intratracheal in-

sufflation was indicated. The two stage operations could
be used if necessary. The external line of incision should
not be directly over that in the aponeurosis. Unilateral
laminectomy had no particular advantages. Dr. Frazier
gave a lantern slide demonstration of his method of oper-
ating and of suturing the wound in three tiers. He did

not generally use drainage, but in one instance had left

drainage for eighteen hours and in this case he had infec-

tion which he attributed to the drain. These operations
required great delicacy of touch and the fact should be
emphasized that there was no manipulation that did not
produce harm, and that the manipulation of the cord was
distinctly harmful, especially handling of the ventral roots.

The differentiation and separation of the roots had a bad
effect. He thought it would be an improvement if some
effective block was introduced and suggested a 4 per cent,

solution of stovaine.

Surgery of the Spinal Cord from the Neurological
Standpoint.—Dr. D'Ors.vy Hecht of Chicago discussed
this topic. He stated that the subject assigned to him was
too wide and that he would continue himself to a con-
sideration of the surgery of the spinal cord in relation to

the tumors. In the surgical treatment of the spinal cord
their mistakes were due to inaccuracies of diagnosis, espe-

cially in the chronic diseases of the cord. They must have
a better understanding of the newer clinical distinctions.

In serous meningitis he took issue with the textbook view
that treatment should be largely surgical. Their diagnoses
were not clinically refined and they could not advance far

until more of the psychical side was put before them.

There was one sign that deserved mention in spinal cord
cases, namely, the presence of a yellow fluid, which coagu-
lated rapidly, and had an increased cell count. In reviewing

the literature he had seen many cases much at variance with
the textbook statement before referred to. A spinal osteo-

arthritis was a local process that could be relieved by
laminectomy. One condition sometimes regarded as a

tumor was multiple sclerosis. The most of the errors in

diagnosis were made in the early stages of disease when
the symptoms did not follow the usual classical picture.

In some cases of tumor the pain became radiating fulgu-

rant, continual, and intense and the physician might look

on them as a vagrant form of neuralgia; even when he

found the pain bilateral he might continue to think it

neuralgic. Tumor of the cord might be present even if

pain was absent, but the ol)jective sensory disturbance was
of value, especially if it was of segmentary type. As to

anesthetic areas, their line of demarcation was never as

definite in spinal tumors as in other conditions. One fre-

quently found these tumors situated lower than was antici-

pated and a wide laminectomy should be done. Not in-

frequently the typical syringomyelitic sensory syndrome
was present. Sensory disturbance alone was no contra-

indication to operation. Some of the queer complications
of spinal cord tumors that had come to his attention were
optic neuritis and symptoms of hydrocephalus. Edema of
one or both legs was not an uncommon symptom of spinal

cord tumor. In circumscribed spinal meningitis many im-
provements had been made in the classification and the

future was promising from a clinical standpoint. He
compared circumscribed idiopathic intraspinal cyst with
tumor and said that their differences were not yet solved.

These cysts very closely resembled tumors. The clinical

attributes of circumscribed spinal meningitis were symp-
toms of greater diflfuseness and greater variability. The
plea from the neurologists was for early surgical inter-

ference in cord tumors and symptoms suspicious of fmior.
They urged this because the operative field offered fewer
barriers than that of brain surgery and the prognosis was
better than it ever could be in brain tumors.

Dr. Alfred S. Taylor of New York City discussed Dr.
Foerster's paper. He thought this paper would arouse
more interest in this subject in this country and his own
experience led him to make no objection to the state-

ments made in that paper. He strongly advocated hemi-
laminectomy in exposing the cord and said that this enabled
the operator to see the dorsal side of the cord without
difficulty and to perform his operation with but little

manipulation. If the tumor was too large to be removed
by hemilaminectomy then they could open the other
side. When a hemilaminectomy had healed nothing but
the x-Ta.y would disclose any abnormality. When, during
operation, there was blood in the arachnoid coming from
crushed nerve roots this could be controlled by clamps.
A local anesthesia possessed advantages in these cases.

In some cases of paralysis they had found it an advantage
to divide a portion of each root and then to skin the third

one. If a wide laminectomy was done it should be com-
pensated for by relief of pain and he had known a num-
ber of cases where the laminectomy was very wide and
yet there was no relief of pain. He knew of a case where
anterior section also failed. Neurologists said that the

pain was a psychic memory in these cases. One should
approach a resection af the pneumogastric ganglion with
much caution. These cases that suffered from so much
pain should be sent to the surgeon before they became
drug fiends if they were again to become useful members
of society. While the spastic cases of the upper ex-
tremity did not give very good results, they did
yield some results, the operation relieved the spasticity

and usually the pain. He had had two mortalities in a
series of twenty cases. He never used drainage. The
operation relieved the spasticity, but this merely prepared
the way for long after treatment which was necessary for

any restoration of function. The improvement in the
mental condition and disposition of these cases was re-

markable after operation and was attributed to relief

from the continued muscular strain and nerve irritation.

Dr. Charles A. Elsberg of New York said that the
surgery of the spine was now coming into its own and
that it was true that the results were far above those
obtained in brain surgery. There were a large number of
diseases of the spine besides brain tumor which were
amenable to surgical treatment. He believed, contrary to

Dr. Taylor, that in very few instances was hemilaminec-
tomy the operation of choice. Every time they touched the
cord they did harm and therefore they should have as
wide an exposure as possible. There was often a low
grade meningitis which extended into the roots above the
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Jncision, and if they did not get all of the roots thus
affected the pain might persist. Dr. Elsberg believed that
a two-stage operation was often necessary. First, when
the operation was high up under the occipital bone, for
when one opened the canal he caused a difference in pres-
sure conditions. Secondly, when operating on intermedul-
lary tumors, one should allow the tumor to be outside
of the cord and close up the wound as though the operation
was completed. The excluded tumor could be removed
later and sometimes one got a cure. In case of fracture
of the spine, Dr. Elsberg thought it best to be conservative.
If one had a serious injury to the cord nothing could help
it in the way of surgery. If there was only a partial
lesion one could safely wait unless there was need of
decompression because of bone pressure on the cord.
Where the injury was not too serious some of these cases
improved in the course of a year or two. In deciding
whether it was worth while to resect posterior roots for
pain in any case, the speaker had followed the practice
of injecting stovaine up into the canal, and if this gave
no relief operation was useless. He was in sympathy with
those \yho said that a long laminectomy should be done.
In closing he called attention to the importance of a recog-
nition of the anatomical relation of the ligamentum dentic-
ulatum.

Dr. Albert Bauer of Breslau, Germany, closed the dis-
cussion. He cited several series of cases in which the
average mortality in these operations was VA per cent.
He also reported a number of cases where a two-stage
operation would have given better results than were ob-
tained by a single operation. He did not think the danger
of infection in a two-stage operation was as great as
had been claimed.

Wednesday, Noirmber 13

—

Third Day.

The President introduced Surgeon-General Stokes of
the U. S. Navy as a guest who in his response informed
them that the bill providing for a reserve corps of sur-
geons had been passed and that in the event of war he
would expect to call on this body.

Dr. Richard R. Smith of Grand Rapids, Mich., then gave
a "Description of the Enteroptopic Woman." He said that
visceral prolapse was always accompanied by other ab-
normal structural changes and these needed the same at-
tention as the prolapse itself. He then described the two
types of enteroptosis congenital and acquired. The con-
genital type consisted in those who were lacking in vital-
ity from infancy and showed defective development, fre-
quently of the framework of the body as well as of the
visceral organs. The causes of this condition were fre-
quently hereditary and due to insufficient nourishment. The
acquired type consisted in those who developed this con-
dition through malnutrition, faulty posture, childbirth
and overwork. The size and shape of the thorax would
often give information as to the origin of the condition.
The shallow-chested, stoop-shouldered individual, who
sometimes had a slight spinal curvature, usually belonged
to the first type. Dr. Smith gave a lantern slide exhibit
of radiographs showing typical enteroptic stomachs, sink-
ing hepatic and splenic flexures and displacement of the
colon. Many of the displacements'were due to the great
laxness of the supports of the abdominal viscera. In chil-
dren the ptoses were slight but there was sometimes a sag-
ging of the lower pole of the stomach; there was never
found movable kidney in young children. A stable ner-
vous system was the greatest asset in the treatment of
these cases, and this being given a great deal could be done
by the institution of proper hygiene. Where the nervous
system was unstable therapeutic measures seemed hope-
less. Dr. Smith then discussed the psychic disturbances,
the accompanying pains in back, head, feet, and limbs. He
also considered the disturbance of the function of men-
struation, digestion, etc. Intestinal stasis was usual in

these cases and its degree could be determined by the bis-
muth meal. He showed by radiographs the progress of
the bismuth meal in some of these cases. The local de-
fects were not of the same degree in each case and were
often dependent on factors outside the abdomen. In the
study of this condition they should be careful not to lose
sight of the general picture in the study of any particular
organ.

Dr. W. Arbuthnot Lane of London. England, then
read a paper on "Chronic Intestinal Stasis." He said

that when he had first begun to study this subject it was
not exciting much interest, but that the profession was
now occupying itself with the problems connected with
this condition more and more every year. Those who
formerly scoffed now saw that this condition played a com-
mon but very important part in the production of many
pathological states. The poisons absorbed from the in-

testinal tract damaged tissues, and reduced the resistance

of the various organs. Intestinal stasis facilitated the

multiplication of bacteria so tliat these extended beyond
the bounds of their normal habitat, and thus produced in-

fection of organs directly connected with the intestines.

Furthermore, the toxins being absorbed by the blood
stream were carried to distant tissues and produced pro-

gressive degenerative changes. Diseases of the liver,

heart, kidney, and other eliminative organs were the evi-

dence of overwork due to the intestinal stasis, and were
not necessarily distinct diseases. Pigmentation of the skin

was often the result of intestinal stasis, and he had seen
persons who had been copper-colored for years resume a

natural color after the removal of the colon. Low tem-
perature of the e-xtremities was usually due to intestinal

stasis. The improvement in this symptom was even more
striking than in that of pigmentation after the removal of
the colon. Dr. Lane then recited a case of serious de-

rangement of the nervous system which had been cor-

rected by a short-circuiting operation. .A.11 these things
showed that it was better to attack primary causes than
end results. Chronic mastitis and cystic degeneration of
the breast might be caused by intestinal stasis an 1 he did
not believe that cancer would develop anywhere unless
intestinal stasis existed. He had seen a marked condition
of exophthalmic goiter cured by colecystotomy. The stasis

was most likely to occur at the points of attachment. Ob-
struction was liable to occur at the junction of the duo-
denum with the jejunum, or it might be due to rotation

caused by a prolonged mesentery. For this condition he
sutured the jejunum to the under surface of the trans-

verse mesocolon. The jejunum was so fixed that it could
not exert traction on the jejunal junction. Duodenal ul-

ceration was usually secondary to obstruction at the ileum.

Duodenal tenderness was evidence of ulceration of the

duodenum or gall-bladder disease and some surgeons had
made the unjustifiable mistake of removing the appendix
in such cases. One should not operate until he had ex-
hausted every means of diagnosis; the exploratory oper-
ation was not considered as creditable a procedure as

formerly. He had known a case in which bismuth had
been delayed eighty-five hours in the ileum and yet there
was no intestinal obstruction ; such a case might be said

to belong to the simple static variety. He thought that the

site of obstrucion could be gauged by bismuth and the

jf-ray. It had been assumed that the absorption of toxins
occurred only in the large bowel, but this was not the
truth; the chief site was in the small intestine and this

had been left unconsidered and was not understood. Stasis

in the small intestine was secondary to that in the colon.

If the cecum became overloaded, the small intestine was
likewise overloaded and stasis occurred all along the line.

even affecting the stomach and the biliary ducts. In these
cases there was some absorption of to.xins from the
stomach. In the treatment of these cases germicidal drugs,
such as arsenic, mercury, and iron, autogenous vaccines,
purgatives, foods not easily decomposed, large quantities

of water, and colonic flushing had been among the
measures employed. Sometimes these gave temporary re-

lief. Dr. Lane believed, however, that the effects pro-
duced by these remedies were by no means to be com-
pared to the results obtained by the use of liquid paraffin.

The effect of this agent when administered at appropriate
intervals during the day was to produce evacuations which
ceased to be firm, to hasten the passage of the intestinal

contents. Accumulations of feces were obviated. Pres-
sure on the splenic artery was relieved and this allowed
of a better blood supply to the brain. When obstruction
was due to a kink at the end of the ileum, from the ap-
pendi.x or by an acquired mesenteric ligament an operation
was indicated. Sometimes after operation the symptoms
returned. In appropriate cases he did not hesitate to re-

move the colon, but if this removal entailed great risk to

the patient he short-circuited. Dr. Lane illustrated his ad-
dress very profusely with lantern slides.

Dr. John F. Clark of Philadelphia said that a great
many of these cases were due to embryonic abnormalities
and there was little or nothing that surgery could do for
them. No case which did not present distinct evidence of
obstruction was suitable for sugery. These cases were so
largely dominated by neurasthenia that surgery was of
little avail. It was only in those cases in which the physi-
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cian had failed that the surgeon was justified in inter-
fering. The speaker said he made no claim to having in-
vented a new operation, but he had tried various ones in
use by other surgeons. In the beginning he had been
dominated by the idea that anatomy and the A'-ray would
furnish the indications for operation and he had probably
operated on cases where he would not do so today. He
had learned that there might be wide anatomical varia-
tions. A colon might be inarkedly prolapsed and yet
functionate very well. Tliere were cases in which they
could not rely on the x-ray; the individual history of
the patient furnished the best basis upon which to make a
decision. He had removed the colon in seven cases, and in

one of these patients the bowels went fourteen days with-
out moving. He had done the hammock suspension of the
transverse colon and secured functional relief in 50 per
cent, of the cases; of the remaining 50 per cent, some
were improv;^ed and some were worse than before the
operation. Neurasthenics who were not made better were
apt to be made worse. Where the colon had dropped so
that it could be fixed to the anterior abdommal wall, this
had sometimes given relief. Where the transverse colon
was redundant he had done a resection which gave satis-

factory results. Some of his anastomosis cases had been
failures. He had operated upon redundant sigmoid with
good results. Of the seven cases in which he had removed
the colon, two gave good results, two more were improved,
in two there was no improvement and perhaps the pa-
tients were not so well. One died from the effects of an
adhesion which was remote from the seat of anastomosis,
but before death had gained twenty-four pounds. None
of these patients suffered from excessive thirst and did
not suffer from diarrhea after the operation, but two had
developed diarrhea after the lapse of a year. This made
it seem that they should consider the remote effects of this

operation. He could not feel quite the enthusiasm for this

operation which Dr. Lane had expressed.
Dr. Robert C. Coffey of Portland, Ore., read an ex-

haustive paper on "Replacing and Retaining Operations in

the Treatment of Gastric and Intestinal Stasis," which he
said had been published in the Journal of Surgery, Gyne-
cology and Obstetrics. He stated that gastric stasis was
usually secondary to and a direct result of downward
displacement of certain poorly supported parts of the ali-

mentary canal, while other more firmly fixed points re-
mained stationary. Dr. Coffey reviewed the history of
the various operations used in the endeavor to correct
these defects and said he had spent as much of the past
year as possible in visiting men in this country and in

Europe who were interested in this work and found that
each was enthusiastic concerning his own theories, and
one-sided when compared with others. After reviewing
the comparative anatomy of man and animals, the speaker
expressed the belief that these prenatal fixations by ad-
hesion or fusion which were found in man were without
doubt for the purpose of holding the organs in place and
preventing them from piling up in the lower portion of the
abdomen. After reviewing tlie embryology of rotation
and fixation and the anatomy of suspensory supports of
the abdominal organs. Dr. Coffey turned his attention to
the surgical procedures that seemed most desirable. In
some instances the appendix and its mesentery had be-
come adherent to the parietal peritoneum and thus be-
came a ligament. Many times in such cases the appendix
had been removed at a previous operation and, as a result,

the cecum had gone lower than before and the patient
was not benefited. In the course of his investigations he
had found in a considerable number of cases obliteration
of the omental bursa had not taken place, in which case
there was no gastrocolic omentum and therefore no support
for the colon. In these cases the transverse colon was par-
ticularly prone to ptosis with sharp kinking at the splenic
flexure. A floating left kidney was one of the positive
symptoms which identified a case of general ptosis. In
case of breast changes, the degree of the changes bore a
direct relation to the degree of autointoxication and this

slowly but surely disappeared after cholecystotomy. Ob-
servation of a considerable number of cases of Lane's
kink had led him to the opinion that this was entirely
separate from the various forms of ptosis; nearly all of
these cases gave a history of subacute attacks of appendi-
citis. In such cases of right-sided pathology, when dietary
and medical treatment had failed, the proper treatment
was fixation of the cecum and ascending colon in its nor-
mal position to the parietal peritoneum by a series of
pursestring sutures when the operation was done through
a right rectus incision. With the cecum mobile, pericolic
membrane, and kinked appendix, he, in some instances,
removed the appendi.x and fi.xed the cecum and ascending

colon well up into the flank through a right rectus in-

cision. Where the right kidney was movable the operation
was performed from behind. An incision was made along
the line of the lumboruni muscle, turning forward along
the crest of the ileum, and should be ample. The deep
incision should just pass the outer edge of the quadratus
lumborum. The peritoneum was opened in front of the
kidney. After the appendi.x was removed, the cecum and
ascending colon were sutured to the peritoneum akmg the
line cjf incision as the peritoneum was closed. Dr. Coffey
then described tlic manner in which he fixed the kidney
by opening the capsule and lifting a flap of the fibrous
capsule on either side of the median line of the convex
border. Three tiuilt sutures of chromic gut were passed
through each flap. A strip of the quadratus lumborum
sutures of the fibrcjus flap next to the spinal column was
drawn through the slip in the muscle and tied to the cor-
responding sutures in the opposing flap. This brought the
kidney substance in direct contact with the muscle and
utilized the fibrous capsule as a hand swung around the
muscle. The fatty capsule was then drawn around the
muscle, made taut, and sutured. In dealing with pericolic
membrane uniform fixation of the ascending colon through
the parietal peritoneum, with or without removing the
rnembrane, gave better results in a number of cases. Dr.
Coffey demonstrated these methods by lantern slides and
also his method of dealing with Lane's kink and midline
ptosis. He described his modification of Beyea's method
by which they first shortened the natural supports of the
stomach and liver as Beyea did. They then sutured the
great omentum to the abdominal wall below the transverse
colon with sutures passing entirely through the omentum.
The third step in the procedure consisted in expanding the
upper abdomen in order to restore, as nearly as possible,
the normal shape, giving room for wandering organs. The
fourth step in the operation consisted in doing a plastic
operation for the purpose of contracting the lower ab-
domen in cases where it was very pendulous. In summing
up his results Dr. Coffey said he had done the operation
in 41 cases ; 26 were cured symptomatically, 9 were much
improved, 4 were somewhat improved, and one was unim-
proved. In all cases the patient was kept on her back for
four weeks after the operation.

Dr. Joel E. Goldthw.mt of Boston spoke on "Ortho-
pedic Principles in the Treatment of Enteroptosis and
Chronic Intestinal Stasis." He said that the justification
of the orthopedist for being interested in the subject of
enteroptosis lay in the fact that this condition
exerted an influence on the bony frame of the body
and on the joints. These effects were drooping of the
shoulders, prominent scapulas, spine inclined upward and
backward from the lumbar region with very little curve,
being almost straight until the upper dorsal spine was
reached. Many chronic joint diseases were due to mal-
position of the viscera as well as to absorption from in-

testines which were usually in a condition of stasis. The
treatment of this condition by medical or surgical means
was incomplete unless the strain was removed. What Dr.
Coffey had said about the upright posture in the human
race was perfectly true. The human race paid a penalty
for the erect posture which would be unfair were it not
for an intelligence which might teach how this penalty
was to be avoided. The congenital sausage-shaped
stomach was an embryonic type. There were also em-
bryonic types of intestine ; he had seen one only ten feet

long. In many instances the colon was free except for a
very short attachment—only two or three inches. In the
congenital type of enteroptosis the trouble began when the
child assumed the erect posture and lost his fat. The
ptoses of the acquired type were mostly due to bad posture
and these could be corrected, but would have to ob-
serve a proper regime as regarded hygiene and might
have to continue certain exercises. When there was
pressure on the solar plexus this might be relieved by
change of posture. In cases of the congenital type the
thorax was so narrowed that one could not e.xpect a cure,

though the patient might be benefited. However, the task
of the orthopedist was to correct the defects as far as
possible. They should remember that in these cases the
patients were tired. Their muscles were in the "gone
state" and so the first thing to do was to put such pa-
tients to bed in the recumbent position. They should be
put on a flat bed with a pillow under the junction of the
dorsal and lumbar regions. If the stomach did not empty
itself in the prone position, the hanging or knee-chest
position might be assumed. Intestinal indigestion was
usually worse at night when the abdomen was relaxed;
to correct this the patient sometimes was put in a plaster
jacket for two or three months. When he got up he wore
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an apparatus adjusted to the new posture. The apparatus
made shght pressure at the lumbar-dorsal junction. Some-
times a little support was given for the lower abdomen.
The patient should be impressed with the necessity of
continuing his exercises and attention to hygiene. It was
a very simple matter to relieve a few cases, but when one
considered that one child in every live had a free mesen-
tery and might become enteroptic the problem assumed
larger proportions. They should begin with the school
children who had this condition and were slow and dull.

By proper attention to these children their condition might
be greatly improved and in many instances might be en-

tirely overcome and thus the defect would not be ac-

centuated and handed down. When a farmer found an
undesirable strain in his stock he went to work to breed
it out and this was what should be done by the human
race.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting, held at Chicago, Illinois,

October 22, 23, and 24, 1912.

The President^ Dr. Louis Frank, Louisville, Kentucky,
IN the Chair.

After the usual addresses of welcome, the reading of
papers was proceeded with. The scientific work of the
Association was divided into two sections.
Pernicious Anemia.—Dr. J. H. Stealy of Freeport, 111.,

reviewed sixteen cases of this disease. Prognosis and treat-

ment depended wholly upon the physician's ability to de-
termine the etiology. The arsenic treatment was the best
adjunct in cases of known etiology, and the best single
system for those cases whose cause could not be estab-
lished. He uttered a warning as to the use of proper
arsenic dosage. Dietetic measures were essential. Food
should be selected with care and careful attention paid to
the frequency of feeding.

Arteriosclerosis.—Dr. G. W. McCaskey of Ft. Wayne,
Ind., said the most important factor in the production of
this disease was overstraining. This was a relative mat-
ter, depending upon the strength of the arterial wall on
the one hand and the blood pressure on the other. The
various intoxications derived either from within or with-
out played an important role. They might act either di-

rectly by producing anatomical changes in the structure
of the blood vessel wall by causing an asthenic condition
of the muscular structure of the media, or through the
nervous and muscular mechanism of the vascular appa-
ratus, raising blood pressure and causing overstraining.
Fibrosis and spasm were the two changes found in the
arterial wall. The former was impossible of removal

;

the latter more or less completely amenable to treatment.
The proper objects of treatment, therefore, were not to

attempt the impossible task of removing fibrous tissue,

but to overcome vascular spasm, conserve the failing my-
ocardium in the later stages, and so far as possible to

overcome autointoxication by rational measures. The
best means for accomplishing these results must depend
upon the individual case, especially the character of the
dominant arterial change, whether fibrous or spastic, the
stage in which the case came under observation, the de-
gree of involvement of the heart, associated autointoxica-
tions, habits of life, etc. If blood pressure was high, de-
generative changes advanced and the general aspects of
the case threatening, rest in bed was the most important
initial measure of treatment. The diet should be as near
the minimum requirements of the body as possible. This
was less important with regard to the starches and fats

than the proteids. The storage capacity for the former
was very elastic, and a slight excess could do no harm,
providing primary digestion was normal. With the pro-
teids, however, the question was quite different, as the
kidneys were involved and should be saved all necessary
work, and for the further reason that the very toxins
were nitrogen containing bodies, the formation of which
was favored by an excess of proteids. Vasodilators,
iodides, and in advanced cases with failing hearts, di.gi-

talis, and in certain cases, a special bath devised by the
author at 100° F., the duration of which was gradually in-

creased for one hour, were the general measures of treat-

ment advocated. A special measure of treatment advo-
cated in a group of cases in which the habit of cardiac
hyperactivity was in excess of circulatory requirements
and tended to keep up high blood pressure, was the use
of aconite in increasingly hourly doses to the limit of
tolerance or accomplishment of therapeutic results. With
a strict hospital regime, the prognosis of even the very
serious type of cases was not nearly as bad as we had

been led to believe. He recalled a case in which serious

attacks of angina pectoris, due to coronary disease, in a
patient sixty years of age, were completely relieved, and
in which the patient had remained relatively well for ten

years.

Phylacogens.—Dr. B. F. Zimmerman of Louisville said
a patient receiving a sufficient number of doses of phy-
lacogen to afford him symptomatic relief could not be as-

sured of a complete recovery. After he had received a
sufficient quantity to overcome certain acute or painful

symptoms he would frequently express a desire to dis-

continue the treatment, in which event, in all probability,

he would suffer a return of the condition, all of which
could probably have been avoided by a few more addi-
tional doses following the disappearance of acute symp-
toms. In some cases he had found the subcutaneous in-

jections ineffective. In such patients the intravenous ad-
ministration would usually be followed by a prompt abate-
ment of symptoms. In his experience this had been par-
ticularly true of chronic infections and in such cases he
employed daily increasing doses intravenously until the

infections were no longer followed by systemic symp-
toms. At no time, however, had he given more than
10 c.c. intravenously at one dose. These remedies, as in-

deed all sera and vaccines were intended to combat infec-

tion and not to effect changes in joints which had become
altered or deformed by long deposits, except such changes
in these deformities as would naturally ensue from the
eradication of the infection. It was too early to state

definitely what the ultimate results of this method of
treatment would be. He thought much depended upon
the accurate diagnosis of cases and the administration of
the phylacogen until the systemic reaction no longer ap-

peared. In cases where the subcutaneous administration
failed to give results the intravenous method should be
employed.
Unmistakable Clinical Proof of the Therapeutic Value

of Tuberculin.—Dr. Fr.nncis M.\rion Pottenger of
Monrovia, Cal., said our motive, as clinicians, was so to

use tuberculin that we might keep the body fluids well
supplied with specific antibodies, and at the same time
produce thoroughly controlled focal reaction which would
produce the maximum stimulation of healing without pro-
ducing an extensive congestion and doing harm. If one
was conversant with dosage, this could be done quite

readily because the limitations of danger were somewhat
wide. First, if tuberculin would stimulate the machinery
of immunization and increase the amount of protective

antibodies in the blood, we must expect this to manifest
itself in the treatment of tuberculosis by a lessened tend-
ency for the disease to spread. Resulting from this we
expected fewer complications. Second, we expected tuber-
culin by its focal stimulation to favor Iiealing of the

focus and as a result of this we expected a more rapid
healing of the disease, and the improvement of whatever
comnlications miyht be present, providing they were reme-
diable; as a result of both the increase in the immune
bodies and the focal stimulation we expected to produce
good results in more patients, to produce them more
quickly and to make the results more permanent.
The Resistance of Luetic Red Cells to Cobra Venom

Hemolysis and the Value of the Reaction.—Dr. Wil-
LARD J. Stone of Toledo stated that with normal red cells

(4 per cent, suspension) plus dilutions of cobra venom
varying from i in 70,000 to I in 80,000 hemolysis took place

in twenty-four hours. With luetic cells hemolysis was
retarded or absent in dilutions varying between 1-15,000

and 1-40,000. The lecithin of luetic red cells was appar-
ently not so freely available to unite with cobra venom
to form the hemolysin as was the case in normal red
cells. The resistance of luetic red cells to hemolysis with
cobra venom was first described by R. Weil in 1900. It

was a well-known fact that syphilis attacked the lipoid

constituents of the body cells since less lecithin could be
extracted from syphilitic tissues than from normal tissues.

Apparently the luetic toxin after seven to eight weeks so
affected the lecithin of the red cells as to render it less

available to unite with cobra venom and the cells ap-
peared more resistant. Possibly the cholesterin content
of luetic red cells was increased, which mi.eht account for

the resistance to hemolysis with cobra venom. It was
well known that cholesterin might inhibit hemolysis. The
reaction had been made the basis of a test for lues by him
in 112 cases of syphilis. It was found that in "secondary"
cases after seven to eight weeks the reaction was posi-

tive in 87.8 per cent., while in tertiary syphilis the reac-

tion was positive in 83.4 per cent. In eighty normals and
controls, including typhoid, purpura, diabetes, cancer, ter-

tian malaria, pseudoleucemia, biliary cirrhosis with jaun-
dice, and many exanthemata, the reaction was negative in
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all but one, a patient with transient morbilliform erythema.
This was the tirst test made and may have been due
to faulty technique, or the patient may have had latent lues.

He had never been able to check up by further examina-
tion of this patient. The reaction appeared to have a dis-
tinct sphere of usefulness in latent syphilis, since the pos-
itive readings were considerably higher than with the
complement fixation method of VVassermann. It was also
of value in determining the extent of treatment, since the
cobra venom reaction, in a large percentage of cases, re-

mained positive after the Wassermann reaction had be-
come negative. The cobra reaction after disappearance
under treatment might again become positive if the treat-

ment had been insufficient. The test was open to fewer
technical difhculties than the Wassermann. Further ex-
perience in the hands of more workers might demonstrate
the value of the test. In any case the resistance of
luetic red cells to cobra venom hemolysis was an ex-
tremely interesting biochemical phenomenon and might
be of value where the Wassermann failed.

The Management of Pregnancy and Labor in the
Presence of Pelvic Contraction.— Dr. He.nrv Schwarz
of St. Louis said that cases of moderate pelvic contrac-
tion in primiparous women, in which the head had failed

to enter the pelvis a week before term, should enter a hos-
pital and be given the test of labor. If this test failed

they should be delivered by pubiotoiiiy. Cases of moder-
ate pelvic contraction in multiparous women, with a rec-

ord of craniotomy, high forceps or pubiotomy, should
enter the hospital si.x weeks before term and be delivered
by artificial premature labor. Cases of highly contracted
pelvis should enter the hospital near term and be de-
livered by cesarean section.

A Third Cesarean Section on the Same Woman.—Dr.

J. H. Carstens of Detroit, drew the following conclu-
sions: I. In cases of cesarean section for bony deform-
ities, with normal pelvic organs, and ordinary health, w-e

were not justified to sterilize the woman. 2. In cases of
cesarean section for eclampsia or placenta previa, we
were not justified to sterilize the woman. 3. In cases of
tumors of various kinds, they should be removed at the
time of operation, if possible, and the woman not steril-

ized. 4. In cases of multiple fibroid tumors, where they
cannot be enucleated, hysterectomy was indicated. 5. In
rare cases, where constitutional conditions existed, such
as tuberculosis, etc., sterilization might not only be justi-

fiable, but actually indicated.

Cesarean Section.—Dr. Asa B. Davis, New York City,
stated that obstetric surgery shared the progress of gen-
eral surgery, making it possible to perform abdominal
cesarean section now with a maternal mortality of not
more than two per cent, in clean, uncomplicated cases and
no fetal mortalit}'. This method of delivery was easier
than norma! labor for the child as it was not compressed.
Better results than these may be looked for. Already
some operators reported considerable series without mor-
tality. Improvement in morbidity was well marked. The
reduced danger made the operation applicable to a greater
variety of difficult labors. Now it was an operation of
election, coming into competition with other forms of op-
erative delivery. Some forms of contracted pelvis formed
the greater number of indications for the operation, as
eclampsia, placenta previa, malignant disease of the cer-

vix, old cicatrices of the cervix preventing dilatation, atre-

sia or deformities of the vagina after ventral suspension
of fixation without progress of labor, marked dispropor-
tion between the fetal head and capacity of pelvis, acci-

dental hemorrhage, moribund mothers to save the child,

tonic contraction of the uterus, obstructing tumors, rup-
ture of the uterus with living child, impacted face, chin
posterior. In cases where the mother had been repeat-
edly delivered instrumentally, resulting in a stillbirth

each time, prolapse of the cord in undilated cervix might
be suitable indications for the operation in well consid-
ered cases. He reported 149 consecutive cesarean sec-

tions in twelve years, with the loss of seventeen mothers,
maternal mortality in all cases, 1 1.4 per cent.; 152 chil-

dren delivered, twins three times, twenty-five children
stillborn or failed to live, a fetal mortality of 23 per cent.

He reported seventy-one consecutive cesarean sections in

the past two years, with a loss of four mothers, maternal
mortality of 5.6 per cent. There were seventy-two chil-

dren delivered, eight died or were stillborn, a fetal mor-
tality of II per cent. He reported fourteen cases of
eclampsia so delivered, ten lived. 71.5 per cent.; four died.

a mortality of 28.5 per cent. Sixteen children were deliv-

ered, eleven lived, 68.8 per cent. Five children died or
were stillborn, a mortality of 31.2 per cent. ; twelve
mothers were para I, one para II, one para III. none were
in labor. Sterilization of the patient was not practised.

Repeated cesarean section had been performed twenty-

seven times, eighteen the second time, seven the third
time, one the fourth time, and one the tifth time. The
best time to operate was at once after labor started, thus
insuring a mature child. If one was sure of the duration
of pregnancy, the operation might be done at one's con-
venience at any time near terra. It was not necessary to
wait for dilatation of the cervix. After operation it re-
laxed enough to allow ample drainage. This was noted
in the primiparous eclamptics who were not at term nor in

labor. Unless there were urgent reasons, he advocated
performing only the cesarean section, allowing involution
to take place and then, if necessary on account of tumors,
malignant diseases, etc., do such operation as was re-
quired. He prepared the patient as for any laparotomy,
injecting y^ dram of ergotol half an hour before operation,
so as to secure a tonic uterus. The operation was done
by a short median incision wholly above the umbilicus, in
the midline. The uterus was held up to this opening by
an assistant pressing against the flanks. The uterus was
opened in front midline from just below the fundus
downvvard. It was closed by an interrupted layer of
chromic sutures down to the mucosa, and this layer was
buried by a continuous suture, so that no raw surfaces
were left upon which adhesions could form. The uterus
dropped into the lower abdomen as after normal delivery.
-\dhesions could not take place between it and the ab-
dominal wound, which was high above it. He had not
seen hernia in any of his high operative cases.
The President's Address.—Dr. Louis Frank of Louis-

ville said he often wondered if four years of study in a
medical school really qualified one to undertake all the
responsibilities of practice—the graver ones of medicine
and of surgery, and those which came often in the still

hours of the night—when not only one but two lives were
dependent upon the skill of the attendant. In a long ex-
perience with recent medical graduates, in twenty years'
observation of young hospital internes, he regretted to
say that his belief was it does not. In this department
of work the -\merican schools were far behind and this
in what was one of the most important branches of our
art. Obstetrics must be better taught and must be viewed
from a broad standpoint. Williams had recently drawn
attention to imperfect obstetric education and to the ina-
bility of many of our obstetric teachers. It would seem
we had retrogressed, certainly there had been no advance.
The branch was poorly taught and the practice as gener-
ally carried on was worse. i\Iost obstetricians, both
teacher and practitioner, had been deprived of, or surren-
dered, such surgery as rightly and properly they should
do. The surgeon of to-day should no more be called upon
to do a primary perineorrhapy or other operative pro-
cedure in the lying-in room, than to put on forceps, do a
version or an accouchement force

;
yet our obstetricians,

for the greater part, assigned such work to the surgeons,
not only in practice but in teaching the subject. Our stu-
dents must have better training, a larger actual experi-
ence, hospital training, and more rigid requirements be-
fore entering this field of practice. Let us insist that the
men who were to introduce our progeny into this world
should be something more than "grannies" ; that they
should be not only obstetricians but obstetric surgeons.
Here was a great field for our post-graduate schools, one
which if properly carried out with demonstrations and
practical teaching of the requisite kind could, with the
abundance of material at hand in our large cities, fill a
place far more useful to the profession and public alike
than they at present occupied. It must be confessed that
our post-graduate schools, and even our surgical clinics,

had been in many instances an inspiration not always
for good. The mercenary spirit was still dominant in

post-graduate schools of medicine, and these institutions,
rich in endowment though the large ones might be, and
with ample hospital facilities and excellent men in their
faculties, required investigation as to the duration of
courses, the manner of their teaching, and the conferring
of certificates; if necessary, they must be regulated. Spe-
cialists could not be made in six or eight weeks, yet cer-
tificates of proficiency were granted following courses of
such duration, during which time the sole opportunity for
qualifications had been to observe some seventy-five or
one hundred operations, and, for a fee. to do two or four
operations with the assistance ( ?") of the tutor. He urged
special examinations for those members of the profession
who desired to wield the scalpel, with additional require-
ments in an increased hospital experience for all special-
ists, surgical, obstetrical, and medical. Then recognizing
as such those who were able to qualify as specialists, com-
pelling them to adhere to such practice and not surrep-
titiously engaged in work other than that for which they
declared themselves particularly qualified.

Biological Interpretation of Abdominal Pain and Its
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Surgical Relation.—Dr. George W. Crile of Cleveland,
Ohio, took tliis as the title of his address in surgery. He
said that the only types of infections that were associated

with pain were those in which the infection might be

spread by muscular action or those in which the fixation

of parts by continued muscular rigidity was an advantage.

The type of infection that might cause muscular action

when it attacked one region of the body might cause no
such action when it attacked another region. But turn-

ing to the significance of abdominal pain, he considered a

new viewpomt and a practical as well as fascinating one.

He could best illustrate this point by referring to two
cases. In the medical ward of the Lakeside Hospital sev-

eral years ago there was admitted a man seventy-eight

years old, whosp rWtpf complaint was obstinate constipa-

tion. The abdomen was only slightly distended ; there

was no fever; no increased leucocytosis ; no muscular
rigidity, and but slight general tenderness. He claimed

to have lost in weight and in strength during the previous

several months. A tentative diagnosis of malignant tu-

mor of the large intestine was made, but free movements
were secured rather easily and he abandoned the idea of

an e.Kploratory operation. The patient gradually failed and
died without a definite diagnosis having been made by

either the medical or the surgical service. At autopsy there

was found a widespread peritonitis, arising from a perfo-

rated appendix. An infant several years old was taken ill

with some indefinite disease. A number of the ablest medi-

cal and surgical consultants of a leading medical center

thoroughly and repeatedly investigated the infant. Although
at last they could make no definite diagnosis they all

agreed that it surely was not appendicitis, because there

was no muscular rigidity and no tenderness. The autopsy

showed a gangrenous appendix and general peritonitis.

How could the absence of pain in these apparently anom-
alous cases be explained? Among 8,684 abdominal sec-

tions performed by his associates, Drs. Bunts and Lower,
and himself in the Lakeside Surgical Service. 923 were
on the stomach and intestines, 725 on the urinary tract,

744 on the gall-bladder, 2,130 on the female genital organs,

and 3.988 on the appendix. In a recent conference, after

tabulating all their cases, they felt that certain conclu-

sions could be drawn ; that certain lesions of the viscera

mentioned caused pain and indigestion; whereas lesions

of the solid viscera caused usually no primary pain; that

lesions of the hollow viscera causing no pain were rarely

benefited by operation; that most cases of painful indiges-

tion, if not duodenal or gastric ulcers, were extragastric

;

that the cause of the pain was the stimulus to muscular
action ; that pain was a damaging agency to health ; that

acute abdominal pain was usually surgical ; that these phe-

nomena obeyed a general biological law of adaptation; that

the adequate stimulus of many of the phenomena acted

through the brain ; that when the brain was disconnected

these phenomena disappeared and thus might the mor-
tality and the morbidity be placed measurably further un-

der the surgeon's control.

The Stomach from the Standpoint of the General
Practitioner, the Specialist, and the Surgeon.—Dr.
Charles G. Stockton, Buffalo, in this address in medicine,

said he had frequent opportunity of observing the work-
ing of good and evil in the professional management of

stomach diseases. This field was rich in illustrations be-

cause derangements of the stomach formed so commonly
a part of pathology starting in almost any part of the

economy ; because disease arising in the stomach often

concerned directly the physician, the specialist, and the

surgeon. Few regions more generously rewarded the cor-

related study of the physiology and chemistry, of psy-

chology and general medicine, of special technique and wise

surgery. Nowhere, now that the craze for oophorectomy
and for fixation of the kidney had subsided, might one
so often see the unhappy results of unthoughtful surgical

interference; the failure from timid negligence of needed
operative intervention; especially the evil consequence of

arly misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and subsequent
mismanagement of cases. He reviewed a few conspicuously

familiar cases illustrating various pathological conditions

and arranged these in three groups.

First Group.—A case of unrecognized tuberculosis, with
gastric irritability. A specialist, after analysis of stom-
ach contents, recognized a gastric neurosis and treated

it by lavage and restricted diet. Improvement was not
forthcoming, so a surgeon was invited. He saw a reflex,

secondary to chronic appendicitis, and removed the inno-
cent organ. Following a brief period of improvement.
the result of psychic impression and suggestion, the case
marched on; there was now fever, cough, expectoration,
heralding infiltration, softening, and vomiting.
Comment.—It was a case for general medicine, not one

for specialist or surgeon; yet it might have been, and
both these might better have studied the case jointly with
the family physician until the diagnosis was established.

Illustrations showing the need of the specialist and in

which the general practitioner and the surgeon were in-

adequate were present in the following group

:

Second Grout'.—A case of gastric atony, with anemia,
emaciation, and mental depression ; with constipation,

slight hepatic derangement, tenderness, and recurring bil-

ious attacks. The general practitioner perceived the de-

nutrition, yet harmed the patient with superalimentation

and chalybeates. A surgeon, noting the gastric distress,

the moderate motor insufficiency, the colonic stasis, and
the disturbed liver, felt that the primary fault was an
infected and irritable gall-bladder, and drained the useful

organ with no worse eti'ect than making it small, limiting

its movements, and binding it by adhesions to the sur-

rounding parts. In fact, the case was one for the skillful

specialist, who, by local treatment, carefully suited diet,

and general development of the patient, in the end relieved

the symptoms ; then, by educating the patient as to his

dietetic limitations and necessities by teaching forbear-

ance, willingness, and waiting, had the satisfaction of see-

ing him restored to reasonable health. Our defeats

might often have been converted into victories had we
adopted the sensible and uplifting course of united,

closely knit effort in the diagnosis and management of
cases. Yet more, the spirit of modern democracy, which
well might flaunt the old French legend, "Liberty, Fra-
ternity, and Equality," had invaded our profession. With
its spread there would come, at least temporarily, an enor-

mous advance in mediocrity and self-sufficiency. Higher
medical education could not stop it ; at best it could only
hinder: at worst, it would accelerate it; legislation could

not control it. The remedy lay in the united stand for

higher ideals, for a better sentiment; in an actual, not nom-
inal, getting together in our work. The nianagement of an
important medical case was a responsibility suited to a

carefully selected committee, not to an individual who rep-

resented but one side of the truth. Not to the staff of one
of those clinics whose subalterns were subsidized for the

magnification of a single phase of medicine.
Cleft Palate Operation: Results as Demonstrated

upon Dog's Palate.—Dr. George V. I. Brown of Mil-
waukee said there would seem to be no question of the

correctness of the following conclusions, based upon the

results of the demonstrations of the experiments thus far

accomplished :

1. The application of compressive force sufficient to

cause traumatic injury or disarrangement of the develop-

ing teeth or surrounding jaw structures, or the applica-

tion of clamps of any kind which might inhibit growth
across the palate in infant harelip and cleft palate cases

was unnecessary even in the most difficult types of these

affections and could not fail to do permanent harm to the

future development of the nose, palate, teeth, jaws, face,

and pharnyx, and thus militate against the acquirement
of correct speech.

2. Expedients, such as the carrying in of external tis-

sue from the lip or skin, or the turning up-side-down of

the muco-periosteum for the purpose of bridging the pal-

ate fissure were not acquired because the same purpose
could be accomplished otherwise in practically all cases

and because the resulting scar tissue formation with loss

of bone development rendered the best speech result im-

possible.

3. Notwithstandin.g such unavoidable disadvantages

and difficulties as might be encountered, the effort from
first to last in the treatment of all cases of harelip and
cleft palate should be to restore the parts in such man-
ner that in every possible way the normal growth and
development might be favored.
Experiences in Spinal Surgery: Observations upon

Sixty Laminectomies for Spinal Disease.—Dr. Charles
A. Elseerg of New York City presented observations

based upon sixty primary laminectomies, twenty-two for

tumor, nine for section of posterior spinal roots, four

for inflammatory bone disease, five for old fracture of the

spine, two for syringomyelia, one for intramedullary cyst,

one for aneurysm of spinal vessels, three for a peculiar

disease of the cauda equina, and thirteen exploratory.

He showed that the dangers of a laminectomy should be

very small, but that spinal surgery was a special field

demanding special training and experience. After coii-

sidering the technical aspects of the operation it was his

belief that the value of the Wassermann reaction in mak-
ing the indications for operation in spinal disease had

been overestimated. In several instances a glioma was
found at operation in patients with a positive sero-

reaction. It was almost as great an error to allow a pa-
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tient with a possible spinal tumor to become totally para-
plegic while antisyphilitic remedies were being tried, as

to allow a patient with a possible specific brain tumor to
become blind while mercury was being given. The cor-
rect diagnosis of the level of the lesion should usually
be made, but one must not forget that a stasis of fluid

above the lesion might give level signs above the true level.

Secondary degenerations might rarely cause a shifting
upwards of the level signs. The supposed danger from
the sudden escape of cerebrospinal fluid during an opera-
tion was not great ; the author had never seen any symp-
toms in his patients. Retention of urine might occur
ofter a spinal operation, but the frequency of its occur-
rence was in direct proportion to the injury done to the
cord. A very marked abdominal distention often oc-
curred after laminectomy in the lower dorsal region.
After complete laminectomy, the function of the spine
was fully recovered because the main support depended
upon the vertel>ral bodies. As many as seven spines and
laminae could be removed and perfect function of the spine
recovered. Some stiffness and rigidity might remain for
a few months, especially after operations, in the lower
dorsal and lumbar regions. Free mobility was most
quickly recovered after laminectomy in the cervical re-

gion.

He considered the surgical aspects of old fractures
of the spine, and showed by a report of cases that
the results of operations for old fracture of the spine
with evidences of compression of the cord were little

short of brilliant. Ultraconservalism was indicated in

fresh fracture of the spine and only few patients should
be subjected to an operation. But in the patients in
whom symptoms only appeared after weeks or months
after the injury and in the patients in whom there was
improvement at first and stationary symptoms persisted,
decompressive laminectomy should be done. Marked
angulation of the cord could be straightened out, intra-

medullary cysts drained, etc. Laminectomy for decom-
pressive purposes was often indicated ; the opening of the
spinal canal mi.yht and often did have a profound effect

upon the spinal cord, which might act beneficially upon
some spinal diseases whose nature was as yet not under-
stood and whose pathology was unknown. The removal
of an extramedullary tumor of the spinal cord was one
of the most satisfactory operations in surgery. The oper-
ation could usually be done in less than one-half hour and
the danger was small. Two stage operations were indi-

cated in intramedullary growths and in the giant tumors
of the roots of the cauda equina. The treatment of local-

ized intramedullary tumors by the method of extrusion
had opened up a new field. It was both feasible and safe
to incise the cord in order to allow of the extrusion of
intramedullary tumors, to empty cysts of the cord, for
decompressive purposes in infiltrating growths and in

spinal gliosis.

Pancreatic Lymphangitis and Chronic Pancreatitis.—
Dii, JoH.N- B. Dk.wir of Philadelphia said that pancre-
atitis must still be studied with an open mind in regard
to its etiology and particularly in respect to its relation to

chronic inflammatory disease of the alimentary tract that
resulted in retroperitoneal lymphangitis ; that treatment
was promising in the early stages and practically hopeless
when the stage of interstitial deposit of fibrous tissue was
reached ; that the most promising field for treatment con-
sisted in the means already devised for the treatment of
chronic inflammation in the organs with which pancre-
atitis was commonly associated and upon which it ap-
peared to be dependent; finally, that pancreatitis was
common and not rare, that its presence should be sus-
pected in all cases of obscure upper abdominal indiges-
tion, and that like other chronic inflammatory lesions of
the abdomen when it was uninfluenced in a reasonable
length of time by medical measures it should receive sur-

gical attention along surgical lines.

Pre- and Post-Operative Treatment of Prostatectomy.
—Dr. William N. Wishard of Indianapolis said that the
more discriminating use of urinary antiseptics had been
suggested by gastric and renal irritation, following the
prolonged use of large doses of urotropin. If renal elimi-

nation was good, as shown by urinary analysis, prolonged
use of urinary antiseptics was not imperative. W-here the
urine was alkaline and offensive in odor, and pus present
in considerable amount, it had seemed desirable to use
urotropin for several days before operation, and to con-
tinue its use guardedly for a few days afterwards. The
average period of preparatory treatment required in the
writer's cases, had occupied from one to two weeks, and
while some cases had been operated upon earlier, others
had been maintained upon preparatory treatment for a

much longer period. Whether a suprapubic or perineal
operation was performed, liability to postoperative
hemorrhage was much influenced by the carefulness with
which enucleation was done. In median perineal opera-
tions, the writer had found much advantage from the use
of a solid metal inflow and outflow tube devised by his

assistant. Dr. H. G. Hamer. If a two-way rubber tube
was used, its walls should be as firm as possible, as pres-

sure from packing within the wound and around the tube
might occlude the outflow. On changing the dressing and
removing the gauze packing the morning following opera-
tion, the metal tube above referred to was also removed
and subsequently a single soft rubber drainage tube used.

While incontinence might not follow suprapubic opera-
tions, a fistula might occur either after suprapubic or
perineal prostatectomy. Careful and thorough excision
of the cicatricial tissue and thorough curettment of the
deeper portion of the fistulous tract followed by suturing,

and the maintenance of drainage by an anchored catheter

in the urethra, had been followed by prompt closure in all

the few cases of persistent fistula which the writer had
observed after suprapublic or median perinea! prostatec-
tomy. Two cases of fistula had been referred to him
where an inverted V-shaped incision and extraurethral
enucleation had been done, and in one of these closure
was secured, but in the other the fistula persisted and in

both there was associated incontinence. Occasional occur-
rence of fistula, however, was not necessarily an argument
against any form of enucleation. Permanent incontinence
had not followed in any of the writer's cases operated by
median perineal incision, although it had persisted for a

great or less length of time in some of them. Systematic
and persistent use of dilatation of the prostatic urethra
and vesical orifice with Kollmann's dilator had usually
given prompt relief.

Symptomatology and Pathology of Prostatic Hyper-
trophy.—Dr. E. O. S.MiTH of Cincinnati said the symp-
toms of prostatic hypertrophy were due either directly or
indirectly to a mechanical obstruction to the outflow of
urine from the bladder. The prostate gland, located as it

was around the proximal portion of the urethra and in

very close relation to the bladder could but interfere with
the normal urine channel when it underwent changes that

disturbed these normal relations. Increase in size and
shape of the prostate would necessarily produce a mechani-
cal change in the shape, length, or entrance into the urethra.

Among the earliest changes noticed by the patient

was the decrease of the force with which the urine was
ejected. There was no projectile force that carried the

urine away in a good stream. It was possible for a

patient to have both a cord lesion and prostatic hyper-
trophy. This applied more particularly to cases that came
during the early period of expected enlargement of the

prostate.

As a result of the nature of the mechanical obstruc-
tion to the outflow of urine and the effect on the blad-
der, there was sooner or later a failure on the part of
the bladder to completely empty itself, which was the be-

ginning of residual urine. Acute, complete retention might
come on suddenly without warning, following indiscre-

tions on the part of the patient. From a prognostic view-
point, probably the most important symptoms were those
referable to the kidneys. The kidneys were affected either

from back pressure, from infection, or both. Dilatation

of the ureters and pelvis might follow long-continued ob-

struction to urinary outflow, thus making a pressure on
the renal parenchyma. Resulting from this was a func-
tional insufficiency of the kidneys. The quantity of urine

might not be diminished but the urea and other products
of elimination were below the normal. It had been his

observation that a great many, in fact, a majority of
patients troubled with prostatic hypertrophy suffered from
marked mental depression. There were two general varie-

ties of changes in the structure of the gland. One in

which there was an increase in the so-called glandular part

of this structure and the other when there was but little

tumor mass with greatly increased amount of dense,

tough, fibrous tissue. In the open dissection of the peri-

neum, the first part of the gland met was the posterior lobe

which must be cut through before the real hypertrophy
was reached. This bit of anatomical relation might ex-
plain some of the difficulties encountered by those at-

tempting the open dissection method for the first time.

Unless one got the enucleating finger into the capsule, the
line of cleavage would be missed and a very difficult task
was made out of a comparatively simple one. The easiest

place to find the line of cleavage was in the roof of the
prostatic urethra.

(To be continued.)
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Religion and Sanitation.—The religious cus-
toms of the non-Christian portion of the British

Empire are generally brought into public notice by
the problems of hygiene, health, or sanitation which
these customs raise. The latest example of this

is the comprehensive survey which the Govern-
ment of India is instituting into the best methods
of improving the sanitary arrangements at the

various centers where Mohammedan and Hindu
pilgrims meet for starting on their journeys to

Mecca or for other religious purposes. The luun-

ber of such pilgrims has increased so enormously
with modern traveling facilities that there is al-

ways a serious risk of the importation as well as the

outbreak of disease at these centers. The inquiry

is expected to co-ordinate the arrangements which
have already been enforced at some of the more
important centers. Each province will have the

benefit of the Imperial Sanitary Commissioner's
presence, who will draw up a report on the result

of the local inquiries. On each local committee will

be a representative of each railway which is en-

gaged in the pilgrim traffic. These facts have pe-

culiar interest as showing how Western science

complicates at first Eastern religious customs by
making their observance possible to even larger

numbers of the devout, and then, by regulations

necessary for the public health, may end in modi-
fying them to a degree not foreseen or contem-
plated.

—

T!ic Hospital, October 19, 1912.

Some Attributes of Success.—R. A. Walker
enumerates some of the qualifications whicli are

more essential to the physician than to any other

professional man. The doctor should have good
health and tact to use the knowledge he possesses.

He should exercise promptness in responding to

calls. He should cultivate the virtue of sympathy,
for the physician who does not display sympathy
for sufl:'ering humanity can never endear himself
to his patients. If to this be added cheerfulness

and charity then, if carefully handled, church,
lodge, and political affiliation can be used as a lever

to advantage. Of some of the hindrances to suc-

cess at the beginning of a young man's life, wealth
is the greatest, for in many individuals it begets

laziness, carelessness, and a tendency to shirk work-

in unpleasant weather, because there is no sense

of compulsion. Poverty, while an unfortunate
handicap, may be frequently overcome by grit,

energy, and good management. Another great
hindrance to gaining and holding the confidence

of one's patrons is excessive self-aggrandizement.
The physician who is always on the go night and
day when all other doctors in the community are
comparatively idle, who passes through epidemics
of malignant diphtheria and scarlet fever and ciu-es

every case, the doctor that treats hundreds of cases

of pneumonia and typhoid fever and never loses a
patient, is generally the doctor, if the truth is told,

that is incapable, as a rule, of making a correct

diagnosis. Such boasting is, to say the least, in

bad taste, and the best people lose respect for the

doctor who descends to this practice. The too fre-

quent use of technical terms in conversations with
laymen can be overdone and in some cases it cre-

ates disgust.

—

Virginia Medical Semi-Monthly

.

"Shop Talk."—J. G. Mumford discourses on
this subject as follows: "The solemn converse of
young professional people always interests me. It

is not iDabble; and sometimes it is informing, be-

cause it shows how the wind sets. Students of law
and medicine and young practitioners seem to be
most given to this sort of talk. The awful person
who chatters of stocks develops his awfulness late

in life ; and the politician is nearly always accepta-
ble, because the politician, whether wise or foolish,

deals with subjects of widest interest. Moreover,
his talk is rarely technical. Medical talk in public—

•

"doctor rot" as one of my tired friends calls it—is

sometimes heard even from venerable lips which
should have been better trained. I have agonized
memories of hanging on to trolley-car straps with
certain merciless consultants, while they poured out

upon me and upon our long-eared neighbors the

details of the case we were about to visit. I've

tried to escape from my misery by sitting down
even while m}' companion remained standing, but
that maneuver stimulates one's tormenter to worse
aggressiveness and louder shoutings. Tlie best plan
is to nuirmur appreciation and to approach a listen-

ing ear as near to his lips as decency will permit.

Even so, painful moments arise, as when he nips oflf

his discourse suddenly and demands in truculent

tones what you would do under the conditions he
has described. I have learned to say that I can't

tell until I have seen the patient."
—"A Doctor's

Table Talk."

The General Practitioner and His Mission.

—

In a recent book entitled "The Doctor and His
Work," C. J. Whitby states that the successful

physician is an artist, not a mere prescribing ma-
chine ; he treats the individual, not a label. To do
this he must know the personal peculiarities of the

patient. Herein lies the justification of the general

practitioner's existence. A man of sense who has
brought human beings into the world ; who has

tended them through the disorders of infancy; who
has seen them grow up, marry, and have offspring

of their own whose early years, at any rate, he may
well have the opportunity of observing; succeeds in

knowing them as a consultant, even of the keenest

clinical insight, cannot know them. He knows how
they react to diseases and to remedies. He knows
how heredity shows itself in matters pertaining to

health. In a word, he knows the natural history of

disease in a way beyond the teachings of the labo-

ratory or instruments of precision. A man of this

kind has a store of knowledge, acquired during long

years of observation, and developed by practice till

it becomes intuition. This experience cannot be

transmitted and for the most part dies with the

possessor, but while he lives it is invaluable, and it

will be an evil day if ever the charge of sick people

is handed over to medical officials who have not

the same opportunity of studying their peculiarities,

and whose treatment, therefore, must be largely a

matter of cut and dried formulae. There is. more-
over, the psychological factor to be taken into ac-

count. The general practitioner necessarily learns

much of the mental as well as of the bodily struc-

ture of his patients, and the faith in him that makes
them stick to him as their family doctor for many
years is a professional asset beyond price. If there

is to be no choice of doctor, as would result from
the nationalization of the practice of medicine,

this potent element of cure must tend to fade away.
—'British Medical Journal. October 12, 1912.

Eugenics in Constantinople.—The Armenian
Patriarch in Turkey recently issued a decree for-

bidding the clergy to celebrate any marriage unless

the parties thereto furnish a medical certificate

showing that they are in physical and mental health.
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CALORIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS.

Jiv UKAllAM LUSK,

NEW YORK.

<From the physiological laboratory, Cornell University .Medical Col-
lege, New York City.)

OxE of the important considerations for the wel-

fare of the people is that of their food. In the

recent Congress of Hygiene held at Washington,
consideration was given to the action of foods, in

the special section of the congress entitled Dietetic

Hygiene. This section was presided over by Dr.

R. H. Chittenden and the most notable guest pres-

ent was the distinguished international ])resi lent

of the congress, Professor Ma.x Rubner of Berlin.

Carl von \'oit, the master of Rubner. working
in association with Pettenkofer, was the first to

measure accurately the end-products of o.xidation

in man, using the celebrated Pettenkofer respira-

tion apparatus which was built in 1862 through
the financial aid of King iMaximilian of Bavaria.

To Rubner the world owes the construction of

the first calorimeter which correctly measured the

heat given oft' from an animal. This calorimeter

Rubner constructed with very modest means in the

University of Alarburg to which, as a young man,
he had been called to be professor of hygiene. With
this apparatus he was able to show that the heat

eliminated from a dog in 24 hours was exactly the

amount of heat which would have been produced
by the dog from the oxidation of those materials

which he destroyed in his body during the period

in which he was in the calorimeter. This quantity

of fat, carbohydrates, and protein which was
oxidized was measured by Rubner through deter-

minations of the products e.xcreted from the animal
during the time.

Here, then, for the first time, the law of the con-

servation of energy was proved to apply to the liv-

ing organism. The heat produced was simply the

heat which would have been produced from the

materials oxidized during the period of 24 hours
"when the dog was in the calorimeter. The effect

of various foods was noted. .\lso, the eft'ect of

various temperatures was observed. Rubner has
called attention to the fact that men. through the

use of clothes, seek to surround their skins- at all

times with a tropical temperature so that thermal
influence need not usually be considered as modify-
ing the heat production in human beings.

.\twater worked in Voit's laboratory with Rub-
ner and derived his ideas from this source. Re-
turning to America, Atwater, with the aid of the

physicist Rosa and supported bv United States

Government funds constructed in 1899 a calori-

meter sufficentlv large for a man and showed that

the same principles held true for a human being
that Rubner had shown for the dog. Benedict, suc-
ceeding Atwater, has carried on work with enthu-
siasm and success in the new Nutrition Laboratory
of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, the
laboratory being located in Boston.
Through the generosity of Col. Oliver Hazard

Payne, sufficient funds were given to allow of the
construction in this laboratory of a calorimeter
modeled on the lines of those in the Boston labo-
ratory, but smaller in size, so that the heat pro-
duction of dogs, babies, and dwarfs might be
accurately determined. The construction of this

apparatus was under the charge of Dr. H. B.

Williams, who, besides being a physician, is

also a physicist and mechanic of the highest
attainments, and through his skill sensitive reg-
ulatory apparatus was installed in connection with
the new calorimeter so that Dr. John Howland was
able to determine in hourly periods the heat produc-
tion of a baby weighing less than seven pounds, and
to compare this with the quantity of heat which
should have been produced from the materials de-

stroyed in the baby's organism during the time.

The quantity of fat, carbohydrate, and protein ox-
idized were calculated by determining the amount
of oxygen absorption, carbonic acid elimination,

and nitrogen outgo of the body.
Metabolism experiments upon a dog were, for

the first time, possible in hourly periods. It was
possible, for example, to follow the heat produc-
tion after giving meat and to see how it variel f rem
hour to hour and also the action of other foods.

^^'hen meat was given in quantities as high as

1,200 grams at once, it was found that the heat pro-
duction in one dog rose from 22.3 calories per hour
before the food was given to a level of 36 calories

during the second hour after food and to 42 calories

during the third hour after food, near which level

it remained until the eleventh hour, when it grad-
ually declined to 25 calories 21 hours after the in-

gestion of the meat. It is apparent, therefore, that

meat given in this quantity can nearly double the
heat production in the animal.

The question now arose, what was the cause of
this great heat production? Rubner explains the

rise in heat production after giving meat by stating

that protein is of such a chemical structure that

much of it cannot be used as a source of energy
for the cells of the body, but is destroyed with the

production of free heat. Such heat is simply that

fraction of fuel value which is wasted because it is

not furnished to the cells in the form of sugar or

fat, which substances are the essential fuel supply
of the cells. In order to understand the action of
protein it is necessary to recall that it is made up
of a great many chemical units called amino-acids
which, strung together in various quantities, build

up the varying proteins of the different cells. When
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protein is eaten it is digested through the digestive

juices, and it is broken down into the individual

fragments or individual amino-acids of which the

large molecular complex consists. These amino-
acids are soluble in water, soluble in the juices of

the gastro-intestinal tract. They are absorbed di-

rectly into the blood, carried by the blood to the

tissues and deposited in the tissues, as has been re-

cently demonstrated by the work of Folin and
Denis, work which has been confirmed by Van
Slyke. Folin and Denis have shown that amino-
acids increase in quantity in the blood and increase

in quantity in the tissues one hour after they are

introduced into the intestinal tract, although, during
this first hour, there is no increase in the quantity

of urea in either the blood or the muscle, which

gar, should have no more effect upon heat produc-
tion than would a quantity of sugar which could be
produced from the glycocoll administered.

Since 25 grams of glycocoll result in the produc-
tion of 20 grams of de.xtrose, the effect of these

two substances was compared in these quantities.

It was found that when 20 grams of dextrose were
given to the animal in a certain nutritive condition,

the heat production was increased to the extent of

2.5 calories, whereas when 25 grams of glycocoll

were given, the heat production was increased 31.3
calories. It was apparent, therefore, that glycocoll

had an enormously greater power to increase met-
abolism than its equivalent quantity of sugar pos-
sessed. It might be thought that the increased heat

production here observed was due to the elimina-

This figure shows a respiration calorimeter built at a cost of about $5,000. The dog, wearing a bandage which holds a
rectal thermometer in place, is shown lying on a cot suspended from a frame which may at any time be slid into the open
chamber of the calorimeter. This accomplished the front is then sealed. The animal respires within the chamber, the water
and carbonic acid which he eliminates are removed bv circulating the air through absorbing chemicals, and fresh oxygen is

admitted automatically to replace the oxygen absorbed by the animal. Four people are constantly employed during the
experiment. The heat produced by the dog is removed and measured by a current of water flowing through a system of pipes with-
in the calorimeter.

indicates that the process of destruction of the

amino-acids is not immediately effected.

The simplest of all the amino-acids founds in the

organism is glycocoll, which is amino-acetic acid.

This substance introduced into the gut of a cat by
Folin gave the results indicated above. Glyocoll is

also a substance which, if fed to a diabetic dog, can
be converted completely into glucose, as work in the

writer's laboratory has demonstrated. If Rubner's
idea were correct that the great heat production
which followed the ingestion of protein was due to

the fact that the materials in the protein were not
completely convertible into sugar or fat which
could be utilized by the cells, then the ingestion of
glycocoll, which is completely convertible into su-

tion of an increased quantity of urea, but experi-

ments showed that after giving urea to the dog
there was no increase in the heat production.

Again, it might be thought that the process which
involved the removal of the nitrogenous portion,

that is, the NH, group, from the non-nitrogenous
remainder of the amino-acid might evolve heat.

However, it was shown that when another amino-
acid called glutamic acid was given, there was no
increased heat production whatever. The nitrogen

of this amino-acid was recovered as urea, hence it

must have been deaminized. The process of deam-
ination, as it is called, that is, the removal of the

NH. group, has therefore no effect on the heat pro-

duction. These experiments proved that the great
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heat production after giving glycocoll was not due
to the ehmination of urea, a substance formed in

the course of its metabolism, and was not due to

the process of deamination. It is therefore neces-

sary to conclude that the action of glycocoll upun
metabolism is in virtue of its chemical structure

and that it has a stimulating effect upon the cells,

causing an increased heat production.

Other experiments showed that a high heat pro-

duction was caused by alanine, a substance which is

completely convertible into dextrose in the organ-
ism, and that leucine and tyrosine also had some
effect in this regard.

Zuntz believed that the increase in heat produc-
tion was due to the work of the intestines or "Dar-
marbeit," but Benedict has shown conclusively thai

the introduction of cathartics into the intestinal

tract or the introduction of indigestible agar agar
do not in the slightest way affect the metabolism of

man. Alanine and glycocoll act as irritants to the

mucous membrane of the stomach, .frequently caus-

ing vomiting, and it might be considered possible

that the results were due to this stimulation. How-
ever, the dog employed remained perfectly quiet

throughout the hours of experimentation and
showed no signs of nausea. Furthermore, a solu-

tion of urea, which causes nausea, has no effect

whatever upon the metabolism. From these facts

the conclusion must be drawn that amino-acids ab-

sorbed into the blood, carried and deposited in the

tissues, as they are, act directly as stimuli upon the

tissues, increasing their heat production.

As regards the influence of carbohydrate, new
points have been brought out in these recent exper-

iments. If a dog be given 50 grams of dextrose

in water, the heat production rises from 16.2 calo-

ries per hour to 20 calories per hour and remains at

that height during the second, third, and fourth

hours after administering the substance. It i^

found from the respiratory quotient during this pe-

riod that, aside from the small protein metabolism,

the whole of the heat production is derived from
the dextrose which has been ingested. At the end
of the first hour the de.xtrose has risen in percent-

age in the blood and then on account of the osmotic

conditions the blood becomes more dilute as is in-

dicated by a decrease in the percentage of hemo-
globin present in it. During the 'fourth hour, the

last hour of the high metabolism, a large volume
of urine is eliminated and the blood tends to regain

its former composition. During the process of dex-

trose absorption, dextrose is carried through the

liver into the general circulation, affording oppor-

tunity for its ready oxidation on account of its

free diffusion into the cells. The writer has called

this increased heat production a metabolism due to

plethora. Urea and salt solutions which must pro-

duce osmotic changes between the blood and the

tissues have no effect upon metabolism when they

are given to the dog per os. If fat be introduced,

the metabolism will also be increased, an increase

which is evident during the second and subsequent
hours after its ingestion. Experiments show that

emulsified fat introduced into the stomach quickly

induces a considerable flow of milky chyle from
the thoracic duct, which is due to absorbed fat com-
ing from the intestine. Here again one can speak

of an increase in metabolism as due to plethora.

It appears almost certain that mechanical work
can be done more easily if this condition of ple-

thora exists. That is to say, if carbohydrate and
fat are continuallv enterins: the blood stream so

that they can be carried to the cells in increased
quantity.

Kubner in recent brilliant experiments has shown
that when the yeast cell acts upon a sugar solution,

the energy of the fermenting yeast is derived from
the conversion of sugar into alcohol and carbonic
acid. A small portion of energy is also liberated

exo-cellularly, the yeast enzymes acting directly

upon dextrose present in the solution itself. One
might conceive that a similar effect is produced in

the organism after giving sugar. One might im-
agine that the greater portion of the suar poured
into the circulation is used directly for the motions
of cell life, whereas a small fraction is destroyed
on account of the presence of enzymes in the circu-

lating fluids. In the latter case, the reaction would
produce only free heat.

This hypothesis, fascinating though it be, is not
borne out by the results obtained when a mixed diet

is given to the dog. A diet was given consisting of

50 grams of cracker meal, 33 grams of meat, and
10 grams of lard. The heat production rose from
16.2 calories to 20.2 calories. When alanine was
added to this mixture, alanine which of itself alone
would raise the metabolism from 16.2 calories to

19.2 calories, no effect whatever was observed.
When 20 grams of glycocoll were given, the metab-
olism rose just about as high as the glycocoll itself

would have caused it to rise if it had been given
alone. It has been set forth that glycocoll acts in

virtue of its being a stimulus to cellular protoplasm.
When it is given, however, in a mixed diet which
has already established a rhythm of cellular motion
equal to that which the amino-acid would have
caused if given alone, there is no increase in the
heat production. It would seem, therefore, that

the increased heat production after giving carbo-
hydrate was not due to an increase in the liberation

of free heat, but that it was due to a mechanism
akin to the mechanism set in activity by the amino-
acids. In other words, amino-acids entering alone
would cause a certain extra amount of oxidation.
Carbohydrates entering in quantity would estab-

lish, perhaps, a similar level of oxidation, but the
amino-acids entering with the carbohydrates would
encounter a height of metabolism already estab-
lished which they themselves alone could produce,
but to which they can not further contribute.

These results lead to the general conclusion that

there exist the following forms of metabolism in

the quiet or sleeping dog excluded from thermal
influences.

1. A basal metabolism when the cells are nour-
ished by a blood stream which does not receive food
from the intestinal tract and the composition of
which is regulated by the organs of the body.

2. A metabolism due to plethora induced by an
increased quantity in the blood of carbohydrate or
fat metabolites which are being absorbed from the
intestine.

3. A metabolism due to the stimulus of incoming
amino-acids acting upon the cells.

The metabolism of plethora and the metabolism
of amino-acid stimulation cannot be added to each
other; there is no summation of effect when both
influences are brought into action together. In
other words, cellular activity induced by the pres-
ence of carbohydrate is not further intensified by
the stimulus of amino-acids unless the latter alone
would accomplish the result.

The heisfht found for the basal metabolism of
the perfectly quiet resting organism, excluded from
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thermal influences and determined eighteen hours

after the ingestion of food, confirms Rubner's

law of skin area, but places the heat elimination at

a lower level. Thus the basal metabolisms of two
dogs of dift'erent weights and that of a dwarf
seventeen years old and weighing 21.3 kilograms

showed the following values for calories produced
per square meter of surface, calculated as for a

period of 24 hours.

Dog I

Dog II
Dwarf, J. P.

Weight
in kg.

13.8
9.3

21.3
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though the place of predilection seems to be the

temporal region. The involvement of other cortical

areas, according to the location, may give different

symptoms. Often there arc some motor disturb-

i"ii_,. 3.

—

.^petiiiRii oi letiipoiai cortex, stained by Van Gieson's
methoti, sliowini; llie intense deyener:ition around the walls of tlie

blood vessels, forming the large perivascular spaces. (Case of
Prof. Marie.)

ances from the presence of additional subcortical

lesions, such as small areas of softening (lacunae)

in the internal capsules.

The gross appearance of such a specimen is that

of numerous small ulcerated areas on the surface

of the brain. In a fresh specimen they appear yel-

lowf, gray, or brownish in color, the walls usually

becoming stained by the yellowish fluid or semi-

gelatinous substance contained in the cavities.

These ulcerations are irregular in shape and out-

line. They have sloping walls and extend only to

the border of the white and gray substances. Sev-

eral adjacent convolutions may be involved or there

may be several unaffected convolutions intervening

between those more seriously affected. The seem-
ingly unaffected convolutions, however, by micro-

Fig. 4.—Section of temporal cortex stained with hemntoxylin-

€OSin, demonstrating tlie great degree of disintegration and
vacuolization of the cortex and the absence of any ganglion cells.

(Case of Prof. Marie.)

scopical examination show intense changes, prob-

ably the beginning of what would later have the

characteristic lesion of the etat vtrmoulu.

The pia, due to its atrophied condition over these

areas, usually tears very easily, falling inward and
leaving irregularly sized funnel-shaped cavities

with the bases outward.
Aiicroscopically, the pia in close proximity to the

ulcerated areas is infiltrated and thickened, the

blood vessels are sclerosed, hyaline, and many of

them almost completely occluded. Calcareous de-

generation, so frequent, according to Ficai, was only

present in one or two arteries. Directly over the

ulcer the pia is usually thinned, atrophied, and fallen

in, forming irregular folds near the edges.

The cortical substance shows a proliferation of

the glia, this often taking the place of the tangential

fibers as well as of the cellular elements. The glial

overgrowth is mainly confined to the fibrillary sub-

stance as there appears to be no excessive increase

in the glial nuclei. Such overgrowth is probably

secondary to the earlier process of softening from

the imperfect nutrition following the gradual oblit-

eration of the lumens of the cortical vessels.

In a number of the sections there appeared to

be an unusually yellow tinge in the walls of the

ulcerated areas, suggesting the presence of blood

pigment. This was probably caused by the ab-

^j *.-i'i-*» H

Fig. 5.—.\rea from Fig. 4 with greater magnification illustrating
the absence of nervous tissue and tl.e prominence of the neuroglial
reticulum.

sorption of blood coloring matter before its chem-
ical change into hemosiderin. No reaction was
obtainable to the tests for hemosiderin, though sev-

eral vessel walls stained a greenish blue by the fer-

rocyanide method showing the presence of albu-

minate of iron in the vessel coats. The possibility

of blood coloring matter being carried in solution

and not giving the iron reaction before a certain

definite chemical change has taken place is shown
in a recent article by Claude and Loyez.

.'Xmyloid bodies are very numerous, much more
so than in ordinary conditions of senility, and in

some of the sections they form almost a solid layer
in the region of the tangential fibers. Other bodies
having a hyaline appearance are scattered through-
out the sections, staining a deep pinkish red by both
the hematoxylin-eosin and Van Gieson methods.
These are blood vessels occluded by hyaline mate-
rial so as to form solid hyaline masses, in which
there are in many cases no distinct vessel walls vis-

ible. \Miere the longitudinal axes of the vessels

have been cut there are long, irregularly shaped hy-
aline cords.

Throughout the gray cortex and to a much lesser
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degree in the subcortex, the vessels are sur-

rounded by broken-down, rarefied tissue, leaving
in its place only a slight perivascular reticulum of

glial fibers, containing a few nuclei, some cellular

debris, and fluid. These perivascular cavities may
be seen also in the substance of the cord in one of

the specimens examined. Such small areas are

doubtless points of origin for the cysts occurring
in the advanced stage.

The areas or plates of miliary sclerosis described

by Redlich and referred to by Leri and others as

being frequent in this condition could not be found
in any of the specimens examined.
With the extension and confluence of these cav-

ities and the overgrowth of the glial and even, to

•^ome extent, of the connective tissue, the cellular

portion undergoes destruction in varying degrees.

Even in those cases where the cystic formation is

absent and only a light grade of superficial ulcera-

tion is present, the brain cells show considerable

disintegration and destruction, due no doubt to the

faulty nutrition so common in the sclerotic cortical

changes of senility. In some instances the cor-

tical destruction and overgrowth of glia is so great

that there remains practically nothing but a loose

meshed network of neuroglia.

The disease most frequently afifects the temporal

lobes, often the frontal and parietal, and Leri re-

ported even involvement of the cerebellum.

In its early stage this condition probably could

not be distinguished from cases of senile arterio-

sclerosis, of which I believe it to be only a more
severe and advanced form. These more severe

changes are probably (Leri) due to the imperfect

nutrition from the gradually occluded arteries.

causing a slow breaking down and disintegration

of the tissue around the vessels, with its absorption

and an overgrowth of glia, to a certain extent com-
pensatory in nature. In the ordinary senile scle-

rotic changes described by Alzheimer, however, un-

like the etat vermoulu, the nerve cells are disturbed

and often destroyed, but there is never a true de-

struction of tissue with disintegration and absorp-

tion and cavity formation.
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A CASE OF CHRONIC PANCREATITIS
WITH POLYCYTHEMIA (CLINICAL DIAG-

NOSIS: PANCREATIC LITHIASIS).
By G. a. FRIEDMAN, M.D.,

NEW TOBK.

CHIEF IN INTERNAL MEDICINE, MOUNT SINAI DISPENSARY; ATTENDING
PHYSICIAN IN DIGESTIVE DISEASES, VANDEBBILT CLINIC.

The following case which was under my observa-

tion for a little over 4 months, presents many in-

teresting points, and I therefore believe it worthy
of publication.

Patient, D—d I s, 32 j'ears old, lieutenant in

the Russian army, 7 months in this country, was
seen at the Vanderbilt Clinic on January 12, 1912.

History.—Has had four attacks of severe pain

in the epigastric region during the last 18 months.

The pain, though chiefly localized in this area,

radiates to the right and left of the back and uppei

chest. It is rather of a dull and gnawing charac-

ter and lasts four to five weeks ; in the intervals be-

tween the paro.xysms patient is in perfectly good
health. The attacks of pain are not so severe as in

typical severe gallstone colic, and therefore never
necessitated the injection of morphine.
No matter how annoying the pain may be, it

ceases when the patient lies down for 30 to 60 min-

utes. After having been in the recumbent position

for that time, he is relieved for a few hours. The
pain occurs several times during the day and al-

ways ceases in the decubitus. At night patient is

free from pain. When, during one of the paroxys-
mal attacks, he happens to be in the street, the pa-

tient is frequently compelled to partake of some
food. This somewhat relieves, but does not stop

the pain, as is the case in the recumbent position

without a previous meal. These data were ob-

tained from patient after cross-e.xamining him many
times. When, after four or five weeks, the

paroxysmal pains subside, he finds he has lost five

Showing a Shadow, Probably of a Pancreatic Calculus, Below the
Tip of the Third Lumbar Vertebra.

pounds in weight, which he recovers in the intervals.

He claims that the fourth attack was more in-

tense and lasted longer than any of the three

previous ones. During the attacks there was con-

stant nausea, but actual vomiting occurred only on
one occasion. He is also suffering from obstinate

constipation.

Past History.—Twenty years ago patient suf-

fered from dysentery: fifteen years a.s;o from ma-
laria (in the Caucasus) : five years ago from small-

pox in a mild form during an epidemic in Russia.

When, eight months later, he became convalescent

.

from smallpox, bulimia occurred, from which he
suffered for one month. This condition passed away
without any treatment. Has been in perfectly good
health since then until 18 months ago, when he had
to flee from his native country as a political con-

vict, and it is to this time that he dates back his

first attack. Patient has been married for si.x years,

and is father of three healthy children. Syphilis

was denied. Never takes alcohol in excess, but

drinks occasionally : tea and coffee moderately.

Smokes 10 cigarettes daily.

Family History.—Father died from blood poison-
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ing after a trauma, mother from phthisis. One
brother and one sister are living and well.

Physical Examination.—Patient does not give the

impression of a sick man, but looks rather robust.

Skeleton and muscles are excellently developed.

Teeth in very good condition. Lungs : Left upper
lobe in region of fossa infraspinata reveals some-
what rough vesicular breathing, no rales. Percus-
sion note over both lungs shows normal resonance.

Heart: Apex beat can be palpated in fifth left inter-

costal space, somewhat inside of the mammillary
line. Heart sounds clear. Superficial and deep
heart dullness normal. Systolic blood pressure

160. There are no signs of arteriosclerosis on in-

spection, and on palpation of the accessible arteries

:

temporals, brachials, radials, and dorsalis pedis.

Abdomen is not distended. Border of liver not

palpable ; spleen not enlarged. There are no tender

spots characteristic of gallstone colic or gastric

ulcer, there is marked tenderness midway between
epigastrium and umbilicus. Palpation in this

region gives the impression of an inflammatory mass
like a small adherent tumor. On many subsequent
occasions this resistance could not be felt any more.
Kneejerks somewhat exaggerated. Pupils react to

light ; accommodation normal.

The first examination of the urine did not re-

veal any albumin, nor an excess of indican, but

sugar was demonstrated with Fehling's test. The
sediment did not contain any casts ; it was amor-
phous, and not a single crystal of calcium oxalate

could be detected.

Considering that there were paroxysms of pain

in the epigastric region with radiation to the back

;

that the pain did not become aggravated after

meals ; that there were no tender spots to the right

or left, and that the attacks did not resemble renal

colic at all, the provisional mental diagnosis could

have been duodenal ulcer (pain and bulimia) ; but

the presence of sugar made one rather suspicious

of pancreatic lithiasis. This possibility was com-
municated to the patient at the first examination.

January 14.—Urine: Amount for 24 hours, 1,230

c.c. Albumin, none. Bile, none. Sugar, positive.

Polariscopic examination : 0.7 per cent. = 8.4 gm.
pro die. Indican, not in excess. Sediment, amor-
phous, no oxalates.

January 15.—Analysis of stomach contents on
fasting after a preliminary test supper. Amount
obtained 20 c.c, well digested: no stagnation, a

few yeast cells, no sarcinse. Urine : no sugar
(Fehling, Nylander, and polariscopic examination).
Sediment, enormous amount of large and small

oxalates.

January.—Ewald's testmeal. Obtained 50 c.c.

contents, well digested. Free HCl 98, total acid-

ity 116, starch—blue. Urine: no sugar, but slight

reduction with Fehling, negative with Nylander's
test. Sediment, small oxalates.

Feces : Offensive smell, not clay-colored, but

rather brownish. After weighing out 5 gm. of

feces and adding 20 c.c. of physiologic salt solu-

tion, it took very much time to rub up the mass
in a mortar. After centrifuging the filtration pro-

ceeded at an unusually slow rate. This filtrate

showed the presence of trypsin, but diminished
against normal (50 units).*

Amylopsin was about normal. Bile was clearly

present. Test for occult blood negative.

*Frie(Iman, G. A. : "The quantitative estimation oftryp-
sin and amylase in the feces and in duodenal contents."

Preliminary report Medical Record. February 24. 1912.

Microscopic : Many meat fibers and crystals of
neutral fat.

Having obtained more evidence for pancreatic
insufficiency (chronic pancreatitis) the possibility

of calculus as a probable cause for the condition
was strengthened. Having in mind the fact that

pancreatic calculi, derived from cholesterin may
be seen on a skiagratii, patient was referred to Dr.
L. G. Cole, whose report with one plate follows

:

January 17.—There is a clear-cut, well-defined

shadow just below the tip of the transverse process
of the third lumbar vertebra, iriuch further out
than the normal course of the ureter, and this lies

in the position of the head of the pancreas.

From a study of these plates the diagnosis of a
calculus in the abdominal cavity outside of the

kidney and outside of the normal course of the

ureter, is justified. There is a very strong proba-
bility of its being a pancreatic calculus.

Second report, January 20.—Stomach filled with
bismuth. The same findings, except that the rela-

tion of the shadow to the head of the pancreas was
not discernible.

The following two tables show the quantitative

analysis of the feces. The first analysis was made
on January 18 when patient had his paroxysmal
pains, the second one on April 17 when absolutely

free from pain.

Feces Analysis I. (Dr. v. Oefele.)

Amount received, 55.5 gm. Coherence, lumps of

hazelnut size. Color, in different pieces from dark
brown to yellow brown. Odor, slightly of putrid
cheese.

Naked eye examination : Very few dark pieces,

the largest about 3 mm. long.

Litmus reaction : Clearly alkaline. Stercobilin

:

Between slightly and clearly present.

Blood (Lyle) test: Inside of the fecal masses,
absent ; few particles of mucus on outside show a

faint trace of blood.

Specific gravity: 0.910.

The feces dissolved in 9 times the weight of
water.

Total sediment: 340 per cent. vol. (a) Poorly
divided, none. (b) Finely divided, 30 per cent,

vol. dark brown and tan-colored particles mixed,
(c) Slime: 310 per cent. vol. medium brown.
The upper liquid not translucent mediuin brown.

Cream 0.8 per cent, light tan-colored.

Total solids by weight, 30.9 per cent. Ash by
weight, 13.92 pr cent, slightly red.

Sol. minerals, 4.01 per cent, by weight. Insol.

minerals, 9.91 per cent, by weight.
Coefficient of non-utilized food, 40.5:100.
Mucus by volume 370 per cent., by weight 21.62

per cent, solid to solids.

Bacteria by vol. 63 per cent., by weight 9.03
per cent, solid to solids.

The coefficient of intestinal autointoxication

;

365 per cent, of normal.
Albumin sol. in H^O vol.. trace only; by weight,

trace only.

First ether extract : 29.65 per cent. Color of first

ether extract : Light olive. The first ether extract

of 100 gm. solid matter needs 41.4 c.c. N/io
NaOH to neutralize.

Second ether extract, 8.27 per cent. Total ether

extract, 37.92 per cent. Stearinic acid (Fried.

Mueller\ 1.18 per cent.

Unsplit fat (Mueller), 28.47 per cent. Split fat

(Mueller), 9.45 per cent. Total nitrogen of fresh
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feces, 6.02 per cent. Total albumin, ^7-6^ per

cent. Carbohydrates, 17.80 per cent.

Microscopically seen: In sediment b—Some
tissues of vegetables and fruit slightly masticated,

many vegetable hairs ; some triple phosphate, many
muscle fibers. In sediment c—Mostly detritus and

mucus of slight transparency, few muscle fibers.

Interpretation of Feces Analysis—By Dr. z:

Ocfclc.—The time of voiding in the morning is

normal. The voiding interval of 24 hours is also

normal. But the total amount of 55.5 gm. in 24
hours (normal 90 gm.) is too low. The total solids

of 31 per cent, (normal 25 per cent.) is too high.

It is evident, therefore, that the organism intends

to make a compensation by a higher resorption in

the colon. The patient has a difficulty in moving
his bowels. This causes very slight bleeding of

the anus. There are no evidences of any bleeding

through the intestines. The reaction to litmus is

normal. The amount of bile is also normal ; but

the decomposition of the bile pigment goes to a

higher degree than normal. There are very many
nuiscle fibers of difl:'erent sizes seen in the micro-

scope. Most of these muscle fibers have sharp-

pointed corners and are strongly pigmented. This

is an evidence that the meat is well masticated and
mixed with the saliva of the mouth, but the pan-

creatic juice does not perform its duty. The color

of the feces is slightly plaid. This shows a slight

degree of liver trouble. The amount of ash, 13.92

per cent, (normal 13.95 pcr cent.) is about normal:

but the relation between soluble ash to insoluble

ash 4.01 : 9.91 per cent, (normal 1.87 per cent :

12.08 per cent.) is increased in this way that the

residue of food (soluble ash) is increased and the

excretion of the organism (insoluble ash) is de-

creased.

The ether-soluble matter in these feces (com-
monly called fat) is twice increased (29.65 per

cent, instead of 14.2 per cent.). The specific grav-

ity is 0.970 (normal 1.062). The low specific grav-

ity in this case comes from the high ether-soluble

matter. If we make the examination according to

Prof. Friedrich Mueller the total ether extract

would be 37.92 per cent, (normal 17 per cent.), the

stearinic acid or free fatty acids, 1.18 per cent,

(normal 6.16 per cent.) : soaps of Prof. Mueller.

8.27 per cent, (normal 2.80 per cent.) : unsplit^at,

28.47 per cent, (normal 8.04 per cent.), and the

split fat, 9.45 per cent (normal 8.96 per cent.).

Therefore the fat splitting, according to Prof.

Mueller, would be 22.3:100 (below 40:100 evi-

dence), very strong for insufficiency of pancreas.

The degree of resorption of split fat is about normal
or maybe more than normal.

In a more chemical way the ether extract has

41.4 degrees of rancidity and 531 degrees of esteri-

fication (in 100 gm. total solids). It can be seen

that the molecular weight of the present fat in

average is normal : but the amount of true free

fatty acids and soaps is too low and the amount of

true neutral fat is too high. There are only 1.31

per cent, (normal 9.7 per cent.) true fatty acids

(saponifiables), 17.66 per cent, of dyslysines and
10.68 per cent, (normal 4.50 per cent.) cholesterin

and coprostearin. To the fat metabolism also be-

longs the steapsin. which in these feces is absolute-

ly absent.

The ternary substances, mostly called carbohy-

drates, are in this case 17.80 per cent, (normal 18.10

per cent.) ; it is about normal. The carbohydrate-
splitting ferment amylopsin is very strongly pres-

ent (more than normal). It was isolated by glyce-

rol. The calculated carbohydrates in this case seem
to be normal, but they are decreased and this dif-

ference is only covered by increased amount of

mucus.
The total nitrogen is 6.02 per cent, (normal 8.60

per cent.). True albumins soluble in water are

only present in pathological cases, but in this case

absent. Total albumins 37.63 per cent, (normal

53-75 per cent.) In regard to the high amount of

ether-soluble matter the diminution is about nor-

mal ; but especially the mucus and muscle fibers

are increased and other nitrogenous matter de-

creased. The mucus of the feces treated by nine

times its weight of water, that is 370 per cent,

volume, should normally slightly exceed 150 per

cent. The increased amount of mucus and the

increased amount of cholesterin and coprostearin is

a prevention against too high intestinal autointoxi-

cation, according to Prof. Oscar Liebreich. In this

case the amount of bacteria is 9.03 per cent, of total

solids (normal 33 per cent.). The intestinal auto-

into.xication is 365 per cent, of normal according

to the decreased amount of bacteria. The trypsin

is clearly present, but in a smaller amount than nor-

mal and the splitting of casein gives more abinuret

and less albumoses and peptones than normal. The
oxidases are very strongly present and would be

equal to the oxidizing power of a solution of 16

per cent, sodium nitrite.

Feces Ax.\lvsis II.

.\mount received : 85 gm. Coherence : Dry-
formed coherent matter. Color : Inside and out-

side chocolate brown. Odor: Sweet putrid.

Visible with naked eye : Some dark pieces 4 to

5 mm. long.

Litmus reaction : Starting slightly alkaline, turns

slightly.

Stercobilin : Clearly present.

Blood (Lyle test) : Clearly present.

Specific gravity: 1.033.

The feces dissolved in 9 times its weight in

water.

Total sediment: 155 per cent. vol. (o) Poorly
divided; 22 per cent, grayish brown. (/;) Finely

divided; very dark brown, (c) Slime, 1.33 per

cent. vol.
;
grayish chocolate brown.

The upper liquid not translucent reddish choco-

late brown, marked trace of cream.

Total solids : 29.84 per cent, by weight. Ash

:

12.97 per cent, by weight, strong reddish brown.
Soluble minerals, 1.41 per cent. Insoluble min-

erals, 11.56 per cent.

Coefficient of non-utilized food, 12:100.

Mucus by vol., 182 per cent.; by weight. 18.10

per cent, solid to solids.

Bacteria by vol., 12.5 per cent. ; by weight, 2.72

per cent, solid to solids.

The coefficient of intestinal autointoxication,

1200:100.

Albumin sol. in H^O vol. trace ; by weight trace.

First ether extract, 23.22 per cent.

Color of first ether extract, dark cofl:'ee brown.
The first ether extract of 100 gm. solid matter
needs 122 c.c. N/io NaOH to neutralize and 243
c.c. more to saponify.

Second ether extract, 4.64 per cent. Total ether

extract. 27.86 per cent.

Stearinic acid (Fried. ^lueller), 3.45 per cent.

Unsplit fat (Mueller), 19.77 P^r cent. Split fat

(Mueller), 8.09 per cent.
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Tlie coefficient of fat splitting, 29:100. Nitro-

gen, 1.894 per cent.; Total albumin, 11.84 per

cent. Carbohydrates, 51.97 per cent.

Microscopically seen: Rare starch granules,

many large muscle fibers, some vegetable hair,

many mucous threads.

Steapsin, absent. Amylopsin, clearly present.

Oxydases, faint trace. Trypsin, marked trace.

Sugar producing, marked trace.

January 23.—Examination of blood (Dr. Sny-
der) : Hemoglobin, 100 per cent. Red blood
corpuscles, 6,500,000. Leucocytes, 9,000. Differ-

ential : Polymorphonuclear, 67. Small lymphocytes,

28. Eosinophiles, 5 per cent.

On three more occasions polycythemia was
found. Blood pressure on two occasions: when
patient had pain, 160; when there was no pain, 120

to 130.

January 30.—Analysis of Urine. (Dr. v. Oefele.)

Amount in 24 hours: 1,980 c.c.

Physical.—Amount received, 445 c.c. Appear-
ance, clear. Odor, not abnormal. Color, in pass-

ing light, yellow ; in reflected light, light orange.

Qualitative.—Reaction to litmus paper, clearly

acid; indican, about normal; blood, absent; bile

pigments, absent.

Carbohydrates.—Sugar, less than 0.05 per cent,

(less than i.oo gm. ) ; other reducing matter, very

strongly increased.

Fats.—Fat, acetone, absent ; diacetic acid, absent.

Dissolved Proteins.—Mucin dissolved, absent

;

nucleoalbumin, marked trace; seralbumin, absent;

albuiuin by ferrocyanide, absent ; albumin by picric

acid, absent; albumin by nitric acid, absent; al-

bumoses, marked trace; peptones, absent; amin)-
acids, strongly present.

Centrifuge Sediment.—After 12 hours icebox:

Total sediment, less than o. i per cent. This sedi-

ment consists mostly of very many small oxalates,

very rare occasionally pus cells, very rare epithelia,

occasionally one mucous cast (cylindroid) seen.

Microscopical and Microchemical E.vatnination.—
Cast, mucous casts ; crystals, very many very small

oxalates ; amorphous deposits, absent ; red blood
cells, absent; leucocytes, very rare; epithelium,

very rare.

Quantitative.—Specific gravity, 1.020; total acid-

ity. 36 (713 c.c. N/io NaOH).; normal should be

40; total solids by weight, 5.30 per cent. (104.94
gm.) ; by Haeser, 4.660 per cent.; organic sub-

stances, 3.72 per cent. ; normal should be 3,634 per

cent, or 78 per cent, of total solids. Ash, 1.58 per
cent. (31.28 gtn.) ; normal should be 1.026 per
cent, or 22 per cent, of total solids. Urea, 2.20 per
cent. (43.56 gm.) ; normal should be 2.096 per
cent, or 45 per cent, of total solids. Uric acid

total, 0.108 per cent. (2.14 gm.) ; normal should
be 0.047 per cent, or i per cent, of total solids.

Uric acid dissolved by 4° C, 0.108 per cent.; nor-

mal should be 0.047 P^r cent, or i per cent, of total

solids. Ammonia, 0.068 per cent. (1.35 gm.) ; nor-
mal should be 0.47 per cent, or i per cent, of total

solids. Chlorine, 0.610 per cent. (12.08 gm.) ; nor-

mal should be 0.699 Per cent, or 15 per cent, of total

solids. Phosphoric acid (P2O5), 0.200 per cent.

(^3-96 gm.) ; normal should be 0.233 per cent, or

5 per cent, of total solids. (9.27 gm.) sulphuric

acid (H^SO^), preformed 0.468 per cent.; normal
should be 0.233 per cent, or 5 per cent, of total

solids. Etherified sulfuric acid, 0.017 PC cent.

(0.33 gm.) ; normal should be 0.020 per cent, or 0.43
per cent, of total solids. Lime (CaO), 0.050 per

cent. (0.99 gm.) ; normal should be 0.023 per cent,

or 0.5 per cent, of total solids. .Magnesia (MgO),
0.009 per cent. (o. 18 gm. I : normal should be

0.012 per cent, or 0.25 per cent, of total solids.

Sodium and potassium, 0.698 per cent. (13.82 gm.).
Special Remarks.—Trypsin, absent ; amylopsin,

strongly present; steapsin with cottonseed oil,

marked trace; with ethyl butyric, absent; by calori-

meter, color corresponds to an average urine with
specific gravity, 1.012.

During the month of February urine was ex-

amined four times. On one occasion sugar was
absent, oxalates present ; on three others sugar
present, 1.2 per cent, 1.4 per cent., 1.6 per cent.,

oxalates absent.

March 2.—Analysis (by Dr. Bookman). Amount
of urine, 1,400, strongly acid; sugar, 1.68, 23.62

gm. ; acet. diac, negative
;
preformed sulphates,

5.5356 gm. ; etherified sulphates, 0.213; no o.xalates.

Alarch 14.—Sugar, 1.2 per cent., no oxalates.

March 20.—Sugar, 1.5 per cent.; no oxalates.

April 14.—Amount 1,650; sugar, 1.8 per cent.

An .t'-ray picture taken April 17 by Dr. Cole
showed the same shadow as in the two original

plates.

Patient was free from pain from the beginning

of February until the beginning of ^Nlay, when the

attacks were even more intense and frequent than

in the fourth attack.

On May 14 patient came to the clinic asking to

be admitted to the hospital. While in the clinic he
had such severe pain of the same character that he
asked permission to lie down. After lying down
for an hour, he was relieved, but the pain did not
cease as in previous attacks. He was admitted to

the Roosevelt Hospital on May 16 and on the next
morning operation for pancreatic lithiasis was per-

formed by Dr. Peck.

Report of Operation.—Duodenotomy, choledoch-
otomy, pancreatotomy. Dorsal position. Gas and
ether anesthesia.

Incision to inner edge of right rectus one-half
inch from median line, abdomen opened, head of
pancreas e.xplored by separating the gastrocolic

omentum at its right border, drawing the transverse

colon downward and duodenum to the right. Head
of pancreas was lumpy and thickened. No mass
suggestive of a calculus could be felt. Several
lumpy thickenings were explored with a fine long
hypodermic needle, while the fingers held the head
of the pancreas firmly from behind and in front

without any calculus being detected by the needle.

Incision through the retroperitoneum to the right

of the duodenum with rotation of duodenum for-

ward and to the left to expose the posterior part

of head of pancreas and bring duodenum forward.
Careful palpation with head of pancreas between
the fingers and thumb failed to detect any calculus.

Duodenotomy was then performed and a search for

the papilla made. A small papilla, evidently an
accessory pancreatic duct, was found, but the main
papilla of Vater could not be identified. After a

prolonged search duodenum further rotated for-

ward, exposing the retroduodenal portion of com-
mon bile duct. This was incised and a probe passed
downwaard through incision and duct into duo-
denum, curvinc: this forward and using it as a

retractor, the duodenum and head of pancreas were
lifted forward and a second probe was passed
from papilla up into pancreatic duct well out into

the body. This could be felt within the pancreas
by the palpating fingers, .^n incision was then
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made through the pancreatic substance anteriorly

down to the probe opening the main duct. Through
this incision another probe was passed outward
into the body and backward toward the duodenal
opening without detecting any dilated portion of

the duct or any calculus. Severe bleeding occurred

from numerous veins during the procedure. Hem-
orrhage was checked with catgut ligatures passed

on needles into pancreatic substance. After a care-

ful search and further needling of all suspicious

hardened nodules in pancreas, the pancreatic wound
was closed with a mattress suture of catgut and
the probe into the pancreatic duct was withdrawn.
Opening into duodenum was carefully sutured with

two tiers of continuous suture. The duodenum
was then held forward, the opening in common duct

explored and closed by continuous suture of No.
00 chromic gut. The exposure of structures and
manipulation was difficult throughout and very pro-

longed. A rubber tube drain wrapped with gauze
and rubber tissues of good size was then carried

down to the region of the wound in the common
duct alongside of duodenum. The wound was
closed by layers with catgut, chromic gut for rectus

sheath, silkworm gut and silk to exit of drain. To-
tal time of operation, three and one-half hours.

Condition fairly good, although the patient showed
considerable evidence of shock. Pulse about 120

at end of operation, and small.

Patient died May 19, 1912.

Partial Autopsy performed by Dr. Mann. Ab-
stract of Report.—Complete clinical diagnosis, pan-

creatic calculus.

Summary of History.—Exploratory laparotomy
for supposed pancreatic calculus. Negative find-

ings except for chronic pancreatitis.

Anatomical Diagnosis.—Chronic interstitial pan-

creatitis. Postoperative acute hemorrhagic pan-

creatitis with fat necrosis of surrounding parts,

and local peritonitis beneath wound. Edema of

the lungs. Renal congestion with parenchymatous
degeneration.

Microscopical Diagnosis by Dr. Warren.—Fat

necrosis with inflammatory reaction (tissue near

pancreas). Chronic interlobular hepatitis with re-

cent central degeneration. Intestinal chronic myo-
carditis with acute exacerbation. Difi'use mild

parenchymatous nephritis. Necrosis of mesenteric

fat. Chronic interstitial splenitis. Interlobular

pancreatitis with autolytic necrosis and postmortem
degeneration.

Discussion.—Although at the operation and
autopsy only chronic interstitial pancreatitis was
found, it is probable that a small concrement from
Wirsung's duct could have escaped during manipu-
lation, as the papilla of Vater could not be identi-

fied at the operation. The attacks of pain pointed

rather to a calculus. .A.s no adhesions were found
it is hard to understand why the pain was promptly

relieved (with the exception of the last attack) in

the recumbent position : a condition occasionally

met with in urethral calculus. It is a well known
fact that in biliary obstruction a suspected calculus

may not be found at operation, and yet symptoms
due to the obstruction will disappear. The same
holds good for renal calculi. I well remember a

patient who had had several attacks from renal

calculus, with bloody urine, and in whom a ureteral

calculus was distinctly shown on the .r-ray plates.

At operation, however, performed by Dr. A. A.
Berg in Mount Sinai Hospital, no calculus was
found. The operation was performed about six

years ago, and patient never had any attacks of

pain during this period.

I wish to quote briefly a case of Atkinson and
Hirsch, which very much resembles my case. "Pa-
tient, a coachman, had a number of malarial at-

tacks six years previously, from which he made a

perfect recovery. He had also had measles and
grippe. Dyspepsia and abdominal pain, for which
the patient applied for relief, had come on insidi-

ously about eighteen months ago, the last attack

being rather more severe than the preceding one.

It occurred about two weeks ago and was charac-

terized by abdominal pain in the upper quadrant,
associated with a feeling of oppression about one
hour after eating. These symptoms were never
considered alarming by the patient, nor did they

give him any marked discomfort and were gener-
ally relieved by some simple remedy. There was
no evidence of loss of flesh. Possibly there were
gallstones in the gallbladder or cystic duct. The
man fell dead in the ward. At autopsy, chronic

interstitial pancreatitis was found ; about 2 cm.
from the termination of the duct there was a cal-

culus about the size of an orange seed, very irregu-

lar in outline." It is possible, therefore, that a

concrement of such size or a little larger could

have been present in the case reported without

marked dilatation of the duct, which became lost

during the long time of search for the papilla of

Vater. Escape with the feces before operation is

also possible, as at the Roosevelt Hospital one day
before operation a shadow in the region of the

pancreas could not be demonstrated.

The occurrence of glycosuria, at first transitory

and later more permanent, is uncommon in

chronic interstitial pancreatitis, but in the presence

of calculi sugar has been observed, according to

Albu, in 45 per cent, of cases.

And last, but not least, the most frequent cause

of chronic pancreatitis is, according to Opie, ob-

struction of the duct of Wirsung due to pancreatic

calculi, if biliary calculi in the terminal part of the

common bile duct, or carcinoma invading the head
or body of the gland are excluded. These condi-

tions are ruled out in our case. There was neither

sypbiHs. nor alcoholism. Supposing there was no
calculu?, then the etiology of our case remains ob-

scure. Dysentery and malaria could not have been
seriously taken to explain the etiology, as patient

was well after these ailments. How much the

smallpox played a role as an etiological factor for

the occurrence of chronic pancreatitis, remains an

open question. Yet, Robson pointed out the occur-

lence of chronic pancreatitis after infectious dis-

eases.

In connection with the etiology of pancreatitis in

the latter condition, I remember having saved a

colleague several years ago from an exploratory

laparotomy for gallstones or pancreatic cancer.

Patient, who was over 50, suddenly became jaun-

diced, the icterus being a deep one. Treatment for

several weeks was of no avail. It was known to

me that he had grippe some time before icterus

appeared, and, therefore, I considered his present

condition to be a catarrhal icterus due to swelling

of the head of the pancreas and pressure on the

common duct. In about eight weeks the icterus

disappeared and the patient has been well since.

Case I.—In a man with catarrhal icterus, speaks

very much for the fact that a catarrhal icterus may
be of pancreatic origin. In this case, low values

were found for trypsin and amylopsin in the feces
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while patient was jaundiced, the values becoming
gradually higher as the icterus disappeared.
Though explanation to Table I of feces analysis

was given, it is interesting to note that the analysis

of feces showed slight liver trouble (chronic hepa-
titis confirmed at autopsy), but for chronic inter-

stitial myocarditis and nephritis there were no signs
during life, nor perhaps for chronic splenitis

(malaria). The blood pressure of 160 on many
occasions could be explained by pains, as in the

intervals the blood pressure was 120-130. The
polycythemia is interesting. Robson calls attention

to the high color index in pancreatic dis-

ease, and he compares the findings in this condition

with pernicious anemia, yet I could not find such
a high red blood cell count in the literature on the

subject of diseased pancreatic gland. In this re-

spect, therefore, our case is unique.

Mention should also be made of the "vicarious

oxaluria" when sugar was absent. Mayo Robson
called attention to such findings in diseases of the

pancreas.
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123 E.AST Ninety-fifth Street.

A LARGE ABSCESS OF THE TEMPORO-
SPHENOIDAL LOBE, COMPLICATING
A CHRONIC PURULENT OTITIS
MEDIA, WITHOUT ANY SYMP-
TOMS EXCEPT AN OCCA-
SIONAL MARKED RISE
OF TEMPER.'\TURE.*
By ROBERT LEWIS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

M.\Rv McXeelv, xt. 8, was admitted to my service

in the New York Eye and Ear Infirmary, December
25, 1909. The history of her aural disorder, as

ascertained from the mother, was as follows: Two
years previously she had experienced an acute puru-

lent inflammation of the right middle ear, compli-

cating an attack of scarlet fever. In March, 1909,

a polypus had been removed from the middle ear,

and then for a few months she had been free from
any visible discharge from the ear. In September
or October the same year, however, the discharge

had reappeared, and had continued tip to within

ten days of the time of her admission to the infirm-

ary, when it suddenly ceased. Then, three or four

days later, she began to complain of a severe pain

in the ear, accompanied by general headache, which
latter symptom had continued up to the date of her

entrance into the hospital.

An examination made at the time of her admis-

sion to the infirmary showed her heart, lungs, and

kidneys to be normal. The body temperature was
102° F., the pulse was 108, and the respirations

*Read before the Otological Section of the New York
Academy of Medicine.

were 26. The external auditory canal was stenosed

to such a degree as to prevent a view of the drum
membrane. Pressure upon the mastoid process

showed a very marked tenderness of this bone, and

evidences of a subperiosteal abscess were present.

Operation.—The subperiosteal abscess was first

evacuated, and then it was seen that a small perfo-

ration existed in the cortex of the mastoid process.

The removal of the overlying bone showed that the

antrum was filled with a cholesteatomatous mass.

This was thoroughly removed and the radical mas-

toid operation was performed. During the eight

days immediately following the operation the tem-

perature remained below 101.2° F. ; on the tenth

day it rose to 102.4° F., and on the twelfth day it

reached 105.2° F.

During the next nine days, i.e. from the twelfth

to the twenty-first day following the operation it

rose, on four occasions, to heights varying between

104° and 105.2° F. On the morning of the twenty-

second day after the operation, the temperature fell

to normal and remained below 99° F. until 8 p.m.

of the twenty-fourth day, when, following a chill,

it began to rise and ultimately reached 105.2° F. at

4 A.M. of the twenty-fifth day.

Dr. Walter B. James and Dr. Walter Lester Carr,

the consulting physicians of the infirmary, exam-
ined the patient at this period of her illness, and
declared that they were unable to discover any
lesion (apart from the disturbance in the region of

the ear) which might account for the changes in

her temperature.

The patient had no headache, no drowsiness, no
stupor; on the contrary she was very bright, even

when awakened from a sound sleep. The eye

grounds were normal and the reflexes were normal.

The Widal test gave negative results. No tuber-

cle bacilli were found in the stools. Smears from
the atiral discharge showed a mixed infection. On
January 15 the blood culture furnished a negative

result.

BLOOD COUNT.
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of the bone forming the floor of this fossa there The abscess cavity, measured from the dura at

was a sudden gush of foul-smelling pus. The the point of ulceration in an upward, mward, and

opening in the bone was enlarged and about three backvvard direction, extended f"lly tj°j"f,^^^^^^^^^

ounces of foul pus was evacuated. the bram substance. It possessed well-defined
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walls. It had ruptured through the dura mater im-

mediately above the necrotic area of the bone, and
was prevented from extending over the meninges
by an exudate of plastic lymph.

Subsequently to the operation the temperature

never exceeded 100° F., except on February 6,

when it rose to 103° F. for a short time.

I believe that in the present case the abscess had
been present for some time, and that the radical

mastoid operation had kindled into action a latent

inflammatory process. The fact that the abscess

had well-defined walls undoubtedly increased very

greatly the patient's chances of recovery.

During the first day or two after the abscess had
been evacuated I used a rubber drain, but after that

I depended entirely upon gauze for drainage pur-

poses.

The patient made a rapid recovery.

48 West Fortieth Street.

LITERARY GENIUS AND MANIC-DEPRES-
SIVE INSANITY.

WITH SPECI.XL REFERENCE TO THE ALLEGED C.\SE OF
DEAN SWIFT.

By ARTHUR C. JACOBSON, M.D.,

BROOKLYN.

There is a strong disposition among many writers

to postulate the essential "insanity of genius." In

the Medical Record, June 15. 1912, there occurs

the statement that "apparently no writer can dare

to aspire to literary distinction without running the

risk of submitting to psychological dissection by
the alienists. In many instances it 's no longer a

question as to whether a certain genius was insa'.,e

or not. The modern query is 'From what form of

insanity did he suffer?' " These remarks were
prompted by an article which recently appeared in

the American Journal of Insanity, under the title,

"Manifestations of Manic-Depressive Insanity in

Literary Genius," the author of which, Dr. Eva
Charlotte Reid. one of the physicians at the Gov-
ernment Hospital for the Insane, at Washington,
D. C, sets forth that the study of the life and works
of the literary genius would indicate that the litera-

ture was incidental to the psychosis and simply

formed an outlet for the abnormal feelings and
passions of the writer. This mental disease, it will

be remembered, is marked by alternations of ela-

tion and depression, of frenzy and despair, of

mania and melancholia, and Dr. Reid discerns in

the writings of many of our greatest authors much
evidence that they experienced such emotional tur-

moil. She draws the conclusion that they were
victims of manic-depressive insanity and that their

infirmity was the motive force that drove them on
to more or less glorious expression. "With an emo-
tional instability which raises him (the literary

genius) to the pinnacle of exaltation one day and
plunges him into the depth of despair the next, his

industry must be spasmodic." Unable to adapt

himself to his surroundings, "in his literature he

finds an outlet for all his abnormal feelings and
passions. Here he pours forth, under various

guises, his rapturous joys and fears, his dreams of

bliss, and his dread of impending calamity. The
manifestations of his abnormal mental condition,

which are denied him in actual life, find an outlet

in poetry and fiction, under the guise of literary and
poetical inspiration."

The present writer finds it difficult to lend his

intellectual sympathy to such a thesis, which prac-

tically amounts to claiming that geniuses are

geniuses because they are insane. There is a vast

amount of evidence showing a family history of

insanity or degeneracy of some sort in the case of

many, if not most, of the greatest geniuses, and
such geniuses are unquestionably more likely to

become insane than are less highly organized peo-

ple—and do so become very frequently indeed

—

but the writer contends that these facts in no way
justify such assinnptions as those of Dr. Reid, and
the great majority of writers who have occasion to

touch upon the subject of genius. A watch is not

built to withstand lawn mower usage. And it must
not be forgotten that literary' geniuses diflfer from
most subjects of psychological or psychiatric study

in that they have written themselves down, so to

say. Their hopes and fears, in some cases—like

Rousseau—all their inner lives, are recorded. Who
shall say that the emotional reactions portrayed are

so vastly different in kind or in degree from those

of other noble but less expressive minds under spe-

cial stress? Then we ought to consider the ade-

quacy of the factors entering into elation, depres-

sion, etc. If Swift was downhearted after his vir-

tual banishment from England, if he was depressed

after the death of his dearest friends, if he became
choleric under the grievously hard political knocks

he received from bitter enemies, if he was a sufferer

from arteriosclerosis after the age of twenty-three,

why must we read into such factS manic-depressive

insanity, anv more than the response to adequate

factors that might be expected to occur in such a

mighty mind, or even in any first-rate mind? Why
is failure to react strongly to adequate intellectual

stimuli made the criterion of sanity?

It seems an odd thing to the writer that a great

literature is not emanating from the asylums of the

land, if it be true that the relation of genius and
insanity is so close. The answer is that the great

genius must be eminently sane. He must possess

in the highest possible degree the critical faculty

directed toward his own literary productions. No
great literary work can possibly be produced if

this endowment be lacking. Such a lack is one of

the most marked characteristics of the insane. The
mind that produced Hamlet was super-sane. To
the critic who insists upon intellectual mediocrity

and slow emotional reaction as the criteria of san-

ity, such a mind seems essentially insane. The
"normal" man, says Dr. Reid, rises above the com-
mon ills of life—poverty, sickness and death—that

is, is not greatly or for very long affected by them.
It was the presence of such things around him in

Ireland, in superlative degree, that inspired the

best efforts of the greatest of English satirists. The
writer would say that Swift was the most "normal"
man in the Ireland of his day because he did

react so strongly to the terribly adequate factors

that surrounded him. which reaction gave us the

"Drapier Letters" and awoke his compatriots from
their moribund state. It is the abnormality of the

social masses of to-day, and not their normality,

that precludes an effective reduction of infant mor-
tality. Those who realize the appalling conditions

and are fighting them are not victims of manic-de-
pressive insanity, either. No critic with only a par-

tial sense of humor ought to examine the writings

of literary geniuses with a view to their conviction

on the score of manic-depressive insanity. To one
in whom this sense is somewhat atrophied or absent
De Quincey's "Murder as One of the Fine Arts"
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would certainly seem brimful of manic-depressive

evidences. De Quincey, it is true, is cited by Dr.

Reid as one of the group of insane geniuses. Prob-

ably a study of this masterpiece on murder helped

to the fatal conclusion. To our mind, the writing

of such a piece of literature is conclusive proof of

what we have called super-sanity.

Dr. Reid confesses that Swift's brilliant satire,

"A Modest Proposal for Preventing the Children

of Poor People in Ireland from Being a Burden to

Their Parents or Country," convinced her of his

insanity. How utterly lame such a conclusion really

is the writer will endeavor to show in detail. The
effort is worth while, for a strong light will be

thrown on the hasty and superficial character of

the conclusions drawn by those critics who are de-

termined to make unconformable facts conform to

their theories. Dr. Reid not only betrays a total

lack of the ironic humor sense, but she is either

unfair or grossly uninfonned as to the circum-

stances in which the "Modest Proposal" was writ-

ten. The piece in question was written in 1729,

after Swift's final break with Walpole. It is a

wonderful piece of sustained irony, suggesting with

a ghastly vividness the horrible state of the Irish

people, whose champion Swift was. In studying it

we must take into consideration the frightful con-

ditions that inspired it, the motive of the writer,

and its political eflfect. When this is done it will

be seen very clearly to have been justified. Read
in ignorance of such considerations, the piece might
seem a diabolical fantasy. As a plain matter of fact

it proved one of the most effective efforts of the

great satirist. And it was only one of a long
series of powerful attacks upon the indefensible

English policy in Ireland against which Swift con-

tended with all his tremendous intellectual power.
The Irish "were a people to be crushed, ruined, per-

secuted, tormented, extirpated." (Sir William
Wilde.) England had done everything destructive

to Ireland's interests that could well be conceived of

by the ordinary mind, and it was merely left to

Swift, the Irish patriot and man of unique political

genius, to suggest ironically the suitability of Irish

children for English food, ''examining the concep-

tion in every aspect, following it out in all its con-

sequences, and deriving from it, systematically and
consistently, a train of the most grotesque inci-

dents." (Lecky.) Seeing that England had done
almost every conceivable harm to the Irish, that she

should eat them was at least metaphorically in order.

Swift burned with a hatred of tyranny, injustice, and
oppression, and while he had no special love for

Ireland, if we may believe his own declarations,

"his humanity and charity were equal to his wit,

and required as good and true a taste to be equally

valued." (Pope.) In what better cause could he
have employed his great powers of sarcasm and
irony, trenchant, original wit, and tremendous
invective, than in that of Irelan'l of the

eighteenth century? The intellectual qualities of
this terrible partisan made him the natural leader

of the exploited Irish, who fully recognized his

patriotic services, despite his Protestant creed, his

profession, and his personal intolerance of Roman
Catholicism. Lecky credits him with being the

first man to teach the Irish to rely upon
themselves and to lead them to victory at a time
when they were deprived of every hope. "He
gave a voice to their mute sufferings and traced
the line of their future progress.

An intense and terrible sincerity was one of the

chief elements of his power." The poverty and
desolation prevailing in Ireland at this time, due
to English exploitation, could hardly be exagger-

ated, and resistance on constitutional grounds was
out of the question. Only the peculiar literary

genius of Swift met the indications adequately.

His was the voice of the people, and it spoke with

success. Its echoes "marked the transition from an
age of semi-barbarism to an age of civilization

—

from the government of force to the government of

opinion." (Lecky.) England had systematically

crushed Ireland by draining her of sound money
and substituting a debased currency (Wood's copper

coinage, the patent for which was awarded to the

King's mistress, the Duchess of Kendal, who jobbed

it out to Wood for iio,ooo) ; by forbidding, in

1666, the importation of cattle from Ireland into

England, cattle being the principal article of Ire-

land's conunerce, three-fourths of which commerce
was with England; by enacting, in 1696, that no
goods of any sort could be imported directly from
the colonies into Ireland; by penal laws of atrocious

severity; by preventing as far as possible the hold-

ing of public office by Irishmen, lucrative and influ-

ential posts being given to Englishmen ; by passing

in 1699 ^" ^ct "of crushing and unprecedented
severity," which forbade the export of the Irish

woolen manufactures not only to England, but to

all other countries, this industry having threatened

England's supremacy in the same field ; by shipping

her supernumerary beggars to Ireland, augmenting
the alarmingly large number already in that un-

happy country ; and by smothering the legislative

powers of the Irish Parliament and the utterances

of Irish champions like Molyneux, whose "Case of

Ireland" was formally condemned by the English

House of Commons. Thus a premium was put upon
destitution, chronic famine, beggary, crime, and
servility. We are, of course, not unmindful of those

apologists who tell us about political exigencies

and the expedients sometimes forced upon even hu-

mane conquerors where the conquered present

special problems, but their dialectics are not es-

pecially convincing.

Lecky appraised the celebrated piece of humor
the inspiration of which we have discussed at its

proper value, and Sir Walter Scott saw in it nothing
worse than "inimitable gravity of irony," relating

with keen amusement how a foreign author had
seriously accepted Swift's proposal that the rich

English feed upon the poor Irish. Scott represents

Swift as concerned with the emancipation of the

country of his birth and as wholly indifferent to

personal aggrandizement. The "Modest Proposal"

is assuredly shocking. It was intended to shock the

England of Walpole's day, and that country cer-

tainly needed all the shocking that could be admin-
istered by the masterful Irish satirist or anybody
else possessed, not by insanity, but by superb intel-

lectual and literary power, for of constitutional

remedies there were none. But Dr. Reid is quite

blind to its political and sociological significance and
can only say: "Many of his (Swift's) writings

could only be the productions of an insane mind.
For instance, in a pamphlet entitled 'A Modest Pro-
posal for Preventing the Children of Poor People in

Ireland from Being a Burden to Their Parents or

Country,' he suggests that these children be fat-

tened, sold to the wealthy, killed, their bodies used
for food, and their skins for gloves and shoes. He
dilates in the most horrible manner on the age at

which they would be most palatable, the best man-
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ner of cooking, and the relative weights and values

at different ages."

Sir William Wilde, after a study of the available

data, declared that there was no proof that Swift
had ever been insane, and that his peculiarities in

later life were due to the ordinary decay of nature.

The opinion of this eminent Irish physician is prac-

tically conclusive.

A recent writer on true neurasthenia recites as

leading emotional symptoms ill-humor, unreason-

ableness, peevishness, irritability, impetuousness and
a tendency to fault-finding, trifling occasions leading

to outbursts of temper; a prevailing mood of de-

pression and despondency is characteristic of these

sufferers ; frigidity or sexual impotence is fre-

quently observed. Swift had all of these traits and
the diagnosis may well stop short in his case at

neurasthenia. Dr. Reid's citation of such traits

amounts practically to an attempt to show that Swift

ought to have been insane, even if he were not, but

nothing beyond the implication of neurasthenia can

be tortured out of them. That he should have been

a neurasthenic is quite understandable, when one
considers the man's stormy political life, ill health,

and inability to marry because of a sexual defect,

as well as his misfortunes in general, and what
might be called his involuntary failure as an ecclesi-

astic. He was not the first man, and will not be the

last, to be suspected of insanity because he fero-

ciously and effectively assailed political corruption.

For a considerable period, before his exile to Ire-

land, land of his birth and education, he controlled

English public opinion more than any other man,
and was influential to that degree that he became the

most powerful defender and counsellor of the Tory
party, leading the way to the dismissal of Marlbor-

ough and the Peace of Utrecht. In the case of

Swift we are not dealing with a second rate char-

acter, nor with a lunatic of any kind or degree, but

with one of the greatest men of all time, possessed

of marked defects easily lending themselves to the

grossest exaggeration, and of traits that made him
feared or hated by the pygmies and knaves of his

own day and the "tin horn" critics of posterity. He
was "the most tragic figure in the literature of the

eighteenth century—the only man of his age who
could be conceived as affording a groundwork for

the creations of Shakespeare." One smiles in his

case when he reads Dr. Reid's dictum that the in-

dustry of the victim of manic-depressive insanity

must be spasmodic. There was nothing spasmodic

about the indefatigable and continuous labors of the

author of "Gulliver's Travels." One laughs in his

case when he learns from Dr. Reid that the manic-

depressive genius is unable to adapt himself to his

surroundings and that it is this which leads to the

selection of literature as an outlet for the thoughts

that he has spun in his own unreal v^'orld. Swift

had "an eminently practical mind, seizing with a

happy tact the common-sense view of every ques-

tion he treated, and almost absolutely free from

the usual defects of mere literary men." (Lecky.)

The writer has spoken of Swift's arteriosclerosis.

At the age of twenty-three he began to suffer from
dizziness and ringing in the ears. As he grew older

his querulousness, irritability, and other symptoms
increased. We are well aware to-day of the rela-

tionship sustained between arteriosclerosis and

neurasthenia. The autopsy that was made after

Swift's death disclosed cerebral shrinkage and

arteriosclerosis. Dr. Reid claims that the aural

symptoms marked the beginning of the psychosis

from which she alleges he suffered. The terminal

breakdown at the age of seventy-three (death came
five years later j Dr. Reid calls an "engrafted arterio-

sclerotic dementia." To the writer's mind. Swift's

case typified arteriosclerosis as Osier and other ob-

servers have noted this condition in the very young,

the symptoms of cerebral neurasthenia therefore

resting upon an organic basis, a relationship which

has been dwelt upon particularly by Stengel. Being

a simple and sensible view, based upon known facts

interpreted in a non-sensational way by one who is

not a professional alienist obsessed by the bizarre

doctrine that postulates the essential insanity of

genius, it may not appeal to the lovers of the

outre. Let us discourage all such doctrines of the

crowd, lacking as they do any sound or even de-

fensible psychiatric basis. They belong in the class

of Lonibroso's arguments touching upon the alleged

insanity of Christ, whom he considered and tried to

prove a paranoiac. The simple truths of science

and of life are fascinating enough.

That the true genius is necessarily crazy is essen-

tially a vulgar view, fostered, apparently, by every

intellectual plebeian. It is high time that it be

shattered. There is a failure to distinguish between
the insane temperament and actual insanity. Too
fine a distinction for the bourgeoisie of science, it

nevertheless is a vital point. Still finer for them is

the fact that the insane temperament itself, only

less than actual insanity, is a handicap to the genius

and not his "motor force." It is easier to conclude

the essential insanity of genius and save a deal of

sound, hard thinking. Why, say these short-cut phil-

osophers to the writer, you yourself admit insane

family history, insane temperament, and the fre-

quent occurrence of insanity. What are you driv-

ing at?

Genius makes for insanity, hut neither insanity

nor the insane temperament makes for genius. The
genius is usually, if not always, of insane tempera-

ment, but his best creative work reflects the man at

his best, that is to say, sanest. To the degree that

clinical insanity enters in, to that degree is his work
vitiated. Insanity is the Nemesis of the delicately

balanced genius, never his good angel. He does his

work not because of, but in spite of, the Damoclean
sword. The genius differs from other men in that

he presents a curious capacity for superlative sanity

alongside a similar capacity for insanity. In all

respects clinical insanity is antithetic to the faculties

that actuate the creative mind, but nature implants

the insane diathesis in accordance with her law of

compensation. Psychopathological states, the re-

sult of the insane temperament or of the toxins of

tuberculosis or colon bacteriemia undoubtedly at

times excite and color the creative labors of true

geniuses, but they are not geniuses because of the

psychopathology. The fundamental quality of mind
is siii generis and the thesis of Dr. Reid utterly

fallacious. Genius is not a disease.

115 Johnson Street.

BACTERIN TREATMENT IN PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS.

By GEORGE SANDERS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The following is a continuation of a report of Case
II, published iDy me in the Medic.«.l Record of Feb-

ruary 24. 19 1 2. In this case Mrs. M. commenced
bacterin treatment on October 25, 191 1, and received

up to March 25, 1912, injections of the combined
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bacterins twice a week, the dose being gradually in-

creased until 0.9 cubic centimeters was reached. The
bacterins used are a combination of streptococcus,

multivalent, 50,000,000; staphylococcus, multivalent,

500,000,000; coli communis, multivalent, 100,000,-

000; and pneumococcus, 100,000,000 in each cubic

centimeter, the initial dose used being one-half cubic

centimeter or less.

During the time of treatment the patient stated

that she felt better and better, that her appetite was
improving, and that she noticed that her health in

general was better. The patient did not return after

March 25, 1912, and I have not seen her since.

On March 11, 1912, a microscopic examination of

this patient's sputum was made in a private labora-

tory. The report showed the presence of tubercle

bacilli, one or two in a field, and also a few staphy-

lococci. A monthly examination of the sputum
hereafter was contemplated in regard to all patho-
genic germs in order to obtain a better record of
progress, but no opportunity was given.

The subsequent larger doses of bacterins were well

borne. The patient's chart of her fever and pulse,

taken four times daily, showed that the temperature
rarely reached 100° F. However, on February 24,
in the evening, it reached loi 1/5° F., and March i,

at noon, 101° F. At no time was it subnormal. The
pulse averaged 90. Thei-e was no gain in weight.

Tuberculin treatment was to be given this patient

at an early date. Perhaps her condition of well-be-

ing made her discontinue treatment.

Case III.—Mr. C, aged twenty-two years, a

steamfitter's helper, came to me on November 3,

191 1, with the following history: Patient had had
a cough for the past two years, but had been in fair

health until July, 1911. At that time he had pleurisy
and was ill for one week. Owing to a suspicion of
pulmonary trouble he was sent to Sullivan County,
N. Y., where he remained for seven weeks. His
sputum was found to contain tubercle bacilli. Since
that time he has been getting worse. He had an
hemoptysis a week ago. He has experienced no
feverish sensations, and has had no night sweats.

He often feels chilly and has dyspnea on slight ex-
ertion. His api>etite is good, his bowels are regular.

He has no headaches. His former weight was 123
pounds, but he now weighs 108 pounds. A brother
died of consumption.
On examination the patient's lungs showed the

.usual signs: dullness, subcrepitant and crepitant

rales over the right upper and middle lobes, etc.

Sputum positive.

On November i, 191 1, I injected 0.5 c.c. of com-
bined bacterins, the initial dose. The patient came
twice weekly for these injections until December
27, 191 1, after which he failed to return. There
was a slight reaction after the fourth injection, and
rarely after the following ones. From the initial

dose of 0.5 c.c, a gradual increase up to 0.8 c.c. was
made. His weight increased to 112 pounds, a gain
of 4 pounds. The pulse and temperature, taken
only in the office, showed an average of, pulse, 120;
temperature varying from slightly above to slightly

below normal. The patient stated that he felt no
change, except an improvement in the dyspnea on
exertion.

Case IV.—Mr. C, aged forty-seven years, born
in Italy, came to me on November 8, 191 1, with the
following history : He has had pulmonary tuber-
culosis for about three years. His cough, which be-
gan three years ago, has been steadily growing
worse. His appetite is very poor. Bowels regular.

He vomits a thin, clear fluid nearly every morn-
ing. His cough is excessive on rising in the morn-
ings. His weight, which had been 155 pounds, is

now 130 pounds. His sputum is thick and often

greenish. At first he had night sweats, but he has
none now. He has had no hemoptyses or feverish

sensations. He has dyspnea on exertion and walk-
ing; he feels very tired and weak all the time. His
surroundings are of the poorest kind and not clean.

The patient looks very emaciated and unclean. He
was advised to return to Italy at once as he could
not live very much longer. There was no history

of consumption in his family. On examination he
showed signs of severe lung involvement. Sputum
contained tubercle bacilli.

From November 8, 191 1, to March 27, 1912, the

patient received injections of the combined bacterins

in doses varying from the initial dose of 0.2 c.c. to

0.8 c.c. twice weekly, after which he failed to return.

He had some headache and malaise after only a few
of the injections. His appetite began to improve
almost inmiediately, and his general feeling of well-

being became stronger and stronger. His cough be-

came decidedly better. His temperature, taken at

regular intervals, by himself, showed a variation

between 99° and 100° F. in the afternoon and
evening, and was always subnormal in the mornings.
There was a decided improvement in the dyspnea.
His weight averaged 141 pounds, at one time reach-

ing 143 pounds, a gain of 13 pounds.
Case V.—Miss O'D., aged forty-six years, un-

married, came to me on November 9, 191 1, with the

following history : At the age of seventeen years

she had pleurisy; thereafter whenever she took cold

she had pains in her chest. Twelve years ago she

had pneumonia, and about eight years ago she de-

veloped a bronchitis, and ever since she has com-
plained of a severe cough, especially on rising in the

mornings ; expectoration is a thick, greenish

mucopus. She does not remember having had night

sweats. Her weight and strength have been steadily

declining for the past two years, and she has had
severe hemorrhages from the lungs. She has severe

dyspnea on walking and on slight exertion. Her
appetite is very jxjor, and for the past four weeks she

has taken little nourishment. She has had fever for

a long time. Her bowels are constipated. She
sleeps fairly well except when severe coughing spells

keep her awake and restless for long periods. Her
weight when in fair health was about 1 16 pounds,

and she now weighs 85 J4 pounds. Her father died

of pulmonary tuberculosis. Her sputum contains

tubercle bacilli.

This patient returned to me on December 10, 191 1,

for treatment. She was given 0.3 c.c. for the initial

dose, which was followed by a severe reaction. This
patient came twice weekly for these injections. She
was kept on doses of 0.3 c.c. of combined bacterins

for some time and the dose was gradually increased

to 0.5 c.c, which dose later she stood very well.

Her appetite improved at the beginning, but later

varied exceedingly. She felt a slight improvement
generally on some days. The temperature showed
an average of 101° F., and often reached 102° F.

and a little over. She had a constant normal tem-
perature in the early morning. Her weight varied

also, the last weighing showing 81 3-4 pounds. This
patient stopped treatment after March 31, 1912.

The cases so far treated by me have all shown
some good effects from the use of the combined
bacterins. If in some cases no more was achieved

than an increase of appetite or a better feeling gen-
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erally, this in itself would be an indication to use
this agent in order to cheer the patient, inspire

hopes, and make his burdens easier.

It is an unfortunate circumstance that those who
came for treatment to me did not have the patience

to continue for at least eight months or a year, in

order to reach a definite conclusion as to the ultimate

effects of these injections.

210 West One IIl'.vdred and Seventh Street.

THE MILK SUPPLY.
By CH.JiRLES CRISTADORO.

POINT LOMA, CAL.

When in connection with the prevention of infant

mortality milk, as a food, was discussed at an in-

ternational medical congress, and Dr. Abram Jacobi,

who was present, was called upon for his views, he
summed up the whole situation in two words, so it

is reported, "clean milk."

New York City is being served with milk by 40,-

000 dairies, more or less, all within 600 miles of

New York, the aggregate milk amounting to

4,000,000 pints daily. The dairies supplying such
milk are all presumably subject to inspection by the

New York Board of Health, 18 inspectors in all

being employed by the Health Department for that

purpose. An inspector may average one inspection

of each one of the dairies in his district once a

year, when in many, perhaps altogether too many,
cases the inspector should make his rounds once a

week or once a month at least, to insure sanitary

conditions.

Before the days of the Chicago Drainage Canal,

when Lake Michigan did double duty as receiver of

Chicago's sewage and its source as a water supply,

the Board of Health would w'hen necessary notify

the public to "boil all drinking water until further

notice."

So. with inadequate inspection facilities at its

command, the acknowledged presence of the tuber-

culous cow and the typhoid-tuberculosis stable bred
fly, and the presumed lack of sanitary measures, in

instances too numerous, there is nothing to do but,

as Chicago did with her w-ater, make the milk

germ-free by pasteurization. It is the cutting of the

Gordian, unsanitary knot, as far as New York City's

milk was concerned.

Primarily the unscreened stable and the un-

groomed cow opened up avenues of germ and phys-

ical contaminations in the milk—the typhoid fly and
the manure-covered bag. udders, and flanks of the

cow. The development of the tuberculous cow in

conjunction with the now understood typhoid-tuber-

culosis fly, complicated matters in a germ sense.

The dangerous foremilk of even a healthy cow,
streptococcus-laden slime, and tuberculosis carrying

dust being harbored in the teats, added to the difti-

culties. The excreta also of the cow that contained

virulent tuberculosis germs, when drying into dust,

facilitated the scattering of these germs into the

milk pail, upon the flanks, udders, and bag of the

cow, and into the already more or less dusty hay in

the manger of the cow.
The airing and sunning of the milk utensils in the

open at and near the very homes and breeding places

of the typhoid-tuberculosis fly (the cow stable and
manure piles), instead of within outdoor enclos-

ures, thoroughly fly-screened, added to the unsani-

tary list of infection possibilities.

The storing of open milk cans in the stable longer

than necessary, instead of in the cleanlv milk room
where the pails of freshly drawn milk could be

speedily carried added neither to the sanitation nor

the flavor of the milk.

Inspection, frequent inspection, and, when neces-

sary, the withdrawal of a license to ship one's milk

to town, is the solution of and is the complete an-

swer to this unsanitary proposition, fortified in each

case by the process of clarification. As soon as the

milk comes into the milk room, before it is cooled,

warm from the cow, by machine clarification the

foreign matter, manure, blood, germ-laden slimes

(mostly from the udders), hairs, and dust are in-

stantly mechanically precipitated from the milk, al-

though the milk remains in its original, whole, un-

separated condition, for this clarification of the milk

is a measure of complete physical dirt and slime's

expurgation, although in no manner disturbing the

relations of cream and milk, the milk leaving the

machine as it entered, whole and entire, but clari-.

fied as to dirt and slimes.

Milk separation, the dividing into separate and

distinct bodies (the cream and the skimmed milk,

freed from some of their impurities because of the

centrifugal force) is a helpful process, but in no
sense as thorough as clarification, whose office is to

attend strictly to the precipitation of slimes and all

germ-laden foreign matter.

The fact that cream, under the separating pro-

cess, when dragged, as it were, through and away
from the body of the milk, drags also with it more
than its percentage of germ life, making butter a

greater carrier of tuberculosis than milk itself, em-
phasizing strongly and pointedly the indisputable

sanitary conclusion, that in the making of butter the

warm milk should be at once clarified by the farmer

as soon as the milk pail enters the milk room, and

if the fanner does his own separation, the milk

then separated, the cream cooled properly, and

when delivered at the creamery the final pasteuriza-

tion to take place. This w'ould mean not only clean,

well flavored, and well keeping butter, but absolute-

ly innoxious germ-free butter.

Enlightenment on the milk sanitation question is

speedily to lead up to the machine clarification of

the milk, to rob it of all foreign matter (90 per

cent, of which is manure), before machine cream
separation, followed by pasteurization, takes place

for butter making purposes.

Prof. Metchnikoff endorses the mechanical clari-

fication of milk so pointedly, so strongly, that he in-

sists that all milk be machine-clarified. It might
seem that in the case of certified milk it would be

gilding gold to clarify or pasteurize it. But we take

a quantity of certified milk, unpasteurized, and by
the plate process we find 12,000 bacteria per cubic

centimeter present, 30,000 being the maximum al-

lowed. \\'e pass that same milk through the clari-

fying machine and, ;';; the slimes thrown dozim, find

800,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter. When
Prof. Metchnikofif declares that all milk demands
machine clarification it would seem that he had good
and sufficient reasons for his contention.

Mr. Straus, realizing that milk, clarified first and
then pasteurized, was a very sane and sanitary

measure, now has the milk at all the pasteurized milk
stations under his control clarified. A great step

along the sanitary milky way. Clarification is adopt-

ed at various sanitary milk stations and is helping

to solve the clean milk situation beyond compare.
New York and a score of large cities are now par-

tially using it.

But in the clarification of milk one thing should
be well considered, namely, that if manure, slime,
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blood, pus, seeds, dust (likely to harbor and give

out, when dissolved, germs of tuberculosis), be

present in the milk (and to a greater or lesser de-

gree they are present in all milk, no matter what the

precautions along sanitary lines), there can not be

a single argument advanced, even restricted to the

commonest ideas of decency and ordinary food
cleanliness, against machine clarification. If such
"foreign matter" can be effectually removed by
mechanical clarification why should there be any
delay ; why should not removal be a matter of quick
action, and this done in the milk when it comes fresh

and warm from the cow and before solution of the

foreign matter begins to set up fermentation and
germ dissemination, a thing likely to take place

during a 600-mile, more or less, railroad journey
and a period of 24 hours between the dairy and the

table of the consumer in New York? If during that

time through refrigeration the milk is kept below
the temperature that invites fermentation, the for-

eign matter, the physical "dirt" (90 per cent, of
which is manure) gets little chance to ferment, but
solubility has resulted in that time and just a little

carelessness as to an allowing of higher tempera-
tures because of refrigerator neglect, is sufficient to

play germ havoc with the milk.

On November 17, 1906, an article of the writer's

appeared in these columns pleading for Federal Milk
Inspection and Compulsory Clarification. We have
Federal Meat Inspection, and yet the nature of
milk and its paramount food value, as compared
with meat, as an absolutely necessary and essential

food for infants and children, receives no official

recognition at the hands of the sanitation officers

of the Government. The helpless infant and the

growing child, so far as milk is concerned, must
take care of themselves.

The National Milk Commission of to-day is the

first step towards solving the problem that New
York City has failed in utterly—the inspection of

40,000 dairies within 600 miles of New York, sup-
plying 4.000,000 pints of milk daily, and to make
such milk safe for human consumption, 75 per cent.

or 3,000,000 pints of it must be pasteurized to

make the germs and physical dirt in it innocuous.
Milk, like Shakespeare's man, must too have seven
ages along its sanitary pathway of life and evolu-

tion. The neglected age, the watered age, the

skimmed age; the preserved (salicylic acid, boracic
acid, formaldehyde), the tuberculosis age; the pas-

teurized age, and finally the golden age, when we
shall have Federal inspection ; when the tuberculous

cow will be quickly detected and removed from the

herd ; when, in addition to fly screening, every con-
ceivable sanitary measure shall be employed around
the stables and as to the cows ; when no milking
shall be done in the stable itself, but in an annex
where no feeding is done, no manure, hay, and other
flying dust is present ; when all milk utensils shall

be aired in the sun and air, in simple enclosures
screened from the typhoid-tuberculosis carrying fly

;

when the milk, while fresh and warm, is instantlv

cleansed, mechanically clarified by hand-power ma-
chines ; when the milk so clarified is cooled and
aerated, then bottled under sanitary conditions,

sealed and, to make assurance doubly sure, pasteu-

rized in the sealed bottle and then cooled and kept
cool until upon the breakfast table or in the nursery
of the infant.

If the human salvage value, the worth to the na-
tion of each infant's life prolonged into manhood
and usefulness ; if the saving of doctors' fees.

nurses' cost, druggists' bills, and undertaking ex-

penses, were made up into one great economic total,

the results of Federal milk inspection and clarifica-

tion would give a balance over and above the ex-

penses of such inspection, large enough to save

Congress the worry of deciding whether one, two,

or three new battleships required appropriations.

Better milk means a higher price, of course it

does, and it is because of the 2 to 3 cents per quart
paid the farmer to-day that 75 per cent, of the un-
sanitary situation holds. It is cheaper to produce
dirty, unsafe milk than it is to supply "certified"

milk, in fact clean milk, and in the ratio to the will-

ingness of the public to pay a good price for a good
article, will the quality of the milk supply enhance.

Let us compare bread, milk, and meat on a food
value basis, the actual food we get out of each that

goes to nourish and energize our bodies and discard

the moisture of the loaf, the water (natural) in the

milk, and the moisture and bone in the meat.

A ten-cent loaf of bread weighing say 24 ounces
yields i pound of "food value." A pound of steak,

costing 25 cents, yields three and two-tenths ounces
of "food value," and four quarts of milk, costing

32 cents, yield one pound of "food value."

So, on an actual food basis, we pay the baker 10

cents per pound; the butcher $1.25 per pound, and
the milkman 32 cents per pound. Even if we pay
the certified milk man 20 cents per quart for his

milk we get a pound of "food value" at a cost of 80
cents and we are yet nearly 50 cents a pound to the

good, compared with what we pay the butcher for

our steak. So, ordinarily, we pay $1.25 per pound
for the meat on our table but only 32 cents a pound
for baby's meat that means to the little chap far

more than our steak, because we can get reconstruc-

tive values and energy from a score of palatable and
digestible foods, other than meat, whilst little Bob-
by in the nursery has to diet along on 32 cents, and
it's a matter of Hobson's choice with him. He is

up against it dietetically good and hard ; if he gets

dirty milk he dies, if he gets no milk at all he dies,

and if he gets clarified and pasteurized milk he must
pay 80 cents per pound for it instead of 32. If

the public understood this, were willing to pav more
for their milk, not necessarily a "certified" price, and
some way could be devised to see that the advance
went into the pocket of the farmer now getting from
2 to 3 cents per quart for his milk, instead of halting

by the way to keep the middleman company, milk
conditions would, as it were, automatically improve.

Duration of Immune Bodies in the Blood After Anti-
typhoid Inoculation.—M. Wollstein notes that in a

series of twenty-four persons inoculated with antityphoid
vaccine, the immune bodies in the blood reached their

height within two months after the first inoculation, or
one month after the third, then fell rapidly witliin the next
two months. Only nineteen of the cases could be fol-

lowed longer, and eight of these were negative for bac-
tericidins within ten months after inoculation, and fifteen

were negative after thirteen months. Only one serum
reacted in a dilution of i to 1,200 at the end of thirteen

months. The addition of lecithin to the vaccine did not in-

fluence the local reaction after inoculation, nor did it ap-
preciably affect the formation of immune bodies to the ty-

phoid bacillus. There is, of course, no justification for the
conclusion that clinical immunity can be determined ab-

solutely by the measure of immune bodies in the blood,

since experience has apparently proved the contrary, a

fact which can be accounted for by the latent power of the

body cells to react more quickly to a stimulus which has
once made them sensitive. That this power lasts for many
years after an attack of typhoid fever is well known. It

would seem, however, that reinoculation with typhoid
vaccine within a year is indicated when exposure to typhoid
fever seems imminent.

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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AN INSTITUTE FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
STUDY OF ANTHROPOID APES.

According to the computations of those best quaH-

fied to speak, the gorilla, chimpanzee, orang, and
gibbon will be practically e.xtinct a hundred years

hence. Study of these anthropoids has already ren-

dered such vast service to science that steps should

at once be taken to defer as far as possible this

period of final extinction, and especially to utilize

to the utmost the remaining opportunities for re-

search of all kinds. No effort should be wasted in

seeking to acclimate specimens in temperate regions

for study purposes, but experiment stations should

be established directly in the habitat of the animals.

Rothmann, who discusses this subject in an ar-

ticle in the Berliner klinisclie Wochenschrift, Oc-
tober 18, 1912, regards the Canary Isles as an ideal

locality for an experiment station. Not only is the

climate well suited to the anthropoids but the islands

are readily reached from the European capitals.

Gorillas and chimpanzees could be transported read-

ily from Western Africa, their habitat. If the

orang and gibbon could not be successfully car-

ried thither and made to thrive, a second station

could be established somewhere in the East. Roth-

mann himself has already taken the initiative in this

project. Last spring, upon the occasion of a jour-

ney to Teneriffe, steps were taken to procure and

care for a consignment of chimpanzees from Ger-

man West Africa, after it had become apparent that

these animals could thrive there without requiring

acclimatization.

The next step is to send to the station an expert

who will study these animals from the viewpoint

of experimental psychology. The aspects of the

latter to be covered first are phonation, gesture, com-

prehension of spoken language, enumeration, per-

ception of color, and education possibilities of the

hand. At present the general movement has gone

no further than the creation of a committee, headed

by Professor Waldeyer. It is not clearly stated by

whom this committee was created, nor it duties, nor

to whom it is to report. Prominently mentioned in

connection with this movement are the German
Intercolonial Government, the Provincial Govern-

ment in German West Africa, and two scientific

foundations (Selenka and Plant). The progress

made will evidently depend largely on private

means. The movement will not be restricted to

psychology, but will include all branches of biologi-

cal study, not the least being breeding and crossing

experiments. That all possible efforts will be made
to decide the problem of the evolutional relation-

ship between anthropoids and man goes without
saying. Rothmann lays considerable stress upon
the belief universal among the savages who have
always dwelt with the anthropoids, that the latter

are not brutes but men like themselves. This be-
lief appears to argue the existence of traits un-
known to investigators.

Of special interest is the point made by Klaatsch,
Sergi, and others that Eastern anthropoids have
structural peculiarities in common with Eastern
primitive man. Just as a similar correspondence
is seen between Western anthropoids and the low-
est forms of African aboriginal man. This has led

to the hypothesis of a double origin of modern man-
kind. As it is already conceded that the latter is

quite unrelated to some of the first men, who be-
came entirely extinct in glacial or other cataclysmic
epochs, it is hoped that more light will be shed on
the relationship betweeen the first men, modern
men, and the anthropoids.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
SURGICAL CONGRESS.

Of the two recommendations made by the Surgical
Congress at its closing session last week, the one
calling for public instruction regarding the nature
of uterine cancer and the need of early diagnosis
and early operation in such cases must meet with
the hearty approval of every medical man. Oper-
ation for cancer is a desperate remedy, but in the

present state of the therapeutics of that disease it

is the only one that offers any hope; and there-
fore until some one of the many workers in that
field shall have discovered a specific the knife
remains our only resource. Therefore it is very
proper that women should be taught the necessity
of seeking medical advice at the first sign of any
trouble with the pelvic organs. Many times, for-
tunately, they will learn that the trouble is not seri-

ous, but now and again such prompt notice of slight

symptoms will lead to the diagnosis of an incipient
cancer, and this to early operation and possible
cure.

Regarding the second recommendation, namely,
that a special surgical degree be established, to be
given by the colleges only after a special course of
post-graduate study, and that the right to practise
surgery, major surgery at least, be granted only
to the possessor of such a degree, there is room
for considerable discussion. Such a setting apart,
and above, of one branch of the medical profession
would not be looked upon with entire favor by the
general practitioner, and it would not be surpris-
ing if any attempted legislation looking to that end
aroused a decided opposition within professional
ranks. The medical student is compelled, and
rightly, to devote a large part of his college course
to the study of surgery and surgical anatomy and
he might justly claim that his time and his money
had been wasted if he is to be debarred from put-
ting such knowledge as he has acquired to prac-
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tical use. The internist might also retaliate by de-

manding- that the man with the new surgical de-

gree should be debarred from general medical prac-

tice unless he could prove his right to such practice

by a supplementary degree obtained by special post-

graduate work in internal medicine. It is doubt-

ful whether the needed legislation could be secured,

for the tendency is rather the other way. In this

State, for example, no distinction is made in the

examination between the different schools, thera-

peutics having been removed from the list of sub-

jects, a knowledge of which is demanded of candi-

dates.

There is much, however, to be said in favor of

this recommendation for a special degree and there

will be time for its discussion after it has been

definitely formulated by the committee appointed

to work out the details. The members of this co n-

mittee are men of high professional standing and

of sound judgment and whatever the conclusions

of their deliberations may be, we may be sure they

will be worthy of the respectful consideration of

the profession at large.

TWO EPIDEMICS OF TYPHOID FEVER.

In the Annual Report for igii of the Medical

Officer of Health of the City of Bristol, England.

is given the result of an investigation by B. A. I.

Peters of an epidemic of typhoid fever which oc-

curred in that city early in 191 1. The fifty-one

cases which comprised the outbreak were divisible

into three groups, in each of which the source of

infection could be traced to a single individual who
had recently recovered from an attack of the dis-

ease. In each instance the possibility of infection

by means of water, milk, or food was carefully

considered, and, so far as possible, was excluded.

The possibility of "contact infection'' has certainly

always been recognized, but it is usually met with

as the cause of isolated cases. If flies can be ac-

quitted as the carriers in this epidemic, as Peters

is inclined to believe, then it is almost a unique in-

stance and deserves such consideration as will tend

to prevent the development of like epidemics in the

future. One noteworthy fact was that as soon as

the cases were reported, inspected, and removed to

the hospital, the epidemic ended.

A second epidemic occurred in this country and

has aroused a great deal of comment in the public

press. It is reported by George W. Stiles, Jr. (U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, Bul-

letin No. 156). Following a dinner held in Goshen,

N. Y., at which there were 155 guests, a certain

number became ill. Oysters from various sources

were included in the menu and 127 persons ate

"Rockaway oysters" from Jamaica Bay. Of these 17

developed typhoid fever and 83 suffered more or less

from diarrhea. Of the remaining guests there were

two taken sick after the dinner with the sort of in-

digestion which not rarely follows such a function.

Other articles on the menu were carefully scru-

tinized and found blameless so that it seemed cer-

tain that the source of infection was to be found in

the Jamaica Bay oysters. Stiles then investigated

the conditions under which the oysters in Jamaica

Bay were grown and "floated." He found that the

waters of the bay are dangerously polluted by enor-

mous quantities of raw sewage and was able to

demonstrate typhoid, paratyphoid, and colon bacilli

in oysters floated in these waters. The raw oyster

is a favorite article of food, especially in the cities

along the seacoast ; it is a good culture medium, and

any condition which endangers the purity of the

oyster exposes to infection an enormous number of

people. It is, therefore, gratifying to note that the

Health Commissioner of New York City has ruled

that henceforth dealers must prove the purity of

the water in which their oysters are fattened in

order to retain their permits.

It is essential that every member of the medical

profession should consider it his duty to impress

upon the minds of his patients the obvious lessons

taught by these epidemics. Typhoid fever is pre-

eminently a preventable disease and every case is

the result of the negligence of some individual or

set of individuals. Hard work will be necessary

entirely to eradicate the disease, but it is possible.

ACUTE UTERINE HEMORRHAGE.

Every physician doing obstetrical work has met

with serious hemorrhages from an atonic uterus

occurring after expulsion of the placenta. Usually

the administration of ergot and mechanical irrita-

tion of the uterine muscle by massage through the

abdominal wall are sufficient to put a stop to the

bleeding. Occasionally packing of the vagina is

necessary, and still more rarely a radical surgical

operation with ligatures of the vessels must be re-

sorted to.

Some years ago Fritsch described a very simple

method of dealing with such bleeding, his procedure

consisting in displacing the enlarged uterus out

of the small pelvis and pressing it forward

against the pubic synchondrosis. This may be done

by manipulation through the vagina, and occasion-

ally it may be successfully performed by external

manipulation of the abdominal wall. Recently, and

quite independent of Fritsch's proposal. Dr. N.

Rachinsky has hit upon the same method and has

found it very serviceable in several cases of alarm-

ing uterine hemorrhage (Riisskii J 'rack, Vol. XI,

No. 34). Rachinsky considers that the success of

the method is due not so much to the mechanical

compression of the uterus against the bone as to

the stretching of the broad ligament and the con-

sequent obliteration of the blood-vessels supplying

the uterus. With the flabby and stretched abdom-

inal wall of a parturient woman it is quite possible

to bend the uterus forward quite over the pubic

joint, where the weight of the organ will keep it in

this position. Occasionally a suitable bandage or

some gauze in the vagina will be necessary to pre-

vent the organ from resuming its former position.

In all his cases Rachinsky found that the hem-
orrhage promptly ceased and the uterus could be

safely replaced in a couple of hours' time. This

procedure is so simple that he calls the attention of

obstetricians to Fritsch's article (Deutsche medi-

sinische W'ochenschrift, No. i, 1904) and to his

own experience so that the method may be tried.
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Random Thoughts ox the Surgical Congress.

To the cities in which they are held, the meetings
of the Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North
America ofifer an unequaled opportunity of estab-

lishing their claims to rank as centers of surgical

teaching and progress. In diversity, scope, and
number, the clinics of the Congress just ended sur-

passed those of previous years and the demonstra-
tions in the allied branches of surgical investiga-

tion and experimentation emphasized the fact that

this city is leading in that work which conduces
to substantial progress along scientific lines. The
work of the clinics and laboratories was open to

the inspection of probably the most critical audi-

ence that could be assembled, and the impressions
carried away by the visiting members will undoubt-
edly play a considerable part in determining the

degree of regard to be accorded future contribu-

tions in the literature of that surgeon or laboratorv
worker whose work has been so displayed. For
the evening meetings the programs were well

selected as representing those subjects that are at

present arousing the most active interest of sur-

geons throughout the country. That the speakers
were recognized as authorities in their given sub-

jects, the attendance at those meetings was an ade-
quate indication. Whether the visiting members
came to this Congress with the idea merely of re-

ceiving stimulation through hearing and seeing in

a general way that which is considered newest and
best in surgery, or of obtaining a brief and con-

centrated course in some particular branch of sur-

gery, the opportunities were equally great. To the

workers in the field of surgery in Greater New
York also the Congress was of no little value. Not
only was their work reviewed at first hand instead

of through the literature, but they had an oppor-
tunity never before presented of observmg, througli

the lists of clinics for each day of the Congress, the

scope of the work being done in their own com-
munity. It is noteworthy that there was little or

no undue publicity in relation with the Congress.
The newspapers indeed reported the evening meet-
ings and described in greater or lesser detail some
of the more notable clinics ; but this was merely
in the way of legitimate news gathering; the

accounts were devoid of sensationalism, as a rule,

and antemortem eulogies of individual surgeons
were conspicuous for their absence. In this avoid-

ance of reclame the Congress showed itself actu-

ated by a truly scientific spirit.

A Reflection of Medical Activity in the
United States.

A current number (October 21) of the Berliner

kl'mische IVochenschrift certainly makes no an-

nouncement of a symposium of articles by or con-

cerning medical men in the United States ; and it i^

not often that such communications are fotmd
among its original articles. We do not look for

them there, because the function of this periodical is

to reflect the local work of the German metropolis.

and to a less extent of the provincial clinics. It is

therefore a striking commentary on the importance
of the work being done at present in the States that

four of the leading articles in this one number
chance to be of transatlantic source. The first pa-
per, by Harvey Gaylord of the New York State In-

stitute for Cancer Research, Buffalo, relates to work
which has been done in the prevention and cure

of piscine cancer. The second article is by Oertel
of the Russell Sage Pathological Institute of this

city, and deals with a new disease first described by
the author in 1904—a lesion of the liver secondary
to cardiac stasis, which is unlike nutmeg liver and
all other recognized conditions. A third article is

by G. A. Friedmann of the Mt. Sinai Hospital, New
York, on the clinical association of angiosclerosis
in the mesenteric and femoral vessels, of syphilitic
nature and apparently cured. Finally an article on
organotherapy by Aliinzer is practically a resume of
Cushing's recent work on the hypophvsis.

Hpuia of tl|? Miik.

A Royal Disease.—It has recently been seated
in Russia that the young Czarevitch, whose mys-
terious illness has caused much alarm, is a suflferer
from hemophilia, and it is pointed out that this
may almost be called a "royal disease" since it is

now more than ever prevalent among the princes
of Europe. The late Duke of Albany is said to
have succumbed to the disease, which also afflicts
the second son of the King of Spain and some of
the relatives of the Queen of England and of the
Emperor of Germany.

Supervision of Dairies.—The New York Milk
Committee has prepared, for presentation to the
next Legislature, a bill making the supervision of
the milk supply at the dairy obligatory on the State,
instead of on the city as at present. The commit-
tee believes that the licensing and inspection of
dairies, creameries, and milk shipping stations
should be done by the State Board of Health ; that
the State Department of Agriculture should control
the health of the dairy cattle and the sanitary con-
ditions of the barns, etc., and of the methods of
milk production and handling; and that the City
Department of Health should test and inspect the
milk as it is received here.

For New Cocaine Law^.—The present law gov-
erning the sale of cocaine being generally consid-
ered inadequate, preparations are now being made
to present to the next Legislature an amendment
to it. As it stands the law makes the sale of the
drug, except on a physician's prescription, a felonv
with punishment limited to one year's imprison-
ment and a $1,000 fine, and the possession of it

a misdemeanor punishable by six months' imprison-
ment and $500 fine. It is 'proposed that the law
be amended so as to make the sale of cocaine pun-
ishable by five years' imprisonment at least, the
attempt to sell the drug punishable by three years'
imprisonment, and the mere possession of it pun-
ishable by a fine of $1,000 or imprisonment for one
year.

Dole for Blind.—The needy blind of New York
City to the number of 548 recently received the
yearly dole provided for them bv the State, amount-
ing to $49 each.

Hospital and College Alliance.—Through the
generosity of Mr. George F. Baker of New York,
a coalition has been made possible between the Cor-
nell Universitv Medical College and the New York
Hospital. It is understood that an alliance similar
to that between the Presbyterian Hospital and the
Colleg-e of Physicians will be effected, and that, in

consideration of a .substantial fund donated to the
Hospital to aid its future building projects, the in-

stitution gives to the medical school, for purposes of
teachinsf and research, one-half of its entire service,

comprising medical, surgical, and children's wards.
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in all about one hundred and fifty beds. Cornell has

heretofore utilized one-fourth of Bellevue Hospital

for its clinical teaching, but the more definite control

of a hospital service of its own will enable it to con-

tinue, upon much broader lines, the research work
for which it already enjoys so great a reputation.

The further announcement is made of a gift to the

College of a fellowship of $1,000 annually to be

allotted for work in medicine in the wards of the

New York Hospital.

Carrel Honored.—On November 16, in the

Great Hall of the College of the City of New York,

Dr. Alexis Carrel was the guest of honor at a re-

ception attended by the President of the United

States, the Ambassador from France, the President

of the College, and more than five thousand others,

including many of the delegates to the Clinical

Congress of Surgeons. In acknowledging his re-

ception, Dr. Carrel paid tribute to those who had

worked before him, and especially to Dr. Flexner

to whom and to the spirit of the Rockefeller In-

stitute his success was largely due.

Resignations from Fordham.—That the dis-

sension in the Fordham University College of

Medicine has continued was shown on November

13, by the announcement of the resignations of four

members of the Faculty in addition to those already

noted, the school thereby losing the services of Dr.

Smith Ely Jellifl:e, clinical professor of mental dis-

eases; Dr. John B. Huber, professor of pulmonary

diseases; Dr. C. R. Keppler, clinical professor of

orthopedics, and G. F. Shiels, adjunct professor of

surgery. From the University, however, co;iies the

announcement that the appointment of Dr. William

F. Healy as Dean of the medical department, to

take the place of Dr. James J. Walsh, was ratified

at a meeting of the faculty on November 19. At

the same meeting the appointment of instructors

to take the places of those who resigned with Dr.

Walsh was also confirmed, and the new constitu-

tion of the medical school was formally put in

operation.

"S. C. A. A. News."—For the purpose of keep-

ing its 10,000 members in touch with its work in

the field of preventive philanthropy in New York

State, the State Charities Aid Asssociation has be-

gun the publication of a monthly newspaper, the

5". C. A. A. News. The first number, bearing date

of November, 19 12, is a well illustrated, eight page

journal of small size, and contains reports of vari-

ous county tuberculosis hospitals, and a description

of the proposed site for New York City's fann

colony for inebriates. There is no subscription list.

and the Nezvs will be sent to anyone interested upon
application to the office of the Association. 105

East 22d Street. New York.
Medical Reserve Corps.—The New York Divi-

sion of the Medical Reserve Corps of the United

States Army was formed by the resident officers

at a meeting at the Army and Navy Club on No-
vember 7. Col. L. Merwin Maus. Chief surgeon of

the Eastern Division of the United States Army.
presided and read a paper on the purposes of the

Corps. The following officers were nominated for

1913: President, Henry Clark Coe; Vice-President.

Thomas Darlington ; Secretary, Harold Hays

;

Treasurer. H. Sheridan Baketel ; Councillors.

Arnold Knapp, Howard Lilienthal, Clarence A.

McWilliams, Eugene H. Pool, and J. B. Rae. The
next meeting will be held on Governor's Island on
December 5.

Red Cross Christmas Seals.—In a new design

the Red Cross seals for Christmas, 1912, have
already made their appearance, and are being dis-

tributed throughout the country in large quanti-

ties. It is hoped that ten million will be sold in

New York State alone.

Personals.—Col. William C. Gorgas of the Medi-
cal Corps of the United States Army and chief

sanitary officer of the Panama Canal Zone, has
been awarded the Buchanan medal by the Royal
Society of England in recognition of his remark-
able administration of the health affairs of the

Canal.

Dr. John Cutting Berry of Worcester, Mass., has
received from the Emperor of Japan, the Imperial
Order of the Sacred Treasure of the Third Class,

in consideration of his eminent and disinterested

services while in Japan, looking to the promotion
of her material well-being, notably his signal con-
tributions to the improvement of medical and sani-

tary organizations. Dr. Berry was for twenty-one
years a medical missionary in Japan.

Hospital Saturday and Sunday.—The report of

the Hospital Saturday and Sunday Association

shows that during the past year the sum of $116,-

940.26 was collected and distributed among the

various hospitals of the city. Three hospitals, the

Neurological Institute, the Manhattan Maternity,

and the Jewish Maternity Hospital, were admitted

during the year, making a total of forty-seven in

the association. The associated hospitals during
the year gave 1,950,170 days of hospital treatment,

of wdiich 61 per cent, were given without compen-
sation to the hospitals from either the patients or

the city.

New Hospitals.—Plans have been prepared for

the erection of a new hospital on East 123d Street,

New York, for the treatment of deformities and
joint diseases. Two floors of the building will be

devoted to a gymnasium and mechanical apparatus

for the correction of deformities, and there will

also be operating and sterilizing rooms, laboratories,

complete .r-ray and photographic equipment, and in

the basement a shop for making shoes and surgical

appliances.

The Volunteers of America also have filed plans

for a hospital which they propose to erect on the

lower East Side of New York, to be known as the

Volunteer Hospital. The building will front 74.8

feet on Beekman Street, and 56.9 feet on Water
Street. The cost is estimated at $65,000.

St. John's Guild.—During the past summer, the

Guild cared for more children than ever before. A
total of 55.617 patients were carried on the trips

of the floating hospital, and for the first time sick

children with their mothers were allowed to spend

the hot nights on the boat. The seaside hospital

of the Guild had the record number of 3,219 days

of hospital care. The receipts for the year including

$25,000 allowed by the city, were $127,000.

Tuberculosis Work.—The Jewish Consump-
tives' Relief Society held its eighth annual conven-

tion in New York on November 10 to 12. The
meetings were addressed by Dr. Abraham Jacobi,

Borough President McAneny. Dr. Philip Hilko-

witz, and others. The society has a membership
of nearly 25,000.

Aid Association.—At the annual meeting of the

Aid Association of the Philadelphia County Medi-

cal Society held on November 11, the following

officers were elected : President, Dr. Roland G. Cur-

tin; Vice-President. Dr. John R. Schellenbereer

;

Treasurer. Dr. John B. Turner; Secretary. Dr.
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Lewis H. Adler, Jr. The president pointed out tlie

great need for a home for destitute and aged
physicians.

Army Medical Corps Examination.—The Sur-
geon General of the Army announces that prelinu-

nary examinations for the appointment of First

Lieutenants in the Army Medical Corps will be lield

on January 20, 1913. Full particulars can be ob-
tained from the Surgeon General, U. S. Army,
Washington, D. C., the essential requirements be-

ing that the applicant be a citizen of the United
States, between 22 and 30 years of age, a graduate
of a recognized medical school, and of good moral
standing. There are at present thirty-five vacancies
in the corps.

Civil Service Examination.—The United States

Civil Service Commission will hold an examination
for dental interne, men only, on December 11, 1912,
for the purpose of filling a vacancy in the position

of dental interne in the Government Hospital for the
Insane, Washington, D. C, at a salary of $600 per
year, with maintenance.

Dedicate Medical Library.—The new building
of the Lane Medical Library of the Leland Stan-
ford University, San Francisco, was formally dedi-

cated by President David Starr Jordan on Novem-
ber 3. The library, which contains 40,000 volumes,
is a memorial to the late Dr. Levi Cooper Lane and
his wife, through whose generosity it was made pos-
sible. The new structure in which it is housed was
erected at a cost of $125,000, and is as nearly fire-

proof as it can be made.
Charitable Gifts.—By the will of the late Dr.

Arthur Cabot of Boston, the Harvard Medical
School received a bequest of $100,000; and upon the

death of Mrs. Cabot the residuary estate, estimated
at about $500,000 is to go to Harvard University.

The accounts of the estate of the late Mr. George
Crocker, which have just been filed, show that

Columbia University has received $1,566,635 for

the Crocker Special Research Fund to be used in

the study of cancer.

The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia has re-

ceived a gift of $25,000 for the construction and
equipment of an operating pavilion in the new build-

ings planned for the hospital. The gift is made by
Miss Hetty King as a memorial to her sister Mrs.
Mary Bankson King Wainwright. The pavilion

will contain a main operating room and two smaller

operating rooms, as well as complete dressing
rooms.

St. Luke's Hospital, New York, receives a be-

quest of $7,500 by the will of Mr. Francis M.
Bacon, who died last September at Ridgefield.

Conn., for the endowment of a memorial bed.

By the will of the late Mr. Thomas Barden of

New York, the following institutions receive be-

quests : St. Vincent's Hospital and St. Joseph's
Home for Consumptives, $1,000; St. Rose's Cancer
Hospital, and the Hospital for the Blind, $500 each.

The Societv for the Relief of the Ruptured and
Crippled of New York and the Home for Incur-

ables. Fordham, receive bequests of $5,000 each un-

der the will of the late Elizabeth F. Noble.
Smallpox Holds Steamship.—The steamship

Barbarossa. which arrived in New York on Novem-
ber 13 from Bremen, was detained at Quarantine,
owing' to the appearance of a case of smallpox in

the steerage.

Cholera in Turkey.—Startling reports of the

spread of cholera among the Turkish troops have
been received. Four hundred deaths are said to

have occurred in one army camp during twenty-
four hours, and the total number of cases at
Tchataldja was estimated on November 15 to be
about 7,000.

Phillips County (Mont.) Medical Association.
—The following officers were elected at the annual
meeting on November 5, at Helena : President, Dr.
W. C. King; Vice-President, Dr. H. H. Thompson;
Secretary, Dr. W. P. Orr.
Chickasaw County (la.) Medical Socety.—At

the annual meeting held in New Hampton on No-
vember 7. the following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, Dr. H. D. Fallows, New Hampton; Vice-
President, Dr. I. D. McKinley, Lawyer; Secretary,
Dr. Paul E. Garden, New Hampton.
The Late Dr. Newcomb.—The following resolu-

tion was adopted at a recent meeting of the Faculty
of Cornell University Medical College: "The Fac-
ulty of Cornell University Medical College record
with deep sorrow the death of Doctor James Ed-
ward Newcomb which took place at his summer
home, Lake Kushaqua in the Adirondacks, on Au-
gust 27, 1912. He was born in New London, Conn.,
.August 27, 1857, and had consequently just com-
pleted his fifty-fifth year. He was educated at
Bulkley School, graduated from Yale University in

1880, and completed his medical course at the Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons in New York City.
Subsequently he became interne at Roosevelt Hos-
pital, and since then practised in this City, confin-
ing his efforts to Laryngology and Rhinology. He
was appointed Instructor of Laryngology at the
foundation of Cornell University Medical College in

1898, and in 191 1 was made Professor of Laryngol-
ogy. He was an able and fluent writer, contribut-
ing many valuable papers to his special branch
of surgery. The high esteem in which he was held
by the profession is attested in part by his election
to the following societies : American Laryngological,
Academy of Medicine, West End Medical, Alumni
Roosevelt Hospital, and Hospital Graduates. He
was also consulting Laryngologist to Roosevelt
Hospital. Although suflfering from a chronic ail-

ment he worked bravely; never neglecting a duty
and remaining faithfully at his post until the end.
Resolved that these expressions of regret be spread
upon the minutes of the meeting of the Faculty and
that a copy be forwarded to the widow of Doctor
Newcomb as a token of the esteem and admiration
in which he was held by his colleagues. (Signed)
William M. Polk, Frederick Whiting, Robert
G. Reese."
Obituary Notes.—Dr. John E. Monroe of

Orange, Mass., a graduate of the Medical Depart-
ment of Western Reserve University, Cleveland, in

1893, died in the Memorial Hospital, Worcester, on
November 5, aged 53 years.

Dr. Robert Fletcher, assistant librarian in the
library of the Surgeon General's Office, War De-
partment, Washington, died at his home on Novem-
ber 8, aged 89 years. Dr. Fletcher was born in

England and received his medical degree from the
Royal College of Surgeons in 1844. He came to
the L^nited .States shortly thereafter, and during the
Civil War served as a surgeon in the United States
Army. Since 1876 he had been attached to the
Surgeon General's library. For many years the
work of compiling the "Index Medicus" was in his

hands. He was a member of the American Medical
Association, and the Medical Societv of the District
of Columbia, and a fellow of the College of Phys-
icians, of Philadelphia.
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Dr. John Wilh.\m Mallet, emeritus professor

of chemistry in the University of Virginia, died at

his home on November 7, aged 80 years. He was
born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1832, and was educated
in Germany, receiving the degree of Ph.D. from
Gottingen in 1852, and of A.B. from the University

of Dublin in 1853. He came to this country in the

latter year, and took his medical education at the

Tulane University of Louisiana, from which he

was graduated in 1868, having served also as pro-

fessor of chemistry. After holding the chair of

chemistry in the University of Texas and in the

Jefiferson Medical College of Philadelphia for sev-

eral years, he became professor of chemistry in the

Uni\'ersity of Virginia in 1885, and served until

1908. During that time he held many important

lectureships and was the recipient of many honor-

ary degrees, testifying to the breadth of his knowl-

edge and the value of his researches.

Dr. Edwin R. Dibrell of Little Rock, Ark., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Arkansas in 1882, a member of the Amer-
ican Medical Association and of the Arkansas State

and Pulaski County Medical Societies, and profes-

sor of medicine in the University of Arkansas, died

at his home of cancer on October 20, aged 54 years.

Dr. William B. Charles of Hanford, Cal., a

graduate of the Medical Department of the Uni-

versity of Louisville in 1887, formerly county physi-

cian and city health officer of Hanford, died at his

home suddenly on October 18, aged 55 years.

Dr. William C. Steag.\ll of Ozark, Ala., a

graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College.

New York, in i860, died at his home after a long

illness on October 25, aged 85 years.

Dr. William H. Dorsey of Griffin, Ga., a grad-

uate of the Georgia College of Eclectic Medicine

and Surgery in 1897, died suddenly on October 26,

aged 42 years.

Dr. Hiram B. Cross of Boston, Mass., a graduate

of the Cleveland University of Medicine and Sur-

gery, Ohio, in 1866, a member of the American In-

stitute of Homeopathy, the Massachusetts Homeo-
pathic Medical Society, and the Boston Homeo-
pathic Medical Society, died at his home on Novem-
ber I, aged 79 years.

Dr. William I. Hamlen of Detroit, Mich., a

graduate of the Michigan College of Medicine, De-

troit, in 1883, a member of the Michigan State and

Wayne County Medical Societies, and formerly

vice-president and secretary of the Michigan Col-

lege of Medicine, died at his home on October 26,

aged 57 years.

Dr. John Nutting of Mankato, Minn., died at

his home on October 21 from cancer of the throat,

aged 78 years.

Dr. Frank L. Hamilton of Chester, Pa., a grad-

uate of the University of Pennsylvania, Department

of Medicine in 1893, and a member of the Penn-

sylvania State and Delaware County Medical So-

cieties, died at his home on November 4, aged 50
years.

Dr. William H. Robinson of Pottsville, Pa., a

graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, Depart-

ment of ^Medicine, in 1868, secretary of the Potts-

\\\\t Board of Health, died at his home on Novem-
ber 4, aged 67 years.

Dr. John Thomas Duncan of Toronto, Canada,

a graduate of the Toronto School of Medicine in

1882, and attending oculist to the Toronto Western
Hospital, died in California on November 3, aged

69 years.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

psychi.\try at r. s. m.—IS insanity increas-
ing? HE.ALTH of city workers—THE INSUR-
ANCE QUESTION .ACTION AG.MNST THE B. M. A.

OBITUARY.
London, November 1, 1912.

The Royal Society of Medicine has inaugairated a

new section—Psychiatry—which was opened on
the 22d of October, and certainly the Royal Society

of Medicine is to be congratulated on having
secured as the first president of its new departure

Sir George H. Savage, whose long experience of

mental disorders is accompanied by other qualifi-

cations for the post. He seems to have looked

upon the office as somewhat of a burden, for in

his opening address he said that lying on a moun-
tain slope, last summer, he could not forget that

he had a great responsibility arising from that

address, and as he thought of many things, some
wild imaginations took possession of him, until

he reflected that great discoverers have held imagi-

nation to be all-important even in the most mechan-
ical arts and sciences. His responsibility nee^
not have weighed so heavily, after all ; at any rate,

he has discharged it so well that his address may
challenge comparison with most productions of the

kind. It embodies a brief survey of his subject

and its prospect for the future. It teems with

striking thoughts, but so closely knit together that

only here and there some may be detached. He
paid a tribute to some of the more earnest work-
ers, including Hack Tuke, whose power of work
was amazing, and whose Psychological Dictionary

he called a mine of wealth, containing many evi-

dences of what younger men often think they

originate. Governed by our organized inquisitive-

ness, we call it science, and collect facts, but are

not mere fact-heapers, for in the multitude of facts

not knowledge, but confusion, arises. One swallow
does not make a summer, but may warn us of its

coming ; a single case may direct our studies, but

is not a base for a theory. So we must define

knowledge, but definitions are only for resting on
while peering into the indefinite. Death and the

dead are definite. We must collect and record,

but remember the truth to-day may to-morrow be

only partly so. Accepting experimental psychol-

ogy and psychic analysis, when the practical phy-

sician says ciii bono we reply we must follow truth

;

an open mind must be cultivated.

Considering on the mountain slope Schafer's re-

cent address on the origin of life. Sir G. Savage
said it left him a believer in something more than

the mere chemical theory. All elements, however
arranged, were not equivalent to any living thing.

The chemist had built up wonderful compounds,
called organic, but which did not live.

Another point Sir George maintained, as he has

done before, that many mental disorders deserve

to be called functional, in so far that they are not

represented by any material change in the central

nervous tissues. "Nature provides the iron, but

man makes the horseshoe for service." As to

heredity, he gave his opinion that in some persons

there is transmitted a tendency to nervous or mental

disorder, but only a certain proportion found in

asylums can be proved to have had insane relatives.

The study of the nervous system as a whole was
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enjoined, neurology and mental disorder no longer

separated. Bodily and mental relationships were
exemplified by cases of alternation, as one in Beth-

lem, with acute mania lasting for weeks, then sud-

denly becoming sane, but paraplegic, and later on

the reverse change returning.

"Waves of thought," said the speaker, "roll on and

leave shore lines and raised beaches." At present

we seemed on a chemical wave ; cells have had their

turn, bacteria are having a distinguished career,

but the results of both these are, after all, supposed

to be chemical products. Internal secretions may
be so classed, and the discoveries as to their potency

seem very striking; it looks as if every organ
had a two-fold relationship : one with the outer

world, the other with the self. The central nervous

system and its nerves had it with the outer world,

but there remained consciousness. Could that re-

sult from an internal secretion? It pleased Sir

G. Savage to think of it as a byproduct of nervous

section, and he could not help seeing in some in-

stances of morbid mental states evidence that such

an idea was not altogether wild.

Dr. F. W. Mott read a paper on Tuesday, at the

Sociological Society, with a view of showing that

the popular opinion that insanity is on the increase

is erroneous. Admitting that a greater number of

cases are registered, he attributed the increase t<>

the inclusion of the worst forms of imbecility,

idiocy, and senile dementia in recent statistics.

Further, there was a declining death rate, and few-

er discharges from asylums, with the consequent

accumulation of cases in the London county asy-

lums, at a rate of 125 to 200 a year for some time

past. The excessive use of alcohol and drugs tended

to bring out insanity in modern civilization, and it

was yet to be found out how far such causes were
neutralized by segregating patients. The alarmist

statements so often circulated had no foundation

in fact, but to failure to study the causes that la\'

behind an increase in registered insanity.

A conference on the health of city workers has

been held, appropriately enough, in the Guild Hall.

It was promoted by the Institute of Hygiene, and

opened on Monday by the Lord Mayor, who said

that during his sixty years' medical practice in the

city he found no reason to complain of the air

provided for workers. He believed in open fire-

places, for chimneys were excellent ventilators.

During his time fevers had practically disappeared

from the city, as they had, in fact, from all London,
with the improved drainage and water supply, .^ir

William Bennett, as president of the Institute, ex-

plained that it was thought that the habits of indi-

viduals working in cities might be influenced by
circumstances which should be discussed. That day
it was proposed to consider the personal hygiene

of the business man. Dr. Olsen said business men
were brain, not muscle workers, often hurried or

worried, and should take but li.ght luncheon without

flesh. Two meals a day was a good system. Dr.

C. Gillies said the city men who suffered were
highly strung, and the rush of business was increas-

ing. With that pick-me-ups at the chemist's were
resorted to. These men could be seen going into

public houses early who formerly did not. The
resort to narcotics or drink was dangerous, and
counsel might well go forth from this conference.

Dr. F. Buzzard did not look on business men as

unhealthy. Mere rush or sedentary life had le^s

influence than heredity. As to drink, people thought

whiskey the safest, and they had been told so by

some doctors, and went on increasing the quantity.

Every organ of the body suffered. He recom-
mended smaller quantities of food. Exercise used
nervous energy as much as brain work. It should
only be taken in fresh air. Dr. J. Cahill agreed to

this, and that was why golf was the best game for

city and brain workers. Dr. Goodhall adviseti

taking time over meals, without business or excit-

ing talk, moderation in everything, and avoiding
fads. The chairman, closing the discussion, said

much nonsense was talked about exercise, which
suited some but killed others. He took as little as

possible himself. A tired man should not tire him-
self further. Drinking between meals he regarded
as the most vicious thing in the world, but every
man should be left to find out what suited him best.

He credited his own good health for the last twenty-
seven years to a good breakfast and light luncheon.

The second day's discussion was confined to the

health of clerks and warehousemen, though it must
be confessed their hygienic surroundings differed

but little from those of their masters, and their

personal habits were often similar. The same
questions therefore arose, and the debate fur-

nished further illustrations of differing opinions.

Professor Halliburton took the chair and re-

marked that pure air in the streets was of

little use if the offices were not properly ven-

tilated. He warned against cranks, especially

the non-breakfast advocate. A few minutes less

in bed and more over the breakfast table

would help the day's work. The quick lunch of

-America was also injurious. Dr. Leslie indulged

in statistics of vital force, computed by physiologists

as 3,300 foot tons for the average man ; of this fully

nine-tenths was used for maintaining life, leaving

330 for locomotion, e.xercise, thought, and action.

Two-thirds of this were wanted for the fatigue

incident to getting a living—a sort of bank balance,

or health capital which it would be dangerous to

overdraw. He would pay in two good meals daily

and a light luncheon to keep up the balance. Dr.
Lister said the health of clerks was no worse than
that of other workers, and gave mortality figures

in proof. But deficient ventilation must be con-

demned, as must bad habits and drink. Dr. Alex
Haig was rather pessimistic, and told the confer-

ence that in thirty years' experience in hospitals in

the city, or near it, he hardly met a man who could

stand every physiological test of good health.. Ap-
parently he did not remember at the moment that

hospitals were not just the places to look for such
a rarity. He put down degeneracy of the race to

improper feeding, and argued that the ills we suffer

from are not diseases, but only the outcome of bad
feeding. He attributed the fall of Rome to her

people taking to eating meat ! \\'hat about fads

after that ?

The question of questions with the profession
just now is shall we accept the government's revised

oft'er ? If it had Ijeen the definite sum in cash which
the chancellor calculates it may be, I believe there

would have been no hesitation. But Mr. Lloyd
George's vanity had to be soothed and his defeat

concealed, so he has mixed up the sum with balances

from other funds. But that has only made many
ask, "Is it another trap?" The more so because
this week a threat has been put forward that he
will start a state service unless his new offer is

accepted. Knowing he cannot do so at once, he will

begin in a small way—say, a couple of cities—and
he is declared to have 100 competent and efficient
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men selected from the younger members of the pro-

fession, who are ready to begin. Some are laugh-

ing at the absurdity of his bluft', others are applying

less complimentary words both to his proposals and

himself. Meetings are being held all over the coun-

try, and there is considerable difference of opinion.

On the whole, I am inclined to think an attempt at

compromise may be made. The British Medical

Association will come to a decision at the meeting

a fortnight hence.

Last night, at the dinner of the Irish medical

schools and graduates, Sir James Barr, president of

the British Medical Association, said they were
promised an efficient service, but what they would
get was no more like it than the London fog was
like sunshine. Those who agreed to serve would
only be the riffraff' of the profession, and would
be ostracized by all others.

Dr. Esmonde, M. P., said no honest, self-respect-

ing man could have taken the first offer, but every-

one should consider very carefully whether the new
terms should be accepted or rejected. It was easy

for the prosperous to say stick out, but he had expe-

rienced the difficulty of finding the quarter's rent,

and he felt in the interest of the less prosperous

some effort for settlement should be made.
The medical members of the Advisory Committee

have issued a statement this morning on the inten-

tion of the government, which they regard as cer-

tain, to try for three years a state service unless the

profession accept, and in view of this proposal, with-

out presuming to offer advice, they ask whether it

would be wise to refuse to work the act ? They
evidently think not. Some others seem to think that

as the government promise the opportunity of re-

vising after a time, a trial might be made.

A nine days' trial of an action brought against the

British Medical Society for libel by the vendor of

"sacco" and "lungsava" advertised as a certain cure

for consumption ended yesterday in disagreement of

the jury, who were therefore discharged. The
alleged libel was contained in "secret remedies" pub-

lished by the association after appearing in the

journal. The vendor of the stuff thought the arti-

cle called him a quack and represented his advertis-

ing as fraud. The defence took the line the lawyers

so often do. that the words complained of did not

bear the meaning attributed to them and related to

the system—not the man.
I think the association should have insisted on a

bolder plan—declared that a trader in an alleged

remedy who had no qualification was a quack and
that prescribing for sick people by an ignorant per-

son boasting of being a specialist for chest diseases

was a fraud on the sick. It is illegal to practise

medicine without a qualification, but illegality is

laughed at by the advertising quacks—they know
the government will not interfere.

Dr. F. M. Pope, Senior Physician to the Leicester

Royal Infirmarv, died on October 26 at the age of

56. He qualified as M.R.C.S., 1879, took the^M.D.
of Cambridge in 1901, and was elected F.R.C.P.

1902. He held various offices in the county includ-

ing the consultant physician to the asylum, and was
regarded as the leading physician in Leicester.

The Perspiration of Tuberculous Patients and Its

Infectious Character.—M. Piery states that the per-

spiration of a tuberculous individual contains tubercle

bacilli. This fact he has demonstrated in 30 per cent, of

his cases, including various forms of surgical tuberculosis
—Gazette des Hofitau.r. ,

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 7, 1912.

1. The Clinical Study of Respiration. D. L. Edsall.
2. Pyelonephritis of Pregnancy and the Puerperium. J. W. O'Connor.
3. An Adjustable Knee Support. H. W. Marshall.

1. The Clinical Study of Respiration.—D. L. Edsall

states that it is necessary to determine as far as possible,

in any pathological disturbance of respiration, whether the

disturbance is associated with exhaustion of the respira-

tory center, or whether it is, on the contrary, due to over-

stimulation of the center. The treatment would, in the

two cases, be the opposite. It may reasonably be suspected

that we have in many instances been making an error

entirely similar to that which was made for years in

treating the circulatory failure in acute infectious diseases

with the mistaken idea that it was primarily due to excess

of blood pressure, whereas it is usually due chiefly to

quite the contrary condition. In respiratory distress one

may equally well have been dealing at times with a con-

dition directly the opposite of what we thought we have

been treating, and may very often have been treating an

overexcited respiratory center by still further exciting it.

Likewise it appears that the effects of the respiratory

stimulants need, in purely e.xperimental or clinical studies,

to be investigated much more accurately than has been

done to determine their effect on the amplitude of respira-

tion, as compared with the rate, and to determine their

actual influence not merely upon tidal ventilation but,

much more important, upon the amount of air that passes

in and out of the alveoli. In most of the work that has

been done upon the respiratory stimulants their influence

upon the actual respiratory function may perhaps have

been judged quite as inaccurately as one often judges

clinically of the effects of different forms of respiration.

Even tracings of the respiration, unless made quantita-

tively, can give a reliable idea of the effect of a drug

upon ventilation only when the effect is so very decided

that there is no question of mistake. It is quite possible

that one may find that some drugs that are called res-

piratory stimulants actually lower the efficiency of the

function of respiration in some circumstances of disease

and even in normal conditions, and the contrary may be

true of some so-called respiratory depressants.

2. Pyelonephritis in Pregnancy and the Puerperium.

—J. W. O'Connor concludes from his study of this sub-

ject that infection of the pelvis of the kidney invariably

involves the parenchyma. Owing to its anatomical rela-

tions the right kidney is the more vulnerable. The dis-

ease is much more frequent than supposed; the author

estimates that it occurs once in every 3000 cases. Mal-

nutrition, constipation, and the tonicity of the abdominal

muscles are predisposing factors ; a tendency to renal ab-

normalities on the right side, dextrotorsion of the uterus

and a predominance of positions in the right oblique diam-

eter favor the infection of the right kidney. Infection by

the colon bacillus is the most common type, direct trans-

mission through the intestinal walls being the probable

mode of entrance. The pathological picture shows the

pelvis and ureter dilated with pus and miliary abscesses

in and beneath the cortex. The cardinal symptoms are

smarting micturition, chills, fever, nausea and vomiting,

pain in the loin and elevation of pulse. The urine is

turbid, purulent and albuminous. Tenderness in the re-

gion of the kidney is always present. Enlargement of

the organ can be demonstrated in about one-fifth of the

cases. Abortion and surgical kidney are the most com-

mon complications. The diagnosis can generally be made

on physical signs and urinary analysis, tne differentiation

from appendicitis presenting the greatest difficulty. The

prognosis is usually good for the mother and less
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favorable for the child. Treatment by rest, sedation,

catharsis and urinary antisepsis has met with success.

The use of vaccines and pelvic lavage, if of any real value

at all, entails dangerous delays and, being extremely tech-

nical, is beyond the scope of the rank and file of the pro-

fession. Early operation in cases that assume a surgical

aspect is to be strongly recommended.

New York Medical Journal.

November 9. 1912.

1. Gallstones. P. Synis.
2. Why Is Direct Transfusion of Blood Often a Failure? A. L.

Sortsi.

3. The Temperature After Perineal Section Under Spinal Anei-
thesia. E. L. Keyes, Jr., and D. W.^Mackenzie, M.D.
he Kwathmey-Woolsey Nitrous O " ' '^

(jwathmey and \V. C. Woolsey.
trous Oxide-Oxygen Apparatus. J. T.

5. Some Considerations of General Anesthesia. C. R. Hervey.
6. (Jperative Treatment for Cancer of the Breast. T. S. Brown.
7. The Cure of Prolapse of the Uterus and Bladder by Plastic

Operation. L. G. Baldwin.
8. Lane's Kink of the Ileum. C. F. Kivlin.

9. Nasal Deformity Corrected by .Autoimplantation of tlie Septal
Cartilage. O. Glogau.

10. Cause, Prevention and Care of Weak and Flat Feet. W. W.
Stevens.

11. Mortality of Lobar Pneumonia in Alcoholic Subjects. C. K.

Stillnian.

12. .\ Pustular Syphiloderm in a Negress Simulating Variola. J. L.
Kirby-Sraith.

1. Gallstones.—By P. Syms. (See Medical Record,

November 9, page 870.)

2. Direct Transfusion of Blood.—A. L. Soresi states

that transfusion should not be resorted to only when

the patient is in extremis; surgeons should train them-

selves in conservative surgery of the blood-vessels by

means of experiments on animals before attempting trans-

fusion in human beings ; the vein-to-vein method is to be

preferred, and the use of a vein of the neck of the re-

cipient is the only physiologically correct method to be

adopted, except when not suitable during surgical opera-

tions. In the treatment of hemorrhages tliere must be a

distinction between hemorrhages which can be completely

checked and hemorrhagic diseases ; in the former saline

solution should be administered immediately as a first re-

sort and during or before transfusion; in the latter, trans-

fusion should be resorted to before other liquids are in-

troduced into the system, because the blood is used as a

hemostatic and should not be diluted ; in the greatest

number of hemorrhages saline solution is sufficient to

save the patient and transfusion should be resorted to

only when the surgeon thinks that the heinopoietic organs

of the patient are unable to supply, in a reasonable time,

the morphological elements indispensable to life. In dis-

eases in which the blood is loaded with poisonous prod-

ucts, transfusion is very useful, provided the central

nervous system is not too seriously injured and blood is

let out during or before transfusion is resorted to. Trans-

fusion is a great help to patients who are considered bad

surgical risks, and must be performed during the opera-

tion. A vein for both donor and recipient should be used,

anastomosing the distal part of the donor's vein with the

proximal part of the external jugular of the recipient. In

this way the radial artery is saved and it is easier to find

a donor. Obviously there may be cases in which it is

advisable to use the radial artery of the donor, and trans-

fusion will be very satisfactory; but, when possible, the

vein-to-vein method should be used, the external jugular

of the recipient being always preferable.

3. Perineal Section Under Spinal Anesthesia.—E. L.

Keyes and D. W. MacKenzie call attention to the fact that

the marked immediate rise of temperature so charac-

teristic of perineal section done under general anesthesia

is absent when the perineal section is done under spinal

ansthesia. The authors believe that this single fact renders

spinal anesthesia immeasurably superior to general anes-

thesia for operations upon the male perineum.

4. The Gwathmey-Woolsey Nitrous Oxygen Appa-

ratus.—J. T. Gwathmey and \V. C. Woolsey summarize

the advantages of the Gwathmey-Woolsey apparatus as

follows: (i) Absolute and perfect control of the gases

flowing at a low pressure is effected. (2) The gases are

easily warmed whenever the patient's condition demands

it. (3) Small amounts of ether can be added whenever

necessary. (4) The apparatus is especially adaptable for

endotracheal anesthesia solving the problem of the ad-

ministration of nitrous oxide and o.xygen by this method.

(S) An even, automatic flow of gases is assured, thus open-

ing up a new field especially for using the analgesic prop-

erties of the gases. The apparatus is of small size and

portable.

6. Operative Treatment of Mammary Cancer.—J. S.

Brown concludes that any breast operation to be radical

must sacrifice the pectorales, major and minor, but in

some cases the upper clavicular portion of the pectoralis

major may be left, and in so doing one insures to the

patient a better arm function. In attempting a radical

procedure all connecting lymphatic chains should be re-

moved, as has been shown by many observers. This may

require wide work, as the lymphatics drain the breast in

all directions, even to perforating between the intercostal

spaces. No one method of incision is applicable in all

cases. It is always necessary to remove large areas of

skin, and grafting must be resorted to in a minority of

cases. All late cases that are on the borderline between

operable and inoperable cases should be .r-rayed to deter-

mine the possibility of metastasis in the long bones. Es-

pecially is this true if the patients suffer any neuralgic

pains in certain joints.

II. Mortality of Pneumonia in Alcoholics.—C. K.

Stillman has observed that chronic alcoholism does not

of itself alter the mortality figures for lobar pneumonia

unless the alcoholism is present to an extreme degree.

Chronic alcoholism sufficient to produce delirium tremens

may oftentimes exist without affecting a patient's chances

of recovery. In fact, in the author's series of free drink-

ers, there was hardly an individual who had not more

or less of the characteristic cerebral excitation, yet this

complication alone did not seem to influence the death

rate. It thus appears that signs of fairly well marked

chronic alcoholism do not in themselves justify a gloomy

prognosis. In any given case an attempt should first be

made to determine whether or not the patient is a con-

firmed drunkard. In all others the alcoholic factor need

not be too seriously regarded. The generally quoted mor-

tality figures for pneumonia in alcoholics (forty to fifty

per cent.) are accurate in the sense that they are drawn

from the general run of cases included under the head-

ing of chronic alcoholism. The figures are, however,

misleading, since they do not recognize the very impor-

tant distinction to which the author has directed atten-

tion.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 9, 1912.

1. The Hospital as a Factor of Interest to the Medical Profession.

W. B. Russ. „ ,

2. The Hnsnital in Relation to Medical Science. W. H. Welch.
3. A Clinical View of the Special Diet. H. D. Arnold.
4. The Hospital Versus the Home in the Care of the Sick. P. E.

Truesdale.
5. Relation of the Physician to the Hospital. J. B. Murphy.
6. The Proper Division of the Services of the Hospital. H. M.

Hurd.
7. A Few Problems of Hospital Organization. Frederic A. Wasn-

burn and L. H. Burlinpham.
8. The Medical Superintendent. H. B. Howard.
9. Individual Prophylaxis in Children's Hospitals. I. A. .^bt.

10. Out-Patient Work the Most Important and Most Neglected Part
of Medical Service. R. C. Sabot.

11. The Efficiency of Out-Patient Work. M. M. Davis.

12. The Relations of the Hospital to Corporations Interested in

Patients. S. C. Plummer.
13. The Legal Aspects of the Relations of Hospitals to Corporations

Interested in Pat'ents. M. L. Bell.

14. The Relations of the Civil Hospital to the Military Establish-
ment in Time of Peace; In Time of War. C. Richard.

15. Hospitals and the Health Problem; With Special Reference to
the Necessities of Rural America. E. E. Munger.

16. A Quick Method for Accurately Differentiating the Species of
Hookworm of Man. E. R. Stitt.
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17. Intestinal Parasites in the South. H. B. Wood.
18. Thyroid Extract in Nephritis: A Preliminary Statement of a

New and Effective Method of Treatment. J. F. Percy.
19. Muscle Group Isolation in the Treatment of Spasticities and

Athetoses. L. J. Pollock and E. B. Jewell.
20. Suggestions for Operation and .Xfter-Treatment of Empyema.

C. M. Remsen.
21. The Role of Milk in the Causation of the Chicago Epidemic of

Sore Throat. J. A. Capps.

2. The Hospital in Relation to Medical Science.

—

W. II. Welsh notes that from the viewpoint of the vari-

ous fields of its activity hospital work may be classified

as humanitarian, scientific, and educational. The care of

the sick and injured is primarily humanitarian, but it is

not always easy to convince trustees that the others are

also essential functions. The author points out that the

furtherance of scientific medicine is also essential to the

public welfare. Medicine of to-day is very different from

that of former years— it has become more specialized and

the hospital has become the laboratory of the clinician,

who with this aid only can succeed in solving the great

questions in medicine that are constantly appearing. The

use of the hospital for educational purposes is the great

problem of to-day. The theoretical subjects are outstrip-

ping the practical ones and the important thing is to bring

the clinical subjects up to the level of the theoretical

subjects in medical instruction. The most urgent need is

to secure teaching hospitals, and this can be done only

when the hospitals belong to the universities. It is for

the interest of the patient and the public that such rela-

tion should exist.

3. The Special Diet.—H. D. .\rnold believes that the

average hospital of to-day is inadequately equipped to feed

patients properly, according to dietetic principles, and

the chief fault lies with the medical staff. He justifies

this sweeping statement by saying that the older men com-

monly direct the action of the staff and their conservatism

has hindered progress. There are exceptions to the rule,

but he believes it applies to the average hospital. The

feeding of patients is an important part of the treatment

and constitutes the whole of the treatment in a consider-

able numer of cases. There should be a skilled dietician

and an adequate diet kitchen in every hospital. It is now

possible to apply the scientific knowledge of dietetics in

practice and every progressive hospital should place its

dietary arrangements on an up-to-date basis. Such meas-

ures will not only benefit patients but will also be eco-

nomically profitable.

5. The Physician and the Hospital.—J. B. Murphy
calls attention to the fact that the clinical history in many
cases is more important in enabling the physician to ar-

rive at a diagnosis than the physical examination or lab-

oratory findings, and yet the newest interne and least-

experienced man on the residence staff writes the history.

The most incompetent man is given the most important

thing to do. To him is assigned the dressing in septic

cases and the writing of histories. There is a greater

percentage of failures in diagnosis from badly written

histories than from anything else ; therefore the histories

should be written by the senior member of the house

staff. The man who is to become junior or senior as-

sistant in the departments of medicine or surgery should

remain four or five years, as this length of training is

necessary to round out his apprenticeship and to prepare

him for his subsequent teaching and surgical responsi-

bilities. The general asepsis and cleanliness of the en-

tire hospital must be looked after as well as that of the

operating department. The next important advance in

hospital reform will be in the administration of the serum

and vaccine therapy. Pathology must be pushed to the

top notch ; the pathologist is going to play the great role

in the new therapeutic work.

8. The Medical Superintendent.—H. B. Howard dis-

cusses the qualifications needed for the hospital superin-

tendent and notices the more or less prevalent notion that

executive ability rather than medical knowledge and skill

are requisite. He does not think that a preliminary medi-

cal training of the superintendent is wasted and points

out many ways in which it is useful and even indispensa-

ble to the executive head of a hospital, who must also

deputize a large part at least of the actual medical treat-

ment to his subordinates. The medical superintendents

of insane hospitals are commonly supposed to be at the

head of the medical work and to be expert alienists as

well as at the head of the business management. If the

staff is to give its best efforts to the treatment of pa-

tients it should be relieved from the business details, but

it should not have to tie overridden in medical matters

by a lay superintendent. Medical knowledge is essential

in keeping the hygiene of the hospital up to the mark.

Every hospital is supposed to exist for its patients and a

superintendent who knows most about the medical and

surgical work has the clearest view of the needs of the

institution and the highest incentive therefore to look out

for its efficiency as well as for its economy.

10. Out-Patient Work.—R. C. Cabot makes a plea

for the performance of lietter work in the out-patient de-

partments of hospitals. In certain respects the dispensary

fills a more important role than the rest of the hospital.

The dispensary hits the problem of disease at three most

vital points where the wards cannot : First. It roots out

the foci of disease in families or neighborhoods, follows

home the clues presented in the person of the dispensary

patient, and so prevents disease. Second. It checks dis-

ease in its incipiency. Third. It deals with chronic cases

and keeps the patients from relapsing into a discouraged

and vegetative existence. Yet in spite of these three dis-

tinguishing marks of superiority, and in spite of the fact

that almost all hospitals treat five times as many persons

in their dispensaries as in their wards, one still permits

the tradition of superficial, slovenly work in dispensaries

to go on. The great dispensary abuse—not the abuse of

the dispensaries by the patient, but the abuse of the pa-

tient by the dispensary—is still in evidence. We tolerate

snap diagnoses, treatments that will not bear scrutiny,

and records that are a farce. We are content that hos-

pitals should spend at least twenty times as much for the

care of a ward patient as they do for the care of a dis-

pensary patient. Some clinics are efficient, especially those

in which the treatment can be administered and finished

at once. It is the medical, neurological, pediatric, and

skin clinics that are relatively slipshod. Hurry, crowding,

and a scarcity of assistants prevent creditable work in

many instances. There should be in each clinic a fixed

ratio of space, staff, and outfit to the number of patients

received, as there is in a ward. There is no sense in al-

lowing dispensary work to be a hurried and desperate

struggle against time and numbers. It is possible to do as

accurate scientific work in diagnosis and treatment at a

dispensary as at a private office. This means honest, con-

scientious, efficient, well-organized, well-supervised work,

with the interest of the patient rather than that of the

physician or the student always paramount.

19. Muscle-Group Isolation in Treatment of Spasti-

cities.—L. J. Pollock and E. B. Jewell discuss the

value of the method of muscle-group isolation introduced

by Schwab and Allison for putting out of action the mus-

cles at fault in spastic and athetotic conditions. The

isolation is accomplished by the injection of 80 per cent,

alcohol into the nerves supplying the muscles concerned,

causing a paralysis which is later treated by physiological

exercises and educational methods. According to Schwab

and Allison there is a gradual return of function without

a recurrence of the spasm. Pollock and Jewell, however,

combat this claim, and publish six cases supporting their

contention. They say: "It is extremely doubtful if we

can be assured of return of motor function in every case
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subjected to this treatment, and it is preferable to suffer

with athetosis and possess function than to be relieved

of the athetosis and have function disappear. There is

no certainty that the spasticity will not recur after some
time, and from our cases it would seem that the spas-

ticity will probably reappear. In cases in which shorten-

ing of the contracted muscles has occurred, the procedure

is valueless unless supplemented by other surgical meas-

ure, as tenotomy, etc. In our opinion there is but one indica-

tion for the procedure in the treatment of spasticity,

namely, a cross-legged deformity due to spasticity of the

adductor groups of muscles occurring in a child, who on

account of the deformity is unable to learn to walk. It

may be possible in such instances to educate the child tu

walk during the time that the deformity remains cor-

rected, and in the event of the return of the spasticity,

the ability to walk, although hampered by the resulting

deformity, may remain. We would particularly warn
against the attack by alcohol on any nerve possessing im-

portant motor functions, as the ulnar, median, etc."

The Lancet.

November 2, 1912.

1. Eugenics: "L'nto the Third and Fourth Generation." J. G.
Adami.

2. The Importance of Examining the Urine Bacteriologically. W. H.
White.

3. The Histology of Experimental Rheumatism. C. Coombs.
4. .\n Analysis of Injuries to the Bones at the Wrist, Based on the

Radiograph Examination 01 214 Cases. R. Knox and R. W. A.
Salmond.

.S. -Auricular Fibrillation. C. E. Lea.
6. .\ Case of .\uricular Fibrillation and Pregnancy. C. H. Miller.

1. Eugenics.—By J. G. Adami. (See Medic.\l

Rkoird. September 21, 1912, page 535.)

2. Bacteriological Examination of the Urine.

—

W. Hall White concludes that the presence of micn:i-

organisms in the urine is of clinical importance, and con-

siders the conditions in which it is of importance. These
conditions fall into two groups—those in which there is

nothing to direct attention to the urinary tract and those

in which there is. In other words, the bacteriological ex-

amination of the urine may be of value in two ways;
either it may reveal the microorganism which is causing

a general infection and which we are able to detect be-

cause the microorganism is being excreted in the urine,

or it may reveal the microorganism causing local disease

of the urinary tract. In various forms of chronic arth-

ritis examination of the urine may show a causative or-

ganism, such as the pneumococcus, streptococcus, or colon

bacillus. In many of these cases the use of an auto-

genous vaccine may be of curative value. Staphylococci

may appear in the urine in cases of general staphylococcus

infection. The same is true of streptococci in cases of

streptococcus infection. Colon bacillus infection of the

urinary tract may simulate appendicitis; it may cause

hematuria ; it may produce a chronic illness simulating

tuberculosis; and it may give rise to symptoms resembling

those of renal calculus. Examination of the urine in

cases of cystitis complicating various nervous diseases

may reveal the colon bacillus, the therapeutic use of

which in the form of autogenous vaccines will usually

control the bladder condition. Colon bacilluria which

occurs so commonly during pregnancy may be the result

of cystitis, pyelitis, or pyelonephritis. No matter how
severe the case, medical treatment suffices to effect a cure.

3. Histology of Experimental Rheumatism.—C.

Coombs, R. Miller, and E. H. Kettle state that the (i)

inoculation of rabbits with streptococci recovered from
cases of rheumatic infection has provoked arthritis, car-

ditis, and other lesions. (2) Histological examination of

these lesions proves that they are identical with similar

changes provoked in rabbits by inoculation with a similar

microorganism in the hands of other investigators ; and

that these lesions include all the phenomena, even the

submiliary nodule, found in the rheumatic lesions of man.

(3) Such differences as exist between the experimental

rheumatic infection and the human variety are to be ac-

counted for by a difference in the mode of entry of the

infective agent in the two conditions.

4. Injuries to the Wrist.—R. Kno.x and R. W. A.

Salmond, from an analysis of 214 cases of injuries to the

bones at the wrist conclude that the most common injury

at the wrist in cases in which the epiphyses have joined

their shafts is a transverse fracture one-half inch above

the lower end of the radial bone, the lower fragment be-

ing displaced backward and with or without a fracture

of the styloid process of the ulna, while in cases in which

the epiphyses are not yet united the commonest injury is

a transverse fracture about one inch above the lower ends

of both forearm bones and with both lower fragments

displaced backwards.

British Medical Journal.

.W'vciiibcr 2, 1912.

1. High Blood Pressure: Its Associations, Advantages and Disad-
vantages. Sir VN'illiam Osier.

2. The Calculation of Drug Dosage for Children. With Description
of a New and Simple Method. W. J. Dilling.

3. Successful Removal of a Tumor in the Adrenal Gland. II. T.
Mursell.

4. Some Experiments with Ionic Medication. N. S. Finzi.
5. A Case of Uremia Treated by Morphine. A. H. Carter.
6. Two Cases of Peptic Ulcer of the Esophagus. C. G. Watson.

I. High Blood Pressure.—Sir William Osier pro-

pounds the question : What are the conditions in which

we see permanent high pressure, and what are its advan-

tages and disadvantages? For practical purposes one

may consider three groups of cases : Simple high tension,

hyperpiesis, without signs of arterial or renal disease;

arteriosclerosis, with the associated high tension, and

renal and heart changes; and chronic nephritis, with sec-

ondary high pressure, arteriosclerosis, and heart changes.

Hyperpiesis signifies simple high pressure without sings

of cardiovascular disease. We have learned to recognize

an average pressure, as taken with ordinary instruments,

and the figures given are usually accepted. There are, of

course, great variations, usually temporary, but now and

again we meet with individuals whose pressure is perma-

nently high—above 180—without, so far as can be ascer-

tained, arterial, cardiac, or renal disease. Cannon and

.
others have shown that in emotional states there is an in-

crease in the adrenal flow, and this is a factor which has

to be considered in the high pressure of modern life.

This high pressure is not itself the disease, but a com-

pensatory, salutary state, if not for the man, at any rate

for his circulation. That this is so may be proved by

trying to reduce it below a certain point. One may, for a

time, succeed in doing this, but the pressure goes up

again, and the man only feels comfortable when he is

allowed to live at a certain high level. The disadvantages

of high blood pressure are: (i) Transient cerebral at-

tacks such as aphasia, headache, vertigo, flushings, or an

anginal attack, or transient bouts of dyspnea with palpi-

tations. But more serious still is (2) the certainty that

sooner or later sclerosis of the arteries will follow. The
author refers to two other causes, one of which has a note

of personal appeal. There is an old motto, "It is the pace

that kills," and nothing is more certain than that the pace

of modern life kills many prematurely through the com-

plications of arteriosclerosis. -\s a rule men under 60 years

of age with primary arteriosclerosis have high blood pres-

sure, indeed the highest known records are in this condition.

In this group of cases it is well to recognize that the

extra pressure is a necessity—as purely a mechanical affair

as in any great irrigation system with old encrusted mains

and weedy channels. Yet the victims are often robust,

energetic men of great vitality. One should be disabused

of the idea, if possible, that the high pressure is the pri-

man- feature, and oarticularlv the feature to treat. The
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two essential factors in maintaining uniformity in a sys-

tem of land irrigation are keeping the terminal channels

free between the rows of cane, and maintaining the drain-

age. Obstruction in the fields can be overcome by in-

creasing the pressure, to a certain point, but it is cheaper

and safer to clear out the weeds. The difficulty is to keep

the human irrigation plant free from weeds, the sud that

chokes the capillary bed, through which it takes a greater

force to drive the fluids. We too often tinker at the pump
and the mains, instead of looking for the real seat of

trouble in the fields.

2. Drug Dosage for Children.—W. J. Billing con-

cludes that (i) of existing formulas for the calculation

of doses in children from imperial measures, those of

Young and Gabius are of little value after the tenth year.

Cowling's formula is the best of the older methods. (2)

Sir Lauder Brunton's formula for calculating dosage with

metric weights gives figures which are somewhat low at

all ages and for both se.xes ; the calculation is also a little

elaborate, and is not readily applicable to the imperial

system. (3) The method suggested by the author for the

age X S
-, or for the imperial system

100
metric system

age~
, results in doses which correspond closely with

those demanded by the average weights of non-adult in-

dividuals of both sexes at different ages ; the calculation

is simple, and the method can be employed for the metric

and also for the imperial weight systems.

4. Ionic Medication.—N. S. Finzi has found that it

is possible to introduce the ions of some substances di-

rectly into a joint, even into the cartilages ; at any rate of

a compartively superficial joint like the knee. Very few

ions driven in at the cathode, that is to say, acid radicles,

can be traced in this way, but it is possible in various

ways to trace certain of the basic radicles driven in at

the anode. The penetration of different ions varies enor-

mously, and it is possible to tell from the movements of

the needle of the milliammeter whether a drug is enter-

ing the tissues freely or not. In using two ions which

penetrated the tissues freely, it was found that if the

handle of the shunt resistance was moved to a certain

point and left there the milliamperage gradually increased,

which means that the resistance of the skin had dimin-

ished so that the ions were entering in greater number.

With ions which precipitated in the epidermis the milli-

amperage actually decreased after the first few moments,

showing an increased skin resistance and a lessened num-
ber of ions entering; to maintain the milliamperage at

all, the handle of the shunt resistance had to be continually

moved in order to raise the voltage. In the case of ions

subsequently proved to be deposited in the deeper layers

of the skin, an intermediate effect was obtained, the cur-

rent rising first and falling afterward.

6. Peptic Ulcer of the Esophagus.—C. G. Watson
reports two cases of this condition which is a rare one.

The ulcer in the first case perforated into the left pleura;

in the second case no perforation occurred. In the first

case a diagnosis of perforated gastric ulcer was made, and

in the second a diagnosis of gastric ulcer. In both cases

acute abdominal symptoms occurred ; laparotomy was per-

formed, and nothing abnormal was discovered. Both

cases ended fatally.

faces and deep beneath the latter. Germs from these

various localities all stain the same, cultivate the same,

and behave in the tissues in an analogous fashion, their

tendency being to penetrate inwardly and not to flourish

on the surface. Siebert described the organisms in parts

as far back as 1907, in specimens brought from New
Guinea, and Flu saw them in specimens from Paramaribo

in igii.

Occurrence of Diphtheria Bacilli in the Lungs.—
Reye takes up this subject in monographic fashion. Re-

cently accounts have been published of the presence of

this bacillus in the blood and cerebrospinal fluid. In the

blood it is said to occur in less than 5 per cent, of cases.

On the other hand, it has recently been determined that

the bacillus gets into the cerebrospinal fluid in at least one-

half of all cases. The author has, therefore, in view of

these finds, investigated the lungs from the same view-

point in all autopsies on diphtheria subects at the Ham-
burg-Eppendorf Hospital. Thus far he has studied from

this point of view sixty-seven cadavers of which num-

ber forty-three patients died during the period of disease

and the rest after the disease proper had run its course.

In this combined material diphtheria bacilli were found in

the lungs in fifty-six subjects (85 per cent.). In all but

six cases of the positive finds other bacteria were present,

chiefly erysipelatous streptococci. In the negative cases

the microbic finds seem to have been insignificant. The

association of the Klebs-Loeffler and Fehleisen bacteria in

so many cases (twenty-seven in all) was to say the least

striking. The symbriosis of these germs has been re-

marked before, but seems at present devoid of clinical

significance. After all pseudomembrane has vanished we

have to contend against the presence of diphtheria bacilli

in the lungs. We do not know to what degree these are

inimical to the welfare of the subject nor do we know how

the lungs, in any event, are to be sterilized.

Seven Cases of Psychoses Cured by Gynecological

Treatment.—Orrenau, who appears to be a disciple of

Bossi explains his recovered cases by quoting the latter

author : there are nervous and psychic affections in women
which are conditioned by genital anomalies and affections

and which may be cured by restoring the normal secretory

activities. Hence all females presenting psychoses should

be examined and if necessary treated gyneologically.

Psychiatric clinics should therefore have a gynecologic

ward and a chief of clinic for the same. To cite one of

the seven cases : Midwife, age 40. of sound stock, and had

been active professionally in author's clinic ; menstruated

at 18, scanty and painful; married at 28; husband died ten

years later, paretic ; woman married a second time to a

younger man, was sexually frigid and had been sterile

throughout. For 13 years past showed a variety of func-

tional disturbances, including melancholia. Examination

showed retrodeviation and pyometra. There had evidently

been a long series of disorders dating from congenital an-

tiflexion and dysmenorrhea. The psychic state was be-

coming aggravated. After a protracted course of gyne-

cological treatment, including cautery and plastic work with

use of pessaries the local and psychic troubles appeared to

be fully cured. Patient now has normal menses.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

October 29, 1912.

Pure Culture of the Microbe of Granuloma Venereum.
—Martini makes a hasty preliminary announcement of

this discovery. He has obtained in pure culture a dip-

lococcus and believes it to be the essentia! cause of the

disease because found in tissue sections, on ulcerated sur-

Bacteriology of Peritonitis.—M. Fishbein states that

peritonitis would seem to be most commonly associated

bacteriologically with a combination of the Bacillus coli and

other organisms, usually staphylococci and streptococci.

The origin clinically is usually endogenous, the affections of

the appendix being of major importance, the female or-

gans of generation being next in importance. Exogenous

peritonitis is becoming exceedingly rare with the improve-

ment of aseptic technique in the handling of wounds and

in operative methods.

—

American Journal of the Medical

Sciences.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS
BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

COMPLETION OF THE EXAMINER'S REPORT.

The Recommendation.—The report having been

completed to this point, the examiner is called upon
to recommend the acceptance or rejection of the risk.

The form of recommendation varies according to

the requirements of different companies, and may
be divided into the following classes

:

I. In most blanks, a definite "yes" or "no" is

required, and any deviation from this simple mono-
syllabic affirmative or negative answer will usually

complicate the matter.

The recommendation should be based largely

upon the physical condition of the applicant, there

being very few exceptions to this rule.

The question of fainily history should always be

left to the consideration of the home office officials

who give decisions on hundreds of family records

daily and are therefore more familiar with the sub-

ject. When an examiner qualifies the recommenda-
tion for acceptance of the risk by some such phrase

as "barring the family history," he makes an un-
necessary suggestion, as the family history is sup-

posed to be already presented in full detail in

the application for the study of the home office au-

thorities. It will complicate the situation still more
if the examiner recommends rejection on account

of the family history. It would seem a simple mat-
ter for an approving officer at the company's head-

quarters to regard such an answer as final, ignoring

the negative answer and accepting the risk when he

is satisfied with the family history, disagreeing with

the examiner as to the bearing of this part of the

report on the insurability of the applicant. This is

not a safe practice, however, as the writer can tes-

tify from the experience of his own company in

several cases in which the examiners advised re-

jection of the risks on the ground of unfavorable

family histories. As the family histories recorded

were satisfactory, it was assumed that the exam-
iners had overestimated the value of, what appar-

ently seemed to them, adverse features, and issu-

ance of the policies was approved in each of these

cases. Death claims were presented a year or so

later and it was then learned that each of the ex-

aminers had been in possession of the knowledge
of some serious impairment which they would not

allow to appear in writing for politic reasons and
supposed that they were discharging their obliga-

tions to their company by basing their rejections

on grounds of a trivial nature. If they had sup-

plemented their report by sending the missing in-

formation to the home office, according to the sug-

gestions in a previous section on "Confidential Let-

ters," tliev would have fulfilled their duty and pre-

vented the unfair losses to the company. There

was no redress in these cases as it was decided by
the company that the rejection of the examiners,

even though the real cause for their action did not

appear in the reports, should not have been over-

ruled without further investigation. No application,

then, should be finally approved at a home office un-

til a recommendation of rejection based on appar-

ently insufficient reasons has been fully explained

by subsequent correspondence with the examiner.

The personal history, also, should be left for the

consideration of the home office after being fully

recorded in the report. Occasionally there will be

some remaining effect of a recent or even remote

illness, in which case the examiner may recommend
rejection as, in such a case, he is justified in his

refusal on account of the present physical condi-

tion.

The habits of the applicant may usually be lett

to the judgment of the medical directors, although

they should be reported very carefully in all cases.

If, however, the examiner is aware from his per-

sonal observation that the applicant is a bad risk

on account of frequent intoxication or the use of

drugs, he will be justified in recommending rejec-

tion.

The term "fair risk" or "average risk" should

never be used instead of the concise "yes" or "no"

in recommendations in this class. Companies do

not limit their business to writing policies for ath-

letes and those who enjoy the perfection of good
health ; they are quite ready to accept good average

risks, knowing that the latter will live out their ex-

pectancy as well as the former. When, however,

the examiner qualifies his endorsement by the elas-

tic and vague terms "fair" and "average," it is sus-

pected that, in his opinion, the risk is not quite up

to the standard and this doubt has to be cleared up

through correspondence. The examiner has the ad-

vantage of inspecting the applicant personally and
must make up his mind definitely whether or not

the physical examination justifies the insuring of

the risk.

2. In a few companies the examiners are asked

to recommend action according to whether in their

opinion the risks are "good," "fair," or "poor."

When this classification is required, the examiners

are usually expected to rate the risks according to

physique, general appearance and general record

of family vitality. The drawback to this form of

recommendation is that there is apt to be a dis-

crepancy between the estimates of different ex-

aminers.

3. The examiners are not required to make any

recommendation by some companies. This plan has

certain advantages, especially to companies which

issue rated up policies to sub-standard risks. These

companies will probably write some form of policy

even though it will dift'er from the one applied for.

and it would, therefore, be manifestly inexpedient

to ask the examiner to advise rejection in the case

of impaired physical conditions. In this class, the

examiners are expected to set forth fully the facts

in the personal and family records and to state the

results of the physical examination, so that the

medical department at the home office may draw its

own conclusions.

Investment Insurance.—George W. Hopkins

opposes the idea of "investment insurance." He
holds that d) cash surrender values are not "in-

vestment values"; (2) cash loan values are absurd

in principle and unjust in practice; (3) investment

policies involve the risk of loss of large amounts of

money paid for investment, not insurance, pur-

poses, if the policyholder dies before his policy ma-
tures in ten, fifteen, or twenty years; (4) because

investment insurance is full of discriminations and

the discriminations nearly always favor the policy

which contains the least of investment; (5) because

"dividends" are really not dividends at all, and often

the companies find it necessary to use the "divi-

dend" funds for expenses.

—

Medical Review of Re-
views, October, 1912.
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SSnok EeutMua.

Elementary Bacteriology and Protozoology : The Micro-
biological Causes of the Infectious Diseases. By Her-
bert Fox, M.D. Director of the William Pepper Labo-
ratory of Clinical Medicine in the University of Penn-

. sylvania, Pathologist to the Zoological Society of Phil-

adelphia, etc. Price $1.75 net. Pliiladelphia and New
York: Lea & Febiger, 1912.

Designed as an elementary text book for nurses and be-
ginners, this small volume has been written with a most
commendable restraint. The author has eliminated all

unnecessary technicalities and yet succeeds in giving the
reader a very clear view of the nature of microorganisms.
While it would perhaps be unsuited for the beginner who
intends to follow the subject persistently it seems admir-
ably adapted for the instruction of nurses or the laity.

The chapter on the subject of immunity is particularly

clear and easily understood. In the discussion of the in-

dividual organisms special attention is paid to the mode
of infection and to the routes by which the infectious
agents leave the body, together with the precautions neces-
sary to prevent the spread of the disease. The volume
is attractively gotten up and the text is free from typo-
graphical errors. It can be highly recommended to train-

ing schools for nurses.

Principles of Microbiology. A Treatise on Bacteria.
Fungi and Protozoa Pathogenic for Domesticated Ani-
mals. By Veranus Alva Moore, B.S., M.D„ V.M.D.,
Professor of Comparative Pathology, Bacteriology, and
Meat Inspection, New York State Veterinary College
at Cornell University, and Director of the College.
Price $3.50 net. Ithaca: Carpenter & Company, 1912.

This volume is described as an outgrowth of a lecture
course accompanying laboratory work in bacteriology and
protozoology and has been prepared as a text book for
veterinary students beginning the study of microbiology.
Dr, Moore occupies a high place among American bac-
teriologists and he has evidently put his best thought into

this work. Although somewhat elementary in character,
the most important facts are given and the essential prin-
ciples explained. The principal laboratory methods are
described and the relation of the several species of mi-
croorganisms to animal disease is rather fully discussed.
The book is attractively published and should make a

valuable addition to the veterinarian's library.

Landmarks and Surface Markings of the Human
Body. By L. Bathe Rawling, M.B., B.C. (Cant.),
F.R.C.S. (Eng.) ; Surgeon with Charge of Out-Patients,
Demonstrator of Practical and Operative Surgery, Late
Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, Late Assistant Surgeon to the German Hos-
pital, Dalston ; Late Hunterian Professor, Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons, England, etc. With thirty-one illus-

trations. Fifth Edition. Price $2.00 net. New York:
Paul B. Hoeber, 1912.

The excellence of this volume lies largely in the beauty
and clearness of the illustrations. The colored plates
illustrating the topography of the great body cavities and
the photogravures showing the surface markings of the
difTerent regions of the body cannot possibly be improved
upon. The text is brief and well arranged for didactic
purposes, the black-face side references to the illustrations

being a happy feature. This volume may be recommended
to the student, general practitioner, and surgeon as a safe
guide, the popularity of which is amply attested by the five

editions through which it has already run.

Burdett's Hospitals and Charities, 1912. Being the
Year Book of Philanthropy and the Hospital Annual

:

Containing a Review of the Position and Requirements,
and Chapters on the Management, Revenue, and Cost
of the Charities. An exhaustive record of hospital
work for the year. It will also "be the most useful and
reliable guide to British, American, and Colonial hos-
pitals and asylums, medical schools and colleges, nurs-
ing and convalescent institutions, consumption sana-
toria, religious and benevolent institutions, and dispen-
saries. By Sir Henry Burdett, K.C.B., K.C.V.O. Au-
thor of "Hospitals and Asylums of the World"; "Cot-
tage Hospitals: General, Fever, and Convalescent";
"Burdett's Official Nursing Directory" ; "The Nursing
Profession"; "Helps in Sickness and to Health"; "The
Relative Mortality of Large and Small Hospitals," and
editor of "The Hospital." Price 10/6. London; "The
Scientific Press, Limited.

The object of the publication of this now well-known
volume is well described on the title page, and on the

whole it fulfills what' it claims there to fulfill. In a spe-
cial chapter the author refers to the British National In-
surance Act and the influence it may exert upon the reve-
nue and future interests of the voluntary hospitals. A
number of matters intimately concerned with hospital work,
such as the training of nurses and the cost of administra-
tion of hospitals, are well dealt with in separate chapters.
In short, the book is an adequate vade niecum for those
who desire information concerning hospitals and kindred
subjects in any part of the English-speaking world. Sir
Henry Burdett, however, has a bone to pick with the
managers of some American hospitals who will not send
accurate returns with regard to their institutions. Gen-
erally speaking, the information contained appears to be
reliable and sufficiently full, and the Hospital Annual
is coming to be, in its way, indispensable. Mistakes oc-
cur here and there, as for instance, putting down the
name of Hughlings Jackson as on the staff of the Na-
tional Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic, when he
has been dead for some little time, but as said before, gen-
erally speaking, the information appears to be accurate.

The Practitioner's Encyclopedia of Medicine and Sur-
gery in All Their Branches. Edited by J. Keogh
Murphy, M.C. (Cantab.), F.R.C.S., Surgeon, Miller
General Hospital for South-East London ; Senior As-
sistant Surgeon to Paddington Green Children's Hospi-
tal. Price $7.00. London : Henry Frowde, Hodder &
Stoughton : New York : Oxford University Press,
American Branch, 1912.

This is a single-volume encyclopedia of medical science
arranged by subjects rather than alphabetically. Such an
arrangement is not so inconvenient in a one-volume work
as it would be were there several volumes, for the index,
which is very well made, enables the reader to find the

subject he wants without undue trouble or loss of time.

It has its inconveniences, however, in that the classifica-

tion is not altogether satisfactory or scientifically accurate.

For example, under the section on infectious diseases
caused by bacteria, we find discussed such very doubtful
cases as smallpox, cliickenpox, scarlatina, measles, hydro-
phobia, and syphilis. The last is not caused by bacteria,

and we have no proof that the others are; indeed, the
general belief is that some or most nf them are of pro-
tozoan nature. In the section on diseases due to vege-
table parasites other than bacteria, actinomycosis alone
is considered, the very important blastomycosis receiving

no mention. There are numerous omissions also in other
sections ; Malta fever and angina pectoris, for example,
being mentioned only casually in the discussion of other
subjects. The subjects that are considered, however, are
well treated—and there are many of these. They are
discussed succinctly, but for the most part in all necessary
fulness and very satisfactorily.

The Theory of Schizophrenic Negativism. By Profes-
sor Dr. E. Bleuler, Professor of Psychiatry, University
of Zurich; Director of Burgholzli Asylum; translated
by William A. White, M.D., Superintendent of the
Government Hospital for the Insane, Washington, D. C.

Price $0.60. New York: The Journal of Nervous and
Mental Disease Publishing Company, 1912.

This is a monograph on a most complicated phenomenon
of mental pathology, namely, the tendency on the part of
the individual to react in a manner opposite to what one
would expect. The predisposing causes are ambitendency,
which sets free with every tendency a counter tendency;
ambivalency, which gives to the same idea two contrary
feeling tones and invests the same thought simultaneously
with both a positive and a negative character ; the schi-

zophrenic splitting of the psyche, with the result that the

most inappropriate impulse can be transferred into action
just as well as the right impulse, and that in addition to

the right thought or instead of it, its negative can be
thought, and the lack of clearness and imperfect logic of
the schizophrenic thought in general which makes a the-

oretical and practical adaptation to reality difficult or im-
possible.

Children—Their Care and Management. By E. M.
Brockbank. M.D. (Vict.), F.R.C.P., Honorary Physician
Royal Infirmary, Manchester. London; Henry Frowde,
Oxford University Press ; Hodder & Stoughton, 1912.

This is an eminently practical and simple guide for the

young mother and even for the physician in the manage-
ment of infants and young children. The methods advo-
cated by the author are in accordance with orthodox
teachings ; there is nothing spectacular or obtrusively
"original." The artificial feeding of infants is described
with equal regard to the rules of percentage feeding and
the practical facilities of the home. The vexing problems
of the diet of nursery children are carefully considered.
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Bpmai Arttrlp.

REPORT ON VITAL STATISTICS AND HEALTH
REPORTS OF NEW YORK CITY.

BY THE PUBLIC HEALTH, HOSPITAL AND BUDGET COMMITTEE OF
THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.*

The Objects of the Report.—The objects of this report
are threefold: (l) To analyze briefly the scientific value
of the reports and statistical tables of the New York De-
partment of Health in order to suggest desirable improve-
ments; {2) to impress the medical profession with the
importance of complete and exact, promptly issued vital

statistics, and of their service to science as well as to

administration, and, finally, (3) to urge upon the city the

necessity for appropriating adequate means for the reor-
ganization of the present Bureau of Records of the De-
partment of Health into a Bureau of Vital Statistics, which
should be charged in addition to the present duties of the
Bureau of Records with the scientific arrangement and
interpretation of the city's vital statistics and prompt pub-
lication of the health reports.

I. The Bookkeeping of the Public Health Movement.—
Vital statistics, or demography, may be figuratively de-

scribed as the most reliable barometer for measuring social

pressure. It constitutes one of the few instruments we
have for accurate recording of social movements and ten-

dencies. It is authoritatively claimed that "there is almost
nothing more important in the entire field of statistics than
vital statistics, because of its direct bearing upon the health

and consequent welfare of tlie people."f Dr. Newsholme
defines it as "the science of numbers applied to the health

registration of communities and nations."J It forms an
indispensable basis for the proper guidance of the public

health movement and for a rational administration of a
health department.
The .\dvisory Committee of Statisticians, appointed by

the New York City Department of Health to make a study
of the city's vital statistics, have, in their report, aptly de-

fined vital statistics as "the bookkeeping of the health
movement. Correct and thorough statistical data are as

essential to the wise administration of the Health Depart-
ment as bookkeeping to the conduct of business."§
From the scientific point of view vital statistics are of

great importance. The unique opportunity scientific men
have for medicosociological studies in this city of great
numbers with its large variety of racial elements, diversity
of occupations, and habits of life, has never been exploited.
Not even the first skirmish of the field has been made.
The great laboratory for eugenic research has not hitherto
been utilized, except, perhaps, in a casual way. In spite of
the much discussed question of so-called "race suicide," no
numerical studies of this phenomenon have been made in

this city. The fecundity of marriage among the various
racial and economic elements of the population ; the dis-

tribution of stillbirths among the various social glasses; the

effect of illegitimacy on infant mortality; the influence of
the age of parents upon the vitality of their children; the

effect of consanguinity upon the fertility of marriage; in-

fantile diseases in relation to the age and occupation of
parents; births in relation to occupation of mothers; the re-

lation of mortality to the density of population; the propor-
tion of males and females at birth in relation to the ages of
parents, their race, and economic status; the influence of
immigration upon birth, death, and morbidity rates; im-
munity from, or susceptibility to, disease of certain races
or occupational groups in the population ; all these and
many other matters of vital interest have never been studied
nor current beliefs regarding them put to a statistical test.

II. The Basis for Reliable Vital Statistics.—The two in-

dispensable conditions for correct vital statistics are: First.

the correct enumeration of population and the reliable

scientific estimates of population during intercensal periods,

and, second, a complete and detailed registration of births,

marriages, sicknesses, and deaths.
These two requirements must be fulfilled before any reli-

able results can be obtained. They are very closely inter-

'Prepared by K. H. Lewinski-Corwin, Ph.D., Executive Secretary
of the Committee. The members of the Committee are: Dr. Charles
L. Dana, Cha-rman; Dr. 1. .\. Miller, Secretary; Dr. A. T. Eristow,
Dr. R. J. Carlisle, Dr. Haven Emerson, Dr. A. G. Gerster, Dr. S. S.

GoMwater, Dr. T. \V. Hastings, Dr. L. E. Holt. Dr. J. H. Hna.llc
ston. Dr. A. .Tacobi, Dr. T. C. janeway. Dr. E. LeFevre. Dr. S. Llnv.l.
Dr. F. S. Meara. Dr. W. G. Thompson, Dr. P. Van Ingen, and
Dr. L. R. Williams.
tDirector of the Census in "Physicians' Pocket Reference." p. 2.

quoted by Dr. Cressv L. Wilbur in "The Public Health Movement,"
p. 42, PhiU., March.' 1911.

J"The Elements of Vital Statistics," London, 1899, p. 111.

JMonthly Bulletin of the Department of Health of the City of

New York, Tulv, 1911. pp. 153-154.

woven, as deaths, births, marriages, and sickness, for pur-
poses of comparison in points of time or place, must be
expressed in ratios to the unit of population.

III. The Bureau of Records: Its Groivth and Duties.—
I. Duties of the Bureau.—Section 1179 of the New York
charter provides that there shall be two bureaus in the
Department of Health, that of the Sanitary Superintendent
and that of the Registrar of Records. In the latter bureau
there "shall be recorded, without fees, every birth, mar-
riage, and death, and all inquests of coroners which shall

occur or be taken within the city of New York." The
duties of the Bureau of Records are more complicated than
the wording of the charter would indicate. First, the
bureau receives and keeps on file all birth, marriage and
death certificates, prepares and maintains a complete regis-

tration of physicians and midwives practising in the city,

issues burial permits, makes searches of birth records for
school and employment purposes, makes transcripts of said
records, and recommends for prosecution violations of the
law as to the filin.g of certificates of marriages, births,

deaths, and stillbirths. Then the bureau issues weekly,
monthly, and annually a detailed summary of all the births,

deaths, and marriages correlated with sex and age com-
position of the population; it computes birth, marriage, and
death rates, and also collects and tabulates information
gathered by other divisions of the department relating to

the health conditions of the city.

2. The Staff of the Bureau.—The staff of the bureau is

composed of the Registrar of Records, who is a physician,

and of five assistant registrars, one for each borough, who
are also physicians. Clerks and tabulators make up the
remainder of the staff. The bureau has not a single

statistician.

3. The Grozvth of the Work of the Bureau.—With the

constant large increase of population, the work of the

division has grown greatly. The number of marriage,
birth, and death, certificates, the issue of burial permits
and transcripts, and the making of searches of birth records
has increased considerably within the last decade, as seen

from the following table :
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IV. New York City Vital Statistics.— i. Their Contents
and Volume.—The tables of the last annual report of the
Department of Health i.e. for 1909 do not differ
from those of previous years, except that some of the
former tables were omitted in 1909 in accordance with the
decision of the Department of Health to reduce the size
of its annual reports. The 1908 report of the Bureau of
Records was spread over 352 printed pages with only 18
pages of very simple descriptive matter; that for 1909 oc-
cupies but 87 pages, of which 22 contain descriptive matter
and special tables. The discontinued tables were those
giving (i) the deaths of males and females (each sepa-
rately) by age, and cause of death in each borough; (2)
the mortality according to cause, by weeks and age, with
annual rates per 1,000, with meteorology, and number of
deaths in public institutions, which was a very valuable
table, and (3) a number of retrospective tables. All of the
data of 1909 is comparable, however, with the reports of
former years.

2. Comparison of the New York Tables of Vital Statis-
tics Willi Those of Paris and London.—Comparing the New
York tables of vital statistics with those of the city of
Paris, one may at once notice that the Paris tables are much
more complete, that they give very much more detail and
more bases for correlation, especially with regard to births
and marriages than do our tables. The Paris tables, for in-

stance, divide births into living and stillborn, then they
classify the two according to the legal status of the children'
and the age of the mother; they give the duration of
pregnancy in the cases of stillborn children by the age of
the mother and the number of previous births ; they classify
legitimate children, living and stillborn, by the se.x of the
children, age of the parents, duration of marriage, and
according to the differences in the ages of the parents ; they
give the relation of age to fecundity; they report marriages
by conjugal status before marriage and by the degree of
consanguinity of the husband and wife, and so on.
The New York report has only two tables for births and
one for statistics of marriages. The most complete of all

are the mortality tables, although here also there is great
opportunity for improvement, especially along the lines oi
greater correlation and better interpretation of facts. In
this respect the London vital statistics excel. The analyses
contained in the reports of the Public Health Committee of
the London County Council are most instructive and illu-

minating. They give a very clear picture of the existing
demographic and health conditions. To begin with, all

the information is given by sanitary areas, the city com-
prising 29, such districts varying in size from 18.000 to 350.-
000 inhabitants. The birth rates for each sanitary area are
expressed as proportions to every i.ooo persons living, and
as proportions to every 1,000 married females, aged 15 to

45. Tables are given indicating the fertility of women
and the relation of fertility to social conditions. Statistic?
of deaths are similarly given by sanitary areas, and for
each both the crude death rate and the death rate corrected
for differences in the age and sex constitution of the popu-
lation of the several sanitary districts are given. The most
detailed, however, are the tables bearing on infant mortal-
ity. The deaths are classified by causes and by very minute
age groups; by weeks for the first month of life, and by
months for the remainder of the year. Infantile mortality
is correlated with overcrowding, and special tables for the
first 12 months of life are prepared. The principal epi-
demic diseases also find a very ample statistical description.

3. The Scientific Value of the Tables.—The demographic
tables of this city present the minimum of information
necessary for general administrative purposes. They are
utterly inadequate as a guide for social or legislative action,
and are of little use for scientific purposes. They do not
throw any light upon such vital problems as the relation of
morbidity and occupation, vitalitv of children, and the age
of parents, the influence of illegitimacy on infant mortality,
the relation of stillbirths to the occupation of mothers, the'

incidence of disease among the various elements of the
population, etc. The cosmopolitan character of our city
suggests a large number of questions of relation of race
to various social phenomena, but in three instances only,
where classifications are given by country of birth (instead
of race or mother tongue) do our tables give any informa-
tion on the matter, and. moreover, such a classification as
"Austro-Hung.Y'sn" mothers (pp. 219, 220), for example,
is utterly meaningless.
Furthermore, our marriage, birth, and death rates are

crude rates, i. e. they express the average proportion of all

deaths, births, and marriages in a unit of population, viz.,

1,000. For general purposes the crude rates are satisfac-
tory, but for a closer study of social conditions many
factors which influence the death or birth rates must be
eliminated before the force of other causes can be accu-
rately determined or measured. If death rates, for in-

stance, are to be employed as a meaure of the healthfulness
of two places, the elements of age, occupation, and sex
distribution must be eliminated, as some occupations are
healthier than others, and as the mortality of females is at

nearly all ages lower than that of males. Such correlated
rates serve very often as a safeguard against erroneous
conclusions, as will be illustrated in another section of this

report. The New York City mortality tables contain cor-
rection for one single matter only, and that is the domicile
distribution of the deceased by boroughs. By corrected
mortality rates is meant there "that the death rate of each
borough is corrected by the exclusion of the death of resi-

dents of the other boroughs occurring within its limits

and the inclusion of the deaths of residents of the borough
occurring in other boroughs."* Such corrections should
be made as a matter of course and the name "corrected"
not applied to it, as it may be misleading.

V. Information Which the Bureau of Records Should
Furnish in Its Annual Report.—This section is not intended
to give a detailed outline of all the tables which should be
included in the statistical report, but simply to indicate the
main divisions which seem to be essential to a compre-
hensive report of the demographic conditions of the com-
munity.

1. U'ilh Regard to Marriages.—In addition to the infor-

mation given in classifying marriages by months, method of
solemnizing, with three subdivisions of religious marriages,
conjugal conditions at day of marriage, and color, the fol-

lowing statistics concerning the contracting parties should
be given

:

(i) Race or Nativity.—This would give us an insight
into the degree of intermarriage among the various
elements of population, also among the natives of different

parts of the country. Is immigration tending to promote
matings of dissimilar and unrelated blood, or is the ten-

dency in the other direction? We could then trace the

fertility of such marriages from the birth tables.

(2) Residences.—The residence unit in the marriage
table should be made smallex- than a borough. For scien-
tific purposes the residence distribution of mates has great
interest. Dr. Davenport reproduces in his bookf a clipping
from a Brooklyn (N. Y.) newspaper, giving the announce-
ment of marriage licenses on a certain day in the spring of
191 1, which shows the frequency of marriages between
persons from the same address. To what e.xtent does
selection and not chance and propinquity govern the mar-
riage phenomenon?

(3) Age, Education, and Occupation.—Marriages of
minors should be given separately. Do we at present have
in our society any evidences of educational and occupa-
tional selection, or are marriages contracted in an entirely

haphazard way? What is the relation of selection, as far

as we can measure it, with divorce?

(4) Length of Widowhood and Divorce.—Is there any
relation between former conjugal condition and the mar-
riage rate?

(5) Divorces by age and occupation of consorts, length
of married life, and the number of children.

(6) The General and Corrected Marriage Rate.—^The
crude marriage rates should be continued for purposes
of comparison with former years. A marriage rate cor-

rected for women of marriageable age should be com-
puted for ascertaining the actual fecundity of the popula-
tion and for future and more exact comparisons.

2. /4,v to Births.—The present tables of the Bureau of
Records with regard to births should be amplified by tables

giving the births by the months in which they occurred, by
races, age of both parents, and their occupations.

Stillbirths and illegitimate births should be similarly

classified, with the addition, in the case of stillbirths, of
duration of pregnancy, occupatian of mother, and length

of work during pregnancy, if the woman was regularly
emoloyed at some occupation.
The tabulation basis should in all cases be smaller than

a borough.

In view of the fact that venereal diseases are at present
reportable, the number of cases of syphilis, by age, in a
district should be put in close juxtaposition with the number
of stillbirths in that district.

3. As to Deaths.—.^s has been stated above, our mor-
tality tables already contain a great deal of important
information. This information could be made more valu-

able by changing the arrangement of it and adding more
material, so as to afford better means of comparison and
correlation. Causes of death should, in addition to age
groups, be subdivided with reference to occupations and
the racial elements of the population. On the death cer-

•Annual Report of the New York City Bureau of Records, 1909,
p. 244.

tDr. C. B. Davenport. "Hereditv in Relation to Eueenics," N. Y..
1911, p. 201.
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tificate the occupation of the deceased is usually given.

If this information could be made available and presented
in accordance with some standard classitication of occupa-
tions, say, as that of the last Federal census, much infor-

mation of great importance and value could be obtained.

As it is, we have no information on the relation of occupa-
tion, disease, and mortality, with the exception of a few
private monographs. Deaths and suicides should be classi-

fied according to the conjugal condition of the deceased,

and death rates should be correlated with, social conditions.

It would be extremely important to ascertain whether the

efifect of social conditions on mortality is as distinct in

New York as it is in London. In London the death rates

from all causes—from the principal epidemic diseases, from
diarrhea, from phthisis, and from other diseases—vary in

an almost inverse ratio with the social condition of the

population. The better the social condition, the lower is

the mortality from all causes. Is this true in New York,
and if so, to what extent?

Infantile mortality should be registered and published

by small, uniform tabulation areas; the age subdivisions,

for the first month of life at least, sliould be given by

weeks; the causes of death of infants should be minutely

subdivided; the deaths of babies and the mode of feeding

should be correlated; the relation of infantile mortality

and overcrowding indicated, and the influence on the infant

mortality rate of general and contagious hospitals for

children, and of other public institutions caring for babies,

clearly presented. Moreover, in addition to tables of mor-
tality, life tables for the total population should be peri-

odically constructed. Our life tables need correction from
time to time, and by increases in the average longevity the

influence of sanitary progress could be gauged.

4. As to Morbidity.—There is no way of accurately

ascertaining the extent of general morbidity in a com-
munity. One approximation is furnished by causes of

death and the prevalence of contagious and reportable dis-

eases. .'\nother source of information is contained in the

hospital and dispensary records. If these could be classi-

fied and presented annually in the vital statistics report,

much light would be thrown, not only upon the extent

of morbidity in the community, but it would also serve as

a guide to the city and to charitable institutions, as well

as to charitable individuals, in their disbursements for

additional hospitals. A classification of hospital and dis-

pensary cases by occupations would throw light upon the

relation of disease and occupation.

With regard to a better sanitary control of infectious

diseases, the areas representing a unit of tabulation should

be made uniform and much smaller than a city ward, and
the principal diseases should be classified by sources of

infection whenever known, as it is being done in London
with reference to scarlet fever, for instance, where the

following sources of infection are reported : previous case

in family or house, infection by friends or neighbors,

school, return cases, visiting hospitals, and other sources.

VI. Statistical Methods.—In order to be valuable, statis-

tics must be exact and prepared in accordance with modern
scientific methods, the tables must be carefully planned

and arranged in such a way that no wrong inferences can

be drawn. This has not been done in the past and there-

fore at the present time we are woefully lacking in a reli-

able basis for the preventive campaign and for social action

in regard to health matters.

I. Importance of Corrected Rates.—For purposes of

comparison the ordinary crude rates, computed on the basis

of the frequency with which a phenomenon occurs in a

certain fixed number of cases, say 1,000. are unsatisfactory.

They very often lead to entirely wrong conclusions. In

the case of Ireland, for instance, the crude birth rate has

been declining for a number of years. This was attributed

to the diminished fertiliy of the population. Dr.

Newsholme and Dr. Stevenson,* analyzing the figures to

their elements, demonstrated that the crude birth rate was
utterly unreliable as an index to the fertility of the Irish

women. Birth rates are influenced by four factors: (l)

The number of women of child-bearing age in a given

population; (2) the proportion of those who marry; ^?,^

the age at which they marry, and (4) the natural fertility

of the women. To establish the natural fertility of the

women the other three elements affecting the birth rate

must be eliminated before a proper index can be formed.

By eliminating these elements it was found that the declin-

ing crude birth rate in Ireland was not due to a lower fer-

tility of the population, but to the lower propTartion of

married women at child-bearing age, due to emigration.

Our city birth, marriage, and death rates are crude rates.

and their main value is limited to general administrative

Soc
•"Decline of Human Fertility," Journal of the Royal Statistical

)ciety. Vol. LXIX, 1906.

purposes. For more detailed and intensive studies the
rates must be corrected for certain factors.

2. Need of Caution in Interpretation.—Professor Chad-
dock, in his paper on "Sources of Information Upon the

Public Health ^lovement,"* presents a number of very in-

teresting illustrations showing how incomparable quantities

are often compared and how erroneous conclusions are
consequently reached. The report of the U. S. Department
of War for the year 1899, for instance, analyzes the health
conditions of the soldiers in the Philippines, and finds that

the death rate among them compares favorably with the
death rates of the population of Boston and Washington.
This comparison is inconclusive, since soldiers are a se-

lected, healthy class of men between the ages of 18 and
30 years, while the general population of cities is com-
posed of people of all ages, infants and old men, healthy
and sick. Many more examples drawn from various parts
of the statistical field could be cited to illustrate the lack

of satisfactory bases for many deductions, but this may
suffice to prove the need of the skilful application of all

safeguards and scientific methods to the guidance of such
an important matter as the public health administration.
The complex social problems of our city require constant
and keen analysis of all the recorded data. Our present
analyses, owing to the limited size of the staff of the

Bureau of Records, are incomplete and fragmentary ; they
should have much broader bearings, be bolder and more
intensive.

3. Concentration of AU the Statistics of the Department
of Health in One Bureau.—At the present time statistical

data relating to work done and results achieved are cor-

rected and tabulated in each separate division of the De-
partment of Health, and this work is often performed by
clerks to whom this tabulation is incidental to their other
duties. This arrangement is not conducive to exactness and
uniformity of work, nor to promptness in preparing reports

and making them coherent and correlated. All the statis-

tical work could be done better and more safely when per-
formed under the direction of one bureau.

4. Unit of Tabulation.—The statistical information of the

city is, in most cases, tabulated according to boroughs, and
in some cases according to city wards, the boundaries of
which were laid out long ago, and which are too large

and uneven in area and in number of inhabitants. The
wards of Manhattan differ in size from 78 acres (Second
Ward) to 8.050 acres (Twenty-fourth Ward). The wards,
moreover, do not coincide with social and racial groupings
of the city population.

The unit of sanitary administration should be smaller
than a ward and more elastic, more adaptable to the shift-

ing nf the population. The 40-acre tract units of the

last Federal census to be published for this city present

an excellent opportunity for the adoption of a new tabula-

tion basis. For some purposes the 40-acre tract unit would
be too small. In such cases a larger unit comprising a

number of the smaller ones could be adopted, but for some
other purposes the small basic unit w-ould be of great as-

sistance to efficient health administration.

?. Need of a Local Population Census.—As has been
already mentioned, the first desideratum for complete vital

statistics is a correct count of the population. As the

Federal census is taken every ten years, the population of

the city is estimated during the intercensal years, a method
which can never be exact, especially when we try to esti-

mate the distribution of the population by occupations,

races, city areas, etc., and when it is applied to such a

dynamic community with so large a bulk of immigration
as New York City. The last police census in the city was
taken in 1895. It showed the distribution of population by
sex and age in .Assembly districts and city wards. It also

computed the density of population by wards. In 1905 the

Department of Health took a census of the population of

the greater city, but the results were never tabulated, and
the vital statistics of the last decade were computed on es-

timates of population. It is highly desirable that a local

census by the Police Department be taken every ten years

and its ramifications made broader than in 1895.

VII. Cooperation of the Medical Profession.—I. Care-
ful and Uniform Registration.—Of equal importance to a

complete count of the population is a complete registration

of marriages, births, deaths, and reportable diseases.

Physicians are responsible for the registration of certain

diseases, deaths, and a very large majority of births. On
the accuracy of their reports the value of vital statistics

depends. No valuable results can be obtained unless the

medical practitioners making out the death and birth cer-

tificates take the trouble to answer all the questions care-

fully. Similar to a standard classification of causes of

*"The Pub'ic Health Movement." p. 61-86. published by the Amer-
ican Academy of Political Sciences, Phila., March, 1911.
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death, the Department of Health should adopt a standard
classitication of occupations and races by mother tongue.
The following of these classifications might involve some
loss of time on the part of physicians, but as scientific men
and citizens they would undoubtedly realize the importance
of exact registration to science and to the health adminis-
tration of the city, and would therefore readily adopt the

uniform system, especially when it is realized that with
respect to the scientific value of our vital statistics we are
almost a generation behind the leading European countries.

2. Statistical Instniction in Medical Colleges.—Physicians
have not been trained to appreciate the value of vital

statistics. Medical colleges of this city have never offered
full courses in the principles of statistics and their appli-

cation to medicine and demography. In these days, when
the physician is becoming more of a social factor than
ever before, the need of his having a knowledge of statis-

tical methods is constantly increasing. The branches of
administration in which the professional knowledge of the
physician is required are broadening, and the medical col-

leges should equip their students for their new oppor-
tunities, impressing upon them the value of scientific

demography to the public health movement.
3. The Medical Press.—The medical press has hitherto

given very little space to the consideration of the scientific

value of public health reports. It often reproduces statis-

tics without discussing their accuracy or significance. The
health reports are rarely, if ever, analyzed and their con-
tents or methods criticized. They constitute, perhaps, the

only class of publications, public or private, which is free

from tlie refreshing" and invigorating current of vigilant,

careful, and scientific scrutiny. It would be a great help
and stimulus to the public health movement and to the city

health administration if their reports and publications

received more publicity and constructive criticism.

VIII. Recommendations of the Advisory Committee of
Sliitisticians of the Department of Health.—The Depart-
ment of Health Advisory Committee of Statisticians, men-
tioned above, realized the shortcomings of the present
New York vital statistics and emphasized inadequacy of
the present bureau and its staff to undertake the work on
a larger scale. They accordingly advised last year the

reorganization and enlargement of the bureau on scientific

lines commensurate with the growth and needs of the
city. All of this was incorporated in the budget estimates
of the Department of Health for last year.

The Advisory Committee of Statisticians made their

report in June, 191 1, and they recommended the subdivision
of the Bureau of Records into three sections: (l) That of
Records, (2) of Research, and (3) of Publicity.

(i) The Division of Records to be charged with their

present duties as outlined above.

(2) The Division of Research to be responsible for the

scientific work of the bureau, for the preparation of tables,

correlation of data, comparing results with former years
and other places, and pointing out to the department the
desirable lines of action.

(3) The Division of Publicity to be responsible for the

publications of the bureau and for the general education
of the public in health matters.

The Advisory Committee of Statisticians estimated that

the additional cost of the enlarged and fully equipped
bureau would amount to $40,000 yearly in salaries.

The recommendations of the Advisory Committee of
Statisticians of the Health Department have the full

approval of our committee. The present Bureau of Rec-
ords has an inadequate force of trained statisticians and
inadequate means to enable it to undertake the work on a

large and scientific scale indispensable for public health
and for a rational administration of the Department of
Health. New York City should have a fully equipped and
a scientific Bureau of Vital Statistics, and should, in this

respect, set an example to the rest of the country. This
year, witnessing the International Congress on Hygiene
and Demography, is highly appropriate as a starting point
in the accomplishment of such an end. Although we are
not prepared to express any opinion on the rates of salaries

to be paid to the men in charge of the work, as suggested
in the estimates of the Advisory Committee of Statisticians,

we want to emphasize here that these must be high enough
to attract men of high qualifications, intelligent to plan in-

vestigations, and able to give proper interpretation to and
analysis of figures. The value of statistics was depreciated
in tiie past because of the laxity with which they were
gathered, and because of the unsoundness of generaliza-

tions derived from them by men ill qualified to make proper
use of them.
IX. Publications of the New York City Health Depart-

ment.—The Department of Health publishes at the present
time annual reports, weekly reports, monthly bulletins, and
special studies carried on by the various divisions or by

individual officers of the department. The quarterly re-

ports have recently been discontinued.
1. The Annual Reports.— (I) Contents.—In former

years the annual report was a stout, two volume publication
with a lot of detailed description of the work of each
division, numerous photographs, diagrams, reproductions
of blanks used in the routine work of the department, and
a number of monographs prepared by employees of the
department, too extensive to be published in medical jour-
nals or magazines. The annual reports contained a great
deal of detailed and superfiuous information. In 1909 the
size of the report was, with no harm to its value, cut from
1,234 pages, which was the size of the two volume igo8
report, to one volume of 305 pages.

(2) Lack of Careful Editing.—The editing of the reports
has been negligent. The reports lack unity and congruity.
Certain records of one year are often incomparable with
similar records of former years. Information on some
points is lacking, vi-hile on others it is repeated several
times. In the section on the Child Hygiene Division we
find in the report for 1909 the same table reproduced (pp.
181 and 183), once under the caption of "Communicable
Diseases of Eye and Skin," and again under "Eye and Skin
Diseases." What is worse than the repetition, however, is

the fact that the first table reports 14,621 cases of mis-
cellaneous diseases, while the other (on the next page)
reports 179,545 such cases. The reader is left to guess
which of the two reports is correct. By careful editing
the report could be still further reduced with no curtail-

ment of essential descriptive information. Many of the
tables wdiich are scattered throughout the report could be
advantageously included in the report of the Bureau of
Records, and correlated with other demographic data.

(3) Delays in Publication.—The annual reports contain
a great deal of essential and highly interesting information,
which is, however, rendered almost valueless (except for
retrospective purposes) by the late issuance of the publica-

tions. At the time of this writing, early in September,
1912, the report for 1909 is the last available. For three
years we have been without information as to the work of
the department. This shortcoming, which is shared by all

the publications of the Health Department, is a matter of
great public concern, and the department should be able to

find a way for remedying it. The delay is attributed to

the large amount of "red tape" involved in the present
arrangement for printing, whereby every report intended
for publication must go for approval to the Board of the
City Record, to the Department of Finance, and to some
other departments before it reaches the printer. It is

claimed that the reports leave the press in the same round-
about way. Without attempting to locate the responsibility

for the deplorable delays, one questions the wisdom of
issuing at all reports which appear so late, especially the

weekly and monthly ones, which are intended for current
information.

2. The H'cckly Reports.—The weekly reports have a

small circulation and are designed principally for physi-

cians and others actively interested in the health of the

community.
These four page leaflets give first a summary of deaths,

births, and marriages by boroughs, then cases of infectious

and contagious diseases by weeks for a period of fourteen
weeks, and deaths first by principal causes and by large

age groups, then by causes of death more minutely specified

and bv smaller age groups. The fourth page of the report
reproduces a summary of deaths for the last fourteen
weeks, with a computed annual rate per i.ooo, meterology,
and the number of deaths in institutions. The reporting

of diseases by city wards was recently discontinued.

Aside from the question of the need of reporting chronic
diseases by weeks, the question of the advisability of pub-
lishing these weekly summaries suggests itself when we
consider that since January of this year the average delay

of issuance has been twenty-three days, in some cases over
a month. These delays are the more striking when com-
pared with those of other weekly publications. The weekly
reports of the U. S. Public Health and Marine Hospital
Service reach New York five days after the date of publi-

cation, and the weekly reports of the Chicago Department
of Health reach New York six days after the date of pub-
lication. The Chicago weekly report is always two weeks
ahead of the New York report.

3. The Monthly Bulletins.—The publication of the

monthly bulletins was begun in January. 191 1. This bul-

letin contains, in addition to tables of vital statistics, de-

scriptive articles and notes intended "for the instruction of
the public and for the information of physicians and others

concerned in public health work, to whom an account of
the methods, aims, and accomplishments of the department
may be of interest." It is undoubtedly a very instructive

and interesting bulletin, but its value is diminished by its
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double aim, to be scientific and to reach the general public.

Hence, alongside of discussions on the "logical basis of Dr.
Nott's hypothesis," we have a piece of poetry on "swatting,
the fly." The bulletin reaches and instructs a certain class

of citizens in the community, but it does not reach the gen-
eral public, and, like other publications of the department.
it appears much too late.

4. Monogra(>h and Repiiiit Series.—The department has
recently established these two series. The first is to deal
with certain problems of the department's work, the second
is to disseminate in a standardized form reprints of papers
on health matters which have been prepared by the depart-
ment officers and published in medical journals. Si.x num-
bers of the monograph series have already appeared.

5. CuUcctcd Studies from the Research Laboratory.—
In these studies are published the results of the work
carried on by the bacteriological laboratories of the De-
partment of Health. The studies are intended for profes-
sional men.

6. Lack of Contact with the General Public.—From tliis

cursory review of the Department of Health publications
we can see that the number and kind of publications are
entirely sufficient for the description of the work and
methods of the Department of Health, and that they ari,-

chiefly intended for physicians, social workers, and a cer-

tain class of the public. None of them is designed for the

education of the masses or to supply what is considered
the most effective weapon in the public health campaign.
The Advisory Committee of Statisticians expressed the

same opinion when they said that "the department has most
inadequate and ineffective means of contact with the public,

from whom it must derive its support, and through whose
active cooperation alone it can achieve tlie largest results."*

It seems advisable to enlarge the edition of the weekly
report and change its character. Most of the vital statistics

given there could be omitted and relegated to the monthly
bulletin; statistics of cases of contagious diseases reported,
cases in hospitals, and deaths from contagious diseases
should be left in, while cases of chronic diseases could be
reported monthly in the bulletin. The space thereby gained
could be used for popular and interestingly written infor-
mation on various vital and timely topics; infantile dis-

eases and milk stations in summer time, pneumonia in the

fall, contagious diseases and school hygiene in winter, etc.

Short reports of the main weekly activities of some divi-

sions of the department could be reported there, and re-

sults of food and milk inspections could be given weekly
It would be a live and interesting publication, which the

newspapers would be glad to reproduce regularly, and in

this way a needed contact between the department and the
public would be established. Arrangements could also be
made with newspapers published in foreign languages for

the periodic translation of the reports. In this way the

great masses of immigrants would be reached. The reports

could also lie distributed among schools, clubs, libraries,

churches, and settlements. The additional cost of the pub-
lication would not be very great, as, with the cooperation
of the press, the report would not need to be spread broad-
cast in leaflets, but through the daily and weekly journals.

In this way a broad and effective educational influence of
the department would be secured for the good of the

community.

SUMMARY.

1. Vital statistics is the bookkeeping and accounting of

the public health movement and a guide for administrative,
legislative, and social action.

2. The New York vital statistics are collected and tabu-
lated by the Bureau of Records of the Department of

Health. This bureau is, in addition, charged with many
other duties, and its stafif is inadequate for a detailed,

intensive presentation of the vital statistics of the city.

3. The information contained in the reports of the

Bureau of Records is insufficient and loosely correlated.
With regard to the classification of the material and the

statistical methods pursued, the New York reports are

inferior to those of Paris, and with regard to tlie interpre-

tation and analysis of the statistics, they are much inferior

to those of London.
4. The reports fail to tabulate essential information con-

tained in the marriage, birth, death, and sickness records
which would throw important light upon many sanitary and
social problems of the city.

5. Much of the statistical information of the various
divisions of the department is prepared independently by
the several divisions, published separately, and not corre-

lated with the essential data of the report of the Bureau
of Records.

6. The tabulation areas of the reports of the Bureau of

•Mentlily Eullctin, No. ". Vol. I, p. 154.

Records are boroughs, and in some instances city wards.
In many cases these bases are inadequate for adminis-
trative, social, or scientific purposes.

7. The two indispensable conditions for proper vital

statistics are a correct count of the population and a correct
registration of marriages, births, and deaths. The first re-
quirement is met by frequent censuses. In this city, outside
of the Federal census taken every ten years, we had a police
census in 1895 and a Board of Health census in 1905, the
data of the latter having never been published. Hence our
rates are based on ten year estimates. .\s to the second
requirement, the registration of births in this city is still

incomplete, and in the registration of deaths there is no
standard classification of occupations or of races by mother
tongue, which would insure uniform, reliable, and scientific

information.
8. Physicians have not yet fully realized the importance

of correct vital statistics, and the medical colleges and
press have not laid sufficient emphasis upon its significance.

9. The Bureau of Records needs reorganization and a
larger, well trained scientific staff. The recommendations
of the .\dvisory Committee of Statisticians, appointed by
the Department of Health in 191 1, for a subdivision of the-

bureau into a Division of Records, a Division of Research,
and a Division of Publicity, are highly commendable.

10. The various publications of the Department of Health
give a full description of the work of the department, but
the delays in their publication detract a great deal from
their value, especially for current administrative and social

purposes.
11. The annual reports are usually several years late,

and bear many signs of careless editing. The weekly re-

ports have been, on an average, three weeks behind tht
time. The monthly reports also share in that shortcoming.

12. None of the publications of the Department of Health
is designed to educate the masses of the people. They are
of service to physicians and students of administration and
sociology, but do not constitute a connecting link between
the department and the general public.

KECOM MENI),\TI0NS.

1. That the Department of Health reorganize and en-

large the present Bureau of Records in accordance with
the recommendations of the Advisory Committee of
Statisticians made in 191 1, and subdivide the bureau into

three divisions, of Records properly, of Research, and of
Publicity.

2. That the Board of Estimate and -Apportionment ap-
propriate the money necessary for the enlargement of the
Bureau of Records in the interests of efficient administra-
tion and the public health movement, and that the salaries

fixed for the responsible officers of the bureau be such as to

enable the department to secure well trained men for the
positions.

3. That the work of the reorganized bureau be under-
taken on a comprehensive scale and in accordance with
modern scientific methods.

4. That all the statistical work of the department be done
under the direction of the Bureau of Records to secure
accuracy and uniformity of method, and that the records
be promptly available.

5. That the reports of the Bureau of Records be pub-
lished independent of the annual report of the Department
of Health and be ready for distribution early every year.

6. That the city undertake a local population census every
ten years beginning 1915. and that the forty acre tract unit

of the last Federal census be made the basis for tabulation.

7. That the medical press give more analysis to public

health reports and vital statistics and impress the profes-
sion with the importance of exact vital statistics, urging
them to cooperate with the Bureau of Records in making
prompt, careful reports.

8. That the medical colleges instruct their students in

the methods and principles of medical and vital statistics.

9. That the Department of Health make greater efforts

to issue promptly its annual, weekly, and monthly reports.

10. That the weekly report be changed from a purely
statistical sheet to an educational pamphlet intended
primarily for the general public, and that arrangements be
made with the newspapers of the city for periodical repro-
duction of the essential parts of the report.

11. That more and better means of contact between the

Department of Health and the public be established in the
interest of efficient administration and of the public health

movement, and that the public receive regularly informa-
tion regarding the department's most vital functions—food
and milk inspection, prevention of disease, and care of
babies and school children.

New York, September, 1912.
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CLINICAL CONGRESS OF SURGEONS OF NORTH
AMERICA.

Third Annual Session, Held in New York, November
ii-iS, 1912.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

(Concluded from page 920.)

Thursday, November 14

—

Fourth Day.

The President, Dr. Edward Martin of Philadelphia in

THE Chair.

This meeting was held in the Brooklyn Academy of
Music where the Congress was the guest of the Kings
County Medical Society.

Problems of Obstetrical Practice.—Dr. W. W. Chip-
man of Montreal, Canada, Professor of Gynecology and
Obstetrics in McGill University read this paper. He
stated that he proposed to attack the simple problems of
obstetrics and felt that perhaps he should apologize for
the elementary character of his paper. The interest in

clinical teaching had recently greatly increased and this

was especially true of obstetrical teaching. Practical ob-
stetrics, however, deserved a very moderate amount of
congratulation ; in fact, it ran a bad third to both medi-
cine and surgery. They had been too much inclined to

regard natural parturition as a physiological process iden-
tical in the countess and in the cow, and to forget that

there were many factors which modified the physiological

process and made it a pathological one. The price of
motherhood was still cruelly high ; this was due among
the lower classes to poverty, improper nutrition, and over-
work, while in the upper classes it was due to indolence
and luxury. Who was to blame that in Canada and the
New England States 500 women died yearly and S.ooo

were condemned to invalidism? Where the practice was
imperfect the training was at fault. The fault lay in the
teaching or, rather, want of teaching. Barely one-half of
the medical schools of this country had been pronounced
acceptable by the Council on Medical Education of the
American Medical Association and only six really ade-
quately equipped for clinical training in obstetrics. A
recent graduate in Canada had informed him that his

training had consisted in being permitted to witness two
normal deliveries at a distance of 10 feet. In some of the
other schools they were permitted to witness twelve con-
finements at an equal distance. These men were well
trained, not as obstetricians, but rather as observers. There
was some truth in the boast of the general surgeon that

it was safer to undergo a laparotomy than to bear a
child. Brilliant surgical achievement had dazzled the
vision of many of their number so that they had failed

to study the needs of the general practitioner ; obstetrics

was their most important need. He sometimes thought
it would be better to banish the so-called classical sur-

gery from the college curriculum. Dr. Chipman then crit-

icised rather severely a recent article on the management
of normal labor for recommending too frequent exami-
nations of the patient and the pushing back of the cervix
over the advancing head. These examinations w.ere re-

garded too much as routine and matters of course and
this was dangerous teaching. The problem of the man-
agement of normal labor was the .oldest and the common-
est in the practice of medicine. He preferred the term
"spontaneous parturition" as wider and tnore compre-
hensive, since the proper management of normal labor
should begin long before the actual crisis of labor set in.

The physician should, in every case in which he was en-
gaged before hand, make a visit to his patient six weeks
previous to the date set for delivery. This should be done
in all cases, but it was especially demanded in women
gravid for the first time. At this visit the physician should
make a careful palpation to note the size and position of
the fetus and should make accurate measurements of
the pelvis. No internal examination was needed at this

time. At this time the head should be low and lying
straight in the pelvic axis. If the child was found in this

position it should be left alone. They should by no means
forget to examine the urine as to specific gravity, albu-
men, and sugar. Dr. Chipman said he would pass over
the first and second stages of labor, but would only re-
mind them that the physician should come prepared, so
far as asepsis was concerned, as though he were to at-

tend a surgical operation. After the child was delivered
ample time should be given for the uterus to recover ; in

the meantime the fundus should simply be guarded by the
quiescent hand, but there should be no manipulation. The
expulsion of the placenta was a physiological process.
One might bring about the final expulsion of the placenta
by asking the patient to bear down or by the use of a
slightly modified Crede method. Very gentle massage
might be permitted but no traction on the cord. A re-

tained placenta was common enough but an adherent one
was rare. The two ideals in the teaching of obstetrics
were cleanliness and a masterly inactivity. Each man
must master for himself a practical technique and so pro-
vide the solution of 80 per cent, of the problems he would
meet. In regard to the problem of the unengaged head
at the third stage of labor when the membranes were
still intact or only recently ruptured, he said the gravity
of the situation depended largely upon whether the pa-
tient was a primipara or not. In a primipara with the
head riding above the brim of the pelvis and a great
disproportion between the pelvic outlet and the head, the
indications were quite definite, but it was the borderline
cases that were more common and more difficult to man-
age. If the true conjugate was barely equal to the bi-

parietal measurement of the head of an average child

delivery might be effected, but in the case of a primipara
with a conjugate vera of g centimeters and the first stage
of labor completed the situation was serious and the
physician might well say "If I had been aforetime here,

this would not have happened." A visit a month or six

weeks before would have disclosed the conditions and the
obstetrician would have had time to consider what was
best to he done. Since it was too late for this they had
to confront conditions as th^y were. The bladder should
be emptied and the fetal heart examined, under anesthesia

a more careful examination of the parts should be made
and the pelvis measured. If the conjugate vera was 11

centimeters, whether juxta minor or flat made no dif-

ference, delivery might be accomplished by molding the
head if the child was small. The size of the head might
be determined by Mueller's method of impression or Mon-
roe Carr's modification. The total results of the exam-
ination might reveal a head slightly overlapping and in

normal position. In such a case the first injunction was
"Do not hurry." Statistics showed that 80 per cent, of
these cases ended in spontaneous delivery. The better

result obtained by midwives in such cases was due to

their not knowing enough to interfere. In these cases the
Walcher position might be an advantage together with
slight pressure downward and backward on the head.
The genupectoral position might also be employed. .An-

other point was that they should avoid version ; podalic
version was for the expert. This procedure was useful
within narrow lemits but was not for the average prac-
titioner. A pubiotimy or cesarean section was scarcely

to be undertaken outside a hospital. If the head did not
descend axis traction forceps might be used with the
patient in the Walcher position ; force should not be used
and the issue would soon be decided. If the head did

not advance a living child could not be delivered. The
fault was grave if this happened in any instance, but it

was altogether unjustifiable if it happened the second time
to the same woman.
Radical Operation for Cancer of the Uterus, Viewed

from the Standpoint of (a) Permanent Cure, (b) Tem-
porary Relief.—Dr. Thomas S. Cullen of Baltimore
read this paper. The early recognition of cancer of the

body of the uterus had led to such excellent results that

its consideration was not necessary. In two-thirds of the
cases there was no recurrence. In cancer of the cervix

it was difficult to determine the cases that were operable.

There were numerous advanced cases where the cervix
was freely movable that were still operable even though
the cancer had reached the ligament. In advanced cases

it was an advantage to examine the patient under an
anesthetic. While he had never used vaginal hysterectomy
he would not hesitate to do so in the case of very fat or
cachectic women. For several years he had done the

cautery operation before opening the abdomen. Dr. Cul-
len described his operation, which was patterned after that

of Wcrtheim, and illustrated it by lantern slides. They
had been using a heated operating table which he thought
was a great factor in conserving the vitality of the patient

during the operation. They also conserved the patient's

strength by not using the Trendelenburg position until

the patient was under the anesthetic and first stage of the

operation completed. Sometimes they removed the pelvic

glands and sometimes they did not ; every enlarged gland
was not necessarily cancer. The extent of time employed
in removing glands must depend upon the condition of
the patient. It was a good plan to stimulate the patient

before signs of collapse appeared. In order to find out
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all they could as to the results of radical operation in can-

cer of the cervix, Peterson, Taylor, and Tausig had sent

out letters to many operators and the results of the in-

formation gained had been published. The most evident

fact ascertained was the entire absence of dependable
statistics and the universal feeling that patients were not

seen early enough. Tausig collected one series of 60
cases of whom only 14 were living after the five-year

limit, but there were no operative deaths. Neil reported

70 cases of whom 20 per cent, were free from recurrence

five years after operation. The investigations of the

American Gynecological Society among the surgeons of

the South showed that the majority of them had never

done the radical operation. There was a failure to fol-

low up the patients and only in a few instances were the

statistics of any real value. After a radical operation,

€ven in favorable cases, it was very difficult to give a

forecast of the end results. When the growth was of the

granular type one might look for a return. It had been
stated that recurrences after operation made the condi-

tion of the patient more deplorable than though no oper-

ation had been performed. This had not been his ex-

perience, though in some cases in which he had operated

he would not have done so had he known beforehand the

extent of the disease. It was difficult to lay down any
rule as to the advisability of an operation but with the

terrible outlook for the patient most would gladly take

a chance if there were only two chances in one hundred.
He thought the Continental surgeons had better results

than those in this country, because the women had more
children, worked harder, and therefore were not so fat.

The women had also learned to seek aid earlier, and,

again, the surgeons were more accustomed to the opera-
tion and therefore did it more skillfully; one had per-

formed the operation fifteen times in one month. In this

country nothing but occasional sporadic efforts had been
made to enlighten the public in regard to the early symp-
toms and the advantage of early operation in cancer of
the cervix. The public had been taught the necessity of
operation in appendicitis and now accepted it without
question ; they had been taught the necessity of and the

means for fighting tuberculosis, and now they should be
taught in regard to cancer. The public should be taught
that cancer was a local lesion capable of cure by ex-
tirpation and not a blood disease. Under proper condi-

tions the surgeon could save from 20 to 25 per cent, of
those attacked by this disease. He thought the radical

abdominal operation would give the best results but his

feelings were expressed by the remark of Peterson that

his experience in 11 advanced cases had not made him any
more confident that the next patient would survive the

operation or would be cured. Apparently favorable cases

were apt to turn out to be grave. In a series of 48 cases

in which he had operated there were 13 living after the

five-year limit.

The Wertheim Operation.—Dr. Wilhelm Weibf.l of
X'ienna, Austria, First Assistant to Professor Wertheim,
read this paper. He said that Wertheim had been per-

forming this operation since 1898, and a description of
the operation by Wertheim was published in the American
Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases of Children, of August,
igi2. In describing the operation Dr. Weibel used lan-

tern slide illustrations. He called special attention to the

method of handling the ureter by placing the finger be-

tween the ureter and the uterine vessels and thus protect-

ing it from being ligated. He said that they had never
found cancer in glands of normal size. The ureter was
sometimes imbedded in cancerous parametrium and there
were some who preferred to resect it. but he did not
•favor this procedure, as cancer seldom attacked the ureter.

The bladder was sometimes fixed and here he advised re-

section. In only a few cases was it necessary to resect

the rectum. In 25 per cent, of their cases there were
•cancerous glands and nearly all of these died of recur-
rence. In a series of 863 cases at the Vienna Clinic from
1898 to 1007 operation had been refused by 36; there had
been 447 inoperable cases; the radical operation was done
380 times; after operation 8 died of intercurrent disease
and there were 160 recurrences. The results at the end
of five years showed a mortality of 43 per cent., including
primary deaths. The absolute efficacy of the operation
bad been 19.5 per cent, operative mortality of the first

100 cases was 30 per cent. In the following 400 cases
it was 15 per cent., and in the last 175 cases it had been
•9 per cent. The operability in the first 250 cases was 42
per cent. : in the next 231 cases. .32 per cent., and in the

last 175. it had been 55 per cent. If the glands were hard
and located high up along the aorta the cancer was
inoperable. Fixation of the bladder was an unfavorable
symptom. An exploratory operation might be necessary

in making a decision. The greatest objection to the ab-

dominal operation was the high mortality. The great re-

duction that they had succeeded in making was not due to

the selection of cases so much as to better technique,

more care in regard to the anesthetic, and other little

refinements in handling these cases. It seemed that the

prognosis was not so good in younger women as in

those past the menopause. In recurrence little could be

expected. Cancer statistics were only good when all

the results were known. When they could not trace a

case it was put down to recurrence.

Cautery in the Radical Treatment of Cancer of the

Cervix.—Dr. X. O. Werder of Pittsburg read this pa-

per. He stated that in these radical operations his tech-

nique had undergone many changes. His first 19 cases

were operated upon entirely through the vagina, but he

was now using a combined vaginal and suprapubic oper-

ation. The operation was preceded by curettage of the

cancerous surface. With the thermocautery he made an
incision around the cervix and carried it up between the

bladder and uterus. The peritoneum was not opened.

Douglas sac was opened posteriorly. Wherever the wound,
did not look black and leathery the cautery was applied

the second time. It was also applied to small bleeding

vessels but the large vessels were sutured. The abdominal
part of the operation was practically a pan-hysterectomy,
but the broad ligaments were clamped and burned in-

stead of ligated. In using the cautery he had never had
but one injury to the ureter. The cautery was applied

to the affected portions of the parametrium where the

heat from the cautery destroyed microorganisms and pene-

trated further than could be reached by the knife alone.

The removal of the iliac glands was a routine measure,
but the regional glands were not disturbed because, ac-

cording to Wertheim, with multiple gland involvement
only five of his cases were alive after five years. He
was very skeptical in regard to the alleged advantage of

removing the glands. He had done the radical cautery
operation in 78 cases. The primary mortality had been 5
per cent.; operability 39 per cent. There were 18 cases

that survived the five-year limit and 13 were well at the

present time. Among the recurrences two were after

more than six years and two after five years. In all of
these cases the clinical diagnosis had determined the treat-

ment and only once had they resorted to an exploratory
operation. Their primary mortality of 5 l-io per cent,

certainly compared favorably with results obtained by
others. There had been no serious infections; sepsis

was a large factor in causing the high mortality from
radical operations. He did not attribute the absence of
sepsis to the preliminary curettement but to the cooking
process to which the parametrium was subjected. As
there was very little loss of blood the danger of heart
shock was greatly diminished. Age was an important
factor as affecting recurrence; it seemed that lymphatic
extension was much more rapid in the young and that

women who had passed the menopause were much less

liable to recurrence.
Dr. Robert L. Dickinson of Brooklyn, in discussing Dr.

Werder's paper, said that Dr. John Burns of Brooklyn
had performed these radical operations with the electro-

cautery some years ago but his outfit was so elaborate
that it was difficult to duplicate. The advantages of the

deep dry roast have been shown and it was now possible

to secure a simple and practical apparatus such as was on
exhibit for inspection after the meeting. It was not im-
possible of argument that most of the cases that

were curable could be cured by the lesser operation. The
radical operations should only be done by very expert
surgeons after a long experience. As a rule he believed
in the cautery for the lower part of the operation and the
suture for the upper part, but he had done the complete
extirpation with the cautery.

Extended Radical Operation Through the Vagina for
Uterine Cancer.—Dr. George Gellhorn of St. Louis,
Mo., read this paper. He said that researches had shown
that the recurrences in cancer of the uterus had been
shown to take place in the parametrium and as a con-
sequence simple hysterectomy had lost all precedence. He
had used the Schauta operation with some slight modifica-
tions. By this operation, the details of which were given
in Schauta's monograph on this subject, the greater part

of the vagina and the parametrium were removed to-

gether with the uterus. Dr. Gellhorn described and il-

lustrated with lantern slides his method of dissecting the
vagina so as to form a cuff which was stitched and drawn
out of the wound, thus preventing contact with cancerous
tissue. He showed how he exposed the parametrium and
dissected the ureter under the guidance of the eye. The
two parametria were excised close to the pelvic wall. The
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ligaments were fastened extraperitoneally. The Schauta
operation was practically unknown in this country and was
not popular. The technique of the vaginal operation was
a terra incognita, but if a surgeon wished to claim the
distinction of a specialist he should be familiar with every
method used in his specialty. It was surprising how much
of the pelvis could be exposed by the Schauta method.
They could not afford to adapt the patient to one method
of operating. The abdominal method was unsuitable in

very fat women, in those past the age of si.xty, in the
cachectic, the emaciated, and those having heart disease.

The mortality of the vaginal operation was lower than that

of the abdominal. Wertheim had obtained a mortality of

18.5 per cent., and Doederlein of 17 per cent. Schauta
and Franz had shown an operation mortality of 11 per
cent. Cancerous glands were found in about one-third of
the cases and here it had been admitted that operation
was practically useless ; removal of the glands in other
cases was unnecessary. The two methods did not differ

in their essential principles ; they complemented each
other and one should choose the operation suited to the
individual case. In early cases and in the squamous
celled variety the vaginal method was preferable. Where
the uterus was not movable the abdominal method should
be chosen. Pregnancy, fibroids, tubo-ovarian tumors, etc.,

were for the abdominal method. The surgical axiom
that in dealing with cancer one should cut only in healthy
tissue existed only in theory ; these were times when they
had to place the knife almost on the line of demarca-
tion. In such instances they were liable to have recur-
rence and the state of the patient was worse than though
she had not been subjected to the operation. His ex-
perience with recurrences was that they were much
less amenable to treatment. He did not believe that they
should persist in an excessive radicalism. In cases that

had been operated upon the recurrence was more apt to

be complicated with a mixed infection. The days of
radical partisanship w'ere past and he believed that the
abdominal operation had served a purpose in focusing
their attention of this subject and that it still had a place
in surgery, that it was the operation of choice in ad-
vanced cases.

Dr. How.\RD C. Taylor of New York, in discussing
these papers, said that the operation for carcinoma might
have any one of three ends in view. It might be under-
taken to save life, to prolong life, or to make life more
agreeable. The operation with the highest percentage of
cures was not necessarily the one of choice but the one
with the highest percentage of operability. .\ny deficiency

or interference with function was ignored and any risk

was taken as giving the patient the only possible chance
of life. However, there was a risk beyond which it was
not right to go. In the largest percentage of cases Wer-
theim's operation was the one indicated. The risk was
not so great that it could not be undertaken. He had
done it and did not hesitate to take the risk. He had
witnessed the work in Schauta's clinic and was surprised

at the accessibility of the parts and the amount of tissue

that was removed. Beyond question this operation did

not remove as much tissue as was removed by the ab-
dominal method. It was much more difficult than the
Wertheim operation. However, he preferred the vaginal
operation in the case of very fat and cachectic women,
or those with marked prolapse. The great need was bet-

ter statistics. Each man should follow' his own cases and
then they might learn the proper position of these opera-
tions in -America. .Another problem that confronted them
was that of getting the patients early in the course of the

disease. The great difference in the statistics between
this country and the Continent was that they got their

cases earlier abroad. In this country many were oper-
ated on only to prolong life and give some comfort. In
order to get the cases earlier, women must be taught
the early symptoms of cancer of the uterus and that

operation was the only cure. In Germany and Austria
they considered cases inoperable that would have been
operated upon here. Dr. Taylor said he thought the

time had arrived for the inauguration of a campaign of
education on the subject of cancer and he wished to

submit the following resolutions : Be it Resolved. That
the time has arrived when, if the surgeons of .America
are to do their duty to the citizens of this country, a
campaign of publicity should be at once undertaken to

bring to the attention of every woman in this country
the early symptoms of cancer of the womb and to point
out that if the cancer be detected in its early stages it

can often be cured. Be it further Resolved. That this

society at once appoint a committee of five, to be named
by the president, to disseminate this information. And
further. That this committee be instructed to write or

have written, articles to be published in the daily press,,

or the weekly or monthly magazines, as may prove most
expedient. And further, That they report their progress-
at the next annual meeting.

In accordance with these resolutions the president ap-
pointed Drs. Thomas S. Cullen of Baltimore, Howard C.
Taylor of New York, C. Jeff Miller of New Orleans,
F. F'. Simpson of Pittsburgh, and E. C. Dudley of Chicago.

Friday, November 15.

—

fifth Day.

The Early Days of Clinical Surgery.—Dr. Stephen
Smith, havmg been introduced as tue guest of the so-
ciety, told of the beginnings of clinical surgery at Belle-
vue. Fie said that in 1846, when he began the study of
medicine, Dr. James R. Wood made an effort to introduce
the clinical study of surgery and met with much ridi-

cule. It was gratifying to him to have lived to see the
day when the advantages of clinical surgery were recog-
nized. If he had his way he would not only put medi-
cal students into hospitals as internes but would put them
into the wards as nurses ; they would then become ac-
quainted with every possible emergency. He compared
the surgery of those days, when anesthetics were not
used, with that of the present time and said that at that
time they were as much amazed at the work of Mott and
Rogers as they of the present time were amazed by the
operations for the transplantation of kidneys or bone,
or perhaps as they would soon be by the transplantation
of brains. Dr. Smith also drew a vivid picture of the
results of a neglect of asepsis in those days and com-
pared it with the present, vvhen, according to report, a
prominent physiologist sent to Bellevue for a specimen
of pus to exhibit to his class and was told that there was
none in the institution.

The Treatment of Lateral Curvature of the Spine.—
Dr. E. G. Abbott of Portland, I\Ie., read this paper and
illustrated it with lantern slides. He said that from the
point of view of the orthopedist if one or more move-
ments of any portion of the body were lost, this consti-
tuted a deformity. If the movements of flexion and
abduction were lost in the foot a club foot resulted

;

the spine was not unlike the foot. It was capable of
bending as far to the right as to the left in the normal
individual, and if this motion did not reach to that of
the normal individual, the spine was crooked. If a club
foot was operated upon and brought to the correct anatom-
ical position and held by a fixed dressing until union took
place, when the dressings were removed the deformity
would almost immediately recur, but if the foot was put
in extreme flexion and adduction until healing took place
and then held in the same position by a steel appliance,
the result would be a cure. Physiological lateral curva-
ture was a position frequently assumed during the activi-

ties of daily life and pathological lateral curvature was
the same so far as the position of the spine was con-
cerned. Following the analogy of the club foot the log-
ical treatment was to place the spine in an overcorrected
position. To accomplish this overcorrection, Dr. Abbott
had devised a gas pipe frame in which was suspended a
hammock. The hammock was shaped so that the head
and feet were elevated and the head was supported by a
strap under the occiput. Straps were applied around the
body of the patient and by means of a windlass attached
to the frame so adjusted as to bring pressure to bear in

opposite directions. They were adjusted so the spinal
deformity was overcorrected. The shoulders were
treated in a like manner. Dr. .Abbott then applied a
plaster jacket to the patient with the spine in the over
corrected position. .After wearing this jacket for the
length of time that the individual case might require, it

was removed and replaced by one in which the patient's

spine was in the straight position. A window was cut
in the jacket over the seat of the deformity so that there
was no undue pressure at this point and the physician
could watch the progress of the case. By means of lan-

tern slides Dr. Abbott showed the different stages of
the procedure as applied to a girl, 19 years of age, with
an old lumbar lateral curvature of five or six years'"

standing, which was made perfectly straight at the end
of eleven months. In the treatment of club foot every
surgeon realized that the after treatment was more im-
portant than the operation and that the corrected deformity
must be followed up for two years. The same was true in

lateral curvature : some appliance should be worn which
might be removed for exercise and to meet this demand"
Dr. .Abbott had devised a celluloid corset. In ordinary cases
it was worn a year, being removed twice daily in order
that the patient might perform certain exercises. For the
first six months this corset was worn day and night and"

then during the day only. In many instances it might
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have to be worn for a longer time. There were many
cases of lateral curvature of the spine that could not be
cured. It was possible in severe cases to overcorrect the

deformity so that the overcorrected result would be worse
than the original deformity. This method was not ap-
plicable to deformities resulting from tuberculosis, but
would be found effective in lumbar and dorsal curvatures
and even in upper dorsal and double curvatures.

Dr. John Riulon of Chicago said that in his opinion
Dr. Abbott had done one of the greatest things yet ac-

complished in the realms of surgery. When he first read
Dr. Abbott's paper on this subject about a year and a
half ago he was very skeptical. In his long experience
he had treated lateral curvatures in different ways and had
secured very few cures. He had obtained better results

with Lovett's method than with any other until he had
tried that of Dr. Abbott. He had visited Portland to see

Dr. Abljott work and felt that he had accomplished the

impossible. Since that time he had treated 23 cases by
the Abbott method and had had some cures. Some of
the cases thus corrected and overcorrected could not
have been cured by any other known method. He had
not been successful in correcting lateral curvature in the
upper dorsal region as had Dr. Abbott, nor had he been
successful with the double curvatures. He had been very
successful, however, with cases of a single curve in the

lower two-thirds of the dorsal region. He had used the
method with satisfaction in the scoliosis of infantile

paralysis.

Dr. Royal Whitman of New York said that he could
not agree with some of the statements that Dr. Abbott
bad made. Since Dr. Abbott had published his article in

June, 191 1, he and his associates had been testing his

method ; they had followed Dr. Abbott's directions as

nearly as possible. They had had under treatment an
average of 40 cases during the summer and their results

did not seem to justify Dr. Abbott's claims. Club-foot
offered no adequate comparison. Many of the high dorsal
curvatures and sharp angulations of the ribs offered great
resistance to treatment. Certain cases had been rapidly

corrected but as rapidly relapsed. He thought the at-

titude in which the patients were suspended was un-
desirable and the patient very uncomfortable. Sleep was
disturbed and respiration interfered with, and the pain
was renewed every time that the pressure was renewed.
He felt sure that they had not made more than the aver-
age number of mistakes that any one would make in the
application of a new method. The corset had to be
worn too long and he felt sure that moderate lateral cur-

vatures could be reduced more easily by extension and
gymnastic exercises. He nevertheless thought the thanks
of the profession were due Dr. Abbott for the new in-

terest that he had awakened in the subject.

Surgery of the Bones and Joints.—Dr. John B. Mur-
phy of Chicago made this address. He divided his sub-
ject into three divisions as follows: (l) Fractures in the
neighborhood of the joints; (2) diseases of the joints

which were complicated by fracture; and (3) diseases of
bones which had regenerated after partial destruction.

He called attention to those fractures which were most
common but which gave the most evil results. Colles'

fracture was always produced by falling with the pressure
upon the anterior surface of the hand and not on the

hack of the hand : it always resulted in this definite way.
The question arose. How should it be reduced? By
traction and this was the only definite way to accom-
plish this if proper results were to be had. In order
to make this reduction the bones should be unlocked
and for the after care use a splint of any particular
kind. If the fracture was properly reduced it would
remain reduced. It was only necessary to place on plaster-

of-Paris. up and down, and place the limb in a handker-
chief and let the patient go. Dr. Murphy presented pic-

tures showing the results of his treatment. In many
cases there occurred a Volkmann's contraction. Why?
Because the arm itself was not used as a splint. Dr.
Murphy described the operation he did and emphasised
the importance of picking up the periosteum without open-
ing the joint, not a difficult thing to do. .\nother inter-

esting picture he showed was of a fracture at the elbow
which occurred nine years before the photograph was
obtained, and in this case there was a failure in exten-
sion and an incomplete bony ankylosis. .An attempt was
made to elongate the tendon after dividing the capsule
clear across. The fibrous portion of the capsule was
inelastic and, of course, would not fracture. He had had
as manv as twenty-five or thirty cases of Volkmann's
contraction to deal with. In this condition the mischief
was usually done within twenty- four hours; there was a

traumatic myositis with swelling, tenderness, etc. This

should be written about in all papers dealing with in-

juries of the joints. Dr. Murphy presented another pic-
ture of a boy who had talipes equinus from birth. He
was twenty years of age. The result of his operation was
the production of a perfect normal relationship. Another
picture shown was one of fracture at the shoulder joint
which was very interesting in illustrating the errors that
were made in interpreting the .r-ray pictures. These pic-
tures, in his opinion, were the most difficult to read
because they were so often deceptive. Another picture
shown was one of internal luxation of both bones of
the forearm. In another case the .r-ray did not reveal
anything at all in the way of any pathological condition
about the shoulder ; it did not show that the head of the
humerus was not in the glenoid cavity at all. The diag-
nosis of fracture had to be made on the physical signs
alone. At operation the head of the bone was found to
be completely out of the glenoid cavity. Pictures of
Pott's fracture were shown, a fracture of the lower
portion of the fibula, the interosseous ligaments being
injured and with a luxation of the foot outward, not in-
ward. In cases of Pott's fracture it should be borne in •

mind that from six to eight weeks are required for repair
of the injury. Dr. Murphy showed pictures of fractures
about the knee, particularly that of the impacted type.
He also showed photographs of ununited fracture of the
femur. In dealing with these latter it was absolutely
necessary that the strictest asepsis should be employed.
In cases of inflammation of joints there were but two tis-

sues that really became inflamed, the synovial membrane
and the bone or bones. It was the former that should be
especially considered in the treatment of these inflamma-
tions. It was interesting to note that its tensile strength
or power was from 100 to 140 pounds. When a joint
became infected the endothelial cells were destroyed
and this was followed by ankylosis. The joint should not
be opened unless there was a streptococcus infection pres-
ent ; these cocci were the ones that destroyed the synovial
membrane. Every day they met with cases of arthritis
which began with a chill and which, as a rule, resulted in
a certain amount of destruction of the synovial mem-
brane. If these cases were studied with care it would
be found that those that began with chills were cases
of pyemia; when there were no chills they were instances
of rheumatism so-called, wliich was not rheumatism but
mild infection. In these arthritides, whether multiple
or single, that began with a chill one often found one,
two, or more joints affected. The first thing to do in
these cases was to apply a Buck's extension apparatus

;

this would relieve the pressure and pain and morphine
would not be required. The second thing to do was to
aspirate the joint if there was much tension. And the
third thing that might be resorted to was injections re-
membering the fact that the fluid in the joint was a very
good culture media. Dr. Murphy showed some pictures
illustrating the evils that resulted from draining these
joints and the bony union which had occurred without
drainage. In cases of ankylosis of the hip, an end to be
desired oftentimes, the importance of keeping the limb in
proper_ position was emphasized. There were more de-
formities following arthritis than from fractures. .After
arthritis there were many cases of metastatic inflamma-
tions. Why were they not recognized? Because the joint
never became involved during the active and early period
of the infection unless there was a streptococcus infec-
tion.

_
He asked them to recall the fact that when they

were in the dissecting room and the finger was cut, noth-
ing serious was looked for even if the axillarv glands
became involved. One never became infected with the
Neisser bacillus before the age of eighteen as a rule
After that time frequent cases of infection occurred.
There was no danger in these cases from metastases be-
fore the seventeenth day. In cases of diphtheria there
was no danger of metastases until the membrane came
off. Dr. Murphy then exhibited a number of pictures of
bone transplantations and called attention to the fact
that in fractures there might be imperfect union even
though the fragments were in perfect annosition. This
was probably due to a lack of osteogenetic force in the
line of union, and the insertion of a fresh bone graft
would result in perfect union.

Dr. George E. Brewer said the paper had been one
of great interest and to discuss it would be a work of
supererogation. They had received a great lesson and
should thank Dr. Murphv for his interesting paper.
Prostatectomy.—Dr. E. S. Tunn of Rochester, Minn.,

read this oaper. He advocated the suprapubic operation
and described the method in use at St. Mary's Hospital.
He stated that the posterior lobe of the prostate was a
separate structure, separated from the anterior lobe bv
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a fibrous capsule and that, furthermore, a primary car-
cinoma rarely had its beginning anywhere but in the pos-
terior lobe. The posterior lobe could be enucleated with
the finger, unless the tissues were unusually tough, from
the prolonged use of the catheter. The operation was
done in the usual way. He preferred to have the bladder
empty and did not open the peritoneum unless it hap-
pened accidentally, when it apparently made no differ-
ence in the results. There was no bleeding if the enucle-
ation vyas done within the capsule. He sutured the blad-
der without providing for drainage after having first
made sure that there were no blood clots retained. The
suprapubic route was the anatomically correct approach;
it did less damage to other structures ; interfered less
with other functions, and was more certain to result in
a cure. The perineal operation was much more difficult
no matter what method was employed.

Dr. J. Bentley Squier of New York said that an at-
tempt to discuss the paper was futile as he gave his un-
qualified assent to the suprapubic operation whether for
the relief of urinary retention or of obstruction. He be-
lieved it was customary to sew the bladder without drain-
age, but his experience had been such that he had not
thought it wise to continue this method. Drainage was
considered a good measure in either surgical procedures
and it seemed to him that it was in this. Pulmonary
embolism was a danger after any surgical operation but
especially so after prostatectomy.
Suture of Vessels.—Dr. Alexis Carrel gave a brief

demonstration of his method of blood-vessel anastomosis
which he illustrated by lantern slides. Only a small in-
cision was necessary. The tube was a silver one plated
with gold and sterilized in paraffin. It was introduced
by a specially constructed dilator w-ith two branches. The
tube was fixed by ligature. The procedure looked ex-
ceedingly simple, Dr. Carrel stated, but was in reality a
very delicate operation.
Election of Officers.—The officers elected for the next

year were: President, George Emerson Brewer of New
York; Vice-President, Dr. W. W. Chipman of Montreal.
Canada; General Secretary, Dr. Franklin H. Martin of
Chicago; General Treasurer. Dr. Allen B. Kanshiel of
Chicago; Chairman of the Committee on Arrangements,
Dr. E. Willis Andrews of Chicago. Chicago was se-
lected as the next place of meeting.

%'Xvit iEpJitral ICirrttHing InarliB.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
Pennsylvania State Board of Medical Examiners.

December, 1911.

{ConeUided from page 876.

1

OBSTETRICS.

1. How would you treat a case of prolapse of the cord?
2. Give the management of a normal case of labor.
.?. Name the conditions during labor indicating an

anesthetic.

4. Give a description and the causes of false and true
labor pains.

5. Describe the technique of the high forceps operation.
6. What are the sources of septic infection during labor,

and what means would you take to prevent it ?

7- ^^'hat are the early symptoms of ectopic gestation?
8. State the causes and proper management of rigidity

of the OS uteri in labor.

9. Name a method of treating labor at full term when
complicated by placenta prasvia.

10. Give the possible complications and treatment of
twin labor.

SURGERY.

1. Give the details of an operation for phimosis.
2. ^Vhat symptoms would warrant the exploration of the

brain ?

3. Describe the operation of tracheotomy.
4. Describe in detail the conservative surgical treatment

of open comminuted fracture of the tibia.

5 What condition of a stump would warrant ampu-
tation ?

6. What symptoms would require the operation of sal-
ping'-ctomy? Outline the palliative and operative treat-
ment of infection of the fallopian tubes.

7 Describe in detail an operation for the radical cure
of nblique inguinal hernia in the male.

S Describe in detail an elective amputation of the le"

9. Name three forms of fracture that might occur about
the elbow joint, with the appropriate splints for the treat-
ment of each.

10. Describe the treatment of carbuncle.

HYGIENE.

1. What hygienic measures should be followed to pre-
vent malarial infection?

2. Give the dietetic and hygienic management of acute
rheumatism.

3. Describe a method for the disposal of excreta in the
absence of sewerage system.

4. Outline the hygienic management of a case of scar-
latina in a private residence.

5. What instructions should be given a patient with pul-
monary tuberculosis to prevent the communication of the
disease?

ANSWERS.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Treatment of prolapsed funis consists in: (i) Not
rupturing the membranes prematurely unless there is some
positive indication; (2) postural treatment, in which the
woman is placed on her back or on the opposite side to
that on which the cord lies, with hips and pelvis elevated,
or the knee-chest position may be adopted; (3) reposition
of the cord, either manually or with some form of re-
positor; (4) speedy delivery, by forceps or podalic version.

2. Management of normal labor. During the first stage
a rectal enema of soapsuds with turpentine (5i) should be
given, and when the os is dilated to the size of a silv»r
dollar the patient should be placed in bed, lying upon the
side toward which the fetal back looks. If the pain is

severe, chloral hydrate (gr. 15) may be given every half-
hour for 3 doses.
During the second stage, examinations should be made

every 10 or 15 minutes. In multipar.T, the membranes may
be ruptured with the finger or with some aseptic instru-
ment. Care should be taken not to injure the child's scalp
or the lower uterine segment. The pain may require the
administration of chloroform or ether, but not to the ex-
tent of complete anesthesia. The expulsive force of the
abdominal walls may be increased by directing the patient
to pull upon a sheet firmly secured to the foot of the bed.
Attempts may be made to prevent laceration of the
perineum by making firm backward and upward pressure
against the occiput during the pains ; by restraining vol-
untary expulsive efl'orts during the pain."; and by securing
expulsion of the head between the pains. The head should
be supported when born ; the eyes should be cleansed with
sterile water; and if the cord is coiled about the neck, it

should be loosened or slipped over the head. Delay in
delivery of the shoulders may be overcome by stimulating
the uterus by friction through the abdominal wall or trac-
tion. The cord is ligated and cut when pulsation has
ceased, and the child is placed by the mother's side with
Its face turned away from the maternal discharges.
During the third stage 3l of fluid extract of ergot is

administered and irritation of the uterus by friction
through the abdominal wall is practised for 10 or 15 min-
utes. If the placenta is not expelled by this time, the uterus
IS firmly grasped between the thumb and 4 fingers and
compressed. Firm pressure is then made from above
downward and backward in the direction of the pelvic
canal. This usually causes delivery of the placenta. A
vulvar pad of salicylated cotton and carbolized gauze and
an abdominal pad and binder are then applied." (Gould
and Pyle's Pocket Cyclopedia.)

3. Anesthetics are used in labor to lessen suffering pro-
duced by labor pains; to lessen the pain attending obstetric
operations; to relax the uterus when its rigid contraction
interferes with version: to promo'te dilatation of the os
uteri

;
to reduce excessive nervous excitement which may

interfere with progress of early stage of labor; to relieve
eclamptic convulsions and mania; in cases of uterine in-
version to relax the constricting cervix and so facilitate
replacement: in bipolar version to lessen pain of intro-
ducing the hand into vagina; in precipitate labor to sus-
pend action of voluntary muscles and retard delivery: in
all cutting operations upon the abdomen ; and sometimes in
sewing up a lacerated perineum when many sutures are
required. (From King's Obstetrics.)
Dangers: It lessens the efficiency of the uterine coo-

tractions; it predisposes to postpartum hemorrhage; and.
if given too freely, may be followed by headache.' nausea,
and vomiting.

4. False labor pains are slight, occur before labor, do not
cause dilatation of the os. do not produce a "show" They
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are the normal intermittent contractions occurring in preg-
nancy, and may be further caused by a loaded rectum.
True labor pains gradually increase in frequency and

severity, occur during labor, cause the os to dilate, produce
a "show." They are due to commencing labor.

5. "The Simpson, the Tarnier axis-traction, and the

Sawyer forceps are the instruments most often used.

They may be used as tractors, rotators, levers, or com-
pressors. They are indicated when there are lessened ex-
pulsive force, increased resistance, threatened fetal or ma-
ternal life, certain acute and chronic diseases, and abnormal
positions and presentations. They should not be used when
the OS is undilated, when the head is not engaged, except
in placenta praevia, when the membranes are unrup-
tured, when the disproportion between the child's head
and the parturient canal is too great, or in impossible po-
sitions and presentations. Before applying the instruments
they should be sterilized, preferably by boiling; and the

patient anesthetized and placed in the lithotomy position.

Two fingers of the right hand are introduced into the

vagina; the left blade of the forceps is then held almost
perpendicularly by the left hand, with the tip of the blade
opposite the vulva; the tip is introduced into the vagina,

passed along the floor toward the sacrum. The blade is

rotated outward in its long axis in order to escape the

promontory of the sacrum. The right blade is introduced
in a similar manner. To facilitate locking one of the

blades must be rotated forward. If the head occupies the

right oblique diameter, as in L. O. A. and R. O. P. posi-

tions, the right blade must be rotated; if it occupies the left

oblique diatneter, the left blade must be rotated. Traction
is made in the direction of the pelvic axis until the

perineum is well distended. The perineum is then pro-

tected by one hand, while the face is swept over it by an
upward movement of the forceps. In posterior positions

it is necessary to remove the instruments after the head is

drawn down to the pelvic floor; after anterior rotation is

secured they may be reapplied. If the occiput rotates into

the hollow of the sacrum the hands should be depressed as

the face is swept out under the symphysis pubis." (Pocket
Cyclopedia.)

6. The aseptic management of normal labor aims to pre-

vent infection. The prophylaxis consists in throrough dis-

infection of the patient, the physician, and the instruments
and appliances employed. The simplest method is as fol-

lows: The patient, at the beginning of labor, takes a tepid

bath and is well scrubbed all over with soap and water.

Then an enema of soap and water to empty the bowel;
after the action of which, the external genitals, thighs, but-

tocks, and abdomen are carefully washed with a I :2000

bichloride solution, special attention being given to over-

look no fold or fissure of the surface. The vaginal douche,
of 2 per cent, creolin solution, or the weak solution of
bichloride of mercury formerly used before labor, has been
abandoned, unless there be some already existing infection,

when it may be used. The normal vaginal mucus is itself

germicidal in some degree, as well as a useful lubricant,

and should therefore be allowed to remain undisturbed.
Moreover, washing out the vagina exposes the woman to

some danger of infection from an unclean syringe. The
physician, before making, any examination or doing any
operation, removes his coat, bares the arms to above the
elbows, when the hands and arms are thoroughly scrubbed
with soap, water, and a stiff nail-brush. Scrape the under
surface of the nail-ends and the fissures surrounding the

nails with some pointed instrument, not sharp enough to

scratch, and having washed off all soap in some clean

water, immerse the hands and leave the arms in a i :2000

bichloride solution, and continue this last washing for ten

minutes." (King's Obstetrics.)

Nothing should come in contact with the genitals of the

patient that is not sterile; and examinations should be as

few as possible.

7. "When ectopic gestation exists there are: (i) The
general and reflex symptoms of pregnancy ; they have often

come on after an uncertain period of sterility. Nausea and
vomiting appear aggravated. (2) Then comes a disordered
menstruation, esoecially metrorrhagia, accompanied with
gushes of blood, and with pelvic pain coincident with the

above symptoms of pregnancy. Pains are often very se-

vere, with marked tenderness within the pelvis. Such
symptoras are highly suggestive. (3) There is the presence
of a pelvic tumor characterized as a tense cyst, sensitive

to the touch, actively pulsating. This tumor has a steady
and progressive growth. In the first two months it has
the size of a pigeon's egg; in the third month it

has the size of a hen's egg; in the fourth month it has the

size of two fists. (4) The os uteri is patulous; the uterus

is displaced, but is slightly enlarged and empty. (5) Symp-

toms No. 2 may be absent until the end of the third month,
when suddenly they become severe, with spasmodic pains,

followed by the general symptoms of collapse. (6) Expul-
sion of the decidua, in part or whole. Nos. i and 2 are
presumptive signs; Nos. 3 and 4 are probable signs; Nos. 5

and 6 are positive signs." (American Text-Book of Ob-
stetrics.)

8. Rigidity of the os may be due to neurotic conditions,

to early rupture of the bag of waters, to ineffective uterine

contractions, to premature onset of labor, to constipation,

to scars on cervix ; it is not unusual in elderly primiparse.

Treatment: This consists in administering hot vaginal

douches; giving chloral, or a narcotic; or the administra-
tion of an anesthetic and forcibly dilating the os and de-

livery by forceps.

9. Treatment of placenta pravia, at term: (i) Introduce
one or two fingers within the os (the hand being in the
vagina) and dissect the placenta from the uterine wall for

about three inches from the os uteri in all directions, push-
ing it to one side if necessary. (2) Rupture the mem-
branes, and if there is an unfavorable presentation turn
the child and make the breech engage in the os; or, if the

head presents forceps may be used if speedy de-

livery is necessary. The strength of the woman is then
the main point to be cared for, and if in a reasenable
time the uterus seems to be incompetent, the child may be
delivered by art. In some cases of central placenta praevia,

where rapid delivery is required, cesarean section may
give good results for mother and child. (Landis' Ob-
stetrics.)

10. Possible complications of twin labor are : Compound
presentations, malpresentations, twisting or coiling of the

umbilical cords, locking of the two heads, or locking of

one fetus with the other. Compound presentations or mal-
presentations may require version or forceps or manipula-
tion; coiling of cords requires ligation of cord in two
places and cutting the same between ligatures, followed
by rapid delivery. Locking of the heads generally re-

quires craniotomy of the second child, with forceps de-
livery of the first, and subsequent extraction of the body
of the second child.

SURGERY.

1. The operation for phimosis is circumcision. "Asep-
ticize the parts. Grasp the foreskin and the mucous mem-
brane with two forceps, draw the prepuce forward, catch

the skin (at the point it is desired to cut) horizontally be-

tween the arms of the handle of a pair of scissors, and
cut off the redundant prepuce. Retrench the excess of
mucous membrane by cutting around with scissors one-
quarter of an inch from the glans, stitch the skin to the

mucous membrane with catgut, and dress with sterile

gauze." (Da Costa's Surgery.)
2. Anore.xia, vomiting, vertigo, headache, slow pulse.

Cheyne-Stokes respiration, epileptiform convulsions, apo-
plectiform attacks, pyschic disturbances, muscular twitch-

ings, choked disc, optic neuritis, and various focal symp-
toms.

3. Tracheotomy. (The high operation.) "The patient is

placed on the back with a narrow pillow under the neck.

Chloroform or cocaine can be used as anesthetics. An
incision, one and a half inches long, is made downward
from the cricoid cartilage, keeping strictly in the mid-line.

The incision is deepened till the tracheal rings and isthmus
are exposed. Enlarged veins give trouble during this stage
if there is dyspnea. A director-hood is thrust into the

trachea, and the point of a knife is slid along the groove
to open the trachea from below upward. The patient is

allowed to cough for a few minutes while the wound is

kept open with dilating forceps ; then the tube is tied in."

(Aids to Surgery.)
4. "In the treatment of compound fractures the main

object is to render the wound aseptic and to give efficient

exit to the discharges. For this purpose the patient

should in all cases be anesthetized, the limb shaved and
thoroughly purified, and the wound enlarged and thoroughly
washed out with some reliable antiseptic. It may be ad-

visable to excise torn and dirty fragments of skin, muscle
and tendon, especially when dirt has been ground into them.
Loose fragments of bone are removed and portions de-

nuded of their periosteum may be taken away lest necrosis

should ensue ; where fragments retain any considerable
connection with the soft parts they may be left without
fear. When a sharp end of one of the fragments is pro-
truding through a small opening in the skin it is first puri-

fied thoroughly before attempting its reduction and then
replaced, after enlargin.g the wound in the skin, or a por-
tion sawn off. Hemorrhage is dealt with in the usual way,
and the fragments are placed as nearly as possible in their

normal position. If the fragments can be brought ac-
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curately into position it is well to fix them by some me-
chanical appliance ; but where the ends of the bone are
much comminuted the small portions must be arranged m
position as well as possible, and no attempt made to wire
them. A good-sized drainage-tube is inserted, and, if need
be, counter-openings are made ; the external wound is

closed or not, according to circumstances, and dressed, and
suitable splints are then applied. Under such a regime the
majority of cases do well. Immovable apparatus may be
used after a time, windows being left in the plaster casing
to allow wounds to be dressed." (Rose and Carle.'s' Man-
ual of Surgery.)

5. Re-ampuiation may be necessary when the stump
shows signs of malignant disease or gangrene, in some
cases of conical stump and severe neuralgia of the stump.

6. Salpingectomy is indicated in purulent salpingitis, the
symptoms of which are as follows : A dragging sensation
in the neighborhood of the affected tube ; colicky pain,
which is increased on exertion or even on standing; ab-
dominal tenderness; menstrual disorders, as amenorrhea,
metrorrhagia, dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia; dyspareunia;
there may be septic symptoms and peritonitis ; sterility

generally ensues. On examination there will be found a
fullness in Douglas' pouch and one or both lateral fornices

;

in these latter will be felt either the tubes, distorted and
possibly adherent, or a sausage-shaped tumor, which is

very painful ; the uterus is retroverted or retroflexed, and
may be bound down by adhesions ; there may be an in-

termittent expulsion of pus, accompanied and preceded by
a burning pelvic pain. There will be a leucocytosis.

The treatment of the acute form consists in rest in bed,
free purgation with Rochelle salt (5i every hourl hot
vaginal douches, and hot applications to the abdomen. If
the symptoms become more severe celiotomy is indicated.
The clironic form may be treated during the menstrual pe-
riod by rest in bed. free purgation, hot vaginal douches

;

local applications of iodine to the cervix and vaginal vaults,
and glycerin tampons. If these measures fail removal of
the tube and ovary and replacing the retroverted uterus,
etc., are necessary.

7. Many operations are practised, but Bassini's is the
most useful. An inci.'^ion, 2' j inches long, is made over the
inguinal canal, exposing the structures of the cord and the
external oblique. The external oblique fibers are split

from the apex of the external ring to expose the canal.
The sac is found, opened, emptied oi its contents, and
isolated from the structures of the cord up to the internal
ring. If the hernia is irreducible, the intestine is freed
and returned to the abdomen, omentum being ligatured and
removed. The neck of the sac is then transfixed and tied

with silk, and the fundus removed. The stump returns to

the abdomen, three of four stitches are then passed
through the conjoined tendon and arched fibers of the
internal oblique and transversalis muscles above, and the
deep part of Poupart's ligament below. These are tied

behind the cord. The external oblique is then sutured in

front of the cord, leaving just sufficient opening for it to

pass through without pressure. The skin is then closed by
a continuous stitch. The patient should be kept in bed for
three weeks, and should not exert himself for at least six
weeks. If the wound has suppurated, or if the case is one
in which the abdominal muscles are weak, it is advisable
that a light truss should be worn afterward for six
months." (From Aids to Surgery.)

8. In Sedillot's "method of amputation of the Teg the point
of the knife is entered a finger's breadth external to the
spine of the tibia and carried outward, grazing the fibula,

and is brought out as far as possible to the inner side ; a
flap three or four inches in length is then cut from within
outward; the extremities of the incision are next united by
an incision across the inner side of the limb, involving the
skin only; any remaining muscular tissue is next divided
and the bones are sawed. The long external flap is then
brought over the ends of the bones and fastened to the
edges of the incision on the inner side of the limb, .^sh-
hurst modified this operation by cutting the long external
flap from without inward, and made also a short internal
flap in the same manner. By either method the resulting
stump is a good one. with th^ ends of the bones covered
hy the tissues of the external flap." (Wharton's Minor
Surgery.)

0. (i) Intercondyloid fracture (T-shaped, or Y-shaped).
This requires complete extension on a straight splint for
three weeks, followed by passive motion ; and then an in-

ternal angular splint for two weeks. (2^) Fracture of the
olecranon process. If there is very little displacement, a
broad strip of adhesive plaster should be placed around
the lower third of the arm. If there is much displacement
the arm should be extended moderately, and a splint ex-

tending from axilla to finger tips applied anteriorly. (3)
Fracture of the external condyle. This requires an internal
angular splint ; or the elbow must be flexed and fixed
in this position and the arm placed in a sling so arranged
as to support the elbow. This must be continued for a
month or more.

10. The treatment of carbuncle is excision in those cases
in which the carbuncle is favorably situated ; the wound
is allowed to granulate under antiseptic dressings. In
other cases the honeycombed mass should be opened freely

by crucial incisions, and as much of the necrotic tistue
as possible removed by forceps and scissors. The wound
should then be disinfected with peroxide of hydrogen and
^lichlorid of mercury solution, i to 1,000, and dressed with
warm antiseptic fomentations. The constitutional treat-

ment is that of sepsis. (^From Stewart's Surgery.)

HYGIENE.

Malaria is transmitted through the bite of an infected
mosquito (anopheles). Individuals should use mosquito
netting round their beds and wire gauze in doors and win-
dows, so as to keep out the mosquitos as much as possible.

.\11 pools, stagnant water, etc., where mosquitos may
breed, should be removed. All mosquitos, larvae, etc.,

should be destroyed as far as possible. By staying indoors
during dusk and darkness, opportunities for infection may
be avoided. Occasional fumigation with formaldehyde or
sulphur is also efficacious.

2. In acute rheumatism, the patient must be kept in bed;
some advise his lying between blankets ; he should wear
flannel; the room should be airy, well ventilated but free

from draughts. Milk, either alone or modified, should
form the basis of the diet; plenty of water should be
taken. Light broths, soups, vegetables and fruits are
allowed ; meats, highly seasoned foods, alcohol, tea and
coffee should be used very sparingly or not at all.

3. Where there is no sewerage system a privy vault may
be used.

A sanHary rural priry consists of a "small watertight
pit, not drained but roofed over to exclude rain, and so

arranged that the excreta and ashes become thoroughly
mixed. For this purpose either the ashes must be thrown
in through the closet seat, which may be hinged so as to

be lifted eu masse, or else a "shoot" or sloping slab must
conduct one or the other to a common point. The floor

should be smooth, and raised a few inches above the level

of the adjoining ground.
"The contents ought to be removed at fixed short in-

tervals, and the work should be done at night or early

in the morning so as to minimize the nuisance." (VVhit-

legge and Newman.)
4. The patient must be isolated; no one but the physician

and nurse must enter the room; the physician should put

on a large washable gown when he goes in, and remove it

on leaving, at the same time washing his hands in a disin-

fectant ; the nurse, when she leaves the sick room should
also remove her clothes and put on others, at the same time
disinfecting herself. Special care must be taken during
the period of desquamation. At the termination of the

disease everything should be disinfected; toys, and books,
etc., are better burned.

5. The patient should be duly impressed with the com-
municability of his disease; he should be particularly

warned about the disposal of sputum, the use of handker-
chiefs, etc. ; he should cover his face when sneezing or

coughing ; kissing should be prohibited. Rooms should be
well ventilated, and frequently cleansed. Clothes and bed-
clothes should be boiled or disinfected before being sent

to the laundrv.

The Action of the X-Rays in Leucemia.— A. David
and R. Desplats state that in studying this subject one is

obliged to take account of the destructive action of the

.r-rays in large doses as well as of their stimulating action

in small doses. The former action is not consistent with

what has been observed by the authors and by others in

the blood and tissue changes occurring in leucemia as the

result of the action of the .r-rays. These changes are to

be explained rather on the basis of the stimulating action

of the .r-rays. The spleen and the hemopoietic organs are

stimulated so far as their deficient functions are concerned,
particularly the leucocyte-destroying and hemopoietic
functions. This stimulation is proportional to the dose

of the .r-rays and to the functional capacity of the tissues

subjected to the action of the rays. This conception does

not contradict the theory that leucolysins are present in the

circulating blood. But one may regard these leucolysins as

the products of secretion of macrophages emanating from
the hemopoietic organs.

—

.Archives d'Electricite Mcdicale.
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Gil Bias on High Living.—B. M. Randolph
presents an extract from Gil Bias, the masterpiece
of Lesage, the French novelist of the eighteenth
century. The latter depicted in Dr. Sangrado a
type both comic and serious, whose advice on the
results of high living is practically in accord with
present-day teachings, particularly in reference to

the production of arteriosclerosis and premature
senility.

"Away I went, therefore, for Doctor Sangrado,"
says Gil Bias, "and brought him with me, a tall,

withered, wan executioner of the sisters three, who
had done all their justice for at least these forty

years. This learned forerunner of the undertaker
had an aspect suited to his office : his words were
weighed to a scruple ; and his jargon sounded grand
in the ears of the uninitiated. His arguments were
mathematical demonstrations ; and his opinions had
the merit of originality. After studying my mas-
ter's symptoms, he began with medical solemnity:
'The question here is to remedy an obstructed per-

spiration. Ordinary practitioners, in this case,

would follow the old routine of salines, diuretics,

volatile salts, sulphur, and mercury ; but purges and
sudorifics are a deadly practice. Chemical prepara-
tions are edged tools in the hands of the ignorant.

My methods are more simple, and more efficacious.'

'What is your usual diet?' 'I live pretty much
upon soups,' replied the canon, 'and eat my meat
with a good deal of gravy.' 'Soups and gravy!'
exclaimed the petrified doctor. 'Upon my word, it

is no wonder you are ill. High living is a poisoned
bait ; a trap set by sensuality to cut short the days
of wretched man. We must have done with pam-
pering our appetites ; the more insipid, the more
wholesome. The human blood is not a gravy. Why,
then, you must give it such a nourishment as will

assimilate with the particles of which it is composed.
You drink wine, I warrant you?' 'Yes,' said the

licentiate, 'but diluted.' 'Oh, finely diluted, I dare
say,' rejoined the physician. 'This is licentious-

ness with a vengeance. A frightful course of feed-

ing. Why, you ought to have died years ago. How
old are you?' 'I am in my sixty-ninth year,' replied

the canon. 'So I thought,' quoth the practitioner;

'a premature old age is always the consequence of

intemperance. If you had only drunk clear water
all your life, and had been contented with plain

food, boiled apples for instance, you would not have
been a martyr to the gout, and your limbs would
have performed their functions with lubricity. But
I do not despair of setting you on your legs again,

provided you give yourself up to my management.'
The licentiate promised to be upon his good be-

havior,"

—

Old Dominion Journal of Medicine and
Surgery.

The" Collection of Disputed Claims.—T. F.

Reilly notes that in most States claims for services

must be filed within two years. The physician

must prove that he has been employed and that

his services were accepted. Parents and guardians
are responsible for their children under age. One
must show in court the date of visits, and the

amount should be charged up each day under the

visit mark. This is not always insisted upon, but it

is a safe thing to do. When the patient has died

and has left an estate the physician should file tlie

bill with the executors, who will arrange for its

payment. If the patient had no relatives or ex-

ecutors the claim should be filed with the public

administrator, who will pay the physician if there

is anything left after the undertaker's bill is paid.

Employers are not responsible for service rendered
to employees, unless they personally order it. When
the physician has attended a patient through his

last illness, and after death the friends come to

the doctor with an insurance certificate to be filled

out, the latter should make up his mind if the
friends are likely to pay the bill. If not he should
take the certificate to the undertaker and both of
them can arrange to be paid as soon as the company
pays the claim. In some instances the physician
can find out from the company the precise time
when they will settle and he can then be present.

"No patient is too poor to treat. Do not send the
poor patient or any other one to a dispensary in

order that he may save the expense. Get the ex-
perience and the gratitude yourself. No patient

who goes to the hospital or a dispensary ever after-

ward has the same regard or respect for you as
before, because there the personal worship or
idolatry is lost, and he realizes that other men are
just as clever as you are, or perhaps other patients

that he meets will convince him of the superiority

of some one else. Whatever the reason may be,

he never has quite the same confidence in you.
Once a patient gets free treatment he is like the

rest of us v^ho, when we once get free tickets for
a theater or railroad journey, never afterward feel

like paying for similar services. If you can do ab-

solutely nothing for the patient, send him to one
of your young friends who is struggling to get ex-

perience in that particular specialty. He will be
glad to treat him for the experience, or for a very
small fee. The patient will appreciate it as a favor,"—Nezv York Medical Journal. October 26, 1912,

The Physician in World Politics.—One of the
most noteworthy features in the present era of po-
litical reconstruction is the increasing prominence
of the physician as a leading figure in world poli-

tics. This has been exemplified in the recent

upheaval in China and is evidenced in the present
work of reconstruction in Portugal. In both cases

it seems to be recognized that the physician's ex-

perience with the ills of humanity gives him a
peculiar fitness for larger service to the State. In
Portugal, not only were the foremost revolution-

ary leaders physicians, as were the principal officers

of the provisional government, but the present lead-

ers of the most influential political parties are medi-
cal men. The former Minister of Justice of the

Provisional Government of Portugal, Dr. Affonso
Costa, now heads the Democratic party which in-

cludes" the Socialist and laboring groups. This
party includes half of the senators and deputies

in the Portuguese Parliament. Dr. Costa is tha

author of the Church and State Separation Law
and other measures, Dr, Antonio Jose d'Almeida,
another medical man, is chief of the Evolutionists,

the conservative element in Portugal. Dr. Almeida
controls the "extreme right," as distinguished from
the extreme left, or ultra-radical Democratic party

headed by Dr. Costa, The Unionist party, a com-
promise group halfway between the extreme radi-

cals and the ultra-conservatives, is headed by Dr,
Brito Camacho, These last two parties, with the

Independents, the political organization of the secret

society, "Carbonario," comprise the conservative
element, which is at present in control. The Por-
tuguese Cabinet, however, is a coalition, and in-

cludes three Democrats, two Evolutionists, and two
Unionists,

—

Medical Review of Reviews, Septem-
ber, 1912.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GAMBLING
HABIT.

A STUDY OF SUSPENSE TN GAMING, THE DRAMA, AND
THE EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCES.

Bv J. LEONARD CORNING, M.D., LL.D.

NEW YORK.

The spell wrought in the mind by hazard is as old

as humanity itself. Whether called into being by
battle, tiie stock market, or the roulette table, the

enchantment remains the same. When asked what
were his emotions on the eve of an impending bat-

tle, an officer of distinction replied that they were
"Precisely the same as those I used to feel when
laying a tremendous stake." The essential similarity

between the feelings aroused by the more strenuous

phases of stock speculation and those called forth

by games of hazard has been frequently pointed

out. Indeed the notion has long since obtained a

footing in the idiom of the street. Games of hazard
seem to be indigenous among all races. Neither sav-

agery nor civilization has been proof against their

wizardry. In India, Egypt, China, Africa ; in

Greece, Rome, Germany, and England ; in France,

Russia, and even the United States, games of chance
have never lacked for votaries.

At various times, and under incitement more or

less obscure, gambling has spread like a contagious
insanity throughout an entire country, infecting all,

regardless of class, sex or condition. During the

advanced decline of the Roman Empire, gaming
was universal among rich and poor alike. At vari-

ous times, extraordinary exacerbations of the pas-
sion have occurred among the French ; and in Ger-
many, both in ancient and modern times, gambling,
though less universally indulged in, has been widely
practised. In England the propensity is traceable

from the most ancient times to our own day. The
stakes among the wealthy were frequently enor-
mous; while among the poor the amounts risked,

though actually less, were proportionately greater.

That the moral damage to individuals and to the

community as a whole was great in all countries, is

attested by numerous reliable commentators, some
of whom have been at some pains to point out the

analogous evils following outbreaks of unbridled
speculation. Nor were the judicial and legislative

authorities lacking in appreciation of the malign in-

fluence exerted upon society by an excessive grati-

fication and a useless and degrading application of

the instinctive love of hazard. Laws of the most
stringent character were enacted against gaming
both in England and the more important countries

of continental Europe; but the fact that these laws
have been powerless to stamp out the practice is

the best proof of how firmly the propensity is rooted

in the instinctive life of the race.

Not much has been written on the purely psy-
chological phases of gambling. Most of the litera-

ture, widely scattered and some of it difficult to
procure, deals largely with the historical and anec-
dotal features of the question. Neither space nor-

the purposes of the present writing permit an ex-
tensive gleaning from these sources. Enough—if

we are to credit the chronicles—that men have al-

ways disclosed a willingness to wager almost any-
thing at the gaming table; and that women

—

so
runs the story—have lagged little if at all behind
their male companions, staking, when hard pressed,
even the more essential parts of their apparel on
the turn of a card or a throw of the dice.

What is the underlying psychology of phenomena
of this kind ? Certainly the question is by no mean.s
answered by assuming the desire for gain with a
minimum of effort to be the sole motive, as is com-
monly though not invariably done. Avarice no
doubt is constitutional, as it were, with some per-
sons, and this quite irrespective of their economic
'iituation in the world. To such individuals the
])rospect of laying hold of their neighbor's posses-
sions even at the risk of parting with their own,
involves, to put it gently, a unique and considerable
fascination. It was of these—of their sordid faces,
of their covetous gestures, of their glowering, avid
eyes—it was of these gentry, no doubt, that Aris-
totle was thinking when he referred to gamesters
as no better than thieves. Were these and their
congeners the only victims of the caprice of hazard,
society could perhaps afTord to let them go their
way unmoved. Unfortunately, there are other
specimens far from ignoble, many of them, though
for the most part not less vehemently infatuated,
who swarm about the gaming table.

What—being in many instances neither predatory
nor yet very poor—what urges these people to
the gaming table, and what keeps them there?
Surely inordinate greed is not responsible for their
coming, nor can it be held to be the sorcery which-
enchains them. Where, then, lies the witchery?
Some writers have found the explanation in the
excitement caused by the alternation of hope and'
fear. Nor can it be denied that this alternation is

the important factor in games of hazard. Yet it is

necessary to remember that still other forces are at
work

; that, in a word, we have to do not only with
hope, but fruition ; not only with fear, but with loss
and sometimes despair. Here the affective contrast
is as wide as could well be imagined. And, as if

this were not enough, the widely disparate moods,
obedient to the capriciousness of chance, are, as
already intimated, rapidly alternated, victory fol-
lowing defeat and vice versa, so that a new com-
posite erethism is engendered, an erethism which
knows neither respite nor repose. To help to an
appreciation of what is here implied, the writer ven-
tures to introduce a diagram. (Fig. I.)

Is there any similarity in the manner of its pro-
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duction between suspense as it is met with in gam-
ing, and suspense as it occurs in certain of the Arts
—the Drama, for instance? A moment's considera-

tion will show that in certain respects a resem-
blance of this kind is certainly traceable. Take
melodrama—the old kind—replete as it is with

AFFECTIVE
HErGHT

(EXALTATION)

AFFECT

Fig. 1.—Diagram showing suspense curves in gambling. Note_ that

the heiglU is somewhat greater than the depth, and that there is no
iogical termination, the erethism continuing after cessation of play.

thrills and "gory interjections." Here plot is

everything, the delineation of character but a

subordinate concern of the playwright. The sym-

pathetic element represented, let us say, by

hero and heroine, and the antipathetic by the

villain, are aggressively apparent. There are no

half people; all are either devils or angels. The
hero desires the heroine in marriage; the villain

feels the same way—entrance of the exciting force.

Were the hero, however, to realize his wish too

easily or too quickly, there would be little drama
and less suspense. Obstacles, or subsidiary actions

(machinations of the villain or his friends, etc.),

are accordingly introduced. Thus by play and

counter-play the action of the play is retarded, sus-

pense is maintained, and excitement augmented.

Neither the hero nor the villain is allowed the upper

hand for long. For a space, the hero seems about

to triumph; then down he goes, and up goes the

villain. And so the process is repeated and the

play progresses, arousing and maintaining in the

spectator a kind of palpitating suspense—a sort of

see-saw of uncertainty.' Such tension, however,

nature being what it is, cannot be indefinitely main-

tained ; and hence in due course the hero runs away
with the heroine (climax) ; the villain being unable

to catch him, is himself caught and comfortably

hanged; while the hero and heroine, as befi;s the

truly virtuous, are duly amalgamated (denouement).

In an entertaining little book on the elements of

dramatic construction, published more than twenty

years ago,^ Hennequin observes that "The most im-

portant means of arousing interest (in the drama)

is suspense. Keep a listener in doubt as to what is

coming ,and he cannot help but listen. Suspense is

the nervous system of the drama. In some form or

another it must exist throughout the entire progress

of the story. At various points of the story, gen-

Fic. 2.—Diagram showing suspense in a play with a single major
climax. A, beginning of the action; AB, exposition; C, growth
(play and counter-play) suspense; D, climax; E, fall; F, denoue-
ment.

erally at the close of each act, it may be partially re-

lieved ; but it must always be done in such a way
as to give rise to new suspense, or to leave one or

two particulars still unsettled. Not until the last

moment of the story should every item of doubt be

cleared away."'

The appended diagrams (Figs. 2, 3, 4) show
the management of suspense in plays of one or
more climaxes.

While the morbid craving for a maximum of ex-
citement with a minimum of effort, confirmed as it

is by habit, plays a conspicuous—nay, the chief

Fig. 3.—Diagram showing suspense in a play with two climaxes.
A, beginning of play; B, D, suspense (B, play and counter-play to
first climax C; D, play and counter-play to second climax, E); F,
fall; G, close.

—role in the bewitchment of the gamester, it can
scarcely be denied that abnormally emotionalized

ideas of success exert at least a contributory influ-

ence. Hence the suspense curve of gambling is

somewhat greater in height than in depth. (The
writer begs to refer once more to Fig. I.)

Confirmation of this view is aflforded by the

fatuous attempts of those who play for low as

well as high stakes to establish a "system" or theory

of the game whereby success shall be rendered more
certain. To the average outsider, untrammeled by
the fascination of gaming and alive to the im-
possibility of fore-reckoning the infinite vagaries of

hazard, their efiforts seem to betoken a singular

obliquity of mind. This tendency to rationalize

where premises are quicksilver and logic thrown
away is a characteristic peculiarity of the gamester.

Thence arise quixotic feelings of confidence, intensi-

fied, perhaps, by various superstitions, of which
gamesters are known to cherish a variety ; and these

in turn tend further to increase the height of the

suspense curve.

Among such superstitions, "Rouge et Noire"*
gives the following: "To turn your back on the

moon when playing for money portends ill luck; to

lend money is unlucky ; to play on borrowed money
is unlucky; playing with money first laid on the

altar Christmas night is lucky ; some gamblers be-

lieve that they can cheat luck by going from table

to table or playing at certain intervals. . . , The
approach or touch of a hunchback is held to be a

sign of luck." Among savages, whose addiction to

gaming has already been referred to, the belief in

luck is apparently universal, and to gain its coun-

tenance they have recourse to philters, fasting, and

Fig. 4.—Diagram showing suspense in a play with several
climaxes; A, beginning ot play; C, succession of climaxes, arranged
m rising gradation so that suspense is progressively increased;
D, denouement.

an astonishing variety of ceremonious cajoleries.

Of contributory effect in heightening excitement

in the gamester should be mentioned the magnitude

of the stake, and the influence of its loss or gain

on his welfare and future destiny. The importance

of this element is obvious, and has been accentuated
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by even the most superficial writers on games of

chance. Not so fully appreciated is the erethistic

influence of a neurotic temperament. Over and
above the predisposing role played by such a

temperament in heightening the excitement of

gaming, the present writer is convinced that to

AFFECTIVE

HEIGHT

AFFECTIVE

AFFECTIVE DEPTH

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM
ABANDONED

Fig. S.—Suspense curve in a series of experiments undertaken for
the solution of a major problem. There is no progressive rise (in
suspense), the only increase in height being at the close. Failure
would entail a corresponding fall.

it is largely to be charged those more extreme
manifestations of the gaming impulse that so
frequently result in the permanent undoing of
the subject and the humiliation and misery of

his dependents. Still more disastrous is the crav-

ing when it develops in those already afflicted

with some form of neurotic derangement. Dan-
ville and Sollier^ have published two instances of

this kind, in which the presence of a neuro-
pathic element was easily made out. In the

first, the impulse to play was comparable with an
hysterical attack; in the second, with the morbid
craving of dipsomania. Here, the passion to play

assumes the dimensions of true mania; the mo-
tiveless, irresponsible, and at times furious excite-

ment of the subject impressing even those without
psychiatric knowledge as essentially insane. It may
be noted in this connection, that the gaming habit is

not infrequently associated with paranoid condi-

tions, a fact overlooked or but slightly accentuated

by most writers.

From this commentary we may pass to the

consideration of a group of activities in which,

while at times there is considerable suspense,

great demands are made upon perception, rea-

son, inductive and deductive, and imagination

as well. Nowhere are these activities more in

evidence than in the experimental sciences, includ-

ing invention and, to some extent, original work
in the donain of astronomy and the higher mathe-

matics. Is there anything at all comparable with

the suspense so characteristic of gaming and that

met wi.h in those who devote themselves to these

disciplines? \\'ith due allowance for temperamental
differences, and excluding for purposes of com-
parison those pursuits which, while they imply

some power to observe, require a minimum of

interpretative subtlety, it may be granted that a

ceriain degree of analogy is really traceable. That
a long period of brooding and experimenta-

tion undertaken for the solution of a considerable

problem may at times be accompanied by a high de-

gree of suspense, is abundantly attested by the his-

tory of discovery and invention. Obviously the im-

portance of the problem ; the success and failure of

the individual experiments undertaken for the pur-

pose of its solution, and the rapidity with which one

experiment follows upon another, will largely de-

termine not only the degree but, to an extent, the

character of the emotional erethism. (Figs. 5 and

6.) But conceding this as a general statement, it

is not to be forgotten that in a certain proportion of

research work there will be time sufficient for more
or less recovery from the excitement, pleasurable or

painful, of each experimental venture; and time is

an all-important element in the rehabilitation of the

emotional mechanism. The suspense curve will,

therefore, be undulating rather than abrupt.

It is precisely in this that the suspense of experi-

mentation and invention differs so widely from that

of gaming, in which so little time elapses between

the separate coups that recovery, even to a limited

degree, is impossible. Moreover, there is the fur-

ther difference that in experimental work there is

apt to be a definite conclusion ; either the end is at-

tained, or the problem is for the time being, or

perhaps definitely, abandoned. A logical conclusion,

as already pointed out, and consequently repose, is

also attained in the drama ; and there is besides a

considerable lapse of time between the separate

parts of the action. Nothing of the kind, of course,

is possible in games of pure hazard ; there is no

logical sequence, neither are there any intermis-

sions, and hence in the nature of things there can

be no logical conclusion. That the inveterate game-

ster carries his excitement away from the table, has

it with him in fact most of the time, is therefore

hardly the riddle that it is popularly held to be.

Still, the very admission that despite his losses he

returns again and again, carries with it the sugges-

tion of an addiction, a compelling force, a deranged

mechanism; so that, recalling the physiology of the

emotions, as we now understand it, one is inevitably

moved by a desire to win to a conception, however

provisional, of the morbid physiology implied by the

habit of the gamester.

While in the present state of knowledge attempts

in this direction can scarcely be expected to rise

much above the level of tentative approximations;

still, something, the writer is'fain to believe, may be

done to satisfy the desire to rationalize, and this

without any very glaring violation of the canons of

common sense. A glance at the opinions now pre-

vailing regarding the physiology of the emotions will

help in an atteiipt of this kind. Two principal

theories, each having advocates more or less, should

be considered. According to the first and older

conception, the mind (brain) "feels" in a definite

way immediately upon excitation, whether from

without or within. Only subsequently does this

"feeling" (emotion) manifest its presence by pure-

ly nervous phenomena (discharges). On the other

liand, it is main:ained, notably by James and Lange,

that the body itself reacts primarily in a definite

way to a given stimulus ; that the mind becomes

aware of this bodily perturbation ("feels it"), and

that this feeling, whether of tension or relaxation,

is the emotion. For, as James observes, "If we
fancy some strong emotion, and then try to abstract

from our consciousness of it all the feelings of its

bodily symptoms, we find we have nothing left be-

hind, no 'mind stuff,' out of which the emotions

PROBLEM SOLVEOi

-REPOSE

Fig. 6.—Suspense curve in a series of experiments, each of which
eventuates in an obvious step towards solution. The progressive

rise of the suspense curve is shown at a.

can be constituted, and that a cold and neutral state

of intellectual perception is all that remains.""

If it be granted that the position of Jarnes and

Lange is well taken, and in the writer's opinion it

is open to fewer objections than any other, we may
conceive the genesis of an emotion to be somewhat
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as follows : A sensation, auditory, visual or what
not, or a perception, or an idea, gives rise in the
brain (cortex) to an impulse which is disseminated
centrifugally to the motor apparatus. Muscular
contraction ensues, and it is the sensations due to

contraction of the muscles, transmitted to the sen-
sorium by the centripetal system of nerves, to which
vasomotor, visceral, and other sensations are added,
that give rise to the emotion.''

Now, as already sufficiently accentuated, the emo-
tions in gaming are aroused or rather racked in a
unique and extreme fashion. That in time the affec-

tive functions, motor, vasomotor and sensory, must
inevitably become erratic, disharmonized, seems a
wholly warranted conclusion. Here, then, are all

the psychoneural elements necessary to the estab-

lishment of addiction ; and it is a matter of sur-
prise to the writer that an implication so apparent
should have been so widely overlooked.
From the foregoing considerations, it is easy to

understand why those who are the chronic victims
of the gaming habit are so little fitted for the rou-
tine that enters so largely into the activities of com-
mon life. This inefficiency of the gamester has long
been recognized ; and his restless, feverish nights,

with their succeeding days of futile, maundering
wistfulness, have provided texts for the diatribes

of the moralists. Not much, in view of history

and the practically universal love of hazard, can
be accomplished by such fulminations. Nor has
drastic legislation, however much it may have
helped to mitigate it, sufficed to suppress the gaming
evil. Of more promise, perhaps because more ra-

tional, would be a systematic attempt to spread
abroad a knowledge of the essentially morbid nature
of the gaming habit ; while at the same time frankly

recognizing the legitimacy of the love of hazard
when properly applied, as in the building up of new
industries, war, games of skill and the like. A
considerable approval of the drama of the better

sort should likewise be expressed, since through its

mechanism both a logical progress and a logical

ending are made possible, while at the same time
suspenses is maintained without undue racking of
the emotions.

While this is doubtless true enough, it is never-
theless not to be forgotten that however much the
intellect and the imagination are concerned in the

making of a play, its enjoyment by the spectator is

relatively a passive one. Quite the opposite is true
of the experimental sciences, the pursuit of which
makes a constant demand upon the active resources
of the mind. Here, too, as already intimated, there
is suspense, but without those sharp alternations so
characteristic of gaming. There is, moreover, the
further merit of a possible enlightening or useful
outcome, the consciousness of which cannot fail to
bring its own meed of satisfaction. Unfortunately,
though the present age has been aptly characterized
as "the scientific age," science and invention are not
for all ; nor in view of the average make-up of hu-
man intelligence, are they ever likely to be so.

From the foregoing analysis, it may be fairly as-

sumed that

—

T. In its more extreme manifestation, the gam-
bling habit may disclose many of the attributes of

a true psychosis.

2. This is especially true of the habit as observed
in neurotic individuals, or those in whom the psy-
chotic impetus is enhanced by paranoid or hysterical

coincidences.

3. While many persons are led by a desire for

diversion to indulge from time to time in games of
hazard, there is always more or less danger, espe-
cially in the case of idle, excitable, unbalanced per-

sons, of the gradual establishment of addiction.

4. It is the rapid alternation of opposing emotions
that provides the chief suspense and major excite-

ment of gaming. Herein is likewise to be found the
source of its chronic allurement. A contributory
though subordinate enhancement of suspense is dis-

cernible in the stake.

5. The suspense curve in the drama is less sharp
by far than in gaming. In other words, there are
fewer alternations, and consequently there is less

racking of the emotions in a given length of time
in the former than in the latter.

6. Of original work in the experimental sciences,

it may be confidently stated that while suspense is

an ingredient far from insignificant, it is brought
about not by rapid affective oscillations, not by an
emotional riot of to-and-fro as in gaming, but by
far more gentle undulations than even those met
with in the drama.

7. Since the suspense in games of pure hazard is

brought about in an arbitrary manner, without any
noteworthy participation of the intellect ; and since,

moreover, habitual gaming tends to engender dis-

taste and even to unfit its votaries for concentrated
mental effort, the practice is to be condemned on
psychopathological grounds, if for no other reason.

8. While the love of hazard appears as an indige-

nous and even highly useful quality in the history

of the race, nothing is more certain than that from
time immemorial it has been shunted, as in gaming,
from its true sociological intent.

9. The gaming habit in its more exaggerated
forms, especially when complicated by neuropathic
adjuncts, is rather an affair of psychopathology than

of morals.

ID. Disssemination of knowledge regarding the

essentially morbid nature of the gaming habit, cou-

pled with a dispassionate and explicit account of its

inroads on mental efficiency, should help, it would
seem, to a rational prophylaxis.

Much has been said and written about the facial

expression of the gamester, and not a little of this

commentary has crept into fiction. Thus we hear of

the "gambler's face," implying thereby a certain

"hardness" of visage ; a hardness which, however
apparent, can nevertheless scarcely be regarded as

an exclusive adjunct of those who habitually indulge

in games of hazard. Still, it cannot be denied—and
this is an interesting and revealing circumstance

—

it cannot be gainsaid that there is usually a vast dif-

ference in facial expression between those in whom
suspense is brought about by the drama or the pur-

suit of the experimental sciences, and those in whom
it is produced by gaming. And more striking, it may
be observed parenthetically, than even this dispar-

ity, is the contrast in the expression of the face be-

tween those who gamble and those whose efforts

are directed to literature and the arts.'

Facts of this kind are their own commentary.
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THE PRO AND CON OF MAINTENANCE OF
THE RETRO-AURICULAR OPENING
AFTER THE RADICAL MASTOID

OPERATION.*
By SEYMOUR OPPENHEIMER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In the majority of cases of chronic suppuration of

the middle ear associated with mastoid disease that

require operation, no question arises as to the ad-

visability of closing the retro-auricular incision, for

the conditions present are such that it is to the best

interests of the individual that this be done, but
there are a certain number of cases associated with
varied and often extensive pathological changes in

the temporal bone, in which the question of main-
taining an opening behind the auricle must remain
debatable, and it is these infrequent cases that it is

desired to discuss here.

Many German otologists seem to prefer the per-

manent posterior opening in nearly all instances of
the radical operation, while a somewhat small num-
ber maintain drainage in this way for an indefinite

period until the parts have become covered with

healthy epidermis and no evidence of a recurrence

of the suppuration is discoverable. Others en-

deavor to obtain primary union of the incision in

practically all cases and treat the osseous cavity

through an enlarged external meatus. A problem
like this, however, cannot be answered in a general

manner, nor is any one method applicable to all

classes of cases, for in all instances the individual

conditions present must be carefully considered and
the determination to maintain a more or less perma-
nent postauricular opening, or, on the other hand,

an immediate closure of the operative field must be

determined by the changes found in the temporal
bone at the time of operation.

While it is highly desirable to obtain primary
union after mastoid evisceration, yet this is not

always possible on account of the difficulty of ob-

taining precise information as to the complete re-

moval of all diseased tissue, but in the majority of

cases modern plastic methods, adapted to widening
the cartilaginous external canal, allow of the after-

treatment through this channel and therefore the

incision behind the ear can be closed either primar-
ily or within a short time after the mastoid opera-

tion. In a general sense, however, primary union
in contradistinction to the maintenance of a perma-
ment postauricular opening, is indicated in the

* Presented at the seventeenth annual meeting of the

American Academy of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngol-
ogy, at Niagara Falls, Sept. 23, 1912.

presence of carious osseous tissue and profuse de-

velopment of granulations in the mastoid interior,

when one is sure that all these diseased structures

have been removed by whatever operative proce-

dure has been employed and when the loss of bone
substance does not involve large areas in the direc-

tion of the occiput or does not extend far upwards
in a superior direction. The progressive develop-

ment of these various plastic methods as just men-
tioned, has released many cases from the necessity

of having a permanent auricular sinus, as in those

instances where at the time of operation the tissues

of the posterior canal wall can be used to line a

portion of the newly formed osseous cavity in the

temporal bone, so that the production of a large

meatus is accomplished and this orifice can be main-

tained of sufficient size thereafter, the necessity

for the maintenance of the former condition with

its many obvious disadvantages can be dispensed

with.

Undoubtedly, therefore, as the result of two
factors, that is the development of methods more
closely approaching the ideal in the absolute re-

moval of all the diseased tissue in its entirety and
the still higher development of plastic methods
upon these tissues, the necessity for the permanent
opening even in a very small number of instances

will be still further eliminated and it is to be hoped

that in the future this question will not arise even

in severe cases of cholesteatomata. The main dis-

advantage of the retro-auricular opening for the

patient is from a cosmetic aspect, as in all cases

it is most unsightly and especially so immediately

following operation, and while at a later period con-

siderable contraction of the soft tissues takes place,

yet at the best it is far from being as inconspicuous

as the scar obtained in other ways. In men this is

especially so, as it is impossible for them to cover

at least partiallv the opening in the bone by their

hair.

A marked disadvantage from a more practical

point of view is the greater length of time re-

quired in healing the parts by this method, so that

the patient is kept from his occupation often for a

period covering many weeks or months, and the

loandage must be worn for a much longer period of

time than is the case when the mastoid wound has

been sutured and early union has taken place.

From the economic aspect, this procedure can in no
wise present any advantages over that of immedia-
ate closure of the wound and treatment following

through the canal, but other sides of the question

must be considered and often what may be desig-

nated as the vital necessities of the patient must
for the time being outweigh any other disadvan-

tages.

As at the present time the main necessity for the

maintenance of the posterior opening is in those ex-

tensive instances of diflfuse cholesteatoma of the

mastoid region, where it is seemingly impossible at

times to remove the proliferating epithelial masses
in their entirety, as they are intimately associated

with the microscopic recesses in the osseous tissue

and it would seem that in order to obtain a perma-
nent cure in such cases, the post-auricular opening
is a necessity.

Manv otologists, especiallv the Continental ones,

believe that the opening of the exposed middle ear

and its accessory cavities should be maintained

until the osseous parts are covered with a healthy

cutaneous lining. Burnett, on the contrarv. is of

the opinion that this is not necessary when the
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cholesteatomatous cavity is not of very large di-

mensions, and he says it is more rational thoroughly
to remove the cholesteatoma and heal the bone
cavity from the bottom without a permanent fistula.

Vulpius believes it neither desirable nor necessary
for the cure of this intractable and often danger-
ous affection to retain a permanent opening, as
nature never indicated such a procedure ; and Jan-
sen as the result of a very large experience, closes

the wound when there is an associated cholestea-

toma in the mastoid even though lateral sinus and
dura mater are exposed in order that the patient

may the sooner return to work.
On the other hand, equally competent observers

believe that the reverse of this procedure is the

proper treatment in cholesteatoma. .Politzer states

that the opening should be maintained in certain

cases, but he does not think that the opening can
prevent the regrowth of the cholesteatoma in those
parts of the middle ear not visible through the

fistula. Schwartze believing that this affection can
be permanently relieved only by the maintenance of

a broad fistula behind the auricle, as in nineteen
cases of this disease, fifteen treated by maintaining
the retro-auricular opening entirelv recovered, while
the other four cases not so treated broke down and
the epithelial proliferation redeveloped as soon as

the wound was closed. The findings of Reinhard
are especially valuable in this connection, as his ex-

perience showed that in cholesteatoma of the an-
trum, if the opening is maintained by implantation
of the integument of the mastoid process into the

wound, no return of the disease would ensue,

while in those cases where such an opening is not

maintained, the affection will develop again an'I

further endanger the life of the individual.

The time when the posterior opening should be
closed in such cases of cholesteatoma where a so-

called permanent opening has been maintained, will

depend entirely upon the condition of the epithelial

lining of the eviscerated cavity, for should the least

trace of the affection be in evidence, it will be ap-

parent that to close the wound whether it is of sev-

eral months' or several years' duration in the pres-

ence of the heaping up of epithelial masses, would
endanger the entire result of the original operation.

It is essential therefore in determining when such
surgical procedures should be adopted for closing

the retro-auricular opening that all traces of
cholesteatomata or diseased tissues whether osseous
or otherwise, should have entirely disappeared and
remain absent for several months at least before
such measures can be applied.

As the natural tendency of soft tissues over an
osseous cavity is to contract and diminish the size

of the opening, it is essential that much care be
exercised in maintaining a large opening com-
mensurate with the size of the underlying bony cav-
ity, and this can be accomplished by frequently
packing the mouth of the cavity with gauze, in

order that epithelial development be retarded or
prevented at the edges of the wound. If this be
followed out in the majority of instances so that

epidermization of the edcres of the wound is pre-

vented, it can be maintained at any size required
for an indefinite time an 1 when it is desired to

close the wound in order to obtain a better cosmetic
effect, by omitting the tampons, it will more or less

rapidly close in many instances without having re-

course to one of the various plastic procedures
used for this purpose.
A more or less permanent opening in the mastoid

process is indicated as already shown, when choles-

teatoma is present in extensive areas in the tem-
poral bone so that large osseous sections are de-

stroyed and a large cavity extending in a posterior

and superior direction results, and also when the

dimensions of the antrum have been markedly in-

creased by disease processes in the same direction.

While if there is a very large loss of tissue in the

mastoid process in its vertical portion, as the result

either of cholesteatoma formation or of other de-

structive processes, other things being equal, a
pemianent fistula behind the auricle will be an ad-
vantage in more rapidly healing the parts than if

an attempt be made to obtain early closure of

the soft tissues over the mastoid process. The
maintenance of a fistula behind the auricle for an
indefinite length of time is of great importance
when, in conjunction with chronic suppurative

otitis media, symptoms are present indicative of an
intracranial complication so that it is necessary as

part of the radical operation to expose either the

sinus or the cranial dura mater or both, as under
such conditions primary closure of the wound is,

of course, inadvisable for fear of subsequent infec-

tion of these important tissues ; but when the dan-
ger of such infection has passed, it may then be
advisable to close the mastoid wound by freshening
the edges of the soft structures and suturing.

When there are any indications of the develop-

ment of perichondritis of the cartilage of the ex-

ternal auditory canal, so that it will interfere with

the formation of flaps to aid in filling in the large

osseous cavity, it is wisest, for a time at least, to

treat the cavity through the patulous mastoid open-
ing instead of closing it at the time of the primary
operation. It has been the custom of Grunert and
Zeroni in performing the radical operation, to allow

the post-auricular incision to remain open at first,

so that in case furuncles or perichondritis of these

parts develop, with the consequent cicatricial and
inflammatory narrowing of the canal preventing
proper treatment of the osseous cavity, careful in-

spection and care could be given by way of the

mastoid opening and thus obviate the necessity for

subsequent reopening should such not infrequent

complications ensue.

In various affections of the middle ear and mas-
toid which partake of the nature of specific granu-
lomata and are accompanied by more or less exten-

sive destruction of both the soft tissues and espe-

cially the osseous structures, such as are seen in

tuberculosis and in the so-called lymphatic sub-

jects, the maintenance of a permanent opening
behind the auricle is undoubtedly indicated in many
of such individuals who come to the radical opera-

tion. The rationale of such a procedure mnst be

obvious, for while the aim of the operation should

be to remove the diseased structure in its entirety

yet such an ideal can be but rarely accomplished

from the very nature of the local pathological

changes present in the individual case and especially

from the peculiar lack of resistance on the part of

the patient which allows of the progressive and sub-

sequent destruction of tissues. For these reasons,

it becomes necessary to allow an exit which will in

no manner obstruct free drainage for the discharge

of infected pathological products, and as this object

cannot be obtained in a satisfactory manner even

through an enlarged external auditory canal, it is

essential that the post-auricular opening be main-
tained for this purpose.

In the majority of cases of chronic suppurative
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otitis media uncomplicated with sinus or intra-

cranial involvement in which the mastoid process

is also involved to a greater or lesser extent, the

maintenance of a permanent aural opening is, in

my judgment, seldom indicated, as the diseased

tissue can be thoroughly removed and the important
subsequent treatment carried out through the

widened external aural canal in a most satisfactory

manner, as has been shown by many operators.

In a series of eighty-three radical operations the

posterior opening was maintained in five. These
cases recovered with an auditory canal larger than

before the operation, which permitted free inspec-

tion and treatment of every portion of the large

osseous cavity. In this connection the statistics of

Holmes are of practical interest as in 115 operations

which he performed he did not find it necessary to

leave in any instance a post-auricular opening.

In such cases as it is desired to maintain a perma-
nent retro-auricular opening, the operation of Pas-

sow presents decided advantages, as the healing of

the wound cavity seems to be rather more rapid

than by other methods and there is a decided free-

dom from recurrence of the suppuration if the

steps of the operation be carried out with proper

technique. It also presents the advantages of

allowing free access to the middle-ear cavity for

purposes of observing the changes that are taking

place and for necessary cleansing; and of consid-

erable value is the fact frequently noted, that free

access of air is obtained, so that the parts are kept

in as dry a condition as possible. In carrying out

this procedure, the usual radical operation is per-

formed and all the diseased structures are carefully

removed ; into the cartilage of the external audi-

tory meatus a right-angle slit is then made with a

sharp, narrow knife and the quadrilateral flaps

thus formed are stitched into the bone cavity so as

to form a covering for its ceiling. A quadrilateral

flap of sufficient size is then dissected up from the

cutaneous covering of the mastoid process behind

the auricle and is turned into the osseous cavity so

as to form a dermal lining for its floor, so that large

areas of epithelial covered tissue are at once placed

in the cavity and, if the conditions are favorable.

in a surprisingly short time the cavity becomes
covered with a dry, non-secreting epidermic layer

of tissue.

It is especially in chronic suppuration that Pas-

sow recommends this operation, as by leaving the

free opening behind the ear and bv stitching the skin

flaps deep in the osseous cavity, complete epiderm-
ization is soon obtained with a cessation of the sup-

puration. Of course, as with all more or less per-

manent fistulas behind the auricle, this operation also

possesses decided disadvantages, but these shotild be

carefully considered in the individual case, and be-

fore anv procedure is carried out it is essential that

all sides of the question be most carefully consid-

ered. The disadvantages of the Passow operation

are those common to all such procedures, the most
conspicuous being the disfigurement produced, but

in this procedure this is not as marked as in some
other operations for the same purpose, as the open-

ing contracts during the after-treatment and finally

becomes slit-like in character rather than a laree

oval opening, becominar oval or round in shape only

when the auricle is pulled well forward : and at any
time, when so desired, it can readily be closed by
a plastic operation.

On account of the disadvantasre produced by the

disfigurement of any large opening behind the

auricle, it should be closed as soon as is consistent

with the cessation of pathological changes within

the osseous cavity.

At the same time the cavity should be under ob-

servation for a sufficient length of time until one is

convinced that there is not the slightest evidence

of heaping up of epithelial masses in any of its

parts and that the slight exfoliation that often

takes place can be as easily removed from the en-

larged meatus as it can from the post-auricular

opening.
45 East Sixtieth Street.

EFFECT OF PRESENT PREVENTION ON
THE SPREAD OF CONSUMPTION.

By THOMAS J. MAYS, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

It seems that the extensive measures which have
I)een put into active force during the last ten or

fifteen years, with a view of stamping out pul-

monary consumption, have been in operation long

enough to give some rational account of their in-

fluence on the spread of this disease. With the ob-

ject, therefore, of giving a fair and impartial inter-

pretation of the effects of this movement, the writer,

through the liberal generosity of the health depart-

ments* of the most populous cities of this country,

has been enabled to collect a large mass of sta-

tistics bearing on the progress of this disease, and
from this it is believed that certain well-defined

conclusions may be drawn in regard to this problem.

The cities which are comprised in this list are

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Buffalo,

St. Louis, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, New Orleans, Mil-

waukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Louisville, Wash-
ington (D. C), Providence, Indianapolis, Reading
(Pa.), Springfield (Mass.), New Haven, Worces-
ter, Hartford, Haverhill, Nashville, Richmond, St.

Paul, Lowell and San Antonio (Texas), in all em-
bracing a population of about 16,000,000. These
statistics will be presented in two tables, which
give the dates of the enforcement of disinfection

measures and the per mille decrease or increase

of the death rate of consumption for each

city, before and after the introduction of these

measures. The first table includes those cities, the

records of which cover a period of thirty-seven

years from 1875 to 191 1, while the other includes

those which only cover periods varying from
eighteen to thirty years.

The Normal Diminution Rate of Consumption.—
In analyzing statistics of this disease, it is important

to bear in mind the cardinal point that no estimate

of its death rate is worth the paper on which it

is written, unless the fact is recognized that pul-

monary consumption has been as a rule gradually

diminishing in probably every city from its earliest

record to the present time, and long before the

current preventive measures had been called into

existence. In other words, its history shows that

its death rate declined independently of any specific

preventive measures, chiefly because of improved
general sanitarv conditions "brought about by wise
legislation. Let us inquire, then, into the status

of this normal reduction rate of consumption be-

fore the prevention measures of the present era

came into play, as indicated by the statistics of the
various cities which are brought under considera-

tion. Before the year 1894 little, if anything, had

*To these the writer's warmest thanks are due for their

kind interest and prompt responses.
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been done in this direction. Hence, by dividing

the records of all those cities which extend over the

whole thirty-seven-year period, and which are thir-

teen in number, into equal parts (taking 1893 as

the central year, as has been done in the following

table) the first half will demonstrate the diminution

rate in the ante-prevention period, which is called

the normal rate of decrease ; while the second half

covers the time during which the prevention meas-
ures were in active operation, and this period will

show whether the latter has had any perceptible

power to accelerate the normal diminution rate, or

not. This differentiation in the diminution rate of

consumption before and after the year 1893 is

shown in each of the thirteen cities in the following

table

:

TABLE 1.* STATISTICS OF CITIES COVERING 37 YEARS, FROM 1875 TO
1911.

Names of Cities
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tion period, it is only 146 per mille, which leaves a
balance of 74 per mille in favor of the first half, or
what may be called the normal diminution rate

period. By adding this balance of 74 per mille to

the 27 per mille total net increase of Table I, it

shows a total net increase of loi per mille in excess

of the second over the first half of the period in the

twenty-seven cities which are under consideration
in this paper.

Whatever distrust one may have in regard to the

value of statistics, and whatever the shortcomings
of those which are presented here may be, it is

obvious that the trend of the evidence is strong
enough to force the conviction that the decrease of

the death rate of consumption has not been ac-

celerated one whit by the preventive measures which
have been evoked during the last ten or fifteen

years ; on the other hand, there are positive indi-

cations that, on the whole, the number of deaths
from this disease have, for some unaccountable
reason, increased during the years when these meas-
ures were in full sway. In other words, the modern
prevention idea of stamping out consumption by
fumigation, disinfection and isolation, is evidently

proceeding on a blind trail, and it is high time that

we strive to recall our mental equilibrium and to

realize that experience, which is, after all, our
best practical master, teaches that the only remedy
which has so far been found effective in reducing
the number of deaths from this disease, consists in

the improvement of our physical and mental en-

vironment, and in the moral betterment of the

human race. Additional proof of this will be fur-

nished in that which follows.

History of Consumption in the Colored Race of
This Country.—Before the Civil War the colored

race was practically free from consumption—at

least, its death rate in the South was not higher
than that of the white population, in spite of the

fact that they were probably more exposed to the

disease then than they have been since. Fl-om
reliable sources it is learned that the negroes "nursed
the white consumptives, washed their spittoons, bed-

ding and clothing, swept and dusted their rooms,

and in many instances slept in the rooms with them
—literally being with them night and day, and were
more exposed to the tubercle bacillus than now as

a general thing ; still they resisted the disease."

(Powell.) Notwithstanding their immunity before

the war, it is well established that at the present

time the death rate of consumption among the

negroes of this country is from two to four hundred
per cent, higher than it is among the whites. Why
should the negro race, in less than half a century,

be transformed from the least to the most consump-
tive race? Why should this come to them without
the change of climate, or without the influence of

migration, but in the land of their involuntary adop-
tion, in which they had continually lived for more
than two hundred years? The principal reason for

this change was that since they obtained their free-

dom their entire social, economic and political ex-

istence became revolutionized. Instead of being

dependent on their owners for food, clothing,

shelter, medical care, and general supen'ision, as

was their wont in the days of slavery, they were
thrown on their own resources and were forced into

a struggle for a living that was as unequal as it

was tragic. And it is not at all surprising that in

the severe stress and strain which they were com-
pelled to undergo to readjust themselves to their

new environment—to a civilization which was thou-

sands of years ahead of their own social status^

their constitution, and especially their brain and

nervous system, became undermined and exhausted,

and they fell an easy prey, not only to pulmonary

consumption, but to insanity in excessive proportion,

and from which they were also free before the war

—showing that both diseases originate from com-

mon causes.

On the other hand, it does not require a very

severe stretch of the imagination to perceive that if,

through some magic spell, the negroes were trans-

lated into that state in which they could enjoy the

advantages of care, food, shelter, clothing and gen-

eral oversight, such as they received during slavery

days, without being subject to the institution of

slavery, they would in time revert to their former

freedom from consumption and other diseases which

now threaten to decimate them. To show the possi-

bility of this, it may be incidentally stated on re-

liable authority that from i860 to 1870 Spain

brought 250,000 coolies under contract to the island

of Cuba. They were drawn from the scum and off-

scouring, principally of the cities of Canton and

Macao, and, in spite of the most careful selection,

they brought with them consumption and other dis-

eases for which China is noted. The vast majority

of them were placed on plantations, and, being

under contract and under the supervision of over-

seers, who ministered to all their physical neces-

sities, so far as food, shelter and care were con-

cerned, their condition being practically like those

which obtained during negro slavery in the South,

within the first few years consumption was elimi-

nated, either through death or cure, and never re-

appeared in them or in their offspring.

Perhaps one of the most convincing examples of

the influence of well applied sanitary regulations as

a means of stamping out pulmonary consumption,

so far as we have the figures, is given in connection

with the history of exterminating yellow fever in

Santiago de Cuba, immediately after the American
occupation of that city in 1898, and which then had
the reputation of being the filthiest city in the world.

Major L. C. Carr, surgeon of the United States

Army, was in charge of the work, and he states

that a fairly reliable report of the deaths from
yellow fever and consumption had been kept for

some years before the occupation. The sanitary

work, which was done for the chief purpose of

clearing out yellow fever, began in 1898, and con-

sisted of disinfection and re-disinfection of the

foci of the fever, use of force-pumps to clean out

cesspools, latrines, manholes, and wells ; drenching

and scrubbing of floors, ceilings, and walls
;
pro-

hibiting the promiscuous throwing of filth, urine

and excretions into the streets, and a general proc-

ess of cleaning up the city and keeping it as sani-

tary as possible. No efforts were made to ex-

terminate mosquitos, and no attention was paid to

the expectoration of consumptives. In 1897 there

were 325 deaths from yellow fever and 410 deaths

from consumption ; in 1898, 20 from yellow fever

and 415 from consumption; in 1899, 53 from yel-

low fever and 173 from consumption; in 1900, no
deaths from yellow fever from January to October,

and 135 from consumption. From 1898 to igoo

the general death rate also fell from 133.71 to 6.00

per thousand inhabitants, while the death rate of

yellow fever sunk to zero, and that of consump-
tion diminished 67 per cent, during the last three

years.

Hisforv of Former Crusades Against the Spread
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of Consumption.—The facts which have been
brought out in this investigation, concerning the

inadequacy of the present preventive measures
against the spread of consumption, are in entire

accord with the results of similar crusades in the

past, as the following historical facts plainly show.
In 1754 the Grand Duke of Tuscany, in Italy, made
it compulsory on all physicians to report every case

of consumption to the health authorities of that

country, under the penalty of a heavy fine, and even
imprisonment, for failing to do so. In every case
of death from consumption all articles used by the

deceased had to be thoroughly disinfected, and
nothing that was used in their illness could be sold

for a month after death. Consumptives were com-
pelled to spit only in special vessels of glass or
glazed earthenware, which were to be disinfected,

emptied, and cleaned frequently. These laws were
rigidly enforced for thirty-nine years, when, on
account of a want of support by the medical pro-
fession, they were repealed as being "a cause of

bitterness, dissatisfaction, and vexation."

Laws of a like character were enacted in the

Kingdom of Naples in 1782, and probably carried

out with greater severity. In addition to the pen-
alty imposed for not reporting cases of consumption
and for failing to disinfect the expectoration, the

rooms in which consumptives died had their ceil-

ings, walls, floors, doors and windows torn out and
burned. The bedding and furniture shared the

same fate, and the houses were not inhabitable for

a year. The sick were neglected, the families in

which consumption occurred were shunned, and the

owners of such houses were often turned into beg-
gars on account of depreciation of their property.

These laws were enforced about fifty years, and,
as in the case of Tuscany, were abandoned on ac-

count of their absolute uselessness. Dr. de Renzi,
the medical historian of Italy in that day, asserts

that the injury which these laws inflicted were in-

describable, and denounces the medical faculty in

the severest terms for participating in their intro-

duction and maintenance.

It may be urged here that medicine has made
many advances since then, and that we are able

to do more in the way of preventing consumption
by disinfection and isolation than could be done a
hundred years ago. It is true, they knew nothing
of the tubercle bacillus, but is there any evidence
to show that this germ was absent then, or did

not possess the same virulent activity that is as-

cribed to it now? There is no evidence that the

disease assumed a different character from that by
which we know it now. The general description is

the same as that given at present. It arose under
the same influences, sprang from the same causes,

had the same signs and symptoms, and was subject

to the same laws of prevention and cure. In fact,

the people at that time practically anticipated, by a

whole century, the baneful effects which the then
unknown bacillus is supposed to exert at present
in the production of this disease, and under the
ruthless isolation of consumptives wdiich then pre-
vailed, and which could not be enforced now to the

same extent, neither the sick, their bacilli, their

expectoration, nor any of their belongings had the

remotest chance of ever reaching or infecting any
one.

Rational Means of Preventive; Pulmonary Con-
sumption.—In looking for rational principles to

solve the prevention problem of consumption, there

is not a more positive guide in existence than that

of experience. This teaches us to steer clear of

the shoals and pitfalls that have wrecked ventures

of this kind, and seek methods that insure safe sail-

ing to the goal in view. No safer and more forcible

indication can be found for such a course than a

study of the factors which were active in reducing

the death rate in our American cities from 1875 to

1893—the time which may be termed the ante-pre-

vention period—or of the underlying elements

which practically maintained the freedom of the

negro slaves from this disease, as well as those

which worked out immunity for the Chinese coolies

in Cuba ; and, lastly, an investigation of the most
important example of Santiago, which demon-
strates how profound an impression may be made
on the march of this disease in the course of a few
years by preventive means that prevent.

All of these exemplifications in their last

analysis resolve themselves into the inculcation of

sound fundamental principles of hygiene, which
call for the expenditure of large sums of money
and assiduous labor. Carried out in detail, this

implies : (
i

) Eating wholesome and properly pre-

pared food, (2) avoidance of living in damp, ill-

ventilated and overcrowded dwellings, (3) wearing
of suitable and comfortable clothing, (4) personal

and domestic cleanliness, (5) avoidance of over-

work and physical mental strain, (6) encourage-
ment of learning trades, agricultural and mechani-
cal pursuits, or any useful labor for boys, (7) im-
portance of teaching girls the art of domestic econ-

omy, cooking, sewing, and taking care of a home,
(8) the great value of education, (9) hygiene of

the workshop and factory, good ventilation and
temperature, and avoidance of dust as much as pos-

sible, (10) supervision of convalescence from what
often seems a trivial cold or cough, or from illness

or accident, (11) the procurement of efficient medi-
cal service and nursing in sickness or accident, (12)
insurance against death, sickness and accident at the

cheapest rate possible with safety, (13) erection

of modern tenement houses, to be rented to working
people at a rate sufficient to pay 4 per cent, interest

on the cost, which amount, when sufficiently ac-

cumulated, to be applied for the erection of other

tenements.
1829 Spruce Street.

CLAUDIUS GALEN.*

131 A. D. TO 200 A. D.

By THOMAS W. HARVEY, M.D.,

ORANGE, N. J.

"There is no pen, nor ever was, nor will be, that

could do justice or a tithe of justice to the meaning
of that historic moment in the history of mankind
when the slowly but surely seminal labors of the

appointed in many past generations, hitherto un-

availing, jeered at by fools, unknown by the crowd,
trivial in the eyes of kings, culminated for the sav-

ing of fools and crowds and kings alike in Listerian

surgery."— (Saleeby "Surgery and Society.")

As we look back over the past of medicine, illu-

mined by the wonderful light of the Twentieth Cen-
tury, we may recognize these "appointed" ones,

their work clearly showing up above the level of

the great mass of error, of dogmatism, of sacerdo-

talism, of charlatanism, of mystery and magic, like

distant peaks of snow-capped mountains in the

Alpine after-glow when all else is shrouded in dark-

*Read before the Orange Mountain Medical Society,

May, 1912.
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ness and gloom. Such "appointed" ones, Vesalius

and Boerhaave and Leuwenhoeck, Ambrose Pare
and Pasteur, Harvey, Laennec, Jenner, Priestley,

Sydenham, Servetus, Paracelsus, Avicenna mark
with their beacons the pathway across the ocean of

obscurity and forgotten knowledge until we come
to one great searchlight whose brilliance was so

penetratmg that it illuminated the path of medicine

and obscured all other sources of illumination for

fourten hundred years. Such an "appointed" one
was Claudius Galen.

Changing the metaphor, if we look over a rail-

road map of a great country like our own we will

see here and there centers toward which all lines

concentrate and from which all radiate. So it is

looking at the map of the history of medicine. We
find here and there great minds to which converge
all the lines of thought and knowledge that preceded
them and from whom radiate similar lines of

thought and knowledge to their followers, to be

dissipated and lost in the ignorance and half knowl-
edge of their disciples, or to be misinterpreted and
denied by false prophets, ambitious to pose as new
centers of knowledge.

After much winnowing of the chaff the lines of

the old truths and the lines of new discoveries con-

centrate again in the new center ; some great men-
tality with powers of analysis and of generalization

so much greater than those of his contemporaries

that the principles that he promulgates seem to have
originated with him, and we call him a great dis-

coverer.

Such a man was Galen, the great Eclectic. From
all the widely differing schools of medicine that had
flourished with more or less virility since the days
of Hippocrates he took whatever theories seemed
to him to be true, and in the great alembic of his

mind he digested them and distilled a theory of

medicine that might well have been called the Galen-
ical school, so filled was it with his own personality

and so persuasive was it to the loyalty of the phy-
sicians of the succeeding centuries.

His ideas of anatomy prevailed, founded though
they were almost entirely upon studies of animals,

until the dissections of Vesalius, and his physiology

was accepted until William Harvey published the

results of his studies on the circulation.

Particularly happy was he in his birth. His
father lived at Pergamus, second only to Alexan-
dria as a seat of learning. He was a learned man,
and laid a broad foundation in his son's youthful

mind so that when he was sent to study philosophy

he easily became an adept and developed those

powers of observation, analysis, and reasoning that

enabled him to enter upon the study of medicine

well equipped to differentiate truth from error, and
to lead men back to the pure medical truths as laid

down by Hippocrates, and which had been covered

up and lost in the great mass of superstition and
theoretical insanity that prevailed among the teach-

ers of medicine and philosophy during the years

that intervened between the lifetime of the Father
of Medicine and that of his greatest disciple. That
it is no exaggeration to apply the term pure medical

truths to the theories of Hippocrates is readily ap-

preciated if we consider his basic principle. There
is a certain force that he calls "nature," a force

later recognized under the title of Vis Medicatrix

Naturse, upon which we can rely when we cannot

cure our patients by incantations, sacrifices, prayers,

or drugs, which, if not prevented by our own mal-

practice, can generally be trusted to correct the

aberration from health. To quote his own words
from Smythe's Medical Heresies: "Nature is suffi-

cient of itself for every animal. She performs
everything that is necessary to them without any
instructions how to do it. She distributes blood,

spirits, and heat through all parts of the body by
which means it receives life and sensations, nour-
ishment, preservation, and growth."
Now this is good medical doctrine to-day and is

about as near being exactly true as it was four hun-
dred years before Christ. In his writings we find

that he teaches that this force is a form of heat and
that it is immortal, and this is a doctrine which
under the title of the "Conservation of Energy"
underlies all our modern theories regarding phys-
ical phenomena. These doctrines prevailed very
generally until the time of Galen. However, rival

schools and perversions of the original Hippocratic
teachings had risen so that it was a difficult task

that Galen set for himself, viz., to reform the prac-

tice of medicine. As he pursued his task his Eclec-

ticism evaporated and he became a strong supporter
of dogmatism in medicine, and so entrenched his

principles that it took many centuries and the at-

tacks of many such as Paracelsus to deprive him of
his position as arbiter of the proper beliefs to be
held about disease and its cure.

Besides nature, this force to which is ascribed so
much by Hippocrates, he believed the four humors,
blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile, and their

derangements to be the basis of all disease, and
that these humors were subject to the malevolent or
beneficent influence of the four elements, earth,

fire, air, and water.

The one great principle that has come down to us
from Hippocrates and his immediate disciples is

the value of observation of the phenomena of dis-

ease, and the effect of outside influences such as
diet, regimen, and climate. They attributed much
to the influence of the stars, the solstices, and the
equinoxes, and consequently easily yielded to the
tendency to attribute disease to occult causes; and
the pure speculations as to the effect of meteorolog-
ical conditions became lost in the maze of astrology.
One of the Hippocratic precepts, to-wit, "Life is

short, opportunity fleeting, judgment difficult, treat-

ment easy, thought hard, but treatment after
thought is proper and profitable," may well be ac-
cepted as a cornerstone for medical practice to-day.

After the days of Hippocrates numerous schools
arose, all of them antagonizing more or less his
teachings. The dogmatists, who were the earliest
to be differentiated from the older physicians, were
more given to speculation than to observation, and
the more they theorized about the nature of disease
and its causes, the less attention they gave to the
study of its phenomena.
At Alexandria some two hundred years after the

passing of Hippocrates there developed a great
medical school, a school that inherited much from
the ancient Egyptian civilization, which indeed had
been the storehouse from which the Greeks had
drawn the knowledge upon which, as a foundation,
.^sculapius had developed the medical science that
had culminated in the Hippocratic period.

All the world went to Alexandria to finish their
medical studies, and even two hundred years later
we find Qaudius Galen studying anatomy at the
feet of one of its noted professors. Alexandria in
the earliest times had allowed its medical professors
to dissect the human body, and here in 335-220
B.C. flourished Herophilus, who might be called
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the father of anatomy, and so strenuously did he

pursue its study that he is said to have dissected

seven hundred bodies. He had a contemporary,
one Erasistratus, who seems to have been equally

skilled in anatomy, but differed from his colleague

in many essentials. He might have been called the

Hahnemann of the Ancients so persistent was he in

opposing the use of venesection, and of active and
unpleasant remedies of any kind, even to the extent

of using infinitesimal dosage.

Erasistratus was the man who made his medical
reputation by diagnosing love sickness in the case

of the young prince who was pining for his step-

mother, and had fallen into such a grievous state

of illness that none of the local faculty could cure

him, not being able to determine the cause. Erasis-

tratus, however, perceiving that the young man's
symptoms were always aggravated by the approach
of the lady, recognized the disease. The diagnosis

having been made, a speedy cure was accomplished,

but history is silent as to the method. Not to be

outdone, Galen made a similar brilliant diagnosis

in another case of love sickness. Galen, like many
of us to-day, took delight in telling of his successes

in diagnosis, and he gives descriptions of consulta-

tions, narrating with much pride his clever use of

his powers of observation, and unctuously express-

ing his belief that these patients had probably never
before been in the hands of a competent physician.

The fact is Galen had very little use for the average
doctor, and was arrogant and supercilious enough
to have acceptably filled a consulting chair in a met-

ropolitan school of to-day.

During the five hundred years that preceded the

advent of Galen many sects had arisen in medicine.

The Empirics rejected as useless all search for the

causes of disease, rejected the value of anatomy,
and claimed that the true object of medicine is to

cure the patient, and that the study of the clinical

histories of similar cases should be a sufficient guide

to the proper treatment. The Methodists attempted
to pursue a path midway between the Empirics and
the Dogmatists, who claimed to be the true follow-

ers of the Father of Medicine. The Pneumatic
school devised a fifth principle called "Pneuma,"
this principle is breathed in and the effects of its

proper or improper mi.xture with the well-known
four elements of Hippocrates cause health or dis-

ease. Following these sects arose a powerful school

called Eclectics, and it was from prominent teach-

ers of this school that Galen received his early med-
ical training.

According to Baas the world of that day seemed
to be well supplied with medical men of all kinds

and varieties, with all degrees of training, formu-

lating many opposing and fantastical theories as to

the cause, natural history, and termination of the

phenomena of disease.

There were many specialties and there were many
castes among physicians. Among the Romans in

the early days of the emperors, most of the physi-

cians were Greek or Egyptian slaves ; the high and
well-born Roman scorned to lower himself to either

bodily or mental labor and employed slaves for such

purposes, his best medically trained slaves being

worth about three hundred and fifty dollars. In

those days medical men were certainly of low de-

gree, but as time went on and slaves became freed-

men, or learned physicians from other countries

came to Rome to practise their art, or were sum-
moned thither to attend some great man, the social

status of the medical man became verv much bet-

ter, so that in Galen's time it was considered an
honorable calling even by the knightly and aristo-

cratic native of the Imperial City. There were
court physicians, city and district physicians, and
ordinary practitioners, besides the military sur-

geons
; there were apothecaries and barbers and

bathers ; there were dispensaries and even hospitals

of a kind. The poor were treated for nothing and
the well-to-do were charged according to their

means. Later the doctors had many privileges such
as freedom from certain forms of taxations, and
many were salaried by the city or State. Their
fees, as has been said, varied. Thirty cents was a

common fee for a visit, but many very large fees

are recorded. Baas mentions that the oculist Char-
mis received a fee of $10,000, while Galen received

a fee of $2,100. Ancient Rome also had its mid-
wives and sages femmes, also abortionists and pois-

oners, and in all things medical seemed to have at-

tained a high degree of civilization.

And to this Rome came Galen in his young man-
hood, and here he spent most of his life, here he
made his medical reputation, and here he wrote his

books. Pergamus, his birthplace, was situated in

Mysia and was one of the renowned centers of edu-
cation of the ancient world. It had a large and
important temple of ^sculapius, ornamented above
its portal with the great carved serpent, and with
its majestic columns covered with inscriptions writ-

ten by those who had recovered from their diseases

under the beneficent care of the temple physicians,

carefully detailing the symptoms of their diseases

and the methods of treatment, such clinical rec-

ords being of use in training the young medical
men, and also of assistance to those sick with sim-

ilar diseases.

Galen, led by a vision of good old .(Esculapius,

who appeared to him in a dream, took up the study

of medicine in his native city, and visited and
studied in all the important centers of Grecian
medical teaching. Whenever he heard of some in-

teresting medical discovery he immediately jour-

neyed to the spot so as to have a personal knowl-
edge. In one of his travels he describes the finding

of a human skeleton. A criminal had been left un-

buried and the carrion birds had cleaned the bones,

and he devoted much time to the improvement of

this unusual opfxtrtunity, and in his lectures on
anatomy he urged his students to be on the lookout

for such chances. He must have increased his ac-

quaintance with anatomy while studying in Alex-
andria, where was still preserved a knowledge of

that subject handed down from the days of Heroph-
ilus when dissection of the human body had been

common. He pursued other studies in addition to

medicine, and we find among his productions books

on grammar, mathematics, logic, and ethics. He
was also a great linguist and wrote his treatises in

several languages and dialects. He is said to have
written over three hundred treatises, more than half

of them being still extant. Dr. George J- Fisher

has calculated that Galen's extant works are nearly

five and a half times as voluminous as the entire

Bible. "These treatises were the great and ex-

haustless repositories of medical observations and
opinions to which the whole medical world turned

for fourteen hundred years."— (Fisher).

Certain of his more important treatises, viz., "De
usu partium corporis humani," "De pulsibus," "Ars
parvi," "Methodus medendi," "De crisibus," and
"De differentia febrium," composed the standard
"Canonical writings of Galen," and were the text-
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books of the middle ages. These are the books
that Paracelsus burned.
The anatomy that Galen taught was largely

founded on the study of animals, yet his treatises

were accepted as authority down to the time when
the valiant Vesalius defied the arrogance of the

monks, and despite the fulminations of the church
published his wonderful works founded on his own
dissections. Vesalius never could say severe enough
things about Galen's anatomy and devoted much
time to pointing out his errors, and yet many of

Galen's anatomical writings were corrections of

the teachings of his predecessors, as for instance

when he pointed out that the nerves originated in

the brain and not in the heart, as taught by Aris-

totle. He accurately described the larynx and com-
pared it to a reed pipe. His osteology naturally

was better known to him than the anatomy of the

viscera or the muscles. He described accurately

many muscles previously misunderstood.
In physiology he experimented as a vivisectionist

and demonstrated to his pupils. He described the

heart and its valves, and came very near to the dis-

covery of the circulation of the blood. He opened
a living animal, tied the aorta in two places and
showed to his students the blood in the living ar-

tery. His predecessors had taught that the arteries

in life contained air and that the phenomenon of
bleeding from wounded arteries was due to the

blood flowing into them after the air had escaped.

He recognized the heart as the center of the cir-

culatory system and its contractions to be the cause
of the pulse of which he described many varieties

and about which he wrote a book.

His explanation of the two sets of vessels was,
that for different purposes the system required two
kinds of blood, one bright and thin, the other dark
and thick.

His physiological experiments taught him the

value of the ligature, a fact that was forgotten after

his death until Ambrose Pare reintroduced the lig-

ature into surgery over one thousand years later.

He explained the phenomenon of blood clotting by
the presence of certain fibrous particles.

He taught that respiration was for the purpose
of cooling off the excess of heat produced in the

blood by the vital processes, and claimed that if we
knew why the flame is extinguished by the absence
of air, we could understand the influence of the

respiration upon the blood.

His knowledge of the nervous system was fairly

accurate, he recognized the two varieties of nerves,

and described accurately the effects of cutting the

nerves and of cutting the spinal cord. He also un-
derstood the crossed action of the cord in the trans-

mission of impulses of sensation.

He was a careful observer of the phenomena of
disease, but also was watchful for any evidence
that would help him to a diagnosis. He describes

with much evident pleasure the surprise of a medi-
cal patient at his diagnostic acumen and the graphic
manner with which he described the patient's symp-
toms before he had commenced his examination,
and explains his apparent mysterious skill by the

fact that on his way to the patient's room he had
inspected a stool that a servant was carrying from
the room at the moment of his entrance. The pecu-
liar bloody sanious appearance of this discharge he
recognized as common to certain diseases of the

liver, and the further observation of some medicine
that the physician had been taking on his own ac-

count enabled him to understand the patient's own

idea of his case, and it was a very easy riddle to

solve as to the location and character of his symp-
toms.

It was such cleverness that led to his being called

the Paradoxopoius, the wonder worker, and it was
also the cause of his leaving Rome and returning

to Pergamus for a short time, only to be called back
by the Emperor, Marcus Aurelius. It is interesting

to note that he was so well thought of in his home
town that he was made physician to the school of

gladiators. In these days he would probably have
been made a football surgeon.

He seems to have made himself quite popular
with the various emperors who reigned at Rome
during his lifetime. He made a great reputation

and earned a good fee by telling one of them that

he was eating too much, and that he did not have
malaria as diagnosed by his other advisors. He
also took care of two of the sons of Emperor Corn-
modus successfully through several illnesses.

Galen's therapeutics was of a very active charac-

ter, blood-letting even to fifty ounces was used in all

forms of diseases, and among those sensuous and
high living old Romans was undoubtedly of great

benefit. He, however, described accurately in his

works the limitations that he would put on its use,

as also for the use of purgatives and emetics.

Emetics were used very commonly, and probably
it would be better if more were used to-day.

The universally popular remedy of the day was
the "theriaca," which was composed of several hun-
dred ingredients, of which opium and ground-up
vipers were the next important. It seems to

have been used as a general tonic and also as an
antidote to snake bite. The formula was retained
in the British Pharmacopoeia until within the last

two hundred years. Galen was an expert in the

compounding of this medicine and prepared it

especially for the Emperor Aurelius.

He taught his students that the physician is a

spectator at the bedside of his patient, of a life and
death struggle between disease and the patient, and
that it is his duty to discover the end for which
nature is striving and give aid with that end in

view.

Galen has been described as a man of great nat-

ural ability, versed in philosophy, an expert anato-
mist, an experimenter in physiology, and a physi-
cian of great experience. He taught that the end
and object of medical science is to preserve the

parts of which the body is composed in a natural
state and to endeavor to establish their functions
when disordered, hence he deduces the necessity for
the study of anatomy and physiology.

Health, he taught, consists in the fair propor-
tion of the four elements, fire, water, air, and earth
of which the attributes are heat, cold, moisture, and
dryness.

As a student and teacher of medicine he governed
his methods of thought by that rule formulated
many centuries later by Lord Bacon, and para-
phrased as follows by Sir Thomas Watson : "Be
not like the empiric ant, who collects from every
side indiscriminately for present wants ; nor spec-
ulative like the spider, who, seeking no material
abroad, spins his web of sophistry from the re-

cesses of his inner being; but imitate rather the
praiseworthy bee, who, gathering crude honey from
various flowers, stores it up within, and by his own
operation matures and perfects it for future use."

We must recall that Galen lived in the second
century after Christ, and that the great mass of
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the world was still pagan. He knew the sect of

the Christians, and in his writings speaks of their

virtues and of their chaste abstemious lives, but

takes exception to their mysticism and their de-

pendence upon the supernatural rather than the ra-

tional philosophy which was the basis upon which
he had built up his school of medicine and to which
he referred the results of his observations of

nature.

In a treatise entitled "De usu partium corporis

humani," which is a dissertation on final causes, he

argues for the existence of a supervising Provi-

dence, deducing from his studies of anatomy and
physiology, and the adaptation of the body to its

needs, proof of the presence of design in creation,

anticipating Paley by many centuries.

I can close this sketch of this great man in no

more fitting manner than by quoting from this

treatise his "Hymn to the Deity," as it has

been called, words that might well have been uttered

by a Christian father, though they were written by
the pagan, Gaudius Galen :

"In writing these books, I compose a true and
real hymn to that awful Being who made us all;

and in my opinion true religion consists not so much
in costly sacrifices and fragrant perfumes as in a

thorough conviction impressed upon our own minds
and an endeavor to produce a similar impression

upon the minds of others of his unerring wisdom,
resistless power, and his all diffusive goodness. For
his having arranged everything in that order and
disposition which are best calculated for its pres-

ervation and continuation, and his having conde-

scended to distribute his favors to all his works, is

a manifest proof of his goodness which calls loudly

for our hymns and praises. His having found the

means necessary for the establishment and preser-

vation of this beautiful order and disposition is as

incontestable a proof of his wisdom as his having
done whatever he pleased is of his omnipotence."

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE LOCAL LABO-
RATORY IN MEDICAL PRACTICE—
THE COUNTY LABORATORY.*

By WILLIAM S. MAGILL, A.M., M.D.,

ALBANY, N. Y.

FIKST LIEUTENANT, M. R. C. U. S. ARMY; DIRECTOR OF LABORATORIES,
N. Y. STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.

In appearing before this society upon your in-

vitation to help the beginnings of the Genesee
County Laboratory, the speaker occupies a rather

anomalous position. You are, of course, aware
that the legal authority which permits the establish-

ment of such a laboratory vests the power of cre-

ation of a county laboratory and of all provision

of its funds and its direction, management, and ap-

pointment of officers, in the hands of the Board of

Supervisors of the County.
The State Department of Health apparently has

no part or power in any of these initial steps and
has no control in the operation of the laboratory,

nor determinations of its functions nor the quali-

fications of its staff nor of their emoluments: and.

unless by courtesy of the Board of Supervisors or

their delegated authority, our State Laboratory
would not be consulted in the matter at all. There
is a provision in this enabling act for county labora-

tories which I believe states somewhat as follows

:

Address delivered by invitation before the Genesee
County Medical Society, September 4, 1912.

that the State Department of Health shall furnish

supplies, etc., to such county laboratoi"y when estab-

lished.

I understand that no appropriation to enable the

State Department to furnish these supplies has been

specifically made, and without such appropriation

the directions of the Commissioner of health to the

laboratory are to help in so far as we are able in

such efliort to make a county laboratory successful

and to furnish to such laboratory the supplies that

it is possible within the limitations of our appro-

priations to furnish.

We are endeavoring, therefore, to help the suc-

cessful operation of county laboratories by supply-

ing to them as a loan various outfits for the trans-

port of specimens through the mails ; of sputum,
diphtheria culture material, and the so-called Widal
outfit for blood serum testing ; and we endeavor to

renew the culture supplies as they are utilized and
we also furnish in assisting such a laboratory in

special work, amounts of special media.

We are, of course, quite unable to undertake the

supplying of a county laboratory with any exten-

sive apparatus or materials of such nature, which
would be quite beyond the possibilities of our pres-

ent appropriations, besides involving other ques-

tions as to the amount of apparatus of such nature

that we would probably be called upon to furnish

a county laboratory.

As I have said, my position before your society

now is somewhat anomalous for the reason that

when my opinion has been asked in previous mat-
ters of establishing a county laboratory, I have con-

stantly urged that at the first establishment of such

a laboratory ample provision should be made to se-

cure at the very beginning a competent staff, thor-

oughly sufficient equipment, proper quarters, and
ample operating expenses to start a laboratory of

the highest class.

I have frequently stated that in my opinion at

least $3,000 per year should be appropriated as a

minimum provision for the county laboratory to

insure its ultimate success and I have pointed out

the relative division of this amount for a necessary

equipment and salaries for the start, urging that

in making such a minitnum appropriation it should

be well established in the minds of the Supervisors

that as the experiment progressed toward its suc-

cess, they would be ready to increase this appro-

priation with necessary amounts to broaden the

field of work and the quality of the workers in such

a laboratory.

Recalling then my urgent insistence on an ample
provision of means for the county laboratory, my
previous statements that a minimum of $3,000
should be contemplated before making a beginning,

also my strong preference that a county laboratory

begin with ample means for equipment and for se-

curing a staff of unquestionable qualifications that

should devote its entire time to the laboratory

work, for reasons that need not be dilated upon
here it is a little difficult to urge upon you the ad-

vantages of your newly established county labora-

tory, which is far from realizing the minimum of
appropriation and scope desired.

There can be no doubt, however, that deficiencies

of money can be later recompensed and the im-

portant thing then in starting a laboratory is to se-

cure efficiency of work.

At the present stage of medical practice in this

State, as observed by me, there is no particular in

which the practitioner can be more benefited than
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by the improvement of quality and accessibility of

laboratory facilities for his daily work. The rapid

progress of modern medicine, the immense devel-

opment of bacteriology, which has occurred since

the graduation from their medical colleges of most
of our present active practitioners, have developed
possibilities of early, accurate, and control diag-

noses in the laboratory, quite unthought of by the

most skilful clinicians of twenty years ago.

Speaking in a very general sense, one can say

that every case of disease occurring in a general
practice now presents problems of very difficult

solution by the cHnician, but of simple and rapid

determination with proper laboratory facilities. J

do not need to enumerate to you all of the cases of

medicine in which a laboratory can render assist-

ance and the many of them in which the laboratory

assistance is imperative.

You know, of course, the relative precision ami
ease of the precocious diagnosis of tuberculosis in

the human being by laboratory method and test

alone, before there are any marked clinical symp-
toms. You know the very recent but remarkable
precision and extensive application of the labora-

tory diagnosis and control of disease progress in

the matter of syphilis, in which a dependence upon
clinical symptom alone has for years been consid-

ered quite impossible. It may be well, in view of

our subject to-day, to dilate upon the certainty and
utility of laboratory methods in the diagnosis and
control of infectious diseases.

In our State Laboratory these efforts are con-
fined rather closely to the e.xamination of cultures

to determine the presence of the germ of diphtheria

in a suspected throat ; to determine the presence of

the tubercle bacilli in sputa, and the well-known
blood serum test—the Widal reaction—in the diag-

nosis of typhoid fever. In undertaking these tests

the laboratory is doing its utmost to carry out the

motto of the state department to "Do for others

what they cannot do for themselves."

The State Laboratory undertakes work of the

above nature at a considerable disadvantage, par-

ticularly hampered by its long distance effort and
the consequent loss of time. In doing work of this

nature for a locality, such as this city for instance,

it may be possible that at least three days elapse

between the time of taking a specimen to the time

of receipt of the laboratory report on the examina-
tion of such specimen. Operating at such a dis-

tance it is, of course, impossible for the laboratory

worker to maintain any personal touch with the

clinician engaged in the case of disease of which
the laboratory diagnosis is requisite.

Because of long distance and loss of time in

many operations susceptible to laboratory diagnosis,

our State Laboratory can render very doubtful util-

ity, if any, because of the difficulty of transporting

specimens and their receipt at the laboratory' with

sufficient promptness to secure a sufficient fresh-

ness to permit a successful laboratory operation and
diagnosis.

As an illustration of this difficulty, I would point

out to you the very great work that has been ac-

complished in recent years and is still being carried

on by the operation of local laboratories for the in-

vestigation and control of typhoid fever in the

Rhine Valley of the German Empire. By reason

of operation of such laboratories in the locality, it

has been possible to develop methods of labora-

tory diagnosis and control, operating often witii

fresh stools of patients, convalescents, and suspects.

to control the absence or presence of typhoid

bacilli and consequent measures of precaution and-

quarantine to eliminate the dangers of infection

with the germs of this disease by contact in direct

transmission or carrier. There is iintloubtedly a

large field for work of this nature in this State.

After the first steps of ridding public water sup^.

plies of dangerous fecal pollution and other, so to

speak, gross sanitary measures for protection of

the public from generalized typhoid epidemics,

comes, and will come with greater intensification,

the necessity of further diminishing the typhoid

death rate here of 12 to 16 per 100,000, whereas
there are very populous European cities and coun-

tries with a typhoid death rate perhaps as low as.

three.

It is encouraging to feel that the typhoid death

rate of this State has fallen so tremendously as

our vital statistics show in the last 15 or 20 years,

but it must descend far lower to reach anything

that might be called a permissible typhoid mortal-

ity in a highly civilized and sanitarily developed

country. As the typhoid mortality approaches a

permissible minimum, each step in its further re-

duction requires more and more concentrated ef^

fort to discover and eradicate the more and more
seldom occurring and, therefore, more difficultly

found sources of infection. In such intensification

of sanitary control, a system of local laboratories,

such as those now operating in Germany, is abso-

lutely necessary.

The problem of better laboratory work to help

in the eradication of typhoid fever sources is coa-

stantly coming to our State Laboratory and, of

course, it is our desire to perform every possible

service and undertake every possible means to ac-

complish this important laboratory control. We
find, however, an immediate difficulty when contem-

plating any measure of laboratory examination of

stools for the discovery of the typhoid bacillus and

consequent laboratory control, diagnosis and assis-

tance in quarantine measures. The difficulty is that

of the long distance for the transport of specimens

and the consequent loss of time, whereby such

specimens of stool do not reach the laboratory

promptly enough nor in a condition fresh enough to

permit any efficient examination or effort to de-

termine the presence of typhoid bacilli in these

specimens.

It is a very simple procedure for the laboratory

to make such examinations with fresh specimens.

A local laboratory could render great assistance in

all such cases where specimens could be delivered

in a fresh condition and immediately examined.

Similar conditions exist and determine the advan-

tage of a local laboratory for undertaking work
with blood specimens and in particular such reac-

tion tests as the Wassermann in diagnosis of

syphilis.

But the particular field of attack for a beginning

county laboratory is in my opinion, a campaign to

make known to all of the local physicians exactly

the way and extent in which laboratory facilities

can be utilized in their work. It has been pointed

out why the State Laboratory is seriously ham-
pered by long distance, among other things, because

there can be no personal relation of the laboratory

worker with the clinician. Without this close as-

sociation of the two parties engaged in the care

.

and control of disease, a serious loss of opportunity

is caused to each party.

Without the personal association and consequent.
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conversation and verbal information on each case,
the laboratory worker is confined absolutely to the
examination of a specimen of which he has very
limited data and to that extent possibilities, of his

diagnosis, of his suggestions of further work, ex-
ammation or action in relief, must of necessity be
eliminated. For this reason the clinician realizing
the limitations of the results reported to him, fails

to realize the great advantage and multiplicity

of opportunities in which a laboratory should be
utilized by him.

I believe that the clinician far removed from an
active laboratory assistance, and by the limits of
time and other occupation unable to keep up his

awn laboratory technique, gradually drifts away
from the best utilization of laboratory resources.
It must of necessity be so, because even the labora-
tory worker finds the utmost difficulty in addition to
the time of his laboratory work to maintain the
amount of reading to keep himself informed of
each progressive step in laboratory utility to clin-

icians. If then the laboratory worker himself finds
it difficult to keep up such information, how could
it be considered possible for the clinician to know to
what extent modern laboratory developments bring
new assistance and precision to his work.

It is, therefore, in my opinion the most important
function of the members of the laboratory staff

of a county laboratory to undertake this active
missionary work to see that all of the practitioners
of that community are kept informed of what the
local laboratory can do for them in all of their

cases.

It seems to me most important that particular
elTort and particular time be given by such a labo-
ratory man or men, to maintain a constant and per-
sonal relation with every practitioner in the county,
to keep him reminded of the ever present and
ready assistance of the county laboratory and to
point out to him in each occurring case to what
extent the laboratory could be utilized and to secure
such utilization of the technical staff and ability.

With a conception of such a broad field of en-
deavor and utility for a local laboratory, you will,

I think, realize the speaker's feeling of the necessity
Cff employing for laboratory staff the most compe-
tent bacteriologist and securing all of the time of
svfch competent people for this work, which has
no limitations.

If the opportunity to a county laboratory and its

director is unlimited in such a field, the ultimate
success of a local laboratory must depend upon
ample financial provision, ample qualification of the
technical staff, the thorough conception of the field

and opportunity to be developed by the laboratory
and its staff and then, and perhaps most important
of all, upon the thorough interest and cooperation
Cff all of the medical practitioners in the county.

In appearing before this society to-day, my ob-
ject is to call particular attention of every mem-
ber present to his particular responsibility for the
success of this new undertaking. If each one of
you realizes the advantage in your own clinical

work of immediate, ever present laboratory assis-

tance ; jf you intend to utilize these provisions and
special opportunities for better grade of clinical

work, you must ever remember that it is the duty
oi every practitioner to secure for each of his pa-
tients every possible aid to the maintenance or re-

establishment of health. Realizing then to what
acn extent in modern medicine the laboratory aids
fhc clinician, it is the duty of each practitioner to

see that he utilizes every possible laboratory aid in

every one of his cases.

If your laboratory direction realizes its oppor-
tunity, it stands ready to assist with its laboratory

technique, with its skilled expert bacteriological or

other laboratory scientific advice, every practitioner

in the community. There should be no personalities

or feeling; no local jealousies that should limit the

reciprocity of the clinician to his laboratory, nor
of the laboratory to each practitioner.

If the members of this society admit the necessity

of a laboratory in their work, they should remem-
ber that the initial step to provide such a laboratory,

experimental as it may be, has been made and,

therefore, in so far as the present provision has their

confidence and endorsement, that it is incum-
bent upon each one of them to utilize this labora-

tory in every possible way for the benefit of their

own work and the immediate benefit of their

patients.

If the practitioners of this county meet the estab-

lishment of a county laboratory in this spirit ; if

the direction of the county laboratory is endeavor-
ing to render its utmost for each of the practition-

ers, insufficient as in my own opinion the present

financial establishment of the laboratory may be, I

can yet see that it is but the first step toward an
ultimate success.

It would seem to me unquestionable that, if the

laboratory as now established has the essential qual-

ifications for a beginning, if the practitioners now
assembled endorse this laboratory and undertake
ful-heartedly its utilization, a component future

financial provision may be obtained.

It seems to me that the responsibility for the

success of this county laboratory rests with the

members of this County Medical Society or the

other practitioners in the district. If all unite to util-

ize such laboratory facilities to their utmost, to act in

the heartiest cooperation of the technical staff and
in appreciation of the efforts of the Board of Su-
pervisors to provide further facilities for them, it

seems to me that this evidence of the appreciation

of the local practitioners, the constant results that

will be evidenced to their patients, and the improved
medical work of this whole community, will be of

such satisfactory demonstration as to insure the

best interests and endorsement of the Board of Su-
pervisors of this county and a consequent future

provision, that shall amply meet the needs of this

institution.

DISINFECTION OF THE INTESTINE BY
INSUFFLATION OF OXYGEN.

By M. gross, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Man is born without bacteria ; immediately after

birth the meconium is still sterile. The first bac-

teria are found 10 to 17 hours after birth, consist-

ing of cocci, yeast cells, and short rods {Bacillus

bifidus, Tissier).

The intestinal flora assumes a more characteristic

appearance after the infant has been fed, and the

findings are totally different according to whether
the food has consisted of breast milk or cow's milk.

In breast milk stools there are usually to be found
Bacillus bifidus and B. acidophilus (Moro). Much
fewer in number are Bacterium coli commune and
Bacterium lactis aerogenes. Moro designates the

infection with the last two as "specific," and it is
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these bacteria which represent the parent stock of

the "physiological" intestinal flora.

After cow's milk, the coli group is particularly

prominent, as a rule, while bifidus and the other

bacteria are less numerous.
In the normal stool of adults the intestinal flora

presents an exceedingly prolific picture, the most
striking phase of which consists in the ever-occur-

ring flora of the coli group : Bact. coli commune
and Bact. lactis acrogenes—the "friendly," "indi-

vidual," "personal" flora.

Between this friendly flora and the individual

being, a lifelong symbiosis is slowly developed

;

they are on terms of good companionship. These
bacteria normally form metabolic products of an

antiseptic nature (autotoxins), which display an
elective, antiseptic action not only against "for-

eign," invading bacteria, but also against an over-

production of their own kind.

Schottelius was the first to demonstrate the use-

fulness of bacteria in an unmistakable manner : use-

ful for the maintenance of life and growth of the

individual. They assist in the process of digestion

;

the amylacese in the small intestine ; cellulose in the

cecum and ascending colon ; fat in the lower intes-

tinal section
;
protein chiefly in the large intestine.

Some bacteria produce ferments, resembling the

enzymes of the human organism, which aid diges-

tion.

Ninety-nine per cent, of the germs introduced

into the intestine from without are destroyed in the

stools (Strassburger), destroyed by the friendly

bacteria, by a normally functioning stomach, by a

normally acting small intestine. In the latter organ
particularly their development is arrested by tlie

great bactericidal power with which the epithelium

is endowed.
Thus it follows that the conditions of existence

and development for "wild" pathogenic germs are

not particularly favorable. But these conditions

assume a different aspect when the "wild" germs
by dint of numbers overpower the useful coli group,

arresting its antiseptic work ; conditions become
worse if, in addition, there occurs irritation of the

intestinal mucosa, or if irritation has already for-

merly been present from an unsuitable diet, laxa-

tives, worms, motor disturbances, circulatory dis-

turbances, etc. It is the irritation of the mucous
membrane through which transudations develop
that easily undergo putrefaction and thus form a

still more favorable culture ground for the prolifer-

ation of pathogenic germs.
It is not yet definitely decided whether the bac-

teria of the coli group may themselves display a

pathogenic effect either by increasing in number or

by increased virulence. At any rate, certain bac-

teria of this group seem to form the transition stage

between the friendly and the directly pathogenic
bacteria (paratyphoid, typhoid, etc.).

Another non-settled point is whether the indi-

vidual, friendly, intestinal flora as such is capable of

perforating a normal intestinal wall or whether it

must undergo a metamorphosis, by which the

friendly relations are disturbed. It would certainly

seem that a healthy intestinal wall is an almost in-

surpassable barrier to the invasion of friendly bac-

teria, unless they have undergone some hostile

change. The invasion accomplished, they inundate

the organism from the intestine with their toxins

(autointoxication), or penetrate into the tissues

(autoinfection).

Infections and anatomical disturbances often as-

sist each other in pathological processes, forming a

circulus vitiosus which may render it diflicult to

establish the primary causative factor.

The pathological conditions we have mainly to

deal with are fermentation and putrefaction.

Normally, fermentation (carbohydrate fermenta-

tion) occurs chiefly in the small intestine, and putre-

faction is more prevalent in the large intestine; but

the extent to which both are present is not large

enough to interfere with the healthy condition of

the individual. Increased infection establishes fer-

mentative and putrefactive dyspepsias which often,

by the additional manifestations of inflammatory
processes, develop into fermentative and putrefac-

tive catarrhs.

The primary focus of these affections is often

found in the stomach (atony, achylia, etc.), while

in other cases they appear under the picture of a

more localized intestinal affection. Examination of

the stool after Ad. Schmidt's test meal will often

enable us to demonstrate the disturbance of func-

tion and its localization.

We may here briefly summarize the most salient

points :

—

(i) Disturbed motility (increased peristalsis)

never occurs singly and primarily ; it always occurs

as a secondary factor and following irritation of the

mucous membrane.
(2) Resorption of carbohydrates and albumin is

not disturbed even in serious affections ; but the

presence of fats in the stools points to disturbed

resorption, provided affections of the pancreas and
gall-bladder can be ruled out.

(3) Large quantities of undigested food rem-
nants point to disturbed secretion. Such remnants
are: Connective tissue in disturbances of gastric

secretion. Muscular tissue in disturbances of pan-

creatic secretion. Fats in disturbances of the pan-

creatic and biliary secretion, and in disturbances of

intestinal resorption. The presence of carbohy-

drates in the stools points to disturbed secretion of

the pancreas and intestinal ferments.

In fermentative dyspepsia there is in the first

place insufficient cellulose digestion
;
proteins and

fats are here often found well digested. Here the

acids formed in the decomposition of starch may ir-

ritate the intestine, cause transudation, fermentative

catarrh, and decomposition, so that a putrefactive

catarrh is added to the fermentative catarrh. These
patients complain of lassitude and depression.

There is no actual diarrhea, but the defecations

occur more frequently.

In pure, non-complicated fermentative dyspepsia

the feces are light yellow, frothy, of acid odor and
reaction. Microscopically, large quantities of gran-

ulose bacilli, which stain blue upon addition of

iodine, are found, especially in soft, pasty stools.

We find mucus in fermentative catarrh only.

In putrefaction there is a mixed infection of

aerobic and anaerobic bacteria. While B. proteus

is held responsible for normal putrefaction (Esche-
rich), pathological putrefaction is probably due to

the anaerobic B. putrificus (Bienstock).
The feces are dark, of putrid odor, and alkaline

reaction ; they contain mucus and undigested food
remnants.

The ileocecal valve serves normally as a barrier

against putrefaction spreading toward the ileum.

But should inflammation localize here, the valve will

lose this power, and the putrefactive bacteria, which
are otherwise confined to the large intestine, will

now spread to the small intestine (Schmidt). Qin-
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ically, these cases run under the picture of chronic

appendicitis, but they will usually undergo no im-

provement, even after operation.

Therapy.—Dietetic and hygienic measures in the

eminently chronic at¥ections just named, which
often require a stay in a sanatorium, may lead to

satisfactory results ; in many cases, however, re-

lapses W'ill occur, lea<ling to invalidism.

A general dietetic law is the following : The food

should be of the right temperature, in a properly

dissolved state, of correct mechanical morselation,

and chemically non-irritating. .Ml articles should

be fresh and predigested by appropriate prepara-

tion. Cellulose is badly borne : so is milk in many
cases. Carbohydrates are allowed only as finely

ground flour. Rice and potatoes are not borne well.

Patients may get slowly accustomed to "salicyl

milk" (Schmidt), 0.2 salicylic acid being added to a

quart of boiled milk. Abstention from carbohy-
drates and meat, or limitation of these articles will

often be indicated. The use of Bacillus bulgarieiis

cultures is varying in efTect and often negative.

Secondary processes, pointing to the stomach as

the primary cause, will direct our attention to that

organ.

Drugs, as a rule, are followed by much less satis-

factory results than dietetic measures. Intestinal

antiseptics are rightly held in disrepute; laxatives,

especially saline waters, and often calomel, should
be directly interdicted, as they interfere with the

work of the friendly flora by the irritation of the

protective mucous membrane and by the profuse
diarrhea they occasion.

The idea of using oxygen as an intestinal anti-

septic was taken up after Berger, Hirata, and others

had shown that excessive bacterial proliferation

could be restricted by introducing nascent oxygen
into the small intestine. But the O, combination
or peroxyde per os has not achieved any favorable

results.

.Ad. Schmidt, however, introduced cixygen di-

rectly into the small intestine by means of the "duo-
denal tube," and the results he reported were very
favorable. (Zentralblatt f. inncre Medizin. 1912.
No. I ) . We have since had occasion to repeat this

treatment with our "duodenal tube" on a small
number of patients and can fully confirm those

favorable results not only in cases of pathological
fermentation, but also in putrefactive processes.

The change occurring in the pathological intes-

tinal flora after insufflation of o.xygen can best be
followed with the aid of the Weigert-Escherich
method (Gram). This method supplies informa-
tion on the intestinal flora and the relation of the

putrefactive and fermentative germs to each other.

There is no other method, aside from clinical meas-
ures, which so clearly indicates an improvement or

an exacerbation. The technique, according to Alex-
ander Schmidt, is the following

:

( I ) Boil 2 gm. of gentian violet with "oo c.c. of
distilled water for half and hour and filter ("stable) :

(2) II c.c. of absolute alcohol are mixed with 3 c.c.

of aniline oil (stable) : (3) i gm. of potassium
iodide. 60 c.c. of distilled water (Lugol) ; (4) .Ani-

line oil and x3'lol. in equal parts; (5) Xylol.

The feces are finally rubbed up with water and
centrifuged, in order 10 separate the bacilli from
the feces. Before staining, thev are again cen-
trifuged with alcohol.

The Stain,—?klix (i) and [2) in the pronortion
of 81/2 to i!4 (stable for 2 or 3 weeks). The stain

is applied on the slide for one-half minute and care-

fully tipped off with blotting paper. Then apply
Lugol on the slide and immediately tip off again.

.Apply a few drops of aniline oil-xylol and let flow

oft' ; repeat until no more blue color is given oft.

Finally rinse with pure alcohol and let dry. Weak
fuchsin solution (aqueous) is used for the after-

stain.

We have adopted the following procedure for the

o.xygen insufflation : Our duodenal tube is intro-

duced in the morning on an empty stomach down to

mark 90 cm., which means about 30 cm. beyond the

pylorus. This so-called "deep exploration" is par-

ticularly ilesirable for the present purpose, as it

prevents the return-escape into the stomach of too

large quantities of oxygen. The outer end of the

duodenal tube is now connected direct, with the reg-

ulator of an ordinary oxygen jar, and the gas is

slowly allowed to flow in. From time to time, when
the patient complains of distention, the influx is in-

terrupted. In this way we were able to administer

any desired quantity of o.xygen. We endeavored to

apply a kind of "continuous gas bath" which may
last from ijX to 2 hours.

Instead of making two insufflations a day, as ad-

vised by .Ad. Schmidt, we allowed in one case the

tube to remain in situ from morning till evening
and administered the second insufflation in the even-

ing. In the meantime the patient received liquid

food per os, not through the tube.

E.xpulsion of odorless flatus could often be ob-

served during the administration, showing that the

gas had passed the ileocecal valve.

As a rule we carried out the following program

:

In the first week i insufflation daily

;

In the second week i insufflation every two days

;

In the third week i insufflation every two days

;

In the fourth week i insufflation every three days.

Disturbances which point to serious anatomical

changes localized more in the large intestines (coli-

tis, typhlitis, etc.) may require the applications of

O^, insufflation per anum in ad lition to the jejunal

insufflation or alone. Ad. Schmidt also reports

favorable results with Oo insufflation of the colon,

notably in intestinal catarrhs of children.

Both objective and subjective results after O2 in-

sufflation are often so striking that the patient as

well as the physician willingly undergoes this test of
patience. Fermentative and putrefactive dyspepsia

as well as catarrhs are favorably influenced by in-

sufflation -of o.xygen, and above all the annoying
symptoms *and pain are arrested. Admixture of

mucus to the stool is only gradually overcome and
is the last symptom to yield to the treatment.

.Although we have so far treated only 9 cases, we
feel that our metho I serves its purpose exception-

ally well and is worthy of being tested by others.

The diet is most carefully regulated as before.

It is, of course, impossible, and a positive mis-

take, to try to clear the intestine completely of bac-

teria ; our endeavors should be confined mainly to

preventing overproliferation of bacteria.

The object of the dietary measures is above all to

obtain a normal intestinal wall. An efficient intes-

tinal mrcosa will furnish the friendly bacteria with
improved conditions of living, while the pathogenic
bacteria are r'eprived of a favorable culture ground.

The insufflation of oxygen will prove of incalcu-

lable value, as it will exert a directly inhibitive or

paralyzing effect upon the highly pathogenic bac-

teria (ar.aerobes) by rendering their condition of

life unfavorable.

I
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Following is the description of cases treated with

insufflation of oxygen

:

Case 1.

—

Chronic Fermentative and Putrefactive

Catarrh.—Miss A. L., 22. Family history negative.

Was never ill until about a year ago, when the pres-

ent trouble commenced with cramps in the abdomen
and increased fecal evacuations. Slight improve-

ments were of short duration, the ailment persists

almost unchanged to this day of our first examina-
tion. The first stool in the morning is sometimes
formed ; this is followed by 3 ar 4 stools of soft

consistency during the forenoon ; smaller quantities

are some days evacuated at rare intervals also in

the afternoon. Really diarrheal, fluid stools arc

said never to have occurred. Large, macroscopi-

cally visible quantities of mucus were always pres-

ent. A number of therapeutic measures, instituted

by others, including a six weeks' stay in a hospital,

were not attended with any very noticeable success.

Patient is incapacitated from work and is mentally

and physically depressed. Appetite varying. There
never was vomiting, but often nausea. Menstrua-
tion regular. Patient is pale and, contrary to ex-

pectation, still rather well nourished. Pupils very

large, teeth good, no fetor e.x ore. The examina-
tion of the chest is negative. Urine is normal, in-

dican is increased. The gastric functions have been
found normal.

Proctoscopic.—Mucous membrane hyperemic,
easily bleeding, granulated in places. Ulcers could

not be found. No amebae could be found in the

mucus adhering to the mucous membrane of the in-

testine. No parasitic eggs in the feces. The stool

which the patient brought is of somewhat soft con-

sistency and permeated with large mucous flakes.

Color dark, dirty brown, interspersed with light

parts. Reaction alkaline. Odor offensive.

Microscopical Examination.—There is neither fat

nor connective tissue. A few muscle fibers and an
enormous quantity of granulose bacteria. Mucus.
X'O blood. The stool after Schmidt's test meal is

somewhat better formed, enveloped by mucus, color

light, reaction indistinct, odor offensive. Micro-
scopical examination shows traces of fat in the

shape of neutral fats and soap needles, many undi-

gested muscle fibers, granulose bacteria in large

quantities, mucous threads. The patient is put upon
the oxygen insufflation treatment.

Third Day.—Stool somewhat better formed, uni-

formly dark brown, has a peculiar moldy odor, but

not putrid. Mucus in large quantities. Granulose
bacteria distinctly decreased.

Eighth Day.—No subjective pains. Stool formed,
defecation once or twice daily ; color nearly normal

;

still offensive ; little mucus.
Fourteenth Day.—Subjective condition good.

Stool.—Mucus only in traces, not offensive; bac-
teria few, nearly normal.

End of the Fourth Week.—Same findings; mucus
only microscopically visible.

The diet consisted at the beginning of little meat
of an easily digestible variety, meat jelly, little

cream, butter, cream cheese, toast, biscuits ; one or

two eggs daily, fine cereals with sweet butter ; no
rice or potatoes; vegetables only after the condition

improved, as finely minced spinach, also fruit jelly.

Milk is better borne recently and is only given boiled

with fine flour. It will still be necessary for the

patient to adhere to this strict diet for another few
months.
Case II.—Colitis.—Mrs. L. B., married, mother

of one child. At the age of 5 she contracted a

fever (typhoid?). About i8 months ago she had
a severe attack of hemoptysis. Tubercle bacilli

were found in the sputum. A stay in the mountains
for eight months improved her condition to such an
extent that she gained 30 lbs. in weight and there
was no more coughing. Nor were there any more
tubercle bacilli, as demonstrated by repeated exam-
inations. During the last weeks of her stay in the

country she acquired her present intestinal com-
plaint which set in acutely with pains and violent

diarrhea. The pains were abated, but diarrhea per-
sisted to a certain degree ; it occurred especially

after partaking of badly digestible food. The stools

were evacuated in the morning hours in rapid suc-

cession, and there were seldom complaints during
the rest of the day. She lost considerably in weight.

Examination.—The old tuberculous attack which
had been cured can still be demonstrated at the apex
of the right lung. The spleen is not enlarged. The
region of the gall bladder is not sensitive, but there
is some slight sensitiveness in the region of the
sigmoid. The stool is soft, dark, alkaline, of offen-

sive odor, and contains distinct mucus. The micro-
scopic findings reveal fat and fairly well digested
meat. There are a large number of granulose
bacilli which stain blue with iodine. Tliere are no
parasitic ova, especially no tubercle bacilli.

The proctoscopic examination discloses a hype-
remic mucosa, easily bleeding, and dull in places.

No amebae were found in the freshly obtained mu-
cus. The urine contained hyaline casts, no sugar,
indican in distinct traces. Urobilinogen negative.

After a dose of castor oil and a rigid diet, in

which milk, fruit, vegetables, and certain starch
products were excluded, the subjective complaints
underwent rapid improvement, but with the slight-

est dietary error the old complaints reappear. The
stool has never quite lost its pathological appear-
ance, not even when the rigid diet was observe 1.

The patient then received insufflation of oxygen
per anum for two weeks, which had the desired re-

sult. After as few as six insufflations the stool as-

sumed normal appearance, which means that there
was no mucus, no offensive odor, and that it was
normal in consistency and color; the granulose bac-
illi were reduced in quantity. Two weeks after the
cessation of treatment the stool was still firm, even
after freely partaking of carbohydrates. There are
only slight manifestations of fermentation, but no
putrefaction. The patient's subjective condition is

very good.

Case III.

—

Typhlitis.—Mrs. T. M., 32 years old,

mother of one child. Does not remember ever hav-
ing been seriously ill, but has suffered for years
from constipation (hereditary). About six months
ago disagreeable sensations commenced in the ab-
domen which were often so unpleasant as to become
painful. They then assumed a more constant char-
acter and have been latterly chiefly localized in the
right abdominal region. The pains radiate to the
right, backward and upward, rarely to the right hip.

P)risk movements sometimes aggravate the pain.
The pains occur independently of meals, but the
patient has a feeling of distention after eating. Ad-
vice by another physician to undergo an operation
(appendicitis?) aggravates her mental depression.
There is a systolic murmur at the apex of the heart
the heart, however, is not enlarged. The liver is

neither enlarged nor sensitive. The right kidney
is not palpable. There is a distinct sensitiveness to
pressure not only at the cecum, which is slightly dis-

placed downward, but also along the ascending
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colon up to the right costal arch. There is also

cooing and slight movability of the parts. The
function of the stomach is normal. The uterine

appendages are likewise normal.

The urine contains no albumin, no sugar, traces

of indican. Absence of urobilinogen according to

Ehrlich's "aldchyd" test excludes an affection of the

gall-bladder. Stool dark, rather firm, offensive,

and covered with mucus in places.

Microscopical Findings.—Food well digested.

Triple phophate crystals and fatty acid needless

present, but no parasitic ova or amebae.

Local application of ice for 10 days, semifluid

but nourishing diet and warm soap enemas every

evening effect rapid improvement subjectively, but

not objectively, as there is still some, though re-

duced, sensitiveness in the cecal region and mucus

in the stool. Oil injections which were now pre-

scribed, entirely overcame the chronic constipation.

After some time, however, the pains returned, show-

ing that there had been improvement in the local

conditions, but no cure.

From now on, the patient received daily insuf-

flations of oxygen per rectum. The rectal tube,

not very large, is directly connected with the oxy-

gen cylinder, the gas is slowly introduced, and in-

terrupted as soon as a feeling of tension occurs. In

this way it is possible to keep the patient under in-

sufflation for an hour. The colon was inflated up

to the ileocecal valve and probably beyond, as the

abdominal region below the umbilicus was distinctly

distended. These "gas baths" were continued for

14 days, with the striking result that the conditions

of the stool became normal (in color, odor, and ab-

sence of mucus). The result is equally satisfactory

in reference to the ever-present local pressure pains,

which have entirely disappeared. Insuftlation was
continued for another week. Up to the present, or

four weeks after treatment, there has been no re-

lapse. Correct diet and occasional enemas keep the

stool in order.

The following additional remarks in regard to

the technique of rectal insufflation of oxygen may
be in place

:

In some cases it may be necessary to employ a

mechanical attachment in the form of a perforated

trunkated cone of hard rubber, introduced with the

pointed end toward the anus, to prevent the escape

of gas. We have obtained the desired result in

most cases by digital compression.

Part of the insufflated gas seems to be rapidly ab-

sorbed in this case, too, or else is distributed in the

higher intestinal regions (ileum), because even a

strong feelinpf of tension is rapidly relieved by a

short interruption of the insufflation.

40 East Foeiy-fibst Street.

iiplitrnkgal NotpH.

Circumscribed Lichenification (Nevrodermite).—S. E.

Dore reports the case of a patient, aged 40, who presented

a patch of circumscribed lichenification in the right lumbar

region which had existed for three years. The plaque

showed the characteristic aggregation of glistening round

papules, with a certain amount of thickening and slight pig-

mentation of the skin, but the three zones described by

Brocq could not be differentiated. During the past four

months the patient had had similar patches on the arms,

thighs and legs, but these had recently disappeared. There

was a generalized prominence of the follicles, especially

on the lees, and the hairs were rubbed away by the con-

stant scratching. According to the patient's statement, the

pruritus preceded the formation of the skin lesions.

—

Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine.

Diagrams in Supplement of Evidence.—In a prosecu-
tion for assault with intent to kill a physician and surgeon
testified concerning the wounds upon the victim's body
when he was called to give medical attendance immediately
after the shooting. He illustrated his testimony with a
diagram which he had made of the man's body and the
location of the wounds, and at the end of the testimony
the diagram was introduced in evidence over the defend-
ant's objection. It was held that the diagram was admis-
sible, not being introduced as independent testimony, but
merely as a part of the witness' testimony.—tiankins v.

State. Arkansas Supreme Court, 145 S. W. 524.

Malpractice—Degree of Skill in Osteopathic Treat-
ment—Hearsay Evidence.—Suit was brouglu against a

school of osteopathy and its vice-president for malprac-
tice in treating the plaintiff for disease by osteopathy.
The evidence showed that the plaintiff had been a trained
nurse who matriculated in the school, paying a fee which
entitled her to free osteopathic treatment by members
of its faculty who were doctors of osteopathy duly quali-

fied for the practice. The vice-president treated her in

1902 for some ailment from which she was suffering. In

190S she became unable to practise her profession of oste-

opathy and became a confirmed asthmatic. At the time
of the trial she had a distinct deformity of the thorax,
consisting of an abnormal position of the breastbone and
the ribs. She introduced evidence tending to show that

her condition was caused by the application of the "knee
treatment" by the defendant physician. The defendants
introduced evidence tending to show that the plaintiff

suffered from asthma when she came to the school and
that the disease had since gradually progressed until she
had become a confirmed asthmatic. They also introduced
expert testimony to show that the result of the injury
the plaintiff claimed to have received would have been
much more serious than that admitted by her to have
followed it. The evidence was held to justify the sub-
mission to the jury of the issue of negligence in the
treatment, against the objection of the defendants that the
physical facts contradicted the evidence and showed the
impossibility of negligence. The Missouri statute ex-
pressly recognizes osteopathy as "a system, method or
science of treating disease of the human body," and also

the defendant's school as the exponent of its method and
practise. It also expressly authorizes persons having
diplomas from that or any other legally chartered school

of osteopathy to treat diseases of the human body ac-

cording to such method. It was therefore held that an
instruction that if the treatment was improper and not
such as an ordinary skilled man would have given the

plaintiff under the circumstances the verdict must be
against the corporation and its agent was objectionable
because it ignored the fact that the plaintiff had submit-
ted to the treatment by osteopathy and gave the jury the

right to find that osteopathic treatment was not a proper
treatment, and that the person administering it was not
ordinarily skillful. The error was, however, held not to

be prejudicial where the undisputed evidence showed that

the treatment as described by the plaintiff was improper
according to osteopathic methods. Judgment for the plain-

tiff was reversed because the plaintiff was permitted,
against the objection of the defendant properly made, to

testify on the trial that the osteopath who. at the instance
of the defendants, treated her after the date of the alleged
injury for the ailments from which she was then suffer-

ing, told her that her second, third, and fourth ribs were
broken, caused from the defendant physician's treatment.
The cause of her condition being the real question in

issue, such hearsay evidence was held to be inadmissible.

—

Atkinson v. American School of Osteopathy, Missouri
Supreme Court, 144 S. W. 816.

Qualification as Expert on Insanity.—A lay witness
who has handled a great many insane persons, and
has observed and studied them in the course of their trans-

fer by him from one point to another and who has "lately

read medical works on the subject, and studied in that

way" is not thereby qualified to testify as an expert on
insanity. The general rule is that only medical men

—

persons licensed by law to practise the profession of medi-
cine—can testify as experts on the question of insanity.

An exception, it was said, may perhaps be recognized where
the witness has made a protracted and systematic study
of mental science and disease under approved conditions.

But the rule is that the competency of an alleged expert

is addressed to the sound discretion of the trial judge.

—

Odom V. State, Alabama Supreme Court, 56 So., 913.
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THE SPIROCHETES.

The question as to whether the spirochetes are pro-

tozoa or bacteria, that is animals or plants, is one

about which there has been much controversy in

recent years. The distinctions which decide such

a question are purely arbitrary and such a contro-

versy is only of academic interest. At the time of

the earliest descriptions of spirochetes, some of

those organisms which we know to-day as bacteria

were also regarded as animals. That this is true is

shown by turning to the beautifully colored illustra-

tions published by Ehrenberg in 1838. There one

finds accurate representations of a large spirochete

which occurs in pond water as well as of some of

the bacilli ; both being regarded as animalculas and

so classified ; in fact, the term bacilli of modern
usage came from the former zoological group name,

Bacilli. It was only after the introduction of

methods of artificial cultivation by Pasteur and his

followers that we came to have exact knowledge of

the bacteria. Knowledge of a great many varieties

of spirochetes was gained, however, simply by ob-

serving their differences in form and behavior;

large varieties like those which commonly occur in

the stomach of the oyster, and small varieties like

those which occur in the mouth of man. The ani-

mal nature of the larger varieties with crista and
elastic bodies can hardly be denied ; it is the more
minute spiral organisms that have been the subject

of controversy. These small spirochetes, many of

which are harmless, are of such widespread occur-

rence, that the mere finding of a spirochete asso-

ciated with a disease process is not sufficient to

prove the causal relationship. In fact, from 1837,

when a spiral microorganism was believed by one

observer to be the cause of syphilis, until as late

as 1905, all observations, except those of relapsing

fever, in regard to the pathogenicity of spirochetes

were doubted. It was then that Schaudinn recog-

nized the differences in form between the organism
of syphilis, Treponema pallidum, and the common
varieties of spirochetes. With these correct descrip-

tions and definite names of the different species,

the knowledge of spirochetes became greatly ad-

vanced and the scientific world became convinced

that an organism of this nature is the cause of

syphilis. We should remind ourselves that it was
just such niceties as zoologists quibble about that

finally resulted in the determination of the patho-

genic spirochetes.

The next step was to cultivate these and make
them satisfy the postulates of Koch. Little hy

little it was shown how spirochetes might be culti-

vated, and to-day Noguchi has successfully culti-

vated in artificial media all of the known patho-

genic species, except possibly the variety associated

with Vincent's angina. It was by virtue of an

animal quality of the most elusive variety, the spiro-

chete of syphilis, that he succeeded in capturing it

free from all bacteria ; for he obtained his pure

culture from where the spirochete had moved out

into the solid media. These pure cultures when re-

inoculated into animals produced the disease from
which they were originally obtained and thus con-

formed to the postulates of Koch.
In his latest publication (Journal of E.vperi-

mental Medicine, Vol. XVI, No. 5, November 1,

1912), Noguchi reports having successfully' culti-

vated Spirochccta gallinarum, the cause of a febrile

disease of chickens. In itself this is of no great

importance to the practitioner of medicine, but

some of his findings are of general interest. In

the first place he has found that these spirochetes

do not pass through the filter, through which they

were at one time believed to be able to pass. This

is interesting because it demonstrates that in the

past the filter may have only hindered the progress

of morphological research instead of aiding it.

Statements in regard to filters, however, cannot be

absolute, as one must consider their thickness and
quality as well as the pressure and length of time

used. In the second place he has shown that these

spirochetes can be propagated indefinitely in arti-

ficial media, and thus disproves the idea that an-

other phase of their life cycle, passed while con-

tained in the bodies of ticks, is essential to their

continued propagation.

This important work of Noguchi in obtaining

pure cultures of the various pathogenic spirochetes

makes it possible now for scientists to come closer

to obtaining perfect remedies for the diseases

caused by these organisms, and, let us hope, rem-

edies unencumbered with proprietary rights. But
to the question as to whether they are protozoa or

bacteria there is no answer, for just at the time

spirochetes were found to grow in solid media, the

supposed exclusive manner of growth of bacteria.

Anna Williams (Journal of Medical Research, Vol.

XXV, 2) succeeded in cultivating on solid media,

without symbiotic bacteria, amebas, the animal

nature of which has never been questioned.

THE MAKING OF THE PHYSICIAN.

At the one hundred and seventy-ninth session of

the Edinburgh Royal Society, held on October 18

last, Dr. Robert Hutchison of London delivered

an address (Medical Press and Circular. October 23,

1912), in which, taking as his text the saying of

Bacon that "reading maketh a full man, conference
a ready man, and writing an exact man," he de-

veloped it into an instructive address on the

function of such a society in the medical
curriculum. TTie use of a librarv was -not
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only to provide material for reading, but for

reading in the proper way, to get up infor-

mation concerning subjects in which one was
really interested for the time being. Next to being

really well read in a subject came the ability to find

out in what books the best information could be

obtained. If the student learned nothing else than

how to use the Index Medicus, he had gained a

great deal. He was of the opinion that the student

ought to depend largely on text-books, and lesson

journals in his work. Ephemeral literature was
rather dangerous fare. The older writers of the

last century ought never to be neglected. In read-

ing them one misses, perhaps, the scientific treat-

ment of the day, but one gains a more practical

viewpoint than is induced by much of the present-

day laboratory work. One comes to see that many
so-called new discoveries are in reality but old

truths; and lastly, one finds that a text-book need

not be dry, but may have charm and literary style.

Hutchison advised the medical student to endeavor

to become versed in general literature, for it was

essential that the doctor of to-day should be a well-

read man ; the time was past when it was neces-

sary for him only to know of drugs and the symp-

toms of disease.

Debates supplied the readiness of mind begotten

of what Bacon*called conference. It was necessary

that the physician should be a more or less ready

speaker, for nowadays he was often called on to

explain in clear and concise language medical and

scientific matters, especially in the domain of pre-

ventive medicine, to the general public. The art of

speaking could be acquired only by practice, and

debates afforded such practice. Another most valu-

able qualification for a doctor which could be ac-

quired at society meetings was the power of sus-

pending judgment until all the facts were known

;

and, lastly, he would learn—at least some of the

members would learn—to bear with fools gladly.

It certainly is becoming more evident that the

physician should be a well-read man, and the time

is rapidly passing when a man of little or no edu-

cation could join the profession. A general edu-

cation tends to widen the mind. The faculty of

extracting the most valuable information from

books is not common, but the advice may be given

to read with this object in view only standard works.

Promiscuous and ill-regulated reading is nothing

less than mental dissipation, which is antagonistic

to that concentration of mind at which all students

should aim.

The medical student should not neglect gen-

eral literature, both as a relief from technical

subjects and as a means of widening his knowledge.

As for speaking, there can be no doubt that the

doctor should practise the art, for, as a rule, he does

.not shine as an orator. The doctor of the present

time should be an all-round man, and with this end

in view he should be thoroughly grounded in the

humanities ere he commences the sUidy of medi-

cine, for it must be borne in mind that his medi-

cal curriculum is so full that he will have little time

. to spare for outside studies when he has entered

. upon his medical studentship.

EUGENICS AND EUTHENICS.

There appears to exist at the present time a marked
tendency on the part of the advocates of eugenics

and euthenics severally to magnify the influence of

their especial pet theory. Those who hold that

heredity is at the base of most human ills claim

that environment counts for little, while per contra

the supporters of euthenics insist that environment

is at the root of all the trouble. It is difficult, in-

deed for the present impossible, to hold the scales

evenly and to adjudge to each factor the amount
of influence it exerts. Much ink is being spilled

in this endeavor, but we appear to be as far away
as ever from arriving at a just conclusion. When
the greatest authorities on the matter express en-

tirely divergent views, what are the humble rank

and file to think?

In the Popular Science Monthly for November,

191 2, Professor Leon I. Cole takes the ground that

acquired characteristics are in no specific sense in-

herited, and argues, therefore, that the proper place

of environment in a eugenic program is not a sim-

ple question. In the first place, it is very difficult

to separate these characters which are the re-

sults of inl;orn determinants from those which are

produced solely by reaction to environment. Or,

it may be, as is probably usually the case, that both

influences are at work in the expression of the

same character. Cole expresses decided views as to

the menace of immigration, stating that the scum
of Europe is imported to supply the cheap labor by

which the rich man may amass his millions. As to

the decreasing birth rate of civilized countries, the

writer says again what many authorities have been

endeavoring to impress on the minds of statesmen,

philanthropists, and social workers for years, that

the dangers arising from this fact, do not consist

so much in the falling birth rate itself as in the

fact that, because of it, the worst and not the best

types are being reproduced.

There is really no cause for a conflict betv/een

eugenics and euthenics. Neither can accomplish

the results that its enthusiastic followers claim, but

that is no reason why each system should not effect

much. The two methods should work together in

harmony and there is no doubt that intelligent co-

operation will tend to produce a better race mentally

and physically. The eugenists, however, while

laying much stress on the successful breeding of

animals and plants, apparently forget that human
beings are neither animals nor plants. If the sole

aim were physical excellence then careful breeding

would to some extent answer the purpose. But

human beings are different from animals and plants,

in so much as brain power is of equal if not of

greater importance than physical perfection or even

good health.

As a matter of fact, supreme powers of the

body seldom accompany the agile brain, and per-

haps more frequently than not a high order of

brain is lodged in a creaky tenement of clay. There

is much to be said for eugenics and euthenics, but

the eugenists are somewhat too apt to be dim of

sight with regard to the merits of any method other

than their own.
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RELAPSING FEVER AT PANAMA.

An interesting outbreak of relapsing or seven-day

fever has been reported in the Canal Zone by Sur-

geon J. C. Perry of the U. S. Public Health Ser-

vice (U. S. Public Health Reports, Nov. i, 1912).

This disease, it will be remembered, is caused by

the spirochete of Obermeier and is characterized

by a definite febrile course of about six days, fol-

lowed by a remission of a similar duration, and this

remission and relapse may be repeated several times.

The disease has always been associated with the

same conditions which favor the spread of typhus

fever, overcrowding and filth apparently playing a

more important part than sex, age, season, or other

factors. Since the spirochete is found in the blooil

in the febrile stage, it would seem probable that

bedbugs, ticks, and other biting and blood-sucking

pests might be important agents in its transmission.

The disease has been produced in man and monkeys
by infected blood. The spirochete has not been

found in the excretions or secretions. Relapsing

fever has seldom been seen in the United States

since the New York and Philadelphia epidemic of

1869.

Enough has been said to show the interest attach-

ing to the outbreak reported by Perry. In all, 62

cases of the disease were found in the Canal Zone,

of which 43 were treated in the Ancon hospital.

Most of the cases developed in the Ancon post-

office and the residence building for bachelors op-

posite to it. All were in adults and all but two

were in men. It is a matter of interest that no

cases were found in Spanish or Italian laborers, or

in negroes.

The cases presented the usual clinical picture of

the disease. Fifty per cent, showed a rash, con-

fined to the legs, feet, forearms, and hands. In a

few it was finely petechial. Curiously the fever con-

sistently ran a single course after continuing with

remissions for six days, declining by slow crisis in

from twelve to fourteen hours.

This outbreak illustrates forcibly the need of a

hospital in the Canal Zone so situated and con-

ducted that it could utilize the wealth of new
clinical material which will be found there for

study and observation. Considering the great

intercontinental traffic which will center at the

isthmus upon the completion of the canal, and the

large number of sailors who will congregate or pass

through there from all parts of the world, it is

evident that a marine hospital will be a prime neces-

sity. The Public Health Service now operates 23

marine hospitals in the larger ports of the country,

besides 120 other stations, for the medical relief of

American merchant seamen. In addition to this

there is the large tuberculosis sanatorium at Fort

Stanton in New Mexico. This medical relief is

free for American sailors and only a nominal sum
is charged for the care of foreign sailors. A
marine hospital will certainly be needed at Panama
and its maintenance there will aflford excellent

opportunities for the study of epidemic and other

diseases, not only those of the tropics but those

peculiar to every nation and clime on the face of

the earth.

IntkrnatioiNal St.\ndardization of Disin-
fectants.

The question of standardizing disinfectants was
discussed at the recent International Congress on
Hygiene and Demography held in Washington.
Two resolutions bearing on the subject were passed.

First, "that the disinfectants used in diflferent coun-
tries should be controlled by a simple bacteria test,

capable of being easily effected, and that a com-
mittee from this Congress confer with the Commit-
tee of the International Congress on Applied Chem-
istry to define such tests." Second, "that the Per-
manent International Commission of the Congress
of Hygiene and Demography be requested to ap-
point a committee of not less than five members to

represent the Congress for that purpose." These
resolutions are decidedly steps in the right direc-

tion and should result in the establishment of-

a

method for the standardization of disinfectants

which shall be uniform and satisfactory. At the

present time, however, opinions differ somewhat
widely with regard to the means to be adopted
whereby the germicidal value of disinfecting prepa-

rations may be fixed. In this country, even more
than in Europe, adequate measures for standardiz-

ing disinfectants are needed, as practically any
preparation may be manufactured and sold concern-
ing which the public have no mode of discovering
whether such are effective or otherwise. In Europe
and in Great Britain, although it is acknowledged
that the methods employed to protect the public are

by no means wholly satisfactory, yet some restraint

is placed on the manufacture and sale of mani-
festly useless disinfectants. As is pointed out
in the Lancet of October 26, its commission
which investigated the matter some few years
ago found that different lines of experimenta-
tion produce different results, and therefore prob-
ably a considerable time will elapse before a
perfect or entirely satisfactory method will be
evolved. The sooner the resolutions passed at

\\'^ashington are acted upon, the better it will

be for the public. There would seem to be no
valid reason why an international investigation of
this nature should not be coinmenced at once and
the question of disinfectants placed on a satisfac-

tory basis for all time.

Citrate of Sodium in Gastric Pain.

Remedies for the gastric pain which so frequently

occurs after eating have been and are legion. As is

pointed out by the Paris correspondent of the
Medical Press and Circular, it is generally attrib-

uted to hyperacidity and treated by alkalies, chalk,

magnesia, and especially by bicarbonate of sodium.
Almost, however, in the same measure as these

alkalies relieve the pain, at the same time they
stimulate the secretion of the hyperacid gastric

juice. It has been stated on the authority of Hayem
that certain patients who had prolonged the use of

bicarbonate of sodium eventually found that it had
no eft'ect on their sufferings. Wright in England
was the first to use citrate of sodium for gastric

pain and recently it has been introduced into France
and prescribed with great success in gastric intoler-

ance of children. Lacheny, who has been writing
on the matter recently, describes how sodium citrate

relieves gastric suffering coming on three or four
hours after meals. Not only, he says, does it re-

lieve gastric pain, but it has also a remarkable cura-
tive effect on the morning vomiting of drunkards.
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Health of the Canal Zone.—The reports of the

Chief Sanitary Officer of the Isthmian Canal Com-
mission for the months of August and September,

1912, gives the total number of deaths from all

causes among employees as 42 and 39 respectively,

making an annual average rate per thousand of

10.01 and 9.19. The total death rate among the

entire population was 25.69 and 22.42 for the two
months, the calculations being made on the basis

of the census last February which gave the popu-
lation of the cities of Panama and Colon and of the

Canal Zone as 62,810. The principal causes of

death were: Tuberculosis, 16; lobar pneumonia,
11; malaria, 3; dysentery, i. Twenty-two deaths

were due to external violence. No cases of yellow

fever, smallpox, or plague originated on or were
brought to the Isthmus during the time covered

by the reports.

Lloyd-George's Terms Again Rejected.—At a

meeting of the British Medical Association on No-
vember 19, a resolution was adopted declaring that

the proposals of the Chancellor of the Exchequer in

regard to the compensations of doctors under the

Insurance Act, are "unworkable and derogatory to

the medical profession, and consequently the pro-

fession declines to undertake service under the

act and the regulations as at present instituted."

The members of the association, however, ex-

pressed their willingness to confer with the authori-

ties with a view to settling the disputed points.

Hospital Permit Denied.—The application

made by the Westchester County Board of Super-
visors for permission to establish a hospital for

tuberculosis patients at Yorktown,, N. Y., has been

denied by State Commissioner of Health Porter.

This decision is final, and is based upon the objec-

tions of the New York City authorities and civic

organizations on the ground that the establishment

of such an institution at Yorktown would be dan-

gerous because of possible contamination of the

water supply of New York.
Sanitary Science.—Three courses in sanitary

science are being offered at the Tulane University

of Louisiana, New Orleans, for medical, science,

and engineering students specializing in sanitation.

Instruction is given in the School of Tropical Med-
icine which is a part of the university.

National Housing Association.—The second
National Conference on Housing in America will

be held on December 4, 5, and 6 in Philadelphia,

which has been selected because it has more to

show in the way of constructive effort than any
other American city..

Postal Raid.—By concerted action in seventy-

two cities in twenty-two states, post office inspectors

on November 20 arrested or prepared to arrest 175
men and women charged with having used the mails

in the sale of illegal medical and surgical devices.

The raids, which were ordered by the Postmaster-
General after six months' preparatory work, em-
braced alleged quack doctors, druggists, and pro-

prietors of so-called medical estaWishments. Two
arrests were made in New York. The raid, which
as a whole was the largest ever made in the his-

tory of the Post Office Department, furnished an
excellent example of the power which can be exer-
cised through the postal laws to wipe out illegal

practices apparently beyond the control of the State
authorities.

Pregnancy after Oophorectomy.—Dr. George
W. Kosmak, of 23 East 93d street. New York,
writes that, being interested in this subject, he
would appreciate information from any of our
readers who have had cases of this kind, and care
to favor him with an account of the same. The
facts desired involve the question of the relief of
sterility following this operation, the character of
the labor where pregnancy has occurred, the indi-

cations for removal of the ovary, the pathological

condition of the same, an account of any other
operadons done at the same time, the character of

the menstrual period subsequent to the operation,

the date of birth of subsequent children, and their

sex. A blank form has been prepared which em-
bodies these questions and which will be forwarded
in reply to a post-card request.

Public Clinics.—Commissioner Drummond has
ordered that on and after October i, 1912, all

clinics held in the amphitheatres and operating
rooms of the hospitals of the Department of Pub-
lic Charities shall be open to duly licensed gradu-
ates in medicine and to the students in all regularly

organized medical schools and colleges.

For the convenience of those desiring to attend

the Clinics, the cards of admission have been
placed at the Academy of Medicine, 17 West 43rd
Street, Manhattan, and the Medical Society of the

County of Kings, 1313 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn,
at which institutions they may be obtained on
personal application by all regularly registered

physicians. Commissioner Drummond has also

issued an order to the Superintendents of the sev-

eral hospitals, directing that each day before 9:30
A. M., an explicit list of Clinics, both medical and
surgical, to be held on that day shall be telephoned
to the Academy of Medicine and the Kings County
Medical Society, in order that those physicians

who wish to attend the Clinics may have timely in-

formation as to their precise nature, and select such

as are deemed of special educational value to them.

A calendar of the Clinics to be held during the
month of December will be found on page 1015.

A schedule of the Clinics to be held during the

present season will shortly be issued in pamphlet
form.

Associated Clinics.— Delegates representing

twenty-nine dispensaries in the Borough of Man-
hattan, New York, met at the Academy of Medicine

on November 20 and organized an association to

be known as the Associated Out-Patient Clinics of

the City of New York. The aims of the associa-

tion are the co-ordination of the work of existing

dispensaries and clinics, the elimination of unworthy
applicants for treatment, and the promotion of

proper standards of treatment and of ecenomy and
efficiency in dispensary management.

Medical School Needs.—In his annual report

for the year ending June 30, 1912, President

Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University,

New York, places the amount of money required

to meet the present needs of the university and the

general schemes for its development at approxi-

mately $16,000,000. Of this $6,000,000 is the esti-

mated cost of removing the College of Physicians

and Surgeons from its present site, in accordance

with the agreement with the Presbyterian Hospital.

Concerning this agreement. President Butler, after

pointing out that the affiliation so far accomplished

has not been accompanied with any of the difficul-

ties feared, says : "It is now clear to hospital man-
agers that the mere cure of the ill and suffering is
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only one-half of a hospital's business. The other

half is to assist in the study of disease and in the

better training of those upon whom is to devolve
the responsibility for the prevention and cure of

disease hereafter." President Butler asks also for

$1,000,000 in order that the university may establish

a fitting Institute of Hygiene and Preventive Medi-
cine.

Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late Dr.
Frank J. Parker of New York, the Yale Medical
School receives a trust fund of $1,000, the income
to be awarded to the student who shows the best

qualifications for succeeding in the practice of

medicine, personality, habits, neatness of dress, com-
mon sense, and kindness and human feeling in the

treatment of the poor and unfortunate, to be con-

sidered. To his native town of Branford, Conn.,

Dr. Parker gave thirteen acres of land for a public

park in memory of his parents, and to the Manhat-
tan Eye, Ear, and Throat Hospital, New York, of

the staff of which he was a member, a half interest

in his city property, the value of which is not stated.

The Presbyterian Hospital of Philadelphia re-

ceives $5,000 for the endowment of a free bed by
the will of the late Miss Elizabeth Norris Brown

;

the Children's Hospital also receives the sum of

$1,000.

The Boston Lying-in Hospital, as residuary lega-

tee under the will of the late Mr. Francis Amory of
Boston, will benefit to the extent, it is estimated,

of $500,000. The sum of $25,000 is given to the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences in mem-
ory of Thomas Amory, with the provision that the

fund shall be allowed to accumulate for twenty-one
years and that the income shall then be given as a

septimal prize with a gold medal to tlie individual

who shall discover any notable useful remedy or

invent any cunning device or instrument for the

treatment of certain diseases, or in the absence of

such a discovery, to the individual who has writ-

ten the best treatise on such diseases.

By the will of the late Mrs. Mary Huntington
Cooke, the Cambridge, Mass., Hospital receives

the sum of $5,000.

Convalescent Home.—The Sanitarium for

Hebrew Chiklren at Rockaway Park, N. Y., is

planning to remain open during the entire year as

a convalescent home for invalids from the general
hospitals. During the past the institution has been
open for only two months of the year.

Sir Thomas Crosby, the retiring Lord Mayor
of London, although eighty-two years of age, is

preparing to return to the practice of surgery after

laying down his official duties.

Geheimrat Dr. Wilhelm Ebstein, professor of
internal medicine at the University of Gottingen
from 1877 until 1906, and previous professor and
director of the medical clinic at the University of

Breslau, the author of many books and treatises on
medical subjects, died on October 22 at the age of

seventy-six years. He was known more especially

for his studies of obesity and for having devised
a very efficient method of reduction.

Southern Medical Association.—The sixth an-
nual convention of this association, which embraces
the states of Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Ala-
bama, Louisiana, and Florida, was held in Jack-
sonville on November 12, 13, and 14, the following
officers being elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Dr. Frank A. Jones, Memphis ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Dr. Stuart McGuire, Richmond, and Dr.

James D. Love, Jacksonville; Secretary-Treasurer,
Dr. Scale Harris, Mobile.

Tristate Medical Society.—With an attendance
of about fifty members from the states of Arkan-
sas, Louisiana, and Texas, the annual meeting of

this society was held in Shreveport, La., on No-
vember 12 and 13. Officers for the ensuing year
were elected, as follows : President, Dr. Thomas
B. Younger, Fisher, La. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.

J. M. Bodenheimer, Shreveport, La. ; State ^.'^.ice-

Presidents, Louisiana, Dr. John L. Scales, Shreve-
port ; Texas, Dr. W. G. Hartt, Marshall ; Arkansas,
Dr. T. V. Sauter, McNeil.
Southern Illinois Medical Association.—The

following new officers have been elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. Harry E. Wilson, Centralia ; Vice-Presi-
dent, Dr. W. E. Lingle, Cobden ; Treasurer, Dr.
James W. Armstrong, Centralia; Secretary, Dr.
Charles W. I illie. East St. Louis.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Caesar A. Von Ram-
DoiiR of New York, a graduate of the New York
University Medical College in 1877. a member of
tlie New York State and County Medical Societies,

the New York Obstetrical Society, the Society of
Medical Jurisprudence, and the German and York-
ville Medical Associations, professor emeritus of
obstetrics in the New York Post-Graduate Medical
School, consulting obstetrician to the Post-Graduate
and St. Mark's Hospitals, and consulting gynecolo-
gist to the People's Hospital and the German Poli-
klinik, died suddenly at his home of Bright's dis-

ease on November 17, aged 57 years.

Dr. Robert Ferguson Chapman of New York, a
graduate of the University of Maryland, School of
Medicine, Bakimore, in 1865, and a member of the
Maryland Society of New York and the New York
Southern Society, died at his home on November 11,

aged 71 years.

Dr. Francis Duffy of New Bern, N. C, a gradu-
ate of the University of "Virginia, Department of
Medicine, in 1868, a member of the North Carolina
State and Craven County Medical Societies, acting
assistant surgeon of the Marine Hospital Service,
and a member of the County Board of Health, died
at his home of typhoid fever, on November 5.

Dr. James W. Ar.ERCROMniE of Warwood, W.
Va., a graduate of the Medical Department of West-
ern Reserve University in 1S88, a member of
the American Medical Association and of the West
"Virginia State and Ohio County Medical Societies,

and formerly Mayor of Warwood, died at his home
after a long illness, on November 7, aged 53 years.

Dr. Lucius Wadsworth Clarke of Cambridge,
Wisconsin, a graduate of the University of Vermont
College of Metlicine in 1863, and a surgeon in the
United States Army during the Civil War, died on
October 31, in the home in which he had lived for
forty-five years, at the age of 81.

Dr. J. Dexham Palmer of Jacksonville, Fla., a
graduate of the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, Baltimore, in 1872, and a member of the
Florida State and Duval County Medical Societies,

died in St. Luke's Hospital, Jacksonville, as the re-

sult of an accident, on November 3, aged 62 years.

Dr. Edgar DuBois Biddle of Patoka, Ind., a
graduate of the Missouri Medical College, St.

Louis, in 1880, died in the Presbyterian Hospital,
Chicago, on November 7, aged 55 years.

Dr. Bradford S. Gallaw^ay of Los Angeles. Ca!.,

a graduate of the University of Michigan. Depart-
ment of Medicine and Surgery, in 1880, formerly a

prominent physician of Colorado and of Nevada
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Oicd suddenly, from e.nbolisni on November 2, aged
58 years.

Dr. Gabriel G. Bkklev of Waterloo, Iowa, a

graduate of the Philadelphia College of Medicine
and Surgery m 1863, died at his home of diabetes

on November i, aged ^2 years.

Dr. .-Xlden Martin of Norvvalk, Ohio, a gradu^
ate of the Cleveland University of Medicine and
Surgery in 1896, died suddenly on November 10,

agfd 44 years.

ur.' I.VNN B. CiRADDV of Nashville. Tenn.. a

graduate of the University of Nashville, Medical
Ueiiar.ment, in 1874, died at his home in Lexing-
KiH, recently, aged 6/ years.

Ur. Thomas Stanhope Henry of Brookneal.

V'a., said to be the las; surviving grandson of Pat-

rick Henry, a graduate of the Piledical College of

Virginia, Richmond, in 1864, died at his home on
November 1 1, after a long illness, aged 80 years.

Dr. Richard Alsop Cleeman of Philadelphia,

Pa., a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania,

Department of Medicine, in 1862. a veteran of the

Civil War, and a member of the .American Medical
Association, the Pennsylvania State and Philadel-

phia County Medical Societies, the Philadelphia

Obstetrical Society, the Philadelphia Pediatric So-
ciety, and the Pliiladelphia Pathological Society,

died at his home on November 19, aged 72 years.

Dr. W. Ross Bustard of College Point. N. Y.,

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons of Cleveland, O., in 1901, died at his home
on November 18.

Dr. Edward Payson Small of Philadelphia, Pa.,

a graduate of the Homeopathic Medical College of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, in 1866, died at his

home on November 16, aged 74 years.

Dr. John C. Sundberg of Seattle, Wash., a

graduate of the Northwestern University Medical
School, Chicago, in 1874, a member of the Ameri-
can Medical Association and the Washington State

and King County Medical Societies, and formerly
United States Consul at Bagdad and physician to

the Sultan of Turkey, died at his home on Novem-
ber 19, aged 67 years.

Dr. Francis R. Gerhard of Douglassville, Pa.,

a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Medicine, in 1869, died in Reading,
Pa., on November 14, aged 69 years.

Dr. John Stewart of Philadelphia, Pa., a grad-
uate of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,

in 1896, a member of the American Medical Asso-
ciation and the Pennsylvania State and Philadel-

phia County Medical Societies, died at his home
on November 14, aged 40 years.

Dr. Isaiah Bee of Princeton, W. Va., a gradu-
ate of the Cleveland Medical College in i860, died

at his home on November 15, aged 8r years.

Dr. Presley B. Ogden of Shinnston, W. Va., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-

delphia, in 1867, died at his home on November 17,

aged 72 years.

Dr. Hartley Spinney Jacques of Halifax,
N. S., a graduate of the New York University
Medical College in 1887, died at his home after a
long illness on November 11, aged 54 years.

Dr. Richard M. Fletcher of Birmingham, Ala.,
a graduate of the University of Alabama, Medical
Department, Mobile, in 1894, died at his home on
November 9, after a long illness.

Dr. Arthur MacCabe of Gloucester, Mass., a
graduate of the Baltimore University School of
Medicine in 1897, a member of the American Medi-

cal .\ssociation, and of the Massachusetts State and
Esse.x County Medical .Societies, and formerly city

physician and chairman of the Board of Health of

Gloucester, died at the .Addison (jilbert Hospital on
November 12, aged 44 years.

Dr. William O. Beam of Moline, 111., in

1893, was burned to death on November 14, while

attempting to save some valuables from a burning
stable. He was 43 years old.

Dr. Samuel M. Cleveland of Philadelphia, Pa.,

a graduate of the Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital, Philadelphia, in 1875, died November 23
after a long illness, aged 75 years.

(Obituary.

JAMES WOODS McLANE, M.D.

NEW YORK.

Dr. James W. McLane, formerly one of the most
prominent obstetricians in New York, but for sev-

eral years retired from active practice, died at his

home in this city on Monday of this week. He
was born in New York August 19, 1839; was
graduated in arts from Yale in 1861, and in medi-
cine from the College of Physicians and Surgeons
in 1864. He was connected with this school for

nearly forty years in various capacities : first lec-

turer, then professor of materia medica and thera-

peutics from 1867 to 1872; professor of obstetrics

and gynecology from 1872 to 1898, and appointed

emeritus professor in 18(98. He was dean of the

medical faculty of Columbia University from 1891

to 1903. He was at various times attending

physician to the New York, St. Luke's, Roosevelt,

Nursery and Child's, and Sloane Maternity Hos-
pitals. It was through Dr. McLane's influence that

the money was given for the erection of the Van-
derbilt Clinic and the Sloane Maternity Hospital.

(S.tirvtBpanhtntt.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

BRADSHAW lecture UNION OF MEDICAL SCHOOLS
HUXLEY LECTURE—HOUSING AND HEALTH—IN-

SURANCE TROUBLES MUSEUM OF HEALTH APPLI-

ANCES MEDICAL HISTORY OBITUARY.

London, November 8, 1912.

The Bradshaw lecture at the Royal College of

Physicians was delivered by Dr. D. B. Lees. He
took for the subject of his discourse the "Diagnosis

and Treatment of Incipient Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis," and, contrasting the mortality of this with

other forms, he held that if one would eliminate this

we could be assured of victory over the others. In

the United Kingdom the annual deaths from phthisis

numbered no less than 50,000, while other forms
of tuberculosis accounted for less than half as many
—20,000. To get rid of the disease the first thing

to be done, said the lecturer, was to insure that

every medical man should be able to detect it at the

earliest moment it appeared, that was long before

the bacillus was to be found in the sputum. To
meet it at that stage, moreover, a simple, harmless,

inexpensive but effectual method of home treatment

must be devised. Waiting for a bacteriological re-

port was dangerous, and such delay must be held

responsible for many deaths from tubercle. In per-

cussion they had a means of early diagnosis. The
use of .r-rays had now become available, but the
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practitioner who had learned to trust his own per-

cussion could dispense with the radiograph, for he

held in his own hands the possibility of a correal

early diagnosis. I am glad to report so distinct a

testimony to the value of percussion, although 1

cannot call it new, for it reminds me of equal reli-

ance on the method by some who passed away before

the bacillus or the .f-rays were discovered, but who
taught so confidently the supreme importance of

early diagnosis, and that this could be attained by
careful proper percussion. But ears and fingers

must both be trained for the purpose. As regarded
treatment, Dr. Lees said a great deal had been heard
about sanatoria and tuberculin, but there was no

little skepticism in the profession as to these

methods. The value of sanatorium treatment was
doubted by many observers. It was undecided
whether tuberculin should be used in large or small

doses and whether the patient under it should rest

or continue to work. Was it certain, he asked, that

the administration of ordinary antiseptics was of no
use? Why should they not employ them by inhala-

tion? Here again I seem to be listening to older

teaching, the use of which I saw before recent dis-

coveries put them aside with brighter promises
which have not been fulfilled. Dr. Lees gave an

account of 70 cases treated in this manner, a mixture
of creosote, iodine, alcohol, ether, and chloroform
being employed. Of the 70 patients, 48 completely

recovered, 10 were incompletely cured, 3 probably

recovered, 7 died (some from other diseases), 3
cases were not traced. This seemed to the lecturer

effective home treatment, and with the earliest pos-

sible diagnosis so many cases might be saved that

they could hope for the day when pulmonary phthi-

sis would be a disease of the past.

It has long been recognized that there are too

many medical schools in London, and from time to

time there have been suggestions for amalgamation.
This week a step in that direction has been taken by
the transference of the new bacteriological and pub-
lic health laboratories of Charing Cross Hospital

to King's College department of the University of

London. This is but the natural result of the ar-

rangement made last year when the teaching of the

preliminary subjects was handed over to King's

College. The ceremonial transfer was performed
by Prof. S. Flexner on behalf of the school com-
mittee. In doing so he remarked that the bringing
together such large populati(jns as those of London
and New York was a fact which rendered proper
quarantine impracticable. It was a duty of univer-

sities and medical schools to instruct the public how
to meet the dangers which threatened. The object

of the school was to teach what was known and to

find out what was still wanted to be known..
The Chairman of King's College (the Hon. W. F.

D. Smith) spoke of the monumental skill and labor

of Dr. Hunter, which had made it possible to open
the laboratories, and said they would be used for

research and post-graduate teaching. Dr. Headlam
("Principal of King's College) emphasized the ad-

vantaLJ^es of concentration and hoped other hospitals

would join in the scheme, but not to squander money
on great buildings. Their hope was to gradually
develop a complete institute of public health. Sir

H. A. Miers (Principal of the L'niversitv ) said the

problem of university education in London rested

with the teachers and required the cooperation of

all. .V real example of what ought to be done was
that before them.

Afterward the Huxlev lecture was delivered at

the hospital by Professor Flexner. who took as his

subject "Recent Advances in Science in Relation to

Practical ^^ledicine." He recognized perhaps too

briefly the work of Huxley m biology and his early

recognition of the discoveries being made in his

time as to fermentation, putrefaction, and their re-

lation to disease. In fact, Huxley saw, said the

lecturer, that bacteriology was about to throw a pro-

tecting mantle, not only over men, but over all the

higher animals, and even, perhaps, over plant life.

Up to now, he continued, bacteriology had dis-

tributed its favors unequally. In some instances the

knowledge of diseases it had given us was of slight

value, but in others it was of great importance.

Professor Flexner then took up the subject of

poliomyelitis, which he examined in great detail,

and relating the story of the working out of its

natural history—a disease which has claimed his

attention for several years, and illustrated the ad-

vances in science in relation to practical medicine,

to which he desired to draw attention.

The Chairman of the London Insurance Com-
mittee (Mr. J. A. Dawes, M.P.) on Wednesday ad-

dressed the Mansion House Council on health and
housing, respecting the sanatorium benefit which
he said was now in force, and by no means meant,

necessarily, residence in a sanatorium. The idea of

his committee was to take a number of hospital beds

for observation of cases. They had formed sub-

committees in the different boroughs and he ex-

pressed gratitude for the assistance received from
the Medical Officers of Health. There would be

needed a dispensary in each, and he hoped that they

could think nf all forms of treatment. They had
had 460 applications and all were under treatment

or being arranged for in some way or other. The
Asylums Board could provide 1,000 beds, but as it

was a Poor Law institution if was said it could not

be used, the act not permitting. But they were
negotiating with the County Council, which, it was
said, could act as an intermediary. This difficulty

is being spoken of generally as an illustration of the

evils of hasty legislation.

All the week we have been troubled with the in-

surance dispute. Meetings, circulars, correspond-

ence, and discussions have intruded at every turn.

Even the Parliament has been talking of the doctors

and the act. The National Medical Union has sent

a circular to every practitioner saying it is not pre-

pared to compromise on any of the six points on
which it supported from the first the British Medical
.Association. At a meeting in Westminster, at-

tended by men from all districts of the metropolis

it was resolved that the provisional rules, combined
with the fresh statement of the Chancellor, though
not securing all the reasonable demands, afford a

basis for negotiation. The British Medical Associa-
tion has written to the Chancellor on some of the

l)oints at issue, and has received a lengthy reply

in which Mr. Lloyd Ceorge explains or explains

away previous remarks. Thus, the inspection to

which objection was made he holds necessary, but

will be made by medical inspectors. The keeping of

records of cases is to be in books provided by (jov-

ernment, and not much more than the common visit-

ing lists in use by many, and will not be open to

others than inspectors and so far "secret." This
will concern the patients as well as the doctors, who
will scarcely like to have their practice overhauled
even by other medical men. Mileage is to he pro-
vided, but out nf the amount set apart for remunera-
tion, which still ajjjiears to be liable to uncertainty.
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although Mr. Lloyd George estimates it at 7 shill-

ings. If he had offered that as a firm, flat rate I

believe it would have been accepted, but he has
mixed it up with such a mass of verbiage that many
doubt what he really means and others reflect that

his financial estimates usually turn out erroneous.
The Council of the British Medical Association met
and considered his letter, and determined to leave
tlie matter entirely to the representative meeting
which is fixed for the 19th and 20th inst. The
Council thus declines to give any lead to the profes-
sion, and though it fought well and secured wide
support, it seems now afraid to push home its ad-
vantage. Probably this hesitation will be reflected

among the representatives.

A museum of safety and health appliances is to

be established in Westminster, where the Govern-
ment has secured a central site and will erect a
building for the purpose.
Another section of the Royal Society of Medicine

has been practically established, more than 100 mem-
bers having joined it and the first meeting being
fixed for the 20th inst. The subject to which it is

devoted is medical history. At the opening there is

to be a paper on epidemic diseases and an account
of some early medical portraits, of which a number
will be exhibited together with early manuscripts.
Such a society has many times been proposed, but
hitherto we have not had one here, though you have
in the United States, I think, and there is one in

France and another in Germany.
Dr. Fred. Bagshawe, Justice of the Peace of St.

Leonard's, died on Novembei 2. Always an active
man, he continued work almost to the last, and
reached the age of 80. He graduated at Cambridge,
A.M. and IM.D., 1861-65. joined the College of
Physicians, 1865, and was elected Fellow in 1879.
He took an interest in public afl'airs, was six years
Alderman of Hastings, and was Mayor in 1897-8.
He was also Justice of the Peace for County Sussex
and consulting physician to the hospital. Also held
office in a number of other medical institutions. He
delivered the presidential addiess at the Health Con-
gress in Hastings.

Dr. Ludovic William D. IMair died November 4,
aged 46. He was a medical inspector of the Local
Government Board, served on the Belfast Healtl?
Commission, 1907; was Medical Ofiicer of Health
for Croydon. He took M.D., London, 1890 ; D.P.H.
of the Royal College of Physicians, 1893. He made
several reports on hypnotic diseases and other sub-
jects for the Local Government Board, and wrote in

the journals on cholera, diphtheria, and preventive
medicine.

Lieut.-Col. Fred A. Rogers, D.S.O., late of the
Indian Medical Service, has died at the age of 51.
He was in the Burmese expedition, 1885-89; was
twice mentioned in despatches, and received the
medal with two clasps. For services in t\te Chin-
Lushai expedition, 1889-90, he was awarded the
D..S.O. He retired in 1905.
Mr. Frank Godfrey, late surgeon to the convict

prison at Gibraltar and later to Northwest London
Hospital and the City Lying-in Hospital, has died
at the age of 70. He held the double qualification
of the Edinburgh College (1SS5) and went with the
British Legion to serve under Garibaldi.

The Protein Needs of the Child.—J. Stargardter
states that his experiments confirm the conclusion based
on Schlossmann's calculations, namely, the protein needs
of the child beyond the infantile period may be satisfied
with from 1,5 to 2.5 grams of protein per "kilo of body
weight.—.4 rrAll' fiir Kinderheilkunde.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEETING OF THE MANILA MEDICAL SOCIETY FLY
PEST IN BAGUIO THE PLAGUE—^CHOLERA IN

JAPAN.
Manila, P. X., October 21, 1912.

The regular monthly meeting of the Manila Med-
ical Society took place in the amphitheater of the

College of Medicine and Surgery, at 8.30 p.m.,

October 7, 1912. Drs. Sison and Gutierrez pre-

sented a woman who had a wandering spleen. Dr.

C. S. Butler, Commander, United States Navy, in

charge of the Caiiacao Hospital, Cavite, read a

paper entitled "Some Laboratory Notes on Dysen-
tery Bacilli." Charles S. Banks, Entomologist of

the Bureau of Science, read a paper called "The
Baguio Fly Campaign of 1912." It will perhaps be

remembered that Bagnio is to the Philippines what
Simla is to India, and that during the hot season

the seat of Government is transferred there. Ow-
ing to improper disposal of horse-manure and hu-

man excrement, enormous numbers of flies bred
there, and during the height of the season they were
so numerous as seriously to interfere with the com-
fort of the people who lived there. In the opinion

of Mr. Banks, the flies were also responsible, to a

considerable extent, for the transmission of the

bacillary dysentery which was present.

During the past ten days there has been a con-

siderable increase in the prevalence of plague in

Manila, no less than six human cases having been
reported. The situation is also made more serious

by the fact that one case came from Calle Principe,

near the river water fronc, which establishes a new
center of infection. This address is in the San
Nicolas district and is fully half a mile from where
previous cases have occurred in man or in rats.

This last case was in the person of a barber who
occupied the first floor of a large tenement house
which was practically unoccupied with the excep-

tion of the part which he used. The building gave
evidence of being badly rat-infested, and skeletons

of rats, and dead rats in varying stages of decom-
position, were found. Some of these were encoun-
tered in the hollow walls of the building. Labora-
tory examination, however, failed to reveal any
plague in the rats which were found dead. Since

then a thousand rats have been caught in this vicin-

ity, and a number that were plague-infected have
been found in the same block or adjacent blocks.

This section of the city is largely occupied by grain

warehouses and other large stores of food supplies,

and considerable difficulty will no doubt be encoun-
tered in the rat campaign which has been started.

The first case of plague in a white person oc-

curred to-day in an .\merican child aged six years.

The child gives a history of having been ill for a

period of six days, but did not develop a bubo until

to-day. Fluid drawn from the bubo showed char-

acteristic bipolar staining organisms which can be

stated, with reasonable certainty, to be plague ba-

cilli. Culture and inoculation experiments will, of

course, be carried out. The child lived on the south

side of the Pasig River, which, up to this time, has

not had any cases of plague, but is said to have been
in the plague-infected area, and it is possible that

it might have become infected at such a time.

Up to the present time there have been sixteen

cases of plague, of which fifteen were fatal. At
Iloilo the number of cases and deaths still re iiains

at nine, no cases having been reported there since

September 17.
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At the present time there is a severe outbreak of

•cholera in Japan, over 2,000 cases having already

occurred. It is reported that the disease was trans-

mitted from Shanghai to the vicinity of Moji by a

vessel which had cases of cholera on board. Soon
after some of the sick were taken ashore the dis-

ease appeared among residents, and has now spread

rapidly throughout Japan, having appeared in many
towns along the Shimonoseki Straits, in Nagasaki,

and in Tokio. In the Philippines, stool examina-
tions are being made of all arrivals from Japan,
with the exception of first-cabin passengers.

The annual meeting of the Philippine Islands

Medical Association will be held in Manila on

November 4, 5, 6, and 7. A number of papers on
original research and other pertinent subjects will

be read.

^ragrPHH of ^pbtral ^mnrf,
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 14, 1912.

1. Traumatisms of the Cranium and Spinal Column: (a) Neurological
Aspects of Injuries to the Cranium and Spinal Column, E. W.
Taylor; (b) The Surgical Treatment of Head Injuries .Affect-

ing_ the Rra'n. John Homans; (c) The Surgical Treatment of
Injuries of tlie Spinal Column .Affecting the Cord, John T.
Bottomley.

2. A New Device for the Safe and Certain Administration of Sal-
varsan. William McGurn.

I (a). Neurological Aspects of Injuries to the Cra-

nium and Spinal Column.—E. W. Taylor concludes from

a study of the clinical disturbances and pathological find-

ings in traumatic injuries of the cord that hemorrhage

external to the cord is unusual and need not be seriously

considered in deciding upon operation. Concussion of

the cord without definite microscopic lesions is a possi-

bility. The damage to the cord is immediate following

the injury, but it is not immediately possible to determine

the amount of damage done the cord. This being the case

it is essential to wait at least twenty-four to forty-eight

hours before a decision is reached. Immediate operation

may at times so far increase the shock already sustained

as to hasten a fatal outcome. The operation is unavail-

ing when signs of complete transverse lesion persist. If

signs of improvement begin to show themselves and the

patient's condition justifies the operation, a laminectomy

may be indicated and may help toward restoration of the

functions of a partially damaged cord. Lesions in the

thoracic cord do not threaten life except through compli-

cations.

New York Medical Journal.

November 16, 1912.

1. Infant Feeding. Louis Fischer.
2. Salvarsan in Leprosv. Creighton VVerman.
3. Hel'otherapy. A. Mackenzie Forbes and G. C. Copeland.
4. The Removal of Ureteral Stone by Cystoscopic Methods. Brans-

ford Lewis-
5. Angioma of the Pons. Gonzalo R. Lafora.
6. Venereal Diseases; .\ Sanitary and Social Problem. Fredericic

Bierhoff.
7. The Rational Therapy of Syphilis in the Light of Recent In-

vestigations. J. S. Eisenstaedt.
8. New Mf'thods of Diaijnosis in Cancer. M. J. Sittenfield.
"9. Deformities of the Nose. Frederick S. Lovell.

3. Heliotherapy.—A. Mackenzie Forbes and G. C.

Copeland report three instances of children suffering from

open wound, which, though apparently unhealing, have

been submitted to the local action of the sun's rays with

marked improvement. The first patient was suffering

from Pott's disease and an attempt had been made to im-

mobilize the spine by operative procedure, when a cold

abscess broke through the incision to the spine laying the

unhealed wound open and making it evident that it would

only heal by granulation. The second patient had been

operated on for tuberculosis of the great trochanter. A
few days after the operation the wound became infected

with staphylococcus and broke down. Tubercles were

continually being formed on its gaping surface. Treat-

ment by exposure to the sun's rays caused a disappear-

ance of the tubercles and the formation of granulations

over the deeper parts of the wound, and an improvement

of the general condition of the child who was also suffer-

ing from a serious lung lesion. The third patient was a

boy who was suffering from tuberculosis of the hip with

several sinuses leading to the hip joint. Under helio-

therapy both his local and general condition have im-

proved. The report of the improvement of only three

patients at the Montreal General Hospital is not sufficient

to prove the efficacy of this form of treatment but should

draw attention to the curative value of the sun's rays.

7. The Rational Therapy of Syphilis in the Light of

Recent Investigations.—J. S. Eisenstaedt construes the

following conditions as being possible reasons for the

intravenous salvarsan injections: Impending perforation

of the palate; certain luetic lesions of the central nervoUs

system, such as meningitis and gumma; extreme involve-

ment of the mucous membranes; early cases of syphilis in

which secondary symptoms have not yet appeared ; in-

tense specific bone conditions, periostitis, and gumma;

and especially cases of syphilis refractive to thorough

mercurial treatment. The treatment of election is the

combined salvarsan-mercury treatment carried out as fol-

lows, unless there are distinct contraindications, such as

cardiovascular disease or lesions of the optic nerve.

.•\n intravenous salvarsan injection in full dose is adminis-

tered to be immediately followed by twelve to fifteen in-

tramuscular injections of mercury salicylate given at

intervals of five or six days. Hoffman recommends four

complete courses given within the first year of the disease.

The writer has not been so energetic but has used intra-

venous salvarsan injections in the instances above enumer-

ated. This was immediately followed by a series of mer-

cury salicylate injections, followed later by four to six

injections intramuscularly of small doses of salvarsan,

from one to decigrammes, in sesame oil, after which new

series of mercury salicylate injections are inaugurated and

continued at increasing intervals during the first year of

the disease. Treated in this way a fair number of cases

seemed to be cured, though the time was too short to be

certain. The patient should be treated until clinically

cured and then observed for eighteen months longer, dur-

ing which time the blood should be examined repeatedly.

Pills of mercury biniodide or protiodide may be used as

adjuvants to energetic therapy, being given between

"cures."

Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 16, 1912.

Recent Advances in Plastic Surgery of the Bones. John B.

Roberts.
Obstetrics in General Practice. J. G. Hagens.
Blood Changes Caused by the Hypodermic Administration ot the

Cancer Proteid. I. Walter Vaughn.
Adhesions and Constrictions of the Bowel; their Demonstra-

tion and Clinical Significance. C. E. Pfah'er.

The Study of Urine in Nervousness. Edward B. .Argell.

Convulsive Seizures .Associated with Postmenstrual Gastrointesti-

nal Disorders. Arthur Conklin Brush.
Three Cases of Bubonic Plague in Havana. Juan Guiteras.

The Treatment of Papillary Tumors of the Urinary Bladder with

tile High Frequency Current. Edwin Beer.
Cancer of the Bladder. B. F. O'NeM.
Results in the Treatment of Tumors of the Urinary Bladder.

E, S. Tudd.
A Filtrahle .-Vgent the Cause of a Second Chicken Tumor, an

Osteochondrosarcoma. Peyton Rous.
Macrophagocytes in the Sputum of a Patient with Chronic

Hemoptysis. J. E. Pottenger.
Fatal Hemorrhage from a Small Branch of the Vena Saphena

Parva. David I. Macht.

3. Blood Changes Caused by the Hypodermic Ad-
ministration of the Cancer Proteid.—J. Walter Vaughn
reports that during the past six years over 200 cases of

recurrent or inoperable cancer which have come under

his observation have been treated by some method of

vaccine therapy. Two forms of vaccine have been used

in his work, namely, cancer residue and a vaccine made
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of the cancer cell in its entirety. The methods are de-

scribed and the results tabulated. In about 20 per cent,

of these cases all visible signs of malignant tissue dis-

appeared, but this was not always permanent, and the

percentage was reduced to 10 on longer observation. The
work was begun in the belief that it was possible to com-
pel the body to form specific ferments for the splitting up
of given proteins introduced into the body in dead form.

These were looked for in the white blood cells and daily

differential leucocyte counts were made to the number of

more than twenty thousand. It was found that in cases

with marked decrease of the polymorphonuclears and a

corresponding increase of large or small mononuclears,

benefit was received from vaccines. No estimate of the

value of the use of vaccines could be made from the

microscopic picture of the tumor cells. The malignancy
seemed to depend on the bodily resistance of the patient

rather than the nature of the growth, and could be better

estimated by a differential leucocyte count than by exami-
nation. Experiments were made to see whether an active

ferment for splitting malignant cells could be produced
in animals and made available for the treatment of can-

cer. Over 500 animals were used and blood changes care-

fully noted. The polymorphonuclears and small mono-
nuclears were not generally affected while the proportion

of large mononuclears was always increased from 100 to

400 per cent, within two days. Experiments were made
on rabbits to determine how this increase affected the

formation of the specific ferment. Rabbits were sensi-

tized to the cancer cell and then intravenously injected

with the cancer-cell emulsion. In unsensitized rabbits

there was no noticeable effect. Those with a percentage
of large mononuclears above thirty usually died quickly,

those with a lower percentage were made very sick, but
recovered. The serum from rabbits thus transitorily sen-

sitized, when mixed with cancer-cell emulsion and incu-

bated for an hour, caused marked symptoms of poisoning
when intravenously injected in rabbits. Injections of both
sheep and rabbit serum were given in some cases of in-

operable carcinoma, and, while there seemed to be some
improvement in the condition of the malignant growth in

over half the cases the serum complication seemed to

render its use inadvisable. An attempi was made to see

whether this specific ferment could be separated from the

serum. The specific leucocyte extract was so'uble but it

seemed to be rather too dangerous for use in the treat-

ment of malignant disease, though no absolute facts could
be reported at the present time.

6. Convulsive Seizures Associated with Postmen-
strual Gastrointestinal Disorders—Arthur Conklin
Brush discusses the difficulties in differentiating convulsive

seizures of toxic origin from those of genuine epilepsy.

Four well marked cases in which the seizures occurred

apparently in connection with the menstrual period have
come under his observation during the past ten years.

E.xamination of the patients during the menstrual interval

failed to disclose anything abnormal in the abdominal or

pelvic organs. Though the term epilepsy has been used
for over two thousand years no one can give an undis-

puted definition of the epileptic condition, and symptoms
once held to be diagnostic of epilepsy are now known to

occur in convulsive seizures of other conditions. The
difficulty of distinguishing between hysteria and epilepsy

is often increased by the coexistence of the two condi-

tions. In the cases reported the seizures first appeared

after an unusual exertion or shock in two of the patients,

and he considers that in all they were due to gastrointes-

tinal disturbances and menstrual stress on the nervous
system. He believes that the patients had a previous

irritability of the cerebro cortex. The function of men-
struation caused exhaustion of the pelvic and abdominal
nervous mechanism and the consequent disturbance of the

abdominal viscera led to the production of toxic substances

which, acting on the cortex, produced the convulsions.

Treatment based on this theory proved very satisfactory.

II. A Filtrable Agent the Cause of a Second

Chicken Tumor, an Osteochondrosarcoma.—Peyton

Rous, J. B. Murphy, and VV. H. Tyler describe their

method of filtration and report their experiments which

show that the osteochondrosarcoma, like their previously

described spindle sarcoma, can be started in normal fowls

by an agent separate from the tumor cells and capable of

passing through a Berkfeld filter. The action of the

agent, as in the case of the other tumor, seems to de-

pend upon accessory factors ; the addition to the filtrate

of sterile infusorial earth to bring about an active tissue

infiltration caused a high percentage of tumors, while the

filtrate alone had a very limited effect. The nature of the

agent causing the osteochondrosarcoma cannot at present

be stated. The agent causing the spindle-celled sarcoma

is probably a living virus. The demonstration that ex-

trinsic agents are the cause of two connective tissue

growths of the fowl which are characteristic malignant

tumors renders it necessary to suppose either that such

tumors of the fowl have an entirely different etiology

from mammalian tumors or else that the latter are of

similar origin. In any case the findings with the chicken

tumor largely demolish the theoretical basis on which ob-

jections to an extrinsic cause for cancer has been built up.

The Lancet.

November 9, 1912.

1. The Huxley Lecture: Some Problems in Infection and Its Con-
trol. Simon Flexner.

2. The Bradshaw Lecture. Tiie Diapnosis and Treatment of Incipi-
ent Pulmonary Tuberculos-s. David B Lees.

3. The Treatment of Unilateral Cataract. Herbert Parsons.
4. Henii-Hypcrtropliy of the Body with Naevus and Varicose Veins.

E. D. Telford.
5. A Case of Meningitis in Which the Only Organism which Could

Be Cultivated from the Cerebrospinal Fluid During Life was
a Bac lius of the Proteus Group. E. Atiiole.

6. A Case of Pneumococcal Cerebrospinal Meningitis. J. H. Cum-
ming.

7. Pancreatitis with Jaundice in the Infectious Diseases, with Notes
on Four Cafes. W. L. Goldie.

, 8. Fracture of the Carpal Scaphoid Bone Associated with Median
Nerve Involvement. W. A. Campbell.

2. The Bradshaw Lecture on the Diagnosis and
Treatment of Incipient Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Da-
vid B. Lees reviews the relative incidence of bovine and

human tuberculosis and concludes that the bovine type

presents a problem insignificant in comparison with that

of the human bacillus. He discusses the diagnosis of

incipient tuberculosis and the value of percussion and

calls attention to the advantage of keeping an accurate

record of the size of dull areas. He says that it is pos-

sible for any general practitioner of medicine, by the

adoption of a correct method of examination and the

exercise of a little care and patience, accurately to diag-

nose the existence of an incipient tuberculosis long before

any bacteriological evidence can be obtained. It is not

necessary for him to wait for a positive bacteriological

report and he will be foolish indeed if he allows a nega-

tive report to shake a diagnosis which is based on an

accurate physical examination. For the last seven years

he has treated his patients, with the exception of those

seen in consultation at an advanced stage of the disease,

by continuous antiseptic inhalations, by means of a Yoe's

inhaler. The solution used consisted of creosote, car-

bolic acid, tincture of iodide, spirits of ether, and spirits

of chloroform. Out of seventy-eight cases thus treated

forty-eight and probably fifty-one resulted in complete re-

covery; there were ten incompletely cured, seven died, and

two have been lost sight of. The treatment was initiated

by a rest of a week or two and during the entire course of

treatment the usual rules in regard to fresh air and general

hygiene should be observed.

3. The Treatment of Unilateral Cataract.—Herbert

Parsons deals with cases in which the disease is so slight
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or quiescent as to offer no decided contraindication to

some form of cataract operation. He divides the cases

into two great groups according to the age of the patient,

for speaking generally the indication is to operate in cases

of unilateral cataract in the young and not to operate in

the adult or aged. Among the advantages to be expected

to accrue to the patient from a successful operation per-

haps the greatest is the restoration of the full field of

vision. The ne.xt advantage would be in regard to central

vision. If the patient had originally little or no error of

refraction, he would with the aid of a strong convex lens

have his central vision restored. It is shown, however,

that it is not to be anticipated that the patient will be able

to wear a cataract glass. The affected eye will, therefore,

be practically useless for central vision and no particular

gain accrues in this respect. It is true also that central

vision is sometimes improved by operation without the use

of the cataract glass, but far from being an advantage

this is often a disadvantage, as the improved vision acts

as a disquieting feature and tends to obscure the vision of

the sound eye. The cosmetic effect is a material advan-

tage which must be taken into consideration in operation

in these cases. The operation generally indicated in the

young is one involving no risk to the eye. The improve-

ment of central vision in the young, even though the re-

fraction be not corrected, often suffices to prevent the

development of squint. In many cases of cataract in the

young the cataract will become too mature if left alone

and will then be much less amenable to operation. Almost

invariably the operation of choice is discission. After

twenty or thirty years of age one is liable to have grave

difficulties with the lens if discission is employed. Senile,

traumatic, and complicated cataracts are considered. On
the technical side there is one potent indication for opera-

tion and that is the appearance of signs of hypermaturity.

Operation is contraindicated when the opacity of the lens

is secondary to some general disease, such as diabetes.

British Medical Journal.

November 9, 1912.

1. The Hu.xley Lecture: Some Problems in Infection and Its Con-
trol. Simon Flexner.

2. The Bradshaw Lecture: The Diagnosis and Treatment of Incipient
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. David B. Lees.

I. Some Problems in Infection and Its Control.

—

Simon Flexner chose poliomyelitis as his general theme

because it had claimed so much of his attention during the

past few years and because it illustrated admirably cer-

tain truths to which he wished to call attention. He re-

views the experimental investigation of the disease, routes

of infection, pathological effects on the spinal cord and

brain, the infectious agent of poliomyelitis and filterable

viruses It is of great interest to determine the corre-

spondence between the general data reviewed and the

special facts of poliomyelitis which have been shown to

arise in consequence of an invasion of the nervous tissue

by an ultramiscoscopic or filtrable virus. The virus

stands midway between the finest and coarsest examples.

It is highly resistant to drying, light, and chemical action.

In dust it survives weeks and months; in diffuse day-

light, indefinitely, and it resists the action of pure glyc-

erin and carbolic acid in 0.5 per cent, solution for many
months. Recovery from poliomyelitis is attended and

produced by an immunization of the body. Active im-

munity can be achieved by means of the living virus, but

thus far no immunizing effect has been produced with

the dead virus. After discussing at length the methods

of exit and entrance of the virus of poliomyelitis. Dr. Flex-

ner expresses the view that the nasal mucous membrane
is the site both of ingress and of egress of the virus of

poliomyelitis in man. Support for this view is found

also in the study of microscopic changes in the meninges

and the central nervous tissues. The virus survives in the

dry state and in one instance has been detected in the

sweepings of a room occupied by a patient suffering from

the disease. The distribution of the virus in coughing and

speaking is readily accomplished and by this means both

active cases and passive carriers may conceivably be pro-

duced. It should be remembered that we possess no

means of discovering the virus except by animal inocu-

lation. Should the experimental results arising from the

inoculation of the secretions of the nose and throat of

such healthy carriers be confirmed the evidence for the

mode of infection as outlined would be complete. Experi-

ments showing the probability of insects and animals acting

as carriers of poliomyelitis are reviewed, attention is called

to the identity of sporadic and epidemic cases and obser-

vations on pneumococcus meningitis and the antipneu-

mococcus serum related. As to treatment the immune
serum has thus far acted best when it is injected into the

subdural space on several successive days. Such brilliant

success has been recently recorded in respect to the spe-

cific chemical therapeutics of infection that an effort is be-

ing made to attack the problem from this quarter. The
point of departure which has been adopted is the drug

hexamenthylenamine, which possesses a degree of anti-

septic action in the body and is known to be secreted in

the cerebrospinal fluid. When the drug is administered

by mouth it can be detected in the fluid in a short time.

When inoculations of the virus and administration of the

drug are begun together and the administration continued

for some days afterward the development of the paraly-

sis is sometimes, but not always, averted. Hexamen-
thylenamine lends itself to modifications by the addition

of still other antiseptic groups to its molecule. None of

this series of drugs is without some injurious effect upon

the sensitive and vital organs of the body. Experimenta-

tion has already eliminated some of the objectionable fea-

tures of the drug and improved the valuable features of

the drugs so that they e.xert their action but little upon

the organs and severely upon the parasites. When this

effect is satisfactorily accomplished the victory will be

won.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

October 28 and November 4, 1912.

Defective Development.—Schwalbe has devoted much
time to the study of malformations. These naturally orig-

inate at definite periods of development, the majority very

early in embryonal life. In regard to causes we only

know that they may be produced by internal and external

factors. We know practically nothing of the nature of the

spontaneously occurring malformations. From analogy

we should conclude that a number of causes, both internal

and external, have to cooperate before some malformations

can be produced. The external factors which determine

experimental manifestations so readily are brought with

difficulty into relationship with natural deformities. Some
malformations are transmitted by heredity, but these do not

illuminate the other forms, and in any case form the ex-

ceptions. It is. however, a fact of some importance, that

some of these inherited forms do not become apparent

until comparatively late in life—for example precocious

baldness. At a period not yet determined, or perhaps at

different periods the interaction of organs begins to play

a part. Thus a hypoplasia of the brain could be due to

some lesion of the thyroid. Whatever else is true it is a

fundamental fact that growth and development cannot be

considered, or thought of even, apart from each other.

We may regard a series of phenomena as an anomaly of

growth or of development. To grow old spontaneously

ahead of one's time may be regarded as a malformation
as well—a defect of development.

Neurogenic Hjrperthermia.—Doblin discusses this

subject briefly. The phenomenon is recognized as one of
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common occurrence but its rationale is unknown. The
question naturally arises "to what extent is true fever of

neurogenic origin?" In the latter there should be a chemi-

cal cause which is thought in most quarters to stimulate

oxidation in general. If a toxic substance produces fever

merely by stimulating the heat center alone, a neurogenic

element must be involved. In such a case there would be

great room for individual susceptibility, much more than

is evident in true fever. The number of affections in

which a neurogenic rise of temperature is recognizable

seem to be constantly increasing. We now number ad-

renalin among the pyretogenous drugs, and the author re-

gards adrenalin fever as neurogenic. When patient is

under the influence of adrenalin a small hypodermic of

atropine will determine a temperature rise of 2° C.

This is doubtless effected through the sympathetic nerve

system. If there is great instability of the latter, as in

hysteria, we may readily account for the occurrence of

purely neurogenic hyperthermia.

Avirulent Tracheal Diphtheria in an Adult.—Beyer

reports a case of a very rare condition. A man aged 43,

well nourished, admitted for a slight febrile affection with

gastric symptoms, was found to have angina, hoarseness,

and cough. Before a diagnosis had been made he coughed

up a membrane containing among other forms, apparent

Klebs-Loeffler bacilli. The patient continued to expel

shreds of membrane, containing the same bacilli, but the

latter were avirulent in animal experiment. The condi-

tion proved to be extremely obstinate, and did not yield

to serotherapy nor vaccinotherapy. Staphylococcus vac-

cine was then tested, as this germ was also present, but

no benefit resulted, and the author admits that patient was

as far from being well as on the day of his admission.

Tabes and Trauma.—Schultze relates a number of

cases which illustrate this relationship, with especial refer-

ence to its forensic aspect. One of these cases may be

given as a representative instance. Patient was born in

1885. In 1903 after having always been healthy he fell

through the ice into an excavation. Within a very short

time he experienced a paresis of the left arm and leg and

left side of face. He was allowed at first all his indem-

nity—for total disability. This was reduced to 75 per cent.

and 60 per cent, as he continued to improve. Three years

after the accident absence of patellar reflex and rigid

pupils were noted. In two years more there was well

marked tabes. Demand for 100 per cent, insurance al-

lowance refused by his society, who referred him to the

clinic. The case was complicated because the earliest

symptoms were not of tabes but of hemiplegia, while in

the third place there was a psychogenic component

(hysteroid contraction of visual field) ; but all the phe-

nomena could have been ascribed to syphilitic infection.

The author as expert declared that a fall could not have

produced tabes one and one-half years later; while the dis-

ability from the original hemiplegia had long vanished save

for subjective weakness it was thought to have been due

to thrombosis of the cerebral vessels.

Poisoning from Arsenical Carpets.—Kuttner deliv-

ered a full address on this subject and stated that his at-

tention had been called to the subject by the repeated

cases of chronic diarrhea seen by him which proved

rebellious to treatment. These cases were at first re-

garded as neurogenic, but it soon became evident that

neurasthenia and hysteria could be excluded. A patient,

male, aged 32, having consulted him for cramps and

diarrhea, he determined to reach the source of the matter.

The fecal discharges and blood were studied and a pro-

visional diagnosis was made of enterocolitis and secon-

dary anemia. The condition improved while patient was
in the hospital, but as soon as he had returned a relapse oc-

curred. He again improved in the hospital and, as before,

without treatment. A second relapse took place on his re-

turn home. The carpets were the only articles in the latter

place which could be accused of having poisoned him, as

all the ordinary sources could be excluded. These, how-
ever, do not seem to have been suspected, for the presence

of arsenic was first revealed by analyses. After the dis-

covery arsenic was also found in the urine. This also

happened in a patient supposed to have pernicious anemia.

The cumulative nature of the poison is shown by the fact

that one patient had inhaled the arsenical carpet dust for

two years before showing signs of poisoning. The laws

expressly forbid the use of arsenic in carpet making.

Despite this prohibition arsenic colors are largely used

to-day for green carpets and even linoleum.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

A'orcmbcr 5, 1912.

Septic Rheumatoid Affections.—Schiirer begins his

article with an account of Russian investigations into the

role of the streptococcus in scarlatina. These .show be-

yond doubt how frequently the latter represents a mixed

infection even in nonpurulent manipulations. If the scar-

let fever virus can sensitize patients to a low grade in-

fection with streptococci, why should not the latter be

the cause, in part at least, of pseudoarticular rheuma-

tism? Many papers have been published during the past

dozen years which show that individual rheumatoid affec-

tions may be traced to virulent streptococci. When the

latter are surely pathogenic in apparent rheumatic affec-

tions they have been invariably small, with delicate colony

formation and almost nonvirulent to animals. In endo-

carditis of mild and insidious character, non-rheumatic

clinically, the streptococcus viridans is at fault. The two

types are closely related, if not identical. The detail of

proof the author thinks he can supply by a series of cases

in which the viridans was shown to be present in apparent

polyarticular rheumatism. The demonstration was by no

means easily effected, but nevertheless complete. In these

cases the viridans was found in the tonsils during or after

a polyarthritis. The crucial test lay in the positive blood

finds, thus accounting for the full cycle of infection.

Since the viridans is known to be able to cause acute

general sepsis and endocarditis ulcerosa it is proper to

speak of mild rheumatoid cases as septic. In the mild

form of isolated endocarditis caused by the viridans joint

pains are often present, and in some cases swelling; so

that endocarditis plus arthropathies in the one case ap-

pro.ximates the acute polyarthritis plus endocarditis in the

other, a final destination being impossible. There is, how-

ever, one formidable objection to a unicistic view, to wit.

failure of the atypical case to respond to salicylic acid.

This influences the author to speak of rheumatoids as dis-

tinct from genuine rheumatism. It is characteristic of all

rheumatoids that they are not influenced by this remedy.

.\nother criterion is the blood finds, which are always

negative in acute polyarticular rheumatism of the familiar

type. These demonstrations lead to the view that acute

rheumatism of tonsillar or intranasal origin can hardly

he genuine in character.

Prevention and Management of Ankylosis of the

Joints.—Wahl speaks of the great interest felt in

medical circles in preventing ankylosis, for it is an ex-

ample of the way in which a slight lesion works great

and permanent harm. One type follows inflammations of

every sort while the other is of traumitic origin. In

phlegmonous suppuration earliest incision is the rule, and

should be done without any delay whatever upon the

twofold symptom temperature and pain. To temporize

with poultices is criminal. If patient is seen at the office

in this condition he should at once be mildly etherized

and relieved. It may save him from a stiff joint. More
repose than is absolutely necessary is bad from this view-
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point in all acute arthritides. Extension or rotation

splints should be applied. On the other hand rest is

the indication in chronic tuberculous arthritis, with Biers'

hyperemia. It is best to avoid all bloody intervention.

When slight adhesions, capsular retractions, and muscular

atrophy are developing massage, gymnastics, and baths

must be used persistently to limit the disability as far as

possible. For the prevention of ankylosis after simple

fracture into joints everything depends on the technique of

the first management of the latter, which involves the

proper use of extension splints.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

October i\ and Xoveinbcr 7, 1912.

Parinaud's Conjunctivitis.—Mollers writes of the re-

lationship between the tubercle bacillus and this affection.

Up to two years ago the nature of the latter seems to have

been obscure. Wessely, seeing a case in the child of a

butcher suspected a bovine tuberculosis and demonstrated

the correctness of his suspicions by animal inoculation.

Other authors soon corroborated Wessely's views, but it

was not claimed outright that all so-called Parinaud's con-

junctivitis represented a local bovine tuberculosis. The

subject was then investigated at the Koch Institute by the

author. A child with the peculiar cock's comb vegetations

on the conjunctiva and a lymph node paquet before the

corresponding ear was the first subject studied. Inocula-

tion showed that the bacilli in this case were of the human
type. Other cases gave the same finds, and one patient

had incipient pulmonary tuberculosis, thus confirming the

teachintjs of Krusius and Clausen that while Parinaud's

conjunctivitis is tuberculous it is not necessarily the pri-

mary lesion, but results from autoinoculation from an older

focus. Mollers believes that the disease is not of bovine

origin at all, although it may be found eventually that both

forms of bacilli cause it. It is usually a benign affection,

which may argue for the fact that patients have become

immunized by some earlier localization of tuberculosis.

Forensic Status of Reflex Anomalies.—Singer sums
up an article on this subject as follows: Asymmetry, weak-

ening or absence of the patellar reflex always represent

pathological phenomena and point to either peripheral or

central nerve affections. The diagnostic value of the

Achilles reflex is no less than that of the patella reflex;

often it gives the earliest evidence of mischief. The Bab-

inski reflex is one of the most important indications of

disease of the pyramidal tracts ; but its absence does not

mean that the latter are intact. It is necessary for the

general practitioner to master all the techniques of reflex

examination. Repeated examinations may he necessary, and

however slight the anomaly it has a diagnostic significance.

In all forensic descriptions of subjects there should be

mentioned the state of the patellar and .\chilles reflexes,

foot clonus and Babinski's sign.

Tests for Exogenous Blood in the Gastroenteric

Tract.—Boas discusses the problem of eliminating the

possibility of foreign blood in the stools, since there is al-

ways a possibility that blood has been ingested in the food.

The special feature of the problem considered is the source

of small quantities of blood constituents in the feces which

might be ascribed erroneously to some disease. The most

practicable method, since it does not entail any hardships

on the patient, is to heat the meat or fish which he is to

eat in such a manner as to eliminate the blood constitu-

ents. This is done by scraping or chopping some veal

or chicken, etc., and then treating it with hydrogen per-

oxide solution until the dead white color shall indicate

that the blood coloring matter has been disposed of. The
excess of H2O2 is then washed away. The meat may now
be made into croquettes.

Therapy of Arteriosclerosis.—Strubell describes the

insufficienc}' of blood pressure measuring apparatus in the

early recognition of arteriosclerosis. When this had be-

come apparent radioscopic diagnosis enabled us to detect

changes in the aorta previously unrecognizable. Still

more recently the electrocardiogram has enabled us to

distinguish a number of stages or degrees of this affection.

First the pseudo stage, in which high pressure is incon-

stant ; second, persistent high pressure with intact heart

muscle doing an increased amount of work; third, stage

of beginning hypertrophy of the heart (not perceptible in

the Rontgen shadow) ; fourth, sclerosis beginning in the

cardiac vessels and actual injury to the heart substance;

fifth, dilatation of aorta; sixth, renal lesion. It is not,

of course, implied that every case passes through these

stages in succession. Each, however, leaves its mark in

the electrocardiogram and each may furnish some indica-

tion for treatment. The rational symptoms are apparent

.

at various stages and in various localities. The first stage

naturally indicates prophylaxis, which is also to be pur-

sued when the subject has no symptoms. Naturally what-

ever increases the blood pressure is to be prohibited.

Plethora should be combated. The pseudo or spastic

vascular symptoms furnish strong indications of what to

avoid, because they show what is bad for the individual

and theory is eliminated. Since prophylaxis must involve

also some remedial measures the author advises the alter-

nating current bath. Weak carbonic acid baths properly

given are also of some yalue. Prolonged warm baths along

with massage are much employed. All these measures

serve to tranquilize the nei-vous system and antagonize the

psychogenous factor in high blood pressure. These baths

may be used during the first three stages. After the indi-

vidual has been irrevocably damaged the indications are

so obvious tliat they need not be discussed here. The
chief measures of interest are those which have prophy-

lactic as well as curative value. The author regards the

iodine preparations as belonging here if anywhere. He
regards their use as questionable, for he has shown that

ihey lower the opsonic index to the staphylococcus. Our
other main resource of late years, the alternating current,

has also been assailed on the discovery that it may raise

the blood pressure. Should it not lower the latter it is

contraindicated.

Copper-Lecithin in the Treatment of Epithelioma.—
Strauss states that the recent use of colloid metals in the

chemotherapy of cancer has directed the attention of the

profession especially to copper in this connection. The
author has recently cured two epitheliomata and a lupus-

carcinoma with a chemical combination of cupric chlorid

and lecithin (copper content 4.5 per cent.). It has been

shown that Rontgen rays and radium decompose lecithin

with formation of cholin. Czerny has shown that cholin

salves have anti-cancerous powers. Hence lecithin as the

source of cholin may be of value in cancer therapy.

Strauss says that the new substance was used in these

cases in the form of a fat-free ointment, and it will prob-

ably be tested by subtumoral and systemic injections by

those interested.

Is Psoriasis a Tuberculide?—Menzer asks this ques-

tion indirectly. He claims to have found present in the

lesions bacterial formations which suggest Koch's bacillus

;

also the Much granules. The presence of staphylo- and

streptococci he does not regard as an accident, for he

seems to look upon psoriasis as a mixed infection with

tubercle and pyogenic bacteria. Cases may react to all

three of the bacterial products. If his views of the

disease prove to be founded on fact the future treatment

will be one of immuno or vaccinotherapy. The author

has already tested the tuberculin treatment and the use of

staphylococcus vaccine. The disease appears to be made
worse at first by these measures, after which it improves.

The author adds to the treatment by staphylococcus vac-

cine and tuberculin the application of warm baths and

good nourishment.
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Effect of Girth and Chest Expansion on Lon-
gevity.—Dr. E. W. Dwight, medical director of

the New England Mutual Life Insurance Company,
has submitted the following interesting data show-
ing the mortality rate in case of girths equal to or
greater than the chest, these figures being taken

from the total experience of his company from 1844
to 1905 ; also the rate of mortality according to chest

expansion taken from the experience of his company
from 1S96 to 1905.

Mortality rate

Computed on
-Am. Experi-

No. of ence Table.
Abdomen

:

Cards, Per Cent.
Girth equal to or greater than

chest at rest 14,142 87.0
Girth equal to or greater than

chest expanded 1,405 128.2
Chest

:

Expansion less than 2 inches.. 187 69-3
E.xpansion between 2 and 3 in, . . 12,929 65.8
Expansion between 3 and 4 in,. . 24,714 57.6
Expansion between 4 and 5 in., . 13,085 52,0
Expansion over 5 inches 3.5,?8 44-2

The Significance of Obesity in Life Insurance.
—Van der Heide says that the question of obesity

gives rise most frequently to recriminations among
applicant, insurance agent, and the medical exam-
iner; their opinions are usually quite at variance
and depend as much upon their own physique as

upon any other data on the question. The usual
books on insurance medicine give only general in-

formation about the significance of obesity for life

insurance, but do not indulge in specific directions

which could help a beginner in judging his cases.

Of course, it is everyday knowledge that many
obese persons are doomed to die early, yet many
more live to a comfortable old age, and the task of
the examiner is to recognize these "varieties" as

exactly as possible.

There are several definitions of obesity. Brocca's
rule states that the normal weight of a person in

kilograms should be equal to the number of centi-

meters by which his height exceeds one meter. Some
companies accept this measure, others have made
out their own standard of normal weight and con-
sider anybody unacceptable on usual terms who is

over twenty per cent, overweight. Some companies
insist that obesity should be judged not so much by
the body weight as by the circumference of the

abdomen. Florschiitz has proposed the following
coefficient of obesity : Subtract from double the

circumference of abdomen the length of the body
and divide the latter by the remainder obtained. If

the quotient is five, normal nutrition is present ; if

under five, obesity exists in inverse proportion to

the figure obtained. Poele has declined all appli-

cants in whom the quotient thus obtained was less

than three, but thinks that two and seventy-five

hundredths as the lowest figure may likewise be ac-

ceptable. Norton names such applicants corpulent
the circumference of whose abdomen is larger than
that of the thorax in inspiration ; Mahillon thinks

excessive corpulency is present when the weight ex-

pressed in kilograms is larger than half the height
expressed in centimeters.

It is certainly true that mere body weight cannot
be used to judge the degree of overweight, for the
size and weight of the body's bony framework is the
important unknown quantity. Flesch has made the
suggestion that the ankle or the wrist joint should
be measured, for here the bones are hardly covered

by muscles and fat, and some judgment of the size

of the bones may be arrived at. Such measure-
ments for the wrist ran from 15 to 20 centimeters;
slight overweight would be considered safe with
the higher measurements of the wrist, while with
the lower it would mean excessive corpulency. It

is possible directly to estimate the amount of fat

by measuring an abdominal fold by means of a com-
pass. Oeder has found that 2.75 centimeters is

the average thickness of the abdominal wall in a

nonnally developed man (average of 1920 measure-
ments). Such figures would help the home office

to judge about the acceptability of a candidate bet-

ter than mere statement of weight.

As to obesity in itself, that of hereditary type is

most tmfavorable for insurance purposes. Usually
gout or diabetes is frequent in obese families. If

obesity appears in a fairly advanced age, however,
and there is no family history of diseases of meta-
bolism, its significance is less serious. As a cause of

acquired obesity, alcohol plays an important role,

and a fat applicant addicted to the use of alcohol is

an unfavorable risk, for here a vicious circle may
have been established. Overeating likewise tends

to bring on obesity, and is likewise blamed for early

arteriosclerosis; by itself it is not a disqualifying

habit, but when combined with addiction to alcohol

it makes early degeneration of heart and kidneys
quite a probable event. Indeed, the whole gravity of

obesity lies in the extra demands its existence puts on
these organs and upon the blood vessels. The prog-
nosis of obesity depends a great deal upon the condi-

tion of the heart muscle, and very careful examina-
tion of the heart should take place in such cases. The
blood pressure should always be estimated, and the

pulse taken with the body at rest, and after exercise.

Of fifty-seven autopsies in obese persons, Chambers
found the heart sound in seven cases only ; thirteen

of the individuals had dropsy, eleven apoplexy, fif-

teen chronic nephritis, eight peritonitis following
strangidation of a hernia, and only ten died of ac-

cidental infections. Dr. Moses selected 407 appli-

cants who weighed ten kilograms more than would
be e-xpected according to Brocca's rule, or whose
abdominal circumference was more than six-tenths

of the body length. These applicants had 47 years

and 10 months as the average duration of life, while

that of other applicants in the same insurance period

was 50 years and i month. The obese showed
greater mortality from diseases of the circulatory

system, and likewise much lessened resistance to

surgical operations. On the other hand, corpulent

persons show a low mortality from tuberculosis, but

this is not low enough to make up for other short-

comings.

—

Blatter fiir Vertrauensdrste dcr Lebens-
versicheritng. Vol. Ill, No. 4.

Annual Life Insurance Examinations.—Accord-
ing to statements by the officers of some companies,

annual life insurance examinations will soon be-

come part of the ordinary business routine of life

insurance work. The life insurance companies,

from a business standpoint, are alive to the great

opportunities for saving, and thus increasing divi-

dends, though taking advantage of the teachings of

preventive medicine. With a disinterestedness al-

most marvelous the medical man has always taken

keen action in the prevention of disease. If annual
medical examinations are introduced by the insur-

ance companies, it will be the first instance of the

medical profession advocating something in pre-

ventive medicine which will redound to their own
financial gain.

—

Dominion Medical Monthly.
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The Medical Record Visiting List, or Physicians'
Diary for 1913. New Revised Edition. Price $1.25.
New York : William Wood and Company.

The Medical Record Visiting List is issued betimes and,
as hitherto, it is useful, compact, and handsome. It con-
tains the customary visiting list, with special blanks for
consultation practice, obstetric engagements and practice,
vaccinations, register of deaths, addresses of nurses and
of patients, and cash account. There is the usual miscel-
laneous information at tlie beginning of the volume. So
far as the visiting list and other blanks are concerned
it is difficult to see how the present volume could be
improved. But some of the introductory matter might
well be omitted; the table of solutions for subcutaneous
injection, for instance, has a somewhat antiquated appear-
ance.

The Physician's Visiting List (Lindsay and Blakiston's)
for 1913. Sixty-second Year of Its Publication. Price,

$1.25. Philadelphia: Blakiston's Son and Company.
The many physicians who have used this exceedingly

practical and convenient visiting list—probably not from its

first year of publication, but from their first years of prac-
tice—will welcome its reappearance in its old familiar
form, for the man who has grown accustomed to a par-
ticular visiting list will not be very likely to change even it

he thinks another may be in some respects better. He
will have little occasion to change, even though he makes
no use of the miscellaneous information and aids to
memory boi nd up with the blank pages.

The Practitioner's Visiting List for 1913. Price $1.25.
Philadelphia and New York : Lea & Febiger, 1912.

The text of this well known visiting list has been re-

vised and brought up to date. It contains, among other
valuable information, a scheme of dentition; tables of
weights and measures, and comparative scales ; instruc-
tions for examining the urine; diagnostic table of erup-
tive fevers; incompatibles, poisons, and antidotes; direc-
tions for effecting artificial respiration; extensive table
of doses; an alphabetical table of diseases and their reme-
dies, and directions for ligation of arteries. The record
portion contains ruled blanks of various kinds, adapted
for noting all details of practice and professional busi-
ness.

Symptoms and Their iNTERrRETATioN. By James Mac-
kenzie, M.D., LL.D., Aber. & Edin. ; Lecturer on Car-
diac Research, London Hospital ; Physician to the
Mount Vernon Hospital ; Consulting Physician to the
Victoria Hospital, Burnley; Author of "Diseases of the
Heart," "The Study of the Pulse, Arterial, Venous,
and Hepatic, and the Movements of the Heart," etc.

Second edition. Price $3.00. New York : Paul B. Hoe-
ber, 1912.

It is a hopeful sign in medicine that all the progress that

is being made in these days is not in laboratory methods
alone. Valuable and, indeed, indispensable as these are
in advancing our knowledge of disease, the great impetus
they have acquired in recent years has been somewhat dis-

heartening to the general practitioner, especially one in

country districts remote from medical centers, who can-
not have ready access to laboratories. Perhaps he is not
placed at such a disadvantage as he may think. This
book, though restricted to a consideration of the diagnos-
tic value of pain and other reflex nervous phenomena,
shows how much can be learned from purely clinical ob-
servation by the man who has eyes to see and ears to

hear. In it Dr. Mackenzie draws attention to the nature
of so-called visceral pain, expounding (and proving?) the
new theory as to its reflex nature, outlining the origin of
these painful symptoms, and explaining their nature. The
work is founded on observations of cases seen in private
practice, such as come under the care of the general prac-
titioner, and not on the advanced cases coming under the
notice of the hospital physician and the consultant. It

is, therefore, of special interest to the ordinary medical
man who has to deal with disease in its inception as well

as with the inveterate cases.

The author is known as one of the foremost exponents
of the new knowledge of heart disease, and in this book
he has applied the same acuteness of observation to the

study of other visceral affections. Those who have profited

by his teachings of cardiac maladies will welcome this

new work and will study it with equal interest and bene-
fit. It is a small book but it will do more to open the
reader's eyes and broaden his mind than many more
ponderous tomes. It is original and absorbingly inter-

esting, and whether one is ready to accept its teaching

or not it will hold his attention and cause him to think.

No author can ask more than this.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,

Discoveries, and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-

gical Sciences. Edited by Hobakt Amory Hare, M.D.,

Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the

Jeflterson Medical College, Philadelphia. Assisted by
Leichton F. Appleman, ^1.D., Instructor in Therapeu-

tics, Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Price $6

per annum. Philadelphia and New iork: Lea & Febiger,

September i, 1912.

P'rocressive Meiucine is so well known that \ve need only

announce the appearance of the September issue. In this

number Dr. W. Ewart writes on Diseases of the thorax

and its viscera, including the heart, lungs, and blood-

vessels; Dr. W. S. Gottheil, on Dermatology and syph-

ilis; Dr. E. P. Davis, on Obstetrics; and Dr. W. G. Spiller,

on Diseases of the nervous system. It will be noted that

all of these writers are old contributors to this valuable

periodical. This adds to the worth of their articles, in-

asmuch as there is a sort of continuity from year to year,

with an absence of the repetition which would be inev-

itable if new contributors were constantly employed.

.\ Text-book of Practical Therapeutics. With especial

reference to the application of remedial measures to dis-

ease and their employment upon a rational basis. By
HoBART Amory Hare, M.D., Professor of Therapeutics

and Materia Medica in the Jeflferson Medical College

of Philadelphia. Fourteenth Edition, thoroughly revised

and largely rewritten. With 131 engravings and eight

full-page colored plates. Price $4 net. Philadelphia

and New York : Lea & Febiger, 1912.

This work is so well known that extended comment on
its excellent features is hardly necessary at this late day.

It will suffice to state that this, the fourteenth edition,

maintains the high standard achieved by the former edi-

tions and has been brought strictly up to date in the inclu-

sion of all the newer advances in therapeutic knowledge.
The text has been revised, a new introductory chapter has

been prepared, and matter dealing with the use of sal-

varsan, tuberculin, and vaccine therapy has been intro-

duced, together with a description of Bier's method of

treatment by artificial hyperemia. The new ideas in re-

gard to the employment of cardiac stimulants are also

taken up. As in previous editions. Part I deals with in-

troductory matter; Part II, with the action of drugs;

Part III, with remedial measures other than drugs; and
Part IV. with the treatment of individual diseases, where-
by the employment of the remedies discussed in the earlier

part of the book is directly applied, as at the bedside.

These parts are linked together by copious cross-references

in the text. This book may be recommended without re-

serve to the student and practitioner.

La Sterilisation de la Syphilis. Par le Dr. Leredde.

Price 2 francs 50 centimes. Paris: A. Maloine, 1912.

Salvarsan has received such thorough discussion by pres-

ent writers that it becomes a difiicult task to present much
that is new. In this work there are no importatit addi-

tions to our fund of knowledge. The author divides his

book into four chief divisions: (1) Introduction and the

technique of injection. (2) the dosage and accidents due

to salvarsan, (3) Sero-diagnosis and the Wassermann re-

action, and (4) the suppression of the syphilitic infection.

The first section deals with the frequency and mortality

of syphilis, the results of the experimental researches of

Ehrlich and Hata, and the various modes of preparation

and injection of the medicament. He cautions the oper-

ator to use only freshly distilled water and to take care

that the solution is of the proper degree of alkalinization.

The gastro-intestinal, hepatic, cutaneous, and thermic re-

actions following its administration are explained and the

elimination of the drug are discussed. The second part

is given to a consideration of the cures due exclusively to

salvarsan, non-fatal accidents, and neuro-recurrences, fa-

talities due to errors in judgment, errors in technique, and
over-dosage. He holds that one should consider as a

normal dose and not as a strong dose that amount of the

drug which when repeatedly administered causes a disap-

pearance of spirochete in the lesions and brings about
finally a negative Wassermann reaction. He advises at

least three injections. The third part is devoted exclu-

sively to sero-diagnosis and Wassermann's reaction, an
important stone in the arch of modern syphilotherapy
which many authors neglect. The last portion of the book
states his experiences with salvarsan on syphilis in its

different stages. The book fully covers its field, its text

is well arranged, and the literary style is easy and flowing.
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^omtg lirports.

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-eighth Annual Meeting, held at Chicago, Illinois,

October 22, 23, and 24, 1912.

The President, Dr. Louis Frank, Louisville, Kentucky,
IN THE Chair.

{Concluded from page 923.)

The Operative Treatment of Prostatic Hypertrophy.—Dr. Hugh Cabot, Jk., of Boston said the object of pros-
tatectomy was to remove the obstruction to urination with
as little risk to life as possible, and as little damage to
other structures and functions as may be. Only certain
portions of the prostate were involved in the process
known as hypertrophy. The prostate itself was com-
pressed by the tumor and lay chiefly on the inferior and
lateral aspects of the mass. The vesical and uretliral
aspects of the prostate in hypertrophy were covered only
by tlie mucuous membrane. The ejaculatory ducts lay
wholly behind the tumor which rarely, if ever, extended
further forward than the posterior border of the veru-
montanuni. The prostate might be attacked by two
routes, the perineal or the suprapubic. If the lower route
was chosen, two quite distinct methods of attack still re-
mained, the intraurethral method of enucleation, and the
transprostatic method, the operation of Young. Of the
suprapubic operation there could hardly be important mod-
ification except in technical details as the attack was
direct and head-on. It was useless to deny that the mor-
tality of suprapubic prostatectomy was higher than that
following the perineal operation. Briefly summarized the
relative merits of the suprapubic and perineal operations
in their present state of development seem to him to be
these : The suprapubic route was the anatomically correct
approach. It attacked the hypertrophied portion at the
point where it could be reached with less destruction of
tissue and with the greatest certainty of complete removal
of the obstructing portion. It did less damage to other
structures, interfered less with other functions and was
followed by fewer complications. It was more certain to
result in cure. The perineal operation showed at the pres-
ent time a definitely lower mortality. It was a more diffi-

cult surgical procedure no matter what technic be selected.
It was more likely to do damage to other structures and
functions and was less certain to result in cure. Of the
various types of perineal operation that of Proust com-
bining the prerectal incision with the intraurethral enu-
cleation was best adapted for the uses of the average sur-
geon.

Consideration of Procedures Adapted to the Expo-
sure of the Structures at the Base of the Skull.—Dr.
Charles H. Frazier of Philadelphia said the majority of
the contributions had dealt with the osteoplastic flap as a
means of exposing the cortical surface, and the general
surgeon was not fully equipped to do what once was en-
trusted largely to the specialist. The osteoplastic resec-
tion of the skull was designed solely for the uncovering
of lesions occupying the more accessiDle regions of the
brain, as of the frontal, parietal, or occipital lobes, and
in so far as the various steps of the operation were con-
cerned, they had been elaborated to a degree of accuracy
and mechanical refinement that admitted of little criticism.
There remained, however, structures within the cranial
cavity that must be approached in other ways and by other
methods, structures occupying positions at the base of the
skull in the posterior, middle, or anterior fossa. These
structures, situated as they were beneath the cerebral or
cerebellar hemispheres near the median line, were very
much more inaccessible and required for their exposure
the methods especially designed to meet the difficulties

peculiar to each. Beginning with the posterior fossa, occa-
sions arose in which the intracranial division of the audi-
tory nerve might be indicated, as in cases of persistent and
intractable tinnitus or persistent and intractable vertigo of
central origin. He had recently placed on record the case
of an elderly lady upon whom this operation was prac-
tised, and would dwell here, therefore, only on the impor-
tant technical features. The operation consisted essen-
tially in a suboccipital craniectomy, unilateral in extent.
For these operations on the posterior fossa, Meltzer's
method of intratracheal anesthesia was a measure of
safety which could not be overestimated and to his mind
should be regarded as indispensable in one's equipment for
operations in this region. Prior to the introduction of
this method he had observed, especially while operating for
lesions in the cerebello-pontile angle, how imperfect was

the expiratory exertion and inadequate exchange of gases,
when the patient was in the prone or face down position,
and for this reason he preferred to place them on their
side on an especially designed table. With intratracheal
anesthesia, all the alarming respiratory difficulties van-
ished, and what he once regarded as a most serious ven-
ture in these operations had now become the simplest and
the safest. For the exposure of the auditory nerve, one
turned downward a flap sufficient to uncover as much of
the occipital bone as lay below the superior curved line.

From the level of the lateral sinus down to the foramen
magnum, and from the emissary sinus to the medial line,

the occipital bone was removed, uncovering one cerebellar
hemisphere. One then followed the petrous bone til! the
internal auditory meatus was recognized into which would
be seen entering the auditory nerve. The mechanics of
cranial surgery should not occupy too prominent a place in

the minds of those engaging in this field. Of still greater
import were the factors of safety, the observance and dis-

regard of which made an intracranial operation a reason-
able or an unreasonable risk. The high rate of mortality
in past times was the outcome of too little regard for the
refinement of cranial technic. The casual visitor to the
clinic was amazed at the size of the exposure, but over-
looked many of the features essential to success. The
safest means of administering the anesthetic, the most
effective means of controlling hemorrhage from whatever
source, as the use of the muscle graft to check hemorrhage
from the pial veins, the mastery of the problems of brain
displacement, the knowledge of the tolerance of the brain
to exploration for subcortical lesions, these and others
were some of the factors that made for good or evil re-

sults.

Arsenic in Therapy.—Dr. VV. F. Barclay of Pitts-
burgh pointed out that the poisonous and injurious effects

of arsenic in medicine induced peculiar susceptibility to its

action and intolerance. The tolerance of mercury was
limited by its poisonous elifects which were permanent.
The same observation was true of arsenic and precluded
its use and beneficial administration after its abuse. It

was a well known truth based on actual observation and
experience that mercurial poisoning or pytalism induced
intolerance and precluded the use of mercury in treatment
of diseases. The susceptibility to the poisonous effect of
mercury after toxicity had been induced forbade its fur-

ther use even when it was indicated. The intolerance was
manifested in disturbances in the entire digestive system,
in loss of appetite, salivary excitation, increase in saliva-

tion, diarrhea, malnutrition, and impaired metabolism of
the blood. A like tolerance of arsenic was induced by
its misuse and abuse even of a more serious character in

its immediate and remote effects. There could not be a
question as to the evil results that followed the abuse of
arsenic in reports and facts made known and accounts
given to the profession of medicine by physicians capable
to observe and make accurate observations. The mention
of a positive conclusion was that arsenic combined so it

could be used in medicine without poisonous or injurious
effect was chemic and therapeutic scientific skill in medi-
cal science. Excessive dosage without rapid elimination

was dangerous to life and health and of no therapeutic
advantage. Mercury was analogous to its congener arse-

nic in the treatment of syphilis and was the acme of medi-
cal treatment in lasting permanent results. .Arsenic, like

iodine, modified syphilitic manifestations promptly, but
never cured the disease. Arsenic in treatment of all skin
lesions and diseases of the mucous and serous membranes
was of great advantage and gave prompt and permanent
results. Arsenic in the treatment of rheumatism was a
specific in chemical combinations which insured rapid elim-
ination. No remedy was of more scientific interest and
less understood by the profession of medicine.

The Thyrogenic Origin of Graves' Disease.—Dr. J.

H. Jacobson of Toledo drew the following conclusions:
I. Graves' disease can and has been produced experi-
mentally in lower animals by the injection of thyroid
pressure fluid by the implantation of the thymus gland
and by the injection of the macerated thyroid gland.

Gland symptoms resembling Graves' disease can be pro-
duced in animals by thyroid feeding. 2. The evidence at

hand indicates the close relationship between the thymus
and thyroid glands. 3. The symptoms of Graves' dis-

ease are either due to an excess or perverted secretion of
the thyroid gland, with the primary disturbance existing

in the thymus gland, the action of the thyroid being that

of a multiplicator according to the theory of Mikulicz.

4. Graves' disease has been produced in man by the
excessive administration of thyroid extracts and prepara-
tions of iodine. 5. That there are changes in the thyroid
gland, chemical, microscopical, macroscopical. vfhich are
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characteristic of Graves' disease. 6. Typical Graves'
disease or symptoms of hyperthyroidism, so-called secon-

dary Graves' disease, occurs after or in connection with
other affections of the thyroid, such as simple and adenom-
atous goiter, cancer, and inflammation. ~. That there is

a characteristic blood picture in Graves' disease, which
disappears after the surgical removal of a sufficient amount
of the diseased thyroid tissue. 8. The successful treat-

ment of Graves' disease by measures directed toward
the thyroid itself, as well as by serum therapy, prove the

thyroid origin of the disease. 9. Graves' disease can
be cured by the surgical removal of portions of the gland
in appro-ximately 70 per cent, of all cases.

The Surgical Importance and Treatment of Hyper-
thyroidism.—Dr. W. D. Haines of Cincinnati said that

a tragedy which occurred in a patient's life two years
previously had been followed by hyperthyroidism. The
influence wrought upon the heart was discovered during
a period of quiescence, the ash of a process whose identity

became known only when again set in motion, this time not

by a tragedy but by an acute infection—appendicitis. Re-
lief of the appendicitis did not in any way benefit the

hyperthyroidism; on the contrary, the excitement incident

to anesthesia, operation and hospital life would naturally

tend to aggravate thyroid symptoms. Relief was finally

obtained by removal of the right lobe and isthmus and
ligation of the left superior thyroid artery. There was a

very decided improvement in the heart's action following
treatment and operation, the exophthalmos had almost en-

tirely disappeared, and the patient remained comfortable
despite a badly damaged heart. A few other cases, in-

cluding an acute cholecystitis, empyema of the gall-bladder

and an acute salpingitis had been observed by the writer

coexistent with hyperthyroidism, but the report of the one
case above would suffice to illustrate his purpose in bring-

ing up this subject. The frequency with which hyper-
thyroidism was associated with valvular lesions, compen-
satory hypertrophy and degenerative changes in the heart

muscle and clinically abnormal heart should admonish one
to always be on guard for one of the protean manifesta-
tions of hyperthyroidism. He formerly did goiter opera-
tions through very short incisions, retractin? the muscles
in preference to dividing them. He now employed a long
incision, dividing the sternohyoid and sternothyroid and
sternocleidomastoid if necessary for free exposure of
the gland and its circulation. Time and certitude were
thus gained, and if the muscle be divided well above the

entrance of the nerve supply, say on a level with the

junction of the middle and upper third and the ends care-

fully sutured, restoration of function would follow and
the resultant cicatricial deformity would be such as would
scarcely mar the contour of the neck. By working within
the capsule, one would protect the parathyroids and the

patient from the serious consequence following injury to

these important structures. He used catgut as ligature

material and never removed a hemostat without having
first ligated the vessel which it controlled irrespective of
size. Finally, one should remember the neck as a privi-

leged region and handle its structures with the utmost deli-

cacy consistent with precision and celerity in doing goiter

work.
The Surgical Management of Exophthalmic Goiter.—

Dr. W. D. Haggard of Nashville, in reviewing the surgical

management of exophthalmic goiter, said it was not con-
tended that there was not a field for dietetic, hygienic and
therapeutic treatment. From a considerable experience,
however, and from observation and reports of the work
of those of very large experience, the writer believed in

common with many other observers, that the surgical

treatment of this disease aflforded the most effective and
lasting benefit. It had stood the test of time far better

than the purely medical management. The latter had been
largely empiric. No matter at what time of life the early
symptoms of hyperthyroidism developed, it was pretty sat-

isfactorily demonstrated that reduction of the blood supply
to the hyperactive gland was a rational and effective

method of treatment. The ligation of one or more of the
thyroid arteries, under local anesthesia, constituted one of
the most satisfactory methods of handling this disease.

It might he likened to the early operation for appendicitis.

It should have a very much wider application. Recogniz-
ing the progressive and threatening trend of the malady,
it was fortunate to have in pole ligation so safe, simple
and positive a method of permanent relief in the early

cases. Ligation was also indicated at the other extreme
of the disease—when the patient was too ill for a radical

removal of the hyperplastic lobe. It should be more gen-
erally understood that operation was not to be employed
when the patient was in an acute exacerbation, or was
rapidly growing worse, but if by rest in bed, with the ice

cap over the heart, belladonna, etc., the patient could be
gotten in a satisfactory condition and the pulse below 120,

the operation could be undertaken. Mayo in the first nine
months of last year performed 900 operations on the thy-

roid with a mortality of I per cent. For the exophthalmic
cases, however, even in his skilled hands the mortality was
more than threefold. Speaking of the end results, Crile

says "no person died of the disease after leaving the hos-
pital ; one patient was made worse by the operation, other-

wise every patient was either benefited or cured." Kocher
says that many patients only knew what real mental quie-

tude meant after the fundamental relief by operation.

There was no more brilliant surgical achievement than the

restoration of these nervous and circulatory invalids to the

pursuit of happiness and the paths of peace.

The Urological Aspect of the Microscope as a Local-
izer of Disease.—Dr. Carl Lewis Wheeler of Lexing-
ton made a plea for a more thorough microscopical exam-
ination of the urine, studying the urinary findings under
higher magnifying power (500 diameters) with an effort

towards differentiating the various epithelia and other

features found in urinary sediment, saying in this way we
might locate and diagnosticate pathological lesions along
the urinary tract. All morbid processes occurring within

the urogenital tract were marked by the presence of pus

corpuscles, and the location was determined by the char-

acter of the epithelia found. Normally, the only epitheha

found in the urine were of the flat variety, in small num-
bers, coming from the bladder, while in the female might
be seen flat epithelia from the bladder and vagina. The
presence of all other epithelia was pathological. The
diagnostic point in differentiating epithelia is absolute size,

and the pus corpuscle was taken as a standard of com-
parison in differentiating the various smaller epithelia,

such as coming from the convoluted and straight collecting

tubules of the kidney, ureter, kidney pelvis and prostate.

He reported numbers of cases in which the diagnoses were
made from urinary findings alone, in the absence of any
clinical history whatsoever, and the diagnosis being con-

firmed by cystoscopy, ureteral catheterization, operation, or

autopsy. The ordinary methods of the study of the

urine under the microscope, beyond the detection of casts,

were faulty and almost worthless, and his paper was
offered as a defense of the Heitzmann School of Micro-
scopical Urinary Diagnosis ; for already, since the advent

of ureteral catheterization, many authorities who had de-

nounced Heitzmann's claims had deemed it wise to slightly

modify their opinions.

The Value of Direct Transfusion of Blood, Based on
Results Obtained in About 500 Cases.—Dr. A. L.

SoRESi of New York stated that 449 cases of direct trans-

fusion had been collected from publications and directly

from hospitals, where surgeons had performed it. Trans-
fusion was useful in 234 cases, and a failure in 215.

Failures were due to lack of correct indications, lack of

training to do useful work on the blood vessels, to the

fact that the physiologically correct technic had not been

employed, and to the further fact that transfusion had
been used too late. Transfusion had been employed in

217 cases of hemorrhage from different causes and was
found successful in 158. The most successful cases were
those of hemorrhages of the newborn and hemophilia,

where the blood was used also as a hemostatic agent.

Transfusion was used in 26 cases of shock and collapse, in

IS of which it was a failure. It was used in 37 cases of

pernicious anemia, which were all failures, the patients

having at the best only a temporary improvement. It was
used in the preparation of patients for surgical operations
in 39 cases, with 17 failures; in sepsis from various causes,

19 cases, with 16 failures; in diabetic coma, 3 cases, all

failures ; in eclampsia, s cases, with 3 failures ; in pellagra,

35 cases were reported in which it was used, and only 14

failures were reported. In undiagnosed conditions \^

cases, with 15 failures; in surgical cases of tuberculosis,

7 times, with 4 failures : in carcinoma and sarcoma. 16

cases, and none modified by the transfused blood; in ex-

ophthalmic goiter, 4 cases, all failures ; in illuminating gas
poisoning, 9 cases, with 6 failures; in pneumonia, 2 cases,

with I failure; in Bright's disease, i case, a failure; in :

case of starvation due to volvulus successfully. The
author recommended the use of his cannula, because the

blood vessels were not traumatized and thrombosis was
avoided. Vein to vein transfusion, using the external jug-
ular of the recipient and a vein of a limb of the donor;
as soon as the blood vessels were exposed they should be
kept moist and warm by pouring upon them a continuous
stream of sterile warm saline solution.

Eczema as Seen by the General Practitioner.—Dr. A.
Ravogli of Cincinnati said the general practitioner should
look upon eczema as a curable disease. It was wrong to
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starve the patients, forbidding articles of food, without

scientific ground. On the contrary, the patient had to be

well fed, in order to increase albumin in the serum to

form antibodies to oppose the toxic elements. Only indi-

gestible and badly preserved articles of food had to be

avoided. The general practitioner had to renounce the

false idea, or better the superstition that washing and

cleansing eczematous surfaces was injurious. The affected

parts had to be cleaned and kept aseptic like any other

suppurating wound. Solutions of bicarbonate or of bibo-

rate of sodium, or even a mild soap accomplish the pur-

pose. For an acute eczema the bathing with a 2 per cent,

solution of subacetate of aluminum was very beneficial.

After bathing the surface was covered with amylum or

talcum powder. For a papular and vesicular eczema the

applications of liniment of ichthyol, or of carbonate of

zinc were useful. In recurrent vesicular eczema, painting

the surface with tincture of iodine to sterilize the surface

had given very good results. Rhagades must be touched

with silver nitrate, 3 to S per cent, solution. Many differ-

ent preparations in the form of salves, paste, gelatins,

lotions, were recommended in text books, but the physician

must familiarize himself with their use.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, Dr. Albert E. Sterne, Indianapo-

lis. Ind. ; First Vice-President, Dr. D'Orsay Hecht. Chi-

cago, 111.; Second Vice-President, Dr. Hugh Cabot,

Boston. Mass. ; Secretary, Dr. Henry Enos Tuley, Louis-

ville, Ky. ; Treasurer, Dr. Samuel C. Stanton, Chicago, 111.

New Orleans. La., was selected as the place for holding

the next meeting.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held October 17, 1912.

The President, Dr. William M. Polk, in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Section

on Pediatrics.

Summary of the Report on Vital Statistics and Health
Reports of New York City.—Dr. Haven Emerson pre-
sented this report from tlie Public Health Hospital, and
Budget Committee of the New York Academy of Medicine.
The Etiology of Convulsions in Early Life.—Dr.

Floyd Crandall read this paper. He emphasized the im-
portance of determining the cause of convulsive disorders
in children because in the large percentage of cases a

knowledge of the causation would lead to prevention. He
said the practitioner was prone to look upon these con-
ditions too lightly and to feel -that they were but passing
episodes which merited little anxiety. While death during
a convulsion was a rare occurrence it was sufficiently fre-

quent to demand every precaution. Grave results might
follow the neglect to find the cause and to take proper
measures to prevent the repetition of convulsions. Gowers
had reported iSo cases of epilepsy which began during the
first three years of life and Osier studied 460 cases, of
which 187 had their beginning in the first three years of
life and 74 in the first year. Among the predisposing
causes the first was age. The child was born with one-
third the bulk of its adult brain, while its body was fre-

quently not more than one-twentieth the adult weight.
The brain acquired the second third of its weight during
the first year of life and nearly its full weight by the
time the child reached its seventh year. During the sec-

ond year the brain of the child had almost two-thirds the
weip'ht of the adult brain, while it had not one one-hun-
dredth of its functional power. Control by the higher
powers was very slight at the first; this predisposed to

uncontrolled nerve disorders. The pathological condi-
tions incident to this period of rapid development were
con\-ulsions. night terrors, stammering, liability to sudden
rises in temperature, and numerous other abnormalities.

Beginning with the seventh year there came a period of
active functional development and the diseases incident

to this period were chorea, epilepsy, somnambulism,
migraine, and certain eye defects. The second predis-
posing cause of convulsions was heredity, which was both
potent and important. The children in some families

were particularly subject to convulsions and nervous
manifestations and the practitioner learned to look for
them in succeeding generations. This inherent tendency
was so strong in some children that it was almost impos-
sible to prevent an occasional convulsion. Nevertheless
something could be done for all and some could be saved
entirely from these inherited tendencies. The third pre-
disposing cause of convulsions was rachitis. A tendency
to convulsive disorders was sometimes an early symptom
of this condition, appearing before physical signs were

well marked. In every case of convulsions rachitis should
be searched for and active measures for its relief in-

stituted. Among the general causes of convulsions the
author first considered the organic diseases—meningitis,
hydrocephalus, hemorrhages, embolism, thrombosis, ab-
scesses, and tumors. Meningitis presented this symptom
oftener than the others. Cortical hemorrhages in the
newborn might be due to birth injuries or to septic in-

fection. The second class of exciting causes were the
reflex. Children were not infrequently disturbed while
cutting their teeth, but he felt positive that dentition alone
very rarely caused convulsions. The same might be said
of phymosis. The effect of reflex irritation of undigested
food masses in the alimentary canal was uncertain. He
thought it possible that irritating masses of food might
of themselves induce convulsions through reflex action,

though more commonly this symptom was due to toxemia.
One should get rid of the undigested food and then it might
be determined whether the convulsions were due to reflex

action or to toxemia. The question as to whether worms
could cause convulsions was also open to discussion. The
indication in such cases was clear. Eliminate the wonns
and then evolve a theory as to what they had done. The
third group of exciting causes was toxic. Of these the
author considered uremia first. Nephritis was, of course,

most common, following scarlet fever, but it might follow
any of the other infectious diseases. Marked nephritis

sometimes followed certain cases of grippe, especially

those complicated by intestinal infection. Convulsions oc-

curred more commonly at the outset of infectious dis-

eases. This was particularly true of penumonia. In a
young child a convulsion might take the place of a chill in

malarial fever. Of the contagious diseases pertussis was
the one most commonly complicated by convulsions. In
all the infectious diseases the convulsion was apparently
due to the specific poison which produced the disease. Of
all the exciting causes that of undigested food in the ali-

mentary canal was the most frequent and was usually due
to toxemia. The bacteria might not enter the blood, but
the ptomaines which they generated were absorbed and
acted as true poisons. The proteid elements of the food
were the special offenders, their poisons being particu-

larly virulent. In conditions like tetany and laryngismus
stridulus the same etiological factors were present. In
these two disorders rachitis had been believed to be of
special importance, but Dr. Crandall was of the opinion
that some other factor must be present. He based his

opinion on the fact that these conditions were rare while
rachitis was common. The factor of inherited unstable

nervous temperament was important. The role played
by the inorganic salts, particularly calcium, was appar-
ently a potent one. The practitioner was not doing his

duty when he was content to merely bring a child through
a convulsive seizure. He should determine the under-
lying cause and the exciting factor, and then use every
precaution to prevent further attacks. The attending
physician should not forget the dictum that careful in-

vestigation would enable him to do something for every
patient and ever\-thing for some patients.

General Remarks on the Pathogenesis of Convulsions
and Allied Conditions.—Dr. Max G. Schlapp said that

it seemed to him that they were dealing with a subject

which was very complex. They should consider how the

epileptic attacks occurred and what were the causes that

operated upon the motor nervous system through irrita-

tion. It was well known that organic lesions in the

cerebral cortex, hemorrhages, tumors, gliosis, etc., pro-

duced convulsions in children, but when they considered
the fact that convulsions were often due to some reflex

action, they were entering upon a big field which re-

quired deeper investigation. Epilepsy occurred more fre-

quently during early life, and when it occurred later it

was called "epilepsy retardans." Most cases of the latter

kind were due to some organic lesion of the brain, espe-

cially those lesions resulting from hemorrhage, tumors,
gliosis, syphilis, etc. Idiopathic epilepsy developed during
early life and not after the age of thirty years. Dr.
Schlapp then considered the formative, the functional, and
the nutritive activities of the cell in relation to growth
and development. There was sometliing in the body which
reeulated these processes, and that something was a chem-
ical substance. The formative activity marked the fetal

period of life, and there appeared certain chemical sub-

stances which existed after a certain period of an indi-

vidual's life. Growth ceased on account of the absence

of a certain hormone. There was a certain class of glands

in the body which were very important in retarding the

growth because they produced and developed these hor-

mones ; these were the glands which controlled the sexual

characteristics of the individual. There were also sub-
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stances which controlled the nutritional and others which
controlled the functional activity. There was something
in the system that kept the threshold of nerve cells con-

stant. The effect of hyperthyroidism upon the functional

activity of the motor neurons and upon those contained

in the vagus was tremendous. The administration of

strychnine would cause an enormous lowering of the

threshold of activity of the peripheral motor neurons.

There were many things which regulated this threshold

of functional activity. An interesting point in this con-

nection was that all the neurons did not react alike to the

different hormones. The nervous system was made up
of a number of groups of hormones which reacted to a

great number of poisons, such as lead. The musculo-
spiral nerve was one of those especially affected, thus

sliowing that there was something selective and, in addi-

tion, there was always a functional activity. Epilepsy was
always the threshold of central motor neuron activity.

When tlie threshold was lowered by the presence of

some substance in the body, there occurred a progressive
gliosis, which resulted in many of the cases in epilepsy.

It was curious that hemorrhages or gliosis in certain in-

dividuals produced no epileptic attacks. Experiments had
been performed on animals which proved that epileptic

attacks* could be produced by injecting certain substances

such as urea or carbonate of ammonium into the blood,

and the amount injected was a very important factor in

bringing about the attack of epilepsy. Dr. Schlapp called

attention to the diseases produced by hypo- and those pro-

duced by hyperthyroidism, and brought out the importance
of the influence of functional activity in bringing about
certain conditions which were unquestionably due to some
disturbance of the internal secretions.

Dietetic Treatment of Convulsions and Allied Condi-
tions Occurring in Infants, with Special Reference to

the Role Played by the Inorganic Salts.—Dr. Clifford
G. Grulee of Chicago presented this paper, in which he
first recalled that in a previous communication he had
confirmed Finkelstein's findings showing that the irritating

portion of cow's milk was the whey. The general belief

was held that the calcium and magnesium salts acted
antagonistically to the sodium and potassium, the former
tending to allay and the latter to increase nervous irrita-

bility. When there was a relative increase of calcium
and magnesium over the increase of sodium and potas-

.sium, one would e.xpect to have a decreased nervous irri-

tability. This might be expressed by the formula
Ca Na -I- Ng

or . The opposite of this proposition was
Mg Na-fK
also true. Nervous irritability in infants and animals
could be accurately estimated by the electrical reaction.

It had been determined to approach the subject of spas-

mophilia in infants by endeavoring to produce increased

electrical irritability by the use of sodium salts. Before
doing this it had been thought that a study of metabolism
of the inorganic salts in animals before and after thy-

roidectomy (thereby showing markedly the reaction of

the electrical current) w-ould be of interest. Young dogs,
preferably females, were chosen for these experiments.
They were observed for a period of three days before
operation and for periods of two, three, and four days
after the operation. The food consisted of milk pre-

served with formalin (1-10,000), which at no time showed
any sign of decomposition. In all excepting one in-

stance the dog was given as much as it would take. Thus
an analysis of the urine and feces was made in twelve
cases. Dr. Grulee reported these cases in detail and
drew the following conclusions : I. In does in which
there was a hyperirritability of the nervous system, as

shown by the increased electrical irritability, and as pro-

duced by removal of the thyroid gland, there was no
Ca Ca + Mg

regular variation in the formula, or before
Na Na-t-K

and after operation, as shown by metabolic experiment.
While in three dogs thus examined there was apparently
some support of the proposition that the quotient of this

formula was increased during the period of hyperirrita-

bility of the nervous system, in the fourth dog no such
reaction could be noticed. 2. In the estimation of the

salt content of the brains of the five dogs, the first being
a control, there was regularly found a decrease in the

calcium content in the thyroidectomized animals. In one
Ca

instance, however, the formula was less than that of

Na
the controlled animals. 3. No variation in electrical irri-

tability nor severity of the convulsive period could be
demonstrated by intraperitoneal injections of normal

solium and calcium salts in the quantity of 40 or 45 c.c. of
sodium salts to two to four c.c. of calcium salts in twenty-
four hours. 4. Even under normal conditions when care-
fully estimated, the electrical irritability in dogs varied

quite widely. $ While food containing whey was dis-

tinctly irritating to spasmophilic infants, the sodium and
potassium salts corresponding in quantity to those con-
tained in the whey did not regularly produce the increased

electrical irritability which one would have expected were
the sodium to be regarded as the irritating substance in

the whey. 6. This failure of the sodium and potassium
to produce results might be explained either by the fact

that the forms in which the sodium and potassium were
given, i.e., sodium chloride and potassium chloride, were
not readily absorbed by the gastrointestinal canal, or that

these salts were not in themselves the irritating factors.

The latter proposition would seem to be the more prob-

able. It would seem, therefore, that these experiments
had brought little or no confirmation of the hypothesis

that the increased electrical irritability in spasmophilia
was the result of a disturbance of calcium and sodium'
equilibrium.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt expressed his appreciation of the

experimental work done by Dr. Grulee and of his clinical

work in the dietetic treatment of convulsions and allied

conditions in early life. Careful metabolic observations
upon infants suffering from these conditions were needed
to clear up the problem. It was difficult to draw infer-

ences from experimental work on dogs as to what took
place in the child. Dr. Grulee's observations related to a

single type of convulsions occurring in infancy and asso-

ciated with spasmophilia. These formed but a small per-

centage of the cases of convulsions met with. Dr. Holt
thought that the commonly held opinion regarding the

seriousness of single attacks of convulsions was errone-

ous. In hospital practice single attacks of convulsions

were of daily occurrence and were seen in a great variety

of conditions, most of them not being especially significant

or important. This was probably also true in private

practice. In following up these cases to later childhood it

was interesting and significant to discover how small a

percentage of those who had had a number of attacks of

convulsions in infancy developed epilepsy. While it was
no doubt true that a very large proportion of patients

with epilepsy gave a history of infantile convulsions, in

his observations the number of children suffering from
infantile convulsions who subsequently developed epilepsy

was surprisingly small. Of 157 cases of convulsions
occurring in infancy and early childhood observed in pri-

vate practice which had been followed up, only 10 had
subsequently shown evidences of epilepsy. Dr. Holt em-
phasized the value of lumbar puncture in diagnosing the

cause of convulsions and insisted upon its performance
in every case of prolonged convulsions; in this way only

could it be determined whether the convulsions were due
to meningitis, to some other form of cerebral disease, or
to some refle.x cause. Furthermore, lumbar puncture was
of some therapeutic value in cases of severe or prolonged
convulsions, since in practically all of these cases there

was greatly increased pressure in the cerebrospinal fluid

and the withdrawal of from one-half to one ounce often

produced marked improvement. Convulsions rarely

proved fatal per se unless associated with enlarged
thymus.

Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin said there were convulsions

and convulsions, and the kind to which Dr. Holt referred

were very frequent in hospital practice and were only
ephemeral in their effects. The important point was that

in a great number of cases of convulsions it was the

prolonged attacks and their ultimate results that were
feared. The ultimate result in many of these cases was
epilepsy. A rupture of the meningeal vessels of the

cortex occurred in many of these cases; as a result there

was effusion and irritation which eventually produced a
serious irritation of the brain. He had frequently verified

this condition at autopsy. He thought that the point

brought out that every convulsion occurring in a child

should be treated seriously and the child brought out of

the attack at the earliest possible moment was very im-
portant. Cases of prolonged convulsions should be con-

sidered with great care as these cases might be followed
by some cerebral disturbance.

Dr. Linnaeus E. LaFetpa said that as regarded the

causation of convulsions and allied conditions, particu-

larly cyanosis, leaving out of account meningitis and in-

tracranial hemorrhage or the onset of acute infections,

these conditions arose most frequently from four separate
causes; from prolonared pressure at the time of birth,

with probable intracranial edema ; from gastrointestinal

autointo-xication ; from sepsis, with or without resulting
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brain lesion ; and from inanition. The convulsions due to
intracranial hemorrhage, either meningeal or cerebral,
would occur very siiortly after birth, though where the
hemorrhages were very small they might not manifest
themselves for several months. Occasionally where sepsis
was accompanied by thrombosis or hemorrhage a bloody
fluid was obtained by spinal puncture. One would be led
to suspect this condition when there was irregular respira-
tion, the absence of pulsation in the fontanelle, together
with bulging and increased tension. He had personally
seen two such cases, one in hospital and one in private
practice. Premature babies or those too weak to nurse
well were subject to attacks of mild convulsions and cya-
nosis not connected with any brain lesion. Giving breast
milk by gavage or by means of the Breck feeder was fol-

lowed by a cessation of the attacks. He had never seen
convulsions in an infant which he attributed to teething
alone, but infants that were nervous or of neurotic hered-
ity were much more susceptible at the time of teething to
gastrointestinal disturbances and to otitis media. It was
likely that this indigestion was at the onset a nervous
disturbance of the secretion, or else a result of fever,
which in such infants frequently accompanied the eruption
of a tooth. In such cases there was always evidence
either in the stools or in the ear that the convulsions were
due to something more than the irritation of the gums.
The convulsive attacks of infantile tetany were usually
diagnosticated without difficulty by the appearance of the
child, the attacks of laryngospasm, and the facial and
elbow reaction. A very unusual complication of con-
vulsions which seemed worth while mentioning occurred
in a patient of his six years ago. The child had been
subject to attacks of vomiting, convulsions, and intestinal
indigestion. After a very severe attack he began to vomit
coffee ground fluid having a fecal odor. He went into
partial collapse and his appearance suggested acute intes-
tinal obstruction. A stomach tube was passed and lavage
of the stomach with hot saline solution caused a cessation
of vomiting and the danger was passed. The boy, how-
ever, had inhaled vomited material so that he suffered a
series of complications—an attack of pneumonia, then
abscess of the lung, and finally empyema. Though such
complications were exceedingly rare, this case taught that
the stomach tube as well as the rectal tube for high irri-

gations should be ready for use in the case of convulsions
in older children.

Dr. Foster Kennedy said that one should not get into
the habit of thinking or believing that infantile convul-
sions so repeatedly seen belonged to any clinical entity.

Lumbar puncture was very important in every case of
convulsions accompanied vvith fever. It should be de-
termined immediately whether the case was one of enceph-
alitis or one of cerebrospinal or tuberculous meningitis.
Dr. Kennedy entered a strong plea for the early and
frequent use of the ophthalmoscope. It was stated that
in England there were many children who died before
the age of ten years with a history of having had many
convulsions at the age of four or five years and many lost

their sight. The history of these cases made him believe
that one should more often resort to the ophthalmoscope.
It was sometimes difficult to tell whether convulsions were
the result of epilepsy or whether they were of a hysterical
character. If in about an hour after an epileptic attack
one got a change in the type of plantar reflex it was
significant. This point was not mentioned in the text-
books but should be looked for in every child who had a
convulsion. It seemed to him that it was right to give
chloral or some other sedative to these children. In cases
vnth a history of infantile convulsions epilepsy followed
more often than was thought by many.

Dr. Grulee, in closing the discussion, said he wished it

to be understood that the cases he reported were of purely
spasmophilic nature and represented but one type of con-
vulsions. Spasmophilia was a very common condition
and was often accompanied by laryngismus stridulus.
Burke followed 30 cases of spasmophilia from ten to four-
teen years and in no case did epilepsy occur ; on the other
hand, many cases of true epilepsy gave a history of con-
vulsions in childhood, which appeared to occur periodi-
cally, but were not the repeated convulsions such as oc-
curred in spasmophilia proper.

The Albumin Reaction in Tuberculous Sputum.—L.
Guerra-Coppioli and G. Mansuino conclude from their
investigations that the chemical examination of tuber-
culous sputum for albumin or albumose is of no diag-
nostic value, either in cases in which tubercle bacilli are
present in the sputum or in those in which the bacilli

are absent.

—

Rivista Critica di CUnica Medica.

THE MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 28, 1912

The President, Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley, in the
Chair.

High Frequency Currents in Medicine.—Dr. Frederick
DE Kraft read this paper. He said that when using
high frequency currents for medical purposes, either a
static machine of large output, or a coil with mechanical
break, or a rotary converter might be the source of the
current supply. If a Leyden jar was attached to each
of the two prime conductors of a static machine and the
sliding poles were slightly apart and the machine run-
ning at fair speed, the rapid passage of sparks was
noted at the sliding rods. A pair of electrodes attached
to the outer coatings and held the same length apart
would also show a shower of sparks. Such was the ba-
sic arrangement of all high frequency currents. The
frequency of the oscillations depended entirely upon the
capacity of the Leyden jars and the self-induction of the
discharging circuit. With the multiple spark gap which
was now employed they had succeeded in obtaining os-
cillations of infinitely great frequency and as a result
great warming effects. The result from this great num-
ber of short fine sparks in increasing the rate of oscilla-
tions was truly amazing. They could obtain a gentle
warmth or a heat that would desiccate the tissues in the
shortest conceivable time. As a result of the greater
self-induction produced by these extremely rapid oscil-

lations there occurred the "kick off" or Oudin spiral.

The brush effect was more marked, many times larger,
and of greater density. Dr. de Kraft then described the
methods of using the d'Arsonval current, which were
three in number; the direct application, that method
where the patient was placed in a large solenoid in such
a way that no part of his body touched the solenoid;
and the method of autocondensation. By the latter
method the patient placed on the autocondensation
couch would experience a slight sense of warmth, be-
ginning at the wrist and gradually extending over the
whole body. This was attended with flushing of the
capillaries of the skin of the hands and wrists, which
gradually extended over the whole body. The insensi-
ble perspiration of the skin was slightly increased. Pa-
tients suffering from gouty or rheumatic pains fre-
quently experienced complete relief during treatment,
which lasted sometimes for hours and sometimes for
days afterward. An individual with normal pulse rate
and temperature showed no change in either; this was
true onlj' of currents of moderate amperage. In other
words, autocondensation helped to equalize the circula-
tion where it was unbalanced. Raw meat, potato, etc.,

could be easily cooked by the high frequency currents,
and the manner of cooking showed that this action of

the current had been in a perfectly straight line between
the electrodes. This was an important effect and en-
abled one to localize the action to any part of the body.
There were two kinds of effects to be noted when these
currents were applied by the bipolar method. The first

was destruction and death of the tissues, and the sec-
ond, increased function and vitality. To effect the first

they heated the tissue to the point of coagulation. To
gain increased function and vitality they heated the tis-

sue gently. Not only did the cutaneous glands secrete
sweat more freely during this treatment, but the liver

secreted a larger amount of bile. They might even pre-
cipitate an attack of gallstone colic in persons not pre-
viously suspected of having gallstones. If the stones
were small, the greater flow of bile might suffice to ex-
pel them. The activity of the function of the stomach,
pancreas, genital organs, bladder, and kidneys might all

be stimulated. In applications to the thorax, deepening
of the respiratory excursions might be noted. In asthma
the noisy respiration would cease, the expectoration be-
come freer and less sticky, sleep would become easier,

the appetite would return, and the bowels become nor-
mal. The attacks became fewer and finally ceased. In
heart disease, where digitalis had failed to exert its

physiological action, the heart responded and the
dropsy was seen to disappear with profuse diuresis. In
gonorrheal arthritis they heated the joint to the limit of

safety. Gonococci died at a temperature of 40° C. and
they observed marked relief from pain and swelling. In
gout the bipolar method relaxed arterial spasm in the
joint, produced an arterial hyperemia, and enabled the
phagocytes to attack the urate of sodium needles, which

Van Noorden told them were eaten with avidity by the

1
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phagocytes. Dr. de Kraft showed the beneficial results

of this treatment in acute alcoholism, the early stages
of arteriosclerosis, the healing of old ulcers (even dia-

betic ulcers sometimes disappearing), in intestinal auto-
toxemia, and he alluded to the action of sparks and ef-

fleuves on bacteria. The healing of abscesses might be
hastened by applying the effleuve. Prolonged applica-

tion might lead to the formation of blisters. A more or
less general application of the efBeuve might raise the
blood pressure several centimeters. The short hot
spark, which liad been used in destroying papilloma of

the bladder, burned like a cautery and formed an eschar
similar to a burn from a hot iron. The short spark of
lower amperage, as used by William Clark of Philadel-
phia, fell short of producing an actual incineration of

tissue; they simply deprived that part of its moisture.
A careless technique, unsuitable apparatus, improper
conception of the action of the high frequency currents,
and ignorance of the indications to be met would result

in failure to obtain the physiological effects described
and failure to relieve the patient of his sufferings.

Some Applications of Phototherapy.—Dr. E. C. Titus
presented this paper, confining his remarks to the prac-
tical therapeutical aspects of the subject based upon his

own observations. The remedial action of sunlight was
well known, and progress in electricity had placed at

their disposal various means of obtaining light which
closely approached that of the sun in its remedial ac-

tion. The general application of phototherapy consisted
practically in the use of the electric light bath. Dr.
Titus then described the cabinet which he employed
which had the advantages that it provided a large vol-

ume of light with a minimum amount of heat, that the
emanations of noxious gases and odors from the human
body were quickly carried off, that the degree of cuta-
neous hyperemia and diaphoresis was much more in-

tense, and that the usual depression and other unpleas-
ant symptoms were entirely obviated. Among the con-
ditions in which the electric light bath would be found
to be most serviceable were arteriosclerosis, gouty and
rheumatic conditions, Bright's disease, diabetes, obesity,
and acute catarrhal affections of the respiratory tract.

The effects of the baths were to induce intense hypere-
mia of the skin and thus to reduce deep visceral conges-
tion and to increase elimination by way of the lungs
and skin. It had been found that during and following
the bath the elimination of carbondioxide was practi-

cally doubled, while the profuse perspiration carried
away much toxic material, thus relieving the overtaxed
kidneys. In the local application of light the following
means were available: i. The arc light which was
best employed by means of an ordinary searchlight,

with its glass front window removed, was what he used.
It consumed 25 to 35 amperes of direct current at 40
volts, and projected the light in parallel rays by a

twelve-inch parabolic reflector and had a light power of
about 5000 candle power. 2. The high power incandes-
cent lamp fitted in a suitable dome reflector with a car-

bon or tungsten filament and of 500 candle power might
be employed. The carbon filament used 12 amperes at

no volts, while the tungsten lamp consumed only
amperes at no volts. The former gave much more heat
with the radiations, while the latter produced the great-
er degree of white light with a minimum amount of

heat. The sum total of the combined effects of the

thermal and actinic rays was an increased local activity

as manifested by a pronounced hyperemia and an aug-
mented tissue oxidation and elimination. The effects of

the radiant energy were not confined to the site of ap-
plication, but were so diffused that remote effects were
produced in distant organs and nerve centers as a re-

sult of peripheral stimulation. It had likewise been
shown by physiological investigators that the heat pro-
duction in the tissues increased phagocytosis and thus
enhanced the vital resistance. The rapid relief of pain

and local spasm experienced from light therapy was due
in a great measure to the reduction of congestion and to

tissue relaxation. These decided effects were brought
about with the least risks to the patient, a statement
not applicable to other methods of treatment. The con-
ditions in which the local application of phototherapy in

his experience had yielded the most satisfactory results

were many forms of spinal congestion, the acute stages
of bronchitis or pulmonary congestion from any cause,

pleurisy with effusion, acute and subacute inflammation
of the gall bladder, congestion of the liver and other ab-
dominal viscera from alcoholism, and persistent intes-

tinal autointoxication, myalgias, acute otitis media,
frontal or orbital headache accompanying acute coryza
and especially involvement of the frontal sinus and eth-

moid cells, acute appendicitis, various types of septic
conditions such as phlebitis following labor or intrapel-

vic operations, infected wounds of the extremities.
From his experience thus far there seemed to be a bril-

liant future for this measure in hastening repair in cases
of delayed union of fractures. Subsequent experience
had verified his observations made some time ago that
the deleterious effects of the .i-ray might be prevented
by following its application with the rays from a ma-
rine searchlight.

Physical Therapeutics from the Modern Point of
View.—Dr. Willi.am Benha.m Snow read this paper, in

which he expressed the opinion that there was no de-
partment of medicine which was more neglected by
most physicians than the use of electricity and other
physical measures in therapeutics. Until recent years
electrotherapeutics had been limited to the use of the
constant and induced currents and a generally indis-

criminate use of the static currents. Under the empiric
regime of Erb and his followers the employment of elec-

tricity fell into disrepute, except with a few physi--

cians who used it scientifically with a knowledge which
enabled them to meet indications. These men had de-
veloped electrotherapeutics into a science which rivaled
surgery or any other recognized medical procedure.
There were three specific effects of electric currents
which met distinctly different indications. These were:
(i) Mechanical, (2) therapeutic, (3) electrolytic ef-

fects. It was generally desirable that currents be em-
ployed which practically produced but one of these ef-

fects in order to meet definite indications. In the static,

the high frequency, and the constant currents they had
three distinctly different classes of currents, which were
peculiarly well adapted to meet the different indications
respectively. Electrical currents which produced me-
chanical effects induced contraction of muscular tissue al-

ternating with release when the rate of interruption was
less than 600 per minute; above this rate contractions
became tonic. For these effects the static methods ex-
celled all others and were practically devoid of thermic
and electrolytic effects. Such currents applied to infil-

trated tissue forced out through the lymphatic channels
the products of inflammation retained in swollen and
indurated tissue. A part or organ which might have
suffered a local trauma or sprain or was the site of local

congestion was thus softened and the swelling reduced
with a restored metabolism. In addition, the static cur-

rent materially improved general metabolism and re-

laxed local muscular spasm by a selective action on the
muscle cells and prevented its recurrence by having re-

moved the causes of the spasm. The thermoelectric
high frequency current, or the d'Arsonval high fre-

quency current, produced an effect which was purely
thermal without mechanical or electrolytic action. Its

value from a therapeutic point of view was of compara-
tively recent recognition. When a tissue was irritated
or heated it became promptly hyperemic, which result
in either case arose from reflex stimulation of the vaso-
motor centers. The extent and degree of the hyperemia
produced would depend upon the size of the elec-

trodes and the volume of the current passing. The cur-
rent would pass through and heat all of the tissues
which were in the interval immediately between the
electrodes and nowhere else. Electrolysis, with or
without ionization, was the third property of electric

currents which served a distinctly different purpose
from the others in that it was a destructive process by
which the tissues were disorganized. Salt solutions and
organic bodies might be acted upon and separated into
their ultimate elements and ionized into the tissues.
The opposite poles were, therefore, distinctly different
in their actions and indications, and a knowledge of
these effects and an intimate familiarity with dosage
and technique was imperative; for no current in the
hands of a novice was so dangerous as the constant
current. Radiant light and heat were important thera-
peutic agents, the value of which depended upon the
effects of transformation of radiant energy into heat
units and other vibratory effects when applied to the
tissues. The effects of the higher frequencies were anti-

septic or actinic and from the lower frequencies stimu-
lating or inhibitory. The luminous effects undoubtedly
increased the oxidizing powers of the blood with an in-

crease in the hemoglobin. The heat effects arising from
the absorption or transformation of radiant energy into
heat vibration, locally increased metabolism, nutrition,
and phagocytosis by the induction of hyperemia. This
latter was the most important effect of radiant energy.
After considering the ;r-ray with regard to its power of
penetration and its inhibitory effects, Dr. Snow spoke of
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convective heat, which, he said, was not capable of pro-
ducing hyperemia beneath the skin. When employing
high temperatures with the dry hot air apparatus, how-
ever, with the parts protected by Turkish toweling for

the purpose of absorbing the perspiration, thereby pre-

venting blistering, it was capable of producing an in-

tense hyperemia in the deeper structures. By means of

the depressing effects of the heat and the hyperemia
thus induced, this method was valuable and uniformly
successful in from two to four days in the treatment of

pyogenic infections in an arm or leg. Mechanical vi-

bration and concussion were important therapeutical
measures which rendered the processes of massage
much easier and more practical and were capable of

producing deep penetrating vibration with stimulation
or inhibition of the spinal centers and of the various
organs in the abdominal and thoracic cavities. Dilated
arterial trunks might be contracted and the stomach,
kidneys, or other organs, relaxed or contracted at the

will of the operator. Wherever inflammation was pres-
ent without the presence of germs or malignancy in the

inflammatory zone, the static modalities—the static wave
current—the static sparks, brush discharge, and all other
static modalities were preeminently the most effective

means known to medical science for promptly restoring
swollen and infiltrated tissues to normal. In nearly all

conditions, except where fracture or rupture of bone or
ligament or muscle was present, the results were re-

markable. Noninfected cases, including a large number
of conditions such as neuritis, sciatica, brachial, facial,

or herpes zoster, noninfected synovitis, and the toxe-
mias affecting the joints, were all relieved. Synovitis
arising from intestinal toxemia demanded removal of

the source of toxemia together with the electrical treat-

ment. Gonorrheal arthritis in the male was promptly
relieved by the application of the static wave current,

preceded by the vacuum tube current, applied to the ves-

icles and prostate gland in the rectum. Dr. Snow said

he had succeeded in relieving over two hundred such
cases to date. Subinvolution and dysmenorrhea also

yielded in go per cent, of the cases to the static wave
current applied with a metal electrode in the rectum.
The treatment of varicose ulcers, phlebitis, chronic ec-

zema, and numerous other superficial skin conditions
might be added to these. For efficiency in relieving

these conditions the static machine holds this field pre-

eminent. The mechanical effects were feebly produced
by currents from other apparatus, but they did not
compare in efiicicncy with the effects of the static cur-

rent. The treatment of inflammation due to local in-

fection by the combined effects of the J^-ray, radiant
light, and heat, and the high frequency currents, was
one of the most satisfactory of modern therapeutic
methods. Tuberculous infections, superficial and deep
seated, might be effectively relieved in the first stages
by these three potent agents used in proper combination.
In tuberculous adenitis and the two types of lupus they

seemed to be specifics. In pulmonary tuberculosis they
undoubtedly filled an important place. In tuberculous

peritonitis they comprised the rational treatment and
there were many records of success from their employ-
ment. They were no less successful in the treatment of

pyogenic infections, and had been effective in early and
chronic appendicitis and in gonorrheal vesiculitis and
epididymitis. These statements might seem too opti-

mistic, but they would bear critical investigation. He
also spoke of the effect of the d'.'\rsonval current upon
hypertension and stated that it was possible to control
the blood pressure in all except the most advanced cases
of arteriosclerosis, to prevent apoplexy, and often to

defer nephritis. In inflammatory processes with devel-
oping hyperplasia and adhesions it was always possible

to arrest the process and promote absorption of such
lowly vitalized tissue. Among other conditions which
might be favorably affected by electrotherapeutics were
pelvic hemorrhages arising from fibroids, menorrhagia
arising from atonic conditions of the uterus, profuse men-
struation, and all conditions of hypersecretion of the duct-

less or other glands, and also in cancer.

Dr. Emit, Hf.uel asked Dr. de Kraft what he really

meant by the term "high frequency current." and what
Dr. Titus meant about the various color lights he used
in his work. He could not agree with Dr. Snow in all

that he said in his paper. He was still using drugs and
was not depending entirely upon the use of physical
therapeutics in spite of the fact that he had been inter-

ested in this sort of work for more than thirty years.

In attacks of appendicitis and some other conditions
the action of the light was very similar to, in fact,

simply the same as that of Wertheim.

Dr. John H. Brandth limited his remarks chiefly to
Dr. de Kraft's paper, and said that the paper was to
him the more interesting because for many years he
could not understand why high tension currents of
electricity should pass along the surface and not
directly through a body, for rapid moving forces were
not easily deflected from their course. Electricity
could be deflected to a degree by obstructions if the
pressure was relatively small. X-rays could be slightly
deflected by a magnet. Sunlight could be deflected to
a degree by refraction of the conductor, which was
glass or any translucent substance. Heat penetrated
slowly, but directly. Still Houston and Maxwell made
this claim regarding high tension currents. Some
years ago Dr. Brandth demonstrated this error by
sending a high tension current through rubber, glass,
and water. He quoted a paragraph which he read at

that time. Now, while he proved that these currents
passed through the body in a straight line, acting con-
sequently on the organs in this line, and as a result
proved that this remedial action was of value, Dr. de
Kraft, above all others, showed that the vascular
motion induced by the electric vibrations evolved heat
on the line of current passage. This heat was greatest
in the middle between the two poles. The cooking of
a potato or of a piece of liver showed this, and it

showed, above all, that the current did not travel on
the surface. To make use of this remedial agent, it

should not be placed in the hands of a tyro, for one
should know how to apply this remedy. In untrained
and unskilled hands electricity was a dangerous weapon
like a keen edged surgical knife. He had used the
high frequency and high tension currents in cirrhosis

of the liver with success. In one case which he re-

ported the abdomen had been tapped every eight or
ten days with the removal of from twenty-four to
twenty-eight pints of fluid; this collection was caused
by portal vein obstruction induced by the cirrhotic

liver. This patient was now well. He also reported
another case of atrophy of the liver, where the tappings
obtained anywhere from sixteen to twenty-four pints
of fluid every eight to fourteen days. This patient, too,

was relieved and to-day was well. Dr. Brandth ex-
pressed his admiration of Dr. de Kraft's work along
these lines. His achievements broadened their field of

action in combating disease, in the establishment of
orderly and healthy metabolism in place of patho-
logical metabolism (which meant illness). They should
not forget, however, that electricity was by no means
a cure-all: it was only one remedy and must be applied
only by those who were skilled and experienced in its

use. He had found that static electricity promoted
healthy metabolism, as, for instance, in chlorotic girls.

To some of these patients one might give iron in any
quantity, but assimilation was so defective that all the
iron passed off by the stools and did not help the
patient. But. in many cases, when static electricity

was added the following healthy metabolism would
invite the absorption of the iron and then only small
doses need be given; then the stools would have a

natural color. This assertion held good in nearly all

forms of medication, perhaps even more so in the ad-
ministration of mercurials.

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER CITY
OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 21, 1912.

The President, Dr. Reyn'old Webb Wilcox,

IN the Chair.

A New Method for the Direct Transfusion of Blood
and Its Possibilities; Theoretically Considered.—Dr.

Alfred Kahn said that the object of this paper was to

consider theoretically a new method of transfusion, or a

further development of methods now in vogue and discuss

its possibilities. For want of a better name he would
call it continuous transfusion, or transfusion between two
or more subjects. This transfusion might take place be-

tween two subjects or between several subjects, and
continue as long as the blood was kept in continuous

circulation between the giver, or givers, and the receiver.

He spoke first of transfusion between two people, or

cross transfusion. Vessels were to be connected in the

following way: artery of donor to artery of donee and
artery of donee to artery of donor ; so that the blood

would flow, for instance, from subject A to subject B,

and back from B to A ; making a crossed and complete
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continuous cicculation. Instead of making an artery-to-
vein or vein-to-vein connection, as was now? done, and
ligating the two ends of vessels not entering into the
transfusion, all ends of vessels were to be used; so that

the blood would flow from the upper end of the artery
of the donor to the lower end of the artery of the donee,
while the blood from the upper end of the artery of the
donee would flow to the lower end of the artery of the
donor. The veins could possibly be utilized in the same
way, but it was doubtful whether the transfusion could
be kept up for as long a time as where the arteries were
employed. He next spoke of transfusion between more
than two subjects. Here a connection was to be made,
say, between the left arm of A and the right arm of B,

another connection between the left leg of C and the left

leg of A, and still another between the right leg of C and
the right leg of B; making a complete circulation. The con-
nection in each instance was artery to vein ; the blood flow-
ing from B to A, to C, to B, and so on. The idea was to

allow healtliy blood to flow from the donor to the re-

cipient, and after it had remained in the latter's body for

a longer or shorter period, according to the object of the

transfusion, the condition of the patient, etc., the return
vessel was to be undamped and the blood allowed to flow
back to the donor. This would enable the donor to retain

his strength and at the same time permit the patient's

diseased or weakened blood to pass through a healthy
body, where it received fresh sustenance, and then return
to the diseased body. This method would secure an un-
limited supply of fresh blood and for an indeterminate
length of time. It had all the advantages of the present
method, with the additional advantage that all the organs
of the healthy subject participated in the act. The ther-

apeutic possibilities of direct blood transfusion had been
clearly set forth by other writers, especially Hartwell,
and Cole and Winthrop had reported a series of cases of

pellagra, in which this was employed with excellent re-

sults. As to the additional possibilities of continuous
transfusion, if our laws of immunity, as now recognized,

were correct, the possibility of curing most of the infec-

tious diseases through this method could well be imag-
ined. In this connection he had in mind the transfusion

of blood, from a person immune (through a natural or
acquired immunity) to a certain disease, to a person suf-

fering from such disease, especially where the transfusion

could be continued, back and forth, from one to the other;

thus allowing the blood to be acted upon by healthy im-
mune organs. Again, continuous transfusion might be

employed as a means of nutrition. Of course, this would
be an extreme measure, but the method possibly had a

future before it in cases where a patient was unable to

take food, as after gastrointestinal operations, or where
patient was unable to digest his food. Third, there was
the possibility of administering by this means a general

anesthetic to a patient to be operated upon, through the

medium of a healthy individual. This applied particularly

to operations on the upper air-passages and the thoracic

organs. Fourth, in cases where the respiration or circula-

tion failed during a general anesthesia, continuous

transfusion might be tried as a last resort. Fifth,

it might be employed (after other means had failed) for

the purpose of exciting circulation and respiration in the

new-born. Among the disadvantages of continuous trans-

fusion were the possible necessity of having the blood of

three subjects (instead of two) hemolytic, and the num-
ber of connections required. In this method, as would
have been seen, the blood of the donor was not entirely

sacrificed, as was the case in transfusion as now per-

formed. There was in reality an exchange of blood, so

to speak; the patient receiving healthy blood and having

his own blond flow into the system of the healthy subject.

Transfusion of Blood with Technique Recently Much
Improved and Simplified.—Dr. Alexis Carrel, of the

Rockefeller Institute, made an address, illustrated with

lantern slides, on this subject. He said that transfusion

by Crile's methods was simplified by employing the saphe-

nous vein of the recipient, by making only a small incision

in the arm of the donor, and by anastomosing the vessels

with a thin-walled tube. The advantages and main points

of this improved technique were the following: (i) It

was very much easier to unite the radial artery to the

saphenous vein than to the basilic or cephalic. The
lower part of the internal saphenous could be extensively

dissected very readily. (2) If a long segment of thj

saphenous were used it was not necessary to make an ex-

tensive dissection of the radial artery of the donor. A
short incision in the skin and a dissection of the radial

which would permit a lateral opening would be suflicient.

(3) The gold-plated silver tubes employed, which were

three or four centimeters long, were made by M. Gentile in

accordance with the suggestions of Dr. Tufiier and Mme.
de la Marine, and were similar to those used by Dr.
Brewer. Before being used the tubes were paraffined.
The radial artery was cut laterally and the tube intro-
duced through a three-branched dilater made by M. Col-
lin, as proposed by Dr. Dehelly. These improvements in

the technique, the speaker said, would doubtless contribute
to the method of blood transfusion originated by Dr.
Crile.

Dr. George Emerson Brewer said that for the idea of
the method of transfusion which had been referred to by
Dr. Carrel as the "Brewer method" he was in reality in-

debted to Dr. Carrel himself. It seemed very desirable
to have a plan of procedure simpler than that of Crile,

and with this end in view a series of experiments on
animals was undertaken. With two or three others he
had made some thirty or forty such experiments, paraffin-

ing the tube which was employed. In only one instance
did coagulation of the blood occur, and in that case it

was found tliat the paraffin coating had become loosened.
Altogether, the results obtained seemed very satisfactory

and convincing ; but when they came to employ the pro-
cedure in the human subject they found that it was im-
possible to make use of the same large cannula as in the
case of dogs. It therefore became necessary to use
smaller tubes. The method was simpler and easier than
that of Crile, but in one instance it failed absolutely.
This was because the radial artery of the donor was so
small that only an ounce or two of blood could be se-

cured. Since then, consequently, he had been afraid to

try this plan, and in the last four or five cases he had
had he had resorted to the Elsberg method. Now, how-
ever, with the improvement devised by Dr. Carrel we
could employ an ordinary tube with a very much larger
caliber than we had before; one in which the lumen was
practically of the same size as the external diameter.
Within forty-eight hours after Dr. Carrel had shown him
this improved tube he tried it in a case, but he had to
confess that it failed, on account of the small size of
the artery. He had, however, no dilator, such as Dr.
Carrel had described this evening, and he was confident
that if he could have had the assistance of this dilator

tlie operation would have been successful. It seemed to

him that if we could have a tube a little longer than that

advised by Dr. Carrel it would be an advantage, as it

would be considerably easier to handle. Dr. Carrel cer-
tainly deserved great credit for his improved technique,
and he agreed with him that with the use of the large-
caliber cannula this was now the simplest and easiest of
all methods. Dr. Brewer went on to say that in one case
he had made use of the ulnar instead of the radial artery,

and he believed that it had certain advantages over the
radial. Thus, it was usually rather larger, and there was
not so much dissection required as in the case of the
radial arterioles. He would like to inquire of Dr. Carrel
as to the quantity of blood advisable.

Dr. John Douglas said that everyone who had done
transfusion by the ordinary suture method, with cannulae
of various sorts, had sometimes failed. Most of his own
operations had been done with the Crile or Elsberg can-
nulas. In one or two instances he had tried tubes such as
Dr. Brewer had employed, but he had not found their

lumen large enough, as they became clotted. He there-
fore believed the silver tube employed by Dr. Carrel a
great improvement in simplifying the method of trans-
fusion; as was also the anastomosing of the radial artery
to the saphenous vein instead of the median basilic or me-
dian cephalic vein, the employment of the saphenous vein
not only being easier for the surgeon but also making the
positions of both the donor and recipient more com-
fortable.

Dr. Franz Torek said that his experience included the
use of the external jugular vein in the case of the re-

cipient. He had employed this only a few days before,
and was induced to do so by the consideration that a free
flow of blood depends not only upon the size of the
donor's artery but also upon the resistance to the flow
in the body of the recipient. That resistance would be
less in the jugular than elsewhere: in fact, the pressure
at the jugular was negative. The position of the donor
(radial to jugular) was somewhat uncomfortable, but the
flow was satisfactory. In the case mentioned he used the
Soresi apparatus for transfusion. Dr. Carrel's new
method, he said, impressed him very favorably as being
a simplification of former methods.

Dr. Alfred Kahn said he did not see the great im-
portance of having the limbs of the donor and recipient
in close contact if an intermediate body such as a tube
were used. He then stated that Dr. Fauntleroy, a surgeon
in the United States Navy, had successfully employed
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glass tubes, which were of some length, in the perform-
ance of direct transfusion. He also mentioned the fact

that Dr. Frank of New York had been successful in making
a direct transfusion experimentally, using the carotid

artery of a dog. It was Dr. Kahn's opinion that if an in-

termediate body were to be employed a tube composed
of animal matter, like the carotid artery of a dog, would
make the best intermediate connection. He went on to

say that some difficulty might arise as to the possibility

of being able to distinguish when bubbles or obstructions
formed in the tubes mentioned by Dr. Carrel, where paraf-

fin was used. He thought that these tubes must be of
such small caliber that it would probably be impossible to

see through them and be able to discern the obstructions.

Dr. Carrel, in closing, said that as to the length of the

tube he felt sure that we could make use of one four or
five centimeters long witnout danger. In his experiments
with animals he had once employed a glass tube one foot

long. The tubes which he had given Dr. Brewer he did

not hesitate to say, were too large. In regard to the use
of the external jugular vein he had had no experience
whatever. He was sure that the blood would flow freely

into this vein, but it would appear that the procedure was
more complicated than when the saphenous was employed.
In reply to a question by Dr. Lindeman, in regard to the

difficulty of ligating the arterioles, Dr. Carrel said if we
made a dissection of the vein it was not necessary to ligate

the radial arterioles. As to the amount of blood, this was
impossible to say. Dr. Kahn had expressed the opinion

that the tubes described were of such small calibre that

it would probably be impossible to see through them and
discover when bubbles or obstructions had formed in

them, but Dr. Carrel had never had any trouble in seeing

through these tubes and discovering the bubbles made by
paraffin.

The Effect of Drainage on the Prevention of So-
Called Typhoid Perforation.—Dr. Forbes Hawkes, in

this paper, said that it too frequently happened that the

surgeon was called upon to operate on a patient sutfering

from typhoid fever complicated with a diffuse purulent
peritonitis arising from one of the ulcers, which later on
had given way, allowing the fecal material to be scattered

broadcast in the general peritoneal cavity. The mortality

records of such cases, even in the hands of the most skil-

ful and experienced operators, was deplorable. In a gen-
eral way, the longer the time that had elapsed between
the production of the pus in the peritoneal cavity and
the operation, the less was the chance of recovery. From
the time that the condition first came to be recognized as

a surgical one special attention had been devoted to the
early recognition of this so-called perforation. It was
soon found, however, that in many cases there was no
symptomatic line of demarcation between a purulent peri-

tonitis arising from the ulcer and the giving way of the
ulcer, with the escape of fecal material into the peritoneal

cavity. But a so-called preperforative stage of the dis-

ease was conceived of, and attempts were made to recog-
nize such a stage as a sharply defined one. While the

term was a loose one, which did not .give any indication

of the pathological changes which had occurred, he was
not in favor of discarding it at the present time, because
it might help to draw the attention of physicians gen-
erally to the conditions existing about the ulcers as soon
as they had invaded the muscular coat of the bowel—sug-
gesting, on the one hand, an early process which was not
without distinct hope of recovery if properly influenced,

and, on the other, overwhelmingly rapid changes, soon pass-

ing to a fatal issue, if the conditions were unrecognized.
What, then, was this so-called preperforative stage? It

was simply that of the peritonitis which began about the

site of the ulcer and progressed with it. Its symptoms,
therefore, would be simply those of this peritonitis, and the

peritonitis would assume either the dry or the wet form,
with adhesic or fluid exudate according, apparently, to the

nature of the infection. One, th.n, might say: "This
sounds very simple. If all that I have to do is to recog-
nize peritonitis, I will have my patient operated on as soon
as I find it, and thus give him the best chance of recovery."

Dr. Hawkes said this was certainly true, and that he firmly

believed that anyone having his patients operated upon as

soon as signs of peritonitis appeared would have an admir-
able line of recoveries to report. Unfortunately, however,
we did not see such lines of recoveries reported. They
were not to be found in the literature on the subject, and
for a very good reason. This early peritonitis was not
being recognized as it should be by medical men in general.

It seemed to be recognized only by men who had devoted
much time to this special matter and who had the oppor-
tunity of constantly handling a large general abdominal

service. He would venture the remark, based on his obser-
vations in teaching the subject of abdominal surgery to

medical students, that there was no one thing of greater
importance in abdominal surgery than the recognition of
the earliest signs of commencing peritonitis. He then
quoted from an article which he had published in the
Annals of Surgery for May, 191 1, in which he described
the early diagnosis and stated that many cases had now
been reported where operations were done early in the

process, before the peritonitis had become purulent and be-

fore the ulcers had broken through, and that almost all

these patients had recovered. Having cited an illustrative

case the details of which were given in the article referred
to, he went on to say that a sufficient number of early cases
had been reported to justify the statement that an early

exploratory operation, with the establishment of proper
drainage, seemed to exert a beneficial influence in several
ways: (i) If the fluid exudative type of peritonitis be
found, the drainage will either arrest it or convert it into

the dry, exudative type. (2) The relief of tension will

favorably affect the peritoneal inflammation here, as it

does elsewhere; stopping it entirely in the mild cases, hin-

dering the development of pus in others, and localizing the
pus in or near the drainage tract in the more severe cases.

(3) The ulcers themselves seem to be favorably influenced

by the peritoneal drainage. Local anesthesia seemed best

for some cases. The shock of simple opening of the peri-

toneal cavity, and introducing a drain into the right iliac

fossa or into the pelvis, ought not to be a marked one. If

we waited untilpus was produced in the peritoneal cavity

our patient's chances of reco\ery would probably be dimin-
ished by at least 50 per cent. The cases with free feces in

the peritoneal cavity almost all died.

Dr. Victor A. Robertson said it seemed to him that this

diagnosis of the preperforative stage offered many diffi-

culties, and personally he was free to confess, he had never
been able to recognize it. We should look for its occur-
rence at the end of the third week, when the sloughs from
the intestinal ulcers were beginning to separate, but it was
possible later on in the disease, and even when convales-

cence had begun. There might be a local inflammation of
the serosa, with slight adhesions, which would give the

symptoms of which Dr. Hawkes had spoken. The im-
portant matter was not so much to decide positively on
perforation, or even impending perforation, but that some
abnormal abdominal condition was developing which re-

quired operative interference. If exploration were under-
taken, any intraabdominal condition could be properly dealt

with, irrespective of its location. It was interesting to note
that as far back as 1884 Aliculicz had operated for typhoid
perforation, and he then stated that, if suspicious of per-

foration, one should not wait for an exact diagnosis, and
allow peritonitis to reach a pronounced degree, but at once
institute an exploratorj' operation ; which in many instances

was free from danger. He (Dr. Robertson) could readily

understand that in hospital cases, where the patient could

be kept constantly under observation, when every feature

of the patient's condition had been carefully scrutinized,

any change in his condition, however vague, could be noted,

and even a slight change might serve to arouse the sus-

picion of an impending perforation and lead to a physical

examination which would indicate this. In private prac-

tice these circumstances were not present, and slight,

though important, symptoms of impending trouble might
be overlooked. The value of an early diagnosis and early

operation could not be overrated. He could not agree with
the reader of the paper that in the case cited a beginning
purulent peritonitis was converted into a general adhesive
inflammation of the peritoneum, with agglutination of coils

of the intestines and a prevention of perforation in this

way. It seemed to him that the relief afforded was the re-

lief of tension by drainage and the setting up of adhesions
in the intestines in immediate contact with the drain. At
autopsies he had often remarked the rarity of adhesions in

typhoid, as compared with those in perforation from gastric

or duodenal ulcers or perforation of the gall-bladder. In

most of the cases of perforation in typhoid seen by him
diarrhea was a marked symptom, and he thought this was
apt to come from the overfeeding which was now com-
monly practised in the treatment of this disease. Dietetic

errors, with secondary gastrointestinal irritation and ab-

normally increased peristalsis and meteorism, were respon-
sible at times for perforation; while some types of infec-

tion might be more violent, and lead to more ulceration

of Peyer's patches. In some of the diets employed there

was given too large an amount of proteids, which were
prone to cause putrefactive changes with tympanites and
diarrhea. More carbohydrate foods, such as cereals and
gruels, added to milk, were preferable. He realized that
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one could not by antiseptics destroy the intestinal flora,

but believed that their overgrowth could in some degree
be inhibited by intestinal antiputrefactives. A routine

use of a mild laxative, such as castor oil, he had frequently

prescribed, and it seemed to him that the mechanical un-
loading of a distended bowel, with the consequent evacua-
tion of large amounts of bacteria, materially lessened the

toxemia and tympanites.

Dr. Henry Roth said that some years ago the mortality

statistics of intestinal perforation were collected, and
these showed that no less than 25,000 persons died in the

United States from typhoid perforation alone. Since then
the results had not improved very much, because in most
of the cases the condition was not discovered until too

late for surgery to be of much service. The mortality in

the operated cases was about 75 per cent. The only way
of improving this state of affairs was by an early recog-

nition of the condition; if possible, in the preperforative
stage. This could be done only, he thought, by devoting

day by day as much care and attention to the discovery
of abdominal rigidity and tenderness in typhoid fever
patients as was now commonly done in examining for

enlarged spleen, a much less important matter. Just as

soon as either of these two signs was disclosed an opera-
tion should be performed, provided that other conditions
capable of causing them could be excluded. He feared,

however, that surgeons would not be very successful in

getting the cases at this early period, because physicians

as a rule were not willing to consent to have an opera-
tion done unless actual perforation was shown to have
taken place.

Dr. A. Ernest Gallant said that the late Dr. Van Ars-
dale, under whom he used to work, had always laid stress

on the value of delicate manipulation in the examination
of the cases. With a light touch segments of abdominal
resistance could often be made out where this would be
impossible under rougher handling. He could not quite

agree with Dr. Hawkes that the fingers should be flexed

in making the examination. Better results could be ob-
tained, he thought, with the fingers laid flat on the abdo-
men, or even with their ends slightly tilted up. It was
also advisable that the e.xaminer should be as much as

possible on a level with the patient, instead of bending
over him. With the high hospital beds commonly in use
the physician might make the examination standing, but
in private practice, where the beds were low, he could
examine most successfully while in a sitting posture. The
use of the term rigidity in this connection seemed to him
a mistake, and he preferred, especially in teaching, to call

the condition localized resistance. It would be interesting

and valuable, he went on to say, to know just what kinds
of infection resulted in adhesions. The pure typhoid in-

fection, he believed, was not one of the type which caused
adhesions. When he had a case of non-adhesive peri-

tonitis, he always felt that he had a death certificate to

sign.

Dr. Edward Wallace Lee said that adhesions did re-

sult from typhoid, and in some instances he had observed
quite extensive ones. Adhesions following peritonitis from
typhoid fever he believed, however, were not as deadly as

had been supposed.

Dr. Hawkes, in closing, said that if in any case there
was distinct rigidity we should operate at once, just as we
would in a case of appendicitis. The value of the treat-

ment he had advised lay, he believed, in the production of
a distinct adhesive peritoneal tract ; so that perforation
was either prevented or delayed. If it occurred, the fecal

matter was thereby prevented from flowing into the gen-
eral abdominal cavity. In typhoid fever we had toxic and
non-toxic cases, and the toxic cases almost all proved fatal,

whatever treatment might be employed. In the non-toxic
there was the best chance for drainage, and if perforation
did occur, the intestinal contents came out into the ad-
hesive tract of which he had spoken. The great point for

successful treatment was the recognition of the rigidity.

As to the method of digital examination for rigidity

(which might be termed localized resistance if one pre-
ferred), some examiners would no doubt find one position

of the fingers of most service, and some another position.

As to the advisability of the examiner being on a level

with the patient, he thought Dr. Gallant's suggestion a

good one.

In reply to a question by Dr. Lee as to whether
the drainage referred to acted as a prophylactic for the
prevention of continued ulcerations. Dr. Hawkes said that
further ulceration might occur at other points. He had
not seen this, however.

CLINICS, DEPARTME.VT OF PUBLIC CHARITIES

Calendar, December, 1912

MONDAYS
City Hospital Ophthalmology. . .Dr. Strouse 2:00 P.M.

Gynecology Dr. Child 2;00 p.m.
Surgery Dr. Dawbam 2:30 p.m.
.Neurology Dr. McPhee 2:00 P.M.
Surgery Dr. Walmsley. ... 2:30 p.m.
Laryngology Dr. Stewart 4:00 P.M.
and Rhinology

Oral Surgery Dr. Shea 4:30 p.m
Kings County Hospital. .Gynecology Dr. McNaughton.. 9:00 a.m.

Neurological Hospital.
Cumberland Street

Hospital (Brooklyn)

City Hospital-.

Cumberland Street
Hospital (Brooklyn)

Kings County Hospital.
(Brooklyn)

Cottey Island Hospital.

TUESDAYS
Surgery Dr. Collins 10:30 a.m.
Dermatology Dr. Bronson 2:30 P.M.
Medicine ....... .Dr. French 4:00 P.M
Gynecology- Dr. Bumham 3:00 P.M.
Surgery Dr. Illcr 3:00 P.M.
.Surgery. Dr. Bristow 2:00 P.M.
Genito-urinary Drs. Norton and 2:00 P.M.

Surgery Fraser
.Surgery Drs. Fisk and 10:30 A.M.

Bogert
Medicine Drs. Hall. Nash. 3:30 p.m.

Hegeman and
Byington

WEDNESDAYS
City Hospital
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The Alienists as Caricatured by Moliere.—
B. M. Randolph presents the following extract

from Moliere's comedy ballet, M. de Pourceaugnac,

in which the father of the French drama indulged

freely in his usual raillery against physicians. M.
Pourceaugnac is a wealthy, fat, middle-aged

bourgeois from a provincial village, whom Oronte

has selected as husband for his daughter. The lat-

ter being in love with Eraste, her lover plots to

have M. Pourceaugnac attainted in the estimation

of Oronte. To do this he engages two physicians

to declare M. Pourceaugnac insane. Their method

of procedure is as follows

:

First Physician. "Come, sir, take a seat."

(The two doctors make M. P. sit between them.)

Pourc. "Your very humble servant." (They each take a

hand to feel his pulse.) "What does this mean?"
First Phys. "Do you eat well ?"

Pourc. "Yes, and drink still better."

First Phys. "So much the worse; this great appetite for

cold and moisture is an indication of the heat and
dryness that is within. Do you sleep soundly?"

Pourc. "Yes, when I have supped well."

First Phys. "Do you have dreams?"
Pourc. "Sometimes."
First Phys. "Of what nature are they?"

Pourc. "Why, of the nature of dreams. What the devil

is this conversation?"

First Phys. "How are your dejections?"

Pourc. "Faith, I understand nothing of all these ques-

tions ; I would rather take a drink."

First Phys. "A little patience. We are going to reason

on your case in your presence, and we will do it

in French to be more intelligible."

Pourc. "Why so much reasoning in order to eat a little?"

The first physician enters into a long-winded,

learned discourse on the diagnosis of the supposed

malady, which he declares to be a hypochondriacal

melancholy. The second physician, after a long and

complimentary tribute to the one who has just

spoken and after congratulating M. Pourceaugnac

on having fallen into the latter's hands, proceeds:

"... All I should wish is that the bleedings and
purgations be of an uneven number

—

nuinero dcus itiif'are

gaudet—to take the whey before the bath ; to place a salt

bandage on the forehead, as salt is the symbol of wisdom;
to whitewash the walls of his room, to dispel the dark

shadows of his mind, and to give him every hour a small

clyster to serve as a prelude and introduction to these

judicious remedies, from which, if he is going to get well,

he ought to receive relief. Pray heaven, sir, that these

remedies that are yours, may conquer the disease accord-

ing to our intent."

M. Pourc. "Gentlemen, I have been listening to you an
hour; is this a play?"

First Phys. "No, sir ; we are not playing,"

Pourc. "What is all this, and what do you mean by this

bosh?"
First Phys. "Good. Abusive. That is a diagnostic sign

that was lacking to establish the disease ; this may
easily turn into mania."

Pourc. "Where have they placed me?" (He spits two or

three times.)

First Phys. "Another diagnostic sign—frequent spitting."

Pourc. "Let's stop this and get out of here,"

First Phys. "Still another sign—restlessness."

Pourc. "What is all this business? What do you wish
with me?"

First Phys. "To cure you acccording to our orders."

Pourc. "Cure me?"
First Phys. "Yes."
Pourc. "Zounds, I am not ill !"

First Phys. "A bad sign when the patient is not conscious
of his malady."

Pourc. "I tell you I am well."

First Phys. "We know better than you how you are

;

we are physicians, who can see clearly into your
constitution."

Pourc. "If you are physicians, I will have nothing to do
with you ; I mock at medicine."

First Phys. "Hm. Hm. This man is crazier than we
thought."

Pourc. "My father and mother never wanted any reme-
dies ; they both died without the assistance of
physicians."

First Phys. "I am not surprised that they have given
birth to a son who is insane. (To the second phy-
sician.) Come, let us proceed to the cure: and by
the exhilarating sweetness of harmony let us as-

suage, soften and calm the spitefulness of his

spirits, which I see are ready to burst into flame."
•

—

Old Dominion Journal of Medicine and Surgery,
October, 1912.

The Army Medical Officer in Ancient Times.—
Sir Henry Morris notes that in times as remote as

that of the siege of Troy army doctors were held in

the highest esteem. The two sons of j^isculapius,

Machaon and Podalirius, were, according to Homer,
very important persons in the Greek army. A stir

was made in the third great Trojan battle, when
Paris, "the spotise of Helen, dealing darts around,"
struck Machaon in the right shoulder. The wound-
ed surgeon was carried oflf the battlefield by Nestor
in the old warrior king's own chariot; and Achilles,

sulking in his ship, having watched the progress of

the battle, sent Patroclus to inquire what had hap-
pened. It was when describing these events that the

poet exclaimed

:

A wise physician skilled our wounds to heal
Is more than armies to the public weal.

Amidst all the greatest heroes of the Greek army
—Agamemnon, Ajax, Ulysses, Achilles, and many
others—Machaon was always spoken of as "the

great Machaon," as in the following lines from
Pope's translation of the Iliad:

Of two famed surgeons, Podalirius stands
This hour surrounded by the Trojan bands;
And great Machaon wounded in his tent

Now wants that succor which so oft he lent.

In the sixth and fifth centuries, during the wars
of "Persia with the Asiatic States, Darius I (521-

485 B.C.). the "King of the whole civilized world,"
and "the King of Kings," as he called himself, as

well as his successors, had Greek physicians and
surgeons in their suites. In the accounts of the

wars of the Persians against the Greeks we read of
the physician Ctesias of Cnidus as being for seven-

teen years (414-398 B.C.) in the service of the kings

of Persia. Ctesias is specially remembered, not as

constantly accompanying Artaxerxes II (404-359
B.C.), but as being a great historian, like Herodo-
tus and Xenophon, of the Persian wars. The Per-
sians, to their honor, conducted their wars with

great humanity, and treated their prisoners with

kindness, and in many instances even with liberality

and favor.

Philip, an Acarnanian, was physician and surgeon
to Alexander the Great, and accompanied him
through his Asiatic wars. There is an interesting

story told of them. When Alexander was lying

seriously ill at Tarsus a letter reached him warning
him that Philip had been bribed by Darius III to

poison him. Having read the letter, Alexander
handed it to Philip to read, and after doing so swal-

lowed a potion which Philip had prepared for him.

This proof of the unshaken confidence of the king

in his physician was soon followed by Alexander's

recovery.

In the second century of the Christian era the

illustrious Galen was specially summoned by Marcus
Aurelius to be with him in his campaign in North-

ern Italy.

—

The British Medical Journal.
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THE SANITARY CONQUEST OF THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.*

Ey colonel L. MERVIN MAUS, Medical Cokps, U. S. A.

CHIEF SURGEON, EASTERN DIVISION; FIRST COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC
HEALTH, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

The military conquest of Cuba, Porto Rico, and
the Philippines by the United States in 189S cannot
be measured by her brilliant triumphs on land and
sea, her large extension of productive territory, her
increased wealth and added national prestige, but
by her priceless victories over tropical diseases and
conditions which for centuries had hovered over
those favored isles of the southern seas as angels
of death, and converted them into a charnel house
both for native and foreign born.
When the stars and stripes first floated over

Moro Castle, Havana, Santiago, and Manila, the
sanitary conditions of those famous tropical cap-
itals resembled that of European cities during medi-
eval times. Pestilential and filth diseases stalked
unrestrained through the fair "Pearls of the An-
tilles and the Orient," sacrificing hundreds of thou-
sands of valuable lives and running up a death rate
appalling in its excess over that of other civilized

portions of the world.
Besides ignorance, poverty and squalor existed on

every side and the benighted population saw no
ray of hope or light until America intervened and
gave them a progressive form of government, which
infused new life and vouchsafed political, educa-
tional, and religious liberty.

The splendid triumphs of the Yellow Fever
Board in Cuba, which have encircled the globe, have
brought more national prestige to the United States
than the victorious clash of arms since the creation
of our Great Republic. Through the scientific and
painstaking work of Read, Carroll, Lazear, and
Agramonte, yellow fever has been practically ban-
ished from the Western Continent, thousands of
valuable lives have been saved annually and untold
millions added to the wealth of the world.

In our laudations of those gallant men who risked
their lives daily for months to prove that the mos-
quito was the host of yellow-fever infection, let us
not forget Doctor Carlos J. Finlay, the distinguished
hygienist of Havana, who had promulgated that re-

markable theory almost twenty years before, and
indeed was mainly responsible for the governmental
investigation.

The watchword of American activity in Cuba and
the Philippines was "Cleanliness," and in our fight

against diseases and insanitary conditions all rancor
of battle and strife was lost. Indeed, such an im-
pression was created in the minds of the simple-

* Address delivered before the Lake ^^ohonk Conference
of Friends of the Indian, and other dependent peoples.
October 24, 1912.

minded natives over "limpieza," the Spanish word
for cleanliness, that they regarded it as a new tutel-
ary protector added to the long list of saints, be-
fore whom they had bowed for centuries.
Advanced sanitary and educational methods were

also introduced into Porto Rico and the Panama
Zone, with corresponding improvement in health
and general prosperity. Through the splendid work
of Ashford, hookworm infection, that underlying
cause of anemia and poverty in Porto Rico, has been
practically eradicated, and the construction of the
Panama Canal has been rendered possible through
the antimalarial work of Gorgas and his colaborers
in the Canal Zone.

Before discussing the great sanitary work accom-
plished in the Philippine Islands, let us glance at
the general conditions of their peoples at the date
of American Invasion.

Before the Spanish war few of the natives could
read or write, as shown by the Ainerican Census of
1903-4- The educational institutions of the islands
were practically confined to Manila and two or three
of the larger provincial towns. With the excep-
tion of the wealthy natives and mestizo classes, few
of the inhabitants enjoyed the privileges of educa-
tion, although Spain had attempted on several oc-
casions to organize a public-school system for the
masses, which had been frustrated by the controlling
authorities. During the centuries of Spanish dom-
ination and misrule, the slogan had ever been,
"Amuse the Indian, but keep him ignorant."

Generally speaking the domestic environment of
the Filipino was confined to a two or four-room
iiipa house, elevated on bamboo poles eight or ten
feet above the ground. His furniture was prim-
itive and simple and rarely included chairs, tables,

or bedsteads, while the illumination was secured
through tallow or cocoanut oil dips. Rice and fish

formed the staples of his dietary, and a home-made
straw hat, cotton shirt, and trousers, his wardrobe.

Drinking water was taken from an infected well
within a few feet of the kitchen door, surrounded
by a setting of garbage, filth, and human excreta.
The family caraboa, hog, dog, and domestic fowls
were domiciled under the house, and the adjoining
fences were overgrown with woods and dank vege-
tation. The sanitary conditions and habits of the
people at that time might very aptly have been com-
pared with those of the Pueblo Indians of Arizona
and Mexico.

Practically all of the country people lived in

small, poorly lighted towns and villages with
wretched streets, and it will take no stretch of the
imagination to realize the dreariness and monotony
of their surroundings. There were few social dis-

tractions or amusements to make life pleasant; be-
sides, they were deprived of the elevating and en-
tertaining influences of education, books, maga-
zines, and newspapers, and it was no wonder that
they had become tired of their old masters and were
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willing to accept any other government fate chanced
to send.

Much that is contradictory has been said and
written of the cliaracteristics of the Filipino as a

race. He has been charged with intelligence and
incapacity, virtue and vice, veracity and mendacity,
honesty and roguery, fidelity and treachery, indus-
try and laziness. In this connection it must be re-

membered that for over three hundred years the
Filipino had been a vassal of Spain and the mon-
astic orders, and what he was at the time of Amer-
ican intervention can be safely laid at the door of
his exemplars and masters.

Naturally light hearted and with a love of home,
family, and music they may be regarded as a happy
people upon whom the responsibilities of life sit

lightly. While not fond of work, one never finds

the able-bodied Filipino a beggar. For centuries he
staggered under the exacting labor of rice paddy,
forest, or mine without reward or compensation
save the brutal oaths and lashes received from his

task masters, the Spanish encomenderos.
Should he by chance have acquired education, in-

dependence of thought, and wealth, he was not left

long to enjoy it. Swiftly and surely he would
awaken some morning to find himself under the ban
of filibusterismo, his property confiscated, and a

sentence of banishment awaiting him to some dis-

tant penal colony from whence he never returned.

With no incentive to acquire property he pre-

ferred the sports of the gaming table and cock-pit,

the entertainment of church processions and fiestas,

and the relaxation afforded by the numerous saint's

day holidays. During the lapse of these cruel cen-

turies of ill treatment the Filipino has ever main-
tained strong racial qualities of pride, ambition, and
independence, and it is through these characteris-

tics that he is destined at no late date to become a

great factor in molding the progress and civiliza-

tion of the Orient.

The Philippine Board of Health was organized

in 1901 under the administration of President

William H. Taft, the first civil governor, who ap-

pointed the speaker the first commissioner of Public

Health. The provisions of the bill creating the In-

sular Board were extremely liberal and it was due

to this fact that the Board was enabled to frame
health laws and create a department which practi-

cally revolutionized the sanitation of the islands and
reduced the annual death rate of Alanila 50 per

cent, within the year. The death rate per 1,000

in Manila in 1900 was 60 to 70. while in 1902 it was
reduced to less than 30 per 1,000.

Among the many vital questions with which the

Philippine Board had to deal, may be mentioned

the epidemic of bubonic plague in Rlanila in 1901-2,

the public vaccination of over 3,000,000 of natives

and the control of a widespread epidemic of small-

pox, the segregation and colonization of over 4,000

lepers on the island of Culion, combating the great

epidemic of Asiatic cholera in 1902, which carried

ofif hundreds of thousands of the ignorant natives,

the control of tropical dysentery and malaria, crea-

tion of health laws for the practice of medicine,

dentistry, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine, the

organization of provincial and municipal health

boards, besides the care of the insane, public sick,

and the domestic animals of the archipelago which
were suffering from surra and rinderpest at the

time.

The laws pertaining to medicine and allied pro-

fessions in the Philippines stand to-day as models

of their kind, and it was due to their speedy enact-

ment that the flood of quacks and imposters were
barred from the islands and the ignorant and pov-
erty stricken natives saved from their merciless

deception and importunity.

The Philippines have never been popular with
the American people and consequently little has
been said or written of our sanitary and colonial

successes in the Far East, while the public has been
kept in close touch with the work in Cuba, Porto
Rico, and the Panama Canal by every newspaper,
magazine, and penny-a-liner in the land.

When one considers the many millions spent on
the malarial crusade in the sparsely settled strip

occupied by the Canal Zone, with the comparative
pittance disbursed on the complicated and colossal

sanitary problems of the Philippine Islands, a terri-

tory as large as Great Britain with a population as

great as Holland, Belgium, and Switzerland com-
bined, it will be seen that the sanitary successes in

the Philippines outweigh by far those of the Pana-
ma Canal. It will be remembered that the Canal
Zone contains a population of only 70,000 with an
area of 380 square miles, while the Philippines have
a population of 8,000,000 and an area of 127,000
square miles.

Besides, the sanitary work in the Canal Zone has

been practically confined to the suppression of ma-
laria, and the well beaten paths of drainage, oiling,

and screening, and is elementary in character in

comparison with the constructive work of the many
complicated sanitary and economic problems en-

countered in the Philippines.

The successful campaign against- bubonic plague

in Manila in 1901, which involved the destruction

of the rodents of the city through traps and rat

bane, was the first practical demonstration in the

history of that disease, of the theory that infected

rat fleas served as the host of the plague bacillus.

A low estimate of the rats destroyed during the

crusade places the number at 800,000 and the num-
ber examined microscopically to detect the presence

of infection among them at 30,000. Time forbids

the details of house inspection, remodeling, immuni-
zation of the natives through serum vaccination, and
other sanitary measures employed during the cam-
paign. Within six months after its commencement
the disease was eradicated from Manila, and with

the exception of a few sporadic cases, attributed to

reinfection from China, the city has remained im-

mune ever since.

Smallpox, which had been in evidence in the

Philippines for a century or more, was one of the

most serious sanitary problems the Americans had
to contend against during the days of early occupa-

tion. The disease was general throughout the ar-

chipelago and was encountered in its most infec-

tious form on the streets of every pueblo and even

in Manila, the capital itself. Indeed it became such

a serious menace to the health and lives of our
troops, that many of them contracted the disease

and died. In justice to the protection afforded by
vaccination against smallpox, it is only necessary

to add that those men who contracted the disease

had not been properly vaccinated.

Few of the natives were protected and the dis-

ease was not only very fatal among them, but was
regarded as inevitable through their belief in fatal-

ism, a creed common to the Malay race. The funer-

als were conducted publicly, and the community lit-

ter coffin in common use among them, was re-

turned to its niche in the church without disinfection
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after conveying the corpse to the Campo Santo.

In 1901 a compulsory vaccination law was en-

acted and put in operation, and within a few years

over 3,000,000 of the natives were vaccinated. Virus
was prepared by the Board of Ilealtli from caraboa
heifers, and the vaccinations were made by in-

structed natives. As a result of this benign law
against that repulsive and fatal disease thousands
of valuable lives are saved annually and smallpox
is reduced to a negligible factor among the diseases

of the Philippines, even more so than in many sec-

tions of the L'nited States.

Oriental leprosy, until recently, has occupied a

conspicuous position among the tropical diseases of

the Philippines. According to some historians it

came from Japan. It is said that a shipload of

lepers was transferred to Manila early in the seven-

teenth century by the Tokugawa Shogun leyasu.

as a gift to the friars whom he heard were fond of

caring for the sick. The afflicted from this terrible

plague were numerous throughout the archipelago

during Spanish domination, and many of them oc-

cupied positions of importance as village presi-

dentes, councilors, treasurers, and notaries-public.

No restriction whatever was enjoined against at-

tendance at church, fiestas, cock-pits, bailes, and
neighborly visitation.

Under the direction of the Insular Board of

Health a census was started in 1901 which disclosed

the presence of 4,000 of these unfortunates in the

archipelago. A law was passed for their segrega-

tion on the island of Culion and funds were appro-

priated for the construction of suitable hospitals and
quarters for their reception. The island of Culion

is about the size of the Panama Strip and contains

sufficient suitable lands for the cattle industry and
agriculture of the colony. Hospitals, churches,

schools, and places of amusement have been pro-

vided, with competent physicians, teachers, nurses,

and administrators.

The law has been in operation since 1907, during
which period practically all of the lepers in the ar-

chipelago have been collected. The colony at pres-

ent represents about 2,500 souls, the annual death

rate of whom is close to 100 per 1,000. Few new
cases have occurred since their segregation on

Culion island and it is believed that the disease will

disappear from the islands with the present genera-

tion.

Asiatic cholera, that twin sister of bubonic plague

in its most fearful mortality, had made frequent

visits to the Philippines during the nineteenth cen-

tury, and returned to the islands again in 1902.

During its presence in 1884 it is said that over 3.000

deaths occurred in Manila in one day, and hence it.s

return was announced with the gravest apprehen-

sion.

Following in the steps of the insurrection among
a half famished people, whose primitive habits,

wretched sanitary conditions, and surroundings

served as an excellent pabulum for infection, the

problem appeared almost hopeless, especially as

racial and political prejudices ran high and little

confidence was felt in the motives of the Ameri-
cans, many of whom were believed to be agents of

the Evil One.
A certain class of Spanish physicians and friars

even went so far as to deny the existence of cholera

on account of the small number of cases which oc-

curred in jManila as a result of the prompt sanitary

measures enforced by the Board of Health. Rather

than have their houses quarantined and subjected to

fumigation after disposal of the cases, they drove
infected members of the family into the street and
secretly buried their dead under heaps of old lum-
ber, in the rice paddies, or threw them into the

Pasig River. Should my memories of the Philip-

pines fade one by one, the last to leave would be my
recollection of the great cholera epidemic which
scourged the islands in 1902.

Many radical changes have occurred among the

Filipino people along sanitary, educational, and so-

ciological lines since 1898. Local boards of health

have been established throughout the towns and
villages of the islands, and a campaign of sanitary

education introduced which has revolutionized the

customs and habits of the people. Artesian wells

in many communities have supplanted infected sur-

face wells with perennial amebic dysentery, and the

conservancy pail system, the obsolete and insanitary

closet arrangements.

Through the beneficence of a public school sys-

tem the light of American civilization has filtered

into the darkest corners of the archipelago, even

into the benighted regions of the Igorot and dread-

ed head hunter. Where one heard the jargon of

fifty dialects ten years ago, choice English is now
spoken by the rising generation. Illiteracy which
claimed 98 per cent, of the population in 1898 has

been reduced to less than 50 per cent, among the

young people. Athletic sports have been encouraged
among both sexes with marked improvement in

their physical condition. Tennis and baseball have

been accepted as the national games, not only in the

Philippines but also in Japan and China, and no one

can tell how soon the day may come when the pen-

nant will be wrested from the victorious "Red Sox"
by an Oriental team.

Manila, with its modern sewer system, splendid

water supply, electric street cars, commodious
wharves and harbors, large public buildings, new
hospitals, magnificent hotels, beautiful parks and
streets, has become the pride of Oriental cities and

leads them all in its low death rate. Medical Inspec-

tor George A. Lung, U. S. Navy, who passed many
years of service in the Far East, claims Manila as

one of the healthiest and cleanest cities in the world.

The capital of the archipelago now possesses a

great university with colleges of medicine, phar-

macy, veterinary medicine, law. engineering, agri-

culture, forestry, and the liberal arts. A bureau of

science has also been established, with well equipped

chemical and biological laboratories for the study

of diseases affecting both man and animals, as well

as for general medical and scientific research. Be-

sides this the government has constructed a modern
concrete hospital of 300 beds, which affords ample
hospital facilities for employees and families of the

civil service, as well as for the general public.

Baguio, on the plains of Benguet, at an altitude

of 5,000 feet above the sea, has become the summer
capital of the Archipelago, the Simla of the Philip-

pines. There in the cool and refreshing atmosphere

of a temperate zone, and under the shade of stately

pines, the Executive and Civil Commission conduct

their sessions during the hot and sultry season of

the year.

Commodious sanitaria for our troops as well as

for civil officials and employees have been estab-

lished in Benguet, and with the commission build-

ings, army post, hotels, schools, residences, macadam
roads, and fine parks, Baguio presents an entirely

different appearance when compared with the scat-

tered Igorot village of less than ten years ago. Tele-
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graph lines, railroads, and well constructed high-

ways have taken the place of blazed trails and bind
in one common brotherhood distant tribes whose
very existence was unknown to each other a dec-

ade ago.

The acquisition of the Philippine Islands will al-

ways be associated with the name of our martyred
President William McKinley, and the organization
of their model civil government with that of Presi-

dent William Howard Taft, their first civil gover-
nor, whose legal and constructive mind is respon-
sible for their splendid laws. Among other promi-
nent Americans who have rendered conspicuous and
distinguished service in the upbuilding of the Phil-

ippines may be mentioned the Honorable Luke E.
Wright, who succeeded Mr. Taft as civil governor.
Commissioner Dean C. Worcester, Secretary of In-

terior and right arm of the Insular Board of Health,

the late Colonel E. C. Carter, Doctors Frank A.
Meacham and Paul E. Freer, former members of

the Board, all of whom died as martyrs at their

posts of duty, or from diseases contracted while in

that service. The Honorable W. Cameron Forbes,

the present Civil Governor, Dr. Victor G. Heiser,

who now has charge of the Bureau of Health, and
a host of heroes, who sacrificed their lives in behalf

of the Filipino people, while courageously fighting

against the plague, smallpox, Asiatic cholera, and
the insanitary conditions of the islands.

Much has been said and written by opposing par-

ties about the great financial cost and loss of life

entailed in the acquisition of the Philippines, the

grave strategic and economic mistakes in their re-

tention, and the industrial bondage of the Filipino

people in spite of their helpless and universal pro-

test. The Philippine Islands came into our posses-

sion as an incident of the recent war with Spain

and it became our sacred duty to retain them until

they became self-supporting and their peoples qual-

ified to administer the aflfairs of the new republic,

whose star is slowly but surely rising in the Far
East. How well we have acquitted ourselves of this

national obligation must be left to the unbiased

judgment of succeeding generations.

It has been impossible within this brief summary
to give more than an outline of the wonderful work
achieved in the Philippines during the past ten

years through American brains and brawn. No
colossal waterway has been constructed over there

connecting the two great continents of the world,

but a model government has been planted and a new
race born, whose progressive and civilizing influ-

ences are destined to permeate the darkest corners

of the Orient, and make the name of America
blessed for centuries to come.

A STUDY OF CHEST AND ABDOMINAL
MEASUREMENTS IN RELATION TO

BUILD.*

Bv FANEUIL S. WEISSE, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

MEDICAL DIRECTOR THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW
YORK.

This study is based on the weights and measure-
ments of 3,035 healthy male adults, on whose lives

policies were issued by the Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York during the years 1907-

1911.

*Read at the twenty-third Annual Meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Life Insurance Medical Directors of America,
on October 10. 1912.

These men were examined either at the Home
Office of the company or at one of the agencies. In

every case the examination was made by one of the

home office staff or by one of our referees, all of

whom have been trained at the home office.

The weights in every instance were taken by

scale, and the measurements made with a steel tape

on the bare skin or over one garment—both chest

and abdominal measurements being made under the

same conditions.

After throwing out all individuals under 25 years,

I found the numbers for each inch under 5 feet 3
inches and over 6 feet to be so few that I have not

considered them at all in this study.

This left me the group of 3,035 individuals—all

over 24 years of age—ranging in height from 5 feet

3 inches to 6 feet inclusive.

I divided each of my largest height groups into

three age groups—25 to 29, 30 to 39, and 40 and
over—and found that between 10 per cent, below
and 15 per cent, above the graded average weights

for men as given in Table III—Build—Men in Vol.

I of the Mcdico-Actitarial Mortality Iiwestii^ation

gave me the largest and most evenly distributed

selection of individuals.

I applied this method of selection to each of my
height groups. This gave me ten height groups
from 5 feet 3 inches to 6 feet, aggregating 1,869

individuals—all within the same weight limits as re-

c;ards the average for age. I then obtained an aver-

age weight and an average set of measurements

—

expiration, inspiration, and abdomen—for each

height group.

TABLE I.

Average Weights and Measurements For AU Ages,
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TABLE II. tor age— I divided into height groups and found

Height
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TABLE V.

Average Weights and Measurements and Factor of Change Per Pound for

all Ages.
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than in the adult. The very great richness in fol-

licles is also a characteristic of the appendix in

young subjects. They are distinctly developed in

the infant and increase until about the twentieth

year of life, after which they begin to undergo
atrophy. In spite of the relatively large size of the

appendix in infants and young children fecal con-

cretions are hardly ever found in the lumen of the

organ. The strong muscular structures expel the

contents, which, on account of the nature of the

diet in early life, is fluid. Consequently, conditions

for the formation of fecal concretions are wanting,

at least until the age of four or five years. I know
of only one instance, that reported by Schiile, in a

milk-fed child where a fecal concretion was found
in the appendix at autopsy. The content is mucus,
undigested thin liquid ingesta, or parasitic ovi.

Post-mortem examination has shown that there is

no general rule that can be applied to the position

occupied by the appendix in infants. In some few
cases it has been found dipping directly down into

the pelvis, occasionally it lay directly on the cecum
in the right iliac fossa, or it may point upwards.
In one case its tip reached the right lobe of the

liver. Therefore, it is evident that there must exist

unknown developmental conditions influencing the

position of this rudimentary organ. It has been

pointed out by Matterstock that in children the ap-

pendix is often placed in some abnormal position

or may present kinks or bending.

That inflammation of the appendix cannot be so

infrequent in early life as is generally assumed,
must be evident to all if the large number of fol-

licles be taken into consideration. In all inflamma-
tory processes of the intestine, the lymphatic system

becomes involved at first, namely the solitary fol-

licles and Peyer'g patches. Now, since the appendix
is in reality merely a large Peyer's patch, it seems
only logical that it should become involved early in

inflammatory lesions of the gut, and when one con-

siders the readiness with which the intestinal track

tends to react by an inflammatory process when
there is a relatively slight qualitative and quantita-

tive change in diet, it would seem that many op-

portunities must be offered for the lymphatic sys-

tem of the appendix to become involved. Attention

has been directed to the anatomical similarity be-

tween the tonsils and appendix, and with evident

good reason. Both organs are composed of lym-

phatic tissue grouped around a cavity rich in bac-

teria; both share in the inflammatory processes of

the structures with which they are related.

In considering the type of inflammatory changes
in the appendix, the simplest for our purpose, al-

though not perfect, is to divide the process into

three large groups as follows : ( i ) appendicitis

simplex; (2) perforative appendicitis, and (3) ap-

pendicitis gangraenosa. Of these, the second group
must be of great infrequency in infants and young
children if perforation is due to a fecal concretion,

while appendicitis simplex is rather more common,
with swollen, congested mucosa, and superficial or

deep ulcerations. From cases reported in the liter-

ature, it would seem that the gangrenous type is

the most frequent in infants and young children.

There is a rapidly progressing partial or total ne-

crosis of the organ. It is usually due to thrombosis

of the artery of the appendix by direct extension of

the inflammatory process in the intestine, thus cut-

ting off the entire nutritive supply to the organ.

On the other hand, the bacteria penetrating into the

mucosa and muscularis may produce rapid necrosis

of the tissue elements, the occurrence of perfora-

tion depending upon the virulence of the organism
present and to some extent the position of the ap-

pendix in which gangrene occurs. In infants and
very young children inflammatory processes in the

appendix tend to progress rapidly, that is to say.

necrosis of the mucosa and muscularis occurs

promptly, so that the bacteria reach the serosa

(|uickly before protecting adhesions have had time

to be thrown off. For this reason it was found

that in 50 per cent, of cases of appendicitis in in-

fants and young children extensive peritonitis de-

veloped, this being based on the combined statistics

of Schiile, Rotter, Lenander, and Sonnenburg.
The toxemic form of appendicitis is a frequent

cause of death in infants. Here there is no peri-

toneal reaction, or, if there is any, it is very mild.

Death occurs rapidly from absorption of the bac-

terial toxins, the body being actually flooded with

the poisons. I am led to assume that many in-

stances of death from enteritis are in reality due

to an undiscovered appendicitis giving rise to a rap-

idly developing intense bacterial toxemia with little

or no evidence of intraabdominal trouble. Then a

thrombophlebitis of the vessels of the mucosa takes

place, the bacteria become attached to the thrombi,

liquefy them and thus enter into the general circu-

lation, producing metastatic foci in distant organs,

such as the lung, kidney, or myocardium.
I feel so strongly on the subject that I should

take it for granted that in all likelihood the appen-

dix is the seat of inflammation in infants and young
children who are constantly having intestinal up-

sets. The process may not cause any alarming

symptoms at the time, but undoubtedly paves the

way for a future marked attack when the child is

older. How frequently does one find, when operat-

ing on older children, strictures of the lumen of the

organ resulting undoubtedly from former catarrhal

ulceration or from contraction of the interstitial tis-

sue caused by a former inflammatory process, re-

sulting in a bend of the appendix. Likewise, the

presence of old. thick adhesions can only be ac-

counted for by some previous inflammatory process.

As far back as 1867, Willard Parker, in a paper

published in the Medical Record, stated that peri-

typhlitic abscesses were far less common in children

than in adults and that necrosis with rapid perfora-

tion was frequent in the former.

In young children from three to five years of age

the diagnosis can be made in many cases from ab-

dominal pain, colic, particularly referred to the ileo-

cecal region, occasionally anorexia and vomiting,

with temporary constipation or diarrhea. Unfortu-
nately, the real cause of these symptoms is over-

looked and the case put down as intestinal indiges-

tion, or what not, and then later in life the subject

develops an unmistakable attack of appendicitis.

Considering more in detail the symptomatology
of appendicitis in early life, close attention should

be paid to the digestive tract. It is true that the

symptoms point rather to gastric catarrh, which, in

point of fact, may very probably be the introduction

to future trouble in the appendix. Vomiting, which
is so frequently an early symptom, cannot be con-

sidered as of any importance, as it is so common in

digestive disturbances in infancy and early child-

hood. Cyclical vomiting is important, and, as I have

pointed out,* is frequently a symptom of chronic

*"The Relation of Cyclical Vomiting in Children to .'\p-

pendicitis." American Journal of Obstetrics and Diseases

of Women and Children, Vol. LIX, 1909.
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appendicitis. The condition of the stools also va-

ries greatly, all degrees between marked constipa-

tion and severe diarrhea have been noted, but it

would appear from recorded cases that constipation

is more frequent as a real symptom of appendicitis

per se in children under two years of age.

Pain in the right iliac fossa, such a valuable
symptom in adults, is frequently absent or cannot
be located on account of the inability of the subject

to express this sensation. Undoubtedly, in some
young intelligent children the pain on palpation m
the right iliac fossa may be made out, but when this

cannot be done it is no reason for excluding the

diagnosis of appendix trouble. In cases of catar-

rhal disturbances of the intestinal tract in infants,

tenderness can oftentimes be made out in the cecal

region by palpation, undoubtedly due to an inflamed
appendix participating in the general intestinal

process. As localized abscess formation is less fre-

quent than a generalized peritonitis a distinct tumor
is not so often found, but it is always suspicious if

abdominal distention with abdominal walls more
tense on the right side can be made out.

A digital rectal examination may be of use where
appendicitis is suspected, when vomiting and diar-

rhea are marked. A palpable resistance may some-
times be made out in the right pelvis, or, if pus has
formed, a tumor surrounding the rectum is discov-

ered. Too much reliance must not be placed on
rectal examination as it is most often negative, but
should not be neglected in doubtful cases. The
temperature curve is by no means reliable because
in even the worst septic cases it may remain around
the normal. However, if an abscess has formed
the chances are that the chart will show septic ab-
sorption going on. Evidence of peritoneal involve-

ment is given by a rapid pulse with a low tempera-
ture.

As already pointed out, most cases of appendicitis
in infants are not diagnosed. Vomiting, constipa-

tion, or mild diarrhea, mucus in the stools, restless-

ness as a result of colicky pains without definite

localization are usually so prominent that appendi-
citis is not thought of and a diagnosis of enteritis is

made ; vomiting occurs several times, while the
stools which at first were loose become normal by
proper feeding and medication. But suddenly they
become liquid again, the infant rapidly sinks and
finally dies without offering a single symptom point-

ing to the appendix. Had the right iliac fossa been
carefully palpated in these cases, some slight re-

sistance or pain might have been elicited which
would have led the physician to suspect the true
condition of affairs.

The presence of bacteria is of utmost importance
in the development of appendicitis. These are found
within the first twenty-four hours after birth in the
intestinal tract of healthy infants, but when the

epithelium of the intestine is normal and lymphatic
system active they do not develop their pathological
properties. Not until a catarrhal process has caused
desquamation of the epithelium do they react on the
mucosa and set up deep seated changes. Macaigne*
and the writerf were among the first to show that
cultures of the Bacterium colt obtained from dejec-
tions of patients suffering from intestinal distur-

bances, are much more virulent than those grown
from dejections in healthy subjects. The highly
virulent bacteria, rendered so by intestinal catarrh,
set up pathological processes in those places in the

*Macaigne : These, Paris, 1892.

tCumston : These, Geneva, 1893.

intestine especially predisposed to inflammation,
particularly the appendix. This explains why the

appendix is so frequently involved in infantile diar-

rheas. Undoubtedly the streptococcus is the most
important because in the milder cases it produces a

serous catarrhal process in the small intestine ; in

severer cases an inflammatory process localized in

the large intestine results. The cocci enter the

blood stream and may be seen in clusters in the in-

testinal wall, lung, etc. The Bacillus colt is the

commonest organism found in appendicitis but not

infrequently the streptococcus is also present, caus-

ing a mixed infection. As already mentioned, the

presence of intestinal bacteria alone is not capable

of producing appendicitis and other causative fac-

tors must arise. The most important of these in

infancy is improper feeding resulting in intestinal

disturbances and coprostasis.

The extremely poor prognosis of appendicitis in

infants and young children is due to the fact that

the true nature of the case is recognized either not

at all or too late. The case not being understood
treatment is administered which causes the process

to rapidly progress. It is hardly necessary to ob-

serve that in the gangrenous type there would be a

very rapid extension of the inflammation to the

serosa, as is well illustrated by the third case re-

ported in this paper.

In concluding let me repeat that in all cases of

gastrointestinal disease in infants and young chil-

dren, as well as in other abdominal conditions whose
nature is not clear, the physician should turn his

attention to the ileocecal region. If this is done
undoubtedly a diseased appendix will be diagnosed

and by early operation the baby may be saved.

871 Beacon Street.

THE AFTER TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS.
By EDG.\R G. BALLENGER. M.D..

AND

OMAR F. ELDER, M.D..

ATLANTA, GA.

As the absence of clinical symptoms does not afford

evidence that the syphilitic is cured it becomes
necessary for us to utilize all available methods in

determining if latent infection is still present and
to administer further antisyphilitic remedies before

recurrences develop. It is the consensus of opinion

among syphilologists that in the past very few
patients have been cured absolutely. This view is

substantiated by the fact that a very large number
of syphilitics develop late lesions or functional dis-

eases that respond to antisyphilitic measures while

many also develop parasyphilitic affections. Many,
too, probably remain free from evidences of dis-

ease, yet may harbor latent foci of spirochetes

which only develop when subjected to trauma or

when the resistance of the patient is lowered by
intercurrent disease or other conditions. Another
fact in the support of the view that in the past

many patients have remained uncured was the

scarcity of reinfections.

If we are to obtain creditable results in the

future it must come through a careful study of

clinical symptoms and in addition we must secure

and maintain a permanently negative Wassermann
reaction and a negative luetin test. Careful ob-

servers now state that it is impossible to administer

satisfactory antisyphilitic treatment without using

the Wassermann test, and from our experience

during the past two years compared with our ex-
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perience antedating this period we are becoming
more and more convinced of the correctness of

this view.

The recent advances in the treatment of this dis-

ease have stimulated active work in answer to a con-

stant question and that question is, what shall we
do with the patient who is apparently well? The
time test is too slow, and may result in the develop-

ment of serious affections unless we anticipate and
prevent them. The syphilologist must consider the

actual administration of antisyphilitic remedies as

only part of his obligation—certainly not more
than one-half—the other and equally important
part being to utilize all approved methods to deter-

mine when treatment may be discontinued. One
thing has become more and more apparent and
that is that hard and fi.xed rules cannot be made
as to the amount of treatment required to cure

patients. Each case should be studied individually,

both in regulating the size of the dose of salvarsan

or neosalvarsan, the frequency of its repetition, the

advisability of supplementary remedies, as mercury
and potassium iodide, and after all clinical mani-
festations have disappeared, the application of tests

to show the presence of latent infection if such ex-

ists.

The potency of neosalvarsan and the mildness of

I lie systematic reaction open the way to a very thor-

ough course of treatment which, if properly ad-

ministered, disturbs the patient very slightly. It is

ujioii the repetition of the dose of salvarsan or neo-

salvarsan that permanent results depend. The re-

peated doses should follow in such a manner as to

continue the improvement and then to clinch the

cure. We can easily conceive of an indefinite num-
ber of treatments resulting in failure, provided a

recurrence is allowed to supervene before each sub-

sequent treatment is administered. It is to prevent

such occurrences that judgment should be exercised

in the administration, care in the spacing of the

treatments and careful tests made to determine the

lirobable completeness of the cure before dismissing

the patient to return only occasionally until suffi-

cient time has elapsed to prove that a recurrence is

unlikely.

We have administered 570 injections of salvar-

san and 475 injections of neosalvarsan without a

death and with but one neurorecurrence, which

was clearly due to insufificient medication. This

freedom from ill effects we attribute to the repeti-

tion of the remedy, anrl to the fact that we have

given nearly all of it intravenously and started with

small doses when in doubt as to the physical condi-

tion of the patients. .Always, too, the patients were
urged to drink freely of water both before and
after the injections so as to dilute well the medicine

during its elimination by the kidneys.

.^s regards the administration of mercury simul-

taneously with salvarsan and neosalvarsan recent

reports seem to indicate its advisability, especially

if there is reason to fear neurorecurrences. and
when much induration exists in the lesions. A dis-

advantage in its continuation is its masking the

symptoms and thus preventing more active dosing
with salvarsan and neosalvarsan. \\'here the

patient can receive careful observation, controlled

by luetin and Wassermann tests, and appears to have
had an adequate course of the latter remedies we
have omitted supplementary treatment until its in-

dication became apparent. If the patient cannot

be watched doubt must exist and it would be well,

therefore, to administer mercur\' and iodides until

tests show the disease to be probably cured.

The ll'asscnnann Reaction.—Geijnerich of Keil

and Alilian of Paris simultaneously reached a con-

clusion of far reaching importance in their obser-

vation that the Wassermann reaction became more
positive soon after injections of salvarsan. The
practical application of this principle in apparently

cured or latent conditions is probably the greatest

advance in the scientific management of syphilis

since the discovery of salvarsan, unless it be the

cultivation of the Spirochata pallida by Noguchi.

Undoubtedly this so-called provocative injection

of salvarsan or neosalvarsan greatly enhances the

value of the Wassermann in that it makes it much
more delicate and thus renders it useful at the very

time we need it most, that is, in the obscure and

latent conditions. It stirs up, as it were, the spiro-

chetes and brings their products into the circula-

tion. In from eighteen to thirty-six hours after

the injection of neosalvarsan the specimen of blood

should be taken as then, as a rule, it seems to con-

tain the largest amount of "reagin," the substance

which is detected by the Wassermann test. Mc-
Donagh of London has confirmed these observa-

tions and is convinced of their importance. If the

patient is nearly cured the strength of the reaction

diminishes and within ten days or two weeks it may
l)ecome negative. Treatment should be continued

as long as it remains positive when the provocative

test is used. Such a test should also be made about

six months and again one year after the patient

appears to be cured. Since using the socalled pro-

vocative Wassermann tests we have been able to

discover latent infections with much greater accur-

acy than when the usual method was followed, as

will be seen from a few brief clinical reports to be

given.

Kaplan, in 1910, called attention to the fact that

ox-bile added to negative blood serum would render

it positive. As an injection of salvarsan or neo-

salvarsan may at times cause jaundice we should re-

gard a positive provocative Wassermann under such

circumstances of doubtful significance and make
other tests when the urine is free from bile. Craig

has also observed that immoderate drinking of alco-

hol would render a positive Wassermann temporar-

ily negative. It is also generally admitted that

leprosy, yaws, malaria, scarlet fever, and sclero-

derma will give positive or pseudo-positive re-

actions.

The Luetin Test.—From a pure culture of the

Treponema pallidum, Noguchi has prepared a sub-

stance (like tuberculin) which is specific in the de-

tection of the condition of allergy or hypersensi-

tiveness produced by occasional systemic invasion

of syphilitic prorlucts. Through the kindness of Dr.

Noguchi we were furnished a supply of luetin sev-

eral months ago and are much pleased with the re-

sults so far obtained in 75 tests with it. It seems
of special value when latent foci exist and especially

if it is made about ten days after a provocative or

sensitizing injection of neosalvarsan has been ad-

nu'nistered. It seems more delicate at times than
the Wassermann reaction, and we use the tests to-

gether hoping thus to eliminate sources of error and
to detect very slight infection.

Technique.—The bottles of luetin and the con-
trol are first well shaken and the desired amount is

taken from the bottle with sterile tuberculin syringe.

It is then diluted with an equal quantity of sterile

physiologic salt solution : of this .07 c.c. is injected

into the skin of the upper arm with a fine needle.

It should be carefully placed just beneath the epi-

dermis. With a separate syringe a similar injection
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of the control is macie in the other arm with another

syringe; the same amount and dilution with salt

solution being used. The luetin and control should

be kept in an ice chest when not being used. The

result noted within the first twenty- four hours

should be disregarded and observations continued

for three or four weeks. The most reliable reac-

tions usually develop five to eight days after the in-

jection. The control preparation is identical with

luetin except it does not contain the Treponema pal-

lidum. The reaction is regarded positive if the site

of the injection of luetin becomes red and hard.

A papule about the size of a split pea or larger de-

velops and may be surrounded by an area of red-

ness three or four millimeters in diameter. The
pain is slight and there appears to be very little if

any systemic reaction. The control usually disap-

pears after two or three days, occasionally it may
increase in size and remain the same as the luetin.

This seems more likely to occur in untreated

syphilitics whose resistance is lowered and in whom
any slight injury may be followed by more than the

ordinary reaction. Where both remain the same

and otherwise seem positive, the condition should

be considered as suspicious and the test should be

repeated ten days after a provocative injection of

neosalvarsan. The luetin test is of chief value in

more or less latent conditions when the systemic

invasion of syphilitic products is occasional and

not constant, as under circumstances the state of

allergy or hypersensitiveness develops.

We feel that no patient should he given per-

mission to marry or if married to bear children

until these tests are found negative six months and

a year after what has seemed an adequate course of

treatment.

A few instances will be reported to show
wherein the above methods have been of value in

deciding whether to continue or discontinue medi-

cation.

Case I.—Uncertain history of lues twenty-five

years ago, hemiplegia seven years ago, not feeling

well recently, nocturnal headache. Wassermann
negative, luetin positive. Provocative injection of

0.4 gram neosalvarsan was followed by cessation

of headache and improvement in the patient's gen-

eral health. Blood taken twenty-four hours after

the injection was positive (+ +)•
Case II.—Age twenty-five, lues four years ago,

mercury and potassium iodide for two years, fol-

lowed by three injections of salvarsan during past

year. Has been clinically free from syphilis for

two years, several negative Wassermann reactions

during this period. Wassermann now negative and
luetin positive (-\-)- Provocation Wassermann
positive (-|- -f).
Case III.—Lues six years ago, several years of

mercury and potassium iodide. Three injectons of

salvarsan during past year. Clinically cured and

appears in splendid health. Wassermann negative,

luetin positive (+ )• Provocative injection of 0.55

of a gram of neosalvarsan, Wassermann then be-

comes strongly positive (4- + + +)
Case IV.—Lues nine months ago, five injections

of neosalvarsan, no signs of disease except slight

glandular enlargement. Wassermann negative.

Luetin positive (-{--(-). Provocative Wasser-
mann (4-)-
Case V.—Patient clinically cured, Wassermann

positive (-^). luetin positive (++''• provocative

Wassermann positive (-j—|

—

\-).

Case VI.—No signs of lues which was contracted

ten years ago and has been actively treated with

mercury, potassium iodide and salvarsan. Wasser-

mann positive (+ ), luetin positive (-f + +) ;

provocative Wassermann positive (+ + + +)•
Other more or less similar observations have been

made but as a rule the Wassermann and luetin test

have been in accord where there was slight, though

evident luetic manifestations. About 55 tests

have been negative by all methods and we feel that

at present we are safe in assuming that the patients

incur no risk in waiting until further tests are made

in six months and one year or later.

1013-14-15 Atlanta National Bank Building.

LE CHARLATANISME DE L'EXACTITUDE.

By W. B. KONKLE, M.D.,

montoubsville, pa.

"Charlatan as much as you please, but where is

there not charlatanism?" So, says Saint Beuve,

exclaimed Napoleon when he heard somebody

spoken of as a charlatan. In truth, there is char-

latanry and charlatanry. Over against each other

appear the crude, vulgar sort characterizing the

uncultured mountebank in the market place, and

the refined, casuistic kind that in the person of

some polished Cagliostro with its sorcery befogs

and befools courts and solons. Then there is the

unconscious, well-meaning charlatanry of teeming

dogmas and systems and isms which is mere error,

the while there drives and thrives the deliberate,

premeditated charlatanry of voracious imposture,

the vampire that fattens on human blood.

And all these many and many-phased charla-

tanries have very freely domiciled themselves in

the domain of medicine. But what is this strange

thing about which speaks the erudite and brilliant

Bouchut?

—

"le chadatanisme de I'exactitude!"

Yes, the astute Frenchman has unmasked even

such a species. He has been making a critique of

the so-called iatro-mechanical and iatro-mathe-

matical doctrine originated by Sanctorius, elabo-

rated and specialized by Descartes and practically

established by Borelli. After according to the

theory full credit as containing a true idea as

being a valuable means of research and method

of experimentation, and as having une raison d'etre

in the body structures, he then stoutly protests that

"it is gravely wrong in that it does not take enough

into account organic and vital properties." He fur-

ther insists that "in order to create an exact and

mathematical medicine it does not suffice to esti-

mate or measure forces, to calculate them in fig-

ures, or to apply the laws of mechanics to the

functions of organs and to the manifestations of

sickness; this is often but an illusion; and for

many men it is only a means of self-aggrandize-

ment—it is the charlatanry of exactness."

The wont or lot of medicine has been, like a

child, to be, using St. Paul's forceful rnetaphor,

"tossed to and fro, and carried about with every

wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, and cun-

ning craftiness." latro-mechanicalism is not alone

in "embodying some principle good and helpful

in itself and Within proper limits, but misleading

and pernicious when vigorously and rigorously

pushed to extremes beyond its sphere. So, too,

iatro-chemicalism subjugated and enslaved medi-

cal practice, changing itself from a scientific in-

strument into a delusive wand of magic. From
Paris was hurled at Sylvius the charge that his

method had cost more lives than the thirty-years'
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war. Le charlatanisme de l'exactitude is again

strikingly evident in the doctrine of "strictum"

and "la.vum" in all its eventful course and in all

its various forms. Given birth by Asclepiades of

Prusa, evolved and exploited by Themison and
Thessalus of Tralles, coming down to modern
times in the garb of the 'spasm" and "atony" of

Hoffmann and Cullen, the "sthenia'' and "asthenia"

of Brown, and the "irritability" of Broussais, from
first to last it stands as a mournful monument of

the ill-advised and futile attempt to find in disease

a general, constant and exact unity. There has

been a tendency of the school in question to deny
the tenet which constitutes the base and soul of

the Hippocratic system, and which the great Master
so strongly and so grandly maintained—the tenet,

namely, of the healing power of nature. Asclep-

iades bluntly and flatly averred that the physician

alone cures. Brown flung out the same black ban-

ner under whose sinister folds he won a fame that

rapidly dimmed and darkened into half-disfame.

Thus pinning their faith to a single and invari-

able classification, and holding that nothing goes

without the doctor, the votaries of "strictum" and
"laxum" dosed enormously and treated heroically.

With some it was more "strictum" and less

"laxum," with others more "laxum" and less

"strictum." Brown and the distillers were close

confederates on account of his predilection for

stimulation ; while during the Broussais regime in

one year alone 41,500,000 leeches were imported
into France under the spell of the mania for de-

pletion. And the whole scheme was as simple as

it was exact—so simple, indeed, that its propo-

gandists might well have published that "the way-
faring men, though fools, shall not err therein."

Le Sage's ever-diverting description of how Dr.

Sangrado made a physician out of Gil Bias snr-

le-champ, by fiat as it were, is not such exaggerated
imaginative farce as on the surface appears. As a

matter of actual medical history, Thessalus boldly

boasted that with him si.x months were long enough
for the inculcation of correct and adequate prin-

ciples of medicine. His numerous disciples Galen
contemptuously dubbed, "the asses of Thessalus."

Medicine by reason of its very nature can not

be a pure or an exact science. Sprengel holds that

the physicians both of ancient and recent times

who have sought to so dignify it have gravely mis-

conceived their art. Art preeminently it is, and
will ever remain. Sir Dyce Duckworth insists that

the great physician is a great artist ; and that for

one to demand mathematical accuracy in thera-

peutics is to show one's self devoid of mens mcdica.

"The province of the clinic." says Renouard, "is

the doctor's battle field, the theater where he un-

folds not only all the resources of his art, but

more those of his genius, as well as the qualities

of his soul."

In his "Notre-Dame de Paris" Victor Hugo de-

picts Archdeacon Claude Frollo as having inscribed

on the wall of his cell this legend, purporting to

be quoted from Jamblichus, a Neo-Platonist of the

fourth century

—

"La mcdccine est fille dcs soni;cs."

How far true it is that medicine is the daughter
of dreams will be apprehended as one surveys the

immemorial bent of medicine toward infatuation

for. and subserviency to. speculative philosophy.

Celsus affirmed that "medicine is a conjectural art."

Modifying the idea of Celsus, Cabanis declared

that "medicine is a conjectural science." Said Bae-
livi, "To deifv and undulv extol the Moderns is

becoming to no reasowable man. Medicine is not

a production of human reason, but a daughter of

time, originating in long experience." Yet to

whatsoever other maternity or paternity it may be
referred, medicine at any rate is not the daughter
of exact science. There are many exact things in

it, and this is increasingly true ; but still it is not,

can not be, all e.xact. More and more, exactneess
marks its procedures; but the ground on which it

operates is shifting and unstable. It was the

highest wisdom which led Ali Abbas to demand
that the physician control the findings and lead-

ings of book knowledge with bedside observa-
tion. Without the application of a series of proofs
and checks the most exact method may go wrong,
and make for us a monster in the moon out of an
insect on the lense of our telescope, as happened
to Sir Paul Neal, according to the respective satires'

of Butler and La Fontaine.

As indicated, the constantly and permanently
debarring factor in any attempt to pass from
rational art to e.xact science in the practice of medi-
cine is found in the infinite variability of the ma-
terial operated upon. We have to do with persons,
and persons are so many differing and undeter-
mined quantities. All that he came from, all that

he is, all that he is related to, forms the complex
whole of the person. And how complex ! And
how endlessly manifold the combination of the com-
ponent elements ! And from this it follows that,

outside of differences of type and of malignity in

diseases themselves, which add yet another ele-

ment of variation, every case of sickness has its

own individual qualities and requirements. Says
Renouard again, "It is unheard of that a prac-
titioner should have met during his life two morbid
cases absolutely identical." Condillac cautions us
against imagining that there are species and genera
in nature because there are species and genera in

our manner of conceiving of things. Then, besides,

the same thing and the same person are subject to

mutation. Old Racan utters the plaint

—

"Rien au nionde dure
Qu'un cternel changement."

And Borne, echoing the sentiment, writes, "Nichts
ist daiiernd als der Weschsel." So that even with
exact methods and instruments of precision exact-
ness of result is precluded in medical practice.

Many of the practical errors attributable to this

complication of conditions medicine might avoid,
might spare itself the discredit of many a vagary
and absurdity, if only the history of the healing
art were more closely studied with reference to the
commission of such faux pas in the past. Certainly
more thorough historical study "wad frae monie
a blunder free us, and foolish notion." Cicero calls

history "the witness of time, the light of truth, the
life of memory, the high-priestess of life, the mes-
senger of antiquity." But in spite of, or in igno-
rance of, the lessons of the past we go on making
the same old mistakes—the same, though committed
in a new way. Le charlatanisme de ['exactitude in

particular is especially in evidence to-day. Says a

shrewd, clever writer anonomously, "It seems as
if the trend of modern pathology was toward the
study of disease as a practically unvarying entity
and the patient himself becoming more and more a
negligible factor." This is but one departure of a
movement quite common. Is it not true that in

our craze for exactness we have considerably lost

our heads?—as lost theirs the Vienna school of the
days of Skoda concerning diagnosis.
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There is much unintentional charlatanry of ex-

actitude about the purification and refinement and
standardization and accuracy of dosage of drugs.

Care in this matter is well enough to any extent

and essential to a certain extent. But the dose and
the eltect of medicines must be largely worked out
for the person in question. Several of our best

medicaments are among those various and varied
products inditferently compounded by nature her-

self. And there was something challenging ad-

miration and respect in the masterful manner of

the physician of yore who mentally estimated the

features and indications of his case and administered
drugs to his patient in doses measured by the com-
bined appliances of penknife and brains.

Inadvertently a large amount of hocus-pocus is

palmed off regarding the clinical thermometer. In
point of fact, it is the most useful device employed
in the practice of medicine. It is, indeed, simply in-

dispensable—it is the right arm of the present-day

doctor. But its renderings should not be construed

too rigidly-—some latitude should be allowed to the

meaning of its markings. What can tenths of a

degree import where so many elements of disturb-

ance and variation influence its testimony ? Why
haggle and carp about fine shades as to its index

when its evidence must, at any rate, be interpreted

from the shifting standpoint of disease caprice,

wide age-range and personal idiosyncrasy?

"A novelty useful enough for scientific purposes,

but readily dispensed with in practical life," is what
.Baas says of Marey's sphygmograph. One would
hesitate to speak in the same way of the up-to-date

instruments for the investigation of the pulse.

Frankly, these must have a definite and especial

value. But they have their decided limitations and
imperfections. And they are subject to the same
factors of modification as is the thermometer. In

no event can they in practice take the place of the

trained finger on the pulse. The touch of the in-

telligent, skilled physician is worth more than all

they can possibly tell. What they are exceedingly

liable to do is to promote le charlatanisme de Vex-

actltude. Let the palpation of the pulse receive re-

newed attention and be granted greater distinction.

If Galen in ancient, and the Chinese in later, times

did make too much of it, we of the present hour
make altogether too little of it.

The examples cited in illustration of charlatanry

of exactness are meant as a representative, rather

than an exhaustive list. From the whole discussion

some morals may be drawn. In frenzied quest of

accuracy let there not occur neglect of what is prac-

tically important and advantageous. A dire and
doleful epitaph for the tomb-stone of a patient

would be, He died of an effort upon the part of his

doctor to make applied medicine rigorously scien-

tific. Practice must be ever below the ideal. When
we look too far we overlook the near. Says our
Shakespeare, "Striving to better, oft we mar what's

well." Voltaire frames the thought thus

—

"Le
mieiix est I'cnnemi du bicn." And Tennyson ex-

presses the spirit of the sentiment, if not the letter,

in these lines

:

"Hold thou the good ; define it well

:

For fear divine Philosophy
Should push beyond her mark, and be

Procuress to the Lords of Hell."

On twin thrones higher even than the throne of

science must we set judgment and experience.

Science below anything else? Yes, in practice.

From Baglivi came the maxim, "He who diagnosti-

cates well cures well." An excellent rule, truly.

And, yet, Skoda became so engrossingly devoted to

exactness of diagnosis that there was bred in him
a feeling toward therapeutics akin to contempt.
When asked at a consultation about the medicine
proper to the case he replied nonchalantly, "Ach,
das ist ja alles eins!"

Judgment and experience. Judgment without ex-

perience is like talent without training. Judgment
strengthens and ripens as experience broadens. On
the other hand, experience without judgment is a

child choosing coins—size and shine win. Re-
marks Bouchut, "One ought always distrust the ex-

perience of ignoramuses and of fools." And Mor-
gagni insisted that "observations should be weighed,
not counted."

No; pure, exact science is not the ranking char-

acteristic of the competent and effective physician.

Hufeland maintained that "successful treatment re-

quires only one-third science and two-thirds savoir

faire." Cold, mechanical, routine method is essen-

tial in laboratory investigation, and, also, in the

practice of a specialty. But when in general it is

a question of restoration to health from ordinary
sickness in the particular and individual case of

Monsieur A . or Fraulein B , or Baby C
then good sense, sound jtidgment, enlightened ex-

perience, Vempirisme rationnel ou philosophique
of Renouard. these then are trump forever.

PARALYSIS OF THE RIGHT RECURRENT
LARYNGEAL NERVE FROM ACCI-

DENTAL TRAUMA.*
By D. BRYSON DELAVAN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Paralysis of the recurrent laryngeal nerve due to

various kinds of injuries of the neck is not very
uncommon. Thus, in the course of operations upon
the thyroid gland and of other surgical procedures

in its vicinity the recurrent has more than once
been so injured that its function has been perma-
nently destroyed. From whatever cause such an
accident has taken place, however, the victim has
usually been a person in adult life and it has not

been possible to follow the history of the case for

any considerable length of time. With regard to

the cases here reported, the injuries were received

early in life, before the larynx had matured and in

patients whose history subsequent to the injury was
easily obtained. In both cases the ultimate effects

of the loss of function of the nerve have had abun-
dant time to be completely developed. The his-

tories therefore are not only uncommon, but pos-

sessed of unusual interest, and are therefore worthy
of being placed on record.

Case I.—Elizabeth X. Aged 23. Patient other-

wise healthy ; speaks in a hoarse tone of voice of

peculiar quality ; this is worse in bad weather, when
she is fatigued, or when she has a cold. States that

when 12 years of age and fairly well grown, she

tripped in crossing a railway track and fell, striking

her throat upon the inner edge of the opposite rail.

The fall was hard and the shock severe. Upon
striking the rail she uttered a loud cry, but in at-

tempting to speak immediately thereafter found that

she had lost lier voice. Subsequently she had been
treated at various times and places, but principally

at the Masaschusetts General Hospital. Applica-

*Read at the thirty-third annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Laryngological Association, May 30, 191 1.
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tions had been made to her throat in great variety

and the use of electricity employed for consider-

able lengths of time. No good result had followed
any attempt at relieving her.

Eleven years after the accident the patient was
examined by the writer. She appeared normally de-

veloped, well nourished and healthy. She occu-

pied the position of waitress in a summer hotel and
filled her place satisfactorily. Laryngoscopic ex-

amination showed the right side of the larynx fixed,

with the vocal band drawn a little to one side of the

median line. The length of the right vocal band was
distinctly shortened, to the extent of about one-
third, as compared with its fellow of the opposite

side. Fixation was absolute. The cord was slightly

hyperemic and the whole of that side of the larynx
appeared contracted. The left side of the larynx
was in every respect normal, both as to appearance
and physiological function, except that it seemed
overdeveloped as compared with what might have
been expected under normal conditions.

It seemed evident that at the time of the injury

to the larynx the right recurrent laryngeal nerve
had been completely paralyzed.

The patient was advised of the importance of

avoiding laryngitis and it was suggested to her that

she report back to the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital for periodical examination of the throat at in-

tervals of not more than a year, so that the history

of the case might be kept in mind and that she her-

self might be under the supervision of some com-
petent specialist.

Case II.—Mr. Y. Age 50, of excellent family
history, but of delicate constitution and highly

nervous temperament. Voice is somewhat hoarse
and its tone feeble. Finds difficulty in phonation,
especially when in poor physical condition. His
vocal defects are evidently accentuated by highly

faulty use of the breath. Has never suffered from
any marked indications of dyspnea.

Patient states that he has been hoarse and has

had difficulty in speaking since childhood, and at-

tributes this to one of three possible causes, namely:
An attack of diphtheria, one of whooping cough and
a possible traumatism. The latter was acquired in

the following way

:

When a small child he attempted to climb a tree,

but part way up lost his hold and fell in such

a way that his neck was pinioned in the crotch be-

tween two limbs, where he hung for a few moments
before being rescued. No accurate observations or

examinations were made at that time, but following

the accident changes in the voice occurred, as men-
tioned above.

At the present time examination reveals a com-
plete paralysis of abduction on the right side of the

larnyx. The vocal band on this side is shorter than

its fellow and in every respect less well developed.

Immobility seems complete, the vocal band resting

a little to the right of the median line, but appa-
rently not quite as far outward as in the so-called

cadaveric position. The movements of the left side

of the larynx in adduction are exaggerated to the

extent of allowing the free margin of the band to

pass the median line and meet its fellow of the

opposite side. The left vocal band is apparently

somewhat overdeveloped. It is not likely that this

condition could have resulted either from diphtheria

or whooping cough. On the other hand, such a

traumatism as that described might easily be sup-

posed to have inflicted an injury upon the right re-

current laryngeal nerve so severe as to cause com-

plete loss of its function. The fact that it was the
right recurrent which suffered may have been
purely accidental. Nevertheless, it is possible to sup-
pose that with equal opportunity for injury on both
sides the position of the right would render it more
liable to injury from external violence than the left.

Instruction in the proper use of the voice, especially

with regard to breathing, has resulted in distinct im-
provement in tone quality and control.

The prognosis in these cases as to recovery is ab-
solutely bad. There is no reason, however, why the
patient should not enter upon any of the ordinary
avocations of life with success, the great point being
to avoid all sources of irritation to the larynx, and
in case of the occurrence of a laryngitis of the sim-
plest type to resort to proper measures for its re-

lief at the earliest moment, as a laryngitis from any
cause might so reduce the lumen of the glottis as to.

produce dyspnea. Physiologically, the overdevelop-
ment of the healthy side of the larynx in its effort

to perform its own function and to supplement that

of the paralyzed side suggests the value of sys-

tematic vocal exercise for all.

40 East Forty-first Street.

REPORT UPON A CASE OF ACUTE BUL-
BAR PALSY, WITH AUTOPSY AND HIS-
TOLOGICAL FINDINGS; TYPE: AN-

TERIOR POLIOMYELITIS.*
By ALFRED WIENER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The thorough investigations which have been going
on recently in connection with anterior poliomyelitis
have made us all very keen in its recognition. The
odd types which we formerly failed to recognize
and considered as obscure cases we now have no
hesitation in classing as rare forms. Most authors
are now willing to believe that an acute infectious
malady may attack the grey matter of the brain as
well as that of the spinal cord. Such a condi-
tion, known as encephalitis or polioencephalitis, was
first described by Striimpel. When it attacks the
brain it bears such a close resemblance to anterior
poliomyelitis of the cord that it seems there should
be no doubt in our minds that if they are not one
and the same disease they are at least very closely

allied. The acute onset with fever associated with
drowsiness, stupor, coma, and convulsions, pro-
nounced irritability, nausea, and headache, attended
by paralysis, are all characteristic of the onset of
anterior poliomyelitis. What seems most convinc-
ing is that a clinical picture which might be entirely

representative of a brain lesion in some cases is in

other cases closely associated with the characteristic

picture of anterior poliomyelitis of the cord.

The evidence both clinical and pathological has
demonstrated the fact that, whether the malady
attacks the brain or cord, it is one and the same dis-

ease and probably toxic in nature. It occurs in

epidemic form and it has also been shown that when
several members of a family are attacked one may
present the cerebral type, and another the spinal

type. A purely bulbar type is rare. As it has
been my privilege to observe such a case and at the

same time to report upon the autopsy with macro-
and microscopic findings, I feel warranted in plac-

ing the case upon record.

C. D. P., Female, 21 years of age, unmarried.

*Read before the American Neurological Association,
May, 1912.
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Born February 20, 1888. Died August 15, 1909.

Family history: Mother and father living and well,

one brother, aged 19 years, died of peritonitis fol-

lowing appendicitis ; two sisters living and well. One
brother died in infancy. Patient is youngest child

of family. Personal history: Patient had measles

when about ten years of age. She had always had
trouble with her hearing. This trouble increased

rather than diminished in recent years. Otherwise

she had been well, yet never was robust. Present

illness began in August, 1909. The patient had not

been feeling well for two or three weeks and had
been at work indexing in Boston. She came to

New York on a visit in the latter part of July ; she

did not feel as well as usual, but was up and about.

On Saturday, August 6, she complained of head-

ache in the evening. On Sunday she felt rather

poorly, but was well enough to go to the seashore

and to go in bathing. When she attempted to drink

at lunch she found she could not swallow, and from
that time on she was barely able to swallow anything,

the fluid regurgitating through the nostrils. On
reaching home she went to bed and had a slight rise

in temperature with headache. She was nauseated,

and vomited, but was able to take calomel. The fol-

lowing day she felt no better. On Tuesday, August
9, she was seen by her physician. Her throat was
examined several times and the possibility of a

laryngeal infection, probably diphtheritic, was con-

sidered. Antidiphtheritic serum was given August
II, at 7 P.M. Although the possibility of typhoid

was in mind, the peculiar throat condition was not

explained. On August 14 she was seen by another

physician, who thought there was cerebral trouble,

and the possibility of a brain abscess was discussed.

On the following day I was asked to see the patient

with the possibility that an examination of the eyes,

ears, nose, and throat might assist us in arriving at

a diagnosis.

To me the patient presented all the symptoms of

an acute bulbar palsy. There was present dysphagia
with paresis of the soft palate and laryngeal mus-
cles, allowing fluids to regurgitate through the nos-

trils. The speech was indistinct and the voice nasal.

The tongue as yet was not paralyzed but was tremu-

lous. A decided increase in the pulse rate and
respiratory movements was noticed at times with-

out any lung involvement to account for it. With
the exception of the emphasized disturbance in

hearing, the ear was normal. An examination of

the fundus of both eyes showed a beginning optic

neuritis. There was no involvement of any of the

other cranial nerves. Considering the clinical facts

in this case, viz., distinct prodromal symptoms with

a rise of temperature, followed by a sudden onset

of bulbar symptoms, not the slightest evidence of

diphtheritic infection, and in view of the fact that

all previous examinations had proven negative to

the various diagnoses in question, a lesion in the

medulla, of the type "polioencephalitis inferior" ap-

pealed most strongly to me. The diagnosis of

polioencephalitis inferior was accordingly made.
The patient was experiencing great difficulty in

breathing, due to a great extent to the large accu-

mulation of mucus which was mechanically ob-

structing the larynx. As she could neither swallow
nor expectorate this mucus, and as it was wiped
away only with difficulty, I advised a tracheotomy.
In addition, antiphlogistic and tonic measures were
suggested. A surgeon called in did not wish to

operate on account of the danger of pneumonia but

left an intubation set in readiness. He thought that

the whole group of symptoms might be accounted
for by some severe metabolic disturbance, and ad-

vised the use of thyroglobulin. The patient grad-
ually passed into a comatose condition and was un-
conscious for several hours until her death early

Sunday morning.
Blood examinations were made at various inter-

vals during the illness. August 1 1 the leucocytes

were 16,000 and the polymorphonuclears 84 per
cent. August 13 the leucocytes were 12,000, the

polymorphonuclears were 84 per cent., and the red

blood cells were 4,624,000. Urine examination on
August II showed a trace of albumin, no sugar, an
increase of indican, and the presence of acetone.

The Diazo reaction was negative. On August 14
the specific gravity was 1,020, there was a marked
trace of albumin, no sugar was present, indican was
increased, and acetone and diacetic acid were pres-

ent. On August 1 1 a culture taken from the throat

was negative for diphtheria bacilli.

Report of the autopsy by Dr. Pappenheimer

:

The body is that of a rather poorly nourished, slen-

derly built young woman of small stature. Rigor
mortis is well marked. The abdomen is scantily

covered with adipose. The thorax is long and un-
usually narrow, the costal angle being very acute.

The diaphragm is at the level of the third inter-

space on the right side, and at the fourth rib on the
left. Both pleural cavities are free from fluid and
adhesions. The pericardial sac contains a few
cubic centimeters of clear fluid. The thymus gland
is small and fleshy. The heart is of normal size

;

the cavities contain cruor and chicken fat clot. The
tricuspid, pulmonary, and aortic valves are normal.
The mitral segments are delicate ; on their auricular

surface there is a row of very minute translucent,

pinhead-sized vegetations. The myocardium is

firm, of good color, and shows no hypertrophy.

The aorta is of rather small caliber, delicate, and
elastic. Just above the sinuses there are a few
small areas of intimal degeneration. The lungs,

apart from marked hypostatic congestion and edema
limited to the right lower lobe, are everywhere well

aerated. There are no pneumonic or tuberculous

lesions. The bronchi, bronchial lymph nodes, and
pulmonary vessels are normal. The liver is normal
in size and consistency. On section, the paren-

chyma is slightly paler than normal, the lobular

outlines being rather indistinct. The spleen is small,

the capsule wrinkled, the pulp firm, the trabeculse

on section distinct, and the follicles are not enlarged.

The pancreas is pale and firm. The left adrenal is

normal. The kidneys are of normal size, the capsule

strips readily leaving a smooth surface. The cortex

is of normal relative width, the color is somewhat
pale, and the markings are not distinct. The pelves

are normal and the glomeruli are not unduly promi-

nent. The bladder, genitalia, and organs of the

neck were not examined. The gastrointestinal tract

was not examined. The dura mater is not adherent,

and the longitudinal sinus is free from antemortem
clot. The pia mater is neither thickened nor

edematous, the cerebrospinal fluid at the base being

apparently not excessive. The basilar vessels are

free from atheroma. The cortical veins are mod-
erately congested and on section the brain tissue is

somewhat hyperemic. On cross-sections through

the medulla after preliminary hardening there are

found a few small irregularly distributed reddish

areas. Otherwise the brain tissue appears normal.

The ventricles are not distended and the ependyma
is smooth. The middle ears and sphenoidal sinuses
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are normal. Anatomical diagnosis : Acute ver-

rucous endocarditis. I'arenchymatous degeneration

of the kidneys. Acute bulbar encephalitis?

The lesions found on histological examination
were limited to the medulla and pons. Sections

taken from various parts of the cortex showed
nothing of interest. The lesions in the medulla
and pons consisted of the following : ( i ) l^eri-

vascular round-celled infiltration. Many of the

capillaries and smaller arteries are enclosed in a

thick mantle of small round cells. The endothelium
is frequently swollen. {2) Areas of recent soften-

ing, some of which attain a size of several milli-

meters, and are readily visible on gross inspection

of the section. These areas consist chiefly of ac-

cumulations of fatty granule cells (Fett-Kornchen-
zellen), among which are scattered polymorpho-
nuclears and lymphocytes, and in addition some
hemorrhagic extravasations. (3) Various stages

of degeneration in the ganglion cells. The lepto-

meninges show the same hyperemia and perivascu-

lar infiltration around the blood vessels as men-
tioned above. There are no thrombi in the vessels

and no hemorrhagic extravasations. The lesions

are distributed irregularly through the gray and

white matter and are present in all sections taken

from different levels of the pons and medulla.

Thionin preparations show no bacteria. The liver

shows numerous areas of focal necrosis, infiltrated

with polymorphonuclear leucocytes. The spleen,

pancreas, adrenals, and kidneys show nothing of

interest. Bacterial examination : Cultures were
made from the spleen at the autopsy, and a pure

culture of a Gram-positive bacillus, subsequently

identified as a pseudodiphtheria bacillus, was ob-

tained. Histological diagnosis : Acute polioen-

cephalitis inferior, or rather an acute bulbar palsy

of the type "anterior poliomyelitis."

PSORIASIS—A NEUROSIS.
By WILLIAM P. CUNNINGHAM, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CLINICAL LECTURER ON DERMATOLOGY AT FORDHAM UNIVERSITY; CLINICAL
ASSISTANT AT THE NEW YORK SKIN AND CANCER HOSPITAL: AS-

SISTANT PHYSICIAN. DERMATOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, HARLEM
HOSPITAL,

"Put your case of psoriasis to bed, give him hypo-

dermics of arsenic, get him cleaned up as quickly as

possible—and collect your bill before he relapses."

This advice, given to a post-graduate class by a

very eminent dermatologist, sums up our knowledge
of the disease under discussion. It means that we
cannot cure psoriasis ; that all we can do is to pro-

duce a retrogression of the lesions, more or less

protracted.

The plain unvarnished truth is, we have been in

utter ignorance of the cause of psoriasis and have

been unable to proceed intelligently to control its

manifestations. Its parasitic origin has been urged
with much fervor by its advocates on the ground
that parasiticides have the most deterrent effect

upon the lesions. Chrysarobin, tar, and ammoniated
mercury will do more to plane down the thickened

scaly eruption than anything else used externally.

But this treatment does not cure. It is palliative

only, and clearly does not get to the root of the

difiiculty, namely, the etiology. There are others

who believe with Dr. Bulkley that the ingestion of

nitrogenized food is provocative of psoriasis. This

contention is valiantly disputed by many eminent

men, and it certainly would appear to be true only

in part, because many cases of psoriasis go blithely

on their way in spite of the most radical modifica-

tions in diet. I will admit most cheerfully that the

best method hitherto devised, of hoklmg back the

eruption in those predisposed, is by omitting animal
foods, but this does not cure, and therefore does
not indicate the etiology.

Any observer who has seen much of psoriasis

cannot fail to be struck by certain definite and con-

stant characteristics in its manifestations, whether
these be sparse or profuse.

First he will find sites of election pretty constant-

ly aft'ected. .\gain, he will find a rough symmetry
of distribution. Again, he will find a constantly

identical configuration of unit lesions. Again, he
will find a simultaneous outbreak at many different

and distant points. These peculiarities associated

with the occurrence of the disease in persons often

of a robust, hardy type, in whom no discernible vice

of metabolism exists, point pretty clearly to a cen-

tral controlling agency—in other words, to the nerv-

ous system. It is not possible to say ( in the ob-

scurity of our present ignorance) just what vitiated

impulses are coming along the nerves to the affected

areas in the skin, but it is rational to suppose that

they exist and that they are the etiological factor in

psoriasis. Something happens to a patient's nervous
system and he gets a perforating ulcer of the foot.

Something else happens and he breaks out with

herpes zoster. Something else happens, and he de-

velops leucoderma or angioneurotic edema, or der-

matitis herpetiformis., A little thought will call

up many other conditions where the nervous sys-

tem is admittedly at fault in the production of cu-

taneous diseases. Why may not psoriasis be rea-

sonably included in the same category? The help-

ful effect of arsenic can be explained by its well-

known tonic action on the nervous system. The
helpful effect of a non-nitrogenized diet can be ex-

plained by the greater placidity of the nervous sys-

tem under such a diet. The improvement often

noted after a change of climate can be explained
by the improved condition of the nervous system.

There is a bracing of the nervous system due to a

renewed interest in one's surroundings. The well-

known effect of surf bathing is explicable through
its action on the nervous system. Salt water baths

taken at home would never bring about the same
improvement as the same number of baths in the

surf with the impact of the waves on the body,

the sunshine, and exhilaration of the exercise. And
truth to tell, the effect of all those agencies cannot

be explained in any other way.
So it would appeal to me that instead of plaster-

ing the patients with repulsive ointments we should

devote our minds to discovering what is amiss

with their nervous systems and seeking to put

them in as normal a condition as possible by

whatever means, medicinal, hygienic, climatic, and

moral we may be able to employ. We will probably

come sooner by this method to the discovery of the

cause and the remedy for psoriasis. All this about

treatment may be sufficiently vague, but I am only

seeking to indicate a road, not to elaborate an ex-

haustive plan of treatment. All the methods

hitherto employed have been sorry enough in their

results, and any change in our way of handling

these cases promises at least as much as they.

It is quite impossible in dispensary practise to

resort to measures calculated to improve the nervous

tone. But in private practice much can often be

done along that line. I have only three cases to
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offer, but I am sure they are sufficiently suggestive
to be worth describing.

Case I.—Woman of 40, not particularly robust,

but strong-fibered and self-reliant, burdened with
much responsibility. Had had psoriasis for twenty
years. It yielded and relapsed, yielded and re-

lapsed, after the manner of psoriasis always, but it

never got entirely well. Finally it got to her fate,

encroaching from the hair line. Her business posi-

tion was at once in peril. Hitherto she had borne
her affliction stoically because it could be hidden,

but when it appeared on her face her morale col-

lapsed; she became peevish and fretful and her
eruption grew apace. All the remedies that had
helped her before failed her now. Arsenic was
pushed ; she ate only things that grew in the ground,
and drank only milk ; all the heretofore effective

external applications were employed, and the only

noticeable result was a steady invasion of previously

unaffected territory. I finally persuaded the patient

that if she would quit worrying, forsake her accus-

tomed surroundings for a time, and take a trip into

the country she would get well. This assurance
was given in desperation, because I was at the end
of my resources and no other avenue of escape was
open. She took me at my word. She went into the

woods, took to roughing it, paid absolutely no at-

tention to her diet or her eruption, and in eight

weeks her skin had entirely cleared. Is the result

permanent ? I do not know, but it established clear-

ly enough that the cause of her outbreak was lo-

cated in her nervous system-and the care-free life

she had led in the open had restored her nervous
equilibrium. She had been several months entirely

well when I saw her last, which was in the early

winter.

Case II.—Young man with an enormous patch

of psoriasis on his arm. It was a fixture—never dis-

appearing—yielding a little once in a while, but as

often returning with encroachment. The one
peculiarity about it was that it always improved
when his hopes were high and relapsed when he
was despondent. All the remedies with a reputa-

tion proved ineft'ective here except for a short time.

He bade fair to become a chronic, hopeless case (as

most of them settle down to be) when he received
news of an inheritance that relieved him of all finan-

cial responsibility and enabled him to take a trip

through Europe. The end of that trip saw the end
of his lesions. He used no treatment of any kind
while he was away. He had time only for sight-

seeing and pleasure. Is the result permanent? I

do not know, but here, again, the etiology would
seem to be established.

Case III.—Girl, aged 12. Psoriasis for two years.

Eruption in all the classical situations. Face not in-

volved. Lesions heavily scaled. One of the cases

that itched. Child appeared to be well enough, al-

though she had large tonsils and adenoids. She
lived with her stepmother and was not a very happy
child, being very sensitive about her condition.

Usual results of usual treatment. Recession, re-

lapse, recession, relapse, under all forms of thera-

peutics. I advised removal of tonsils and adenoids.

This was done, but the child did not get well,

though her disposition improved. Finally her step-

mother died. The child was removed to the care of

a paternal relative in the country. Here she ran

wild and became a perfect hoyden. Her mental
condition rapidly changed ; she grew cheerful and
honeful. After six months under these distinctly

different conditions with no treatment at all devoted

to the eruption it cleared off entirely. Is the cure

permanent? Again, I do not know, but it confirms
my opinion of the etiology of psoriasis. It may be
excepted that I am attributing to nervous influence

what was caused by improved metabolism. The
point I contend for is that none of these cases

showed the slightest disposition to do well until the

nervous system received a vigorous uplift, and the

one pronounced symptom attending their conva-
lescence was the heightened hope and brightened

view. Of course, it is not practicable to apply such

treatment to very many cases because of financial

limitations, but the seeking of the cause in the di-

rection of nervous derangement may bring to light,

sooner or later, a method of treatment within the

reach of all. This idea is not new, nor is it widely
accepted, but I am convinced that we shall hear
more of it before very long. With a disease of this

sort offering absolutely no hope of permanent re-

sults along the old lines of endeavor, it will be per-

fectly justifiable to experiment on any new lines

suggested, and the road once indicated our enter-

prising physicians will follow it quickly to a definite

conclusion.
315 West Fourteenth Street.

Epinephrin in the Circulation.—T. C. Janeway and
E. ."K. Park state that the modified Meyer method of

parallel tests upon segments of surviving carotid and cor-

onary arteries from the ox, is a satisfactory means for de-

tecting epinephrin in complex body fluids like blood. At
the present time there is no evidence that epinephrin, in

amounts sufficient to produce its physiological effects upon
any hitherto used test objects, e.xists in the circulating

blood, with the exception of blood from the suprarenal

vein. The examination of uncoagulated blood from six

persons with high blood pressure has failed to show the

presence of epinephrin or other constricting substances.

The constrictor substance in defibrinated blood and serum

is not an epinephrin-like substance. In its point of action

and its effects it is similar to barium chloride. It is a

direct stimulant to smooth muscle and seems to have no

relation to the sympathetic innervation of muscle.

—

Journal

of Experimental Medicine.

Sarcoma of the Thyroid Perforating the Trachea.

—

D. R. Paterson reports the case of a woman, aged 46,

who was admitted to the hospital complaining of diffi-

culty of breathing with a swelling in front of the neck for

about six weeks. There was a considerable degree of

dyspnea with cyanosis. There was a flat, hard, painless

swelling over the thyroid, and involving that organ. In

the larynx the cords moved not very freely, and in the

subglottic region a greyish irregular mass was seen filling

up the greater part of the tracheal lumen. Tracheotomy

was performed under a local anesthetic. The incision went

through soft friable tissue, the trachea being found deeply

placed, having been pushed towards the spine by the

growth. A portion of tissue removed showed it to be a

small round-celled sarcoma. Its complete removal was

considered impossible. At the end of a fortnight the

growth had invaded the skin wound, and pieces of growth

were coughed up from time to time. The opening was

kept patent by a rubber tube. The patient died suddenly

in the night about a month after her admission to hospital.

The growth involved the thyroid gland and the neighbor-

ing parts. The upper part of the trachea above the open-

ing was filled with round masses of growth which had

apparently perforated the anterior wall. Death had taken

place by hemorrhage escaping into the lungs from one of

the intratracheal growths.

—

Proceedings of the Royal So-

ciety' of Medicine.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN THE INTERPRE-
TATION AND TREATMENT OF

PRURITUS ANI.

In studying the more serious diseases of humanity

it is possible to overlook the importance of the

minor ailments which, although not life-threaten-

ing, are, nevertheless, responsible for a great

amount of suffering and disability. In this field of

work the general practitioner who is not adept in

the refined methods of laboratory research may by

close observation and careful study of his cases ac-

complish useful and unexpected results. The so-

called functional disorders are the ones that furnish

a vast and unexplored territory for the enterprising

physician.

As an example of an ailment that ranks among
the commonest that afflict mankind may be men-
tioned pruritus ani. y\part from the cases in which

this condition is merely a symptom of easily recog-

nizable structural changes in and about the lower

end of the alimentary canal, such as hemorrhoids,

fissures, fistulse, and eczema, or is the result of the

presence of intestinal or other parasites or of such

metabolic derangements as diabetes and gout, there

remain a large group of cases of anal pruritus which
have been regarded as of purely functional or neu-

rotic origin. It is these cases that have remained

the despair of patient and physician alike.

Recently there have been a number of important

contributions to this subject that bid fair to restrict

the boundaries of the last group of cases. One of

the most valuable of these contributions is the work
that has been done by James P. Tuttle of New
York, who has recognized and described practically

a new morbid entity of which pruritus ani is the

main symptom. The paper in which his interesting

results are reported was read at the last meeting

of the American Gastroenterological Association

and was published in the American Journal oj Sur-

gery, June, 1912. This disease, which is termed

"cryptitis," consists of an exaggeration and inflam-

mation of the crypts that dip down from the sinuses

of Morgagni beneath the mucocutaneous margin of

the anal outlet. These crypts are irritated by the

presence of retained fecal matter, and present all

the phenomena of blind internal fistulje. The
hypertrophied anal folds and the skin tabs that are

present in so many cases of what has been regarded
as idiopathic pruritus, are not as has been errone-
ously supposed the result of scratching or of the ex-
cessive moisture of the parts, but are the external

manifestations of the inflammation of these crypts.

The detection of these exaggerations of normal
anatomical structures is exceedingly difficult because

of their peculiar topography. The use of a shep-

herd's-crook probe enables one to determine the

presence of these crypts. The eflfective treatment
of this condition requires a dilatation of the sphinc-

ter ani under general anesthesia, a careful search

for the pathological crypts, and their complete ob-

literation as in the case of blind internal fistulse.

In the new etlition of his book on diseases of the

rectum the late Sir Frederick Wallis,* who died

just after he had corrected the proof sheets, stated

that in 90 per cent, of his inveterate cases of pru-

ritus ani there was a small ulcer, abrasion, or sub-

mucous tract which was found usually between
the two sphincters, more often in the posterior half

than in the anterior, and generally near the dorsal

midline. These lesions rarely heal of their own
accord and become chronic ulcers covered by granu-
lation tissue which exudes an irritating secretion

causing pruritus ani.

One of the most valuable features of Wallis's

work is the emphasis which it places upon the

pathological importance of the ano-proctodeal line

or junction between the proctodeum and the lower

bowel. "This lining membrane is not skin," states

Wallis, "and it is not mucous membrane, and conse-

quently it has not the tough resisting power of the

one nor the vascular supply, which is a great power,
in the other." It is a matter of importance to recog-

nize that some lesion of the ano-rectal junction is

the starting point of the majority of rectal troubles.

Effective removal of this danger zone produces

the greatest benefit.

There is another phase of this subject that merits

attention. In a letter in the Lancet, September 28,

1912, D. H. Murray of Syracuse, N. Y., states that

as the result of his second year's study of the ques-

tion, he has been able to confirm .his previous opin-

ion, namely, that a streptococcic skin infection is the

predominating element in pruritus ani. Cultures

made from the site of the lesions in thirty-two

cases of pruritus ani showed colonies of strepto-

cocci, usually of the fecalis variety. The use of

autogenous vaccines made from these organisms
caused a relief in the itching and a concomitant dis-

appearance of the streptococci from about the anus.

This brief review of the modern status of the

knowledge of pruritus ani indicates at least that

there are many subjects in medical science, particu-

larly relating to common ailments, in which new
and important discoveries are to be expected as the

result of careful observation, and as the result of

casting aside the blind adherence to traditional

teaching.

*"The Surgery of the Rectum for Practitioners." By
Sir Frederick Wallis, M.B.. B.C., Cantab.. F.R.C.S., Sur-
geon Charing Cross Hospital. St. Mark's Hospital, and
the Grosvenor Hospital for \\'omen and Children. Lon-
don: Henry Frowde, O.xford University Press; Hodder
& Stoughton, 1912.
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THE UNRERSITIES AND MEDICAL RE-
SEARCH.

Recently President Pritchett of the Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has

addressed the pubHc on the necessity of universities

controlhng hospitals as a means for medical educa-

tion. No one can take issue with him on the neces-

sity of bedside instruction and experience for un-

dergraduates in medicine. It is where he advocates

scientists, in contradistinction to practitioners, as

teachers of medicine, surgery, and obstetrics that

his opinions become open to criticism, especially his

objection to the present faculties as being "with a

few notable exceptions only incidentally and sec-

ondarily interested in medical education and less in-

terested in medical research." The modern move-
ment in medical education, of which President

Pritchett is an advocate, aims for research work
and investigation in the medical sciences. This is

well and proper, but it must not be lost sight of that

the fundamental aim of medical education is to

teach the student how to practise medicine. If a

university sets forth on the basis that the practi-

tioner knows nothing worth teaching, it values as

nothing a profession for which it promises to pre-

pare the student.

This confusion of medical education with research

work could be corrected by reviewing the progress of

medical science. There it can be seen how the great

advances came. The first came with the teachings

of Redi, the naturalist, who revealed the animal

parasites and upset the cherished theories of medi-
cal authorities. The next also was not initiated by
a medical authority but by a chemist, Pasteur. Both
of these great scientists were great teachers, but
they could not have prepared the student for the

practice of medicine. On the other hand, the physi-

cian and surgeon were able to at once use the results

of their discoveries and to teach them.

The present desire for greater progress in the

treatment of disease brings the problem of how this

can best be accomplished. Considered in an abstract

way it might seem to be readily solved by putting all

hospital patients in the hands of the proposed in-

vestigators; but in reality the variety of diseases

and conditions presented would make very busy
practitioners of them, and it is doubtful if much
time would be left for research, especially if they
are also required to teach students. Without dis-

turbing the present methods of medical education
the universities could obtain some of the desired in-

vestigation by limiting the activities of each investi-

gator to a definite problem and by drawing on the

talent of the entire university for help. The possi-

bilities of the combined helpfulness of the diflferent

departments in a university have never been placed

at the disposal of the researcher. To-day any one
problem may for its solution require some help from
the bacteriological department, the zoological de-

partment, the department of physical chemistry, etc.

There is no way provided by the university whereby
the researcher may have proper assistance from
these strictly separate departments, except, perhaps,
in a very small way and then as a personal favor of
the department to the researcher. These possibili-

ties could be developed by having a director of

medical research who should have authority to re-

quest conferences, material, and help from the dif-

ferent departments as the several researchers might
require them. To show that such a plan is not fanci-

ful and would not be barren in results it is only

necessary to refer to one of many instances of very

efficient research work accomplished by such co-

operation. We refer to the work of Hoffmann, the

medical investigator of the disease syphilis, and his

brilliant collaborator, Schaudinn, the protozoologist.

UNNECESSARY NOISE IN CITIES.

Among the matters dealt with at the recent Inter-

national Congress on Hygiene at Washington was
that of unnecessar}' noise in cities. Dr. Clarence

John Blake of the Harvard Medical School read a

paper in which he stated that the bad effect of un-

necessary noise is evidenced not only in the changes
occurring in the organ of hearing as the result of

continued exposure to loud noise, but also in the

fatigue showing itself generally and evidenced by
various forms of disturbance of function of the

nervous system. Blake further said that a great

part of the noise incidental to the mechanical oper-

ation of modern life, especially in community cen-

ters, is avoidable. The suppression of unnecessary

noise is therefore advisable for economic reasons,

both in the safeguarding of the human machine and

in the saving of wasted mechanical energy, of which
noise is an evidence—a saving of waste in both di-

rections.

No phase of modern civilization impresses the

Oriental more unpleasantly than the ceaseless din

and clamor of our crowded streets. The philosophic

and perhaps wise visitor from the Far East asks

himself if the undignified, ceaseless scurrying to

and fro of men and women, the blare of discordant

bands, the metallic nerve-racking rattling of street

cars and elevated trains, the weird and ear-splitting

sounds emitted from rushing, smoking automobiles,

and the various other disagreeable noises that go to

make up the bedlam of a modern Western city are

the outward and visible signs of an inward and spir-

itual grace or are merely significant of the vulgar

materialism and mad rush for wealth which distin-

guish modern civilization. The Eastern philoso-

pher craves the brooding peace of the old Orient.

Of course, it will be asserted that the dweller in the

lotos-eating East is no fitting judge of what is meet
for the strenuous striver after money and notoriety,

but at the same time it may be said that the latter

can strive as strenuously, more pleasantly and with

less injurious efi^ect on himself and fellow citizens

if he does not make so much noise about it. More-
over, it is not only the supposedly lethargic and
apathetic Oriental who decries the modern meth-
ods of noisy bustle. There is a large body of men
and wom.en even in America firmly of the opinion

that most of the noise accompanying modern life

is both unnecessary and in a high degree harmful.

In the Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery
for November, 1912, is an editorial note discussing

the noise in cities, and drawing attention to the fact

that an eminent Australian visitor to Toronto was
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distracted by the noises which assailed his ears by
night and day. It would be bad enough if unneces-

sary street noises were restricted to the daytime, but

unfortunately night is often made hideous by va-

rious insistently rest-breaking sounds. Clocks, cats,

street cars, bells on the engines of trains, milk carts,

and so on all add their quota to the disturbances

which by night often render sleep difficult to the

healthy and impossible to the sick.

The Society for the Suppression of Unnecessary

Noise has done good work in the city, but

there still remains much to be done. When the

public is educated to the fact that noise is not

synonymous with progress, but, on the contrary,

impedes useful effort and is hurtful to health, then

radical reforms in this direction may be looked for.

In the meantime the campaign against unnecessary'

noise should be conducted persistently.

MALIGXAXT PUSTULE THROUGH THE
AGES.

Maxv good clinicians upon reading ancient and

medieval descriptions of disease have straightway

expressed their final conviction that attempts to

connect these with diseases as we know them to-

day represent a mere waste of time. The chief

blame is naturally placed on crudeness of descrip-

tion, and it is not difficult to show that since a given

episode may be reduced to an absurdity, the sub-

ject is not one for research. The plague of Athens,

for example, agrees with none of the great epi-

demics of to-day, although it has been identified

with a dozen of these by irresponsible writers.

But there is evidently room here for a school of

higher criticism if a set of men can be interested

in this work who possess certain qualifications.

The value of all criticism depends upon the sum
of the actual attainments of the critics, duly tem-

pered of course with good judgment and scientific

use of deduction.

These requirements appear in part in a paper re-

cently read by Richter before the Section for His-

tory of Medicine of the German Society of Natural-

ists and Physicians (Miincheiier medisinische IVoch-

enschrift. October 22). The subject was "the sig-

nificance of malignant pustule for the history of

epidemics." The author makes full use of both

induction and deduction. Nothing can be more
certain, from analogy, than the former wholesale

prevalence of malignant pustule—a severe consti-

tutional polymorphous affection epidemic in both

mankind and animals, and transmissible from one
to the other in various ways. But unimaginative

historians have ignored this almost self-evident

probability. In such impressive epidemic affections

as "sacred fire," "Persian fire," etc., etc., they have
seen nothing beyond such everyday conditions as

simple carbuncle and erysipelas.

One year ago before the same body Richter an-

nounced that malignant pustule was of great signi-

ficance for the history of epidemiology, and now he

adduces fact upon fact in support of this view. If

it once be admitted that this affection prevailed as

a scourge in ancient times its phenomena are read-

ily recognized in several episodes of classic and

sacred writings, to say nothing of technical works.
It is moreover not difficult to show that after the

earliest observers had given good accounts of this

condition, their successors in translating from one
language to another allowed those errors to creep
in which persist to the present day.

In our own era epidemics of malignant pustule

have sprung up in out of the way localities, at-

tacking man and animals, and have received grue-
some names from the public to whom the disease
had been unknown. A Swiss poet once wrote a
lay tribute to the "black spider," as he termed the
malady. The disease in its general aspect has often
been confounded with another gangrenous folk

plague, to wit, ergotism.

Sporadic Plague in Hamburg.

The occurrence of exotic diseases in great centers
of civilization is always of extreme interest to the
clinician because the maladies when submitted to
all the technical resources of a metropolis often ap-
pear quite unlike the textbook descriptions which
are naturally based on facts obtained under widely
diflferent circumstances. Thus for a long period
cases of socalled yaws which drifted to the great
medical centers were nothing but examples of
syphilis to the metropolitan experts. Sanne-
marm at a recent session of the Medical Society of
Hamburg {Mitnchener medisinische IVochenschrift,
November 5) stated that four cases of bubonic
plague had appeared in that city since 1900, all

from the River Plata ships (South America). Three
of the four patients died. The onset was obscure
and unlike that set down in textbooks. Early diag-
nosis was almost out of the question. Clinically the
most striking facts were high temperatures and pro-
found disturbance of the general economy. As
for death, that was pyemic throughout, from secon-
dary infection. Such cases could, therefore, simu-
late a pyemia from lymphadenitis. Rumpel, who
had studied the plague at Oporto, laid great stress

on the personal history. Given the case of a sea-
man or passenger just come from a plague countrv',

with very high temperature, he must at once be re-

garded as a suspect. One should not make a diag-
nostic opening into a bubo until assured that pus is

present.

lAmi& of tl|? Hwk.
A Discussion on Vertigo will take place at the

meeting of the Otological Section of the New York
Academy of Medicine on December 13. Mr. Richard
Lake, F.R.C.S., of London will read a paper en-
titled "Vertigo, a Clinical and Therapeutic Study,"
and the paper will be discussed bv Drs. James F.
McKernon, Charles L. Dana, E. 13. Dench, Philip
Hammond of Boston, Nathaniel Bowditch Pot-
ter, Percy Fridenberg, and others. The Chairman
of the Section extends a cordial invitation to all

who are interested in this subject.

Decrease in Death Rate.—The mortality in

New York City for the week ending November 24
was 1,354 deaths, with a death rate of 13.65 per
thousand of population, while in the same period of
191 1 the deaths amounted to 1.378 and the rate was
14.43. The decrease occurred entirely in the num-
ber of adult deaths, and those of children under five

years of age were slightly increased.
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The death rate for the city during the third quar-

ter of the year, that is the months of July, August,
and September, is given as 12.94, a decrease of 1.44

from the rate- of the same months last year, or an
absolute decrease of 1,187 deaths.

Requirements for Medical Licenses.—It is

announced that after January i, 19 14, an applicant

for license to practise medicine in the State of

Pennsylvania must show that he has served as

interne in a hospital for a period of at least one
year after a four years' course of instruction in a
medical school.

To Fight Cancer.—Carrying on the policy out-

lined at the Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North
America in New York recently, the Chicago Medi-
cal Society has named a committee to further the

campaign of publicity in the fight against cancer.

The committee is composed of Dr. Franklin H.
Martin, Chairman ; Dr. C. Volini, Dr. C. C.

O'Byrne, and Dr. Jacob Frank.

Licenses Granted.—The Missouri State Board
of Health has issued licenses to practise to thirty-

one medical graduates who successfully passed the

examination given by the Board last October.

Railroad Casualties.—During the month of

October, 1912, 3,771 persons were injured in acci-

dents on the subway, elevated, and street railways

of New York City, or 565 more than during the

same month of last year. Twenty-five persons were
killed and there were 208 cases of serious injury.

Earthquake and Pestilence.—Thousands of
persons are said to have been killed in the rural

districts of Mexico by the earthquake on Novem-
ber 22, and the survivors are threatened with seri-

ous epidemics of disease. Smallpox and typhoid
fever have already appeared, and as the only water
available is that in stagnant pools the infection is

likely to spread with ease.

Personals.—Dr. J. J. O'Connell, Health Officer

of the Port of New York, sailed on November 30
for Panama, where he will make a tour of inspec-

tion.

Dr. Ross H. Skillern has been appointed clinical

professor of laryngology in the Medico-Chirurgical
College of Philadelphia, in succession to Dr. Ar-
thur H. Cleveland, resigned.

Dr. William Seaman Bainbridge of New York
has been appointed consulting surgeon to the Tarry-
town Hospital, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Dr. W. H. Luckett has removed to 18 West 87th

street. New York.
Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late

Barbara McClure of Philadelphia, the sum of $100
is bequeathed to the Home for Consumptives at

Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

The Stumpf Memorial Hospital Association of

West Hudson. N. J., has received a gift of a house
and land from Mr. Jacob Stumpf of Harrison. The
house will be rebuilt into a modern hospital and the

institution will be supported by the residents of

West Hudson.
By the will of the late Dr. Richard H. Cleeman of

Philadelphia, the sum of $50,000 is left to the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania to be used for the erection

of two dormitories which are to be known as Clee-

man Halls.

University of Maryland.—At the celebration of
Academic Day on November 12, the provost, Judge
Henry Stockbridge, announced that checks and se-

curities to the amount of $10,000 had been placed
in his hands for the purpose of beginning the en-

dowment of the chair for experimental physiology.
This sum was the gift of Prof. John C. Hem-
meter, who at present holds the chair of physiology
at the University.

Nurses Graduate.—Tlie graduating exercises of
the German Hospital Training School for Nurses,
New York, were held on November 28, when the

president of the school handed diplomas to twenty-
two young women who had completed the three

years' course.

Surgical Clinics.—Dr. Parker Syms will hold

a series of surgical clinics at the Lebanon Hospital,

New York, on Wednesday afternoons at 3 o'clock,

until March i. The Lebanon Hospital is most con-

veniently reached by the West Farms Subway to

the Jackson Avenue Station.

Tuberculosis Hospital.—The Supervisors of

Westchester County, New York, whose request for

permission to build a county tuberculosis hospital at

Yorkville was recentlj' denied by the State Com-
missioner of Health, are now considering the pur-

chase of a farm of seventy-seven acres in the Po-
cantico Hills and adjoining the estate of i\Ir. John
D. Rockefeller, near Tarrytown.
Hygiene and Public Health at McGill Uni-

versity.—Mr. John W. Scane, registrar of McGill
University, writes : "I notice an article in the Medi-
cal Record of November i6th, in which the state-

ment is made that the University of Kansas School
of Medicine annoimces a course of Public Health
and Preventive Medicine which will be required for

the degree of M.D., and that this is the first time

that such a course has been made obligatory in a

medical school. I should like to correct this state-

ment and to say that the Medical Faculty of McGill
University has required a course in Hygiene and
Public Health for the degree since 1877 and that

this course was first given in medicine in 187 1 and
in 1877 was made compulsory."
The German Medical Society of New York at

a meeting held December 2, elected the following
officers for 1913: President, Dr. G. Seeligmann;
Vice-President, Dr. H. Fischer; Secretary, Dr. M.
Rehling; Treasurer, Dr. S. Breitenfeld.

Associated Physicians of Montclair.—Dr.

Joseph Collins, physician to the Neurological Insti-

tute, New York, will speak before the Associated
Physicians of Montclair and vicinity on December
23, taking as his subject: "The Early Interpretation

and Treatment of the Commoner Psychoses."
Other lectures will be delivered before the Society

by physicians of New York and Philadelphia each

month until spring.

Rush Medical Society.—The Rush Medical
Society of the University of Pennsylvania was or-

ganized in Philadelphia on November 24 for pur-

poses similar to those of the Harvey Society of

New York. Arrangements will be made for the

delivery of public lectures for the diffusion of

knowledge of the medical sciences.. The follow-

ing officers have been elected : President, Dr. Rich-

ard M. Pearce ; Vice-President, Dr. Alfred Stengel

;

Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. William Pepper; Execu-
tive Committee. Dr. H. Taylor, Dr. A. C. Abbott,

and Dr. H. H. Donaldson.

For the Study of Alcoholism.—The fort)^-

second annual meeting of the American Society

for the Study of Alcohol and Other Narcotics will

be held at the Hotel Raleigh, Washington, D. C, on
December 10 and 11, 1912. The purpose of the

meeting is the presentation and discussion of the

latest and most authoritative studies on alcoholism,
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inebriel), and drug taking. Particulars may be ob-
tained from the secretary, Dr. T. D. Crothers of
Hartford, Conn.

Third District (S. C.) Medical Association.—
The following officers were elected at the annual
meeting held in Greenwood on November 21

:

President, Dr. Thomas L. W. Bailey, Clinton ; Vice-
President, Dr. R. B. Epting, Greenwood; Secretary-
Treasurer, Dr. G. P. Neel. Greenwood.

Crawford County (O.) Medical Society.—At
the annual meeting held in Gallon on November
21, the following officers were chosen for the en-

suing year: President, Dr. William H. Guiss, Tiro;
Vice-President, Dr. E. R. Schoolfield, Bucyrus

;

Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. Lucia Kemp, Bucyrus.

Eighth District (Cal.) Medical Society.—The
annual convention was held at Chico on November
19, when the following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Dr. Dan H. Moulton, Chico; Vice-Presidents,

Dr. G. H. Fay, East Auburn ; Dr. Charles B. Jones,
Sacramento, and Dr. T. P. Peery, Yuba City; Sec-
retary, Dr. Frederick F. Gundrum, Sacramento

;

Treasurer, Dr. Oscar Stansbury, Chico.

New York County Medical Society.—At the

lO/lh annual meeting held on November 25 the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. Brooks
H. Wells; Secretary, Dr. John Van Doren Young;
Treasurer, Dr. Charles PI. Richardson ; Councillors,

Dr. David Bovaird, Jr., Dr. Joseph B. Russell, and
Dr. John J. MacPhee.
The Late Dr. von Ramdohr.—The following

resolution was passed at a recent meeting of the

Medical Board of the Peoples Hospital: Whereas,
Dr. Cffisar A. von Ramdohr had served the People's

Hospital as Consulting Obstetrician since the foun-

dation : and. Whereas, In his life he had acted to his

professional brethren with rare kindness, courtesy,

and consideration; and. Whereas, The members of

the Medical Board and lay boards of the People's

Hospital deeply deplore the loss of his knowledge,

skill, and kindly aid; Resolved, That a copy of

these resolutions be sent to the family of the late

Dr. Cassar A. von Ramdohr and to the medical

journals, and that they be spread in full on the min-

utes of the Medical Board.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Elizabeth C. Keller of

Boston. Mass., one of the first women in the country

to practise surgery, died at her home in Jamaica

Plain on November 28, aged 75 years. She was
graduated from the Women's Medical College of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, in 1871, and soon after

opened a free dispensary and hospital in that city.

In 1S75 she became resident physician at the New
England Hospital for Women, and later established

herself in private practise.

Dr. John Dale McGill of Jersey City, N. J.,

for twenty-six years Surgeon-General of the New
Jersey National Guard, died at his home on No-
vember 28, aged 65 years. Dr. McGill was grad-

uated from Princeton University in 1867 and from

the Medical Department of the University of Penn-

svlvania in 1870. He was for forty-one years a

member of the staff of St. Francis Hospital, Jersey

City, and of the consulting staff of the Jersey City

Hospital, and had also served as police commis-

sioner of Jersey City, president of the Board of

Education, and president of the Board of Finance.

He was a member of the American Medical .Asso-

ciation and of the New Jersey State and Hudson
County Medical Societies, and a former president

of the last.

Dr. Markar G. Dadirrian of New York, a grad-

uate of the New York University Medical College
in 1871, a member of the .New York State and
County Medical Societies, the Physicians' Mutual
Aid Association, and the Imperial American So-
ciety of Constantinople, died at his summer home
in Hastings, N. Y., on November 24, aged Ji years.

Dr. John E. Bruere of New York, formerly of

St. Charles, Mo., a graduate of the Medical De-
partment of Washington University, St. Louis, in

1858, and a surgeon in the United States .Vrmy dur-

ing the Civil War, died at his home on November
22, aged 76 years.

Dr. James B. Gaston of Cripple Creek, Col., a

giaduate of the Rush .Medical College, Chicago, in

1888, died suddenly of apoplexy on November 16,

aged 61 years.

Dr. William Campbell of Equality, 111., a mem-
ber of the Illinois State and Gallatin County Me<li-

cal Societies, died suddenly on November 21, aged

70 years.

Dr. Jacob Hetrick of Fort Wayne, Ind., a grad-

uate of the Fort Wayne College of Medicine in

1881, and a member of the Indiana State and Allen

County Medical Societies, died at his home after a

long illness on November 19, aged 66 years.

Dr. Samuel Dawes Bowker of Charlemont,

Mass., a graduate of the University of Vermont
College of Medicine, was struck and instantly killed

by a railroad train near the Hoosac Tunnel, on

November 15, in the 50th year of his age.

Dr. George Ebenezer Francis of Worcester.

Mass., a graduate of the Harvard University Medi-

cal College in 1863-, surgeon in the United States

Arnv during the Civil War, consulting surgeon to

the Worcester City Hospital, the Memorial Hos-
pital, and St. Vincent Hospital, a member of the

Massachusetts State Medical Society, of which he

was president from 1902 to 1904, and of the

Worcester County Medical Society, died at his

home from cystitis on November 20, aged 74 years.

Dr. Parks Rex of Wellsville, O., a graduate of

Western Reserve University, Medical Department,

in 1878, died at his home from Bright's disease on

November 18, aged 64 years.

Dr. Robert E. Lee of Darlington, S. C, a grad-

uate of the Medical College of the State of South

Carolina, Charleston, in 1885, died at his home after

a long illness on November 19.

Dr. Nathan G. Rieff of Albion. Ind., a grad-

uate of the Hahnemann Medical College and Hos-

pital, Philadelphia, in 1883, died at his home on No-
vember 27, aged 53 years.

Dr. Thomas A^ Boggan of Tupelo, Miss., a grad-

uate of the Memphis Hospital Medical Colle.ge.

Tenn., in 1896, and a member of the Mississippi

State and Lee County Medical Societies, died sud-

denly in Mooresville on November 20. aged 65
years.

Dr. Ernest Duval of Rochester. N. H., a grad-

uate of Laval University, Medical Department.

Quebec, in 1884. died at his home on November 23,

aged 52 years.

Dr." Edward Perry Bowles of Wolfville, N. S.,

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, in 1874, died suddenly on No-

vember 19.

The Rev. Jonathan Wingate Winkley of Bos-

ton, Mass., a graduate of the Harvard Divinity

School and of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, Boston, in 1894, died at his home on No-

vember 19, aged 79 years.

Dr. Edwin F. Ward of New York, a graduate
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of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, in 1861, a veteran of the Civil War, having

served during the latter part as surgeon on the staff

of General Phil Sheridan, and a member of the

New York Academy of Medicine, the New York
State and County Medical Societies, and the Greater

New York Medical Association, died at his home on

November 23, aged 76 years.

Dr. Walter Henry Tqbey of Boston, Mass., a

graduate of the New York Homeopathic Medical
College and Hospital in 1874, a former president

of the Massachusetts Surgical and Gynecological
Association, and a member of the Massachusetts
Homeopathic Medical Society, died suddenly in

his automobile on November 23, aged 65 years.

Dr. Daniel McDonald of Glace Bay, N. S., a

graduate of the Dalhousie Medical College, Hali-

fax, in 1898, died in St. Joseph's Hospital, Glace
Bay, after an operation for appendicitis, on No-
vember 16, aged 45 years.

EDWARD CURTIS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Dr. Edward Curtis of New York, emeritus pro-

fessor of materia medica and therapeutics in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, died at his

home on November 28. Dr. Curtis was born in

Providence, R. I., in 1838, and was graduated from
Harvard College in 1859. He then began his medi-
cal studies at the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, forsaking them to enlist in the United States

Army on the outbreak of the war. He was finally

graduated from the Medical Department of the

University of Pennsylvania in 1864, and was ap-

pointed to the Army Medical Museum, where he de-

veloped the art of photomicrography. In 1870 he
returned to New York and in 1878 was made pro-

fessor of materia medica in the College of Physi-

cians and Surgeons, an office which he relinquished

in 1886 when he was made emeritus professor.

From 1878 to 1904 he served as medical director of

the Equitable Assurance Society of New York. He
was the author of many scientific treatises and a

member of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, and the New York State and
County ]\redical Societies. Together with Dr.

Woodward of the Surgeon-General's staff he per-

formed the autopsy on President Lincoln in 1865.

Ql0rrp0jinn?iifttrp.

THE FUTURE OF THE DOCTOR.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—The article by Dr. Dixon in a recent issue

of the Medical Record, and the prophetic address

of Dr. Dana at the New York Academy of Medi-

cine upon a kindred subject, are both timely re-

minders that the outlook of medicine as an agree-

able and sufficient means of support is not inviting.

and the writer is prompted to refer to what he

thinks most medical men will accept as' an explana-

tion of the present demoralized condition of our

calling. Most of this change in prosperity, it must
be admitted, is due to ourselves alone, and the de-

cline began at least two or three decades ago, for it

has kept pace with the abuse of hospital and dis-

pensary work, and the grinding out of a host of

young medical men without much heed of the kind

or extent of their education by second rate colleges.

The profession, here as elsewhere, therefore, is

overcrowded, and commercialism has resulted

from this to a large extent.

As matters now stand, with the exception of

those of us who are engaged in research work,
teaching, or operative surgery and do not ordinarily

practice, the rest are treated with scant courtes'y or

consideration by a half educated or credulous pub-
lic who have gotten to prescribe for themselves, eas-

ily finding a panacea in the form of a patent medi-
cine, or convenient tablets upon the shelves of the

first accessible druggist. Some of this is due to

the complete abandonement of prescription writing

by the doctor of to-day and some to the lowering
of his dignity and undue familiarity and unwise
confidences.

Again the widespread paternalism which is close-

ly connected with sensation or muck-raking, leads

to the superficial education of the mob. More than
one quackish individual with the literary style of t!ie

man on the end of the cart utters ridiculous warn-
ings to the hypochondriac or interprets pseudo-

science for an evidently substantial consideration.

Congresses and semi-popubr gatherings provide

food for the idle curiosity of the morbid and intro-

spective and upon one occasion lately the crowd
amused itself by playing with psychological instru-

ments of precision which should have been kept in

the laboratory. Truly a little knowledge of a cer-

tain kind is worse than none at all.

Again through the abandonment of the family

physician, whom Dr. Dana evidently believes to be

extinct or about to become a thing of the past, the

curious patient through the advice of meddlesome
friends often without any medical advice whatever
seeks the last new medical or surgical cureall. The
writer has even known of a patient suffering from
tabetic crises who has had four surgical operations

performed by four eminent surgeons Vv^ithin a few
years, the first being "'for the removal of hemor-
rhoids ;" the second entailing the enucleation of one
testicle; the third the division of the sphincter ani

and the levator ani muscles ; the fourth, a reparative

one by a competent and intelligent surgeon, was
alone justified. A good family physician would
have obviated all this blundering and cruelty. Equal-
ly useless and dangerous and expensive operations

have been made by others' under the same circum-

stances. In these days of progress and indepen-

dence, amateur physicians dose each other with

poisonous tablets, making their own diagnoses with-

out medical help, and the broker's office, the club,

or other places become convenient consulting rooms.

There seems to be no trouble in buying tablets by
the dozen or thousand, and it is rare that any entry

is made in the pharmacists' poison record book.

Under these circumstances it is pleasant to hear

the wise and venerable Doctor Jacobi uttering a

small word of hope and deploring the existing situ-

ation. While the much abused family physician is'

now neglected, he will exist despite his pres-

ent unpopularity; and the fight should be made by
all of us against the vulgarization and populariza-

tion of the art of healing and the superficial propa-

gation of false science. Perhaps the family physi-

cian who is so often forgotten by those he has

brought into the world and carried through critical

periods of suffering, will again take up his work as

the valued counsellor and guide when special help is

needed, for he certainly has a noble place that can-
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not be usurped by quacks or charlatans, and the day
of the extreme faddist or dilletaiiti cannot last for-

ever. An Old Doctor.
New York.

DR. WHITMAN'S REMARKS ON THE
ABBOTT METHOD OF TREATING

LATERAL CURVATURE OF
THE SPINE.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir :—In the discussion of the Abbott treatment

before the Clinical Congress of Surgeons, it was
my purpose to present a record of actual experience.

It was' stated that this experience did not support
Dr. Abbott's claims that fixed lateral curvature of

the spine could be more easily cured than club-foot

or bow-leg, nor that the correction of the deformity
could be completed in three weeks. Many cases

could not be cured, and correction or even improve-
ment usually required months, rather than weeks,
of treatment. There were also certain inevitable

discomforts, inconveniences, and even dangers in

the treatment which should be recognized by the

surgeon and patient before the treatment was' un-
dertaken. Having enumerated the limitations in the

scope and efficiency of the method, its advantages
were presented in the following words: "Cases may
now be improved or cured that formerly were not

susceptible to improvement or cure, indicating not

only the greater efficiency of the method, but that

the changes incidental to deformity are less resistant

than has been believed. It has been proved already,

I think, that the underlying principle of the method
is correct, namely, that, as' lateral curvature is essen-

tially a flexion deformity, rotation may be more
easily reduced in flexion than in extension, and that

deformity should be corrected before functional

activity is permitted. When this principle is gener-
ally accepted, corrective treatment will be applied

when it may be effective, and gymnastic exercises,

now a futile routine, will find their proper place in

the prevention of deformity and as a necessary ad-
junct in the after treatment."

In the report in the Medical Record it is stated

:

"The corset has to be worn too long, and he felt

sure that moderate lateral curvature could be re-

duced more easily by extension and gymnastic ex-
ercises." The reporter misunderstood me, for I did

not say this, and as I believe that the Abbott method
will eventually supersede such ineffective treatment,
I should like to correct the misstatement and the im-
pression made by the report, in which I seem to

condemn a treatment of which I am heartily in

favor. Royal Whitman.
New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

MEETINGS ON INSURANCE AT THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF
PHYSICIANS AND IN VARIOUS TOWNS STATE-
MENTS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND OF NATIONAL
MEDICAL UNION—AMBULANCE SERVICE OBITU-
ARY.

London, November 15, 1912.

On Wednesday a meeting was held at the Royal
College of Physicians of London, of a joint com-
mittee of the English qualifying bodies'. These
are the two royal colleges, the Society of Apothe-
caries, and the medical faculties of the English
universities. Resolutions were passed showing that
in the opinion of the meeting (i) the conditions

set up by the regulations of the insurance com-
missioners are of such a nature as to interfere in-

juriously with the rights and proper independence
of the profession and with efficiency in the treat-

ment of insured persons; (2) that practitioners

ought not to be tried as to matters concerning pro-
fessional matters by a non-professional tribunal

;

(3) that it would be unwise to submit to local com-
mittees so long as insured persons are in an over-
whelming majority. A meeting of medical men in

Dublin unanimously resolved that the latest conces-
sions of the Chancellor are not such as to justify
acceptance of service under the act as it now stands'.

The medical members of the Advisory Committee
issued a circular in favor of trying to work the Act
for three years after which revision might be sought
in the light of the facts and figures accumulated.
This appears to propose an easy method for Mr.
Lloyd George to give way, but even if he could be
trusted he may not be in office after three years.
The National Aledical Union, which has never wav-
ered in its' support of the cardinal points, has sent
to every practitioner a criticism of the regulations
pointing to the conclusion that they are "intolerable
to any self-respecting medical man and would de-
stroy forever the independence of the profession."

Resolutions to reject Mr. Lloyd George's last

offer have been passed at meetings in Liverpool,
Manchester, Birmingham, Oxford, Cambridge, Bris-
tol, Plymouth, and many other places, every day
seeming to bring new reports'. Many are directions
of divisions of the British Medical Asosciation to
delegates how they are to vote at the representative
meeting. As this meeting is convened for next
Tuesday it is hardly worth while to speculate on
what course that vote will direct to be taken.

The County Council have decided to seek parlia-
mentary sanction to a scheme under which the Asy-
lums' Board, the Port of London Authority, the
Borough Councils, and the Boards of Guardians
will unite to extend the ambulance service and ren-
der it more efficient.

The year of office of Sir T. Crosby, :\LD., as
Lord ]\Iayor of London, has passed. Before retir-
ing he gave a city banquet to a number of leaders
of the profession. Sir Thomas and his daughter,
Lady Mayoress, carry into their retirement the
heartiest good wishes of the citizens', not a few of
whom still express surprise that a man of eighty-
two should have gone through the year of work
with so little apparent fatigue.

The death of the well known ophthalmic surgeon,
Arthur Henry Benson of London, took place on the
sixth inst. He graduated in arts and medicine at
the Dublin University, 1875-6, took F.R.C.S.I. in

1881. He was surgeon to the Eye and Ear Hospital
and ophthalmic surgeon to the Royal City of Dublin
Hospital. He was a son of the late Professor Ben-
son and a brother of Sir Hawtry Benson. He con-
tributed various papers to societies and was presi-
dent of the pathological section of the Academy of
Medicine. 1909-11.

Brigade Surgeon Frank Pout of the Army Med-
ical Staff died suddenly on the i6th inst, aged 76.
Surgeon-General Alex. M. Dallas, CLE., has died

in hjs' eighty-third year. He entered the Indian
Medical Service in 1856, was appointed superinten-
dent of the central jail in 1859, Inspector-General
of Prisons in 1863, and of Civil Hospitals in 1885.
He was made a Companion of the Indian Empire in
1886.
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OUR PARIS LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

CONGRESS OF UROLOGY—COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
METHODS OF TREATMENT OF RENAL TUBERCULOSIS
PROSTATECTOMY—IODIZED INSUFFLATIONS IN

CHRONIC URETHRITIS — GALVANOCAUSTIC TREAT-

MENT OF URETHRITIS—FOREIGN BODIES IN THE
BLADDER—LITHOTRITY AND CYSTOSCOPY NECROL-

OGY : PAUL LEGOND.

Paris, October 15, 1912.

The eighteenth reunion of the French Association

of Urology was held in Paris from the ninth to the

twelfth of October. The main subject for discus-

sion was the "Comparison of the Diflferent Forms
of Treatment of Renal Tuberculosis." The sympo-
sium was opened by Leon Bernard and Heitz-Boyer.

Following the labors of Albarran the majority of

clinicians have resorted to nephrectomy in the treat-

ment of renal tuberculosis. The opinion is almost

unanimous that medical, including hygienic and
medicinal, treatment is practically useless. Helio-

therapy and radiotherapy have not demonstrated

their value. There are certain physicians who would
substitute for nephrectomy the use of antituber-

culous agents whose efficacy they extol. But the

results of the purely medical or specific treatment

are not entirely satisfactory. A few apparent cures

are indeed to "be noted, but the number of failures

is large. Nephrectomy, on the other hand, produces

results that are real and that justify the resort

to this operation. The mortality of the latter

is from one to six per cent. The value of this

form of surgical intervention is as remarkable as is

its benignity. Nephrectomy rescues from speedy

death four-fifths of the individuals suffering from
renal tuberculosis. Besides, those that survive re-

main completely and permanently cured. The con-

clusion of the speakers was that, excepting in cases

in which the performance of nephrectomy is impos-

sible, this becomes the operation of choice as soon

as the diagnosis is made.
Opposed to this conclusion were the following:

Castaigne of Paris, Le Fur of Paris, de Keers-

maecker of Antwerp, Leclerc-Dandoy of Brussels,

and Pechere of Brussels, who had obtained by

means of medical treatment, chiefly by the use of

tuberculin, extremely satisfactory results. But the

large majority of urologists who took part in the

discussion were in favor of nephrectomy. Leon
Bernard, who closed the debate, stated that whereas

the use of tuberculin caused an improvement in the

tuberculous process in the kidney it did not lead

to a complete cure. Proof of this statement was af-

forded by the observation that in many instances

following tuberculin treatment the removal of the

affected kidney revealed the presence of the tuber-

culous process which had never been influenced by
the specific treatment.

The subject of prostatectomy gave rise to an inter-

esting discussion. Castaigne and Lavenant have

shown that prostatectomy has a beneficial influence

upon concomitant chronic lesions of the kidneys.

Marion favored the use of tamponade in suprapubic

prostatectomy. The advantages of this procedure

are first, the prevention of nervous hemorrhage, so

that the patient is able to stand the operation bet-

ter ; secondly, it is possible to wait three or four days

before dressing the wound, for there is no risk of a

clot obstructing the tube. Occasionally the tampon
causes an elevation of temperature.

Hamonie of Paris described an interesting pro-

cedure, namely, the treatment of chronic urethritis

by means of iodized insufflations. The instrument
consists of a sound containing a tube which carries

the iodized vapors. These escape through windows
in the wall of the sound. The return flow for the

vapors is through the space between the sound and
the inner tube.

The galvanocaustic treatment of chronic urethritis

was favored by Georges Luys of Paris. The advan-
tage of this method of treatment consists in the fact

that it permits the complete destruction of the

chronic foci. In an elaborate paper the speaker dis-

cussed the indications and contraindications of this

method of treatment, the operative technique, the

accidents that may occur, and the results of this

procedure.

The subject of foreign bodies of the bladder was
studied from the therapeutic viewpoint by Hasse of
Liege. He reported the case of a woman forty-eight

years of age, who, as the result of sexual perversion,

had introduced into the bladder during the course of
one year seventy-five foreign bodies, including the

following: buttons of all kinds, hairpins, celluloid

pins, safety pins, a nickel cross, coins, etc. These
objects were removed quite easily through the

greatly dilated ureter. Vincent, of Paris, reported

the case of a girl, aged nine years, who had intro-

duced into the bladder two hairpins, which, hooked
together, were surrounded by a vesical calculus.

The entire mass was easily removed by the hypo-
gastric route.

Georges Luys of Paris emphasized the necessity

of controlling by means of the cystoscope the com-
plete evacuation of the fragments produced by the

lithotrite. He insisted upon the close alliance be-

tween lithotrity and cystoscopy. Phosphatic calculi

of the bladder may be removed with the aid of
Luys' direct vision cystoscope. In fact, phosphatic
calculi which give rise to a painful cystitis, are

often soft and may be easily removed with the aid

of a pair of forceps introduced through the cysto-

scope.

Paul Legond, clinical professor at the medical
school of the University of Paris, has just died sud-

denly at the age of sixty-one years, in consequence
of a severe attack of uremia. He was recognized

in France as one of the foremost gynecologists. He
had mastered the details of operating by the vaginal

route and he had shown to the profession the ad-

vantages of Pean's operation. He had perfected

the operation of morcellation of fibroid tumors and
their complete extirpation by the vaginal route.

His work on ectopic gestation is still fresh in the

memory of all obstetricians and gynecologists.

Paul Legond was one of the most brilliant pro-
fessors in the medical faculty. Every one admired
his countenance, at once energetic and soft, com-
manding and smiling. His tall stature and his

powerful chest impressed one with the power that

went hand in hand with the exuberance of his life.

He was an eloquent speaker. This quality he dem-
onstrated admirably when he presided last year at

the surgical congress in Paris. Above all, he was
kind to his pupils and to his patients. All who
came in contact with him felt for him a peculiar

veneration, for he had a sympathetic heart and
knew how to find in the most painful moments
the words that console and the smile that brings

comfort.
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iplrogrrsa of iHpI>tral ^rirnrp.

The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 21, 1912.

1. bypliilis: The Story of Its Treatment Old and New. Andrew F.
Downing.

2. Difiicultjes in Interpreting the Significance of Regional Muscle
Rigidity and Degeneration aijout the Thorax: Diagnostic Limi-
tations. J. L. Pomeroy.

3. The Importance of the Early Recognition of Suppurative Otiti-s

Media. Phillip Ilanimond.
4. Survey of the Tuberculosis Situation in Massachusetts. John B.

liawes.
5. I'ellagra in Rhode Island. Arthur H. Harrington.

2. Difficulties in Interpreting the Significance of Re-
gional Muscle Rigidity and Degeneration about the

Thorax.—J. L. Pomeroy points out that there is a com-
ple.x mechanism in the causation of muscle rigidity and

degeneration about the thorax, that there is the possibility

of neuritis with localized conditions resulting from this

lesion, a mechanical influence exerted upon the nerves of

the mediastinum, and that segmental symptoms from the

lungs are not specific for the lungs alone, but may be

brought into play by aortic, cardiac and pericardial

changes, and changes in other structures in the thora.x.

There is no doubt but that bronchial gland enlargement

may give the same picture from a reflex standpoint as

pulmonary tuberculosis. The conditions which obscure

the diagnostic importance of muscle spasm and degenera-

tion may arise from various lesions in the mediastinum,

bronchial, adenopathy, aneurysm, pericarditis, new growtli.

cardiac disease, emphysema, asthma, etc. Again it may be

a residual of former inflammatory condition of the pleura

or lungs. It may occur from irritation of the pneumogas-
tric, sympathetic, phrenic, or spinal nerves from lesions not

in connection with lung tissue at all, but occurring at or

near the nerve origin. Differences in development, occu-

pation, posture, habits, deformities, age, nutrition, and cer-

tain diseases also obscure the picture. Rheumatic affec-

tions of the shoulder joint, particularly in the one known
as arthritic neuritis with circumflex disturbance, result in

marked changes in the tone and feeling of muscles in this

region. Therefore, it must be concluded that muscle spasm
and degeneration as a sign of pulmonary tuberculosis is

to be interpreted only with extreme care and is of but

suggestive value in a case of real doubt. From a diag-

nostic standpoint as to the presence of intrathoracic dis-

ease, muscle spasm and degeneration is as definite a sign

of those processes as a similar phenomenon in the abdomen.

In the hands of the expert clinician the muscle changes

over the thora.x give reliable information that inflamma-

tory changes or pathological processes are to be found

in the thorax, provided there is nothing in the peculiarities

of the individual which could otherwise satisfactorily ac-

count for the signs. For accurately localizing the lesion

in the lung or thorax these signs are of very variable

si,gnificance.

New York Medical Journal.

November 23, 1912.

1. Acute Poisoning. Edward C. Hill.
2. The Relation of Pregnancy to Certain Conditions of the Diges-

tive Orpans. A. L. Benedict.
3. The Teaching of Pulmonary Diseases. John B. Huber.
4. The Insurability of Women. T. Hewson Bradford.
5. Air Impurities. Charles Baskerville.
6. Ten Sex Talks to Girls. Irving David Steinhardt.
7. The Use of Mixed Infection Vaccines in the Treatment of

Myalgia and Arthritis. R. E. Brenneman.
8. Therapy of Syphilis. J. L. Mortimer.
9. The Value of Meteorism or Tympany in Peritonitis. Budd Van

Swenngen.

2. The Relation of Pregnancy to Certain Conditions
of the Digestive Organs.—.A.. L. Benedict thinks that

the vague digestive disturbance known as morning sick-

ness, in its most typical form, is probably a reflex motor
phenomenon, due to the accumulation of saliva and mucus,
there being no ischochymia, continuous secretion of true

gastric juice containing hydrochloric acid by an empty
stomach or evidence of fermentation. True hyperemesis

gravidarum is obviously a gastric reflex rather than a

genuine digestive disturbance. Yet lavage may be effec-

tive just as it sometimes is in obstinate singultus, by in-

ducing local fatigue, mental impression, etc. The author

discusses the mechanical features of pregnancy, especially

with reference to entcroptosis, and says that none of the

ptoses seems to depend materially upon uterine ptoses, in-

cluding prolapse, procidentia, flexions, and versions. But

this admission does not imply a disbelief in the harmful

effects of pelvic displacements due to perineal defects or

other conditions. The portal circulation is impeded, con-

gestion tends to cause faults of secretion and absorption,

hence fermentation and putrefaction tend to occur in ex-

cessive degree; colon bacillus virulence plays a large role

in gallstones and pancreatic disease, while indol has been

shown experimentally to cause hepatic sclerosis. While

the relation of lacerated perineum to alimentary cancers,

ulcers, achylias, etc., is far fetched, it may, nevertheless,

be genuine. The author concludes with an appeal for im-

mediate repair of the perineum whenever possible, and

for secondary repair as soon as possible, certainly before

marked atrophy has taken place.

7. The Use of Mixed Infection Vaccines in the

Treatment of Myalgia and Arthritis.—R. E. Brenneman
says that the term i heuiuatisiii h;is deservedly fallen into

disfavor. The bacterial theory of the etiology of disease

has led to a recognition of the true cause or causes of

so-called rheumatism. The author emphasizes the desir-

ability of a correct differentiation of the causes and seat of

bodily pain, of making a correct diagnosis and then of

using a definite and correct onomatology. A muscular pain

should be called a myalgia and should be named so as to

determine its location. If a joint is affected arthritis is

the term to be employed. The term rheumatism is redund-

ant, unnecessary, and unscientific. Schafer's theories appear

probable, rational, and scientific. Of the value of serum

therapy and vaccine therapy in proper cases there is

little dispute. There are many different bacteria con-

cerned in the causation of certain infective diseases and it

therefore seems reasonable to use a vaccine composed of

various strains of bacteria. He has, therefore, used such

a vaccine in 11 cases

—

g of arthritis, i of puerperal sepsis,

and I of pneumonia. Great relief followed the vac-

cine treatment in all the cases of arthritis. The result in

the case of puerperal sepsis was marked and very sugges-

tive. In the case of pneumonia, it seemed from a study

of the chart that after the first fall in the temperature, the

subsequent injections held the disease in check and hast-

ened the crises in the subsequently involved lobes.

The Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 23. 1912.

1. Chemistry of Inhalation Anesthetics. Charles Baskerville.
2. Spinal Anesthesia. Freeman Allen.
3. -^merican Statistics. James T. Gwathmey.
4. Post-Operative Mortality from Anesthetics. Albert H. Miller.
5. The Limitations of Nitrous Oxide with Oxygen as a General

Anestlietic. Charles K. Teter.
6. Helps in Surgical .-Vncsthesia. Joseph E. Lumbard.
7. Spinal Analgesia. William Seaman Bainbridge.
8. Anesthesia by Pharyngeal Insufflation. Frank Wilcox Pinneo.
9. Some Reasons for Surgical Failures in Children. Le Grand

Kerr.
10. Modification of the Ferguson Open Drop Method Ether-Inhaler,

and Mode of Etherization. C. E. Prudden.
11. Nitrous-Oxide Oxygen Anesthesia with Report of a Fatal Case.

Moses Salter.
12. Resuscitation from Drowning: Continued Persistence of Heart

Beat; Death from Non-Resuscitation of the Respiratory Cen-
ters. Frederick Wade Hitchings.

13. The Ability of Mothers to Nurse Their Children. J. P. Crozer
Griffith.

14. Supplemental Breast FeedinK in Infants. H. M. McClanahan.
15. Some Cases of Hysteria Presenting Symptoms Usually Only

Found in Or?anic Diseases. Beverly R. Tucker.
16. The Reciprocal Influences of Morbid Conditions of the Mouth,

Jaws and General Economy. M. L. Shamberg.
1". Temporary Toxic Amaurosis and Paralysis Following Injection

of Ethyl Alcohol into a Chronic Empyema Sinus. Louis
Friedman.

18. Cystoscope Holder. Henry Dawson Fvrniss.
19. Penetrating Abdominal Wall Wound by Revolver Bullet, Com-

plicated by Twenty-two Intestinal Perforations: Operation
and Recovery. A. Belcham Keyes.

7. Spinal Analgesia.—William Seaman Bainbrid'e
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reviews the history of spinal analgesia and enumerates

three general classes of solutions employed. First, the

so-called "diffusible" solution employed by Babcock, in

which alcohol is used to render the fluid lighter than the

cerebrospinal fluid. To the second class belong the simple

solutions of the analgesic agent wdth water, with water

plus the cerebrospinal fluid, with cerebrospinal fluid alone,

or with normal salt solution. To the third class belong

the so-called "non-diffusible" solutions, which are rendered

heavier than the cerebrospinal fluid by the addition of

glucose, dextrine, or gum arable. In 988 cases solutions of

the second class were used, and in 500 of these cocaine

was used. He now uses stovain or tropacocaine, but does

not hesitate to employ cocaine. In the whole series there

was one death probably due to "status lymphaticus." One
case of temporary partial paralysis occurred, one of fail-

ure due to so-called dry spine, two cases with alypin in

which there was considerable respiratory depression, and

one where failure was apparently due to idiosyncrasy. The

author reports illustrative cases in which the three differ-

ent solutions were employed, and describes the apparatus,

and the technique of administration. From the facts

known it may be deduced in a general way that the indica-

tions for spinal analgesia are the contraindications for in-

halation anasthesia. A person in marked shock or pro-

foundly septic condition should not be subjected to this

procedure. The real objections to the method are: (i)

The operator is absolutely committed to the dose, what-

ever it may be. It can be increased by another injec-

tion, but it cannot be decreased. With the changes in the

position of the patient, and with carefully graded dosage,

control can be exercised. (2) In prolonged operations the

analgesic effect may pass off before the operation is com-

pleted. In some cases, as in laparotomy, it is quite in-

convenient to turn the patient over for another injection.

This is not a procedure for the surgical novice and must

continue to occupy a somewhat limited sphere until we
know more of the physiological action of the agents em-

ployed and of the dosage required in order to obtain the

desired results.

16. The Reciprocal Influence of Morbid Conditions

of the Mouth, Jaws, and General Economy.—M. L.

Shamberg emphasizes the influence of the unhygienic

mouth as an etiological factor in systemic disease. The

tongue has always served as a barometer of the physical

condition of the patient but far too frequently the inspec-

tion of the mouth ends with the tongue. It is really un-

usual for physicians to make careful observations of the

mouth as a whole, to determine the presence of lesions on

the mucous surface of the cheeks, the floor of the mouth

beneath the tongue, the palate, the gingival margins of

the gums, or the roof and floor of the vestibule of the

mouth. These parts give even greater information at

times than do the tongue and lips. The influence of the

mouth and jaws on the general economy and likewise the

influence of the general economy on the condition of the

mouth have not received the attention that they deserve.

According to a list prepared by Edward H. Baker, 125

different affections have been traced by scientific men to

dental and mouth disorders. The bearing that the mouth

has on the general organism is governed by its ability to

perform its normal function in preparing the food to be in-

troduced into the system. A failure in any measure to live

up to its contract in this particular is accompanied by dis-

turbances further on in the process of digestion. Many re-

flex disturbances are also due to maxillary or dental ab-

normalities. The author promises to supplement this

communication with one that will be more clinical in its

nature.

17. Temporary Toxic Amaurosis and Paralysis Fol-

lowing Injection of Ethyl Alcohol into a Chronic Empy-
ema Sinus.—Louis Friedman reports a rather unusua!

case of temporary paralysis and amaurosis following the

injection of ethyl alcohol into an empyema sinus. The pa-

tient had received previous injections of 95 per cent, al-

cohol without untoward symptoms, but suddenly after

one of the injections became limp and unconscious for a

few seconds, both upper and lower extremities being para-

lyzed. Loss of vision was complete but cutaneous sensa-

tion was present. The patient's mind was clear, speech was

normal, there was no cyanosis, the pupil reaction was nor-

mal to light, and the knee jerks were exaggerated. Motion

slowly returned and the paralysis disappeared entirely in

half an hour. The vision slowly improved and was perfect

in about three days. Friedman has been unable to find

any record of pure ethyl alcohol amaurosis.

The Lancet.

November 16, 1912.

1. Inaugural Leclure. The Modern Combat against Tuberculosis
.Vraong Cliildren. Professor Nietner.

2. Post-Graduate Lecture. Motor and Speech Paralysis Due to

Cerebral .Angiospasm. William Russell.
3. On the Respiratory Neuroses. Samuel West.
4. Remarks on the Treatment of Sarcoma of the Long Bones.

Frederick Eve.
5. Results of Complete Removal by Operation of the Transplanted

Mouse Cancer. C. E. Walker.
6. On the Duty of the Practitioner in Cases of Ophthalmia Neo-

natorum. Sydney Stephenson.

2. Motor and Speech Paralysis Due to Cerebral

Angiospasm.—William Russell calls attention to the

fact that this spasm lead to a constriction of the lumen

of the blood vessels and may be sufficiently pronounced

to practically obliterate the lumen. The degree of spasm

therefore determines the measure of the anemia of the

affected area, and this again determines the intensity of

clinical phenomena, whether it be complete or partial loss

of motor power, or of sensibility; while the portion of the

brain affected determines the character of the phenomena,

whether motor, sensory, or mental. As the spasm tends

to be temporary and evanescent so the phenomena result-

ing tend to be evanescent. It is the anemia which is the

cause of the phenomena, not the vessel spasm ipso facto.

The causes of the spasm may be heat, cold, or nerve in-

fluences. In addition there seems to be no doubt clinicall)'

that waste substances retained in the blood act thus upon

the blood vessel wall, causing paralyzing action on the

muscle tissue of the wall. The two factors to be kept in

mind in dealing with the individual case are: (i) the

probable condition of the blood vessels, and (2) the driv-

ing power of the left ventricle. The anemia may be deter-

mined by atheroma or obliterative endarteritis associated

with a feeble heart. Russell cites an illustrative case and

shows how important it is to understand the condition

and to treat it by stimulation rather than to regard it as

a case of high blood pressure with threatening hemor-

rhage and to use relaxing and depressant treatment. He
calls attention to the association of migraine and tem-

porary paralysis which has been credited to a temporary

anemia. The association of motor paralysis and aphasia

is the commonest type and forms the largest groups of

cases. The group illustrates angiospasm in cerebral ves-

sels affected by either angiospasm or obliterative endarte-

ritis. He then considers transitory hemoparesis, citing

several illustrative cases which support his contention that

these temporary paralyses have an evanescent cause and

that the only reasonable explanation is the one he has

offered. The site of the angiospasm is very frequently in

the great motor pathway, in or above the internal capsule.

A historical sketch of the subject is given which the

writer thinks supports his contentions by showing that

others offered the same explanation of the phenomena as

he has offered. He expresses the hope that the practical

importance of the subject will be recognized and that at

some future time he may deal with its more speculative

aspects.
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3. On the Respiratory Neuroses.—Samuel West
points out the difference between ordinary quiet breathing

and deep or forced breathing. When told to take a deep

breath the movements are entirely altered, cease to be

abdominal, and become entirely costal; in other words,

the automatic center is inhibited and the control taken

over for the time being by the voluntary centers. The

neuroses of the respiratory organs fall into two groups,

according as they are, or are not, associated with, or lead

to, dyspnea and its consequences, viz., cyanosis and suf-

focation. In the first group those with dyspnea and

cyanosis are found asthma, laryngismus stridulus and

other laryngeal spasms, and whooping cough. In the sec-

ond group, in which there is no interference with the

aeration of the blood and consequently no cyanosis or suf-

focation, are found paroxysmal tachypnea, the air hunger

of diabetes mellitus and the allied condition in uremia,

and in the third are found grouped respiration and Cheyne-

Stokes breathing. A consideration of the respiratory

neuroses in each of these conditions leads to the same con-

clusion, namely, that it is not the respiratory center in the

medulla that is at fault, but some higher coordinating

centers possibly in close relation with the other centers of

volitional action, and therefore, presumably, in the cortex

of the brain. In this connection the physiological consid-

erations set forth in the article are of importance. It is

obvious that a view of this kind is likely to modify con-

siderably tlie lines of treatment to be adopted.

British Medical Journal.

November 16, 1912.

1. An .Address on the Duties of the State in Regard to Tuberculosis.
Arthur Ransome.

2. Tuberculosis in General Practice. J. .'\. Gibb.
3. Reflections on the Importance of Toxin Saturation of Tissues.

Edward E. Prest.

I. Duties of the State in Regard to Tuberculosis.

—

Arthur Ransome does not think that the State should

undertake the treatment of disease. It should rather turn

its attention in the direction of prevention. The result of

other enterprises undertaken by the State do not hold out

any promise that State officials could succeed in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis as well as do at present the several

voluntary agencies. A report of the Poor Law Commis-
sion, which concludes with the statement that "from first

to last the outdoor medical service of the Poor Law has

no conception of the public health point of view," is evi-

dence of this statement. Much the same conclusions are

reached when the indoor treatment of paupers by the

State is considered. The case is entirely different with

regard to the public health service. No fault can be found

with the work of its officials and this is because the State

here is attending to its legitimate business, not the cure,

but tlie prevention of disease. He then proceeds to show
that the plans set forth under the Insurance Act for the

care of tuberculosis are equally destined to fail, and that

it is important that the subject be seriously dealt with by

medical critics before the funds assigned for the purpose

are in the process of being squandered. The duties cf the

State in regard to prevention are three: I. It can take

practical measures to abolish the bacillus. 2. It can im-

prove the physical condition of the people so as to dimin-

ish their susceptibility to the disease. 3. Most impor-

tant of all, it can so amend the favorite haunts of the

disease as to destroy its power for evil. As to the first,

many measures have been suggested, such as compulsory

notification, penalizing spitting, gratuitous examination of

sputum, disinfection of dwellings, clothing, etc. All of

these measures may he more or less useful, but at best

can only remove some of the sources of infection, leaving

others still untouched. The problem of lessening the sus-

ceptibility to infection can be solved by solving the third

proposition, by abolishing the haunts of the bacillus. This

can be done by the provision of healthy homes, by proper

drainage and water supply, by better provision for ven-

tilation, doing away with courts and blind alleys, by lim-

iting the height of buildings, by mitigating the pollution of

the air as far as possible, .\ttention must be directed not

only to the ventilation of scliools, but to that of all public

resorts. The State would also be within the scope of its

legitimate action, Ransome maintains, if it provided for

the dangerous cases of open tuberculosis, if it subsidized

homes for the dying and tuberculosis dispensaries, and if

it assisted in the formation of herds of cattle free from

disease.

3. Importance of Toxic Saturation of Tissues Con-

sidered in Relation to the Treatment of Pulmonary Tu-

berculosis.—Edward E. Prest says that where a tuber-

culous infection shows such a degree of activity, or the

body tissues as a whole yield an insufficient amount of

antibody, then the healthy tissues arrive at a condition

which he calls toxin saturation; no antibody can be pro-

duced, and the toxin circulating the system will assist the

activity of the bacilli, the disease will spread rapidly, and

death speedily follow, unless means are at once taken to

counteract this condition, and produce once more a con-

dition of hyposaturation. Such a state of affairs does not

occur in tuberculosis attacking relatively immobile tissue.

From this it follows that means of determining the condi-

tion of the tissues with reference to saturation by toxin

will be of enormous importance. The most important

method is an accurate record of the temperature taken

in the rectum ; the patient should be kept in bed for this

purpose. If it is found that the temperature taken before

rising in the morning is above 97.7° F. the tissues are

approaching a condition of toxic saturation; or, if the

temperature during the day, when the patient is at rest in

bed, rises higher tlian 99.4° F., the same conclusion may

be arrived at. In cases where the disease is only slightly

active, where almost all the toxin is neutralized by the

tissues at the seat of the disease, although the temperature

may almost constantly deviate from the normal, yet the

remaining tissues of the body may be considerably re-

moved from saturation by toxin. The symptoms of sat-

uration are the classical symptoms of pulmonary tuber-

culosis. A temperature such as the above indicates that

the balance has been restored, but gives no indication of

the capacity of the tissues to deal with the toxin. If a

little exercise on the previous day causes a rise in the

morning temperature the tissues are nearly saturated; if

considerable exercise does not affect the temperature, it

follows that there is no approximation to tissue saturation.

The degree of saturation may also be determined by the

administration of tuberculin. If a small dose causes a

rise in temperature in a case where the temperature was

previously normal, it may be assumed that tissue satura-

tion is nearly complete. If the patient be near toxin sat-

uration, the activated tuberculin, even if the dose be small,

may stir up tuberculous foci. In the treatment of pul-

monary tuberculosis by tuberculin, one may begin with

small doses if the rectal temperature is as stated above,

and exercise does not cause a rise in temperature ; in cases

commencing with hemoptysis without previous symptoms;

in the so-called early cases which are slightly febrile, after

rest in bed and sanatorium treatment until the temperatures

become normal; in cases of considerable duration where,

owing to fibrosis and highly resistant tissues, toxic satu-

ration is not complete ; in cases with extensive disease

where a considerable degree of toxic tolerance had been

produced. In cases exhibiting a large amount of caseous

disease small doses may be given and repeated at inter-

vals of at least a week in order to avoid ulceration nf

large masses of diseased tissue. The prevention of toxic

saturation in early cases, Prest says, is of paramount
importance.
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Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

November 11, 1912.

The Great Epidemic of Typhus in Napoleon's Rus-

sian Campaign.—The outbreak of typhus in the present

Balkan-Turkish campaign naturally arouses interest as to

the possibility of duplicating some of the great epidemics

of past wars. At a recent session of the Berlin Society

for Social Medicine, Hygiene and Statistics Prinzing gave

a brief retrospect of the epidemic of 1813 in which Napo-

leon's defeated troops and allies scattered the pestilence

through Western Europe. The Russian army alone lost

62,000 men and of the 30,000 or more French prisoners

nearly all but ten per cent, died of typhus or exposure.

The Jews of Wilna and vicinity lost by death over sixty

thousand. The disease soon reached Prussia, destroyed

eight thousand in Danzig, and nearly as many in and

around the metropolis. As the war continued about Leip-

zig and Dresden the pestilence followed and the French

losses are placed at 80,000 (whether those of the Russian

campaign are herein included does. not appear). The con-

tinuance of the campaign into 1814 was responsible for

further ravages of the German states, so that when all was
over Prussia alone had lost 200,000 inhabitants in the two

years. The malady was at that time but little known, as

its autonomy was first recognized in 1810. It was not

even known whether isolation would be of service or the

reverse. As comment on the preceding one might men-
tion the possible effects of typhus in thwarting the ambi-

tions of Napoleon were it not for the fact that his antago-

nists suffered equally in this respect. In the Franco-Prus-

sian war the poorly vaccinated French lost 200,000 people

from smallpox, while the well-vaccinated Germans largely

escaped. The influence of a pestilence in a war will de-

pend entirely on whether one, both or neither army has

the ability and willingness to profit by the latest discov-

eries in sanitary science.

Metastatic Cancer of the Skin.—Askanazy discusses

especially the relationship of these growths to the cuta-

neous nerves. The problem is a new one, for the author

knows of no antecedent finds. The primary can-

cer was seated in the breast and viras not highly malignant,

being an example clinically of so-called RecUis's disease.

Not until affected by some severe constitutional symptoms
did patient seek medical aid. The breast was amputated,

but patient survived but a few months, dying of cachexia.

From the outset she had presented some cutaneous nodules

which appeared in crops with disturbance of sensation.

These lesions were well disseminated over the entire sur-

face with exception of the extremities. The average size

was that of a pea. In certain regions the lesions were

grouped and there was no bilateral symmetry. The patient

could predict through the sensory disturbances when and
where a new nodule was to come, this declaration being

frequently corroborated by the author. The diagnosis lay

between cancer metastases and a primary cancerous derma-

tosis. Trial excision left no doubt as to the cancerous

nature of the formations. Autopsy showed local recur-

rence of cancer in the breast and innumerable visceral

metastases. The case being therefore one of extreme car-

cinosis, the other feature of interest was the peculiar im-

plication of the sensory nerves. Elaborate histologic study

left no doubt that the skin metatasis was not of the com-
mon kind but had actually occurred in the cutaneous nerves.

Severe Cerebral Symptoms in Consumptives Without
Anatomical Finds.—Querner describes two such cases.

The first was in a male aged 29 without familial taint who
had recently begun to cough and emaciate. He was an
alcoholic. The chest showed movements of normal excur-

sion limits, but there were evidences of apical and laryn-

geal disease and tubercle bacilli in the sputum. The other

viscera were intact. Temperature rose at times to 39° or 40°

C. The cerebral symptoms began with frightful dreams

followed -by confusion. Kernig's sign appeared and per-

sisted, but all other evidences of meningitis, including re-

sults of lumbal punction, were negative. Mental state at-

tended off and on by confusion and hallucinations. Death

evidently resulted from exhaustion. Up to the last tuber-

culous meningitis could be excluded, although a meningeal

syndrome had been suggested. Autopsy revealed, in addi-

tion to the ordinary local tuberculous finds, degeneration

of the myocardium. The author saw another case with

meningitic-paralytic symptoms, which upon autopsy pre-

sented no serious endocranial lesions. There had been a

doubtfully positive Wassermann reaction. The author finds

cases parallel to his own in recent French literature,

ascribed to the action of tuberculous toxins and termed

"encephalopathie tuberculineuse."

Cinchona Alkaloids and Corneal Anesthesia.—Mor-
genroth and Ginsberg describe the anesthesia of the cornea

produced by quinine, hydroquinine, and ethylhydrocuprein.

All of these cause total anesthesia of the rabbit's cornea.

The solvent was water and also for the last named syn-

thetic olive oil. The salts used were chiefly the chlorides.

While quinine is but slightly soluble in water, the other

two are so freely soluble that highly concentrated solutions

are readily prepared. Twenty per cent, solutions produce

an extremely protracted anesthetic effect perceptible for

more than a week. But these substances will hardly come

into practical use because of the discovery that solutions

stronger than 2.5 per cent, have been seen to cause corneal

opacities. In some cases this is transitory. High concen-

tration also causes chemosis and in general the irritant ac-

tion will make these salts so unsafe that they will hardly

be thought of seriously as corneal anesthetics.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 12, 1912.

Acute Alcoholic Amblyopia.—Kaiser reports a case

of this rare affection which from its very nature must

always at first cause a suspicion of accidental wood alco-

hol poisoning. Patient, who was aged 53, had consumed

enough spirits to produce delirium and hallucinations, with

tremor. His visual hallucinations were, however, peculiar

in that they showed some defect of perception. White,

blinding snow appeared dark and dirty, and when looking

on plain white paper he saw colors and objects. When
he had slept off his cerebral symptoms he developed poly-

neuritis, while his visual perceptions still remained ab-

normal. Neuritis optica could readily be excluded. The
patient had drunk up nearly four marks' worth of spirits,

so that all his symptoms had been acute; however, he

contradicted himself several times as to his consumption

of liquor and probably did not know himself what he had

taken. He remembered than everything had grown dark

to his vision save for flashes of light, like fireworks. The

visual field was now tested and found to be strongly con-

tracted concentrically without central scotoma. It grad-

ually improved and attained a limit for white, but was

still improving for colors. At this juncture for some un-

explained reason the delirium and hallucinations returned

to some extent, but again subsided. The condition was

markedly unlike chronic alcoholic amblyopia in which

central scotoma is present. Some of the grain spirits

which the patient consumed was tested for wood al-

cohol with negative result. The author regards the

condition as due to sudden damage of the opticus fibers

by drinking a very large amount of spirits within a short

time. Visual acuity was not permanently affected and the

prognosis for ultimate recovery for color perception is

good.

Rare Cutaneous Manifestation in Renal Insufficiency.

—Portig relates the case of a woman aged 41 who had

begun to show a syndrome comprising nausea and vomit-
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iiig, diarrhea, anorexia, and violent headache with later

anxious states and confusion, and eventually apathy.

Physical examination revealed very little outside of the

vascular system and urine. There was some angiosclerosis

and cardiac enlargement and albuminuria with cylinders.

The urine was also reduced in bulk. Venesection was

practised for impending uremia. The cutaneous phenome-

non which bore directly upon the defective excretion of

urine consisted of a sort of sudamina on the face asso-

ciated with hyperidrosis. The skin looked as if sprinkled

with snowflakes. This appearance was evidently due to the

formation of crystals, a so-called crystalline desquamation.

This was found to be urea. There could be no doubt

that the latter had actually escaped by means of the per-

spiration. The case illustrates the wisdom and necessity of

stimulating the flow of the latter in threatened uremia.

destroyed. He is not certain that the future will not rec-

ognize the fecal route as the principal one in the spread

of lepra. If the so-called rat leprosy should prove to be

the actual disease it would doubtless be connected with

the consumption by tlicse animals of human excrement.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.
November 12, 1912.

A Combination Therapy of Pernicious Anemia.—
Brieger states that in association with Trebing he had

made the discovery that in many cases of cancer, both op-

erated and non-operated, he, by giving pancreatin inwardly,

had brought down the previously high antitryptic index to

normal, while there was a corresponding improvement in

appetite, general condition and weight. But in some can-

cerous patients pancreatin had the opposite results and

increased the index. At that time it was suggested that

for tuberculosis one might combine a pancreatin cure with

a tuberculin cure. During the past three years the author

has also sought to treat pernicious anemia with a com-

bination of pancreatin and arsenic, and A. Pinkuss has re-

cently mentioned Brieger's work in this direction. The ar-

senic is given as Fowler's solution, two drops thrice daily,

to be increased and then diminished in the usual fashion.

Tlie pancreatin was given tliree times daily before meals,

as much as could be taken up on a knife blade. The
author cites in detail three cases of pernicious anemia thus

treated ; all improved notably. One patient has been under

the treatment three full years and is still alive. Cures for

this malignant affection are not claimed, but the lives of

the two other patients were undoubtedly prolonged. The
author believes that pancreatin is a catalysator which

should enjoy a larger field in internal therapeutics.

Dohle's Leucocyte Inclusions in Scarlatina.—
Kretschmer publishes the following conclusions concerning

these formations: They are present in all recent cases of

scarlatina, and are to be found but seldom in other affec-

tions with exception of diplitheria and sepsis in which

they occur with some frequency. Their presence possesses

considerable diagnostic significance in scarlatina because

they do not occur to any extent in the conditions which

resemble the latter. They are in no sense causes or in-

citers of the disease, and since they are not specific doubt-

lass represent only a reaction-product of the leucocytes to

the disease toxins.

Dissemination of Diphtheria and Lepra by Means
of the Feces.—Delbanco cites a number of recent pub-

lications involving the transmissibility of certain diseases.

It has recently been stated that the urine in diphtheria

usually contains virulent bacteria and should always be

disinfected. The author, with Haas, published recently

an article on anal diphtheria, which localization, with the

known entrance of bacteria from the throat, etc., into the

feces, makes it imperative to disinfect these excreta as

well. In this connection should be mentioned the numerous
finds of lepra bacilli in the feces of lepers and to a less

extent in the urine, .\rning. Babes, Boeck and other lep-

rologists have seen them in the feces. Boeck thinks the

immunity of large cities to lepra may be in part due to

the fact that in such centers the feces are practically

The Blood in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—P. Masenti
and M. Borgogno note that the cellular elements of the
blood do not furnish any diagnostic criteria in tuberculosis.

On the other hand, from the prognostic viewpoint, one may
attach a favorable significance to a relative neutrophile
polynucleosis and to a marked diminution in the number
of eosinophiles and lymphocytes.

—

La Riforina Medico.

The Irritability of the Sympathetic Nervous System.—
F. Boschan states that Loewi has shown that one may
obtain an idea of the condition of the sympathetic nervous
system in a human being by introducing a drop of a one
per cent, solution of adrenalin into the conjunctival sac.

In normal individuals there does not result any dilatation

of the pupil. This, however, does take place in certain

cases of diabetes and Graves' disease. The adrenalin

mydriasis occurs only when the irritability of the sympa-
thetic is abnormally raised. Boschan investigated this re-

action in 170 cases, including healthy and sick infants. The
reaction was negative in the healthy newborn, in healthy
infants of various ages, in the premature, in cases of
chronic nutritional disturbances, in chronic infection, in

acute digestive disturbances that are not accompanied by
constitutional symptoms, and in acute infections without
toxic symptoms. The reaction was positive in moribund
infants, in cases of enteritis accompanied by toxic
symptoms, in all acute infections with toxic mani-
festations, and in a few chronic diseases. There is ap-
parently a close relationship between toxic ailments on
the one hand and the presence of Loewi's reaction on the
other, and since in these cases there is an increased sus-

ceptibility to cocain, it is concluded that the pupillary re-

action indicates an increased irritability of the sympathetic
nervous system as the result of toxic conditions. The ad-
renalin mydriasis has no diagnostic significance. Its pres-
ence indicates always that a to.xic condition is getting

worse, while the disappearance of this reaction corresponds
to an improvement in the clinical picture.

—

Monatsschrift
fiir Kinderheilkiinde.

Physiological Influence of Ovarian Secretion.—A. L.
Mcllroy states that the ovary controls the nutrition of the
uterus and other reproductive organs, since removal of
both ovaries causes atrophy of the muscular and glandular
elements of the uterus, etc., the degree of atrophy being in

direct proportion to the length of time which has elapsed
since the operation. There is also a diminution in the
uterine blood-vessels, and a tendency to atlieroma—a con-
dition very closely allied to fibrosis of the uterus in the
liuman subject. Menstruation and oestrus do not occur
after complete removal of both ovaries. In young animals
after oophorectomy the infantile type is maintained. Re-
inoval of the uterus, or retention of uterine secretion, does
not affect the functional development of the ovaries, see-

ing that the elements of the ovary are well preserved after
hysterectomy and ligation of the uterine horns. Retained
uterine fluid does not counteract the atrophy of the uterus
which takes place after removal of both ovaries. There is

thinning out of the uterine wall at the ooint of greatest
distension, and no compensatory hypertrophy has been
observed. Removal of one ovary causes compensatory hy-
pertrophy of the other in the ancestrous state. That the
interstitial cells perform the chief role m the maintenance
of the nutrition of the uterus is evidenced by (a) the sur-
vival of these cells in grafted ovaries, (b) the follicles be-
coming absorbed or cystic, and {c) the fact that no atrophy
of the uterus occurs when these cells are present. The in-

terstitial cells become functionally active during pro-oes-
trum, as shown by their being enlarged and their cytoplasm
becoming infiltrated with a lipoid substance (in female
dog). That the corpus luteum is the part of the ovary
which exerts the most active influence upon the body as
a whole is shown by the fact that corpus luteum extract
when injected causes rise of the general blood-pressure.
From the result of one experiment it was found that the
ovaries do not play such an important part in the elimina-
tion of calcium as is supposed, since after castration the
calcium output was increased, whereas it was diminished
as the result of administration of corpus luteum extract.
Removal of the ovaries in rabbits causes an increased de-
posit of fat in the tissues of the hoAy.^Proceedings of the
Royal Society of Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO MEDICAL EXAMINERS.

BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

FRAUDULENT PRACTICES.

The possibility of fraud and deception should be
constantly kept in mind, as it is not uncommon to

meet with some of the following practices:

Fraud Practised by the Applicant.—The
fraudulent practices discussed in the following par-
agraphs are those usually originating with the
applicant

:

Age.—The age is understated at times by appli-

cants in order to derive the benefit of a lower pre-

mium. Insuring a considerable number of risks

for premiums computed for younger ages will in-

volve an unwarranted loss to a life insurance com-
pany, as the premium for each life is based on the

Experience Table of Mortality. If the examiner
doubts the accuracy of the given age he should
communicate this fact to the home office. It must
not be forgotten, however, that if several men were
commissioned to judge the age of a certain indi-

vidual, there would almost always be a difference

of several years between the highest and the low-
est estimates. An examiner might, therefore, do
an injustice to an applicant were he to report a

discrepancy between the given and the apparent
ages unless it amounts to at least five years.

Supfircssion and Distortion of Facts.—Suppres-
sion, as well as distortion, of facts constitutes mis-
representation, as every application for life insur-

ance calls for a declaration in some form from the

applicant that he has disclosed full and accurate in-

formation in regard to his personal and family his-

tory. According to law an undue concealment or
nondisclosure of facts and circumstances which
one party is under legal or equitable obligation to

communicate, and which the other party has a right

to know, establishes a misrepresentation or breach
of warranty and will give sufficient grounds to a
company to cancel the policy provided the delin-

quency is important enough and is discovered within
a reasonable length of time after the date of issu-

ance, a period which may be generally stated as two
years. When, then, there is the slightest doubt as

to the veracity of an applicant, the examiner will do
a good deed to him as well as the company by inti-

mating the extent of the possible penalty in diplo-

matic but unmistakable terms.

Conccaltnent of Physical Defects.—Dishonest ap-
plicants, assisted at times by corrupt agents, dis-

play considerable inventive skill in preventing the
discovery of physical impairments by the exam-
iners. Examples of these attempts are innumerable
in the history of life insurance. Space forbids a
description of all of them even if it were possible.

A few of the instances which have come to the writ-

er's notice may serve as illustrations of the import-
ance of close scrutiny in every examination.
An application was recently received in which the

applicant had persisted in remaining in a sitting

position during the examination, his excuse being a
badly fitting shoe hurting his foot. The suspicions

of the home office officials were aroused by a report
from another source, and the examiner, being re-

quested to re-investigate, had to admit with chagrin
that he had been fooled by a subject with spinal

disease. If this examiner had taken the precaution
of without exception observing the gait, as he should

do in every case, he would have saved himself con-

siderable mortification.

In another recent case, a well-trained examiner
had occasion to confess himself tricked by an appli-

cant who vigorously chewed gT.nn to hide the evi-

dence of facial paralysis.

A chronic axillary abscess, which had not been

acknowledged during the questioning, nearly

escaped detection. The applicant was a clergyman
and his statements would have been accepted with-

out hesitation by the majority of examiners. Un-
fortunately for him, however, the examiner who
had charge was a very cautious and inquisitive in-

dividual who insisted on making the examination

with a completely bared chest, and this led to the

discovei'y of the abscess.

Fraud Practised by the Applicant and
Agent.—The agent and applicant have been discov-

ered in league, the former having coached the lat-

ter to conceal certain facts or set them forth in

a misleading way.
In other cases, the agent succeeds in getting pos-

session of an adverse report from an examiner
which should have been sent to the home office. The
agent then takes the applicant to another examiner
with the hope that he will not discover the defect

or will be complacent enough to overlook it. If

such a report is surrendered to the agent, not-

withstanding the fact that such a procedure is both

ill-advised and dangerous, the examiner should at

once immediately notify the home office of the name
and date of birth of the applicant and the impair-

ment, so that the fraud may be prevented.

Substitution is difficult but is attempted at times.

It is especially easy for this practice to be followed

among the many undesirable aliens who are .-warm-

ing into the United States. Two conspiracies of

considerable magnitude have come into the writer's

experience and both happened among that class of

people. The practice of substitution is not, how-
ever, always confined to members of this low grade

of society. It, therefore, behooves the examiner to

keep his eyes open and report any suspicious cir-

cumstances to the home office.

Fraud Practised by the Agent.—The agent

may attempt to exert an evil influence on the ex-

aminer by requesting or even demanding him to

modify or omit some adverse statement from the

report. At other times, the agent will try to pre-

vent the carrying out a part of or even the entire

physical examination. No examiner worthy of the

name would submit to such overtures, but it is

wise to remember these injunctions, as some of the

unscrupulous agents are most plausible and per-

sistent in their arguments.
The agent or any other person should never be

permitted to procure the urine from the applicant,

no matter how much trust and confidence the ex-

aminer has in those individuals.

An agent will sometimes change the report after

it has left the hands of the examiner. It is a good
rule, even when the agent is trusted and honest, to

invariably send the report directly to the local man-
ager or home office.

Fraud Practised by the Examiner.—^To the

credit of the profession it may be asserted that

bribery and collusion are rare occurrences among
medical examiners. Such practices have happened,

however, sufficiently often to bring about the en-

actment of laws in some of the states for shielding

the companies against fraudulent conduct on the
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part of the examining physicians, whereby the wil-

ful making of a fraudulent statement in an appli-

cation for life insurance is made a misdemeanor
punishable by fine or imprisonment.
Fraud Practised by Policyholders.—^This does

not concern the medical examiner directly, and ref-

erence to the crimes perpetrated by policyholders for

defrauding life insurance companies is made only

as a matter of interest. Suicide by persons who
wish to provide for their families at once is prac-

tically prevented by the insertion of a clause in the

application, which provides that suicide within a

certain time after the issuance of the policy shall

not make the policy a claim against the company,
whether the suicide was sane or insane. Murder of

a person insured in favor of the murderer is an-

other means of fraud. Mysterious disappearance,

usually arranged to present the probability of sui-

cide, is the most successful and common form of

crime adopted for this purpose, but as the companies
must be on their guard under suspicious circum-
stances, such schemes are u-sually foiled.

The Insurability of Women.—T. Hewson Brad-
ford embodies in this article some of the facts con-

tained in a paper on this subject read before the

American Association of Medical Examiners with

the addition of the effects of major operations

viewed in the light of the experience of some well-

known surgeons and gynecologists, as well as of

several medical directors of insurance companies.

With experience and a more thorough knowledge of

statistics many of the objections to insuring women
have been modified and others entirely eradicated.

Statistics have proved that the majority of sud-

den deaths from internal or pathological causes oc-

cur in men, and the greater tenacity of life in

women makes it seem remarkable that companies
should ever have refrained from accepting women
as risks. Thrift, forethought, economy, and
prudence in the management of details have been
characteristics of women and the introduction of

them as risks in insurance companies conduces to

confirm and strengthen these qualities and fosters

true motherhood in securing to their progeny the

means to avoid care and trials. Environment as

a factor in life insurance is for most women more
healthful, comfortable, and sanitary than for men;
as a class womankind is less exposed to dangers and
accidents, is more sheltered, and less exposed to the

temptations of life. Should woman be physically

afifected by a life of dissipation she never has

enough money to keep her policy up. Pneumonia is

much more prevalent and fatal among men than

among women, and the same is true of typhoid

fever. It is a fact, especially after the age of fifty

years, that nephritic and vesical diseases are more
prevalent among men. Pregnancy and parturition

are no longer looked upon as pathological condi-

tions, but are recognized as physiological events.

One per cent, is the mortality in parturition in cases

well cared for. Puberty and the menopause are only

serious periods because the fundamental laws of

Nature are not strictly observed. Education as to

the avoidance of the ills incident to these periods

is being rapidly disseminated. In the examination
of women for life insurance the interrogations

should be most explicit. Great stress should be laid

on the possible existence of any pelvic disorder,

characterized by pain over the fundus or ovarian

regions, the existence of leucorrhea, or tendency to

amenorrhea, dvsmenorrhea. and metrorrhagia. All

clothing which interferes with careful auscultation

and percussion of the chest should be removed and
a thorough examination of the apices should be
made. Likewise over the abdomen the examination
must not be made through a gauze undershirt.

Many a case of latent appendicitis can be detected

by the existence of tenderness and induration over
McBurney's point, and by external palpation, the

presence of uterine fibroids may be detected. It is

absolutely necessary that a vaginal examination be
made. In risks when conditions are detected by
interrogations, such an examination should be in-

sisted upon, for only thus can a salpingitis, pyosal-

pinx, fibroids, or a beginning malignant growth be
diagnosticated. The day is not far distant when
the examination blanks of insurance companies will

contain a clause requiring this vaginal examination.
A fruitful source of many ills so prevalent in the

female sex are the methods and practices employed
to prevent conception ; these practices may be re-

sponsible for melancholia, chronic invalidism,

chronic oophoritis, and salpingitis. With a history

of miscarriage or abortion a risk should not be ac-

cepted until a living child is born at term. A widow
whose husband has died of tuberculosis should not
be accepted until two years after his death. Cancer
as a hereditary factor must be closely investigated

in women risks as this disease is far more trans-

missible in women than in men. Care should be
exercised to guard against fraud in the substitution

of urine. In the book of instructions issued by the

Philadelphia Life Insurance Company it is stated
that the company does not desire to insure women
recently married, engaged to be married, pregnant,
or approaching the change of life. In regard to

the major operations on the pelvic organs the ex-
perience of prominent surgeons has been asked re-

garding the prognosis of hysterectomy in cases of
fibroids, pyosalpinx, hydrosalpinx, and other causes
with the exception of malignancy. Replies had been
received from Howard Kelly, Barton Cooke Hirst,

John Montgomery Baldy, E. E. Montgomery, W.
Esterly Ashton, George M. Boyd, John B. Deaver,
John G. Clark. Harry Toulmin, and Charles H. Wil-
Htts. These replies are printed and show a unan-
imity of opinion to the effect that major operations,
if there is no history of tuberculosis or suspicion of
malignancy, can have no effect upon the assurabil-
ity, if sufficient time is allowed to elapse after the
operation ; in cases of appendectomy,salpingectomy,
and ovariotomy, six months : for supravaginal hys-
terectomy, two years. By allowing two years to

elapse the artificia menopause has been thoroughly
established. If a rigid physical examination and a
careful investigation on the line of moral hazard
and insurable interest are made in all cases of
female applicants, insurance companies cannot err
in accepting women as risks.

—

A'cw York Medi-
cal Journal, November 23. 1912. .

Medical Officers of the State Mutual Life
Assurance Company of Worcester.—At a meet-
ing of the Board of Directors held on Tuesday, No-
vember 12, 1912, the following officers were unani-
mously elected : Medical Director. Dr. Homer
Gage; Assistant Medical Directors, Dr. Charles D.
Wheeler and Dr. ]\Ierrick Lincoln.

Association of Life Insurance Presidents.—The
sixth annual meeting of this Association was held

on Thursday and Friday of this week at the Hotel
Astor, New York Citv.
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Gonococcal Infections. By Major C. E. Pollock, Royal
Army Medical Corps, and Major L. W. Harrison,
Royal Army Medical Corps. London : Henry Frowde,
Oxford University Press; Hodder & Stoughton, 1912.

In this compact manual of 222 pages there is given a

concise account of the present knowledge of gonococcal
infections. The subject is dealt with under the following
headings: Introduction; pathology; vaccine and serum
therapy; primary infections; treatment of gonorrhea in

the male; complications in the male; gonococcal infections

in the adult female; gonococcal ophthalmia; gonococcal
vulvovaginitis of little girls, and gonococcal septicemia.

The authors do not altogether concur in the teaching of
the \ienna school that "every attack of gonorrhea is cur-

able except the first." Nevertheless they find that the

treatment of gonococcal infections is still far from satis-

factory, and that no one knows yet how to cure a chronic
gonorrhea. As regards the use of injections they state

that these may be employed with benefit, even in acute
cases, provided the solutions are not too strong or irri-

tating. A full discussion is given to the subject of the

vaccine treatment of gonorrhea. This method is not
adapted for the acute stages of the disease but is emi-
nently successful in the treatment of the complications,

and particularly of gonorrheal arthritis. The critical val-

uation and comparison of the various methods of treat-

ment of gonococcal infections serve to make this volume
a most valuable addition to the literature of the subject.

Consumption in General Practice. By H. Hysi.op
Thomson, M.D., D.P.H. Price $5.50. London: Hodder
& Stoughton, 1912.

This volume of 335 pages, while not containing anything
new, is a fairly complete resume of our present knowledge
of diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of tuberculosis and
its complications. The book is written by a man of large

experience and intended for the general practitioner. In
his chapter on diagnosis, the author takes into consider-
ation the often neglected family and personal history, and
the symptoms following acute illness and exposure to

infection. In chapter IV entitled "Confirming Diagnosis,"
he emphasizes the importance of tuberculin tests. It is

gratifying, however, to see that he rejects the ophthalmic
test which should be replaced by what he calls the safer
and more delicate cutireactions. In the same chapter he
also recommends the tuberculoopsonic index as a means of
diagnosis, which is much more in vogue in England than
in this country. Lastly he pleads for the animal inocula-
tion test. Of the j:-rays he very justly says that, except
in the hands of expert observers x-ray examination has
a limited field in the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis.

His chapter on differential diagnosis is perhaps rather
deficient. He does not say a word of the bronchial and
pulmonary type of influenza which causes even the ex-
pert diagnostician so much difficulty to differentiate.

The chapter on prognosis deals with the well-known fea-

tures. In it the author considers age, nationality, and
occupation, but fails to mention the important item of
temperament. In speaking of nationalities and their rela-

tion to prognosis of tuberculous diseases, he comes to the
same conclusion regarding the alleged immunity of the
Hebrews at which many American observers have arrived,
namely, that there is none, or at least there is none any
longer. He says, "The Jews have always been regarded
as comparatively immune to tuberculosis, but the racial

immunity is certainly becoming less evident among the
Jewish population in England."

In the chapter on treatment, which Dr. Thomson divides
into preventive, modern sanatorium, tuberculin, and
symptomatic treatment, the portion on autoinoculation is

perhaps the most interesting and is well worth a careful
perusal. Paterson and Inman are quoted as authorities

for the value of autoinoculation by manual labor con-
trolled by the opsonic index. The concluding chapter on
after-care, home-treatment, and sanatorium construction is

also well worth perusing, having important bearings on
the social aspect of tuberculosis.

The Therapy of Syphilis. Its Development and Pres-
ent Position. By Dr. Paul Mulzer. of Berlin, with
a preface by Prof. P. Uhlenhuth, Privy Councillor.
Translated by A. Newbold. Price net $1.50. New
York: Rebman Company, 1912.

.^fter a short, scholarly preface by Prof. Uhlenhuth, the
author describes the modern arsenical preparations,
Atoxyl. Arsacetin

_
(Ehrlich), Atoxylate of Mercury

(Uhlenhuth), Hectine, Soamin, Arsenophenylglycin, and

Salvarsan, which have been used in the treatment of
spyhilis. The major portion of the book is devoted to

Salvarsan, the technique of its preparation and adminis-
tration, its effect upon the organism in general and upon
syphilis in its different stages. His results and experiences
are practically the same as those hitherto published by
many other w'riters. With regard to the W'assermann re-

action, he believes that its practical value is principally in

differential diagnosis and that only repeatedly negative
reactions extending over a fairly prolonged period can be
accepted as evidence of cure. Poor and awkward trans-

lations mar the literary smoothness ; for example, the
careless translation of "Erreger" into "exciter." On page
III appears the history of an unfortunate patient who "had
to be fed with pharyngeal probes and nutrient enema."
In describing a cutaneous eruption on page 175 the infil-

trations were described as "varying in size from a crown
to a five-crown piece." Forty of the two hundred and
forty-eight pages are given over to index and literary ref-

erences.

Pharmacology and Therapeutics for Students and
Practitioners of Medicine. By Horatio C. Wood, Jr.,

M.D., Professor of Pharmacology and Therapeutics in

the Medico-Chirurgical College, Physician to the Med-
ico-Chirurgical Hospital, Second Vice-Chairman of the

Committee of Revision of the U. S. Pharmacopeia.
Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Company.

This is a new work. The title Pharmacology is used in

place of the old Materia Medica. and includes the study
of the physical and chemical properties of drugs, the
changes produced in the noimal functions by them, and
their principal use in the treatment of disease. It is evi-

dent that instruction in Materia Medica is the main object
of the book; the sections on Therapeutics are much
briefer, and, with four exceptions, the various diseases
which require treatment are not even mentioned in the

index. Hence, as a work on Therapeutics for the busy
practitioner the present book is of little or no use. The
four conditions which form the exception referred to

above are : Acute bronchitis, cough, heart disease, and ma-
laria. W'hy these four are selected for such exception
we do not know. Certainly very few physicians limit

their practice to bronchitis, heart disease, and malaria.
The chief use of the volume would seem to be that of a

class book on Materia Medica for medical students, and it

is quite possible that the author's classification will appeal
to some teachers. The subjects treated in the volume are:
Drugs used to affect secretion (diuretics, diaphoretics, ex-
pectorants, and drugs which diminish secretion) ; Drugs
used to affect the nervous system (somnifacients, anes-
thetics, analgesics, spinal depressants, motor nerve para-
lyzants, and sensory nerve paralyzants) ; Drugs used to

affect circulation (cardiac stimulants, vasomotor stimu-
lants, and drugs which reduce blood-pressure) ; Drugs
used to affect the alimentary tract (stomachics, emetics,

and cathartics); Drugs affecting metabolic processes;
Drugs acting on causes of disease (anthelmintics, anti-

malarials, and disinfectants) ; Extraneous remedies (di-

gestants. alkalies, demulcents, emollients, counter-irritants,

and escharotics) ; and drugs of minor importance.

Ueber die Behandlung der Gonorrhoe des Mannes. Von
Prof. Dr. V. Klingmuller in Kiel. Preis I mark.
Halle a. s. : Carl IMarhold Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1912.

This brochure of six thousand words is replete with
sound teaching. He regards internal medication as worth-
less, relies upon urethral germicides, and emphasizes
proofs of cure before giving marriage consent.

Clinical Bacteriology and Hematology for Practition-
ers. By W. D'Este Emery, M.D., B.Sc, London Direc-
tor of the Laboratories and Lecturer on Patholog>' and
Bacteriology King's College Hospital, and Lecturer on
General Pathology, London School of Medicine for
Women ; Formerly Hunterian Professor, Royal College
of Surgeons. Fourth edition. Philadelphia : P. Blakis-
ton's Son & Co., 1912.

The fourth edition of this well-known book differs but
little from its predecessors. The chief point of difference

is the addition of a description of the author's modifica-
tion of the technique for the performance of the Wasser-
mann reaction. The book is prepared especially for the prac-
titioner who has had little or no training in bacteriology
and hematology and who has no laboratory near him on
which he may rely for aid. To this end it is admirably ar-

ranged and the matter well chosen. The fact that the

present student receives better training along these lines

does not detract from the value of this volume and it is

evidently destined for a long and successful life.
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THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Regular Meeting, Held November 7, igi2.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Dr. Jacobi Resigns as Trustee.—Dr. Jacobi said that
he had resigned lus trusteeship several times when it had
not been accepted because there were a number of good
men younger than he who should be broken into the work.
He believed that he had done his work and that it was
time to select a younger man.
Dr. Arthur M. Jacobus presented the following reso-

lution, which was unanimously carried

:

Resolved: That the resignation of Dr. Jacobi as Trus-
tee of the New York Academy of Medicine, an office which
he had filled as President of the Academy e.x-officio and
as trustee by election together since 1885, nearly twenty-
eight years, with great ability and fidelity and with in-

valuable benefit to the Academy, be accepted with sincere

regrets and the heartiest wishes for his good health and
happiness in the future.

The Prevention of Trachoma in New York School
Children.—Dr. Anna VV. Williams read this paper.
She stated that the investigations of the workers who had
been studying trachoma and allied conditions in the Divi-

sion of Laboratories of the New York Department of
Healtli had been going on for about two years. When
they began tlie work they found a great deal of vagueness
in the literature in regard to the whole subject of trachoma.
The most that could be said for their knowledge today
was that their studies had opened up new and interesting

aspects. A great deal of the confusion had arisen from
the fact that no large series of cases had been under close

observation for a long time. Such a series they had im-
mediately started, keeping continuous charts by the folder

system, and they had now under observation somewhere
in the neighborhood of 2,000 cases. They soon found a

few most interesting facts which were: I. The finding

of hemoglobiniphilic bacilli and the trachoma inclusions

coincidently so frequently in their papillary trachoma
cases. 2. The morphological similarity between these

bacilli and the trachoma inclusions. 3. The inability to

differentiate these bacilli from those found in acute con-
junctivitis and in many subacute borderline cases. These
facts led to the old conclusion that acute contagious con-
junctivitis was merely the first stage of the chronic con-
dition of hyperplastic inflammation known as trachoma

;

that in chronic cases on the one hand the bacilli were
altered in virulence and, on the other hand, the patient,

through neglect or other causes, had acquired a hyper-
susceptibility to this altered virtilance. When they reached
this conclusion they decided that the chief means of pre-

venting trachoma was to treat more carefully than they
had the acute cases as well as those diagnosed as trachoma
and borderline cases. This they had proceeded to do as

well as they could with their limited facilities. They
focused their attention on the lower East Side district,

where most of these cases were found. Here the children

affected had to be reached more directly through the

schools and so the consent and assistance of the Board
of Education was obtained. Two school clinics were
started and special mixed classes were formed for the

selected cases. Thus far there were two of these classes,

one for the smaller and one for the larger children. A
nurse was constantly in attendance at these classes and
the children were instructed in general hygiene and in the

hygiene of the eye. nose, and mouth. They were made to

wash on entrance and just before going home. They were
treated twice daily with the special drug needed, leaving

boric acid treatment to be given at home. In addition to

talks and demonstrations given to the children in the

schools, talks were given to mothers in a model flat kindly

lent for the purpose. The importance of this instruction

in hygiene had always been known, as it was agreed that

trachoma on the whole was a dirt disease ; it occurred
most frequently and intensely among the careless poor.

They had found whole families with marked trachoma.
By repeated insistance upon personal hygiene, by treating

more closely, and by following up their cases of acute as

well as of subacute conjunctivitis they had obtained cer-

tain results which were shown in tabulated form. Many
of the cases which w-ere now considered cured might have
to be changed later. This table brought out the following

points: I. The large number of cases. 2. The relation of
folliculosis to trachoma. 3. The relation of acute con-

junctivitis to trachoma. 4. The number of cases cured.

5. The number of fresh cases of acute papillary conjunc-

tivitis. Whether they helped to bring about the present
lack of trachoma by their teaching of hygiene, their treat-

ment and the following up closely of cases of acute con-
junctivitis, it was too early to say, but they hoped that by
continuous observation of these cases they might have
more exact knowledge in another year.

Dr. Stewart L. Craig spoke of the importance of iso-

lating these patients suffering from trachoma, which, he
said, was a very difficult thing to do in New York City.

This was a condition which was a source of danger to

every child. The classes that had been established were a
step ill the right direction.

Observations on the Clinical Use of Immune and
Normal Sera.—Dr. Matthias Nicoll, Jr., presented this

communicatiiin. He said that the addition of a clinical

staff to the force of the Research Laboratory had been a

factor in stimulating an interest in the theory and prac-

tice of specific therapy among medical men of this city

and the surrounding territory. This had been accom-
plished by the distribution of literature on the subject of
serums and vaccines, by consultations with hospital and
outside physicians, and by the fact that the laboratory force
stoiid ready, as far as possible, to personally administer
specific treatment when requested to do su. Sera had been
supplied freely to physicians of this city who asked for them
on the sole condition that, at the termination of the case,

they should forward to the laboratory a short clinical his-

tory of the case with such data as would be valuable in

determining the value of the serum. Such records were
not for publication except by the permission of the physi-

cian and interfered in no way with any use he might wish
to make of them. Notwithstanding this request and
numerous follow up letters, not more than one-tenth of
the physicians and institutions supplied had complied with
its requirement. Series of cases had been treated, however,
Ijy some of the staff of the laboratory in their own serv-

ices and in the hospitals of the Department of Health.
By this means and by visiting other institutions where they

had supplied the sera a certain amount of information
had had been accumulated. There could be no doubt but

the large dose, 100 to 200 c.c, which was generally re-

garded as necessary to produce results with the immune
sera had militated against their more general use. When
such a dose was used subcutaneously an apparatus such
as was exhibited was almost essential and was not readily

obtainable. An intravenous administration required a cer-

tain amount of practice and was unquestionably looked
upon with more or less dread by the average physician.

Until some means was found of concentrating the active

principle it w-as difficult to see how such drawbacks could
be overcome, and the sera would be used as it was now,
very largely only in such cases as were regarded as des-
perate. Of the pneumococcus serum which had been kept
in stock only a short time during which there was but
little pneumonia, the results obtained in the small number
of cases in which it was used had not been sufficiently

marked to enable one to draw any definite conclusions as

to its value. In some instances it seemed to have short-

ened the course of the disease and caused a drop in the

temperature ; in others no effect was produced. It had
usually been given intravenously in doses of lOO c.c. It

was truly polyvalent, the horse having been immunized
with a dozen or more strains, first of pneumococcus killed

by heat, later autolysates, and, finally, living virulent pneu-
mococci. Anti-streptococcus serum, as at present supplied,

was a polyvalent preparation obtained from horses. It

included a dozen or more strains obtained from scarlet

fever cases, from cases of puerperal sepsis, empyema, ery-

sipelas, etc. A special serum for use in malignant endo-
carditis was also made. This serum had until recently

been used but little in this country, but they were now
gradually getting records at the Research Laboratory of
cases which enabled them to draw conclusions as to its

value. Its use was increasing very rapidly. Of all the

conditions in which it had been used perhaps it had proved
most successful in scarlet fever. Abroad it had been given
in a large series of cases as a routine measure and at an
early stage of the disease. With the lower mortality in

this country such a proceeding was scarcely justifiable and
its use here had been limited to the so-called septic cases.

For this reason it was not possible to compare results.

In a series of cases treated at the Willard Parker Hos-
pital the effect on the pulse and temperature was very
noticeable and the discharges from the nose and mouth
very rapidly subsided together with the swelling of the

lymphatic glands about the neck. Dr. Nicoll reported a
case in which the serum was given intravenously in doses
much larger than they had been accustomed to using and
the results were so startling that he felt convinced of the

value of the serum. In puerperal sepsis the subcutaneous
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and intravenous use of the serum left much to be desired.

A number of cases apparently were much benefited and a

much larger number were not influenced. It had to be
stated, however, that in many instances the patients had
been in extremis when the treatment was undertaken. In

erysipelas, in a number of instances, the temperature had
fallen by rapid crisis following the use of the serum and
the skin lesion had subsided within two or three days. In
other cases the effect of the serum was not distinctly

marked. The value of this serum locally as a packing for

discharging wounds, cellulitis, etc., was not sufficiently ap-

preciated. Under its use sluggish granulations rapidly

became active and healthy, the discharge ceased and the

wounds healed with great rapidity. As a local applica-

tion to throats, especially in scarlet fever, it was extremely
valuable. It should be applied freely every two hours.

As a packing for an infected uterus it had also proved very
valuable. Normal horse serum had proved of decided
value in subcutaneous doses of 10 to 20 c.c, repeated if

necessary, in intestinal hemorrhage, notably in that of ty-

phoid fever, epistaxis, stubborn purpura hemorrhagica,
and to a certain extent hemopytisis and ulcer of the stom-
ach. It had proved of less value in hemorrhage of the

newly born, and it would seem that in this condition direct

transfusion or the use of human serum was preferable.

The serum had been used, principally in England, as an
application to chronic ulcers with excellent results. In

considering the bad results which might follow the use
of the serum, he mentioned, rashes of an urticarial char-

acter which might be accompanied by a moderate rise in

temperature, and occasionally joint pains, chills which
occasionally followed an intravenous injection of a large

amount of serum, and in one case he had seen delirium

None of these symptoms had lasted more than a short

time and added little more than discomfort to the patient.

The laboratories were responsible for the bugaboo of
anaphylactic shock. This was a phenomena which could

be readily produced experimentally in certain lower ani-

mals by properly spacing the administration of a foreign

protein and with fatal results. Fortunately this rarely

occurred in human beings. He had seen anaphylactic

shock but once and that was in the case of an almost
moribund child. In very asthmatic individuals and those
of marked lymphatic diathesis the use of sera should, if

possible, be avoided.
The Differential Diagnosis and Treatment of Cerebro-

spinal Meningitis.—Dr. Pheee L. DuBois presented this

paper in which she recalled that in 1906 the New York
Board of Health had supplied the antimeningitis serum but

that it had been found to be of slight avail and its prepa-

ration had been discontinued. After its value when ad-
ministered interspinously had been proved the Rockefeller
Institute had given the Health Department two horses im-
munized against the meningococcus and a generous supply

of the serum, so it had been offered, together with the

services of a consultant, to every physician reporting a

case. In this way they had seen 247 cases, at least half of

which were reported as epidemic cerebrospinal menin-
gitis. The essayist showed a table which made it evident

that there was a large percentage of errors in the diag-

nosis and that there were few cases of cerebrospinal

meningitis in New York. The streptococcus, pneumo-
coccus and influenzal cases could not have been differen-

tiated except by lumbar puncture. The cases of infantile

paralysis that they had seen had been of the encephalitic

rather than the myelitic type. Rigidity of the neck often

led to other conditions being mistaken for meningitis.

The meningisimus coming early, before there were any
signs of pneumonia, was the most diflScult of all condi-

tions to distinguish from true meningitis. In epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis and infantile paralysis the onset

was usually sudden in comparison with a slower onset

in tuberculous meningitis. In meningococcus meningitis

the patient's mental condition was usually good excepting

in the fulminating type. In tuberculous meningitis there

was often a history of irritability followed by increasing

stupor; in infantile paralysis the patient could be aroused.

Cases of epidemic meningitis showed marked rigidity of

the neck while in the tuberculous cases this symptom was
apt to be slight or only a moderate anterior posterior

rigidity. They had found Brudzinski's and Macewen's
signs much more marked than Kernig's. The fever was
higher in infantile paralysis and epidemic cerebrospinal
meningitis than in tuberculous. Convulsions occurred in

all three conditions. Projectile vomiting was not uncom-
mon in tuberculous meningitis. The surest means of
diagnosis, however, was by examination of the spinal

fluid, and that was not always certain. Cerebrospinal
meningitis nearly always gave a cloudy fluid while the

other conditions yielded a clear fluid under increased pres-

sure. They usually trusted to guinea pig inoculation for
the final diagnosis when they did not find the bacilli. In
regard to treatment Dr. DuBois said that for prophylaxis
they relied on quarantine and looking after carriers. They
now made cultures from the throats of those coming in

contact with the patient, but thus far had not learned the
most effective means of ridding the carriers of bacilli.

Dr. Sophian had found that the injection of antimenin-
gococcus vaccine was effective. Hatchel and Hayward
had used a spray of antimeningococcic serum effectively.

They had found that argyrol in 15 to 20 per cent, strength
was the most effective in killing the meningococci in znlro.

The specific treatment consisted in the interspinal injec-

tion of antimeningitis serum. They have injected the
serum if they found a cloudy fluid on puncture. The
amount of serum injected was usually a little less than
that of the fluid withdrawn. Blood pressure was used as
the guide for dosage. The number of injections de-
pended upon the condition of the patient. The rigidity

of the neck was usually late in disappearing and if the
patient was improving in every other way this did not
disturb them. They had used the autogenous vaccine in

two cases that threatened to become chronic. The cases
that developed basic meningitis where communication be-
tween the meninges of the brain and cord were cut off

had never recovered in their experience. For general
treatment they recommended the administration of uro-
tropin because it had been shown that after its ingestion
formalin was found in the cerebrospinal fluid. They
also advocated the use of sedatives where the patient was
restless. The diet should not be too limited as the dura-
tion of the disease might be prolonged. Meningococci
were sometimes found in the urine and this should be
remembered in ordering the hygiene of the sick room.
Before using the scrum the mortality had averaged 75 per
cent. ; now it averaged 50 per cent. Dr. Sophian in his

experience in Texas had a mortality of 28 per cent, in the
hospital. The prognosis was better for children than for
adults.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt reported a case in which a very
discouraging result followed the injection of the serum.
The baby was seven months old and after the third injec-

tion stopped breathing for several minutes ; artificial res-

piration had to be used before the baby again breathed
maturally. He had seen a similar case in the hospital.

Dr. DrBois said that she had seen six or eigkt cases of
that kind.

The Dosage of Diphtheria and Tetanus Antitoxin as
Determined by Animal Experimentation.—Dr. William
H. P.'\RK said that in Boston they were in the habit of
giving large doses of diphtheria antitoxin, while in Phila-
delphia they gave about one-half as much. Dr. George
Patten Biggs had made a series of laboratory experiments
in animals in the endeavor to throw some light on this sub-
ject. It was to be remembered that the toxins were elabo-
rated in the tissues involved and that a certain quantity
was used in attacking the cells and a certain quantity got
into the lymph and blood ; a smaller quantity went through
the capillaries. This liquid passing through the body
fluids poisoned the general cells which were almost beyond
reach and the question arose, how much poison was there?
They tested the blood of patients coming to the hospital

before they were injected. Charts were exhibited which
showed the comparative amount of antitoxin in the blood
at one, six, and twenty-four hours, when 10,000 units were
given subcutaneously and intravenously. The time ele-

ment was an important factor and the subcutaneous injec-

tion was a slow method of getting the antitoxin in the
blood and general tissues. The antitoxin should be ad-
ministered intravenously. Two, three, or four doses were
not necessary : a single dose should be sufficient. The
intravenous injection should be employed in the advanced
and malignant cases. The patient would be saved by small
amounts of antitoxin if it was given early in the disease.

In the very severe cases one should give large doses intra-

venously for the purpose of hurrying it to the tissues.

The time element was also important in tetanus and here

the antitoxin should always be given intravenously. Large
doses should be employed, such as 20,000, and repeated if

necessary.

Parasitic Thyroiditis.—C. Basile states that this is an
acute or chronic disease which affects chiefly infants

and which manifests itself with fever, enlargement of the

thyroid, hyperthyroidism, and phenomena of myxedema.
There are certain associated symptoms referable to the
nervous, cardiac, and hemopoietic systems. The etiological

factor is a trypanosome, the Schizotripanum cruzi.—II

PoUclinico.
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SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Sixth Annual Meeting, Held at Jacksonville, Fla., Novem-
ber 12, 13, and 14, 1912.

The President, Dr. J. M. Jackson, Miami, Florida, in
THE Chair.

The Diagnosis of Malaria.—Dr. Graham E. E. Henson,
Jacksonville, Florida, stated that e.xamination of the blood
in cases of suspected malaria should be rigidly conducted
for the detection of the parasites. Care should be taken to

so time the taking of the smear as to insure the most
likely time to tind the parasites in the peripheral circu-

lation. It should be the aim of the physician to make
honest efforts to secure laboratory conhrmation of the
clinical findings before placing the patient on specific treat-

ment, provided there were no symptoms suggesting the
more pernicious type of the disease. In the event that
quinine had been administered before the patient came
under observation, a tentative diagnosis of malaria, even
in the absence of the detection of the parasites, was justi-

fiable under the following circumstances: I. That the
clinical history of malaria was obtainable. 2. That the
patient had enlarged spleen. 3. That a leucopenia was
present. 4. Tliat the red-cell count was below normal. 5.

That the hemoglobin was reduced, and that the differential

count showed an increased percentage of large mononu-
clears. If these rules were adhered to, which might within
certain limits be elastic, the tnany incorrect diagnoses of
malaria that to-day covered a multiude of sins, and consti-
tuted the greatest blot in tropical and subtropical medi-
cine, would be removed, and many of the unfortunates who
to-day considered themselves the victims of chronic mala-
ria, might be told what their condition really was, and
possibly be relieved from further suffering.

Dr. E. C. Thrash, Atlanta, Georgia, spoke of a case that
came under his observation three or four weeks ago in

which a diagnosis of tuberculosis had been made by a local

physician. For six or eight weeks the diagnosis lay between
malaria and typhoid fever. He found the spleen of the
patient very much enlarged, ruled out tuberculosis, and told

the patient he thought he had either typhoid fever or ma-
laria, and that he would soon decide between the two. lie
had been taking quinine systematically and regularly in all

sorts of ways. He gave him treatment for ten days,
watched him, found he ran a temperature continuously,
and would occasionally have a chill. At the end of the
eighth or ninth day he began to make examinations of the
blood every six hours, and in the fourth examination he
found estivoautumnal parasites. This man could have
been saved a great deal of annoyance and a long attack of
illness if the instructions outlined in Dr. Henson's paper
had been carried out. He put the patient on four grains
of cacodylate of sodium hypodermically daily and on large
doses of quinine hypodermically, to which he responded
promptly, and had had no trouble since.

Dr. Charles F. Craig, U. S. Army, mentioned two
cases showing the importance of blood examination in

malaria. One man became unconscious on the street one
day and was picked up and taken to the emergency hospital.

He died in a short time. The speaker had the opportunity
of examining the brain and spleen in the case and found
them both loaded with estivoautumnal parasites. Another
case was at the Washington Hospital for a week before
a blood examination was made. This patient died, and
postmortem examination revealed the spleen filled with
these parasites. It was the general impression that per-
nicious malaria did not occur in the city of Washington,
yet within a month two cases occurred which were not
recognized.

Dr. John T. Halsey, New Orleans, said that in the
month of October he had two cases of pernicious cerebral
malaria at the Charity Hospital, New Orleans, in neither
one of which did physical examination give a hint of
malaria. These cases would recover if the disease was
recognized promptly and quinine given hypodermically in

a very energetic manner.
Dr. James H. Randolph, Jacksonville, reported three

cases of the cerebral form of malaria which recently came
under his observation, and which illustrated in a very
striking manner the importance of blood examinations.
These cases were characterized by delirium.

Dr. William Ross, Jacksonville, related the case of a
child who had six convulsions in five hours, was uncon-
scious, had absolutely all the symptoms of acute epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis, with a temperature of 102'. His
diagnosis was cerebrospinal meningitis. He was about to

make a lumbar puncture. He took a blood smear, and
found malarial parasites of both the estivoautumnal and

tertian type. The child was unconscious for six days be-

fore it responded to quinine treatment.
Dr. Charles T. Drennan, Hot Springs, Arkansas, said

it was just as imperative to make blood examinations in

suspected cases of rheumatism as it was to make uran-
alyses in conditions which would lead us to SBspect inter-

stitial nephritis.

Dr. L. A. Green, Jacksonville, stated that the records
of the State hospital showed that a number of patients

admitted as insane were instances of pernicious malaria.

These patients reacted promptly to quinine medication and
recovered, but left the institution with the stigma that they
had been insane, when, as a matter of fact, they had been
suffering from malaria.

Dr. Green, New Orleans, said that in the Fall of 1898
a patient was brought into the Charity Hospital with a

diagnosis of chronic interstitial nephritis with uremia. An
examination of the blood and urine was insisted upon, and
disclosed the case to be one of pernicious malaria. The
patient was treated promptly with quinine and recovered.

Dr. Joseph Goldberger, Washington, D. C, said there

could be no doubt that in hospitals in these days a routine
examination of the blood was absolutely essential, but the

general practitioner did not, as a general rule, avail him-
self of this means of diagnosis in a great many cases, be-

lieving that it was unnecessary.
Dr. C. C. Bass, New Orleans, referred to the time of

taking blood from the patient, and said that if we were
dealing with the estivoautumnal type, the parasite might
not be present in the blood for six or eight hours. It was
worth while to direct attention to the fact that the estivo-

autumnal case in which the clinical course was more or
less tertian, with chills and intermittent fever, with per-

haps normal temperature, was due to the fact that the

parasites segmented almost all together in groups as they
did in the tertian and quartan type. In such cases the

number of parasites present in the blood after six or eight

hours would be smaller than at any other time. There
never occurred a time when the parasites in the blood of
the patient who was having malarial chills and fever were
not numerous enough to be easily found. The proper time
to take a blood examination for malaria was whenever
one saw the patient.

Preliminary Study of Malaria in Alabama.—Dr. R.

H. VON Esdorf, U. S. Public Health Service, Mobile, Ala-
bama, drew the following conclusions: I. All forms of

malarial fevers prevail in the State of Alabama. 2. The
types of infection in the order of prevalence are tertian,

estivoautumnal, sub-tertian, quotidian and quartan. 3.

The colored race is a large factor in the spread of infec-

tion, in whom the chronic type of malarial infection is

proportionately greater than in the white. 4. To obtain

an index of infection in the community, a blood examina-
tion should be made of adults as well as children of those

who are permanent residents in such locality. S. Latent or

non-chronic cases should be treated vigorously for at least

a month, and then with prophylactic doses of quinine for

a period of from .\pril to November. 6. Prophylactic

doses of quinine should be taken by all persons in Alabama
living in the localities known to be infected, between the

period of April i to November I. The prophylactic dose
ad\ised and used by me is ten grains of quinine sul-

phate, given in five grain doses, morning and evening.

7. The microscope should be more generally used for mak-
ing or confirming the diagnosis of malaria, or, if practica-

ble, advantage should be taken of the State laboratory,

where examinations of blood will be made.

The Incidence of Malaria in the Puerperium.—Dr. J.

V. Freeman, Jacksonville, Florida, took the position that

when a woman had elevation of temperature in the puer-
perium, whom the physician confined previously, and during
that time she gave a great deal of anxiety and trouble,

and he discovered malaria! infection, if he delivered her

a second time he was justified in giving prophylactic doses
of quinine, but he was not justified in giving it to every
case he saw.

Dr. Graham E. E. Henson, Jacksonville, said that owing
to the fact that any rise of temperature in the puerperium
caused great alarm not only to the attending physician,

but also to the members of the family, it had been his cus-

tom for the last five years, as soon as a patient was de-

livered, to put her on ten grains of quinine a day. He
did not think there was anyone who practised medicine
who would more strongly oppose measures to mask in-

fection than himself; at the same time, owing not only to

the anxiety caused by fever in the puerperium, but also

to the fact that malarial infection did develop, the mother
was put on large doses of quinine to control the infection

after it had once manifested itself. By following this
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line of procedure, and delivering 100 or more women, he
had never seen malarial fever develop in the puerperium,
and on that account he would strongly urge that these

patients be given ten grain doses of quinine. He generally
gave five grains in the morning and five grains at night.

Dr. Stevens T. Harris, Highlands, North Carolina, said

with regard to fever returning periodically being classed
as malaria, it was not true. It was absolutely erroneous
to make a diagnosis of malaria from this standpoint. He
had seen fever, chills, sweats, typically malarial in charac-
ter recur without the presence of malaria. One might also

have chills occurring periodically and with regularity in

tuberculosis, and possibly in other septic conditions. He
would strongly urge that the use of the microscope was
the only way to diagnose malaria.

Dr. B. B. Sim MS, Talladega, Alabama, said we could
have chills and fever, and even if we found the Plasmodia
we could not call the case malaria every time, because
we frequently had Plasmodia in our blood. In .\labama
it had been found that 11 per cent, of the people had ma-
larial parasites in the blood without manifesting symptoms
of malaria.

Dr. W. A. Boyd, Columbia, South Carolina, believed that
a woman who went through the trials and troubles of
childbirth had sulifered enough, and the physician should
not, as a routine, impose upon her the necessity of caring
for ten or fifteen grains of quinine because of a possible
malaria. If we had a puerperal woman who showed a
febrile condition, and we were not sure of the actual con-
dition present, he did not believe as obstetricians we were
justified in putting that woman upon the routine treatment
of quinine until we had proven to ourselves and for our
patient's benefit, as the result of bacteriological examina-
tion, that she was infected with malaria.
The Production of Beriberiform Polyneuritis in

Fowls with Substances Other than Rice.—Dr. Creigh-
TON Wellman, New Orleans, stated that before he took
up the problem experimentally, Prof. Bass, in a series of
experiments during 1911, showed that the characteristic
polyneuritis of fowls could be produced by feeding them
an exclusive diet of milled Louisiana white rice. During
Prof. Bass' subsequent absence in Central America, he
carried on another series of experiments and observed
that not only milled Louisiana rice would produce this
condition, but also that a single diet of other carbohy-
drates would accomplish precisely the same result. For
instance, he was able to produce this characteristic condi-
tion in fowls more rapidly and completely with cane sugar
than with milled rice. Pure corn starch would produce
the condition rather more slowly, but fully as completely
as milled rice. He also found that a mixed diet plus small
doses of oxalic acid would produce a condition indis-
tinguishable from that caused by milled rice. Finally,
like other observers, he produced the condition by semi-
starvation. These experiments were in each instance
checked by controls. The production of a beriberiform
neuritis in fowls by other substances than milled rice was
a new observation and suggested a revision of the accepted
views regarding rice as a sole cause of beriberi in man.

President's Address.—Dr. J. M. Jackson, Miami,
Florida, said the Association of Medical Colleges of the
South could do much to solve the problem of medical
education, as the intimate acquaintance of each with the
other would make it possible to deal personally and indi-
vidually with each school. Great would be the day when
the weaker and unequipped schools gave way and we should
have centralized upon a few schools whose equipment and
advantages in both didactic and clinical instruction would
be equal to any school anywhere. He was astonished to
learn how few professors entered medical schools with
fitness as teachers of obstetrics, and he supposed it was
quite so in other branches. When schools were run for
the good of the profession and humanity, then would we
have this improved condition. The medical profession
was a quasi-public profession and it should have in con-
nection witli it capable teachers and proper equipment of
hospitals in localities of sufficient size to furnish ample
clinical material, which was to-day considered so im-
portant a part of medical education, and these should be
run for the benefit of the well as well as for the sick
occupying their beds.

Public health was a nation's greatest asset and the con-
servation of it the greatest need of the day. This conser-
vation could only be done by an educated people and a
highly educated medical profession as directors.
The Thyroid and Hyperthyroidism—Address in Sur-

gery.—Dr. Stuart McGuire, Richmond. Virginia, said
that when a patient with exophthalmic goiter came to a
surgeon, the case ought to be kept under observation and

carefully studied for some days before deciding on the

character of the operation best suited to the individual

and the safest time to perform it. In the hands of e.xperts

the mortality of operations for hyperthyroidism was now
from 2 to 5 per cent., and 85 per cent, of those who recov-
ered might be said to be symptomatic cures. It was neither

honest nor expedient to make light of the operation or to

belittle its difiiculties and dangers. The figures quoted
were from the statistics of master surgeons and by no
means represented the results of the average operator.

.\fter a successful operation for hyperthyroidism the im-
provement in the patient was immediate and marked. No
operation in surgery produced such quick and brilliant re-

sults. Tremor disappeared, the pulse fell to normal, the

eyes became less and less wild, and restlessness and irri-

tability were replaced by quiet and composure. The wound,
as a rule, healed rapidly, and the patient was able to leave

the hospital in from ten to fourteen days. Because the

patient was well from the operation, and because the acute
symptoms were relieved, was no ground for immediate
return to the ordinary activities of life. Crile very prop-
erly stated that it required appro-ximately the same time to

recover from exophthalmic goiter as from a nervous break-
down from other causes. A successful operation should be
followed by an adequate period of rest.

Vaccine Therapy.—Dr. Irwin E. Colgin, V/aco,
Te.xas, said the most uniform results obtained from the use
of vaccines were in cases of pyogenic infection, especially

those caused by staphylococci, such as furunculosis and
carbuncles. This was due to two factors, the chronicity

of the infection and the uniformity of the causative or-

ganism. Success had also been the rule in treating cases

of acne vulgaris. A combined vaccine of staphylococci and
bacillus acne of Gilchrist was used, based on the theory
that the original nodule was due to bacillus acne, and the

pustule to secondary infection of staphylococci. He ad-
vised giving fifty million staphylococci and ten million

bacillus acne as the initial dose. One should give in-

creasing doses at intervals of from a week to ten days.
In vaccine therapy success depended upon i. choosing
cases applicable to the use of bacterial vaccines. 2. De-
termining tlie causative factor. One should not depend
upon mixed vaccines, as usually if he got rid of the main
factor nature could take care of the balance of the infec-

tion. 3. Select the dose according to individual patients

and do not follow set rules. 4. Make the interval long
enough between injections to let the body respond to the
stimulation.

Dr. J. B. Elliott, Jr., New Orleans, said that last year
he reported several cases of typhoid fever treated by vac-
cines. Since that time he had had four cases of typhoid
fever treated in the same way by the use of typhoid vac-
cines. The results had been uniformly successful. The
c:'ses had all terminated about the 20th or 22d day, and
after three doses of vaccine there was generally a fall of
the temperature to normal. He had failed to see any harm
done in any case by the use of typhoid vaccines.

Dr. E. C. Thrash. .Atlanta, had been observing the use
of these vaccines during the last few years and had been
much chagrined at the profession treating them so indif-

ferently. If we could cure 5 per cent, or 10 per cent, of the

cases of specific disease, we had made a long stride in our
therapy, because, wlien we ruled out syphilis and malaria,
they were about all the diseases we could cure with drugs.
There was nothing more valuable in our therapeutic work
than careful studies of the action of these vaccines and
administering tliem intelligently.

Hydrothorax in Its Relation to Cardio-Renal Lesions.
—Dr. Frank A. Jo.nes, Memphis. Tennessee, drew the fol-

lowing conclusions : i. Hydrothorax is often an acute
condition instead of a part of a general dropsy. That
acute nephritis is often ushered in by an attack of acute
edema of the lungs, followed rapidly by acute fulminating
hydrothorax. 2. That, in all probability, the attack of
edema of the lung followed rapidly by hydrothorax is due
to the same toxic agencies which, at the same time, pro-
duce the renal changes. 3. That in these cases passive
congestion, venous stasis, etc.. have nothing to do with
the production of the edema; that the large black lung is

analogous to the large red kidney. 4. When dyspnea is

marked, either in cardiac or renal lesibns, examine the
patient just as critically for hydrothorax. 5. Hydrothorax,
massive in nature, is often latent. 6. Saline cathartics
and digitalis, when hydrothorax is present to any ap-
preciable degree, are dangerous. They invite edema of
the lungs and paralysis of the heart.

Relation of Gas Embolism to the Production of Arti-
ficial Pneumothorax.—Dr. Stevens T. Harris, High-
lands, North Carolina, said from all sides came reports
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of the employment and success of artificial pneumothorax
as a treatment of tuberculosis of the lung. It was safe to

say that the results of no other method ever employed
could compare with the wonderful results obtained by this

procedure. It was the only real curative treatment for

phthisis which had ever been devised. Surgical procedure
had again scored a victory. Artificial pneumothorax, like

other surgical methods, had its dangers, and chief among
them, was gas embolism. Nearly all of the deaths due to

the treatment had been caused by this condition. The
chances for gas embolism were remote after one had
definitely proven a free pleura and more or less of an
activity had been formed. He had never seen it occur
when this was the case, except where there were thickened
pleura and some adhesions, and where too high a pressure

was suddenly produced.
The Present Status of Our Knowledge Regarding

the Pairasitic Amebas.—Dr. Cii.xrles F. Ck.mg, U. S.

Army, said we were still ignorant regarding the exact

method of the transmission of these parasites from host to

host, and we knew nothing whatever about the relation

the species found in the lower animals bore to those found
in man. so that researches along these lines might result

in valuable knowledge regarding the epidemiology of

amebic dysentery. The point of greatest practical impor-
tance to the physician was the demonstration of a harmless
entamcba in so large a proportion of healthy persons, and
those suffering from diseases other than dysentery, and
the vital necessity of differentiating between this species

and those causing disease, before making the diagnosis of

amebic dysentery in patients who did not present typical

clinical symptoms of the disease. He would, therefore,

urge the greater use of the microscope on the diagnosis of
the diseases of the intestinal tract, especially in regions
where amebic dysentery and other parasitic infections of
the intestine were endemic, believing that this one measure
would be of more service in arriving at a correct diag-

nosis than any other command.
(To be continued.)

AMERICAN GASTROENTEROLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

Fifteenth Annual Meeting. Held at Atlantic City, N. J..

June 3 and 4, 1912.

Or. Waltkr B. Can.von ok Boston^ Mass., Preside.n't, in

THE Chair.

Agar Tubes for the Estimation of the Pancreatic
Ferments.—Dr. Max Einiiorn of New York City pre-
sented a method of testing the ferments with agar tubes,

which seemed to him to be simple and worthy of recom-
mendation, although some of the details would have to be
worked out further. The agar tubes were mi.xed with
albumin, starch, and fat ; and the ferment action was al-

lowed to take place in them by osmois. If the test sub-
stances added were colored with indicators, which under-
went a change when acted upon, it was easy to ascertain

the presence of the ferment and also to estimate their

approximate amounts by the volume of tube changed.
Dr. J. C. Hem METER said that although he had never

tried this method, it impressed him very favorably. He
asked whether the use of agar complicated the deduc-
tions ; because, whether testing for fat. for carbohydrate,
or for proteid, proteid would be present, since agar itself

was a proteid.

Dr. EiNHORN replied that the reason he had taken

agar was that if produced in some kind of concentration
and allowed to pass the digestive tract, it would not dis^

appear. If used in a one per cent, soultion, it would dis-

appear; but if used in a three per cent, solution, it would
not do so. He also said tliat agar was not changed by the

ferments, but that the other things added could be acted

upon by them.
Some Unsolved (Problems in Gastroenterology.—

This was the title of the president's address delivered

by Dr. Walter B. Cannon of Boston. Among these un-

solved problems he mentioned the reflex of swallowing,
the "myenteric" reflex, by which a stimulant at any point

in the digestive canal provoked contraction above and
relaxation below that point. In connection with this re-

flex there arose, he said, the question as to the relation

between the diastalsis of the ileum and the anastalsis, or

reversed waves, in the proximal colon. The relation of
the myenteric reflex to defecation had also not yet been
studied. Another possible relation of this refle.x to the

activities of the canal lay in the function of the ileocolic

sphincter, the cardiac and pyloric phincters likewise being

operated through the myenteric reflex. Another problem
on which Dr. Cannon thought that a great deal more work
needed to be done was on absorption; but he considered

the problem that he had touched upon in his address at

the previous annual meeting more significant than any
other. In that address he had submitted evidence as to

the fundamental importance of tonus in the movements of

the alimentary canal. In the intimate connection of the

digestive processes with other activities of the body lay

the most significant and the most profoundly interesting

problems, not only of gastroenterology and of internal

medicine as a whole, but also of physiology as a special

science. It was because of this interlacing of interests,

Dr. Cannon said, that surgeons, and physicians, and spe-

cialists, and workers in the medical sciences gathered to-

gether each year, in order to focus such light as each of

them might be able to throw on these more or less ob-

scure features of the subject.

The Diagnostic Worth of the Glycyltryptophan and
the Tryptophan Tests in Diseases of the Stomach.—Dr.

Frank SnurHits of Rochester, Minn., stated that in this

series more than one-third of the proved cases of cancer

of the stomach gave positive glycyltryptophan reactions.

More than one-fourth were lactic-acid positive, and about

one-thirteenth of the number exhibited the tryptophan

test. While gastric conditions other than cancer exhibited

positive glycyltryptophan reactions, in no single case of

disease of the stomach was this test obtained so fre-

quently as in cancer. The work done did not show that the

tryptophan test was, as had been claimed, pathognomic of

cancer. Low free hydrochloric or total acidity was fre-

quently determined in gastric contents exhibiting positive

glycyltryptophan, lactic acid, and tryptophan reactions.

Many cases of low acidity were negative to the above-

mentioned tests. Approximately one-half of the positive

glycyltrptophan and tryptophan reactions were in gastric

extracts containing bile and blood elements. Approximately
one-fourth of the negative extracts contained blood and

bile elements.
Dr. G. A. Friedman stated that he had been working

with the glycyltrytophan test in about twenty cases, and

tliat his experiments had shown that in cancer the re-

action was sometimes obtained, although in other condi-

tions he had never obtained a positive reaction. He had
never come across a positive case of cancer, as shown by

this test, when other symptoms were not present. Usually

lactic acid and all the signs of cancer would be found.

He believed that the tryptophan test for this disease was
of no value whatever.

Dr. John A. Lichtv said that he had given up using

that test a year ago. It seemed to him that the points that

interfered with the test were those usually present in

carcinoma of the stomach.
Dr. Jacop Kaufmann said that one should make use of

every available method that would enable one to make
an early diagnosis of carcinoma. A most reliable test was
the presence of blood in the stool. In a recent comparison

of tests for carcinoma, in 98 per cent., or 104 cases out

of no, blood was found. In the test for blood in the

stool, one must eliminate all possibility of error by ar-

ranging a careful diet of green vegetables, and by avoiding

the putting of instruments into the stomach. The mo-
ment one used a tube, there would be the possibility of a

lesion.

Dr. Seymour Basch had also found the test unreliable

in gastric carcinoma diagnosis. Another test, which he
offered on theory, consisted in the presence of undissolved

albumin. The basis of the test was that the gastric con-

tents, if they contained the cancer secretion, would con-

tain more albumin than the ordinary test of gastric secre-

tion. The ferments digested more albumin, and the higher

the body of albumin the greater was the amount of pepsin.

Dr. Basch considered the test simpler than either of the

other two tests, and easier to carry out.

Dr. James Taft Pilcher said that he had had an oppor-

tunity to examine four or five hundred patients with can-

cer of the stomach on whom operation had been per-

formed and the diagnosis confirmed. In all of these it

was found that these tests did not give any basis on which

to apply diagnosis. The clinical history was much more
definite and of much more diagnostic value, he thought,

than any of the tests that had been put forth. One pro-

cedure that seemed to bear more directly on positive

diagnosis was that of giving bisnmth and taking a radio-

graph of the actions of the stomach through the fluoro-

scope.

Dr. J. C. Hem meter remarked that it must be remem-
bered that Dr. Smithies was aiming to recognize the dis-

ease at a very early stage. The results were not, as yet.
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clear cut. He considered Dr. Kaufmann's idea of show-
ing the presence of blood in the feces important.

Dr. Smithies stated that in a great many cases carci-

noma could be diagnosed accurately by the history, but
that in his cases he had proved that the albumin test, the
stain test, and the like, were all of vital value in the
diagnosis of carcinoma of the stomach.

Indicanuria.—Dr. William Gerry Morgan of Wash-
ington, D. C, presented a paper based on the analysis of
one hundred and thirty-eight cases treated during igil.

He said that the indicanuria might be accidental (transi-

tory), or might be a definite part of the clinical picture,

although still associated with other pathological processes.
In a very few cases it was an indication of true intes-

tinal autointo.xication. Particular stress should be laid

upon loss of nerve-tone as the cause of the underlying
putrefaction, it having been found that in Washington
the end of the busy season was the time that most cases
were seen. The symptoms were those of an intoxication
with a poison having especial affinity for the nervous sys-

tem. The symptom found present in the greatest number
of cases was gas-formation in the bowel, indicative of the
putrefaction. Others of the most promient symptoms
were early fatigue, loss of ambition, malaise, headache,
dizziness, and muscle pains. A myriad of other nervous
manifestations were present. He thought that the cure
must consist in measures preventing the formation of
toxins and eliminating those already formed. Other as-

sociated conditions must be treated. Treatment of the
condition itself should consist in general hygienic meas-
ures, diet, exercise, irrigations, and occasional medica-
tion. Purgatives had been found to do harm. In thp

majority of cases cure was easy, but progress in the oc-

casional true autointoxication was slow.
Dr. Jacob Kaufmann remarked that many conditions

were being described as being caused by autointoxication,

but that not a single fact had been shown that could prove
that there was intestinal autointoxication. The problem
remained unsolved, he thought. No substance had been
demonstrated as acting as a toxin, indican itself not being
considered toxic. In such cases he had sometimes found
albumin. A certain amount of intestinal putrefaction was
present, producing an output of indican, although in-

creased intestinal putrefaction might be present without
the indican. While admitting the possibility that such
things as intestinal autointoxication existed, he did not
think that the increased amount of indican could be used
as an indication of the increased intoxication.

Dr. Max Einhorn said that these troubles of auto-
intoxication had been greatly exalted by the profession,
many patients being told that they had poisoned their

systems, being put on a rigid diet, and not allowed to do
this or that. The result was that these patients became
nervous and frightened. He had had some such patients,

and had relieved their condition by allowing them to live

like other people, not bothering about constipation, diet,

exercise, and so on. He considered the whole idea of
autointoxication as still being theoretical, and not practi-

cal, and said that the chief thing to teach such patients

was that they must live rationally.

Dr. Dudley D. Roberts, while admitting that indica-

nuria had been something of a failure, said that the sub-
ject pointed out a half hope; although, before its relation

to intestinal toxemia could be proved, much work re-

mained to be done on this subject. Although he had one
hundred and fifty cases under observation, he did not feel

that he knew much more than when he had started.

Dr. James P. Tuttle had had many cases of so-called

autointoxication, and in that type of disease had observed
that in the worst cases of chronic constipation it had no
relation to indicanuria, many cases loaded witli mucus,
casts, etc., having no traces of indican. He found that

indicanuria was almost always associated with some type
of staphylococcus or streptococcus infection, and was in-

clined to think that in cases with a large amount of in-

dicanuria there was some slight lesion, possibly around
the lower end of the cecum. He said that these cases

did not need to be washed out with a barrel of water.

It was not necessary for a man to have two bowel move-
ments a day. He had seen patients having one movement
every two or three days, and they were just as well as

though they had more. His advice was not to scare the
patients.

Dr. Morgan, from his experience with indicanuria,
thought it unimportant whether the urine was examined
for indican or not. He considered it a definite picture,

increase of indican being found along with the other con-
ditions. There was an absorption in the canal that he
thought rather important, but he did not believe that diet

was good for autointoxication, and considered a rational

way of living best. A part of the cure should consist in

taking the patient away from business, because it was the
condition of the nervous system, or lack of nerve-power,
which had been exhausted from use in other directions,

that did not permit of the patient's functionating properly.
Surgical Measures for the Relief of Abdominal

Symptoms Due to Ptosis of the Stomach and Colon.

—

Dr. Joseph C. Bloodgood of Baltimore, Md., said that in

the twenty cases operated on since January, 1911, the
indications for operation were stasis in the stomach or
colon, or in both. All the cases had received medical
treatment without relief. In formulating the operative
procedure, he had been governed by the symptoms, .r-ray

findings, and conditions exposed on opening the abdomen.
In most of the cases the .r-ray findings were least help-

ful. He believed that he had demonstrated for the first

time the relation of chronic dilatation of the duodenum
to ptosis of the colon. The dilatation of the duodenum
was the end result of ptosis of the colon. The stomach
trouble came on later, and the surgeon did not usually

see the patients until they were in a very bad condition.

The most satisfactory results had been obtained in the

group of cases associated either with pyloric kink or with
dilatation of the duodenum. The dilatation of the duo-
denum showed the simplicity of the relief of cases often
diagnosed as chronic neurasthenia and many other con-

ditions. The symptoms found by him included pancreatic
juice and bile in the stomach. The patients were usually

very much depressed. To relieve the condition, one should
resect the right half of the colon, and suture the ileum
to the transverse colon. The removal of the right half

of the colon would not always relieve the patients of con-
stipation and stasis in the colon. He had never resected

the entire colon, but he believed that if one wished to re-

store the patient to a normal condition one must do this.

In some cases two operations might be necessary.

Dr. Max Einhorn said that he had in mind a condition

somewhat similar to one that Dr. Bloodgood had men-
tioned—a group of patients wlio had slight stagnation of

the colon, in combination with bile and pancreatic juice

in the stomach. On examining the stomach, he said, one
would always find more residue of fat. In his cases there

was an obstruction of the duodenum below the papilla of

Vater. The main symptoms were severe pain and vomit-
ing. The usual operation for this had formerly been
gastroenterostomy below Vater's papilla. No ptosis, as

such, he thought, should be attacked by operation. If

there were symptoms an operation might be performed
for their relief. There might, he thought, be instances

in which operations on the colon were of benefit, but he
considered it an unnecessary procedure to subject a pa-

tient who was simply constipated to an operation fnr pro-

lapse of the colon, or any point of the intestines. There
must be something else present, in order to render such

an operation justifiable.

Dr. James Taft Pilcher said that another method that

was applicable in these cases consisted in raising the

stomach into the epigastrium and also raising the colon,

putting a row of six or eight sutures in the mesentery of

the transverse colon, and suturing it across the abdomen,
two inches above the umbilicus. At the same time the

drag and the stasis that the condition occasioned should

be removed. In repeated cases Dr. Pilcher's results from
this method of procedure had been satisfactory.

Dr. Jacob Kaufmann remarked that a very important
question was : What is the primary factor that develops

these conditions? Dr. Bloodgood's cases had shown none
of the conditions mentioned by Dr. Einhorn, and Dr.

Kaufmann had seen few cases of the type presented by
Dr. Bloodgood. He thought, however, that surgical in-

tervention might be warranted in certain cases. One
should consider the cause of the development of such
pronounced types of atomy and dilatation.

Dr. Walter B. Cannon pointed out the fact that most
of the structures in the abdominal cavity were readily

movable, and said that if they had approximately the

specific gravity of water he had some difficutly in seeing

how there could be any great drag of one structure on
another.

Dr. Allen Arthur Jones asked whether Dr. Blood-
good had observed relief from symptoms such as he had
described in cases operated on for floating kidney. Dr.

Jones had seen two cases in which there had been very
signal relief from symptoms produced by a nephrorrhaphy,
and described a considerable part of their success to the

fact that the transverse colon and cecum had been lifted.

Dr. Charles G. Stockton thought that in these cases

the physician should consider the state of the abdominal
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walls. If there were marked tire and relaxation, it would
be difficult to obtain that standard of intra-abdominal
pressure to which Dr. Cannon had referred.

Dr. G. A. Friedm.\nn stated that gastroptosis and en-

teroptosis were constitutional diseases. Many patients,

besides these gastric and intestinal symptoms, had many
general symptoms, and most of them were anemic. He
could not see, therefore, how an operation could improve
such a condition, general treatment for the anemia being
necessary. A patient with a gastroptosis might acquire

an organic disease, and this might be remedied surgically,

but in the pure cases of gastroptosis he did not believe

that one should advise surgical interference.

Dr. Hen'ry W. Bettm.\xn said that nothing could be
clearer than that a merely anatomic relation of the organs
could not be a matter of great importance. The point

of drag was one that had worried him for a number of
years. It was inconceivable to him that the lower ab-

dominal organis could drag on the upper. If that were
the cause of the symptoms the placing of the patient on
his back for a number of days or weeks would overcome
the symptoms. He thought that the idea of the drag
was erroneous and would have to be abandoned. None
of the patients whom he had seen and who had had the
colon raised and attached to the abdominal wall, the

pylorus also being raised, had been materially benefited,

and some had been made considerably worse by that pro-
cedure. He believed that the use of the #-ray had led to

an increase in the number of operations performed by
persons who did not thoroughly understand gastroenter-
ological problems, without a corresponding benefit, and
thought that surgeons should go slowly in this depart-
ment. One patient would be benefited by the operation,

while twenty would be either not benefited or made worse.
Dr. A. L. Benedict drew attention to the fact that there

was a difference between a stomach that was in a state

of ptosis and one that was normal in its relations, but
dilated. In many case reports, he said, the word ptosis

referred merely to a slight dilatation of the stomach and
a sagging of its greater curvature.

Dr. LuDWiG W. Kast said that the greater curvature
might be five or ten centimeters below the level of the umbi-
licus and yet the stomach might still perform all its work. It

might take a little longer to do this, but the stomach
would still be within the physiological limits. A stomach
with a less lowered greater curvature might not perform
the work required. One should differentiate between the
position of the stomach and the function of the stomach.
Dr. Kast asked whether Dr. Bloodgood advocated opera-
tion for change in position or for change in function.

Dr. Bloodgood, in closing, said that when there was an
ulcer or a cancer of the colon, one could resect the dis-

eased part and restore continuity. If there existed a

volvulus of the signoid one could untwist it and relieve

the symptoms. It was a perfectly feasible operation to

resect the stomach. In nine of the twenty cases that he
had before referred to, there had been definite gastric

symptoms. The stomach did not empty itself, and the
patients could not eat. After resection of the stomach
and after duodenal dilation, the patients were able to eat.

In his study of this subject Dr. Bloodgood had tried to

find an anatomical basis, so as to relieve the symptoms.
So far as the stomach was concerned, it was settled; but
so far as the colon was concerned, it was not.

Hyper- and Hypotonicity of the Vagus and Sympa-
thetic Nerves as Causes of Disease of the Digestive
Tract.—Dr. J. C. Hemmeter of Baltimore, Md., stated
that just as there existed a myogenic and meurogenic
tonus, so there was also a secretory tonus, which had not
been so thoroughly studied. The latent period of secre-

tion after stimulating the sympathetic or the chora tym-
pani nerve supplying the submaxillary gland was greater
after the nerve control over this gland had been abolished
for several hours by freezing either nerve or by cutting
it. This preparedness for giving a ready secretion upon
adequate stimuli might be defined as secretory tonus. The
threshold of stimulation also rose in experiments in which
the gland had been cut off from the nerve-supply for
several hours. The entire neuromuscular apparatus, both
voluntary and involuntary, was in a condition of tonic

activity, Dr. Hemmeter explained, due to the continual
inflow of sensory impulses to the motor neurones of
either spinal cord or brain, or both. The doctrine of
"vagotonia" and "sympathicotonia" assumes that the dis-

turbances of peristalsis, innervation, and secretion in the
digestive tract were due to permanently altered tonicity of
the vagus and sympathetic ; that is. either an exaggerated,
augmented, or a diminished tonicity of these nerves ex-
isted.

Dr. Jacob Kaufmann believed that a study of the

physiology of the digestive tract and its disturbances would
help a great deal more in understanding stagronitestinal

disorders and the treatment of these conditions than

would the mere consideration of anatomical or patho-
logico-anatomical facts. Cases of irregular growth might
be attributed, he thought, to an interference with the

activity of the liver by lack of thyroid secretion. By
studying more specifically the disturbances either of the

pneumogastric nerve or the sympathetic nervous system in

connection with the internal secretion, one would te
helped very much in solving these problems.

Dr. LuDwiG W. Kast remarked that there was an ap-

plication of the neurological and secretory facts to the

clinical problems. The antagonism between the two nerv-

ous systems created a condition of equilibrium in differ-

ent directions in the musculature of the secretory appa-
ratus. One frequently saw conditions in which the pa-

tient had increased hyperacidity, and in which the motility

was very intense. Without having duodenal ulceration,

these patients had hunger-pains, the contraction having
reached such a degree as to become painful. After the

test-breakfast was evacuated, the secretion still went on
without having any stomach-contents to act upon. That
was the time when the opportunity was given for the de-

velopment of duodenal ulceration. Atropin benefited this

class of cases very much symptomatically.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer said that in such a vague field as

gastroenterology, so long as the investigators had con-

fined themselves to anatomy and chemistry, they had had
some facts to go on, but when they commenced to take

up the functional aspect of the matter, they were making
wild hypotheses. The alleged facts that they had to go
on had not been verified.

Dr. Walter B. Cannon pointed out the possibility that

lack of tonus or diminution in it might be due to failure

of the vagus to deliver the impulse producing tonus, or

to the action of the thoracico-lumbar in delivering the

impulse that reduced the tonus.

Dr. Hemmeter, in closing, stated that atropin would
relieve cases caused by high tension of the vagus system.

It was clear, also, he said, how overstimulation of the

vagus could produce gastric ulcer, because if one stimu-

lated around the nucleus of the vagus and kept tt up, this

would lead to conditions that destroyed the epithelium of

the stomach.
The History of Radiology of the Digestive Tract for

the Diagnosis of Ulcer and Carcinoma.— Dr. J. C. Hem-
meter of Baltimore, Md., said that he had published some
experiments of his aiming at photography of the human
stomach by means of the Roentgen ray in the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal for June 18. 1896. Investi-

gations showing the possibility of photographing condi-

tions accompanying cancer, and ulcer by the .r-rays have

been confirmed in this country and in Europe. Mathe-
matical, or technical, and personal, or functional, errors

had to be avoided, he said, in the execution of the method
Failures to accomplish results by it had been due to one
or other of these errors.

A Fewr Important Points in X-Ray Examination of
the Digestive Tract.—Dr. Fra.vklin U'. White of Bos-
ton, Mass., treated this subject from the clini-

cian's standpoint. He said that examination of
the mechanical factors of digestion was of the great-

est importance in diagnosis. He considered the .r-ray

a brilliant method of examination. Comparisons with
other methods of testing the motility of the stomach in

ptosis, spasm, ulcer, and cancer showed a great variability

in the results ; and there was need for great caution in

interpreting them. There was a great necessity for a

standard bismuth meal. A study of peristalsis was possi-

ble, he stated, only with the .r-ray. A'-ray tests of secre-

tion were of small value. The duodenum was very diffi-

cult to examine, and its examination might be assisted by
artificial distension. Delayed motility was of great im-
portance. The colon might be successfully examined by
giving a bismuth meal and administering an enema; but
great care must be exercised, or the value of the results

would be impaired by various sources of error. The
r-ray should be combined with other methods of examina-
tion in making the diagnosis.

Dr. John A. Lichty asked how much and \Yhat kind
of bismuth should be used for the meal. He had not been
able to get an entire filling up of the stomach. In his

opinion, the j--ray would never replace the stomach tube,
even though it gave more definite outlines, because he con-
sidered the stomach-tube superior in some respects. He
had had a case that appeared from the .r-ray to be cancer
of the stomach, but that turned out to be cancer of the
colon. He wondered whether the bismuth itself did not
interfere with the normal emptying of the stomach by
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neutralizing the hyperacidity that existed in many cases.

Dr. John C. Hemmeter said that quite a number of
cases of bismuth poisoning had been reported after these
examinations and that lie had directed his attention to

seeing whether something else could not be substituted
for the bismuth. He believed that bismuth, when used
for the relief of ulcer, must interfere with the impulses
from the stomach, and thought that the delayed peristalsis

might be diie to that. He had tried, in place of the bis-

muth, aluminum silicate, calcium carbonate, and calcium
phosphate; and had succeeded in obtaining good shadows
with them. None of this material was absorbed. He
said that there were two errors that hindered progress,
the mathematical and the functional. The former was in

the apparatus ; and the latter in the person. The ex-
posures had been made to occupy only a few seconds.

Dr. Seymour Basch mentioned the fact that for the
last few years barium had been used abroad with good
resi''ls. It was, he said, cheaper than bismuth, and no
poisoning had resulted from its use. There had been no
bad symptoms in the thousands of reported cases in which
it had been used, and he thought that Americans should
take it up.

Dr. Walter B. Cannon had used barium several years
ago, in order to determine its effect on peristalsis, and
had obtained the same results with it as with bismuth.
He thought that if everyone would retain for record the
;r-rays, and if the surgeon would record what he had
found at operation and have .v-rays taken of every speci-
men removed, the .r-ray would be proved to be an impor-
tant instrument of precision. He felt confident that a
combination of the a--ray with bismuth above and below
would absolutely demonstrate the position of the car-

cinoma.
Dr. White said that he used two ounces of bismuth to

one pint of buttermilk, as a vehicle. The tube he consid-
ered also of value as a control. Poisoning by bismuth, he
thought, to be a thing of the past, it having occurred at
the time when nitrate of bismuth was used.
The Lactose Test Meal in the Establishment of Ali-

mentary Hypersection in the Diagnosis of Ulcer.—Dr.
Dudley D. Roberts of Brooklyn, X. Y., gave at some
length the results of studies carried on with the lactose
test-meal since the time of its presentation to the Asso-
ciation, the previous year, when used in normal cases, in

enteroptotic cases with different conditions oT secretion and
motility, in the various surgical conditions that cause gas-
tric complaints, and in ulcer. Under normal circum-
stances there remained, one hour after the ingestion of
the test-meal, not more than 50 c.c. With this, there was
found from 50 to 100 c.c. of gastric juice. There was
then a normal ration of more than i :i.5 between the
residue of test-meal and the gastric juice still in the
stomach. From his experience he thought that it might
be assumed that when the gastric-juice residue was three
times that of the test-meal residue, there was hypersecre-
tion of marked degree. In all cases there was alimentary
hypersecretion. In some instances this was even up to

the ratio of l rp. In one case of chronic appendicitis

there was a hypersecretion with a ratio of i -.3.1. This
occurred in only one instance. On the ulcer cases the
degree of hypersecretion was low.

The Healing of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer with Bis-
muth.—Dr. Charles D. Aaron of Detroit, Mich., stated
that bismuth had been used as a medicinal agent since

its introduction by Oidier, of Geneva, in 1786, although
it was Kussmaul who had systematized its use. The ano-
dyne effect of this drug was univesally conceded, and
research work on this subject had furnished evidence that

the protection afforded by bismuth subnitrate in gastric

and duodenal ulcer was both physical and chemical. Ex-
periments on dogs showed that bismuth, a few hours after

its administration, was finely distributed over the gastric

wall. This acted as a protective layer, and might remain
undisturbed for several days. The chemical effect of bis-

muth subnitrate, he said, was due to the liberation of
nitric acid during its decomposition. The treatment with
bismuth could never be regarded as a substitute for the
rest cure in the treatment of ulcer. Its general purpose
was to support the rest treatment, especially when the lat-

ter failed, or when the ulcer took a chronic course, tended
to relapse, or gave rise to considerable pain ; and, further-
more, in the treatment of outdoor patients.

The Gastrointestinal Disturbances Observed in Per-
nicious Anemia.—Dr. Julius Friedenwald of Balti-
more, Md., gave the results of observations of his ex-
tending over a series of fifty-eight cases of pernicious
anemia, in all of which gastrointestinal symptoms had
been noted. From a study of these cases, it was evident
to him that a large proportion were attended with gastro-

intestinal disturbances, as well as with an absence of gas-
tric secretion. There was present an acbylia gastrica in

about seventy per cent, of the cases, and even in the stage
of apparent recovery the gastric secretion did not return.

In a smaller proportion of cases (twenty per cent.), there
was a marked diminution in the secretion, and in a few
instances (about ten per cent.) it remained normal. He
thought it quite probable that the poison that produced
the hemolysis was the same that was also responsible for
the alteration in the gastric secretion.

A Contribution to the Etiology of Pernicious Anemia.
—Dr. James Taft Pilcher of Brooklyn, N. Y., had ob-
served 433 cases of abdominal complaints in which the

symptom of achlorhydria hemorrhagica gastrica was pres-
ent and wished to offer for consideration the following
facts: (i) Achlorhydria is merely a symptom denoting
chronic gastritis

; (2) it is usually evoked through extra-
gastric irritative factors, which are often susceptible of
correlation; (3) there are present in such stomachs great
numbers of bacteria, among which streptococci are espe-
cially to be noted; (4) practically all recorded cases of
authenticated pernicious anemia present the symptom of
achlorhydria and the presence of occult blood in the

stomach extract; (5) thirty-four instances of pernicious
anemia were noted in patients presenting the symptom of
achlorhydria hemorrhagica gastrica; (6) lack of hydro-
chloric acid and the presence of occult blood were shown
to exist for a year before any blood changes were noted
in a few cases, paresthesia was evidenced some time pre-

vious to blood impairment in some, and the patients had
suffered for years from chronic gastrointestinal com-
plaints in others; (7) eighty per cent, of the cases of per-

nicious anemia have increased temperature at some time
during the course of the disease; (9) pure cultures of
streptococci have been found in patients with pernicious
anemia who were running a fever; (10) bacterial hemo-
lysins and other toxic substances are known to produce
anemia resembling the pernicious type; (11) efforts to

control the bacterial growth in the gastrointestinal tract

have caused complete remissions in this disease in some
instances; (12) the phenomena of the blood-picture char-

acteristic of pernicious anemia may be explained by the

action of toxins, which impair the formation of anti-

bodies until a bacteremia is produced; (13) the to.xins

being eliminated by the profuse flora in the gastrointesti-

nal tract, the impairment of bodily resistance is accom-
plished through their absorption; (14) the reactive and
combative ability of patients suffering from achlorhydria

differs in different cases, and on this ground might be
explained the relative rare occurrence of pernicious

anemia. The author thought that these facts would sug-

gest that there might be some direct correlation between
the profuse growth of bacteria and the onset of a dys-
crasia of the blood known as pernicious anemia.
Pernicious Anemia.—Dr. G. W. McCaskey of Fort

Wayne, Ind., said that the investigations of the last few
years had placed pernicious anemia in a clearer light and
indicated the direction in which a final solution of the

problem should be looked for. He considered the classi-

fication of the different anemias as being unsatisfactory,

as yet, the facts that formed the groundwork of the clin-

ical and pathological conception of pernicious anemia hav-
ing reference to the blood-picture, the data in regard to

hematogenesis, and certain points in the clinical history

and therapeutic results. There were several facts that

appeared to him to make the exclusive theory of to.xic

irritation of the bone-marrow untenable. In the experi-

mental anemia produced in animals by ricin poisoning,

the curious fact has been established that relatively large

doses, producing a rapidly progressive anemia, were as-

sociated with a normoblastic bone-marrow regeneration

;

while repeated small doses, acting more slowly, produced
mealoblastic degeneration. Undoubtedly, he thought,

something besides the specific action of a toxin or group
of toxins was necessary, and he believed that in embryo-
logical faults or tendencies a plausible explanation, at

least, might be sought. The existence of such special

tendencies was strictly in accord with well-known biolog-

ical laws and squared with clinical observations.

Dr. J. A. LiCHTY said that all seemed to agree that the

underlying basis of anemia was some toxin, but that no
one knew what produced the toxin. Gastric disorders,

nervous affections, etc., formerly thought to be etiological

factors, were recognized now as symptoms. It had been

his experience that all these casese had chronic gastritis

associated with them, and he wished to ask Dr. Pilcher

whether he had meant that all his cases of anemia had had j
chronic gastritis. Dr. Lichty had found a gastric condi- I
tion in certain cases in which pernicious anemia was pres- 1

ent : for example, in the course of typhoid fever. He
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added tliat of seventy or eighty patients that he had
treated for this condition, all had died but one, and that

one probably would do so. This latter case was the only
one in which there was no fault with the blood.

Dr. A. L. Benedict said that while pernicious anemia
was usually associated with achlorhydria hemorrhagica
gastrica, this was not always so. In his opinion, perni-

cious anemia was simply a bad case of anemia, in which
it was hard to trace the exact cause.

Dr. J.^coB Kaufmann thought that Dr. McCaskey had
ably expressed the fact in saying that pernicious anemia
was produced by toxins in the blood. The question, how-
ever, was where the toxins came from. Taking the view
of Dr. McCaskey, one could readily understand that there

was a certain group of cases in which the toxin origi-

nated in the gastrointestinal canal, chronic gastrointesti-

nal disorders being usually considered to produce the pic-

ture of pernicious anemia. Dr. Kaufmann, however,
called attention to the fact that the gastrointestinal canal

was not only secretory, but also excretory, and said that

it was worth while to look into these questions, because
the treatment depended on what one considered as the
cause in each specific instance. He had seen excellent
results in certain cases of pernicious anemia in which gas-
trointestinal disorders were not the cause of the disease,

derived from blood-cultures.

Dr. Willy Meyer said that he had done transfusion of
blood in two cases of pernicious anemia during the pre-

vious year. In both cases the immediate result was ex-
cellent, but later one of the patients died, although the
other remained improved.

Dr. PiLCHER did not think that every case into which
the alkaloid substance had been introduced would de-
velop symptoms of pernicious anemia, as some persons
reacted to the same substances differently from others.

This was explained by idiosyncrasy. In regard to Dr.
Lichty's not finding any chronic gastritis in some of his

cases of pernicious anemia, Dr. Pilcher said that, while
he did not know what pathological data Dr. Lichty had on
that subject, he wished to state that those examining
hundreds of cases found that all had pathological evi-

dence of marked atrophy and chronic gastritis of the

stomach mucosa.
Dr. McCaskey said that he thought that they got into

the gastrointestinal tract incidentally or accidentally. He
considered them important in the etiology of the disease,

but said that it was hard to determine how large was the

part of the bacteria in pernicious anemia. A negative
finding was usually the result of the blood-culture. The
reason for the e.xistence of achlorhydria was that there
was not enough secretion tn saturate the proteins. It was
a condition of lowered quantity of secretion, and this

might come from many causes.

Carcinoma of the Esophagus from the Standpoint of
Intrathoracic Surgery.—Dr. Willy Mevek, of New
York City thought that if progress was to be made in the

radical surgical treatment of carcinoma of the esophagus,
the patients must come for operation earlier than at pres-

ent, and their general health must be sufficiently preserved
to warrant resection of the growth. He said that the

diagnosis was usually not difficult, even in the early

stages. The diagnosis having been made, the cancer must
be excised without regard to its location in the course of
the esophagus. It commonly covered too large a portion

of the tube to render possible the ideal operation, but this

resection was often necessary to enable one to make a re-

section within healthy tissue later on. The feasibility of

the latter procedure, with good functional results, had
been proved. His experience had shown that the condi-

tion in which patients were received did not permit of an
operation of such magnitude as was required at one sit-

ting. A two-stage operation was necessary, the details of

which he was working out.

Dr. Jesse S. Myer of St. Louis, Mo., remarked that

there was no question in his mind but that the operation

on carcinoma of the esophagus was a coming one. Every-
thing, he thought, depended on getting hold of the patient

early. There was no way of making a diagnosis of car-

cinoma of the esophagus without the esophagoscope. The
use of this instrument was so simple and the suffering of

the patients from their disturbances was so intense that

they were ready to permit it to be employed. Dr. Myer
urged the use of the esophagoscope by every physician

doing extraintestinal work. If there was an element of

doubt as to the exact condition, a section should be taken
out and examined.

Dr. Walter B. Caxnon of Boston. Mass., from a physio-

logical point of view, did not know of any reason why one
should not cocainize above the vagus nerve, so that the

innervation of the heart would not be disturbed on account
of mechanical manipulation of the nerve. In a variety of
animal observations, he had found that if the laryngeal
nerves were cut on both sides, there would be a slight

rapidity of the heart, but lower respiration. There would
be a temporary loss of tone, in the absence of the vagus
stimuli in the stomach and intestines.

Dr. Seymour Bascii had been impressed with the appar-
ent simplicity of performing these operations, if they were
done early. Of course, it would be impossible to tell

patients at this early period that they had a case of carci-

noma. If the use of the esophagoscope were as easy as
Dr. Meyer had said, there would be no difficulty. Dr. Basch
thought, in employing it; but his experience had been that

this operation was not such a simple matter. He considered
it barbarous, and said that all knew it to be dangerous.

Dr. Willy Meyer stated that Dr. Sharp, of Berlin, haa
devised a sound that had a rubber balloon, which was to

be blown up with water. This instrument was for use in

early diagnosis, and its inventor claimed that in no case
could he do his diagnosing so early with the esophagoscope
as with this sound, which Dr. Meyer said was used by him
at the German Hospital. If both pneumagastrics were
involved, both could not be divided. If, in exceptional
cases, this could be done and the patient would not die

from paralysis of the heart or lungs, it would mean a

great step forward. He thought that all those working
inadequately for certain ends should combine their forces,

so that, no matter what their specialties might be, one goal
might be before them all.

Dr. Walter B. Cannon said that he did not mean to

have the inference drawn from his remarks that it was per-

fectly feasible to cut both pneumogastrics without pro-
ducing any harmful effects. He did not think that there

would be definite effects on the heart and lungs produced
by cutting them, if the laryngeal were left. It was in rela-

tion to the alimentary canal, he said, that the trouble
arose, there being disturbance of movement and secretion.

By carefully washing out the stomach and avoiding the

production of epithelioma, a patient would live for a ycen

with both pneumogastrics cut ; but it required the greatest

care to bring about such a result.

Dr. Willy Meyer explained that, in view of the extreme
thinness of the esophagus, the nerves became intimately

adherent to the tumor; so that the greatest delicacy of
manipulation was necessary. In some cases, it was im-

possible to operate. If there was support, the operation

could be done.

Crypts and Columns of Morgagni: Their Relation-
ship to Rectal Diseases.—Dr. J.-vmes P. Tuttle of New
York City, stated that the semilunar, or anal, valves (called,

also, the pockets, or crypts, of Morgagni) dipped down be-

tween the mucocutaneous lining of tlie anal canal and ex-

tended more or less deeply into its caliber. The rectal

columns attached their base at the upper margin, between
the valves, and furnished an exit for the veins of the rec-

tum to anastomose with those of the anus. To these two
structures, the crypts and columns of Morgagni, especially

the latter, he wished to call attention as influencing rectal

diseases such as pruritus ani, hemorrhoids, chronic spas-

modic sphincter, obscure fissure, invisible ulceration of the

anal canal, and skin tabs. In operating for any of these

conditions, he said, one often failed to cure them unless

these structures were properly attended to.

Dr. Seymour Basch said that there were three symptoms
that were almost constant in these cases—pain, bleeding

and itching; but that there were intervals of cessation of
one. two or all of these symptoms. There existed many
anal canals that one could not thoroughly inspect without

a general anesthetic. In probably half of his cases, he

could readily locate these points with the use of the specu-

lum. The points to look at were in the right and left pos-

terior quadrants and the anterior median line. Occasion-
ally they were found elsewhere. There might be only one
of these that was pathological. The symptoms that these

produced were often referable to the remote parts of the

ijody. He attributed his failures to relieve entirely anal

pruritus in some cases to the fact that he had attempted
to do it under local anesthesia. Pruritis. he said, was not

a disease, but a symptom. In some cases, there were no
visible external manifestations; while in others, there were
distinct skin changes.

Dr. Willy Meyer asked whether Dr. Tuttle considered

every crypt into which he could enter his probe patho-
logical.

Dr. Tuttle said that he did not consider every crypt dis-

eased. It depended on how deep the probe would go in.

If it went no farther than the subcutaneous tissues, he did

not consider the crypt diseased ; but when a probe drew
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blood in one of the crypts or excited itching or pain, then

he considered that there existed a pathological condition.

He stated that there was no organ of the body too remote

to be affected reflexly by one of these painful and con-
cealed ulcers, and this applied to the reflex action of the

crypts. In constipation or obstipation, stretching of the

sphincter might relieve the patient for awhile ; but the

condition would return, if one of the crypts was diseased.

Cutting got at the bottom of the trouble, which stretching

did not do. The so-called watery urethral discharge was
due, in a good many cases, to obscure fissure or inflamma-

tion in the front sinus. He had successfully treated, within

the last six months, seven of these cases.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Jacob Kaufmann, of New York City; First

Vice-President, Joseph C. Bloodgood, of Baltimore, Md.

;

Second Pice-President, William Gerry Morgan, of Wash-
ington, D. C. ; Secretary and Treasurer, Franklin W.
White, of Boston, Mass. The date and place of the next
annual meeting have not been decided upon.

^tate iHfiiral llirpnstttg loarOfi.
STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Arizona State Board of Medical Examiners.

ANATOMY.

1. What arteries supply the heart with blood, and where
do they originate?

2. Describe the thoracic duct.

3. Describe the thyroid gland, including blood and nerve
supply.

4. Where is the fissure of Sylvius, and what artery does
it contain ?

5. What muscles assist in (a) mastication; (6) degluti-

tion ?

6. Describe the diaphragm, its principal openings, and
nerve supply.

7. Name the bones of the head.
8. Name the ligaments of the hip joint.

9. State (a) the nerve supply of the rectum and (6)
the blood supply of the rectum.

10. Describe the inguinal canal.

PHYSIOLOGY.

I. What part of the nervous system is involved in stam-
mering speech ?

a. Describe the pneumogastric nerve and its functions.

3. Describe lymph and how it is formed.
4. Classify foods and give a general description of each.

5. What is the pulse and what do its varieties signify

within physiological limits?

6. Describe the physiology of menstruation.

7. Briefly describe visual accommodations.

HYGIENE.

1. What means should be taken to prevent spreading of
smallpox?

2. What means should be taken to prevent spreading of
diseases in schools?

3. What regimen should be enforced in the sick room of
tuberculous patients?

4. Why should we abolish the common drinking cup?
5. Describe the proper care of foods in stores and mar-

kets, and why?
6. What are the dangers from drinking water from an

unprotected watershed?
7. Why are plumbing fixtures ventilated?

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Define materia medica and therapeutics.

2. Define tincture, extract, and ointment.

3. By what process and from what source is sugar of
milk principally obtained?

4. State the source of ichthyol and give its uses in medi-
cine.

5. Give the Latin title of paregoric; name all its constitu-
ents, and give the amount of the principal drug in one
ounce of the mixture.

6. Give the composition of the official compound cathartic

pill.

7. Name the alkaloids of nux vomica.
8. What is incompatibility in medicine, and what are the

different kinds of incompatibility? Give an example of
each.

9. Describe four diuretics and give dose of each.

10. What class of acids would you use to acidify alkaline
urine? Name one and give dose.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

I. What element occurs most abundantly in Nature and
what are three of its more common combinations?

2. Atmospheric air is composed of what elements and in

what proportion by volume?
3. Give definition of acids and formula of six acids

commonly used in medicine.

4. Define a salt and explain the difference between nor-
mal and basic salts.

5. What are hydrocarbons? Mention three.

6. Give difference between alcohols and ethers.

7. What chemical elements occur in all proteids? Name
three common proteins.

8. What are the common sources of acetic acid?

9. Name the normal constituents of human milk and their

approximate proportions.

10. Give treatment of arsenic poisoning.

11. What is the chemical antidote for carbolic acid

poisoning? What would you use for physiological anti-

dote ?

12. What is best treatment for poisoning by strong min-
eral acids?

PATHOLOGY.

1. Define hyperemia and give varieties and causes.

2. Define transudate and exudate with examples of
both.

3. Define (a) embolism, (6) thrombosis; examples.

4. Inflammation—define and give symptoms.
5. Describe the pathological findings in typhoid fever.

ANSWERS.
ANATOMY.

1. The arteries which supply the heart with blood are
the right and left coronary arteries, which arise from the

ascending aorta.

2. The thoracic duct extends from the second lumbar
vertebra, where it commences by a dilatation, the re-

ceptaculum chyli, to junction of left internal jugular with
left subclavian vein. The abdominal part is placed on the

front of the body of the second lumbar vertebra, behind
and to the right side of the aorta and on the inner side

of the right crus; it then enters the thorax through aortic

opening, on the right side of aorta, lying between it and
the vena azygos major, and passes upward to right of

aorta on right intercostal vessels. Opposite the fourth
dorsal vertebra it passes to the left behind arch, and runs
along the left side of the esophagus, behind the left com-
mon carotid artery. At the level of the seventh cervical

vertebra it turns outward, and, passing behind left inter-

nal jugular and crossing first part of left subclavian artery,

arches over the apex of the left pleura to open at the angle
of union of the left internal jugular and left subclavian
veins. (From Aids to Anatomy.)
The portions of the body drained by it are: Both lower

limbs; abdomen, except upper surface of the liver; left

half of thorax ; left side of head and neck, and left upper
extremity.

3. The thyroid gland consists of two lateral lobes and an
isthmus ; it is situated at the front and sides of the neck.

The lobes extend from about the middle of the thyroid
cartilage to the fifth or sixth tracheal ring; the isthmus
generally covers the second and third tracheal rings. The
lobes measure about 2xij4x^4 inches; the gland usually

weighs about one ounce. Blood supply: Superior, and in-

ferior thyroid arteries, with thyroidea ima; and superior,

middle, and inferior thyroid veins. Nerve supply:
Branches from tlie inferior laryngeal nerve, and from the

middle and inferior cervical ganglia of the sympathetic.

4. The fissure of Syh'ius begins at the base of the brain

at the outer part of the anterior perforated space, passes
outward, backward, and upward, and ends in the parietal

lobe. This is the horizontal limb of the fissure. From
the anterior part of the horizontal limb a short fissure

extends forward and upward into the frontal lobe. This
is the vertical or ascending limb of the fissure. The fis-

sure separates the frontal and parietal lobes of the brain

from the temporal lobe. It lodges the middle cerebral

artery.

5. Muscles of mastication: Masseter, temporal, external
pterygoid, internal pterygoid, and buccinator. Muscles of
deglutition: Buccinator, hyoglossus, styloglossus, palato-

glossus, palatopharyngeus, azygos uvuls, tensor palati,

levator palati, stylopharyngeus, stylohyoid, geniohyoid,
mylohyoid, thyrohyoid, digastric, constrictors of pharynx,
and the intrinsic muscles of the tongue.

6. The diaphragm is a musculofibrous septum which di-

vides the thoracic from the abdominal cavity; it is fan-

shaped ; the broad, elliptical portion is horizontal, and the
crura are vertical. It is attached to the ensiform. to the

internal surfaces of the lower six costal cartilages, to

bodies and intervertebral substances of first, second, and
third lumbar vertebrse. Its openings are: (l) The aortic,

transmitting the aorta, vena azygos major, and the thor-
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acic duct; (2) the esophageal, transmitting the esophagus,
pneumogastric neryes, and some small esophageal arteries

;

(3) the opening for the vena cava, transmitting the in-

ferior vena cava, and small branches of the right phrenic
nerve; (4) the right crural, transmitting the right splanch-
nic nerves; (5) the left crural, transmitting the left

splanchnic nerves and the vena azygos minor. Nerve sup-
ply: The phrcnics, lower intercostals, and the phrenic
ple.xus of the sympathetic.

7. The bones of the head are: Occipital, two parietal,

frontal, two temporal, sphenoid, ethmoid, two nasal, two
superior maxillary, two lacrymal, two malar, two palate,

two inferior turbinated, inferior maxillary, and vomer.
8. The ligaments of the hip joint are: Capsular, ilio-

femoral, teres, cotyloid, and transverse.

9. Rectum. Nerz'e supply: From sacral plexus, fourth
sacral, and inferior hemorrhoidal nerves, and from in-

ferior mesenteric and hypogastric plexuses. Blood supply:
Superior hemorrhoidal, middle hemorrhoidal, and inferior

hemorrhoidal arteries and veins.

10. The inguinal canal is an oblique canal situated a

little above and running parallel with Poupart's ligament.
It is from an inch and a half to two inches in length, runs
downward and inward, and extends from the internal ab-
dominal ring to the external abdominal rmg.

Its boundaries are: In front: the skin, superficial fas-

cia, aponeurosis of the external oblique, and (for its outer
third) the internal oblique. Behind: the conjoined tendon,
the triangular fascia, the transversalis fascia, subperitoneal
fat, and peritoneum. Above: the fibers of the internal ob-
lique and transversalis. Below: Poupart's ligament and
the transversalis fascia.

Contents: the spermatic cord in the male, and the round
ligament in the female.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. The hypoglossal nerve and the motor centers for

speech in Broca's convolution (in the left cerebral hemis-
phere) are concerned.

2. P.VEUMocASTRic NERVE. Superficial origin: Groove
between restiform and olivary bodies. Deep origin: Nu-
clei in floor of fourth ventricle. Distribution is shown by
the names of the branches: Meningeal, aiiricular, pharyn-
geal, superior and inferior laryngeal, cardiac, pulmonary,
esophageal, and gastric. Function: It supplies fi) motor
influence to the pharynx and esophagus, stomach, and in-

testines, to the larynx, trachea, bronchi, and lungs; (2)
sensory and, in part (3) vasomotor influence, to the same
regions; (4) inhibitory influence to the heart; (s) inhibit-

ory afferent impulses to the vasomotor center; (6) excito-

secretory to the salivary glands; (7) excito-motor in

coughing, vomiting, etc.

3. Lymph. Origin: There are two theories as to the
formation of lymph: (i) That it is formed from the
blood plasma by the processes of filtration, dift'usion, and
osmosis. (2) That in addition to these, the endothelial

cells of the capillaries exercise some influence. Descrip-
tion: Lymph is a colorless, albuminous fluid, alkaline in

reaction, with specific gravity of about 1015, containing
lymph corpuscles, and coagulating when drawn from its

vessels. Composition: Proteins (serum albumin, fibrino-

gen), sugar, sodium chloride and carbonate, water, urea
fat. Function: To provide cells and tissues with mate-
rials necessary for their growth, repair, and functional
activities: and to receive and carry away their waste
products.

4. Foods are classified as

:

( Nitrogenous—Proteid

1 -, .^ f Carbohydrates
( Non-nitrogenous < ^

,
. fSaUs.

Inorganics ,,,
I \\ ater.

FOOD.

FOOD.

Froteids.

I. All substances contain-
ing nitrogen, of a composi-
tion identical with, or near-
ly that of albumin ; propor-
tion of N to C being nearly
as 2 to 7.

FUNCTIONS.

Formation and repair of
tissues and fluids of body
Regulation of absorption

and utilization of o.xygen.

May also form fat and
carbohydrate, and yield en-
ergy sometimes.

In most foods the above,
both animal and vegetable,
are largely converted into

albumoses and peptones
during digestion.
These perform the above

functions less perfectly, or
only under particular cir-

cumstances.

2. Substances containing

a larger proportion of N
are apparently less nutri-

tious; proportion of N to C
about 2 to SJ4.

3. Extractive matters,
such as are contained in

the juice of the flesh.

Carbohydrates.
Substances containing no

N, but made up of C, H
and O ; the O being exactly
sufficient to convert all the
H into HjO.

Fats.

Substances containing no
N, but made up of C, H
and O; the proportion of
O being less than sufiicient

to convert all the H into
H,0.

Salts.

FUNCTIONS.

These substances appear
essentially as regulators of
digestion and assimilation,
especially with reference to

the gelatin group.

Production of energy
and animal heat by oxida-
tion. Form fats and pos-
sibly some proteids.

Supply of fatty tissues,

nutrition of nervous sys-
tem : supply of energy, and
animal heat by oxidation.

Support of bony skel-

eton, supply of HCl for di-

gestion, regulation of en-
ergy and nutrition .

(Notter and Firth's Hygiene.)

5. The pulse is a wave of expansion which travels along
the arteries, and is due to the discharge from the left

ventricle of a volume of blood, during systole, into the
already full arterial system. The points to be observed
are: (i) Its frequency; this gives the rate of the heart
beats. (2) Its compressibility: this denotes the force with
which the heart is beating. (3) Its tension; this denotes
the peripheral resistance, and also the state of the arterial
walls. (4) Its regularity or rhythm: this denotes the reg-
ularity (or otherwise) of the heart's action in force or
rhythm. The average rate during infancy is about 120
per minute; during youth, about 80; and during old age,
about 60. The normal ratio of pulse to respiration is about
4:1.

6. Menstruation is a periodic disturbance in the female
characterized by a bloody discharge from the uterine
cavity; it occurs periodically during the time of the
woman's sexual activity, but is temporarily suspended dur-
ine pregnancy and early lactation. The relation existing
between ovulation and menstruation is not known. The
two processes are usually coexistent, but they may be
independent of each other. The following theories have
been held: (i) Menstruation is dependent upon ovula-
tion; (2) ovulation is dependent upon menstruation; (3)
they are independent of each other; (4) they both depend
upon some other (at present unknown) cause.

7. "Mechanism of Accommodation.—The lens is an
elastic structure, and when released from the flattening
influence of its suspensory ligament tends to assume a
spherical shape. During accommodation the ciliary muscle
(especially the circular fibers) contracts, drawing for-
ward the choroid and relaxing the suspensory ligament;
this diminishes the tension of the lens capsule and allows
the inherent elasticity of the lens to increase its convexity.
The change in curvature aflPects chiefly the anterior sur-
face of the lens. This is Helmholtz's theory and the one
usually accepted. Lately Tscherning has advanced a dif-
ferent theory; he maintains that the ciliary muscle in-
creases the tension of the suspensory ligament during con-
traction and that this causes peripheral flattening of the
lens with bulging anteriorly at its center. The act of ac-
commodation is accompanied by contraction of the pupil,
and (in binocular vision) by convergence of the visual
lines." (May's Diseases of the Eye.)

I. To prevent spread of smallpox: Vaccinate every one
during an epidemic; isolate and quarantine the patient; no
one but the physician and nurse must enter the room; the
physician should put on a large washable gown when he
goes in, and remove it on leaving, at the same time washing
his hands in a disinfectant; the nurse, when she leaves the
sick room, should also remove her clothes and put on
others, at the same time disinfecting herself. Flies and
vermin must be kept out of the room, doors and windows
should be screened. At the termination of the disease
everything should be disinfected ; toys, and books, etc., are
better burned ; the room or rooms should be fumigated
with sulphur or formaldehyde.
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2. Tlie fi'ii't-'ipdl means of prevcnling the s/'icad of coit-

tagious diseases in schools are: Regular and efficient in-

spection by physicians
;
prompt exclusion and isolation of

any one suffering from a contagious disease, or coming
from a house where such disease is ; compulsory notifica-

tion of all infectious and contagious diseases; individual

towels, drinking vessels, and other implements; children

who have had a contagious or infectious disease or who
have come from a house where such disease prevailed
should not be readmitted to school until sufficient time
has elapsed since the occurrence of the last case to in-

sure safety.

3. Hygienic precautions to be taken in treating a case of
tuberculosis: "The patient's quarters should be free from
dust, and admit of spending many hours daily in the open
air in all weathers, properly sheltered, and, if very ill,

lying wrapped in a hammock or reclining chair. His bed-
room should be well aired at night, draughts being avoided.

The room should be uncarpeted and free from hangings.

It should be often cleaned and periodically disinfected. All

sputum should be collected in paper spit-cups, which should

be burned daily. Smoking should be forbidden. Harm is

done by any exercise which results in fatigue, and while
fever exists it should not be attempted at all. Patients

should be taught the necessity of practising lung gymnas-
tics and breathing only through the nose, which should be

kept clear and free from occlusion by secretions, or an
hypertrophied catarrhal mucosa. . . . The clothing

should be woolen, but not too heavy, or sweating is in-

creased ; and a flannel nightgown and loosely knit leggings

should be worn at night in cool weather. The skin should

be cleansed by daily sponge-baths of lukewarm alcohol and
water." (Thompson's Practical Medicine.)

4. The common drinking cup should be abolished because
its use is both dirty and dangerous ; diseases are conveyed
in this way.

5. The stores and markets should be constructed so as

to allow abundant light and ventilation ; the walls should

be solid, impervious, and non-absorbent; the floors should

be non-absorbent, graded, drained, and capable of being

properly flushed. Animals and insects should be kept out

;

windows should be screened; the temperature should be
regulated. Animals often impart diseases (such as in-

testinal parasites) to vegetables; insects and parasites

transmit diseases; flies are notorious offenders in this

way. The food should be pure when it is admitted to the

market or store. Food should be covered when prac-

ticable. Everything in connection with food, store, mar-
ket, baskets, implements, etc.. should be kept clean. Imple-

ments used for one kind of food should not be used for

another kind of food. ."Ml remnants of food should be

promptly removed and covered up.

6. Water from an unprotected watershed is liable to

pollution by sewage and waste products.

7. Plumbing fixtures are ventilated to prevent undue
pressure of air or gases being exerted upon the house fix-

ings and later on entering the house.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Materia inedica is that branch of science which treats

of the substances and agents used as medicines.

Therapeutics is the art of healing.

2. A Tincture is an alcoholic solution of a medicinal sub-

stance.

An Extract is a solid or semi-solid preparation produced

by the evaporation of a solution of some vegetable sub-

stance.

An Ointment is a fatty preparation, of a softer consist-

ence than a cerate, and intended to be applied to the skin

by inunction. .

3. Sugar of milk is obtained froni the whey of cow's

milk by the process of evaporation ; it is then purified by
re-crystallization.

4. Ichthyol is obtained from ichthyosulphuric acid, which

comes from a crude oil obtained by destructive distillation

of fossil fish found in the earth in the mountains of Tyrol.

It is used in inflammatory conditions generally, erysipelas,

rheumatism, and certain chronic skin diseases.

5. The Latin title of paregoric is Tinctura opii cam-

phorata. Its constituents are : Powdered opium, benzoic

acid, camphor, oil of anise, glycerin, and diluted alcohol.

One ounce of the mixture contains nearly two grains of

opium.
6. The official compound cathartic pill contains : Com-

pound extract of colocynth, calomel, resin of jalap, and
gamboge.

7. The alkaloids of nux vomica are : Strychnine and
brucine.

8. Incompatibility is that relation between medicines

which renders their admixture unsuitable. Incompatibility

may be chemical, pharmaceutical, or therapeutic. Clicmical
incompatibility is seen in compounding an acid with a
base, and forming a salt. Fharniaceiitieal incompatibility is

seen in compounding a resinous tincture with an aqueous
solution. Therapeutic incompatibility is seen when two
agents are administered together which have an opposite
action, such as belladonna and physostigma.

9. Four diuretics, zvitli doses: Potassium acetate, 30
grains; Potassium citrate, 15 grains; Infusion of digitalis,

2 drams; and spirit of nitrous ether, 30 minims.
10. Organic (aromatic carboxylic) acids, such as benzoic

acid, or salicylic acid. Dose of benzoic acid, 7}^ grains.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGV.

1. The element occurring most abundantly in nature is

oxygen. It is in combination in water, quicklime, litharge.

2. .-Xtmospheric air is composed of 21 parts, by volume,
of oxygen; and 79 parts, liy volume, of nitrogen.

3. An acid is a compound of an electronegative element
or residue with hydrogen, which hydrogen it can part with
in exchange for an electropositive element, without the
formation of a base. Six acids used in medicine: Hydro-
chloric acid. HCl ; sulphuric acid, H:SO< : nitric acid,

HNO3; acetic acid, CH3.COOH
;
phosphoric acid, H3PO.;

and salicylic acid, CeH^.OH.COOH.
4. A salt is a substance formed by the substitution of an

electropositive or basylous element for part or all of the
replaceable hydrogen of an acid. When all of the re-

placeable hydrogen of the acid has been replaced, the salt

is called a normal salt. A basic salt results v/hen part of
the OH groups of a base art replaced by an acid group.

5. Hydrocarbons are substances containing carbon and
hydrogen only; as methane, ethane, propane.

6. Alcohols are the hydroxides of hydrocarbon radicals;

whereas ethers are the oxides of hydrocarbon radicals.

7. All proteids contain carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and
oxygen. Three common proteins: Serum albumin, lactal-

bumin, and keratin.

8. Common sources of acetic acid: Starch, sugar, gel-

atin, lihrin, cellulose, tartaric and citric acids.

9. Human milk contains: Water, about 87 per cent.; pro-
teid, about 2 per cent. : fats, about 3 to 4 per cent. ; and
milk-sugar, about 6 to 7 per cent.

10. The official antidote for arsenical poisoning is freshly
prepared solution of ferric hydroxide. Mix 40 parts of
soluton of ferric sulphate with 125 parts of water and
keep it in a large well-stoppered bottle. Rub ten parts of
magnesium oxide with some cold water to a thin smooth
mixture, transfer it to a bottle holding about a liter, and
then fill with water to about 750 c.c. When required for

use. shake the magnesium mi.xture, add it gradually to the

ferric sulphate solution, and shake them together till the

mixture is uniform.
11. The chemical antidote for carbolic acid poisoning is

sodium sulphate ; the physiological antidote is alcohol.

12. In poisoning by strong mineral acids, give magnesia
suspended in a small quantity of water, or a strong solu-

tion of soap.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Hyperemia is excess of blood in the dilated vessels

of a part. It is: (i) Active or arterial, when there is ex-
cess of arterial blood in a part, and (generally) an ac-

celeration of flow. (2) Passive or venous, or mechanical,

in which the excess of blood is in the veins and capillaries,

and the flow is retarded.

Causes of arterial hyperemia: Diminished arterial re-

sistance (fatigue, injuries, sudden removal of pressure, in-

hibition of the vasotonic action of the sympathetic sys-

tem, and stimulation of the vasodilator nerves. Causes

of venous hyperemia: Diminished cardiac power; dilated

or obstructed or rigid arteries ; absence of muscular con-
tractions on the veins, incompetence of valves in the veins.

2. A transudate is a fluid within the tissues not the re-

sult of inflammation. An exudate is the fluid present in

inflammatory conditions. Example of the former, edema,
dropsy; of the latter, in inflammations.

3. A THROMBUS is a blood clot formed in the blood-ves-

sels during life. The process is called thrombosis. Causes:
Changes in the blood current; changes in the vessel wall;

anything within the blood current not covered with endo-
thelium. Generally more than one of these conditions are

present. Results: Formation of emboli; infarction; heart

clot, and sudden death; cerebral softening; the thrombi
may become organized, liquefy, soften, become calcified,

putrefy, become discolored, or may resolve.

An EMBOLUS is a plug in the circulation. The process is

called embolism. Causes: Thrombi, detached pieces from
the heart valves, microorganisms, oil, fat, parasites, pieces

of new growths. Results: Obstruction to the circulation;
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infarction, inflammation of blood-vessel; dilatation of
blood-vessel.

4. Inflaiiunation is the name given to the series of
changes occurring in a part as the result of injury, pro-
vided tliat the injury does not destroy the vitality of the
part. Symptoms: Redness, swelling, pain, heat, and disor-
dered functions.

5. Pathology of typhoid fever.—"Principally inflamma-
tion of the lymphoid tissue of the lower portion of the
ileum, with more or less catarrh throughout the bowels.
Peyer's Patches— ist week.

—

Are swollen through infiltra-

tion of leucocytes, the surfaces raised and fawn-colored^
the infiltration involves the submucous coat. The lesions

are most numerous at the lower end of the ileum. 2nd
week.—The surface becomes abraded ; sloughs form, which
are often bile-stained. 3rd week.—Sloughs come away,
leaving ulcerating surfaces. Typical typhoid ulcers are
thus formed. A few solitary glands undergo the same
process. At the end of the week the ulcers begin to gran-
ulate, but healing is usually slow. Mesenteric glands may
undergo the same changes, but more often become swollen,
red, and tender only, or break down into cheesy masses.
Other organs—Spleen and liver are enlarged; heart is soft

and flabby. The voluntary muscles undergo granular de-
generation ; in fact, similar changes to those found after
death from high temperature." (Wheeler and Jack.)
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Care of Motor Tires.—For the motorist who wishes
to economize in the matter of tires, the points to be ob-
served arc: (i) Manipulate the clutch and apply the brakes
carefully. (2) Concentrate the weight as much as pos-
sible over the back axle. (3) Test the wheels carefully
for parallelism and alignment both when the car is empty
and loaded. (4) Fill up or vulcanize cuts in the protective
rubber tread as soon as they appear. (5) Examine the
tires periodically for nails embedded in the tread. (6)
Run the tires in alternate directions from time to time.—
Automobile Topics.
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iliHrpUang.

Human Life as a National Asset.—At the

meeting of the National Conservation Congress,

held in Indianapolis on October 2 and 3, Mr. E. E.

Rittenhouse, Conservation Commissioner of the

Equitable Assurance Society, read a paper with this

title. He asked that the Congress should consider

the following suggestions: i. To encourage business

institutions, civic, social, and religious organiza-

tions which have influence over any considerable

number of people to join in, at least, some of the

many phases of the life conservation campaign.

2. To encourage the education of the individual to

adopt healthful habits of life, to avoid the intem-

perate life, which means excess in eating, drinking,

working, and playing, and unhealthful indulgence

in indolence as well. 3. To encourage communi-
ties to establish and maintain ample public health

organizations consistent with the magnitude of the

work in hand. 4. To advocate the organization of

local health leagues as a stimulus to public inter-

est and to give aid and support to the public health

service. 5. To encourage the slowly growing sen-

timent for a rigid supervision, and isolation, if

necessary, of victims of tuberculosis, which is the

only way in which this devastating plague can he

stamped out. 6. To advocate the employment of

civic nurses in the health service, who may also

act as health inspectors and aid in educational

work. 7. To advocate the issuance and distribu-

tion by the states or municipalities of an official

prevention manual to teach the public how to avoid

preventable disease. 8. To urge every individual

to go to his or her doctor for periodical health in-

spections to detect disease in time to arrest or cure

it. 9. To urge employers of labor to give their

employees these examinations free as a part of their

efficiency and welfare program. 10. To encourage

philanthropy, now so generously contributing for

the care of the sick, to also enter the field of dis-

ease prevention which it has so far quite generally

neglected.

The Waste of Medical Experience.—When an

old practitioner passes away his experience dies

with him. Books there are in abundance and the

reports of cases generally contribute something to

the sum knowledge. Without such records progress

would be impossible, and every case honestly re-

ported adds a stone to the slowly rising temple of

truth. But men like Jenner or Gull are represented

in catalogues by only a few papers and addresses.

What would one not give for the experience of a

man who had been in general practice for half a

century, who had seen many whom he had brought

into the world grow up and in their turn become
parents and then pass away, all the time under his

observation ! Such men seldom have time to write

down what they see and what their practice has

taught them. Often, too, they have not the faculty

of exposition. Generally, however, such experience

is so personal to the man, consisting as it does of the

accumulated impressions of all the senses gathered
by long observation, that by its very nature it is

not transmissible to another. It was in this that the

old system of pupilage had an advantage which mod-
ern scientific training, with all the apparatus of the

clinical laboratory, fails adequately to supply.

There is the physiognomy of disease, the interpreta-

tion of which has, owing to the large use of instru-

ments of precision, become almost a lost art. There

is the knowledge of that subtle something, called

for convenience "constitution," which so often

makes all the dift'erence between success and failure

in treatment, and other still more intangible things,

which together make up the knowledge a man ac-

quires in practice. The young man writes because
he thinks he has something new to tell ; the old

man does not write because he finds age has made
him indolent and he is perhaps unwilling to put his

experience on paper. Yet if old practitioners could

and would set down faithfully what they had seen

and done in their professional career, a mine of in-

formation not to be found in textbooks or scientific

monographs would be available.

—

British Medical
Journal, October 26, 1912.

Moliere and Medicine.—B. M. Randolph states

that no one has ridiculed physicians more effec-

tively and amusingly than has Moliere, who directed

the shafts of his satire without compunction against

the abuses and absurdities of his time, but who
seemed to have an especial antipathy for doctors.

Various reasons have been assigned for this: his

landlord was a physician, and there was a constant

feud between the wives of the two ; Moliere him-
self was a consumptive and was embittered by per-

sonal experience of the futility of remedies em-
ployed in treating him ; he attributed to malpractice

the death of his only son, and also that of an inti-

mate friend who received a triple dose of antimony

;

a medical friend, a physician, was ostracized by the

faculty for approving a quack remedy. While
these facts doubtless influenced Moliere, it is not

necessary to attribute his attitude to mere prejudice.

The absurdities, pretensions, and avarice of the

practitioners of the time, and their pedantry,

assumption of dignity, affected dress, and profes-

sional jargon could not fail to appeal to the satirist's

pen.

—

Old Dominion Joicrnal of Medicine and
Sur^ei-y.

Damning Carbureters.—Time was wlien ignition

troubles got to be a sort of habit witli the motorist; his

obsession was that whenever anything went wrong the

spark was at fault. Now the ignition is about the last

thing to be inspected when the motor fails to move, and
instead of the old obsession a new one has taken posses-

sion of the man behind the wheel. It is that no matter
what goes wrong the carbureter needs attention. Often
the idea takes possession of the motorist's soul that no
amount of fixing will remedy the difificuUy—that a new
carbureter of a different sort is absolutely necessary. Such
a one was apprehended by an expert of the maker of that

particular carbureter, hurriedly tucking up his sleeves and
declaring with sputtering anathemas that he was going to

knock the blamed thing off his engine—he wouldn't stand

for it any longer, so he wouldn't. And only after much
persuasion would he agree to stand aside and let the ex-

pert have a look around before the axe was swung. This

is what he found : Two intake valves riding on the push-

rods, one spark-plug porcelain cracked, another plug with

the points touching, one magneto brush burned up, two
leaky valves, all the cylinders loaded with carbon and
water in the gasoline. "These things all together make a

'bum' carbureter," concluded the agent sapiently at the end
of the examination. Unquestionably carbureters are giv-

ing more trouble today than ever before. The fact is

brought to notice only because carbureter difficulties have
increased a very little while others have decreased a good
deal. The only reason is that the quality of gasoline now
served to the motorist is poorer than ever before and
more variable. For its higher price the "trust" is blamed
in terms of outraged innocence, but the effects of its low
and variable gravity, its decreased volatility and its high
percentage of impurities, instead of being attributed to the

proper source, are laid at the door of the carbureter maker.
The injustice probably will result in an early improve-
ment of the breed of "mixers," while leaving the public in-

telligence absolutely dulled to the vital question of fuel

supply

—

Automobile Topics.
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THE SANITARY CONTROL OF LOCAL
MILK SUPPLIES THROUGH LOCAL

OFFICIAL AGENCIES.*
By ERNST J. LEDERLE, Ph.D.,

COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH. CITY OF NEW YORK.

It will perhaps be generally recognized by those

interested in the administrative control of the pro-

duction and sale of milk that New York City offers

a most conspicuous example of a municipality un-

dertaking practically the entire supervision of its

own milk supply all the way from the cow to the

consumer. Most large cities doubtless exercise

more or less jurisdiction over the sale of milk within

their limits, but no other city that I know of has de-

veloped such an extensive system of inspection of

dairies and creameries as is practised by the City

of New York, notwithstanding that nearly all of the

45,000 farms on which our milk supply is produced
are located outside the city limits and more than

6000 of them outside the State of New York.
The Board of Health has power to adopt a sani-

tary code without the concurring vote of any other

municipal authority, and this code has the full force

and eft'ect of law in New York City so long as its

provisions are consistent with general State laws.

The existing system of public control of New
York's milk supply is based upon the sanitary legis-

lation of the Board of Health, in the form of ap-

propriate sections of the Sanitary Code and supple-

mentary rules and regulations.

Let us now consider briefly some of the facts

that have made the sanitary control of milk supplies

one of the most important public health problems
of our communities.

Infant Problem.— ;\Iilk suitable for infant feed-

ing must comply with the following requirements

:

It must have the proper nutritive value ; that is,

it must not be impoverished by the removal of a

portion or all of its fat, or the nutritive value low-

ered by the addition of water. It must be clean. In

general it is agreed that the bacterial content of

milk is an accurate scientific index of its cleanliness,

but it is comparatively recently that the danger of

bacterial contamination of milk has been appreci-

ated. It has been found that infants under one
year are very susceptible to poisoning bv milk in-

fected with excessive bacterial growth, particularly

during the hot season, when the resistance of the

digestive tract is lowered.

Milk infected with the germ of bovine tuberculosis

may transmit tuberculosis to children, but is not

apt to infect adults, while milk carrying the germs
of typhoid fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria and ton-

sillitis, is dangerous to persons of all ages.

*Read at a meeting of the Practitioners' Society of New
Vork. October, 1912.

Infections Diseases and Milk.—Tuberculosis, ty-

phoid fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and tonsillitis

are the principal diseases which in this country are
transmitted by means of infected milk. It is be-

lieved that the tubercle bacilli are in the majority of-

cases derived from the cow, but they may come
from human sources. Typhoid bacilli in milk are

always derived from man. The contagion of true
scarlet fever transmitted through milk is considered
as always coming from man, but there is a disease

closely allied to it, the contagion of which is de-
rived from the cow. Diphtheria bacilli are regard-
ed as being always of human origin.

The streptococci exciting tonsillitis are believed to

be derived both from cases of septic inflammation
of the udder and from human sources. According
to Park, about 3 per cent of all tuberculosis existing
in New York City exhibits the bovine type of bacilli

and is therefore probably caused by milk infection.

Of 279 cases of tuberculosis in adults examined
by him, only one case was due to the bovine type.

On the other hand, 22 out of 84 very young chil-

dren and infants examined were infected with the
Iiovine type, or about 24 per cent.

Typhoid Fever and Milk.—Durin- the last two
years much light has been thrown upon the definite

origin of outbreaks of typhoid fever due to milk
infection, through special investigations carried on
by the New York City Department of Health. Sev-
eral such outbreaks were traced definitely to so-
called "carriers," persons who have recovered from
an attack of typhoid fever, but who remain in-

fected and continue to excrete typhoid bacilli. One
outbreak of 400 cases was traced to infection of a
milk supply by a typhoid carrier who had had the
disease forty-seven years ago. In another 50 cases
were traced to a man who had had the disease seven
years ago. These important new discoveries led
the department to strongly urge the necessity of the
pasteurization of all milk except that produced un-
der special stringent conditions.

Public Protection of Milk Supplies.—In view of
these sources of danger to the public health, what
ireans can be employed to make public milk sup-
plies safe?

The problem involves three distinct features:
( i) The prevention of adulteration, either by the

addition of water, the removal of fats, or both, and
the exclusion of all preservatives and. in fact, all

foreign substances.

(2 The production of a clean milk, a milk low in

bacteria, involving great care from the time of
milking to actual consumption. This involves eflFort

to insure the cleanliness of the cows and the milk-
ers, properly instructed, clean barns, proper and
thoroughly cleansed vessels and utensils which the
milk comes in contact with, exclusion of dust at

every stage, immediate reduction of temperature
after milking, thorough icing during transporta-
tion, the sale under sanitarv conditions in stores.
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and finally, proper care in the hands of the con-

sumer.

(3) The production of a milk free from patho-

genic organisms, requiring first of all healthy ani-

mals, and subsequently, the careful handling" of the

milk at all stages to prevent the introduction of the

germs of infectious disease through human
agencies, flies and dust.

Methods of Public Control.—The general out-

lines of the methods adopted by boards of health

and other governmental authorities in controlling

the sanitary quality of milk supplies of cities are

fairly well defined and generally accepted. It is

recognized that a system of inspections of dairies

where the milk is actually produced, supplemented
by inspections of creameries and of the methods of

shipment and handling all the way from the farmer

to the consumer, is one of the necessary elements of

this public control. Such inspection must provide

for the detection of contagious diseases among
those handling the milk, as well as for the improve-

ment of sanitary conditions.

Whether these details are carried out under the

supervision of municipal or State authorities is a

matter of expediency largely governed by local con-

ditions. Theoretically, it would be better that State

authorities .should exercise a uniform control over

the production and sale of milk in all communities.

In practice, some of our large cities have found
it necessary, in the absence of thorough-going State

control, to develop their own system of milk inspec-

tion in the country as well as in the city.

The control of conditions under which milk is

handled and sold within the city is a still more usual

function of the local authorities and includes the

regailar ins])ection of stores and wagons, with fre-

quent chemical and bacteriological tests and the

usual method of enforcing sanitary requirements by

resort to the courts if necessary.

The magnitude of the problem which New York
faces may be imagined, when it is considered that

the city draws its daily milk supply of 2,500,000

quarts from 44,000 farms located in six different

States, namely. New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, Connecticut, Vermont and Massachusetts.

Some cream is also received from Ohio and Canada.

The "milk shed" covers an area of 50,000 square

miles. The milk is produced from approximately

350,000 cows, and shipped from 1,100 creameries

over II different railroads, the shortest haul being

50 miles and the longest 425 miles. When it reaches

the city it is received at 15 different terminals and
eventually delivered in 5500 wagons and dispensed

at 14,000 stores. It is estimated that about 127,000

persons are engaged daily in hancjjing the city's

milk supply and on the basis of the relative fre-

quency of typhoid bacillus carriers in the popula-

tion of New York City there may be perhaps a

hundred such persons included in this army of

milk handlers.

Milk inspection began in New York in the late

70's and early 8o's, and this inspection work was
conducted in co-operation with the State officials

of New York and New Jersey. Then, however,
the elementary forms of adulteration, consisting in

the removal of cream and the addition of water,

were the only points considered. Later, it developed
that a knowledge of the bacteriological content of

milk was of much greater importance so far as thf

public health was concerned than was its chemical
composition. When it was found that the bacterial

content of milk was an accurate index of the clean-

liness of the methods used in its production, atten-

tion was more and more directed to the supervision
of conditions at the farm, at the shipping stations

and on the railroads. This work was continued in

1906, and it was then realized that successful con-
trol would never result until the milk was traced

back to its very sources. This was the beginning of

actual dairy inspection by the New York Depart-
ment of Health. From two inspectors in 1904, the

number has gradually risen until there are now 56
milk inspectors.

Legal Aspects of the New York Plan.—It was
under the administration of my predecessor, Dr.
Darlington, that inspection of milk in the country
districts was first established. Perhaps one of the

most interesting phases of this work is the legal

basis through which the authority of the depart-

ment is exercised throughout an area covering por-

tions of six different states. The Sanitary Code
requires that no milk shall be sold in the City of

New York without a permit from the Board of

Health, and the board maintains that it is entitled

to ascertain the conditions under which milk is pro-

duced before issuing a permit to the dealer who
buys that particular milk and brings it to the city.

Under the operation of this system, it is rare that

permission to inspect a dairy or creamery is re-

fused. When such refusal is met with the depart-

ment notifies the dealer, who then faces the alterna-

tive of refusing to receive milk from the particular

farm or creamery under criticism or of having his

permit to sell milk in the city revoked. The result,

of course, is very salutary in excluding from New
York City all milk from farms which do not meet
the requirements. The question may be raised as

to what protection other communities receive un-

der this plan, since the producers whose milk is ex-

cluded from New York City doubtless find a market
elsewhere. This exhibits the great defect of local

control of milk supplies. It is undoubtedly far bet-

ter that the State should undertake the control of

milk production under adequate and uniform stand-

ards rigidly enforced throughout the State by a

sufficient number of inspectors. New York State

has an excellent Department of Agriculture and
adequate laws governing the production of milk,

but the appropriations made by the State for this

work are totally inadequate to insure the character

of the supervision of dairy farms which the City of

New York believes to be necessary to the purity and
wholesomeness of its milk supply. Even if State

supervision in New York were sufficient, a similar

question remains in the case of the six other state?

from which the city's milk is drawn. With these

varying jurisdictions, the city has been obliged to

face actual conditions instead of legal or constitu-

tional theories and evolve its own system of super-

vising the milk at every stage from the dairy to

the breakfast table.

Deficiencies in Local Milk Inspection and Recent
Improvements.—For several years we have felt that

our methods of controlling the milk supply were
inadequate and did not accomplish the desired re-

sults, particularly in the following respects

:

It is now a well-known fact that the general milk

supply of every large city in the world is unfit for

use in infant feeding. Two well-defined methods
have been applied in New York to effect a change

in this respect: first, the production of a special

grade of milk, "certified" and allied grades, for in-

fants, and, secondly, the general movement to im-

prove the whole supplv so that milk suitable for
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infants might be procured everywhere where milk

is sold. Each of these methods has been success-

ful to only a very limited extent. After ten years

less than i per cent of the city's milk is of the certi-

hed type or equivalent thereto and the expense of

this class of milk is almost prohibitive for general

use in infant feeding. In fact, it is a luxury within

reach of comparatively few. What is needed is a

safe milk which can be furnished at a price within

the means of the masses.

The attempt to bring the general market milk to

the degree of purity required for infant feeding

can never be successful in a large citv. In the first

place it is economically not feasible, since too great

a part of the total supply of milk is used for other

purposes, for adults who do not require a milk of

such special requirements and for cooking pur-

poses where a still less degree of bacteriological

cleanliness is necessary. It naturally follows that

milk for the last two mentioned purposes can be

produced and sold at lower prices than the special

infants' milk. In the second place, although the

system of surveillance has materially lessened the

danger of infection of milk from the presence ut

cases of infectious diseases among the employees on
the farms and in the creameries or from vmhealthy
animals, our present knowledge of the propagation
of typhoid fever by milk infected by "typhoid car-

riers," and the fact that tuberculosis is so wide-

spread among our dairy herds, have forced us to

the conclusion that no matter how complete or well

organized the system of dairy inspection, it will not

be possible to render entirely safe the ordinary com-
mercial milk which is jiroduced and shipped to a

city from so large a territory as is comprised in the

New York City milk field.

In our opinion the only way in which the sanitary

authorities can meet these conditions is by requiring

the pasteurization at least of all milk that is not

of special exempted grades. We have always been
impressed with the necessity of dealing with milk

to be used for infants as a separate problem. Since

the requirements are so much more exacting for

infants' milk and since it has been well established

that this grade of milk is much more expensive to

produce, and should command a higher price than

can ordinarily be demanded for milk in general use,

it was deemed wise to separate the two problems.

As early as October, 1907, in an address given

at Milwaukee I took the position that the sanitarv

authorities should establish a system of grading our
milk supplies, and that practically universal pasteu-

rization must be insisted on in the interest of public

health. Since January. 1910, the development of

such a milk program has been one of the foremost
subjects under consideration bv the Department of

Health. Early in January, 1912, on mv recommen-
dation the Board of Health of the City of New-
York officially adopted the following plan of grad-
ing and labeling of all milk brought into the city

and sold there

:

Grade A, for Infants and Children.— i. Certified

Milk, milk certified by a 'Milk Commission appoint-

ed by the Medical Society of the Countv of New-
York or of the County of Kings, as being produced
under the supervision and in conformity with the

requirements of that Commission.
2. Guaranteed Milk, produced under the same

standards as Certified Milk, but under the supervi-

sion of the Board of Health.

3. Inspected Milk, Razv.—This milk must come
front tuberculin tested cows. Farms must obtain in

an official score at least 75 points with a minimum
of 25 points for equipment and 50 points for

method. The milk must not contain more than an
average of 6o,chx) bacteria per c.c. when delivered

to the consumer.

4. Selected Milk Pasteurized.—Farms must ob-
tain at least 60 points in official .score ; 20 at least

for equipment and at least 40 for method. The
milk must be pasteurized as prescribed by the rules

and regulations of the Department, which, of
course, provide for such temperatures and times of
exposure to heat as have been shown by our re-

searches to be necessary to render the milk thor-

oughly safe. This milk must not contain over 50,-

000 bacteria per c.c. when delivered to the con-
simier, and must be delivered in bottles, except on
special permit in certain cases. Containers must be
labeled "pasteurized," and the label must bear date

and hour when pasteurization was completed, the

place where it w-as performed and the na-ne of per-

sons or corporations performing it. The milk must
be delivered to the consumer within 30 hours after

pasteurization. Milk to be pasteurized must not
contain over 200,000 bacteria per c.c.

Grade B, for Adults.— i. Selected Milk, Raw.
from cow-s which are certified as healthy by veteri-

narians after physical examination. Farms must
score at least 68 j)oints, 25 for equipment, and a

mininum of 43 for method.
_'. Pasteurised Milk.—This milk must be deliv-

ered within 36 hours after pasteurization.

Grade C.—This grade is to be used for cooking
and manufacturing purposes only, and includes all

raw milk not conforming to the requirements of

Grades A and B.

I will indicate briefly what it is expected that this

plan of grading and labeling will accomplish.

For the Farmer.—It means in effect that farms
will be scored, and a farmer will know what grade
of milk he is producing and how he can produce a

better grade if he so desire. The better grades of
milk will command a higher price at the farm, there-

fore for the first time in the history of milk pro-

duction an incentive will be given the farmer to

produce a cleaner milk. This principle, of course,

was established on a very small scale in the pro-
duction of certified milk, but never before in pro-
duction of milk for the masses. There is an appar-
ent contradiction of this principle in the case of

pasteurized milk, in which case under the present

condition, a supply of milk of the cooking grade
(C) may be brought into the hitrher L^rade ( B) by

pasteurization, without any material improvement
of farm conditions. The advantage to the general

public health of pasteurization is, however, so great

that it was thought wise to encourage pasteuriza-

tion to the fullest extent possible, without at this

time making too many restrictions, but when finally

worked out the general requirements for all milk,

with the exception of that for cooking, will have
to be further advanced so that there will be no set-

back in the movement for a cleaner milk supply, the

fear of which condition has led so many persons
to oppose the introduction of pasteurization.

For the Dealer.—The grading and proper labeling

regulations will be a great incentive to the pro-

gressive and honest dealer who is willing and
anxious to sell his products on a proper basis, and
who by this plan will be aided in his eflForts by
official control. It will no longer be possible for
the dishonest dealer to market the lowest grade of
milk under false representations or to sell cooking
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milk for infants. Those dealing only in the lowest

grade, cooking milk, will have to sell the same as

such or go out of business.

For tile Public.—The users of milk will be en-

abled to purchase the quality of milk they require

and for which they can afford to pay. This is par-

ticularly important in the case of milk for infants

and children. For those who camiot afford to pur-
chase the special grades offered for this purpose,

specific instructions will be given under what con-

ditions Grade B may be used, and in case of the

poorer classes provisions have been made by the

municipal authorities, through the Infants' Milk
Stations of the Department of Health (at present

fifty-five in number, located in various parts of the

city) to supply milk for infants' use at a moderate
cost, and without charge in certain special cases

through the charitable agencies operating in con-

junction with the department.

The plan carries with it the establishment of the

broad principle that the milk sold from cans
("dipped" or "loose" milk) in the grocery store is

unfit for use for infants.

The special requirements made for the production
of raw milk, Grade B, its limitations to use for

adults and the recommendation that pasteurized

milk of the same grade is a safer milk, will encour-
age the extension of pasteurization as it was in-

tended to do.

We feel that the time has come when just as

radical changes as have been inaugurated in the

requirements for the grading and labeling of milk,

will have to be applied to the regulations for the

sale of milk in stores. The situation is peculiar.

Milk is sold at about 20,000 places. Every little

corner grocer sells milk, not because there is any
direct profit derived therefrom, but as a conve-

nience to the customer who desires to purchase other

commodities. There is therefore no incentive to

the proper care of the milk. It must be understood
that almost all of such milk is dipped from cans.

No permanent reform can be inaugurated until the

sale of this class of milk is limited to milk stores

where other commodities are not permitted.

Infants' Milk Stations.— I have already referred

to the fifty-five municipal stations for dispensing
milk for babies which are now in operation under
the administration of the Department of Health.

This work was inaugurated in 191 1 when an appro-
priation was made for fifteen experimental sta-

tions. A large number of depots were also con-

ducted by private organizations, and the work was
so successful that this year the city made provision

for the much larger number. I believe, however,
that this work is only in the developmental phase,

and that the ultimate solution of the infants' milk

problem must and will be found in the production
of the special grades of milk suitable for infant

feeding, and the placing of this milk on the general

market so that it will be possible for mothers to

obtain easily milk of the proper quality at reason-

able prices in milk stores or from dealers. In that

event the municipal and other milk stations for in-

fants will doubtless gradually assume what I take

to be their proper function of serving as centers

for the education of mothers in the care and feeding
of babies, and in the care of milk in the home.
Up to the time that the present system of grading

went into effect different grades of milk were not
officially recognized. We had special infants' milk,

certified milk, inspected milk, all these being grades
which the dealers advertised as suitable for babies

without endorsement from the Department of

Health. In other words, dealers had the liberty to

place any form of label on milk that they pleased.

We had also in the city a certain amount of pasteur-

ized milk which was produced under more or less

definite regulations of the department. All other

milk supplied to the city was simply "milk"—not

in any way guaranteed.
At the present time the system of grading in-

cludes three classes—A, B, and C milk. Grade A
is safe milk for infants. It comprises certified and
guaranteed milk; inspected raw milk from tuber-

culin tested cattle, and also a high grade of selected

pasteurized milk. Raw and pasteurized milks are

included in this grade because there is still consider-

able agitation upon the question of their relative

values. Many physicians still prefer raw milk for

infant feeding. Without trying at this time to

settle that question we' have provided for both types

of milk in the A grade.

Grade B milk suitable for adults provides for a

selected milk raw produced under good sanitary

conditions. The tuberculin testing of cattle is not

required, but simply the certificate by a veterinarian

that the animal is shown by physical examination
to be healthy, followed up by the opinion of veteri-

narians of the Health Department. Grade B also

includes pasteurized milk.

All milk not conforming to these two grades is

labeled Grade C and is recommended for cooking
purposes only.

The regulations concerning the grading of milk

went into effect on January i of the present year

Many thousand dollars have been spent by dealers

in complying with these regulations which also pro-

vide that every bottle and can containing milk that

is brought into the city of New York must show
the grade by tag or label. In the case of Grades B
and C there is quite a large proportion sold in cans

with labels which the consumer never sees. In the

case of the milk sold in the grocery stores, people

would never know whether they were purchasing

B or C milk. We require of every store that deals

in C milk that a sign be displayed reading: "The
Milk Sold in This Store Is for Cooking Pur-
poses Only." We distributed 6,000 such signs a

few weeks ago.. It was only a month ago that we
were able to enforce compliance with the labeling.

We have also been able recently to make a census

report of all milk coming into the city, showing the

amounts of the difl^erent grades. A, B, and C. Of
Grade A the city receives 35,000 or 40,000 quarts a

day; of Grade B, 1,000,000; of Grade C, about 8,000

quarts. It is possible to change the C Grade of

milk to Grade B by pasteurization, and we are en-

couraging this, although it requires a large outlay.

To bring Grade C milk up to Grade B raw, the

dealer has been obliged to go to the farmer and offer

him more money for the production of that class of

milk. The increase in price of loc. a can stimu-

lates the farmers to produce such milk and enables

the dealer to obtain considerable amounts of B milk.

The next important step in the improvement of

our milk supply is the betterment of conditions

under which milk is sold. This is particularly true

of milk sold in small grocery stores. At the last

meeting of the Board of Health a resolution was
adopted which in a measure was revolutionary. It

dealt with the sale of milk in the store and its pro-

tection from human contamination, dirt, dust, iiies.

etc., and provided that after June i, 1913, the sale

of milk in cans should be prohibited in stores where
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foodstuffs are sold which produce dust. Such loose

milk can only be sold in special milk stores or in

stores where foodstuffs are handled in the original

packages. All stores can sell milk in bottles if

proper icing facilities for the protection of the milk

are provided.

LOCAL ANESTHESIA IN OPERATIONS ON
THE RECTUM.

By CHARLES B. KELSEY. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Possibly some readers of the Medical Record may
recall that a number of years since in an article

on the office treatment of hemorrhoids and other

minor affections of the rectum I called attention

to the possibility of substituting local for general

anesthesia in operating upon many of these cases

and also described a treatment of hemorrhoids by
galvanopuncture, which seemed to me to have all

the advantages of the injection treatment witiiout

its well-known dangers.

Since that time 1 have been steadily practising

these methods in my office and it may be of interest

to speak now from the standpoint of the results.

Since substituting weak solutions of eucaine for

cocaine, both used hypodermically or under the

mucous membrane, I have had no occasion to change
the form of anesthetic. Quinine and urea I had
great hopes from until I was discouraged by
Wyeth's bad results and abandoned it without any
fair trial. It has always been rather a weakness of

my own in surgical practise when I found a good
thing to hold to it until I was sure of a better,

which will explain why I have never yet performed
a Whitehead operation for hemorrhoids and never

expect to do so.

Whatever surgery of the rectum is done under
eucaine must be done without any very decided

stretching of the sphincter. It is both useless and
dangerous to try to overcome the sensitiveness of

the whole anus by injecting an anesthetic subcu-
taneously to an extent which will permit cf stretch-

ing the muscle. I tried it in the early days

of cocaine and spent hours of anxiety over the un-

toward results though, fortunately, never having a

fatal accident. This constitutes the first decided

limitation to this method of treatment. Whatever
is done must be either on the skin, as in fistula or

fissure, or through a speculum, as in hemorrhoids
or polypi, which cannot be extruded by straining.

Were it not for this all of the minor surgery of the

rectum could be done as well by local as by general

anesthesia.

It is this inability to properly dilate the sphincter

which makes the treatment with local anesthesia

inapplicable to any but the simplest forms of fis-

tula, for the ordinary fistula cannot be operated

upon with precision and success unless the sphincter

be first paralyzed. Where the sinus is straight and
without branches, where there is one opening on

the skin and one on the mucous membrane and the

surgeon can satisfy himself that this is the condi-

tion, local anesthesia, and operation in one's office

work most satisfactorily. Where this is not the

case and the sinus is tortuous and bifurcated the

attempt to cure in this way will generally be a

failure.

And while upon this point it has often seemed
to me that there is a way of curing fistula without

any oper.ntion at all, which has never been tried out

as it might be. I refer to the treatment by curet-

ting, draining, and stinudating to healthy action

which would be used on any old sinus not connected
with the rectum. By it I have occasionally had
successful results which have greatly surprised me
and this not only in simple cases, but in cases so

extensive that I have hesitated to inflict the injury

necessary to secure a cure with the knife. I'erhaps

it is because a patient with fistula is usually willing

to be operated upon and an operation is easier for

the surgeon, while one with hemorrhoids is gener-
ally unwilling, that this method has not been more
generally used. Or it is possible that the method
is more common with the general practitioner than

I am aware.

Another condition to which attention may be

called is slight laceration through the sphincter

from parturition—cases in which it is only neces-

sary to freshen the edges of the laceration and
bring the ends of the muscles together by a few
sutures. It is not long since I traveled a consider-

able distance to do just this little thing upon a lady

of wealth and position whose life was that of a

semi-invalid from incontinence after three or four

failures to effect a cure with all the advantages of

general anesthesia. Whether she would try once
more or not depended entirely upon whether she

must take ether or not, and hence I had small

chance to choose. There was nothing remarkable
in the fact that the operation was successful with

eucaine, the wonder being that it had not been suc-

cessful before, as the tear was only through the

sphincters.

From what I have said of the impossibility of

stretching the sphincters under eucaine it follows

necessarily that this method is not applicable to the

cure of fissures of the anus by dilatation. But there

is anothei' way of curing a fissure to which it ap-

|)lies ])erfectly and that is by incision, and this treat-

ment is just as successful as dilatation.

Inject the eucaine not into the fissure, but under-

neath it from a puncture in the skin a short distance

from the fissure. Then with a small speculum ex-

pose the part, at the same time making the muscle
tense and draw a sharp knife through it length-

wise once or even twice. Cut simply through the

muscular fibers forming the base of the ulcer, not

deeply into the cellular tissue. I have known it to

fail to cure, but very seldom. I have also known
thorough dilatation to fail just as often and for

the same reason—the presence of prolapsing hemor-
rhoids which prevented cure by any method until

thev were removed.
Coming now to the treatment of hemorrhoids by

galvanopuncture under local anesthesia, I desire

to make mv ideas, as w^ell as the technique, as clear

as possible, believing that the method has a certain

well-defined surgical value.

Any hemorrhoid can be ligated and removed as

well by local as by general anesthesia provided it

can be brought into reach without dilatation of the

sphincter. The same statement does not apply to

the removal with the clamp and cautery, for al-

though the cauterv may be painless the clamp will

not be. This is due to the fact that the pressure

of the clamp affects a much wider area than the

hemorrhoid itself, and requires a much more ex-

tensive use of the anesthetic to prevent pain than

does the application of the cautery. Hence this

method of cure, which is mv favorite one under gen-
eral anesthesia, is never used under eucaine.

But because the ligature may be used painlessly

it does not follow that wh?n a patient presents
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himself with well-developed hemorrhoids requiring

for their cure three or even four ligatures, he should
be placed on a table in the office and all his hemor-
rhoids removed at one sitting. This is not a proper
office procedure. The surgical traumatism is too

great, and the amount of eucaine necessary would
be more than I should care to use at one time.

Hence my own rule is to remove the tumors one by
one at intervals sufficiently separated from each
other to permit of the entire disappearance of all

pain and soreness caused by each application. In

this way many cases are cured and many more may
be so greatly benefited as to consider themselves
entirely cured, though not radically so ; for it often

happens that all the bleeding and all the protrusion

are due to a single large tumor entirely covered by
mucous membrane and easily extruded by the

patient or brought outside by a speculum. It is in

such cases also that the galvanocautery treatment
is most easily applicable.

When the tumor has been brought outside the

sphincter puncture it at its most prominent part with
a fine hypodermic needle and inject into its substance
fifteen or twenty drops of a weak solution of

eucaine. If the tumor becomes distended and
grows whitish under the mucosa all is well and the

application of the galvanocautery will be painless.

But it may happen that even with more fluid than
this there will be no visible distention and the cau-

tery will not be entirely painless, though the pain
caused by it in such a tumor as I have described
is seldom severe even when no eucaine at all is

used. The failure to get the local elTect of the

anesthetic I attribute to the fact that it is sometimes
injected into a large vein and carried away into the

circulation.

.After allowing time for the eucaine to take ef-

fect, take a small and delicate galvanocautery wire,

heated red, not white, plunge it into the tumor
where the anesthetic has Iieen deposited, and carry
it well onward toward the center. The wire should
be hot enough to burn its way easily, allowing for

the cooling from contact, and it should be removed
slowly, allowing it to burn itself loose. A- white-
hot needle plunged into a vessel and quickly with-
drawn will be followed by hemorrhage. A red hot

needle left in for a moment and withdrawn grad-
ually will cauterize sufficiently to close any vessel

which it may have opened. Where the tumor is

large a second puncture may be made before it is

replaced.

From such an application as this there is seldoni

any pain and the operation may be repeated on an-

other tumor after as interval of two or three days.

But after three or four such applications at short

intervals the patient will begin to complain of some
pain and soreness and this is the signal for stop-

ping further treatment for a week or fortnight

till all symptoms disappear.

And now what has been accomplished? A dis-

tinctly aseptic wound has been made in the sub-

stance of a vascular tumor, which will be followed

by a slough, by cicatrization, and contraction, with

decrease in size and vascularity, and the hemorrhoid
will cease either to bleed or protrude. Moreover.
the wound is from the surface inwards, there is a

free exit for the products of inflammation, and the

amount of tissue destroyed is absolutely under the

surgfeon's control.

Compare this condition with that produced by
the injection of an irritant or caustic into the mid-
dle of the same tumor and leavins: it there to work

what result it may and find its own way out, and
it will be evident why I advocate and practice this

method to the exclusion of that by injection.

The one I claim to be safe, definite, and surgical.

The other has often proved itself to be unsaie, a

traumatism, the eilect of which cannot be fore-

seen or always limited, and therefore dangerous and
unsurgical.

The procedure thus far described, it will be

noticed, is applicable only to hemorrhoids whicli

can be brought outside the sphincter by an eft'on

of the patient or the surgeon. Manifestly I have
described the simplest first. The others, and they

are the majority, require some little manipulative
skill in the use of the speculum and some deftness

of touch.

When the tumor cannot be extruded it will be

necessary to work through a speculum, and one of

cylindrical shape as large as can be used without
too great stretching and with considerable bevel

on the end will best answer the purpose. If the

beveled end is introduced to the location of the

tumor the latter will readily protrude into it and
the subsequent steps are exactly the same as al-

ready described in cases where the hemorrhoids pro-

trude from the anus. No forceps for holding the

tumor are necessary. The speculum can be con-

trolled with the left hand and the rest of the work
done with the right.

Do not be in haste to remove the speculum after

the cautery has been used and before making sure

there is not too free hemorrhage. Generally, al-

most always, the oozing from the puncture will

cease as soon as the speculum is withdrawn and the

parts return to their normal position, but some-
times there will be enough blood to worry the oper-

ator, and while the speculum is still in situ he may
think it best to introduce the cautery needle again

at the same spot and at a dull red heat to control

this bleeding by a fresh cauterization. A better

way, however, when the oozing causes anxiety is to

introduce a tampon of gauze through the speculum
and leave it in contact with the spot.

A small tampon will give pressure enough ; one
which cat! remain till the patient goes next time to

the closet, and very rarely will any at all be neces-

sary.

The variety of hemorrhoid which causes the most
difficulty is that which is in great part composed of

the vessels and tissues at the margin of the anus.

T do not mean the grape-like external venous tumor,
which should always be treated by incision, but the

internal tumor of long standing and considerable

size, which is only manifest when the patient strains

and then shows itself as a swelling on one side of

the anus covered by the skin, but which cannot be

extruded sufficiently to show the upper part cov-

ered with mucous membrane or be distinctly de-

fined. These are apt to cause more trouble by this

or any other method of treatment, because any
wound (incision, ligature, or puncture! which in-

volves the margin of the anus will always cause

more pain and swelling than one confined to the

mucosa of the rectum above the sphincter.

In such cases the tumor is best brought within

reach with a bivalve speculum, one blade of which
is largely fenestrated. This should be introduced

with the fenestntm over the tumor, slightly opened,

and then withdrawn until the hemorrhoid is pulled

down by it into view. With the speculum holding

the tumor thus within reach the eucaine and cau-

terv are applied exactly as in the other case.
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And now as to results. For at least fifteen years

I have practised this method without an accident.

There has never been an abscess or anything ap-

proaching it; never a moment of uneasiness on ac-

count of any bad result. A very few times, not

more than half a dozen at the outside, have I had
to reintroduce a speculum and put in a small tam-
pon, as described, before I cared to allow the patient

to leave the office, and this is the only difficulty I

have ever encountered. The treatment, if not

crowded too frequently, is almost painless, both at

the time and subsequently, and it will certainly

cure any case upon which it is used with sufiicieni

thoroughness. But I do not consider the cure as

radical as with either the ligature or the cautery.

There is by this method a connective tissue tumor
left in the rectum where there was before a vas-

cular one. The blood vessels have been in part

occluded and there is no more bleeding. The tumor
has been so reduced in size that there is no longer

any protrusion. The patients are, as far as they

know, cured. But I usually warn them that after a

few years (three, or four, or five) there may be

some return which can easily again be cured by a

few more of the same applications. Some of them
return, many never do, because they remain without
symptoms.

Finally I should like to be understood as not

claiming that this method has any advantages over
the clamp and cautery except the single one of

avoiding general anesthesia. All I have ever

claimed for it is that it is a safe, painless, and effi-

cient method of relieving and curing a great many
patients who would otherwise condemn themselves

to lifelong suffering simply from an exaggerated
fear of a surgical operation under ether.

While upon this subject it has often been a sur-

prise to me that more advantage is not taken of

primary anesthesia. There is a moment in the pre-

liminary stages of etherization when half the oper-

ations upon the rectum can be done without the

patient's consciousness, provided the surgeon is a

fairly rapid operator and the patient is placed in

the proper position before the etherization is begun.

This does not particularly appeal to the patient,

however, because to him ether is ether, be it much
or little, and an operation is an operation, whether
it be done slowly or quickly ; but it enables the sur-

geon to do a good deal of work in his office for

which a hospital would otherwise be necessary.
44 East Twenty-ninth Street.

RAILROAD HOSPITAL ASSOCIATIONS.*
By frank ALLPORT, M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

This paper is written with the intention of provok-
ing a discussion on the best and most equitable

manner of remunerating surgeons for services ren-

dered railroad employees, etc.

I desire to say at the outset that I am not opposed
to medical men working for large corporations

under a previously understood agreement, provided
such an agreement is fair and equitable to all parties

concerned and can be continued with mutual and

*For a thorough exposition of this interesting subject,

I beg leave to refer the reader t« two valuable and inter-

esting communications by Dr. W. H. Allport, of Chicago,
in the January and February (1912.) numbers of the Jour-
tui! of Political Economy, from which I have derived much
of the information necessary to the writing of the present

article.

growingf respect between employer and employee.

All other forms of business and professions (includ-

ing the legal profession) are often carried on under

spoken or written articles of agreement. In com-
mercial matters, the more responsible the purchaser

and the larger the order, the cheaper can he buy
goods. Architects, engineers, etc., reduce their

fees when dealing with selected firms of high credit,

who agree to give them constant occupation.

Lawyers adjust their fees to harmonize with condi-

tions when constantly employed by corporations

giving them large amounts of work. Why, then,

should not physicians and surgeons agree to render

their services at reduced and specified prices to rail-

road and other corporations giving them constant

employment, provided such fees' are of a character

to enable them to maintain their self-respect and the

respect of others? Such remuneration may be in

the nature of a salary or may be paid for in accord-

ance with the amount of work performed, but it

should always be sufficient to bear inspection.

The company surgeon has a perfect right (when
he reduces his compensation) to take into consider-

ation four advantages undeniably connected with

corporation work, viz.

:

First, the pay is sure and prompt.

Second, his position as company surgeon inevita-

bly leads to the acquirement of private patients,

both connected and unconnected with the corpora-

tion.

Third, if his client is a railroad coinpany he be-

comes possessed of certain transportation conve-

niences.

Fourth, the extension of his' professional horizon

carries with it increased work, enhanced skill and
enlarged acquaintance.

Nevertheless, in spite of all these advantages, he
should honestly feel that he is receiving a fair com-
pensation for his labors, as only by this precaution

can he maintain his own respect and the respect of

others and deal fairly with his professional

brethren.

Having thus settled, m my own mind at least, the

justifiability of medical inen working for corpora-

tions desirous of giving them regular einployment
at properly reduced compensation, let us proceed to

a consideration of the best and fairest manner of

effecting such compensation.
The railroad usually employs' a chief surgeon at

a fixed salary, into whose hands (with varying liini-

tations) the surgical work of the road is intrusted.

Until of late years this work has consisted in the

surgical and medical care of injured men, the exam-
ination of men for service, the surgical supervision

of personal injury sliits, the appointment of assistant

district and local surgeons, auditing bills and issuing

vouchers, inspecting and commenting on personal

injury reports, and transmitting the same to the

claitn and legal department. The chief surgeon's

assistants resident in his own city were usually paid

a small but fixed salary, and most of the surgeons
residing outside of the home city were usually given

transportation and reduced but fixed fees for each

individual case, or were compensated by the receipt

of transportation and a small annual salary. Sur-
geons living in very small towns, where railroad

cases are infrequent, were (with some roads)
merely given transportation from time to time as

occasion arose. j\Iany roads, however, invariably

pay a small but definite fee for services rendered,

no matter how small may be the size of the town.
This method of dealing with railroad surgery has
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proven, on the whole, fairly satisfactory. It has
been open, of course, to some abuses, but after all

the surgeons' were quite well satisfied, for they, as
a rule, received fair compensation for their work,
the men were contented because they were well

cared for after injuries, and the only participant to

this tripartite arrangement which manifested evident
symptoms of restlessness was the railroad, which
was compelled to assume this financial responsibility,

which, after all, was no more than its' proper moral
burden, considering its responsibilities and privi-

leges. All railroads have doubtless suffered a mul-
titude of impositions, and yet, after all, the care of
its injured employees should be a duty which it is

quite willing to assume and which should be looked
after with at least as much solicitude as is the repair-
ing of its rolling stock, its rails, and its roadbed. I

am free to say that, after a long experience in rail-

road work, it has been my observation that most rail-

roads have conscientiously and cheerfully discharged
their duty to their injured men, and if all roads
would perform this portion of their business obliga-
tions with the same care and solicitude as is mani-
fested by the Northwestern, the Rock Island, the
Alilwaukee, the Chicago and Eastern Illinois, and
many others, there would be no occasion to write this

paper or to discus's it. But there has crept into

railroad management during the last few years a

desire on the part of a few railroads under the
excuse of philanthropy to shift the financial burden
of the injured employees onto the shoulders of the
men themselves. Thus has come into existence the
various hospital or beneficiary associations' con-
nected with a few of the roads. Most railroads, as
I have already stated, still manfully carry their own
burdens and consider it their moral and business
duty to care for their injured men, and it is to be
hoped they will continue to do so ; but there are
danger signals in the air, and we who are railroad

surgeons should do what we can to prevent the
progress of an evil which, while still in its infancy,
might easily grow until we all become the victims
of an unfortunate miscarriage of justice.

Without going into details, these hospital associa-
tions are organizations that care for sick and injured
railroad employees. The money for their support
is raised by taxing each employee a certain sum
(let us say fifty cents) a month, which is taken out
of his own wages. Thus, for $6 a year he becomes
insured against medical and surgical services for
practically all diseases and injuries except those of
a disgraceful character. These services the sur-

geons of the road are compelled to render for the
small compensation which they receive. Under the
ruling of some of these associations the men are
compelled to accept membership, while in others the
act is called voluntary, but it might as well be dis-

closed in its true light, for if a man does not join

the association he is soon made to understand that

he is persona non p-ata. In some of the associa-

tions the road is released from personal damage
suits the instant that benefits are accepted ; in others
this is' not the case.

The management of the association and its

finances is conducted practically by officers of the
road ; the low salaried men may, it is true, be repre-
sented on the board of management by one of their

number, but it is reasonably certain that his influ-

ence will not be very far-reaching.

These associations were originally planned for the

benefit (if it is a benefit) of the poor men, the low
salaried men of the road, but in at least one or two

roads with which I am familiar the high salaried

men from the president down have availed them-
selves of the privilege of membership, and I know
of one high salaried official who required and se-

cured the performance of a laparotomy under the $6
a year clause. When placed upon the defensive the

roads seek refuge under the claim that they hold
themselves responsible for any deficit that may
arise from time to time in the management of the

fund, but as a matter of fact it may be said that

the membership fees' are so arranged that there is

practically no deficit; in fact, the truth is that in

some roads there is a large surplus, which, of

course, is held in the hands of the management.
Inasmuch as the railway officials retain practically

the entire management of the hospital association

and the making and the unmaking of its laws, they

certainly have it within their power to arrange the

amount of the assessments to harmonize with the

average disbursements. No one need therefore

waste any anxiety upon the railroad, as it can be
.safely trusted to emerge from a consideration of

the annual association budget with a steady pulse

and an undiminished confidence in its own financial

sagacity.

Most of the railroads that have adopted the hos-

pital association plan, voluntarily and ostentatiously

contribute a few thousand dollars for its support

;

but even though this contribution is a large one
(which it is reasonably safe to say it is not), it

would almost surely fall far short of equalling the

annual sickness", funeral, and court expenses inci-

dental to the old method of dealing with injured

employees.

It will thus be seen that this adroit and ingenious

scheme is a source of enormous saving to the road,

as it almost, if not quite, entirely releases them
from all financial obligations so far as the care of

their injured men is' concerned. It can therefore

be readily understood why some railroads are so

enthusiastic over the plan, for under the ostensible

purpose of benevolent and unselfish philanthropy,

based upon the Samaritan-like desire to see that the

poor employees are properly cared for when sick or

ailing, and properly buried when dead, they have
slipped in the clause that they shall be properly at-

tended when injured in the service, and shall be

properly examined for service from time to time,

which lifts a great load of financial obligation from
the back of the corporation. It can also be clearly

comprehended why the men are satisfied, for by
the payment of a small monthly assessment they are

insured against practically all doctors', hospital, and
undertakers' bills, and are additionally compensated
for the loss of an eye, a finger, a leg, etc.

A distinct objection to the plan, however, must
be mentioned in considering matters from the stand-

point of the employee, consisting in the inferiority

of underpaid work. Under the hospital association

plan the doctor is almost invariably insufficiently

paid for his work, for it must be remembered that

under this plan the doctor not only has to care for

injuries received during service but almost all other

forms' of physical disability as well. He is thus

compelled to care for typhoid fever, pneumonia,
enlarged prostates, diphtheria, cancers, appendicitis,

senile cataracts, catarrh, dyspepsia, mastoid diseases,

trachoma, deafness, the fitting of glasses, etc. In

view of the fact that his' pay is ridiculously small

and that he is constantly being consulted by the men
for real or fancied diseases because it costs them
nothing to secure his services, he is sufe to become
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imposed upon, disgruntled, and discouraged, and
under these circumstances cannot enter heartily into

his work nor render his best services. Thus, while

the plan looks satisfactory to the insured man, he is

reasonably certain sooner or later to receive un-
willing and therefore inferior medical and surgical

services.

I desire briefly to call attention to the commenda-
ble association plan adopted by the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois Railway. A low assessment is

levied on each man and an actual annual deficit is

paid by the railroad. The fund is employed for sick

and death benefits, hospital, and burial expenses.
The company pays all doctors' bills and expects no
release from personal injury litigation.

Another encouraging indication of the times is

the fact that August i, 1912, the Hospital Depart-
ment of the Missouri Pacific & Iron Mountain
System was turned over to the employees. The
service is to be controlled by a Board of Hospital
and Service Managers, to be composed of nine
members' selected from different departments of the

railroad.

It has been interesting to myself, and might be
to others, to read an article written by the superin-
tendent of one of the largest railroad companies
in this country entitled, "The Relief Department
of the Railroad : Its Advantages to the

Company."
It is, of course, impossible to reproduce the entire

article at this time, but I will make a few quotations
from it to enable you to judge of the real mental
attitude experienced by some railroad officials con-

cerning the advantages of the hospital association

plan to the railroad.

This gentleman begins his article by saying that

"probably the greatest advantage which the railroad

company enjoys through the operation of the relief

department—the one most far-reaching in its ef-

fects—is the examination of applicants for em-
ployment and the subsequent close observance of

the men by a corps of especially trained medical
men." In other words, the medical man is' expected
not only to make the initial physical examination but

also to keep the men under constant surveillance as

to their bodily condition, habits, etc. This com-
bined medical and detective work is meagerly paid

for (when paid for at all, except by the presenta-

tion of a pass) out of the relief funds, thus afford-

ing the company an opportunity of obtaining highly
valued services at the expense of the relief depart-

ment. He then goes on to say that the existence

of a relief department is a practical guarantee of

immunity from damage suits. Statistics show that

the relief department of this particular railroad

company settled on a basis of benefits onlv "99.2 per
cent, of the accident injury cases, and 97 per cent,

of those of accidental death." It will be seen that

this not only saves' an enormous amount of money
in damages alone, but, as this gentleman says : "The
corps of claim agents is reduced, the expenses of

the legal department greatly curtailed, and a great

deal of unenviable notoriety is avoided in the trial

of suits, and the newspaper comments thereon."

Another item of great value to the road is its eman-
cipation from the financial burden of caring for

men who are suffering from injuries received in

the discharge of their duty. He says : "The usual

method of providing for such men is to carry them
on the rolls at half pay. A relief department,
especially if membership is compulsory on all classes

of employees, relieves the company entirely of this

expense." Why would it not be a good idea to

organize relief departments in all the various depart-

ments' of railroad service and compel the employees
to obtain membership? Careful statistical calcula-

tions would enable the company to estimate their

gross running expenses, and a per capita tax on all

the employees could be levied under the guise of

membership tickets in the various relief depart-

ments. In this w'ay the company would experience
"relief" from all its financial obligations, and the

receipts would be all profit. It is surprising that

this pleasant little arrangement has been overlooked
by some railroads, and I am confident that now the

idea has been suggested the philanthropy of these

roads will extend much further in the future than

it has in the past.

This gentleman's conception of the ease with

which doctors can be imposed upon is evidently

quite well expressed in his recitation of the duties

of the company surgeon. "He is required to attend

free of charge all cases of accidental injury to

employees, passengers, trespassers, and others, oc-

curring in any way in connection with the company's
operations. His compensation consists only, in

most cases, of an annual pass over the company's
lines." He usually furnishes his own supplies.

.\ccording to this s'uperintendent, the medical man
is expected to use his influence in securing the best

hospital accommodations for the smallest amount
of money, to suggest to the widow of the dead
employee that she pay out of the death benefits to

have the remains "fixed up" (to use his illuminating

and sympathetic language) and buried. He asserts

with great satisfaction that "it is a rare thing for

his railroad to have to pay an undertaker's bill on
account of an employee." He further indicates

what is expected of the company surgeon in the

following language : "The company surgeons, by
reason of their great numerical strength and their

high standing in private and public life, can be

made an even more valuable asset to the company.
These men are, as above stated, usually the best

qualified medical practitioners in their communities.
They are influential in private life and hold all sorts

of political offices, from health officer, coroner, town
councillor, or Mayor, to members of the State and
National Legislatures." It is not difficult to see

what he means by this language, and, to speak
plainly, his willingness, not to say eagerness, to

prostitute the medical profession in any way, from
inducing them to work without pay and performing
detective and sleuth services upon the men to im-
posing upon widows and ravishing public offices,

seems too evident to need emphasis. Another serv-

ice expected of the company slirgeon can perhaps
be best expressed in this gentleman's plain and un-
mistakable language : "Imagine a corps of several

hundred men of influence, having peculiarly confi-

dential relations with the employees, going into

their families on occasions when they are especially

susceptible to kindly acts, and it needs no straining

of the vision to see what an immense amount of

good to the company may be accomplished. The
family physician's advice is asked on all questions,

and it does no harm to be on friendly terms with
him. His influence has been known in many in-

stances to counteract that of the ambulance chaser,

to the advantage of both the company and the man."
In other words, the company surgeon is to take

advantage of his close and confidential relations

with an injured man and his family at a time of
shock and grief, for the purpose of inducing them
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to deal gently with the corporation. This gentle-

man's further conception of the company surgeon's

duties and character can be further conceived by
another sentence which occurs a little later in his

article, as follows': "The management knows it can

rely absolutely on reports as to the character and
extent of personal injuries on account of which
claims are made; and when the trial comes on, if

the doctor cannot conscientiously testify as the com-
pany would like to have him, he will at least do as

little harm to its case as he can." Comments' on

the significance underlying this sentence seem to

be entirely unnecessary. It is only to be regretted

that this gentleman's acquaintance with the medical

profession has been of such a character as' to render

it possible for him to express such sentiments. The
value of the relief department to the railroad in

question can perhaps be best summed up by the

superintendent's statement that "the whole cost,

including company's surgeons' salaries, fees paid

other surgeons, and hospital expenses, was $1.85

per case. These cases' involved operations of all

sorts, from the dressing of a bruised finger to

double amputations, trephining, etc." What a tri-

umphant exhibition of high finance ! It only costs

$1.85 per case to care for all injuries, operations,

etc., small and great, and even this expense has

been shifted from the back of the railroad to that

of the men, and has been rendered possible by the

grossly unfair remuneration of the medical staff.

The company evidently appreciates the services of

the surgeons and does not fail to use them in

season and out of season for almost any kind of

work they can induce them to perform. Then why,
may I ask, does the company not pay them at least

decently, for their legitimate services? I think the

answer can only be found by estimating the charac-

ter of the company itself and the motives and moral
equation of those gentlemen at whose door can Be

laid the conception and execution of these plans.

Having looked at the matter from the standpoint

of the corporation and the men, let us as briefly as

possible view the plan from the standpoint of the

doctor. In the vernacular of the street he is' the

"goat," for he gets the worst of the deal from all

standpoints ; everybody prospers at his expense, and
yet the entire scheme is absolutely dependent upon
his cooperation. Formerly an important element in

his compensation resided in the fact that because

he was a company doctor he did work for and col-

lected fees' from many company employees for the

care of diseased conditions not dependent upon
railroad accidents. This source of income is now
taken from him entirely, for the men all belong to

the association and are at liberty to require his at-

tendance upon them whenever- they desire. Let me
here present a concrete instance which will illus-

trate the effect the association plan may have upon
the income of a railroad surgeon. I could offer

many s'imilar incidents, but one is enough to illus-

trate my meaning. I know an experienced eye and
ear surgeon, living in a moderate sized city in a

neighboring State, who has for years worked for a

certain railroad running through his city. He was
l^aid according to what he did, and this averaged
him about $300 a year. Besides this he could se-

cure trip passes and had a good many railroad
])atients for nontraumatic diseases', which consider-
ably increased his income. When the hospital asso-
ciation plan was started on his road he was notified

that he would receive the princely salary of $10 a

month, for which he would be required not only to

care for all the eye and ear injuries but would have
to care for all the eye and ear diseases of the men
as well ; he can still get trip passes upon application.

In other words, his compensation from the road has

been reduced and his work greatly increased and
much indirect financial compensation taken from
him entirely. If this is a "square deal" it certainly

does not accord with my own personal ideas' of

equity and justice. Of course, the first question to

be asked is, "Why does he stand it?" "Why does

he not resign?" This is a question that must be

frequently asked, and its answer involves the great-

est difficulty in the solution of this vexed problem,
for, if the doctors would as a body arise and refuse

to submit to such unjust, iniquitous, and dangerous
schemes, the entire project would dissolve into thin

air or the standards of compensation would be so

raised that medical men could endorse the plan

with no loss of self-respect. While the idea of con-

tracting for a doctor's services must always be re-

garded with suspicion and reserve, the plan has

evidently come to stay, and if this is' true the people

who are the real sufferers, viz., the doctors, should

refuse to submit to such unjust conditions.

The entire matter assumes the appearance of a

crude insurance scheme in wdiich the essential laws

of insurance and equity are grossly violated. No
insurance company looking to the public for general

patronage could exist a year under such conditions.

It is only through the power that the railroad has

over its employees, its arbitrary management of the

insurance department, and the weakness' of the

medical profession that the railway hospital associa-

tion as conducted by most companies can exist over

night. If the men desire sickness insurance they

can obtain it with very little additional expense from
good and reputable companies', which will not place

them under any obligations to their railroad. Most
insurance companies have, however, found it inex-

pedient (except where large premiums are paid) to

insure men against all diseases. The diseases for

w^hich the insured are permitted to apply for relief

are definitely stated, and the fees which the doctor

is' allowed to collect are stated with equal definite-

ness. It has been ascertained that only by laying

down strict rules of this nature can low priced sick-

ness insurance be perpetuated with fairness and
equity to the insurance company, the wage earner,

and the doctor. If this is true it would hardly be

expected that railroad companies' could come to

different conclusions, and, indeed, it may be

answered, without fear of contradiction, that they

could not continue such an arrangement at all if ft

was not for the cooperation of the doctors. The
railroads employing the hospital association plan

(with few exceptions) buy the doctor's services for

almost nothing, and thus are enabled to continue the

operation of a sickness insurance plan that would be

utterly impossible if the doctors insisted upon re-

ceiving just and reasonable compensation for their

labors.

It has' been stiggested that these associations

should be for the benefit of poor men only, and that

it should be distinctly understood that employees
earning a salary of more than a certain amount are

not available for membership. This would seem to

be a suggestion that would occur to any fair-minded

man, and should, of course, be adopted, as it would
bar out much injustice and abuse of privilege; but,

after all. it goes' only a few steps in remedying the

evil. In talking over the matter a short time ago
with a prominent railroad official whose road ha.?
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recently adopted the association plan, he calmly, and
with the almost inevitable surrender of humanity
to commercialism so frequently observed in those

dealing in purely financial affairs, delivered the edict

that the entire matter was one purely of supply and
demand, and must be settled along these lines. He
declared that if the doctors were not satisfied with

the idea and with their remuneration they should
resign, and that there w oukl be no difticulty in filling

their places. I told this gentleman that I was un-

fortunately aware of the willingness of one doctor

to supplant another under such circumstances, but

that this' did not make it right for a corporation to

underpay its employees merely because it had the

power, any more than it is right for department
stores to encourage prostitution by paying unlivable

wages to their girls because they have the power to

do as they please, knowing as they do that they can
easily fill the position of a departing girl. If might
makes right, then reformers', philosophers, and phil-

anthropists may as well fold up their tents and
"quietly steal away."
The fact of the matter is that this unfortunate

situation will have to be settled by the medical pro-

fession itself. A railroad that forms an association

of this' nature, by which it is relieved from the pay-
ment of its just bills for the care of its injured men
and at the same time relieves itself from personal

injury litigation by previously signed releases be-

tween the men and the road ; a road which will scale

down its doctors' bills to a point approaching invisi-

bility merely because they know they can is a road
with which it is merely wasting time to argue. It

has chosen its course ; it has performed a sharp
financial transaction by which it saves thousands,

and perhaps several hundred thousand dollars per

annum ; it passes in all the beauty of benevolence
before its employees. Why, therefore, should it

submit to argument ; why should it make any
change in its plans because, forsooth, the doctors

are not satisfied? Why, indeed! If the doctors are

not able to look after themselves why should the

road bother itself about them? If they are weak
enough to be imposed upon; if they have not suffi-

cient esprit de corps to stand by one another and
refuse to supplant a brother surgeon because he

has had spirit enough to refuse to submit to unjust

dictation; if doctors have not sufficient unanimity
of thought and action to unite together and stand

for righteousness and justice, then why should the

railroad strain itself for the privilege of paying out

large sums of money when such disbursements are

entirely unnecessary? It can easily be seen ,that

under these circumstances argimient is useless and
that time and energy can be better expended by
vigorous and repeated appeals to the medical pro-

fession itself, as has been done with rather bright

prospects for the future by the doctors in England
in their opposition to the Lloyd George Insurance
Bill. The author of this bill, in looking back over

the business' aspect of the medical profession and
observing what easy victims they have always been

in the hands of sharpers and how their ranks have
always been torn asunder by internal dissensions

and jealousies, naturally concluded he could make
use of them in completing his' insurance bill by sug-

gesting, if not dictating, to them through Parliament
what fees they should receive when practising under
the act. In this perfectly natural conclusion, how-
ever, he found himself mistaken, for, amazing as

it may seem to even a casual observer of the past,

the medical profession of Great Britain, acting

under the auspices of the British Medical Associa-
tion, developed astonishing powers of cohesion, held
mass' meetings, passed resolutions and did not desert
them, and up to the present time have refused to

submit to the remuneration clause in the Insurance
Act. All praise to the British medical profession!
They have demonstrated something that no one be-
lieved existed, viz., the ability of the medical pro-
fession to stand solidly together for what they be-
lieve to be their rights. The Lloyd George's Ins'ur-

ance act cannot exist without the cooperation of the
medical profession, neither can the railway hospital

association exist without the sanction of the medical
profession. The doctor is absolutely essential to

the success' of both plans. Why, then, should not
the doctor be treated with the consideration which
is his just due? Why should he not be suitably

remunerated for his services? Why should he be
expected to meekly submit to getting the worst end
of every step of such iniquitous transactions?
The question has been asked, why does the sur-

geon not resign his position under the hospital asso-

ciation plan if he feels that he is being unfairly

treated? There are a number of reasons' why this

step is so infrequently taken. In the first place, the

surgeon has probably been connected with the road
for years and dislikes to sever old ties and associa-
tions, especially as he hopes for better arrangements'
in the future. Then there is the wonderful and
beloved pass, from which he hates to be separated.
He perhaps hardly ever uses it, but he loves to look
at it and to have others know that he has it, and
then he can use it if he desires and take beautiful
and desirable trips to distant parts of the country.
He cannot bear to part with it, especially as he
knows quite well that if he does some hated and
objectionable professional rival would soon glory
in its possession. He retains his' position, then, on
account of old associations, to retain his pass, be-
cause he hopes for better arrangements in the future,

because it does furnish him a little stire and ready
money, because he wants to keep the position away
from somebody else, and because there is a certain

amount of distinction incidental to the connection.
These reasons are, of course, utterly insufficient and
inadequate as an excuse for the sUrgeon to retain

a position through which he sacrifices his self-

respect and lowers his professional standard, but I

believe them to be a truthful representation of the
reasons why the surgeon continues to submit to the
unfair dictation of a railroad hospital association.

These reasons, however, do not relieve the railroad
from its moral obligation to its surgeons, nor does
it alter the fact that such unfair treatment results

necessarily in the frequent employment of poor
surgeons and even half-hearted service from good
surgeons, which is, of course, a bad thing for both
the road and the men. The doctors are, as is well

known, the most charitable people in the world

;

they are constantly and cheerfully and freely giving
their services to the poor gratuitously, but there
seems to be no reason why they should regard rail-

roads as objects of charity or semi-charity.

To my mind, the most menacing feature of the
situation is the outlook for the future. It may not
matter so much that the railroad or that corporation
is placed on the hospital association plan ; the ques-
tion is, to what extent will this plan become adopted
in the future? The storm of disapproval and oppo-
sition on the part of the medical profession towards
the Lloyd George General Insurance Bill is of recent
occurrence and well known ; but it mav not be so
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well understood that the working out of this plan

in some other European countries has produced dis-

astrous but logical results to the medical profession.

The broad general plan of contract practice has

been very generally used in various Continental

countries for years, and assumes the form of an
association insuring its clients against the expense
of sickness, hospitals, death, funerals, etc. It

usually applies not only to the man of the family

but to his dependent household as well. The under-
paid physician is', of course, a necessary element to

the plan, and under its sinister influence the average
income of Physicians in Austria, Bohemia, Ger-
many, etc., is reduced to perhaps about $400 a year;

while in England, with no such conditions existing

(at least up to the present time), the average in-

come of medical men is $3,600 per annum. This
can be easily understood when it is' known that in

the city of Freiburg an association of this kind has

been in existence for some years, and out of 16,000

families in the city 14,000 are insured. This has

reduced medical fees to the association doctors to

such an extent that office calls' are valued at 15

cents, house calls about 30 cents, night visits 96
cents, minor surgical operations about 35 cents,

larger s'urgical operations about $3 ; normal child

birth $1.20, difficult obstetric cases about $3. Other
cities in these countries show that medical fees for

association doctors are about the same as in Frei-

burg, and it follows as a perfectly natural sequence
that the fees of those medical men who are not

employed by these associations are inevitably forced

downward as a direct result of such fees as those

just enumerated. An especially menacing feature

of this plan is that rich people are beginning to

obtain membership in these associations, and thus it

would seem that the last hope of the unfortunate

doctor was' being surel)' taken from him and that he

must soon seek some other and more self-respecting

and profitable means of existence.

It is to be hoped that the remuneration for medical

services in America will not be dragged down to the

degrading level produced in Europe under the bane-

ful influence of some forms of contract practice

;

but it would be of interest to know just how much
a railroad hospital association stirgeon in America
receives on an average for office and house visits,

operations, etc. I will venture to say that if most

of these surgeons would compute this problem they

would be surprised at, and ashamed of, the result.

It must not be forgotten that this' paper refers

merely to the hospital or beneficiary associations of

railroad corporations ; it was not intended to discuss

the broad, general plan of contract practice, and I

have only referred to the deplorable conditions in

Europe for the purpose of demonstrating the in-

evitable result of contract practice when uncon-

trolled by a high sense of moral obligations.

Just what effect the new Workmen's' Compensa-
tion Act will have upon the hospital association plan

remains to be seen, but it is to be hoped it will put

it out of business', although such an optimistic view

of the future is hardly to be expected. It would not

be necessary to wait for such developments if the

doctors could be made to realize the power of

medical combination. They absolutely hold the key
to the situation ; it is' only necessary for them to use

it with determination, tempered with reason and
justice.

Directly connected with the subject of this paper
comes the news from England that there is a dis-

tinct shortage of medical students in that country,

which is occasioning acute unrest on the part of

medical college authorities. There seem to be sev-

eral reasons for this peculiar condition of affairs.

First, the standard of medical education has grown
much higher of late years ; five years are now re-

quired for a medical education instead of four years,

and this means a year's more time for study and
the expenditure of probably $1,000 of extra money.
Consequently many men have decided to seek other

avenues of work, especially as the future of the

practice of medicine and surgery is anything but
flattering from a financial standpoint. There can

be no doubt, moreover, that the Lloyd George In-

surance Act has had a most depressing effect upon
men who have contemplated entering medical

schools. This has been so marked that the number
of entries has decreased from 1,495 '" 1910 to 1,232

in 191 1. Such a decrease has never been seen be-

fore and has undoubtedly been occasioned by the

Insurance Act and its' sinister and humiliating influ-

ence on medical and surgical fees. Viewed in the

light of the Lloyd George Insurance Act, the

medical insurance companies on the Continent, the

medical insurance organizations of railroads and
other corporations in this country, a man must in-

deed be mentally astigmatic who cannot see that

the remunerations and prizes incident to the prac-

tice of medicine will, unless better conditions de-

velop, soon cease to attract the attention of level-

headed men seeking for a life vocation. Some of

you will doubtless be glad to see the ranks of the

doctors thin out, and this may really be an advan-
tage up to a certain point, but beyond that point the

depleting process should not be allowed to extend.

We must have at least a sufficient number of good
doctors to care for the world's sick, but unless suit-

able remuneration is' evident, impossible as it may
seem now, there will eventually be a shortage in

the medical profession.

In now leaving this subject for your consideration

I beg to state that out of the chaotic conditions sur-

rounding this vexed situation I have been able to

arrive at several conclusions that seem to me should

be carefully considered by the parties identified

with all sides of the controversy:

1. A Railroad Medical Fee Bill should be estab-

lished by medical associations. In doing so we
should remember it is proper for obvious reasons

that regularly employed railway surgeons may con-

siderably reduce their fees to railroads for services

rendered. The amount, however, should not be im-

properly low and should be fair and reasonable to

both employer and employee. There has always
been something mysterious about this subject, and
it has never been a matter that has been openly

understood as it should be. It is not expected that

this fee bill will ever be universally used (there are

always some men who prefer to work in the dark),

but it would at least establish a standard and give

an open expression of opinion from those who are

best able to judge of what are the minimum fees

which can be accepted by self-respecting railway

surgeons.

2. The method at present in vogue with most
railroads, whereby surgeons either receive reason-

able fees for services rendered or receive a reason-

able salary, is a fairly satisfactory plan and should

be continued until a distinctly better method can

be demonstrated.

3. Any plan should be discountenanced by the

medical profession which seeks to reduce an already

low remuneration by endeavoring to confer benefits
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to railroads or their employees at the cost of tlii;

medical profession.

4. All railway insurance associations by which
employees are insured against all forms of injuries

or sickness are detrimental to the interests of the

medical profession and should be discouraged. The
diseases for which men may apply for relief should

be carefully selected and definitely stated. This
should relieve the doctors from caring for disgrace-

ful diseases, most contagious diseases, and the in-

numerable partially or entirely imaginary diseases

indulged in by poorly balanced and neurotic indi-

viduals who delight in haunting doctors' offices,

especially where they can indulge in this morbid
privilege without the payment of a fee.

5. If railroad hospital associations are formed
adequate representation of both surgeons and em-
ployees should appear upon their advisory boards.

Only men drawing small salaries should be admitted

to membership, and the remuneration to surgeons
should consist in adequate salaries or in payment for

actual services rendered, based upon a low, but rea-

sonable, fee bill. Employees should never be asked

or required to sign personal injury releases to the

company upon receiving benefits from the associa-

tion nor should they be required to become members
of the association unless they themselves desire to

efifect such an alliance.

6. It is useless to endeavor to abolish the broad
general idea underlying contract practice ; it, like

the locomotive and the automobile, has' come to stay.

Our efforts should be directed along the line of regu-

lation instead of along the line of suppression.

Suite 1208, 7 West Madison Street.

ADDITIONAL REPORT UPON THE USE OF
THE SPHYGMOMANOMETER IN EX-

AMINATIONS FOR LIFE INSUR-
ANCE.*

Bv J. W. FISHER, M.D,.

MILW.\UKEE, WIS.

MEDICAL DIRECTOK THE northwestern MUTl'AI. LIFE INSIRANCE
COMPANY.

MoRT.ALiTY experience of the Nothwestern Mutual

Life Insurance Company on 525 persons insured

in the years indicated in Table V, and 723 cases re-

jected for the reason stated.

This is a continuation of my report made at the

last meeting of this association, with simply an ad-

ditional year of mortality added to the original cases

contained in that report. The original report will

be found in the abstract of the proceedings of the

Association of Life Insurance Medical Directors of

America, page 392 (Medical Record, October 21,

191 1, page 818).
We call your attention to a ten point increase in

mortality in cases recorded in Table IV. You will

recall that the mortality in my last report, Table \'.

was 54.062, while the addition of last year brings

the mortality up to 70.37. It should be remem-
bered that no fresh lives have been added dur-

ing the year, and that there has been no effort in

the 723 cases rejected in Table VI to determine as

to whether there have been any additional deaths.

The additional deaths recorded are simply those that

have come to our notice through various sources.

*Read at the twenty-third annual meeting of the As-
sociation of Life Insurance Medical Directors of Amer-
ica, October 9, 1912.

Table X shows 22 additional impairments since

my last report, and an increase of six points in mor-
tality. From July, 191 1, to June, 1912, inclusive,

this company insured 43,158 lives. Thirty-two
thousand nine hundred were under age 40, and
10,258 at age 40 and over. One-hundred and four-

teen applicants were rejected for the year, with
a high blood pressure only, under 40 years of age,

showing one in every 289.6 lives rejected on this

account. Seventy-seven applicants under age 40
were rejected, with one or more impairments other

than high blood pressure. At age 40 and over, 235
applicants were rejected who had a high blood pres-

sure with no other impairment, a rejection of one in

every 44.65 lives. Three hundred and forty-nine

applicants at all ages were rejected, in which the

only impairment was a high blood pressure, or one
in every 124.6 lives. At ages 40 and over, 124 ap-
plicants were rejected in which there was one or

more other impairment than the high blood pressure.

For the year indicated above, 550 applicants were
rejected where a high blood pressure was a factor,

showing one rejection in every 79.5 lives. Of M.
I. B. reports for the above period, 2.2 per cent,

contained a high blood pressure impairment ex-

clusive of the Northwestern.
The examiners of the Northwestern Mutual Life

Insurance Company are furnishing the company
with blood pressure readings in 84.64 per cent, of

all examinations. The blood pressure is required in

all examinations regardless of amount or age.

TABLE IV.

Mortality of Accepted Risks with Systolic Blood Pressure of 140-149
mm. Hg., With an Average of 142.43 mm. Hg.

All Ages.

Years.
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TABLE VIII.

Impairments Recorded
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relatively minor importance if the patient be judi-

ciously watched or treated. On the other hand,
when annoying, painful, or threatening symptoms
are already manifest, the immediate or prospective

outlook is very different. Much of what precedes
is well known to every well-informed physician.

Even so, and in view of what I hear frequently, it

seems timely again to emphasize it. I am con-

vinced, as others are, that the essential matter in

many cardiac disorders, acute or chronic, is not
the existence of a murmur, but the intimate con-
dition of the heart muscle and nerve supply. Is

this organ competent or not? If it is, how long will

competence last? What course must be followed

so that the patient's actual condition shall persist?

If the heart is already incompetent, in what way
and by what means may we prevent untoward prog-

ress in this direction? May we expect the heart

to become again normal by any system of treat-

ment ?

Any one or all of these questions can be
answered wisely only after much thought and ob-

servation. The answer will depend somewhat, it

should be added, upon the disease or efficient

cause producing the murmur. Further, we should
duly estimate the fact of the time which has passed
previous to the occurrence of the murmur. Has it

developed suddenly or rapidly? Has it become
manifest during or subsequent to an acute disease?

Has it followed a sudden strain or prolonged ef-

fort? When it occurred was the individual ap-

parently in good health or not? Has the murmur
developed little by little and become clearly de-

fined only after weeks or months and subsequent

to an attack of gout or rheumatism or during the

course of syphilis, tuberculosis, malaria, neuras-

thenia? Does it come from overwork, mental or

bodily, anxieties, too much, too little, or improper
food? Is the patient an alcoholic, or a smoker?

In any event I now hold after lifelong experi-

ence that it is wrong and useless in the majority of

instances to tell patients they have a cardiac mur-
mur. It alarms them almost invariably, even those

who have well-balanced minds and tempers, and
the fight or worry continues despite repeated pro-

testations and explanations. Sometimes, indeed,

it takes a long while, if it is ever accomplished,

to undo or neutralize the bad efifects occasioned by

the inconsiderate statement of a physician. The
evil consequences are perhaps greater when it comes
from the trusted family adviser than from the

prominent specialist who has been consulted, with

or without the knowledge and approval of the

former.

How may the trouble be avoided? At times. I

grant, it is difficult. It may, however, often be

accomplished by acting squarely and humanely in

the following way. During the examination of the

heart, the physician must not say within the hear-

ing of the patient that a heart murmur exists. If

asked the direct question by a patient, the doctor

should simply reply : That is a question I never

answer in any case. With this the patient must be

satisfiefl. Or better still (and that I now always

do when a patient is brought to me for examina-
tion of the heart), before beginning the examina-
tion, simply to say to the patient, I never state pre-

cisely what I find ; I will examine you carefully,

take sufficient and accurate notes of your case, and

talk fully and confidentially with your physician

as to what I discover and what I advise.

If the patient comes to my office alone, sent or

not, by his physician, I state that I will write to or
communicate with the physician; or in the latter

case I simply say in advance of an examination
that I never tell patients what I find in their hearts.

Occasionally, it is true, even at present, when
the patient's heart seems absolutely normal and
when there is evidently groundless worry and
anxiety which I hope to relieve measurably or en-

tirely by a positive assertion I do so frankly and
with little or no hesitation.

When I am called upon for an explanation of my
mental attitude in this whole matter I simply say
I have come to the deliberate conclusion that it is

wrong and foolish to act otherwise; indeed, I be-

lieve it is frequently criminal. I have seen too

many men, women, girls, and boys made miserable

and unhappy for years by other, and what I know
is habitual behavior on the part of physicians.

I have now in my remembrance not a few
patients whose lives during several years have been
almost wrecked by ill-advised, cruel statements of

doctors about their hearts. Some of them are still

living and fairly comfortable after many years, al-

though, if they had not come into my care, I doubt
if it would be true. Others have died, it is true,

but at all events they did not "die daily" as a result

of an opinion which, if not incorrect in substance,

was misinterpreted and the opinion once given

could not be changed with satisfactory effects to

the patient. Further, the instances of heart failure

which occur suddenly and disastrously are often

those in which nothing has been revealed of an
alarming character, even to the best expert's ex-

amination. I have seen and known of not a few.

I do not refer merely to cases following acute dis-

ease, strain, or great shock—but to those individ-

uals who simply collapse and drop dead—without

adequate cause, and no one has known, or even sus-

pected that their hearts were structurally defective.

Of course, it is right and proper at times to make
known confidentially one's judgment, even when it

is only provisional, to the nearest relative or friend,

because great personal or family interests, present

and prospective, may be involved and it is neces-

sary that someone other than the physician should

know the medical facts. This I understand and
fully appreciate. I do not wish to be misunder-
stood. To guide and direct a patient with heart

trouble wisely and carefully is one thing; to tell

him something that can be of no possible service to

him or others in any way is quite another matter.

Following the course I have indicated in what
precedes, I have surely been of great service to

many ; I hqve done no injury to anyone, so far as I

know. Finally, I affirm that I yield to no one in

my desire to help scientific progress in regard to

heart disease. On the other hand, I also affirm,

that some extrarefined knowledge which has come
from the use of the newest, complicated, and cum-
bersome instruments has not promoted the comfort
or the cure of patients thus affected.

Advanced research is good and to be commended,
but it has its place. Usually this should be the

hospital ward. The bedside of the nervous or ill

patient must, however, be strictly guarded when-
ever this is carried out so as not to be cause of un-

necessary mental or bodily distress to the patient.

Both within and outside of hospitals we may be

so solicitous in our pursuit of scientific accuracy

as to lose sight of right doing from the humane
standpoint.

42 West Thirty-sevekth Street.
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REPORT OF A CASE OF URETERAL CAL-
CULUS TREATED WITH OIL INJEC-

TIONS.*
By WALTER S. REYNOLDS, M.D.,

With the newer methods of diagnosis at our dis-

posal, cases of ureteral calculus in situ are diag-
nosed with much more precision than formerly. We
are now not only able to say definitely that a calculus
is present but are also able to localize its position.

This is all of the greatest importance from an opera-
tive standpoint because it greatly simplifies the oper-
ative procedure necessary for the removal of the
calculus so that the operation has now come to be a
comparatively frequent one and one that has yielded
very excellent results.

In some instances a calculus of considerable size
will descend the length of the ureter and finally be
expelled into the bladder. But the irregularity of
the ureteral canal favors the stoppage of the con-
cretion at one of these contractions with great un-
certainty as to its further passage.
The descent of the calculus along the ureter gives

rise to more or less severe pain, in many instances
so intense that large quantities of morphine are
necessary for relief of the pain, and even with
extremely large doses the pain may not be entirely
relieved. For the relief of pain which could not be
controlled by morphine Bransford Lewis adopted a
unique method. He injected 10 to 20 drops of i

per cent, alypin solution through a ureteral cathe-
ter. The catheter was allowed to remain in place
and the alypin solution injected whenever necessary.
The location of the pain does not always indicate
the side on which the calculus may be found. An
-ir-ray should, therefore, always be taken of both
sides.

Attacks of renal colic are accompanied by marked
urinary symptoms, as frequency of urination, es-
pecially if the calculus is low down in the ureter,
which is ordinarily not painful; hematuria more
or less marked in nearly every case, and where not
shown macroscopically it can frequently be discov-
ered by microscopical examination.
How frequently the calculus would finally pass

into the bladder it is impossible to say, but it has
been estimated that 50 per cent, will pass under ex-
pectant measures. While the stone may undoubt-
edly remain for a considerable time in the ureter
and produce no very great pathological change in
the ureter or kidney, it would be a constant source
of danger from blocking of the ureter or serious
changes in the ureter or kidney. Interference with
the passage of urine leads to hydronephrosis or
pyonephrosis, with a possibility of entire destruc-
tion of the kidney. As the symptoms of hydrone-
phrosis are frequently wanting, it might remain
unsuspected until serious damage to the kidney had
occurred. The possibility of these serious conse-
quences renders treatment of some kind for the
removal of the stone necessary where its expulsion
is dela)'ed in order to preserve the kidney.
The administration of any medicinal remedy in-

ternally is probably of little value in breaking up
the stone or aiding in its expulsion and the virtue
ascribed to some of the mineral waters is probably
due to the quantity of water rather than to any
quality of the water used. If copious flushing does
not result in the passage of the stone some" other

Read before City (Charity) Hospital Alumni So-
ciety, Oct. 16, 1912.

method of relief must be instituted, and this usually

necessitates surgical intervention.

A method of treatment has lately been employed
which seems to offer some chance of assisting the

passage of the stone into the bladder, thus avoiding
a cutting operation. I am unable to say who first

suggested this method of treatment, and therefore

am unable to give due credit to the originator. 1

refer to the injection of oil into the ureter through
a ureteral catheter. I have employed it in two
cases, one of which was lost sight of; the other
man passed the stone after a number of treatments.

The passage of the catheter alone may have had
some effect in aiding the progress of the stone in

its descent.

The history of the case is as follows : G. B., a

man 32 years of age, was first seen in the summer
of 191 1 at the Vanderbilt Clinic by one of our stu-

dents, Dr. J. F. Hill, now on the Roosevelt Hospi-
tal staff, who, thinking the man might have a ure-

teral calculus referred him to me for examination.

He was a barber and said that during the past year
he had been obliged to stop work on several occa-

sions on account of the pain in the back, which had
been mostly on the right side. These attacks of

pain or colic had been accompanied by frequency
of uiination and bloody urine. He had visited sev-

eral clinics and dispensaries in search of relief, but

no examination had ever been made which would
indicate that a calculus was suspected. I immedi-
ately made a cystoscopic examination and found the

bladder normal except that the opening of the right

ureter showed some slight evidence of swelling and
congestion. Ureteral catheters were introduced,

the one on the left side passing without difficulty

and drawing normal urine with seeming regularity.

On the right side the catheter could only be passed

about one and one-half inches, and the urine drib-

bled away slowly from the catheter. The urine

was only slightly turbid with no evidence of blood
macroscopically. He was referred to Dr. Edward
Leaming at Roosevelt Hospital for an .r-ray ex-

amination. His report was that there was a cal-

culus present.

I decided to try injections of oil into the

ureter to see whether it would be possible to induce

the passage of the stone. I gave several injections

of oil, but was never able to pass the catheter

beyond the point where it was stopped on the first

examination until later, when he came to my office.

The man was lost sight of for some time, but came
to my ofiRce on July 2, 1912, saying that he had
had a severe attack of colic and feeling that the

oil injections had relieved him, asked if I would
continue the treatment. I gave him several injec-

tions and then, on account of moving, discontinued

the treatment for a short time. I found that by in-

serting my finger into the rectum I was able

to get the catheter by the obstouction shortly after

he first came to my office, and this was subsequently

done at each treatment and the oil injected well up
the ureter. The passage of the catheter by the

obstruction caused a considerable quantity of urine

to flow from the catheter, showing that there was
some obstruction to the free passage of urine. Dur-
ing the short time that I did not see him he had a

severe attack of colic. He was seen again on Oc-
tober I, and at this time was having pain during
and just after urination. I suspected that the stone

might be in the bladder, but was not prepared to ex-

amine him with the cystoscope and referred him to

Dr. Georfre Brewer at Roosevelt Hospital. An
.T'-ray plate made at this time bv Dr. Leaming
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showed the stone in the bladder, and it was shortly

passed during urination.

The stone is somewhat fusiform in shape, one
and one-half cm. long and seven mm. thick. There
was a small, sharp, projecting point near one end
which has become broken off by handling, and the

€ntire surface is rough and uneven.
The case, it seems to me, demonstrates the use-

fulness of this method of treatment in some cases

at least.

132 West Seventy-third Street.

iifliirolrgal NntfH.

A SAFETY SCREW DRIVER AND SCREWS
FOR LANE PLATES.

By ARNOLD WOOD,

NEW YORK,

This screw driver is so made that it will always
catch the screw centrally and cannot slip or pull out
of the slot on the head of the screw so long as the
driver is held in a perpendicular position or nearly
so. When the screw is home in place, a slight mo-
tion of the driver sideways will disengage it from
the slot which is cut in the head of the screw, as

shown in the illustration.

The advantages claimed for this instrument are:
I. Absolute security against losing the slot in the

screw.

2. No pressure is required to keep the screw
driver in position on screw, thus permitting a more
delicate manipulation.

3. Time is saved in swabbing to find the head
of screw, necessitated in slipping of the driver from
the slot.

4. Protection from injury to surrounding tissues

and consequently a lessening danger of infection.

5. A material saving of time in operation, owing
to simplicity of technique.

Dactylomegaly.—Ramond and David apply this name
to a group of cases in which there is a characteristic en-

largement of the fingers or toes. The clubbed fingers of

tuberculous subjects were recognized by Hippocrates, and
the name "hippocratic fingers" was given to this condition.

Trousseau perceived in this a grave prognostic sign. Pierre

Marie described two forms of digital hypertrophy, namely,

that which is associated with acromegaly and that which is

a manifestation of pulmonary osteoarthropathy. Hanot
and others described a form of digital hynertrophic osteo-

pathy occurring in biliary disease, and still other observers

described a similar condition in cardiovascular afifections

and in nenhritis. David recognizes two forms of dactylo-

megaly : an essential or primary, and a secondary variety.

The primary type presents itself in either of two forms.

In one of these there is a concomitant hypertrophy of the

nail. The finger has a lanceolate appearance or one re-

sembling that of a serpent's head or drumstick. In the

second form there is no enlargement of the nail which,

however, is the seat of dystrophic lesions. The diagnosis

of dactylomegaly presents little difficuhy. It may be con-

founded with acromegalv or with Paget's disease. The
deformities of the hand and fingers in chronic rheumatism
and in arthritis deformans present a characteristic ap-

pearance. In the cheiromegaly of Charcot and Brissaud

the hypertrophy affects the metacarpal bones and not the

phalanges.

—

Le Progres Medical.

Opinion Evidence Admissible.—In an action for in-

juries it was held proper to permit a physician to testify

that in his opinion the plaintiff suffered from "a traumatic

neuritis" and another to state that in his opinion she was

suffering from "a nervous condition due to a bodily

injury, which is usually classed as traumatic neuro-

sis" ; such statements referring merely to the nature and

character of the plaintiff's ailment, without suggesting

the particular cause.—Torreyson v. United Rys. Co. of

St. Louis (.Mo.), 145 S. \V. 196.

Malpractice—Excessive Damages—Both Defendants

Not Necessarily Guilty.—In an action for malpractice

against two physicians and surgeons the evidence showed

that the plaintiff had been suffering for several years from

a malady for which she was told a surgical operation

would be necessary. She went to Dr. C, who examined

her and found her anemic, run down in health, unable to

work, and suffering from complicated uterine troubles—

her uterus being enlarged and ulcerated, emitting a foul

discharge and protruding so that she could only walk

with difficulty—and the bladder and rectum were involved.

Dr. C. told her that an operation was necessary, but that

he did not do that kind of operation, and suggested that

Dr. B. would perform it. On July 20 the operation was

performed at a hospital by Dr. B., who removed the dis-

eased uterus, fastened the bladder in its proper position,

closed up the wound with a deep suture and surface

stitching, and placed in it for drainage a narrow strip

of iodoform gauze eighteen inches long, which was sub-

sequently removed by Dr. C. Within a week an abscess

formed 'between the vagina and the rectum, which was

lanced by Dr. C. Three days after Dr. B. agam opened

the abscess and put some gauze

in it, which it was claimed was
afterwards removed by Dr. C.

The abscess continued to sup-

purate and four weeks after the

first operation the plaintiff was
removed to her home. The de-

fendants continued to visit the

plaintiff until October 6, when,
the abscess having failed to

heal, the defendants concluded
there was some foreign matter
in it and advised an exploratory
search with an instrument. This

the plaintiff refused to submit to. On October 3 she had,

without the knowledge of the defendants, called in Dr. R.,

who examined her and found pus coming from the ab-

scess. A few days later Dr. R. performed an operation
with a grooved director,' enlarging the fistulous opening
of the abscess so that it could be examined with a finger.

He extracted through the mouth of the abscess two pieces

of surgical gauze, one about six or seven inches square,

the other about one and a quarter inches square by a

quarter of an inch thick. Soon after the abscess healed

and the plaintiff began to get well. The cause of action

was based on the theory that the defendants had negli-

gently left the gauze in the plaintiff's body at the time
of the first operation. The jury returned a verdict for

$6,000 from which the plaintiff remitted $4,000. It was
held that this was very much larger than a reasonable

comfiensation for any damages sustained by the plaintiff

and called for a reversal of the judgment. It was also

held that, as one of the defendants might, under the evi-

dence, have been found guilty and the other not guilty,

it was error for the trial court to give the jury instruc-

tions which assumed that if one defendant was liable both
were liable.—Hansen v. Crocker, 160 III. App. 514.

Exhibiting Personal Injuries to Jury.—It is within
the discretion of the trial court to permit the plaintiff in

a personal injury case to exhibit his injuries to the jury,

in order to show their extent or to enable a surgeon to

demonstrate their nature and character. It is also dis-

cretionary to permit tests and experiments in the presence
of the jury in a proper case and under proper safeguards.

But where there are no wounds, no injuries that can be seen

by the jury, it is improper to permit the exhibition of
plaintiff's person for the purpose of conducting experi-

ments to prove that he will cry out with pain, or that his

muscles will grow rigid when his legs are manipulated in

a certain manner. When it appears that the probable
effect of the exhibition will be. not to instruct the jury as

to the nature and extent of the injuries, but to excite

their sympathies or inflame their passions, it should not
be permitted.—Landro v. Great Northern Ry. Co., Minne-
sota Supreme Court, 135 N. W,, 990.

3
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THE INVASION OF THE UNFIT.

In an address before the Mental Hygiene Confer-

ence in this city on November 14, Mr. William

Williams, U. S. Commissioner of Immigration,

inveighed forcibly against the weakness of the

defences against the admission of insane and men-
tally defective immigrants to this Port, a matter

to which we have frequently called attention. It

is no exaggeration to say that the exclusion of the

subjects of mental disease is of vastly greater con-

cern to this country than is the quarantining of

cholera, smallpox, plague, or any other infectious

disease. The introduction of cholera or of plague
into New York would be unfortunate, but even if

the disease became epidemic for a time, which is

improbable, the application of modern sanitary

methods would soon arrest it and the loss of life

would be inconsiderable. But the admission of

mentally defective immigrants strikes at the very
roots of the nation's existence. It is from these

and their descendants that the criminal classes are

largely recruited; they crowd the insane asylums,

they furnish the Guiteaus, the Czolgoszes, and the

Schranks, the Lefty Louies, and the Gyp the

Bloods, and they start vicious strains leading to in-

calculable misen|^ pauperism, and criminality in

future generations.

It is the duty of the officers of the Public Health
Serv^ice at Ellis Island to safeguard the country
against the admission of these lumps of poisonous
leaven, but it is the duty of Congress to enable the

Service to perform its difficult task effectively, and
in this duty Congress has thus far signally failed.

The unthinking are prone to blame the immigra-
tion authorities for passing the many defectives

that now enter the country, but, as Mr. Williams
points out, the force at Ellis Island is utterly inade-

quate in numbers to prevent this influx. Laws are

useless without a sufficient number of officials to

enforce them. A force of twenty-one medical
officers at Ellis Island can hardly be expected to

pick out all the insane and mentally defective in

over 2,000 immigrants passing under their observa-

tion every day. During the past ten years there

has been an average of nearly 2,500 immigrants
entering the Port of New York every day, or over
100 a day to each inspector. Who is the alienist

who would pass on the mental condition of fifteen

persons an hour, most of these, moreover, speak-

ing an unknown tongue and able to communicate
with the physician only through an interpreter!

There are not even twenty-one inspectors available

for the mental and physical examination of the

immigrants, for there is a multitude of other duties

engaging the attention of the medical officers of

the Public Health Service. There are at times sev-

eral hundred patients in the hospital and many
more, adults and children, with minor ailments

have to be looked after.

Mr. \\'illiams says, and he is verj- moderate in

the statement, that there should be at least three

times as many medical officers stationed at Ellis

Island as there are now, and he also recommends
that an inspector should be placed on board every

transatlantic steamer bringing immigrants to this

port. Such an officer, coming in daily contact with

the steerage passengers during the five to twelve

days of the ocean passage, would have the oppor-

tunity to study them carefully and leisurely and
would thus be able to detect many cases of mental

disease which now elude the vigilance of the inspec-

tors during the necessarily hurried inspection upon

arrival. This, of course, cannot be done without

the sanction of Congress, but although it has been

tvi'ice recommended to that body no action has yet

been taken.

The newspapers are very free with advice to the

Governor-elect of this State in relation to appoint-

ments and other local matters, but they ignore the

opportunity which he has, while still a member of

Congress, to introduce a bill of far greater import

to the State of New York and the Nation at large

than anything they have suggested. Mr. Sulzer,

we doubt not, feels fully the responsibility which
will soon weigh upon him in the government of

this great commonwealth. One of the greatest of

these, if he does not recognize it now he soon will,

is the care of the insane. The State Hospitals are

already overcrowded, and the number of unfortu-

nates that must be taken care of is constantly and
alarmingly increasing. The passing of a bill by

Congress, increasing the medical staff of Ellis

Island and providing for inspectors on the trans-

atlantic steamers would go far to solve this one,

at least, of the problems that will vex the future

Governor. Mr. Sulzer can at this time do no more
signal service to the State, over which he has been

called to rule, than to introduce such a bill and urge

its passage.

THE HEALTH OF THE BUSINESS MAN.

The health of the city dweller is being discussed

from various points of view. There are many who
claim that to the conglomeration and massing ot'

persons in large centres are due the physical and

mental defects which are so prevalent now and

which are said to be increasing. By many authori-

ties recently the back to the land cry has been

loudly voiced as the most potent remedy for pro-

gressive degeneration. On the other hand there

are those who argue that living in the country, at

any rate, in the way the American farmers gener-

ally live, is by no means productive of good health
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and is responsible for the many digestive troubles to

which the American farmer and family are prone.

These assert that, as a rule, the city boy and girl

and the city man and woman are healthier than

those of the country. But on one point all are

agreed, namely, that city life should be made as

healthful as possible. Much is said nowadays con-

cerning the stress and strain of business life and
these enemies of health appear to be almost as

greatly in evidence in supposedly easy-going Europe
as in this, which it is the fashion to call the land of

hustle and bustle. In London a few weeks ago a

conference was held under the auspices of the In-

corporated Institute of Hygiene (Medical Press and
Circular) to discuss the health of the business man.

Sir Thomas Crosby, the Lord Mayor of London
and a medical man of some note, said that during

an experience of sixty years' practice in the city

he had remarked a great change of views with re-

gard to the health of the city office toiler, and he

believed that the health of the clerk was at tlie

present time well looked after. He also pointed out

that the improvements made in drainage and water
supplies had been wonderful and that, of course,

the worker had benefited thereby. Sir William Ben-

nett was inclined to think that matters sanitary were

still susceptible of great improvement, and Dr. Ol-

sen remarked that the business man was naturally

a brain and not a muscle worker, and, therefore,

did not need the heavy meals that many city men
were accustomed to eat. Especially in his opinion

should hurry at meals be avoided and the consump-

tion of meat in the middle of the day was also de-

precated. Dr. Cameron Gillies thought that the

rush and worry of city life was a fruitful source of

dysDcnsia. This was not owing so much to errors

of eating or drinking but to the high strung nerves

of many of the workers. Dr. Farquhar Buzzard

held the view that mere rush and a sedentary life

were not mainly responsible for ill health. Heredi-

tary causes were fruitful of trouble, and bad

habits, such as over-drinking, over-eating, and

over-smoking, brought about many breakdowns.

He did not believe in muscular exercise for

neurasthenia, but in recreation. Dr. Cahill

thought that the business man had on the whole

an easy life and that his health and longevity

compared favorably with those of other classes.

Another speaker said that the business man ate

less and drank less than fonnerly and consequently

enjoyed better health. Most of the speakers ex-

pressed the opinion that but little should be eaten

in the middle of the day and some seemed

to think that two good meals in the day were

quite sufficient. The most important part of

the London Conference was that which dealt

with the eating and drinking question. A man
who does not take enough exercise or who
does not j)erform sufficient manual labor to enable

him to digest and assimilate a large quantity of food

and particularly flesh food, should be very careful

as to quality and quantity of food he ingests. Such

a man does not require much meat and after a cer-

tain age the less meat he eats the better will it be

for him and assuredly he should not eat much in

the middle of the dav—for the matter of that he

should not drink much, either. As for exercise, that

is a more debatable point. The majority of busi-

necc men take too little regular exercise and many
sporadically take too much. In this instance the

personal equation is almost all important.

"GENUINE" EPILEPTIC CRISES IN NON-
EPILEPTICS.

The fundamental distinction which held good for

years between "epileptic" and "epileptiform" con-
vulsions has long been regarded by progressive
neurologists as untenable. Several types of indi-

vidual who cannot by any stretching of criteria be
regarded as epileptics are nevertheless known to

have convulsive attacks ii every way characteristic

of true epilepsy. Conversely there is no reason why
an epileptic should not have attacks which, occur-
ring in sound subjects, would simply be styled epi-

leptiform. Bratz's so-called "affect epilepsy," which
so closely resembles the genuine convulsions that

the subjects are placed without hesitation in asy-

lums and colonies, was found not to be epilepsy only
after prolonged observation. In recent years neurol-

ogists have reported cures of these or similar cases,

after years of confinement in institutions, by Freud-
ian psychoanalysis. Another category of this

pseudoepilepsy is seen in Oppenheim's psychas-
thenic convulsions. Narcolepsy, so called, is hardly
distinguishable from petit mal—in some cases per-
haps only because there are no evidences of the

epileptic constitution or of other epileptic manifesta-
tions.

At the recent session of the Society of German
Neurologists the entire subject of epilepsy and its

congeners received such a discussion as has not

perhaps befallen it in years {Deutsche medizinische
Wochenschrift, October 24). Redlich prophesied
that all other criteria must give way to the study
of the epileptic disposition which must of necessity

be the sole foundation of all true epilepsy. In this

connection we must bear in mind that many
subjects of this constitution have never exhibited

epileptic manifestations. We therefore have to

study more deeply the factors which bring
out tlie manifestations. Binswanger and others
do not hope for much aid from studies based
on etiology plus anatomy, although very clean-

cut epilepsies of this nature are constantly en-

countered. Minute anatomical changes like Alz-
heimer's gliosis (found in some 40 per cent.

of autopsies) are better explained as the result of
the convulsions than as an anatomical foundation.
From another point of view other frequent anatom-
ical finds like sclerosis of the cornua of Ammon are

mere evidences of a hypoplastic brain and stand in

no causal relation whatever with epilepsy.

Peritz discussed induced spasmophilia in adults.

About 20 per cent, show an overexcitability of idio-

muscular sensibility. He claimed to be able to pro-

duce in neuro- and psychopathic subjects by means
of Aschner's test (pressure on the eyeball) slow-

ing of the pulse, lowering of blood-pressure, a

pathological blood picture, an entire series of vaso-

motor symptoms, and finally epileptiform attacks

and absences. In other words, there appears to be

a vasomotor component in epileptic and other dis-
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charge phenomena. The independent vegetative ex-

istence of the autonomous nervous system has nat-

urally often been assumed to figure in spontaneous

nervous outbreaks.

Meyer announced that in true epileptics convul-

sions could be promptly precipitated by various sub-

stances—large doses of sodium chloride after salt

starvation, urea, and even simple salts like sodium

citrate and carbonate. These reactions may be used

for diagnostic purposes as they never induce con-

vulsions save in true epileptics.

THE UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH
SERVICE.

The Public Health Sen'ice, which was placed at the

last session of Congress in the position of increas-

ing its already well-recognized efficiency, receives

considerable attention in the annual report of Sec-

retary MacVeagh. The latter emphasizes the fact

that Congress has favored the policy of developing

this important phase of governmental activity.

Although not intended to replace or interfere with

the public health activities of cities or States, never-

theless, the Public Health Service may materially

aid the latter and at the same time may fulfill cer-

tain independent functions. For these purposes it

requires adequate appropriations. These amounts

will at any rate seem insignificant in comparison

with the immeasurable returns which they will

yield in public health and happiness. The Secretary

points out that the usefulness of the Public Health

Service is being promoted on every hand in spheres

of activity that can be performed only through the

agency of the Federal Government.

These statements emanating from an important

member of the Cabinet should tend to allay the feel-

ing, which has been fostered in recent years, that

the Public Health Ser\-ice is in an uncongenial

official atmosphere. Referring to the supposed ad-

vantages of uniting the Public Health Service with

other bureaus, some of whose activities are more

or less related to health matters, the Secretary says

:

"It is doubtful whether large economies and better

administration can be secured by the consolidation

of bureaus from different departments. Take for

example the Public Health Service. That now has

a head and organization of its own and individu-

ality of its own—and stands alone face to face with

its own work only; and practically the only associ-

ation of the head of the department with a service

like the Public Health Service is to render assis-

tance to that service when it cannot get assistance

in any other way, and to give it protection when it

cannot otherwise be protected ; and, finally, to make
sure—as there must be somewhere somebody to

make sure—that the right men are in charge of the

work. The statement made the other day by a well-

known municipal health officer that the Treasury

Department is apt to take only the money view of

public health is a conspicuous evidence of the in-

sufficient consideration given the subject. This
Public Health Service can and will develop, without

interruption, to the full boundaries of its own
province if it is given the comparatively small

appropriations that are required. Then, after the

development, which nothing now obstructs, its form

of organization can be reconsidered. Meanwhile,
it would be a great mistake to complicate this dis-

tinctive, clear cut, comprehensive, and independent

work with any other work—and especially to asso-

ciate it with other bureaus which have their own
independent existence and reason for existence;

because this would bring it into relations, which, to

say the least, it does not need, and would forfeit, in

any plan that has been suggested, its actual inde-

pendence. It would not absorb but would be ab-

sorbed."

Tuberculosis Among School Children.

In the campaign against tuberculosis no part is of
greater importance than that of safeguarding school

children against infection. Philip of Edinburgh in-

sists that if the tide of tuberculosis is to be stemmed
the child must be so reared that he will be immune
to infection, and that, in fact, the problem of the

prevention of tuberculosis resolves itself into the

problem of properly caring for the child. Nietner,

General Secretary of the German Central Commit-
tee for the Prevention of Tuberculosis, recently de-

livered an address on tuberculo.<is in childhood at

the Medical School of the Royal Hospital for Dis-

eases of the Chest, London, in which he dwelt upon
the vital importance of school medical service, co-

operation of teachers, care of teeth, and school

hygiene in the waging of the campaign against the

disease. He was especially emphatic as to the im-

portance of the role of the school physician in such
a campaign and was of the opinion that the office of

school doctor should be a whole-time appointment,

and only in exceptional cases a part-time duty, and
the school medical service should be made general

throughout a country. He believed that the col-

leges for teachers should also be included in the

school medical service, as well as the trade schools.

He pointed out that while it is the children belong-

ing to the lowest classes who chiefly call for medi-
cal supervision in the elementary schools, in the

higher schools it is the age of puberty which is

chiefly associated with pathological phenomena, for

which fact a too arduous program of school work
at a period of active physical development must be
held, at least, partially responsible. Nietner's paper
was for the most part a description of the thorough
way in which Germany is endeavoring to cope with

tuberculosis in children, and as such is worthy of

the attention of other nations who are not yet

equipped for the fray so adequately as is Germany.
There is no doubt that the problem of tuberculosis

is above all the problem of tuberculosis in childhood.

Infectious Diseases Incidental to School Life.

At a meeting of the Ulster Medical Society, held

in Belfast on November 7 (Medical Press and
Circular, November 13, 191 2), the president.

Dr. R. W. Leslie, discussed infectious diseases in-

cident to school life, their early recognition, treat-

ment, and control. For eighteen years Dr. Leslie

had acted as medical officer to one of the largest

boarding schools in Ireland and was. therefore, well

qualified to speak with authority on the subject. He
had noted that outbreaks of infectious ailments al-

most always occurred in the winter half of the year
and chiefly in February and March. The common-
est ailment by far was measles, but the most im-
portant from various points of view was scarlatina.

The difficulties of diagnosis in the early stages were
great, yet it was precisely at this period, he said,
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that the disease was most infectious. Careful
watching was necessary in every case of sore throat.

With regard to measles Leslie said it was remark-
able that there had never been a case in the school

between April i and September 30, in any year.

Mumps came second to measles in frequency. In

several cases of the latter disease acute pancreatitis

had occurred as a complication and orchitis was
noted in more than 10 per cent, of the cases.

N?uiH of tt|? Wnk.
School Inspection.—Dr. Ira S. Wile, the recently

appointed member of the Board of Education of

New York, has protested to the Mayor against the'

action of the Board of Aldermen in practically wip-

ing from the City Budget for next year the pro-

vision for medical inspection of the parochial

schools in this city. Dr. Wile points out that there

are approximately 130,000 children in these schools,

for the proper inspection of whom it was proposed

to add to the present force of medical inspectors

and supervising nurses, which is sufficient only for

public school inspection, one medical inspector for

each 9,000, and one nurse for each 4,000 children.

From this minimum allowance, however, the Alder-

men have dropped nine inspectors and eight nurses,

thus leaving 81,000 children in the parochial schools

without medical inspection and 32,000 without the

attention of a supervising nurse. This so-called

economy has the effect of nullifying the money spent

on medical inspection of public schools, since each

uninspected school is a possible focus for the spread

of infection.

New Radium Fields.—Rich deposits of radium
have, it is said, been discovered near the Salzbur-

gerkopf in Austria.

Physicians' Study Travels.—At a subscription

dinner held December 7 in Philadelphia, a commit-
tee was appointed to organize the American Society

for Physicians' Study Travels, Dr. James M. An-
ders being elected chairman. All American physi-

cians interested in foreign study travels are in-

vited to correspond with the chairman, 1605 Wal-
nut street, Philadelphia, Pa. It is announced
also that in connection with the International

Medical Congress to be held in London next

summer, plans are being made in this city for

the organization of a study tour for physicians,

leaving New York on July 3, visiting the most im-

portant capitals and medical centers on the Con-
tinent, and ending in London the week of the Con-
gress. Details may be obtained from Dr. Richard
Kovacs, 236 East 6gth street. New Y'ork.

Rural Nurse Corps.—The project of the Red
Cross Society for the establishment of a rural nurse

corps throughout the country took definite shape re-

cently when the promise of an annual contribution

of $5,000 for this purpose was received.

Personal.—Col. William C. Gorgas, chief sani-

tary officer of the Isthmian Canal Commission,
sailed from Panama for Ecuador on December 4
for the purpose of making an estimate of the cost

of the proposed sanitation at Guayaquil. Col. Gor-

gas has declared his intention of making every

Southern port within seven days of Panama as free

from disease as is the Canal Zone itself.

Dr. Roland G. Curtin of Philadelphia has been

elected vice-president of the New England Society

of Pennsylvania, and Dr. ]\Iarcus E. Dwight has

been chosen physician to the same society.

Prize Essays.—The Committee on Prize Essays

of the Medical Society of the State of New Y'ork

offer the following suggestive, though not arbitrary,

subjects upon which competitors for the Merritt

H. Cash Prize and the Lucian Howe Prize, of $ioO
each, may submit essays: (i) Diagnosis and treat-

ment of syphilis of the central nervous system.

(2) The present status of serum therapy. (3)
Latest research relative to cancer. (4) The order

and sequence of vascular and cardiac disease.

(5) The function of the State in limiting the in-

crease of imbeciles and degenerates. (6) Sur-

gery in functional and organic disorders of the

stomach. Essays submitted in the competition must
be in the hands of the chairman of the commutee.
Dr. Albert Vanderveer, 28 Eagle street, Albany,

N. Y., not later than April i, 1913.

Medical Congress Museum.—A committee,

headed by Prof. A. Keith of the Royal College of

Surgeons, London, has been formed for the pur-

pose of organizing a museum in connection with

the XVTIth International Congress of Medicine to

be held in London in August, 1913. It is felt that

the collection of museum material in one center

possesses obvious advantages over the plan of leav-

ing each section to collect and house the specimens
required by the readers of its communications, and
that the study of the available material will be en-

hanced by the coordination of the various depart-

ments. The committee is, therefore, seeking ex-

hibits from provincial and foreign institutions and
from private collections, it having been decided to

leave the collections of the London hospitals undis-

turbed. The committee will defray the expenses of

transit of the exhibits, and will insure them against

damage and loss, besides taking every reasonable
precaution for their safety. Anyone willing to

place material at the disposal of the committee is

requested to communicate with the Honorable Sec-

retary of the Museum Committee, Dr. H. W. .Armit,

Ravenhurst, Talbot Road. Wembley, England.
Antehymeneal Medical Inspection.—At a re-

cent convention of the Episcopal Diocese of Ne-
vada resolutions were unanimously adopted in which
the clergymen of the State pledged themselves to

demand a certificate of health from each of the con-

tracting parties before performing the marriage
ceremony.

, Gifts to Charities.—By the will of the late Mr.
Theophilus J. Zurbrugg of Mount Holly, N. J., the

sum of $250,000 is placed in trust for the erection

and maintenance of a hospital at Riverside, N. J.

Besides this, $5,000 is left to the German Hospital
of Philadelphia for the endowment of a free bed,

and $5,000 also to the Burlington County, N. J.,

Hospital.

Mt. Sinai Hospital, the Montefiore Home for

Chronic Invalids, and the Visiting Guild for

Crippled Children of New York, each receive $2,500
by the will of the late Mr. Ferdinand Hermann of
this city.

By the will of the late Mrs. Mary A. Johnson of
Philadelphia, the sum of $5,000 is bequeathed to

the Presbyterian Hospital of that city for the en-

dowment of a free bed in memory of the testator's

daughter.

Harvey Society.—The fifth lecture of the season
will be delivered on Saturday evening, December
14. at the New York Academy of Medicine, by
Prof. Frank Burr Mallory of the Harvard Medical
School. Boston, on "The Infectious Lesions of
Blood Vessels."

German Medical Society.—At the annual
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meeting held in New York on December 2, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for 1913: President,

Dr. G. Seeligmann ; Vice-President, Dr. H. Fischer

;

Recording Secretary, Dr. M. Rehling; Treasurer,

Dr. S. Breitenfeld.

Association of Resident and Ex-Resident
Physicians of the Philadelphia Hospital.—The
twenty-sixth annual reunion was held in Philadel-

phia on December 3, Dr. Lawrence F. Flick pre-

siding, and Dr. Benjamin F. Stahl acting as toast-

master. Among the speakers were Dr. J. Solis-

Cohn, Dr. Joseph S. Neff, Dr. J- Ewing Mears, Dr.

Theodore Diller, and Dr. Richard C. Morris.

Frederick County (Md.) Medical Society.—At
the annual meeting held in Frederick the follow-

ing officers were elected : President, Dr. Morris

A. Birely, Thurmont; Vice-Presidents, Dr. S. S.

Maynard, Frederick, and Dr. Ralph R. Browning,
Myersville; Secretary, Dr. B. O. Thomas, Fred-

erick ; Treasurer, Dr. H. P. Fahrney, Frederick.

Williams County (O.) Medical Society.—The
following officers were elected at the annual meet-

ing of the society, held on November 22 : Presi-

dent, Dr. J. A. Weitz, Montpelier; Vice-President,

Dr. F. E. Solier, Bryan ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.

D. S. Burns, Bryan.

Prize Essay on Diabetes.—The Society of

Carlsbad Physicians announces a prize to be given

for the best essay on "The Treatment of Diabetes

Mellitus. with Special Reference to Balneother-

apy." The jury will be: Hofrat Prof. Dr. Ritter v.

Jaicsch of Prague, Prof. Dr. Luethje of Kiel. ^^rof.

Ortner of Vienna, Prof. Dr. Schmidt of Innsbruck,

and Dr. Edgar Ganz, President of the Society of

Carlsbad Physicians. It remains optional with the

judges to award either one prize of 5000 Kronen, or

two prizes of 3500 Kronen and 1500 Kronen, or

three prizes of 3500 Kronen, 1500 Kronen, and looo

Kronen. The competition is open to physicians of

all countries. Any language may be used. The
time of contest expires December 31, 1913. Any
further information may be obtained from the

Society of Carlsbad Physicians in Carlsbad.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Maurice Francis Sul-

livan of Brooklyn, a graduate of the Dartmouth

Medical School, Hanover, N. H., in 1887, died at

his home on November 29, aged 48 years.

Dr. Samuel J. T. Ritter of Bethlehem, Pa., a

graduate of the Eclectic Medical College, Cincin-

nati, in 1897, died at his home of pneumonia on

December 4, aged 36 years.

Dr. N.\THAN G. Ward, of Philadelphia, a graduate

of the Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, in

1893, formerly assistant in laryngology at the Jef-

ferson Hospital Dispensary, clinical professor of

laryngology and rhinology in the Medical Depart-

ment of Temple University, Philadelphia, and a

member of the American Medical Association, the

Pennsylvania State and Philadelphia County Medi-

cal Societies, and the American Academy of Oph-
thalmology and Oto-Laryngology, and attending

laryngologist and otologist to the Samaritan and

Garretson Hospitals, died at his father's home in

Elizabeth City, N. C, on December 4, aged 40
years.

Dr. George Ernest Jarrell of Notasulga, .Ma.,

a graduate of the Maryland Medical College, Balti-

more, in 1904, and a member of the Alabama State

and Macon County Medical Societies, died at his

home on November 25, aged 32 years.

Dr. Charles Erskine Bravton of Stonington,

Conn., a graduate of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, New York, in 1873, a member of the

American Medical Association, the National Asso-

ciation of Railway Surgeons, and the Connecticut

State and New London County Medical Societies,

and a former president of the last, and for six years

health officer of his borough, died at his home on
December 2, aged 61 years.

Dr. George Edwin Jones of St. Augustine, Fla.,

a graduate of the Ohio Medical College, Cincinnati,

in 1859, a member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation and of the Indiana State Medical Associa-

tion, and a veteran of the Civil War, having served

as assistant surgeon in the LTnited States Navy, died

at his home on November 30, aged y"/ years.

Dr. John Ely Brackett of Washington, D. C,
a graduate of George Washington University, De-
partment of Medicine, in 1870, a member of the

Medical Society of the District of Columbia, and
emeritus professor of the principles and practice of

medicine in the Howard LTniversity School of Medi-
cine, died at his home recently after a long illness,

aged 66 years.

Dr. Jaquelin E. Knight of Waycross, Ga., a

graduate of the Atlanta College of Physicians and
Surgeons in 1909, and a member of the American
Medical Association and the Georgia State and
Ware County Medical Societies, died at his home
on November 18, aged 26 years.

Dr. Henry Moore of Indianapolis, Ind., a grad-

uate of the Kentucky School of Medicine, Louis-

ville, in 1864, chairman of the board of trustees

of the Indiana State Tuberculosis Hospital at Rush-
ville, died suddenly at his home on December 2,

aged 71 years.

PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION AGAINST
TUBERCULOSIS.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—The notoriety given by the public press in

this country to the claims made by Dr. Friedmann
of Berlin before the Berlin Medical Society on
November 6 last, interests the writer more particu-

larly on account of Dr. Friedmann's statement that

he has vaccinated 360 children within the last year

with a vaccine consisting of living tubercle bacilli,

that had been found non-virulent by laboratory ex-

periments. The Berliner klinische Wochenschrift
of November 18 contains Friedmann's paper in

full, and also the discussion which followed its

presentation. In the latter, several of those par-

ticipating made it clear that, with the evidence at

hand, the use of a living virus, which for the time

had lost its virulence for laboratory animals, was
not justified and implied serious risks. Citron called

attention to the experience of Pasteur, with a pre-

sumably non-virulent living virus of chicken-

cholera which though first apparently successftil,

for some unknown reason regained its virulence

later, and instead of protecting, caused veritable

epidemics in the fowls which had been injected for

the purpose of their protection.

It appears to me that even with the risk of

using a living virus. Dr. Friedmann has not sup-

plied the slightest evidence that he has conferred

any degree of resistance or of immunity on the chil-

dren which he inoculated. The only evidence which

he sets forth for this purpose, namely that these

children are "so far free from scrofula" can

scarcelv be called evidence of immunity, nor does
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it preclude the possibility of his having actually

infected them, since an intra-muscular injection of

tubercle bacilli does not necessarily produce clini-

cal evidence of tuberculosis in the time which has
intervened, and need not do so until many years

later.

Comparing Friedmann's work with that of Dr.

von Ruck of Asheville, as reported in the Medi-
cal Record of August 31, 1912, one cannot but be
gratified with the precautions and extreme care

employed by him, with a vaccine the use of which
could imply no real danger, since it contains only

extractives of tubercle bacilli, likewise from a non-
virulent culture proven to have been so for over

10 years. But for this evidence of safety and the

additional evidence of its value I could never have
consented to its use in some 400 children of the

Baptist Orphanage here and under my medical

charge.

The evidence of its value has been demonstrated
as completely as this is possible to do by the pres-

ence of specific antibodies in the sers of vaccinated

animals, and in their complete protection against

an infection much more virulent than those made
by Dr. Friedmann, who admits that he lost all his

animals of tuberculosis in spite of his vaccination,

after infecting them with a weakly virulent culture

that killed on an average after no days, whereas
the infected control animals of Dr. von Ruck all

died in less than half this time. Dr. von Ruck
demonstrated further that the serum of non-

vaccinated children had neither bacteriolytic nor

germicidal power and contained no specific anti-

bodies, or at most but a very limited amount;
whereas they were present in large amounts on the

fifth day after vaccination, and he showed their

correspondence with the bacteriolytic and germici-

dal power of the serum in vitro and in vivo.

Although all animals infected with virulent tubercle

bacilli acted upon with serum taken before vacci-

nation became tuberculous and died, all animals in-

fected from the same culture acted upon with serum
taken after vaccination, withstood the infection and
remained free from tuberculosis. In recent re-

examinations of the children in whom I am par-

ticularly interested the same bacteriolytic and ger-

micidal power has again been shown without ex-

ception, and in a new series of 120 children, vac-

cinated within the last three months, the same
results have been obtained.

In the difference between this pioneer work done
in our own country and the results shown by Dr.

Friedmann of Berlin there is a most complete refu-

tation of the latter's postulate that for the produc-
tion of immunity in tuberculosis a living virus is

absolutely essential and that an inflammatory infil-

tration the size of a nut to half an apple must be

produced and must continue for a month or two
at the site of injection for its full development.

C. A. Julian, M.D.
Thomasville, N. C.

THE PREGNANT WOMAN, TUBERCULO-
SIS AND HER SAFETY.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—It appears that in my paper on this subject

in the Medical Record of November 16, several

fundamentals were not elaborated. This omission

was due to taking too much for granted and staying

too closely by the text. The good results of treat-

ment there mentioned should be attainable by anv

physician, or if not obtained, then the cause of fail-

ure will be found in carelessness or inattention to

details of simple nature. In the care of a tuber-

culous pregnant woman the advantages of fresh

air, ample diet and abundant exercise are well

known. Every such patient that I have seen had
already, or previously, been carefully advised as to

their value: but each woman also had some diffi-

culty which rendered the advice futile, because past

carrying out. Considering air, diet, and exercise

as an indispensable trinity of therapeutic measures

then I have yet to see the tuberculous pregnant

woman who could possibly avail herself of the

instructions of her medical adviser if she were left

in the condition in which she came under my care.

Lucky ones might utilize two of the factors, but

many could use none of three to their fullest bene-

fit. The physician had ordered the unattainable

and had taken no single step to make it available.

What is the profit in telling a woman to live out of

doors, to practise deep breathing, and to sleep in

the open, if we ignore the easily obsen'ed fact that

stuffy or obstructed nostrils are the rule among the

class of patients under discussion? Are not the

nostrils the entrances for air ? Does not the thoracic

pump begin at, and demand, a free intake if its

mechanism is to work normally? One thing a

pregnant woman should have is oxygen in abund-
ance; and the results of advising plenty of fresh

air to a patient with an obstructed nose are exactly

what one would expect. Oxygen minus, carbonic

dioxide plus, and the bacilli may- dance with joy

like the "Morning stars," hardly to the motive of

"Good will to men" though. In the presence and
under the baleful influence of a diminished intake

of oxygen, therapeusis is lame, indeed. Therefore,

in the name of "horse sense" the physician must
either free that nostril or refer the patient to some
man who can and will free it. Among non-tuber-

culous pregnant women absolutely typical normal
nasal passages are rare, but among tuberculous

ones the common and usual finding is that one or

both nostrils are in such bad condition that mouth
breathing, with consequent dust inhalation, is a

habit.

As to diet, its careful regulation becomes a farce

if the patient's teeth are so irregular that she has
note a "bite" in her mouth ; why not test the matter
with wax? The test is easily applied, and my re-

sults show that never have I found a perfectly nor-

mal bite, consequently the usual liquid diet of milk
and eggs does benefit the patient markedly because
the digestive tract is no longer upset as a sequence
of ineffecive or incomplete mastication. If you
cannot bestow upon the woman a good bite, possibly

you may feed her so much milk, eggs, and cream
that she can eat nothing else ; but it seems better to

me to call in consultation some one who can and
will mend the bite before advising the patient to go
upon a full diet which she cannot chew nor pre-

pare for absorption, and which, if persisted in.

means only ruin for the alimentary canal, upon the

kind offices of which so much depends in the safe

carrying of the fetus. In the matter of exercise

two conditions should be pointed out : a. Walking is

the form of exercise most generally available, h.

The walker is over-weight and gaining. This often

breaks down her feet. Call them fallen arches,

chronic sprain, or any term that pleases you, but the

pregnant woman's feet are frequently in such con-

dition that she either cannot walk at all or can onlv
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do so with an inconvenience and handicap which

vary from undue fatigue to positive pain. If ten-

der feet are found in connection with a pendulous,

unsupported abdomen swinging freely at each

labored step, why then, insistence on long walks is

a cruelty, severe and inexcusable, save only on the

plea of ignorance.

Summary.—A pregnant tuberculosis patient to be

treated successfully must have: (i) A free nose;

(2) a good bite; (3) good feet; (4) a proper ab-

dominal supporter. Otherwise the advice upon the

subjects of fresh air, of elaborate and careful diet

and of long walks in the open air signifies nothing.

Dr. Arthur Jacobus, who kindly read this letter,

suggests that my direction or prescription in the

first paper is indefinite, so I will state that I am
now prescribing a mixture of one part lysol, ten

parts ichthyol, and twenty parts aq. menth. pip. in

half teaspoonful doses, taken in four ounces of

water before each meal, and eight grains of calcium

creosote after each meal. He also suggests that I

use the words chewing or grinding teeth, instead

of the expression bite. This is a good point, but

I would explain that by the word "bite" I intended

to convey the result of the meeting of two sets of

opposing teeth in perfect apposition, and the ex-

pression, "the patient has not a good bite in her

mouth," means that no two opposing teeth meet
perfectly. It is not at all rare to find teeth in such

poor apposition that when the jaws are closed the

tongue may be touched, practically anywhere, by a

match or tooth pick thrust between them by the

hand of the examiner. Quite a different condition

from the almost solid wall with which the normally

placed teeth protect the tip of the tongue. It

makes small difference in ultimate result whether
the teeth are missing or maloccluded. Mastication

is bad or lost, that is all. The alimentary canal suf-

fers in any case. The doctor also points out the

importance of regular bowel action. As an expert

is tuberculosis he knows the imperative need of

a daily evacuation, but with the pregnant woman
afflicted with tuberculosis, if the bowels are not

carefully looked after you may then have sterco-

remia gravidarum, and this has a death rate to the

mother of one in two and one child in three is de-

livered alive. I need hardly point out that, in the

presence of the eclampsia which accompanies ster-

coremia, tuberculosis becomes negligible.

DouGL.^s H. Stewart, M.D.
128 West Eighty-sixth Street.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE B. M. A.'S SPECIAL MEETING OF REPRESENTATIVES

—ANNUAL MEETING OF R.C.S. DISCUSSION ON
RESPIRATORY NEUROSES—OBITUARY.

London, November 22, 1912.

The special meeting of the representatives of the

B. M. A. has been held and a decided position taken

up. Mr. Lloyd George now knows for certain that

he cannot dictate terms to the profession. On Tues-

day, after full discussion, more than 200 delegates

being present, it was almost unanimously resolved

that the latest proposals of the Chancellor are "un-

workable and derogatory to the profession." The
consequence of this is that "service under the Act
and Resfulations as at present constituted" must be

declined. As the members of the B. M. A. number
a majority of the profession this decision practi-

cally shows that the threats of Mr. Lloyd George
are vain, for it would be impossible for him to bring
the "medical benefits" of the Act into operation by
the appointed day, January 15. After this it was
proposed that the last offer of the Chancellor affords

an opportunity of conferring with him and the Com-
missioners "with a view to the settlement of the

points on which the demands of the profession have
not yet been met." This was discussed in all its

bearings and evidently commanded the approval of

nearly if not quite all the representatives, but to

make the position perfectly clear it was agreed to

take a vote by card. The result of the card vote
was announced on the opening of the second day's
meeting (Wednesday). It was a very great sur-

prise; in contrast with the overwhelming majority
for the first resolution declining to work the Act,
the second, informing the Chancellor that any fur-

ther proposal from him would be considered, was
only carried by the barest majority. The represen-

tatives' votes were equal within one, viz., 100 and
loi, representing the card poll as 9,292 and 9,269.
The State Sickness Committee was then reapn

pointed. Next, five delegates were nominated to

confer with the Chancellor. But with that love

of complex arrangements which is a defect of the
B. M. A., these five gentlemen are not told to con-
clude an agreement, but to report to the State

Sickness Committee, which in its turn is to report

to the Council. Even this body cannot act effec-

tively, for if any change in the conditions now ex-

isting be proposed it is to report the matter to

the divisions in the United Kingdom, and these

are directed to call meetings of all medical men
in their localities, whether members of the B. M. A.
or not, and take a vote as to acceptance or rejection

of the terms offered. Is not that an excellent ex-
ample of "How not to do it"?

The position does not seem much different from
what it was a month ago, except that Mr. Lloyd
George knows that he must make some concession.

It is hoped he will confer with the five deputies

early next week. It is feared by many that the

wily politician will be more than a match for

them. Another member of his Advisory Com-
mittee, Sir John Collie, has withdrawn from it.

The annual meeting of Fellows and Members of

the Royal College of Surgeons was held yesterday

when a resolution was passed approving the action

of the Council "as far as such action went" in ref-

erence to the Insurance Act. The limitation is sug-

gestive of the usual do-nothing policy of the col-

lege. The mover held that an amending act was im-

peratively required and public opinion would sup-

port the demand. The seconder said they had only

to put sufficient pressure on the government—the

Commissioners being only its tools and creatures.

Sir V. Horsley said the original central question

was as to remuneration and that could not be sev-

ered from their social status. Mr. Geo. Jones

thought it was not desirable to do anything more
than endorse the action of the Council. This was
done "as far as such action went," and then .mother

resolution was carried regretting that the Council

had not called a general special meeting of the Fel-

lows and members to consider the Insurance Act.

The Medical Society of London last week held a

debate on Respiratory Neuroses. It was opened by
Dr. Samuel West, who discussed them in two
groups, according as thev are associated, or not, or

lead to dyspnea and its consequences—cyanosis
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and suffocation. Those so associated are spasmodic
asthma, laryngeal spasms, and whooping cough.
Those without dyspnea, etc., are paroxysmal
tachypnea, the air-hunger of diabetes mellitus, and
uremia and periodic respiration in its two forms of
grouped respiration and Cheyne-Stokes breathing.
In true asthma the breathing is slow with a greatly
prolonged expiratory phase. The post-expiratory
pause is absent, replaced by a post-inspiratory one.
The muscles of inspiration are in full action, but
there is little, if any, expiratory recoil. The passing
off of the attack is indicated by a gradual return of
the expiratory movements. The multiplicity of

causes which provoke an attack is remarkable, but
there must be also a predisposition and this cannot
be located in the respiratory center in the medulla,
but must be looked for above this—possibly in the

brain itself. Laryngismus stridulus and allied

spasms were accounted for by Dr. West in the same
manner and even whooping cough he spoke of as

a respiratory neurosis, though admitting the facts

showed it was an infectious zymotic disease, the
stress of it falling on the upper respiratory centers.

Passing to his second group, he said that paroxys-
mal tachypnea is comparable to tachycardia in some
respects, but not so important, for he had not seen
it lead to any serious result. He would place it

among these neuroses in a category by itself as the

cardiac disturbance is by itself.

The air-hunger of diabetes and uremia, "steam
engine breathing," usually comes on abruptly or

must arise in the higher center, a conclusion sup-

ported by its assocition with or following coma.
Some chemical body would seem to be the excitant.

Cheyne-Stokes breathing occurs in various con-
ditions and is always of gravest significance. It is

seen in the course of a disease of the nervous sys-

tem above the medulla or where there is heart fail-

ure, mostly of left ventricle. But it has been re-

corded as occurring in a healthy person asleep or

fatigued or aged, but very rarely. It has been
shown to be sometimes set up by drugs and a similar

state has been observed in animals. Dr. West dis-

missed these reports as of no clinical import, al-

though interesting, as they might be in other re-

spects, and said when the symptom was seen in a

patient it indicated either cardiac failure or some
morbid condition of the central nervous system

above the medulla and pons.

Grouped respiration was a striking contrast as

being very slow—not more than 8 to 12 as against

the 40 to 120 of Cheyne. Moreover, it had no
clinical significance. The general conclusion sub-

mitted to the society thus appears to be that in

all the respiratory neuroses it is not to the center

in the medulla, but more likely in the cortex that

we must look.

Sir David Ferrier acknowledged Dr. West's lucid

description and classification, but thought there is

still room for investigation of the neuroirritability

on which these spasmodic attacks ultimately de-

pend. He doubted whether whooping-cough could

be considered in the group, for it is infectious and

evidently has a definite materies morbi, so differing

from a true neurosis, and as much may be said of

the emotional manifestations met with in hysteria.

But he agreed that asthma is a true neurosis, and as

Hughlings Jackson said, has close affinities with

epilepsy. All essential symptoms of an asthmatic

attack have been shown to be explicable by the con-

striction of the bronchioles from irritation of the

vagus, the state of the membrane being secondary

to this irritation. Inspiration is relatively easier but
is obstructed, so it is not correct to call it a state of
expiratory dyspnea. The contracted muscles, in

fact, are the inspiratory. The expiratory, as the

abdominal, are flaccid. Sir D. Ferrier went on to

say he saw more of Cheyne-Stokes breathing than
the other neuroses, as it so often occurs in cerebral

cases, but he doubted if there was a satisfactory

explanation of its mechanism. Such must apply to

all conditions. But though it occurs chiefly in cere-

bral and cardiac failure it may occur in a normal
state, in infants, in persons asleep, in hibernating
animals, under some drugs. But more important
than these it may be produced artificially in healthy

persons. Haldane showed that breathing deeply
while comfortably seated in an easy chair brings

on apnea in two minues ; this continues two min-
utes further, and then as ordinary breathing returns

it is at first as Cheyne-Stokes, which gradually dies

away. In the explanation it must be remembered
that the normal respiratory excitants are fall of

oxygen pressure and correlative increase of car-

bonic acid—the immediate excitant of the center

which is highly sensitive to the heart variation. Ex-
cess of CO„ causes hyperpnea ; excess of O apnea.

With lower O pressure the center becomes more
sensitive to CO, and responding more energetically

brings on hypernea, which dies away when O is

increased and the CO, is washed out. A pause
follows and the cycle is repeated. It has been
shown that inhalation of air containing more than

2 per cent, of COo (the amount which maintains
the normal stimulation) may abolish Cheyne-Stokes
symptom. So will inhaling pure O, which excites

the center to send out forcible impulses and so

wash out the CO, from the alveoli and the blood.

Dr. Hector Mackenzie remarked that asthma might
cease after an acute illness, which confirmed the

idea that it was a neurosis. Dr. Leonard Guthrie
regarded some other symptoms as due to lessened

control of the higher center and spoke of such

neurosis as somatic and psychosomatic. He had
rarely met asthma and epilepsy in the same patient.

But he thought there was association with "dead
fingers." In young children asthma simulated

bronchitis with more urgent symptoms which some-
times disappeared suddenly.

Dr. Buzzard was not sure the higher centers were
concerned, but though,' scientific work tended to in-

culpate the lower. In sleep and slight cerebral de-

pression the Cheyne-Stokes breathing did not occur,

but only with depression so deep as to involve the

lower centers.

Dr. Batten said in paroxysmal tachypnea the

breathing was inverted, i.e. the pause came after

the inspiration.

Dr. Steele-Perkins had seen an attack similar to

an asthmatic one in an epileptic prevented by bro-

mide.

Dr. Poynton had seen cases with enlarged thy-

roid, but no other sign of Graves's disease, but sub-

ject during pregnancy to attacks of severe dvspnea.

Such attacks also were seen in salicylate poisoning

and resembled those of diabetic coma.

Dr. V. Bell suggested that the relationship to in-

sanity might be connected with narcotics as many
asthmatics formed a habit of taking morphia or

cocaine which had been prescribed with relief at

first.

Dr. G. T. B. Blick of Broome. West Australia,

has died in London, in his forty-fifth year. He had
held a number of professional posts at Broome and
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was the author of "Medical Experiences in North-

west Australia" and also of "Diver's Paralysis."

He was M.D., Durham, and held the double quali-

fication of the London colleges.

Brigade-Surgeon Lt.-Col. Wm. Owen died on

the 13th, aged sixty. He graduated in Dublin in

1873 and served in India.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

THE GERMAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION—DIS-

EASES CAUSED BY FOODS AND CONFECTIONS—MEAT
POISONING CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE MOSQUITO.

Berlin, October IS, 1912.

The convention of the German Public Health Asso-

ciation, which was held in the early part of Septem-

ber, was the occasion for the presentation of a series

of papers of eminent practical importance, which it

is hoped will become the starling point of numerous

reforms in improving the health of the people. "Dis-

eases Caused by Foods and Confections" was the

subject of a paper by G. Mayer of Munich. Statu-

tory enactments and improvements in technical

processes have diminished the prevalence of certain

diseases, such as poisoning by metals. There still

occur, however, instances of poisoning from flour

containing lead, which contamination is to be at-

tributed to the fact that millstones are filled with

lead. Ergotisn, which formerly was so prevalent,

has not appeared in Germany during the past thirty

years, owing to the introduction of modern milling

machinery. The contamination of margarine has

given rise to cases of poisoning in Hamburg and
Siirty other German cities. The occurrence of

wholesale methyl alcohol poisoning in Berlin during

191 1, when there were affected i6o individuals, with

89 deaths, came up for discussion. Cases of toad-

stool poisoning still arise. Instruction in the schools

and an efficient control of markets are important

means of preventing the occurrence of this form of

poisoning. Cases of fish poisoning are nowadays
exceedingly rare, although Germany consumes an-

nually seven kilos of fish per unit of population. It

is important to note that a series of river fish, as the

barbel, the pike, and the lote, at the time of spawn-
ing are poisonous, and that the roe especially causes

severe diarrhea. Cheese poisoning is still observed,

but only in certain parts of Geimany. The instances

of poisoning resulting from the use of egg prepara-

tions and even of potatoes are to be attributed to

bacterial decomposition. Special care is necessary

with reference to the use of crabs, since these are

not prepared in a cleanly manner and are preserved

with boric acid. The use of boric acid and other

chemical food preservatives is strongly condemned.
Since i860 trichinosis has affected 15,479 indi-

viduals in Germany. The introduction in 1900 of

the official inspection of cattle has caused a rapid

decline in the occurrence of this disease. In Ba-
varia, however, in which there is no such inspection,

the prevalence of trichinosis has increased. It is

particularly in the country where the inspection of

cattle is lax that cases of illness contracted from
diseased cattle are more common than in the city.

During the past thirty years there have been re-

ported 5,500 cases of meat poisoning. In 66 of iii

epidemics of this form of poisoning sick cattle were
the cause. During the past twenty years there have
been reported 600 instances of poisoning by the

Bacillus proteus which is found in infected meat.
The Bacillus bohdivus which sometimes contami-

nates sausage meat has caused during the past

thirty years 800 cases of poisoning with 200 deaths.

The Bacillus enteritidis of Gaertner has given rise

to 2,000 cases of poisoning in the past twenty
years. The examination of sausage meat shows
wide differences in bacterial content. The author

counted sixteen million bacteria in one gram of

sausage meat. The majority of cases of sausage
poisoning occur in the kingdom of Saxony. It is

recommended that the use of meat sterilizers be en-

forced in the meat industries.

The mosquito pest and its eradication was the title

of an interesting paper by Professor Heymann of

Berlin. The importance of this problem is indicated

by the fact that the author had received appeals

from thousands of places to give advice and as-

sistance with reference to ridding these places of

mosquitos. Many watering places and health re-

sorts have suffered greatly throughout their entire

existence from the presence of these pests. The
patients in tuberculosis sanatoria and the soldiers

in barracks have suff'ered from the same cause. In

fighting the mosquito it is necessary to wage the

war in two campaigns, one during the summer and
the other during the winter. In the former the ob-

ject is to prevent the development of new broods of

mosquitos, and in the latter the object is to destroy

the hibernating insects. The important measure in

the summer campaign iij the removal of the breed-

ing places. Large areas of swamp may be arti-

ficially drained, while smaller ones may be removed
entirely. The addition of chemical insecticides and
the introduction of animal species that feed on the

mosquito may effect the destruction of the larvae

and pupae.

The winter campaign consists in the discovering

of the hiding places of the mosquitos in enclosed

spaces or in the fields, and then destroying them by
means of smoking-out, burning, or the application

of chemicals. A national campaign against the

mosquito requires the training of an efficient per-

sonnel, composed of disinfectors and street, coun-
try, and forest workers. The public press and
the public officials should cooperate in the work.'

The campaign should be extended over two winter

and four summer months. Only when this work is

continued for a number of years does it offer any
promise of success.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

November 28, 1912.

1. Contributions of the Nineteenth Century to a Living Pathology.
W. J. Mayo.

2. The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis bv .\rtificial Pneumo-
thorax .•\ccording to the Method of Forlanini. G. M. Balboni.

3. Under Ether. H. T. Bailey.

I. The Nineteenth Century and a Living Pathol-

ogy.—W. J. Mayo regards John Hunter as the domi-

nant figure of medicine in the eighteenth century. He was
anatomist, physiologist, and pathologist, and the great sur-

gical philosopher of his time. In the early part of the nine-

teenth centurj' anatomy, especially regional anatomy, be-

came the subject of more accurate study. France led in this

field of work, bringing anatomy to a high stage of develop-

ment, and with it a specialized surgical technique, thus in

her turn becoming the great medical center of the civiHzed

world. The discovery of the germ origin of disease made
Pasteur the greatest benefactor the world has ever known.

Virchow placed cellular pathology upon a sound footing.

Lister applied the germ theory to the treatment of wounds.

Anesthesia and asepsis enabled surgery to assume an im-
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portant part in solving the discrepancies between post-

mortem findings and the nature of the disease as it existed

during life. Surgery was positive and active, and one

organ after another became the object of this form of

study during life. Tait was the pioneer in abdominal sur-

gery. Fitz made known to the world the part played by

the appendix in the causation of infections in the abdom-

inal cavity. It is now generally recognized that chronic

irritation is a factor in the causation of carcinoma. Ex-
perimental investigation has been an important factor in

revealing living pathology. Surgical experimentation has

created distinct advances in the surgery of the cranium, the

thorax, and of the blood-vessels. The .r-rays have disclosed

many of the inner secrets which have heretofore baffled

the clinician and the surgeon. By what means can this great

accumulation of the knowledge of disease be applied to aid

individual patients? There is but one answer to the ques-

tion—cooperation in medicine. Medicine must no longer be

practised individually but by groups of men, each one bring-

ing the results of his work and studies to bear upon the

case.

2. Artificial Pneumothorax in the Treatment of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis.—G. M. Balboni states that the

theories advanced as to the cause of action of therapeutic

pneumothora.x are based on the mechanical immobilization

of the lung and the diminished circulation resulting there-

from. The compressive action of the pneumothorax brings

about its results in accordance with the general precept of

surgical therapy, that tlie reparation of the solution of con-

tinuity demands the permanent evacuation of the contents

and the bringing of the walls into contact. Forlanini's

theory is that the destruction of pulmonary tissue and the

resulting cavities are nothing less than solutions of con-

tinuity which do not heal because they are never completely

emptied, but are, on the contrary, kept irreducibly gaping

or open by the relative rigidity of the thoracic cavity. A
properly produced pneumothora.x frees or separates the

lung from the thoracic wall, immobilizes and compresses it,

reduces the cavities and empties them, and by the coalition

of their walls brings about their obliteration and cicatriza-

tion. Another factor also comes into play. Whatever may
be the manner of entrance into the lung of the pathogenic

germs that cause phthisis, the successive spreading of the

process comes about usually through the respiratory tract.

Some part of the septic material, as it is being expelled dur-

ing expiration, is easily drawn back into the lung during in-

spiration, causing the continuous formation of new foci of

infection. The immobilization of the lung overcomes this,

the prevailing, if not the only, cause of the continual

spreading of the process. Thus the other lung, if not

already diseased, is protected; the spreading of the infec-

tion into other parts of the body, such as the larynx and

intestines, may be prevented; and a means of combating

the spreading of the disease in general may be secured.

New York Medical Journal.

November 30, 1912.

1. Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers. \V. E. Decks.
2. The Inheritance of Acquired Characters. IV. J. Wright.
3. Uretliral Drainage in the Treatment of Chronic Urethritis. G. H.

Persson.
4. The Borderline Case: a Vital Problem. M. S. Macy.
6. The Induction Anesthesia. L. D. Frescoln.
6. .Xir Impurities

—

Concluded. Charles Baskerville.
7. Diet in Carcinoma. E. G. Kessler.
8. Postyen and Its Natural Hot Su'phur Mud Baths. E. Pisko.
9. In Memoriam: Genera! Robert Ala-tland O'Reilly, Surgeon-Gen-

eral, United States Army, 1902-1909. F. H. Garrison.
10. The Surgery of the Spleen. W. J. Mayo.

I. Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers.—W. E. Decks be-

lieves that the following chain of conditions leads up to

gastric and duodenal ulcers. A sugar starch diet, to the

exclusion of fruits and vegetables, ferments and forms irri-

tating diffusible organic acids which stimulate the gastric

glands and give rise to hyperacidity. On the other hand,

the same diet tends to a lessening of peristaltic action, and

constipation, which are followed by anemia with lowered

cell resistance. The combination of hyperacidity with low-

ered cell resistance in an aneinic mucous membrane is suffi-

cient to bring about a loss of continuity in the mucous
membrane with the attendant bacterial invasion. Mechan-
ical irritants of any sort may assist to the same end. With
this theory as to the etiology of gastric and duodenal ulcers

the author has devised the following plan of treatment : In

severe cases with hemorrhage, he advises absolute rest in

bed and a liquid diet for two or three days until the vom-
iting ceases and there is no more hemorrhage either into

the stomach or duodenum. The liquids should consist of

orange juice without sugar, milk, and broth. Then gradu-

ally one should add eggs, meat balls underdone, fresh fruits

and green vegetables cooked, particularly those of the softer

kind, like squash. After six to ten days every variety

of meat, fish, green vegetables, and cooked and uncooked

fruit can be given. Care must be taken to exclude in every

form sugar, potatoes, bread, toast, cakes, and pastry. The
only medication given is dilute nitric acid before meals

from the onset of the attack. It is given with the object of

destroying the bacteria of starch and sugar fermentation in

doses of from fifteen to twenty drops of the dilute prepara-

tion in half a tumbler of water.

3. Urethral Drainage in the Treatment of Chronic

Urethritis.—G. H. Persson states that suitable drainage

in the urethral canal is indicated in the treatment of ure-

thritis, because it provides for rapid elimination of patho-

genic bacteria and their products. Sterile drainage is of

great value as a diagnostic means to determine the pres-

ence of gonococci in doubtful cases. Antiseptic drainage

serves the same purpose in the urethral canal as applications

of gauze in surgical treatment of wounds. Drainage ma-

terial used in the urethra must be absorbent in character,

without which property it is useless. Lactic ferments are

indicated in the treatment of chronic urethritis, becausa

these bacteria when properly used have germicidal effects

on the offending organism in the urethra. Certain lactic

ferments produce under favorable conditions bacterial prod-

ucts which increase the activity of cells with which they are

brought in contact, thus promoting the absorption in this

instance of the perigranular infiltration that is the charac-

teristic pathological factor in chronic urethritis. The re-

quirements necessary for success are, first, a proper method

of application by which drainage may be introduced without

discomfort to the patient, and, second, the use of an emol-

lient substance which acts as a lubricant without making
the drain nonabsorbent and in which the desiccated ferment

finds a favorable medium for development. This medium
must be prepared with the aim in view of preventing the

natural death of the ferment by neutralizing the excess of

lactic acid when this reaches a point where it acts destruc-

tively to the organisms which produce it. This medium
must also contain elements in the presence of which the

lactic acid organism produces a large amount of enzymes,

or that bacterial product which causes increased local cel-

lular activity and induces the formation of bacteriotropic

substances.

4. The Borderline Case in Mental Deficiency.—M. S.

Macy has observed 125 cases of children in all of which, in

the original series of examinations, appeared more or less

definite signs of mental deficiency, including from two to

four years' retardation according to the Binet-Simon tests,

and also in every case a number of phj'sical inefficiencies or

deficiencies. These children, after careful study and con-

sultation of experts, were all classed as feeble minded and

recommended for special pedagogical treatment, as well as

medical and hygienic care. Without exception these 125 pa-

tients, following upon proper medical and hygienic treat-

ment, and having the advantage of intelligent and special-

ized pedagogical care during the period of from two to

four years, have so far recovered from their "feeble-mind-
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edness" that they have been able to resume and maintain

their place in classes of children of their own age. For

about thirty two per cent, medical care is still necessary

;

about thirty per cent, more are still handicapped by their

sensory inefficiency, but not sufficiently so for any one

to-day to class them as feeble minded. The author em-

phasizes the fact that schools—not institutional—and med-

ical and hygienic care has accomplished the transformation

in these cases.

7. Diet in Carcinoma.—E. G. Kessler notes that

Beneke found the cancer cells rich in cholesterin. He as-

sumed cholesterin to be a product of the proteins, which,

however, is not proved, and he therefore recommended the

removal from the diet of cancerous patients not only of

cholesterin and lecithin, but also of all nitrogenous sub-

stances. To a certain degree traditional experience practi-

cally coincides with the postulates of Beneke. Observation

shows that cancer occurs spontaneously less frequently

among herbivora than among carnivora. Ethnographic ob-

servation shows that cancer appears more frequently in

races having a high consumption of meat. In the literature

there are frequent reports that the growth of cancer is

strongly favored by an excessive meat diet. The proteins

of the meat diet are all rich in sulphur, and in the author's

opinion ought to be reduced. The diet wdiich he would rec-

ommend in carcinoma would be as follows, to be modified

according to the taste of the individual ; Breakfast : Tea

or coffee with sugar and cream (not milk, on account of

the lactalbumins), little bread with much butter, fresh or

cooked fruit. Dinner : Soup, of fruit or cereals or vege-

tables (not meat broths), peas, lentils, beans; for change,

meat, two ounces at the most, puree of potato, dumplings,

edible roots (carrots, beets), boiled or preserved fruits,

rice, salads. Supper : Fruits with rice, potatoes with but-

ter, salads. The amounts should be plentiful. The neces-

sary quantity of casein, one or two ounces, can be mixed

with butter and used with the various meals.

10. Surgery of the Spleen.—By W. J. Mayo. (See

Medical Record, November 16, 1912, page 9IS-)

Journal of the American Medical Association.

November 30, 1912.

1. Arteriosclerosis. T. D. Coleman.
2. The Menace to the Voung Child of the Common Infectious Cold.

T. S. Southworth.
3. Tlie Occurrence and Etiologj' of Club-Foot. A. Ehrenfried.
4. The Value of the Social Service Department to the Children's

Dispensary. M. Ostheimer.
5. The Infection of Rhesus Monkeys with Blood from Patients

with Rheumatic Fever. O. M. Schloss.
6. The \'alue of Serial Radiography in Gastrointestinal Diagnosis.

L. G. Cole.
7. The Or-'gin of Tube-Casts. H. B. Erdman.
8. The Present Standing of the Operation of Litholapaxy. A. T.

Cabot.
9. Suprapubic Cystotomy for Vesical Calculus, Indications and

Operative Procedure. W. E. Lower.
10. Seminal Vesicu'otomy; Its Purpose and Accomplishments.

F. Fuller.
11. Death and Blindness from Methyl or Wood-Alcohol Poisoning

with Me.Tns of Prevention. C. A. Wood.
12. \ Plea for Longer Intervals in Milk Feeding. J. H. Comroe.

1. Arteriosclerosis.—By T. D. Coleman. (See Med-
ical Record, Vol. 81. page iii-|.)

2. The Young Child and the Common Infectious
Cold.—By T. S. Southworth. (See Medical Record,
Vol. 81, page 1160.)

3. Occurrence and Etiology of Clubfoot.—K. Ehren-
fried states that congenital talipes occurs approximately
once in every thousand births, and in one-tenth of all in-

fants with congenital deformities. Of the two important
types, equinovarus constitutes about 80 per cent, and cal-

caneovarus 20 per cent. Forms which cannot be classified

under one or the other of these divisions are rare. The
fixed type of calcaneovalgus is less common than the po-
tential type. Equinovarus on one foot and calcaneovalgus
on the other is quite unusual. Clubfoot is known to have
appeared in near relatives in 5 per cent, of the cases. About
33 per cent, of all the patients are firstborn; in about 16

per cent, delivery is difficult; in 4 per cent, birth is prema-
ture and in 2 per cent, illegitimate. The condition appears
in twins or triplets four times as often as in single preg-

nancies. It is accompanied by other congenital deformities

in 12 per cent of all cases. There are three etiological fac-

tors to be considered: heredity, evident in 5 per cent.; early

intrauterine causes, depending on faulty nutrition from a

diseased condition of the chorionic villi, evident in lO per

cent., and mechanical causes operating later in intrauterine

life, accounting probably for most of the remainder. In the

last class, poor hygiene of pregnancy and work during preg-

nancy are undoubtedly causal factors of considerable im-

portance.

4. Social Service in the Children's Dispensary.—By M.
Ostheimer. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1161.)

5. Monkeys and Rheumatic Fever.—O. M. Schloss

states that his experiments fail to show that the blood of

patients suffering from rheumatic fever contains an infec-

tious virus capable of affecting rhesus monkeys. Either

he causative agent of the disease is not present in the cir-

culating blood in sufficient quantity, or, if it is present,

rhesus monkeys are immune to its influence.

6. Serial Radiography in Gastrointestinal Diagnosis.—
By L. G. Cole. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1165.)

7. The Origin of Tube Casts.—H. B. Erdman be-

lieves that tube casts of all kinds, excepting the epithelial

and fatty varieties, more frequently come from the protein

elements of the blood, through temporary or permanent in-

sufficiency of the glomerulus than from the tubular epi-

thelium. Leaking of the tuft during the periods of hyper-

emia does not imply serious injury to the thin walls of the

capillaries. Slight traces of albumin in the urine are not

incompatible with good health. The diagnostic value of

polynuclear leucocytes is often exaggerated as they are

found in the average urine, and may be increased by the

mildest irritation. Their value in the diagnosis of nephritis

is slight unless they are incorporated in casts or obtained

by catheterization of the ureters. In estimating the value

of casts one should bear in mind that the kidney is subject

to normal wear and tear, and this may be exaggerated at

times without serious import; also as age advances slight

kidney changes are apt to occur, often being focal in the

senile and arteriosclerotic kidneys. Tube casts give no

reliable information as to the functional power of the

Kidney.

8. The Operation of Litholapaxy.—A. T. Cabot

points out that the mortality of this operation is 1.6 to 6

per cent., while the mortality of suprapubic lithotomy is

from 10 to 20 per cent. He believes that litholapaxy is the

operation of choice in all uncomplicated cases of stone.

The litholapaxy outfit, while not very expensive, adds con-

siderably to the surgeon's apparatus, and may seem a seri-

ous burden to a general surgeon who sees few cases of

stone, and who therefore resorts to lithotomy when such a

case occurs in his practice rather than send the patient to

another operator. This position is strengthened by the

belief that there is special danger requiring special skill in

litholapaxy. These imagined difficulties are greatly exag-

gerated ; there is less danger from litholapaxy without ex-

perience than from suprapubic lithotomy in experienced

hands.

9. Longer Intervals in Infant Feeding. By J. H.

Comroe. (See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1117.)

The Lancet.

November 23, 1912.

1. The Role of the Cardiovascular System in Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis. Sir R. Douglas Powell.

2. The Clinical Significance of Different Forms of Regular Tachy-
cardia. T. Lewis

3. The Occurrence of the Cholera Vibrio in the Biliary Passages.
F. D. W. Grei?.

4. Major Leonard Rogers' Method of Treatment of Asiatic Cholera.
J. W. D. Mec-aw.

5. Erythremia. With an Account of Six Cases. J. Parkinson.
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6. The \'arieties and Treatment of Lateral Curvature of the Spine.
R. C. Elmslie.

7. Purpura Fulminans. J. A. M. Cameron.
8. Jejunostomy in Combination with Anterior Gastroenterostomy in

the Treatment of Chronic Gastric Ulcer. E. T. Tatlow.
9. The Dangers *of Electricity from the Clinical, Forensic, and

Hygienic Points of View. S. Jellinek.

1. The Cardiovascular System in Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis.—S. R. Douglas Powell states that the minute
vessels are attacked very early in the lesions of tuberculosis

and the tuberculous nodule is distinguished from all other

growths by the early destruction of vessels and the casea-

tion and necrosis which ensue. The early destruction of

vessels in the lesions of tuberculosis is of advantage to the

patient, for, were it not for this destruction, fatal hemor-
rhage would be a very frequent termination of advanced

cases of the disease. The heart's action is almost invariably

quickened in tuberculosis. A slow pulse when met with is

always of good augury. The systemic blood pressure

ranges rather low in some acute cases of tuberculosis, but

may recover almost, if not quite, to the normal in chronic

and quiescent cases. It is probable that the pulmonary

arterial pressure is at least relatively high. A rise of sys-

temic blood pressure in the course of- tuberculosis is an

indication of improvement and of favorable augury in

prognosis. The author is of the opinion that the heart in

pulmonary tuberculosis does not share in the wasting of

other muscles. Consumptives on the whole have a much
better circulation than they are given credit for, their

hearts are relatively good, and a low blood pressure in them
is mainly attributable to depressed cardiac function from

excessive absorption of bacterial products. In some cases

of advanced but quiescent phthisis one meets with great

irritability of the heart, with attacks of palpitation or dis-

turbed action easily provoked by exertion, emotion or dys-

pepsia, disturbances attended with great distress, sometimes

with almost anginal suffering. There are cases of one-

sided disease, with a fibroid and contracted lung; the

heart is cramped on all sides in a restricted chamber with

rigid parietes, instead of being surrounded by resilient

structures whose peripheral influence is aspiratory to its

cavities. In chronic and quiescent cases of tuberculosis the

stagnant bacterial products inay not get at all in the gen-

eral circulation, or so gradually or in such small quantities

as to cause little or no constitutional disturbance. If in such

patients quietude is replaced by activity, the circulatory ac-

tivity and blood pressure are raised in the perifocal zones,

and there is brought about increased absorption of the

bacillary products. The hurried breathing further increases

the disturbance in these areas. It is upon the basis of this

autoinoculation that the system of graduated labor in the

sanatorium treatment of tuberculosis has been introduced

as a means of bringing about autoinoculation and thus pro-

ducing a gradual immunity by progressive, stimulation of

phagocytic action and of other agencies antagonistic to the

bacillus.

2. Clinical Significance of Reguljir Tachycardia.

—

T. Lewis notes that there are forms of this condition. The
first is the simple or physiological type of tachycardia. The
other two forms are subdivisions of a single class—namely,

the pathological type of tachycardia; they may be termed

simple paroxysmal tachycardia and auricular flutter. The

increase in the heart rate that occurs as the result of exer-

cise, emotion, and fever, and that occurs in exophthalmic

goiter, in chronic alcoholism, pulmonary tuberculosis, and

other toxic conditions, is of the same nature in all of these

cases. The rate of impulse formation in the region of the

superior vena cava is increased, and both auricles and

both ventricles participate in the altered rate. What-

ever the mechanism, the fact remains that this is a sim-

ple exaggeration of a normal phenomenon. How is

an acceleration of the heart's action of this type to

be recognized? The heart-rate falls conspicuously when

the patient lies down, it rises when the erect posture is re-

assumed, and it is increased by exertion and by excite-

ment. Electrocardiagrams provide a valuable and the only

method of estimating whether an individual heart beat has

been propagated along normal channels or not. If the beat

arises in an abnormal center the course of the contraction

wave is necessarily altered and the beat gives rise to an

abnormal type of curve. The second kind of tachycardia

is of this type and includes the pathological forms of

tachycardia; it arises, not at the normal center, but at some

point away from it, and the new center is usually an auricu-

lar one. It occurs in short or long paro.xysms, whence the

term which describes it. But these are not the sole char-

acteristics of this form of tachycardia, although they are

among its chief ones. When simple tachycardias come

and go, they come and go gradually ; the pathological types

of tachycardia appear and disappear abruptly. In auricular

flutter, the third type of tachycardia, the rate surpasses

200, the maximal known limit being 335 per minute. The

new rhythms arise in the auricle and probably away

from the normal center ; they also start and finish abruptly

;

they are also uninfluenced by posture, exercise, and other

similar factors to a remarkable degree. Auricular flutter,

besides being characterized by the greater rapidity of the

heart beat, diff^ers from the former group of cases in two

respects: .-Mthough the rate of auricular contraction is ex-

treme, being usually between 270 and 300 per minute, it is

but rarely that the ventricle keeps these paces. In most

instances this chamber beats at half the auricular rate, and

the grade of acceleration is thus disguised.

3. The Cholera Vibrio in the Biliary Passages.—

E. D. W. Greig reports the history of a case of cholera

which presented several interesting and suggestive features.

After the acute phase the patient lived for twelve days,

dying from uremia. The cholera vibrio was found in the

bile and there were pathological changes in the gall-blad-

der. The presence of the comma bacillus was demonstrated

in the consolidated area in the lung. The pathological in-

vestigations indicated that the changes found in organs

were the result of toxic action, the origin of this poison

being probably the cholera vibrio growing in the bile. As

the cholera vibrios die the intracellular toxin is liberated

and passes into the system. The appearance of the cecum

was striking. It resembled verj- closely the condition found

in the large intestine of rabbits after the subcutaneous or

intravenous injection of Shiga bacilli. From a considera-

tion of the facts presented in this case the author believes

that it will be necessary to revise the present conception of

the distribution of the cholera vibrio in the tissues of man,

and this revision may help to clear up certain unexplained

problems connected with cholera.

British Medical Journal.

November 23, 1912.

1. A Clinical Study on the Avenues of Rheumatic Infection: Based
Upon Examination of 75 Cases of Sydenham's Chorea. W. P.

S. Branson.
2. A Possible Test in the Differentiation Between Human and

Bovine Tvpes of the Tubercle Bacillus. J. Fraser.
3. The Soil and the Seed in Tuberculosis. H. Sutherland.
4. A Note on Rat-Bite Fever. W'tb Report and Temperature Chart

of a Recent Case. R. W. CruickshaT'k.
5. A Ruling Habit Strong in Death. C. H. VV. Parkinson.

1. The Avenues of Rheumatic Infection.—W. P. S.

Branson concludes from his clinical studies that Syden-

ham's chorea and rheumatic fever are due to one and the

same infecting agent. The action of the rheumatic poison

upon a specifically predisposed central nervous system pro-

duces a characteristic nervous instability which may pre-

cede the appearance of choreic movements by some weeks,

and may in other cases itself constitute the sole evidence

of the choreic tendency, the phase of movements never

becoming developed at all. The emergence of choreic

movements is determined by emotional stimuli acting upon

a central nervous system thus previously disequilibrated.

The commonest avenue of rheumatic infection is the ton-

sil, and next to it the nose. The first essential of rational
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treatment of rheumatic infection is restoration of the upper

air passages to a healthy condition. Irrigation and thor-

ough cleansing of the nasal passages, combined with anti-

septic treatment of the nose and pharynx, should be a

routine item of antirheumatic treatment; and the opera-

tion of enucleation should be performed without delay upon

all rheumatic children who exhibit chronic enlargement of

the tonsils or of the tonsillar lymphatic glands. Chorea

is a common sequel of scarlet fever, but the appearance of

movements is usually postponed until the patient has left

the fever hospital.

2. Differentiation Between Human and Bovine Types
of Tubercle Bacillus.—J. Fraser linds that just as the

general reaction of the rabbit to infection by the human or

bovine bacillus varies greatly in degree, so does the local

reaction. The best situation in which to demonstrate such

a local reaction is the synovial membrane of the knee-joint.

Infection of the knee-joint of the rabbit with a bovine ba-

cillus produces an intense reaction with acute synovial

tuberculosis; infection with the human bacillus results in a

chronic synovial thickening. The test is of value as quickly

distinguishing between the human and bovine types of the

tubercle bacillus.

3. The Soil and the Seed in Tuberculosis.—N. Suther-

land has noted that there is more tuberculosis among the

children of consumptives than among the children of

healthy parents. This may be due to their exposure to in-

fection, to their lowered general health, or to their heredity.

There is more tuberculosis among the children of infectious

consumptives than among the children of non-infectious

consumptives. This must be due to exposure to infection

plus lowered general health, inseparable from it as the re-

sult of the stage of the disease in the parents. Therefore

it is not heredity which determines whether the children

of consumptives will develop the disease, but the existence

of certain immediate factors which are under one's control.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

November 18, 1912.

Paratyphoid Bacilli and Congeners Outside the

Human Organism.—Weber and Haendel conclude by
reason of cultural finds with Loeffler's green solution and

differential media of various kinds that there is a family

of bacteria which occurs in three great groups. First the

typhoidal bacillus in the narrow sense; second, a group to be

considered in detail which consists essentially of para-

typhoid bacilli, and third, coli bacteria. The second group

is much the more complex and comprises a number of-

species which differ much among themselves. The first

subdivision, paratyphoid bacilli in the narrow sense, com-

prises the paratyphoid B. of Schotmuller and related germs

which cause meat poisoning, the bacillus of hog cholera and

that of psittacosis. The second subdivision comprises the

so-called Gaertner group inclusive of species which are

pathogenic to rats. The third subdivision resembles mem-
bers of the first and second in all respects save failure to

respond to serological tests. Members of the third subdi-

vision seem to be nearly ubiquitous, occurring in the de-

jecta of healthy men and healthy animals of all kinds used

for food, in sausage and preserved meats, in other foods,

ice, and water. Under certain conditions these bacteria

may perhaps become pathogenic, while under ordinary con-

ditions, in comparison with the paratyphoid and Gaertner

subdivisions, they behave as saprophytes. They confer no

immunity against the regularly pathogenic forms, as may
also be inferred from the failure to agglutinate, etc.

Rupture of Bronchi in Thoracic Compression.—
Schonberg having seen three cases of this form of trau-

matism investigated the literature of the subject and finds

records of but thirteen other examples. The sixteen cases

are analyzed, some of the results being as follows : In

twelve patients the compression occurred from having been

run over, and in three others the conditions under which

the compression resulted were practically the same. The
adult is much less likely to suffer from bronchial rupture

because the ribs break. The oldest victim was 47 and but

three were over thirty ; while nine victims were children,

three of whom were under five years of age. In the child

compression of the chest of this sort may cause hardly any

injury to the osseous system. In the sixteen cases, how-
ever, the majority, irrespective of age, suffered fracture of

the ribs along with rupture of the bronchi, although the

youngest victims of all appear either to have escaped out-

right or to have sustained less severe injuries (some data

are defective). In regard to rupture of bronchi, the left

was injured in eight cases, the right in six, while in two the

lesion was bilateral. The nature of the injury was prob-

ably nothing beyond a direct crushing of the tube with re-

sulting rupture. The only alternative is this or force

—

compressed air—acting from within, and the latter is hardly

conceivable. The compression is doubtless effected by the

breast bone. The sixteen cases are all autopsy finds and

nothing is known of a recovered case, or of diagnosis dur-

ing life, death having supervened in a few hours. The ac-

cident considering the frequency of thoracic compression

is extremely rare.

Habitual Pareses of the Vocal Cords.—Gutzmann re-

gards these as engendered by autoimitation but not neces-

sarily as hysterical. After a child has suffered from a tem-

porary paresis it begins unconsciously to imitate the con-

dition, until a habit state is induced, manifested as hoarse-

ness, whispering voice, or inspiratory stridor, according to

the muscles involved. The affection almost invariably

occurs in childhood, persisting sometimes into adult life.

When first appearing in adult life, beyond the habit spasm

period, they may be classed outright as hysterical. In habit

paresis there still remains voluntary control of the mus-

cles, so that this condition must not be confounded with

true paralytic affections.

Miinchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 19, 1912.

Cure of Sarcomatosis of the Skin with Thorium X.—
Herxheimer first refers to the disrepute into which this

resource has temporarily fallen as a result of certain fatal-

ities. The author has used up to seven injections weekly

each in twenty-five cases of severe dermatoses (mycosis

fungoides, leucemic tumors, carcinoma, etc., and relates in-

cidentally the following : Patient, a male aged 58, never

really ill, who had recently noted several nodules on one

side of the buttocks. The process diffused itself so rap-

idly that within a brief interval there were similar forma-

tions over the entire surface. Some of these grew as large

as a half dollar, and they even appeared in the mucosa of

the buccal cavity. The viscera were not affected and the

blood state and general condition but little affected. Two
trial excisions were made and the microscope appeared to

show multiple sarcoma of the skin. Mycosis fungoides

and leucemic tumors as well as so-called sarcoids could be

excluded. As such an affection may be depended on to

cause death the case was deemed one suitable for thorium

X. A dose of one million Mache units was injected every

eight days. None of the untoward symptoms said to fol-

low the use of these injections in large dosage was ob-

served. After the first three injections some of the lesions

had disappeared and no new ones were in evidence. After

seven injections hardly any evidence of tumor growth

could be seen, even the pigment deposits which sometimes

were left behind having ultimately vanished. The case may
recur, and the treatment may fail outright in similar cases,

but as it stands thus far the result leaves nothing to be

desired.

Sodium Chloride in Anaphylactic Shock.—Langer in

animal experiments has shown that the administration
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per OS of small doses of sodium chloride in the course of

treatment with heterologous blood serum appears to have

greatly diminished the severity of the anaphylaxis which

normally results from a second serum injection at a later

period. That some relationship exists between the action

of sodium chloride and anaphylaxis was first shown by

Heilner. The method has not yet been tested on man, al-

though it evidently belongs in the same class as calcium

chloride in this respect.

Hygiene in Goethe's Day.—Schiile calls attention to

some of the disadvantages with which Goethe had to con-

tend. Most of his night work was done by candlelight and

he often snuffed the candle with his fingers. Arrangements

for heating and ventilation were very defective, conducive

to colds, and the poet's death may perhaps be traced di-

rectly to this cause, as his last illness at an advanced age

was doubtless due to exposure. There was no mean be-

tween the hot zone about the iron stove, and the cold,

draughty air at a distance from the latter. Goethe, how-
ever, had a bath tub and used it regularly. The house was

a superior one for the age, and the poet had the great ad-

vantage of having it so divided that his private chambers

were quite distinct from the housekeeping apartments.

There were conveniences of all kinds and in such a house

such modern conveniences as elevators, steampipes, electric

light and telephone were alone lacking, for in other respects

tliere was evidently little to be desired.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 21. 1912.

Malignant Tumors in Childhood.—Usener first refers

to Steffen's monograph on this subject, published in 1905.

He investigated the material of the Leipzig Children's Hos-

pital during the years 1907-8 for additional- material of this

sort, and out of 173 tumors of all kinds found four which

were malignant. These were all sarcomata, affecting re-

spectively the clavicle, right kidney, abdominal wall, and

jejunum. The ages of the children ranged from 4V1> years

to 13 years. Steffen collected notes of thirty-three cases of

sarcoma of the long bones, in only one of which the clav-

icle was the seat. Malignant growths of the kidney, on the

contrary, are frequent in early life and Steffen mentions

222 cases. These are spoken of as comprising sarcoma, car-

cinoma, and mixed growths, the term hypernephroma not

being mentioned in this connection. The locations in the

integument and intestine are both unusual. Some thirteen

tumors developing in some portion of the small intestine

have been recorded. In regard to the cutaneous site the

few cases on record may have been congenital.

Preparation of Carbonic Acid Snow.—Heusner, after

giving credit to Pusey of Chicago for the introduction of

this resource into dermatology in 1905, enumerates a num-

ber of methods for obtaining the same, none of which it

appears is ideal. There is no difficulty about the mere

preparation of the snow as such, for it is only necessary

to allow the compressed gas to escape from the proper

opening in the bomb, just as happens in using ethyl chloride.

But the snow should be gauged, and accurately localized.

Hence it is by some solidified first, and a portion of the

snow of the desired size applied after the skin has been

protected by collodion or plaster. The snow may be al-

lowed to form in a buckskin bag attached about the bomb

opening. A drawback is the loose state of the snow which

requires kneading and compression. It may be forced into

small molds, with formation of cones or cylinders. One

device allows the gas to escape directly into a perforated

brass tube in which it solidifies. A valvular opening makes

it possible to apply the snow directly to the skin. The jet

may also be projected into a hollow cone with the same

result. Still another device enables the snow to appear as

a cylinder from the collecting tube as the result of pres-

sure from a piston. All these resources satisfied the pri-

mary requirements, but some dermatologists object to me-
tallic apparatus on account of its conductivity for heat

which causes the snow to melt quickly. Others reply that

metal is indispensable for sterilization. The author further

believes that a carbonic acid snow generator ought to be

useful in other directions besides that of cautery. It is su-

perior to ethyl chloride as a local anesthetic, it not being

inflammable, and is also a good hemostatic. His apparatus

is desired to met all these requirements and can be made
to furnish both snow and vapor. As the author's work is

still incomplete and as he will shortly publish a full account

of his apparatus and its uses, the technical details may be

omitted here.

Treatment of Placenta Previa,—Zinke of Cincinnati

gives a summary of tlie newer methods for managing this

condition. He enumerates them in the following order

:

I. Rest in bed with ice bag to abdomen. 2. Tamponade. 3.

Induction or furtherance of labor; puncture of membranes
or bringing down a foot. 4. Use of bags for dilatation. 5.

Manual or instrumental dilatation. 6. Vaginal or abdom-
inal cesarean section. Some of these measures supplement

while others compete with one another. The last nine cases

of the author ended fatally for three mothers and seven

children. These occurred in private practice, the author

having been summoned as consultant only. The manage-
ment was the same for all—tamponade, podalic version, and

slow extraction. This series is contrasted with one of

Pankow's in which all the mothers (8) survived and all the

children were delivered alive as a result of cesarean sec-

tion, and similar results are being reported elsewhere on

the continent. The author naturally leaned toward this and

similar forceful interventions, but on account of the preju-

dice against them on the part of English speaking ob-

stetricians and the public at large, the conservative Braxton

Hicks management appears to be the only course open.

Private patients shrink from the sudden hospital trip and

private houses are not suitable for surgery. The two mor-

talities speak for themselves.

Diabetes and Tuberculosis.—C. M. Montgomery
states that the evidence which he has collected does not
show that tuberculosis occurs more frequently in diabetes
than in the general population at the same age periods.
However, one is impressed by two facts: (i) the lowered
opsonic index to the tubercle bacillus and a number of
other bacteria in diabetes; and (2) the large number of
cases of diabetes late in the course of the disease develop-
ing a very acute, extensive, and rapidly fatal form of
pulmonary tuberculosis. Tuberculosis occurs more fre-

quently in diabetes than in certain other chronic diseases
The frequency of tuberculosis in diabetes varies with a
great variety of different circumstances. In the author's

25 collected autopsies on diabetic patients, 6 showed active

pulmonary tuberculosis varying in acuteness and extent of
involvement, and I showed adrenal tuberculosis without
tuberculosis elsewhere. Out of 355 autopsies collected from
the literature since 1882, including also the author's 25 cases,

138 (38.9 per cent.) revealed pulmonary tuberculosis, mostly
in an acute form. In some structures, for example, the

bones, the author could not find a single case of tubercu-
losis in a diabetic patient. When diabetes and tuberculosis

are associated the diabetes can usually be shown to the

primary disease, in a number of cases it is impossible to

show which is the primary disease, and in no case that the

author has encountered has the tuberculosis been definitely

proved by the evidence furnished to be the primary disease.

When diabetes and tuberculosis are associated in the same
patient either disease may show certain modifications in

course and symptomatology, but often each disease runs
a course apparently independent of the other. Like the

clinical course the autopsy findings may reveal nothing un-
usual in regard to the tuberculosis, but in a number of
cases one meets a tuberculous process that is marked by
acuteness, the extensiveness of the disease, and a tendency
to the early development of cavity formation. From the

number of cases that have improved both as to their tuber-

culosis and their diabetes, one cannot consider the combina-
tion of diabetes and tuberculosis as necessarily more hope-
less than the diabetes or the tuberculosis alone. The prog-
nosis in many cases depends largely on the treatment.

—

American Journal of the Medical Sciences.
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Medical Examiners from the Standpoint of

the Medical Director.—In a paper read before

the American Association of Medical Examiners, at

Atlantic City, on June 4, 19 12, Dr. Oscar H. Rog-
ers, Medical Director of the New York Life Insur-

ance Company, discussed medical examiners from

the standpoint ol the medical director. He divided

medical examiners into two groups : First as to

whether they are medical examiners in large cities,

whether they give a great deal of time to their work,

or whether this is only an incident. This division is

made in order to determine by a system initiated by

the New York Life Insurance Company whether

the work of any examiner is good or otherwise. In

looking over the work of the many examiners who
do insurance work regularly, it is found that ques-

tions asked are answered in 98.5 per cent, of

all cases. Rogers thinks that the point should be

emphasized that the nearer the country practitioner

brings his work up to the excellence, or up to the

level of the answers made by the city examiners,

the more efficient his work will be. Also, another

fault to be found with medical examiners is their

delay in answering letters. Another point is the

failure to give sufficient detail as to any impairment

in the health condition of the applicant; that is in

at least one per cent, of the cases the medical ex-

aminer fails to make his pen picture of the appli-

cant's condition definite and clear. Another point is

incorrect diagnosis, or failing to find what should

be found. This, according to Rogers, is mainly due

to carelessness. Here again the city examiner

shows up splendidly, with 0.25 per cent, as com-
pared to the country examiner with nearly i per

cent. Rogers concluded by stating that physicians

throughout the country received as compensation

for their share in the insurance business approxi-

mately eleven and one-half millions of dollars an-

nually.

—

The Lancet-Clinic, Sept. 21, 1912.

Accident Prevention by Insurance Companies.
—In a recent lecture on industrial accident pre-

vention Mr. Van Schaack, director of Bureau of

Inspection and Accident Prevention, Aetna Life In-

surance Company, Hartford, Conn., said that there

has been prevalent to some extent a supposition that

a liability company's sole function has been to col-

lect premiums, and that too little of the money thus

received has gone out in actual payments to in-

jured persons. The first part of this supposition

is ill founded, he said, as those who are in the

business know full well, though he would subscribe

fully to the latter part. Too little has gone to the

injured persons, but this has been on account of

conditions over which the companies have had no
control. They would much prefer that all the

money expended for claims, outside of necessary

and proper administrative expenses, should go to

injured persons, but unfortunately they do not make
the laws, have no control over the activities of the

omnipresent claim promoter, and cannot prevent

juries from rendering excessive verdicts. If the

companies had their way they would gladly see that

every injured person who had a real claim received

proper compensation—no less, no more. Van
Schaack went on to point out that his company, and
presumably all insurance companies, use every ef-

fort to prevent accidents and after suggesting vari-

ous means of so doing concluded that in consider-

ing possible plans of industrial accident insurance

it would be well to keep this accident prevention

feature prominently in mind. The laws may be

stringent, every means of assuring a fair compen-
sation to every injured workman who deserves it

should be taken, but every agency engaged in fur-

thering the work of preventing the accident, the

most important thing of all, should be retained.

—

Insurance Engineering, September, 1912.

The Service of the Industrial Physician.—
Koelsch used this term in the sense of inspection or

supervision of trade industries from the hygienic

viewpoint and upon the initiative and responsibility

of the industrial organs. Medical cooperation in the

supervision of industries is a new thing, for until

recently it was objected to as unnecessary. The
child's health can be controlled in a measure from
birth up to the shop door but not beyond the latter.

There are, indeed, official medical men nominally

concerned with the welfare of factory hands, but

this relationship represents only a private conces-

sion. The requirements of factory hygiene com-
prise such problems as the amount of space allotted

to workers, the position of the latter while at work,

protection from light and sound, proper tempera-

ture and air pressure, exclusion of dust and bacteria,

and numerous other factors, neglect in regard to

which may be highly prejudicial to the worker's

welfare. The questions of woman and child labor

and the general relations of the worker's health to

that of the entire community also belong here. The
field covered by this line of medical effort is exten-

sive and varied. The incumbent would have to do

expert work in private and forensic relations. He
must cooperate with the non-medical inspectors and
he comes in contact in regard to damage compensa-
tion with the medical men who have actual charge

of the workmen, and also with the authorities of

the various benefit societies. There should be or-

ganization and control of the medical men appoint-

ed by the Government to examine newcomers and
make periodical examinations of the workers in

dangerous trades. We know that these examina-
tions are not carried out according to the design of

the authorities. They lack the official quality, and

should be standardized and made to include instruc-

tion of the worker. Finally, the industrial medical

inspector must undertake the various hygienic ex-

aminations. The air nuist be analyzed for dust and

gases, the ilkunination, moisture, temperature, the

drinking and waste water should all be investigated.

In occupations where disinfection is obligatory the

efficacy of the latter should be checked up by cul-

tures. Any suspicion of the presence in individual

workers of occupational disease—anemia, lead line,

etc., should be verified or disproved. The medical

man should also do what he can to enlighten the

workers directly and through literature with factory

hygiene. These matters will eventually be taught

in the trade schools. He should have certain hours

outside of his regular consultation time to receive

the workers and their employers and give his serv-

ices in all ways save, of course, those of actual

treatment. Finally, there are many subjects which

have an indirect bearing on the workers' health

—

in fact nearly all medical subjects possess in theory

such a bearing : and the medical inspector also has

opportunities of turning his experiences into knowl-

edge for the common good by reporting interesting

cases and statistics. The industrial or factory in-

spector will eventually have the same status as the

school physician, who was a long time in arriving

at his present position.

—

Zeitschrift filr Vcr-

sicherungsmedizin, July, 1912.
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Diabetic Cook Book. By Anna Colby Knowlton. Price.

$2.00 net. Englewood, X. J. ; Published by the Author,
1912.

This book of recipes is dedicated "To those whose diet,

for one reason or another, is restricted as to starches and
sugars, and who may be interested in a more varied dictar>
than that which ordinarily is available under such cir-

cumstances." On glancing over the recipes and seeing the
infinite variety of breads, cakes, and desserts of which
patients on this restricted diet can partake, one is inclined
no longer to pity them, so far, at least, as the table is

concerned. The author presents forty-one recipes for
bread, biscuits, muffins, and griddle cakes; twenty-two for
cake; sixty-five for desserts; six for sauces; five for pies

and pie crusts, and three for ice cream. With a new kind
of bread or muffin every morning for six weeks, and a dif-

ferent dessert for dinner every day for nine weeks, the
diabetic can have no cause to complain of monotony in his

diet. The author claims that the recipes given have been
recorded from practical experience and that each of them
has been verified repeatedly, so that any person with or-
dinary culinary skill can obtain satisfactory results from
their use. The book ought to be very serviceable in any
family in which some one of the members is obliged for

therapeutic reasons to partake very sparingly of starches
and sugar.

Mind Cure and Other Essays. By Philip Zenner, A.M.,
M.D., Author of "Education in Sexual Physiology and
Hygiene." Price, $1.25. Cincinnati : Stewart and Kidd
Company, 1912.

The title of this little book is misleading. It is not a tire-

some and impractical book on mind-cure, so much as a
very practical one dealing with topics of vital interest.

The author's previous book, on "Education in Sexual
Physiology and Hygiene," received very favorable com-
ment and afforded an example of how this subject may be
approached and taught to the young. The present volume
comprises a series of essays in the form of addresses de-
livered to educational organizations. It is an attempt to

correct many popular errors, and to overcome ignorance
in regard to topics which need to be taught to every gen-
eration. The subjects discussed are all in the line of pre-
ventive medicine. In an excellent chapter on mind cure,
the author states that mental healing has a great useful-
ness but very definite limitations. "That usefulness
ceases," he states, "wherever mental influence does not

efYect pathological processes." Very nicely put. "Quackery
and osteopathy, though to a large extent such in fact, an
ostensibly not mind cures, and are a harm only in so far

as they bring the wrong treatment to the individual case."

No statement could be more fair than this. There are
chapters on Prevention of Nervous Disease—Training
the Child; on Treatment and Prevention of .Alcoholism;
Social Disease—Woman's Problem ; Defectives ; Medical
Inspection of Schools and the School Physician; Truancy;
Eugenics, etc. Physicians may find this a useful book to

recommend to parents and teachers. It is worthy of a

wide circulation,

Salvarsan in Syphilis and Allied Diseases. By J. E.
R. McDonagh, F.R.C.S., Surgeon to Out-Patients, Lon-
don Lock Hospitals. Price $3. London : Hodder &
Stoughton, 1912.

Of all the publications on salvarsan, none are more com-
prehensive or practical than this work. The objects for
which it was written are (i) to describe salvarsan and
relate its history and that of its forerunners, (2) to ex-
plain the method of its injection, (3) to estimate its po-
tency as a specific against the Treponema pallidum, (4) to

state with impartiality what it does do and what it docs
not do, what are its uses and what its abuses, (5) to dem-
onstrate these facts by actual cases cited as evidence, and
thus to arrive at an accurate estimate of its value. In the
chapter on Toxic Symptoms, he shows the necessity of
using freshly distilled water, proper preliminary prepara-
tion of the patient for the injection, and explains the occa-
sional increased toxicity of the drug by the presence in

the human body of organisms other than those which sal-

varsan is destined to destroy. With regard to neuro-
recurrences, he believes that their occurrence were almost
as frequent as when salvarsan was not used, hence he
concludes that they signify inadequate treatment. A short
section is given to the discussion of fatal cases due to

606 and contraindications for its use. The intravenous
method of injection is given preference, but his syringe
and technique are more cumbersome than other models.

In considering the effect of salvarsan on Wassermann's
reaction, attention is called to the far-reaching significance
of Gennerich's (Kiel) and Miliar's (Paris) deductions
from their observations that an injection of 606 occasion-
ally changes a negative Wassermann to a positive. Mc-
Donagh testifies to the correctness of their observations
and advises that repeated studies extending over a ftirt-

night be made following this provocative injection. Ad-
equate attention is given to the action of salvarsan in
primary, secondary, tertiary, and congenital syphilis, and
syphilis of the nervous system. The clinical histories are
clearly written and not burdened with inconsequential
details.

Essays on Genitouri.nakv Subjects. By J. Bayard
Clark, M.D., Assistant Genitourinary Surgeon to Belle-
vue Hospital, Consulting Genitourinary Surgeon to the
Elizabeth General Hospital, Fellow of the New York
Academy of Medicine, Member of the American Urolog-
ical Association, Member of the American Association
of Genitourinary Surgeons, etc. Price $1.25. New
York: William Wood & Company, 1912.

An idea of the character of this book may be obtained by
mentioning the titles of the essays: Cystoscopic Diagnosis
in Vesical and Renal Surgery, Tuberculous Kidney, (^on-
ococcic Infections and the Physician's Responsibility,
Some Necessary Principles in the Diagnosis of Surgical
Conditions of the Upper Urinary Tract, Gonorrheal
Prostatitis, Comparative Value of Some Urethral and
Other Germicides, On What is New in Genitourinary
Surgery, Is Genitourinary Surgery Justified as a Special
Branch of Medicine? The By-ways of Prostatectomy, and
The Gonococcus. The first seven have been published in
various medical journals. The essay on gonococcic infec-
tions is well timed and should be read by every practi-
tioner since it shows statistically the devastations of the
gonococcus ; facts well known to the urologist and due to
almost criminal ignorance of general practitioners. He
ends this essay as follows : "It may be said, the largest,
and surely the saddest, part of this great public evil has its

origin in the peoples', our neighbors', our friends', our pa-
tients' ignorance of the subject. The only key to the sit-

uation is the light of true knowledge, and the only source
at present of this light is the medical profession, of which
you and I are members." The essay entitled "Is Genito-
urinary Surgery Justified as a Special Branch of Medi-
cine?" is philosophic in nature. What is said therein of
genitourinary surgery applies to any specialty, since a
specialty only jiistifies itself, when as a body its members
can show superior art and skill. The essays on Tuber-
culous

_
Kidney, Gonorrheal Prostatitis, and Urethral

Germicides have been excerpted in contemporary medical
journals. The views and opinions expressed are rational
and wholesome, the literary style is excellent.

Handbuch der Nervenkrankheiten im Kindesalter.
Von Prof. L. Bruns, Oberarzt a. d. Hannoverschen
Kinderheilanstalt und Nervenarzt in Hannover; Prof.
A. Cramer, Geh. Med.-Rat. Direktor der Kgl. Univ.
Klinik fiir psychische und Nervenkrankheiten in Got-
tingen; und Prof. Th. Zilhen, Geh. Med.-Rat., fr.

Direktor der psychiatrische und Nervenklinik der kgl.
Charite in Berlin. Nut 189 Abbildungen im Text und
3 Tafelu. Price 30 marks. Berlin : Verlag von S. Kar-
ger, 1912.

This volume is a most comprehensive one. It deals not
only with those nervous diseases that occur mostly in
childhood, but it discusses also those nervous diseases that
occur occasionally in childhood, though found chiefly in
the adult. The first section, under the authorship of
Cramer, takes up the following subjects: nervousness,
hysteria, epilepsy, chorea, stuttering, and fits in childhood.
The second section, by Bruns, deals with the diseases
of the spinal cord and peripheral nerves, and also with
with polymyositis, myositis ossificans, multiplex progres-
sive, and ischemic muscular paralysis. The third section
is written by Ziehen, who discusses the diseases of the
brain and of its membranes in childhood. Each of the
divisions is a veritable treatise on its particular group of
subjects. Thus in the first section 244 pages are devoted
to the functional neuroses. The second section on the
spinal cord and peripheral nerves comprises 300 pages. The
last section on the brain and meninges consists of 421
pages. It is difficult to pick out any one portion of the
book for special comment, so admirably does the work
cover the entire ground of the nervous diseases of child-
hood. There are many excellent illustrations and a com-
plete index. The general practitioner, the neurologist,
and the pediatrist will find this book useful tjoth as a text
and as a work of reference.
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0art^ty Sports.
SOUTHERN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Sixth Annual Meeting, Held at Jacksonville, Fla., Novem-

ber 12, 13. and 14, 1912.

{Concluded from page 1053.)

The President, Dk, J. M. Jackson, Miami, Fla., in the

Chair.

Some Economic Questions Related to Syphilis.—Dr.

ISADORE Dyer, New Orleans, said he had employed sal-

varsan in a number of cases, and he had had no serious

accidents, but he was still regretting that he was led to

the indiscretion of employing a remedy which in his humble

opinion had no advantage over other tried medications,

properly administered, for syphilis. The States were de-

liberating the establishment of laws requiring health certi-

ficates before marriage licenses were issued. It was more
important to protect marriage contracts by requiring treat-

ment for such diseases as syphilis than it was to aim at a

restriction on natural inclinations. Hospitals for syphilis

should be established in every State, not, as was claimed,

as an incentive to vice, but as a deterrent. If syphilitics

were required to be hospitalized for the treatment of their

disease, it would reduce the occurrence of syphilis and

would encourage proper treatment. The South had its pe-

culiar problem in this regard with the negro population,

which it was hard to educate in sanitary or moral prophy-

laxis. The whole question of syphilis was alive in our

present society, and needed the careful study of those

interested in the future generations of our people. While

treatment might be of great importance, of more im-

portance was the study of the ways and means to educate

the profession and the public in the care and in the pre-

vention of syphilis and its consequences. .

Importance of the Recognition of Syphilis in Circula-

tory Disease.—Dr. John T. Halsey, New Orleans, said

the conclusions to be drawn from facts, indicated, first, that

syphilis very frequently produced lesions of any portion of

the circulatory system, and that it did so during the early

stages. A routine Wassermann test should be and could

be made in all such cases, nor was there any doubt that if

this be done, much unnecessary suffering and disease w'ould

be prevented. Second, those who treated syphilis in any

stage, but particularly in the early phases, should be on

the lookout for evidence of disturbed circulatory function,

and, when such was found, they should not be satisfied to

treat the syphilis alone, but should treat the heart as weU
The coexistence of circulatory disease and positive or

presumptive evidence of syphilis called for energetic anti-

syphilitic treatment, and it could not be too strongly em-

phasized that iodide of potassium alone was not sufficient.

Such patients must be given mercury or salvarsan, the

choice between which should be governed by various con-

siderations.

Hygiene of Syphilis.—Dr. Oscar Dowling, New Or-

leans, pointed out that as a preventive measure, segre-

gation of the prostitute class, while unsatisfactory and un-

doubtedly a legalization of vice, afforded opportunity for

medical supervision and treatment. Stringent, practical

regulations, humane, adapted to local conditions, and rig-

idly enforced, would give results worth the effort involved.

But to be effective there should be no favor, no laxity, no

escape. Certainty and justice should be the keynotes. The
best means of getting rid of syphilis or any similar dis-

ease was to educate the people by energetic, practical work
daily. Vigilance in the control of bad practices, activity

in the practical things pertaining to home life, enforce-

ment of every health ordinance and regulation were means
which spread the gospel of cleanliness and health. The
hygiene of syphilis was the same as the hygiene of other

contagious diseases. From its nature, specific work should

be done to enlighten everyone as to its origin and to cor-

rect the false notion that it was contracted only in one way.

Syphilis of the Ear.—Dr. N. M. Heggie, Jacksonville,

Florida, had seen only eight cases of primary labyrinthine

deafness within the year, two of which were probably due

to mumps and one to traumatism, leaving but five to be

classified as syphilitic. In view of the fact that labyrin-

thine syphilis was not amenable to local treatment, he

would advise patients to avail themselves of the treatment

recommended by a syphilographer, just as readily as were
the lesions of another organ.

The Effect of Antisyphilitic Remedies on the Wasser-
mann Reaction.—Dr. W'ii.mam Litterer, Nashville,

Tennessee, drew the following conclusions : I. From the

serologic point of view, injections of the biniodide of

mercury gave better results, while the protiodiJe pills were

the least satisfactory. 2. Apparently there was no very

great difference serologically between the administration

of salvarsan intravenously or intramuscularly in treating

secondary syphilis. 3. Neosalvarsan appeared to be more
efficacious than salvarsan. 4. In the primary stage of
lues, especially before the appearance of a positive

Wassermann and chancre excised, repeated intravenous

injections of salvarsan or neosalvarsan gave promise of

aborting the disease in quite a number of cases. 5. Sero-

logically a combination of mercury and salvarsan appeared

to have a distinct advantage over the administration of

either of the drugs. 6. The Wassermann test as a thera-

peutic guide in the treatment of syphilis was paramount
if one wished to carry it to a successful termination; in

fact, it was the only method available of controlling the

external manifestations of the disease.

Syphilis of the Eye.—Dr. Dunbar Roy, Atlanta,

Georgia, said the longer he practised ophthalmology and
the more extensive became his experience, the more he

realized the importance of considering syphilis as the most
important factor in connection with ocular diseases.

Diffused interstitial keratitis was exceedingly rare in the

acquired forms of syphilis, and yet a number of cases had
been reported. Iritis in various forms was by no means
infrequent during the secondary stage of syphjlis. less

frequently during the so-called tertiary stages. Paralysis

of the various muscles of the eye was frequently caused

by syphilis. Ophthalmoplegia interna or paralysis of the

sphincter of the pupil, usually unilateral, was by no means
an infrequent form of syphilis. According to Alexander,
three-fourths of such cases w-ere due to syphilis, while, ac-

cording to Uhthoff, only one-fourth. Disease of the eye

due to congenital syphilis frequently showed many of the

symptoms which were seen in the acquired variety. Usu-
ally those cases of the congenital variety were compara-
tively mild because the severe ones died either in utero

or soon after birth.

Syphilis of the Nose and Throat.—Dr. H. H. Martin,
Savannah, Georgia, said the secondary lesions occurring
in the nose and throat were interesting, and sometimes
troublesome, but were usually self-limited and seldom
caused serious or permanent damage. They were of con-

siderable diagnostic value and furnished fairly accurate

indications of the progress or arrest of the disease. The
tertiary lesions, on the contrary, played havoc with the

bones, cartilages, mucous membranes and fibrous tissues

of the nose and throat, and since they most often made
their appearance some years after all active symptoms of

the disease had disappeared, we must be constantly on our
guard against them. In the nose a tertiary lesion might
exhibit merely the symptoms of a bad cold, but the secre-

tions very rapidly became purulent and offensive, and a

careful inspaction would reveal the lesion in the form
of a more or less diffuse infiltration, or in a periosteal or

perichondral abscess. The treatment of syphilis of the

nose and throat was essentially constitutional, but there

were some local measures which had proven valuable in

his hands, and among them the mixture of calomel and
lime water, known as "black wash." This could be used
as a douche, a spray, or a gargle, and was especially \ alu-

ble in the specific coryza of the new-born, in ulceration

and in necrosis. The tincture of iodine was very useful

in treating ulcerations when they were accessible. The
secondary lesions required no local treatment and were
best left alone.

Chronic Nasal Diphtheria.—Dr. Clifton M. Miller,
Richmond, Virginia, reported three cases of nasal diph-

tlieria. In one case the nasal discharge was blood-stained

with a blood crust around the margin of tlie nares. The
third case differed from the otiiers in that the diphtheritic

condition in the nose was chronic and lasted about si.x

weeks, during which time the child had several attacks of
follicular tonsillitis, which, in his opinion, were due to the

mouth-breathing and lowered resistance. Bacteriological

examination of the throat during one of the attacks showed
the absence of the bacillus of diphtheria, which was pres-

ent in the nasal discharge. The diagnosis in all of these

cases was confirmed by bacteriological examination. All

of them occurred in private practice. The circumstances
surrounding the patients were good.
Treatment of Chronic Laryngeal Stenosis.—Dr.

Homer Dupuv, New Orleans, after giving a description

of some specially devised intubation tubes, drew the fol-

lowing conclusions: i. When a laryngeal stenosis is the

result of hyperplastic changes, some form of dilatation is

the most logical method of overcoming it. 2. Gradual,
systematic dilatation by intubation offers very favorable

prospects of success. 3. The tube with a low-retaining
swell and a wide head would seem to meet a want in the
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treatment of this form of stenosis. 4. In children, hyper-
trophic laryngitis is largely responsible for a chronic
laryngeal stenosis. 5. In this particular affection trache-

otomy is more apt to induce connective tissue changes than
to effect a final cure.

The Surgial Importance of the Breast.—Dr. E.

Deneckk Martin, New Orleans, said that if one-tenth of
the time and labor expended in the elaborate operations
devised for the cure of cancer had been devoted to its

prevention, more women would be alive to-day to sing our
praises. An important duty was the instruction of pa-
tients as to the care of the breasts. The expectant mother
or nursing woman should be taught how to care for the
nipples, for infection through a fissured nipple would not
only lead to abscess and sometimes to complete destruction

of the gland, but w-ould leave scars to light up at some
future time into inoperable carcinomata. In an experience
of more than 150 cases of cancer of the breast upon which
he Iiad operated, three-fourths being on colored women,
the latter already malignant when operated upon, he was
not able to-day to point out more than four of these who
had lived over a period of si.x years, and only twelve
whites. Here the percentage was larger because they were
seen earlier. Every week he turned away from his clinic

cases too far advanced for even temporary relief. The
surgeon who picked his cases would of necessity get the
best results, but the benefit should always be given to the
patient, even if it meant but a short prolongation of life.

The mortality from operations was less than two per cent..

and his, with 50 per cent, in advanced cases, was less than
one per cent. These statistics were improvini; daily, sn

far as cures were concerned. Still, the prevalence of can-
cer was on the increase, and we could and must reduce it.

Tubal or Extrauterine Pregnancy.—Dr. J. Hugh
Carter, Memphis, Tennessee, said we should operate in all

cases as soon as possible, as we never knew when hemor-
rhage was going to take place, even after it had seemingly
been stopped. The six cases he had seen, four of which
were his own, operated on by himself, two being of about
six weeks' duration, and the other two about four and one-
half months, all recovered. The other two he saw while
an interne at the City Hospital. One occurred at full term,
the operation being done during shock. The patient died
in a short time. The other one, about two months, re-

covered after a long convalescence from subsequent infec-
tion. As to what operations should be done, he did not
believe one could say until the abdomen had been opened.
Then the operator should do whatever he thought best.

Each patient and the conditions found in the abdomen must
be dealt with individually. He would insist upon a careful
diagnosis of each case of suspected tubal pregnancy as
early as possible, thereby giving the patient a much better
chance for her life.

Clinical Value of the Tuberculins in the Diagnosis
and Treatment of Tuberculosis.—Dr. Wallace J.
DuREi., New Orleans, said in his personal observation of
several hundred cases, it was evident that of eighty cases
which were treated previously to 1909, of all those dis-

charged as apparently well, and who were given the
tuberculin test, the test proving negative, not one relapsed,
yet many of the cases showed a distinct positive reaction
upon their discharge and afterward relapsed, and three
died since. This evidence convinced him that repeated
tuberculin tests would show whether treated and suppos-
edly cured cases were free from any tubercular focus,

active or latent, regardless of its size or location, and
that the negative reaction meant more than a mere tox-
immunity in such cases. The clinical therapeutic value of
the tuberculins was exemplified in the tabulated records of
80 cases of tuberculosis treated in Louisiana previous to

1909. In this report, in the first stage, 13 cases were
treated, with recovery of all, and no relapse until 1912. In
the second stage, 16 cases were treated, with recovery in

10 and arrested in I. In the third stage, 30 cases were
treated, 14 apparently well, and 16 arrested. In 1912 one
of the apparently well cases had relapsed, and one died.

Of the arrested cases, three relapsed and two died. Of
the third stage. 21 cases were treated ; not one got well,

9 were arrested, 10 were improved, and 2 non-improved.
In 1912 16 of the 21 cases had died. These figures taught
the practical lesson that the early diagnosed cases of tu-
berculosis could be treated with far better and more last-

ing results than the advanced cases.
Surgical Complications in the Abdomen During Ty-

phoid Fever.—Dr. Charle? M. Remsen, .\tlanta, said
that if we would put typhoid on a true pathological and
surgical basis, view it from this standpoint, and look upon
it as a potential abdominal calamity, and if we would
familiarize ourselves with the signs and symptoms of the

normal typhoid abdomen and with each separate case, and
if we would realize that with speedy operation under
proper conditions there need be little fear for the safety
of our patient, and, if we would make as our crite-

rion for operation the absence of a certainty that perfora-
tion did not exist, rather than a certainty that it did exist,

and if we would realize the fatal issue that was involved
in delay, it was not possible, but certain, that many cases
of typhoid dying from perforation, entirely unrecognized,
would be reduced to a minimum, and the cases of recog-
nized perforation would enter more and more into their
true surgical sphere and be eliminated from the known
causes of death in typhoid fever.

Some Modern Factors of Safety in Surgery.—Dr. J.
Shelton Hokslev, Richmond, Virginia, in summing up
the recent factors of safety in surgical operations, advised
anoci-association, reducing infection by conserving natural
immunity and by the elimination of dust, transfusion of
blood, arterial suturing, and the practical application of
the surgeon's knowledge of pathology to the diagnosis and
extirpation of malignant tumors.
The Discrepancy between Clinical and Postmortem

Findings in Cancer of the Stomach.—Dr. \V. A. Bryan
Nashville, attempted to show how we might discover more
cases of cancer before the post mortem, or, preferably, be-

fore they had passed the chance of successful operation.
His answer to this question was by revising our concep-
tion of the symptoms of cancer of the stomach and get-

ting rid of the notion that it could not be present until

a lot of symptoms had manifested themselves, when, if

we would stop a moment we must know that they grew
out of necessarily late or at least well advanced changes.
We must forget these and study stomach cases that came
to us until we could be satisfied that the symptoms were
due to stomach pathology, or were referred from else-

where. We must cease to think in terms of indigestion
and search for real causes. When such cases were found
a careful study of them for a week or so would impress
upon our minds the probability of a serious lesion and
help to determine its nature. Laboratory methods and
skiagraphs were to be employed in conjunction with clini-

cal study. Finding a tumor by palpation was very im-
portant; but the patient was much more fortunate who
had his tumor found before it could be felt, and lastly, if

the case was indicative of cancer, the whole of the facts
should be laid before him, and he should have the privilege
offered by exploratory incision. Personally, it would take
no very grave suspicion of cancer for him to request ex-
ploration.

Milk Ordinances.—Dr. V. H. Bassett, Savannah, Ga.,
read a paper on this subject in which he advocated public-
ity as a factor in securing and enforcing ordinances pro-
viding for the control of the production and sale of milk.
Fly-Borne Typhoid and Its Control in Jacksonville.—

Dr. C. E. Terry, Jacksonville, Florida, said the flyproofing
of privies was protection against infection, and he was
convinced from inspections made of these places, prior to
the passage of the screening ordinance, that, second only
to stables, they furnished the most prolific fly hatcheries
in the city. What was true of Jacksonville, was likewise
true of many Southern towns and cities where the sew-
erage systems were inadequate to the requirements and
where the old type of privy was in common use, and in
such communities he was convinced that the screening of
these places would bear fruit in reducing typhoid mortality
as it had in Richmond, Asheville, and this city.

Medical Inspection of Schools in South Carolina.—
Dr. L. Rosa H. Gantt, Spartanburg, South Carolina, said
in her paper that in common with the 8000 club women of
her State, and as a physician, she wished to enlist the
members in the fight for the medical inspection of school
children of the South, together with a more thorough
teaching of personal hygiene and the laws of health in the
public schools of the Southern States.
Serum Treatment of Cerebrospinal Meningitis.—Dr.

Charles C. Green, Houston, Texas, said that in Houston
they had 182 cases with 74 deaths, giving a death rate of
40.6 of all cases, including those treated with and those
treated without serum. Out of the total number of cases
treated, 29 did not have the serum, consequently the death
rate ran up rather high; having 21 deaths out of 29 cases,
giving the enormous death rate of 72.4 per cent., which, al-
though high, was even lower than the usual death rate
where the serum treatment was not used. But of the 153
cases treated with serum, 53 died, giving a death rate of 35.5
per cent., showing a reduction of 37.9 per cent, in favor of
the serum therapy. He had taken the number of cases that had
the serum within 24 and 36 hours after the onset, and the
death rate in these was only a fraction over 20 per cent.
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The cases from which these statistics were obtained consti-

tuted the entire number of cases which appeared in Hous-
ton last winter, and were not only treated by the health of-

ficers, but by the physicians at large, some of whom were
not familiar with the disease nor with spinal puncture. He
believed that if all of these cases could be treated by men
who were familiar with this procedure, the death rate

woi'h' be still lower.
Pediatrics.—Dr. William Weston, Columbia, S. C,

said the study of pediatrics dealt with that period of de-

velopment in which functional activity was greatest, and
during that period occurred diseases which seldom or

never occurred in later periods of life. During the first

year of life there occurred the greatest development of

the nervous system. The brain grew almost as much dur-

ing the first year of life as during the rest of life. Den-
tition and many other steps in development all had a spe-

cial significance and should receive careful consideration

if the aims of the pediatrists were to be fulfilled. Some
of the more important aims were: Preservation of the

race by studying the anatomy, physiology, and pathology
of infancy; the effects of heredity, of infant hygiene, and
of feeding Only after thoroughly familiarizing ourselves

with these elementary requisites could we successfully

iqi'ip ourselves for the practice of pediatrics and be able

to interpret symptoms in a rational and satisfactory man-
ner. Then the pediatrist could justify his pretensions by
so lowering the mortality table as to be well within the

bounds of reasonable expectancy.
Some Mooted Points in the Feeding of Infants.—Dr.

James D. Love, Jacksonville, Florida, said that for some
years past it was his practice, when the co-operation of
hospital attendants and intelligent mothers had to be se-

cured, to employ a very simple form of milk modification,
using top milk and a diluent in proportion varying from
I to 4 to I to I, sugar and salt being added to maintain
the ratio these should bear to the other constituents. But
intelligent cooperation was sadly lacking in most of the
feeding cases, standard top milk unobtainable not infre-

quently, and in many particulars the simplest form of
modification through the use of percentage formulae and
top milk was fraught with difficulties which had led him
to the adoption in routine private practice of the still more
simple dilution of whole milk with water or some cereal
decoction. In this view he had tlie support of many emi-
nent clinicians and pediatrists. His individual experience
led him to the conclusion that the average child could be
successfully fed on simple dilutions of whole milk, and
that it was the exceptional child that required a system
based on percentages and the employment of top milk.
With the present unsanitary dairy methods in vogue
throughout the South, and even with the quasi-sanitary
precautions practised by a few of the dairies, he regarded
the use of raw cow's milk, especially during the summer
months, as the greatest menace known to children. His
own practice was to boil milk during the heated season for
from three to five minutes, and during the cooler months
to employ pasteurization where such was practicable. Un-
der suitable conditions and for limited periods he regarded
condensed milk and some of the proprietary foods as
highly useful adjuncts. It was his custom to employ con-
densed milk or some of the proprietary foods in certain
cases where it became necessary to remove the baby from
the mother's breast during the heated period of the year,
to he followed later with the use of cow's milk.
Tamponade Treatment of Accessory Sinuses and Its

Effect on Intraocular Inflammation.—Dr. William S.
Manning, Jacksonville, Florida, said it was particularly
in so-called "idiopathic" cases or those in which there was
apparently no cause for the inflammation that he found
this treatment of special value. In these cases the ordi-
nary methods were almost valueless. He was thoroughly
convinced that chronic frontal sinus and ethmoidal infec-
tion was the sole cause of many of these so-called idio-

pathic cases of choroiditis and retinitis. A tampon, of
such length and size as would snugly fit between the mid-
dle turbinated body and the septum and extend from the
exterior portion of the nose to the sinus posteriorly, was
first saturated with an aqueous solution of argyrol, 40 grs.
to the oz., and then introduced. Through capillary attrac-
tion, it would deplete the proximate soft tissues and drain
the ethmoid cells and other sinuses. In order to drain the
maxillary sinuses, these tampons should be placed under
the scroll of the middle turbinated body and above the
upper part of the inferior turbinated body. It was his
custom to allow them to remain in situ for from 20 minutes
to one hour. The first effect was congestion of the con-
junctiva, sneezing, and nasal discharge. On removing the
tampons when infection was present, they would be found

to be bleached on the upper surface, and sometimes
throughout, the bleaching being in proportion to the

amount of infection. He had treated by this method five

severe cases of idiopathic retinochoroiditis in which
blindness threatened, and in every case had obtained splen-

did results. He had treated by this method twenty-six

cases of iritis, and marked improvement followed in all

except two, in which syphilis was an etiological factor. By
far the largest class of cases that he had treated, however,
had been those of obscure frontal headache variously diag-

nosed as malarial, gastric, refractive, etc.

Gangrenous Tonsil.—Dr. U. S. Bird, Tampa, Fla.,

said that so rare was this disease that it was not a text-

book nor reference book subject. Five cases only could be

found in medical literature, all of which were fatal. In

addition to these he now personally reported five cases,

four in patients of his own. and one in the practice of a

brother physician. These five cases, as compared to the

five previously reported, suggested some interesting con-
clusions. In the first five cases the mortality was 100 per
cent. The cases that he reported included two deaths, but

neither of these was due to gangrenous tonsil, which in

these cases appeared to be an intercurrent condition, more
or less due to the general depression that had rendered
them vulnerable to such attacks. In his fourth case only
were operative measures indicated. When a small area
was involved and the general condition was good, instru-

mentation was indicated ; but in great depression and ex-
tensive involvement, two conditions that seemed to be as-

sociated, active interference might result unfortunately.

Only one of his cases was of interest in connection with
pathology, the noina bacillus being present. Unless his

experience proved to be unique, it might be assumed that

gangrenous tonsils, and the recoveries therefrom, were
more observed than the literature suggested.
Thrombophlebitis of Orbits by Ozena Bacillus-Death.
—Dr. M. Feingold, New Orleans, Louisiana, said it was
freely admitted that many an affection of the eye and the

orbit was dependent upon a primary disease of the nose
and its adjoining cavities, but certain points needed further

discussion. He saw in consultation a girl of fifteen years
who had an edema of the upper and lower lid, so extensive

that the eye could not be opened voluntarily. There was
a hard infiltration through the upper lid to the depth of
the orbit. The temperature was about loi degrees. The
patient denied that there had been any previous affection

of the nose. An operation was immediately performed,
and an extensive focus of sticky, grayish, gelatinous pus
was found and evacuated. Necrotic bone was also discov-

ered in the orbit. The patient stood the operation well and
spent a comfortable night. The next day, however, pulse

and temperature gradually rose and patient complained of
pain in the head. Probing revealed no further focus, but

the edema on the right side had increased and dilated veins

were visible over the forehead and nose. Atrophic retinitis

was found in each side, with crusts and pus in the middle
meatus, under them. On the following day the Killian

operation was performed, and pus was found in the frontal

and sphenoidal sinuses. After the operation the patient

gradually grew worse and died on the night of the follow-
ing day. The temperature had reached 106.1 degrees,

with profuse perspiration and very labored respiration.

The pus was found to contain a pure culture of bacillus

mucosus capsulatus. No postmortem was obtained. The
interesting points in the case were that a sinus affection

might be latent for some length of time, and that orbital

affection might be brought about by the affection of the
adjoining nasal cavities.

Cesarean Section.—Dr. John M. Wilson, Mobile.
Alabama, said the most common indication for cesarean
section was a contracted pelvis, but there might be other
causes, such as uterine myoma, located at the lower part

of the uterus, and ovarian cyst with adhesions, cancerous
or undilatable cervix. This operation might be employed
in some cases of placenta previa, as well as in some cases

of eclampsia with a very rigid cervix. The success of
cesarean section depended greatly upon the time when it

was performed, the best results being obtained in those
cases that could be given the proper preparation and oper-
ated on just before or at the beginning of labor. Those
cases gave the worst results that had been in labor some
time and had had repeated examinations made on them,
which were likely to produce, as stated before, an ex-
hausted patient and an infected uterus. Here was setn
the importance of the obstetrician making an early diag-
nosis of any pelvic deformity, or obstruction of any kind
that might call for a cesarean section. In this way we
would have the chance of properly preparing the patient
for a major abdominal operation.
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The Early Beginning of Tuberculosis with Especicil

Reference to Its Confusion with Malaria.—Dr. William
Rkdin Kikk, Hcndersoiiville. Xorlh Carolina, said that

without attempting to go into pliysical diagnosis in detail,

he would like to call attention to a few points in connection
with the recognition of tuberculosis in its early stage. Al-
tered breath sounds were the rule, and not the exception
in early cases. Lessened motion of the diaphragm was an
early sign ; William demonstrated it by the fluoroscope.

It was also observed by Litten, whose shadow test was
familiar ; and Kronig had called attention to the fact that

the motion of the lower border of the lung was diminished
when the lung was involved to a small degree, and Pot-
tinger claimed that the entire side lagged even in slight

involvement of the apex. Exploration of the entire chest

was always necessary, but especial care should be used in

observing certain areas, the apices, front and back, the
first intercostal spaces, the area under the scapula, which
was partly uncovered when the hand was placed on the

opposite shoulder, the area on each side of the vertebra
between the scapula and the lower lobe of the lungs.

Rist, in a recent paper, claimed the lower lobe was almost
invariably the site of the initial lesion in children, and
that the apex was involved secondarily in both children and
adults, explaining that cough forced infectious material
into the ape.x. Of the accessory means of diagnosis, he
should have only a few words to say. Search for the
bacillus should be thorough, and negative cases examined
repeatedly, for while finding the bacillus was the only
absolute proof, a negative result was not positive evidence
of the non-e.xistence of tuberculosis. Too often patients

were assured they had tuberculosis upon this evidence
alone. The general practitioner was not expected to make
use of .\renth's method of differentiation of the nuclei of
the neutrophiles, the opsonic index and other more diffi-

cult laboratory means of diagnosis, but in all suspected
cases he could and should use some of the tuberculin
tests, Moro's, Von Pirquet's, or the old method of the
subcutaneous injection of Koch's old tuberculin.

The Diagnosis of Plague.—Dr. R. L. Wilson, Charles-
ton, South Carolina, said that in plague work great care
should be taken in handling infected animals, tissue, cul-

tures and other material. Even persons accustomed to

bacteriological laboratory work had to be reminded of
danger, as several laboratory cases of infection were on
record. The principal things to look out for were fleas

from animals, skin abrasions, soiling of fingers, using of
pipettes and smoking. To summarize the principal points
in diagnosis. I. Typical lesions, especially characteristic

buboes. 2. Production of the disease in animals by in-

oculation. 3. The unmistakable presence of the plague
bacillus in smears, cultures and in inoculated animals.
Symptoms and Clinical Diagnosis of Bubonic Plague.

—Dr. J. BiRNEY Guthrie, New Orleans, Louisiana, stated

that the appearance of the patient sick with bubonic plague
was somewhat similar to that of one under the influence

of alcohol. The face was swollen, the eyes injected.

There was a general loss of coordination, staggering gait,

thick and stammering speech. This speech disturbance fre-

quently extended into convalescence, and with persistence

of lymphatic enlargement and recent scars of suppurating
buboes, might furnish the clew to identification of a pre-
viously unreported case. The recognition of cases of bu-
bonic plague, where it was known to exist, presented small
difficulty to the physician. It was the identification of the

first cases, especially if they were of mild type, which
would present the severe problein in diagnosis. In a sus-

picious case careful and continuous observation of the su-

perficial lymphatic glands should be maintained and punc-
ture with the needle and examination of aspirated fluid

made by smears and culture methods. Finally, let this be
emphasized, the early identification beyond any doubt of
bubonic plague depended upon the microscope. It was the

duty of the attending physician to submit to the bac-
teriological laboratory slides made from the fluid aspirated
from every suspicious bubo and from sputum in every case

of pneumonia showing more than ordinary depression at

the outset with a bright red sputum instead of the typical

rusty sputum of ordinary pneumonia. The services of the

public bacteriologist should be available. Possibly it might
be wise to require the specimens to be submitted. The
only hope of limiting an outbreak was that of a prompt
diagnosis of the disease. To-day every seaport of the

world was menaced by plague, and the menace would be
still further increased by the opening of the Panama Canal.
It therefore became the duty of every one of us who
practised medicine in a seaport to keep constantly in mind
the possibility of encountering the disease. To this end
examination of the superficial lymphatic glands during the

progress of every acute febrile case became a matter of

necessarv routine.

Treatment of the Plague.—Dr. Isaac Ivan Lemann,
New Orleans, Louisiana, said unfortunately the story of

the plague therapy was brief and discouraging. The mor-
tality rate of those stricken, without previous prophylactic

treatment, was still in the neighborhood of 90 per cent.

Our chief and first attention must, therefore, in this dis-

ease above all others, be given to prophylaxis. Several

methods of producing active immunity had been proposed.

Haffkine, working in India in 1907, proposed his well-

known prophylactic. This consisted of a bouillon culture

of the pest bacilli, killed by heat and carbolized so as to

represent a 0.5 per cent, solution of phenol. The dose of

this varied from 0.5 to I c.c, and in special cases as much
as 20 c.c. were given, according to Jackson. Llewellys Bar-

ker says: ".\dult males receive 3 to 3.5 c.c, adult lemales

2 to 2.5 c.c, children over ten i c.c. small children o.i to

0.5 c.c. of the prophylactic injected subcutaneously. The
reaction varied greatly in different indi\iduals; as a rule,

there was slight fever, malaise with local swelling and
edema for twenty-four to forty-eight hours. Ten days

later, a second, larger dose might be given, the size vary-

ing according to the reaction following the first dose."

The protection aff'orded by the prophylactic was not abso-

lute. When repeated several times it afforded a relative

immunity for some months. "Four to 20 per cent, of the

inoculated contracted the disease and from two to eight

per cent, died." Passive immunization by means of sera

derived from animals in whom an artificial immunity had
been created, had been used prophylactically and therapeu-

tically. The immunity produced by immune sera was said to

last but a few days. Aside from the specific treatment the

management of a case of plague was entirely symptomatic.
Treatment was inaugurated with a brisk calomel purge, fol-

lowed by a saline. The patient must be, of course, kept

in bed in a well-lighted, well-ventilated room. The diet

throughout the acute stage should be liquid, principally

milk and water, with the addition of alcohol in cases where
there was great prostration. Later a soft bland diet was
permitted. In convalescence regard must be paid to the

probability of change having occurred in heart muscle
and in the kidney. The buboes must be dealt with sur-

gically. As to the treatment of pneumonic plague, the au-

thorities contented themselves with the vague suggestion

that expectorants might prove useful. They laid much
more stress upon the high degree of contagiousness of
pneumonic plague and the great care with which these
patients and their sputa must be handled in order to

prevent the spread of the disease.

Resolutions.—The following resolutions were offered,

referred to the Council, reported back to the Association,
and adopted

:

To President-elect Wilson, asking his support for the

bill establishing a Department of Public Health.

To Congress, asking for the creation of a commission
for the investigation of malaria, with a view to the recom-
mendation of practical means for the extirpation of this

disease.

To the press, asking its aid in the education of the

public in matters of hygiene and sanitation.

Against fee-splitting, urging State and county medical
societies to oppose the practice and to discipline any of
their members who may be guilty of giving or receiving

any fee or commission of this kind.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year: President, Dr. Frank A. Jones, Memphis,
Tennessee; First Vice-f resident, Dr. Stuart McGuire,
Richmond, Virginia; Second Vice-president, Dr. J. D.
Love, Jacksonville, Florida ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.

Scale Harris, Mobile, Alabama.
Lexington, Kentucky, was selected as the place for hold-

ing the next annual meeting.

THE PR.ACTITIONERS' SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

249/A Regular Meeting, Held October 11, 1912.

Dr. J. W. Brannan. President, in the Chair.

Heart Murmurs and Patients.—Dr. B. R. Robinson read
this paper (see page 1076).

Dr. A. A. Smith said he would gladly indorse a great
deal of what Dr. Robinson had said, but he questioned if

a patient suffering from organic disease could be pro-
tected by being told that he could not hear what his dis-

ease was. He quite agreed that the patient should not be
told in a brutal way that he had heart disease. Patients
had a particular aversion to hearing this. The physician

disliked to say it. What should be said to the patient was
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a difficult subject. He could not, however, take the broad
ground that Dr. Robinson had taken and should answer
the question himself in a dilTerent way. Serious hami
might be done by allowing the patient to remain ignorant
of a heart lesion. He would like to ask Dr. Robinson
whether he had been able to convince people of his judg-
ment by saying tliat he would not tell them anything about
the diagnosis, and whether he had not left them in more
doubt and an.\iety by not telling them. If cardiac func-
tions were properly performed the situation could be e.'c-

plained.

Dr. Mear.\ said he was not depreciating a cardiac mur-
mur, but he would like to inveigli against the amount of
importance that was placed upon cardiac murmurs. The
importance of physical diagnosis was magnified to a great
degree. When a fourth year student was given a cardiac
condition for e.xamination he always made a diagnosis in
terms of a cardiac murmur and quite forgot the heart in

the murmur, and the patient in the heart. The patient
at once thought that a cardiac murmur was synonymous
with disease. The student exaggerated the murmur and
got no idea of cardiac efficiency. The physical signs were
considered but rarely the physical efficiency of the heart.
and indeed it was relatively a rare thing for even prac-
tising physicians to study the efficiency of the heart.
Should a patient with a cardiac murmur fall into the
hands of insurance companies he would be excluded from
the risk because of the murmur, though his heart might
be efficient ; while another patient would be passed with a
marked degree of cardiac deficiency, but no murmur.

Dr. Conner said he could indorse what Dr. Meara had
said as to the exaggerated importance so often given to
auscultation in the examination of the heart. It seemed
to him that it might have been better for our patients and
for ourselves if the stethoscope had never been invented.
In regard in Dr. Robinson's remarks as to the unde-
sirability of telling patients of the existence of heart le-

sions, tne only safe rule seemed to him the application of
connnon sense. One patient you could tell, another not.
Some patients were better for not knowing. On the other
hand, as Dr. Smith said, serious damage could sometimes
be prevented by a frank and tactful statement of the mat-
ter to the patient.

Dr. Bryant said that the question seemed one of com-
mon sense and not of hard and fast method. Some people
you could reason with, some you could not. It was un-
wise to draw conclusions and lay down rules in advance
in matters relating to present and prospective human wel-
fare and comfort. The protection of the patient from him-
self seemed quite as proper in this contingency as in those
related to specific infections and the sequel.t of other hu-
man infirmities.

Dr. Park said that certain people could be told the
truth about their hearts without disadvantage.

Dr. Robinson said it was within the last few years that
he had come to this conclusion. He told the patient,

"I will examine you; I will do the best I can for you, but
I shall not tell what I find except to your own physician

;

if my method displeases you, you can go elsewhere." He
had seen too many people made unnecessarily unhappy by
telling them of heart murmurs. He was indifferent as to
what the other man said to his patient. A practical illus-

tration of his procedure was the case of a man who had
come to him last spring for examination. He had been
told of his heart murmurs and was in pretty wretched con-
dition in mind and body. He told him he would examine
him and do the best he could for him, but would not tell

him what he found. That man was now in better shape
than he had been for a long time. It took weeks and months
to find out his exact condition. His heart now functioned
all right. It would have been wrong and worthless to tell

this patient that he had a murmur. He did not care if

the patient had one or not. He meant every word he had
said in his paper.

The Sanitary Control of Local Milk Supplies through
Loceil Official Agencies.—Dr. Ernst J. Lederle read
this paper (see page 1063).
Dr. Dana asked how much it cost per quart to pasteur-

ize milk; if it added to the expense per quart; if it was
possible to have central plants for pasteurization, and if

the 6,000 grocers still selling milk made a living.

Dr. Meara asked what Dr. Lederle meant by "farmers
complying with 75 per cent of the B. O. H. regulations"

;

if "vital regulations" had a value that did not permit the
farmer to disregard them; if, aside from theoretical con-
siderations, pasteurization of first-class milk produced a
cleaner milk and gave a better milk than the original milk
cornplying with 60 per cent of the B. O. H. regulations

;

if infant's milk, grade A, complied with the tuberculin
test; how rigidly the tuberculin test was insisted on; if

carrying out the infant's milk supply had not really in-

volved the principle of paternalism; if the Dairy Demon-
stration Company was a business or philanthropic enter-

prise; and if cream was richer in bacteria than milk.

Dr. Conner asked if pasteurization of milk was done in

the city, on the farm, or at the creameries ; where would
be the best place; and what effect pasteurization had upon
the bacterial count.

Dr. Bryant said that in the 70's he was connected with
the department of inspection and was often required with
others to inspect milk. They had to ascertain its condi-
tion with reference to its properties, especially fat con-
tent, reaction and cleanliness. The bacterial count, for

obvious reasons, never entered into the question. As to

the manner in which the inspection was conducted the
inspectors would carry round a canton flannel bag in

which was a urinometer and a glass milk holder of suit-

able size. They went to milk stores and inspected dipped
milk. The inspectors had to do a definite number of
inspections per diem and turn over the results to the

Department. In the light of modern methods he could
not see that these inspections were of any other use than
to provide the inspectors themselves with $100 a month,
and the Department with an occasional fine or suit against

milk vendors. However, it was the beginning which led to

the present advanced state of affairs. The B. O. H. did
the very best it knew how at the time. Those who sold

milk either did their best, or, as now, tried to deceive the
public. Those brought up on the farm could recall how.
by the taste and odor of the milk, they could always tell if

the cows had been in the pasture or not. He asked if

giving the child top milk gave it more bacteria.

Dr. Robinson asked Dr. Lederle if pasteurization im-
paired the nutritive value of milk.

Dr. Brannan asked Dr. Lederle what had been the

effect in increase in price of milk; he added that the price

paid at Bellevue Hospital was now 6 cents per quart.

Three or four years ago the price paid ranged from 6^
to 7 cents, but in 1910 the specifications were changed so

as to require only 12 per cent, solids, instead of 12^-1 per

cent., and 3] 2 per cent, butter fat in place of 4 per cent.,

and the price since then has ranged from 6 to 6J4 cents

per quart. The loss in butter fat was made up by the

addition of cream, when needed, for babies and young
children. Up to ten years ago there had been, he thought,

no bacterial examination of the milk at Bellevue or in

any of the city hospitals. At that time, he thought, at

the suggestions of Dr. Park, specifications were prepared
limiting the number of bacteria to 50 or 60 thousand per
c.c. in the winter and 100 thousand per c.c. during the

summer weather. This regulation had prevailed ever
since, the B. O. H. making examinations of samples of
the milk supplied the various hospitals two or three times

a week. It was Dr. Park's idea that our action would
help the Department of Health in raising the general
standard of milk in the city. The change in percentage
of solids and butter fat to which he referred was made
under instructions from the Committee on Standardiza-
tion of the Finance Department, which was endeavoring
to standardize the milk and other supolies for all the

public institutions of the city. He asked Dr. Lederle what
effect, if any, the regulations which he had described had
had in increasing the price of milk for general consump-
tion in New York.

Dr. Lederle, replying to Dr. Dana, said that most of

the dealers had found that they were able to sell the

pasteurized milk at the same price as the raw, the com-
mercial advantages secured by pasteurization being sufficient

to offset its expense. Central plants for pasteurization

would require too many different pieces of apparatus.

Milk came into the city at different times. A supply

should be pasteurized immediately. Milk coming in at

midnight must be pasteurized and sent out early in the

morning. The large dealers had been able to raise capital

to pasteurize milk, and if some means could be found
for the small dealers to do so it woidd be of great benefit

to the city. Municipal pasteurization had been suggested

as a solution of the problem, but he was of the opinion

that the dealers should do it themselves. In regard to

groceries selling milk he said that if there were a smaller

number of stores it would be possible for groceries to sell

milk at a profit. Most of them sold milk to oblige cus-

tomers. The smaller stores could sell bottled milk. In

the poorer sections the sale of bottled milk was increasing

rapidly. If loose milk dealers would pasteurize and bottle

milk they could keep the trade.

In reply to Dr. Meara Dr. Lederle said that every item

as to equipment and method was clearly specified and a

copy of the findings was left with the farmer. He was
advised as to the theoretical value of every point. His
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dairy was graded, and if his scoring fell below in any
point he was advised what he must do to raise it to the

average. As soon as he came up to the requirements he
obtained a permit. Creamery inspection was not a diffi-

cult thing to regulate from the city. The proper inspection

of 45,000 farms, however, was almost impossible. It was
thought at first that with farm inspection the milk regula-

tions could be carried out, but the greater the experience
the more doubtful this became; that was the cause of the
desire of the B. O. H. to introduce general pasteurization.

Even after that was accomplished they felt that they must
still further insist on a cleaner milk supply. Proper
pasteurization produced a cleaner milk, provided that the

milk was not reinfected in the handling. Ideal pasteuriza-

tion, however, would be in the bottle, and it was hoped
that it would eventually be done that . way. Raw milk
classified under grade A complied with the tuberculin

test. In the case of pasteurized milk it was not required.

The amount of grade A milk coming under the tuberculin

test requirement was comparatively small and was almost
all certified and guaranteed. At present certified milk
came from farms certified by the Milk Commission of the

County Medical Society. Personally he believed in the

necessity of all grade B milk being pasteurized.

The infant's milk supply did involve the question of
paternalism at the start. They were really carrying out a

great object lesson. Milk stations were the centers of
education for mothers. Eventually he hoped that the

grade of milk sold there would be generally sold through-
out the city and that the stations would become purely

educational centers. Here the element of price came in.

Last year the milk stations sold milk for 7 cents a quart,

which was probably no higher than the cost of production.

This was made possible by the generosity of one of the

dealers in the city. The following year dealers refused to

bid and the Dairy Demonstration Company received the

contract. They were trying to demonstrate that a safe,

clean milk could be produced without large increase in

cost. This milk was sold for very little more than or-

dinary milk. They were now selling milk in our stations

for 8 cents a quart. The Dairy. Demonstration Company
was part of the work of the New York Milk Committee.

Replying to Dr. Conner Dr. Lederle said that some of
the pasteurization was done in the country at the cream-
eries; that theoretically the better time was before it left

the farm, but there were many practical difficulties in the

way of that. It required considerable skilled labor. The
process was easier to control in the city. Pasteurization

was not total sterilization, but Dr. Park told him that

imder the conditions of pasteurization which the B. O. H.
required there was practical elimination of bacterial or-

ganisms. This required skillful management, and that

brought up the question of requiring a definite bacterial

standard. Pasteurization depended very much upon ma-
chinery. The whole subject of pasteurization upon a large

scale was a new one. They had hesitated to make legal

bacterial standards. If the bacterial content of grade B
was too high the dealers received a warning.

In reply to Dr. Robinson Dr. Lederle said that he
thought that the feeling that harm was done by pasteuriza-

tion was dying out. The ill effects supposed to be due
to pasteurization were really caused by sterilization.

Sterilization had been practised abroad for a great many
years. Many cases cited of infants having been harmed
b" pasteurized milk had. in fact, used sterilized milk. He
said it was not so very long ago that the milk sold in

hotels and restaurants and that used in hospitals was con-

sidered the poorest on the market, but a great improve-
ment had taken place. More attention was now paid to

hospital milk, and hotels and restaurants were now re-

quired to have a permit from the Department of Health
which allowed the sale of grade A or B only in these

places. Only last week he had addressed a meeting of the

Association of International Hotel Stewards to explain

the milk regulations, the system of grading and the best

methods of keeping milk. Replying to Dr. Brannan, Dr.

Lederle said that the increase in price had not been more
than the natural increase in price as with other commodi-
ties. The increase could not be traced to the efforts of

the rtealth Department to obtain clean milk.

Dr. Lederle said that the question of regulations for

cream was not yet settled. The Health Department had
intended to include cream with milk In the grading plan,

hut finally decided that milk was such an enormous prob-

lem that they would try to put that on a solid basis before
going further with the cream regulations. A great deal

of pasteurized cream came to the city. From the public

health standpoint as stringent regulations should be made
in the case of cream as in the case of milk. The flavor

of cream depended on conditions of the green fodder.

When cows were out to pasture in spring many weeds
were in the grass that affected the flavor of the cream
and lowered its value. Pasteurization tended to elimitiate

these flavors. From a commercial standpoint pasteuriza-

tion of cream was an advantage. Such cream kept much
better. It would interest the Society to know that cream
for use on the 4th of July was gathered as early as March
or April. Cream should be pasteurized. It was incon-

sistent to have milk pasteurized and not cream. Now that

grade C milk had been degraded it would be used for

making cream. Cream used for ice cream should also be

pasteurized, as freezing was not a safeguard. There was
a special grade of butter made from pasteurized milk

called nursery butter. Another problem was the use of

skim milk. The Board of Health did not permit the sale

of skim milk in the city, even if so labeled. There was
no other place in the world where this was done. Be-

cause of this restriction the commercial use of skim milk

was for making a glue substitute. The casein was used

and the whey was used in the preparation of milk sugar.

.\ valuable food product had thus been diverted to other

uses and that helped to keep up the price of milk. Some
time he was sure the value of skim milk would be recog-

nized in this city and it would be largely used.

Dr. Park said that he and Dr. Lederle were so closely

connected that they had much the same point of view. It

was in igoi that this certified milk movement was begun.

It was thought that the city should have a certified milk

taken care of by the Health Department laboratories. Up
to that time they thought that they could have the dealers

place on their milk "certified milk" and "inspected milk,"

but the inspected milk never took. People asked. "What
is the other milk you are selling?" Competitors would

say, "Our milk is as good as yours." and people were not

interested enough to find out the difference between in-

spected and certified labels. Inspected milk has been on

the market since 1902 and is used by diet kitchens, hos-

pitals, etc. Dr. Lederle took up this question to force the

dealers to put on true labels. It was found that better

class dealers wished to get a good clean milk. There had

been tremendous pressure that Dr. Lederle had had to

fight against to get this labeling done. The difficulty was
to see if the labeling was true. Men would have all sorts

of schemes to make their labels look right. This question

was, however, up to the people as well. The Health De-

Dartment would have done their share of the work if the

people were able to know what they were buying. This

was one of the greatest steps in advance if the public

could be sure of what they were getting. As to pasteur-

ization, besides the question of convenience to the city,

he thought it was better to have one million dead bacteria

than five thousand live ones. Even if the milk was shipped

through thoroughly iced the city w-as the best place to

urge for pasteurization. He said that pasteurization

caused less change in milk than did sterilization. It was
not so much sterilizing milk but keeping it after it had

been sterilized that did the harm. An Englishwoman, Dr.

Claypon, working here under the direction of the London
County Council, had come to the conclusion, the more
she studied this question in London and Paris, that no
harm had come from the use of boiled milk. The Rocke-

feller Institute and the Good Samaritan Home used boiled

milk and the results seemed just as good as with raw
milk. Replying to Dr. Brannan he said that pasteurized

milk would never catch up with raw milk in bacterial

count. Bacteria occurred in any milk, pasteurized or raw,

but pasteurization could bring 100,000 count down to

3.000. If the milk was not properly iced bacteria would
occur, but 1,000.000 would come down to 30.000 or

40,000 under pasteurization and it would be delivered un-

der 100,000. Replying to Dr. Meara he said that cream

had as many bacteria as all the rest of the milk put to-

gether. In reply to Dr. Bryant he said the top milk gave

a child more bacteria, but unless they were harmful bac-

teria there would be no harm done.

THE PHILADELPHIA PEDI.ATRIC SOCIETY.

Slated Meeliiig, Held Xoveiiiber 12, 1912.

The Presioent, Dr. Theodore Le Boutillier,

IN the Ch.mr.

This was a joint meeting of the Philadelphia Pediatric

Society with the New England Pediatric Society, the Sec-
tion of Pediatrics of the New York Academy of Medicine,
and the New Jersey Pediatric Society. The meeting was
held in Thomson Hall, College of Physicians, and was
largely attended.
The Treatment of Hemorrhagic Disease of the New-
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born.—Dr. Beth Vincent of Boston read this paper.
He stated that but little progress had been made with the
problem of the etiology and treatment of hemorrhagic
diseases of the new-born during the past year. The use
of serum therapy seemed to mark a distinct advance in

the treatinent of this condition. This treatment had been
applied in the form of blood transfusion and by the sub-
cutaneous injection of animal serum, human serum and
whole human blood. While the number of reported cases
was not large the results showed such a high percentage
of recoveries as to justify the assumption that the employ-
ment of these various methods was of therapeutic value
in this disease. A review of cases showed that in 11 cases
treated by transfusion the immediate effect of the pro-
cedure was to check the bleeding and correct the anemia.
Eight of the eleven cases treated by transfusion were
cured. Of the three cases which terminated fatally, one
died of diffuse peritonitis which was probably present be-
fore the transfusion, the second died of syphilitic infec-
tion about one month after the transfusion, and the third
was moribund at the time of the transfusion. Four addi-
tional cases not treated by transfusion recei"ed injections
of whole human blood and all terminated fatally, but the
fatal result which occurred in all of them could not be
taken as evidence that this method was ineffectual, since
three of the cases were moribund at the time of the in-
jections and in the other the injections were not repeated
as prescribed in this form of treatment. Several cases
in this series received animal serum subcutaneously with-
out anparent result and were subsequently cured by trans-
fusion. This agreed with the experience of other ob-
servers. While this experience did not justify the state-
ment that animal serum was altogether ineffective, it con-
firmed the opinion that human blood or its derivatives
was more valuable in the treatment of these hemorrhagic
diseases. The good results obtained by Schloss, Cominsky
and others who had used the human blood serum was
sufficient evidence that these measures were effective in
checking the disease. If the bleeding in many of these
cases of hemorrhagic disease was due to a defect in the
infant's blood, which was apparently improved by any of
the three methods of treatment, it would seem that trans-
fusion was the ideal method because it restored directly
to the infant's circulation all the elements needed for coag-
ulation. In addition, transfusion possessed the advantage
of correcting the anemia by replacing the cellular elements
which had been lost by hemorrhage. Transfusion was the
only method from which results could be expected in the
severe types of the disease in which the patients had been
exsanguinated by continuous profuse bleeding. The uni-
form success which had attended the injection of whole
human blood, blood serum, and the transfusion of blood
would lead one to believe that the best line of treatment
to pursue in these cases was a rational combination of all

three methods. In cases in which the bleeding was rapid
and profuse and which were usually quickly fatal an im-
mediate transfusion was indicated. Where the disease
began with trivial hemorrhage and was seen early, the
easier and more simple methods of blood or serum in-
jections were in order. .Assuming that these two methods
gave equally good results, it would be advisable to make
the first injection of whole blood to save delay and at
the same time to collect enough blood to furnish serum
for further treatment. This treatment should be continued
if the bleeding stopped or seemed to be diminished and
the infant's condition remained good. Cases which did not
follow so favorable a course, or were not seen until the
patient was exsanguinated, were more safely treated by
transfusion. When transfusion was once done the case
might be left, with the assurance that the infant was in no
immediate danger, which was of no small advantage where
the case could not be kept under constant observation.
There were two forms of hemorrhagic disease in which
transfusion or any other method could not always be ex-
pected to effect a cure. The first class included those cases
in which the underlying cause of the bleeding, as bacterial
infection, syphilis, and ulcers of the stomach, or duodenum,
was such as to be fatal in itself, while the second form
comprised those cases with hemorrhage in the brain, adre-
nals, kidneys or liver, in which the location and not the
extent of the bleeding was the vital factor. With these ex-
ceptions their experience seemed to show that by the proper
application of one or a combination of the methods under
discussion they could cure a large percentage of cases in
this hitbertn fatal disease.

Pyloric Obstruction, with a Comparative Study of the
Normal Stomach of Infants.—Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek
and Dr. L. T. LeWald (radiologist). New York City, pre-
sented this paper. They stated that their object in pre-
senting the paper was to indicate how we may add, in an

efficient manner, to the diagnostic resources already at

hand. The controversial theories as to the etiological factor

were still unsettled and little had been gained from them
in the establishment of a definite form of treatment. By
the use of Rontgen rays and bismuth one could determine,
by the degree of positiveness, whether a given case should
or should not be operated upon. Modern apparatus. with
the intensifying sheets securing instantaneous exposures
made this study possible. The paper was illustrated with
numerous lantern slides, showing the stomach and ali-

mentary tract of infants with pyloric obstruction, taken at

short intervals, the series in each case being completed at

the end of approximately twenty-four hours. Compara-
tive studies were made in a similar manner, using normal
infants, breast and artificially fed. It was soon evident that

the accepted conception of the shape and activity of the

infant stomach needed revision. Heretofore these facts

have been obtained mainly at the autopsy table and from
the embryologist. The study showed that the normal
stomach began to empty itself within a minute or two
after the intake of food, and this fact was used to differ-

entiate cases of pyloric obstruction in which the food, in

cases of true stenosis, escaped very slowly and through
an extremely narrow lumen, while in cases of pylorospasm
it took twenty minutes to half an hour before the bismuth
food passed into the duodenum. As a result of their find-

ings they prophesied that in the future every suspected case
of pyloric obstruction would be subjected to a radiographic
study before a plan of treatment was determined upon,
just as to-day no surgeon would think of putting up a
fracture without the use of the rays.

Dr. Edwin E. Graham of Philadelphia said he was espe-
cially interested in the reference to the fact that a small
portion of the stomach contents passed into the duodenum
within one or two minutes after the bismuth meal had been
introduced. He would like to know whether a sufficient

number of cases had been examined to decide definitely as

to whether this was the invariable rule. \\ as it possible

that in these cases the amount of fluid introduced into the

stomach was excessixe? If this was the rule the portion

so leaving the stomach could scarcely be appreciably af-

fected by any gastric secretion.

Dr. Fritz B. Talbot of Boston said that anything that

could assist them in the diagnosis of pyloric stenosis was
very important. In some cases it was impossible to get

these babies .v-rayed and in these cases he was accustomed
to give the baby subnitrate of bismuth by mouth. Sub-
nitrate of bismuth was a crystallizable substance and if

it passed through the intestinal canal could be readily ob-

served microscopically in the stools. Absence of typical

bismuth crystals from the stools meant that no food was
passing through the pylorus.

Dr. Harry Lowenbkrg of Philadelphia reported one case
of pyloric obstruction in which the bismuth shadow did not
show beyond the spinal column. He also showed charts of

two cases in wliich the daily and weekly gain was recorded

:

these were cases of partial obstruction. A point which he
considered important and wished to bring before his audi-
ence was the diagnostic and prognostic value of the ad-
ministration of charcoal. If this substance passed through
the prognosis was hopeful, whether there was present a
hypertrophy or spasm or a mixed condition. Dr. Lowen-
berg reported another case of a baby sent to him for
pyloric obstruction. The patient had persistent vomiting
and obstinate constipation. The A--ray was interpreted as
demonstrating a large twist in the sigmoid which probably
accounted for the constipation. The vomiting was prob-
ably reflex. The .I'-ray showed that the bismuth meal
passed to the right of the spinal column and appeared
within two minutes, showing that there was no pyloric ob-
struction. The dangers of the stomach tube should be
emphasized; in this case he believed that the stomach had
been perforated, as he could palpate the end of the catheter
in the right iliac fosa, but an .i--ray picture showed that

the tube bad pushed the lower border of the stomach down.
Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark, N. J., spoke of the etiol-

ogy and prevention of pyloric obstruction and believed that

the abuse of the saturated boric acid solution, so generally
used for washing out infants' mouths, was sometimes, if

not often, to blame for the occurrence of pyloric spasm,
stenosis and even .gastric ulcer.

Dr. J. Finley Bell of Englewood, N. J., said that he
had reported a case in 1889 which had been operated upon
successfully. The absence of tumor at the pyloric region
did not necessarily indicate that there was no obstruction
present.

Dr. Walter Lester Carr of New York said that many
of those cases of pouched stomachs in which the peristaltic

wave appeared to the left of the median line were found
in infants that were artificially fed and could not be classi-
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fied as cases of pyloric spasm or pyloric obstruction, al-

though showing a reversed peristaltic wave.
Dr. Godfrey Pisek of New York, in answer to Dr. Gra-

ham, said that in the normal stomach the contents in-

variably began to pass through in a short time within a few
minutes from the time of ingestion. In the cases of pyloric

tumor the meal remained for some time and this was a

very helpful point in diagnosis.

In cases of pyloric obstruction in which there was no
tumor felt it might be found that there was no bismuth
extruded for a half hour; then suddenly, in pyloric spasm,
it would gush through. This aided in making a diagnosis
between true tumor and spasm and in making a prognosis
as well. If there was a fair amount of bismuth in the

small intestine soon after the test meal the prognosis was
good. The cases to which Dr. Carr referred were intro-

duced to show an effect produced by the .t'-ray. In arti-

ficially fed babies the stomach contents appeared to pass
readily through the pylorus. Dr. Talbot's point regarding
the use of bismuth subnitrate was very good, but of course
this would only show that something could pass through
the pylorus.

An Objective Method of Teaching Food Values and
Food Requirements.—Dr. Clifford B. Farr of Phila-
delphia read this [laper. presented lantern slides, and dem-
onstrated his exhibit. He said that in teaching the prin-

ciples of dietetics to the medical students, nurses, and to

the general public, he made use of charts, graduated cyl-

inders containing colored fluids and permanent specimens
of foods preserved in graduated containers. The charts
were worded as tersely and emphatically as possible, cover-
ing for example, the definition of foods and foodstuffs,

the principal foodstuffs and their functions, the principles

of the conservation of energy as applied to metabolism, the

explanation of the use of the calorie as a unit of food
(energy) values, the caloric requirements at various ages
with special reference to weight and body surface. Cyl-

inders graduated in cubic centimeters and containing col-

ored fluids, with explanatory labels, were used to show the

amounts of the chief foodstuffs (protein, fat, carbohy-
drate, water, and salts) needed at different ages, the com-
position of special dietaries and in a somewhat analogous
manner, the relative cost of important foods from a caloric

point of view. The permanent museum consisted of one
hundred or more graduated bottles and jars, each contain-
ing a quantity of the food represented sufficient to produce
one hundred calories (method of Irving Fisher). These
were fully and distinctly labeled and formed into groups
as follows : foods rich in protein, foods rich in fat, foods
rich in carbohydrates, foods chiefly valuable for the salts

contained, percentage mixtures and preparations used in

infant feeding, diet for a child after weaning, various
forms and preparation of milk (3) of equivalent food
value, etc.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON SURGERY.

Slated Meeting, Held November i. 1912.

Dr. Luaus W. Hotchkiss in the Chair.

Hypernephroma of the Kidney.—Dr. Charles Goodman
reported this case. The patient was a man, forty-two years

of age. admitted to Beth Israel Hospital on June 20, 1912,

with a diagnosis of calculus of the right ureter; he gave

a history of having had typhoid fever twenty-two years

ago, and had been troubled with constipation for a num-
ber of years. He denied ever having had any venereal

trouble. Six weeks previous to his admission to the hospi-

tal he had frequent micturition with bloody urine for three

days ; five weeks later he had a similar attack accompanied
with pain in his right side. The day before admission he
again sutTcred pain in the right flank, was nauseated,

vomited several times, felt chilly, and again passed some
blood-tinged urine. He had also some discomfort in the

left testicle for about two weeks. Upon admission to the

hospital, with the exception of some tenderness over the

right flank, an enlarged spleen, and a slightly enlarged left

epididymus, the physical examination was negative. He
had a temperature of 99.4° F. and a pulse that varied from
80 to 100. There was a slight trace of albumin in the
urine, some red and white cells, but no tubercle bacilli.

The blood examination showed a white count of 9,800

leucocytes with 77 per cent, polynuclears. On June 25

cystoscopy revealed nothing abnormal about the bladder.

He catheterized the ureters and injected .006 ings. of phenol-
sulphonephthalein into the muscles of the loin and made
the following observations: During the first hour sev-

eral c.c. of urine were obtained from the right catheter

which microscopically showed a few red blood cells. There
was a positive guaiac test. From the left catheter only a

few drops of clear fluid were obtained, which showed
nothing microscopically and which was also negative to the

guaiac test. The fluid obtained from the right catheter

showed a calorimeter estimation of 55 per cent, of phenol-

sulphonephthalein (equal to the normal output in the one

hour of two kidneys). The fluid from the left catheter

showed no phenolsulphonephthalein reaction whatever.

On July 3 the ureters were again catheterized and prac-

tically the same results were obtained as on the previous

examination with the exception of a slight diminution of

the output from the right kidney. Several radiographic

plates made of the case failed to show the presence of cal-

culus anywhere in the urinary tract, and, although the

patient was relieved of pain by his rest in bed, and his

urine upon chemical and microscopical examination was
now negative, he was induced on account of the phenol-
sulphonephthalein findings to explore the left kidney, in

spite of the fact that the subjective symptoms were refer- .

able to the right side. On July 3 he explored the left kid-

ney through a left lumbar incision and found it very much
enlarged, hardened throughout the greater part, and firmly

adherent to the vault of the diaphragm and spleen. In at-

tempting to separate the tumor from the surrounding
structures some large tortuous veins were injured produc-
ing a profuse hemorrhage, and in order to facilitate the de-

livery of the tumor he converted his incision into a ''T"

incision and made a rapid resection of the twelfth rib.

The pedicle, which was found to be very short, was ligated

and the kidney and tumor removed. The tumor showed
that the function of the kidney was almost completely de-

stroyed by the hypernephroma. Three weeks later an ir-

regular temperature occurred (from 102° to 104° F. in

the evening) and pain was complained of in the right upper
quadrant of the abdomen. The blood culture was negative,

the Widal test was negative, and the examination of the

urine showed only a few red and white blood cells. Under
local anesthesia he made an incision through the upper
portion of the right rectus muscle and with the aid of
nitrous oxide made an exploration. The right kidney on
palpation appeared to be enlarged ; otherwise nothing
abnormal was noted and the wound was immediately
closed. Strange to say, the day subsequent to the
operation the temperature dropped to normal and two
weeks later the patient was discharged from the hospital.

Dr. Goodman saw this patient a few days ago and found
him feeling well and able to work at his trade. The
phenolsulphonephthalein injection made its appearance at

the end of 11 minutes, with 50 per cent, output the first

hour. 20 per cent, in the second hour, a total of 70 per cent.,

which showed that the functional activity of the right

(compensatory) kidney equaled that of two normal kid-
neys. The urine upon a most careful examination of a
centrifuged specimen was found to be negative.

This case emphasized the value of ureteral catheteriza-

tion, and particularly the value of phenolsulphonephthalein
in determining in cases of this kind the advisability of
operative procedures. The results obtained showed that
the right kidney was performing the function of two kid-

neys, while the left had no functional activity at all. Had
he been guided entirely by the history of this case and the

subjective findings he would have been led to operate upon
the right side rather than the left.

Dr. Otto Kiliani asked Dr. Goldman what were the indi-

cations for operation, and whether .r-ray photographs and
other methods of diagnosis were used. It struck him as

being rather strange that a tumor of the size presented
could not have been easily and readily felt.

Dr. Goodman, in answer to Dr. Kiliani's remarks, said

that he thought that he was dealing with an enlarged

spleen, the symptoms referable to the right side mislead-
ing him. He recalled an instance that happened some years

ago in his practice ; a woman was admitted to the hospital

with the diagnosis of appendicitis and with symptoms re-

ferable to the kidney. The radiograph showed a calculus in

the right ureter and several large calculi in the parenchv 11a

of the left kidney. The injections of phenolsulphonephtha-
lein showed that the left kidney was only functionating

about one-half of what the normal kidney should and that

the right kidney was not functionating at all. He exposed
the right ureter and removed the calculus that was causing
the obstruction. The kidney was very much distended and
contained purulent urine. He, therefore, did a nephrotomy.
The result was that the function of the remaining kidney
was restored to normal. On the second day after the opera-

tion an injection of phenolsulphonephthalein was given and
it was followed by a large return. The right kidney within
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six weeks appeared to be perfectly normal. Three weeks
after the right ureterotomy and nephrotomy he operated
upon tlic left kidney and removed three large calculi buried
in its parenchyma so that the greater portion of that organ
was destroyed. Had he been led to operate upon this kid-

ney first instead of restoring the function of the right the

patient could not, in his opinion, have survived- The use
of this drug was very helpful in determining whether or
not the kidney was doing the work that it was called upon
to do.

Reversal of Circulation by Arteriovenous Anastomosis
of Femoral Vessels.—Dr. Charles Good.man presented
this case. The patient was thirty-five years of age, a

storekeeper, and had had excruciating pain and an impend-
ing gangrene of the leg, for which amputation had been
advised. He had had similar trouble with the right foot

three years previously for which an amputation below the

knee had been done. The history of his present trouble

e.xtended back a year, during which time he had suffered

acute pain, particularly at night, and in spite of large doses
of anodynes and hypnotics he had obtained very little sleep.

.'Vbout six months ago an ulcer appeared on the tip of the

great toe ; the toe became very much swollen, and the en-

tire tip appeared gangrenous. Shortly afterwards an ulcer

appeared on the shin. These ulcers refused to heal. He
gave the history of cigarette smoking so common to this

class of patients. Elevation of the limb was immediately
followed by blanching of the foot, and when the limb was
suspended it would become very red and mottled. Pulsa-

tion could not be felt below Scarpa's triangle in either the

popliteal, tibial, or dorsalis pedis; there was no edema.
The urine was negative, and also the Wassermann test.

The radiograph did not reveal a calcareous condition of the

vessels. It was decided to give the patient the benefit of

a conservative operation. He was admitted to Beth Israel

Hospital on July 12 and five days afterwards was operated
upon. The femoral vessels were exposed at the lower
angle of Scarpa's triangle, and the femoral artery and
vein severed about i centimeter, respectively, above and
below the point of anastomosis. The proximal end of the

femoral artery was then anastomosed to the distal end of

the femoral vein, with a continuous circular Carrel suture

;

the free ends of the vessels were ligated. .\fter the

anastomosis was completed and serrefines removed, the

vein became distended and could be seen pulsating syn-

chronously with the heart beat. The wound was closed with

catgut for the deeper cutures and silkworm gut for the

skin. A long splint was applied. During the first twenty-
four hours after the operation the temperature was 100° F.

and the pulse varied from 80 to 100. The second day after

the operation the patient said he was more comfortable
than he had been for a year. On the fourth day the dress-

ings were opened, and to their satisfaction they found that

the ulcer on the shin had taken on a healthy appearance
and was healing. At the end of ten days this ulcer which
had resisted all forms of treatment had become completely
cicatrized. The swelling of the great toe was diminished

and it had taken on a more healthy appearance. Two
weeks after the operation a slight edema was present and
the limb became mottled in appearance. On .August 10.

nearly three weeks after the operation, it was found that

the operative wound, which had only apparently healed by
primary union, showed evidence of fluctuation, and the

introduction of scissors was followed by a gush of clear

serous fluid, which must have caused pressure on the ves-

sels, for after it was evacuated the edema disappeared and
the toe began to heal. The toe was now almost healed and
the patient was able to get about without discomfort, and
to sleep without anodynes or hypnotics. For the last three

weeks he had been getting light massage and an emolient

ointment to the toe. There was a distinct thrill and bruit

heard over the area of the anastomosis. It was fair to

presume that in this case the relief of the pain and the

healing of the wounds which had resisted all other forms
of treatment were evidences that the circulation was re-

versed by the anastomosis and that the general trophic

condition of the limb was improved. The possibility of the

reversal of the circulation had been questioned by such men
as Gallois, Pinatello, Coenen, and Hauke. They based their

contention on experiments performed on the cadaver. Dr.
Carrel and Dr. Guthrie, on the other hand, had shown that

in an end-to-end anastomosis of the femora! vessels in a

dog the resistance offered by the valves was overcome and
the circulation reversed in the course of three hours. The
results obtained in a living human being spoke louder than
the results of any number of experiments on the cadaver.

The following points in the technique might be emphasized

:

I. The operation should only be undertaken in carefully

selected cases, and under absolute asepsis. 2. The wound
in the vessels should be clean-cut and freed from adven-

titia. 3, The edges of the wound should be approximated
without tension. 4. The vessels must be very delicately

handled and this was only acquired by plenty of previous

experimental work on animals and with the cooperation of

a well-trained assistant. Dr. Goodman said that in his

twenty years' experience in Beth Israel Hospital, Mount
Sinai, and the Alontefiore Home he had come in contact

with almost every case of this kind in the city at one time
or another. He had seen every therapeutic means imagin-
able used, and yet every one of these cases would sooner or
later come to an amputation of either one or both limbs.

This seemed to be the experience of every surgeon who had
had the treatment of this class of patients.

Dr. Richard Lewisohn said that he had watched this

case presented by Dr. Goodman with a great deal of inter-

est, having observed the case for many weeks after opera-

tion. He could not agree with Dr. Goodman in all that he
said, although he thought that the report of this case was
a very important and instructive one. When Dr. Lewisohn
saw the patient on .\guust i (one week after operation)
the limb was still blue and there was no pulsation in the

popliteal or dorsalis pedis vessels. This blue condition,

together with excruciating pains, persisted until the end
of August. The pains were of such severity that the ques-

tion of amputation arose, and he was very glad that this

was not done. The result obtained by Dr. Goodman he
considered very good, indeed. There was one point which
he considered to be of great interest and importance^in
looking up the history he found that the femoral vein was
clotted, at least two-thirds of it being taken up by a clot.

He doubted whether the operation performed cured the

man. There had been employed a conservative treatment
for at least four months.

Dr. Willy Meyer said that they had all seen patients

with sometimes one side and sometimes both sides afflicted

and there was the persistent excruciating pain day and
night. In cases of diabetic gangrene not infrequently it

was possible to preserve the foot and leg by exposure to

hot air. A number of cases had been reported by men
abroad where excellent results were obtained from this

same operation. Dr. Meyer believed that the man had been

much benefited by the operation, more so than he would
have been from any other known procedure. He believed

that by means of this anastomosis the patient had been
cured. In his hospital service he would not hesitate to have
recourse to this nice and impressive operation.

Dr. Lucius W. Hotchkiss said that he had seen many
of these cases and had himself amputated several extremi-

ties. In one case a study of the amputated leg showed an
advanced neuritis as well as the vascular lesion, and there

was such a terrific amount of pain that amputation was
gladly accepted. He said he was much impressed with the

operation done by Dr. Goodman and with his results.

Many cases were met with at Bellevue Hospital, all Rus-
sian Jews, and were very hard to deal with.

Dr. CoHN asked if anything had been done to determine
the patency of the vein. In the cases with which he had
dealt and where amputation was done changes were found
in the veins as well as in the arteries. In the veins there

occurred a thrombophlebitis.

Dr. KiLiANi asked what .good, assuming that the vein was
occluded two-thirds, would result by anastomosing the

artery and vein when the blood would not pass through.
Dr. Lewisohn called attention to a case that had been

reported by Davis in which there was a distinct pulsation

in the popliteal vein.

Dr. WiLiiiAM Henry Luckett said he failed to see why
the blood flow was reversed for he did not believe it could

be reversed all the way. .\gain, he could not see what the

influence of cigarettes had on the production of this condi-

tion. Vaseline could be introduced into the tissues without
any serious effect, or serous exudate being produced.

Dr. Goodman closed the discussion. He said the patho-
logists told them that, in these instances, the arteries were
first involved and later the veins. When he severed the

vein he found in front a large valve complicating the

operation more or less. He cut off a little less than 0.5 cm.
of tissue, which the pathologist reported to be a thickening

of the wall of the vein. No clot was removed. With re-

gard to the circulation. Dr. Goodman said he would not

attempt to state with any positiveness what took place

when the femoral vein and artery were severed and united.

However, if this was done, why should the limb be alive

to-day? In this patient all forms of therapy had been em-
ployed and without any relief: after the failure of medi-

cines, a surgical procedure was employed and to-day the

man felt very comfortable. With regard to iniections of

vaseline, sometimes this would cause trouble in spite of
statements to the contrary. As to the reversion of the cir-

culation, having no pulse below Scarpa's triangle, how else
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could he get circulation without doing what he did? There
was no possible collateral circulation because the arteries

had become obliterated. During the nineteen years that he

had come in contact with these cases he had tried every

known form of tlierapy that had been suggested. He had
kept these patients in bed; he had tried the use of hot air;

he had tried various other methods, but none were of avail.

Every case ultimately came to amputation. This patient

he did not present as a cured case. However, it had been

four months since the operation and the wounds had healed

and the man was without pain.

Angulation of the Junction of the Hepatic and Com-
mon Ducts After Cholecystostomy, Simulating Common
Duct Obstruction.—Dr. De Witt Stetten presented
this case. The patient was nineteen years of age. married,

and had a child five months of age. For two months previ-

ous to her admission to the German Hospital on July 20

she had had frequent attacks of cramp-like pain in the right

hypochondrium radiating to both sides and to the right

scapula. The severe attacks v\'ere accompanied with nausea
and vomiting. She had lost considerable weight during the

past three months ; her appetite was poor and bow'els con-

stipated. Examination showed great tenderness and some
rigidity of the right hypochondriac region. There was a

slight subicteric line to the conjunctiva. The temperature
was 100.2° F., pulse 84, and respiration 20. The diagnosis

was subsiding cholecystitis and cholelithiasis. On July 24
an incision was made through the rectus muscle. The ^11-
bladder was slightly congested, but not thickened. It was
opened and found to contain three stones, which were re-

moved. The ducts were carefully palpated and found
empty. An attempt to bougie the choledochus was unsuc-

cessful. As the gall-bladder was not much diseased a

cholecytostomy was done by inverting the opened fundus
of the gall-bladder over a drainage tube by means of a

Lambert pursestring suture. The gall-bladder was then
fixed to the abdominal wall by several sutures. Gauze
drainage was inserted below the gall-bladder. On August
I the tube was removed and the bile drainage stopped
promptly. There was a mucopurulent discharge. From
August 9 to 16 the patient had attacks of colicky pain and
became slightly jaundiced. On .August 17, the gall-bladder

was reopened and a profuse biliary discharge was found.
This continued together with clay-colored stools, and a

diagnosis of common duct stone was made. On August
24, the old wound was reopened and the contracted gall-

bladder freed down to the cystic duct. There were no
stones in the gall-bladder or ducts. The gall-bladder was
removed and then the kinking of the hepatic choledochus
angle was found. Through the stump of the cystic duct

there was a split into the hepatic and common ducts. A
probe could easily be passed into the duodenum. The
hepatic ducts were probed and found to be free. A tube

was inserted into the hepatic duct for drainage. Gauze
drains were placed to the ducts, the wound closed, and the

angulation of the junction of the hepatic and common
ducts was dilated and also the hepatic duct. There was
some reaction after the operation, which was followed by
a prompt recovery. There was poor drainage through the

tul5e, but the dressings were saturated with bile. On
August 30. the tube and drainage were removed, the

stools were well-colored, and the wound was healing well.

The wound was closed by September 17 and on September
28 the patient was discharged cured.

Dr. Hermann' Fischer reported the case of a woman
who came into the German Hospital with an acute chole-

cystitis with an empyema of the gall-bladder due to

biliary calculi. As the patient was old and rather decrepit

a cholecystotomy was dome with removal of the stones.

The patient made a good operative recovery, but the biliary

fistula did not heal, and acholic stools persisted. She also

complained of pain. It was thought that a stone in the
common duct was responsible for the condition. On per-

forming laparotomy again it was found that the common
duct did not contain stones, but a kink was found in the
common duct, a condition almost identical with that de-

scribed by Dr. Stetten. Although her condition seemed to

be a rare one. one must be on the lookout for it.

At a meeting of the New- York Surgical Society last

spring a case was shown of rapid recurrence after inter-

scapulo-thoracic amputation for sarcoma, and in the dis-

cussion it was stated that practically every case of inter-

scapulo-thoracic amputation for sarcoma showed a re-

currence or metastasis within one or two years. Dr.
Douglas therefore wished to report this case as one free

from recurrence of the sarcoma for six years, the patient

dying as a result of operation for carcinoma of the
stomach.
Dr. Lucius W. Hotchkiss belieyed that in these cases it

was unnecessary to attach the gall-bladder to the parietal

peritoneum. He spoke of one case in which he thought

he had to deal with a kidney stone, which a radiograph

clearly showed. He opened the pelvis of the kidney and
found nothing there, and had then opened the gall-bladd -r

through the same incision and there he found a stone, in

this case as there was practically a normal gall-bladder,

after removing the stone he had closed the incision and
dropped it back into place.

Dr. Stetten closed the discussion and added that lie

did not lower the operating table because it never

occurred to him that in this case there could be any ques-

tion of tension on the gall-bladder and ducts. .\s to using

the tube method and dropping the gall-bladder back into the

abdominal cavity, he did nut think that this was a method
of choice, as there might be leakage and the possibility of

contraction, though much diminished, was by no means
entirely absent. He understood, however, that the Mayos
used this method and were satisfied with it. He had always
felt that stitching the gall-bladder to the parietal peri-

toneum was considered the most approved method of per-

lorniing cholecystostnmy.
Sarcoma of the Shoulder.—Dr. Otto Killani pre-

sented this case. The patient was a w'oman, thirty-one

years of age, who was admitted to the German Hospital and
Dispensary September 10, 1912. Her chief complaint was
a painful discharging growth on the right shoulder with
lumps in the arm-pit. Her present illness commenced five

years ago with swelling at the junction of the right arm
and shoulder. It was not pamful, tender, or infiamed.

.\fter three months she went to Mount Sinai Hospital,

where the tumor was removed. Here she received ;tr-ray

treatment, during which she sustained a slight burn. After
three years there was a recurrence in the same place. She
went to Bellevue, where this tumor was removed. She
was then free for a year, when ten or twelve months ago a

mass appeared in the axilla. About three months ago an
open w'ound appeared over the tumor in the same location

as the former .r-ray burn. Communication with Mount
Sinai Hospital elicited the fact that in June, 1908, an osteo-
sarcoma of the right subdeltoid bursa was removed and
that the patient left the hospital in a relieved condition.

Physical e.xamination was negative except for signs of a

thickened pleura at the right base. Local examination
showed at the base of the right shoulder a cauliflower-like

mass about 4 cm. in diameter and raised about 3 cm. The
surface of the growth was ulcerated and discharging. The
entire axilla was filled with a large soft mass, hot and non-
fluctuating. Just above this a smaller mass was continu-
ous with it. Over the insertion of the short head of the

biceps was another mass about the size of a hen's egg and
slightly tender. All of these masses were slightly reddened
and the surrounding tissues somewhat indurated. The
upper end of the humerus was felt to enlarge gradually
towards the head and was slightly tender on pressure. The
spine of the scapula was also made out and found to be
thickened. The diagnosis was osteosarcoma of the

humerus and scapular with axillary metastases. At the
operation on September 16, 1912, an incision was made
along the clavicle and continued in front and behind the

shoulder to a point in mid-axillary line about the level of
the eleventh rib. The clavicle was divided at the junction
of the inner and middle thirds and turned out. The axil-

lary vessels were ligated and cut. The brachial plexus
was injected with a 2 per cent, solution of novocaine and
suprarenin and severed. Tlie pectorals were cut away.
A small extension of sarcomatous tissue was found in the
pectoralis major. The muscles of the back were cut and
the arm scapular and clavicle were removed in foto with
the tumor. The skin was closed with silkworm gut, no
plastic being necessary. The operation lasted one hour
and ten minutes. The convalescence was uneventful ex-
cept for slight temperature for about eight days, at no time
going above 102,2° F. The pathologist's report showed
that the growth was a splindle-celled sarcoma of the
shoulder. The specimen consisted of a right arm ampu-
tated between the scapula and the thorax. In the upper
extremity occupying the muscle and the greater part of the
axilla the limb was much enlarged by a nodular growth
which everywhere was covered by skin except at one place
over the apex of the shoulder where it was ulcerated and
protruded as a blackened polypoid mass. The paren-
chyma of the tumor was soft and crumbling; it appeared
to infiltrate the fascial planes diffusely, rendering dissec-
tion of the parts impossible. The cancellous portion of
the humerus, corresponding to the greater and lesser tuber-
osity was almost entirely eaten awav. there remaining only
a shell of bone on the outside. The spine of the scapula
was also extensively eroded. The microscopical examina-
tion showed a small spindle-celled sarcoma. The cells
were closely crowded together and separated by a minimum
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amount of granular and, in some places, fibrillar intercel-

lular substance. The nuclei were dense and chromatic and
the cytoplasm scanty. Scattered throughout the tumor
were found hemorrhages and diffuse areas of degeneration
and edema.

Dr. Charles Goodman said that four years ago he pre-

sented a similar case in which he had obtained a brilliant

coscnetic effect. Unfortunately at the end of eleven months
the patient developed sarcoma of the lung and died four or

five weeks later. Up to that time the patient had done very
well, and had had an artificial limb applied. It had been
his experience that sarcoma of the long bones, when oper-

ated upon, was almost invariably followed by sarcoma of
the lung or some other viscus within a year after the

amputation.
Dr. John Douglas said that he had reported a similar

case five or six years ago and practically the same opera-

tion as performed by Dr. Kiliani was done. The patient

had a sarcoma of the scapula. Two years after the oper-

ation there appeared a lump under the clavicle, a neuro-
fibroma of the brachial ple.xus, which was removed. Two
years later, four years after the original operation and
amputation, the patient had an alcoholic gastritis which
was followed by the vomiting of much blood. Last spring

he returned, giving a history of having had occasional

vomiting and difficulty in taking large quantities of food.

The examination by means of the .r-ray showed an hour-
glass stomach. At operation there was found a large,

very hard callus on the posterior wall and lesser curva-

ture of the stomach, the result of an ulcer. This was ad-
herent to the pancreas and to practically all the tissues

about this organ. The ulcer, which was believed to be
malignant, was resected with a good part of the stomach

;

this called for quite an extensive operation as a result of
which the patient died three days later. The pathologist

reported that what was removed was a carcinoma. Six
years later the patient died of a recurring sarcoma.

Dr. Willy Mever said that the case reported by Dr.
Stetten was a very important one. In order to avoid such
kinks it seemed avisable always to have the patient placed

flat on the operating table again by lowering the lifter be-

fore stitching the gall-bladder to the abdominal wall. If

it proved too small and short and ectomy was not indi-

cated Copper's inverting method around the tube was pref-

erable. He always adhered to this method. If the gall-

bladder walls appeared normal the ideal cholecystotomy
was a commendable procedure. He had done this im-
mediate closure of the gall-bladder by suture after the

removal of the stones in three cases and had been very
well satisfied with the result.

Dr. W. H. Stewart said that he made a diagnosis of
osteosarcoma in the case presented.

Dr. Kiliani believed that he had obtained very good
results in his case and that they should always have in

mind the possibility of a recurrence of the sarcoma in the
lungs.

Demonstration of Methods in the Treatment of
Simple and Complicated Fractures of the Jaw.—Dr.
H. J. Kauffer presented eight cases of fracture of the

jaw. demonstrating the methods of treatment with splints

on plaster casts and lantern slides showing .r-rays and
phntograph.v of the patients. The interdental cap splints

exhibited were worn in all cases where the fracture was in

the mandible forward of the last remaining sound tooth in

the lower jaw. Where the fracture was in the body of the
hone, distal to the last remaining tooth, in the ramus or
condyle, and immobilization of the temporomaxillary artic-

ulation became necessary, inter-wiring or intra-wiring ac-

cording to the essayist's method was employed.

Case I.—This patient was a male, 24 years of age, who
had suffered a gunshot wound. The bullet entered in the

region of the temporomalar canal on the right side, passed
through the superior maxilla, and out through the left

cheek at a place that could be described by a circle, the

diameter extending from the distal border of the cuspid
tooth to the maxillary tuberosity. .Y-ray plates showed
that the bullet, being one of large caliber, mushroomed out
as it passed through and deposited numerous splinters of
lead throughout the entire tract, carried away about two-
thirds of the superior ma.xilla, and destroyed more than
half of the roof of the mouth. A plastic operation almost
restored the roof of the mouth, and at the same operation
all lead was removed, as shown by the .r-ray plates. Con-
sidering that there were no solid bony segments with a
fixed facial attachment in the upper jaw to which to fasten
a splint, and that the period of cicatrization lasted over
three months, the apparatus which he had devised for this

case was unique in its simplicity and hygienics ; it did not
immobilize the temporomaxillary articulation ; it held all

the fractured segments in their proper anatomical relation,

so that when osteogenesis was complete there was no de-

formity ; the contour of the face was normal and there
were no appreciable scars. The apparatus also being with-
in the mouth, the patient was able to go about without em-
barrassment during the period of cicatrization.

Case 11.—This patient was a male. 34 years of age, who
had suffered a fracture of the mandible at the symphysis.
The x-isiy showed comminution of the bone at the point
of fracture, which necessitated the removal of the bone for
the width of and including two incisor teeth. The inter-

dental cap splint used in this case permitted the free use of
the jaw and a semi-solid diet. The :r-ray showed a good
line of union, teeth articulating, and contour of the chin
normal. The patient presented no facial deformity.

Case III.—This patient was a girl, 4 years of age, who
had sustained a fracture of the mandible. The crepitus

was appreciable, but there was no displacement. The
.r-ray showed that the fracture e.xtended through the men-
tal foramen. The periosteum being only slightly torn held
the fracture in apposition. No surgical interference was
indicated and union took place without splint or bandage.
Later the patient presented herself with an induration in

the chin. The .r-ray disclosed that a germ of an incisor

tooth which was dislodged at the time of fracture was
growing in the soft part of the chin. This case was cited

as a curiosity.

Case IV.—This patient was a boy, 12 years of age, who
was run over by an ice wagon and sustained a fracture of
the mandible between the cuspid and first bicuspid tooth.

The interdental splint was inserted and the x-ray showed
that good union took place with the teeth in good articu-

lation. Deep laceration severed the malar and infraorbital

branches of the temporofacial division of the facial nerve.
The ultraviolet ray was employed and nerve anastomosis
followed so that the patient now presented a cure.

Cases V, VI, and VII presented fractures of the man-
dible distal to the last remaining sound tooth. They were
treated by wiring sulficient lower teeth to upper ones to

secure fixation. Union took place with the teeth m normal
articulation and there were no deformities.

Case VIII.—This patient was a woman, 42 years of
age, who had a multiple fracture of the mandible and
superior maxilla. In the upper jaw the incisor teeth with
a large segment of bone were fractured away from the

body of the maxilla. The fractured portion was displaced
outward and upward. There were seven fractures in the
mandible. The incisor teeth with the alveolar process were
torn away from the body of the bone. A fracture extended
through the symphysis, there were two distinct fractures in

the region of the second molar tooth, and one at the angle
on the right side. On the left side there was a fracture
through the angle and one which separated the condyle
from the ramus. This case was treated by intra-wiring.
Only one hole was drilled through the bone. The 4r-ray

showed that there were two wire sutures passed through
this hole, looped and twisted around the upper and lower
teeth in such a manner that all the fractures in the

upper and lower jaw were brought into apposition. L^nion
took place without the slightest deformity ; all the in-

cisions for wiring were made inside the mouth.
Dr. Kauffer expressed his appreciation of the .r-ray

work done for him by Dr. W. H. Stewart.
Dr. Willy Meyer said that he admired Dr, Kauffer's

perseverance and ingenuity in the treatment of these cases
of simple and complicated fractures of the jaw; much
time and much work had been spent by him on the study
of these fractures and the result was that the patients had
been left in such good condition; in short, the results ob-
tained were fine. In complicated cases the surgeon could
make an incision over the edge of the mandible and wire
the fr. gments. Personally he would send these cases here-
after to Dr, Kauffer,

The "Gwathmey-Woolsey" Nitrous-Oxide and Oxy-
gen Apparatus for General Surgical Work.—Dr, J, T.
GwATHMAY presented and described this apparatus.

Arthritism and Anaphylaxis.—J, Galup defines arthri-
tism as an anaphylactic diathesis caused by slight re-
peated intoxications chiefly of alimentary origin. Arthri-
tism may be transmitted in the direct or collateral family
line. It includes a large number of morbid phenomena. It

manifests itself in definite modes of tissue reaction, such
as nervous hyperexcitability, the response occasionally to
minimal causes, the paroxysmal character of the attacks,

and their interchan.geability in the same subject. Other
characteristics of this diathesis are the tendencies to con-
gestions and to sclerosis,

—
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Shakespeare's Allusions to Syphilis.—Sir Henry
Morris states that tliere is ample evidence that dur-

ing the Tudor and the Stuart and Commonwealth
periods of English history syphilis was rampant in

England as well as in France and Italy. It is suffi-

cient for proof to quote Shakespeare in regard to

the first, and Wiseman in reference to the latter

periods. The word po.x reminds one of the fre-

quent use Shakespeare made of it. It occurs at

least four or five and twenty times collectively, in

fifteen of his plays. lie used it as a curse, or an

imprecation of impatience or evil. Thus, lago says

to Roderigo, who talked of drowning himself : "A
pox on drowning thyself." Sir Andrew in "Twelfth

Night," referring to a certain knight who was a

celebrated fencer, says: "Pox on't, I'll not meddle

with him." In "Measure for Measure," Barnar-

dine in his prison exclaims

:

"A po.x on your throats! Who makes that noise there?"

In "Love's Labor Lost" we find even ladies of qual-

ity—ladies in attendance on the Princess of France

—making similar exclamations, such as, "A pox of

that jest!" In "All's Well That Ends Well" a

French lord in a camp near Florence says of a sol-

dier: "Let him fetch off his drum"; and he is an-

swered by another French lord :

"A pox on't, let it go, 'tis but a drum."

In "Two Gentlemen of \'erona" the servant of one

of the gentlemen says to him of the other : "A pox

of your love letters." In "Henry IV," in "Ham-
let," in "Cymbeline," in "The Tempest," and other

plays there is similar employment of the word,

which is equivalent to the "Damn," or "Damn it" of

the present day. This use of the word seems to

prove conclusively that syphilis was very common in

Shakespeare's day, and that the constitutional and

local symptoms of the disease must have been quite

familiar to the man in the street and to the ordinary

person in society. It is quite obvious from the con-

text of several of the passages in which the word
occurs that it was the great-pox and not the small-

pox which had given it currency and to which allu-

sion was inade. For example, in "Pericles. Prince

of Tyre," the virtuous Marina, the daughter of

Pericles, who had been taken captive by pirates and

sold to a brothel keeper, is cursed in the following

manner by a Pander of the Bawd, for not yielding

her honor on the solicitation of the customers

:

"Now the pox upon her green sickness for me!'':

and the Bawd replies to him: "Faith, there's no way
to be rid on't but by way to the pox." Shakespeare

was quite alive to the pains of ])eriosteal nodes, to

tendon gummata, to ozena, to the loss of hair, to

the voice changed by syphilitic laryngitis, and to the

sallow, withered look of the skin of the face in late

syphilis. He speaks of "a pox of wrinkles," and the

makes Timon tell Phrynia and Timandra, in lan-

guage which shows a considerable knowledge of the

characters of secondary and tertiary syphilis:

"Consumption sow
In hollow bones of man; strike their sharp shins,

.\nd mar men's spurring. Crack the lawyer's voice,

down with the nose

;

Down with it flat ; take the bridge quite away
Of him, that his particular to foresee
Smells from the general weal ; make curl'd-pate ruf-

fians bald

;

And let the unscarred braggarts of the war
Derive some pain from you. Plague all

;

That your activity may defeat and quell

The source of all erection."—Proceedins^s of the Royal Society of Medicine.

October, 191 2.

The Successful Doctor in the Seventeenth Cen-
tury.—Bernier, in his Histoire Chronologique dc la

Medeciuc (Paris, 1695 j, gives a summary in verse

of the whole duty of medical man. The doctor who
aspires to success, he says, must not be modest, but

must do all he can to push himself forward, talking

confidently with his brethren. He need not bother

about further study, but should use every effort to

establish useful connections. For introduction into

families women are useful. Fashionable ladies, de-

vout women, coquettes—all should be conciliated.

Every one, even the meanest servant, should be cul-

tivated. The young doctor should bring all his sci-

ence to bear on satisfying fools. Let him remember
that what one says of him another will repeat, and
it is from this gossip that celebrity springs. To get

the reputation of having much business he must take

care not to be found at home ; when he is in bed, let

his servants say that he has been called out to a case.

Let him give out that he has to be up whole nights

;

that the longest days are too short for him ; that he

is called everywhere ; in short, that the practice so

much sought for by others comes to him against his

will and overwhelms him. Even when his trouble is

poorly paid, he should speak of the big fees that are

forced upon him for a visit. This hint scattered

among good friends may wake up those who are

asleep. The young doctor should dress as much
like a man of fashion as possible that he may gain

the good graces of the ladies. In the street he

should bow to one side and the other, courteously

saluting every one he passes. He may ride in a

chariot or be carried in a chair ; two carriers in the

street attract much attention. Let his successes be

attested by dukes and marquises. Everything, it

is urged, that can advance one's interest is legiti-

mate; even self-praise is allowed. If some parts of

this exhortation remind one of the arts of Air. Rob-
ert Sawyer, late Nock'emorf, one has the satisfac-

tion of knowing that at the present day the arts

which were considered necessary to success in medi-

cine in the seventeenth century are extinct. The
puff, direct and obliciue, self-assertion, subtle detrac-

tion, intrigue, and the whole art of scheming to

attain the lofty ideal monstrari digit et dicirc, Hie

est—of course all these things are unknown in this

age of professional probity, or at any rate are con-

demned by all high-minded practitioners as obsolete

and dishonorable.

—

British Medical Journal, No-
vember 21,. iqi2.

Rich Man's and Poor Man's Gout.—F. W.
Langridge notes that in talking of cases of arterio-

sclerosis and cardiac jjain associated with the

toxemic conditions which give rise to heightened

arterial tonus, Alexander Morison says: "It calls for

treatment by the recognized diet and regimen. The
wealthy, overfed, and idle might do worse than fol-

low Abernethy's advice to such a patient, namely,

to live on sixpence a day and earn it, with a little

balneological treatment thrown in by way of conso-

lation for their temporary and exemplary self-

denial ! 'Poor man's gout' is usually a conse-

quence of the excessive imbibition of malt and other

alcoholic liquors, taken to enable him to cope with

the excessive labor which is generally his lot, or to

procure for him a transient exhilaration and oblivion

in his struggle for existence. The treatment of this

condition is educational and political rather than

inedicinal, although in statu an<:inoso the measures

which are found to relieve Dives will also be of

benefit to Lazarus. A touch of colic makes the

whole world kin.'
"

—

The Clinical Journal, Septem-

ber II. 1912,
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MARGINAL SOUNDS IN THE DIAGNOSIS
OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

By G. E. BUSHNELL,

colonel uedical corps u. s. army.

M.XRCiiNAL sounds are sounds heard at the base of
the lung during deep inspiration. The writer has
already discussed the subject in a previous paper^
which, so far as it relates to marginal sounds, is

to be considered as a preliminary study to the
present communication. Reference is made to that
paper for an account of the work of other writers.

Before considering marginal sounds in the diag-
nosis of tuberculosis, it is desired to submit some
anatomical and physiological facts which have a

bearing upon the theory as to the causation of
these sounds, and also for the convenience of the

reader, a brief resume of some of the experimental
results which were reported in the earlier paper
as well as two hitherto unrecorded experiments.
The following account of the anatomy and physi-

ology' of the pleural sinus is condensed from Ger-
hardt.- The lower margin of the lung forms a

line running at nearly equal height about the thorax.

At the mammillary line it is at the upper border, at

the axillary line at the lower border of the seventh
rib. Between the lower lung margin and the bot-

tom of the pleural sac the pleura diaphragmatica
and the pleura costalis lie in contact with one
another over a surface which, according to Luschka.
amounts to 2 cm. in the parasternal line, to 4 cm. in

the mammillary line, to 9 cm. in the axillary line,

and to 3 cm. beside the spine. This complemental
space, as Gerhardt has named it, is filled in deepest

inspiration so that the lung margin thrusts itself

between the leaves of the pleura to their point

of transition in front and behind ; in the axillary

line, however, only when the subject lies hori-

zontally upon one side and breathes as deeply as

possible does the lung margin (of the upper side)

descend to the lower limit of the pleural sac, fill

completely the complemental space and give a clear,

full sound on percussion to within 2.y2 cm. of the

costal arch.

According to Leichtenstern, quoted by Gerhardt,

the excursion of the lung margins from the position

of rest may be increased in expiration above that

of inspiration, but often only after repeated prac-

tice. Usually there is greater mobility for inspi-

ration than for expiration. The importance of active

expiration for the production of maximum differ-

ences between expiration and inspiration is not

alwavs appreciated. Persons who have acquired

great mobility of the thorax accomplish this by

learning to increase the force of expiration. Men
whose occupations require vigorous and continued

use of the respiratory organs learn instinctively to

expel the air forcibly in expiration. The wood
chopper breathes out with an audible grunt as
his axe descends upon the log, and is able to con-
tinue his exertions indefinitely, while the tyro is

breathless after a few strokes. Becker has shown
that the capacity for maximal emptying of the
lungs is more than usually well developed in the
players of large brass instruments.

Donders assumed a perfect elasticity of the
lungs. Tendeloo,^ however, has shown that the
lung, not being a homogeneous organ, is not per-
fectly elastic. It returns only after an interval to

its position of rest after maximal distention. It

results from this fact that repeated distentions of
the lung lead to an increase in its volume, tempo-
rary if the distentions are few in number, more
lasting if the distentions are frequently repeated

over a considerable time. Raither* quotes Durig,
who found an increase in lung capacity immediately
after a mountain trip, which disappeared in two
days, and Hasselbach, who caused his servant to

practice with the spirometer daily, determined the

lung capacity and found that it was increased by
500 c.c. after a half-year, but that it soon returned

to normal after discontinuance of the exercises.

Similar observations have been made on men train-

ing for athletic exercises.

The object of the complemental space manifestly

is to permit expansion of the lungs, not only tempo-
rarily during violent exercise, but during the con-

tinuance of conditions that put a strain upon the

respiratory apparatus for periods of some length,

the increase in lung volume being necessary to pro-

vide the larger respiratory surface requisite for

the increased needs of oxygenation.

It follows from the foregoing that continued
deep respirations will result in a distention of the

lung unless the individual actively employs the

expiratory muscles and thus equalizes the force of
the two portions of the respiratory act.

Hofbauer and Holzknecht,'* studying by means
of the .r-ray the changes of position and extent of

the excursions of the diaphragm in various pos-

tures of the body, found that the arch of the dia-

phragm stands the highest in the dorsal decubitus,

the lowest in sitting, and in standing has an inter-

mediate position. .\lso that the excursions of the

diaphragm are the greater the higher its position.

When the subject lies upon the side, the half of

the diaphragm upon the dependent side has a

maximum elevation and makes large excursions.

The upper half has a maximum depression and
makes almost no excursion. This they explain by
the fact that since the abdominal organs on ac-

coimt of their movability practically obey the laws

of hydrostatics, their weight exercises a pressure

upon the diaphragm in the dorsal decubitus which

disappears in the erect position. This pressure

varies for the two halves of the diaphragm in the
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lateral recumbent position, being very large for the

lower, very small for the upper half. The excur-

sions of the diaphragm are the greater the more

it is pressed passively upward, because the dome is

the insertion of the muscle, and the movable in-

sertion of a muscle acts with the greater amplitude

of movement and greater force the farther it is

removed from the point of origin.

Marginal sounds are best studied over the flexible

thorax of a young and vigorous man. Mark the

level of forced expiration and of deepest inspiration

at the anterior axillary line. Instruct the subject

to inspire deeply, but not very rapidly, and to

breathe out as forcibly as possible in expiration.

During inspiration numerous crackling sounds or

sounds of a moister quality resembling closely

medium sized or smaller moist rales are heard

over the entire surface between the levels determ-

ined. The sounds are heard at the beginning of

inspiration immediately below the line of forced

expiration, at the close of inspiration immediately

above the line marking the level of fullest inspi-

ration. They are heard but once at a given level

during a single inspiration. They follow the shadow

of Litten downward and are heard only as this

shadow is passing the point of auscultation, and

may be obtained simultaneously along the line of

this shadow by two observers over different inter-

costal spaces.

Attach the bell of a stethoscope to each of the

two rubber tubes of a binaural stethoscope, and

closing the free arms of the bells with the thumbs

place the bells over the pleural sinus, one bell

slightly below the level of expiration, the other

slightly above the level of inspiration. Auscultate

during a deep inspiration, and if marginal sounds

are present and the inspiration is not too rapid it

will be distinctly apparent that the crackles are

heard first by the ear connected with the upper

bell and only a moment later by the other ear.*

These observations establish beyond doubt the

fact that the marginal sounds are developed only

in a single line advancing from above downward

during inspiration. Since they are never heard

above the expiratory level and contmue down

nearly if not quite to the inspiratory level of the

lung, the place of their production can be no

other than the inferior margin of the lung. If

the subject succeeds in following instructions so

that the force of expiration equals that of inspi-

ration, the sounds continue indefinitely with their

original force. More usually, however, they be-

come more and more faint and finally disappear.

In this case, if the levels of inspiration and expi-

ration are determined as before, it will usually be

found that both the level of inspiration and of

expiration have descended. Direct the subject to

breathe out as fully as possible and to breathe in

as little as possible, and it will be found after a

few respirations of this kind that the former levels

have been regained and that when deep respirations

are again resumed the marginal sounds have re-

turned. These results can only mean that the

production of marginal sounds is dependent upon

a free movement of the diaphragm and ceases when

a preponderance of inspiration over expiration has

caused the lung to become over-distended so that

the diaphragm can no longer move freely. In

other words, marginal sounds occur m the healthy

lung during every deep inspiration if efficient con-

*The writer is indebted to Dr. E. H. Bnins, U. S. Army,

for this experiment.

traction has taken place in the preceding expiration.

Marginal sounds may be heard at all points around

the base of the lungs. They are heard with more

regularity over the base of the right lung because

a distended stomach may interfere with the free

movement of the diaphragm on the left side. They

are loudest in the axillary line, the reason of which,

of course, is that the complemental sinus is here

deepest.

The marginal sounds when perfectly developed

constitute a striking phenomenon. But it must not

be expected that the results described will be readily

attained even in all athletes. Stupidity and nerv-

ousness often constitute a barrier to effective breath-

ing during examination. It may be of assistance

to cause the subject to blow noisily during expi-

ration or to cough at the end of the expiratory

act. But we shall always find, among sick and

well persons, a certain proportion of poor breathers

who breathe the worse the more their attention

is directed to the act. In such cases the marginal

sounds may not be heard at all. or if heard cannot

be brought back after disappearance. The absence

of marginal sounds, therefore, in cases in which

they might be expected, is of no value in diagnosis.

It remains to inquire how marginal sounds are

affected by posture. A subject upon whom marginal

sounds have been demonstrated while standing is

caused to lie upon a high couch provided with an

aperture so placed that the dependent portion of

the thorax is accessible from below when the sub-

ject lies upon his side. Determine the level at rest

of the base of the lung upon the superior side. It

will have descended one-half to one inch below the

level previously marked in the erect position, while

the inferior lung will have ascended approximately

half an inch. This demonstration is only success-

ful when the bodv is not bent laterally. If the

thorax is permitted to descend to fill the aperture

of the couch, the relation of the parts is so changed

that alteration of the lung level cannot be made

out. The findings on the superior side are less

affected by slight changes of posture. When the

subject takes a deep in<;piration the level of the base

of the lung descends about two inches lower on the

superior than upon the inferior side, and the com-

plemental space is resonant almost to the costal

arch. Examine for marginal sounds on the superior

side and it will be found that they have, as a rule,

disappeared, being present only in the most vig-

orous breathers and in them much diminished
_

in

loudness, while examination of the dependent side

shows that they are present with sometimes in-

creased intensity. If the subject turns to the other

side the findings are reversed, the marginal sounds

disappear in the formerly inferior now superior

side, they are present in a marked degree on the

other side. ,. . • c .,

Morrison" describes these peculiarities ot
_

the

marginal sounds in the lateral recumbent position

under the name of "reversible crepitations." He

considers the cause of the crepitations to be a pas-

sive hyperemia of or an exudation into the alveoli

and smaller bronchi dependent upon weakness of

the heart. Our results, however, were obtained

with exceptionally vigorous young men.
_

The fact that marginal sounds may be increased

in intensitv on the dependent side agrees with the

observation of Hofbauer and Holzknecht alreadv

cited that the dependent half of the diaphragm is

pushed up bv pressure of the abdominal viscera,

for the greater separation of the insertion of that

I
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muscle from its origin pointed out by him affords
a better opportunity for the efficient contraction
which IS requisite for producing marginal sounds
most distmctly. The abdominal viscera doubtless
fall toward the inferior side in all cases. Whether
they e.xert much or little pressure on the lower
half of the diaphragm will, it is thought, depend
upon the degree of relaxation of the abdominal
wall and upon the precise position of the subject.
Holzknecht states that the pressure of the abdom-
inal viscera upon the upper half of the diaphragm
IS very small. But our observations show an actual
descent of the margin of the superior lung. This
can only be accounted for by the supposition that
the viscera in their descent toward the lower side
of the abdomen exercise no pressure upon the upper
half of the diaphragm, but instead a suction which
causes the low level of the diaphragm noted by
Holzknecht, and the descent of the lung margin
determined by us by percussion. The superior
lung is passively distended to fill the vacuum pro-
duced by the displacement of the viscera. Though
capable of filling the complemental space, the
superior lung in its respiratory inflation moves
through a comparatively small distance and mar-
ginal sounds are producible with difficulty or
usually not at all. The "reversible" marginal
sounds of the lateral position thus furnish an in-

teresting corroboration of the theory advanced to
explain the phenomena attendant upon their pro-
duction in the erect position. They are present if

the lung can expand freely in inspiration, absent
if it cannot.

As for the causation of marginal sounds, being
a physiological phenomenon and strictly confined
to the extreme margin of the lung, the only pos-
sible explanation of their production is that they
are in some way connected with the progress down-
ward of the lung margins. It has been shown in

the preceding paper that marginal sounds generally
occur with Litten's phenomenon. Sahli's' explana-
tion of Litten's phenomenon is undoubtedly the
correct one. "As the diphragm in its descent be-
gins to peel off from the thorax it exerts a suc-
tion upon the intercostal spaces just below the mar-
gin of the lung. This produces the shadow." The
fact that the soft parts of the thoracic wall are
depressed during inspiration, thus producing the
shadow of Litten, proves that, as might be ex-
pected, the apposed moist surfaces of the dia-

phragmatic and costal pleura offer some resistance

to their separation. The "peeling off" of the dia-

phragm tends to create a vacuum which the pres-

sure of the atmosphere fills by indenting the soft

parts of the intercostal spaces. But the resistance

soon gives away and sounds are produced as the

moist surfaces are torn apart which are the mar-
ginal sounds. It is evident that the more suddenly
and forcibly the separation of the pleural leaves

is effected, the more marked will be the prelim-

inary depression and the louder the marginal
sounds. This is corroborated by the fact that the

production of Litten's shadow and of marginal
sounds both depend upon a vigorous inspiration.

Marginal sounds in the vigorous breather re-

semble rather loud, dry crackles. In persons who
breathe less forcibly they are more like moist rales,

fine or medium coarse. While other writers may
not make just this distinction, it is evident that

variation must exist in the quality of these sounds,

for they have been likened to dry crackles, moist

rales, crepitant rales, and friction sounds. Cabot

states that after the age of forty-five it is un-
usual not to find marginal sounds. It has ap-
peared to the writer from examination, it must
be admitted, of comparatively few cases of per-
sons beyond that age that the sounds are relatively
dry, resembling crackles rather than moister sounds.
This would be most obviously explained by a rela-
tive dryness of the pleural surfaces resulting in a
slight "tackyness," and hence a crackling sound
when those surfaces are pulled apart. But the same
quality has been noticed in the young if the inspi-
ration is forcible. Is there any relation between
rapidity of separation of the pleural leaves and
the "dryness" of the resulting sounds? This ques-
tion, in the writer's judgment, may be answered
affirmatively, for the following reason: The pul-
monary margin must, of course, always remain
closely applied to the angle formed by the free'

portion of the diaphragm with the costal pleura
and must, therefore, in rest have the same amount
of lubricating moisture. Now, the great expan-
sion which takes place in the lower lobe during
deep inspiration leads to a relative dryness of its

pleura because the same amount of moisture is

necessarily distributed over a much more exten-
sive surface. The margin of the lung, therefore,

becomes drier as it expands, and being con-
stantly drier because constantly expanding drinks
up, as it were, the moisture at the juncture of
the pleural leaves which would otherwise permit
the separation of the apposed surfaces with sounds
resembling moist rales, and produces instead a

series of drier, more crackling sounds. Hence, the

more powerful the inspiration the drier, and. there-

fore, the louder the sounds, and the more they re-

semble as respects quality those produced in the

chests of persons of advanced years.

Marginal sounds have been interpreted in ever)'

conceivable way, but almost without exception as

a morbid phenomenon. They have been considered
a sign of tuberculosis of the bronchial glands, of

apical tuberculosis, of dry pleurisy, of marginal
pleurisy excited by an accumulation of infectious

fluids which escape from apical lesions and collect

in the pleural sinus, as relics of former pleurisies

or influenzas, as due to the presence of mucus aspi-

rated into the lung margin from above, as a sign

of atelectasis, which atelectasis has been ascribed

to compression of the base of the lung by the bend-
ing of the body forward, as in mechanics, or to

disuse of the lung margins in the obese and the

bed-ridden. The uncritical way in which these

sounds have been declared without adequate exam-
ination or proof to indicate this, that or the other

morbid condition is a rather melancholy exhibit.

Many of the items of the above no doubt incom-
plete list need not be taken seriously. The one
unanswerable argument against all these suppo-
sitions is that marginal sounds are best elicited in

the most vigorous specimens of mankind. Still

something may be gained by a consideration of

these sounds in connection with the diagnosis

of pulmonary tuberculosis, the allied condition of

pleurisy and the supposedly allied condition of ate-

lectasis of the base of the lung.

It has been held that marginal sounds bear some
direct relation to early apical tuberculosis, and that

they are heard only on the affected side. The ex-

perience of the writer, however, convinces him that

in small apical lesions, whether those of initial or

arrested tuberculosis, marginal sounds are pro-

duced practically to the same extent as in health.
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But when the disease involves any considerable

portion of the upper lobe, it is found that while

present on the healthy side, the marginal sounds
are often heard more easily over the base of the

affected lung, and, moreover, that they are gen-

erally evanescent.

According to von den Velden* the anatomical

cause of what he calls "a fine, small equal rale

very similar to crepitations (Knisterrasseln)," oc-

curring at the base of the lung at the end of inspi-

ration is a pure marginal atelectasis. Citing as

extreme cases the atelectases demonstrated by
Traube as the result of upward pressure from
abdominal affections, von den \'elden goes on to

say that "there is a series of gradations wliich de-

pend on a more or less restricted power of excur-

sion of the ribs and diaphragm. If this excursion

is wanting or lessened the inspiratory expansibility

of the lungs suffers, especially those parts affected

by the first respiratory widening of the thorax,

i.e. the margins. Clinical observation finds them
(the atelectases) between the mammillary and axil-

lary line because this part normally has the greatest

capacity for mobility and accordingly must first be-

come atelectatic." He finds the marginal sounds ab-

sent in patients with strong and frequent cough in

which cases "there is ventilation of the margins,"

also in "the so-called compensatory emphysema of

the lower lobes." He finds marginal sounds present

in 60 per cent, of cases of apical tuberculosis. He
thinks the sounds depend upon a pure marginal ate-

lectasis and that their cause is a diminished activity

of the diaphragm. Aside from the superficial

breathing of the phthisical, the refle.x arrest of the

movement of the affected side and stomach and
intestinal troubles as causes for defective breath-

ing, marginal sounds in apical tuberculosis of the

same side are, he says, in many cases to be re-

garded as the auscultatory equivalent of Williams'

phenomenon. De la Camp could only demonstrate
an exactly measurable inspiratory retardation of

the diaphragm in one-third of his cases, whereas
von den Velden's 60 per cent, of cases with mar-
ginal sounds shows, he thinks, the marginal sounds
the finer test. Williams' phenomenon is defined by
Oestreich and De la Camp'' as a sign of incipient

phthisis, consisting in diminished or absent excur-

sions of the diaphragm of the affected side in inspi-

ration, the diaphragm of both sides appearing alike

in the position of expiratory rest. That is the dia-

phragm of the diseased side lags in inspiration.

De la Camp ascribes the phenomenon to paralysis

or paresis of the phrenic nerve implicated in pleur-

itic processes where it passes over the dome of the

apxical pleura. The more usual explanation of

Williams' phenomenon is that it is due to loss of

elasticity of the lung through disease of the upper

lobe. VVhen the upper lobe is the seat of a fairly

well-marked tuberculous lesion or is more or less

fixed by pleural adhesions it has lost a material

portion of its elasticity, it no longer expands as

readily as the healthy lung. Hence, during ordi-

nary respiration, the healthy lung assumes part of

the work of the diseased lung. This is. therefore,

habitually more distended and the diaphragm may
occupy a lower level on this than on the diseased

side. But if the lower lobe is not involved in the

disease and there are no pleural adhesions over it,

the diseased lung is still capable of fairly full ex-

pansion, though such expansion is only possible

with greater effort than formerly and takes place

chiefly at the expense of the lower lobe. The lower

lobe having an excessive function to perform
quickly becomes over-distended during deep breath-

ing as ordinarily practised. The diaphragm which
at first descended fully during inspiration and in

so doing was instrumental in producing marginal
sounds abundantly, soon finds its movement
checked, the over-distention, the temporary em-
physema, of the lower lobe prevents the collapse

of the lung in expiration which is necessary if the

lung is to move freely in the succeeding inspiration,

and marginal sounds are no longer producible.

Hence the initial abundance of the marginal sounds
and their speedy disappearance. On the healthy

side, the lung being relatively over-distended at the

beginning of the e.xamination, is capable of produc-
ing marginal sounds, but with less distinctness than
the diseased lung at the outset because the lung has
a larger volume at the beginning of inspiration. The
law of production of marginal sounds in the con-
dition under consideration is thus seen to be the

same as in health. That lung is best capable of

producing marginal sounds which can expand most
freely in inspiration. Marginal sounds then are

the equivalent of Williams' phenomenon in so far

as the presence of disease of the upper lobe tends

to diminish the use of the lung in ordinary respi-

ration and thus make certain that when it is called

upon for deep inspirations there will be no over-
distention to prevent its free expansion.
The correctness of the view set forth above can

be easily demonstrated, for the marginal sounds
of the tuberculous lung may be brought back after

their disappearance and the marginal sounds of

the healthy hmg may be increased in distinctness

by the same expedient as that already described,

i.e. by causing the patient to exhale during several

expirations more strongly than he inhales. This
procedure is not, however, to be recommended in

the presence of active and extensive tuberculosis.

It has been said that marginal sounds are absent

in advanced tuberculosis. Thev will, however, be

found present more frequently than is generally

supposed, if they are sought for at the beginning

of the examination ; in other words, they are often

evanescent rather than entirely wanting. But ex-

cessive coughing, if it leads to a distention of the

lung margins, prevents the occurrence of marginal

sounds, and they are. of course, absent in the case

of pleural adhesions over the lower lobe or of ad-

vanced tuberculosis of that lobe, conditions which
prevent the necessary free expansion of the lung.

On the other hand, the presence of marginal sounds

is a proof of the absence of extensive adhesions

and of advanced tuberculosis of the base.

For those who consider all sounds resembling

rales as pathological there exists the manifest dan-

ger that marginal sounds may be interpreted as

evidence of an extension to the base of a tubercu-

lous process in the upper lobe. And the opinion

which has been expressed that tuberculosis of the

lower parts of the lung occasionally runs a benign

course probably arises from the misinterpretation

of marginal sounds. It is well known that sparse

miliary foci occasionally become fibrous in this

location, and it seems to be true that tuberculosis

of the lower lobe of greater extent pursues at times

a sluggish (hardly a benign) course, provided that

the lung is restrained from movement by pleural

adhesions. Tuberculous lesions of the base of anv

considerable extent are never benign if such ad-

hesions are absent or are inadequate to check

respiratory movements. The diagnosis of a benign
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tuberculosis of the base in a case in wliich tlie

lung margin is freely movable should, therefore,

be looked upon with suspicion. If the auscultatory

signs are due to marginal sounds they may be rec-

ognized as such by the aid of the criteria already
mentioned. On the other hand, if the lung is bound
down by adhesions, sounds heard at the base are

not marginal sounds. The accurate determination of
the mobility of the lung margins and of the range
of the respiratory movements is. therefore, of much
importance in the study of early basal tuberculous

lesions.

Pleural friction sounds are distingui-shed from
marginal sounds by their occurrence above the

level of forced expiration in the individual case,

by their presence in expiration as well as in inspi-

ration, usually by the character of the friction

sound. In pleurisy there is to be expected a lessen-

ing in the vigor of the inspiratory movements.
The pleural friction sounds will usually be heard
in cases in which the respiratory excursions are

slight, the marginal sounds in cases in which they

are ample. The marginal sounds are evanescent,

but may be brought back by deflation of the dis-

tended lung, pleural friction sounds are more con-

stant. Attention to the position of the lung margin
at the time when the sounds are heard will often

serve to discriminate marginal from friction sounds.

Thus sounds heard toward the close of an inspi-

ration at a point above the position of the lung

margin at the moment cannot be marginal sounds.

In short, what might be called the obedience to

fixed laws of the marginal sounds affords the best

criterion by which to distinguish them from signs

of disease.

KolP" has described a sinus pleuritis in which

the symptoms were abdominal, the signs thoracic,

the latter consisting in a fine friction sound heard

"during the second half or at the height of a deep
inspiration and at the beginning of expiration"

and limited to the pleural sinus. The diag-

nosis was in no case confirmed by autopsy, and
the friction sounds as described bv him are prac-

tically identical in their mode of occurrence with

marginal sounds. It is interesting to note that at

the beginning of his investigations Koll raised the

question whether the sounds heard were not physio-

logical sounds, and even considered the hypothesis

that they might be due to the unfolding by the in-

truding lung surfaces of the damp pleural sur-

faces which lie upon one another in ordinary breath-

ing. But he rejected this idea after examining a

large number of other patients because though he

sometimes heard fine "pleural crackles" they always

disappeared after one or two deep breaths, the

evanescence of the marginal sounds in poor breath-

ers thus proving as misleading to him as it has to

many other investigators.

In the pleural sinus localized pleurisy is not as

often seen at autopsy as elsewhere in the pleural

cavity. It is not uncommon to find but partial

adhesions in the sinus in cases in which the lung

is firmly fixed to the chest wall by old universal

adhesions. It is to be expected from the patho-

logical law that localized pleurisies develop over

local pulmonary lesions, that, at least in tubercu-

losis, pleurisies of the complementary space would

be of less frequent occurrence than pleurisies of

the pulmonary pleura. Dry pleurisies limited to the

pleural sinus do occur however. Those recognized

by the writer have presented friction sounds quite

different in their quality from marginal sounds.

Von Ziemssen'^ has described a rare form of

dry pleurisy which he designates as circumscribed

indurating pleurisy. It is characterized by its

unusually long duration and the e.xtraordinary in-

tensity of the pleuritic friction, inflammatory and
febrile symptoms being absent. The harsh fric-

tion perceptible to the physician as well as the

patient by palpation may continue for many weeks

with undiminished intensity but without pain. The
disease usually has its seat in the anterior and lateral

portions of the complementary space.

True rales often, no doubt, mistaken for friction

sounds are the rales from atelectasis dependent

upon a pleural effusion. According to Lichtheim"

it is not necessary that the effusion shall be large

enough to actually compress the lung. A smaller

effusion permits the retraction of that part of the

lung which lies beneath the surface of the fluid.

No longer following the respiratory movements the

affected portion of the lung loses its air completely

by absorption and becomes of a leathery consis-

tency, but may still be capable of expanding dur-

ing deep inspiration with the production of rales

which, according to Janowski,'^ may even be heard

through the effusion" if the layer of fluid is not too

thick. If edema supervenes, according to this

author, there may be heard in addition to the fine

crackles from the expansion of the atelectasis which

occur only on inspiration very numerous small,

moist rales in both expiration and inspiration.

Writers on physical diagnosis recognize the fact

that friction sounds may simulate rales. It is not

desired to deny this absolutely, at the same time,

however, the frequency with which marginal sounds

are taken to be evidence of pleurisy and the very

markedly different quality of the unmistakable

pleuritic rub justifies the question whether the sup-

posed friction sounds which simulate rales, if they

are not of the nature of the rales just mentioned,

are not really after all usually marginal sounds

which persist' during the early stage of pleurisy,

and when the diagnosis has been confirmed by

other signs, are considered to be proved thereby to

have been a sign of early inflammation of the

pleura, i.e. friction sounds. Certainly sounds like

rales occurring in the pleural sinus should not be

regarded as a sign of pleurisy in the absence of

other signs of that disease.

While the notion that marginal sounds are due

to an atelectasis of the base of the lung, complete

or incomplete, has been widely accepted, it is un-

necessary to say that such an explanation in the

absence 'of pleural effusion, of certain rare pul-

monary conditions or of extreme abdommal dis-

tention has no anatomical facts in its support. No
one, it may be confidently affirmed, would have

anticipated that atelectasis could occur from slight

causes in the part of the lung which is most used

in respiration. The interpretation of margmal

sounds as the rales of an expanding atelectasis

has simply been accepted for the lack of a bet-

ter explanation of this, at first sight, puzzlmg

phenomenon.
Recalling the phenomenon of the reversibility

of marginal sounds in lateral recumbency, we may

point out that in the absence of competent organic

causes for the condition atelectasis of the pulmo-

nary margins is unlikely to occur in the recum-

bent individual, however weak or obese, provided

that he is able to turn in bed, for every change

from one to the other side brings with it the passive

inflation of the margin of the superior lung. The
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possibility of the origination of atelectasis from
disuse of the pulmonary margins would, therefore,

seem to be excluded in cases in which the lateral

decubitus is possible.

The expert clinician learns by experience to at-

tach no importance to the marginal sounds, what-
ever his theory of their causation may be. Per-
haps marginal sounds were in mind when Jane-
way^'' said, "we may hear fine crepitation which
does not mean anything much," and when Lawra-
son Brown'^ adopted the rule that "physical signs

at one apex should be consi<lered as due to tuber-

culosis until the contrary is proved : physical signs

at one base should be considered non-tuberculous
until the contrary is proved."

But for many physicians the marginal sounds
have constituted a veritable stumbling block, to the

removal of which it is hoped that the investiga-

tions here reported may in some small degree

contribute.
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THE MECHANISM OF THE HEART BEAT,
WITH A CONSIDERATION OF SOME OF

ITS FUNCTIONAL DISTURBANCES.*
By WALTER R. STEINER, .^.M., M.D.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

VISITING PHYSICIAN, THE HARTFORD HOSPITAL,

The mechanism of the heart beat has been of ab-

sorbing interest since the earliest time. In the six-

teenth century the pious Fracastorius, unable to

solve it, dismissed the question, saying God alone

could understand it. Since then the pia mater of
many a distinguished physiologist and clinician has
been stretched more than once to the aching (to

borrow a quaint expression from Sir Thomas
Browne) in the efifort to explain it. In the last

century the neurogenic theory was long in vogue,
which considered the nerves to be responsible for

the origin and transmission of the heart beat.

Later, in the myogenic theory, this function was
assigned to the muscles, and the solution of the

problem is not yet in sight. However, if we remem-
ber, as Lewis emphasizes, that the walls of the

heart are composed of a syncytium of muscle
fibers closely interwoven with nerve fibrils and
ganglia, and if we speak of these fibers as in full

Read before the Franklin District Medical Society,
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functional connection with the nerve elements sur-

rounding them, then it is immaterial to the sub-
jects considered and to the conclusions arrived at,

whether one or other view is held.

It has long been known that in the lower verte-

brates the origin of the heart beat was in the sinus

venosus, which is in them a distinct and well-

defined chamber. In the mammalian heart, on the
other hand, the sinus and auricles are fused into

one cavity which is designated by the latter's

name.
According to Keith, the auricles and ventricles

are merely outgrowths from the primitive cardiac

tube of the embryonic state, and are formed as

pouches from the tube after it becomes bent upon
itself. When the tube ceases to exist as such, rem-
nants of its primitive tissue are found in the

auricles in isolated masses, at the superior cavo-
auricular junction, where it is known as the sino-

auricular or sinus node, in the vicinity of the

coronary sinus, in remnants in the auricular sep-

tum, in the valve of Eustachius, and at the mouths
of the pulmonary veins. The tissue which unites

the auricles with the ventricles and is known as

the bundle of His or the atrio-ventricular bundle
is thought to belong to the same system. It rep-

resents that portion of the heart muscle which is

most irritable or that in which rhythms are most
readily developed. These fibers dififer from the

cardiac muscle elsewhere, having a fusiform char-

acter and a great structural similarity. They seem,
also, to have a remarkable glycogen content.

The sinus node, above referred to, is normally,

as Keith has well shown, the pace maker of the

heart or the site where cardiac impulses to con-

traction first normally arise. It lies at the junc-

tion of the superior vena cava and right auricle,

and has generally a length of 2 cm. in man and
a thickness of 2 mm. Keith's work has been am-
ply confirmed by Lewis, Lewis and Oppenheimer,
and Cohn and Kessell. Unfortunately the pathol-

ogy of this node has not been extensively investi-

gated, but in the type of arrhythmias to be de-

scribed later and known as perpetual, or termed
auricular fibrillation, Koch and Draper have re-

ported extensive sclerotic changes.
In 1892 Kent published an imperfect account of

a muscular connection in the mammal between the

auricles and ventricles. A year later His, Jr., in-

dependently described this muscle bundle and
Retzer, Braeunig, Tawara, Erlanger, and other in-

vestigators have subsequently much amplified their

work. The auricular fibers join at the base of the

auricular septum, near the coronary sinus, a

specialized stnicture known as the auriculo-ventric-

ular node. It is situated at the posterior and right

border of the septum. At this node the bundle

of His, or the atrio-ventricular bundle, commences
and is directed at first almost horizontally forward
and to the left. Then pursuing a course directly

to the right of the central fibrous body of the heart,

it goes to the pars membranacea of the ventricle,

being ensheathed in a fibrous canal throughout its

whole course. At the anterior part of this mem-
brane, the bundle divides at a point a little in front

of the anterior end of the attachment of the median
or septal segment of the tricuspid valve, the left

division perforating the membrane while still en-

sheathed upon the upper border of the muscular
septum. It then enters the sub-endocardial space of

the left ventricle immediately beneath the union of

the anterior and right posterior cusps of the aortic
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valve. Subsequently it continues its course down-
ward and under the endocardium until it under-
goes arborization upon the septum, where it dis-

tributes its main branches to the papillary muscles
of the mitral valve. The right branch is also

directed downwards and subendocardially entering

the so-called moderator band or its representative

and going thence to the papillary muscles, where
it begins its arborization. These arborizations on
both the right and left sides of the heart are directly

continuous with the complex network of Purkinje
fibers, by which it comes in direct communication
with the ventricular muscle fibers. The junctional

tissue thus described has a different histological

structure in its several divisions, for first there is

a diminution in the size of the fibers, especially at

the sinus node, then an increase, especially in the

network of Purkinje, and finally a decrease. The
fibers of the bundle are conspicuous on account of

their pallor.

The impulse to contraction then normally has its

origin at the sinus node and is transmitted from
it to the auricular fibers. These contract and carry

the impulse to the auriculo-ventricular node from
whence it is, in turn, conveyed to the papillary

muscles of the ventricles by means of the nniscle

of His, and consequently the ventricles themselves

finally contract. This represents the normal course

of the mechanism of cardiac contraction, but im-

pulses leading to pathological contraction may arise

in the irritable primitive tissue located, as I have
above described, in other areas of the heart's mus-
culature. From their onset irregularities in the

rhythm or arrhythmias arise. Formerly these were
classified according to the five cardiac functions of

rhythmicity, excitability, contractibility, conductiv-

ity, and tonicity, for any interference of these prop-

erties was thought to cause them ; but more modern
knowledge considers any such abnormality insuf-

ficient to dififerentiate precisely the functional dis-

turbances of the heart. At times more than one

of the functions is at fault. We shall consider

briefly heart block, extra-systole tachycardia,

auricular fibrillation, respiratory arrhythmia, and

alternation. Other forms of irregularities also ex-

ist, but are less frequent and consequently less de-

serving of mention.

For a separation of these different forms, a

study of the pulse both arterial and venous is most

necessary. The arterial pulse was the first recog-

nized, but no instrument was made to study it by

tracings until Vierordt devised a sphygmograph for

this purpose in 1855. Since then Marey, Dudgeon,

and Jaquet have invented excellent instruments

to accomplish this. Our knowledge of the venous

pulse, though more recent, is yet of antique date

for venous pulsations are referred to in the writ-

ings of Lancisi and Morgagni, in the eighteenth

century. Later, in 1865, Friedreich took the first

venous curves from pathological subjects and

Potain, two years later, obtained simultaneous

tracings of the apex beat, carotid, radial, and jugu-

lar pulses from his sister. But the first impetus

to the scientific study of the venous pulse was given

by James Mackenzie, now of London, who, in 1893,

published his first investigations upon this subject.

His scholarly book on "The Study of the Pulse"

appeared nine years later, and stands as a wonder-

ful example of the work a general practitioner

can do to advance the science and art of medicine.

For as he states in the preface of that book, he had

seldom opportunity in the midst of his busy every-

day practice to devote an hour's uninterrupted

study to its preparation. In spite of this difficulty

in its composition, it stands to-day unrivaled, for

it yet remains the standard book on the study of

this subject. The tracings from the venous pulse

show the time of onset of the auricular systole,

while tracings from the arterial pulse reveal that

of the corresponding ventricular contraction. By
a study of the tracings from both, the onset of

contraction in each is given, as well as their time

relationships.

The venous pulse is recorded by Mackenzie's

special attachment to the Dudgeon sphygmograph,
by Mackenzie's ink polygraph, by jaquefs or

UskofT's polygraphs, or by other instruments. The
tracings in both man and animals are very similar

and show, like the auricular curve, three main ele-

vations and three main depressions so that similar

factors are concerned in the production of both of

them. In addition to the above-mentioned instru-

ments for the study of the pulse, the electrocardio-

gram first introduced by Einthoven, in 1903, should

be mentioned, for it can also register the human
heart beats. It consists of a single conducting

strand between the poles of a powerful magnet.

The movements of the string are observed by pro-

jecting its shadow upon a screen. The string is

connected with a carrier at the upper and lower

ends of the cleft between the magnetic poles and
through it communicates with the two wires which
transmit the current to be examined to and from the

instrument. The readiness with which it can be

used and the absolute reliability of the curves pre-

dict for it an extremely useful and important future.

Its cost, however, is a serious drawback.

I. Heart Block.—By heart block we mean atrio-

ventricular allorrhythmia or independent auricular

beats without corresponding ventricular contrac-

tions. This irregularity has been known since the

time of Harvey, the illustrious discoverer of the cir-

culation of the blood, but it was not experimentally

produced until recent years. In 1895 Graupner ap-

parently destroyed, with success, the muscle of His
in a rabbit's heart, obtaining a dissociation in the

rhythms of the auricles and ventricles. Later the

investigations of Hamblet, Hering, Retzer, Tawara,

Erlanger, and his associates, Tabora, Briggs, Cohn,

and Trendelenburg have extended our knowledge

of this condition so that we can now safely affirm

that the muscle of His or the atrio-ventricular bun-

dle is the path of the conduction of impulses from

the auricles to the ventricles. If the dissociation

of the normal sequence of ventricular contractions

following those of the auricles is complete then

both upper and lower chambers of the heart will

contract absolutely independently of one another,

for the ventricles have a dormant, inherent

rhythm of their own, which is called into action,

when they can no longer receive impulses from the

auricles by means of the muscle of His. If, on

the other hand, the block is incomplete, that is, if

some of the impulses can pass through the muscle

of His, the dormant ventricular rhythm is not

aroused and we get two or more auricular systoles

to one ventricular or in other words we have two
to one, three to one, four to one ratios, etc. (a

ventricular contraction at different regular inter-

vals). In the still lighter forms, the transmission

of the stimulus to contraction may be merely de-

layed through this muscle, and be manifested, in

a jugular tracing, by the prolongation of the in-

tersystolic period (the interval between the con-
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traction of the auricle and the contraction of the
ventricle, which normally is fairly constant and one-
fifth of a second in duration). This arrhythmia
does not necessarily result from tissue destruction,
for it may ensue from a stimulation of the vagus
nerve, be due to the injection of poisons (especially
digitalis, aconitine, adrenalin, muscarine, and
physostygmine) and occur directly from asphyxia.
The first case of clinical heart block was observed

in 1875 by Galabin, who reported at this time a
case of slow ventricular action (25 to 30 per min-
ute) and stated in his paper "we have here a heart,
the auricle of which sometimes contracted twice
in the interval between two ventricular pulsations
and sometimes singly in the midst of a long pause
instead of just before the systole of the ventricle."
He made this diagnosis from his study of the case
by auscultation and by cardiac apical tracings.

Chauveau, Wenkebach, His, and Mackenzie have
subsequently advanced our knowledge of this sub-
ject, and during the last few years many cases have
been published. In them the radial pulse is slow
with forcible beats and a high blood pressure.
Occasionally an indication of auricular contractions
may be observed in the radial tracings, while by
auscultation distant sounds, due to auricular con-
traction, may be detected, as in one of Osier's cases.

By venous curves we find waves from the contrac-
tion of the right auricle distributed frequently and
uniformly in the tracings, exhibiting a 2, 3, 4 or
more rhythm as compared with the ventricular con-
tractions. If the block be partial, some ventricular
contractions are preceded by those of auricular
origin, but if the block be complete there are regu-
lar auricular contractions without corresponding
one on the part of the ventricles. The electro-

cardiographic tracings, however, are the best means
to show the block, for the separate systoles of the
auricles and ventricles are here most readilv re-

vealed and their time relationship to each other
most easily distinguished.

Lewis has recently collected fifty cases of clini-

cal heart block, in which the bundle has been care-
fully examined and in none of them has it been
shown to be absolutely intact histologically. The
findings have varied from girnmata. circumscribed
areas of fatty degeneration or fibrosis (the latter

being frequently combined with calcareous degen-
eration), anemic necrosis, ulceration, atheromatous
degeneration, lymphocytic deposits, calcareous no-
dule on the bundle's path, or a stretching and sub-
sequent obliteration of this muscle. The fatty and
fibroid changes in the myocardium may show a
peculiar predilection for the specialized tissues.

Some of these cases exhibited slow pulses, asso-
ciated with syncopal or epileptiform seizures. They
form a comparatively small yet distinct clinicai

group which has been included under the term
Adams-Stokes syndrome. I have seen five such
cases and reported three of them before the Hart-
ford County Medical Association, April 3, 1906.
These patients present nervous symptoms as shown
in attacks of a vertiginous, syncopal, or epilepti-

form nature, which are accompanied by a slow-
ing or standstill of the ventricular rate. The ner-
vous symptoms thus seen are due to an anemia of
the brain, as has been substantially proven by ex-
perimental observations, while the cause of the ven-
tricular slowing must be in the heart itself or in

its nervous connections. If the duration of this

slowing continue only for from two to two and a

half seconds, then little or no nervous disturbances

will follow ; if a longer period of from three to five

seconds be seen, then unconsciousness will ensue;

if the standstill period lasts fifteen to twenty sec-

onds, epileptiform phenomena will occur, while an

absence for ninety to one hundred and twenty sec-

onds rarely results in recovery. The epileptiform

seizures are more frequent in partial than in com-
plete heart block and seem to be due in the former
to some alterations in conductivity, resulting in a

slowing of the ventricle ; while in the latter it ap-

pears to result from some factors which influence

the pace-maker of the ventricle, situated in the im-

mediate neighborhood of the lesion producing the

dissociation. A partial block may be increased by

(i) a sudden increase in the auricular rate and

(2) vagal inhibition. Heart block from the use

of digitalis or vagal stimulation appears to be due

to the result of the drugs or nerve action upon
tissues already deficient in the power of conduc-

tion.

The prognosis of Adams-Stokes disease is

always grave, yet need not be ini'iiediately fatal,

but when death does occur, it is most apt to be

sudden. One of Osier's patients had a slow pulse

for thirty years. There is no specific treatment.

In the younger patients, where a syphilitic taint

may be present, the iodide of potassium should be

employed. Its use has apparently cured a num-
ber of cases.

The milder forms of depression of conductivity

occur in infectious diseases, especially influenza

and acute rheumatic fever. Their appearance
should be a warning against the further use of
digitalis, if this drug is being administered, as its

further employment might lead to the production
of a severe heart block.

When there is a complete dissociation between
the auricular and ventricular systoles, then, after

an inten'al, which varies with the rapidity of the

block's onset, the ventricle will contract spontane-
ously for it possesses a dormant, inherent rhythm
of its own (the idioventricular rhythm). Its rate

is slower than that caused by the sinus node, the

normal pace-maker of the heart, as it is thirty to

the minute against seventy-two of the latter. This
former rhythm is also termed physiological or

homogenetic. It seems to be especially connected
with the so-called primitive cardiac rests, which are

the seat of the rhythmic discharges. The cardiac

muscle can also respond to external causes of irri-

tation, and when such stimuli have ceased to act,

can resume again its homogenetic rhythm. These
external causes, which are pathological, may give

rise to a premature beat or to contractions which
are rhythmically repeated in a series of beats. They
are always different from those of a homogenetic
type and have been designated heterogenetic. They
are not seen at regular intervals, as the idioven-

tricular beats, but are haphazard or premature in

their time of occurrence so that the interval be-

tween their onset and the preceding systole is cus-

tomarily very short, and the subsequent pause of

diastole long, generally exceeding the distance be-

tween two beats of the sinus rhythm. The homo-
genetic types differ from the heterogenetic in that

that the former "signals the birth of the impulse
which promotes the idioventricular contraction,

while the latter actually initiates the premature beat

or promotes its special impulse." Again, the for-

mer are associated with the normal nutrition of

the heart, while the latter result as a consequence
of a gross disturbance of this nutrition. They also
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differ in their rates, for the homogenetic rate is

slow, while that of the heterogenetic is rapid,

rarely being less than one hundred and thirty and
sometimes surpassing four hundred to the minute.
If the increase in beats comes on gradually, the
new rhythm is probably identical with the old, ex-
cept for its more rapid rate. If the rate rises sud-
denly and those before and after this increase are
constant, then some new factor must have appeared.

2. Extra-Systole.—By extra-systole we mean
that type of cardiac irregularity in which there are

additional contractions of the heart which accom-
pany those of a normal cardiac rhythm. By trac-

ings we find a contraction occurring before its time,

followed by a pause (the compensatory pause).
Knoll has shown that the distance from this pre-

mature to the preceding and succeeding systoles is

equal to the distance occupied by two whole cycles

of regularly beating ventricles, while Engelmann
explains it as having arisen independently of an
auricular contraction. The auricular impulse suc-

ceeding the extra-systole, he thinks, reaches the

ventricle when in systole and consequently in the

so-called refractory period. As a result, the ven-
tricle fails to respond to this impulse and waits for

the next one, so the long pause is produced. If,

however, the heart rate be slow and the premature
contraction be sufficiently early, then no response
may be missed and the extra beat may be merely
interpolated. This irregularity may be of ventric-

ular or auricular origin or arise in the auriculo-ven-

tricular node (nodal extra-systole). Experimental-
ly it may be produced when pressure in the ven-
tricle is abruptly raised by clamping the aorta, by
rendering the heart muscle anemic, by deliberate

obstruction of the vena cava, by ligation of a

branch of the coronary artery, or by the injection

of certain poisons (digitalis, adrenalin, aconitine,

muscarine, and physostygmine). It occurs when
all nervous connections between the heart and the

central nervous system are severed, and is seen in

isolated and perfused hearts.

Clinically, ventricular extra-systoles are charac-

terized by the presence of a full compensatory
pause and the absence of permanent dislocation of

the spacing in the recovered rhythm. The venous
and arterial tracings proclaim them to be of the

ventricular type, and by the electrocardiagram a

further localization in the walls of the ventricles

may now be made.
Premature auricular contractions are recognized

by the relative shortness of the pause which fol-

lows them, although this pause is relatively longer

according as the seat of the disturbance moves from
the pace-maker or sinus node to the ventricle. In

addition to the general absence of the compensatory
pause we have also a permanent dislocation of the

spacings of the succeeding sj'stoles. Unfortunately
we do not know their method of production.

Premature beats arise in the junctional tissues

when simultaneously a premature contraction is

seen in both auricle and ventricle. The systoles

are thus more or less coincident but there may be

considerable variations in the relation of one to the

other. The measurement of the interval between
the onset of the systoles in the auricles and ventricle

will aid in the differentiation of this variety of pre-

mature contractions.

Extra-systoles are seen in neurotic individuals

as well as in those who suffer from rheumatism,

cardiosclerosis, dyspepsia, or tachycardia. They
have no specific treatment.

3. Tachycardia.—Increased frequency of the

heart beat occurring periodically, as a common
clinical phenomenon. It is caused normally from
stimuli arising at the pace-maker or sinus node
under the influence of emotion or exercise; and is

also seen in persons who exhibit an instability of

their nervous system, as well as in those whose
myocardium is involved in a disease process, as in

tuberculosis. But apart from these varieties it

occurs in a specific form, which is a grave and not

infrequently fatal malady. It is characterized liy

the abrupt appearance and disappearance of the

attacks and is brought on in a haphazard manner.
It is due to pathological or heterogenetic contrac-

tions which occur rhythmically in a series of beats.

Experimentally it may be produced by induction

shocks or mechanical stimuli as well as by the other

methods employed to cause single premature con-

tractions. It may be of ventricular or auricular

origin. If the latter, it is consequently of ectopic

origin and the rate proclaims it as pathological.

Fully established, it may be of a few minutes' dura-

tion or continue for half an hour or more. Even-
tually the heart generally recovers and the pace-

maker's rhythm becomes dominant again. The
tachycardia, however, may become progressive in

rate so that finally the ventricles may no longer

beat coordinately and death follows. The par-

o.xysms appear to be formed in the heart wall as a

result of local disturbance. They are of rare

occurrence and their foci of origin can be identi-

fied by the knowledge we have of the type of elec-

tric curves resulting from the experimental stimu-

lation of various portions of the ventricular walls.

Each series of premature contractions is apt to be

followed by a pause of considerable length.

Tachycardias of auricular origin are almost due

to heterogenetic contractions arising in the auricle.

They are more common than those of ventricular

origin and may last from a few seconds to an hour,

several days or weeks or months. They are iden-

tical in their paroxysms, however they may van,'

in duration, and are recognized by polygraphic

tracings.

The third type arising in the vicinity of the

auriculo-ventricular node, now designated as nodal

rhythm, is the rarest of the three.

Lewis has classified the tachycardias upon their

clinical pathology as follows:

{A) Homogenetic tachycardias, the result of

alterations in the rate of physiological impulse for-

mation at the site of the old pace-maker.

(B) Heterogenetic tachycardias:

I. Regular tachycardias springing from single

foci of the musculature.

(a) Arising in the pace-maker (as yet unob-

served).

{b) Arising in the central regions of the auricu-

lar tissue.

(c) Arising in the neighborhood of the auriculo-

ventricular node.

(d) Arising in the right ventricle.

(e) Arising in the left ventricle.

II. Irregular tachycardia probably springing

from many foci in auricular musculature.

4. Auricular Fibrillation.—Instead of a return

of the tachycardia to a normal pulse rate, a still

higher grade of disorder may be seen, character-

ized by a perpetual and absolute irregularity of the

arterial pulse. This is designated as auricular

fibrillation or auricular delirium. In this condition,

the auricle is in the diastolic position and its mus-
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cle is in an extremely active condition of move-
ments or is fibrillating. The auricular tissue ap-
pears to be broken up into a variable number of
small areas, which can originate, independently and
spontaneously, heterogenetic impulses.

This condition is the most common of all the
causes of persistent cardiac irregularity, being met
with in about fifty per cent, of all such cases. It

has been called the mitral pulse, pulsus irregularis
and perpetuus, and has been attributed to de-
lirium of the heart. Formerly the pulse in this type
was characterized with the adjectives irregularis,

insequalis, deficiens, and intermittens. A prominent
systolic pulsation is also seen in this condition,
which has been considered as due to tricuspid in-

competence. The irregularity has been long known,
but the chief progress of our knowledge concern-
ing it dates from the appearance of Mackenzie's
book on "The Study of the Pulse," which appeared
in 1902. At that time he considered it due to

auricular paralysis and correlated the two chief
phenomena in this type, viz., gross irregularity of
the heart and the systolic venous movements, which
he called the ventricular form of venous pulse.
For, in venous tracings of these cases, the auricu-
lar wave is missing and the pulse is of the so-called
ventricular type.

Later Hering described its arterial pulse and in-

cluded this class of functional disturbances under
the title pulsus irregularis perpetuus, and the sub-
sequent introduction of the electrocardiograph has
fully substantiated its specific nature. Finally
Mackenzie found evidence that the auricle in these
cases was active, for ( i ) at autopsy the hearts were
found to be hypertrophied and (2) in certain in-

stances the normal rhythm reasserted itself. In

1904 he published a paper in which he located the
seat of this rhythm in the junctional tissue lying
between the auricle and ventricle, which has been
termed the auriculo-ventricular node ami which we
have previously described. Consequently he desig-
nated this irregularity nodal rhythm, thinking that
it originated from the simultaneous contraction of
both auricle and ventricle. This view, however,
has not met with favor and has been generally
abandoned, even by Mackenzie himself.

In this irregularity the pulse may present many
variations. It may be fast or slow, averaging be-
tween 30 to 200, although the faster type is the
more frequent of the two. The heart rate in the
latter is double the normal, varying from no to

150, and presents a most disorderly character, for
we see in the tracings an absolute irregularity and
an absence of a definite and continued relationship

between the strength of a beat and the length of
the pause which precedes it. Many of the beats
do not reach the wrist, so the radial pulse is but
a poor index of the rate of the ventricular contrac-
tion. The electrocardiograms also yield specific

findings.

5. Respiratory Arrhythmia. — By respiratory
arrhytlimia we refer to the arrhythmia which
occurs as the result of vagal influence, in which we
get a variation in the length of the diastolic period.

It occurs in normal respiration when the pauses
increase in length in expiration and decrease in in-

spiration. It may be experimentally abolished by
section of the vagi or saturation with atropine. In
children this type is the rule, and on this account
it has been termed by Mackenzie the youthful or
infantile type of arrhythmia. By a jugular trac-

ing, the right auricle and ventricle show an irregu-

larity similar to that seen in the radial pulse. It

is a true intermission and disappears with an in-

creased pulse rate. Pathologically it is seen in con-

valescence from acute fevers, in neurasthenia, in

brain disease, and in meningitis, and may be recog-

nized by the continually changing pulse rate,

although the beats are the same.

6. Alternation.-—In 1872 Traube described a con-

dition which he termed pulsus alternans, in which
we have large and small beats alternating, with or

without a higher rate. It varies much in degree,

so much so in fact that the smaller beats may be

imperceptible in the arteriogram. According to

Traube the interval separating large and small

beats was greater than that separating small and
large beats, but subsequently the incidence of the

beats has been shown to be perfectly regular. This
arrhythmia occurs in overtaxed healthy heart mus-
cle, especially in paroxysmal tachycardia, and in

hearts whose muscle has previously been seriously

affected, being especially frequent in progressive

fibrosis of the heart. It may also be produced by

the injection of certain poisons (digitalis, antiarin

—a closely allied body—aconitine, glyoxyl, and
hemolytic serum), and is frequently accompanied

by anginal pain, k indicates both structurally and
functionally a precarious cardiac condition. Un-
fortunately its pathology is still wrapped in mys-
tery.

These recent advances in our knowledge of car-

diac irregularities, thus briefly outlined, promise

much for our better understanding of them. We
should all avail ourselves of this knowledge, for it

will enable us to treat our patients with these func-

tional difficulties more efficiently and intelligently.

4 Tri.nity Street.

SELECTION OF FEMALE RISKS IN WHOM
HYSTERECTOMY AND OVARIOTOMY

HAVE BEEN PERFORMED.*
By p. H. INGALLS, M.D.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSISTANT MEDICAL DIRECTOR, THE .CTNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

The improvement in modern surgical methods, and
the wonderful results obtained in operations within

the abdominal cavity, have been the means in recent

years of admitting to the class of operable cases

many persons who before were considered hope-

lessly incurable, and not only have these persons

been successfully operated upon, but have been re-

stored to health with all that this term implies.

We have considered at these meetings in pre-

vious sessions applicants from whom the gall blad-

der has been removed and have formulated ideas of

what treatment should be accorded them in the field

of life insurance applicants.

We are receiving applications, oftener than one
would believe possible, from persons in whom one
kidney has been removed and before long, experi-

ence will demonstrate to what extent their vitality

and power of resistance has been lowered by the

loss of that organ.

And we have also taken up and thoroughly dis-

cussed the subject of appendicitis, operated and not

operated, and have been able to form definite ideas

of what treatment should be accorded applicants in

this class.

*Read at the twenty-third annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Life Insurance Medical Directors of America,
October 10, 1912.
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Operations on the female genital organs have for

many years played a very important part in the field

of surgery, and it is for a brief consideration of
this class of cases that, at the suggestion of the pres-

ident, I have ventured to submit this small contri-

bution to the proceedings of this association.

For many years now I have been devoting my
attention in private work to this class of cases and,
while the whole field of gynecology is a very wide
one and has no part in the questions which I intend

to outline in this paper, I am going to ask your con-
sideration of those applicants for life insurance on
whom the operations of hysterectomy and double
ovariotomy have been performed. When I began
work in the life insurance fiehl I found that my
seniors promptly rejected all female applicants of
this class, and reference to their applications shows
that in many cases they had applied to other com-
panies and had also been rejected by them.
The surgeons in our large centers who so often

only see their cases just before operation, and as

soon as their convalescence has been completed
have them drop out of sight and go to their homes,
scattered all over the country, have not as good an
opportunity to observe the ultimate results of their

work as those of us who operate in the hospital

which draws its patronage from territory adjacent,

and who have to follow up and look after the cases

for a long time subsequent to their operation, and
as for over twenty-five years I have been following
this class of work in one of our smaller hospitals

and have been able to see and live in a community
with a fairly large number of this class of cases, I

came to the conclusion that many women were being
denied the privileges of life insurance who could

safely be taken and would make good and profitable

risks.

What are the undesirable features of this class of

cases?

The most prominent characteristic, and the one
which I think has been the greatest bugbear, is the

disturbance to the nervous system owing to the fact

that in all these cases we bring about a premature
and forced menopause. True it is that this is an
important condition and sometimes leads to distress-

ing and even permanent nervous instability. The
modern operation for hysterectomy in which the

ovaries are left in position has relieved to a very
marked extent this class of symptoms, while they

still persist in the cases of double ovariotomy—but
with the exception of a very small majority of cases

these symptoms all disappear within a year or
eighteen months after the operation. I can recall

personally but one of my own cases in which any
permanent nervous disability has resulted from the

operation while, like every other surgeon with much
experience in this class of work, I have had some
rather disturbing manifestations within the first few
months following the operation.

Malignant degenerations have not appeared in

any of the cases where we were satisfied that such
degeneration did not exist at the time of the opera-
tion.

Changes in other organs of the body have not
been observed. The efifect on the general health has
been one of steady and gradual improvement and
no fear need be had on that score.

Hernias are no more apparent than after any
other abdominal section and need have no part in

any objection to these cases by the time they are

accepted.

Much was written in years past about the great

changes in personal appearance, mental character-

istics and changes in temperament as a result of
the so-called unsexing of women. Gynecologists
the world over have given this matter their pains-

taking and careful consideration, and I feel that I

can say with great positiveness that this is an objec-

tion which need not receive any serious considera-

tion, that no such condition is found to exist, and
that it is not possible to pick out from any observa-
ble change in physical or mental characteristics

those women who have had these operations per-
formed. I have not attempted in this article to

obtain any vast number of statistics from various
operators, but from my experience in our special

medical societies I know that my own experience
is an average one and that statistics obtained from
many operators as to the ultimate results would not
change the results of my own observation. Neither
have I asked for a tabulation of experience from
other companies as to their results with this class

of applicants. I have felt it would be fairer to state

my experience and deductions as a basis to bring
this matter before you for discussion, and maybe
we will all be agreed on the general principles with
which to regulate our selection in this class of
applicants.

I must confess that when I went through the

papers in our own office I was rather surprised that

I did not find more of the cases on which to base
my deductions, but I have tried to be careful in

selection, as I will demonstrate later, and as a result

a very small number appear on the books.
In the last ten years we have taken thirty- four

cases which come under this classification. This
does not include any cases of myomectomy or single

ovariotomy, or plain removal of tubes, ventral fixa-

tions or suspensions. I have limited the observa-
tions here absolutely to those women in whom the
uterus and ovaries—the uterus alone or the ovaries
alone—have been removed.
We have twenty-three cases of double ovariotomy

and ten cases of hysterectomy representing a total

exposure in the thirty-three cases of 167 years.

These exposures are subdivided as follows

:

10
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lutely disappeared, and naturally, we insisted that

the applicant was up to the required standard in

all other physical characteristics.

The one death which occurred in our series of

cases presents to my mind enough of peculiar char-

acteristics to warrant a brief outline of the cir-

cumstances attending the issue of the policy and
the investigation of the death record.

This applicant was 49 years of age and applied

for insurance May 16, 191 1. She had had one
child with normal labor in 1884 and had never
miscarried. The medical examiner made state-

ments that eight years before he had performed
a complete hysterectomy for fibroids. The recov-

ery was complete and she had enjoyed the best of

health since the operation and he had kept the

case under observation personally. She was ac-

cepted and the policy was issued June 12, 191 1.

On October 11, 191 1, she died and the certificate of

death, from a neighboring town, gave the cause of

death as cancer of the uterus and the duration of the

illness three months. I immediately wrote to the

doctor who examined her and he said she had
been under his observation and always had told him
that she had been in good health, and distinctly told

him at the time he examined her for insurance that

she had been in good health and was in good health

on that date.

By various tracings of her proceedings in the

year previous we unearthed the fact that she had
applied for admission in July (two months after

taking her insurance) to one of the large hospitals

where she gave a history that six years following

the operation she had pain in the lower abdomen.
One year before, i.e. July, 1910, she had to wear a

napkin on account of the discharge, and six weeks
before that, i.e. early in June, had a hemorrhage
from vagina and was admitted with diagnosis of

cancer of cervix and bladder wall.

Subsequent investigation showed that she had put
herself under treatment for pelvic discharge and
pain in November, 1910, and that the doctor who
treated her did not tell her that he suspected cancer
although he affirms that he did inform her husband
of the fact.

This was so evidently a case of fraudulent repre-

sentation that our adjuster had no difficulty in de-

nying the claim, and a compromise was made for a

very small sum.
This case would seem to indicate that the general

rules we have been following in the selection of

these risks would not stand the test of time, but it

is sufficiently peculiar and out of the ordinary to

be classed as a notable exception. In the first -

place, I do not recall any case in my operative ex-

perience where malignant disease appeared at so

long an interval after the operation, and I am
forced to believe that she might have had cancer

any way. In all my work where cancer has been
found or suspected all returns have been noted

within eighteen months—and in the second place,

this applicant was so crooked in making her appli-

cation that we might have been deceived at any
date subsequent to operation. This is one of the

risks every company runs in dealing with applicants

who are willing to make fraudulent statements to

procure insurance.

The matter then resolves itself into the question

:

Can we safely write these risks and under what
circumstances? I believe we can if we follow out

a few simple rules.

I. A sure and accurate knowledge that no ma-

lignancy was expected or found at the time of

operation.

2. That the operation did not reveal any ab-

dominal or other complications existing.

3. That sufficient time has elapsed—at least two
years—to be sure that all nervous and physical dis-

turbances as a result of the operation have entirely

disappeared.

4. That the applicant is up to our required stand-

ard in all other respects.

This may involve some correspondence and spe-

cial investigation concerning each application. The
number of cases is bound to be small, and will make
no large difference in the volume of the business

written, but my point is,—cannot we grant to these

women desired insurance without running any
greater risk than we do in many other classes now
accepted by us?

SACRAL KIDNEY SIMULATING ACUTE
APPENDICITIS.

By M. S. KAKELS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ATTENDING SURGEON TO LEBANON HOSPITAL, CONSULTING SURGEON TO
ROCKAWAY BEACH HOSPITAL.

While anomalous situation of the kidneys must
be considered of moment to the general practitioner,

and especially to the surgeon when making a diag-

nosis or operating for some obscure tumor in the

abdominal cavity, a congenital misplaced kidney
must still be regarded more or less as a curiosity.

Although recent literature records numerous cases

of anomalies in number, form, and size one does
not see reported many cases of dystopia of this

organ.

Formerly most of the anomalies were discovered

only after death, but now that operations upon the

kidney are of more frequent occurrence more in-

stances are being observed and therefore more in-

terest has been shown in the subject from both the

surgical and from the pathological standpoint.

From the literature of the cases reported one learns

the fact that a misplaced kidney seldom gives rise

to serious symptoms and generally escapes observa-

tion during life, and therefore is rarely diagnosed.

Most frequently, if not attended by mobility and
not encroaching on important neighboring organs,

an abnomially situated fixed kidney is discovered

only accidentally in making a physical examination

of the abdomen. Furthermore, when a fixed dis-

placed kidney does give rise to symptoms it does

not as a rule point to the displaced organ, but gen-

erally to the neighboring organs upon which it may
lie. Grave symptoms and serious complications

may arise especially when pressing upon the blad-

der, rectum, or uterus.

Munroe (Boston Med. and Surg. Jour., 1910) re-

lates of having seen four cases of renal ectopia, in

none of which were the symptoms referable to the

urinary tract. One of the cases was discovered at

an operation for acute appendicitis.

The more pronounced displacements are rather

rare, and when anchored in the iliac fossa or sit-

uated on the promontory of the sacrum are most
likely to cause serious complications. Especially in

females, when lying over the sacroiliac synchon-

drosis, are they apt to cause error in diagnosis for

the reason that they are readily mistaken for a pel-

vic or abdominal tumor arising from the genital

organs.

Of the frequency of misplaced kidney Henry
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Morris states that "out of nearly 13,000 post-

mortems there were found 13 instances of mis-
placed kidney, thus averaging one out of every
1,000 bodies examined." The peculiarities in the

origin, number and distribution of the blood-ves-

sels, and the course and length of the ureter, as is

found in these fixed malpositions, favors the theory
of the congenital nature of the displacement.

As the renal ectopia is a condition which takes

place prior to birth, during the process of fetal de-

velopment, the presumption is that the gland does
not ascend but becomes fi.xed in its abnormal situa-

tion owing to the shortness of the ureter and vessels,

although the latter (blood-vessels) have been found
of normal length in some instances, when springing

from the aorta and not from the iliacs. Thus an-

chored in its position it does not become unduly
movable. If not submitted to undue pressure from
neighboring organs, and there is no interference

with its blood supply and no impediment to the es-

cape of urine, the natural conformation of the kid-

ney is preserved, but on the other hand any inter-

ference or impediment to the vessels or ureter or

any undue pressure upon it during the progress of

growth may cause a malformation of the organ to

ensue.

Newman in his "Monograph on Movable Kidney
and Other Displacements and Malformations,"
classifies displacements of the kidneys without mo-
bility into (i) congenital displacements without de-

formity, (2) congenital displacements with de-

formity and (3) acquired displacements.

Morris ("Surgical Diseases of Kidney and
Ureter") states that "fixed displaced kidneys

have seldom been diagnosed intra vitani, as 'hey

rarely give rise to symptoms or even inconvenience

during life."

Ectopic kidneys have frequently simulated many
other conditions in the abdomen and given rise to

errors in diganosis and disagreeable surprises. Be-
cause they are so frequently mistaken for abdom-
inal or pelvic tumors, the surgeon, gynecologist,

and obstetrician may be brought face to face with

unexpected obstacles. One can readily imagine the

varied complications of diagnosis which a diseased

kidney placed in an anomalous position might give

rise to, and furthermore it is plainly evident that

such complications would be greatly increased if

the right kidney should be so anomalously situated.

Hochenegg (Wiener klinische Wochenschrift.

1900, No. i) reports a case of an obscure tumor
pressing upon the rectum, causing for many years

obstinate constipation and distress with psychic dis-

turbance, the true nature of which was only re-

vealed at operation (by the sacral route) as a con-

genital dystopia of the kidney.

Israel ("Nieren Chirurgie," 1901) diagnosed a

resistant mass in a woman, producing pronounced
intestinal symptoms, as an ectopic kidney. This
mass, from the symptoms and the physical signs,

had been previously diagnosed by others as a car-

cinoma of the cecum. This case is, so far as the

casual perusal of the literature shows, the first one
correctly diagnosed intra vitam before operation.

Cragin CMedic.m. Record. 1898) reports a case

of vaginal ncphrectomv for a congenital pelvic kid-

ney obstructing the parturient canal which had in

previous confinements been the cause of dystocia.

That an ectopic kidney should simulate an acute

attack of appendicitis is rare and unusual, although

Newman (Scottish Med. and Surg. Journal. Vol. I,

No. I. p. 53) reports a case of fixed displacement

of the right kidney above Poupart's ligament
simulating a perityphlitic abscess. "The patient

was admitted to the Glasgow Royal Infipmary in

1894, complaining of pain in the right iliac region
with a previous history of pain with more or less

persistence since 1890. He noticed a swelling in

the abdomen about seven months before admission
to the hospital. There was a slight fullness of the

abdomen in the right iliac and lower lumbar regions

and a rounded swelling was felt. It appeared to

be fluctuant. There was dullness on percussion

over an area of about two inches in breadth running
parallel with Poupart's ligament. The swelling was
cut down upon and as soon as the muscles were cut

through the sense of fluctuation was lost. The in-

cision was then enlarged, when the swelling was
found to have a rounded outline with a distinct

hilum toward the inner and upper aspect, and being
semielastic but firm immediately suggested a dis-

placed kidney.

In a casual search of the literature of reports of

true ectopia of the kidney I have found no instance

in which the displaced organ simulated, from the

objective and physical signs, an acute attack of ap-
pendicitis. I feel, therefore, prompted to place on
record the following case which came under my ob-

servation, especially as it illustrates an unusual er-

ror and a rare form of ectopia of the kidney. Fur-
thermore, the report of the case may put others

on their guard when dealing with an indefinite ab-

dominal mass.

Sadie J., age 19, born in Italy, married two
months, was admitted to my service in the Lebanon
Hospital on the evening of June 19, 1912, with the

following his.ory.

Four days before admission she was seized with
general abdominal pain, cramp-like in character,

and radiating toward the right side. There was
constipation, but no nausea or vomiting. The fol-

lowing day the pain localized itself to the right iliac

fossa, where it remained, increasing in severity till

the time of admission to the hospital. She had been
having chilly sensations since the beginning of the

attack. Her past history had no bearing on the

present condition. Her menstruation was regular,

without pain, the flow lasting four days ; the last

menstruation was eighteen days ago.
Her family history was negative. The patient

looked acutely ill. The head and chest revealed
nothing abnormal. There were marked rigidity

and tenderness over the whole of the right side of
the abdomen, and an indistinct mass, tender to

pressure and intolerant to careful manipulation, was
palpable in the right iliac fossa. Nothing could be
felt per vaginam. The temperature was a little

less than 101°, pulse 96, respiration 22. The blood
count showed : White cells 14,800, polynuclears 72
per cent. The urine showed a trace of albumin, few-

epithelial casts, no blood, no sugar ; in fact, nothing
in the urine to give a clue as to the diagnosis.

The clinical picture and subjective symptoms of
sudden colicky pains extending over the entire abdo-
men and radiating to the right side, in conjunction
with the other signs such as rigidity and an indef-

inite mass, tender on pressure and intolerant to care-

ful palpation, led us to believe we had to deal with
a case of acute appendicitis.

Accordingly the patient was submitted to opera-
tion. A Kammerer incision was made, and only
after the abdomen was opened and a slightly con-
gested appendix removed was the true nature of the

mass revealed. By pushing the coils of intestines
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aside a retroperitoneal mass was exposed to view
situated over the right sacroihac synchondrosis a
little to the right of the median line. An incision

into the posterior parietal peritoneum was made
when the kidney was recognized fixed, congested,
rather small in size, with its hilus directed toward
the median line and apparently not diseased. Ex-
ploration in the abdominal cavity with the hand
showed that the right kidney was not present in its

proper site, but that the left kidney was. We thus
had to deal with a sacral kidney.

The condition of the patient precluded any fur-

ther dissection of the ectopic organ in order to dem-
onstrate the nature of the vessels and ureter, al-

though the pelvis of the kidney was not felt to be
enlarged. Consequently the organ was left in situ.

The posterior parietal incision was sutured with
a runing catgut suture and the abdomen closed

without drainage. The patient made an uneventful
recovery, with no rise of temperature, and was dis-

charged July I, 1912, twelve days after her admis-
sion.

The history and the symptoms were the usual ones
that pointed to an acute attack of appendicitis ; con-
sequently, this rare and unusual error in diagnosis

affords considerable interest and is, to say the least,

instructive.

Taking into account the rarity of sacral kidney
and all the evidence at hand the error in diagnosis

was excusable. A subsequent careful inquiry elicited

the fact that the patient sufifered from a slight fre-

quency of urination before she entered the hospital.

This may have some bearing upon the cause of the

symptoms which simulated an attack of appendi-
citis. Other than this acute illness the patient was
never cognizant of the fact that she had a mass in

her abdomen, nor did she suffer any inconvenience
from the location of the same. Only after the op-

eration was she made aware of the existence of an
abnormally situated kidney.

We do not presume to be able to explain positively

the. pathological condition of the kidney which pro-

duced such symptoms as were evidently mistaken for

appendicitis, as a free exposure of the kidney at the

time of operation was not made. We can only con-

jecture that the patient may have had a renal colic

in an ectopic kidney, due to calculi, with an acute

congestion of the kidney with reflected pain and
spasm of the abdominal muscles and rigidity of the

same. This surmise may be more than reasonable

and not seem so strange when one considers how
often the passage of a calculus through the ureter

from a normally situated kidney, especially on the

right side, has been mistaken for an acute attack

of appendicitis.

The recording of this case may cause one to bear
in mind, in diagnosing acute abdominal conditions,

the possible existence of an ectopic kidney.
71 East 66th Street.

THE POST-OPERATIVE TREATMENT OF
. LAPAROTOMY, WITH COMPLETE

WOUND CLOSURE.
By RUSSELL S. FOWLER, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CHIEF SURGEON, FIRST DIVISION, GERMAN HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN; SUR-
GEON, METHODIST EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL OF BROOKLYN.

General Considerations.—The post-operative treat-
ment of all acute abdominal conditions and many
chronic ones begins when the patient is first taken
ill, and consists in early recognition of the possi-

ble need of surgical intervention and the intelli-

gent pre-operative treatment of the condition.

This is particularly true in perforations and acute

infective processes. The so-called operative mor-
tality can be very materially lessened by the obser-

vation by the medical attendant of a few simple
rules. In acute conditions of the abdomen all feed-

ing by stomach is contraindicated. Nothing, not

even water, should be given, for the reason that

the ingestion of anything in the stomach results in

peristalsis with its accompanying spread of what-
ever infection is present. However, the tissues

must not be deprived of water, as the possible oper-

ative procedure might otherwise have a disastrous

effect upon the general metabolism. Fluid is given
by rectum either by slowly administered, frequently

repeated enemata or by the Murphy proctoclysis or,

in urgent cases, by hypodermoclysis. Morphine
must be withheld until a diagnosis is reached. If

these three rules are followed out, an earlier diag-

nosis is possible and if a surgical operation is indi-

cated the patient is in the best possible condition

for it.

The general after-treatment of operations on the

abdomen differs but little from the after-treatment

of operations in general. The difference depends
upon two or three underlying principles which, if

understood, simplify the after-treatment to a great

extent. Removal of a patient from the operating

table to the bed is done with the usual care that

no additional injury be inflicted or strain put upon
the operated part. The treatment of shock is as

for other operations and the treatment of the

wound itself is as for wounds of a similar nature

in other parts of the body. It is to be noted, how-
ever, that kidney complications and lung complica-

tions occur more frequently after laparotomy than

after operations on other parts of the body, and
that shock is a more frequent complication. For
these reasons it is best to give saline solution by

the rectum following all laparotomies. Either re-

peated enemata or the Murphy proctoclysis may be

used.

Our knowledge of these cases has so increased

of late years that the three main complications,

shock, nephritis, and pneumonia, are rarely met
with. With care in the preparation of patients,

with the anesthesia, and with proper technique and
speediness in operating, they will become less and
less common. In former years the complication

of intra-abdominal hemorrhage and of postopera-

tive intestinal obstruction and peritonitis in vari-

ous forms were the commoner complications.

Nowadays, because of earlier diagnosis in in-

flammatory lesions, better technique at the opera-

tion and of increased care in the handling of tis-

sues these complications are seldom met with.

The lesser complications of vomiting and disten-

tion are still frequent, but not so common as for-

merly. Careful anesthesia precludes the one and
an efficient preoperative preparation excludes the

second in most cases.

Given a clean laparotomy in which no operation

has been done upon the intestinal canal and in

which the abdominal wound has been properly

made and sutured, the after course should be as

uneventful as an operation upon any other part of

the body. Irrespective of what operation has been

done intra-abdominally there is usually no compli-

cation. The postoperative treatment is the same
as in operations elsewhere. The patient is kept

quiet for twenty-four hours or until the anesthetic
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nausea has ceased and may then sit up or be
propped up in bed. Wound quiet is maintained by
the use of a tight-fitting abdominal bandage of
adhesive plaster after the method of Boldt, re-

enforced by a snug fitting abdominal binder. The
intraabdominal pressure acts in conjunction with
the extra abdominal support to maintain rest of the

wound. Abdominal tension is relieved by placing
pillows beneath the knees. The period of rest in

bed depends almost entirely upon the patient's gen-
eral condition. If the patient has lost a large
amount of blood at the operation, or is anemic from
long-continued illness, general conditions which
affect wound healing, it is best to keep him quiet

in bed until such time as the blood examination
showed rapid improvement in the blood condition.

It is well known that wounds in anemic persons do
not heal with the rapidity of wounds in robust
persons. Such a wound would need support and
rest for a longer time. Barring this complication,

however, there is no reason why such patients

should not be allowed up in bed at the end of twen-
ty-four hours, out of bed in a chair in two or three

days, and to take a few steps on the following day.

The size of the wound does not contraindicate this,

providing the wound has been suitably made and
sutured and properly supported to insure rest. In

hundreds of laparotomies treated in this manner
I have not had one untoward symptom. In fact,

convalescence has been hastened and wound repair

made more rapid. If infection occurs it will occur

irrespective of the position of the patient. Should
infection occur it is treated on general wound
principles and the patient is kept in bed until the

infection has cleared up. When the wound has

reached the condition when it can be strapped the

ambulatory treatment can again be initiated.

Diet in this class of cases should be brought as

rapidly as the condition of the stomach will permit

to the normal diet. For the first twenty-four hours

the diet is as in all postanesthesia cases; following

this the diet is rapidly increased. It is to be re-

membered that the stomach is in a weakened con-

dition following the use of any anesthetic and that

feeding must not be forced. Nor should the in-

gestion of large quantities of fluid at one time or

at frequent intervals be allowed, as this is apt to

result in a dilatation of the anesthetic weakened
stomach.

Boivels.—The bowels should be moved daily for

the first few days by a copious enema of soapsuds

and water. After the first few days some form of

pill may be given, preferably containing aloin, bel-

ladonna, and strychnine in just sufficient doses to

produce evacuation without purgation. Distention

is not apt to occur in these cases except in debili-

tated subjects or in elderly people, or in cases

in which very large intra-abdominal growths have

been removed. In such cases distention is care-

fully watched for and its relief by enemata initi-

ated before great distention has occurred. In the

case of large growths a preventive consists in fill-

ing the abdomen with saline solution after removal

of the growth. In this and in the other two cases

mentioned above the distention is due to a paretic

condition of the intestine. Of all the drugs which

act in this regard atropine is the best. Atropine

sulphate gr. 1/50 given hypodermically will aid in

toning up the afferent intestinal nerve impulses.

Opium or any of its derivatives should be avoided

in these cases. If the distention does not subside

following an ordinary enema of soapsuds and

water an efficient enema is one quart of warm water
in which one ounce of alum has been dissolved.

This enema will succeed in bringing away the gas
unless paresis is complete or unless a mechanical
obstruction exists.

Pain in the first few hours following the opera-

tion is due to distention or to the traumatism in-

flicted at the operation, either to the wound itself

or to the retraction of the abdominal muscles dur-

ing the operation. In the former event the pain

is relieved by enema; in the latter event one dose

of one-quarter of a grain of morphine may be ad-

ministered hypodermically. One does not like to

use morphine because of its after efifect in favor-

ing intestinal distention. If, however, the enema
fails to relieve the pain one-quarter of a grain of

morphine sulphate and 1/150 gr. of atropine sul-

phate may be given. This dose should not be re-

peated except in rare instances.

Operations upon the gastrointestinal canal should

be treated as above except as regards diet and
catharsis. In general it may be said that follow-

ing intestinal resection, repeated small doses of

magnesium sulphate, one dram of saturated solu-

tion every hour or two may be given in order that

the contents of the intestinal canal may be kept

liquid and that impaction at the site of the Murphy
button or suture line may not occur. Active

cathartics should not be administered before the

ninth day, at which time intestinal wound healing

is complete. Intestinal wounds are supported for

the first three days by the sutures; on the third

to the fifth day, which is the weakest time, the

sutures loosen somewhat and the parts are held

together by weak union ; from the fifth day on the

union is firmer, until by the ninth day it is com-

plete. During this period no cathartics should be

administered which will act in a forceful manner

on the musculature of the intestine. Following

appendectomy, on account of the nature of the in-

testinal wound, this rule is not so important; it is

a good plan, however, to employ enemata for the

first ten days even in these cases. The diet

should not be forced in intestinal resection cases

but the patient should be kept on fluid and farinace-

ous diet until the ninth day.

Posture in Operations upon the Upper Abdomen.
—Following all operations upon the upper abdo-

men, if the patient is placed in the semi-sitting pos-

ture or in the elevated head and trunk posture a

smoother after course will be noted than if the

patient is kept flat. There is distinctly less reac-

tion following the operation, the stomach empty-

ing itself more easily into the intestine, breathing

is easier, pulmonary complications are not so fre-

quent, and the patient is very much more comfort-

able.

301 DeKalb Ave.

MISTAKES IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF
TYPHOID FEVER.*

By CHARLES EDWARD NAMMACK, M.D., LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO BELLEVUE AND TO ST. VINCENT'S HOSPITAl.;

PIOFESSOB OF CLINICAL MEDICINE IN COENELL tJNIVEKSITY

MEDICAL COLLEGE AT NEW YORK.

The average patient expects a physician to make a

correct diagnosis of his ailment at the first profes-

sional visit. The younger the physician the more
insistent is this demand, and an honest acknowledg-

*Read before the Williamsburgh Medical Society Octo-

ber 14, 1912.
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nient by the doctor of his inability to comply with
the demand at this time often results in his invol-
untary retirement from the case. An older physi-
cian may be pardoned for his honesty and per-
mitted to continue his observations, especially if

he is one of the diplomatic brethren whose clients

are frequently told that they are "threatened" with
a serious disease. When the "threatened" calamity
does not subsequently develop, its defeat is then at-

tributed to the superior methods of treatment adop-
ted. But typhoid fever, at its outset, is so protean
in its manifestations, and shows so many variations
in its symptoms and course, and is simulated by so
many different febrile and inflammatory affections

that its immediate diagnosis at the bedside may be
impossible. It is only by keeping its possibility al-

ways in mind that the chances of overlooking it, of
mistaking it for other diseases, or of mistaking
other diseases for it, will be minimized. The t3rpical

text-book case will usually be promptly recognized,

but the typical case is usually found in the text-

books rather than at the bedside. A recital of some
of the mistakes, my own as well as those of others,

that I have encountered, may serve to fasten the

differential points in your memory as they have in

mine. Many of these mistakes would not occur in

a well-equipped hospital with excellent laboratory
facilities, but we have not yet become sufficiently

paternalized in this country to be able to afford to

relinquish all our typhoid patients to the care of the

well-endowed hospitals and laboratories. The care-

ful clinical observations of a qualified practitioner,

corroborated by the simpler laboratory blood tests

and blood counts which every recent graduate is

taught to make, will steer us aright in most cases.

It is only their neglect which serves to emphasize
the truth of the old remark, that nine-tenths of the

mistakes in differential diagnosis are made by not
looking, and only one-tenth by not knowing. Blood
cultures, which need an elaborate laboratory equip-

ment, are rarely necessary. The Widal reaction,

available after the seventh day, and the differential

leucocyte count, available on the first day, will fur-

nish all we ought to ask—data to disprove the ex-

istence of most of the simulating diseases. Given
the general picture of a febrile infectious disease,

there are only six acute infections in which leucocy-

tosis is absent, to wit: malaria, typhoid fever, in-

fluenza, measles, mumps, and leprosy. To these

may be added most cases of uncomplicated tubercu-

losis, except the meningeal form. Let us consider

some differential points.

1. Tuberculosis.—.'Vcute miliary tuberculosis

may present all the symptoms and signs of typhoid

fever, even including the rose rash. But the respi-

rations will be more frequent, the pulse will be

proportionately rapid instead of proportionately

slow and dicrotic, cyanosis will be more apt to ap-

pear, the abdomen may be flat instead of tympanitic,

the temperature will be irregular instead of definite

in type, phonophobia and photophobia will be not-

able, petechise may be present instead of rose spots.

Widal reaction will be wanting, and a tub bath will

produce a greater drop in the temperature than
2° F. A case in Bellevue Hospital at present also

shows tubercles in the choroid, but this is very rare.

Lumbar puncture may show tubercle bacilli in the

spinal fluid.

2. Malaria.—In the past the term malaria has
covered a multitude of diagnostic sins, but the pres-

ent generation hears less of "typhomalarial fever"

or "bilious remittent fever" than we did thirtv

years ago when hematolog}^ was an infant science.

Still, estivoautumnal fever, with its continued tem-
perature, its septic aspect, and the difficulty of find-

ing the crescents in the peripheral blood, may keep
us guessing for some days. At St. Vincent's we
get many seafaring men from Southern ports with
the estivoautumnal type of fever and are on the

watch for it. But it may arise also in our latitude.

I have seen cases that originated on the shores of

Jamaica Bay, in the Borough of Queens.

3. Typhus Fever.—The sporadic cases of typhus
fever that we see in this vicinity are of the attenu-

ated type, so well described recently before this

society by one of your members. It seems to be
more prevalent among certain of your neighbors
than with us across the Williamsburgh Bridge. I

have seen but two cases in Bellevue in the last two
years and none in St. Vincent's. It is easily recog-

nized when once known.
4. Septicemia.—Originating after labor or after

abortion, this condition is often miscalled "typhoid

fever," especially by that class of practitioners who
have "never lost a woman after confinement."

Leucocytosis and an increase in the polymorpho-
nuclears will assign the proper label to this condi-

tion. A fatal case of gonorrheal septicemia with

ulcerative endocarditis, occurring in a young man
with old rheumatic simple endocarditis, was sent

into our wards at Bellevue with a diagnosis of

typhoid fever, but leucocytosis suggested and blood

culture proved the actual conditon. An additonal

reason, if any were needed, why young people with

chronic endocaditis should avoid tacking on an

acute gonorrheal infection.

5. Endocarditis.—As in the supervention of

gonorrhea, the addition of typhoid bacilli to the

circulating blood of a patient with old endocarditis

renders the liability to ulcerative lesions of the heart

lining very grave. An undamaged endocardium
usually resists their invasion.

6. Influenza.—Many cases of influenza are so

typhoidal in their aspect at the onset that only the

subsidence of the influenzal symptoms in a few
days dispels our anxiety. Some cases may require

a blood culture to decide.

7. Febricula.—Many of the cases of short con-

tinued fever formerly classified under this head and

some of the so-called "gastric fever" cases would

now be demonstrated by the Widal reaction to be

mild forms of typhoid.

8. Into.vication.—The various autointoxications

which for want of more definite knowledge we re-

gard as ptomaine poisoning can usually be differ-

entiated by their suddenness of onset, the violence

of their initial symptoms and their reference tn an

obvoius dietetic indiscretion.

9. Osteomyelitis.—A case seen by me was that

of a young man who, suffering from a crop

of boils, worked at a hand drill all the week,
pitched baseball on Sunday, and was taken ill with

chill, sweats, high fever, and pain referred to the

shaft of the humerus. He was treated four days

for malaria, three days for rheumatic fever, three

days for typhoid fever, this by four different

physicians. The leucocyte count was 26.000 with 89
per cent, polymorphonuclears, and trephining the

shaft of the bone at St. Vincent's Hospital con-

firmed my diagnosis. This case had almost become
one of the tragedies resulting from "not looking."

Osteomyelitis has been called "bone furunculosis."

It is one of the diseases we should always think of

in childhood and adolescence.
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10. The Acute Exanthemata.—Meashs, scarlet
fever, and variola will soon clear up their own diao--
nosis and need no description here.

"^

11. Trichinosis.—Cas&s of trichinosis are fre-
quently sent into hospitals with a diagnosis of
typhoid fever. Leucocytosis with abnormal eosino-
phiha will point the way to, and excising a piece of
muscle will establish, the correct diagnosis.

12. Syphilis.Second-dry syphilitic fever with
macular eruption will not be mistaken when asso-
ciated with sore throat and adenopathy. The ab-
sence of the Widal and the presence of the Wasser-
mann reaction will decide the doubtful cases.

13. Cerebrospinal i^^rrr.—Leucocytosis and the
results of lumbar puncture have recently placed the
diagnosis of this condition on much firmer ground.
In my earlier days mistakes were common The
same diagnostic procedures will be of much servicem the recognition of other forms of meningitis and
also in a variety of diseases with nervous manifes-
tations in which fever with more or less stupor are
prominent features.

14. Pulmonary Conditions.—The initial bron-
chitis of typhoid fever may be so severe as to con-
centrate our attention on that condition. Or typhoid
may set in with an unmistakable attack of acute
lobar pneumonia which may entirely overshadow,
or even obliterate, the usual low leucocyte count
and slow pulse of typhoid. No amount of care will
save us from this mistake, if it can justly be so
called. The term pneumotyphoid should not be
used for these cases.

15. Abdominal Conditions.—An Italian suffering
from typhoid fever was admitted to my service in
Bellevue who was seized in the middle of the
night with violent gastroenteritis after a supper into
which green peppers had largelv entered. lie had
been treated for five days by a phvsician of his own
nationality for appendicitis. This was a pardon-
able error with the given historv of sudden onset
and violent symptoms. The first 'typhoid patient of
my own upon whom I had mistakenly advised an
operation for appendicitis caused me considerable
chagrin, although I had only sustained the diagnosis
of a man of sufficient experience to be chief of
clinicat a college dispensary, and we had both been
sustained by the operating surgeon. Study of the
literature lessened my shame, \vhen I found that
the same error had been often made bv the best
surgeons. Richardson of Boston emphasizes the
most important differential point, to wit: Muscidar
rigidity is zvanting.

16. Renal Conditions.—A young policeman came
to my office one evening complaining of headache,
dimness of vision, and scanty urine. I had incised
a suppurative tonsillitis for him ten days previous-
ly. His urine presented the characteristic physical,
chemical, and microscopical evidences of acute des-
quamative nephritis, and he was sent to Bellevue
with that diagnosis. He afterward ran the typical
course of typhoid fever. This was one of the so-
called nephrotyphoid cases.

17. Varieties of Typhoid.—As stated at the out-
set,_age cannot wither nor custom stale the infinite

variety of typhoid, and he who studies his typhoid
cases attentively will not only acquire a fund of
knowledge regarding the working of the acute in-

fections in general, but also a knowledge of the
sanitary intelligence of the community in which he
resides. Cases may be classified as the malignant,
which are usually fatal from cardiac degeneration,
severe toxemia, or intestinal hemorrhage and per-

foration
; the mild, which are only dangerous in so

far as they may be the means of communicating the
disease to others; the ambulatory, which are dan-
gerous to themselves because of their marked lia-

bility to hemorrhage and perforation; the hemor-
rhagic, by which is meant those in which bleeding
occurs from various parts of the body, and of which
the majority of cases die; the afebrile, which I have
never seen ; the obese, who, as a rule, do badly,

18. Paratyphoid Fever.—The diagnosis of this
condition is made only in the laboratory. Sympto-
matically, diagnostically, or therapeutically, it does
not differ from ordinary typhoid, and it need not
cause the working practitioner any more doubt or
delay than does the particular organism producing
a felon on the finger, whose quietus he knows that
he can make with a bare bodkin, without calling in

a laboratory man to identify the germ.
42 East Twenty-ninth Street.

A NEW GASTROESOPHAGOSCOPE.
By JULIUS LONDON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT VISITING GENITOURINARY SURGEON BETH DAVID HOSPITAL;
GENITOURINARY SURGEON, O. P. D., LEBANON HOSPITAL; AS-

SISTANT GENITOURINARY SURGEON, O. P. D.,
MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL.

In this article I desire to describe a new gastro-
esophagoscope which I have devised. It consists
of three major parts. The outer sheath is simply a
straight, round, metallic tube, 23J4 inches long and
one-half inch in its internal diameter. It is beveled
at its distal end and flattened in one diameter so
that the distal opening is oval instead of round, as
the proximal one is. This tube is used as an in-

troducer for the other parts, but can also be used as
a direct esophagoscope with an external source of
illumination, such as a head reflector or a handle re-
flector, as in the Bruning apparatus.
The middle sheath is oval in shape and 26

inches long. At the proximal end of this sheath
are attached two cocks for distention of the stomach
and a catch for electric connection. At the distal
end of this sheath is a cluster of lights for illumina-
tion of the entire horizon and a terminal rubber tip,

which acts as an introducer into the pharynx,
esophagus, and stomach. The distal end, just de-
scribed, is connected to the main body of the mid-
dle sheath by two slender rods which carry the elec-
tric connections.

The inner tube contains the optical system. This
is composed of a straight telescopic system and my
objective lens, which is placed in front of the tele-
scope_ and connected to it by two slender rods.

This objective is made in two forms, one the
biconvex lens and the other the perfect sphere.
One-half of this lens is silvered, the unsilvered por-
tion being nearer the telescope, so that rays of light
reflected from the mirrored surface can enter the
telescope and be conveyed to the eye. This spherical
objective has an angle of vision of 150° in water
and 100° in air and it shows the entire horizon in
the same field without any rotation of the instru-
ment. This objective has a practical marking near
its point of one-quarter of an inch.

763 East One Hundred and Fifty-si.xth Street.

Acquired Hemolytic Icterus.—Oulmont and Boidin
report a case of this condition presenting the well known
chnical and hematological phenomena. Syphilis seemed to
be the important etiological factor. A striking manifesta-
tion m this case was the marked diminution in the amount
of cholesterin in the blood.—La Presse Medicate.
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VACCINE VIRUS.

It is strange that the exact form of the germ or
poison of smallpox remains unknown, because it,

that is the virus, was the first to be used to produce
artificial immunity. In the century and a half just
passed only two important advances have been made
in the methods for obtaining immunity to smallpox.
The first was made with the discovery by Jenner in

regard to cowpox: this led to an entirely new
method which superseded the previous method of
direct inoculation with smallpox virus. The sec-

ond advance, made in a negative way, came with
the control of the production of vaccine virus by
excluding as far as possible the admixture of other
pathogenic germs and the attenuation of the thou-
sands of extraneous germs which are present by
exposing them to the action of glycerin for a cer-
tain period.

As to the details of the method of vaccination
itself and the after-treatment we have not even
kept abreast of Jenner if we accept the general
practice throughout this country as a criterion;

for it does not seem to be generallly known that a
single scratch is sufficient for inoculation and that
it is perfectly proper on the fifth day when the ves-

icles appear to apply any of the mercurial ointments
just as Jenner did, and thereafter to treat the local

inflammation with a view to curing it. From, the
widespread practice of permitting vaccination

shields there would seem to be a general deep-rooted
conviction that vaccinia must run its course undis-

turbed. Such a conviction is not founded on the

fullest knowledge of vaccinia, and the practice of
leaving the vesicles exposed to infection is the cause
of most of the secondary inflammations which have
been the real source of developing antagonism to

vaccination, on the part of a large portion of the

laity.

This antagonism, together with ordinary neglect,

has permitted the occurrence of epidemics of small-

pox. Every step toward preventing such occur-

rences is to the honor of medicine ; especially any
attempt to perfect the method and to remove the

dangers of vaccination. Recently Teissier, Duvoir,

and Gasinel {Journal de Physiologie et de Patho-
logic generale, Vol. XIV, No. 5, 1912) report the

results of experiments with vaccine virus intro-

duced into the system by diflferent routes. These

experimenters used rabbits. .Some of these they

inoculated intravenously. By this method they al-

ways succeeded in obtaining the development of

immunity to subsequent epidermal inoculations.

Others were inoculated by subcutaneous injection,

intraperitoneal injection, or the administration of

the virus by the digestive tract. By all of these

methods immunity was developed and in no case

was there a generalized eruption. When the virus

inoculated in the peritoneal cavity was placed within

collodion sacs, the immunity was slower in its de-

veloping and much larger doses were required for

its production.

Although these results are very striking in experi-

ments upon animals, the authors are of the opinion

that they are of only experimental value and con-

clude in recommending the epidermal as still the

method of choice. We have noted their results as

they serve to emphasize that much of the diagree-

able part of vaccination is due to extraneous in-

fection. It is to be hoped that research along this

line will be continued until some material advance

over the crudeness of vaccination as new practised

is reached. No other infectious process is so ac-

cessible to research students, and much work has

been done in studying the morphology of the lesions

and the biological properties of the virus. The fact

that the latter resists some of the ordinary antisep-

tics, passes through a filter, and acts in extreme dilu-

tions has caused it to be regarded as of the nature

of an enzyme by some students, while others have

explained its properties by regarding it as a proto-

zoan. Life-cycles have been described for the

Guarnieri bodies, the cellular inclusions found in

the corneal cells of the rabbit's eye when inoculated

with vaccine virus, and for parasites as small as the

Chlamydozoa of Prowazek.

THE ESTHETIC ASPECTS OF MEDICINE.

It was Socrates who taught that beauty is one with

utility. Whether or not modern philosophers agree

with this conception, there can be little doubt that

beauty is incompatible with disease. The human
form which has appealed to both the plastic and the

graphic arts as the highest type for representation

depends for its perfection upon the maintenance of

health. Whether the artist's ideal is one of strength

or of grace, of symmetry or of agility, it is certain

that none of these attributes can be delineated apart

from the normal organism. If the physicians' high-

est aim is' the guidance of the individual in the

preservation of health, then the former becomes, if

not the artist, at any rate the honest servant of art.

In spite of the truth of the above statements, it

must be admitted that some of the sublimest phases

of art that were the product of subtle flights of the

imagination were nevertheless the off^s^ring of

minds that were not entirely normal. The sparkling

reveries of De Quincey or of Coleridge betrayed the

narcotic influence of opium, and the enchanting

romanticism of Keats or of Stevenson evinced the

stimulating effects of tuberculous toxins. These
and other instances provide the exceptions that

prove the general rule that health and beauty are

almost equivalent terms.
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In his' recent work on "Conduct and Its Disor-

ders" Mercier states that "from the point of view
of pure biology—of the preservation of the stirp

—

the appreciation of beauty, and the considerable

department of conduct that is based upon, and
prompted by, the appreciation of beauty are not

easily explicable. Grace of motion, indeed, means
ease of motion. It implies complete and efficient mas-
tery over the movements, so that the maximum of

effect is produced with the minimum of effort ; and
it is clear that this is biologically advantageous.

Cateris paribus, graceful movement is economical
movement.
"We recognize form by ocular movements, and

the application of the term 'graceful' to form
as well as to movement rests upon an inarticu-

late, unexpressed recognition, that the appreciation

of both is at bottom the same. Esthetic conduct is

no exception to the rule that all conduct is ultimately

bas'ed upon the motive of reproduction of the race.

The earliest glimmerings of esthetic conduct in the

human race are exhibited in personal adornment for

the attraction of the opposite sex, and whatever esthet-

ic conduct is exhibited in the lower animals, whether

in the decoration of their haunts by the bower birds

;

in the display of their adornments by birds of beauti-

ful plumage; in the exhibition of brilliant colors, or

graceful movements or attitudes, by other animals

;

all are limited to the period of courtship if they are

not confined to the actual pursuit of courtship. Es-

thetic conduct actually owes its origin, in fact, to the

motive of sexual attraction, and is the earliest, as it

is the most efficient, means of purging the ap-

proaches of courtship of their grosser elements or

signification and elevating the whole process to a

higher plane. Once the value of beauty and the

love of beauty as aids to the fundamental function

of courtship are established, in process of time

beauty becomes, by anticipation of motive, an end

to be pursued for its own sake."

One cannot overestimate the importance of certain

esthetic details in the physician's entourage that

contribute an appreciable share to his' efficiency. The
personality of the doctor should provide the pleasing

combination of strength and refinement, of dignity

and condescension. No other calling demands from
its votaries such studied attention to the correctness

of dress and of manner. The person who is ill is"

more susceptible than any other to the apparently

trifling factors of the physician's environment. The
orderly appearance of the latter's home, particularly

of his waiting and consulting rooms, and the taste

displayed in their decoration and furnishing, cannot

but impress the patient with the prosperity and good
judgment of the physician, and create that ease of

mind and that confidence which are important fac-

tors in the successful outcome of any form of treat-

ment.

The secret of artistic decoration is to be sought in

its unobtrusiveness. Simplicity is to be chosen in

preference to elaborate display. The pictures

should not suggest any of the painful episodes in

the history of medicine nor should there be any
ambitious exploitation of the nude in art. Physi-

cians who indulge in the laudable though expensive
avocation of collecting art objects frequently con-

vert their rooms into a veritable museum—^whether

of old mosters, tapestries, Japanese urns, or rare

bindings. There is a growing and commendable
tendency to banish as much as possible from the
consulting room all outward evidences of the
physician's calling—such as by concealing surgical

instruments behind the stained glass doors of cab-
inets. Some gynecologists have found that the
decoration of, or even the fastening of framed pic-
tures upon, the ceiling, may aid in distracting the
attention of the patient upon the examining table.

There is, however, nothing that can add to the
physician's rooms a cheerfulness as great as that
afforded by the presence of fresh flowers, which
bring the beauty and the repose of the outer world
and help to counteract the mental depression of the
ailing individual.

THE MOISTENED TRANSFER SLIP.

The hygienic aspects of the street-car transfer
constitute one of the few subjects that were not
discussed at the recent Congress of Hygiene in
Washington. There is a growing tendency to
minimize the danger of transmission of disease
through the agency of fomites of currency, and of
books. There is perhaps small likelihood that the
street-car transfer may be a means of carrying con-
tagion. Street-car conductors at any rate consti-
tute a healthy group of individuals. Nevertheless,
the fact that millions of the little slips of paper
daily pass from hand to hand in the' larger cities
is sufficient basis for the elimination of all danger
of thereby disseminating disease, however slight
this danger may be.

There is a peculiar irony in the advice printed
on the back of transfers issued on some of the car
lines of New York: "If you have tuberculosis do
not give it to others by spitting in this car." Yet
the very transfer that is made the vehicle of this
important bit of hygienic information is in nearly
every instance moistened with the saliva of the con-
ductor who hands the slip of paper to the passenger.
The latter, if careful, may avoid bringing his
fingers in actual contact with the ominous moistened
area on the paper. The physician with his knowl-
edge of the potentialities of tuberculosis sputum, of
the secretion from mucous patches, and of the secre-
tions from throats and mouths that may harbor
virulent strains of pneumococci or of other micro-
organisms, will at least hesitate to accept a trans-
fer saturated with the conductor's saliva.

It would not be a matter of insuperable diffi-

culty to put an end to this evil. The officials of
the car lines should prohibit this practice on
the part of their conductors. If the pad of
transfers were constructed with a beveled edge,
the single slip could be easily grasped without the
necessity of moistening the finger. Would it not
be a distinct advance in public hygiene if all peo-
ple would avoid the practice of moistening the
fingers before taking up articles such as wrapping
paper, and if all mercantile establishments would
make this a stringent rule with their employees?
Both esthetic and hygienic needs would in this way
be satisfied.
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Chemistry of Cancer "Soil."

The analogy which must subsist between the chem-

ical constitution of tissues disposed to tumor
growth and infection with germs on the one hand

and that of artificial culture media on the other,

has long been remarked. A familiar concrete ex-

ample is seen in diabetes in which the saturation of

tissues with the saccharated plasma may be likened

crudely to the addition of sugar to bouillon : in

either case certain germs thrive the better

in the soil because of the sugar content. In

the Freund and Kaminer reaction in which can-

cer cells are not attacked by the patients'

own serum, but are destroyed by the serum

of a healthy subject, some definite chemical

substance is evidently responsible for this result.

At a recent session of the Royal Imperial Medi-

cal Society of Vienna (Berliner klinische IVochen-

schrift, November 4) Freund announced that this

substance is a fatty acid soluble in ether and con-

taining no nitrogen. The absence of this reaction

in the cancerous they impute to the presence of a

protective nucleoglobulin. It is by no means im-

possible, therefore, that this latter substance sensi-

tizes the tissues to cancer. Extirpation of the latter

in such a case does not by any means assure

the future welfare of the patient even when
all the diseased tissues are extirpated. This con-

clusion is borne out by clinical experience.

Freund has experimented with extracts of vari-

ous tissues, normal, and pathological (in refer-

ence to predisposition to cancer). From these ex-

periments he has built up a structure of facts which

show that there is a natural defence to cancer in the

tissues, and that only when this is lacking can the

nucleoglobulin mentioned protect the cancer cell.

The presence of the nucleoglobulin is systemic, mak-

ing a factor of predisposition. But the failure of

natural defence is not general but local. The men-

ace of cancer is, therefore, twofold—in the first

rank local, in the second general. If it can be

shown that this peculiar nucleoglobulin is not resi-

dent in a patient's tissues the likelihood of his death

from cancer, Freund believes, is at least greatly

diminished.

Clearing House for Defectives.—At a meeting

of the Women's Municipal League of New York on

December 12, announcement was made of the rais-

ing of a fund to make permanent the work of the

so-called Clearing House for Defectives, which was

organized recently by Dr. Max G. Schlapp in con-

nection with the Department of Charities. The
work has heretofore been done entirely by vol-

unteers.

United States Public Health Service.—The
Board of Examiners of the Public Health Service

will meet in Washington on January 13, 1913, for

the purpose of examining candidates for admission

to the grade of assistant surgeon in the service.

Candidates must be between twenty-three and
thirty-two years of age and graduates of a repu-

table medical college, with at least one year of hos-

pital work or two years of professional experi-

ence after graduation. The examinations are: i,

physical ; 2, oral ; 3, written ; 4, clinical. Successful

candidates will be numbered according to their at-

tainments and will be commissioned in the same
order as vacancies occur. After four years, as-

sistant surgeons are entitled to examination for

promotion of higher grades. The salary for as-

sistant surgeons is $2,000, for passed assistant sur-

geons, $2,400. Further information may be ob-
tained on application to the Surgeon-General, Pub-
lic Health Service, Washington, D. C.

Nobel Prizes Presented.—The winners of the
Nobel Prizes for 1912. including Dr. Alexis Car-
rel of New York, to whom the prize in medicine
was awarded, were guests at a banquet given by
the King of Sweden on December 10, when the

prizes were distributed by His ]\Iajestv.

New Head of the Bureau of Chemistry.

—

President Taft has appointed by Dr. Carl Alberg to

succeed Dr. Harvey \Y. Wiley as head of the

Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agri-
culture.

Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled.

—

The new hospital of the New York Society for the

Relief of the Ruptured and Crippled was opened
on Monday of this week. Addresses were made by
the president of the society, Mr. William Church
Osborn, and by the surgeon-in-chief, Dr. Virgil P.

Gibney. The buildings were thrown open to the

inspection of the public on Monday and Tuesday.
The new building is on a lot 200 x 200 feet at 303
to 325 East 42d street. It is fireproof, five stories

high, and of the Northern Italian Renaissance style.

In the basement are the kitchen, laundry, lighting

and heating plants, and workshop. On the first

floor are the reception rooms, general offices, dispen-

sary, waiting rooms and rooms for special treat-

ment. On the second floor are the living quarters

for the staff. There are four wards on the third

floor and a large dining-room. The fourth floor

contains wards and operating rooms. On the fifth

floor are the schoolrooms and a room for luncheon.

The sixth floor contains fresh air rooms and a

solarium. There are accommodations for 225
children.

Opposition to Foreign Students in German
Universities.—A despatch to the NccV York Times
says that, under the leadership of undergraduates
of the University of Halle, the medical students of

Germany's twenty-three vuiiversities are organizing

a strike against the alleged favoritism shown to

foreign medical students at Halle, where one-third

of those attending the medical college are foreign-

ers, including many Americans.
New Cancer Home.—St. Rose's Free Home for

Incurable Cancer at 71 Jackson street, near Cor-

lears Park, New York, was opened by Cardinal

Farley on December 15. The home has accommo-
dations for more than a hundred inmates and is

intended to provide medical care and shelter for

persons who are suffering from cancer and are

without means. Both men and women will be

admitted. The institution is supported by private

charity.

Report of the Surgeon-General of the Navy.

—

The annual report of the Surgeon-General of the

United States Navy made public on December 11,

states that while contagious diseases have markedly
decreased among the men in the navy, mental dis-

eases are decidedly on the increase. The greatest

number of fatalities among the men, however, was
due to drowning, and the Surgeon-General urges

that all sailors and ofl^cers be compelled to take

a course in sea swimming wherever possible, which
would seem to be a reasonable requirement. Another
interesting statement contained in the report is that

an investigation of the records at the Narragansett
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Training Station has led to the estimate that 28
per cent, of those enHsting from the Southern
States are infected with hookworm, and that of

these 50 per cent, come from South CaroHna and
Alabama. It is estimated, also, that 90 per cent,

of the inhabitants of Samoa and Guam carry the

hookworm, that 50 per cent, have incipient and
active tuberculosis, and that both diseases are on
the increase.

Secretary of Medical Examiners.—The Regents
of New York State at a meeting on December 12,

appointed Dr. Otto von Huffman of New York
City as secretary of the State Board of Medical
Examiners, to succeed Dr. Maurice J. Lewi, re-

signed. Dr. von Huffman is a graduate of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, and is at pres-

ent pathologist to the Sloane Hospital for Women
and instructor in clinical pathology at the college.

Babies' Welfare Association.—The permanent
organization of this association which has done
good work in New York during the past few
months was effected at a meeting held at the

Academy of Medicine on December 12. The asso-

ciation is made up of seventy different philanthropic

and medical societies, and has for its aim the lessen-

ing of infant mortality, in which it was very suc-

cessful last summer. Commissioner of Health
Ernst J. Lederle has been elected honorary presi-

dent of the association.

Hospital Dedicated.—The Seraphic Heights
Hospital of Waterloo, la., was dedicated on De-
cember 4, by the Archbishop of Dubuque. The
hospital has been built by the Sisters of the Fran-
ciscan Order at a cost of about $200,000.

Nurses Graduate.—Eleven young women re-

ceived diplomas from the Training School for

Nurses of the Beth Israel Hospital at the ninth

annual commencement exercises of the school on
December 10.

New Tuberculosis Hospital.—The Supervisors
of Suffolk County, New York, on December 14,

voted to build a hospital for the treatment of tuber-

culosis. A plot consisting of some forty acres near

Holtsville, Long Island, will probably be selected,

and a building costing $50,000 erected. Suffolk is

the twenty-seventh county in New York State to

build such a hospital.

Deaths from Pellagra.—The report of the

United States Public Health Service issued in

Washington on December 14, places the number
of persons who have died from pellagra in the

years from 1907 to 191 1 at 6.205. During these

years a total of 26,000 cases were reported by va-

rious physicians and institutions in the Southern
States, of which 2,500 were in Tennessee and 1.500

in Texas.
Deaths in New York.—During the week end-

ing December 7 there were in New York City 1.420

deaths, or two more than during the same week last

year. For the forty-nine weeks of 1912 thus far

elapsed the death rate was 14.08. as compared to

15.09 for 1911.

Letchworth Village.—The plans for the de-

velopment of the colony for the segregation of the

epileptics and feeble-minded in New York State, to

be known as Letchworth Village, have reachcl a

point where contracts can be let for ten buildings.

and it is hoped that the work of construction will

be under way by next spring. This group will com-
prise four dormitories, an attendants' home, a din-

ing hall, a laundry, a shop, a power plant, and a

storehouse, the last four being sufficient for the

needs of the entire village when it is completed.
Ultimately there will be six groups of buildings,

each containing eight dormitories, an industrial

building, attendants' home, dining hall and kitchen,

and school houses when needed. The total accom-
modation will be 500, the inmates being divided into

three classes : improvable children, able-bodied

adults, and infirm adults. In planning the buildings

and laying out the village every effort has been
made to secure a maximum of administrative effi-

ciency with a minimum of expense, so that it may
be demonstrated how economically the policy of

segregating mental defectives can be carried out.

The buildings themselves will be constructed of

the field stone on the site and have been planned
with especial reference to the peculiar needs of those

who will occupy them.

Medical Missionaries Needed.—The Student
Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions an-

nounces the need of a woman physician for the

Mary S. Ackerman Hoyt Hospital and Dispensary
for Women and Children at Jhansi, India ; of a

woman physician in the Canadian Presbyterian
Mission, working in the northeastern part of the

Korean Peninsula, with headquarters at Jen San,
about 135 miles north of Seoul; and of five trained

nurses in Christian hospitals in Turkey, India, and
Ceylon. All inquiries in regard to these opportu-
nities may be sent to Mr. Wilbert B. Smith, 125
East Twenty-seventh street. New York.

Section on Orthopedic Surgery.—The Amer-
ican Medical Association, recognizing the increas-

ing importance and usefulness of this special line of
surgical work at its meeting last June, formed a
Section on Orthopedic Surgery with Dr. Newton M.
Shaffer of New York as chairman. This step was
taken partly as a result of the desire of the Ameri-
can Orthopedic Association to limit its membership
to a comparatively small number—those devoting
their entire time to the study of this branch. The
development of orthopedic surgery as a separate
field has been rapid. It began about i860 under
the influence of such men as Davis, Taylor, Sayre,
Knight, and Bauer: but it was not until the early

8o's that the New York Orthopedic Society was
formed, and not until 1887 that the national society,

the American Orthopedic Association, was organ-
ized. In 1890 the International Congress at Berlin
recognized orthopedic surgery and assigned it a spe-
cial section, and at the Congress to be held in Lon-
don next summer the subject will also occupy an
important place. The first meetings of the new
section will be held in Minneapolis in June, 1913,
and the chairman asks for the cooperation of all

those members of the .-Vmerican Medical Associa-
tion who are interested in this field, in the prepara-
tion of a program. Application for permission to
present contributions should be sent to the secretary.
Dr. John Ridlon, 7 West Madison street, Chicago,
111.

Personals.—Mr. Richard Lake. F.R.C.S., of
London arrived in New York on December 12. lec-

tured before the Section of Otology of the New
York Academy of Medicine the next evening, and
sailed for home on the Manretania on Decemljer 18.

Dr. Jules Constantin of Paris, who was formerly
an assistant to Dr. Doyen of that city, but more re-
cently_ an aviator attached to the Bulgarian Army,
was killed while flying in his biplane over the Turk-
isk .^rmy at Tchatalja. Dr. Constantin had gone
aloft carrying bombs to drop into the Turkish in-
trenchments.

I
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Dr. H. W. Powers has resigned his position as

Medical Superintendent of the Kenilworth Sani-

tarium, Kenilworth, 111., and has been succeeded by

Dr. Sherman Brown, formerly assistant physician

of the Kings Park State Hospital, New York.

Gifts to Charities.—Under the will of the late

Prof. Morris Loeb of New York University, a be-

quest of $250,000 subject to a life interest of his

widow, is made to the Solomon and Betty Loeb
Home for Convalescents.

The will of Dr. John D. McGill of Jersey City,

who died last Thanksgiving Day, directs that his

surgical instruments be given to St. Francis Hos-
pital, Jersey City.

The Passaic, N. J., General Hospital receives

$200,000 as a trust fund in perpetuity, the income
to be used for maintenance, and St. Mary's Homeo-
pathic Hospital, Passaic, the income of $20,000 for

five years and then the principal, by the will of the

late Mr. Peter Reid of Passaic.

The Good Samaritan Hospital of Lexington, Ky.,

receives $5,000 by the will of the late Mr. James M.
Duflf of that city.

Medical Society Elections.—The Dallas County
(Ala.) Medical Society: Annual meeting at Selma
on December 5. Officers : President, Dr. Edward
B. Ward, Selma; Vice-President, Dr. S. B. Allison.

Minter ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. B. B. Rogan.
St. Clair County (Ala.) Medical Society: An-

nual meeting at Odenville on December 5. Officers

:

President, Dr. W. B. Johnson, Ashville; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. P. G. Dunlap; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.

J. P. Hawkins, Ragland.
Morgan County (Ala.) Medical Society: Annual

meeting at New Decatur on December 5. Officers:

President, Dr. John B. Shelton, New Decatur ; Vice-

President, Dr. A. M. White, Hartsells ; Secretary-
Treasurer, Dr. W. C. Bailey, Decatur.

Etowah County (Ala.) Medical Society: An-
nual meeting at Gadsden on December 5. Officers

:

President, Dr. A. W. Ralls, Gadsden.
Calhoun County (Ala.) Medical Society: An-

nual meeting at Anniston on December 3. Officers

:

President, Dr. T. J. Brothers, Anniston ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. S. T. Mehard, Weaver; Secretary, Dr.

L P. Levi, Anniston; Treasurer, Dr. E. C. Ander-
son, Anniston.

Jefferson County (Ala.) Medical Society: An-
nual meeting at Birmingham on December 2. Offi-

cers : President, Dr. Henry Silas Ward, Birming-
ham ; Vice-President, Dr. J. T. Kent, Ensley.

Tuscaloosa County (Ala.) Medical Society: An-
nual meeting at Tuscaloosa on December 2. Offi-

cers : President. Dr. George H. Searcy ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. C. E. Elgin, Searles ; Secretary-Treasurer,
Dr. J. A. Maxwell.

Crisp County (Ga.) Medical Society: Annual
meeting at Cordele on December 4. Officers

:

President, Dr. T. E. Bradley, Cordele; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. M. R. Smith, Cordele ; Secretary-Treas-
urer. Dr. A. J. Whelchel. Cordele.

Allen County (Ind.) Medical Society: Annual
meeting at Ft. Wayne on December 3. Officers:

President. Dr. W. O. Gross, Ft. Wayne; Vice-

President. Dr. D. J. Mercer, Poe; Secretary. Dr.
Garrette Van Sweringen, Ft. Wayne; Treasurer,
Dr. E. E. Morgan, Ft. Wayne.
Howard County (Ind.) Medical Society: An-

nual meeting at Kokomo on December 6. Officers:

President, Dr. William Scott, Kokomo ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. F. N. Murray. Center: Secretary-Treas-
urer, Dr. E. M. Shenk, Kokomo.

Madison County (111.) Medical Society: An-
nual meeting at Alton on December 6. Officers:

President, Dr. J. M. Pfeiffenberger, Alton; Vice-

President, Dr. E. A. Cook, Alton; Secretary, Dr.

E. W. Fiegenbaum, Edwardsville ; Treasurer, Dr.

R. S. Barnsack, Edwardsville.

Public Bath.—Plans have been prepared for the

erection on Twenty-eighth street, near Ninth ave-

nue, New York, of a four-story public bath and
gymnasium to be owned by the city. The cost is

estimated at $170,000.

The Late Dr. von Ramdohr.—At a stated meet-
ing of the Medical Board of St. Mark's Hospital of

New York City, held at No. 177 Second avenue, in

said city, December 3, 1912, the following resolu-

tions were unanimously adopted: "Whereas, Time
in his unswerving course has removed from our
midst Dr. Caesar A. von Ramdohr, an associate, who
was one of the founders of our hospital, knowledge
of whom engendered not only respect for his hon-

esty of purpose and indomitable courage of convic-

tion but personal affection because of the uniform
kindly courtesy of his deportment; Whereas, His
faithful services abundantly show his unswerving
attention to duty, and these services, eagerly sought
by those suffering, made him endeared to every pro-

fessional and lay member of the hospital, and his

counsel was often asked and eagerly accepted, as it

was cheerfully given ; Whereas, In his life he had
acted to his professional brethren who were
troubled in their career, with the utmost considera-

tion, with unusual kindness and courtesy, and his

services were sought and given cheerfully; Where-
as, His genial companionship, his uncommon charm
of manner and courtliness of address, attracted and
held the admiration and affection of all with whom
he came in contact. Therefore, he it Resolved,
That the sympathies and condolence of the mem-
bers of the Medical Board of St. Mark's Hospital

of New York City, be and hereby are, extended to

the bereaved family, and furthermore, be it Re-
solved, That these resolutions be spread upon the

minutes of the Medical Board and published in the

principal medical journals.

"(Signed) Ignatz Morvay Rottenberg, M.D.,
Benjamin T. Tilton, M.D., Andrew Von Grimm,
M.D."

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Edward F. Schwedler,
retired, of New York, a graduate of the University

of Leipzig, Germany, in 1848, and formerly a visit-

ing surgeon at the German Hospital, New York,
died at his home on December 7, aged 90 years.

Dr. Alvin M. Gushing of Springfield. Mass., a
graduate of the Homeopathic Medical College of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, in 1856, died at his

home after a long illness on December i, aged 83
years. In 1866 when Mrs. Eddy, the discoverer of

Christian Science, was injured in a fall, Dr. Gush-
ing attended her through a rather serious illness.

Mrs. Eddy in later years referred to her recovery

as "a divine cure" and dated Christian Science from
that experience. Dr. Gushing, however, possessed

proofs that the "divine cure" was in reality his.

Dr. Richard J. Brady of Hastings, Minn., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College. Phila-

delphia, in 1909, died in .St. John's Hospital, St.

Paul, of typhoid fever, on November 26, aged 28
years.

Dr. Charles Henry Thompson of Belmar, N. J.,

a graduate of the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, in 1868, a member of the New
Jersey State and Monmouth County Medical So-
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cieties, and formerly mayor of Belmar, died at his

home suddenly on December 3, aged 69 years.

Dr. H. J. Salley of Salley, S. C, a graduate of

the Medical College of Georgia, Augusta, in 1885,

died at his home on November 23, aged 52 years.

Dr. William G. Crum, United States Minister

to Liberia, a graduate of the Howard University

School of Medicine, Washington, and formerly Col-

lector of the Port of Charleston, his appointment

to that post by President Roosevelt, in 1903, hav-

ing met with great opposition, died at his home in

Charleston, S. C, from African fever contracted in

Monrovia, on December 7, aged 54 years.

Dr. Robert A. Gunn of New York, a graduate

of the University of Buffalo, Medical Department,

in 1866. died in Bellevue Hospital on December 7,

aged 48 years.

Dr. Daniel Stanislaus Harkins of Boston,

Mass., a graduate of Montreal University and of

the Harvard Medical School in 1888, formerly resi-

dent physician in the Boston city institutions on
Long and Rainsford Islands, and for two years

quarantine physician of the port, and a member of

the Massachusetts State and Suffolk County Medi-

cal Societies, died at his home of Bright's disease on
December 8, aged 48 years.

Dr. William D. Humphrey of Virginia, 111., a

graduate of the Northwestern University Medical

School, Chicago, in 1889, and a member of the Illi-

nois State and Cass County Medical Societies, died

at his home on December 4 as the result of in-

juries sustained in an accident some weeks before.

Dr. Toliver Wertz of Princeton, Ind., a grad-

uate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York, in 1879, and a member of the American Medi-
cal Association and the Indiana State and Gibson
County Medical Societies, died at the home of his

daughter in Altoona, Pa., on December 6, aged 64
years.

(itittuaru.

ELLSWORTH ELIOT, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot of New York died at his

home from acute bronchitis on December 9, in the

eighty-sixth year of his age. Dr. Eliot was grad-
uated from Yale University with the degree of A.B.

in the class of 1849, the class that also numbered
Timothy Dwight, later president of the University,

among its members, and three years later was grad-

uated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
New York. After leaving the medical school he

entered Bellevue Hospital as an interne on the sur-

gical service and was one of the first graduates of

that institution. The breaking out of the Civil

War found him enlisted in the Union Army, in

which he served with distinction until 1864, when
he returned to private practice in this city. His in-

terest in medical education was keen and for many
years he acted as a trustee and registrar of the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons. His other activi-

ties were numerous, and he was a member of the

American Medical Association, the New York
Academy of Medicine, the New York State and
County Medical Societies, serving as president of

the last in 1872 and 1873, and of the New York
Pathological Society, in which his membership
dated back to 1855. Dr. Eliot was also consulting
physician to the Northeastern Dispensary, New
York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

DEPUTATION TO THE CHANCELLOR MEDIC.\L PROB-

LEMS connected with WAR—SARCOMA OF LONG
BONES THE R. S. M.'s EXHIBITION AND CONVER-
SAZIONES DEATH OF MR. TEGETMEIER, THE
NATURALIST.

London, Nov. 29, 1912.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer received the

deputation of the B. M. A. on Monday and again
on Tuesday. On Thursday a report of the con-

ference was submitted by the delegates to the State

Sickness Committee. The Council will meet on
Wednesday next, December 4, to consider the pres-

ent position. The Council do not propose to pub-
lish the revised and final terms of the Government
until next week, but will after their meeting trans-

mit the documents concerning the situation, with
their own observations, to the divisions of the

association in the United Kingdom. Meantime it

is undesirable that any member, or body of mem-
bers, should negotiate with any Insurance Com-
mittee. All divisions in the kingdom will then be

called upon to hold special meetings and take a

vote accepting or rejecting the revised terms and
conditions. Non-members of the association who
are qualified practitioners in the districts will be
invited to these meetings. It seems a roundabout
sort of proceeding, but is in accordance with the

constitution of the B. M. A., and so we must await
the result.

The medical problems connected with war have
naturally of late demanded attention from civilian

surgeons, as well as those engaged in the military

and naval services. Dr. F. M. Sandwith considered
the subject historically in his Gresham lectures from
about 450 B. C, and had to note the barbarities

which went on for so many centuries before there

was any record of a hospital on the field of battle

—

the first being in 1487. But even in the Crimean
war the army medical service broke down as com-
pletely as any on account of the divided rule which
caused so much confusion.

On November 13, at the United Service Medical
Society, Col. Bruce Skinner, M.V.O., read a paper
in which he pointed out how much the mobility

of an army is influenced by the necessities of the
medical units, and how desirable it is that the

medical staff should study war in order to be able

to grasp the designs of the general commanding
and foresee what may have to be provided for. It

is a fundamental principle that a field medical unit

must not become clogged with sick and wounded.
Free evacuation toward the base is, therefore, im-
perative. The fewer the sick in front the more the

supplies for the healthy, and the nearer the hospital

to the base the easier become its necessary sup-
plies. Therefore, the true hospitals have to be
on the lines of communication and the advanced
medical units should consist mainly of ambulance
transport. Illustrations from historical battles were
given both in hostile and friendly countries. In
the latter there would probablv be wi''e lateral

dispersion of the wounded, and Colonel Skinner
pointed out how the modern voluntary aid societies

might supplement the medical units. He suggested
that Red Cross detachments should be taught the

method of registering the patients entrusted to their

care so that reliable records would be available as
in the medicaJ units His conclusions may be
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emphasized as: (i) Force without sufficient med-

ical transport loses mobility, and requires additional

army service transport; (2) but with sufficient

gains in mobility and needless Army Service Corps

transport; (3) the necessary evacuating transport

must take the form of a medical unit, such as the

"Ambulance Column" now proposed for the Indian

Army—for in war we cannot rely on another branch

or an improvised transport. The sphere of work
for this unit is between the field ambulances and the

line of communications, working under the

Director of Medical Service; (4) the organization

of such a system of evacuation forms the crux of

the medical problem in war.

The Surgical Section of the R. S. M. gave two
whole meetings to a discussion on sarcomata and

myelomata of the long bones. It was begun by

Sir F. Eve of the London Hospital, and continued

by other experienced surgeons who gave their

opinions on numerous points and reported illustra-

tive cases. Two examples of metastasis in myeloid

sarcoma were mentioned as suggesting that such

tumors were related to sarcoma, but it would not

be desirable so to name them as if they were diflfer-

ent forms of one growth. Mr. Cask had endeav-

ored to trace the results of treatment of sarcoma

of long bones by investigating as far as possible

the after-history of cases occurring at St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital during ten years, and compar-

ing them with the figures of Butlin"s "Operative

Surgery of Malignant Disease."

After consideration of various points with a

view to obtaining some guidance as to prognosis

he submitted the following conclusions: (a) The
immediate risk to life is small; (b) the prognosis

in myeloid sarcoma is good, particularly after

amputation; (c) in all other cases of sarcoma the

results are horribly bad. The prognosis can only

be made on a microscopical examination. An at-

tempt should be made to improve results by earlier

diagnosis and free removal of the disease together

with the lymphatic glands. Mr. Bruce showed
radiograms of tumors of bones to draw attention

to the use of .r-rays in differential diagnosis. He
pointed out that in two endosteal sarcomata the

appearances differed from three others of periosteal

sarcoma which he showed, as he also did a series

of radiograms of conditions which might be con-

fused with new bony growths. Mr. A. D. Reid

reckoned the value of .r-ray examination in these

cases as in direct ratio to the duration. It was
seldom that the surgeon was called to them in the

ver>' early stages, consequently more or less defi-

nite abnormalities were often found when at the

first consultation. He described these abnormalities,

and although .r-ray examination sometimes afforded

assistance there were many cases in which it quite

failed. It aided in demonstrating the absence of

periostitis which assisted in excluding inflammator}',

tuberculous, and specific lesions, but for diagnosis

between the various cystic lesions its value was very

limited.

Mr. Makins, presiding, remarked that a ques-

tion which had not arisen in the debate was
whether sarcomata ever developed at the site of

a recent fracture. A speciman exhibited seemed to

suggest that the fracture appeared first in that

case. He felt the danger of cutting into a growth,

for diagnosis was real, and in such case he was
always prepared to complete the operation within

the next twenty-four hours : for. he argued, it was
necessary to incise to the depth of the growth if

microscopical examination was to be made. One
could not look without favor on the view that tht

object of treatment might be fulfilled without
amputation.

The Royal Society of Medicine is holding high
revels, giving a sort of housewarming in its new
home, which, as I informed you at the time, was
formally opened by the King. Four conversaziones
on four successive evenings, the last to-morrow,
comprise the entertainments provided to celebrate

the occasion, and at the same time show the profes-

sion the advantages the society offers its members.
Among the exhibits the cinematographs shown by
Pathe Freres included pictures of the circulation

of the blood, agglutination, phagocytosis, and de-

velopment of sea-urchins' eggs. In the optical

exhibition of Messrs. Leitz the most notable thing

was the latest form of their universal projection

apparatus, which makes possible microprojection in

both vertical and horizontal positions, can be used
for diascopic projection both of opaque and trans-

parent objects, also for episcopic projection,

whether the object be illuminated from above or

from the side.

An extremely interesting demonstration by Mr.
Hewett (librarian) on the epidiascope was of great

interest and eminently attractive to every lover of
rare books—it was of some of the curious old vol-

umes in this fine librarj'. There was Religio Medici,

1650 edition. Less known, perhaps, but of as much
interest or more, was the "Detection and Oueri-
monie of the Daily Enormities and Abuses Com-
mitted in Physick," which may almost he looked

upon as the earliest work on medical ethics. Curious
recipes were thrown on the screen from the

"Queen's Closet Opened." One of them was "to

make children's teeth come without pain. Proved.
Take the head of a hare, boiled or roasted, and
with the brain thereof mingle honey and butter,

and therewith anoint the child's gums as often as

you please." Other equally interesting exhibits were
"The Dispensan,'" (Garth) ; the "Tabidorum
Theatrum" (1656) ; and the "Organon Salutis"

(1657).
The veteran naturalist, W. B. Tegetmeier, died

on November 19, at the age of ninety-six. He
was educated for the profession and took medals

at the University, but soon turned his attention and
devoted his remarkable energies to science and
literature. He became Davis lecturer to the Zoolog-

ical Society and assisted Darwin with observations

on the variation of plants and animals, and carried

out many experiments in breeding. He was one

of the oldest members of the Ornithologists L'nion,

and a regular contributor to their journal. He
wrote on "Poultry" in the Encyclopedia Britannica,

and for forty years he edited the poultry depart-

ment of the Field, all the time furnishing also

weekly articles to the Queen. Among the volumes
of which he was the author are: "The Poultry

Book," "Pigeons," "Poultry for Table and Market,"
"Natural History of Pheasants," "Grouse," and
jointly, with Colonel Sutherland, a work on
"Horses, Asses. Mules, and Mule Breeding."

Twenty years ago he was writing in Nature on
"Military Pigeon Posts," and his contributions are

held to be of permanent value. It was he who,
manv years ago when he was a comparatively young
man, proved the possession of the homing faculty

of pigeons by organizing express services over long

distances, including from Belgium to the Cr\'stal

Palace.
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NINTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS MEDICAL

ASSOCIATION.

(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

Manila, P. I., November 4, 1912.

Thf ninth annual meeting of the PhiHppine Islands

Medical Association was opened to-day in the

building of the College of Medicine and Surgery
of the University of the Philippines. The Act-
ing Governor-General, the Hon. Newton W.
Gilbert, delivered the address of welcome, in which
he felicitated the American medical man in the

Islands who had been responsible for the great sani-

tary progress which has been made here, and more
especially for having established a first-class medi-
cal school with high standards and for having al-

ready graduated young Filipino men and women
after taking the whole of the five years' course
which is prescribed by the Medical College. His
remarks were followed by the presidential address

of Dr. R. E. L. Newberne, entitled "Basic Princi-

ples of Psychotherapy and the Identity of all Heal-
ing Systems." The address gave a resume of all

systems of healing, past and present, and had par-

ticular reference to the influence of mind over mat-
ter, the unconscious application of the principles

of which was, no doubt, responsible for the success-

ful results which were reported from time to time

by the exponents of the various cults. He made an
earnest plea for the study of psychology by the

medical man in order that he might take full advan-

tage of this valuable therapeutic aid and use it as

an adjuvant to the drug and other relief remedies
which were commonly employed.
The first two papers, namely : "Two Cases of

Primary Purpura" and "A Case of Microcephalus
with Symptoms of Tetanus," were read by Dr.

Maria Paz Mendoza, and were reports upon cases

that had been observed in the Philippine General

Hospital.

The next paper was entitled "Cutaneous Anthrax,
with Report of a Case," by Dr. E. C. White of the

United .States Navy. This paper gave the history

of the case of a seaman on board a United States

war vessel, who handled meat which was purchased

in Shanghai and which was probably anthrax in-

fected. The man suffered from the cutaneous form
of anthrax. After cauterization of the lesions he

made a good recovery. In the discussion which
followed Dr. Heiser stated

:

Dr. White's paper has particular interest for us

in the Philippines at the present time, even though
the infection was contracted in Shanghai. Anthrax
had figured very largely in the statistical reports of

the Bureau of Health, but so far as he was aware,
there had been no case reported which was sup-

ported by reliable bacteriological findings. The fre-

quent reports of anthrax were, perhaps, due to the

fact that in the Spanish nomenclature it is customary
to refer to carbuncles as anthrax. Just at the pres-

ent time Dr. Barber of the Bureau of Science was
in Buhi, Ambos Camarines, investigating a strange

disease which had been reported as occurring among
animals and which was alleged to have been respon-

sible for eight deaths in human beings in the last

two months, and the symptoms of which, as de-

scribed by a layman, suggested anthrax.

The next paper was entitled "A Case of True
Bilharzial Disease in Porto Rico" by Dr. U. R.

Webb of the United States Navy, and was read by

Dr. Charles F. Butler of the Navy. This paper gave
the history of a case that came under observation

in Porto Rico, in which a diagnosis of suppurating
kidney was made and in which the right kidney was
removed. The patient improved for a time, but
soon afterward it was noted that he was still pass-

ing blood, a microscopical examination of which
showed the Bilharzial parasites. In the discussion

which followed Dr. Butler stated that he had per-

sonally seen a number of cases of Bilharziosis in

Porto Rico, which had been confirmed microscopi-

cally.

The next paper was entitled "Korsakow's Psycho-
sis, with Report of a Case," by Dr. Heber Butts of

the United States Navy. This paper gave an ex-
cellent description of a case of this disease which
he recently had at the Caiiacao Hospital. The
writer pointed out that Korsakow's psychosis is

frequently mistaken for and diagnosed as delirium

tremens. He further called attention to the fact

that practically all of the cases of this disease are

associated with alcoholism. The principal points

in connection with the differential diagnosis were,
that in delirium tremens the patient is delirious,

frequently has hallucinations and other symptoms,
but which clear up in comparatively a few days,

whereas, in Korsakow's disease there is no delirium,

no hallucinations, the symptoms never improve, and
there is, usually, marked amnesia.

The next paper was entitled "Congenital Vari-

cosities of the Venae Paraumbilicalse, Thoraco-
epigastricas, and Mammarias, with Report of a

Case," by Dr. A. G. Sison.

The next paper was entitled "Lipomatosis, with
Report of a Case," by Dr. Honoria Acosta Sison.

This paper gave the history of a child that had been
delivered by the author in October, 1910, at which
time it was noted that there was a slight enlarge-

ment of the right leg, otherwise the child was nor-

mal in every respect. Examinations made of the

child from time to time showed that the right leg

was increasing in size much more rapidly than the

left leg. The author stated that the enlargement
of the leg was due to hyperplasia of the subcutane-

ous fat, also, perhaps, to the deposits of fat which,

apparently, caused obstruction to the venous circu-

lation.

The next paper was entitled "Bone Lesions in

Smallpox," by Drs. W. E. Musgrave and A. G.
Sison. In this paper the authors gave histories and
showed .r-ray photographs of a number of cases

in which shortening and other deformities of the

bones of the extremities and lower jaw had occurred
in persons who had suffered from smallpox. The
disease only occurred in children or in those in

whom epiphyseal ossification had not taken place.

In the discussion which followed Major Ashburrk
stated that it was not clear to him that this condi-

tion was necessarily the result of smallpox ; that it

might well be possible that scurvy or similar diseases:

might be concerned in its etiology. Dr. Heiser
stated that this paper, supported, as it was, by good
.I'-ray photographs, gave an excellent account of

bone lesions encountered in persons who have had
smallpox during infancy, but that he should like to,

ask Dr. Sison whether he knew of any other dis-

eases occurring in the Philippines in which similar

bone lesions are found. In at least 8,000 examina-
tions which he had made of persons who were al-

leged to be affected with leprosy, bone lesions of

the kind Dr. Sison mentioned were often found..
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Some of these were in true cases of leprosy ; others

in yaws and syphiHs, and many others were noted
in cases in which either smallpox or any of the

other conditions mentioned could be excluded with
reasonable certainty. Could Dr. Sison give some
more direct connection between these lesions and
smallpox?

Dr. Wells stated that it seemed strange to him
that in view of the many thousands of cases of

smallpox that had occurred in Germany, Great
Britain, and the United States, the literature did

not contain reports of similar bone lesions due to

smallpox in those countries.

The last paper of the day was "Glandular Fever,"
by Dr. A. P. Goff, of the San Lazaro Dangerous,
Communicable Disease Hospitals. Dr. Goff stated

that on account of the presence of plague in Manila,
glandular enlargements were regarded with suspi-

cion, and that many of such cases were sent to San
Lazaro for observation. He stated that it fre-

quently happened that a case was admitted with a

large femoral bubo, a temperature of 40° C, par-

tial delirium, headache, and without any evidence
of injury in the leg or foot below the bubo. The
bacteriological findings were always negative for

plague, and there had been no mortality among
such cases. In the discussion which followed. Dr.
Heiser stated that in view of the presence of plague
in Manila, all glandular enlargements were, natur-

ally, of the greatest interest to those who were con-

nected with the Bureau of Health. The cases which
came under observation at the San Lazaro Hospital
might be divided readily into two classes

:

1. Those which have enlargements of the glands
in specific regions, like those in the femoral region,

a case of which Dr. Goff had mentioned in his pa-

per. In these cases not only were the glands en-

larged, but there was edema of the surrounding tis-

sues, and the whole appearance was rather sugges-
tive of plague, but, on account of the negative bac-

teriological findings and the rapid convalescence,

plague could usually be excluded with certainty.

2. Those in which practically all of the super-

ficial glands throughout the body were enlarged.

In these cases the glands are readily movable, are

very hard, and the swelling confined within the cap-

sule of the gland, the surrounding tissue being ap-

parenty unaffected, no edema being present.

ProgresH nf Ulebiral ^rbttrp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

December 5, 1912.

1. Heredity: With Special References to the Law of Gregor Tohann
Mendel, O. S. A. J. M. Connolly.

2. The Teeth and Their Relation to the Body. G. H. Wright.
3. The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Artificial Pneu-

mothorax, .\ccording to the Method of Forlanini. G. M.
Balboni.

4. A Study of the Blood in a Case of Severe Hemorrhage. J. E.
Ash.

5. A Case of Fatal Endocarditis, Due to a Capsulated Gram-Staining
Diplococcus, Occurring in Chains. W. H. Smith and R.
Kinnicutt.

6. Treatment by Salvarsan During the Past Year. E. L. Oliver,

2. The Teeth and Their Relation to the Body.

—

G. H. Wright states that there are four distinct periods in

the life of a growing child when the tonsils become en-

larged, which periods are coincident with the final eruption

of the teeth, and at such times these tonsils, although

enlarged, are in no manner diseased, inflamed or suppura-

tive. If these tonsils are left alone (except in a few in-

stances in which prophylactic cleansing of the crypts has

been advised) they are no longer enlarged or troublesome.

These periods of tonsillar enlargement appear approxi-

mately at the ages of 2 years, 6 years, 12 years, and 18

years, and these coincide with the eruption of four groups

of molars. The author is very confident in his belief that

the tonsil (which is histologically a lymphoid gland irre-

spective of its other possible functions) is sharing in the

work of taking care of the normal physiological debris

due to the elaboration and eruption of forty-eight teeth

and their adjacent membranes. Diseased teeth may be a

source of infection and enlargement of glands and tonsils.

Tonsils become enlarged without infection or disease

whenever (o) the first group of temporary molars at two

years of age are in process of eruption; (6) at six years

when the first permanent molars, and at twelve years when
the second molars are active in eruption. General prac-

titioners of medicine, district nurses and physical examin-

ers of school children in particular should learn the years

when to expect these teeth. Where there has been no

previous history of recurrent tonsillitis and the tonsils

are simply enlarged, the periodicity of the eruption of

teeth should be considered.

3. Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Arti-

ficial Pneumothorax.—G. M. Balboni notes that the

establishing and the maintaining of an artificial pneumo-

thorax is not an indifferent operative procedure, but if the

technique proper is followed this procedure does not pre-

sent any particular dangers. Nevertheless it is not a treat-

ment to be carried out by the general practitioner. This

method of treatment is not as a rule to be adopted in the

early cases, neither should it be the only treatment adopted

in the serious cases. The consensus of opinion among
clinicians who have closely watched the effects of Forla-

nini's method is favorable. In fact, considering that in

many cases, as Brauer says, the treatment has been a last

resort, the results are very encouraging. The method of

Forlanini, namely, the production of an artificial pneumo-

thorax in phthisis, aims directly to eliminate from the lung

the destructive and tuberculous process. It has steadily

gained ground in the last few years.

New York Medical Journal.

December 7, 1912.

1. Tendencies of Modern Physiological Discipline in Medical Schools.

J. C. Hemmeter.
2. Spinal Ataxia in the Aged. Chas. W. Burr.
3. Ocular Manifestations of Angiosclerosis. D. F. Harbridgc.
4. The Newer Teachings of the Diseases of the Alimentary Canal.

III. M. I. Knapp.
5. Gonorrheal Arthritis. G. A. HoUiday.
6. The Residual Ear. D. C. Yates.
7. Intestinal Obstruction and Volvulus Complicating Pregnancy.

M. A. Flower.
8. The Relations Between Doctor and Patient. H. Rabinowitsch.
9. The Education and Training of Feebleminded Children in the

Public Schools. A. W. Edson.

2. Spinal Ataxia in the Aged.—C. W. Burr states

that in tabes most frequently the symptoms begin to appear

in the decade between the thirty-fifth and the forty-fifth

year. Ataxia from any cause is not frequently seen in

the aged, because those in whom it has developed in the

period of maturity die before old age begins, and it is

very rare for it to begin in old age. In examining an

elderly patient who is ataxic, if one does not know the

history and judges simply from the general appearance

and the ataxia, one may jump too quickly to a diagnosis

of true tabes. If all the classical symptoms are present,

and the history of the manner of the onset is that of tabes,

there is no escape from the diagnosis, but as a rule the

mode of onset of the symptoms in old people is found to

be unlike that of tabes, and some or many of the impor-

tant subsidiary symptoms are absent. The points of re-

semblance to tabes are the spinal ataxia and the absence of

the knee jerks. The things which differentiate it from

true tabes are the rapidity of the onset, the absence of

pain, the early appearance of more or less palsy, the tem-

porary improvement in the ataxia under treatment, and the

final stage, that of a myelitis.
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3. Ocular Manifestations of Angiosclerosis.—D. F.

Harbridge enumerates these manifestations as follows:

(i) A change in the course and size of the retinal arteries,

manifested by an undue tortuosity associated with other

evidence of disease; an alteration in the caliber of the

retinal arteries, which may be a general contraction of one

or more branches, or an alternating contraction and
broadening in the same artery, or an artery may be prac-

tically normal in size, then more or less suddenly become
greatly reduced in size, and continue as such out toward

the periphery. (2) A change in the course and size of the

veins with signs of pressure. The conditions are very

similar to those described in the arteries, with the addition

of pressure signs, manifested by the obstructed venous

flow, a point upon which Gunn places the utmost impor-

tance. Ordinarily at healthy vessel crossings there is no

depression, but in arteriosclerosis the artery is more or

less rigid, the walls being thickened, and upon crossing the

vein compresses or indents the same, the distal end of the

vein being as large as or usually larger than the proximal

end; at times it is ampullated. This condition of the

vessels is frequently referred to as Gunn's vessels. (3) A
change in the vascular reflex, such as definite alteration in

the vessel walls, showing a whitish strip of infiltration in

the perivascular lymph sheaths ; more marked brilliancy of

the central light streak, due to intimal changes frequently

described as "silver wire arteries" ; last, a paleness and loss

of vessel transparency. (4) Retinal changes, indicated by

a grayish haze about the nerve head and along the course

of the vessels. (s) Hemorrhages, usually manifested in

the more advanced cases. There may be faint linear areas

near and parallel to the vessels, or scattered round dots,

or more extensive splotches. Often there are scattered

yellowish white spots, many partially or wholly bordered

by pigment.

9. The Education of Feebleminded Children.—.\. W.
Edson states that there should be established in every city a

psychological clinic, possibly in connection with the city

hospital, under the control and direction of the board of

education, for the purpose of examining and classifying all

children deemed by the teachers and school physicians as

somewhat peculiar, below normal, exceptionally dull. Suit-

able classrooms in regular school buildings should be se-

cured for these children, and suitable equipment should be

provided. The classes should be small, with not more than

twelve or fifteen children in a class, in order that these

children may receive individual attention. Specially quali-

fied teachers who have a natural aptitude for the work.

should be selected—teachers who have infinite patience,

tact, resourcefulness, intense human sympathy, an appre-

ciation of effort, and unbounded faith in the young people

intrusted to them. A suitable course of study should be

provided—a course that gives emphasis to the essentials,

that is flexible, and is adaptable to the needs of the indi-

viduals, a course that leads directly to some vocation. The
instruction should be personal and individual, and should

give emphasis to physical and manual training, to nature

study, excursions, and illustrative material.

Journal of the American Medical Association.

December 7, 1912.

1. Clinical Features of Sudden Obstruction of the Coronary
Arteries. J. B. Herrick.

2. Laws Relative to the Sanitary Control of Public Eating and
Drinking Places. W. F. Button.

3. The Control of Contagious Diseases in a Municipality. G. L.
Kiefer.

4. Procedure in Quarantine Practice: Desirability of the Recon-
sideration of Present Methods, Especially in Relation to the
"Minor" Infectious Diseases. J. W. Kerr.

5. Pleural Vomicse; with an Analysis of Sixteen Cases. E. Smith.
6. Prognathism, with Operative Treatment. W. M. Harsha.
7. Bleuorrhagic Keratosis. B. H. Roark.
8. Exophthalmos in Scurvy. L. R. De Buys.
9. Occupational Skin Diseases. J. A. Fordyce.

10. Occupational Eye Diseases and Accidents. M. D. Stevenson.
11. Some Types of Ureteral Obstruction in Women. H. D. Furniss.
12. A Case of Suspected Pulmonary Blastomycosis. J. H. Snoke

and E. f. Strick.

13. The Relative Value of the "Natural" and the Synthetic Salicy-
lates. A Study of tlie Literature. C. Eggleston.

14. A Method of Continuous Dilatation of Extensive Urethral Stric-
ture. J. R. Eastman.

15. Fat Embolism from a Chronic Osteomyelitis. M. Field.
16. New Mastoid Chisels. F. Allport.

I. Sudden Obstruction of the Coronary Arteries.—
J. B. Herrick calls attention to certain facts going to show
that coronary obstruction is not always necessarily fatal;

the coronaries are not so strictly end-arteries, as Cohnheim
and others have thought. Careful dissections have shown
anastomoses of considerable size in some cases. Besides

the sudden fatal cases there may occur mild cases, though
these have not been recognized clinically. In still another

class the symptoms may be severe enough to be recognized

as cardiac, but may not be immediately fatal, and the

patient may recover. The author reports a case of this

kind in which the patient survived fifty-two hours after

the onset of the pain, and in which the condition was veri-

fied by autopsy. He has seen five other similar cases in

which autopsy was lacking, but in which the symptoms
were so characteristic as to convince him of the correct-

ness of the diagnosis. When these cases are recognized

the importance of absolute rest in bed for several days is

clear. It would also be wiser to use cardiac tonics like

digitalis or strophanthus, than to follow the routine prac-

tice of giving nitroglycerine or allied drugs. The hope for

the damaged heart muscle is in securing its nutrition by a

supply of blood through the remaining arteries. Clinical

experience shows that digitalis is of great value in cardiac

angina, especially in cases of low blood-pressure, and these

obstructive cases come under this head.

5. Pleural Vomicae.—By E. Smith. (See Medical
Record, Vol. 8i, page 1119.)

7. Blenorrhagic Keratosis.—B. H. Roark reports a
case of very marked and troublesome keratosis occurrmg
after gonorrhea, confined to the soles of the feet at first

and afterward appearing on the hands, and still later on
other parts of the body, together with exfoliation and loss

of toe and finger-nails. There was also an accompanying
gonorrheal arthritis. The case was treated with gonor-
rheal mixed vaccine, under which the joint involvement im-

proved. Later an autogenous vaccine made from the cul-

tures obtained from nodules on the feet, which contained

the ordinary pus staphylococci, was used with benefit.

8. Exophthalmos in Scurvy.—By L. R. De Buys.
(See Medical Record, Vol. 81, page 1163.)

9. Occupational Eye Diseases and Injuries.—M. D.
Stevenson discusses first the common preventable acci-

dents, such as from blows ; the lodgment of small particles

in the eye, especially in dry grinding, dressing rough edges
of castings, etc. ; and from burning sparks and flashes in

forgings and castings. Fans made to carry the particles

away from the eyes and various shield devices are on the

market and are more or less used. Glass protectors and
goggles are also employed, but they get dirty and marked
by the flying particles and the workmen are likely to cast

them aside. Where there is great heat glass protectors are

inefficient, but good wire gauze protectors with asbestos

around the mouth and neck are useful.. Minute examina-
tion of the conjunctivae of workmen engaged in these vari-

ous dangerous occupations sometimes reveals hundreds of
minute scars that may be so numerous as to affect vision.

Other occupations involving the risk of eye injury are coal

mining, masonry, quarrying, weaving, wire-drawing, and
farming. Many accidents occur with the use of powerful
explosives and from the bursting of bottles, water gauges,

etc. Unslacked lime dust is especially dangerous and when
it gets into the eye olive oil or even castor oil should be
freely applied, or, when not available, large quantities of

water should be used at once. Wurdemann advises che

use of a from 3 to 10 per cent, solution of ammonium
chloride to dissolve and carry away the lime. Ammonia
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burns should be treated by profuse irrigation with water

and in the case of workers in acids and alkalies neutraliz-

ing solutions should be at hand. Exposure to irritating

gases and fumes occurs in textile factories, in bleaching

and dyeing works and from the excessive light or heat

are not uncommon among electrical workers, smelters, and

glass annealers. Hyperasthesia of the retina may be re-

lieved by proper lenses or colored glasses. In certain

steel works frequent examinations of the white-hot metal

have to be made with colored lenses, and cataracts are ob-

served frequently among bottle-workers, puddlers, etc.

Heat is claimed by the Germans to be the most important

cause. Sudden strong light-flashes before the eyes must

be avoided. The manufacture of explosives is dangerous

on account of the poisonous fumes, and chronic lead-pois-

oning is attended sometimes with eye infections, and pois-

onous gases formed in certain lead processes are hurtful.

Coal miner's nystagmus is due to a prolonged and peculiar

use of the eye in working and in strained positions.

II. Ureteral Obstruction in Women.—H. D. Furniss

from a study of the literature and his own personal obser-

vations concludes that stricture of the ureter is com-

moner in women than is generally supposed and is often

diagnosed as some other organic trouble, especially when it

occurs on the right side. It is slow, progressive and leads

to serious renal trouble. It is generally of inflammatory

origin and the infection may be either ascending or de-

scending. There is usually a history of an antecedent

pyelitis and. after the definite formation of a stricture, the

symptoms become those of an intermittent hydronephrosis

like that caused by obstruction with stone or from kink-

ing. In most cases observed the symptoms have persisted

for some time, the attacks being at first slight and far be-

tween, but becoming more common and severe. He does

not consider exposure or excessive drinking of water as

necessary causes, not having observed them in his own

cases. The pain is generally in the renal region but may

be referred to gall-stones or appendicitis. There may or

may not be bladder disturbances. Oliguria during an at-

tack with subsequent polyuria is often observed. The kid-

ney function may be seriously affected even with moderate

hydronephrosis. The diagnosis is best made with the aid

of cystoscopy, ureteral catheterization, and radiography of

the renal pelvis. With these methods and especially with

pyelography one should be able in practically all cases to

make a diagnosis before irreparable destructive kidney

changes have occurred. With pyelography a graphic pic-

ture is obtained, not only of the location of the stricture,

but of its extent, which makes it possible to form an opin-

ion of the damage that has occurred above the stricture.

13. The Natural and the Synthetic Salicylates.—C.

Eggleston points out that the evidence in favor of the

"natural" salicylates rather than of the artificial ones is

extremely slight, or what amounts to the same thing, the

evidence against the artificial salicylates is even less. In

nearly forty years of use by physicians all over the world,

the artificial salicylates have been found quite as effective

as the "natural" and no more liable to produce unfavorable

actions imder similar conditions than are the vastly more

expensive "natural" products.

The Lancet.
November 30, 1912.

1. The Relations of Pleurisy to Tubercle. Sir T. Clifford Allbutt.

2. Drunkenness and the Physiological Effect of Alcohol. C. Mercier.

3. Cysts of the Vermiform Appendix. A Contribution to the Knowl-
edge of Pseudomyxoma of the Peritoneum. T. Wilson.

4. A Case of Pseudomyxoma of the Peritoneum Arising from Per-

foration of a Gelatinous Ovarian Cyst and Associated with

Similar Cystic Disease of the Vermiform Appendix. T. W.
Eden.

5. A Note on the Occurrence of the Colon Bacillus in the Blood.
P. N. Panton.

6. Obstructive Jaundice Relieved by Operation. K. H. Jones.
7. The Value of X-Rays in the Diagnosis of Tuberculosis in Chil-

dren. A. G. L. Reade.
8. Transmission of Poliomyelitis by Means of the Stable Fly

Stomoxys calcitrans). J. F. Anderson and W. H. Frost.

1. The Relation of Pleurisy to Tuberculosis.—Sir T.

Clifford .Allbutt states that it is not far from an axiom
to say that a streak of pleurisy audible at the apex means

pulmonary tuberculosis. So-called idiopathic pleurisies in

persons over five years of age are tuberculous in 50 per

cent, of the cases. As regards child life, the author's own
impression from experience is that pleurisy in young chil-

dren is rarely tuberculous ; the incidence may not be more
than I in 10 ; and even of these the pleurisy may be only

incidentally associated with a tuberculous focus, or the

tubercle may be a secondary consequence of a protracted

empyema. Absorption seems to be slower in a tuberculous

pleurisy than in any other form. The importance of a

patch of dry pleurisy as a frequent precursor of frank

manifestations of pulmonary tuberculosis is emphasized by

the author. What is the prognosis of the acute serous

form? In these cases there is a proclivity to later out-

breaks of tuberculosis, especially pulmonary. The glueing

together of the serous surface tends to the stifling and ob-

literation of the bacilli, and it may be that a direct origin

thence of later manifestations is not the rule; that, gener-

ally speaking, any later events are not so much the effects

of the pleurisy as kindred processes. A subsequent phthisis

may not begin on the same side. Of more direct conser

quence are the stubborn retractions, with deformity of the

chest and fibrous invasion of the lung and bronchiectasis,

which belong rather to the tuberculous than to other kinds

of pleurisy. Meningitis is a very rare sequence. More
often one is disappointed to see these pleuritic cases drift

into spinal or joint tubercle, or into tubercle of the uro-

genital parts. It seems that in most of these cases the

bronchial glands are affected, and may form a link between

the one and the other set of phenomena. Under the aseptic

treatmt-nt now universal the tuberculous effusions show no

great proneness to suppuration; if, unfortunately, this

comes about, obstinate sinuses may be established with ten-

dency to amyloid disease. The author has almost gtven up

repeated exploratory, or plastic, surgical interference with

these fistulous conditions, operations which are usually

futile or worse ; these cases do better under sanatorium

treatment. It is a matter for serious consideration whether

a patient on recovery from an acute serous pleurisy, which

may have been tuberculous, should be submitted to vigilant

sanatorium methods for some sufficient interval before en-

tering again into his ordinary life.

2. Drunkenness and the Physiological Effect of

Alcohol.—C. Mercier states that contrary to the views

of prohibitionists, drunkenness is not as prevalent to-day

as it was in former generations. The occupations by which

men now earn their living require a skill, a nicety, a vig-

ilance, an accuracy, an attention, which are incompatible

with even occasional drunkenness. The majority of drink-

ers take alcohol for its euphoric effect ; but this is not the

motive with all of them. There is another physiological

effect of alcohol which is upon occasion of the utmost

value. Alcohol has the power to unlock the store of en-

ergy that exists in the brain, and to render available, for

immediate expenditure, energy that without its use would

remain in store, unavailable for one's immediate needs. If

alcohol has this power of liberating latent energy, it will

exercise the power, not only when the available energy is

used up and exhausted, but at all times, so that even when

energy is flowing freely out of store, the taking of alcohol

will add to the freedom of the flow, and this augmentation

of the supply of free energy will show itself in increased

activity of body, or of mind, or of both. That alcohol does

increase the activity of both body and mind there is abun-

dant evidence to show. The increase is but temporary, and

is apt to be followed by exhaustion, but increased activity

there always is. What form the activity will take must

depend upon the state of the different parts of the brain,

as to repletion or exhaustion, when the alcohol is taken.
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If the highest level of the brain contains plenty of energy,

this energy will be set free by the alcohol, and the result

will be increased activity of mind. If these higher levels

are empty, more energy cannot be had from them, and what

increase of activity results will be activity of body and will

be crude and unintelligent; and between these two ex-

tremes there will be every grade.

5. The Colon Bacillus in the Blood.—P. N. Panton
and H. L. Tidy call attention to the fact that while infec-

tions of the body tissues by the Bacillus coli are extremely

common, and while there is every reason to believe that

the spread of infection in no inconsiderable number of

cases takes place by way of the blood stream, it is remark-

able how rarely direct proof of blood infection can be ob-

tained during life. Blood cultures made from persons

suffering from undoubted coli infections are almost invari-

ably sterile, but the authors have been able on three dis-

tinct occasions during the last nine months to obtain from

the blood a pure growth of the colon bacillus. In two of

the three cases the blood was withdrawn at the commence-

ment of a true rigor, and while the patients were actually

shivering. In the third case the blood was obtained three

and a half hours after a rigor. In other and subsequent

cases of similar infections blood taken a few hours after a

rigor has been sterile.

British Medical Journal.

November 30, 1912.

1. Report of the Committee on Treatment of Simple Fractures.
2. Further Experiment Concerning the Origin of Life. H. C.

Bastian.

I. The Treatment of Simple Fractures.—The com-
mittee appointed by the Council of the British Medical

Association presents an analysis of the material collected

by the committee's investigators as to the results of the

treatment of simple fractures. The following are the

main conclusions : The statistics relative to the non-opera-

tive treatment of fractures of the shafts of the long bones

in children (under the age of fifteen years), with the ex-

ception of fractures of both bones of the forearm, show
as a rule a high percentage of good results. These are

unlikely to be improved upon materially by any other

method of treatment. In comparison with the non-opera-

tive results in children, the aggregate results of non-

operative treatment in those past childhood (i. e. over the

age of fifteen years) are not satisfactory. From the

analysis of the age groups it is clear that there is a progres-

sive depreciation of the functional result of non-operative

treatment as age advances, that is to say, the older the

patient the worse the result. In cases treated by immedi-

ate operation, the deleterious influence of age upon the

functional result is less marked. In nearly all age groups,

operative cases show a higher percentage of good results

than non-operative cases. Although the functional result

may be good with an indifferent anatomical result, the most

certain way to obtain a good functional result is to secure

a good anatomical result. No method, whether non-opera-

tive or operative, which does not definitely promise a good

anatomical result, should be accepted as the method of

choice. For this reason mobilization and massage by them-

selves have not been found to secure a high percentage of

good results. They are, however, valuable supplementary

methods of treatment. Similarly, of operative methods,

those which secure reposition and absolute fixation of the

fragments yield better results than methods which fall

short of this : imperfect fixation of the fragments by wire

or other suture has been found to be an unsatisfactory

procedure in the treatment of fractures of the long bones,

with the exception of the olecranon process of the ulna.

Operative treatment should not be regarded as a method

to be employed in consequence of the failure of non-

operative measures, as the results of secondary opera-

tions compare very unfavorably with those of immediate

operations. In order to secure the most satisfactory results

from operative treatment it should be resorted to as soon

after the accident as practicable. It is necessary to insist

that the operative treatment of fractures requires special

skill and experience, and such facilities and surroundings

as will ensure asepsis. It is, therefore, not a method to be

undertaken except by those who have constant practice and

experience in such surgical procedures. A considerable

proportion of the failures of operative treatment are due

to infection of the wound, a possibility which may occur

even with the best technique. The mortality directly due

to the operative treatment of simple fractures of the long

bones has been found to be so small that it cannot be

urged as a sufficient reason against operative treatment.

For surgeons and practitioners who are unable to avail

themselves of the operative method, the non-operative pro-

cedures are likely to remain for some time yet the more

safe and serviceable.

2. The Origin of Life.—H. C. Bastian believes that

it is quite possible that in nature both Monera and blue-

green algoid corpuscles may be constantly appearing de

novo. But that is a mere supposition devoid of all posi-

tive evidence, as it must always remain till someone may

be fortunate enough—whether chemist or biologist—to hit

upon such combinations of materials as will, under neces-

sarily restricted experimental conditions, suffice to engen-

der either Monera or blue-green algae. For whatever the

future researches of chemists may achieve in the way of

synthetically building up the bases of protoplasm, when it

comes to the demonstration of the production of actual

living matter, they could never convince themselves or the

world in general that they had succeeded in their quest

till they were able to produce it under such restrictive con-

ditions as the author has had to cope with in his experi-

ments—that is within hermetically sealed vessels which,

with their contents, had previously been sterilized. They,

like the biologist, would have to eliminate all pre-existing

life and securely guard against contaminations, and what

the chemist may then produce no one can say, though he is

certainly never likely to produce living matter in tangible

lumps.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift.

November 25, 1912.

Further Experience with Thyroid Therapy.—Hein-

rich Stern of New York states that most practitioners are

still in the dark as to the possibilities of thyroid medica-

tion. One druggist reports but six prescriptions calling

for thyroidin in a total of 2,000. The efficacy of this sub-

stance must to some extent depend upon a content of

arsenic and the latter acts as a synergist when prescribed

with thyroidin ; and in such combination very small doses

of each drug secure the desired action as well as much
larger ones. The author combines thyroidin in the form

of the dessicated gland substance with sodium cacodylate

and further adds a minute quantity of epinephrin as an

antagonist to any depressing action of thyroidin on the

circulation. The author classes as forms of hypothyroi-

dism a number of petty ailments^dry and rough skin,

trophic disturbances of hair and nails, etc. The benefit is

often striking, especially when the medicine is given in

warm months. A similar influence is noted over bleeding

gums and Rigg's disease, although these affections do not

occur at all in many severe cases of hypothyroidism.

Etiology of Vasomotortrophic Disorders.—Zweig
after analyzing a complicated case shows the coincidence

of three different disease factors, viz., hyperthyroidism,

circulatory disturbances, and abnormal psyche. Under the

first factor he mentions exophthalmos and tremor. Should

we regard the other two factors as of thyroid origin or

as independent? The patient was subject to urticaria,

volatile edema, and purpura accompanied by temperature
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elevations. Articular swellings sometimes occurred.

These so-called angioneurotic symptoms are believed to

indicate some functional anomaly affecting the vasomotor

and thermic centers. The coexistence of psychic excita-

tion suggests that the cortex may be the primary seat of

the mischief. The limited participation of the thyroid in

cases of this type appears to show that this organ is in-

volved secondarily. A possible primary factor is of course

inherent instability of the sympathetic—an irritable weak-

ness of the vegetative nervous system—which is naturally

able to influence a number of organs—the thyroid among
them—through changes in the blood supply. This insta-

bility might also affect the nerve centers themselves, dis-

turbing the heat center. Another element must also be

considered, to wit, the secretions of the ovary which are

known to stand in some relation to the vasomotor system.

The author is inclined to look upon psychic components as

chiefly of independent nature, although probably aggra-

vated by the sympathicoatonia and hyperthyroidism. When
the latter affections improve there is no corresponding im-

provement in the psychoses.

Primary Sarcoma of the Muscles.—Landois refers to

sarcomata which originate in the connective tissue of the

voluntary muscles as different from the genuine muscle

sarcoma which can be diagnosticated only by careful his-

tological study. Naturally both forms are considered under

one clinical head and a distinction has not seemed prac-

ticable. Thus in one surgical clinic of twenty such growths

six were shown to have originated in the fascia, nine in the

muscle proper, and in the others the precise origin could

not be determined. In 1904 it was said that 109 proved

cases of pure muscle sarcoma were upon record and quite

recently the number was given as 130. The growths are

chiefly the ordinary round cell and spindle cell sarcomata

and niyxosarcomata. There is known to exist, however,

a primary or pure muscle sarcoma which bears no relation

to the preceding in which the tumor elements are muscle

elements. This form was termed by Grawitz myogenic

sarcoma.

Munchener medizinische Wochenschrift.

November 26, 1912.

The Status Lymphaticothymicus.—Schridde enumer-
ates the symptoms of this constitutional anomaly which

has been recognized in life in recent years but which was
formerly known chiefly in connection with a peculiar type

of sudden death not alone in children. When death follows

slight traumatisms or even psychical experiences we should

find this rationale, and here belong without doubt certain

deaths which follow salvarsan injections. Hence the great

importance of being able to recognize in advance such a

predispositon. This must first be studied on the dead.

The cadavers are extremely pale and for the most part

the victims are plump and have a good cushion of fat,

which when incised is seen to be unusually whitish and

moist. As a rule, the thymus shows a notable degree of

enlargement. The anomaly, however, is not one of size

but of histological alteration and of failure to undergo

normal involution. Along with the thymic peculiarities we
find many hypertrophies of lymphoid structures, not, how-
ever, of a sort to be readily recognized in life. The left

ventricle of the heart invariably shows some degree of

dilatation and hypertrophy. We know that the status

thymicus may run in families and may prevail

more in certain localities. We suspect its pres-

ence in pale, pasty, plump children. Naturally, the

cardiac anomaly just mentioned should determine

the diagnosis, but this is not often sufficiently

marked to be readily recognized. When the thymus is very

large it can be mapped out by percussion of the enlarged

lymphoid structures recognizable in this connection ; the

most significant are nodes at the bends of the joints. The
enlarged cervical nodes, tonsils, and phaTngeal tonsils

may be due to some other causes. If there is no history

of tonsilitis, enlarged tonsils are significant, and perhaps of

all criteria the enlargement of the follicles at the base of

the tongue is the most trustworthy evidence. The author

employs this as a routine test. The blood shows some
lymphocytosis.

Treatment of Dermatoses with Human Serum.

—

Heuck makes use of this resource with the view of cor-

recting the abnormal blood state which apparently under-

lies certain dermatoses, having been influenced thereto by

the remarkable results of pregnancy serum in pregnancy

dermatoses. The author has thus far made 350 injections

in 40 cases. He could see no benefit in psoriasis or moist

eczema. On the other hand, he obtained prompt results

in various cases of pruritus and in other cases in which

there was present a marked nervous element. It was hoped

that Diihring's disease might prove amenable to this treat-

ment, but this result was in no wise obtained. The serum

apparently has power over urticaria.

Rational Treatment of Asiatic Cholera.—Emmerich
first mentions the old resource of saline infusion, the latter

to be improvised from the various tablets made for

the purpose. The infusion should be made into the

veins as well as by other means, and the severe picture

produced by the abstratction from the blood of its watery

content may as a rule be promptly changed for the better.

If collapse again appears, the infusion must be repeated.

The great lowering of blood pressure which causes the

collapse calls for special measures, for death actually

occurs from uremia. The drugs to be used in connection

with infusion comprise digitalis, strophanthus, adrenalin

and pituitrin, always given by intravenous route. A re-

source of great promise when exhibited early is colloidal

manganese, which is injected freely. The author also

recommends for the same purpose amidosulphonic acid.

Both of these substances attack and destroy the nitro-

genous substance which forms the cholera toxin and which

is now believed to be deadly by reason of its nitrous acid

or nitrite content, which kills by causing extreme lowering

of blood pressure.

Pneumococcus Phlebitis.—J. Chalier and R. Cremieu

state that this is a relatively rare complication of pneu-

monia, occurring most frequently at the time of the de-

fervescence and during the period of convalescence. The
veins usually affected are the femoral.— /,<? Bulletin Med-
ical.

Growth of Displaced Normal Tissue.—C. V. Craster

concludes that the repeated transplantation of a piece of

skin from one animal to another confers no exceptional

power of growth upon that skin. The repeated implan-

tation of skin into one animal decreases, if anything, its

receptivity for such grafts. The burial of skin in the in-

terior of the body causes, after a time, a change in the

skin of such a nature that it cannot resume its normal

function as an external covering tissue, even when its cir-

culation is well maintained and it is buried in the body of

the same animal. The author's experiments do not deter-

mine how long the cells of the skin actually remain alive,

and indeed it is conceivable that the mere maceration of

the protective horny layer puts the skin, when re-exposed,

into the position of a moist tissue, such as the intestinal

mucosa, so that it readily dries up and succumbs. Nor do

the experiments throw any light upon the possible exist-

ence of cytolytic substances in the circulating fluids, al-

though, naturally, the idea of such an action has always

been present in the author's mind in observing the gradual

loss of vitality in the transplanted tissues.

—

Journal of Ex-

perimental Medicine.
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SUGGESTIONS TO AIEDICAL EXAMINERS.

BY THE INSURANCE EDITOR.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF LIFE INSURANCE.*

Life insurance was practically originated in Eng-
land in the sixteenth century by individual under-
writers whose contracts were more or less in the

form of wagers, based on crude guesses at the

chances of life and death. On account of the na-

ture of the transactions, the rates were high and
the term of insurance short. The few records show
that the most favored method was a form of agree-

ment between two or more parties upon the life of

some individual. In other words, a policy was writ-

ten on the life of a certain person (A), by some
other person (B), at the request and expense of

a third party (C). If the insured (A) died before

a given date, the payer of the premium (C) would
be the winner; if, however, the insured (A) sur-

vived the stated period, the insurer (B) would win.

A distinctive feature in these ventures was the ab-

sence of legal insurable interest, the'beneficiary pos-

sessing merely a monetary interest in the insured's

death. "St. Catherine's Guild" came into existence

about the same time for the purpose of extending
aid to its members in the event of fire, flood, rob-

bery, or other calamity, and to give support in sick-

nfess or old age.

These methods were entirely inadequate for a re-

liable conservation of the home, for the protection

of widows and orphans or to actually provide

against want in old age. Insurance could not be-

come effective until issued by permanent and prop-

erly managed corporations instead of individuals

whose business' transactions came to an end at

death, and the lack of experience, absence of data,

and proper business supervision delayed the forma-
tion of serviceable corporations until a compara-
tively recent date, although superficial observations

on the chances of life and death and attempts at the

construction of tables' based upon the law of mor-
tality are recorded as having taken place towards
the end of the seventeenth and the beginning of the

eighteenth centuries. A royal charter was granted

for "The Amicable Society for a Perpetual Life

Assurance Office" in 1706. The "Royal Exchange"
and the "London Assurance," which had been start-

ed exclusively for writing fire and marine insur-

ance, had their charters amended so as to permit

them to issue policies for life insurance in 1721.

Later on in 1756 "The Equitable Society for the

Assurance of Lives and Survivorships" was incor-

porated by a number of men as a purely mutual

affair and as an intended improvement over the

older societies. The careers of these companies

were uncertain and characterized by illiberal action

and exorbitantly high premiums. Nevertheless, the

business of life insurance was encouraged in Eng-
land at this time by governmental and popular sup-

port, whereas it was practically forbidden on the

Continent by edicts and ordinances, especially in

France and the Netherlands, and this accounts to

a great degree for the sluggish advancement of life

*It is proposed, beginning in this number, to devote a

few articles to the consideration of the general construc-

tion of the principles and business of h"fe insurance. In-

formation on this subject will be found useful by exam-
iners when, as often happens, they are consulted by their

patients or when they are communicating with the home
ofKce.

insurance in those countries up to within compara-
tively recent years'.

By the beginning of the nineteenth century the

theory of life contingencies had been worked out to

a considerable extent through the studies of Price

and Morgan and the consequent construction of

the Northampton, Chester and Swedish National

tables, and not less than eight insurance companies
were doing business in Great Britain. By 1844,

over 140 companies and societies had become es-

tablished in Great Britain and the subject received

some consideration that year from the British Par-

liament. Among these companies, the "Equitable

Society for the Assurance of Life and Survivor-

ships," with its methods brought up to the prevail-

ing standard, occupied a prominent place and still

flourishes', and to it must therefore be accorded the

honor of being the oldest representative of modern
life insurance.

Life insurance had received some recognition in

America by the founding of the "Presbyterian

Ministers Life Fund of Philadelphia," an institu-

tion of such limited and restricted importance that

it is generally accepted that life underwriting, in

the true sense of the word, began in America in

1843 when "The Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York" issued its first policies' to 250 orig-

inal subscribers. This company, it may be noticed,

started its career one year before the value of life

insurance to society was first definitely recognized

in England as a subject worthy of parliamentary

debate. It was followed bv "The New England
Mutual" in 1844, "The Mutiial Benefit," "The New
York Life," and "The State ]\Iutual" in 1845, ^"^
"The Connecticut Mutual" in 1846. Since 1843,

life insurance in the L'nited States has' far out-

grown its operations in England ; this progress may
be attributed to a greater adaptation to the needs

of the people, to the support it had received as a

business, and to the energy and impulse of its man-
agers and agents.

Life insurance has passed from the humble begin-

nings of 150 years ago to the status of a great

financial factor in the business world, from a con-

dition of more or less speculative and sentimental

possibilities to that of a rational, professional, and
commercial necessity. This improvement is largely

due to the important work done in the United States

during the past fifty years by its most eminent actu-

aries, and through combined efforts in Great Britain

and the United States the business of life insurance

is now conducted as a science with deductions based
upon the enormous experience which investigators

have at their command.

The Significance of Children's Diseases in In-

surance.—Grohmann says that no special space is

usually allotted to questions about children's dis-

eases in application blanks, yet a history of these

diseases is of great importance in judging an appli-

cant. It is necessary to find out the specific affec-

tions from which he has suffered, for suspicious

findings in the urine gain much in significance if a

history of scarlet fever, for instance, has been ob-

tained. On the other hand, partial deafness ex-

plained by inflammation of the middle ear in the

course of scarlet fever, or scars in the neck follow-

ing absceses of lymphnodes during a similar illness

in childhood, have much less significance than in

case no history of children's diseases has been ob-

tained.

—

Blatter fiir Vertrauensdrste der Leben-
sversicherung. Vol. Ill, No. 4, 1912.
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Public Health Chemistry and Bacteriology. A Hand-
book for D. P. H. Students. By David AIckail, M.D.
(Glasg.), D. P. H. (Camb.), F. R. F. P. S. G. Lecturer
on Public Health and Forensic Medicine, St. Mungo's
College, Glasgow ; Lecturer on Hygiene to Nurses, Glas-
gow Royal Infirmary, etc. Price $2.50. New York

:

William Wood & Company, 1912.

This is a book of unusual excellence and usefulness.

The subjects considered are of the highest importance to

all medical men no matter what their special activities

may be, and it would be very desirable if such a course
as is here outlined were made part of the curriculum of
every medical college. The average student of medicine
learns far too little concerning such vital subjects as the

determination of the wholesomeness of water supplies,

foods and beverages, etc., as well as the practical appli-

cation of bacteriology, which he ordinarily acquires purely
as a theoretical subject. About one-third of the present

volume is devoted to chemical matters and the remainder
to the study of microorganisms. In both cases the author
displays complete mastery of the subjects and gives ad-
mirable working directions for all of the most approved
methods concerned. The introductory chapters in the

bacteriological portion of the book include discussions of
the general principles of bacteriology and of immunity and
anaphylaxis that are remarkable in their completeness and
clearness of expression. Indeed this portion of the book
if bound separately would form a much more satisfactory

textbook of bacteriology than many works devoted to this

subject alone and enjoying high favor. The few instances

in which local conditions in the British Isles are taken

into consideration do not in any way detract from the

suitability of the volume for use in this country and its

excellence deserves to be made known widely.

The Anatomy of the Human Eye as Illustrated by
Enlarged Stereoscopic Photographs. By Arthur
Thompson, M.A., M.B., F.R.C.S. Professor of Human
Anatomy in the University of Oxford. Oxford: At the

Clarendon Press, 1912.

Mr. Thompson's work includes 61 pages of text, 67 pages
explanatory of the plates, an index and a cabinet contain-

ing 67 stereoscopic views arranged so that they can be
satisfactorily viewed by means of the ordinary stereoscope.

The text is devoted to a detailed description of the gross
and minute anatomy of the tissues of the eyeball as studied
from anteroposterior sections and equatorial sections, the

latter regarded from the anterior and also from the pos-
terior aspect. Dissections of special parts are also de-

scribed. The photographs are in the main true to the

condition of the tissues during life. Where artefacts ap-
pear the proper explanation is found in the text.

A careful study of Thompson's work cannot fail to re-

sult in the acquirement of a comprehensive knowledge of
the anatomy of the tissues of the eyeball. The work is

conscientiously written, is of a high character, and deserves
commendation.

A Manual of Auscultation and Percussion. Embracing
the Physical Diagnosis of Diseases of the Lungs and
Heart and of Thoracic Aneurysm and of Other Parts.
By Austin Flint, M.D., LL.D. Late Professor of the
Principles and Practice of Medicine and of Clinical Medi-
cine in the University and Bellevue Hospital Medical
College, etc. Sixth Edition Revised and Enlarged by
Haven Emerson, A.M., M.D. Associate in Physiology
and Associate in Medicine, College of Physicians and
Surgeons, Columbia University ; Assistant Visiting Phy-
sician, Bellevue Hospital. Illustrated. Price $2,00.

Philadelphia and New York: Lea & Febiger, 1912.

While it would in any case be a source of much grati-

fication to have a new edition of this celebrated work ap-
pear, it is doubly so to have it issued in its present form.
To attempt at this time to rehearse the excellencies of the
original work would appear presumptuous for it stands
as an acknowledged masterpiece, but it is pleasant to pay
tribute to the thoughtful care with which Dr. Emerson has
carried out the difficult task of bringing the book into

thorough accord with present teachings. Although the
alterations are numerous and in some instances have nec-
essarily been extensive the original plan of the work has
been faithfully preserved and it still remains a model of
precise and elegant diction. While at first thought it

might seem that the additions on such subjects as the use
of the .f-rays, the electrocardiograph, the sphygmomanom-
eter, the interpretation of polygraph tracings, etc.. might

advantageously have been made at somewhat greater
length, a little reflection convinces the reader that the
editor's judgment in this respect deserves only com.menda-
tion. It is far better for the student to place in his hands
a book like the present which informs him how much may
be ascertained by highly trained senses and powers of ob-
servation, and stimulates him to develop these faculties,

than to allow him too early to rely on the assistance of
complicated apparatus, representing refinements which the
beginner is unfitted to appreciate. A section deserving
especial notice is the new one on the irregularities of the
pulse which is a true inultuni- in parvo and presents all

the essentials of the subject with remarkable clarity and
conciseness. It is hard to conceive of a better book than
this for the purpose of the student, or of one which can
be read with greater profit by more advanced diagno-
sticians.

State Board Examination Questions and Answers of
the United States and Canada. Practical Work Giv-
ing Authentic Questions and Authoritative Answers in

full that will prove helpful in passing State Board Ex-
aminations. Reprinted from the Medical Record.
Fourth Edition. Thoroughly Revised. Every Ques-

tion Answered in Full. Price $300. New York: Wil-
liam Wood and Company, 1912.

This volume will prove invaluable to students who are
preparing to pass their State Board Examinations. The
contents of the book are sufficiently indicated on the title-

page, and the present work differs from all others of a
similar character in that it answers all questions and docs
not merely make a selection.

Internal Medicine. By Dagid Bovaird, Jr., A.M., M.D.,
Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine in the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University

;

Associate Visiting Physician of the Presbj'terian Hos-
pital, and Visiting Physician of the Seaside Hospital in

the City of New York. With 100 illustrations in the
text and 7 colored plates. Price $5.00. Philadelphia and
London: J. B. Lippincott and Company, 1912.

It goes without saying that there are many good and few
superlatively good te.xt books of medicine, but as Dr.
Bovaird aptly points out in his preface tliere has rarely

been a teaclier of medicine who has been satisfied with
the books which his students have had to use, which is to

say that all earnest and able teachers of medicine have
their own ways of teaching which do not always fit in

with the views of other authorities. The book before us
is intended to give in compact form the more important
facts of the subjects included in the domain of internal
medicine. It is, as the author claims, only a framework of
internal medicine. The descriptions given are admirably
lucid and concise and follow the latest views. The ar-

rangement of the subjects has been dictated by the wish
to put the simpler first and to present something of a
logical order of study, but the classification followed will

not be found in consonance with the views of some of the
highest authorities ; but as the author remarks, "we must
act upon our present knowledge with full consciousness
that much, of it may to-morrow require revision." The
plates and illustrations are remarkably good and the book
will undoubtedly find much favor as a peculiarly clearly
written text book for students.

A Manual of Pharmacy for Physicians. By M. F. De-
Lorme, M.D., Ph.G.,, Assistant Professor of Materia
Medica and Pharmacology, Long Island College Hos-
pital, New York. Third Edition, with nineteen illustra-

tions. Price $1.25 net. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's
Son & Co., 1912.

This edition is a great improvement on the former one in

that the section on Prescription Latin has been rewritten
and now looks more like Latin. It is a pity that a similar
drastic revision was not accorded the whole book ; to take
only one example, and that at random, in the index on
pages 219 and 220, under the heading Tincturje, we find:

Tincturae benzoini compositi, Tincturae cannabis indica,

Tinctursc cinchonae composita, Tincturae Dover's powder,
Tinctura: ferri pomata, Tincturac gambir composita, Tinc-
turae guaiac ammoniata, Tincture krameria. Tincturae lo-

belia, Tincture ipecacuanha et opii. Tincture valerianse
ammoniata, Tincturre veratrum. Immediately following
these gems we find Trochisci mentha piperita. Zanthoxy-
lum appears to be the author's way of spelling Xanthoxy-
him. After looking through this book we are more than
ever convinced that students, physicians and authors who
do not know Latin should write their prescriptions in

English.
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REPORTS FROM THE MONDAY CONFEREXCE
OF THE NEUROLOGICAL LNSTITUTE

OF NEW YORK.

First Division—Dr. Joseph Collins.

Astasia-Abasia.—Dr. Collins, in presenting a case of

astasia-abasia developing immediately after trauma in a

woman who on examination is found to have tabes, said

it is no uncommon experience of the neurologist to en-

counter patients who claim to be paralyzed as the result

of accident and injury, especially where there is liability

for damages. Such cases resolve themselves into instances

of malingering, hysteria, or organic disease of the central

nervous system. Rarely is the paralysis found to be de-

pendent upon a disease whose pathogenesis has no real

relationship to trauma such as tabes. In the present case

such dependency was not obvious. In fact there was a

coincidence of pathological conditions that is very interest-

ing.

The patient was a married woman 46 years old, by oc-

cupation a dressmaker. Three weeks ago, being then so

far as she knew in good health, she was in the act of

alighting from a trolley car when she noticed a taxicab

coming a short distance away. The next thing she re-

members was that she was in a shop and a surgeon was

sewing a wound in her scalp. She was taken home and

remained there until four days ago. when she was brought

here. During these three weeks she was wholly unable

to stand or to move her legs. Her only complaint in ad-

dition to this was that it made her tired and exhausted to

talk, to think, or to attempt to do anything.

Her complaint when she entered this hospital was of

inability to stand or walk; pain in the left knee, sensation

of weakness and fatigue in the back and legs, and a feel-

ing of syncope when made to sit up in bed. Exami-
nation showed a scalp wound in the left side of the

parietal region and another wound practically healed on

the left leg below the knee. Aside from these there were

no indications of traumatism. Further examination re-

vealed a complete inability to put her lower extremities in

motion. When the most vigorous attempts to stand were

made, she did not accomplish anything in this direction.

A fortnight ago, when an endeavor was made to get her

on her feet by having some one lift her from the arm

pits, she went into a heap quite like a cadaver that

has lost its rigidity. She had some capacity to move her

feet and her legs when she was lying down, that is she

could lift the right leg off the bed, but the left leg she

could not move. The Hoover sign was negative. The

upper extremities and head she could move, but the

strength in the upper extremities was extremely slight.

The knee jerks and ankle jerks were absent both on direct

stimulation and reinforcement. In striking contrast to

this was the preservation of the direct myotatic irri-

tability of the quadriceps extensor muscles. The tendon

jerks of the lower extremities were not elicitable. The
plantar reflex was flexor in type, the abdominal and epi-

gastric reflexes were present.

E.xamination of her sensibility showed that there was

an anesthesia for thermal and thermal sensibility of the

left side of the body from the neck downward. The
cornea and the pharynx showed no insensibility and there

was no disorder of the senses of sight, smell, or hearing.

The pupils were normal and reacted promptly to light.

There was no disorder of her vascular system that could

be made out.

Examination of the cerebrospinal fluid revealed an ex-

cess of globulin, 22 lymphocytes in each cubic millimeter.

The Wassermann reaction of the cerebrospinal fluid and

of the blood was positive.

On the dav after her arrival here it was noted that

when she was lifted out of bed her legs collapsed so that

she fell to the floor face forward. When lifted into a

chair she let the body relax and the head loll from side to

side. She complained of no weakness in the legs or arms,

but refused to use them for her support. She was put

under treatment by cold packs, massage, and suggestion.

A week later it was noted whereas she lay in bed appar-

ently paralyzed from waist down, unable to use arm and

neck muscles, she has made daily improvement.

At first when she attempted to sit up she strained all the

muscles of the neck and arms; later while holding the as-

sistant's hand she pulled herself into a sitting posture,

meanwhile being apparently on the point of falling out of

bed, e.xerting herself more than was necessary. At the

end of a fortnight she could sit up without assistance, and

holding an assistant's hand, she rose to a standing posture,

the legs being held very rigid while standing. Three

weeks after her entrance here she was walking unaided

about the hospital.

She is now able to walk and to stand in a way that

seems to be quite normal. Physical examination, how-
ever, reveals the signs that permit the diagnosis of tabes

to be made unhesitatingly. These signs are : absence of

the tendon jerks of the lower extremities, disorder of pos-

tural sensibility in the legs, segmental hypesthesia in the

trunk and thighs, a positive Wassermann reaction of the

serum and cerebrospinal fluid, and a decided increase of

lymphocytes in this fluid.

She maintained that she was quite well until she was
injured. The only symptom that she will admit is slow

urination. She denies having had diplopia, girdle sensa-

tion, pedal paresthesia, leg weariness, pains, or other com-

mon early symptoms of tabes.

This case is described as one of astasia-abasia, which

is the designation that has been given to a disorganization

or suppression of the coordinated movements concerned

in walking or in standing upright. It has been written of

extensively by French and German writers, and for a

while it seemed as if we were in danger of having another

disease added to our already unwieldy list of nervous dis-

orders, but it is now universally recognized that astasia-

abasia is but a symptom or manifestation of the medical

sphinx, hysteria. The chief reason for so labeling this

case is to call attention to the fact that it differs in cer-

tain points from the classical cases of astasia-abasia, and

briefly to discuss its relation to injury. In typical cases

of astasia-abasia the affected individual who is entirely

unable to stand or to walk and who when he attempts to

do so pitches forward on his face and falls quite like an

inanimate object, is when lying in bed able to make any

.movement of the extremities quite as a normal individual

does. For a week or so after the patient came into the

hospital she could move her extremities but feebly. Thus
the case may more aptly be called hysterical paralysis, but

in reality that is what astasia-abasia is.

Its relation to the tabes is purely coincident. The acci-

dent chanced to afflict one who was already afflicted with a

syphilitic disease of the spinal cord and meninges, but

which had not yet begun to cause active symptoms. It

has no real relationship to the tabes. There have been

those who have contended that tabes is in some instances

dependent upon trauma, and one hears in the courts not

infrequently such claim made by physicians. It will be

made less frequently, or less successfully in the future now
that the diagnosis of tabes may be corroborated by sero-

logical investigation, for few will be so partisan or inter-

ested in the litigation as to contend that change in the

cerebrospinal fluid which is now recognized to be pathog-

nomonic of syphilis (plus Wassermann. e.xcess of globu-

lin, reduction of Fehling, and lymphocytes) may be in-

duced by trauma.

The outcome of this patient's hysterical manifestations
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is gratifying enough, but for her the greater compensa-

tion is that the tabes has been discovered in a stage when,

in all likelihood, its progress may be arrested, and we

propose to urge her to submit herself to vigorous salvar-

san and mercurial medication.

Second Division—Dr. Frederick Paterson.

Temporosphenoidal Epilepsy.—Dr. Kennedy pre-

sented a case of temporosphenoidal epilepsy. P. L., French-

man, age 58, admitted Oct. 17, 1912. On admission he

complained of headache and a "funny feeling" over the

whole right side of the body. He had syphilis si.x years

before which had been treated at the time with mercurial

injections and, in March, 1912, by si.x full doses of sal-

varsan, otherwise his health had been good. A nasal

polypus had entirely destroyed the sense of smell. The

history of his condition was as follows

:

On the third of August, 1912, he experienced a violent

headache which in a few hours was followed by marked

dizziness and then sudden unconsciousness. He was taken

to the Presbyterian Hospital, where he remained in an al-

legedly delirious condition for a week, at the end of which

time he was able to recognize his relatives. He remained

in the hospital for about two weeks and was discharged,

according to his own account, physically well, but with a

"cloudiness in the head and a memory that was poor."

Subsequently he went to his business for about an hour

or so every day but his "head" was never clear, and he

began to have attacks which can best be described in his

own words : "I have flashes in my head and a queer

funny feeling; scenes present themselves to me but I

can't place them. They seem like something I have been

through but I cannot remember where and I feel that I

am always going to remember and just miss it." At the

time of these scenes and curious sensations he is always

conscious of a very foul odor. He knows that this odor

must be subjective as for twelve months he has been ut-

terly unable to smell anything whatsoever.

In September he began to have occasional vomiting, fre-

quent nausea and disagreeable epigastric sensations, syn-

chronous for the most part with the attacks as above de-

scribed. Of late he has had a sensation of haziness in his

right visual field and particularly has he had numbness

and tingling from time to time in the right trunk and in

the right arm and leg. One of the scenes described by

the patient as of particularly frequent occurrence and of

a less complex nature than others is as follows : "I see

before me small white balls, one or two at first, but these

get larger and larger and multiply again and again, the

increase in their size being accompanied by a feeling of

intense fear on my part, and when they are about me in

their greatest numbers they suddenly disappear." The

phenomenon of multiplication and increase in size is char-

acteristic of whatever visionary objects he sees. A feeling

of detachment and dreaminess accompanied by fear is

also present and the evil odor is constant.

On examination he is a small, rather undersized man ap-

parently of the age stated. He may be described as in-

telligent, keenly alert, interested in himself, striving to

make every word describe exactly his condition for the

doctor's benefit. He is perfectly well oriented in long

distant and recent and contemporaneous events. His

ocular fundi show a certain tortuosity in the arteries ; the

disks are slightly congested but not edematous. Both

pupils are slightly irregular but can scarcely be described

as sluggish to light or on convergence. He has no tremor

in his lips and has no speech defect whatsoever. His gait

is normal ; no tremor in his hands ; sensation everywhere

good. The right knee jerk is slightly less active than the

left ; the right plantar reflex is rather less active than the

left, though neither is changed in type. The right ab-

dominal reflex is less than that on the left side. No

sphincter trouble. A serological examination of his blood

showed a positive Wassermann reaction; an examination

of the spinal fluid showed a lymphocytosis of 27 cells per

cubic millimeter, an excess of globulin, and a strongly

positive Wasseremann reaction. According to most

authorities this serological formula is demonstrable proof

of this man being a general paretic, but his clinical ex-

amination would tend to show him rather as suffering from

a localized lesion in the tip of one or the other temporo-

sphenoidal lobes, in all probability of a pachymeningitic

character.

The case is shown as one of cerebral lues of a pachy-

meningitic type which if left untreated will probably sub-

sequently develop into paresis. Incidentally the case is

interesting as affording an opportunity for the observa-

tion of a peculiar variety of temporosphenoidal epilepsy;

the result of irritation of the uncus and contiguous areas.

The mechanics of dreamy mental states have never been

satisfactorily given, but in lower vertebrates the hippo-

campal lobes are enormously developed, owing to the pre-

ponderance of the sense of smell in them, so that these

brain areas may fill in such lower animals the functions

located in man in the frontal lobes.

As each individual goes through, in his development

from embryonic to adult life, stages analogous to those

through which the race has passed in its evolutionary

periods, we may suggest that the hippocampal lobes may
fulfill intellectual functions in the infant and in early life,

functions which are later more fully sustained by the

frontal lobes. Memories contained therein never die, but

are, when apparently lost, only more difficult to facilitate

to the threshold of consciousness ; so irritation of the hip-

pocampal lobes may bring almost to consciousness memo-
ries incoordinate and but half resuscitated, which have

been thought long ago to be dead.

Third Division—Dr. Peaece Bailey.

Barany Tests in Cerebellar Disease.—Dr. Louis

Casamajor presented a case of cerebellar disease, illustrat-

ing the use of the Barany tests in cerebellar localization.

Optic nystagmus may readily be divided into two groups

:

(i) Undulating nystagmus in which the eyes move in each

direction with equal rapidity. This is the type ordinarily

seen in multiple sclerosis : (2) Rhythmic nystagmus in

which there is a marked difference between the rapidity of

the movements in the two directions. This is the type seen

in labyrinthine disease and cerebellar lesions.

This rhythmic so-called vestibular nystagmus is spoken

of as nystagmus to right or to left according to the direc-

tion of the. rapid movement of the eyes. Thus when the

rapid movements is toward the right and the slow to the

left, it is said to be nystagmus to right. The nystagmus is

always increased when the patient looks in the direction

of the rapid movement and lessened when he looks in the

direction of the slow one.

While in cerebellar disease the resulting nystagmus is

usually in the direction of the side on which the lesion is

located, nevertheless this is not invariably the rule, for in

these cases daily fluctuation in the intensity and direction

of ihe nystagmus occur. Hence we must find a more cer-

tain method of approach in these cases and this method is

afforded by the Barany tests by which we determine the

activity of the vestibular apparatus governing rythmic

nystagmus, i.e. the semicircular canals.

Barany, in 1907, elaborated tests by which the func-

tional activity of the auricular vestibula could be deter-

mined.

A brief outline of the technique is in order

:

I. Rotary Nystagmus.—The patient with eyes closed is

rotated in a revolving chair 10 times in about 20 seconds.

After being stopped, he shows nystagmus in the direction

opposite to that in which he was turned. That is, if he
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had been turned to the right, expressed by the military

order
—

"right about face"—the resulting nystagmus is to-

ward the left. In normal individuals the direction of the

nystagmus after such turning is about 40 seconds accord-

ing to Barany.

2. Caloric Nystagmus.—With the aid of an irrigating

apparatus the ear to be examined is irrigated with water

at a temperature of about 86 deg. Fahrenheit. The eyes

are watched and the onset of nystagmus, which in this

case is always in the direction away from the ear irri-

gated, is noted. A convenient, though a not very accurate

estimation of the irritability of the vestibula is obtained

by recording the length of time required by the irrigation

to produce nystagmus on the two sides.

The practical utilization of these tests is shown in the

following cases

:

M. S.

—

21 years of age, single, German, waitress, was

referred to the third division by Dr. Conyers Herring on

October 11, 1912, complaining of dizziness, diplopia and

headache. Family history and early life negative. She

denies luetic infection. Does not indulge in alcohol.

Present Illness.—In February, 1912, the patient finding

herself 2 months pregnant took quinine to produce an

abortion, 3-5 gr. pills q d for one week. At this time she

suffered a great deal from dizziness, which passed away
when she discontinued the quinine. The abortion was

later performed by operation. Hereafter the patient was

well until the early part of August, 1912, when she be-

gan to complain of continual dizziness and headache. She

also noticed at this time that she would see double when

she looked at distant objects, while for near vision there

was no diplopia. The headache is frontal and almost con-

stant at times varying in intensity. There never has been

any nausea or vomiting. About a month before the onset

of this headache, the patient noticed that her eyes were

unequal in size. She does not know whether they were

always this way. whether one has grown larger or the

other smaller.

Physical e.xamination on admission showed a well de-

veloped young German woman, who in walking and stand-

ing has a tendency to fall to the right. There is no

paralysis, tremor or incoordination. On showing her

teeth there is a slight right facial weakness. There is some

adiadochokinesis on the right. Marked asynergia. Her
deep reflexes are very active and equal. No Babinski or

clonus. The right epigastric and abdominal rcflxes are

less active than those of the left. No sensory disturbances.

Laboratory reports : Urine negative, blood Wassermann
positive. In the past 3 weeks the patient has received two

injections of salarsan 0.6 grams and six inunctions of

mercury ointment gr. xl q d between the two salvarsan

injections. Has made practically no improvement.

Physical examination now shows practically the same

findings as on admission. Nystagmus unclianged,' right

facial weakness a little more marked. Slight cerebellar

ata-xia in right arm and leg. Adiadochokinesis marked in

right arm. All reflexes active and equal.

Dr. Holden's report on the eyes.—Corneal sensibility

normal. Pupils unequal ; right greater than left. Reaction

normal. Mobility normal. In constant diplopia with red

glass. Left palpebral aperture narrow. Vision right

20/20, left 20/40. Fields slightly contracted. Fundi

normal.

Interpretation : Inhibition of left cervical sympathetic.

The most prominent feature is the nystagmus which is

spontaneous, rotary, and caloric.

Spontaneous Nystagmus.—Eyes in mid line—no nystag-

mus ; coarse horizontal and rotary nystagmus to right

;

fine rapid horizontal and rotary nystagmus to left; coarse

irregular vertical nystagmus upward. The results of the

Barany tests are of interest.

Rotary Nystagmus.^Tuming to right 10 X ; head up-

right; coarse horizontal and rotary nystagmus to left for

45 seconds. Turning to left 10 X; head upright; coarse

horizontal and rotary nystagmus to right for 55 seconds.

(Interpretation: Right labyrinth less irritable than left.)

Caloric Nystagmus.—Water at 86" F. Head upright.

Irrigating right ear : Horizontal and rotary nystagmus

(slight) to left I minute 30 seconds. Irrigating left ear;

Horizontal and rotary nystagmus (active) to right after

45 seconds. (Interpretation: Right labyrinth less ir-

ritable than left.)

Hearing: right ear watch at 2 feet; left ear watch heard

at the same distance. The following is an analysis of the

present case:

(o) Local signs: i—right facial weakness; 2—diplopia

on looking at a distance, possibly very slight degree of ex-

ternal rectus palsy (rt. N. VI. ?)

(fc) Vestibular mechanism signs : i—horizontal and ro-

tary nystagmus in all directions, most marked toward

right; 2—decreased irritability of right labyrinth to turn-

ing and caloric tests. That is irritation of right vestibular

mechanism with decreased conducton from periphery.

(c) General cerebellar signs: I—dizziness; 2—tendency

to fall to the right
;

3—slight cerebellar ataxia on right

;

4—adiadochokinesis on right.

(d) Pyramidal tract signs lacking: i—muscular power

not disturbed ; 2—no change in reflexes.

This case is then offered as one of right cerebellar hem-

isphere lesion, probably new growth on account of the

history of gradual progression. It is possibly a gumma.

In favor of this is the positive Wassermann. Against it

is the failure of improvement on active antiluetic treat-

ment. Possibly it is a cerebellar neoplasm which has no

relation to the syphilitic infection.

A final point of interest is the remarkable susceptibility

this patient showed to the action of quinine in that she

showed dizziness after administration of very small doses

of the drug. It is possible that in this case the cerebellar

growth at the time of the ingestion of the quinine was not

of sufficient size to cause symptoms, but its presence in-

tensified the action of quinine in causing irritation of the

vestibular apparatus.

In this connection I wish to mention Barany test re-

sults of another young woman who was on the service

of the Third Division the past summer.

S. P.—Age 31, was admitted .'\ug. 3. 1912 suffering from

undoubted signs of a tumor of the left cerebellopontine

angle. Choked disk with beginning atrophy, 6th, 7th and

8th nerve paralysis on left. Adiadochokinesis on left, to-

gether with some very slight cerebellar ataxia. No change

in the deep or superficial reflexes. In this case also the

nystagmus was a prominent feature.

Spontaneous Nystagmus.—Eyes in medium line ; slight

horizontal and rotary nystagmus to right ; looking to right

marked rapid horizontal and rotary nystagmus to right

;

looking to left, irregular course and rotary nystagmus

to left.

Rotary Nystagmus.—Turning to right, horizontal and

rotary nystagmus to left 11 seconds; turning to left hori-

zontal and rotary nystagmus to right, 7 seconds.

Caloric Nystagmus.—Water at 84° F. Head upright

;

left ear no nystagmus after two minutes ; right ear slight

horizontal and rotary; nystagmus to left after I minute 15

seconds.

Interpretation : Vestibular nystagmus caused by the ir-

ritation of the intercranial vestibular mechanism of both

sides, right greater than left. Loss of irritability of

right labyrinth and marked diminution of the left.

Dr. Taylor did a two-stage operaton on August 23, re-

moved a soft tumor about one inch in diameter from the

left cerebellar hemisphere where it overhung the cerebel-

lopontine angle. Patient died a few days later of pneu-

monia. Autopsy refused.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Sixty-fifth Anniversary Meeting, Held November 21, 1912.

Dr. William K. Polk in the Chaik.

The Doctor's Future.—Dr. Charles L. Dana made this

address in which he considered the subject in its relation

to the advances in pubhc hygiene. He said that the posi-

tion of a prophet was one of much delicacy and he did not
pretend to have the qualifications of a sound and compe-
tent soothsayer, so he could not look very far ahead.
There were, however, certain conditions and tendencies
which were very much in evidence. These were not
guesses but facts, and by recognizing and interpreting

them one could make some inferences as to the immediate
future. The number of physicians had increased much
faster than the population and the number of medical col-

leges had increased until there were one hundred and
fifty-one in igoo. Since that time they had been decreas-
ing in number and improving in quality. There were now
about five thousand fewer medical students than seven
years ago. Germany had one physician to every two
thousand population, while we had one to every five hun-
dred population. There was going to be a further de-
crease in the number of students, for the community was
awaking to the fact that it must have really well educated
and well trained medical men and that this was expensive.
The disease and mortality rates were steadily decreasing
and there would be less need of so many physicians. The
decrease in the number of medical men would, however,
probably stop before it reached the German ratio. Per-
haps the American doctor was an important and useful
citizen for he seemed to be more esteemed and ranked
higher socially than in other countries. -As the number
decreased it was reasonable to e.xpect that those left would
have more to do and would be in a better economic posi-

tion. There were, however, disturbing factors. Charla-
tanism throve and the patent medicine fungus clung to
every phase of civilization. They had the drug counter
practice and the various obsessive and commercial cults

with which to contend. These might not be so much a
hindrance to the doctor for "fooling with disease always
brought disaster." The death rate had fallen until it was
now from one-third to one-half what it was thirty years
ago. Many agencies had contributed to this result. There
was in consequence a more enlightened community in re-

spect to health laws and prevention of disease, and, as a
result, a steadily diminishing mortality and morbidity
rate. There was also developing a change in the methods
of treatment. In the future drugs would be given more,
but more wisely, and they would be not exactly drugs, but
chemical and mental foods, glandular extracts, and the
protective sera. More cures would be made and the
periods of illness would be shorter. There was a tendency
to institutional and colonization treatment of certain
classes of the chronically sick. In the future state, insur-
ance of the working classes would be a modifying agency
which the doctor would have to take into consideration.
The doctor had always helped on movements which had
lessened his work and had thus committed honorable
harakiri so far as his own personal fortunes were con-
cerned, and he would help along this movement still more.
Thus he became a more important man in the community
and in the management of public affairs. In managing the
health of the Nation he had a greater function than in

prescribing for the individual. Medicine would become a
part of statecraft and doctors would direct affairs of
State more and lawyers less than in the past. Meanwhile
the progress of prophylaxis was going to be slow and all

doctors need not leave their clinics and plunge into the
crusade. They could show active sympathy and render
assistance by daily personal teaching and by evincing
genuine public spirit. The doctor's cue was to oppose in-

stitutionalism in so far as was wise. All did not wish to
become lodge doctors, government doctors, or institu-

tional doctors. There must be an opportunity for high in-

dividual effort, for talent to rise, and for genius to reach
its proper level. In regard to the teaching of medicine,
the day would come when the institutions for graduate
study would be under control of the regents or its equiva-
lent. The day of casual teaching would pass. All really
great hospitals would be allied with universities. The hos-
pitals would be under the medical control of fewer doc-
tors and these would give a definite part of their time and
it was to be hoped that they would be paid for it. There
would still be room for private work. The old fashioned
doctor and general practitioner was a splendid figure and

a useful person in his day, but he was badly trained, often
ignorant, and made many mistakes; force of character
and a genial personality could not make a diagnosis of ap-

pendicitis or recognize streptococcus infection. The old

general practitioner was going and it was a good riddance.

There was developing a general practitioner of higher
type, soundly educated, and knowing the human body,
knowing enough both of medicine and surgery to recog-
nize rare as well as common diseases, and also knowing his

own limitations. He could be human and benignant, too,

and always should be honest. This new type of family
doctor was not going to be swept aside by a group of
specialists. These could only adorn and enrich his

progress. The specialist would till his little field, the in-

ternist would gather. The surgeon of the large centers

would become more and more specialized. .All over the

country would be small hospitals where the general prac-

titioner and the surgeon would do traumatic and emergency
work. It was to be hoped that the surgeon would learn to

take a keener range of view and become a little less ap-

propriative, objective, and technical, less amazed at his

own resources, more tlioughtful, sympathetic, and touched
by awakening social conscientiousness, becoming beloved
for what he would not do as well as for what he would do.

Women physicians had been decreasing in number faster

than men. They had done good work, but not brilliant or
constructive work. There was a distinct field tor them in

laboratories and institutions. They were quick to see the

need of social reforms and a great help in preventive
medicine. The doctor of the future would be a school-

house doctor. There would be a bureau of child hygiene
in every town ; the doctor would make teaching easier and
better; he would be very useful but very expensive and
very much beloved. Now he was none of these things.

He would see that workers were protected from long
hours, bad sanitary conditions, dangerous trades, and ac-

cidents incurred in work. He would see that the poor as

well as those not poor had better opportunities for amuse-
ment. The people could do without faster transportation

and without bigger business, but they could not do without
tliese reforms. "Take to your hearts a saner view and
warm your souls with more useful fires; guard the child,

bring it up to be healthy and morally sound
;
guard the

home and the individual so that he will not be fed on
poisons or live in foul conditions; keep the community
free from disease, from insanity, from weakmindedness,
depravity and infections; make them breed healthy chil-

dren and live long, sane, healthy lives—greed and dishon-
esty will spoil every one of my visions."

The Doctor's Future.—Dr. Algernon T. Bristow
read this paper in which he considered the doctor's future

in relation to national medical insurance. He said that

the medical profession had for years been trying to accom-
plish the impossible experiment of getting blood out of a
stone. It had blamed the superabundance of hospitals, dis-

pensaries and the numerous undoubted abuses of these
public charities for the sterility of its experiment. It had
never seemed to occur to them that they had been trying

to accomplish the impossible. The science of medicine
differed from the other learned professions in that it was
a nectssity to the public. It might become a luxury to

the rich, but to the poor man medicine was a necessity.

.\ man could die without the intervention of the clergy,

and if he had little property the lawyer had no interest in

him, but he could not die without the doctor except by
the kind assistance of the coroner. Dr. Bristow cited from
the investigations of Scott Nearing, showing that 90 per
cent, of the adult males in the United States had an annual
income of less than $800. 75 per cent, less than $600, and
fully 50 per cent, less than $500 per annum. More re-

cently John .\. Kingsbury, general agent of the New York
.Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, had
said that at present $1200 was essential for the maintenance
of a norma! standard of living for a family of five, man,
wife, and three children. .An income of $900 would pro-
vide only the minimum of nourishment and comfort and
would not meet any extra demands that might be made on
the family. Such families had to economize in every way
and in times of sickness must depend on the free dispen-
saries. The fact was that the vast majority of city dwell-
ers had the narrowest possible margin between their fixed

charges and their total income and the same was true of
the dwellers on the land, with the difference that for the

latter it was possible to live off the soil, at least in fa-

vorable years. They were not quite so badly off in case
of sickness as the dweller in the large city, whose income
was cut off when he took to bed and who had no farm
products stored in his cellar to feed hungry mouths. As a

result of these economic conditions the people had flocked

to the dispensaries, had filled the hospital wards and had
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become pauperized not from choice but from necessity.

The result of all this to the medical men had been that a

few with wealthy and fashionable clients had grown rich,

while the larger proportion with clients of the middle
class or of those with moderate but adequate incomes
made a comfortable living, but the vast majority of med-
ical men were as poor as their patients. To sum up the

condition which then presented itself, they had, on the one
hand, the greatest number of citizens with fixed charges
almost equal to their incomes who were unable to bear the

financial strain of illness and disability combined and were
compelled to seek charity. On the other hand they had a

body of men whose education was the most costly of any
of the learned professions who were compelled to con-
template with such calmness as might be the curtailment
of their incomes by the advances of prophylactic medicine,

while not only were their living expenses steadily in-

creasing but also the cost of their education in both time
and money. The people needed medical attention for

which they were unable to pay and the medical profession

needed some relief from the inroads which science and
the State were making on the incomes of its members.
For a number of years in this country and for a much
longer period in Europe the people had been combining
in associations of sick-benefit lodges in order to get med-
ical attention which was within their means. Thus the re-

sort to lodge and contract practice had been the answer to

the problem of obtaining medical attendance in their homes
when they needed it. Dr. Bristow quoted statistics show-
ing the e.xtent of lodge practice in New York, there being

over 275 mutual benefit societies in Greater New York.
This was exclusive of the Figli d'ltalia, of which there

were over 45 in the city. In New York there were about
500 Jewish physicians engaged in lodge practice, getting

from one to two dollars a year to attend to five or si.x

hundred members, and in many instances looking after

the families of the members for one dollar additional per
family. That the practice itself was poor and that the

services rendered were second rate was obvious from the

amount of work at low pay which this lodge practice en-

tailed. Lodge practice in this country was not confined to

the two nationalities referred to above. There were many
native Americans in the rural districts who belonged to

the Foresters and countless other organizations with fanci-

ful names. Various county societies had at times issued

pronunciamentos against these societies, and had threat-

ened with expulsion many of their members who were un-
der contract to lodge or benefit societies. One such phy-
sician, on threat to bring him before the Kings County
Society, replied: "If it is a question between my wife and
children and the County Society I shall choose my family
every time." The reply seemed convincing. Lodge prac-

tice was with us and it was here to stay. Nothing that

this body, or the County Society, or the State Society
could do would change the situation one hair's breadth so

far as the continued existence of these societies was con-
cerned. From the standpoint of the people lodge practice

was nothing more than a system of medical insurance. No
one thought it wrong to take out an accident policy, a

liability policy, a sick benefit policy, or a life insurance
policy in an old line company. Why should it be proper
for the members of this academy to hold sick benefit poli-

cies and wrong the poor man for doing the same thing
according to his needs and means? What was the dif-

ference between the two cases? Briefly, it was a difference

of method. The old company paid its beneficiaries a

weekly indemnity for a specified time and the insured em-
ployed his own physician and paid him. There is no ques-
tion but that this was the better way both for patient and
physician. Was it possible to apply the same principle to

the poor man? The cost of the old-line policies was en-

tirely beyond the means of the poor man. If they could
bring themselves with fainnindedness to admit the neces-

sity of medical insurance for the large mass of the people,

a long step would have been taken in the direction of the

solution of the problems which had been vexing them.
Dr. Bristow said that it was his opinion that the future
of the doctor was going to be largely influenced by the

view which they as medical men took of medical insurance.
They could either recognize the facts and meet them with
advantage to themselves as well as to the people whom
they served, or they could blindly shut their eyes to the

facts and cry that it was unethical to attend the poor man
for a price within his means. When the English govern-
ment incorporated the principle into a law and created a

system of national insurance against sickness they might
be certain that ultimately the same principle would gain
recognition in this country. Dr. Bristow begged those in-

terested in this subject to read the supplements to the

British Medical Journal entitled "National Insurance."

where they might see the magnificent example that the

British Medical Association was setting their own or-

ganization of what it was possible to accomplish by loyalty

and unanimity of purpose when the interests of the med-
ical profession were involved. The various sections of the

British Medical Association had passed resolutions on the

subject in which the most important points were the in-

come limit, the choice of a doctor, and the passing of the

control of the insurance from the hands of the friendly

society to the doctors. This was in accord with sound
economic principles. No insurance company could exist

for a year if its rates were determined by the insured.

These were subject to the calculation of the actuaries, and
somewhat similar methods would have to be adopted in

any scheme of State or national insurance. Of one thing

they might be sure: the medical profession would never

shirk its responsibilities and would ever consent to suffer

wrong rather than withhold a helping hand.

Dr. Abr.\h.\m Jacobi said that both speakers had re-

ferred to the medical men of the future, but it should be

remembered that it was not only the medical profession,

but the State and society that w-ould be responsible in

building up this future. The State must help them a great

deal. If they would look over the lists of men active in

sanitation they would find that most of them had not been

specialists, but that this work had devolved on the general

practitioner. The general practitioner had many oppor-

tunities presented to him that others had not and he had
gained a great deal that the specialist did not have the

opportunity of getting. He was giving better service not

only to his own patients but to the community at large.

Dr. Jacobi referred to the passing of the old-fashioned

American home and with the old-fashioned doctor, but

he was confident that saner consideration would yet re-

store the home to its former importance and with the

return of the home would come the return of the family

doctor, modified in a sense but still a general practitioner

and the friend and confident of his patient.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF
NEW YORK.

.Innual Meeting, Held November 25, 1912.

The President, Dr. Charles Gilmore Kerley, in

THE Chair.

Executive Session.—Dr. John Van Doren Young read
the minutes of the previous Stated Meeting, which was
followed by the reports of the various committees, among
which were the following

:

Report of the Committee on Legislation.—Dr. E.
Eliot Harris submitted this report. He said that there
were introduced into the Legislature during 1912 bills

to the number of 2,859, which were amended so as to raise
the printed number to 3,527 bills in both houses. Of that

number 553, or about 19 per cent., were enacted into
laws. These bills were received by the Chairman of the
Committee on Legislation, divided among the members of
the committee for review, and were reported promptly at

the meeting of the full commmittee. The committee then
acted on these bills and submitted its report to the next
meeting of the Society. The committee had also to con-
sider many communications received from other societies

on matters of medical legislation, such as prison reforms
and bills affecting marriage licenses. The report then
reviewed the bills that they had been interested in pro-
moting which embraced bills affecting the Tenement
House Law, Domestic Relations Law, Deportation Law,
the Pure Food Law, the Labor Law and the Agricultural
Law as well as those bills affecting more directly the
questions of public health and the practice of medicine.
The committee had not only been active in constructive
legislation but had done a good work in defeating the
antivivisection bills that were introduced. This class of
bills demanded the greatest activity on the part of the
medical profession. They would no doubt be introduced
into the next Legislature and would require active work
on the part of all the committees on legislation and animal
experimentation in order to secure their defeat. The
report recommended that the Legislative Index be con-
tinued for the coming year.
Report of Committee on Hospital and Dispensary

Abuse.—Dr. \Villi.\m S. Thomas submitted this report.
He said that this committee, which was instructed to
investigate and report upon the subject of lodge and con-
tract practice as well as upon hospital and dispensary
abuse, had completed its work and laid its report before
the Comitia Minora. They had decided that, in view of
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the importance of the report and the time needed for its

consideration and discussion, a summary should be made
and read before the Society. The committee found that

as it was to exist for one year only, and if it was to be
limited to its stated appropriation, it would have to con-
fine its activities largely to the investigation of the dis-

pensary abuse. The investigation of lodge and contract
practice had been referred to a sub-committee. The dis-

pensary abuse had been investigated in two separate and
distinct directions. First, individual members had visited

representative institutions during their working hours and
reported to the committee in writing upon the details of
their management in reference to the e.xistence of abuse
of charity. Second, the committee engaged the services

of an expert social worker to investigate the subject from
the standpoint of the patient. In 191 1 over 665,000 new
patients were treated in the dispensaries of this county.
In order to get a true idea of the proportion of those
who applied this year unworthily it was decided to in-

vestigate in their homes 1,000 applicants without dis-

crimination, as their names appeared on the books of 13
representative dispensaries. The results of these investiga-

tions had been thoroughly digested and would be laid be-
fore the Society at its February meeting. Of the 1,000

applicants investigated, 255 of them, or 25.5 per cent.,

could not be found at the addresses given. Of the re-

maining 745 applicants whose homes were visited about
10 per cent, seemed to be able to pay for medical treat-

ment. A surprisingly large proportion of the applicants
resided out of town. The investigation of dispensaries by
individual members of the Committee proceeded on the
lines suggested by the regulations of the State Board of
Charities governing dispensary administration and the
following points were especially considered : I. Posting
of the law in dispensaries. 2. Registrars and their ca-
pability for their work. 3. Admission of applicants, the
admission and the representation card. 4. Enforcement
of the laws against false representation. 5. Regarding the
payment of fees in dispensaries. 6. Location of patient's
homes in relation to the dispensary. The results of the
investigation in these particular points, together with the
committee's recommendations, would be laid in full be-
fore the Society at the February meeting.
Annual Report of the Counsel.—Dr. Almuth C.

Vandiveer submitted this report.—He stated that the gen-
eral character of the work done was best shown by refer-
ring to the individual prosecutions. The work done had
covered every form of violation of the Medical Law. The
counsel felt that the active and vigorous prosecuting of
medical quacks had won the respect of the entire com-
munity of the City of New York. During the past year
the coimsel of the Society had been consulted by the Board
of Health, the Police Department, the Tenement House
Department, the State Board of Charities, the Committee
for the Prevention of Blindness, the Charity Organization
Society, the State Education Department, the L^nited States
Post Office Department, the L^nited States District Attor-
ney's Office and tlie District .\ttorney's Oflice of the County
of New York. The work of the Society in protecting the
public health had metwith the approval of the Courts and
the public officials. The counsel felt that the Board of
City Magistrates of the City of New York and the Justices
of the Courts of Special Sessions now gave their careful
consideration to all medical offences prosecuted before
them. The counsel had prosecuted violators of the med-
ical law. had investigated complaints concerning violations
of the law by unlicensed persons when submitted to him,
had inquired into the character and practice of physicians,
whether members of the Society or not. had defended in

the civil courts actions brought against the Society by
members of the Society, and had rendered to the Comitia
Minora and to the Board of Censors legal advice upon
all questions presented to him. Persons practising medi-
cine under the cloak of religion had been arrested, tried,

and convicted upon the complaint of this Society. In-
stitutions attempting to grant degrees to practise various
branches of the healing art had been investigated and prose-
cuted. Fraudulent medical concerns carrying on their
business in such a way as to avoid coming within the law
of the State of New York had had their activities called
to the attention of the United States Post Office inspectors.
Arrests and prosecutions had followed upon the com-
plaints submitted by the counsel to the Post Office au-
thorities. During the past year at least three hundred
persons had called at the office of the counsel to have
their queries concerning medical questions answered. The
counsel then reviewed a number of cases that had come
before him, among them those of Schmidt, Kunizer, and
Ewald. He called special attention to the conviction and
subsequent pardon of Edward E. Conrad and George J.

Gladman, each of whom was convicted in the counties of

New York and Onondaga, respectively, of an attempt to

commit the crime of abortion. The pardon of these men
had demonstrated to the counsel the absence of any ex-

press provision in the law in the State of New York to

meet such a situation. The statutes provided that when
a convicted lawyer had been pardoned he might apply to

the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court for rein-

statement to practice. There was no such provision in

the Medical Statute. There was, however, a provision to

the effect that no person who had been found guilty of a

felony might thereafter practise. It had been contended
by the counsel for Dr. Conrad, the Honorable Asa Bird
Gardiner, that his pardon completely wiped out his guilt

and restored him to all his rights and privileges which he
possessed before his conviction. The following paragraph
was suggested for insertion in the Medical Statute:

"Where a duly licensed physician is convicted of a crime
and thereafter pardoned, such pardon does not restore his

right to practise medicine, but such practitioner may within

three months after the receipt by him of a pardon make
application to the Board of Regents for restoration to

practice." There was in the Medical Statute setting out
the causes for the revocation of licenses of practitioners

of medicine no statement to the effect that unprofessional
or dishonorable conduct, aside from fraud and deceit in

practice, was a sufficient ground to revoke a practitioner's

license. There was such a provision in the Dental Law,
and in the opinion of the counsel there should be such a

provision in the Medical Law, It was also the opinion of
the counsel that the Board of Regents should be given the

authority to suspend a practitioner of medicine from prac-

tice for such a time as in their discretion the charges of
which he had been found guilty merited. The Appellate
Division had such authority as regarded lawyers and the

State Board of Regents had such authority as regarded
dentists. In the opinion of the coimsel, incurable insanity

should also be a ground for the revocation of a license

of a practitioner of medicine. There was no such pro-
vision at the present time. A statute had been recently

passed prohibiting corporations from practising law as

corporations or through the medium of hired lawyers.
The Court of Appeals, in the Woodbury case, held that a

corporation might not practise medicine by employing reg-

istered physicians. This decision should be crystallized

into a legislative enactment following the same lines as

the drastic statute in regard to the practice of law by
corporations. Mr. Vandiveer then reviewed the case of
Vernon Cole, who was prosecuted for practising medicine
under the cloak of Christian Science and of several other
individuals practising under other religious tenets. A
great number of complaints concerning druggists who
were practising medicine illegally had been investigated

and when sufficient evidence had been obtained a vigorous
prosecution of the offender had been presented in court.

Mr. Vandiveer also told of the work done in investigating

the practices of midwives and certain clairvoyants. He
stated that he regarded as one of the greatest compliments
to his work the fact that the investigators employed by
him, Mrs. Frances Benzecry and Mr. Stephen Fontana,
were believed by all the judges before whom they appeared.
In many cases the unsupported word of these witnesses
had obtained convictions. The strict supervision by means
of investigations had caused a wonderful change in the
fraudulent practices of medical concerns in this city. Com-
plaints as to the taking of great sums of money from poor
persons were less frequent than they were three or four
years ago. Business concerns now interviewed the counsel
of this Society concerning the reputation and standing of
persons whenever they were connected with medical prac-
tice in any way whatsoever. During the period from No-
vember 25, 191 1, to November 22, 1912, $4,100 in fines had
been awarded to the treasurer of this Society, but it

might readily be seen that the expenses of prosecuting
violations of the Medical Law were about equal to the

fines imposed.
Annual Report of the Comitia Minora.—Dr. John

Van Doren Young made this report. He stated that the

Comitia Minora had held eight Stated Meetings and three
Special ones, and that there had been a quorum at each
and every meeting. .'\t the eight Stated Meetings the

average attendance had been 220 and the total attendance
1765. There had been added to the membership of the
Society during the year 129 new members and 21 can-
didates for election at the present meeting. Last year
the membership had been increased by 184 members.
There had been 20 deaths during the year and 21 resigna-
tions. At the present time the membership numbered 2.469.

This report then reviewed the amendments to the Con-
stitution and By-Laws that had been adopted by the So-
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ciety at the Annual Meeting of November it, 191 i. The
report reviewed the executive work and the scicntilic pro-
grams of the past year and showed that 170 members of
the Society had taken part in tlie executive work, that 17

had read papers, and 41 had discussed tiie same, making
a total uf jjS who Iiad served the Society during the year.

Spasm of the Pylorus in Infants and Congenitcil
Stenosis of the Pylorus.—Dr. Henry Koi'lik read this

naper. He said that in his first paper on pyloric spasm
and pyloric stenosis he made an analysis of those cases in

whicli the spasm with only a relative amount of stenosis

played a leading role and those in which a distinct growth
of Congenital origin existed at the pylorus with symptoms
of spasm of the pylorus as an accompaniment. Strange
as it might seem they could not as yet say that all were
agreed that such a condition as pure spasm without any
anatomical change in the structure of the pylorus existed

as a distinct uncomplicated entity. Pfaundler maintained
that all the cases with which Dr. Koplik's paper dealt

were those of pure spasm. He had since modified his

views, dividing the cases of pure spasm of the pylorus
from the true congenital hypertrophy of the tissues of
the pylorus. Only this should be borne in mind that Ibra-

him reiterated his doubt as to the existence of a true

pyloric spasm in infancy without any anatomical changes
at the pylorus. Cantley had published post-mortem cases

of pure spasm of the pylorus and Dr. Koplik had recently

seen a case occurring in the surgical service of the Mount
Sinai Hospital which, in every way, seemed to have been a
case of spasm of the pylorus with pyloric tumor as met
in congenital hypertrophy. They had thus cases of spasm
of the pylorus which during life might or might not give

a palpable tumor and which at operation gave a palpable
tumor and at post mortem the tumor persisted. It was
even conceivable that microscopical examination of such
a pylorus would show the tissues thickened. Whether this

thickening was to be interpreted as a hypertrophy or the

result of contraction of muscular fiber, future investiga-

tions would show. Pylorus spasm with relative stenosis

of the lumen of the pylorus was therefore a distinct entity.

KW knew that the infant stomach was exceedingly sen-

sitive to changes in the composition and reaction of the

food. It was rather far fetched to try to compare the

conditions in infancy with those met in the adult. His
classification of all of the cases of this affection was as

follows: (i) Pure spasm of the pylorus and the pyloric

end of the stomach without any palpable pylorus, with
peristalsis and explosive vomiting, loss of weight, and con-
sequent inanition. The constipation present might be only
a relative constipation, i.e. some fecal matter passed, or
there might be several movements, green and fluid, in

twenty- four hours, or of a brownish color; again the con-
stipation might be absolute and on forced movement of
the bowels, little or no fecal matter passing. (2) Pyloric
spasm with relative and actual stenosis, with slight or
marked thickening or hypertrophy of the tissues of the

pylorus. Such cases gave rise to vomiting of the explosive

type, coming soon on after birth and continuing for some
time with a palpable pylorus at first or subsequent to the
onset of the symptoms. Tlie pylorus could be felt to

harden under the finger at the time of greatest peristalsis

of the stomach and soften after vomiting had occurred.
There was constipation, complete at first, which after some
duration of the disease mitigated and fecal particles might
appear in the stools. There was marked progressive
atrophy and inanition. (3) Congenital hypertrophy of the

pylorus so-called with stenosis. These cases, which were
only relatively more marked in their symptomatology to

the previous class, gave exactly the same symptoms; there

was the same spasm of the pylorus as an accompanying
symptom; the pylorus could be felt just as in the previous
class, the peristalsis was just the same, and the constipation

was the same, only more marked. In fact, clinicallj' it

was the same condition that was present, only it might
manifest itself in more aggravated forms than in the cases

in which the hypertrophy and stenosis were not so marked.
He thought, therefore, they were practically the same set

of cases and might show considerable enlargement and
hardening of the pylorus than was evident before the

operation. Recovery depended on the resistance of the

patient, the skill with which the case was managed, and
the power of the sufferers to overcome the baneful effects

of inanition. The question of prognosis was also bound
up not only in the course of treatment but with the amount
of spasm and stenosis present. Vomiting which might be
violent, peristalsis, and loss of stationary weight were no
indications for surgical interference, however alarming
the symptoms might appear at times. Such cases should
never be submitted to the surgeon. From a careful study
of all his cases, numbering twenty-five, he believed that

cases of congenital pyloric stenosis with spasm and hyper-

trophy of the tissues of the pylorus could in the vast ma-
jority of instances be brought through without surgical in-

terference. He thought that the cases which must come un-

der the knife nmst be exceedingly rare. Reports of the fatal

cases were not always published. The mortality of these

cases with some operators was fully fifty per cent. Dr.

Koplik thought that inasmuch as ninety per cent, of his

apparently hopeless cases had come through without
operation he would submit that the risk involved in the

operative interference was so great at present as not to

encourage them to place any of these cases in the hands
of the surgeon. Einhorn had proposed to pass through
the stenotic pylorus a bucket and on the leading string

of this bucket a dilator. This treatment of dilating the

stenosis was quite attractive if it could be accomplished
in the extreme cases. This was absolutely impossible in

some cases; often a filiform probe could not be passed,

much less a small bucket or guide. Any pylorus which
would admit the passage of a bucket guide and dilator

would recover without this procedure. Another procedure
proposed had been the passage of a duodenal catheter, and
leaving it in the lumen of the pylorus for a length of

time, or feeding the patient through such a catheter in the

duodenum according to the methods advocated by Einhorn
and Hess. This procedure he believed to be of limited

value also. In marked hypertrophy and spasm he has

found that the catheter failed to pass. They were there-

fore reduced to the former methods which included ex-

ceedingly patient study of the feeding, lavage at times,

opium, and what was of the greatest moment, persistent

attention to details. Dr. Koplik closed his paper with a

reference to the direction in which the feeding might take

in the future. In a very suggestive series of studies by
Cowie and Lyon on the acid control of the pylorus in

infants, the mechanism of the opening and closure of

the pylorus, as explained by Pawlow in the adult, had been
carefully worked out in infants. It appeared to Dr. Kop-
lik that in the feeding of infants suffering with pyloric

spasm and hypertrophy more attention should be given to

the relative acidity of the stomach content than had been

done in the past. In this way a relief of symptoms might
be more readily attained.

Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin said that he would like to

go on record as having expressed the opinion that many
of these cases of pyloric spasm got well under careful

dieting and the giving of alkalies which reduced the

spasm.
Dr. Albert Ashton Berg believed that the diagnosis of

these cases of pyloric stenosis in infancy rested upon the

internist, especially those cases of pure spasm with a rela-

tive hypertrophy. It was a very important fact that the

surgeon should ask for greater diagnostic acumen. It was
an accepted law among pediatrists that when an infant

lost one-third of its body weight it went on to death;
when this amoimt in weight was lost there was no doubt
about a fatal ending. From a surgical standpoint there

was no doubt but that in these cases the burden was on
the shoulders of the physician who first saw them. More
should be done toward differentiating the cases that were
or were not relieved by medical treatment. The cases that

should be referred to the surgeon should be those that

could not be relieved by medical means.
Dr. Howard Lilienthai. said that he had had three cases

of pyloric stenosis occurring in infants; one got well with-
out operative interference, another got well, making an
operative recovery, but the third died because of leakage.

Dr. Eilienthal thought that the time to operate was as

soon as it was proven that there was a complete obstruc-
tion at the pylorus. The first effort in these cases should
be the attempt to relieve by medical means ; next, they
should attempt the passage of some instrument if this was
possible; if unsuccessful and the instrument could not be
passed through the pylorus, they should try the fluoro-

scope with the bismuth meal. If nothing went through and
the patient was losing weight he should be at once sent to

the surgeon. With regard to technique, he believed in a

quick operation without the use of clamps; without the

employment of clamps there was little danger of leakage
and no hemorrhage would result.

The discussion w-as continued by Dr. Max Einhorn and
Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek.
Bone Transplantation for Pott's Disease of the Spine.

—Dr. Fred H. .\LnEE read this paper. He said that too
great emphasis could not be placed upon the mechanical
element of crushing of the vertebral bodies in the pro-
longation of the convalescence of Pott's disease. He also
believed with Ely and others that bony fixation of tuber-
culous joints was an absolute panacea. The following sum-
mary was offered: (l) The bone splint insert gave firm
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fixation the moment it was sutured in place and afforded
even before bony union far more efficient immobilization
than any external brace or plaster-of-Paris jacket could
possibly supply. (2) No normal anatomical structure or
support of the spine was severed or destroyed. The full

leverage of the spinous processes, which was the only
physiological means of holding the spine in hypere.xten-
sion, was preserved and taken advantage of, thus prevent-
ing kyphotic deformity. It should be noted in this con-
nection that the nearer the bone transplant was to the tips

of the spinous processes (or the more superficial) the
greater mechanical advantage was derived. (3) The op-
erative procedure was superficial and confined to bone and
ligamentous structures; therefore, it was of short dura-
tion, usually taking from fifteen to thirty minutes, and was
associated with a minimum amount of shock and hem-
orrhage. (4) The bed, into which the bone was placed,
was of an ideal nature for a bone graft; it was composed
of freshly severed ligamentous and bone structure. It

was claimed that one bony contact, of recipient bone to
graft, was sufficient for the establishment of a proper
blood supply for the latter. In the case of their graft
there were two bony contacts for each spinous process
involved, and they were only the distance of the inter-
spinous space apart. (5) On account of the fixation be-
ing applied internally and directly the vertebra; involved,
and those only, the function of the rest of the spine and
respiration was not interfered with. Long confinement on
a frame, or in a plaster-o£-Paris jacket, or spinal brace
was no longer necessary. (6) The post-operative treat-
ment was simple in character and of short duration. It

consisted of dorsal recumbency on a gas-pipe frame or a
firm mattress with a board under it and in the region
where the kyphosis came (fracture bed) for a period of
five to twelve weeks. At the end of this time bony union
had taken place between the bone splint and vertebra; and
no further supportive or immobilization treatment by plas-
ter, jacket, braces, etc., was necessary. (7) The field of
operation was superficial and distal from the neural arches

;

therefore, there was no danger of encroachment upon the
spinal canal by overgrowth of "bone or infection which
might arise from operative trauma. (8) If bone union
of graft to spinous processes should not by chance occur,
the same mechanical effect of the splint action of the
bone transplant and the leverage of the spinous processes
would still obtain in a large degree. (9) Diseased tissues
were not entered. The field of operation was entirely in
healthy tissues ; therefore, primary union could be ex-
pected. (10) A continuous bridge of bone with periosteum
and endosteum was furnished, spanning the entire number
of vertebra;, which were desired to be immobilized and
therefore, should be under the influence of Wolf's
anatomic law and become greater in diameter and length
as the parts developed. In other words it was an imitation
of nature's success. In dogs this bone transplant lost its

identity in four or five months and became continuous and
homogeneous with the spinous process into which it was
placed and as apparently innervated by the same trophic
nerves. (11) Perfect immobilization and support of the
involved vertebra; in the respiratory area of the spine was
secured. (12) The procedure was not a formidable one.
The technique was very simple. In three cases the opera-
ating time was not over fifteen minutes. (13) When pos-
sible a recession of the kyphosis by recumbency on a con-
vex gas-pipe frame should be secured. The bone graft
offered great promise of holding permanently the correc-
tion obtained ; without the artificial support there was a
great tendency to a relapse of the deformity when ambula-
tory treatment was later resumed on account of the inhibi-
tion of the tuberculous bacillus to the rapid new bone
formation betvyeen the diseased vertebrc-e. (14) Metal
splints placed into or on bone would not hold for any
length of time because of bone atrophy and absorption

;

this took place very easily wherever contact was between
metal and bone. Therefore the advantage of a bone graft
over metal was apparent. (15) One of the most gratifying
features of this mode of treatment had been the large
amount of Icyphotic recession obtained at this time of
operation and the first days after in early cases of angular
deformities from the straightening effect of the "bone
transplant sutured under later tension into the dense inter-
and super-spinous ligaments. Dr. .Mbee said his report
of bone transplantation was based upon 112 human cases
and 18 extensive animal experimentations. The human
cases had been 84 cases of Pott's disease. 9 cases of club-
foot. 7 cases of ununited fracture, 6 of paralytic deform-
ities of the feet, i osteomyelitis cavity, i astragalus trans-
planted into hip, and i paralysis of the wrist. In many of
these cases enough time had not elapsed to be safe to draw
trustworthy conclusions. But as the bone graft with

its periosteum and marrow substance was properly in

contact with the recipient bone, he felt that he was safe

in expecting permanent results. Attention should also be
called, Dr. Albee said, to the fact that the bone graft stim-

ulated an active osteogenesis on the part of the recipient

bone itself and thus increased the assurance of perma-
nency of result.

Dr. Robert E. Soule said that such an innovation as

Dr. ."Mbee had presented must necessarily meet with the

most severe criticism, not alone because of its being an-

other method of treatment but because it was claimed
that this was the method of treatment above all others
to be applied to this condition. The treatment of tuber-

cular joint disease was immobilization. The joints of the

spine were the most difficult to immobilize, particularly in

the dorsal region, and, owing to this fact, the various
methods at present in use were open to much criticism.

Under these methods it was necessary to continue treat-

ment for a long period of time and in a great many in-

stances, though the disease was arrested or cured, there

would still remain a marked kynhotic deformity; this

deformity was the rule and not the exception, .\gain they
found the disease recurring after years of quiescence.

Patients were often incapacitated for work not by the

disease per se but by the weak spine and increasing de-

formity after the disease had been arrested. Another
criticism of these methods was that they were not prop-
erly carried out by the average surgeon ; it took more
skill and experience in making a well applied plaster-of-

Paris packet, or in designing, fitting, and applying a prop-
erly adjusted brace, or in dealing with the recumbent
methods of treatment than tiie average surgeon possessed.

Taking all the objections to present methods into con-
sideration, it seemed to him that, the method presented by
Dr. Albee offered tlie best solution of this vexed problem
that they had considered up to the present time. It had
been his privilege to assist Dr. Albee in his experimental
work on tlie spines of a number of dogs. He had seen
these engrafted segments of the spine after varying periods

of time removed, gross and microscopical sections made,
and felt that this method, so simple in technique, so free

from danger to the patient, and so sure of accomplishing
absolute immobilization of the diseased vertebrae was the

most rational and feasible metliod yet devised for the

treatment of tubercular disease of the vertebral bodies.

Cases of Pott's disease from early childhood to adult life

with marked paraplegia cleared up after this operation in

a much shorter time than could have been expected under
the hitherto accepted methods of treatment. The pain dis-

appeared in a very short time, the abscess absorbed, or the

sinus closed, and a general improvement manifested itself.

One adult was up and about the ward five weeks after the
operation, not because it was advisable but because she
was feeling so well that she persisted in getting up. She
had no other support than that furnished by the engrafted
bone splint. In regard to the theory that Wolf's law
would apply to this bone graft, time woidd settle that

question. The point that presented itself was when to

resort to this bone splinting. The immobilization of three

or four vertebrae did not materially hamper the general
mobility of the back, yet one did not wish to lock up any
joint of the body when its mobility could be of any service

.to the individual. It seemed to him that these cases pre-

senting bony changes from the activity of the tubercular
process as shown by the .r-ray and clinical findings, those
older cases of Pott's disease where acute exacerbations
manifested themselves, and cases where the disease had been
arrested or cured but deformity still progressed, as was
often found in the upper dorsal region, would be cases well

selected. As to other cases of questionable type clinical

experience and close observation would determine. Dr.
Soule asked whether in those cases where ligamentous
and muscular attachments were not interfered with and
which were engrafted at an early stage of the disease and
cured without deformity or evidence of destructive bony
changes in the bodies of the vertebrae there could be any
objection to the removal at a later period of a sufficient

part of the bone graft bridging the spinous processes to

restore flexibility. Dr. .'Mbee had made a strong step for-

ward and placed them in a much firmer footing in dealing
with bone tuberculosis.

Officers Elected.—President, Dr. Brooks H. Wells;
First Vice-President. Dr. T. Passmore Berens; Second
Vice-President. Dr. Howard Lilienthal ; Secretary. Dr. John
Van Doren Young; Assistant Secretary. Dr. J. Milton
Mabbott ; Treasurer. Dr. Charles H. Richardson. The
following were elected as Censors: Dr. David Bovaird,

Jr.; Dr. Joseph B. Bissell : Dr. John J. McPhee. Seven-
teen delegates to the Medical Society of the State of
;Vew York, to serve two years, were also elected.
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Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held October 24 Dr. A. Weber, Ge-
heimer Regierungsrat, of Berlin, Germany, delivered an
address entitled "Organization of the Health Department
and of General Sanitary Conditions in the German Em-
pire," illustrated by lantern slides. He spoke especially of
the measures taken to prevent the development and spreati

of smallpo.x, cholera, and plague. Smallpox occurs only
in isolated instances in Germany since the institution of
compulsory vaccination and revaccination. All children
must be vaccinated within the first year of life and again
at the twelfth year, and in the case of those eligible for

the army a third vaccination is practised at the time of
enlistment. As a result of these measures the number of
cases since the extensive epidemics following the Franco-
Prussian war has been a progressively diminishing one.

Human lymph was for a time employed, but of recent
years only calf lymph is used. Numerous laboratories are
provided in various parts of the Empire for the manufac-
ture of smallpo.x vaccine. Cholera has been practically

eradicated from Germany since the great epidemic at Ham-
burg in 1892. In that instance the disease was spread
through contaminated Elbe water used unfiltered. Care-
ful bacteriological examination of the stools is made in all

suspicious cases, and in a number of instances cholera
carriers have been discovered. The spread of plague is

prevented by special attention to rats. It has been shown
that the prevalence of plague in rats and in man pur-
sues a parallel line. For the destruction of rats, both on
ships and on land, fumigation is practised either with sul-

phur dio-xid or a mixture of carbon monoxid and carbon
dioxid. All three of the diseases named are common in

Russia and this country constitutes a source of constant
danger, particularly by reason of the large volume of
emigration from that country. At convenient places

throughout Germany bacteriological laboratories have been
established to provide means for the early recognition of
the infectious disease and it is owing to this circumstance
that their spread and prevalence have been greatly dimin-
ished. Marked progress has taken place also in the control

of other infectious diseases, such as typhoid fever, tubercu-
losis and others, whose etiological factors are clearly un-
derstood, and the mortality from which has fallen greatly

within recent years. Especially striking have been the
results in the case of diphtheria since the introduction
of the antito-xin. On the other hand, there has been an
increase in the morbidity and mortality of diseases, like

carcinoma and sarcoma, whose etiological factors have not
been determined.

Dr. Arthur H. Hopkins presented a communication en-

titled "Hemolysins in the Fecal Filtrate," relating obseiTa-
tions tending to show, contrary to results recorded by
others, that filtered extracts of intestinal discharges from
patients suffering from various disorders failed with any
degree of constancy to exert hemolytic effects, and dispos-

ing of the view that pernicious anemia is due to the action

of hemolysins of gastrointestinal origin.

Drs. Randle C. Rosexeerger and Truman C. Terrell
presented a communication entitled "Amebiasis in the In-

sane Department of the Philadelphia Hospital, with a

Study of Tests for Occult Blood." Examinations of the

stools of two hundred patients disclosed the presence of
Amccha coli and also of occult blood in nearly 50 per cent.,

although the two conditions did not invariably coincide.

Drs. O. M. Perry Pepper and J. H. Austin presented a
communication entitled "Some Unusual Results with the

Phenolsulphonephthalein Test." They reported three cases

in which the results following subcutaneous injection of the

drug differed from those ordinarily encountered in tests

for the functional capacity of the kidneys. One of these

was a case of parenchymatous nephritis in which, while the

elimination of the drug through the urine conformed to

the normal, there was deficient elimination of chlorids. In

another case, one of polycystic kidneys, there was no
measurable elimination of the drug, although in other re-

spects the renal function appeared to be well performed
until within a short period before death, when uremia de-

veloped in conjunction with an intercurrent cholangitis

secondary to gallstones. In a third case in which
both kidneys had been decapsulated for the relief of

threatening uremia the secretory function of the kidneys
appeared to be mn'ntained. These observations show that

while the phenolsulphonephthalein test is useful for the

determination of the functional ability of the kidneys,

like other signs, symptoms, and tests it is not infallible.

Drs. James E. Talley and C. W. Laders presented a

communication entitled "Relation of the Ventricular Pulse
to Tricuspid Regurgitation," illustrated by a profusion of
diagrams showing tracings of arterial, venous, and cardiac

pulsation.

^taJ^ Mpbiral Stwtifiutg SnarJiH.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Akizona State Board of Medical Examiners.

July, 1912.

{Concluded from page 1061.)

bacteriology.

1. Describe the technique of staining for tubercle bacilli.

2. Define immunity and classify same.
3. Define (a) phagocytosis, (fc) antitoxins, (c) vaccine.

4. Describe the gonococcus and give method of staining.

5. Give Koch's rules or dicta in regard to the bacterial

cause of diseases.

PR.\CTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Differentiate between cerebral vomiting and gastric

vomiting.
2. In wliat diseases does leucocytosis occur?

3. What is the significance of prolonged expiration?

4. Describe the mitral regurgitant murmur
;

give the

topography of the chest, showing where this sound is best

heard.

5. Mention the causes and describe the treatment of
primary lobar pneumonia.

6. Define angina pectoris. What pathological condition
may cause it?

7. On what symptoms would you base a diagnosis of

typhoid fever?
8. Give the period of incubation and of the eruption of

the exanthemata.
g. What is the cause of syphilis?

10. Give the symptoms and blood picture of chlorosis.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Give the diameters of the fetal head in inches.

2. Give the diameters of the pelvis in inches.

3. Differentiate between normal pregnancy, tumors with-

in the abdominal cavity, and ectopic gestation.

4. What maternal condition would warrant destruction

of fetal life?

5. When the action of the uterus is insufficient what
measures and remedies may be used to bring about normal
contraction?

6. Shoidd you find albumin and tube casts in the urine

of a pregnant woman what morbid condition would be in-

dicated, and what would be your treatment?

7. Diagnose placenta pncvia and give treatment.

8. What is the principal cause of ophthalmia neonatorum,
and what means should be used to prevent it? How would
you treat a case?

9. Give position of fundus at three, five, and seven

months.
10. Name some of the causes and dangers incident to

protracted labor.

11. Make a diagnosis of syphilis in the new-born. State

something concerning the prognosis.

12. Describe how you would conduct normal labor.

gynecology.

1. (n) Define endocervicitis. (6) symptoms, (f) treat-

ment.
2. What are the indications for curettage?

3. Define (a) dysmenorrhea, (&) amenorrhea, (c) men-
orrhagia. (d) metrorrhagia.

4. Mention the varieties of uterine displacements.

5. Define (a) urethral caruncle, (b) its history, (c)

symptoms, (rf) treatment.
6. (a) Make a diagnosis from the following history:

Woman 26 years of age, mother of three children. Men-
struation stopped two months ago. Patient seized with
abdominal pain, cramp-like in character, appearance of
uterine hemorrhage: rapid pulse, anemic, increased leuco-

cyte count, temperature first subnormal then elevated.

Physical examination shows breast enlarged, uterus en-

larged. OS soft, and mass in lateral fornix, (fe) Describe
in detail the treatment.

7. Discuss the etiology of cancer of the uterus.

8. Describe the clinical history of a large ovarian cyst.

Q. Make a differential diagnosis between interstitial fib-

roids of the uterus and an ovarian cyst.

10. Describe an operation for amputation of the cervix.

SURGERY.

1. What is inflammation? How does inflammation ex-

tend and how may it terminate?
2. Give the symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of phle-

bitis.
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3. Name the inflammatory diseases of bone.
4. How would you arrest epistaxis?

5. What symptoms follow division of the radial nerve?
6. Name the varieties of shoulder-joint dislocations.

7. Name the causes of delayed bone union and give treat-
ment.

8. Differentiate dislocation of the head of the femur
from fracture of its neck and give essentials of treatment
of each.

9. Describe a method of amputation of the last phalanx.
10. Describe dermoid cysts. In what situations are they

most commonly found?

ANSWERS.

BACTERIOLOGY.

1. To demonstrate the existence of tubercle bacilli in the

sputum : The sputum must be recent, free from particles

of food or other foreign matter ; select a cheesy-looking
nodule and smear it on a slide making the smear as thin

as possible. Then cover it with some carbolfuchsin, and
let it steam over a small flame for about two minutes, care
being taken that it does not boil. Wash it thoroughly in

water and then decolorize by immersing it in a solution

of any dilute mineral acid for about a minute. Then make
a contrast stain with solution of Loeftler's methylene blue
for about a minute ; wash it again and examine with oil

immersion lens. The tubercle bacilli will appear as thin

red rods while all other bacteria will appear blue. The
tubercle bacillus is rod shaped, is from 1J2 to 35^2 mikrons
in length and about one-third to one-half a mikron in

breadth, is a strict parasite, is not motile, and has no
flagella. It is slightly curved, does not form spores, is not
liquefying, and nonchromogenic : is aerobic ; it resists

acids ; it grows well on blood serum ; stains well by Ehr-
lich's, Ziehl-Neilsen's, or Gabbett's method : it is Gram-
positive.

2. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and tis-

sues to the action of pathogenic bacteria. Immunity may
be either natural or acquired.

Natural imuiuiiily is this power of resistance, natural

and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,

but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired immunity is this resistance acquired: (i) By

a previous attack of the disease caused by the bacteria, or
(2) by the person bcin<.; made artiflcially insusceptible.

The conditions which give immunity from the pathogenic
action of bacteria are: (i) A previous attack of the dis-

ease; (2) inoculation, with small quantities of bacteria, so

as to produce a mild attack of the disease; (3) vaccination

;

(4) the introduction of antitoxins; (5) the introduction
of the toxins of the bacteria.

Active immunity follows an attack of a certain disease

and secures immunity for that alone; or it follows inocula-
tion of a virus weaker than necessary to cause the typical

disease ; or it follows inoculation by bacterial products
apart from the organisms themselves.

Passive immunity is the term applied to the eflfect of a

serum derived from an immunized animal and injected into

one not immune.
3. Phagocytosis is the faculty of certain cells (notably

the mononuclear and polynuclear leucocytes) to take up
and destroy bacteria.

Antitoxins are substances formed in the body of a pro-
tective character and capable of rendering inert the poison-
ous products of bacteria.

Vaccine is a modified and attenuated virus of a disease,

not capable of producing a severe infection but able to af-
ford protection against the action of unmodified virus.

4. The Gonococcus is a diplococcus with a special predi-

lection for the mucous membrane of the urethra and
vagina. It is sometimes found on the conjunctiva. The
appearance is that of two coffee beans ; the gonococcus is

found in the pus cells, stains with ordinary anilin dyes,

but not by Gram's method. It is aerobic, and can be culti-

vated on human blood serum ; it will not grow on gelatin,

agar, bouillon, or potato. It was discovered by Neisser.

To demonstrate gonococci: On a cover-glass make a
smear with the discharge as thin as possible, and let it

dry in the air ; cover it with a freshly made solution of
anilin-oil-gentian-violet for one or two minutes ; wash it

in distilled water, leave it in Gram's solution for two
minutes; wash it in 95 per cent, alcohol until decolorized;
wash it in distilled water ; counterstain with a dilute

carbolfuchsin without heat, or with a saturated aqueous
solution of Bismarck brown ; wash in distilled water, dry
with filter paper, mount, and examine with an oil-immer-
sion lens. The gonococci will appear as diplococci mithin

the leucocytes, which have been decolorized by Gram's
stain, and have taken the counterstain.

5. To prove tliat bacteria cause disease it is essential

:

(l) That the microorganism be found in the tissues, blood,
or secretions of a person or animal sick or dead of the
disease; (2) the microorganism must be isolated and culti-

vated from these same sources; it must also be grown
for several generations in artificial culture media; (3)
the pure cultures, when thus obtained, must, on inocula-
tion into a healthy and susceptible animal, produce the
diseases in question, and (4) the same microorganisms
must again be found in the tissues, blood, or secretions of
the inoculated animal.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

CEREBRAL VOMITING.

Little or no nausea, vom-
iting continuous.

No tenderness on pres-
sure over liver or stomach.

Pulse infrequent and
hard.

Tongue clean, breath
sweet, conjunctivi-c normal
or injected, headache
primary.

Constipation generally ob-
stinate.

No salivation.

GASTRIC VOMITING.

Nausea relieved by vom-
ting, returns when food il

taken.

Liver and stomach are
tender, pressure produces
inclination to vomit.

Pulse frequent and weak.

Tongue furred, breath of-

fensive, conjunctivae often
yellowish, headache second-
ary as to time.

Griping abdominal pain,

diarrhea and clay-colored
stools.

Increased salivation.

(From Potter's Therapeutics.)

2. Leucocytosis occurs in : Inflammatory conditions

;

certain to.xic conditions; many infectious diseases (such as

pneumonia, diphtheria, erysipelas, smallpox, septicemia and
pyemia, rheumatism, meningitis) ; tonsilitis, appendicitis,

osteomyelitis, salpingitis, pleurisy, percarditis, peritonitis,

leukemia, diseases of the lymphatic glands, gout, uremia,
and after hemorrhages.

3. Prolonged expiration is found in asthma, emphysema,
and at the commencement of pulmonary tuberculosis.

4. The mitral regurgitant murmur is systolic, blowing,
heard best in the mitral area at the apex, and may be
transmitted to the left axilla or imder the left scapula. It

may occur with or take the place of the first sound of the
heart.

5. Lobar pneumonia. Causes: Diplococcus pneumonia
of Frankel. Lowered vitality, bad hygiene, infectious

disease, nephritis, exposure to cold and wet all predispose.

Treatment : "Consists in rest in bed, milk diet, and the
administration of fractional doses of. calomel followed by
a saline in the early stage. The nervous symptoms and
temperature may be controlled by applying ice-bags or
compresses wrung out of cold water (6o''-70° F.) to the

chest or by the use of the warm or cold wet-pack. The
heart and pulse should be sustained by the administration

of alcohol, strychnine (gr. 1/60-1/20), atropine, caffeine,

strophanthus, and nitroglycerin. Digitalis may also be em-
ployed. Inhalations of oxygen afford temporary relief

when the dyspnea and cyanosis are extreme. In young,
vigorous, and plethoric adults, with hyperpyrexia and a

high-tension pulse, bleeding may be beneficial in the first

48 hours. Convalescence should be guarded, and tonics,

stimulants, etc.. will be found very useful in this period of

the disease." {Pocket Cyclopedia.)

6. Angina pectoris is a condition in which there occur

sharp paroxysmal, cardiac pains, usually extending into

the left shoulder and down the left arm, accompanied by
a feeling of constriction of the thorax and a strong fear

of impending death. It may be caused by disease or ob-

struction of the coronary arteries, or inflammation of th«

aorta.

7. A diagnosis of typhoid fever may be based on : The
peculiar temperature curve, the rose eruption, the enlarged

spleen, a positive diazo-reaction and a positive Widal test.

a.

exanthem.

Erysipelas.

PERIOD

OF
INCUBA-
TION.

TIME OF AP-
PEARANCE OF
ERUPTION.

Few
hours
to 3 or

4 days.

Within
hours.

24

DURATION OF
ERUPTION.

4 to 8 days.
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During the third stage, 3i of fluidextract of ergot is

administered and irritation of the uterus by friction

through the abdominal wall is practised for 10 or 15 min-
utes. If the placenta is not expelled by this time, the

uterus is firmly grasped between the thumb and four fin-

gers and compressed. Firm pressure is then made from
above downward and backward in the direction of the

pelvic canal. This usually causes delivery of the placenta.

A vulvar pad of salicylated cotton and carbolized gauze
and an abdominal pad and binder are then applied."

{Pocket Cyclopedia.)

GYNECOLOGY.

r. Endocenncitis is an inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the cervi.x of tlie uterus; it is "usually sec-

ondary to some impairment of the general health or to

displacements of the uterus, laceration of the cervix, and
gonorrhea. The symptoms are headache, backache, pain

in pelvis, and the presence of characteristic, whitish,

opaque, thick, and tenacious discharge. A possible cause

should be sought for and corrected. The general health

will be improved by the administration of preparations

containing iron, such as Blaud's pill, Basham's mixture,

and the four chlorides. Exercise, diet, and the condition of

the bowels should receive attention. The local treatment
consists in the administration of hot vaginal douches
two or thre times daily ; the use of glycerin tampons for

12 hours, twice a week; the application of tincture of

iodine to the cervix, once a week ; and the application of

silver nitrate, zinc chloride, pure carbolic acid, or Church-
ill's tincture of iodine directly to the cervical mucous
membrane." (Pocket Cyclopedia.)

2. The indications for curettage are: For diagnosis, to

remove pieces of retained placenta or decidua; for endo-

metritis, mucous polypi, uterine hemorrhage, dysmenor-
rhea, and endocervicitis.

3. Dysmenorrhea is unduly painful menstruation.

Amenorrhea is absence of menstruation.
Menorrhagia is excessive menstruation.
Metrorrhagia is uterine hemorrhage at other than the

menstrual period.

4. Varieties of uterine displacements: Retroversion, re-

troflexion, anteversion, anteflexion, prolapse, ascent, and
displacement to one side.

5. Urethral caruncle is a small red fleshy growth gen-

erally situated on the posterior part of the meatus of the

urethra. There are local pain and tenderness, which may
be excessive ; a burning sensation is experienced on urina-

tion ; it may bleed. The proper treatment is to excise it

or destroy it with the thermocautery.

6. The diagnosis is—Ectopic gestation. The treatment

is—Laparotomy. "After thorough cleansing and sterili-

zation of the abdomen and pubes, as well as of the in-

struments and hands of the operator and assistants, the

bladder is emptied and the patient anesthetized. An in-

cision 3 inches long is then made in the median line

above the pubes down to the peritoneum, any bleeding

vessels being twisted before opening the peritoneal cav-

ity. The peritoneum is then incised ; the intestine kept

back by pads of cotton or gauze wrung out of sterilized

water; the operator's fingers bring out the distended

tube and ovary at the incision after having freed them
from any existing adhesions ; the pedicle is then trans-

fixed by a double ligature of sterilized silk, and each

half of it tied securely according to surgical rule. The
pedicle is cut, and the entire mass—the Fallopian tube,

with the cyst, fetus, ovary, and effused blood, removed,

extra care being taken, in the ruptured cases, to quickly

secure the bleeding vessels of the raptured tube from
further hemorrhage. The pads are then withdrawn and
the abdominal incision closed and dressed in the usual

manner. In case of threatened collapse from hemorrhage
during the operation, the peritoneal cavity may be flooded

with a I per cent, sterilized solution of common salt at

a temperature of 100° F., a quart of this solution hav-

ing been previously prepared. It is rapidly absorbed by

the peritoneum, and acts as a restorative—like trans-

fusion."— (King's Obstetrics.)

7. Etiology of cancer of the uterus: "The causes of

cancer are unknown ; the predisposing or favoring con-

ditions are as follows: (i) Age—the disease occurs most
frequently between forty and fifty. The extreme lirnita-

tions are between eight and seventy-six. (2) Heredity—
an apparent predisposing cause. (3) Social state—more
frequent among the poor and ignorant. (4) Race—rela-

tively rare among negroes.
,
(^) Trauma of /nftor—lacer-

ation of the cervix a possible predisposing cause. (6)

Endometritis and cndocen'icitis are said to be favoring

conditions."— (Dudley's Gynecology)

8. A large ovarian cyst causes the following symptoms
(apart from complications) : "From pressure on the blad-

der and rectum there may be frequent micturition and
constipation ; from pressure on the vessels, edema of
the lower limbs and genitals ; from pressure on the sacral

and lumbar plexus, pains in the back, pudenda, and
legs ; from pressure on the stomach, nausea and vom-
iting; on the intestines, diarrhea or colicky pains; on the

portal vein, ascites and hemorrhoids ; on the kidneys and
ureters, albuminous and highly concentrated urine, rich

in urates. Later, as tlie tumor extends upward, there will

be embarrassed breathing and dyspnea from pressure on
the heart and lungs while finally emaciation sets in, and
the patient dies of exhaustion, if not carried off by an
intercurrent attack of peritonitis from rupture of the

cyst."— (Spencer and Cask's Surgery.)

9.

FIBROID TUMOR.

1. Slow growth.

2. Facial expression un-

changed. Face may be full

and flushed ; later pale from
hemorrhage.

3. General health usually

unimpaired except from loss

of blood, if submucous or
mural; may be painful.

4. Abdomen usually very
asymmetrical from irregu-

lar shape of tumor.

5. Abdominal veins not
usually enlarged.

6. Action of kidneys nor-
mal.

7. Usual menorrhagia.

8. Elasticity, not fluctua-

tion. No percussion wave.

9. Surface firm and usual-

ly lobulated.

10. Vaginal touch and con-
joined examination show
tumor dense and firm, and
continuous with uterus.

Uterus large and heavy.
11. Uterine cavity much

elongated.

12. Uterus moves with tu-

mor.

OVARIAN CYST.

1. Usually more
growth.

2. Facies ovariana.

rapid

3. General health early-

impaired from emaciation.

Not painful.

4. Abdomen more sym-
metrical, especially when
tumor is large.

5. Usually enlarged, espe-

cially in large polycysts.

6. Kidneys less active.

7. Menstruation unchanged
or diminished.

8. Fluctuation marked.
Percussion wave marked.

9. Surface yielding; in

monocysts, regular ; in poly-

cysts, irregular.

10. Uterus normal, except
displacement from pressure.

Tumor compressible, fluctu-

ating, detached from uterus.

11. Not materially elon-

gated. (This is a most im-
portant diagnostic point.)

12. Does not move with
tumor.

—(From Dudley's Gynecology.)

10. Operation for amputation of the cervix: "The cervix

is thoroughly exposed by the introduction of the bill of a
large speculum ; with the sound the operator determines-

the position of the cervical canal and estimates the mobil-

ity of the uterus ; by means of the vesical sound the precise

relation of the bladder to the cervix is ascertained. The
cervix is firmly grasped with a stout volsella and drawn
down; with a scalpel the surgeon transversely divides the

mucous membrane on the anterior wall of the cervix as

high up as the bladder permits ; the assistant keeps him
informed of the position of the bladder by retaining the

sound in the lowest part of the vesical cavity. Having
divided the mucous membrane, the bladder is easily de-

tached from the cervix by the handle of the scalpel. The-

knife is then carried through the mucous membrane on the

sides and posterior aspect of the cervix. The next step-

is to secure the uterine arteries as they run to the sides

of the cervix near the spot where the vaginal mucous
membrane is reflected on to it. When the bladder is de-

tached and held apart from the cervix by a retractor,

while the cervix is drawn down by the volsella, the artery

may be seen, and is easily secured. It is well to secure-

it as close to the center as possible in order to avoid the

ureter. Having secured the artery on each side, the cervix

may be amputated with a scapel or with scissors. When
the uterine arteries are deliberately exposed and secured'

there is no bleeding from the stump, but a small artery

here and there in the cut edge of the vaginal mucous
membrane may require to be seized or ligatured. The
vagina is then douched and the patient returned to bed."'

— (Sutton and Giles' Diseases of Women.)
SURGERY.

I. Inflammation is the succession of changes which

take place in a living tissue as the result of some kindi
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of injury, provided that this injury be insufficient im-
mediately to destroy its vitality. Inflammation extends

by the blood-vessels, by the lymphatics, and by continuity

of tissue. Inflammation may terminate in return of the

tissues to health (by resolution, by organization, or new
growth) and in death of tissue (.by suppuration, by ulcer-

ation, or by gangrene j.

2. Phlebitis. Symptoms: A hard, painful, cord-like

swelling forms over the vein. Skin over this is dusky,

congested, and edematous. If the vein is superficial there

are no other signs. If it is the main deep vein of the

limb, massive solid edema occurs, with considerable lym-
phatic engorgement (white leg). Superficial veins en-

large in order to carry on the collateral circulation.

Fever, with rigors, occurs, and is proportioned to the

infectivity of the process. .Abscesses develop round an
infective phlebitis. Treatment: Rest and elevation in bed
for six weeks. Belladonna applications for pain. Ex-
cision of the veins in recurrent superficial phlebitis. In-

cision, removal of clot with proximal ligature in infective

phlebitis, e.g. in the jugular vein following acute mas-
toiditis.— (Synofsis of Surgery.)

3. The inflammatory diseases of bone are: Periostitis,

ostitis, and osteomyelitis.

4. To arrest cpista.ris: (i) Try to cauterize the bleeding
point

; (2) plug the nasal cavity with gauze soaked in ad-
renalin

; (3) inject into the nares a solution of peroxide
of hydrogen; (4) plugging the nares, anteriorly and pos-
teriorly; (5) an inflating plug may be used.

5. After diz-ision of the radial nerve, there will be loss

of sensation in the skin over the metacarpal bones and
the first phalanges of the thumb and inde.x finger. There
will be no paralysis, for no muscles are supplied by this

nerve.
6. The varieties of shoulder-joint dislocation are: (11

Subcoracoid— forward, inward, and downward ; (2) Sub-
glenoid—downward, forward, and inward; (3) Subspin-
ous—backward, inward, and downward, and (4) Subclavi-
cular—forward, inward, and upward.

7. Delayed union in fracture is caused by: 111 health,

want of approximation of the end of the bone, want of
blood supply in the bone, defective innervation of the

bone, disease of the bone, lack of rest, and immobility.
Treatment is given by DaCosta as follows:
"When delayed union exists, seek for a cause and re-

move it. treating constitutionally if required, and thor-

oughly immobilizing the parts by plaster. Orthopedic
splints may be of value. Use of the limb while splinted,

percussion over the fracture, and rubbing the fragments
together, thus in each case producing irritation, have all

been recommended. Blistering the skin with iodine or fir-

ing it has been employed. If the case be very long de-

layed, forcibly separate the fragments and put up in

plaster as a fresh break. If these means fail, irritate

by subcutaneous drilling or scraping, or, better, by laying
open the parts and then drilling and scraping at many
places."

8. In fracture of the neck of the femur, the head of the

femur will be found in the acetabulum ; in dislocation, the

acetabulum will be empty, and the head of the femur will

be found elsewhere, e.g. on the dorsum of the ilium. In
the fracture, crepitus may be elicited ; in the dislocation,

never. In the dislocation, there is inversion and a fixed

position of the limb, both of which are absent in fracture.

In fracture there is shortening and outward rotation.

The treatment in intracapsular fracture is: "Rest in bed
with the leg between sandbags. Weight extension. If any
signs of congestion of the lungs appear, the patient must
get up and walk on crutches. Never disimpact, and
always examine such cases very gently for fear of dis-

impaction." In extracapsular fracture: "Always disimpact
in young healthy patients when there is much displace-
ment. Long Liston's splint from the axilla to below the
ankle, maintained from rotating by transverse bar. Limb
is pulled on by weight attached by strapping and ban-
dages well above the knee. Hodgen's splint is often more
effectual than Liston's in reducing the deformity. Main-
tain splint and extension for six weeks." In backward
dislocations: "Flex the knee and thigh in position of
adduction. Abduct the thigh and evert simultaneously.
Bring the le.g down straight. Lift up. bend out, roll out.

Direct traction of the thigh forward in a line at right

angles to the body." In forward dislocations: "Thigh is

flexed in a position of abduction. Abduct the thigh and
then invert it. Bring the thigh down straight. Lift up.

bend in. roll in."

—

(Synopsis of Surgery.)
g. Amputation of last phalanx (of finger) : "The space

is so limited that the saw-line can only be placed between
the matrix of nail and proximal end of second phalanx,
(i) Palmar incision—from saw-line downward along

lateral aspect of phalanx, midway between dorsal and
palmar surfaces, around the center of the pulp, and back

to the saw-line on the opposite side. (2) Dorsal incision

—connects upper ends of palmar incision, passing trans-

versely over the dorsum with slight downward convexity.

Having outlined these incisions, carry the palmar incision

to the bone, dissect up all palmar tissues down to the

bone, deepen the dorsal incision to the bone, retract the

soft parts, in the entire circumference, and saw the pha-

lanx with a light saw, while holding the tip of the pha-
lanx with bone-holding forceps (as there is generally too

little room for the fingers of the operator to grasp).

Ligate the palmar digital artery on each side. Suture
the deep flexor tendon to the periosteum or flap. Suture
the palmar flap to the transverse dorsal line."— (Bick-

ham's Operative Surgery.)
10. ''Dermoid cysts of the simpler kind have a wall com-

posed of the structures forming the skin and its ap-

pendages, viz., stratified squamous epithelium, dermis,
hair-follicles with hair, sebaceous glands actively secret-

ing their contents ; also subcutaneous fat and sweat-glands.

They are commonly met with: (a) in the skin of the

scalp, or (6) attached to the periosteum and quite sep-

arate from the skin, above the outer angle of the orbit,

(c) in the middle line of the floor of the mouth, below
the tongue, (d) in the lines of the embryonic fissures in

the neck, (e) in connection with the thymus, (/) in con-

nection with tlie ovary in the female, and (g) between
the bladder and rectum in the male. The more compli-

cated dermoid cysts which merge into the teratomata are

especially those connected with the ovary, with the base

of the skull around the hypophysis protruding into the

nasopharynx as hairy polypi, and with the spinal col-

umn."— (Spencer and Cask's Surgery.)

14

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS
STATB NAME AND ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OF

SECRETARY NEXT EXAMINATIONf
Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery. . Montgomery . . .Jan. 14
Arizona* J. W. Thomas, Phoenix Phoenix Jan. 6

Arkansas F. T. Murphy, Brinkley Little Rock May 13
California* Chas. L. Tisdale. 929 Butler

Building. San Francisco. . . .San Francisco. ..^pril I

Colorado David A. Strickler, Empire
Building, Denver Denver Jan. 7

Connecticut* Chas, A, Tuttle, New Haven, , New Haven, . . .Mar. It

Delaware J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover
Dist. of Col'ba. . ,Geo. C. Ober, Washington. . . -Washington.. . .Jan. 14
Florida* I, D. Fernandez. Jacksonville. Jacksonville,.. .May 12
Georgia C. T, Nolan, Marietta Atlanta May
Idaho* O. J. Allen, Bellevue Boise Apr. 1

Illinois J. A. Egan, Springfield Chicago Jan.
Indiana W, T. Gott. Crawfordsville. . , .Indianapolis Jan.
Iowa G. H, Sumner, Des Moines, . . . Des Moines
Kansas H, A, Dykes, Lebanon Topeka Feb. 11

Kentucky J, N, McCormack. Bowling
Green Louisville

Louisiana A. B. Brown, Cusach's Bldg.,
New Orleans New Orleans, . .June 5

Maine F. W Searle, Portland Portland March 11

Maryland J. McP, Scott, Hagerstown ... Baltimore June 17

Massachusetts*.. E. B. Harv-ey. State House,
Boston Boston March 11

Michigan B. D, Hanson, 205 'ttTiitney

Building. Detroit Ann Arbor, , . , .June 10
Minnesota W, S, FuUerton, St. Paul Minneapolis, , . .Jan. 7

Mississippi S, H, McLean. Jackson Jackson
Missouri Frank B, Hjller, Jefferson City
Montana* Wm. C, Riddell. Helena Helena Apr. 1

Nebraska E, A. Carr, Lincoln Lincoln
Nevada S, L, Lee, Carson City Carson City, . , .May 5

N. Hampshire,...Henry C. Morrison. State
Library, Concord Concord

New Jersey H. G, Norton. Trenton Trenton , Tune 17

New Mexico W. E. Kaser. East Las Vegas. Santa Fe, . , ,Jan. 13
(New York 1

Albany Jan, 28
Syracuse j

Buffalo j

N. Carolina B. K. Hays, Oxford Moorehead City. Tune 10
N, Dakota G. M, Williamson, Grand Forks,Grand Forks. ,Jan, 7

Ohio Geo. H, Matson, Columbus.,, , Columbus
Oklahoma* J. W, Duke, Guthrie Oklahoma City .Jan. 14
Oregon B. E, Miller. Portland Portland Jan. 7

Pennsylvania T. G. Becht, Harrisburg. . . (Philadelphia... I

(Pittsburgh I

Rhode Island, ,.,G. T, Swarts, Providence . . . .Providence Jan. 2

S. Carolina H, E. Boozer. Columbia Columbia Tune 10
S. Dakota L, G. Hill. Watertown Watertown Jan. 8

1

Memphis ]

Nashville [ May
Knoxville J June

Texas J. D, Mitchell. Fort Worth Dallas
Utah R.W.Fisher, Salt Lake City,. .Salt Lake City
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underbill Montpelier Jan, 14
Virginia R, S, Alartin, Stuart Richmond
Washington*,.. .F, P. Witter, Spokane Spokane Jan. 13
W. Virginia H, A. Barbee, Point Pleasant..Wheeling
Wisconsin J. M, Beffel, Milwaukee Milwaukee Jan. 14
Wyoming A, B. Tonkin, Riverton Riverton
*No reciprocity recognized by these States,
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary^for all the

details regarding the examination in any particular State,

Pennsylvania.—Reciprocity exists at present with Ne-
vada, Illinois, Ohio. \ew Jersey, and V<Tmont.
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The "Rabbet" Woman of Godlyman.—Early

in the eighteenth century a certain woman of Godal-

ming, "Godlamin," or "Godlyman," in Surrey, hav-

ing been affrighted by a rabbit running from a

hedge, at a time when she professed herself preg-

nant, was afterwards brought to bed of "rabbets."

She seems to have successfully enlisted the sym-

pathy of the local practitioner; and, perhaps find-

ing the mystification profitable, continued to be

delivered of portions of "rabbets," so that she be-

came something more than a nine days' wonder.

She was brought to town, was attended by various

physicians of eminence, and, until finally discredited,

even excited the interest of the royal family. Stories

of animal births have cropped up for centuries,

and are still believed in by not a few. It is not

fifteen years since a peasant, aged fifty-six or so,

living in a Northamptonshire village, declared that

she had been brought to bed of puppies. A med-
ical man was sent for. He assisted at the "con-

finement"; declared that he had himself seen the

products of conception ; maintained that they were
expelled from the vagina, and stoutly adhered to

his narration at a meeting of a local medical society.

In this case some story of a fright by a dog was
forthcoming; and there were village hints of a

darker explanation. But the general professional

belief was that the doctor called in had been him-

self deceived, and that what had been taken for

puppies was nothing but blood-clot. This is not,

however, the true explanation ; and since it is pos-

sible that even yet there may occur in some remote
village episodes reminiscent of the Woman of

Godlyman, and this later peasant in Northampton-
shire, a few moments' consideration may not be

amiss.

That occasional bestialities do occur among
women, as among men, is not unknown to every

experienced practitioner; and the birth of a mon-
strosity, or the occurrence of a multiple abortion,

has often, by the vulgar, been connected with some
scandalous rumor, so that the popular notion of

animal births has become fixed. In other cases,

too, evidence which cannot be disputed has shown
that there is some basis for a belief in maternal

impressions. But, it would appear that in such

apparent cases of gross deception as those of the

women of Godalming and Northampton, one has

to deal with those who either have imagined them-

selves pregnant, have had good reasons for wish-

ing themselves to be thought pregnant, or have

feared pregnancy. And it is not to be overlooked

that psychoanalysis has shown how, very often,

women have the oddest notions of the way in which

pregnancy occurs ; and that many girls and women
have spent years of misery and apprehension on

account of some real or fancied sexual transgres-

sion which they have feared might have resulted in

pregnancy. Hysterical autosuggestion, then, ac-

counts for the subjective signs of the fancied preg-

nancy; and also for the unconsciously or sub-

consciously simulated objective signs, by way of

pseudocyesis. The unconscious workings of the

hysterical brain suggest, as a defense against de-

tection if there has been any perverted practice,

reliance on the popular belief in frights and impres-

sions, to explain away the dreaded exposure ; or, in

other cases, to account for the non-production of an

advertised child in due course. A mythoplastic at-

mosphere is created, and is reinforced by the sympa-

thetic interest displayed by others; then, as a des-

perate resource, products of animal conception are

placed in the vagina and "expelled," so that in the

end a monstrous system of imposture becomes elabo-

rated from an original self-deception, that in some
cases, at any rate, is the result of a true anxiety or

repression psychosis.

—

The Universal Medical Rec-
ord, November, 1912.

Alcohol and Civilization.—G. E. Partridge

applies the principle "give the devil his due" in a

highly interesting chapter concerned with the his-

tory of drinking. He reminds one that it is unfair

to regard alcohol merely as man's subtle and relent-

less enemy. He has a good word to say for it:

"Alcohol and its kindred have been of great impor-

tance in fostering those social traits upon which our

present civilization rests. It is difficult to conceive,

in fact, what the social life of uncivilized man might

have been without the use of alcoholic drinks. The
greatest obstacles to social amalgamation, to treaties,

to intercourse among tribes were overcome by the

intoxication festivals and drink customs. It is pos-

sible, indeed, that alcohol may have been the decid-

ing factor at a certain stage of civilization, when
man's future as a social being hung in the balance."—"Studies in the Psychology of Intemperance."

The Avaricious House-Surgeon.—F. W. Lang-
ridge quotes the following anecdote related by
Harrison Cripps : A patient swallowed a half-

penny one afternoon and next morning the house-

surgeon on examining him extracted this halfpenny

from the rectum. It had passed down without

much trouble, but had been unable to pass the

rectum. This was the case in which the house

surgeon got into trouble with the lay governing

body of the hospital. He was charged with having

extracted a fee from an out-patient. But as the

amount in dispute was small he thought he had

better hand it over to the hospital authorities to

avoid prosecution.

—

The Clinical Journal, October

2, 1912.

The Functions of the Pigtail.—Budberg of

Charbin attributes to this symbol of Chinese

nationality certain hygienic virtues. It increases

the circulation of blood in the brain. When rolled

up on the top of the head it acts as a substitute for

a cap, and protects the head from the glare of the

summer sun and the cold of winter. It also serves

as a neckcloth and a pillow. As a cord it is ever

at hand to check hemorrhage.

—

British Medical

Journal, December 7, 1912.

The Self-Styled "Consultant."—J. G. Mumford
draws a picture of the "young internist, five or ten

years established, immersed in hospital and aca-

demic work : his best energies so occupied ; sup-

ported, perhaps, by his modest patrimony, or hav-

ing taken to himself a wife with money. From
such material, general practitioners—able, experi-

enced, resourceful—are not made. These hospital

men do not stand ready, day and night, for small

fees or for no fees, to rush to the aid of the afflicted.

Soon they learn to call themselves 'consultants,'

and to keep hours and appointments so irregularly

that practice cannot find them. Then patients float

off—to the virtuous and patient rank and file, to

irregular practitioners, to osteopathists, to Christian

Scientists, and the like. When the chief shepherds

have, for a generation, so neglected their flocks,

what can you expect? Many of these self-satisfied

seekers after causes have become so inexpert in the

treatment of disease that the successes of psycho-

therapy are a cause for bitterness and intolerant

outcries."

—

"A Doctor's Table Talk."
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OSTEITIS DEFORMANS (FACET'S DIS-

EASE).

REPORT OF ONE CASE WITH RADIOGRAPHS.

By S. FOSDICK JONES, M.D.,

DENVER, COLO.

Chronic inflammatory lesions of bones have been
the subject of much study and have claimed the

attention of the medical profession since the earliest

history of medicine, but it was Sir James Paget
who first applied the term "osteitis deformans" to

that form of bone disease which is characterized

by softening, hypertrophy, and roughening, and
later by distortions of the long bones of the skele-

ton, and thickening and enlargement of the cranium,
with pathological changes noted in the spine.

During the past winter the writer has had the

opportunity of observing a typical case of Paget's

disease, and in view of the rarity of this condi-

tion, would report the case and present a careful

resume of this most interesting subject.

Reviem of the Literature.—In 1876 Sir James
Paget^ reported before the Royal Medical and
Chirurgical Society of London a rare bone affec-

tion, which he termed osteitis deformans. Although
Paget was not the first to observe this affection,

he is, undoubtedly, entitled to the credit, as he
was the first observer to point out clearly its typ-

ical characteristics and to differentiate it from
other chronic deforming bone lesions. Among the

earlier cases was one published by Wrany- in 1867,

cases by Wilks'' in 1869, and a case by RuUier* in

1812, all of these being noted by Paget.

Sir James Paget's case concerned a man of forty-

six years, who at that age first complained of

"aching pains" in the thighs and legs, particularly

noted after active exercise. These pains were
followed one year later by distortion of the tibiae,

which became broadened, thickened, and nodular.

Similar changes were noted in the femur, but there

was no tenderness on pressure. After a lapse of

three years, during which time the patient's gen-

eral health was excellent, there was noted a pro-

gressive distortion and thickening of the left femur
and tibia. There was distinct widening of the left

side of the pelvis and the left limb was about one-

quarter of an inch shorter than the right. Seven-
teen years later he was again seen by Paget, who
then describes his condition as follows

:

"The left femur and tibia are larger, heavier and
more curved ; the right femur being also distorted,

and both thighs are nearly the same size and shape.

The skull has become gradually larger, and his

hat and the helmet which he wore needed to be

enlarged. The spine very slowly became curved
and almost rigid. The whole of the cervical verte-

brae and the upper dorsal spine formed a strong

posterior curve, not angular, and an anterior curve
of similar shape was formed by the lower dorsal
and lumbar vertebrae. The length of the spine
seemed lessened, and from a height of six feet one
inch he sank to about five feet nine inches. The
chest became flattened, contracted, and narrow,
and the movements of the ribs and spine were
lessened. The shape and habitual posture of the
patient were thus made strange and peculiar. His
head was advanced and lowered, so that the neck
was very short and the chin, when he held his head
at ease, was more than one inch lower than the

Fig. 1.-—Osteitis deformans; reproduction of photographs of the
case of Sir James Paget. (From the original paper in the Medico-
chirurgical Transactions. Vol. LX, 1877.)

Sternum." All the changes of shape and atti-

tude are well shown in the sketches from photo-
graphs taken six months before the patient's death,
which the writer has reproduced from Sir James
Paget's original article. (Fig. i.)

Paget, in further describing this case, states

"that the patient's general health was good. The
mind was clear, and his only pain experienced was
in the left arm, which was of a neuralgic char-
acter. A short time before his illness the patient
began to lose flesh and strength and became greatly
emaciated, and, finally, after an illness of two days,
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he died of a right-sided pleural effusion." A post-

mortem examination was held, and very full and
complete pathological findings are given in Paget's

original report.

Seven similar cases were reported by Sir James
Paget^ in 1882, and again in 1884-85 the same

Fig. 2.—Skiagram of the left tibia and fibula. Showing the
marked bowing of the shafts and greatly thickened cortical edge,
with marked nodosities on the posterior surface of the tibia.

author" demonstrated before the Pathological So-
ciety of London the post-mortem specimen of the
long bones taken from two cases of osteitis de-

fomians.
Following Paget's original and classic descrip-

tion of this disease, which bears his name, numer-
ous contributions were made by later observers.

One typical case of this affection was reported in

the Guy's Hospital records by Symmonds' in 1881.

which was followed two years later by reports of

cases by Barlow* and Pick," two English observers.

Later observations were made by Stilling," and
also Thibierge," in his report of 1890, tabulates

forty-four cases collected from the literature;

twenty-one of these cases occurring in men and
twenty-three in women. V. P. Gibney/^ on March
7, 1890, reported before the Practitioner's Society

of New York a typical case of osteitis deformans,
occurring in a man of fifty years of age. The
lower extremities were markedly bowed, but of

equal length. There was thickening and enlarge-
ment of the bones of the arms, and the cranium
had also increased in size. The patient's disease

was not preceded by any "acute illness." A mono-
graph by Jourcheray'^ in 1893 upon this subject

tabulates but sixty authentic cases, and in the same
year Thibierge" adds two personal observations to

his own contribution. In 1893 H. L. Taylor'^ adds
two typical cases to those previously reported, and
again in 1894 Watson^^ and Guthrie'^ each report
one case. Westerman^* in 1895 adds one case, oc-
curring in a man of fifty-three years, and in 1895
Glutton'' demonstrated before the Pathological
Society of London a specimen obtained from a

case of osteitis deformans which showed a length-

ening of the affected long bones. De Hall's"" case

was reported the following year. Levi-' adds one
case to those previously reported. In 1901 a most
interesting and lucid article upon this subject, with
the report of a typical case, was published in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences by
Packard, Steele, and Kirkbride,^- and in 1902 Wil-
son,-^ another American observer, reports one
case. Two cases are reported in 1903 by Menetrier
and Gauckler,-* and one case by Schmieden.-^

Sonnenberg-" contributes one case in 1904, and
in the same year Roberts-' reported before the

Philadelphia Academy of Surgery one typical case

occurring in a man of forty-seven. In the follow-

ing year Daser,-* Hochheimer,-" and Auffret^" each
add one case to the bibliography. Saunders,^'

Medea and De Fano,^- Bardenheur,^'' Tedeschi,^*

Mackey,^" and Von Kutscha'" each added one case

to the literature in 1906. Two cases were reported

by Apert and Bornait-Legeule" in 1907, and in

the same year one case by Schlesinger,^* and also

Stanley,^" Waterhouse,*" T. Cohn," a"nd Wetterer.^'-

Chartier and Descomps*^ also report one case in

1907. In 1908 Bramwell," White,*^ Glaessner,-*"

and Parkes-Weber*' each add one case. In 1909
one case is reported by M. Klippel and Pierre

Weil,*" and one by M. Pascarolo and M. Bertol-

loti.*" Klippel and Weil's case concerned a woman
of fifty-six years in whom the disease had made its

appearance eleven years previously and had pro-

gressed slowly. There was a marked scoliosis of

the vertebral column and thickening and hyper-

trophy of the bones, and marked distortions of the

long bones which was confined almost entirely to

Fig. 3.—Anteroposterior view of the right femur, showing the
greatly enlarged and thickened cortex and a characteristic irreg-
ular outline. The medullary canal is absent and there are
areas of rarefaction.

the right side of the body. A singular manifesta-

tion of this case was noted in the fact that there

was an increase of surface temperature on the

affected side. R. Manwaring White^" contributes

two cases in 1909. Maier,^' in the same year, con-

tributes one case occurring in a woman of sixty-
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four years, and Matsuoka^-' also reports a case con-

cerning a man of sixty-seven years of age. In

1910 R. G. Hann^^ reports one case occurring in

a patient of sixty, terminating with cerebral symp-
toms. Vasek's'^* case was reported in 191 1, occur-

ring in a man of sixty-eight, who for twenty years

past had noticed a gradual increase in the circum-

ference of his right leg and knee, which was later

accompanied by pain in both extremities and back.

One of the most complete and interesting re-

ports upon this subject is by Higbee and Ellis,
^^

published in the Journal of Medical Research for

191 1. Post-mortem findings of this case being

carefully recorded.

B. Franklin Stahl,^" another American observer,

in 1912 reports one case with radiographic and
necropsy findings.

In the Am. Jour, of the Medical Sciences for No-
vember, 1901, Packard, Steele, and Kirkbride tabu-

late sixty-seven cases occurring in the literature; of

these 61 per cent, occurred in males and 35 per cent.

in females. Wilson in 1903 collected seventeen

cases occurring in North America, and Shirmer^'

in 1908 collected eighty-si.x cases up to that year

;

of these, forty-six were men and forty in women.
So far as the writer is able to ascertain there are

but twenty-six cases reported in this country since

Packard, Steele and Kirkbride's communication,

which number includes the writer's report of one

case.

Clinical Manifestations.—According to Paget's

original description, the disease usually occurs dur-

ing middle or advanced years, and is slowly pro-

gressive or may remain quiescent for a long period.

However, Eisner^' reports one case occurring in a

girl of seventeen years, and Sonnenberg's case con-

cerned a girl of sixteen years of age. The oldest

case was that of Stilling's, occurring in a woman
of ninety-two years.

The general health is seldom impaired. The mind
is clear and the brain never becomes involved as

a result of the disease, even when the cranium is

greatly thickened. The long bones are usually

primarily affected, particularly those of the lower

extremities, and later the skull and upper extrem-
ities are involved. In some of the recorded cases

the earliest sign complained of by the patient was
the increase in the circumference of the skull, which
necessitated the wearing of a larger hat. In ad-

dition to the changes in the bones of the extrem-
ities, resulting in softening, thickening and dis-

tortion, pathological changes occur in the spine.

There results a marked forward flexion of the

spine and the length of the vertebral column be-

comes shorter. Owing to the increased thickening

of the cranial bones the neck is flexed and the head
bent forward. With the onset of the disease the

tibiae and fibulas are usually first affected, later the

femora becomes hypertrophied, roughened and

bowed outward, and finally, in order of frequency,

the ribs, the bones of the hands and feet, and the

cranium and spina! column become involved. In

some of the cases, however, the first sign of the dis-

ease was a thickening and enlargement noted in the

cranial bones. The joints are rarely involved. The
pelvis is thickened and broadened and resembles

the osteomalacic type. As a rule, the lower extrem-

ities are much more distorted and thickened than

the upper limbs, so that walking is often difficult.

This was particularly noted in the writer's case.

The vertebral column often presents a marked
rounded kyphosis in the dorsocerv'ical region, and

the enine vertebral colunm is bent forward. The
thickening of the ribs and the sternum often leads

to respiratory disturbances, and pneumonia and
pleurisies are not uncommon complications. Anky-
losis of the vertebral colunui often occurs and may
be partial or complete. Pain is often complained
of in the affected bones, varying in severity, and
frequently characterized as rheumatic or neuralgic.

Constitutional disturbances are not present and
there is no febrile reaction accompanying the dis-

ease. The blood picture is not altered and there

are no urinary changes.

Numerous theories have been advanced as to the

cause of Paget's disease, but up to the present time
the etiology is still unknown. Czerney^" was in-

clined to believe that syphilis was the etiological

factor, while other observers considered cancer,,

rheumatism, arteriosclerosis, and trauma as the

cause of osteitis deformans. The duration of the

disease varies from five to thirty years. Death oc-

FiG. 4.—Anteroposterior view of the left femur showing tnarked
thickening, enlargement and bowing of the entire shaft. There is

a great thickening of the cortex and an entire absence of the rpedul-
lary canal. At the greatest convexity of the shaft is the site of
an old fracture.

curring from some intercurrent affection. In three

of Paget's cases carcinoma was present.

Complications.—Arteriosclerosis and atheroma-
tous changes are not uncommon, and trophic skin

eruptions and leg ulcers are often observed. Pul-

monary emphysema and pleural effusions and hypo-

static pneumonia complicate the disease, due to a

compression of the thorax and fixation of the ribs,

sternum and clavicles.

In one of Paget's cases Bright's disease with

valvular changes in the heart and general anasarca

was noted in a patient of sixty-five years. Patho-

logical changes of the nervous system secondary
to osteitis deformans were observed at autopsy in

the case of Stilling, and Levi observed a marked
sclerosis of the spinal cord in his case of a woman
of sixty-two years.

Patholoo^ical Findings.—A complete necropsy was
performed by Goodhart in 1869 upon Wilks' case.
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which findings agreed with those demonstrated by
Butlin,*"' who autopsied the first case reported by
Sir James Paget. The Haversian canals are greatly
dilated and enlarged, and there is a resorption of
bone substance and a marked production of new-
formed bone. This is termed "fibro-osteoid" tissue

by Higbee and Ellis. The periosteum is roughened
and greatly thickened. The new bone which is

formed has its origin from periosteum. This new
bone being devoid of calcium salts, softening and
distorition results, particularly noted in the long
bones. Rarefaction takes place in the interior of
the bones, with the formation of compact tissue be-

neath the periosteum. The bones are, therefore,

roughened, heavier, thicker, and greatly curved.
Packard, Steele, and Kirkbride summarize the

pathological changes as follows : "First, there is

absorption of the compact bone substance with sub-
sequent enlargement of the Haversian canals. Sec-
ond, there is a formation of new bone, this new
bone later undergoing absorption, and does not be-

come calcified. Third, there is a transformation of

the marrow into a vascular connective tissue, con-
taining giant cells, fat, and leucocytes. Fourth, ow-
ing to the deficient calcification of this newly de-
veloped bone substance, softening results which
leads to marked curving and bowing of the shafts

of the long bones."

The first radiographic examination in this dis-

ease was made by Gallois in igoi, in the Beclere
Institute, upon a case reported by Gaillard. The
skiagram showed marked thickening of the radius

and ulna, particularly of the cortical substance of
these bones. Both femora were involved, and the

tibiae, especially, showed enormous thickening.

The tibial artery was plainly visible and presented
well-marked sclerosis. In the radiogram taken
of Sonnenberg's case there was not only a thick-

ening and roughening of the long bones, but also

an actual increase in the length of the affected

bones. This writer was the first to obtain a skia-

gram of the pelvis in a case of osteitis deformans,
which was found to resemble the osteomalacic
type.

As to the treatment of this progressive disease

little or nothing has been accomplished. Up to the

present time it can be said to be only palliative.

Massage, electricity, dietetic and internal medica-
tion seems to have no effect whatsoever upon the

disease. De Hall claims that the severe pain in

some instances has been relieved by the adminis-
tration of potassium iodide combined with quinine.

Cauterization and cantharides plasters applied to

the spine have been of value in affording relief

from pain in some instances. In some cases

orthopedic apparatus in affording support and fix-

ation of the spine has proven of great value.

Osteotomies of the tibise have been undertaken
but are not to be advised. In Sonnenberg's case

an osteotomy was performed for the correction

of the deformity ; the wound healed by primary
union, but a pseudoarthrosis resulted.

Most authorities are. therefore, agreed that surg-

ical intervention is not warranted.
The case which came under the writer's notice

concerned a woman of twenty-five years. She is

unmarried. Born in Kansas and has resided in

Colorado for the past year. Occupation, house-
wife.

Previous History.—The patient was a healthy,

normal child at birth. She had an attack of
measles during early childhood. There was no

history of rickets, tuberculosis or rheumatism.
When five years of age she fell, fracturing her
left femur. From this injury she made a com-
plete recovery. Up to the time of her present ill-

ness she always enjoyed excellent health. The
father died at the age of fifty, of locomotor ataxia.

The mother is living, but is in delicate health. The
grandmother died of pulmonary tuberculosis. The
patient's menstrual history is negative.

Present History.—When ten years of age she
first began to have pain in both thighs, which was
mcreased by exercise. At the age of sixteen years
she fell, striking upon her back and left hip, not,

however, sustaining a fracture of any bone. She
was confined to her bed for three weeks, owing
to severe "bruises" sustained to the left thigh as

the result of the accident. One year following
this accident she began to have pain of a rheu-
matic character in her left thigh and leg. This
pain was not severe, and at times was entirely ab-

sent. Salicylites were administered but without
beneficial effect. Three years later pain in the
lower spine developed, sometimes radiating down
the back of the thigh to the knee. Stiffness of

the spine was also noticed. This pain was always
more severe at the time of her menstrual periods.

Coincident with this lumbar pain the patient com-
plained that after even mild exercise she tired

easily, and that both thighs were becoming "bowed."
There was no decrease in height noticed. Her gen-
eral health remained good. Her appetite was ex-

cellent and she slept well.

One year previous to her coming to Colorado
the pains in the thighs and back increased and the

curvature of the thighs became so marked it

was with difficulty that she was able to walk. Her
gait became waddling and she "stumbled" easily.

Examination.—A well-nourished young woman,
not anemic, and of keen intellect, walking with a

marked waddling gait, with her shoulders stooped

and back in slight forward flexion. Weight of

eighty-seven and one-half pounds, and height of

four feet, eight inches. Temperature was normal
and a pulse of sixty-eight.

The heart and lungs were normal and the abdo-

men was negative. There was no evidence of

rickets, tuberculosis or arteriosclerosis. The head
was carried erect and was of normal size and
shape. There is no change of contour of the facial

bones. There is no discoloration of the skin.

The Spine.-—There was no kyphosis, but there

was a mild degree of rigidity in the entire spinal

column : the vertebral column being bent forward

;

the most marked flexion being in the lumbar verte-

bra. Motion, although restricted, was not attended

with pain. The width of the pelvis was increased

and the crest of the ilia thickened.

The upper extremities were normal.
The lower extremities were greatly curved, the

femora being most markedly bowed outward. All

the long bones of the lower e-xtremities were en-

larged and thickened, and this could be easily de-

tected in the tibife, particularly that of the right

side. There is an anterior as well as outward bow-
ing of both tibije.

Extension of the thighs was normal, but rota-

tion outward was restricted. Both the right and
left trochanter measured two inches above Nela-

ton's line. There was no ankle clonus, and Babin-

ski's sign was absent. The knee jerks were not in-

creased. Pressure on the thighs and legs was not

painful, and there were no skin lesions on any part
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of the body. The measurements: From the right

anterior superior spine to the internal malleolus

was 2/1^ inches (R. A.). From the left anterior

spine to the internal malleolus was 27J/4 inches

(L. A.). l-"roni the umbilicus to right internal

malleolus was 30^ inches (R. U.), and from the

same point lo the left internal malleolus was 30/^
inches (L. U.). Circumference of the left thigh

measured 4J^ inches down from the anterior su-

perior spinous process of the ilium was i8j4 inches,

and 10 inches down from the same point was 12

inches. Circumference of the right thigh meas-
ured 4j^ inches, down from the anterior superior

spinous process of ilium was i6j4 inches, and 10

inches down from the same bony point was 11%
inches. Circumference of the left calf was 11

inches, and of the right calf was 10^ inches. Ow-
ing to the bowing outward of the femora, the spac-

ing between the thighs measured "/Yz inches. The
width of the pelvis was i6j4 inches. The knee
and ankle joints were normal. The tibiae are of

the same length. The urine examination was
negative.

The excellent radiographs, which confirmed the

writer's diagnosis of this case, were very kindly

taken for me by Dr. S. B. Childs of Denver, and
show the characteristic bony changes observed in

this disease.

The radiographic examination taken of the lateral

view of the left tibia and fibula (Fig. 2) shows the

marked bowing of the shafts of each bone with a

greatly thickened cortical edge, associated with

marked nodosities on the posterior surface of the

tibia, and anterior and posterior surfaces of the

fibula. The lighter areas indicate zones of rare-

faction. There is an entire absence of the medul-

lary canal. The cortex is greatly thickened and
irregular, and the dark linear shadow overlying the

posterior surface of the tibia is caused by the over-

lying dark shadow of the fibula.

Skiagram of the anteroposterior view of the

right femur (Fig. 3) shows a greatly enlarged and

thickened cortex, the entire bone with the excep-

tion of the head and part of the neck being greatly

enlarged. The great trochanter is situated three

inches above the head of the femur and connected

thereto by a long, distorted neck. The thickened

cortical edge, with its characteristic irregular out-

line, is well shown in this skiagram, as well as the

areas of rarefaction and the entire absence of the

medullary canal and bony striae.

The anteroposterior view of the left femur
(Fig. 4) shows marked thickening and enlarge-

ment of the entire shaft of the bone, particularly

of the upper third. There is a great elevation of

the greater tuberosity and close approximation to

the ilium, with a marked upward obliquity of the

femoral neck. At the greatest convexity of the

shaft is the site of an old fracture. There is

marked thickening of the bone throughout its en-

tire length, especially of the cortex, and an absence

of the medullary canal.

The case which the writer has had the pleasure

of reporting is, he believes, typical of this rare

bone afifection, but differs from the majority of

similar cases recorded in the literature in the fact

that the first manifestation of the disease occurred

at the age of sixteen years, afifecting primarily the

lower extremities, and later the vertebral column.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. F. Robbins

of New York City, and to Miss M. Malins of

Denver, who aided me in reviewing the literature

upon this subject.
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REPORT OF A CASE OF LUPUS ERYTHE-
MATOSUS DISSEMINATUS.
By ANDREW J. GILMOUR, Pn.B., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CONSULTING DERMATOLOGIST, MANHATTAN STATE HOSPITAL; ASSISTANT
ATTENDING DERMATOLOGIST, NEW YORK CITY CHILDREN'S

HOSPITAL AND SCHOOLS.

J. F., male; white, age nineteen years; nativity.

Austria ; occupation, bartender.

Father died of heart disease at the age of forty-

five. Mother is living and well. One brother,

twenty-two years old, two sisters aged twelve and
eight years, respectively, are living and well.

The patient, when he was a child, suffered from

Fig. 1.

an abscess on the left side of the jaw. The scar

from this is still plainly visible.

For eighteen months previous to November. 1908,

the patient was employed as a lineman for the

Western Union Telegraph Company. About De-
cember I, 1908. the patient had the left ear frozen.

Shortly after this the patient noticed, as he ex-

pressed it, "the skin behind this ear got crumbling."

He employed cold cream without effect. The fol-

lowing April, 1909, the disease appeared on the

right side of the nose. He then had treatment at

one of the New York clinics without an improve-

Fig. 2.

ment of his condition. Six months later, October,

1909, numerous spots appeared simultaneously on
the abdomen. Eighteen months ago, April, 1910,

lesions began to appear on the palm of the left

hand. These lesions on the hand were not large

ones, all smaller than a one-cent piece. They were
active about ten months, then healed, .^fter eight

months slight scarring is still present.

One year ago lesions began on the tips of the

ring fingers. These lesions have grown under and
gradually raised the nail in a ridge parallel to the

long diameter of the nail. This process has caused

a splitting of the free edge of the nails at the crest

of the ridge. White, closely packed scales, which
have the appearance of mortar, are seen under

these nails.

Physical examination shows that the entire nose

is involved in an atrophic process and is covered

with fine, white scales. At its upper half the lesion

runs just a little beyond the nose on either cheek.

There is a round spot the size of a twenty-five cent

piece in the middle of the left cheek.

Eight small areas, in diameter about one-half

inch each, are between this spot and the left ear.

The entire left ear and an area extending one-half

inch behind it is involved.

.A. lesion, with the diameter of half an inch, lies

two inches behind the tip of this ear. The entire

right ear is affected, but not as severely as the left

ear. There is the same extension behind this ear

as in the case of the other ear. The same small

spot is present two inches behind the tip. Three-
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quarters of an inch in front of the middle of each
ear there are two spots each three-quarters on an
inch in diameter and situated one above the other.
These are more or less fused. We see that the in-

volvement of the ears and the surrounding area are
symmetrical in extent, but not in degree.

Fig. 3.

The top of the head shows a dozen small spots
of atrophy. Two of these spots are larger than
the others, having a diameter of
one inch. These two large ones
show well-marked atrophw
scaling and loss of hair. Both
arms show a few lesions on
their outer aspect.

The forearms on their fle.xor

surface are free. The right
forearm has four spots on its

extensor aspect. The right

hand has five spots on its dorsal

aspect. The ulnar side of the

hypothenar eminence of this

hand is slightly affected. The
right thumb shows four spots
on its inner side. The riglit

little finger is involved on the
inner side of the back of the
terminal phalanx. The right

ring finger shows lesions of the
back of the terminal phalanx
of the tip of this finger, and
an involvement beneath and of
the nail.

The left forearm has four lesions on its extensor
surface. The back of the left hand has a small
lesion one inch above the junction of the little

finger with the hand. The left thumb is afifected

on the dorsal and ulnar side of the last phalanx.

The left index and middle finger has the dorsal
surface of the terminal phalanges involved. The
left ring finger is affected on the back and ulnar side

of its terminal phalanx. The tip of this finger and
nail are involved in the same extensive manner as
the right ring finger. The left little finger has the
dorsal surface and lip of the terminal phalanx
slightly involved.

The entire front of the chest and the abdomen,
except for a rectangular area extending one inch
below, two inches above and to either side of the
umbilicus is thickly studded with lesions one-quarter
to one inch in diameter.

The form of these spots is in general oval or
round. In places several of these spots have fused,
forming more or less kidney-shaped areas about
two inches in length. The back at its upper part
is involved in a crucial manner. An area three
inches broad runs for about six inches down the
spine from the neck ; another area of small lesions
crosses this following the spines of the scapulae.

The middle transverse area of the back is quite free
from lesions.

The lower third of the back has an area of
lesions running down the spine. Numerous lesions
are scattered on either side of this area. A thickly
involved area runs across the back above the gluteal
fold. A few spots are present on the upper inner
[jart of the left gluteal region. The sides below
the floating ribs are free from lesions, except for
one spot one-quarter of an inch in diameter situ-

ated on the left side. Except for two small spots
on the thighs the lower limbs are free.

The individual lesions range in size up to one
inch in diameter. They have a pinkish border with
a grayish white, scaly base, which in most lesions is

below the level of the surrounding skin.

The more atrophic lesions are pigmented and
have lost considerable of the grayish color. Von
Pirquet and Wassermann tests were both negative.
The patient is in fair physical condition and con-
siders himself well except for the eruption.

IlG 4.

Treatment has been applications of carbon di-
oxide snow to the nose with a good result. The
patient came to the clinic w4ien out of work, but
since obtaining a position he has not returned.
133 East 57th Street.
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ADENOMATOUS HYPERPLASIA OF THE
PROSTATE GLAND.*

OPERATION AND POSSIBLY CONSEQUENT CHRONIC
SUPPURATIVE NEPHRITIS WITH CALCULI IN

KIDNEY, URETER, AND BLADDER.

Bv VICTOR COX PEDERSEN, A.M., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The following case is unmistakably difficult and
complicated in its course and illustrates very well
the saying attributed to Virchow, "li we would
know more thoroughly, we must examine more
carefully."

J. A. D. (Case 12,590), U. S., white, fifty years,
single, retired policeman. February 26, 1912. Re-
ferred by Dr. Lester Laurens Roos.
Family history states that father died by acci-

dent : mother of nephritis ; three brothers of scar-
latina, drowning, and alcoholism, respectively ; one
sister in childbirth. Personal history, childless and
divorced; wife without venereal disease. His own
general health has always been good up to the pres-
ent affliction which began two years ago. Denies
all infectious disease, excepting malaria twenty
years ago. No renal injury or disease remembered.
Denies all causes of nephritis, except scarlet fever
and an alcoholic habit, seemingly too moderate to
be a factor. Denies causes of albuminuria (other
than nephritis) except prostatic disease as later

stated.

Former venereal history: denies syphilis and
chancroid, but admits urethritis thirty-three years
ago, persisting for five or six years with frequent
relapses, but no complications, without definite treat-

ment, except in drug stores. Bilateral epididymitis
began twelve years ago without previous exposure
to cold, injury, instrumentation, or reinfection.

Persisted for twelve days under private treatment
with poultices but without operation. He next re-

mained in good heahh up to February, 1910, when
he was admitted to one of the large hospitals of
this city, with the following condition:

I am indebted very deeply to the attending sur-
geon for permission to publish the record of the
case at the hospital.

J. A. D., admitted February 24, 1910, diagnosis,
hypertrophy of the prostate. History, patient re-

turns for permanent relief following a visit to the
hospital for retention of urine. Discharged Feb-
ruary 17, 1910, after" relief by passage of a filiform

and tunneled sound and eventually plain 22 F
sound. Gives a history at that time of inability to
urinate for three days previous, except for over-
flow dribble and of several ineffective attempts out-
side the hospital to catheterize him. Never any
blood. Previous to this time, gives history of slight

diminution of size and force of urinary stream for

about a year, but no previous attacks of retention.

At present, no pain or interference with urination,

except increased frequency, two or three times by
day and two times by night. Appetite good ; bowels
regular. Gonorrhea thirty years ago ; denies syph-
ilis. Four years ago had abscess of the rectum.

Physical examination : Very well nourished

;

good color ; tongue clean ; lungs slight emphysema
;

heart-sound muffled ; second aortic accentuated

;

pulse regular ; good force ; walls slightly thickened.
Surgical condition ; A meatus small, but admits

Read before the Medical Progress Club, October 9, and
before the West Side Clinical Society, October 12, 1912.

24 F sound, with considerable pain; about 2 ounces
of clear, pale residual urine drawn by catheter

after urinating. By rectal examination, prostate

enlarged and firm, especially over middle lobe; no
tenderness; pressure causes desire to urinate; ex-
ternal sphincter tight and somewhat tender.

Operation: February 26, 1910, perineal pros-

tatectomy, gas and oxygen anesthesia. Lithotomy
position; tunneled sound introduced; midperineal
incision made; urethra opened; bladder entered;

prostate gland enucleated with the finger; perineal

tube inserted with iodoform gauze packing.

Ward records show uneventful but rather long
convalescence, with the usual standard medical and
surgical management.

Second operation: March 21, 1910, dilatation of
urethral stricture ; chloroform anesthesia ; dorsal

position ; meatus incised ; plain gauze introduced

;

sounds introduced ; stricture found at the mem-
branous urethra ; dilated to 30 F. Patient dis-

charged from the hospital May 16, 1910.

Pathological report : Diagnosis, adenomatous
iiyperplasia of the prostate gland (may prove ma-
lignant). February 26, 1910.

Macroscopical, fragments of prostate gland,

hard, fibrous-like, on section.

Microscopical, increased glandular elements with

some increase of fibrous connective tissue.

It should here be added that the ward notes show
nothing significant in the uranalyses. Patient re-

calls no symptoms at all in the urine itself.

It is not our function to criticise the foregoing

data for the briefest moment or in the mildest

degree. Incidentally, however, and in tlie light of

that which followed iii this case, it is to be re-

gretted that no cystoscopy, radiography, or ureteral

catheterization seems to have been carried out on
this patient at this time. There certainly was no
direct indication for any of these procedures, but

it will be at once obvious to the reader as he pro-

ceeds that a comprehension of the later history and
pathology and termination of the case would have
been rendered more positive than at present had
these procedures been followed and their results

recorded.

The patient seems to have developed incontinence

of urine after the operation from which he never
recovered fully, although he was able to start and
stop the stream of urine more or less successfully

at command, provided the bladder was not very
full. He was obliged to wear a rubber urinal day
and night, which soon led to his resignation from
the Police Department and to partial invalidism.

Syphilis was denied, and examination for the signs

of locomotor ataxia was negative.

For the incontinence he sought the advice of the

operating surgeon, who referred him to a urologist

for cystoscopy, with the resulting report that the

muscle at the neck of the bladder appeared to be

in trouble. No more detailed diagnosis than this,

however, seems to have been possible, or really

could be expected.

He was first seen by me in company with his

physician about Christmas time, 191 1. His great

need of hospital treatment led me to refer him to

one of the large hospitals. Radiography was neg-

ative as to stones in the urinary tract. Cystoscopy
at this time showed a generalized cystitis, a greatly

deformed bladder floor, a nearly normal left ureteral

mouth, and a right ureteral mouth inflamed and
so situated in the midst of the inflammatorv zone
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as to be difficult to make out and impossible to

enter. The urine showed all the symptoms of

cystitis. The man was examined carefully and it

was decided that his seminal vesicles were inflamed

and that a double drainage operation might relieve

the symptoms. It was distinctly stated in my
presence that one could not promise the patient

anything definite, but that the indications and hope

of the case lay in the direction of this operation.

The procedure was carried out on the patient on
January 7, 1912, with immediate and promising

relief, and a convalescence without incident. Soon
after leaving the hospital, however, the fever, pain

in the right kidney region, and cystitis all increased.

The renal region showed no definite physical signs.

The most marked of the three was the cystitis,

which had taken on the form of calculous irrita-

bility.

This distinct and sudden increase in symptoms
looked to me like a relapse, which led me to cross-

question the man again carefully as to whether he

had ever had similar though milder attacks. Even
with careful afterthought he assured me that he

had nothing the matter with his genitourinary tract,

including the urine, prior to February, 1910, when
he applied for relief. Be it remembered that the

urine was at this time normal, so far as recorded

examinations show.
I consequently decided to make another attempt

to cystoscope the patient and if possible catheterize

the ureters, which was done February 26, 1912.

A stone the size of the little finger tip was located,

apparently phosphatic. The patient recalled no
renal colic in explanation of the stone, and I know-

that the cystoscopies done just prior to the vesicu-

lotomies would have found it had it then been in

the bladder. These two facts forced the conclu-

sion that the stone must have been delivered from
the ureter of the right side during the operation

of seminal vesiculotomy, and the local improvement
under the examining finger after the operation was
probably due to the absence of this stone.

J. A. D. Uranaylsis op Ureteral Catheterism Febraary 26,1912

Kidney
Appearance.

Volume

Specific gravity
Reaction
Color fVogel's scale)

.

Chlorides

Albuminuria (Purdy's
method)

Sugar
Urea (Carbonid)
Pus cells

Epithelial cells.
Renal casts. . .

.

False catts

Left
Clear, small sediment

Estimated drachms
6

No. 2 light yellow

0.1%
None
0.3%

One-fifth as many as
right

Few, flat

None
None

Clear,"
Right

"decided sedi-
ment

Estimated ounces
a

1021
Acid Normal

Red
Normal

0.5%
None
1.9%

Innumerable, dis-

torted
Few, fiat and round

None
None

Remarks: The divergence m quantity between the two kidneys
seems to have been due to leakage around the catheter in the left

ureter. The very small urea output from the left side, combined
with the slightly decreasing excretion seems to indicate susceptibility
of this kidney to instrumental invasion. Much of the pus from
the right side was undoubtedly vesical in origin.

Ureteral catheterization. February 26, 1912.

Water taken, four ounces at 10.30. 10.53, 11.25,

11.50 A.M., and 12.08, 10.50 A.M. 6 F. catheter into

left ureter. Catheter into bladder to catch urine

from right kidney after thorough washing of blad-

der.

Left kidney. Catheter in ureter, 10.50 a.u.. first

urine, 10.50 a.m.; phenolsulphonephthalein i c.c.

11.30 intravenously; color appeared, 12.15. Dis-

charge of urine very slow, decreasing to drops about

12. Total urine, about six drachms (not measured)

Right kidney. Soft rubber catheter in bladder,

10.50 A.M., first urine, 11 a.m., color appeared 11.42

A.M. Total urine, about one and a half ounces.

J.A.D. Catbbtbrization or Urbtbrs Maich 1, 1912
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prove the presence of stone in the right ureter near

the bladder by passing the probe catheter. On this

occasion we found another small stone in the blad-

der, either broken from the first one or subse-

quently discharged from the ureter. The combined

urines showed 28 per cent, of phenosulphoneph-

FiG. 1—Radiograph showing large calculus in the right ureter
which, through its oblique position, cast a shadow larger than itself;
also showing liie small calculi in the bladder just above the symphysis
pubis of the same apparent size as seen through the cystoscope.

thalein during the first, and 16 per cent, during
the second hour after intravenous injection, total

44 per cent., which seemed to us a very good elimi-

nation considering all his conditions. The ques-
tion of the cause of this complex situation led me
to have another radioscopic examination performed
as that done at the hospital in January was not
conclusive, and also induced me to have at least two
examinations of the urine for tubercle bacilli.

J.A.D. Uranalysis op Ureteral Catheterism March I. 1912

Quantity. . . .

Albumin
Specific grav.

Urea

Pus mm
Blood
Red

Left Kidney

16 ounces
0.05 percent.

1006

0.36 per cent.

7.0

310
0.7

0.05 per cent.
1001

2-10 of 1 per
cent.

i

i

1 0.6

Right Kidney.

0.03 per cent.
1001

Innumerable
slugs
100
0.1

0.20 per cent.
Insufficient
quantity

600
1.1

"J. A. D. .t--ray findings, March i6, 1912, Dr.
Victor Cox Pedersen. Ribs, spine, transverse proc-
esses, spine of the ischium and coccyx show dis-

tinctly. Psoas muscle shows distinctly. The left

kidney shows distinctly and is normal in size, shape.
and position. The outline of the right kidney is

not shown sufficiently distinctly to justify one in

stating its size. There is one large and several

small shadows in the region of the lower pole of

the right kidney. There is a large, long, horn-
like shadow in the region of the lower end of the

ureter, and two clear-cut, well-defined shadows in

the region of the bladder.

Diagnosis: From a study of these plates one is

j ustified in stating that there is one large and
several small calculi in the right kidney and a large
calculus in the right ureter, and two moderate
sized ones in the bladder." (Signed) Lewis
Gregory Cole, M.D.

I am indebted to Dr. Lewis Gregory Cole for

two investigations of this case March 8 and 16 at

his -r-ray research laboratory, with the resulting

admirable photographs and final report.

Dr. Cole*s examination of March 8 concurred in

that of March 16, but as he was not fully satisfied

Fig. 2—Radiograph showing one large and three small shadows from
calculi in the right kidney

himself he conscientiously and graciously repeated

the entire procedure for me.
Examination of two 24-hour specimens of urine

were done March 5 and 15, with the following

results

:

J.A.D. Uranalysis op 24 Hour Specimens March S and 15, 1912

24 hour spec.

Physical analysis: Quan-
tity

Clearness

Color
Reaction
Spec. grav. at ISOC.
Biliary matter

Chemical Anaylsis: Pep-
tones

Urea (normal 2 6-10 per
cent.)

Indican.

Diacetic acid
Acetone
Ghicose
Diazo-reaction
Albuminuria (Purdy's

method)
j

0.3 per cent, by weight

Microscop. analysis; Con-
cretions

Pus

Yes

176 7 c. c.

Turbid with heavy
purulent sediment

Filtered No. 3 normal
Feebly acid

1018
None

None

1.7 per cent.

Not noted, probably
Normal
None
None
None

Negative

None
Heavy purulent sedi-

ment
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

General elements: Pus. . . ,
Cells, innumerable,

distorted
Epithelia No characteristic cells

seen

Mucus
Red blood cells

Uric acid
Urates
Oxalates
Gale, phosphates.

.

Bas. mag. phosph.
Gran, phosphates.

.

Bacteria: Colon bacilli.

Tubercle bacilli. .

.

Smears of sediment
show frequent Gram
negative bacilli

which ferment lac-

tone in presence of
bile. This is of no
value because of
easy contamination
of urine with bac-
teria from intes-
tines

None

Yes

1305 c.c.
Clear, small sediment

No. 3
Acid
1016
None

None

1.2 per cent, (average
1.45)

Normal

None
None
None

Negative

0.2 per cent, by weight

None
Less sediment

Mucopus
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Cells innumerable

Innumerable colon
bacilli

None

Having thus secured a definite diagnosis of
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calculi in kidney, ureter, and bladder, and of pass-

ably efficient excretion of urine, intervention sur-

gically was warranted. As the patient was con-
ditioned, work was impossible. The desire of the

man to get well and return to duty were also rea-

sons for undertaking to help him. Members of
his family and he himself specifically accepted the

risk of operation, which was fully explained.

The patient was admitted to St. Mark's Hospital
March 12, 1912, in good general condition. He
was kept quiet in bed for three days in order to

secure as much repose and reserve force as possi-

ble. A 24-hour specimen of urine totaled 500 c.c.

and showed acidity, purulent cloudiness, loio spe-

cific gravity, 2j4 grains of urea to the ounce, a

trace of albumin, normal indican, absence of sugar
and bile, trace of blood and large quantity of pus.

His temperature prior to the operation was practi-

cally always nearly a hundred, but without wide
variations.

The patient felt in the best of condition, and
pleaded earnestly for one operation to relieve kid-

ney, ureter, and bladder. In yielding to this solici-

tation, I believe, that I erred. It would have been
much better if we had disregarded everything but

the surgical considerations and had attacked the

main focus of his trouble first, namely, the kidney.

The three steps of the operation were done at

one sitting on March 24, beginning at 3.20 and
ending at 5.23 p.m., including the preliminary
preparation of the various fields one by one. My
consulting assistant was Dr. Benjamin T. Tilton,

for whose interest, help, and service in the matter I

desire hereby to tender grateful acknowledgments.

The ureteral calculus was attacked first through
an oblique incision parallel with Poupart's liga-

ment, placed a little higher than the herniotomy
incision, and extended longer than it. inward to the

sheath of the rectus, and deepened rapidly by sharp
dissection to the extraperitoneal fat. This was
rapidly and deeply separated from the wall of

the bladder, previously distended with boric acid

water, and consigned to wide retraction upward.
Following the wall of the bladder carefully on
the inside and the pelvic wall on the outside, the

wound was deepened until the seminal vesicle was
encountered, lying against the bladder and above
the prostate. The ampulla of the vas deferens was
next felt for and recognized. The ureter, much
thickened, was then easily found lying highest and
between the two structures last named, crossing

more or less distinctly the space bounded by the

pelvic wall, and seminal vesicle on the outside, the

distended bladder and ampulla on the inside and
the extraperitoneal fat above. The calculus was
found practically at the surface of the bladder,

which necessitated separation of the ureter care-

fully from the bladder, and the passing of a

silk temporary ligature about it as a retractor,

placed, of course, between the stone and the kidney.

With blunt-pointed scissors the ureter was divided

longitudinally down to the stone and evacuated

of it. Digital exploration showed no other stone

present, after the blunt spoon had removed one or

two small fragments chipped off with the scissors.

iVo instrument was passed into the bladder from
this point, in virtue of the patency found during

catheterizations of the patient's ureters, and of the

need to save time. The wound was sewn up with

free drainage to the ureter, which was not stitched,

and a copious dressing applied.

The patient was now turned over into the kidney
position and that field prepared for invasion. The
unavoidable delays of adjusting the patient, the

renewing of sterile towels, cleansing the fields, and
rearranging and renewing the instruments, were
unfortunate in prolonging the anesthesia, but could
not be avoided.

Through a vertical incision from rib to crest of
ilium, placed over the outer border of the rectus
spinae, the kidney was rapidly reached and par-
tially exposed. It was found so densely adherent
at the upper pole and so much enlarged that two
inches of the twelfth rib had to be resected sub-
periosteally. Thereafter, the kidney was slowly,
gently, and rather easily dissected free and de-
livered. To our surprise, no large calculus cor-
responding with the shadow of the radiograph was
found. The kidney was divided from end to end
with very little hemorrhage. The lower pole was

Cfll S-.il i -"
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organ was replaced, freely drained, and the wound
sutured.

As the patient seemed in reasonably good con-

dition, it was decided to crush the stone in his

bladder. This was done forthwith, with no trouble,

and the bladder pumped clear with Chismore's

perished. If one might draw any conclusions from
the case, they would be as follows

:

First, as a matter of record and of thoroughness

of investigation in all urological cases, it is too

bad that no radiography, no cystoscopy, and pos-

sibly ureteral catheterization was done when the

Fig. 4.—Right and left kidneys opened; front view. In the right kidney, the two major abscess caviti'-s are distinctly seen, the larger

involving much of the lower pole axially, laterally and anteroposteriorly, and the smaller abscess cavity situated above it. The radio-

graphic shadows correspond more with the abscess walls than with the contained calculi. The pelvis ot the kidney as a whole shows
signs of chronic inflammation, the mucous membrane being rough and coirugated. The thickening of the pelvis wall is distinctly shown
in the cut edge. The ureter appears to be patent. The left kidney is in passable condition and shows the usual changes in chronic

diffuse nephritis.

evacuator. After irrigation of the bladder the

patient was returned to bed, in very fair condition.

During the early evening free stimulation was nec-

essary, including an intravenous infusion of normal

salt solution. After this and up to the expiration

of the first twenty-four hours the patient was
bright and cheerful, and gave promise of recovery.

He passed a reasonable quantity of urine, had

no definite hemorrhage from either wound, and

seemed as comfortable as any patient could pos-

sibly be during the first twenty-four hours. Rather

suddenly, and progressively, the patient's respi-

ration began to go up and he complained of

dyspnea. The writer was summoned, stimulation

was augmented, and everything possible done for

the patient. He died about thirty hours after the

patient was first seen with symptoms of stricture

and prostatic enlargement. The character of the

urine, however, at this time rather contraindicated

such procedure. It is possible that he may have

had the nuclei of renal calculi with only reflex

symptoms and not standard subjective or objective

signs.

Second, having reached a final diagnosis in the

later periods of the man's disease, it would have

been better had the operation been divided into

at least two, possibly three, steps, in the order of

their importance, kidney, ureter, and bladder, in-

asmuch as the kidney was the chief source of ab-

sorption and inasmuch as the ureteral calculus

would very likely not have caused trouble after

drainage of the kidney had been established be-

Fic. S.—Right and left kidneys opened; rear view. The destruction of the kidney substance by the larger abscess is plainly seen over

the lower pole. The enormous thickening of the inflammatory deposit around the pelvis and ureter is also clearly portrayed.

operation with symptoms of profound pulmonary

embarrasment, but without hemoptysis. The house

surgeon who saw him expire was of the opinion

that pulmonary embolism was the immediate cause.

It is unfortunate that this patient after so many
examinations and operations should finally have

cause so deeply pocketed in the ureter behind the

bladder. As to the origin of the man's later his-

tory and the course of his disease, might not the

question be asked, is this not a case of ureteral

deformity and obstruction secondary to the pros-

tatectomy? It is known that in animals obstruc-
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tion of the ureter invariably leads to infection and
abscess of the kidney. Perhaps in this case the

right ureter was sufficiently deformed to invite

inflammation of the kidney, which in turn was
followed by autoinfection with the Bacillus coli

and calculus formation.

One of the regrets in this case is that we did

not test the efficiency of his kidneys independently
of instrumental invasion of his lower urinary tract.

It would have been interesting to have given the

man an injection of phenolsulphonepththalein, then
to have observed the excretion in the mixed urines

of the bladder. This total, when compared with

the total excretion of the drug in the separated

urines combined might have given a standard of

judgment as to the degree of depression of kidney
function secondary to instrumentation. It is at

least reasonable to think that in some patients this

variation may be wide and important, and act as

a guide to the resistance of the urogenital tract to

invasion or intervention. I am not aware that this

practice is common, but it seems to me worthy of

consideration.

Fig.—Microphotograph of kidney showing the lesions of a sup-
purative nephritis with connective-tissue proliferatibn

We already have in this case a comparison of

the urea excretion during instrumental examina-
tion and independently of it. The charts show
the differences. The low urea excretion was a

good ground for refusing to do the operation in

one sitting. Inasmuch as the patient died with

pulmonary and not renal symptoms, this comment
is of only passing interest, nevertheless the wishes
of a patient to get through with it all quickly can-

not possibly weigh against such a scientific indi-

cation, and I am sure that I will never again heed

such solicitation from a patient.

On the other hand, however, the existence of

chronic diffuse nephritis in the left kidney might

indicate that both organs were ripe for infection

without any definite exciting cause. This is known
to be the fact not infrequently.

No matter what may be the ultimately correct

viewpoint, which after all is only a matter of

opinion, the case is sufficiently individualized per-

haps to deserve publication.

Pathological report of the New York Hospital

reads: Suppurative nephritis. Received August

16, 1912. Reported by Dr. Tytler, August 21, 1912.

Dr. Michailovsky. Kidney everywhere shows yel-

lowish white, cheesy areas of all sizes, alternating

with, or in places surrounded by, areas of intense

congestion. Microscopic sections show the appear-
ance of a suppurative nephritis, with considerable
diffuse connective tissue proliferation. Sections at-

tained for tubercle bacilli negative.

Pathological report of St. Mark's Hospital
reads: October 7, 1912. Section removed from
left kidney. Diagnosis: Chronic diffuse nephritis.

Glomeruli : Swollen, endothelium proliferated.

Capsule somewhat thickened. Tubules: In some
parts dilated with lining cells degenerated. In
other parts, swelling of the tubular epithelium.

Interstitial connective tissue is only slightly in-

creased, except where there are patches marked
increase. Vessels are congested. (Signed) F.

Shostac.
45 West Ninth Street. k

THE PRODUCTION OF MALIGNANT TU-
MORS FROM THE PARASITES OF

THE EARTHWORM
By H. D. walker. M.D.,

BUFFALO, K. Y.

The search for the origin and cause of malignant
disease has occupied the attention of the medical
profession for many years and I believe it is the
duty of every one to contribute anything he may
discover which will help solve this problem. I have
devoted all my time for the past eleven years to
this subject and fully believe I have found the or-
igin and cause of the disease, the manner of its pro-
duction, and the methods by which it may be pre-
vented. I have produced many tumors in animals
by feeding or injecting them with the parasites from
the earthworm. That these tumors were malignant
there can be no doubt for they killed the animals,
and some of these tumors were pronounced malig-
nant by competent pathologists. In a paper read
before the Buffalo Academy of Medicine, Novem-
ber 17, 1908, I gave the experiments in full and
their results. This was afterwards published and
distributed to the profession. Since that time I

have succeeded in growing tumors from these para-

FiG- 1-—Tumor No. I; Organisms from Lumbricus Herculeus
enclosed in cell with distilled water and a small piece of grass;
taken after being in ceil six years. X2S.

sites upon grass in sealed glass cells containing dis-

tilled water the parasites from Lumbricus herculeus
and small pieces of grass. These tumors are

composed entirely of the cells of the parasites

and I believe them to be sarcoma, for when
they are introduced into animals the tumors
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they produce in them have been pronounced

sarcoma. Photographs are here given of two

of these tumors in different slides. They are

enlarged 25 diameters. The experiments' for the

production of tumors in animals are simple and
easily repeated and I am sure they would be con-

FlG. 2.—Tumor No. 2: Organisms from Luinbricus Herculeus
enclosed in cell with distilled water ^and small pieces of grass;

taken after being in cell six years. X25.

firmed by others if taken up and then the methods of

prevention I have pointed out for the destruction of

earthworms could be adopted and many thousands

of lives saved each year.

No earthzi'orms, no cancer; plenty of eartlnvorms

plenty of cancer. In my pamphlet I have investi-

gated this proposition and believe it to be true.

If so, it is positive proof that my work is correct.

The parasites from the earthworm are left upon

cabbage, celery, lettuce, etc.. by the earthworm
when feeding upon them. They pass out through

the orifices in their skin, and find their way into

the leaves through the stomata. These para-

sites are shown in a cabbage leaf in one

of the illustrations. Recent experiments by Dr.

Peyton Rons on experimental sarcomatous tu-

mors of a fowl have appeared in which, after the

tumors were ground up with sand and centrifugal-

ized, and then the supernatant fluid again centrifu-

FlG. 3.—Cabbage leaf infected by A. fatida fifty days. Sections

from leaf stained with polychrome methylene blue and photograph
taken showing parasites. X500.

galized and the upper part of the fluid injected,

tumors were produced. When the liquid was passed

through a coarse filter, Berkfeld No. 2, tumors were

also produced, but none when it was passed through

Berkfeld No. 5 medium. These filtrates were said

by Rons to be cell-free.

In order to see if the cancer organisms from the

earthworm would respond to any tests similar to

the above I cut up an earthworm, Allolobophora

fa'tida, in a little water and placed the whole on
firm filter paper in a funnel and on examining the

filtrate under the niicrnscope found an abundance

Fig. 4.—Section from tumor of peritoneum Hare 11.

Stain H. and E. X200.
Carcinoma

of the cancer organisms in the ameboid form. Many
of these were very small and on the surface of the

filtrate. These organisms were exactly like those

found in the blood of my experimental animals and
in man and show that they correspond in this man-
ner with the action of the organisms with what is

acknowledged to be malignant tumors in animals.

Now the ameba-Iike form I have described seems

to have the faculty of passing through good filter

paper, I presume on account of its not being a solid

body its ameba form being of a liquid nature.

I would again urge the cancer laboratories to repeat

my experiments on animals as detailed in my
pamphlet.

143 ElmWOOD .^VENUE.

CERVICAL ADENITIS IN CHILDREN.
'By ROYALE HAMILTON FOWLER, M.D.,

BBOOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Cervical adenitis in children is a common disease

and is especially prevalent among the children of

the poorer classes who live amid unhygienic sur-

roundings. Pathological investigation of a form

of adenopathy has revealed the fact that many of

these hyperplasias are due to the tubercle bacillus.

A large proportion of school children between the

ages of four and ten years present cervical enlarge-

ment of the cervical lymphatic glands. It follows

almost all the exanthems of childhood and may be

due to a variety of lesions other than that due to

tuberculosis. Lesions of the scalp (eczema and

pediculosis), of the throat (tonsillitis), naso-

pharynx (adenoids), and of the teeth and the ear

(otitis), are responsible for a large number of

cases. It is frequently impossible, however, to

trace the source of the infection. The difficulty of

early clinical diagnosis is at once apparent in cases

of glandular tuberculosis when we realize^ that the

pathologist must frequently examine section after

section under the microscope before he can satisfac-

torily determine the cause of the hyperplasia. Of

the tuberculin tests the writer has found the von
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Pirquet to be most delicate and reliable in children.

There is no early diagnostic criterion for tubercul-

ous adenitis. In the case of chronic adenitis with-
out demonstrable cause tuberculosis should be sus-

pected and appropriate treatment advised.

There are six important groups of glands in the

neck : (
i
) Afferent vessels of the suboccipital group

drain the occipital region. {2) The mastoid group
drains the temporal region and the ear. (3) The
parotid group drains the anterior scalp, the ear, the

root of the nose, the nasal fossa and the pharynx.

(4) The subma.xillary group drains the upper and
lower lips, the cheek, the nose, the side of the

tongue, and the gums. (5) The submental group
drains the lower lip, the tip of the tongue and the

floor of the mouth. (6) The retropharyngeal group
drains the nasopharynx. Each of these groups
sends efferent vessels to the deep descending chain.

The deep descending chain from the surgical stand-

point may be considered as one group. These glands
lie anterior and posterior to the internal jugular

vein. In the upper part of the neck they lie almost
entirely beneath the sternomastoid muscle, in the

lower part at the posterior border of that muscle.

This chain extends from the mastoid process to the

junction of the internal jugular and subclavian

veins. The deep chain also receives drainage di-

rectly from the scalp, tongue, palate, esophagus and
thyroid gland. Efferent vessels from the deep chain

form the jugular trunks. The right passes into the

internal jugular vein or into the subclavian; the

left into the thoracic duct. There is no direct con-

nection between the cervical lymphatics and the

lymphatic system of the thorax. Direct extension

is therefore impossible. Infection affecting the

cervical lymphatics is entirely local until it passes

into the general circulation.

The tonsil is the most frequently accepted site

of entrance of the tubercle bacillus. Tuberculosis

of the tonsil, however, is rarely demonstrated to be

associated with tuberculosis lesions of the cervical

lymphatics. In a study of 1000 cases of tuberculous

cervical adenitis, tuberculosis of the tonsil has been

demonstrated in less than 2IA per cent. There is

experimental evidence to show that cultures of the

tubercle bacillus which have been swabbed over the

tonsil leave no trace of the infection at the sight of

innoculation. but invade the lymphatic glands of

the neck which drain the tonsil. In a series of

twenty-one experiments the cheesy material ex-

pressed from tonsils was injected into guinea pigs.

Fourteen pigs developed tuberculosis.

As regards tuberculous adenitis in children there

are certain well defined differences which occur.

The disease is rare in children under two years of

age. Dowd has collected 465 cases operated upon

by himself and his associates at Roosevelt and St.

Mary's Hospitals, of which about three and one-

third per cent occurred in children under two years

of age. This is in accord with Fischer's tabulation

of 1484 cases reported by nineteen different observ-

ers in which he shows that three and nine-tenths

per cent occurred in children under five years of

age. When it does occur less resistance is shown
toward the infection than in older children. In-

volvement is often extensive and the disease bilat-

eral in about one-third of the cases. Incomplete

operations are usually performed, which leave

sinuses and ulcers which predispose to secondary

infection. Complications frequently result. Bron-

chitis and bronchopneurponia are common and are

often believed to be of tuberculous origin. En-

larged tonsils, retropharyngeal abscess and adenoids
are not infrequently observed. Lupus, tuberculous
meningitis and generalized tuberculosis have been
frequently noted. This class presents a clinical

picture which is fairly regular in its course. The
upper nodes break down and discharge their caseous
material through the ruptured capsule before the
lower are extensively invaded. These children are
brought for treatment on account of a lump in the

neck. Forty-six per cent of Fischer's and eighty
per cent of Dowd's have come to the surgeon be-

tween the ages of two and seventeen. The swelling
is usually a cold abscess which points either in front

or behind the sternomastoid muscle. The disease is

more strictly localized in children and tends toward
spontaneous limitation.

In regard to the treatment of non-tuberculous
'

adenitis efforts should be made to cure or amelio-
rate the foci of infection which represent the causa-
tive lesions in the process. If the source cannot
be demonstrated the case should be treated as one
of tuberculosis. A large proportion of children will

recover if placed in a suitable environment under
medical care. This treatment should afford a maxi-
mum amount of sunshine and fresh air, a sufficient

supply of good food. Of the tonics, the syrup of
the iodide of iron and cod liver oil are the best. In
suitable cases tuberculin is indicated. If the glands
have broken down one can expect good results

from this method of treatment. Three months of

the treatment above outlined should prove the

merits or demerits of medical attention. If in the
course of this treatment the glands break down the

abscess should be opened and drained. Care should
be exercised in making the incision to avoid im-
portant structures. Dangers are hemorrhage and
paralysis of muscles supplied by the spinal acces-

sory and seventh nerves. Poulticing to encourage
suppuration is to be condemned, the ice bag re-

lieves pain and tends to discourage suppuration.

The surgical treatment of choice for markedly en-

larged glands occurring in children over five years
of age in the absence of suppuration, which resist

medical treatment for three months, is excision with
removal of the gland bearing fascia. Breaking
down of the glands to the extent of caseation is not
necessarily a contraindication to excision. The
radical operation in very young children is one
which should be approached with caution, rever-

ence and respect. It is not possible to remove all

the glands in the neck nor is it necessary. Removal
of those which are grossly diseased will place the

patient in a condition to better combat the slight

infection which may remain or which has not been
attacked surgically upon the opposite side of the

neck. The radical operation should be preceded
by the removal of the tonsils and adenoids when
these structures are enlarged. This diminishes the

risk of adenectomy and removes the atrium of in-

fection. The institution of general hygienic meas-
ures is as important after the operation as before

this procedure. In selected cases tuberculin may
be employed in the after care with good results.

Washington Court,
475 Washington .\venue.

Diuretic Action of Infusion of Convallaria.—G.
Mouriguand and G. Dujal call attention to the marked
superiority as a cardiac stimulant of tiie infusion of con-
vallaria flowers over the watery extract which is generally
employed. On account of the rapidity of the diuretic 'ac-

tion of convallaria one may properly combine the admin-
istration of this drug with that of digitalis, whose action

is slower but less ephemeral.

—

Le Progres Medical.
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ARTIFICIAL VAGINA BY INTESTINAL
TRANSPLANTATION.
By J. F. BALDWIN, A.M., M.D.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

SURGEON TO GRANT HOSPITAL.

The operation which I devised nearly ten years

ago {Annals of Surgery, September, 1904J for the

plastic formation ot a vagina by transplanting a

piece of intestme, has now been performed by a con-

siderable number of surgeons scattered throughout

the world. Though I have not kept an accurate ac-

count of the reports, I feel safe in saying that at

least twenty-five or thirty of these operations have

been made, and thus far, according to the reports,

without mortality or serious morbidity, but with

most satisfactory functional results. In my own
work I have made si.x of these operations, but the

last case was in some of its features so unusual as

to merit publication.

Mrs. H., aged 27 ; referred to me by Dr. George

W. Crile of Cleveland. Patient had been married

twice. She lived with her first husband at intervals

for four years, then after three years obtained a

divorce and had remarried about two months before

I saw her. This husband had left her after one

month. At the age of 16 years she had been oper-

ated upon by Dr. Crile, who removed her ovaries

for the relief of certain symptoms connected with

the menstrual molimen. Later she was operated

upon by a Toledo surgeon twice for the purpose of

making an artificial vagina. At the first operation,

as nearly as she could tell me, he had evidently

separated the connective tissue between the bladder

and the rectum and had trusted to packing to secure

the canal. This operation failed and he had later

reopened and then tried to pass in some strips of

skin for lining. This operation was also a com-

plete failure, and when she was referred to me
there was no trace of a vagina whatever, but a few

scars could be made out which were the remains

doubtless of the attempts at flap formation.

Personal examination showed an unusually

plump young woman, apparently in perfect health.

The external genitals were normal, breasts well de-

veloped. A very satisfactory scar in the median

line, but no trace of a vagina.

I operated September 6 in the presence of a

number of visiting physicians. As the first step in

the operation an opening was made after the usual

manner between the bladder and rectum, this being

made through a transverse incision in the perineum.

The operation for the first two inches was exceed-

ingly difficult, as the dissection had to be made in

scar tissue. Above this point healthy tissue was

reached, and further dissection was entirely simple.

The peritoneum having been reached a large clamp

was placed in the vagina and held there by packing

in gauze around it.. The patient was then placed

in the Trendelenburg position and the abdomen was

opened through the old scar. I then encountered

what I had not at all anticipated, namely, a pelvis

filled with small bowel held by the firmest possible

adhesions. Whether these adhesions had resulted

from post-operative inflammation after her former

operation, or had been the result of appendicitis,

could not be determined. The appendix was pres-

ent, embedded in very firm adhesions and badly dis-

eased, though not presenting any recent infection.

With the utmost difficulty the loops of bowels were

separated, using gauze sponges and scissors. In

this way the bowel was finally released and the ap-

pendi.x removed. A piece of the small bowel about

fourteen inches long, a little above the lower end

of the ileum, was brought up, cut across, and the

ends inverted with purse-string suture. Care had
been taken not to interfere with the mesentery of

this piece of bowel. The continuity of the rest, of

the bowel was re-established by closing the ends

with purse-string suture, and making a lateral

anastomosis. An assistant then pushed the vaginal

clamp upward, so that the peritoneum was readily

incised as the jaws of the clamp were opened. The
center of the detached loop of bowel was then

caught with the clamp, and the bowel drawn down
into the vaginal canal, leaving the two ends flush

with the floor of the pelvis. The toilet of the pelvis

was completed by bringing the peritoneum nicely

together. The bowel had been drawn into place

without undue tension on its mesentery. The ab-

domen was closed in layers as usual. The patient

was then placed in the lithotomy position, as at

first, the portion of the bowel which had been held

by the clamp was opened and each side wiped out

and then packed with iodoform gauze, so as to com-
pletely fill the vaginal space. The opening in the

bowel was then attached by chromicised catgut to

the margins of the perineal opening, which thus

became the vulvar outlet. A little wisp of gauze

had been introduced posteriorly to take care of any

oozing which might take place from the vaginal

space.

The patient made a very smooth convalescence.

The gauze which had been packed in the two loops

of bowel was withdrawn after a few days and re-

placed from time to time as necessary, and every-

thing cared for as after an ordinary perineorrhaphy.

After the lapse of three weeks a clamp was placed

upon the septum between the two loops, and this

was cut through by crushing, thus leaving but a

single vaginal opening. The patient returned to

her home in four weeks. Under date of October

8, 19 1 2. Dr. Crile sent me the following communica-
tion: "I have just examined your patient and write

to congratulate you on the beautiful work you have

done. I really would have hardly believed that that

particular plastic work could be so thoroughly ac-

complished."

While the operation outlined above was in this

particular instance, owing to the thick abdominal

walls, the scar tissue in the perineum, and the pel-

vic adhesions, unusually difficult, the procedure,

when made under what might be called normal con-

ditions, is one that is not difficult in the hands of

surgeons accustomed to intestinal work. It is evi-

dent, however, that it is an operation, as I have al-

ways insisted, that should not be made by a tyro. I

can hardly conceive, however, of a case in which

the operation would be more difficult than in this

instance. I know of no other method by which any-

thing like as satisfactory a substitute can be se-

cured in cases in which, from congenital defect or

sloughing (as in my first case), there is entire ab-

sence of the vaginal canal.

Pneumococcus Peritonitis.—Lenormant and Pison re-

port a case of primary pneumococcus septicemia, in which

peritonitis was only an episode. The majority of cases of

pneumococcus peritonitis are clinically primary, and most

of those that are secondary result from a primary pleuro-

pulmonary focus, the infection traveling directly through

the diaphragm. There are, however, cases in which the

peritonitis is an incident in a general pneumococcus septi-

cemia.

—

Le Progres Medical.
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THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE TREPONEMA
PALLIDUM ?

The recent triumphs of chemotherapy were in part

the result of an intensive study of the pathogenic

protozoa, and at the same time served to stimulate

the investigation of this remarkable group of

microorganisms. The success attained by Noguclii

in cultivating the Treponema pallidnm in a pure

state, was shortly afterward followed by the

announcement that Bass of New Orleans had ac-

complished the same result with the malarial

Plasmodium. A new era of discovery is dawning.

Science is not content with the mere recognition of

the morbid agent and of its association with the

disease process, but would ferret out the offend-

ing germ in every stage of its development.

Possibly the life history of the Treponema

pallidum, the most notorious of the fell parasites

of the human race, is now about to stand revealed.

A preliminary announcement of an observation

of the life cycle of the organism of syphilis was

made by J. E. R. McDonagh in the Lancet, October

12, 19 1 2. In a paper read before the Pathological

Society of London, December 3, 1912, the same

observer described what he regarded as the com-

plete life history of the Treponema pallidum. This

he believed was a sporozoite, which developed in

connective tissue cells, into immature male, female,

and asexual bodies. The male gametocyte, after

leaving a connective tissue cell, entered a large

mononuclear lymphocyte, where it developed into

three pear-shaped bodies, which then became trans-

formed into a coil from which treponemata

evolved. The female gametocyte remained extra-

cellular and was a clear body containing a

chromatic network at its upper pole, and one or

two blepharoplasts at its lower pole. These dis-

appeared when the cell reached the size of a red

blood corpuscle. In the process of fertilization the

female extruded two polar bodies, and was entered

by one treponema which fused with the chromatin

network of the female cell. This network became

deeply stained, and the cell constituted a zygote.

The deeply stained masses divided into sporoblasts

which developed into a big spore-cyst or escaped

with the formation of small spore-cysts. Upon the

bursting of the spore-cysts the sporozoites were
liberated. Female cells could also divide by

parthenogenesis. The asexual body by a process of

subdivision developed into a spore-cyst in the con-

nective cell, and became extracellular only when the

host-cell had degenerated.

The above observations of McDonagh are in

part confirmed by E. H. Ross, who pursued his in-

vestigations along independent lines, and whose re-

sults are published in the British Medical Journal,

December 14, 1912, under the caption, "An Intra-

cellular Parasite Developing into Spirochetes."

These and similar studies were rendered possible

by the use of a new method of preparing the speci-

mens obtained from syphilitic lesions. This, known
as the "jelly method," was devised by H. C. Ross,

and consists in the use of a solution of agar, with

the addition of appropriate amounts of polychrome
methylene blue, sodium citrate, sodium chloride,

sodium bicarbonate, and atropine sulphate. The
specimen to be examined is spread upon the sur-

face of a drop of the jelly placed upon a slide. A
drop of blood obtained from a chancre, and spread

between the cover-glass and the jelly in a thin

film, reveals under the microscope the character-

istic parasites. These appear as copper-colored

bodies, either free or included within the larger

mononuclear cells. They resemble the peculiar cell

inclusions known as Kurlofif's bodies which are

found in the mononuclear leucocytes of the blood

of guinea-pigs. These cell inclusions have been

proved to be parasites and have been given the

name Lyniphocytocoon cobayce. By means of the

jelly method it has been shown that the chromatin

within the inclusion becomes formed into spiro-

chete-like bodies, which upon the bursting of the

inclusion swim freely in the blood. These parasites

have been found in gumma-like tumors in the liver

and spleen of the guinea-pig. Similar cell inclusions

have been found in the fixed mononculear cells of

the seminal vesicles of earthworms.

The intracellular and extracellular parasites have

been found by Ross in the various lesions in 143
cases of primary and secondary syphilis. The intra-

cellular forms are found, multiple or single, em-
bedded within the cytoplasm of the large mononu-
clear cells, and contain from one to as many as

twelve chromatin masses. These are either round
or pear-shaped and resemble the extracellular

forms; indeed they are supposed to be the pre-

cursors of the latter. In some instances, the chro-

matin masses give rise to curled and twisted

spirochete-like tails which are extruded upon the

bursting of the inclusions.

Ross points out the homologies that have been

observed between the parasites of human syphilis

and the intracellular parasites of guinea-pigs and
earthworms, and suggests that the spirochetes are

really microgametes or male elements and that the

round or pear-shaped bodies are macrogametes or

female elements. He also advances the working

hypothesis that the guinea-pig or rabbit parasites

might produce in man a mild infection which would
modify syphilis in the same manner as vaccination

has modified smallpox.

In the same number of the British Medical Jour-

nal E. Jennings and S. R. Moolgavkar, working
independently, report their observations in con-
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firmation of those recorded by Ross. Jennings

notes that the central part of the inclusions of the

epithelial cells of chancres contains a bunch of

treponemata which radiate from a central stained

mass like the spokes of a wheel. This observer

alludes to the simplicity of the jelly method, and

advocates the e.xamination for the so-called para-

sites as a routine means of diagnosis in syphilis.

The parasites are found in the peripheral blood,

but here they are not as abundant as in the vari-

ous lesions of syphilis.

The investigations conducted by Noguchi,

McDonagh, Ross, and others have resulted in sub-

stantial contributions to the knowledge of the

pathogenic agent of syphilis. This knowledge is,

however, as yet far from complete. The observa-

tions regarding the supposed life cycle of this or-

ganism must at any rate receive confirmation from

trained protozoologists before they can be fully ac-

cepted by the scientific world.

THE QUESTION OF VENTILATION.

It is both curious and decidedly disturbing to the

amour propre of the scientific man that many ques-

tions which were thought to be definitely settled

have been brought once more into the arena of dis-

cussion. Up to a recent period authorities on ven-

tilation seemed to be practically agreed that impure

air was a potent factor in the causation of those ill

effects which followed a prolonged stay in crowded

rooms or buildings. An ill-ventilated room, for ex-

ample, was regarded as a room in which the air was

chemically impure, that is expired air which con-

tained too much carbon dioxide and was deficient in

oxygen. The theory was that in a crowded room

the people therein consumed the oxygen and ex-

pired air containing carbon dioxide until in the

course of time the atmosphere became surcharged

with the latter and therefore chemically impure and

hurtful to health. It is true that in a crowded room

the air does become to some extent chemically im-

pure, but the contention is now made that this has

little or no injurious effect upon the health.

Mr. Leonard E. Hill of London has been the most

prominent exponent of these somewhat iconoclastic

views on ventilation, and it may be said that behind

him he has the opinions formed as the result of the

experiments of Fliigge and others in Germany, of

Haldane in England, and of a considerable number

of investigators in this country. At the meeting of

the British Association in 191 1 Hill read a paper

in which he propounded his views, or rather the

views of this most modern school. In this paper

he insisted that the dangers of ill-ventilated places

arise from two causes, namely, (i) Infection by

pathogenic bacteria, the mass influence of which is

enormously increased in confined crowded places

;

(2) temperature, relative moisture, uniformity, and

stillness—qualities of the air which profoundly in-

fluence the metabolism and health, and the immun-

ity of the body, that is, the power of the body to r(^

sist the invasion of pathogenic bacteria. Hill main-

tains that so far as carbon dioxide and oxygen are

concerned the chemical impurity of the air is a

negligible quantity, even when there is a consider-

able variation in the percentage of these gases. Ac-

cording to physiological evidence, excess of carbon

dioxide in the atmosphere cannot enter the body

because the respiration is automatically regulated so

as to keep the concentration of carbon dioxide in the

lungs constant. The most ill-ventilated room never

shows an analysis as much as i per cent, carbon

dioxide, while in famous mountain health resorts

there is a far greater deficiency of oxygen than ever

occurs in the most ill-ventilated room.

Hill's conclusions are that the question of ven-

tilation is primarily one of keeping the temperature,

relative moisture, and movement of the air in a

proper state so that the heat-regulating mechanism

of the body works without strain, and the nervous

system is stimulated by pleasant cutaneous condi-

tions, and the circulation, respiration, and metabol-

ism of the body are invigorated.

Dr. Simon Baruch, in a letter to the Medic.\l

Record, November 16, 1912, after referring to the

views on the subject of Brannan, Yandell, Hender-

son, Hill, and Fliigge with apparent approbation,

goes on to point out that the condition of the skin

exerts a potent influence upon the lungs, which may
be in part a vasomotor reflex acting upon the pul-

monary circulation.

Baruch concludes that the evidence available, al-

though still far from complete, suggests that these

pulmonary activities are indirectly, but powerfully,

influenced through conditions affecting the skin, and

that it is in this manner that ventilation influences

both, .^s yet, however, all authorities do not agree

with Hill and others that from the standpoint of

health, chemical impurity of air counts for little or

nothing, but argue that a vitiated air must contain

certain substances which are harmful, even though

not demonstrated by science. Naturally the point

is of the first importance, for if Fliigge and Hill

are right the methods of ventilation employed dur-

ing some years and now mainly in use are for the

most part wrong. In fact, the most elaborate meth-

ods of ventilation have generally failed, and many
if not most physicians of the present day advocate

a return to the old-fashioned way of ventilating by

means of the open window as the only effective one.

Chronic Infectious Polyarthritis.

This disease, commonly known as Still's disease,

was described by Dr. G. F. Still of London in 1897.

It is a rare disease and its etiology is obscure. In

the American Practitioner for November Joseph

Collins gives an account of an apparently typical

case of this malady. By some writers the role

played by the nervous system in its causation has

been accorded an important place, but Collins thinks

that this view is wholly unjustified. The most strik-

ing features of the case which he described were:

(i) The stunted growth of the child's body; his

entire length as he lay in bed seemed to be about 32

inches. (2) The fusiform enlargement of the

joints, which appeared more enlarged and de-

formed than they really were because of the con-

trast with the profound wasting of the muscles.

(3) The enormous enlargement of the liver and

spleen. (4) The extreme dryness of the skin and

diffuse alopecia. (5) The generalized adenoplasia.

(6) The striking changes in the blood—marked
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leucocytosis, eosinophilia, and evidence of con-

spicuous degeneration in the red cells. (7) The
evidence in the urine of an amyloid degeneration of

the kidneys. A consideration of the above condi-

tion leads Collins to the opinion that the case was
one of some generalized form of infection. Such
adenoplasia and such amyloid degeneration occur
usually as the result of chronic infection, for in-

stance, protracted tuberculosis. All features of the

condition point to some long continued poisonous
process, such as a low-grade septic infection. The
acute stage of Still's disease as regards the joints

resembles gonorrheal arthritis. Finally the un-
questionable recoveries that have been recorded
have fully convinced Collins that it is an infectious

process, but whether specific or not yet remains to

be determined.

Recent Views of Diphtheria Therapy.

A PAPER, read by Eckert on the present status of
diphtheria therapy, an abstract of which has

appeared in the Medical Record, called forth at

the time an interesting discussion (Deutsche
medizinische IVochcnschrift, November 21). W.
Braun, who sees numerous patients in the Fredcr-
ickshain Hospital, many of whom are desperately

ill when admitted, announced that increasing

the dose of antitoxin beyond a certain point does

not further lower the mortality, which, during tiie

recent epiflemic, was about 18 per cent. On the

other hand, the results of immunization of those

who had been or were to be exposed were
brilliant. Of nearly 500 so immunized, but 5 de-

veloped the disease, and that in a very mild form.

Of the small number in which immunization was
refused 14 developed the disease with 3 deaths.

Jochmann related his experience at the Rudolf
Virchow Hospital, where he has treated 600 cases

during the past year. Large doses of antitoxin

he believes to exert a favorable influence over the

to.xic complications and sequel?e. He warmly rec-

ommends follow-up injections to prevent and

cure postdiphtheritic paralyses. While some
anaphylaxis is to be expected, he saw no serious

results from the same. Curiously the only case

in which severe shock was present occurred after

a first injection. The source of the sensitization

is not stated. He is certain that serum has no

power over postdiphtheritic heart failure, nor are

any drugs able to raise permanently the low blood

tension.

NptuH at tl)p Mfpk.

New Medical Society.—The American Society

of Medical Economics was incorporated recently at

Albany, N. Y., its aims being in brief as follows:

To study all matters of medical economics. To
maintain a high standard of medical education and

of professional conduct. To consider and perform

the duty of the profession to the public in making

use of all proper means to expose all forms of

quackery. To aid the constituted authorities in the

enforcement of all medical laws. To secure legis-

lation for the suspension or revocation of the license

to practise medicine for causes such as insanity or

professional misconduct. To cooperate with other

societies with the object of establishing certified

pharmacies where prescriptions may be filled with

pure and standard drugs as ordered. To oppose

all acts tending to encroach upon the practice of

medicine, such as legislative enactments establish-

ing pseudo-specialists in medicine, and the exten-

sion of the work of the Board of Health along the

line of clinics and curative medicine. To organize

and carry on a campaign against the abuse of medi-

cal charity. To aid all licensed physicians requiring

postgraduate instruction to obtain it in the charity

hospitals and dispensaries of the State. Dr. E.

Eliot Harris of New York, chairman of the com-
mittee on legislation of the County Medical Society,

has been elected president of the new society, and its

five vice-presidents are Dr. .Algernon T. Bristow,

Dr. W. F. Camyibell, I>. Smith' Fly JelliiYe. Dr. T.

K. Tuthill, and Dr. T. F. Rally. The secretary is

Dr. S. Dana Hubbard and the treasurer. Dr. Royal

S. Copcland. The society will establish branches

throughout the United States and in other Ameri-

can countries, and a board of seventeen directors

has been named to advance the work in hand.

The Medical Profession and Lloyd George.

—

The British Medical Association on Saturday last

refused to accept the modified terms offered by

Lloyd George for medical attendance under the In-

surance Act. The meeting of the delegates lasted

all day and the final determination to reject the

terms of the Chancellor was carried by a vote of

150 to 21. This action has raised a storm of abuse

of the medical profession by the liberal papers, and
the Government threatens to establish a state medi-

cal service.

The Children's Bureau.—An investigation

into the causes of infant mortality will be the first

subject to be taken up by the recently created Chil-

dren's Bureau of the Department of Commerce and

Labor, and will be begun by the first of the year.

It will include a house-to-house inquiry as to the

conditions surrounding the child, and will be based

upon birth rather than death records. The Chil-

dren's Bureau aims to reduce infant mortality in

the United States by one-half.

Immunization against Typhoid.—Believing that

immunization against typhoid fever has now passed

beyond the experimental stage and become estab-

lished as a prophylactic measure of jiroved efficiency,

the Department of Health of New^ York City will be

prepared after January i, 191 3. to make without

charge preventive inoculations, under conditions

similar to those governing the free administration

of diphtheria antitoxin. On the request of the at-

tending physician inoculations will be made at the

homes of the applicants, or at the central office, or

cultures will be furnished free to physicians for

their own use. On the occurrence of a case of

typhoid fever, free immunization will be offered to

every member of the family of the patient and to

those who have been in contact with him. and it is

hoped that widespread immunization will materially

reduce the incidence of the disease in the city. Re-

quests for inoculation may be made either by tele-

phone or by letter to the Division of Communicable
Diseases of the Department of Health.

Porto Rico Plague-Free.—The United States

Public Health Service reports that Porto Rico may
now be considered as entirely free from plague.

The last case of the disease in man was reported

in San Juan on September 12 and the last plague-

infected rat was found at Arecibo on October 30.

Study of Alcohol and Narcotics.—The Forty-

second aniuial meeting of the .\inerican .Society for

the Study of Alcohol and Other Narcotics was held

in Washington on December 10 and 11, 1912. Dr.

Lewis D. Mason of Brooklyn, president of the so-
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ciety, in his opening address reviewed the results of

the study of alcohol in its relation to medicine, and

this was followed by a long and interesting series of

papers covering almost all phases of the sociologi-

cal, pathological, and psychological effects of in-

dulgence in alcohol and narcotic drugs upon the

animal organism. The annual address was delivered

by Dr. Henry O. Marcy of Boston, who took for

his subject: "Dr. Benjamin Rush, the pioneer in-

vestigator of the eflfects of alcohol and tobacco on

man." This society, organized in 1870, was the

first association in the world to take up from a

scientific viewpoint the study of alcohol and the

diseases which follow its use.

Birth Statistics.—Health Commissioner Lederle

of New York City has recently called attention to

lapses in reporting births in the city. He states

that during the year just ending the returns of

births made by physicians and midwives have run

considerably below the figures of the previous year,

this decrease being due, in all probability, to a fail-

ure to comply with the law requiring the filing of

birth certificates within ten days after the event.

During the year 191 1 fines for this offense were
imposed on 312 physicians and midwives. The law

confers upon the Commissioner the power to ex-

cuse such neglect of duty, and he has decided this

year to excuse all derelictions in this respect on con-

dition that all returns of by-ths not already reported

be sent to the Assistant Registrar before January i,

191 3. He further declares his intention of prose-

cuting on and after January i every violation of

the regulations covering the reporting of births, and

he hopes to secure the cooperation of all physicians

and midwives in obtaining full returns for these

important statistics.

Diphtheria in Brooklyn.—Reports from the Bor-

ough of Brooklyn, New York, show a marked in-

crease in the number of cases of diphtheria, 350
having been reported between December i and 20.

with 30 deaths.

Opening for Medical Missionary.—The Good
Samaritan Hospital of Guanajuato. ^lexico. a mis-

sionary hospital supported by the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, desires to obtain A physician to serve

as interne in the hospital for two years. Communi-
cations on the subject mav be addressed to the di-

rector, Dr. Levi B. Salmans, Good Samaritan Hos-
pital, Guanajuato, Mexico.

Venereal Diseases.—The Cominissioner of

Health of New York City has issued a circular let-

ter to all the physicians in the city requesting a

prompt report of all cases of venereal diseases com-
ing under their observation. Since IVTay i. 1912, the

superintendents of all public institutions have been

required by law to report such cases and it is desired

to obtain the same information with regard to pri-

vate patients, the name of the patient, of course, be-

ing withheld by the physician. The Department- of

Health is also prepared to assist in the diagnosis

of these diseases bv making Wassermann tests and
bacteriological examinations of discharges free of

charge.

Infant Deaths.—During the week ending De-
cember 14 there were in New York City only 175

deaths of infants under one year of age, a decrease

of 85 as compared with the number for the same
v^'eek of last year. This is the lowest mortality

record for any week of 1912.

Newr Preparatory Course.—For the convenience

of high school students finishing their work in Jan-

uary of any year, who desire to enter the University

and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, the New
York University announces a special one-year col-

legiate course, which will begin on February 3 and
continue until September 19. Students completing

the course will be prepared to meet the entrance re-

quirements of the medical school which now include

one year of college work. Fuller details as to the

course may be obtained from the secretary. Uni-

versity and Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York.

Smallpox on Liner.—The steainship Eugenia
which arrived in New York recently from Trieste,

was detained at quarantine because of a case of

smallpox which was found among the steerage pas-

sengers.

Poisonous Matches to Go.—On January i the

new law governing the sale of matches in New
York goes into effect, and the Diamond Match Com-
pany has announced that on that date it will be pre-

pared to comply with the regulations, and that prior

to July I, when the Federal non-poisonous match
law becomes operative, it will stop the making of

poisonous matches in its factories. The new laws

are intended to prevent the use of white phosphorus,

which has proved so injurious to the workers in the

factories, as well as dangerous to the users of the

matches.

Cartwright Lectures.—Announcement is made
of the acceptance by Prof. Ludwig Aschoff of the

University of Freiberg, Germany, of an invitation

to deliver the Cartwright Lectures of the Associa-

tion of the Alumni of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons at some time between March 15 and

20, 1913, the exact date and the subject of the lec-

tures to be announced later.

Smallpox in Immigrant.—Suffering from a

severe case of smallpox, a young Austrian woman
who had arrived in America ten days before, was
removed to the Isolation Hospital at Passaic, N. J.,

on December 21. The patient was a steerage pas-

senger on the Hamburg-.American line, and, it is

said, had never been vaccinated.

Genito-Urinary Section of the Academy.—The
following officers were elected at the December
meeting of this Section of the New York Academy
of Medicine: Chakman, Walter Brooks Brouner;
Secretary. Joseph Francis McCarthy.

Personals.—President Taft has decided, it is

said, to send to the Senate the name of Brig.-Gen-

eral George H. Torney for reappointment as Sur-

geon-General of the United States Army.
Surgeon W. Page Mcintosh of the United States

Marine Hospital Service, who has been in charge of

the Marine Hospital at Baltimore for the last four

years, has been ordered to Louisville to take control

of the hospital there.

Surgeon B. S. Warren of the United States Pub-

lic Health Service has been sent to West Virginia

to investigate the prevalence of smallpox there.

He has been instructed to recommend means of

preventing the spread of the disease.

Plague in Russia.—An outbreak of bubonic

plague has been reported at Popovka in Southern

Russia. It is stated that there have been many
deaths from the disease and the town has been

quarantined.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. P.\ul Oscar Meyer of

Long Island City, N. Y., a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Berlin, Germany, in 1882, and a member
of the New York State and Queens County Medi-

cal Societies, died at his home on Deceiuber 17,

aged 56 years.
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Dr. George Clinton Crandall of St. Louis, Mo.,

a graduate of the University of Michigan, Depart-

ment of Medicine and Surgery, Ann Arbor, in 1890,

a member of the American Medical Association,

and of the Missouri State and St. Louis City .Medi-

cal Societies, professor of medicine in the St. Louis

University, School of Medicine, president of the

consulting staff of the St. Louis City Hospital, and
medical director of the St. Louis Society for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis, died at his home of

Bright's disease, on December 5, aged 47 years.

Dr. AsBURV J. Russell of Oakland, Cal., a grad-

uate of the University of Wooster, Medical Depart-
ment, Cleveland, O., in 1868, died suddenly at Grass
Valley, Cal., on November 26, aged 67 years.

Richard H. Townlev, superintendent of the

Lincoln Hospital, New York, and formerly a lieu-

tenant in the United States Navy, was accidentally

killed while cleaning a gun in his rooms at the hos-

pital on December g.

Dr. Grenville A. Emory of Middleton, N. Y.,

a graduate of the Albany Medical College in 1867,

died at his home on December 12, aged 74 years.

Dr. Eli Peck Miller of New York, a gradu-
ate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, New
York, in 1864, died at his home of pneumonia on
December 19, aged 84 years.

Dr. William Wallace Holliday of Cleveland,

O., a graduate of the Western Reserve University.

Medical Department, Cleveland, in 1876, a member
of the American Medical Association and the Ohio
State and Cuyahoga County Medical Societies, and

president of the Western Reserve Medical School
Alumni Association, died in the Lakeside Hos-
pital, Cleveland, on December 7, aged 61 years.

Dr. James Alico Comstock of Greenfield, Ind.,

a graduate of the Medical College of Ohio, Cin-

cinnati, in 1867, a veteran of the Civil War, and
a member of the Hancock County Board of Pen-

sion E.xaminers, died in the Deaconess Hospital,

Indianapolis, on December 8, aged 68 years.

Dr. Edward L. Casey of North Woodstock,
N. H., a graduate of the University of Maryland,
School of Medicine, Baltimore, in 1905, died in the

Laconia Hospital from pneumonia, after a short ill-

ness, on December 9, aged 30 years.

Dr. D.A.VID Ale.xaxder Kittle of Kansas City,

Mo., a graduate of the JefTerson Medical College,

Philadelphia, in 1838, and a holder of degrees also

from the Rush Medical College, Chicago, 1846, the

Medical Department of A\'ashington University, St.

Louis, 1853, and the Keokuk Medical College,

Iowa, 1864, died at his home on December i, aged

92 years.

Dr. Peter O. Bleiler of Allentown. Pa., a

graduate of the Jefferson Medical College. Philadel-

phia, in 1876, and a member of the American Medi-
cal Association and the Pennsylvania State and
Lehigh County Medical Societies, died at his home
from arteriosclerosis, on December 10, aged 60
years.

Dr. William .Samuel Love of Winchester, Va.,

a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, De-
partment of Medicine, in 1861, died at his home
on December 12, after a short illness, aged 76 years.

Dr. William Hand Browne emeritus professor

of English Literature at Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, who died in that city on December 13,

at the age of 34 years, was a graduate of the L^ni-

versity of Maryland, School of Medicine, in 1850.

although he had never entered upon the practice of

medicine.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

insurance statements—EFFECT ON UOSPITALS—

•

MEDICAL COU.VCIL's SESSION PRIESTLEY LECTURE
BY PROF. METCIINIKOFF—HISTORY OF MEDICINE
SECTION INAUGURATED—OBITUARY.

London, December 6, 1912.

Last evening the Insurance Commissioners issued

an account of the negotiations between the medical

deputation and Mr. Lloyd George and added the

steps to be taken to bring the Act into operation on

January 15. They also issuetl the new regulations.

The chief concessions made are representation on
insurance committees increased to one-tenth, court

of inquiry to consist of two medical men and one

lawyer instead of the committee of complaints, some
extra ijajment in mountainous districts, .r-rays and
bacteriology not to be expected in ordinary diagno-

sis nor major surgical proceedings in treatment.

The British Medical Association also last night is-

sued its statement. They have invited all members
of the profession to decide whether to atlminister

the medical part of the Act, have "not advised as

to the nature of the answer to be given." A spe-

cial representative meeting of the association has

been called for December 21 in London.
A third document issued last night is from a

number of practitioners who have decided to work
under the Act, calling a meeting for December 13,

to formally estaljlish the "National Insurance Prac-

.

titioners' Association," to promote and safeguard

the interests of those who may accept service under

the Act. They profess to see it to be their duty to

themselves and the public to do so.

The practitioners at Henley have combined to

form a public medical service and all private clubs

will cease to exist there on the 15th prox., when
vi^age-earners and their families whose income does

not exceed £2 per week can enter the new com-
bination and so-secure attendance and medicine.

The effect of the Act on our ho.spitals is exciting

grave apprehensions. .A.t a meeting of the govern-

ors of the London Hospital on Wednesday, the

House Committee reported that the cost of insur-

ing the hospital employees would be about £850 a

year. Worse still, a number of subscribers were
withdrawing their support on account of the In-

surance Act, and as the hospital's income is chiefly

from voluntary contributions, the outlook is becom-
ing serious. They would have to spend about

£25,000 a year on patients who were insured under
the .Act. .Surely, that is a good reason why they

should be reimbursed to a considerable extent from
the funds extracted from these people as insurance.

Other hospitals will doubtless have to suffer in the

same way, and the danger threatens to be a grave
injury to the public.

The winter session of the General ^ledical Coim-
cil has been held. It was opened on Tuesday,
November 26, with an address by the presirlent. Sir

Donald MacAlister, who expressed regret at the

death of Mr, Norton and referred to other changes
in the personnel of the Council, He reported that,

as they desired, he had communicated with the gov-
ernment the importance of their control of qualifi-

cation and registration in Ireland being secured in

case Home Rule should be carried. The govern-
ment's reply was a request for a statement of the

grounds on which this request was made. He ac-
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cordingly furnished a memorandum which there

was reason to suppose had been considered by the

Cabinet, though he had not so far received any com-
munication from the Lord President. Notices by
private members proposing amendments had ap-

peared on the order papers of the House, but under

the present mode of procedure could not be consid-

ered. A hope was expressed that later an oppor-

tunity may be found, but it is difficult to see any

justification of such a hope.

The Insurance Act could not be forgotten and
the committee on this had reiterated the opinion

of the Council that in the absence of provisions for

institutional treatment of the insured, the existing

facilities for the study of clinical medicine, surgery,

and midwifery might be seriously endangered to

the great injury of the public. The question is still

being considered by the commissioners. A bill in

the House of Lords suggested by the Council

makes some alterations in the election of direct rep-

resentatives. It is a small affair and might well

have taken a wider sweep. The Council stands in

need of no little reform, and if the Lord President

could be induced to introduce a bill at all, surely he

could have been persuaded to propose something

more than a plan to reduce the expense of elections.

It is clear the Council is as indifferent to its posi-

tion as heretofore. Reports of several committees

were received and ordered to be entered on the

minutes. Much time was occupied by disciplinary

proceedings. Several names were directed to be

expunged from the register. Of these one was of

a practitioner who was said to have died some time

ago, but another person has been acting in his

name. It is an unprecedented case in the history of

the Council, and now it remains for the criminal

authorities to take up the charge of personation.

We have had Prof. Metchnikoff in London last

week, and on Friday afternoon he delivered the

Priestley memorial lecture of the National Health
Society, the R. S. M. lending its theater for the

occasion. This lectureship was founded two years

ago in memory of Lady Priestley, who was an orig-

inal member of the National Health Society when
it was founded, some thirty years ago. The chair-

man, Sir J. Crichton-Browne, presided, and in in-

troducing the lecturer conveyed to him an expres-

sion of regret from Princess Christian, president

of the society, at being unable to be present, also

of the French Ambassador, w'ho wrote to say a pre-

vious engagement had unfortunately prevented him
from attending. The chairman went on to say Pas-

teur's mantle had fallen on Prof. Metchnikoff,

whose theory of immunity had revolutionized med-
ical science and whose discovery of the function of
the white corpuscles had modified treatment. He
had taught them to help the beneficent organisms in

their defense against invading microbes, showing
them, so to say, "how in case of need to set a thief

to catch a thief."

Prof. Metchnikoff', speaking in French, said tu-

berculosis was formerly looked upon as a disease

of nutrition, though in some countries it was long

held to be contagious. Villemin fifty years ago
proved it could be inoculated into animals. Thirty

years ago Robert Koch discovered the bacillus. Sev-

eral species are distinguished, one in cold-blooded

animals, another in birds, and another in mammals.
The species peculiar to man was the chief cause

of human tuberculosis, but precaution was neces-

sary against infection by the bovine form. Cases

of recovery had long been recognized in dissecting

rooms and recent evidence of healed and past tuber-

culosis had accumlated so as to point to its being

almost universal among the adults of town popula-

tions dying from other diseases; von Pirquet's test

giving 90 per cent, as having been infected, though
only 15 per cent, died of it, one-seventh of all

deaths, so 85 per cent, had recovered and many of.

these never knew they had suffered from tubercle.

Various methods of treatment were mentioned and
Metchnikoff' admitted that some of them had been

useful, but no real remedy had been found. Uncon-
scious inoculation by mild strains had led to immu-
nity, and the present diminution of the death rate

from tubercle in London and some other cities was
probably due to this. The fall in the death rate in

twelve years had been from 24 to 13 per 10,000 of

the population per year. Such natural infection

was a factor of great importance in the fight against

any kind of infectious disease. The disappearance

of leprosy was probably so brought about. There
are numerous opportunities for such immunizing
strains of tubercle bacillus to gain access to human
lieings. What cause or causes had brought about

the comparative mildness of these immunizing races

on strains "had yet to be discovered, and the most
active study of these strains and the precise condi-

tions under which they occurred was needed to find

out how they might be utilized for ensuring the pro-

tection of humanity instead of their beneficent in-

vasions being left to chance. In that direction

was their last hope, and the progress made up to

the present in the war against tubercle justified the

hope that in the not too distant future the homo
sapiens would triumph over the Bacillus tubercu-

losis."

A vote of thanks proposed by Sir E. Ray Lan-
kester and seconded by Sir James Goodhart was
awarded to Prof. Metchnikoff' by acclamation. .

The new section of the R. S. AI. has made an

excellent beginning and vindicated the right of the

"History of Medicine" to such a position. Sir F.

Champreys, as president of the society, at a meeting

on November 20, declared the section duly consti-

tuted. The officers of the section were then elected.

Sir William Osier being president, and he, after

some remarks on the objects to be kept in view,

read a most interesting paper on "A Down Survey
Manuscript of William Pett," who was born in

1623 and died 1687. He was for a short time pro-

fessor of anatomy at Oxford University and vice-

principal of Brasenose College, and if his other

work overshadowed liis professional he .should be

remembered for his share in the first "Bills of Mor-
tality'' of London (1661), the first work in English

of the kind, and his "Observations on the Dublin

Bills of Mortality" (1683). As a political econo-

mist he achieved a great reputation, and as Sir W.
Osier said "his praise is in the schools." The Cam-
bridge University Press reprinted his economic

works in 1899. and Lord Edward Fitzmaurice is-

sued his "Life" in 1895. In 1649 Petty had been

named deputy to the Regius Professor of Medi-

cine at Oxford and in 165 1 succeeded to the chair

of Anatomy. He became an active member of

the society or club out of which originated the

Royal Society. In 1692 he was appointed Physi-

cian General to the Forces in Ireland and immedi-

ately began to reorganize the medical service. He
was an energetic man of great resources ; energy

he called the great requisite of life. The claims to

the Irish lands could not be arranged—there was
no survey and it was said none could be completed
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for thirteen years. Petty said he would do it in

thirteen months if he had a free hand. He agreed
to "survey and measure and to map." He seems to

have had a genius of organization and his work
reads more like the Twentieth than the Seventeenth
century. He completed his survey, which was
known as the down survey as it was set down on

the map. The manuscript shown by Sir W. Osier
contains a copy of the contract he made to do it in

Petty's own hand, dated Dublin, May 18, 1655.

Lieut. Col. Edward Alfred Birch, late of the

Indian Medical Service, died on November
27. He qualified in Ireland in 1861 and soon after

entered the navy, in which he served five years,

having served at Kagosima and Simonoski, and was
mentioned in dispatches. He took the F.R.C.S.I.

in 1866; I.B.C.P., 1865; D.P.H., Cambridge, 1878;
M.D., Brussels, 1879; was elected F.R.C.P. Lond. in

i8y2. He became Fellow and later Examiner in

Medicine of the Calcutta University, Professor of

Medicine and Principal of the Medical College and
Physician to the College Hospital. He wrote "The
Effects of Warm Climates on the Functions and
Secretions" ; "Epidemic Pleuropneumonia," and
the "Management and Medical Treatment of Chil-

dren in India."

Dr. Joshua Plaskitt, F.R.C.S., died suddenly on
Sunday afternoon, falling dead on the pavement as

he was walking home. He was 78 years of age.

Brigade-Surgeon Thomas Stick Veale, M.D.,
I. M.S., died on the ist inst., aged 81. Dr. George
W. Sparke, formerly of the Royal Artillery, died

on November 22, in his 84th year. Surg. Col. H.
M. Greenhow, F.R.C.S., late of the Bengal service,

died on the 26th ult., in his 84th year.

NINTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS MEDICAL

ASSOCIATION.
(From Our Regular Correspondent.)

Manila, November 5, 1912.

The second session of the Ninth Annual Meeting
of the Philippine Islands Medical Association be-

gan at 9 A.M. The first paper, entitled "Status

Thymico-Lymphaticus in Filipinos" was read by
Dr. B. C. Crowell. The author of this paper re-

ported 19 cases of this disease, all of which he had
observed in Filipinos. He stated that the experi-

ence here was similar to that had in Europe and
the United States, namely, that the majority of the

cases were discovered at autopsies which were
made upon the usual run of cases that come to a

city morgue. The number of cases observed, how-
ever, had been considerably augmented of late on
account of the activity of the health officers in send-

ing to the morgue for autopsy all bodies in which
glandular enlargements were found. He stated

that in making the diagnosis clinically in other

countries, much stress was laid upon the square

appearance of the pubic hair. This diagnostic sign

was absent in Malays, particularly in Filipinos.

The pathological findings in Malays, however, were
otherwise practically the same as those found in

other races. The principal points upon which Dr.

Crowell based his diagnosis of this condition were.

the enlargement of the lymph tissues at the base of

the tongue and the fauces, the enlargement of the

thymus gland, and hypertrophv of the lymph struc-

tures in the intestines associated with enlargement

of the lymph glands.

The next paper was entitled "Sarcoma of In-

testines, Pathological Anatomy, with Report of

Cases," by Dr. R. W. Hammack. The author gave
the history of three cases of primary sarcoma of

the intestine. One of these was of the annular
variety. He had seen a fourth case, but on account
of the fact that it was not clear that the primary
lesion was in the intestines, he did not include it

with this series. He invited attention to the rarity

of this affection and to the fact that in children the

disease was nearly always confined to the large in-

testine.

The next paper was entitled "A Tumor of the

Hypophysis Cerebri," by Jose Hilario. The author
reported several cases of this disease which had
been found at autopsy.

The next paper was entitled "The Role of the

Individual Proteins in Nutrition," by R. B. Gib-
son, the Assistant Professor of Physiology in the

College of Medicine and Surgery. The author
called especial attention to the difference which
existed between complete proteins and non-complete
proteins. He stated that the proper nutrition of
the organism depended largely upon a correct salt

balance. He gave instances of feeding experi-

ments made upon young rats, in which the requisite

number of calories were supplied in the food, but

in which a correct salt balance was not maintained,

and he showed that practically no growth took place

in such animals, but that an increase in weight im-

mediately began when a correct salt balance was
maintained. It was his opinion that this observa-

tion might be of great importance in throw-
ing additional light upon the etiology of beriberi,

especially in view of the fact that highly polished

rice was a protein that lacked a proper salt balance.

Rice polishings he considered to be complete pro-

teins. The speaker said, however, that he had not

had an opportunity to verify this supposition by
analysis.

The next paper read was entitled "Polyneuritis

Gallinarum—the Influence of Various Foodstuffs

on Its Development," by Dr. Edward B. Vedder,
of the Army Board for the Study of Tropical Dis-

eases. Dr. Vedder reported on a series of feed-

ings which had been made, in which chickens were
fed polished rice and meat, polished rice and pota-

toes, polished rice and peas, polished rice and
bananas, polished rice and condensed milk, and pol-

ished rice and white bread. The object of these

experiments was to determine whether the neuritis

preventing principle existed in the substance fed

with the polished rice. The results of the experi-

ment were, that polyneuritis gallinarum developed
before the 23d day, in all of the fowls except in

those in which peas were fed in addition to the

rice. From these experiments, the author pointed
out that peas possess the neuritis preventing prin-

ciple, perhaps in practically as large proportions as

it existed in mangoes or beans. He also called at-

tention to the fact that it had been observed, on
Norwegian ships, that after 1894 beriberi was fre-

quently encountered among the sailors, whereas,

prior to that date, it was practically unknown. An
investigation of this matter showed that prior to

1894 the sailors used rye bread, and after that date,

they used white bread, which was made of highly

milled wheat. Upon bran being added to the ration,

the beriberi promptly disappeared. He stated that

similar experiences had also been had in Labrador,

where beriberi is found to prevail very extensively.

It w^as found that the staple article of diet among
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the Labrador natives, at times, was bread made
from highly milled wheat, and when this was used,

beriberi almost invariably resulted. Here again,

various experiments had shown that it was possi-

ble to eradicate beriberi when bran was added to

the ration.

The next paper was entitled "Early Changes in

the Peripheral Nerves in Polyneuritis Gallinarum,"

by Dr. Elbert Clark, Professor of Anatomy of the

College of Medicine and Surgery. Dr. Clark made
microscopical examinations of the sciatic nerves of

fowls that were undergoing feeding experiments
with polished rice, and invariably he found that

marked degenerative changes took place in the

nerve trunk between the axis cylinder and the

medullary sheath, and transverse fibrils disappear-

ing almost completely. The average time for

paralysis to be observable clinically was generally

found to be about the 23d day, after a feeding ex-

periment was begun, although it had been observed

as early as the 15th day. He then determined to

make examinations of the nerve as soon as the ex-

periments were begun. He found that distinct

changes took place in almost every instance as early

as the seventh day of the feeding experiment, and
in such cases, no clinical manifestations of neu-
ritis could be detected. He also pointed out that

apparently, then, from the very beginning, certain

of the nerve fibers were affected, and as the dis-

ease progressed, more and more became evolved
until finally paralysis set in.

The next paper was entitled "Infant Mortality
in Manila," by Dr. W. E. Musgrave. Dr. ^lus-

grave stated that he was simply presenting the gen-
eral considerations in connection with infant mor-
tality, and that two other papers which were to

have been read by his fellow members on the Com-
mittee appointed for the study of infant mortality

in the Philippines, would not be read at this time
as those members were not quite ready to report.

The investigations, however, had gone far enough
to show that the infant mortality in the Philippines

was intimately associated with a lack of proper
mitrition of the mothers, and that the pathetic part

of the matter was that in most instances the mothers
were not even aware of the fact that their simple
diet of rice and fish was not sufficient to furnish

an adequate amount of nutrition for themselves and
a proper milk for their infants. He dealt at length

with the difficulties in the way of providing a sat-

isfactory raw milk in the Philippines, and pointed
out that the solution of the problem lay in making
available a good whole milk such as that which was
now quite largely imported into the country in

sterilized form.

In the discussion which followed upon the pre-

ceding four papers. Dr. Heiser stated that he was
glad to note the additional light thrown upon the

etiology of beriberi bv the paper of Dr. Gibson, and
that all that Drs. Vedder and Clark had done sim-
ply added more and more evidence to the vast quan-
tity already accumulated, namely, that beriberi

was intimately associated with nutrition, and that

it was probably due to a faulty rice diet. Even
though the etiology might not be accepted by all

medical men, yet, from a practical standpoint, suffi-

cient progress had now been made for the sani-

tarian to proceed without waiting for definite an-
swers as to whether beriberi was a nutritional or

an infectious disease. He stated that the matter
had now reached the stage where it might be stated

that an outbreak of beriberi could be stopped, or

beriberi prevented, with the same certainty as it

was possible for the sanitarian to stop an outbreak
of cholera, or to prevent it occurrence. It was sim-

ply a question of selecting a diet which contained
the neuritis preventing principle, such as was rep-

resented by unpolished rice. With regard to the

paper by Dr. Musgrave, he agreed thoroughly re-

garding the difficulty in supplying a proper cow's
milk to the residents of the Philippine Islands. The
obstacles did seem almost insuperable, and for

the present at least, an imported, canned, sterilized

milk seemed to be the only practical substitute. He
thought, however, that the difficulty might be met
by introducing into every town and hamlet in the

Philippine Islands, milk goats, and that through
them, this very necessary food could be supplied

to the masses of the people at a cost which was with-

in their financial ability. That the Filipino people

as a class were so poorly nourished had long since

been recognized, and a campaign had been started

over three years ago to teach them to utilize the

food stufifs which contained adequate nourishment
and which grew so abundantly in these islands on
every hand.

Dr. Shaklee stated that perhaps the lack of salt

balance, as' pointed out by Dr. Gibson, might be
further influenced by the presence or absence of

certain salts ; that unless magnesium was present

in the proportion of practically ten times the amount
in which calcium was present, a rapid drain

of the body fluids took place, but that when the

proper proportion was restored, this process imme-
diately stopped.

Dr. Yeamans desired to ask Dr. Vedder whether
experiments had been conducted in connection with

his work on beriberi, which referred to the salt bal-

ance.

Dr. Clark wished to ask Dr. Gibson whether any
histological examinations had been made of nerve
fibers in cases in which feeding experiments had
been carried on with the different salt mixtures.

Dr. Vedder stated, in reply to Dr. Yeamans, that

he had conducted a large number of experiments,

keeping in mind the salt balance, but that they had
all proven negative. His conclusion that the salt

balance is not concerned in the etiology of beri-

beri had received further confirmation by the fact

that the neuritis preventing principle had not ap-

parently been discovered.

Dr. Gibson, in reply to Dr. Clark, stated that so

far as he knew, no histological examinations had
been made in connection with stunted growth pro-

duced in rats by changing the salts in the diet.

The next paper was entitled "Experimental
Acclimatization of the Philippine Monkey to a

Tropical Sun," by Dr. A. O. Shaklee. This was a

report upon an interesting series of experiments in

which the author acclimated a number of monkeys
by gradual exposures to the sun, and then exposed
them, with other monkeys which had not been

so acclimated. In practically every instance the

monkeys which had not been acclimated died with-

in a period of an hour, or less, and the acclimated

monkeys resisted the effects of the sun's rays ap-

parently without discomfort or elevation of tem-

perature. The unacclimated died almost at the

same rate as those monkey's reported upon in the

experiments of Dr. Aron, which paper was read at

the Seventh Annual Meeting of the Philippine

Islands Medical Association.

The last paper on the program "Sunlight," was
read by Harry D. Gibbs.
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ProgrfBH of MthUnl BtUnn,
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

December 12, 1912.

1. Alimentary Aberrations; the Ronlgen Rays as a Factor in their
Diagnosis. P. Brown.

2. The Prevention of VVater-Borne Disease in Lake and River
Traflfic. A.

J.
McLaughlin.

3. Arteriosclerosis Probably Not an Important Factor In Etiology
and Prognosis of Involution Psychoses. G. L. Watson.

4. Heredity: with Especial Reference to the Law of Gregor Johann
.Mendel, O. S. A. J. M. Connolly.

5. The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis by Artificial Pneumo-
thorax. According to the Method of Forlanini. G. M. Balboni.

6. Congenital Pelvic Kidney. B. B. Cates.

1. The X-Ray Diagnosis of Gastrointestinal Condi,

tions.—P. Brown states that the ;ir-rays help to eluci-

date many problems in gastroenterology. The more sim-

ple diagnostic problems may relate to the determination

of the size, the shape, and the position of the stomach and

to that of the position and arrangement of the classical

divisions of the intestines. Problems which may be con-

sidered as slightly less simple are those having to do with

the determination of motility, or other evidence of peri-

staltic activity. Those more complex in nature are prob-

lems dealing with the diagnosis of some localized influ-

ences inhibitory to normal function ; to wit, kinks,

pressure-points, and other hindrances due to extrinsic

causes such as adhesion bands and the like. Finally, there

are very complex problems which are offered by the in-

trinsic lesions, of a nature either destructive or cicatrizing,

which are often malignant and always seriously to be

considered.

2. Prevention of Water-Borne Disease.—By .A. J.

McLaughlin. (See Medical Record, November 9, 1912,

page 861.)

3. Arteriosclerosis and the Involution Psychoses.—
G. L. Walton studied with reference to the possible etio-

logical role of arteriosclerosis, one hundred cases of that

phase of manic-depressive insanity known as involutional,

the patients presenting marked depression, often with agi-

tation, with self-accusation, and with somatic delusions.

An equal number of control cases were also examined.

There was no more clinical evidence of arteriosclerosis in

tbe psychosis than in tlie control cases.

4. Human Applications of the Mendelian Theory.—
J. M. Connolly states thai the inheritance of brachydactyly

is clearly in accordance with Mendel's law. Brachydactyly

behaves as a simple Mendelian dominant to the normal

form, and the recessive normals cannot transmit the af-

fected condition whatever their ancestry. Night-blindness

has been traced through ten generations and nearly three

centuries, in the 2,000 descendants of a native of southern

France. The affection behaved as a Mendelian dominant.

The principle "once free, always free," applied in these

cases. The inheritance of retinitis pigmentosa and heredi-

tary optic atrophy is also Mendelian. The inheritance of

color-blindness illustrates a group of cases in which the

incidence of disease is largely, if not absolutely, restricted

to one sex. In color-blindness the burden is invariably

borne by the male ; but a color-blind man does not transmit

color-blindness to his sons, but only to his daughters. The

daughters, however, are themselves normal, providing the

mother was, yet they transmit color-blindness to half their

sons. A color-blind daughter could be produced, appar-

ently, only by the marriage of a color-blind man with a

woman who transmitted color-blindness, since the daughter

to be color-blind must have received the character from

both parents ; whereas the color-blind son receives the

character only from his mother; but a color-blind woman's

sons will all be color-blind. It appears as though color-

blindness were due to the presence of an extra Mendelian

factor as compared with the normal, and that a single

dose of it will suffice to produce color-blindness in the

male, but a double dose is required to produce it in the

presence of the factor for femaleness. In the peculiarly

male disease, hemophilia, the pathological character is

dominant in one sex, but recessive in the other. Other

affections whose inheritance follows the law of Mendel
are the following: polydactylism, split-foot, Huntington's

chorea, deafmutism, feeblemindedness, twins, and ich-

thyosis. Davenport and Weeks have shown that epilepsy

is inherited according to the .Mendelian law, and advocate

segregation of all epileptics during the reproductive period.

New York Medical Journal.

December 14, 1912.

1. The Prevention of Epilepsy. L. P. Clark.
2. Oveareating as a Cause of Acute Appendicitis. E. Novak.
3. Labyrinthitis and Cerebellar Abscess. I. W. Voorhees.
4. Autotherapy. C. H. Duncan.
5. Defective Vision in Children. A. C. Sautter.
6. The Prognosis in Gallstone Disease. E. MacD. Stanton.
7. .Mbumin Determination. G. \V. Warren.
8. Pneumonia in Open Air Sanatoria. H. L. Barnes.
9. Simple Perineal Enucleation of the Prostate Gland. J. M. White.
10. Surgery of the Bones and Joints. J. B. Murphy.
11. A Description of the Entcroptotic Woman. R. R. Smith.

1. The Prevention of Epilepsy.—L. P. Clark believes

that the prevention of epilepsy is closely bound up with a

more precise and intensive study of the family stock from
which the disease is recruited. Birth injuries and acci-

dents must be still further eliminated. The rearing of

neuropathic individuals must be given more definite and
painstaking attention. Finally, a proper metabolism in

potentially epileptic individuals must be still more ener-

getically safeguarded.

2. Overeating as a Cause of Appendicitis.—E. No-
vak advances the theory that a considerable number of

cases of appendicitis are caused by overeating. .'Vs a

result of overdistention of the stomach, the superior

mesenteric vessels, lying immediately behind this viscus,

may be subjected to compression, which produces a de-

cided interference with the intestinal circulation. The
first effect of such a circulatory disturbance is the excita-

tion of more or less violent peristaltic activity in the intes-

tine, thus explaining the pain usually felt in the epigas-

trium at the onset of an attack of appendicitis, .\nother

effect, direct or indirect, of this disturbance of circulation

is exerted upon the appendi.x, the resistance of which is

diminished to such an extent that it often falls a prey

to the action of the ever present colon bacillus and other

intestinal organisms. \ more or less severe attack of ap-

pendicular inflammation is thus precipitated.

6. Prognosis of Gallstone Disease.—E. MacD. Stan-

ton notes that gallstones are found at autopsy in approxi-

mately ten per cent, of subjects past thirty years of age,

but this figure is probably too high for the earlier decades

of adult life and too low for the later decades. To be of

practical value as indicating the real frequency of gall-

stones autopsy statistics should be collected in such a way
as to show the frequency of gallstones in males and fe-

males during each decade of life. Notwithstanding the

formidable pathological changes often found at operation

during the period of acute exacerbation of gallstone dis-

ease there is overwhelming clinical evidence to the effect

that the acute attack is only very rarely actually danger-

ous. Emergency operations are not as a rule life saving

and are not justified if a safer operation can be performed

during a quiescent period. A medical cure consists in a

relatively symptomless quiescent period while by a surgical

cure is meant a permanent relief from the symptoms and

complications of the disease. Surgical end results are on

the whole very satisfactory—almost ideally so in the early

uncomplicated cases. If the surgeon can assure a low

operative mortality gallstone cases should be operated upon

at the first safe period after the diagnosis is made.

7. Albumin Determination.—G. W. Warren finds that

the determination of the albumin content in its relation

to the amount of pus in the urine is of the greatest aid in

the diagnosis of kidney infections. The albumin content
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in the most marked cases of cystitis does not exceed 0.15

per cent. Therefore, in pyuria of doubtful origin, where

the urine is free from blood, an albumin content of more
than 0.15 per cent, in the great majority of cases shows
that the kidney is involved. With a small amount of pus

and an albumin content of 0.15 per cent., it can safely be

assumed that the kidney is infected.

8. Pneumonia in Open-Air Sanatoria.—By H. L.

Barnes. (See Medical Record, October ig, 1912, page

738.)

10. Surgery of the Bones and Joints.—By J. B. Mur-
phy. (See Medical Record, November 23, 1912, page 965.)

Journal of the American Medical Association.

December 14, 1912.

1. Visceral Organisms. A. Carrel.
2. A Study of the Causes of Death in One Hundred Patients with

High Blood-Pressure. T. C. Janeway.
3. Duodenal Medication of Ipecac in the Treatment of Amebic Dys-

entery. H. G. Beck.
4. Recent Hygienic Improvements in Dairying. R. C. Newton.
5. A Study of Saliva and Its Action on Tooth Enamel in Reference

to Its Hardening and Softening. J. Head.
6. A Clinicopathological Study of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning. J.

W. McConnell and W. G. Spiller.
7. Safety-Razor-Blade Scapel. J. B. Murphy.
8. Cleft Palate Needle-Holder. G. M. Todd.
9. Averages in Attitude and Trunk Development in Women and

Their Relations to Pain. R. L. Dickinson and W. Truslow.
10. After Results in Tuberculous Patients Treated During the Years

1891-1911 at the Sharon Sanatorium. V. Y. Bowditch and W.
A. Griffin.

11. The Etiology of Beriberi. C. Lovelace.
12. A Further Study of the End-Results of the Conserved Ovary.

J. O. Polak.
13. Heredity in Nervous Disease and Its Social Bearings. C. B.

Davenport.
14. .^dams-Stokes Disease. P. Frank.
15. Prevalence of the Heroin Habit. Especially the Use of the

Drug by "Snuffing." J. Phillips.
16. Demonstration of the Greater Susceptibility to Heat of Sarcoma

Ceils as Compared with Actively Proliferating Connective-Tissue
Cells. R. A. Lambert.

17. Primula Dermatitis: Its Occurrence in Rural Districts. II. A.
Sharpe.

18. Note on a New Method of Suturing Elood-Vessels. J. S.
Horsley.

19. Report of Death from Unrecognized Duodenal Ulcer Following
Operation for Cholecystitis. E. G. Edwards.

1. Visceral Organisms.—A. Carrel details his tech-

nique by means of which entire systems of organs may be

kept alive outside of the organism in an incubator at a

temperature of 38° C. while the lungs are being ventilated.

The method consists in removing aseptically en masse the

heart, lungs, liver, stomach, pancreas, adrenals, kidneys,

spleen, and part of the intestines of an animal, generally

a cat. .\rtificial respiration is carried on by a continuous

current of air interrupted ten times per minute. The re-

sults of these experiments were as follows : The viscera

were functioning normally, the heart pulsating, the intes-

tine contracting peristaltically, and the stomach digesting

in the successful cases. .After five or six hours intestinal

hyperemia appeared and it seemed as though peritonitis

developed progressively. While in some cases death oc-

curred almost suddenly, in three or four hours, in most of

the cases life continued even ten or thirteen hours. The
death of the visceral organism was announced by a weak-
ened heart action with later a sudden stoppage. In the last

experiment organic death occurred thirteen hours and fif-

teen minutes after that of the cat from which the organs

were taken.

2. Causes of Death in Cases of High Blood-Pressure.

—By T. C. Janeway. ( Sec Medical Record, Vol. 81, page

1118.)

3. Duodenal Medication with Ipecac in Amebic Dys-
tentery.—H. G. Beck, noting the general agreement
that ipecac is the remedy for amebic dysentery, and the

objectionable features of the methods in vogue, states

that a siiuple, rational, and more practical method has sug-

gested itself in the use of the Einhorn duodenal tube.

For a complete description of this apparatus and the

methods of its use the reader is referred to the original

article by Max Einhorn in the Medical Record, January
16, 1910. As a rule, patients have little difficulty in swal-

lowing the tube and comparatively little discomfort after-

wards. By aspirating a little of the fluid through the tube

after it has entered the stomach and testing the fluid with

Congo paper one can tell whether the tube has entered

the duodenum. In that case the aspiration is slower and

more difficult and the fluid is alkaline and bile

stained. The time required for the capsule to pass into the

duodenum varies from one to five or more hours. Seven

cases are reported in which this method was eiuployed

after other methods had been used without effect. It ap-

pears that the duodenal administration is distinctly more

efficacious than other methods. Large duodenal doses of

ipecac seem to have no bad effects. There are occasionally

gastrointestinal symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, and,

rarely, diarrhea lasting twenty to forty-eight hours. Slight

general depression may appear with a lowered blood-

pressure rarely amounting to more than 10 mm. even with

doses as large as 2 grams.

4. Dairy Hygiene.—R. C. Newton points out the in-

justice of large companies charging a higher price for

milk produced hygienically and allowing no share of the

profits to the farmer. He describes the cooperative sys-

teiu adopted by a certain company with the result of

securing a comparatively high and safe grade of milk

produced at a price within the reach practically of all cus-

tomers and at the same time a contented body of farmers

producing the milk and getting a tangible reward for their

improved methods. It is by education, by an appeal to

the farmer's self-respect, and by an assurance that he

will be a participant, that one can work out the desired

changes in the milk-producing industry,

5. Action of Saliva on Tooth Enamel.—J. Head
points out the fact that roughening of the surface of the

enamel of the teeth as an indication of its softening is

only the final rather than the complete process, and states

that he can detect very minute degrees of softening by

means of a microdynamometer for testing the hardness

and softness. Enamel will soften and harden again within

certain limits, and this hardening and softening is influ-

enced by the saliva and foodstuffs. The same action can

occur in dentine.

7. Safety Razor Blade Scalpel.—J. B. Murphy states

that every surgeon has more or less frequently been an-

noyed by a dull scalpel when a sharp one was very much
desired. Furthermore, after a few strokes of the scalpel,

especially when made in a firm or resistant tissue, like an

old scar, the cutting edge of the scalpel becomes dulled.

Sharpening scalpels is a nuisance and at best very unsatis-

factory. In order to overcome these objections, the author

has devised certain handles to carry the two types of

safety-razor blades most commonly used. After these

blades are no longer serviceable for the purpose for which

they were intended, they make excellent scalpels. They
are cheap and easily obtainable.

9. Attitude and Trunk Development and Their Re-
lation to Pain in Women.—R. L. Dickinson and W.
Truslow present the results of their studies and measure-

ments with reference to the relation between faulty atti-

tude and painful manifestations in women. Three types

of attitude are recognized and named as follows: (l) the

"Kangaroo type," in which the line of gravity passes back

of most of the pivotal points of the trunk and in front of

most of those of the lower extremities; (2) the normal

type, in which the line of gravity passes through the im-

portant pivotal points, and (3) the "Gorilla"' type, in which

it passes in front of most of the pivotal structures of the

trunk and behind those of the lower limbs. These antero-

posterior deviations from the normal type tend toward

:

(l) mechanical instability; (2) muscle and ligament strain,

pain, and bony deformity; (3) abnormal relationships of

the viscera and derangement of their functions. The
congenital trunk deformities are the long-bodied type,
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which invites further deformity by the easy crushing of

ribs by tight corsets during adolescence, and the over-

feminine type with a large development up to the waist

line and a scant one above ; this type usually presents a

kangaroo carriage. The practice of looking for degrees

of faulty carriage, which may account for pain and weak-
ness, will result in many a cure otherwise impossible.

The diagnosis once made, the remedy consists in the cor-

rection of vicious dress and the development of weak
muscles. The most common pains due to false carriage

are the sacral, lumbar, and dorsal. Many of these, par-

ticularly when connected with enteroptosis and neuras-

thenia, may be relieved by correcting the attitude, by

strengthening the trunk muscles, and cultivating deep

breathing. The average woman, as seen in the city, sags.

The back is nearly upright, the shoulders tend only slightly

to rounding, and the chin is drooping. The deformity

which is practically constant is protrusion of the abdomen.

The relaxed abdominal wall is one to two inches in ad-

vance of the normal in a large group of cases. .\s re-

gards posture, one-third of the cases were found good;

one-half were defective. The hour-glass type of corset

was the average design. The gap of the corset when un-

hooked should not exceed two and one-half inches. The
tight corset harms weak women badly; there is no substi-

tute for Nature's corset—the well-set-up anterior abdomi-

nal wall. Too much emphasis cannot be laid on the normal

wedge-shape of the lateral third of the abdominal cavity

as seen in anteroposterior section and the importance of

the uplift of muscular contraction cannot be overstated.

Thoroughness of examination, inspection of the unclothed

trunk, particularly in women with backache, enteroptosis,

and neurasthenia, muscular training continued after

puberty and systematically ordered after labor, together

with the supervision of gymnastics and dress, are the

measures advised.

10. After Results of Sanatorium Treatment.—By V.

Y. Bowditch and W. A. Griffin. (See Medical Record,

October 26. page 7S4.)

11. Etiology of Beriberi.—C. Lovelace states that a

fatal form of peripheral neuritis occurs among residents

of the Madeira Vallej' and among the employees of the

Madeira-Mamore Railway. This neuritis must be classi-

fied as beriberi, or as a member of an as yet hypothetical

beriberi group. This disease bears no intimate relation to

the consumption of rice, polished or unpolished, as a

staple article of diet, nor is the disease due to the absence

of protein in the diet.

12. End Results of the Conserved Ovary.—J, O. Po-

lak concludes that only healthy ovaries should be con-

served. The right ovary when retained is less prone to

subsequent inflammatory changes than the left. All re-

tained ovaries or portions of ovaries should be placed in

such a position in the pelvis that their circulation is not

interfered with. Resection gives the best results when

its application is limited to large monocysts, retention-

cysts, fibroids, or dermoids. The multiple cystic ovary

should be either left alone or ablated. Resection is not

permissible. When a resection is made it should be ex-

tensive, excising the entire diseased area. The suture

should only approximate the wound edges, not constrict

them. The retained portion should be tacked up in the

pelvis to maintain an equal circulation, and the suture line

should be always covered with a reflexion of the peri-

toneum.

The Lancet.

December 7, 1912.

1. The Biology of Tumors. C. M. Moullin.
2. Some Cases of Pyrexia. R. V. Solly.

3. The Suppression of the Convulsion in Eclampsia. A. J. Wallace.

4. Eight Cases of Osteomyelitis of the Spine. G. E. Strong.

5. Epithelial Proliferation Induced by the Injection of Gasworks
Tar. H. Bayon.

6. .Acute Inversion of the Uterus. J. H. Aytoun.
7. Case of Extensive Fibro-.Nngioma Treated by Radium. F. H.

Jacob.
8. A New Form of Tuberculin (T.F.). Some Notes on Its Diag-

nostic and Therapeutic Value. W. C, Lyons.
9. An Interesting Case of Arrested Tuberculosis (?). C. Gayford.

I. The Biology of Tumors,—G. Mansell Moullin
states that whatever form is assumed by the tumors that

originate from the somatic elements or the structures de-

rived from them, the underlying principle of their growth
is the same. The power that would compel the higher
differentiation of the Cells that compose them ceases to

act. The cells that form the tumor-bud cease to develop
further, and never do any work. They cease to bear any
relation to the rest of the body, except that they draw
their food-supply from it and give up their waste products
to it. They do not influence other tissues in any way, nor
are they influenced by them. They continue to grow and
multiply, perhaps with all the greater energy, because the

force that would have been consumed in raising the cells

to a higher plane of diflferentiation is available now for

growth. How is it that the tissues at one small spot in

the body are suddenly able to assert themselves in this

way? How is it that almost from one minute to another
they can shake off all allegiance to the other tissues, and
except that they are dependent upon the rest of the body
for their food, grow upon it, entirely independently of its

growth, and thrive while it may starve? How is it that

from normal tissues, doing their normal work, they can
suddenly develop into structures like parasites that drain

the body of its sustenance and do nothing for it in return?

There is only one answer to questions such as these. The
progressive development of the organs and tissues of the

individual, as of the race, is the outcome of the mutual
relations that have been built up in the course of ages

between the infinite variety of cells of which the body is

composed, transmitted from generation to generation.

Environment and the actual working of the organs and
tissues in the individual are but forces of the moment.
The real controlling power is the hereditary transmission

of the relations which the different parts of the body have
exerted upon each other through immeasurable time, and
which have been handed down in ever increasing numbers
from countless ages. It is this that directs development
and differentiation and keeps growth in check. If it fails

from any cause, or if it is overpowered by the forces of
the moment, whether they form part of the environment
or originate in the body itself, development and differentia-

tion come to an end; organs fail to attain their normal
perfection, and tissues remain at that level of specialization

at which they happen to be at the moment, incapable of
virork because of their imperfect development, but with
their power of growth not only intact, but released from
all restraining influence, and. it may be, even increased in

vigor.

2. Cases of Pyrexia.—R. V. Solly reports a number
of cases illustrating many different conditions causing
pyrexia. Pyrexia may be due to typhoid and to para-
typhoid fever, to the pneumococcus, and to syphilis; to

pyemia and septicemia, including malignant endocarditis;
to subdiaphragmatic abscess, to portal pyemia, and to
nematoid worms ; to urinary conditions, and to rat bite

fever.

3. The Suppression of the Convulsion in Eclampsia.
—A. J. Wallace notes that in December, 1910, L. Murray
made the suggestion that as intrathecal injections of solu-

tions of magnesium sulphate had proved useful in tetanus
they might also be of service in eclampsia. This valuable
suggestion has not received the recognition it merited, for
the results in the treatment of tetanus have been at least

encouraging. Crandon states that of 206 cases of post-
operative tetanus collected by various writers the large
majority were fatal. Fox's collection of fifteen acute
cases of tetanus treated by intrathecal injections of mag-
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nesium sulphate showed a recovery rate of 50 per cent.

The usual 25 per cent, solution of magnesium sulphate

was employed after sterilization in the treatment of the

convulsions of puerperal eclampsia. The drug was in-

jected into the subarachnoid space of the spinal cord. The

dose was regulated by the body-weight of the individual

patient, i c.c. being allowed for every 25 pounds of body-

weiglit. The results were satisfactory.

5. Gasworks Tar and Epithelial Proliferation.—N.

Bayon has been able to demonstrate on rabbits the dele-

terious influence of gasworks tar in the production of

proliferation in epithelial tissue, and believes that this

phenomenon explains to a certain point the influence of

gasworks tar in producing and preparing a receptive sit-

uation for a cancerous growth. These growths differ from

true cancer in one very important feature, namely, al-

though the epithelium is seen to proliferate actively, it

does not invade the lymphatics and causes no metastatic

nodules.

British Medical Journal.

December 7, 1912.

1. Present Position of Treatment of Fractures. R. Jones.
2. Biology of Tumors. C. Mansell MouUin.
3. The Functional Nature of the Cecum and Appendix. A. Keith.
4. Recent Progress in Connection with Syphilis. D'A. Power.
5. A Sequel to Novocaine Injection. S. Gooding and F. L. Ether-

idge.

I. The Treatment of Fractures.—R. Jones com-
ments upon the recent report of the committee on frac-

tures appointed by the council of the British Medical As-

sociation. He states that the value of a correct align-

ment in conjunction with complete obliteration of shorten-

ing should be appreciated. A reduction quite incomplete

during the primary anesthesia may easily be made com-

plete during the following forty-eight hours. This cor-

rection is brought about by continued fixed extension,

aided by appropriately placed pads ; in other instances by

approximating the lower to the upper fragment by posture

of the limb. One should study the causes of non-union

from the clinical side, and in the application of splints

should avoid rigid circular compression. Splints should

always be wider than the limb they protect. Delayed union

in a certain proportion of cases is inevitable. Care must

be taken not to carelessly relegate such cases to the more

serious class of ununited fractures. The academic period

of consolidation authoritatively asserted is not accurate,

and that tones which appear firm to the hand will yield

after many weeks to the incidence of body weight. Ex-

tensive callus exudation with pain on pressure most prob-

ably represents incomplete union. After having corrected

by pulling and manipulation delayed and ununited frac-

tures, the mere change in position and accurate retention

will often rapidly bring about firm union. To still further

ensure success the bone may be percussed and elastic

tubing may be applied above and below the fracture to

produce congestion. It should be taught that a malunited

fracture interferes with the function of the limb by de-

flecting the body weight from accurate incidence upon the

joints above and below. Treatment should therefore be

preventive. Fractures above the elbow-joint should be

fixed in supination and hyperflexion. Passive movements

should not be commenced too early, and should be prac-

tised in the gentlest manner. The radial deformity of a

Colles' fracture should be completely rectified; the ulnar

prominence is of little consequence. For Pott's fracture

the displacement of the ankle should be especially over-

come and the inversion of the ankle should be secured.

Steps should be taken when walking is begun to maintain

the inversion. The indications for operation clearly dif-

fer from the individual standpoint of the surgeon, and

no rules can be laid down.

3. The Functional Nature of the Cecum and Ap-

pendix.—A. Keith notes that when one thinks of how

the diet of highly civilized races has changed—in quality,

quantity, and character—in comparatively recent times,

one must marvel that our organization, which was evolved

to deal with a more primitive and more precarious supply

of food, has accommodated itself to modern conditions

so well as it has. We know that beyond the neolithic

period, when cereals began to be cultivated, some six

thousand years ago, there lies a vast hinterland of rude

human existence, when man must have lived on the natu-

ral products of the country. With the discovery of fire

and of the artificial preparation of food (we know that

man had discovered the use of fire before the end of the

Pleistocene period) the task of the alimentary system must

have been greatly altered. The greatest changes, however,

are those of more recent centuries—the concentrated

nature of food, its plentiful supply, its highly artificial

character. When one comes to realize how slowly evolu-

tionary processes have affected man's body in past times,

one can hardly expect the internal digestive system to

adapt itself to the rapid pace demanded by the ever-accu-

mulating resources of civilization. The modern changes

at work in the teeth and jaws have set in since neolithic

times; we have every reason to suppose these are allied

to, and contemporaneous with, changes affecting the whole

alimentary system. Thus an impartial survey of the evi-

dence at the disposal of the anatomists indicates very

plainly that one cannot hope to prevent or cure the ail-

ments to which the great bowel is liable so long as we re-

gard it as a hopelessly injurious or useless structure. On
the other hand, if we regard it as having all the anatom-

ical appearances of a useful structure, our outlook be-

comes hopeful if we can only discover what its uses are.

If one only knew how to keep it suitably and profitably

employed by altering our diet to meet its requirements, it

would serve the present and future generations just as

well as it answered the digestive needs of primitive and

successful races in the past.

Sinus Stimulation in Resuscitation of the Heart.—
J. Erlanger states that four series of experiments which

he has performed indicate that tetanic stimulation of the

sinus region of the auricles is of material assistance to

massage in the resuscitation of the heart. It causes the

auricles to generate impulses, either rhythmical or irre-

gular, to which the ventricles, when susceptible, respond.

When massage administered for brief periods has failed

to resuscitate the heart, the same period of massage com-
bined with tetanic stimulation of the sinus has usually

brought the circulation back to normal. In some instances

massage alone when continued over long periods has been

without effect, and to all appearances would have con-

tinued to be without effect, whereas at such a time mas-

sage combined with stimulation of the sinus has effected

recovery. Whether the stimulus causes the auricles to

beat normally or to fibrillate seems to make no essential

difference in the end result. Not infrequently conduc-

tivity and irritability are lowered to such an extent by

the cessation of the circulation, that impulses generated

in an auricle started by stimulation can at first manifest

no effect upon the ventricles. Under such circumstances

massage alone or, more frequently, massage plus stimula-

tion may cause the ventricles to beat with their inherent

slow rate. Often then the force of the ventricular con-

tractions is insufficient for the maintenance of an effective

circulation. In such cases, however, with the gradual iin-

provement in the condition of the heart, the auricular ini-

pulses, as a rule, soon begin to reach the ventricles, with

the result that the latter immediately begin to beat more
rapidly and effectively. The beneficial results of stimula-

tion of the auricles, therefore, manifest themselves re-

latively late, but none the less effectively. It has been

found that even after the heart has begun to beat, stimu-

lation of the sinus region may still be of some assistance,

though in another direction. It not infrequently happens

that after resuscitation of the heart the blood pressure fails

to rise above a certain low and insufficient level. In such

cases repeated tetanic stimulation nf the sinus may accele-

rate the rise of blood pressure and so hasten recovery. No
attempt has been made to determine the mechanism of

this effect.

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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The Rural Death Rate of the State of New
York.—Frederick L. Hoffman, LL.D., statistician

•of The Prudential Insurance Company of America,
on Friday morning, December 6, at the twelfth
annual conference of the Sanitary Officers of the

State of New York, held in -Syracuse, New York,
presented the results of an original and comprehen-
sive inquiry into the important subject of "Tlie

Rural Death Rate of the State of New York." The
speaker said at the outset that the problem had not
heretofore received as much attention as would be

desirable, largely, no doubt, on account of the pre-

ponderating numerical importance of the city popu-
lation, constituting 78.8% of the whole. But, he
said, it required no extended argument to prove that

there was indeed a very close relation between urban
and rural mortality, and that, as a matter of general

public policy, much more should be done in the field

of hygiene for the adequate protection of the popu-
lation of the State as a whole. The speaker pointed

out that the rural death rate of the State of New-
York was at present about the same as the city death

rate, although in former years the latter had been
considerably in excess. For illustration, he said, in

1900 the city death rate had been 19.5 per 1,000,

against 15.5 for the rural districts, but in 1909 the

respective rates were 15.9 per 1,000 for the cities

and 1 5. 1 for rural territory. It would, therefore,

seem quite conclusively established that there had-

not been the measurable progress in rural health

which had apparently taken place in the cities of

New York State, considered as a group.

Among the catises of death more common in the

rural districts of the State of New York, the

speaker referred to typhoid fever, malarial fever,

influenza, and cancer. After discussing in consid-

erable detail the prevailing death rates from all of

the principal causes, the speaker presented in brief

outline the essential statistical facts regarding the

comparative mortality of the fifty-seven counties,

disclosing marked variations in the geographical in-

cidence of particular diseases and a wide range in

fluctuations in the death rates during the last decade.

Conceding the inadequacy of the available informa-
tion for precise conclusions in the matter of any
one of the subjects discussed, the speaker concluded
his remarks with a number of recommendations,
suggesting among others, (i) a complete sanitary

survey under the direction of the .State Board of

Health
; (2) a study of the geographical distribution

of disease throughout the rural portion of the State;

(3) a study of the mortality of farmers, farmers'

wives, agricultural laborers, and others employed in

agricultural industries
; (4) a study of occupational

accidents in agriculture; (5) a study of the relation

of canals and railways to the health of the rural

population; (6) the question of rural isolation hos-

pitals and dispensaries; (7) a study of the geo-

graphical distribution of cancer; and (8) the estab-

lishment of a division of rural hygiene in the State

Board of Health for the purpose of providing a

more effective sanitary supervision of rural districts

and making the necessary scientific investigations

preliminary to a substantial reduction in the rural

death rate from preventable or postponable causes.

Anthrax as a Disease of Occupation.—Krauss
relates the following: a tanner's widow made
application for the life insurance of her hus-

band upon the ground that he had lost his

life as a result of a professional mishap. It

was deposed that the deceased, employed in a
leather factory, fell ill on December 11, 1909, the
day following some work in freeing hides from
arsenical dust. The symptoms were chilliness,

malaise, prostration, anorexia, nausea. Swelling
of the fingers was noted l)y the second day. The
diagnosis was influenza, the patient did not im-
prove and on December 27 another physician was
summoned, the original medical attendant having
apparently lost his interest in the case. There were
found pain and tenderness in the abdomen, con-
stipation, anorexia, weak and rapid pulse, cardiac
murmurs, moderate fever of an almost inter-

mittent type. Under observation the patient be-
came weaker, the legs swelled and gangrenous
areas appeared on the left foot early in February,
1910. This phenomenon was immediately follow-ed

by somnolence and other manifestations due doubt-
less to edema of the brain. Death resulted on Feb-
ruary 12, and was accounted for by the supposi-
tion of an ulcerative endocarditis, due in turn to

some blood poison absorbed through an unknown
primary focus. The cryptogenetic character of the
infection, together with the extreme poverty of the
wudow, was responsible for the omission of an
autopsy. The claim was then referred to another
magistrate, and at the hearing the deceased's em-
ployer testified that no arsenic had been used in

the work; and that while now and then raw hides
were handled, the patient had not been exposed to
them at that period. The physician, who had first

attended the patient, deposed that the occupation
of the latter was not in his opinion in any way re-

sponsible for the death. Another physician sum-
moned as an expert concurred in this view. The
diagnosis of influenza was upheld by exclusion. In-
testinal anthrax was naturally suggested at the out-
set, but the edema of the fingers was merely
transitory, and diarrhea was not in evidence until

late in the disease. Pustules were moreover
absent. Cryptogenous sepsis was also to be thought
of as the cause of the supposed ulcerative endo-
carditis, but there were no other evidences of its

presence and this lesion could complicate any acute
infectious disease, influenza as well as any other.
He. therefore, exculpated the occupation of the
patient as having caused death. Another medical
man, testifying as an expert for the plaintiff, made
a long deposition, which was intended to show that
the weight of evidence spoke for an anthrax in-

fection from the hides. The magistrate took this

view and decided for the plaintiff', but the case was
at once appealed. The omission of an autopsy
naturally rendered the case a very unusual one. and
the failure of the employer to demand and pay for
one may have been construed against him. In its

absence a formidable body of facts was adduced
in relation to the nature of latent anthrax, the sus-
picious nature of the class of hides handled, and
much worse, the weight of evidence in favor of
anthrax as compared with such vague aflfections as
influenza and cryptogenetic sepsis, led to a final

verdict, after more than tw'o years of litigation, for
the plaintiff. It was decided that even momentary
contact with infected hides was sufficient for a
fatal infection. A "deadly parallel" was utilized in

which the victim's symptoms were compared item
for item with similar cases known to have been
due to anthrax infection (intestinal anthrax), and
the correspondence proved absolutely the identity
of the morbid conditions.

—

Zeitschrift fi'ir Ver-
skherungsmedizin, 1912, V, Nos. 9 and 10.
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Manual of Chemistry. A Guide to Lectures and Lab-
oratory Work for Beginners in Chemistry. A Text-
book specially adapted for Students of Medicine, Phar-
macy and Dentistry. By W. Simon, PhD., M.D., Pro-

• fessor of Chemistry in the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Baltimore and in the Baltimore College of
Dental Surgery, Emeritus Professor in the Maryland
College of Pharmacy, Department of the University of
Maryland, and Daniel Base, Ph.D., Professor of Chem-
istry in the Maryland College of Pharmacy, Department
of the University of Maryland, and of .Analytical Chem-
istry in the Department of Aledicine, University of
Maryland, Baltimore. Tenth Edition, thoroughly re-

vised, with eighty-two illustrations, one colored spectra
plate, and eight colored plates representing si-xty-four

chemical reactions. Price $3. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea & Febiger, 1912.

Very few medical books reach a tenth edition ; that a

work on chemistry should have achieved this distinction

is sufficient proof that it has supplied a want and justified

its existence. This new edition of Simon's Chemistry has
been thoroughly revised and brought up to date ; at the
same time it retains its former appearance and character-
istics. The section on physiological chemistry has been
rewritten ; there is also a new chapter on the theory of
electrolytic dissociation or ionization, in which are con-
sidered the origin of the theory, ionic equilibrium, ioniza-

tion of acids, bases, and salts, reactions on tlie ionic basis,

activity of acids and bases, hydrolysis of salts, neutraliza-
tion, electrolysis, and Faraday's laws. For the practitioner
who has been out of school for some years, and who
wishes to bring his knowledge up to date, this is probably
the most useful work on chemistry in the market.

Practical Anatomy. An Exposition of the Facts of
Gross Anatomy from the Topographical Standpoint, and
a Guide to the Dissection of the Human Body. By
John C. Heisler, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the
Medico-Chirurgical College of Philadelphia. With 366
illustrations, of which 225 are in color, by E. F. Faber.
Price $4.50. Philadelphia and London : J, B. Lippincott
Company.

This, the latest addition to works on anatomy, is a hand-
some volume of 900 pages, well printed and plentifully

illustrated. It follows the general plan of similar works,
and only a thorough use of the volume in the dissecting
room will demonstrate its special merits and its faults.

The book is in some respects a companion and supplement
to Piersol's Anatomy, and those using this latter work as
their text-book will most likely turn to the present volume
as their guide in dissecting. In addition to the material
ordinarily supplied in a dissecting manual, this work con-
tains a certain amount of surface anatomy and also of
surgical anatomy. The Basle Anatomical Nomenclature
has not been slavishly followed ; in many cases the B.N.A.
terms have been used directly, and where not employed
they have been added in parentheses. The volume does
not readily lie open at any given place as a book intended
for use in the dissection room or laboratory should do.

For a first edition of a work containing so many names
the pages are surprisingly free from misprints. Teachers
and students will do well to examine this work with care.

Pharmacology, .\ction and Uses of Drugs. By Maurice
Vejux Tyrode, M.D., ex-Instructor of Pharmacology in

the Medical .School of Harvard University. Second
Edition. Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Sons & Co., 1912.

There is a great deal to commend in this book, which,
although of small size, nevertheless covers the entire field

of pharmacology- The systematic plan in which the sub-
ject is presented enables the author to condense a great
many topics into a small compass. Part I deals with the
drugs, such as morphine, whose constitutional action is

in greater prominence ; Part II deals with the ferments,
secretions, and extracts of animal organs ; Part III dis-

cusses the drugs whose local action is most in evidence;
and Part IV deals with the drugs of inorganic origin.

The plan of the author may be indicated by referring to

the description of the drugs forming the ether and chloral
group. The general characteristics of this group are first

described. Then follows a separate description of the
action of the various drugs composing the group. The
therapeutic application of these drugs is then described.
Then follows a summary of the materia medica
of the drugs already described. The same plan is

applied to all the other groups. The omission of unneces-
sary details and the inclusion of only what is definitely

known have enabled the author to present a volume that

is of eminent value to the student and even to the practi-
tioner who would refresh his knowledge of the action of
drugs.

Eleme.nts of Practical Medicine. By Alfred H. Carter,
M.D., M.Sc, Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians,
London; Professor of Medicine, University of Birming-
ham; Emeritus Professor of Physiology, Queen's Col-
lege, Birmingham ; Consulting Physician to the Queen's
Hospital, Birmingham, to the Corbett Hospital, Stour-
bridge, the Bromsgrove Hospital, the Smallwood Hos-
pital. Redditch, and Guest Hospital, Dudley, etc. Tenth
Edition. Price 9/ net. London : H. K. Lewis, 1912.

An existence of thirty-two years is certainly a long one
for a text-book which like the present has in its ten edi-

tions passed through many eras of change in medical sci-

ence. .American medical readers will probably be inter-

ested in the English methods of treatment. Yet it is

hardly likely that the entire British profession reflects the
conservative and old-time methods that are presented in

this volume. Thus, no mention is made of the serum
treatment of cerebrospinal meningitis, nor of the use of
salvarsan in syphilis. The book contains many useful
suggestions as to treatment. It is noted that in the paroxys-
mal stage of whooping-cough the best medicine is carbolic
acid in doses of one-half to one minim given in a little

mucilage, glycerine, and aromatic water every two or
three hours. One admirable feature of this work is the

therapeutic formulary at the end of the volume. The
book is well written and will probably continue to main-
tain a wide popularity.

Materia Medica and Therapeutics. Including Phar-
macy and Pharmacology. By Reginald Webb Wil-
co.\, M.A., M.D., LL.D., Professor of Medicine (re-

tired) at the New York Post-Graduate Medical School
and Hospital, Consulting Physician to St. Mark's and to
the Nassau Hospitals, President of the Medical Associa-
tion of the Greater City of New York, President of the
Society of Medical Jurisprudence, ex-President of the
-American Therapeutic Society and of the Harvard Med-
ical Society, Fellow of the .American .Academy of l\Ied-

icine. Honorary Member of the Connecticut State Med-
ical Society, formerly Vice-chairman of the Revision
Committee of the United States Pharmacopeia, etc.

Eighth Edition, revised ; with Inde.x of Symptoms and
Diseases. Price $3. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Sons
& Co., 1912.

This well known text-book appears once more in a single

volume. The two previous editions had been expanded so

that they occupied two volumes, thus making the work
more bulky and more expensive without any appreciable
increase in its value. The work in one volume had
achieved a position of its own, and a very enviable position

it was. For the medical student this has long been a pop-
ular text-book, and it is now brought up to date most
thoroughly. The book has a very complete index, so that

it is quite easy to find the numberless items which the

volume contains. .A prominent feature of tliis index is

the inclusion of the diseases and disease symptoms, and
this will be much appreciated by the practising physician.

The cliicf change in the contents of this edition is that

only pharmacopeial drugs and preparations are included.

This is quite sufficient for the medical student, and the

better he becomes acquainted with these, the less use will

he have, later on as a practitioner, for the numberless non-
pharmacopeia! preparations which are flooding the drug
stores and physicians' offices and whose therapeutic effi-

ciency is often in inverse ratio to their commercial value.

This new edition will easily maintain the popularity of its

predecessors.

Pathology of the Eye. By P. H. Adams, M.A., M.B.,

D.O. Oxon., F.R., C.S., Surgeon to the Oxford Eye
Hospital ; Consulting Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Rad-
cliffe Infirmary. Price $1.50. London: Henry Froude,
Oxford University Press, Hodder & Stoughton, 1912.

Adam's work comprises a small volume of 194 pages. It

is well printed and illustrated by 43 figures in the text.

The first chapter, which is devoted to describing methods
for preserving and staining tissues, is followed by chap-

ters on the various anatomical divisions of the tissues of
the eye. A brief description of the anatomy and normal
histology is followed by a short discussion of the pa-

thology of each part. A chapter on glaucoma, general dis-

eases affecting the eye and the bacteriology of the eye

conclude the work. The statements are brief and to the

point. There is no bibliography. This concise considera-

tion of the pathology of the eye will be of value to stu-

dents who are beginning the study of ophthalmology.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON OBSTETRICS AND (iVNIXOI.OGV.

Slated Meeting, Held October 24, 1912.

Dr. Fra.mk a. Dorman i.v the Chair.

ReneJ Hematuria; Decapsulation, Nephrectomy.—Dr.
Henry Dawson Furniss reported this case. The pa-
tient was a woman, 50 years of age, who was seen in

December, 1911, at which time she reported that the urine
had been as dark as port wine for three months from the
admixture of blood. There was no pain or frequency
of urination. The radiographic examination for stone
was negative. The blood pressure was 125 mm. The
daily amount of urine was 450 c.c. The examination of
the bladder was negative, except that just inside of the
normal ureteral opening tliere was a slight depression that
looked like the orifice of another ureter. This could not be
catheterized, nor was colored urine seen coming from it

after the injection of indigo-carmine. After the injection
of indigo-carmine into the gluteal muscles elimination be-
gan from both sides in fourteen minutes, a bright red
fluid coming from the right ureter at each spurt, while
that from the left was clear. The urine from the left

side showed a slight amount of albumin. An injection of
adrenalin into the renal pelvis had no effect on the hema-
turia. There were a few hyaline and finely granular
casts. On February 10 the right kidney was cut down
upon. The capsule of this kidney was about four times
as thick as that of a normal kidney and very adherent;
the kidney itself was of normal size. There was no ces-
sation of the hematuria after the operation. The patient
was treated with human blood serum for two weeks and
then with calcium lactate without any effect on the hema-
turia. On March 12 indigo-carmine R. was administered
and colored urine came from the left ureter in twelve
minutes. As the hemorrhage did not cease at the end of
six weeks a nephrectomy was done when it was found
that there were two ureters and a double renal pelvis.

Examination of the kidney showed some edema and round-
celled infiltration of the cortex which was probably due
to the former decapsulation. There was free blood in

the straight and convoluted tubules which showed that the
hemorrhage was from the kidney substance. The patient

made an uninterrupted recovery. The daily amount of
urine increased to 1200 c.c. two weeks after the operation
and was free from albumin and casts.

Renal Hematuria; Cessation after Ureteral Catheteri-
zation.—Dr. Henry Dawson Furniss reported this

case. The patient was a woman, 50 years of age, whose
previous history was negative except that three years be-

fore she had had a hematuria which lasted for several

days. There had been no return until March of this year,

since which time the urine had been continuously port
wine colored. There was some dull aching pain in both
lumbar regions, but no loss of weight or strength. Exami-
nation showed a normal bladder. Bloody urine was ob-
tained from the left ureter, while the urine from the right

ureter was negative both microscopically and chemically.

Two days after the cystoscopy the urine was free from
blood and had retuained so ever since. Hagner of Wash-
ington, who had reported a case of cessation of hematuria
after ureteral catheterization, suggested that possibly a
small ureteral polyp had accounted for the hemorrha.ge
and that it had been scraped away in passing the catheter.

It hardly seemed that such was the case in this instance,

as the ureteral catheter continued to drain bloody urine;

had it scraped off and passed the attachment of a polyp,

clear urine should have been obtained. It was possible

that a polyp just at the point to which the cystoscope was
passed liad been scraped away.
Renal Hematuria; Cessation after Decapsulation.—

Dr. Henry Dawson Furniss reported this case. This pa-

tient was also a woman 50 years of age. She was seen for

the first time on September i, 191 1. Her previous history

was negative. Her present trouble began two months be-

fore when the urine became bloody. She suffered from
no pain or frequency of urination. The bladder was nor-

mal with urine red in color coming from the right iireter;

that from the left ureter showed a trace of albumin and
an occasional hyaline or finely granular cast. On Septem-
ber 14 the right kidney was cut down upon and found to

be perfectly normal in appearance. Decapsulation was
performed and two days later the urine was free from

blood. On October 4 an estimation of the renal function

with phenolsulphonephthalcin was made which showed 50
per cent, in the first hour and 23 per cent, in the second.
Fulguration Cauterization.—Dr. Henry Dawson I-'ur-

Niss reported this case which had been referred to him by
Dr. E. W. Peterson. The patient, a woman 49 years of
age, gave a history of an attack of pain eleven years before
which lasted three days and was followed by the passage
of gravel and hematuria. Three months ago she had had
pain in the right lumbar region which lasted for an hour
and since that time she had had hematuria almost con-
stantly. She suffered from urgent and frequent urination.
Examination showed the urine turbid and dark pink in

color. Cystoscopy revealed what looked like a broad base
papilloma just over the area of the right ureter and an-
terior to it. There was some edema. Believing it to be a
papilloma, it was fulgurated twice, the interval between
treatments being four days. Three days after the second
fu!guration examination re\calcd a dark stone just showing
through the tumor-like mass. An attempt was made to

liberate this with the patient in the knee-chest position
using a Kelly tube and a small curette. The patient was
unable to keep still and so the atteinpt had to be aban-
doned. Four days later the patient was again examined
and the stone was almost born ; it was as large as the tip

of an adult male ring finger. She was advised to come
into the hospital for the removal of this through the
bladder. They had planned to dislocate the stone, passing
a wire snare around it, and remove it through the cysto-
scope. If it had been too large for this it would have
been crushed with a lithotribe and washed with an evacu-
ator. The patient was very stout and the radiograph failed

to show the presence of the stone. Dr. Furniss believed
that any growth or tumefaction at the vesical orifice of
the ureter, especially if there was an edematous condition,

should make one suspicious of stone. These patients

should be radiographed before any attempt was made to
fulgurate a supposed papilloma. In the fulguration they
had a bloidless method of releasing impacted stone as the
fulgur.iteu tissue would in a few days slough away.
When Is the High Forceps Operation Justifiable?—

Dr. James A. Harrar read this paper. He said that the
extending of the indications for cesarean section had
placed the high forceps operation on the defensive, many
of our best obstetricians going so far as to deny it a
place among the recognized methods of treating dystocia.

When the forceps was used, as it so often was, to do what
amounted practically to a cranioclasty, it was utterly to be
condemned. The term high forceps was understood to

indicate application of the instrument to the fetal head
when its largest diameters w-ere still above the plane of
the pelvic inlet. The writer took exception to the state-

ment, "Xever apply forceps to the head above the brim."
This might be a safe working rule to hand the general
practitioner for his proper guidance, but in the hands of
the experienced operator there were not a few cases where
a baby's life might be spared or a mother's morbidity
avoided by the judicious use of the high application. It

was a major operation, not to be undertaken except by one
well versed in pelvic obstetrical work. The bad results

were usually due to faulty judgment in the selection of
procedure. The operator then perverted his forceps de-
livery into a procedure destructive alike to mother and
child. There should be ideally no such thing as a "hard
high forceps" in the sense of brute force. These admoni-
tions had been made before, but they would bear repeti-

tion. High forceps was never an elective operation. A
common problem was the decision between version and
forceps in deformed pelves of moderate degree. The fetal

mortalities distinctly favored high forceps in the ratio of
17 to 25 per cent, at the best. The idea that it was easier

to snap a head through a contracted pelvic brim with a

version than with a forceps too often proved disastrous

to the unfortunate head. It is valuable to divide con-
tracted pelves of moderate degree into two classes, depend-
ing upon whether the head could be made to engage in the

brim by suprapubic pressure, properly directed under
anasthesia, or not. If it would so engage it was a "work-
able contraction" either for spontaneous delivery or for-

ceps. If it would not so engage it was a "dangerous con-

traction" and might demand pubiotomy, craniotomy, or

even the performance of cesarean section. It was not the

indications, which were few, so much as the situations

which arose, in which it was advisable to apply forceps to

the head above the brim, that were of interest. They
saw so many cases when it was already too late to do the

proper operation which should have been done had they

been earlier in charge of the labor. There was nothing
left to do but a possible forceps or a craniotomy. A used
and abused uterus was inelastic and would rupture readily
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with a late version. Great aid was rendered in the simple
flat pelvis by putting the patient in the Walcher position.
Inertia uteri, in multipara, delayed dry labor in normal
pelves, dystocia resulting from rigidity of the cervix,
neglected presentations of the brow at the brim, were
situations, illustrated by case reports, in which the high
application of forceps was justifiable. Before applying
forceps to the floating head, first be assured by suprapubic
pressure that the head could be made to bite into the brim.
If it should not so engage it was almost certain that it

could not be safely delivered with forceps, except with
the aid of pubiotomy. One should always desist from
further attempts with forceps if after one or two moderate
tractions on the instrument the head failed to enter the
pelvis.

Dr. William S. Stone believed that Dr. Harrar had
given a very fair presentation of this subject. He wished
to emphasize one or two points. He recalled his first

case in which this operation was attempted and the forceps
were applied three times. One should have an exact idea
as to the relation of the head to the pelvis in order to
determine whether or not the forceps should be used. In
many of these cases, if a keener diagnosis had been made,
craniotomy would have been resorted to. After hearing
the paper one was struck by the difficulty of doing the
high forceps operation; this operation was more difticult

than was ordinarily believed and should be carried out
only by men who were specially qualified to do the work.
Dr. Stone said he had received a very important point
from the late Dr. Emmett and that was to apply the for-
ceps, whether the head was high, medium, or low. when
there was flowing ; in other words, no matter where the
head was when it became stationary (not receding between
pains) the forceps should be applied and that without
waiting.

Dr. Simon Marx asked what was meant by high forceps
operations. The text-books were misleading. When the
head was above the brim of the pelvis a high forceps
operation was not always required. In many of the cases
if they waited a while the head would engage. If the head
did not engage there were two reasons ; either there was
too little water or the head was too small or too large,

causing a malposition of the presenting part. In many of
these cases there was malposition which could be corrected
if recognized early enough. With advancing experience
the use of the high forceps operation would not be so
much in demand. In many of these cases craniotomy
would be preferable for the reason that with these women
who had increased pulse rate, high temperature, and all

the accompanying disturbances of labor it seemed a crime
to attempt the use of high forceps or even to perform
version. High forceps operations were usually late opera-
tions and frequently the child was already dead, and in

these cases it was better to resort to craniotomy.
Dr. Sidney D. Jacobso.n said that Dr. Harrar was to be

congratulated upon his skill in debating this question.
Much had been made by various authors of the value of
the Walcher position in slight pelvic contraction. He
could not agree with Dr. Harrar upon this point and be-
lieved that the Walcher position was not of much practical
importance. Walcher himself claimed only an increase of
about one-half centimeter in the length of the conjugate
by hyperextension of the ihighs ; usually only a few milli-

meters were added to its length and that could not be of
much practical use. Dr. Jacobson further disagreed with
Dr. Harrar that pubiotomy could not be regarded as a
method of delivery in contracted pelves, but that it was
rather an aid to the forceps in delivering the patient. He
believed that pubiotomy was well able to accomplish de-
livery in a contracted pelvis, even without the aid of
forceps, but forceps would fail to accomplish delivery
without pubiotomy. Hence the argument did not apply.

Dr. Frank A. Dorman said that his interpretation of
the high forceps operation was that it lasted a shorter
length of time than had been suggested by Dr. Marx.
Where there was a larger circumference and with the head
above the pelvic brim and not engaging the high forceps
operation was indicated. There were positive indications
for doing this operation, but the work should be in the
hands of a competent operator. Dr. Tucker had obtained
results that few could get to-day. At the Sloane Maternity
all failed to place the solid blade : it would slip. In regard
to version as compared with high forceps operations, sta-
tistics would show, as Dr. Harrar had stated, that when
carefully done the high forceps operation was better than
version. If there was a flattened pelvis better results were
obtained by turning the after-coming head if the child was
in the transverse diameter. If there was an ample pelvis

the child should be delivered early.

Dr. Harrar, in closing the discussion, said he was sur-
prised at what could be learned when they compared the
high forceps operation with version. What interested
them most was the fetal mortality. The general practi-
tioner seemed to become addicted to the use of version
because he was so often without the proper instruments
for the high forceps operation. The fetal mortality in
these cases was greater than was generally supposed.
Craniotomy in many of these cases was justifiable but only
when the child was in bad shape with a heart beat above
160. 1{ the high forceps operation could not be done with-
out danger to the mother craniotomy should be considered,
especially when it was too late to do a cesarean section.
Immediate Treatment of Depressed Fracture of the

Skull in the Newborn.—Dr. George W. Kosm.\k pre-
sented a brief communication in which the advisability of
elevation of depressed fractures soon after birth was advo-
cated, reports of three recent cases successfully done were-
presented and likewise a simple contrivance for this pur-
pose. The speaker said that in his experience all depres-
sions of the skull in the newborn resulting from pressure-
of projecting parts of the maternal pelvis or from instru-
ments were probably true fractures, and that the sim-
plicity of the operation recommended it as a prophylactic
measure in view of the supposed influence of cranial in-

juries in later life.

Dr. Ralph Munson Beach reported the case of a
primipara, 21 years of age, who went into labor at full

term October 12 at S o'clock p. M. Strong pains began at

8 p. M, and from midnight they occurred at two minute
intervals. There was spontaneous rupture of the mem-
branes at 4.30 a. m. and at 5.30 the attending physician-

made one application of the forceps, -\fter five or six
tractions he decided that the head would not come through
and Dr. Beach was called in. The vaginal examination
sliowed a flat pelvis with a very sharp protiuding promon-
tory. The fetal head was pressed tightly against the inlet

in the left occipito-transverse position, both fontanelles
being at the same time level; the disproportion was evi-

dent. One application of the forceps was made in order
to satisfy tlie friends of the patient and then she was re-

moved to the hospital where he did a cesarean section.

The operation was uneventful but the baby was born
asphyxiated; he was resuscitated in about fifteen minutes
by means of the Schultz method and o.xygen. He
did not cry vigorously and showed a depression of the
skull over the left frontal region extending from the top
of the forehead to the coronal suture and from the median
line to the temporal region. About six hours after de-

livery a jerking of the left hand and forearm and then
of both forearms was noticed. Later nystagmus ap-
peared in both eyes together with some bulging of the face
and an inability to take milk from the bottle. These symp-
toms continued until after the fourth day, when the baby
began to take its milk better. On the tenth day it was
decided to raise the depression and this was done by
means of the little elevator loaned the speaker by Dr.
Kosmak. For twenty-four hours after the elevation of
the depression the baby showed some increase of the

twitchings and nystagmus, but from that time there had
been no symptoms. The baby now appeared normal in

every particular.

Dr. Simon Marx said that he had seen many cases of
the kind reported and it seemed to him that they got along
without any trouble whatever. The method invented by
Dr. Kosmak seemed very ingenious but was useful only

from a theoretical standpoint.

Dr. Frank A. Dorman said it had been his privilege to

see Dr. Kosmak treat depressed fracture of the skull in

the newborn by this method and he was very much im-
pressed by the simplicity of the operation. No anes-

thesia was required, there was no shock following the

operation, and there was apparently no chance for sepsis

to occur. No cerebral irritation followed. The instru-

ment was cleverly conceived and worthy of trial.

Dr. S. Jacobson congratulated Dr. Kosmak upon the

results that he had obtained by the use of this instrument

and reported a case in which operation was done under
spinal anesthesia; in this instance the baby was born with
paralysis of one side of the face while there was an ex-

tensive lesion on the opposite side of the brain caused by
a depressed fracture. He had had good results with

spinal anesthesia during labor. In an article by Harvey
Gushing in Keen's surgery the statement was made that

40 per cent, of the cases of intracranial hemorrhage in the

newborn recovered.

Dr. Frank A. Dorman said that he had seen one or two
cases of depressed fracture of the skull in the newborn
in which the depression was relieved by a little massage.
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However, the device offered by Dr. Kosmak was very in-

genious and practical. If there was a deep furrow the
employment of the instrument was all right. Harvey
Cushing's statistics had reference to hemorrhage and not
to depressed fracture of the skull in the newborn.

Dr. Kosmak called attention to the advisability of treat-

ing these fractures as soon as they occurred. He said that
only that day he had seen a boy six years of age with a
marked depression of the right frontal bone and no at-
tempt had been made to correct it. The child was not par-
ticularly bright but was not epileptic. He always thought
these injuries were depressions and not fractures.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

A STATED meeting was held at the Medico-Chirurgical
College on November 7. Dr. George W. Outerbridge pre-
sented a specimen of "Struma Ovarii," a new growth with
respect to which there are many differences of opinion.
As a rule benign, in some instances it gives rise to sec-

ondary growths, with cliaracters of malignancy. The
new tissue is indistinguishable from thyroid structure.

Dr. Russell Richardson exhibited a specimen of "Dif-
fuse Papilloma of the Foot and Leg," developing in a
patient to whose lower e.xtremity a bandage was applied
firmly for a considerable period of time.

Dr. M. Howard Fussell exhibited a specimen of "Puru-
lent Pericarditis. The patient presented symptoms of
appendicitis, for which an operation was performed, but
on the following day symptoms of pneumonia appeared.
In the further progress of the case purulent pericarditis

developed for which puncture and aspiration were
practised, with great relief to the symptoms. On reac-
cumulation of the fluid in the pericardium a rib was re-

sected, the pus evacuated, and drainage provided for, but
the patient failed to recover. After death the pus was
found to contain pneumococci in pure culture.

Drs. J. Stuart Rodman and E. .\. Case presented a
specimen of "Sarcoma of the Kidney, with E.xtensive
Metastasis, in an Infant." The patient was a child, 17
months old, who presented numerous masses in the abdo-
men. Operation was undertaken, but the condition was
found inoperable and the wound was closed. After the
death of the child the right kidney was found the seat

of an enormous hypernephroma, and metastases w'ere pre-

sented in the mesentery and other structures.

Drs. R. M. Pearce and H. T. Karsner presented a com-
munication entitled "Charts Exhibiting Increased Resist-

ance of Red-Blood Corpuscles (Dof) After Splenectomy."
The conclusions reached as a result of this investigation

are that the increased resistance to hemolysis exhibited by
the red blood-corpuscles after removal of the spleen is due
to the associated anemia and is observed also when this

exists independently of splenectomy.
Dr. John \. Kolmer presented a communication en-

titled "A -Study of Diphtheria Bacilli," in the course of
which the behavior of microorganisms from undoubted
and suspicious cases of diphtheria of the nose and throat
and also of the so-called pseudo-diphtheria was compared.

At the Conversational Meeting held November 21. Dr.

Ross G. Harrison of New Haven, Conn., delivered by
invitation, the first lecture of the course founded by the

Society as the Samuel D. Gross .A.nnual Lecture, and he
spoke of "The Life of ."Vnimal Tissues Outside the Or-
ganism." He pointed out that it was difficult to say pre-

cisely when the first attempts were made to maintain the

life of animal tissues outside the organism, but it is cer-

tain that efforts to accomplish this end were made by a

number of investigators during tlie second half of the

nineteenth century. Dr. Harrison's interest in the sub-
ject was aroused from a desire to determine if possible

whether nerve-fibers developed gradual extension from
a process of a ganglion-cell or are laid down primarily
and gradually evolved into a mature and full-formed
structure. His original observations were made on em-
bryonic tissues of the frog whose development was studied

in hanging drop preparations suspended in fluid obtained
from the lymph-sac of that animal. It was found that the

nerve originated from the ganglion-cell process and grad-
ually extended to the periphery by gradual growth, the

direction of growth being perhaps determined by certain

as yet undetermined chemotactic influences. Later studies

were made with the aid of blood-serum of various ani-

mals. Growth of tissue seemed to be favored by the pres-

ence of some supporting structure, such as is constituted
by the network of fibrin which forms in coagulated lymph
and plasma.

Philadelphia Neurological Society.

At a stated meeting held November 22 Dr. Tom A.
Williams reported (i) "A Case of Diffuse Spinal

Sclerosis, Non-syphilitic, with Glossitis," and (2) "A Case
of Tabes Dorsalis without Lymphocytosis."

Dr. Alfred Gordon presented "A Case Simulating the

Tremor of Multiple Sclerosis." The patient was a man,
about 22 years old, who, following the sudden application

of cold water to the nape of the neck in the course of
treatment for a mild attack of heat-stroke, developed an
oscillatory movement of the head, with marked intention-

tremor of the hands, the more pronounced on the left

side. The disturbance was so severe that the patient was
unable to feed himself and to help himself in other ways.

There were no sensory changes, no disorder of the re-

flexes, no nystagmus, no disturbance of speech. The
affection was considered functional.

Dr. Gordon presented also "A Case of Palsy of Only
the Upper Branch of the Facial Nerve." The patient was
a woman, about 37 years old, who was unable to close

perfectly the right eye and to move the right half of the

forehead, although the mouth could be moved equally to

either side.

Dr. E. B. Krumbhaar exhibited "A Patient Yielding

a Babinski Reflex from the External Half of the Foot,
with a Normal Plantar Reflex from the Internal Half."

The patient presented a right hemiplegia. When the inner
half of the sole of the foot was irritated normal plantar

flexion of the great toe took place, while when the outer
half of the sole was irritated dorsal extension occurred.
Careless examination in a case like this might fail to

demonstrate the presence of the Babinski reflex, a phe-
nomenon that has been observed by Babinski himself and
by others.

Dr. Francis X. Dercum, presented "A Case of Som-
nolence." The patient was a man. about 24 years old, who
at the age of fifteen increased considerably in size, and
subsequently developed intense somnolence. There were
no motor or sensory disorders, no trophic phenomena, no
changes in eyegrounds or in reflexes. Sexual desire was
diminished. It was thought the condition might be due
to some derangement of internal secretion, perhaps of the

hypophysis.
Dr. George E. Price presented a communication entitled

"Spinal Gliosis Occurring in the Members of the Same
Family, Suggesting a Familial Type." and he demon-
strated the patients. The children affected were 24, 22,

and 13 years old respectively, while two younger children

were healthy. In each instance painless whitlows devel-

oped on one or other extremity, resulting in loss of parts.

There was reduction in pain and temperature sense, but
no sensory dissociation. The reflexes were diminished or
lost. The cases were considered as examples of the
Morvan type of spinal gliosis. Leprosy was excluded.

Drs. T. H. Weisenburg and L. Beeche reported "A
Case of Lesion of One Superior Cerebellar Peduncle,"
and they demonstrated the patient. The case occurred in

a man almost seventy years old who was seized with left

hemiplegia and diplopia, gradually clearing up and fol-

lowed by ataxia upon the right side of the body.
Dr. Charles K. Mills presented "A Case of Occlusion

of the Posterior Inferior Cerebellar Artery."
Drs. Alfred Rfginal Allen and J. Edwin Sweet pre-

sented a communication entitled "The Effect of Removal
of the Hypophysis Cerebri in the Dog." Animals from
which the gland was removed lived for varying periods
of time after the operation, death resulting from various
causes. In those that lived for considerable periods after
the operation, the most conspicuous phenomena were
atrophy of the organs of generation and an increased
deposition of adipose tissue, as manifested by increase in

weight.

Action of Epinephrin Upon the Coronary Artery.

—

E. H. Park has found that excised rings of the coronary
artery of the ox properly weighted react to epinephrin by
dilatation. This reaction of the ox coronary is not an ac-
tive dilatation, but is in the nature of a sudden lowering
from a high to a relatively low degree of tonus. The
tonus is not. however, entirely abolished by epinephrin.
The degree of relaxation produced by epinephrin is not
constant. It depends on several factors other than the
concentration of epinephrin used. It is possible to increase
the sensitiveness of the coronary artery to epinephrin.
There is no evidence of any primary constrictor effect on
the ox coronary from epinephrin in most dilute solutions,
nor can the existence in this artery of any constrictor
mechanism of sympathetic origin be determined by the ex-
cised ring method.

—

Journal of Experimental Medicine.
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Impeachment of Medical Experts' Testimony.—The
testimony of a medical e.xpert cannot be impeached by
instances of special cases in which he may have been mis-
taken in his diagnosis. That would bring in issue the
question as to whether or not in each particular case the
diagnosis was correct or incorrect. Testimony as to the
witness's general reputation, and not as to his success or
failure in special cases, is admissible for the purpose of
impeachment.

In support of a medical expert's qualification, testimony
was held properly admitted showing that the e.xpert had
held many positions in different sanatoriums and hospi-
tals, where he had had extensive experience in medicine
and surgery, such evidence tending to show expert op-
portunities and experience.—Southern Ry. Co. v. Parham,
Georgia Court of Appeals, 72 S. E., 763.
Opinion Based on Third Person's Statements Inad-

missible.—In an action for injuries a physician testified

for the plaintiff that he saw her two months after the
accident ; that she exhibited to him a scar about two
inches long across the top of her head, which she said

she had received from being thrown out of a carriage

;

that she complained that since the accident she had suf-
fered from various nervous manifestations, dizzmess,
headache, and the like. He further testified that a physi-
cian could not prove whether a woman was sleepless or
dizzy, and that he had to rely upon her statements for
that. It was held that the physician's opinion, based upon
the plaintiff's statements, was inadmissible.—John J. Radel
Co. V. Borches. Kentucky Court of Appeals, 145 S. W. 155.

Expert's Right to Guaranty of Fees.—In a criminal
case a physician was called to the witness stand by coun-
sel, for the defendant and asked to examine a rock and
say, by a mere inspection and without a microscopical ex-
amination or other scientific analysis of certain spots on
the rock, whether there were blood stains thereon. The
doctor refused to testify as an e.xpert unless he was guar-
anteed the usual fee for such services, and counsel for the
defendant requested the court to make an order for the
payment of such fee out of the county treasury, declaring
that his client was without the means to defray the ex-
pense. This the court refused to do. The doctor, having
been sworn as a witness, could have been required to an-
swer such pertinent questions as might have been put to

him, notwithstanding that they might call for expert
testimony and though the doctor was not recompensed or
guaranteed compensation for his services as an expert, but
the court would not have been authorized to compel him
to go to the trouble and probable expense of scientifically

investigating the cause of the marks on the rock for the
purpose of qualifying himself to give expert testimony on
the subject.—People v. Conte (Cal.), 122 Pac. 4.S0.

Claims Against County—Authority to Employ Phy-
sician.—In an action by a physician against a board of
county commissioners in the State of Kansas for com-
pensation for services one of the causes of action stated

that the health officer of the county was called on by
another doctor to diagnose a case, and they disagreed.
The other doctor called in the plaintiff' for a consultation
which the health officer, though notified, did not attend.

The plaintiff', like the other doctor, pronounced the case
to be diphtheria, from which four children in one family
were suffering. He quarantined the family at their home,
administered antito-xin, and gave general instructions for

the treatment and isolation of the cases and of the family,

and for the protection of the public against the spread
of the disease. The county had a poor farm, but one
with no facilities or conveniences for isolating or quar-
antining persons suffering from contagious or infectious

diseases. He presented a bill for $15. alleged to be a
reasonable compensation, to the county board, who re-

fused to pay. It was held that the plaintiff, not being a
volunteer, but answering the cal! of the attending phy-
sician, acted promptly and properly, and, in so far at least

as his services tended to such protection, a moral obliga-

tion existed for his reasonable compensation. As, how-
ever, the pleading showed that his services were per-

formed upon the request of one who had no authority to

bind the county, and did not allege that the family were
unable or unwilling to pay for the services, it was held

that a cause of action was not stated.

Other items were for services rendered, on the order
of the mayor of the city of the third class within the

county, to non-residents suffering respectively from cat-

alepsy, appendicitis, and broken collar bone. It was held
that the plaintiff was entitled to the reasonable value of
his services and treatment afforded such persons.—Dykes
V. Board of Com., Kansas Supreme Court, 121 Pac. rii2.
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Alcoholism in the Eighteenth Century.—
Charles Mercier presents the followinsr interesting
description of the convivial customs of former daj's:

"In the latter part of the eighteenth century, peo-
ple sat down to dinner at 4 or 5 o'clock in the after-
noon. Dinner was a stately and solemn ceremony,
as needs must be when host and hostess carved for
their guests, and were allowed after each course a
quarter of an hour's law. to eat their own when the
others had finished. After two or three hours, the
cloth was removed, and the decanters went round
in coasters on the polished mahogany. After a
decent interval, the stories began to broaden, and
the ladies retired, while the gentlemen settled down
to the business of the evening. From that time until

midnight, drinking went on ; not rapid or furious
drinking, but slow and steady absorption, as the de-
canters went round. From time to time the process
was accelerated by the host calling upon one of his

guests for a toast, or a sentiment, and then all were
obliged to fill and empty their glasses. Nowadays,
no one notices whether a health is actually drunk
or not, but in those days the rule against heel-taps
was rigorously enforced, and he who left any re-

mainder in his glass was held to be wanting in re-

spect and loyalty to the toast, and might very well

have to answer for his negligence next morning in

a duel. The fashion of the toast is still with us, but
in a mitigated and attenuated form. We do not
now toast the reigning beauty, and the rule against
heel-taps is no longer enforced ; and we are spared
altogether the horrors of the sentiment. We are
not now called upon after dinner to drink to 'the

reflection of the moon on the calm bosom of the
lake,' or to 'the man who would place king and
country before life and wealth.' We should as soon
think of toasting the man who broke the bank at

Monte Carlo.

"In the days I speak of, our forefathers did not
dine by the light of the electric filament, or of in-

candescent mantles, for in the reign of George III.

these conveniences had not yet been invented.
They dined by candle light, and from time to time
the servants came in to snufl:' the candles, and took
the opportunity to loosen the cravats of those
guests who had subsided under the table. At
length the orgies came to an end, and the half-

drunken servants staggered in to carry their wholly
drunken masters to bed.

"In those da)'S, the doctor was often half seas

over when he attended his drunken patient ; the par-
son was often drunk in the pulpit; judge, counsel,

and attorneys pursued their avocations in court in

a prevailing atmosphere of hot coppers. The Prime
Minister went drunk to the House of Commons,
where he was attacked by the leader of the Opposi-
tion, also drunk, while order was kept by a Speaker
who was half seas over. There was no excise on
spirits, and the coarser kinds of distilled liquors

were ridiculously cheap. As you passed along the

bye streets of London, and perhaps of other great

cities, you might read the legend hung out over the

drink cellars, 'Here you may get drunk for a penny

:

dead drunk and clean straw for twopence.' "

—

The
Lancet, November 30, 19 12.

Woman's Place in Medicine.—H. Drinkwater
takes exception to the statement frequently made
that women have not contributed very materially

to the advancement of practical medicine, for there

are at least two therapeutic measures for which

they can claim credit. Madame Mouffer possessed
a secret nostrum for the treatment of Tenia solium,

and in 1775 Louis XVI. purchased it from her for

18,000 francs. It proved to be the rhizome of male
fern. This was its introduction into France. It

fell into disuse until again recommended by C.
Peschiers in a work published in 1826. The dis-

covery of radium was due chiefly to Madame
Curie. Though it cannot be claimed for women
that up to the present they have contributed largely

to the theoretical or practical side of medicine,
surgery, or gynecology, there is one closely related

subject in which they have certainly taken the initi-

ative and leading part, and which they have brought
to a high state of perfection as a science and an
art—namely, nursing. Women were closely iden-

tified with the early history of obstetrics. One-
thing which helped to place the greater part of the

practice of midwifery in the hands of women—in

England as well as on the Continent—was the fact

that most of the physicians and many of the lead-

ing surgeons were members of the priesthood ; and
we read that Guy of Chauliac thought it did not

become a priest to have anything to do with
obstetrics or gynecology. What the future will

bring no one can tell. At present, medical women
occupy so many posts as lecturers, hospital physi-

cians, surgeons, and accoucheuses, medical officers

of health, school medical officers, besides those in

general practice—their number is so rapidly in-

creasing, and their work is done in such a satis-

factory manner—that the chief difference between
medical men and medical women will be a nu-
merical one if the latter will give their attention

to original research and pursue it with the same
enthusiasm that they manifest in other depart-
ments. — Liverpool Medico-Chinirgical Journal,

January, 1912.

Diagnostic Cloaks for Carelessness.—H. Mac-
naughton Jones once pointed out that the words,
"neurosis," "neurasthenia," and "hysteria" are

given as convenient excuses when patience and
trouble are alike demanded in a reasonable search

after the true cause of a woman's complaint.

There are no more dangerous terms in the

gynecological vocabulary than these. They are apt

to lead the young and tmwary practitioner into a

diagnostic cul-de-sac, missing, in his stumble there-

in, the track to some serious pathological condition.—Clinical Journal.

The Present Discontent.—No one has ex-
plained the cause of the discontent and the unsat-

isfactory position of the doctor more happily than
Bacon, whose summary of the position will bear
quotation :

—"Almost all other arts and sciences are

judged by their power and operation and not by
their successe and worke. . . . Therefore, it

often falls out that the imposter bears away the

prize, virtue the censure. Nay, the weaknesse and
credulity of men is such, as they often preferre a

montebank, or witch, before a learn'd physi-
tian. . . . And what I pray yee followes? Even
this, that physitians say to themselves, as Salomon
expresseth it upon a higher occasion, // it befalls

to me as it befalls to the foole, why should I labor
to be more zmse? Therefore, I cannot much blame
physitians, if they use commonlv to intend some
other art which they fancy more than their own pro-
fession ; for you shall have of them, poets, anti-

quaries, politicians, critics, divines, and in these

arts better seen than in their own profession.''

—

The Universal Medical Record, November, 19 12.
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INDEX.
A.

Abbott, method of, in the treatment of
lateral curvature of the spine, Dr.
Whitman's remarks on, 1039.

Abdomen, anoci-association in opera-
tions on, 617; drainage of, 584;
incomplete surgery of, 33 ; organs
of, with reference to physical ex-
amination for life insurance, 173;
pain in, and its biological inter-

pretation and surgical relation,

922; pressure within. 126; symp-
toms of, caused by ptosis of stom-
ach and colon, 1054; tumors of, of
tuberculous origin, 154.

Abortion, social and ethical aspects
of, 479; treatment of, 492.

Abscess, of temperosphenoidal lobe of
brain. 935.

Acapnia, surgical importance of, 676.

Accident insurance, as related to health

and life insurance, from a medical
standpoint, 779; collection of
claims in, requires that injured
person should submit to operation,

if necessary, 588; of students in

Germany, 221.

Accidents, alcoholism in relation to,

860; disease in relation to, 821 ; in

the brewing industries. 588; in-

dustrial, reporting of. 860; pre-

vention of, by insurance com-
panies, 1094.

Acetonemia in children from fat in-

gestion, 307.

Acetonuia. and postoperative vomit-
ing, 585 ; in childhood, 792.

Acetylene, wasted by piping leaks, 644.
Acidosis, in diabetes, 855.
Acne, bacterial etiology of. 399; .I'-ray

treatment of, 168.

Acromegaly, from the sufferer's view-
point, 481 ; splanchnomegaly with.

.494-
Actinomycosis, treated with vaccines,

r'4-.
Addison's disease, adrenal therapy in,

403-

Adenitis, cervical, in children. 1168.

Adhesions between abdominal wall and
intestine, caused bv silver wire,

398.

Adipositas cerebralis, 215.

Adrenals, see suprarenal glands.

Agar tubes, in the estimation of the
pancreatic ferments, 650, 905, 1053.

Agramonte, \., additional note upon a

so-called parasite of yellow fever
(Seidelin), 288.

Air, compressed, prophylaxis of labor
in, 627 ; fresh, a substitute for.

904; fresh, in schools and hospi-
tals, prophylactic and therapeutic
value of, 826; indoor, testing, 708;
open, and exercise, influence of,

on bodily functions, 632.

Albumin, a trace of. in life insurance
examinations, 449; determination
of, 1179; reaction in tuberculous

sputum, loio; reaction of sputum,
444-

Albuminuria, in pregnancy, 864; in re-

lation to life insurance, 778.

Alcohol, and civilization, 1154; and
tobacco, increasing consump-
tion of, 322; as predisposing
cause of accidents and occupa-
tional disease, 861 ; coma due to,

differential diagnosis of, 702; in-

ebriate, what can be done for him
under existing conditions in New
Jersey, 364- intraneural injections

of, 538; physiological effect of,

and drunkenness, 1 136.

Alcoholism, and pneumonia mortality,

951; chronic, pancreas in, 866; in

the eighteenth century, 1189; re-

lation of to accident, sickness, and
mortality, 860; social campaign
against, 487.

Alienists, as caricatured by Moliere,

1016.

Alimentary canal, diseases of, indica-

tions for operations in, 47.

Allan, J., anesthesia in resection of
the nasal septum. 54.

Allan. W'., the prevalence of intestinal

parasites in the South. 256.

Allport, F.. railroad hospital associa-

tions, 1069.

Alopecia, areata, 76; areata following

trophoneurotic separation of nails.

265 ; universalis and dystrophy of
nails, 251.

Alzheimer's disease, neurological dis-

turbances of, 545.
Amaurosis, temporary toxic and

paralysis, from injection of ethyl

alcohol into chronic empyema
sinus, 1042.

Ambulance service in London, 907.

Amenorrhea due to thyroid insuffi-

ciency. 525.

.Analgesia, spinal, 1041.

Anaphjdaxis, a new conception of, 167

;

and arthritism. 1106; and shock in

general, 855; in burns, 616; shock
due to, sodium chloride in, 1092

;

sympathetic ophthalmia attributed

to, 307; to salvarsan, 721.

Anatomy, morbid, the passing of, 900.

Anemia, and constipation, 817; and
tuberculosis, salvarsan in, 764;
habit of, 214 ;

pernicious. 920.

TO56; pernicious, a combination
therapy of, 1045 ;

pernicious, eti-

ologv- of, 1056; pernicious, gas-
trointestinal disturbances in, 304.

1056; pernicious, origin of, 397;
pernicious, salvarsan in, 79; per-

nicious, spinal cord in, 537; rela-

tion of iron to, in infancy and
childhood. 263.

Anesthesia, administration of, to chil-

dren, 362; and anoci-association,

916: ether, upright position in. in

operations upon the nose, throat,

and other portions of the head,

452; general, by means of intra-

muscular injections of ether, 396;
general, induced by Schleich's

mixture, 259; in submucous resec-

tion of the nasal septum, 54; in-

tratracheal insufflation, 263; local,

in operations on the rectum, 1067

;

local, in the upper respiratory

tract, 105; nitrous oxide-oxygen,
Gwathmey-Woolsey apparatus for,

951; spinal, by stovaine, 446;
spinal, perineal section under, 951

;

nerve-ending, 493.

Aneurysm, of aorta, 684; of hepatic

artery, 522; of superior mesen-
teric artery, with rupture, 172.

Angina, abdominis, 171; Vincent's,

frequency of, and importance of

its diagnosis, 454.

Angioma, dangers of radium in, 488.

Angiosclerosis, ocular manifestations

of, 113s; of intestinal arteries

with intermittent limp, 910.

Angiospasm, cerebral, causing motor
and speech paralysis, 1042'.

Ankylosis, prevention and manage-
ment of, 1002.

Anoci-association, and anesthesia, 916;

in abdominal operations, 61 7.

Anophelines, in the Philippine Islands,

532.

Anthrax, and pyocyaneus bacilli, an-

tagonism of. 760; as a disease of

occupation, 1183; cutaneous, 1133;

industrial, incidence of, in Liver-

pool, 716.

Antitoxin, diphtheria and tetanus,

dosage of, 1050.

Anus, pruritus of, recent advances in

the interpretation and treatment

of, 1083.

Antiformin method, 493.

Aorta, coarctation of, 180; intubation

of, 160; regurgitation of, 707.

Apes, anthropoid, psychological study

of, 943-
Aphasia, localization of, 545.

Apocamnosis of the orbicularis oris

muscle, 277.

Apostolides, A. G.. the etiology and
pathogenesis of bronchial asthma,

507.

Apparatus, exploitation of. 643.

Appendectomy, ureterolithotomy, and
herniotomy, 781.

Appendicitis. 100 consecutive cases of,

366; acute, indications for opera-

tion in, 721 ; acute, simulated by
sacral kidney, 1120; as result of

blood infection, 446; chronic, an

illness, 550 ; complicating preg-

nancy, 44^; epidemic, 679: in in-

fancy and early childhood, 1022;

overeating as a cause of, 1 179;
preoperative diagnosis of, 366; the

dilemma of, and the preoperative

diagnosis, 35 ; the ice-bag and,

204 : the ice-bag in, 300 ; unusual
conditions simulating, 383.
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Appendix, and cecum, functional na-
ture of, 1 182; with reference to

physical examination for hfe in-

surance, 173.

Argatoxyl, 815.

Army, autointoxication in, 527- medi-
cal officer in ancient times, ioi6;

venereal prophylaxis in, 579.

Arrhythmias, cardiac, 224, 730; in

healthy children. 520.

Arsenic, in therapy, 1006; poisoning

from, in carpets. 1002.

Arteries, administration of drugs by
way of, 402; commoner affections

of high blood pressure, 216; coro-

nary, sclerosis of, with special

reference to gastric symptoms,

336; disease of, causing hemi-
anopsia, "/Ti ; effect of meteorologi-
cal conditions on, 181 ; hyperten-

sion of, permanent, 259; hyper-

tension of, sodium nitrite in, 412;
intestinal, angiosclerosis of, with
intermittent limp. 910; local spasm
of, relieved by electricity, 643.

Arteriosclerosis, 920; and the involu-

tion psychoses, 11 79; effect of

iodides in, 774; ergotin and caf-

feine in, 26s ; not an important
factor in involutional psychoses,

545 ; of coronary arteries, with

special reference to gastric symp-
toms, 336; relations of calcium to,

16; treatment of, 448, 784, 1003

;

worry as a cause of. 519.

Artery, hepatic, aneurysm of. 522; left

subclavian, successful ligature of

the first part of, 365.

Arthritis, cases of acute and chronic,

arthritis deformans, and rheuma-
toid arthritis, 641 ; chronic, eti-

ology of, 641 ; deformans, insti-

tutional treatment of, 469; in early

life, defective development from,

42 ; mixed vaccines in the treat-

ment of. 1041 : multiple, of doubt-

ful origin, 388; multiple, :i--ray

study of gastrointestinal findings

in. 640 ; rheumatoid, relation of

gastric secretion to, 77s ; statica,

819.

Arthritism and anaphylaxis, 1106.

Arthrodesis and arthrolysis, 33.

Astasia-.\basia, 1141.

Asthma, etiology and pathogenesis of,

507; new treatment of, 723;
humoral, etiology and treatment

of. 'f'ii ' with swollen middle tur-

binals, 343.

Ataxia, spinal, in the aged, II34-

Athletics, relation of, to reproductive

life of woman, 182.

Atlee. E., the early diagnosis of

uterine cancer. 166.

Atropine poisoning, 819.

Attitude and trunk development, in re-

lation to pain in women, 1180.

Atwood. C. E.. treatment of habits.

143.

Auscultation of the whispered voice,

730-

Austin, C. K., a case of dental devel-

opmental anomalies, with cyst

formation, 280.

Autointoxication, gastrointestinal, re-

lationship of. to etiology and treat-

ment of certain ocular disorders,

178; in the army, 527.

Automobile, carbon trouble in, 598 ; in

the tool box of, 552.

Autopsy, result of, included within ap-

plication of statute of privileged

communication. 414.

Autotherapy, in neurosyphilis. 215.

Aviation, in dreams, 832.

B.

Bachmann, R. A., the problem of

venereal prophylaxis, 195.

Back, contusions and sprains of, early

functional treatment of. iiO; lame

or weak, anatomical study of, 637.

Bacteria, and tumor cells which die

on the premises, 620; carriers, 296,

67s, 8rs ; hemoglobinophile, 777

;

infections caused by, treated with

chemicals, 402; mutations of, 403.

Bahr, M. A., some clinical observations

in three cases of Huntington's
chorea, 756.

Bainbridge. \V. S., the de Keating-
Hart method of fulguration, i;

the de Keating-Hart method of

thermo-radiotherapy, 96.

Baldwin. J. F., artificial vagina by in-

testinal, transplantation, 1170; re-

porting of non-organic heart mur-
murs, 495.

Ballenger, E. G., the after treatment

of syphilis, 1024.

Barany tests in cerebellar disease, 1142.

Barnes. F. M., the syphilitic psychoses,

691.

Barton, W. i\I., nasal obstruction as

an early symptom of cardiorenal

disease, 382.

Baruch, S., a substitute for fresh air,

904; the external use of water for

enhancing resistance in tubercu-

losis, 139; the ice-bag in appendi-

citis, 300.

Bassler. A., innocent colon bacilli in

urines, 20.

Batanes Islands, diseases prevalent in,

303-

Bates, W. H., a case of myopic re-

fraction relieved by eye educa-

tion, 851.

Baths, carbonated brine (Nauheim),
influence on blood pressure, 829.

Beach. G. W., some reasons why the

general practitioner does not more
frequently recognize pulmonary
tuberculosis in its incipiency. 609.

Beatty, G. W., Orgyia leucostigma, a

factor in the causation of ophthal-

mia nodosa, 342.

Bedbugs and bubonic plague, 148.

Benzol, in treatment of leucemia. 264.

Beriberi, causation of. 442; etiology

of. 27s. 1181: Louisiana rice in re-

lation to. 275 ;
prevention and cure

of, 818 :
public health problems in

connection with. 275.

Bile, practical studies of, in vivo, 865.

Biliary passages, cholera vibrio in,

logi.

Birth rate, and death rate, decline in.

400 ; and industrial employments
of married women. 401 ; decreas-

ing in France and Germany, 266;
overpopulation, and the cost of
living. 232.

Bishop. L. F.. the relation of diet to

heart and blood-vessel disease,

559.

Bismuth, in the healing of gastric and
duodenal ulcers, 1056.

Bladder, calculi of, 567; chronic in-

flammation of trigone and neck
of, 592; complete removal of, for

carcinoma. 182; diverticula of,

536; extirpation of, for malignant
disease, 705 ; foreign bodies in,

T040; neoplasms of, 536; papil-

loma, destruction of, by means of

high frequency cauterization. 831 ;

partial removal of. for carcinoma,

182 :
primarv tuberculosis of, 23

;

suppuration of. 123,

Blindness, acute, from drug poisons,

633 : in children. 360.

Blood, adrenalin in, 1032; and stool ex-

aminations in Philippine scouts,

123 ; changes caused by hypo-

dermic injection of cancer protein,

999; changes induced in, by feed-

ing, 864 ; circulation of, method of

estimating time of, 219; coagula-

tion of, in infants and children,

86; exogenous, tests for, in the

gastrointestinal tract, 1003 ;
glands,

and psychic insults; 79; glands,

multiple sclerosis of, and late

eunuchism, 264; in pulmonary tu-

berculosis, 104s; of pregnancy, a

specific toxic principle in the blood

of, 437; pressure, subjective meth-

od of estimating, 678; reactions of,

in carcinoma, 127; serum, human,
in treatment of Henoch's purpura,

249; stream, a poisoned. 444;
transfusion of, see transfusion.

Blood pressure. 363; during injec-

tion of salvarsan for mental dis-

ease, 100; effect of certain reme-

dies upon, 74 ; high, 953 ; high, and

the adrenals, 224; high, and the

commoner affections of the ar-

teries, 216; high, arising from ner-

vous strain in diseases of the ner-

vous system. 225; high, general

treatment of, 226; high, in the

toxemia of pregnancy, 225 ; high,

management of, 883: high, mental

and mechanical agencies in the

treatment of. 226; high, treated by

high frequency current, 226; in

pulmonary tuberculosis, factors

which alter, 225-: influence of car-

bonated brine (\auheim) baths

on, 829; test of. and the insurance

examiner. 243.

Blood vessels, and heart, relation of

diet to, 559; effect of meteorologi-

cal conditions on, 181 ; femoral,

arteriovenous anastomosis of,

1 104; suture of. 996; syphilis of,

659-

Boehme, G, P., enlargement of medi-

astinal glands, 430.

Bone and joints, surgery of, 965;
growth and nutrition. 625 : lesions

of smallpox. 1133; sarcomata and
myelomata of, 1132; thyroid rne-

tastases in, 447 ; transplantation

of, in the treatment of club-foot,

pseudarthrosis and Pott's disease,

642.

Book Reviews :

Air, fresh, and how to use it, by T.

S. Carrington. 913.

Agriculture, United States Depart-
ment of, yearbook, of, 222.

Anatomy, practical, by J. C. Heis-

ler, 1 184.

Anatomy, Quain's elements of. Vol.

H, part I, microscopic anatomy,

by E. A. Schafer, 681.

Anesthetics, dental, by W. E. Alder-
son ; with a contribution on anal-

gesia, by J. Bolam. 824.

Arteriosclerosis, by L. M. Warfield,

with an introduction by W. S.

Thayer. 913.

Asthma, bronchial, or its pathology

and treatment, by J. B. Berkart,

635.
Auscultation and percussion, a man-

ual of. by A. Flint, sixth edition,

revised and enlarged by H. Emer-
son, 1 140.

Baby, autobiography of a. by T. L.

Bradford. 222.

Babv. the healthy, by R. H. Den-
ne'tt. 589.

Bacteriology and hematology, clini-

cal, for practitioners, by W.
D'Este Emery, 1048.
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Bacteriology and protozoology, ele-

mentary, by H. Fox, 956.

Bernays, Augustus Charles, a me-
moir, by T. Bernays, 268.

Biochemi, Grundriss der, fiir Stu-

dierende and Aerzte, von C. Op-
penheimer, 359.

Cancer, the local incidence of, by C.

E. Green, 681.

Chemistry and bacteriology, public

health, by D. Mckail, 1140.

Chemistry, manual of, by W. Simon
and D. Base, 1184.

Childhood, common disorders and
diseases of, by G. F. Still, 496.

Children, their care and manage-
ment, by E. M. Brockbank, 956.

Clinical chemistry, microscopy and
bacteriology, a manual of, by M.
Klopstock and A. Kowarsky, 824.

Clinics, international, edited by H.
W. Cattell; volume i, twenty-sec-
ond series, 174.

Consumption in general practice, by
H. H. Thomson, 1048.

Cornell University Medical Bulle-

tin; studies from the department
of medicine, including therapeutics
and applied pharmacology, 83.

Darmtragheit (Stuhlverstopfung),
Studien iiber, ihre Folgen und
ihre Behandlung, von F. X. Mayr,
450.

Diabetic cook book, by A. C. Knowl-
ton, 1095.

Diagnosis, differential, presented
through an analysis of 385 cases,

by R. C. Cabot, 129.

Diagnosis, medical, a dictionary of,

by H. L. McKisack, 359.
Diagnostic methods : chemical, bac-

teriological, and microscopical, by
R. W. Webster, 309.

Diiitbehandlung innerer Krankheit-
en, Vorlesungen iiber. von H.
Strauss, mit einem ."Xtthang, Winke
fiir die diatetische Kiiche, von E.

Hannemann. 635.

Differential diagnosis of main symp-
toms, an index of, by various
writers, edited by H. French, 405.

Dysentery, investigations on, in

Fiji, during the year igro, by P. H.
Bahr ; together with an account of
the occurrence and spread of dys-
entery in the Pacific in former
years, by B. G. Cormey, 82.

Emergency, medical and surgical aid.

by E. A. Wells, 913.
Encyclopedia, the practitioner's, of

medicine and surgery in all their

branches, edited by J. K. Murphy,
9.s6.

Enzymes, by O. Cohnheim. 636.

Eye, diseases of the, by J. H. Par-
sons. 268.

Eye, human, anatomy of, as illus-

trated by enlarged stereoscopic
photographs, by A. Thompson.
1 140.

Eye. pathology of the, by P. H.
Adams, 1184.

Faith and fear, the physiology of. or
the mind in health and disease, by
W. S. Sadler. 725.

Fatigue and efficiency, a studv in

industry, by J. Goldmark ; intro-
duction by F. S. Lee: also the sub-
stance of four briefs in defense
of women's labor laws by L. D.
Brandeis and J. Goldmark. 636.

Fever nursing, by J. C. Wilson. 868.

Formulary, pocket, a. by E. I.

Thornton, B3.

Forschungen und Erfahrungen. 1880-

1910; eine Sammlung, ausge-
wahlte .\rbeiten, von Prof. Dr. Sir
Felix -Semon, 522.

Genitourinary subjects, essays on, by

J. B. Clark, 1095.

Gesundheitscontrolle, die, durch den
Organism, von A. Brosch, 496.

Genitourinary organs and the kid-
ney, diseases of the, by R. H.
Greene and H. Brooks, 83.

Gonococcal infections, by Major C.
E. Pollock and Major L. W. Har-
rison, 1048.

Gonorrhoe des Mannes, iiber die
Behandlung der, von V. Kling-
mtiller.

Gynecological nursing, by A. E.
Giles, 824.

Gynakologisches Operations-kursus,
die, by W. Liepmann, 174.

Gynecology, a textbook on, by W. S
Gardner, 681.

Gynecology, practical, a textbook of,

by D. T. Gilliam, 39.
Gynecology, practical, by E. E.
Montgomery, 222.

Harelip and cleft palate, with spe-
cial reference to the operative
treatment and its results, by J.
Berry and T. P. Hegg, 725.

Harnsedimente. die diagnostische
und prognostische Bedentung der,
nach neureren .^nschauungen, von
C. Posner, 82.

Harvey, William, some recently dis-

covered letters of, with other mis-
cellanea, by S. Weir Mitchell,

129.

Hamatologie. Taschenbuch der
klinischen, von Dr. von Domarus,
542.

Hematology, recent advances in, by
W. K. Hunter, 309.

Heart beat, clinical disorders of the,

by T. Lewis, 635.
Histology, aids to, by A. Goodall.

824.

Histologic pathologique, par U. Car-
mil et L. Ranvier, avec la collab-

oration de A. Brault et M. Le-
tulle; tome quatrieme, 405.

Histology, morbid, essentials of, by
A. S. Griinbaum, 725.

Hospital corps quiz compend, bv F.

C. Griffis. 824.

Hospitals and charities, Burdette's,
19:2. by Sir Henry Burdette, 956.

Hvdrotherapv for nurses, elements
of. by G. K. Abbott, 83.

Hygienischen Untersuchungen, kurz-
gefasste Anleitung zu den wichti-
geren, von B. Fischer. 268.

Immunity ; methods of diagnosis and
therapy and their practical appli-

cation, by J. Citron, translated
from the German and edited by
A. L. Garbat, 39.

Impotence, sexual, by V. G. Vecki,
780.

Infant mortality and milk stations,

edited bv P. Van Ingen and P. E.
Taylor,' 868.

Infantilismus. der, die .Asthenic und
deren Beziehuneen zum Nerven-
system, von P. Mathes, 174.

Infektionskrankheiten, Einfiihrung-
in die Lehre von der Bekanipfung
der, von E. v. Behring, 913.

Innenbad, das subaquale, von A.
Brosch, 496.

Insane, friends of the; the soul of
medical education and other es-

says, by B. Holmes, 129.

Insane, the care of the. and hospital

management, by C. W. Page, 635.

Kidney diseases, by W. P. Herring-
ham, with chapters on renal dis-

eases and pregnancy, by H Wil-
liamson, 686.

Krankheit und soziale Lage, heraus-

gegeben von M. Mosse, und G.
Tugendreich, 589.

Kurzsichtigkeit, die Entstehung der,

von G. Levinsohn, 268.

Laboratoire, le, du praticien, par P.

Gaston ; premier fascicule, 268.

Laboratory methods, by B. G. Wil-
liams, assisted by E. G. C. Wil-
liams, with an introduction by V.
C. Vaughan, 590.

Landmarks and surface markings of
the human body, by L. B. Rawling,
956.

Laryngoscopy, direct, bronchoscopy,
and esophagoscopy, by W. Brii-

nings, translated and edited by W.
G. Howarth, 635.

Letchworth, William Pryor, student
and minister of public benevo-
lence, the life and work of, by J.

N. Earned, 780.

Locomotor ataxia, the surgical treat-

ment of, by L. \. Denslow, 309.
Lungs and bronchi, primary malig-

nant growths of tlie, by I. Adler,

405.

Massage and the Swedish move-
ments, by K. W. Ostrom, 405.

Materia Medica and therapeutics,

including pharmacy and pharma-
cology by R. W. Wilcox, 1484.

Medicine, internal, by D. Bovaird,
1 140.

Medicine, practical, elements of, by
A. H. Carter, 1184.

Medicine, progressive, edited by H.
A. Hare, assisted by L. F. .\pple-

man, 83, 268, 1005,

Medizin, inneren, Theorie und Prax-
is der, von E. Kindborg, 174.

Microbiology, principles of, by V.
A. Moore, 956. .

Milk and the public health, by W. G. |

Savage, 129, 1

Mind cure and other essays, by P.

Zcnner, 1095.

Motive force and motivation tracks,

a research in will psychology, by
E. B. Barrett, 780,

Negativism, schizophrenic, the the-

ory of, bv E. Bleuler, translated

by W. A. 'White, 056.

Nervenkrankheiten im Kindesalter,

Handbuch der, von L. Bruns und
T. Ziehen, 1095.

Nervose Angstzust;inde und ihre 1

Behandlung, von W. Stekel, 496.

Neurosen, die vasomotorisch-troph-
ischen, von R. Cassirer, 868.

Nurses, textbook for; anatomy,
physiology, surgery, and medi-
cin by E. W. Hey Groves and J.

M. Fortescue-Brickdale. 780.

Nursing, outlines of general and
surgical, by W. F. Lindsay, 268.

Ohres, Anleitung zur Funktions-
priifung fles. von A. Sonntag und
H. J. Wolff mit einem Vorwort
von G, Briihle, 590.

Ohres. des. und des oberen Luft-
wege, Handbuch der speciellen

Chirurgie, von A. Katz. H. Prey-
sing, und F. Blumenfeld, I. Bd., 2
Haifte, Lief. 2, 3; I. Bd. 2 Halfte,

Lief. 4, s; IV. Bd., Lief i, 2, 39.

Ophthalmic myology, a systematic

treatise on the ocular muscles, by
G. C. Savage, 450.

Ophthalmology, aids to, by N. B.

Harman, 868.

Ophthalmologic 1', du praticien, par
A. Cantonnet, 268.

Pathological department and the de-
partment of clinical psychiatry.

Central Indiana Hospital for the
Insane, 1909-1910 and 1910-1911,

report from the. Vol. IV, 496.
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Pathology, a textbook of, for stu-

dents of medicine, by J. G. Adami
and J. McCrae, 725.

Pediatric society, American, transac-

tions of the, edited by L. E. La
Fetra, 589.

Pellagra, history, distribution diag-

nosis, prognosis, treatment, eti-

ology, by S. R. Roberts, 590.
Pharmacology, action and uses of

drugs, by M. U. Tyrode, 1 184.

Pharmacy, a manual of, for physi-

cians, by M. F. DeLarme, 1140.

Poisoning, what to do in cases of,

by W. Murrell, 174.

Pharmacology and therapeutics for

students and practitioners of medi-
cine, by H. C. Wood, Jr., 1048.

Physiology, human, a compend of,

by A. P. Brubaker, 83.

Physiology, human, a textbook on,

including a section on physiology
apparatus, by A. P. Brubaker, 824.

Practical medicine series, the, edited

by G. P. Head and C. L. Mix ; vol.

1, general medicine, edited by F.

Billings and J. H. Salisbury; vol.

2, general surgery, edited by J. B.

Murphy ; vol. 3, the eye, ear, nose,

and throat, edited by C. A. Wood,
A. H. Andrews, and G. P. Head,
780.

Prostatahypertrophie die, ihre Path-
ologic und Therapie, von W.
Karo, 405.

Psychiatry, studies in, vol. i, by
members of the New York Psy-
chiatrical Society, 129.

Psychologic pathologique ; traite in-

ternational de ; tome troisieme

;

psychologic appliquee
;
par Bagen-

off, Bianchi, Sikorsky, G. Dumas.
Havelock-ElHs. Cullerre, H. Ma-
rie, Dexler. F. Helme, J. W. Salo-
monson, 496.

P.sychologists, the classical, compiled
by B. Rand, 309.

Psychotherapy, by J. J. Walsh. 542.
Pyodermien. iiber, die Infektionen
der Haut mit den banalen Eiter-
erregern, von J. Jadassohn, 82.

Salvarsan in syphilis and allied dis-

eases, by J. E. R. McDonagh. 1095.

Salvarsantherapie, zwei Tahre. her-
ausgegeben, von P. Ehrlich, F.

Kraus, A. v. Wassermann ; Re-
daktion, F. Keysser, 359.

Sauglings, Lehrbuch der Krankhei-
ten deS; von A. Lesage, iibersetzt
und mit Anmerkungen versehen
von R. Fischl, 868.

Self-knowledge for young people
and parents, the Edward Bok
bonks of; how shall I tell my
child, by Mrs. W. Chapman : when
a boy becomes a man, by H. Bis-
seker ; instead of "wild oats." by
W. S. Hall, 40s.

Semicircular canals, on the physiol-
ogy of, and their relation to sea-
sickness, by J. Byrne, 450.

Sewage disposal, iDy G. W. Fuller.
636.

Sex control, the key to, the cellular
determination of sex and the
physiological laws which govern
its control, by P. J. McElrath,
222.

Sex hygiene for the male and what
to say to the boy, by G. F. Lyd-
ston, 129.

Sexual life of the child, the. by A.
Moll, translated by E. Paul, with
an introduction by E. L. Thorn-
dike, 913.

Skin, compendium of diseases of by
L. D. Bulkley, 359.

Spine, lateral curvature of, and
round shoulders, by R. W. Lov-
ett, 589.

Spondylotherapy, physiotherapy of
the spine based on a study of clin-

ical pathology, 82.

State Board examination questions
and answers of the United States
and Canada, 1140.

Stomatology in general practice, by
H. P. Pickcrill, 590.

Surgery, manual of, by A. Thom-
son ; volume first, 268.

Surgery, manual of, by A. Thom-
son, volume second, regional sur-

gery, 635 ; volume third, operative
surgery, 405.

Surgery of deformities of the face,

including cleft palate by J. B.

Roberts, 681.

Surgery, operative, manual of, by J.

F. Binnie, 39.

Surgical clinics of John B. Murphy,
M.D., at Mercy Hospital, Chi-
cago, Vol. I, Number 3, 868.

Surgical operations, by F. Pels-Leus-
dcn, translated by F. E. Gardner,
222.

Surgery, oral, bv S. L. McCurdy,
590.

Surgical after-treatment, by L. R. G.
Crandon and .\. Ehrenfried, 681.

Surgical treatment, a manual of, by
Sir W. Watson Cheyne, and F. F.

Burghard, new edition, revised
and rewritten with the assistance
of T. P. Legg. 83.

Surgical treatment, a manual of, by
Sir W. Watson Cheyne, and F. F.
Burghard ; new edition revised by
T. P. Legg and A. Edmonds; Vol.
n, 309.

St. Mary's Hospital (Mayo clinic),

collected papers of the staff of,

1911, 824.

Symptoms and their interpretation,
by J. Mackenzie, 681.

Symptoms and their interpretation,

by T. Mackenzie, 1005.

Syphilis, la sterilization de la, par
le Dr. Leredde, 1005.

Syphilis, recent methods in the diag-
nosis and treatment of syphilis
(the Wassermann serum reaction
and Ehrlich's salvarsan), by C. H.
Browning and L McKenzie, 450.

Syphilis, the therapy of, its devel-
opment and present position, by
P. Mulzer, translated by A. New-
bold, 1048.

Teeth, bahv's. to the twelfth year,
by A. Westlak-e, 589.

Therapeutics, practical, a textbook
of, by H. A. Hare. 1005.

Therapeutique usuelle du praticien

:

traite de la tuberculose. par A.
Robin, troisieme serie, 174.

Tobacco habit, the, its history and
pathology ; a study in birth rates

;

smokers compared with non-
smokers ; by H. H. Tideswell, 450.

Treatment, a system of, by many
writers : edited by A. Lathnm and
T. Crisp English ; vol. I. general
medicine and surgery; vol. H.
general medicine and surgery ; vol.

III. special subjects; vol, IV. ob-
stetrics and gynecology, 823.

Treatment, an index of. by various
writers, edited by Robert Hutchi-
son; revised to conform with
American usage by W. Coleman,
359-

Tropics, the prevention and treat-
ment of disease in the, by E. S.
Crispin. 824.

Tubercuhn treatment, bv C. Riviere
and E. Morland, 868.

'

Urology, the diseases of the urin-
ary tract in men and women, by
K. Guiteras, 82.

Visiting list, the Medical Record,
or physician's diary for 1913, 1005.

Visiting list, the physicians (Lind-
say and Blakiston's) for 1913,
1005.

Visiting list, the practitioner's, for

1913. 1905.

X-Ray diagnosis and treatment, by
W. J. S. Bythell and A. E. Bar-
clay, 913.

Books, as carriers of scarlet fever,

863; transmission of disease by,

578..

Boorstein, S. W., institutional treat-
ment of arthritis deformans, 469.

Botryomycosis, 529.
Bowditch, H. I., medical notes of the

late. 728.

Boyd, W. A., a contribution to the
study of folic a deux, with report
of a case, 59.

Brain, abscess of temperosphenoidal
lobe of, 935 ; cortex of, abnor-
mal conditions of, shown by
colored photomicrographs, 361

;

endothelioma of, operability of,

76; focal affection of, simulated
by food poisoning, 448; hem-
orrhage of, treatment of, at the
time of the occurrence, 830; senile
cortical degeneration of. 928; se-
vere symptoms referable to. in
consumptives, 1044; trephining for
simple punctured wound of, 218;
tuberculosis of, 795.

Bram, I., sunstroke and heat prostra-
tion. 156.

Bran, wheat, in constipation, 314.
Brass, molders' fever, 346; poisoning,

occupational and brass founders'
ague. 716.

P.raun, A., the significance and man-
agement of chronic discharging
ears, 697.

Breakfast, test, value and technique of,

397-
Breast, cancer of, operative treatment

of, 951 ; cancer of, remote meta-
stases following, 123 ; surgical
importance of. 1097; tuberculosis
of, associated with erythema
nodosum, 586.

Brewer, I. \\'.. are the present meth-
ods of disposal of human excre-
ment satisfactory? 525.

British Medical Association, address
in medicine, 271 ; address in sur-
gery. 272 ; annual dinner, 273

;

meeting in Liverpool, 301 ; Presi-
dent's address, 270; temperance
breakfast, 272.

Bronchoscopy, for multiple foreign
bodies, 453.

Brown, S. H., visual acuity, and the
Montessori method of instructing
children, 57.

Bryant. \y. S.. the modified radical
mastoid operation for the cure of
otitis media purulent, a chronica,
886.

Build, chest and abdominal measure-
ments in relation to, 1020.

Bullock. E. S.. sanatorium treatment
of tuberculosis. 461.

Burns, anaphylaxis in. 616.
Bushnell. G. E., marginal sounds in

the diagnosis of pulmonary tuber-
culosis, 1 109.

Business man, health of the, 1080.

Caffeine, and efficiency, 294; and
ergotin in myocarditis, arterio-
sclerosis, and cardiac neuroses,
26s.
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Caisson disease, 626; and its preven-
tion, 626.

Calcium, relations of, to pretuber-

culoiis states, arteriosclerosis, and
insanity, 16.

Calorimeter, observations with, 925.

Camp, permanent, at Krassnoje-Sselo,

from a sanitary viewpoint, 624.

Camphor oil intraperitoneal applica-

tion of, 679.

Canal zone, see Panama.
Cancer, and dysontogenesis, 621 ; ex-

perimental, immunity, and specific

therapy in, 400 ; m childhood,

1093; in Scotland, 26; libel case,

73 ; non-operative treatment of,

865 ; of breast, remote metastases

following, 123 ; of uterus—see

uterus ; originating in chronic leg

ulcer, 125; production of, from the

parasites of the earth-worm,
1 167; protein, hypodermic in-

jections of, causing blood changes,

999; question, 354; soil, chemistry

of, 1 128; specific treatment of,

862; spontaneous cure of, 219;

the de Keating-Hart fulgura-

tion treatment of, i ; therapeutic

action of metals on, 910; trans-

plantabilitv of, 585; treatment of,

on biological principles, 817; treat-

ment of, with body fluids, 399:
treatment of, with internal and
externa! remedies, 5.^9 ; .r-ray

treatment of, 584; Zeller method
of treating, 723.

Candy medication, 584.

Carbolic acid, see phenol.

Carbon, trouble in the automobile. 598:
dioxide snow, a new method of

applying, 254; dioxide snow,
preparation of, 1093.

Carbureters, damning, 1062.

Carcinoma, diet in, 1090; reactions of

the blood in, 126.

Cardiorenal disease, obstruction of

the nose as an early symptom of,

382.

Cardiovascular, changes in nephritis,

22s ; disease, dietetic treatment of,

33 ; system in pulmonary tuber-

culosis, 1091.

Carpets, arsenical poisoning from.

1002.

Carpus, arch of, with its relation to

the function of the hand, 639.

Cartilage, semilunar, injuries to, 858,

863.

Casein-milk, present status of, 574.

Casts, tube, origin of, 1090.

Cataract, unilateral, treatment of,

1000.

Catharsis. 126.

Cattle, tuberculous, care of, 29.

Cauterization, electrical, effect of, on
tumors. 614; fulguration, 1185.

Carcinoma, collargo! in. S40.

Carelessness, diagnostic cloaks for.

1 189.

Cecum, and appendix, functional na-

ture of, 1 182,

Cell, concerning the life of a, 726.

Cerebellum, disease of, Barany tests

in, 1 142.

Cerebellosegmental lesion, from oc-

clusion of branches of superior

cerebellar artery, 498.

Cerebrospinal fluid, effect of specific

treatment on, 185 ;
examination of.

for arsenic, following the admin-
istration of salvarsan, 497; inva-

sion of, by way of lymph nodes,

261 ; sugar in, in cases of menin-
gitis. 910.

Cervix uteri—see uterus.

Cesarean section, 538, 921, 1098; ex-

traperitoneal, 911; performed

three times on the same woman,
921.

Chancres, urethral, the danger of
overlooking, 166,

Chancroids, treatment of, 124.

Chemotherapy, and vital coloration,

632; of sepsis, 815, 820.

Chest, see thorax.
Child, administration of anesthetics to,

362; and adult, some differences in

the surgery of. 362; and the pub-
lic school, 901 ; care of teeth of,

363 ; hygiene, instruction in, 577

;

life, relation of physician to pliil-

anthropic and sociological work
of the community in, 361 ;

protein

needs of, 998; relation of munici-
pality to, 361 ; school, care of eye,

ear, nose, and throat in, 362;
school, medical inspection of, 361

;

school, State's responsibility for.

361.

Childhood, skin affections of, 362.

Chiropractitioner, license not required
of, in Arkansas, 45.

Chlorides, indicanuria and. 759.

Chloroform, distribution of, in the

blood, 306.

Chlorosis and tuberculosis, 604.

Cholecystitis, gastrospasm in, 218.

Choledochotoniics, statistics of, 448.

Cholelithiasis, Aschoff's doctrine of,

36; gastrospasm in, 218.

Cholera, carriers, 442; rational treat-

ment of, 1138; vibrio in the biliary

passages, 109.

Chondrodystrophy, a specimen and
radiograms of, 177.

Chondroituria. 69.

Chorea, Huntington's, clinical observa-
tions in three cases of, 756; lue-

tica, 776; salvarsan in the treat-

ment of, 459.
Chorioangioma of placenta, 368.

Chorioid, melanosarcoma of, 354.

Christie. A. C. vaccines in suppurative
otitis media, 561.

Chvostek's sign, significance of, in

older children, 391.

Cinchona, alkaloids of, and corneal
anesthesia, 1044.

Cinematograph and tropical diseases,

777-
, ^

Circulation, disorders of, acute shed-
ding of hair in, 390; relations of,

271 ; failure of, treatment of, in

acute infectious diseases, 820; re-

versal of, by arteriovenous anas-
tomosis of femoral vessels, 1104.

City workers, health of, 949.
Claims, disputed, the collection of, 970.

Clapp, H. C, worry as a cause of
arteriosclerosis, 519.

Clark, L. P.. remarks upon psychoge-
netic convulsions and genuine epi-

lepsy, 607.

Clayton, T. A., two cases of tumor of

the spinal cord. 802.

Cleaves. M. A., derailed forces. 515.

Climate, advantages of a cold dry,

304 ; influence of, in the tropics,

664; winter, advantages of, in the

treatment of certain diseases. 682,

Climatology, as practised by Hippo-
crates. 683 : in the curriculum of

the medical schools, 684.

Clinics. Department of Public Chari-
ties, 1015 ; medical, the modern,
200.

Clubfoot, bone transplantation in

treatment of, 642; occurrence and
etiology of. 1000.

Coburn. R. C, safety and science in

nitrous oxide administration, 798.

Coccygodynia, 720.

Cohabitation, causing cystitis and
pyelitis, 37.

Colds and pneumonia, 728.

Colic. yS.

Colitis, chronic, and movable kidney,

677-
Collargol, in sepsis and carcinoma,

540.
Collection of disputed claims, 970.
College criticism, the error of, 151.

Colles's fracture, reduced and treated

with a new device or a metal
splint, 7S2.

Colon, carcinoma of, 721.

Colon bacillus, in the blood, 1137; in

urine, 493 ; innocent, in urines, 20.

Coloration, vital, and chemotherapy,
632.

Color-blindness and disasters at sea

and on land, 68.

Coma, alcoholic, dift'erential diagnosis
of, 702.

Commercialism, an antitoxin for, 528.

Communication, privileged, statute of,

applicable to result of autopsy,

414-

Confections and foods, diseases, caused
by, 1088.

Congresses, international, value of,

671.

Lonjunctfvitis, Parinaud's, 888, 1003.

Conservation, public, of human life,

364-

Consultant, the self-styled. 1154.

Consumi»tion, see pulmonary tuber-

culosis, 977.
Contagious diseases of childhood, 398.

Contract and dispensary practice,

Plato on, 690.

Convulsions, and allied conditions,

general remarks on. 1008; caused
by postmenstrual gastrointestinal

disorders, 1000; in early life, eti-

ology of, 1008; in infancy, dietetic

treatment of. with special refer-

ence to the role played by the in-

organic salts, 1009; in the new-
born. 346; psychogenetic. and epi-

lepsy. 607.

Copper-lecithin in the treatment of

epithelioma, 1003.

Cornea, acute staphyloma of, treat-

ment of, 677; anesthesia of, and
cinchona alkaloids, 1044; human,
transplantation of. 125.

Corning, J. L., the diagnostic signifi-

cance of abnormally quick fatigue

(apocamnosis) of the orbicularis

oris muscle. 277 ; the psychology

of the gambling habit, a study of

suspense in gamins, the drama,
and the experimental sciences, 971.

Cornwall, E. E., some practical points

in the interpretation and manage-
ment of high blood pressure, 883.

Coronary arteries, action of supra-

renal extract upon, 1187; sclerosis

of, with special reference to gas-

tric symptoms, 336; sudden ob-

struction of, 1135.

Corpus luteum extract. 402.

Cortex, senile degeneration of. 928.

Coryza, acute, surgical prophylaxis of,

265.

Coughlin, R. E.. the treatment of

puerperal eclampsia. 386.

Constipation, and anemia, 817; and
headache in women, 306 ; hypokin-

etic and dyskinetic. 777: intract-

able treated by operation, 262;

wheat bran in, 314.

Correspondence ;

Berlin, 122, 396, 442, 815. 907. 1088;

Canada, 489, 534: Cuba, 121; Ha-
vana, 16s ; London, 30, 73, 120,

164, 212, 2:;7, 301, 340, 394. 440,

486, 533. 582. 628, 668, 713. 768.

813. 858, 948, 996, 1039, 1086, 1131,

iT75;'Paris, 259. 395, 487, 1040;
Philippines, 74, 259, 302, 351, 442,

714, 770, 81S, 906, 998; Vienna, 397.
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Craig, H. A., observations from 300
cases treated by autogenous bac-

terial vaccines, 465.

Cranium, depressed fracture of, in

newborn, immediate treatment of,

1186; hyperostosis of, 157; in-

juries to, neurological aspects of,

999; ivory exostoses of, 364;
procedures adapted to the ex-

posure of structures at the base
of, 1006.

Creatin, excretion of, in pregnancy
and in its toxemias, 368.

Cresols. the, and allied bodies, 35.

Cripples, industrial education of, 640.

Cristadoro, C, the milk supply, 941.

Crotalin treatment of epilepsy, 584.

Crothers, T. D., a new phase of

faulty medical education, 439; a

sanitary note from the past, 300.

Cruice, J. M., the importance of his-

tory in diagnosis of incipient tu-

berculosis, 334.
Cuba, activity of the Health Depart-

ment of, 581.

Cumston, C. G., appendicitis in in-

fancy and early childhood, 1022.

Cunningham, W. P., zinc oxide as a

deodorant, 349.
Cystitis, and pyelitis caused by co-

habitation, 37; chronic, of trigone

and vesical neck, 592; primary
tuberculous, 23.

Cystoscopy, and lithotrity. 1040.

D.

Dactylomegaly, 1079.

Dairy hygiene, 1180.

Deafness, caused by excessive tea

drinking, 571 ; in children. 664.

Death, rate and birth rate, decline in,

400; rate, increase in, in Philippine

Islands. 352; rate, rural, in State

of New York, 1183; sudden,
caused by gastric adhesions, 267.

Debility, physical, and mental defi-

ciency, relation of, in the body
social, 67s.

Deformities, from viewpoint of life

insurance examination, 357.
Degeneration, stigmata of, and radi-

ography, 209.

Dehydration, acute, syndrome of, in

diabetic cornea, 390.

De Keating-Hart method, of fulgura-
tion, I ; of thermo-radiotherapy,
96.

Delavan, D. B., paralysis of the right

recurrent laryngeal nerve from
accidental trauma, 1028.

Dementia precox, ductless glands in,

497 ; prognosis in, 304.
Demographers, training of, 674.
Demonstrator, anatomical, 709.

Density, tissue, factor in physiology
and pathology, 315.

Dentistry, clinics for, in schools, 443

;

in the army, 210.

DeQuervain's disease. 80.

Dermatitis, toxic, uncommon forms of,

77-

Dermatology, more careful examina-
tion in, 434.

Dermatoses, moist, dry treatment of,

^48; treated with horse serum,
1 1 38.

Dermoids, ovarian. 908.

Desiccation, high frequency, 643.

Development, defective, 100; defec-
tive, from arthritis in early life,

42.

Dewolf, H., gallstones. 565.

Dextrins and maltose in infant feed-
ing. 176.

Diabetes, acidosis in, 85.S : after per-
tussis, 36; and pregnancy, 633;
and tuberculosis, 1093 ; coma of,

syndrome of, acute dehydration in,

390; eclampsia in, 382; increase in

the death rate from, 662; insipi-

dus, absence of urinary pepsin in,

218; inulin as food in, 217; pan-
creatic, 677 ;

proper treatment of,

413-.
Diagnosis, pitfalls of, 361.

Diarrhea at Camp John Hay, 303.
Diathesis, in German medicine, 389.
Diet, in acute diseases, 870; in carci-

noma, 1090; phosphoproteins in,

343 ; relation of, to heart and
blood-vessel disease, 559; special,

in hospitals, 952.
Digestive tract—see alimentary canal.

Digitalis, duration of action of, 774.
Diphtheria, and leprosy, disseminated

by means of the feces, 1045; bac-
illi excreted in urine, 494; and
tetanus antitoxins, dosage of,

1050; bacilli in the lungs, occur-
rence of, 954: carriers treated with
diphtheria endotoxin, 252; carriers,

treatment of, by means of diph-
theria vaccines, 220: endotoxin
in the treatment of diphtheria in-

fection, 252; epidemiology of,

722; nasal, chronic, 1096; para-
doxical, 529; paralysis following
serumtherapy of, 48b; serotherapy
of, in Heubner's clinic, 911;
specimens, examination of, 171

;

therapy, recent views on, 1173;
tracheal, avirulent, in an adult,

1002.

Director, medical, and medical exam-
iners. 1094; medical, attitude of.

toward the agency department,
680.

Diseases, communicable, spread of
through traffic. 861 ; in relation to
accident. 820: infectious, govern-
mental measures for research in,

907; inheritance of, 620; some
blunders made by nature in treat-
ing, 652.

Disen, C. F., relations of calcium to
pretuberculous states, arterio-
sclerosis, and insanity. 16.

Disinfectant, surgical, iodine as, 261.

Disinfectants, international standardi-
zation of. 993.

Dispensary, abuse, report of commit-
tee on, 89: and contract practice.

Plato on, 690: municipal, and tu-

berculin treatment, 355; neurologi-
cal, social work in connection
with. 544; woik, efficiency tests

of. 32.

Dixon, T., the unfortunate predica-
ment of the physician, 848.

Dohle leucocyte inclusion in scarlet

fever, absence of. 457.

"Doctor," use of word, by osteopath,

184.

Dosage of drugs for children, 954.
Drama, medicine and the. 762.

Dreams, aviation in. 832.

Dresbach, M.. examinations of the

eyes of college students. 190.

Dressing stations, and transportation

of the wounded in battles at sea.

624.

Drugs, cultivation of. in the United
States, .TO5 : dosage of. for chil-

dren, 9S4; effect of on opsonic
index, 24; standardization of,

modern methods of, 413.

Drunkenness and physiological efifect

of alcohol, 1 136.

Duct, angulation of the junction of

the hepatic and common, after
cholecystostomy, simulating com-
mon duct obstruction. 1105.

Duodenum, and stomach, ulcers of,

41; and stomach ulcers of. loSg:

ipecac medication of, in amebic
dysentery, 1 180; perforation of,

216; stenosis of, 41; ulcer of, 80;

ulcer of, bismuth in the healing
of, 1056; ulcer of perforating into

transverse colon, 776.
Dust and fume, foes of industrial

life, 580.

Dwelling and tuberculosis, 267.

Dwarfism—see infantilism.

Dwight, E. W., causes of death in the
first five years of insurance, 587.

Dysbasia arteriosclerotica and flat-

foot, 910.

Dysentery, amebic, emetine in, 79;
amebic, duodenal medication of,

with ipecac, 1180; amebic, mode of
dissemination of, 815; at Bagino,
302 ; bacillary, 442, 691 ; diminish-
ing in Philippine Islands, 770.

Dyspepsia, functional operative treat-

ment of, 596 ; surgical, 775.
Dysontogenesis and cancer. 621.

E.

Ear, acute infections of, 583 ; chronic
discharging, significance and man-
agement of, 697 : from viewpoint,
of life insurance examination,

357; noises in, 777; nose, and
throat, diseases of, vaccines in, 44.

Eck's fistula intoxication. 854.
Eclampsia, 367; diabetic. 382; latent,

763; puerperal, treatment of, 386,

593, 594; suppression of the con-
vulsion in, 1181.

Economics, medical, 862 ; medical
teaching of, 690.

Eczema, as seen by the general prac-
titioner, 1007; causation of, 548;
chronic, with osteitis deformans,
88; external, origin of, 548; high
frequency currents in, 774; pru-
riginous, 171 ; chronic, of one leg
in a child, 631.

Education, classical, and the physi-
cian, 786; industrial, of the crip-

pled and deformed, 640 ; medical,
1052; medical, a new phase of
faulty, 439; medical, in Europe
and America, 124; medical, uni-
versities in relation to, 813 ;

popu-
lar medical, abuses of. 619 ; re-

tardation and constitutional in-

feriority in connection with, 545.
Einhorn, \l., agar tubes in the esti-

mation of the pancreatic fer-
ments, 650, 905 ; indications for
operations in diseases of the di-

gestive tract, 47.
Elder, O. R, the after treatment of

syphilis, 1024.

Electricity, injuries caused by, 627;
currents of, epilepsy from, 219;
direct continuous current of, 642;
high frequency currents of, 642;
high frequency currents of, in

medicine, loii; high frequency
desiccation by, 643 : high fre-

quency, in treatment of exophthal-
mic goiter, 643 ; high potential cur-
rents of, in treatment of chronic
deafness. 643; in relief of localized
arterial spasm, 643 ; in treating
chronic cases, 643 ; lessons from
failures in the use of, 643; plants
for generation of, diseases and m-
juries occurring in, 628; some new
modalities of, 643.

Electrocardiography, clinical impor-
tance of, 217.

Embolism, gas, in production of artifi-

cial pneumothorax, 1052: periph-
eral, associated with mitral steno-
sis, 910; postoperative. 40.

Emetine, hypodermic injections of
soluble salts of, in amebic disease,

493 ; in treatment of amebic dys-
entery, 79.

Emphysema, anical, 865.

Empyema, pleural, slow escape of, into
the lungs, 218.
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Emsheimer, H. W., unusual conditions
simulating appendicitis, 383.

Endocarditis and septicemia, menin-
gococcus, with late appearance of
meningitis, 42; chronic septic, 731 ;

subacute bacterial, glomerular le-

sions of, 41.

Endocardium, local lesions of, in sep-

ticemia, 631.

Enema, in the eighteenth century, 736.

Engine-and-fireroom force, hygiene
of, with special reference to effect

of heat and humidity, 624.

Enteritis, mucomembranous kinesi-

therapy in, 184.

Enteroptosis, in women, 918; ortho-
pedic principles in the treatment
of, 919.

Enterospasm, surgical significance of,

79-

Enterostomy, in ileus, value of, 413.
Enterprise, value of. 832.

Eosinophile substance, biological sig-

nificance of, 540.

Epididymitis, dunlex, artificial impreg-
nation in, 633 : gonorrheal, treated

with radioactive earths, 488;
tuberculous, potentia generandi in,

820.

Epithelioma, benign. 262 ; copper-
lecithin in the treatment of, 1003.

Epilepsy, and psj-chogenetic convul-
sions, 607; as a clinical disease
conception, 356: crotalin treat-

ment of, 584; from electric cur-
rents, 219; genuine crises of, in

the non-epileptic. 1081 ; in the

adult, 545; of cardiac origin, 448;
pathogenesis of, 214; prevention
of, 1 179; temperosphenoidal. 1142.

Epistaxis, mechanical resource for,

QII.

Epithelium, proliferation of, produced
by gasworks tar, 1182.

Ergotin and caffeine in myocarditis,
arteriosclerosis, and cardiac neu-
rosis, 265.

Erythema, ab igne, 500; nodosum, as-

sociated with mammary tubercu-
losis, 586.

Erythrocythemia, 76.

Erythromelalgia, 400.

Eshner. A. A., exophthalmic goiter,

248.

Esophagoscopy and gastroscopy, a new
principle in, 781.

Esophagus, carcinoma of. from the

standpoint of thoracic surgery.

1056; peptic ulcer of, 954; with
perforation caused by ulceration

produced bv foreign body, 460.
Etat vermoulu. a form of senile corti-

cal degeneration. 928.

Ether, intramuscular injections of, in

general anesthesia. 306.

Ethmoid, exenteration of the labyrinth
of. by the intranasal route. 451.

Eucalyptus treatment of scarlatina and
measles. 448.

Eugenics, and euthenics, 992; the doc-
tor and, 360.

Eunuchism, late, and multiple blood-
gland sclerosis. 264.

Euthenics and eugenics, 992.

Evidence, as to general health, 761

;

diagrams in supplement of, 990;
expert, as to automatic muscular
action. 459; expert, discrimination
against. 550; expert, with refer-

ence to subjective and objective
symptoms. 4'^"- insurance physi-
cian's certificate as to. 761 ; of em-
ployment of physician by county,

550 ; non-admissibility of nurse's
opinion of physician's skill, 459;
opinion, admissible, 1079 ; opinion
based on third person's statements

inadmissible as, 1188; opinion,
basis of. 806.

Exactitude, the charlatanism of, 1026.

Examination, life insurance, 173; life

insurance, annual 1004 ; medical,
effect of party's refusal to submit
to, 184.

Examiner, medical, and the blood
pressure test. 243 ; and the com-
pany, 358; and uranalysis, 724; as-
sociations of, 173; from the stand-
point of the medical director,

1094 ; insurance company bound by
acts of, 45; relations of, to the
company, 588; relation of, to the
contract, 822; selection and train-

ing of, 867; suggestions to: com-
pletion of the examiner's report,

867, 955 : suggestions to : fraudu-
lent practices, 1046; suggestions
to : the examination of women,
778; suggestions to: the pliysical

examination. 81. 173. 266, 357; sug-
gestions to : the urine, 449, 634,
680.

Examiners. State Board of, discretion-

ary power of. 806.

Excrement, human, disposal of. 525.
Exercise and open air. influence of, on

the bodily functions. 632.

Exophthalmic goiter, 248; factors of
safetj' in operations for, 124;
surgical management of. looi

;

syndrome of. in pulmonary tuber-
culosis. 776; the blood state in.

ZJ; thyreogenic, origin of, 1006;
treated by high frequency elec-

tricity. 643.
Exophthalmos, pulsating, 307.
Exostoses, ivory, of skull, 364: rare

complications of. 618.

Expert, evidence, see evidence; may
base opinion of skill upon results

of treatment, 550; on insanity,

qualifications of, 990; qualification

of, as to effect of blow, 45 ; right

of. to guaranty of fee, 1188; testi-

mony of. impeached. 11S8.

Exudates, fluid, and immunity. 34.

Eye. diseases and injuries of. due to

occupation. 1135; diseases of, re-

lationship of gastrointestinal auto-
intoxication to, 178; education of,

in relief of myopic refraction.

851 ; enucleation of, implantation
of fat into Tenon's capsule after.

908; of college students, examina-
tions of. 190: salvarsan and. 76:
strain of. see eye strain : symptoms
in nervous diseases. 631 : the. from
viewpoint of the life insurance ex-
amination. 357; vision of, see vi-

sion, 57.

Eyestrain, and occupational diseases.

626: functional nervous diseases
due to. 869.

F.

Face, asymmetry of, occurring in

scroftdoderma, 291; paralysis of,

familiar occurrence of, 633.
Falling sickness, S25.

Fallopian tubes, diseases of, t68.

Family historv. some studies in. 738.

Farnsworth C. P., intestinal obstruc-
tion, with report of cases, 569.

Fat. surgical aspects of. 772.

Fatigue, abnormally quick, of the or-
bicularis oris muscle. 277; and
noise. 578: effect of temperature
and humidity on, 578; factors in

occupations, 578; in industry. 578.
Fauces, and larynx, chronic edema

of. 596.
Faught. F. A. : the insurance exam-

iner, and blood pressure test. 243.
Fauntlerov, A. N. : the ice-bag and

appendicitis. 204.

Fa\us in the schools of Mexico. ^78.

Fee, book of an Irish physician in the
seventeenth century, 597 ; medical,

597; medical, Benjamin Rush on,

832; medical, the question of, 644.
Feeblemindedness, education of chil-

dren affected with, 1135; in New
York, 708; the burden of, 32.

Feeding, caloric, in tuberculosis, 792;
forcible, of suffrage prisoners in

England, 572; infant, see infant
feeding.

Femur, absence of head and neck of,
on both sides, 641.

Ferments, pancreatic, agar tubes in the
determination of, 905, 1053.

Fetus, death of, and influence on
pregnancy nephritis, 678.

Fever, a six-day, in the canal zone,
S63 ; action of state of, on meta-
luetic affiictions of the central ner-
vous system. 722; cases of, 1181;
of neurogenic origin, lOOl ; of ob-
scure origin in infancy, 172; re-
lapsing, in Panama, 993.

Fibula, congenital absence of, 642.
Filaria, cultivation of embryos of, 863.
Filariasis, early diagnosis of, 275.
Fisher, J. \V., additional report upon

the use of the sphygmomanometer
in examinations for life insurance.
1075.

Fistula. Eck's, intoxication fro:ii, 854;
mentrual, 678; vesicovaginal, his-
tory of, 505.

Fitch, C. P., Parinaud's conjunctivitis,
888.

Flat foot, associated with dysbasia ar-
teriosclerotica, 910; treatment of.

586.

Flatulence, intestinal, true and false,

806.

Flukes, specimens of, from China, 276.
Fly, best way to get rid of, 68.

Folic a deux, a contribution to the
study of, 59.

Fomites in the transmission, of infec-
tious diseases, 580.

Food, and confections, diseases caused
by, 1088; poisoning simulating a
focal cerebral affection, 448; pres-
ervation of, 5/9; values and re-
quirements, objective method of
teaching, 1103.

Foodstuffs and their cleavage prod-
ucts, influence of, upon heat pro-
duction, 624.

Foot, static troubles of, plates for, 639.
Forces, derailed, 515.
Forceps, high operation of when justi-

fiable. T185.

Fordham University, international ex-
tension course at, 437.

Forearm, congenital deformity of, 775.
Formaldehyde, excretion of following

administration of urotropin, 862.
Foundlings, 581.
Fowler. R. H., cervical adenitis in

children, 1168.

Fowler. R. S.. the postoperative treat-
ment of laparotomy, with complete
wound closure. 1122.

Fracture, and separation of the epiphy-
sis in children, 157; chauffeur's,
how avoided. 282 ; Colics', a new
treatment for, /i2 ; in children,
operative treatment of, 446; near
knee and elbow transarticular op-
eration for, 312 : reminders on,

44; simple, treatment of. 1137;
treatment of. 1182; ununited, of
ulna, treated by means of bone
transplantation, 866.

Francis. C. F. d'A.. priority in the use
of sodium chloride in the treat-
ment of nephritis. 349.

Frazer. T.. hemoptysis in tuberculosis,
its significance, and its treatment,
839-
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Fraud, practices of, in obtaining life

insurance, 1046.

Freudentlial, W., local anesthetics in

the upper respiratory tract, in-

cluding the adrenalin preparations,

105.

Friedman, G. A., a case of chronic
pancreatitis with polycythemia
(clinical diagnosis : pancreatic
lithiasis), 930; a tentative diagno-
sis of aneurysm of the hepatic

artery, and findings at operation,

522.

Friedman, H. M., the diagnosis of
mental condition, 787.

Fulguration, cauterization, 1 185; the de
Keating-Hart method of, i.

Fume and dust, foes of industry, 580.

Galactogogue, increase of dietetic pro-

tein as, 265.

Galactosuria, alimentary, in neuroses
and hepatic diseases, 356.

Galen, Claudius, g8i.

Gall-bladder, lesions of, in relation to

life insurance, 128.

Gallstones, 565, 870; coincident with
other surgical lesions, 908 ; diag-

nosis of, 477; prognosis of dis-

ease due to, 1 1 79.

Gambling habit, psychology of, 971.

Gangosa, 276.

Gangrene, spontaneous, and allied con-
ditions in orthopedic surgery, 637.

Gartner group of bacilli, isolated from
the tissues of laboratory animals,

674-

Gas poisoning, some causes of, on
board ship, 624.

Gastroenterology, progress in, 352.

Gastroenteroptosis, operative treatment
of, 583.

Gastroesophagoscope, a new, 1125.

Gastrointestinal canal, a few important
points in the .r-ray examination of,

1055; accessory pancreas in, 426;
autointoxication of, in relation to

ocular disorders, 178; diseases of,

caused by hyper- and hypotonicity
of the vagus and sympathetic
nerves, 1055; disturbances of, in

pernicious anemia, 1056; history of
radiology of, in the diagnosis of
ulcer and carcinoma, 1055 ;

post-

menstrual disorders of, causing
convulsive seizures, 1000 ; tests for

exogenous blood in, 1003 ; x-ray
diagnosis of, 1179.

Gastroscopy and esophagoscopy, a new
principle in, 781.

Genital organs, neuropathies and
psychopathies caused by diseases

of, 205.

Genius and manic-depressive insanity,

937-
Gibney, V. P., a case of Still's disease,

93-

Gibson, C. L., accessory pancreas in the

gastrointestinal tract, 426.

Gigantism, false, complicated by trau-

matic ostoses, 415.

Gil Bias on high living, Q70.

Gilmour, A. J., report of a case of

lupus erythematosus disseminatus,

1 160.

Glands, diseases of, in children, 436

;

ductless, in dementia praecox, 497;
mediastinal, enlargement of, 430;
of neck, tuberculous treated by
.r-rays, 772.

Glandular fever, 1134.

Glomeruli, lesions of, in subacute bac-

terial endocarditis, 41.

Glossitis, chronic superficial, local ap-

plication of salvarsan in, 447.

Glucose, metabolism of, 437.

Glycosuria, complicating typhoid fever,

metabolism study in, 180.

Glycyltryptophan, and trvntophan tests,

diagnostic worth of, in diseases of
the stomach, 1053; test, 399.

Goethe, hygiene in the time of, 1093.

Goflfe, J. R., an operation for extreme
cases of procidentia, with recto-

cele and cystocele, based on ana-
tomical, physiological, and dyna-
mic principles, with report of
cases, 879.

Goiter, exophthalmic, see exophthal-
mic goiter; heart, 866; surgical

treatment of. 84 ; surgical treat-

ment of, Kocher's present work in,

220.

Gonorrhea, and syphilis in children by
direct infection. 578; complement
deviation reaction in, 773 ; diffuse

peritonitis caused by, 866.

Gout, nitrogen and nuclein metabol-
ism in, 723; of the intestines, 645;
tophi in the eyelids, 2ig.

Granuloma, inguinale tropicum, 549;
malignant, etiology of, 402; telan-

giectaticum, 819, 865 ; venereum,
culture of microbe of, 954.

Graves' disease, see exophthalmic
goiter.

Graves. W. W., on the clinical recog-
nition of syphilitics, 323.

Greeley, H., race resistance, 246.

Greene, J. B., removal of tonsils as a
preventive measure after exposure
to measles. 388.

Griffin. W. \y.. false gigantism, com-
plicated by traumatic ostoses, 415.

Growth, role of proteins in, 625.

Guile, H. v., the differential diagnosis
of alcoholic coma, 702.

H.
Habits, treatment of, 143.

Hagner. F. R., report of a case of ex-
tirpation of the bladder for ma-
lignant disease, 70=;.

Haig, A., gout of the intestines. 645.
Hair, acute shedding of. in circulatory

disorders. 390: superfluous. 169.

Hallux valgus, acquired, 450.
Hamilton. W. D.. the diagnosis of

gallstones, 477.

Hammond, R.. advantages and disad-
vantages of plaster-of-Paris as a

fixative apparatus. 18.

Hand<;. a recurrent eczematoid affec-

tion of. 548.

Hardenbergh. D. B.. the physician's

role in preventive medicine. 843.

Harvey. T.. Claudius Galen, 131 A. D.
to 200 A. n.

Headache, and constipation in women,
306; indurative. 364.

Health, and housing. 907; conditions in

public schools of New York City.

do6 : general, evidence as to. 761

;

insurance as related to life and ac-

cident insurance from a medical
standpoint. 77p; orcanization of,

in the Philippines. 260; nnh'ic. af-

fairs of. -"3: public, nroblems. and
the relation nf rural and urban
populations thereto. 673: reports

and vital statistics of New York
City, report on. o=;7: Service, Pub-
lic, of the United States. 391

;

State Board of. 8^.

Heart, and arteries, disease of. dietetic

treatment of. .33: and blood-vessel
disease, relation of diet to. ^qg:
and blood-vessels, syphilis of, 6qo;
arrhythmia of. 730: arrhythmias,
differentiation of, 224; beat, mech-
anism of, 1114; complications of
pregnancy, 677 ; complications,
early, of acute rheumatism, 313:
dilatation of, 78; disease, and
chronic and recurrent diseases, of

the skin, 401 ; disease and pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, 630; effect of
certain remedies for, on arterial

pressure, 574 ; epilepsy origmating
from, 448 ; goiter, 866 ; human, mode
nf death of, 898; murmurs and pa-
tients, 1076, 1099; murmurs, non-
organic, non-desirability of re-

porting, 404; murmurs, non-organ-
ic, reporting of, in life insurance
examinations, 495 ; neuroses of,

ergotin and caffeine in, 265; resus-
citation of, sinus stimulation in,

1 182; sounds of sick and healthy
children, 414; syphilis of, 684.

Heat, production, influence of food-
stuffs and their cleavage products
upon, 624; prostration and sun-
stroke, 156; prostration, pneumo-
nia as a complication of, 398.

Hedonal. complications following ad-
ministration of, 446.

Heine and homeopathy, 552.

Held, I. W., coronary sclerosis with
special reference to gastric symp-
toms, 336.

Heliotherapy, 999.
Hematuria, renal, cessation after

ureteral catheterization, 1185;
renal, with decapsulation and
nephrectomy, 1 185.

Hemianopsia due to vascular disease,

773-
Hemolysis, cobra venom, resistance of

luetic cells to, 920.

Hemoglobinophilia in bacteria, 777.
Hemoglobinuria, malarial, 677; par-

oxysmal, a case of, 180.

Hemophilia, 208.

Hemoptysis, in tuberculosis, 839.
Hemorrhage, middle meningeal, vas-

cular lesion in. 170; tonsillar, pre-

vention of, 257; treatment of, by
direct transfusion of blood, 395.

Hemorrhagic disease of the newborn,
treatment of, lioi.

Hemorrhoids, area of, complete ex-
cision of, 313.

Hemostasis, surgical, 491.
Heredity, in disease. 497; in syphilis,

440; influence of. in disease, 535;
Mendelian theory of, and its hu-
man applications, 1 179.

Hernia, and other bowel obstructions,

a therapeutic resource in. 801 ;

with reference to physical exami-
nation for life insurance. 173.

Herpes gestationis, amenability of, to
serum therapy, 540.

Hexamethylenamine in affections of
the upper respiratory tract, 77;
some therapeutic applications of,

90T.

"High living." Gil Bias on. 970.
Hip, disease, mechanical treatment of,

639 ; disease from viewpoint of
life insurance examination, 3^7;
tuberculosis of, results in, after
mechanical treatment without
traction, and with hygiene, 639.

History, family, some studies in. 738.
Hirsch, endonasal method of, in sur-

gery of hypophysis. 282.

Hodgkin's disease, familial incidence
of. 540.

Hoffman, F. L.. research work in life

insurance medicine. 47.
Holmes. B., how the Department of

Agriculture treats the loco dis-

ease; a lesson in comparative
psychiatry', 700.

Homicides on the increase, 666.

Honorarium, medical, 597.
Hookworm disease, see uncinariasis,

-16.

Hormonal, collapse action of, 219.

Hospitals, abuse of. 441 ; and sanatoria,
prejudice against by tuberculous
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patients, 553 ; associations, railroad,

1069; cost of, 533; in relation to the
community and to public health,

771 ; in relation to medical science,

952; isolation, utility of, 629; re-

form, 355 ; ship, repair ship for the

personnel, 623 ; special diet in, 952 ;

the medical superintendent of,

952; the out-patient work of, 952;
the physician and, 952.

Hough, P. B., what part should the
general practitioner take in the
campaign for the conservation of
vision, 63.

House-surgeon, the avaricious, 1154.

Housing and health, 997.
Hume, E. H., Yale Collegiate School

and Hospital in China, 668.

Humidity and temperature, eflfect of,

on fatigue, 578.

Huntington's chorea, clinical obser-
vations in, 756.

Hydrophobia, see rabies.

Hydrotherapy, as a means of en-

hancing resistance in tuberculosis,

139-

Hydrothorax in relation to cardiorenal
lesions, 1052.

Hygiene, and demography, congress
of, 572; in Goethe's day, 1093;
mental, movement for, in, 130;
of sex, and the young, 116; of the

teacher, 578.
Hyperacidity, treatment of, from the

French viewpoint, 430.

Hypernephroma, associated with tuber-
culosis of the kidney, 458; genital,

in women, 205; metastasis of, in

the nervous system, 545; of kid-

ney, 1 1 03.

Hyperostosis cranii, 157.

Hypertension, arterial, permanent, 259.

Hyperthermia, effect of, on opsonic
acidity, 845; neurogenic, looi.

Hyperthyroidism, and the thyroid,

1052; surgical importance and
treatment of. 1007.

Hypophysis, and its disorders, 899;
extract, undesired collateral action

of. 265; extract, use of, in weak
labor pains 679; surgery of, with
esoecial reference to the endonasal
method of Hirsch, 282; therapy in

peritonitis, 723.

Hysterectomy and ovariotomy as af-

fecting life insurance risks in

women, 11 18.

Hysteria, pension, in Germany, 358.

Hysterotomy, 168.

I

Ice-bag, the, and appendicitis, 204.

Icterus, see jaundice.

Idiocy, amaurotic, metabolism in, 89.

Ileum, chronic invagination of, 817.

Ileus, enterostomy in, value of, 413;
experimental, 909; postoperative,

46.

Ilium, sarcoma of, treated with Coley's
fluid, 92.

Immigrants, education of, in American
public schools. 675.

Immigration, and the midwife problem,
261 : control of, 771 ; in relation to

tuberculosis. 53; of the insane,

control of, 1080.

Immunity, fluid exudates and, 34;
pathology of, 169, 170.

Impotence, genital, 488; sexual, treat-

ment of, 36.

Impregnation, artificial, in epididymitis

duplex, 633; artificial, pregnancy
after, 264.

Incision, the large, and the reasons for

it, 113, 211.

Inclusion bodies in scarlet fever, 87.

Indicanuria, 1054; and the chlorides,

759.

Individualism and socialism in medical
economics, 551.

Industry, accidents of, see accidents,

dust and fume in, 580; fatigue in,

578.
Infancy, consultations for, 900.

Infant, feeding, maltose and dextrins
in, 176; feeding, some mooted
points in, 1098; mortality, 581;
mortality in New York City, 718;
mortality in the United States,

718; prematura, the survival of, 30.

Infantilism, a case of, treated with
thymus extract, 175; intestinal.

529.

Infections, bacterial, treated by
chemicals, 402; some problems in,

and their control, lOOi ; treatment
of, by intramuscular injections of
mercury, 259.

Infectious diseases, aerial and contact
infection in, 580; fomites in the

transmission of, 581 ;
govern-

mental measures for research in,

907; incidental to school life,

1082; of children, campaign
against. 675 ; transmission of, by
means of books, 578.

Influenza, of infancy, salicylates ad-
ministered by rectum in, 199;
paralysis of soft palate following,

113-

Ingalls, H. D., selection of female
risks in whom hysterectomy and
ovariotomy have been performed,
1 1 18.

Inheritance of disease, 620.

Injuries, personal, exhibited to jury,

1079.

Insects, disease-bearing, differentiation

of, 274.

Insane, care of, in the Ontario hos-

pitals, 535-

Insanity, among immigrants valid

basis for exclusion of the latter,

1080; erroneous popular notion as

to increase of, 949; gynecological

treatment in, 492; increase of, only

apparent, 395 : manic-depressive,

849; manic-depressive and literary

genius, 937: menstrual, 539;
nature of, 909; f^revention of, 398;
qualification of expert witness on,

184, 990: relations of calcium to,

16; responsibility in, 43.

Insomnia, treatment of, 679.

Insurance, accident, see accident in-

surance ; companies, and accident

prevention, 1C94 ; company bound
by acts of its medical examiner,

45 ; for investment, 955 ; larger by
$400,000,000 than last year, 488;
life, see life insurance; phy-
sician's certificate as evidence, 761 ;

sickness, in Germany, 449; act of

England and its menace to liberty,

713; act, national, of Great Brit-

ain, 269; state and private, relation

of, to each other, 38; national,

doctor's protest against, in Eng-
land, 210; national, of Great Brit-

ain, crisis caused by attitude of

medical profession toward, 206;

national, of Great Britain, problems
connected with, 213 ; national, for

Russia, 358; national, in England,
and the chancellor, 858 ; national, in

England, dispute over, 997 ; na-

tional, in England, discussion on,

1039; national, monopoly of, pro-

jected in Italy, 127; national,

schemes for, 668; what constitutes

a consultation in, 761 ; significance

of children's diseases in, II39;

substandard, the lien contract in,

308; substandard, treatment of,

308 ; workmen's, in Germany, caus-

ing pension hysteria, 358; work-
men's, in Germany, 859.

Intestine, adhesion ana ptoses of, med-
ical aspect of, 583; aseptic anasto-

mosis of, 216; chronic stasis of,

918; complications of, following
gynecological operations, 216; dif-

ferentiation of catarrh of the

large and small, 353; disinfection

of, by insufflation of oxygen, 986;
experimental devascularization of,

444; gout of, 64s; large, etiology

of adhesions occurring on, 661

;

large, surgery of, 272; length of,

and nutrition, 444; obstruction of,

with report of cases, 569; para-

sites of, in the South, 256; putre-

faction of, 676; sarcoma of, 1177;
stasis of, orthopedic principles in

the treatment of, 919; stasis of. re-

placing and retaining operations

in, 919.
Inulin, as diabetic food, 217.

Iodides, effect of, in arteriosclerosis,

774-
Iodine, as a surgical disinfectant, 214,

261 ; therapv of tuberculosis, 865.

lodoglycerole in the treatment of

mouth infections, 306.

Ions, medication by means of, 954.

Iron, relation of, to anemia in infancy
and childhood, 263.

Jackets, plaster, some material for

padding, 638.

Jacobi, A., resignation of, as trustee

of the New York Academy of

Medicine, 1049.

Jacobson, A. C, literary genius and
manic-depressive insanity with

special reference to the alleged

case of Dean Swift, 937.

Jaundice, acquired hemolytic, 1 125;

chronic, and splenomegaly, 707

;

epidemic of, 403 ; familial hemo-
lytic, 722 ; hemolytic, relation of

spleen to, 761.

Jaw, acute osteomyelitis of, 354; and
mouth, and general economy, re-

ciprocal influence of morbid con-

ditions of, 1042; fractures of

simple and complicated treatment

of, 1106.

Joint, ball and socket, reconstruction

of, 818; prevention and manage-
ment of ankylosis in, 1002; sacro-

iliac, surgery of, 365.

Jones, H., the prevention of tetanus.

256.

Jones, S. F., osteitis deformans (Paget s

disease), report of one case with

radiographs, 1155.

Julian, C. A., prophylactic vaccination

against tuberculosis, 1084.

K

Kahn, L. M.. congenital stricture of

the ureter producing pyonephro-
sis : nephrectomy, 895.

Kahn, M., history of the lithotomy op-

eration, 652.

Kakels, M. L., sacral kidney simulating

acute appendicitis, 11 20.

Kelsey, C. B., local anesthesia in op-

erations on the rectum, 1067.

Keratitis, interstitial, treated by sal-

varsan, 760; neuroparalytica, 477.

Keratosis, blenorrhagic, 1135; follicu-

laris, 549-

Kidney, colon bacillus infection of,

nephrotomy in, 585 : hematuria
from, with decapsulation and
nephrectomy. 1185; hypernephroma
of, 1 103; insufficiency of, caus-

ing rare cutaneous manifesta-
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tion, 1045 ; movable and chronic

colitis, 677; sacral, simulating

acute appendicitis, 1120; tubercu-

losis of, associated with hyper-
nephroma, 458; tuberculosis of,

methods of treatment of, 1040.

Kinesitherapy in mucomembranous en-

teritis, 184.

Kintzing P., the persistence of certain

racial chcaracteristics, 238.

Kirby-Smith, J. L., bullous dermatitis

following vaccination, with a re-

port of a case, 290.

Kirkendall, J. S., Parinaud's conjunc-
tivitis, 888.

Knee, injuries to the, 858.

Knopf, S. A., the immigration of the

tuberculous into the United States,

SI ; the unjustified prejudice of tu-

berculous patients against sanato-

ria and hospitals, 553.

Konkle, W. B., le charlatanisme de
I'exactitude, 1026.

Labor, and pregnancy, management of,

in presence of pelvic contraction,

921 ; difficult and dangerous, 537

;

graduated in the treatment of, 25

;

obstructed by retraction ring. 164;
pains, weak, use of hypophysis ex-

tract in, 679.

Laboratory, the local, in medical prac-

tice, 984.

Lactic acid bacilli, use of, in pulmonary
tuberculosis, 536.

Lactose test meal in the diagnosis of
gastric ulcer, 1056.

Lane plates, a safety screwdriver, and
screws for, 1079.

Langerhans, islands of, effects of cer-

tain experiments upon, 391.

Laparotomy, postoperative treatment
of, with complete wound closure,

1 122; sponge, continuous fixed,

592.

Lapham, M. E., the physical signs of
pulmonary tuberculosis caused by
nasal stenosis, 202.

Laryngitis, pneumococcic, 322.

Larynx, and trachea, Rontgen study of,

820; chronic stenosis of, treatment
of. 1096: fixation of left half of,

895; habitual pareses of, 1092;
paralysis of the right recurrent
nerve of. from accidental trauma,
1028; recurrent nerve paralysis of,

complicating mitral stenosis, 829;
terminal tuberculosis of, palliative

treatment of, 538; traumatic paral-

ysis of the right recurrent nerve
of, 453 ; tuberculosis of, early diag-

nosis of, 817 ; tuberculosis of,

prognosis of, 399.

Lawyers and physicians, 690.

Lead poisoning, industrial. 716.

Lederle, E. J., the sanitary control of
local milk supplies through local

official agencies, 1063.

Leg, shortening of, apparatus for, 398.

Leiner. J. H., tics and their treatment:
education versus hypnosis, 616.

Leprosy, age of victims of, 360; bacil-

lus of, cultivated and inoculated

into apes, 723; bacteriemic nature
of, 27s; investigations on, 276; or-

ganisms cultivated from, 500;
pseudotuberculous experimental,
160.

Leucemia, action of .r-rays in, 968;
chronic lymphatic, 836; treated

with benzol, 264.

Leucocytes, Dohle inclusions in, in

scarlet fever, absence of, 457 ; ex-

tract of, bactericidal substance in,

689; proteolytic action of, 706.

Xewis, R., a large abscess of the

temperosphenoidal lobe compli-
cating a chronic purulent atitis

media without any symptoms ex-

cept an occasional marked rise of
temperature, 935.

Liability of corporation for its sur-

geon, 184.

License, itinerant physicians', statute

rendered invalid by discriminatory
exemption of, 414; not required by
chiropractitioner in Arkansas, 45;
practising without, insufficient evi-

dence as to, 550; of physicians,

550.

Lichenification, 171 ; circumscribed,

990.

Lien, contract, in substandard insur-

ance business, 308.

Life, Eergson on the interpretation of,

786; human, as a national asset,

1062; human, public conservation

of, 364; origin of, 1 137; tables,

construction of for the population

of the United States, 822; origin

of, 582 ; origin of, debate on, 629.

Life insurance, and carious teeth, 221,

779; and lesions of liver and gall-

bladder, 128; as related to health

and accident insurance, from a

medical standpoint, 779; causes of
mortality in the first five years of,

587 ; companies and the medical
examiner, 358: companies, medical
department organization and meth-
od of procedure in, 404; com-
panies, in furtherance of physical

welfare of policy holders, 127;

company, relations of medical ex-
aminer to, 588; eligibility of wom-
en for, 1047 ; exainination of
women in, 778; examinations, 173;
examinations, annual, 1004; exam-
inations, reporting of non-organic
heart murmurs in, 495 ; examina-
tions, see also examiner, medical;
fraud in obtaining, 1046; histori-

cal sketch of, 1 139; medical
director, attitude of. toward the

agency department, 680; medicine,

research work in. 417; risks in

women in whom hysterectomy and
ovariotomy have been performed,
1118; significance of children's dis-

eases in. 1 139; significance of
obesity in. 1004; substandard risks

in. 308; the lien contract in sub-

standard business of. 308; urine

examination in, 634; use of sphyg-
momanometer in examinations for,

1075.

Ligaments, intra-articular silk, used in

the paralytic joints of poleomye-
litis, 640.

Light, a, without matches, 644.

Lightning, deaths from, in the Philip-

pines, 260; vagaries of. 259.

Limp, intermittent, associated with
flatfoot, gio; intermittent, asso-

ciated with angiosclerosis of in-

testinal arteries, 910.

Lip, epithelioma of. ct?.

Lipase, a specific immune, 1015.

Lipomatosis, 1133.

Liquor, intoxicating, statute relating to,

761. Lister, reminiscences of. 855.

Literature, medical, central bureau for

research in, 907.

Litholapaxv. operation of, icpo.

Lithotomy operation, history of, 650.

Lithotrity and cvstoscopy, 1040.

Liver, and gall-bladder lesions of, in

relation to life insurance, 128;

cancer of, complicated by celiac

parotitis, 706 ; cirrhosis of. leuco-

cyte counts in, 400; cirrhosis of,

surgical treatment of, 914; diag-

nosis of pathological lesions of,

30S, malignant disease of, accom-

panied by celiac parotitis, 706;
massive tuberculosis of, 537;
necrotic cyanotic, with icterus,

910; pylephlebitic abscesses in, re-

covery after, 776; relations of bio-

chemical functions of, and sur-

gery of, 914; syphilis of, 456; with
reference to phvsical examination
for life insurance, 173.

Loco disease, how the Department of
Agriculture treats the, 700.

London
, J., a new gastroesophago-

scope, 1125.

Longevity, effect of girth and chest
expansion on, 1004.

Lorenz, W. P., the effect of specific

treatment on the cerebrospinal
fluid, 185.

Ludlow, C. S., anophelines in the Phil-

ippine Islands, 532.

Luetin reaction, 265; of Nogucci, 500.

Lung, actinomycosis of, and trauma,
867; and genitalia of tuberculous
women, 170; diphtheria bacilli oc-

curring in, 954; emphysema of, in

relation to life insurance, 81 ; ma-
lignant disease of, 573; primary
carcinoma of, 215, 351; primary
malignant disease of, 730; slow es-

cape of pleural empyema into, 218;
syphilis of, 306; tumors of, pri-

mary, and the possibility of opera-
tive removal, 80.

Lupus, erythematosus disseminatus,

1 160; vulgaris and scrofuloderma
treated by the Pfannenstill meth-
od, 571-

Lusk, G., calorimetric observations,

925-
Lyle, H. H. M., poisoning by scarlet

red, 897-

Lymph nodes, invasion of cerebro-
spinal fluid by way of, 261.

Lymphatism, the nature of, 1 138.

M

Macht, D. I, celiac parotitis in the
course of malignant disease of the

liver, 706
Madelung's deformity, corrected by

osteotomy, 752
Magill, W S, the importance of the

local laboratory in medical prac-

tice—the county laboratory, 984.

Malaria, a hotbed of, within sight of
the national capital, 276; campaign
against, on the Isthmus of Pan-
ama, 718; cultivation of Plasmo-
dia of, 631; diagnosis of, 1051

;

eradication of, 274; hemoglobinu-
ria due to, 677; in Alabama, 1051 ;

in the Philippine Islands, 906; in

the puerperium, 1051 ;
parasites of,

cultural studies of, 274; restric-

tion of, 718.

Malingering, detection of, 358.
Malpractice, 990; and excessive dam-

ages, 1079; suits, increase of, 598.

Maloney, W. J. M. A., modern means
of investigating mental processes,

380.

Maltose and dextrins in infant feed-

ing, 176.

Mammary gland, tumors of, treatment
of, 44.

Manning. J. Van V., bedbugs and bu-
bonic plague, 148.

Marine Hospital Service, see Public
Health Service.

Marksmanship, vision in relation to,

344.
Marriage, and sex problems of, 736.

Martinez, I. G.. a preliminary note on
the epidemic of bubonic plague at

San Juan, 72.

Massage in wasting diseases of chil-

dren. 582.
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Mastoid, operation, epithelial grafting

after the complete, 446 operation,

the radical, for the cure of otitis

media purulenta chronica, 886; op-

eration, radical, maintenance of
the retroauricular opening after,

975-
Maus, L. M., the sanitary conquest of

the Philippine Islands, 1017.

Maverick, A., some blunders made by
nature in treating disease, 658.

Mays, T. J., effect of present preven-
tion on the spread of consump-
tion, 977; the vaccine treatment of
pneumonia, 767.

McKinniss, C. R., a report of twelve
cases of mental disease treated

with salvarsan, with special ref-

erence to blood pressure during
injection, 100.

Medical Society of the County of New
York: report of the comitia mi-
nora, 1 146; report of the com-
mittee on hospital and dispensary

abuse, 1145; report of the com-
mittee on legislation, 114S; report

of the counsel, 1146.

Medicine, a new conscience in, 211;

activities of, in the United States,

as reflected in a foreign journal,

945; and Moliere, 1062; and the

drama, 762; clinic of, the mod-
em, 200; discontent in, 1189;
economics of, individual and so-

cialism in, 51 ; education in,

see education ; esthetic aspects of,

1126; experience in. waste of,

1062 : hospital in relation to sci-

ence of, 952; integration of the

profession of, 551 ; life insurance,

research work in, 417; nobility of

profession of, 164 ;
practice of, 550

;

preventive, the physician's role

in, 843; profession of, unfortunate
predicament of, 848; profession of,

purpose and destiny of, 270; pro-

fession of, what is tlie matter with

the, S5I ; research in, and the uni-

versities, 1034; revolution of. in

Great Britain, 206; State service

of, in Great Britain, 528; success

in, some attributes of, 924; trop-

ical, 533; tropical, postgraduate
courses in, in the Philippines, 260;

tropical, recent results of research

in, 494; tropical, school of, 258;

woman's place in, 1189.

Medicines, and poisons, physical the-

ory of action of, 402; combina-
tion of, 494.

Mears, J. E., surgical psychoses, 694.

Measles, an epidemic of. 172; euca-

lyptus, treatment of, 448; removal
of tonsils as a preventive measure
after exposure to, 388.

Meat poisoning, 1088.

Mediastinum, enlarged glands of, 430;
sarcoma of, 720.

Mendelian theory, human applications

of, 1 179.

Meningitis, basilaris posterior, 665

;

cerebrospinal, differential diagno-

sis and treatment of, 1050; cere-

brospinal, serum treatment of,

1097 ; epidemic, prophylactic vac-

cination against, 400; secondary
syphilitic, 721 ; in infancy, unusual
forms of, 306; sugar in the cere-

brospinal fluid in cases of. 010:

tuberculous. 215 ; see also pachy-
meningitis.

Menningococcus, endocarditis and sep-

ticemia, due to, 42.

Menstruation, convulsions caused by
gastrointestinal disorders follow-

ing, 1000; insanity associated with.

539; without ovaries, 591.

Mercury, action of, in spirochete dis-

eases, "jyT, administration of, 400;
as spirillocide, 494; intramuscular
injection of, in treatment of infec-

tion, 259; poisoning, industrial,

716; salicylate, intramuscular in-

jections in syphilis, 261.

Mesentery, ganglion neuroma of, 78.

Metabolism, influence of ingestion of
food upon, 624; protein, in late

pregnancy and puernerium, 863.

Metastases remote, following cancer
of breast, 123.

Meteorological conditions, eflfect of, on
blood-vessels, 181.

Meyer, A., the after-care of discharged
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis,

241.

Micrograph, tracings of, 181.

Microorganisms, mutation and adapta-
tion in, 402.

Microscope, urological aspect of, as a

localizer of disease, 1007.

Midwife, an old tale of, 877.

Midwives, census of, in Manila, 260;
immigration and, 261 ; regulation

of, 214.

Milk, casein, present status of, 574;
market, examination of, 674; or-

dinances, 1097; pasteurization of,

and its effect on infants, 773 ; sup-
plies, sanitarv control of, through
local official agencies, 1063, iioo;

stations, influence of on infant
mortality, 178; the supply of, 941.

Mind, and matter, debate on, 62S; con-
ditions of, diagnosis of, 787; de-

ficiency of, borderland case in,

1089; disease of, salvarsan in

treatment of, 100; disorders of,

gog; feebleness of, in New York,
708; hygiene of, movement for,

III, 130; processes of, modern
means of investigating, 380; the
problem of the unbalanced, and
defectives. 853.

Miners and tunnel workers, accidents

and diseases of, 627.

Mitral stenosis, and pulmonary tuber-

culosis, 630 ; complicated by recur-

rent laryngeal nerve paralysis,

829; with peripheral emboli, 910.

Moliere, and medicine, 1062; caricatur-

ing alienists, 1016.

Monkeys and rheumatic fever, 1090.

Monstrosities, causation of, 123.

Montgomery, C. M., chlorosis and tu-

berculosis, 604.

Morgagni, crv^ts and columns of, and
their relation to rectal diseases,

1057.
Morons, 665.

Morphine addiction, treatment of, 259.

Morris, R. T., the large incision and
the reason for it, 211.

Mortality, alcoholism in relation to,

860; and occupation, 221; causes
of, in first five years of insurance,

587; classification of the causes of,

674 ; of infants, 581 ; of infants,

and the American Pediatric So-
ciety, 85 ; of infants, in the United
States. 718; of infants, influence

of milk stations on, 178; of in-

fants, in Manila, 1178; of infants,

in New York City. 718; of pneu-
monia in alcoholics. 951 ; rural, of

the State of New York, 1183.

Moser's serum in treatment of scarlet

fever, 618.

Mosquito, campaign against, 1088;

varieties of, in the Philippine Is-

lands, 906; problem in the Philip-

pines, 302.

Motorists, physical examination of,

552.

Mouth and jaws, and general economy,
reciprocal influence of diseases of.

1042; from viewpoint of life insur-

ance examination, 357; infections

of, iodoglycerole in the treatment
of, 306; sepsis of, and rheumatism.
584.

Mulot, O. L., the error of college criti-

cism, 151

Mumps, acute bulbar palsy following,

409.
Murmurs, hemic, 729.
Muscles, Aran-Duchenne, atrophy of,

and the etiological relation of
syphilis, 542; pathological changes
in, 526; primary sarcoma of, 1 138;
tonic spasm of, 448; training of in

poliomyelitis, 861.

Mutation, and adaptation in microor-
ganisms, 402; of bacteria, 403.

Myalgia, mixed vaccines in the treat-

ment of, 1041.

Myasthenia gravis, 498.
Myelitis, acute infectious transverse,

\

due to poliomyelitis, 544. 1

Myocarditis, ergotin and caffeine in,

265.

Myopia, relieved by eye education, 851.

Myositis ossificans traumatica, 262.

N

Nails, diseases of, 401 ; dystrophy of,

and alopecia universalis, 251 ; tro-

phoneurotic separation of, fol-

lowed by alopecia areata, 265.

Nammack. C. E., abortion, its social

and ethical aspects, 460 ; mistakes
in the diagnosis of typhoid fever,

1 123.

Nasopharynx, fibroma of, 451 ; myofi-
broma of, 451.

Nauheim baths, influence of, on blood
pressure, 829.

Neck, enlarged glands of, treatment of,

816.

Negligence, action for, when limitation

begins to run against, 184.

Negro, and his health problems, 513,

830.

Neoplasms, see tumors.
Neosalvarsan, 76, 217, 484; a prelimin-

ary report on, with particular ref-

erence to its employment as an in-

tramuscular injection, 145; injec-

tions, pain after, 767.

Nephritis, cardiovascular changes in,

224; chronic, treatment of, 26; ex-
perimental, clinical significance of,

43 ; in pregnancy, 445 ;
pregnancy,

influence of fetal death on, 628;
treatment of, 41.

Nerve. lesions, gray hair associated
with, 538; paralysis of left third

cranial, with left-sided headache,
126; right recurrent laryngeal,

paralysis of, from accidental

trauma, 1028; roots, posterior

spinal, indications and results of
excision of, 916; seventh, paralysis

of, secondary to artificial conges-
tion, 758; supraorbital, neurofibro-

ma of, in the orbit. 852: vagus and
sympathetic, hyper- and hypoton-
icity of, causing diseases of the

digestive tract, 1055.

Nervous diseases, eye symptoms in,

631.
Nervous system, diseases of, urmary

changes in, 862; functional dis-

eases of, due to eyestrain, 869;
sympathetic, irritability of, 104S

;

syphilis of, sarvarsan in, 33; trau-

matic and chemical injuries of,

539; with reference to the physical

examination for life insurance,

266.
Neurasthenia in the United States, 124,

683.

Neuritis, multiple, with radicular and
spinal cord involvement, 583.
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Neuroma, ganglion of the mesentery,

78.

Neuropathies and psychopathies of

genital origin, 205.

Neuroses, gastric, treatment of, 414;
occupational, 625 ; occupational

cramp, 613 ; respiratory, 1043,

1086.

Nitrogen tetroxide poisoning, lesions

of. 42-

Nitrous oxide administration, safety

and science in, 798.

Noise, and its fatigue effects, 578; un-

necessary, in cities, 1034.

Norfleet, L. E., unto the second and
third generation, 440.

North, C. E., the care of tuberculous

cattle, 29.

Nose, and throat, operations upon, up-

right position in ether anesthesia

for, 452 ; and throat, syphilis of,

salvarsan in, 452; chronic diphthe-

ria of, 1096; obstruction of, as an
early symptom of cardiorenal dis-

ease, 382; postoperative packing

of, with rubber tampon, 453 ; rela-

tion between, and genitourinary
organs, 819; septum of, anatomy
of deflections of, 454; septum of,

bilateral edema of, in sinus sup-

puration, 488; septum of, endothe-
lioma of, 80; septum of, resection

of, anesthesia in relation to, 54;
stenosis of, physical signs of tu-

berculosis caused by, 202; throat,

and ear, diseases of, vaccines in,

44-
Nurslings, care of, as shown by port-

able museum of Bavaria, 447.

Nutrition, and bone growth, 625 ; and
length of intestine, 444; quotients,

utility of Oppenheim's, 307; the

role of the individual proteins in,

1 177.

Nystagmus, miner's, 775.

O

Obesity, significance of. in life insur-

ance, 1004.

Obituaries :

Abercrombie, J. W., 995.
Adamson, H. K., 813.

Agan, D. H., 904.

Alford, B. U., 439.
Allard, E. C, 349.
Ambrose, D. R., 668.

Anderson, G. M., 299.

Anderson, T., 667.

Anthony, H. G., 255.

Arcninard, P. E., 439.
Armstrong, G. C, 349.
Aronsohn, D. M., 348.

Bache, T. H., 163.

Bagshawe, F., 998.

Baker, C. A., 904.

Ballard, C. N., 712.

Bassett, J. S., 256.

Beal, F. E., 299.

Beam, W. O., 996.

Beck, J. H., 439.
Bee, I., 996.

Belden, N. M., 348.
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Obstetrics, problems of practice of,

962.

Obstipation of four months' duration
from megasigmoid. 480.

Occupation, alcoholism in relation to

diseases of. 861 ; diseases of, in

New York. 716: diseases of, in

the United States, 763 ; eye diseases

and injuries due to, 1135; eye-
strain and, 626: fatigue factors in,

528; hazardous and unhealthful,
and their ratings. 912; healthful-

ness of. 860: industrial, of mar-
ried women, the birth rate and the

sex ratio at birth, 401 ; mortality,

221 : mortalitv and its causes, ac-

cording to, 623 : neuroses of, 544,

625.

Ochs. B. F., a plea for a more careful

examination in dermatology, 4,74.

Oettinger, B., I, some data concern-
ing a humoral etioloev of spas-

modic asthma : IT. outline of treat-

ment in accordance with the fore-

going. 833.
Ogden. J. B.. the significance of some

urinary constituents. 803.

Olitsky, P. K., amenorrhea due to

thyroid insufficiency, 52^.

Operation, presumption of patient's

consent to, 459.
Operations, gynecological, intestinal

complications of, 216; resistance
of natient as a guide to. 168.

Ophthalmia, nodosa. Orqyia leuco-

stigma in the causation of. 342

:

sympathetic, attributed to anaphy-
laxis. 307.

Oppenheimer. S.. the pro and cnn of
maintenance of the retrmuricular
opening after the radical mastoid
operation. 975.

Opsonic, activity, effect of hyper-
thermy on. 845 : index-, effect of
r'rugs on, 2i.

Optician, refracting, evil of. 360.

Orbicularis oris muscle, diagnostic
significance of abnormally quick
fatigue of, 277.

Orbit, sarcoma of, 292.

Orchitis, parotitic, surgery of, 536.
Organisms, visceral, 1180.

Orgyia leucostigma, a factor in the
causation of ophthalmia nodosa,
342.

Orthopedic surgery, spontaneous gan-
grene and allied conditions in, 637;
suggestions for the second quar-
ter of the century in. 637,

Osteitis deformans (Paget's disease),

1155; of the bones of the face, 825;
with chronic eczema, 88.

Osteochondrosarcoma in chicken
caused by filtrablc agent, 1000.

Osteogenesis imperfecta, report of a
case of, with study of its meta-
bolism, 317.

Osteomyelitis, of jaw. acute, 354; post-
variolous, 819.

Osteopath, 550; use of word "doctor"
by, 184,

Osteopathy, degree of skill in treat-
ment by means of, 990.

Ostoses, complicating false gigantism,

Otitis media, purulent, complicated
wiih abscess of brain, 935; puru-
lent, chronic, modified radical
mastoid operation for the cure of,

886 ; suppurative, vaccines in, 561.
Out-patient work of hospitals, 952.
Ovariotomy and hysterectomy as af-

fecting the selection of female
risks, 1 1 18.

Ovary, conservation of, end results of,

1 182; dermoids of, 908; menstrua-
tion without, 591 ; secretion of,

physiological influence of, 1045.
Overpopulation, birth rates, and the

cost of li\ing, 232.

Owen bill, the, 869,
Oxaluria, 402.
Oxidation and reduction, tissue sites

of, 36.

Oxygen, disinfection of the intestine
by insufflation of, 986; poisoning,

403.

Oxygenation and tuberculosis, 263.
Ozena bacillus causing thrombophle-

bitis of orbits, 1098.

Pachymeningitis, posttraumatic, gii,
Paget's disease—see osteitis deform-

ans.

Pain, abdominal, biological interpreta-
tion and surgical relation of, 922.

Palate, cleft, operation for. with re-
sults demonstrated upon dog's
palate, 922; soft, postinfluenzal
paralysis of, 113.

Palsy, see paralysis.

Panama, canal zone, health conditions
in, 444; relapsing fever in, 993.

Pancreas, accessory, in the gastroin-
testinal tract, 426: diabetes due to,

677: ferments of, agar tubes in the
estimation of, 650, 905, 1053; in

chronic alcoholism, 866 ; lymphan-
gitis of, and chronic pancreatitis,

923; methods of testing functions
of, 264; removal of, effects of, 205.

Pancreatitis, acute, 631 : chronic, and
pancreatic lymphangitis, 923

;

chronic, diagnosis and therapy of,

397 ; chronic, with lithiasis, 930.
Parakeratosis ostracea, 305.
Paraldehyde, intravenous injection of,

678.

Paralysis, acute bulbar, following
mumps, 499 ; acute bulbar, of polio-
myelitic type, 1029; facial familial

occurrence of, 633 ; familial, 543

;

induced, as a therapeutic measure
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in tics, 543 ; leg, anatomical study
of certain cases of, 037 ; motor and
speech, caused by cerebral angio-
spasm, 1042; of right recurrent
laryngeal nerve from accidental
trauma, 1028; of seventh nerve
secondary to artificial congestion,

758; traumatic, of the right recur-
rent laryngeal nerve, 453.

Parasites, intestinal, in the South, 256.
Parathyroids, and infantile tetany, 631.

Parathyroid bacilli, and congeners out-
side the human organism, 1092;
bacilli resembling, 674; in relation

to animal foods, 674.
Paresis, etiology of, 721.

Parinaud's conjunctivitis, 888.

Parotitis, associated with glycosuria
and acidosis, 217; celiac, in the
course of malignant disease of the
liver, 706.

Pathology, living, and the nineteenth
century, 1088.

Patten, J. A., should non-organic
heart murmurs be reported? 404.

Pedersen, V. C, adenomatous hyper-
plasia of the prostate gland ; oper-
ation and possibly consequent
chronic suppurative nephritis with
calculi in kidney, uretr, and blad-
der, 1 162.

Pediatrics, logS.

Pellagra, in the British Islands, 910.
Pelvis, contraction of, and management

of pregnancy and labor, 921 ; dis-

eases of, in female, and mental dis-

turbances, 305; drainage of, 262;
reconstructive work in, 445.

Pemphigus, acute, with fulminating
psychosis, 220.

"Penny sign" in pleurisy and ascites,

809.

Pension hysteria in Germany.
Pepsin, urinary, absence of, in diabetes

insipidus, 218.

Percussion, phonoscopic, 447.
Pericarditis, purulent, 663.
Peritoneum, chief use of, 678; reac-

tion of to surgical interference,
and the best method of controlling
it, 671.

Peritonitis, diffuse gonorrheal, 866;
pneumococcus, 1170.

Perkins, P. A., the large incision and
the reason for it, 113.

Perspiration, of tuberculous patients,

and its infectious character, 950.
Pertussis, diabetes after, 36; treatment

of, 911.

Peters, L. S., sanatorium treatment of
tuberculosis, 461.

Peterv, A. K., manic-depressive in-

sanity, 849.

Petty, William, a down survey map of,

1 176.

Pfannenstill method in the treatment
of lupus vulgaris and scrofulo-
derma, 571.

Pharmacies, certified, 89.

Pharynx, early symptoms referable to,

in poliomyelitis, 584.
Phenol treatment of tetanus, 527.
Philippine Islands, health organization

in, 260; malaria in, 906; mos-
quitos in, 906; plague in, 906;
postgradute courses in tropical

medicine in, 260; sanitary con-
quest of, 1017.

Phlebitis, pneumococcus, 1138.

Phosphoproteins, in diet, 343.

Phototherapy, 642; some applications
of, lOII.

Phylacogens, 920.

Physician, and classical training, 786;
and eugenics, 360; and lawyers,

690; and midwife, cooperation be-
tween, 877; and patient, 786; and
the hospital, 952; army, in ancient

times, 1016; as general practi-
tioner, 924; attitude of, in com-
pliance, S78; authority of county
to employ, 1188; evidence of em-
ployment of by county, 550; future
of, 1144; his own surgeon, 644; in
world politics, 970; industrial, the
service of, 1094; licensing of, 550;
opportunities of, 364; relation of
to social service with reference to
child hie, 361; the future of the,

1038; the making of the, 991; the
young, 552; to guide the destinies
of the Chinese Republic, 644.

Pigtail, functions of the, 1154.
Pike's Peak, physiological observations

on, 682.

Pituitary body, see hypophysis.
Pituitrin, as a general postoperative

tonic, 307.
Pityriasis rubra (Hebra), 125.
Placenta, chorioangioma of, 368;

previa, treatment of, 1093.
Plague, and bedbugs, 148; and status

lymphaticus, 715; at close range,

490; at San Juan, Porto Rico, 72;
bubonic, in Cuba, 121; bubonic,
present status of the epidemiology
of, 159; campaign against in the
Philippines, 816; diagnosis of,

1099; increase of, in Cuba and
Porto Rico, 209; in Havana, 165;
in Manila, 714, 998; in Manila and
Iloilo, 770; in the Philippine
Islands, 906; menace of, 262;
reappearance of in Philippine
Islands, 351 ; sanitary control of,

in Cuba, 581 ; situation with refer-
ence to, 161 ; sporadic, in Ham-
burg, 1035 ; symptoms and clin-

ical diagnosis of, 1099; treatment
of, 1099.

Plaster-of-Paris, advantages and dis-

advantages of, as a fixative appa-
ratus, 18.

Plato on contract and dispensary
practice, 690.

Pleura, exudates of, "signe de sou"
in, 220; malignant tumors of,

diagnosis of, 220.

Pleurisy, and ascites, penny sign in,

899; in relation to tuberculosis,

"36.
Plumbism, see lead poisoning.
Pneumococcus, causing vulvovaginitis,

78; in the feces, 214; infection and
immunity, 491; peritonitis, 1 170.

Pneumonia and colds, 728; as a com-
plication, 33; as a complication of
heat prostration, 398; atypical, 85;
in alcoholics, mortality of, 95

;

in open-air sanatoria, 728 ; moot
points in the pathology and clinical

history of, 34. 77, 169; nervous
manifestations of, 42; new devel-
opment in the serotherapy of, 632;
recent progress in the study of,

158; serum treatment of, 177;
vaccine treatment of, 767.

Pneumothorax, artificial, in advanced
pulmonary tuberculosis, 908; arti-

ficial in the treatment of pulmon-
ary tuberculosis, 1089, 1134; arti-

ficial, gas embolism in production
of, 1052.

Poisoning, industrial brkss, 716; meat,
1088; mercurial, 716; nitrogen tet-

roxide, 42.

Poisons, drug, acute blindness from,

633 ; physical theory of action of,

402.

Poliomyelitis, 643, 808; causing bulbar
palsy, 1029; causing transverse
myelitis. 544; early pharyngeal
symptoms of, 584; experimental,
subdural injections of epinephrin
in, 306; hyperemic treatment of.

214; mode of infection in, 775;

muscle training in, 861 ; in Nor-
way, 538; the menace of, 114; rap-
idly fatal institutional form of,

T,},; sporadic and epidemic, 237;
tendon transplantation in, 122;
transverse myelitis type of, 537;
use of intra-articular silk liga-

ments in the paralytic joints of,

641 ; virus of, surviving in stomach
and intestines, 262.

Politics, world, the physician in, 970.

Polyarthritis, chronic infections, U72;
toxic, pathogenesis and treatment
of, 641.

Polycythemia, accompanying chronic
pancreatitis, 930.

Polygraph and micrograph tracings,

simultaneous, comnanson of, 673.

Polyneuritis, beriberiform, production
of, in fowls with substances other
than rice, 1052; gallinarum, influ-.

ence of foodstuffs on, 1177; gal-

linarum, peripheral nerves in,

1 178; with radicular and spinal

cord involvement, 583.

Pomeroy, J. L., tuberculosis of the
brain; report of a case of tubercle

of the left optic thalamus, 795.
Portraits, pathological, 254.

Potassic chlorate, toxicity of, 810.

Pott's disease, bone transplantation
for, 1 147.

Practice, regulation of, 806.

Practising without authority. 806.

Practitioner, the general, and his mis-
sion, 924; general, idealization of,

214.

Pregnancy, a specific toxic principle in

the blood of, 427 ; after artificial

impregnation, 264; albuminuria in,

864 ; and diabetes, 633 ; and labor,

management of, in presence of pel-

vic contraction, 921 ; biological

diagnosis of, 633; coincident tubal
and intrauterine, 216; complicated
by appendicitis, 445 ; diagnosis of,

by the optical method and dialysis

procedure, 36; ectopic, full-term,

with fetus carried in abdomen for
thirty-five years, 354; ectopic, in

an anomalous tube, 182; excretion
of creatin in, and in its toxemias,

368; extrauterine, 1097; heart com-
plications of, 677 ; late, and puer-
perium, protein metabolism in,

863 ; nephritis in, 445 ; nephritis,

influence of fetal death on, 678;
prolonged, in relation to cerebral

lesions and backward mental states,

871; pyelonephritis in, 950; rela-

tion of, to certain conditions of
the digestive organs, 1041 ; renal

diabetes of, 820; severe toxicoses
of, 678; toxemia of, and the cause
of labor, 356; toxemia of, high
blood nressure in, 225 ; toxemia of,

operative treatment of, 594; toxe-
mia of, relation of thyroidism to,

593; tubal, treatment of, 585;
tuberculosis and safety; 897,

1085 ; vomiting of thyroidin in,

9"-
Presentation, occipito-transverse, per-

sistent, 864.

Primogeniture, biological aspects of,

807.
Prison hygiene in the Philippine

Islands, 770.

Procidentia with rectocele and cysto-
cele, an oneration for extreme
cases of, 879.

Prostate, adenomatous hyperplasia of,

1 162; excision of, see prostatec-
tomy; hypertrophy of, 923; hyper-
trophy of, operative treatment of,

1006; hypertrophy of, palliative

treatment of, 307; obstruction
from, 907.
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Prostatectomy, 124, 923, 1040; pre- and
postoperative treatment of, 923.

Prostitution, control of, 720.

Protein, cancer, blood changes caused
by hypodermic injection of, 999;
dietetic, increase of, as a galacto-
gogue, 265; in nutrition, 1 177;
needs of the child, 9^8; role of, in

growth, 625; the varieties of, 353,
399-

Proteolysis, leucocytic, 706.
Prurigo, nodulans, 547; pruriginous

eczema, and lichenification, 171.

Pruritus ani, advances in interpretation
and treatment of, 10.^1.

Pseudomuscular hypertrophy, 302.
Psoriasis, 863; a neurosis, 1031 ; a

tuberculide, 1003; care of, 549;
familialis, 354; physical therapy
of, 633.

Psychiatry, comparative, a lesson in,

700; section on, in the Royal So-
ciety of Medicine, 948.

Psychology of the gambhng habit, 971.
Psychosis, confusional, following hys-

terectomy, 546; fulminating, with
acute pemphigus, 220; Korsakow's,
II33-

Psychoses, cured by gynecological
treatment, 954; involutional, 545;
involutional, and arteriosclerosis,

I179; of syphilis, 691; surgical,

694; syphilitic, 691.

Psychotherapy, basic principles of,

II33-

Puberty, developmental errors of, 368.
Public health administration in Eng-

land, 577.
Public Health Service, the United

States, 391, 1082; act of Congress
with reference to, 438; salaries of,

IIS.

Puerperium, eclampsia of, treatment
of, 386; infection of, 212, 492;
morbidity of. 864; pyelonephritis
in, 950; rashes occurring during,
368; septic thrombophlebitis of,

215; tetanus during, 709; uterine
hemorrhage in, surgical treatment
of, 672.

Pulmonary tuberculosis, a new rem-
edial agent (terpezone) in, 89;
after care of discharged cases of,

241 ; albumin reaction in sputum
of, 444. loio; and heart disease,

630: and poverty, 666; and the
prejudice against sanatoria, 553;
aphthous ulceration of the upper
air passages in, 452; artificial

pneumothorax and the treatment
of, 1089; artificial pneumothorax
in, go8; bacterin treatment of, 939;
cardiovascular system in, 1091 ;

care of patients with, 632; chest
and shoulder pains in, 721 ; differ-

ential diagnosis of, 22 ; drug treat-
ment of, 866; early diagnosis
of, 32; early, the practical physi-
cal diagnosis of, 90; factors
which alter blood pressure in, 225

;

graduated labor in the treatment
of, 25; Graves' syndrome in. 776;
hemoptysis in, 839; immigration
in relation to, 53; incipient, diag-
nosis and treatment of, 996, 1000;
effect of present prevention in the
spread of, 977; marginal wounds
in the diagnosis of, 1109; physi-
cal signs of, caused lay nasal
stenosis, 202 ; recognition of, in

its incipiency by the general prac-
titioner, 609; role played by in-
sistence in, 783; mitral stenosis
and, 630; severe cerebral symp-
toms in patients with, 1044 ; sig-
nificance of symptoms in, 630;
subsequent histories of cases of.

784; treatment of, with reference

to toxic saturation of the tissues,

1043; treated by ;ir-ray, 643; tuber-
culin treatment of, 305; use of
lactic acid bacilli in, 536; vaccine
treatment in, 910.

Pulse, transitory bigeminal, 864.
Punctates, lumbar, new method for

examination of, 80.

Purpura, Henoch's treated with hu-
man blood serum, 249.

Pustules, malignant, 1035.
Putrefaction, intestinal, 676.
Pyelonephritis in pregnancy and the

puerperium, 950.
Pylorus, obstruction of. with compara-

tive study of normal stomach of
infants, 1102; spasm of, in infants,
and congenital stenosis of, 1147;
stenosis of, in infants, 870.

Pyocyaneus and anthrax bacilli, an-
tagonism of, 760.

Pyonephrosis, caused by congenital
stricture of ureter, 895.

Pyosalpinx, torsion of tubal enlarge-
ments in, 593.

Pyrexia—see fever.

"Rabbet" woman of Godlyman, 1154.
Rabies, control of, 581 ; danger of, 161

;

in the United States, 344 ; result
of Pasteur treatment of, 810; sal-
varsan in the treatment of, 207.

Race, betterment, problem of, 719;
characteristics of, persistence of,

p38, 389; resistance due to, 246,
Radium, bactericidal action of, 220;

treatment of vegetating epitheli-

oma of the cervix uteri, 460.
Radius, progressive cui^ature of, cor-

rected by osteotomy, 752.
Railroad hospital associations. 1069.
Rat-flea apart from its host, 819.
Reading a book page instantaneously,

125.

Rectum, carcinoma of, treatment of,

310; diseases of, in relation to the
crypts and columns of Morgagni,
I0S7 ; local anesthesia in opera-
tions on, 1067 ; sinus rupturing
into, 443.

Reduction and oxidation, tissue sites

of, 36.

Reflex anomalies, forensic status of,

1003.

Refraction without cycloplegia, 817.
Rehfuss, M. E., the treatment of hy-

peracidity—the French viewpoint,
427.

Relapsing fever in Panama, 993.
Religion and sanitation. 024.

Research, literary, central bureau for.

907.

Resistance, due to race. 246; of patient
as guide to operations, 168.

Respiration, clinical study of, 950

;

neuroses of. ro86.

Respiratory passages, upper, aphthous
ulceration of. in pulmonary tuber-
culosis. 452; local anesthetics in.

105 : malignant disease of, 45:3.

Retardation and constitutional inferi-

ority in connection with education
and crime, 545.

Reynolds, W. S., a strange foreign
body in the urethra, 300; report of
a case of urethral calculus treated
with oil injections, 1087.

Rheumatism, 585; acute, early cardiac
complications of, 313: and oral
sepsis, 984; avenues of infection
with, 1091; experimental, histology
of, 953; monkeys and. 1090; treat-

ed by direct current of electricity.

643-

Rheumatoid affections, septic, T002.

Rheumatoid arthritis, see arthritis.

Rhodes, G. B., etiology of adhesions
occurring on the large intestine,
661.

Rib, cervical, vascular symptoms of,

400.

Richter, G., syphilis of the heart and
blood vessels, 659.

Rinderpest, 442.
Risks, substandard, treatment of, 308.
Roadbeds and stations, sanitation of,

/IS-
Robinson, B., a new conscience in

medicine, 211; heart murmurs and
patients, 1076.

Robinson, W. J., the danger of over-
looking urethral chancres, 166.

Roosevelt, Mr., the assault on, 709.
Rosenbluth, B., two cases of seventh

nerve paralysis secondary to arti-
ficial congestion, 758.

Royal Society of Medicine, 2Soth an-
niversary of, 257.

Rueck, G. A., a study of the effect ot
experimental hyperthermy on the
opsonic activity of the blood
seruin of the rabbit, 845.

Russell, W. L., the mental hygiene
movement, iii.

Safety, factors of, 253.

Salicylates, administered by rectum in

influenza of infancy, 199; the
natural and the synthetic, 1136.

Salts, inorganic, in the convulsions of
early life, 1009; mineral, specific

biological effects of, 35.
Salvarsan, and the eye, 76; anaphy-

laxis to, 721 ; blood-pressure dur-
ing injection of, 100; calomel
treatment of syphilis, 630; deaths,
mechanism of, 483 ; examination
of the cerebrospinal fluid for
arsenic after the administration
of, 497; in infants and young chil-

dren, 177; in interstitial keratitis,

760; in mental disease, with refer-
ence to blood pressure during in-

jection, 100; in pernicious anemia,
79; in syphilis, 720; in syphilis of
the nervous system, 33; in syphilis

of the nose and throat, 452; in the
treatment of chorea, 459; in the
treatment of rabies, 207; in the
treatment of scarlatina, 397; in tu-

berculosis and anemia, 764; lo-

cally applied in treatment of
chronic superficial glossitis, 446;
neo-, see neosalvarsan ; present
status of, 536.

Sanatoria, in Germany, 815 ; open-air,
pneumonia in, 728; prejudice
against, by tuberculous patients.

553; treatment in. end-results of,

493-

Sanders, G., bacteria treatment in pul-

monary tuberculosis, 939.

Sanitation, a plea for, 670; and reli-

gion, 924 ; conquest of Philippme
Islands with, 1017; in the past,

300; in the United States, progress
of, 576; international cooperation
in. 577; of merchandise in trans-
portation, 715; of roadbeds and
stations, 715 ; victory of, in Philip-

pine Islands, 906.

Sanity or insanity, opinion of, from
experts alone, 820.

Sarcoma, and carcinoma, 598; of hu-
merus, .v-ray treatment of, 219; of
the shoulder, 1105.

Sarcomatosis. of skin, cured with
Thorium X., 1092.

Scalpel, safety razor blade, 1180.

Scarlatina, see scarlet fever.
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Scarlet fever, absence of Dohle leuco-
cyte inclusions in, 457; and
measles, eucalyptus treatment of,

448; books as carriers of, 863;
Dohle's leucocyte inclusions in,

1045; inclusion bodies in, 87;
prophylaxis of, ZT, recent ad-
vances in study of, 294; treated
with Moser's serum, 618; treatment
and prophylaxis of, 138.

Scarlet red, poisoning by, 897.
Scars, from viewpoint of life insur-

ance examination, 357; treatment
of, 307.

Schizophrenia, Bleuler's, 130.

School, and the child, 901 ; and tuber-
culosis, 443; child, relation of
municipality to, 361 ; children, pre-
vention of trachoma in, 1049; chil-

dren, tuberculosis among, 1082;
dental clinics, 443; inspection,

675; life, infectious diseases inci-

dental to, 1082; lighting of the,

623 ; medical, the, 84.

Schools, medical, union of in London,
• 997; medical inspection of, 361;
medical inspection of, and the
"follow-up" system, 675 ; medical
inspection of, in South Carolina,

1097; medical supervision of, in

South Manchester, Conn., 339;
open-air, 44, 443; public, of New
York City, report upon the health
conditions in, 406; sex teaching in,

447 ; teacher of, hygiene of, 578.
Sciatica, scoliotic, epidural injections

in, 306.

Sclerema cutis adultorum, 460.
Scleroderma and idiopathic atrophy of

the skin, 764; in an infant, 317.
Sclerosis, multiple, 909.

Scoliosis, a jacket for the treatment
of. 638; cause of, 265; fixed type
of, treated with plates supple-
mented with pneumatic pressure,

638; rotation treatment of. 123;
structural, treatment of, 637.

Scoliosometer, a new, 638.

Scorpion stings and their treatment,

353.
Scrofuloderma, facial, asymmetry oc-

curring in. 291 ; treated by the
Pfannenstill method, 571.

Scurvy, in adult, metabolism of, 42.

Seborrhea capitis, 546.
Selection, artificial versus natural, 252.

Selenium in an old role, 24.

Senility, errors in treatment of, 773;
premature arterial, 364; senile cor-
tical degeneration in, 928.

Sepsis, and carcinoma, collargol in.

540; chemotherapy of, 820.

Septicemia, general, originating in a
streptococcus throat, 457; with
local endocardial lesions, 631.

Sera, immune and normal, clinical use
of, 1049.

Serum, antitetanic. death caused by in-

jection of, 259: treatment of
pneumonia, 177.

Sewage, purification of. 772.
Sex, and marriage, problems of, 736

;

determination, 853 ; hygiene of.

and the young, 116; ratio at birth
and the industrial employment of
married women, 401 ; teaching of,

447-
Sexual diseases, clinic for. in San

Francisco. 581 : in the army, cam-
paign against, 579; prophylaxis of.

in the army, 579.
Sexton, L.. observations on vesical

calculi, 567.

Seymour. N. G.. caloric feeding in

tuberculosis, a study of the effi-

ciency of the dietary at the boat
camp "Westfield," 792.

Sheedy. B. D., a correction, 212.

Sheldon, W. H., the modern medical
clinic, its purpose and require-
ments, 200.

Shock, and anaphylaxis, 855 ; anaphy-
lactic, sodium chloride in, 1092.

Shoulder, sarcoma of, 1105.
"Signe de sou" in pleural exudates,

220.

Sickness insurance, in Germany, 449.
Sinus, suppurating, rupturing into

rectum, 443; stimulation of, in re-
suscitation of the heart, 1182.

Sinuses, accessory, tamponade treat-
ment of, and its effect on intra-
ocular inflammation, 1098.

Skin, chloride retention in exudative
processes of, 426; chronic and re-
current diseases of, in relation to
heart disease, 401 ; ecchymotic re-
action of, 908; from viewpoint of
life insurance examination, 357;
idinnathic atrophy of. and sclero-
derma, 764; metastatic cancer of,

1044; rare manifestation of, in

renal insufficiency, 1044.
Skull, see cranium.
Sleeping sickness, see trypanosomia-

sis.

Sloan, T. G., the medical supervision
of school children in South Man-
chester, Conn.. 339.

Smallpox, bone lesions in, 1 133; in the
United States, 622.

Smith. H. E., .r-ray therapy, 891.
Smoke, and dust, foes of industry,

580 : problem of, 296.
Soap, antiseptic power of. 459.
Social service in neurological hos-

pitals and dispensaries, 544.
Societv, organism of, integration of,

355.
Society Reports :

American Qimatological Associa-
tion. 682. 727. 783. 828.

Arnerican Dermatological Assoda-
tion. 500. 546.

American Electrotherapeutic Asso-
ciation. 6j12.

.-\merican Gastroenterological Asso-
ciation. 1053.

American Gynecological Society, 501.
American Laryngologica! Associa-

tion, 451.
.'\merican Neurological Association.

J07._ 543.

American Orthopedic Association,

American Pediatric Societv, 8,=^. 17.1.

American Society of Tropical Medi-
cine. 274.

American Therapeutic Society, 223.
412.

Association of .American Physicians,
40.

British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science. ';82.

British Medical Association. 269.
'TO. 'fi; : peneral meetings, 269;
Section on Medicine, 313 : Section
on Obstetrics and Gynecology. 310,
?67; .Section on Surgery, 310. 365.

Canadi'.in Medical Association. 1:34.

Canadian Public Health Association.

771.
CTinicat Coneress of Surgeons of
North .America. 014. 962.

Connecticut State Medical Societv.
d2. 84.

Fifteenth International Congress on
Hvgiene and Demography, 576,
623. dyx. 859.

French Association of Urology.
1040.

German Congress of Internal Medi-
cine, 397-

German Public Health Association,
1088.

German Surgical Society, 396.

Manila Medical Society, 302, 998.
Medical Association of the Greater

City of New York, 313, 1012.

Medical Society of New Jersey, 360.

Medical Society of the County ot
New York, 8g, loio. 1145.

Medical Society of the County of
Kings, 830.

Medical Society of the State of New
York, First District Branch, 869.

Mississippi Valley Medical Associa-
tion, 920, 1006.

Monday Conference of the Neuro-
logical Institute of New York, 1141.

New York Academy of Medicine,
178, 726, 1008, 1049, 1144; Section
on Medicine, 179; Section on Ob-
stetrics and Gynecology, 181, 1185;
Section on Pediatrics, 317, 1008,

iioi; Section on Surgery, 781,

1 103.

New York Psychiatric Society, 130.

Pathological Society of Philadel-
phia, 91, 872, 1 149, 1 187.

Philadelphia Neurological Society,

1 187.

Philadelphia Pediatric Society, 872,

IIOI.

Philippine Islands Medical Associa-
tion, 1 133, 1 177.

Practitioners' Society of New York,
456, 82s, 1099.

Royal Institute of Public Health, 907.

Sixth International Congress
_
of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists,

670.

Southern Medical Association, 1051,

1096.

Sodium, citrate, in gastric pain, 993;
chloride, in anaphylactic shock,

1092 ; nitrite, in arterial hyperten-
sion, 412.

Spasticities, muscle group isolation in

treatment of, 952.

Sphygmomanometer, use of, in exam-
inations for life insurance, 1075.

Spina bifida, operative treatment of,

123.

Spinal column, ankylosis of, 677 ; curv-

ature of, from viewpoint of life

insurance examination, 357; in-

juries of, 862; injuries to. neuro-
logical aspects, 999; lateral curva-

ture of, treatment of, 964, 1039;

Pott's disease of, bone transplanta-

tion for, 1 147; surgery of, 917,

922.

Spinal cord, analgesia produced in,

1041 ; anesthesia of, by stovaine,

446 ;
posterior nerve roots of_, in-

dications and results of excision

of, 916; surgery of. from neuro-

logical standpoint, 917; tumor of,

458, 802.

Spinal fluid, albumin estimation of,

585.

SpirochcEia pallida, life cycle of, 1171:

and Sp. perfenuis, biological char-

acteristics of. 274; pliagedenis, a

new species, 633.

Spirochetes. 991 ; action of mercury in

diseases due to. 777.

Splanchnomegaly, chronic jaundice

and, 707 ; with acromegaly. 494-

Spleen, enlargement of, see splenome-
galy ; extirpation of, in normal
man, 776; relation of to blood de-
struction and regeneration, and to

hemolytic jaundice, 761 ; surgery
of. 915 ; with reference to physi-

cal examination for life insurance,

173; ;r-ray treatment of enlarge-
ments of. in children, 343.

Sporotrichosis, cutaneous. 491.

Sputum, albumin reaction of. 444; ex-
amination, antiformin method of,

493 : tuberculous, albumin reaction
in, loio.
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Squier, J. B., experimental studies of
the action of electrical cauteriza-
tion on neoplasms, 614.

Staphyloma of the cornea, acute, treat-

ment of, 677.
Starr, I. P., the differential diagnosis

of pulmonary tuberculosis; a study
based upon 519 non-tuberculous
cases admitted to Gouverneur
Tuberculosis Clinic from Novem-
ber I, 1903, to November, 1, 1910,

22.

Stasis, intestinal, see intestine.

State Board examination questions and
answers: Arizona, 1058, 1149;
Florida, 132; Indiana, 227, 31S;
Louisiana, 685, 731 ; Nevada, 501

;

Pennsylvania, 872, 966.

Statistics, vita!, 533 ; vital, and health
reports of New York City, report
on, by the Public Health Hospital
and Budget Committee of the New
York Academy of Medicine, 957

;

vital, in United States since 1900,

673; vital, municipal, 717.
Status, lymphaticus, mistaken for

plague, 714; thymico-lymphaticus,
in Filipinos, 1 177.

Staunton, E. MacD., a simple, efficient

and elastic system for indexing
case histories and filing current lit-

erature and references, 805.
Steiner, W. R., the mechanism of the

heart beat, with a consideration of
some of its functional disturb-

ances, 1 1 14.

Stereoathrolysis, restoring mobility in

bony ankylosis of the joints, 641.
Sterility and impotence in the male.

817; thyroid preparations for, 865.
Sterilization, by means of vasectomy,

820; of defectives, 77; of skin

by means of alcoholic solution of
mercury bichloride, 721.

Stewart, D. H., the pregnant woman,
tuberculosis, and safety, 897, 1085;
the prevention of tonsillar hem-
orrhage, 257.

Still's disease, 825 ; a case of, 93.
Stomach, adhesions of, as a cause of

sudden death, 267 ; and colon,
ptosis of, surgical measures for the
relief of abdominal symptoms due
to, 1054; and duodenum, ulcers of,

41, 1089; and intestines, ptosis of,

operative treatment of. 583: can-
cer of, discrepancy between
clinical and postmortem findings
in, 1097 ; cardia of, surgery of can-
cer of, 251; diagnostic aids in dis-

eases of, 630; diseases of, diagnos-
tic worth of glycyltryptophan and
tryptophan tests in, 1053 ; false

hourglass, 156; from standpoint of
general practitioner, specialist and
surgeon. 922 ; neuroses of, treat-

ment of. 414; of infants, compara-
tive study of, 1 102; partial resec-
tion of for carcimoma, 781 ; spasm
of. in cholecystitis and cholelithi-

asis. 218; stagnation in, signifi-

cance of, 159; ulcer of, collective

investigation of, 765 : ulcer of,

diagnosis of, by the lactose test-

meal, 1056; ulcer of, healing of,

with bismuth, 1056; ulcer of, path-
ology, diagnosis, and treatment of,

366; ulcer of, surgical treatment
of, 396; ulcer of. treated by ex-
cision and partial gastrectomy,

365 ; value of .I'-rays in diagnosis
and treatment of diseases of, 397.

Stovaine, in spinal anesthesia, 446.
Streptococcus, incidence of, in urine,

205.

Strongyloides and ankylostomum,
method of infection with, 719.

Students, college, examinations of the
eyes of, 190.

Substandard, insurance, the lien con-
tract in, 308; risks, treatment of,

308.

Success, some attributes of, 924.
Suffrage prisoners in England, forci-

ble feeding of, 572.
Sugar, effect of trauma on excretion

of, 221 ; tests for. in urine, in life

insurance examinations, 634.
Suicide, 435; physiological, 297; va-

rieties and motives of, 495.
Sulphemoglobinemia, a case of, 909.
Sulphur lotions, efficiency of, 547.
Sunstroke, and heat prostration, 156;

nervous symptoms following. 77.
Suprarenal extract, action of, upon the

coronary artery, 1 187; extract, in

the circulation, 1032 ; extract, prep-
arations of, in local anesthesia of
upper respiratory tract, 105 ; ex-
tract, subdural injections of, in ex-
perimental poliomyelitis, 306.

Suprarenal glands, administration of,

in Addison's disease, 103 : insuffi-

ciency of, and tuberculosis, 43s ; in-

sufficiency of, in acute infectious
diseases, 45.

Suspense, in gaming, the drama, and
the experimental sciences, 971.

Sutures, wire, 775.
Surgeons of North America, clinical

congress of, 902: clinical congress
of, recommendations of, 943.

Surgery, abdominal, evolution of, 363

;

abdominal, incomplete, ^3 : clini-

cal, early days of, 964; factors of
safety of in, 1097 ; in the textile

industry, 261 ; late intervention in,

360; of child and adult, some dif-

ferences in, 362; orthopedic, see
orthopedic surgery; psychoses of,

694; unnecessary, and prevention,

360.
Surgeon, special training for the. 921.
Swimming pools, hygiene of, 818.
Symonds, B., some studies in family

history, 738.
Symptoms, induced by drugs, 297.
Syphilitics. clinical recognition of, 323.
Syphilis, affections of the central nerv-

ous system following, and the
action of febrile states upon them,
722; after treatment of, 1024; and
gonorrhea in children by direct
infection, 578; chorea due to,

776; clinical recognition of, 323;
congenital, after history of, 490;
cutaneous, 547; debate on, at the
Royal Society of Medicine, 120;
d'emblee, 34; diseases of nervous
system resulting from, effect of
specific treatment on cerebrospinal
fluid of, 185; economic questions
related to, 1096; etiological rela-

tion of, to Aran-Duchenne mus-
cular atrophy, 543 ; fate of patients

with, 67; heredity in, 440; hygiene
of, ioq6; in the past, presence and
intensity of. 34; mercuric salicylate

intramuscular injections in, 261

;

meningitis secondary to, 721 ; of
the eye, 1096; of the heart and
blood vessels. 659 ; of heart, with
special reference to aortic

aneurysm and reurgitation, 684; of
liver, 456; of nervous system,
autotherapy of, 215; of nervous
system, direct treatment of, 167;
of the nervous system, salvarsan
in. 33; of the nose and throat,

1096; of nose and throat, salvar-

san in, 452; of pharynx, with
malignant transformation, 403;
old versus new method in treat-

ment of, 871 ; the psychoses of,

691, 736; rational treatment of,

999; resistance of red cells in and
cobra-venom hemolysis, 920 ; sal-

varsan-calomel treatment of, 630.

Syringomyeha, the role of bulbar com-
pression in the production of, 117.

T
Tabes, an unusual case of, with toxic

complications in the etiology, 67

;

and trauma, 1002; a typical form
of, 54^; complications of, 677; ex-
haustion theory of, 499; gastric
crises of, 124.

Tachycardia, regular, clinical signifi-

cance of, 1091.

Taft. President, address of, before the
Fifteenth International Congress
on Hygiene and Demography, 576.

Taylor, H. L., prpgressive curvature
of the radius (Madelung's de-
formity) corrected by osteotomy,
752.

Taylor, J. M., the negro and his health
problems, si3-

Tea, excessive drinking of, causing
deafness, 571 ;

poisoning by, 67.

Teacher, and pupil, relation of, 675

;

hygiene of, 578.

Teeth, anomalies in the developmsnt
of, with cyst formation, 280;
carious, and life insurance, 779;
from viewpoint of life insur-

ance examination, 357; of child,

cars of, 363, permanent, before
eruption, :i--ray measurement of,

to provide for early regulation of
the dental arch, 313 ; relation of,

to the body, 1134.

Temperature and humidity, effect on
fatigue, 578; elevations of in chil-

dren, 199.

Testis, torsion of, etiology of, 172.

Testifying, as to cause of condition,

45; as to effect of condition, 138;

by physician permissible, though
fees depend upon the result of
case, 45; physician claiming privi-

lege to be exempt from, 138.
_

Test-meal, lactose, in the diagnosis of
gastric ulcer, 1056.

Tetanus, absolute prevention of, 365

;

and diphtheria antitoxins, dosage
of, 1050; interesting case of, 219;
phenol treatment of, 527 ;

preven-
tion of, 256; puerperal, 709.

Tetany, infantile, and the parathyroids,

631.

Therapeutics, and the place it ought to

hold in modern medical teaching

(president's address before the

American Therapeutic Society),

223 ;
physical, from the modern

point of view, 1071 ; medical, pres-

ent status of, 871 ; research in, re-

port of committee on prize compe-
tition in, 223.

Thermo-radiotherapy, the De Keating-

Hart method of, 96.

Thorax, and abdomen, measurement
of, in relation to build, 1020;

physical signs and .r-rays in con-

ditions of, 353; regional muscle

rigidity and degeneration about,

1041.

Thorium X in the cure of sarcomato-

sis of the skin, 1092.

Throat, nose, and ear, diseases of,

vaccines in, 44; sore, epidemic of

with involvement of the posterior

lymph nodes, 86; sore, recent epi-

demic of. 831.

Thrombophlebitis, of orbits by ozena

bacillus, 1098; puerperal septic,

215 ; symptomatology and early

diagnosis of, 40.

Thrombosis, 494; septic, of sigmoid,

cavernous, and petrosal sinuses,

818.

Thomson, W. H., sporadic and epi-

demic poliomyelitis, 237.

Thymico-lymphaticus, status, in Fil-

ipinos, 1 177.
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Thymus, biological significance of,

483 ; extract in the treatment of
infantihsm, 175.

Thyroidin, in vomiting of pregnancy,
911.

Thyroid, activity of, and anaphylaxis,

356 ; amenorrhea due to insuffi-

ciency of, 525 ; diseases of, with
reference to physical examination
for life insurance, 173; and hyper-
thyroidism, 1052; hyposecretion of,

some types of, 223 ; metastases in

bone, 447; preparations for steril-

ity, 865 ; sarcoma of, perforating

the trachea, 1032; therapy, further

experiences with, 1137.

Thyroidism, in relation to the toxemia
of pregnancy, 593.

Thyroiditis, parasitic, 1050.

Tibia, traumatic separation of epi-

physeal beak of, 774.

Tics, and their treatment ; education
versus hypnosis, 616.

Tires, motor, care of, 1060; do best

on stale air, 736.

Tissue, density, factor of, 261 ; density,

factor of. in physiology and path-

ology, 315; growth of displaced

normal, 1138; subcutaneous cellular,

in defense of the organism of the

child. 122.

Tonsillectomy, complications of, 455.

Tonsillotomy, infection following, 254.

Tongue, cancer of, operations for, 263;
the, from viewpoint of life insur-

ance examination, 357.

Tonsils, gangrenous, logSj indications

for removal of, 168; infection

following removal of, 254; path-

ology of, significance of hemo-
lytic and anhemolytic streptococci

for, 819; removal of, as a pre-

ventive measure after exposure to

measles, 388.

Tooth, enamel of, action of saliva on,

1 1 80.

Toxemia, acute and fulminant, treat-

ment of, 593 ; of pregnancy, opera-

tive treatment of, 594; of preg-

nancy, relation of thyroidism to,

593.

'

Toxicoses, severe, of pregnancy. 678.

Trachea, avirulent diphtheria of, in an
adult, 1002: papilloma of, 707;
perforated by sarcoma of the thy-

roid, 1032.

Tracheitis, gummosa, 218.

Trachoma. 630; prevention of, in New
York school children, 1049.

Traffic, spread of communicable dis-

eases through, 861.

Transfer slip, the moistened, 1127.

Transfusion of blood, 443: direct. 95;
direct, a new method for, 1012

;

direct, treatment of hemorrhage
by. 395 ; direct, value of, 1007 ; re-

cently improved and simplified

technique of, 1013; technique of,

75-

Transportation, sanitary supervision
of merchandise in, 715.

Trauma, and tabes, 1002 ; effect of, on
excretion of sugar, 221.

Trendelenburg on American surgery,

539.

Treponema pallidum^ see Spirochaeta

pallida.

Tropics, medicine of, London and Liv-
erpool schools of. 394; diseases of,

and tlie cinematograph, 777 ; cli-

matic influences in, 664; medicine
relating to, 533.

Truancy, and nocturnal vagabondage,
122.

Trypanosoma gambiense, granule
shedding in, 493.

Trypanosomiasis, carriers of, 74; hu-
man, prevention of, 719; prophy-
laxis of, 719.

Trypsin, the riddle of, 26.

Tube, Fallopian, torsion of enlarge-
ment of, 593.

Tubercle bacilli, antiformin method of
examining for, 493; ditferentiation

between human and bovine types

of, 1092; picrin method of stain-

ing, 493-

Tuberculin, clinical value of, in the

diagnosis and treatment of tuber-

culosis, 1097 ; diagnosis and ther-

apy, 89; dispensary, 301; reaction,

rationale of, 866; test, quantitative

cutaneous, 586; therapeutic value

of, 920; treatment, up-to-date, 865;
treatment in municipal dispensa-
ries, 355.

Tuberculosis, a practical method of

prophylactic immunization against,

with special reference to its ap-

plication in children, 369; alleged

prophylactic for, 866; among
school children, 1082; among the
middle classes, 815; and anemia,
salvarsan in, 764; and chlorosis,

604 ; and diabetes, 1093 ; and dwell-
ing, 267; and poverty, 666; and
school, 443 ; and suprarenal in-

sufficiency, 435 ; and the pregnant
woman, 897; and the safety of
the pregnant woman, 1085 ; blood
in, 1045; bovine, 442; caloric

feeding in, 792; chronic, recurrent
febrile attacks in, 828; clinical

value of the tuberculins in the

diagnosis and treatment of, 1097;
dispensary, at the Royal ffospital,

London, 859 ; dispensary treatment
of, 394; dispensary work in the
control of, 729; duties of the State
in regard to, 1043 ; effects of
housing on, 66g; effects of, on the

race, 669, 713 ; external use of
water for enhancin"' resistance in,

139; graduated labor in the treat-

ment of, 25; in cattle, and the care
of the latter, 29 ; in causation of
abdominal tumors, 154; in the
aged, 490; incipient, confused with
malaria, 1099; incipient, impor-
tance of history in the diagnosis
of, 334; infection with, eugenics
and the cost of tuberculosis, 76;
inflammatorv. of urinary tract, 396

;

iodine therapy of, 865 ; laryngeal,

early diagnosis of, 817; laryngeal,
prognosis of, 399 ; latent, campaign
against, 443; lungs and genitalia

in women affected with, 170; nat-

ural immunization against, 1 176;
of bladder, primary, 23 ; of glands
of neck, 679; of hip, treatment of,

without traction and with hygiene,

639; of kidney, associated with hy-
pernephroma. 458; of liver, mas-
sive, 536; of meninges, see tubercu-
lous meningitis ; of urinary pas-

sages, diagnosis and treatment of,

312; oxygenation and, 263; pers-

piration in, infectious nature of,

950; pleurisy in relation to, 1136;
problem of, certain phases of,

345 ;
prophylactic vaccination

against, 1084: pulmonary, see pul-

monary tuberculosis ; recent de-
velopments in diagnosis and treat-

ment of, 84: recurrent febrile at-

tacks in, 304; relations of calcium
to states preceding. 16; renal, dif-

ferent methods of treatment of,

1040; sanatorium treatment of,

461 ; seventh international con-
gress on, 783; social defense
against, 304 ; soil and the seed
in, 1092; surgical, improvement in

Bier's technique in the treatment

of, 37; surgical, tuberculous tissue

products in the vaccine treatment

of, 492; vaccine and tuberculm
treatment of, 304.

Tumors, action of electrical cauteri-

zation on, 614; biology of, 1182;

cells of, and bacteria which die on
the premises, 620; genesis of, 305;
malignant, production of, from the

parasites of the earthworm, 1167.

Tunnel workers, accidents and diseases

of, 627.

Turbinated body, middle, indications

for remoN al of, 454.
Typhoid fever, borne by flies, and its

control in Jacksonville, 1097; com-
plicated by glycosuria, metabolism
study in, 180; duration of immune
bodies in the blood after vaccina-

tion against, 942; in infancy, 88;
inoculation against, 774; inocula-

tion against, in training schools for

nurses, 42; inoculation of nurses
against, 774; mistakes in the diag-

nosis of, 1 123; perforation in, ef-

fect of drainag:e in the prevention

of, 1014; vaccination with living

sensitized bacilli m, 481 ; spread
of, 403 ; surgical complications in

the abdomen in, 1097 ; two epi-

demics of, 944; weight curves in,

42.

Typhus, epidemic of, in Napoleon's
Russian campaign, 1044; recent ad-

vances in the knowledge of, 399.

U

Ulcer, chronic leg. cancerous degenera-
tion in, 125 ; duodenal, see duode-
num; of stomach, see stomach.

L'ncinariasis, in the United States,

economic aspects of, 716.

Universities, and medical research,

1034-

Uranalysis, and its relation to the

medical examiners' work, 724;
value of, at the home office, 680.

Ureter, calculus of, treated with oil in-

jections, 1078; congenital stricture

of, producing pyonephrosis, 895;
obstruction of, due to kinking over
a branch of renal artery or renal

calculus, 313; obstruction of, in

women, 1136.

Urethra, a strange foreign body in,

300; chancres of, the danger of
overlooking, 166; posterior, con-
genital obstruction of, 87 ;

pros-

tate, and seminal vesicles, suppura-
tions of, 123.

Urethritis, chronic, iodized insuffla-

tions in, 1040; chronic, urethral

drainage in treatment of, 1089;
galvanocaustic treatment of, 1040.

Urinary tract, inflammatory tubercu-
losis of, 396; turberculous disease

of, diagnosis and treatment of,

312.

Urine, a trace of albumin in, in life

insurance examination, 449; bac-
teriological examination of, 953;
changes in, in nervous diseases,

862; excretion of formalde-
hyde in, 862; incidence of strepto-

cocci in, 205 ; innocent colon
bacilli in, 20; significance of some
constituents of, 893.

Urotropin, excretion of formaldyhyde
following administration of, 862.

Uterus, acute hemorrhage from, 944;
and vagina, prolapse of, 818; and
vagina, prolapse of, in elderly

women, 33; appendages of, treat-

ment of inflammatory diseases of,

310; blood supply of, influence of
myomata on, 593; cancer of, 167;
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cancer of, early diagnosis of, 166;
cancer of, extended radical opera-
tion through the vagina for, 963

;

cancer of, prognosis in radical ab-
dominal operations for, 595 ; can-
cer of, radical operation for, 962;
cancer of, remote results in ab-
dominal hysterectomies for, 595

;

cancer of, the Wertheim operation
for, 963; carcinoma of, 673; cervix
of, cancer of, cautery in the rad-
ical treatment of, 963; cervix of,

cancer of, Wertheim operation for,

35 ; cervix of, cancer of, radical
abdominal operation for, 595

;

epithelioma of the cervix of,

treated with radium, 460; hemor-
rhage of, in puerperal cases, sur-
gical treatment of, 672; inversion
of. 583 ; procidentia of, an opera-
tion for extreme cases of, with
rectocele and cystocele, 879 ;

pro-
cidentia of, principle involved in

operation for, 595 ; procidentia of,

treated by plication of vagina,

596; prolapse of, 595, 672: pro-
lapse of, modern methods of
treatment of, 59s ;

prolapse of,

treatment of, 343; rupture of in

a case of concealed accidental
hemorrhage, 368.

V

Vaccination, against tuberculosis, 1084;
against typhoid fever, 774; anti-

typhoid, duration of immune
bodies in the blood after, 942; anti-
typhoid, in nurses, 774; antity-

phoid, in training schools for-

nurses, 42; bullous dermatitis fol-

lowing, 290; contents of the pus-
tule of, 459; cowpox, 125; with
living sensitized typhoid bacilli in

typhoid fever, 481.

Vaccine, therapy, 360, 1052; treatment
of pneumonia, 767; treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis, 910; virus,

1 126.

Vaccines, autogenous, 465 ; in acti-

nomycosis, 214; in diseases of ear,

nose, and throat, 44; in pulmonary
tuberculosis, 939; in respiratory
diseases, 721 ; in suppurative otitis

media, 561 ; in treatment of diph-
theria carriers, 220; mixed, in the
treatment of myalgia and arthritis,

1041.

Vagina, artificial, by intestinal trans-
plantation, 1 1 70.

Valve, aortic, regurgitation in, 707.
Vandegrift, G. W., the treatment of

interstitial keratitis by salvarsan,

760.

Varicella, peculiarities in the course
of, 494.

Vasomotortrophic disorders, etiology
of, 1137.

Venereal diseases, the problem of
prophylaxis of, 195.

Ventilation, the question of, 11 72.

Ventricle, fourth, bullet in, 776.

Vertebrse, see spinal column.
Virus, filterable, causing an osteochon-

drosarcoma in chickens, 1000.

Viruses, filterable, 676.

Viscera, prolapse of, treated by gym-
nastic and other mechanical
means, 592 ; systems of kept alive

outside of body, 1180.

Vision, acuity of, and the Montessori
method of instructing children, 57;

conservation of, and the duty of
the general practitioner, 63 ; in re-

lation to marksmanship, 344.
Vocal cords, habitual pareses of, 1092.

Voice, failure of, 808; whispered,
auscultation of the, 730.

Vomiting, cyclic, in children, 360; in

infancy, 398; of pregnancy, thy-
reodin in, 911

;
postoperative, and

acetonuria, 585.

Von Oefele, F., phosphoproteins in

diet, 343.
Von Ruck, C, a practical method of

prophylactic immunization against
tuberculosis, with special reference
to its application in children, 369.

Voorhees, I. W., surgery of the hy-

pophysis with especial reference
to the endonasal method of
Hirsch, 282.

Vulvovaginitis, pneumococcal, 78.

W
Walcott, H. P., address of, as Presi-

dent of the Fifteenth International
Congress on Hygiene and Dem-
ography, 576.

\\'ar, in the East, medical aspects of
the. 809; medical problems of,

1131-

W'arbrick, J, C, indicanuria and the

chlorides, 759.

Walker, H. D., the production of ma-
lignant tumors from the parasites

of the earthworm. 116?.

Warts, common, non-material cure

of. 621 : contagiousness of, 865.

Wassermann reaction. 536; in the

blood of umbilical cord, the ma-
ternal blood and the blood of the

child after birth, 20,^: value of, in

determination of aortic aneurysm
and regurgitation. 684.

Wastes, disposal of, in camps, 624; of
a city, 619.

Watson, L. F., a method of anoci-as-

sociation for abdominal opera-
tions in selected cases, with nerve
block a distance, 617.

Watigh. W. F., a therapeutic resource
in hernia and other bowel ob-
structions. 80T.

Webster, D., a case of sarcoma of the

orbit. 202.

Weidler, W. B., keratitis neuroparaly-
tica after removal of the Gas-
serian ganglion, 473.

Weight curves in typhoid fever, 42.

Weisse, F. S., a study of chest and
abdominal measurements in rela-

tion to build. T020.

Wertheim operation, the. 963.

Wesson, M. B., chronic lymphatic
leucemia, study of a case, with
particular reference to blood t)ic-

ture and ferments in the urine,

836.

Wheat bran in constipation, 314.

Whitman, R.. Dr. Whitman's remarks
on the Abbott method of treating

lateral curvature of the spine,

1039.

Whooping cough, see pertussis.

Wiener, A., report upon a case of
acute bulbar palsy, with autopsy
and histological findings : type

:

anterior poliomyelitis, 1029.

Wiener, .A,. C., abdominal tumors of
tuberculous origin, 154.

Williams, E. AI., etat vermoulu, a form
of senile cortical degeneration, 928.

Williams, T. A., an unusual case of
tabes, with toxic complications in

the etiology, 66; criticism of ortho-
dox interpretations of occupa-
tional cramp neuroses and the

term neurosis, 613.

Wilson, S. J., a case of Henoch's pur-

pura treated with human blood
serum, 249; increase in the death
rate from diabetes, a possible ex-
planation, 662.

Witness, expert, qualification as, on
insanity, 184.

Wolbarst, A. L., a preliminary report

on neosalvarsan, with particular

reference to its employment as an
intramuscular injection, 145; pain

after neosalvarsan injections, 767.

Women, derailed forces in the life of,

515 ; examination of, in life insur-

ance, 778.

Woodruff, C. E., birth rates, overpopu-
lation, and the cost of living, 232.

Workmen, compensation act for, 635

;

city, health of, 949; in dangerous
trades, legal protection of, 716.

Wounded, in battle, hospital quarters
for, 625 ; in sea battles, first treat-

ment of, 624; transportation of, in

battles at sea, 624.

Wounds, rifle, modern, 902.

Worry as a cause of arteriosclerosis,

519-
Wrist, injuries to, 953.

X-ray, armor against, 765 ; burn, legal

aspects of, 761; evidences of stig-

mata of degeneration, 209; history

of, in the diagnosis of ulcer and
carcinoma of the digestive tract,

1055; in diagnosis and treatment
of diseases of the stomach, 317;
in diagnosis of gastro-intestinal

conditions, 1 179; in examination
of the gastro-intestinal canal,

1055; in leucemia, 968; in study
of larynx and trachea, 820;
injurious effects of, 445; meas-
urement of, by means of Tou-
sey method, 643 ; measurement
of the permanent teeth before
eruption, 313; single dose method
of, 500 ; studies of ingesta and
egesta, 220 ; therapy, 891 ; treat-

ment of acne, 168; treatment of
cancer, 584; treatment of climac-
teric disturbances, 80 ; treatment
of preliminary tuberculosis, 643

;

treatment of sarcoma of humerus,
219; treatment of splenic enlarge-
ment in children, 343; treatment
of tuberculous glands of neck,

774; value of. in surgery of the

stomach, 397.

Yellow fever, a so-called parasite of
(Seidelin), 288; a strictly human
disease, 536; dissemination and
prevention of, 718.

Zigler, M., a marked case of facial

asymmetry occurring in a case of
scrofuloderma, 291.

Zinc oxide as a deodorant, 349,
Zoster, 208,
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